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K
KABZEE'L ("^X^ni^ : ^atareXeiiX, Ka^Seffe^A,

Ka0aaa-fi\; Alex. Kaffde-fiX: Cabseel, Capsael),

one of the " cities " of the tribe of Judah ; the first

nained in the enumeration of tliose next Edom,and
apparently tlie farthest south (Josh. xv. 21).

Taken as Hebrew, the word signifies " collected by

Ood," and may be compared with Joktheel, the

name bestowed by the Jews on an Edomite city.

Kabzeel is memorable as the native place of tlie

gi-eat hero BENAiAH-ben-Jehoiada, in connexion

with whom it is twice mentioned (2 Sam. xxiii. 20
;

1 Chr. xi. 22). After the captivity it was rein-

habited by the Jews, and appears as Jekabzeel,
It is twice mentioned in the Onomasticon—as

Ka^ffe-nX and Capseel ; the first time by Eusebius

only, and apparently confounded with Carmel, un-

less the conjecture of Le Clerc in his notes on the

passao;e be accepted, which would identify it with

the site of Elijah's sleep and vision, between Beer-

sheba and Horeb. No trace of it appears to have

been discovered in modern times. [*-'•]

KA'DESH, KA'DESH BAE'NEA {^'Ip^,

y3~Q V~\p : KaSTjs, Ka57)s Bapnij, KoStjs tov

Bapv^). This place, the scene ofMiriam's death, was

the farthest point to which the Israelites reached in

their direct road to Canaan ; it was also that whence

the s])ies were sent, and where, on their return, the

people broke out into murmuring, upon which their

strictly penal term of wandering began (Num. xrii.

3, 2G. -xiv. 29-33, xx. 1 ; Deut. ii. 14). It is pro-

bable that the term "Kadesh," though applied to

signify a " city," yet had also a wider application

to a region, in which Kadesh-Jleribah certainly,

and Kadesh-Barnea probably, indicates a precise

spot. Thus Kadesh appears as a limit eastward of

the same tract which was limited westward by
Shur (Gen. xx. 1). Shur is possibly the same as

Sihor, "wliich is before Egypt" (xxv. 18 ; Josh,

xiii. 3 ; Jer. ii. 1 8), and was the first portion of the

wilderness on which the people emerged from the

passage of the Red Sea. [SiiUR.] " Between Ka-

desh and Bered " is another indication of the site of

Kadesh as an eastern limit (Gen. xvi. 14), for the

point so fixed is " the fountiin on the way to Shur"
V. 7), and the range of limits is narrowed by se-

lecting the western one not so far to the west, while

the eastern one, Kadesh, is unchanged. Again, we
liave Kadesh as the point to which the foray of
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Chedorlaomer " returned "—a word which does not

imply that they had previously visited it, but that

it lay in the direction, as viewed from Mount Seir

and Paran mentioned next before it, which was

that of the point from which Chedorlaomer had

come, viz. the North. Chedorlaomer, it seems,

coming down by the eastern shore of tlie Dead Sea

smote the Zuzims (Ammon, Gen. xiv. 5 ; Deut. ii.

20), and the Emims (Moab, Deut. ii. 11), and the

Horitus in Mount Seir, to the south of that sea,

unto " El-Paran that is by the wilderness." He
drove these Horites over the Aiabah into the Et-

Tih region. Then " returned," i. e. went north-

ward to Kadesh and Hazazon Tamar, or Engedi

(comp. Gen. xiv. 7 ; 2 Chr. xx. 2). In Gen. xiv. 7

Kadesh is identified witli En-Mishpat, the " foun-

tain of judgment," and is connected with Tamar, or

Hazazon Tamar, just as we find these two in the

comparatively late book of Ezekiel, as designed to

mark the southern border of Judah, drawn through

them and terminating seaward at the " River to,"

or " toward the Great Sea." Precisely thus stands

Kadesh-Barnea in the books of Numbers and Joshua

(comp. Ezek. xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28 ; Num. xxxiv. 4;

Josh. XV. 3). Unless then we are prepared to make

a double Kadesh for the book of Genesis, it seems idle

with Reland {Palestma, p. 114-7) to distinguish

the " En-Mishpat, which is Kadesh," from that to

which the spies returned. For there is an identity

about all the connexions of the two. which, if not

conclusive, will compel us to abandon all possible

inquiries. This holds especially as regards Paran

and Tamar, and in respect of its being the eastern

limit of a region, and also of being the first point of

importance found by Chedorlaomer on passing round

the southern extremity of the Dead Sea. In a strik-

ingly similar manner we have the limits of a route,

apparently a well-known one at the time, indicated

by three points, Horeb, Mount Seir, Kadesh-Barnea,

in Deut. i. 2, the distance between the extremes

being fixed at "11 days' journey," or about 165

miles, allowing 15 miles to an average day's

journey. This is one element for determining the

site of Kadesh, assuming of course the position of

Horeb ascertained. The name of the place to

which the spies returned is "Kadesh" simply, in

Num. xiii. 26, and is there closely connected with

the "wildei-ness of Paran;" yet 'the "wilderness

ofZin" stands in near conjunction, as the point

whence the " search " of the spies commenced (ver.

21). Again, in Num. xxxii. 8, we find that it was
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Ironi Kadcsh-Rarnc.1 that tlie mission of the spies

coraraenced, and in the rehearsed nairative of the

same event in Pent. i. 19, and ix. 23, the name

"Bamea" is also added. Thus far there seems no

reasonable doubt of the identity of this Kadesh with

that of Genesis. Again, in Num. xx., we find the

people encamped in Kadesh after reaching the wil-

deraess of Zin. For the question whether this was

a second visit (supposing the Kadesh identical with

that of the spies), or a continued occupancy, see

Wilderness of Wandering. The mention of

the " wilderness of Zin" is in f.ivour of the identity

of this place with that of Num. xiii. The re;isons

which seem to have fostered a contrary opinion are

the absence of water (ver. 2) and the position as-

signed—" in the uttermost of" the " border " of

Edoni. Yet the murmuring seems to have arisen,
j

or to have been more intense on account of their
|

liaving encamped there in the expectation of finding I

water ; which affords again a presumption of iden-

tity. Further, "the wilderness of Zin along by
i

the coast of Edom " (Num. xxxiv. 3; Josh, xv.)
i

destroys any presumption to the contrary arising ,

from that position. Jerome clearly knows of but one
|

and the same Kadesh—" where Moses smote the
j

rock," where " Miriam's monument," he says, " was

still shown, and where Chedorlaomer smote the

rulers of Amalek." It is true Jerome gives a dis-

tinct article on KoSStjs, ffOa t) Tr-liyri rrjs Kpl-

(Tews, i.e. En-mishpat,* bat only perhaps in order to '

record the fountain as a distinct local f;ict. The
|

apparent ambiguity of the position, first, in the I

wilderness of Paran, or in Paran ; and secondly in i

that of Zin, is no real increase to the difficulty.

For whether these tracts were contiguous, and Ka-

desh on their common border, or ran into each

other, and embraced a common territory, to which

the name " Kadesh," in an extended sense, might

be given, is compaiatively unimportant. It may,
|

however, be observed, that the wilderness of Paran
[

commences, Num. x. 12, where that of Sinai ends, i

and that it extends to the point, whence in ch. xiii.
j

the spies set out, though the only positive identifi-

cation of Kadesh with it is that in xiii. 26, when
on their return to rejoin Moses they come " to the

'

wilderness of Paran, to Kadesh." Paiian then was
evidently the general name of the gi-eat tract south

of Palestme, commencing soon after Sinai, as the

people advanced northwards,—that perhaps now
known as the desert Et-Tth. Hence, when the spies

are returning southwards they return to Kadesh,

viewed as in the wilderness of Paran ; though, in

the same chapter, when starting northwards on

their journey, they commence from that of Zin. It

seems almost to follow that the wilderness of Zin

must have overlapped that of Paran on the north side;

or must, ifthey were p;irallel and lay respectively east

and west, have had a further extension northwai-ds

than this latter. In the designation of the southern i

border of the Israelites also, it is obsen-able that I

the wilderness of Zin is mentioned as a limit, but

nowhere that of Paran '' (Num. xxxiv. 3; Josh. xv.

* Another short article of Jerome's, apparently

referred to by Stanley [S. ^ P. 93 note), as relating

likewise to En-mishpat, should seem to mean some-
thing wholly different, viz., the well of Isaac and
Abimclech in Gerar : <J>pc'ap xptVeut eis ert vvv icTi

(cw(HT) "Srjphav (putcus jadicis) KoXovfiivri ec rfj r«pa-

I" There is a remarkable interpolation in the LXX.,
or (as seems less probable) omission in the present

Ilcb. text of Num. xxxiii. 36, where, in following the
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1), unless the dwelling of Ishmael "in the wilder-

ness of Paran" (Gen. xxi. 21) indicates that, on

the western portion of the southern border, which
the story of'Hagai- indicates as his dwelling-place.

the Paran nomenclature prevailed.

If it be allowed, in the dearth of positive test'-

mony, to follow great natural boundaries in suggest-

ing an answer to the question of the situation of

these adjacent or perhaps overlapping wildernesses, it

will be seen, on reference to Kiepert's map (in Kobin-

son, vol. i. ; see also itusseger's map of the same
region), that the Arabah itself and the plateau west^

ward of it are, when we leave out the commonly
so-called Sinaitic peninsula (here consideied as cor-

responding in its wider or northerly portion to " the

wilderness of Sinai"), the two parts of the whole
region most strongly partitioned off from and con-

trasted with one another. On this western plateau

is indeed superimposed another, no less clearly

marked out, to judge from the map, as distinct

from the former as this from the Arabah ; but

this higher ground, it will be further seen, probably

corresponds with " the mountain of the Amorites."

The Arabah, and its limiting banier of high ground "=

on the western side, difier by about 400 or 500 feet

in elevation at the part where Robinson, advancing

fi-om Petra towards Hebron, ascended that banner

by the pass el Khurar. At the N.W. angle of the

Arabah the regularity of this barrier is much broken

by the great wadys which converge thither; but

from its edge at cl Khurar the great floor stretches

westward, with no great intenaiption of elevation,

if we omit the superimposed plateau, to the Egyp-
tian frontier, and northward to Ithinocolura and Gaza.
Speaking of it apparently from the point of view at

el Khurar, Robinson (ii. 586-7) saj's it is " not

exactly a table-land, but a higher tract of country,

forming the first of the several steps or offsets into

which the ascent of the mountains in this part is

divided." It is now known as the wilderness EU
Tih. A general description of it occui's in Robinson

(i. 261-2), together with a mention of the several

travellers who had then previously visited it : its

configuration is given, t6. 29-i-. \(ih\s Et-Tih region

represent the wilderness of Paran, then the Arabah
itself, including all the low ground at the southern

and south-western extremity of the Dead Sea, may
stand for the wilderness of Zin. The superimposed

plateau has an eastern border converging, towards

the north, with that of the general elevated tract

on which it stands, i. e. with the western bai-rier

aforesaid of the Arabah, but losing towards its higher

or northern extremity its elevation and precdseness,

in proportion as the general tract on which it stands

appeai-s to rise, till, near the S.W. curve of the

various stages of the march, we find respectively as

follows :

—

Hebrew.

Greek.

"k Teaimv Ta^ep (tot iropert/SoAof f'r rj)

airripai' ex T^s cp^fiov 2tV, (tot naptni-

rpjjfiof idpav avnf tori KdSr)^.

The LXX. would make them approach the wilderness

of Sin first, and that of Paran secondly, thus reversing

the effect of the above observations.
*= Called, at least throughout a portion of its course,

Jibel el BeytUieh.

Kai airqpav

«p^ju(u "^iV, Ku

PaXou tis TTji'
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Deid Sea, the higlier plateau and the general tract

appear to blend. The convergency in question arises

fiom the general tract having, on its eastern side,

I. c. whore it is to the Arab;ih a western limit, a

barrier running more nearly N. and S. than that of

the superimposed plateau, which runs about E.N.E.

and W.S.W. This highest of the two steps on

which this ten-ace stands is described by Williams

{Holij City, i. 463-4), who approached it from

Hebron—the opposite direction to that in which

Kobinsou, moiu)ting towards Hebron by the higher

pass Es-Sufah,-^ came upon it— as " a gigantic na-

tural rampart of lofty mountiiins, which we could

distinctly trace for many miles ^ E. and W. of the

spot on which we stood, whose precipitous promon-

tories of naked rock, foiining as it were bastions of

Cyclopean architecture, jutted forth in irregular

masses from the mountain-barrier into the southern

wilderness, a confused chaos of chalk." ' Below the

traveller lay the Wady Murreh, running into that

called El-Fikreh, identifying the spot with that de-

scribed by Robinson (ii. 587) as " a formidable

bamer supporting a third plateau " (reckoning ap-

parently the Arabah as one), rising on the other,

t. e. northern side of the Wachj el-Fikreh. But
the southern face of this highest plateau is a still

more strongly defined wall of mountains. The
Israelites must piobably have faced it, or wandered

along it, at some period of their advance from the

wilderness of Sinai to the more northern desert of

Paraa. There is no such boldly-marked line of chit's

north of the Et-Tili and El-Odjmeh ranges, except

perhaps Jlount Seir, the eastern limit of the Arabah.

There is a sti'ongly marked expression in Deut. i.

7, 19, 20, " the mountain of the Amorites," which
besides those of Seir and Hor, is the only one men-
tioned by name after Sinai, and which is there closely

connected with Kadesh Barnea. The wilderness

(that of Paran) " great and terrible," which they

passed through after quitting Horeb (vers. 6, 7,

19), was " by the way of" this " mountain of the

Amorites." " We came," says Jloses, " to Kadesh
Barnea ; and I said unto you, ye are come unto the

mountain of the Amorites." Also in ver. 7, the

adjacent temtories of this mountain-region seem
not obscurely intimated ; we have the Shephelah
("plain") and the Arabah ("vale"), with the
" hills" (" hill-country of Judah ") between them

;

and " the South " is added as that debateable out-

lying region, in which the wilderness strives with
the imoads of life and culture. There is no natuial

feature to conesjMnd so well to this mountain of

the Amorites as this smaller higher plateau super-

imposed on Et-TVi, forming the watershed of the

two great systems of wadys, those north-westward
towards the great Wady-el-Arish, and those north-

eastward towards the Wady Jerafeh and the gieat

Wady-el-Je'b. Indeed, in these converging wady-
systems ou either side of the " mountain,"we have
a desert-continuation of the same configuration of

countiy, which the Shephelah and Arabah with
their interposed waterslie Iding highlands present

further north. And even as the name Arabah
is plainly continued from the Jordan valley, so as
to mean the great arid trough between the Dead
Sea and Elath ; so perhaps the Shefelah (" vale ")

"• There are three nearly parallel passes leading to
the same level : this is the middle one of the three.
Schubert {Reise, ii. 441-3) appears to have taken the
same path ; Bertou that on the W. side. El Yemen.

* This is only the direction, or apparent direction.
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might naturally be viewed as continued to the

" river of Egj'pt." And thus the " mountain of the

Amorites" would merely continue the mountain-

mass of Judah and Ephraim, as forming part

of the land " which the Lord our God doth give

unto us." The south-western angle of this higher

plateau is well defined by the bluff peak of

Jehel 'Ardif, standing in about 30° 22' N,, by
34° 30' E. Assuming the region from Wady
Feiran to the Jehel Moiisa as a general basis

for the position of Horeb, nothing farther south

than this Jebel 'Ardif appears to give the neces-

saiy distance from it for Kadesh, nor would any

point on the west side of the western face of this

mountain region suit, until we get quite high up
towards Beersheba. Nor, if any site in this direc-

tion is to be chosen, is it easy to account for " the

way of Mount Seir " being mentioned as it is. Dent,

i. 2, apparently as the customary route " from

Horeb" thither. But if, as further reasons will

suggest, Kadesh lay probably near the S.W. curve

of the Dead Sea, then " Mount Seir" will be with-

in sight on the E. during all the latter part of the

journey "from Horeb" thither. This mountain

region is in Kiepeii's map laid down as the territory

of the Azdzimeh, but is said to be so wild and

rugged that the Bedouins of all other tribes avoid

it, nor has any road ever traversed it (Robinson,

i. 186). Across this then there was no pass ; the

choice of routes lay between the road which leading

from Elath to Gaza and the Shephelah, passes to

the west of it, and that which ascends from the

northern e.xtremity of the Arabah by the Ma'aleh

Akrabbim towards Hebron. The reasons for think-

ing that the Israelites took this latter course are,

that if they had taken the western, Beersheba would
seem to have been the most natural route of their

first attempted attack (Robinson, i. 187). It would
also have brought them too near to the land of the

Philistines, which it seems to have been the Divine

purpose that they should avoid. But above all, the

features of the country, scantily as they are noticed

in Num., are in favour of the eastern route from

the Arabah and Dead Sea.

One site fixed on for Kadesh is the Ain es Shey-

dbeh on the south side of this " mountain of the

Amorites," and therefore too near Horeb to fulfil

the conditions of Deut. i. 2. Messrs. Rowlands and

Williams {ffuly City, i. 463-8) argue strongly in

favour of a site for Kadesh on the west side of this

whole mountain region, towards Jebel Helal, where
they found " a large single mass or small hill of solid

rock, a spur of the mountain to the north of it,

immediately rising above it, the only visible naked

rock in the whole district." They found sahent

water rushing from this rock into a basin, but soon

losing itself in the sand, and a giand space for the

encampment of a host on the S.W. side of it. In

flavour of it they allege, 1, the name EMes or

KMcs, pronounced in English J\ddddse or KwJddse,
as being exactly the form of the Hebrew name
Kadesh ; 2, the position, in the line of the southern

boundary of Judah ; 3, the correspondence with

the order of the places mentioned, especially the

places Adar and Azmon, which these travellei-s re-

cognize in Adeirat and Aseimch, otherwise (as in

of the range at the spot, its general one being as above

stated. See the maps.
' So Robinson, before ascending, remarks (ii. 585)

that the hills consisted of chalky stone and conglo'

merate.

P. 2
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Kiepert's map) Kudeinit and Ka>eimeh ; 4, its po-

sition with rerrai-d to Jebel el-ffalal, ovJehcl Hdal;

5, its position witli regard to the mountain of the

Amorites (which they seem to identify with the

western face of the plateau) ; 6, its situation with

regard to tlie grand S.W. route to Palestine by

Beer-lahai-roi from Kgypt ; 7, its distance from Sinai,

and the goodness of tlic way thither
; 8, the accessi-

bility ofMount Hor from this region. Of these,

2, 4, 5, and 8, seem of no weight ;B 1 is a good deal

weakened by the fiict that some such name seems

to have a wide range'' in this region ; 3 is of con-

siderable force, but seems overbalanced by the fact

that the whole position seems too far west ; argu-

ments 6 and 7 rather tend against than for the viow

in question, any western route being unlikely (see

text above), and the "goodness" of the road not

being discoverable, but rather the reveree, from the

Mosaic record. But, above all, how would this

accord with " the way of Mount Seir " being that

from Sinai to Kadesli Barnea? (Deut. i. 2,)

In the map to liobinson's last edition, a Jebel cl

Kndcis is given on the authority of Abeken. But
this spot would be too far to the west for the fixed

point intended in Deut. i. 2 as Kadesh Barnea.

Still, taken in connexion with the region endea-

voured to be identified with the " mountain of the

Amorites," it may be a general testimony to the

prevalence of the name Kadesh within certain

limits ; which is further supported by the names
given below ('').

The indications of locality strongly point to a site

near where the mountain of the Amorites descends

to the low region of the Aiabah and Dead Sea.

Tell Arad is perhaps as clear a local monument of

the event of Num. xxi. 1, as we can expect to

find. [Arad]. " The Canaanitish king of Arad
"

found that Israel was coming " by the way of the

spies," and " fouglit against" and " took some of

them prisoners." The subsequent defeat of this

king is clearly connccteil with the pass Es-Sufa,

between which and the Tell Arad a line drawn
ought to give us the direction of route intended

by " by the way of the spies ;" accordingly, within

a day's journey on either side of this line pro-

duced towards the Arabah, Kadesh-Barnea should

be sought ibr. [HORMAii] . Nearly the same ground
appears to have been the scene of the previous dis-

comfiture of the Israelites rebelliously attempting
to force their way by this pass to occupy the

"mountain" where "the Amalekites and Amo-
rites" were "before them" (Num. xiv. 45; Judg.
i. 17) ; further, however, this defeat is said to have
been "in Seir" (Deut. i. 44). Now, whether we
admit or not with Stanley {S. ^ P. 94 note) that

Kdom had at this period no territory west of the

Arabah, which is perhaps doubtful, yet there can

be no loom for doubt that " the mountain of the

Amorites" must at any rate be taken as their

« What is more disputable than the S. boundary
line ? Jebel Helal derives its sole sipnificance from
a passage not specified in Jeremiah. The "mountain
of the Amorites," as shown above, need not be that

western face. Mt. Hor is as accessible from elsewhere.
'^ Scetzen's last map shows a Wadij Kidiese corre-

sponding in position nearly with Jebel el Kude'ise

Kivcn in Kiepert's, on the authority of Abeken.
Zimmermann's .Vtlaa, sect, x., Rives el Cadessah as

another name for the well-known hill Madurah, or

Moderah, lying within view of the point described

above, from Williams's Holy Cittj, i. 463-1. This is

towards the Kast, a good deal nearer tl'c Dead Sea,
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western limit. Hence the overthrow in Seir

must be east of that mountain, or, at furthest, on

its eastern edge. The "Seir" alluded to may be

the western edge of the Arabah below the Es-'Sufa

pass, ^\'hen thus driven back, they " abode in

Kadesh many days" (Deut. i. 46). The city, whe-
ther we prefer Kadesh simply, or Kadesh-Barnea,

as its designation, cannot have belonged to the

Amorites, lor these after their victory would pro-

bably have dis])uted possession of it ; nor could it,

if plcUnly Amoriti.sh, have been " in the uttermost

of the border " of Kdom. It may be conjectured

that it lay in the debateable ground between the

Amorites and Edom, which the Israelites in a mes-

sage of courtesy to Edom might naturally assign to

the latter, and that it was possibly then occupied in

fact by neither, but by a remnant of those Horites

whom Edom (Deut. ii. 12) dislodged from the

"mount" Seir, but who remained as refugees in

that arid and unenviable region, which perhaps

was the sole remnant of their previous possessions,

and which they still called by the name of " Seir,"

their patriarch. This would not be inconsistent

with " the edge of the land of Edom " still being

at Mount Hor (Num. xxxiii. 37), nor with the

Israelites regarding this debateable ground, after

dispossessing the Amorites from " their mountain,"

as pertaining to their own " south quarter." If this

view be admissible, we might regard "Barnea" as

a Hebraized remnant of the Horite language, or ot

some Horite name.

The neaiest approximation, then, which csui be

given to a site for the city of Kadesh, may be

probably attained by drawing a circle, from the pass

Es-Sufa, at the radius of about a day's journey
;

its south-western quadrant will intersect the "wil-

derness of Paran," or Et-Tih, which is there ovei-

hung by the superimposed plateau of the mountain

of the Amorites ; while its south-eastern one will

cross what has been designated as the " wilderness

of Zin." This seems to satisfy all the conditions

of the passages of Genesis, Numbers, and Deuter-

onomy, which refer to it. The nearest site in har-

mony with this view, which has yet been suggested

(Robinson, ii. 175), is undoubtedly the Ain el-

Weibeh. To this, however, is opposed the remark

of a traveller (Stanley, S. and P. 95) who went
probably with a deliberate intention of testing the

local features in reference to this suggestion, that

it does not aflbrd among its " stony shelves of three

or four feet high" any proper " cliff" (V7D), such

as is the word specially describing that " rock

"

(A. V.) from which the water gushed. It is how-

ever nearly opposite the Wady Ghiiweir, the great

opening into the steep e;istern wall of the Arabah,

and therefore the most probable "highway" by

which to "pass through the border" of Edom.

But until further examination of local features has

and so far more suitable. Further, Robertson's map
in Stewart's The Tent and the Khan places an 'Ain

Khades near the junction of the Wady Abt/ad, with

the Wadi/ el Arish ; but in this map are tokens of

some confusion in the drawing.

' Fiirst has suggested P-IJ'ia, " son of wander-

ing "= Bedouin ; but ^3 does not occur as "son"

in the writings of Moses. The reading of the LXX.

in Num. xxxiv. 4, Kaiijj toO Bapi/r), seems to favour

the notion that it was regarded by them as a man's

name. The name " MoribaU " is accounted for in

Num. XX. 13. [MEniBAH.j
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been made, which owing to the frightfully desolate

character of the region deems very difficult, it would
be unwise to push identihcatiou further.

Notice is due to the attempt to discovei Kadesh
in Petra, the mctioi^Iis of the Xabathaeanb (Stan-

ley, iS'. and P. 94), enibedd'jd in the mountains to

wliich the name of Mount Seir is admitted by all

authorities to apply, and almost overhung by
Mount Hor. No doubt the word Seld, " clilf," is

used as a proper name occasionally, and may pro-

bably iu 2 K. .xiv. 7 ; Is. xvi. 1, be identihed with

a city or spot of territory belonging to Edom. But
the two sites of Petra and Mount Hor are surely far

too close for each to be a distinct camping station, as

in Num. xxxiii. 36, 37. The camp of Israel would
have probably covered the site of the city, the

mountain, and several adjacent valleys. But, fur-

ther, the site of Petra must have been as thoroughly

IMomitish tenitory as was that of Bozrah,
the then capital, and could not be described

as being "in the uttermost" of their border.
" Mount Seir " was " given to Esau for a posses-

sion," in wliich he was to be unmolested, and not

a " foot's breadth " of his land was to be taken.

This seems irreconcileable with the quiet encamp-
ment of the whole of Israel and permanency there

for " many days," as also with their subsequent

territoiual possession of it, for Kadesh is always
reckoned as a town in the southern border belong-

ing to Israel. Neither does a friendly request to be

allowed to pass through the land of Edom come
suitably from an invader who had seized, aud was
occupying one of its most difficult passes ; nor,

again, is the evident temper of the Edomites and

their precautions, if they contemplated, as they

certainly did, armed resistance to the violation of

their territory, consistent with that invader being

allowed to settle himself by anticipation in such a

position without a stand being made against him.

But, lastly, the conjunction of the city Kadesh with

"the mountain of the Amorites," and its connexion

with the assault repulsed by the Amalekites and

Canaanites (Deut. i. 44; Num. xiv. 43), points to

a site wholly away from Jlount Seir.

A paper in the Journal of Sacred Literature,

April, 1860, entitled A Critical Enquiry into the

Route of the Exodus, discards all the received sites

for Sinai, even that of Momit Hor, and fixes on Elusa

{El Kalesah) as that of Kadesh. The arguments of

this writer will be considered, as a whole, under

Wilderness of Wandering.
Kadesh appears to have maintained itself, at least

as a name to the days of the prophet Ezekiel,

{I. c.) and those of the writer of the apocryphal book

'' It may be perhaps a Horite word, corrupted so

as to bear a signification in the Heb. and Arab. ; but,

assuming it to be from the root meaning " holiness,"

which exists in various forms in the Heb. and Arab.,

there may be some connexion between that name,

supposed to indicate a shrine, and the Kn-Mishpat =
Fountain of Judgment. The connexion of the priestly

and judicial function, having for its root the regard-

ing as sacred whatever is authoritative, or the de-

ducing ^all subordinate authority from the Highest,

would support this view. Compare also the double

functions united in Sheikh and Cadi. Further, on this

supposition, a more forcible sense accrues to the name
Kadesh Meribah — strife or contention, being as it

were a perversion oi Mishpat = judgment—a taking

it in partem deteriorem. For the Heb. and .\rab. de-

rivatives from this same root sec Gcsen. Lex. s. v.

V)^\i, varying in senses of to be holy, or (piel) to

KADMONITES, THE :^

of Judith ^i. 9). The "wilderness of Kadesh"
occurs only in Ps. xxi.x, 8, and is probably undi.s-

tinguishabie from that of Zin. As regards the

name " Kadesh," there seems some doubt whether
it be originally Hebrew.''

Almost any probable situation for Kadesh on the

grounds of the Scriptural narrative, is equally op-

posed to the impression derived from the aspect of

the region thereabouts. No spot perhaps, in the

locality above indicated, could now be an eligible site

for the host of the Israelites " for many days." Je-

rome speaks of it as a " desert" in his day, and
makes no allusion to any city there, although the

tomb of Miriam, of which no modern traveller has
found any vestige, had there its traditional site. It

is possible that the great volume of water which in

the rainy season sweeps by the great El-Jeih and
other wadys into the S.W. corner of the Ghor,
might, if duly husbanded, have once created an arti-

ficial oasis, of which, with the neglect of such in-

dustry, evei-y tiace has since been lost. But, as

no attempt is made here to fix on a definite site for

Kadesh as a city, it is enough to observe that the

objection applies in neai-ly equal Ibrce to nearly all

solutions of the question of which the Scriptural

narrative admits. [H. H.]

KAD'MIEL (b^t.-pnip : KaS/xffiK: Cedmihel),

one of the Levites who with his family returned

from Babylon with Zerubbabel, and apparently a

representative of the descendants of Hodaviah, or,

as he is elsewhere called, Hodaveh or Judah (Ezr.

ii. 40 ; Neh. vii. 43). In the first attempt which
was made to rebuild the Temple, Kadmiel and
Jeshua, probably an elder member of the same
house, were, together with their families, appointed

by Zerubbabel to superintend the workmen, aud
otficiated in the thanksgiving-service by which the

laying of the foundation was solemnized (Ezr. iii. 9).

His house took a prominent part in the confession of

the people on the day of humiliation (Neh. ix. 4, 5),

and with the other Levites jouied the princes and

priests in a solemn compact to separate themselves

to walk in God's law (Neh. x. 9). In the parallel

lists of 1 Esdr. he is called Cadmiel.

KAD'MONITES, THE (^Jbli'Jn, i.e. "the

Kadmouite ;" tovs Ki^ixwvaiovs ; Alex, omits:

Cedmonaeos), a people named in Gen. xv. 19 only;

one of the nations who at that time occupied the

laud promised to the descendants of Abram. The
name is from a root Kedem, signifying " eastern,"

and also "ancient" (Ges. Thes. 1195).

Bochart {Chan. i. 19 ; Phal. iv. 36) derives the

sanctify, as a priest, or to keep holy, as the sab-

bath, and (pual) its passive ; also Golii Lex. Arab.

Lat. Lugd. Bat. 1553, s. v. jj^^Jo- The derived

sense, B'lp. a male prostitute, fern. nCJ'np, a harlot,

does not appear to occur in the Arab. : it is to be

referred to the notion of prostitution in honour of an

idol, as the Syrians in that of Astarte, the Babylonians

in that of Mylitta (Herod, i. 199), and is conveyed

in the Greek UpoSouAo?. [Idolatry, vol. i. 858ft.] This

repulsive custom seems more suited to those populous

and luxurious regions than to the hard bare life of the

desert. As an example of Kastcrn nomenclature

travelling far west at an early period, ("adiz may

perhaps be suggested as based upon Kadesh, aiul

carried to Spain by the Phoenicians.
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Kadmoiiites from Cndmiis, and further identifies

them with the Hivites (whose place they fill in the

above list of nations), on the gi-oinid that the

Hivites occupied Mount Hei-mon, " the most easterly

part of Cana;m." But Hermon cannot be said to

be on the east of Canaan, nor, if it were, did the

Hivites live there so exclusively as to entitle them

to an appellation derived from that circumstance (see

vol. i. 820). It is more probable that the name
Kadmonite in its one occurrence is a synonym for

the IJene-Kedem— the " children of the East," the

general name which in the Bible appears to be s;iven

to the tribes who roved in the great waste tracts on

the east and south-east of Palestine. [G.]

KALLA'I C^D: Ka\Aof: Celat), a priest in

the days of Joiakim the son of Jeshua. He was

one of the chiefs of the fathers, and represented the

fimily of Sallai (Neh. xii. 20).

KA'NAH(n3i^: KavBiv; Max.Kavi: Cane\

one of the places which formed the landmarks of

the boundary of Asher ; apparently next to Zidon-

rabbah, or "great Zidon" (Josh. .\ix. 28 only). If

this inference is correct, then Kanah can hardly be

ideutitied in the modem village Kana, six miles

inland, not from Zidon, but from Tyre, nearly 20

miles south thereof. The identification, first pro-

posed by Robinson {B. E. ii. 45G), has been gene-

i-ally accepted by travellers (Wilson, Lands, ii.

230 ; Porter, Handbook, 395 ; Schwarz, 192; Van
de Velde, i. 180). Van de Velde (i. 2(19) also

treats it as the native ])lace of the " woman of

Canaan" {yvv)} Xavavaia) who cried after our

Lord. But the former identification, not to speak

of the latter—in which a connexion is assumed be-

tween two words radically distinct— seems un-

tenable. An Ain-Kana is marked in the map of

Van de Velde, about 8 miles S.E. oi Saida (Zidon),

close to the conspicuous village Jurjua, at which
latter place Zidon lies full in view (Van de Velde,

ii. 437). This at least answers more nearly the

requirements of the text. But it is put forward as

a mere conjecture, and must abide fui-ther investi-

gation. [G.]

IvA'NAH, THE EIVER (n^i^ ^m = the

torrent or wady I\. : Xf\Kaud, (papay^ Kapaud
;

Alex, xilfxappos Kavd. :uid <pdpay^ Kaud : Vallis

arurulineti),:i stream falling into the Meditenaneau,
which foraied the division between the territories

of Ephraim and Manasseh, the former on the south,

the latter on the north (Josh. xvi. 8, xvii. 9). No
light appears to be thrown on its situation by the

Ancient Versions or the Onomasticon. Dr. Robin-

son (iii. 135) identifies it " without doubt" with a

wady, which taking its rise in the central moun-
tains of Ephraim, near Akrahch, some 7 miles

S.E. of Nabhis, crosses the country and enters the

sea just above Jafia as Nahr-el-Aiijeh ; beai-ing

during part of its course the name of Wadij Kanah.
But this, though perhaps sufficiently important to

sen'e as a boundary between two tribes, and though
the retention of the name is in its favour, is surely

too far south to have been the boundai y between
Ephraim and Manasseh. The conjecture of Schwarz

(51) is more plausible—that it is a wady which
commences west of and close to Nahlns, at Ain-el-

Khassab, and falls into the sea as Nahr Falail:,

and which bears also the name of Wady al-Kliassab

—the reedy stream. This has its more northerly

position in its favour, and also the agreement in

signification of the names (K;mah meaning also

KARTAH
reedy). But it should not be forgotten that the

name Khasmb is borne by a large tract of the mari-

time plain at this part (Stanley, S. 4' i^- 260).

Porter pronounces for N. Akhdar, close below

Caesarea. [G.]

KARE'AH (mi?: KdpTjc: Caree), the father

of Johanan and Jonathan, who supported Gedaliah's

authority and avenged his murder (Jer. il. 8, 13,

15, 16, xli. 11,13, 14, 16, xlii. 1, 8, xliii. 2, 4, 5).

He is elsewhere called Careah.

KARKA'A (with the def. article, yi^l^H :

KttSiji, in both MSS. ; Sj-mm. translating, eSa(pos:

Carcaa), one of the landmarks on the south boun-

dary of the tribe of Judah (Josh. xv. 3), and there-

fore of the Holy Land itself. It lay between Addar
and Azmou, Azmon being the next point to the

MediteiTanean ( Wady el-Arisli). Kark;ia, however,

is not found in, the specification of the boundary in

Num. xxxiv., and it is worth notice that while in

Joshua the line is said to make a detour (33D) to

Karkaa, in Numbers it runs to Azmou. Nor does

the name occur in the subsequent lists of the

southern cities in Josh. xv. 21-32, or six. 2-8, or in

Neh. xi. 25, &c. Eusebius
(
Onomasticon, 'AKap/cds)

perhaps speaks of it as then existing {K<ifi7i evrlv),

but at any rate no subsequent traveller or geo-

grapher appears to have mentioned it. [G.]

KAR'KOR (with the def. article, Ip-ljPn

:

KapKdp ; Alex. Kap/co : Vulg. translating, re-

quicscebant), the place in which the remnant of the

host of Zebah and Zalmunna which had escaped the

rout of the Jordan valley were encamped, when
Gideon buret upon and again dispersed them
(Judg. viii. 10). It must have been on the east

of the Jordan, beyond the district of the towns, iu

the open wastes inhabited by the nomad tribes

—

" them that dwelt in tents on the east of Nobah
and Jogbehah" (ver. 11). But it is difficult to

believe that it can have been so far to the south as

it is placed by Eusebius and Jerome {Onomast.
KapKa and " Carcar "), namely one day's journey

(about 15 miles) north of Petra, where in their

time stood the fortress of Carcaria, as in ours the

castle of Kerch el-Shobak (Burckhardt, 19 Aug.

1812). The name is somewhat similar to that of

CiiAiiACA, or Charax, a place on the east of the

Jordan, mentioned once in the JIaccabean history
;

but there is nothing to be said either for or against

the identitiaition of the two.

If Knnaicat be Kenath, on which Nobah be-

stowed his own name (with the usual fate of iuch

innovations iu Palestine), then we should look for

Karkor in the desert to the east of that place

;

which is quite far enough from the Jordan valley,

the scene of the first encounter, to justify both

Josephus's expression, irAppw iro\v {Atit. vii. 6,

§5), and the careless " security " of the Midianites.

But no traces of such a name have yet been disco-

vered in that direction, or any other than that above

mentionetl. [G.]

KAR'TAH (nPI")i5 : v KaSr,^ ; Alex.Kaped:

Chartha), a town of Zebulun, which with its

" suburbs " was allotted to the Merarite Levites

(Josh. xxi. 34). It is not mentioned either in the

general list of the towns of this tribe (.xix. 10-16),

or ill the parallel catalogue of Levitical cities in

1 Chr. vi., nor does it appear to have been recog-

nised since. fG.")
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KAR'TAN(,|rinip: ee^fidv; Alex. Noeju^uciv :

Carthan), a city of Naphtali, allotted with its

"suburbs" to th€ Gershouite Le\'ites (Josh. xxi.

32). In the parallel list of 1 Chr. vi. the name
appears in the more expanded form of KiRJA-
TiiAiM (ver. 70), of which Kartan may be either

a provincialism or a contraction. A similar change

is observable in Dothan and Dothaim. The LXX.
evidently had a dili'erent Hebrew text from the

present. [G.]

KATT'ATH (ntSJP : Karwdd ; Alex. KaxTafl

:

Cateth), one of the cities of the tribe of Zebuiun

(Josh. six. 15). It is not mentioned in the Ono-

masticon. Schwarz (172) reports that in the Je-

rusalem Megilkih, Kattath " is said to be the mo-
dern Katunith," which he seeks to identify with

Kana el-JelU,—most probably the CanA of Ga-
lilee of the N. T.— 5 miles north of Seffurieh,

partly on the ground that Cana is given in the

fiyriac as Katna, and paj-tly for other but not very

palpable reasons. [G.]

KE'DAR (nni5, " black skm, black-skinned

man," Ges. : K7;5ap : Cedar'), the second in order

of the sons of Ishmael (Gen. xsv. 13 ; 1 Chr. i. 29),
and the name of a great tribe of the Arabs, settled

on the north-west of the peninsula and the confines

of Palestine. This tribe seems to have been, with
Tema, the chief representative of Ishmael's sons in

the western portion of the land they originally peo-

pled. The " glory of Kedar " is recorded by the

prophet Isaiah (xxi. 13-17) in the burden upon
Arabia ; and its importance may also be inferred

from the " princes of Kedar," mentioned by Ez.

(xxvii. 21), as well as the pastoral character of the

tribe :
" Arabia, and all the princes of Kedar, they

occupied with thee in lambs, and rams, and goats

:

in these [were they] thy merchants." But this

characteristic is maintained in several other remark-
able passages. In Cant. i. 5, the black tents of

Kedar, black like the goat's or camel's-hiiir tents of

tlie modem Bedawee, are forcibly mentioned, " I

[am] black, but comely, ye daughters of Jeru-
salem, as the tents of Kedar, as the curtains of So-

lomon." In Is. Ix. 7, we tind the " flocks of Kedar,"
together with the rams of Kebaioth ; and in Jer.

xlix. 28, "concerning Kedai", and concerning the

kingdoms of Hazor," it is written, " Arise ye, go
up to Kedar, and spoil the men of the East [the

Bene-Kedem]. Their t«nts and their flocks shall

they take away ; they shall take to themselves their

tent-curtains, and all their vessels, and their camels
"

(28, 29). They appear- also to have been, like the

wandering tribes of the present day, " archers " and
"mighty men" (Is. xxi. 17; comp. Ps.cxx.o). That
they also settled in villages or towns, we find from
that magnificent passage of Isaiah (xlii. 11 ),

" Let
the wilderness and the cities thereof lift up [their

voice], the villages [that] Kedar doth inhabit : let

the inhabitants of the rock sing, let them shout
from the top of the mountains ;"—unless encamp-
ments are here intended.* But dwelling in more
jwrmanent habitations than tents is just what
we should expect from a f;u--stretching tribe such
as Kedar certainly was, covering in their pisture-
laiids and watering places the great western desert,
settling on the holders of Palestine, and {penetrating

" Q^l-^n. Comp. usage of Arabic, x> J>. S^aryeh.

^ Hence "np pC7, Kabhin. use of the Arabic
language (Gcs. Lex. cd. Trcgcllcs).
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into the Arabian peninsula, where they were to be

the fathers of a great nation. The archers and

waniors of this tribe were probably engaged in many
of the wars which the " men of the East " (of whom
Kedar most likely formed a part) waged, in alliance

with Jlidianites and others of the Bene-Kedem,

with Israel (see IVI. Caussin de Perceval's Essai, i.

180-1, on the war of Gideon, &c.). The tribe

seems to have been one of the most conspicuous of

all the Ishmaelite tiibes, and hence the Rabbins

call the .\rabians universally by this name.''

In Is. xxi. 17, the descendants of Kedar a-e

called the Bene-Kedar.

As a link between Bible history and Mohammadan
traditions, the tribe of Kedar is probably found in

the people allied the Cedrei by Pliny, on the con-

fines of Arabia Petraea to the south (A. H. v. 1 1) ;

but they have, since classical times, become merged
into the Arab nation, of which so great a part must
have sprmig from them. In the Mohammadan tia-

ditions, Kedar'' is the ancestor of J\Iohammad ; and
through him, although the genealogy is broken for

many generations, the ancestry of the latter fi'om

Ishmael is carried. (See Caussin, Essai, i. 175,
seqq.) The descent of the bulk of the Arabs from
Ishmael we have elsewhere shown to rest on in-

disputable grounds. [Ishmael.] [E. S. P.]

KE'DEBIAH (nO~!|'5, i. e. "eastward:" KeS^tti:

Ccdina), the youngest of the sons of Ishmael (Gen.

XXV. 15; 1 Chr. i. 31).

KE'DEMOTH (in Deut. and Chron. ni»lp

;

in Josh, nb'lp : Ke^afioid, BaKeSixciiO, f] AeK/xwv,

T] Kadfji.wd ; Ales. KeSfj.ovd, KeSTj/xciid, Kafx^Stid,

Tidffwv: Cedemoth, Cademoth), one of the towns
in the district east of the Dead Sea allotted to the

tribe of Reuben (Josh. xiii. 18) ;
given with its

"suburbs" to the Merarite Levites (Josh. xxi. 37
;

1 Chr. vi. 79 ; in the former of these passages the

name, with the rest of verses 36 and 37, is omitted

from the Rec. Hebrew Text, and from the Vulg.).

It possibly confened its name on the " wilderness,

or uncultivated pasture land {3Iidba)-), of Kede-
moth," in which Israel was encamped when Moses
asked permission of Sihon to pass through the

country of the Aniorites; although, if Kedemoth be

treated as a Hebrew word, and translated " Eastern,"

the same circumstance may have given its name
both to the city and the district. And this is moi-e

probably the case, since " Aroer on the brink of
the torrent Arnon " is mentioned as the extreme
(south) limit of Sihon 's kingdom and of the territory

of Reuben, and the north limit of Moab, Kede-
moth, Jahazah, Heshbon, and other towns, being

apparently north of it (Josh. xiii. 16, Ike), while
the wilderness of Kedemoth was certainly outside

the territory of Sihon (Deut. ii. 26, 27, &c.), and
therefore south of the Arnon. This is supported by
the terms of Num. xxi. 23, from which it would
appear as if Sihon had come out of his territory

into the wilderness ; although on the other hand,

from the fact of Jalniz (or Jahazah) being said to

Le "in the wilderness" (Num. xxi. 23), it seems

doubtful whether the towns named in Josh. xiii.

16-21, were all north of Anion. As in other cases

we must awiiit further investigation on the east of

the Dead Sea. The place is but casually men-

tioned in the Onomasticon (_" Cademoth "), but yet
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so !is to imply a distinction between t!ie town and

the wildeiness. No other traveller appeare to have

noticed it. (See Ewakl, (/c'sc/i. ii. 271.) [Jahaz.]

KE'DESH (K'lp). tlie name borne by three

cities in Palestine.

1. (KoBrjj; Alex. BeAf'fl : Cedes) in the extreme

south of Jiidah (.Josh. xv. 23). Whether this is

identical with Kadesh-Barnea, which was actually

one of the points on the south boundary of the tribe

(XV. 3 ; Num. xxxiv. 4), it is impos.sible to say.

Against the identirication is the ditVerence of the

name,—hardly likely to be altered if the famous

Kadesh was intended, and the occurrence of the name
elsewhere showing that it was of common use.

2. (Ks'Sey; Alex. KeSee : Cerfes), a city of Issa-

char, which according to the catalogue of 1 Chr.

vi. was allotted to the Gershonite Levites (ver. 72).

In the parallel list (Josh. xxi. 28) the name is

KiSHON, one of the variations met with in these

lists, for which it is impossible satisiactoiily to

account. The Kedesh mentioned among the cities

whose kings were slain by Joshua (Josh. xii. 22),

m company with JMegiddo and Jokneam of Carmel,

would seem to have been this city of Issachar, and

not, as is commonly accepted, the northern place of

the same name in Naphlali, the position of which

in the catalogue would naturally have been with

Haiior and Shimron-Meron. But this, though pi-o-

bable, is not conclusive.

3. Kedesu (KtiSes, Ko5t]s, Ke'Scs," Kej/e'C;

Alex, also KelSey ; Cedes) : also Kedesh in Ga-

lilee (? yilB 'p, «. e. " K. in the Galil ;"
ri Kd5-?js eV

rp raA.tAaio! ; Cedes in Galilaeci): and once, Judg.

iv. 6, Kedesh-Naphtali CpPlSi'i?; Kc^Stjs N€</)-

daXi; Cedes Nephthali). One of the fortified cities

of the tribe of Naphtali, named between Hazor and
Edrei (Josh xix. 37); appointed as a city of refuge,

and allotted with its "suburbs" to the Gershonite

Levites (xx. 7, xxi. 32 ; 1 Chr. vi. 76). In

Josephus's account of the northern wars of Joshua
(^Ant. V. 1, §18j, he apparently refers to it as

marking the site of the battle of Merom, if Merom
be intended under the form Beroth.*" It was the

residence of Bai-ak (Judg. iv. 6), and there he

and Deborah assembled the tribes of Zebulun and
Naphtf.li before the conflict (9, 10). Near it was
the tree of Zaananim, where was pitched the tent

of the Kenites Heber and ,Iael, in which Sisera met
his death (ver. 11 ). It was probably, as its name
implies, a " holy <^ place" of great antiquity, which
would explain its selection as one of the cities of
refuge, and its being chosen by the prophetess as

the spot at which to meet the warriors of the tribes

• Some of the variations in the LXX. are remark-
able. In Judg. iv. 9, 10, Vat. has Ka5j;s, and .\lex.

Kei5es ; but in ver. 11, they both have Ke'Ses. In
2 K. XV. 29, both have Kece^. In Judg. iv. and else-

where the Pcschito Version has Reccm-Naphtali for

Kedesh, Ueccm being the name which in the Tar(?ums
is comiiionlj' used for the Southern Kadesh, K. I5ar-

nea. (Sea Stanley, S. ^ P. 94 note.)

'o Ilpb? BripwBrj iroVet Tijs roAtAai'as T^s avai, Kefit'oTji

oil TToppJi. J. D. Michaelis {Orient, nnd Exege.t,

liibliotluk, 1773, No. 84) arpues strenuously for the
identity of Boroth and Kedes in this passage with
Bcrytus [Beirut] and Kedesh, near Emessa (see

above) ; but interesting and ingenious as is the at-

tempt, the conclusion cannot be tenfeble. (See also a
subsequent paper in 1774, No. 116.)

<= From the root K*"1p, common to the Semitic

KEDESH
before the commencement of the struggle " for Je-

hovah against the mighty." It was one of the

l)laees taken by Tiglath-Fileser in the reign of

Fekah (Jos. Ant. ix. ll, §1 , Ku5j<ra ; 2 K. xv. 29) ;

and here again it is mentioned in immediate con-

nexion with Hazor. Its next and last a|)pearance

in the Bible is as the scene of a battle between

Jonathan Maccabaeus and the ibrces of Demetrius

(1 Mace. xi. 63, 73, A. V. Cades ; Jos. Ant.
xiii. 5, §6, 7). After this time it is spoken of

by Josephus {B. J. n. 18, §1; iv. 2, §3, irphs

Kv^vaaots) as in the possession of the Tyrians

—

" a strong inland "^ village," well fortified, and with

a gi-e;it number of inhabitants; and he mentions

that during the siege of Giscala, Titus removed his

camp thither—a distance of about 7 miles, if the

two places are correctly identified— a movement
which allowed John to make his escape.

By Eusebius and Jerome (Onomast. "Cedes")
it is described as lying near Paneas, and 20 miles

( Eusebius says 8—?j— but this must be wrong) from

Tyre, and as called Kudossos or Cidissus. Bro-

cardus {Bescr. ch. iv.), describes it, evidently from

personal knowledge, as 4 le;igues north of Safet,

and as abounding in ruins. It was visited by the

Jewsh travellers, Benjamin of Tudela (a.d. 1170\
and ha-Parchi (A.D. 1315). The former places it

one day's, and the latter half-a-day's, journey fioni

Banias (Benj. of Tudela by Asher, i. 82, ii. 109,

420). Making allowances tor imperfect knowledge
and errors in transcription, there is a toleiable agree-

ment between the above accounts, recognisable now
that Dr. Kobinson has with great probability iden-

tified the spot. This he has done at A'udes, a

village situated on the western edge of the basin of

the Ard-el-Huleh, the great depressed basin or

tract through which the Jordan makes its way into

the Sea of Merom. Kades lies 10 English miles

N. of Safed, 4 to the N.W. of the upper part of the

Sea of Merom, and 12 or 13 S. of Banias. The
village itself " is situated on a rather high ridge,

jutting out from the westein hills, and overlooking

a small green vale or basin. . . Its site is a

splendid one, well watered and sunounded by fertile

plains." There are numeious sarcophagi , and other

ancient remains (Rob. iii. 366-8 ; see also Van de

Velde, ii. 417 ; .Stanley, 365, 390).

In the Greek (KuSfojj) and Syriac (^Kedesh

de Naphtali) texts of Tob. i. 2,—though not in the

Vulgate or A. V.—Kedesh is introduced as the

birthplace of Tobias. The text is exceedingly cor-

rupt, but some little support is lent to this reading

by the Vulgate, which, although omitting Kedesh,

mentions Safed

—

post viam quae dxcit ad Occi-

dentem, in sinistra hahens civitatem Sap/iet.

languages (Gesenius, T?ies. 1195, 8). Whether there

was any difference of signification between Kadesh
and Kedesh does not seem at all clear. Gesenius
places the former in connexion with a similar word
which would seem to mean a person or thing devoted
to the infamous rites of ancient heathen worship

—

" Scortum sacrum, idque masculum;" but he does not

absolutely say that the bad force resided in the name
of the place Kadesh. To Kedesh he gives a favour-

able interpretation—" Sacrarium." The older in-

terpreters, as Hiller and Simonis, do not recognise

the distinction.

•* Thomson, Tfie Land and the Book, ch. six., has
some strange comments on this passage. He has taken

Whiston's translation of necroVios— "mediterranean"
— as referring to the Mediterranean Seal and ha?

drawn his inferences accordingly.
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The name Kedesh exists much farther north than

the possessions of Kaphtiili would appear to have

extended, attached to a lake of considerabk; size on

the Orontes, a few miles south of Hams, the ancient

Emessa (Rob. iii. 549 ; Thomson, in Ritter, Da-
mascus, 1002,4). The lake was well known under

tliat name to the Arabic geofjraphers (see, besides

the authorities quoted by Robinson, Abulfeda in

SchvAims,' Index Geocjr. "Fluvius Orontes" and

"Kudsum"), and they connect it in part with

Alexander the Great. But this and the origin of

the name are alike uncertain. At the lower end of

the lake is an island which, as already remarked, is

possibly the site of Ketosh, the capture of which by

t^ethee I. is preserved in the recoids of that Egyp-

tian king. [Jerusalem, vol. i. 989 note.] [G.]

KEHE'LATHAH (nn^Hp : MaK6AA<{0 : Cc-

clatha), a desert encampment of the Israelites (Num.

xx.xiii. 22), of which nothing is known.* [H. H.]

KEI'LAH (n^^Vip, but in 1 Sam. xxiii. 5,

n^yi? : K€6iAajU, i) KeiAct ; Alex. KeeiAa ; Joseph.

KiKKa, and the people oi KiXKavol and ol KiKKlrai

:

Ccila : Luth. A'ejjila), a city of the Shelelah or

lowland district of Judah, named, in company with

Nezib and Mareshah, in the next group to tlie

Philistine cities (Josh. xv. 44). Its main interest

consists in its connexion with David. He rescued

it from an attack of the Philistines, who had fallen

upon the town at the beo inning of the harvest

(Jos. Ant. vi. 13, §1), plundered the corn from its

threshing-floor, and driven off the cattle (1 Sam.
xxiii. 1). The prey was recovered by David (2-5),

who then remained in the city till the comple-

tion of the in-gathering. It was then a fortified

place,'' with walls, gates, and bars (1 Sam. xxiii. 7,

and Joseph.). During this time the massaci-e of

Nob was perpetrated, and Keilah became the re-

pository of the sacred Ephod, which Abiathar the
j

priest, the sole survivor, had carried off with him i

(ver. 6). But it was not destined long to enjoy the

presence of these brave and hallowed inmates, nor

indeed was it worthy of such good fortune, for the

inhabitants soon plotted David's betrayal to Saul,

then on his road to besiege the place. Of this

intention David was warned by 'Divine intimation.

He therefore left (1 Sam. xxiii. 7-13.)

It will be observed that the word Baali is used by
David to denote the inhabitants of Keilah, in this

passage (ver. 11, 12; A. V. "men"); possibly

pointing to the existence of Canaanites in the place

[Baal, p. 1466].

We catch only one more glimpse of the town, in

the times after the Captivity, when Hashabiah, the

ruler of one half the district of Keilah (or whatever

the word Pelec, A.V., "part" may mean), and
Bavai ben-Henadad, ruler of the other half, assisted

Nehemiah in the repair of the wall of Jerusalem

(Nell. iii. 17, 18). Keilah appears to have been

known to Eusebius and Jerome. They describe it in

the Onomasticon as e.xisting under the name KtjAci,

or Ceila, on the road from Eleutheropolis to Hebron,

• The name may possibly be derived from HPHp
a congregation, with the local suffix H, which marly

of these names carry. Compare the name of another

place of encampment, TvPlpD, which appears to be

from the same root.
•" This is said by Gesenius and others to be the sig-

nification of the name " Keilah." If this be so, there
would almost appear to be a reference to this and
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at 8 <= miles distance from the former. In the map of

Lieut. Van de Velde (1858), the name Kila occurs

attached to a site with ruins, on the lower road from

Beit Jibrin to Hebron, at very nearly the right

distance from B. Jibrin (almost certainly Eleu-

theropolis), and in the neighbourhood of Beit Nusib

(Nezib) and Maresa (Mareshah). The name was
only reported to Lieut. V. (see his Memoir, p.

328), but it has been since visited by the inde-

fatigable Tobler, who completely confirms the ideu-

tificiition, merely remmking that Kila is placed a

little too far south on the map. Thus another is

added to the list of places which, though specified

as in the " lowland," are yet actually found in the

mountains: a puzzling fact in our present ignorance

of the principles of the ancient boundaries. [JlPH-
tah; Judah, p. 11566.]

In the 4th century a tradition existed that the

prophet Habbakuk was buried at Keilah {Onomas-
ticon, " Ceila ;" Nicephorus, H. E. xii. 48 ; Cas-

siodorus, in Sozomen, //. E. vii. 29) ; but an-

other tradition gives that honour to HuKKOK.
In 1 Chr. iv. 19, " Keilah the Garmite " is

mentioned, apparently—though it is impossible to

say with certainty—as a descendant of the great

Caleb (ver. 15). But the passage is extremely ob-

scure, and there is no apparent connexion with the

town Keilah. [G.]

KELAI'AH (iT^p: KwX'ia; Alex. KaiAaa

:

Cod. Fred. Aug. KoiAe/a, and KwXliv: Celaza) =
Kelita (Ezr. x. 23). In the parallel list of 1 Esd.

his name appears as COLIUS.

KE'LITA (KtD^^i?: KcoAiVas ; KaXirdu in

Neh. X. 10: Celita; Calita in Ezr. x. 23), one of

the Levites who returned from the captivity with
Ezra, and had intermarried with the people of the

land (Ezr. x. 23). In company with the other

Levites he assisted Ezra in expounding the law
(Neh. viii. 7), and entered into a solemn league and

covenant to follow the law of God, and separate

from admixture with foreign nations (Neh. x. 10).

He is also called Kelaiah, and in the parallel list

of 1 Esdr. his name appears as Calitas.

KEM'UEL (^N-IDjp: Ka^ouTjA : Camuel).

1. The son of Nahor by Milcah, and father ofAram,
whom Ewald {Gesch. i. 414, note) identifies with
Ram of Job xxxii. 2, to whose family Elihu belonged

(Gen. xsii. 21).

2. The son of Shiphtan, and prince of the tribe

of Ephraim ; one of the twelve men appointed by
Moses to divide the land of Canaan among the tribes

(Num. xxxiv. 24).

3. A Levite, father of Hashabiah, prince of the

tribe in the reign of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 17).

KE'NAN (|J''i5 : Kaivav : Cainan) = Cainan

the son of Enos (1 Chr. i. 2), whose name is also

correctly given in this form in the margin or

Gen. V. 9.

KEN'ATH (nJiP : v KadO ; Alex, t, Kaavde ;

in Chron. both MSS. Kavdd : C/umath, C'anath), one

the contemporary circumstances of David's life, in Ps.

xxxi. ; not only in the expression (ver. 21), "mar-

vellous kindness in a strong city" ("11VO ~\'V^: l>"t

also in ver. 8, and in the general tenour of the Tsalm.

= This is Jerome's correction of Eusebius, who gives

17—manifestly wrong, as the whole distance between
Hebron and lieit-Jihihi is not nioir than \h Homiiii

miles.
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of the cities on the east of Jordan, with its

" daughter-towns " (A. V. " villages") taken pos-

session of by a certain NOBAH, who then called

it by his own name (Num. xxxii. 42). At a later

period these towns, with those of Jair, were recap-

tured by Geshur and Aram (1 Chr. ii. 23°). In

the days of Eusebius {Onom. " Canath ") it was

still called Kanatha, and he .speaks of it as " a

village of Arabia .... near Bozra." Its site has

been recovered with tolerable certaiuiy in our own
times at Kenaimt, a ruined town at the southern

extremity of the Lejah, about -'0 miles N. of

Busrah, which was first visited by Bui-ckhaidt in

1810 {Syria, 83-86), and more recently by I'orter

(Damasois, ii. 87-115; Handbk. 512-14), the latter

of whom gives a lengthened desciiption and identi-

fication of the place. The suggestion that Kenaicdt

was Kenath seems, however, to have been first made
by Gesenius in his notes to Burckhardt ( A.D. 1823,

p. 505). Another Keuawat is marked on Van de

Velde's map, about 10 miles farther to the west.

The name furnishes an interesting example of

the permanence of an original appellation. NoBAH,
though conferred by the conqueror, and apparently

at one time the received name of the spot (Judg.

viii. 11), has long since given way to the older

title. Compare AccHO, Kirjath-arba, &c. [G.]

KE'NAZ (T3i?: Kej/e'C: Cc7iez). 1. Son of

Kliphaz, the son of Esau. He was one of the dukes

of Edom, according to both lists, that in Gen.

xxxvi. 15, 42, and that in 1 Chr. i. 53, and the

founder of a tribe or family, who were called from

him Kenezites (Josh. xiv. 14, &c.). Caleb, the son

of Jephuuneh, and Othniel, were the two most re-

markable of his descendants. [Caleb.]

2. One of the same family, a grandson of Caleb,

according to 1 Chr. iv. 15, where, however, the

Hebrew text is corrupt. Another name has possibly

fallen out before Kenaz. [A. C. H.]

KE'NEZITE (written KENIZZITE, A. V.

Gen. XV. 19: ^-T^ip : K^ve^alos : Cenezaeus), an

Edomitish tribe (Num. xxxii. 12; Josh. xiv. 6,

14). [Kenaz.] It is difficult to account for the

Kenezites existing as a tribe so early as before the

birth of Isaac, as they appear to have done from

Gen. XV. 19. If this tribe really existed then, and

the eiiuraeration of tribes in ver. 19-21 formed a

part of what the Lord said to Abram, it can only

be said, with Bochart {Phaleg, iv. 3G), that these

Kenezites aie mentioned here only, that they had

oe;vsed to exist in the time of Moses and Joshua,

and that nothing whatever is known of their origin

or place of abode. But it is worth consideration

• This passage is erroneously translated in the

A. V. It should be, " And Geshur and Aram took

the Ilavvoth-Jair, with Kenath and her daughters,

sixty cities." See Bertheau, Chronik ; Zunz's version
;

Targum of Joseph, &c. &c.
•" Josephus gives the name KerfTtte? {Ant. v. 5, §4)

;

but in his notice of Saul's expedition (vi. 7, §3) he has
TO TuiK 'S.iKiy.nav tSi'os— the form in which he else-

where gives that of the Shechcmites. No explanation

of this presents itself to the writer. The Targums of

Onkelos, Jonathan, and Pseudojon. uniformly render

the Kenite by nXttpK'= Salmaite, possibly because

in the genealogy of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 55) a branch of

the Kenites come under Salma, son of Caleb. The
same name is introduced in the Samarit. Vers, before
" the Kenite" in Gen. xv. 10 only.

^ This passage is incorrectly rendered in the A. V.

It should he, " And Ilcbcr the Kenite had severed

KENITE. THE
whether the enumeration may not be a later ex-

planatory addition by Moses or some later editor,

and so these Kenezites be descendants of Kenaz,

whose adoption into Israel took place in the time

of Caleb, which was the reason of their insertion

in this place. [A. C. H.]

KE'NITE, THE, and KE'NITES, THE
(*S^i9n and *Ji?n, i.e. "the Kenite;" in Chron.

D"'J'ipn ; but in Num. xxiv. 22, and in Judg. iv.

116, pp, Kain: ot Kevaioi, 6 Kivaios, oi Kivalot

:

Cinaeus),^ a tribe or nation whose histoiy is

strangely interwoven witli that of the chosen people."

In the genealogical table of Gen. x. they do not

appear. The first mention of them is in company
with the Kenizzites and Kadmonites, in the list of

the nations who then occupied the Promised Land

(Gen. XV. 19). Their oiigin, therefore, like that

of the two tribes just named, and of the Avvim
(AviTEs) is hidden from us. But we may fairly

infer that they were a brancli of the larger nation

of MiDlAN—from the fact that Jethro, the father

of ^Moses's wife, who in the records of Exodus (see

ii. 15, 16, iv. 19, &c.) is represented as dwelling

in tlie land of Midian, and as priest or piince of

that nation, is in the narrative of Judges (i. 16,

iv. ll'^) as distinctly said to have been a Kenite.

As Midianites they were therefore descended imme-
diately from Abraham by his wife Keturah, and in

this relationship and their connexion with Moses we
find the key to their continued alliance with Israel.

The important services rendered by the sheikh of

the Kenites to Moses during a time of great pre.ssure

and difficulty, were rewarded by the latter with a

promise of firm friendship between the two peoples
— " what goodness Jehovah shall do unto us, the

same will we do to thee." And this promise was
gratefully remembered long after to the advantage

of the Kenites (1 Sam. xv. 6). The connexion

then commenced lasted as firmly as a connexion

could last between a settled people like Israel and

one whose tendencies were so ineradicably nomadic

as the Kenites. They seem to have accompanied

the Hebrews during their wanderings. At any rate

they were with them at the time of their entrance on

the Promised Land. Their encampment—sepaiate

and distinct from the rest of the people—was within

Balaam's view when he delivered his prophecy *

(Num. xxiv. 21, 22), and we may infer tJiat they

assisted in the capture of Jericho,^ the "city of palm-

trees" (Judg. i. 16 ; comp. 2 Chr. xsviii. 15). But
the wanderings of Israel over, they forsook the neigh-

bouihood of the towns, and betook themselves to

freer air— to " the wilderness of Judah, which

himself from Kain of the children of Hobab, the

father-in-law of Jloses, and pitched," &c.

d If it be necessary to look for a literal " fulfilment"

of this sentence of Balaam's, we shall best find it in

the accounts of the latter days of Jerusalem under

Jchoiakim, when the Kenite Kechabites were so far

" wasted " by the invading army of AssjTia as to be

driven to take refuge within the walls of the city, a

step to which we may be sure nothing short of actual

extremity could have forced these Children of the

Desert. Whether " Asshur carried them away cap-

tive " with the other inhabitants we are not told, but

it is at least probable.

"^ It has been pointed out under Hobab that one
of the wadys opposite Jericho, the s,ame by which,

according to the local tradition, the Bcnc-Isracl de-

scended to the Jordan, retains the name of Sho'eib,

the Mussulman version of Ilobab
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is to the south of Arad" (Jmlg. i. 16), where
" they dwelt among the people" of the district"

—

tiie Amalekites who wandered in that dry region,

and among whom they were living centuries later

when yaul made his expedition there (1 Sam.
XV. (3). Their alliance with Israel at this later

date is shown no less by Saul's friendly warning

th:m by David's feigned att;icli (xsvii. 10, and see

XXX. 29).

But one of the sheikhs of the tribe, Heber by
name, had wandered north instead of south, and at

the time of the gre;it struggle between the northern

tribes and Jabin king of Hazor, his tents were

pitcliod under the tree of Zaanaim, near Kedesh

(Judg. iv. 11). Heber was in alliance with both

the contending parties, but in the hour of extremity

tiie ties of blood-relationship and ancient com-
panionship proved strongest, and Sisera fell a

victim to the hammer and the nail of Jael.

The most remarkable development of this people,

exemplifying most completely their characteristics

—their Bedouin hatred of the restraints of civiliza-

tion, their tierce determination, their attachment

to Israel, together with a peculiar semi-monastic

austerity not observable in their earlier proceedings

—

is to be found in the sect or family of the Rech-
A15ITES, founded by Rechab, or Jonadab his son,

who come prominently forward on more than one

occasion in the later history. [Jehonadab
;

Kechauites.]
The founder of the family appears to have been

a certain Hammath (A. V. Hemath) and a sin-

gular testimony is furnished to the connexion which
existed between this tribe of Widianite wanderers

and the nation of Israel, by the fact that their

name and descent are actually included in the ge-

nealogies of the gi-eat house of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 55).

No further notices would seem to be extant of this

interesting people. The name of Ba-Kain (abbre-

viated from Bene el-Kain) is mentioned by Ewald
(^Gesch. i. '3'M 7iote) as borne in comparatively

raodei-n days by one of the tribes of the desert ; but
little or no inference can be drawn from such
similarity in names. [G.]

KE'NIZZITE. Gen. xv. 19. [Kenezite.]

KE'REN-HAPTUCH C^-ISn-np: 'A,xa\-

Oaias Kfpas: Cornustibii), the youngest of the

daughters of Job, born to him during the period of
his reviving prosperity (Job xlii. 14), and so called

probably liom her great beauty. The Vulgate has
correctly rendei-ed her name " horn of antimony,"
the pigment used by Eastern ladies to colour their

eyelashes ; but the LXX., unless they had a diflerent

reading, adopted a current expression of their own
age, without regard to strict accuracy, in repre-

senting Keren-happuch by " the horn of Amalthaea,"
or " horn of plenty."

IvE'EIOTH (ninp, i. e. Keiiyoth). 1. (at

irSKfis ; Alex. iroXts : Curioth), a name which
occurs among the lists of the towns in the southern
district of Judah (Josh. xv. 25). According to

the A. v. ("Kerioth,'' aWHezron") it denotes a
distinct place from the name which follows it ; but
this separation is not in accordance with the ac-
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* A place named Kinah, possibly derived from the
same root as the Kcnites, is mentioned in the lists of
the cities of "the south" of Judah. But there is

nothing to imply any connexion between the two.
[Kinah.]

' Til the A. V. of 1611 the punctuation was still

centuation of the Rec. Hebrew text, and is now
generally abandoned (see Keil, Josua, ad loc. and

Keland, Pal. 700, 708 ; the versions of Zuuz, Cahen,

&c.), and the name taken as " Keriyoth-Hezron,

which is Hazor," i. e. its name before the conquest

was Hazor, for which was afterwards substituted

Keriyoth-Hezron—the " cities of H."
Dr. Robinson (B. R. ii. 101), and Lieut, Van de

Velde (ii. 82) propose to identify it with Kurye-
tein (" the two cities"), a ruined site which stands

about 10 miles S. from Hebron, and 3 from Main
(Maon).

Kerioth furnishes one, and that perhaps the

oldest and most usual, of the explanations proposed

for the title " Iscariot," and which are enumerated
under JaDAS IsCARiOT, vol. i. 11006. But if

Kerioth is to be read in conjunction with Hezron,

as stated above, another difficulty is thrown in the

way of this explanation.

2. {Kapicie ; Cariotii), a city of Moab, named in

the denunciations of Jeremiah—and there only—in

company with Dibon, Beth-diblathaim, Bethmeon,
Bozrah, and other places "far and near" (Jer.

xlviii. 24). None of the ancient interpreters ap-

pear to give any clue to the position of this place.

By Mr. Porter, however, it is unhesitatingly iden-

tified with Kurciijeh, a ruined town of some extent

lying between Busrah and Sulkhad, in the southern

part of the Hauran {Five Years &c. ii. 191-198;
Handbook, 523, 4). The chief argument in favour

of this is the proximity of Kureiyeh to Busrah,
which ]\Ir. Porter accepts as identical with the

BozRAH of the same passage of Jeremiah. But
there are some considerations which stand very
much in the way of these identifications. Jere-

miah is speaking (xlviii. 21) expressly of the cities

of the " Blishor " (A. V. " plain-country "), that is,

the district of level downs east of the Jordan and the

Dead Sea, which probably answered in whole or in

part to the Belka of the modern Arabs. In tliis

region were situated Heshbon, Dibon, Elealeh,

Beth-meon, Kir-heres—the only places named in

the passage in question, the positions of which are

known with certainty. The most northern of these

(Heshbon) is not farther north than the upper end
of the Dead Sea ; the most southern (Kir) lay near

its lower extremity. Nor is there anything in the

parallel denunciation ofJIoab by Isaiah (ch. svi.) to

indicate that the limits of Moab extended farther to

the north. But Busrah and Kxireii/eh are no less

than 60 miles to the N.N.E. of Heshbon itself,

beyond the limits even of the modern Belka (see

Kiepert's map to Wetzstein's Hauran und die Trach-
onen, 1860), and in a country of an entirely oppo-
site character from the " flat downs, of smooth and
even turf" which characterise that district

—" a

savage and forbidding aspect . . . nothing but
stones and jagged black rocks . . . the whole
country around Kureiyeh covered with heaps of

loose stones," &c. (Porter, ii. 189, 193). A
more plausible identification would be Kureiyat,
at the western foot of Jehel Attarus, and but

a short distance from either Dibon, Bethmeon, or

Heslrbon.

But on the other liand it should not be over-

looked that Jeremiah uses the expression " far and

more marked—" and Kerioth : and Hezron, which is

Hazor." This agrees with the version of Junius and
Tremellius— " et Kerijothae (Chetzron ca est Chat-

zor)," and with that of Luther. Castillio, on the

other hand, has " Cariothesron, quae alias Hasor."
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iieai-" (ver. 24-), and also that it' Biuirah and

Kureiyah are not Bozrali aiid Kerioth, those im-

portiint places have apparently flouiished without

any notice from the Sacred writers. This is one

of the points which further investigation by com-

petent persons, east of the Jordan, may probably

set at rest.

Kerioth occurs in the A. V., also in ver. 41. Here

however it bears the definite article (^n'TlJpn : Alex.

'AKKapicLO : Carioth), and would appear to signify not

anyone definite place, but " the cities" of Moab"

—

as may also be the case with the same word in

Amosii. 2. [KiRiOTil.] [G.]

KE'ROS (D'-|[;5 : KoStjs ; Alex. Kiipaos in Ezr.

ii. 44, DT*!"? : Ktpas; Alex. Ketpas in Neh. vii. 47:

Ceros), one of the Nethiuim, whose descendants

returned with Zerubbabel.

KETTLE (nn : \6/87js : cddana), a vessel

for culinary or sacrificial purposes (1 Sam. ii. 14).

The Hebrew word is also rendered " basket" in

Jer. xxiv. 2, "caldron" in 2 Chr. xxxv. 13, and
" pot " in Job .xli. 20. [Caldron.] [H. W. P.]

KETU'KAH (n>1Dp, " incense," Ges. : Xer-

Tovpa: Cetnra), the "wife" whom Abraham
" added and took " (A. V. "again took") besides,

or after the death of, Sarah (Gen. xxv. 1 ; 1 Chr.

i. 32). Geseuius and others adopt the theory that

Abraham took Keturah after Sarah's death; but
probability seems against it (compare Gen. xvii.

17, xviii. 11 ; Rom. iv. 19 ; and Heb. xi. 12), and
we incline to the belief that the passage commencing
with x.\v. 1, and comj)rising perhaps the whole
chapter, or at least as tar as ver. 10, is placed out

of its chronological sequence in order not to break

the main narrative ; and that Abraham took Keturah
during Saiah's lifetime. That she was strictly speak-

ing his wife is also very unceitain. The Hebrew
word so translated in this place in the A. V., and
by many scholars, is Ishdh^ of which the first

meaning given by Gesenius is " a iwman, of every

age and condition, whether man-ied or not;" and
although it is commonly used with the signification

of " wife," as opposed to husband, in Gen. xxx. 4,

it occurs with the signilication of concubine, " and
she gave him Bilhah her handmaid to wife." In

the record in 1 Chr. i. 32, Keturah is called a
" concubnie," and it is also said, in the two verses

immediately following the genealogy of Keturah,
that " Abraham gave all that he had unto Isaac.

But unto the sons of the concubines, which Abra-
ham had, Abraham gave gifts, and sent them away
fiom Isaac his son, while he yet lived, eastward,

unto the ea.st country" (Gen. xxv. 5, 6). Except
Hagar, Keturah is the only person mentioned to

whom this passage can relate ; and in confirmation

of this supposition we find stiong evidence of a wide
spread of the tribes sprung from K'eturah, bearing

the names of her sons, as we have mentioned in

other articles. These sons were " Zimran, and
.lokshan, and Medan, and Midian, and Ishbak, and
Shuah" (ver. 2); besides the sons and grandsons
of Jokshan, and the sons of Midian. They evi-

dently crossed the desert to the Persian Gulf and
occupied the whole intermediate country, where
traces of their names are frequent, while Midian
extended south into the peninsula of Arabia Proper.

So Ewaid, Prophetcn,

PIB'K-

' Die Stiidtc Moabs

KEY
The elder branch of the "sons of the concubines,"

however, was that of Ishmael. He has ever stood a.s

the representative of the bondwoman's sons ; and as

such his name has become generally applied by the

Arabs to all the Abrahamic settlers north of the

Peninsula—besides the great Ishmaeiite element of

the nation.

In searching the works of Arab wiitei-s for any

information respecting these tribes, we must be

contented to find them named as Abrahamic, or

even Ishmaeiite, for under the Litter appellation

almost all the former are confounded by their de-

scendants. Keturah '^ herself is by them mentioned

very rarely and vaguely, and evidently only in quot-

ing from a rabbinical writer. (In the Kdmoos the

name is siiid to be that of the Turks, and tliat of a

young girl (or slave) of Abraham ; and, it is added,

her descendants are the lurks!) M. Caussin de

Perceval (Essai, i. 179) has endeavoured to identify

her with the name of a tribe of the Araalekites (the

1st Amalek) called Katoora,^ but his arguments are

not of any weight. They rest on a weak etymology,

and are contradicted by the statements of Aiab

authors as well as by the fact that the eai'ly tribes

of Arabia (of which is Katoora) have not, with the

single exception of Amalek, been identified with any

historical names ; while the exception of Amalek
is that of an apparently aboriginal people whose

name is recorded in the Bible ; and there are

reasons for supposing that these early tribes were

aboriginal. [E. S. P.]

KEY (nriQO, from PiriB, "to open," Ges. p.

1 1S8 : K\els ; clavis). The key of a native Oriental

lock is a piece of wood, from 7 inches to 2 feet in

length, fitted with wires or short nails, which, being

inserted laterally into the hollow bolt which serves

as a lock, raises other pins within the staple so as

to allow the bolt to be drawn back. But it is not

difficult to open a lock of this kind even without

a key, viz. with the finger dipped in paste or other

adhesive substance. The jjassage Cant. v. 4, 5, is

thus probably explained (Hamier, 06s. iii. 31 ; vol.

i. 394, ed. Clarke; Kauwollif, ap. Ray, Trav. ii.

17). [Lock.] The key, so obvious a symbol of

authority, both in ancient and modern times, is

named more than once in the Bible, especially Is.

xxii. 22, a passage to which allusion is probably

made in Rev. iii. 7. The expression " beaa-ing the

key on the shoulder " is thus a phrase used, some-

times perhaps in the literal sense, to denote pos-

session of oflice ; but there seems no reason to sup-

pose, with Grotius, any figure of a key embroidered

on the garment of the office-bearer (see Is. ix. 6).

In Talmudic phraseology the Almighty was repre-

sented as " holding the keys " of various operations

of nature, e. g. rain, death, &c., t. e. exercising

dominion over them. The delivery of the key is

therefore an act ex-pressive of authority confeired,

and the possession of it implies authority ofsome kind

held by the receiver. The term " chamberlain,"

an officer whose mark of office is sometimes in modern

times an actual key, is explained under EuNUCH
(Grotius, Calmet, Knobel, on Is. xxii. 22 ; Ham-
mond ; Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. ; De Wette on JIatt.

xvi. 1 9 ; Carpzov on Goodwin, Moses and Aaron, pp.

141, 632 ; Diet, of Antiq. art. " Matrimonium;"
Ovid, Fast. i. 99, 118, 125, 139; Hofmann, Lex.

' Aj^aiJi " ^b^*-
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"Camerarius;" Cliambers. Diet. "Chamberlain;'

Keland, Ant. Hchr. ii. 3, 5.) [H.W. 1'.]
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KEZI'A (nj;"'Vp : Kao-i'a ; Alex. Ka<r<ria :

Cassia), the second of the danj^liters of Job, born

to him after his recovery f Job xlii. 14).

KEZrZ, THE VALLEY OF (X'^^p P^V :

A;ue/fa<r(s; Alex. 'A/xe/c/cairefs : Vallis Casis), ons

of the "cities" of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 21). That

it was the eastern border of the tribe, is evident from

its mention in company vith Beth-hoglah and

Beth-ha-Arabah. The name does not re-apppear

in the 0. T., but it is possibly intended under the

corrupted form Beth-basi, in 1 Mace. ix. 62, 64.

The name, if Hebrew, is derivable from a root

meaning to cut olf (Ges. Thes. 1229 ; Simonis,

Onom. 70). Is it possible that it can have any

connexion with the general circumcision which took

place at Gilgal, certainly in the same neighbourhood,

after the Jordan was crossed (Josh. v. 2-9) ? [G.]

KIB'ROTH - HATTA'AVAH (Tlhap

niXriH : fiv-rjixara ttjj iirtOvfxias : sepulchra con-

cicpisccntiae), Num. xi. 34 ; marg. " the graves of

lust" (comp. xxxiii. 17). From there being no

change of spot mentioned between it and Taberah

in xi. 3, it is probably, like the latter, about three

days' journey from Sinai (x, 33) ; and from the sea

being twice mentioned in the course of the narrative

(xi. 22, 31), a maritime proximity may perhaps be

inferred. Here it seems they abode a whole month,

during which they went on eating quails, and perhaps

suffering from the plague which followed. If the

conjecture of Hudhcm (Burckhardt, p. 495 ; Robin-

son, i. 151) as a site forHazeroth [see Hazeroth]
be adopted, then " the graves of lust " may be

perhaps within a day's journey thence in the direc-

tion of Sinai, and would lie within 15 miles of the

Gulf of Akabah ; but no traces of any graves have

ever been detected in the region." Both Schubert,

between Sinai and the Wadij Mnrrah {Reisen, 360),

and Stanley {S. ^ P. 82), just before reaching

Hiidhera, encountered flights of birds—the latter

says of " red-legged cranes." Hitter •> speaks of such

flights as a constant phenomenon, both in this penin-

sula and in the Euphrates region. Burckhardt,

Travels in Syi-ia, 406, 8 Aug., quotes Russell's

» Save one of a IMahommedan saint (Stanley, S.

i$- r. 78), which docs not assist the question.
'' He remarks on the continuance of the law of

nature in animal habits through a course of thousands
of years (xiv. 2G1).

= Pliny, 2fat. Hist. x. 33, says quails settle on the

sails of ships by night, so as to sink sometimes the

ships in the neighbouring sea. So Diod. Sic. i. p. 38:
Ta? Orjpa^ jttiv bprvyuiv sirotoui'To, kt^ipovTo re outoi

KttT dye'Aas. fieifous eK toO n(K6.yov<; (Lepsius, Thebes

to Sinai, 23). Comp. Joseph. Ant. iii. 1, }5 ; and Frey-

tag, Lex. Arab. s. v. lUV ; also Kalisch on Ex. xvi.

IS, where an incidental mention of the bird occurs.

The Linnean name appears to he Tetrao Alchata.
* The name is derived by Gesenius and others from

"yip, " black ;" either, according to Robinson, from

Aleppo, ii. 194, and says the bird Katta is found

in great numbers in the neighbourhood of Tujileh.

[Toi'iiKL.] He calls it a species of partridge, or

" not improbably the (?eArt<a or quail. "^ Boys not

uncommonly kill three or four of them at one throw

with a stick." [H. H.]

KIBZA'IM (D;'V3ip : Vat. omits ; Alex, i) Kaj3-

o-aei'yu ; Cehsaim), a city of Mount-Ephraim, not

named in the meagre, and probably imperfect, lists

of the towns of that great tribe (see Josh, xvi.),

but mentioned elsewhere as having been given up
with its " suburbs" to the Kohathite Levites (xxi.

22). In the parallel list of 1 Chr. vi. JokmeAM
is substituted for Kibzaim (ver. 68), an exchange

which, as already pointed out under the former

name, may have arisen from the similarity between
the two in the original. Jokmeam would appear

to have been situated at the eastern quarter of

Ephraim. But this is merely inference, no trace

having been hitherto discovered of either name.
Interpreted as a Hebrew word, Kibzaim signifies

" two heaps." [G.]

KID. [Goat: see Appendix A.]

KID'RON, THE BROOK (ihli? bm*: <5

XeifJ^cippos K4Spw]/ and rav ici^pwv ; in Jer. only

Na%oA. Ki^pav, and Alex, x^'l^^^ppos Nax«^ K.

:

torrens Cedron), a torrent or valley—not a " brook,"

as in the A. V.—in immediate proximity to Jeru-

salem. It is not named in the earlier records of

the country, or in the specification of the boundaries

of Benjamin or Judah, but comes forward in con-

nexion with some remarkable events of the history.

It lay between the city and the Mount of Olives,

and was crossed by David in his flight (2 Sam. xv.

23, comp. 30), and by our Lord on His way to

Gethsemane (John xviii. 1 ;
< comp. Mark xiv. 26

;

Luke xxii. 39). Its connexion with these two oc-

currences is alone sufficient to leave no doubt that the

Nachal-Kidron is the deep ra\'ine on the east of

Jerusalem, now commonly known as the " Valley

of Jehoshaphat." But it would seem as if the

name were formerly applied also to the ravines

suri-ounding other portions of Jerusalem—the south

or tlie west ; since Solomon's prohibition to Shimei

to " pass over the torrent Kidron " (1 K. ii. 37;
Jos. Ant. viii. 1, §5) is said to have been broken by

the latter when he went in the direction of Gath
to seek his fugitive slaves (41, 42), Now a person

going to Gath would certainly not go by the way
of the Mount of Olives, or approach the eastern side

of the city at all. The route—whether Gath were

at Beit-Jibnn or at Tell es-Safieh—would be by the

the turbidness of its stream (comp. Job vi. 16 ; though

the words of Job imply that this was a condition of all

brooks when frozen) ; or more appropriately, with

Stanley, from the depth and obscurity of the ravine

{S. ^ P. 172) ;
possibly also—though this is proposed

with hesitation— from the impurity which seems to

have attached to it from a very early date.

We cannot, however, too often insist on the great

uncertainty which attends I he derivations of these

ancient names ; and in treatmg Kidron as a Hebrew
word, we may bo making a mistake almost as absurd

as that of the copyists who altered it into ri>v KdSpiov,

believing that it arose from the presence of cedars.

' Here, and here only, the form used in the A. V.

is Ckdron. The variations in the Greek text are

very curious. Codex A has toO K€Spioi' ; B, tCiv KeSpwv ;

O, ToO KeSpov, and in some cursive JISS. quoted by

Tischendorf we even tind riov SevSpmr
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Bethleliein-i;;itc, ami tlicii nearly due west. Perhaps

the prohibition may have been a more general one

than is implied in ver. 37 (comp. the king's reitera-

tion of it in ver. 42), the Kidrou being in that case

specially mentioned because it was on the road to

Bahurim, Shimei's home, and the scene of his crime.

At any rate, beyond the passage in question, there

is no eviilence of the name Kidron having been

applied to the southern or western ravines of the city.

The distinguishing peculiaiity of the Kidron
valley— that in respect to which it is most fie-

quently mentioned in the 0. T.—is the impurity
wliich appears to have been ascribed to it. Ex-
cepting the two casual notices already quoted, we
first meet with it as the place in which King Asa
demolished and burnt the obscene phallic idol (vol. i.

849a) of his mother (1 K. xv. 13; 2 Chr. xv.

16). Next we find the wicked Athaliah hurried
thither to execution (Jos. Ant. ix. 7, §3; 2 K. xi.

16). It then becomes the regular receptacle for

the impurities and abominations of the idol-worship,

when removed from the Temple and destroyed by
the adherents of Jehovah" (2 Chr. xxix. 16, xxx.

14; 2 K. xxiii. 4, 6, 12). In the course of these

narratives the statement of Josephus just quoted
as to the death of Athaliah is supported by the I'act

that in the time of Josiah it was the common
cemetery of the city (2 K. xxiii. 6 ; comp. Jer.

xxvi. 23, " graves of the common people"), perhaps
the "valley of dead bodies" mentioned by Jeremiah
(xxxi. 40) in close connexion with the " fields " of
Kidron ; and the restoration of which to sanctity
was to be one of the miracles of future times (ibid.).

How long the valley continued to be used for a
burying-place it is very hard to ascertain. After
.he capture of Jerusalem in 1099 the bodies of the
slain were buried outside the Golden Gatewav
(Mislin, ii. 487; Tobler, Umgebungen, 218) ; but
what had been the practice in the interval the
writer has not succeeded in tracing. To the date
of the monuments at the foot of Olivet we have
at present no clue ; but even if they are of pre-
Christian times there is no proof that they are
tombs. From the date just mentioned, however,
the burials appear to have been constant, and at
present it is the favourite resting-place of Moslems
and Jews, the former on the west, the latter on the
east of the valley. The Moslems are mostly con-
fined to the narrow level spot between the foot of
the wall and the commencement of the precipitous
slope

;
while the Jews have possession of the lower

part of the slopes of Olivet, where their scanty
tombstories are crowded so thick together as literally
to cover the surface like a pavement.
The term Nachal^ is in the 0. T., with one

single exception (2 K. xxiii. 4), attached to the
name of Kidron, and apparently to that alone of
the valleys or ravines of Jerusalem. Hinnom is

always the Gc. This enables us to infer with
great probability that the Kidion is intended in

2 Chr. xxxii. 4, by the ''brook (Nachal) which
ran through the inidst of the land;" and that
Ilezekiali's preparations for the siege consisted in

sealing the source of the Kidron—" the upper

"* The Targum appears to understand the obscure
passape Zeph. i. 11, as referring to the destruction of
the Idolatrous worship in Kidron, for it renders it,

" Howl all ye that dwllc in the Nachal Kidron, for all

the people arc broken wliose works were like the works
of the people of the land of Canaan." [Maktesh.]

*> Nachal is untranslateable in English unless by
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springhead (not ' watercourse,' as A. V.) of Gihon,"
where it burst out in the wady some distance north

of the city, and leading it by a subteiTauean channel

to the interior of the city. If this is so, there is no
dilficulty in accounting for the fact of the subse-

quent want of water in the ancient bed of the

Kidron. In accordance with this also is the speci-

fication of Gihon as " Gihon-in-the-Nachal "—that

is, in the Kidron valley—though this was probably

the lower of two outlets of the same name.

[Giiiox.] By Jerome, in the Onomasticon, it is

mentioned as " close to Jerusalem on the eastern

side, and spoken of by John the Evangelist." But
the favourite name of this valley at the time of

Jerome, and for several centuries after, was " the

valley of Jehoshaphat," and the name Kidron, or,

in accordance with the oiihography of the Vulgate,

Cedron, is not invariably found in the travellers

(see Arculf, E. True. 1 ; Saewulf, 41 ; Benjamin

of Tudela; Maundeville, E. Trav. 176; Thietmar,

27 : but not the Bordeaux Pilgi-im, the Citez de

Jherusalem, Willibald, &c.).

The following description of the valley of Kidron

in its modern state—at once the earliest and the

most accurate which we possess—is taken from

Dr. Robinson ( B. Ii. i. 269) :—
" In approaching Jerusalem from the high mosk

of Neby Samwil in the N.W. the traveller first

descends and crosses the bed of the great Wadi/

Beit Hanlna already described. He then ascends

again towards the S.E. by a small side wady and

along a rocky slope for twenty-five minutes, when
he reaches the Tombs of the Judges, lying in a

small gap or depression of the ridge, still half an

hour distant from the northern gate of the city.

A few steps further he reaches the watei-shed be-

tween the great wady behind him and the tract

before him; and here is the head of the Valley of

Jehoshaphat. From this point the dome of the

Holy Sepulchre bears S. by E. The tract around

this spot is very rocky ; and the rocks ha\-e been

much cut away, partly in quarrying building-stone,

and partly in the formation of sepulchres. The
region is full of excavated tombs; and these con-

tinue with more or less frequency on both sides of

the valley, all the way down to Jerusalem. The
valley runs for 15 minutes directly towards the

city ; "^ it is here shallow and broad, and in some

parts tilled, though veiy stony. The road follows

along its bottom to the same point. The vallej'

now turns nearly east, almost at a right angle, and

passes to the northward of the Tombs of the Kings

and the Muslim Wely before mentioned. Here it

is about 200 rods distant from the city ; and the

tract between is tolerably level ground, planted

with olive-trees. The Ndbulus road crosses it in

this part, and ascends the hill on the north. The
\alley is here still shallow, and runs in the same

direction for about 10 minutes. It then bends

again to the south, and, following this general

course, passes between the city and the ilount of

Olives.

" Before reaching the city, and also opposite its

northern part, the Valley spreads out into a basin

"Wady," to which it answers exactly, and which bids

fair to become shortly an English word. It does not

signify the stream, or the valley which contained the

bed of the stream, and was its receptacle when swollen

by winter-rains—but both. [Kiver.]
' Sec a slight correction of this by Tobler, Tlmge-

bunncn, 22.
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of some breadth, which is tilled, and cont^vins

plantations of olive and other friiit-troes. In this

part it is crossed obliiiuely by a road leading from
the N.Ii. corner of Jorvisalom across the northern

part of the Mount of Olives to 'Andta. Its sides

are still full of excavated tombs. As the valley

descends, the steep side upon the right becomes
more and more elevated above it; nntil, at the

gate of St. Stephen, the height of this brow is

about 100 feet. Here a path winds down from

the gate on a course S.I*] by E., and crosses the

valley by a bridge ; beyond which are the church
with the Tomb of the Virgin, Gethsemane, and

other plantations of olive-trees, already described.

The path and bridge are on a causeway, or rather

tenace, built up across the valley, pei-pendicular

on the south side ; the earth being filled in on the

northern side up to the level of the bridge. The
bridge itself consists of an arch, open on the south

side, and 17 feet high fiom the bed of the channel

below ; but the north side is built up, with two
subterranean drains entering it from above ; one of

which comes from the sunken court of the Virgin's

Tomb, and the other from the fields furtlier in the

north-west. The breadth of the valley at this

point will appear from the measurements which I

took from St. Stephen's Gate to Gethsemane, along

the path, viz.-
^„„^^^^^

1. From St. Stephen's Gate to the brow of the
descent, level 135

2. Bottom of the slope, the angle of the descent
being 161" 415

3. Bridge, level 140
4. N.W. comer of Gethsemane, slight rise .. 145
5. N.E. corner of do. do 150

The last three numbers give the breadth of the

proper bottom of the valley at this spot, viz. 435
feet, or 145 yards. Further north it is somewhat
broader.

" Below the biidge the valley contracts gradually,

and sinks more rapidly. The first continuous traces

of a water-course or torrent-bed commence at the

bridge, though they occur likewise at intervals

higher up. The western hill becomes steeper and
more elevated; while on the east the Mount of

Olives rises much higher, but is not so steep. At
the distance of 1000 feet from the bridge on a

course S. 10° W. the bottom of the valley has

become merely a deep gully, the narrow bed of a

torrent, from which the hills rise directly on each

side. Here another bridge '^ is thrown across it on
an arch ; and just by on the left are the alleged

tombs of Jehoshaphat, Absalom, and others ; as

also the Jewish cemetery. The valley now con-

tinues of the same character, and follows the same
coui-se (S. 10° VV.) for 550 feet further; where it

makes a sharp turn for a moment towards the

right. This portion is the narrowest of all ; it is

here a mere ravine between high mountains. The
S.E. corner of the area of the mosk overhangs this

part, the corner of the wall standing upon the veiy

brink of the declivity. From it to the bottom, on

a course S.E. the angle of depression is 27°, and
the distance 450 feet, giving an elevation of 128
feet at that point ; to which may be added 20 feet

or more for the rise of ground just north along the

wall; making in all an elevation of about 150 feet.

This, however, is the highest point above the val-

ley
; for further south the narrow ridge of Ophel

** For a minute account of the two bridges, see

Tobler, Umgcbungen, 35-39.
• A list of some of the plants foimd in this valley
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slopes down as rapidly as the valley itself. In this

part of the valley one would e.xpect to find, if any-

where, traces of ruins thrown down from above,

and the ground raised by the rubbish thus accu-

mulated. Occasional blocks of stone are indeed

seen ; but neither the suiface of the ground, nor

the bed of the toi-rent, exhibits any special appear-

ance of having been raised or interrupted by masses

of ruins.

" Below the short turn above mentioned, a line

of 1025 feet on a course S.W. brings us to the

Fountain of the Virgin, lying deep under the

western hill. The valley has now opened a little
;

but its bottom is still occupied only by the bed

of the torrent. From here a course S. 20° W.
carried us along the village of Siloam {Kefr Selwaii)

on the eastern side, and at 1170 feet we were

opposite the mouth of the Tyropoeon and the Pool

of Siloam, which lies 255 feet within it. The
mouth of this valley is still 40 or 50 feet higher

than the bed of the Kidron. The steep descent

between the two has been already described as built

up in terraces, which, as well as the strip of level

ground below, are occupied with gardens belonging

to the village of Siloam. These are iiTigated by

the waters of the Pool of Siloam, which at this

time were lost in them. In these gardens the

stones have been removed, and the soil is a fine

mould. They are planted with fig and other fruit-

trees, and furnish also vegetables for the city.

Elsewhere the bottom of the valley is thickly

strewed with small stones.

" Further down, the valley opens more and is

tilled. A line of 685 feet on the same course

(S. 20° W.) brought us to a rocky point of the

eastern hill, here called the Mount of Ofi'ence, over

against the entrance of the Valley of Hinnom.

Thence to the well of Job or Nehemiah is 275 feet

due south. At the junction of the two valleys the

bottom forms an oblong plat, extending from the

gardens above mentioned nearly to the well of Job,

and being 150 yards or more in breadth. The

western and north-western parts of this plat are in

like manner occupied by gardens ; many of which

are also on terraces, and receive a portion of the

waters of Siloam.
" Below the well of Nehemiah the Valley of

Jehoshaphat continues to run S.S.W. between the

Mount of Oilence and the Hill of Evil Counsel, so

called. At 130 feet is a small cavity or outlet by

which the water of the well sometimes runs ofi.

At about 1200 feet, or 4U0 yards, from the well

is a place under the western hill, where in the

rainy season water flows out as from a fountain.

At about 1500 feet or 500 yards below the well

the valley bends off S. 75° E. for half a mile or

more, and then turns again moi-e to the south, and

pursues its way to the Dead Sea. At the angle

where it thus bends eastward a small wady comes

in from the west, irom behind the Hill of Evil

Counsel. The width of the main valley below the

well, as far as to the turn, varies from 50 to 100

yards; it is full of olive and fig-trees, and is in

most parts ploughed and sown with grain. Further

down it takes the name among the Arabs of Wadij

er-Ildkib, ' Monks' Valley,' from the convent of

St. Saba situated on it ; and still nearer to the Dead

Sea it is also called Wady en-Ndr, ' Fire Valley.' *

is given by Misiin (iii. 209) ; and some scraps of i

formation about the valley itself at p. 199-
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" The channel of the Valley of Jehoshaphat, the

lirook Kidrou of the Sciiptures, is nothing more

than the dry bed of a wintry torrent, bearing marks

of being occasionally swept over by a large volume

of water. No stream flows here now except during

the lieavy rains of winter, when the waters descend

into it from the neighbouring hills. Yet even in

winter there is no constant flow
; and our friends,

who had resided several years in the city, had

never seen a stream running through the valley.

Nor is there any evidence that there was anciently

more water in it than at present. Like the wadys
of the desert, the valley probably sensed of old,

as now, only to drain off the watere of the rainy

season."

One point is unnoticed in Dr. Robinson's de-

scription, sufficiently curious and well-attested to

merit further Ciirefiil investigation—the possibility

that the Kedron flows below the present surface

of the groimd. Dr. Barclay {City, &c. 302) men-
tions " a fountain that bursts forth during the

winter in a valley entering the Kedron from the

north, and flows several hundred yards before it

sinks;" and again he testifies that at a point in

the valley about two miles below the city the

murmurings of a stream deep below the ground
may be distinctly heard, which stream, on e.xcava-

tion, he actually discovered {ibid.'). His inference is

that between the two poinfis the brook is flowing

in a subterraneous channel, as is " not at all un-
frequent in Palestine" (p. 303). Nor is this a

modern discovery, for it is spoken of by William
of Tyre ; by Brocardus ( Descr. cap. viii.), as audible

neai- the " Tomb of the Virgin ;" and also by Fabri

(i. 370), Mariuus Sanutus (3, 14, 9), and others.

That which Dr. IJobinson complains that neither

he nor his fiiends were fortunate enough to witness

lias since t.-iken place. In the winter of 1853-4 so

heavy were tlie rains, that not only did the lower
part of the Kidron, below the so-called well of

Nehemiah or .Joab, run with a considerable stream
for the whole of the month of March (Barclay, 515),
but also the upper part, "in the middle section of
the Valley of Jehoshaphat, flowed for a dav or two"
(Stewart, Tent Sf Khan, 316). The We'll of Joab
is probably one of the outlets of the mysterious
spring which flows below the city of Jerusalem, and

' " During the latter rains of February and March
the well Ain Ayub is a subject of much speculation
and interest to all dwellers in the city. If it ovei-
flows and discharj^es its waters down the ]radtj-en-

Nar, the lower part of the Kidron, then they are
certain that they will have abundance of water during
the summer

; if there is no overflow, their minds are
filled with forebodings." (Stewart, 316.)

• 1. (a) ^NK', "flesh;" oliceros; caro. (6) mXtJ'
" kinswoman," also " kindred," o'lKfCa, caro, from

"INK*, " to swell," also " to remain," i. e. " be super-

fluous." Whence comes IKK*, " remainder," Gcs.

1349-50. Hence, in Lev. xviii. 6, A. V. has in
margin " remainder."

2. iba, " flesh," trap^, caro, from IB'S, " be

joyful," I. c. conveying the notion of beauty, Ges.

p. 248.

3. nnQK'p, " family," <J>uA.r,, /<imt7t<7, applied both

to races and single families of mankind, and also to

animals.

4. (a) yniD. ynb, and in Keri yniD, from

yT, " see," " know." (6) Also, from same root,

nyniD, " Ulndred ;" and hence " kinsman," or

KINDRED
its overflow is comparatis'ely common ;f but the

flowing of a stream in the upper part of the valley

would seem not to have taken place for many years

before the ocaision in question, although it oc-

curred also in the following winter (.Jewish Intelli-

gencer, May 1 850, p. 1 37 note), and, as the writer is

informed, has since become almost periodical. [G.]

KrNAH(nj*ip: 'iKt^Ai; Alex. Kivet : Cina), a

city of Judah, one of those which lay on the ex-

treme south boundary of the tribe, next to Edom
(Josh. XV. 22). It is mentioned in the Onomas-
ticon of Eusebius and Jerome, but not so as to

imply that they had auy actual knowledge of it.

With the sole exception of Schwarz (99), it appears

to be uumentioned by any traveller, and the " town
Cinah situated near the wilderness of Ziti " with

which he would identify it, is not to be found in his

own or any other map.
Professor Stanley (5. ^' P. 160) very ingeniously

connects Kinah with the Kenites (^J^JP), who settled

in this district (Judg. i. 16). But it should not

be overlooked that the list in Josh. xv. purports to

record the towns as they were at the conquest,

while the settlement of the Keuites probably (though

not certainly) did not take place till after it. [Ci.J

KINDRED." I. Ofthe special names denoting

relation by consanguinity, the principal will be

found explained under their proper heads. Father.
Brother, &c. It will be there seen that the

words which denote near relation in the direct line

aie used also for the other superior or inferior

degi'ees in that line, as grandfather, grandson, &c.

On the meaning of the expression Sh'er basar

(see below 1 and 2) much controvei-sy has arisen.

Sh'er, as shown below, is in Lev. xviii. 6, in marg.
of A. v., " jemainder." The rendering, however,
of Sh'er basar in text of A. V., " near of kin," may
be taken as correct, but, as Michaelis shows, with-

out determining the precise extent to which the

expression itself is applicable (Mich. Laws of Moses,
ii. 48, ed. Smith ; Knobel on Leviticus ; see also

Lev. XXV. 49; Num. xxvii. 11).

II. The words which express collateial consan-

guinity are—1. uncle;'' 2. aunt;": 3. nephew;"*
4. niece (not in A. V.) ; 5. cousin.

«

" kinswoman," used, like " acquaintance," in both
senses, Ges. p. 574. But Buxtorf limits (J) to the
abstract sense, (a) to the concrete, yi'tiptfios, jiro-

pinquiis.

5. mnX, " brotherhood," SiaOyjicq, germanitas,

Ges. p. 63.

Nearly allied with the foregoing in sense are the

following general terms :

—

6. imp, " near," hence " a relative," 6 ryyiis,

propinquns, Ges. p. 1234.

1. /JNi, from "JSa, " redeem," Ges. p. 253,

6 oyxto-Tfuiof, "a kinsman," . e. the relative to

whom belonged the right of redemption or of ven-

geance.

b ^'n, ahtk^oi Tou jraTpbs, olicetos
; patruus.

^ mn or riTt. V mryytvrif, uxor patrui.

f*

pj, in connexion with 133, "offspring;" but sec

JociiEBED. It is rendered " nephew " in A. V., but

indicates a descendant in general, and is usually so

rendered by LXX. and Vulg. See Ges. p. 864.

' <TV)y(irq^, cognaius, Luke i. 36, 58.
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111. The terms of affinity are — 1. (a) father-in-

law/ (6) mother-in-law ;
s 2. (a) son-iu-law,'' (6)

daughter-in-law;' 3. (a) brother-in-law,'' {b) sister-

in-law.™

The relations of kindred, expressed by few words,

and imperfectly defined in the earliest ages, ac-

quired in coin-se of time gi-eater significance and

wider influence. The full list of relatives either

by consanguinity, ». e. as arising from a common
ancestor, or by affinity, i. e. as created by marriage,

may be seen detailed in the Corpus Juris Civ. Digest.

lib. -xxxviii. tit. 10, de Gradibus; see also Corp.

Jur. Canon. Deer. ii. c. xsxv. 9, 5.

The domestic and economical questions arising

out of kindred may be classed under the three heads

of Marriac-k, Inheritance, and Blood-Re-

VKNGE, and the reader is referred to the articles on

those subjects for information thereon. It is clear

that the tendency of the Mosaic Law was to increase

the restrictions on mannage, by defining more pre-

cisely the relations created by it, as is shown by the

cases of Abraham and Moses. [Iscau ; Jochebed.]

For information on the general subject of kindred

and its obligations, see Seldeu, de Jure Naticrali,

lib. v.; Michaelis, Laws of Moses, ed. Smith,

ii. 36 ; Knobel on Lev. xviii. ; Philo, de Spec. Leg.

iii. 3, 4, 5, vol. ii. 301-304, ed. Mangey ; Burck-

haixlt, Arab Tribes, i. 150 ; Keil, Bibf. Arch. ii.

p. 50, §106, 107. [H. W. P.]

KINE. [Cow : See Appendix A.]

KING rrjSo, mekk : fiaaiXevs : rex), the

name of the Supreme Failer of the Hebrews during

a period of about 500" years previous to the de-

struction of Jerusalem, B.C. 586. It was borne

first by the Ruler of the 12 Tribes united, and then

by the Rulers of Judah and Israel separately.

The immediate occasion of the substitution of a

regal fonn of government for that of the Judges,

seems to have been the siege of Jabesh-Gilead by
Nahash, king of the Ammonites (1 Sam. xi. 1, xii.

12), and the refusal to allow the inhabitants of that

city to capitulate, except on humiliating and cruel

conditions (1 Sam. si. 2, 4-6). The conviction

seems to have forced itself on the Israelites that

they could not resist their formidable neighbour

unless they placed themselves under the sway of a

king, like surrounding nations. ConcuiTently with
this conviction, disgust had been excited by the

corrupt administration of justice under the sons of

Samuel, and a radical change was desired by them
in this respect also (1 Sam. viii. 3-5). Accord-
ingly the original idea of a Hebrew king was two-
fold : first, that he should lead the people to battle

in time of war ; and, 2ndly, that he should ex-
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ecute judgment and justice to them in war and in

peace (1 Sam. viii. 20). lu both respects the

desired end was attained. The lighteous wrath

and military capacity of Saul were immediately

triumphant over the Ammonites ; and though ulti-

mately he was defeated and slain in battle with the

Philistines, he put even them to flight on more

than one occasion (1 Sam. xiv. 23, xvii. 52), and

generally waged successful war against the sui-

rounding nations (1 Sam. xiv. 47). His successor,

David, entered on a series of brilliant conquests

over the Philistines, iloabites, Syrians, Edomites,

and Ammonites [see David, vol. i. 410] ; and the

Israelites, no longer confined within the naiTOW

bounds of Palestine, had an empire extending fi'om

the river Euphrates to Gaza, and from the entering

in of Hamath to the river of Egypt (1 K. iv. 21).

In the meanwhile complaints cease of the corrup-

tion ofjustice ; and Solomon not only consolidated and

maintained in peace the empire of his fether, David,

but left an enduring reputation for his wisdom as a

judge. Under this expression, however, we must re-

gard him, not merely as pronouncing decisions, pri-

marily, or in the last resort, in civil and criminal

cases, but likewise as holding public levees and trans-

acting public business " at the gate," when he would

receive petitions, heai- complaints, and give summary
decisions on various points, which in a modern

Europe^m kingdom would come under the cogni-

zance of numerous distinct public departments.

To form a correct idea of a Hebrew king, we
must abstract ourselves from the notions of modern

Europe, and realise the position of Oriental sove-

reigns. It would be a mistake to reg;u-d the

Hebrew government as a limited monai'chy, in the

English sense of the expression. It is stated in

1 Sam. X. 25, that Samuel "told the people the

manner *> of the kingdom, and wrote it in the book

and laid it before the Lord," and it is barely pos-

sible that this may refer to some statement, respect-

ing the boundaries of the kingly power. But no

such document has come down to us ; and if it ever

existed, and contained restrictions of any moment
on the kingly power, it was probably disregarded

in practice. The following passage of Sir John

JIalcolm respecting the Shahs of Persia, may, with

some slight modifications, be regarded as tairly

applicable to the Hebrew monarchy under David

and Solomon:—"The monarch of Persia has been

pronounced to be one of the most absolute in the

world. His word has ever been deemed a law

:

and he has probably never had any further restraint

upon the free exercise of his vast authority than

has aiisen from his regard for religion, his respect

for established usiiges, his desire of reputation, and

' Dn. irei'fltpo't, socer.

^ niDn, i-ej-eepa, socrus.

^ |nn. yoM^po!. socer, from jriH, " give iu mar-

riage," whence come part, in Kal. |nn, m., and

n^nh. f. father-in-law and mother-in-law, t. e.

parents who give a daughter in marriage.

' n?3- vvi^4>T\, nurus.

^ D3*' <i5eA<^os TOi ovSpos, levir.

"" n03*> yvvq Tou a5cAi#>oO, uxor fratris.

* The precise period depends on the length of the

reign of Saul, for estimating which there are no cer-

tain data. In the O. T. the exact length is nowhere
mentioned. In Acts xiii. 21 forty years are specified

;
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but this is in a speech, and statistical accuracy may

I

have been foreign to the speaker's ideas on that occa-

I

sion. And there are difficulties in admitting that he

I

reigned so long as forty years. See Winer svii voc,

and the article Saul in this volume. It is only in

[

the reign of David that mention is first made of the

i
" recorder " or " chronicler " of the king (2 Sam. viii.

j

16). Terhaps the contemporary notation of dates may

I

have commenced in DaWd's reign.

b The word OSK'D, translated "manner" in the

A. v., is translated in the LXX. Sixaiw^ia, i. e.

statute or ordinance (see Ecclus. iv. 17, Bar. ii. 1'-.

iv. 13). But Josephus seems to have regarded the

document as a prophetical statement, read before the

king, of the calamities which were to arise from the

kingly power, as a kind of protest recorded for suc-

ceeding ages (see Ant. vi. 4, §6).
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his fear of excitinsj an opposition that miglit be

dangerous to his power, or to his life" (Malcolm's

I'ersi'i, vol. ii. 303 ; compare P^lphinstone's India,

or the ftuli'in M(fhomctan Empire, book viii. c. 3).

It must not, however, be supposed to have been

either the umlei-standing, or the practice, that the

sovereign might seize at his discretion the private

propertr of individuals. Ahab did not venture to

seize the vineyard of Naboth till, through the testi-

mony of false witnesses, Naboth had been convicted

of blasphemy ; and possibly his vineyard may have

been seized as a confiscation, without flagrantly

outraging public sentiment in those who did not

know'' the truth (1 K. xi. 6). But no monarchy

peihaps ever existed in which it would not be

regarded as an outrage, that the monarch should

iVom covetousness seize the jirivate property of an

innocent subject in no ways dangerous to the state.

And generally, when Sir John Malcolm proceeds as

follows, in reference to " one of the most absolute
"

moiiarchs in the world, it will be understood tiiat

the Hebrew king, whose power might be described

in the same way, is not, on account of certain

restraints which exist in the nature of things, to be

regarded as " a limited monarch " in tlie European

use of the words. " We may assume that the

power of the king of I'ersia is by usage absolute

over the property and lives of liis conquered enemies,

his rebellious subjects, his oirn family, his ministers,

over public officers civil and military, and all the

numerous train of domestics; and that he may
punish any person of these classes, loithout exami-

nation or formal procedure of any kind: in all

other cases that are capital, the forms prescribed

by law and custom are observed ; the monarch only

commands, when the evidence has been examined

and the law declai-ed, that the sentence shall be put

in execution, or that the condemned culprit shall

be pardoned" (vol. ii. 306). In accordance with

such usages, David ordered Uiiah to bo treacher-

ously exposed to death in the forefront of the hottest

battle (2 Sam. xi. 15); he caused Rechab and

Baanah to be slain instantly, when they brought

him the head of lshbosheth"(2 Sam. iv. 12); and

he is represented as having on his death-bed recom-

mended Solomon to put Joab and Shimei to death

(1 K. ii. 5-9). In like manner, Solomon caused to

be killed, without trial, not only his elder brother

Adonijah, and Joab, whose execution might be le-

garded as the exceptional acts of a dismal state-

policy in the beginning of his reign, but likewise

Shimei, after havuig been seated on the throne three

years. And King Saul, in resentment at their con-

nivance with David's escape, put to death 85
priests, and caused a massacre of the inhabitants of

Nob, including women, children, and sucklings

(1 Sam. .\xii. 18, 19).

Besides being commander-in-chief of the arm}',

supreme judge, and absolute master, a.s it were, of

the lives of his subjects, the king exercised the

power of imposing taxes on them, and of exacting

from them personal service and labour. Both these

points seem clear from the account given (1 Sam.
viii. 11-17) of the evils which would arise from

the kingly j)ower ; and are confinned in various

ways. Whatever mention may be made of con

' See The Englishwoman in Egypt, by Mrs. Poole,

vol. ii. p. 219. Owing to insufficient provisions, bad

treatment, and ncfflcct of proper arrangenients, 30,000
of this number perished in seven mcmths (p. 220). In

compulsory levies of labour, it is probably difficult to
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suiting " old men," or " eldei-s of Israel," we never

read of their deciding such points as these. When
Pul, the king of Assyria, imposed a tribute on the

kingdom of Israel, " Menahem, the king," exacted

the money of all the mighty men of wealth, of each

man 50 shekels of silver (2 K. xv. 19). And when
Jelioiakim, kiugof Judah, gave his tribute of silver

and goM to Pharaoh, he ta.xed the land to give the

money ; he exacted the silver and gold of the people

of every one according to his taxation (2 K. xxiii.

35). And the degree to which the exaction of per-

sonal labour migi)t be carried on a special ocaision,

is illustrated by King Solomon's requirements for

building the temple. He raised a levy of 30,000
men, and sent them to Lebanon by courses of ten

thousand a month ; and he had 70,000 that bare

burdens, and 80,000 hewers in the mountains (1 K.
V. 13-15). Judged by the Oriental standard, there

is nothing improbable in these numbers. In our

own days, for the purpose of constructing the Mah-
moodeyeh Can;U in Kgypt, Mehemet Ali, by orders

given to the various sheikhs of the provinces ot

Sakarah, Ghizeh, Mensourah, Sharkieh, Menouf,

Bahyreh, and some others, caused 300,000 men,
women, and childien, to be assembled along the site

of the intended canal. <^ This was 120,000 more
than the levy of Solomon.

In addition to these earthly powers, the King of

Israel had a more awful claim to respect and obe-

dience. He was the vicegerent of Jehovah (1 Sam.
X. 1, xvi. 13), and as it were His son, if just and

holy (2 Sam. vii. 14; Ps. l.\.Yxix. 2G, 27, ii. 6, 7).

He had been set apart as a consecrated ruler. Upon
his head had been poured the holy anointing oil,

composed of olive-oil, myrrh, cinnamon, sweet ca-

lamus, and cassia, which had hitherto been reser\ed

exclusively for the priests of Jehovah, especially

the high-priest, or had been solely use! to anoint

the Tabernacle of the Congregation, the Aik of the

Testimony, and the vessels of the Tabernacle (Ex.

XXX. 23-33, xl. 9; Lev. xxi. 10; IK. i. 39). He
had become, in fact, emphatically " the Lord's

Anointed." At the coronation of sovereigns in

modern Europe, holy oil has been frequently used,

as a symbol of divine right ; but this has been

mainly regarded as a mere form ; and the use of it

was undoubtedly introduced in imitation of the

Hebrew custom. But, from the beginning to the

end of the Hebrew monarchy, a living real signi-

ficance was attached to consecration by this holy

anointing oil. From well-known anecdotes related

of David,—and perhaps, from words in his lamen-

tation over Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. i. 21)—it

results that a certain sacredness invested the pei-son

of Saul, the first king, as the Lord's anointed ; and

that, on this account, it was deemed sacrilegious to

kill him, even at his own request (1 Sam. xxiv. 6,

10, xxvi. 9, 16; 2 Sam. i. 14). And, after the

desti-uction of the tii-st Temple, in tlie Book of La-

ment<itions over the calamities of the Hebrew
people, it is by the name of " the. Lord's Anointed

"

that Zedekiah, the last king of .Judali, is bewailed

(Lam. iv. 20). Again, more than *)00 years af\er

the capture of Zedekiah, the name of the Anointed,

though never so used in the Old Testament—yet

suggested probably by Ps. ii. 2, Dan. ix. 26—had

prevent pross instances of oppression. At the rebel-

lion of the ten tribes, Adoniram, called also Adoram,
who was over the levy of 30,000 men for Lebanon,

was stoned to death (1 K. xii. 18 ; 1 K. v. 14; 2 Sam.
XX. 24).
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become appropriated to the expected king, who was

to restore the kingdom of David, and inaugurate a

period when Edom, Moab, the Ammonites, and the

Philistines, would again be incorporated witli the

Hebrew monarchy, whieli would extend iVom the

I'juphrates to the Metliterranean Sea and to the ends

of the earth (Acts i. 6 ; John i. 41, iv. 25 ; Is. xi.

12-14; Ps. Ixxii. 8). And thus the identical He-

brew word which signifies anointed,'* through its

Aramaic form adopttnl into Greek and Latin, is still

preserved to us in the English word Messiah. (See

Uesenius's 'rhesaurus, p. 825.)

A ruler in whom so much authority, human and

divine, w.us embodied, was naturally distinguished

by outward honours and luxuries. He had a court

of Oriental magnificence. When the power of the

kingdom was at its height, he sat on a throne of

ivory, covered with pure gold, at the feet of which

were two figures of lions. The throne was ap-

proached by 6 steps, guarded by 12 figures of

lions, two on each step. The king was dressed in

royal robes (1 K. xxii. 10; 2 Chr. xviii. 9); liis

insignia were, a crown or diadem of pure gold, or

perhaps radiant with precious gems (2 Sam. i.

10, xii. 30 ; 2 K. xi. 12 ; Ps. xxi. 3), and a royal

sceptre (Ez. xix. 11 ; Is. xiv. 5 ; Ps. xlv. 6; Am.
i. 5, 8). Those who approached him did him
obeisance, bowing down and touching the grouBd

with their foreheads (1 Sam. xxiv. 8 ; 2 Sam. six.

24) ; and this was done even by a king's wife, the

mother of Solomon (1 K. i. 16). Their officers and

subjects called themselves his servants or slaves,

though they do not seem habitually to have given

way to such extravagant salutations as in the Chal-

daean and Persian courts (1 Sam. xvii. 32, 34,

36, xs. 8 ; 2 Sam. vi. 20 ; Dan. ii. 4). As in the

East at present, a kiss was a sign of respect and

homage (1 Sam. s. 1, perhaps Ps. ii. 12). He
lived in a splendid palace, with porches and columns

(1 K. vii. 2-7). All his drinking vessels were of

gold (1 K. X. 21). He had a large harem, which
in the time of Solomon must have been the source

of enormous expense, if we accept as statistically

accurate the round number of 700 wives and 300
concubines, in all 1000, attributed to him in the

Book of Kings (1 K. xi. 3). As is invariably the

case in the great eastern monarchies at present, his

harem was guarded by eunuchs; translated "otficers"

in the A. V. for the most part (1 Sam. viii. 15;
2 K. xxiv. 12, 15 ; 1 K. xxii. 9 ; 2 K. viii. 6, ix.

32, 33, XX. 18, x.\iii. 11 ; Jer. .x.\xviii. 7).

The main practical restraints on the kings seem
to have arisen from the prophets and the pro-

phetical order, though in this respect, as in many
othei-s, a distinction must be made between ditierent

periods and ditierent reigns. Indeed, under all cir-

cumstances, much would depend on the individual

character of the king or the prophet. No trans-

action of importance, however, was entered on with-

out consulting the will of Jehovah, either by Urim
and Thummirt. or by the prophets ; and it was the

general persuasion that the prophet was in an
especial sense the servant and messenger of Jehovah,
to whom Jehovah had declared his will (Is. .\liv. 26

;

Am. iii. 7 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 6, ix. 6 : see Prophets).

"^ It is supposed both by Jahn [Archaol. Bib. §222)
and Bauer (in his Ileb. Alterthilmci; §20) that a king
was only anointed when a new family came to the
throne, or when the right to the crown was disputed.
It is usually on such occasions only that the anointing
is specifled ; as in 1 Sam. x. 1, 2 Sani. ii. 4, 1 K. i. 39,
2 K. ix. 3, 2 K. xi. 12 : but this is not invariably '
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The prophets not only rebuked the king with

boldness for individual acts of wickedness, as after

the murders of Uriah and of Naboth ; but also, by
iuterj)osing their denunciations or exhortations at

critical periods of history, they swayed permanently

the destinies of the state. When, after the revolt

of the teu tribes, Kehoboam had under him at Je-

rusalem an anny stated to consist of 180,000 men,
Shemaiah, as interpreter of the divine will, caused

the amiy to separate without attempting to put
down the lebellion (1 K. xii. 21-24). When Judah
;uid Jerus;dem were in imminent peril from the

invasion of Sennacherib, the prophetical utterance

of Isaiah encouraged Hezekiah to a successful re-

sistance (Is. -xxxvii. 22-36). On the other hand,
at the invasion of Judaea by the Chaldees, Jeremiah
prophetically announced impending woe and cala-

mities in a strain which tended to paralyse patriotic-

resistance to the power of Nebuchadnezzar (Jer.

xxxviii. 4, 2). And Jeremiah evidently produced
an impression on the king's mind contrary to the
counsels of the i)rinces, or what might be called the

war-party in Jerusalem (Jer. xxxviii. 14-27).

The law of succession to the throne is somewhat
obscure, but it seems most probable that the king
during his lifetime named his successor. ThJs was
certainly the case with David, who passed over his

elder son Adonijah, the son of Haggith, in favour
of Solomon, the son of Bathsheba (1 K. i. 30, ii.

22) ; and with Kehoboam, of whom it is said that

he loved Miiachah the daughter of Absalom above
all his wives and concubines, and that he made
Abijah her son to be ruler among his brethren, to

make him king (2 Chr. si. 21, 22). The succession

of the first-born has been inferred from a passage

in 2 Chr. xxi. 3, 4, in which Jehoshaphat is said

to have given the kingdom to Jehoram " because
he was tlie first-born." But this very passage tends

to show that Jehoshaphat had the power of naming
his successor ; and it is worthy of note that Jeho-
ram, on his coming to the throne, put to death all

his brothers, which he would scarcely, perhaps,
have done if the succession of the first-born had
been the law of the land. From the conciseness of
the narratives in the books ol' ]{ings no inference

either way can be drawn from the ordinary foi-mula

in which the death of the father and succession of
his son is recorded (1 K. sv. 8). At the same
time, if no partiality for a favourite wife or son
intervened, tliere would always be a natural bias

of affection in favour of the eldest son. There
appears to have been some prominence given to the
mother of the king (2 K. xxiv. 12, 15 ; 1 K. ii. 19),
and it is possible that the mother may have been
regent during the minority of a son. Indeal some
such, custom best explains the possibility of the

audacious usurpation of Athaliali on the dciith of
her sou Ahaziah : an usurpation which lasted six

years after the destruction of all the seed-royal

except the young Jehoash (2 K. .xi. 1, 3).

The following is a list of some of the officei-s of

the king :—
1 . The Recorder or Chronicler, who was perhaps

analogous to the Historiographer whom Sir John
Malcolm mentions as an officer of the Persian court,

the case (see 2 K. xxiii. 30), and there does not seem
sufficient reason to doubt that each individual king

was anointed. There can be little doubt, likewise,

that the kings of Israel were anointed, though this is

not specified by the writers of Kings and Chronicleis,

who would dccni such anointing invalid.

c
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whose duty it is to write the annals of the king's

rei<;ii {//istonj of Persia, c. 23). Ceiinin it is

tliat there is no regular series of minute dates in

Hebrew history until we read of this recorder, or

remembrancer, as the word mazkir is translated in

a marginal note of the English version. He sig-

nifies one who keeps the memory of events alive,

ill accordance with a motive assigned by Herodotus

for writing his history, viz. that the acts of men
might not become extinct by time (Herod, i. 1

;

2 Sam. viii. 16; 1 K. iv. 3; 2 K. xviii. 18; Is.

.Kx.wi. 3, 22).

2. The Scribe or Secretary, whose duty would
be to answer letters or petitions in the name of the

King, to write despatches, and to draw up edicts

(2 Sam. viii. 17, xx. 25 ; 2 K. xii. 10, xi.x. 2,

xxii. 8).

3. The officer who was over the house (Is. xxxii.

15, XXX vi. 3). His duties would be those of chief

steward of tlie houschoLl, and would embrace all

the internal economical an-angements of the palace,

the superintendence of the king's servants, and the

custody of his costly vessels of gold and silver. He
seems to have worn a distinctive lobe of office and
girdle. It was against Shebna, who held this office,

that Isaiah uttered his personal prophecy (xxii.

15-25), the only instance of the kind in his writings

(see Ges. Com. on Isaiuh, p. 694).

4. The king's friend (1 K. iv. 5), called like-

wise the king's companion. It is evident from
the name that this officer must have stood in

confidential relation to the king, but his duties are

nowhere specified.

5. The keeper of the vestry or wardrobe (2 K.
X. 22).

6. The captain of the body-guard (2 Sam. xx.

23). The importance of this officer requires no
comment. It was he who obeyed Solomon in

putting to death Adonijali, Joab, and Shimei (1 K.
ii. 25, 34, 46).

7. Distinct officers over the king's treasures—his

storehouses, labourers, vineyards, olive-trees, and
sycamore-trees, herds, camels, and flocks (1 Chr.
xxvii. 2.5-31).

8. The officer over all the host or army of Israel,

the commander-in-chief of the army, who com-
manded it in person during the king's absence

(2 Sam. XX. 23; 1 Chr. xxvii. 34; 2 Sam. si. 1).

As an instance of the fomiidable power which a
general might acquire in this office, see the narra-

tive in 2 Sam. iii. 30-37, when David deemed him-
self obliged to tolerate the murder of Abner by
Joab and Abishai.

9. The royal counsellors (1 Chr. xxvii. 32 ; Is.

iii. 3, .\ix. 11, 13). Ahithophel is a specimen of

how much such an officer might effect for evil or

for good ; but whether there existed under Hebrew
kings any body corresponding, even distantly, to the

English Privy Council, in fonner times, does not

appeal- (2 Sam. xvi. 20-23, xvii. 1-14).

The following is a statement of the sources of

the royal revenues:

—

1. The royal demesnes, corn-fields, vineyards, and
olive-gardens. Some at least of these seem to have

been tiken from private individuals, but whether as

the punishment of rebellion, or on any other plausible

prete.\t, is not specified (1 Sum. viii. 14 ; 1 Chr.

xxvii. 26-28). 2. The produce of the royal flocks

(1 Sam. xxi. 7 ; 2 Sam. xiii. 23 ; 2 Chr. .\xvi. 10
;

1 Chr. xxvii. 25). 3. A nominal tenth of the pro-

duce of corn-land and vineyards and of sheep (1 Sam.
riii. 15, 17). 4. A tribute from merchants who

passed through tlie Hebrew teiTitory (1 K. x. 14)

5. Presents made by his subjects (1 Sam. xvi. 20;
1 Sam. X. 27 ; 1 K. x. 25; Ps. Ixxii. 10). There
is perhaps no greater distinction in the usages of

eastern and western nations than on what relates to

the giving and receiving of piesents. When made
regularly they do in fact amount to a regular tax.

Thus, in the passage last referred to in the book of

Kings, it is stated that they brought to Solomon
" eveiy man his present, vessels of silver and ves-

sels of gold, and garments, and armour, and spices,

horses and mules, a rate year by year." 6. In the

time of Solomon, the king had trading vessels of his

own at sea, which, starting from Eziongeber, brought

back once in three years gold and silver, ivoiy,

apes, and peacocks (IK. x. 22). It is probable

that Solomon and some other kings may have

derived some revenue from commercial ventures

(1 K. ix. 28). 7. The spoils of war taken from

conquered nations and the tribute paid by them

(2 Sam. viii. 2, 7, 8, 10; 1 K. iv. 21 ; 2 Chr.

xxvii. 5). 8. Lastly, an undefined power of exact-

ing compulsory labour, to which reference has been

already made (1 Sam. viii. 12, 13, 16). As far as

this power was exercised it was equivalent to so

much income. There is nothing in 1 Sam. x. 25,

or in 2 Sam. v. 3, to justify the statement that

the Hebrews defined in express terms, or in any

terms, by a particular agreement or covenant for

that purpose, what senices should be rendered

to the king, or what he could legally require.

(See Jahn, Archdologia Biblicn ; Bauer, Lehr-

buch der Hchrdischen Alterthiimer ; Winer, s. v.

Konig.)

It only remains to add, that in Deuteronomy .wii.

14-20 there is a document containing some direc-

tions as to what any king who might be appointed

by the Hebrews was to do and not to do. The
proper appreciation of this document would mainly

depend on its date. It is the opinion of many
modern writers—Gesenius, De Wette, Winer,

Ewald, and others—that the book which contains

the document was composed long after the time of

Moses. See, however, Deuteronomy in the 1st

vol. of this work ; and compare Gesenius, Ges-

chichte dcr Hebraischen Spraclie vnd Schriff,

p. 32 ; De Wette, Einleitung in die Bibel, " Deu-
tei-onomium " ; Winer, s. v. Konig ; Ewald, Ge-

schichte des Volkes Israel, iii. 381. [E. T.]

KINGS, FIRST and SECOND BOOKS
OF, originally only one book in the Hebrew Canon,

and first edited in Hebrew as two by Bomberg,

after the model of the LXX. and the Vulgate

(De Wette and 0. Thenius, Einleitung). They are

called by the LXX., Origen, &c., Ba(Ti\eiu>v Tpirr)

and rerdpTTi, third and fourth of the Kingdoms

(the books of Samuel being the first and second),

but by the Latins, with few exceptions, tertius et

quartus Begum liber. Jerome, though in the head-

ing pf his translation of the Scriptures, he follows

the Hebrew name, and calls them Liber JIalachim

Primus and Secundus, yet elsewhere usually follows

the common usage of the church in his day. In

his Prologus Galeatus he places them as the fourth

of the second order of the sacred books, t. e;. of the

Prophets:—"Quartus, Malachim, i. e. Reguni, qui

tertio et quai-to Kegum volumine continetur. Me-
liusque multo est Malachim, i. e. liegum, qukm
Mamelachoth, i. e. Rcgnorum, dicere. Non enim

miiltarum gentium describit regna ; sed unius Is-

raelitici populi, qui tribubus duodecim continetur."

In his epistle to Paulinus he thus describes the
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contents of these two books:—" Malachini, i.e.

'.eitiiis et quai'tus Reguin liber, a Salomone usque

id Jechoniam, et a Jeroboam filio Nabat usque ad

Osee qui ductus est in Assyrios, regnum Juda et

regnum describit Israel. Si historiam respicias,

verba simplicia suut : si in Uteris sensuni lateiilcm

iuspexeris, Ecclesiae paucitas, et hcreticonim coiitri

ecclesiam bella, narrantur." The division into two
books, being purely artificial and as it were me-
chanical, may be overlooked in speaking of them

;

and it must also be remembered that the division

between the books of Kings and Samuel is equally

artificial, and that in point of fiict the historical

books commencing with Judges and ending with

2 Kings pi'csent the appearance of one work,"

giving a continuous history of Israel from the times

of Joshua to the death of Jehoiacliin. It must
suffice here to mention, in support of this assertion,

the frequent allusion in the book of Judges to the

times of the kings of Israel (.wii. 6, xviii. 1, xix. 1,

xxi. 25) ; the concuirent evidence of ch.ii. that the

writer lived in an age when he could take a retro-

spect of the whole time during which the judges

ruled (ver. lG-19), i. e. that he lived ai'ter tlie

monarchy had been established ; the occurrence in

the book of Judges, for the first time, of the phrase
" the Spirit of Jehovah " (iii. 10), which is repeated

often in the book (vi. 34, xi. 29, xiii. 25, xiv. 6,

&c.), and is of frequent use in Samuel and Kings,

{e.g. 1 Sam. s. 6, xvi. 13, 14, xix. 9 ; 2 Sam. xxiii.

2 ; IK. xxii. 24 ; 2 K. ii. 1 6, &c.) ; the allusion in

i. 21 to the capture of Jebus, and the continuance

of a Jebusite population (see 2 Sam. xxiv, 16) ; the

reference in xx. 27 to the removal of the ark of the

covenant from Shiloh to Jerusalem, and the expres-

sion " in those days," pointing, as in xvii. 6,&c., to

remote times; the distinct reference in xviii. 80 to

the captivity of Israel by Shalmaneser; with the

fact that the books of Judges, Kuth, Samuel, Kings,

form one unbroken narrative, similar in general

character, which has no beginning except at Judg. i.,

while, it may be added, the book of Judges is

not a continuation of Joshua, but opens with a

repetition of the same events with which Joshua

closes. In like manner the book of Ruth clearly

foi-ms part of those of Samuel, supplying as it

does the essential point of David's genealogy and

early family history, and is no less clearly connected

with the book of Judges by its opening verse, ;uid

the epoch to which the whole book relates. t" Other

links connecting the books of Kings with the pre-

ceding may be found in the comparison, suggested

by De Wette, of 1 K. ii. 26 with 1 Sam. ii. 35

;

ii. 11 with 2 Sam. v. 5; 1 K. ii. 3, 4, v. 17, 18,

viii. 18, 19, 25, with 2 Sam. vii. 12-16; and 1 K.

IV. 1-6 with 2 Sam. viii. 15-18. Also 2 K. rvii.

41 may be compared with Judg. ii. 19 ; 1 Sam. ii.

27 with Judg. xiii. 6 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 17, 20, six. 27,

with Judg. xiii. 6 ; 1 Sam. ix. 21 with Judg. vi.

15, and xx. ; 1 K. viii. 1 with 2 Sam. \-i. 17, and

V. 7, 9 ; 1 Sam. xvii. 12 with Ruth iv. 17 ; Ruth
I. 1 with Judg. xvii. 7, 8, 9, xix. 1, 2 (Bethlehem-

Judah) ; the use in Judg. xiii. 6, 8, of the phrase

"the man of God" (in the earlier books applied to

Moses only, and that only in Deut. xxxiii. 1 and Josh,

xiv. 6), may be compared with the very frequent

* De Wette's reasons for reckoning Kinps as a

separate work seem to the writer quite inconclusive.

On the other hand, the book of Joshua seems to be an
independent book. Kwald classes thc?c books together

exactly as is done above (<?McA. i. 175), and calls them

use of it in the books of Samuel and King:; as the

common designation of a prophet, whereas only

Jeremiah besides (xxxv. 4) so uses it before the

captivity." The phrase, " (Sod do so to me, and

more also," is common to Ruth, Samuel, and Kings,

and " till they were ashamed " to Judges and Kings

(iii. 25 ; 2 K. ii. 17, viii. 11). And generally the

style of the narrative, ordinarily quiet and simple, but
rising to great vigour and spirit when stirring deeds

are described (as in Judg. iv., vii., xi., &c. ; 1 Sam.
iv., xvii., xxxi., &c. ; 1 K. viii., xviii., xix., &c.),

and the introtiuctiou of poetry or poetic style in

the midst of the narrative (as in Judg. v., 1 Sam.
ii., 2 Sam. i. 17, &c., 1 K. xxii. 17, &c.), consti-

tute such sti'ong features of resemblance as lead to

the conclusion that these several books form but
one work. Indeed the veiy names of the books
sufficiently indicate that they were all imposed by
the same authority for the convenience of division,

fbid with refeience to the subject treated of in each
division, and not that they were original titles of
independent works.

But to confine ourselves to the books of Kings.

We shall consider—

•

I. Their historical and chronological range

;

II. Their peculiarities of diction, and other

features in their Uterary aspect

;

III. Their authorship, and the sources of the

author's information

;

IV. Their relation to the books of Chronicles

;

V. Their place in the canon, and the references

to them in the Kew Testament.

I. The books of Kings range fiom David's death

and Solomon's accession to the throne of Israel,

commonly reckoned as B.C. 1015, but according to

Lcpsius B.C. 993 {Koidgsb. d. Aegypt. p. 102), to

the destruction of the kingdom of Judah and the

desolation of Jerusalem, and the burning of the

Temple, according to the same reckoning B.C. 588,

(B.C. 586, Lepsius, p. 107 j—a period of 427 (or

4((5) years: with a supplemental notice of an event

that occurred after an interval of 26 years, viz.

the liberation of Jehoiachin from his prison at

Babylon, and a still further extension to-Jehoi-

achiu's death, the time of which is not known, but
which was probably not long after his liberation.

The history therefore comprehends the whole time

of the Israelitisli monai'chy, exclusive of the reigns

of Saul and David, whether existing as one kingdom
as rmder Solomon and the eight last kings, or di-

vided into the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah.
It exhibits the Israelites in the two extremes of

power and weakness ; under Solomon extending

theii- dominion o\g\- tributary kingdoms from the

Euphiates to the IMediteiTanean and the border

of Egypt (1 K. iv. 21); under the last kings re-

ducal to a miserable remnant, subject alternately

to Egypt and Assyi'ia, till at length they were
rooted up from their own land. As the cause of

this decideuce it points out the division of Solo-

mon's monarchy into two parts, followed by the

religious schism and idolatrous worship brought

about fiom politicid motives by Jeroboam. How
the consequent wars between the two kingdoms
necessarily weakened both ; how they lal to calling

in the stnuiger to their aid whenever their power

" the great Book of the Kings."
i" Eichhorn attributes Kuth to the author of the

books of Sam\iel (Th. Parker's Uc Wette, ii. 32(1)-

' In Chronicles, Ezra, and Nchcmiiib, it repeatedly

occurs.
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of the contemporary Israclitish and foreign poten-
fcites, receive especial illustration ; in the latter, and
to a still greater extent, the reigns of Jehoiakim
and Zedekiah, and those of their heathen contenipo-

the heathen nations whose friendship and protection
;
raries. An intimate acquaintance with these pro-

the-' sought, by which they forfeited the Divine
|

phets is of the utmost moment for elucidating tin'

ntpction—'all this is with great clearness and concise narrative of the books of Kings. The two
together give us a really full view of the events

was equally balanced, of which the result was the

destruction first of one kingdom and then of the

other • how a further evil of these foreign alliances

was the adoption of the idolatrous superstitions of

protection— all this is with gr

simi)licity set forth in these books, which treat

equally of the two kingdoms while they lasted.

Tiie doctrine of the Theocracy is also clearly

brought out (see e.q. 1 K. xiv. 7-11, xv. 29, 30,

xvi. l-7)j and the temporal prosperity of the pious

kin2;s, as Asa, Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, and Josiah,

stands in contrast with the calamitous reigns of

Hehoboam, Ahaziah, Ahaz, Jlanasseh, Jehoiachin,

anil Zedekiah. At the same time the continuance

of the kingdom of Judah, and the permanence of

the dynasty of David, are contrasted with the fre-

<|uent changes of dynasty, and the far shorter dura-

tion of the kingdom of Israel, though the latter was

the more populous and powerful kingdom of the two

(2 Sam. xxiv. 9). As regards the atl'airs of foreign

nations, and the relation of Israel to them, the his-

torical notices in those books, though in the earlier

times scanty, are most valuable, and, as has been

lately fully shown (Rawlinson's Hampton Lectures,

1859), in striking accordance with the latest addi-

tions to our knowledge of contemporary profane

history. Thus the patronage extended to Hadad the

Edomite by Psinaches king of Egypt (1 K. xi. 19,

20) ; the alliance of Solomon with his successor

Psusenues, who reigned 155 years ; the accession of

Shishak, or Sesonchis I., towards the close of Solo-

mon's reign (1 K. xi. 40), and his invasion and con-

quest of Judaea in the reign of Rehoboam, of which

a monument still exists on the walls of Karnac

(KSniiish. p. 114); the time of the Aethiopian

kings So (Sabak) and Tirhakah, of the 25th dynasty;

the rise and speedy fall of the power of Syria; the

rapid growth of the A.ssyrian monarchy which over-

shadowed it; Assyria's struggles with Egypt, and

the sudden ascendancy of the Babylonian empire

under Nebuchadnezzar, to the destruction both of

Assyria and Egypt, as we tind these events in the

books of Kings, fit in exactly with what we now
know of Egyptian, Syrian, Assyrian, and Baby-

lonian history. The names of Omii, Jehu, Mena-

hem. Hoshea, Hezekiah, &c., are believed to have

been deciphered in the cuneifonn inscriptions, which

also contain pretty full accounts of the campaigns

of Tiglath-Pileser, Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esar-

haddon : i>halmaneser's name has not yet been dis-

covered, though two inscriptions in the British

Museum are thought to refer to his reign. These

valuable additions to our knowledge of profane his-

tory, which we may hope will shortly be increased

both in number and in certainty, together with the

fragments of ancient historians, which are now be-

coming liettor understood, are of great assistance in

explaiiiiiisr the brief allusions in these books, while

they atl'ord an irrefragable testimony to their his-

torical truth.

Another most important aid to a right under-

standing of the history in these hooks, and to the

tilling up of its outline, is to bo found in the

prophets, and especially in Isaiah and Jeremiah.

In the former the rei<;ns of Ahaz and Hezekiah, and

of the times at home and abroad.

It must, however, be admitted that the chrono-
logical details expressly given in the books of Kings
foi-m a remarkable contra.st with their striking his-

torical accuracy. These details are inexplicable,

and frequently entirely contradictory. The very
first date of a decidedly chronological character

which is given, that of the foundatioii of Solomon's
temple (1 K. vi. 1) is manifestly eiToneous, as

being irreconcileable with any view of the chrono-
logy of the times of the Judges, or with St. Paul's

calculation. Acts xiii. 20. "^ It is in fact abandoned
by almost all chronologists, whatever school they
belong to, whether ancient or modem, and is utterly

ignored by Josephus. [Chronology, vol. i. 323,
324 a, 325.] Moreover, when the te.xt is examined,
it immediately appears that this date of 480 years
is both unnecessary and quite out of place. The
reference to the Exodus is gratuitous, and alien to

all the other notes of time, which refer merely to

Solomon's accession. If it is left out, the text "will

be quite perfect without it,e and will agi-ee exactly

with the resume in ver. 37, 38, and also with the
parallel passage in 2 Chr. iii. 2. The evidence
therefore of its being an interpolation is wonderfully
strong. But if so, it must have been inserted by a
professed chronologist, whose object was to reduce
the Scripture history to an exact system of chrono-
logy. It is likely therefore that we shall find traces

of the same hand in other jiarts of the books. Now
De Wette {Einleit. p. 235), among the evidences
which he puts forward as marking the books of
Kings as in his opinion a separate work from those
of Samuel, mentions, though eiToneously, as 2 Sam.
V. 4, 5 shows, the sudden introduction of " a chro-
nological system " {die gennuere zeit-rechnung).
When therefore we find that the veiy first date
introduced is erroneous, and that numerous other
dates are also certainly wrong, because contradictory,

it seems a not unfair conclusion that such dates

are the work of an interpolator, trying to bring the
history within his own chronological svstom : a
conclusion somewhat confirmed by the alterations

and omissions of these dates in the LXX.f As
regards, however, these chronological dillicultios, it

must be observed they are of two essentially dili'erent

kinds. One kind is merely the want of the data
necessary for chronologiad exactness. Such is the

absence, apparently, of any uniform rule for dealing

with the fragments of years at the beginning and
end of the reigns. Such might also be a deficiency

iri the sum of the regnal yeai-s of Israel as com-
pared with the synchronistic years of Judah, caused
by unnoticed interregna, if any such really oc-

curred. And this class of difficulties may ]>ro-

bably have belonged to these books in their original

state, in which exact scientific chronology was not

aimed at. But the other kind of difficulty is of a
totally difierent character, and embraces dates which

<1 The MSS. A. B. C. have, however, a different

reading, which is adopted by Lachmann and Words-
•sorth.

' ' And it came to pass .... in the luu th year of

Solomon's reign over Israel, in the month Zif, which
is the second month, that he began to build the liousc

of the liord."
' Sec 1 K. xvi. 8, 15, 29: vi. 1.
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dxe verjj exact in tlicir mode of expression, but are

erroneous and contradictory. Some oi' these are

pointed out lielow ; and it is such which it seems

reasonable to ascribe to the interpolation ol" later

proll'ssed chronologists. But it is necessary to give

specimens ot" each of these kinds of dirticulty, both

with a view to approximating to a true chronology,

and also to show the actual condition of the books

under consideration.

(1.) When we sum up the years of all the reigns

of the kings of Israel as given in the books of Kings,

and then all the years of the reigns of the kings

of .ludah from the 1st of Kehoboam to the 6th of

Hezekiah, we find that, instead of the two sums
iigreeing, there is an excess of 19 or 20 years in

Judah—tiie reigns of the latter amounting to 261

years, while the former make up only 242. But
we are able to get somewhat nearer to the seat of

tills disagreement, because it so happens that the

jiarallel histories of Israel and Judah touch in four

or five points where the synchronisms are precisely

marked. These points are (1) at the simultaneous

accessions of Jeroboam and Kehoboam
; (2) at the

simultaneous deaths of Jehoram and Ahaziah, or,

which is the same thing, the simultaneous acces-

sions of Jehu and Athaliah
; (3) at the 15th year

of Amaziah, which was the 1st of Jeroboam II.

(2 K. xiv. 17) ; (4) in the reign of Ahaz, which

w;us contempoiary with some pai't of Pekah's, viz.

according to the text of 2 'K. xvi. 1, the three

fii-st years of Ahaz with the three last of Fekah

;

and (5) at the 6th of Hezekiah, which was the

9th of Hoshea; the two last points, however, being

less certain than the others, at least as to the pre-

cision of the synchronisms, depending as this does

on the correctness of the numerals in the text.

Hence, instead of lumping the whole periods of

261 years and 242 years together, and comparing
thei)- dirterence, it is clearly expedient to compare

the ditiei-ent sub-periods, which are defined by com-
mon termini. Beginning therefoie with the sub-

period which commences with the double accession

of Kehoboam and Jeroboam, and closes with the

double death of Ahaziah and Jehoram, and summing
up the number of years assigned to the dilferent

reigns in each kingiiom, we find that the six reigns

in Judah make up 95 years, and the eight reigns in

Israel make up 98 years. Here there is an excess

of ,'5 yeais in the kingdom of Israel, which may,
however, be readily accounted for by the frequent

changes of dynasty there, and the probability of

fragments of years being reckoned as whole years,

thus causing the same year to be reckoned twice
over. The 95 yeai-s of Judah, or even a less num-
ber, will hence appear to be the true number of

whole years (see too Clinton, F. H. ii. 314, &c.).

Beginning, again, at the double accession of Atha-
liah and Jehu, we have in Judah 7-f 40-f-14 first

years of Amaziah = 61, to con espoiid with 28-f-17
-1-16 = 61, ending with the last year of Jehoash in

Israel. Starting again with the 15th of Amaziah =
1 Jeroboam II., we have 15-t-524-16-|-3 = 86 (to

the ?i\(\ year of Ahaz). to correspond with 41-f 1 4-

lu-i-2-f-20 = 74 (to the close of I'ekah's reign),

where we at once detect a deficiency on the part of

Israel of (86-74=) 12 years, if at least the .'Jrd

of Ahiiz really corresponded with the 20th of Pekah.
And lastly, starting with the year following that
Inst named, we have 13 last years of Ahaz-|-7 first

of Hezekiah = 20, to correspond with the 9 yeai-s

of Hoshea, where we find another deficiency in Israel
"f 11 years.

The two fiist of the above periods may then be

said to agree together, and to give 95-1-61=156

years from the accession of Kehoboam and .Jeroboam

to the 15th of Amaziah in Judah, and the death

of Jehoash in Israel, and we observe that the dis-

crepance of 12 years first occurs in the third period,

in which the breaking up of the kingdom of Israel

began at the close of Jehu's dynasty. Putting aside

the synchronistic airangement of the years as we
now find them in 2 K. xv. seq., there would be

no difficulty whatever in supposing that the reigns

of the kings of Israel at this time were not con-

tinuous, and that for several years after the death

of Zachariah, or Shallum, or both, the government

may either have been in the hands of the king of

Syria, or broken up amongst contending pai'ties, till

at length Menahem was able to establisli himself on

the thi-one by the help of Pul, king of Assyria, and

transmit his tributary throne to his son Pekahiah.

But there is another mode of bringing this third

period into harmony, which violates no historical

probability, and is in fact strongly indicated by the

fiuctuations of the text. We are told in 2 K. xv. 8

that Zachariah began to reign in the 38th of

Uzziah, and (xiv. 23) that his father Jeroboam

began to reign in the 15th of Amaziah. Jeroboam

must therefore have reigned 52 or 53 years, not

41 : for the idea of an interregnum of 11 or 12

years between Jeioboam and his son Zachariah is

absurd. But the addition of these 12 years to

Jeroboam's reign exactly equalizes the period in the

two kingdoms, which would thus contain 86 years, •

and makes up 242 years fi'om the accession of

liehoboam and Jeroboam to the 3rd of Ahaz and

20th of Pekah, supposing always that these last-

named years really synchronize.

As regards the discrepance of 1 1 years in the

last period, nothing can in itself be moie probable

than that either during some part of I'ekah's life-

time, or after his death, a period, not included in

the regnal years of either Pekah o)- Hoshea, should

have elapsed, when there was either a state of

anarchy, or the government was administered by an

Assyrian officer. There aie also several passages

in the contemporaiy prophets Isaiah and Hnsea,

which would fall in with this view, as Hos. x. 3,

7; Is. ix. 9-19. But it is impossible to asseit

peremptoiily that such was the case. The decision

must await some more accurate knowledge of the

chronology of the times from heathen sources. The

addition of these last 20 years makes up for the

whole duration of the kingdom of Israel, 261 or

262 years, more or less. Now the interval, ac-

cording to Lepsius's tables, from the accession of

Sesonchis, or Shishak, to that of Sabacon, or So

(2 K. xvii. 4), is 245 years. Allowing Sesonchis

to have reigned 7 years contemporaneously with

Solomon, and Sabaco, who reigned 12 years,s to

have reignetl 9 before Shalmaneser came up the

second time against Samaria (245-l-7-|-9 = 261),

the chronology of Kgj-pt would exactly tally with

that here given. It"'may, however, turn out that

the time thus allowed ibr the duration of the

Israelitish monarchy is somewhat too long, and

that the time indicated by the yeai-s of the Israelitish

kings, without any interregnum, is nearer the truth.

If so, a ready way of reducing the sum of the

reigns of the kings of Judah would be to assign

4 f years to that of Uzziah, in.stead of 52 (as if

the numbers of Uzziah and Jeroboam had been

K Lepsius, Kiinigsb. p. 87.
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iiccideiitilly interchmigeil) : an arrangement whidi

intcifeies with no known historical truth, though it

would disturb the doabtfiil synchronism of the ::!rd

of Ahaz with the 20th of Pekah, and make the 3rd

of Ahaz coiTespond with about the 9th or 10th of

Pekab. Indeed it is somewhat remarkable that ifwe
neglect this synchronism, and consider as one the

period from the accession of Athaliah and Jehu to

the 7th of Hczekiah and 9th of Hoshea, the sums

of tlie reigns in the two kingdoms agree exactly,

when we reckon 41 years for IJzziah, and 52 for

Jeroboam, viz. 155 years, or 250 for the whole

time of the Israelitish monarchy. Another advan-

tage of this arrangement would be to reduce the age

of Uzziah at the birth of his son and heir Jotham
from the improbable age of 42 or 43 to 31 or 32.

It may be added that the date in 2 K. xv. 1 , which
iissigns the 1st of Uzziah to the 27th of Jeroboam,

seems to indicate that the author of it only reckoned

41 years for Uzziah 's reign, since fiom the 27th of

Jeroboam to the 1st of Pekah is just 41 years (see

Lepsius's table, Konujsh. p. 103''). Also that 2 K.

xvii. 1. which makes the 12th of Ahaz = 1st of

Hoshea, implies that the 1st of Ahaz = 9th of

Pekah.

C2.) Turning next to the other class of difficulties

mentioned above, the following instances will per-

haps be thought to justify the opinion that the

dates in these books which are intended to establish

a precise chronology are the work of a much later

hand or hands than the books themselves.

The date in 1 K. vi. 1 is one which is obviously

intended for strictly chronological pui-poses. If cor-

rect, it would, taken in conjunction with the sub-

sequent notes of time in the books of Kings, sup-

posing them to be correct also, give to a year the

length of the time from the Exodus to the Baby-
lonian captivity, and establish a perfect connexion

between sacred and profane history. But so little

is this the case, that this date is quite irreconcileable

with Egyptimi history, and is, as stated above, by
almost universal consent rejected by chronologists,

even on purely Scriptural grounds. This date is

followed by precise synchronistic definitions of the

parallel reigns of Israel and Judah, the effect of

which would be, and must have been designed to

be, to supply the want of accuracy in stating the
length of the reigns without reference to the odd
months. But these synchronistic definitions are in

continual discord with the statement of the length
of reigns. According to 1 K. xxii. 51 Ahaziah suc-

ceeded Ahab in the 17th year of Jehoshaphat. But
according to the statement of the length of Ahab's
reign in .xvi. 29, Ahab died in the 18th of Jeho-
shaphat ; while according to 2 K. i. 17, Jehoram
the son of Ahaziah succeeded his brother (after his

2 yeai-s' reign) in tlie second ye:u- of Jehoram tha
son of Jehoshaphat, though, according to the length
of the reigns, he must have succeeded in the IStli

or 19th of Jehoshaphat (see 2 K. iii. 1), who
reigned in all 25 years (xxii. 42). [Jehoram.]
As regards Jehoram the son of .Jehoshaphat, the

statements are so contradictoiy that Archbishop
Usher actually makes three distinct beginnings to

his legnal .-era: the firet when he was made prorex,

to meet 2 K. i. 17 ; the second when he was asso-

ciated with his father, 5 yeai-s later, to meet 2 K.
vili. 16; the third when his sole reign commenced.

'' Lcpsius suggests that Azariah and Uzziah may
possibly be ftitferent and successive kings, the former
of whom reigned 11 years, and the latter 41. But

to meet 1 K. xxii. 50, compared with 42. But as

the only purpose of these sj-nchronisms is to give

an accurate measure of time, nothing can be moie
absiu-d than to suppose such valuations in the time
from which the commencement of the regnal year

is dated. It may also here be remarked that the

whole notion of these joint reigns has not the

smallest foundation in fact, and unluckily does not

come into play in the only cases where there might
be any historical probability of their having oc-

cuired, as in the case of Asa's illness and Uzziah's

leprosy. From the length of Amaziah's reign, as

given 2 K. xiv. 2, 17, 23, it is manifest that Jero-

boam II. began to reign in the 15th year of Ama-
ziah, and that Uzziali began to reign in the 16th

of Jeioboam. But 2 K. xv. 1 places the com-
mencement of Uzziah's reign in the 27th of Jero-

boam, and the accession of Zachariah = the close of

Jeroboam's reign, in the 38th of Uzziah—state-

ments utterly contradictory and ineconcileable.

Other grave chronological difficulties seem to

have their source in the siime enoneous calculations

on the part of the Jewish chi-onologist. For ex-

ample, one of the cuneiform inscriptions tells us

that Jlenahem paid tribute to Assyiia in the 8th

year of Tiglath-Pileser (Rawl. Herod, i. 469), and

the same inscription passes on directly to speak of

the overthrow of Hezin, who we know was Pekah 's

ally. Now this is scarcely compatible with the

supposition that the remainder of ^lenahcm's reign,

the 2 years of Pekahiah, and 18 or 19 years of

Pekah's reign intervened, as must have been the

case according to 2 K. xvi. 1, xv. 32. But if the

invasion of Judea was one of the early acts of

Pekah's reign, and the destruction of Kezin fol-

lowed soon after, then we should have a very

intelligible course of events as follows. Menahem
paid his last tribute to Assyria in the 8fh of

Tiglath-Pileser, his suzerain (2 K. sv. 19), which,

as he reigned for some time under Pul, and only

reigned 10 years in all, we may assume to have
been his own last year. On the accession of his

son Pekahiah, Pekah, one of his aiptaius, rebelled

against him, made an alliance with Kezin king of

Syria to throw off the yoke of Assyria, in the

course of a few months dethroned and killed Pe-

kahiah, and reigned in his stead, and rapidly fol-

lowed up his success by a joint expedition against

Judah, the object of which was to set up a king

who should strengthen his hands in his rebellion

against Assyria. The king of Assyi-ia, on learning

this, and receiving Ahaz's message for help, imme-
diately marches to Syria, takes Damascus, conquers

and kills Kezin, invades Israel, and carries away a

largo body of captives (2 K. xv. 29), and leaves

Pekah to reign as tributary king over the enfeebled

remnant, till a conspiracy deprived him of his life.

Such a course of events would be consistent with

the cimeifoiTO inscription, and with everything in

the Scripture nan-ative, except the synchronistic

aiTangement of tlie reigns. But of course it is

impossible to afllrm that the above w;is the true

state of the case. Only at present the text and
the cuneifoi-m inscription do not agree, and few

people will be sjitisfied with the explanation sug-

gested by Jlr. Kawlinson, that "the official whc
composed, or the workman who engraved, tlie As-

syrian document, made a mistake in tlie name,"

beyond the confusion of the names there is nothing
to support such a notion.
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iuul put Menaheiu when lie should have put I'ekah

{Dampt. Led. pp. 13(3, 409; Herod, i. 4G8-471).

Again :
" Scripture places only 8 years between

the fall of Samaria and the first invasion of Judaea

by Sennacherib " (i. e. from the 6th to the 14th of

Hezekiali). " The inscriptions (cuneifomi) assign-

ing the fiiU of Samaria to the fii'st year of Sargon,

giving Sargon a roign of at least 15 years, and

juisigning the first attack on Hezekiali to Senna-

ciierib's third year, put <ui intei-val of at least 18

yeai-s between the two events" (Hawl. Herod, i.

479). This interval is further shown by reference

to the canon of Ptolemy to have amoimted in fact

to 22 years. Again, Lepsius {KSnigsh. p. 95-97)

shows with remarkable force of argument that the

14th of Hezekiah could not by possibility fall

earlier than B.C. 692, with reference to Tirhak;ih's

accession ; but that the additional date of the ord

of Sennacherib funiished by the cuueifonn inscrip-

tions, couplal with the fact given by Berosus tliat

the year B.C. 693 was the yeai- of Sennacherib's

accession, fixes the yeai- B.C. 691 as that of Senna-

cherib's invasion, and consequently as the 14th of

Hezekiah. But from B.C. 691 to B.C. 586, when

Jerusalem was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, is an

inten-al of only 105 ye;irs ; whereas the sum of the

legnal years of Judali for the same interval amounts

to 125 ycai-s." From whioh calculations it neces-

SiU'ily follows, both that there is an enor in those

figures in the book of Kings which assign the

relative positions of the destruction of Samaria and

Sennacherib's invasion, and also in those which mea-

sure the distance between the invasion of Senna-

cherib and the destruction of Jerusalem. It should

however be noted that there is nothing to fix the

fall of Samaria to the reign of Hezekiah but the

statement of the synchronism; and 2 Chr xxx. 6,

18, &c., seems rather to indicate that the kingdom

of Israel had quite ceased in the 1st of Hezekiah.

JIany other nimjbei-s have the same stamp of

incorrectness. Rehoboam's age is given as 41

at his accession, 1 K. xiv. 21, and yet we read

at 2 Chi", xiii. 7 that he was " young and tender-

hearted " when he came to tlie throne. Moreover,

if 41 when he became king, he must have been

boiTi before Solomon came to the throne, which

seems improbable, especially in connexion with

his Ammonitish mother. In the apocryphal

jiassage moreover in the Cod. Vat. of the LXX
,

which follows 2 K. sii. 24, his age is said to

have been 16 at his accession, which is much
more probable. According to the statement in

2 K. XV. 33, compared with ver. 2, Uzziah's

son and heir Jotham was not bora till his father

was 42 yeai-s old; and according to 2 K. xxi. 1,

compared with ver. 19, Manasseh's son and heir

Amon was not born till his father was in his 45th
yeai". Still more improbable is the statement in

2 K. xviii. 2, compared with xxn. 2, which makes
Hezekiah to have been born when his father was
1 1 yeai-s old : a statement which liochart has en-

deavoured to defend with his usual vast erudition,

but with little success (Opera, i. 921). But not

only do&s the incorrectness of the numbers testify

against their genuineness, but in tome passages the

structure of the sentence seems to betray the fact

of a later insertion of the chronological element.

We have seen one instance in 1 K. vi. 1. In like

' Lepsius proposes reducing the rcifjn of Manassch
to 35 years. lie observes with truth the improba-
bility of Amon having been born in the 45th year

manner at 1 K. xiv. 31, xv. 1, 2, we can see that

at some time or other xv. 1 has been inserted be-

tween the two other verees. So again ver. 9 has

been inserted between 8 and 10; and xv. 24 must

have once stood next to xxii. 42, as sxii. 50 did to

2 K. viii. 17, at which time the corrupt ver. 16

had no existence. Yet more manifestly viii. 24, 26,

were once consecutive verses, though they are now
parted by 25, which is repeated, with a variation

in tlie numei-al, at ix. 29. So also xvi. 1 has been

interposed between av. 38 and xvi. 2. xviii. 2 is

consecutive with xvi. 20. But the plainest instance

of all is 2 K. xi. 21, xii. 1 (xii. 1, seq., Heb.),

where the words " In the seventh year of Jehu,

Jehoash began to reign," could not possibly have

formed part of the original sentence, which may be

seen in its integrity 2 Chr. xxi v. 1. The disturb-

ance caused in 2 K. xii. by the intrusion of this

clause is somewhat disguised in the LXX. and the

A. V. by the division of Heb. sii. 1 into two verses,

and separate chapters, but is still palpable. A
similar instance is pointed out by Movers in 2 Sam.

v., where ver. 3 and 6 are parted by the introduc-

tion of ver. 4, 5 (p. 190). But the difficulty re-

mains of deciding in which of the above aises the

insertion was by the hand of the original compile)-,

and in which by a later chronologist.

Now when to all this we add that the pages of

Josephus are full, in like manner, of a multitude

of inconsistent chronological schemes, which prevent

his being of any use, in spite of Hales's praises, in

clearing up chronological difficulties, the proper

inference seems to be, that no authoritative, coiTect,

systematic chronology was originally contained in

the books of Kings, and that the attempt to supply

such afterwards led to the introduction of many
enoneous dates, and probably to the coiTuption of

some true ones which were originally there. Cer-

tainly the present text contains what are either

conflicting calculations of antagonistic chronologists,

or enors of careless copyists, which no learning or

ingenuity has ever been able to reduce to the con-

sistency of ti-uth.

II. The peculiarities of diction in tliem, and other

features in their literary history, may be briefly dis-

posed of. The words noticed by De Wette, §185, as

indicating their modem date, are tlie following :

—

*f)X for WN, 1 K. xiv. 2. (But this Ibrm is also

found in Jiidg. s\-ii. 2, Jer. iv. 30, Ez. sxxvi. 13, and

not once in the later books.) iniN for IFIN, 2 K. i.

15. (But this form of flX is found in Lev. xv. 18,

24; Josh. xiv. 12 ; 2 Sain, xxiv, 24; Is. lix. 21
;

Jer. X. 5, xii. 1, six. 10, xx. 11, xxiii. 9, x'xxv. 2;

Ez. sir. 4, xxvii. 26.) U^) for DK'J, 1 K. ix. 8.

(But Jer. xix. 8, xlix. 17, are identical in phrase

and orthography.) j^VT for Wf], 2 K. xi. 13. (But

everywhere else in Kings, e. g. 2 K. xi. 6, &c., D'^'1,

which is also universal in Chronicles, an avowedly

later book ; and here, as in pjhV, 1 K. si. 33, there

is every appe;irance of the \ being a clerical error

for the copulative 1 ; see Thenius, /. c.) m^np,
1 K. XX. 14. (But this word occurs Lam. i. 1, and

there is every appearance of its being a techniad

word in 1 K. xx. 14, and therefore as old as tlie

reign of Ahab.) lb for ^)5*^, 1 K. iv, 22. (ButnS

of his father's life. Mr. Bosauquet would lower the

date of the destruction of Jerusalem to the year d.o,

555.
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shall eat," &c. ; "hii T^bVl HS, 1 K, ii, 23, &c.

;

also n^*1ip, 1 K. i. 41, 45 ; elsewhere only in jioetiy,

and in the composition of proper names, except

Deut. ii. 36. n^HT, i. 9. Dn3")3, " fowl," iv. 25.

nnx, " stills," V; 6 ; 2 chr. i.x. 25. DO rhvn , V.

13, Lx. 15, 21. ySD, " a stone-quarry," (Cescn.) vi.

is used bv Ez. xlv. 14, and homer seems to have been

then already obsolete.) Dnh, 1 K. xxi. 8, 11.

(Occurs in Is. and Jer.) 2"}, 2 K. xxv. 8. (But

as the teiTii evidently came in with the Chaldees,

as seen in Hal>shakeh, liab-saris, Rab-mag, its ap-

plication to tlie Chaldce general is no evidence of a

time later than the person to whom the title is

given.) d'pC', 1 K. viii. 61, &c. (But there is

not a shadow of proof that this expression belongs

to late Hebr. It is found, among other places, in

Is. xxxviii. 3 ; a passage against the authenticity of

which there is also not a shadow of proof, except

upon the presumption that prophetic mtimations

and supernatural interventions ou the part of God

are impossible.) ^^SbTl, 2 K. xviii. 7. (On what

grounds this woi-d is' adduced it is impossible to

guess, since it occurs in this sense in Josh., Is.,

Sam., and Jer. : vid. Gesen.) ]int33, 2 K. xviii.

19. (Is. -xxxvi. 4, Eccles. ix. 4.) n"'*7-lnS 2 K.

xviii. 26. (But why should not a Jew, in Hezekiah's

reifn, as well as in the time of Nehemiah, have

called his mother-tongue " the Jews' language," in

opposition to the Aramean ? There was nothing in

the Babylonish captivity to give it the name, if

it had it not before ; nor is there a single earlier

instance— Is. xix. 18 might have furnished one

—of awj name given to the language spoken by

all the Israelite-;, and which in later times was

called Hebrew : 'E/BpaiVrf, Prolog. Ecclus. ; Luke

xxiii. 38 ; John v. 2, kc.f- m tOEC'D "l?-!, 2 K.

xy\'. 6. (Frequent in Jer. iv. 12, xxxix. 5, &c.)

Theod. Parker adds nn3 (see, too, Thenius, EM.

§6), 1 K. X. 15, XX. 24; 2 K. .wiii. 24, on the

presumption probably of its being of Persian de-

rivation ; but the etymology and origin of the

word are quite uncertain, and it is repeatedly used

in Jer. Ii., as well as Is. xxxvi. 9. With better

reason might KIS have been adduced, 1 K. xii.

33. The expression insn "IDJ?, in 1 K. iv. 24 is

also a difficult one to form an impartial opinion

about. It is doubtful, as De Wette admits, whether

the phrase necessarily implies its being used by one

to the east of the Euphrates, because the use varies

in Num. xxxii. 19, -xxxv. 14; Josh, i, 14 seq., v. 1,

xii. 1, 7, xxii. 7 ; 1 Chr. xxvi. 30; Deut. i. 1, 5,

&c. It is also conceivable that the phrase might be

used as a mere geographical designation by those who

belonged to one of " the provinces beyond the river"

subject to Babylon : and at the time of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, Judaea had been such a province

for at ieast 23 yeai-s, and probably longer. We may
SJifely affirm therefore, that on the whole the pecu-

liarities of diction in these books do not indicate a

time after the captivity, or tov/ards the close of it,

but on the contrary point pretty distinctly to the

age of Jeremiah. And it maybe added, that tlie

marked and systematic dill'orences between the lan-

guage of Chronicles and that of Kings, taken with the

fact that all attempts to prove the Chronicles later

than Ezra have utterly failed, lead to the sjime conclu-

sion. (See many examples in Movers, p. 200, scq.)

Other peculiar or rare expressions in these books arc

the proverbial ones: "l^pa priK'D, found only in

them and in 1 Sam. xxv.'22, 34, " slept with his

lathers," " him that dieth in the city, the dogs

k See Kiidigcr's Oesen. Zfeft. Oramm. Kng. tr. p. C
;

Kcil, Chron. p. 40.

7. ^JQ?, vi. 17. \r\rh, 19. D<3;i?S and niV|33,

" wild cucumbers," vi. 18, vii. 24, 2 K. iv. 39.

niipp, X. 28 ; the names of the months D^3nN,

viii". 2, IT, b-ia, vi. 37, 38. Nna, " to invent,"

xii. 33, Neh. vi. 8, in both cases joined with 2?p.

n>;^QD, "an idol," xv. 13. "lyS and TVnn,

followed by ''inN, " to destroy," xiv. 10, svi. 3,

xxi. 21. D''p3'l, "joints of the annour," xxii. 34.

y^, "a pursuit," jcriii. 27. "IHS, " to bend one-

self," xviii. 42, 2 K. iv. 34, 35.
^

D3tJ', " to gird

up," xviii. 46. 1QN» " <i head-band," xx. 38, 42.

pQK', " to suffice," XX. 10. I3?n, incert. signif.

XX. 33. n3-"i'?rD n^'y,"toreign,"xsi.7. n^n^v,

" a dish," 2 K.'ii. 20^. D^3, " to fold up," ib. «.

np3, " a herdsman," iii. 4, Am. i. 1. "TJ-IDN, " an

oil-cup," iv. 2. bVi Tin, " to have a care for,"

13 ; "l^t, " to sneeze," 35 ; |i!?i?V'
" * ^^'" '^-

tann, " a money-bag," v. 23. njnn, " an en-

camping" (?) vi. 8 ; n-\2, " a feast," 23 ; nm,
" descending," 9 ;

•,", '• a cab," 25 ; D^JV "'in,

" dove's dung," ib. "13DID, perhaps " a fly-net,"

viii. 15. D13 (in sense of " self," as in Chald. and

Samar.), ix. VS. n-ISV, " a heap," x. 8 ; nPin^D,

" a vestry," 22 ; PINinO, "a draught-house," 27.

*"}3, " Cherethites,"' .\i.' 4, 19, and 2 Sam. sx. 23,

cethib. riDO, " a keeping off," xi. 6. *13D, " an

acquaintance," xii. 6. The fonii "11*, from HT,
" to shoot," .xiii. 17. nU'pyrin \33, " host.ages,"

xiv. 14, 2 Chr. xxv. 24. n'''K'Dnn' n*3, " sick-

house," XV. 5, 2 Chr. xxvi. 21. ?3p, "before,

XV. 10. pii^^'il, " Damascus," rvi. 10 (perhape

only a false reading). nBV"}0, " a pavement,"

xvi. 17. "^D-10, or "^D^D, " a covere<l way," xvi.

18. Nan in Pih. " to do secretly," xvii. 9.

m''t*'{<,Vith \ 16, only besides Deut. vii. 5, Mic. v.

14". Nnx t. q. nnj, xvii. 21 (Cethib). D*:n?pb',

" Samaritans," 29. jriK'nj, " Nehustan," xviii. 4.

7\yd^, "a pillar," 16.' nD^3 nb'V, "to make

peace," 31, Is. xxxvi. 16. {J'TjO, " that which

grows up the thii-d yeai"," xix. 29, Is. xxxvii. 30.

nb3 n*3, " treasure-house," xx. 13, Is. xxxix. 2.

njp'O, part of Jerusalem so called, xxi. 14, Zeph.

i. 10, Neh. xi. 9. ni>TO, " signs of the Zodiac,"

xxiii. 5. "ins, "a suburb," xxiii. 11. CaJ.

"ploughmen," xxv. 12, cethib. N3K', for T\l't\

" to change," xxv. 9. To which may be added

the architectural terms in 1 K. vi., vii., aud
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the names of foreisin idols in 2 K. xvii. The

general character of tlie language is, most dis-

tinctly, that of the time before the Babylonish

captivity. But it is worth consideration whether

some traces of dialectic varieties in Jiidah and

Israel, and of an eiirlier admixture of Syriasms in

the language of Israel, may not be discovered in

those portions of these books which refer to the

king<lom of Israel. As regards the text, it is far

from being pei feet. Besides the errois in numerals,

some of which are probably to be traced to this

souice, snch passages as 1 K. xv. 6 ; v. 10, compared

with V. 2 ; 2 K. xv. .SO, viii. IG, xvii. 34, are mani-

fest corruptions of titinscribers. In some instances

the parallel passage in Chronicles corrects the error,

as 1 K. iv. 26 is corrected by 2 Chr. ix. 25 ; 2 K.

xiv. 21, &c., by 2 Clir. xxvi. 1, &c. So the pro-

bable misplacement of the section 2 K. xxiii. 4-20

i' corrected by 2 Chr. xxxiv. 3-7. The substitution

of Azariah for Uzziah in 2 K. xiv. 21, and through-

out 2 K. XV. 1-30, except ver. 13, followed by the use

of the right name, Uzziah, in vers. 30, 32, 34, is a

very curious circumsfc\nce. In Isaiah, in Zechariah

(xiv. 5), and in the Chronicles (except 1 Chr. iii.

1 2 ), it is uniformly Uzziah. Perhaps no other cause

is to be sought than the close resemblance between

iT'ny and nnry, and the fact that the latter

name, Azariah, might suggest itself more readily

to a Levitical scribe. There can be little doubt

that Uzziah was the king's true name, Azariah

that of the high-priest, (But see Thenius on 1 K.

xiv. 21.)

In connexion with these literary peculiarities may
be mentioned also some remarkable variations in the

vereion of the LXX. These consist of transpositions,

omissions, and some considerable additions, of all

which Thenius gives some useful notices in his

Introduction to the book of Kings.

The most important transpositions are the history

of Shimei's death, 1 K. ii. 36-46, which in the LXX.
(Cod. Yat.) comes after iii. 1, and divers scraps fiom
chs. iv., v., and ix., accompanied by one or two
remarks of the translators.

The sections 1 K. iv. 20-25, 2-6, 26, 21, 1, are

strung together and precede 1 K. iii. 2-28, but are

many of them repeated again in their proper places.

The sections 1 K. iii. 1, ix. 16,17, are strung

together, and placed between iv. 34 and v. 1.

The section 1 K. vii. 1-12 is placed after vii. 51.

Section viii. 12, 13, is placed after 53.

Section ix. 15-22 is placed after x. 22.
Section xi. 43, xii. 1, 2, 3, is much transposed

and confused in LXX. xi. 43, 44, xii. 1-3.

Section XIV. 1-21 is placed in the midst of the

long addition to Chr. xii. mentioned below.

Section xxii. 42-50 is placed after xvi. 28.

Chaps. XX. and xxi. are transposed.

Section 2 K. iii. 1-3 is placed after 2 K. i. 18.

The omissions are few.

Section 1 K. vi. 11-14 is entirely omitted, and
37, 38, are only slightly alluded to at the opening
of ch. iii. The erroneous clause 1 K. xv. 6 is omitted

;

and so are the dates of Asa's reign in xvi. 8 and 15
;

and there are a few verbal omissions of no con-
sequence.

The chief interest lies in the additions, of which
the principal are the following. The supposed
mention of a fountain as among Solomon's woiks in

the Temple in the passage after 1 K. ii. 35 ; of a
paved causeway on Lebanon, iii. 46 ; of Solomon
pointing to the sun at the dedication of the Temple,
before he uttered the prayer, '• The Lord said he

would dwell in the thick darkness," &c., viii. 12.

13 (after, 5:') L.XX.), with a reference to the

filBKiov rris cpS^s, a passage on which Thenius

relies as j)roving that the Alexandrian had access

to original documents now lost ; the infomiation

that "Joram his brother" perished with Tibni,

xvi. 22 ; an additional date " in the 24th year

of Jeroboam," xv. 8; numerous verbal additions,

as xi. 29, xvii. 1, &c. ; and lastly, the long

passage concerning .Jeroboam the son of Nebat,

inserted between xii. 24 and 25. There are also

many glosses of the translator, explanatory, or

necessary in consequence of transpositions, as e. g.

1 K. ii. 35, viii. 1, xi. 43, xvii. 20, xix. 2, &c. Of
the above, from the recapitulatory chai'acter of the

passage after 1 K. ii. 35, containing in brief the sum
of the things detailed in ch. vii. 2.1-23, it seems far

more probable that KPHNHX THS AYAHS is only

a coiTuption of KPINON TOY AIAAM, there men-

tioned. The obscure passage about Lebanon after

iii. 46, seems no less certainly to represent what in

the Heb. is ix. 18, 19, as appears by the triple con-

currence of Tadmor, Lebanon, and Zvvao'Tevfia.ra,

representing in^K'bD. The strange mention of the

sun seems to be introduced by the translator to

give significance to Solomon's mention of the House

which he had built for God, who had said He would

dwell in the thick darkness ; not therefore under

the unveiled light of the sun ; and the reference to

" the book of song" can surely mean nothing else

than to point out that the passage to which Solo-

mon referred was Ps. xcvii. 2. (5f the other addi-

tions the mention of Tibni's brother Joram is the

one which has most the semblance of an historical

fact, or makes the existence of any other source of

history probable. See too 1 K. xx. 19, 2 K. xv. 25.

There remains only the long passage about Jero-

boam. That this account is only an apocryphal

version made up of the existing materials in the

Hebrew Scriptures, after the manner of 1 Esdi-as,

Bel and the Dragon, tlie apociyphal Esther, the

Targums, &c., may be inferred on the following

grounds. The frame-work of the story is given

in the very words of tlie Hebrew narrative, and

that very copiously, and the new matter is only

woiked in here and there. Demonstrably therefore

the Hebrew account existed when the Gieek one

was framed, and was the original one. The prin-

cipal new facts introduced, the man iage of Jero-

boam to the sister of Shishak's wife, and his request

to be permitted to return, is a manifest imitation

of the story of Hadad. The misplacement of the

story of Abijah's sickness, and the visit of Jero-

boam's wife to Ahijah the Shilonite, makes the

whole history out of keeping—the disguise of the

queen, the rebuke of Jeroboam's idolatry (which is

accordingly left out from Ahijah's prophecy, as is

the mention at v. 2 of his having told Jeroboam he

should be king), and the king's anxiety about the

recovery of his son and herr. The embellishments

of the story, Jeroboam's chariots, the amplification

of Ahijali's address to Ano, the request asked of

Pharaoh, the new garment not washed in water,

are precisely such as an embroiderer would add, as

we may see by the apocryphal books above cited.

Then the ftising down the three Hebrew names

nnnv. ny-iiv. and nynn, into one lapipd, thus

giving the same name to the mother of Jerolxwm,

and to the city where she dwelt, shows how com-

paratively modern the story is, and liow completely

of Creek growth. A yet plainer indication is the
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confounding Sheniaiah of 1 K. xii. 22, with Sho-

maiiih the Nehelaniite of Jer. xxix. 24, 81, and

putting Ahijah's piojihecy into his mouth. For

beyond all question 'EvAa/j-i, 1 K. xii., is only an-

other fomi of hlhajxir-qs (Jer. xx-xvi. 24, LXX.).

Then again the story is self-contradictory. For if

Jeroboam's child Abijam was not born till a year

or so after Solomon's death, how could " any good

thing toward the Lord God of Israel " have been

found in him before Jeroboam became king? The

one thing in the story that is more like truth than

the Hebrew narrative is the age given to Rehoboam,

IG years, which may have been preserved iu the

MS. which the winter of this romance had before

liim. The calling Jeroboam's mother yvi/r} irdpfr],

instead of yw^ X'^P"' ^^'^^ probably accidental.

On the whole then it apjiears that the gi-e;it va-

riations in the LXX. contribute little or nothing to

the elucidation of the history contained in these

books, nor much even to the text. The Hebrew

text and arrangement is not in the least shaken in

its main points, nor is there the slightest cloud cast

on the accuracy of the history, or the truthfuhiess

of the prophecies contained in it. But these varia-

tions illustrate a characteristic tendency of the

Jewish mind to make interesting portions of the

Scriptures the groundwork of separate religious

tales, which they altered or added to according to

their fancy, without any regard to history or chro-

nology, and in which they exercised a peculiar kind

of ingenuity in working up the Scripture materials,

or in inventing circumstances calculated as they

thought to make the main history more probable.

The story of Zorubbabel's answer in 1 Esdr. about

truth, to prepare the way for his mission by Darius

;

of the discovery of the imposture of Bel's priests by
Daniel, in Bel and the Dragon ; of Movdecai's dream
in the Apocr. Esther, and the paragraph in the

Talmud inserted to connect 1 K. xvi. 34, with

xvii. 1 (Smith's Sacr. Ann., vol. ii. p. 421), are

instances of this. And the reign of Solomon,™

and the remarkable rise of Jeroboam were not un-

likely to exercise this propensity of the Hellenistic

Jews. It is to the existence of such works that

the variations in the LXX. account of Solomon and

Jeroboam may most probably be attributed.

Another feature in the literary condition of our

books must just be noticed, viz. that the compiler,

in arranging his materials, and adopting the very

words of the documents used by him, has not always

been careful to avoid the appearance of contradic-

tion. Thus the mention of the staves of the ark

remaining in their place " unto this day," 1 K.
viii. 8, docs not accord with the account of the de-

struction of the Temple 2 K. xxv. 9. The mention

of Elijah as the only prophet of the Lord left, 1 K.

r\-iii. 22, xix. 10, has an appearance of disagree-

ment with XX. 13, 28, 3.5, &c., though xviii. 4,

xix. 18, supply, it is true, a ready answer. In

1 K. xxi. 13, only Naboth is mentioned, while in

I
2 K. ix. 26, his .sons are added. The prediction

in 1 K. xix. 15-17 has no perl'ect fullilment in the

following chapters. 1 K. xxii. 38, does not seem
to be a fulfilment of xxi, 19." The declaration in

1 K. ix. 22 does not seem in harmony with xi. 28.

There aie also some singular repetitions, ns 1 K.

xiv. 21 compared with 31; 2 K. ix. 29 with viii.

25; xiv. 15, 16 with xiii. 12, 13. But it is

enough just to have pointed these out, as no real

difKculty can be Ibund in them.

III. As regards the authorship of these books,

[

but little dirticulty presents itself. The Jewish

tradition which ascribes them to Jeremiah, is borne

out by the strongest internal evidence, in addition

to that of the language. The last chapter, espe-

cially as compared with the last chapter of the

Chronicles, bears distinct ti-aces of having been

written by one who did not go into captivity, but

remained in Judea, after the destruction of the

Temple. This suits Jeremiah." The events singled

out for mention in the concise narrative, are pre-

cisely those of which he had personal knowledge,

and in which he took special interest. The famine

in 2 K. xxv. 3 was one which had nearly cost Jere-

miah his life (Jer. xxxviii. 9). Xlie capture of the

city, the flight and capture of Zedekiah, the judg-

ment aud punishment of Zedekiah and his sons at

Riblah, are related in 2 K. xxv. 1-7, in almost the

identical words which we read in Jer. xxxix. 1-7.

So are the breaking down aud burning of the Temple,

the king's palace, and the houses of the gi'eat men,

the deportation to Babylon of the fugitives and the

surviving inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judea. The
intimate knowledge of what Nebuzar-adan did, both

in respect to those selected for ca})it;il punishment,

and those carried away captive, and those poor

whom he left in the land, displaj'ed by the writer

of 2 K. xxv. 11, 12, 18-21, is fully explained by

Jer. xxxix. 10-14, xl. 1-5, where we read that Je-

remiah was actually one of the captives who fol-

lowed Nebuzar-ailan as far ns Ramah, and was very

kindly treated by him. The careful enumeration

of the pillars and of the sacred vessels of the Temple

which were plundered by the Chaklaeans, tallies

exactly with the prediction of Jeremiah concerning

them, xxvii. 19-22. The paragraph couceming the

appointment of Gcdaliah as governor of the rem-

nant, and his murder by Ishmael, and the flight of

the Jews into Egypt, is merely an abridged account

of what Jeremiah tells us more fully, xl.-xliii. 7,

and are events in which he was personally deeply

concerned. The writer in Kings has nothing more

to tell us concerning the Jews or Chaldees in the

laud of Judah, which exactly agrees with the hypo-

thesis that he is Jeremiah, who we know was carried

down to Egypt with the fugitives. In fact, the

date of the writing and the jiosition of the writer,

seem as clearly marked by the termination of the

narrative at v. 26, as in the c;ise of the Acts of the

Apostles.P It may be added, though the argument

" A later tale of Solomon's wisdom, in Imitation of

the judgment of the two women, told in the Talmud,

may be seen in Curiosities of Literature, i. 226. The
Talmud contains many more.

" For a discussion of this difficulty see [Nauoth]
[Jezreel]. The simplest explanation is that Naboth

|

was stoned at Samaria, since we find the elders of

Jezreel at Samaria, 2 K. x. 1. Thus both the spot

where Naboth's blood flowed, and his vineyard at I

Jezreel, were the scene of righteous retribution.
[

" De Wette cites from llavernicU and Jlovcrs, '

1 K. ix. 8, 0, coinp. with Jer. xxii. 8 ; 2 K. xvii. 13,

14, comp. with Jer. vii. 13, 24 ; 2 K. xxi. 12, comp.

with Jer. xix. 3 ; and the identity of Jer. lii. with

2 K. xxiv. 18, scq. xxv., as the strongest passages

in favour of Jeremiah's authorship, which, however,

he repudiates, on the ground that 2 K. xxv. 27-30

could not liavc been written by him. A weaker ground

can scarcely be imagined. Jer. xv. 1 may also be cited

as connecting the compilation of the books of Samuel

with Jeremiah. Compare further 1 K. viii. 51 with

Jer. xi. 4.

r The four last verses, relative to Jelioiachin, are

equally a supplement whether added by the author or
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is of loss weis^ht, that the ;vi nexation of this chapter

to the writings of Jeremiah so as to form Jer, lii.

(with the additional clause contained 2S-;W) is an

evidence of a very ancient, if not a contemporary

belief, that Jeremiah was the author of it. Again,

the special mention of Seraiah the high-priest, and

Zephaniah the second priest, as slain by Nebuzar-

adan (v. 18), together witli three other priests,'' is

very significant when talcen in connexion with Jer.

xxi. 1, xxix. 25-29, passages which show that Ze-

phaniah belonged to the faction which opposed the

prophet, a faction which was headed by priests and

talse prophets (Jer. xxvi. 7, 8, 11, 16). Going

baciv to the xxivth chapter, we find in ver. 14 an

enumeration of the captives taken witii Jehoiachin

identical with that in Jer. xxiv. 1; in ver. 13, a

reference to the vessels of the Temple precisely

similar to that in Jer. xxvii. 18-20, xxviii. 3-, 6,

and in ver. 3, 4, a reference to the idolatries and

bloodshed of Manasseh very similar to those in Jer.

ii. .">4, xix. 4-8, &c., a reference which also con-

nects ch. xxiv. with xxi. 6, 13-16. In ver. 2 the

enumeration of the hostile nations, and the re-

ference to the prophets of God, point directly

to Jer. XXV. 9, 20, 21, and the reference to

Pharaoh Necho in ver. 7 points to ver. 19, and to

xlvi. 1-12. Brief as the narrative is, it brings

out all the chief points in the political events of

the time which we know were much in Jeremiah's

mind ; and yet, which is exceedingly remarkable,

Jeremiah is never once named (as he is in 2 Chr.

x.xxvi. 12, 21), although the manner of the writer

is frequently to connect the sufferings of Judah

with their sins and their neglect of the Word of

God, 2 K. xvii. 13, seq., xxiv. 2, 3, &c. And this

leads to another striking coincidence between that

portion of the history which belongs to Jei'emiah's

times, and the writings of Jeremiah himself. De

Wette speaks of the superficial character of the

history of Jeremiah's times as hostile to the theory

of Jeremiah's authorship. Now, considering the

nature of these annals, and their conciseness, this

criticism seems very unfounded as regards the leigns

of Josiah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiachin, and Zedekiah. It

must, however, be acknowledged that as regards

Jehoiakim's reign, and especially the latter part of

it, and the way in which he came by his death, the

naiTative is much more meagre than one would

have expected from a contemporary writer, living

on the spot. But exactly the same paucity of in-

formation is found in those otherwise copious notices

of contemporary events with which Jeremiah's pro-

phecies are interspersed. Let any one open, e. g.

Townshend's " yl;van'/CT«cn<," or Geneste's "Pa-
rallel Histories" and he will see at a glance how
remarkably little light Jeremiah's narrative or pro-

phecies throw upon the latter part of Jehoiakim's

reign. The cause of this silence may lo difficult

to assign, but whatever it was, whether absence

from Jerusalem, ])ossibly on the mission described

Jer. xiii.,'' or imprisonment, or any other impedi-

ment, it operated equally on Jeremiah and on the

writer of 2 K. xxiv. When it is borne in mind that

the writer of 2 K. was a contemporary writer, and,

if not Jeremiah, must have had independent means

of information, this coincidence will have great

weight.

Going back to the reign of Josiah, in the xxiii.

and xxii. chapters, the connexion of the destruction

of Jerusalem with Manassch's transgressions, and

the comparison of it to the destruction of Samaria,

ver. 26, 27, lead us back to xxi. 10-13, and that

passage leads us to Jer. vii. 15, xv. 4, xix. 3,

4, &c. The particular account of Josiah's pass-

over, and his other good works, the reference in

ver. 24, 25 to the law of Moses, and the finding of

the Book by Hilkiah the priest, with the fuller

account of that discovery in ch. xxii., exactly suit

Jeremiah, who began his prophetic office in the

13th of Josiah ; whose xith chap, refers repeatedly

to the book thus found ; and who showed his attach-

ment to Josiah by writing a lamentation on his

death (2 Chr. xxxv. 25), and whose writings show

how much he made use of the copy of Deutero-

nomy so found. [Jeremiah, HiLKiAir.] With Jo-

siah's reign (although we may even in earlier times

hit upon occasional resemblances, such for instance

as the silence concerning Manasseh's repentance in

both), necessarily cease all strongly marked cha-

racters of Jeremiah's authorship. For though the

general unity and continuity of plan (which, as

already observed, pervades not only the books or

Kings, but those of Samuel, Ruth, and Judges like-

wise) lead us to assign the whole history in a

certain sense to one author, and enable us to carry

to the account of the whole book the proofs derived

fiom the closing chapters, yet it must be borne in

mind that the authorship of those parts of the his-

tory of which Jeremiah was not an eye-witness,

that is, of all before the reign of Josiah, would
have consisted merely in selecting, arranging, in-

serting the connecting phrases, and, when necessary,

slightly modernising (see Thenius, Einleit. § 2)

the old histories which had been -drawn up by con-

temporary prophets through the whole period of

time. See e. q. 1 K. xiii. 32. For, as regards the

sources of infonnation, it may truly be said that

we have the nan-ative of contemporary writers

throughout. It has already been observed

[Chronicles] that there was a regular series

of state-annals both for the kingdom of Judah

and for that of Israel, which embraced the

whole time comprehended in the Books of Kings,

or at least to the end of the reign of Jehoiakim,

bv some later hand. There is nothing impossible in

the supposition of Jeremiah having survived till the

37th of Jehoiachin's captivity, though he would have

been between 80 and 90. There is something toucli-

ing in the idea of this gleam of joy having reached

the prophet in his old age, and of his ha^fing added

these few words to his long-finished history of his

nation.
"• These priests, of very high rank, called ^"Tpy

P|Dn, "keepers of the door," t. e. of the three prin-

cipal entrances to the Temple, are not to be con-

founded with the porters, who wore Levites. \Vc arc

expressly told in 2 K. xii. 10 (9, A. V.) that these

"keepers" were priests. 2 K. xxii. 4, xxiii. 4, with I

xii. 10 and xxv. 18, clearly point out the rank of

these officers as next in dignity to the second priest, or

sagan. [High-Priest, vol. i. p. 808.] Josephus calls

them Tous 4)v\a.<7(Tovras to Up'ov riyefiova'; . The ex-

pression f]Dn ^IJDK' is however also applied to the

Levites in 2 Chr. xxxiv. 9, 1 Chr. ix. 19. [Kohahite.]
' The prophet does not tell us that he returned to

Jerusalem after hiding his girdle in the Euphrates.

The "many days" spoken of in ver. 6 may have been

spent among the captivity at Babylon. [Jeremiah, p.

9G9 a.] He may have returned just after Jehoiakim's

death ; and " the king and the queen," in ver. 18,

may mean Jehoiachin and his mother. Coinp. 2 K.

xxiv. 12, 15, which would he the fulfilment of Jer.

xiii. 18, 19.
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2 K. sxiv, 5. Tliese annals are constantly -cited

by name as " the ]5ook of the Acts of Solomon,"

1 K. xi. 41 ; and, after Solomon, " the Book of the

Chronicles of the Kings of Judah, or, Israel," e. <j.

1 K. xiv. 29, XV. 7, xvi. 5, 14, 20 ; 2 K. x. 34, xxi'v.

5, &c., and it is manifest that the author of Kings

had them both before him, while he drew up his his-

tory, in which the reigns of the two kingdoms are

harmonised, and these annals constantly appealed

to. But in addition to these national annals, there

were also extant, at the time that the Books of

Kings were compiled, separate works of the several

prophets who had lived in Judah and Israel, and

which probably bore the same relation to the ainials,

which the historical parts of Isaiah and Jeremiali

bear to those portions of the annals presei-ved in the

Books of Kings, ». e. were, in some instances at

least, fuller and more copious accounts of the cur-

rent events, by the same hands which drew up the

more concise narrative of the annals, though in

others perhaps mere duplicates. Thus the acts of

Uzziah, written by Isaiah, were very likely iden-

tical with the history of his I'eign in the national

chronicles ; and part of the history of Hezekiah

we know was identical in the chronicles and in the

prophet. The chapter in Jeremiah relating to the

destruction of the Temple (Hi.) is identiciil with

that in 2 K. xxiv., xxv. In later times we have

supposed that a chapter in the prophecies of Dauiel

was used for the national chronicles, and appears as

Ezr. ch. i. [Ezra, Book of.] Compare also 2 K.

xvi. 5, with Is. vii. 1 ; 2 K. xviii. 8, with Is.

xiv. 28-32. As an instance of verbal agreement,

coupled with greater fullness in the prophetic ac-

(•ount, see 2 K. xx. compared with Is. xxxviii., in

which latter alone is Hezekiah's writing given.

These other works, then, as far as the memory of

them has been preserved to us, were as follows (see

Keil's Apolufj. Vers.). For the time of David, the

book of Samuel the seer, the book of Nathan the

prophet, and the book of Gad the seer (2 Sam.
xxi.-xxiv. with 1 K. 1, being probably extracted

fi'om Nathau's book), which seem to have been

collected—at least that portion of them relating

to David—into one work called "the Acts of

David the King," 1 Chr. xxix. 29. For the time

of Solomon, " the Book of the Acts of Solomon,"

1 K. xi. 41, consisting probably of parts of the
" Book of Nathan the prophet, the ])rophecy of

Ahijah the Shilonite, and the visions of Iddo the

seer," 2 Chr. ix. 29. For the time of Itehoboam,
•' the words of Shemaiah the prophet, and of

Iddo the seer concerning genealogies," 2 Chr. xii.

15. For the time of Abijali, " the story (tJ'I'ia)

'

of the piophet Iddo," 2 Chr. xiii, 22. For the

time of Jehoshaphat, " the words of Jehu the

son of Ilanani," 2 Chr. xx. 34. For the time of

Uzziali, " the writings of Isaiah the projihet,"

2 Chr. xxvi. 22. For the time of Hezekiah,

"the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son of

Amoz," 2 Chr. xxxii. '-'2. For the time of Man-
asseh, a book called " the sayings of the seers,"

as the A. V., following the LXX., Vulg., Kimchi,

&c., rightly readers the passage, in accordance

with ver. 18, li Chr. xxxiii. 19, though others,

following the grammar too servilely, make C/tozain

proper name, beciiuse of the absence of the article.

[Chronicles, vol.i.p.310."] For the timeof Jero-

boam II., a prophecy of " Jonah, the son of Amittai

the prophet, of Gath-hcpher," is cited, 2 K. xiv.

25 ; and it seems likely that there were books con-

taining special histories of the acts of Elijah and

Elisha, seeing that the times of these prophets are

described with such copiousness. Of the latter Gehazi

might well have been the author, to judge from 2 K.

ii. 4, 5, as Elislia himself might have been of the

fomier. Possibly too the prophecies of Azariah

the son of Oded, in Asa's reign, 2 Chr. xv. 1, iUid

of Hanani (2 Chr. xvi. 7), (unless this latter is

the same as Jehu son of Hanani, as Oded is put for

Azariah in xv. 8), and Micaiah the son of Imlah,

in Ahab's reign ; and Eliezer the son of Dodavah,

ni Jehoshaphat's ; and Zechariah the son of Je-

hoiada, in Jehoash's ; and Oded, in Pekah's ; and
Zechariah, in Uzziah's reign ; of the prophetess

Huldah, in Josiah's, and others, may have been

preserved in writing, some or all of them. These

woi'ks, or at least many of them, must have been

extant at the time when the Books of Kings were

compiled, as they certainly were nmch later when
the Books of Chronicles were put together by Ezra.

But whether the author used them all, or only

those duplicate portions of them which were em-
bodied in the national chronicles, it is impossible to

say, seeing he quotes none of them by name except

the acts of Solomon, and the prophecy of Jonah.

On tlie other hand, we cannot infei- from his silence

that these books wei-e unused by him, seeing that

neither does he quote by name the Vision of Isaiah

as the Chronicler does, though he must, from its

recent date, have been familiar with it, and that so

many parts of his narrative have every appearance

of being extracted from these books of the prophets,

and contain narratives which it is not likely would
have found a place in the chronicles of the kings.

(See 1 K. xiv. 4, ,&c., xvi. 1, &c., si. ; 2 K.
xvii., &c.)

With regard to the work so often cited in the

Chronicles as " the Book of the Kings of Israel and

Judah," 1 Chr. ix. 1; 2 Chr. xvi. 11, .xxvii. 7,

xxviii. 26, xxxii. 32, x.xxv. 27, xxxvi. 8, it h;is

been thought by some that it was a separate col-

lection containing the joint histories of the two
kingdoms ; by others that it is our Books of Kings

which answer to this description ; but by Eichhorn,

that it is the same as the Chronicles of the Kings

of Judah so constantly cited in the Books of Kings
;

and this last opinion seems the best founded. For

in 2 Chr. xvi. 11, the same book is cjiUed "the
book of the Kings of Judah and Israel," which in

the parallel passage, 1 K. xv. 23, is called " the

Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah." So

;igain, 2 Chr. xxvii. 7, comp. with 2 K. xv. 36;
2 Chr. xxviii. 26, comp. with 2 K. xvi. 19

;

2 Chr. xxxii. 32, comp. with 2 K. xx. 20

;

2 Chr. XXXV. 27, with 2 K. xxiii. 28 ; 2 Chr. x.xxvi.

8, with 2 K. xxiv. 5. Moreover the book so

quoted refers exclusively to the aflairs of Judah

;

<ind even in the one passage where reference is made
to it as "the Book of the Kings of Israel," 2 Chr.

XX. 34, it is for the reign of Jehoshaphat that it is

cited. Obviously therefore it is the same work
which is elsewhere described as the Chr. of Israel

and Judah, and of Judah and Israel.^ Nor
this an unre;isonable title to give to these chix)-

• Movers thinks the term C"l"ip implies transla-

tion from older works.

' Thenius comes to the same conclusion {Einleit.

§3). It is cited in 2 Chr. xxiv, 27 as "the story"

—tlie Midrash— K'TID, of the book of the Kings.

Comp. 2 K. xii. 19.
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nicies. Saul, D-avid, Solfniicm, and in some sense

Hezekiali, 2 Chr. xxx. 1 , 5, 6, and all his successors

were kings of Israel ;is well as ot'.ludah, and there-

fore it is very conceivable that iu Ezra's time the

clironicles of Judah should have acquired the name

of the Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah.

Hven with regard to a portion of Israel in the days

of IJehoboam, the chronicler remarks, apparently as a

matter of gratulatiou, that " Kehoboam reigned over

them," '2 Chr. x. 17 ; he notices Abijah's authority

in portions of the Israelitish territory, 2 Chr. xiii.

18, 19, XV. 8, 9; he not unfrequently speaks of

Israel, when the kingdom of Judah is the matter

in hand, as 2 Chr. xii. 1, -xxi. 4, xxiii. 2, &c., and

even calls Jehoshaphat "King of Israel," 2 Chr.

Kxi. 2, and distinguishes " Israel and Judah," from
•' Ei)hraim and Manasseh," x.xx. 1 ; he notices He-

zekiah's authority from Dan to Beersheba, 2 Clir.

xxx. 5, and Josiah's destruction of idols through-

out all the land of Israel, xxxiv. 6-9, and his pass-

over for all Israel, xxxv. 17, 18, and seems to pa-

rade the title "King of Israel" in connexion with

David and Solomon, xxxv. 3, 4, and the relation of

the Levites to " all Israel," ver. 3 ; and therefore

it is only in accordance with the feeling displayed

in such passages that the name, " the Book of the

Kings of Israel and Judah " should be given to the

chronicles of the Jewish kingdom. The use of this

term in speaking of the " Kings of Israel and Judah

who were carried away to Babylon for their trans-

gression," 1 Chr. ix. 1 , would be conclusive, if the

construction of the sentence were certain. But

though it is absurd to separate the words " and

Judah " from Israel, as Bertheau does {Kurzgcf.

Exeg. Handb.), following the Masoretic punctua-

tion, seeing that the " Book of the K'mjs of Israel

and Judah," is cited in at least six other places in

Chr., still it is possible that Israel and Judah

might bi> the antecedent to the pronoun understood

before -l^jn. It seems, however, much more likely

that the antecedent to nCTN is "n''1 "b'^ "•3^r3.

On the whole therefore there is no evidence of the

existence in the time of the chronicler of a history,

since lost, of the two kingdoms, nor are the Books

of Kings the work so quoted by the chronicler,

seeing he often refers to it for " the rest of the acts"

of Kings, when he has already given all that is con-

tained in our Books of Kings. He refers therefore

to the clu-onicles of Judah. From the above au-

thentic sources then was compiled the history in the

books under consideration. Judging from the facts

that we have in 2 K. xviii. .xix., xx., the history of

Ilezekiah in the very words of Isaiah, xxxvi.-xxxix.

;

that, as stated above, we have several passages from

Jeremiah in duplicate in 2 K., and the whole of

Jer. lii. in 2 K. xxiv. 18, &c., xxv. ; that so

large a portion of the Books of Kings is repeated in

the Books of Chronicles, though the writer of Chro-

nicles had the original Chronicles also before him,

as well as from the whole internal character of the

narrative, and even some of the blemishes referred

to under the 2nd head ; we may conclude with
certointy that we have in the Books of Kings, not

only in the main the history faithfully preserved

to us from the ancient chronicles, but most fre-

quently whole passages transferred verbatim into

them. Occasionally, no doubt, we have the com-
piler's own comments, or reflexions thrown in, as

at 2 K. xxi. lU-16, .wii. lO-lo, .\iii. 23,xvii. 7-41,

" V. 32. The phrase "the cities of Samaria" of
course cannot belong to th ; ago of Jeroboam.

&c. Wo connect the insertion of the prophecy iu

1 K. xiii. witli the iiict that the comjiiler himself

was an eye-witness of the fulfilment of it, and can

even see how the words ascribed to the old prophet

are of the age of the compiler." We can periiaps

see his hand in the frequent repetition on the review

of each reign of the remark, " the high places were

not taken away, the people still sacrificed and bunit

incense on the high places," 1 K. xxii. 43 ; 2 K.
xii. .'!, xiv. 4, xv. 4, 35 ; cf. 1 K. lii. 3, and in the

repeated observation that such and such things,

as the staves by which the ark was borne, the

revolt of the lU tribes, the rebellion of Edom,
&c., continue " unto this day," though it may
be perhaps doubted in some cases whether these

words were not in the old chronicle (2 Chr. v. 9).

See 1 K. viii. 8, i.x. 13, 21, x. 12, xii. 19; 2 K. ii.

22, viii. 22, x. 27, xiii. 23, xiv. 7, xvi. 6, .xvii. 23,

34, 41, xxiii. 25. It is however remarkable that

in no instance does the use of this phrase lead us to

suppose that it was penned after the destruction of

the Temple : in seveial of the above instances the

phrase necessarily supposes that the Temple and
the kingdom of Judah were still standing. If the

phrase then is the compiler's, it proves him to have
wiitten before the Babylonish captivity ; if it was a
part of the chronicle he was quoting, it shows how
exactly he transferred its contents to his own pages.

IV. As regards the relation of the Books of Kings

to those of Chronicles, it is manifest, and is univer-

sally admitted, that the former is by far the older

work. The language, which is quite free from the

Persicisms of the Chronicles and their late ortho-

grapliy, and is not at all more Aramaic than the

language of Jeremiah, as has been shown above (II.),

clearly points out its relative superiority in regard

to age. Its subject also, embracing the kingdom
of Israel as well as Judah, is another indication of

its composition befoie the kingdom of Israel was
forgotten, and before the Jewish enmity to Sa-

maria, which is apparent in such passages as 2 Chr.

XX. 37, XXV., and in those chapters of Ezra (i.-vi.)

which belong to Chronicles, was brought to ma-
turity. While the Books of Chronicles therefore

were written especially for the Jews after theii-

return from Babylon, the Book of Kings was
written for the whole of Israel, before their common
national existence was hopelessly quenched.

Another comparison of considerable interest be-

tween the two histories may be drawn in respect

to the main design, that design having a marked
relation both to the individual station of the sup-

posed writers, and the peculiar circumstances of

their country at the times of their writing.

Jeremiah was himself a prophet. He lived while

the prophetic office was in full vigour, in bis own
person, in Ezekiel, and Daniel, and many othei-s,

both true and false. In his eyes, as in truth, the

main cause of the fearful calamities of his country-

men was their rejection and contempt of the Word
of God in his mouth and that of the other pro-

phets ; and the one hope of deliverance lay in their

hearkening to the prophets who still continual to

speak to them in the name of the Lord. Accord-

ingly, we find in the Books of Kings great promi-

nence given to the prophetic oflice. Not only are

some fourteen chapters devoted more or less to the

histoiy of Elijah and l<]lisha, the foimer of whom is

but onc-e named, and the latter not once in the

Chronicles ; but besides the many passages in which

the names and sayings of prophets are recordwl

alike in both histories, the following may be cit«l
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as instances in which tlic cdnipiler of Kings has no-

tices of tJie propiiets wliich aie peculiar to himself.

The history of the prophet who went from Judah

to Bethel in the reign of Jeroboam, and of the oM
prophet and his sons who dwelt at Bethel, 1 K.

Aiii. ; the story of Ahijah the prophet and Jero-

boam's wife in 1 K. xiv. ; the prophecy of Jehu the

son of Hanani conceniing the house of Baasha, 1 K.

xvi. ; the reference to the fulfilment of the Word
of God in the termination of Jehu's dynasty, in

2 K. XV. 12 ; the reflexions in 2 K. xvii. 7-23 ; and

above all, as relating entirely to Judah, the narra-

tive of Hezekiah's sickness and recovery in 2 K. xx.

as contrasted with that in 2 Chr. xxxii., may be

cited as instances of that prominence given to pro-

phecy and prophets by the compiler of the book of

Kings, which is also especially noticed by De Wette,

§183, and Parker, transl. p. 233.

This view is further confirmed if we take into ac-

count the lengthened history of Samuel the prophet,

in 1 Sam. (while he is but barely named two or

three times in the Chronicles), a circumstance, by

the way, strongly connecting the books of Samuel

with those of Kings.

Ezra, on the contrary, was only a priest. In his

days the prophetic office had wholly fallen into

abeyance. That evidence of the Jews being the

people of God, which consisted in the presence of

prophets among them, was no more. But to the

men of his generation, the distinctive mark of the

continuance of God's favour to their race was the

rebuilding of the Temple at Jerasalem, the restora-

tion of the daily sacrifice and the Levitical worship,

and the wonderful and providential I'enewal of the

Mosaic institutions. The chief instrument, too, for

presei-ving the Jewish remnant from absorption

into the mass of Heathenism, and for maintaining

their national life till the coming of Messiah, was
the maintenance of the Temple, its ministere, and

its services. Hence we see at once that the chief

care of a good and enlightened Jew of the age of

Kzra, and all the more if he were himself a priest,

would naturally be to enhance the value of the Le-

vitical ritual, and the dignity of the Levitical caste.

And in compiling a history of the past glories of his

race, he would as naturally select such passages

as especially bore upon the sanctity of the priestly

office, and showed the deep concern taken by their

ancestoi-s in all that related to the honour of God's

House, and the support of His ministering servants.

Hence the Levitical character of the Books of Chro-

nicles, and the presence of several detailed narratives

not found in the Books of Kings, and the more fre-

quent reference to the Mosaic institutions, may
most naturally and simply be accounted for, without

resorting to the absurd hypothesis that the cere-

monial law was an invention subsequent to the cap-

tivity. 2 Chr. xxix., xxx., xxxi. compared with

2 K. xviii. is perhaps as good a specimen as can l>e

selected of the distinctive spirit of the Chronicles.

See also 2 Chr. xxvi. 16-21, comp. with 2 K. xv.

.5; 2 Chr. xi. 13-17, xiii. 9-20, xv. 1-15, xxiii.

2-8, comp. with 2 K. xi. 5-9, and vers. 18, 19,

comp. with ver. 18, and many other passages.

Moreovei', upon the principle that the sacred writers

were influenced by natural feelings in their selec-

tion of their materials, it seems most appropriate

that while the prophetical writer in Kings deals

very fully with the kingdom of Israel, in which the

prophets were much more illustrious than in Judah,

the Levitical writer, on the contrary, shoidd con-

centrate all his thoughts round Jerusalem where

alone the Levitical caste had all its power and func-

tions, and should dwell upon all the instances pre-

served in existing muniments of the deeds ajid even

the minutest ministrations of the priests and Levites,

as well as of their faithfulness and sull'erings in the

cjiuse of truth. This professional bias is so true to

nature, that it is surprising that any one should be

found to rai^e an objection from it. Its subserviency

in this instance to the Divine purposes and the in-

struction of the Church, is an interesting example oi

the providential government of God. It may be

further mentioned as tending to account simply and

naturally for the difference in some of the nar-

ratives in the books of Kings and Chronicles re-

spectively, that whereas the compiler of Kings

usually quotes the Book of the Chronicles of the

Kings of Judah, the writer of Chronicles very fre-

quently refers to those books of the contemporary
prophets which we presume to have contained

more copious accounts of the same reigns. This

appears remarkably in the parallel passages in 1 K.
xi. 41 ; 2 Chr. is. 29, where the writer of Kings
refers for " the rest of Solomon's acts " to the
" book of the acts of Solomon," while the writer

of Chronicles refers to " the book of Nathan the

jirophet " and " the prophecy of Ahijah the Shi-

lonite," and " the visions of Iddo the seer against

Jeroboam the son of Nebat ;" and in 1 K. xiv, 29,

and 2 Chr. xii. 15, where the writer of Kings sums
up his history of Rehoboam with the words, " Now
the rest of the acts of Kehoboam and all that he

did, are they not written in the Book of the Cliro-

nicles of the Kiiujs of Judahf whereas the chro-

nicler substitutes " in the Book of Shemaiah the

prophet, and of Iddo the seer concerning genea-

logies ;" and in 1 K. xxii. 45, where "the Book of

the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah " stands instead

of " the Book of Jehu the son of Hanani," in 2 Chr.

XX. 34. Besides which, the very formula so fre-

quently used, " the rest of the act^ of so and so,

and all that he did," &c., necessarily supposes tha*

there were in the clirouicles of each reign, and in

the other works cited, many things recorded which

the compiler did not transcribe, and which of course

it was open to any other compiler to insert in his

narrative if he pleased. If then the chronicler,

writing with a different motive and ditlerent pre-

dilections, and in a different age, had access to the

same original documents from which the author of

Kings drew his materials, it is only what was to

be expected, that he should omit or abridge some

things given in detail in the Book of Kings, and

should insert, or give in detail, some things which the

author of Kings had omitted, or given very briefly.

The following passages which are placed side by side

are examples of these opposite methods of treating

the same subject on the part of the two writers :

—

Full in Kings. Short in Chronicles.

1 Chr. xxi.T. 22-24.

1 K. i. ii. give in detail "And they made Solonu/i

tlie circumstances of Solo- tlie son of Davirt king tlie

men's accession, the con- second time, and anointed

spiracy of Adonijah, Joub, liini unto the lx)rd to be the

Abiathar, &c., and subsll- chief governor, and Zadok
tutlon of Zadok in tlie to be priest. 'J'lien Solo-

priest's ofifico in room of nion sat on the throne of

Abiathar. the submission the I,ord as kinp instead

of Adonijah and all his of liavid his father, and
party, Joab's death, &c prospered, and all Israel

iiliiyrd liiiii. And all the
)Minces and the mighty
men, and all the sons like-

wise of king David, sub-
mitted themselves unto
Solomon the king."
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Full in Kings.

1 K. i:i. 5-14.

Vtr. 6. " And Solomon
said, Tbou liast showed unto
thy servant David ray father

great mercy, according as

he walked before Thee in

truth, and in righteousness,
and in uprightness of heart

with Thee ; and Thou hast
kept for him this great

kindness, that Thou hast
given him a son to sit on
his throne, as it is this day."

7, 8, 9, 10. " And the

speech pleased the Lord,
that Solomon had asked
this thing."

11. " And God said unto
him," &c.

13. "... like unto thee
all thy days."

14. " And if thou wilt

walk in my ways, and keep
my statutes and my com-
mandments as thy father

I )avid did walk, then I will

lengthen thy days."
15. " AiidSolomonawoke,

and behold it was a dream.
AsiA he came to Jerusalem,
and stood before the ark of
the covenant of the Lord,

and offered up burnt-offer-

ings, and offered peace-
offerings, and made a feast

to all his servants."
16 -2S. Solomon's judg-

ment.
iv. 1. " So king Solomon

was king over all Israel."

2-19. Containing a list of
Solomon's ofRcers.

xi. 1-40. Containing his-

tory of Solomon's idolatry,

and the enmity of Hadad,
and Rezon, and Jeroboam
againsi him.

xii. 2. " Wlio was yet in

Egypt." Tlie omission of

the word "yet" in Chron.
is of course accounted for

by his flight to llgypl not
having been narrated by the
chronicler.

I K. xiv. 22-24.

A detailed account of the
idolatries of Judah in the
reign of Rehoboam.

1 K. XV. 18.

" Then Asa look all the
sliver and the gold that
were left In the trea.surcs

of the house of the Lord,

and the treasures of the
king's house, and delivered

them into the hand of his
servants ; and king Asa sent
them to Benhadad the son
of Tabrimon, the son of
Hezion, king of Syria, that
dwelt at Damascus, saying,
There is a league," &c.

2 K. xvi. 10-16.

A detailed account of
Ahaz's visit to Damascus,
and setting up an alUir in
the temple at Jerusalem
after the pattern of one at
Damascus. Urijah's sub-
serviency, S:c.

Short in Chronicles.

2 Chr. i. Y-12.

^'er. 8. " And Solomon
said unto God, Thou hast
shewed great mercy unto
David my father.

and hast made nie to

reign in his stead."

11. " And God said to

Solomon," *c.

12. "... any after thee
have the like."

13. "Then Solomon came
from his journey to the liigh

place that was atGibeon to

Jerusalem, from before the

tabernacle of the congre-

gation.

and reigned over Israel."

Omitted in Chronicles.

Wholly omitted in Chro-
nicles, except the allusion

in 2 Chr. x. 2, " It came to

pass, when J'eroboam the

son of Nebat, who was in

Egypt, whither he had fled

from the presence of Solo-

mon the king," &c.

2 Chr. xii. 1.

" And it came to pass
when Rehoboam had esta-

blished the kingdom, and
had strengthened himself,

he forsook the law of the

Lord, and all Israel with
him."

2 Chr. xvi. 2.

" Then Asa brought out
silver and gold out of the

trea.<ures of tlie house of
the Lord, and of the king's

house, and

sent to Benhadad

king of Syria, that dwelt at

Damascus, saying. There is

a league," &c.

2 Chr. xxviii. 22, 23.
" And in the time of his

distress did he trespass yet
more against the Lord: this

is that king Ahaz. For he
sacrificed unto the gods of
Damascus which smote him.
And he said. Because the
gods of Syria help them,
therefore will I sacrifice to

them, that they may help

Full in Kings. Short in Chronicles

XX. -19.

Hezekiah's
prayer, and recovery, with
Isaiah's prophecy, and the
sign of ihe shadow on the
dial ; the visit of the Baby-
Imiish ambassadors; Ileze-

kiali's pride, Isaiah's re-

buke, and Hezekiah's sub-
mission. Throughout the
history of Hezekiah the
narrative in 2 Iv. and Isaiah
is much fuller than In
1 hronicles.

xxxii. 24-26.

"In those days Hezekiah
was sick to the death, and
prayed unto the Lord, and
He spake unto him and gave
him a sign. But Hezekiah
rendered not again accord-
ing to the benefit done unto
him ; for his heart was
lilted up: therefore there
was wrath upon him, and
upon Judah and Jerusalem.
Notwithstanding, Hezekiah
humbled himself for the
pride of his heart, both he
and the inhabitants of Jeni-
salem, so that the wrath
of the Lord came not upon
them in the days of Heze-
kiah." Ver. 31. "Howbeit
in the business of the am-
bassadors of the princes of
Babylon, who sent unto him
to enquire of the wonder
done in the land, God left
him to try him, that he
might know all that was in
his heart."

2 Chr. xxxiii. 10.

"And the l-ord spake to
Manasseh and his people

:

but they would not hearken.

2 Chr. xxxiv. 32, 33.
" And the inhabitants of

Jerusalem did according to
the covenant of God, the
God of their fathers. And
Josiah took away all the
abominations out of all the
countries that pertained to
the children of Israel, and
made all that were present
in Israel to serve, even to
serve the Lord their God."

In like manner a comparisoa of the history of tho
reigns of Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and Ze-

dekiah, will show, that, except in the matter of
Jehoiakim's capture in the 4th year of his reign,

and deportation to (or towards) Babylon, in which
the author of Chronicles follows Daniel and Ezekiel

(Dan. i. 1 , 2 ; Ez. xix. 9), the narrative in Chronicles

is chiefly an abridgment of that in Kings. Compare
2 K. xxiii. 30-37, with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 1-5 ; 2 K.
xxiv. 1-7, with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 6-8

; 2 K. xxiv. 10-17,
with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 10. From 2 Chr. xxxvi. 13,
however, to the end of the chapter, is rather a com-
ment upon the history in 2 K. xxv. 1-21, than an
abridgment of it.

Under this head should be noticed also what may
be called systematic abridgments ; as when the state-

ments in Kings concerning high-place worship in the

.several reigns (2 K. xii. 2, 3 ; xiv. 3, 4; xv. 3, 4,

.^5) are either wholly omitted, or more cui-sorily

glanced at, as at 2 Chr. xxv. 2, xxvii . 2 ; or when
the name of the queen-mother is omitted, as in the

case of the seven last kings from Manasseh down-
wards, whose mothers are given by the author of

Kings, but struck out by the author of Chronicles."

xxi. 10-16.

Message from God to

Manasseh by His prophets.
Manasseh's sin.

2 K. xxiii. 4-25.

Detailed account of the
destruction of Baal-worship
and other idolatrous rites

and places in Judah and
Israel, by Josiah, " that he
might perform the words of
the law which were written

in the book that Hilkiah the
priest found in the house
of the Lord."

* The annexed list of kings' mothers shows which are
named in Kings and Chronicles, which in Kings alone:

—

Solomon son of Bathsheba, K. and Chr. (I. iii. 5).
Rehoboam „ Naamah, ii. and Chr.
Abijah „ Maachah or Michalah, K. and Chr.
Asa „ Maachah, da of Absalom, K. and Chr
Jehoshaphat „ Aznbah, K. and Chr.

Jehoram „

Ahaziah „ Athaliah, K. and Chr.
Joash „ Zibiah, K. and Chr.
Amaziah „ Jehoaddan, K. and Chr
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There is something systematic also in the omitted

or abbreviated accounts of the idolatries in the reigns

of Solomon, Uehoboam, and Ahaz. It may not

always be easy to assign the exact motives which

influence a writer, who is abbreviatii.g, in his selec-

tion of passages to be shortened or left out ;
but an

obvious motive in the case of these idolatries, as well

as the high-places, may be found in the circumstance

that thetdolatrous tendencies of the Jews had wholly

ceased during the captivity, and that the details and

repetition ot^tlie same remark relating to them were

therefore less suited to the requirements of the age.

To see a design on the part of the Chronicler to de-

ceive and mislead, is to draw a conclusion not from

the facts before us, but from one's own prejudices.

It is not criticism, but invention.

On the other- hand, the subjoined passages present

some instances in which the Books of Kings give

the short account, and the Books of Chronicles the

full one.

Short in Kings.

1 K. viii.

Ver 10. "Anil it came to

pass when the priests were

come out of the holy place,

that the cloud filled the

house of the Lord,

11. "So that the priests

could not stand to minister

because of the cloud : lor

the glory of the Lord had
filled tlie house of th(! Lord.

12. "Tlien said Solomon,"
&c.

1 K. viii.

Ver. .52 con-esponds with

2 Chr. vl. 40. Ver. 53 is

omitted in Chr.

Full in Chronicles.

> Chr. v
Ver. 11. "And it came to

pass when the priests were

come out of the holy place :

(lor all the priests that were

present were sanctified, and

did not then wait by course

:

12. " Also the Levites

which were the singers, all

of them of Asaph.of Henian,

of Jeduthun, with their

sons and their brethren,

being arrayed In white
linen, having cjmibals and
psalteries and harps, stood

at the east end of the altar,

and with them 120 priests,

sounding with trumpets:)

13. " It came even to

pass, as the trumpeters and
singers were as one, to

make one sound to be heard

in praising and thanking
the Lord ; and when they

lilted up their voice with
the trumpets and cymbals
and instruments of music,y

and praised the Lord, say-

ing. For He is good, for His
mercy endureth for ever;

that then the house was
filled with a cloud, even the

house of the Lord.

14. " So that the priests

could not stand to minister

by reason of the cloud : for

the glory of the Lord had
filled the house of God.
Then said Solomon," &c.

2 Chr. vi., vii.

Ver. 41. "Now therefore

arise, Lord God, into thy
resting place, thou, and the

ark of thy strength : let

thy priests, Lord God, be
clothed with salvation, and
thy saints rejoi-je in good-

ness.

42, " Lord God, turn

Uzziah son of Jecoliah, K. and Chr.
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land, and removed a

id.jls that liis falliei

made."

Entirely oniiltod.
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Full in Chrmndes.

23. " Nevertheless in the
time of his old age he was
diseased in his feet,"
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fortifying tlie cities of
Judah ; of Asa's army ; the
invasion of Zerah the Ethio-
pian; Asa's victory; Aza-
riah the son of OdeU's pro-
phecy ; Asa's further re-
forms in the 15th year of
liis reign.

xvi. 7-14.

Hanani's prophecy against
Asa. for calling in the aid

of Tabrimon king of Syria

:

Asa's wrath, disease, doatli

embalming, and burial.
" And Asa slept with his

fathers, and died in the 4].Kt

year of his reign."

2 Chr. xvii.

1. " And Jehoshaphat his

son reigned in his stead."

2-19 describes how the

King strengthened himself
against Israel by putting
garrisons in the fortified

towns of Judah, and some
in Ephraim ; his wealth

;

his zeal in destroying ido-

latry ; his measures for in-

structing the people in the

law of the Lord by means
of priests and Levites; his

captains, and the numbers
of his troops.

ii. (from history of Israel)= 2 Chr. xviii.

2 Chr. xix.

Jehoshapliat's reproof by
Jehu the son of Hanaiii.
His renewed zeal against
idolatry. His appointment
of judges, and his charge to

them. Priests and Levites
appointed as judges at Jeru-
salem nnder Amariah the
high-priest.

2 Chr. XX. 1-30.

Invasion of Moabites and
Ammonites. Jelioshaphat's
fast; his prayer to God for

aid. The prophecy of Jaha-
ziel. Ministration of the
Levites with the army.
Discomfiture and plimder
of the enemy. Return to

Jerusalem. Levitical pro-
cession.

1 K. xxii. 41-50.
" Jehoshapliat was

years old when he began
to reign," &c. These few
verses are all the account
of Jehoshaphat's reign, ex-
cept what is contained in
the history of Israel.

All oniittod in Iviiigs.

All omitted in Kings.

Ai; omitted in Kings.

1 K. xxii. 48,49, 50 =

Omitted in Kings. The
refusal of Jehoshaphat was
after the prophecy of Eli-
ezer.

Omitted in Kings.

Omitted in Kings.

2 K. ix. 27.
" And when Ahaziah the

king of Judah saw this, he
fled by the way of the
garden-house. And Jehu
followed aft<T him, and
said. Smite liim also in the
chariot. And they did so
at the going up to Uur,
which is by llilcam. And
he lied to Mcgiddo, and
died there. And his ser-
vants carried him in a
chariot to .lorusalem, and
buried him in his scj)ulchre

2 Chr. XX. 35, 36, xxi. 1.

2 Chr. XX. 37.
Prophecy of Eliezer.

2 Chr. xxi. 2-4.-

Additional history of
Jehoshaphat's family.

2 Chr. xxi. 11-19, xxii. 1.

Idolatries of Jehoram.
Writing of Elijah. Invasion
of Judah by Philistines and
Arabians. Slaughter of the
king's sons. Miserable sick-

ness and death of Jehoram.

2 Chr. xxii. 7-9.

" And the destruction of
Ahaziah was of God by
coming to Joram: for when
he was come, he went out
with Jehoram against Jehu
the son of Nimshi, whom
the Lord had anointed to
cut off the house of Ahab.
And it came to pass that
when .Jehu was executing
judgment upon the house
of Ahab, and fouiul the
princes of Judah and the
sons of the brethren of

35
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with his fatlipfs in the city Ahaziah, that ministered
of David." to Ahaziah, he slew them.

And he sought Ahaziah
and tliey caught him (for

he was hid in Samaria),
and they brought him to

Jehu ; and when tliey had
slain him they buried him,
because said they he is the
son of Jehoshaphat, who
sought the Lord with all

his heart. So the house of
Aliazlah had no power still

to keep the kingdom."

With refeieiice to the above two accounts of the
death of Aliaziah, which liave been thouglit irre-

coucileable (Ewald, iii. .529 ; Parker's Le VVette,

270; Thenius, &c.), it may be here remarked, that
tlie order of the events is sufficiently intelligible if

we take the account in Chronicles, where the kino--

dora of Judah is the main subject, as explanatoiy
of the brief notice in Kings, where it is only inci-

dent<ally mentioned in the history of Israel. The
order is clearly as follows:—Ahaziah was with
Jehoram at Jezreel when Jehu attacked and killed

him. Ahaziah escaped and fled by the Beth-gan
road to Samaria, where the partisans of "the

house of Ahab were strongest, and where his own
brethren were, and there concealed himself. But
when the sons of Ahab were all put to death in

Samaria, and the house of Ahab had hopele.ssly lost

the kingdom, he determined to make his submission
to Jehu, and sent his brethren to salute the children
of Jehu" (2 K. X. 13), in token of his acknow-
ledgment of him as king of Israel. Jehu, instead
of accepting this submission, had them all put to

death, and hastened on to Samaria to take Ahaziah
also, who he had probably learnt from some of the
attendants, or as he already knew, was at Samaria.
Ahaziah again took to flight northwards, towards
Megiddo, perhaps in hope of reaching the dominions
of the king of the Sidonians, his kinsman, or more
probably to reach the coast where the direct road
from Tyre to Egypt would bring him to Judah.
[Caesarea.] He was hotly pursued by Jehu and
his followers, and overtaken near Ibleam, and mor-
tally wounded, but managed to get as far as JIc-
giddo, where it should seem Jehu followed in pur-
suit of him, and where he was brought to him as
his prisoner. There he died of his" wounds. In
consideration of his descent from Jehoshaphat,
" who sought Jehovah with all his heart," Jehu,
who was at this time very forwaid in displaying
his zeal for Jehovah, handed over the corpse to his

followers, with permission to carry it to Jerusalem,
which they did, and buried him in the city of
David. The whole difficulty arises from the ac-
count in Kings being abridged, and so bringing
together two incidents which were not consecutive
in the original account. But if 2 K. ix. 27 had
been even divided into two verses, the first ending
at " garden-house," and the next beginning " and
Jehu followed after him," the difficulty would al-

most disappear. Jehu's pursuit of Ahaziah would
only be interrupted by a day or two, and there
would be nothing the least unusual in the omission
to notice this interval of time in the concise abridged
narrative. We should then nnderstand that tlie

word also in the original narrative referred not to

Jehoram, but to the brethren of Ahaziah, who had

• Not, as Tlienius and others, the children of Jo
horani, and of Jezebel the queen-mother.

D 2
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just before been smitten, and the death of Ahaziah

would fall under 2 K. x. 17. If Beth-gan (A. V.
" sjavden-house ") be the same as En-gaunim, now
Jenin, it lay directly on the road from Jezreel to

Samaria, and is also the place at which the road to

Megiddo and the coast, where Caesarea afterwards

stood, turns ofl" from the road between Jozreul and

Samaria.'' In this case the mention of Beth-gan in

Kings as the direction of Ahaziah 's flight is a con-

firmation of the statement in Chronicles that he

concp^iied himself in Samaria. This is also sub-

stantially Keil's explanation (p. 288-9). Movers
proposes an alteration of the text (p. 92, note),

but not very successfully (m-iriv N-IH Nb'1 in-

stead of •'in'';'?^ -inxa*!).

The other principal additions in the Books of

Chronicles to the facts stated in Kings are the fol-

lowing. In 2 Chr. xxiv. 17-24 there is an account

of Joash's relapse into idolatry after the death of

Jelioiada, of Zechariah's prophetic rebuke of him,

and of the stoning of Zechariah by the king's com-
mand in the very court of the Temple ; and the

Syrian invasion, and the consequent calamities of

the close of Joash's reign are stated to have been

the consequence of this iniquity. The Book of

Kings gives the history of the Syrian invasion at

the close of Joash's reign, but omits all mention of

Zechariah's death. In the account of the Syrian

invasion also some details are given of a battle in

which Jehoash was defeated, which are not men-
tioned in Kings, and repeated reference is made to

the sin of the king and people as having drawn
down this judgment upon them. But though the

apostasy of Jehoash is not mentioned in the Book
of Kings, yet it is clearly implied in the expression

(2 K. xii. 2), "Jehoash did that which was right

in the eyes of Jehovah all his days, wherein
Jehoiada the priest instructed him." The silence

of Kings is perhaps to be accounted for by the
author following hore the Chronicle of the Kings,
in which Zechariah's death was not given. And
the truth of the nairative in the Book of Chronicles

is confirmed by the distinct reference to the death
of Zechariah, Luke xi. 49-51.

2 Chr. XXV. 0-16 contains a statement of a ge-
nealogical character,' and in connexion with it an
account of the hiring of 100,000 mercenaries out
of Israel, and their dismissal by Amaziah on the
bidding of a man of God. Thi:j is followed by an
account (in greater detail than that in Kings) of
Amaziah's victory over the Edomites, the jAunder
of certain cities in Judah by the rejected mer-
cenaries of Israel, the idolatry of Amaziah with the
idols of Edom, and his rebuke by a prophet.

2 Chr. xxvi. 5-20 contains particulars of the
reign of Uzziah, his wars with the Philistines, his
towers and walls which he built in Jerusalem and
Judah, and other statistics concerning his kingdom,
somewhat of a genealogical character; and lastly,

of his invasion of the priestly office, the resistance

of Azariah the priest, and the leprosy of the king.

Of all this nothi mentioned in Kmgs except
the fact of Uzziah's leprosy in the latter part of his

reign ; a fyct which confirms the history in Chro-
nicles. The silence of the Book of Kings may most

* Sec Van de Velde's map of the Holy Land, and
Stanley, S.

<J-
P. p. 342.

" From I Chr. ix. 1, it appears that "The Book of
the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah " contained a
copious collection of genealogies.

probably be explained here on the mei'e principle of

abridgment.

2 Chr. xxvii. 2-6 contains some particuLnrs of the

reign of Jothara, especially of the building done by
him, and the tribute paid by the Ammonites, which
are not contained in Kings.

2 Chr. xxviii. 17-19 gives details of invasions by
Edomites and Philistines, and of cities of Judah
taken by them in the reign of Ahaz, which are not

recorded in Kings. 2 K. xvi. 5 speaks only of the

hostile attacks of Piezin and Pekah. But 2 Chr.

xxix.-xxxi. contains bj' far the longest and most
importiint addition to the narrative in the Book of

Kings. It is a detailed and circumst;uitial account

of the purification of the Temple by Hezekiah's

orders in the first year of his reign, with the names
of all the principal Levites who took part in it, and
the solemn sacrifices and musical seri-ices with

which the Temple was reopened, and the worehip

of God reinstated, after the desuetude and idolatries

of Ahaz's reign. It then gives a full account of the

celebration of a great Passover at Jerusalem in the

second month, kept by all the tribes, telling us that
" since the time of Soloinon the son of David king

of Israel there was not the like in Jerusalem ;" and
goes on to describe tlie destruction of idols both in

Judah and Israel ; the revival of the courses of

priests and Levites, with the oi-der for their proper

maintenance, and the due supply of the daily,

weekly, and monthly sacrifices ; the preparation of

chambers in the Temple for tlie reception of the

tithes and dedicated things, with the names of the

various Levites appointed to ditVerent charges con-

nected with them. Of this there is no mention in

Kings : only the higli religious chai'acter and zeal,

and the attachment to the law of Jloses, ascribed

to him in 2 K. xviii. 4-6, is in exact accordance

with these details.

2 Chr. xxxii. 2-8 supplies some interesting facts

connected with the deteuce of Jerusalem, and its

supplies of water, in Hezekiali's reign, which are

not mentioned in 2 K. xviii.

2 Chr. xxxiii. 11-19 contains the history of Jla-

nasseh's captivity, deportation to Babylon, repent-

ance and restoration to his throne, and an accomit

of his buildings in Jerusalem after his retuni. The
omission of tl\is remarkable passage of history in

the Book of Kings is perhaps one of the most diffi-

cult to account for. But since the circumstances

are, in the main, in harmony with the narrative in

Kings, and with what we know of the profane his-

tory of the times (as Keil has shown, p. 427), and
since we have seen numerous other omissions of

important events in the Books of Kings, to disbelieve

or reject it on that account, or to make it a ground

of discrediting the Book of Chronicles, is entirely

contrary to the spirit of sound criticism. Indeed

all the soberer German critics accept it as truth,

and place Manasseh's captivity under Esarhaddon

(Bertheau, in loc.)A Bertheau suggests that some
support to the account may perhaps be found in

2 K. XX. 17, seq. Movere, while he defends the

truth of Manasseh's exile to Babylon, seems to give

up the story of his rejjentance, and reduces it to

the level of a moi-al romance, such as the books of

Tobit and Judith, But such a mode of explaining

' In like manner the Book of Kings is silent con-

cerning Jchoiakim's being carried to Babylon ; and
yet Dan. i. 2, Ez. xix. 9, both expressly mention it,

in accordance with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 6.
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H\v;iy plain historical statements of a trustworthy

historian, who cites contemporary documents as his

authority (let alone the peculiar character of the

Bible histories as " given by inspiration of God"),

cannot reasonably be accepted. There is doubtless

some reason why the repentance of Manasseh for

his dreadful and heinous wickedness was not re-

corded in the Book of Kings, and why it was

recorded in Chronicles
;
just as there is some reason

why the repentance of the thief on the cross is only

recorded by one evangelist, and why the raising of

Lazai-us is passed over in silence in the three first

Gospels. It may be a moral reason : it may have

been that Manasseh's guilt being permanent in its

fatal ell'ects upon his country, lie was to be handed

down to posterity in the national record as the

SINFUL KING, though, having obtained mercy as a

penitent man, his repentance and pardon were to

have a record in the more private chronicle of the

church of Israel. But, whatever the cause of this

silence in the Book of Kings may be, there is

nothing to justify the rejection as non-historical

of any part of this narrative in the Book of

Chronicles.

Passing over several other minor additions, such

as 2 Chr. xxxiv. 12-14, xxxv. 25, xxxvi. 6, 7, 13,

17, it may suffice to notice in the last place the cir-

cumstantial account of Josiah's Passover in

2 Chr. xxxv. 1-19, as compared with 2 K. xxiii.

21-2o. This addition has the same strong Levi-

tical character that appears in some of the other

additions ; contains the names of many Levites, and

especially, as in so many other passages of Chro-

nicles, the names of singers ; but is in every respect,

except as to the time,* confirmatory of the brief

account in Kings. It refers, curiously enough, to a

great Passover held in the days of Samuel (thus

defining the looser expressions in 2 K. xxiii. 22,
" the days of the judges "), of which the memorial,

like that of Joab's terrible campaign in Edoni (1 K.

xi. 15, 16"), has not been preserved m the books of

Samuel, and enables us to reconcile one of those

little verbal apparent discrepancies which arejumped
at by hostile :uid unscrupulous criticism. For the

detailed account of the two Passovers in the reigns

of Hezekiah and Josiah enables us to see, that, while

Hezekiah's was most remarkable for the extensive

feasting and joy with which it was celebrated, Jo-

siah's was more to be praised for the exact order in

which everything was done, and the fuller union

of all the tribes in the celebration of it (2 Chr. xxx.

26, xxxv. 18; 2 K. xxiii. 22). As regards discre-

pancies which have been imagined to exist between

the narratives in Kings and Chronicles, besides those

already noticed, and besides those which are too

trifling to lequiie notice, the account of the repair

of the Temple by King Joa-sh, and that of the in-

vasion of Judah by Hazael in the same reign may
be noticed. For the latter, see .Ioash. As regards

the former, the only real difficulty is the position

of the chest for receiving the contributions. The
writer of 2 K. xii. 9, seems to place it in the inner

court, close to the brazen altai-, and says that the

priests who kept the door put therein all the money
that was brought into the house of Jehovah. The
writer of 2 Chr. xxiv. 8, places it apparently in the

outer court, at the entrance into the inner court,

and makes the princes and people cast the money
into it themselves. Bertheau thinks there were two

chests. Light foot, that it was first placed by the

altar, and afterwards removed outside at the gate

(ix. 374-5), but whether either of these be the true

explanation, or whether rather the same spot be

not intended by the two descriptions, the point is

too unimpoi'tant to requiie fmther consideration in

this place.

F'rom the above compaiison of parallel naiTatives

in the two books, which, if given at all, it was neces-

sary to give somewhat fully, in order to give them
fairly, it appears that the results are precisely what
would naturally arise from the circumstances of the

case. The writer of Chronicles, having the books

of Kings before him,' and to a great extent msiking

those books the basis of his own, but also ha\ing

his own personal views, predilections, and motives

in writing, wiiting for a difl'erent age, and for

people under very different circumstances; and,

moreover, having before him the original autho-

-rities from which the books of Kings were com-

piled, as well as some others, naturally rearranged

the older narrative as suited his purpose, and his

tastes
;
gave in full passages which the other had

abridged, inserted what had been wholly omitted,

omitted some things which the other hail inserted,

including everything relating to the kingdom of

Israel, and showed the colour of his own mind, not

only in the nature of the passages which he selected

from the ancient documents, but in the reflections

which he frequently adds upon the events which

he relates, and possibly also in the turn given to

some of the speeches which he records. But te

say, as has been said or insinuated, that a different

view ofsupernatural agency and Divine interposition,

or oftheMosaic institutions and the Levitical worship,

is given in the two books, or that a less historical cha-

racter belongs to one than to the other, is to say what
has not the least foundation in fact. Supernatural

agency, as in the cloud which tilled the temple of Solo-

mon, 1 K. viii. 10, 11, the appeai'ance of the Lord

to Solomon, iii. 5, 11, ix. 2, seq. ; the withering of

Jeroboam's hand, xiii. 3-6 ; the fire from heaven

which consumed Elijah's sacrifice, xviii. 38, and
numerous other incidents in the lives of Elijah and

Elisha ; the smiting of Sennacherib's army, 2 K.

xix. 35 ; the going back of the shadow on the dial

of Ahaz, XX. 11, and in the very frequent prophe-

cies uttered and fulfilled, is really more often ad-

duced in these books than in the Chronicles. The
selection therefore of one or two instances of mira-

culous agency which happen to be mentioned in

Chronicles and not in Kings, as indications of the

superstitious credulous disposition of the Jews after

the captivity, can have no effect but to mislead.

The same may be said of a selection of passages in

Chronicles in which the mention of Jewish idolatry

is omitted. It conveys a false inference, because

the truth is that the Chronicler does expose the

idolatry of Judah as seveiely as the author of

Kings, and traces the destruction of Judah to such

idolatry quite as clearly and forcibly (2 Chr. xxxvi.

14, seq.). The author of Kings again is quite as

explicit in his references to the law of Moses, and

• See above, under II.

' This appears by comparing the parallel passages,

and especially noticing how the formula, " Now the
rest of the acts," &c., comes in in both hook.s. See,

e.g. 1 K. XV. 23, 2-1, and 2 Chr. xvi. U, 12. Of

this 1 K. xiv. 31, XV. 1, compared with 2 Chr. xii. 16,

xiii. 1, 2, is another striking proof. So is the repetition

of rare words found in K. by the Chronicler. Comp,

2 xiv. 14 with 2 Chr. xxv. 24, xv. 5, with xxvi. 21.

1 V. 6, with 2 ix. 25.
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has many .-illusions to the Levitical ritual, though

ne does not dwell so copiously upon the details.

3ee e.g. 1 K. ii. 3, iii. 14, viii. 2, 4, 9, 53, 56, ix.

9, 20, X. 12, xi. 2, xii. 31, 32; 2 K. xi. 5-7,

12, xii. 5, 11, 13, 16, xiv. 6, xvi. 13, 15, xvii.

7-12, 13-15, 34-39, xviii. 4, 6, xxii. 4, 5, 8, seq..

xxiii. 21, &c., besides the constant references to

the Temple, and to the illegality of high-place Avor-

ship. So that remarks on the Levitical tone of

Chronicles, when made for the purpose of supporting

the notion that the law of Sloses was a late inven-

tion, and that the Levitical worship was of post-

Babylonian gi-owth, are made in the teeth of the

testimony of the books of Kings, as well as those of

Joshua, Judges, and Samuel. The opinion that these

books were compiled " towards the end of the Baby-

lonian exile," is doubtless also adopted in order to

weaken as much as possible the force of this testi-

mony (De Wette, ii. p. 248 ; Th. Parker's transl.).

As regards the weight to be given to the judgment

of critics " of the liberal school," on such questions,

it may be observed by the way that they com-

mence every such investigation with this axiom as

a starting point, " Nothing supernatural can be

true." All prophecy is of course comprehended

under this axiom. Every writing therefore con-

taining any reference to the captivity of the Jews,

as 1 K. viii. 46, 47, ix. 7, 8, must have been

written after the events referred to. No events of

a supernatural kind could be attested in contempo-

rary historical documents. All the nan-atives there-

fore in which such events are naiTated do not belong

to the ancient annals, but must be of later growth,

and so on. How far the mind of a critic, who has

such an axiom to start with, is free to appreciate

the other and more delicate kinds of evidence by

which the date of documents is decided it is easy to

perceive. However, these remarks are made here

solely to assist the reader in coming to a right deci-

sion on questions connected with the criticism of the

books of Kings.

V. The hist point for our consideration is the

place of these books in the Canon, and the references

to them in the N. T. Their canonical authority

having never been disputed, it is needless to bring

foi^ward the testimonies to their authenticity which

may be found in Josophus, Eusebius, Jerome, Au-
gustine, &c., or in Bp. Cosin, or any other modern
work on the Canon of Scripture. [Canon.] They
are reckoned, as has been already noticed, among the

Prophets [BiBLE, vol. i. 211a], in the threefold divi-

sion of the Holy Scriptures ; a position in accordance

with the sup])Osition that they were compiled by
Jeremiah, and contain the narratives of the different

prophets in succession. They are frequently cited

by our Lord and by the Apostles. Thus the allu-

sions to Solomon's glory (Matt. vi. 29) ; to the

queen of Sheba's visit to Solomon to hear his wis-

dom (xii. 42) ; to the Temple (Acts vii. 47, 48) ;

to the great drought in the days of Elijah, and

the widow of Sarepta (Luke iv. 25, 26) ; to the

cleansing of Niuiman the Syrian (ver. 27^ ; to the

charge of Elisha to Geh;izi (2 K. iv. 29, conip.

with Luke x. 4) ; to the dress of Elijah (Mark i.

6, comp. with 2 K. i. 8) ; to the complaint of

Elijah, and God's answer to him (Rom. xi. 3,

4); to the raising of the Shunamite's son from

the dead (Heb. xi. 35) ; to the giving and with-

(f The miracle of the loaves and fishes (Lukeix. 13,

2 K. iv. 42, John vi. 9, 2 K. iv. 43), and the catch-

ing- away of Philip, Acts ix. 39, 40, as compared with

holding the rain in answer to Elijah's prayer (Jam.
V. 17, 18 ; Kev. xi. 6); to .Jezebel (liev. ii. 20);
are all derived from the Books of Kings, and, with
the statement of Elijah's presence at the Transfi-

guration, are a striking testimony to their value

for the puiTJOse of religious teaching, and to their

authenticity as a portion of the Word of God.s

On the whole then, in this portion of the history

of the Israelitish people to which the name of the

Books of Kiwis has been given, we have (if we
except those errors in numbers, which are either

later additions to the original work, or accidental

corruptions of the text), a most important and ac-

curate account of that people during upwards of

four hundred years of their national existence, deli-

vered for the most part by contemporary writers,

and guaranteed by the authority of one of the most
eminent of the Jewish prophets. Considering the

conciseness of the narrative, and the simplicity of

the style, the amount of knowledge which these

books convey of the characters, conduct, and man-
ners of kings and people during so long a period is

truly wonderful. The insight they give us into

the aspect of Judah and Jerusalem, both natural

and artificial, into the religious, military, and civil

institutions of the people, their arts and manu-
factures, the state of education and leaniing among
them, their resources, commerce, exploits, alliances,

the causes of their decadence, and finally of their

i-uin, is most cleai-, interesting, and instructive. In

a {ffiiir brief sentences we acquire more accuiate

knowledge of the affairs of Egypt, Tyre, Syi-ia,

Assyria, Bab3don, and other neighbouring nations,

than had been preserved to us in all the other re-

mains of antiquity up to the recent discoveries in

hieroglyphical and cuneiforai monuments. If we
seek in them a system of scientific chronology, we
may indeed be disappointed ; but if we are content

to read accurate and truthful history, leady to fit

into its proper place whenever the exact chronology

of tlie times shall have been settled from otlier

sources, then we shall assuredly find they will

abundantly repay the most laborious study which

we can bestow upon them.

But it is for their deep religious teaching, and for

the insight which they give us into God's proii-

dential and moral gc vernment of the world, that they

are above all valuaale. The books which describe

the wisdom and the glory of Solomon, and yet record

his f;Ul ; which make us acquainted with the painful

ministry of Elijah, and his translation into heaven
;

and which tell us how the most magnificent temple

ever built for God's glory, and of which He vouch-

safed to take possession by a visible symbol of His

presence, was consigned to the flames and to desola-

tion, for the sins of those who woi-shippetl in it, read

us such lessons concerning both God and man, as are

the best evidence of their divine origin, and make
them the richest treasure to every Christian man.
On the points discussed in the preceding aiticle

see Ussher's Chronologia Sacra ; Hales' Analysis

;

Clinton's Fast. Hellen. vol. i. ; Lepsius, Konigsbuch

d. JEgiipt. ; Bertheau's Bitch, d. Clironik. ; Keil,

Chronik; Movers, Krit. Untersuch. ii. d. Bibl.

Chronik ;
' De Wette, Einlcitung ; Ewald's Ges-

chichtc des Isr. Volk. ; Bunsen, Egypt's Place in

Hist.; Geneste's Parallel Histories; Rawlinson's

Herodotus, and Dampton Led. ; J. W. Bosau-

1 K. x\aii. 12, 2 K. ii. 16, are also, in a different

way, N. T. references to the Books of Kings.
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quet, Chronology of Times of Ezr., Transact, of

Chronolog. Instit. No. iii. ; Maurice, Kings and
Prophets. [A. C. H.]

KIR (yp : Xappdv : Gyrene) is mentioned by

Amos (ix. 7) as the land from which the Syi'ians

(Aramaeans) were once "brought up;" i.e. ap-

parently, as the country where they had dwelt

before miojrating to the region north of Palestine.

It was also, curiously enough, the land to which

the captive Syrians of Damascus were removed by

Tiglath-Pileser on his conquest of that city (2 K.

xvi. 9 ; comp. Am. i. 5). Isaiah joins it with

Elam in a passage where Jerusalem is threatened

with an attack from a foreign army (xxii. 6).

These notices, and the word itself, are all the data

we possess for determining the site. A variety of

conjectures have been offered on this point, grounded

on some similarity of name. Rennell suggested

.fi'«/-distan {Geography of Herodotus, p. 391);

Vitringa, Carine, a town of Media; Bochart

(Phaleg, iv. 32, p. 293), Curena. or Cunia, like-

wise in Media. But the common opinion among

recent commentators has been that a tract on the

river Juir or Ci/)-ns {Kvpos) is intended. This is

the view of Rosenmiiller, Michaelis, and Gesenius.

Winer sensibly remarks that the tract to which

these writers refer " never belonged to Assyria,"

and so cannot possibly have been the country

whereto Tiglath-Pileser transported his captives

{RealiL-orterhuch, i. 658). He might have added,

that all we know of the Semites and their migra-

tions is repugnant to a theory wliich would make
Northern Armenia one of their original settlements.

The Semites, whether Aramaeans, Assyrians, Phoe-

nicians, or Jews, seem to have come originally from

lower lyiesopotamia—the country about the mouths

of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. Here e.xactly

was Elam or Elymais, with which Kir is so closely

connected by Isaiah. May not Kir then be a

variant for Kish or Kush (Gush), and represent

the eastern Ethiopia, the Cissia {Kiffffia) of He-
rodotus? [G. R.]

KIR-HARA'SETH (nbnn Ti-pn : Tohs \l-

0OVS Tov roixov KaOripjifievovs ; Alex. . . . Kadrj-

uivovs: iHurus fictilis), 2 K. iii. 25.

KIR-HA'RESH (bnn 'p, i. e. Kir-hares :

Te7xos ivfKaiviffas ; Alex. tTxos o iveKevicas

:

ad mnrum cocti lateris), Is. xvi. 11.

KIR-HARE'SETH (nblH '[p : toTs koltoi-

Kovai 5e 2t9 fj.e\erricreis : luurus cocti lateris),

Is. xvi. 7.

KIR-HERES (bnn '[5: KetpdSes a^xf^od

:

mttrus fictilis), Jer. xlviii. 31, 36. This name and

the three preceding, all slight variations of it, are

all applied to one place, probably Kik-Moah.
Whether Cheres refers to a worship of the sun

cariied on there is uncertain ; we are without clue

to the meaning of the name.

KIR'IAH Cn*"1i5), appai-ently an ancient or

archaic word, meaning a city or town. The grounds

for considering it a more ancient word than In ("I^J? )

or Ar (^y) are—(1.) Its more frequent occurrence

in the names of places existing in the country at the

time of the conquest. These will be found below.

(2.) Its rare occurrence as a mere appellative,

except in poetry, where old words and forms

aie often preserved after they become obsolete in
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ordinary language. Out of the 36 times that it

is found in the 0. T. (both in its original and its

Chaldee form) 4 only are in the narrative of the

earlier books (Deut. ii. 36, iii. 4 ; 1 K. i. 41, 4,'>),

24 are in poetical passages (Num. xxi. 28; Ps.

xlviii. 2 ; Is. i. 26, &c. &c.), and 8 in the book

of Ezra, either in speaking of Samaria (iv. 10), or

in the letter of the Samaritans (iv. 12-21), imply-

ing that it had become a provincialism. In this if

is unlike Ir, which is the ordinary term for a city

in narrative or chronicle, while it enters into the

composition of early names in a far smaller propor-

tion of cases. For illustration—though for that

only—Kiryah may perhaps be compared to the

word " burg," or " bury," in our own language.

Closely related to Kiryah is Kereth (mp), appa-

rently a Phoenician form, which occurs occasion-

ally (Job xxix. 7 ; Prov. viii. 3). This is familiar

to us in the Latin garb of Carthago, and in the

Parthian and Armenian names Cirta. Tigrano Certa

(Bochart, Chanaan, ii. cap. x ; Gesenius, Thes.

1236-7).

As a proper name it appears in the Bible imder

the fonns of Kerioth, Kartah, Kartan ; besides those

immediately following. [G.]

KIRIATHA'IM (D?nnp, but in the Cethib

of Ez. XXV. 9, Dnnp: Kapiadefi, in Vat. of Jer.

xlviii. 1; elsewhere with Alex. Kapiadaifj. : Car-

iathaim), one of the towns of Moab which were the

" glory of the country ;" named amongst the de-

nunciations of Jeremiah (xlviii. 1, 23) and Ezekiel

(xxv. 9). It is the same place as KiRJATilAiM, in

which form the name elsewhere occm's in the A. V.

Taken as a Hebrew word this would mean " double

city ;" but the original reading of the text of Ez.

xxv. 9, Kiriathawi, taken with that of the Vat.

LXX. at Num. xxxii. 37, prompts the suspicion

that that may be nearer its original form, and that

the aim—the Hebrew dual—is a later accommoda-
tion, in obedience to the ever-existing tendency in

the names of places to adopt an intelligible shape.

In the original edition (a.d. 1611) of the A. V. the

name Kiijath, with its compounds, is given as

Kiriath, the yod being there, as elsewhere in that

edition, represented by i. Kiriathaim is one of the

few of these names which in the subsequent editions

have escaped the alteration of i to j. [G.]

KIRIATHIA'RIUS {KapiaQipl ; Alex. Ka-
piaQiapios: Crearpatros), 1 Esd. v. 19. [KlR-
JATii-JEARiii, and K. Arim.]

KIR'IOTH (Dinpn, with the definite article,

i. e. hak-Keriyoth : ai ir6\€is avrrjs: Caricth),

a place in Sloab the palaces of which were de-

nounced by Amos with destruction by fire (Am. ii.

2) ; unless indeed it be safer to treat the word as

meaning simply " the cities
"—which is probably

the case also in Jer. xlviii. 41, where the word is

in the original exactly similai' to the above, though

given in the A. V. " Kerioth." [KiCRiOTH.] [G.]

KIR'JATH (nnp : 'lapifx ; Alex. itSMs 'laplji :

Cariath), the last of the cities enumerated as be-

longing to the tribe of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 28),

one of the group which contains both Gibeon and

Jerusalem. It is named with Gibeath, but with-

out any copulative—" Gibe;ith, Kirjath," a circum-

stance which, in the absence of any further men-

tion of the place, has given rise to several explana-

tions. (1.) Th.1t of Eusebius in the Ononiasticon

{Kapidd), that it was under the protection of Gibcah
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{inh MriTponSKiv raPadd). This, however, seems

to be a mere supposition. (2.) That of Sohwarz

and others, tliat the two names form the title of

one place, " Gibeath-Kirjath" (the hill-town).

Against this is the fact that the towns in this

group are summed up as 14; but the objection has

not much force, and there are several considerations

in favour of the view. [See Gibeath, G896.] But
whether there is any connexion between these two

names or not, there seems a .strong probability that

Kirjath is identical with the better-known j)lace

Kikjath-Jearim, and that the latter part of the

name has been omitted by copyists at some very

early period. Such an omission would be very

likely to arise from the fact that the word for

"cities," which in Hebrew follows Kirjath, is al-

most identical with Jearim ;" and that it has arisen

we have the testimony of the LXX. in both MSS.
(the Alex, most complete), as well as of some Hebrew

MSS. still existing (Davidson, ffebr. Text, ad loc).

In addition, it may be asked why Kirjath should be

in the " construct state " if no word follows it to

be in construction with? In that case it would be

Kiriah. True, Kiijath-jearini is enumerated as a

city of Judah '' (Josh. xv. 9, 60, xviii. 14), but so

are several towns which were Simeon's and Dan's,

and it is not to be supposed that these places ne\-er

changed hands. [G.]

laEJATHA'IM (D)rijlp), the name of two

cities of ancient Palestine.

1. (KapiaOdfi.'^ (in Num.), KapiaOalfj.: Caria-

thaim.) On the ea.st of the Jordan, one of the

places which were taken possession of and rebuilt

by the Reubenites, and had fresh names confeiTed on

them (Num. xxxii. 37, and see 38). Here it is

mentioned between Elealeh, Nebo, and Baal-meon,

the first and last of which are known with some

tolerable degi-ee of certainty. But on its next

occuiTence (Jo.sh. xii. 19) the same order of men-

tion is not maintained, and it appears in company
wth Mepiiaatii and Sibmah, of which at present

nothing is known. It is possil)ly the same place

a.y that which gave its name to the ancient iShaveh-

Kiriathaim, though this is mere conjecture. It

existed in the time of Jeremiah (xlviii. 1, 23) and

Ezekiel (xxv. 9—in these throe passages the A. V.

gives the name Kiriathaim). Both these prophets

include it in their denunciations against Moab, in

whose hands it then was, prominent among the

cities which were " the glory of the country"

(Ez. x-xv. 9).

By Eusebius it appears to have been well known.

He describes it (Onoin. KapiaOitifjL) as a village

entirely of Christians, 10 mill's west of Modcba,
" clo.se to the Baris " (inl rhv Bdptv). Burcivhardt

(p. 367, July 13) when at Madcba (Medeba) was

» The text now stands D'"|J? n^"lp ; in the

above view it originally stood D^y D''"iy n^")p-

•> It is as well to observe, though we may not be

able yet to draw any inference from the fact, that on

both occa.sions of if^ being attributed to Judah, it is

called by another name,

—

"Kiiijatii-baal, which is

Kirjath-jcarim."
« This reading of the LXX. suggests that the dual

termination " aim " may have been a later accom-

modation of the name to Ilebrcw forms, as was pos-

sibly the case with Jerushalaiiu {vol. i. 982n). It is

supported by the Hebrew text : of. Kz. xxv. 9, and
the Vat. LXX. of Jcr. xlviii. 1. [Kiriatuaim.]

<• There is some uncertainty about Burckhardt's

route at this part. In order to see Madeba, which is
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told by his guide'' of a place, et-Tei/m, about half an

hour (1^ mile English, or barely 2 miles Roman)
therefrom, which he suggests was identical with

Kirjathaim. This is suppoi-ted by Gesenius (see

his notes on Burckhardt in the Germ, transl.

J). 1003), who passes by the discrepancy in the dis-

fcuice by saying that Eusebius's measurements are

seldom accurate. Seetzen also names half an hour

as the distance {Eeisen, i. 408).

But it must be admitted that the evidence for

the identity of the two is not veiy convincing, and
appears to rest entirely on the similarity iu sound

between the termination of Kirjathaim and the

name of et-Tei/m. In the time of Eusebius the

name was Karias—having retained, as would be

expected, the first and chief part of the word.

Porter {Ildbook, 300) pronounces confidently for

Kurcii/at, under the southern side oi'Jebel Attariis,

as being identical both with Kirjathaim and Kirjath-

Huzoth ; but he adduces no arguments in support

of his conclusion, which is entirely at variance

with Eusebius; while the name, or a similar one

(see Kekioth, Kiriotii, iu addition to those named
already), having been a common one east of the

Jordan, as it still is (witness Kureiyeh, Kureiyetein,

&c.), Kureiyat may be the representative of some
other place.

What was the " Baris " which Eusebius places

so close to Kirjathaim ? Was it a palace or fortress

(nT'3, Bcipiy), or is it merely the coiTuption of a

name? If the latter, then it is slightly in accord-

ance with Beresha, the reading of the Targum
Pseudojon. at Num. xxxii. 37.*^ But where to find

Beresha we do not at present know. A village

named Burazin is marked in the maps of Robinson

(1856) and Van de Velde, but about 9 miles east

of Hesban, and therefore not in a suitable position.

2. {t) KaptaBatfi.) A town in Naphtali not

mentioned in the original lists of the possession

allotted to the tribe "(see Josh. xix. 32-39), but

inserted in the list of cities given to the Gershonite

Levites, in 1 Clir. (vi. 76), in place of Kartan in

the parallel catalogue, Kartan being probably only a

contraction thereof. [G.J

KIR'JATH-AR'BA (y^lN '[5, and once, Neh.

xi. 25, 'Xn 'p : iro'A.ts 'Ap/SJ/c, ir. "Apy6$ ; Alex.

'Ap/3(J and 'Apl3od ; tj Kapa6ap^6K ; KapiaOap-

PoKO-ffpfp, but Mai KapiaP6^ 'E<pfp ; Alex. Kapiap-

$6k (xecpep : Civitus Arbcc, Cariat-Arbe), an ear'y

name of the city which after the conquest is gene-

rally known as Hebron (Josh. xiv. 15; Judg. i.

10). Possibly, however, not Kirjath-arba, but

IMamre, was its eariiest appellation (Gen. sxxv.

27). though the latter name may have been that

of the sacred grove near the town, which would

shewn on the maps as nearly S. of Jlrsbnn, lie left

the great road at the latter place, and went through

Djeboul, es-Saiiieh, and other places wliich are shewn
a.s on the road eastward, in an entirely different

direction front Madcba, and then after 8 hours,

without noting any change of direction, lie arrives

at Madeba, which appears from the maps to be only

about 1^ hour from Hesban.
« The following is the full synonpn of this Targum

for Kirjathaim :—" And the city of two streets paved

with marble, the same is Beresha" (Nt^Ta). This

is almost identical with the rendering given in the

same Targum on Num. xxii. 39, for Kirjath-Huzoth.

Can Beresha contain an allusion to Gerasa, the

modern Jerash '
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occasionally tninsfer its title to the whole spot.

[Mamue.]
The identity of Kirjath-Arba with Hebron is

constantly asserted (Gen. xxiii. 2, xxxv. 27 ; Josh,

xiv. 15, XV. 13, 54, xx. 7, xxi. 11),* the only men-
tion of it without that qualification being, as is

somewhat remai-kable, after the return from the

captivity (Neh. xi. 25), a date so late that we
might naturally have supposed the aboriginal name
would have become extinct. But it lasted far

longer than that, for when Sir John Maundeville

visited the place (cir. 1322) he found that "the

Saracens call the place in their language Karicarba,

but the Jews ciiU it Arbotha " {Early Trav. IGl).

Thus too in Jerome's time would Debir seem to

have been still called by its original title, Kirjath-

Sejiher. So impossible does it appear to extinguish

the name originally bestowed on a place !
''

The signification of Kirjath-Arba is, to say the

least, doubtful. In favour of its being derived

from some ancient htro is the statement that " Arba

was the great man among the Anakim " (Josh. xiv.

15)—the "father of Anak" (xxi. 11). Against it

are (a) the peculiarity of the expression in the

first of these two passages, where the term Adam

(?ljn D^X^I)—usually employed for the species,

the human race—is used instead of Tsh, which

commonly denotes an individual. (6) The con-

sideration that the term "father" is a metaphor fre-

quently employed in the Bible—as in other Oriental

writings—for an originator or author, whether of

a town or a quality, quite as often as of an indi-

vidual. The LXX. certainly so understood both

the passages in Joshua, since they have in each

fi-qrpS'rroXiS, " mother-city." (c) The consfcmt

tendency to personification so familiar to students

of the topographical philology of other countiies

than Palestine, and which in the present case must
have had some centui'ies in which to exercise its

influence. In the lists of 1 Chron. Hebron itself is

personified (ii. 42) as the son of Mareshah, a neigh-

bouiing town, and the father of TappLiah and
other places in the same locality ; and the same
thing occurs with Beth-zur (ver. 45), Ziph (42),
Madimannah and Gibea (49), &c. &c. (d) On more
than one occasion (Gen. xxxv. 27; Josh. xv. 13;
Neh. xi. 25) the name Arba has the definite article

prefixed to it. This is very rarely, if ever, the

case with the name of a man (see Reland, Pal.

724). (e) With the exception of the Fr-David—
the city of Da^id, Zion—the writer does not recal

any city of Palestine named after a man. Neither

Joshua, Caleb, Solomon, nor any other of the

heroes or kings of Israel, confened their names on
j)laces; neither did Og, Jabin, or other Canaanite
leaders. The " city of Sihon," for Heshbon (Num.
xxi. 27), is hardly an exception, for it occurs in a
very fervid burst of poetry, diH'ering entirely from
the matter-of-foct documents we are now considering.

(/) The general consent of the Jewish writers in a

different intei-pretation is itself a strong argument
against the personality of Arba, however absurd
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» In Gen. xxxv. 27, the A. V. has " the city of

Arbah;" in Josh. xv. 13, and xxi. 11, "the city of

Arba."
'' A curious parallel to this tenacity is found in our

own country, where many a village is still known to

its rustic inhabitants by the identical name by wliich

it is inscribed in Domesday Book, while they are
actually unaware of the later name by which the
place has been currently known in maps and docu-

(according to our ideas) may be their ways of ac-

counting ibr that interpretation. They take Arba

to be the Hebrew word for " four," and Kirjath-

Arba therefore to be the " city of four;" and this

they explain as referring to four great saints who
were buried there—Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and

Adam—whose burial there they prove, by the words

already quoted from Josh. xiv. 15 {Beresh. rabba,

quoted by Beer, Leben Abrahams, 189, and by

Keil, ad loc. ; Bochart, Phaleg, iv. 34, &c.). In

this explanation Jerome constantly concurs, not

only in commentaries (as Quaest. in Genesim,xx\ii.

2; Comm. in Matt, xxvii.; Epit. Paulae, §11;
Onomast. " Arboch" and " Cariatharbe," &c.), but

also in the text of the Vulgate at this passage

—

Adam maxiiims ibi inter Enacim situs est. With
this too agrees the Veneto-Greek version, irSKei tS>v

reTTdpuv (Gen. xxiii. 2, xxxv. 27). It is also

adopted by Bochart {Chanaan, i. 1), in whose

opinion the "four" are Anak, Ahiman, Sheshai,

and Talmai.

The fact at the bottom of the whole matter pro-

bably is, that Arba was neither a man nor a

numeral, but that (as we have so often had occa-

sion to remark in similar cases) it was an archaic

Canaanite name, most likely referring to the situa-

tion or nature of the place, which the Hebrews

adopted, and then explained in their own fashion.

[See Jegar-Sahadcjtha, &c.]

In Gen. xxiii. 2, the LXX. (both MSS.) insert

?l e<TTiv ev T^ KoiXoo^ari; and in xxxv. 27 they

render K. Arba by els ttSMv rod ireSiov. In the

former of these the addition may be an explanation

of the subsequent words, " in the land of Canaan "

—the explanation having slipped into the text in

its wrong place. Its occurrence in both MSS.
shows its great antiquity. It is foimd also in the

Samaritan Codex and Version. In xxxv. 27 ireSiov

may have arisen from the translators reading H^IJ!

for y3"1S. [G.]"

KIR'JATH-A'RIM (Dnr'|5: KapiaBiapifji

;

Alex. Kaptadtapilfi : Cariathiarim), an abbreviated

form of the name Kirjath-jearim, which occurs

only in Ezr. ii. 25. In the parallel passage of

Nehemiah the name is in its usual form, and in

Esdras it is Kiriathiarius. [G.]

KIR'JATH-BA'AL (^yr'ij) = town of Baal:

Kapta0BaaA: Cariathbaal), an alternative name
of the place usually called Kirjath-jearim (Josh. xv.

60, xviii. 14), but also Baalah, and once Baale-
OF-JuDAH. These names doubtless point to the

existence of a sanctuary of Baal at this spot before

the conquest. They were still attached to it con-

siderably later, for they alone are used, to the

exclusion of the (probably) newly-bestowed name
of Kirjath-jearim, in the description of the removal

of the ark thence (2 Sam. vi.). [G.]

KIR'JATH-HU'ZOTH (niVH 'p : tt6kus

iiravMwv : urbs qnae in extremis regni ejus fini-

bus erat), a place to which Balak accompanied

ments, and in the general language of all but their

own class for centuries. If this is the case with Kir-

jath-Arba and Hebron, the occurrence of the former

in Nehemiah, noticed above, is easily understood.

It was simply the effort of the original name to as-

sert its rights and assume its position, as soon as the

temporary absence of the Israelites at Babylon had

left the Canaanite rustics to themselves.
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immediately after liis arrival in Moab
(Num. xxii. :i9), and wliich is nowhere else meu-

tioned. It appears to have lain between the Arnon

( Wadii Mojeb) and Bamotu-Baal (comp. ver. 3G

and 41), piobably north of the foi-nier, since there

is some, though only slight, ground for supposing

that Bamoth-Baal lay between Dibon and Bcth-

baal-meon (see Josh. xiii. 17). The passage (Num.
xxii. ;59 ) is obscure in every way. It is not obvious

why sacrifices should have been ottered there, or

how, when Balaam accompanied Biilak thither,

Balak could have "sent" thence to him and to the

princes who were with him (40).

No trace of the name has been discovered in later

times. It is usually interpreted to mean " city of

streets," from the Hebrew word ^'-IH, chutz, which

has sometimes this meaning (Gesenius, Tlies. 456a;
margin of A. V. ; and so Luther, die Gassenstadt

;

so also the Veneto-Greek) ; but Jeiome, in the

Vulgate, has adopted another signiiiaition of the

root. The LXX. seem to have read mi^n, " vil-

lages," the word which they usually render by

iirav\fis, and which is also the reading of the

Peschito. The Samaritan Codex and "\''ersion, the

former by its reading niT^n, " visions," and the

latter, *t1, " mysteries," seem to favour the idea

—

which is perhaps the explanation of the sacrifices

there—that Kiijath-Chutzoth was a place of sacred

or oracular reputation. The Targum Pseudojon.

gives it ;is " the streets of the great city, the city

of Sihon, the same is Birosa," apparently identifying

it with Kiijathaim (see note to p. 406). [^0
KIR'JATH-JEA'RIM (Dnj?;' ',"?: tto'Ais "lapi'/t

and 'lapiV, KaptaOiapi/x, and once Tr6\is KapiaO-

lapifi. ; Alex, tlie s:ime, excepting the termination

eifx ; Joseph. KaptaOidpiixa: Cariathiarim), a city

which played a not unimportant, part in the histoiy

of the Chosen People. We first encounter it as one

of the four cities of the Gibeonites (Josh. ix. 17) : it

next occurs as one of the landmarks of the northern

boundary of Judah (xv. 9), and as the point at

which the western and southern boundaries of Ben-

jamin coincided I'xviii, 14, 15); and in the two
last passages we find that it bnre another, perhaps

earlier, name—that of the great Canaanite deity

Baal, namely Baalaii * and Kihjath-Baal. It is

included among the towns of Judah (xv. 60), and
there is some reason for believing that under the

shortened form of Kuijath it is also named among
those of Benjamin, as might almost be expected

fi-om the position it occupied on the confines of

each. Some considerations bearing on this will be
found under Kirjatii and Gibeah. It is included

iu the gi'noalogios of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 50, 52) as

founded l)y, or descended from, SiiOBAL, the son of

Calebben-llur, and as having in its turn sent out

the colonies of the Ithrites, Puhites, Shumathitcs,

and Mishraites, and those of Zorah and Eslitaol.

" Behind Kirjath-joarim " tiie band of Danites

pitched their camp before their expedition to Mount
Ephraim and Laish, leaving their name attached

to the spot for long after (Judg. xviii. 12).

[Mauaneii-dan.] Hitherto, beyond the early

• In 1 Chr. xiii. C, the Vulgate has coUis Cariath-

iarim for tlic Baalah of the Ilelirew text.
'' Kirjath-jcarini is not stated to have been allotted

to the Lcvitcs, but it is difficult to suppose that Abl-

nadab and Eleazar were not Levitcs. This question,

dud the force of the word rendered " sanctified " (vii.

i), will be noticed under Levitks. On the other hand

KIKJATH-JEARm
.sanctity implied in its beaiing the name of Baal,
there is nothing remarkable in Kirjath-jearim. It

"

wjts no doubt this reputation for sanctity which
made the people of Beth-shemesh appeal to its in-

habitants to relieve them of the Ark of Jehovah,

which was bringing such calamities on their un-

tutored inexperience. From their place in the

valley they looketl anxiously for some eminence,

which, according to the belief of those days, .should

be the appropriate seat for so powerful a Deity

—

" Who is able to stand before the face of Jehovah,

this holy God, and to whotu shall He (or, LXX.,
the ark of Jehovah) go up from us ? " " And
they sent to the inhabitants of Kirjath-jearim, say-

ing, the Philistines have brought back the ark of

Jehovah, come ye dovon and fetch it up to you

"

(1 Sam. vi. 20, 21). In this high-place—'" the

hill" (nySJn)—under the charge of Eleazar, son

of Abinadab,'' the ark remained lor twenty yeai-s

(vii. 2), during which period the spot became the

resort of pilgrims from all parts, anxious to olier

sacrifices and perform vows to Jehovah (Joseph.

Ant. vi. 2, §1 ). At the close of that time Kirjath-

Jearim lost its sacred treasure, on its removal by
David to the house of Obed-edom the Gittite

(1 Chr. xiii. 5, 6 ; 2 Chr. i. 4 ; 2 Sam. vi. 2,

&c.). It is very remarkable and suggestive that in

the account of this transaction ihe ancient and

heathen name Baal is retained. In fact, in 2 Sam.
vi. 2—probably the original statement—the name
Baale is used without any explanation, and to the

exclusion of that of Kirjath-jearim. In the allusion

to this transaction in Ps. cxxxii. 6, the name is

obscurely indicated as the "wood"

—

yaar, the

root of Kirjath-_;Va;-im. We are further told that

its people, with those of Chephirah and Beeroth,

743 in number, returned from captivity (Neb. vii.

29 ; and see Ezra ii. 25, where the name is

K-ARiM, and 1 Esdr. v. 19, Kiriathiarius).
We also hear of a prophet URiJAH-ben-Shemaiah,

a native of the place, who enforced the warnings

of Jeremiah, and was cruelly murdered by Jehoiakim

(Jer. xxvi. 20, &c.), but of the place we know nothing

beyond what has been already said. A tradition is

mentioned by Adrichomius {Descr. T. S. Dan,

§17), though without stating his authority, that

it w;\s the native place of " Zechariah, son of

Jehoiada, who w;is slain between the altar and the

Temple."

'

To Eusebius and Jerome {Onom. Cariathiai-im)

it appears to have been well kiiown. They describe

it as a village at the ninth (or, s. v. "Baal," tenth)

mile between Jerusalem and Diospolis (Lydda).

With this description, and the former of these two

dishuices agrees Procopius (see Keland, 503). It

was reserved for Dr. Kobinsou {B. Ii. ii. 11) to

discover that these requirements ai'e exactly ful-

filled iu the modern village of Kurict-cl-Enah—
now usually known as Abu Gosh, from the robber-

chief whose head-quarters it was—at the eastern end

of the Wadij Ali/, on the road from .lallii to Jeru-

salem. And, indeed, if the sUitemcnt of Eusebius

contained the only conditions to be met, the identi-

fication would be certain. It does not, however, so

it is remarkable that Beth-shemesh, from which the

Ark was sent away, was a city of the priests.

= The mention of KaptaSiapetV (Alex. KapiaSiapCii.)

in the LXX. of Josh. iii. 16, possibly proceeds from

a corruption of the Hebrew Kirjath-Adam, "the city

Adam," as has been pointed out under Adam, vol. i.

206.
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well agree with the lequirements of I S;vui. vi.

The distance from Bethshemesh {Ain Shenis) is con-

siderable—not less th;m 10 miles—througii a veiy

uneven country, with no appearance of any road

ever having existed (Kob. iii. 157). Neither is it

at all in proximity to Bethlehem (Ephratah), which
would seem to be implied in Ps. exxxii. G; though

this latter passage is very obscure. Williams {IIoli/

Citji) endeavouis to identify Kirjath-jearim with

Deir-el-IIowa, east ofA in Shems. But this, though

sulHciently near the latter place, does not answer to

the other conditions. We may therefore, for the

present, consider Kuriet-cl-Enab as tlie repi-esenta-

tive of Kirjath-jearim.

Tlic modern name, differing from the ancient only

in its latter portion, signifies the " city of grapes ;"

the ancient name, if interpreted as Hebrew, the " city

of forests." Sucli interpretations of these very

antique names must be received with great caution

on account of the tendency which exists universally

to alter the names of places and persons so that

they shall contain a meaning in the language of

the country. In the present case we have the play

on the name in Ps. exxxii. 6, already noticed, the

authority of Jerome {Comm. in Is. xxix. 1), who
renders it villa silcarum, and the testimony of a

a recent traveller (Tobler, Dritte Wandenmj, 178.

187), who in the immediate neighbourhood, on the

ridge probably answering to MOUNT Jearim, states

that, " for real genuine {cc/dcs) woods, so thick and
so solitary, he had seen nothing like them since he

left Germany."
It remains yet to be seen if any separate or defi-

nite eminence answering to the hill or high-place

on which the ark was deposited is recognisable at

Kuriet-el-Enah. [G.]

KIR'JATH-SAN'NAH (naiD'p: irSMsypaix-

(laraiv : Cariathsenna), a name which occurs once

only (Josh. xv. 49), as another, and probably an ear-

lier, appellation for Debir, an important place in

the mountains of Judah, not far from Hebi-on, and
which also bore the name of Kirjath-Sepher.
Whence the name is derived we have no clue, and
its meaning has given rise to a variety of conjec-

tures (see Keil, Josua, on x. 40 ; Ewald, Gesck. i.

324no<e). That of Gesenius {Thes. 962) is, that
sannah is a contraction of sansannali = a palm-
bianch, and thus that Kirjath-sannah is the " city

of palms." But this, thougli adopted by Stanley
(/S. 4' -P. 161, 524), is open to the objection that
palms were not trees of the mountain district, where
Kirjath-sannah was situated, but of the valleys

(-S-. 4- P. 145).

It will be observed that the LXX. interpi-et both
this name and Kirjath-sepher alike. [G.]

KIE'JATH-SETHER (IQp '\> • in Judg. i.

11, KaptaOfftipfp irSXis rpa/xfidruv ; in ver. 12,
and in Josh, the first word is omitted: Cariath-
sep/ier), the early name of the city Debir, which
furtlier had the name—doubtless also an early one

—

of KiujATii-SANNAH. Kiijatli-sepher occurs only
in the account of the capture of the place by Othniel,
who gained thereby the hand of his wife Achsah,
Caleb's daughter (Josh. xv. 15, Ifi ; and in the exact
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' Takinpr Debir to mean an adytum, or innermost
recess, as it does in 1 K. vi. 5, 19, &c. (A. V.
"oracle").

'' In the Targum it is rendered by *3"1K 'p, " city

of princes" (.ip\ai). See Buxtorf, Lejr. Taint. 217.

repetition of the narrative, Judg. i. 11, 12). In

this narrative, a document of unmistakably early

character (Ewald, Gcsch. ii. 37o, 4), it is' stated

that " the name of Debir before was K irjath-sepher."

Ewald conjectures that the new name was given it by

the conquerors on account of its retired position on

the back"—the south or south-western slopes—of the

mountains, possibly at or about the modern cl-Bwj,

a few miles W. of cd-Bho/tcrii/ch {Gcsch. ii. 'M?>

note). But whatever the interpretation of the

Hebrew name of the place may be, that of the Ca-
naanite name must certainly be more obscure. It

is generally assumed to mean " city of book " (from
the Hebrew word Sepher='hoo\<), and it has been

made the foundation for theories of the amount of

literary culture possessed by the Canaanites (Keil,

Josua, X. o9 ; Ewald, i. 324). But such theories

are, to say the least, premature during the extreme
uncertainty as to the meaning of these very ancient

names.''

The old name would appear to have been still in

existence in Jerome's time, if we may understand
his allusion in the epitaph of Paula (§11), where
he translates it vinculum littcraruui. [Comp. KiR-
JATH-ARIJA.]

KIR OF MOAB (ntjin T-j? : rh t^xos t^j

Moja/SiTiSoj : murus Moah), one of the two chief

strongholds of Moab, the other being Ar of JMoah.
The name occurs only in Is. xv. 1, though the place

is probably referred to under the names of KiR-
iierp:s, KiR-HARASKTir, &c. The due to its iden-

tification is given us by the Targum on Isaiah and

Jei-emiah, which for the above names has N3"13

Cracca, ":]"|3, Crac, almost identical with the

name Kerah, by which the site of an important
city in a high and very strong position at the S.E.

of the Dead Sea is known at this day. The chain

of evidence for the identification of Kerak with
Kir-l\Ioab is very satisfactory. Under the name
of XapaKfj.a)l3a, it is mentioned in tlie Acts of the

Council of Jerusalem, a.d. 536 (Reland, Pa^. 533),
by the geographers Ptolemy and Stephanus of By-
zantium (Keland, 463, 705). In a.d. 1131, imd'er

King Fulco, a castle was built there which became
an important station for the Crusaders. Here, in

a.d. 1183, they sustained a fruitless attack from
Saladin and his brother (Bohaeddin, Vit. Sal. ch.

25), the place being as impregnable as it had been

in the days of Elisha (2 K. iii. 25). It was then,

the chiefs d\J cf Arabia Secunda or Fetracensis ; it

is specified as in the Bclku, and is distinguished

from " Jloab" or " Kabbat," the ancient Ar-Moau,
and from the Mons regalis (Schultens, Indev
Geogr. "Caracha"; see also the remarks of Go-
senius, /(jsrtJrt, 517, and his notes to the German
transl. of Burckhardt"). The Crusaders in error

believed it to be Petra, and that name is frequently

attached to it in the writings of William of Tyre
and Jacob de A'itry (see quotations in Kob. Bih.

lies. ii. 167). This error is perpetuated in the

(ireek Church to the present day; and the bishop

of I'ctra, whose office, as representative of the Pa-

triarch, it is to produce the holy fire at Easter in

tile " Church of the Sepulchre" at Jerusalem

« Gesenius expresses it as follows : " Ar-Moab,
Stadt Moabs gleichsam ao-ru cder urh.i ifoahitanim

. . . und die Hurtr dcs Landes Kir-Moab " (Burckbardt,

von Gesenius, loui,.
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(Stanley, S. <J- P. 467), is in reality bishop of Kerak

(Seetzen, licisen, ii. 358 ;
Burckh. 387).

The modem Kerak is known to us through tlie

descriptions of Burckhardt (379-390), Irby (ch.

Tii.), Seetzen {Reisen, i. 412, 3), and De Saulcy

{La Mer Morte, i. 355, &c.) ; and these fully bear

out the interpretation given above to the name

—

the " fortress," as contradistinguished fiom the

"metropolis" (Ar) of the country, i.e. Kabbath-

Moab, the modem Rahba. It lies about 6 miles

S. of the hist-named place, and some 10 miles

from the Dead Sea, upon the plateau of highlands

which forms this part of the country, not far from

the western edge of the plateau. Its situation is

truly remarkable. It is built upon the top of a

steep hill, surrounded on all sides by a deep and

narrow valley, which again is comjiletely inclosed

by mountains rising higher than the town, and

overlooking- it on all sides. It must have been from

these suiTounding heights that the Israelite slingers

hurled their voUies of stones after the capture of

the place had proved impossible (2 K. iii. 25).

The town itself is encompassed by a wall, to which,

when perfect, there were but two entrances, one to

the south and the other to the north, cut or tun-

nelled through the ridge of the natural I'ock below

the wall for a length of 100 to 120 feet. The

wall is defended by several large towers, and the

western extremity of the town is occupied by an

enormous mass of buildings—on the south the castle

or keep, on the north the seraglio of El-Melek edh-

Dhahir. Between these two buildings is apparently

a third exit, leading to the Dead Sea. (A map of

the site and a view of part of the keep will be

found in tlie Atlas to De Saulcy, La Mer Morte,

&c., feuilles 8, 20). The latter shows well the

way in which the town is inclosed. The walls, the

keep, and seraglio are mentioned by Lynch {Report,

May 2, p. 19, 20), whose account, though interest-

ing, contains nothing new. The elevation of the

town can hardly be less than 3000 feet above the

sea (Porter, Hclbk. 60). From the heights imme-

diately outside it, near a ruined mosque, a view is

obtained of the Dead Sea, and in clear weather of

Bethlehem and Jerusalem (Seetzen, Reisen, i. 413

:

Schwarz, 217). [G.]
'

KISH (C'^ip : Ki's : Cis, Vulg. and A. V.,

Acts xiii. 21). 1. A man of the tribe of Benjamin

and the family of Matri, according to 1 Sam. x.

21, though descended from Becher according to

I Chr. vii. 8, compared with 1 Sam. ix. 1. [Be-
CUKR.] lie was son of Ner, brother to Abner, and

father to King Saul. Gibeah or Gibeon seems to

have been the seat of the family from the time of

Jehiel, otherwise called Abiel (I Sam. xiv. 51),

Kish's grandfather (1 Chr. ix. 35).

2. Son of Jehiel, and uncle to the preceding

(1 Chr. ix. 30).

3. A Benjamite, great grandfather of Mordecai,

who was taken captive at the time that Jeconiah

was carrieil to Babylon (Esth. ii. 5).

4. A Merarite, of the house of Mahli, of the

tribe of Levi. His sons married the daughters of

his brother Eleazar (1 Chr. xxiii. 21, 22, x.\iv. 28,

29), apparently about the time of King Saul, or

• Kishon is from K'^p, to be bent, or tortuous

;

Kishion from HK'p, to be hard (TAcs. 1211, 1243).

b By some this wus— with the usual craving to

make the name of a place mean something—Jcveloped

into x- Twi' Kuraiav, " the torrent of the ivy bushes "

KISHON, THE RIVER
early in the reign of David, since Jeduthun the

singer was the son of Kish (I Chr. vi. 44, A. V.,

compared with 2 Chr. xxix. 12). In the last cited

place, " Kish the son of Abdi," in the reign of

Hezekiah, must denote the Levitical house or divi-

sion, xmder its chief, rather than an individual.

[Jeshua.] The genealogy in 1 Chr. vi. shows
that, though Kish is called " the son of Mahli

"

(1 Chr. xxiii. 21), yet eight generations intervened

between him and Mahli. In the con-upt text of

1 Chr. XV. the name is written Kushaiah at ver. 17,

and for Jeduthun is written Ethan. [Jeduthun.]
At 1 Chr. vi. 29 (44, A. V.) it is written Kishi.

It is not impi'obable that the name Kish may have

passed into the tribe of Levi from that of Benjamin,

owing to the residence of the latter in the immediate

neighbourhood ot Jerusalem, which might lead to

intermaniages (1 Chr. viii. 28, 32). [A. C. H.]

KISH'I CK'*,"? : Yiiffi; Alex. K^tirdv. Cusi),

a Merarite, and father or ancestor of Ethan the

minstrel (1 Chr. vi. 44). The form in which his

name appears in the Vulg. is supported b}' 22 of

Kennicott's MSS. In 1 Chr. sv. 17 he is called

Kushaiah, and Kish in 1 Chr. xxiii. 21,xxiv. 29.

KISHION (irE^p: Kicr<S>v; Alex. K(aid>v:

Cesion), one of the towns on the boundary of the

tribe of Issachar (Josh. xix. 20), which with its

suburbs was allotted to the Gei-shonite Levites (xxi.

28 ; though in this place the name—identiail in

the original—is incorrectly given in the A. V.
Kishon). If the judgment of Geseuius may be

accepted, there is no connexion between the name
Kishion and that of the river Kishon, since as He-
brew words they aie derivable fiom distinct roots."

But it would seem very questionable how far so

archaic a name as that of the Kishon, mentioned, as it

is, in one of the earliest records we possess (Judg. v.)

can be treated as Hebrew. No trace of the situation

of Kishion however exists, nor can it be infeiTed so as

to enable us to ascerfcnn whether any connexion was
likely to have existed between the town and the river.

KISHON (fVK^p : v Kiffdy ; Alex, fi Kuridv :

Cesion), an inaccurate mode of representing (Josh,

xxi. 28) the name which on its other occurrence is

correctly given as Kishion. In the list of Levi-

tical cities in 1 Chr. vi. its place is occupied by
Kedesh (ver. 72).

KISH'ON, THE RIVER (jiC'iip ^ 3 : 6

Xeifiappous Kktwv, Kifffftev,^ and KetcTwi/ ; Alex.

usually Kftcrciv: torrcns Cison), a torrent or winter

stream of central Palestine, the scene of two of the

grandest acliievements of Israelite histoiy—the de-

feat of Sisera, and the destruction of the prophets

of Baal by Elijah.

Unless it be alluded to in Josh. xix. 11, as " the

torrent facing Jolcneam"—and if A'aimdn be Jok-

neam, the descrijjtion is very accurate—the Kishon

is not mentioned in describing the possessions of the

tribes. Indeed its name occure only in connexion

with the two gi-eat events just referred to (Judg.

iv. 7, 13, v. 21 ;« Ps. Ixxxiii. 9—here inaccm-ately

"Kison;" and 1 K. xviii. 40).

The Nahr MukHtta, the modern representative

(Suidas, «. V. 'lajStV), just as the name of Kidror
(KeSptov) was made tuv KiSpiov, " of the cedars."

[CkDUON ; KiDRON.)
'' The term coupled with the Kishon in Judg. v. 21,

D^Onpn, in A. V. " that ancient river," has been
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of the Kishon, is the drain by which the waters

of the plaiu of Ksdiaelon, and of the mountains

which enclose tliat jihiin, namely, Carmel and the

Samaria range on the south, the mountains of

Galilee ou the north, and Gilboa, " Little Hermon "

(so called), and Tabor on the east, find their way to

the Jlediterranean. Its course is in a direction

nearly due N.W. along the lower part of the plain

nearest the foot of the Samaiian hills, and close

beneath the very clifls of Cannel (Thomson, L. (J- B.
'2nd ed. 436), breaking through the hills which

separate the plain of Esdraelon from the maritime

plain of Acre, by a very naiTOw pass, beneath the

eminence of Harothieh or Harti, which is believed

still to retain a trace of the name of Harosheth of

the Gentiles (Thomson, 437). It has two principal

feeders: the first from Dehurieh (Daberath), on

^Mount Tabor, the N.E. angle of the plain ; and

secondly, from J'elb&n (Gilboa) and Jenin (En-

gaunimj on the S.E. The very large perennial

spring of the last-named place may be said to be the

origin of the remote pait of the Kishon (Thomson,

435). It is also fed by the copious spring of

Lejjun, the stream from which is probably the

" waters of Megiddo " (Van de Velde, 353 ; Porter,

Handbook, 385). During the winter and spring, and

afler sudden storms of rain the upper part of the

Kishon fiows with a very strong ton-ent ; so strong,

that in the battle of Mount Tabor, April 16, 1799,

some of the circumsfcmces of the defeat of Sisera

were reproduced, many of the fugitive Turks being

diowued in the wady from Dehurieh, which then in-

undated a part of the plain (Burckhardt, 339). At
the same seasons the grounds about Lejjun (Me-
giddo) where the principal encounter with Sisera

would seem to have taken place, becomes a morass,

mipassable for even single travellers, and tiTdy de-

structive"* for a huge horde like his army (Prokesch,

in Kob. ii. 364 ; Thomson, 436).

But like most of the so-called " rivers" of Pales-

tine, the perennial stream fomis but a small part of

the Kishon. During the greater part of the year its

upper portion is dry, and the stream confined to a

few miles next the sea. The sources of this perennial

portion proceed from the roots of Carmel—the

" vast fountains called Sa'adiijeh, about three miles

east of Chaifa" (Thomson, 435) and those, ap-

parently still more copious, described by Shaw (Rob.
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very variously rendered by the old interpreters. 1 . It

is taken as a proper name, and thus apparently that

of a distinct stream—in some MSS. of the LXX.,
KaS-qixeifx (see liarlidt's Hexapla) ; by Jerome, in the

Vulgate, torrens Cadumim ; in the Peshito and Arabic

versions, Carmin. This view is also taken by Ben-
jamin of Tudela, who speaks of the river close to

Acre (doubtless meaning thereby the Belus) as the

CiOnp /TIJ. 2. As an epithet of the Kishon itself

:

LXX., xei/iappov^ apxaiiov; Aquila, Kou<rioi'wv, perhaps

intending to imply a scorching wind or simoom as

accompanying the rising of the waters ; Symmachus,
aiyuov or aivui-, perhaps alluding to the swift spring-

ing of the torrent (alves is used for high waves by

Artemidorus). The Targum, adhering to the signifi-

cation " ancient," expands the sentence—" the tor-

rent in which were shewn signs and wonders to

Israel of old ;" and this miraculous torrent a later

Jewish tradition (preserved in the Commcntarius in

Cantictim Dehborae, ascribed to Jerome) would iden-

tify with the Red Sea, the scene of the greatest mar-
vels in Israel's history. The rendering of the A. V.

is supported by Mendelssohn, Gesenius, Ewald, and
other eminent modern scholars. But is it not pos-

ii. 365)," as bursting forth from beneath the eastern

brow of Cannel, and discharging of themselves '• a

river half as big as the Isis." It enters the sea at

the lower part of the bay of Ahka, about two miles

east of Chaifa " in a deep tortuous bed between

banks of loamy soil some 15 feef high, and 15 to 20

yards apart" (Porter, Handbook, 383, 4). Be-

tween the mouth and the town the shore is lined

by an extensive gi'ove of date-palms, one of the

finest in Palestine (Van do Velde, 289).

The part of the Kishon at which the prophets of

Baal were slaughtered by Elijah was doubtless

close below the spot on Carmel where the sacrifice

had t;\ken place. This spot is now fixed with all

but certainty, as at the extreme east end of the

mountain, to which the name is still attached of

El-Mahraka, "the bm-ning." [Carmel.] No-
where does the Kishon run so close to the mountain
as just beneath this spot (Van de Velde, i. 324).
It is about 1000 feet above the river, and a preci-

pitous ravine leads directly down, by which the

victims were perhaps hurried from the sacred pre-

cincts ofthe altar of Jehovah to their doom in the tor-

rent bed below, at the foot of the mound, which from

this cu'cumstance may be called Tell KUsis, the hill

of the priests. Whether the Kishon contained any
water at this time we are not told ; that required

for Elijah's sacriiice was in all probability obtained

from the spring on the mountain side below the

plateau of El-Mahrakah. [Carmel, vol. i. 2796.]

Of the identity of the Kishon with the present

Nahr 3Iukiitta there can be no question . The existence

of the sites of Taanach and Megiddo along its coui-se,

and the complete agi"eement of the circumstances

jast named with the requirements of the stoiy of

Elijah, are sulficieut to satisfy us that the two are

one and the same. But it is very remai-kable what
an absence there is of any continuous or traditional

evidence on the point. By Josephus the Kishon is

never named, neither does the name occur in the

early Itineraries of Antoninus Augustus, or the

Bourdeaux Pilgrim. Eusebius and Jerome dismiss

it in a few words, and note only its origin in Tabor
(Onom. " Cison "), or such pait of it as can be seen

thence (Ej). ad Eustochium, §13), passing by en-

tirely its connexion with Carmel. Benjamin of

Tudela visited Akka and Carmel. He mentions the

river by name as " Nachal Kishon ;"^ but only in the

sible that the term may refer to an ancient tribe of

Kedumim — wanderers from the Eastern deserts—
who had in remote antiquity settled ou the Kishon or

one of its tributary wadys ?

d " The Kishon, considered, on account of its

quicksands, the most dangerous river in the land"

(Van de Velde, i. 289).
« The report of Shaw that this spring is called by

the people of the place Mas el-Kishon, though dis-

missed with contempt by Robinson in his note, on the

ground that the name K. is not known to the Arabs,

has been confirmed to the writer by the Rev. W. Lea,

who recently visited the spot.

f The English reader should be on his guard not

to rely on the translation of Benjamin contained in

the edition of Asher (Berlin, 1840). In the part of

the work above referred to two serious errors occur.

(1) D'D-np ^n: is rendered "Nahr el Kclb;" most

erroneously, for the N. cl Kelh (Lyeus) is more than 80

miles farther north. (2) |iC'''P hni is rendered

"the river Mukattua." Other renderings no less

inexact occur elsewhere, which need i ot be noted,

here.
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most cursory manner. Drocjirclus (cir. 1500) de-

scribes the westein portion of the stream with a little

more fullness, but enlarges most on its upper or

eastern part, which, with the victory of Barak, he

places on the east of Tabor and Hei-mon, as dis-

charging the watei- of those mountains into the Sea

of Galilee {Descr. Terrae S. cap. 0, 7). This has

been shown by Dr. Robinson {B. R. ii. 3(34) to allude

to the Wady el Birch, which runs down to the

Jordan a few miles above Scythopolis. For the

descriptions of modem travellers, see Jlaundrell

{Early Trav. 430) ; Robinson (ii. 302, &c., iii.

116, 17); Van de Velde (324, &c.) ; Stanley

(336, 339, 355), and Thomson {Land and Book,
chap, xxix.), [G.]

KIS'ON (jiK'^ip : Ketffwv ; Ale.v. Kiffffwv ; Cl-

so)i), an inaccurate mode of representing the name
elsewhere correctly given in the A. V. Kisiiox
(Ps. Ix.xxiii. 9 onl}'). An additional inconsistency

is the expression " the brook of Kison"—the word
"of" being redundant both here and in Judg. iv.

13, and v. 21. (G.]

KISS.* Kissing the lips by way of affectionate

salutation was not only permitted, but customary,

amongst near relatives of both sexes, both in Patri-

archal and in later times (Gen. xxix. 11; Cant,
viii. 1). Between individuals of the same sex, and
in a limited degree between those of different sExes,

the kiss on the cheek as a mark of respect or an act

of salutation has at all times been customary in the

East, and can hardly be said to be extinct even in

Europe. Mention is made of it (1) between parents

and children (Gen. xxvii. 26, 27, xxxi. 28, 55,
slviii. 10, 1. 1 ; Ex. xviii. 7 ; Ruth i. 9, 14; 2 Sam.
xiv. 33; 1 K. xix. 20; Luke xv. 20; Tob. vii. 6,

X. 12) : (2) between brothers or near male relatives

or intimate friends (Gen. xxix. 13, xxxiii. 4, xlv.

15; Ex. iv. 27; 1 Sam. xx. 41): (3) the same
mode of salutation between persons not related, but
of equal rank, whether friendly or deceitful, is men-
tioned (2 Sam. XX. 9 ; Ps. Ixxv. 10 ; Prov. xxvii.

6; Luke vii. 45 (1st clause), xxii. 48; Acts xx.

37) : (4) as a mark of real or aflected condescension

(2 Sam. XV. 5, xix. 39) : (5) respect from an in-

ferior (Luke vii. 38, 45, and perhaps viii. 44).
In the Christian Church the kiss of charity was

practised not only as a friendly salutation, but as

an act symbolical of love and Christian brotheriiood

(Rom. xvi. 16; 1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12;
1 Thess. V. 26 ; 1 Pet. v. 14). It was embodied
in the early Christian offices, and has been con-

tinued in some of those now in use (Apost. Constit.

ii. 57, viii. 11; Just. Mart. Apol. i. 65; Palmer,
On Lit. ii. 102, and note from Du Cange ; Bing-
ham, Christ. Antiq. b. xii. c. iv. §5, vol. iv. 49,
b. ii. c. .xi. §10, vol. i. 161, b. ii. c. xix. §17, vol.

i. 272, b. iv. c. vi. §14, vol. i. 526, b. x.xii. c. iii.

§6, vol. vii. 316; see also Cod. Just. V. Tit. iii.

16, de Bon. ante Nupt. ; Brande, Pop. Antiq. ii.

87).

Between persons of unequd rank, the kiss, as a
mark either of condescension on the one hand, or

of respect on the other, can hardly be said to sur-

vive in Europe except in the case of royal per-

sonages. In the East it has been continued with
little diminution to the pre.sent day. The ancient

» 1. Verb. pK'J : LXX. and N. T. <|>iA.e<o, Kara-

<l>i.\eii> : oscular, deosculor. 2. Suhs, np^K'J, the

notion being of extension, or possibly from the sound,

Gesen. p. 92-1 : LXX. and N. T. <t>i\riixa : osculum.

KITE
Pei-sian custom among relatives is mentioned by
Xenophon {Cijrop. i. 4, §27), and among inferiors

towards superiors, whose feet and hands they kis.sed

{ib. vii. 5, §32 ; Dion Cass. lix. 27). Among the

Arabs the women and children kiss the beai'ds of

their husbands or fathers. The supeiior returns

the salute by a ki.-^s on the forehead. lu Egypt
an inferior kisses the hand of a superior, generally

on the baek, but sometimes, as a special favour, on

the palm also. To testify abject submission, and
in asking favours, the feet are often kissed instead

of the hand. " The son kisses the hand of his

flither, the %vife that of her husband, the slave,

and often the free sen-ant, that of the master.

The slaves and seiTants of a grandee kiss their

loi-d's sleeve or the skirt of his clothing" (Lane,

Mod. Eg. ii. 9 ; An-ieux, Trav. p. 151 ; Burck-
hai-dt, Trav. i. 369 ; Niebuhr, Voy. i. 329, ii. 93

;

Layaid, Mn. i. 174 ; Wellsted, Arabia, i. S41
;

Malcolm, Sketches of Persia, p. 271; see above

(5)).
The written decrees of a sovereign are kissed in

token of respect ; even the ground is sometimes

kissed by Orientals in the fulness of their sub-

mission (Gen. xli. 40 ; 1 Sam. xxiv. 8 ; Ps. Ixxii. 9
;

Is. xlix. 23; Mic. vii. 17; Matt, xxviii. 9; Wil-

kinson, A71C. Eg. ii. 203; Layai'd, Nin. i. 274;
Harmer, Obs. i. 336).

Friends saluting each other join the right hand,

then each kisses his own hand, and puts it to his

lips and forehead, or breast; after a long absence

they embrace each other, kissing first on the right

side of the face or neck, and then on the left, or on

both sides of the beard (Lane, ii. 9, 10 ; Irby and

I\Iangles, p. 116; Chardin, Voy. iii. 421 ; Arvieux,

I.e.; Burckhardt, Motes, i. 369 ; Russell, Aleppo,

i. 240).

Kissing is spoken of in Scripture as a mark of

respect or adoration to idols (1 K. xix. 18; Hos.

xiii. 2 ; comp. Cic. Verr. iv. 43 ; Tacitus, speaking

of an Eastern custom. Hist. iii. 24, and the Mo-
hammedan custom of kissing the Kaaba at Mecca

;

Burckhardt, Travels, i. 250, 298, 323 ; Crichton,

Arabia, ii. 215). [H. W. P.]

KITE (n'N, ayydh : Ikt7vos, 7i5v^ : vidtur,

milvus'?). The Hebrew word thus rendered occure

in three passages. Lev. xi. 14, Deut. xiv. 13, and

Job xx^^ii. 7 : in the two fomier it is translated

" kite" in the A. V"., in the latter " vulture." It

is enumerated among the twenty names of birds

mentioned in Deut. xiv."* (belonging for the most

part to the order Raptores), which were considered

unclean by the Mosaic Law, and forbidden to be

used as food by the Israelites. The allusion in Job

alone affords a clue to its identification. The deep

mines in the lecesses of the mountains from which

the labour of man extracts the treasm-es of the

earth are there described as "a track which the

l«rd of prey hath not known, nor hath the eye of

the ayyah looked upon it." Among all birds

of prey, which are proverbially clearsighted,

the ayyah is thus distinguished as possessed of

peculiar keenness of vision, and by this attribute

alone is it marked. Translators have been sin-

gulaily at variance with regard to this bird. In

the LXX. of Lev. and Deut. ayyah is rendered

'' In the parallel passage of Lev. xi. the glede

(^N^} is omitted ; but the Hebrew word has in all

probability crept into the text by an error of some

transcriber. (See Gcscn. s. v., and Glede.)
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" kite," while in Job it is " vulture," which the

A. V. has followed. The Vulg. give " vulture " in

all three passages, unless, as Drusius suggests (on

Lev. xi. 14), the order of the words in Lev. and Deut.

is changed ; but even in this case there remains

the rendering " vulture " in Job, and the reason

advanced by Drusius for the transposition is not

conclusive. The Tai-g. Onkelos vaguely renders it

" bird of prey ;" Targ. Pseudo-Jonathan, " black

vulture ;" Targ. Jerus. by a word which Buxtorf

tjanslates " a pie," in which he is supported by tlie

authority of Kimchi, but which Bochaa't considers

to be identical in meaning with the preceding, and

which is employed in Targ. Onkelos as the equiva-

lent of the word rendered " heron" in A. V. of Lev.

xi. 19. It is impossible to say what the rendering

of the Peshito Syriac in Lev. and Deut. may be, in

consequence of an evident confusion in the text;

in Job aijtjnh is translated by daitho,^ " a kite" or

" vulture" as some have it, which is the repre-

sentative of " vulture" in the A. V. of Is. xxxiv.

15. The Arabic versions of Saadias and Abulwalid

give " the night-owl ;" and Aben Ezra, deriving it

from a root • signifying " an island," explains it

as " the island bird," without however identifying

it with any individual of the feathered tribes.

Kobertsou (Clavis Pent.ateuchi) derives aij]jah from

the Heb. rT'K, an obsolete root, which he connects

with an Arabic word,'' the primary meaning of

which, according to Schultens, is " to tui-n." If

this derivation be the true one, it is not impro-

bable that " kite " is the correct rendering. The
habit which birds of this genus have of " sailing in

circles, with the rudder-like tail by its inclination

governing the curve," as Yairell says, accords with

the Arabic derivation.^

Bochart, regarding the etymology of the word,

connected it with the Ai-abic al yuyu, a kind of

hawk so called from its cry yctyd, described by
Damir as a small bird with a short tail, used in

hunting, and remarkable for its great courage, the

swiftness of its flight, and the keenness of its vision,

which is made the subject of praise in an Arabic

stanza quoted by Damir. From these considerations

Bochart identities it with the merlin, or Falco

aesalon of Linnaeus, which is the same as the Greek

aliTaXd)v and Latin aesalo. It must be confessed,

however, that the gi-ounds for identifying the

ayyah with any individual species are too slight to

enable us to regard with confidence any conclusions

which may be based upon them ; and from the ex-

pression which follows in Lev. and Deut., "after

its kind," it is evident that the term is generic.

The Talmud goes so far as to assert that the four

Hebrew words rendered in A. V. " vulture,"

" glede," and " kite," denote one and the same bird

(Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talmuds, §196). Seetzen

(i. 310) mentions a species of talcou used in Syria

for hunting gazelles and hares, and a smaller kind

for hunting hares in the desert. Russell {Aleppo,

ii. 196) enumerates seven difterent kinds employed

by the natives for the same purpose.
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Two persons are mentioned in the 0. T. whose
names are derived fi-om this bird. [Ajah.] Fiirst

{Handle, s. v.) compares the parallel instances of

Shebin, a kind of tidcon, used as a proper name by
the Persians and Turks, and the Latin Milvius.

To these we may a<ld Falco and Falconia among
the Romans, and the names of Hawke, Falcon,

Falconer, Kite, &c. &c., in our own language (see

Lower's Historical Essays on English Swnames).
[\V. A. W.l

» In ornithological language " kite "= " gledc "

{Milvus vulgaris] ; but " glede " is applied by the

common people in Ireland to the common buzzard

{Buteo vulgaris), the " kite" not being indigenous to

that country. So, too, the translators of the A. V.

considered the terms " kite " and " glede" as distinct,

for they render PINT " glede," and n*K " kite,"

" and the glede and the kite " (Deut. xiv. 13).

KITH'LISH (tJ'^na, i. e. Cithlish : Moax^s :

Alex. xaflXcos: Cethlis), one of the towns of Judah,

in the Shefelah or lowland (Josh. xv. 40), named
in the same group with Eglou, Gederoth, and Slak-

kedah. It is not named by Eusebius or Jerome,

nor does it appear to have been either sought or

found by any later traveller. [G.]

KIT'RON (fnpi?: Kidpccv. Alex., with un-

usual departure from the Heb. text, Xe^pwu : Cetron),

a town which, though not mentioned in the specifi-

cation of the possessions of Zebulun in Josh, xix., is

catalogued in Judg. i. 30 as one of the towns from

which Zebulun did not expel the Canaanites. It is

here named next to Nahalol, a position occupied in

Josh. xix. 15, by Kattath. Kitron may be a cor-

ruption of this, or it may be an independent place

omitted for some reason IJom the other list. In

the Talmud (Megillah, as quoted by Schwarz,

173) it is identified with " Zippori," i.e. Sepphoris,

now Scffarieh. [G.]

KIT'TIM (D''r)3 : K^tioj, Gen. x. 4 ; Kirioi,

1 Chr. i. 7 : Cethim). Twice written in the A. V.
for Cmrxiji.

KNEADING-TROUGHS. [Bread.]

KNIFE .f 1. The knives of the Egyptians, and

of other nations in early times, were probably only

of hard stone. the use of the flint or stone

^^'
Gesenius traces the word to the unused root

nlK = Arab.^^, ' to howl like a dog or wolf."

' 1. ^in, Gesen. p.516: y-axaipa. : gladius, cuUtr.

2. n'pDXO, from ^3X, " eat," Gesen. pp. 89, 92 :

pofi^aia : gladius.
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knife was sometimes iet;iined for sacred purposes

after the introduction of iron and steel (Plin.

H. N. XXXV. 12, §165). Herodotus (ii. 86)

mentions knives both of iron and of stone* in

dilTerent stages of the same process of embalming.

The same may perhaps be said to some extent of

the Hebrews. ''

2. In their meals the Jews, like other Orientals,

made little use of knives, but they were required

both for slaughtering animals either for food or

sacrifice, as well as cutting up the carcase (Lev.

vii. 33, 34, viii. 15, 20, 25, is. 13; Num. xviii.

18; 1 Sam. is. 24; Ez. xxiv. 4; Ezr. i. 9; Matt.

xxvi. 23 ; Russell, Aleppo, i. 172; Wilkinson, i.

169; Mischn. TamiJ. iv. 3),

3. Smaller knives wei'e in use for paring fruit

(Joseph. A7it. xvii. 7 ; B. J. i. 33, §7) and for

sharpening pens= (Jer. xsxvi. 23).

I, i. Egyptian Flint Knives in Musfum at Berlin.

S. Egyptian Knife represented in Hieroglyphics.

4. The razor "^ was often used for Nazaritic pur-

poses, for which a special chamber was reserved in

the Temple (Num. vi. 5, 9, 19 ; Ez. v. 1 ; Is. vii.

20 ; Jer. xxxvi. 23 ; Acts xviii. 18, -xxi. 24 ; Mischn.

Midd. ii. 5).

5. The ])i uning-hooks of Is. xviii

bably cui-vod knives.

" Ai'dos AiStojTticos.

" ^V ' Kx.iv. 25) is in LXX. >('^<J>05, in which Syr.

.^nd other versions aRree ; as also C"!)? ni3"in,

Gcs. p.1160; lio-xaipat TrerpiVa? (K irt'rpa? aKpOTOixov;,

Josh. V. 2. See Wilkinson, Aiic. Eg. ii. 1()4 ; Prcscolt,

Mexico, i. 63.

* ""DDn iyn« " the Unlfe of a scribe."

1^'OP

6. The lancets ' of the pnests of l'a;)l w(

doubtless pointed knives (1 K. xviii. 28).

Assyrmn Ki, m I'l'lish Museum.)

Asiatics usually cany about with them a knife

or dagger, often with a highly ornamented handle,

which may be used when required for eating pur-

poses (Judg. iii. 21 ; Layard, Nin. ii. 342, 299
;

Wilkinson, i. 358, 360; Chardin, Vo^j. iv. 18;
Niebuhr, Voy. i. 340, pi. 71). [H. W. P.]

KNOP, that is Knob (A. S. cncep). A word em-
ployed in the A. V. to translate two teitns, of the real

meaning of which all that we can say with certainty

is that they refer to some architectural or ornamental

object, and that they have nothing in common.

1. Caphtor (linSS). This occurs in the de-

scription of the candlestick of the sacred tent in

Ex. XXV. 31-36, and xxxvii. 17-22, the two passages

being identical. The knops are liere distinguished

from the shaft, branches, bowls, and flowers of the

candlestick ; but the knop and the flower go together,

and seem intended to imitate the produce of an

almond-tree. In another part of the work they

appear to form a boss, from which the branches are

to spring out from the main stem. In Am. ix. 1

the same word is rendei'ed, with doubtful accuracy,
" lintel." The same rendering is used in Zeph. ii.

14, where the reference is to some part of the palaces

of Nineveh, to be exposed when the wooden upper

story— the "cedar work"—was destroyed. The
Hebrew word seems to contain the sense of " co-

vering" and "crowning" (Gesenius, TVics. 709).

Josephus's description {Ant. iii. 6, §7) names both

balls (ffcpaipia) and pomegranates (^o/<r/coi), either

of which may be the caphtor. TheTargumS agrees

with the latter, the LXX. {(r<patpwTrjpei) with the

former. [Lintel.]

2. The second term, Peka'im (D^ypB), is found

only in 1 K. vi. 18 and vii 24. It refers in the

former to carvings executed in the cedar wainscot

of the interior of the Temple, and, as in the pre-

ceding word, is associated with flowers. In the

latter case it denotes an oniament cast round the

•* D''3^iin "lyn, Ocsen. p. 1069.

' nilDTO, Gcsen. p. 421 : Spinai-a : faires.

' DTIOT : o-€ipofio<7-Toc : Inncfoli..

'^ ^-lin, an apple, or other fruit of a round

both in OnUelos and rsondoion.
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great reservoir or " sea" of Solomon's Temple below

the brim : there was a double row of them, ten to

a cubit, or about 2 inches from centre to centre.

The word no doubt signifies some globular thing

resembling a small gourd," or an egg,"* though as to

the character of the ornament we are quite in the

dark. The following woodcut of a portion of a

richly ornamented door-step or slab from Kouyunjik,

probably represents something approximating to the
" knop and the flower " of Solomon's Temple. But
as the building from which this is t<Aken was the

work of a king at least as late as the son of Esar-

haddon, contemporary with the latter pai't of the

reign of Manasseh, it is only natural to suppose that

the character of the ornament would have under-

gone! considerable modification from what it was in

the time of Solomon. We must await some future

happy discovery in Assp'ian or Egyptian art, to

throw clearer light on the meaning of these and a

hmidred other temis of detail in the descriptions of

the buildings and life of the Israelites. [G.]

KOHA'J'H 49

Architecture.)

KO'A fj?1p : 'Txoi'e*)is aword which occurs only

in Ez. xxiii. 23:—"The Babylonians and all the

Chaldaeans, Pekod, and Shoa, and Koa, and all the

Assyrians with them." It is uncertain if the word

is a proper name or no. It may perhaps designate

a place otherwise unknown, which we must suppose

to have been a city or district of Babylonia. Or it

may be a common noun, signifying "prince" or

"nobleman," as the Vulgate takes it, and some of

the Jewish interpreters. [G. R.]

» Compare the similar word nyjpS, Pakkuoth,

gourds," in 2 K. iv. 39.

" This is tlie rendering of the Targum.
* The conjunction being taken as part of the name.

KO'HATH'^ (nn[?; and, Num. xvi. 1, &c.,

nnp: Kdd and Kaad : Cahatli: "assembly"),

second of the three sons of Levi (Gershon, Kohath,

Merari), from whom the three principal divisions of

the Levites derived their origin and their name (Gen.

xlvi. 11 ; Exod. \\. 16, 18 ; Num. iii. 17 ; 2 Chr,

xxxiv. 12, &c.). Kohath was the father of Am-
ram, and he of Moses and Aaron. From him,

therefore, were descended all the priests ; and hence

those of the Kohathites who were not priests were

of the highest rank of the Levites, though not the

sons of Levi's first-born. Koiah, the son of Izhm-,

was a Kohathite, and hence, perhaps, his impa-
tience of the superiority of his relatives, Woses and
Aaron. In the journeyings of the Tabernacle the

sons of Kohath had charge of the most holy por-

tion of the vessels, to carry them by staves, as

the vail, the ark, the tables of show-bread, the

golden-altar, &c. (Num. iv.) ; but they were not

to touch them or look upon them " lest they die."

These were all previously covered by the priests,

the sons of Aaron. In the reign of Hezekiah the

Kohathites are mentioned first (2 Chr. xxix. 12),

as they are also 1 Chr. xv. .5-7, 11, when Urie.

their chief assisted, with 120 of his brethren, in

bringing up the ark to Jerusalem in the time of

David. It is also remarkable that in this last list

of those whom David calls " chief of the fathers of

the Levites," and couples with " Zadok and Abia-

thar tjie priests," of six who are mentioned by
name four are descendants of Kohath ; viz., besides

Uriel, Shemaiah the sou of Elzaphan, with 200 of

his brethren ; Eliel, the son of Hebron, with 80 of

his brethren ; and Amminadab, the son of Uzziel,

with 112 of his brethren. For it appears from Ex.

vi. 18-22, compared with 1 Chr. xxiii. 12, x.\vi.

23-32, that there were four families of sons of

Kohath— Amramites, Izharites, Hebronites, and
Uzzielites ; and of the above names Elzaphan and
Amminadab were both Uzzielites (Ex. vi. 22), and
Eliel a Hebrouite. The verses already cited from
1 Chr. xxvi. ; Num. iii. 19, 27 ; 1 Chr. xxiii. 12,

* It is not apparent why the form Kohath, which
occm-s but occasionally, should have been chosen in

the A. V. in preference to the more usual one of Ke-
hath, sanctioned both by LXX. and Vulg.

Ge
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also disclose the wraltli and importance of the Ko-

hiithitos, and the ini|Motant offices tilled by them as

kpeper* of the dedi<ated treasures, as judges, ollicers,

and rulers, botli secular and sacred. In 2 Ciir. xx.

19, they appear as singers, with the Korhites.

The iiumher of the sons of Kohath between the

ages of 30 and M, at the first census in the wildei-

ness, was 2750, and the whole number of males

from a month old w.is 8600 (Num. iii. 28, iv. 30).

Their numljer is not given at the second numbering
(Num. xxvi. 57), but the whole number of Levites

liad incraised by 1300, viz. from 22,000 to 23,300
(Num. iii. 39, x,\vi. 62). The place of the sons of

Kohath in marching and encampment was south of

the tabernacle (Num. iii. 29), which was also the

situation of the Keubenites. Samuel was a Ko-
hathite, and so of course were his descendants, He-
man the singer and the third division of the singers

which was under him. [IIkman ; ASAi'ii ; Jk-
DariiUN.] The inheritance of those sons of Ko-
hath who were not priests lay in the half tribe

of Mana^seh, in Kpliraim (1 Chr. vi. 61-7o'l, and
in Dan (Josh. xxi. 5, 20-26). Of the personal

history of Kohath we know nothing, except that he

came down to Kgypt with Levi and Jacob (Gen.

xlvi. 11), that his sister was .lochebed (Ex. vi. 20),
and that he lived to the age of 133 years (Ex.
vi. 18). He liveil about 80 or 90 years in Egypt
duiing Josejjh's lifetime, and about 30 more after

his death. He may have been some 20 years

younger than Joseph his uncle. The table on the

preceding page shows the principal descents fiom
Kohath ; a fuller table may be seen in Burrington's

Gcnealo;/ies,'l'iih.X.}io.l. [Levites.] [A.C. H.]

KOLAT'AH (n^Vip : KwXeia ; Cod. Fr. Aug.

KoAe'm : Colnla). 1. A Benjamite whose de-

scendants settled in Jerusalem after the return from
the captivity (Neh. xi. 7).

2. The father of Ahab the false prophet, who
was burnt by the king of Babylon (Jer. xxix. 21).

KO'RAH (ITlp, " baldness" » : Kope: Core).

1. Third son of Esau by Aholibamah (Gen.
xxxvi. 5, U, 18; 1 Chr. i. 35). He was born in

Caniuui before Esau migrated to Mount Seir (Gen.
xxxvi. 5-9), and was one of the " dukes " of Edom.

2. Another Edomitish duke of this name, sprung
from i-^liphaz, Esau's son by Adah ((jen. xxxvi. 10)

;

but this is not confirmed by ver. 1 1, nor by the list

in 1 Chr. i. 36, nor is it probable in itself.

3. One of the "sons of Hebron" in 1 Chr. ii.

43 ; but whether, in this obscuie passage, Hebron
is the name of a man or of a city, and whether, in

the hitter case, Korah is the same as the son of

Izhar (No. 4), whose children may have been located

at Hebron among those Kohathites who were
priests, is ditlicult to determine.

4. Son of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the son of
Levi. He was leader of the famous rebellion against

his cousins Moses and .Aaron in the wilderness, tor

which he paid the penalty of perishing with his

f()Ilowci-s iiy an earthquake and flames of fire (Num.

» The niranint; of Korah's name (baldness) has
supplied a ready handle to some members of the
Cljureh of Uonio to banter Calvin (Calvinns, Calviis),

as bcinR liomonynioiis with his predecessor in schism
;

and it has been retorted that Korali's baldness has a
more suitable antitjTie in the tonsure of the Homish
priests (Sinionis, Onoiu. s. v.).

b oi/TiAoyia, "contradiction," alludinij to his speech
in Num. xvi. 3, and accompanying rebellion. Compare
the use of the same word in Hcb. xii. 3, I's. cvi. 32,

KOEAH
xvi. xxvi. 9-11). The details of this rebellion are

too well known to need repetition here, but it may
be well to remark, that the particular gi-ievance

which rankled in the mind of Korah and his com-
pany was their exclusion fiom the otlice of the

priesthood, and their being confined—those among
them who were Levites—to the inferior service of

the tabeniacle, as appears clearly, both from the

words of Moses in ver. 9, and from the test resorted

to with regard to the censers and the offering of

incense. The same thing also appears from the

subsequent confirmation of the priesthood to Aaron
(ch. xvii.). The appointment of Elizaphan to be

chief of the Kohathites (Num. iii. 30) may have

further inflamed his jealousy. Korah's position as

leader in this rebellion was evidently the result of

his personal character, which was that of a bold,

haughty, and ambitious man. This appears from his

address to Moses in ver. 3, and especially from his

conduct in ver. 19, where both his dainng and his

influence over the congregation are veiy apparent.

Were it not for this, one woidd have expected the

Gershonites—as the elder branch of the Levites—to

have suiiplied a leader in conjunction with the sons

of Keuben, rather than the family of Izhar, who was
Amram's younger brother. Fiom some cause

which does not clearly appear, the children of Ko-
rah were not involved in the destruction of their

father, as we are expressly told in Num. xxvi. 11,

and as appears from the continuance of the family

of the Korahites to the reign, at least of Jeho-

shaphat (2 Chr. xx. 19), and probably till the return

from the captivity (I Chr. ix. 19, 31). [Kora-
hites.] Perhaps the fissure of the ground which
swallowed up the tents of Dathan and Abiram did

not extend beyond those of the Ileubenites. From
ver. 27 it seems clear that Korah himself was not

with Dathan and Abiram at the moment. His tent

may have been one pitched for himself, in contempt

of the orders of Jloses, by the side of his fellow-

rebels, while his family continued to reside in their

proper camp nearer the tabernacle ; or it must have

been separated by a considerable space fi'om those

of Dathan and Abiram. Or, even if Korah's family

resided amongst the Reubenites, they may have

fled, at Moses's warning, to take refuge in the Ko-
hathite camp, instead of remaining, as the wives

and children of Dathan .and Abiram did (ver. 27).

Korah himself was doubtless with the 250 men
who bare censers nearer the tabernacle (ver. 19),

and perished with them by the " tire from Jt>-

hovah " which accompanied the earthquake. It is

nowhere said that he was one of those who " went

down quick into the pit" (comp. Ps. cvi. 17, 18>,

and it is natural that he should have been with the

censer-beai'ers. That he was so is indeed clearly

implied by Num. xvi. 16-19, 35, 40, compaieil with

xxvi. 9, 10. In the N. T. (Jude ver. 11) Korah is

coupled with Cain and Baliiam, and seems to be

held out as a warning to those who " despise domi-

nion and speak evil of dignities," of whom it is said

that they " perished in the gainsjiying of Coi-e." •»

and of the verb, John xix. 12, and Is. xxii. 22,

Ixv. 2 (LXX.), in which latter passage, as quoted

Rom. X. 21, the A. V. has the same expression of

"gainsaying" as in ,Tudc. The Son of Sirach, follow-

ing Ps. cvi. If), nti'D? -iNSp^. iS-'c. (otherwise ren-

dered however by LXX., Ps. cvi. 16, naDupyi.<rav),

describes Korah and his companions as envious or

jcilous of Moses, where the Knplish "maligned" is

hardly an equivalent for iirjKoKrav.
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Nothing more is known of Korah's personal cha-

racter or career previous to his rebellion. [A. C. H.]

KORAHITE (1 Chr. ix, 19, 31), KORHITE,
or KORATHITE (in Hebrew always imp, or in

plur. D^n^p : never expressed at all by the LXX.,

but paraphrased viol, Srj/Mos, or yev4creis Kop4

:

Coritae), that portion of the Kohathites who were

descended from Korah, and are frequently styled by

the synonymous phrase Sons of Koiah. [Kohatii.]

It would appear, at first sight, from Ex. vi. 24,

that Korah had three sons—Assir, Elkanah, and

Abiasaph—as Winer, Rosenmiiller, &c., also under-

stand it; but as we learn from 1 Chr. vi. 22, 23,
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strains to Neman and his choir, and the simpler and

quieter psalms to the other choirs. J. van Iperen

(ap. Kosenm.) assigns these psalms to the times of

Jehoshaphat ; others to those of the Maccabees
;

Ewald attributes the 42nd Psalm to Jeremiah.

The purpose of many of the German critics seems

to be to reduce the antiquity of the Scriptures as

low as possible.

Others, again, of the sons of Korah were "por-

ters," i. e. doorkeepers, in the temple, an office of

considerable dignity. In 1 Chr. ix. 17-19, we learn

that Shallum, a Korahite of the line of Ebiasaph,

was chief of the doorkeepers, and that he and his

brethren were over the work of the service, keepers

37, that Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph, were re- i of the gates of the tabernacle (comp. 2 K. xxv. 18)

spectively the son, grandson, and great-grandson of

Korah, it seems obvious that Ex. vi. 24, gives us

the chief houses sprung from Korah, and not his

actual sons, and therefore that Elkanah and Abiasaph

were not the sons, but later descendants of Korah.

If, however, Abiasaph was the grandson of Assir

his name must have been added to this genealogy in

E.xodus later, as he could not have been born at that

time. Elkanah might, being of the same genera-

tion as Phinehas (Ex. vi. 25).

The offices filled by the sons of Korah, as far as

we are informed, are the following. They were an

important branch of the singers in the Kohathite

division, Heman himself being a Korahite (1 Chr.

vi. 33), and the Korahites being among those who,

in Jehoshaphat's reign, "stood up to praise the

Lord God of Israel with a loud voice on high"

(2 Chr. XX. 19). [Heman.] Hence we find eleven

Psalms (or twelve, if Ps. 43 is included under the

same title as Ps. 42) dedicated or assigned to the

sons of Korah, viz. Ps. 42, 44-49, 84, 85, 87, 88.

Winer describes them as some of the most beautiful

in the collection, from their high lyric tone. Origen

says it was a remark of tlie old interpreters that all

the Psalms inscribed with the name of the sons of

Korah are full of pleasant and cheerful subjects,

and free from anything sad or harsh (^Homil. on

1 Kings, i.e. 1 Sam.), and on Matt, xviii. 20, he

ascribes the authorship of these Psalms to " the

three sons of Korah," who, "because they agreed

together had the Word of God in the midst of

them " {Hoinil. xiv.).* Of moderns, Rosenmiiller

thinks that the sons of Korah, especially Heman,
were the authors of these Psalms, which, he says,

rise to greater sublimity and breathe more vehe-

ment feelings than the Psalms of David, and quotes

Hensler and Eichhorn as agreeing. De Wette also

considers the sons of Korah as the authors of them

{Einl. 335-339), and so does Just. Olshausen on

the Psalms {Exeg. Handb. Einl. p. 22). As,

however, the language of several of these Psalms

—

as the 42nd, 84th, &c.— is manifestly meant to

apply to David, it seems much simpler to explain

the title " for the sons of Korah," to mean that

they were given to them to sing in the temple-

services. If their style of music, vocal and instru-

mental, was of a more sublime and lyric character

than that of the sons of Merari or Gershon, and

Heman had more fire in his execution than Asaph
and Jeduthun, it is perfectly natural that David

should have given his more poetic and elevated

* St. Au^stino has a still more fanciful eonceit,

which he thinks it necessary to repeat in almost every

homily on the eleven psalms inscribed to the sons of

Kore. Adverting to the interpretation of Korah,

Calvities, he finds in it a great mysteiy. Under
this term is set forth Christ, who is intitled Calvus,

apparently after the return from the Babylonish

captivity. [Kings.] See also 1 Chr. ix. 22-29

;

Jer. xsxv. 4 ; and Ezr. ii. 42. But in I Chr.
xxvi. we find that this official station of the Korah-

ites dated from the time of David, and that their

chief was then Shelemiah or Meshelemiah, the son

of (Abi)asaph, to whose custody the east gate fell

by lot, being the principal entrance. Shelemiah is

doubtless the same name as Shallum in 1 Chr. ix.

17, and, perhaps, MeshuUam, 2 Chr. xxxiv. 12,

Neh. xii. 25, where, as in so many other places, it

designates, not the individuals, but the house or

family. In 2 Chr. xxxi. 14, Kore, the son of Imnah
the Levite, the doorkeeper towards the east, who was
over the freewill offerings of God to distiibute the

oblations of the Lord and the most holy things, wa.s

probably a Korahite, as we find the name Kore in

the family of Korah in 1 Chr. ix. 19. In 1 Chr.

ix. 31, we find that Mattithiah, the first-born of

Shallum the Koraliite, had the set office over the

things that were made in the pans (Burrington's

Genealogies ; Patrick, Comment, on Mian.; Lyell's

Princ. of GeoL, ch. 23, 24, 25, on Earthquakes;

Rosenmiiller and Olshausen, On Psalms; De Wette,

Ei>it.). [A. C. H.]

KORATHITES, THE Cni^n), Num. xxvi.

58. [Korahite.]

KORHITES, THE Or\-\]^r}), Ex. vi. 24, xxvi.

1 ; 1 Chr. xii. 6; 2 Chr. xx.' 19. [KORAHITE.]

KO'RE {H'Tip : Kope ; Alex. Xup-fj in 1 Qu:

ix. 19; Alex. Koprje, 1 Chr. xxvi. 1: Core).

1. A Korahite, ancestor of Shallum and Meshele-

miah, chief porters in the reign of David.

2. (Kop^: Alex. Kaip^.) Son of Imnah, a Levite

in the reign of Hezekiah, appointed over the free-will

offerings and most holy things, and a gatekeeper on

the eastern side of the Temple after the reform of

worship in Judah (2 Chr. xxxi. 14).

3. In the A. V. of 1 Chr. xxvi. 19, "the sons

of KOHE " (following the Vulg. Core), should pro-

perly be " the sons of the Korhite."

KOZ (pp: 'Akkovs in Ezr. ii. Gl ; 'Akkws,

Neh. iii. 4, 21 : Accos in Ezr., Accus in Neh. iii. 4,

Haccus in Neh. iii. 21) = Accoz = Coz = Hakkoz.

KUSHAI'AH (•"in^B'-lp: Kiffalas: Casaias),

The same as KiSH or K'iSHi, the father of Ethan

theMerarite(l Chr. xv. 17).

because lie was crucified <m Calvary, and was mocked

by the bystanders, as ?:iisha had been by the children

who cried after him " Calve, calve .'" and who, when

they said " Gn «p, thou bald pate," had prefigured the

crucifixion. The sons of Korah are therefore the

children of Christ the bridegroom {IfomiLnt) Psalms}.
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LA'ADAH (H'ny^: AaaSd: Laada), tlie son

of Shelah, and grandson of Judah. He is described

as the " father," or founder, of Mareshah in the

lowlands of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 21).

LA'ADAN (I'^y^: AaaSdv. Alex. TaXaaSd

aadAoaSa: Laadan). 1. An Ephraimite, ancestor

of Joshua the son of Nun d Chr. vii. 26).

2. ('E5c£j'; Alex. AeaSav ;
Lecdan, 1 Chr. xxiii.

7, 8, 9: AaSai/; Alex. AeSov and AaaSi: Ledan,

1 Chr. xxvi. 21.) The son of Gershoin, elsewhere

called LiliNi. His descendants in the reign of David

were among tlie chief fathers of his tribe, and

funned part of the Temple-choir.

LAB'AN (p"?, Ad$av; Joseph. Aafiavos:

Lahan), son of Betluiel, grandson of Nahor and

JMilcah, grand-nephew of Abraham, brother of Re-

bekah, and father of Leah and f^ichel ; by whom
and their handmaids Bilhah and Zilpah he was tiie

natural proc:enitor of three-fourths of the nation of
j

the Jews, and of our Blessed Lord, and the legal

ancestor of the whole.
[

The elder branch of the family remained at Haran
when Abraham removed to the laud of Canaan, and

it is there that we Hi-st meet with Laban, as taking
j

the leading part in the betrothal of his sister Kc-

bekah to her cousin Isaac (Gen. xxiv. 10, 29-60,

.vxvii. 43, xxix. 4). Bethuel, his father, plays so
!

insiguitloant a part in the whole transaction, being '

in fact oidy mentioned once, and that after his son
j

(xxiv. .")0), that various conjectures have been formed

to explain it. Josephus asserts that Bethuel was
dead, and that Labau was the head of the house and

his sister's natural guardian {Ant. i. 16, §2); in

which case " Bethuel " mixst have crept into the

text inadvertently, or be supposed, with some (Adam
Clarke, in loc), to be the name of another brotiier of

Rebekah. Le Clerc {in Pent.) mentions the conjec-

ture tliat Bethuel was absent at first, but returned in

time to give his consent to the marriage. The mode
adopted by Prof. Blunt ( Undesigned Coincidences,

p. 35; to explain what he terms " the consistent

insignili(>ance of Bethuel," viz., that he was inca-

]iacitated from taking the management of his family

by age or imbecility, is most ingenious ; but the

prominence of Laban may be sufficiently explained

by the custom of the countiy, which then, as now
(see Niebuhr, quoted by Koseiimiiller in loc), gave
the lirothers the main share in the arrangement
of their sister's marriage, and the defence of her

honour (comp. Hen. xxxiv. 1."; JudsT- .\xi.22 ; 2 Sam.
xiii. 20-29). [Bkthuel.]

The next time Laban appears in the sacred nar-

rative it is as the host of his nep'.iew Jacob at Haran
(Gen. xxix. 13, 14). The subsequent transactions

by which he secured the valuable services of his

nephew for fourteen 3-ears in return for his two
daughters, and for six years as the price of his

cattle, together with the disgraceful artifice by
which he palmed off his elder and less attractive

daughter on the unsuspecting Jacob, arc familiaj-

to all ((leu. xxix., xxx.).

Labm was absent shearing his sheep, when Jacob,

having gathered together all his possessions, started

with his wives and children for his native land ; and

it was not till the third day that he heard of their

stealthy depart ire. In hot ha.ste lie sets off in

LABAN
pursuit of the fugitives, his indignation at the

prospect of losing a servant, the value of whose
services he h.ad pro\ed by experience (xxx. 27), and

a family who he hoped would have increaied the

power of his tribe, being increased by the discovery

of the loss of his teraphim, or household gods, which
Rachel had carried ofi', probably with the view

of secui-ing a prosperous journey. Jacob and his

family had crossed the Euphrates, and were already

some days' march in advance of theii- pursuers
;

but so large a caravan, encumbered with women
and children, and cattle, would travel but .slowly

. (comp. Gen. xxxiii. !'•>), and Laban and his kinsmen

i

came up with the retreating j>arty on the east side

j

of the Jordan, among the mountains of Gile.id. The
collision with his irritated father-in-law might have
proved dangerous for Jacob but for a divine intima-

j

tion to Laban, who, with characteristic hypocrisy,

' passes over in silence the real ground of his dis-

]

pleasure at Jacob's departure, urging only its clan-

I
destine character, which had prevented his sending

him away with maiks of affection and honour, and
\ the theft of his gods. After some sharp mutual re-

crimination, and an unsuccessful search for the

j

teraphim, which Rachel, with the cunning which
characterized the whole fomily, knew well how to

[

hide, a covenant of peace was entered into between
the two parties, and a cairn raised about a pillar-

stone set up by Jacob, both as a memorial of the

j

covenant, and a boundary which the contracting

parties pledged themselves not to pass with hostile

intentions. After this, in the simple and beautiful

!
words of Scripture, " Laban rose up and kissed his

sons and his daughters, and blessed them, and de-

parted, and retiu-ned to his place ;" and he thence-

forward di-appears from the Biblical narrative.

Few Scriptural characters appear in more re-

pulsive colours than Laban, who seems to have

concentrated all the duplicity and acquisitiveness

which marked the family of Haran. The leading

principle of his conduct was evidently self-interest,

and he was little scrupulous as to the means whereby
his ends were secured. Nothing can excuse the

abominable trick by which he deceived Jacob in the

matter of his wife, and there is much of harshness

and mean selfishness in his other relations with him.

At the same time it is impossible, on an unbiassed

view of the whole transactions, to acquit Jacob of

blame, or to assign him any veiy decided superiority

over his uncle in fair and generous dealing. In the

matter of the flocks each was evidently seeking to

outwit the other; and though the whole was di-

vinely overruled to work out importiint issues iji

securing Jacob's return to Canaan in wealth and

dignity, our moral sense levolts from what Ciialmei-s

(Dailii Scr. Readings, i. 60) does not .shrink from

designating the " sneaking artifices for the promo-

tion of his own selfishness," adopted for his own
enrichment and the impoverishment of his uncle

;

while we can well excuse Laban's mortification at

seeing himself outdone by his nephew in cunning,

and the best of his flocks changing hands. In their

mistaken zeal to defend Jacob, Christian writei-s

have unduly depreciated Laban ; and even the

ready hospit;ility shewn by him to Abraham's ser-

vant, and the affectionate reception of his nephew

(Gen. xxiv. 30, 31, xxix. 13, 14), have been mis-

construed into the acts of a selfish man, eager to

embrace an opportunity of a lucrative connexion.

No man, however, is wholly selfish; and even

Laban was capable of generous impulses, however

mean and unprincipled his goneial conduct. [E.V.]



LABAN
LA'BAN Qlh: Aofidf. Laban), one of the

laudmarks named in the obscure and disputed

passage, Dent. i. 1 :
" Paran, and Tophel, and

Laban, and Hazeroth, and l)i-zaliab." The mention
of Hazeioth has peihaps led to the only conjecture

regarding Laban of which the writer is aware,

namely, that it is identical with LiBXAH (Num.
xxxiii. 20), which was the second station from
Hazeroth.

The Syriac Peschito understands the name as

Lebanon. The Targums, from Onkelos downward,

play u]ion the five names in this passage, connecting

them with the main events of the wanderings.

Laban iu this way suggests the manna, because of

its white colour, that being the force of the word
in Hebrew. [G.J

LAB'ANA (Aa/3aw: Lahana), 1 Esd. v. 29.

[Llbaxa.]

LACEDEMO'NIANS (SirapTmrai; ouce Aa-

KeSaifiovioi, '-' JIacc. v. 9 : Spartiatae, Spartiani,

LacediWinowie'), the inhabitants of Sparta or Lace-

daemon, with whom the Jews claimed kindred

(1 Mace. -xii. 2, 5, 6, 20, 21 ; xiv. 20, 23; xv. 23;
2 Mace. V. 9). [Spakta.]

LA'CHISH (t;'''3^ : Aax^is ; but in Vat. of

Josh. XV. Max^y ;* Joseph. Aaxeio-a : Lachis), a

city of the Amorites, the king of which joined with
four others, at the invitation of Adonizedek king of

Jerusalem, to chastise the Gibeouites for their league

with Israel (Josh. x. 3, 5). They were however
routed by Joshua at Beth-horon, and the king of

Lachish fell a victim with the others under the

trees at Makkedah (ver. 2G). The destruction of

the town seems to have shortly followed the death
of the king : it was attacked in its turn, immediately
after the fall of Libnah, and notwithstanding an
effort to relieve it by Horani king of Gezer, was
taken, and every soul put to the sword (ver. 31-33).

In the special statement that the attack lasted two
days, in contradistinction to the other cities which
were taken in one (see ver. 85), we gain our first

glimpse of that stiength of position for which
Lachish was afterwards lemarkable. In the cata-

logue of the kings slain by Joshua (xii. 10-12),
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Lachish occurs in the same place with regard to the

others as in the narrative just quoted; but m Josh.

XV., where tlie towns are separated into groups, it

is placed in the Shefelah, or lowland district, and

in the same group with Eglon and Makkedah (vor.

39), apart from its former compimions. It should,

not be overlooked that, though included in the low-

land district, Lachish was a town of the Amorites,

who appear to have been essentially mountaineers.

Its king is expiessly named as one of the " kings of

the Amorites who dwell in the mountains" (Josh.

X. 6). A similar remark has already been made of

Jarmuth; Keilaii, and others; and see Judah,
vol. i. 1156 6. Its proximity to Libnah is im-

plied many centuries later (2 K. xix. 8). Lachish

was one of the cities fortified and garrisoned by
Rehoboam after the revolt of the northern king-

dom (2 Chr. xi. 9). What was its fate duiing the

invasion of Shishak— who no doubt advanced by the

usual route through the maritime lowland, which
would bring him under its very walls—we are not

told. But it is probable that it did not materially

sufler, for it was evidently a place of security later,

when it was chosen as a refuge by Amaziah king

of Judah from the conspirators who threatened

him in Jerusalem, and to whom he at last fell a

victim at Lachish (2 K. xiv. 19, 2 Chr. xxv. 27).

Later still, in the reign of Hezekiah, it was one of

the cities taken by Sennacherib when on his way
from Phoenicia to Egypt (Rawlinson's Herod, i. 477).

It is specially menttoned that he laid siege to it

"with all his power" (2 Chr. xxxii. 9) ; and here

" the great King" himself remained, while his officeis

only were dispatched to Jerusalem (2 Chr. xxxii. 9
;

2 K. xviii. 17).

This siege is considered by Layard and Hincks

to be depicted on the slabs found by the former iu

one of the chambers of the palace at Kouyunjik,

which bear the inscription " Sennacherib, the mighty

king, king of the country of Assyria, sitting on the

throne of judgment before (or at the entrance of)

the city of Lachish (Lakhisha). I give permission

for its slaughter " (Layard, N. ^ B. 149-52, and

153, note). These slabs contain a view of a city

which, if the inscription is correctly intei-preted,

must be Lachish itself.

mcQto of Nineveh, 2nd Series, place :^1

» The ordinary editions of the Vatican LXX., Tlschen- 1
throughout. In Josh. xv. :ui, all trace of T/icliisli has di;

dorf 's Included, give Aoxw, an<l the Alex. Aaxtt's ; but appeared in tlie common editions ; I>ut in iMal's, >Io.v.;{ i

llifi edition ol the former by Cardinal .Mai has the Aax«i'« I
Inserted between 'laicoper/A and kcX noaijStifl.
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Another slab seems to show the ground-plan of

the same city after its occupation by the con-

querors—the Assyrian tents pitclieJ within the

walls, and the foreign worship going on. The
features of the town appear to be accurately given.

At any rate there is considerable agreement be-

tween the two views in the cliaracter of the walls

and towers, and both are unlike those represented on
other slabs. Both support in a remarkiible manner
the conclusions above drawn from the statement of

LACUNUS
the Bible as to the jwsition of Lachish. The eleva-

tion of the town, tig. 1, shows that it was on hilly

ground, one part higher than the other. This is

also testified to by the background of tlie scene in

fig. 2, which is too remote to be included in the

limits of the woodcut, but which in the original

shows a very hilly country covered with vineyards

and fig-trees. On the other hand the palms round
the town in fig. 2 point to the proximity of the

maritime plain, in which palms flourished—and still

Prg 2. Pian of Lachien (?) a/ier it3 capture. From the same work, plate

flourish— more than in any other region of Palestine.

But though the Assyrian records thus appear 'i to

assert the capture of Lachish, no statement is to be

found either in the Bible or Josephus that it was
taken. Indeed some expressions in the foimer would
almost seem to imply the reverse (see '

' thought to win
them," 2 Chr. xxxii. 1 ; "depaiied= from Lachish,"

2 K. xix. 8 ; and especially Jer. xxxiv. 7).

The warning of Micah (i. 13) <• was perhaps de-

livered at this time. Obscure as the passage is, it

plainly implies that from Lachish some form of

idolatry, possibly belonging to the noilhern kingdom,
had been imported into Jerusalem.

After the retura from captivity, Lachish with
its suiTomiding " fields " was re-occupied by the

Jews (Neh. xi. 30). It is not however named in

the books of the Maccabees, nor indeed does its name
reappear in the Bible.

By Eusebius and Jerome, in the Onomasticon,
Lachish is mentioned as " 7 miles from Eleuthero-

polis, towards Daroma," i. e. towards the south. No
trace of the name has yet been found in any position

at all corresponding to this. A site called Um-Ldhis,
situated on a " low roinij swell or kiioU," and dis-

playing a few columns and other fragments of ancient

buildings, is found between Gaza luid Beit-Jibrin,

probably the ancient Kleutheropolis, at the distance

•> Col. Kawlinson seems to read the name as Lubauo,

i. e. Libnah (Layard, N. <t B. 153, note).

•" This is also the opinion of Rawlinsm {lUrcd. 1. 480

notp 6).

of 1 1 miles (14 Roman miles), and in a direction not

S., but about W.S.W. from the latter. Two miles

east of Um-Lakis is a site of similar character, called

'Ajldn (Rob. ii. 46, 7). Among modern travellers,

these sites appear to have been first discovered by
Dr. Robinson. While admitting the identity of Ajlan

with Eglon, he disputes that of Um-Lakis, on the

ground that it is at variance with the statement of

Eusebius, as above quoted ; and further that the

remains are not those of a fortified city able to brave

au Assyrian army (47). On tlie other hand, m favour

of the identification are the proximity of Eglon (if

'Ajldn be it), and the situation of Um-Ldkis in the

middle of the plain, right in the road £iom Egypt.

By " Daroma " also Eusebius may have intended, not

the southern district, but a place of that name, which
is mentioned in the Talmud, and is placed by the

accurate old traveller hap-Parchi as two hoiu-s south

ofGaza (Zunz in Benj. of Tudela, by Asher, ii. 442).

With regard to the weakness of Um-Ldkis, Mr.
Porter has a good compaiison between it and Ash-

dod (ffandbk. 261). [G.]

LACXJ'NUS (AaKKowOs : Caleus), one of the

sons of Addi, who returned with Ezra, and had

married a foreign wife (1 Esd. ix. 81). The name
does not occur in this form in the parallel lists of

Ezr. X., but it apparently occupies the place of

* The play of the words is between Lacish and Recesh

(CJ'D"). A. V. "swift beast"), and the exhortation is to

fliglit.'



LADAN
CiiELAL (ver. 30), ;is is iudieated by the Calvus I

of the Vulg.
I

LA'DAN (Aa\ai/, Tisch., but 'Kaav in Mai's
j

oL: Datanus), 1 Ks.l. v. .••!7. [Dki.ai.mi,
-'.J

|

LADDER OF TYKUS, THE (^ /cA?^a|

Ti'fjou: (( tcrmiim Tyri, possibly i-cadiiij; KXiixa),

uiie of the extremities (the northern) of tlie district

over which Simon Maccabaeus w;js made captain

{ffTparriySs) by Antiochus VI. (or Theos), very

shortly after his coming to the throne ; the other

being "the bordere of Egypt" (1 Mace. xi. 59).

The Laddei- of Tyre," or of the Tyriaus, was the local

name for a high mountain, the highest in that

neighbourhood, a hundred stadia north of Ptolemais,

the modern Akka or Acre (Joseph. B.J. ii. 10, §2).

The position of the Eas-en-Nakhurah agi-ees very

nearly with this, as it lies 10 miles, or about 120

stadia, from Akka, and is characterised by travellers

fiom I'archi downwards as very high ami steep.

Both the Kas-cn-Nakhurah, and the Raa-el-Abijad,

i.e. the White Cape, sometimes called Cape Bkinco, a

headland 6 miles still farther north, are surmounted

by a path cut in zigzags ; that over the latter is

attributed to Alexander the Great. It is possibly

from this circumstance that the Eas-d-Abyad,^ is

by some travellers (Irby, Van de Velde, &c.) treated

as the ladder of the Tyrians. But by the early and

accurate Jewish traveller, hajvParchi* (Zunz, 402),

and in our own times by Robinson (iii. 89), Mislin

{Les Saints Lieux, ii. 9), Porter (^Hdbh. 389),

Schwarz (76), Stanley {S. c^ P. 264), the Eas-en-

Nakhurah is identified with the ladder; the last-

named traveller pointing out well that the reason

tor the name is the fact of its " differing from

Carmel in that' it leaves no beach between itself and

the sea, and thus, by cutting off all communication

round its base, acts as the natural barrier between

the Bay of Acre and the maritime plain to the

north—in other words, between Palestine and Phoe-

nicia" (comp. p. 266). [(j.]

LA'EL (^x"?: Aa^A: Lael), the father of

Eliasaph, prince of the Gershonites at the time of

the Exodus (Num. iii. 24).

LA'HAD Orh : AadS ; Alex. AaS : Laad),

sou of Jahath, one of the descendants of Judah,

from whom sprang the Zorathites, a branch of the

tribe who settled at Zorah, accoi-ding to the Targ.

of Ii. Joseph (1 Chr. iv. 2).

LAHA'I-ROI, THE WELL (^Kl '>rh "IN3

:

TO (ppfap rfis dpdffews : puteus, cujxis nomen est

Vircntis et Videntis'). In this fonii is given in the

A. V. of Gen. xxiv. 62, and xxv. 11, the name of

the famous well of Hagar's relief, in the oasis of

verdure round which Isaac afterwards resided. In

xvi. 14—the only other occurrence of the name

—

it is represented in the full Hebrew fonn of Bker-
I,AHAI-R0I. In the Mussulman traditions the well

Zcmzem in the Z)Cii-u//a/t of Mecca is identical with

it. [Leui.] [G.]
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LAH'MABl {Ut2rh: Maxes Kai Uaaxd>s
;

Alex. Aafxds : l.ckannn, Lccmns), a town in the

lowland district of Jud.ah (Josh. xv. 40) named
between Cahhun' and Kmil.isn, and in the same
group with Lachish. It is not mentioned in the

Onoiiuisticon, noi- does it appear that any traveller

has sought for or discoveied its site.

In many JISS. and editions of the Hebrew Bible,

amongst them the liec. Text of Van der Hooght, the

name is given with a final §—I.achmas.'' CoiTupt
as the LXX. text is here, it will be observed that

both MSS. exhibit the s. This is the case also in

the Targum and the other Oiiental versions. The
ordinary copies of the Vulgate have Lehernnn, but
the text published in the Benedictine Edition of

Jerome Leemas. [G.]

LAH'MI (^pn^ : -rhv 'EAe/xee ; Alex, -rhv

Aee/ie?: licth-Xch&w-itcs'), the brother of Goliath

the Gittite, slain by Elhanan the son of Jair, or Jaor

(1 Chr. XX. 5). In the parallel nan-ative (2 Sara,

xxi. 19), amongst other differences, Lalimi disappears

in the word Beth hal-laduni, i.e. the Bethlehemite.

This leading is imported into the Vulgate of the

Chron. (see above). What was the original ibim
of the passage has been the subject of much debate

;

the writer has not however seen cause to alter the

conclusion to which he came under Elhanan—that

the text of Chronicles is the more correct of the two.
In addition to the LXX., the Peschito and the Tar-
gum both agree with the Hebrew in reading Laclimi.

The latter contains a tiadition that he was slain on
the same day with his brother. [G.]

LA'ISH (l^'h ; in Isaiah, n^';h : Aatffa; Judg.

xviii. 29, OvXa/xals ;' Ales. Aaets: Lais), the city

which was taken by the Danites, and under its new-

name of Dan became famous as the northern limit

of the nation, and as the depositoiy, first of the

gi-aven image of Micah (Judg. xviii. 7, 14, 27, 29),
and subsequently of one of the calves of Jeroboam.

In another account of the conquest the name is

given, with a variation in the form, as Leshem
(Josh. xix. 47). It is natm-al to presume that

Laish was an ancient sanctuary, before its appro-

priation for that purpose by the Danites, and we
should look for some explanation of the mention of

Dan instead of Laish in Gen. xiv. ; but nothing is as

yet forthcoming on these points. There is no reason

to doubt that the situation of the place w;is at or

very near that of the modem Banias. [Dan.]
In the A. V. Laish is again mentioned in the.

graphic account by Isaiah of Sennacherib's m.arch

on Jerusalem (Is. x. 30) :
—" Lift up thy voice,

O daughter of Gallim ! cause it to be hcai'd unto
Laish, oh poor Anathoth !"—that is, cry so loud
that your shrieks shall be heard to the very confines

of the land. This translation—in which our trans-

lators followed the version of Junius and Tremellius,

and the comment of Grotius—is adopted because

the last syllable of the name which appears here as

Laishali is taken to be the Hebrew particle of mo-

" This name is found in the Talmud. -|1VT ilD^D-
See Zunz (B«y. of Tud. 402).

b Maundrell, oi-dinarily so exact (March 17), places " the

mountain climax " at an hour and a quarter south of the

yahrJbratdmHassa (Adonis l{iver),mcaning therefore the

headl.ind which encloses on the north tlie bay of Juneh
above luirtitl On the other band, Irby and Mangles

(Oct 21) with equally unusual inaccuracy, give the name
of Cape BUiiK-o to tbe Has XakuraJi—an hour's ride from

Es-Zib, the ancient Kcdippa. Wilson also (II. 232) has

fallen into a curious confusion between tlie two.
'^ lie gives the name as AUXacalcir, probably a mere

corruption of En-Xakiira.

* Don? f"r DDn?. by interchange of D and Q.

" The LXX. have here transferred literally the

Hebrew words \^y^ D>1XV " a^wX indeed Uilsb."

Exactly the same thinj: is done in Ihe ciisc of Luz, Gen.

xxviii. 10.
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tion, " to Laisli," as is muloubtedly the case in Judg.

xriii. 7. But such a leiideiing is found neither in

any of tlie ancient versions, nor in those of modem
scholare, as (jesenius, Ewald, Zunz, &c. ; nor is

the Hebrew word ' iiere rendered " cause it to be

heard," found elsewhere in that voice, but always

absolute— " hciuken," or "attend." There is a

certain violence iu the sudden introduction amongst

these little Benjamite villages of the frontier town so

very far remote, and not less in the use of its ancient

name, elsewhere so constantly superseded by Dan.

(See Jer. viii. 16.) On the whole it seems more
consonant with the tenor of the whole passage to take

Laishah as the name of a small village lying between

Gallim and Anathoth, and of wliich hitiierto, as is

still the case with the former, and until 1831 was

the c:isc with the latter, no traces have been found.

In 1 Mace. is. 5 a village named ALiba (Mai, and

Alex. 'A\afftt ; A. V. Eleasa) is mentioned as the

scene of the battle in which Judas was killed. In

the Vulgate it is given as Laisa. If the Berea at

which Demetrius was encamped on the same occasion

was Beeroth—and from the I'eschito reading this

seems likely—then Alasa or Laisha was somewhere

on the northern road, 10 or 12 miles from Jerusalem,

about the spot at which a village named Adasa

existed in the time of Eusebius and Jerome. D (A)

iuid L (A) are so often interchanged in Greek manu-
scripts, that the two names may indicate one and

the same place, and that the Laishah of Isaiah.

Such an identification would be to a certain extent

consistent with the requirements of Is. x. 30, while

it would throw some light on the uncertain topo-

graphy of the last struggle of Judas Maccabaeus.

But it must be admitted that at present it is but

conjectural ; and that the neighbourhood of Beeioth

vs at the best somewhat far removed from the nairow

circle of the villages enumerated by Isaiah. [G.]

LA'ISH {^h ; in 2 Sam. the orig. te.xt, Cethib,

has K'P : 'A/xeis, 2eAA.i)s ; Alex. Aoi'j, Aaeis :

Lais), father of Phaltiel, to whom Saul had given

Michal, David's wife (1 Sam. x.\v. 44; 2 Sam. iii.

15). He was a native of Galliji. It is very

remarkable that the names of Laish (Laishah) and
Gallim should be found in conjunction at a much
later date (Is. x. 30). [G.]

LAKES. [Palestine.]

LA'KUIM (D-lj?^, i.e. Lakkdm: AwSdfi.; Alex.

—unusually wide of the Hebrew— ecus 'Awpou :

Lecnin), one of the places which ibnned the land-

marks of the boundary of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 33),
named next to Jabneel, and api)arently between it

and the Jordan : but the whole stiitement is exceed-

ingly obscure, and few, if any, of the names have
yet been recognised. Lakkum is but casually named
in the Onoinasticon, and no one since has discovered

its situation. The rendering of the Alex. LXX. is

worth remark. [G.]

LAMB. 1. 1?3X, iminai; is the Chaldee eiiui-

valent of the Hebrew cebes. See below, No. 3 (Ezr.

vi. 9, 17; vii. 17).

2. rho, taleh (1 Sam. vii. 9 ; Is. l.w. 2.')), a

young sucking lamb ; originally the young of any
animal. The noun from the same root in Arabic

signifies "a fawn," in Ethiopic " a kid," in Sama-
ritan "a boy;" while in Sp-iac it denotes "a
boy," and in the fem. " a girl." Hence " I'alitha

'a^K'pn. hiphil imii. aEi'p.

LAMECH
kumi," " Damsel, arise !" (Mark v. 41). The plural

of a cognate form occurs iu Is. xl. 11.

3. LJ'ZIS, cebes, 3^3, ceseb, and the feminines

nK'33, cibsdh, or njj'33, cabsah, and PlSt^S, cis-

bdh, resfjectively denote a male and female lamb from
the first to the third year. The former perhaps

more nearly coincide with the provincial tenii hoj
or hogget, which is applied to a young ram before he
is shorn. The corresponding word in Arabic, accord-

ing to Gesenius, denotes a ram at that period when
he has lost his first two teeth and four others make
their appearance, which happens in the second or

third year. Young rams of this age foi-med an im-
portant part of almost every saciifice. They were
oflered at the daily morning and evening sacrifice

(Ex. xxix. 38-41), on the .sabbath day (Num. xxviii.

9), at the feasts of the new moon (Num. xxviii. 11),
of trumpets (Num. xxix. 2), of tabeniacles (Num.
xxix. 13-40), of Pentecost (Lev. xxiii. 18-20), and
of the Passover (Ex. xii. 5). They were brought
by the princes of the congregation as burnt-oflerings

at the dedication of the tabernacle (Num. vii.), and
were offered on solemn occasions like the consecra-

tion of Aaron (Lev. ix. 3), the coronation of Solomon
(I Chr. xxix. 21), the purification of the temple
under Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxix. 21), and the great

passover held in the reign of Josiah (2 Chr. xxxv. 7).

They formed part of the sacrifice offered at the pui i-

fication of women after childbirth (Lev. xii. Gj, and
at the cleansing of a leper (Lev. xiv. 10-25). They
accompanied the presentiition of first-fruits (Lev.

xxiii. 12). When the Nazarites commenced their

period of separation they otl'ered a he-lamb for a
trespass-offering (Num. vi. 12); and at its conclu-

sion a he-lamb was sacrificed as a bumt-offering,

and an ewe-lamb as a sin-offering (v. 14). An ewe-
lamb was also the offering for the sin of ignoi-anco

(Lev. iv. 32).

4. 13, car, a fat ram, or more probably

" wether," as the word is generally employed in

opposition to ai/il, which strictly denotes a " ram
"

(Deut. xxxii. 14 ; 2 K. iii. 4 ; Is. xxxiv. 6). Mesha
king of Moab sent tribute to the king of Israel

100,000 fat wethers ; and this circiimstance is made
use of by R. Joseph Kinichi to explain Is. xvi. 1,

which he regards as an exhortation to the Jloabites

to renew their tribute. The Tyiians obtaineti their

supply fiom Arabia and Kedm- (Ez. xxvii. 21), and
the pastures of B;ishan were famous as grazing

grounds (Ez. xxxix. 18).

5. |nV, t'>6n, rendered "lamb" in Ex. xii. 21,

is properly a collective term denoting a " flock " of

small cattle, sheep and goats, in distinction from
herds of the larger animals (Eccl. ii. 7 ; Ez. xlv. 15).

Iu opposition to this collective term the word

6. nC, seh, is applied to denote the individuals

ofa flock, whether sheep or goats ; and hence, though
" lamb" is in many pjjssages the rendering of the

A. v., the marginal reading gives "kid" (Gen.xxii.

7, 8 ; Ex. .\ii. 3, xxii. 1, &c.). [Sueep.]
On the Piischal Lamb see Passover. [W. A,\V.]

LAM'ECH {rpb : Aa/ifx: Lamech), properly

Lemech, the name of two persons in antediluvian

history. 1. The fifth lineal descendant from Cain

(Gen. iv. 18-24). He is the only one except Enoch,

of the posterity of Cain, whose history is related

with some detail. He is the first polygamist on

record. His two wives, Adali and Zillah, and his

daughter Naaniah, are, with Eve, the only antedi-
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luvian women whose names are mentioned by Moses.

His three sons

—

Jahal, Jubal, and Tukal-CAIN,
are celebrated in Scripture as autliors of useful in-

ventions. The Targum of Jonatlian adds, that his

daughter was " the mistiess of sounds and songs,"

i.e. the first poetess. Josephus (Ant. i. 2, §2)
relates that the number of his sons was seventy-

.sevon, and Jerome records tlie same tradition, add-

ing that they were all cut off by the Deluge, and

that this was the seven ty-and-seveufold vengeance

which Lamech imprecated.

The remarkable poem which Lamech uttered has

not yet been explained quite satisfactorily. It is the

subject of a dissertation by Hilliger in Thesaurus

Theoloijico-Philol. i. 141, and is discussed at length

by the various commentiitors on Genesis. The

history of the descendants of Cain closes with a

song, which at least threatens bloodshed. Delitzsch

observes, that as the arts wliich were afterwards

conseci-rtted by pious men to a heavenly use, had

their origin in the family of Cain, so this early

effort of poetry is composed in honour, not of God,

but of some deadly weapon. It is the only extant

specimen of antedilunan poetry; it came down,

perhaps as a popular song, to the generation for

whom Closes wrote, and he inserts it in its proper

place in his history. Delitzsch traces in it all the

peculiar features of later Semitic poetry ; rhythm,

assonance, parallelism, strophe, and poetic diction.

It may be i-endered :

—

Adah and Zillali ! hear my voice.

Ye wives of Lamech ! give ear unto my speech

;

For a man had 1 slain for smiting me,

And a youth for wounding me

:

Surely sevenfold shall Cain be avenged,

But Lamech seventy and seven.

The A. V. makes Lamech declare himself a mur-
derer, " I have slain a man to my wounding," Szc.

This is the view taken in the LXX. and the Vulgate.

Chrysostom (ffoin. xx. in Gen.) regards Lamech as

a murderer stung b}' remorse, driven to make public

confession of his guilt solely to ease his conscience,

and afterwards (Horn, in Ps. vi.) obtaining meicy.

Theodoret {Qnaest. in Gen. xliv.) sets him down as

a murderer. Basil {Ep. 260 [317], §5) interprets

Lamech 's words to mean that he had committed
two murders, and that he deserved a much severer

punishment than Cain, as having sinned after plainer

warning
; Basil adds, that some pereons interpret

the last lines of the poem as meaning, that whereas
Cain's sin increased, and was tbllowed after seven

generations by the punishment of the Deluge wash-
ing out the foulness of the world, so Lamech 's sin

shall be followed in the seventy-seventh (see St.

Luke iii. 23-38) generation by the coming of Him
who taketh away the sin of the world. Jerome
(Ep. sxx\-i. ad Damasum, t. i. p. 161) relates as a

tradition of his predecessors and of the Jews, that

Cain was accidentally slain by Lamech in the seventh

geneiation from Adam. This legend is told with
fuller details by Jarchi. According to him, the

occasion of the poem was the refusal of Lamech's
wives to a-ssociate with him in consequence of his

havnng killed Cain and Tubal-cain ; Lamech, it is

s;>id, was blind, and was led about by Tubal-cain
;

when the latter saw in the thicket what he sup-
posed to be a wild-beast, Lamech, by his son's

direction, shot an arrow at it, and thus slew Cain
;

in alarm and indignation at the deed, he killed his

son
; hence his wives refused to .vsociate with him

;

and he excuses himselt as bavins; actcil withoi t
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a vengeful or murderous purpose. Luther con-

siders the occasion of the poem to be the deliberate

murder of Cain by Lamech. Lightfoot {Decas

Chorogr. Marc, praem. § iv.) considers Lamech as

expressing remorse for having, as the first poly-

gamist, introduced more destruction and murder

than Cain was the author of into the world. Pfeifler

(Dijf. Scrip. Loc. p. 25) collects different opinions

with his usual diligence, and concludes that the

poem is Lamech's vindication of himself to his

wives, who weie in terror for the possible conse-

quences of his having slain two of the posterity of

Seth. Lowth {De S. Poesi Hch. iv.) and Michaelis

think that Lamech is excusing himself for some
murder which he had committed in self-defence,

" for a wound inflicted on me."

A rather milder interpretation has been given to

the poem by some, whose opinions are perhaps of

greater weight than the preceding in a question of

Hebrew criticism. Onkelos, followed by Pseudo-

jonathan, paraphrases it, " I have not slain a man that

I should bear sin on his account." The Arab. Ver.

(Saadia) puts it in an interrogative form, " Have I

slain a man ?" &c. These two versions, which aie

substantially the same, are adopted by De Dieu and

Bishop Patrick. Aben-Kzra, Calvin, Drusius, and

Cartwright, interpret it in the future tense as a

threat, "I will slay any man who wounds me."
This version is adopted by Herder ; whose hypo-

thesis as to the occasion of the poem was partly

anticipated by Hess, and has been received by Ko-

senmiiller, Ewald, and Delitzsch. Herder regards it

;is Lamech's song of exultation on the invention of

the sword by his son Tubal-cain, in the possession

of which he foresaw a great advantage to himself

and his family over any enemies. This interpreta-

tion appears, on the whole, to be the best that has

been suggested. But whatever iutei-pretation be

preferred, all pei-sons will agree in the remark of

Bp. Kidder that the occasion of the poem not being

revealed, no man can be expected to determine the

full sense of it ; thus much is plain, that they are

vaunting words in which Lamech seems, from

Cain's indenmity, to encourage himself in violence

and wickedness.

2. The father ofNoah (Gen. V. 29). Chrysostom

(Serm. L\. in Gen. and Horn. xsi. in Gen.), perhaps

thinking of the character of the other Lamech,

speaks of this as an unrighteous man, though moved
by a divine impulse to give a prophetic name to his

son. Buttman and others, observing that the names
of Lamech and Enoch are found in the list of

Seth's, as well as in the list of Cain's family, infer

that the two lists are merely different versions or

recensions of one original list,—traces of two con-

flicting histories of the first human family. This

theory is deseiTedly repudiated by Delitzsch on

Gen. V. [W. T. B.]

LAMENTATIONS. The Hebrew title of this

Book, Echah (^D^^{), is taken, like those of the five

Books of Jloses, from the Hebrew word with which

it opens, and which appears to have been almost a

received formula for the commencement of a song of

wailing (comp. 2 Sam. i. 19-27). The Septuagint

translators found themselves obliged, as in the

other cases referred to, to substitute some title more

significant, and adopted dprivoi 'Upe/xlov as the equi-

valent of Kinoth (Tlb^i?, " lamentations"), which

they found in Jer. vii. 29, ix. 10, 20 ; 2 Chr.

XXXV. 25, and which had probably l)ecn applicil
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lamiliai'ly, as it was afterwards by Jewish com-
mentators, to the r>()ok itself. The Vulgate gives

the Greek word and explains it {Threni, id est,

Lamentntioncs Jcremiae Prophetae). Luther and
tlie A. V. have given the translation only, in Klaj-
lieder and Lamentations respectively.

The poems included in this collection appear in

the Hebrew canon with no name attached to them,

antl there is no direct external evidence that they

were written by the prophet Jeremiah earlier than

the date given in tlie prefatory verse which ap-

peals in the Septuagint.* This represents, how-
ever, the established belief of the Jews after the

coni|)letion of the canon. Josephns (Ant. x. 5, §lj
tbllows, as far as the question of authorship is con-

cerned, in the same track, and the absence of any
tiatlition or probable conjecture to the contrary,

leaves the consensus of critics and commentators
almost undisturbed.'' An agreement so striking

rests, as might be expected, on strong internal evi-

dence. The poems belong immistakeably to the

last days of the kingdom, or the commencement of

the exile. They are written by one who spe;iks,

with the vividness and intensity of an eye-witness,

of the misery which he bewails. It might almost

be enough to ask who else then living could have
written with that union of strong passionate feeling

and entire submission to Jehovah which charac-

terises both the Lamentations and the Prophecy of

Jeremiah. The evidences of identity are, however,
stronger and more minute. In both we meet, once

and again, with the picture of the " Virgin-daughter
of- Zion," sitting down in her shame and misery
(Lara. i. 15, ii. 13 ; Jer. xiv. 17). In both there

is the same vehement out-pouiing of sorrow. The
prophet's eyes flow down with tears (Lam. i. 16,

ii. 11, iii. 48, 49; Jer. i.x. 1, xiii. 17, xiv. 17).
There is the same haunting feeling of being sur-

rounded with fears and terrors on every side (Lam.
ii. 22 ; Jer. vi. 25, xlvi. 5).'= In both the worst of

all the evils is the iniquity of the prophets and the

|)riests(Lam.ii.l4,iv.l3;Jer.v.30,31,xiv.l3,14).

The sutFerer appeals ibr vengeance to the righteous

Judge (Lam. iii. 64-66; Jer. xi. 20). He bids the

rival nation that exulted in the fall of Jerusalem
prepare for a like desolation (Lam. iv. 21 ; Jer.

xlix. 12). We can well understand, with all these

instances before us, how the scribes who compiled
the Canon after the return from Babylon should
have been led, even in the absence of external testi-

mony, to assign to Jeremiah the authorship of the
Lamentations.

Assuming this as sulficiently established, there

come the questions—( 1 .) When, and on what occa-

sion did he write it? (2.) In what relation did it

stand to his other writings ? (3.) What light does
it throw on liis personal history, or on that of the
time in which he lived?

I. The eailiest statement on this point is that

of Joscphus {Ant. x. 5, §1). He finds among the
books which were extant in his own time the hmien-
tations on the death of Josiah, which are mentioned
in 2 Chr. x.xxv. 25. As there are no traces of any
other poem of this kind in the later Jewish litera-

• " And it came to pass that after Israel was led

captive and Jerusalem was laid waste, Jeremiah sat

weeping, and lamented with this lamentation over
Jerusalem, and said."

*• The question whether all the five poems were by
the same writer has however been raised by Thcnlus,
Die Klagelieder crkliirl : Vorbcmcrk. quoted in Da-
vidson's Introd. to 0. T., p. 888.
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ture, it has been inferred, uatunilly enough, that

he speaks of this. This opinion was maintained

also by Jerome, and has been defended by some
modern writers (Ussher, Dathe, Michaelis,'' Notes to

Lowth, Prael. xxii. ; Calovius,P/-o%om. ad TItren.
;

De Wette, Einl. in das A. T., Klagl.). It does not

appear, however, to rest on any better grounds

than a hasty conjecture, arising from the reluc-

tance of men to admit that any work by an inspired

writer can have perished, or the arbitrary assump-

tion (De Wette, I.e.) that the same man could not,

twice in his life, have been the spokesman of a

great national sorrow.* And against it we have to

set (1) the tradition on the other side embodied in

the preface of the Septuagint, (2 ) the contents of

the book itself. Admitting that some of the cala-

mities described in it may have been common to

the invasions of Necho and Nebuchadnezzar, we
yet look in vain for a single word distinctive of a

funeral dirge over a devout and zealous reformer

like Josiah, while we find, step by step, the closest

possible likeness between the pictures of misery in

the Lamentations and the events of the closing

years of the reign of Zedekiah. The long siege had
brought on the famine in which the young childi-en

fainted for hunger (Lam. ii. 11, 12, 20, iv. 4, 9
;

2 K. XXV. 3). The city was taken by storm (Lam.
ii. 7, iv. 12; 2 Chr. .xxxvi. 17). The Temple
itself was polluted with the massacre of the priests

who defended it (Lam. ii. 20, 21 ; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 17),

and then destroyed (Lam. ii. 6; 2 Chr. x.xxvi. 19).

The fortresses and strongholds of Judah were thrown

down. The anointed of the Lord, under whose

shadow the remnant of the people might have hoped

to live in safety, was taken prisoner (Lam. iv. 20
;

Jer. xxxix. 5). The chief of the people were can-ied

into exile (Lam. i. 5, ii. 9 ; 2 K. xxv. 11). The
bitterest grief was found in the malignant exulta-

tion of the Edomites (Lam. iv. 21 ; Ps. cxxxvii.7).

Under the rule of the stranger the Sabbaths and

solemn feasts were forgotten (Lam. i. 4, ii. 6), as

they could hardly have been during the short period

in which Jerusalem was in the hands of the Egyj)-

tians. Unless we adopt the strained hypothesis

that the whole poem is prophetic in the sense of

being predictive, the writer seeing the future as if

it were actually present, or the still wilder con-

jecture of Jarchi, that this was the roll which Je-

hoiachin desfaoyed, and which was re-written by

Baruch or Jeremiah (Carpzov, fntrod. ad lib. V. T.

iii. c. iv.), we are compelled to come to the con-

clusion that the .coincidence is not accidentid, and

to adopt the later, not the eai-lier of the dates. At

what period after the capture of the city the pro-

phet gave this utterance to his soiTOW we can only

conjecture, and the materials ibr doing so with any

probability are but scanty. The local tradition

which pointed out a cavern in the neighbourhood

of Jerusalem as the refuge to which Jeremiah with-

drew that he might write this book (Del Rio, Fro-

let/, in Thren., quoted by Carpzov, Introd. I. c),

is as trustworthy as most of the other legends of

the time of Helena. The ingenuity which aims ai

attaching each mdividual poem to some definite

« More detailed coincidences of words and phrases

are given by Keil (quoting from Pareau) in his Einl.

in das A. T. §129.
<* Michaelis and Dathe, however, afterwards aban-

doncd this hypothesis, and adopted that of the later

date.

« Tlic argument that iii. 27 implies the youth of the

writer hardly needs to be confuted.
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event in the propliet't. life, is for the most part

simply wasted.' He may have written it imme-
diately after the attack was over, or when he was
with Gedaliah at Mizpeh, or when he was with his

counti'ymen at Tahpanhcs.

II. It is well, however, to be reminded by

these conjectures that we have before us, not a

book in five chapters, but live separate poems,

each complete in itself, each having a distinct sub-

ject, yet brought at the same time under a plan

which includes them all. It is clear, before enter-

mg on any other characteristics, that we find, in

full predominance, that strong personal emotion

which mingled itself, in greater or less measure,

with the wliole prophetic work of Jeremiah. There

is here no " word of Jehovah," no direct mess,ige

to a sinful jieople. The man speaks out of the

fulness of his heart, and though a higher Spirit

than his own helps him to give utterance to his

son'ows, it is yet the language of a sufferer rather

than of a teacher. There is this measure of truth

in the technical classification which placed the La-

mentations among the Hagiographa of the Hebrew

Canon, in the feeling which led the Rabbinic writers

(Kimchi, Pref. in Psalm.) to say that they and the

other books of that group, were written indeed by

the help of the Holy Spirit, but not with the special

gift of prophecy.

Other differences between the two books that bear

the prophet's name grew out of this. Here there

is more attention to form, more elaboration. The

rhythm is more unifomi than in the prophecies. A
complicated alphabetic structure pervades nearly

the whole book. It will be remembered that this

acrostic form ofwriting was not peculiar to Jeremiah

Whatever its origin, whether it had been adopted as

a help to the memory, and so fitted especially for

didactic poems, or for such as were to be sung by

great bodies of people (Lowth, Prael. xxii.),^ it

had been a received, and it would seem popular

framework for poems of very different characters,

and extending probably over a considerable period

of time. The 119th Psalm is the great monu-
ment which forces itself upon our notice ; but it is

found also in the 25th, 34th, 37th, 111th, 112th

145th—and in the singularly beautiful fragment

appended to the book of Proverbs (Prov. xxxi

10-31). Traces of it, as if the work had been left

half-finished (De Wette, Psalmen, ad loc.) appear

in the 9th and 10th. In the Lamentations (con

fining ourselves for the present to the structvu'e)

we meet with some remarkable peculiarities.

(1.) Ch. i., ii., and iv. contain 22 verses each,

arranged in alphabetic order, each verse falling into

' Pareau (quoted by Dc Wette, I. c.) connects the

poems in the life as follows :

—

C. I. During the siege (Jer. xxxvii. 5).

C. II. After the destruction of the Temple.

C. III. At the time of Jeremiah's imprisonment in

the dungeon (Jer. xxxviii. 6, with Lam. iii. 55).

C. rV". After the capture of Zedekiah.

C. V. After the destruction, later than c. ii.

« De Wette maintains [Comment, iibcr die Psalm.

p. 56) that this acrostic form of writing was the out-

growth of a feeble and degenerate age dwelling on

the outer structure of poetry when the soul had de-

parted. His judgment as to the origin and cha-

racter of the alphabetic form is shared by Ewald
(Foet. Buck. i. p. 140). It is hard, however, to

concile this estimate with the impression made on us

by such Psalms as the 25th and 34th ; and Ewald

him.<clf, in his translation of the .Alphabetic Psalms
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three nearly balanced clauses (Ewald, Poet. Bitch.

p. 147); ii. 19 forms an exception as having a

fourth clause, the result of an inteipolation, a.<t if

the writer had shaken off for a moment the re-

straint of his self-imposed law. Possibly the in-

version of the usual order of y and D in ch. ii., lii.,

iv., may have arisen from a like forgetfulness.

Grotius, ad loc., explains it on the assumption that

here Jeremiah followed the order of the Ohaldaean

alphabet.''

(2.) Ch. iii. contains three short verses under

each letter of the alphabet, the initial letter being

three times repeated.

(3.) Ch. V. contains the same number of verses

as ch, i., ii., iv., but without the alphabetic order.

The thought suggests itself that the earaestness

of the prayer with which the book closes may have
carried the writer beyond the limits within whicli

he had previously confined himself; but the con-

jecture (of Ewald) that we have here, as in Ps.

ix. and x., the rough draught of what was intended

to have been finished afterwards in the same manner
as the others, is at least a probable one.

III. The power of entering into the spirit and
meaning of poems such as these depends on two
distinct conditions. We must seek to see, as with

our own eyes, the desolation, misery, confusion,

which came before those of the prophet. We must
endeavour also to feel as he felt when he looked on
them. And the L-wt is the more difficult of the

two. Jeremiah was not merely a patriot-poet,

weeping over the ruin of his country. He was a

prophet who had seen all this coming, and had fore-

told it as inevitable. He had urged submission to

the Chaldaeans as the only mode of diminishing the

terrors of that "day of the Lord." And now the

Chaldaeans were come, irritated by the perfidy and
rebellion of the king and princes of Judah; and the

actual hoiTors that he saw, surpassed, though he

had predicted them, all that he had been able to

imagine. All feeling of exultation in which, as

mere prophet of evil, he might have indulged at the

fulfilment of his forebodings, was swallowed up in

deep overwhelming sorrow. Yet soirow, not less

than other emotions, works on men according to

their characters, and a man with Jeremiah's gifts

of utterance could not sit down in the mere silence

and stupor of a hopeless grief. He was compelled

to give expression to that which was devouring
his heart and the heart of his people. The act

itself was a relief to him. It led him on (as will

be seen hereafter) to a calmer and serener state. It

revived the faith and hope which had been nearly

crushed out.

and the Lamentations, has shewn how comp
such a structure is with the highest energy and beauty.

AVith some of these, too, it must be added, the assign-

ment of a later date than the time of David rests on
the foregone conclusion that the acrostic structure is

itself a proof of it. (Comp. Delitzsch, Commentar iiber

den Psalter, on Ps. ix., x.). De Wette however allows,

condescendingly, that the Lamentations, in spite of

their degenerate taste, " have some merit in thci»

way " (" sind zwar in ihrer Art von einigen Werthe ").

•^ Similar anomalies occur in Ps. xxxvii., and have

received a like explanation (De Wette, Ps. p. 57).

It is however a mere hypothesis that tlie Chaldaean

alphabet differed in this respect from the Hebrew ;

nor is it easy to see why Jeremiah should have chosen

the Hebrew order for one poem, and the Chaldaean for

the other three.
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It has to be remembered too, that in thus speak-

ing he was doing that which many must have

looked for I'rom iiim, and so meeting at once their

expectations and their wants. Other propliets and

poets had made themselves the spokesmen of

the nation's feelings on the death of kings and

heroes. The party that continued faithful to the

policy and principles of Josiah remembe)ed how
the prophet had lamented over his death. Tlie

lamentations of that period (though they are lost

to us) had been accepted as a great national dirge.

Was he to be silent now that a more terrible cala-

mity had fallen upon the people ? Did not the e.xiles

in Babylon need this form of consolation ? Does

not the appearance of this book in their Canon of

Sacred writings, after their retuni from exile, indi-

cate that during their captivity they had found

that consolation in it ?

The choice of a structure so artificial as that

which has been described above, may at first sight

appear inconsistent with the deep intense sorrow of

which it claims to be the utterance. Some wilder

less measured rhythm would seem to us to have

been a fitter form of expiession. It would belong,

however, to a very shallow and hasty criticism to

pass this judgment. A man true to the gitl he has

received will welcome the discipline of self-imposed

rules for deep sorrow as well as lor other strong

emotions. In proportion as he is afraid of being

carried away by the strong cvu'rent of feeling, will

he be anxious to make the laws more difficult, the

discipline more effectual. Something of this kind

is traceable in the faot thst so many of the mastei-

minds of European literature have chosen, as the

fit vehicle for their deepest, tenderest, most im-

passioned thoughts, the complicated structure of the

sonnet ; in Dante's selection of the terza rima for

his vision of the unseen world. What the sonnet

was to Petrarch aud to Milton, that the alphabetic

verse-system was to the writers of Jeremiah's time,

the most difficult among the recognised forms of

poetry, and yet one in which (assuming the earlier

date of some of the Psalms above referred to) some
of the noblest thoughts of that poetry had been

uttered. We need not wonder that he should have
employed it as fitter than any other for the purpose

for which he used it. If these Lamentations were
intended to assuage the bitterness of the Babylonian

exile, there was, besides this, the subsidiary ad-

vantage that it supplied the memory with an arti-

ficial help. Hymns and poems of this kind, once

learnt, are not easily forgotten, aud the circum-

stances of the captives made it then, more than ever,

necessary that they should have this help afforded

them.'

An examination of the five poems will enable us

to judge how far each stands by itself, how far

they are connected as parts forming a whole. We
must deal with them as they are, not forcing our

own meanings into them ; looking on them not as

prophetic, or didactic, or historical, but simply as

lamentations, exhibiting, like other elegies, thedili'e-

rent phases of a peiTading sonow.
I. The opening verse strikes the key-note of the

whole poem. That which haunts the prophet's

mind is the solitude in which he finds himself.

' The re-appearance of this structure in tne later

literature of the East is not without interest. Alpha-

betic poems are found amoncr the hymns of Kphraeni

Kyrus {Assemani, Bihl. Orient, ill. p. (iS) and other

writers ; sometimes, as in the case of Ebotl-jesus, with
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She that was "princess among the nations" (1)
sits (like the judaea Capta of the Koman me-
dals), " soHtary," " as a widow." Her " lovers

"

(the nations with whom ,she had been allied) hold

aloof from her (2). The heathen are entered into

the sanctuary, and mock at her Sabbaths (7, lu).

After the manner so characteristic of Hebrew poetry,

the personality of the writer now recedes and now
advances, and blends by hardly peiceptible transi-

tions with that of the city which he personifies,

and with which he, as it were, identifies himself.

At one time, it is the daughter of Zion that asks
" Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?" (lli).

At another, it is the prophet who looks on her, and
portrays her as "spreading forth her hands, and
there is none to comfort her" (17). Jlingling

with this outburst of soitow there are two thoughts

characteristic both of the man aud the time. The
calamities which the nation suffers are the conse-

quences of its sins. Thei-e must be the confession

of those sins: "The Lord is righteous, fori have

rebelled against His commandment" (18). There
is also, at any rate, this gleam of consolation that

Judah is not alone iii her sufferings. Those wlio

have exulted in her destruction shall drink of the

same cup. They shall be like unto her iu the dav
that the Lord shall call (21).

II. As the solitude of the city was the subject of

the first lamentation, so the destruction that had laid

it waste is that which is most conspicuous in the

second. Jehovah had thrown down in his wrath
the strongholds of the daughter of Judah (2). The
rampart and the wall lament together (8). The
walls of the palace are given up hito the hand of the

enemy (7). The breach is great as if made by the

innishiug of the sea (13). With this there had

been united all the hoiTors of the famine and the

assault :—young children fainting for hunger in the

top of every street (19) ; women eating their own
children, and so fulfilling the curse of Deut. xsviii.

53 (20); the priest and the prophet slain in the

sanctuary of the Lord (ibid.), ^dded to all this,

there was the remembrance of that which had been

all along the great trial of Jeremiah's life, against

which he had to wage continual war. The prophets

of Jerusalem had seen vain and foolish things, false

burdens, aud causes of banishment (14). A right-

eous judgment had fallen on them. The prophets

found no vision of Jehovah (9). The king aud the

princes who had listened to them were captive

among the Gentiles.

III. The diflerence in the structure of this poem
which has been alreadj' noticed, indicates a corre-

sponding difference in its substance. In the two
preceding poems, Jeremiali had spoken of the misery

aud destruction of Jerusalem. In the third he speaks

chiefl)-, though not exclusively, of his own. He
himself is the man that has seen alHiction (1),

who has been brought into darkness and not into

light (2). He looks back upon the long life of

suftering which he has been called on to endure, the

scorn and derision of the pe iple, the bitterness as

of one drunken with wonnwood (14, 15). But
that experience was not one which had ended in

darkness and despair. Here, as in the prophecies,

we find a Gospel for the weary and heavy-laden, a

a much more complicated plan than any of the O. T.

poems of this type (ibid. iii. p. 328), and these chiefly

in hynuis to be sung by boys at solemn festivals, or

in confessions of faith which were meant for their

instruction.
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trust, not to be shaken, in the mercy and rigliteous-

uess of Jehovah. The mercies of the Lord are new
every morning (22, 23). He is good to tliem that

wait for Him (25). And the retrospect of that

sharp experience showed him that it all formed part

of the discipline which was intended to lead him on

to a higher blessedness. It was good for a man to

bear the yoke in his youth, good that he should

both hope and quietly wait (26, 27). With this,

equally chai'acteristic of the prophet's individuality,

there is the protest against the wrong which had

been or might here;ifter be committed by rulers

and princes (34-36), the confession that all that had

come on him and his people was but a righteous re-

tribution, to be accepted humbly, with searchings

of heart, and repentance (39-42). The closing verses

may refer to that special epoch in the prophet's

life when his own sufferings had been sharpest

(53-56) and the cruelties of his enemies most tri-

umphant. If so, we can enter more fully, remem-

bering tiiis, into the thanksgiving with which he

acknowledges the help, deliverance, redemption,

which he "had received from God (57, 58). And
feeling sure that, at some time or other, there

would be for him a yet higher lesson, we can enter

with some measure of sympathy, even into tlie

terrible earnestness of his appeal from the unjust

judgment of earth to the righteous Judge, into his

cry for a retribution without which it seemed to him
that the Eternal Righteousness would fail (64-66).

IV. It might seem, at first, as if the fourth poem
did but reproduce the pictures and the thoughts of

the first and second. There come before us, once

again, the famine, the misery, the desolation,

that had flxllen on the holy city, making all flices

gatlier blackness. One new element in the picture

is found in the contrast between the past glor}' of

the consecrated families of the kingly and priestly

stocks (Nazarites in A. V.) and their later misery

and shame. Some changes there are, however, not

without interest in their relation to the poet's own
life and to the history of his time. All the facts

gain a new significance by being seen in the light

of the personal e.xperience of the third poem. The
declaration that all this had come " for the sins of the
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to one marked characteristic which may have occa-

sioned this difference. There are signs also of a

later date than that of the preceding poems. Though
the horrors of the famine are inertaceable, yet that

which he has before him is lather the continued

protracted suffering of the rule of the Chaldaeaus.

The mountain of Zion is desolate, and the foxes

walk on it (18). Slaves have ruled over the

people of Jehovah (8). Women have been sub-

jected to intolerable outrages (11). The young
men have been taken to grind,™ and the children

have fallen under the wood (13). But in this also,

deep as might be the humiliation, there was hope,

even as there had been in the dark hours of the

prophet's own life. He and his people are sustained

by the old thought which had been so fruitful of

comfort to other prophets and psalmists. The
periods of suffering and struggle which seemed so

long, were but tis moments in the lifetime of the

Eternal (19) ; and the thought of that eternity

brought with it the hope that the pui-poses of love

which had been declared so clearly should one day
be fulfilled. The last words of this lamentation

are those which have risen so often from broken and
contrite hearts, " Turn thou us, Lord, and we
shall be turned. Renew our days as of old " (21).

That which had bep;un with wailing and weeping

ends (following Ewald's and Michaelis's ti-anslation)

with the question of hope, " Wilt thou utterly reject

us ? Wilt thou be very wi'oth against us ?"

There are perhaps few portions of the 0. T.

which appear to have done the work they were

meant to do more eftectually than this. It has pre-

sented but scanty materials for the systems and

controversies of theology. It has supplied thou-

sands with the fullest utterance for their sorrows in

the critical periods of national or individual suffer-

ing. We may well believe that it soothed the

weary years of the Babylonian exile (comp. Zech. i.

6, with Lam. ii. 17). WTieu they returned to

their own land, and the desolation of Jerusalem was
remembered as belonging only to the past, this was
the book of remembrance. On the ninth day of

the month of Ab (July), the Lamentations of Jere-

miah were read, year by year, with fasting and
prophets and the iniquities of the priests " is clearer i weeping, to commemorate the misery out of wliich

and sharper than before (13). There is the giving up the people had been delivered. It "has come to be

of the last hope which Jeremiah had cherished, connected with the thoughts of a later devastation,

when he urged on Zedekiah the wisdom of submis-

sion to the Chaldaeans (20). The closing words

indicate the strength of that feeling against the

Edomites which lasted all through the capti-

vity'' (21, 22). She, the daughter of Edom, had

rejoiced in the fall of her rival, and had pressed on

the work of destruction. But for her too there

was the doom of being drunken with the cup of

the Lord's wrath. For the daughter of Zion there

was hope of pardon, when discipUne should have

done its work and the punishment of her iniquity

should be accomplished.

V. One great difference in the fifth and last section

of the poem has been already pointed out. It ob-

viously indicates eitlier a deliberate abandonmeut of

the alphabetic structure, or the unfinished cha-

racter of the concluiling elegy. The title preti.\ed

in the Vulgate, " OraiioJeremine Prophetae," points

* Comp, with this Obad. ver. 10, and Ps. cxxxvii. 7.

" The Vulgate imports into this verse also the
thoucrht of a shameful infamy. It must be remcra-
bcrcct, however, that the literal meaning conveyed to

the minil of an Israelite one of the lowest offices of

•lave-labour (comp. Judg. xvi. 21).

and its words enter, sometimes at least, into the

prayers of the pilgrim Jews who meet at the " place

of wailing" to mourn over the departed glory of

their city." It enters largely into the nobly-con-

structed order of the Latin Church for the services

of Passion-week (Breviar. Bom. Feria Quinta. " In

Crona Domini "). If it has been comparatively in the

background in times when the study of Scripture

had passed into casuistry and speculation, it has

come forward, once and again, in times of danger

and suffering, as a messenger of peace, comforting

men, not after the fashion of the friends of Job,

with formal moralizings, but by enabling them to

express themselves, leading them to feel that they

might give utterance to the deepest and saddest

feelings by which they were overwhelmed. It is

striking, as we cast our eye over the list of writei-s

who have treated specially of the book, to notice

" Is there any uniform practice in these devotions 1

The writer hears from some Jews that the only prayers

said are those that would have been said, as the prayer

of the day, elsewhere ; from others, that the Lamenta-

tions of Jeremiah are frequently employed.
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how many must liave passed through scenes of tnal

not unlike in kind to that of which the Lamenta-

tions speak. The book remains to do its work i'or

any future generation that may be exposed to Ana-

logous calamities.

A few facts connected with the external history

of the Book remain to be stated. The position

which it has occupied in the canon of the 0. T. has

\-aried from time to time. In the received Hebrew
arrangement it is placed among the Kethuhim or

Ilagiographa, between Kuth and Koheleth (Eccle-

siastes). In that adopted for synagogue use, and
reproduced in some editions, as in the Bomberg
Bible of 1521, it stands among the five 3/e<jillot/i

after the books of Jloses. The LXX. group the

writings connected with the name of Jeremiah to-

gether, but the Book of Baruch comes between the

prophecy and the I-amentiition. On the hypothesis

of some writers that Jer. lii. was originally the

introduction to the poem, and not the conclusion of

the prophecy, and tliat the preface of the LXX.
f which is not found either in the Hebrew, or in

the Talcum of Jonathan) was inseited to diminish

tlie abruptness occasioned by this separation of the

book from that with which it had been originally

connected, it would follow that the ariangemont of

the Vulg. and the A. V. conesponds more closely

than any other to that which we must look on as

the original one.

Literature.—Theodoret, 0pp. ii. p. 286 ; Je-

rome, 0pp. V. 165 ; Special Commentaries by
Calvin (^Frol. in Thren.) ; Bullinger (Tigur.

1575) ; Peter Martyr (Tigur. 1629) ; Oecolampa-

dius (Argent. 1558); Zuinglius (Tigur. 1544);
Maldonatus; Pareau {Threni Jeremiae, Lugd. Bat.

1790); Tarnovius(1624); Kalkar (1836); Neu-
mann (Jeremias u. Klagelieder, 1858). Translated

by Ewald, in Poet. Buck, part i. [E. H. P.]

LAMP." 1. That part of the golden candle-

stick belonging to the Tabemacle which bore the

light; also of each of the ten candlesticks placed by
Solomon in the Temple before the Holy of Holies

(Ex. XXV. 37 ; 1 K. vii. 49 ; 2 Chr. iv. 20, xiii. 11
;

Zech. iv. 2).' The lamps were lighted every evening,

and cleansed every morning (Ex. xxx. 7, 8; Reland,

Ant. Ilehr. i. v. 9, and '.-ii. 8), The primary sense

of light (Gen. xv. 17) gives rise to frequent meta-
phoiical usages, indicating life, welfare, guidance,

as e. ij. 2 Sam. xxi. 17 ; Ps. cxix. 105; Prov. vi.

23, xiii. 9.

2. A torch or flambeau, such as was carried by
the soldiei-s of Gideon (Judg. vii, 16, 20; comp.
XV. 4). See vol. i. p. 695, note.

3. In N. T. XafiiriSes is in A. V., Acts xx. 8,

"lights;" in John xviii. 3, "torches;" in Matt.
xxv. 1, Rev. iv. 5, " lamps."

Hei-odotus, speaking of Egyptian lamps used at a
festival, describes them as vessels filled with salt

and olive oil, with
floating wicks, but
does not mention the

material of the ves-

sels (Herod, ii. 62;
Wilkinson, Anc. Eij.

Abridg. i. 298,ii.71).

The use of lani]is

Egyptian Lamp. fed with oil at mar-
riage processions is al-

luded to in the parable of the ten virgins (Matt, xxv. 1 )

.

" 13, once 1^3 (2 Sam. xxU. 29), from l-IJ,

" to shine," Ges. p. 8G7 : \vxvo<: : htcenw.

LAODICEA
Modem Egyptian lamps consist of small glass

vessels with a tuln? at the bottom containing a

cotton-wick twisted round a piece of sti-aw. Some
water is poured in first, and then oil. For night-

travelling, a lantern composed of waxed cloth

strained over a sort of cylinder of wire-rings, and a

top and bottom of perforated copper. This would,

in foiTO at least, answer to the lamps within

pitchei-s of Gideon. On occasions of maiTiage the

street oi- quarter where the bridegroom lives is

illuminated with lamps suspended from cords

drawn across. Sometimes the bridegroom is ac-

companied to a mosque by men bearing flambeaux,

consisting offramesofiron fixed on staves, and filled

with burning wood ; and on his return , by others bear-

ing frames with many lamps suspended from them
(Lane, AI<jd. Eg. i. 202, 215, 224, 225, 230 ; Mrs.

Poole, Knijlishw. in Eg. iii. 131). [H. W. P.]

LANCET. This word is found in 1 K. xviii.

28 only. The Hebrew term is liomach, which is

elsewhere rendered, and appears to mean a javelin,

or light spear. [See Arms, vol. i. p. 110 6.] In

the original edition of the A. V. (1611) this mean-
ing is preserved, the word being "lancers."

LANGUAGE. [Tongues, Confusion of.1

LANGUAGES, SEMITIC. [Shem.]

LANTERN {ipavos) occui-s only in John
xviii. 3. See Diet, of Ant. art. Laterna.

LAODICE'A (Aao5jKeto). The two passages

in the N. T. where this city is mentioned define its

geographical position in harmony with other autho-

rities. In liev. i. 11, iii. 14, it is spoken of as

belonging to the general district which contained

Ephesus, Smyrna, Thyatira, Pergamus, Sardis, and

Philadelphia. In Col. iv. 13, 15, it appears in still

closer association with Colossae and Hierapolis. And
this was exactly its position. It was a town of some
consequence in the Roman province of AsiA; and it

was situated in the valley of the Maeander, on a

small river called the Lycus, with Coi.OSSAE and

Hierapolis a few miles distant to the west.

Built, or rather rebuilt, by one of the Seleucid

monarchs, and named in honour of his wife, Lao-

dicea became under the Roman government a place

of some importance. Its trade was considerable

:

it lay on the line of a great road ; and it was the

seat of a contentm. From Rev. iii. 17, we should

gather it was a place of great wealth. The damage
which was caused by an earthquake in the reign of

Tiberius (Tac. Ann. xiv. 27) was promptly repaired

by the energy of the inhabitants. It was soon after

this occurrence that Christianity was intioduced into

Laodicea, not however, as it would seem, through the

direct agency of St. I'aul. We have good reason

for believing that when, in writing from Rome
to the Christians of Colossae, he sent a greeting

to those of Laodicea, he had not pei-sonally visited

either pkice. But tlie preaching of the Gospel at

Ephesus (Acts xviii. 19-xix. 41) must inevitably

have I'esulted in the foiTnation of churches in the

neighbouring cities, especially where Jews were

settled : and there were Jews in Laodicea (Joseph.

Ant. xii. 3, §4; xiv. 10, §20). In subsequent times

it became a Chi-istian city of eminence, the see of a

bishop, and a meeting-place of councils. It is often

mentioned by the Byzantim- writeis. The Mo-
hammedan invaders destioyed it ; and it is now a

scene of utter desolation : but the extensive ruins

near Denislu, justify all that we read of Laodicea

in Greek and Roman writers. Many travellers
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(Pococke, Chandler, I.euke, Avundcll, Fellows) have
visited and described the place, but the most elabo-

rate and interestina; account is that of Hamilton.

One Biblical subject of interest is connected with
Laodicea. From Col. iv. 16 it appears that St.

Paul wrote a letter to this place (^ iK AaoSiKelas)

when he wrote the letter to Colossae. The question

arises whetlier we can give any account of this

Laodicean epistle. Wieseler's theory {Apost. Zcit-

alter, p. 4.')0) is that the Epistle to Philemon is

•neant ; and the tradition in the Apostolical Consti-

liilions that he w,\s bishop of this see is adduced

ill conlinnation. Another view, maintained by
Poley and otiiers, and sug<];ested by a manuscript

variation in Eph. i. 1, is that the Epistle to the

Ephesians is intended. Ussher's view is that this

last epistle was a circular letter sent to Laodicea

among other jdaces (see FAfe and Epistles of St. Paul,

ii. 488, with Alford's Prolegomena, G. T. v. iii.

l.S-18). None of these opinions can be maintained

with much confidence. It may however be said,

without hesifcition, that the apocryphal Epistola ad

Laodicetises is a late and clumsy forgery. It exists

only in Latin MSS., :md is evidently a cento from

the Galatians and Elphesians. A full account of it

is given by Jones {On the Canon ii. 31-49).

The subscription at the end of the First Epistle

to Timothy {eypiipri airh AaoSiKeias, tJtjs 4<ttI

HriTp6iro\ts ^pvyias rfjy YlaKariavTJs) is of no
authority ; but it is worth mentioning, as showing
the importance of Laodicea. [J. S. H.]

LAODICE'ANS (AaoSi/cer?: Laodicenses^the
inhabitants of Laodicea (Col. iv. 16 ; Rev. iii. 14).

LAP'IDOTH (nn»Q^, i. e. Lappidoth : Aa-

<l>€i5cl>0: Lapidoth), the husband of Deborah the

prophetess (Judg. iv. 4 only). The word rendered

"wife" in tJie expression "wife of Lapidoth" has

simply the force of " woman ;" and thus lappidoth

("torches") has been by some understood as de-

scriptive of Deborali's disposition, and even of her

occupations. [Deborah.] But there is no real

gi-ound for supposing it to mean anything but wife,

or for doubting the existence of her husband. Tiue,

the termination of the name is feminine ; but this is

the case in other names undoubtedly borne by men,
as Meremotii, Maiiaziotii, &c. [G.]

LAPWING (naO-n.^Miyiai/j; i-Ko^-. upupa)

occurs only in Lev. xi. 19, and in the parallel passage

ofDent. xiv. 1 8, amongst the list of those birds which
were forbidden by the law of Moses to be eaten by
the Israelites. Commentators generally agree with
the LXX. and Vulg. that the Hoopoe is the bird

intended, and with this interpretation the Arabic

versions* coincide: all these three versions gi\e

one word, Hoopoe, a-s the meaning of daldphatk

;

but one cannot definitely say whether the Syriac

reading,'' the Targuras of Jerusalem, Onkelos, and

• JvAJvrtJ^, alhudhud, from root ^X^J^jfc, " to

moan as a dove." Htidhud is the modern Arabic
n.-inie for the hoopoe. At Cairo the name of

this bird is hidhid (vid. Forskal, Descr. Animal, p.

vii.).

'* )i-^ ^Q^^>1. (Syriac), tfoorf/and-coeil.

"^ Xl-IO lilS (Chaldcc), ariifex montis ; German,

heygmeiMcr (then, galliis montanus) : from the Kab-
binical story of the Hoopoe and the Sh:'\inir. (Sop
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Jonathan,'^ and the Jewish doctors, iudicate any

paiiicular bird or not, tor they merely api^ear to

resolve the Hebrew word into its component parts,

dukiphidh being by them understood as the *' moun-

tain-cock," or " woodland-cock." This tianslation

has, as may be supposed, produced considerable dis-

cussion as to the kind of bird represented by these

terms—expressions which would, before the date

of acknowledged scientific nomenclature, have a

very wide meaning. According to Bochart, these

four dillereut interpretations have been assigned to

duklphath

:

—1. The Sadducees supposed the bird

intended to be the common hen, which they there-

lore refused to eat. 2. Another interpretjition

understands the cock of the woods (tetrao uro-

ijallus). 3. Other interpreters think the attagen

is meant. 4. The last intei-pretation is that which
gives the Hoopoe as the rendering of the Hebrew
word.''

The Hoopoe (Upnpa Epops).

As to the value of 1. nothing can be urged in its

favoiu- except that the first part of the word duk

or dik does in Arabic mean a cock.^ 2. With almost

as little reason can the cock of the woods, or

capercailzie, be considered to have any claim to be

the bird indicated ; for this bird is an inhabitant of

the northern parts of Europe and Asia, and although

it has been occasionally found, according to JI.

Temmink, as far south as the Ionian Islands, yet

such occurrences are rare indeed, and we have no

record of its ever having been seen in Syria or

Egypt. The capercailzie is therefore a bird not

at all likely to come within the sphere of the

observation of the Jews. 3. As to the third theory,

it is certainly at least as m\ich a question what is

signified by attagen, as by dakiphath.^

Many, and cuiious in some instances, are the

derivations proposed for the Hebrew word, but the

most probable one is that which was alluded to

nbove, viz. the monntain-cock. Aeschylus speaks

of the Hoopoe by name, and expressly calls it the

Adamant, in Appendix, and Bustorf, Lex. Chald.

Talm. s. V. "133.)

J There can be no doubt that the Soopoc is the

bird intended by dxih'tjyhnth ; for the Coptic Kukupha,

tlie Syriac Kikvpha, which stand for the Upupa Epop.i,

arc almost certainly allied to the Hebrew nSO-n
duklphath.

' P,y nttatjen is here of course meant the oTTo-yac

of the Creeks, and the attat/rn of the Romans ; not

that name as sometimes applied looally to the pfar-

mii/aii, or irliilt' grouse.
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bird of the rocks {Frii(/m. 291, quoted by Arist.

//. A. ix. 49). Aeliaii {N. A. iii. 26) says that

lliese birds build their nests in lofty rocks. Aris-

totle's words are to the same effect, for he writos,

" Now some animals are found in the mountains,

as the hoopoe for instance" (//. A. i. 1). When
the two lawsuit-wearied citizens of Athens, Kuel-

pides and Pisthet<»erus, in the comedy of the Birds
of Aristophanes (20, 54), are on their search foi-

the home of Epops, king of birds, their ornitholo-

gical conductoi-s lead them thi'ough a wild desert tract

terminated by mountains and rocks, in which is

situated the royal aviary of Epops.

It must, however, be remarked that the observa-
tions of the habits of the hoopoe recorded by modern
zoologists do not appeal* to waiTant the assertion

that it is so pre-eminently a mountain-bird as has

been implied above.e Marshy ground, ploughed land,

wooded districts, such as are near to water, are

more especially its favoiu-ite haunts ; but perhaps
more extended observation on its liabits may liere-

after conlirm the accuracy of the statements of the

ancients.

The lioopoe was accounted an unclean bird by
the Mosaic law, nor is it now eaten •• except occa

sioiially in those countries where it is abundantly
found—Egypt, France, Spain, &c. &c. Many and
strange are the stoiies which are told of the hoopoe
in ancient Oriental fable, and some of these stories

are by no means to its credit. It seems to have been
always regarded, both by Arabians and Greeks, with
a superstitious reverence'—a circumstance which it

owes no doubt partly to its crest (Aristoph. Birds,

94; comp. Ov. Met. vi. 672), which certainly

gives it a most imposing appearance, partly to the
length of its beak, and partly also to its" habits.
" If any one anointed himself with its blood, and
then fell asleep, he would see demons suffocating

him "—" if its liver were eaten with rue, the
eater's wits would be sharpened, and pleasing me-
mories be excited"—are superstitions held respect-

ing this bird. One more fable nairated of the
hoopoe is given, because its origin can be traced to

a peculiar habit of the bird. The Arabs say that
the hoopoe is a betrayer of secrets ; that it is able
moreover to point out hidden wells and fountains
under ground. Now the hoopoe, on settling upon
tiifi ground, has a strange and portentous-looking
habit of bending the head downwards till the point
of the beak touches the ground, raising and de-
pressing its crest at the s;ime time."" Hence with
much probability arose the Arabic fable.

These stories, absurd as they are, are here men-
tioned because it was perhaps in a great measure
owing, not only to the uncleanly habits of the bird,

but also to the superstitious feeling with which the
hoopoe was regarded by the Egyptians and heathen
generally, that it was forbidden as food to the
Israelites, whose affections Jehovah wished to wean
from the land of their bondage, to which, as we
know, they fondly clung.

B See Macffillivray's Britinh Birds, vol. iii. 43 ;

Yarrell, Jirit. B. ii. 178, 2n(l edit. ; Lloyd's Scandi-
navian Adventures, ii. 321 ; Tristram in Ibis, vol. i.

The chief grounds for all the filthy habits which have
Oecn ascribed to this much-inaligncd bird are to be
found in the fact that it resorts to dunirhills, &c., in
search of the worms and insects which it finds there.

^ A writer in Ibis, vol. i. p. 49, says, " We found
the Hoopoe a very good bird to eat."

» Such is the case even to this day. The Rev. H.

LASAEA
The word Hoopoe is evidently onomitopcetjc,

being derived from the voice of the bird, which
resembles the words " hoop, hoop," sottlv but
rapidly uttered. The Germans call the bird Ein
Ilonp, the French La Huppe, which is particu-

lai-ly appropriate, as it i-efers both to the crest

and note of the bird. In Sweden it is known by
the name of lliir-Foyel, the anny-bird, because,

fiom its omiuous cry, fiequently heard in the wilds
of the forest, while the bii-d itself moves ofl' as

any one approaches, the common people have sup-
posed that seasons of scarcity and war are impend-
ing (Lloyd's Scand. Advent, ii. 321).

The Hoopoe is an occasional visitor to this coun-
try, arriving for the most part in the autumn, but
instances are on record of its having been seen in

the spring. Col. Hamilton Smith has supposed
that there are two Egyptian species of the genus
Upi'pa, fiom the fact that some birds remain pentia-

nently resident about human habitations in Egypt,
while otheis migrate : he says that the migiatory
species is eaten in Egypt, but that the stationary

species is considered inedible (Kitto's Cycl. art.

'Lapwing'). There is, however, but one species

of Egyptian hoopoe known to ornithologists, viz.

Upupa Epops. Some of these birds migrate north-

wards from Egypt, but a large number remain all

the year round ; all, however, belong to the same
species. The hoopoe is about the size of the

missel-thi'ush {Tardus viscivorus) . Its <nest is very
elegant, the long feathers forming it are each of

them tipped with black. It belongs to tlie family

Upupidae, sub-order Tenuirostres, and order Pas-
seres. [\V. H.]

LASAE'A (Aao-a/a). Four or five years ago
it would have been impossible to give any informa-

tion regarding this Cretan city, except indeed that

it might be presumed (Conybeare and Howson,
St. Paul, ii. 394, 2nd ed.) to be identical with
the " Lisia" mentioned in the Peutinger Table

iis 16 miles to the east of Gortyna. This cor-

responds suf^ciently with what is said in Acts
xxvii. 8 of its proximity to Fair Havkns. The
whole matter, however, has been recently cleared up.

In the month of Januaiy, 1856, a yachting paity
made inquiries at Fair Havens, and were told that

the name L;isaea was still given to some ruins a few
miles to the eastward. A short search sufficed to

discover these ruins, and independent testimony

confirmed the name. A full account of the dis-

covery, with a plan, is given in the 2nd ed. of

Smith's Voyage and Shipwreck of St. PaxU, App.
iii. pp. 262, 263. Captain Spratt, R.N., had pre-

viously obsen'ed some remains, which probably

represent tlie harbour of Lasaea (see pp. 80, 82,

245). And it ought to be noticed that in the

Descrizione dell' Isola di Candia, a Venetian MS.
of the 16th century, as published by Jlr. E. Falkener

in the Museum of Classical Antiquities, Sept. 1852

(p. 287), a place called Lapsea, with a " temple in

ruins," and " other vestiges neai' the haibour," is

B. Tristram, who visited Palestine in the spring of

1858, says of the Moopoe (Ibis, i. 27) :
" The Arabs

have ^ superstitious reverence for this bird, which
they believe to possess marvellous medicinal qualities,

and call it ' the Doctor.' Its head is an indispensable

ingredient in all charms, and in the practice of witch-
craft."

'' This habit of inspecting probably first suggested
the Greek word ewo^.
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mentioneJ as heincj close to F":iir Havens. This

alio is undoubtedly St. Luke's Lasaea ; and we see

how needless it is (with Cramer, Ancient Greece,

iii. 374, and the Edinburgh Review, No. civ. 176)
to resoi-t to Lachniann's leadinsj, " Alassa," or to the

"Thalassa" of the Vulgate. [CRETE.] [J.S. H.]

LA'SHA {V^h, i. e. Lesha : Aoo-o : Zesa), a

place noticed in Gen. x. 19 only, as marking the

limit of the country of the Canaanites. From the

order in which the names occur, combined with the

expression " even unto Lasha," we should infer that

it lay somewhere in the south-east of Palestine. Its

exact position cannot, in the alisence of any subse-

quent notice of it, be siitisfactorily ascei-taiiied, and

hence we can neither absolutely accept or leject the

opinion of .Ferome and other writers, who identify

it with Callirhoe, a spot famous for hot spnngs

neai- the eastern shore of the Dead Sea. It may
indeed be observed, in coiToboration ofJerome's view,

that the name Lasha, which signifies, according to

Gesenius ( Thes. p. 764), " a fissure," is strikingly

appropriate to the deep chasm of the Zerka Main,
through which the waters of Callirhoe find an out-

let to the sea (Lynch's Expcd. p. 370). No town,

however, is known to have existed in tlie neighbour-

hood of the springs, unless we place there Machaerus,

which is described by Josephus {B. J. vii. 6, §3)
as having hot springs near it. That there was
some sort of a settlement at Callirhoe may perhaps

be inferred from the fact that the springs were

visited by Herod during his last illness (Joseph.

Ant. xvii. 6, §5) ; and this probability is supported

by the discovery of tiles, pottery, and coins on the

spot. But no traces of buildings have as yet been

discovered ; and the valley is so nanow as not to

offer a site for any thing like a town (Irby and

Mangles (ch. viii. June 8). [W. L. B.]

LASHA'RON d'ntJ'^, i. e. Lasshaion : LXX.

omits: Saron; but in the Benedictine text Zassarow),

one of the Canaanite towns whose kings were killed

by Joshua (Josh. xii. 18). Some difference of opinion

has been ex]>ressed as to whether the first syllable

is an integi-al part of the name or the Hebrew pos-

sessive particle. (See Keil, Josua, ad loc.) But
there seems to be no warrant for supposing the

existence of a particle before this one name, which
ceiiainly does not exist before either of the other

thirty names in the list. Such at least is the con-

clusion of Bochart {Hieroz. i. ch. 31), Reland {Pal.

871), and others, a conclusion supported by the

reading of the Targum," and the Arabic version,

and also by Jerome, if the Benedictine text can be

relied on. The opposite conclusion of the Vulgate,

given above, is adopted by Gesenius {Thes. 642 6),

but not on very clear grounds, his chief argument
being apparently that, as the name of a town,
Sharon would not require the article affixed, which,
as that of a district, it always bears. But this

appears to be begging the question. The name has

vanished from both MSS. of the LXX., unless a trace

exist?, in the '0(peKT-n-(rapwK of the Vat. [G.]

LAS'THENES (Aao-eeVijs; cf. Ad-fiaxos), an
officer who stood high in the favour of Demetrius II.

Nicator. He is described as " cousin " (ci^yyei^y,
I Mace. xi. 31), and "father" (1 Mace. xi. 32;
Jos. Ant. xiii. 3, §9) of the king. Both woi-ds may
be taken as titles of high nobility (comp. Giimm on
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i^y^h"^ X3^D="kingofI.assharon."

1 Mace. X. 89 ; Diod. xvii. 59 ; Ges. T/ics. s. v. aX,

§4). It appears from Josephus (Ant. xiii. 4, §3)
that he w:is a Ci^tan, to whom Demetiius was
indebted for a large body of mercenaries (cf. 1 JIacc.

X. 67), when he asserted his claim to the Synan
throne. The sen-ice which he thus renderal makes

it likely (Vales, ad loc.) that he was the powerful

favourite whose evil counsels afterwards issued in

the rnin of his master (Diod. Exc. xxxii. p. 592).

But there is not the slightest ground for identifying

him with the nameless Cniiiian to whose charge

Demetrius I. committed his sons (Just. xxxv. 2^.

[B. F. W.]

LATCHET, the thong or fastening by which

the sandal was attached to the foot. The English

word is apparently derived from the A. Saxon

laeccan, " to catch " or "fasten" (Old Eng. "to
latch"), as "hatchet" from Aaccan, " to hack

;"

whence " latch," the fastening of a door, " lock,"

and others. The Fr. lacet approaches most nearly

in form to the present word. The Hebrew "ij'llb',

seroc, is derived from a root which signifies "to
twist." It occurs in the proverbial expiession in

Gen. xiv. 23, and is there used to denote some-

thing trivial or worthless. Gesenius (7'Acs. s. v.

t3-in) compai-es the Lat. hilmn=filum, and quotes

two Arabic proverbs from the Hamasa and the

Kamus, in which a corresponding word is simi-

larly employed. In the poetical figure in Is. v.

27 the " latchet " occupies the same position with

regai-d to the shoes as the girdle to the long flow-

ing Oriental di'ess, and was as essential to the

comfort and expedition of the traveller. Another

semi-proverbial expression in Luke iii. 16 points to

the fact that the ofiice of bearing and unfastening

the shoes of gieat personages fell to the meanest

slaves. [Shoe.] [\V. A. W.]

LATIN, the language spoken by the Romans,

is mentioned only in John xix. 20, and Luke xxiii.

38 ; the former passage being a translation of

"Puiixaiffri, " in the Roman tongue," i. e. Jbatin ; and

the latter of the adjective 'PcofxcuKoTs {ypdufxaffiv).

LATTICE. The rendeinng in A. V. of three

Hebiew words.

1. SiK'K, eshndb, which occurs but twice, Judg.

V. 28, and Frov. vii. 6, and in the latter passage is

translated "casement" in the A. V. In both in-

stances it stands in parallelism with " window."

Gesenius, following Schultens, connects it with an

Arab, root, which signifies " to be cool," esp. of the

day, and thus attaches to eshnab the signification

of a " latticed window," through which the cool

breezes enter the house, such as is seen in the illus-

trations to the article HOUSE (vol. i. p. 837). But
Fuerst and Meier attach to the loot the idea of

twisting, twining, and in this case the word will

be synonymous with the two following, which aie

rendered by the same English term, " lattice," in

the A. V. The LXX. in Judg. v. 28 render eshnab

by to^ikSv, which is explained by Jerome (ad Ez.

.\1. 16) to mean a small anow-shaped aperture,

naiTow on the outside, but widening inwards, by

which light is admitted. Others conjecture that it

denoted a naiTOW window, like those in the castles

of the Middle Ages, from which the archers could

discharge their arrows in safety. It would then

conespond with the " shot-window " of Chaucer

(" Millei's Tale "), accoi-ding to the interpretation

which some give to that obscure phi-ase.
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2. D^3"in, kh&nicdm (Cant. ii. t)), ts apparently

synonymous with the preceding, thougli a word of

hiter date. The Targum gives it, in the Chaldee

f'onn, ;vs the eijuivaleut of eshndb in Prov. vii. 6.

Kuei-st {Cone. s. v.), and Michaelis before him,

assign to the root the same notion of twisting or

weaving, so that kharacclm denotes a network or

jalousie before a window.

3. nD3^', sehacah, is simply "a network"

placed before a window or balcony. Perhaps the

network through which Ahaziah fell and received

his raorial injury was on the parapet ol' his palace

(2 K. i. 2). [Ho'usi:, vol. i. 838 6, 839 a.] The root

involves the same idea of weaving or twisting as in

the case of the two preceding words. Sehacah is

used for " a net" in Job xviii. 8, as well as for the

network ornaments on the capitids of the columns

in the Temple. [Window.] [\V. A. W.]

LAYER." ] . In the Tabemacle, a vessel of

brass containing water for the priests to wash their

hands and feet before offering sacrifice. It stood

in the court between the altar and the door of the

Tabernacle, and, according to Jewish tradition, a

little to the south (Ex. xxx. 19, 21 ; Reland, Ant.

Jlebr. pt. i. ch. iv. 9 ; Clemens, de Lahru Aeneo, iii.

9; ap. Ugolini, Thes. vol. xix.). It rested on a

basis,'' i. e. a foot, though by some explained to be a

cover (Clemens, ibid. c. iii. 5), of copper or brass,

which, as well ;is the laver itselt, was made from the

mirrors = of tlie women who assembled •* at the door

of the Tabernacle-comt ( Ex. xxxviii. 8). The notion

held by some Jewish writers, and reproduced by Fran-

zius, Bahr (St/mh. i. 484), and others, founded on the

omission of the word " women," that tiie brazen

vessel, being polished, served as a mirror to tlie

Levites, is imtenable.^

The foiTTi of the laver is not specified, but may
be assumed to have been circular. Like the other

vessels belonging to the Tabernacle, it was, together

with its " foot," consecrated with oil (Lev. viii. 10,

11). No mention is found in the Hebrew text

of the mode of transporting it, but in Num. iv.

14 a passage is added in the LXX., agreeing with
the Samaritan Pent, and the Samaritan version,

which prescribes the method of packing it, viz. in

a purple cloth, protected by a skin covering. As
no mention is made of any vessel for washing the

flesh of the sacrificial victims, it is possible that the

" 11*3 anil "1>3, from "1-13, "to boil," Gts. p. G71 :

XouT^p : I(thrum.

''

|3, /3aCTis, basis, and so also A. V.

' niNIO- taTOTTTpa, specula.

<» LXX. TuiK >o)<7T«u<ra<rwi'-

* See the parallel passage, 1 Sum. ii. 22, where

D^E'J. yvvaiKMv, is inserted ; Gescnius on the prep.

3, p! 172 ; Kcil, Bihl. Arch. pt.i. e. 1, §19 ; Glassius,

Phil. Sacr. i. p. 580, cd. Dathe ; Lightfoot, Descr.

Tempi, c. 37, 1 ; Jennings, Jeiv. Antig. p. 302 ; Knobcl,

Kurtzg. Exeg. Jlandh. Exod. xxxvlli. I'hilo, Tit. Mos.

iii. 15, ii. 156, ed. Mangcy.

' nn»D.

s niibp. pi- of n^bp or njiDp, from j-ib,

"stand upright," Ges. pp. 6G5, 670 ; ^ex"*"-^ ;
*"«'»-

h nnSDO ; <no"tA«''o'f»aTO ; sculpturae.

' D^sStJ*, i^t\6ixtva. jimctinnc, from 3?t^'. " '""'

in notches," Gcs. p. 1411.

LAVER
laver may have been used for this purpose also

(Keland, Ant. Ilebr. i. iv. 9).

2. In Solomon's Temple, besides the gi'eat molten

sea, there were ten lavei's ' of brass, raised on

bases s (1 K. vii. 27, 39), five on the N. and S.

sides respectively of the court of the priests. Each
laver contained 40 of the measures called "bath"
(X<5oj, LXX. and Josephus). They were used for

washing the animals to be ottered in burnt-otferings

(2 Chr. iv. G ; Joseph. Ant. viii. 3, §6). The bases

were mutilated by Ahaz, and canied away as plunder,

or at least what remained of them, by Nebuzar-adan,

after the capture of Jerusalem (2 K. xvi. 17 ; xxv.

13). No mention is made in .Scripture of the exist-

ence of the lavers in the second Temple, nor by
.Josephus in his account of Herod's restoration

(Joseph. B. J. V. 5). [MOLTEN Ska.]
The dimensions of the bases with the lavei-s, as

given in the Hebrew text, are 4 cubits in length

and breadth, and 3 in height. The LXX. gives

4x4x0 in height. Josephus, who appears to have

followed a var. reading of the LXX., makes them
5 in length, 4 in width, and 6 in height (1 Iv. vii.

28; Thenius, ad foe; Joseph. Ant. viii. 3, §3).
There were to each 4 wheels of 1^ cubit in diameter,

with spokes, &c., all cast in one piece. The prin-

cipal parts requiring explanation may be thus enu-

merated :— (o) " Borders,"!' probably panels. Ge-
senius {Tlies. 938) supposes these to have been orna-

ments like square shields with engiaved woi'k. (6)
" Ledges," ' joints in comers of bases or fillets cover-

ing joints.'' (c) " Additions," ™ probably festoons
;

Lightfoottranslates, "raarginesobliquedescendontes."

(d) Plates," probably axles, cast in the same piece as

the wheels, (e) Undersetters," either the naves of

the wheels, or a sort of handles for moving the whole

machine ; Lightfoot renders " columnae fulcientes

lavacrum." (/) Naves.P {g) Spokes."" (A) Felloes.'

(i) Chapiter,* perhaps the rim of the circular open-

ing ("mouth," ver. 31) in the convex top. (k) A
round compass,' perhaps the convex roof of the base.

To these parts Josephus adds chains, which may
probably be the festoons above mentioned {Ant.

viii. 3, §6).

Thenius, with whom Keil in the main agrees,

both of them diftering from Ewald, in a minute
e.xamination of the whole passage, but not without

some transposition, chiefly of the greater part of

ver. 31 to ver. 35, deduces a construction of the

^ Josephus says : kiovmtkoi Terpa-yioi'Ot, ra ir\evpa.

TTji J3a(7cui9 ef (Kardpov /tiepovt iv auTots ex'""''*^ 'fw
jnocr/iieVo.

" niv, from m?, "twine," Ges. p. 746; x^P*";

lora ; whence Thenius suggests Awpoi or Awpa as the

true reading.

" D^i'lD) Tpot'xovTo, axes, Ges. 972 ; Lightfoot,

massae nereae tetragonae.

° nisriS. w^'a', humeruU, Ges. 724.

•" D^I-ICJ'n, modioli; and

"^ D''pt^'^, radii; the two words combined in

LXX. 17 Trpay^areio, Ges. p. 536 ; Schleusner, Lex.

V. T., npayiJ..

' 0^35, i-iiToi, canthi, Ges. p. 256.

" ninb, K((l>aXli, summitas, Ges. p. 725.

' 3^3D h'iV< Ge-'- 935, 989; trrpoyyvKoi' KVK\tfi

rotmulilas.
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hiises and lavers, which seems faii-ly to reconcile

thn very great difficulties of the subject. Following

chiefly his description, we may suppose the base to

have been a quadrangular hollow frame, connected

at its corners by pilastei-s (ledges), and moved by
4 wheels or high castors, one at each cornei-, with
handles (plates) for drawing the machine. The
sides of this frame were divided into 3 vertical

panels or compartments (bordei-s), ornamented with

bas-reliefs of lions, oxen, and cherubim. The top

of the base was convex, with a circular opening

of IJ cubit diameter. The top itself was covered

with engraved cherubim, lions, and palm-trees or

branches. The height of the convex top from the

upper plane of the base was ^ cubit, and the space

between this top and the lower surface of the laver

J cubit more. The laver rested on supports (under-

setters) rising from the 4 corners of the base. Each

lavercontained 40 "baths," orabout300 gallons. Its

dimensions, therefore, to be in proportion to 7 feet

(4 cubits, ver. 38) in diameter, must have been

about 30 inches in depth. The gieat height of the

whole machine was doubtless in order to bring it

near the height of the altar (2 Chr. iv. 1 ; Arias

Montanus, de Tcmpli Fabrica, Crit. Sacr. viii. 626
;

Lightfbot, Bescr. Templi, c. .xxxvii. 3, vol. i. 646
;

Thenius, in Kurzq. Exetj. Handb. on 1 K. vii., and

App. p. 41 ; Ewald, Geschichte, iii. 313 ; Keil,

Handb. der Bibl. Arch. §24, p. 128, 129 ; Winer,

s. V. Handfass). [H. W. P.]

LAW (min : N<$>tos). The word is properly

used, in Scripture as elsewhere, to express a definite

commandment laid down by any recognised autho-
nty. The commandment may be general, or (as
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in Lev. vi. 9, 14, &c., "the law of the burnt-

oHering," &c.) particular in its bearing; the autho-

rity either human or divine. But when the word
is used with the article, and without any words of

limitation, it refers to the expressed will of God,
and, in nine cases out of ten, to the Mosaic Law,
or to the Pentateuch, of which it forms the chief

portion.

The Hebrew word (derived from the root fl"!*

" to point out," and so " to direct and lead ") lays

more stiess on its moial authoiity, as teaching the
truth, and guiding in the right way; the Greek
'Ndfios (fiom ve/j.ai, "to assign or appoint"), on Or-

constraining power, as imposed and enforced by a
recognised authority. But in either case it is a
commandment proceeding from without, and dis-

tinguished from the free action of its subjects,

although not necessarily opposed thereto.

The sense of the word, however, extends its scope,

and assumes a more abstract character in the
writings of St. Paul. N(J/tos, when used by him
with the article, still refers in geneial to the Law
of Moses ; but when used without the article, so as

to embrace any manifestation of " Law," it includes

all powers which act on the will of man by com-
pulsion, or by the pressuie of external motives,
whether their commands be or be not expressed in

definite forms. This is seen in the constant oppo-
sition of epya vSfjLOv (" works done under the con-
straint of law") to faith, or "works of faith,"

that is, works done freely by the internal influence

of faith. A still more remarkable use of the word
is found in Rom. vii. 23, where the power of evil

over the will, arising from the con-uption of man, is

spoken of as a " law of sin," that is, an unnatural
tyi-anny proceeding from an evil power without.

The occasional use of the word "law" (as in

Rom. iii. 27, "law of faith;" in \ni. 23, "law cf
my mind," rov vo6s ; in viii. 2, " law of the spirit

of life ;" and in Jam. i. 25, ii. 12, " a perfect law,
the law of liberty ") to denote an internal principle

of action, does not really militate against the gene-
ral rule. For in each case it will be seen, that such
principle is spoken of in contrast with some fonnal
law, and the word " law " is consequently applied
to it " improperly," in order to mark this oppo-
sition, the qualifying words which follow guarding
against any danger of misapprehension of its real

character.

It should also be noticed that the title " the
Law" is occasionally used loosely to refer to the
whole of the Old Testament (as in John x. 34,
refening to Ps. Ixsxii. G ; in John xv. 25, referring

to Ps. XXXV. 19 ; and in 1 Cor. xiv. 21, referring to
Is. xrv-iii. 11, 12). This usage is probably due, not
only to desire ofbrevity and to the natural prominence
of the Pentateuch, but also to the predominance in

the older Covenant (when considered separately from
the New, for which it was the preparation) of an
external and legal character. [A. B.

|

LAW OF MOSES. It will be the object of

this article, not to enter into the history of the

giving of the Law (for which see MoSES, THE
Exodus, &c.), nor to examine the authoi-ship of

the books in which it is contained (for which see

Pentateuch, Exodus, &c.1, nor to dwell on par-

ticular ordinances, which are tieated of undo- their

respective heads ; but to give a brief analysis of its

stibstance, to point out its main principles, and to

explain the position which it occupies in the pro-

giess of Divine Re\-eIation. In order to do this

F 2
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the more clearly, it seems best to speak of tlie Law,

1st, in relation to the past; 2ndly, in its own
intrinsic character ; and, Srdly, in its relation to the

future.

(I.) (a.) In reference to the past, it is all-import-

ant, for the proper understanding of the Law, to

remember its entire dependence on the Ahrahamic

Covenant, and its adaptation thereto (see Gal. iii.

17-24). That covenant had a twofold character.

It contained the " spiritual promise " of the Mes-

siah, which was given to the Jews as representa-

tives of the whole human race, and as guardians of

a treasure in which " all families of the earth

should be blessed." This would prepare the Jewish

nation to be the centre of the unity of all mankind.

But it contained also the temporal promises sub-

sidiary to the foimer, and needed in order to pre-

serve intact the nation, through which the ivice of

man should be educated and prepared for the

coming of the Redeemer. These promises were

special, given distinctively to the Jews as a nation,

and, so far as they were considered in themselves,

calculated to separate them from other nations of

the earth. It follows that there should be in the

Law a corresponding duality of nature. There

would be much in it of the lattei- character, much
(that is) peculiar to the Jews, local, special, and
transitory; but the fundamental principles on

which it was based must be universal, because

expressing the will of an unchanging God, and

springing from relations to Him, inherent in

human nature, and therefore perpetual and uni-

versal in their application.

(6.) The nature of this relation of the Law to

the promise is clearly pointed out. The belief in

God as the Redeemer of man, and the hope of His

manifestation as such in the person of the Messiah,

involved the belief that the Spiritual Power must
be superior to all carnal obstractions, and that

there was in man a spiritual element which could

rule his life by communion with a Spirit from
above. But it involved also the idea of an antago-

nistic Power of Evil, from which man was to be

redeemed, existing in each individual, and existing

also in the world at large. The promise was the

witness of the one truth, the Law was the de-

claration of the other. It was " added because of

transgressions." In the individual, it stood between
his better and his vvorser self; in the world, between
the Jewish nation, as the witness of the spiritual

promise, and the heathendom, which groaned under
the power of the flesh. It was intended, by the

gift of guidance and the pressure of motives, to

strejigthen the weakness of good, while it curbed
directly the power of evil. It followed inevitably,

that, in the individual, it assumed somewhat of a
coercive, and, as between Israel and the world,

somewhat of an antagonistic and isolating cha-

racter; and hence that, viewed without reference

to the promise (as it was viewed by the later

Jews), it might actually become a hindrance to the

true revelation of God, and to the mission for

which the nation had been made a " chosen people."

(c) Nor is it less essential to remark the period

of the fiistory at which it was given. It marked
and detei-mined the transition of Israel from the

condition of a tribe to that of a nation, and its

definite assumption of a distinct position and ofTice

in the history of the world. It is on no unreal

metaphor that we base the well-known analogy

between the stages of individual life and those of

national or universal existence. In Israel the pa-
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triarchal time was that of childhood, ruled chiefly

through the atfoctions and the power of natural

relationship, with rules few, simple, and unsys-

tematic. The national period was that of youth,

in which this indirect teaching and influence gives

place to definite assertions of right and responsi-

bility, and to a system of distinct commandments,
needed to control its vigorous and impulsive action.

The fifty days of their wandering alone with Goil

in the silence of the wilderness represent that

awakening to the difficulty, the responsibility, and
the nobleness of life, which marks the "putting
away of childish things." The Law is the sign and
the seal of such an awakening.

(d.) Yet, though new in its general conception,

it was probably not wholly new in its materials.

Neither in His material nor His spiritual providence

does God proceed per saltum. There must neces-

sarily have been, before the Law, commandments
and revelations of a fragmentary character, under
which Israel had hitherto grown up. Indications

of such are easily found, both of a ceremonial and
moral nature ; as, for example, in the penalties

against murder, adultery, and fornication (Gen. ix.

6, xxxviii. 24), in the e.xistence of the Levirate law
(Gen. xxxviii. 8), in the distinction of clean and
unclean animals (Gen. viii. 20), and probably in

the observance of the Sabbath (Ex. xvi. 23, 27-29).

But, even without such indications, our knowledge
of the existence of Israel as a distinct community
in Egypt would necessitate the conclusion, that it

must have been guided by some laws of its own,
growing out of the old patriarchal customs, which
would be preserved with Oriental tenacity, and
gradually becoming methodised by the progress of

circumstances. Nor would it be possible for the

Israelites to be in contact with an elaborate system

of ritual and law, such as that which existed in

Eg)'-pt, without being influenced by its general

principles, and, in less degree, by its minuter de-

tails. As they approached nearer to the condition

of a nation they would be more and more likely to

modify their patriarchal customs by the adoption

from Egypt of laws whicli were fitted for national

existence. This being so, it is hardly conceivable

that the Mosaic legislation should have embodied

none of these earlier materials. It is clear, even

to human wisdom, that the only constitution, which

can be efficient and permanent, is one which has

grown up slowly, and so been assimilated to the

character of a people. It is the peculiar mark of

legislative genius to mould by fundamental prin-

ciples, and animate by a higher inspiration, ma-
terials previously existing in a cruder state. The
necessity for this lies in the nature,- not of the legis-

lator, but of the subjects ; and the argument there-

fore is but strengthened by the acknowlcilgment in

the case of ]\Ioses of a divine and special inspira-

tion. So fai- therefore as they were consistent with

the objects of the Jewish law, the customs of

Palestine and the laws of Egypt would doubtless be

traceable in the Mosaic system.

(e.) In close connexion with and almost in con-

sequence of this reference to antiquity we find an

accommodation of the Lata io the temper and cir-

cumstances of the Israelites, to which our Lord

refers in the case of divorce (Matt. xix. 7, 8) as

necessarily interfering with its absolute perfection.

In many cases it rather should be said to guide and

modify e.\-isting usages than actually to sanction

them ; and the ignoiance of their existence may
lead to a conception of its ordinances not only
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erroneous, but actually the reverse of the truth.

Thus the punishment of filial disobedience appears

severe (Deut. xxi. 18-21)
;
yet when we refer to

the extent of parental authority in a patriarchal

system, or (as at Kome) in the earlier periods of

national existence, it appears more like a limitation

of absolute parental authority by an appeal to the

judgment of the community. The Levirate Law
again appears (see Mich. 3Ios. Eecht, bk. iii. ch. 6,

art. 98) to have existed in a far more general form

in the early Asiatic peoples, and to have been rather

limited than favoui-ed by Moses. The law of the

Avenger of blood is a similar instance of merciful

limitation and distinction in the exercise of an

immemorial usage, probably not without its value

and meaning, and cei-tainly too deep-seated to admit

of any but gradual extinction. Nor is it less

noticeable that the degree of prominence, given to

each part of the Mosaic system, has a similar re-

ference to the period at which the nation had

aiTived. The ceremonial portion is marked out

distinctly and with elaboration; the moral and

criminal' law is cleai-ly and sternly decisive ; even

the civil law, so far as it relates to indinduals, is

systematic : because all these were called for by the

past growth of the nation, and needed in order to

settle and develope its resources. But the political

and constitutional law is comparatively imperfect

;

a few leading principles are laid down, to be de-

veloped hereafter; but the law is directed rather

to sanction the various powers of the state, than to

define and balance their operations. Thus the ex-

isting authorities of a patriarchal nature in each

tribe and family are recognised ; while side by side

with them is established the priestly and Levitical

power, which was to supersede tliem entirely in

sacerdotal, and partly also in judicial functions.

The supreme civil power of a " Judge," or (here-

after) a King, is lecognised distinctly, although

only in general terms, indicating a sovereign and
summary jurisdiction (Deut. xvii. 14-20); and the

prophetic office, in its political as well as its moral

aspect, is spoken of still more vaguely as future

(Deut. xriii. 15-22). These powers, being recog-

nised, are left, within due limits, to work out the

political system of Israel, and to ascertain by ex-

perience their proper spheres of exercise. On a

careful undeistanding of this adaptation of the Law
to the national growth and chaiacter of the Jews
(and of a somewhat similar adaptation to their

climate and physical circumstances) depends the

correct appreciation of its nature, and the power of

distinguishing in it what is local and temporary
from that which is universal.

(/.) In close connexion with this subject we
obsen-e also the gradual process by which the Law
teas revealed to the Israelites. In Ex. xx.-xxiii., in

direct connexion with the revelation from Mount
Sinai, that which may be called tlie rough outline

of the Slosaic Law is given by God, solemnly re-

corded by Moses, and accepted by the people. In

Ex. xrv.-xxxi. there is a similar outline of the

Mosaic ceiemonial. On the basis of these it may
be conceived that the fabric of the Mosaic system
gi-adually grew up under the requirements of the

time. In certain cases indeed (as e. g. in Lev. x.

1. 2, compared with 8-11 ; Lev. xxiv. 11-16 ; Num.
ii. 6-12; XV. 32-41; xxvii. 1-11 compaied witli

xxxvi. 1-12) we actually see how general rules,

civil, criminal, and ceremonial, originated in special

circumstances ; and tiie unconnected nature of the

records of laws in the eailier books suggests the
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idea that this method of legislation extended to

many other cases.

The first revelation of the Law in anything like

a perfect form is found in the book of Deuteronomy,

at a period when the people, educated to freedom

and national responsibility, were prepared to re-

ceive it, and cany it with them to the land which

was now prepared for them. It is distinguished

by its systematic character and its reference to first

principles ; for probably even by Moses himself, cer-

tainly by the people, the Law had not before this

been recognised in all its essential characteristics
;

and to it we naturally refer in attempting to ana-

lyze its various parts. [Deuterokojiy.] Yet even

then the revelation was not final ; it was the duty

of the prophets to amend and explain it in special

points (as in the well-known example in Ez. xviii.),

and to bring out more clearly its great principles,

as distinguished from the external rules in which they

were embodied ; for in this way, as in others, they

prepared the way of Him, who "came to fulfil"

{TT\T)pw(rai) the Law of old time.

The relation, then, of the Law to the Covenant,

its accommodation to the time and circumstances

of its promulgation, its adaptation of old materials,

and its gradual development, are the chief points to

be noticed under the first head.

(II.) In examining the nature of the Law in

itself, it is customary to divide it into the Moral,

Political, and Ceremonial. But this division, al-

though valuable, if considered as a distinction merely

subjective (as enabling us, th.at is, to conceive the

objects of Law, dealing as it does with man in his

social, political, and religious capacity), is wholly

imaginary, if regarded as an objective separation of

various classes of Laws. Any single ordinance

might have at once a moral, a ceremonial, and a

political bearing; and in fact, although in parti-

cular cases one or other of these aspects predomi-

nated, yet the whole principle of the Mosaic insti-

tutions is to obliterate any such supposed separation

of laws, and refer all to first principles, depending

on the Will of God and the nature of man.
In giving an analysis of the substance of the Law,

it will probably be better to tieat it, as any other

system of laws is usually treated, by dividing it

into—(1) Laws Civil
; (2) Laws Criminal

; (3)
Laws Judicial and Constitutional

; (4) Laws Eccle-

siastical and Ceremonial.

(I.) Laws Civil.

(A) Of Persons.

(a) Father and Son.

The power of a Father to be held sacred ; cm-s-

ing, or smiting (Ex. xxi. 1.5, 17 ; Lev. xx. 9), or

stubborn and wilful disobedience to be considered

capital crimes. But uncontrolled jjower of life and

death was apparently refused to the lather, and vested

only in the congregation (Deut. xxi. 18-21).

liight of the first-born to a double portion of the

inheritance not to be set aside by partiality (Deut.

xxi. 15-17).»

Inheritance bij Daughters to be allowed in default

of sons, provided (Num. xxvii. 6-8, conip. xxx\'i.)

that heiresses man-ied in their own tribe.

Daughters unmarried to be entirely dependent

on their father (Num. xxx. 3-5).

» For an example of the authority of the first-born

see 1 Sam. xx. 29 ("my brother, he hath commanded
me to be there ").
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{b) Husband and Vfwa.

The power of a Husband to be so great that a

wife could never be sui juris, or enter independently

into any engagement, even before God (Num. xxx.

6-15). A widow or divorced wife became inde-

pendent, and did not again fall under her fether's

power (ver. 9).

Divorce (for uncleanness) allowed, but to be

formal and irrevocable (Deut. xxiv. 1-4).

Marriatje within certain degrees forbidden (Lev.

xviii. &c.).

A Slave Wife, whether bought or captive, not to

be actual property, nor to be sold ; if ill-treated, to

be ipso facto free (Ex. xxi. 7-9; Deut. xxi. 10-14).

Slander against a wife's virginity, to be punished

by line, and by deprival of power of divoice ; on

tiie other hand, ante-connubial uncleanness in her

to be punished by death (Deut. xxii. 1:5-21).

The raising up of seed (Levirate law) a formal

right to be claimed by the widow, under pain of

infamy, with a view to preservation of families

(Deut. MV. 5-10).

(c) Master and Slave.

Power of Master so far limited, that death under

actual chastisement was punishable (Ex. xxi. 20)

;

and maiming was to give liberty ipso facto (ver.

26, 27).

The Hebrew Slave to be freed at the sabbatical

year,** and provided with necessaries (his wife and

children to go with him only if they came to his

master with him), unless by his own forcnal act

he consented to be a perpetual slave (Ex. xxi. 1-6
;

Deut. XV. 12-18). In any case (it would seem) to

be freed at the jubilee (Lev. xxv. 10), with his chil-

dren. If sold to a resident alien, to be always re-

deemable, at a price proportional to the distance of

the jubilee (Lev. xxv. 47-54).

Foreign Slaves to be held and inherited as pro-

perty for ever (Lev. xxv. 45, 46) ; and fugitive

slaves from foreign nations not to be given up

(Deut. xxiii. 15).

(d) Strangers.

They seem never to have been sui juris, or able

to protect themselves, and accordingly protection

and kindness towards them are enjoined as a siicred

duty (Ex. xxii. 21 ; Lev. xix. 33, 34).

(B) Law of Things.

(a) Laws of Land (and Troperty).

(1) All Land to be the property of God alone.

and its holders to be deemed His tenants (Lev.

xxv. 23).

(2) All sold Land therefore to return to its ori-

ginal owners at the jubilee, and the price of sale to

be calculated accordingly; and redemption on equit-

able terms to be allowed at all times (xxv. 25-27).

A House sold to be redeemable within a year

;

and, if not redeemed, to pass away altogether (xxv.

29, 30).

But the Houses of the Levites, or those in lui-

walled villages to be redeemable at all times, in the

same way as land ; and the Levitical suburbs to be

inalienable (xxv. 31-34).
j

(3) Land or Houses sanctified, or tithes, or un-
i

clean firstlings to be capable of being redeemed, at ^

value (calculated according to the dist<»nce from the

jubilee-year by the priest) ; if devoted by the owner
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and unredeemed, to be hallowed at the jubilee for

ever, and given to the priests ; if only by a possessor,

to return to the owner at the jubilee (Lev, xxvii.

14-34).

(4) Inlieritance.

(1) Som.
I

I

(2) Laughters."
\

(3) Brothers.

(4) Uncles on the Father's side.

(5) iVezt Kinsmen, generally.

(6) Laws of Debt.

(1) All Debts (to an Israelite) to be released at

the 7th (sabbaticiil) year ; a blessing promised to

obedience, and a curse on refusal to lend (Deut. xv.

-11).

(2) Usury (from Israelites) not to be taken (Ex.

xxii. 25-27 ; Deut. xxiii. 19, 20).

(3) Fledges not to be insolently or ruinously ex-

acted (Deut. xxiv. 6, 10-13, 17, 18). •

(c) Taxation.

(1) Census-money, a poll-tax (of a half-shekel), to

be paid for the service of the tabernacle (Ex.

XXX. 12-16).

All spoil in war to be halved; of the com-
batant's half, 35gth, of the people's, j^th, to be

paid for a " heave-oflering" to Jehovah.

(2) Tithes.

(o) Tithes of all produce to be given for

maintenance of the Levites (Num. xviii.

20-24).

(Of this -r'^th to be paid as a heave-offer-

ing (foi- maintenance of the priests) ....
24-32).

(/3) Second Tithe to be bestowed in religious

feasting and charity, either at the Holy
Place, or every 3rd year at home (?) (Deut.

xiv. 22-28).

(7) First- Fruits of corn, wine, and oil (at

least ^th, generally ,'gth, for the priests)

to be offered at Jerusalem, with a solemn

declaration of dependence on God the King
of Israel (Ueut. xxvi. 1-15; Num. xviii.

12, 13).

Firstlings of clean beasts ; the redemp-
tion-money (5 shekels) of man, and (J she-

kel, or 1 shekel) of unclean beasts, to be

given to the priests after sacrifice (Num.
xviii. 15-18).

(3) Poor-Laws.

(a) Gleanings (in field or vineyard) to be a

legal right of the poor (Lev. xix. 9, 10

;

Deut. .xxiv. 19-22).

(;8) Slight Trespass (eating on the spot) to^

be allowed as legal (Deut. xxiii. 24, 25).

(7) Second Tithe (see 2 fi) to be given in

charity.

(5) Wages to be paid day bi/ day (Deut. •

.\xiv. 1.5).

(4) Maintenance of Priests (Num. xviii, 8-32).

(a) Tenth of Levites' Tithe. (See 2 a).

{13) The heave and wave-offerings (breast'

and right shoulder of all jteace-ofierings).

(7) The meat and sin-offerings, to be eaten

solemnly, and only in the holy place.

(5) First-Fruits and redemption money. (.'

27),

•i The difficulty of enforcinjf this law is seen in

Jcr. xxxiv. 8-16.

* Heiresses to marry in their own tribe (Num.
xxvii. 6-8, xxxTi.).

il
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(«) Price of all devoted things, unless spe-

cially given for a sacral service. A man's
service, or that of his household, to be I'C-

deeined at 50 sheliels for man, 30 for woman,
20 for boy, and 10 for girl.

(II.) Laws Criminal.

(A) Offencks against God (of the

nature of treason).

1 st Command. Acknowledgment of false gods

(Kx. xxii. 20), as e.g. Moloch (Lev. xx. 1-5), and
generally all idolatry (Ueut. xiii., xvii. 2-5).

2 nil Command. Witchcraft and false prophecij

(Kx. xxii. 18 ; Deut. xviii. 9-22; Lev. xix. ;U).

^rd Command. Blasphemy (Lev. xxiv. 15, 16).

4tli Omimand. Sabbath-breaking (Num. xv.

32-J(!).

Punishment in all cases, death by stoning. Ido-

latrous cities to be utterly destroyed. \

(B) Offences against Man.

5th Command. Disobedience to or cursing or

smiting ol' parents (Ex. xxi. 15, 17 ; Lev. xx. 9;
Dent. xxi. 18-21), to he punished by death by
stoning, publicly adjudged and inflicted ; so also of

disobedience to the priests (as judges) or Supreme
Judge. Comp. 1 K. xxi. 10-14 (Nabotli) ; 2 Chr.
xxiv. 21 (Zechariah).

6tli Command. (1) Murder, to be punished by
death without sanctuary or reprieve, or satisfaction

(Ex. x.xi. 12, 14 ; Deut. xix. 11-13). Death of a

slave, actually under the rod, to be punished (Ex.

xxi. 20, 21).

(2) Death by neqligeiice, to be punished by
death (Ex. xxi. 28-30).

(3) Accidental Homicide ; the avenger of blood

to be escaped by flight to the cities of refuge till

the death of the high-priest (Num. xxxv. 9-28

;

Deut. iv. 41-43, xix. 4-10).

(4) Uncertain Murder, to be expiated by formal

disavowal and sacrifice by the elders of the nearest

city (Deut. xxi. 1-9).

(5) Assault to be punished by lex talionis, or

damages (^Ex. xxi. 18, 19, 22-25; Lev. xxiv.

19, 20).

7th Command. (1) Adultery to be punished b}"^

death of botli olfenders ; the rape of a married or

betrothed woman, by death of the olfender (Deut.

xxii. 13-27).

(2) Rape or Seduction of an unbetrothed virgin,

to be compensated by marriage, with dowry (50
shekels), and without power of divorce ; or, if she

be refused, by payment of full dowry (Ex. xxii. 16,

17;Deut. .x.\ii. 28, 29).

(3) Unlauful Marriages (incestuous, &c.), to be

punished, some by death, some by childlessness

(Lev. XX.).

Sth Command. (1) Theft to be punished by
fourfold or double restitution ; a nocturnal robber

might be slain as an outlaw (Ex. xxii. 1-4).

(2) Trespass and injury of things lent to be

compensateii (Ex. .xxii. 5-15).

(3) Perversion of Justice (by bribes, threats,

&c.), and especially oppression of .strangers, strictly

forbidden (Ex. xxiii. 9, &c.).

(4) Kidnapping to be i)unished by death (Deut.

xxiv. 7).

9th Command. False Witness ; to be punished
Dy lc.c tidionis (Ex. x.xiii. 1-3; Deut. six. 16-21).

Slander of a wife's cliastity, by tine and loss of

power of divorce (Dtnit. xxii. 18, 19).
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i A fuller consideration of the tables of the Ten
Commandments is given elsewhere. [Ten Com-
mandments.]

(III.) Laws Judicial and Constitutional.

(A) Jurisdiction.

(a) Local Judges (generally Levites, as more
skilled in the Law) appointed, for ordinary matters,

probably by the people with apjjrobation of tiie su-

preme authority (as of Moses in the wilderness)

(Ex. xviii. 25; Deut, i. 15-18), through all the

land (Deut. xvi. 18).

(h) Appeal to the Priests (at the holy place), oi

to the judge ; their sentence Jinal, and to be ac-

cepted under pain of death. See Deut. xvii. 8-13
(comp. appeal to Moses, Ex. xviii. 26.)

(c) Tro witnesses (at least) required in capital

matters (Num. xxxv. 30; Deut. xvii. 6, 7).

(d) Punishment (except by special command)
to be personal, and not to extend to the family
(Deut. xxiv. 16).

Stripes allowed and limited (Deut. x.xv. 1-3), so

as to avoid outrage on the human frame.

All this would be to a great extent set aside

—

1st. By the summary jurisdiction of the king. See

1 Sam. xxii. 11-19 (Saul); 2 Sam. xii. 1-5, xiv.

4-11 ; 1 K. iii. 16-28; which extended even to the

deposition of the high-piiest (1 Sam. xxii. 17, 18;
1 K. ii. 26, 27).

The practical difficulty of its being carried out is

."^een in 2 Sam. xv. 2-6, and would lead of course

to a certain delegation of his power.

2nd. By the appointment of the Seventy (Num.
xi. 24-30) with a solemn religious sanction. (In

later times there was a local Sanhedrim of 23 in each

city, and two such in Jerusalem, as well as the
Great Sanhedrim, consistiiig of 70 members, besides

the president, who was to be the high-priest if duly
qualified, and controling even the king and high-

priest. The members were priests, scribes (Levites),

and elders (of other tribes). A court of exactly

this nature is noticed, as appointed to supreme
power by Jehoshaphat. (See 2 Ch. xix. 8-11.)

(B) Royal Power.
The King's Power limited by the Law, as wiitten

and formally accepted by the king: and directly

forbidden to bedespotic'' (Deut. xvii. 14-20; comp.
1 Sam. X. 25). Yet he had power of taxation (to

I'jth) ; and of compulsory service (1 Sam. viii. 10-

18; the declaration of war (1 Sam. xi.), &c. There
are distinct traces of a " mutual contract " (2 Sam.
v. 3 (David); a "league" (Joash), 2 K. xi. 17) ;

the remonstrance with Rehoboam being clearly not
extraordinary (1 K. xii. 1-6).

The Princes of the Congregation. The heads of

the tribes (see Josh. ix. 15) seem to have had au-
thority under Joshua to act for the people (comp.
1 Chr. xxvii. 16-22) ; and in the later times " the
princes of Judah " seem to have had power to con-
trol both the king and the priests (see Jer. xxvi.

10-24, xxxviii. 4, 5, &c.).

(C) Royal Revenue. (See Mich. b. ii.

c. 7, art. 59.

(1) Tenth ofproduce.

(2) Dotmiin land (1 Chr. xxvii. 26-29). Note
confiscation of criminal's land (1 K, xxi. 15).

* Military conquest discouraged by the prohibition

of the use of liorscs. (See Josh. xi. G.) For an ox-
ample of obedience to tliis law see 2 Sam. viii. i, and
of disobedience to it in 1 K. \. 26-29.
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(3) Boml service (1 K. v. 17, IS) chiolly on

forei?nei-s (1 K. ix. 20-22; 2 Clir. ii. IG, 17).

(4) F/o<;l;s <m<l herds (1 Chr. xxvii. 29-31).

(5) Tributes (gilts) IVom forpi<;n kings.

(6) Commerce; especially ia Solomon's time

(1 K. X. 22, 29, &c.).

(IV.) Ecclesiastical and Cerkmonial Law.

(A) Law of Sacrifick (considered as the sign and

the appointed means of the union with God,

oil which the holiness of tlie people de-

pended).

(1) Ordinary Sacrifices.

(a) The whole Burnt- Offerintj (Lev. i.) of the

herd or the flock ; to be oH'ered continually

(Ex. xxix. S8-42) ; and the fire on the altar

uever to be extinguished (Lev. vi. 8-13).

(i3) The Meat-Ojfcring (Lev. ii., vi. 14-23)

of flour, oil, and frankincense, unleavened,

and seasoned with salt.

(7) The Peace-Offerin;/ (Lev. )ii.,vii. 11-21)

of the herd or the flock ; either a thank-

offering, or a vow, or freewill offering.

(5) The Sin- Offering, or Trespass- Offering

(Lev. iv., v., vi.).

(a) For sins committed iu ignorance (Lev.

iv.).

(b) For vows unwittingly made and

broken, or uncleanness unwittingly

contracted (Lev. v.).

(c) For sins wittingly committed (Lev.

vi. 1-7),

(2) Extraordinary Sacrifices.

{a) At the Consecration of Priests (Lev.

viii., ix.).

(j8) At the Purification of Women (Lev.xii.).

(y) At the Cleansing of Lepers (Lev. xiii.,

xiv.).

(5) On the Great Day of Atonement (Lev.

xvi.).

(e) On the great Festivals (Lev. xxiii.).

(B) Law of Holinicss (arising from the union

with God through sacrifice).

(1) Holiness of Persons.

(o) Holiness of the whole people as " children

of God" (Ex. xix. 5, 6 ; Lev. xi.-xv., xvii.,

xviii. ; Deut. xiv. 1-21) shown in

(rt) The Dedication of the first-born (Ex.

xiii. 2, 12, 13, xxii. 29, 30, &c.); and
the offering of all firstlings and first-

fruits (Deut. xxvi., &c.).

(5) Distinction of clean and unclean food

(Lev. xi.; Deut. xiv.).

(c) Provision for purification (Lev. xii.,

xiii., xiv., XV.; Deut. xxiii. 1-14).

(d) Laws against disfigui-emeiit (Lev.

xix. 27 ; Deut. xiv. 1 ; comp. Deut.

XXV. 3, agiunst excessive scourging).

(e) Laws against unnatural marriages

and lusts (Lev. xviii., xx.).

^^/3) Holiness of the Priests {and Zevites).

(a) Their consecration (Lev. viii. ix.

;

Ex. xxix.).

(6) Their special qualifications and re-

strictions (Lev. xxi., xx-ii. 1-9).

(c) Their rights (Deut. xviii. 1-6 ; Num.
.xviii.) and authority (Deut. xvii. 8-13).

(2) Holiness of Places and THiNt;s.

Co) The Tabcnwclc with the ark, the vail,
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the altiii-s, the laver, the priestly robes, &c.

(Ex. xxv.-xxviii., xxx).

(/3) The Holg Place chosen for the peiina-

nent erection of the taberaacle (Deut. xii.,

xiv. 22-29), where only all sacrifices were t«

be otl'ei-ed, and all tithes, first-fruits, vows,

&ic.., to be given or eaten.

(3) Holiness of Times.

(a) The Sabbath (Ex. xx. 9-11, xxiii. 12, &c.).

(/8) The Sabbatical Year (Ex. xxiii. 10, 11
;

Lev. XXV 1-7, &c.).

(7) The Year ofJubilee (Lev. xxv. 8-16, &c.).

(5) The Passover (Ex. xii. 3-27 ; Lev. xxiii.

4-14).

(e) The Feast of Weeks (Pentecost) (Lev.

xxiii. 15, &c.).

(C) The Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. xxiii.

33-43.

(ij) The Feast of Trumpets (Lev, xxiii.

23-25).

{e) The Dag of Atonement (Lev. xxiii. 20-

32, &c.).

On this part of the subject, see Festivals,
Priests, Tabernacle, Sacrifice, &c.

Such is the substance of the Mosaic Law ; its

details must be studied under their several heads

;

and their full comprehension requires a constant

reference to the circumstances, physical and monil,

of the nation, and a comparison with the correspond-

ing ordinances of othei- ancient codes.

The leading principle of the whole is its Theo-
cratic character, its let'erence (that is) of all

action and thoughts of men directly and immediately

to the will of God. All law, indeed, must ulti-

mately make this reference. If it bases itself on

the sacredness of human authority, it must finally

trace that authority to God's appointment; if on

the rights of the individual and the need of pro-

tecting them, it must consider these rights as in-

herent and sacred, because implanted by the hand

of the Creator. But it is characteristic of the

Mosaic Law, as also of all Biblical history and pro-

phecy, that it p;isses ovei' all the intei-mediate steps,

and refei-s at once to God's commandment as the

Ibundation of all human duty. The key to it is

found in the ever-recurring fornuila, " Ye shall

observe all these statutes ; I am the LORD."
It follows from this, that it is to be regai-ded

not merely as a law, that is, a rule of conduct,

based on known truth and acknowledged authority,

but also as a Revelation of God's nature and His

dispensations. In this view of it, more particu-

larly, lies its conne.\ion with the rest of the Old

Testament. As a law, it is definite and (generally

speaking) final ; as a revelation, it is the beginning

of the great system of pi'ophecy, and indeed beat's

within itself the marks of gradual development,

from the first simple declaration (" I am the Loi-d

thy God ") in Exodus to the full and solemn decla-

ration of His nature and will in Deuteionomy.
With this peculiar chai-acter of revelation stimped

upon it, it naturally ascends from rule to principle,

and regaixls all goodness in man .is the shadow of

the Divine attributes, " Ye shall be holy : for I the

Lord your God am holv " (Lev. xix. 2, &c. ; comp.
Matt. V. 48).

But this theocratic character of the law depends

necessiu'ily on the belief in God, as not only the

Creator and sustjiiner of the world, but as, by
special covenant, the head of the Jewish nation. It

is not iudcctl doubted that lie is the king of all the
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earth, and that all earthly authority is derived

from Him ; but here as;ain, in the case of the

Israelites, tho intemiediate steps are all but ignored,

and the people at once brought lace to face with

Him as their ruler. It is to be especially noticed,

that God's claim (so to speak) on their allegiance

is based not on His power or wisdom, but on His

especial mercy in being their Saviour from Egyptian

bondage. Because they were made free by Him,
therefore they became His servants (comp. Kom.

vi. 19-22) ; and the declaration, which stands at

the opening of the law is, " I am the Lord thy

God, which brought thee out of the land of Egypt."

(Comp. also the reason given for the obsenation of

the sabbath in Deut. v. 15 ; and the historical pre-

faces of the delivery of the second law (Deut. i.-iii.)
;

of the renewal of the covenant by Joshua (Josh.

xxiv. l-i;i) ; and of the rebuke of Samuel at the

establishment of the kingdom (1 Sam. sii. 6-15). )

'J'his immediate reference to God as their king,

is clearly seen as the groundwork of their whole

polity. .The foundation of the whole law of land,

and of its remarkable provisions against alienation,

lies in the declaration, "The land is mine, and

ye are strangers and sojourners with me " (Lev.

XXV. 23). As in ancient Home, all land belonged

properly to the state, and under the feudal system

in mediaeval Europe to the king ; so in the Jewish

law the true ownership lay in Jehovah alone.

The very system of tithes embodied only a peculiar

form of a tribute to their king, such as they were

familiar with in Egypt (see Gen. xlvii. 23-26)

;

and the ntiering of the first-fruits, with the remark-

able declaration by which it was accompanied (see

Deut. xxvi. 5-lU), is a direct acknowledgment of

God's immediate sovereignty. And, as the land,

so also the persons of the Israelites are declared to

be the absolute property of the Lord, by the dedi-

cation and ransom of the first-bom (Ex. xiii. 2-

13, &c.), by the payment of the half-shekel at the

numbering of the people, " as a ransom for their

souls to the Lord" (Ex. xxx. 11-16); and by the

limitation of power over Hebrew slaves, as con-

trasted with the absolute mastership permitted over

the heathen and the sojourner (Lev. xxv. 39-46).

From this theocratic nature of the law follow

iniport;mt deductions with regard to (a) the view

which it takes of political society
; (6) the extent

of the scope of the law
;
(c) the penalties by which

it is enforced ; and {d) the chai-acter which it seeks

to impress on the people.

(a.) The basis of human society is ordinaiily

sought, by law or philosophy, either in the rights

of the individual, and the partial delegation of them
to jwlitical authorities ; or in the mutual needs of

men, and the relations which spring from them
;

or in the actual existence of power of man over

man, whether arising from natural relationship, or

from benefits conferred, or from physical or intel-

lectual ascendancy. The maintenance of society is

supposed to depend on a " social compact" between

governoi-s and subjects ; a compact, true as an ab-

stract idea, but untrue if supposed to have been a

historical reality. The Mosaic Law seeks the basis

of its polity, first, in the absolute sovereignty of

God, next in the relationship of eacli individual to

God, and through (Jod to his countrymen. It is

clear that such a doctrine, while it contradicts none

of the common theories, yet lies beneath them all,

and shows why each of them, being only a secondary

deduction from an ultimate truth, cannot be in

itself suilicieut ; and, if it chiim to be the whole
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tnith, will become an absurdity. It is the doc-

trine which is insisted upon and developed in the

whole series of prophecy ; and which is brought to

its perfection only when applied to that universal

and spiritual kingdom for which the Mosaic system

was a preparation,

(6.) The law, as proceeding directly from God,

and referring directly to Him, is necessarily abso-

lute in its supremacy and unlimited in its scope.

It is supreme over the governors, as being only

the delegates of the Lord, and therefore it is incom-
patible with any despotic authority in them. This

is seen in its limitation of the power of the master

over the slave, in the restrictions kiid on the priest-

hood, and the ordination of the " manner of the

kingdom " (Deut. xvii. 14-20 ; comp. 1 Sam. x. 25).

By its establishment of the hereditary priesthood

side by side with the authority of the heads of

tribes ("the princes"), and the subsequent sove-

reignty of the king, it provides a balance of powers,

all of which are regarded as subordinate. The ab-

solute sovereignty of Jehovah is asserted in the

earlier times in the dictatorship of the Judge ; but

much more clearly under the kingdom by the

spiritual commission of the prophet. By his re-

bukes of priests, princes, and kings, for abuse of

their power, he was not only defending religion and
morality, but also maintaining the divinely-ap-

pointed constitution of Israel. On the other hand,

it is supreme over the governed, recognising no

inherent rights in the individual, as prevailing

against, or limiting the law. It is therefore unli-

mited in its scope. There is in it no recognition,

such as is familiar to us, that there is one class of

actions directly subject to the coercive power of

law, while other classes of actions and the whole
realm of thought are to be indirectly guided by
moral and spuitual influence. Nor is there any
distinction of the temporal authority which wields

the foi-mer power, from the spiritual authority to

which belongs the other. In fact these distinctions

would have been incompatible with the character

and objects of the law. They depend partly on
the want of foi-esight and power in the lawgiver

;

they could have no place in a system traced di-

rectly to God: they depend also partly on the
freedom which belongs to the manhood of our race

;

they could not therefore be appropriate to the more
imperfect period of its youth.

Thus the law regulated the whole life of an
Israelite. His house, his dress, and his food, his

domestic an-angements and the distribution of his

property, all were detemiined. In the laws of

the release of debts, and the prohibition of usury,

the dictates of self-interest and the natural course

of coinmerciid transactions are stenily checked. His
actions were rewarded and punished with great mi-
nuteness and strictness ; and that according to the

standard, not of their consequences, but of their in-

trinsic morality ; so that, for example, fornication

and adultery were as severely visited as theft or

murder. His rehgious worship was defined and
enforced in an elaborate and unceasing ceremonial.

In all things it is clear, that, if men submitted to

it merely as a law, imposed under penalties by an
irresistible authority, and did not regard it as a

means to the knowledge and love of God, and a

preparation for His redemption, it would well de-

serve from Isi-aelites the description given of it by

St. I'eter (Acts xv. 10), as "a joke which neither

they nor their fathers were able to bear."

(c.) The pautltics and rewards by which the
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law is I'uforceJ aie such as depend on the direct

thiocnicy. VVith legard to individual actions, it

may be noticed that, as generally some penalties

are inflicted by the subordinate, and some only by
the supreme authority, so among the Israelites

some penalties came from the hand of man, some
directly from the Pro^^dence of God. So much
is this the case, that it often seems doubtful

whether the threat that a " soul shall be cut off

from Israel " refers to outlawry and excommunica-
tion, or to such miraculous punishments as those of

Nadab and Abihu, or Korah, Dathan, and Abiram.
In dealing with the nation at large, Moses, regu-
larly and as a matter of course, refei-s for punish-
ments and rewai-ds to the providence of God. This
is seen, not only in the great blessing and curse

which enforces the law as a whole, but also in

special instances, as, for example, in the promise of
unusual fertility to compensate *"or the sabbatical

year, and of safety of the country from attiick

when left undefended at the three great festivals.

Whether these were to corae from natural causes,

t. e. laws of His providence, which we can under-
stand and foresee, or from cjiuses supernatural, i. e.

incomprehensible and inscrutable to us, is not in

any case laid down, nor indeed does it affect this

principle of the law.

The beaiing of this principle on the inquiry as to

the revelation of a future life, in the Pentateuch,
is easily seen. So far as the law deals with the

nation as a whole, it is obvious that its penalties

and rewards could only refer to this life, in which
alone the nation exists. So far as it relates to such
individual acts as are generally cognizable by
human law, and capable of temporal punishments,
no one would expect that its divine origin should
necessitate any reference to the woi-ld to come.
But the sphere of moral and religious action and
thought to which it extends is beyond the cognizance

of human laws, and the scope of their ordinary
penalties, and is therefore left by them to the retribu-

tion of God's inscrutable justice, which, being but
impeifectly seen here, is contemplated especially as

exercised in a future state. Hence arises the

expectation of a direct revelation of this future
stiite in the Mosaic Law. Such a revelation is

certainly not given. Warburton (in* his Divine
Legation of Moses) even builds on its non-exist-

ence an argument for the supernatural power and
commission of the law-giver, who could promise
and threaten retribution from the providence of
God in this life, and subn-it his predictions to the
test of actual experience. The truth seems to be
that, in a law which appeals directly to God him-
self for its authority and its s.nnction, there cannot
be that broad line of demarcation between this life

and the next, which is drawn for those whose
power is limited by the grave. Our Lord h:us

taught us (Matt. xxii. ;31, 32) that in the very
revelation of God, as the " God of Abraham and
Isaiic and .lacob," the promise of immoi-tality and
future retribution was implicitly contained. We
may apply this declaration even more strongly to

H law in which God was revealed, as entering into

covenant with Israel, and in them drawing man-
kind directly under His immediate government.
His blessings and curses, by the very fact that they
came from Him, would be felt to be unlimited by
time

; and the plain and immediate fulfilment,

which they found in this life, would be accepted as

an earnest of a deeper, though more mysterious

comjiletion in the world to come. But the time
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for the clear revelation of this truth was not yet

come, and, therefore, while the future life and its

retribution is implied, yet the rewaidsand penalties

of the present life are those which are plaiulj held

out and practically dwelt upon.

{d.) But perhaps the most important consequence

of the theocratic nature of the law was the

peculiar character of goodness which it sought to

impress on the people. Goodness in its relation

to man takes the forms of righteousness and love
;

in its independence of all relation, the form of

purity, and in its relation to God, that of pitty.

Laws, which contemplate men chiefly in their

mutual relations, endeavour to enforce or protect in

them the first two qualities; the Mosaic Law,
beginning with piety, as its first object, enforces

most emphatically the purity essential to those who,
by their union with God, have recovered the hope

of intrinsic goodness, while it views righteousness

and love rather as deductions from these than as

independent objects. Not that it neglects these

qualities ; on the contrary it is full of precepts

which show a high conception and tender care

of our relative duties to man ;<* but these can hardly

be called its distinguishing features. It is most
instructive to refer to the religious preface of the

law in Deut. vi.-xi. (especially to vi. 4-13), where
all is based on the first great commandment, and

to observe the subordinate and dependent character

of " the second that is like unto it,"—" Thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyself; / a7n the Lord"
(Lev. xix. 18). On the contrary, the care for the

purity of the people stands out remarkably, not

only in the enforcement of ceremonial " cleanness,"

and the multitude of precautions or remedies against

any breach of it, but also in the severity of the

laws against sensuality and self-pollution, a seve-

rity which distinguishes the lilosaic code before all

others ancient and modern. In punishing these

sins, as committed against a man's own self, without

reference to their efliect on othere, and in lecognizing

purity as having a substantive value and glory, it

sets up a standard of individual morality, such

as, even in Greece and Rome, philosophy reserved for

its most esoteric teaching.

Now in all this it is to be noticed that the

appeal is not to any dignity of human nature, but

to the obligations of communion with a Holy God.

The subordination, therefore, of this idea alos to

the religious idea is enforced ; and so long as the

due supremacy of the latter was presei-ved, all other

duties would find their places in proper harmony.

But the usurpation of that supremacy in practice

by the idea of personal and national sanctity was

that which gave its peculiar colour to the Jewish

character. In that character there was intense

religious devotion and self-sacrifice ; there was

a high standard of personal holiness, and connected

with these ;m ardent feeling of nationality, based on

a great idea, and, therefore, finding its vent in

their proverbial spirit of proselytism. But there

w;is also a spirit of contempt for all unbelievers,

and a forgetfulness of the existence of any duties

towards them, which gave even to their religion an

antagonistic spirit, and degradeil it in after-times to

a ground of national self-glorifi&ition. It is to be

traced to a natural, though not justifiable pervei-sioU

of the law, by those who made it their all ; and

both in its strength and its weaknesses it has reap*

d See, for example, Ex. xxi. 7-11, 28-36; xxili.

1-9 ; Deut. xxii. 1-4; xxiv. 10-22, &c. &c.
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peaied remaikably among those Christians who I

have dwelt on the 0. T. to the neglect of the New.
|

It is evident that this characteristic of the

Israelites would tend to preserve the seclusion

which, under God's providence, was intended for

them, and would in its turn be fostered by it. We
may notice, in connexion with this part of the

subject, many subordinate provisions tending to the

same direction. Such are the estiiblishment of an

agricultural basis of society and property, and the

provision against its accumulation in a few hands

;

the discouragement of commerce by the strict

laws as to usury, and of foreign conquest by the

laws against the maintenance of hoi-ses and chariots
;

as well as the direct prohibition of intemianiage

with idolaters, and the indirect pi-evention of all

familiar intercourse with them by the laws as to

meats—all these things tended to impress on the

Israelitish polity a chai-actcr of peimanence, stability,

and comparative isolation. Like the nature and

position of the country to which it wa.s in great

measure adapted, it w;^s intended to presen'e in

purity the witness borne by Israel for God in the

darkness of licjithenism, until the time should come
for the gathering in of all nations to enjoy the

blessing promised to Abraham.
III. In considering the relation of the Law to

the future, it is important to be guided by the

general principle laid down in Heb. vii. 19, "The
Law made nothing perfect" (OvSiv ireKetwaiv b

K6jji.os). This principle will be applied in different

degrees to its bearing (a) on the after-history of

the Jewish commonwealth before the coming of

Christ; (6) on the coming of our Lord Himself;

and (c) on the dispensation of the Gospel.

(«.) To that aftei-history the Law was, to a great

extent, the key ; for in ceremonial and criminal law
it was complete and tinal ; while, even in civil and
constitution il law, it laid down clearly the general

principles to be afterwards more fully developed.

It w;is indeed often neglected, and even forgotten.

Its fundamental assertion of the Theocracy was
violated by the constant lapses into idolatry, and its

provisions for the good of man overwhelmed by the

natural course of human selfishness (Jer. sxxiv.

12-17) ; till at last, in the reign of Josiah, its very
existence was unknown, and its discovery was to

the king and the people as a second publication

:

yet still it formed the standard from which they

knowingly departed, and to which they constantly

returned ; and to it therefore all which was pecu-

liai- in their national and individual character was
due. Its direct inlluence was probably greatest

iu the peiiods befoie the establishment of the king-

dom, and after the Babylonish captivity. The last

act of Joshua was to bind the Israelites to it as the

charter of their occupation of the conquer©! land

(Josh. xxiv. 24-27) ; and, in the semi-anaixhical

period of the Judges, the Law and the Tabernacle

were the only centres of anything like national

unity. The establishment of the kingdom was due
to tm impatience of this position, and a desire for a
visible and personal centre of authority, much the

same in nature as that which plunged them so

often in idolatry. The people were warned (1 Sam.
xii. G-25) that it involved much danger of their

forgetting and rejecting the main principle of the
Law—that " Jehovah their God w;is their King."
The truth of the prediction was .-oon shown. Even
under Solomon, as soon as the monarchy became
one of gi-eat splendour and power, it assumed a

hpathenish and polytheistic ch.i) actor, breaking the
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Law, both by its dishonour towards God, and its

forbidden tyranny over man. Indeed if the Law
was looked upon as a collection of abstract rules,

and not as a means of knowledge of a Personal God,

it was inevitable that it should be overborne by the

presence of a visible and pei-sonnl authority.

Therefore it was, that from the time of the esta-

blishment of the kingdom began the prophetic office.

Its object was to enforce and to yierfect the Law, by
bearing witness to the great truths on which it was
built, viz. the truth of God's government over all,

kings, priests, and people alike, and the consequent

certainty of a righteous retribution. It is plain

that at the same time this witness went far beyond
the Law as a definite code of institutions. It

dwelt rather on its great principles, which were to

transcend the special fonns in which they were
embodied. It frequently contrasted (as in Is. i., &c.)

the external observance of form with the spiritual

homage of the heart. It tended therefore, at least

indirectly, to the time when, according to the well-

known contrast drawn by Jeremiah, the Law writ-

ten on the tables of stone should give place to a

new Covenant, depending on a law written on the

heart, and therefore coercive no longer (Jer. xxxi.

31-34). In this they did but caiTy out the pre-

diction of the Law itself (Deut. xviii. 9-22), and

prepare the way for " the Prophet " who was to

come.

Still the Law remained as the distinctive standard

of the people. In the kingdom of Israel, after the

separation, the deliberate rejection of its leading

principles by Jeroboam and his successors was the

beginning of a gradual declension into idolatry and

heathenism. But in the kingdom of Judah the

very division of the monarchy and consequent di-

minution of its splendour, and the need of a prin-

ciple to assert against the superior material power
of Israel, brought out the Law once more in in-

creased honour and influence. In the days of Jeho-

shaphat we find, for the first time, that it was taken

by the Levite^* in their circuits through the land,

and the people taught by it (2 Chr. xvii. 9). We
rind it especially spoken of in the oath taken by

the king " at his pillar " in the temple, and made
the standard of reference in the refoiinations oi

Hezekiah and Josiah (2 K. xi. 14, xxiii. 3; 2 Chr.

XXX., xxxiv. 14-31).

Far more was this the case after the captivity.

The revival of the existence of Israel was hallowed

by the new and solemn publication of the Law by
Ezra, and the institution of the synagogues, through

which it became deeply and familiarly known.
[Ezra.] The loss of the independent monarchy,

and the cessation of prophecy, both combined to

throw the Jews back upon the Law alone, as their

only distinctive pledge of nationality, and sure

guide to truth, 'i'he more they mingled with the

other subject-nations under the Persian and Grecian

empires, the more eageily they clung to it as their

distinction and safeguard ; and opening the know-

ledge of it to the heathen, by the translation of the

LXX., based on it their proverbial eagerness to

proselytize. This love for tlie Law, lather than'

any abstract patriotism, was the strength of the

Maccabean struggle against the Syrians," and the

success of that struggle, enthroning a Levitical

power, deepened the feeling from which it sprang.

It so entered into the heart of the i)eoi>le that open

Note here the qucstioi) as to the lawfulness of war

the Sabbath in ihis war (1 Mace. ii. 23-41).
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idolatiy became nnpusi.iljle. 'I'he certainty and au-

thority of the Law's coramaiidments amidst the

jiei-plexities of paganism, and tlie spirituality of its

doctrine as contrasted with sensual and carnal

idolatries, were the favourite boast of the Jew, and

the secret of his influence among the heathen. The

Law thus became the moulding influence of the

Jewish chaiacter ; and, instead of being looked upon

as subsidiaiy to the promise, and a means to its

fulfilment, was exalted to supreme importance as

at once a means and a pledge of national and indi-

vidual sanctity.

This feeling laid hold of and satisfied the mass

of the people, haimonising as it did with their

ever-increasing spirit of an almost fanatic nation-

ality, until the destruction of the city. The Phari-

sees, truly representing the chief strength of the

people, sj'stematized this feeling ; they gave it fiesh

food, and assumed a predominant leatlei"ship over it

by the floating mass of tradition which they gra-

dually accumulated around the Law as a nucleus.

The popular use of the word " lawless " {&vofios)

as a term of contempt (Acts ii. 23 ; 1 Cor. ix. 21)
for the heathen, and even for the uneducuited ma-^s

of their followers (John vii. 49), marked and stereo-

typed their principle.

Against this idolatry of the Law (which when
imported into the Christiim Church is described and

vehemently denounced by St. Paul), there were two
i-eactions. The first was that of the Sadducees

;

one which had its basis, according to common tra-

dition, in the idea of a higher love and service of

God, independent of the Law and its sanctions ; but

which degenerated into a speculative infidelity, and

an anti-nation;J system of politics, and which pro-

bably had but little hold of the people The other,

that of the Essen ES, was an attempt to burst

the bonds of the formal law, and assert its ideas in

all fullness, freedom, and purity. In its practical

fomi it assumed the chaiacter of high and ascetic

devotion to God ; its speculative guise is seen in the

school of I'hilo, as a tendency not merely to treat

the commands and history of the Law on a sym-
bolical principle, but actually to allegorise them
into mere abstractions. In neither foi-m could it

be permanent, because it had no suflicient rela-

tion to the needs and realities of human nature,

or to the personal Subject of all the Jewish pro-

mises; but it was still a declaration of the insuffi-

ciency of the Law in itself, and a preparation for its

absorption into a higher principle of unity. Such
Wiis the history of the Law before the coming of
Christ. It was full of effect and blessing, when
used as a means ; it became hollow and insutficieut,

when made an end.

(6.) The relation of the Law to the advent of

Christ is also laid down clearly by St. Paul. " The
Law was the XlatSaywyhs (Is Xpiarhv, the servant

(that is), whose task it wiis to guide the child to

the true teacher (Gal. iii. 24) ; and Christ was " the

end" or object "of the Law" (Itom. x. 4). As
being subsidiary to tiie jjromise, it had accom-
plished its pui-pose when the promise was fulfilled.

Jn its national asjioct it had existed to guard the

faith in the theocracy. The chief hindi-ance to that

liuth had been the difficulty of realising the invi-

sible presence of God, and of conceiving a commu-
nion with the infinite Godhead which should not

crush or absorb the finite creature (comp. Deut. v.

24-27 ; Num. xvii. 12, 13; Job ix. ;i2-:j5, xiii. 21,

22; Is. xlv. 15, l.\iv. 1, &c.). From that had

come iu eailier times open idolatry, and a hall-idol-
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atrous longing for and tnist in the kingdom ; in

after-times the substitution of the law for the pro-

mise. This difficulty was now to pass away for

ever, in the Incarnation of the Godhead in One truly

and visibly man. The guardianship of the Law
was no longer needeil, for the visible and personal

presence of the Jlessiah required no further witness.

Moreover, in the Law itself there had always been a

tendency of the fundamental idea to burst the fomial

bonds which confined it. In looking to God as

especially their King, the Israelites were inheriting

a privilege, belonging originally to all mankind, and

destined to revert to them. Yet that element of

the Law which was local and national, now most

prized of all by the Jews, tended to limit this gift

to them, and place them in a position antagonistic

to the rest of the world. It needed therefore to

pass away, before all men could be brought into a

kingdom where there was to be " neither Jew nor

Gentile, barbarian, Scythian, bond or fiee."

In its individual, or what is usually called its

"moral" aspect, the Law bore equally the stamp
of transitoriness and insufficiency. It had, as we
have seen, declared the authority of truth and good-

ness over man's will, and t.iken for gi-anted in man
the existence of a spirit which could recognise that

authority ; but it had done no more. Its presence

had therefore detected the existence and the sinful-

ness of sin, as alien alike to God's will and man's

true nature ; but it had also brought out with more
vehement and desperate antagonism the power of

sin dwelling in man as fallen (Rom. vii. 7-25). It

only showed therefore the need of a Saviour from

sin, and of an indwelling power which should en-

able the spirit of man to conquer the "law" of

evil. Hence it bore witness of its own insuflicieucy,

and led men to Chiist. Already the prophets,

speaking by a living and indwelling spirit, ever

fresh and powerful, had been passing beyond the

dead letter of the law, and indirectly condemning it

of insufficiency. But there was need of " the Pro-

phet" who should not only have the fullness of the

spirit dwelling in Himself, but should have the

power to give it to others, and so open the new
dispensation already foretold. When He had come,

and by the gift of the Spirit imphmted in man a

free internal power of action tending to God, the

restraints of the Law, needful to train the childhood

of the world, became unnecessary and even injurious

to the free development of its manhood.

The relation of the Law to Chiist in its sacrificial

and ceremonial aspect, will be more fully consi-

dered elsewhere. [Sacrifice.] It is here only ne-

cessary to remark on the evidently typiail character

of the whole system of sacrifices, on which alone

their virtue depended ; and on the impeifect embo-

diment, in any body of mere men, of the great truth

which was represented in the priesthood. By the

former declaring the need of Atonement, by the

Latter the possibility of Mediation, and yet in itself

doing nothing adequately to realise either, the Law
again led men to Him, who was at once the only

Mediator and the true Sacrifice.

Thus the Law had trained and guided man to the

acceptance of the Messiah in His threefold cha-

racter of King, Prophet, and Priest ; and then, its

work being done, it beaime, iu the minds of those

who trusted in it, not only an encumbrance but a

snare. To resist its claim to allegiance was there-

fore a matter of life and death in the days of St.

Paul, and, in a less degree, iu allei-ages of the

Church.
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(c.) It remains to consider how far it lias any

obligation or existence under the dispensation of the

Gospel. As a means of justification or salvation,

it ought never to have been regarded, even before

Christ : it needs no proof to show that still less

can this be so since He has come. But yet the

question remains whether it is binding on Chris-

tians, even when they do not depend ou it for sal-

vation.

It seems clear enough, that its formal coercive

authority as a whole ended with the close of the

Jewish dispensation. It is impossible to separate,

though we may distinguish, its various elements

:

it must be regarded as a whole, for he who ofl'ended

" in one point against it was guilty of all " (James

ii. 10). Yet it ref'en-ed thioughout to the Jewish

covenant, and in many points to the constitution,

the customs, and even the local circumstances of

the people. That covenant was preparatory to the

Christian, in which it is now absorbed ; those cus-

toms and observances have passed away. It follows,

by the very nature of the c;ise, that the formal obli-

gation to the Law must have ceased with the basis

on which it is grounded. This conclusion is stamped

most unequivocally with the authority of St. Paul

through the wiiole argument of the Epistles to the

Romans iuid to the Galatians. That we ai'e " not

under law " (Rom. vi. 14, 15 ; Gal. v. 18) ; " that

we are dead to law" (Rom. vii. 4-6 ; Gal. ii. 19),

"redeemetl from under law " (Gal. iv. 5), &c., &c.,

is not only stated without any limitation or excep-

tion, but in many places is made the prominent

feature of the contrast between the earlier and

later covenants. It is impossible, theiefore, to

make distinctions in this respect between the various

parts of the Law, or to avoid the conclusion that

the formal code, promulgated by Moses, and sealed

with the prediction of the blessing and the curse,

cannot, as a law, be binding on the Christian.

But what then becomes of the declaration of our

Lord, that He came " not to destroy the Law, but

to perfect it," and that " not one jot or one tittle

of it shall pass away?" what of the fact, conse-

quent upon it, that the Law has been reverenced in

all Christian churches, and had an important in-

fluence on much Christian legislation? The expla-

nation of the apparent contradiction lies in the

difference between positive and moral obligation.

The positive obligation of the Law, as such, has

pssed away ; but every revelation of God's Will,

and of the righteousness and love which are its

elements, imposes a moral obligation, by the very

fact of its being known, even on those to whom it is

not primarily addressed. So far as the Law of

Moses is such a revelation of the will of God to

mankind at large, occupying a certain place in the

educition of the world as a whole, so fixr its decla-

rations remain for our guidance, though their coer-

cion and their penalties may be no longer needed.

It is in their general principle, of course, that they

remain, not in their outward fonn ; and our Lord has

taught us, in the Sermon on the Mount, that these

principles should be accepted by us >' a more ex-

tended and spiritual development than they could

iweive in the time of Moses.

To apply this principle practically there is need

of much study and discretion, in order to distin-

guish what is load and temporary from what is

univei-sal, and what is mere external foim from what

* As the " Laying on of hands " was considered in

Ihc Ancient Church as the " Supplement of Baptism,"
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is the essence of an ordinance. The moral law

undoubtedly must be most permanent in its in-

fluence, because it is based on the nature of man
generally, although at the same time it is modified

by the greater prominence of love in the Christian

system. Yet the political law, in the main prin-

ciples whicli it lays down :is to the sacredness and

responsibility of all authorities, and the rights

which belong to each individual, and which neither

slavery nor even guilt can quite eradicate, has its

pemianent value. Even the ceremonial law, by its

enforcement of the purity and perfection needed in

any sei-vice offered, and in its disiegard of mere
costliness on such service, and limitation of it

strictly to the prescribed will of (!od, is still in

many respects our best guide. In special cases

(as for example that of the sabbatiad law and the

prohibition of marriage within the degrees) the

question of its authority must depend on the further

inquiry, whether the basis of such laws is one

common to all human nature, or one pecuhar to the

Jewish people. This iiiquiiy will be difficult,

especially in the distinction of the essence from the

form
; but by it alone can the original question be

thoroughly and satisfactorily answered.

For the chief authorities, see Winer, Bealw.
" Gesetz." Michaelis {Mos. Gercclif) is valuable

for facts and antiquities, not much so for theory.

Ewald, Gesch. desVolkcs Israel, vol. ii. pp. 1 24-205,

is most instructive and suggestive as to the main
ideas of the Law. But after all the most important

parts of the subject need little else than a careful

study of the Law itself, and the references to it con-

tained in the N. T. [A. B.]

LAWYEE {vofji.iK6s). The title "lawyer"
IS generally supposed to be equivalent to the title

" scribe," both on account of its etymological

meaning, and also because the man, who is called a

"lawyer" in Matt. xxii. 35 and Luke x. 25, is

called " one of the scribes " in Mark xii. 28. If

the common reading in Luke si. 44, 45, 46, be cor-

lect, it will be decisive against this ; for there,

after our Lord's denunciation of the " scribes and
Pharisees," we find that a lawyer said, " Master,

thus saying, thou reproachest us also. And Jesus

said, Woe unto you also ye lawyers." But it

is likely that the true reading refers the pas-

sage to the Pharisees alone. By the use of the

word vofjLiK6s (in Tit. iii. 9) as a simple adjective,

it seems more probable that the title " scribe" was
a legijl and official designation, but that the name
uu/jlikSs was properly a mere epithet signifying one
"learned in the law" (somewhat like the ot eK

vSfiov in Rom. iv. 14), and only used as a title in

common parlance (comp. the use of it in Tit. iii.

13, " Zcnas the lawyer "). This would account for

the comparative unfrequency of the word, and the

fact that it is always used in connexion with
" Pharisees," never, as the word " scribe " so often

is, in connexion with " chief priests " and " elders."

[SCUIBES.] [A. B.]

LAYING ON OF HANDS. [See Ap-
pendix B."]

LAZ'ARUS (AdCapos : Lazarus). In this

name, which meets us as belonging to two ohsi-

ractei-s in the N. T., wc may recognize an abbre-

viated form of the old Hebrew Eleazar (Tertull,

it is considered better to treat it in connexion with

the latter subject, which is reserved for the Appendix.
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De /<fo/.,Orotius et al.) The corresponding "ITI??

nppeai-s in tlio Talmud (Winer, Jleahch. s. v.). In

Joseplius. and in the historical booics of the Apo-
crypha (1 Marc. viii. 17 ; 2 Mace. vi. 18), the more
frequent fomi is 'EXectfapoy ; but Ad^apos occurs

also (7.'. /. V. 13, §7).
1. Laairu? of Bethany, the brother of Martha

and Mary (.John xi. 1). All that we know of him
is denveid from the Gospel of St. John, and that

re<ords little more than tiie tacbs of his death and
resurrection. We are able, however, without doing
violence to the jtrinciples of a tiue historical cii-

ticism, to an-ive at some conclusions helping us,

with at least some measure of probability, to til! up
these scanty outlines. In proportion as we bring

the scattered notices together, we find tiiem com-
bining to fonn a picture tin- more distinct and
Interesting than at first seemed possible ; and the

distinctness in this case, though it is not to be mis-
taken for certainty, is yet less misleading than that

which, in other cases, seems to arise fiom the strong

statements of apocryphal traditions. (1.) The lan-

guage of .lohn, xi. 1, implies that the sisters were
the better known. Lazanis is " of (ottJ)) Bethany,
of the village («k rrfs Kti/ii)s) of Mary and her
sister Martha." Ko stress can be laid on the

diti'erence of the prepositions (Meyer and Lampe,
in he), but it suggests as pos^^ible the inference

that, while Lazarus was, at the time of St. John's

nan-ative, o/ Bethany, he was yet described as from
the Kiifiri ris of Luke x. 88, already known as the

dwelling-place of the two sistere (Greswell, On the

Village of Martha aiul Mar if. Dissert. V. ii. 545) .»

From this, and from the order of the three names
in John xi. 5, we may reasonably infer that Lazarus
was the youngest of the family. The absence of

the name from the uan-ative of Luke x. 38-42, and
his subordinate position (ih toiu avuKeifxevuv) in

the feast of John xii. 2 lead to the same conclusion.

(2.) The house in which the feast is held appears,

from John xii. 2, to be that of tiie sisters. Martha
"serves," as in Luke s. 38. Mary takes upon her-

self that which was the special duty of a hostess

towards an honoured guest (comp. Luke vii. 4(5).

'l"he impression left on our minds by this account,
if it stood alone, would be that they were the givers

of the feast. In Matt. xxvi. 6, Mark xiv. 3, the
same fact *• appeare as occurring in " the house of
Simon the leper:" but a leper, as such, would
have been compelled to lead a separate life, and
certainly could not have given a feast and received

a multitude of guests. Among the conjectural ex-

plmiations which have been given of this diti'erence,'^

the liypothesis that this Simon was the father of

the two sistei-s and of Lazarus, that he had been
smitten with leprosy, and that actual death, or the

civil deiith that followed on his disease, had left his

• By most commentators (Trench, Alford. Tholuck,
LUcke) the distinction which Greswell insists on Is re-

jected as utterly untenable. It may be urged, however,

(1) that It is the distinction drawn by a scholar like

Hemiann ("I'onitur autem ano nonnisi de origine se-

curidtl, cum in origine prima usurpetur «," quoted by
Wahl, Clavis uV. T.); (2) that though both might come
to be uced apart with hardly any shade of difference, their

use In close juxtaposition might still be antithetical, and
that this was more likely to be with one who, though
.vriting In Greek, was not using it as his native tongue

;

(3) that John i. 45 is open to the same doubt as this

passage; (4) that our Lord is always said to be iirb,

never « fia^aper.

In connexion with this verse may be noticed also the
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chihlren free to act for themselves, is at least as

probable as any other, and has ;onie support in

early ecclesiastical traditions (Niceph. ff. E. i. 27
;

Theophyl. in lac. ; comp. Ewald, Gcschichte, v.

357). 'why. if this were so, the house should be
described by St. Matthew and St. Mark as it is;

why the name of the sister of Lazarus should be

altogether passed over, will be questions that will

meet us further on. (3.) All the circumstiinces

of John xi. and xii.,—the feast for so many guests-,

the number of friends who come from Jerusalem

to condole with the sistei-s, left with female rela-

tions, but without a brother or near kinsman (John
xi. 19), the alabaster-box, the ointment of spike-

nard very costly, the funeral vault of their own,

—

point to wealth and social position above the aveiage

(comp. Trench, Miracles, 29). The peculiar sense

which attaches to St. John's use of oi 'louSatoj

(comp. Meyer on John .xi. 19), as the leaders of the

opposition to the teaching of Christ, in other words
as equivalent to Scribes and Elders and Pharisees,

suggests the further inference that these visitors or

friends belonged to that class, and that previous rela-

tions must have connected them with the family of

Bethany. (4.) A comparison of Matt. xxvi. 6, Mark
xiv. 3, with Luke vii. 36, 44, suggests another con-

jecture that hamionises with and in part explains

the foregoing. To as>ume the identity of the anoints

ing of the latter narrative with that of the former (f.j

Grotius), of the woman that was a sinner with Mary
the sister of Lazarus, and of one or both of these with

Mary Magdalene (Lightfoot, Harm. §33, vol. iii.

75), is indeed (in spite of the authorities, critical

and patristic, which may be arrayed on either side I

altogether arbitrary and uncritical. It would be

hardly less so to infer, from the mere recurrence

of so common a name as Simon, the identity of the

leper of the one narrative with the Pharisee of the

other ; nor would the case be much strengthened

by an appeal to the interpreters who have main-

tjiined that opinion (comp. Chrysost. Horn, in

Matt. Ix.xx. ; Grotius, in Matt. xxvi. 6 ; Lightfoot,

I. c. • Winer, Bealub. s. v. Simon). [Comp. JIary
Magdalene and Simom.] There are however

some other facts which fall in with this hypothesis,

and to that extent confirm it. If Simon the leper

were also the Pharisee, it would explain the fact

just noticed of the friendship between the sistei-s

of Lazarus aud the members of that party in Jeru-

salem. It would account also for the ready utter-

ance by Martha of the chief ailicle of the creed of

the Pharisees (John xi. 24). Mary's lavish act of

love would gain a fresh interest for us if we thought

of it (as this conjecture would lead us to think) as

growing out of the recollection of that which had

been offered by the woman that was a sinner. The

disease which gave occasion to the later name may

Vulg. translation, " de castello Marthae," and the conse-

quent traditions of a Castle of Lazarus, pointed out to

mediaeval pilgrims among the ruins of the village,

which had become famous by a church erected in bia

honour, and had taken its Arab name (Ijizarieh, or El-

azarieh) from him. [Bethanv, vol. i. 195 b.]

> The identity has been questioned by some harmonists;

but it will be discussed under Simos.

= Meyer assumes (on Matt. xxvi. 6) that St. John, as

an eye-witness, gives the true account, St. Matthew and

St. Mark an erroneous one. Paulus and li reswell suggest

that Simon was the husband, living or deceased, of

Martha; Grotius and Kuinbl, that he was a kinsman, or

a friend who gave the feast for them.
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have supervened alter the incident which St. Luke

records. The diftereuce between the louxlities of the

two histories (that of Luke vii. being apparently in

vJalilee near Nairn, that of Matt. xxvi. and Mark

xiv. in Bethany) is not greater than that which

meets us on comparing Luke x. 38 with John xi. 1

(corop. Greswell, Diss. I. c). It would follow on

this assumption tliat the Pharisee, whom we thus

far identify with the father of Lazarus, was pro-

bably one of the members of that sect, sent down

from Jerus;ilem to watch the new teacher (comp.

EUicott's IMscan Lectures, p. 169) ;
that he looked

on him partly with reverence, partly with suspicion
;

that in his dwelling there was a manifestiUiou of

the sympathy imd love of Christ, which could not

but leave on" those who witnessed or heard of it,

and had not hardened themselves in formalism, a

deep and permanent impression. (5.) One other

conjecture, bolder perhaps than the othei-s, may yet

be hazaided. Admitting, as must be admitted, the

absence at once of all direct evidence and of tra-

ditional authority, there are yet some coincidences,

at least remarkable enough to deserve attention,

and wiiich suggest the identification of Lazarus

with the voung ruler that had great possessions,

of Matt, "xix., Mark x., Luke xviii."* The age

{vfavias. Matt. xix. 20, 22) agrees with what has

been before infeired (see above, 1), as does the fact

of wealth above the average with wliat we know of

the condition of the family at Bethany (see 2).

If the father were an infiuential Pharisee, if there

were ties of some kind uniting the family with that

body, it would be natural enough that the son,

even in comparative youth, should occupy the po-

sition of an apxov. The character of tiie young

ruler, the reverence of his salutation (5j5d(rKaA.e

h-yaQk, Mark x. 17) and of his attitude {yovviT€T7i-

aas, ibid.) his eager yearning afler eternal life, the

strict training of liis youth in the commandments
of God, the blameless probity of his outward life,

all these would agree with what we might expect

in the son of a Pharisee, in the brother of one who
had chosen " the good part." It may be noticed

further, that as his spiritual condition is essentially

that which we find about the same period in

Martha, so the answer returned to him, " One thing

thou lackest," and that given to her, " One thing

is needful," are substantially identical.* But fur-

ther, it is of this rich young man that St. Mark
uses the emphatic word ("• Jesus, beholding him,

loved him," r]ya.iTr)(Teu) which is used of no others

m the Gospel-history, save of the beloved apostle

and of Lazarus and his sisters (John xi. 5). We
can hardly dare to believe that that love, with all

tJie yearning pity and the fervent prayer which it

implied, would be altogether fruitless. There might

be for a time the hesitation of a divided will, but

the half-prophetic words " with God all things ai-e

possible," " there are last that shall be first," for-

bid our hasty condemnation, as they forbade that

of the disciples, and prepare us to hope that some

discipline would yet be found to overcome the evil

which was eating into and would otherwise destroy

* The arrangement of Greswell, Tischendorf, and other

harmonists, which places the inquiry of the rich ruler

after the death and resurrection of Lazarus is of course

destructive of this hj-pothesis. It should I)e remembered,
however, that Greswell assigns the same position to the

incident of Luke x. 38-42. The order here followed Is that

?»ven in the present work by Dr. Thomson under Gospkls
and .Iesus Christ, by Lightfoot, and by Alford.

• Hie resemblance is drawn out in u slriking and
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so noble and beautiful a soul. However strongly

the absence of the name of Lazarus, or of the locality

to which he belonged, may seem to militate against

this hypothesis, it must be remembered that there

is just the same singular and perplexing omission

in the narrative of the anointing in Matt. xxvi. and

Mark xiv.

Combining these inferences then, we get, with

some measure of likelihood, an insight into one

aspect of the life of the Divine Tciicher and Friend,

full of the most living interest. The village of

Bethany and its neighbourhood were,—probably

from the first, certainly at a later period of our
Lord's ministry, —a tiequent retreat from the con-

"rovei-sies and tumults of Jerusalem (John xviii. 2
;

Luke xxi. 37, xxii. 39). At some time or othei

one household, wealthy, honourable, belonging to

the better or Nicodemus section of the Pharisees (see

above, 1, 2, 3) learns to know and reverence him.
There may have been within their knowledge or in

their presence, one of the most signal proofs of His

love and compassion for the outcast (sup. 4). Disease

or death removes the father from the scene, and the

two sisters are left with their younger brother to do
as they think right. They appear at Bethany, or

in some other village, where also they had a home
(Luke X. 38, and Greswell, I. c), as loving and
reverential disciples, eacli according to her character.

In them and in the brother over whom they watch,

He finds that which is worthy of His love, the

craving for truth and holiness, the hungering and
thirsting after righteousness which shall assuredly

be filled. But two at least need an education ia

the spiritual life. Martha tends to rest in outward
activity and Phaiisaic dogmatism, aud does not

rise to the thought of an eternal life as actually

present. Lazaras (see 5) osciUates between the

attractions of the higher life and those of the

wealth aud honour which suiTound the pathway of

his life, and does not see liow deep and wide were
the commandments which, as he thought, he had
" kept from his youth up." The searching words,

the loving look and act,' fail to undo the evil which
has been corroding his inner life. The discipline

which could provide a remedy for it was among
the things that were "impossible with men," and
" possible with 'God only." A few weeks pass

away, and then comes the sickness of John xi.

One of the sharp malignant fevers of Palestine C

cuts off the lifi; that was so precious. The sistere

know how truly the Diviue Friend has loved him
on whom their love and their hopes centered.

They send to Him in the belief that the tidings of

the sickness will at once diaw Him to them (John
xi. 3). Slowly, and in words which (though after-

wards understood otherwise) must at the time have

seemed to the disciples those of one upon whom the

truth came not at once but by degi-ees, he prepai-es

them for the worst. " This 6ickness is not unto

death "—" Our friend Lazarus sleepeth
"—" Laza-

rus is dead." The work which He was doing .as a

teacher or a healer (John x. 41, 42) in Bethabara,

or the other Bethany (John x. 40, and i. 28), was

beautiful passage by Clement of Alexandria (Qu« Dives,

OlO).
' By some interpreters the word was taken as= <caT€<Jn-

Ai)<rev. It was the received Rabbinic custom for the teacher

to kiss the brow of the scholar whose answers gave special

promise of wisdom and holiness. Comp. Grolius, ad Joe.

E The character of the disease is inferred from its rapid

progress, and from the fear expressed by Martha (John

xi. 39). Comp. Lampe, ail loc.
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not iiitemipted, anil continues for two days after

the m'.'ssage readies him. Then comes the journey,

occupying two days more. When He and His dis-

ciples come, three days have passed since the burial.

The friends from Jerusalem, chiefly of the Pharisee

and ruler class, are there with their consolations.

The sisters receive the Prophet, each according to

her character, Martha hastening on to meet Him,

Mary sitting still in the house, both giving utter-

ance to the sorrowful, half-reproachful thought,

" Lord, if thou hadst been here my brother liad

not died" (John xi. 21-32). His sympathy with

their sorrow leads Him also to weep as if he felt it

in all the power of its hopelessness, though He
came with the pui-pose and the power to remove it.

Men wonder at what they look ou as a sign of the

intensity of His atfection for liim who had been cut

oH' (John xi. 35, 36). They do not perhaps see

that with this emotion there mingles indignation

(eVe|3pj/iij<roT0, John xi. 33, 38) at their want of

faith. Then conies the work of might as the

answer of the prayer which the Son otters to the

Feather (John xi. 41 , 42). The stone is rolled away
from the mouth of the rock-chamber in which the

body had been placed. The Evangelist writes as if

he were once again living through every sight and

sound of that hour. He records what could never

fade from his memory any more than could the

recollection of his glance into that other sepulchre

(comp. John xi. 44, with xx. 7). "He that vfxs

dead came forth, bound hand and foot with gi-ave-

clothes; and his face was bound about with a

napkin."

It is well not to break in upon the silence which

hangs over the interval of that " four days' sleep

"

(comp. Trench, Miracles, I. c). In nothing does

the Gospel naiTative contrast more strongly with

the mythic-il histories which men have imagined

of those who have returned from the unseen world,''

and with the legends which in a later age have

gathered round the name of Lazarus (Wright's

St. Patrick's Purgatory, p. 167), than in this

absence ot all attempt to describe the experiences of

t>,e human soul that had passed from the life of

sense to the land of the shadow of death. But
thus much at least must be borne in mind in order

that we may understand what has yet to come,

that the man who was thus recalled as on eagle's

wings from the kingdom of the grave (comp. the

language of the complaint of Hades in the Apocry-

phal Gospel of Nicodemus, Tischendorf, Evang.

Apoc. p. 305) must have learnt "what it is to

die " (comp. a passage of great beauty in Tennyson's

Tn Meinoria.n, xxxi. xxsii.). The soul that had

looked with open gaze upon the things behind the

vail liad i)assed through a discipline sufficient to

burn out all selfish love of the accidents of his

outward life.' There may have been an inward

resuiTection pamllel with the outward (comp. 01s-

liausen, ad toe). What men had given over at

impossible had been shown in a twofold sense to be

possible with God.

k The return of Eros the Armenian (Plato, Sep. x.)

and Cunningham of Melrose (Bcde, £ccl. Hist. v. 12)

may be taken as two typical instances, appearing under

circumstances tlic most contrasted possible, yet having

not a few features in common.
' A tradition of more than average interest, bearing on

this point, is mentioned (tbougli without an aulliority)

by 'I'rench (Mira/cles, I. c). Tlie first question asked by

I^aTarus, on his return to life, was whether he should die

again. He heard that he was still subject to the common
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One scene more meets us, and then the life of the

family which has come before us with such day-

light clearness lapses again into obscurity. The
fame of the wonder spreads rapidly, as it was likely

to do, among the ruling class, some of whom had

witnessed it. It becomes one of the proximate

occxsions of the plots of the Sanhedrim against our

Lord's life (.lohn xi. 47-53). It brings Lazaius no

less than Jesus within the range of their enmity

(John xii. 10), and leads perhaps to his withdrawing

for a time from Bethany (Greswell). They per-

suade themselves appaiently that they see in him
one who has been a sharer in a great imposture, or

who has been restored to life through some demoniac

agency.'' But others gather round to wonder and

congratulate. In the house which, though it still

bore the father's name {sup. 1), was the dwelling of

the sisters and the brother, there is a supper,

and Lazarus is there, and Martha serves, no longer

jealously, and Mary pours out her love in the

costly offering of the spikenard ointment, and finds

lierself once again misjudged and hastily condemned.

The conjecture which has been ventured on above

connects itself with this fact also. The indignant

question of Judas and the other disciples implies

the expectation of a lavish distribution among the

poor. They look on the feast as like that which
they had seen in the house of Jlatthew the pub-

lican, the farewell banquet given to large numbei-s

(comp. John xii. 9, 12) by one who was renouncing

the habits of his former life. If they had in their

minds the recollection of the words, " Sell that thou

hast, and give to the poor," we can understand with

what a sharpened edge their reproach would come
as they contrasted the command which their Lord

had given with the " waste " which He thus

approved. After this all direct knowledge of

Lazai-us ceases. We may think of him, however,

as sharing in or witnessing the kingly march
from Bethany to Jerusalem (Mark xi. 1), "en-

during life again that Passover to keep" (Keble,

Christian Year, Advent Sunday). The sistei-s and

the biother must have watched eagerly, during

those days of rapid change and wonderfid expecta-

tion, for the evening's return to Bethany and the

hours during which "He lodged there" (Matt,

xxi. 17). It would be as plausible an explanation

of the strange fact recorded by St. Mark alone

(xiv. 51) as any other, if we were to suppose that

Lazarus, whose home was near, who must have

known the place to which the Lord "oftentimes

resorted," was drawn to the garden of Getlisemaiic

by the approach of the officere " with their torches

and lanterns and weapons " (John xviii. 3), and in

the haste of the night-alarm, rushed eagerly " with

the linen cloth cast about his naked body," to see

whether he was in time to render any help. Who-
ever it may have been, it was not one of the com-

pany of professed disciples. It was one who was

drawn by some strong impulse to follow Jesus

when they, all of them, " forsook him and fled."

It was one whom the high-priest's servants wore

doom of all men, and was never afterwards seen to smile.

>< The explanation, " He casteth out devils by Beel-

zebub" (Matt. Ix. 34, X. 25; Mark iii. 22, &c.), which

originated wiUi the scribes of Jerusalem, would naturally

be applied to such a case as this. That it was so applied

we may infer from the statement in the Sepher Toldoth

JesUu (the Rabbinic anticipation of another Ltben Jesu),

thai this and other like miracles were wrought by the

mystic power of the cabbalistic Slicniharaphorash, or

other magical formula (liompe, Comm. in Joan. xi. 44i.
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eager to seize, as it' destined for a second victim

(conip. Jolm xii. 10), when tiiey made no etiort

to detain any other. The linen-cloth {(rivSiev),

ibiniing, as it did, one of the " sot>, raiment " of

Matt. .\i. 8, used in the dress and in the funerals of

tlie rich (Mark .\v. 46; Matt, x.wii. 59), points to

a form of life like that which we have seen reason

to asf.ign to Lazarus (comp. al.so the use of the word
in the LXX. of Judg. xiv. 12, and Prov. .\xxi. 24).

I'ncertnin as all inierences of this kind must be,

this is perhaj^ at least as plausible as those which

identify the form that appeared so startlingly

with St. John (Ambrose, Ciirysost., Greg. Mag.)

;

or St. Mark (Olshausen, Lange, Isaac Williams

{On the J'assion, p. 30); or James the brother

of the Lord (Epiphan. J/aer. p. 87, 13; comp.

Meyer, ad lac.) ; and, on this hypothesis, the omis-

sion of the name is in harmony with the notice-

able reticence of the first three Gospels thiough-

out as to the members of the family at Bethany.

We can hardly help believing that to them, as to

othei-s ("the tive hundred brethren at once," 1 Cor.

XV. 0), was manifested the presence of their risen

Loixl ; that they must have been sharers in the

Tentecostal gifts, and have taken their place among
the members of the infant Church at Jerusalem in

the first days of its overflowing love ; that then,

if not before, the command, " Sell that thou hast

and give to the poor," was obeyed by the heir of

Bethany, as it was by other possessors of lands or

houses (Acts ii. 44, 45). But they had chosen

now, it would seem, the better part of a humble
and a holy life, and their names appear no more in

tiie history of the N. T. Apocryphal traditions

even are singularly scanty and jejune, as if the silence

which "sealed the lips of the Evangelists" had
restrained others also. W^e almost wonder, looking

at the wild liLxuriance with which they gather

round other names, that they have nothing more to

tell of Lazarus than the meagi-e tale that follows

:

—He lived for thirty yeai-s after his resurrection,

and died at the age of sixty (Epiphan. Haer. i.

G52). When he came forth from the tomb, it was
with the bloom and fi-agrance as of a bridegroom

('Aj'o</>opa TliKarov, Thilo, Cod. Apoc. N. T. p.

80,^). He and his sisters, with JIary the wife of

Cleophas, and other disciples, were sent out to sea

by the Jews in a leaky boat, but miraculously

escaped destruction, and were brought safely to

Marseilles. There he preached the Gospel, and

tbunded a church, and becjime its bishop. After

many years, he suffered martyrdom, and was bm-ied,

some said, there; others, at Citiura in Cyprus.
Kinally his bones and those of Mary Magdalene
were brought from Cyprus to Constantinople by
the Emperor Leo the Philosopher, and a church
erected to his honour. Some apocryphal books

were extant bearing his name (comp. Thilo, Cudex
Apoc. A^. 71 p. 711 ; Baronius, ad Martyrol. Horn.
Dec. xvii. ; and for some wild Provencal legends as

to the later adventures of Martha, Migne, Diet, do
la Bible, s. v. " Marthe"). The.sc traditions have no
personal or historical interest for us. In one instance

only do they connect themselves with any fact of

importance in the later history of Christendom.

The Canons of St.Victor at Paris occupied a Priory

dedicated (as one of the chief churches at Marseilles

had been) to St. Lazarus. This was assigned, in

1633, to the fraternity of the Congregation founded
by St. N'incentde Paul, and the mission-priests sent

!oith by it conse(|uently became conspicuous as the

L.izarists (Butler's Lius of tJie Saints, July xis.V
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The fiuestion why the first three Gospels oniil

all mention of so wonderful a fact as the resurrection

of Lazarus, has from a compaiatively early period

forced itself upon inteipreters and apologists. Ka-

tioiialist critics have made it one of their chief points

of attack, directly on the trustworthiness of St. John,

iudin'ctly on the ciedibility of the Gospel history as

a wliole. Spinoza professed to make this the crucial

instiince by which, if he had but proof of it, he

would be determined to embrace the common faith of

Christians (Bayle.X'iC^. s. v. " Spinoza"). Woolston,
the makdicentissimiis of English Deists, asserts that

the story is " brimfuU of absui-dities," " a contexture

of folly and fraud " {Dis. on Miracles, v. ; comp.
N. Larducr's FmdiCrtiw/(s, Works, ii. 1-54). Strauss
{Leben Jcsu, pt. ii. ch. ix, §100) scatters with
triumiihaut scorn the subterfuges of Paulas and the
naturalist-interpreters (such, for example, as the
hypothesis of suspended animation), and pronounces
the narrative to have all the characteristics of a
mythus. Ewald {Gesch. v. p. 404), on the other

hand, in maiked contrast to Strauss, recognises, not
only the tenderness and beauty of St. John's narra-

tive, and Its value as a representation of the quicken

ing power of Christ, but also its distinct historical

character. The explanations given of the perplexing

phenomenon are briefly these: (1) That fear of
di'awing down persecution on one already singled out
for it, kept the three Evangelists, writing during the

lifetime of Lazarus, from all mention of him ; and
that, this reason for silence being removed by his

death, St. John could write freely. By some (Gro-
tius, ad loG.) this has perhaps been urged too ex-

clusively. By others (Alfbrd, ad he. ; Trench, On
Miracles, 1. c.) it has pei'haps been too hastily re-

jected as extravagant. (2) That the writers of the

first three Gospels confine themselves, as by a deli-

beiate plan, to the miracles wrought in Galilee (that

ofthe blind man at Jericho being the only exception),

and that they therefore abstained from all mention
of any fact, however interesting, that lay outside that

limit (Meyer, ad loc). This too has its weight, as

show^ing that, in this omission, the three Evangelists

are at least consistent with themselves, but it leaves

the question, " what led to that consistency ?" un-
answered. (3) Tliat the narrative, in its beauty and
simplicity, its human sympathies and marvellous
transparency, cairies with it the evidence of its own
truthfulness, and is as far removed as possible from
the embellishments and rhetoric of a writer of

myths, bent upon the invention of a miracle which
should outdo all others (Meyer, /. c). In this there

is no doubt great truth. To invent and tell any
story as this is told would require a power equal to

that of the highest artistic skill of our later age, and
that skill we should hardly expect to find combined
at once with the deepest yearnings after truth and
a deliberate perversion of it. There would seem, to

any but a rationalist critic, an improbability quite

infinite, in the union, in any single writer, of the

characteristics of a Goethe, an Ireland, and ;ui

a Kempis. (4) Another explanation, suggested by the

attemiJt to represent to one's-self what must have
been the sequel of such a fact as that now in ques-

tion upon the life of him who had been affected by
it, may perhaps be added. The history of mona.stic

orders, of sudden conversions after great critical de-

liverances from disease or danger, offers an analogy

which may help to guide us. In such cjuses it h;:s

happened, in a thous-and instances, that the man
has felt as if the thread ot' his life was broken, the

past buried for ever old things vanisiied away.

G
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He retires tVoiii the woi'lil, changes his name, speaks

to uo one, or speaks only in hints, of all that belon<;s

to his ibrmei life, shrinks above .ill from making liis

conversion, his rcsuri ection from the death of sin, the

subject of common U\\k. The instance already re-

ferred to in Bede offers a very striking illustration

of this. Cunningham, in that history, gives up all

to his wife, his cluldren, and the poor, retires to the

nionivstery of jMelrose, t<ikes the new name of Drith-

elni, and " woidd not relate these and other things

which he had seen to slothful persons and such as

lived negligently." Assume only that the laws of

the spiritual life worked in some such way on

I.azarus; that the feeling would be strong in pro-

portion to the greatness of the wonder to 'vhich it

owed its birth ; that there was the recollection,

in him and in othera, that, in the nearest parallel

instance, silence and secrecy had been solemnly en-

joined (Mark v. 43), and' it will seem hardly won-

derful that such a man should shrink from publicity,

and should wish to take his place as the last and lowest

in the company of believers. Is it strange that it

should come to be tacitly recognised among the

members of the Church of Jerusalem that, so long

as he and those dear to him sur\'ived, the gieat

wonder of their lives was a thing to be remem-
bered with awe by those who knew it, not to be

talked or written about to those who knew it not ?

The facts of the case are, at any rate, singularly

in harmony with this last explanation. St. Matthew
and St. Mark, who (the one writing for the He-
brews, the other under the guidance of St. Peter)

represent what may be described as the feeling of

the Jerusalem Church, omit equally all mention
of the three names. They use wonls which may
indeal have been (pcovavTu cvviTolffiv, but they

avoid the names. Mary's costly offering is that of

"a woman" (Matt. xxvi. 7 ; Mark xiv. 3). The
house in which the feast was made is described so

as to indicate it sufficiently to those who knew the

place, and yet to keep the name of Lazarus out of

sight. The hypotheses stated above would add two
more instances of the same reticence. St. Luke,
corning later (probably after St. Matthew and St.

Mark had left the Church of Jerusalem with the

materials afterwards shaped into their Gospels),

collecting from all informants all the facts they
will communicate, comes across one in which tlie

two sisters are mentioned by name, and records

it, suppiossing, or not having learnt, that of the
locality. St. John, writing long afterwards, when
all three had " fallen asleep," feels that the restraint

is no longer necessary, and puts on record, as the
Spirit brings all things to his remembrance, the
whole of the wonderful history. The circum-
stances of his life, too, his residence in or near Jeru-
salem as the protector of the bereaved mother of his

Lord (John xix. 27), his retirement from prominent
activity for so long a period [JOHN Tin-: Apostlk],
the insight we find he had into the thoughts and
feelings of those who would be the natural com-
panions and friend.s of the sisters of Lazarus (John
XX. 1, 11-18) ; all these indicate that he more than
any other Evangelist was hkelyto have lived in that
inmost circle of disciples, where these things would
be most lovingly and reverently remembered. Thus
much of ti-uth there is, as usual, in the idealism of
some interpreters, that what to most other disciples

would seem simply a miracle (ripasi, a work of
power (iiuafiis), like other works, and therefore

one which they could without much reluctance

omit, would be to him a sign [ffrjfieTov), manifest-
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ing the glory of (!«!, witnessing that Jesus was
" the resurrection and the life," which he could in

no wise pass over, but must when the right time

came record in its fulness. (Comp. for this signili-

cance of the miracle, and for its probable use in the

spiritual education of Lazarus, Olshausen, ad loc.)

It is of course obvious, that if this supposition ac-

counts for the omission in the three Gospels of the

name and history of Lazarus, it accounts also for the

chronological dislocation and harmonistic ditliculties

which were its inevitable consequences.

2. The name Lazarus occui-s also in the well-

known parable of Luke xvi. 19-31. What is there

chiefly remarkable is, that while in all other cases

persons are introduced as in certain stations, be-

longing to certain classes, here, and here only, we
meet with a proper name. Is this exceptional fact

to be looked on as simply one of the accessories of

the parable, giving as it were a dramatic sem-
blance of reiility to what was, like other parables,

only an illustration ? Were the thoughts of men
called to the etymology of the name, as signifying

that he who bore it had in his poverty no help but
(>od (comp. Gei-m. "Gotthilf"), or as meaning, in

the shortened form, one who had become altogether
" helpless" ? (So Theophyl. ad loc, who explains it

a9 = d$o-{]6r)Tos, recognising possibly the derivation

which has been suggested by later critics from

"ITV is?, " there is no help." Comp. Suicer, s. v.

;

Lampe, ad loc.) Or was it again not a parable

but, in its starting-point at least, a history, so that

Lazarus was some actual beggar, like him who lay

at the beautiful gate of the Temple, familiar there-

fore both to the disciples and the Pharisees? (So

Theophyl. ad loc. ; Chrysost., Maldon. ; Suicer,

s. V. AdCapos.) Whatever the merit of either of

these suggestions, no one of them can be accepted

as quite satisfactory, and it adds something to the

force of the h\T)othesis ventured on above, to find

that it connects itself with this question also.

The key which has served to open other doors fita

into the wards here. If we assume the identity

suggested in (5), or if, leaving that as unproved,

we remember only that the historic Lazarus be-

longed by birth to the class of the wealthy and
influential Phaiisees, as in (3), then, though we
may not think of him as among those who were
" covetous," and who therefore derided by scornful

look and gesture (^i^tfiVKT^pi^oy, Luke xvi. 14)

Him who taught that they could not serve God
and Mammon, we may yet look on him as one of

the same class, known to them, associating with

them, only too liable, in spite of all the promise of

his youth, to be drawn away by that which had

con-upted them. Could anything be more signi-

ficant, if this were so, than the introduction of this

name into such a parable ? Not Eleazar the Pha-

risee, rich, honoured, blameless among men, but

Eleazar the beggar, full of leprous sores, lying at

the rich man's gate, was the true heir of blessedness,

for whom wiis reserved the glory of being in Abra-

ham's bosom. Very striking too, it must be added,

is the coincidence between the teaching of the pa-

rable and of the history in another point. The La-

arus of the one remains in Abraham's bosom
because " if men hear not Moses and the prophets,

neither will they be pei-suaded, though one rose from

the dead." The Lazarus of the other returned from

it, and yet beai-s no witness to the unbelieving Jews
of the wondei-s or the terroi-s of Hades.

In this instance also the name of Lazarus bj£
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been perpetuated in an institution of the Oliiistinn

Chui'ch. The parable did its work, even in the

dark daysof'lier lite, in.leading men to dread simply

sellish luxury, and to help even the most loath-

some forms of sulleiing. The leper of the Middle

Ages appears as a Lazzaro."* Among the orders, half-

military and half-monastic, of the 12tli century,

was one which bore the title of the Knights of St.

Laziirus (a.D. 1)19), whose special work it was to

minister to the lepers, first of Syria, and afterwards of

Europe. The use of lazaretto and lazar-hotise for the

leper-hospitals then founded in all parts of Western

Christendom, no less than that of lazzarone for the

mendicants of Italian towns, are indications of Die

ellect of the parable upon the mind of Europe in

the Middle Ages, and thence upon its later speech.

Ill some cases there seems to have been a singular

transfer of the attributes of the one Lazarus to the

other. Thus in Paris the prison of St. Laz;u-e (the

Clos S. Lazare, so tamous in 1848") had been ori-

ginally an hospital for lepers. Jn the 17th century^

it was assigned to the Society of Lazarists, who

took their name, as h;ts been said, from Lazarus of

Bethany, and St. Vincent de Paul died there in

16(J0. In the immediate neighbourhood of the pri-

son, however, are two streete, the Rue d'Enfer and

Rue de Paradis, the names of which indicate the

earlier associations with the Lazarus of the parable.

It may be m.entioned incidentally, as there has

been no article under the head of Dives, that the

occurrence of this word, used as a quasi-proper

name, in our early ]<]nglish literature, is another

proof of the impression which was made on the

minds of men, either by the parable itself, or by

dramatic representations of it in the mediaeval

mysteries. The v/riter does not know where it is

found for the first time in this sense, but it appears

as early as Chaucer (" Lazar arid Dives," Somp-
noure's Tale) and Piers Ploughman (" Dives in the

deyntees lyvede," 1. 9158), and in later theological

literature its use has been all but universal. In no

other instance has a descriptive adjective passed in

this way into the received name of an individual.

The name Nimeusis, which Euthymius gives as that

of the rich man (Trench, Parables, 1. c), seems

never to have come into any general use.

[E. II. P.]

LEAD (JTlQiy: /i($Aij8os,Att5Ai)3Soy),oneof the

most common of metals, found generally in veins

of rocks, though seldom in a metallic state, and

most commonly in combination with sulphur. It

was early known to the ancients, and the allusions

to it in Scripture indicati; that the Hebrews were

well acquainted with its uses. The rocks in the

neighbourhood of Sinai yielded it in lai'ge quantities,

and it was found in Egypt. That it was common
in Palestine is shown by the expression in Ecclus.

xlvii. 18, where it is said, in apostrophising Solo-

mon, " Thou didst multiply silver as lead ; " the

writer having in view the hyperbolic;d description

of Solomon's wealth in 1 K. x. 27: "the king

made the silver to be in Jerusalem as stones." It

was among the spoils of the Midi.-uiites which the

children ot Israel brought witii them to the j)lains

of Moab, after their return from the slaughter of
|

the tribe (Num. xxxi. 22). The ships of Tarshish

supplied the market of Tyre with lead, as with
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« it is interesting, as connected with the traditions

given above under (1), to find that the tiif.t occurrence of

the name with this generic nieaiiiiig is in the old fto-

othei- metals (Ez. xxvii. 12). Its heaviness, to

which allusion is made in Ex. xv. 10, and Ecclus.

xxii. 14, ciiused it to be used for weights, which

were either in the form of a round flat aike (Zech.

V. 7), or a rough unfashioned lump or " stone
"

(ver. 8) ; stones having in ancient times served the

pm-pose of weights (comp. Prov. xvi. 11). This

tiict may perhaps explain the substitution of " lead
"

for " stones " in the passage of Ecclesiasticus above

quoted ; the commonest use of the commonest metal

being present to the mind of the writer. If Gese-

uius is correct in rendering t[3X, dndc, by " lead,"

in Am. vii. 7, 8, we have another inst^mce of the

purposes to which this metal was apjilied in form-
ing the ball or bob of the plumb-line. [Plumu-
LINE.] Its use for weighting fishing-lines was
known in the time of Homer (J/, xxiv. 80). But
Bochart and others identify dndc with tin, and derive

from it the etymology of " Britain."

In modern metallurgy lead is used with tin in

the composition of solder for fastening metals to-

gether. That the ancient Hebrews were acquainted

with the use of solder is evident fiom the descrij)-

tion given by the prophet Isaiah of the piocesses

which accompanied the fomiation of an image for

idolatrous worship. The method by which two
pieces of metal were joined together was identical

with that employed in modern times; the sub-

stances to be united being first clamped before

being soldered. No hint is given as to the com-
position of the solder, but in all probability lead

was one of the materials employed, its usage tor

such a purpose being of gi-eat antiquity. The an-

cient Egyptians used it for fastening stones together

in the rough parts of a building, and it was found

by Mr. Layaid among the ruins at Nimroud {Nin.

and Bab. p. 357). Sir. Napier {Metallurgy of the

Bible, p. 130) conjectures that " the solder used in

early times for lead, and termed lead, was the same
as is now used—a mixture of lead and tin."

But, in addition to these more obvious uses of

this metal, the Hebrew.? were acquainted with an-

other method of employing it, which indicates some
advance in the arts at an early period. Job (six.

24) utters a wish that his words, " with a pen of

iron and lead, were graven in the rock for ever."

The allusion is supposed to be to the practice of

carving inscriptions upon stone, and pouring molten

lead into the cavities of the lettei-s, to render them
legible, and at the same time preserve them from

the action of the air. Frecjuent references to the

use of leaden tablets for inscriptions are found in

ancient writers. Pausanias (ix. 31) saw Hesiod's

Works and Days graven on lead, but almost illegible

with age. Public proclamations, according to Pliny

(xiii. 21), were written on lead, and the name of

Geraianicus was carved on leaden tablets (Tac. Ann.
ii. (39). Eutychius {Ann. Alex. p. 390) relates

that the history of the Seven Sleepers was engraved

on lead by the Cadi.

Oxide of lead is employed largely in modern
pottery for the formation of glazes, and its presence

has been discovered in analyzing the articles of

earthenware found in Egypt and Kineveh, proving

that the ancients were acquainted with its use for

the same purpose. The A. V. of Ecclus. xx.icviii. 30

assumes that the usage was known to the Hebrews,

venfal dialect, under the form l^dre. (Comp. Viet,

lioman. Wuiiabiuli, s. v. " Lazzaro.")
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though the original is not explicit upon the point.

Speakinq of the ixittei's art in finishing off his work,

" he applieth himself to lead it over," is the render-

ing of what in the Greek is simply " he giveth his

heart to complete the smearing," the material em-

ployed for the purpose not being indicated.

lu modern metallurgy lead is employed for the

purpose of purifying silver from other mineral pro-

ducts. The alloy is mixed with lead, exposed to

fusion upon an earthen vessel, and submitted to a

Tjjast of air. By this means the dross is consumed.

This process is called the cupelling operation, with

which the description in Ez. xxii. 18-22, in the

opinion of Mr. Napier {Met. of Bible, pp. 20-24),

accurately coincides. " The vessel containing the

alloy is suirouuded by tlie fire, or placed in the

midst of it, and the blowing is not applied to the

Hre, but to the fused metals. . . . And when this is

done, nothing but the perfect metals, gold and

silver, can resist the scorifying influence." And iu

support of his conclusion he quotes Jer. vi. 28-30,

adding, " This description is perfect. If we take

silver having the impuiities iu it described in the

text, namely iron, copper, and tin, and mix it with

lead, and place it in the fire upon a cupell, it soon

melts ; the lead will oxidise and fonn a thick coai-se

crust upon the surf;ice, and thus consume away,

but efl'ecting no purifying influence. The alloy

remains, if anything, worse than before. . . . The

silver is not refined, because ' the bellows were

bunied '—thei-e existed nothing to blow upon it.

Lead is the pui-ifier, but only so in connexion with

a blast blowing upon the precious metals." An
allusion to this use of lead is to be found in

Theognis {Gnom. 1127, 8 ; ed. Welcker), and it is

mentioned by Pliny (xxxiii. 31) as indispensable to

the purification of silver fi-om alloy. [W. A. \V.]

LEBA-NA (Nn"? : Aafiavd ; Cod. Fr. Aug.

Aafidy : Leiufna), one of the Nethinim whose de-

scendants returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel

(Neh. vii. 48). He is called Labana in the pa-

rallel list of 1 PZsdras, and

LEBA'NAH (nja"? : Aa^avdi : Lehma) in

Kzr. ii. 45.

LEAF, LEAVES. The word occure in the

A. V. either in the singular or plural number in

three different senses—(1) Leaf or leaves of trees.

(2) Leaves of the doore of the Temple. (3) Leaves

of the roll of a book.

1. Leaf (jhvr aleh ; ^"p/ tereph ; ^BJ?,' aplii :

ipihXov, (TTtXfxo^y avdfiacris: folium, frons, cor-

tex). The olive-leaf is mentioned in Gen. viii. 11.

Fig-leaves formed the first covering of our parents

in Eden. The ban-on fig-tree (JIatt. xxi. 19
;

Mai-k xi. 13) on the road between Bethany and

Jerusalem " had on it nothing but leaves." The

fig-leaf is alluded to by our Lord (Matt. xxiv. 32

;

Mark xiii. 28) : " Wheii his branch is yet tender, and

putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer is nigh."

The oak-leaf is mentioned in Is. i. 30, and vi. 13.

The righteous are often comjiared to green leaves

(Jer. xvii. 8) : " her leaf shall be green "—to leaves

that fade not (I's. i. 3)—" his leaf also shall not

* From n?yi to ascend or grow up. Precisely

identical is aca^offis, from ai-aPaiVwi', to ascend.

•> Strictly, " a green and tender leaf," " one easily

plucked oflf ;" from CjlO, " to tear, or pluck off,"

wliei.cc " all the leaves of her spring " (liz. xvii. 9).

LEAH
wither." The ungodly on the other hand are as
" an oak whose leaf fadeth " (Is, i. 30) ; as a tree

which "shall wither in all the leaves of her spring
"

(Ez. xvii. 9) ; the " sound of a shaken leaf sh.ill

chase them" (Lev. xxvi. 3f5). In Ezekiel's vision

of the holy watei-s, the blessings of the Jlessiah's

kingdom are spoken of under the image of trees

gi-owing on a river's bank ; there " shall gi-ow all

trees for food, whose leaf shall not fade" (Ez.

xlvii. 12). In this passage it is said that " the

fmit of these trees shall be for food, and the leaf

thereof for medicine" (margin, for bruises and
sores). With this compare (Kcv. xxii. 1, 2) St.

John's vision of the heavenly Jenisalem. " In the

midst of the street of it, and on either side of the

river, was there the tiee of life .... and the leaves

of the tree were for the healing of the nations."

There is probably here an allusion to some tiec

whose leaves were used by the Jews as a medicine

or ointment ; indeed, it is veiy likely that many
plants and leaves were thus made use of by them,
as by the old English herbalists.

2. Leaves of dooi-s (D'ly^V, tseldim ; rh'^t,

deleth : irrvxh^ Ovpwfia : ostium, ostiolutn). The
Hebrew word, which occure very many times in the

Bible, and which in 1 K. vi. 32 (margin) and 34
is ti-anslat«d " leaves " in the A. V., signifies beams,

ribs, sides, &c. In Ez. xli. 24, " And the doore

had two leaves apiece," the Hebrew word deleth

is the representative of both doors and leaves. By
the expression two-leaved dooi-s, we are no doubt to

understand what we term folding-doore.

3. Leaves of a book or roll irh\ deleth

:

(re\is : pagella) occurs in this sense only in Jer.

xxxvi. 23. The Hebrew word (literally doors)

would perhaps be more correctly translated columns.

The Latin columna, and the English column, as

applied to a book, are probably derived from re-

semblance to a column of a building. [\V. H.]

LE'AH (nxb : Ada, Aia : Lia), the elder

daughter of Labau (Gen. xxix. 16). The dulness or

weakness of her eyes was so notable, that it is men-

tioned as a contrast to the beautiful form and ap-

pearance of her younger sister Rachel. Her father

took advantage of the opportunity which the local

marriage-rite afibrded to pass her off in her sistei-'s

stead on the unconscious bridegi-oom, and excused

himself to Jacob by alleging that the custom of the

country forbade the younger sister to be given fiist

in man-iage. Rosenmiiller cites instiuices of these

customs prevailing to this day in some parts of the

East. Jacob's preference of Haehel gi-ew into hatred

of Leah, after hehad maniedboth sist<;rs. Leah, how-

ever, bore to him in quick succession Reuben, Simeon,

Levi, Judah, then Issachar, Zebulun, and Dinah,

before liachel had a child. Leah was conscious

and resentful (ch. xxx.) of the smaller share she pos-

sessed in her husband's affections
; yet in Jacob's

differences with his father-in-law, his two wives ap-

pear to be attached to him with equal fidelity. In the

critical moment when he expected an attack from

Esau, his discriminate regard for the several mem-
bers of his family was shuvni by his placing liachel

Comp. the Syr. i2>i~i, folium, from "^i-fe. to

strike off (Castell. Lex. Ilept. s. v.).

" From the unused root DDJ?, to flower ; Syr.

jLa..^
; Arab, jjtc

.
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and her child liinderniost, in the least exposed situa-

tion, Leah and her cliildren next, and the two hand-
maids with their children in the front. Leah pro-

uably lived to witness the dishonour of her daughter

(ch. xxxiv.), so cruelly avenged by two of her sons;

and the subsequent deaths of Deborah at Bethel, and

of Rachel near Bethlehem . She died some time after

Jacob reached the south country in wliich his father

Isaac lived. Her name is not mentioned in the list

of Jacob's family (ch. xlvi. 5) when they went down
into Esivpt. She was buried in the family grave in

Jilachpeiah (ch. xlix. 31). [W. T. B.]

LEASING, " falsehood." This word is retained

in the A. Y. ofPs. iv. 2, v. 6, from the older

English versions ; but the Hebrew word of which

it is the rendering is elsewhere almost unifonuly

translated " lies" (Ps. xl. 4, Iviii. 3, &c.). It is

derived from the Anglo-Saxon leas, " false," whence

leasung, " leasing," " falsehood," and is of frequent

occurrence in old English writers. So in Piers

Ploughman's Vision, 2113:

" Tel me no tales,

Ne lesynge to laughen of."

And in Wiclif's New Testament, John viii. 44,

" Whaime he speliith a Icsinge, he spekith of his

owne thingis, for he is a lyiere, and fadir of it." It is

used both by Spenser and Shakspere. [W. A. W.]

LEATHER (liy, 'or). The notices of leather

in the Bible are singularly few ; indeed the word

occurs but twice in the A. V., and in each instance

in reference to the same object, a girdle (2 K. i. 8

;

JIatt. iii. 4). There are, however, other instances

in whicli the word " leather " might with propriety

be substituted for "skin," as in the passages in

which vessels (Lev. xi. 32; Num. xxxi. 20) or rai-

ment (Lev. xiii. 48) are spoken of; for in these

Cixses the skins must have been prepared. Though
the material itself is seldom noticed, yet we cannot

doubt that it was extensively used by the Jews :

shoes, bottles, thongs, garments, kneading-troughs,

ropes, and other articles, were made of it. For the

mode of preparing it see Tannek. [W. L. B.]

LEAVEN ("li^b', seor: Cv^: fermentum)

The Hebrew word seor has the radical sense of

effervescence or fermentation, and therefore corre-

sponds in point of etymology to the Greek (vfj.r)

(from (4w), the Latin fermentum (from ferveo),

and the English leaven (from levare). It occurs

only five times in the Bible (Ex. xii. 15, 19, xiii.

7 ; Lev. ii. 11 ; Deut. xvi. 4), and is translated

" leaven " in the first four of the passages quoted,

and "leavened bread" in the last. In connexion

with it, we must notice the terms khametz * and

inatzzoth^ the foraier signifying "fermented" or

"leavened," literally "sharpened," bread; the latter

" unleavened," the i-adical force of the word being

variously undei-stood to signify sweetness or purity.

The three words appear in juxtaposition in Ex.

xiii. 7: "Unleavened bread {rivitzzoth) shall be

eaten seven days ; and there shall no leavened bread

(^khametz) be seen with thee, neither shall there be

leaven {seor) seen with thee in all thy quartei-s."

Various substances were known to have fermenting

qualities; but the ordinary leaven consisted of a

lump of old dough in a high state of fermentation,

which was inserted into the mass of dough prepaied
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"
*|^0n. Another form of the same root, khnmetz

(|*Oni, is applied to sliarprnod or sour wino

for baking. [Bread.] As the process of producing

the leaven itself, or even of leavening bread when

the substance was at hand, required some time, un-

leavened cakes were more usually produced on

sudden emergencies (Gen. xviii. 6; Judg. vi. 19).

The use of leaven was strictly forbidden in all

offerings made to the Lord by fire ; as in the case

of the meat-offering (Lev. ii'. 11), the trespass-

offering (Lev. vii. 12), the consecration-ofliering

(Ex. xxix. 2 ; Lev. viii. 2), the Nazarite-off'ering

(Num. vi. 15), and more particularly in regard to

the feast of the Passover, when the Israelites

were not only prohibited on pain of death from

eating leavened bread, but even fi-om having any

leaven in their houses (Ex. xii. 15, 19) or in their

land (Ex. xiii. 7 ; Deut. xvi. 4) during seven days

commencing with the 14th of N isan. It is in re-

ference to these prohibitions that Amos (iv. 5)

ironically bids the Jews of his day to " offer a sa-

crifice of thanksgiving with leaven;" and hence

even honey was prohibited (Lev. ii. 11), on account

of its occasionally producing fei-mentation. In other

instances, where the offering was to be consumed

by the priests, and not on the altar, leaven might

be used, as in the case of the peace-ofl^ering (Lev.

vii. 13), and the Pentecostal loaves (Lev. xxiii. 17).

Various ideas were associated with the prohibition

of leaven in the instances above quoted ; in the feast

of the Passover it sei-ved to remind the Israelites

both of the haste with which they fled out of Egypt

(Ex. xii. 39), and of the sufferings that they had

undergone in that land, the insipidity of unleavened

bread rendering it a not inapt emblem of affliction

(Deut. xvi. 3). But the most prominent idea, and

the one which applies equally to all the cases of

prohibition, is connected with the corruption which

leaven itself had undergone, and which it commu-
nicated to bread in the process of fermentation. It

is to this property of leaven that our Sa-\iour points

when he speaks of the " leaven (i. e. the corrupt doc-

trine) of the Phai-isees and of the Sadducees " (JIatt.

xvi. 6) ; and St. Paul, when he speaks of the " old

leaven" (1 Cor. v. 7). This association of ideas

was not peculiar to the Jews; it was familiar to

the Romans, who forbade the priest of Jupiter to

touch flom- mixed with leaven (Gell. x. 15, 19),

and who occasionally used the word fermentum as

= " corruption " (Pers. Sat. i. 24). Plutarch's ex-

planation is very much to the point :
" The leaven

itself is born from coi-ruption, and corrupts the

mass with which it is mixed " {Quaest. Rom. 109).

Another quality in leaven is noticed in the Bible,

viz. its secretly penetrating and diffusive power;

hence the proverbial saying, " a little leaven leav-

eneth the whole lump" (1 Cor. v. 6 ; Gal. v. 9).

In this respect it was emblematic of moral influence

generally, whether good or bad, and hence our

Saviour adopts it as illustrating the gi-owth of the

kingdom of heaven in the individual heart and in

the world at large (Matt, xiii. 33), [W. L. B.]

LEB'ANON (in prose with the art. |b3f'n,

1 K. V. 20 ; in poetry without the art. flJi?, Ps-

xxix. 6 : Al^avos : Zibanus), a mountain range in

the north of Palestine. The name Lebanon signifies

" white," and was applied either on account of the

snow, which, during a great part of the year, covers

[Vinkgar] : khnmetz is applied exclusively

bread.
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its whole summit," or on account of the white

colour of its limestone cliU's and peaks. It is the

" white mount;iiii
"—the Mont Blanc of Palestine;

^

an appellation which seems to be given, in one i'onn

or another, to the highest mountains in all the coun-

tries of the old world. Lebanon is represented in

Scripture as Iving upon the northern border of the
'

laud of Israel (Deut. i. 7, xi. 24 ; Josh. i. 4). Two '

distinct ranges bear this name. They both begin !

in lat. 3.5^ 20', and run in parallel lines from S.W. i

to N.E. for about 90 geog. miles, enclosing between
1

them a long fertile valley from .') to 8 miles wide,
j

anciently allied Code-Syria. The modern name is
'

el-Biihaa^ " the valley," corresponding exactly to
" the valley of Lebanon" in Joshua (xi. 17).' It

is a northern prolongation of the Jordan valley,
j

and likewise a southern prolongation of that of the

Orontes (Porter's HiMulbook, p. xvi.). The western
|

range is the " Libanus " of the old geogi-aphers, and ,

the Lebanon of Scripture, where Solomon got timber
for the temple (1 K. v. 9, &c.), and where the i

Ilivites and Giblites dwelt (Judg. iii. 3; Josh.
|

xiii. 5). The eastern range was called " Anti-

Libanus " by geographere, and " Lebanon toward
the sun-rising" by the sacred writers (Josh. xiii. 5).

Strabo describes (xvi. p. 754) the two as commenc-
ing near the Mediterranean— the fonner at Tripolis,

and the latter at Sidon—and running in parallel

lines toward Damascus ; and, strange to say, this

en-or has, in part at least, been followed by most
modern writers, who represent the mountain-range
between Tyre and the lake of Merom as a branch of

Anti-Libanus (Winer, Eealwb., s. v. "Libanon;"
Robinson, 1st ed. iii. 346 ; but see the corrections

m the new edition). The topography of Anti-
Libanus was first clearly describecl in Porter's

Damasais (i. 297, &c., ii. 309, &c.). A deep
j

valley called Wnihi et-Teim separates the southern
j

section of Anti-Libanus from both Lebanon and the I

hills of Galilee."

Lebanon—the western range—commences on the
'

south at the deep ravine of the Litdn;/, the ancient
j

river Leontes, which drains the valley of Coele-Syria,
and falls into the Mediterranean five miles north I

of Tyre. It runs N.E. in a straight line parallel
|

to the coast, to the opening from the Mediterranean
into the plain of Emesa, called in Scripture the I

" Entrance of Hamath" (Num. xxxiv. 8). Here
Nahr el-Kehtr—the ancient river Eleutherus— 1

sweeps round its northern end, as the Leontes does
round its southern. The average elevation of the
range is from (5000 to 8000 ft. f but two peaks rise

considerably higher. One of these is Sunnin, nearly
on the parallel of Bej/rout. which is more than 9000
fei-t ; the other is Jebel Mukhmel, which was mea-
sured in September, 1860, by the hydrographer of
the Admiralty, and found to be very nearly 10,200
feet high {Nat. Hist. Rev., No. V. p. 11). It is

the highest mounfciin in Syria. On the summits
of both these peaks the snow remains in patches
during the whole summer.

Tlie central ridge or backbone of Lebanon has"

smooth, barren sides, and gray rounded summits.

• So Tacrtus [nut. V. G) : " Praecipuum montium
Libanum crigit, niirum dictu, tantos inter ardores
opacum fidumque nivibus."

Pliny was

jba^rn nyp3

acinratc than Strabo.
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It is entirely destitute of verdure, and \t> covered

with small fragments of limestone, from which
white crowns and jagged points of naked rock shoot

up at intervals. Here and there a few stunted

pine-trees or dwarf oaks are met with. The line of

cultivation runs along at the height of about
6000 ft. ; and below this the features of the western

slopes are entirely different. The descent is gradual

;

but is everywheie broken b)' precipices and tower-

ing rocks which time and the elements have chiselled

into strange, fantastic shapes. Ravines of singular

wildness and grandeur furrow the whole mountain
side, looking in many places like huge rents. Here
and there, too, bold promontories shoot out, and
dip pei-pendicularly int* the bosom of the Meilitei-

ranean. The rugged limestone banks are scantily

clothed with the evergreen oak, and the sandstone

with pines ; while every available spot is carefully

cultivated. The cultivation is wonderful, and
shows what all Syria might be if under a good go-

vernment. Mini'iture fields of grain are often seen

where one would suppose the eagles alone, which
hover round them, could have planted the seed.

Fig-trees cling to the naked rock ; vines are trained

along narrow ledges ; long ranges of mulbenies, on

terraces like steps of stairs, cover the more gentle

declivities; and dense groves of olives fill up the

bottoms of the glens. Hundreds of villages are

seen—here built amid labyrinths of rocks; there

clinging like swallows' nests to the sides of dills;

while con\ents, no less numeious, are perched on

the top of every peak. When viewed from the

sea on a morning in early spring, Lebanon presents

a picture which once seen is never forgotten ; but

deeper still is the impression left on the mind when
one looks down over its terraced slopes clothed in

their gorgeous foliage, and through the vistas of its

magnificent glens, on the broad and bright Medi-

terranean. How beautifully do these noble features

illustrate the words of the prophet : " Israel shall

grow as the lily, and strike forth his roots as Leba-

non" (Hos. xiv. o). And the fresh mountain
breezes, filled in early summer with the fragrance

of the budding vines, and throughout the year with

the rich odours of numerous aromatic shrubs, call

to mind the words of Solomon—" The smell of thy

garments is like the smell of Lebanon " (Cant. iv.

11 ; see also Hos. xiv. 6). When the plains of

Palestine are burned up with the scorching sun,

and when the air in them is like the breath of a

furnace, the snowy tops and ice-cold streams of

Lebanon temper the breezes, and make the mountain-

range a pleasant and luxurious retreat,—" Shall a

man leave the snow of Lebanon . . .or shall the

cold-flowing watei-s be foi-saken?" (Jer. xviii. 14).

The vine is still largely cultivated in every part of

the mountain ; and the wine is excellent, notwith-

standing the clumsy apparatus and unskilful work-

men employed in its manufacture (Hos. xiv. 7).

Lebanon also abounds in olives, figs, and mulberries

;

while some remnants exist of the forests of pine,

oak, and cedar, which formerly covered it (1 K. v.

6; Ps. xxix. 5; Is. xiv. 8; Ezr. iii. 7 ; Died. Sic.

(v. 20) : " A tergo (Sidonis) mons Libanus orsus,

mille quingentis stadiis Simjram usque porrigitnr,

qua Coelc-Syria cognominatur. Huic par interjacente

valle mons adversus obtcnditur, niuro conjunctus."

Ptolemy (v. 15) follows Strabo ; but I'.usebius (Onom.

j

s. V. " Antilibanus") says, 'Ai'TtAi'/3a.«'o«, to. virip rbr

He says
^
Xipavov trpos dfaroAa;, npiK AapLoxTKiivuiv x'^l'"^'

i
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xix. 58). Consiiierable numbers of wild beasts still

inhabit its retired glens and higher peaks; the

writer has seen jackals, hyenas, wolves, bears, and
panthers (2 K. xiv. 9 ; Cant. iv. 8 ; Hab. ii. 17).

Some noble streams of classic celebrity have their

sources high up in Lebanon, and rush down in

sheets of foam through sublime glens, to stain with
their ruddy waters the transparent bosom of the

Mediterranean. The Leontes is on the south.

Next comes Nuhr Auwuly—the " graceful Bos-

trenos " of Dionysius Periegetes (905). Then
follows the Ddinur—the " Tamuras " of Strabo

(xvi. p. 726), and the " Damunis" of Polybius (v,

<>8). Next, just on the north side of Beyrnut,

Nah^ Beyrout, the "Magoras" of Pliny (v. 20).
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A few miles beyond it is Nahr el-Kelh, the " Lycus

flumen" of the old geographers (Plin. v. 20). At

its mouth is the celebrated pass where P^gyptian,

Assyrian, and Iloman conquerors have left on tablets

of stone, records of their routes and their victories

(Porter's Handbook, p. 407). Nahr Ibrahim, the

classic river " Adonis," follows, bursting from a

cave beneath the lofty brow of Sunntn, beside the

ruins of Aphcca. From its native rock it runs

" Purple to the sea, supposed with blood

Of Thammuz, yearly wounded."

(Lucian de Syr. Boa, 6-8; Strab. xvi. 755; Plin.

V. 17 ; Porter's Damascus, ii. 295.) Lastly, \ve

have the " sacred river," Kadif^ha—descending

from the side of the loftiest peak in the whole

range, through a gorge of sui-passing grandeur.

Upon its banks, in a notch of a towering cliff, is

perched the great convent of Kanohin, the residence

of the Maronite patriarch.

The situation of the, little gi-oup of cedars—the

last remnant of that noble forest, once the glory of

Lebanon—is very remarkable. Round the head of

the sublime valley of the Kadisha sweep the highest

summits of Lebanon in the form of a semicircle.

Their sides rise up, bare, smooth, majestic, to the

rounded snow-capped heads. In the centre of this

vast recess, far removed from all other foliage ami

verdure, stand, in strange solitude, the cedars of

Lebanon, as if they scorned to mingle their giant

aims, and graceful fan-like branches, with the de-

generate trees of a later age.*

Along the base of Lebanon runs the irregular

plain of Phoenicia; nowhere more than two miles

wide, and often interrupted by bold rocky spui-s,

that dip into the sea.

The eastern slopes of Lebanon are much less im-
posing and less fertile than the western. In the

southern half of the range there is an abrupt descent

from the summit into the plain of Coele-Syria,

which has an elevation of about 2500 ft. Along
the proper base of the northern half runs a low side

ridge partially covered with dwarf oaks.

The northern half of the mountain-iange is peo-

pled, almost exclusively, by Maronite Christians—

a

brave, industrious, and hardy race ; but sadly op-

pressed by an ignorant set of priests. \\\ the southern

half the Druzes predominate, who, though they num-
ber only some 20,000 fighting men, fbnii one of

the most powerful parties in Syria.

The main ridge of Lebanon is composed of Jura

limestone, and abounds in fossils. Long belts of

moie recent sandstone run along the western slopes,

which is in places largely impregnated with iron.

Some strata towaids the southern end are said to

yiehl as much as 90 per cent, of pure iron (Dent,

viii. 9, xxxiii. 25). Coal is found in the district of

• The helgl.

Ko. v. p. 1 1 ).

Is now a.«certained to be G\72 ft. above the Mediterranean (Dr. Hooker, yat. Hist. Kcv..
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Mctn, c'iist of Ilei/roiit, near the villaije of Kur-

lidyil. A mine was opened by Ibniliim I'aslia, but

soon ab;uidoneJ. Cretjuoous strata of a very late

perio<l lie along the whole western base of the mouu-

tain-ranse.

Lebanon was originally inhabited by the Hivites

and tiiblites (Judg. ill. 3 ; Josh. xiii. 5, 6). The

latter either gave their name to, or took their name
from, the city of Gebal, called by the Greeks Byblus

(LXX. of Ez. xxvii. 9 ; Strabo, xvi. p. 755). The

old city—now almost in ruins,—and a small district

round it, still bear the ancient name, in the Arabic

form JebaiH (Porter's Handbook, p. 586). The
whole mountain range was assigned to the Israelites,

hut w:is never conquered by them (Josh. xiii. 2-0
;

.liidg. iii. 1-3). During the Jewish monarchy it cip-

pears to have been subject to the I'hoenicians (1 K.

V. '2-G ; Ezr. iii. 7). From the (>reek conquest until

modern times Lebanon had no separate history.

Anti-Libamis.—The main chain of Anti-Libanus

commences in the plateau of Bashan, near the pa-

rallel of Caesarea-Philippi, runs north to Hermon,

and then north-east in a straight line till it sinks

down into the gieat plain of Emesa, not far from

the site of Riblah. Hr.iiMON is the loftiest peak,

and has already been described ; the next higliest

is a few miles north of the site of Abila, beside

the village of Bliidan, and has an elevation of

about 7000 ft. The rest of the ridge averages

about 5000 ft. ; it is in general bleak and barren,

with shelving gray declivities, gi-ay clitrs, and gray

rounded summits. Here and there we meet with

thin forests of dwarf oak and juniper. The western

slopes descend abruptly nito the Ihikaa ; but the

features of the eastern are entirely different. Three

side-ridges here radiate from Ilermon, like the ribs

of an open fan, and form the supporting walls of

three great terraces. The last and lowest of these

i-i<lges takes a course nearly due east, bounding the

plain of Damascus, and running out into the desert

as far as Palmyra. The gieater part of the terraces

thus formed are parched iiinty deserts, thtfUgh here

and there are sections with a rich soil. Anti-Liba-

nus can only boast of two streams—the Pharpar,

now Nahr el-'Awaj, which rises high up on the side of

Hermon; and the Abana, now called Barada. The
fountain of the latter is in the beautiful little plain

of Zebdan'j, on the western side of the main chain,

through which it cuts in a sublime gorge, and then

divides successively each of the side-ridges in its

course to Damascus. A small streamlet flows down
the valley of Helbon parallel to the Abana.

Anti-Libanus is more thinly peopled than its

sister range ; and it is more abundmitly stocked

with wild beasts. Eagles, vultures, and other

birds of prey, may be seen day after day sweeping

m circles round the beetling clill's. Wild swine are

numerous ; and vast herds of gazelles roam over the

bleak eastern steppes.

Anti-Libanus is only once distinctly mentioned

m Scripture, whore it is accurately described as
'' Lebanon toward the sun-rising "^ (Josh. xiii. 5) ;

but the southern section of the chain is frequently

C'DU'n n-\]i2 pjn^n.

' Amana and Abuna seom to be identical, for in

2 K. V. 12 the Kcri reiulinp is njDN-
^ The Hcb. "1D3 is identical with the Arabic

^J, " a panther."
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LKBONAH
referred to tmder other names. [.Sen IIrkmON.]

The words of Solomon in Cant. i\-. 8 are very

striking—" Look from the top of Amana, from the

top of Shenirand Hermon, from the lions* den, from

the mountains of the leopards."' The reference is

in all probability, to the two highest peaks of Anti-

Libanus,—Ilermon, and that near the fountain of

the Abana; and in both places panthers'' still exist.

" The tower of Lebanon which looketh toward

Damjiscus" (Cant. vii. 4) is doubtless Hermon,

which foi-ms the most striking feature in the whole

panorama jound that city. Josephus mentions

Lebanon as lying near Dan and the fountains of the

Jordan {Ant. v. 3, §1), and as bounding the jno-

vince of Gaulanitis on the north {B. ./. iii. 3, §5)

;

he of cotu'se meiuis Anti-Libanus.' The old city of

Abila stood in one of the wildest glens of Anti-

Libanus, on the banks of the Abana, and its terri-

tory embraced a large section of the lange. [Abi-

i.KNic] Damascus owes its existence to a streiim

fiom these mountains ; so did the once gi-eat and

splendid city of Heliopolis ; and the chief sources of

both the Leontes and Orontes lie along their western

bcise (Porter's Handbook, pp. xviii., xix.). [J. L. P.]

LEB'AOTH (nixn^ : Ao,3<iv ; Alex. Aoj3a>e :

LcbaotK), a town which forms one of the last group

of the cities of " the South " in the enumeration of

the possessions of Judah (Josh. xv. 32). It is named

between Sansannah and Shilhim ; and is very pro-

bably identical with BiiTH-LEUAOTH, elsewhere

called Betii-BIREI. Jso trace of any names an-

swering to these appears to have been yet disco-

vered. If we may adopt the Hebrew signification

of the name (" lionesses"), it furnishes an indi-

cation of the existence of -yv^ild animals in the south

of Palestine. [G.]

LEBBAE'US. This name occurs in Matt.

X. 3, according to Codex D (Bezae Cantabrigiensis)

of the sixth century, and in the received Text. In

Mark iii. 18, it is substituted in a few unimportant

MSS. for Thaddeus. The words, " Lebbaeus who
is called " (Matt. x. 3), arc not found in the Va-

tican MS. (B), and Lachmann rejects them as, in

his opinion, not received by the most ancient Eastern

churches. The Vulgate omits them ; but Jeiome

{Comm. in Matt.) says that Thaddeus, or Jtidits

the brother of James, is elsewhere called Lebbaeus
;

and he concludes that this apostle had three names.

It is much easier to suppose that a strange name has

been omitted than that it has been insei'ted by later

transcribers. It is admitted into the ancient versions

of the N. T., and into all the English versions (except

the Khemish) since Tyndale's in 1534-. For the

signification of the name, and for the life of the

apostle, see Jude, vol. i. p. 1163. [\V. T. B.]

. LEBO'NAH (n^in/ : t^j htfioiva ; Alex, rov

AiPavov rr)s Aefiaiva : Lebona), a place named in

Judg. xxi. 19 only ; and there but as a liuidmark to

determine the position of Shiloh, which is stated to

have lain south of it. Lebon.ih has survived to our

times under the almost identical fonn of cl-Lubban.

MatTcTua? tvtul' Ttl/a

Kol opeira, iv ols t) . XaAKi!, ioanep aKpoTToXi? TOu

Ma<T(TVOv. Apxrj S' ovtoO AooStKfta r} irpbs Ai^i

From this it appears that the province of Massyii

his (lay embraced the whole of Anti-Libanus ; for

I.aodicca ad Libanum lies at the northern end of the

ranse (Porter's Damascus, ii. 339), and the site of

Chalcis is at its western base, twenty miles south of

Ba'albek (id. i. 14).

i



LECAH
It lies to the west of, and close to, the A^ablns road,

iiboiit eight miles north of Beitin (Bethel), and two
from Seilun (Shiloh), in relation to which it stands,

however, nearer W. than N. The village is on the

northern acclivity of the wady to which it gives

its name. Its appearance is ancient ; and in the rocks

above it are excavated sepulchres (Kob. ii. 272). To
Eusebius and Jerome it does not appear to have been

known. The eailiest mention of it yet met with
is in the Itinerary of the Jewish traveller hap-

Parchi (a.D. cir. 1320), who describes it under the

name of Liibin, and refers especially to its correspond-

ence with the passage in Judges (See Asher's Jtcnj.

of Tiidela, ii. 435). It was visited by Mauudrell

(March 24, 25), who mentions the identification

with Lebonah, but in such terms as may imply
tliat he was only repeating a tradition. Since then

it has been passed and noticed by most travellers

t: th.= Holy Land (Rob. ii. 272 ; Wilson, ii. 292, 3
;

Bonar, 3G:i ; Mislin, iii. 319, &c. &c.). [G.]

LE'CAH (HDJ? : AtjxS ; Alex. ATjxaS: Lecha),

a name mentioned in the genealogies of Judah

(I'Chr. iv. 21 only) as one of the descendants of

Shelali, the third son of Judah by the Canaauitess

Bath-shua. The immediate progenitor of Lecah

was Er. Many of the names in this genealogy,

especially when the word " father " is attached,

are towns (comp. Eshtemoa, Keilah, Blareshah.&c.)
;

but this, though probably the case with Lecah, is

not certain, because it is not mentioned again, either

in the Bible or the Onomasticon, nor have any tiaces

of it been since discovei-ed. [G.]

LEECH. [Horse-Leech, Appendix A.]

LEEKS ("T'Vn, chdtsir : ra Trpdcra, ^orcivr],

X^^Vt X^P'^os, xXojprfs : herha, pornis, foenum,
Vratuni). The word chdtsir, which in Num. xi. 5
is translated leeks, occurs twenty times in the He-
brew text. In 1 K. xviii. 5 ; Job xl. 15 ; Ps. civ.

14, cxlvii. 8, cxxix. 6, xxxvii. 2, xc. 5, ciii. 15 ; Is.

rxxvii. 27, xl. 6, 7, 8, .xliv. 4, Ii. 12, it is rendered

grass; in Job viii. 12, it is rendered herb; in Prov.

xxvii. 25, Is. XV. 6, it is erroneously translated

limi ; in Is. xxxiv. 14, the A. V. has court (see

note). The word leeks occurs in the A. V. only

in Num. xi. 5 ; it is there mentioned as one of the

good things of Egypt for which the Israelites longed

in their journey through the desert, just before the

tei-rible plague at Kibroth-hattaavah, " the cucum-
bers, and the melons, and the leeks, and the onions,

and the garlic." The Hebrew term, which properly

denotes <jrass, is derived from a root signifying " to

be gi-een,"* and may therefore stand in this passage

for any green food, lettuce, endive, &c., as Ludolf
and Maillet have conjectured ; it would thus be

applied somewhat in the same manner as we use

the term " greens ;" yet as the chdtsir is mentioned

together with onions and garliek in the text, and
as the most ancient versions, Onkelos, the LXX.,
and the Vulgate, together with the Syriac and the

Arabic of Saadias,!* unanimously understand leeks

by the Hebrew word, we may be satisfied with our
own translation. Moreover, chdtsir would apply to

the leek appropriately enough, both from its green

colour and the giass-like form of the leaves.
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haa shown that this word is identical with "l^PI^

circiimvallit. He compares the Greek xop™?, wliich

primarily i rt (for cattle) ; hence, a pasture
;

Tliere is, however, another and a very ingenious

interpretation of chdtsir, first proposed by Heng-

stenberg, and received by Dr. Kitto {J'ictor. Bible,

Num. .\i. 5), which adopts a more literal translation

of the original word, for, says Dr. Kitto, " among
the wonders in the natural history of Egypt, it is

mentioned by travellers that the common people

there eat with special relish a kind of grass similar

to clover." Mayer {Reise nach Aegyptien, p. 220)
says of this plant (whose scientific name is Trigo-

nella foenum Graccum, belonging to the natural

order Leguminosae), that it is similar to clover,

but its leaves more pointed, and that great quan-

tities of it are eaten by the people. Forskal mentions

the Trigonclla as being grown in the gardens at

Cairo ; its native name is Halbeh {Flor. Aegypt,

p. 81)

TrigoncUa foeuum-griiecuni.

Sonnini ( Voyage, i. 379) says, " In this fertile

country, the Egyptians themselves eat the fenu-grcc

hence, in an extended sense, grass or herbage. But

sec the different derivation of Fiirst.

•> The word employed here is still the name in

ICyrypt for leek (Hassclqjust, 502).
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so largely, that it may be iiroperly called the food

ot' man. Ill the month of November they cry

* gre.'n halbch for sale!' in the streets of the

town ; it is tied up in large bunches, which the

inhabitants purchase at a low price, and which

they eat with incredible greediness without any

kind of seasoning."

The seeds of this plant, which is also cultivated

in Greece, are often used; they are eaten boiled or

i-aw, mixed with honey. For.skal includes it in the

Materia Medica of Kgypt {M<d. Med. Kahir. p.

155). However plausible may be this theory of

Hengstenberg, there does not appear sufficient reason

for ignoring the old versions, whicli seem all agreed

that the leek is the plant denoted by c/idtsir, a

vegetable from the earliest times a gi'eat favourite

with the Egyptians, as both a nourishing and

savoury food. Some have objected that, as the

Egyptians held the leek, onion, &c., sacred, they

would abstjiin from eating these vegetables them-

selves, and would not allow the Israelites to use

them.^ We have, however, the testimony of Hero-

dotus (ii. 125) to show that onions were eaten by

the Egyptian poor, for he says that on one of the

pyramids is shown an inscription, which was ex-

plained to him by an iiiteipieter, showing how much
money was spent in providing radishes, onions, and

garlic, for the workinon. The priests were not

allowed to eat tliese things, and Plutarch {De Is. et

Osir. ii. p. 353) tells us the i-easons. The Welshman
reverences his leek, and wears one on St. David's

Day—he eats the leek nevertheless ; and doubtless

the Egy])tians were not over-scrupulous (Scrip.

Herbal, p. 230). The leek ^ is too well-known to need

description. Its botanical name is Allium porruin
;

it belongs to the order Liliaceae. [W. H.]

LEES(DnnL^: rpvyiat: faeces). The Hebrew

skemer beare the radical sense of preservation, and

was applied to "lees" from the custom of allowing

the wine to stand on the lees in order that its colour

and body might be better preserved. Hence the

e.\pression " wine on the lees," as meaning a gener-

ous full-bodied liquor (Is. xxv. 6). The wine in

this state remained, of course, undisturbed in its

cask, and became thick and syrupy ; lience the

proverb, " to settle upon one's lees," to express the

sloth, indiU'erence, and gioss stupidity of the un-

godly (Jer. xlviii. 11; Zeph. i. 12). Before the

wine was consumed, it was necessary to strain off

the lees ; such wine was then termed " well refined
"

(Is. xxv. 6). To drink the lees, or "dregs," was jxn

expression tor the endurance of extreme punishment

(Hs. Ix.\v. 8). [W. L. B.]

LEGION (Aeyedy. Leijio), the chief sub-

division of the Human army, containing about GOOO
infantiy, with a contingent of cavalry. The teim

lines not occur in the Bible in its primary sense,

but appears to have been adopted in order to express

any large number, with the accessory ideas of order

and subordination. Thus it is applied by our Lord

•^ Juvenal's derision of the Egyptians for the re-

verence they paid to the leek may hei-e be quoted :

" Porrum ct coepe ncfas viohirc ac fianfjeie morsu,

O sanctas crentcs, quibus haec nascuntur in Uortis

Nomina !"

—

Sat. xv. 9.

Cf. Plin. H. y. xix. 6 ; Celsii Jlieroh. ii. 2G3 ; IliUcr.

Hierophtjt. pt. ii. p. 36 ; Diosc. ii. 4.

^ «' Leek " is from the Anglo-Saxon leac, German
lauch.

' Thi.i applicatiim of the term is illustrated by the

LEHl

'o the angels (Matt. xxvi. 53), and in this sense il

answers to the " ho.st^" of the Old Testament (Cien.

.vxxii. 2; Ps. cxlviii. 2).* It is again the name
which the demoniac assumes, " My name is Legion

(Afytciv); for we are many" (Mark v. 9), imply-

ing the presence of a spirit of superior ])ower in ad-

dition to subordinate ones. [W. L. B.]

LEHA'BIM (Cnn'? : AaPielfi : Laahim),

occurring only in Gen. x. 1.3, the name of a Jliz-

raite people or tribe, sui)j)osed to be the same as

the Lubim, mentioned in several places in the Scrij*-

tures as mercenaries or allies of the Egyptians.

There can be no doubt that the Lubim are the .same

as the IleBU or I.eBU of the Egyptian in.scriptioiis,

and that fiom them Libya and the Libyans derived

their name. These primitive Liby;uis a])pear, in the

period at which they aie mentioned in these two his-

toiical sources, that is from the time of Meuptah, n.c.

cir. 1250, to that of Jeremiah's notice of them late

in the 6th century li.C, and probably in the case of

Daniel's, prophetically to the earlier part ofthe second

century li.C, to have inhabited the noithem part of

Africa to the west of Egypt, though latterly driven

from the coast by the Greek colonists of the Cyre-

naica, as is more fully shown under LURIM. Philolo-

gically, the interchange of H as the middle letter of

a loot into 1 quiescent, is frequent, although it is im-

portant to remark that Geseuius considers the form

with n to be more common in the later dialects,

as the Semitic languages are now found
(
Thes.

art. n). There seems however to be strong reason

for considering many of these later forms to be re-

currences to primitive forms. Geogi-aphicaUy, the

position of the Lehabioi in the enumeration of the

Mizraites immediately before the Kaphtuhim, sug-

gests that they at first settled to the westward of

Egypt, and nearer to it, or not more distant from

it than the tribes or peoples mentioned before them.

[MiZRAiM.] Historically and ethnologic-ally, the

connexion of the ReBU and Libyans with Egypt
and its people suggests their kindred origin with

the Egyptians. [Lubim.] On these grounds there

can be no reasonable doubt of the identity of the

Lehabim and Lubim. [K. S. P.]

LE'HI (with the def. article, ^n?n, e.xcept in

ver. 14: Aeuef, in ver. 9 ; Alex. Aeut ; Siaycoc

:

Lechi, id est ma.xilla), a place in Judah, probably

on the conlines of the Philistines' countiy, between

it and the cWff Etam ; the scene of Samson's well-

known exploit with the jawbone (Judg. xv. 9, 14,

19). It contained an eminence—Hamath-lehi, and n

spring of great md lasting repute— En hak-kore.

Whether the name existed before the exploit or

the exploit originated the name cannot now be de-

temiined from the narrative." On tlie one hand, in

vers. 9 and 19, Lehi is named as if existing befoie

this occurrence, while on the other the play of the

story and the statement of the bestowal of the name
h'amath-lehi look as if the leverse were nitended.

The analogy of similar names in other countries •* is

Kabbinical usage of )V3? as = " leader, chief

"

(Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 1123).

" It Is unu.sually full of plays and paronomastic tuniK.

Thus ^n? signifies a jaw, and *n^ Is the name of tlic

place ; "l'"|Dn Is both a be-ass and a heap, &c.

b Compare the somewhat parallel case of Punrhurcl)

and Dunsuiour, whieli. in ihe loi-al traditions, derive theii

names from nn exploit of tiny of Warwick.
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in favour of its liaviug existed previously. Even

taken as a Hebrew word, " Lechi " }i;us another

meaning besides a jawbone ; and after all there is

thi-oughout a difi'ereuce between the two words,

which, though slight to our ears, would be much
more marked to those of a Hebrew, and which so

far betrays the accommodation. *=

A similar discrepancy in the case of Beer Lahai-roi,

and a great similarity between the two names in the

original (Gesen. Thes. 175 6), has led to the suppo-

sition that that place was the same as Lehi. But tiie

situations do not suit. The well Lahai-roi was below

Kadesh, very far from the locality to which Samson's

adventures seem to have been confined. The same

consideration would also ajipear fatal to the identi-

fication proposed by M. Van de Velde {Memoir, 343)

at Tell el-Lckhiiieh, in the extreme south of Pales-

tine, only four miles above Beersheba, a dist;uice to

wliich we have no authority for believing that

either Samson's achievements or the possessions of

the Philistines (at least in those days) extended.

As far as the name goes, a more feasible suggestion

would be Beit-Li/df/eh, a village on the northern

slopes of the great Wady Suleiman, about two miles

belnw the upper Beth-horon (see Tobler, Htte Wan-
derunq). Here is a position at once on the borders

of both Judah and the Philistines, and within rea-

sonable proximity to Zorah, Eshtaol, Timnath, and

other places familiar to the history of the great

Danite hero. On this, however, we must await

further investigation ; and in the meantime it should

not be overlooked that there are reasons for placing

the cliff Etam—which seems to have been near Lehi

—in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem. [Etam,
THE ROCK.]

The spring of En hak-kore is mentioned by Jerome
{Epitaph. Paulae, §14) in such terms as to imply

that it was then known, and that it was near

Morasthi, the native place of the prophet Micah,

which he elsewhere {Onom. s. v. ; Pref. ad Mick.)

mentions as east of Eleutheropolis {Beit Jihrin).

Lehi is possibly mentioned in 2 Sara, xxiii. 1 1

—

the relation of another encounter with the Phi-

listines hardly less disastrous than that of Samson.

The word'' rendered in the A. V. "into a troop,"

by alteration of the vowel-points becomes " to Lehi,"

which gives a new and certainly an appropriate

sense. This reading first appears in Josephus {Ant.

vii. 12, §4), who gives it "a place called Siagona"

—the jaw—the word which he employs in the story

of Samson {Ant. v. 8, §9). It is also given in the

C!omplutensian * LXX., and among modern inter

preters byBochart {Hieroz. i. 2, ch. 13), Kennicott

{Dissert. 140), J. D. Michaelis {Bihel fiir Un-
gekhrt.), Ewald {Gesehichte, iii. 180,?jofe). [G.]

LEM'UEL ('pX-lob and ^XiO^ : Lamuel), the

name of an unknown king to whom his mother
addressed the prudential maxims contained in Piov.

xxxi. 1-9. The version of this chapter in the LXX.
is so obscure that it is difficult to discover what
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= ^n7=T^chl, is the nameof the place In vers. 9, 14, 19,

and in JRamath-Lehi, ver. 17 : whereas L'chi, *fy^, is the

word for jawbone. In ver. 19 the words " in the jaw "

KhoHld be " In Leh> :" the original is Tf?!^. exactly as in

9 ; not ^1173. as In 16. See Milton, Saiiis. Ag., line 582.

<• n*n^. as If n'n. from the root <n (Gesen. Then.

P ITO). In tills sense the word very raicly occurs (see

A. V. of I's Ixvlii. 10,30; Ixxiv. lit). It clsewliere lias

text they could have had before them. In the ren-

dering of Lemuel by uTrJ) Q^ov, in Prov. xxxi. 1,

some traces of the original are discernible, but in

ver. 4 it is entirely lost. The liabbinical com-

mentators identify Lemuel with Solomon, and tell

a strange tale how that when he married the

daughter of Pharaoh, on the day of the dedication

of the Temple, he assembled musicians of all kinds,

and passed the niglit awake. On the morrow he

slept till the fourth hour, with the keys of the

Temple beneath his pillow, when his mother en-

tered and upbraided him in the words of Prov.

xxxi. 2-9. Grotius, adopting a fanciful etymology
from the Arabic, makes Lemuel the same as Heze-
kiah. Hitzig and others regard him as king or

chief of an Arab tribe dwelling on the borders of
Palestine, and elder brother of Agur, whose name
stands at the head of Prov. xxx. [See Jaiceh.]
According to this view inassd (A. V. " the pro-

phecy " ) is Massa in Arabia ; a region mentioned
twice in close connexion with Dumah, and peopled

by the descendants of Ishmael. In the reign of

Hezekiah a roving band of Simeonites drove out the

Amalekites from Mount Seir and settled in their

stead (1 Chr. iv. 38-43), and from these exiles of

Israehtish origin Hitzig conjectures that Lemuel
and Agur were descended, the foi-mer having been

born in the land of Israel ; and that the name
Lemuel is an older form of Nemuel, the first-born

of Simeon {Die Spruche Salomds, p. 310-314). But
it is more probable, as Eichhorn and Ewald suggest,

that Lemuel is a poetical appellation, selected by
the author of these maxims for the guidance of a
king, for the purpose of putting in a striking form
the lessons which they conveyed. Signifying as it

does " to God," i. c. dedicated or devoted to God,
like the similar word Lael, it is in keeping with the

whole sense of the passage, which contains the

portraiture of a virtuous and righteous king, and
belongs to the latest period of the proverbial litera-

ture oi' the Hebi ews. [W. A. W.]

LENTILES (C^'njI.acfds/uOT; <t>aK6s: lens).

There
. caimot be the least doubt that the A. V. is

correct in its translation of the Hebrew word which
occui's in the four following passages:—Gen. sxv.

34, 2 Sam. xvii. 28, 2 Sam. xxiii. 11, and Ez. iv. 9 •

from which last we learn that in times of scarcity

lentiles were sometimes used in making bread. There
are three or four kinds of lentiles, all of which are
still much esteemed in those countries where they
are grown, viz. the South of Europe, Asia, and
North Africa: the red lentile is stiil a favourite
article of food in the East ; it is a small kind, the
seeds of which after being decorticated, are com-
monly sold in the bazaars of India. The modern
Arabic name of this plant is identical with the He-
brew

; it is known in Egypt and Arabia, Syria, kc,
by the name 'Adas, as we learn from the testimony
of several travellei-s.* When Dr. Kobinson was
staying at the castle of 'Ahahah, he partook of

the sense of " living," and thence of wild animals, which
is adopted by the LXX. in tliis place, as remarked above.
In ver. 13 it is again rendered " troop." In the parallel

narrative of 1 Chronicles (xi. 15), tlic word HjnD. a
" camp," is substituted.

« The Vatican and Alex. MSS. read el? erjpi'a (»n)- •"

if the Philistines had come on a hunting expedition.

° See also Catafago's Arabic Dictionnnj, " Lentiles,"

^J^S^, adds.
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lentiles, which lie says he " found very palatable,

and could well conceive that to a weaiy hunter,

faint with hiuitjer, they would be quite a diiiuty
"

Lcillilc (Ervum tctts).

{Bib. lies. 1. 246). Dr. Kitto also says that, he has

often partiiken of red pottage, prepared by seething

the lentiles in water, and then adding a little suet,

to give thera a flavour ; and that he found it better

food than a stranger would imagine; " the mess,"

he adds, " had the redness which gained for it the

name of adorn " (^Pict. Bib., Gen. xxv. 30,34). From
.'vmnini we learn that lentile bread is still eaten by

the poor of Egypt, even as it was in the time of

Ezekiel ; indeed, that towards the catai'acts of the

Nile there is scarce any other bread in use, because

com is very rare ; the people generally add a little

barley in making their bread of lentiles, which " is

by no means bad, though heavy " (Sonnini's Travels,

Hunter's tiansl. iii. 288). Shaw and Russell bear

similar testimony.

LEOPARD
of a mosque there a daily supply of lentile soup to

travellers and poor iidiabitauts (D'Anrieux, Mem.
ii. 237).

The lentile, Errum lens, is much used with other

pulse in Koman Catholic countries during Lent ; and

some say that from hence the season derives its name.

It is occasionally cultivated in England, but only as

fodder for cattle ; it is also imported from Alexandria.

From the quantity of gluten the ripe seeds contain

tiiey must be highly nutritious, though they have

the character of being heating if taken in large

quantities. In Kgypt the haulm is used for packing.

The lentile belongs to the natural order Legumi-
nosae. [W. H.]

LEOPARD (n03, ndnwr: vipSa\is : pardns)

is invariably given by the A. V. as the translation

of the Hebrew word,* which occurs in the seven

following passages,—Is. xi. 6 ; Jer. v. 6, siii. 23

;

Dan. vii. (5; Hos. xiii. 7 ; Cant. iv. 8 ; Hab.i. 8.

Leopard occui-s also in Ecclus. xxviii. 23, and in

Rev. xiii. 2. The swiftness of this animal, to which
Habakknk compares the Chaldaean hoi-ses, and to

which Daniel alludes in the winged leoiJard, the

emblem in his vision of Alexander's rapid conquests,

is well known : so great is the flexibility of its body,

that it is able to take surprising leaps, to climb trees,

or to crawl snake-like upon the ground. .leremiah

and Hosea allude to the insidious habit of this animal,

which is abundantly confirmed by the observations

Egyptians oookms Lentiles (Wilkinton).

The Ai-aljs have a tiadition that Hebron is the
sjwt where Esau sold his birthright, and in memory
of this event the dervises distribute from the kitchen

• The word 1)03 means «' spotted" (see the deri-

vations of Fiirst and Gesenius). The same -frord for
" lcoj)ard " occurs in all the cognate languages. The

J^'
{iiiiiir), with whicli the

Leopard i^Loopardus varius).

of travellers ; the leopaid will take up its position in

some spot neai- a village, and watch for some favour-

able opportunity for plunder. From the passage

of Canticles, quoted above, we learn that the hilly

ranges of Lebanon were in ancient times fi'equented

by these animals, and it is now not uncommonly
seen in and about Lebanon, and the southern

maritime mountains of Syria'' (Kitto, note on

Cant. iv. 8). Burckhardt mentions that leopards

have sometimes been killed in " the low and rocky

chain of the Richel mountain," but he calls them

ounces (Burck. Syria, p. 132). In another p;issj»ge

(p. 335) he says, " in the wooded parts of Jlount

Tabor are wild boai-s and ounces." IVIm-iti says that

the " grottoes at Kedron cannot be entered at all

seasons without danger, for in the middle of summer
it is frequented by tigei-s, who retire hither to shun
the heat " (Mariti", Trav. (translated), iii. 58). By
tiijers he undoubtedly means leopards, for the tiger

does not occur in Palestine. Under the name

modern Arabic is identical, though this name is also
applied to the tiger ; but perhaps " tiger " and
" leopard " are synon.vmous in those countries where
the former animal is not found.

'' Bcth-nimrah, Nimrah, the waters of Nimrim,
l)ossibly derive their names from Nnmer (Eochart,
Uieroz. ii. 107, ed. Koscnmiill.).
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ndmer,'^ which means " spotted," it is not impro-
bable that another animal, namely the cheet;ih

{Gueparda jubnta), maybe included; which is

tamed by the JIahometans of Syria, who employ
it in hunting the gazelle. These animals are

represented on the Egyptian monuments ; they
were chased as au amusement for the sake of their

skins, which were worn by the priests during their

ceremonies, or they were hunted as enemies of the

famiyard (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, ch. viii. 20).

Sir G. Wilkinson also draws attention to the fact

that there is no appearance of the leopard (cheetidi),

having been employed for the purpose of the chase,

on the monuments of Egypt ;^ nor is it now used

by any of the African races for hunting. The
natives of Africa seem iu some way to connect

the leopard skin with the idea of royalty, and to

look upon it as part of the insignia of majesty

(Wood's Xat. ffist. i. 160). The leopard {Leo-

pardiLS varius) belongs to the family Fclidae, sub-

order Diijitigradae, order Carnivora. The panther

is now considered to be only a variety of the same

animal. [W. H.]

LEPER, LEPROSY. The Egyptian and

Syrian climates, but especially the rainless atmos-

phere of the former, are very prolific in skin-dis-

eases ; including, in an exaggerated form, some

which are common in the cooler regions of western

Europe. The heat and drought acting for long

periods upon the skin, and the exposure of a laige

surface of the latter to their influence, combine to

jjredispose it to such affections. Even the modified

forms known to our western hospitals show a per

plexing variety, and at times a wide departure fi-om

the best-known and recorded types ; much more
then may we expect departure from any routine of

symptoms amidst the fatal fecundity of the Levant

in this class of disorders (Good's Study of Medicine,

Tol. iv. p. 445, &c., ed. 4th). It seems likely that

diseases also tend to exhaust their old types, and to

reappear under new modifications. [Medicine.]
This special region, however, exhibiting in wide va-

riety that class of maladies which disfigures the

pereon and makes the presence horrible to the be-

holder, it is no wonder that notice was early drawn
to their more popular symptoms. The Greek ima-

gination dwelt on them as the proper scourge of an

offended deity, and peihaps foreign forms of disease

may be implied by the expressions used (Aeschyl.

Coeph. 271, &c.), or such as an intercourse with

Pereia and Egypt would introduce to the Greelcs.

But, whatever the variety of form, there seems

strong general testimony to the cause of all alike,

as being to be sought in hard labour in a heated

atmosphere, amongst dry or powdery substances,

rendering the proper care of the skin difficult or

impossible. This would be aggravated by unwhole-

some or innutritions diet, want of personal clean-

liness, of clean cjarments, &c. Thus a "baker's"

= The leopard is called by the natives of India

lakree-baug, " tree-tiger." In Africa also " tiger "

is applied to the " leopard," the former animal not
|

existing there.

^ The lion was always employed by the Egyptians
for the purpose of the chase. See Diodor. 1. 48 ; and
Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp. ch. viii. 17.

• The use of the word yjj, in association with the

proper term, npiV, marks the outward appearance

as the chief test of the malady. For y33 means
" a blow " or " touch," and is etymologieally repre-
sented by plaga, our " plague."

' The raw flesh of xiii. 10 miglU be discovered in
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and a •' bricklayer's itch," are recorded by the

I'aculty (Bateman, On Shin Diseases, Psoriasis;

Good's Study of Med., ib. p. 459 and 484).«

The predominant and characteristic form of leprosy

in Scripture is a white variety, covering either the

entire body or a large tract of its surface ; which
lias obtained the name of lepra Mosaica. Such

were the cases of Closes, Miriam, Naaman, and

Gehazi (Ex. iv. 6; Num. xii. 10; 2 K. v. 1, 27;
comp. Lev. xiii. 13). But, remarkably enough, in

the Mosaic ritual-diagnosis of the disease (Lev. xiii.,

xiv), this kind, when overspreading the whole sur-

face, appears to be regarded as "clean" (xiii. 12,

lo, 16, 17). The first question which occure as

we re;xd the entire passage is, have we any right to

assume one disease as spoken of throughout ? or ra-

ther—for the point of view iu the whole passage is

ceremonial, not medical— is uof a register of certain

symptoms, marking the afilicted person as under a
Divine judgment, all that is meant, without raising

the question of a plurality of diseases ? But beyond
this preliminary question, and supposing the symp-
toms ascertained, there are circumstances which,
duly weighed, will prevent our expecting the iden-

tity of these with modern symptoms in the same
class of maladies. The Egyptian bondage, with its

studied degradations and privations, and especially

the work of the kiln under an Egyptian sun, must
have had a frightful tendency to generate this class of

disorders; hence Manetho (josepli. cont. Ap. i. 26)
asserts that the Egyptians drove out the Israelites as

infected with leprosy—a strange reflex, perhaps, of

the Jlosaic nairative of the " plagues " of Egx-pt, yet

probably also containing a germ of truth. The sudden
and total change of food, air, dw

""
1 mode of

life, caused by the Exodus, to tlii?t.w. of newly-
emancipated slaves may possibly have had a further

tendency to skin-disorders, and novel and severe re-

pressive measures may have been required in the

desei-t-moving camp to secure the public health, or

to allay the panic of infection. Hence it is possible

that many, perhaps most, of this repertory of symp-
toms may have disappeai-ed with the period of the

Exodus, and the snow-white form, which had pre-

existed, may alone have ordinai-ily continued in a later

age. But it is obseiTable that, amongst these Levitical

symptoms, the scaling, or peeling off of the surface,

is nowhere mentioned, nor is there any expression

in the Hebrew text which points to exfoliation of the
cuticle.'' The principal morbid features are a rising or
swelling, •= a scab or baldness,'' and a bright or white «

spot (xiii. 2). [Baldness.] But especially a
white swelling in the skin, with a change of the hair

of the part from the natural black to white or yellow

(3, 10, 4, 20, 25, 30), or an appeaiance of a taint

going "deeper than the skin," or again, "raw flesh"

appearing in the swelling (10, 14, 15), were critical

signs of pollution. The mere swelling, or scab, or

bright spot, was remanded for a week as doubtful (4,

this way, or by the skin merely cracking, an abscess

forming, or the like. Or—what is more probable

—

"raw flesh" means granulations forming on patches
where the surface had become excoriated. These
granulations would form into a fungous flesh which
might be aptly called " raw flesh."

' ^^^'
^ rinSD, nnSDO. Gesenius, S.P., says, "strictly a

bald place on the head occasioned by the scab or itch."

" JTina. The root appears to be "in3. which in

Chald.a'nd Arab, means "to be white, or shining"

(Gcscn. s. r.).
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21, 26, 31 ), and for a second such i>eriod, if it had

not yet pronounced (5). If it then spie;ul (7, 22,

27, 35), it was decided as polluting. But if after

the second period of quarantine the trace died away '

and -ihowed no symptom of spreadi"^, it was a mere

scab, and he was adjudged clean (6, 23, 34). This

tendency to spread seems especially to have been

relied on. A spot most innocent in all othei' re-

spects, if it " spread much abroad," was unclean
;

whereas, as before remarked, the man so wholly

overspiead with the evil that it could find no

farther range, was on the contraiy "clean" (12,

13). These two opposite criteria seem to show,

that whilst the disease manifested activity, the Jlosaic

law imputed pollution to and imposed segregation on

the sufferer, but that the point at which it might be

viewed as having run its course was the signal lor his

readmission to communion. The question then arises,

supposing contagion were dreaded, and the suti'erer on

that account suspended fiom human society, would

not one who offered the whole area of his body as a

means of propagating the pest be more shunned

than the paii-ially aflhcted ? This leads us to regard

the <lisease in its sacred character. The Hebrew was

reminded on every side, even on that of disease, that

he was of God's peculiar people. His time, his food

and raiment, his hair and beard, his field and fruit-

tree, all were touched by the fiuger of ceremonial

;

nor was his bodi'y condition exempt. Disease itself

had its sacred relations arbitrarily imposed. Cer-

tainly contagion need not be the basis of our views

in tracing these relations. In the contact of a dead

body there was no notion of contagion, for the body

the moment life was extinct was as much ceremo-

nially unclean as in a state of decay. Many of

the unclean of bea.sts, &c., are as wholesome as the

clean. Why then in leprosy must we have recourse

to a theoiy of contagion ? To cherish an undefined

hoiTor in the mind was perhaps the primary object

;

sucli hon-or, however, always tends to some definite

dread, in this case most naturally to the dread of

contagion. Thus religious awe would ally itself

with and rest upon a lower motive, and there

would thus be a motive to weigh with carnal and

spiritual natures alike. It would perhaps be nearer

the truth to s;iy, that uncleanness was imputed,

rather to inspire the dread of contagion, than in order

to check contamination as an actu;U process. Thus
this disease was a living plague set in the man by the

finger of God whilst it showed its life by activity

—

by "spreading;" but when no more showing signs

of life, it lost its character as a curse from Him.
Such as dreaded contagion—and the immense ma-
jority in every country have an exaggerated alami

of it—would feel on the safe side through the Levi-

tical ordinance ; if any did not fear, the loathsome-

ness of the aspect of the malady would prevent

them from wishing to infringe the ordinance.

It is not our purpose to enter into the question wh*?-

ther the contagion existed, nor is there perhaps any

more vexed question in pathology than how to fix a

rule of contagiousness ; but whatever was currently

believed, unless opposed to morals or humanity, would

have been a sufficient basis for the lawgiver on this

subject. The panic of infection is often as distress-

ing, or rather fiir more so, in proportion as it is far

' The word in »hc Ilcb. is HnS, which means to

languish or fade away ; hence the A. V. hardly con-

veys the sense adequately by " be somewhat dark."

Perhaps the expressions of Ilippocratcs, who speaks

of a fie^M form of leprosy, and of Celsus, who mcn-
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more widely diffused, than actual disease. Noi
need we exclude popular notions, so far as tiiey do
not conflict with higher views of the Mosaic eco-

nomy. A degree of deference to them is {>erha])s

apparent in the special reference to the " head " and
" beard " as the seat of some form of polluting dis-

order. The sanctity and honour attiching to the

head and beard ( 1 Cor. xi. 3, 4, 5 ; see also BjiAitD^

made a scab thereon seem a heinous disfigurement,

and even baldness, though not unclean, yet was un-

usual and provoked reproach (2 K. ii. 23), and

when a diseasetl appearance arose " out of a bald-

ness " even without "spreading abroad," it was at

once adjudged " imclean." On the whole, though
we decline to rest leprous defilement merely on po-

pular notions of abhorrence, dread of contagion,

and the like, yet a deference to them may be ad-

mitted to have been shown, especially at the time

when the people weie, from previous habit and
associations, up to the moment of the actual Exodus,

most strongly imbued with the scrupulous purity

and refined ceremonial example of the Egyptians on
these subjects.

To trace the symptoms, so far as they are re-

corded, is a simple task, if we keep merely to the

text of Leviticus, and do not insist on finding nite

definitions in the broad and simple language of an
early period. It appeare that not only the before-

mentioned appearances but any open sore which
exposed raw flesh* was to be judged by its ell'ect

on the hair, by its being in sight lower than the

skin, by its tendency to spread ; and that any one of

these symptoms would argue uncleanness. It seems

also that from a boil and from the efliects of a burn a
similar disease might be developed. Nor does mo-
dern pathology lead us to doubt that, given a con-

stitutional tendency, such causes of inflammation

may result in various disoi ders of the skin or tissues.

Cicatrices after burns are known sometimes to assume
a peculiar tuberculated appearance, thickened and
raised above the level of the surrounding skin—the

keloid tumour—which, however, may also appear in-

dependently of a burn.

The language into which the LXX. has rendered

the simple phrases of the Hebrew text shows traces

of a later school of medicine, and suggests an ac-

quaintance with the terminology of Hippocrates.

This has given a hint, on which, apparently wishing

to reconcile early Biblical notices with the results

of later obseiTation, Dr. Mason GootI and some other

professional expounders of leprosy have drawn out

a comiMrativc table of parallel terms.e

It is clear then that the leprosy of Lev. xiii., xiv.

means any severe disease spreading on the surface ot

the body in the way described, and so shocking of

aspect, or so generally suspected of infection, tliat

public feeling called for separation. Ko doubt such

diseases as syphilis, elephantiasis, cancer, and all

others which not merely have their seat in the skin,

but which invade and disorganise the underlying

and deeper-seated tissues, would have been classed

Levitically as " leprosy," had they been so gene-

rally prevalent as to require notice.

It is now undoubted that the "leprosy" of

modem Syria, and which has a wide I'ange in Spain,

Gieece, and Isorway, is the Elephantiasis Graeco-

tions one umbrae similis, may have led our translators

to endeavour to find equivalents for them in the

Hebrew.

s Thus we "have in Kitto's Cyclopaedia of BUiHcal

Litinatnre the following table, based apparently on a
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rum. The Arabian pnysidaus perhaps caused the

confusiou of temis, who, when they transhited the

Greek of Hippocrates, rendered his elephantiasis by
leprosy, there being another disea^^e to which they

gave a name derived from the elephant, and which

is now known as Elephantiasis Arabum,—the "Bav-

badoes leg," " Boucnemia Tropica." The Ele-

phantiasis Graecorum is said to have been brought

home by the crusaders into the various countries of

Western and Northern Europe. Thus an article

on " Leprosy," in the Proceedings of the Royal Me-
dical and Chirurgical Society of London, Jan. 18(30,

vol. iii. IJ, p. 164, &c., by Di". Webster, describes

what is evidently this disease. Thus Jlichaelis

(Smith's translation, vol. iii. p. 283, Art. ccx.)

speaks of what he calls lepra Arabum, the symp-

toms of which are plainly elephantisiac. For a dis-

cussion of the question whether this disease was

known in the early Biblical period, see JIedicine.

It certainly was not that distinctive white leprosy of

which we are now speaking, nor do any of the de-

scribed symi)toms in Lev. xiii. point to elephan-

tiasis. '' White as snow" (2 K. v. 27) would be

as inapplicable to elephantiasis as to small-pos.

Further, the most striking and fearful results of

this modem so-called " h^prosy " are wanting in the

Mosaic description^the transformation of the fea-

tures to a leonine expression, and the corrosion of

the joints, so that the lingers drop piecemeal, from

which the Arabic name, ^5,Xs„ Judhdm, i. e.

nmtilation, seems derived.'' Yet before we dismiss

the question of the atiinity of this dise;ise with Mosaic

leprosy, a description of liayer's {Traite Theoriqve,

4'C., des 3Ialadies de la Peau, s. v. Elephantiasis) is

worth quoting. He mentions two characteristic spe-

cies, the one tuberculated, probably the commoner
kind at present (to judge fiom the concurrence of

modem authorities in describing this type), the other

" chai-acterisee par des plaques tauves, larges, etendues,

fletries, ridees, insensibles, accompagne'es d'une legere

desquamation et d'une defoi-mation particuliere des

pieds et des mains," and which he deems identical

with the " l^pre du moyen age." This certainly

appears to be at least a link between the tuber-
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more extensive one in Dr. Mason Good [ub. sup. pp.
448, 452), which is chiefly characterised by an at-

tempt to fix modern specific meanings on the general

nnn3, Lev.

comprehending

(1) pnii,

(2) n:2h n^n2,

(3) nna nnna.

' the Hebrew of ( 1) is in Lev. xiil. 39 predicated

-iit'icct compounded of the phraseology of (2) and
. whereas the (I), (2), and (3) of Hipp, and of

^vi-,us are respectively distinct and mutually exclusive
of one another. Further, the word nn3 appears

mistranslated by "black" or "dark;" meaning rather
" languid," " dim," as an old man's eyes, an expiring
and feeble flame, &c. Now it is remarkable that the
Hippocratic terms aA<|)6s and Aeuio) are found in the
I-XX. The phraseology of the latter is also more
specific than will adequately represent the Hebrew,
•nggesting shades of meaning * where this has a wide

culated elephantiasis and the Mosaic leprosy.' Cel-

sus, after distinguishing the three Hippocratic va-

rieties of vitiligo = leprosy, separately describes ele-

phantiasis. Avicenna (Dr. Mead, Medica Sacra,
•' the Leprosy ") speaks of leprosy as a sort of uni-

versal cancer of the whole body. But amidst the

evidence of a redundant variety of diseases of the

skin and adjacent tissues, and of the probable rapid

production tmd evanescence of some forms of them,

it would be rash to assert the identity of any from
such resemblance as this.

Nor ought we in the question of identity o(

symptoms to omit from view, that not only does

observation become more precise with accumulated
experience ; but, that diseases also, in proportion a*

they fix their abiding seat in a climate, region, or

race of men, tend probably to diversity of type, and
that in the coui-se of centuries, as with the fauna

and flora, varieties originate in the modifying in-

fluence of circumstances, so that Hippocrates might
find threekindsof leprosy, where one variety only had
existed before. Whether, therefore, we regard Lev.

xiii. as speiiking of a gioup of diseases having mu-
tually a more superficial resemblance, or a real affi-

nity, it need not perplex us that they do not corre-

spond with the threefold leprosy of Hippocrates (the

aK<p6s, \evKTj, and fj.4\as), which are said by Bate-

man {Skin Diseases, Plates vii. and viii.) to prevail

still respectively as lepra alphoides, lepra vulgaris,

and lepra nigricans. The firet has more minute and
whiter scales, and the circular patches in which they

form are smaller than those of the vulgaris, wliich

appears in scaly discs of different sizes, having nearly

always a circular fonn, first presenting small distinct

red sliiuing elevations of the cuticle, then white scales

which accumulate sometimes into a thick crust ; or,

as Dr. Mason Good describes its appearance (vol. iv.

p. 451), as having a spreading scale upon an elevated

base ; the elevations depressed in the middle, but

without a change of colour; the black hair on the

patches, which is the prevailing colour of the hair in

Palestine, participating in the whiteness, and the

patches themselves prepetually widening in their

outline. A phosphate of lime is probably what
gives their bright glossy colour to the scaly patches.

terms of Lev. xiii. : e. g. flXC, herpes,

y33, ictus, " blow " or " bruise," &c.
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and this in tlie kindred disease of ictliyosis is depo-

sited iu great abundance on the surface. The third,

nigricans, or lather stihfusca,^ is rarer, in fonii and

•iistiibution, resembling the second, but diHering in

the darii livid colour of the patches. The scaly in-

crustations of the fii-st species infest the flat of the

fore-arm, knee, and elbow joints, but on the face

seldom extend beyond the forehead and temples;

comp. 2 Chr. xxvi. 19 :
" the leprosy rose up in his

forehead." The cure of this is notdilHcult; the se-

cond scarcely ever heals (Celsus, De Mcd.v. 28, §19).
The third is always accompanied by a cachetic con-

dition ofbody. Further, elephantiasis itself has also

passed cun-ent under the name ofthe " black leprosy
."

it is possible that the " freckled spot " ot the A. V.
Lev. xiii. 39 "• may correspond with the harmless

1. alphoides, since it is noted ;is " clean." The ed.

of Paulus Aegin. by the Sydenham Society (vol. ii.

p. 17, foil.) gives the following summary of the

opinions of classical medicine on this subject:

—

" Galen is very deficient on the subject of lepra,

having nowhere given a complete descriiition of it,

though he notices it incident;illy in many parts of

his works. In one place he calls elej)has, leuce, and
alphos cognate affections. Ali)hos, he says, is much
more superficial than leuce. Psora is said to par-

take more of the natuie of ulceration. According

to Oribasius, lepra art'ects mostly the deep-seated

parts, and psora the superficial. Aetius on the

other hand, copying Archigenes, represents lepra as

aflecting only the skin. Actuarius states that lepra

IS next to elephantia m malignity, and that it is

distinguished from psora by spreading deeper and
having scales of a circular shape like those of fishes.

Leuce holds the same place to alphos that lepra

does to psora ; that is to say, leuce is more deep-

se;ited and affects the colour of the hair, while

alphos is more superficial, and the hair in general

is unchanged. . . . Alexander Aphrodisiensis men-
tions psora among the contagious diseases, but says

that lepra and leuce are not contagious. Chrysostom
aJludes to the common opinion that psora was
among the contagious diseases. . . . Celsus describes

aljjhos, melas, and leuce, very intelligibly, connecting

them together by the generic term of vitiligo."

There is a remarkable concurrence between the

Aeschylean description of the disease which was to

produce " lichens coui-sing over the flesh, eroding

with fierce voracity the fonnor natural structure,

and white hairs shooting up over the part diseased,""

and some of the ]\losaic sym])toms; the spreading

energy of the evil is dwelt upon both by Moses and
by Aeschylus, as vindicating its character as a scourge
of God. But the symptoms of" white hairs" is a
curious and exact confinnatiou of the genuineness of
the detail in the Mosaic account, especially as the

poet's language would i-ather iinply that the disease

spoken of was not then domestiwvted in Greece, but

^ Still it is known that black secretions, sometimes
carried to the extent of nej^ro blackness, have been
produced under tlie skin, as in the retc mucosum of
the African. See Mcdico-Chirurgical Mev., New Series,

vol. V. p. 215, Jan. 1847.

» lleb. pii2
; Arab. jJmj.

" (XapKiav e7ra/n/3aT^pas aypiai? yvdSoii

Atx^i'as efe'orSoi'Tos opxaiav i\>v<Tiv

AevKa; hi K6p<Ta% rjj&' enavreWfiv voa-ta.

Choeph. 271-274.

» So Surenhusius (Mishna, A'V'i/aJMi) says, "Maculae
dliquando subviridcs, aliquando subrubidae, cujus-
aiodi videri eolcnt in aegrotorum indusiis, et prac-
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the strange hoiTor of some other laud. Still, nothing

very remote fiom our own experience is implied in

the mere changed colour of the hair ; it is common to

see horses with galled backs, &c., in which the hair

has turned white through the destruction of those

follicles which secrete the colouring matter.

There remains a curious question, before we quit

Leviticus, as legards the leprosy of gai-ments and

houses. Some have thought gamients worn by

leprous patients intended. The discharges of the

diseased skin absorbed into the apparel would, if in-

fection were jrossible, probably convey disease ; and

it is known to be highly dangerous in some cases to

allow clothes which have so imbibed the discharges

of an ulcer to be worn again." And the words of

Jude v. 23, may seem to countenance this,P " hating

even the garment spotted by the flesh." But Lstly,

no mention of infection occuis ; 2ndly, no con-

nexion of the leprous gaiment with a lepi-ous hu-

man wearer is hinted at; 3rdly, this would not

help us to account for a leprosy of stone-walls and

plaster. Thus Dr. Mead Uit sup.) speaks at any
rate plausibly of the leprosy of gamients, but be-

comes unreasonable when he extends his explanation

to that of walls. Michaelis thought that wool from

sheep which had died of a particular disease miglil

fret into holes, and exhibit an appearance like tli.it

described, Lev. xiii. 47-59 (Michaelis, art. cc.\i.

iii. 290-1). But woollen cloth is far from being

the only material mentioned ; nay, there is even

some reason to think that the words rendered in the

A. V. " warp" and " woof" are not those distinct

parts of the texture, but distinct materials. Linen,

however, and leather are distinctly particularised,

and the latter not only as regards garments, but " any
thing (lit. vessel) made of skin," for instance, bottles.

This classing of gaiments and house-walls with the

human epidennis, as leprous, has moved the mirth

of some, and the wonder of others. Yet modern
science has established what goes far to vindicate

the Mosaic classification as more philosophical than

such cavils. It is now known that there are some
skin-diseases which originate in an acarus, and others

which proceed from a fungus. In these we may
probably find the solution of the pai-adox. The ana-

logy between the insect which frets the human skin

and that which frets the gai-ment that covers it, be-

tween the fungous growth that lines the crevices of

the epidermis and that which creeps in the interstices

of masonry,l is close enough for the purposes of a

ceremonial law, to which it is essential that there

should be an arbitraiy element intermingled with

provisions manifestly reasonable. Jlichaelis (Jb. art.

ccxi. iii. 293-9) has suggested a nitrous efflorescence

on the surface of the stone, produced by,saltpeti-e,

or rather an acid containing it, and issuing in red

spots, and cites the example of a house in Lubeck
;

he mentions also exfoliation of the stone from other

cipue ea in parte ubi vis mdrbi medicina sudorifer& e

corporc cxterius prodicrit."

P See, however, I-ev. xv. 3, 4, which su£rg:ests an-

other possible meaning of the words of St. Jude.
'* The word Actx')'' (the "lichen" of botany), the

.\cschylean word to express the dreaded scourge in

Choephor. 271-274 (comp. JSttmen. 785, see note 7i),is.

also the technical term for a disease akin to leprosy.

The ed. of Paulus Aegin., Sydenh. Soc, vol. ii. p. 19,

says that the poet here means to describe leprosy. In

the Isagoge, generally ascribed to" Galen {ih. p. 25),

two varieties arc described, the lichen mitis and the

lichen agrius, in both of which scales are formed

upon the skin. Galen reniarUs on the tendency of

this disease to pass into lepra and scabies.
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causes ; but probably these appe.oiances would not be

developed without a greiiter degree of damp than is

common in Palestine and Arabia. It is manifest also

that a disease in the human subject caused by an

aciirus or by a fungus would be certainly contagious,

since the propagative aiuse could be transferred from

peison to person. Some physicians indeed assert

that only such skin-iiiseases are contagious. Hence

perhaps arose a further reason for miu'king, even in

their analogues among lifeless substances, the strict-

ness with which forms of disease so arising were to

be shunned. The sacrificial law attending the pur-

gation of the leper will be more conveniently treated

of under Uncleanness.
The lepers of the New Testament do not seem to

ofi'er occasion for special remark^ save that by the

N. T. period the disease, as known in Palestine, pro-

bably did not difler materially from the Ilippocratic

record of it, and tliat when St. Luke at any rate uses

the words AeVpa, Ke-Kfios, he does so with a recog-

nition of their strict medical signification.

From Surenhusius (Mishna, Negcuin), we find that

some h'abbiniciil commentators enumerate 16, 36,

or 72 diverse species of leprosy, but they do so by

including all the phases which each passes through,

reckoning a red and a green vaiiety in garments,

the same in a house, «&c., and counting calvitium,

recahmtio, adustio, and even ulcus, as so many dis-

tinct forms of leprosy.

For further illustrations of this subject see

Schilling, de Lepra; Re\xiha.\-d, BibelArankheiten;

Schmidt, Biblischer Medecin; Rayer, ut sup., who
refers to Roussille-Chamseru, Recherches sur le ve-

ritable Caractere de la Lepre des Hebreux, and
Relation, Cliimrgicale de I'Armee de I' Orient,

Paris, 1804; Cazenave and Schedel, Abrege Pra-
tique des Maladies de la Peau ; Dr. Mead, ut sup.,

who refers to Aretaeus,' Moi^b. Chron. ii. 13 ; Fra-

castorius, de Morbis Contagiosis ; Johannes Ma-
nai-dus, Epist. Medic, vii. 2, and to iv. 3, 3, §1

;

Avicenna, de Medicina, v. 28, §19; also Dr. Sim
in the North American Chirur. Rev. Sept. 1859,

p. 876. The ancient authorities are Hippocrates,

Prorrhetica, lib. xii. ap. fin.; Galen, Explicutio

Linguarum Hippocratis, and de Art. Curat, lib.

ii. ; Celsus, de Medic, v. 28, §19. [H. H.]

LE'SHEM (D*^?: Lesem), a variation in the

form of the name of Laish, afterwards Dan,
occurring only in Josh. xix. 47 (twice). The Vat.
LXX. is very corrupt, having AaxeiJ and Aecrevv-

SaK (see Mai's ed.) ; but the Alex., as usual, is in

the second aise much closer to the Hebrew, Aecefi
and AfffevSav.

The commentators and lexicographers afford no
clue to the reason of this variation in form. [G.]

LETT'US (AaTTous ; Alex. 'Attouj: Acchus),
the same as Hattusii (1 Esd. viii. 29). The
Alex. MS. has evidently the correct reading, of
which the name as it appears in the Vat. MS. is

an easy corruption, from the similarity of the uncial

A and A.

LETU'SHIM {mmb : Aarovffui/j. : Latu-

sim, Latnssim), the name of the second of the
sons of Dedan, son of Jokshan, Gen. xxv. 3 (and
1 Chr. i. 32, Vulg.). Fresnel {Jonrn. Asiat. Ill'

sene, vol. vi. p. 217, 8) identifies it with Tasm,"
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' Dr. Mead's reference is de Morhis Contagiosis, ii.

cap. 9. There is no such title extant to any portion
Arctaeus' w ork ; sec, however, the Sydenham So-
ciety's edition of that writer, p. 370.
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one of the ancient and extinct tribes of Arabia, like

as he compares Leammim with Umeiyim. Tlie

names may perhaps be regardett as commencing

with the Hebrew ;uticle. Nevertheless, the identi-

fication in each case seems to be quite untenable.

(Respecting these tribes, see LiouMMiM and Arabia.)

It is noteworthy that the three sons of the Keturahite

Dedan are named in the plural form, evidently as

tribes descended from him. [E. S. P.]

LEUM'MTM ip'^mh, from DK^ : Aa«;u€t>

:

Loomim, Laomini), the name of the third of the

descendants of Dedan, son of Jokshan, Gen. xxv. 3

(1 Chr. i. 32, Vulg.), being in the plural form like

his brethren, Asshurim and Letushim. It evidently

refers to a tribe or people spnuig from Dedan, and

indeed in its present form literally signifies " peo-

ples," " nations ;" but it has been observed in art.

Letushim, that these names perhaps commence
with the Hebrew article. Leummim has been

identified with the 'AKKovfianSirai of Ptolemy (vi.

7. §24 : see Diet, of Geogr.), and by Fresnel (in the

Jouni. Asiat. lll^ serie, vol. vi. p. 217) with

an Arab tribe called Umeiyim^ Of the former,

the writei- knows no historical trace; the latter

was one of the very ancient tribes of Arabia

of which no genealogy is given by the Arabs, and

who appear to have been ante-Abrahamic, and

possibly aboriginal inhabitants of the country.

[Akabia.] [K. S. P.]

LE'VI. i. (*1^ : Aevei: Levi), the name of the

third son of Jacob by his wife Leah. This, like

most other names in the patriarchal history, was
connected with the thoughts and feelings that ga-

thered round the child's birth. As derived from

m?, " to adhere," it gave utterance to the hope of

the mother that the affections of her husband,

which had hitherto rested on the favoured Rachel,

would at last be drawn to her. "This time will

my husband be joined unto me, because I have borne

him three sons" (Gen. xxix. 34). The new-born

child was to be a Koivoovias PePaiur'fis (Jos. Ant.

i. 19, §8), a new link binding the parents to each

other more closely than before.' But one fact is

recorded in which he appears prominent. The sons

of Jacob have come from Padan-Aram to Canaan
with their father, and are with him " at Shalem, a

city of Shechem." Their sister Dinah goes out
" to see the daughters of the land " (Gen. xxxiv.

1), i.e. as the words probably indicate, and as Jo-

sephus distinctly states (^ni. i. 21), to be present

at one of their great annual gatherings for some
festival of natme-worship, analogous to that which

we meet with afterwards among the Blidiauites

(Num. xxv. 2). The license of the time or the

absence of her natural guardians exposes her, though

yet in earliest youth, to lust and outrage. A stain

is left, not only on her, but on the honour of her

kindred, which, according to the rough justice of

the time, nothing but blood coidd wash out. The
duty of extorting that revenge fell, as in tlie case of

Amnon and Tamar (2 Sam. xiii. 22), and in most

other states of society in which polygamy has pre-

vailed (comp. for the customs of modern Arabs,

J. D. Michaelis, quoted by Kurtz, Hist, of Ola

Covenant, i. §82, p. 340, on the brothers rather

*-«*i3.

' The same etymology is rccognizcJ, lliyiigh with g

higher sigiiificanct', in Num. xviii. 2.

II
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than the father, just as, in the case of Rebekah, it

belonged to tlie biothei- to conduct the negotiations

ibr the marriage. We are left to conjectiiie why
lieiiben, as the fii-st-born, was not foremost in the

work, but the sin of which he was afterwards

guilty, makes it possible that his zeal for his sister's

purify was not so sensitive as theii-s. The same
explanation may perhaps apply to the non-appear-

ance of Judah in the history. iSimeon and Levi,

as the next in succession to the first-boni, take the

task upon themselves. Though not named in the

Hebrew text of the O. T. till x.xxiv. 25, there

can be little doubt that they weie " the sons of
Jacob " who heard from their father the wrong over
which he had brooded in silence, and who phinned
their revenge accoi-dingly. The LXX. veisioii does

introduce their names in ver. 14. 'i'he history that

follows is that of a cowai-dly and repulsive crime.

The two biothers exhibit, in its broadest conti-asts,

that uinon of the noble and the base, of charac-

teristics above and below the level of the heathen

tribes around them, which marks the whole his-

tory of Israel. They have learned to loathe and
scorn the impui-ity in the midst of which they

lived, to regard themselves as a peculiar people, to

glory in the sign of the covenant. They have
learnt only too well from Jacob and from Laban,

the l&«;sons of treachery and folsehood. They lie

to the men of Shechem as the Druses and the Jla-

ronites lie to each other in the prosecution of their

blood-feuds. For the offence of one man, they de-

stroy aiid plunder a whole city. They cover their !

murderous schemes with fair words and professions

of friendship. They make the very token of their

religion the instrument of their perfidy and re-

venge.* Their father, timid and anxious as ever,

utters a feeble lamentntion (Blunt's Script. Coin-
cutences, Part i. §8), " Ye have made me to stink

among the inhabitiints of the land ... I being
|

few in number, they shall gather themselves against

me." With a zeal that, though mixed with baser
elements, foreshailows the zeal of Phiuehas, they
glory in their deed, and meet all remonstrance with
the question, " Should he deal with our sister as I

with a harlot ?" Of other facts in the life of Levi,
\

tliere ai-e none in which he takes, as in this, a pro-
;

minent and distinct part. He shares in the hatred
which his brothei-s bear to Joseph, and joins in the
plots agiiinst him ((ien. xxxvii. 4). heuben and
Judah interfere seveially to prevent the consumma-
tion of the crime (Gen. xxxvii. 21, 26). Simeon
appears, as being made afterwards the subject of
a shai-per discipline than the othei-s, to' have been
foremost—as his position among the sons of Le:ih

made it likely that he would be—in this attack on
the favoured son of lu-ichel ; and it is at least pro-

.bable that in this, as in their former guilt, Simeon
and Levi were brethren. The rivalry of the mo-
thei-s was perpetuated in the jealousies of their

children ; and the two who had shown themselves so

keenly sensitive when their sister hail been wronged,
make themselves the insti'uments and accomjjliccs

of the hatred which originated, we are told, with
the baser-bom sons of the concubines fGcn. xxxvii.

2). Then comes for him, as tor the othere, the dis-

cipline of suHiering and danger, the sj)ecial educ^-i-

tion by which the brother whom they had wronged
leads them back to faitli fulness and natural ali'ec-

<1 Josephus (Ant. I. c.) churacteristically glosses o\(t

all that connects the attack wiili the circumcision of tlie

ijhechcmitos, and represents U os made in a time of Teust-

ing and rejoicing.

LEVI
tion. Tlie detention of Simeon in Egy]»t may
have been designed at once to be the punishment
for the large share which he had taken in the com-
mon Clime, and to separate the two brotheis who
had hitheito been such close companions in evil.

The discipline does its work. Those who had been
relentless to Joseph become self-sacrificing for Ben-
jamin.

After this we trace Levi as joining in the migra-

tion of the tribe that owned Jacob as its patriarch.

He, with his three sons, Gershon, Kohath, Merari,

went down into Egypt (Gen. xlvi. 11). As one
of the four eldest sons we may think of him as

among the five (Gen. xlvii. 2) that were specially

presented before Pharaoh*. Then comes the last

scene in which his name appears. When his father's

death di-aws neai-, and the sons are gathered round
him, he hears the old crime brought up again to

receive its sentence from the lips that are no longer

feeble and hesitating. They, no less than the in-

cestuous first-boni, had forfeited the privileges of

their birthright. " In their anger they slew men,
and in their wantonness they maimed osen " (marg.

reading of A . V. ; comp. LXX. ivfvpoKSirriffcy

ravpov). And therefoie the sentence on those who
had been united for evil was, that they were to be
" divided in Jacob and scattered in Israel." How that

condemnation was at once fulfilled and turned into

a benediction, how the zeal of the patriarch reap-

peared purified and strengthened in his descendants;

how the very name came to have a new significance,

will be found elsewhere. [Levites.]

The history of Levi has been dealt with here

in what seems the only true and natural way of

treating it, as a history of an individual person.

Of the theory that sees in the sons of Jacob

the mythiciil Eponymi of the tribes that claimed

descent from them—which finds in the crimes and

chances of their lives the outlines of a national or

tribal chronicle—which refuses to recognise that

Jacob had twelve sons, and insists that the history

of Dinah records an attempt on the part of the Ca-

naanites to enslave and degiade a Hebrew tribe

(Ewald, Gesc/iichte, i. 466-496)— of this one may
be content to say, as the author says of other hy-

potheses hardly more extravagant, " die Wissen-

schaft vei-scheucht alle solche Gespenster" {Ibid.

i. 466). The book of Genesis tells us of the lives

of men and women, not of ethnological phantoms.

A yet wilder conjecture has been hazarded by

another Gennan critic. P. Hedslob {Die alttesta-

mentl. Namcn, Hamb. 184C, p. 24, 25), recog-

nizing the meaning of the name of Levi as given

above, finds in it evidence of the existence of a con-

federacy or synod of the priests that had been cou-

necte<i with the several local woi-ships of Canaan,

and who, in the time of Samuel and David, were

gathered together, joined, "round the Central

Pantheon in"jeni.salem." Here also we may boirow

the terms of our judgment from the language of the

writer himself. If there are " abgeschmackten ety-

mologischen Mahrchen " (Redslob, p. 82) connected

with the name of Levi, they are hardly those we
meet with in the nan-ative of Genesis. [E. H. P.]

2. {Aevel; Rec. Text, Aevt; Levi) Son of

Melchi, one of the near ancestors of our Lord, in

fact the great-gi-andfather of Joseph (Luke iii. 24).

This name is omitted in the list given by Africanus.

«The Jewish tradition (Targ. Pseiuiojon.) states tlie

Ave to liave been Zebulun, Dan, Naphuili, Gad, and

Ashcr.
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3. A more remote ancestor of Christ, son of

Simeon (Luke iii. 29). Lord A. Hervey considers

th;it the name of Levi reappeai-s in his descendant

Lebbaeus {Geneal. of Christ, 132, and see 36, 46).

4. {Aeveis ; R. T. Aevts.) Mark ii. 14 ; Luke
v. 27, 29. [Matthew.]

LEVI'ATHAN (jn^6, liv'ydthdn : rh fiiya

KJJTOS, SpaKQiv] Complut. Job iii. 8, \e0ia6dv,
\

leviathan, draco) occurs five times in the text of the
|

A. v., and once in the margin of Job iii. 8, where
[

the text has " mourning." In the Hebrew Bible
[

the word liv'ijathan,^ which is, with the foregoing

exception, always left untranslated in the A. V., is

found only in the following passages: Job iii. 8, xl.

2.3 (xli. 1, A. v.); Ps. lxxiv.^14-, civ. 26; Is.

xxvii. I. In the margin of Job iii. 8, and text of

Job xli. 1 ,'> the crocodile is most clearly the animal

denoted by the Hebrew word. Ps. Ixxiv. 14 also

cleai-ly points to this same saurian. The context of

Ps. civ. 26, "There go the ships: there is that

leviathan, whom thou hast made to play therein,"

seems to show that in this passage the name repre-

sents some animal of the whale tribe ; but it is

somewhat uncertain what anim;d is denoted in Is.

xxvii. 1. It would be out place here to attempt any
detailed explanation of the passages quoted above,

but the following remarks are offered. The pas-

sage in Job iii. 8 is bi'set with difficulties, and it is

evident from the two widely different readings of

the text and margin that our translators were at a

loss. There can however be little doubt that the

margin is the correct rendering, and this is supported

by the LXX., Aquila, Theodotion, bymmachus, the

Vulgate and the Syriac. There appears to be some
reference to those who practised enchantments.

Job is lamenting the day on which he was born,

and he says, " Let them curse it that curse the

day, who are ready to raise up a leviathan :"
i. e.

" Let those be hired to imprecate evil on my natal

day who say they are able by their incantations to

render days propitious or unpropitious, yea, let

such as are skilful enough to raise up even leviathan

(the crocodile) from his watery bed be summoned
tc curse that day :" or, as Slason Good has trans-

lated the passage, " Oh ! that night ! let it be a

barren rock! let no sprightliness enter into it! let

the sorcerers ofthe day curse it ! the expertest among
them that can conjure up leviathan I"

The detiiiled description of leviathan given in

Job xli. indisputably belongs to the crocodile, and
it is astonishing that it should ever have been un-

derstood to apply to a whale or a dolphin ; but
Lee {Comrn. on Job xli.'), following Hasaeus (JDisq.

de Lev. Jobi et Ceto Jonae," Brem. 1723), has

laboured hard, though unsuccessfully, to prove that

the leviathan of this passage is some species of

whale, probably, he says, the Delphinus orca, or

common grampus. That it can be said to be the
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pride of any cetacean that his " scales shut up to-

gether as with a close seal," is an assertion that no

one can accept, since every member of this group

has a body almost bald and smooth.

* IPM*?, from riM?, an animal wreathed.

*> liliirlpool, i. c. some sea-monster : vid. Trench's

Select Glossary, p. 220.

' The modern Arabic name of crocodile is Timsdh.

The word is derived from the Coptic, Emsah, Amsah,

whence with the aspirate x^M*"' (Herod, u. G9).

Wilkins, however (de L. Copt. p. 101), contends

that the word is of Arabic origin. See Jablonsk.

Opera i. 387, 287, ed. Te Water, 1804.

* "The people inhabiting the wilderness"—

a

poetical expression to denote the wild beasts : comp.

" the ants arc a people not strong," " the conies arc

Crocodile of the Nile (C. va.garis)

The Egyi)tian crocodile also is certiinly the

animal denoted by leviathan in Ps. Ixxiv. 14: =

" Thou, God, didst destroy the princes of Pha-

raoh, the great crocodile or ' dragon that lieth in

the midst of his rivers' (Ez. sxix. 3) in the Red

Sea, and didst give their bodies to be food for the

wild beasts of the desert." ^ The leviathan of Ps.

civ. 26 seems clearly enough to allude to some great

cetacean. The " great and wide sea" must surely be

the Mediterranean, " the great sea," as it is usually

called in Scripture ; it would certainly be stretch-

ing the point too far to understiuid the expression to

represent any part of the Nile. The crocodile, as

is well known, is a fresh-water, not a mai'ine

animal : ^ it is very probable therefore that some

whale is signified by the term leviathan in this

passage, and it is quite an error to assert, as Dr.

Han-is {Diet. Nat. Hist. Bib.), Mason Good {Book

of Job translated), Michaelis {Supp. 1297), and Ro-

senmiiller (quoting Michaelis in not. ad Bochart Hie-

roz. iii. 738) have done, that the whale is not found

in the Mediten-anean. The Orca gladiator (Gray)

—

the grampus mentioned above by Lee—the Physalus

antiquonun (Gray), or the Rorqual de la Mediter-

ranee (Cuvier), are not uncommon in the Medi-

terranean (Fischer, Synops. Mam. 525, and Lace-

p6de, II. A", des Cetac. 115), and in micieut

times the species may have been more numerous.

There is some uncertainty about the leviathan

of Is. xxvii. 1. Rosenmiiller {Schol. in I. c.) thinks

that the word nachash, here rendered serpent, is to

be taken in a wide sense <is applicable to any great

monster ; and that the prophet, under the term
" leviathan that crooked serpent," is speaking of

Egypt, typified by the crocodile, the usual emblem
of the prince of that kingdom. The Chaldee para-

phrase understands the " leviathan that piercing

seipent" to refer to Pharaoh, and " leviathan that

crooked serpent " to refer to Sennacherib.

but a feeble folk" (Prov. xxx. 25, 26). For other

interpretations of this passaije see Kosemniill. Schol.,

and Bochart, Phaleg, 318.
• According to Warburton (Oresc. Jf Cr. 85) the

crocodile is never now seen below Minych, but it

should be stated that Pliny {N. II. viii. 25), not He-

rodotus, as Mr. Warburton asserts, speaks of croco-

diles being attacked by dolphins at the mouth of the

Nile. Seneca [Kat. Quaest. iv. 2) gives an account

of a contest between these animals. Cuvier thinks

that a species of dog-rish is meant [Acanthias rul-

yaris), on account of the dorsal spines of which Pliny

speaks, and which no species of dolphin possesses.
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As the temi Imathan is evidently used in no

limited sense, it is not improbable that the "levi-

athan the piercing serpent," or " leviathan the

ci-Qoked seipent," may denote some species of the

great rock-snakes {Boidae) which are common in

South and West Africa, perhaps the Hortulia Sehae,

which Schneider {Amph. ii. 266), under the sy-

nonym Boa hieroglyphica, appears to identify with

the huge serpent lepresented on the Egyptian mo-
numents. This python, as well as the crocodile,

w;l< worshipped by the Egyptians, and may well

therefore be understood in tliis passage to tyi)ify

the Egyptian power. Perhaps the P.nglish word
vxoiister may be considered to be as good a transla-

tion of liv'ydthdn as any other that can be found

;

and though the crocodile seems to be the animal

more particularly denoted by the Hebrew tenn,

yet, as has been shown, the whcde, and perhaps the

rock-sntke also, may be signified under this name.'

[Whale.] Bochart (iii. 769, ed. Rosenmiiller) says

that the Talmudists use the word lio'yathdn to

denote the crocodile ; this however is denied by
Lewysohn {Zool. dcs Talm. 155, 355), who says

that in the Talmud it always denotes a whale, and

uever a crocodile. For the Talmiidical fables about

the leviathan, see Lewysohn {Zool. des Talm.), in

passages referred to above, and iiuztorf. Lex. Chal.

Talm. s. V. |n*1^ [W. H.]

LEVIS (Aeu/s : Levis), improperly given as a

proper name in 1 Esd. ix. 14. It is simply a cor-

ruption of " the Levite" in Ezr. x. 15.

LEV'ITES (Dfl^n : AewTrat : Levitae : also

'17 '33: vlo\ Afvi: fHi Levi). The analogy of

the names of the other tribes of Israel would
lead us to include under these titles the whole
tribe that traced its descent fiom Levi. The
e.xistence of another division, however, within the

tribe itself, in the higher office of the priesthood

as limited to the " sous of Aaron," gave to the

common fonn, in this instance, a peculiar meaning.
Most frequently the Levites are distinguished, as

such, from the priests (IK. •sail. 4; Ezr. ii. 70;
John i. 19, &c.), and this is the meaning which
has pei-petuated itself. Sometimes the word extends

to the whole tribe, the priests included (Num. xxrv.
2 ; Josh. x.\i. 3, 41 ; Ex. vi. 25; Lev. xxv. 32, &c.).

Sometimes again it is added as an epithet of the
smaller portion of the tribe, and we read of " the
)>riests the Levites" (Josh. iii. 3 ; Ez. xliv. Ib"^.

The history of the tribe, and of the functions at-

tached to its several orders, is obviously essential

to any right apprehension of the history of Israel

as a people. They are the representatives of its

faith, the ministers of its worship. They play at
least as prominent a i»ait in the growth of its insti-

tutions, in fostering or lepressing the higher life of
the nation, as the clergy of the Christian Church

• The Hob. word t^'^3 occurs about thiity times

in the O. T., and it seems clear cnouifh that in every
case its use is limited to the serpent tribe. If the
LXX. interpretation o/ ITia be taken, the fleeing

and not piercing serpent is the rendering : the Ileb.

Jin?nj?, tortuosus, is more applicable to a serpent

than to any other animal. The expression, " lie shall
slay the dragon that is in the sea," refers also to the
Egyptian power, and is merely expletive—the drajjon
being the crocodile, which is in this part of the verse
an emblem of Pharaoh, as the serpent is in the former
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have played in the history of any European king-

dom. It will be the object of this anicle to trace

the outlines of that history, marking out the func-

tions which at difl'erent perioils were assigned to the

tribe, and the influence which its membere exercised.

This is, it is believed, a truer method than that which

would attempt to give a more complete picture by

combining into one whole the fragmentary notices

which are separated fiom each other by wide inter-

vals of time, or treating them as if they represented

the pei manent characteristics of the order. In the

history of all priestly or quasi-priestly bodies, func-

tions vary with the changes of time and circum-

stances, and to ignore those changes is a sulticient

proof of incompetency for dealing with the history.

As a matter of convenience, whatever belongs ex-

clusively to the functions and influence of the priest-

hood, will be found under that head [Prikst] ; but

it is proposed to treat here of all that is common to

the priests and Levites, as being together the sacer-

dotal tribe, the clerisy of Israel. The history will

fall naturally into four great periods.

I. The time of the Exodus.

II. The period of the Judges.

III. That of the Monarchy.
IV. That fiom the Captivity to the destraction

of Jerusalem.

I. The absence of all reference to the consecrated

character of the Levites in the book of Genesis is

noticeable enough. The prophecy ascribed to Jacob

(Gen. xlix. 5-7) was indeed fulfilled with singular

precision ; but the terms of the prophecy are haidly

such as would have been fi-amed by a later writer,*

after the tribe had gained its subsequent pre-emi-

nence; and unless we frame some hypothesis to

account for this omission as deliberate, it takes its

place, so far as it goes, among the evidence of the

antiquity of that section of Genesis in which these

prophecies are found. The only occasion on which

the patriarch of the tribe appears—the massacre of

the Shechemites—may indeed have contributed to

influence the history of his descendants, by fostering

in them the same fierce wild zeal against all that

threatened to violate the purity of their race; but

generally what strikes us is the absence of all recog-

nition of the later character. In the genealogy of

Gen. xlvi. 11, in like manner, the list does not go

lower down than the three sons of Levi, and they

are given in the order of their birth, not in that

which would have conesponded to the official su-

pp'-iority of the Kohathites.'' There afe no signs,

again, that the tribe of Levi had any special pre-

eminence over the others during the Egyptian bond-

age. As tracing its descent fiom Leah, it would

tiike its place among the six chief tribes sprung from

the wives of Jacob, and share with tiiem a recog-

nised superiority over those that bore the names of

the sons of Biihah and Zilpah. Within the tribe

itself there are some slight tokens that the Ko-

I

part of the verse.
' Ewald (Gesch. ii. 454) refers the langraage of

Gen. xlix. 7 not to the distribution of the Levites

in their 48 cities, but to the time when they had
fallen into disrepute, and become, as in Judg. xvii.,

a wandering, half-mendicant order. But see Kalisch,

Genesis, ad loc.

>> The later genealogies, it should be noticed, repro-

duce the same order. This was natural enough ; but

a genealogy originating in a later age, and reflecting

its feelings, would probably have changed the order.

(Comp. Vjl. vi. 16, Num. iii. 17, 1 Chr. vi. 16.)
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hathites are gaining the firet place. Tlie classifica-

tion of Ex. vi. JO-'Jo, gives to that section of the

tribe four clans or liouses, while those of Gershon

and Merari have but two eacli.'^ To it belonged

the house ofAmram ; ;uid " Aaron the Levite" (Kx.

iv. 14) is spoken of as one to whom the people will

be sure to listen. He man-ies the daughter of the

chief of the tribe of Judah (Kx. vi. 23). The work
accomplished by iiim, and by his yet gi'cater brother,

would tend naturally to give prominence to the

family and the tribe to which they belonged ; but

as yet there are no traces of a caste-character, no

signs of any intention to establish an hei-editary

priesthood. Up to this time the Israelites had wor-

shipped the God of their fathers after their fathers'

manner. The rii-st-born of the people were the

priests of the people. The eldest son of each house

inherital the priestly office. His youth made him,

in his father's lifetime, the representative of the

purity which was connected from the beginning

with the thought of woi-ship (Ewald, AltertJium.

'115, and conip. Priest), It was apparently

with this as their ancestral worship that the Israel-

ites Ciime lip out of Egypt. The " young men " of

the sons of Israel otter sacrifices'* (Ex. xxiv. 5).

They, we may infei-, are the priests who remain

with the people while Moses ascends the heights of

Sinai (six. '22-24-). They represented the truth

that the whole people were " a kingdom of priests
"

(xix. 6). Neither they, nor the " officers and

judges " appointed to assist Moses in administering

justice (x^•i^i. 25) are connected in any special

manner with the tribe of Levi. The first step to-

wai'ds a change was made in the institution of an

hereditary priesthood in the family of Aaron, during

the tirst withdrawal of Sloses to the solitude of

Sinai (xxviii. 1). This, however, was one thing:

it was quite another to set apart a whole tribe of

Israel as a priestly caste. The directions given for

the construction of the tabernacle imply no pre-

eminence of the Levites. The chief workers in it are

from the tribes of Judah and of Dan (Ex. xxxi. 2-6).

The next extension of the idea of the priesthood grew
out of the terrible crisis of Ex. xxxii. If the Levites

had been shai-ers in the sin of the golden calf, they

were at any rate the foremost to rally round their

leader when he called on them to help him in stem-

ming the progi-ess of the evil. And then came that

terrible consecration of themselves, when every man
was against his sou and against his brother, and the

offering with which they filled their hands (-iNpO

DDT, Ex. xxxii. 29, comp. Ex. xxviii. 41) was the
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« As the names of the lesser houses recur, some of
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guardiiins round the sacred tent ; no one else miffht

come near it under pain of death (Num. i. 51,

xviii. 22). They were to occupy a middle position

in that ascending scale of consecration, which, start-

ing from the idea of the whole nation as a priestly

people, reached its culminating point in the high-

priest who, alone of all the people, might enter

" witliiu the veil." The Levites might come nearer

than the other tribes; but they might not sacrifice,

nor burn incense, nor see the " holy things " of the

sanctuaiy till they were covered (Num. iv. 15).

When on the march, no hands but theirs might

strilie the tent at the commencement of the day's

journey, or carry the paiis of its structure

during it, or pitch the tent once again when they

halted (Num. i. 61). It was obviously essential

for such a work that there should be a fixed assign-

ment of duties : and now accordingly we meet with

the first outlines of the organisation which after-

wards became permanent. The division of the tribe

nito the three sections that traced their descent

from the sous of Levi, formed the gi-oundworic of

it. The worlj which they all had to do required a

man's full strength, and therefore, though twenty

was the starting-point for military service (Num.
i.). they were not to enter on their active service

till they were thirty g (Num. iv. 23, 30, 35). At
fifty they were to be free from all duties but those

of superintendence (Num. viii. 25, 26). The result

of this limitation gave to the Kohathites 2750 on

active service out of 8600 ; to the sons of Gershon

2630 out of 7500 ; to those of Merari 3200 out of

6200 (Num. iv.). Of these the Kohathites, as

nearest of i<in to the priests, held from the first the

highest ofifices. They were to bear all the vessels

of the sanctuary, the ark itself included •* (Num.
iii. 31, iv. 15; Deut. xxxi. 25), after the priests

had covered them with the dark-blue cloth which

was to hide them from all pi-ofane gaze ; and tlius

they became also the guardians of all the sacred

treasures which the people had so freely oflered.

The Gershonites in their turn, had to carry the

tent-hangings and curtains (Num. iv. 22-26). The
heavier burden of the boards, bars, and pillars of

the tabernacle fell on the sons of Merari. The two
latter companies were allowed, however, to use the

oxen and the waggons which were offered by the

congi-egation, Merari, in consideration of its heavier

work, having two-thirds of the number (Num. vii.

1-9). The more sacred vessels of the Kohathites

were to be borne by them on their own shoulders

(Num. vii. 9). The Kohathites in this anange-

ment were placed undei- the command of Eleazar,

(Jei-shon and Merari under Ithamar (Num. iv. 28,

33). Before the march began the whole tribe was
once again solemnly set apart. The rites (some of

them at least) were such as the people might

have witnessed in Egypt, and all would understand

their meaning. Their clothes were to be washed.

They themselves, as if they were, prior to their

separation, polluted and unclean, like the leper, or

* The mention of twenty-five in Num. viii. 24, as

the age of entrance, must be understood either of a

probntionarj- period durinii wtiieli tliey were trained

for their duties, or of the lighter work of keeping the

gates of the tabernacle.

I" On more solemn occasions tne priests themselves

appear as the bearers of the ark (.Tosh. Iii. 3, 15, vi. 6 ;

1 K. viii. 6).

' Comp. the analogous practice (differing, however,

ill licing constantly repeated) of the Kgyptian priests

tH(nid.ii.;!7; conip. Spencer, Dr I.ri). //ci. b. iii. c. 5).
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those that had touched the dead, were to be sprinkled

with " water of purifying " (Num. \'iii. 7, comp
with xix. 13 ; Lev. xiv. 8, 9), and to shave all theii

fiesh." The people were then to lay their hands

npon the heads of the consecrated tribe aud otl'er

them up as their representatives (Num. viii. 10).

Aaron, as high-priest, was then to present them as

a wave-oHering (turning them, {. e. this way and

that, while they bowed themselves to the four points

of the compass ; comp. Abarbanel on Num. viii.

11, and Kurtz, iii. 2U8), in token that all their

))Owers of mind and body were henceforth to be de-

voted to that service.'' They, in their turn, were

to lay their hands on the two bullocks which were

to be slain as a sin-ofl'ering and burnt-offering for

an atonement ("133, Num. viii. 12). Then they

entered on their work ; from one point of view given

by the people to Jehovah, from another given by

Jehovah to Aaron and his sons (Num. iii. 9, viii.

19, xviii. 6). Their very name is tumed into an

omen that they will cleave to the service of the

Lord (comp. the play on -ll?^ and i\? in Num.
x^iii. 2,4).

The new institution was, however, to receive a

severe shock from those who were most interested

in it. The section of the Levites whose position

brought them into contact with the tribe of Keuben •

conspired with it to reassert the old patriarchal

system of a household priesthood. The leader of

that revolt may have been impelled by a desire to

gain the same height as that which Aaron had

attained ; but the ostensible pretext, that the " whole

congregation were holy" (Num. xvi. 3), was one

which would have cut away all the distinctive pri-

vileges of the tribe of wliich he was a inemlter.

When their self-willed ambition had been punished,

when all danger of the sons of Levi " taking too

much upon them" was for the time checked, it

was time also to provide more definitely for them,

and so to give them more reason to be satisfied ^vith

what they actually had ; and this involved a peniia-

nent organisation for the future as well as for the

present. If they were to have, like other tribes, a
distinct territory assigned to them, their influence

over the people at large would be diminished,

and they themselves would be likely to forget, in

labours common to them with others, their own
peculiar calling. Jehovah therefore was to be their

inheritance (Num. sviii. 20 ; Deut. x. 9, xviii. 2).

Tliey were to have no territorial possessions. In

place of them they were to receive from the others

the tithes of the produce of the liind, from which

they, in their turn, oflered a tithe to the priests, as

a recognition of their higher consecration (Num.
xviii. 21, 24, 26 ; Neh. x. 37). As if to provide for

the contingency of failing crops or the like, and the

consequent inadequacy of the tithes thus assigned

to them , the Levite not less than the widow and the

oi-phan, was commendetl to the special kindness of

the people (Tteui. xii. 19, xiv. 27, 29). When the

'' Solemn as this dedication is, it fell short of the

consecration of the priests, and was expressed by
a different word. [I'uikst.] The Levites were purified,

not consecrated (comp. Gesen. s. r. "iriD and tJ'np,

and Oehler, s. v. "Levi," in Hcrzog's Real. Enrycl.).

' In the encampment in the wilderness, the sons

of Aaron occupied the foremost place of honour on the

east. The Kohathites were at their right, on the

south, the Gershonites on the west, the sons of Merari

on the north of the tabernacle. On the south wcro

also Krubrn, Simeon, and Gad (Num. ii. and iii.).
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wmiilen'ngs of the people should be over ami the

tabernacle have asettled place, great partof'the labour

that had fallen on them would come to an end, and

they too would need a fixed abode. Concentration

round tjie tiihernacle would lead to evils nearly as

great, though of a different kind, as an assignment

of special territory. Their ministerial character

might thus be intensified, but their pervading in-

fluence as witnesses and teachers would be saciificed

to it. Distinctness and dillusion were both to be

secured by the assignment to the whole tribe (the

priests included) of forty-eight cities, with an

outlying "suburb" (K'ljp, Trpodareia; Num.

xxxv. 2) of meadow-land for the pasturage of their

(locks and herds.™ The reverence of the people lor

them was to be heightened by the selection of six of

these as cities of refuge, in which the Levites were

to present themselves as the protectors of the fugi-

tives who, though they had not incurred the guilt,

were yet liable to the punishment of murder."

_ How rapidly the feeling of reverence gained strength,

we mav judge from the share assigned to them out

of the flocks and herds and women, of the conquered

filidianites (Num. xxxi. 27, &c,). The same victory

led to the dedication of gold and silver vessels of

gi-eat value, and thus increased the importance

of the tribe as guardians of the national treasures

(Num. xxxi. 50-54).

'I'he book of Deuteronomy is interesting as in-

dicating more clearly than had been done before

the other functions, over and above their ministra-

tions in the tabernacle, which were to be allotted

to the tribe of Levi. Through the whole land they

were to take the place of the old household priests

(subject, of course, to the special rights of the

Aaronic priesthood), sharing in all festivals and re-

joicings (Deut. xii. 19, xiv. 26, 27, xxvi. 11). Every
third year they were to have an additional share in

the produce of the land (Deut. xiv. 28, xxvi. 12).

The people were charged never to forsake them. To
" the priests the Levites"" was to belong the office

of preserving, transcribing, and intei-preting the law
(Deut. xvii. 9-12; xxxi. 26). They were solemnly

to read it every seventh year at the Feast of Taber-

nacles (Deut. xxxi. 9-13). They were to pronounce
the curses from Mount Ebal (Deut. xxvii. 14).

Such, if one may so speak, was the ideal of the

religious organisation which was present to the

mind of the lawgiver. Details were left to be de-
' veloped as the altered circumstances of the people

might require.P The gi-eat principle was, that the

waiTior-caste who had guarded the tent of the cap-

tain of the hosts of Israel, should be throughout
the land as witnesses that the people still owed
allegiance to Him. It deserves notice that, as yet,

with the exception of the few passages that refer to

" Hcliopolis (Strabo, xvii. 1), Thebes and Memphis
in Kgj'pt, and Benares in Ilindostan, have been referred

to as parallels. The asrgrcsfation of priests round a
great national sanctuary, so as to make it as it were
the centre of a coUegriate life, was however different in
its object and results from that of the polity of Israel.

(Comp. Ewald, Gesch. ii. 402.)
" The importance of givinj; a sacred character to

such an a.'vlum is sufficient to account for the assipm-
incnt of the cities of refuge to the Levites. Philo,
however, with his characteristic love of an inner
mcaninsf, sees in it the truth that the Levites them-
selves were, according to the idea of their lives,

fiifritives from the world of sense, who had found
tlicMr place of refiigc in God.

" This phraseology, characteristic of Deuteronomy
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tJK! priests, no traces appear of their cliaractor as 3

learned caste, and of the work which aftoiwardu

belonged to them as hymn-wi iters and musicians.

The hymns of this period were probably occ:isional,

not recurring (comp. Ex. xv. ; Num. xxi. 17 ; Deut.

xxxii.). Women bore a large share in singing them
(Ex. .\v. 20; Ps. Ixviii. 25). It is not unlikely

that the wives and daughters of the Levites, who
must have been with them in all their encampments,
as afterwards in their cities, took the foremost part

among the " damsels playing with their timbrels,'"'

or among the " wise-hearted," who wove hangings

for the decoration of the tabernacle. There are at

any rate signs of their presence there, in the mention
of the "women that assembled" at its door (Ex.

xxx"i'iii. 8, and comp. Ewald, Alterthum. p. 297).
II. The successor of Moses, though belonging to

another tribe, did faithfully all that could be done to

convert this idea into a reality. The submission of

the Gibeouites, after they had obtained a promise
that their lives should be spared, enabled him to re-

lieve the tribe-divisions of Uershon and Merari of the

most burdensome of their duties. The conquered

Hivites became " hewers of wood and drawers of

water " for the house of Jehovah and for the con-

gregation (Josh. ix. 27).'' A,s soon as the con-

querors had advanced far enough to proceed to a

partition of the country, the forty-eight cities were
assigned to them. Whether they were to be the

sole occupiers of the cities thus allotted, or whether
— as the rule for the redemption of their houses in

Lev. XXV. 32 might seem to indicate—others were
allowed to reside when they had been provided for,

must remain uncertain. The principle of a widely

diffused influence was maintained by allotting, as a

rule, four cities from the district of each tribe ; but
it is interesting to notice how, in the details of the

distribution, the divisions of the Levites in the order

of their precedence coincided with the relative im-

portance of the tribes with which they were con-

nected. The following table will help the reader

f o form a judgment on this point, and to trace the

influence of the tribe in the subsequent events of

Jewish history.

i. KOHATHITES:

A. Priests .J Judah and Simeon .... 9

t Uenjamm 4

I
Ephruim A

B. Not Priests { Dan 4

( Half Manasseh (West) . . 2

IHalfMannsseh(Kast) .. 2

^f'f'^ \Asher 4

Naphtiili ;i

I
Zcbulun 4

IIL Merakites . . i Keuben 4

iGad 4

48

and .Joshua, appears to indicate that the functions
spoken of belonged to them, as the chief members of

the sacred tribe, as a clerisy rather than as priests in

the narrower sense of the word.
P To this there is one remarkable exception. Dent,

xviii. 6 provides for a pcrnuuicnt dedication as the
result of personal zeal going beyond the fixed period
of service that came in rotation, and entitled accord-
ingly to its reward.

1 Comp., as indicating their presence and functions

at a later date, 1 Chr. xxv. 5, G.
" The Ncthinim [Deo dati) of 1 Chr. ix. 2, Ezr.

ii. 43, were probably sprung from captives taken by
David in later wars, who were assigned to the service

of the tabernacle, replacing possibly the GibcpnifN

who had been slain by Saul (2 Sam. xxi. 1).
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The scanty memorials that are left us in the book

of Judges fail to show how far, for any length of

time, tlie reality answered to the idea. The ravages

of invasion, and the pressure of an alien rule,

marred the working of the organisation which

seemed so perfect. Levitical cities, such as Aijalon

(Josh. xxi. 24 ; Judg. i. 35) and Gezer (Josh. xxi.

21 ; 1 Chr. vi. 67), fall into the hands of their

enemies. Sometimes, as in the case of Nob, others

apparently took their place. The wandering un-

settled habits of the Levites who are mentioned in

the later chapters of Judges are probably to be

traced to this loss of a fixed abode, and the con-

sequent necessity of taking refuge in other cities,

eren though their tribe as such had no portion in

them. The tendency of the people to fall into the

idolatry of the neighbouring nations showed either

that the Levites tailed to bear their witness to the

truth or had no power to enforce it. Even in the

lifetime of Phinehas, when the high-priest was still

consulted as an oracle, the reverence which the

people felt for the tribe of Levi becomes the occa-

sion of a rival worship (Judg. svii.). The old

household priesthood revives,' and there is the lisk

of the national worship breaking up into indivi-

dualism. Micah first consecrates one of his own
sons, and then tempts a homeless Levite to dwell

with him as " a father and a priest " for little more
than his food and raiment. The Levite, though pro-

bably the gi"andson of Moses himself, repeats the

sinofKorah. [Jonathan.] First in the house of

Micah, and then for the emigrants of Dan, he exer-

cises the office of a priest with "an ephod, and a

teraphim and a graven image." With this excep-

tion the whole tribe appears to have fallen into a

condition analogous to that of the clergy in the

darkest period and in the most outlying districts

of the Mediaeval Church, going through a ritual

routine, but exercising no intluencc for good, at once

corrupted and corrupting. The shameless license

of the sons of P]li may be looked upon as the result

of a long period of decay, affecting the whole order.

When the priests were such as Hophni and Phinehas,

we may fairly assume that the Levites were not

doing much to sustain the moral life of the people.

The work of Samuel was the starting-point of a
better time. Himself a Levite, and, though not a

priest, belonging to that section of the Levites which
was nearest to the priesthood (1 Chr. vi. 28),
adopted as it were, by a special dedication into the

priestly line and trained for its offices (1 Sam. ii.

18), he appears as infusing a fresh life, the author
of a new organisation. There is no reason to think,

indeed, that the companies or schools of the sons of

the prophets which appear in his time (1 Sam. x.

5), and are traditionally said to have been founded
by him, consisted exclusively of Levites ; but there

are many signs that the members of that tribe

formed a large element in the new order, and re-

ceived new st)ength from it. It exhibited, indeed,

.
the ideiil of the Levite life as one of praise, devotion,

teaching, standing in the same relation to the priests

and Levites generally as the monastic institutions of
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The fact that the Levites were thus brought under the

influence of a system which addrosed itself to tlie

mind and heart in a greater degree than the sacri-

ficial functions of the priesthood, may possibly have

led them on to apprehend the higher truths as to

the nature of worship which begin to be asserted

from this peiiod, and which are nowhere pro-

claimed more clearly than in the great hymn
that bears the name of Asaph (Ps. 1. 7-15). The
man who i-aises the name of jjrophet to a new signi-

ficance is himself a Levite (1 Sam. ix. 9). It is

among them that we find the first signs of the mu-
sical skill which is afterwards so conspicuous in the

Levites (1 Sam. x. 5). The order in which the

Temple sen'ices were arranged is ascribed to two of

the j)rophets, Nathan and Gad (2 Chr. xxix. 2.">),

who must have grown up under Samuel's super-

intendence, and in part to Samuel himself (1 Chr.

ix. 22). Asaph and neman,the Psalmists, bear the

same title as Samuel the Seer (1 Chr. xxv. 5 ; 2 Chr.

xxix. 30). The very word " prophesying " is applied

not only to sudden bursts of song, but to the organ-

ised psalmody of the Temple (1 Chr. xxv. 2,3). Even

of those who bore the name of a prophet in a higher

sense, a large number are traceably of this tribe.'

HI. The capture of the Ark by the Philistines

did not entii'ely intenupt the woi-ship of the

Israelites, and the ministrations of the Levites went

on, first at Shiloh (1 Sam. xiv. 3), then for a time

at Nob (1 Sam. xxii. 11), afterwards at (iibeon

(1 K. iii. 2; 1 Chr. xvi. 39). The history of the

return of the ark to Beth-shemesh afler its capture

by the Philistines, and its subsequent removal to

Kirjath-jearim, points apparently to some strange

complications, rising out of the anomalies of this

period, and affecting, in some measure, the position

of the tribe of Levi. Beth-shemesh was, by the

original assignment of the conquered country, one

of the cities of the priests (Josh. x.xi. 16). They,

however, do not appear in the narrative, unless we
assume, against all probability, that the men of

Beth-shemesh who were guilty of the act of pro-

fanation were themselves of the priestly order.

Levites indeed are mentioned as doing their aj)-

pointed work (1 Sam. vi. 15), but the sacrifices

and burnt-offerings are oll'ered by the men of the

city, as tliough the special function of the priest-

hood had been usurped by others ; and on this sup-

position it is easier to underetand liow those who
had set aside the Law of Moses by one otl'ence

'

should defy it also by another. The singular read-

ing of the LXX. in 1 Sam. vi. 19 (koI ovk r/cT/ue-

vicrav 01 viol 'lexof^ov 4v toTs SvSpatri Boiflo'aju.us

Stj flSov Ki^arhv Kvpiuv) indicates, if we assume

that it rests upon some coi-i-esponding Hebrew text,

a struggle between two opposed parties, one guilty

of theprofanation, the other—possibly the Levite&

who had been before mentioned—zealous in their

remonstrances against it. Then comes, either as

the result of this collision, or by direct supernatuial

infliction, the great slaughter of the Beth-shemites,

and they shrink from retaining the ark any longei

among them. The great Eben (stone) becomes, by

;

the fifth century, or the mendicant orders of the thir-
| slight paronomastic change in its fonti, the " great

teenth did to the secular clergy of Western Europe. '

• Compare, on the extent of this relapse into an
earlier system, Kalisch, On Genesis xlix. 7.

' It may be worth while to indicate the extent of
this connexion. As prophets, who arc also priests,

we have Jeremiah (,Icr. i. 1), Kzekicl (Ez. i. 3),

Azariah the son of Otled (2 Chr. xv. 1), Zechariah

(2 Chr. xxiv. 20). Internal evidence tends to the

Abel " (lamentation), and the name remains as a me-

same conclusion as to Jool, Micah, Ilabalikuk, Ilaggai,

Zechariah, and even Isaiah himself. .Taha/.iel (2 Chr.

XX. 14) appears as at once a prophet and a Levite.

There is a balance of probability on the same side as

to Jehu, llanani, the second Oded, and Ahijah of

Shiloh.
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moi'ial of the sin and of its punisliment. [Betiishe- I even in some of their ministrations, and to array

MESH.] We are h'ft entirely in the darlc as to the himself in theirapparel (2 Sam. vi. 14),and4600 of

reasons which led tlicm, after this, to send the ark of

Jehovah, not to Hebron or .some other pvie.stly city,

but to Kirjath-jearim, round which, so far aswc know,

there gathered legitimately no sacred associations.

It has been commonly assumed indeed that Abina-

dab, under whose guardianship it remained for

twenty years, must necessarily have been of the

tribe of Levi. [Abinadab.] Of this, however,

thei-e is not the slightest direct evidence, and against

it there is the language of David in 1 Chr. xv. 2,

" None ought to carry the arlc of God ^but the

Lcvites, for them hath Jehovah chosen," which

would lose half its force if it were not meant as a

protest against a recent innovation, and the ground

of a return to the more ancient order. So far as

one can see one's way through these pei-plexities of

a dark period, the most probab'le explanation— al-

ready suggested under Kirjath-Jearim—seems

to be the following. The old names of Bnaleh

(Josh. XV. 9) and" Kirjath-baal (Josh. xv. 60)

suggest there had been of old some special sanctity

attached to the place as the centre of a Canaanite

local worship. The fact that the ark was taken

to the house of Abinadab in the hill (1 Sam.

vii. 1), the Gibeah of 2 Sam. vi. 3, connects it-

self with that old Canaanitish reverence for high

places, which, through the whole history of the

Israelites, continued to have such strong attractions

for them. These may have seemed to the panic-

stricken inhabitants of that district, mingling old

things and new, the worship of Jehovah with the

lingering superstitions of tlie conquered people,

sufficient grounds to determine their choice of a

locality. The consecration (the word used is the

special sacerdotal term) of Eleazar as the guardian

of the ark is, on this hypothesis, analogous in its way
to the other irregular assumptions which characterise

this period, though here the otlence was less flagrant,

and did not involve apparently the performance of

any sacrificial acts. While, however, this aspect of

the religious condition of the people brings the Levi-

tical and priestly orders before us, as having lost the

position they had previously occupied, there were

other influences at work tending to reinstate them.

The rule of Samuel and his sons, and the prophet-

ical character now connected with the tribe, tended

to give them the position of a ruling caste. In the

strong desire of the people for a king, we may per-

haps trace a protest against the assumption by the

Levites of a higher position than that oiiginally

assigned. The reign of Saul, in its later period,

was at any rate the assertion of a self-willed power

against the priestly order. The assumption of the

sacrificial oHice, the massaci-e of the priests at Nob,

the slaughter of the Gibeonites who were attached

to their service, wore parts of the same policy, and

the narrative of the condemnation of Saul lor the

two former sins, no less than of the expiation re-

quired for the latter (2 Sam. xxi.), shows by what

strong measures the truth, of which that policy was

a subversion, had to be impressed on the minds of

the Israelites. The reign of David, however, brought

tlie change from persecution to honour. The Levites

were ready to welcome a king who, though not of

their tribe", had been brought up under their train-

ing, was skilled in their arts, prepared to share

their number with 3700 priests waited upon David

at Hebron—itself, it should be remembered, one of

the priestly cities— to tender their allegiance (1 Chr.

xii. 26 ). When his kingdom was established, there

came a fuller organisation of the whole tribe. Its

position in relation to the priesthood was once again

definitely recognised. When the ark was carried up

to its new resting-place in Jerusalem, their claim

to be the bearers of it was publicly acknowledged

(1 Chr. XV. 2). When the sin of Uzzah stopped the

procession, it was placed for a time under the care

of Obed-Edom of Gath—probably Gath-rimmon

—

as one of the chiefs of the Kohathites (1 Chr. xiii.

13; Josh. xxi. 24 ; 1 Chr. xv. 18).

In the procession which attended the ultimate

conveyance of the ark to its new resting-place the

Levites were conspicuous, wearing their linen ephods,

and appearing in their new character as minstrels

(1 Chr. XV. 27, 28). In the worship of the taber-

nacle under David, as afterwards in that of the

Temple, we may trace a development of the simpler

arrangements of the wilderness and of Shiloh. The

Levites were the gatekeepers, vergers, sacristans,

choristers of the central sanctuary of the nation.

They were, in the language of 1 Chr. xxiii. 24-32,

to which we may refer as almost the locus classicus

on this subject, " to wait on the sons of Aaron

for the service of the house of Jehovah, in the

courts, and the chambei-s, and the purifying of all

holy things." This included the duty of providing

" for the shew-bread, and the fine flour for m.eat-

oi^ering, and for the unleavened bread." They

were, besides this, "to stand every morning to thank

and praise Jehovah, and likewise at even." They

were lastly " to oflfer"

—

i. e. to assist the priests in

ofiering—" all burnt-sacrifices to Jehovah in the sab-

baths and on the set feasts." They lived for the greater

part of the year in their own cities, and came up at

fixed periods to take their turn of work (1 Chr. xxv.,

xxvi.). How long it lasted we have no sufficient

data for determining. The predominance of the

number twelve as the basis of classification " might

seem to indicate monthly periods, and the festivals

of the new moon would naturally suggest such an

arrangement. The analogous order in the civil and

military administration (1 Chr. xxvii. 1) would tend

to the same conclusion. It appears, indeed, that there

was a change of some kind every week (1 Chr. ix. 25
;

2 Chr. xxiii. 4, 8) ; bat this is of course compatible

with a system of rotation, which wodd give to each

a longer period of residence, or with the permanent

residence of the leader of each division within the

precincts of the sanctuary. Whatever may have

been the system, we must bear in mind that the

duties now imposed upon the Levites were such as

to reqinre almost continuous practice. They would

need, when their turn came, to be able to bear their

parts in the great choral hymns of the Temple, and

to take each his appointed share in the complex

structure of a sacrificial liturgy, and for this a

special study would be required. The education

which the Levites received for their peculiar duties,

no less than their connexion, moie or less intimate,

with the schools of the prophets (see above), would

tend to make them, so tar as there was any educii-

tion at all, the teachers of the others,* the tran-

" There arc 24 courses of the priests, 24,000 Le-

vites in the general business of the Temple {1 Clir

xxiii. 4). The number of singers is 288 = 12 x 2'

(1 Chr. xxv. 7).

» There is, however, acurious Jewish tradition that

the schoolmasters of Israel were of the tribe of

Simeon (Solom. Jarchi on Gen. xlix. 7, in Godwyn'a

Musrs and Aaron).
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scribers ami intoipieteis of the Law, the chroniclers

of the times in which tliey lived. We have some
strikina; instances of their appearance in this new
chai'acter. One of them, Ethan the Ezrahite,'' takes

his place among the old Hebrew sages who wer
worthy to be compared with Solomon, and (I's.

Ixxxix. title) his name appears as the writer of the

S9th Psalm (1 K. iv. 31 ; 1 Chr. xv. 17). One of

the first to bear the title of "Scribe" is a Levite

(1 Chr. xxiv. G), and this is mentioned as one of
their special olllccs under Josiah (2 Chr. xxxiv. 13).

They are described as " officers and judges" under
David (1 Chr. xxvi. 29), and as such are employed
" in all the business of .lehovah, and in the service

of the king." They are the agents of Jehoshaphat
and Ilezekiah in their work of refoimation, and are

sent forth to proclaim and enforce the law ( 2 Chr.
xvii. 8, XXX. 22). Under Josiah the function h;is

p:issed into a title, and they are " the Levites that

taught all Israel" (2 Chr. s.xxv. 3). The two
books of Chronicles bear unmistakeable marks of

having been written by men whose interests were
all gathered round the sei-vices of the Temple, and
who were familiar with its records. The materials

from which they compiled their narratives, and to

which they refer as the works of seers and projihets^

were written by men who were probably Levites

themselves, or, if not, were associated with them.
The former subdivisions of the tribe were recog-

nised in the assignment of the new duties, and the

Kohathites retained their old pre-eminence. They
have four " princes" (1 Chr. xv. 5-10), while

Merari and Gershon have but one eacli. They sup-

plied, from the families of the Izharites and Hebron-
ites, the " otiicers and judges" of 1 Chr. xxvi. 30.

To them belonged the sons of Korah, with Heman
at their head (1 Chr. ix. 19), playing upon psalteries

and harps. They were " over the work of the ser-

vice, keepers of the gates of the tabernacle" {I. c).
It was their work to prepare the shew-bread every
Sabbath (1 Chr. ix. 32). The Gershonites were
represented in like manner in the Temple-choir by
the sons of Asaph (I Chr. vi. 39, xv. 17) ; Merari
by the sons of Ethan or Jeduthun (1 Chr. vi. 44,
xvi. 42, XXV. 1-7). Now that the heavier work of
conveying the tabernacle and its equipments from
place to place was no longer required of them, and
that psalmody had become the most prominent of

their duties, they wore to enter on their work at the
earlier age of twenty (1 Chr. xxiii. 24-27).^

As in the old days of the Exodus, so in the
organisation under David, the Levites were not
included in the general census of the people (1 Chr.
xxi. 1)), and formed accordingly no portion of its

military strength. A separate census, made appa-
rently before the change of age just mentioned
(1 Chr. xxiii. 3), gives

—

24,000 over the work of the Temple.
6,000 otiicers and judges.

4,000 porters, i. c. gate-keepers,* and, as such.

f In 1 Chr. ii. 6 the four names of 1 K. iv. 31
ajjjicar as bclonginir to the tribe of .ludah, and in the
third generation after Jacob. On the other hand the
names of Ilemim and Kthan arc prominent among
tlie Levites under Sok)mon {infra) ; and two psahns,
one of which belongs manifestly to a later date, arc

ascribed to them, with this title of F.zrahitc attached
(I's. Ixxxviii. and Ixxxix.). The ditficulty arises pro-

bably out of some contusion of the later and the earlier

names. Kwald's conjecture, that conspicuous minstrels

of other tribes were received into the choir of the

Temple, and then reckoned as Levites, would give a
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bearing arms (1 Chr. ix. 19; 2 Chr.

xxxi. 2).

4,000 praising Jehovah with instruments.

The latter number, however, must have included

the full choruses of the Temple. The more skilled

musicians among the sons of Heman, Asaph, and

Jeduthun are numbered at 288, in 24 sections of

12 each. Here again the Kohathites are prominent,

having 14 out of the 24 sections ; while Gerehon

has 4 and Jlerari 8 (1 Chr. xxv. 2-4). To these

288 wei'e assigned ajjparently a more permanent
residence in the Temple (1 Chr. ix. 33), and in

the villages of the Netophathites near Bethlehem

(1 Chr. ix. 16), mentioned long afterwai-ds as in-

habited by the " sons of the singers" (Neh. xii. 28).

The revolt of the ten tribes, and the policy pin--

sued by Jeroboam, led to a great change in the

position of the Levites. They were the witnesses

of an appointed order and of a central worship.

He wished to make the priests the creatures and
instruments of the king, and to establish a pro-

vincial and divided worship. The natural result

was, that they left the cities assigned to them in

the territory of Israel, and gathered round the me-
tropolis of Judah (2 Chr. xi. 13, 14). Their in-

fluence over the people at large was thus diminished,

and the design of the Mosaic polity so far frus-

trated ; but their power as a religious order was
probably increased by this concentration within

nanower limits. In the kingdom of .ludah they

were, from this time forward, a powerful body,

politically as well as ecclesiastically. They brought

with them the prophetic element of influence, in

the wider as well as in the higher meaning of the

word. We accordingly find them prominent in

the war of Abijah against Jeroboam (2 Chr. xiii.

10-12). They are, as before noticed, sent out by
Jehoshaphat to instruct and judge the people (2 Chr.

xix. 8-10). Prophets of their order encourage the

king in his war against Moab and Amnion, and go

before his army with their loud Hallelujahs (2 Chr.

XX. 21), and join afterwards in the triumph of his

return. The ajiostasy that followed on the mar-
riage of Jehoram and Athaliah exposed them for a

time to the dominance of a hostile system ; but the

services of the Temple appear to have gone on, and

the Levites were agaia conspicuous in the counter-

revolution effected by .lehoiada (2 Chr. xxiii.), and

in restoring the Temple to its foiTner stateliness

under Joash (2 Chr. xxiv. 5). They shared in the

disasters of the reign of Amaziah (2 Chr. xxv. 24),

and in the prosperity of Uzziah, and were ready

we may believe, to support the priests, who, as

representing their order, opposed the sacrilegious

usurpation of the latter king (2 Chr. xxvi. 17).

The closing of the Temple under Ahaz involved the

cessation at once of their work and of their privi-

leges (2 Chr. xxviii. 24). Under Hezekiah they

again became prominent, as conseciating themselves

to the special work of cleansing and repairing th<'

I

new aspect to the influence of the tribe. (Comp.
Poet, hiich. i. 213 ; De Wctte, Psnimm, Einleit. § iii.)

" The change is indicated in what are described as

the " last words of David." The king feels, in his

old age, that a time of rest has come for himself and
for the i)cople, and that the Levites have a right toj

share in it. They are now the ministers—not,

before, the warrior-host—of the I'nsccn King.
* Ts. cxxxiv. acquires a fresh interest when wij

think of it as the song of the night-sentries of tb

Temple.
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'IVniple (2 Chr. xxix. 12-15); and the hymns of

l)avid and of Asaph were again renewed. In tliis

ni.stancc it was thonght worthy of special i-ecord

tliat those who were simply Levites were more
" u])right in heart" and zoalous than the priests

themselves (2 Chr. xxix. ;i4) ; and thus, in that

great passover, they took the place of the unwilliii!

or unprepared memliers of the priesthood. Thei

old ])rivileges were I'cstored, they were put forward

as teachers (2 Chr. xxx. 22), and the payment of

tithes, which had probably been discontinued under

Ahaz, was renewed (2 Chr. xxxi. 4). The gene-

alogies of the tribe were revised (ver. 17), and the

old classification kept its ground. The reign of

Manasseh was for them, dining the greater part of

it, a period of depression. That of Josiah witnessed

a fresh revival and reorganisation (2 Chr. xxxi v.

8-13). In the great passover of his eighteenth

year they took their place as teachers of the people,

as well as leaders of their worship (2 Chr. xxxv.

3, 15). Then came the Egyptian and Chaldaean

invasions, and the rule of cowai-dly and apostate

kings. The sacred tribe itself showed itself un-

laithful. The repeated protests of the priest Ezekiel

indicate that they had shared in the idolatry of the

people. The prominence into which they had been

brought in the reigns of the two reforming kings

had apparently tempted them to think that they

might encroach pemianently on the special func-

tions of the priesthood, and the sin of Korah was
renewed (Ez. xliv. 10-14, xlviii. 11). They had,

as the penalty of their sin, to witness the destruc-

tion of the Temple, and to taste the bitterness of exile.

IV. After the Captivity. The position taken

by the Levites in the first movements of the return

from Babylon indicates that they had cherished the

traditions and maintained the practices of their

tribe. They, we may believe, were those who were

specially called on to sing to their conquerors one

of the songs of Zion (De Wette on Ps. cxxxvii.).

It is noticeable, however, that in the first body of

returning exiles they are present in a dispropor-

tionately small number (I'Jzr. ii. 36-42). Those

who do come take their old parts at the foundation

and dedication of the second Temple (Ezr. iii. 10,

vi. 18). In the next movement under Ezra their

reluctance (whatever may have been its origin •>)

was even more strongly marked. None of them

presented themselves at the first great gathering

(Ezr. viii. 15). The special eflbrts of Ezra did not

succeed in bringing together more than 38, and

their place had to be filled by 220 of the Xethinim

(ib. 20).« Those who returned with him resumed

their functions at the Feast of Tabernacles as

teachers and interpreters (Neh. viii. 7), and those

who were most active in that woik were foremost

also in chanting the hymn-like prayer which appears

in Neh. ix. as the last great etlbrt ofJewish psalmody.

They are recognised in the great national covenant,

and the ofierings and tithes which were their due

are once more solemnly secured to them (Neh. x.

37-39). They take their old places in the Temple

and in the villages near Jerusalem (Neh. xii. 29),

and are present in full anay at the great feast of

the Dedication of the Wall, the two prophets who
were active at tlie time of the Return, Haggai and
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' May wc conjecture that the lantfuage of Eze-

kiel had led to some jealousy between the two
orders 1

' There is a Jewish tradition (Surcnhusius, Mishna,
Hota, ix. 10) to the effect that, as a punishment for

Zechariah, if they did not belong to the tribe,

helped it forward in the work of restoration. The
strongest measures are adopted by Nehemiah, as

before by Ezra, to guard the purity of their blood

from the contamination of mixed marriages (Ezr. x.

23) ; and they are made the special guardians of

the holiness of the Sabbath (Neh. xiii. 22). The
last prophet of the O. T. sees, as part of his vision

of the latter days, the time when the Lord " shall

purify the sons of Levi " (Mai. iii. 3).

The guidance of the 0. T. fails us at this point,

and the history of the Levites in relation to the

national life becomes consequently a matter of in-

ference and conjecture. The synagogue worship,
then originated, or receiving a new development,

was organised irrespectively of them [Synagogue],
and thus throughout the whole of Palestine there

were means of instruction in the Law with which
they were not connected. This would tend na-

turally to diminish their peculiar claim on the

reverence of the people ; but where a priest or

Levitc was present in the synagogue they were
still entitled to some kind of precedence, and special

sections in the lessons for the day were assigned

to them (Lightfoot, ffor. Ileh. on Matt. iv. 23).
During the period that followed the Captivity they
contributed to the formation of the so-called Great
Synagogue. Tiiey, with the priests, theoretically

constituted and practically formed the majority of

the permanent Sanhedrim (Blaimonidcs in Lightfoot,

Hor. Heh. on Matt. xxvi. 3), and as such had a large

share in the administi'ation of justice even in capital

cases. In the characteristic feature of this period,

as an age of scribes succeeding to an age of prophets,

they too were likely to be sharers. The ti-aining

and previous history of the tribe would predispose

them to attach themselves to the new system as

they had done to the old. They accordingly may
have been among the scribes and elders who accu-

mulated traditions. They may have attached them-
selves to the sects of Pharisees and Sadducees.*'

But in proportion as they thus acquired fame and
reputation individually, their functions as Levites

becimie subordinate, and they were known simply
as the inferior ministers of the Temple. They take

no prominent part in the Maccabaeau struggles,

though they must have been present at the great

purification of the Temple.
They appear but seldom in the history of the N. T.

Where we meet with their names it is as the type of

a formal heartless worship, without sympathy and
without love (Luke x. 32). The same parable in-

dicates Jericho as having become— what it had not
been originally (see Josh, xxi., 1 Chr. vi.)—one of the

great stations at which they and the priests resided

(Lightfoot, Cent. Chot-ogmph. c. 47). In John i.

19 they appear as delegates of the .lews, that is of

the Sanhedrim, coming to inquire into the cre-

dentials of the Baptist, and giving utterance to

their own Messianic expectations. The mention of

a Levite of Cyprus in Acts iv. 36 shows that the

changes of the previous century had canied that

tribe also into " the dispersed among the Gentiles."

The conversion of Barnabas and Mark was probably

no solitary instance of the reception by them of the

new faith, which was the fulfilment of the old.

this backwardness, Ezra deprived them of their tithes,

and transferred the ri},'ht to the priests.
"* The life of Josephus may be taken as an example

of the education of the higher members of the order

(Jos. Vita, c. i.).
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If " a great company of the priests were obedient

to the faith" (Acts vi. 7), it is not too bold

to believe that their influence may liave led Levites

to follow their example; and thus the old psiilms,

and possibly also the old chants of the Temple-
service, might be transmitted through the agency

of those who had been specially tiained in them,

to be the inheritance of the Christian Church.
Later on in the history of the first century, when
the Temple had received its final completion under
the younger Agrippa, we find one section of the tribe

engaged in a new movement. With that strange

unconsciousness of a coming doom which so often

marks the last stage of a decaying system, the singers

of the Temple thought it a fitting time to apply
for the right of wearing the same linen garment ;is

the priests, and persuaded the king that the con-

cession of this privilege would be the glory of his

reign (Joseph. Aiit. xx. 8, §G). The other Levites

at the same time asked for and obtained the privi-

lege of joining in the Temple choruses, from which
hitherto they had been excluded.^ The destruction

of the Temple so soon after they had attained the

object of their desii-es came as with a grim irony

to sweep away their occupation, and so to deprive

them of every vestige of that which had distin-

guished them from other Israelites. They were

merged in the crowd of captives that were scattered

over the Roman world, and disappear fiom the

stage of history. The Rabbinic schools, that rose

out of the ruins of the Jewish polity, fostered a

studied and habitual depreciation of the Levite

order as compaied with their own teachers (Jl'Caul,

Old Paths, p. 435). Individual families, it may
be, cherished the tradition that their fathers, as

priests or Levites, had taken part in the services

of the Temple.f If their claims were recognised,

they received the old marks of reverence in the

woi-ship of the synagogue (comp. the Regulations

of the Great Synagogue of London, in Margoliouth's

Histor;/ of Jews in Great Britain, iii. 270), took

precedence in reading the lessons of the day (Light-
toot, Ilor. Heb. on Matt. iv. 2:5), and pronounced
the blessing at the close (Basnage, Hist, des Juifs,
vi. 790). Their existence was acknowledged in

some of the laws of the Christian emperors (Basnage,
I. c). The tenacity with which the exiled race
clung in these recollections is shown in the pre-

valence of the names (Cohen, and Levita or Levj)
which imply that those who bear them are of the sons
of Aaron or the tribe of Levi ; and in the custom
which exempts tlie first-born of priestly or Levite
(iunilies from the payments which are still offered,

in the case of others, as the ledemption of the
first-born (Leo of Modena, in Picart's Ceremonies
Religieuscs, i. 26 ; Allen's Modem Judaism, p. 297).
In the meantime the old name had acquired a new
signification. The early writers of the Christian.

Church applied to the later hierarchy the language
of the earlier, and gave to the bishops and'prw-
byters the title {Upeh) that had belonged to the
sons of Aaron ; while the deacons were habitually
spoken of as Levites (Suicer, Thes. s. v. A€uit7jj).K

The extinction or aWrption of a tribe which had

• The tone of Joscphus is noticeable as being that
of a man who looked on the cliange as a dangerous
innovation. As a priest, he saw in this movement of

the I.evitcs an intrusion on the privileges of his

order ; and this was, in his judgment, one of the sins

which brought on the destruction of the city and the
Temple.

f Dr. .Joseph Wolff, in his recent Tinvcls aiiJ

•ell through a long

mbei-s of this tribe

the 0. T., and pi-o- J

presei-vation of the I

f sung, in part pro- '
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borne so prominent a part in the history of Israel,

was, like other such changes, an instance of the

order in which the shadow is succeeded by the

substance—that wliich is decayed, is waxing old,

and ready to vanish away, by a new and more
living organisation. It had done its work, and it

had lost its life. It was bound up with a localised

and exclusive worship, and had no place to occupy

in that which was universal. In the Christian

Church—supposing, by any effort of imagination,

that it had had a recognised existence in it—it would
have been simply an impediment. Looking at the

long history of which the outline has been here

traced, we find in it the light and darkness, the

good and evil, which mingle in the character of

most corporate or aiste societies. On the one hand,

the Levites, as a tribe, tended to fiill into a formal

worship, a nanow and exclusive exaltation of them-
selves and of their country. On the other hand,

we must not forget that they were chosen, together

with the priesthood, to bear witness of great truths

which might otherwise have perished from remem-
brance, and that they bore it well through a long

succession of centuries. To membere of this tri"

we owe many sepai-ate books of

bably also in great measure the
]

whole. The hymns which they :

bably the music of which they were the oiiginatoi-s,

have been peipetuated in the woi'ship of the Christian

Church. In the company of prophets who have

left behind them no written records they appear

conspicuous, united by common work and common
interests with the prophetic order. They did their

woik as a national clerisy, instruments in raising

the people to a higher life, educating them in the

knowledge on which all order and civilization

rest. It is not often, in the history of the world,

that a leligious caste or order has passed away
with more claims to the respect and gratitude of

mankind than the tribe of Levi.

(On the subject generally may be consulted, in

addition to the authorities already quoted, Carpzov,

Appar. Crit. b. i. c. 5, and Annotat. ; Saalschiitz,

Archaol. der Ilebr. c. 78 ; Michaelis, Comm. on

Laws of Moses, i. art. .52.) [E. H. P.]

LEVIT'ICUS (Nnpfl), the first woixl in the

book giving it its name : Afv'iriK6v : Leviticus

:

called also by the later Jews CJnil ri"]in, " Law

of the priests ;" and ni."12~li5 h^in, " Law of

offerings."

Contents.—The Book consists of the following

principal sections :

—

I. The laws touching sacrifices (chap, i.-vii.).

II. An historicid section containing, first, the

consecration of Aaron and his sons ("chap, viii.);

next, his first ofl'ering for himself and the people

(chap, ix.) ; and lastfy, the destruction of Nadab

and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, for their presump-

tuous ofience (chap. -x.).

III. The laws concerning purity and impurity,

and the appropriate sacrifices and ordinanc.-es for

putting away impurity (chap, xi.-xvi.).

Adventures (p. 2), claims his descent from this

tribe.

K In the literature of a later period the same name
meets us applied to the same or nearly the same order,

no longer, however, as the language of reverence, but

as that of a cynical contempt for the less worthy por-

tion of the clergy of the i;iiglish Church (Macaulay,

Hist, nf Eiifflnnd, iii. 327).
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IV. Laws chietly iiitemled to mark the separation

between Israel aud the heathen nations (chap,

xvii.-xx.).

V. Laws concerning the priests (xxi., xxii.) ; and
certain holy days and festivals (xxiii., xxv.), to-

gether with an episode (xxiv.). The section extends

from chap. xxi. 1 to xxvi. 2.

VI. Promises and threats (xxvi. 2-46).

VII. An appendix containing the laws concerning

vows (xxvii.).

I. The boolc of K.\odus concludes with the account

of the completion of tlie tabernacle. " So Moses

liui.shed the work," we read (xl. 33) : and imme-
diately there rests 'upon it a cloud, and it is filled

with the glory of Jehovah. From the tabernacle,

thus rendered glorious by the Divine Presence,

issues the legislation contained in the book of Levi-

ticus. At first God spalce to the people out of the

thunder and lightning of Sinai, and gave them His

holy commandments by the hand of a mediator.

But henceforth His Presence is to dwell not on the

secret top of Sinai, but in the midst of His people,

both in their wanderings through the wilderness,

and afterwards in the Land of Promise. Hence

the first directions which Moses receives after the

work is finished have reference to the offerings

which were to be brought to the door of the taber-

nacle. As Jehovah draws near to the people in

the tabernacle, so the people draw near to Jehovah

ill the ottering. Without offerings none may ap-

proach Him. The regulations respecting the sacri-

fices fidl into three groups, and each of these groups

again consists of a decalogue of instructions. Ber-
theau has observed that this principle runs through

all the laws of Moses. They are all modelled after

the pattei-n of the ten commandments, so that each

distinct subject of legislation is always treated of

under ten several enactments or provisions.

Baumgarten in his Commentary on the Penta-
teuch, has adopted the arrangement of Bertheau,

as set forth in his Siebcn Gruppen des Mos. liechts.

On the whole, his principle seems sound. We find

Bunsen acknowledging it in part, in his division of

the 19th chapter (see below). And though we
cannot always agree with Bertheau, we have thought
it worth while to give his arrangement as sug-

gestive at least of the main structure of the Book.
1. The first group of regulations (chap, i.-iii.)

deals with three kinds of offerings: the burnt-offer-

ing (nViy), the meat-off"ering« (nTOO), and the

thank-ottering (D''p'?K' niT).

i. The burnt-ottering (chap, i.) in three sections. It

might be either ( 1 . ) a male without blemish from the

herds ("Ip3n p), ver. 3-9
; or (2) a male without

blemish from the floc/is, or lesser cattle (fX-XPI), ver.

10-13; or (S) it might be fowls, an ottering of
turtle-doves or young pigeons, ver. 14-17. The
sulxlivisions are here marked clearly enough, not
only by the the three hinds of sacrifice, but also by
the form in which the enactment is put. Each

begins with 133"lp • • • • DN, " If his offering," fo^,

and each ends with nin'h HinO Hn HK'N vh'W,
"an oflfering made by fire, of a sweet savour unto
Jehovah."

The next group (chap, ii.) presents many more
difficulties. Its parts are not so clearly marked
either by prominent features in the subject-matter,

• " Meat " is used b/our translators in the sense offood
of any kind, whether flesh o farinaceous.
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or by the more technical boundaries of certain initial

and final phrases. We have here

—

ii. The meat-ottering, or bloodless ottering in four
sections: (1) in its uncooked form, consisting of
fine Hour with oil and frankincense, ver. 1-3

;

(2) in its cooked form, of which three different

kinds are specified—baked in the oven, fried, or
boiled, ver. 4-10

; (8) the prohibition of leaven,

and tiie direction to use salt in all the meat-ott'er-

ings, 11-13
; (4) the oblation of first-fruits, 14-16.

This at least seems on the whole to be the best
arrangement of the group, though we oiler it with
some hesitation.

(«.) Bertheau's aiTaugement is ditt'erent. He
divides (1) ver. 1-4 (thus including the meat-
ottering baked in the oven with the uncooked offer-
ing

; (2) ver. 5 and G, the meat-ottering when fried
in the pan

; (3) ver. 7-13, the meat-ottering when
boiled; (4) ver. 14-16, the ottbring of the Krst-
fruits. But this is obviously open to many objec-
tions. For, first, it is exceedingly arbitrary to con-
nect ver. 4 with ver, 1-3, rather than with the
verses which follow. Why should the meat-ottering
baked in the oven be classed with the uncooked
meat-offering rather than with the other two which
were in different ways supposed to be dressed with
fire ? Next, two of the divisions of the chapter are
clearly marked by the recurrence of the formula,
" It is a thing most holy of the ofi'erings of Jehovah
made by tire," ver. 3 and 10. Lastly, the direc-
tions in ver. 11-13, apply to every form of meat-
ottering, not only to that immediately preceding.
The Masoretic arrangement is in five sections • vers
1-3; 4; 5, 6; 7-13; 14-16.

iii. The Shelamim—" peace-offering " (A. V.), or
" thank-ottering " (Ewald), (chap, iii.) in three sec-
tions. Strictly speaking this falls under two heads

:

first, when it is of the herd; and secondly, when it is

of the flock. But this last has again its subdivision
;

for the offering when of the fiock may be either a lamb
or a goat. Accordingly the three sections are, vers.
1-5; 7-11; 12-16. Ver. 6 is merely introduc-
tory to the second class of sacriticos, and ver.
17 a general conclusion, as in the case of other
laws. This concludes the first Decalogue of the
book.

2. Chap, iv., v. The laws concerning the sin-
ottering and the trepass- (or guilt-) ott'ering.

The sin-ofl'ering (chap, iv.) is tre:ited of imder four
specified cases, after a short introduction to the
whole in ver. 1, 2 : (1) the sin-offering for the
priest, 3-12

; (2) for the whole congregation, 13-
21

; (3) for a ruler, 22-26
; (4) for one of the

common people, 27-35.

After these four cases in which the ottering is to
be made for four different classes, there follow pro-
visions respecting three several kinds of transgres-
sion for which atonement must be made. It is not
quite clear whether these should be ranked under
the head of the sin-ottering or of the trespass -offer-
ing (see Winer, liwb.). We may however follow
Beitlie;tu, Baumgarten, and Knobel, in regarding
them as special insfcmces in which a sw-off'ering
was to be brought. The three cases are: first,

when any one hears a curse and conceals what he
hears (v. I) ; secondly, when any one touches with-
out knowing or intending it, any unclean thing
(vers. 2, 3) ; lastly, when any one takes an oath
inconsidei-ately (ver. 4). For each of these cases

the same trespass-oftbring, " a female from the flock,

a lamb or kid of the goats," is appointtxl ; but with
that meicifiilncss which characterises the Mosaic law.
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express piovision is made for a less costly oneriiig

where the oll'erer is poor.

The Decalogue is then completed by the three

regulations respecting the guilt-ofi'ering (or trespass-

ollering) : iirst, when any one sins " througli igiio-

i-.ince in the holy things of Jehovah" (ver. 14,

16); next, when a person without knowing it

"commits ajiy of these things which are forbidden

to be done by the commandments of Jehovah
"

(17-19) ; lastly, when a man lies and swears falsely

concerning that which was entrusted to him, &c.

(ver. 20-26)." This Decalogue, like the preceding

one, has its characteristic words and expressions.

The i)romineut word which introduces so many of

the enactments, is EJ'DJ, " soul " (see iv. 2, 27, v.

1, 2, 4, 15, 17, vi. 2) ; and the phrase, "if a soul

shall sin" (iv. 2) is, with ocuisional variations

having an equivalent meaning, the distinctive phrase

of the section.

As in the fonner Decalogue, the nature of the ofi'er-

iiigs, so in this the person and the nature of the

ort'once are the chief features in the several statutes.

'6. Chap, vi., vii. Naturally upon the law of

sacrifices follows the law of the priests' duties when
they oH'er the sacrifices. Hence we find Moses di-

rected to address himself immediately to Aaron and

his sons (vi. 2, 18,=:vi. 9, 25, A.V.).

In this group the different kinds of ofl'erings are

named in nearly the same order as in tlie two pre-

ceding Decalogues, except that tlie offering at the

consecration of a priest follows, instead of the thank-

offering, immediately after the meat-offering, which
it resembles ; and the thank-oflering now appears

after the trespass-offering. There are therefore, in

all, six kinds of offering ; and in the case of each of

these the priest has his distinct duties. Bertheau

has very ingeniously so distributed the enactments

in which these duties are prescribed as to airange

them all in five Decalogues. We will briefly indi-

cate his arrangement.

3. (a.) " This is the law of the burn1>offering
"

(vi. 9; A. V.) in five enactments, each verse (ver.

9-13) containing a separate enactment.

(6.) " And this is the law of the meat-offering"

(ver. 14), again in five enactments, each of which is,

as before, coubiined m a single verse (ver. 14-18).

4. The next Decalogue is contained in ver. 19-30.

(a.; Veree 19 is merely introductory ; then follow,

in five verses, live distinct directions with regard

to the offering at tlie time of the consecration of

the priests, the first in ver. 20, the next two in

ver. 21, the fourth in the former part of ver. 22,

and the hist in the latter pait of ver. 22 and ver. 23.

(6.) " This is the law of the sin-ollering " (ver.

25). Then the five enactments, each in one vei^se, ex-

cept that two verses (27, 28) are given to the third.

5. Tlie third Decalogue is contiiined in chap. vii.

1-10, the laws of the traspass-oflering. But it is

impossible to avoid a misgiving as to the soundness

of Bertheau's system when we find him making the

words " It is most holy," in ver. 1 , the first of the

ten enactments. This he is obliged to do, as ver.

3 and 4 evidently form but one.

(5. The fourth Decalogue, after an introductory

verse (ver. 11), is contained in ten verses (12-21).

7. The last Decalogue consists of certain general

laws about the fat, the blood, the wave-breast, &c.,

and is comprised again in ten verses (23-33), the

verses as before maikiiig the divisions.
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The chapter closes with a brief historical notice

of the fact that these several commands were given

to Moses on Jlount Sinai (ver. 35-38).

II. Chap, viii., ix., x. This section is entirely

historical. In chapter viii. we have the account
of the coaseiration of Aai-on and his sons by Moses
before the whole congi-egation. They are washed

;

he is arrayed in the priestly v&stments and anointed

with the holy oil ; his sons also are arrayed in their

garments, and the various oflerings appointed are

offered. In chap. ix. Aaron otfei-s, eight days after his

consecration, his fii-st offering for himself and the

people: this comprises for himself a sin- and burnt-

offering (1-14), for the people a sin-offering, a

buiTit^olTering, and a peace- (or thank-) offering. He
blesses the people, and tire comes down from heaven

and consumes the burut-oH'eiing. Chap. s. tells

how Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, eager U>

enjoy the privileges of their new office, and perhaps

too much elated by its dignity, forgot or despised

the restrictions by which it was fenced round (Ex.

XXX. 7, &c.), and daring to " offer strange fire before

Jehoviili," perished because of their presumption.

With the hckuse of Aaron began this wickedness

in the sanctuary ; with them therefore began also

the divine punishment. Very touching is the story

which follows. Aaron, though forbidden to mourn
his loss (ver. 6, 7), will not eat the sin-oH'ering

in the holy place; and when rebuked by Moses,

plciids in his defence, " Such things have befallen

me: and if I had eaten the sin-ofl'ering to-d;iy,

should it have been accepted in the sight of Je-

hovah?" And Moses, the lawgiver and the judge,

admits the plea, and honours the natural feeling of

the fiither's heart, even when it leads to a violation

of the letter of the divine commandment.
III. Chap, -xi.-xvi. The first seven Decalogues

had reference to the putting away of guilt. By the

appointed sacrifices the sepai'ation between man and
God was healed. The next seven concern them-

selves with the putting away of impurity. That

chapters xi.-xv. hang together so as to form one

series of laws there can be no doubt. Besides that

they treat of kindred subjects, they have their cha-

racteristic words, NOtO- riNDO. " unclean,"

" uncleamiess," Tint3. ~\T\\2> "clean," which

occur in almost every verse. The only ques-

tion is about chap, xvi., which by its opening is

connected immediately with the occurrence relatal

in chap. x. Historically it would seem therefore

that chap. xvi. ought to have followed chap. x.

And as this order is neglected, it would lead us to

suspect that some other principle of arrangement

than that of historical sequence has been adopted.

This we find in the solemn significance of the Great

Day of Atonement. The high-priest on that day

made atonement, " because of the uncleanness of

the children of Israel, and because of their ti-ans-

gressions in all their sins" (xvi. 16), and he " re-

conciled the holy place and the tabernacle of the

congregation, and the altar " (ver. 20). Delivered

from tlieii- guilt and cleansed from their pollutions,

from that day forwai-d the children of Israel entered

upon a new and holy life. This was typified both

by the ordinance that the bullock and the goat for

the sin-offering were burnt without the camp (ver.

27), and also by the sending away of the goat laden

with the iniquities of the people into the wilderness.

Hence chap. .xvi. seems to stand most fitly at the

end of this second group of seven Decalogues.

the EnRlish Version this is chap. vi. 1-7. reader marvels at the perversity displayed in the

Tliis is only one of those instances in which the division of chapters.
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we believe, not only (as Ber-
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by one

solemn act, of all those unclean r.esses mentioned in

chap, xi.-xv., and for which the vaiioiis expiations

and cleansings tliere appointed were temporary and
insufficient; but also to the making atonement, in

the sense of hiding sin or putting away it-s guilt.

For not only do we find the idea of cleansing as

from detilement, but far more prominently the idea

of reconciliation. The often-repeated word 1D3, "to
cover, to atone," is the great word of the section.

1. The fii-st Decalogue in this group refeis to

clean and uncle:ui flesh. Five classes of animals

are pronounced unclean. The first four enactments

declare what animals may and may not be eaten,

whether (1) beasts of the earth (2-8), or (2) fishes

(9-12), or (3) birds (13-20), or (4) creeping

things with wings. Tlie next four are intended to

guard against pollution by contact with the carcase

of any of these animals : (5) ver. 24-26
; (6) vcr.

27, 28
; (7) ver. 29-38

; (8) ver. 39, 40. The ninth

and tenth specify the last class of animals which are

unclcmi for food, (9) 41, 42, and forbid any other

kind of pollution by me;ins of them, (10) 43-45.

Ver. 46 and 47 are merely a concluding summary.
2. Chap. xii. Women's purification in childbed.

The wiiole of this chapter, according to Bertheau,

constitutes the first law of tliis Decalogue. The
remaining nine are to be found in the next chapter,

which treats of the signs of leprosy in man and iu

garments. (2) ver. 1-8
; (3) ver. 9-17

; (4) ver.

18-23
; (5) ver. 24-28

; (6) ver. 29-37
; (7) ver.

38, 39
; (8) ver. 40, 41 ; (9) ver. 42-46

; (10)
ver. 47-59. This arrangement of the several sec-

tions is not altogether free from objection ; but it is

certainly supported by the characteristic mode in

which each section opens. Thus for instance, chap.

xii. 2, begins with yntn >3 PIK'N ; chap. xiii. 2,

with n-n^ ^3 Dnjj, ver. 9, H'-nn '•3 W}'i yj3,

and so on, the same order being always observed,

the subst. being placed first, then ^3, and then the

verb, except only in ver. 42, where the subst. is

placed after the verb.

3. Chap. xiv. 1-32. " The law of the leper in

the day of his cleansing," i. e. the law which the

priest is to observe in purifying the leper. The
priest is mentioned in ten verses, each of which
begins one of the ten sections of this law : ver. 3,

4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20. In each instance

the word JHSn is preceded by "I consecut. with the

perfect. It is true that iu ver. 3, and also in ver.

14, the word jHbn occurs twice ; but in both

verses there is MS. authority, as well as that of

the Vulg. and Arab, versions for the absence of the

second. Verses 21-32 maybe reg-.irded as a sup-

plemental provision in cases where the leper is too

poor to bring the requii'ed ofTering.

4. Chap. sir. 33-57. The leprosy iu a house.

It is not so easy here to trace the arrangement no-

ticed in so m;uiy other laws. There are no charac-

teristic words or phra-ses to guide us. Bertheau's

division is as follows: (I ) ver. 34, 35
; (2) ver.

36,37; (3) ver. 38; (4) ver. 39; (5) ver. 40;
(6) ver. 41, 42

; (7) ver. 4.3-45. Then as usual
follows a short summary which closes the statute

concerning leprosy, ver. 54-57.

5. rliap. XV. 1-15. C. Chap. .xv. 16-31. The
law of uncleanness by issue, &c., in two decalogues.

The division is clearlv marked, as Uertheau ob-

sei-ves, by the form of cleansing, which is so exactly

similar in the two principal cases, and which closes

each series, (I) ver. 13-15; (2) ver. 28-30. We
again give his arrangement, though we do not profess

t« regard it as in all respects satisfactory.

6. (1) ver. 2, 3 ; (2) ver. 4
; (3) ver. 5

; (4)
ver. 6; (5) ver. 7 ; (6) ver. 8 ; (7) ver. 9

; (8)
ver. 10

; (9) ver. 11, 12 ;—these Bertheau considers

as one enactment, because it is another way of say-

ing that either the man or thiiuj which the uncleiui

person touches is unclean ; but on the same prin-

ciple ver. *4 and 5 might just as well form one
enactment—(10) v. 13-15.

6.(1) ver. 16; (2) ver. 17
; (3) ver. 18; (4)

ver. 19
; (5) ver. 20

;
(G) ver. 21

; (7) ver. 22

;

(8) ver. 23; (9) ver. 24: (10) ver. 28-30. In
order to complete this arrangement, he considers

verses 25-27 as a kind of supplementary enactment
provided for an irregular uncleanness, leaving it as
quite uncertain however whether this was a later

addition or not. Verses 32 and 33 form merely
the same general conclusion which we have had
before in xiv. 54-57.

The last Decalogue of the second group of seven
Decalogues is to be found in chap, xvi., which treats

of the great Day of Atonement. The Law itself is

contained in ver. 1-28. The remaining verses,

29-34, consist of an exhortation to its careful ob-

servance. In the act of atonement three persons

are concerned. The high-priest,—in this instance

Aaron ; the man who leads away the goat for Azazel
into the wilderness ; and he who bLirns the skin,

flesh, and dung of the bullock and goat of the sin-

ofl'ering without the camp. The two last have
special purifications assigned them ; the fii-st because
he has touched the goat laden with the guilt of
Israel ; the last because he has come in contact

with the sin-offering. The 9th and 10th enactments
prescribe what these purifications are, each of tliem

concluding with the same formula: NH'' )3 *"inNl

ninSn ?X, and hence distinguished from each

other. The duties of Aaron consequently ought, if

the division into decads is correct, to be com-
prised in eight enactments. Now the name of

Aaron is repeated eight times, and in six of these

it is preceded by the Perfect with 1 consecut. as

we observed was the case before when " the priest

"

was tlie prominent figure. According to this then

the Decalogue will stand thus:

—

(I) ver. 2, Aaron
not to enter the Holy Place at all times

; (2) ver.

3-5, With what sacrifices and in what dress Aaron
is to enter the Holy Place; (3) ver. 6, 7, Aaron
to offer the bullock for himself, and to set the two
goats before Jehovah

; (4) Aaron to c;\st lots on
the two goats; (5) ver. 9, 10, Aaron to oti'er the

goat on which the lot falls for Jehovah, and to

send away the goat for Azazel into the wilderness
;

(6) ver. 11-19, Aaron to sprinkle the blood both

of the bullock and of the goat to make atonement
for himself, for his house, and for the whole congre-

gation, as also to purify the altar of incense with
the blood

; (7) ver. 20-22. Aaron to lay his hands

on the living goat, and confess over it all the sins ot"

the children of Israel
; (8) ver. 23-25, Aaron after

this to fake off his linen gamients, bathe himself

and put on his priestly g;nments, and then oti'er his

burnt-otl'ering and that of the congregation
; (9) ver,

26, The man by whom the goat is sent into the

wilderness to purify himself; (10) ver. 27, 28.

What is to be done by him who burns tht sin-

oflering without the camp.
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We have now reached the great centnil point of

the book. All going before was but a preparation

for this. Two gieat truths liave been established
;

fii-st, that God c;iu only be approached by means of

appointed sacrifices ; next, that man in nature and

life is full of pollution, which must be cleansed.

And now a third is tiiught, viz. that not by several

deansings for several sins and pollutions can guilt

be put away. The sevcrij acts of sin are but so

niaiiy manifestations of the sinful nature. For this,

tlierefore, also must atonement be made; one solemn

act, which shall cover all transgressions; and tm-n

away God's righteous displeasure from Isi-ael.

IV. Chap, .w-ii.-xx. And now Israel is reminded

that it is the holy nation. The great atonement

oflered, it is to enter upon a new life. It is a

separate nation, sanctified and set apart for the ser-

vice of God. It may not therefore do after the

abominations of the heathen by whom it is sur-

rounded. Here consequently we find those laws

and ordinances which especially distingtnsh the

nation of Israel from all other nations of the earth.

Here again we may trace, as before, a groLip of

seven deailogues. But the several decalogues are

not so clearty marked; nor are the characteristic

phi-ases and the introductions .and conclusions so

common. In chap, xviii. there are twenty enact-

ments, and in chap. xix. thirty. In chap, xvii., on

the other hand, there are only six, and in chap. xx.

there are fourteen. As it is quite manifest that the

enactments in chap, xviii. are entirely separated by

a fresh iutioduction from those in chap, xvii., Ber-

theau, in order to preserve the usual airangement

of the laws in decalogues, would transpose this

chapter, and place it after chapter xix. He observes,

that the laws in chap, xvii., and those in chap. xx.

1-9, are akin to one another, and may very well

constitute a single decalogue ; and, what is of more

importance, that the words in xviii. 1-5 form the

natural introduction to this whole group of laws:

" And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying, Speak

unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, I

am Jehovah your God. After the doings of the

land of Egypt, wherein ye dwelt, shall ye not do

:

and after the doings of the land of Cauaan, whither

I bring you, shall ye not do: neither shall ye w<ilk

ill their ordinances," &c.

There is, however, a point of connexion between

chaps, xvii. and xviii. which must not be over-

looked, and which seems to indicate that their posi-

tion in our present text is the right one. All the

six enactments in chap. xvii. (ver. 3-5, ver. 6, 7,

ver. 8, 9, ver. 10-12, ver. 13, 14, ver. 15) bear

upon the nature and meaning of the sacrifice to Je-

hovah as compared with the sacrifices offered to false

gods. It would seem too that it was necessary to

guard against any license to idolatrous practices.

•> The interpretation of ver. 1 8 has of late been the

subject of so much discussion, that we may perhaps

be permitted to say a word upon it, even in a work
which excludes all doRinatic controversy. The ren-

dering: of the English Version is supported by a whole

catena of authorities of the first rank, as may be

seen by reference to Dr. Jl'Caul's pamphlet. The An-

cient Interpretation of Leviticus XVIII. 18, &c. We
may further remark, that the whole controversy, so

far as the Scriptural question is concerned, might

have been avoided if the Church had but acted in the

spirit of Luther's golden words :
—" Ad rem veniamus

ct dicaraus Mosem esse mortuum, vixisse autem ])0-

pulo Judaico, nee obligari nos legibus illius. Ideo

quidquid ex Mose ut Icgislatore nisi idem cs legibus
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which might possibly be di-.iwn from the sending of

the goat for Azazel into the wilderness [Atone-

ment, Day of], especially perhaps against the

Egyptian custom of appeasing the Evil Spirit of the

wilderness and averting his malice (Hengstenberg,

jMose u. Atynpten, 178; Movers, P/iuuizier, i.

:!G9). To this there may be an allusion in ver. 7.

Perhaps however it is better and more simple to

regard the enactments in these two chapters (with

Bunson, Bihehcerh, 2te abth., Ite th. p. 245) :is

directed against two prevalent heathen practices,

the eating of blood and fornication. It is remark-

able, as showing how intimately moral and ritual

observances were blended together in the Jewish

mind, that abstinence " from blood and things

strangled, and fornication," was laid down by the

Apostles as the only condition of communion to be

i-equired of Gentile converts to Christianity. Before

we quit this chapter one observation may be made.

The rendering of the A. V. in ver. 11, "for it is

the blood that maketh an atonement for the soul"

should be " for it is the blood that maketh an atone-

ment hij means of the life." This is important. It

is not blood merely as such, but blood as having in it

the principle of life that God accepts in sacrifice. For

by thus giving vicariously the life of thedumb .animal,

the sinner confesses that his own life is forfeit.

In chap, xviii., after the introduction to which we
have already alluded, ver. 1-5,—and in which Go I

claims obedience on the double ground that He is L-;-

rael's God, and that to keep His commandments is life

(ver. 5),—there follow twenty enactments concern-

ing unlawful marriages and unnatural lusts. The
first ten are contained one in each verse, vers. 6-15.

The next ten range themselves in like manner with

the verses, except that ver. 17 and 23 contain each

two.** Of the twenty the first fourteen are alike

in form, as well as in the repeated n?Jn K? 1^1''^.

Chap. xix. Three Decalogues, introduced by the

words, " Ye shall be holy, for I Jehovah your God
am holy," and ending with, " Ye shall observe all

my statutes, and all my judgments, and do them.

I am Jehovah." The laws here are of a very mixed

character, and many of them a repetition merely of

previous laws. Of the three Decalogues, the first

is comprised in ver. 3-13, and may be thus distri-

buted:—(1) ver. 3, to honour father and mother;

(2) ver. 3, to keep the sabbath; (3) ver. 4, not to

turn to idols
; (4) ver. 4, not to make molten gods

(these two enactments being separated on the same

principle as the first and second commandments of

the Great Decalogue or Two Tables)
; (5) ver. 5-8,

of thank-offerings
; (6) ver. 9, 10, of gleaning; (7)

ver. 11, not to steal or lie
; (8) ver. 12, not to swear

falsely
; (9) ver. 13, not to defraud one's neighbour

:

(10) ver. 13, the wages of him that is hired, &c.=

nostris, e. g. naturalibus et politicis probetur, non ad-

mittamus nee confundamus totius orbis politias."

—

Briefe, De Wette's edit. iv. 305.
" It is not a little remarkable that six of these

enactments should only be repetitions, for the most
part in a shorter form, of Commandments contained

in the Two Tables. This can only be accounted for

by remembering the great object of this section,

which is to remind Israel that it is a separate nation,

its laws being expressly framed to be a fence and a

hedge about it, keeping it from profane contact with

the heathen. Bunsen divides chapter xix. into two
tables of ten conunandments each, and one of five.

(See his Hibelwcrk.)
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Tli€ next Decalogue, ver. 14-25, Bertheau ar-

ranges thus: ver. 14, ver. 15, ver. 16a, ver. 166,
ver. 17, ver. 18, ver. 19a, ver. 196, ver. 20-22,
ver. 23-25. We object, however, to making the

words in 19a, " Ye shall keep my statutes," a se-

parate enactment. There is no reason for this. A much
better plan would be to consider ver. 17 as consist-

ing of two enactments, which is manifestly the case.

The third decalogue may be thus distributed :

—

ver. 26a, ver. 266, ver. 27, ver. 28, ver. 29, ver.

30, ver. 31, ver. 32, ver. 33, 34, ver. 35, 36.

We have thus found five decalogues in this group.

Bertheau completes the number seven by transpos-

ing, as we have seen, chap, xvii., and placing it

immediately before chap. .\x. He also transfers

ver. 27 of chapter .\x. to what he considers its

proper place, viz. after ver. 6. It must be con-

fessed that the enactment in ver. 27 stands very

awkwardly at the end of the chapter, completely

isolated as it is from all other enactments ; for ver.

22-26 are the hatural conclusion to this whole

section. But admitting this, another difficulty re-

mains, that according to him the 7th decalogue be-

gins at ver. 10, and another transposition is neces-

saiy, so that ver. 7, 8, may stand after ver. 9, and

so conclude the preceding series of ten enactments.

It is better perhaps to abandon the search for com-
plete symmetry than to adopt a method so violent

in order to obtain it.

It should be observed that chap, xviii. 6-23 and
chap. XX. 10-21 stand in this relation to one an-

other; that the latter declares the penalties attached

to the transgression of many of the commandments
given in the former. But though we may not be

able to trace seven decalogues, in accordance with
the theory of which we have been speaking, in

chap. xvii.-XX., there can be no doubt that they
foi-m a distmct section of themselves, of which
XX. 22-26 is the proper conclusion.

Like the other sections it has some characteristic

expressions:—(a) "Ye shall keep my judgments

and my statutes" (^njjn, ^DSK'ID) occurs xviii. 4,

5, 26, xix. 37, xx. 8, 22, but is not met with either

in the preceding or the following chapters. (6) The
constantly recurring phrases, " I am Jehovah ;"

" I am Jehovah your God ;" " Be ye holy, for 1

am holy;" "I am Jehovah which hallow you."
In the earlier sections this phraseology is only
found in Lev. xi. 44, 45, and Ex. xxxi. 13. In the

section which follows (xxi.-xxv.) it is much mor
common, this section being in a gi'eat measure
continuation of the preceding.

V. We come now to the last group of decalogues

—that contained in ch. xxi.-xxvi. 2. The subjects

comprised in tiiese enactments are— First, the per-

.sonal purity of the priests. They may not defile

themselves for the dead ; their wives and daughters
must be pure, and they themselves must be free

from all pei-sonal blemish (ch. xxi.). Next, the
eating of the holy things is pennitted only to

priests who are fiee from all uncleanness : they and
their household only may eat them (xxii. 1-16).
Thirdly, the oflerings of Israel are to be pure and
without blemish (xxii. 17-33). The fourth series

provides for the due celebration of the great festi-

vals when priests and people were to be gathered
together before Jehovah in holy convocation.

Up to this point we trace system and purpose in

the order of the legislation. Thus, for instance,
chap, xi.-xvi. treats of extenial purity; ch. xvii.-xx.
of moral purify; chap, xxi.-xxiii. of the holiness of
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the priests, and their duties with regard to holy

things ; the whole concluding with provisions for

the solemn feasts on which all Israel appeared

before Jehovah. We will again briefly indicate

Bertheau's groups, and then append some general

observations on the section.

1. Chap. xxi. Ten laws, as follows:—(1) ver.

1-3; (2) ver. 4; (3) ver. 5, 6; (4) ver. 7, 8,
(5) ver. 9

; (6) ver. 10, 11 ; (7) ver. 12
; (8) ver.

13, 14; (9) ver. 17-21; (10) ver. 22, 23. The
first five laws concern all the priests ; the sixth to

the eightli the high-priest ; the ninth and tenth the

effects of bodily blemish in particular cases.

2. Chap. xxii. 1-16. (1) ver. 2; (2) ver. 3;
(3) ver. 4 ; (4) ver. 4-7

; (5) ver. 8, 9
; (6) ver.

10; (7) ver. 11; (8) ver. 12; (9) ver. 13; (10)
ver. 14-16.

3. Chap. xxii. 17-33. (1) ver. 18-20
; (2) ver.

21
; (3) ver. 22

; (4) ver. 23
; (5) ver. 24

; (6) ver.

25; (7) ver. 27; (8) ver. 28; (9) ver. 29; (10)
ver. 30 ; and a general conclusion in ver. 31-33.

4. Chap, xxiii. (1) ver. 3; (2) ver. 5-7
; (3)

ver. 8; (4) ver. 9-14; (5) ver. 15-21
; (6) ver.

22
; (7) ver. 24, 25

; (8) ver. 27-32
; (9) ver. 34,

35
; (10) ver. 36 : ver. 37, 38 contain the con-

clusion or genera] summing up of the Decalogue.
On the remainder of the chapter, as well as chap,
xxiv., see below.

5. Chap. XXV. 1-22. (1) ver. 2; (2) ver. 3, 4
;

(3) ver. 5; (4) ver. 6 ; (5) ver. 8-10
; (6) ver.

11, 12; (7) ver. 13; (8) ver. 14; (9) ver. 15;
(10) ver. 16: with a concluding formula in ver.
18-22.

6. Chap. XXV. 23-38. (1) ver. 23, 24; (2) ver.

25
; (3) ver. 26, 27

; (4) ver. 28; (5) ver. 29
;

(6) ver. 30; (7) ver. 31; (8) ver. 32, 33; (9)
ver. 34; (10) ver. 35-37: the conclusion to the
whole in ver. 38.

7. Chap. XXV. 39-xxvi. 2. (1) ver. 39; (2)
ver. 40-42; (.3) ver. 43 ; (4) ver. 44,45; (5)
ver. 46

; (6) ver. 47-49
; (7) ver. 50

; (8) ver.
51, 52

; (9) ver. 53
; (10) ver. 54.

It will be obsei-ved that the above aiTangement
is only completed by omitting the latter part of
chap, xxiii. and the whole of chap. xxiv. But it is

clear that chap, xxiii. 39-44 is a later addition,
containing further instructions respecting the Feast
of Tabernacles. Ver. 39, as compared with ver. 34,
shows that the same feast is referred to; whilst
ver. 37, 38, are no less manifestly the original con-
clusion of the laws respecting the feasts which are
enumerated in the previous part of the chapter.
Chap, xxiv., again, has a peculiar character of its

own. First we have a command concerning the oil

to be used in the lamjis belonging to the Tabernacle,
which is only a repetition of' an enactment alreadv
given in Ex. xxvii. 20, 21, which seems to be its

natural place. Then follow directions about the
shew-bread. These do not occur previously. In
Ex. the shew-bread is spoken of always as a matter
of course, concerning which no regulations are ne-
cessary (comp. Ex. XXV. 30, xxxv. 13, xxxix. 36\'
Lastly come certain enactments arising out of an
historical occun-ence. The son of an Egvptian
father by an Israeliti.sh woman blasphemes the
name of Jehovah, and Moses is commanded to stone
him in consequence: and this circumstance is the
occasion of the following laws being given:—(1)
That a blasphemer, whether Israelite or stranger,

is to be stoned (comp. Ex. xxii. 28). (2) That he that
kills any man shall surelv be put to death (comp.
Ex. xxi. 12-27). (.3) that hr that kills a hcnM
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.shall make it £;ood (not found where we might

have eijieited it, in the series of laws Kx. xxi. 28-

xxii. l(j). (4) That if a man cause a blemish in

his neighbour he shall be requited in like manner

(comp.Ex. xxi. 22-25). (5) We have then a repe-

tition in an inverse order of ver. 17, 18; and (H)

the injunction that there shall be one law for the

st.ranger and the Israelite. Finally, a brief notice

of the infliction of the punishment in the Gise of

the son of iShelomith, who blasphemed. Not an-

other instance is to be found in the whole collection

in which any historical circumstance is made the

occasion of enacting a law. Then again the laws

(2 ), (3), (4), (5), are mostly repetitions of existing

laws, and seem here to have no connexion with the

event to which they are refened. Either tiierefbre

some other circumstances took place at the same

time with which we are not acquainted, or these

isolated laws, detached from their proper connexion,

^vere grouped together here, in obedience perhaps to

some traditional a.ssociation.

VI. The seven decalogues are now fitly closed

by words of promise and threat—promise of largest,

richest blessing to those that hearken unto and do

tliese coramandmeats; threats of utter destruction

to those that break the covenant of their God.

Thus the second great division of the Law closes

like the first, except that the first part, or Book of

the Covenant, ends (Ex. xxiii. 20-33) with pro-

mises of blessing only. There nothing is said of

tiie judgments which are to follow transgression,

because as yet the Covenant had not been made.

Hut when once the nation had freely entered into

that Covenant, they bound themselves to accept its

sanctions, its penalties, as well as its rewards. And
we cannot wonder if in these sanctions the punish-

ment of transgression holds a larger place than the

rewards of obedience. For already was it but too

jilain thr.t " Israel would not obey." From the

first they were a stitl'necked and rebellious race,

and from the first the doom of disobedience hung
like some fiery sword above their heads.

VII. The legislation is evidently completed in

the last words of the preceding chapter:—" These

are the statutes and judgments and laws which Je-

hovah made between Him and the children of Israel

in Mount Sinai by the hand of Moses." Chap.

xxvii. is a later appendix, again however closed by

a similar formula, which at least shows that the

transcriber considered it to be an integral paii of

the original Mosaic legislation, though he might be

at a loss to assign it its place. Bertheau classes

it with the other less regularly grouped laws at the

beginning of the book of Numbers. He treats the

section Lev. xxvii.-Num. x. 10 as a series of sup-

plements to the Sinaitic legislation.

Inteijritii.—This is very generally admitted.

Those critics even who are in favour of different

documents in the Pentiiteuch assign nearly the

whole of this book to one writer, the Elohist, or

author of the original document. According to

Knobel the only portions which are not to be

referred to the Elohist are—Moses' rebuke of Aaron
because the goat of the sin-olVering had been bmnt
(x. 16-20); the group of laws in chap, xvii.-xx.

;

certiin additional enactments respecting the Sabbath

and the Feasts of Weeks and of Tabernacles (xxiii.,

pai-t of ver. 2, from mn) *!lViO, anQ >er. 3, ver. 18,

19, 22, 39-44-) ; the punishments ordained for

blasphemy, murder, &c. (xxiv. 10-23'); the direc-

tions respecting the .'sabbatical year (xxv. 18-22),
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and the promises and warnings contained in cha]i,

xxvi.

With regard to the section chap, xrii.-xx., he

does not consider the whole of it to have been bor-

rowed from the same sources. Chap. xvii. he

believes was introduced here by the Jehovist from

some ancient document, whilst he admits neverthe-

less that it contains ceiiain Elohistic foims of ex-

pression, as "1^3 ?3, "all flesh," ver. 14; E^BJ),

"soul," (in the sense cf " person"), ver. 10-12,

15; n'n, " beast," ver. 13; JS'lp, "offering,"

ver. 4; mri'^ PI^I, "a sweet savour," ver, 6 ;
" a

statute for ever," and " alter your generations,"

ver. 7. But it cannot be from the Elohist, he

argues, because (a) he would have placed it after

chap, vii., or at least after chap. xv.
; (6) he would

not have repeated the prohibition of blood, &c..

which he had already given
;

(c) he would have

taken a more favourable view of his nation tha::

that implied in ver. 7 ; and lastly {d) the phrase-

ology has something of the colouring of chap, xviii.-

XX. and x\v\., which are ceiiainly not Elohistic.

Such reasons are too transparently unsatisfactoi-y

to need serious discussion. He observes further

that the chapter is not altogether Mosaic. The

first enactment (ver. 1-7) does indeed apply only

to Israelites, and holds good therefore for the tinn'

of Moses. But the remaining three contemplat.'

the case of strangers living amongst the people, aiul

have a reference to all time.

Chap, xviii.-xx., though it has a Jehovistic colour-

ing, cannot have been originally from the Jehovist.

The following peculiarities of language, whicii

are worthy of notice, according to Knobel (Exod.

und Leviticus erkldrt, in Kurzg. E.xeg. Hdbuch,

1857) forbid such a supposition, the more so as

they occur nowhere else in the O. T. :—^Vl"!, " lie

down to " and "gender," xviii. 23, xix. 19, xx. 16

;

b'lT], " confusion," xviii. 23, s.\. 12; t3(5?, " ga-

ther," .xi.x. 9, xxiii. 22; C^S, "graF'" ^'^- "^5

mStJ', " near kinswomen," xviii. 17 ; H^iJB,

" scourged," xix. 20 ; HE'Sn, " fiee," ibid. ; i;pj?ip

nnhS, " print marks," xix. 28 ; K^ipH, "vomit,"

in the metaphorical sense, xviii. 25, 28, xx. 22 ;

nSiy, " uncircumcised," as applied to fruit-trees,

xix. 23 ; and Trb^Xi, " born," xviii. 9, 11 ; as well

as the Egyptian word (for such it probably is)

T^tSyj^,
'' garment of divers soils," which, how-

ever, does occur once beside in Deut. xxii. 11.

According to Bunsen, chap. xix. is a genuine paii,

of the Mosaic legislation, given however in its

original foim not on Sinai, but on the east side

of 'Ihe Jordan; whilst the general arrangement of

the Mosaic laws may perhaps be as late as the time

of the Judges. He regards it as a very ancient

document, based on the Two Tables, of which; and

especially of the firet, it is in fact an extension,

ami consisting of two decalogues and one pentad

of laws. Certain expressions in it he considers

imply that the people were already settled in the

land (ver. 9, 10, 13, 15), while on the other hand

ver. 23 supposes a future occupation of the land, fl

Hence he concludes that the revision of this docu-

ment bv the transcribei-s was incomplete : whereas

all the pissages may fairiy be inteipveted r«-

lookin<r forward to a future settlement in Canaan.
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mentioned with them ? The structure of the passage

leaves it doubtful how many synagogues me implied

iu it. Some (Calvin, Beza, Bengel) have taken it

as if there were but one synagogue, including men
fiom all the different cities that are named. Winer

(iV. T. Gmmm. p. 179), on grammatical grounds,

tai<es the repetition of the article as indicating a

fresh group, and rinds accordingly two synagogues,

one including Libertines, Cyreniaiis, Alexandrians
;

the other tliose of Cilicia and Asia. Meyer {ad

loc.) thinks it unlikely that out of the 480 syna-

gogues at Jerusalem (the number given by Rabbinic

writers, Mcjill. §73, 4; Kctub. t. 105, 1), there

should have been one, or even two only, foi- natives

of cities and districts in which the Jewish popu-

lation was so numerous," and on that ground assigns

a separate synagogue to each of the proper names.

Of the name itself there have been sevei-al expla-

nations. (1 .) The other name being local, this also has

been referred to a town of Libertum in the pro-

consular province of Africa. This, it is said, would
explain the close juxta-position with Cyrene. Suidas

recognises Ai$epr7i'oi as ovofxa tdvovs, and iu the

Council of Carthage in 411 (Jlansi. vol. iv. p. 265-

274, quoted iu Wiltsch, Handbuch dcr Kirchlich.

Geogr. §9B), we find an Episcopus Libertineusis

(Simon. Ononwst. A". T. p. 99 ; and Gerdes. de

Synag. Libert. Groning. 1736, in Winer, Etrb.).

Against this hypothesis it has been urged, (1) that

the existence of a tuim Libertum, in the first cen-

tury, is not established; and (2) that if it existed,

it can hardly have been impoitant enough either to

have a synagogue at Jerusalem for the Jews be-

longing to it, or to take precedence of Cyrene and

Alexandria in a synagogue common to the three.l'

(2.) Conjectural readings have been proposed.

Ai^ucttIvwv (Oecumen., Beza, Clericus, Yalckenaer)

Ai/Sucor Tcov Kara Kvprivqv (Schultness, de Char.

Sp. <i)'. p. 162, in Meyer, ad loc). The difficulty

is thus removed ; but every rule of tex-tual criticism

is against the reception of a reading unsupported by

a single I\IS. or version.

(o.) Taking the word in its received meaning as

= freedmen, Lightfont finds in it a dcscrijition of

natives of Palestine, who having fallen into slavery,

had been manumitted by Jewish masters (Fxc. on

Acts vi. 9). In this case, however, it is hardly

likely that a hodj of men so circumstanced would
have received a Koman name.

(4.) Grotius and Vitringa explain the word as

describing Italian freednien who had become con-

verts to Judaism. In this case, however, the word
" proselytes " would most probably have been used

;

and it is at least unlikely that a body of converts

would have had a synagogue to themselves, or that

proselytes from Italy would have been united with
Jews from Cyrene and Alexandria.

(5.) The earliest explanation of the word (Chry-
sost.) is also that which has been ailopted by the

most recent authorities (Winer, ]hcb. s. v. ; Jleyer,

Comm. ad loc). The Libertini are Jews who,
having been taken prisoners by Pompey and other

Roman generals in the Syrian wars, had been re-

in promptu est Leviticus liber in quo singula Jehovah," " I am Jehovah your God." Latter part
sacrificia, immo singulae pone syllabac et vestes of xxv. and xxvi. somewhat changed, but recurvins;
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The gi-eiit simplicity and lofty moral character of

this section compel us, says Bunsen, to refer it at

le.ast to the e;ulier time of "the Judges, if not to that

of Joshua himself.

We must not quit this book without a word on

wliat may be called its spiritual meaning. That

so elaborate a ritual looked beyond itself we cmnot

doubt. It was a projjhecy of things to come ; a

shadow whereof the substance was Christ and His

kingdom. We may not always be able to say what

the exact relation is between the type and the

antitype. Of many things we may be sure that

they' belonged only to the nation to whom they

were given, containing no prophetic significance,

but serving as witnesses and signs to them of God's

covenant of grace. We may hesitate to pronounce

with Ja-ome that " every s;\crifice, nay almost

every syllable—the garments of Aaron and the

whole Levitical system—breathe of heavenly mys-

teries." <i But we ftuinot read the Epistle to the

Hebrews and not acknowledge that the Levitical

priests " served the pattern and type of heavenly

things "—that the sacrifices of the Law pointed to

and found their interpretation iu the Lamb of God

—that the oi-dinances of outward purification signi-

fied the true inner cleansing of the heart and con-

science from dead works to serve the li^'ing God.

One idea moreover penetrates the whole of this

vast and burdensome ceremonial, and gives it a

real glory even apart from any prophetic signifi-

cance. Holiness is its end. Holiness is its character.

The tiibernacle is holy—the vessels are holy—the

offerings e are most holy uuto Jehovah—the gar-

ments of the ])riests are holy.' All who approach

Him whose name is " Holy," whether priestsfe' who
minister imto Him, or people who woiship Him,
must themselves be holy.*' It would seem as if,

amid the camp and dwellings of Israel, was ever

to be heard an echo of that solemn strain which

fills the courts above, where the seraphim cry one

unto another, Holy, Holy, Holy.'

Other questions connected with this book, such

as its authorship, its probable age iu its present

foiTO, and the relation of the laws contained in it

to those, either supplementary or apparently con-

tradictory, found in other parts of the Pentateuch,

will best be discussed in another article, where op-

portunity will be given for a comprehensive view
of the Mosaic legislation as a whole. [Penta-
TliL-OH.] [J. J. S. P.]

LIB'ANUS {bM^avos), the Greek form of the

name Lebanon (1 Esd. iv. 48; v. 55 ; 2 Esd. rv. 20

;

Jud. i. 7 ; Ecclus. xxiv. 13 ; 1. 12). Axti-LIBanus
i^AvTiXl^avos) occurs only in Jud. i. 7. [G.]

LIBERTINES {hifieprtvoi : Libertini). This

word occurs once only in the N. T. In Acts vi. 9

we find the opponents of Stephen's preaching de-
' scribed as nVes tSiv tK ttjs ffwayatyi^s ttjs XeyO'

Hevr]s AtfiepTivaiv, Koi KvpT}valQ}v koI 'A\e^au-

SpeoDv Kol rSiv anh KiKiKias Kol 'Acrlas. The
question is, who were these '' Libertines," and in

what relation did thev stand to the otheis. who are

Aaron ct totus ordo Leviticus spirant caelcstia sacra-

nienta" (Hieron. £p. ad Paulin.).
• ii. 3, 10 ; vi. 17, 25, 29 ; vii. 1, 6 ; x. 12, 17 ;

xiv. 13. ' xvl. 4. 8 xxi. C-8, 15.
'' Ti. 18, 27 ; vii. 21 ; x. 3, 10 ; xi. 43, 45 ; xv. 31

(xviii. 21) ; xix. 2 ; xx. 7, 2C.

In chaps, sviii.-xxv. observe the phra;e, " I nm I mentioned

in xxvi. The reason given for this holiness, " I .im

holy," xi. 44, &c., xix. 2, xx. 7, 20.
» In Cyrene one-fourth, in Alexandria two-fifths of

the whole (Jos. Ant. xiv. 7, §2, xiv. 10, §1, xix. 5, §2 ;

B.J. ii. 13, §7 ; c. Ap. 2, §4).

Wiltsch gives no information beyond the fact jusl
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duced to slavery, and had afterwards been emanci-

pated, and returned, peimanently or for a time, to

the country of their fatliers. Of the existence of a

large body of Jews in this position at Home we
have abundant evidence. Under Tiberius, the Se-

natus-Consultum for the suppression of Egyptian

and Jewish mysteries led to the banishment of

4000 "libertini generis" to Sardinia, under the

pretence of military or police duty, but really in

the hope that the malaria of the island might be

fatal to them. Othere were to leave Italy unless

they abandoned their religion (Tacit. Annul, ii. 85
;

conip. Suet. Tiber, c. 36). Josephus {Ant. xviii.

3, §5), nan-atingthe same fact, speaks of the 4000
who were sent to Sardinia as Jews, and thus iden-

tities them with the " libertinum genus " of Tacitus.

I'hilo {Legat. ad Caium, p. 1014, C.) in like

manner says, that the greater part of the Jews of

Rome were in the position of freedmen (aTreAcu-

6(paiO(PTes), and had been allowed by Augustus

to settle in the Tians-Tiberine part of the city, and

to follow their own religious customs unmolested

(corap. Horace, Sat. i. 4, 143, i. 9, 70). The ex-

pulsion from Rome took place A.U. 19 ; and it is

an ingenious conjecture of Mr. Humphrey's {Comin.

on Acts, ad loc.) that those who were thus banished

from Italy may have found their way to Jerusalem,

and that, as having suffered for the sake of their

religion, they were likely to be foremost in the oppo-

sition to a teacher like Stephen, whom they loolied

on as impugning the sacredness of all that they

most revered. [E. H. P.]

LIB'NAH {nph : Ae/Sto, also Ae^va, A6fiva,

Aft/xva, Sevfa; Alex. Af^/xva, Aofiiva: Libna,

Labatui, Lebnn, Lohna), a city whicii lay in the

south-west part of the Holy Land. It was taken

by Joshua immediately after the rout of Beth-horon.

That eventful day was ended by the capture and de-

struction of Makkedah (Josh. X. 28) ; and then the

host—" Joshua, and all Israel with him "—moved
on to Libnah, which was also totally destroyed, its

king and all its inhabitants (Josh. x. 29, 30, 32,

39, xii. 15). The next place taken was Lachish.

Libnah belonged to the district of the Shefelah,

the maritime lowland of Judah, among the cities of

which district it is enumerated (Josh. xv. 42), not

in close connexion with either Makkedah or Lachish,

but in an independent group of nine towns, among
which are Keilah, Maresliah, and Nezib.'* Libnah

was appropriated with its " suburbs" to the priests

(.Josh. xxi. 13; 1 Chr. vi. .57). In the reign of

Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat it " revolted " from

.ludah at the same time with Edom (2 K. viii. 22
;

2 Chr. xxi. 10) ; but, beyond the fact of their simul-

taneous occuiTence, there is no appaient connexion

between the two events. On completing or relin-

quishing the siege of Lachish—which of the two

is not quite certain— Sennacherib laid siege to

Libnah (2 K. xix. 8 ; Is. xxxvii. 8). While there

he was joined by Rabshakeh and the part of the

army which had visited Jerusalem (2 K. xix. 8 ; Is.

xxxvii. 8), and received the intelligence of Tirhakah's

approach ; and it would appear that at Libnah the

destruction of the Assyrian amiy took place, though

Tlie sites of these have all been discovered, not in tht

loirland, as they are specified, but In the raountains Inime-

lUately to the south and cast of Deit-jibrin.

h 'I'he account of Berosus, tiuotcd by Josephus {Avt. x.

1,}5), is that the destruction took place when Sennacherib

had reached Jerusalem, after his Egyptian expedition, on

the first night of the siege. His words arc, 'YvotrTpe\lia<;

LIBXAII

the statements of Herodotus (ii. 141) and of Jo-

sephus {Ant. X. 1, §4) place it at Felusium.'* (See

Kawlinson, Herod, i. 480.)

It was the native place of Hamutal, or Hamital,

the queen of Josiah, and mother of Jehoahaz (2 K.

xxiii. 31) and Zedekiah (xxiv. 18; Jer. lii. 1). It

is in this connexion that its name appears for the

last time in the Bible.

Libnah is described by Eusebius and Jerome in

the Onoinasticon (s. o. Ae'evo and " I.ebna") merely

as a village of the district of Eleutheropolis. Its

site has hitherto escapal not only discovery, but,

until lately, even conjecture. Professor Stanley

{S. ^ P. 207 note, 258 note), on the gi-ound of the

accordance of the name Libnah (white) with the

" Blanchegaide " of the Crusaders, and of both with

the appearance of the place, would locate it at

Tell es-SiiJieh, " a white-taced hill . . . which forms

a conspicuous object in the eastern part of the

plain," and is situated 5 miles N.W. of Beit-

jibiin. But Tell es-Safieh has claims to be iden-

titied with Gath, which ai-e considered under

that head in this work. Van de Velde places it

with confidence at Arak el-Menshtyeh, a hill about

4 miles W. of Be it-jibrin, on the ground of its being

" the only site between Sumeil (JIakkedah) and

Um Lakliis (Lachish) shewing an ancient fortified

position" {Memoir, 'i'M ; \n his Syria and Palestine

it is not named). But as neither Um Lakhis nor

Siimeil, especially the latter, are identified with

certainty, the conjecture must be left for fuithor

exploration. One thing must not be overlooked,

that although Libnah is in the lists of Josh. sv.

specified as being in the lowland, yet 3 of the

8 towns which foim its group have been actually

identified as situated among the mountains to the

immediate S. and E. of Beit-jibiin.—The name is

also found in SiiiiiOR-LlBNATH. [G.]

LIB'NAH {npb ; Sam. Hin*? ; and so the

LXX. A€jua)i/a; Alex. Ae^Soiva: Zc/»?ia), one of the

stations at which the Israelites encamped, on their

journey between the wilderness of Sinai and Kadesh.

It was the filth in the series, and lay between

Rimmon-parez and Rissah (Num. xxxiii. 20, 21).

If el-HikUicrah be Hazeroth, then Libnah would be

situated somewhere on the western border of the

Aelanitic arm of the Red Sea. But no trace of the

name has yet been discovered ; and the only con-

jecture which appears to have been made concerning

it is that it was identical with Laban, mentioned in

Deut. i. 1. The word in Hebrew signifies " white,"

and in that case may point eitlier to the colour of

the spot or to the presence of white poplar (Stanley,

S. 4- P. App. §77). Count Bertou in his recent

Etude, le Mont Hor, &c. 18(i0. endeavours to iden-

tify Libnah with the city of Judah noticed in the

foregoing article. But there is little in his argu-

ments to support this theory, while the position

assigneil to Libnah of Judah—in the Shefelah or

maritime district, not amongst the towns of " the

South," which latter form a distinct division of the

territory of the tribe, in proximity to Edom—seems

of itself to be fatal to it.

The reading of the Samaritan Codex and Version,

eis Ta 'l€po<rdAv/na Kara Ti]v -irpiorrjv t^;

iroAiopKia? vvKTa Si.a<l>0(ipovTai, &c. Professor Stanley,

on Ihe other hand, inclines to agree with the Jewish tra-

dition which places the event in the pass of Bethhoron,

and therefore on the road between Libnah and Jerusalem

(.S'. (i i: 207 note).
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Lebonah, issuppoited by the LXX.,butnot appai'ently

by any other authority. ']'he Targum Pseutlojonathan

on the passage, plays with the name, according to the

custom ofthe later Jewish writings :
" Libnah,aplace,

the boundary of which is a building of brickwork,"

as if the name were n3!lp, Lcbenah, a brick. [G.]

LIB'NI (''32? : Ao^evl : Lohni, and once, Num.

iii. 18, Lebni). 1. The eldest son of Gershom, the

son of Levi (Ex. vi. 17 ; Num. iii. 18; 1 Chr. vi.

17, 20), and ancestor of the family of the LlBNiTES.

2. The son of Mahli, or Wahali, son of Merari

(1 Chr. vi. 29), as the Text at present stands. It

is probable, however, that he is tiie same with the

precetiing, and that something has been omitted

^comp. ver. 29 with 20, 42). [Mahli, 1.]

LIB'NITES,THE(i:n^n: bho^evl: Lohni,

Lehnitica, sc. familia), the descendants of Libni,

eldest son of Gershom, who fomied one of the chief

branches of the great Levitical family of Gershonites

(Num. iii. 21, xxvi. 58).

LIBTA (AtiSuTj, At^va) occurs only in Acts

li. 10, in the periphrasis " the parts of lAhja. about

Cyi'ene " (to. n4pr) rrfi At^vris rrjs Kara Kvprjvriv),

which obviously means the Cyrenaica. Similar

e.vpressions are used by Dion Cassius (Ai^utj ri irep!

Kvp-qvnv, liii. 12) and Josephus (^ trphs Kvp7ivr)y

Aifivi}, Ant. xvi. 6, §1), as noticed in the article

CvRENE. The name Libya is applied by the Greek

and Roman writers to the African continent, gene-

rally however excluding Egypt. The consideration

of this and its more restricted uses has no place in

this work. The Hebrews, whose geography deals

with nations rather than countries, and, in accord-

ance with the genius of Shemites, never generalizes,

had no names for continents or other large tracts

comprising several countries ethnologically or othei-

wise distinct: the single mention is therefore of

Greek origin. Some account of the Lubim, or

primitive Libyans, as well as of the Jews in the

Cyrenaica, is given in other articles. [Lubim
;

CyRENE.] [K. S. P.]

LxCE (D33, D^33, D33 ; chinntm, cMnnam

:

ffKyl<pes, (TKviiris: sciniphes, cinifes). This word
occui-s in the A. V. only in Ex. viii. 16, 17, 18,

and in Ps. cv. 31 ; both of which passages have
reference to the third gi-eat plague of Egypt. In

Exodus the miracle is recorded, while in the Psalm
grateful remembrance of it is made. The Hebrew
word,"—which, with some slight variation, occurs

only in Ex. viii. 16, 17, 18, andinPs. cv. 31—has

given occasion to whole pages of discussion
; some

commentators, amongst whom may be cited Sli-

chaelis {Suppl. s. v.), Oedmann (in Vermisch.

Samm. i. vi. p. 80), Rosenmiiller (Schol. in Ex. viii.

12), Harenberg (06s. Crit. de 0*33, in Miscell.

• Considerable doubt has been entertained by some
scholars as to the origin of the word. See the re-

marks of Gesenius and Furst.

•> |-13. But see Gesen. Thes. s. v.
J3.

"= De Sabb. cap. 14, fol. 107, J.

"l <TKt'i\f/. fdioi' x^topdi/ TC KOI TeTpaiTTtpoV and

Kri'J (Kvi'i^). ^(iiov TTTTji'bi', o^oioi" Kiivcoirt.

(Hesych. Lex. s. v.)

Ki'ti/f, ^u)ij<l)iov, 17 yeviKri toC ki'ittos"

Ki/in-ey, o/u^ara to 7repiPe/f?pwfi«»'a, koX iwi<t>ia rdv
^v\o<J)dy(ov,

(TKVtxli, i^otov xAwpoi' T€ Kai TtrpavTepov. faioi/ KOiVio-

nioSef.

iitov uiKp'of $v\6<f>ayoi'. (Phavorin. s. v.)
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Lips. Nov. vol. ii. p. iv. p. 617), Di-. Geddes (Crit.

Hem. Ex. viii. 17), Di-. Han-is {Diet. Nat. H. 0}

Bible), to which is to be added the authority

of Philo {De Vit. Mos. ii. 97, ed. Mangey) and

Origen (I/om. Tert. in Exod.), and indeed mo-

dein writei-s generally—suppose that gnats are the

animals intended by the original word ; while,

on the other hand,' the Jewi.sh Fiabbis, Josephus

(Ant. ii. 14, §3), Bochart {Hieroz. iii. 457, ed,

Kosenm.), Montanus, JIunster (Crit. Sac. in Ex.

viii. 12), Bryant (Plagues of Egypt, p. 56), and

Dr. Adam Claike are in favour of the translation

of the A. V. The old versions, the Chaldee para-

phrase, the Targums of Jonathan and Onkelos, the

Syriac, the Samaritan Pentateuch, the Arabic, are

claimed by Bochart as supporting the opinion that

lice are here intended. Another WTiter believes

he can identify the chinnim with some worm-like

creatures (perhaps some kind of Scolopendridae)

called tarrentes, mentioned in Vinisauf's account

of the expedition of Richard 1. into the Holy Land,

and which by their bites during the night-time occa-

sioned extreme pain (Harmer's Observat. Clarke's

ed. iii. 549). With regard to this last theory

it may fairly be said that, as it has not a word of

proof or authoiity to support it, it may at once

be rejected as fanciful. Those who believe that

the plague was one of gnats or mosquitoes appear

to ground their opinion solely on the authority

of the LXX., or lather on the interpretation of

the Greek word ffKvi<pes, as given by Philo (De

Vit. Mos. ii. 97), and Origen (Horn. III. in

Exodum). The advocates of the other theory, that

lice are thg animals meant by chinnim, and not

gnats, base their arguments upon these facts:—(1)

because the chinnim sprang from the dust, whereas

gnats come from the waters
; (2) because gnats,

though they may greatly irritate men and beasts,

cannot pioperly be said to be " in " them
; (3) be-

cause their name is derived from a root l" which

signifies " to establish," or "to iix," which cannot

be said of gnats ; (4) because if gnats are in-

tended, then the fourth plague of flies would be

unduly anticipated
; (5) because the Talmudists use

the word chiniiah in the singular number to mean a

louse; as it is said in the Treatise on the Sabbath,

" As is the man who slays a camel on the Sabbath,

so is he who slays a louse on the Sabbath." "^

Let us examine these arguments as briefly as pos-

j

sible. First, the LXX. has been quoted as a direct

proof that chinnim means gnats ; and certainly in

such a matter as the one before us it is almost

impossible to exaggerate the authority of the trans-

lators, who dwelt in Egypt, and therefore must be

considered good authorities on this subject. But is

it quite clear that the Greek word they made use

of has so limited a signification ? Does the Greek

o-Kvi\p or Kvi\f/ mean a gnafi^ Let the reader.

Phryn. (Lob.) 400. Pint. ii. 636, D.

Theophrastus [Bist. Plant, ii. cap. ult.) speaks of

o-Ki-iVcs, and calls them %corms. Dioscorides (iii.

de Ulmo) speaks of the well-known viscid secretion

on the leaves of plants and trees, and says that when

this moisture is dried up, animalcules like gnats appear

(e^piSia Kavmiruii&i)). In another place (v. 181) he

calls them <jKiaK-i)Ka. No doubt plant-lice are meant.

Aetius (ii. 9) speaks of Kvi<l>e:, by which word he

clearly means plant-lice, or aphides. Aristophanes

associates the KvCnet (aphides) with <t'V^ei (gall-Uies),

and speaks of them as injuring the young shoots of

the vines [Ares, 427). Aristotle (i/iV. An. viii. 3,

§9) speaks of a bird, woodpecker, which he term*
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liowever, lesd carefully the passages quoted in tlie

foot-notes, ami he will see at once that at any rate

tliere is very considerable doubt whether any one

particular animal is denoted by the Greek word.

In the few passages where it occurs in Greek

authors the word seems to point in some instances

clearly enough to the well-known pests of field and

garden, the plant-lice or aphides. By the ckvi'^ eV

Xti/'ot, the proverb referred to in the note, is very

likely meant one of those small active jumping
insects, common under leaves and under the bark

of trees, known to entomologists by the name of

spring-tails (Podnridae). The Greek lexicographers,

having the derivation of the word in view, gene-

rally define it to be some small wonn-like creature

that eats away wood ; if they used the temi winged,

the winged aphis is most likely intended, and
perhaps veiiniculns may sometimes refer to the

wingless individual. Because, however, the le.\icons

occasionally say that the aKviy\i is like a gnat (the
" green and four-winged insect" of Hesyrhius),

many commentators have come to tlie hasty

conclusion that some species of gnat is denoted by
the Greek term ; but resemblance by no means
constitutes identity, and it will be seen that this

insect, the aphis, even though it be winged, is fai'

more closely allied to the wingless louse (pediculus)

than it is to tlie gnai, or to any species of the fa-

mily Culicidae ; for the term lice, as applied to the

various kinds of aphides (Phytophthiria, as is their

appropriate scientific name), is by no means merely

one of analogy. The wingless aphis is in appear-

ance somewhat similar to the pediculus ; and indcai

a great authority, Buimeister, aiTanges the Ano-
pliira, the order to which the pediculus belongs,

with the Rhi/ncofa, which contains the sub-order

Hoinoptera, to which the aphides belong. Hence,
by an appropriate transfer, the same word which in

Arabic means pediculus is applied in one of- its

significations to tlie " thistle black with plant-lice."

Kvery one who has observed the thistles of this

country black with the peculiar species that infests

them cau see the force of the meaning assigned to

it in the Arabic language.*

Again, almost all the passages where the Greek
word occurs speak 'of the animal, be it what it

may, as being injurious to plants or trees; it can-

not thorefore be applied in a restricted sense to any
gnat {culex or sinmlium), for the_ Culicidae are
eminently blood-suckers, not vegetjible-feeders.'

Oedman ( Vertnisch. Sammlung. i. ch. vi.) is

of opinion that the species of mosquito denoted by
the chinniin is probably some minute kind allied

to the Culex reptans, s. pulicaris of Linnaeus.
That such an insect might have been the instru-

ment God made use of in the third plague with

<ci'i7roAoyo5. Gnats arc for the most part taken on the
wing ; but the kvCitc; here alluded to are doubtless
the various kinds ol ants, larvae, aphides, lepismidae,
coccinae, oniscidae. Sec. &c., which are found on the
leaves and under the bark of trees.

-y^- NiRTicans et quasi pcdiculis obsitus

apparuit carduus" (Gol. Arab. Lex. s. v.).

' The mosquito and gnat belong to the family of
Culicidae. The Simulium, to which genus tlie Culex
reptans (Lin.) belongs, is comprised under the family
Tipulidae. This is a northccn species, and probably
not found in Egypt. The Simulia, or sand-flics, are
most inveterate blood-suckers, whose hitrs often '.'ive

rise to very painful swellinirs.
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which He visited the Egyptians is readily granteil,

so far as the irritating powers of the creature are

concerned, for the mcmbei-s of the genus Simulium

(sand-fly) are a terrible pest in those localities where

they abound. But no proof at all can be brought

forwai-d in support of this theoiy.

Bryant, in illusirating the propriety of the

plague being one of lice, has the following very just

remarks:—" The Egyptians afl'ected great e-xtemal

purity, and were very nice botii in their pei-sons

and clothing. . . . Uncommon care was taken not

to harbour any vermin. They were paiticularly

solicitous on this he:id; thinking it would be a

great profanation of the temple which they entered

if any animalcule of this sort were concealed in

their garments." And we leam frogi Herodotus

that so scrupulous were the piiests on this point

that they used to shave the hair off their heads and

bodies every third day for fear of harbouring any

louse while occupied in their sacred duties (Herod,

ii. 37). "We may hence see what an abhoixence

the Egypti;\ns showed towards this sort of vermin,

and that the judgments inflicted by the hand of

Moses were adapted to tiieir prejudices" (Bryant's

Observations, kc, p. 5G).

The evidence of the old versions, adduced by
Bochart in support of his opinion, has been called in

question by Kosenmiiller and Geddes, who will not

allow that the words used by the Syriac, theChaldee,

and the Arabic versions, as the representatives of the

Hebrew word chinnim, can pro}>erly be translated

lice ; but the interpretations which they themselves

allow to thesewords apply better to liceihxn iognats;

and it is almost ceitaiu that the normal meaning of

the words im all these three versions, and indis-

putably in the Arabic, applies to lice. It is readily

granted that some of the arguments brought fonvard

by Bochart {Hieroz. iii. 457, ed. Rosenm.) and his

consentients are unsatisfactory. As the plague was

certainly miraculous, nothing can be deduced from

the assertion made that the chinnim sprang from

the dust ; neither is Bocliart's derivation of the

Hebrew word accepted by scholars generally. Much
force however is contained in the Talmudical use

of the word chinnah, to e.xpress a louse, though

Gesenius asserts that nothing can be adduced

thence.

On the whole, therefore, this much appears cer-

t;iin, that those commentatoi-s who assert that

chinniin means gnats have an-ived at this conclu-

sion without sufficient authority ; they have based

their arguments solely on the evidence of the LXX.,
though it is by no means proved that the Greek

word used by these translator has any reference to

gnats;!! the Greek word, which probably originally

denoted any sm:Ul irritating creature, being derivec'

Although Origen and Philo both understand by
the Greek o'lci'i^ some minute winged insect that

stings, yet their testimony by no means proves that

a similar use of the term was restricted to it by the

LXX. translators. It has been shown, from the quo-

tations given above, that the Greek word has a wide
signification : it is an aphis, a ivorni, a Jlea, or a

sprinff-tail—ia fact«any small insect-like animal that

bites ; and all therefore that should legitimately be

deduced from the words of these two writers is that

they applied in this instance to some irritating winged
insect a term which, from its derivation, so appro-

priately describes its irritating properties. Their
insect seems to refer to some species of mirf/;rc [Ceratn-

pnt/oil).

' If the LXX. understood gnafs by the Hebrew
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from a root which means to bite, to gnatc, was

used iu tliis general sense, and selected by the

LXX. translators to exj)ress the onViniil word,

which has an origin kindred to that of the (!reek

word, but the precise meaning of wliioli tliey did

not know. They liad in view the derivation of the

Hebrew tenii chinndh, from chamh, " to gnaw,"

and most appropriately rendered it by the Greek

word Kvl^, from Kvaoi, " to gnaw." It appears

therefore that there is not sutKcient authority for

departing from the translation of the A. V., which

renders the Hebrew word by lice; and as it is sup-

ported by the evidence of many of the old versions,

it is best to rest contented with it. At any rate the

point is still open, and no hasty conclusion can be

adopted concerning it. [W. H.]

LIEUTENANTS (D^JS-l^a'nN). The He-

brew achashdrapan was the official title of the

satraps* or viceroys wiio governed the provinces of

the Pei-sian empire ; it is rendered " lieutenant " in

Esth. iii. 12, viii. 9, ix. 3; Ezr. viii. 36, and
" prince" in Dan. iii. 2, vi. 1, &c. [W. L. B.]

LIGN ALOES. [Aloes.]

LIGUKE (Dt/'b, leshem : \iyvpiov ; Aid. dpyv-

piov ; Alex. MkivBos : liguriiis). A precious stone

mentioned in Ex. xxriii. 19, xxxix. 12, as the first

iu the third row of the high-priest's breastplate.

" And the third row, a ligure, an agate, and an

amethyst." It is impossible to say, with any cer-

tainty, what stone is denoted by the Hebrew term.

The LXX. version generally, the Vulgate and Jo-

sephus (i>. ./. V. 5, §7), understand the It/ncuriian or

lignrium ; but it is a matter of consiilerable difficulty

to identify the liguriam of the ancients with anv
known precious stone. Dr. Woodwaid and some old

commentators have supposed that it was some kind

of bclemnite, because, as these fossils contain bitu-

minous particles, they have thought that they have

been able to detect, upon heating or rubbing pieces

of them, the absurd origin which Theophrastus

{Frag. ii. 28,31,xv. 2, ed. Schneider) and Pliny

{H. N. xxxvii. iii.) ascribe to the lyncurium. Others

have imagined that amber is denoted by this word
;

but Theophrastus, in the passage cited above, has

given a detailed description of the stone, and clearly

distinguishes it from electron, or amber. Amber,
moreover, is too soft for engraving upon; while the

lyncurium was a hard stone, out of which seals were

made. Another interpretation seeks the origin of the

word in the country of Liguria (Genoa), where the

stone was found, but makes no attempt at identifi-

cation. Others again, without reason, suppose the

opalto be meant (Hosenmiill. Sch. inEx. xxviii. 19).

Dr. Watson {Phil. Trans, vol. li. p. 394) identifies

it with the tourmaline. Beckmann {Hist. Invent, i.

87, Bohn) believes, with Braun, Epiphanius, and

J. de Laet, that the description of the lyncurium

agrees well with the hyacinth stone of modem mi-
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term, why did not these translators use some' well-

known Greek name for gnat, as Kuivwfi or efiTri's?

* The LXX. gives craTpaTnjs, o-rpanj-yo;, and VTraTos

;

the Vulgate sutrapes and princeps. Both the Hebrew
and the Greek words are modifications of the same
Sanscrit root : but phllolo^'ists are not agreed as to

the form or meaning of the word. Gescnius {Thes.

p. 74) adopts the opinion of Von liohlen that it comes
from kshatrii/a-pafi, moaning " warrior of the host."

Pott {Etym. Forsch. Pref. p. 68) suggests other dc-

VVith this supposition Hill {Notes

on Theophrastus an Stones, §50, p. 166) and Ko-

senmiiller (Mineral, of Bible, p. 36, Bib. Cab.)

agree. It must be confessed, however, that this

opinion is far from satisfactory^ for there is the

following difficulty in the identification of the lyn-

curium with the hyacinth. Theophrastus, speaking

of the properties of the lyncurium, says that it

attracts not only light particles of wood, but fiag-

ments of iron and brass. Now there is no peculiar

attractive power in the hyacinth; nor is Beck-
mann's explanation of this' point sufficient. He
says :

" If we consider its (the lyncuritan's) attract-

ing of small bodies in the same light which our
hyacinth has iu common with all stones of the

glassy species, I cannot see anything to controvert

this opinion, and to induce us to believe the lyn-

curium and the tourmaline to be the same." But
surely the lyncurium, whatever it be, had in a

marked mxawey magnetic properties ; indeed the term
was applied to the stone on this very account, for the

Greek name ligurion appears to be derived from

Kelxeif, " to lick," " to attract ;" and doubtless-

was selected by the LXX. translators for this leason

to express the Hebrew word, which has a similar

derivation.'' Jlore probable, though still incon-

clusive, appears the opinion of those who identify

the lyncurium with the tourmaline, or more defi-

nitely with the red variety known as rubellite, which
is a hard stone and used as a gem, and some-

times sold for red sapphire. Tou/~mcdine becomep,

as is well known, electrically polar when heated.

Beckmann's objection, that " had Theophrastus been

acquainted with the tourmaline, he would have

remarked that it did not acquii-e its attractive

power till it was heated," is answered by his own
admission on the passage, quoted from the Ilistoirc

de I'Academie for 1717, p. 7 (see Beckmann, i. 91).

Tourmaline is a mineral found in many parts of

the world. The Duke de Noya purchased two of

these stones in Holland, which are there called

aschentrikker. Linnaeus, in his preface to the Flora

Zeylandica, mentions the stone under the name of

lapis electricus from Ceylon. The natives call it

tournamal (vid. Phtl. Trans, in loc. cit.). Many
of the precious stones which were in the possession

of the Israelites during their wanderings were no

doubt obtained from the Egyptians, who might
have procured from the Tyrian merchants specimens

from even India and Ceylon, kc. The fine specimen

of rubellite now in the British Museum belonged

formerly to the King of Ava.

The word ligure is unknown in modem mine-
ralogy. Phillips {Mineral. 87) mentions lignritc,

the fragments of which are uneven and transparent,

with a vitreous lustre. It occurs in a sort of talcose

rock in the banks of a river in the Apennines.

The claim of rubellite to be the leshem of Scrip-

ture is veiy uncertain, but it is perhaps better than

that of the other minerals which wi-iters have from

time to time endeavoured to identify with it. [W. H.J

rivations more in consonance with the position of the

satraps as civil rather than military rulers.

^ Busching. p. 342, from Dutens Des Pierrcs pre-

ciettscs, p. 61, says "the hyacinth is not found in

the East." This is incorrect, for it occurs in Kgypt,

Ceylon, and the East Indies (v. Mineral, and Crystall.

Orr's Circle of Sciences, b\b).

Thcs. 8. V. DK'^. I^iirst says of QCv. "ijus nos

fuglt origo. Targ. vcrtjt, ^1>33p, h. e. Or. Key\po<;, Jo

quo Smiris {.Shamir) gencTv v. I lin. xxxiv. •(.
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LIK'HIOniP^: AuKlfi; Alex. AuKela: Led),

a Manassite, son of Shemida, the son of Manasseh

(1 Chr. vii. 19).

LILY (J^-IB', shushdn, nSB'iB', shoshanndh:

Kplvov, Matt. \\. 28, 29). The Hebrew word is

rendered "rose" in the Chaldee Targum, and by
Maimonides and other rabbinical writers, with the

exception of Kimchi and Ben Jlelech, who in 1 K. vii.

19, translated it by "violet." In the Judaeo-

Spanish version of the Canticles, shushdn and sho-

shanndh are always translated by rosa ; but in

Hos. .\iv. 5 the latter is rendered lirio. But Kpivov,

or " lily," is the uniform rendering of the LXX.,
and is in all probability the true one, as it is sup-

ported by the analogy of the Arabic and Persian

susan, which has the same meaning to this day, and
by the existence of the same word in Syriac and

Coptic. The Spanish azu^cna, " a white lily," is

merely a modification of the Arabic.

But although there is little doubt that the word
denotes some plant of the lily species, it is by no

means certain what individual of this class it espe-

cially designates. Father Souciet {Rccueil de diss.

Crit. 1715) laboured to prove that the lily of

.Scripture is the " crown-imperial," the Pereian

t'lsai, the Kpivov ^affiAiKSv of the Greeks, and the

Fritillaria imperialis of Linnaeus. So common was
this plant in Persia, that it is supposed to have

given its name to Susa, the capital (Athrn. xii. 1
;

Bochart, Phaleg. ii. 14). But there is no proof

that it was at any time common in Palestine, and
" the lily " par excellence of Persia would not of

necessity be " the lily" of the Holy Land. Dios-

coridcs (i. 62) bears witness to the beauty of the

lilies of Syria and Pisidia, fiom which the best per-

fume was made. He says (iii. 106 [1 16] ) of the

Kplvov Puo-iKikSv that the Syrians call it ffaffa.

(= shnshan), and the Africiuis dfil^Xa^ov, which

Bochart renders in Hebrew characters p? 3*aN>
" white shoot." Kiihn, in his note on the passage,

identifies the plant in question with the Lilium
candidinn of Linnaeus. It is probably the same as

that called in the Mishna " king's lily " (Kilaim,

V. 8). Pliny (xxi. 5) defines Kplvov as " rnbens

lilium ;" and Dioscorides, in another passage, men-
tions the fact that there are lilies with purple

flowers ; but whether by this he intended the

Lilium Martai/on or Chalccdonicum, Kiihn leaves

undecided. Now in the passage of Athenaeus above
quoted it is said, SoOffOf 70^ fhai rf "E.K\4)vaiv

<pci>vrj rb Kplvov. But \n the Eti/mnlnjiicinn Jl/agwim
(s. V. 'S.ovffa) we find ra yap \elpia virh tu)V <poi-

vIkidv (Toixra \4y(Tat. As the shushau is thus
identifieil both witli Kplvov, the led or purjjle lily,

and with \flpiov, the white lily, it is evidently

impossible from the word itself to ascert;\in exactly

the kind of lily which is referred to. If the shushan
or shoshannah of the 0. T. and the Kplvov of the

Sermon on the Mount be identical, which there

seems no rea.son to doubt, the plant designated by
these teiTns mnst have been a conspicuous object on

the shores of the Lakeof Gennesaret (Matt. vi. 28
;

Luke xii. 27) ; it must have flourished in the deep

» According to another opinion, the allusion in this

verse Is to the fragrance anil not Uic colour of the Illy,

and, if so, the passage Is favourable to the claims of the

Jj. candidum, which Is higiily fragrant, while the L.

Chalcedonieum is almost destitute of odour. The Illy of

the N. T. may stlU be the latter.

•> But Strand (FInr. Palaesl.) mentions it as otrowing

near Joppa, and Kltto (,Phys. Hist, of Pal. 219) makes
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broad valleys of Palestine (Cant. ii. 1^, among the

thorny shrubs {ib. ii. 2) and pastures of the deseit

{ib. ii. 16, iv. 5, vi. 3), and must have been re-

markable for its rapid and luxuriant growth (Hos.

xiv. b; Ecclus. xxxix. 14). That its flowers were

brilliant in colour would seem to be indicated in

Matt. vi. 28, where it is compare*! with the gorgeous

robes of Solomon ; and that this colour was scarlet

or purple is imj)lied in Cant. v. 1 3.» There appears

to be no species of lily which so completely an.sweis

all these requirements as the Lilium Chalcedonieum,

or Scarlet Martagon, which grows in profusion in

the Levant. But direct evidence on the point is

still to be desired from the observation of travellers.

We have, however, a letter from Dr. Bowring, re-

ferred to {Gard. Chron. ii. 854), in which, under

the name of Lilia Syriaca, Lindley identifies with

the L. Chalcedonieum a flower which is " abundant

in the district of Gahlee " in the months of April

and May. Sprengel (Ant. Bat. Spec. i. p. 9)
identifies the Greek Kplvov with the L. Martagon.

With regard to the other plants which have been

identified with the shushan, the difficulties are many
and great. Geseniiis denves the word from a root

signifying " to be white," and it has hence been

inferred that the shushan is the white lily. But
it is by no means certain that the Lilium ca7i-

didum grows wild in Palestine, though a specimen

w;ts found by ForskSl at Zambak in Arabia Felix.''

Dr. Royle (Kitto's C.ycfop. art. " Shushan") iden-

tified the "lily" of the Canticles with the lotus of

Egypt, in spite of the many allusions to " feeding

among the lilies." The pui-ple flowei-s of the hhoh,

or wild artichoke, which aboimds in the plain northj

of Tabor and in the valley of Esdraclon, have beenj

thought by some to be the " lilies of the field

'

alluded to in Matt. vi. 28 (Wilson, Lands of th

Bible, ii. 1 10). A rei-ent traveller mentions a plant,!

with lilac flowers like the hyacinth, and called
"

the Arabs miceih, which he considei-ed to be of

especial mention of the /,. candidum growing In Pales'!

tine; and in connexion with the habitat given by StrandJ
it Is worth observing that the Illy is mentioned (Cant, ll.'i

1) with the rose of Skaron. Now let this be co

with Jerome's Comment, ad Is. xxxili. 9 :
" Saron omntll

Juxta Joppen Lydd.iraque appellatur rcgio in qua latis-

j

simi canipl fcrtile.sque tenduntiir." [W H]
,
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species denominated lily iu Scripture (Bonar, Desert

of Sinai, f. 329). Lynch enumerates the "lily"

as among the plants seen by him on the shores of

the Dead Sea, but gives no details which could lead

to its identification {Exped. to Jordan, p. 280).

He had previously observed the water-lily on the

Jordan (p. 173), but omits to mention whether it

wa,s the yellow {Nnphar lutea) or the white (Nym-
phaea alba). " The only ' lilies ' which I saw in
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1

Palestine," says Prof. Stanley, " iu the months of I

March and April, were large yellow water-lilies, in

the clear spnng of 'Ain Mellahah, near the Lake of
j

Merom " {S. 4' P. p. 429). He suggests that the

name "lily" "ma) include the numerous flowers

of the tulip or amaryllis kind, which appear in the !

early summer, or the autumn of Palestine." The
|

following description of the Hiileh-lily by Dr. Thom-
son (The Land and the Book, i. 394), were it more

|

precise, would jjerhaps have enaljled botanists to

identify it : " This Huleh-lily is very large, and the

three inner petals meet above and form a gorgeous

canopy, sucli as art never appioached, and king

never sat under, even in his utmost glory

We call it Hdleh-lily, because it was here that it

was first discovered. Its botanical name, if it have

one, I am unacquainted with Our flower

delights most in the valleys, but is also found on

the mountains. It grows among thorns, and 1 have

sadly lacerated my hands in extricating it from

them. Nothing can be in higher contrast than the

luxuriant velvety softness of this lily, and the

crabbed tangled hedge of thorns about it. Gazelles

still delight to feed among them ; and you can

scarcely ride through the woods north of 'fabor,

where these lilies abound, without frightening them

from their flowery pasture." If some future traveller

would give a description of the Hflleh-lily somewhat

less vague than ttie above, the ijuestion might be at

once resolved. [Flowkks, Appendix A.]

The Phoenicia architects of Solomon's temple

decorated the capitals of the columns with " lily-

work," that is, with leaves and flowers of the lily

(l K. vii.), coivesponding to the lotus-headed ca-

pitals of Egyptian architecture. The rim of the
'' bj-azen sea " was possibly wrought in the foi-m of

the recurved margin of a lily flower (1 K. vii. 26).

Whether the sho^hannvn ami shitshan mentioned in

the titles of Ps. xlv., Ix., Ixix., and Ixxx. were musiwil

instruments in the form of lilies, or whether the

word denote a musical air, will be discussed under

the article SiiosiiANNiM. [W. A. W.]

LIME [T^ : Kovia : calx). This substance is

noticed only three times in the Bible, viz., in Deut.

x.\vii. 2, 4, where it is ordered to be laid on the

great stones whereon the law was to be written

(A. V. " thou shalt plaister them with plaister")^;

in Is. xxxiii. 12, where the "burnings of lime"

lie figuratively used to express complete destruc-

tion , and in Am. ii. 1, whore the prophet describes

the outrage committed on the memory of the king

of 1 dam by the Moabites, when they took his bones

and burned them into lime, i. e. calcined them

—

an ndignity of which we have another instance in

2 K xxiii. 16. That the Jews were acquainted

with the use of the lime-kiln, has been already no-

ticed [Furnace.] [W. L. B.]

LINEN. Five ditlerent Hebrew words are thus

lenuered, and it is difficult to assign to each its

jMCci^e significance. With regard to the Greek

woids so translated in the N. T. there is less

ambiguity.

1 As Egypt was the great centre of the linen

manufacture of antiquity, it is in connexion with

tint country that we find the first allusion to it in

the Bible. Joseph, when promoted to the dignity

of 1 uler of the land of Egypt, was arrayed " in

\estures of fine linen" (sAes/j," marg. "silk," Gen.

xli. 42), and among the ofteriiigs for the tabemaole

of the things which the Israelites had brought out

of Egypt were " blue, and purple, and scarlet, and

fine linen" (Ex. xxv. 4, xxxv. 6). Of twisted

"threads of this material were composed the ten

embroidered hangings of the tabernacle (Ex. xxvi.

1), the vail which separated the holy place from

the holy of holies (Ex. xxvi. 31), and the cur-

tain for the entrance (ver. 36), wrought with needle-

work. The ephod of the high-priest, with its

"curious," or embroidered girdle, and the breast-

plate of judgment, were of "fine twined li7ien"

(Ex. xxviii. 6, 8, 15). Of fine linen woven in

checker-work were made the high-priest's tunic and

mitre (Ex. xxviii. 39). The tunics, turbans, and

drawers of the inferior priests (Ex. xxxix. 27, 28)

are simply described as of woven work of fine linen.

2. But in Ex. xxviii. 42, and Lev. vi. 10, the

drawers of the priests and their flowing robes are

said to be of linen {bad^), and the tunic of the

high-priest, his girdle, and mitre, which he wore on

the day of atonement, were made of the same ma-
terial (Lev. xvi. 4). Cunaeus {De Rep. Hebr. ii.

c. i.) maintained that the robes worn by the high-

priest throughout the year, which are called by the

Talmuflists " the golden vestments," were thus

named because they were made of a more valuable

kind of linen (shesh) than that of which " the

white vestments," worn only on the day of atone-

ment, were composed {bad). But in the Mishna

(Cod. Joma,m. 7) it is said that the dress worn

by the high-priest on the morning of the day of

atonement was of linen of Pelusium, that is, of the

finest description. In the evening of the same day

ho wore garments of Indian linen, which was less

costly than the ICgyptian. From a comparison of

Ex. xxviii, 42 with xxxix. 28 it seems clear that

bad and shesh were synonymous, or, if there be any

difference between them, the latter probably de-

"
ti'ti*. or l^y^, as in Kz. xvi. 13. n3-
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notes tJio .spun tliieads, while the fonner is the

liiieu woven I'lom them. Malmonides {Ccle ham-
mikdash, c. 8) considered them as identical with

vegaixl to the material of which they weie com-
posed, for he says, " wherever in the Law had or

shesh are mentioned, they signify flax, that is,

byssus." And Abarbanel (on Ex. xxv.) defines s/iesh

to be Egyptian flax, and distinguishes it as com-
])osed of six (Heb. shesh, " six ") threads twisted

together, from bad, which was single. But in op-

]iosition to this may be quoted Ex. xxxix. 28, where
tiie drawers of the priests are said to be linen {bad)
of fne twined li/ien (shesh). The wise-hearted

among the women of the congregation spun the flax

which was used by Bezaleel and Aholiab for the

hangings of the tabernacle (Ex. xxxv. 25), and the

making of linen was one of the occupations of

women, of whose dress it formed a conspicuous part

(I'rov. xxxi. 22, A. V. " silic ;" Ez. xvi. 10, 13;
comp. Kev. xviii. IG). In Ez. xxvii. 7 shesh is

enumerated among the products of Egypt, which
tiie Tyrians imported and used for the sails of their

ships ; and the vessel constructed for Ptolemy Philo-

pator is said by Athenaeus to have had a sail of

bi/ssus {^vffffivov Ix*^" ictIov, Deipn. i. 27 F).

Hermippus (quoted by Athenaeus) describes Egypt
as the great emporium for sails:

—

CK 6* AiyuTTTOu TO. Kpe[xacrTa

l<nia Ktt.\ ^ujSAous.

Cleopatra's galley at the battle of Actium had a

sail of purple canvas (Plin. xix. 5). The ephods

worn by the priests (1 Sam. xxii. 18), by Samuol,

though he was a Levite (1 Sam. ii. 18), and by
David when he danced before tlie ark (2 Sam. vi.

14; I Chr. xv. 27), were all of linen {bad). The
man whom Daniel saw in vision by the river Hid-
dekel was clothed in linen {bad, Dan. s. 5, xii.

G, 7 ; comp. Matt, xxviii. 3). In no ca.se is bad
used for other tiian a dress worn in religious cere-

monies, though the other terms rendered " linen
"

are applied to the ordinaiy dress of women and per-

sons in high rank.

3. Bids,'' always translated " fine linen," except

2 Chr. V. 12, is apparently a late word, and pro-

bably the same with the Greek ^v(t<tos, by which
it is repi-esented by the LXX. It was used for the

dresses of the Levite choir in the temple (2 Chr. v.

12), for the loose upper garment worn by kings

over the close-fitting tunic (1 Chr. xv. 27), and for

the vail of the temple, embroidered by the skill of
the Tyrian artilicers (2 Chr. iii. 14). Mordccai
was arrayed in robes of fine linen {huts) and purple
(Esth. viii. l.'j) when honoured by the Pei-sian king,

and the dress of the rich man in the parable was
purple and fine linen (^vatros, Luke xvi. 19). The
Tyrians were celebrated for their skill in linen-
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the Syrians to the market of Tyie (Kz. xxvii. 10 „
the biits of Syria being distinguished from the shesh

of Egypt, mentioned in ver. 7, as being in all pro-

bability an Aramaic word, while shesh is refeired

to an Egyptian original.'' " Fine linen " (/Suo-iroj),

with purple and silk are enumerated in Rev. xviii. 1

2

as among the mercliandise of the mystical Baby-
lon ; and to the Lamb's wife (xix. 8) it " was
granted that she should be arrayed in fine linen

{^vffaivov) clam and white:" the symbolical sig-

nificance of this vesture being immediately ex-

plained, " for the fine linen is the righteousness of

saints." And probably with the same intent the

armies in heaven, who rode upon white horses and

followed the " Faithful and True," were clad in

'' fine linen, white and clean," as they went forth

to battle with the beast and his aiiny (Rev.

-xix. 14).

4. Etun' occurs but once (Prov. vii. 16), and there

in connexion with Egypt. Schultens connects it

with the Greek o66v7), od6viov, which he supposes

were derived from it. The Talmudists translate it

by 73n, chebel, a cord or rope, in consequence of

its identity in form with citun,^ which occurs in the

Targ. on Josh. ii. 15, and Esth. i. G. R. Paichoii

nterprets it " a girdle of Egyptian work." But in

what way these cords were applied to the docoia-

tion of beds is not clear. Probably eti'm was w

kind of thread made of fine Egyptian flax, and
used for ornamenting the coverings of beds with

tapestry-work. In support of this may be quoted

the afiipiTairoi of the LXX., and the pictae tapetcs

of the Vulgate, which represent the |-"lt3K ni3pn
of the Hebrew. But Celsius renders the word

"linen," and appeals to the Greek o66ur\, o66viov,

as decisive upon the point. See Jablonski, Opusc.

i. 72, 73.

Schultens (Prov. vii. 16) suggests that the Greek

(TivSciv is derived from the Hebrew sddin.f which is

used of the thirty linen garments which Samsou
promised to his companions (Judg. xiv. 12, 13) at

his wedding, and which he stripped from the bodies

of the Philistines whom he slew at A.shkelou (ver.

19). It was made by women (Prov. xxxi. 24), and_

used for girdles and unJer-garments (Is. iii. 23 j"

comp. Mark xiv. 51). The LXX. in Judg.

Prov. render it ffivSciv, but in Judg. xiv. 15

6d6via is used synonymously; just as ffivSdiv in

JIatt. xxvii. 59, Mark xv. 4G, and Luke xxiii.

is the .same as odSvta in Luke xxiv. 12 ; John xx. 5j

G, xix. 40. In these passages it is seen that linen

was used for the winding-sheets of the dead by thij

Hebrews as well as by the (jireeks (Horn. //. xviii.'

353, xxiii. 254; comp. Eur. Bacch. 819). Towels

were made of it {\4vtiov, John xiii. 4, 5), ami

embroidery (2 Chr. ii. 14), and the house of Ashbea, napkins {trovdcipia, John xi. 44), like the

a family of the descendants of Shelah the son of linen of the Egyptians. The dre.ss of the poor

Judah, were workers in fine linen, probably in the (Ecclus. xl. 4) was probably unbleached flax {od/xS-

lowland country (1 Chr. iv. 21). Tradition adds
i

\ivov), such as was used for bsubers' towels (Plut.

that they wove the robes of the kings and priests ,
De GarruL).

(Targ. .loseph), and, according to Jarchi, the hang- ' The general term which included all those already

ings of the sanctuary. The cords of the canopy
I

mentioned was pishteh^ corresponding to the Greek

over the garden-couit of the palace at Shushan i Afro j/, which was employed—like our " cotton "—fo

were of fine linen {bids, Esth. i. G). " Purple and denote not onl}' the flax (Judg. xv. 14) or raw nia-

broidered work and line linen" were brought by i
terial from which the linen was made, but also the

*
V-121. pyvaoi, byssus.

•Ill Gen. xli. 42, the Targum of Onkelos gives W3 i

11, c equivalent of £^tJ'- •'^'^ a'^" ^'^- ''"v. -l, .\sxv. 35.

'
J-10N-

' l-lt^X. Vencto-Gr <rxoii'o

R pHD. Jablonski (Opusc. i. 297, &c.) claims for the

3rd an Kpyp
ntative of a-

I word an Kpyptian orlKln. The Coptic shenlo is the repre^

' Ecntative of <rifSu>i' in IUl' N. V
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plant itself (Josh. ii. G), and the manufacture from it.

It is genei'ally opposed to wool, as a vegetable pro-

duct to an animal (Lev. xiii. 47, 48, 52, 59 ; Deut.

3.\ii. 11 J Prov. xxxi. 13; Hos. ii. 5, 9), and was
used for nets (Is. sis. 9), girdles (Jer. xiii. 1), and

measuring-lines (Ez. xl. 3), as well as for the dress

of the priests (Ez. xliv. 17, 18). From a com-
parison of the last-quoted passages with Ex. xxviii.

42, and Lev. vi. 10 (3), xvi. 4, 23, it is evident

that bad and pishtch denote the same material, the

latter being the more geneial term. It is equally

apparent, from a comparison of Rev. xv. 6 with

xix. 8, 14, that \ivov and ^varcrivov are essentially

the same. Mr. Yates {Textrinum Antiquorum,

p. 27G) contends that \ivov denotes the common
ti;ix, and fivcTiTos the finer variety, and that in this

•'piisc the terms are used by Paiisanias (vi. 26, §4).

Till the time of Dr. Forster it was never doubted

that b^isSHS was a kind of fias, but it was main-

tained bv him to be cotton. That the mummy-
cldtlis used by the Egyptians were cotton and not

linen was lirst asserted by Rouelle {Mem. do

I' Acad. Hoxj. des Scien. 1750), and he was sup-

ported in his opinion by Dr. Forster and Dr.

Solander, after an examination of the mummies in

the British Museum. But a more careful scrutiny

by Mr. Bauer of about 400 specimens of mummy-
cloth has shown that they were universally linen.

Dr. Ure arrived independentlv at the same conclu-

sion (Yates, Tc'xtr. Ant. b. ii!).

One word remains to be noticed, which our A.V.
has translated "linen yarn" (1 K. x. 28; 2 Chr. i.

IG), brought out of Egypt by Solomon's merchants!

The Hebrew mikveh}- or mikve,^ is variously ex-

plained. In the LXX. of 1 Kings it appears as a

proper name, QeKove, and in the Vulgate Coa, a

place in Arabia Felix. By the Syriac (2 Chr.) and
Ai'abic translators it was also regarded as the name of

a place. Bochart once referred it to Troglodyte Egypt,
anciently called J/ic/ioc, according to Pliny (vi. 34),
but afterwards decided that it signified " a tax

"

{Hieroz. pt. 1, b. 2, c. 9). To these Michaelis adds

a conjecture of his own, that Eu in the interior of

Africa, S.W. of Egypt, might be the place referred

to, as the country whence Egypt procured its horses

{Laws of Moses, trans. Smith, ii. 493). In trans-

lating the word " linen j&rn" the A. V. followed

Junius and Tremellius, who are supported by
Sebastian Schmid, De Dieu, and Clericus. Gesenius

has recourse to a very unnatural construction, and,

rendering the word " troop," refers it in the first

clause to the king's merchants, and in the second

to the horses which they brought.

From time immemorial Egypt was celebrated for

its linen (Ez. xxvii. 7). It was the dress of the

Egyptian priests (Her. ii. 37, 81), and w;is worn
by them, according to Plutai-ch {Is. et 0&i>: 4),

because the colour of the flax-blossom resembled

that of the circumambient ether (comp. Juv. vi.

533, of the priests of Isis). Panopolis or Chemmis
(the modem Akhmim) was anciently inhabited by
linen- wcavei-s (Strabo, xvii. 41, p. 813). According
to Herodotus (ii. 86) the mummy-cloths were oV
hyssits ; and Josephus {Ant. iii. 6, §1) mentions
among the contributions of the Israelites for the
fcibernaclc, " byss^ts of flax ;" the hangings of the

taberaai-le were "sindon of byssiis" (§2), of which
material the tunics of the priests wore also made
[Ant. iii. 7, §2), the drawers being of bysstis (§1).
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Philo also says that the high-priest wore a garaient

of the finest bi/ssus. Combining the testimony of

Herodotus as to the mummy-cloths with the results

of microscopic examination, it seems clear that.

byssus was linen, and not cotton ; and moreover, that

the dresses of the Jewish priests were made of the

same, the purest of all materials. For further m-
formation see Dr. Kalisch's Comm. on Exodus, pp.

487-489 ; also article Woollen. [W. A. W.]

LINTEL. The beam which forms the upper

part of the framework of a door. In the A. V.
" lintel " is the rendering of three Hebrew words.

1. b^X, ayil (1 K. vi. 31); translated "post"

throughout Ez. xl., xli. The true meaning of this

word is extremely doubtful. In the LXX. it is

left untranslated (aifA, alK^v, ai\dfjt.) ; and in the

Chaldee version it is represented by a modifica-

tion of itself. Throughout the passages of Ezekiel

in which it occurs the V'^ulg. uniformly renders it

hjfrons; which Gesenius quotes as favourable to

his own view, provided that by frons be undeisfood

the projections in front of the building. The A. V.

of 1 K. vi. 31, "lintel," is supported by the ver-

sions of'Aquiia, Symmachus, and Theodotion of

Ez. xl. 21 ; while Kimchi explains it generally by
" post." The Peshito-Syriac uniformly renders the-

word by a modification of the Greek irapaffToSi^,

" pillars." Jarchi understands by ayil a round co-

lumn like a large tree ; Aquila (Ez. xl. 14), having

in view the meaning " ram," which the word else-

where bears, renders it Kplwfjia, apparently intend-

ing thereby to denote the volutes of columns,

curved like rams' horns. J. D. Michaelis {Supp.

ad Lex. s. v.) considers it to be the tympanum or

triangular area of the pediment above a gate,

supported by columns. Gesenius himself, after re-

viewing the passages in which the word occurs,

arrives at the conclusion that in the singular it

denotes the whole projecting framework of a door

or gateway, including the jambs on either side, the

threshold, and the lintel or architrave, with frieze

and cornice. In the plural it is applied to denote

the projections along the front of an edifice orna-

mented with columns or palm-teees, and with re-

cesses or intercolumniations between them some-

times filled up by windows. Under the former

head he places 1 K. vi. 31 ; Ez. .\1. 9, 21, 24, 26,

29, 31, 33, 34, 36-38, 48, 49, xli. 3; \i\n\Q to

the latter he refers xl. 10, 14, 16, xli. 1.' Another
explanation still is that of Boettcher (quoted by
Winer, Eealv:. ii, 575), who says that ayil is the

projecting entrance- and passage-wall—which might

appropriately be divided into compartments by pa-

nelling ; and this view is adopted by Fiirst {Handw.
S.V.).

2. IDQS, caphtar (Amos ix. 1 ; Zeph. ii. 14).

The marginal rendering, " chapiter or knop," of bot'i

these passages is undoubtedly the more coriect,

and in all other cases where the word occure it is

translated " knop." [Knop.]

3. Sl'lprO, mashkoph (Ex. xii. 22, 23) ; also ren-

dered " upper door-post" in Ex. xii. 7. That this

is the true rendering is admitted by all modern

philologists, who connect it with a root which in

Arabic and the cognate di;Uects signifies " to ovei--

lay with beams." The LXX. and Vulgate coincide

in assigning to it the same meaning. I.'abbi Sol.

Jarchi derives it from .-i Chaldee root signifying

" to beat," because the door in being shut beats
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against it. Tlie signification " to look " or " peep,"

which was acquired by the Hebrew root, induced

Abeu Kzra to transLite mashhoph by " window,"

such as the Arabs liave over the doors of their

houses ; and in assenting to this rendering, Bochart

obsen'es " that it was so called on account of the

grates and railings over the tops of tlie doors,

through which those who desire entrance into

the house could be seen before they were ad-

mitted " (Kalisch, Exodas). An illustration of

one of these windows is given in the art. House,
vol. i. p. 837rt. [W. A.W.]

LI'NUS {Alvost), a Christian at liome, known

to St. Paul and to timothy (2 Tim. iv. 21). That

the (irst bishop of Home after the apostles was

named Linus is a statement in which all ancient

writers agree {e. g. Jerome, Be Viris Tllustr. If);

August. Ep. liii. 2). The early and unequivocal

assertion of Irenaeus (iii. 3, §3), corroborated by

Eusebius {H. E. iii. 2) aud Theodoret, (in 2 Tim.

iv. 21), is sufficient to prove the identity of the

bishop with St. Paul's friend.

The date of his appointment, the duration of his

episcopate, and the limits to which his episcopal

authority extended, are points which cannot be

regarded as absolutely settled, although they have

been discussed at great length. Eusebius and

Theodoret, followed by Baronius and Tillemont

(Hist. Eccl. ii. 165 and 591), state that he became

bishop of liome after the death of St. Peter. On
the other hand, the words of Irenaeus—" [Peter

and PauH when they founded and built up the

church [of Kome] committed the office of its

episcopate to Linus "—certainly admit, or rather

imply the meaning, that he held that office before

the death of St. Peter: as if the two great apostles,

having, in the discharge of their own peculiar office,

completed the organisation of the church at Rome,

left it under the government of Linus, and passed

on to preach and teach in some new region. This

proceeding would be in accordance with the prac-

tice of the apostles in other places. And the earlier

appointment of Linus is asserted as a fact by
liuffinus (Fraef. in Clem. Jtecogn.), and by the

author of ch. xlvi. bk. vii. of the Apostolic Con-

stitutions. It is accepted as the true statement of

the cas? by Bishop Pearson {Be Serie ct Succcssione

Priorum Jioinae Episcoporum, ii. 5, §1) and by

I'leury (JJist. Eccl. ii. 26). Some persons have

objected that the undistinguishetl mention of the

name of Linus between the names of two other

Roman Christians in 2 Tim. iv. 21, is a proof that

he was not at that time bishop of Rome. But even

Tillemont admits that such a way of introducing

the bishop's name is in accordance with the sim-

plicity of that early age. No lofty pre-eminence

was attributed to the episcopal office in the apostolic

times.

The arguments by which the exact years of his

episcopate are laid down are too long and minute

to be recited here. Its duration is given by I'^use-

bius (whose //. E. iii. 16 and Chronicon give in-

" RufRnus' statement ought, doubtless, to he. inter-

preted in accordance with th.it of his contenipurury Kpi-

pbanius (Adv. Ilaer. xxvii. C, p. 107), to the effect that

Linus and Clctus were bishops of Kome in succession, not

contcniporaiieously. The facts were, however, differently

viewed: (!) by an interpolator of the Gcsla rontificum

namasi, quoted liy J. Voss in his second episile to A.

Itivet (App. to Pearson's Yindiciae Ignatianae) , (2) by

Bedo C Vila S. Benedicti. f 7, p. 146, ed. StcvensoiO when
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consistent evidence) as A.D. 68-80 ; by Tillemont,

who however re])roaches Pearson with departing

from the chronology of Eusebius, as 66-78 ; by

Baronius as G7-78 ; and by Pearson as 55-67.

l\'arson, in the treatise already quoted (i. 10),

gives weighty reasons for distrusting the chronology

of Eusebius as regards the years of the early bishops

of Rome ; and he derives his own opinion from

certain veiy ancient (but interpolated) lists of those

bishops (see i. 13 and ii. 5). This point has been

subsequently considei'ed by Baraterius {De Suc-

ccssione Antiquissimd Episc. liom. 1740), who gives

A.D. 56-67 as the date of the episcopate of Linus.

The statement of Ruffinus, that Linus and Cletus

were bishops in liome whilst St. Peter was alive,"

has been quoted in support of a theory which

sprang up in the 17th centuiy, received the sanc-

tion even of Hammond in his controversy with

Blondel {Works, ed. 1684, iv. 825; Episcopntus

Jura, V. 1, §11), was held with some slight modi-

fication by Baraterius, and has been recently revived.

It is supposed that Linus was bishop in Rome only

of the Christians of Gentile origin, while at the same
time another bishoj) exercised the same authority

over the Jewish Christians there. Tertullian's

assertion {De Praescr. Hacret. §32) that Clement

[the third bishop] of Rome was consecrated by
St. Peter, has been quoted also as corroborating

this theory. But it does not follow from the words

of Tertullian that Clement's consecration took place

immediately before he became bishop of Rome : and

the statement of Ruffinua, so far as it lends any
support to the above-named theory, is shown to be

without foundation by Pearson (ii. 3, 4). Til-

lemont's observations (p. 590) in rei)ly to Pear-

son only show that the establishment of two con-

temporary bishops in one city was contemplated in

ancient times as a possible provisional arrangement

to meet certain tem))orary difficulties. The actual

limitation of the authority of Linus to a section of

the church in Rome remains to be proved.

Linus is reckoned by Pseudo-Hippolytus, and in

the Greek Mcnaea, among the seventy disciples.

Various days are stated by dillerent authorities in

the Western Church, and by the Eastern Church,

as the day of his death. A narrative of the mar-

tyrdom of St. Peter and St. Paul, printed in the

Bibliotheca Patrum, and certain pontifical decrees,

are incorrectly ascribed to Linus. He is said to

have written an account of the dispute between

St. Peter and Simon Magus. [W. T. B.]

LION. Rabbinical writers discover in the 0. T
seven names of the lion, which they assign to the

animal at seven periods of its life. 1 . >1J1, gur, or

iii, gor, a cub (Gen. xlix. 9 ; Deut. xxxiii. 22
;

Jer. Ii. 38 ; Nali. ii. 12). 2. "1^Q3, cephir, a young

lion (Judg. xiv. 5 ; Job iv. 10 ; Ez. xix. 2, &c.).

3. ^*1N, drt, or n^N, anjeh, a full-grown lion

(Gen. xlix. 9 ; Judg. xiv. 5, 8, &c.). 4. ^HK',

shakhal, a lion more advanced in age and strength

he was seeking a precedent for two contemporaneous

abbots presiding in one monastery; and (3) by Habanus

Maurv.s (Dc Chorepiscopis : 0pp. ed. Migne, torn, i v. p.

1197), who ingeniously claims primilive authority for the

institution of chorepiscopi on tlie supposition that Linus

and Cletus were never bishops witli full powers, but were

contemporaneous chorepiscopi employed by St. IVter in

his absence from Ilorae, and at his rcauest, to ordaiu

clergymen for the church at Rome.
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(Job iv. 10 ; Ps. xci. l-'!, &c.). 5. yr\^, shakhats,

a lion in full vigour (Job xxviii. 8j. 6. i<^2?, Idbi,

or N*37, lehiijyd, an old lion (Gen. xlix. 9 ; Job

iv. H, &c.). 7. CJ'v, laish, a lion decrepit with

ago (Job iv. 11; Is. xxx. 6, &c.) Well might

liocliart (ffieroz. pt. i. b. iii. 1) say, "Hie gram-

matici videntur mire sibi indulgere." He diHers

from this ariangement in every point but the

second. In the first place, gur is applied to the

young of other animals besides the lion ; for in-

btance, the sea monsters in Lam. iv. 3. Secondly,

cepldr dirters from gur, as juvencus from vitiiltis.

An or a>-ijeh is a generic term, applied to all lions

without regard to age. In Judg. xiv. the " young

lion " {cep/tir ardi/oth) of ver. ,5 is in ver. 8 called

the " lion " {nri,eh). Bochart is palpably wrong

in rendering shakhal "a black lion" of the kind

which, acconling to Pliny (viii. 17), was found in

Syria. The word is only used in the poetical books,

and most probably expresses some attribute of the

(ion. It is connected with an Arabic root, whicii

sigmlies " to bray " like an ass, and is therefoie

simply " the brayer." Shakhats does not denote a

lion at all. Labi is properly a " lioness." and is

connected with the Coptic lahai, which has the

s.ame signitication. Laish (eomp. \7s, Horn. //.

XV. 275) is another poetic name. So far from being

applied to a lion weak with age, it denotes one in

full vigour (Job iv. U; Prov. xxx. 30). It has

been derived from an Arabic root, which signifies

" to be strong," and, if this etymology be true,

the word wouhl be an epithet of tlie lion, "the
strong one."

At present lions do not exist in Palestine, though

they are said to be found in the desert on the

road to Egypt (Schwarz, Desc, of Pal.: see Is.

xxx. 6). They abound on the banks of the Eu-

phrates between Bussorah and Bagdad (Russell,

Aleppo, p. 61), and in the marshes and jungles

near the rivers of Babylonia (Layard, JVin. 4 Bah.

p. 566). This species, according to Layard, is

without the dark and shaggy mane of the African

lion (id. 487), though he adds in a note that he

hail seen lions on the river Karoon with a long

black mane.

But, though lions have now disappeared from

Palestine, they must in ancient times have been

numerous. The names Lebaoth {Josh. xv. 32),
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Beth-Lebaoth (Josh. xix. 6), Arieh (2 K. xv. 25),

and Laish (Judg. xviii. 7 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 44) were

probably derived fiom the presence of or connexion

with lions, and point to the fact that they were at one

time common. They had their lairs in the forests

which have vanished with them (Jer. v. 6, xii.

8 ; Am. iii. 4), in the tangled brushwood (Jer.

iv. 7, xxv. 38 ; Job xxxviii. 40), and in the caves

of the mountains (Cant. iv. 8 ; Kz. xix. 9 ; Nah.

ii. 12). The cane-brake on the banks of the Jordan,

the " pride " of the river, was their favourite

haunt (Jer. xlix. 19, 1. 44; Zech. xi. 3), and

in this reedy covert (Lam. iii. 10) they were to be

found at a comparatively recent peiiod ; as we
learn from a passage of Johannes Phocas, who
travelled in Palestine towards the end of the 12th
century (Reland, Pal. i. 274). They abounded in

the jungles which skirt the rivers of Mesopotamia
(Ammian. Marc, xviii. 7, §5), and in the time ol

Xenophon {de Venat. xi.) were found in Nysa.

rn-sian Lion. (Fr 1 the Zoulo;iical Garde

The lion of Palestme was in all probability the

Asiatic variety, described by Aristotle {H. A.
ix. 44) and Pliny (viii. 18), as distinguished by its

short curly mane, and by being shorter and rounder
in shape, like the sculptured lion found at Arban
(Layard, Nin. <?• Bah. p. 278). It was less daring
than the longer maned species, but when driven by
hunger it not only ventured to attack the flocks in

the desert in presence of the shepherd (Is. xxxi. 4

;

1 Sam. xvii. 34), but laid wjiste towns and villages

(2 K. xvii. 25, 26 ; Prov. xxii. 13, xxvi. 13), and
devoured men (1 K. .xiii. 24, xx. 36; 2 K. xvii.

25 ; Ez. xix. 3, 6). The shepherds sometimes
ventured to encounter the lion single handed
(1 Sam. xvii. 34), and the vivid figure employed
by Amos (iii. 12), the herdsman of Tekoa, was but
tlie transcript of a scene which he must have often

witnessed. At other times they pursued the

animal in large bands, raising loud shouts to in-

timidate him (Is. xxxi. 4), and drive him into the
net or pit they had prepared to catch him (Ez.

xix. 4, 8). This method of capturing wild beasts

is described by Xenophon {de Vcn. xi. 4) and by
Shaw, who says, "The Arabs dig a pit where they
are observed to enter ; and, coveting it over lightly

with reeds or small branches of trees, they fre-

cjuently decoy and catch them "
( Travels, 2nd ed.

p. 172). Benaiah, one of David's heroic bod}'-

guard, had distinguished himself by slaying a lion

in his den (2 Sam. xxiii. 20). The kings of Persia

had a menagerie of lions (35, gob, Dan. vi. 7, &c.).

When captured alive they were put in a cage

(Ez. xix. 9), but it does not appear that they were

tamed. In the hunting scenes at Beni-Hassan tame
lions are represented as usefl in himting (Wilkinson,
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Anc. Egypt, iii. 17). On the bas-reliefs at Kou-

yunjik a lion lei by a chain is among the presents

brought bv the conquered to their victors (Layard,

ifin. ^ Bab. p. 138).

The strength (Judg. .\iv. 18 ; Prov. xxx. 30 ; 2

Sam. i. 23), courage (!? Sam. xvii. 10 ; Prov. xxviii.

1 ; Is. sxxi.4; Nah. ii. 11), and ferocity (Gen. xlix.

9 ; Num. xxiv. 9), of the Uon were proverbial. The
" hon-faced " warriore of Gad were among David's

most valiant troops (1 Chr. xii. 8) ; and the hero

Judas Maccabeus is described as " like a lion, and

like a lion's whelp roaring for his prey" (1 Mace.

iii. 4). The terrible roar of the lion is expressed in

Hebrew by four diH'erent words, between which the

following distinction ai)penis to be maintained :

—

JNE', shaag (Judg. xiv. 5 ; Ps. xxii. 13, civ. 21

;

Am. iii. 4), also used of the thiuider (Job xxxvii. 4),
denotes the roar of the lion while seeking his prey

;

Dn3, naliam ("Is. v. 29), expresses the cry which

he utters when he seizes his victim; T\iT[, hdjdh

(Is. xxxi. 4), the gi-owl with which he defies any

attempt to snatch the prey from his teeth ; while

lyj, nd'ar (Jer. li. 38), wnich in Syriac is applied

to the braying of the ass and camel, is descriptive of

the cry of the young lions. If this distinction be

con'ect the meaning attaclied to naham will give

force to Prov. xix. 12. The terms which describe

the movements of the animal are equally distinct :

—

yni, rdbats (Gen. xlix. 9 ; Ez. xix. 2), is applied

to the crouching of the lion, as well as of any wild

beast, in his lair ; nnti', shdchah, '2^'^, ydshah

(Job xxxviii. 40), and SIK, drab (Ps. x. 9), to his

lying in wait in his den, tiie two fonner denoting the

position of the animal, and the latter thesecrecy of the

act ; t^DI, rdinas (Ps. civ. 20), is used of the

stealthy creeping of the lion after his prey; and

p3T, zinnek (Deut. xxxiii. 22) of the leap with

which he hurls himself upon it.

The lion was the symbol of strength and sove-

reignty, as in the human-headed figures of the

Nimioud gateway, the symbols of Nergal, the

Assyrian Mars, and tutelary god of Babylon. In

Egypt it was worshii)ped at the city of Leontopolis,

as typical of Doni, the Egyptian Hercules (Wil-

kinson, Anc. E[};ipt. v. 1U9). Plutarch (de hid.

§38) says that the Egyptians ornamenteil their

temples with gaping lions' mouths, beaiuse the Nile

began to rise wlien the sun was in the constellation

" NH^DDtJ' » " stelllo, reptile Immundum."

b The following arc the references to the Greek word

officaAaPoir^s In Aristot de Avim. Hist, (od Schneider),

iv. 11, {J; vlil. 17,^1; vlll. 19, {2; vlli. 28, {2; Ix. 2, }5 ;

\x. 10, $2. That Arlstot'c understands some species of

Gecko by tlie Greek word is clear; for he says of the

woodpecker, nopcutTai eiri rot! icVSpeo-i Ta\iiM'; Kai

ujfTtot, Kafianto oi a(TKaAa^('oTa^ (ix. 10, ^2). He alludes
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Leo. Among the Hebrews, and throughout the

0. T., the lion was the achievement of the princely

tribe of Judah, while in the closing book of the

canon it received a deeper significance as the emblem
of him who " prevailed to open the book and loose

the seven seals thereof" (Kev. v. 5). On the

other hand its fierceness and cruelty rendered it an

appropriate metaphor for a fierce and malignant

enemy (Ps. vii. 2, xxii. 21, Ivii. 4; 2 Tim. iv. 17),

and hence for the arch-fiend himself (1 Pet, v. 8).

The figure of the lion was employed as an orna-

ment both in architecture and sculpture. On e;ich

of the six ste[)s leading u}) to the great ivory

throne of Solomon stood two lions on either side,

carved by the workmen of Hiram, and two others

were beside the arms of the throne (1 K. x. 19,20).

The great brazen laver was in like manner adorned

with cherubim, lions, and palm-trees in graven

work (1 K. vii. 29, 36). [W. A. W.]

LIZ'ARD (HNtoV. letddh .- Vat. and Alex.

Xa\a^<iTris ; Compi. aaxa\aPwrris ; Aid. KaKa-

fidjTTiv : stellio). The Hebrew word, which with

its English rendering occurs only in Lev. xi. 30,

appears to be correctly translated by the A. V. Some
species of lizard is mentioned amongst those " creep-

ing things that creep upon the earth " which were to

be considered unclean by the Israelites.

Lizards of various kinds abound in Egypt, Pales-

tine, and Arabia ; some of these are mentioned in

the Bible under various Hebrew names, notices of

which will be found under other articles. [Fer- ,

RET ; Snail.] All the old versions agree in iden-

tifying the letddh with some saurian, and some
concuj' as to the particular genus indicated. The
LXX., the Vulg., the Targ, of Jonatlian," with the

Arable versions, luideistand a lizard by the Hebrew
word. The Syriac has a word which is geneially

translated scdtimandcr, but probably this name wa^l
applied also to the lizard. The Greek word, with

its slight variations, which the LXX. use to express

the letddh, appears from what may be gathered Horn

Aiistotle,'' and perhaps also from its derivation,'

to point to some lizard behmging to the Geckotidae.

Many members of this family of Sanra are cha-

racterised by a peculiar l.imellated structure on the

under surface of the toes, by means of which they

are enabled to run over the smoothest surfaces, and

also to a species In Italy, perhaps tlie Ifemulactylus ver-

rucatus. whose bite, he says. Is fatal (?).

« 'AtrKoAa^ciTTj!, 2<ov<^ioi' cotKOS aaiipa iv T0i9 TOixoiS

avepnov Tir olKYifiaTutv. This seems to Identify It with

one of the Geckotidae: perhaps the Tarentola was best

known to the Greeks. The voiceless (i)<rvx<»s) a"''> **

times, fixed hal)its of this lizard are referred to l>clow

(See Galsf. Jitijm. Mag.)
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even in an inverted jiosition, like house-flies ou a

cicling. Mr. Broilerip observes that they can remain

suspemlcd beneath the large leaves of the tropical

vegetation, and remain for hours in positions as

extraordinary as the insects for which they watch

;

the wonderful apparatus with which their feet are

furnished enablintj them to overcome gravity. Now
the Hebrew letddh appears to be derived from a

root which, though not extant in that language,

is found in its sistex'-tongue the Arabic: this root

meanu to adhere to the ground,^ an expression

which well agrees with the peculiar sucker-like

j)roperties of the feet of the Geckos. Bochart has

successfully argued that the lizard denoted by the

Hebrew word is that kind which tlie Arabs call

vachara, the translation of which term is thus given

bv Golius : " An animal like a lizard, of a red colour,

and adhering to the ground, cibo potuive venennm

inspirat quatminque contigerit." This description

will be foiuid to agi-ee with the character of the

l'"an-l'"oot Lizard (Ptyodactylus Gecko), which is
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The Fan-Foot. (^Ptyodactylus Gecko.)

common in Egypt and in parts of Arabia, and

perhaps is also found in Palestine. It is reddish

brown, spotted with white. ^ Hasselquist thus

speaks of it : " The poison of this animal is very

singular, as it exhales from the lobuli of the toes.

At Cairo I had an opportunity of observing how
acrid the exhalations of the toes of this animal ai e.

As it i-an over the hand of a man who was endea-

vouring to catch it, there immediately rose little

red pustules over all those parts which the animal

had touched" ( Voyages, p. 2-20). Forskal (Descr.

Anim. 13) says that the Egyptians call tliis lizard

Abu burs, " father of leprosy," in allusion to the

leprous sores which contact with it produces ; and

to this day the same term is used by the Arabs

to denote a lizard, probably of this same species.'

The Geckos live on insects and worms, which they

swallow whole. They derive their name from the

peculiar sound which some of the species utter.

This sound h,as been described as being similar to

the double click often used in riding ; they make it

by some movement of the tongue against the palate.

The Gechotidae are nocturnal in their habits, and

frequent houses, cracks in rocks, &c. They move
very rapidly, and without making the slightest

sound ; hence probably the derivation of the Greek

<• See Gesen. (77im. s. v.). A similar root bas the force

of "hiding;" in which case the word will refer to the

Gecko's habit of frequenting holes in walls, &c.

« I'he Gr. aaKoXa^Mrn-:, and perhaps Lat. Utllio,

Indicate the genus, the red colour the species.

lyj .
f ^\. abu burays, Lizard. (Catafago, ArcU).

Dirt) "^'

word for this lizard. They are found in all paits

of the world; in the greatest abundance in warm
climates. It is no doubt owing to their repulsive

appe<irance that they have the character of being

highly venomous, just as the unscientific in England

attach similar properties to toads, newts, blind

wonns, &c. &c., although these creatures are per-

fectly hai-raless. At the same time it must be ad-

mitted that there may be species of lizards which

do secrete a venomous fluid, the etrects of which are

no doubt aggravated by the heat of the climate, the

unhealthy condition of the subject, or other causes.

The Geckos belong to the sub-order Pachyglossae,

order Saura. They are oviparous, producing a round

egg, with a hard calcareous shell. [W. H.]

LO-AM'MI CtSy iib : ov \a6s /xov : non po-

pulus mcHs), i. e. " not my people," the figurative

name given by the prophet Hosea to his second son

by Gomer, the daughter of Diblaim (Hos. i. 9), to

denote the rejection of the kingdom of Israel by
Jehovah. Its significance is explained in ver. 9, 10.

LOAN. The law of Moses did not contemplate

any raising of loans for the purpose of obtaining

capital, a condition perhaps alluded to in the pa-

ralsles of the " pearl " and " hidden treasure

"

(Matt. siii. 44, 45 ; Michaelis, Comm. on Laws

of Moses, art. 147, ii. 297, ed. Smith). [Com-
merce.] Such persons as bankers and sureties, in

the commercial sense (Prov. xxii. 26 ; Neh. v. 3),

were unknown to the earlier ages of the Hebrew
commonwealth. The Law strictly forbade any in-

terest to be taken tor a loan to any poor person,

either in the shape of money or of produce, and at

first, as it seems, even in the case of a foreigner

;

but this prohibition was afterwards limited to

Hebrews only, from whom, of whatever rank, not

only was no usury on any pretence to be exacted,

but relief to the poor by way of loan was enjoined,

and excuses for evading this duty were forbijiden

(Ex. xxii. 25 ; Lev. x.xv. 35, 37 ; Dent. xv. 3, 7-10,

x.\iii. 19, 20). The instances of extortionate con-

duct mentioned with disapprobation in the book of

Job probably represent a state of things previous to

the Law, and such as the Law was intended to remedy

(Job xxii. 6, xxiv. 3, 7). As commerce increased, the

practice of usury, and so also of suretiship, grew up

;

but the exaction of it from a Hebrew appears to have

been regarded to a late period as discreditable (Prov.

vi. 1, 4, xi. 15, xvii. 18, xs. 16, .xxii. 26 ; Ps. xv. 5,

xxvii. 13 ; .ler. xv. 10 ; Ez. xviii. 13, xxii. 12). Sys-

tematic breach of the law in this respect was coiTCcted

by Nehemiah after the return fi-om captivitv (see No.

6) (Neh. V. 1, 13; Michaelis, {6., aits. 148, 151).

In later times the piacticeofboiTowingmoney appears

to have prevailed without limitation of race, and to

have been carried on on systematic principles, though

the original spirit of the Law was approved by our

Lord (Matt. v. 42, xxv. 27 ; Luke vi. 35, xix. 23).

The money-changers (Kep/xaTiffTai, and koWv-
^iffTal), who had seats and tables in the Temple,

were traders whose profits arose chiefly from the

exchange of money with those who came to pay

their annual half-shekel (Pollux, iii. 84, vii. 170;
Schleusner, Lex. N. T. s. v. ; Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr.

;

Matt. -xxi. 12). The documents relating to loans of

money appear to have been deposited in public offices

in Jerusalem (Joseph. B. J. ii. 17, §6).

In making loans no prohibition is pronounced in

the Law against taking a pledge of the borrower,

but certain limitations are prescribed in favour of

the poor.
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1. The outer garment, which t'onned the poor

man's principal covering by nii;ht as well as by day,

if tal<en in pledge, was to be returned before sunset.

A bedstead, however, might be taken (Ex. xxii. 26,

27 ; Deut. xxiv. 12, 13: comp. Job xxii. G ; Frov.

xxii. 27; Shaw, Trav. 224 ; Burckhardt, Notes on

ficd. i.47, 231 ; Niebuhr, Descr. del'Ar. 56; Lane,

Mml. E;j. i. 57, 58 ; Ges. Thes. 403 ; Michaelis,

Laws of Moses, arts. 143 and 150).

2. The prohibition was absolute in the case of

(a) the widow's garment (Deut. xxiv. 17), and

(b) a millstone of either kind (Deut. xxiv. 6).

Michaelis (art. 150, ii. 321) supposes al.«o all indis-

pensable animals and utensils of agriculture; see also

Mishua, Mauser Sheni, i.

3. A creditor was forbidden to enter a house to

reclaim a pledge, but was to stand outside till the

bonx)wcr should come forth to return it (Deut.

xxiv. 10, 11).

4. The original Roman law of debt permitted the

debtor to be enslaved by his creditor until the debt

was discharged ; and he might even be put to death

by him, though this extremity does not appear to

have been ever practised (Gell. xx. 1, 45, 52 ; Diet,

of Antiq. " Bonorum Cessio," "Nexum"). The

Jewish law, as it did not forbid temporary bondage

in the case of debtors, so it forbade a Hebrew debtor

to be detained as a bondsman longer than the 7th

year, or at farthest the year of Jubilee (Ex. xxi. 2
;

Lev. XXV. 39, 42 ; Deut. xv. 9). If a Hebrew was

sold in this way to a foreign sojourner, he might

he redeemed at a valuation at any time previous to

the Jubilee year, and in that year was, under any

circumstances, to be released. Foreign sojourners,

however, were not entitled to release at that time

(Lev. XXV. 44, 46, 47, 54; 2 K. iv. 2 ; Is. 1. 1,

lii. 3). Land sold on account of debt was redeem-

able either by the seller himself, or by a kinsman in

case of his inability to repurchase. Houses in walled

towns, except such as belonged to Levites, if not

redeemed within one year after sale, were alienated

for ever. Jlichaelis doubts whether all debt was
extinguished by the Jubilee ; but Josephus' account

is very precise {Ant. iii. 12, §3 ; Lev. xxv. 23, 34
;

Kuth iv. 4, 10; Michaelis, §158, ii. 360). In

later times the sabbatical or jubilee release was
superseded by a law, probably introduced by the

Romans, by which the debtor was liable to be de-

tained in prison until the full discharge of his debt

(Matt. V. 26). Michaelis thinks this doubtful.

The case imagined in the pai-able of the Unmerciful
Servant belongs rather to despotic Oriental than
Jewish mannei-s (Matt, xviii. 34; Michaelis, ibid.

art. 149 ; Trench, Parables, p. 141). Subsequent
Jewish opinions on loans and usury may be seen ii

the Mishna, Baba Metziah, c. iii. x. [Jurilei:.]

[H. W. P.]

LOAVES. [Bread.]

LOCK.* Where European locks have not been

introduced, the locks of Eastern houses are usually

LOCUST
of wood, and consist of a partly hollow bolt from
14 inches to 2 feet long for external doore or gates,

or from 7 to 9 inches for interior doors. The bolt

passes through a groove in a piece attached to the

door into a socket in the door-post. In the groove-

piece are from 4 to 9 small iron or wooden sliding-

pins or wires, which drop into corresponding holes

in the bolt, and fix it in its jilace. The key is a

piece of wood furnished with a like number of pins,

which, when the key is introduced sideways, raise

the sliding-pins in the lock, and allow the bolt to

be drawn back. Ancient Egyptian doors were fas-

tened with central bolts, and sometimes with bars

passing from one door-post to the other. They were

also sometimes sealed with clay. [Clay.] Keys
weie made of bronze or iron, of a simple construc-

tion. The gates of Jerusalem set up under Nehe-
miah's direction had both bolts and locks. (Judg.

iii. 23, 25; Cant. v. 5; Neh. iii. 3, &c. ; Raii-

wollff, Trav. in Ray, ii. 17 ; Russell, Aleppo, i. 22
;

Volney, Travels, ii. 438 ; Lane, Mod. Ecj. i. 42
;

Chardiii, Voy. iv. 123; Wilkinson, Anc. E<j.,

abridgm. i. 15, 16). [H. W. P.]

LOCUST,'' a well-known insect, which commits
terrible devastation to vegetation in the countries

which it visits. In the Bible there are frequent

allusions to locusts ; and there are nine or ti'n

Hebrew woi-ds which are supposed to denote dif-

ferent varieties or species of this destructive family.

They belong to that order of insects known by the

term Ortlioptera." This oi-der is divided into two
large groups or divisions, viz. Cursoria and Sal-

tatoria. The first, as the name imports, includes

only those families of Orthoptera which have legs

foiTued for crecpimj, and which were consideied

unclean by the Jewish law. Under the second are

comprised those whose two posterior legs, by their

peculiar structure, enable them to move on the

ground by leaps. This group cont;iins, according to

Serville's aiTaugement, three families, the Gryllides,

Locustariae, and the Acridites, distinguished one

from the other by some peculiar modifications of

structui-e. The common house-cricket (Gryllits do-

mesticiis, Oliv.) may be taken as an illustration of

the Gryllides ; the green grasshopper ( Locusta viri-

dissima, Fabr.), which the French call Sauterelle

verte, will represent the family Locustariae

;

and the Acridites may be typified by the common
migratory locust ( Oedipoda miijratoria, Aud. Scrv.),

h^V}̂30, K\tX6pov. sera ; Ges. Tlies. 892.

b Froni the Latin locusla, derived by the old etymolo-

Rists from Uiciis and ustus, " quod taetu multa urit, morsn
voro omnia cn«lat."

" From bpOov and irrtpov '. an order of insects charac-

terized by their anterior wings being semi-coriaceous

and overlappinR at the tips. The posterior wings are

\argc and nicmbrauons, and longitudinally folded when
ut rest.

<l In the year 1748 liicnsts (the ( cdipoda migrotoria,

doubtless) InvudoJ Kuropc in ininii use miiltittid s.

wliich is an occasional visitor to this country."* Of
the Gryllides, G. cerisyi has been found in Egypt,

Charles XII. and his army, then in Bessarabia, were

stopped in their course, ll is said that the swarms were

four hours passing over Brcslau. Nor did ICngland escape,

for a swarm fell near Bristol, and ravaged the country in

the month of July of the same year. They did great

damage in .Shropshire and Staffortlshire, by eatltig the

blossoms of the apple-trees, and eKpecially the leaves of

oalis, which looked as bare as at Christmas. Tlie rooki

did a good service in this case at least. Sec Gentleman'i

Magazine, July 1748, pp. 331 and 414; also The Tima
Oct. 4, 1845.
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and G . doincstiais, on the autlionty of Dr. Kitto,

in Palestine ; but doubtless other species also

occur in these countries. Of the Locustariac,

Phaneroptera falcata, Serv. ((?. falc. Scopoli), has

also, according to Kitto, been found in Palestine,

Bradi/porns dasijpris in Asia Minor, Turke}', &c.,

Saga Naloliae near Smyrna. Of the locusts proper,

or Acridites, four species of the genus Truxalis are

i-ecorded as having been seen in I'"gypt, Syria, or

Arabia: viz. 7\ nasiita, T. variabilis, T. procera,

and T, miniata. The following kinds also occur:

Opsomala pisciformis, in Egypt ami the oasis of

Harrat ; Pocluloccros hierog/i/p/ticns, P. hnfonins,

P. punciivcutris, P. vnlcanus, in tlio deserts of

Cairo ; Dericonjs albidula in Egypt and Mount Le-

banon. Of the genus Acridium, A. maestum, the

most formidable perhaps of all the Acridites,

A. lineola { = 0. Aegijpt. Linn.), which is a species

commonlv sold for food in the markets of Bagdad
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'Serv. Orthop. 657), A. semifasciatum, A. pere-

grinum, one of the most destructive of the species,

and A. morbosytm, occur either in Egypt or Arabia.

Callipfamifs serapis and Chrotogonus higuhris are

found in Egypt, and in the cultivated lands about

Cairo ; Eremobia carinata, in the rocky places

about Sinai. E. cisti, E. pulchripennis, Ocdipoda

octofasciata, and Oe. migratoria { = G. migi-at.

Linn.), complete the list of the Saltatorial Orthop-

tera of the Bible-lands. Fi'om the above catalogue

it will be seen how perfectly unavailing, for the

most part, must be any attempt to identify the

Hebrew names with ascertained species, especially

when it is remembered that some of these names
occur but seldom, others (Lev. xi. 21) only once in

the Bible—that the only clue is in many instances

the meie etymology of the Hebrew word— that

such etymology has of necessity, from the fact of

there being but a single word, a very wide meaning
—and that the etymology is frequently very un-

•1 It Is well known that all insects, properly so called,

have six feet But the Jews consiiUrcd the two anterior

pair only as true logs In the locust family, regarding ihem
!

as additional Instruments for loapin^'.

• Vhi-h byrsp O^ynp )h I^J'X- The rendering

cf the A. v., " which have legs above their feet," is cer-

tainly awkward. D"'y")3, which occurs only in the dual

unmbcr, properly denotes " that part of the leg between
the knee and ankle " which is bent in bowing down, r. e.

the tibiae. The p.-'ssage may be thus translated, " which
have tlieir tibiae so placed above their feet [tarsi] as to

VOL. 11.

certiun. The LXX. and Vulg. do not contribute

much help, fbi- the words used there are themselve,--

of a very uncertain signification, and moreover em-
ployed in a most piomiscuons manner. Still,

though the possibility of identifying with certainty

any one of the Hebrew names is a hopeless task,

yet in one or two instances a fair appro.\imation to

identirication may be anived at.

From Lev. .\i. 21, 22, we learn the Hebrew
names of four dillerent kinds of Saltatorial Ort/io-

ptcra. " These may ye eat of every flying creeping

thing that goeth upon all four,'' which have legs

above their feet « to leap withal upon the earth;

even those of them ye may eat, the ai-bch after his

kind, and the sdldin after his kind, and the chargol
(wrongly translated beetle by the A. V., an insect

which would be included amongst the flying creep-

ing things foibidden as food in vers. 2.3 and 42)
after his kind, and the chagdb after his kind."

Besides the names mentioned in this passage, there

occur five others in the Bible, all of which Bochart
(iii. 251, &c.) considers to represent so many
distinct species of locusts, viz. gob, gazdm, chddl,

yelck, and tseldtsdl.

(1.) Arbeh (n3"1N : anpis, Ppovxos, arre-

\fPos, arTe\al3os ; in Joel ii. 25, ipvfflPr) :

locusta, bruchus :
" locust,'' " grasshopper") is

the most common name for locust, tiie word
occurring about twenty times in the Hebrew
Bible, viz., in Ex. x. 4, 12, 1.3, 14, 19; Judg.
vi. 5, vii. 12 ; Lev. xi. 22 ; Deut. xxviii. 38 ; IK.
^aii. 37 ; 2 Chr. vi. 28 ; Job xxxix. 20 ; Ps. cv. 34,
cix. 23, Ixxviii. 46 ; Prov. xxx. 27 ; Jer. xlvi. 23

;

Joel i. 4, ii. 25 ; Nah. iii. 15, 17. The LXX. ge-

nerally render arbeh by aKpis, the general Greek
name for locust : in two passages, however, viz..

Lev. xi. 22, and 1 K. viii. 37, they use ^povxos
as the representative of the original word. In Nah.
iii. 17, arbeh is rendered by arTf\i$os ; while the

Aldine version, in Joel ii. 25, has epiiffifit), mildew.
The Vulg. has locusta in every instance except in

Lev. xi. 22, where it has bruchus. The A. V. in

the four following passages has grasshopper, Judg.
vi. 5, vii. 12; Job .xxxix. 20; and Jer. xivi. 23:
in all the other places it has locust. The word
arbeh,' which is derived from a root signifying " to

be numerous," is probably sometimes used in a

wide sense to express any of the larger devastating

species. It is the locust of the Egyptian plague.

In almost every passage where arbeh occuis re-

ference is made to its terril>ly destructive powers.
It is one of the flying creeping creatures that were
allowed as food by the law of Moses (Lev. xi. 21).
In this passage it is clearly the representative of

some species of winged saltatorial orthopiera, which
must have possessed indications of form suiTicient to

distinguish the insect from the three other names
which belong to the same division of orthoptera, and
aie mentioned in the same context. The opinion

enable them to leap upon the earth." Dr. Harris, adopt-

ing the explanation of the auUior of Saipturc Illustrated,

understands D*yi3 to moan •'joints," and Q'>73T"blnd

logs ;" which rendering Klebubr (Quaest. xxs ) gives.

But there is no reason for a departure from the literal

and general significations of the Hebrew tenns.

' n3"lN> locust, so called from its multitude, n31.

.See Gesen. Thes. s. v., who adopts the explanati(>n of

Michaelis that the four names in I>cv. xi. 22 are nol

the representatives of four distinct genera or tpecles. but
denote the different stages of growth.

K
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of Michael is iS„ppL f,r,7, 910), that tho four

words inentioni'il in Lev. xi. 22 denote the same

insect in four liilferent a^jes or stages of its growtii,

is quite untenable, for, whatever particular species

are intemled by these words, it is quite clear from

ver. 21 that they must all be tringed orthopteni.

From the fact that almost in every instance where

the word arbeh ocoirs, reference is made either to

the devouring and devastating natuie of this insect,

or else to its multiplying powers (Judg. vi. 5, vii. 12,

wrongly translated "grasshopper" by the A. V.,

Nah. iii. 15, Jer. xlvi. 23), it is probable that either

the Acridinin peregrirMinfi or the Oedipoda migra-

toria is the insect denoted by the Hebrew word

arheh, for these two species are the most destructive

of the family. Of the former species M. Olivier

Acndium rercgnnum

( Voyage dans FEmpire Othoman, ii. 424) thus

wi-ites : " With the burning south winds (of

Syria) there come fiom the interior of Arabia and

fi-om the most southern pirts of Persia clouds of

locusts {Acridvun peregrinnm), whose ravages to

these coiuitrics are as grievous and nearly as sudden

as those of the heaviest hail in Europe. We wit-

nessed them twice. It is difficult to express the

cft'ect produced on us by the sight of the whole

atmosphere filled on all sides and to a great height

by an iiuiumerable quantity of these insects, whose

flight was slow and unifonn, and whose noise re-

sembled that of rain : the sky was darkened, and

the light of the sun considerably weakened. In a

moment tlie tenaces of the houses, the streets, and

all the fields were covered by these insects, and in

two days they had nearly devoured all the leaves

of the plants. Happily they lived but a short time,

and seemed to have migi-ated only to reproduce

themselves and die; in fact, nearly all those we
.saw the next day had paired, and the day follow-

inff the fields were covered with their dead bodies."

This species is found in Arabia, Egypt, Meso-

potamia, and Persia. Or perhaps arbch may de-

note the Oedipoda migratoria, the Sauterelle do

passage, concerning which Michaelis inquired of

Carsten Niebuhr, and received the following reply

:

" Sauterelle de pa.-^sage est la memo que les Arabes

mangent et la memo qu'on a vA en Alleraagne
"

{I{ecueil, quest. 32 in Niebuhr's Desc. de VArabic).

This species appears to be as destructive as the

Acridlum peregrinnm.

(2.) C'hdgdb (2ir[: iKpis: locitsta: «' grnss-

hopper," "locust"), occure in Lev. xi. 22, Num.
xiii. 33, 2 Chr. vii. 13, Keel xii. 5, Is. xl. 22 ; in all

of which passages it is rendered d/cpi's by the LXX.,

and loctistit by the Vulg. In 2 Chr. vii. 13 the

fc The GryUus gregariui of Forskal (DcK. Anim. 81) Is

perhaps identiral with Uic Acrid pereg. Forskal says,

" Arabes ubiquc vocant Djcrad (tXLji^) ct .Tuilael in

Yemen habltantes Ilium esse rT2'TK assevcrabant."

•> Cf. y^ ^...^1 «». {hadjM), qui velum dbtendit, from

xnteixessit, sechisit.
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A. y. reatls " locust," in the other pafisagcs

" gi-asshopper." Fiom the use of the word in

Chron., " If I command the locusts to devour the

land," compared with Lev. xi. 22, it would appyr

that some species of devastating locust is intended.

In the passage of Numbers, " There we saw the

ciants tlie sons of Anak .... and we were in our

own sight as gi-asshoppers " (clidjab), as well as in

Ecclesiastes and Isaiah, reference seems to be made

to some small species of locust ; and with this view

Oalman ( Venn. Samm. ii. 90) agree.s. Tychsen

{Comment, de Locust, p. 76) supposes that chdgdb

denotes the Gryllus coronatus, Linn. ; but this is

the Acanthodis coron. of Aud. Sei-v., a S. American

species, and probably confined to that continent.

Michaelis {Supp. 668), who derives the word from

an Arabic root signifying " to veil," '' conceives that

chdgdb represents either a locust at the fourth

stage of its growth, " ante quai-tas exuvias quod

adhuc velata est," or else at the last stage of its

giowth, " post quartas exuvias, quod jam volans

soletti coclumqiie obvelat." To the fii-st theory the

passage in Lev. xi. is opposed. The second throi v

is more reasonable, but chdgdb is probably derive I

not from the Arabic but the Hebrew. From what

has 'been stated above it will appear better to own

our complete inability to say what species of locust

chdgdb denotes, than to hazard conjectures which

must be grounded on no solid foundation. In the

Talmud' chdgdb is a collective name for many c i'

the locust tribe, no less than eight hundred kiud-

of chagdbim being supposed by the Talmud to exist

!

(Lewysohn, Zoolog. des Tahn. §384). Some kirn Is

of locusts are beautifully marked, and were sought

after by young Jewish children as playthings, just

as butterflies and cockchafers are now-a-days. M.

L«wysolm says (§384) that a regular traffic used to

be carried on "with the chagdbim, which were caught

in great numbers, and sold after wine had been

sprinkled over them ; he adds that the Israelites

weie only allowed to buy them before the dealer

had thus prepared them.''

(3.) Chargol {h'i'Tl : oipiofidxvs- ophiomachus

:

"beetle"). The A. V. is clearly in en-or in

translating this word " beetle ;" it occui-s only in

Lev. si. 22, but it is clear from the context that it

denotes some species of winged Saltatorial orthupte-

rons insect wliich the Israelites were allowed to use

as food. The Greek word used by the LXX. is one

of most uncertain meaning, and the story about any

kind of locust attacking a sei-pent is an absurdity

which requires no Cuvier to refute it.™ As to this

word see Bochart, Hieroz. iii. 264 ; Kosenm. notes

;

the Lexicons of Suidas, Hesychius, &c., Pliny xi. 29

;

Adnotat. ad Arist. H. A. torn. iv. 47, ed. Schneider.

Some attemjits have been made to identify the

chdnjdl, " mersE conjectura'
!

" as IJosenmiiller

truly remarks. The Kev. J. F. Denham, in Cyclop.

Bib. Lit. (arts. Chargol and Locust), ondeavoure to

shew that the Greek word ophiomwhus denotes

some species of Tntxalis, perhaps T. Nasutiis. ' ' The

i Fiirst derives ^JPI from v. inus. ^JH. «« jungere,

coire&Tadlce.gab. 33, to which root he refers n3^S'313

and •.liil.

k The Talmudlsts have the following law ;
" He that

voweth to abstain from flesh (It^nn (O) '« forbidden

the flesh of flsh ami oflocusts '• (D^33nl D*3T IK'S)-

Uieros. Nedar. fol. 40, 2.

™ See Pliny. Taris, 1828, ed. Grandsagne, p. 451, note.
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word instantly sug<;i'sts a refeience to the ichnen-

inon, the celebrated destroyer of" serpents ... it'

tlien any species of locust can be adduced whose
habits resemble those of the ichneumon, may not

this resemblance account for the name, qiuisi the

ichneumon (locust), just as the whole genus (?)

(family) of insects willed fchneumonidae were so

denominated because of the supposed analogy be-

tween their services and those of the Egyptian

ichneumon ? and might not this name given to

that species (?) of locust at a very early period have

afterwards originated the erroneous notion referred

to by Aristotle and I'liny ?" But is it a fact that

the genus Truxalis is an exception to the rest of the

Acridites, and is pre-eminently insectivorous. Ser-

ville {Ort/iopt. o79) believes that in their manner
of living the Truxalides lesemble the rest of the

Acridites, but seems to allow that further investiga-

tion is necessaiy. Fischer {^Orthop. Europ. p. 202)

says that the nutriment of this family is plants of

various kinds. Jlr. F. Smith, in a letter to the

wiiter of this aiticle, says he has no doubt that the

Truxalides feed on plants. What is Mr. Denham's

authority for asserting that they are insectivorous?

It is gi anted that there is a quasi resemblance in

e.\ternal torm between the Truxalides and some of

the larger fchneumonidae, but tlie likeness is far

from striking. F'our species of the genus Truxalis

are inhabitants of the Bible lands (see above).
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Truxalis Nasuta.

The Jews, however, interpret chdrgol to mean a

species oi' grasshopper, German, heuschrecke, which

M. Lewysohn identities with Locusta viridissima,

adopting the etymology of Bochart and Gesenius,

who refer the name to an Arabic origin." The

Jewish women used to carry the eggs of the chargol

in their ears to preserve them fi-om the ear-ache,

(Bu.\torf, Lex. Chald. et Rabbin, s. v. chargol).

(4.) Salam (Dy7D : ottcJktjs, Compl. otTTo/ccJs:

attacus: "bald locust") occurs only in Lev. xi. 22,

as one of the fom- edible kinds of leaping insects.

All that can possibly be known of it is that it is

some kind oi Saltatorial orthopterous insect, winged,

and good for food. Tychsen, however, arguing from

what is said of the saldn in the Talmud (Tiact,

Cholin), viz. that " this insect has a smooth head,"

and that the female is without the sword-shaped

tail," conjectures that the species here intended is

Gryllus eversor (Asso), a synonym that it is difficult

to identify with any recorded species.

(5.) Gdzdm (DTS). See Palmee-worm.

°
'^3">n. locustac species alata, a tdUando. Gesenius

"

o -

refers the word to the Arabic V^.^.^ (.hardjal), saliit,

comparing tlie Germ. Ueaschrecke from shrecken. salir>;.

"> Hence perhaps the epithet bald, appUed to s&ldm In

the text of the A. V.

' y\i- acconling to Gesenius (Thes. s. v.). is from an

(6.) (Jo'j (213 :'' aKpis, iniyour] uKpiSaiv : Aq.

in Am. vii. 1, BapdStcv : locusta; locustae locus-

tarum = ^313 315 in Nah. iii. 17 : " great gi-ass-

hoppers ;" " grasshoppers ;" margin " green worms,"
in Ames). This word is found only in Is.

xxxiii . 4, and in the two places cited above.

There is nothing in any of these passages that

will help to point out the species denoted.

That some kind of locust is intended seems pro-

bable from the passage in Kahum, " thy aiptains

are as the great gohai which camp in the hedges

in the cool of the day, but when the sun ariseth

they fleo away, and their place is not known where
they are." Some writers led by this passage,

have believed that the gobai represent tlie larva

state of some of the large locusts
; the habit of halting

at night, however, and encamping under the hedges,

as described by the prophet, in all probability belongs

to the winged locust as well as to the larvae, see

Ex. X. 13, " the Lord brought an east wind upon the

land all that day, and all that night ; and when it

was morning, the east wind brought the locusts."

]Mr. Barrow (i. 257-8), speaking of some species

of S. African locusts, says, that when the larvae,

which are still more voracious than the parent

insect, are on the march, it is impossible to make
them turn out of the way, which is usually that of

the wind. At sunset the troop hidts and divides

into separate groups, each occupying in bee-like

clusters the neighbouring eminences tor the night.

It is quite possible that the gob may represent the

larva or nympha state of the insect; nor is the

passage from Kahum, " when the sun ariseth they
Hee away," any objection to this supposition, for the

last stages of the larva differ but slightly from the

nympha, both which states may therefore be compre-
' underoneuame;the^o/jajof]Mah.iii. 17,may

f
=̂=^^ ^t^

3

flying.

easily have been the nymphae (which in all the Ame-
tabola continue to feed as in their larva condition) en-

camping at night under the hedges, and, obtaining

their wings as the sun arose, are then represented as

flying away."" It certainly is improbable that the

Jews should have had no name ''
• the locust in its

unused root, n33- the Arab. Lv~», to emerge from the

ground. Furst refers the word to a Hebrew origin. See

note. Arbeh.

1 Since the above was written It has been discovered

lliat Dr. Kitto (Fict. Bible, note on Nah. ill. 1") is of a

similar opinion, that the y6b probably denotes the nympha.
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larva or nymplia .^tate, for they must have been

quite familiar witli the sight of such devouruis of

every green thing, the hirvae being even more

destructive than the imago; perhaps some of

the other nine names, all of which Bochart con-

siders to be the names of so many species, denote

the insect in one or other of these conditions.

The A. V. were evidently at a loss, for the tr;uis-

lators read " gi-een worms," in Am. vii. 1. Tychsen

(p. 93) identifies the gob with the Gryllus migra-

torius, Linn., "qua vero ratione motus," observes

Rosenmiiller, " non exponit."

(7.) Chanamal (7D3n : eV t^ irax'^ ; Aq. tV

xpvei: in pruind; "frost"). Some writers have

supposed that this word, which occurs only in Ps.

Ixxviii. 47, denotes some kind of locust (see Bochart,

Hieroz. iii. 2.55, ed. Kosenm.). Mr. J. F. Denham
(in Kitto, s. v. Locust) is of a similar opinion ; but

surely the concunent testimony of the old versions,

which interpret the word chanamal to signify hail

or frost, ought to forbid the conjecture. \Vc have

already more locusts than it is possible to identify

;

let chandindl, therefore, be undei-stood to denote hail

or frost, as it is rendered by tiie A. V., and all the

important old versions.

(8.) Yelek (p?' »: oK-pi's, Ppovxos : bruchus

:

bruchits aculeatus, in Jer. li. 27 :
" cankerworm,"

"caterpillar") occurs in Ps. cv. 34; Nah. iii. 15,16;

Joel i. 4, ii. 25; Jer. li. 14, 27 ; it is rendered by

the A. V. cankerworm in four of these places, and

caterpillar in the two remaining. F'rom the epithet

of "rough," which is applied to the word in Jere-

miah, some have supposed the yelek to be the larva

of some of the destructive Lepidopteixi : the epithet

samar, however (Jer. li. 27), more properly means

having spines, which agrees with the Vulgate, acu-

leatus. Jlichaelis (Suppl. p. 1080) believes the

yelek to be the cockchafer (Maykafer). Oed-

man (ii. ri. 126) having in -view this spiny cha-

racter, identifies the word with the Gryllus cristatus,

Linn., a species, however, which is found only iu

S. America, though Linnaeus has erroneously given

Arabia as a locality. Tychsen arguing from the

epithet rough, believes that the yelek is represented

by the G. haematopus, Linn. (Calliptamus hae-

mat. Aud. Serv.) a species found in S. Africa.

How purely conjectural are all these attempts at

Identification ! for the term spined may refer not to

any particular species, but to the very spinous

nature of tlie tibiae in all the locust tribe, and
yelek, the cropping, licking off insect (Num. xxii. 4),

may be a synonym of some of the names already

mentioned, or the word may denote the laiTae or

pupae of the locust, which from Joel i. 4, seems not

improbable, "that which the locust {arbeh) hath

left, hath the cankerworm {yelek) eaten," after the

winged arbeh h.id departed, the young laiTiie of the

same appeared and consumed the residue. The
piissage in Nah. iii. 16, " the yelek spreadeth himself

(margin) and fleeth away," is no objection to the

opinion that the i"'lek may represent the larva or

nympha for the t .aie reason as was given in a

former part of this article {Gob).

(9.) Chdsil (^*pn). See Caterpillar.

(10.) Tseldtsdl {h.'ih^i : ipi<Tv&i\: rubigo: "lo-

cust "). The derivation of this woi-d seems to imply

" Tyy>, a. V. inus. p^^, i. q. p^, Unxil, inde lambendo

depavU (Oesen. Thes. s. v.).
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that some kind of locust is indicated by it. 1',

occurs only in this sense in Deut. xxviii. 42, " k\\

thy trees and fruit of thy land shall the locust con-

sume." In the other passages where the Hebrew

word occure, it represents some kind of tinkling

musical instrument, and is generally translated

cymbals by the A. V, The word is evidently ono-

matopoietic, and is here perhaps a synonym for

some one of the other names for locust. Michaelis

{Suppl. p. 2094) believes the word is identical

with chdsil, which hn says denotes perhaps the

mole-cricket, Gryllus talpiformis, fiom the .stri-

dulous sound it produces. Tychsen (p. 79, 80)

identifies it with the Gryllus stridulus, Linn.

( =.Oedipoda stridula, Aud. Sei-v.). The notion

conveyed by the Hebrew word will however a])ply

to almost any kind of locust, and indeed to many
kinds of insects ; a similar word tsalsalza, was ap-

plied by the Ethiopians to a fly which the Arabs

called zimb, which appears to be identical with the

tsetse fly of J)r. Livingstone and other African tra-

\-ellers. All that can be positively known respect-

ing the tselatsul is, that it is some kind of insect

injurious to trees and crops. The LXX. and Vulg.

understand blight or mildew by the woid.

The most destructive of the locust tribe that

occur in the Bible lands are the Oedipoda migra-

toria and the Acridium peregrinum, and as both

these species occur in Syria and Arabia, &c., it is

most probable that one or other is denoted in those

passages which speak of the dreadful devastations

committed by these insects ; nor is there any occasion

to believe with Bochart, Tychsen, and others, that

nine or ten distinct species are mentioned in the

Bible. Some of the names may be synonyms

;

others may indicate the larva or nympha con-

ditions of the two pre-eminent devourers already

named.

Locusts occur in great numbers, and sometimes

obscure the sun—Ex. x. 15 ; Jer. xlvi. 2.3 ; Judg.

vi. 5, vii. 12 ; Joel ii. 10 ; Kah. iii. 15 ; Livy, xlii.

2; Aelian, N. A. iii. 12; Pliny, iV. //. xi. 29:
Shaw's Travels, p. 187 (fol. 2nd ed.) ; Ludolf, Hist.

Aethiop. i. 13; and de Locustis, i. 4; Volney's

Trav. in Syria, i. 236.

Their voracity is alluded to in Ex. x. 12, 15

;

Joel i. 4, 7, 12, and ii. 3; Deut. xxviii. 38 ; Ps.

Ixxviii. 46, cv. 34; Is, xxxiii. 4; Shaw's Trav.

187 ; and travellers in the East, passim.

They are compared to horses—Joel ii. 4 ; Rev.

ix. 7. The Italians call the locust "Cavaletta;"

and Ray says, " Caput oblongum, equi instar prona

spectans." Comp. also the Arab's description to

Niebuhr, Descr. de I'Arabic.

They make a fearful noise in their flight—Joel

ii. 5 ; Rev. ix. 9.

Forskal, Descr. 81, " transeuntes giylli super

verticem nostrum sono magnae cataractae ferve-

bant." Volney, Trav. i. 235.

They have no king—Prov. xxx. 27 ; Kirby and

Sp. fnt. ii. 17.

Their irresistible progress is referred to in Joel

ii. 8, 9 ; Shaw, Trav. 187.

They enter dwellings, and devour even the wood-

work of houses— Ex, x. 6 ; Joel ii. 9, 10 ; Pliny,

N. Ii. xi. 29.'

They do not fly in the night—Nah. iii. 17

;

Niebuhr, Descr. de I' Arabic, 173.

Birds devour them—Russel, iV. Hist, of Aleppo,

" Omnia vero orodentes, et fores quoqui
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127 ; Voliiev, Trac. i. 237 ; Kitto's P/u/s

Pal. Cp. 410Y«
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lilt! hi-a destroys the greater number—Ex. x

Joel ii. 2U ; Pliny, xi. 35 ;
Hasselq. Trav. 445

(Enol. transl. 176^) ; cf. also Iliad, xxi. 12.

Their dead bodies taint the air—Joel ii. 20
;

Hasselq. Trav. 445.

'I'hev are used as food—Lev. xi. 21, 22 ;
Matt,

iii. 4 ;' Mark i. 6 ; Plin. iV. //. vi. 35, xi. 35

;

Died. Sic. iii. 29 (the Acridophagi) ;
Aristoph.

Achar. 1116; Lu,lolf, ff. Aethiop. 67 (Gent's

transl.) ; Jackson's Marocco, 52 ; Niebuhr, Descr.

de I'Arabic, 150 ; Sparman's Trav. i. 307, who says

the Hottentots are glad when the locusts come, for

they fatten upon thenl; Hasselq. Trav. 232, 419
;

Kirby and Sjience, Entom. i. 305.

There are different ways of preparing locusts for

food : sometimes they are gi'ound and pounded, and

then mixed with Hour and water and made into

cakes, or they are salted and then eaten ; sometimes

smoked; boiled or roasted; stewed, or fried in

butter. Dr. Kitto {Pict. Bib. not. on Lev. xi.

21), who tasted locusts, says they are more like

shrimps than anything else ; and an English clergy-

man, some years ago, cooked some of the green grass-

hoppers, Locnsta viridissima, boiling them in w^ater

half an hour, throwing away the head, wings, and

legs, and then sprinkling them with pepper and salt,

and adding butter ; he Ibund them excellent. How
sti-ange then, nay, " how idle," to quote the words of

Kirby and Spence {Entom. i. 305), " was the contro-

versy concerning the locusts which formed part of the

sustenance of John the Baptist, .... and how apt

even learned men are to perplex a plain question from

ignorance of the customs of other countries " !"

The following are some of the works which treat

of locusts :—Ludolf, Dissertatio deLocustis, Francof.

» The locust-bird (see woodcut) referred to by tra-

vellers, and which the Arabs call smurmur, is no doubt,

from Dr. Kitto's description, the " rose-coloured starling,"

Pastor roseus. The Rev. H. B. Tristram saw one spe-

cimen in the orange groves at Jaffa in the spring of 1858

;

but makes no allusion to its devouring locusts. Dr. Kitto

In one place (p. 410) says the locust-bird is about the size

of a starling ; in another place (p. 420) he compares it in

size to a swallow. The bird is abdut eight inches and a half

in length. Yarrell (Brit. Birds, ii. 51, 2nd ed.) says ' it is

held sacred at Aleppo because It feeds on the locust ;" and
Col. Sykes bears testimony to the immense flocks in which
they fly. He says ( CataU>gue of Birds of DaJchan) " they

darken the air by their immbers forty or fifty have
bfon killed at a shot." But he says " they prove a cala-

mity to the husbandman, as they are as destructive a-

locusts, and not nmch less numerous."
" There are people at this day who gravely assert that

the locusts which formed part of the food of the Baptist

wpre not the Insect of that name, but the long sweet pods
<>r the locust-tree {Ceratonia siliqua), .Tohannis brodt,

ad Jloen. 1 694. This author believes that the quails

which fed the Israelites in the wilderness were

locusts (vid. his Dintriha qua sententia nova dc

Selavis, sire Loatstis defcnditur). A more absurd

opinion was that held by Non-elius, who main-

tained that the four names of Lev. .xi. 22 were

birds fsee his Schcdiasma de Avibus sacris, Arbeli,

Chagnb, Solum, ct Chargol, in Bib. Brem. CI. iii.

. 36). Faber, De Locmtis Biblicis, et sigiUatin

dc Avibus Quadnipcdibus, e:c Lev. xi. 20, Witteub.

1710-11. Asso's Abhiindlung von den Heuschrecken,

;ostock, 1787 ; and Tychsen's Comment. deLocustis.

Oedmau's Vermischtc Sammlung, ii. c. vii. Kirby

and ^pence's Introd. to Entomologg, i. 305, &c.

Bochart's Hierozoicon, iii. 251, &c., ed. Rosenmiill.

Kitto's Pliys. History of Palestine, 419, 420.

Kitto's Pictorial Bible, see Index, " Locust."

Dr. HaiTis's Natural History of the Bible, ait.

" Locust," 1833. Kitto's Cyclopaedia, arts. " Lo-

cust," " Chesil," &c. Harmer's Observations, Lou-

don, 1797. The travels of Shaw, Russel, Hassel-

quist, Volney, &c. &c. For a systematic description

of the Orthoptera, see SeiTille's Monograph in the

Suites a Buffon, and Fischer's Orthoptera Europaea

;

and for an excellent summaiy, see Winer's Bealwor-

terbuch, vol. i. p. 574, art. " Heuschrecken." For

the locusts of St. John, Mr. Denham refers to Suicer's

Thesaurus, i. 169, 179, and Gutherr, De Victu

Johannis, Franc. 1785 ; and for the symbolical

locusts of Rev. ix., to Newton On Prophecies, and

Woodhouse On the Apocalypse. '^ [W. H.]

LOD {'h : 7] Ao'5 ; 'AoSapwO, AoSaSla, both by

inclusion of the following name; Alex, in Ezra,

AuSStoi' Ao5a5i5 : Lod), a town of Benjamin, stated

to have been founded by Shamed or Shamer (1 Chr.

viii. 12). It is always mentioned in connexion with

Ono, and, with the exception of the passage just

quoted, in the post-captivity records only. It would

appear that after the boundaries of Benjamin, as given

in the book of Joshua, were settled, that enterprising

tribe extended itself further westward, into the rich

plain of Sharon, between the central hills and the

sea, and occupied or founded the towns of Lod, Ono,

Hadid, and others named only hi the later lists.

The people belonging to the three places just men-

tioned returned from Babylon to the number of 725
(Ezr. ii. 33 ; Neh. vii. 37), and again took possession

of their ibimer habitations (Neh. xi. 35).

Lod has retained its name almost unaltered to

the present day ; it is now called Ludd ; but is most

familiar to us from its occurrence in its Greek

garb, as Lydda, in the Acts of the Apostles. [G.]

" St. John's bread," as the monks of Palestine call it.

For other equally erroneous explanations, or unauthorised

alterations, of a/cpiies, see Celsil Eierob i. 74

» For the judgment of locusts referred to in the prophet

Joel, see Dr. Pusey's " Introduction " to that book. This

writer maintains that the prophet, under the figure of the

locust, foretold " a judgment far greater, an enemy fur

mightier than the locust" (p. 99), namely, the Assyrian

invasion of Palestine, because Joel calls the scourge the

" northern army," which Dr. Pusey says cannot be said of

the locusts, because almost always by a sort of lawcf
their being they make their Inroads from their birth-

place in the south. This one point, however, may be

fairly questioned. The usual dinciion of the flight of

this insect is from Kast to West, or from .S<iuth to

North; but the Oedipoda migratoria is believed to

have its birthplacn in Tartary (Serv. OrUiop. 7.'is), frciii

whence it visits Africa, the Mauritius, and part of the

South of p:urope. If this species be considered to be

the locust of Joel, the expression vmthem ai-mu is nios:

applicable to it.
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LO-DE'BAR tinn i"?; but in xvii. '27 "\ ih :

jj Ao5aj3a'p, AwSapdp : Lodabar), a place namod

with Malianaini, llogeiim, and other trans-Jordanic

towns (2 Sam. xvii. 27), and therefore no doubt on

the eastern side of the Jordan. It was the native

place of Machir ben-Ammiel, in whose house Mephi-

bosheth found a home after the death of his father

and the ruin of his grandfather's house (is. 4, 5).

Lo-debar receives a bare mention in the Onomasticon,

nor has any tmce of the name been encountered by

any later traveller. Indeed it has probably never

been sougiit for. IJeland (Pal. 734) conjectures

that it is intended in Josh. xiii. 26, where the word

rendered in the A. V. " of Debir " ("ll"!?), is the

same in its consonants as Lodebar, though with

ililferent vowel-points. In favour of this con-

jecture, which is adopted by J. D. Michaelis [Bib,

fur UngcL), is the fact that sucli a use of the

preposition ? is exceedingly rare (see Keil, Josica,

ad loc).

If taken as a Hebrew word, the root of the name is

possibly " pasture," the driving out of Hocks (Gesen.

T/ies. 7356 ; Stanley, S. # F. App. §9) ; but this

must be very uncertain. [G.]

LODGE, TO. This word in the A. V.—with
one exception only, to be noticed below— is used to

translate the Hebrew verb |-1? or
J^?,

which has,

at least in the narrative portions of the Bible,

almost invariably the force of " passing the night."

This is worthy of remark, because the word lodge

—probably only another form of the Saxon ligfjan,

" to lie"—does not appear to have had exclusively

that force in other English literature at the time the

Authorised Version was made. A few examples of

its occunence, where the meaning of passing the

night would not at first sight suggest itself to au
English reader, may be of service :— 1 K. six. 9

;

1 Chr. ix. 27 ; Is. x. 29 (where it mai-ks the halt

of the Assyrian army for bivouac); Neh. iv. 22,
.xiii. 20, 21 ; Cant. vii. 11 ; Job xxiv. 7, xxxi. 32,
&c. &c. The same Hebrew word is otherwise trans-

lated in the A. V. by " lie all night" (2 Sam. xii.

IG; Cant. i. 13; Job xxix. 19);
'" tany the night

"

(Gen.xix. 2; Judg. xix. 10; Jer.xiv. 8); "remain,"
I. e. until the moming (Ex. xxiii. 18).

The force of passing the night is also present in

the words )-"17D, " a sleeping-place," hence an Inn

[vol. i. 807 6], and nj-PO, "a hut," erected in

vineyards or fruit-gardens ifor the shelter of a man
who watched all night to protect the fruit. This
is rendered "lodge" in Is. i. 8, and "cottage" in

xxiv. 20, the only two passages^ in which it is' found.

2. The one exception above-named occurs in Josh,

ii. 1, where the word in the original is 3DCJ', a word
elsewhere rendered " to lie," generally in allusion to

sexual intercourse. [G.]

LOFT. [HoL-SE, vol. i. 838'j.]

LOG. [WicioiiTS AND Mkasures.]

LOIS {Auii), the grandmother
(fidnfit]) of

TiMOTHV, and doubtless the mother of his mother
Eunice (2 Tim. i. 5). From the Greek form of

these three names we should naturally infer that

the family had been IIelleni>tic for three generations

at least. It seems likely also that Lois had resided

long at Lystra; and almost certain that fiom her,

y What can have led the LXX. to translate the word

Q'»y " heaps," In Pe. Ixsix. 1, bv inuoo6v\dKiov, which
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as well as from Eunice, Timothy obtained his inti-

mate knowledge of the Jewish Scriptures (2 Tim.
iii. 15). Whether she was sui-viving at either of

St. Paul's visits to Lystra, we cannot say : she is not

alluded to in the Acts : nor is it absolutely certain,

though St. Paul spe.iTcs of her " faith," that she

became a Christian. The phrase might be used of a

pious Jcwess,who was ready to believe in the Messiah.

Calvin has a good note on this subject. [J. S. H.J

LOOKING-GLASSES. [Mirrors.]

LORD, as applied to the Deity, is the almost

uniform rendering in the A. V. of the O. T. of

the Heb. TV\T\), Jehovah, which would be more

properly represented as a proper name. The re-

verence which the Jews entertained for the sacred

name of God forbade them to pronounce it, .ind in

reading they substituted for it either Adondi,
" Lord," or Elohin, " God," according to the vowel-

points by which it was accompanied. [JlCiiOVAU,

vol. i. p. 9526]. This custom is observed in the ver-

sion of the LXX., where Jehovah is most commonly
translated by Kvptos, as in the N. T. (Heb. i. \0,

&c.), and in the Vulgate, where Domimis is the

usual equivalent. The title Adondi is also rendered

"Lord" in the A. V., though this, as applied to God,

is of infrequent occunence in the historicid books.

For instance, it is found in Genesis only in xv. 2, 8,

sviii. 3 (where "my Lord" should be "0 Loid"),

27, 30, 31, 32, XX. 4 ; once in Num. xiv. 17;
twice in Deut. iii. 24, ix. 26; twice in Josh. vii.

7, 8 ; four times in Judges ; and so on. In other

passages of these books " Lord " is the ti-anslation

of "Jehovah;" except Ex. xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23;
Deut. X. 17; Josh. iii. 11, 13, where ddon is so

rendered. But in the poetical and historical books

it is more frequent, excepting Job, where it occurs

only in xxviii. 28, and the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

and Song of Songs, where it is not once found.

The difference between Jehovah and Adonai (or

Adon) is generally marked in the A. V. by printing

the word in small cajiitals (LORD) when it repre-

sents the former (Gen. xv. 4, &c.), and with au

initial capital only when it is the tnmslation of the
' latter (Ps. xcvii. 5; Is. i. 24, x. Iti) ; except in Ex.

I

xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23, where "the Lord God" should

be more consistently " the Lord Jehovah." A similar

1 distinction prevails between n'ln^ (the letters of

,
Jehovah with the vowel-points of Elohim) and

D'ribX. elohim ; the former being represented in

I the A. V. by " God" in small capitals (Gen. xv.

I

2, &c.), while Elohim is "God" with an initial

capital only. And, generally, when the name of the

I

Deity is printed in capitals, it indicates that the

corresponding Hebrew is niH^, which is translated

I Lord or God accoiding to the vowel-points by

which it is accompanied.

In some instances it is difficult, on account of

the pause accent, to say wliether Adonai is the

title of the Deity, or merely one of res]iect addiessed

to men. These have been noticed by the Masorites,

j
who distinguish the fbrmer in their notes as " holy,"

I

and the latter as " profane." (See Gen, xviii. 3,

xix. 2, 18; and compare the Masoretic notes on

I

Gen. .XX. 13, Is. xix. 4.) [W. A. W.]

I ^
LORD'S DAY, THE ('H KvpiaKt, 'H/Ji^pa

;

fi fxla (Ta^^driav). It has been questioneil, though

\

not seriously luUil of late yeai-s, what is the nie-m-

thcy employ for n31?D •" '^^ above two passages, the

writer is luuiblc to conjecture.
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iug of the phi;«e t] KupioK^ 'Hfxtpa, which occurs

iu one passage only ot" the Holy Scripture, l-tev. i.

10, and is, iu our English version, translated " the

Lord's Day." The general consent both of Christian

antiquity and of modern divines has referred it to

the weekly festival of our Lord's resurrection, and

identified it with " the first day of the week," on

which He rose, with the patristical " eighth day,"

or "day which is both the Hi-st and the eiglith," in

fact with the ri rod 'H\iov 'H/u-epa," " Solis Dies,"

or " Sunday," of every age of the Chuixh.

But the views antagonistic to this general consent

deserve at least a passing notice. 1. Some have

supposed St. John to be speaking, in the passage

above refeired to, of the Sabbath, because tliat

institution is called in Isaiah Iviii. 13, by the

Almighty Himself, " Sly holy day."" To this it

is replied—If St. John had intended to specify the

sabbath, he would surely have used that word

which was by no means obsolete, or even obso-

lescent, at the time of his composing the book of the

Ueveiation. And it is addal, that if an apostle

had set the example of confounding the seventh and

tiie first days of the week, it would have been

sti-ange indeed that every ecclesiastical writer for

the first five centuries should have avoided any

approach to such confusion. They do avoid it

—

for as 2,dPfiaTov is never used by them for the

first day, so KvpiaK-f] is never used by them for

the seventh day. 2. Another theory is, that by
•' the Lord's Day," St. John intended "the day of

judmgent," to which a large portion of the book

of Kevelations may be conceived to refer. Thus
" I was in the spirit on the Lord's day" (iyevS-

fjurjv iv irvevnaTi iv r-p KvptaKTJ 'H/tiepa) would

imply that he was rapt, in spiritu;d vision, to the

d'ltc of that " great and terrible day," just as St.

Paul lepresents himself as caught up locally into

Paradise. Now, not to dispute the interpretation

of the pass;ige fi-om which the illustration is drawn

(2 Cor. .\ii. 4), the abettors of this view seem to

have put out of sight the following considerations.

In the preceding sentence, St. John had mentioned

the place in which he was writing, Patmos, and the

causes which had brought him thither. It is but

natural that he should further particularise the

circumstimces under which his mysterious work
was composed, by stating the exact day on which

the Kevelations were communicated to him, and

tJie employment, spiritual musing, in which he was

tiieu engaged. To suppose a mixture of the metapho-

lical and the literal would be strangely out of keep-

ing. And though it be conceded that the daj' of

judgment is in the New Test^mient spoken of as

'H Tov Kvplov 'H/ue'pa, the employment of the ad-

jectival form constitutes a remarkable ditference,

which was observe*! and maintained ever after-

wards. • There is also a critical objection to this

interpretation.* This second theoiy then, wiiich is

siiuctioned by the name of Augusti, must be aban-

doned, o. A third opinion is, that St. John in-

tended by the " Lord's Day," that on which the

Lord's resurrection was uimually celebiated, or, as

LOKDS DAY, THE loo

>> ri "H/ufpa Tou Kvpiou occurs In 1 Cor. i. 8, and
•i Thess. ii. 2, with tlie words ^inoic 'Ijjaov XptaroO
attached; iu 1 Cor. v. 5, and 2 Cor. I. 14, with the word
'Ij)<roO only attached ; and in 1 Thess. v. 2, and 2 Vet. iii. 10,

with the article tou omitted. In one place, whcieKith
the day of judpmcnt, and, as a foreshadowing of II, the

'lay of vfiigeunce upon Jerusalem, seem to be alluded to.

we now term it, Kaster-day. On this it need only

be observed, that though it w;is never questioned

that the weeklij celebration of that event should

take place on the first day of the hebdomadal cycle,

it was for a long time doubted on what day in the

annual cycle it should be celebiated. Two schools

at least existed on this point until considerably after

th'e death of St. John. It therefore seems unlikely

that, in a book intended for the whole Church, he

would have cmjiloyed a method of dating which was

far from generally agi-eed u^)on. And it is to be

added that no patristical authority can be quoted,

either for the interpretation contended for in this

opinion, or for the employment of ^ KupiaK)j'H/U€po

to denote Easter-day.

All other conjectures upon this point may be

permitted to confute themselves; but the following

ca^-il is too curious to be omitted. In Scripture

the fii-st day of the week is called t) fiia <xa^l3d.-

Toiv, in post-Scrij)tural writers it is aillcd r] Ku-

piaK^ 'H|Ue'po as well ; therefore, the book of Reve-

lations is not to be ascribed to an apostle ; or ni

other words, is not part of Scripture. The logic

of this argument is only to be sm-passed by its

boldness. It says, in etlect, because post-Scriptural

writers have these two designations for the first

day of the week ; therefore, Scriptural writers must
be confined to one of them. It were surely more
reasonable to suppose that the adoption by post-

Scriptural wi iters of a phrase so pre-eminently

Christian as 7] KvpiaK^j 'Hfxepa to denote the first

day of the week, and a day so especially marked,

can be traceable to nothing else than an apostle's

use of that phrase in the same meaning.

Supposing then that r] KuptoKr; 'Hfitpa of St.

John is the Lord's Day,—What do we gather from

Holy Scripture concerning that institution ? How
is it spoken of by early writers up to the time ot

Constantine? What change, if any, was brought

upon it by the celebrated edict of that emperor,

whom some have declaied to have been its ori-

ginator ?

1. Scripture says very little concerning it. But
that little seems to indicate that the divinely in-

spired apostles, by their practice and by their pie-

cepts, marked the first day of the week as a day

for meeting together to break bread, for communi-
Ciiting and receiving instraction, for laying up otler-

ings in store for charitable purposes, for occupation

in holy thought and prayer. The fii-st day of tlu'

week so devoted seems also to have beeu the day

of the Lord's Resurrection, and therefore, to have

been especially likely to be chosen for such purpose.-

by those wlio " preached Jesus and the Kesur-

rection."

The Lord rose on the first day of the week (ti;

/UioE aa^^arwv), and appeared, on the veiy day ol

His rising, to His foUoweis on five distinct occa-

sions—to Mary Magdalene, to the othei- women, t"

the two disciples on the road to Emmaus, to St.

Peter separately, to ten Apostles collected togethei

.

After eiglit days {fieff ^/uepa? oktw), that is. ai>

cording to the oidinary reckoning, on the first nay

the Lord himself says, oiiruis e<rrai Kai 6 vib? toO or-

flpcoTTou ei' ri} Jj/if'pa aiiTov, Luke xvii. 24.

•^ 'Eytv6iJ.r)v would necessarily have to be constructed

with ef riM-Wy "
' '"' '" the day ofjudgment, i. e. I wao

pajising the day of judgment, spiritually." Now yiVf</6ai

fv rnj-ffiif is never used for diem agere. But, on the other

hand, the construction of iytvoiiriv with iv irwvfiaTt t.'

juBtifted by a parallel (Mssagc in liev. iv. 2, Koi rii6t<u9
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of the next week, He appeared to the eleven. He

does not seem to have appeared in the interval— it

may be to render tliatday especially noticeable by the

apo.stIes, or, it may be for other reasons. But, how-

ever tills question be settled, on the day of Pentecost,

which in that year fell on thefii'stday of the week

(see Bramhall, Disc, of the Sabbitli and Lord's

Day, in Works, vol. v. p. 51, O.vford edition),

" they were all with one accord in one place,"

had spiritual gifts conferred on them, and in

tiieir turn began to communicate those gifts,

as accompaniments of instruction, to others. At
Troas (Acts .\x. 7), many years after the occun-ence

at Pentecost, when Christianity had begun to as-

sume something like a settled form, St. Luke records

the following circumstances. St. Paul and his

com])anions arrived there, and " aborle seven days,

and upon the first day of the week when the dis-

ciples came together to break bread, Paul preached

unto them." In 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2, that .^ame St.

Paul writes thus : " Now concerning the collection

for the saints, as I have given order to the churches

m Galatia, even so do ye. Upon the first day of

the week, let every one bf you lay by him in store,

as God hath prospered him, that there be no ga-

therings when I come." In Heb. x. 25, the cor-

respondents of the wiiter are desired " not to foi-sake

the assembling of themselves together, as the manner

of some is, but to exhort one another," an injunc-

tion which seems to imply that a regular day for

such assembling existed, and was well known ; for

otherwise no rebuke would lie. And lastly, in the

passage given above, St. John describes himself as

being in the Spirit " on the Lord's Day."

Taken separately, perhaps, and even all to-

gether, these passjiges seen) scarcely adequate to

prove that the dedication of the first day of the

week to the purposes above mentioned was a matter

of apostolic institution, or even of apostolic prac-

tice. But, it may be observed, that it is at any

rate an extraordinaiy coincidence, that almost im-

mediately we emerge from Sciipture, we find the

sjime day mentioned in a similar wanner, and di-

rectly associated with the Lord's llesurrection ; that

it is an extraordinary fact that we never find its

dedication questioned or argued about, but accepted

as something equally apostolic with Confirmation,

with Infint Baptism, with Ordination, or at least

spoken of in the siime way. And as to direct sup-

port fiom Holy Scripture, it is noticeable that those

other oidinances which are usually considered Scrip-

tural, and in support of which Scripture is usually

cited, are dependent, so far as mere quotation is

concerned, upon fewer texts than the Lord's Day is.

Stating the case at the very lowest, the Lord's Day
has at le.'ust " probable insinuations in Scripture,"**

and so is superior to any other holy day, whether

of hebdomadal celebration, as Friday in memory of

the Crucifixion, or of annual celebration, as Kaster-

day in memory of the Hesiirrection itself. These

other days may be, and are, defensible on other

grounds ; but they do not possess anything like a

Scriptural authoiity for their observance. And if

we are inclined still to press for more pertinent

Scriptural proof, and moie frequent mention of the

institution, for such we suppose it to be, in the

writings of the apostles, we must recollect how
little is said of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, and

how vast a difference is naturally to be expected to

exist between a sketch of the manners and habits

* This phrase is employed by Bishop Sanderson.
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of their age, whicli the authors of the HolyScriptur'TS

did not write, and hints as to life and conduct, and
regulation of known practices, which they did write.

2. On quitting the canonical wiitings, we turn

naturally to Clement of Rome. He does not, how-
ever, directly mention " the Lord's Day," but in 1

Cor. i. 40, he says, iravra Ta|et itoiuv ixpeiKofiiv,

and he speaks of wpirrfxevot Kaipol /cal upat, at which

the Christian •Kpoa(popaX Koi Xnrovpyiai should be

made.

Ignatius, the disciple of St. John {ad Magn. c.

9), contrasts Judaism and ChiiNtianity, and as an

exemplification of the contrast, opposes aa^^arl-

(€ii> to living according to the Lord's life (koto

TTjj' KvpiaK-}iv Ztoriv ^wvres).

The Epistle ascril)ed to St. Barnabas, which,

though certainly not written by that apostle, was

in existence in the earlier pait of the 2nd century,

has (c. 15) the following words, " We celebrate the

eighth day with joy, on which too Jesus rose from

the dead."'

A pngan document now comes into view. It is

the well-known letter of Pliny to Trajan, written

while he presided over Pontus and Bithynia. " The
Christians (says he), affiim the whole of their guilt

or error to be, that they were accustomeil to meet to-

gether on a stated day {statodie), before it was light,

and to sing hymns to Christ as a Cod, and to bind

themselves by a Sacratncntum, not for any wicked

purpose, but never to commit fraud, theft, or adul-

tery ; never to bieak their word, or to refuse, when
called upon to deliver up any trust ; after wliich it

was their custom to separate, and to assemble again

to take a meal, but a general one, and without

guilty purpose."

A thoroughly Christian authoiity, Justin Martyr,

who flourished a.d. 140, stands next on the list.

He writes thus: "On the day called Sunday (t^
TOO r}\iov KeyofiivT) rnxepa), is an assembly of all

who live either in the cities or in the rural districts,

and the memoirs of the ajiostles and the writings of

the prophets are read." Then he goes on to de-

scribe the particulars of the religious acts which are

entered upon at this assembly. They consist of

prayer, of the celebration of the Holy Euchaiist,and

of collection of alms. He afterwards assigns the rea-

sons which Christians had for meeting on Sunday.

These are, " because it is the First Day, on which

God dispelled the darkness (t5 o-kStos) and the

original state of things (tV vf^v)) and formed the

world, and because Jesus Christ our Saviour rose

from the dead upon it" {Apol. Prim.). In an-

other work (Dial. c. Tryph.), he makes circum-

cision furnish a type of Sunday. " The command
to circumcise infants on the eighth day Avas a type

of the true circumcision by which we are circum-

cised from error and wickedness through our Lord

•Tesus Chiist, who rose from the dead on the firet

day of the week (rp fxi^ (XafiPdTwv) ; therefore it

remains the chief and first of days." As for <raj3-

fiaTi^eiv, he uses that with exclusive reference to

the Jewish law. He carefully distinguishes Satur-

day [ri KpoviK))), the day after which our Lord

was crufified, from Sunday (^ fx-ira t^v KpoviK^v

ijTiy icTTiv 7) rov 'HXlov ijntpa;, upon which He
rose from the dead. (If any surprise is felt at

Justin's employment of the heathen designations

for the seventh and first days of the week, it may
be accounted for thus. Before the death of Ha-

'Ayofiev tiji' riiiepav t>)1' bySoriv tU (v^po<rvvr)f.

It 6 'Ir)<7oCs ai'c'oTT) iie veKpi>v.
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driau, a.D. 138, the hebdomadal division (which

Dion Cassias, writing in the ord century, derives,

together with its nomenclature, from Kgypt), had

in matters of common life, almost universally su-

perseded in Greece, and even in Italy, the national

divisions of the lunar month. Justin Martyr,

writing to and for heathen, as well as to and for

Jews, employs it, therefore, with a certainty of

being understood.)

The strange heretic, Bai-desanes, who however

delighted to consider himself a sort of Christian, has

the tbllowing words in his book on " Fate," or on

*' the Laws of the Countries," which he addressed to

the Emperor M. Aurelius Antoninus: " What then
|

shall we say )especting the new race of ourselves .

who lie Christians, whom in every country and in
|

every region the Messiah established at His coming
;

|

for, lo ! Vheiever we be, all of us are called by the
j

one name of the Messiah, Christians ; and upon one i

day, which is the first of the week, we assemble
|

ourselves together, and on the appointed days we
j

abstiin from food" (Cureton's Translation).
j

Two very short notices stand next on our list,
j

but they are important from their casual and un-

studied "chaiacter. Dionysius, bishop of Corinth,

A.D. 170, in a letter to the Cluuch of Rome, a frag-

ment of which is preserved by Eusebius, says, tV
trrifjLepoi' oiy KvpiaK)}v ayiav rjixepav Sirjyayofjiev,

eV ^ avi-yvojixiv vixwv rrfv eirtffToA^v. And Me-

litoj bishop of Sardis, his contempoiary, is stated

to have composed, among otlier works, a treatise on

the Lord's Day (6 irepl rrjs Kupia/cfjs \6yos).

'The next writer who may be quoted is Irenaeus,

bishop of Lyons, A.D. 178. He asserts that the

Sabbath is "abolished ; but his evidence to the ex-

istence of the Lord's Day is clear and distinct. It

is spoken of in one of the best known of his Frag-

ments (see Beaven's Irenaeus, p. 202). But a

record in Euseb. (v. 23, 2) of the part which he

took in the Quarta-Deciman controversy, shows that

in his time it was an institution beyond dispute.

The point in question was this: .Should Easter be

celebrated in connexion with the Jewish Passover,

on whatever day of the week that might happen to

fall, with the Churches of Asia Minor, Syria, and

Mesopotamia; or on the Lord's Day, with the rest

of the Christian world? The Churches of Gaul,

then under the superintendence of Irenaeus, agreed

upon a synodical epistle to Victor, bishop of Rome,

in which occurred words somewhat to this effect,

" The mystery of the Lord's KesuiTection may not

be celebrated on any other day than the Lord's Day,

and on this alone should we observe the breaking oft"

of the Paschal Fast."' This confirms what was

said above, that while, even to^vards the end of the

2nd century, tradition varied as to the i/earl;/ cele-

bration of Christ's Resurrection, the iree/tli/ celebra-

tion of it was one upon which no diver.^ity existed,

or w.is even hinted at.

Clement of Alexandria, A.D. 194, comes next.

One does not expect anything very definite from a

writer of so mystical a tendency, but he has some

things quite to our puipose. In his Strom, (iv. §3),

he speaks of tV apxiyovov r}yiipav. rriv TCfi ovri

avdiravffiv Tjfiwv, t?V 5ij koI irpdir-nv rcfi ovti

ip^rhi yeveffiv, k.t.A.., woiils whicii ISishop Kaye

' 'ili av /irjS' iv oAAtj ttot€ ttJ; Kvpiafcij? rjfie'pif to T^y

fK v€K(iu)v avaa'Ta.<Teu)^ im.TeXot.To toO Kvpi'ou fivtTrrjpioi'^

(Cat oiT(i>9 CI' ravrrj ixourj tu)V ko-to. to Trao^a vy\(n€uiiv

ifivXaTTOincda ras eTriAOeret?.

^ OvTO! tvToATjf Tqv KcTOL TO euayytAioi' Jion-pafd-

uoot, XupiOKJ)!' ri)i' rifitpav JroKi, or' ar ajro^oAATj
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interprets as contrasting the seventh day of the

Law, with the eighth day of the Gospel. And, as

the same learned prelate obsen-es, " When Clement

savs that the gnostic, or transcendental Christian,

does not pray in any fixed place, or on any stated

days, but throughout his whole lite, he gives us to

understand that Christians in general did meet to-

gether in fixed places and at appointed times for the

purposes of prayer." But we aie not left to mere

inference on this important point, lor Clement

speaks of the Lord's Day as a well-known and cus-

tomary festival, and in one place gives a mystical

interpretation of the name.K

Tertullian, whose date is assignable to the close

of the 2ud century, may, in spite of his conver-

sion to Moutanism, be quoted as a witness to facts.

He terms the first day of the week sometimes

Sunday (Dies Solis), sometimes Dies Domiuicus.

He speaks of it as a day of joy (Diem Solis laetitiae

indulgemus, Apol. c. 16% and asserts that it is

wrong to fast upon it, or to pray kneeling during

its continuance (Die Dominico jejunium nefas du-

cimus, vel de geniculis adorare, De Cor. c. 3).

" Even business is to be put off, lest we give place

to the de-iil" (Differentes etiam negotia, ne quem

Diabolo locum demus. Be Orat. c. 13).

Origen contends that the Lord's Day had its su-

periority to the Sabbath indicated by manna having

been given on it to the Israelites, while it was with-

held on the Sabbath. It is one of the marks of the

I
perfect Christian to keep the Lord's Day.

I Minucius Fefix, A.D. 210, makes the heathen

interlocutor, in his dialogue called Octavius, assert

that the Christians come together to a repast " on

a solemn day" (solenni die).

Cyprian and his colleagues, in a synodical letter,

A.D. 253, make the Jewish circumcision on the

eighth day prerigure the newness of life of the

Christian, to which Christ's resurrection introduces

him, and point to the Lord's Day, which is at once

the eighth and the first.

Commodian, circ. A.D. 270, mentions the Lord's

Day.

Victoiinus, A.d. 290, contrasts it, in a very

remarkable passage, with the Parasceve and the

Sabbath

;

And Peter, Bishop of Alexandria, A.D. 300, says

of it, " We keep the Lord's Day as a day of joy,

becauise of Him who rose thereon."^

The results of our examination of the principal

writers of the two centuries aftei- the death of St.

John are as follows. The Lord's Day (a name

which has now come out more prominently, and is

connected more explicitly with our Lord's resur-

rection than before) existed during these two cen-

turies as a part and parcel of apostolical, and so of

Scriptural Christianity. It was never defended, for

it was never impugned, or at least only impugned

as other things received fi'om the apostles were.

It was never confoundeil with the Sabbath, but

carefully distinguished from it, (though we have

not quoted nearly all the passages by which this

point might be proved). It was not an institution

of severe .Sabbatical character, but a day of joy

(
XapfiOffvvr] I

and cheerfulness (^iixppoavvi)) , lather

eucouraguig than forbidding relaxation, l.'eligiously

i,avKov TOijua kh'i. yvusdriKOV ypoo-Ao/Sr), ttji' iv avT<2 Tov

KvpCov avaa-Tocnv So^a.^u>v, ('^trom. v.).

I

h Tr)V yap Kvpioucriv xapfiO<™viJ« ruiipav ayoiifv. Sia

TOi- ava<Tro.iTa ev avTJJ. iv j5 ovie yovaTa icAu f ii' "ooii-

A>i^aM<f
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regaixled, it w;ts a day of solemn meeting foi' the

Holy Eucharist, for united prayer, I'or insti-uction,

for almsgiving; and though, being an institution

under the law of liberty, work does not appear to

have been formally interdicted, or rest tiji-mally

enjoined, Tertullian seems to indicate that the cha-

nctev of the day was opposed to worldly business.

Finally, whatever analogy may be supposed to exist

between the Lord's Day and the Sabbatli, in no

passiige that has come down to us is the Fourth

Commandment appe;»led to as the ground of the

obligation to observe the Lord's Day. Ecclesiastical

writeis reiterate again and again, in the strictest sense

of the words, " Let no man therefore judge you in

respect of an holiday, or of the new moon, or of

the sabbath days" (Mtj rts vfias KpiveTw fv /us'pej

eoprjjs, ^ vovfirivlas, f) (ra^^aroiv. Col. ii. 16).

Nor, again, is it referred to any .Sabbntic;il foundation

anterior to the promulgation of the j\Iosaic economy.

On the contrary, those before the Mosaic era are

constantly assumed to have had neither knowledge
nor obseiTance of the Sabbath. And :us little is it

anywhere asserted that the Lord's Day is merely an

ecclesiastical institution, dependent on the post-

apostolic Church for its origin, and by consequence

ciipable of being done away, should a time ever

arrive when it appears to be no longer needed.

Our design does not necessarily lead us to do

more than state facts ; but if the facts be allowed

to spe;ik for themselves, they indicate that the

Lord's Day is a purely Christian institution, sanc-

tioned by apostolic practice, mentioned iu apostolic

writings, and so possessed of whatever divine au-

thority all apostolic ordinances and doctrines (which
were not obviously temporaiy, or were not abro-

gated by the a{X)stles themselves) can be supposed
to pos.si'ss.

A. But on whatever grounds "the Lord's Day"
may be supposed to rest, it is a great and indis-

putable fact that four years before the Oecumenici^l

Council of Nicaea, it was recognised by Constan-
tine in his celebrated edict, as "the venerable Day
of the Sun." The terms of the document are

these :

—

" Jmperatm- Comtantinus Aug. Ilelpidio.

" Omiies judlces urbiinaeque plebes et cunctarum artium
officla v<-:i.-rabili Die Soils quiescant. Kurl tjimen poslti

agrorum culturae llberfe Ucentcrque inservlaiit, quoniam
frequenter cvcnii ut non aptlus alio die frumenta sulcis

aut vliicae scroblbus mandontur, ne occasione momentl
pereat commoditas coelesti provislone concessa."

—

Bat.
.Von. Mart. Crispo II. et Constantino II. Coss.

Some have endeavoured to explain away this

document by alleging— 1st, that " Solis Dies" is

not the Christian name of the Lord's Day, and that

Constantine did not therefore intend to acknowledge
it as a Christian institution.

2nd. That, before his convereion, Constantine had
professed himself to be especially under the guardian-

ship of the sun, and that, at the very best, he in-

tended to make a religious compromise between
sun-woi-shippers, properly so called, and the wor-

' Tiji' Si KvpiaKTiv KoAou/oit'n)!' j);U€pai', ijv 'EjSpatoi rpui-

TJ)!/ T^s ipSoiidSoi ofO/JLa^ovaif, 'EAAjji/es Se tw lUio)

a.vaTi9eaii.v, Kal tt/c Trp'o Trji e^Jo(Ui7)s, ei'o/mofleTijiTe SiKa-

OTyipuav Kal tuiv oAAwf npayfidTuiu (r^oAj)!/ ayeir Trdi'Tas,

Kal ev evxaU K&' Atrais to Stlov Oepantveiv eVi/ua Si

n)V KvpiaKijv, lus iv ravrr) ToO XptcTTOu auatrrdm-Oi (k

VfKpuiv TTji' Si irepat', lo? ev avrrj <TTavpiaGei-ro<i (So/,.

Sccl. Hist. i. c. 8). But on tbls passage Siiicer observes

vc'.y truly, " Non Ultit a Conslanlino appcllatam KvpiaKrjv,
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shippers of the " Sun of Righteousness," i. a.

'J.'"aistians.

;5rdly. That Constantine's edict w;»s purely a
kalendarial one, and intended to reduce the ntmiber

of public holidays, " Dies Nefasti," or " Feriati,"

which had, so long ago as the date of the " Actiones

VeiTinae," become a serious impediment to the

transaction of business. And that this Wiis to be

etiected by choosing a day which, while it wouli

be accepted by the Paganism then in fashion, would

of course be agreeable to the Christians,

4thly. That Constantine then instituted Sunday

for the first time as a religious day for Christians.

The fourth of these statements is absolutely re-

futed, both by the quotations made above from

writeis of the second and third centuries, and by

the tei-ms of the edict it.self. It is evident that

Constantine, accepting as facts the existence of the

" Solis Dies," and the reverence paid to it by some
one or other, does nothing more than make that

reverence practically universal. It is " venerabilis
"

already. And it is probable that this most natural

interpretation would never have been disturbed, had

not Sozomen asserted, without wairant from either

the Justinian or the Theodosian Code, that Con-
stantine did for the sixth day of the week what the

codes assert he did for the first.'

The three other statements concern themselves

rather with what Constantine meant than with

what he did. But with such considerations we
have little or nothing to do. He may have pur-

posely selectal an ambiguous appellation. He may
have been only half a Christian, wavering betNveen

allegiance to Christ and allegiance to Mithras. He
may have affected a religious sjmcretism. He may
have wished his people to adopt such syncretism.

He may ha\'e feaied to oll'end the Pagans. He may
have hesitated to avow too openly his inwaid lean-

ings to Christianity. He may have considered that

community of religious days might lead bye and bye
to community of religious thought and feeling.

And he may have had in view the rectificjition of

the kalendar. But all this is nothing to the ])ur-

pose. It is a fact, tltat in the year a.d. 321, in a
public edict, which was to apply to Christians as

well as to Pagans, he put especial honour upon a

day already h.onoured by the former—judiciously

calling it by a name which Christians had long

employed without sciuple, and to which, as it was
in ordinary use, the Pagans could sau-cely object.

What he did for it was to insist that worldly
business, whethei- by the functionaries of the law
or by private citizens, should be intermitted during
its continuance. An exception indeed was made
in favour of the rural districts, avowedly from the

necessity of the case, covertly perhaps to prevent

those districts, where Paganism (as the woi-d Pagus
would intimate") still prevailed extensively, from
feeling aggrieved by a sudden and stringent change.

It need only be added here, that the readiness with
which Christians acquiesced in the interdiction of

business on the Lord's Day allbrds no small pre-

sumption that they had long considered it to be a

sed 'jam ante sic vocatam feriatam esse decrevlt.' " There
is a passage also in Kusebius ( Vit. Const, iv. 18) whicb
appears to assert the same thing of Saturday. It Is, how-
ever, manifestly corrupt, and can scarcely be translated at
all cxa'pt by the employment of an emendation ; while,

if we do thus emend it, it will speak of FYiday, as Sozomen
docs, and not of Saturday; and, what Is more to our pur-
pose, to whichever of those days it docs refer, what is said

in it concerning "11 xvpiaKt) \\ ill fall midcr Sulcer's remark.
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day of rest, and that, so far ns circumstances ad-

mitted, they had made it so long before.

Were any other testimony wanting to the exist-

ence of Sunday as a day of Christian worship at

this period, it might be supplied by the Council of

Nicaea, A.D. 325. Tlie Fathers there and then as-

sembled make no doubt of the obligation of that

day—do not ordain it—do not defend it. They
assume it as an existing fact, and only notice it

incidentally in order to regulate an indifferent mat-
ter, the posture of Christian worshippers upon it.''

Richard Baxter has well summed up the history

of the Lord's l>ay at this point, and his words may
not unaptly be inserted here :—" That the first

Christian emperor, finding all Christians unanimous
in the possession of the day, should make a law

(as our kings do) for the due observing of it, and

that the first Christian council should establish

nnifoi-mity in the very gesture of worship on that

(lay, are strong confirmations of the matter of fact,

that tlie churches unanimously agreed in the holy

use of it as a separated day even from and in the

Apostles' days" (Richard Baxter, On the Divine

Appointment of the Lord's Day, p. 41. 1671).

Here we conclude our inquiry. If patristical or

ecclesiastical ground has been touched upon, it has

been only so far as appeared necessary for the

elucidation of the Scripture phrase, t) KvpiaK^

'Hfitpa. What became of the Sabbath after Chris-

tianity was taii-ly planted; what Christ said of it

in the Gospels, and how His words are to be inter-

pieted ; what the apostles said of that day, and

how they treated it ; what the early ecclesiastical

writers held respecting it; and in what sense

"There remaineth a sabbatisnius {iraPPaTKr/xhs,

A. V. "rest") to the people of God" (Heb.

iv. 9): these are questions which fall rather

under the head of Sabbath than under that

of " Lord's Day." And as no debate arose in apos-

tolic or in primitive times respecting the relation,

by descent, of the Lord's Day to the Mosaic Sabbath,

)V to any Sabbatical institution of assumed higher

antiquity, none need be raised here. [See Sab-
bath.]

The whole subject of the Lord's Day, including

its " origin, history, and present obligation," is

tieated of by the writer of this article in the Bamp-
toa Lecture for 1860. [J. A. H.]

LORD'S SUPPER (KvptaKhv Selirvov: Cucna

Dominica). The words which thus describe the

gi-eat central act of the worship of the Christian

Church occur but in one single passage of

the N. T. (1 Cor. xi. 20).'' Of the fact which

lies, under the name we have sevei-al notices,

and from these, incidental and fragmentary as they

are, it is possible to form a tolerably distinct picture.

To examine these notices in their relation to the life
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• 'ETreiS^ Tire's d(riv iv 77} KvpiaKJi 701^; kKCvovth kox

lev Tai! 1-^9 lleiTTjKOOTijs i^/tiepais, i/vrep tow ndvra iv

iraiTTy napoiKCa 6jlloi(u? <f>v\o.TT€<x6aL, ctrrcora? eSoje t^

oyto (Tvi'oSia Ta5 evxa! o.Tro&iS6vai ria ©ecu (C'071C. A'ic.

,
Can. 2(1).

Maldonatus (Comm. on Matt. x.\vi. 2C) is bold enough

\ to deny that the " Lord's Supi)er " of 1 Oir. .\i. 20 is the

[same as the " Eucbarlstia" of the later Church, and ideii-

ptiflc-s It with the meal tlii'.t followed. The phraseology to

liich we arc accustomed is to hiiu only an example of

' rldicula Calvlnlstarum et Lutheranorum Inscltia,"

imovatinf; on the received language of the Church. The

1 detector of heresy, however, is In this instance at

^variance not only with the consensus of the chief faUiers

? the ancient Church (comp. Suiccr, Tlics. s. v. htXirvov),
\

of the Christian society in the first stages of its

growth, and so to leant what "the Supper of

the Lord " actually was, will be the object of this

article. It would be foreign to its purpose to trace

the history of the sfaitely liturgies which grew up

out of it in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, except so far

as they supply or suggest evidence as to the customs

of the earlier period, or to touch upon the many
controversies which then, or at a later age, have

clustered round the original institution.

I. The starting point of this inquiiy is found in

the history of that night when Jesus and His dis-

ciples met together to eat the P;issover (Matt. xxvi.

19; Mark xiv. 16; Luke xxii. 13). The manner

in which the Paschal feast was kept by the Jews
of that peiiod ditfered in many details from that

originally prescribed by the rules of Ex. xii. The
multitudes that came up to Jerusalem, met, as they

could find accommodation, family by family, or in

groups of friends, with one of their number as the

celebrant, or " procl;iimer " of the feast. The cere-

monies of the feast took place in the following order

(Lightfoot, Temple Service, xiii. ; Meyer, Comm. in

Matt. xxA-i. 20). (1) The members of the company

that were joined for this purpose met in the evening

and reclined on couches, this position being now as

much a matter of rule as standing had been originally

(comp. Matt. xxvi. 20, ove'/ceiTO ; Luke xxii. 14
;

and John .\iii. 23, 25). The head of the house-

hold, or celebrant, began by a form of blessing

" for the day and for the wine," pronounced over a

cup, of which he and the others then drank. The
wine was, according to liabbinic traditions, to be

mixed with water ; not for any mysterious reason,

but because that was regarded as the best way of

using the best wine (comp. 2 Mace. xv. 39).

(2) All who were present then washed their hands
;

this also having a special benediction. (3) The
table was then set out with the paschal lamb, un-

leavened bread, bitter herbs, and the dish known

asCharoseth (nDliri), a sauce made of dates, figs,

raisins, and vinegar, and designed to commemorate
the mortar of their bondage in Egypt (Buxtoifl',

Lex. Rabb. 831). (4) The celebrant first, and

then the others, dipped a portion of the bitter herbs

into the Charoseth and ate them. (5) The dishes

were then removed, and a cup of wine again

brought. Then followed an interval which was
allowed theoretically for the questions that might
be .asked by children or proselytes, who were asto-

nished at such a strange beginning of a feast, and

the cup was passed round and drunk at the close

of it. (6) The dishes being brought on again, the

celebrant repeated the commemorative w^ords which

opened what was strictly the paschal supper, and

pronounced a solemn thanksgiving, followed by Ps.

cxiii. and cxiv.*" (7) Then came a second washing

but with the authoritative teaching of his own (Catec/ttsm.

Trident, c. iv. qu. 5).

b It may be interesting to give the words, as shewing

what kind of forms may have served as types for the first

worship of the Christian Churcli.

1. This is the passover, which we eat because the Lonl

passed over the houses of our fathers in Egypt
2. These are the bitter herbs, which we eat in remem-

brance that the Egyptians made the lives of our fathers

bitter in Egypt.

3. This is the unleavened bread, wliich wc eat, bccausi'

the dough of our fathers had not time 10 be leavened

before the Lord revealed himself and redeemed them out

of hand.

1. Therefore arc wc bound to give thanks, to praise, to
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nt the liiiuils, with a short form of blessing as

beioi-e, and tJie celebrant broke one of the two

loaves or cakes of unleavened bread, and gave thanks

over it. All then took portions of the bread and

dipped them, together with the bitter herbs, into

the Charoseth, and so ate them. (8) After this

they ate tlie Hesh of the paschal lamb, with bread,

&c., as they liked ; and after another blessing, a

third cup, known especially as the "cup of bless-

ing," was haiuied round. (9) This was succeeded

by a fourth cup, and the recital of Ps. cxv.-cxviii.

followed by a prayer, and this was accordingly

known as the cup of the Hallel, or of the Song.

(10) There might be, in conclusion, a fifth cup,

provided that the " great Hallel " (possibly Psalms

cxx.-c.x.\xvii.) was sung over it.

Corapai-ing the ritual thus gathered from Rab-

binic writers with the N. T., and assuming (1)

that it represents substantially the common practice

of our Lord's time ; and (2) that tiie meal of which

He and His disciples partook, was either the jiass-

over itself, or an anticipation of it,<= conducted
j

according to the same rules, we are able to point,
|

though not with absolute certainty, to the point.s

of departure which the old practice presented for

the institution of the new. To (1) or (3), or even

to (3), we may refer the first words and the first

distribution of the cup (Luke .xxii. 17, 18) ; to (2)

or (7), the dipping of the sop {^ceiJ.lov) of John

xiii. 26; to (7), or to an interval during or after

(8), the distribution of the bread (Matt. xxvi. 26

;

Mark xiv. 22 ; Luke xxii. 19 ; 1 Cor. xi. 23, 24);
to (9) or (lOj ("after supper," Luke xxii. 20) the

thanksgiving, and distribution of the cup, and

the hymn with which the whole was ended. It

will be noticed that, according to this order of suc-

cession, the question whether Judas partook of

what, in the language of a later age, would be

railed the consecrated elements, is most probably to

be answered in the negative.

The narratives of the Gospels show how strongly

the disciples were impressed with the words which
had given a new meaning to the old familial' acts.

They leave unnoticed all the ceremonies of the Pass-

over, except those which had thus been transferred to

the Christian Church and perpetuated in it. Old
things weie passing away, and all things becoming
new. They had looked on the bread and the wine
as memorials of the deliverance from Egypt. They
were now told to pailake of them " in remem-
bi-ance" of their Master and Lord. The festival

had been annual. No rule was given as to the time
and frequency of the new feast that thus supervened

on the old, but the command " Do this as oft as

ye drink it" (1 Cor. xi. 25), suggested the more
continual recurrence of that which was to be their

memorial of one whom they would wish never to

forget. The words, " This is my body," gave to

the unleavened bread a new character. They had
been prepared for language that would otherwise

laud, to glorify, to extol, to lioimur, to praise, to magnify
lilm that hath done for imr fathers, and for us, all these

wonders; who hatli bronslit us from bondage to free-

dom, from son'ow to rejoicitjg, from mourning to a good

day, from darkness to a great liglit, from affliction to

redemption; therolbre must we say before him. Hallelu-

iah, praise ye the Ixjrd .... followed by I's. cxlU. (Light-

foot, I c).

<= This reservation is marie as being a possible alterna-

tive for explaining the differences between the three

first Gospels and St. John.
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have been so st;trtling, by the teaching of John i^vi.

32-58), and they were thus taught to see in the
bread that was broken the witness of the closest

possible union and incoiporation with their Lord.

The cup which was "the new testament" (8to-

d-fiKTi) " in His blood," would remind them, in like

maimer, of the wonderful prophecy in which that

new covenant had been foretold (Jer. .xxxi. 31-34)
of which the crowning glory was in the promise,
" I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember
their sin no more." His blood shed, as He told them,
" for them and for many," for that remission of

sins which He had been proclaiming throughout his

whole ministry, was to be to the new covenant

what the blood of sprinkling had been to that of

Moses (Ex. xxiv. 8). It is possible that there may
have been yet another thought connected with these

symbolic acts. 'I'he fimeral customs of the Jews
involved, at or after the burial, the administi-ation

to the mourners of bread (comp. Jer. xn. 7,

" neither shall they break bread for them in mourn-
ing," in marginal reading of A. V. ; Ewald and
Hitzig, ad loc. ; Ez. xxiv. 17 ; Hos. ix. 4 ; Tob. iv.

17), and of wine, known, when thus given, as

" the cup of consolation." May not the bread and

the wine of the Last Supper have had something of

that character, preparing the minds of Christ's dis-

ciples for His departure by treating it as already

accomplished? They were to think of his body as

already anointed for the burial (Matt. x.wi. 12
;

Mark xiv. 8; John xii. 7), of his body as already

given up to death, of his blood as already shed.

The passover-meal was also, little as they might
dream of it, a funeral-teast. The bread and the

wine were to be pledges of consolation ibr their

sorrow, analogous to the veibal promises of John
.xiv. 1, 27, xvi. 20. The word SmflTjKTj might even

have the twofold meaning which is connected with

it in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

May we not conjecture, without leaving the

region of history for that of controversy, that the

thoughts, desires, emotions, of that hour of divine

sorrow and communion would be such as to lead

the disciples to crave earnestly to renew them ?

Would it not be natural that they should seek that

renewal in the way which their JIaster had pointed

out to them ? From this time, accordingly, the

words "to break biead," appear to have had for

the disciples a new significance. It may not have

assumed indeed, as yet, the character of a distinct

liturgical act; but when they met to break bread,

it was with new thoughts and hopes, and with

the memories of that evening fresh on them. It

would be natural that the Twelve should transmit

the command to others who had not been present,

and seek to lead them to the same obedience and

the same blessings. The narrative of the two dis-

ciples to whom their Lord made himself known " in

breaking of bread" at Emmaus (Luke xxiv. 30-35)

would strengthen the belief that this was the way
to an abiding fellowship with Him.''

d The general consensus of patristic and Roman Catholic

Interpreters finils In this also a solemn celebration of the

lOucharlst. Here, they say, are ilie solemn benedictii'ii.

and tlie technical words for the distribution of the elements

as in the original Institution, and as In the later notices

of the Acts. It should be remembered, however, that the

plnase " to break bread" had been a synonym for the act

of any one presiding at a meal (comp. Jer. xvl. 7, Lam-
iv. 4), and that the Rabbinic rule required a bles.«ilng

whenever three persons sat down together at iL (Comp.

Maldonatiis and Meyer, ad lor,).
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II. In the account given by tlie writer of tlie

Acts of the iife of the first disciples at Jerusalem, a

prominent place is given to this act, and to the

phrase which indicated it. Writing, we must re-

member, with the definite associations that had

gathered round the words during the thirty years that

followed the events ho records, he describes the

baptized members of the Church as continuing

steadfast in or to the teaching of the apostles, in

fellowship with them and with each other,"^ and in

breaking of bread and in prayers (Acts ii. 42). A
few verses further on, their daily life is described

as ranging itself under two heads: (1) that of

public devotion, which still belonged to them as Jews

("continuing daily with one accord in the Temple")

;

(2) that of their distinctive acts of fellowship

" breaking bread fi om house to house (or " pri-

vately," Meyer), they did eat their meat in gladness

and singleness of heart, praising God, and having

favour with all the people." Taken in connexion

with the account given in the preceding verses of

the love which made them live as having all things

common, we caii scarcely doubt that this implies

that the chief actual meal of each day was one in

which they met as brothers, and which was either

preceded or followed by the more solemn comme-
morative acts of the breaking of the bread and the

drinking of the cup. it will be convenient to anti-

cipate the language and the thoughts of a some-

what later date, and to say that, apparently, they

thus united every day the Agap6 ' or feast of Love
with the celebration of the Eucharist. So tar as the

former was concerned, they were reproducing in

the streets of Jerusalem the simple and brotherly

life which the Essenes were leading in their seclu-

sion on the shores of the Dead Sea.^ It would be

natural that in a society consisting of many thou-

sand members there should bo many places of

meeting. These might be rooms hired for the pur-

pose, or freely given by those members of the

Church who had them to dispose of. The congre-

gation assembUng in each place would come to be

known as "the Church" in this or that man's house

fRom. xvi. 5, 23; 1 Cor. -wi. 19; Col. iv. 15;
Philem. ver. 2 ). When they met, the place of honour
would naturally be taken by one of the apostles, or

some elder representing him. It would belong to

him to pronounce the blessing (euXoyla) and thanks-

giving {evxapKrria), with which the meals of de-

vout Jews always began and ended. The materials

for the meal would be provided out of the common
funds of the Church, or the liberality of individual

members. The bread (unless the converted Jews
were to think of themselves as keeping a perpetual

passover) would be such as they habitually used.

» The meaning of KoiviavCa in this passage is probably

explained by tlie eTxoc aTravra. koivo. that follows (comp.

Meyer, ad loc.). The Vulg. rendering, " et communica-
tione fractionis panis," originated probably in a wish to

give to the word its later liturgical sense.

' The/ac< is traceable to the earliest days of the Church.

I'he origin of the name is obscure. It occurs in this sense

only In two passages of the N. T., 2 Pet. ii. 13, Jude v.

12 ; and there the reading (though supported by B and
other great MSS.) is not undisputed. The absence of any
reference to it in St. Paul's memorable chapter on 'Kyam)
(I Cor. xiii.) makes it improbable that it was then and
therein use. In the age alter the apostles, however, it

is a currently accepted word for the meal here described

(Ignat. i:p. ad.Svtyrn. c. 8; Tcrtull. Apol. c. 39, odi/arc.
c. 2; Cyprian, Testim. ad Quirin. iii. 3).

K The account given by Josephus (Bell. Jad. ii. 8) de-

serves to be studied, both as coming from an eye-witness
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The wme (probably the common red wine of Pales-

tine, Prov. xxiii. 31) would, according to their

usual practice, be mixed with water. Special stress

would probably be laid at first on the office of

breaking and distributing the bread, as that which

represented the fatherly relation of the pastor tc his

flock, and his work as ministering to men the word

of life. But if this was to be more than a common
meal after the pattern of the Essenes, it would be

necessary to introduce words that would show that

what was done was in remembrance of their Master.

At some time, before or after '' the meal of which
they partook as such, the bread and the wine would
be given with some special form of words or acts,

to indicate its character. New converts would
need some explanation of the meaning and origin of

the observance. What would be so fitting and so

much in harmony with the precedents of the Paschal

feast as the narrative of what had passed on the night

of its institution (1 Cor. .\i. 23-27)? With this

there would naturally be associated (as in Acts ii. 42)
prayers for themselves and others. Their gladness

would show itself in the psalms and hymns with

which they praised God (Heb. ii. 46, 47 ; James
V. 13). The analogy of the Passover, the general

feeling of the Jews, and the practice of the Essenes

may possibly have suggested ablutions, partial or

entire, as a preparation for the feast ( Heb. x. 22
;

John xiii. 1-15
; comp. Tertull. de Orat. c. xi. ; and

for the later practice of the Church, August. Serm.
ccxliv.). At some point in the feast those who were

present, men and women sitting apart, would rise

to s;ilute each other with the "holy kiss" (1 Cor.

xvi. 2U ; 2 Cor. xiii. 12
; Clem. Alex. Paedagoq. iii.

c. 11 ; Tertull. de Orat. c. 14 ; Just. M. Apol. ii.).

Of the stages in the growth of the new worship we
have, it is true, no direct evidence, but these con-

jectures from antecedent likelihood are confirmed

by the fact that this order appears as the common
element of all later liturgies.

The next traces that nieet us are in 1 Cor., and

the fact that we find them is in itself significant.

The commemorative feast has not been confined to

the personal disciples of Christ, or the Jewish con-

verts whom they gathered round them at Jeru-

salem. It has been the law of the Church's expan-

sion that tfcis should fbiin part of its life e^ery-

where. Wherever the apostles or their delegates

have gone, they have taken this with them. The
language of St. Paul, we must remember, is not

that of a man who is setting forth a new truth,

but of one who appeals to thoughts, words, phrases

that are familiar to his readers, and we find accord-

ingly evidence of a received liturgical terminology.

The title of the "cup of blessing" (1 Cor. x. \G),

( Vita, c. 2), and as shewing a type of holiness which
could hardly have been unknown to the first Christian

disciples. The description of the meals of the Essenes
might almost pass for that of an Agape. "They wa.-^h

themselves with pure water, and go to their refectory as

to a holy place (TeVfi/os), and sit down calmly The
priest begins with a prayer over the food, and it is uulaw.
lul for any one to taste of it before the prayer." This is

the early meal. The Sclirvov Is in the same order (comp.
Pliny, Ep. ad Tiaj.).

k Examples of both are found in the history of the

early Church : 1 Cor. xi. is an example of the Agape
coming before the Eucharist. The order of the two words
In Ignat. £pi.<!t. ad Smyi-n. c. 4 implies priority. The
practice continued in some parts of Kgypt even to the

time of Sozonion (Hist. Keel. vli. c. 19), and the rule of

the Council of Carthage (can. xli.) forbidding it, implies

that it had been customarv.
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fiirm (see above), has beenllebiow III iti oii

imported into the CJieek Church. The syi

of "the cup of the Lord" (1 Cor. x. 21) distin-

guishes it from the other cups that belontred to the

Agap6. The word " li'Uowship " {Koivayvia) is ])ass

ing by degrees into the special signification of " Com
muaion." The apostle refers to his own oflice a

breaking the bread and blessing the cup (1 Cor

x. 16).' The tiible on which the bread was piacec

wa-s the Lord's Table, and that title was to the

Jew not, as later controvereies have made it, the

antithesis of altar {©vfftaffrnpiov), but as nearly

as possible a synonym (Mid. i. 7, 12 ; Kz. xli. 22)

But the practice of the Agap6, as well as the ob-

servance of the commemorative feast, had been

transferred to Corinth, and this called for a special

notice. Evils had sprmig up which had to be

checked at once. The meeting of friends for a

social meal, to which all contributed, was a suffi-

ciently familiar practice in the common life of

Greeks of this period; and these club-feasts were

associated with plans of mutual relief or charity to

the poor (comp. Smith's Dictionarij of Antiquities,

s. V. "Epo^'ot). The Agap6 of tiie new society

would seem to them to be such a feast, and hence

came a disorder that altogether frustrated the object

of the Church in instituting it. Richer members
came, bringing their supper with them, or appro-

priating what belonged to the common stock, and sat

down to consume it without waiting till others were

assembled and the presiding elder had taken his

place. The poor were put to shame, and defrauded

of their share in the feast. Each was thinking of

his own supper, not of that to which we now find

attached the distinguishing title of "the Lord's

Supper.^ And when the time for that came, one was
hungry enough to be looking to it with physical not

spiritual craving, another so ovei-powered with wine

as to be incapable of receiving it with any reverence.

It is quite conceivable that a life of excess and ex-

citement, of overwrought emotion and unrestrained

indulgence, such as this epistle brings before us, may
have proved destructive to the physical as well as

the moral health of those who were aflected by it,

and so the sicknesses and the deaths of which St.

Paul .speaks (1 Cor. xi. 30), as the consequences of
this disorder may have been so, not by supernatural

infliction, but by the working of those general laws of

the divine government, which make the punishment
the traceable consequence of the sin. In any case,

what the Corinthians needed was, to be taught to

come to the Lord's table with greater reverence, to

distinguish {J&iaKpivtiv) the Lord's body from their

' The plural KKiiiiiv has been understood as implying

tbat the congregation took part in the act of breaking

(Stanley, Corinthians; and Estius, ad loc.). It may bo
questioned, however, whether this is sufficient ground for

an interpretation for which there is no support either in

the analogous custom of the Jews or in the traditions of

the Church. 'I'hc evXoyoviitv, which stands parallel to

KKCy/jLev, can hardly be referred to the whole body of

partakers. Wien the act is described historically, the sin-

gular Is always used (Acts x.\.n, xxvii. 35). TertuUian.in

the passage to whicii Prof. Stanley refers, speaks of the

other practice ("necde aliorum q\iam praesidentium ma-
nibus," d« Cor. J/i7. c. 3) as an old tradition, notasachangc.

k The word Kvpiaxtys apjiears to have been coined for

the purpose of expressing the new Uiought.

™ It has been Ingeniously contended that the change

from evening to morning was the direct result of St. raul's

interposition (Christian Kinumbrancer, art. on "Evening
Communions," July, 1S60).

" That presented by the Council of Gaugia (can. xi.) is
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(•oniinon food. Unless they did so, they would
bring upon themscKes condemnation. What was
to be the remedy for this terrible and growing evil

he does not stiite explicitly. He reserves fonnil
regulations for a later personal visit. In the mean-
time he gives a rule which would make the union

of the Agap6 and the Lord's Supper possible with-

out the risk of profanation. They were not to come
even to the former with the keen edge of appetite.

They were to wait till all were met, instead of

scrambling tumultuously to help themselves ( I Cor.

xi. 33, 34). In one point, however, the custom of

the Church of Corinth diHered apparently from that

of Jerusalem. The meeting for the Lord's Supper
was no longer daily (1 Cor. xi. 20, 33). The direc-

tions given in 1 Cor. x\a. 2, suggest the constitution

of a celebration on the firet day of the week (comp.

Just. Mart. Apol. i. 67 ; Pliny, Ep. ad Traj.). The
meeting at Troas is on the same day (Acts xx. 7).

The tendency of this language, and therefore pro-

bably of the order subsequently established, was to

separate what had hitherto been united.™ We stand

as it were at the dividing point of the history of

the two institutions, and henceforth each takes its

own course. One, as belonging to a transient phase

of the Christian life, and varying in its eft'ects with
changes in national character or forms of civilisation,

passes tlu-ough many stages"—becomes more and
more a merely local custom—is found to be pio-

ductive of evil i-ather than of good—is discouraged

by bishopsaud forbidden by councils—and finallydies

out." 'Traces of it linger in some of the traditional

practices of the Western Church.P There have been

attempts to revive it among the Moravians and
other religious communities. The other also has

its changes. The morning celebration takes the

place of the evening. Now names—Eucharist,

Sacrifice, Altai-, Mass, Holy Mysteries—gather

round it. New epithets and new ceremonies

express the growing reverence of the people. The
mode of celebration at the high altar of a basilica

in the 4th century differs so widely from the cir-

cumstances of the original institution, that a care-

less eye would have found it hard to recognise their

identity. Speculations, controversies, superstitions

crystallise round this as their nucleus. Great dis-

ruptions and changes threaten to destroy the life

and unity of the Church. Still, through all the

changes, the Supper of tlie Lord vindiaites its claim

to univei-sality, and bears a permanent witness of

the truths with which it was associated.

In Acts XX. 1 1 we have an example of the way
in which the transition m.iy have been eliected.

noticeable as an attempt to preserve the primitive custom

of an Agape In church against the assaults of a false

asceticism.

° The history of the Agapae, in their connexion with

the life of the Church, Is full of interest, but would be out

of place here. An outline of It may be found in Augusti,

Ckristl. Archaeol. ill. 704-711.

V 'I'he practice of distributing bread, which has been

blessed but not consecrated, to the congregation generally

(children included), at the greater festivals of the Churcli,

presents a vestige, or at least an analogue, of the old

Agapb. Liturgical writers refer it to the period (a.d.

158-385) when tlie earlier practice was falling into disuse,

and tliis taking its place as the expression of the same
feeling. Tlie bread thus distributed is known in the

lOastern Church as eirAoyi'a, in the Western as the panis

bencdictus, the " pain beiil " of the modem French Church.

The practice is still common in France and other parts of

Europe. (Comp. Moroni, Dizionar. Kccles., Pascal, Liturg.

Cathol., in Migne's Jincyc. Theol., s. v. "Eulogie."
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The disciples at Ti-dns meet tng(>tlior to hic-ik bread.
,

All tlio distinct references to the Lord's Supper
The hour is not definitely stilted, but tlie iiict that which ocKuir within the limits of the N. T. have,

St. Paul's discourse was protracted till past mid-
night, and the mention of the many lamps, indicate

a later time than that commonly ttxed for the Greek
SeT-TTvou. If we are not to sup]iose a scene at

variance with St. Paul's rule in 1 Cor. xi. 34, they

must have had each his own supper before they

assembled. Then came the teaching and the prayers,

and tlu'u, towards early dawn, the breaking of bread,

which constituted the Lord's Supper, and for which
they were gathei'ed together. If this midnight

meeting may be taken as indicating a common prac-

tice, originating in reverence for an ordinance which

Christ had enjoined, we can easily undeistand how
tlie next step would be (as circumstances rendered

the midniglit gatherings unnecessary or inexpedient)

to transfer the celebration of the Eucharist peraia-

nently to the morning hour, to which it had gra-

dually been approximating.** Here also in later

times there were traces of the oiiginal custom.

I'^ven when a later celebration was looked on as at

variance with the general custom of the Church
(Sozomen, siipi-a) it was recognised as legitimate

to hold an evening communion, as a special com-
memoration of the original institution, on the

Thursday before Easter (August. Ep. 118; ad Jan.
c. 5-7) ; and again on Easter-eve, the celebration

in the latter case probably taking place " very early

iu the morning while it was yet dark" (Tertull.

ad Uxor. ii. c. 4).

The recurrence of the same liturgical words in

Acts xxvii. 35 makes it probable, though not cer-

tain, that the food of which St. Paul thus partook

was intended to have, for himself and his Christian

companions, the character at once of the Agape and
the Eucharist. The heathen soldiers and sailoi's, it

may be noticed, are said to have followed his ex-

ample, not to have partaken of the bread which he

liad broken. If we adopt this explanation, we have

it is believed, been noticed. To find, as a recent

writer has done (Christian liememhrancerfor April,

1860), quotations from the Liturgy of the Eastern

Church in the Pauline Epistles, involves (ingeni-

ously as the hypothesis is supported) assumptions

too many and too bold to justify our acceptance of

it.' Extending the inquiry, however, to the times

as well as the writings of the N. T., we find reason

to believe that we can trace in the later worship
of the Church some fragments of that which be-

longed to it from the beginning. The agreement
of the four great families of liturgies implies the
substratum of a common order. To that order may
well have belonged the Hebrew words Hallelujah,
Amen, Hosanna, Lord of Sabaoth ; the salutations
" Peace to all," " Peace to thee ;" the Sursum
Corda {avS) ffxuinev ras KapSias), the Trisagion,

the Kyrie Eleison. We are justified in looking at
these as having been portions of a liturgy that was
really primitive; guarded from change with the

tenacity with which the Christians of the second
century clung to the traditions (the irapaS6a-fis of

2 Thess. ii. 15, iii. 6) of tlie first, fonning part of

the great deposit (irapaKaTadiiKT]) of faith and
worship which they had received from the apostles

and have transmitted to later ages (comp. Bingham,
Ecclcs. Antiq. b. xv. c. 7 ; Augusti, Christl. Archdol.
b. viii. ; Stanley on 1 Cor. x. and xi.). [E. H. P.]

LO-RUH'AMAH (nOnn N^ : ohK ^Aerj^ueVr,

:

absque misericordia), i.e. "the uncompassionated,"

the name of the daughter of Hosea the prophet,

given to denote the utterly ruined and hopeless

condition of the kingdom of Israel, on whom
Jehovah would no more have mercy (Hos. i. 6).

LOT (til? : AoJT ; Joseph. Awtos, and so

Veneto-Greek Vers. : Lot), the son of Haran, and
iu this narrative another example of a celebration

j

therefore the nephew of Abraham (Gen. xi. 27,
in the early hours between midnight and dawn

|
31). His sisters were Milcah the wife of Nahor,

(comp. V. 27, 39), at the same time, i. e., as we, and ISCAII, by some identified with Sarah. The
have met with in the meeting at Troas.

j
following genealogy exhibits the family relations :—

Tekah

!

Ilagar = Al)ram = Sars

I !

IsUniael Isaac

I

Nahor = Milcah

Bethuel

I

Laban

I

Haran

"

_l
I r
Lot = wife Milcah = Nahor

I

Daughter

Haran died before the emigi-atiou of Terah and his

I'amily from Ur of the Chaldees (ver. 28), and Lot
Was therefore born there. He removed with the

rest of his kiudrwl to Charan, and again subsequently

l Comp. tlie " antelucanis coetibus" of Tertull (cfe Cor.
mi. c. 3). The anialgiiniatiun in the ritual of the mo-
nastic orders, of the Nocturns, and Matin-Ijiuds, Into the

single office of Matins, presents an instance of an ana-

logous transition (Palmer, Orig. Liturg. i. 202),
' 1 Cor. ii. 9, compared with the recurrence of the same

words in the Liturgy with an antecetlent to the relative

which appears in the Kpistle without one, is the passage
on which most stress Is laid. 1 Pet. Ii. 16, and Eph. v. 14,

are adduced as further Instances.

with Abram and Sarai to Canaan (xii. 4, .5;. With
tliem he took refuge in Egypt from a famine, and
with them returned, first to the "South" (xiii. 1),
sind then to their original settlement between Bethel

Terah's sons are given above in the order in which
they occur In tlie record (Gen. xi. 27-32). But the facts

that Nahor and Isaac (and if Iscah be Saral, Abram also)

married wives not of their own generation, but of the next

j

below them, and that Abrara and Tx)t travel together ami
behave as If exactly on equal terms, seem to show that

Haran was the eldest of Terah's three descendants, and

Abram the youngest. It would be a parallel to the case

of Shem, Ham, and Japliet, where Japhct was really the

eldest, though enumerated last
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and Ai (ver. 3, 4). where Abmin liuj built his fii-st

alUr (xiii. 4; comp. xii. 7), anil invoked on it the

name of Jehovah. But the pastures of the hills

of Bethel, which had with cnse contained the two

strangei-s on their first airival, were not able any

longer to bear them, so much had their possessions

of sheep, goats, and cattle increased since that time.

It was not any disagreement between Abram and

Lot—their relations continued good to the last

;

but between the slaves who tendeil their countless

herds disputes arose, and a parting was necessary.

The exact equality with which Abram treats Lot is

very remarkable. It is as if they were really,

according to the very ancient idiom of these records

(Ewald on Gen. xxxi.), " brethren," instead of uncle

and nephew. From some one of the louud swelling

hills which surround Bethel—from none more likely

than that which stands immediately on its east

[Bethel, vol. i. 199]— the two Hebrews looked

over the comparatively empty land, in the direction

of Sodom, Gomonah, and Zoar (xiii. 10). " The oc-

casion was to the two lords of Palestine—then almost
' free before them where to choose '—what in Grecian

legends is represented under the tiguie of the Choice

of Hercules ; in the fables of Islam under the story

of the Prophet turning back from Damascus."

And Lot lifted up his eyes towards the left, and

beheld all the precinct of the Jordan that it was

well watered everywhere ; like a garden of Jehovah
;

like that unutterably green and fertile land of

Egypt he had only lately quitted. Even from that

distance, througli the clear air of Palestine, can be

distinctly discovered the long and thick masses of

vegetation which fringe the numerous streams that

descend from the hills on either side, to meet

the central stream in its tropical depths. And what
it now is immediately opposite Bethel, such it seems

then to have been " even to Zoar," to the farthest

extremity of the sea which now covers the " valley

of the fields'* "—the fields of Sodom and Gomorrah.
" No crust of salt, no volcanic convulsions, had as

yet blasted its verdure, or alarmed the secure civi-

lisation of the early Phoenician settlements which
had struck root in its fertile depths." It was
exactly the prospect to tempt a man who had no

fixed purpose of his own, who had not like Abram
obeyed a stem inwar.l call of duty. So Lot lei't his

uncle on the banen hills of Bethel, and he " chose

all the precinct of the Jordan, and journeyed east,"

down the ravines which give access to the Jordan

valley ; and then when he reached it tuined again

.southward and advanced as far as Sodom (11, 12).

Here he " pitched his tent," for he was still a

nomad. But his nomad life was virtually at

an end. He was now to relinquish the freedom

and independence of the simple life of the tent—

a

mode of life destined to bo one of the great methods of

educating the descendants of Abram—and encounter

the corruptions which seem always to have attended

the lite of cities in the East— " the men ofSodom were
wicked, and sinners before Jehovah exceedingly."

2. The next occurrence in the life of Lot is his

capture by the four kings of the East, and his rescue

by Abram (Gen. xiv.). Whatever may be the age

of this chapter in relation to tho.^e before and after

LOT
it, there is no doubt that, as far as the history of

Lot is concerned, it is in its right position in the

narrative. Tho events which it narrates must have
occurred after those of ch. xiii., and before those of

xviii. and xix. Abram has moved fuither south,

and is living under the oaks of Mamre the Amorite,

where he remained till the destruction ofSodom. There

is little in it which calls for remark here. The term
" brother" is once used (ver. Id) for Lot's relation

to Abram (but comp. ver. 12, " brother's son")
;

and a word is employed for the possessions of Lot

(ver. 1 1 , A. V. " goods "), which from its being else-

where in these early iecor<is (xlvi. G; Num. xxxv.

3) distinguished fiom "cattle," and employed spe-

cially for the spoil of Sodom and Gomon;ih, may
perhaps denote tliat Lot had exchanged the wealth

of his pastoral condition for other possessions

more peculiar to his new abode. Women are also

named (ver. 16), though these may belong to the

people of Sodom.

3. The last scene preserved to us in the history

of Lot is too well known to need repetition. He is

still living in Sodom (Gen. xix.). Some years have

passed, for he is a well-known resident in the town,

with wife, sons, and daughters, married and mai-

riageable. But in the midst of the licentious cor-

ruption of Sodom—the eating and drinking, the

buying and selling, the planting and building i Luke
xvii. 28), and of the darker evils exposed in the

ancient naiTative—he still preserves some of the

delightful chai'acteristics of his wandering life, his

fen-ent and chivalrous hospitality (xix. 2, 8), the

unleavened biead of the tent of the wilderness (ver.

3), the water for the feet of the wayfarei-s (ver. 2),

affording his guests a reception identical with that

which they had experienced that veiy morning in

Abraham's tent on the heights of Hebron comp. xviii.

3, 6). It is this hospitality which receives the com-

mendation of the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

in words which have passed into a familiar proverb,

" be not forgetful to entertain strangers, for theieby

some have entertained angels"= unawares" (Heb. xiii.

2). On the other hand, it is his deliverance from the

guilty and condemned city—the one just'' man in that

mob of sensual lawless wretches—which points the

allusion of St. Peter, to " the godly delivered out

of temptations, the unjust reserved unto the day

of judgment to be punished, an ensample to those

that after should live ungodly" (2 Pet. ii. 6-9).

Where Zoar was situated, in which he found a tem-

porary refuge during the destruction of the other

cities of the plain, we do not know with absolute

certainty. If, as is most probable, it was at the

mouth of Wady Kerak (Rob. ii. 188, 517), then

by "the mountain" is meant the very elevated

ground east of the Dead Sea. If with De Saulcy

I we place it in es-Zoiiara, on the precipitous descent

from Hebron, " the mountain " was the high ground

of Judah. Either would afford caves for his sub-

sequent dwelling. The former situation—on the

eastern side of the Dead Sea, has in its favour the

fact that it is in accordance with the position sub-

sequently occupied by the Ammonites and Moabites.

But this will be best examined under ZOAR.

The end of Lot's wife « is commonly treated as

b • Valley of Sidflim "—Siddim = fields. ! tradition Is that he was actually "judge " of Sodom, and

" The story of Bauds and I'hilemun, who unwittinply ' sate in the Rate In that capacity. (Sec quoUtiona in

entprtained jupitcr and Mercury (see Diet, of liiographu, Otho, Uz. Rahb. " Lotli," and " SoJomah.")

&c), has been often compared with this. ' " In ihc Jewish traditions her name is Edith—nH^JJ
* Aocotos, possibly referring to Gen. xvlti. 23-33, where One of the daughters was called Plutith—JTHSlpQ. See

the LXX. employ this word throughout. The rabbinical Kabricius, Cod. Pseudep. T. T. 431.
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Hie of the " Jifficulties " of the Bible. But it si

iieecl not be so. It cannot be necessary, as some Have

lone, to create the details of the story where none
are given— to describe " the unhappy woman struck

dead"—"a blackened corpse—smothered and stit-

feiied as she stood, and fixed for the time to the soil

by saline or bituminous incrust;itions—like a pillai-

of salt." On these points the record is silent. Its

words aie simply tliese: " His wife looked back fiom
behind him,' and became a pillar of salt

;"—words
which neither in themselves nor in their position

in the narrative afford any warrant for such

speculations. In fact, when taken with what has

gone before, they contradict them, for it seems

plain, from vers. 22, 23, that the work of destruc-

tion by fire did not commence till after Lot had

entered Zoar. But this, like the rest of her fate,

is left in mystery.

The value and the significance of the story to

uS are contained in the allusion of Christ (Luke

xvii. 32) :— " In that day he that is in the field

let him not retm-n back : remember Lot's witi;,"

who did. " Whosoever shall seek to save his life

shall lose it." It will be observed that there is

no attempt in the naiTrative to invest the circum-

stance with permanence; no statement—as in the

case of the pillar erected over Rachel's grave

(xxxv. 20)—that it was to be seen at the time of

the compilation of the history. And in this we
surely have a remarkable instance of that sobriety

which characterises the statements of Scripture,

even where the events narrated are most out of

the ordinaiy coui-se.

Later ages have not been satisfied so to leave

the matter, but have insisted on identifying the

"pillar" with some one of the Heeting forms

which the perishable rock of the south end of the

Dead Sea is consUutly assuming in its process of

decomposition and liquefaction (Anderson's Off.

Narr. 180, 1). The tirst allusion of this kind is

perhaps that in Wisd. x. 7, where " a standing

pillar of s:\lt, the monument (fxvrifj.eToi') of an un-

believing soul," is mentioned with the " waste

land that smoketh," and the "plants bearing fruit

that never come to ripeness," as remaining to that

lay, a testimony to the wickedness of Sodom,
.losephus also {Ant. i. 11, §4) says that he had
seen it, and that it was then remaining. So too

do Clemens Komimus and Irenaeus (quoted by
Ivitto, Cycl. " Lot"). 8 So does Benjamin of

Tudela, whose accoimt is more than usually cir-

cumstantial (ed. Asher, i. 72).'' And so doubtless

have travellers in every age—they certainly have in

our own times. See Maundrell, March 30 ; Lynch,

Report, p. 1.5 ; and Anderson's Off. Narrative, 181,

where an account is given of a pillar or spur stand-

ing out detached from the general mass of the Jebel

Usdum, about 40 feet in height, and which was
recognized by the sailors of the expedition as " Lot's

wife."

The story of the origin of the nations of Moab
and Ammou from the incestuous intercourse be-

tween Lot and his two daughter, with which his

histoiy abruptly concludes, has been often treated
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ely as it it were a Hebrew legend which owed its origin

to the bitter hatred existing from the earliest to the

latest times between the " Children of Lot " and the

Children of Israel.' The horrible nature of the

transaction—nf)t the result of impulse or passion,

but a plan calculated and carried out, and that not

once but twice, would prompt the wish that the

legendary theory weie true."* But even the most
destructive critics (as, for instance, Tuch) allow that

the nan-ative is acontinuation without a break of that
which precedes it, while they fail to point out any
marks of later date in the language of this portion

;

and it cannot be questioned that the writer records
it as an historical fixct.

Even if the legendary theory were admissible,

there is no doubt of the fact that Amnion and Moab
sprang from Lot. It is affirmed in the statements
of Deut. ii. 9 and 19, as well as in the later docu-
ment of Ps. xxxiii. 8, which Ewald ascribes to the
time when Nehemiah and his newly-returned
colony were sutiering from the attacks and obstruc-
tions of Tobiah the Ammonite and Sanballat the
horonite (Ewald, Dichter, Ps. 83).

The Mohammedan traditions of Lot are contained
in the Koran, chiefly in chaps, vii. and xi. : others
are given by D'Herbelot (s. v. •' Loth"). According
to these statements he was sent to the inhabitants

of the five cities as a preacher, to warn them against

the unnatural and horrible sins which they prac-

tised—sins which IMohammed is continually de-

nouncing, but with less success than that of
drunkenness, since the former is perhaps the most
common, the latter the rarest vice, of Eastern
cities. From Lot's connexion with the inhabitants

of Sodom, his name is now given not only to the
vice in question (Freytag, Lexicon, iv. 136fl), but
also to the people of the five cities themselves—the
Lothi, or Kaiini Loth. The local name of the Dead
Sea is liahr Lut—Sea of Lot. [G.]

LOT. The custom of deciding doubtful ques-
tions by lot is one of great e.xtent and high antiquity,

recommending itself as a sort of appeal to the Al-
mighty, secuie from all infiuence of passion or bias,

and is a sort of divination employed even by the gods
themselves (Horn. //. xxii. 2o9 ; Cic. de Div. i. 34,
ii. 41). The word sors is thus used for an oracular

response (Cic. de Div. ii. 56). [Divination.]
Among heathen instances the following may be
cited :— 1. Choice of a champion or of priority in

combat {Tl. iii. 316, vii. 171; Her. iii. 108).
2. Decision of fiite in battle (//. xx. 209). 3. Ap-
pointment of magistrates, jurymen, or other func-
tionaries (Arist. Pol. iv. 16; Schol. On Aristoph.

Plut. 277; Her. vi. 109; Xen. C;//-. iv. 5, 55
Demosth. c. Ari^toij. i. p. 778, 1; Diet, of Antiq.
" Dicastes"). 4. Priests (Aesch. in Tim. p. 188
Bekk.). 5. A German practice of deciding b>
marks on twigs, mentioned by Tacitus {Germ. 10)
6. Division of conquered cr colonized land (Thuc
iii. 50 ; Plut. Pericl. 84 ; Boeckh, Public Econ. at
Aih. ii. 170).

Among the Jews also the use of lots, with a

religious intention, direct or indirect, prevailed ex

tensively. The religious estimate of them may

' LXX., eis Ttt oiriVco ; comp. Luke Ix. 62, Phil. Ml. 13.

< See the quotations from the Fathers and others in

Hofmann's Lexicon (s. v. " lx)t "'), and in Mislin, Lieux

Saints (iii. 221).

h llabbi Petiichin, on the otlier hand, looked for it

hut " did not see it ; it no lons^er p.\l»ts " (Ed. Bonisch,

61).

V<.L. II.

i See Tuch, (ienesi.^, 369. Von Bolilen ascribes the

legend to the latter part of the reign of Josiah.
k For the pretty legend of the rppcntance of Lot, and

of the tree which he planted, which, being cut down for

use 111 the building of the Temple, was allPrwardB

employed for the Cross, see Fabricius, Cod. I'siiultp.

V. r.\ 42« 31
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be gathei-eU from I'rov. XYi. 33. The Collowiiig

liistorical or ritual instances correspond in most

respects to those of a heathen kind mentioned

ahove :

—

1. Choice of men for an invading force (Judg

i. 1, XX. 10).

2. Partition, (a) of the soil of Palestine among
the tribes (Num. xxvi. 5."); Josh, xviii. 10; Acts

xiii. 19). (6) of Jerusalem; i. e. probably its spoil

or Ci\ptives among captors (Obad. 11); of the

land itself in a similar way (1 Mace. iii. 3(5).

(c) After the return from captivity, Jerusalem was

populated by inhabitants drawn by lot in tlie pro-

portion of
-Jjj

of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin

(Xeh. xi. 1, 2 ; see Ps. xvi. 5, 6, Ez. xxiv. 6).

{d) Apportionment of possessions, or s])oil, or of pri-

soners, to foreigners or captors (Joel iii. 3 ; Nali. iii.

10 ; Matt. x.xvii. 35).

3. (a) Settlement of doubtful questions (Prov.

xvi. 33, where " lap" is perhaps = urn; xviii. 18).

(6) A mode of divination among heathens by means
of arrows, two inscribed, and one without mark,

BfKoixavTeia (Hos. iv. 12 ; Ez. xxi. 21 ; Mauritius,

de Snrtit.ionc, c. 14, §4: see also P^sth. iii. 7, ix.

24-32; Mishna, Taanith, ii. 10. [Divination;
PuuiJM.] (e) Detection of a criminal, as in the case

of Achan (Josli. vii. 14, 18). A notion prevailed

among the Jews that this detection was ])erfbrmed

by observing the sliining of the !?tones in tlie high-

pviest's breastplate (Mauritius, c. 21, §4). Jo-

iiatlian was discovered by lot (1 Sam. xiv. 41, 42).

(li) Appointment of persons to offices or duties.

Saul (1 Sam. x. 20, 21), said to have been chosen

as above in Achan's case. St. Matthias, to replace

Judas among the Twelve (Acts i. 24-2G). Distri-

bution of priettly ollices in the Temple-service

among the sixteen of the family of Eleazar, and the

eight of that of Ithamar (1 Chr. xxiv. 3, 5, 19
;

Luke i. 9). Also of the Levites for similai- purposes

(1 Chr. xxiii. 28, xxiv. 20-31, xxv. 8, xxvi. 13;
Mishna, Tamid, i. 2, iii. 1, v. 2 ; Joma, ii. 2, 3, 4

;

Shabb. xxiii. 2 ; Lightfoot, Jlor. Hehr. in Luke i.

8, 9, vol. ii. p. 489).
Election by lot appears to have prevailed in the

Christian Church as late as the 7th century (Bing-

ham, Eccles. Antiq. iv. 1, 1, vol. i. p. 426 ; Bruns,

Co7ic. ii. 06).

(e) Selection of the scape-goat on the Day of

Atonement (Lev. xvi. 8, 10). The two inscribed

tablets of boxwood, afterwards of gold, weie put
into an urn, which was shaken, and the lots

drawn out {Joma, iii. 9, iv. 1). [Atonement,
Day of.]

4. Tlie use of woi-ds heard or passages chosen at

random fiom Scripture. Sortes Biblicae, like the

Sortes Virgilianae, prevailed among Jews, as they
have also among Christians, though denounced by
several Councils (Diet. ofAntiq. "Sortes ;" Johnson,
•' Life of Cowley," Works, \yi. 8; Bingham, Eccl.

Ant. xvi. 5, 3, id. vi. 53, &c. ; Bruns, Cone. ii.

145-154, lOG; Mauritius, c. 15; Hofniann, Lex.
"Sortes"). [H.W. P.]

LO'TAN (}Di!?: AwT({y: Lotan), the eldest

son of Seir the Horite, and a "duke" or chief of
liis tribe in the laud of Edom (Gen. x.xxvi. 20, 22,

29 ; 1 Chr. i. 38, 39).

LOTHASU'BUS (Aa>e(£<rou/3oj : Abusthas,

Sabits), a corruption of Hasiium in Neli. viii. 4,

for which it is not easy to account (1 Esd. ix. 44).
The Vulg. is a fui-ther corruption of the LXX.

LOZON
LOTS, FEAST OF. [Puriji.]

LOVE-FEASTS {ayiirai: epulae, convivia
;

in this sense used only twice, Jude 12, and 2 Pet.

ii. 13, in which latter place, however, &in{Tai is

also read), an entertainment in which the poorer

members of the Church jjaiiook, furnished from the

contributions of Christians resorting to the Eudia-
ristic celebration, but whether before or after it

may be doubted. The true account of the matter
is probaljly that given by Chrysostom, who says

that after the early community of goods had ceased,

the richer members brought to the Church con-

tributions of food and drink, of which, after the

conclusion of the services and the celebration of the

Eucharist, all partool; together, by thisaneans help-

ing to promote the principle of love among Christians

{Horn, in 1 Cor. xi. 19, vol. iii. p. 293, and Hoin.

x.x\-ii. in 1 Cor. xi. vol. x. p. 281, ed. Gaunie).

The intimate connexion, especially in early times,

between the Eucharist itself and the love-feast, has

led several writers to speak of them almost us

identical. Of those who either take this view, or

regard the feast as subsequent to the Eucharist,

may be mentioned Pliny, who says the Christians

met and exclianged sacramental pledges against all

sorts of immorality ; after which they separated,

and met again to partake in an entertainment.*

The same view is taken by Ignatius, ad Sini/m.

c. 8 ; Tertull. Apol. 39 ; Clem". Alex. Strom, vii.

322 (vol. ii. p. 892), iii. 185 (vol. i. 514), but in

Faed. ii. 61 (vol. i. p. 165) he seems to regard

them as distinct; Apost. Const, ii. 28, 1: and

besides these, Jerome on 1 Cor. xi. ; Theodoret and

Oecumenius, quoted by Bingham, who considers

that the Agape was subsequent ( Orig. Eccl. xv.

6, 7; vol. v. p. 284) ; Ilofmann, Lex. " Agapae."

On the other side may be mentioned Grotius (on

2 Pet. ii. 13, in Crit. Sacr.), Suicer (Thes. Eccl.

vol. i. s. v.), Hammond, Whitby, Corn, a Lapide,

and authorities quoted by Bingham, I. c.^ The
almost univei-s;d custom to receive the Eucharist

fasting proves that in later times the love-feasts

must have followed, not preceded, the Eucharist

(Sozomen, //. E. vii. 19; Aug. c. Faust. x\. 20
;

Ep. liv. (alias cxviii.) ; ad Janxtar. c. 6, vol. ii.

p. 203, ed. Migne ; Cone. Carth. iii. a.d. 397,

c. 29 ; Bruns, Cone. i. p. 127): but the exception

of one day from the general rule (the day called

Coena Domini, or Maunday Thursday) seems to argue

a previously diiVerent practice. The love-feasts were

forbidden to be held in churches by the Council of

Laodicea, A.D. 320, Cone. Quinisext., a.d. 692,

c. 74, Aix-Ia-Chapelle, a.d. 816; but in some foim

or other they continued to a much later period.

Entertainments at births, deaths, and marriages

were also in use under the names of agapae nata-

litiac, nnptiales, and funerales. (Bede, Hist. Eccl.

Gent. Anjl. i. 30 ; Ap. Const, viii. 44, 1 ; Theo-

doret, Evang. Verit. viii. p. 923, 924, ed. Schulz;

Greg. Naz. Ep. i. 14, and Cann. x. ; Hofmann,

Lex. 1. c.) [H. VV. P.]

LOZ'ON {hoCdiv: Dedon), one of the sons of

" Solomon's serviuits " who returned witli Zoiobabel

(1 Esd. v. 33). The name corresponds with Dar-
KON in the parallel lists of Ezr. ii. 56 and Neh.

vii. 58, and the variation may be an enor of the

• " Promiscnum et innoxium, quod ipsuni" (i. e. the

entertainment, surely not tlie sacramcntum) " facere de-

si3se post edictum meum" (Ep. x. 97).

>> 'I'hls subject is also discussed under I^rd's Sciter.



LUBIM
transcriber, which is easily traceable whon the word
is written in the uncial character.

LU'BIM {Q>2'h, 2 Chr, xii. 3, xvi. 8; Nah. iii.

9, W2b, Dan. xi. 43 : Aleves : Libtjes ; except

Daniel, Libya), a nation mentioned as contributing,

together with Cushites and Sukkiim, to Shishak's

army (2 Chr. xii. 3) ; and apparently as forming

with Cushites the bulk of Zerah's army (xvi. H),

spoken of by Nahum (iii. 9) with Put or Phut,

as helping No-Amou (Thebes), of which Cush and
I'^gypt were the strength ; and by Daniel (xi. 43)
as paying court with the Cushites to a conqueror

of Egypt 'or the Egyptians. These particulais

indicate an African nation under tribute to Egypt,

if not under Egyptian rule, contributing, in the

10th century li.C, valuable aid in mercenaries

or auxilimies to the Egyptian armies, and down to

Nahum "s time, and a period prophesied of by
Daniel, probably the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes

[Antiocucs IV'.], assisting, either politically or

commercially, to sustain the Egyptian power, or,

in the last case, dependent on it. These indi-

cations do not tix the geographical position of the

Lubim, but they favour the supposition that their

territory was near Egypt, either to tlie west or south.

For more precise information we look to the

Egyptian monuments, upon which we find repre-

sentations of a people called ReBU, or LeBU (K
and L having no distinction in hieroglyphics), who
cannot be doubted to correspond to the Lubim.
These Rebu were a warlike people, with whom
Menptah (the son and successor of Rameses II.)

and Rameses III., who both ruled in the 13th

century B.C., waged successful wars. The latter

king routed tliem with much slaughter. The sculp-

tures of the great temple he raised at Thebes,

now called that of Medeenet Haboo, give us repre-

sentations of the Rebu, showing that they were fair,

and of what is called a Semitic type, like the

Berbers and Kabyles. They are distinguished as

northern, that is, as paiallel to, or north of. Lower
Egypt. Of their being African there can be no

reasonable doubt, and we may assign them to the

coast of the Mediterranean, commencing not far to

the westward of Egypt. We do not find them to have

been mercenaries of Egypt from the monuments,
but we know that the kindred Mashawasha-u were
so employed by the Bubastite family, to which

Shishak and pi obably Zerah also belonged ; and it

is not unlikely that the latter are intended by the

Lubim, used in a more generic sense than Rebu, in

the Biblical mention of the armies of these kings

(Brugsch, Geogr. Inschr. ii. 79, seq.). We have

alrieady shown that the Lubim are probably the

Mizraite Lehabim: if so, their so-c;dled Semitic

physical characteristics, as represented on the

Egyptian monuments, afford evidence of gieat im-

poi-tance for the inquirer into primeval history.

The mention in Manetho's Dynasties that, under

Necherophes, or Necherochis, the first Memphite
king, and head of the third dynasty (B.C. cir. 2GO0),
the Libyans revolted from the Egyptians, but re-

turned to their allegiance through fear, on a wonder-
ful increase of the moon," may refer to the Lubim,
but may as probably relate to some other African

people, perhaps the Naphtuhim,or Phut (Put).
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The historical indications of the Egyptian monu-
ments thus lead us to place the seat of the Lubim,

or primitive Libyans, on the African coast to the

westward of Egypt, perhaps extending far beyond

the Cyrenaica. From the earliest ages of which

we have any record, a stream of colonization has

flowed from the East along the coast of Africa,

north of the fireat Desert, as far as the Pillars

of Hercules. The oldest of these colonists of this

region were doubtless the Lubim and kindred tribes,

particularly the Mashawasha-u and Tahen-nu of

the Egyptian monuments, all of which appear

to have ultimately taken their common name of

Libyans from the Lubim. They seem to have been

first reduced by the Egyptians about 1250 B.C.,

and to have been afterwards driven inland by the

Phoenician and Greek colonists. Now, tliuy still

remain on the northern confines of the Great Desert,

and even within it, and in the mountains, while

their later Shemite rivals pasture their flocks in the

rich plains. Many as are the Arab tribes of Africa,

one great tribe, that of the Benee 'Alee, extends

from Egypt to Morocco, illustrating the probable

extent of the territory of the Lubim and their

cognates. It is possible that in Ezek. xxx. 5, Lub,

3-1?, should be read for Chub, 2-13 ; but there is

no other instance of the use of this form : as, how-

ever, 1-17 and 0^-1? are used for one people,

apparently the Mizraite Ludim, most probably kin-

dred to the Lubim, this objection is not conclusive.

[Chub; Ludim.] In Jer. xlvi. 9, the A. V.
renders Phut " the Libyans ;" and in Ezek. xxxviii.

5, " Libya." [R. S. P.]

LU'CAS {AovKus : Lucas), a friend and com-
panion of St. Paul during his imprisonment at

Rome (Philem. 24). He is the same as Luke, the

beloved physician, who is associated with Demas in

Col. iv. 14, and who remained faithful to the

apostle when others forsook him (2 Tim. iv. 11),

on his first examination before the emperor. For

the grounds of his identification with the evangelist

St. Luke, see article Luke.

LU'CIFER ("pb^n : 'Eai(r<p6pos: Lucifer). The

name is found in Is. xiv. 12, coupled with the

epithet " son of the morning," and (being derived

from ^pn, "to shine") clearly signifies a " bright

star," and probably what we call the morning star."

In this passage it is a symbolical representation of

the king of Babylon, in his splendour and in his fall

;

perhaps also it refers to his glory as paling before the

unveiled presence of God. Its application (from

St. Jerome downwards) to Satjin in his fall fi'om

heaven, arises probably from the fact that the Baby-

lonian Empire is in Scripture represented as the

type of tyrannical and self-idolising power, and

especially cqnnected with the empire of the Evil

One in the Apocalypse. The fall of its material

power before the imseen working of the providence

of God is therefore a type of the defeat of ;ill mani-

festations of the tyranny of Satan. This applica-

tion of the name "Lucifer" as a proper name of

" Nexeptui^jjs . . . e<^' oC Ai'jSues ajre'onjo-ai' Aiyvn-Ti'ioi'

(cai rijs o-eA^njs jropa koyou aufj)9ei<rT)s Sia. Je'os eavTOu?
iTap4So<rav (Afr. ap. Cory, Aiic. Frag. 2'i(i od. p. loo,

ooinp. -.C.)

the devil is plainly ungrounded ; but the magnifi-

cence of the imagery of the prophet, far transcend-

ing in grandeur the fall of Nebuchadnezzar to

" The other interpretation, which makes 7?*n »"

imperative of the verb 77^, iu the sense of " wall " or

" lament," Injures the parallelism, and is gcucrallj' regardnl

;is untenable.

I. 2
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vvh\ch it immediately refers, has naturally given a

colour to the symbolical intei-pretation ot' the pas-

sage, and fixed that application in our modern
language. [A. B.]

LU'CIUS (AevKios, \o{)Ktos), a Roman consul

(viraTos 'Pojfj.aicav), who is said to have written

the letter to I'toleray (Euergetes), which assured

Simon I. of the protection of Ivome (cir. B.C. 139-8
;

1 Mace. XV. 10, 15-24). The whole form of the

letter—the mention of one consul only, the descrip-

tion of the consul by the pruenomen, the omission

of the senate and of the date (comp. VVernsdorf, De
fide Mace. § cxix.)—shows that it cannot be an
accurate copy of the original document ; but there

is nothing in the subst<ince of the letter which is

open t^ just suspicion.

The imperfect transcription of the name has led

to the identification of Lucius vMth three distinct

persons—a.) [Lucius] Furius Philus (the lists,

Clinton, Fusti Hell. ii. 112, give P. Furius Philus),

who was not consul till B.C. 136, and is therefore

at once excluded. (2.) Lucius Caecilius Metellus
Calviis, who was consul in B.C. 142, immediately
after Simon assumed the government. On this

supposition it might seem not unliicely that the

answer which Simon received to an application for

piotection, which he made to Iiome directly on his

assumption ofpower (comp. 1 Mace. xiv. 17,18) in

the consulship of Metellus, has been combined with
the answer to the later embassy of Numenius
(1 Mace xiv. 24, xv. 18). (3.) But the third

identifiaition \vith Lucius Calpumius Piso, who
was consul B.C. 139, is most probably correct.

The date exactly correspond.^, and, though the
praenomen of Calpurnius is not established beyorvl
all question, the balance of e\ndence is decidedly
against the common lists. The Fasti Capitolini
are defective for this year, and only give a fragment
of the name of Popilhus, the fellow-con s'lil of
Calpurnius. Cassiodorus {Chron.), as edited, gives

Cn. Calpurnius, but the eye of the scribe (if the
reading is correct) was probably misled by the
names in the years immediately before. On the
other hand Valerius Maximus (i. 3) is wrongly
quoted from the printed text as giving the same
praenomen. The passage in which the name
occurs is in reality no part of Valerius Maximus,
but a piece of the abstract of Julius Paris inserted
in the text. Of eleven MSS. of Valerius which the
writer has examined, it occurs only in one (Mus.
Brit. Bum. 2()9), and there the name is given Lnciiis
Calpurnius, as it is given by Mai in his edition of
Julius Paris (Script. Vet. Ntyca Coll. iii. 7). Sigo-
nius .says rightly ( Fasti Com. p. 207) : " Cassiodorus
prodit consules Cn. Pisonem .... epitoma L.
Calpui-nium" The chance of an error of tran-
scription in Julius Paris is ob\-iously less than in the
Fasti of Ca.ssiodorus

; and even if the evidence were
equal, the authority of 1 Mncc. might rightly be
urged as decisive in such a case.

Josephus omits all mention of the letter of
"Lucius" in his account of Simon, but gives one
very similar in contents {Ant. xiv. 8, §.5), as written
on the motion of Liicius Valerius in the ninth
(iiineteenth) year of Hyrcanus II. ; and unless the
two lettei-s and the two missions which led to them
were purposely a-ssimilatcd, which is not wholly
improbable, it must be supjxisod that he has been
guilty of a strange oversight in removing the incident
fi-om its proper place. [B. F. W.]

LU'CIUS (AovKios : Lucius), a kin.'«man or

LUD
fellow-tribesman of St. Paul (Horn. xvi. 21), bv
whom he is said by tradition to have been onlained
bishop of the church of Cenchreae, from whence
the Epistle to the Romans was written {Apost.
Const, vii. 46). He is thought by some to be the

same with Lucius of Cyrene. (See the following

article.)

LU'CIUS OF CYRE'NE (\o{>Kios b Kvpy,-

vaios). Lucius, thus distinguished by the name of

his city—the capital of a (5 reek colony in Northern

Africa, and remarkable for the number of its Jewish

inhaliitants—is first mentioned in the N. T. in

company with Barnabas, Simeon called Niger,

Manaen, and Saul, who are described as prophets

and teachers of the church at Antioch (Acts xiii. 1).

These honoured disciples ha\nug, while engaged in

the office of common worship, received command-
ment from the Holy Ghost to set apart Baniabas

and Saul for the special service of God, proceeded,

after flisting and prayer, to lay their hands upon

them. This is the first recorded instance of a

formal ordination to the office of Evangelist, but it

cannot be supposed that so solemn a commission

would have been given to any but such as had
themselves been ordained to the ministry of the

Word, and we may therefore assume that Lucius

and his companions were already of that number.
Whether Lucius was one of the seventy disciples,

as stated by Pseudo-Hi ppolytus, is quite a matter

of conjecture, but it is highly probable that he
formed one of the congregation to whom St. Peter

preached on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10);
and there can hardly be a doubt that he was one

of " the men of Cyrene " who, being " scattered

abroad upon the persecution that arose about Ste-

phen," went to Antioch preaching the Lord Jesus

(Actsxi. 19, 20).

It is commonly supposed that Lucius is the kins-

man of St. Paul mentioned by that apostle as joining

with him in his salutation to the Roman brethren

(Rom. x\-i. 21). There is certainly no sufficient

reason for regarding him as identical with St. Luke
the Evangelist, though this opinion was ai)parently

held by Origen (m loco), and is supported by
Calmet, as well as by Wetstein, who adduces in

confirmation of it the fact reported by Herodotus

(iii. 121), that the Cyrenians had throughout

Greece a high reputiition as physicians. But it

must be obsei-ved that the names are clearly dis-

tinct. The missionary companion of St. Paul was
not Lucius, but Lucas or Lucanus, " the beloved

physician," who, though named in three difl'ereut

Ep'istles (Col. iv. 14; 2 Tim. iv. 1 1 ; Philem. 24),
is never referred to as a relation. Again, it is

hardly probable that St. Luke, who suppresses his

own name as the companion of St. Paul, would
have mentioned himself as one among the more
distinguished prophets and teachers at Antioch.

Olshausen, indeed, asserts confidently that the no-

tion of St. Luke and Lucius being the same person

has nothing whatever to support it (Clark's TUcol.

Lib. iv. 513). In the Apostolical Constitutions,

vii. 46, it is stated that St. Paul consecrated

Lucius bishop of Cenchreae. Different traditions

make Lucius the first bishop of Cyrene and of
Laodicea in Syria. [E. H—s.]

IjUD f^•P : Aoi55 : Lud), the fourth name in

the list of tlie children of Shem (Gen. x. 22 ; comp.
1 Ciir. i. 17), that of a person or tribe, or both,

descended fiom him. It has been supposed that Lud
was the ancestor of the Lydians (.los. Ant. i. <>, § 4 ,,
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and thus represented by the Lydiis of their mythical

period (Herod, i. 7). The Shemite character of

their manners, and the strong orientalism of the art

of the l,ydi;\ii kingdom during its latest period and

after the Persian conquest, but before the predomi-

nance of Greeli art in Asia Minor, favour this idea;

but, on tlie other hand, tlie Egyptian monuments
show us in the 13th, 14th, and 15th centuries B.C.

a powerful people called Kuten or Ludi:n, pro-

bably seated near Mesopotamia, and apparently

north of Palestine, whom some, however, make tiie

Assyrians. We may perhaps conjecture that the

I-ydians first established themselves near Palestine,

and afterwards spread into Asia Minor ; the occupiers

of the old seat of the race being destroyed or removed

by the Assyrians. For the question whether the

Lud or Ludim mentioned by the prophets be of

this stock or the Mizraite Ludim of Gen. x., see the

next article. [K. S. P.]

LU'DIM (Dn-l'p, Gen. x. l?>, D^l.-l'?, 1 Chr.

I. 11: AovSieifji: Ludim), a Mizraite people or tribe.

From their position at the head of the list of the

Mizraites, it is probable that the Ludim were settled

to the west of Egypt, perhaps further than any other

IMizraite tribe. Lud and the Ludim are mentioned

in four passages of the prophets. It is important to

ascertain, if possible, whether the Miziaite Ludim or

the Shemite Lud be referred to in each of these

passages. Lsaiah mentions " Tarshish, Pul, and Lud,

that draw the bow (HK'i? ^aSJ'JD), Tubal, and Javan,

the isles afar off" (Ixvi. 19). Here the expression

in the plural, " that draw the bow " (tendentcs

sagittam, Vulg.), may refer only to Lud, and there-

fore not connect it with one or both of the names

preceding. A comparison with the other three pas-

sages, in all which Phut is mentioned immediately

before or after I-ud or the Ludim, makes it almost
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" The manner in which these foreign troops in the

Egyptian army are characterized is perfectly in accordance

with the evidence of the monuments, which, although

about six centuries earlier than the prophet's time, no

doubt represent the same condition of military matters.

The only people of Africa beyond Egypt, portrayed on

the monuments, whom we can consider as most probably

of the same stock as the Egyptians, are the ReI3U, who

are the Lubim of the Bible, alm<jst certainly the same as

the Mizraite Lehabim. [Leuaisim ; Lubim.] Therefore

we may take the RcBU as probably illustrating the

Ludim, supposing the latter to be Mizraites, in which case

they may indeed be included under the same name as the

Lubim, if the appellation KcBU be wider than the Lubim

of the Bible, and also as illustrating Cush and Phut. Tlie

last two are spoken of as handling the buckler. The

Egyptians are generally represented wiih small shields,

frequently round ; the ReBU with small round shields, for

which the t«rm here used, po, the small shield, and

the expression " that handle," are perfectly appropriate.

That the Ludim should have been archers, and apparently

.inned with a long bow that was strung with the aid of

the foot by treading (nt'p ^D"lM)> "^ note-worthy,

since the Alrlcans were always famous for their archery.

The ReBU, and one other of the foreign nations that served

ill the Egyptian army—the monuments show the former

'jnly as enemies—were bowmen, being armed with a bow

of moderate length ; the other mercenaries—of whom we

can only identify the I'hilistine Chcrethim, though they

probably include certain of the mercenaries or auxiliaries

memioncd in the Bible— carrying swords and Javelins,

but not bows. These points of agreement, founded on our

examination of the monument's, are of no little weight, as

.hewing the accuracy of the Bible.

certain that tiio LXX. reading. Phut, ^ouS, tor

Pul, a word not occurring in any other passSge, is

the true one, extraordinary as is the change from

"'3C'D to MotrJx- [I'UL.] Jeremiah, in speaking

of Pharaoh Necho's army, makes mention of " Cush
and Phut that handle the buckler ; and the Ludim
that handle [and] bend the bow" » (xlvi. 9). Here

the Ludim are associated with African nations, as

mercenaries or auxiliaries of the king of Egypt, and

therefore it would seem probable, ^/'2»id /aci'e, that

the Mizraite Ludim are intended. Ezekiel, in the

description of Tyre,*" speaks thus of Lud : " Persia

and Lud aud Phut were in thine army, thy men
of war : buckler (|30) and helmet hung they up in

thee; they set thine adorning" (x.xvii. 10). In

this place Lud might seem to mean the Shemite
Lud, especially if the latter be connected with Lydia

;

but the association with Phut renders it as likely

that the nation or country is that of the African

Ludim. In the prophecy against Gog a similar

passage occurs. " Pereia, Cush, and Phut (A.V.
" Libya ") with them [the army of Gog]; all of them

[with] buckler (pO) and helmet" (xxxviii. 5). It

seems from this that there were Persian mercenaries

at this time, the prophet perhaps, if speaking of a

remote future period, using their name and that of

other well-known mercenaries in a general sense.

The association of Persia and Lud in the former

passage loses therefore somewhat of its weight. In

one of the prophecies against Egypt Lud is thus

mentioned among the supports oif that country

:

" And the sword shall come upon Mizraim, and

great pain shall be in Cush, at the falling of the

slain in Mizraim, and they shall take away her

multitude (PlJItSn),'' and her foundations shall be

broken down. Cush, and Phut, and Lud, and all

the mingled people (3iy), and Chub, and the

b The description of Tyre in this prophecy of Ezekiel

receives striking illustration from what we believe to be

its earliest coins. These coins were held to be most

probably of Tyre, or some other Phoenician city, or pos-

sibly of Babylon, on numismatic evidence alone, by the

writer's lamented colleague at the British Museum, Mr.

Burgon. They probably date during the 5th century B.C.

;

thay may possibly be a little older ; but it is most reason-

able to consider them as of the time of, and issued by

Darius Hystaspis. The chief coins are octodrachms of the

earlier Phoenician weight [Money], bearing, on the ob-

verse, a war-galley beneath the towered walls of a city,

and, on the reverse, a king in a chariot, with an incuse

goat beneath. This combination of galley and city is

exactly what we find in the description of lyre in

Ezekiel, which mainly portrays a slale-galley, but also

refers to a port, and speaks of towers and walls.

c There may perhaps be here a reference by parono.

masia to Amon, the chief divinity of Thebes, the Hetircw

name of which pjOX K3 contains his name. [Amon.]
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children of the hmJ of the covenant, shall fill by

the s«roi-d with tliem" (xxx. 4, 5). Here Lud is

associated with Cush and Phut, as though an African

nation. The iMeb, whom we have Killed " mingled

people" rather than " strangers," appear to have been

an Arab population of the Sinaitic peninsula, perhaps

including Arab or half-Arab tribes of the Egyptimi

desert to the east of the Nile. Chub is a name

nowhere else occurring, which perhaps should be

read Lub, for the country or nation of the Lubim.

[Chub ; Lubim.] The " children of the land of the

covenant " may be some league of tiibes, as probably

were the Nine Bows of the Egyptiim inscriptions r

or the expression may mean nations or tribes allied

with Egypt, as though a general designation for the

rest of its supported besides those specified. It is

noticeable that in this passage, although Lud is placed

among the close allies or supiwrters of Egypt, yet it

follows African nations, and is followed by a nation

or tribe at least partly inhabiting Asia, although

possibly also partly inhabiting Africa.

There can be no doubt that but one nation is

intended in these passages, and it seems that thus

far the preyx)nderance of evideuce is in favour of the

Mizraite Ludim. There are no indications in the

Bible known to be i)ositive of mercenaiy or allied

troops in the -Egyptian amiies, e.\cept of Africans,

and perhaps of tnbes bordering Egypt on the east.

We have still to inquire how the evidence of the

Egyptian monuments and of profline history may

allect our supposition. From the former we leain

that several foreign nations contributed allies or

mercenaries to the Egyptian amiies. Among them

we identify the Rebu with the Lubim, and the

Sharyata'na with the Cheiethim, who also sen-ed

in David's amiv. The latter were probably from

the coast of Palestine, although they may have

been drawn in the case of the Egyptian army from

an insular portion of the same people. The rest of

these foreign troops seem to have been of African

nations, but this is not ceitain. The evidence of the

monuments reaches no lower than the time of the

Bubastite line. There is a single foreign contem-

poi-aiy inscribed record on one of the colossi of

the temple of Aboo-Simbel in Nubia, recording the

piissage of Greek mercenaries of a Psammetichus,

probably the first (Wilkinson, Modern Etjijpt and

Thehcs.W. ;?'J9).'' From the Greek writere, who give

us information from the time of Psammetichus I.

downwards, we learn that Ionian, Carian, and other

Greek mercenaries, fbmied an imporiiint element in

the Egyptian anny in all times when the country was

independent, from the reign of that king until the

final conquest by Ochus. These mercenaries were

even settled in Egypt by Psammetichus. There does

not seem to be any mention of them in the Bible,

excepting they be intended by Lud and the Ludim

in the pnissages that have been considered. It must

be recollected that it is re;isonable to connect the

Shemite Lud with the Lydians, and that at the

time of the prophets by whom Lud and the Ludim

are mentioned, the Lydiau kingdom generally or al-

ways included the more western part of Asia Mi-

nor, so that the terms Lud and Ludim might well

apply to the Ionian and Carian mercenaries drawn
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from this territory.* We must therefore hesitate be-

fore absolutely concluding that this impoiiant por-

tion of the Egyptian mercenaries is not mentioned in

the Bible, upon the prima facie evidence th.it the

onlv name which could st.ind for it would seem to

be that of an Africim nation. [K. S. P.]

LU'HITH, THE ASCENT OF (n^S?0

irri-l^n, in Isalah ; and so also in the Kri or cor-

rected text of Jeremiah, although there the original

text has ran^H, ». e. hal-Luhoth : ^ ava^avis

Aovfld ; in Jeremiah, 'AXe60,* Alex. 'A\a(i0

:

ascensus Lnith), a place in Moab ; apparently the

ascent to a sanctuary or holy spot on an eminence.

It occurs only in Is. xv. 5, and the parallel jiassage

of Jeremiah (xlviii. 5). It is mentioned with ZOAK
and HORONAIM, but whether because they were

locally connected, or because they were all sanc-

tuaries, is doubtful. In the days of Eusebius and

Jerome ( Ommasticmi, " Luith ") it was still known,

and stood between- Areopolis (Rabbath-JIoab) and

Zoar, the latter being probably at the mouth of the

Wady Kerak. JI. de Saulcy (
Voyage, ii. 19, and

Map, sheet 9) places it at " Kharbet-Nou§hin ;"

but this is north of Areopolis, and cannot be said

to lie between it and Zoar, whether we take Zoai-

on the east or the west side of the sea. The writer

is not aware that any one else has attempted to

identify the place.

Tlie signitication of the name hal-Luhith must

remain doubtful. As a Hebrew word it signihes

"made of boards or posts" (Gesen. Thes. 748);

but why assume that a Moabite spot should liave

a Hebrew name ? By the Syriao intei-pretei-s it is

rendered " paved with fiagstoucs" (Eichhorn, AlUf.

Bibliothek, i. 845, 872). In the Tai^ums {Pseudo-

jon. and Jerus. on Num. xxi. 16, and Jonathan on

Is. XV. 1) Lechaiath is given as the equivalent of

Ar-Moab. This may contain an allusion to Luchith
;

or it may point to the use of a term meaning "jaw "

for ccit;iiu eminences, not only in the case of the

Lehi of Samson, but also elsewhere. (See Michaelis,

Suppl. No. 1307 ; but, on the other hand, Buxtorf,

Lex. Eahh. 1 1 34.) It is probably, like Akrabbim,
the name of the ascent, and not of any town at the

summit, as in that cjise the word would appear as

Luhithah, with the particle of motion addetl. [G.]

LUKE. The name Luke (Aouxas), is an ab-

breviated foi-m of Lucanus or of Lucihus (Weyer).

It is not to be confounded with Lucius (Acts xiii.

1 ; Hom. xvi. 21), which belongs to a different

pereon. The name Luke occurs three times in the

New Testament (Col. iv. 14 ; 2 Tim. iv. 11 ; Philem.

24), and probably in all three, the third evangelist

is the person spoken of. To the Colossians he is

described as " the beloved jihysician," probably

because he had been known to them in that faculty.

Timothy needs no additional mark for identifiai-

tion ; to him the woi\ls are, " only Luke is with
me." To Philemon Luke sends his salutation in

common with other " fellow-labouiere " of St. Paul.

As there is every reason to believe that the Luke
of these passiiges is the author of the Acts of the

Apostles a.s well as of the (iospel which beai-s his

name, it is iiatui-al to seek in the former book for

A The leader of these mercenaries is called in the in-

scription "I'sammatichus.sonofTlieocles;" which shows,

in the adoption of an Kgyptian name, the domestication

of these Greeks in EgypU
' Any indications of an alliance with Lydia tmder

Amasis are insuffiticnt to render it probable that evuii

then I.ydians fought in the Egyptian army, and throw
no light on the earlier relations of the Egyptians and
Lydians.

The LXX. follow the Celhib rather than the A'l-i. as
they frequently do elsewhere, and also inciudc the definite

aiticlp of the Hebrew.
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some traces of that connexion with St. Paul which
these passages assume to exist ; and although the

name of St. Luke does not occur in the Acts, there

is reason to believe that under the pronoun " we,"
bcveial references to the evangelist are to be added

to the three places just quoted.

Combining the traditional element with the

scriptural, the uncertain with the certain, we are

able to trace the following dim outline of the Evan-

gelist's life. He was born at Antioch in Syria

(Euscbius, Hist. iii. 4) ; in what condition of life

is uncertain. That he was taught the science of

medicine does not prove that he was of higher birth

tlian tlie rest of the disciples ; medicine in its earlier

and ruder state was sometimes practised even by a

slave. The well-known tradition that Luke was

also a painter, and of no mean skill, rests on the

authority of Nicephorus (ii. 43), of the Menology

of the Emperor Basil, drawn up in 980, and of other

late writers ; but none of them are of historical au-

thority, and the Acts and Epistles are wholly silent

upon a point so likely to be mentioned. He was

not born a Jew, for he is not reckoned among them
" of the circumcision " by St. Paul (comp. Col. iv.

11 with ver. 14). If this be not thought con-

clusive, nothing can be argued from the Greek

idioms in his style, for he miglit be a Hellenist

Jew, nor from the Gentile tendency of his Gospel,

for this it would share with the inspired writings

of St. Paul, a Phaiisee brought up at the feet of

Gamaliel. The date of his conversion is uncertain.

He was not indeed " an eye-witness and minister of

the word from the beginning" (Luke i. 2), or he

wouKl have rested liis claim as an evangelist upon
that ground. Still he may have been converted

by the Lord Himself, some time before His de-

parture ; and the statement of Epiphanius {Cont.

Haer. li. 11) and others, that he was one of the

seventy disciples, has nothing very improbable in

it ; whilst that which Theophylact adopts (on Lidce

xxiv.) that he was one of the two who journeyed

to Emmaus with the risen Redeemer, has found

modern defenders. Tertullian assumes that the

conversion of Luke is to be ascribed to Paul

—

" Lucas non apostolus, sed apostolicus ; non ma-
gister, sed discipulus, utique magistro minor, certe

tanto posterior quanto posterioris Apostoli sectator,

Pauli sine dubio " {Adv. Marcion, iv. 2) ; and the

balance of probability is on this side.

The first ray of historical light tails on the Evan-
gelist when he joins St. Paul at Troas, and shares

his journey into Macedonia. The sudden transition

to the first pereon plural in Acts xvi. 9, is most
natiu-ally explained, after all the objections that

have been urged, by supposing that Luke, the

writer of the Acts, formed one of St. Paul's com-
pany from this point. His conveision had taken

place before, smce he silently assumes his place

among the gi-eat Apostle's followers without <my
hint that this was his first admission to the know-
ledge and ministry of Christ. He may have found

his way to Troas to preach the Gospel, sent pos-

sbly by St. Paul himself. As far as Philippi the

Evangelist jounieyed with the Apostle. The re-

sumption of the third person on Paul's departure

from that place (xvii. 1) would show that Luke
was now left behind. During the rest of St.

Paul's second missionary journey we hear of

Luke no more. But on the third journey the

same indication reminds us that Luke is again of

the company (Acts .\x. u), having joined it app,a-

lently at Philippi, where he had been left. With
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the Apostle he passed through Miletus, Tyre, and

Caesarea to Jerusalem (xx. .5, xxi. 18). Between

the two visits of Paul to Philippi seven years had

elapsed (a.d. 51 to a.d. 58), which the Evangelist

may have spent in Philippi and its neighbourhood,

preaching the Gospel.

There remains one passage, which, if it refers to

St. Luke, must belong to this period. " We have

sent with him " (i. e. Titus) " the brother whose
praise is in the gospel throughout all the churches

"

(2 Cor. viii. 18). The subscription of the epistle

sets out that it was " written from Philippi, a city

of Macedonia, by Titus and Lucas," and it is an
old opinion that Luke was the companion of Titus,

altliough he is not named in the body of the Epistle.

If this be so, we are to suppose that during the

"three months" of Paul's sojourn at Philippi

(Acts sx. 3) Luke was sent from that place to Co-
rinth on this errand ; and the words " whose praise

is in the Gospel throughout all the churches," en-

able us to form an estimate of his activity during

the interval in which he has not been othei'wise

mentioned. It is needless to add that the praise

lay in the activity with which he preached the

Gospel, and not, as Jerome understands the passage,

in his being the author of a written gospel. " Lu-
cas .. . scripsit Evangelium de quo idem Paulus
' Misimus, inquit, cum illo fratrem, cujus laus est

in Evangelio per omnes ecclesias
'
" {De Viris III.

ch. 7).

He again appears in the company of Paul in the

memorable journey to Rome (Acts xxvii. 1). He
remained at his side during his first imprisonment

(Col. iv. 14; Philem. 24) ; and if it is to be supposed

that the Second Epistle to Timothy was written

during the second imprisonment, then the testimony

of that Epistle (iv. 11) shows that he continued

faithful to the Apostle to the end of his afflictions.

After the death of St. Paul, the acts of his faithful

companion are hoj>elessly obscure to us. In the

well-known passage of Epiphanius {cont. Haer.

li. 11, vol. ii. 464, in' Dindorf's recent edition), we
find that " receiving the commission to preach the

Gospel, [Luke] preaches first in Dalmatia and

Gallia, in Italy and Macedonia, but first in Gallia,

as Paul himself says of some of his companions, in

his epistles, ' Crescens in Gallia,' ibr we are not to

read 'in Galatia' as some mistakenly think, but
' in Gallia.' " But there seems to be as little au-

thority for this account of St. Luke's ministry as

there is for the reading Gallia in 2 Tim. iv. 10.

How scanty are the data, and how vague the results,

the reader may find by refemng to the Acta Sanc-

torum, October, vol. viii., in the recent Brussels

edition. It is, as perhaps the Evangelist wishes it

to be : we only know him whilst he stands by the

side of his beloved Paul ; when the master departs

the history of the follower becomes confusion and

fable. As to tlie age and death of the Evangelist

there is the utmost uncertainty. It seems probable

that he died in advanced life ; but whether he

sufiered martyrdom or died a natural death ; whe-

ther Bithynia or Achaia, or some other counti'y,

witnessed his end, it is impossible to determine

amidst contradictory voices. 'J'hat he died a martyi-,

between A.D. 75 and a.d. 100, would seem to

have the balance of suftVages in its favour. It is

enough for us, so far as regards the Gospel of St.

Luke, to know that the writer was the trie<l and

constant friend of the Apostle Paul, who shared

his labours, and was not driven from his side by

.langer. [W. T.]
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LUKE, GOSPEL OF. The third Gospel is

ascribed, by the i;ener<>l consent of ancient Christen-

dom, to " the belove I phj-sician," Luke, the friend

and companion of the Apostle Paul. lu the well-

known Muratorian fi-agmeut (see vol. i. p. 712) we
find " Tertio eviuigclii librum secundum Lucam.

Lucas iste me<licus post ascensum Christi cum eum
Paulus, quasi ut juris studiosum secundum ad-

sumsisset, nomiue suo ex oj)inione conscripsit. Do-

miniim taraea nee ipse vidit in caine. Et idem

prout, assequi potuit. Ita et ab nativitate Joliannis

incipit dicere." (Here Credner's restoration of the.

text is followed; see his Geschichte des N. T.

Kanon, p. 153, §76; comp. Routh's Reliquiae,

vol. iv.). The citations of Justin Martyr from the

Gospel nanative show an acquaintance with and

use of St. Luke's account (see Kirchhofer, Quellen-

snmmluru), p. 182, for the pjissages). Irenaeus

{cont. Haer. iii. 1) says that " Luke, the follower

of Paul, pi-eserved in a book the Gospel which

that apostle preached." The same writer afl'ords

(iii. 14) an account of the contents of the Gospel,

which proves that in the book preserved to us we
possess the same which he knew. Eusebius (iii. iv.)

spe;iks without doubting, of the two books, the

Gospel and the Acts, as the work of St. Luke.

Both he and Jerome (Catal. Script. Eccl. p. 7)

mention the opinion that when St. Paul uses the

words " accordijig to my Gospel " it is to the work

of St. Luke that he refers: both mention that

St. Luke derived his knowledge of divine things,

not from Paul only, but from the rest of the

Apostles, with whom (says Eusebius) he had active

intercourse. Although St. Paul's words refer in all

probability to no written Gospel at all, but to the

substance of his own inspired preaching, the error

is importjmt,as showing how strong was the opinion

in ancient time.> that Paul was in some way con-

nected with the writing of the third Gospel.

It has been shown alremly [GOSPELS, vol. i. p.

712] that the Gospels were in use as one collection,

and were spoken of undoubtingly as the work of those

whose names they bear, towards the end of the

second century. But as regards the genuineness of

St. Luke any discussion is entiingled with a some-

what difficult question, namely, what is the rela-

tion of the Gospel we possess to that which was
used by the heretic Maicion? The case may be

briefly st.-ited.

The religion of Jesus Christ announced salvation

to Jew and Gentile, through Him who was bom
a Jew, of the seed of David. The two sides of this

(act produced very early two opposite tendencies

in the Church. One piuty thought of Christ as the

Messiah of the Jews ; the other as the Redeemer of

the human i-ace. The foi-mer viewed the Lord as

the Messiah of Jewish prophecy and tradition ; the

other as the revealer of a doctrine wholly new, in

which atonement and salvation and enlightenment

were ofl'ei-ed to men for the tirst time. Marcion of

Sinope, who flourished in the fli-st half of tlie second

century, expiessed strongly the tendency op|x>sed to

Judaism. The scheme of retleniption, so t'ull ofdivine

compassion and love, was ailopted by him, though in

a perverted form, witli his whole heart. The asper-

sions on his sinceritv are thrown out in the loose rho-

» •'Cordon auteni .... docnil cum qui a lege et pro-

phetis annuntiatus sit Ih'ii.s, non esse patrem iKjuiini

uostri Cliristl Jesu. Hunc enim cuguoKci, ilium uutera
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toric of controvei-sy, and are to be received with
something more than caution. The heathen world,
into the discord of which the music of that message
had never come, appeared to him as the kingdom
of darkness and of Satan. So far Marcion and his

opponents would go together. But how does Mar-
cion deal with the 0. T. ? He views it, not as a

preparation for the coming of the Lord, but as

something hostile in spirit to the Gospel. In

God, as revealed in the 0. T., he saw only a being

jealous and cruel. The heretic Cerdo taught that

the just and severe God of the Law and the Pro-

phets was not the same as the merciful Father

of the Lord Jesus. This dualism Marcion earned

farther, and blasphemously argued that the God
of the 0. T. was represented as doing evil and

delighting in strife, as repenting of His decrees and

inconsistent with Himself." This divorcement of

the N. T. from the Old was at the root of Marcion's

doctrine. In his stmuge system the God of the

0. T. was a lower being, to whom he gave the

name of A-r]iJ.iovpy6s, engaged in a constant con-

flict with matter 'TKti), over which he did not

gain a complete victory. But the holy and eternal

God, perfect in goodness and love, comes not in

contact with matter, and creates only what is like

to and cognate with himself. In the 0. T. we see

the " Demiurgus ;" the history of redemption is the

history of the operation of the true God. Thus
much it is necessary to state as bearing upon what
follows: the life and doctrine of Marcion have

received a much fuller elucidation from Neander,

Kirchengeschichte, vol. ii. ; Antii/msiikus, and

Dogmengeschichte ; and from ^'olckmar, Das
Evaruielium Marcions, p. 25. The data in older

writeis are found in the apology of Justin Martyr,

in Tertullian against Marcion i.-v. ; Irenaeus, i.

ch. xxvii, ; and Epiphanius, Haer. xlii.

For the piesent pui-pose it is to be noticed that a

tesuher, determined as Marcion was to sever the

connexion between the Old and New Testament,

would approach the Gospel history with strong

prejudices, and would be unable to accept as it

stands the written nanative of any of the three

Evangehsts, so far as it admitted allusions to the

Old Testament as the soil and root of the New. It

is clear, in fact, that he regai-ded Paul as the only

apostle who had remained faithful to his calling.

He admitted the Epistles of St. Paul, and a Gospel

which he regarded as Pauline, and rejected the rest

of the N. T., not from any idea that the books

were not genuine, but because they were, as he

alleged, the genuine works of men who were not

faithful teachei-s of the Gospel they had received.

But what was the Gospel which Marcion used?

The aneient testimony is very strong on this point

;

it was the Gospel of St. Luke, altered to suit his

peculiar tenets. " Et super hacc," says Irenaeus,

" id quod est secundum Lucam Evaugelium cir-

cumcidens, et omnia quae sunt de generationo

Domini conscript;i auferens, et de doctrinS ser-

monum Domini multa auferens, in quibus manifes-

tissime conditorem hujus univei-sitatis suum Patrem

confitens Dominus conscriptus est ; semetipsum esse

veraciorem quam sunt hi, qui Evaugelium tradi-

derunt apostoli, suasit discipulis suis ; non Evangc-

doctrinara. impiidorate blaspbemans eum, qui a lego ct

proplieiis annuutiatus est Deus; malorum faetorem ot

" mm conciipiscentcm et tnconstantem quoque sen-

ignorari;etaIternmquldenijustum,alu-nimautpmlx)niini tontia, et conlrarium sibi ipsmn dicens" (Irenaeus,

o.->se. Succedens auteni ei Marcion Tonticus adampliavit xxvii. l and 2, p. 256. Stiercn's ed.).
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Hum sed pnrticulam Kvangelii tradens eis. Similiter

autem et apostoli Pauli Epistolas absciilit, auferens

quaecumque inanifeste dicta sunt ab apostolo de eo

Deo, qui mundum iccit, quoniam hie I'ater Domini

nostri Jesu ('liristi, et quaecumque ex pioplioticis

memovans apostolus do(^uit, praenuntiaiitibus ad-

veutum Domini" (cont. Hner. i. xxvii. 2). " Lucam
videtur Maicion elegisse," says Tertullian, "quern

caederet" {cont. Marc. iv. 2; comp. Oiieen, cont.

Cclsum, ii. 27; Epiphanius, Haer. xlii. 11 ; Theo-

doret, Ilacret. Fab. i. 24). Marcion, however, did

not ascribe to Luke by name the (Jospel thus cor-

rupted (Tert. cont. Marc. iv. 6), calling it simply

the Gospel of Christ.

From these passages the opinion that Marcion

formed for himself a Gospel, on the principle of

rejecting all that savoured of Judnism in an existing

narrative, and that he selected the Gospel of

St. Luke as needing the le;ist alteration, seems to

have been hold universally in the Church, until

Semler started a doubt, the prolific seed of a large

controversy ; fiom the whole result of which,

however, the cause of truth has little to regret.

His opinion was that the Gospel of St. Luke and

that used by Marcion were drawn from one and the

same original soui'ce, neither being altered from the

other. He thinks that Tertullian erred from want
of historical knowledge. The charge of Epipha-

nius, of omissions in Marcion's Gospel, he meets by
the fact of Tertulliau's silence. Griesbach, about

the same time, cast doubt upon the received opinion.

Eichhorn applied his theory of an " original

Gospel" [see article Gospkls, vol. i. p. 715] to

this question, and maintained that the Fathers had

mistaken the short and unadulterated Gospel used

by Slarcion for an abridgment of St. Luke, whereas

it was probably more near the " original Gospel

"

than St. Luke. Hahn has more recently shown,

in an elaborate work, that thei-e we're sulRcient

motives, of a doctrinal kind, to induce Marcion to

wish to get rid of parts of St. Luke's Gospel ; and

he refutes Eichhoni's reasoning on several passages

which he had misundei'stood from neglecting Ter-

tulliau's testimony. He has the merit, admitted on

all hands, of being the first to collect the data for

a restoration of Marcion's text in a satisfactory

manner, and of tracing out in detail the bearing of

his doctrines on particular portions of it. Many
were disposed to regard Hnhn's work as conclusive

;

and certainly most of its results are still undis-

turbed. Kitschl, however, took the other side, and

held that Marcion only used the Gospel of St. Luke
in an older and more primitive form, and that what
are charged against the foiTner as omissions are

often interpolations in the latter. A controversy,

in which Baur, Hilgenfeld, and Volckmar took part,

has resulted in the confirmation, by an ovei-powering

weight of argument, of the old o|)inion that Marcion

corrupted the Gospel of Luke for his own purposes.

\'olckmar, whose work contains the best account of

the whole controversy, sweeps away, it is to be

hoped for ever, the opinion of Ivitschl and Baur
that Marcion quoted the " original Gosj>el of Luke,"

as well as the later view of Baur, for which there

is really not a particle of evidence, that the Gospel

had passed through the hands of two authors or

etlitors, the former with strong inclinations against

.ludaism, a zealous follower of St. Paul, and the

latter with leanings to Judaism and .against the

Gnostics! He considers the Gospel of St. Luke, as

we now pos.sess it. to be in all its general features
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that which Marcion found ready to his hand,

and which for doctrinal reasons he abridged and

altered. In certain passages, indeed, he considers

that the Gospel used by Marcion, as cited by Ter-

tullian and Epiphanius, may be cmj)loyed to cor-

rect our present text. But tbis is only putting the

coi)y used by Marcion on the footing of an older

MS. The passages which he considers to have cer-

tainly sufi'eied alteration since Marcion's time are

only these :—Luke x. 21 {fbxapiCTw Ka\ i^ofioAo-

yov/xai), 22 {koI ovSfls eyvco ris itrriy 6

irar^lp el /xq 6 vl6s, Ka\ ris icriv 6 vlhs d fxr) 6

vaT7]p Kol <j) 4av /SouAtjtoi k. t. A.), xi. 2 (5iis

rjixlv rh ayiov irvevfid crov), xii. ?,S (rij eer-Trepivifj

<f>vKaK^),}^vi\. 2 (sujiply el jj.^ iyevvT]e-q^ k.t.X.),

xviii. 19 {fjL-l] fi€ Aeye ayadSv eh eariv ayaQhs o

iraT^p 6 iv ro7s ovpavo^s). In all these places the

deviations ai-e such as may be found to exist be-

tween diflerent MSS. A new witness as to the

last, which is of the greatest importance, a])pears

in Hippolytus, Refatatio Haercsium, p. 254, Ox-
ford edition, where the rf fte Xeyere b.ya06v appears.

See, on all these passages, Tischendorfs Greek
Testament, ed. vii., and critical notes. Of four

other places Volckmar speaks more doubtfully, as

having been disturbed, but possibly before Marcion
(vi. 17, xii. 32, xvii. 12, x.\iii. 2).

From this controversy we gain the following re-

sult :—Marcion was in the height of his activity

about A.D. 138, soon after which Justin Martyr
wrote his Apology ; and he had probably given forth

his Gospel some years before, i.e. about A. D. 130.
At the time when he composed it he found the Gospel

of St. Luke so far diffused and accepted that he
based his own Gospel upon it, altering and omitting.

Therefore we may assume that, about A.D. 120, the

Gospel of St. Luke which we possess was in use,

and was familiarly known. The theory that it was
composed about the middle or end of the 2nd
century is thus ovei-throwu; and there is no posi-

tive evidence of aiiy kind to set against the har-

monious assertion of all the ancient Church that this

Gospel is the genuine production of St. Luke.
(On St. Luke's Gospel in its relation to Marcion,

see, besides the fathers quoted above, Hahn, Das
Evangelium Marcions, Konigsberg, 1823; Oh-
hausen, Echtheit der tier Kanon. Evangelien,
Konigsberg, 1823; Kitschl, Das Evangelium Mar-
cions, &c., Tiibingen, 1846, with his reti-acta-

tion in Theol. Jahrb. 1851 ; Baur, Krit. Unter-
siichung iiber d. Kan. Evangelien, Tiibingen, 1847

;

Hilgenfeld, Krit. Untcrsiichuiigen kc, Halle,

1850; Volckmar, Das EDanf^elinm Marcions,
Leipzig, 1852 ; Bishop ThirlwalVs Litroduction to

Scldeiennacher on St. Luke; De Wette, Zehr-
bitch d. N. T., Beilin, 1848. These are but a
part of the writers who have touched the subject.

The work of N'olckmar is the most comprehensive
and thorough ; and, though some of his views
cannot be adopted, he has satisfactorily provol
that our Gospel of St. Luke existed before" the time
of Marcion.)

II. Date of the Gospel of Luke.—We have seen

that this Gospel was in use before the year 120.

From interaal evidence the date cm be more nearly

fixed. From Acts i. ], it is clear that it was
written before tlie Acts of the Apostles, The latest

time actually mentioned in tlie Acts is the term of

two ye.irs during which Piiul dwelt at b'ome " in

his own hired liouse, and ri-ceived all that came
in mito him" (xxviii. 30,31). The writer, who
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has tracked the footsteps of Paul hitherto with such

exactness, lejives him here abruptly, without mailing

known the result of his appeal to Caesar, or the

works in whicli he engaged aflerwai-ds. No other

motive tor tliis silence can be suggested tlian that

the writer, at tlie time when he published the Acts,

had no moi-e to tell ; and in that case the book of

the Acts was completed about the end of the second

year of St. Paul's imprisonment, that is, about

A.u. 63 (Wieseler, Olshausen, Alford). How much
earlier the Gospel, described as "the fonner trea-

tise" (Acts i. Ij, may have been written is uncer-

tain. But Dean Alford {Frolegomom) remarks

that the words imply some considerable inten-al

between the two productions. The opinion of the

younger Thiersch {Christian Church, p. 148, Car-

iyle's translation) thus becomes very probable, that

it Wiis written at Caesarea during St. Paul's im-

prisonment there, a.d. 58-60. The Gospel of St.

Matthew was probably written about the same
time; and neither Evangelist appeai-s to have used

the other, although both made use of that foiTO of

oral teaching which the apostles had gi-adually come
to employ. [Gospels.] It is painful to lemark
how the opinions of many commentators, who refuse

to fix the date of this (iospel earlier than the de-

struction of Jerusalem, have been influenced by the

deteiTOination that nothing like prophecy shall be

found in it. Believing that our Lord did really

prophesy that event, we have no difficulty in be-

lieving that an Evangelist leported the prophecy

before it was fulfilled (see Meyer's Commcniary,
Introduction).

III. Pkice where the Gospel was written.—If the

time has been rightly indicated, the place would be

Caesarea. Other suj)positions are—that it was com-
posed in Achaia and the region of Boeotia (Jerome),

in Alexandria (Syriac version), in Home (Ewald,
&c.), in Achaia and Macedonia (Hilgenfeld), and
Asia Minor (Kostlin). It is impossible to verify

these traditions and conjectures.

IV. Origin of the Gospel.—The prefiice, contained

in the fom- first verses of the Gospel, describes the

object of its wliter. " Forasmuch as many have
taken in hand to set forth in oixler a declaration

of those things which aie most surely believed

among us, even as they delivered them unto us,

which from the beginning were eye-witnesses and
ministers of the word ; it seemed good to me also,

having had perfect understanding of all things from
the very first, to wiite unto thee in order, most
excellent Theophilus, that thou mightest know the
certainty of tliose things wherein thou hast been
instructed." Here aic several facts to be obseiTed.

There were many narratives of the life of our Lord
current at the early time when Luke wrote his

Gospel. The word "many" cannot apply to Mat-
thew and Mark, because it must at any rate include
more than two, and because it is implied that
former labourei-s leave something still to do, and
that the writer will supersede or supplement tliem

either in whole or in pail. The giound of fitness

for the task St. Luke places in his" having cjirefullv

followed out the whole coui-se of events from the
beginning. He does not claim the character of an
eye-witne.ss fiom the first; but possibly he may
have been a witness of some part of our Lord's
doings (see above Luke, Like).

The ancient opinion, that Luke wrote his Gospel
under the influence of Paul, rests on the authority

of Ircnaeus, Tertullian, Origen, and Eusebius. The
two first assert that we have in Luke the Gospel
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preached by Paul (Iren. cont. Haer. iii. 1 ; Tot
oont. Marc. iv. 5) ; Origen calls it " the Gospel
quoted by Paul," alluding to Hom. ii. IG (Euseb.

E. Hist. vi. 25) ; and Eusebius refei-s Paul's woids.
" according to my Gospel" (2 Tim. ii. 8), to that

of Luke (^E. Hist. iii. 4), in which Jerome concurs

{De Vir. HI. 7). The language of the preface is

against the notion of any exclusive influence of St.

Paul. The Evangelist, a man on whom the Spirit

of God was, made the history of the Saviour's life

the subject of research, and with materials so ob-

tained wrote, under the guidance of the Spirit that

was upon him, the history now before us. The
four vei-ses could not have been put at the head

of a history composed under the exclusive guidance

of Paul or of any one apostle, and as little could

they have introduced a gospel simply communicated

by another. Yet if we compare St. Paul's account

of the institution of the Lord's Supper (1 Cor. xi.

23-25) with tliat in St. Luke's Gospel (xxii. 19,

20), none will think the verbal similarity could be

accidental. A less obvious parallel between 1 Cor.

XV. 3 and Luke xxiv. 26, 27, more of thought than

of expression, tends the same way. The ti-uth seems

to be that St. Luke, seeking infonnation fiom every

quarter, sought it from the preaching of his beloved

master, St. Paul ; and the apostle in his turn em-
ployed the knowledge acquiied from other sources

by his disciple. Thus the preaching of the apostle,

founded on the same body of facts, and the same
arrangement of them as the rest of the apostles

used, became assimilated especially to that which
St. Luke set forth in his narrative. This does not

detract from the worth of either. The preaching

and the Gosjwl proceeded each from an inspiretl

man ; for it is certain that Luke, employed as he
was by Paul, could have been no exception in that

plentiful effusion of the Holy Ghost to which Paul

himself bears witness. That the teaching of two
men so linked together (see Life) should have be-

come more and more a.ssimilated is just what would
be expected. But the influence was mutual, and not

one-sided ; and Luke still claims with right the posi-

tion of an independent inquirer into historic facts.

Upon the question whether Luke made use of the

Gospels of Matthew and Mark, no opinion given

here could be conclusive. [Gospels, vol. i. p. 714.]

Each reader should examine it for himself, with the

aid of a Greek Harmony. It is probable that Mat-

thew and Luke wrote independently, and about the

same time. Some of their coincidences arise from

their both incorporating the oral teaching of the

apostles, and others, it may be, from their common
use of written documents, such as are hinted at in

Luke i. 1. As regards St. Mark, some regard his

Gospel as the oldest New Testameut writing, whilst

othei's infer, from apparent abbreviations (Mark i.

12, xvi. 12), from insertions of matter from other

places (Markiv. 10-34, ix. 38-48), and from the

mode in which additional information is intro-

duced—now with a seeming connexion with Mat-

thew and now with Luke—that Mark's Gospel is

the last, and has been framed upon the other two
(De Wette, Einteitumj, §94). The result of this

controversy should be to inspire distrust of all such

seeming proofs, which conduct ditierent critics to

exactly opposite results.

v. Purpose for which the Gospel was written.—
The luangelist professes to write that Theophilus
" might know the certainty of those things wherein

he had l)een instructed" (i. 4). Who was this

Theophilus ? Some have sujiposcd that it is a sig-
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nificant name, a]i]/lical)le not. to one man, but to

any arrutns Dei ; but the addition of KpaTidTos, a

term of honour which would be used towards a man
of station, or sometimes (see passages in Kuinbl

and VVetstein) towards a personal friend, seems

agjiinst this. He was, then, an existing person. Con-

jecture has been wildly busy in endeavouring to

identify him with some person known to history.

Some indications are given in the Gospel about

liim, and beyond them we do not propose to go.

He was not an inhabitant of Palestine, for the

Kvangelist minutely describes the position of places

which to such a one would be well known, it is

so with Capernaum (iv. 31), Kazaretli (i. 26),

Arimathea (xxiii. 51), the country of the Gada-

)ones (viii. 26), the distance of Mount Olivet and

Emniaus from Jerusalem (Acts i. 12 ; Luke xxiv.

13). If places in England—s;iy Bristol , and Oxford,

and Hanipstead—were mentioned in this careful

minute way, it would be a fair mference that the

writer meant his work for other than English

readere.

By the same test he probably was not a IMacedo-

nian (Acts xvi. 12), nor an Athenian (Acts xvii.

21), nor a Cretan (Acts xxvii. 8, 12). But that

he -was a native of Italy, and perhaps an inhabitant

of Rome, is probable from similar data. In tracing

St. Paul's journey to Rome, places which an Italian

might be supposed not to know are described mi-

nutely (Acts xxvii. 8, 12, IG) ; but when he comes

to Sicily and Italy this is neglected. Syracuse and

Rhegium, even the more obscure Puteoli, and Appii

Forum and the Three Taverns, are mentioned as to

one likely to know them. (For other theories see

Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. Parti, p. 236; Kui-

nol's Prolegomena, and Winer's Heahcbu.c'i, art.

" Theophilus.") All that emerges from this argu-

ment is, that the person for whom Luke wrote in

the first instance was a Gentile reader. We must
admit, but with great caution, on account of the

abuses to which the notion has led, that there are

traces iu the Gospel of a leaning towai'ds Gentile

rather than Jewish converts. The genealogy of

.Jesus is traced to Adam, not tVom Abraham ; so as

to connect Him with the whole human race, and
not merely with the Jews. Luke describes the

mission of the Seventy, which number has been

usually supposed to be typical of all nations ; as

twelve, the number of the apostles, represents the

Jews and theii- twelve tribes. As each Gospel

has within certain limits its own character and

mode of treatment, we shall recognise with 01s-

hausen that " St. Luke has the peculiar power of

exhibiting with gieat clearness of conception and
tiTith (especially in the long account of Christ's

journey, from ix. 51 to xviii. 34), not so much the

discourses of Jesus as His convei'sations, with all

the incidents that gave rise to them, with the re-

marks of those who were present, and with the

final results."

On the supposed "doctrinal tendency" of the

(5ospel, however, much has been written which it

is painful to dwell on, but easy to refute. Some
have endeavoureil to see in this divine book an

attempt to engraft the teaching of St. Paul on the

Jewish representations of the Messiah, and to elevate

the doctrine of universal salvation, of which Paul
was the most prominent preacher, over the Ju-
daizing tendencies, and to put St. Paul higher than

the twelve Apostles ! (See Zeller, Apost. ; Baur,

Kamn. Evaiuj. ; and Hilgenfeld.) How two im-

partial historical nari-atives, the Gospel and the
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Acts, could have been taken for two tracts written

for polemical and personal ends, is to an English

mind hardly conceivable. Even its supporters found

that the inspired author had Kirried out his purpose

so badly, that they were forced to assume that a

second author or editor had altered the work with

a view to work up together Jewish and Pauline

elements into harmony (Baur, Kanon. Ecancj. p,

502). Of this editing and re-editing there is no

trace whatever; and the invention of the second

editor is a gross device to cover the failure of the

fii-st hj'pothesis. By such a machinery, it will be

possible to prove in after ages that Gibbon's History

was originally a plea for Christianity, or any similar

parados.

The passages which are supposed to bear out
this " Pauline tendency," are brought together by
Hilgenfeld with great care {Evangelien, p. 220) ;

but Keuss has shown, by passages from St. Matthew
which have the same " tendency" against the Jews,
how brittle such an argument is, and has left no
room for doubt that the two Evangelists wrote
facts and not theories, and dealt with those facts

with pure historical candour (Reuss, Histoire de la

The'ologie, vol. ii. b. vi. ch. vi.). Writing to a

Gentile convert, and through him addressing other

Gentiles, St. Luke has adapted the form of his nar-

rative to their needs ; but not a trace of a subjective

bias, not a vestige of a personal motive, has been

suffered to sully the inspired page. Had the in-

fluence of Paul been the exclusive or principal

source of this Gospel, we should have found in it

more resemblance to the Epistle to the Ephesians,

which contains (so to speak) the Gospel of St.

Paul.

VI. Zangttage and style of the Gospel.—It has

never been doubted that the Evangelist wrote his

Gospel in Greek. Whilst Hebraisms are frequent,

classical idioms and Greek compound words abound.

The number of words used by Lnke only is un-

usually great, and many of them are compound
words for which there is classical authority (see

Dean Alford's valuable Greek Test.).

Some of the leading peculiarities of style are

here noted ; a more minute examination will be

found in Prof. Davidson's Introduction to X. T.

(Bagster, 1848).

1. The very frequent use of iyivero in intro-

ducing a new narrative or a transition, and of eye-

viTo iv T^ with an infinitive, are traceable to the

Hebrew.

2. The same may be said of the fi-equent use

of KapSia, answeiing to the Hebrew H?.

3. NofiiKol, used six times instead of the usual

ypa/xjuareTs, and iinffrdTTfs used six times for

pa^^t, StSdffKaKos, are cases of a preference for

words more intelligible to Greeks or Gentiles.

4. The neuter participle is used frequently for a

substantive, both in the Gospel and the .Acts.

5. The infinitive with the genitive of the article,

to indicate design or result, as in i. 9, is frequent

in both books.

6. The frequent use of Se Ka[, lor the sake of

emphasis, as in iii. 9.

7. The frequent use of koI uvtSs, as in i. 17.

8. The preposition irvy is used about seventy-five

times in Gospel and Act.« : in the otherGospels rarely.

9.
'Atfvi(eiv is usea eleven times in Gospel and

Acts; elsewhere only twice, by St. Paul (2 Jor.).

10. E( Se /x^ ye is usetl live limes for the fl 5«

/uj> of Mark and .John.
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11. EiVerj' irpSs, wliich is frequent in St. Luke,

is used elsewhere oi-.ly by St. .lohii: KaXtly irpSs,

also frequent, is only thrice used by other writers.

12. St. Luke very frequently uses the au.xiliary

verb with a paiticiple for the verb, as in v. 17,

i. 20.

13. He makes remarkable use of verbs com-

pounded with 8io and iiri.

li. Xdpts, very frequent in Luke, is only used

thrice by John, and not at all by JIatthew and

Mark. ScoTrjp, (Twrripia, ffwr-f)piou, are frequent

with Luke; the two iiist are used once each by
John, and not by the other Evanjelists.

15. The same may be said of fvayy(XiCf(rOat,

once in Mnttlicw, and not at all in Mark an(i

John ; vTroffrpe<f)ftv, once in Mark, not in other

Gospels ; ((picrrduai, not used in the other three

Gospels; SitpxeffOai, thirty-two times in Luke's

Gospel and the Aot<, and only twice each in

Matthew, ]\L-uk, and .John ; Tropaxp^^a frequent

in Luke, and only twice elsewhere, in Jlatthew.

16. The words 6ijioduixa56v, euAa^vs, avfip, as a

form of address and before subst;intives, are also

characteristic of Luke.

17. Some Latin words are used by Luke : Keyediv

(viii.,.'^n), Srivapiov (.x. 35), ffovSdptov (xix. 20),

KO\(cvia (Acts x\i. 12).

On comparing the Gospel with the Acts it is

found that the style of the latter is more pure and

free from Hebrew idioms; and the style of the

later portion of the Acts is more pure than that

of the former. Where Luke used the materials he

dei-ived from others, oral or written, or both, his

style reflects the Hebrew idioms of them ; but
when he comes to scenes of which he was an eye-

witness and de.scribes entirely in his own words,

these disappear.

VII. Qmtations from the Old Testament.—In

the citations from the 0. T., of the pnucipal of

which the following is a list, there are plain marks
of the use of the Septuagint version :

—

Luke i. 17. Wal. iv. 4, 5.

„ ii. 23. Kx. xiii. 2.

„ ii. 21. IjCv. xii. 8.

„ iii. 4, 5, 6. Is. .\I. 3, 4, 5.

„ Iv. 1. Pent. viii. 3.

„ iv. s. Deut. vi. 13.

„ iv. HI, 11. I's. .\ci. 11, 12.

„ iv. 12. Diut. vi. 14.

„ iv. 18. Is. Ixi. 1,2.

„ vil, 27. Mai. iii. 1.

„ viil. 10. Is. vi. 9.

„ X. 27. Deut. vi. 5; Lev. xix. IS.

„ xviil. 20. Kx. sx. 12.

„ xix. 46. Is. Ivi. 7 ; .Fer. viii. 11.

„ XX. 17. 1'9 cxviii. 22, 23.

„ XX. 28. iJcut. XXV. 5.

„ XX. 42, 43. Ps. ex. 1.

„ xxli. 37. Is. liii. 12.

„ xxiii. 4t). I's. xxxi. 5.

VIII. Inteiiriti/ of the Gospel— the first tit'o

Chapters.—The Gospel of Luke is quoted by Justin

Martyrand by the author ofthe Glementine Homilies.

The .silence of the apostolic flithors only indicates

that it was admitted info the Canon somewh.at late,

which was probably the case. The result of the

Marcion controversy is, as we have seen, that our
Gospel was in use before A.D. 120. A special ques-

tion, liowever, lias been raised about the two fiist

chaptei's. The critical history of these is best

° The ground for tliis suggestion, besides llie remark-

able agreement of the ancient versions as given above, is

Josh. x\'iii. 13, where the words nt-l? ^HS'^N should,

according to ordinary nsagi', be rendered "td tlie' shoulder

of lAizah;" the d/i, wliich is the particle of motion in

LUZ
drawn out perhaps in ]\Ieyer's note. The chief ob-

jection against them is founde I on the garbled open-
ing of Marcion's Gospel, who omits the two tir.st

chapters, and connects iii. 1 immediately with iv. ai.
(So Tertullian, "Anno quintodecimo principatus

Tiberiani proponit Deura descendisse in civitatcm

Galilaeae Capharnauin," cont. Mnrc. iv. 7). But
any objection founded on this would apply to the

third chapter as well
; and the history of our Lord's

childhood seems to have been known to and quoted

b)- Justin I^Iartyr (^see Apology, i. §.'315, and an

allusion, Dial, cum Tryph. 100) about the time

of Marcion. There is therefore no I'eal ground for

distinguishing between the two first chapters and

the rest; and the arguments for the genuineness of

St. Luke's Gospel apply to the whole inspired nar-

rative as we now possess it (.see Mever's note ; also

Volckmar, p. 180).

IX. Contents of the Gospel.—This Gospel con-

tains— 1. A preface, i. 1-4. 2. An account of the

time preceding the ministry of Jesus, i. 5 to ii. h2.

3. Several accounts of discourses and acts of our

Lord, common to Luke, Matthew, and Mark, related

for the most part in their ord'er, and belonging to

Capernaum and the neighbourhood, iii. 1 to is. 50.

4. A collection of similai' accounts, rofemng to a

certain journey to Jerusalem, most of them peculiar

to Luke, ix. 51 to xviii. 14. 5. An aciount of the

sufferings, death, and resurrection of Jesus, common
to Luke with the other Evangeli.sts, except as to

some of the accounts of what took place after the

resurrection, XA-iii. 15 to the end.

Sources. Works of Irenaeus (ed. Stieren)
;

Justin Martyr (ed. Otto) ; Tertullian, Origen, and

Epiphanius (ed. Dindorf) ; Hippolytus (ed. Miller)
;

and Eusebius (ed. Valesius) ; Marsh's Michaelis
;

De Wette, Einleituntj ; Meyer, Kommentar ; the

work of Hahn, Ritschl, Baur, and Volckmar, quoted

above ; Credner, Kanon ; Dean Alford's Commen-
tary ; Dictionaries of Winer anil Herzog ; Commen-
taries of Kuinol, Wetstein, and othei-s ; Thiei-sch,

Church History (Eng. Trans.); Olshausen, Echth-

eit ; Hug, Einleitimj ; Weisse, Evangelienfrage
;

Greek Testament, Tischendorf, ed. vii., and notes

there. [W. T.]

LUNATICS (ae\vvtaC6fifV0i). This word is

used twice in the N. T. in the enumeration of

Matt. iv. 24, the "lunatics" are distinguished

from the demoniacs ; in Matt. xvii. 15, the name is

applied to a boy who is expressly declared to have

been po.sscssed. It is evident, therefore, that the

word itself refers to some di.sease, ali'ecting both the

body and the mind, which might, or might not, be

a sign of possession (see on this subject DemoniacsI.

Bythe description of Mark ix. 17-2'i, it is con-

cluded that this disease was epilepsy (see Winer,

Pealw. " Besessene ;" Trench, On the Miracles,

J).
oG'i). The origin of the name (as of ffe\i)viaK6s

and ffe\7]v6$\r]TOS in e.trlier Greek, "lunaticus"

in Latin, and equivalent words in modern lan-

guages\ is to be found in the belief that diseases of

a ])aroxysmal character were aflected by the light,

or by the ch.inges of the moon. [A. B.]

LUZ (T-1^, and perhaps HT-I*?," «• e. Luzah,

which is also the reading of the Samar. Codex and

Hebrew, not being required here, as it is in the former

part of tlie same verse. Oiher names are found both with

and without a similar termination, as Jolbidi, Jotbathah ;

Timnath, Timnathah ; Riblali, Riblathah. Ijilsh and

I.aishah are probal)ly distinct pl.iccs.
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of its two versions: of the LXX, and Kusebins,

Aovfa and Aou^ :'' and the Vulgnte Liiza). The

uncertainty which attends the name attaches in a

greater degree to the phice itself. It seems impos-

sible to discover with pi-ccision whether Liu and

Bethel represent one and the same town—the former

the Canaiinite, the latter the Hebrew name—or whe-

ther they were distinct places, though in close proxi-

mity. The latter is the natural inference from two

of the pa.ssages in which Luz is spoken of. Jacob
" called the name of the place Bethel, but the name
of the citi/ was called Liiz in the beginning " (Gen.

xxviii. 19); as if the spot— the " certiiiu place"

—

on which lie had " lighted," where he saw his

vision and erected his pillar, were outside the walls

of the Canaanite town. And with this agree the

temis of the specification of the common boundary

of Ephraim and Benjamin. It ran " from Bethel

to Luz" (Josh. xvi. 2), or "from the wilderness

of Bethaven ... to Luz, to the shoulder of Luzah

southward, that is Bethel" (.xviii. 13) ; as if Bethel

were on the south side of the hill on which the

other city stood.

Other passages, however, seem to speak of the

two as identical
—" Luz in the land of Canaan, that

is Bethel" (Gen. xxxv. 6); and in the account of

the capture of Bethel, after the conquest of the

country, it is said that " the name of the city

before was Luz" (Judg. i. 23). Nor should it be

overlooked that in the very first notice of Abram's

amval in Canaan, Bethel is mentioned without Luz

(Gen. xii. 8, xiii. 3), just as Luz is mentioned by

Jacob without Bethel (xlviii. o).

Perhaps there never was a point on which the

evidence was so curiously contradictory. In the

passages just quoted we find Bethel mentioned in

the most express manner two generations before the

occurrence of the event which gave it its name

;

while the patriarch to whom that event occurred,

and who made there the most solemn vow of his

life, in recurring to that very circumstance, calls

the place by its heathen name. We further find

the Israelite name attached, before the conquest of

the country by the Israelites, to a city of the

building of which we ha\e no record, and which

city is then in the possession of the Canaanites.

The conclusion of the writer is that the two

places were, during the times preceding the con-

quest, distinct, Luz being the city and Bethel the

pillar and altar of Jacob : that after the destruction

of Luz by the tribe of Ephraim the town of Bethel

arose: that the close proximity of the two was

sufficient to account for their being taken as iden-

tical in cases where there was no special reason for

discriminating them, and that the great subsequent

reputation of Bethel will account for the occurrence

of its name in Abram's history in reference to a

date prior to its existence, as well as i« the records

of the conquest.

2. When the original Luz wa.s destroyed, thi-ough

the treachery of one of its inhabitants, the man
who had introduced the Israelites into the town

went into the "land of the Hittites" and built a

city, which he named after the foimer one.

This city was standing at the date of the record

(Judg. i. 26). But its situation, as well as that

of the " land of the Hittites," has never been dis-
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covered since, and is one of the favourite puzzles

of Scriptuie geographers. Eusebius ( Onom. Aoufd)

mentions a place of the name as standing near

Shechem, nine (Jerome, three) miles fiom ^seapolis

{Nablus). The objection to this is the difficulty of

placing in central Palestine, and at that period, a

district exclusively Hittite. Some have imagined

it to be in (.'ypius, as if Chittim were the country

of tlie Hittites ; others in Arabia, as at Lysa, a

IJoman town in the desert south of Palestine, on

the road to Akabah (Rob. i. 187).

The signification of the name is quite uncertain.

It is usually taken as meaning "hazel," and de-

noting the presence of such trees ; but the latest

lexicographer (Fuerst, Hdwhh. GOG) has returned to

the opinion of an earlier scholar (Killer, Onom. 70),

that the notion at the root of the word is rather
" bending " or " sinking," as of a valley. [G.j

LYCAO'NIA (AvKauuia). This is one of those

districts of Asia Minor, which, as mentioned in the

N. T., are to be undeistood rather in an ethno-

logical than a strictly political sense. From what
is said in Acts xiv. 1 1 of " the speech of Lycaonia,"

it is evident that the inhabitants of the district, in

St. Paul's day, spoke something very different from

ordinary Greek. Whether this language was some

Syrian dialect [Cappadocia], or a corrupt form of

Greek, has been much debated (Jablonsky, Opnsn.

in. 3; Guiding, De Lhig. Lycaon. IT26). The
fact that the Lycaonians were familiar with the

Gi'eek mythology is consistent with either suppo-

sition. It is deeply interesting to see these rude

countiy people, when Paul and Baraabas worked

miracles among them, rushing to the conclusion

that the strangers were Jlercury and Jupiter, whose

visit to this vci-y neighbourhood forms the subject

of one of Ovid's most charming stories (Ovid,

Metain. viii. 626). Nor can we fail to notice how
admirably St. Paul's address on the occasion was
adapted to a simple and imperfectly civilised race

(xiv. 15-17). This was at Lystra, in the heart of

the country. Further to the east was Dehbk (ver.

6), not far from the chiefpass which leads up through

Taurus, fiom CiLiCiA and the coast, to the central

table-land. At the western limit of Lycaonia was

IcoNiUM (ver. 1), in the direction of Antioch in

PiSiDiA. A good Roman road intersected the dis-

trict along the line thus indicated. On St. Paul's

first missionary journey he traversed Lycaonia fiom

west to east, and then returned on his steps (ver. 2 1
;

see 2 Tim. iii. 1 1). On the second and third journeys

he entei ed it from the east ; and after leaving it,

travelled in the one case to Troas (Acts xvi. 1-8),

in the other to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 23, xix. 1).

Lycaonia is for the most part a dreary plain, bare

of trees, destitute of fresh water, and with several

salt lakes. It is, however, very favourable to sheep-

farming. In the first notices of this district, which

occur in connexion with K'oman history, we find it

under the rule of robbei -chieftains. After the provin-

cial system had embraced the whole of Asia Minor,

the boundaries of the provinces were variable ; and

Lycjionia was, politically, sometimes in Cappadocia,

sometimes in Galatia. A question has been raised,

in connexion with this point, concerning the chro-

nology of pai-ts of St. Paul's life. This subject is

noticed in the article on Galatia. [J. S. H.]

t) In one case only do the LXX. omit the termination,

namely, in Gen. xxviii. 19, and here tliey give the name
as Oulammaous, OuAojuufiooOs, incorporating with it the

prec?ding Hebrew word Ulaiii, D>1X. as they have also

done in the case of Laish (see p. 555 note). The eagerness

with which Jerome attacks this monstrous name at

every possible opportunity is very curious and chara;--

teristic.
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LYCTA (AuKi'a) is the name of th.it soiitli-

westeni region of tiie peninsula of Asia Minor which

is immediately opposite the island of Rhodes. It is a

remarkable district both ph)'sic<illy and historiailly.

The hist eminences of the range of Taurus come

down heie in majestic masses to tlie sea, forming the

heights of Cragus and Anticragus, with the river

Xauthus winding between them, and ending in the

long series of promontories called by modern sailors

the " seven capes," among which are deep inlets

favourable to seafaring and piracy. In this district

are those curious and very anf^ent architectural

remains, which have been so fully illustrated by
our English travellers, Sir C. Fellows, and Messrs.

Spratt and Forbes, and many specimens of which
are in the British Museum. VVhatever may have
been the political history of the earliest Lycians,

their country was incorporated in the Persian empire,

and their ships were conspicuous in the great wai'

against the Greeks (Herod, vii. 91, 92). After the

death of Alexander the Great, Lycia was included in

the Greek Seleiicid kingdom, and was a pait of the

tei-ritory which tlie Romans forced Antiochus to cede

(Liv. xxxvii. 55). It was made in the first place one

of the continental possessions of Rhodes [Caria] :

but before long it was politically separated from that

island, and allowed to be an independent state. This
has been called the golden period of the history of

Lycia. It is in this period that we find it mentioned

(1 Mace. XV. 23) as one of the countries to which
the Romans sent despatches in iavour of the Jews
under Simon Maccabaeus. It was not till the reign

of Claudius that Lycia became part of the Roman
provincial system. At first it was combined with

Pamphylia : and the governor bore the title of
" Proconsul Lyciae et Pamphyliae" (Gruter, Tlies.

p. 458). Such seems to have been the condition of

the district when St. Paul visited the Lycian towns
of Patara (Acts xxi. 1) and Myra (Acts xxvii. 5).

At a later period of the Roman empire it was a sepa-

rate province, with Myra for its capital. [J. S. H.]

LYD'DA (A<55Sa: Liidda), the Greek form of

the name which originally appears in the Hebrew
records as LoD. It is fiimiliar to us as the scene of

one of St. Peter's acts of healing, on the paralytic

Aeneas, one of " the saints who dwelt at Lydda
"

(Acts ix. 32), the consequence of which was the

coaveision of a very large number of the inhabitants

of the town and of the neighbouring plain of Sharon
(ver. 35). Here Peter was residing when the dis-

ciples of Joppa fetched him to that city in their

distress at the death of Tabitha (ver. 38).
Quite in accordance with these and the other

scattered indications of Scripture is the situation of

the modern town, which exactly retains its name,
and probably its position. ZiV/rf (tobler, 3«(?. Wand.
l>9, 456), oi- Likld (Robinson, B. R. ii. 244), stands

in the Mcrj, or meadow, of An Omcir, part of the

gi-eat maritime plain which anciently bore the name
of Sharon, and which, when covered with its crops

of corn, reminds tlie traveller of the rich wheat-
lields of our own Lincolnshire (Rob. iii. 145; and
see Thomson, L. <J- B. ch. xxxiv.). It is 9 miles

from Jo])pa, and is the firet town on the northern-

most of the two roads between that place and Jeru-

Was this the DlospoUs nienttonod by JoRcphus (Atit.

XV. 5, }1, and «. J. I. 4, }6 ? Hut It is dllTicult to discover

if two places are not Intended, possibly neither of them
Identical wiih I>yi1da.

Can tliero be any connexion, otymolualcal or other,

between the two names? In the Diet, "f Gioi/i: I. 77s, a

LYDDA
salem. Withui a ciicle of 4 miles still stand Ono
{Kefr Auiia), Hadid {el-Haditheh), and Neballat
{Beit-Ncballah), three places constantly associated

with Lod in the ancient records. The water-
course outside the town is said still to bear the name
of Abi-Butnis (Peter), in memory of the Apostle

(Rob. ii. 248 ; Tobler, 471). Lying so conspicuously

in this fertile plain, and upon the main road from the

sea to the interior, Lydda could hardly escape an

eventful history. It was in the time of Josephus

a place of considerable size, which gave its name to

one of the three (or four, xi. 57) "governments"
or toparchies (see Joseph. B. J. iii. 3, §5) which
Demetrius Soter (B.C. cir. 152), at the request of

Jonathan Maccabaeus, released from tribute, and
transferred from Samaria to the estate of the Temple
at Jerusalem ( 1 IMacc. xi . 34 ; comp. x. 30, 38

;

xi. 28, 57) ; though by whom these districts were
originally defined does not appear (see Michaelis,

Bib. fill- Uiujel.). A century later (B.C. cir. 45)
Lydda, with Gophna, Emmaus, and Thamna, became
the prey of the insatiable Cassius, by whom the

whole of tlie inhabitants were sold into slavery to

raise the exorbitant taxes imposed (Joseph. Ant. xiv.

11, §2). From this they were, it is true, soon re-

leased by Antony ; but a few years only elapsed

before their city (a.d. 66) was burnt by Cestius

Gallus on his way from Caesarea to Jerusalem. He
entered it when all the people of the place but lilty

were absent at the feast of Tabernacles in Jerusalem

(Joseph. B. J. ii. 19, §1). He must have passed

the hardly cold niins not more than a fortnight

after, when flying for his life before the infuriated

Jews of Jerusalem. Some repair appears to have

been immediately made, for in less than two years,

early in A.D. 68, it was in a condition to be again

taken by Vespasian, then on his way to his cam-
paign in tlie south ofJudaea. Vespasian introduced

fresh inhabitants from the prisoners lately taken in

Galilee (Joseph. B. J. iv. 8, §1). But the sub-

stantial rebuilding of the town—lying as it did in

the road of every invader and every countermarch

—

can hardly have been efli»cted till the disorders of

this unhappy country were somewhat composed.

Hadrian's reign, after the suppression of the revolt

of Bar-Cocheba (a.d. cir. 136), when Paganism was
triumphant, and Jerusalem rebuilding as Aelia Ca-

pitolina, would not be an improbable time for this,

and for the bestowal on Lydda of the new name of

Diospolis "—City of Zeus—which is stilled by Je-

rome to have accompanied the rebuilding. (See

Qiiaresmius, Pereijr. i., hb. 4, cap. 3.) We have

already seen that this new name, ;us is so often the

c'lse in Palestine, has disappeared in favour of the

ancient one. [Accho; Kenath, &c.]

When Euscbius wi-ote (a.d. 320-330) Diospolis

was a well-KUOwn and much-frequented town, to

which he often refei-s, though the names of neither

it nor Lydda occur in the actual catalogue of his

Onomasticon. In Jerome's time {Epitaph. Paulae

§8 ),•> a.d. 404, it ^vas an episcopal see. Tradition

reports that the first bishop was " Zenas the lawyer"
(Tit. iii. 13), originally one of the seventy disciples

(Dorotheus, in Relaud, 879) ; but the Hi-st historiail

mention of the see is the signature of " Aetius Lyd-
i

modern Egyptian village Is mentioned named Lydda,

of which the ancient name was also Diospolis.

b Jerome Is wrong here In placing the raising of Dorcas

at Lydda. .So also Ritter (I'aUistitia, 551) ascribes tha

nilrack' tu St. Paul.
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tlensis" to the acts of the Council of Nicae<i (A.n.

325 ; Keland, 878). After tliis the name is found,
now Diospolis, now Lydda, amongst the lists of the

Councils down to a.d. 518 (Rob. ii. 245; Mislin,

ii. 149). The bishop of Lydda, originally subject

to Caesarea, became at a later date sufiVagan to

Jerusalem (see the two lists in Von Raumer, 401);
and this is still the c;ise. In the latter end of 415
a Council of 14 bishops was held here, before which
Pelagius appeared, and by whom, after much tumul-
tuous debate, and in the absence of his two accusers,

he was acquitted of heresy, and received as a

Christian brother " (Milner, Hist, of Ck. of Christ,

Cent. V. ch. iii.). St. George, the patron saint of

England, was a native of Lydda. After his martyr-

dom his remains were buried there (see quofaitions

by Robinson, ii. 245), and over them a church was
afterwards built and dediciited to his honour. The
erection of this chmch is commonly ascribed to

Justinian, but there seems to be no real ground for

the assertion,"* and at present it is quite uncertain

by wliom it was built. When the country was
taken possession of by the Saracens in the early part

(if the 8th cent, the church was destroyed ; and in

this ruinal condition it was found by the Crusaders

in A.D. 1099, who reinstituted the see, and added

to its endowment the neighbouring city and lands

oiRamleh. Apparently at the same time the church

was rebuilt and strongly fortified (Rob. ii. 247).

It appears at that time to have been outside the

city. Again destroyed by Saladin after the battle

ofHattin in 1191, it was again rebuilt, if we are

to believe the tradition, which, however, is not so

consistent or trustworthy as one would desire, by
Richard Coeur-de-lion (Will. Tyr. ; but see Rob. ii.

245, 246). The remains of the church still form the

most i-emarkable object in the modern village. A
minute and picturesque account of them will be

found in Robinson (ii. 244), and a view in Van d.^

Velde's Paijs d' Israel (plate 55). The town is, for

a Mohammedan place, busy and prosperous (see

Thomson, Land and Book ; Van de Velde, S. ij- P.

i. 244). Buried in palms, and with a large well

close to the entrance, it looks from a distance in-

viting enough, but its interior is very repulsive on

account of the extraordinary number of persons,

old and young, whom one encounters at every step,

either totally blind or afflicted with loathsome dis-

eases of the eyes. Indeed it is proverbial for this

;

and the writer was told on the spot in 1858, as a

common saying, that in Lydd e\e.Yj man has either

but one eye or none at all.

Lydda was, foi- some time previous to the de-

struction of Jerusalem, the seat of a very famous

Jewish school, sKircely second to that of Jabneh.

About the time of the siege it was presided over by

Rabbi Gamaliel, second of the name (Lightfoot,

Chor. Cent. .\vi.). Some curious anecdotes and short

notices from the Talmuds concerning it are preserved

by Lightfoot. One of these states that " Queen He-

lena celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles there" !

As the city of St. George, who is one with the

famous personage El-Khudr, Lydda is held in much
honour by the Muslims. In their traditions the gate

of the city will be the scene of the final combat

between Christ and Antichiist (Siile's Koran, note
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to ch. 4:5 ; and Prel. Disc. iv. §4 ; also Jaial ad-Din,

Temple uf Jemsalem, 434). [G.]

LYD'IA (AuS/a), a maritime province in the

west of Asia Minor, bounded by Mysia on the N.,

Phrygia on the E., and Caiia on the S. The name
occurs only in 1 Mace. viii. 8 (the rendering of the

A. V. in Ez. xxx. 5 being incorrect for Ludim)
;

it is there enumerated among the districts which
the Romans toolc away from Antiochus the Great
after the battle of Magnesia in B.C. 190, and trans-

ferred to Eumenes II., king of Pergamus. Some
dilliculty arises in the passage referred to fi-om the
names "India and Media" found in conne.xion with
it: but if we regard these as incorrectly given
either by the writer or by a copyist for " Ionia and
Mysia," the agi'eement with Livy's account of the
same transaction (xxxvii. 56) will be sutficiently

established, the notice of the maritime provinces
alone in the book of Maccabees being explicable on
the gi'ouud of their being best known to the in-

habitants of Palestine. For the connexion between
Lydia and the Lud and Ludim of the 0. T., see

Ludim. Lydia is included in the " Asia" of the

N. T. [W. L. B.]

LYD'IA (AuSi'o), the first European convert

of St. Paul, and afterwards his hostess during his

first stay at Philippi (Acts xvi. 14, 15, also 40).
She was a Jewish proselyte (cre^OjueVrj t^u &i6v)
at the time of the Apostle's coming ; and it was at

the Jewish Sabbath-worship by the side of a stream
(ver. 13) that the preaching of the Gospel reached

her heart. She was probably only a temporary re-

sident at Philippi. Her native place was Thyatira,
in the province of Asia (ver. 14 ; Rev. ii. 18) ; and
it is interesting to notice that through her, in-

directly, the Gospel may have come into that very
district, where St. Paul himself had recently been

forbidden directly to preach it (Acts xvi. 6).

Thyatira was famous Icir its dyeing-works ; and
Lydia was connected with this trade {Tzop<pvp6-

KwKis), either as a seller of dye, or of dyed goods.

We infer that she was a person of consideiable

wealth, partly from the fact that she gave a home
to St. Paul and his companions, partly from the

mention of the couveision of her " household,"

under which term, whether children are included

or not, slaves are no doubt comprehended. Of
Lydia's character we are led to fomi a high estimate,

from her c;uidid reception of the Gospel, her urgent
hospitality, and her continued friendship to Paul
and Silas when they were persecuted. Whether she

was one of " those women who laboured with Paul
in the Gospel" at Philippi, as mentioned aftei wards
in the Epistle to that place (Phil. iv. 3), it is

impossible to say. As regards her name, though
it is certainly curious that Thyatira was in (he

district anciently called " Lydia," there seems no
reason for doubting that it was simply a propel

name, or for supposing with Grotius thai she wns
" ita dicta a solo natali." [J. S. H.]

LYSA'NLA-S {hvffavlas). mentioned by St.

Luke in one of his chronological passases (iii. 1)

as being tetrarch of Abilene («'. e. the district

round Abila) in the 15th year of Tiberius, at the

time when Herod Antipas was tetrarch of Galilee,

<= "Ilia miserabilis Synodus Diospolitanus" (Jerome,

Ep. ad Alyp. et Aug. }2).
<i The church which Justinian built to St. George was

in Bizana {iv Bi^avois), somewhere In Armenia (Pro- I one to the Virgin

copius, de Ed. Just. 3, 4 ; in Rob. 2 IG). See the remarks
|

of Robinson against the possibility of Constantine having

built the church at Lydda. But were there not prolxilily

two churches at Lydda, one dcflicatcd to St. George, and

See Rcland, 878.
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auJ Heioi! Phi.ip tetiaidi of Ituraea and Traolio-

nitis. It liappciis that .losephus speaks of a prince

named Lvsanias who ruled over a territory in the

neighbourhood of Lebanon in the time of Antony

;uid Cleopatra, and that he also mentions Abilene

as associated with the name of a tetiarch Lysjinias,

while recounting events of the reigns of Caligula

and Claudius. These circumstances have given to

Strauss and others an opportunity for accusing the

Evangelist/ of confusion and error: but we shall

see that this accusation rests on a groundless as-

sumption.

What Josephus says of the Lysauias who was
contemporary with Antony and Cleopatra (i. e. who
Jived (i(t yciirs before the time referred to by St.

Luke) is, that he succeeded his father Ptolemy, the

son of Mennaeus, iu the government of Chidcis,

under Mount Lebanon (i?. J . i. V.\, §1 ; Ant. si v.

7, §4-) ; and that he was put to death at the instance

of Cleopatra {Ant. xv. 4, §1), who seems to have

received a good part of his territory. It is to be

observed that Abila is not specified here at ;ill, and

that Lysanias is not called tetrarch.

What Josephus says of Abila and the tetrarchy

in the reigns of Caligula and Claudius («. e. about

20 years after the time mentioned in St. Luke's

Gospel) is, that the former emperor promised the

" tetraichy of Lysanias" to Agrippa (Ant. xviii. 6,

§10), ami that the latter actually gave to him
" A.bila of Lysanias " and the territory near Lebanon

{Ant. .\ix. 5, §1, with B.J. ii. 12, §8).

Now, assuming Abilene to be included iu both

cases, and the former Lysanias and the latter to be

identical, there is nothing to hinder a prince of the

same name and family from having reigned as

tetrarch over the territory in the intermediate period.

But it is probable that the Lysanias mentioned by

Josephus in the second instance is actually the

prince referred to by St. Luke. Thus, instead of a

contradiction, we obtain from the Jewish historian

a confimiation of the Evangelist ; and the argument

becomes very decisive if, as some think, Abilene is

to be excluded from the territory mentioned in the

story which has reference to Cleopatra.

Fuller details are given in Davidson's Introduction

to the N. T. i. 214-220; and there is a good brief

notice of the subject in K'awlinson's Bampton Lec-
tures for 1850, p. 203, and note 113. [J. S. H.]

LYS'IAS (Avo-i'as), a nobleman of the blood-

royal (1 Mace. iii. 32; 2 Mace. xi. 1), who was
iMitrustcd by Antiochus Epiphanes (cir. H.C. lG<i)

with tlie government of southern Syria, and the

guardianship of his son Antiochus Eupator (1 Mace,

iii. 32 ; 2 Mace. x. 11). In the execution of his

oUicc Lysias armed a ^'eiy considerable force against

•ludas Mafcabaeus. Two detachments of this army
under .N'ieanor (2 JI.icc. viii.) and Gorgias were
defeated by the Jews near Emmaus (1 Mace, iv.),

and in the following year Lysias himself met with

a much more serious reverse at Bethsura (B.C. 165),

which wiis followed by the purification of the

Temple. Shortly after this Antiochus Epiphanes

died (it.C. Ili4), and Lysias assumed the government

as guardian of his son, who was yet a child (App.

Stjr. 4G, ivaeTfs irotSioj/; 1 Mace. vi. 17). The
war against the Jews was renewed, and, after a

severe struggle, Lysias, who took the young king

with him, capturo<i Bethsura, and was besieging

Jerusalem, when he received tidings of the approach

of I'hilip, to whom Antiochus had transferred the

guardianship of the prince (1 Mace. vi. 18; 2

Mace, xiii.l. He defeatetl I'hilip (li.C. 163), an<l

LYSTRA
was supported at Rome ; luit in the next year, trv

gothcr with his ward, iell into the hands of iK-me-
trius Sotcr [l)i:,v.i:riuus I.], who put them both to

death (1 Mace. vii. 2-4; 2 Mace, xiv, 2; Jos.

Ant. xii. 12, §15, IG ; App. Syr. 45-47 ; Polyb.
xxxi. 15, 19).

There are consideiable difllsjences between the

first and second books of Maccabees with regard

to the campaigns of Gorgias and the subsequent

one of Lysias: the former places the defeat of

Lysias in the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes before

the purificiition of the Temple (1 Mace. iv. 26-35).

the latter in the reign of Antiochus Eupator after

the purification (2 Mace. x. 10, xi. 1, &c.). Ther*

is no sufficient ground for believing that the events.

recorded are different (Patricius, De Conscnm
Mace. §xxvii. xx.wii.), for the mistake of date in

2 Maccabees is one which might easily arise (comp.

Wernsdorf, Be fide Mace. §L\vi. ; Grimm, ad 2

JIacc. xi. 1). The idea of Grotius that 2 Mace. xi.

;uid 2Macc. xiii. are duplicate records of the same
event, in .spite of Ewald's support ( Geschichte, iv.

365 note), is scarcely tenable, and leaves half the

difficulty unexi)lained, [B. F. W.]

LYSIM'ACHUS {Ami(jLaxos). 1. " A son of

PtoIeiDueus of Jerusalem " (A. XWoKefxaiov 6 tv

'lepovffaXriiJ.), the Greek translator of the book of

Esther (iiricrToAri. Comp. Esth. ix. 20), according

to the subscription of the LXX. There is, however,

no reason to suppose that the transhitor was also

the author of the additions made to the Hebrew
text. [Esther.]

2. A brother of the high-piiest Menelaus, who
was left by him as his deputy {SidSoxos) during

his absence at the couit of Antiochus. His

tyranny and sacrilege excited an insurrection, during

which he fell a victim to the fury of the people

cir. B.C. 170(2 Mace. iv. 29-42). The Vulgate, by

a mistranslation (Menelaus amotus est a sacerdotio,

succedente Lysiraacho tratre suo, 2 Mace. iv. 29)

makes Lysimachus the successor instead of the de-

puty of Menelaus. [B. F. W.]

LYSTRA (AvtTTpa) has two ])oints of extreme

interest in connexion respectively with St. Paul's

first and second niissiouary journeys—(1) as the

place wheie divine honours were offered to him,

mid where he was presently stoned
; ( 2) as the

home of his chosen comjjanion and fellow-mis-

sionary TiMOriiEUS.

Wft' are told in the 14th chapter of the Acts,

that Paul and Barnabas, driven by persecution from

ICONIUM (ver. 2), proceeded to Lystra and its

neighbourhood, and there preached the Gospel. In

the course of this service a lemarkable miracle was

worked in the healing of a lame man (ver. 8). This

occurrence produced such an eftect on the minds

of the ignorant and superstitious people of the

place, that they supposed that the two gods, Meu-
CURY and JiM'lTKR, who were said by the poets to

have formerly visited this district iu human form

[Lycaonia] had again bestowed on it the same

favour, and consequently were proceeding to oiler

sacrifice to the strangeis (v^r. 13). The apostles

rejected this worship with honor (ver. 14), and

St. Paul addressed a speech to them, turning their

minds to the true Source of all the blessings of

nature. The distinct proclamation of Christian

doctrine is not mentioned, but it is implied, inas-

much as a church was founded at Lystra. The

adoration of the Lystrians was rapidly followed by

a chiuige of feeling. The persecuting .lews arrival

i
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from Antiocli in I'isidia ami Icoiiiiini, ami had .siicli

inriuence that J'aul was stoned and lel't lor di-ad

(ver. 19). On his recovery he withdrew, with
Barnabas, to Derbe (ver. 20), but before lon^
retraced Iiis steps through Lystra (ver. 21), en-

couraging the new disciples to be stedfast.

It is evident from 2 Tim. iii. 10, 11, that Timo-
theus was one of those who witnessed St. Paul's

suflerings and courage on this occasion : and it can
liardly be doubted that his conversion to Chris-

tianity resulted partly from these circumstances,

combined witii the teiiching of his Jewish mother
and grandmother, KuNiCE and Lois (2 Tim. i. 5).
Thus, when the apostle, accompanied by Silas, came,
on his second missionary journey, to this place again

(antl here we should notice how accurately Derbe and
Lystra are here mentioned in the inverse order),

Timotheus was already a Christian (Acts xvi. 1).

Here he i-eceived circumcision, " because of the

Jews in those parts " (ver. 3) ; and from this point

began his connexion with St. Paul's travels. We
are doubly reminded here of Jewish residents in and
neai" Lystra. Their first settlement, and the an-

cestor of Timotheus among them, may very pro-

bably be traced to the establishment of Babylonian

Jews in Phrygia by Antiochus three centuries before

(Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, §4). Still it is evident that

there was no influential Jewish population at

Lystra : no mention is made of any synagogue
; and

the whole aspect of the scene described by St. Luke
(Acts xiv.) is thoroughly heathen. With regard to

St. Paul, it is not absolutely stated that he was ever

in Lystra again, but from the general description of

the route of the third missionary journey (Acts

xviii. 23) it is almost certain that he was.

Lystra was undoubtedly in the eastern part of

the great plain of Lycaonia ; and there are vciy
strong reasons for identifying its site with the ruins

called Bin-hir-Kilisseh, at the base of a conical

mountain of volcanic structure, named the Kara-
dagh (Hamilton, Res. in A. M. ii. 313). Here are

the remains of a great number of churches : and it

should be noticed that Lystra has its post-apostolic

Christian history, the names of its bishops appearing

in the records of early councils.

Pliny (v. 42) places this town in Galatia, and
Ptolemy (v. 4, 12) in Isauria: but these statements

are quite consistent with its being placed in Ly-
caonia by St. Luke, as it is by Hierocles (St/necd.

p. 675). As to its condition in heathen times, it is

worth while to notice that the words in Acts xiv.

13 (toD Albs rov ovros irph ttjs irSXeus) would

» Gesenius (Thes. 811 a) suggests that the name may

have been originally n3?J3. ^^^ 7 having changed into

y, in accordance with Phoenician custom. (See also

Kiirst, Hdifb. 7666; though he derives the name itself

from a root signifying depression— lowland.) It is per-

haps some support to this idea, that Eust-bius in the

Onomastieon gives the name MaAaica, and that the LXX.
read in one passage " Amalek," as above. Is it not also

possible that in 2 Sam. viii. 12 " Amalek " may more accu-

rately be Maacah ? At least, no campaign against Amalek
is, recorded in these wars—none since that before the death

of Saul (1 Sara, xxx.), which can hardly be referred to in

this catalogue.

b This is probably the origin of the name Crau attached

to the great stony plain nortli of Marsoillcs.

« The ancient versions do not assist us much in fixing

the position of Maacah. The Syriac Peshito in 1 Chr.

six. has Choron, »*—^- If this could be identified with
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lead us to coucludi! tiiat it was under the tutelage of

Jupiter. Walcli, iu his Spkileyium Antiquitatiim

Lystrcnsium [Diss, in Acta Apudolorum, Jena,

1766, vol. iii.), thinks that in this passage a statue,

not a temple, of the god is intended. [J. S. H."'

M
MA'ACAH (n3j;?0 : Mooxa ; Alex. Muaxde-.

Maacha). 1. The mother of Absalom = Maachah
5 (2 Sam. iii. 3j.

2. Maacah, and (in Chron.) Maachah: in

Samuel 'AfxaK-fiK,"- and so Joseph us ; in Chron.
Ma>xa and Moox« ; Alex, in both, Maaxa •

Macliati, Maacha. A small kingdom in close

proximity to Palestine, which appears to have lain

outside Argob (Deut. iii. 14) and Bashan (Josh,
xii. 5). These districts, probably answeiing to the
Lejah and Jauldn of modern Syria, occupied the
space from the Jordan on the west to Salcah
{Sulkhad) on the east and Mount Hermon on the
north. There is therefore no alternative but to

place Maacah somewhere to the east of the Lejah,
in the country that lies between that remarkable
district and the Sufd, namely the stony desert of
el-Krd^ (see Kiepert's map to Wetzstein's Hauran,
&c., 1860), and which is to this day thickly studded
with villages. In these remote eastern regions was
also probably situated Tibchath, Tebach, or Betach,
which occurs more than once in connexion with
Maacah c (1 Chr. xviii. 8 ; Gen. xxii. 24; 2 Sam.
viii. 8). Maacah is sometimes assumed to have
been situated about Abel-beth-Maacah

; but, if

Ahil be the modern representative of that town,
this is hardly probable, as it would bring the king-

dom of Maacah west of the Jordan, and within the
actual limits of Is)-ael. It is possible that the town
was a colony of the nation, though even this is

rendered questionable by the conduct of Joab to-

wards it (2 Sam. xx. 22). That implacable soldier

would hardly have left it standing and unharmed
had it been the city of those who took so promi-
nent a part against him in the Ammonite war.

That wai- was the only occasion on which the
Maacathites came into contact with Israel, when
their king assisted the Bene-Ammon against Joab
with a force which he led himself (2 Sam. x. 6, 8

;

1 Chr. xix. 7. In the first of these passages " of"
is inaccurately omitted in the A. V.). The small

EUCharra, the district east of Sulkhad, and south of the
Sufd (see Wetzstein, and Cyril Graham), it would support
the view taken in the text, and would also fall in with
the suggestion of Ewald (Gesch. iii. 197), that the Su/a is

connected with Zobah. In Josh. xiii. the Peshilo hasKurus,

<.£Q09CXO, of which the writer can make nothing.

The Taigums of Onkelos, Jonathan, and Jerusalem have

Aphikeros, Di"1p''Qi< (with some slight variations in

spelling). This is probably intend ^d for the ETriKatpo? of

Ptolemy, which he mentions in company with Livias,

Callirhoe, and Jazcr (?). (See Reland, J'al. 462 ; and com-
pare the expression of Jotcphus with regard to Machaerus,
B. J. vii. 6, }2). But, this would surely be too far soutli

for JIaacah. The Targura Pseudojon. has .dnUkeros,

DiTp"'P3K, which remains obscure. It will be ob-

served, however, that every one of these names contains

A'r or Chr.

M
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extent of tlie country may be inferred froni a com-

parison of tiie number of tills force witli tli;it of the

people of Zobnh, Islitob, and Heliob (2 Sam. x. 6),

combined witli tin; expression " his peo])le " in 1 (Jhr.

xix. 7, whicli perhaps imply tliat a thousand men
were the whole strength of his army. [Maac-
HATHI.]
To the connexion which is always imi)lied between

Maacah and Geshnr we have no clue. It is perhaps

illustrated by the tact of the daughter of the king

of Geshur—wife of Diivid and mother of Absalom

—

being named Maacah. [<i.]

MA'ACHAH (n3y?3 : Moxa ; Alex. Mo-xa:

Maacha). 1. The daughter of Nahor by his con-

oubine Reumah (Gen. xxii. 24). Kwald connects

her name with the district of Maachah in the Uermon
range {Gesch. i. 414, note 1),

2. (Maoxa.) The father of Achish, who was
king of Gath at the beginning of Solomon's reign

(1 k. ii. 39). [Maoch.]
3. The daughter, or more probably grand-

daughter, of Absalom, named after his mother; the

third and favourite wife of Rehoboam, and mother

of Abijah (1 l\. xv. 2; 2 Chr. xi. 20-22). Ac-

cording to Josephus (Ant. viii. 10. §1) her mother

was Tamiir, Absijlom's daughter. But the mother

of Abijah is elsewhere called " Michaiah, the

daughter of Uriel of Gibeah" (2 Chr. xiii. 2).

The LXX. and Syriac, in the latter passage, have

Miwchah, as in xi. 20. If Michaiah were a mere

vaiiation of Maachah, as has been asserted (the

resemblance in English characters being much moie
close than in Hebrew), it would be easy to under-

stand that Uriel of (5ibeah married Tamar the

daugliter of .Absalom, whose granddaughter there-

fore Miiachah w;is. But it is more probable that

" Michaiah " is the error of a transcriber, and

that " Maachah " is the true reading in all cases

(Capelli, Crit. Sacr. vi. 7, §3). Houbigant pro-

posed to alter the text, and to rejid " Miwchah, the

daughter of Abishalom (or Abs;\lom), the son of

Uriel." l)uring the reign of her grandson Asa she

occupied at the court of Judah the high position of

"King's Mother" (comp. 1 K. ii. 19), which has

been compared with that of the Sultana Valide in

Turkey. It may be that at Abijah's death, after a
short reign of three years, Asa was left a minor,

and Maachah acted as regent, like Athaliah under

similar circumstances. If this conjecture be coirect,

it would serve to explain the influence by which
she promoted the practice of idolatrous worship.

The idol or "horror" which she had made for

Asherali (1 K. xv. 13 ; 2 Chr. xv. 16) is supposed

to have been the emblem of Priapus, and was so

understood by the Vulgate. [I nor,, vol. i. p. 849 a.]

It wa.s swept away in Asa's refo uiation, and Maa-
chah was removed from her uigiuty. Josephus calls

Maachah Vlax^-vii, periiaps a corruption of Max<i,
and makes Asa the son ol Maxa/a. See Burrinsj;ton's

Gi'nealo(iies, i. 222-228, where the two Maacliahs

are considered distinct.

4. (M(i>xd. ) The concubine of Caleb tlie son of

Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 48).

5. (M«x<£-) 'fhc daughter of Talmai, king of

Geshur. and motlier of Absalom (1 Chr. iii. 2):

Also called Maacaii in A. V. of 2 Sam. iii. 3.

Josephus gives her name yiaxdfir} (Ant. vii. 1 , §4).

She is said, according to i Hebrew tradition i-e-

corded by Jerome {Qu. Ifcbr. in Jie;/.), to have

been taken by David in battle and added to the

uumbei' of liis wives.

MAAKATH
6. (Mouxd; Alex. Mooxo.) The wife of Ma-

chir the Manassite, the father or founder of Gilead,

and sister of Huppim and Shuiijiira (1 Chr. vii.

1.5, 16), who were of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr.

vii. 12). In the Peshito Syriac Maachah is made
the mother of Machir.

7. (Mooxa; Alex. Maoxa.) The wife of Jehiel,

father or founder of Gibeon, from whom was de-

scended the family of Saul (1 Chr. viii. 29, ix. 35).

8. (Mo£ox« ) Alex. Moxa.) The father of Hanan,

one of the heioes of David's body-guard (1 Chr. .xi.

43), who is classed among the warrioi-s selected

from the eastern side of the Jordan. It is not

impossible that Ma;ichah in this instance may be

the same as Syria-M:iiichah in 1 Chr. xix. 6, 7.

9. (Maaxd.) A Simeonite, father of Shephatiah,

prince of his tribe in the reign of David (1 Chr.

xxvii. 16).

^

[W. A. \V.]

MAA'CHATHI, and MAA'CHATHITES,
THE (>n2J??i!n: 'Ofj^axadei, t) Maxei, i Mo-

XOT61 ; Alex. Moxoet : Machatlti, Machati), two
woids—the foimei- taking the form of the Hebrew

—

which denote the inhabitants of the small kingdom
of Maachah (Deut. iii. 14; Josh. xii. 5, xiii. 11,

13). Individual Maachathites were not unknown
among the warriors of Israel. One, recorded simply

as " son of the Maachathite," or possibly " VA\-

phelet, son of Ahasbai the Maachathite" (see Ken-

nicott. Dissertation, 205, 206), was a member of

David's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 34). Another, Jc-

zauiah, was one of the chiefs who rallied round

Gedaliah the superintendent, after the first destruc-

tion of Jerusalem (Jer. xl. 8 ; 2 K. xxv. 23). Esh-

temoa the M;iachathite (1 Clir. iv. 19) more pro-

bably derives that title from the concubine of

Caleb (ii. 48) than from the Svrian kingdom.

[Maacah, 2.]

'

[G.]

MAADA'I Cnyn : MooSi'o; Alex. MjoSem:

Cod. Fr. Aug. AeSi'o: Maaddi), one of the sons of

Bani who returned with Ezra and had intennarried

with the people of the laud (Ezr. x. 34). He is

called MOMDIS in 1 Esd. ix. 34.

MAADI'AH innyO : om. in Vat. MS.: Alex.

MooSios : Madid), oiie of the priests, or families of

priests, who returned with Zerubbabel and Jeshua

(Neh. xii. 5); elsewhere (v. 17) called Moadiah.

MAA'I i^yO: 'Ato: Madi), one of the Bene-

Asaph who took part in the solemn musiciil service

by which the wall of Jerusalem was dedicated after

it had been rebuilt by Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 36). _

MA'ALEH-ACEABBIM [n^lfpV rhv^-

T) irpo(Tavdfia(Tts 'AKpa$eiu ; ascensiis Scorpioiiis). ^
The full form of the name which in its other occur-

••ences (in the original identiuil with the above) is

given ill the A. V. as " the ascent of, or the going

up to, Akrabbim." It is found only in Josh. xv. 3.

For the probable situation of the pass, see Akrar-

B.M. [0.]

MA'ANI (BcMfi: Banni), 1 Esd. ix. 34 identi-

cal with r.ANi, 4.

MA'ARATH (nnyJO: Vlayapd>e:*' Marcth),

one of the towns of Judah, in the district of the

mountiiins, and in the same group which contains

Halhcl, Beth-zur, and Gedor (Josh. xv. 58).

The places which occur in company with it have

* The LXX. here represent the Hebrew .tin by y com-

pare Gomorrah.

{
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been identified at a few miles to tl;e north of

Hebron, but Maarath lias liitherto eluded observa-

tion. It does not seem to have been known to Eu-
sebius or Jerome, although its name is mentioned
by them {Ommasticon, " Marotli").

By Gesenius {Thcs. 1069«) the name is derived

from a root signifying openness or bareness ; but
may it not with equal accuracy and greater plausi-

bility be derived from that which has produced

the similar word, Mcarak, a cave? It would thus

point to a characteristic feature of the mountainous

districts of Palestine, one of which, the Mearath-

Adullam, or c;ive of Adullam, w;is probably at no

great distance from this very locality. [G.]

MAASEl'AH (n^b'j;D : Maao-i'a ; Alex. Maa-

«r7|<a; Cod. Fr. Aug. Moao-ija: Maasia). 1. A
descendant of Jeshua the priest, who in the time of

Ezra had married a foreign wife, and was divorced

from her (Ezr. x. 18). He is called Mattiielas
in I Esd. ix. 19, but in the margin, Maasias.

2. (Mao-a^A; Alex. Uaffeias.) A priest, of the

sons of Harim, who i)ut away his foreign wife at

Ezra's command (Ezr. x. 21j. Maasiah in margin

of 1 Esd. ix. 19.

3. (Cod. Fr. Aug. Maao-ata.) A priest, of the

sons of Pashur, who had married a foreign wife in

the time of Ezra (Ezr. x. 22J. He is called Mas-
siAS in 1 Esd. ix. 22.

4. (Alex. MaaffTja; Cod. Fr. Aug. Mo(rrj : Maa-
sias.) One of the laymen, a descendant of Pahath-

MoalD, who put away his foreign wife in the time

of Ezra (Ezr. x. 30). Apparently the same as

MoosiAS in 1 Esd. ix. 31.

5. (Maatr/as; Cod. Fr. Aug. MaSacr-^A : Maa-
sias.) The father of Azariah, one of the priests from

the oasis of the Jordan, who assisted ^ehemiah in

rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 2o).

6. (Cod. Fr. Aug. Maairata.) One of those who
stood on the right hand of Ezia when he reiid the

law to the people (Neh. viii. 4). He was probably

a priest, but whether one of those mentioned in

ch. xii. 41, 42, is uncertain. The corresponding

name in 1 Esd. ix. 43 is Balasamus.
7. (Om. in LXX.) A Levite who assisted on the

same occasion in expounding the law to the people

(Xeh. viii. 7). He is called ]\Iaianeas in 1 Esd.

ix. 48.

8. (Alex. MaaAiria; Cod. Fr. Aug. Maatrafa.)

One of the heads of the people whose descendants

signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 25).

9. (Alex. MaAiria.) Son of Baruch and descend-

ant of Pharez, the son of Judah. His iiimily dwelt

in Jerusalem after the return from Babylon (Neh.

xi. .5). In the con-esponding narrative of 1 Chr.

ix. 5 he is called ASAIAH.

10. (Moao-i'oj ; Masia.) A Benjamite, ancestor

of Sallu, who dwelt at Jerusalem after the captivitv

(Neh. xi. 7).

11. (Om. in Vat. MS.; Alex. Maatriar.) Two
priests of this name are mentioned (Neh. xii. 41,

42) as taking part in the musical service which

accompanied the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem

under Ezra. One of them is probably the same as 6.

12. (Batrafas; Cod. Fr. Aug. Maa-tas in Jer.

xxi. 1 ; Maaffaias; Alex. Maaaias, Jer. x.xxvii. 3.)

Father of Zephaniah, who was a priest in the leign

of /Cedekiah (Jer. xxix. 25).

13. (Om. in L.\X.) The father of Zedekiah the

false prophet, in the reign of Zedekiah king of Judah

i^Jer. xxix. 21).

14. (-in^bj?© : Moao-a/o : Alex. Moo<no :
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Maasias), one of the Levites of the second rank,

appointed by David to sound " with psalteries on

Alamoth," when the ark was brought from the house

of Obed-edora. He was also one of the "porters"

or gate-keepers for the ark (1 Chr. xv. 18, 20).

15. (Alex. Maa-ta.) The son of Adaiah, and one

of the captains of hundreds in the reign of Joash

king of Judah. He assisted Jehoiada in the revo-

lution by which Joash was placed on the throne

(2 Chr. xxiii. 1).

16. {Maaclas; Alex. Ma(T<raias.) An officer of

high rank {shoter) in the reign of Uzziah (2 Chr.

xxvi. 11). He was probably a Levite (comp. 1 Chr.

xxiii. 4), and engaged in a semi-military capacity,

corresponding to the civic functions of the judges,

with whom the shotervn are frequently coupled.

17. (Maaffias ; Alex. Mao-ia.) 'fhe " king's

son," killed by Zichri the Ephraimitish heio m the

invasion of Judah by Pekah king of Israel, during

the reign of Ahaz (2 Chr. xxviii. 7). The personage

thus designated is twice mentioned in connexion

with the "governor of the city" (1 K. xxii. 26;
2 Chr. xviii. 23), and appears to have held an office

of importance at the Jewish court (perhaps acting

as viceroy during the absence of the king), just as

the queen dowager was honoured with the title of

"king's mother" (comp. 2 K. xxiv. 12 with Jer.

xxix. 2), or yehii'dh, i. e. " mistress," or " powerful

lady." [Malchiaii, 8.] For the conjecture of

Geiger see Joash, 4.

18. (Maaffd.) The governor of Jerusalem in the

reign of Josiah, appointed by the king, in conjunc-

tion with Shaphan and Joah, to superintend the

restoration of the temple (2 Chr. xxxiv. 8).

19. (Motoo-oias; Alex. Madatas.) The son of

Shallum, a Levite of high rank, and one of the gate-

keepers of the Temple in the reign of Jehoiakim

(Jer. XXXV. 4 ; comp. 1 Chr. ix. 1 9).

20. (iT'pnD: Maaaixias : Alex. Matrenos:

Maasias, Jer. xxxii. 12 ; Alex. Maocrcraiay; Masias,

Jer. li. 59). A priest; ancestor of Baruch and

Seraiah, the sons of Neriah. [W. A. W.J

MAASIA'I C^V^ : Maa<Taia ; Alex. Macral

:

Maasa'i), a priest who after the return from Ba-

bylon dwelt in Jerusalem (1 Chr. ix. 12). He is

apparently the same as Amashai in Neh. xi. 13.

MASSIAS {Maaa-dias : Massias). The same

as Masskiah, 20, the ancestor of Baruch (Bar. i. 1).

MA'AZ {yVD : Maas : Moos), son of Ram, the

firstborn of Jorahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 27-).

MAAZI'AH (nnyO : UaaQa ; Cod. Fr. Aug.

'Afia: Maazia). l.'One of the priests who signed

the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 8). From
the coincidence between many of the names of the

priests in the lists of the twenty-four courses esta-

blished by David, of those who signed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x.), and those who returned

with Zerubbabe! (Neh. xii.), it would seem eithei

that these names were hereditary in families, or

that they were applied to the families themselves.

This is evidently the case with the names of the

" heads of the people " enumerated in Neh. x. 14-27.

2. (-innyO: Maacral; A\ex.MooCa\: Maaziau).

A priest in the reign of David, head of the twenty-

fourth course (1 Chr. xxiv. 18;. See the preceding.

MABUA'I (Mo/35at; Alex. MavSai: Bmeao).

The s;imr as Bknaiah (1 Esd. ix. 34 ; sec Ezr.

M
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MAC'ALON {MaKaKwv, in both MSS. : Bas-

t'li-o} 1 i'M. V. "21. This name is the equivalent of

Micu'masii in tlie lists of Kzra an.'. Nehemiali. [<i.]

MACCABEES, THE (of UaKKaPa7oi). This

title, which was originally the suiuame of Judas,

one of the sons of Mattiithiiis (infr. §2), was after-

waixls extended to the hei-oic family of which he

was one of the noblest leiiresentatives, and in a still

wider sense to the Palestinian martyrs in the per-

secution of Antiochus Epiphanes [4 Maccabees],

and even to the Alexandrine Jews who suffered for

their foith at au earlier time [3 Maccabees].

The original temi Maccabi {& MaKKa^alos) has

been variously derived. Some have maintained that

it was formed from the combination of the initial

letters of the Hebrew sentence, " Who among the

gods is like unto thee, Jehovah?" (Ex. xv. 11,

Hebr. ^, 3, D. D), which is supposed to have been

inscribed upon the banner of the patriots ; or, again,

of the initials of the simply descriptive title, " Mat-

tathi:w, a priest, the son of Johanan." But even

if the custom of forminc; such words was in use

among the Jews at this early time, it is obvious

that such a title would not be .m individual title

in the first instance, as Maccabee undoubtedly was

( 1 Mace. ii. 4), and still remains among the Jews

(Kaphall, Hist, of Jews, i. 249). Moreover the
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orthography of the won! in Greek and .Syriac

(Ewald, Geschiclde, iv. 352 note) points to the

foi-m *3pD, and not *3DD. Another derivation

has been pi-oposed, which, altliough direct evidence

is wanting, seems satisfactory. According to this,

the word is fornied fi-om nSjpD, "a hammer"

(like Mulachi, Ewall, 3.'>3 no/e), giving a sense not

altogether unlike that in which Charles Martel

derived a sumame from his favourite weapon, and

still more like the Malleus Scotorum and Malleus

Haereticorum of the Middle Ages.

Although the name Maccabees has gained the

widest currency, that of Asmonaeans, or Ilasnuj-

naeans, is the proper name of the family. The
origin of this name also has been disputed, but thf

obvious derivation from Chashmon (JDK'n, 'Affafia>-

vaios; comp. Ges. Thes. 534?(), groat-grandfather of

Mattathias, seems certainly correct. How it came

to pass that a man, otherwise obscure, gave his name

to the family, cannot now be discoveied ; but no

stress can be laid upon this difficulty, nor upon the

fact that in Jewish prayei-s (Herzfeld, Gesch. d. Jud.

i. 264) Mattathias himself is called Haslimonai*

The connexion of the various membei-s of the

Maccabaean family will be seen from the accom-

panying table :

—

The AS.MONAEAN Family.

Chasmon (' of the sons of Joarib,' comp. 1 Chron. xxiv. V).

Johanan ('Iioaw^s)-

Simeon {2.vy.€iiv, Simon. Comp. 2 Pet. i. 1).

Mattathias (Matthias, Joseph. B. J. i. 1,}3.)

t 167 B.C.

I

Johanan (Johannes) Simon
(Ciaddis), (Thassi)

("Joseph- in 2 Ma.c. viii. 22), f 135 i>.c.

t 161 I!.C. 1
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to chronicle a conHict which probably they could

not have understood. Of the great work of Poly-

bius—who alone might have been expected to ap-

preciate the importance of the Jewish war—only

fragments remain which refer to this ))eriod ; but

the omission of all UKMition of the RIaccabaean cam-
paign in the corresponding sections of I.ivy, who
follows very closely in the tra(;k of the (Jreek his-

torian, seems to prove that Polybius also omitted

them. The account of the Syrian kings in Appian
is too meagre to make his silence remai-kable ; but

indifference or contempt must be the explanation

of a general silence which is too widespread to be

accidental. Even when the fall of Jerusalem had

directed unusual attention to the past fortunes of its

defenders, Tacitus was able to dismiss the Macca-

baean conflict in a sentence remarkable for scornful

carelessness. " During the dominion of the Assy-

rians, the Medes, and the Persians, the Jews," he

says, " were the most abject of their dependent sub-

jects. After the Macedonians obtained the su-

premacy of the East, King Antiochus endeavoured

to do away with their superstition, and introduce

Greek habits, but was hindered by a Parthian war
from reforming a most repulsive people" {teter-

riiaam qentcm, Tac. Hist. v. 8).'»

1. The essential causes of the Maccabaean War
have been already pointed out [Antiochus IV.

vol. i. p. 75a]. The annals of the Maccabaean
family, " by whose hand deliverance was given unto

Israel" (1 Mace. v. 62), present the record of its

progress. The standard of independence was first

raised by Mattathias, a priest <= of the course of

Joarib, which was the first of the twenty-four

courses (1 Chr. xxiv. 7), and consequently of the

noblest blood (comp. Jos. Vit. i. ; Grimm, on \Macc.
ii. 1). The pei-secutions of Antiochus Epiphanes

had already roused his indignation, when emis-

saries of the king, headed by Ajielles (Jos. Ant.

xii, 6, §2), came to MODIN, where he dwelt, and re-

quired the people to ofl'er idolatrous sacrifice (1 Mac.
ii. 1 5, &c.). Mattathias rejected the overtures which
were made to him first, and when a Jew came to

the altar to renounce his faith, slew him, and after-

wards Apelles, " as Phinees—from whom he was
descended—did unto Zambri." After this he fled

with his sons to the mountains (B.C. 168), whither

he was followed by numerous bands of fugitives.

Some of them, not in close connexion with Matta-

thias, being attacked on the Sabbath, offered no

resistance, and fell to the number of a thousand.

When Mattathias heard of the disaster he asserted

the duty of self-defence, and continued the war
with signal success, destroying the idolatrous altais,

and restoring the obsen-auce of the Law. He
seems, however, to have been already advanced in

yeare when the lising was made, and he did not

long sui-vive the fatigues of active service. He died

B.C. 166, and "was buried in the sepulchre of his

fathers at Modin." The speech which he is said to

have addressed to his sons before his death is le-

Tnarkable as containing the fii-st distinct allusion to

the contents of Daniel, a book which seems to have

exercised the most powerful influence on the Macca-
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•> The short notice of the Jews In Diixlorus Siculus (/.I'b.

xl., Ed. 1) is singularly free from popular niisrepresienta-

tions, many of which, however, he quotes as used by the

counsellors of Anliuchus to tirge the kiiig to extirpate the

nation {Lili. xxxiv., Kd. 1).

= The lati-r tradition, by a natural exaggeration, made
him higb-p^c^l. Comp. H'.'rxftkl, Uesdt. i. 261, 379.

baeaii conflict (1 Mace. ii. 60; comp. Jos. Ant.

xii. 6, §3).

2. Mattathias himself named Judas—apparently

his third son— as his successor in diiectiiig the war

of independence (1 Mace. ii. 66). The energy and

skill of "TIIK Maccabek" {b MaKKafiaios), as

Judas is often called in 2 Mace, fully justified, his

father's preference. It appears that he had already

taken a prominent part in the first secession to the

mountains (2 Mace. v. 27, where Mattathias is not

mentioned) ; and on receiving the chief command
he devoted himself to the task of combining for

common action those who were still faithful to the

religion of their fathers (2 Mace. viii. 1). His

first enterprises were night attacks and sudden

surprises, which were best suited to the troops at

his disposal (2 Mace. viii. 6, 7); and when his

men were encouraged by these means, he ventured

on more important operations, and defeated Apollo-

nius (1 Mace. iii. 10-12) and Seron (1 Mace. iii.

13-24), who hearing of his success came against

him with very superior forces, at Bethhoron, the

scene of the most glorious victories of the Jews iu

earlier and later times. [Beth-horon.] Shortly

afterwards Antiochus Epiphanes, whose resources had

been impoverished by the war (1 Mace. iii. 27-31),

left the government of the Palestinian provinces to

Lysias, while he himself undertook an expedition

against Persia in the hope of lecruiting his treasury.

Lysias organised an expedition against Judas ; but

his army, a part of which had been separated from

the main body to efiect a surprise, was defeated by

Judas at Emmaus with great loss (is.C. 166), after

the Jews had kept a solemn fast at Mizpeh (1 Mace,

iii. 46-53) ; and in the next year Lysias himself

was routed at Bethsuva. After this success Judas

was able to occupy Jerusalem, except the " tower
"

(1 Mace. vi. 18, 19), and he purified the Temple

( 1 Mace. iv. 36, 41-53) on the 25th of Cisleu, exactly

three years after its profanation (1 Mace. i. 59

[Dedication] ; Giimm, on 1 Mace. iv. 59).

The next year was spent in wars with frontier

nations (1 Mace, v.) ; but in spite of continued

triumphs the position of Judas was still precarious.

In B.C. 163 Lysias, with the young king Antiochus

Eupator, took Bethsura, which had been fortified

by Judas as the key of the Idumaean border

(1 Mace. iv. 61), after having defeated the patriots

who came to its relief; and next laid siege to Jeru-

.salem. The city was on the point of surrendering,

when the approach of Philip, who claimed the

guardian.ship of the king, induced Lysias to gua-

rantee to the Jews complete liberty of leligion.

'Ihe compact thus made was soon broken, but

shoitly afterwards Lysias fell into the hands of

Demetrius, a new (;laimant of the throne, and was
put to death. The accession of Demetrius brought

with it fiesh troubles to the patriot Jews. A
large party of their countrymen, with Alcimls
at their head, gained the oar of the king, and he

sent Nicanor against Judas. Nicanor was defeated,

first at Capharsalama, and again in a decisive

battle at Adasa, near to the glorious field of Beth-

horon (B.C. 161, on the 13th Adar ; 1 Mace. vii.

49; 2 Mace. xv. 36), where he was slain. This

victory was the greatest of Judas's successes, and

practically decided the question of Jewish inde-

pendence, but it was followed by an unexpected

reverse. Judas employed the short interval of

peace which followed iu negotiating a favourable

league with the Uomaiis. But in the same year,

befoic the answer of the senate was returned, a new
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invasion uiidei- BacLlii/los took place. The Koniaii

alliance seems to have alienated many of the extreme

Jewish part)' from Judas {Midi: Illianuka, quoted

by Ka|lhall,'//^s^ of Jews, i. 325), and he was able

only to gather a small force to meet the sudden

danger. Of this a large part deserted him on the

eve of the battle ; but the courage of Judas was

unshaken, and he fell at Eleasa, the Jewish Thermo-

pylae, fighting at desjievate odds against the in-

vaders. His body was lecovered by his brothers,

and buried at Modin "in the sepulchre of his

fathers" (B.C. IGl)."*

3. After the death of Judas the patriotic party

seems to have been for a short time wholly dis-

organised, and it was only by the pressure of

unparalleled suH'erings that they were driven to

renew the conflict. For this purpose they offered

the command to JONATHAN, surnamed A]iphus

(b'-13n, the wary), the youngest son of Mattathiiis.

The policy of Jonathan shows the greatness of the

loss involved in his brother's death. He made no

attempt to maintain himself in the open country,

but retired to the lowlands of the Jordan (1 JIacc.

ix. 42), wliere ho gained some advantage over

Bacchides (B.C. 161), who made an attempt to

hem in and destroy his whole force. Not long

afterwards Alcimus died fli.C. 160), and Bacchides

losing, as it ajipears, the active support of the

Grecizing party, retired from Palestine. Mean-

while Jonathan made such use of the interval of

rest as to excite the fears of his Jewish enemies
;

and after two years Bacchides, at their i-equcst,

again took the field against Jonathan (B.C. 158).

This time he seems to have been but feebly sup-

ported, and after an unsuccessful campaign he

accepted terms which Jonathan proposed ; and after

his departure Jonathan "judged the people at

Michmash" (1 Mace. ix. 73), and gradually extended

his power. The claim of Alexander Balas to the

Syrian crown gave a new importance to Jonathan

and his adherents. Demetrius I. empowered him to

raise an army, a pennission which was followed by

the evacuation of all the outposts occupied by the

Syrians except Bethsura, but Jonathan espoused

the cause of Alexander, and refused the liberal

oflers which Demetrius made, when he heard that

the Jews had resolved to join his rival (n.c. 153).

The success of Alexander led to the elevation of

Jonathan, who assumed the high-])riestly oflice

after the royal nomination • at the feast of taber-

nacles (1 Mace. X. 21), "the greatest and holiest

feast" (Joseph. Aat. viii. 4, §1); and not long

after he placed tin? king under fresh obligations by

the defeat of ApoUonius, a general of the younger

Demetrius (I Mace. X.). [Ai-ollonius.] On the

death of Alexander, Demetrius II., in spite of the

reverse which he had experienced, sought to gain

the support of the Jews (B.C. 145); but after

receiving importiint assistance from them he failed

to fulfil his promises, and on the appearance of

Antiochus VI., Jonathan attached himself to his

1 Jndas (like Mnttathias) is represented in later times

as higb-prlest. Even Josephus {Ant.sW. II, ^2) speaks of

the higli-prlcsthood of .Judas, and also says tliat lie wa^

elected by "the people" on the death of ^Vlcimus (xii. 10,

}0). But it is evident from I Mace. i.\. 18, 56, thai Judas

died some time before Alcimus; mid elsewhere {Aut. \x.

1 0, J3) Josephus himself saj'S that the higb-prlesthood was

vacant for s>ven years after the il^alh of Alcimus, and that

Jonallian was the first of the Asmonacan family who held

the office.
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party, and though he fell into a position of great
peril gained an important victory over the generals

of Demetrius. He then strengthened his position by
alliances with Rome and " the Lacedaemonians

"

[Spaktans], and gained several additional suc-

ce.sses in the field (B.C. 144); but at last fell a

victim to the treachery of Tryphon (B.C. 144),

who feared that he would prove an obstacle to the

design which he had foiined of usui-ping the crown
after the murder of the youiig Antiochus (1 Mace,

.xi. 8-.xii. 4).

4. As soon as Simon,' the last remaining

brother of the Maccabaean family, heard of the

detention of Jonathan in Ptolemais by Tryphon,
he placed himself at the head of the patriot party,

who were already beginning to despond, and

cfl'ectually oppo.sed the progress of the Syrians.

His skill in war had been proved in the lifetime of

Jud;is (1 Mace. v. 17-23), and he hsd taken an
active share in the campaigns of Jonathan, when
he was intrusted with a distinct command (1 Mace,

xi. 59). He was soon enabled to consummate the

object for which his family had fought gloriously,

but in vain. Tryphon, after carrying Jonathan
about as a prisoner for some little time, put him to

death, and then, having murdered Antiochus, seizetl

the throne. On this Simon made overtures to

Demetrius II. (B.C. 143), which were favoui.ibly

received, and the independence of the Jews was at

length formally recognised. The long struggle

was now triumphantly ended, and it remained only

to reap the fruits of victory. This Simon hastened

to do. In the next year he reduced " the tower " at

Jerusalem, which up to this time had always been

occupied by the Syrian faction ; and during the

remainder of his command extended and confirmed

the power of his countrymen on all sides, in spite

of the hostility of Antiochus Sidetes, who after

a time abandoned the policy of Demetrius. [Cen-
DEBAEUS.] The prudence and wisdom for which
he was already distinguished at the time of his

fathijr's death (1 Mace. ii. 65), gained for the

Jews the active support of Rome (1 Mace. xv.

16-21), in addition to the confirmation of eailier

treaties. After settling the external relations of

the new st.ite u}X)n a sure basis, Simon regulated

its internal administration. He encouraged trade

and agricultui-e, and secured all the blessings of

peace (1 Mace. xiv. 4-15). But in the midst of

successes abroad and prosperity at home, he fell a

victim to domestic treachery. I'tolemaeus, the

governor of Jericho, his son-in-law, aspired to

itsuip the supreme power, and having invited

Simon and two of his sons to a banquet in his

castle at Dok, he murdered them there B.C. 135
(1 Mace. xvi. 11-16).

5. The treason of Ptolemaeus failed in its object.

Johannes Hykcanus, one of the sons of Simon,
escaped from the plot by which his life was
threatened, and at once assumed the government

(B.C. 135). At ih-st he was hard pressed by
Antiochus Sidetes, and only able to preserve Jeru-

« It does not appear that any direct claimant to the

hlgh-prlesthood reraainvd. Onias the younger, who inhe-

rited the claim of his father Onias, the last legitimate high-

priest, had retired to Egypt.

' He was surnamed " Thassl " (©oo-o-i, ©oo-o-i?) ; hut

the meaning of the title Is uncertain. Michaelis (Grimm,
on 1 Mace, ii.) thinks that It represents the Chaldee
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salem on condition of dismantling tiie t'ortilica-

tions and submitting to a tribute, U.C. 133. The
foreign and civil wars of the Seleucidae gave liini

afterwards abundant opportunities to retrieve his

losses. He reduced Idumaea (Joseph. Ant. xiii.

9, §1), confirmed the alliance with Home, and at

length succeeded in destioyiiig Samaria, the hated

rival of Jerusalem, n.C. 109. The external splen-

dour of his government was maried by the growth
of inteinal divisions (Jos. Ant. xii. 10, §5, 0); but

.lohn escaped the fate of all the older members of

his family, and died in peace n.C. 10()-5. His

eldest sou Aristobulus 1., who succeeded, was the

first who assumed the kingly title, though Simon

had enjoyed the fulness of the kingly powei-.

6. Two of the first generation of the Maccabaeau

family still remain to be mentioned. These, though

they did not attain to the leadership of their

countrymen like their brothers, shared their fate

—

Eleazer [Elicazer, 8] by a noble act of self-

devotion, John [.loHN, 2], apparently the eldest

brother, by treachery. The sacrifice of the family

was complete, and probably history offers no pa-

rallel to the undaunted courage with which such a

baud daied to face death, one by one, in the main-

tenance of a holy cause. The result was worthy

of the sacrifice. The Maccabees inspired a subject-

people with independence ; they found a few per-

sonal followers, and they left a nation.

7. The great outlines of the Maccabnean contest,

which are somewhat hidden in the annals thus

briefly epitomised, admit of being tiaced with fair

distinctness, though many points must always

remain obscure from our ignorance of the numbers

and distribution of the Jewish population, and of

the general condition of the jifople at the time.

The disputed succession to the Syrian throne

(b C. 153) was the political turning point of the

struggle, which may thus be divided into two
great periods. Duiing the first period (B.C. 168-

153) the patriots maintained their cause with

varying success against the whole strength of

Syria: during the second (B.C. 153-139), they

were courted by rival factions, and their independ-

ence was acknowledged from time to time, though

pledges given in times of danger were often broken

when the danger was over. The paramount im-

portance of Jerusalem is conspicuous throughout

the whole war. The loss of the Holy City re-

duced the patriotic party at once to the condition of

mere guerilla bands, issuing from "the mountains"

or " the wilderness," to make sudden forays on the

neighbouring towns. This was the first aspect of

the war (2 Mace. viii. 1-7
; comp. 1 Mace. ii. 45)

;

and the scene of the early exploits of Judas was

the hill-country to the N.E. of Jerusalem, from

which lie drove the invading arniies at the famous

battle-fields of Betu-iioron and Emmacs (Nico-

polis). The occupation of Jerusalem closed the

first act of the war (B.C. 165) ; and after this

Judas made rapid attacks on every side— in Idu-

maea, Ammon, Gilead, Galilee—but he made no

permanent settlement in the countnes which he

ravaged. Bethsura was fortified as a defence of

Jerusalem on the S. ; but the authority of Judas

seems to have been limited to the immediate neigh-

bourhood of .lerusalem, though the influence of his

name extended more widely (1 Mace. vii. 50, rj

yfi 'lovSa). On the death of Judas the patriots

were reduced to as great distress as at their fiist

rising ; and as Bacchides held the keys of the

"mountains of Ephriiim" (ix. 50) they weic
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foiced to lind a refuge in the lowlands near Jericho,

and after some slight successes Jonathan was

allowed fo settle at Michmash undisturbed, though

the whole country lemained absolutely luider the

sovereignty of Syria. So far it seemed that little

had been gained when the contest between Alex-

ander Balas and Demetiius I. opened a new period

(B.C. 153). Jonathan was empowered to raise

troops : the Jewish hostages were restored ; many
of the fortresses weie abandoned ; and apparently

a definite district was assigned to the govemment
of the high-priest. The former unfruitful con-

flicts at length produced their full harvest. The
defeat at Eleasa, like the Swiss St. Jacob, had
shown the worth of men who could face all odds,

and no price seemed too great to secure their aid.

When the Jewish leadeis had once obtained legiti-

mate power they proved able to maintain it, though
their general success was chequeied by some re-

verses. The solid power of the national party was
seen by the slight effect whicli was produced by the

treacherous murder of Jonathan. Simon was able

at once to occupy his place, and cany out his plans.

The Syrian garrison was withdrawn fiom Jeru-

salem ; Joppa was occupied as a sea-port ; and

"four governments" (reVcapes vofnoi, xi. 57,

xiii. 37)—probably the central parts of the old

kingdom of Judah, with three districts taken from

Samaria (x. 38, 39)—were subjected to the sove-

reign authority of the high-priest.

8. The war, thus brought to a noble issue, if less

famous is not less glorious than any of those

in which a few biave men have successfully main-

tained the cause of freedom or religion against over-

powering might. The answer of Judas to those

who counselled retreat (1 Mace. ix. 10) was as

true-hearted as that of Leonidas ; and the exploits

of his followers will bear favourable comparison

with those of the Swiss, or the Dutch, or the

Americans. It would be easy to point out pa-

rallels in Maccabaeau history to the noblest tiaits

of patriots and martyrs in other countries; but it

may be enough here to claim for the contest the

attention which it rarely receives. It seems,

indeed, as if the indifference of classical wi iters

were perpetuated in our own days, though there is

no struggle—not even the wars of Joshua or

David—which is more profoundly interesting to

the Christian student. For it is not only in their

victory over e.xternal difficulties that the heroism of

the Maccabees is conspicuous: tlieir real success

was as much imperilled by internal divisions as by
foieign force. They had to contend on the one

liand against open and subtle attempts to introduce

Greek customs, and on the other against an extreme

Phaiisaic party, which is seen from time to time op-

posing their counsels (1 Mace. vii. 12-18; comp. §2,
end). And it was from Judas and those whom he

inspired that the old faith received its last develop-

ment and final impress befoie the coming of our Lord.

9. For that view of the JIaccabaean war which

regards it only as a civil and not as a religious

conflict, is essentially one-sidetl. If there were no

other evidence than the book of Daniel—whatever

opinion be held as to the date of it—that alone

would show how deeply the noblest hopes of thi-

theocracy were centred in the success of the struggle

When the feelings of the nation we;e thus again

turned with fresh power to their ancient fiiith, we
might expect that tiieie would lie a new creative

epocli in the national literature ; or, if the form of

Hebrew composition was iUready fixed by sacied
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tjrpes, ii propliot or psalmist would express tin-

thoughts of tliu new Mgu atler the models of old

time. Yet in pait at least tl>c leadei-s of Macca-

•baesiu times felt that they were se])arated by a real

chiism fiom the times of the kingdom or of the

exile. If they looked for a prophet in the future,

tiiey ackno\vledf:;ed that the spirit of prophecy

was not among them. The volume of the pro-

phetic writings was completed, and, as far as

appears, no one ventured to imitate its contents.

But the Hagiographa, though they were already

long fixed as a definite collection [Canon], were

not equally tar removed from imitation. The
apocalyptic visions of Daniel [Danikl, §1] served

as a pattern for the visions incorporated iu the

book of Enoch [Enoch, Book of] ; and it has

been commonly supposed that the I'siUter contains

comi)ositious of the Maccabaean date. This sup-

position, which is at vaiiance with the best evi-

dence which can be obtained on the history of the

Canon can only be received upon the clearest in-

ternal G proof; and it may well be questioned

whether the hypothesis is not as much at variance

with sound iuterj)ret;xtion as with the history of

the Canon. The extreme foinis of the hypothesis,

as that of Hitzig, v/ho represents Ps. 1, 2, 44, (iO,

and all the last three books of the Psalms (Ps.

* 73-150) as Maccabaean (Grimm, 1 Mace. EM.
§9, 3), or of .Just. Olshausen (quoted by Ewald,

Jahrh. 18.')8, pp. 250 fF.), who is inclined to bring

the whole Psalter with very few exceptions to that

date, need only be mentioned as indicating the kind

of conjectuie which finds curreucv on such a sub-

ject. The real controversy is confined to a much
narrower field ; and the psalms which have been

referred with the gi-eatest show of lenson to the

Macc-ibaean age are Ps. 44, GO, 74, 79, SO, 83.

It has been argued that all these speak of the

dangers to which the house and people of God were
exposed from heathen enemies, at a period later than

the captivity ; and the one gi-ound for referring

them to the time of the Maccabees is the general

coincidence which they present with some features

of the Greek oppression. But if it be admitted
that the psalms in question are of a later date than

the captivity, it by no means follows that they are

Maccabaean. On the contrary they do not cont<ain

the slightest trace of those internal divisions of the

people which were the most marked features of the

Maccabaean struggle. The dangers then were as

much from within as from without; and party
jealousies brought the divine aiuse to the greatest

peril (Ewald, Psnlmen, 355). It is incredible

that a series of Maccabae.-in psalms should contain

no allusion to a system of enforced idolatry, or to a
temporising priesthood, or to a faithless multitude.
And while the obscurity which hangs over the
history of the Persian supremacy from the time of
Nehemiah to the invasion of .Alexander, makes it

imjwssible to fix with any pi-ecision a date to which
the psalms can be referred, the one glimpse which
is given of the state of .Jerusalem in the interval

(Joseph. Ant. xi. 7) is such as to show that they

ff Tlie historical argument for the cdmpletlon of tlie

present collection of the Psalms before iIk' a)mpilation of
Chronicles is very well given by Ewald (Jaiirb. 1853, 4,

pp. 20-32) In 1 Clir. xvl. 7-36 passages occur which are
derived from Vs. cv., cvl.. xcvl., of which the first two are
among the ialcst hymns in the I'suller.

•» It must, however, be noticed that the formula of quo-
tation prefixed to the words from Ps. L\xix. in 1 Mace,
vli. ]7 is not that in which Scripture is quoied in laier

books, as is cummonly said. It is not us yeypanTai. or
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may well have found some sutlicient occasion in

the wars and disorders which attended the decline
of the Persian power (comp. Ewald). It may,
however, be doubted whether the arguments for a
post-Iiabylonian date are conclusive. There is

nothing in the psalms themselves which may not

apply to the circumstances which attended the

ovei throw of the kingdom ; and it seems incredible

that the desolation of the Temple should have given

occasion to no hymns of pious '' sorrow.

10. The collection of the so-called Psalms of So-
lomon furnishes a sti'ong confiimation of the belief

that all the canonical Psalms are earlier than the

Maccabaean era. This collection, which be;trs the

clearest traces of unity of authoi-ship, is, almost

beyond question, a true Maccabaean work. There
is every reason to believe (Ewald, Gesckichte, iv,

343) that the book was originally composed in

Hebrew ; and it presents exactly those characteristics

which are wanting in the other (conjectural) Macca-
baean Psalms. " The holy ones" (^oi'6(rioi, m^DH
[AssiDAEANs] ; ol (pofiov/xeuoi rhv Kvpiov) appcir

throughout a.s a distinct class, struggling against

hypocj'ites and men-pleasers, who make the observ-

ance of the law subservient to their own interests

(Ps. Sol. iv.,xiii.-xv.). The sanctuary is polluted

by the abominations of professing servants of God
before it is polluted by the heathen (Ps. Sol. i. 8, ii.

I ff., viii. 8 ff., xvii. 15 ff.). National unfaithful-

ness is the cause of national punishment ; and the

end of trial is the "justification" of God (Ps. Sol. ii.

16, iii. 3, iv. 9, viii. 7 ff., is.). On the other hand
there is a holiness of works set up in some passages

which violates the divine mean of Scripture (Ps.

Sol. i. 2, 3, iii. 9) ; and, while the language is full of

echoes of the Old Testament, it is impossible not to

feel that it wants something which we find in all

the canonical writings. The historical allusions in

the Psalms of Solomon are as unequivocal as the

description which they give of the state of the

Jewish nation. An enemy " threw down the strong

walls " of Jerusalem, and " GeutHes went up to the

alt;\r" (Ps. Sol. ii. 1-3
; comp. 1 Mace. i. 31 ). In his

pride " he wrought all things in Jerusalem, as the

Gentiles in their cities do for their gods" (Ps. Sol.

xvii. IG). " Those who loved the assemblies of

the saints [ffwayuyhs 6(tI(i)u), wandered (lege

iirXavSivTo) in deserts" (Ps. Sol. .xvii. 19 ; comp.

1 Mace. i. 54, ii. 28) ; and there " was no one in

the midst of Jerusalem who did mercy and truth
"

(P.s. Sol. xvii. 17 ; comp. 1 Mace. i. 38). One Psalm

(viii.) appears to refer to a somewhat later period.

The people wiought wickedly, and (Jod sent upon

them a spirit of error. He brought one " from the

extremity of the earth" (viii. K. ; comp. 1 Mace,

vii. 1,—" Demetrius fiom Rome"). " The princes

of the land met him with joy "
( I Mace. vii. 5-8) ;

and he entered the land in safety (I Mace. vii.

9-12,—Bacchides his general), " as a father in

peace" (1 Mace. vii. 15). Then "he slew the

princes and every one wise in counsel" (1 Mace,

vii. 16), and "poured out the blood of those who
dwelt in Jerusalem" (1 Mace. vii. 17).' The pur-

Kara TO yeypafiticvov, but Kara, thv AdYOv of fypa<pe,

which is variously altered liy dilTereiit authorities.

' The prominence given to the slaughter of the Assi-

daeana both in 1 Mace and in the psalm, and the share

hich the Jews liad directly in the second pollution of

Jtrusaleni, seem to fix the events of the psjilra to the time

of Demetrius ; but the close similarity (with this excep-

tion) between the invasions of ApoUonius and Bacchides

may leave some doubt as to the identification. (Compare
1 Mace. I, 29-.1.S. with Ps. Sol. viii. 16-24.)
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p;M t of these evils, as a retributive and purifying

ju.lgment, leads to the most remarkable feature of

the Psalms, the distinct expression of Messianic

hopes. lu this respect they offer a direct contrast

to the books of Maccabees (1 Mace. .\iv. 41). The
sorrow and the tiiumph are seen together in their

spiritual a.'^pcct, and the expectation of " an anointed

Loixl" (j(^piffThs Kvpios, Ps. Sol. xvii. 36 (xviii. 8)

;

comp. Luke ii. 11) follows directly after the de-

scription of the impious assaults of (Jentile enemies

(Ps. Sol. xvii. ; comp. Dan. xi. 45, .\ii.). " Blessed,"

it is said, " are they who are born in those days, to

see the good things which the Lord shall do ior the

generation to come. [When men are brought] be-

neath the rod of correction of an anointed Lord (or

the Lord's anointed, inrh ^d^Sov TroiSeias XP'"''''*'''

Kvpiov) in the fear of his God, in wisdom of spirit

and of righteousness and of might" . . . tlien

there shall be a " good generation in the fear of

God, in the days of mercy " (Ps. Sol. xviii. 6-10).

11. Elsewhere there is little which marks the

distinguishing religious character of the era. The

notice of the Maccabaean heroes in the book of

Daniel is much more general and brief than the cor-

responding notice of their great adversary ;
but it

is not on that account less important as illustrating

the relation of the famous chapter to the simple

history of the period which it embraces. Nowhere is

it moie evident that facts are shadowed forth by

the prophet only in their typical bearing on the

development of God's kingdom. In this aspect the

passage itself (Dan. xi. 29-35) will supersede in a

great measure the necessity of a detailed comment.
" At the time appointed [in the spring of 168 B.C.]

he [Antiochus Epiph.] shall return and come to-

ward the south [Egypt] ; but it shall not be as the

first time, so also the last time [though his first

attempts shall be successful, in the end he shall fail].

For the ships of Chittim [the Romans] shall come
against him, and he shall be cast down, and return,

and he very wroth against the hohj covenant ; and
he shall do [his will]

;
yea he shall return, and

have intelligence with them that forsake the holy

covenant (comp. Dan. viii. 24, 25). Andforcesfrom
him [at his bidding] shall stand [remain in Judaea a-s

garrisons ; comp. 1 Mace. i. 33, 34] ; and they shall

pollute the sanctuary, the stronghold, and shall take

away the daily [sacrifice] ; and they shall set vp
the abomination that maketh desolate [1 Mace. i.

45-47]. And such as do wickedly against (or

rather such as condemn) the covenant shall he cor-

rupt [to apostasy] by smooth words ; but the people

that know their God shall be strong and do [ex-

ploits]. And they that understand [know God and
His law] among the people, shall instruct many

:

yet they shall fall by the sword and by flame, by

captivity and by spoil [some] days (1 Mace. i.

60-64). iVow when they shall fall, they shall be

holpen with a little help (1 Mace. i. 28 ; 2 Mace.

V. 27, Juda.s Mace, with nine others ....); and
many shall cleave to them [the faithful followei-s of

the law] with hypocrisy [dreading the prowess of

Judas : 1 Mace. ii. 46, and yet ready to fall away
at the fii-st opportunity, 1 Mace. vii. 6]. And some

of them of widerstanding shall fall, to make trial

among them, and to purge and to make them while,

unto the time of the end ; because [the end is] yet

for a time appointed." From this point the prophet

describes in dctiiil the godlessness of tiie gieat op-

pressor (ver. 36-39), and then his last fortunes

and death (ver. 4<i-45), but says nothing of the

tiiumph of the Maccabees or ot the restoration of
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the Tcniple, which pi'eceded the last event by some

months. This omission is scarcely intelligible

unless we regard the facts as symbolising a higher

struggle—a truth wrongly held by those who from

early times referred verses 36-45 only to Antichrist,

the antitype of Antiochus—in which that recovery

of the earthly temple had no place. And at any

rate it shows the imperfection of that view of the

whole chapter by which it is regarded as a mere
transcription of history.

12. The history of the Maccabees does not con-

tain much which illustrates in detail the religious

or social progress of the Jews. It is obvious that

the period must not only have intensified old beliefs,

but also have called out elements which were latent

in them. One doctrine at least, that of a resunec-
tion, and even of a material resurrection (2 Mace,
xiv. 46), was brought out into the most distinct

apprehension by suSering. " It is good to look for

the hope from God, to be raised up again by Him"
{Tra.\iv avaffTTjaeffBai vir' ai/Tov), was the sub-

stance of the martyr's answer to his judge : " as for

thee, thou shalt have no resurrection to life"

[avdcrraffts els C'^ri'^, 2 Mace. vii. 14; comp. vi.

26, xiv. 46). " Our brethren," says another, " have
fallen, having endured a short pain leading to ever-

lasting life, being under the covenant of God

"

(2 Mace. vii. 36, w6voi> aevvdov (corjs). And as it

was believed that an interval elapsed between death

ixnd judgment, the dead were supposed to be in

some measure still capable of profiting by the inter-

cession of the li-\nng. Thus much is certainly e.x-

pressed in the famous passage, 2 Mace. xii. 43-45,
though the secondary notion of a purgatorial state

is in no way implied in it. On the other hand it

is not very clear how far the future judgment was
supposed to extend. If the punishment of the

wicked heathen in another life had formed a definite

article of belief, it might have been expected to be
put forwai-d more prominently (2 Mace. vii. 17,

19, 35, &c.), though the pas&iges in question may
be understood of sufTeiings after death, and not
only of earthly sufTeiings ; but for the apostate

Jews there was a certain judgment in resei-ve (vi.

26). The firm faith in the righteous providence of

God shown in the chastening of His people, as con-

trasted with His neglect of other nations, is another
proof of the widening view of the spiritual world,
which is characteristic of the epoch (2 Mace. iv.

16, 17, V. 17-20, vi. 12-16, &c.). The lessons of
the captivity weie reduced to moral teaching; and
in the same way the doctrine of the ministry of
angels assumed an importance which is without
parallel except in patriarchal times [2 Maccabees].
It was perhaps from this cause also that the Mes-
sianic hojje was limited in its i-ange. The vivid

perception of spiritual traths hindered the spread of

a hope which had been cherished in a material

fbiTii; and a pause, as it were, was made, in which
men gained new points of sight from which to con-

template the old promises.

13. The various glimpses of national life which
can be gained during the period, show on the whole
a steady adherence to the Slosaic law. Probably
the law was never more rigorously fulfilled. The
impoi-tance of the Antiochian jiersrculion in fixing

the Canon of the Old Testjiment has been already

noticed. [Canon, vol. i. 251.] The books of the

law were specially sought out for destruction (

1

Mace. i. 56, 57, iii. 48); and their distinctive

\alue was in consequence proportionately incre;isetl.

To use the wonk of 1 Mace, "the holv books"
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to make all other comfort superHuous (1 Mace. xii.

9). The strict observance of the sabbath (1 Mace.

ii. 32 ; 2 Jlacc. vi. 11, viii. 26, &c.) and of the Sab-

batical year (1 Mace. ri. 53), the law ofthe Nazarites

(1 Mace. iii. 49), and the exemptions from military

sci-vice (1 Mace. iii. 56), the solemn prayer and fast-

ing (1 Mace. iii. 47 ; 2 Mace. x. 25, &c.), cany us

back to early times. The jirnvision for the maimed,
the aged, and the bereaved (2 Mace. viii. 28, 30), was
in the spiiit of the law ; and the new feast of the

dedication was a homage to the old rites (2 Mace.

i. 9) while it was a proof of independent life. The
intenuption of the succession to the high-priesthood

was the most important innovation which was
made, and one which jirepared the way for the dis-

solution of the state. After various arbitrary

changes the othce was left vacant foi- seven years

upon the death of Alcimus. The last descendant

of Jozadak (Onias), in whose family it had been

for nearly four centuries, fled to Egypt, and esta-

blished a schismatic worship ; and at last, when the

support of the Jews became important, the Macca-
baean leader, Jonathan, of the family of Joarib,

was elected to the dignity by the nomination of the

Syrian king (1 Mace. x. 20), whose will was con-

firmed, as it appears, by the voice of the people

(comp. 1 Mace. xiv. 35).

14. Little can be said of the condition of litera-

ture and the arts which has not been already anti-

cipated. In common intercoui'se the Jews used the

Aramaic dialect which was established alter the

return: this was " their own language" (2 Mace.

vii. 8, 21, 27, xii. 37); but it is"evident from the

naiTative quoted that they understood Greek, which
must have sprend widely through the influence of

Syrian officers. There is not, however, the slightest

evidence that Greek was employed in Palestinian

literature till a much later date. The description

of the monument which was erected by Simon at

Modin in memory of his family (1 Mace. xiii.

27-30), is the only record of the architecture of

the time. The description is obscure, but in

some features the structure appears to have pre-

sented a resemblance to the tombs of Porsena and
the Curiatii (Plin. //. N. xxxvi. 13), and perhaps

to one still found in Idumaea. An oblong base-

ment, of which the two chief faces weie built of

polished white marble (Joseph. Ayit. xiii. 6, §5),
supported "seven pyramids in a line ranged one
against another," equal in number to the members
of the Maccabaean family, including Simon himself.

To these he added " other works of art (fnjxavv-
fiara), placing round (on the two chief faces?)

gieat columns, (Josephus adds, each of a single

block), bearing trophies of arms, and s<;ulptured

ships, which might be visible from the sea below."
The language of 1 Mace, and Josephus nnplies that

these columns were placed upon the basement,
otherwise it might be supposed that the columns
)-ose only to the height of the basement supporting
the trophies on the same level as tiie pyramids. So
much at least is evident, that the chaiacteristics of

this work—and probably of later Jewish archi-

tecture generally— bore closer affinity to tlie styles

of Asia Minor and Greece than of Egypt or the

East, a result which would follow «|uaily from the

Syrian dominion and the commerce which Simon
opened by the Mediterranean (1 Mace. xiv. 5).

15. The only recognised relics of the time are the

coins which bear the name of " Simon," or " Simon
Pi inre (Nasi) of Israel " in Samaritan letters. The
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privilege of a national coinage was granted to Simon
by Antiochus VII. Sidetcs (1 Mace. xv. 6, wd/i/xa

iSiov vifxifffxa TTJ X'^Pf) > ^^^ numerous examples
occur which have the dates of the first, second,

third, and fourth years of the liberation of Jeru-

salem (Israel, Zion) ; and it is a remarkable cou-

fii-mation of their genuineness, that in the first year

the name Zion does not occur, as the citadel was
not recovered till the second yciir of Simon's supre-

macy, while after the second year Zion alone is fonnd

(Bayer, de Nnmmis, 171). The privilege was first

definitely accorded to Simon in K.C. 140, while the

first ye-ar of Simon was B.C. 143 (1 Mace. xiii. 42) ;

but this disciepancy causes little difficulty, as it is

not unlikely that the concession of Antiochus was
made in favour of a practice already existing. No
date is given later than the fourth year, but coins

of Simon occur without a date, which may belong

to the four last yeais of his life. The emblems
which the coins bear have generally a connexion

with Jewish history—a vine-leaf, a cluster of

grapes, a vase (of manna?), a trifid flowering rod,

a palm branch surrounded by a wreath of laurel, a

lyre (1 Mace. xiii. 51), a bundle of branches sym-
bolic of the feast of tabernacles. The coins issued

in the last war of independence by Bar-cochba, repeat

many of these emblems, and there is considerable

difficulty in distinguishing the two series. The au-

thenticity of all the Maccabaean coins was impugned
by Tychsen {Die Undcldheit d. Jud. Miinzen . . .

bewiesen . . . 0. G. Tychsen, 1779), but on in-

sufficient grounds. He was answei-ed by Bayer,

whose admirable essays {Dc Nummis Hebi: Sama-
ritanis, Val. Ed. 1781; Vindiciae . . . 1790),

give the most complete account of the coins, though

he reckons some apparently later types as Macca-

baean. Eckhel {Ductr. Ntnnm. iii. p. 455 ff.) has

given a good account of the controvei-sy, and an

accurate description of the chief types of the coins.

Comp. De Saulcv, Numism. Jndaiqiie; Ewald,

Gesch. vii. 366, 476. [Money.]
The authorities for the Maccabaean history have

been s:iven already. Of modern works, that of

Ewald is by far the best. Herzfeld has collected a

mass of detiiils, chiefly from late sources, which are

interesting and sometimes valuable ; but the student

of the period cannot but feel how difficult it is to

realise it as a whole. Indeed, it seems that the

instinct was true which named it fi-om one chief

hero. In this hist stage of the history of Israel, as

in the first, all life came from the leader ; and it is

the greatest glory of the Maccabees that while they

found at first all turn upon their personal fortimes,

they left a nation strong enough to jireseive an in-

dependent faith till the typical kingdom gave place

to a imiversal Church. [B. F. W.]

MACCABEES, BOOKS OF {tHaKKafialuv

a, /3', &c. Four books which bear the common
title of " ]\Iaccabees," are found in some MSS. of

the LXX. Two of these were included in the

early current Latin versions of the Bible, and

thence passed into the Vulg-ate. As forming part

of the Vulgate they were received as canoniciil by
the council of Trent, and retained among the

apocrypha by the refonned churches. The two
other books obtained no such wide circulation, and

have only a secondary connexion with the 5Iac-

cabaean history. But all the books, though they

diHer most widely in character and date and worth,

jiossess points of interest which make them a fruit-

ful field for studv. If the historic order were
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observed, the so-called third book would come first,

the 'fourth would be an iippeiulix to the second,

which would retain its place, and the first would

come last ; but it will be more convenient to ex-

amine the books in the order in which they are

found in the MSS., which was probably decided by
some vague tradition of their relative antiquity.

The controversy as to the mutual relations and

historic worth of the first two books of Maccabees

has given rise to much very ingenious and partial

criticism. The subject was very nearly exhausted

by a series of essays published in the last century,

which contain in the midst of much unfair reason-

ing the substance of what has been written since.

The discussion was occasioned by E. Frolich's

Amials .of Syria (Annales .... Syriae ....
numis veteribus illnstrati. Vindob. 1744). In

this great work the author—a Jesuit—had claimed

paramount authority for the books of Maccabees.

This claim was denied by E. F. Wernsdorf in his

Proltisio de foutibus historiae Si/riae in Libris

Mace. (Lips. 1746). Frolich replied to this essay

in another, De fontibus hist. Syriae in Libris

Maco. prolusio .... in examen vocata (Vindob.

1746) ; and then the argument fell into other

hands. Wernsdorf's brother (G li . Wernsdoif) under-

took to support his cause, which he did in a

Commentatio historico-critica de fide libronm
Mace. (Wratisl. J 747); and nothing has been

written on the same side which can be compaied
with his work. By the vigour and freedom of his

style, by his surprising erudition and unwavering
confidence—almost worthy of Bentley—he carries

his reader often beyond the bounds of true criticism,

and it is only after reflection that the littleness

and sophistry of many of his arguments are appa-

rent. But in spite of the injustice and arrogance

of the book, it contains very much which is of the

greatest value, and no absti'act can give an ade-

quate notion of its power. The leply to Wernsdorf
was published anonymously by another Jesuit :

—

Auctoritas utriusque Libri Mace, canonico-historica

adserta .... a qmdam Soc. Jesu sacerdote

(Vindob. 1749). The authorship of this was
fixed upon J. Khell (Welte, Einl. p. 2Znote) ; and

while in many points Khell is unequal to his adver-

sary, his book contains some very useful collections

for the history of the canon. In more recent times,

F. X. Patritius (another Jesuit) has made a fresh

attempt to establish the complete harmony of the

books, and, on the whole, his essay {De Consensu

iitriusgue Libri Mace. Romae, 1856), though far

from satisfactory, is the most able defence of the

books which has been published.

I. The First Book of Maccabees.— 1. The
first book of Maccabees contains a history of the

patriotic struggle, from the first resistance of Matta^

thias to the settled sovereignty and death of Simon,

a period of thirty-three years (B.C. 168-135).

The opening chapter gives a short summary of the

conquests of Alexander the Great as laying the

foundations of the Greek empire iu the East, and

describes at gi-eater length the oppression of An-
tiochus Epiphanes, culminating in his desperate

attcmj)t to extirpate Judaism. The great subject of

the book begins with the enumeration of the Macca-

baean family (ii. 1-5), which is followed by an
account of the part which the aged Mattathias took

in rousing and guiding the spirit of his countrymen
(ii. 6-70). The remainder of the narrative is

occupied with the exploits of his five sons, thiee

of whom in succession cai-ried on with varying fo)--
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tune the work which he began, till it reached its

triumphant issue. Each of the three divisions,

into which the main portion of the book tlnis

naturally falls, is stamped with an individual

character deri\ed from its special hero. First

Judas, by a series of brilliant successes, and scarcely

less noble reverses, fully roused his countrymen to

their work, and then fell at a Jewish Thermopylae

(iii. 1-ix. 22, B.C. 167-161). Next Jonathan con-

firmed by policy the advantages which his brother

had gained by chivalrous daring, and fell not

in open field, but by the treachery of a usuiper

(ix. 23-xii. 53 ; B.C. 161-143). Last of all Simon,

by wisdom and vigour, gave shape and order to the

new state, and was formally installed in the

princely office. He also fell, but by domestic and

not by foreign treason ; and his son succeeded to

his power (xiii.-xvi. B.C. 143-135). The history,

in this aspect, presents a kind of epic unity. The
passing allusion to the achievements of after times

(xvi. 23, 24) relieves the impression caused by the

murder of Simon. But at his death the victory was
already won : the life of Judaism had mastered the

tyranny of Greece.

2. While the grandeur and unity of the subject

invests the book with almost an epic beauty, it

never loses the character of history. The earlier

part of the narrative, including the exploits of

Judas, is cast in a more poetic mould than any

other part, except the biief eulogy of Simon

(xiv. 4-15); but when the style is most poetical

(i. 37-40, ii. 7-13, 49-68, iii. 3-9, 18-22, iv. 8-1
1

,

30-33, 38, vi. 10-13, vii. 37, 38, 41, 42)—and
this poetical form is chiefly observable in the

speeches—it seems to be true iu spirit. The great

marks of trustworthiness are everywhere conspi-

cuous. Victory and failure and despondency are,

on the whole, chronicled with the same candour.

There is no attempt to bring into open display the

working of providence. In speaking of Antiochus

Epiphanes (i. 10 if.) the writer betrays no unjust

violence, while he marks in one expressive phrase

(i. 10, yi(a af4.af>rw\6s) the character of the Syrian

type of antichrist (cf. Is. xi. 10 ; Dan. xi. 36) ;

and if no mention is made of the i-eckless profligacy

of Alexander Balas, it must be remembered that

his relations to the Jews were honourable and

liberal, and these alone fall within the scope of the

history. So far as the circumstances admit, the

general accuracy of the book is established by the

evidence of other authorities ; but for a considerable

period it is the single source of our information.

And, indeed, it has little need of external testimony to

its worth. Its whole character bears adequate wit-

ness to its essential truthfulness ; and Luthei-—no

servile judge—expressed himself as not disinclined,

on internal grounds, to see it " reckoned among the

books of Holy Scripture " (" Diess Buch .... fast

eine gleiche Weise halt mit Keden \md Worten wie

andere heilige Biicher und nicht unwiirdig gewest

ware, hineinzurechncn, weil es ein sehr nothig und

niitzlich Buch ist zu verstehen den Propheten

Daniel im 11 Kapitel." Werke, vOn Walch, xiv.

94, ap. Grimm, p. xxii.).

;>. There are, howevei', some points in which the

writer appears to have been imperfectly informed,

especially in the history of foreign nations ; and

some, again, in which he has been supposed to have

magnified the difficulties and successes of his

countrymen. Of the former class of objections two,

which turn ujion the description given of the

foundation of the Greek kingdoms of the K-isl
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(I Mace i. T)-')), and of the power of lloine (viii.

1-16), deserve notice from their intrinsic interest.

After givini; a r:\])id summary of the exploits of

Alexander—the reading and inteipi station of ver.

1 are too uncertain to allow of objections based

upon the common text—the writer states that the

kins;, conscious of approaching death " divided his

kingdom among his servants who had been brought

up with liim from his j'outh " (1 Mace. i. G,

Ste7\ev avToTs riju $a(ri\flai> avrov, %fi ^wvtos

auTou) .... " and after his death they all put on

crowns." Various rumours, it is known (Cuvt.

X. 10), prevailed about a will of Alexander, which

decided the distribution of the provinces of his

kingdom, but this narrative is evidently a different

and independent tradition. It may rest upon some

former indication of the king's wishes, but in the

absence of all corroborative evidence it can scarcely

be accepted as a historic tact (Fatritius, De Cons.

Mace. prof, viii.), though it is a remarkable proof of

the desire whicli men felt to attribute the constitution

of the Greek powei' to the immediate counsels of its

great founder, in this instance the author has pro-

bably accepted without inquiry the opinion of his

countrymen ; in the other it is distinctly said that

the account of the greatness of Rome was brought

to Judas by common report (1 Mace. viii. 1, 2,

IJKovirev .... Si7iyf]ffavTo). The statements

made give a lively impression of the popular esti-

mate of the conquerors of the west, whose character

and victories are described chiefly with oj>en or

covert allusion to the Greek powers. The subjuga-

tion of the (Jalatians, who weie the terror of the

neighbouring people (Liv. xxxviii. 37), and the

conquest of Spain, the Tarshish (comp. ver. .3) of

Phoenician merchants, are noticed, as would be

natural from the immediate interest of the events
;

but the wars with Carthage are wholly omitted

(.losephus adds these in his narrative. Ant. xii.

10, §t>). The eiTors in detail—as the capture of

Antiochus the Great by the Romans (ver. 7), the

numbers of his armament (ver. 6), the constitution

of the Roman senate (ver. 15), the one supreme
_vearly officer at liome (ver. 16 ; comp. xv. 16)—aie

only such as might be expected in oral accounts

;

and the endurance (ver. 4, naKpodv/xia), the good

faith (ver. 1 12), and the simplicity of the republic

(ver. 14, ovK tirfdeTo ovSf\s avrwi' SidSTi/xa koI

ov irepitlidXoi/TO Tropcpvpav iliffTf aSpwOiivai Iv

auT'p, contrast i. 0), were features likely to anest
the attention of orientals. The very imperfection

of the writer's knowledge—for it seems likely

(ver. 11) that he remodels the rumours to suit his

own time—is instructive, as atlbrding a glimpse of

the extent and manner in which fame spread the

i-eputation of the Romans in the scene of tlieir

future conquests. Nor arc the mistakes as to the

condition of (bieign states calculated to weaken the

testimony of the book to national history. They
are peifectly consistent with good faith in the

narrator ; and even if there aie inaccuracies in

iccording the relative numbers of the .lewish and
.Syrian forces (xi. 45-47 ; vii. 46 i, these need cainse

little sui-prise, and may in some degree be due to

erroi's of transcription.'

4. Much has been writteTi .ts to the sources from

which the nari'ative was derived, but there does not

seem to be evidence sullicient to indiaite them with

" 'ITie relation of the history of Josephus to lliat of

1 Mace, is carefully discussed by Griniui, i-'xeg. llandb.

Jiinl. }9 (5).
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any certainty. In one passage (ix. 22) the author
implies that written accounts of some of the actions

of .ludas were in existence (to irepiffffa . . . . ou
KaTiypa<pit) ; and the poetical character of the

first section of the book, due in a great measure to

the introduction of speeches, was probably bor-

lowed from the writings on which that part was
b;used. It appeal's, again, to be a re.isonable con-

clusion from the mention of the olhcial records of

the lite of Hyrciinus (xvi. 24, touto yeypairrai

eVJ ^t0\l(fi riixfpwu apx^fp<'><f^vr)s ai-rov), that

similai- records existed at le;ist for the high-priest-

hood of Simon. There is nothing cei-tainly to

indicate that the writer designed to fill up any gap
in the history ; and the notice of the change of

reckoning which attended the elevation of Simon
(xiii. 42) seems to suggest the existence of some
kind of public register. The constant appeal to

official documents is a further proof both of the

preservation of public records and of the sense

entertained of their inipoitance. JIany documents
are inserted in the text of the history, but even

when they are described as "copies" {dvTtypaipa)

it is questionable whether the wiiter designed to

give more than the substance of the originals.

Some bear clear marks of authenticity (viii. 22-28,
xii. 6-18), while othei-s are open to grave difficulties

and suspicion ; but it is worthy of notice that the

lettei-s of the Syrian kings generally appear to be

genuine (x. 18-20, 2.5-45, xi. 30-37, xiii. 36-40,
sv. 2-9). What has been said will show the

extent to which the Aviiter may have used written

authorities, but while the memory of the events

was still recent it is not possiide that he should
have confined himself to them. If he was not

himself engaged in the war of independence, he
must have been familiar with those who were, and
their information would supplement and connect the

narratives which were already current, and which
were probably confined to isolated passages in the

history. But whatever were the sources of diffe-

rent parts of the book, and in whatever way written,

oral, and personal information was combined in its

structure, the writer made the materials which he,

used truly his own ; and the minute exactness of

the geographical details cairies the conviction that

the whole finally re.sts upon the evidence of eye-

5. The language of the book does not present

any striking peculiarities. Both in diction and
structure it is generally simple and iinaH'ected, with

a marked and yet not harsh hebraistic character.

The number of peculiar words is nut veiy con-

siderable, especially when 'compared with those

in 2 Mace. Some of these are late tbrms, as:

\f/oyfCij {\i/oyl(oo), xi. 5, 1 1 ; t^ovSevwats, i. 39
;

<57rAo5aT«ci), xiv. 32 ; affiriSlffKr], iv. 57 ; Sfi\6ofj.ai

iv. 8, 21, V. 4, xvi. 6 ; Sfxripa, viii. 7, ix. 53, &c.

;

a(paipffia, xv. 5 ; nXtavflcrdai, xiii. 39
; i^ovcrid-

CeaOai, x. 70 ; or compounds, such as airoorKopiri^o

xi. 55 ; eTciav(rrp(<pa>, xiv. 44 ; Sfi\6\pvxos, viii.

15, xvi. 5; (povuKTOvia, i. 24. Other words are

used in new or strange senses, as aSpvvw, viii. 14
;

trapdarTutTis, xv. 32; SiaffroKii, viii. 7. Some
phnuses clearly express a Semitic idiom (ii. 48
Sovfat Kfpas T<f afxapr. vi. 23, x. 62, xii. 23),

and the influence of the LXX. is continually per-

ceptible (f. ij. i. 54, ii. 63, vii. 17, ix. 23, xiv. 9)

;

but in the main (comp. §6) the hobiaisms which
exist are such as might have been naturalised in the

Hebiew-Gieek of Palestine. Josephus undoubtedly
made use of the Greek text {Ant. xii. 5 ff.) ; and.
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apart tVoiii external evidence, tliis might have been

supposed to be the original. But,
H. The testimony of antiquity leaves no doubt but

that the book Wiis first written in Hebrew. Origen,

in his famous catiilogue of the books of Scripture

(ap. Euseb. II. L'. vi. 25), after enumerating ihe

contents of the 0. T. according to the Hcbiuw
canon, adds: "But without {i.e. excludeil from
the uumbei- of) tliese is the JIaccabaeaii history

{ra MaKKa^aiKo.), which is entitled Sarbeth

Sabauaiel."^ In giving the names of the books

of the 0. T. he had subjoined the Hebrew to the

Greek title in exactly the same mannrr, and there

can be tlwrefoie no question but that he was
acquainted with a Hebrew original tor the Macca-
baica, as for the other books. The terai Macca-
bu'ica is, however, somewhat vague, though the

analogy of the othei- jwrts of the list requires that it

should be limited to one book ; but the statement

of J«ionie is quite explicit:—"The first book of

Maccabees," he siiys, " 1 found in Hebrew ; the

second is Gieek, as can be shewn in fact from its

style alone" {Prol. Gal. ad Libr. Reg.). Ad-
mitting the evidence of these two fathers, who
were alone able to speak with authority on a sub-

ject of Hebrew literature during the first four cen-

turies, the fact of the Hebrew original of the book

may be supported by several internal arguments

which would be in themselves insufficient to esta-

blish it. Some of the hebraisms are such as sug-

gest lather the immediate influence of a Hebrew
text than the free adoption of a Hebrew idiom

(i. 4, iyevovro eis <p6pov ; 16, rjTOiixacrOri rj /Soff.

;

29, Svo errj rifi^pcioy ; 36, els SidfioAov irovqpSu
;

38, if iravrl /xTjvl Kol fiTjyi, &c. ; ii. 57, i i. 9,

diroWvfievovs ; iv. 2, v. 37, fiera ra ^rjjuoTrt

ravra, &c.), and difliculties in the Greek text are

removed by a recurrence to the words which may
be supposed to have been used in the original

(i. 28, 'irl Tovs KaTOiKovvras for ^''Zlt^'''"?y ; i.

36, ii. 8, iv. 19, xvi. 3). A question, however,

might be raised whether the book was written

in biblical Hebrew, or in the later Aramaic
(Chaldee) ; but it seems almost certain that the

writer took the canonical histories as his model
;

and the use of the original text of Scripture by the

learned class would preserve the Hebrew as a

literary language when it had ceased to be the lan-

guage of common life. But it is by no means
unlikely (Grimm, Exeg. Handb. §4) that the

Hebrew was coiTupted by later idioms, as in the

most recent books of the 0. T. It seems almost

mcredible that any one should have imagined

that the worthless Megillath Antiochus, of which

Bartolocci's Latin translation is printed by Fabri-

cius {Cod. Pseud. V. T. i. 1165-74), was the

Hebrew original of which Origen and Jerome
spoke." This tract, which occurs in some of the

.Jewish services for the Feast of Dediaition (Fabri-

cius, I. c), is a perfectly unlustorical nan-ative of

some of the incidents of the Maccabaean war, in

which John the high-priest, and not Judas, plays by
far the most conspicuous part. The order of events

b Sap^Tjfl 2o/3arai'eA. This is undoubtedly the true

reading without the p. AH the explanations of the word
with which I am acquainted start from the false reading

—2ap)3ai'e—" The rod of the rencguiles" (7{<^33"1D.

Herzt'cld), " The strptre of the prince of the sons ofGod"

(<33 -\]^, KwakI), " The history of the princes of the sons

of Gdd" OJ^ "I'lti'); and I cannot propose any satis-

factory transcription of the true reading.
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I is so (fiitiiely disiegaided in it that, after the death

of Judas, Rlattathias is represented .is leading hi".

I

other sons to the decisive victory which precedes

I

the purification of the Temple.

I

7. The whole structure of 1 Mace, points to Pa-

lestine as the place of its composition. 'I'his fact

I

itself is a strong proof for a Hebrew oiiginal, for

there is no tiace of a Greek Palestinian literature

daring the Hasmonaean dyiuusty, though the wide
use of the LXX. towards the close of the period;

prepared the way for the apostolic writings. But
though the country of the writer can be thus fixed

I

with certainty, there is considerable doubt as to his

; date. At the close of the book he mentions, in ge-

neral terms, the acts of Johannes Hyrcanus as

written " in the chronicles of his priesthood from
the time that he was made high-piiest after his

father" (xvi. 23, 24). From this it has been con-
cluded that he must have written after the death
of Hyicanus, B.C. 106 ; and the note in xiii. 30
(€<>is Trjs Ttjxipas ravTTjs), implies the lapse of a
considerable time since the accession of Simon (B.C.

143). On the other hand, the omission of all

mention of the close of the government of Hyrcanus,

when the note of its commencement is given, may
be urged as an argument for placing the book late

in his long reign, but before his death. It cannot

certainly have been composed long after his death
;

for it would have been almost impossible to write a

history so full of simple faith and joyous triumph
in the midst of the troubles which, early in the suc-

ceeding reign, threatened too distinctly the coming
dissolution of the state. Combining these two
limits, we may place the date of the original book

j

between B.C. 120-100. The date and person of the

Greek tr.inslator are wholly undetermined ; but it

is unlikely that such a book would remain long

unknown or untranslated at Alexandria.

8. In a religious aspect the book is move remark-
able negatively than positively. The historical in-

stinct of the writer confines him to the bare recital

of facts, and were it not for the words of others

which he records, it might seem that the true theo-

cratic aspect of national life had been lost. Not
only does he relate no miracle, such as occur in

2 Mace, but he does not even refer the triumphant

successes of the Jews to divine interposition."' It

is a characteristic of the same kind that he passes

over without any clear notice the Messianic hopes,

which, as appears from the Psalms of Solomon and
the Book of Enoch, were raised to the highest pitch

by the successful struggle for independence. Yet
he preserves fliint traces of the national belief. He
mentions the time from which " a prophet was not

seen among them" (1 Mace. ix. 27, ovk Si^Or)

Kpo(piiTi]s) as a marked epoch; and twice he anti-

cipates the future comyig of a prophet as of one who
should make a direct revelation of the will of God
to His people (iv. 46, ;ue'xpi tov TrapuyevriOrivat

Trpo<priT7iy rov diroKptdfjvat Trepl avToiiu), and su-

persede the temporary arrangements of a merely
civil dynasty (xiv. 41, rod eJvai 'S.lfj.aiva riyov-

Hfvov Kal dpxtfpea fh rhy aliuvu rus tov avaff-

"= The boolc is found not only in Hebrew, bnt also in

Chaldee (Kubricius. Cod. Pseud. V. T. i. 441 note).

d The passage xi. 71, 2, may seem to contradict this

assertion ; but though some writers, even from early tiroes,

have regarded the event as miraculous, the tone of the

writer seems only to he that of one describing a noDle act

of successful valour.
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rriyai irpo<priTT]v Tt<Tr6v). But the hope or belief

occu|iies no jiroiniiR'ut place in the boolc ; and, like

the booic of ICstlier, its greatest merit is, that it is

thi-oui^hout inspired by the faith to which it gives

uo definite expression, and shows, in deed rather

than in word, lioth the action of Providence aiid a

sustaining trust in His power.

9. The boolc does not seem to have been much
used in early times. It oHered far less for rhe-

torical purposes than the second book ; and the his-

tory itself lay beyond the ordinary limits of Chris-

tian study. TertuUian alludes generally to the

conduct of the Maccabaean war {adv. Jud. 4).

Clement of Alexandria speaks of " the Ixwk of the

Mar.ciibaean history " (t6 [/3i/3\i'oi'] tuv MuKKa-
^a'iKSiv, Strom, i. § 123), as elsewhere {Strom, v.

§98) of "the epitome" (^ twv Ma/CKa/SoiKoiy

exiToju^). Eusebius assumes an acquaint;\nce with

the two books {Praep. Ev. viii. 9, rf Sevr^pa rwv
MaKKa/3ai«v) ; and scanty notices of the first book,

but rao)-e of tiie second, occur in later writers.

\0. The books of Maccabees were not included

by Jerome in his translation of the Bible. " Tlie

first book," he says, " I found in Hebrew

"

(Prol. Gal. ill Req."), but he takes no notice of the

Latin version, and certainly did not revise it. Tlie

version of the two books which has been incorpo-

rated in tlie Romish Vulgate was consequently de-

rived from the old Latin, current befbie .Jerome's

time. This version was obviously made from the

Greek, and in the main follows it closely. Besides

the common text, Sabatier has published a version

of a considerable part of the first book (cap. i.-xiv.

1) from a very ancient Paris MS. {S. Germ. 15)
{annorum saltern nongentorum, in 1751), wliich

exhibits an earlier form of the text. Grimm,
strangely misquoting Sabatier {Exeg. JInndb. ^10),
inverts the relation of the two versions ; but a com-
parison of the two, even for a few vei-ses, can leave

no doubt but tliat the St. Germain MS. represents

the most ancient text, following the Greek words
and idioms with aslavish fidelity (Sabatier, p. 1014,
" Quemadmodum autem etiamnuni iuveniri possunt

MSS. codices qui Psalmos ante omnem Hieronymi
corrcctionem exliibeant, ita pariter inventus est a

nobis codex, qui libri primi Machabaoorum partem
continet majorem, mininie quidem correctam, sed

qualis olim in nonuUis MSS. antiquis reperiebatur").

Mai {Spicil. Rom. ix. App. 60) has published a frag-

ment of another Latin translation (c. ii. 49-64),

which diflers widely fiom both texts. The Syriac

version given in the Polyglotts is, like the Latin, a

close rendering of the Greek. From the rendering

of the proper names, it has been supposed that the

ti-anslator lived while the Semitic forms were still

current (Grimm, EM.^XO); but the arguments
which have been urged to show that the Syriac

was derived directly from the Hebrew original, are

of no weight against the overwhelming proof of the

influence of the (ireek text.

11. Of the early commentators on the first two
books of Maccabees, the most important are Di-usius

and Grotius, whose notes are reprinted in the

Critici Sacri. Tlie annotations of Calmet {Com-
meniaire literal, &c., Paris, 1724) and Michaelis

( Uebcrsetzntu] der 1 Atacc. B.'s mit Anmerk. Lcipz.

1778), are of permanent inteiest; but for practiail

use the manual of Grimm {Kurzgefasstes Exeg.
Handb. zn den Apokrgphen, &c., Leipz. 1853-7)
supplies evei-ything which the student can require.
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The Skconi) Book of Maccauees.— i. Tiio

history of the Second Book of the Maccabees begins

some years learlier than that of the First Book, and
closes with the victory of Judas Maccal>aeus over

Nicanor. It thus embraces a period of twenty
years, from li.c. 180 (?) to n.G. 161. For tlie

few events noticed during the earlier years it is

the chief autliority ; during the remainder of the

time the narrative goes over the same ground as

1 Mace, but with very considerable differences.

The first two chapters ai-e taken up by two letters

supposed to be addressed by the Palestinian to the

Alexandrine Jews, and by a sketch of the author's

plan, which proceeds without any perceptible break

fiom the close of the second letter. The main nar-

rative occupies the remainder of the book. This

presents several natural di\nsions, which appear to

coincide with the " five books " of Jason on which
it was based. The first (c. iii.) contains the history

of Heliodorus, as illustrating the fortunes of the

Temple before the schism and apostasy of part oi

the nation (cir. B.C. 180). The second (iv.-vii.)

gives varied details of the beginning and course of the

great persecution—the murder of Onias, the crimes

of Menelaus, the martyrdom of Eleazar, and of the

mother with her seven sons (D.C. 175-167). The
third (viii.-x. 9) follows the fortunes of Judas to

the triumphant restoiation of the Temple service

(B.C. 166, 165). The fourth (x. 10-xiii.) includes

the reign of Antiochus Eupator (B.C. 164-162).

The fifth (xiv., xv.) records the treachery of Alci-

mus, the mission of Kicanor, and the crowning

success of Judas (B.C. 162, 161). Each of these

divisions is closed by a phrase which seems to mark
the end of a definite subject (iii. 40, vii. 42, x. 9,

xiii. 26, XV. 37) ; and they correspond in fact with

distinct stages in the national struggle.

2. The relation of the letters with which the book

opens to the substance of the book is extremely

obscure. The first (i. 1-9) is a solemn invitation

to the Egyptian Jews to celebrate " the feast of

tabernacles in the month Casleu" (i.e. the feast of

the Dedication, i. 9), as before they had sympathised

with their brethren in Judaea in "the extremity of

their trouble" (i. 7). The second (i. 10-ii. 18,

according to the received division), which bears a

formal salutation from "the council and Judas" to

" Aristobulus . . . and the Jews in Egypt," is a

strange, rambling collection of legendary stories of

the death of " Antiochus," of the preservation of

the sacred fire and its reco\ery by Nehemiah, of

the hiding of the vessels of the sanctuary by Jere-

miah, ending—if indeed the letter can be said to

have any end—with the same exhortation to observe

the feast of dedication (ii. 10-18). For it is im-

possible to point out any break in the construction

or style after ver. 19, so that the writer passes

insensibly from the epistolary form in ver. 16 to

that of the epitomator in ver. 29 (5o(c«). For

this reason some critics, both in ancient and modem
times (Werusdorf, § 35, 123), have considered that

the whole book is intended to be included in the

letter.« It seems more natural to suppose that the

author found the letters already in existence when
ho undertook to abridge the work of' .lason, and

attached his own introduction to the second letter

for the convenience of traiLsit ion, without consider-

ing that this would neces.su-ily make the whole

appear to be a letter. The letters themselves can

lay no claims to authenticity. It is possible that

Tlie subscription iit Cod. Alex. i/Sot'ou TTpafi'ior tTricTToA)}.
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tJiey maj' rest in)oii sonic i>m1 conesjwmlence between

Jei'usjilein and Alexandria ; but the extravagan<« of

the fables which they contain makes it impossible

to accept them in their present tbrni as the work of

the Jewish Council. Though it may readily be

admitted that the fabulousness of the contents of

a letter is no absolute proof of its spuriousuess, 3'et

on the oilier hand the stories may be (as in this

case) so entirely unworthy of what we know of the

position of tiie alleged writers, as to betray the

work of an impostor or an iuterjxdator. Some have

supposed that the original language of one,' or of

both the lettei-s wiis Hebiew, but this cannot be

made out by any conclusive arguments. On the

other hand theie is no ground at all for believing

that they were made up by the author of the book.

3. The writerhimselfdistinctlyindicatesthe source

of his narrative—" the five books ofJason ofCyrene"

(ii. 23), of which he designed to furnish a short

and agreeable epitome tor the benefit of those who
would be deteired from studying the larger work.

[Jasox.] His own labour, which he desciibes in

strong terms (ii. 26, 7 ; comp. xv. 38, 39), was

entirely confined to condensation and selection ;
all

investigation of detail he declares to be the peculiar

duty of the original historian. It is of course im-

possible to determine how far the colouring of the

events is due to Jason, but " the Divine manifesta-

tions " in behalf of the .lews are enumerated among
the subjects of which he treated ; and no sufficient

reasons have been alleged to show that the writer

either followed any other authority in his later

chapters, or altered the general character of the

history which he epitomized. Of Jason himself

nothing more is known than may be gleaned from

this mention of him. It has been conjectured

(Herzfeld, Gesch. d. Volkes Isr. i. 455) that he

w;is the same as tlie son of Eleazer (1 Mace. viii.

17), who was sent by Judas as envoy to Rome
after the di'leat of Nicanor; and the circumstance

of this mission has been used to explain the limit

to which he extended his history, as being that

which coincided with the extent of his personal ob-

servation. There are certainly many details in the

book which show a close and accurate knowledge
(iv. 21, 29 ff., viii. 1 ft'., i.x. 29, x. 12, 13, xiv. 1),

and the errors in the order of events may be due
wholly, or in part, to the epitomator. The ques-

tionable interpretation of facts in 2 Mace, is no

objection to the truth of the facts themselves; and

when due allowance is made for the overwrought

rendering of many scenes, and for the obvious elioit

of the writer to discover everywhere signs of provi-

dential interference, the historic worth of the book

appears to be considerably greater than it is com-
monly esteemed to be. Though Herzfeld's con-

jecture may be untenable, the original work of

Jason probably extended no farther than the epi-

tome, for the description of its contents (2 Mace.

ii. 19-22) does not carry us beyond the close of

2 Mace. The " brethren" of Judas, whose exploits

he related, were already distinguished during the

lifetime of " the Maccabee" (1 Mace. v. 1 7 ff., 24 ff.,

vi. 43-G; 2 Mace. viii. 22-29).

4. The district of Cyrene wi^s most closely united

with that of Alexandria. In both the predominance

ofGreek literature and the Greek language was abso-

lute. The work of Jason—like the poems of Callima-

ohus—must therefore ha\e been comjiosed in (ircek

;

' F. Scbliinkos, Kpistolae quae, 2 Miic. i. 1-9, Uffilur

txpliaUio. Colon. 184-1.
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and the style of tlie epitome, as Jerome remarked,

proves beyond doubt thatthe Gieek text is theoriginal

{Frol. Gal. "Secundus[MachalKieorum]Graecusest;

quod ex ipsa quoque (ppaan piobari potest"). It is

scarcely less certain that 2 Mace, was compiled at

Alexandria. The characteristics of the style and

language are essentially Alexandrine ; and though

the Alexandrine style may have prevailed in Cyre-

naica, the form of the allusion to Jason shows

cleiu-ly that the compiler was not his fellow-coun-

tryman. But all attempts to determine more ex-

actly who the compiler was are mere groundless

guesses, without even the semblance of plausibility.

5. The style of the book is extremely uneven.

At times it is elaborately ornate (iii. 15-39, v. 20,

vi. 12-16, 23-28, vii. &c.) ; and again, it is so rude

and broken, as to seem more like notes for an epi-

tome than a finished composition (xiii. 19-26) : but

it nowhere attains to the simple energy and pathos

of the first book. The vocabulary eorresponds to

the style. It abounds in new or unusual words.

Many of these aie forms which belong the decay of

a language, as: a\\o<l>v\i(riJ.6s, iv. 13, vi. 24;
"E.KKT)vi(rfi('is, vi. 13 {efi<pavifffji.6s, iii. 9) ; iraa-

fjL6s, vii. 37; Ooipaictcrjudj, v. 3 ; cr-KKayxvi-ffixos,

vi. 7, 21; vii. 42; or compounds which betray a

false pursuit of emphasis or precision : Siefntiix-

irK7]fii, iv. 40; iirevXafie'iffOai, xiv. 18; Karev-

OiKT^ii/, xiv. 43 ; irpoffavaXtyeaDai, viii. 19

;

irpo<TviroiJ.iiJ.vfiaKa>, xv. 9 ; <rwfKKevTe7i/, v. 26.

Otliois words are employed in novel senses, as:

SevTfpoKoyf'iv, xiii. 22; eia'KVKAf'ia'Oat, ii. 24;
fvaTra.i'T7]Tos, xiv. 9 ; iri^pevufxivos, xi. 4 ; tfwx'"

Kus, iv. 37, xiv. 24. Others bear a sense which is

common in late Greek, as: aK\7]pe7v, xiv. 8; ava-

(vy{], ix. 2, xiii. 26 ; 8taA.7jv|/is, iii. 32 ; ivaire-

pei'Sco, ix. 4 ; (ppvdffcrufiai, vii. 34 ; TreptffKuOi^ai,

vii. 4. Others appear to be peculiar to this book,

as : 5idaTa\(ns, xiii. 25 ; Svawfrrjfia, v. 20

;

wpoarTTvpovv, xiv. 11 ; TroKiiiOTpo<piiv , X. 14, 15
;

oirXoXoyslv , viii. 27, 31 ; aTrevdauari^eiv, vi. 28
;

8o|i/co'r, viii. 35 ; av^poKoy'ia, xii. 43. Hebraisms

are very rare (viii. 15, ix. 5, xiv. 24). Idiomatic

Greek phrases are much more common (iv. 40, xii.

22, XV. 12, &c.) ; and the writer evidently had a

considerable command over the Greek language,

though his taste was deformed by a love of rhe-

torical effect.

6. In the absence of all evidence as to the person

of Jason—for the conjecture of Herzfeld (§3) is

wholly unsupported by proof—there are no data

which fix the time of the composition of his ori-

ginal work, or of the epitome given in 2 Mace,
within very narrow limits. The superior limit of

the age of the epitome, though not of Jason's work,

is determined by the year 124 B.C., which is men-
tioned in one of the introductoiy letters (i. 10) ;

but there is no ground for assigning so great an
antiquity to the present book. It has, indeed, been

concluded from xv. 37, air' eKfivaiv twv KaipSiv

KpaTi)0tl<T7\i TTjy 7r($A.ecos vizh ritiv 'E-Ppaioiv^

which is written in the person of the epitomator,

that, it must have been composed before the defeat

and death of Judas; but the import of the words
appears to be satisfied by the religious supremacy
and the uninten-upted celebration of the Temple
service, which the Jews maintained till the final

ruin of their city ; for the destruction of Jerusalem

is the only inferior limit, below which the book

cannot be placed. The supposed reference to the

book in the Kpistle to the Hebrews (Heb. xi. 35,

"and others were tortured;*' comp. vi. 18-vii. 42)
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may i)erliaps bo i-athor a reference to the current

traiiifiou than to the written text; and Josephus in

his history shows no acquaintance with its contents.

On the other hand, it is probable that the author of

4 Mace, used either 2 Mace, or the work of Jason
;

but this at most could only determine that the

book was written before the destruction of Jeru-

salem, which is already clear from xv. 37. There

is no explicit mention of tlie book before the time

of Clement of Alexandria (Strom, v. U, §98).

Internal evidence is quite insufficient to settle the

date, which is thus left undetermined within the

limits 124 B.C—70 A.O. If a conjecture be ad-

missible, I should be inclined to place the original

work of Jason not later than 100 B.C., and the epi-

tome half a century later. It is quite credible that

a work might have been long current at Alexandria

before it was known to the Jews of Palestine.

7. In oi-der to estimate the historical woiih of

the book it is necessary to consider separately the

two divisions into which it falls. The narrative in

iii.-vii. is in part anterior (iii.-iv. 6) and in part

(iv. 7-vii.) supplementary to the brief summary iu

1 Mace. i. 10-64: that in viii.-xv. is, as a whole,

parallel with 1 Mace, iii.-vii. In the first section

the book itself is, in the main, the sole source of in-

formation : in the second, its contents can be tested

by the trustworthy records of the first book. It

will be best to take the second section first, for the

chai-acter of the book does not vary much ; and if

this can once be determined from sutiicient evidence,

the result may be extended to those parts which

are independent of other testimony. The chief

differences between the first and second books lie in

the account of the campaigns of Lysias and Tinio-

theus. Difterences of detail will always arise where

the means of information are partial and sepaiate

;

but the differences alleged to exist as to these events

are more serious. In 1 Mace. iv. 26-35 we )ead

of an invasion of Judaea by Lysias from the side of

Idumaea, in which Judas met him at Bethsura and

inflicted upon him a severe defeat. In consequence

of this Lysias retired to Autioch to make greater

preparations for a new attack, while Judas under-

took the restoration of the sanctuary. In 2 Mace,

the first mention of Lysias is on the accession of

Antiochus Eupator (x. 11). Not long after this

he is said to have invaded Judaea and sufl'ered a

defeat at Bethsura, in consequence of which he

made peace with Judas, giving him favourable

tenns (xi.). A later invasion is mentioned in both

books, which took place in the reign of Antiochus

Eupator (1 Mace. vi. 17-50; 2 Mace. .xiii. 2 fl'.),

in which Bethsura fell into the hands of Lysias.

It is then necessary either to suppose that there

were three distinct invasions, of which the first is

mentioned only in 1 Mac.c, the second only in

2 Jlaoc, and the third in both ; or to consider the

nan'ative in 2 Mace. x. 1 fl'. as a misplaced vereion

of one of the other invasions (for the history in

1 Mace. iv. 26-61 beai-s every mark of truth) : a

supposition which is confirmed by the character of

the details, and the difficulty of reconciling the sup-

posed results with the events which immediately

followed. It is by no means equally clear that

there is any mistake in 2 Mace, as to the histoi-y

of Timotheus. The details in 1 Mace. v. 11 ff. are

quite reconcileable with those in 2 Mace. xii. 2 ff.,

g The following Is the parallelism which Patritlns (_l)e

eons. utri. lib. ^Vacc. 175-246) endeavours to establish be-

tween the common narratives of Land ii. Mace. When

two or more passages are placed opposite to one, it Is to be
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and it seems certjiin that both books lecord the
same events; but there is no sufficient reason for

supposing that 1 Mace. v. 6 ff. is parallel with
2 Mace. X. 24-37. The similarity of the names
Jazer and Gazara probably gave rise to the confu-

sion of the two events, which diUbr in fact in

almost all their circumstances ; though the identi-

fication of tlie Timotheus mentioned m 2 Mace. x.

24, with the one mentioned in viii. 30, seems to

have been designed to distinguish him from some
other of the same name. With these exceptions,

the general outlines of the history in the two books

are the same; but the details are almost always

independent and difl'erent. The numbers given in

2 Mace, often represent incredible results: e. ^. viii.

20, 30; X. 23, 31 ; xi. 11 ; xii. 16, 19, 23, 26, 28 ;

XV. 27. Some of the statements are obviously in-

coiTect, and seem to have arisen from an eiToneous

intei^pretation and embellishment of the original

source: vii. 3 (the presence of Antiochus at the

death of the Jewish martyrs) ; ix. (the death of

Antiochus); x. 11, &c. (tlie relation of the boy-

king Antiochus Eupator to Lysias) ; xv. 31, 35 (the

recovery of Acra) ; xiv. 7 (the forces of Demetrius)

But on the other himd many of the peculiar details

seem to be su';h as must have been derived from

immediate testimony: iv. 29-50 (the intrigues of

Menelaus) ; vi. 2 (the temple at Gerizim) ; x. 12,

13 ; xiv. 1 (the limding of Demetrius at Tripolis)
;

viii. 1-7 (the character of the first exploits of Judas).

The relation between the two books may be not

inaptly represented by that existing between the

books of Kings and Chronicles. In each case the

later book was composed with a special design,

which regulated the character of the materials

employed for its construction. But as the design

in 2 Mace, is openly avowed by the compiler, so it

seems to have been carried out with considerable

license. Yet his enoi-s appear to be those of one

who interprets history to support his cause, rather

than of one who falsifies its substance. The ground-

work of facts is true, but the dress in which the

facts are presented is due in part at least to tlie

narrator. It is not at all improbable that the eiror

with regard to the first campaign of Lysias arose

from the mode in which it was introduced by Jason

as an introduction to the more important measuies

of Lysias in the reign of Antiochus Eupator. In

other places (as very obviously in xiii. 19 ff.) the

compiler may have disregarded the historical de-

pendence of events while selecting those which

were best suited for the support of his theme. If

these remarks are true, it follows that 2 Jlacc.

viii.-xv. is to be regarded not as a connected and

complete history, but as a series of speci.U incidents

from the life of Judas, illustrating the providential

interference of God in behalf of His people, true iu

substance, but embellished in fonn ; and this view

of the book is supported by the character of the

earlier chapters, in which the narrative is un-

checked by independent evidence. There is not any

ound for questioning the main facts iu the history

of Heliodorus ich.iii.) or Menelaus (iv.) ; and while

it is very piobable that the narratives of the suffer-

ings of the martyrs (vi. vii.) are highly coioined;

yet the grounds of the accusation, the replies of the

accused, and the foi-ms of toiture, in their essential

characteristics, seem peifectly authentic.^

understood that the first only has a parallel In the other

narrative :

—

1 UlACC. 2 Ma.cc.

1. 11-16. iv. 7-ia.; 13 43.
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8. Besides the diHerences whicli exist between

the two booivs of Maccabees as to the sequence and

detiiils of common events, there is considerable dilli-

culty as to the chronological data which they give.

Hoth follow tlie Soleucian era (" the era of con-

tracts;" "of tlie (ircek l<ingdom ;" 1 Mace. i. 10,

iv tTfi . . . PamKelas 'EKKrivuv), but in some Ciises

in which the two books give the date of the same
event, the lirst book gives a date one year later

than the second (1 Mace. vi. 16
||
2 Mace. xi. 21,

33; 1 Mace. vi. 20
||
2 Mace. xiii. 1) ;

yet on the

other liand they agree in 1 Mace. vii. 1
||
2 Mace.

xiv. 4. This discrepancy seems to be due not to a

mere error, but to a dilierence of .reckoning ; for all

attempts to explain away the tliscrepancy are un-

tenable. The true era of the Seleucidae began in

October {Dins) B.C. 312; but there is evidence

that considerable variations existed in Syria in the

reckoning by it. It is then reasonable to suppose

that the discrepancies in the books of Maccabees,

which proceeded from independent and widely-

separated sources, are to be referred to this con-

fusion ; and a very probable mode of explaining (at

least in part) the origin of the diHerence has been

supported by most of the best chionologers. Though
the Jews may have reckoned two beginnings to the

year from the time of the Exodus [Chronology,
vol. i. p. 315], yet it appears that the biblic;il dates

are always reckoned by the so-called ecclesiastical

year, which began with Nisan (April), and not by

the civil year, which was afterwards in common use

(Jos. Ant. i. 3, §3), which began with Tisri (Oc-

tober : comp. Patritius, De Cons. Mace. p. 33 ff.).

Now since the writer of 1 Mace, was a Palestinian

Jew, and followed the ecclesiastical year in his

1 Macc.

i. n.
i. 18-20.

i. 21 -24a.

i. 246.

i. 30-32 ; 33-39.

1. 40(X ; 406-42.

i. 43; 44-48.

i. 49; 50-51.

i. 52-54; 55,51);

i. 63, 64.

i. 65-67.

ii. 1-30.

ii. 31 ; 32-37.

u. 39-70.

iii. 1-9; 10-37.

m. 3S, 39; 40,41.

iii. 42.

iii. 43-54.

iii. 55 ; 56-60.

iv. 1-12.

iv. 13-16; 17-22.

Iv. 23-25.

vi. la ; iv. 26, 27.

vi. 16-4.

Iv. 28-35

iv. 35-43a; 436-46.

iv. 47-61.

vi. 5-8.

V. l-5a.

v. 56 ; 6-8.

vi.9-13.

2 Macc.

iv. 21a; 216-50; v. 1-4.

V. 11-16; 17-20.

V. 21; 22-23.

V. 24-26.

V. 27.

vi. 1.

vi. 2.

vi. 3-7.

vi. 8, 9.

vi. 1(1; 12-17.

vi. lS-31.

vi. lla.

vi. 116.

vii. 1-42.

viii. 1-7.

, viil. 8; 9-11.

viii. 12a; 126-21.

, viii. 22.

, viil. 23-26.

, viii. 27; 28-36.

. ix.1-3; 4-10.

. X. l-3a.

. X. 36-8; 9-13.

. X. 14-18; 19-22.

. X. 23.

. ix. 11-17 ; 18-27.

. X. 24-38; xi.1-4.
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reckoning of months (1 Macc. iv. 52), it is ])ro-

bable tliat he may have commenced the Seleucinn

year not in autumn {l^isri), but in spring (Nismi).^

The narrative of 1 Macc. x. in fact demands a

longer period than could be obtained (1 Macc. x; 1,

21, fourteen days) on the hypothesis that the yeai-

began with Tisri. If, however, the year began in

Nisiin (reckoning from spiing 312 B.C.),' tlie

events which iiiil in the last half of the true

Seleucian year would be dated a year forwai-d,

while the true and the .lewish dates would agree

in the first half of the year. Nor is there any
difficulty in supposing that the two events a.ssigne<l

to diiTerent yeais (Wemsdorf, De Fide Macc. i^O)

bajipened in one half of the year. On other grounds,

indeed, it is not nnlikely that the dillerence in the

reckoning of the two books is still gi eater than is

thus accounted for. 'I'he Chaldaeans, as is proved
by good authority (Ptol. Msy. avvT. ap. Clinton,

F. H. Ill, 3.50, 370), dated their Seleucian oia

one year later than the true time from 311 B.C.,

and probably from October (Diiis; comp. 2 Macc.
xi. 21, 33). If, as is quite possible, the wiiter of

2 Macc.—or lather Jason of Cyrcne, whom he

epitomized—used the Chaldaean dates, there may be

a maximum difl'erence between the two books of a

year and half, which is sufficient to explain the

difficulties of the chronology of the events connected

with the death of Antiochus Kpiphanes (Ideler, i.

531-534, quoted and supported by Browne, Ordo
Saeclorum, 489, 490. Comp. Clinton, Fasti Hell.

iii. 367 ff., who takes a diilerent view ; Patritius,

I. c. ; and Wemsdorf, §ix. fl'., who states the dift'-

culties with great acuteness).

9. The most interestincr feature in 2 Macc. is its

Macc.

V. 9; 10-13; 14-20.

v. 21a; 23a; 24; 25-28
,

V. 29.

v.30-34;216-23a; 35,36 .

V. 55-62.

V. 37-39 ; 40-43a.

V. 436-44.

V. 45-65a.

V. 656-68; vi. 18-27

Vi. 28-30.

vi. 31 ; 32-48.

vi. 49-54; 55-59.

vi. 60-62a.

vi. 626-63; vii. 1-24.

vii. 25.

vii. 26.

vii. 27-38.

vii. 39, 40a.

vii. 406-50.

ix. 28.

xi. 5-12; 13-15a.

.\ii. 1-5.

xii. 6-17; ix. 29.

xi. 156-26 ; 27-38.

xii. 176; 18, 19.

,. xii. 20, 21.

.. xii. 22-26.

. -xii. 27-33; 34-46.

. xiii. 1,2; ,3-17.

. xiii. 18-21.

.. xiii. 22, 230.

,. xiii. 236-24.

.. xiii. 25, 26.

.. xiv. 1-2.

.. xiv. 3-5; 6-11.

.. xiv. 12, 13 ; 14-2i

.. xiv. 30-36; 37-46;

.. XV. 22-40.

This arrangement, liowever. is that of an apologist for

the books ; and the tesselation of passages, no less than

the large amount of passages peculiar to each book, indi-

cates how little real parallelism there is between them.

h In 2 Macc. xv.36 the same reckoning of months cccurs,

but with a distinct reference to iho ralesllnian decree.

i It Is, however, possible that the years may have been

dated from the following spring (311 n.c); in which ai.se

the Jewish and true years would coincide for the last half

of the year, and during the first half the Jewi!<h date

would fall short by one year (Hory.fcld, Geich. d. Vulhi

Isr. i. 449).
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marked religious character, by which it is clearly

distingiiisheJ from the first book. " The mani-
festatioDs {4iri<pdvetai) maiio from heaven on behalf

of those who were zealous to behave manfully in

defence of Judaism" (2 Mace. ii. 21) fomi the

staple of the book. The events which are related

historically in the former book are in this regarded

theocratically, if the woi-d may be used. The cala-

mities of persecution and the desolation of God's
people are definitely referred to a temporary visita-

tion of His anger (v. 17-20, vi. 12-17,.vii. 32, 3:3),

which shows ikelf even iu details of the war (xii. 40

;

comp. Josh. vii.). Before his great victory Judas
is represented as addressing " the Lord that worketh
wonders" (TfpaTotroi6s) with the prayer that, as

once His angel slew the host of the Assyrians, so
then He woidd " send a good angel before His
ai-mies for a fear and dreail to their enemies " (xv.

22-24 ; comp. 1 Mace. vii. 41 , 42). A great " mani-
festation" wrought the punishment of Heliodorus
(iii. 24-29) : a similar vision announced his cure
(iii. 33, 4). Heavenly portents for " forty da)'s

"

{iirt<pdv€ia, v. 4) foi'esliewed the coming judgment
(v. 2, 3). " Wlien the battle waxed strong five

comely men upon horses " appear, of whom two
cover JIaccabaeus i'loni all danger (x. 29, 30).
Again, in answer to the sup])lication of the Jews
for " a good angel to deliver them," " there ap-
peared before them on horseback one in white
clothing," anil " thev marched forward " to tiiumph,

' I
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" having an helper from heaven" (xi. 6-11). A
where no special vision is recoi'ded, the rout of the
enemy is still referred to " a manifestation of Him
that seeth all things " (xii. 22). Closely conne(;ted

with this belief in the active energy of the beings
of the unseen world, is the import^ince assigned to

dreams (.xv. 1 1 , ovfipov d^iSina-rov virap) ; and
the distinct assertion, not only of a personal " resur-
rection to life" (vii. 14, dvaffTaffts els ('^fjy

;

V. 9, aiwvtoi dvafiiwa-is C<^rj^), but of the in-

fiuence which the living may yet exercise on the
condition of the dead (xii. 43-45). The doctrine
of Providence is carried out in a most minute
parallelism of great crimes and their punishment.
Thus, Andionicus was put to death on the very s])ot

where he had murdered Onias (iv. 38, rov Kvpiov
ri]if a^iav ai/rtf KuKaffiv diroS6t>TOs) : Jason, who
had " driven many out of their country," died an
exile, without " solemn funeral," as ho had " cast
out many unburied" (v. 9, 10): the torments
suffered by Antiochus are likened to those which he
had inflicted (ix. 5, 6): Menelaus, who "had com-
mitted many sins about the altar," " received his
death in ashes" (xiii. 4-8): the hand and tongue
of Micanor, with which he had blasphemed, vfere
hung up "as an evident and manifest sign unto all

of the help of the Lord" (xv. 32-35). On a laro-er

scale' the same idea is presented in the contrasted
relations of Israel and the heathen to the Divine
Power. The former is " Ood's people," " God's
portion" (y fupls, i. 26 ; xiv. 15), who are chas-
tised in love: the latter are lell unpunishwl till the
full measure of their sins ends in destruction (vi.

12-17). For in this book, as in 1 Mace, there are
no ti-aces of the glorious visions of the prophets,
who foresaw the time when all nations should be
united in one bond under one Loitl.

10. The history of the book, as has been already
noticed (§6), is extremely obscure. It is fii-st men-
tioned by Clement of Alexandiia (I.e.); and Origen,
in a Greek fragment of his commontanes on Kxodus
(Philoc. 26), quotes vi. ]2-l(i, with very consider- I

able variations of text, from "the Maccakioan his- !

tory" (to MaK/ca/3o»(ca : comp. 1 Maco. §6). At
a later time the history of the martyred brothers wiis

a favourite subject with Christian writers (Cypr.
Ep. Ivi. 6, &c.); and in the time of Jerome {Prol.
Galent.) and Augustine {De Doctr. Christ, ii. 8"

De Civ. Dei, sviii. 36) the book was in common
and public use in the Western Church, where it

maintainefl its position till it was at last definitely

declaied to be canonical at the council of Trent.

[Caxox, vol. i. p. 259.]

11. The Latin version adopted in the Vulgate,
as in the case of the first book, is that current

before Jerome's time, which Jerome left wholly
untouched in the apocryphal books, with the ex-

ception of Judith an<l Tobit. The St. Gei-main M.S.,

from which Sabatier edited an earlier text of 1 Mace,
does not, unfortunately, contiiin the second book,

being imperfect at the end ; but the quotations of
Lucifer of Cagliari (Sabatier, ad Capp. vi. vii.)

and a fi-agment published by Mai [Spicil. Bom. 1. c.

Macc, §10), indicate the existence and character

of such a text. The version is much less close to

the Greek than in the foimer book, and often gives

no more than the sense of a clause (i. 13, vi, 21,

5, &c.). The Syriac version is of still less

value. The Arabic so-called version of 2 Macc.
is really an independent work, [P'ifth Book of
Maccaiseks,]

12. The chief commentaries on 2 Macc. have
been already noticetl. [First Book of Maccabees,
§11.] The special edition of Hasse (Jena, 1786),
seems, from the account of Grimm, to be of no
value. There are, however, many valuable his-

torical observations in the essay of Pati-itius [De
Consens't, &c. already citetl.)

III. The Third Book of the Maccabees
contains the history of events which preceded the

gi-eat JIaccabaean struggle. After the decisive

battle of Kai)hia (b.C. 217), envoys from Jerusalem,
following the example of other cities, hastened to

Ptolemy Philopator to congratulate him on his suc-

cess. After receiving them the king resolved to

visit the holy city. He offered sacrifice in the

Tempie, and was so much struck by its majesty

that he urgently sought permission to enter the

sanctuary. When this was refused he resolved

to gratify his curiosity by force, regardless of the

consternation with which his design was received

(ch. i.). On this Simon the high-priest, after the

people had been with difficulty restrained from vio-

lence, kneeling in front of the Temple implored

divine help. At the conclusion of the prayer the

king fell paralysed into the arms of his attendants,

and on his recovery returned at once to Egypt
without prosecuting his intention. But angry at

his failure he tunied his vengeance on the Alexan-

drine Jews, Hitherto these had enjoved the highest

rights of citizenship, but the king commanded that

those only who were voluntirily initiated into the

heathen mysteries should be on an eqUiU footing

with the Alexandrians, and that the remainder

should be enrolled in the lowest claims (eiy Aoo-
ypatjtlav /col u'lKeriKiiv 5id6f(Ttv dxfl^»'0(, ii, 28),

and branded with an ivy-leaf (ch. ii.). [DiONYSUS.]
Not content with this oi-der, which was evaded or

despised, he commanded all the Jews in the country

to be airested and sent to Alexandria (ch, iii.).

This was done as well as might be, though the

greater part escaped (iv, 18), and the gatheral

multitudes were confined in the Hippodrome out-

side the city (comp. Joseph. Ant. xvii, 6, §5).
The resident Jews, who shewed sympathy for their

countrymen, were imprisoned with them ; and the
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kiug ordered the names of all to be taken down
preparatory to their execution. Here the first

marvel happened : the scribes to whom the task

was assigned toiled for forty days fiom morning

till evening, till at last reeds and paper failed

them, and the king's plan was defeated (ch. iv.).

However, regaidless of this, the king ordered the

keeper of his elephants to drug the animals, five

hundred in number, witii wine and incense, that

they might trample the prisoners to death on the

morrow. The Jews had no help but in prayer;

and here a second marvel happened. The king

was overpowered by a deep sleep, and when he

awoke the next day it was already time for the

baiKiuot which he had ordered to be prepared, so

that the execution was deferred. The Jews still

prayed for help; but when the dawn c;mie, the

multitudes were assembled to witness their destruc-

tion, and the elephants stood ready for their bloody

work. Then wiis there another mar^el. The

kiug was visited by deep forgetfuluess, and chided

the keeper of the elephants for the prepai-ations

which he had made, and the Jews were again

saved. But at the evening banquet the king

recalled his purpose, and with terrible threats

prepared for its immediate accomplishment at

daybreak (ch. v.). Then Eleazer, an aged priest,

prayed for his people, and as he ended the loyal

train came to the Hippodrome. On this there was
seen a heavenly vision by all but the Jews (vi. 18).

The elephants trampled down their attendant;., and

the wrath of the king was tunied to pity. So the

Jews were immediately set free, and a great feast

was prepared for them ; and they resolved to observe

a festival, in memory of their deliverance, dunng
the time of their sojourn in strange lands (ch. vi.).

A royal letter to the governors of the provinces set

forth the circumstances of their escape, and assured

them of the king's protection. Pentiission was given

to them to take vengeance on their renegade country-

men, and the people returned to their homes in great

triumph, " crowned with floweis, and singing praises

to the God of their fathers."

2. The form of the narrative, even in this bald

outline, sufficiently shows that the object of the

book has modified the facts which it records. The
writer, in his zeal to bring out the action of Provi-

dence, has coloured his history, so that it has lost

all semblance of truth. In this respect the book

offers an instructive contrast to the book of Esther,

with which it is closely connected both in its pur-

pose and in the general character of its incidents.

In both a tenible calamity is averted by faithful

prayer ; royal anger is changed to royal favour

;

iuid the punishment designed for the innocent is

directed to the guilty. But here the likeness ends.

The divine reserve, which is the peculiar charac-

teristic of Esther, is exchanged in '5 Mace, for rhe-

torical exaggeration ; and once again the words of

inspiration stand ennobled by the presence of their

later counterpart.

3. But while it is impossible to accept the

details of the book as historical, some basis of truth

must be supposed to lie beneath them. The yeaily

festival (vi. 3G ; vii. 19) can hardly have been a

mere fancy of the writer ; and the pillar and
synagogue (irpoffevx'fi) at I'tolemais (vii. 20) must
have been connected in some way with a signal

deliverance. Besides this, Josephus (c. Ap. ii. 5)
relates a very similar occuiTence which took place

m the reign of Ptolemy VII. (Physcon). "The
king," as lie says, " e.xasperated by the opposition
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which Onias, the Jewish general of the royal army^
made to his usurpation, seized all the Jews in

Ale.xandria with their wives and children, and
exposed them to intoxicated elephants. But the

animals turned upon the king's friends ; and forth-

with the king saw a terrible visage which forbad

him to injure the Jews. On this he yielded to

the prayers of his mistress, and repented of his

attempt ; and the Alexandi ine Jews observed the

day of their deliveiance as a festival." The essen-

tial points of the story aie the same as those in

the second part of 3 Mace, and there can be but
little doubt that Josephus has preserved the events
wiiich the writer adapted to his narrative. If it be
true that Ptolemy Philopator attempted to enter
the temple at Jerusalem, and was frustrated in his

design—a supposition which is open to no reason-

able objection—it is easily conceivable that tradi-

tion may have assigned to him the imoious design
of his successor; or the author ot 3 Mace, may
have combined the two events for the sake of eflect.

4. Assuming rightly that the book is an adapta-
tion of history, Ewald and (at greater length)

Grimm have endeavoured to fix exactly the cir-

cumstances by which it was called forth. The
writings of Philo, occasioned by the oppressions

which the Alexandrine Jews suffered in the reign of

Caligula, offer several points of connexion with'' it;

and the panic which was occasioned at Jerusalem
by the attempt of the emperor to erect his statue in

the Temple is well known (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 8,

§2). It is then argued that the writer designed

to portray Caligula under the name of the .sensual

tyrant who had in earlier times held Egypt and
Syria, while he sought to nen'e his countrymen
for their struggle with heathen power, by remind-
ing them of earlier deliverances. It is unnecessary

to urge the various details in which the parallel

between the acts of Caligula and the nanative fail.

Such differences may have been part of the writer's

disguise; but it may be well questioned whether
the position of the Jews in the early time of the
empire, or under the later Ptolemies, was not
generally such that a nan-ative like 3 Mace, would
find a ready auditory.

5. The language of the book betrays most clearly

its Alexandrine origin. Both in vocabulary and
construction it is rich, affected, and exaggerated.
Some words occur nowhere else (Aao7po</)ia, ii. 28

;

Trpo(Tv(TTfXKiff6at, ii. 29 ; vir6<pptKos, vi. 20
;

Xap-rripia, iv. 20
; PvdoTpf<piis, vi. 8 ; \pvxov\-

KilaOai, V. 25
;

juttrujSpis, vi. 9 ; TrovrS^poxos,
vi. 4 ; fxeyaXoKpaTop, vi. 2

; fjivpofipexvs, iv. 6
;

TrpoKaTaaKippovcrdat, iv. 1 ; biveirtcTTpeTrTus, i.

20) ; othei-s are used in strange senses fjKvtvetv,
Met. iii. 22; irapa^affiXeioD, vi. 24; iixiropirdw.

Met. vii, 5) ; others are veiy rare or characteristic

of late Greek writos (iwifidepa, ii. 31 ; Kard-rrTw-
ffis, ii. 14; evdefffjLOs, ii. 21; anpAirTwros, iii.

14; a\oyicTria, v. 42; airapairSSiffTOS, vi. 28;
<ppiKa<Tfi.6s, iii. 17 ; fjayaKoixipSi, vi. 33; (TKuA/xdy,

iii. 25 ; Ki(Ta6<pvX\ov, ii. 29 ; e^airoffroX-fi, iv. 4).
The form of the sentences is strained {e.g. i. 15, 1 7,

ii. 31, iii. 23, iv. 11, vii. 7, 19, &c.), and every
description is loaded with rhetorical ornament {e. g.
iv. 2, 5; vi. 45). As a natural consequence the

meaning is often obscure {e.g. i. 9, 14, 19, iv. 5, 14),

k These are pointed out at length by Grimm (^Einl. ?3)

;

but the relation of the Alexandrine Jews to a persecuting

civil i:x)wcr would, perhaps, always present the sam«
general fpctures.

y 2
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and the writer is led into exaggerations which are his-
|

torically iiicoiToct fvii. 2, 20, v. 2 ; coinp. (Jriinm).

G. l''rom the abruptness of the commencement

(6 Se *iA.oirctT£op) it has been thought (KwaKl,

Cescli. iv. 585) that the book is a mere fragment of a

hiiger work. Against this view it may be urged

that the tenor of the book is one and distinct, and

brought to a perfect issue. It must, however, be

noticed that in some RISS. (44, 125, Parsons) the

beginning is differently worded :
" Now in these

(I ii/s kiiuf Ptolemy"; and the reference in ii. 25

(tuv npoavoSeSeiyfj.evcDv) is to some passage not

contained in the present nariative. It. is possible

that the nairative may have formed the sequel

to an earlier history, as the Hcllcnica continue,

vvithout break or repetition, the history of Tluicy-

dides {jxera 6e toDto, Xen. Jfeil. i. 1) ; or we may
suppose (Grimm, Eird. §4) that the introductory

chapter has been lost.

7. The evidence of language, which is quite

sulficient to tix the place of the composition of the

book at Alexandria, is not equally decisive as to the

date. It might, indeed, seem to belong to the

early period of the empire (B.C. 40-70), when for a

Jew all hope lay in the record of past triumphs,

which assumed a fabulous grandeur from the con-

trast with present oppression. But such a date is

purely conjectural ; and in the absence of any

direct proof it is unsafe to trust to an impression

which cannot claim any decisive authority, from the

\ery imperfect knowledge which we possess of the

religious history of the Jews of the dispersion

If, however, Ewald's theory be correct, the date

falls within the limits which have been suggested.

8. The uncertainty of the date of the com
position of the book corresponds with the uncer

tainty of its history. In the Apostolical Canons
{Can. 85) "three books of the Maccabees" are

mentioned {MaKKufiaioov Tpia, one 51S. reads 5').

of which this is probably the third, as it occupies

the third place in the oldest Greek MSS., which
contain also the so-called fourth book. It is found

in a Syriac translation, and is quoted with marked
respect by Theodoret {ad Rm. xi. 7) of j^itioch

(died cii-. a.d. 457). "Three books of the Mac-
cabees " (MaKKajSatKa y' ) are placed at the head
of the antilecjomena of the 0. T. in the (-at^alogue of

Nicephorus ; and in the Si/nopsis, falsely ascribed

to .Uhanasius, the third book is apparently de-

scribed as " Ptolemaica," from the name of the

royal hero,! and reckoneil doubtfully among the
disputed books. On the other hand the book seems
to have found no acceptance in the Ale.\;uidrinn

or Western churches, a fact which conrinns the late

date assigned to it, if we assume its Alexandrine
origin. It is not quoted, as far as we know, in any
Latin writer, and does not occur in the lists of

canonical and apocryphal books in the Gclasian

Decretals. No ancient Latin vereion of it occurs

;

and as it is not contained in the Vulgate it has been
excluded (iom the canon of the Romish church.

9. In modern times it h:us been translated into

Latin (fii-st in the Complutensian I'olyglott) ; (ier-

man (De Wette and Augusti, Bih'elubersetznni,

1st ed. ; and in an earlier vei-sion " by Jo. Circem-
berger, Wittenberg, 1554 ;" Cotton, Five Books, &c.,

p. XX.); and French (Calmet). The first Knglish
version was appende<l to " A briefe and compen-
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dious table . . . opening the way to the principil,

histories of tlie whole Bible . . . London, 15.50.'

This version with a few alterations (Cotton, p. xx.
i

was included in a tolio Bible published next yea'

by J. Day; and the book was again published ii

15*53. A better translation was published by Wli; -

ton in his Authentic Documents (1727); and .

new version, with short notes by Dr. Cotton (7/

five booh of Maccabees in Eiujlish . . . Oxfoi.'.

1832). The Commentiu-y of Urimm {Kurzip i

.

Handbitch) gives ample notices of the opinions oi

earlier commentators, and supeisedes the necessity

of using any othei'.

IV. Thk Koina'n Book of JlACCAisiiES (Ma»c-

Ka$a'iwv 8'. fls yiaKKu^aiovs \6yos) contains a

rhetorical narrative of the martyrdom of Kleazer mid

of the " JMacciibaean family," following in the main
the same outline ;us 2 Mace. Tiie second title of

the book, On the Supreme Socerei/nty of Reason
{itepi avTOKparopos Koytcrfiov], explains the moral

use wliich i> made of the history. The author in

the introduction discusses the nature of rea-son and
the character of its supremacy, which he then illus-

trates by examples taken from Jewish history

(§1-3, Hudson). Then turning to his principal

proof of the triumjjhaut power of reason, he givi's

a short summary of the causes which led to th''

persecution of Antiochus (§ 4), and in the remainder

of the book describes at length the death of Ele;iz'

(§ 5-7), of the seven biethren (8-14), and of tin

mother (15-19), enforcing the lessons which h.

would teach by the words of the martyrs and tli-

reflections which spring from them. The hist sec-

tion (20) is evidently by another hand.

2. The book was ascribed in early times to Jo-

sephus. Eusebius (IT. E. iii. 10, 7r*7r<{»'rjTai 5e koX

&Wo ovK ayevves (7irovia(Tfi.a rw avSpl— i. e. *Ia>-

(r7}Trqj—Trep] avTOKpdropos Xoyifffiov, o rives

MaKKalBaiKoif fir4ypa\\iav), and Jerome, following

him il'e Vir. ill. IM, " Alius quoque liber ejus, qui

inscribitur irepl avTOKpaTopos Koyiajiov valde ele-

gans habetur, in quo et Maccabaeorum sunt digesta

martyria ," comp. Jerome, adv. Pat. ii.), also Photius

(ap. Philostorg. //. E. 1, tJ> fifi/Totyf Teraprov
inrh 'Iwffriirov yfypa(p6ai Koi aurhs (rwofioXoywv,

so that at that time tjie juilgment was disputeil),

and Suidas (s. v. 'idxrriiTOS)—give this opinion

without reserve ; and it is found under his name in

many MSS. of the great Jewish historian. On the

other hand, Gregory of Nazianzus quotes the book

(Oral. XV. 22) as though he was unacquainted with

the author, and in the Alexandrine and Siuaitic MSS.
it is called simply " the fourth of Maccabees." The
internal evidence against the authorship by Josephus

is so great as to outweigh the testimony of Eusebius,

from whom it is probable that the later statements

were derived ; and there Kin be no leasonable doubt

that the book was assigned to Josephus by a mere
conjecture, which the style and contents alike show
to be unfounded. It is possible that a tradition

was preserved that the author's name wa.s Josephus

{'l<ia-T]iros), in which case the confusion would be

more easy.

3. If we may assume that the authorship was
attribirted to .Josephus only by error, no evidence

remains to tix the date of the book. It is only

cei-tain that it was wiitten before the destruction of

Jerusalem, and probably after 2 JIacc. The cha-

' This title occurs only in the Synopsis of tlie I'stuilo-

Athanasius (p. 432, ed. Migne). Athanasius omius the

-Maccabees in bis detailed list. The text at present stands

Ma/c<ca^acKa ^i^Ai'a 5'. UroAfjuaifca. But Creduer {Znr

Gesch. d. Kan. 144 note) conjectures with great pro-

bability that the true reading is Mokk. /3t/3A. koi ITtoA. :

Kal and S' cau frequently be scarcely distinguished in

ursive MSS.
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racter of the coiiijiosition leads tlie reader to suppose

that it was not a mere ilietorical exercise, but an

earnest ett'ort to animate the Jewish nation to face

real perils. In wliich case it might be referred not

unnaturally, to the troublojl times which immedi-

ately preceded the war with Vespasian (cir. A. I). 67).

4. .\s a historical document the narrative is of

no value. Its interest centies in the fact that it is

a unique fxamiiie of the didactic use which the

•lews made of their history. Kwald {Gesch. iv.

536) rightly compai-es it with the sermon of later

times, in which a scnptural theme becomes the

subject of an elaborate and practiail connnent.

The style is very ornate and laboured; !iut it is

correct and vigorous, and truly Greek. The rich-

ness and boldness of the vocabulary is surprising.

Many words, coined in an antique mould, seem to

be peculiar to the book, as auToSecTTroTos, iQvi-

TrKriKros, firTafj.r]TCi)p, KO(riJ.orr\r]6r]s, Kofffxocpopilv,

jUaAaKOvl/uX*'"! ol<rrp-t]Kaaia, Tra8oKpaTe7cr0ai, kc.
;

i

others belong to later types, as avTf^ovfftST-qs, apx^e- !

paffOai ; others are used in meanings which are

found in late wiiters, as irTjSaAiouxf''', ayiaTfia,

a<l)-f)yrifj.a ; and the number of prepositional com-

pounds is very large

—

ii/a-rrofftppayi^eiv, f^iv/xi-

fiCeif, i-riKapTToKoyeidBai, eirippojyoKoye'iffOai,

irpoffeiriKaTaTeiveiv.

5. The philosophical tone of the book is essen-

tially stoical ; but the stoicism is that of a stern

legalist. The dictates of reason are supported by

the remembrance of noble traditions, and by the

hope of a glorious future. The prospect of the life

to come is clear and wide. The faithful are seen

to rise to endless blis;; the wicked to descend toend-

l.:s3 to. meat, vaiyiug in intensity. But while the

writer shows, in this respect, the effects of the full

culture of the Alexandrine school, and in part advances

beyond his predecessors, he oHers no trace of that

<ieep spiritual insight which was quickened by Chris-

tianity. The Jew stands alone, isolated by charac-

ter and bv blessing (comp. Gfrorer, Pliilo, &c., ii. 173

If. ; \>Aii\me,Jud'. Alex. Rellg. Philos. .ii. 190 &.).

6. The original Greek is the only ancient text in

which the book has been published, but a Syriac

version is said to be preserved in SIS. at Milan

(Grimm, Eiiil. §7). In recent times the work has

hardly received so much attention as it deserves. The
Krst and only complete commentary is that ofGrimm
{Exeg. Ilmdbudi), which errs only by e.\treme

elabin-ateness. An English translation has been pub-

lished by Dr. Cotton {The five books of Maccabees,

Oxf. 1832). The text is given in the best form by

Bekker in his edition of Josephus (Lips. 1855-6).

7. Though it is certain that our present book is

that which old writers described, Sixtus Senensis

( Bibl. Sancta, p. 37, ed. 1575) gives a very interest-

ing account of another fourth book of Maccabees,

which he saw in a library at Lyons, which was after-

wards burnt. It was in Greek, and contained the

history of John Hj'rcanus, continuing the naiTative

iliii'ctiv :iftei- the close of the first book. Sixtus quotes

llie til St woids: Ka\ fifTO. rb a.T:oKTavS7\vai rhv

"Ziixaiva 4yev{]6rj' 'la)di'7)s vlbs avrov apxifpfvs

dvr' avTov, but this is the only fragment which

remains of it. The history, he says, was nearly the

same as that in Jos. Ant. xiii., though the style

was very ditlerent from his, abounding in Hebrew
idioms. The testimony is so e.xact and explicit,

that we can see no reason for questioning its accu-

racy, and still less for supposing (with Calmet)

th.at Sixtus saw only the so-ailled fifth book,

which is at i)reront preserved in Arabic.
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V. TuK Fifth Book of Maccabees just men-

tioned may call for a very brief notice. It is

printed in Arabic in the Paris and London Poly-

glotts ; and contjiins a history of the Jews from the

attempt of Heliodorus to the birth of our Lord.

The writer made vise of the first two books of Mac-

cabees and of Josephus, and has no claim to be con-

sidered an independent authority. His own know-

ledge was very im])erfect, and he perverts the state-

ments wiiich lie derives from others. He must have

lived after the fall of Jerusalem, and probably out

of Palestine, thougii the translation bears very clear

traces of Hebrew idioms, so that it has been supposed

that the book was originally written in Hebrew, oi-

at le;ust that the (ireek was strongly modified by
Hebiew influence. The book has been published in

English by Dr. Cotton {Fwe books,^c.). [B. F. W.]

MACEDO'NIA (Ma/ceSoi'fo), the first part of

Euidpe which received the (iospel directly from

St. Paul, and an imjjortant scene of his subsequent

missionary labours and the labours of his com-

panions. So closely is this region associated with

apostolic journeys, sufferings, and epistles, that it

has truly been called by one of our English tra-

vellers a kind of Holy Land (Clarke's Travels, ch.

xi.). For details see Neapolis, Philippi, Ampiii-

POLis, Apollonia, Thessalonica, and Berea.
We confine ourselves here to explaining the geo-

graphical and political import of the term " Mace-

donia" as employed in the N. T., with some allu-

sion to its earlier use in the Apocrypha, and one or

two general remarks on St. Paul's jomneys through

the district, and the churches which he founded there.

In a rough and popular description it is enough

to say that Macedonia is the region bounded inland

by the lange of Haemus or the Balkan northwards,

and the chain of Pindus westwards, beyond which

the streams flow respectively to the Danube and

the Adriatic ; that it is separated from Thessaly on

the south by the Cambunian hills, running easterly

from Pindus to Olympus and the Aegean ; and that

it is divideil on the east from Thrace by a less

definite mountam-boundary running southwards

from Haemus. Of the space thus enclosed, two

of the most remarkable physical features are two

great plains, one watered by the Axius, which

comes to the sea at the Thermaic gulf, not far

from Thessalonica; the other by the Stiymon,

which, after passing near Philippi, flows out below

Amphipolis. Between the moutlis of these two

rivers a remai-kable peninsula projects, dividing

itself into three points, on the failhest of which

Mount Athos rises nearly into the region of ])er-

petual snow. Across the neck of this peninsula St,

Paul travelled more than once with his companions.

This general sketch would sufficiently describe

the Macedonia wliich was ruled over by Philip and

Alexander, and which the Romans conquered from

Perseus. At first the conquered country was di-

vided by Aemilius Paulus into four districts. Mace-

donia Prima was on the east of the Strymon, and

had Amphipolis for the capitiU. Macedonia Secunda

stretchetl between the Strymon and the Axius, with

Thessalonic;i for its metroiwlis. The third and

Ibiuth districts lay to the south and the west.

This division was only temporary. The whole of

Macedonia, along with Thessaly and a large tract

along the Adriatic, was made one province and

centralised under the jurisdiction of a proconsul,

who resided at Thess;xlouica. We have now reached

the definition which corresponds with the usage ol

the term in the N. T. (\cts xvi. 0, H", Vi,
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iviii. 5, xix. 21, 22, 29, xx. 1, 3, xxvii. 2; Rom.

XV. 26; 1 Cor. xvi. .5; 2 Cor. i. 16, ii. 13, vii. r,,

viii. 1, ix. 2, 4, xi. 9; Phil. iv. 15; 1 Thess i.

7, 8, iv. 10 ; 1 Tim. i. 3). Three Roman provinces,

all veiy familiar to us in the writings of St. Paul,

divided the whole space between the basin of tlie

Danube and Cape Matapan. The border-town of

Illyriclfm was Lissus on the Adriatic. Tlie

boundary-line of ACHAIA nearly coincided, except

III the western portion, with that of the kingdom

of modern Greece, and ran in an iiTegular lino

from the Acrocerauiii.an promontory to tlie bay of

Thermopylae and the north of Euboea. By sub-

tracting these two provinces, we define Macedonia.

The history of Macedonia in the period between

the Persian wars and the consolidation of the Roman
provinces in the Levant is touched iu a very in-

teresting manner by passages iu the Apocrypha.

In Esth. xvi. 10, Haman is described as a Mace-

donian, and in xvi. 14- he is said to have contrived

his plot for the purpose of transferring the kingdom

of the Persians to the Macedonians. This suffi-

ciently betrays the late date and spurious character

of these apocryphal chapters : but it is curious thus

to have our attention turned to the early struggle

of Persia and Greece. Macedonia played a great

part in this struggle, and there is little doubt that

Ahasuerus is Xerxes. The history of the Maccabees

opens with vivid allusions to Alexander the son of

Philip, the Macedonian king {'AAe^avSpos 6 tov

^t\iiTirou 6 I3atn\€vs 6 HaKeScnv), who came out

of the land of Chettiim and smote Darius king of

the Persians and Medes (1 Mace. i. 1), and who
reigned first among the Grecians (ib. vi. 2). A
little later we have the Roman conquest of Perseus
" king of the Citims " recorded (ib. viii. 5). Subse-

quently in these Jewish annals we find the term
'• Macedonians " used for the soldiers of the Seleucid

successors of Alexander (2 Mace. viii. 20). In

what is called the Fifth Book of Maccabees this

usage of the word is very frequent, and is applied

not only to the Seleucid princes at Antioch, but to

the Ptolemies at Alexandria (see Cotton's Five

Books of 2Ltccabees, Oxford, 1832). It is evident

that the words " Macedonia " and " Macedonian
"

were fearfully familiar to the Jewish mind ; and this

gives a new significance to the vision by which St.

Paul was invited at Troas to the country of Philip

and Alexander.

Notliing can exceed the interest and impressive-

ness of the occasion (Acts xvi. 9) when a new and
religious meaning was given to the well-known
av^p MaKfScei/ of Demosthenes (Fhil. i. p. 4;}), and
when this ])ait of Europe Wiis designated as the

first to be trodden by an Apostle, the account of

St. Paul's first journey through Macedonia (Acts

xvi. 10-xvii. I')) is marked by copious defciil and
well-defined incidents. At the close of this journey
he returned from Corinth to Syria by sea. On the

next occasion of visiting Europe, though he both

went and returned through Macedonia (Acts xx.

1-6), the naiTative is a very slight sketch, and the

route is left uncertain, except as regards Pliilippi.

Many years elapsed before St. Paul visited this pro-

vince .again ; but from 1 Tim. i. 3 it is evident

that he did accomplish the wish e.xpressed during
his first imprisonment (I'hil. ii. 24).

The character of the Macedonian Christians is set

before us in Scripture in a very flivourable light.

The candour of the Bereans is highly commended
(Acts xvii. 11); the Thessalonians were evidently

objects of St. Paul's peculiar aflc'ction (1 Thess. ii.
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8, 17-20, iii. 10) ; and the Philippians, besides

their general freedom fi-om blame, are noted as

remarkable for their liberality and self-denial (Phil,

iv. 10, 14-19 ; see 2 Cor. ix. 2, xi. 9). It is worth
noticing, as a fact almost typical of the change

which Christianity has produced in the social life

of Europe, that the female element is conspicuous

in the records of its introduction into Macedonia.

The Gospel was first preached there to a small con-

gregation of women (Acts xvi. 13); the first con-

vert was a woman (ib. ver. 14); and, at least at

Philippi, women were prominent as active workers

iu the cause of religion (Phil. iv. 2, 3).

It should be obseiTed that, in St. Paul's time,

Macedonia was well intei-sected by Roman roads,

especially by the gi-eat Via Egnatia, whicli con-

nected Philippi and Thessalonica, and also led

towards lilyricum (Rom. xv. 19). The antiquities

of the country have been well explored and de-

scribed by many travellers. The two best works
are those of Cousinery ( Voi/age dans la Macedoine,

Paris, 1831) and Leake ( T/'tae/s in Northern

Greece, London, 1835). [J. S. H.]

Coin of Macedonia.

MACEDO'NIAN {UaKeMv) occurs in A.V.
only in Acts xxvii. 2. In the other cases (Acts

xvi. 9, xix. 29, 2 Cor. is. 2, 4) our translators ren-

der it " of Macedonia."

MACHBANA'I ("13330 : M€Axa)3o^ot; Alex.

Maxa/Savof : Machbaiuii), one of the lion-faced

warriors of Gad who joiuetl the fortunes of David

when living in retreat at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 13).

MACHBE'NAH (N3230 : Maxa)37)m; Ale.x.

tHaxoifirivi: Machbena). Sheva, the father of

Machbena, is named in the genealogical list of Judah

as the offspring of Maachah, the concubine of Caleb

ben-Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 49). Other names similarly

mentioned in the passage are known to be those

not of persons but of towns. The most feasible

iiifeience from this is, that Machbena was founded

or colonized by the family of JIaachah. To the

position of the town, however, whether near v^aza,

like Ma dmannah, or between Jerusalem and He-

bron, like GiUK.A, we possess no clue. It is not

named by Eusebius or Jerome, and does not seem

to have been met with by any later tiaveller. [G.]

MA'CHI (*30 : MaKxi; Alex. Maxl: Machi),

the father of Geucl the Gadite, who went with

Caleb and Joshua to spy out the land of Can.aan

(Num. xiii, 15).

MACH'IR (T30: Uax^ip : Machir), the

eldest son (Josh. xvii. 1) of the patriarch Manasseh

by an Araniite or Syrian concubine (1 Chr. vii. 14,

and the LXX. of Gen. xlvi. 20). His children are

commemorated as having been caress(!d • by Joseph

before his death (Gen. 1. 23). His wife's name is

not preserved, but she was a Benjamite, the " sister

The Targuiu characteristically says " circumcised.'
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of Iluppiiu and 8hiip])im" (1 Chr. vii. 15). The
only children wliose names are given are his son

Gilead,'' who is repeatedly mentioned (Num. xxvi.

29, xxvii. 1, xxxvi. 1; IChr. vii. 14, &c.), and a
daughter, Abiah, who married a chief of Judah
named Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 21, 24). The connexion
with Benjamin may perhaps have led to the selec-

tion by Abner of Mahanaim, which lay on the
boundary between Gad and Manasseh, as the resi-

dence of Ishbosheth (2 Sam. ii. 8) ; and that with
Judah may have also influenced David to go so

far north wlien driven out of his kingdom. At
tiie time of the conquest the family of Machir had

become very powerful, and a large part of the

country on the east of Jordan was subdued by
them (Num. xxxii. 39 ; Deut. iii. 15). In fact to

their warlilce tendencies it is probably entirely due

that the tribe was divided, and that only the

inferior fomilies crossed the Jordan. So great was
their power that the name of Machir occasionally

supeisedes that of Manasseh, not only ibr the

e:istern territory, but even for the western half of

the tribe also: see Judg. v. 14, where Machir

occurs in the enumeration of the western tribes

—

" Gilead " apparently standing for the eastern Ma-
nasseji in ver. 17 ; and still more unmistakeably in

Josh. xiii. 31, compared with 29.

2. The sou of Ammiel, a powerful sheykh of one

of the ti'aiis-Jordauic tribes, but whether of Ma-
nasseh— the tribe of his namesake—or of Gad, must
remain unceiiixin till we know where Lo-debar, to

wiiich place he belonged, was situated. His name
occurs but twice, but the part which he played was
liy no means an insigniticant one. It was his for-

tune to render essential service to the cause of Saul

:unl of David suuci;ssively— in each case when they

were in difficulty. Under his roof, when a cripple

and friendless, atter the death of his uncle and the

luin of his house, the unfortunate Mephibosheth

I'ound a home, from which he was summoned by
David to the honours and the anxieties of a resi-

dence at the court of Jerusalem (2 Sam. ix. 4, 5).

VNHien David himself, some years later, was driven

from his throne to Mahanaim, Machir was one of

tiie thi-ee great chiefs who lavished on tlie exiled

king and his soldiers the wealth of the rich pastoral

district of which they were the lords—" wheat, and

barley, and flour, and parched corn, and beans, and

leiitiles, and parched pulse, and honey, and butter,

and sheep, and cows'-milk cheese" (2 Sam. xvii.

27-29). Josephus avlls him the chief of the country

of Gilead (Ant. vii. 9, §8). [G.]

MACHIR'ITES, THE (n^3©n : 6 Maxipi

;

Alex. 6 Maxeipi ' Machiritae). The descendants

of Machir the father of Gilead (Num. xxvi. 29).

MACHMAS (Max/^as: Machmas), 1 Mace,

ix. 7:'.. [MiciiJiAsn.]

MACHNADEBA'I ("ll^SO : ^axaSvafioi
;
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•> I'here are several considerations which may lead us to

lionVit whether we are warranted by the Biblical narrative

ill anixliig a personal sense to the name of C.llead, such as

tlie very remote period from wliich lliat name as attached

to the district dates (Gen. xxxi.), and also such passaRes

as Num. xxxii. .39, and Deut. iii. 15. (See Ewald, ffe^A.

ii. -ITT. 478, 493.)
" The story of the purchase current amongst the rao-

it.rn Arab.s of Hebron, as told by Wilson (fAwdf, &c, i.

;!GI), is a counterpart of the legend of the stratagem by

uliicli the Phoenician Dido obtained land fmiugh for her

city of Byrsa. " Ibr.ihtni asked only iis much groimd as

Lcnild be covered with a cow's liidc ; biU after the ogrcc-

.\Iex. MaxyaSaafiov : Mechnedebat), one o£ the sous

of Bani who put away his foreign wife at Ezra's

command (Ezr. x. 40). The marginal reading of

A. V. is Mahn<i(lchai, which is found in some copies.

In the corresponding list of 1 Esd. ix. 34 the place

of this name is occupied by "of the sons of Ozora,"

which may be partly traced in the original,

MACH'PELAH (always with the article—

n?33J3n : rb ^nrXovu, also rh SnrKovv (Tiri\\aiov
;

duplex, also spdunca duplex), the spot containing

the tiiubeied field, in the end of which was tlie

cave which Abrahaiu ])urchased* from the Bene-
Heth, and whicli became tlie burial place of Sarah,

Abraham himsell", Isaac, Rebekah, Leah, and Jacob.

Abraham resided at Bethel, Hebron and Gerar,
but the field which confaiined his tomb was the

only spot which positively belonged to him in the

Land of Promise. That the naiue ajijilied to the

general locality, and not to either the Held or the

caviiin,'' is evident from Gen. xxiii. 17, "the field

of Ephron which was in Macpelah . . . the field

and the cave which was therein," although for

convenience of expression both field and cave are

occasionally called by the name. Its position is

—

with one exception uniformly—specified as " facing

('•JS'by) Mamre" (Gen. xxiii. 17, 19, xxv. 9,

xlix. 30, 1. 13). What the meaning of this ancient

name—not met with beyond the book of Geuesi.s

—may be, appears quite uncertain. The older

interpreters, the LXX., Vulgate, Taigums of On-
kelos and Pseudo-jonathan, Pe.schito, ^'eneto-Greek,

&c., explain it as meaning "double"—the double

cave or the double field—but the modern lexico-

graphers inteipret it, either by comparison with the

Ethiopia, as Gesenius (Thes. 704 6), an allotted or

separated place ; or again—as Fiirst {Ifandwb.

733 a) —the undulating spot. The one is probably

as near the real meaning as the other.

Beyond the passages already cited, the Bible con-

tains no mention either of the name Macpelah or

of the sepulchre of the Patriarchs. Unless this

was the sanctuary of Jehovah to which Absalom

liad vowed or pretended to have vowed a pilgri-

mage, when absent in the remote Geshur (2 Sam.
XV. 7), no allusion to it has been discovered in

tlie records of David's residence at Hebron, nor

yet in the struggles of the Maccabees, so many
of whose battles were fought in and around

it. It is a remarkable instance of the absence

among the ancient Hebrews of that veneration

for holy places which is so eminently charac-

teristic of modern Orientals. But there ai'C few, if

any, of the ancient sites of Palestine of whose ge-

nuineness we can feel more assured than Macpelah.

The traditional spot has eveiything in its favoiu- as

far as position goes ; while the wall which encloses

the Ifarain, or sacred precinct in which the sepul-

ment was conchided he cut the hide into thongs, and sur-

rounded the whole of the space now forming the Harara."

The story is remarkable, not only for its repetition of the

older Semitic tale, but for its complete departure from

the simple and open character of Abraham, us set forth In

the Uiblical narrative. A similar story is told of other

placos, but, like Byrsa, their names contain something

suggestive of the hide. The writer has not been able to

trace any coimexion of tlus kind in any of the names of

Macpelali or Hebron.
<> The LXX. invariably attach tho name to the cave :

see xxiii. 19, ei> to! (TTnjAatcj) toO aypov Toj SiirAu) .
This

ia followed by Jerome.
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chres themselves are repoiten, nnd probably with

truth, still to lie— anil which is the only part at

present accessible to Christians—is a nionunient

certainly equal, and pi'obably superior in age to

anything remaining in Palestine. It is a quadran-

gular building ofabont 200 feet in length by 115 in

width, its clark grey walls rising 50 or GO in he'ght,

without window or opening of any description,

except two small entrances at the S.K. and S.W.

corners. It stands nearly on the crest of the hill

which forms the eastern side of the valley on the

slopes and bottom of which the town is strewn, and
it is remarkable luiw this venerable structure, quite

affecting in its hoaiy grey colour and the archaic

tonns of its masonry, thus rising above the meaner
buildings whicli it has so olten beheld in ruins,

dignities, and so to speak nccoiituates, the general mo-
notony of the tiiwn of Ilebion. The ancient Jewish
ti-aditioii« ascribes its erection to David (Jichus lia-

Aboth in Hottinger, Ci/ipi Hcbr. :50), thus making
it coeval with the pool in tlie valley below ; but,

whatever the wortiiofthis tradition, it may well

be of the age of Solomon,'' tor the masonry is even

more antique in its chaiacter than that of the

lower portion o{' the south and south-westeiii walls

of the Hamiii ar, Jerusalem, and wliich many
critics ascribe to Solomon, while even the severest

« According to hnp-Parclii (Aslier's Bmj. 437), " the

stones had formerly bclnngeil to the Temple." Rittcr

(JUidhund/:, Paliift. 2-10) goes so fnr as to suggest Josepli I

ii The peculiarities of the masonry are these :— (I) Some
of the stones ar<" very large : Dr. Wilson mentions one
38 ft. long, and ;j 11. 4 in. deep. 'I'he lar^i'st in the Hariim
wall at Jerusalem is 24ift. Hut yet (2) the surfaie-in

siilondid preservation— Is very linely worked, more i^o than

the fincstof theslonos nl UifN.ulli and soulli-wi^l j.urtion

allows it to be of the date of Herod. The dale

must always remain a mystery, but there are two
considerations which may weigh in favour of fixing

it very early. 1. That often as the town of Hebron

may have been destroyed, tliis, being a tomb, would

always be spared. 'J. It uuinot on architectural

grounds be later than Herod's time, while on the

other hand it is omitted from the catalogue given

by Josephus.of the places which he rebuilt or

adorned. Had Herod erected the enclosure ronn<l the

tombs of the fathers of the nation, it is hardly con-

ceivable that Josephus would have omitted to extol

it. especially when hfe mentions apparently the very

structure now existing. His words on this occiision

are " the monuments {fiv7]fMi7a) of Abraham and

iiis sons are still to be seen in tlie town, nil of tine

stone and admirably wrought" {irdvv Ka\rjs fiap-

fxapov KoL (piXorifiws elpyacfiiva, B.J. iv. 9, §7).

Of the contents of this enclosure we have only

the most meagre and contused accounts. The s])ot

is one of the most sacied of the Moslem sanctuaries,

and since the occupation of Palestine by them it

has been entirely closed to Christians, and )>artially

so to Jews, who are allowed, on rare occasions only,

to look in through a hole. A gieat p;u-t of theaiea

is occupied by a building which is now a mosque,

and was probably originally a church, but of its

of the enclosure at Jerusalem ; the sunken part round the

edges (absurdly called the " bevel ") very shallow, with no

resemblance at all to more modern " rustic work." (3) The
cross joints are not always veitlail, but some are at an

angle. (4) The « all is divided by pilastur^; about 2 ft. C in.

wide, and 5 It. apart, running the entire height of the

ancient wall. It Is very nnich to bi- wisliid that cai'cl'ul

bn-^e pliDlo^raphs were lakcu ol tln'so w^ills from a near

pciiut. Jlic writer is iiiit aw aru thai any such yet cxLit
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•Jato or style imlliiiii; is liiiovvn. The scpuli'hies of

Al)ialiiim aiut Sarali, Isjuic and llubekali, Jacob and
(A'ali, are shown on the door of tliemosiiue, covered

ill the usual Moliainmedan style with lich carjiets
;

but the real sepulchres are, as they were in the

I'-'tii and loth centuries, in a cave below the floor

( Uouj. ofTudela: Jiclms ha-Aboth: Monro). In

this they lesenible the tomb of Aaron on Slount
ilor. [See vol. i. p. 8'24-, 8-'5.] The aive, according

to the earliest and the latest testimony, opens to tlie

south. This was the report of Monio's servant in

18.)3; and Arculf particularly mentions tiie fact

that the bodies lay with their heads to the north, as

they would do if deposited from the south. A belief

seems to prevail in the town that the cave commu-
nicates with someone of the modern sepulchres at

a consideiable distjuice, outside of Hebron (Loewe,

in Zeitnmj dcs Jiuienth. .June 1, 1839).

Tile accountiS of the sacred enclosure at Hebron

will be found collected by Ritter (Enllamdc, Pa-
Idstina, 209, &c., but especially 236-250) ; Wilson

{Lamls, &c., i. 363-367) ; Robinson {Bih. Jies. ii.

7.J-79). The chief authorities are Arculf (a.D.

700); Benjamin of Tudela (a.D. cir. 1170); the

.Jewish tract /ic/ii<s h'l-Aboth (in llottinger, Cippi

Htbraici ; and also in Wilson, i. 365); Ali Bey ( Tra-

vels, A.D. 1807, ii. 232, 233j ; Giovanni Finati {Life

by Bankes, ii. 236) ; Monro {Summer Rimble
in 1833, i. 243) ; Loewe, in Zeitmuj des Judenth.

1839, p. 272, 288. In a note by Asher to his edi-

tion of Benjamin of Tudela (ii. 92), mention is

made of an Arabic MS. in the Bibliothfeque Royale

at Paris, containing an account of the condition of

the mosque under Saladin. This MS. has not yet

been published. The travels of Ibrahim el-Khijar

ill 1669, 70—a small portion of which from the

MS. in the Ducal Library at Gotha, has been pub-
lished by Tuch, with Translation, &c. (Leipzig,

Vogel, 1850), are said to contain a minute descrip-

tion of the Mosque (Tuch, p. 2).

A few words about the exterior, a sketch of the

masoury, and a view of the town, sliowing the en-

closure standing prominently in the foregiound,

will be found in Bartlett's Walks, &c., 2 1 6-21 9. A
piiotograph of the e.xterior, from the Eixst (?) is given

as No. 63 of Palestine as it is, by Rev. (J. W.
Uridges. A giound-plan exhibiting considerable

detail, made by two Jldslem aichitects who lately

superintended some repairs in the Jlciraiii, and given

by tliem to Dr. Barclay of Jerusalem, is engraved

in Osboni's I'al. Past and Present, p. 364. [G.]

MAC'KON (MuKpaiv : Marer), the surname
cf Ptolemeus, or Ptolemee, the son of Dorymenes
{i Maco. iii. 38) and governor of Cyprus under

rtoleiviy Philometor (2 Mace. -x. 12).

MAD'AI inrD; MaSof: il/ca^a/), which occurs

in Gui. X. 2, among the list of the sons of Japliet,

has been commonly regarded as a jiersonal ajipel-

lation ; and most commentators call Madai the third

son of Japliet, and the progenitor of the Medes.

But it is extremely doubtful whether, in the mind
of the writer of (ien. .\., the term Madai was le-

garded as repiesenting a person. That the gene-

alugies in the chapter are to some extent ethnic

universally allowed, and may be seen even in our

AutlKuized Version (ver. 16-18). And as Gomer,

" Note tlie change of vi into b, unusual in the Alex.

MS., which usually follows the Hebrew more closely than

the ordinary LX.\. tc.\t : compare also Madmenah.
b The LX.X. have translateU the name as if from the

siunu root with the verb which accompanies it--}0*7J3

MADMENAH I8o

Magog, Javaii, Tubal, and Meshech, which are con-

joined in (Jen. x. 2 with Madai, are elsewheie in

.Scripture always ethnic and not personal appellatives

(Ex. xxvii. 13, .tx-wiii. 6, xxxix. 6; Dan. viii. 21
;

Joel iii. (5 ; Ps. cxx. 5; Is. Ixvi. 19, &c.), so it is

probable that they stand tor uations rather than

per-soiis here. In that case no one would regard

Madai as a person ; and we must remember that it

is the exact word used elsewhere throughout Scrip-

ture for the well-known nation of the Medes. Pro-

bably therefore all that the writer intends to asseit

in Gen. x. 2 is, that the Medes, as well as the

Gomerites, Greeks, Tibareni, Moschi,&c., descendeil

from Japliet. Modern science has tbund that, botli

in physical type and in language, the Medes belong

to that family of the human lace which embraces the

Cymry and the Greco-Romans. (See Prichard's Plujs.

Hist, of Mankind, iv. 6-50
; ("h. x. §2-4 ; and

comp. the article on the Medics.) [G. R.]

MADI'ABUN ('H/^aSajSow ; Alex. 'Irj(ro9

'H/uaSa)3oui'). The sons of Madiabun, according to

1 Ksd. V. 58, were among the Levites who super-

intended the restoration of the Temple under Zoro-

babel. The name does not occur in the parallel

narrative of Ezr. iii. 9, and is also omitted in the

Vulgate ; nor is it easy to conjecture the origin of

the interpolation. Our translators followed the

reading of the Aldine edition.

MA'DIAN(Ma5io;u: Madian, butCod. Amiat.
of N. T. Madiam), Jud. ii. 26; Acts vii. 29.

[MiDIAN.]

MADMAN'NAH(n30nD: MaxapetV; Alex.

BeSe/Sijca:" Medemena), one of the towns in the

south district of Judah (Josh. xv. 31). It is named
with Hormah, Ziklag, and other remote places, and
therefore cannot be identical with the Madmenau
of Isaiah. To Eusebius and Jerome {Onoinasticon,
" Jledemana") it appears to have been well-known.
It was called in their time Menois, and was not tin-

from Gaza. The fust stage soLithward from Gaza
is now el-Mimjdii (Rob. i. 602), which, in default

of a better, is suggested by K'iepert (iu his Map,
1856) as the modern representative of Menois, and
theiefore of Madmannah.

In the genealogical lists of 1 Chron., Madmannah
is derived from Caleb-ben-Hezron through his con-

cubine Maachah, who.ve son Shaaph is recorded as

the founder of the town (ii. 49).
For the termination compare the ueighbnuiiiig

place Sansiinnah. [G.J

MAD'MEN (1?31?;»
:i^ vavcns: silens), a place

in Moab, threatened with destruction in the de-

nunciations of .lei einiah (xlviii. 2), but not elsewhere

named, luid of which nothing is yet known. [G.]

MADMEN'AH (njOnO:-: Ma5e|37)v5: Medc-

mcna), one of the Benjamite villages north of

.lerusalem, the inhabitants of which weie fright-

ened away by the approach of Sennacheiib along

the northern road (Is. x. 31). Like others of the

places mentioned in this list, Madmenah is not

elsewhere named ; for to Madmannah and Mad-
men it can have no relation. Ge.-Jenius {Jesaia,

414) points out that the verb in the sentence is

'D'Tn> Taiio-ii/ na.vatToi. : in which they are followed by

the Vulgate—but the roots, though similar, are really dis-

tinct. (See Gescnius, Thes. 344a, 345u.)

<: For the change of m, Into b comp. Makm an.nau.
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active—" Madmenah flies," not, as in A. V., " is

removeJ " (so also Jlichaelis, Bibclfur Ungelehrten).

Madmenah is not impossibly alluded to by
Isaiah (xxv. 10) in his denunciation of Moab, whcie
the word rendered in A. \'. "dunghill " is identical

with that name. The original text (or Cethib), by
a vaiiatiou in the preposition ('D3 for 1D3), reads

the " waters of Madmenah." If this is so, the
leference may be either to the ]\Iadnienali of Ben-
jamin—one of the towns in a district abounding
with com and threshing-flooi's—or more appro-
priately still to Madmen, the Moabite town.
Gesenius (Jesaia, 786) appears to have overlooked
this, which might have induced him to regard with
more favour a suggestion which seems to have been
lii-st made by Joseph Kimchi. [G.]

MADNESS. The words rendered by " mad,"
"madman," "madness," &c., in the A. V., vaiy
considerably in the Hebrew of the 0. T. In Deut.
.\xviii. 28, 34, 1 Sam. xxi. 13, 14, 15, &c. (fiavia,

&c., in the LXX.), they are derivatives of the root

y^K*, " to be stirred or excited;" in Jer. xxv. 16,

1. 38, li. 7, Eccl. i. 17, &c. {irepitpopd, LXX.), from

the root 7pn, " to flash out," applied (like the Greek

(f>\4yeiy) either to light or sound ; in Is. xliv. 25,

fiom 73D, "to make void or foolish" (jiupalveiv,

LXX.)
; in Zech. xii. 4, from rlOfl, " to wander

"

{eKffTaiTis, LXX.). In the N. T. they are generally

used to render fiaiveffdai or fiavia (as in John x.

20 ; Acts xx\-i. 24 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 23) ; but in 2 Pet.

ii. 16 the word is irapacppovla, and in Luke vi. 11
&voia. These passages show that in Sciipture

"madness" is recognised as a derangement, pro-

ceeding either from weakness and misdirection of
intellect, or fiom ungovernable violence of passion

;

and in both cases it is spoken of, sometimes as arising

from the will and action of man himself, some-
times as inflicted judicially by the hand of God.
In one passage alone (John x. 20) is madness ex-

pressly connected with demoniacal possession, by
the Jews in their cavil against our Lord [see Dk-
JIONIACS]

; in none is it referred to any physical

causes. It will easily bo seen how entirely thi<

usage of the word is accordant to the general 'sphit
and object of Scripture, in passing by physical
cau.scs, and dwelling on the moral and spiritual in-

fluences, by which men's heaits may be afiected,

either from within or from without.
It is well known that among Oriental, as among

most semi-civilised nations, madmen were looked
upon with a kind of reveience, as possessed of a
quasi-sacred character. This arises paitly no doubt
from the feeling, that one, on whom God's hand is

laid hea\ily, should be safe fiom all other harm
;

but partly also from the belief th.-it the loss of rea-

son and self-control opened the mind to supernatural
influence, and gave it theietbie a supernatural sa-

credness. This belief was strengthene 1 by the
enthusiastic expression of idolatrous worship (see

1 K. xviii. 26, 28), and (occasionally) of real
'

15), which shows it to be not iuconsistciit with .i

kind of contemptuous forbearance, such as is often

manifested now, especially by the Turks, towar(l>

real or supposed madmen. [A. B.]

MA'DON (pD : Mapf,wv ; Alex. Ma8iv,

Mapciy. Madon), one of the principal rities of

Canaan before the conquest. Its king joined Jabin

and his confederates in their attempt against Joshua
at the waters of Merom, and like the rest was killed

(Josh. xi. 1, xii. 19). Ko later mention of it is

found, and beyond the natural inference drawn
from its occurrence with Hazor, .Shimron, &c., that

it was in the north of the country, we have no clue

to its position. Schwarz (90) proposes to discover

JIadon at A'cfr Menda, a village with extensive

ancient remains, at the western end of the I'lain of

B'lttauf, 4 or 5 miles N. of Sepphoris. His grounds
for the identifiavtion aie of the slightest: (a) the

frequent transposition of letters in Arabic, and (6)

a statement of the early Jewish traveller hap-
Paichi (Asher's Benj. of Tudela, 430), that the

Arabs identify Kefar Mendi with " Midian," or,

as t^chwarz would read it, Madon. The i-eader may
judge for himself what worth there is in these

suggestions.

In the LXX. version of 2 Sam. xxi. 20 the

Hebrew words jHD C*X, "a man of st;iture,"

are rendered av^p M.aS(!iv, "a man of Madnn."
This may refer to the town Jladon, or may be
merely an instance of the habit which these trans-

latoi-s had of rendering literally in Greek lettei-s

Hebrew words which they did not miderstand.

Other instances will be found in 2 K. vi. 8, ix. 13,
xii. 9, 5v. 10, kc. &c. [G.]

MAE'LUS (Mo^Aos : Michelns), for Miamix
(1 Esd. ix. 26 ; comp. Ezr. x. 25).

JIAG'BISH (D'*33D: V[aye0ls: Meybis). A
proper name in Ezr. ii. 30, but whether of a manor
of a place is doubted by some ; it is probably the

latter, as all the names from Ezr. ii. 20 to 34,

e.Tcept Elam and Harim, are names of places. The
meaning of the name too, which appears to be
•• freezing" or " congealing," seems better suited to

a place than a man. One hundred and fifty-six of

its inhabitants, called the children of Slagbish, are

included in the genealogical roll of Ezr. ii., but

have fallen outfi-om the parallel piussage in Neh. vii.

Magpiash, however, is named (Keh. x. 20) as one

of those who sealed to the covenant, where Ana-

thoth and Ncbo (Nebai) also appear in the midst

of proper names of men. Why in these three

cases the names of the places aie given instead of

those of the family, or house, or individual, as

ill the case of all the other signatures, it is im-

possible to say for cert^iin, though many reasons

might be guessed. From the position of Magbish

in the list in Ezr. ii., next to Bethel, Ai, and Nebo,

and before Lod, Hadid, Ono, and Jericho, it would

seem to be in the tribe of Benjamin. [A. C. H.]

MAGDALA (Mo^oSai/' in MSS. B, D, and Si-

nait.—A being defective in this place ; but Rec. Text,
spiration (see 1 Sam. xix. 21-24; comp. the appli- MaySa\d: Svr. Mtu/edtm: Vulg. Mmjedan)
cation of "mad fellow" in 2 K. ix. 11, and see The name Magdala does not reallv exist in the
.ler. xxix. 26 ;

Acts ii. 13). An illustration of it Bible. It is found in the received Greek text
may be seen in the reconl of Da\-id"s pretended

! and the A. V, of Matt. xv. 39 onlv ; but the chief
madness at the court of Achish (1 Sam. xxi. 13- I ]\iss. and vei-sions exhibit the name' as Magadan.

" It is not necessary to do more than mention the hy. ! (or, as he calls it, Syala), cast of Baiiias, which he says

potbesis of Procardus, who idmiifies Magcdan nnd Iial- the 5!araccns call Me-Dan, or water of Dan. (.Sec Bro-

Jjaiiutha «iih the well known circular iioul culled I'liiala ciirdiis, Pcscr. cap. iii.)
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Into the limits'' of Magadan Christ came by

l)oat, over the l;ike of Gennesaretli, after His miracle

of feeding the four thousand on the mountain of the

eastern side (Matt. xv. 39) ; and from thence, after

a short encounter with the Pharisees and Sad-

dncees, He returaed in the same boat to the oppo-

site shore. In the present text of the parallel nar-

rative of St. Mark (viii. 10) we find the " parts

of Dalmanutha," though in the time of Eusebius

and Jerome the two were in agi'eement, both reading

Magedan, iis Mark still does in Codex D. They
place it " round Gerosa" (Onomasticon, sub voce),

as if the Maged or Maked of Maccabees; but

this is at variance with the requirements of the nar-

rative, which indicates a place close to the water, and

on its western side. The same, as far as distance is

concerned, maybe said of Megiddo— in its Greek

form, JIageddo, or, as Josephus spells it, Magedo—
which, as a well-known locality of Lower Galilee,

might not mmaturally suggest itself,

Dalmanutha was probably at or neai- Ain el-Ba-

rideh, about a mile below cl-Mejdel, on the western

edge of the lake of Gennesareth. El-Mejdel is

doubtless the representative of an ancient Migdol or

Magdala, possibly that from which St. Mary came.

Her native place was possibly not far distant from

the Magadan of our Lord's history, and we can only

suppose that, owing to the familiar recurrence of

the word Magdalene, the less known name was
absorbed in the better, and Magdala usui-ped the

name, and possibly also the position of Magadan.

At any rate it has prevented any search being

made for the name, which may very possibly still

be discovered in the country, though so strangely

superseded in the records.'

The Magdala which confened her name on
" Mai-y the Magdal-ene" (M. r] May^aK-nvi]), one

of the numerous Migdols, i. e. towers, which stood

in Palestine—such as the Migdal-el, or tower

of God, in Xaphtali, the Migdal-Gad and Migdd-
EDAR of Judah—was probably the place of that

name which is mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud
as near Tiberias (Otho, Lex. Rahh. 353 ; Schwarz,

189), and this again is as probably the modern

d-Mcjdcl, "a miserable little Muslim village,"

rather more than an hour, or about three miles,"*

above Tubariyeh, lying on the water's edge at the

south-east comer of the plain of Gennesareth

(Rob. ii. 396, 397). Professor Stanley's description

seems to embrace every point worth notice. " Of
all the numerous towns and villages in what must

have been the most thickly peopled district of Pa-

lestine one only remains. A collection of a few

hovels stands at the south-east corner of the plain

of Gennesareth, its name hardly altered from the

ar.cient Magdala or Migdol, so allied probably from

a watch-tower, of which ruins appear to remain,

that guarded the entrance to the pliun. Through

its connexion with her whom the long opinion of

the Church identified with the penitent sinner, the

name of that ancient tower has now been incorpo-

rated into all the languages of Europe. A large

solitary thorn-tree st-mds beside it. The situation,

othenvise unmarked, is dignified by the high lime-

stone rock which overhangs it on the south-west.

MAGI is;

•> Ta opta. Thus the present ef-J/fjtW—whether iden-

tical with Mugadan or Magdala or not—is surrounded by
the Ard el-Mejdel (Wilson, Ixmds, ii. 136).

<: The original form of the name may have been Mi-

cron ; at least so we may infer from the lAX. vrrsioii of

MigroD, which Is Magedo or Magdoii.

perfi)iatetl witn caves; recalling, by a luvious though
doubtless unintentional coincidence, the scene ui

Coreggio's celebrated picture." These caves arc said,

by Schwarz (189)—though on no clear authority

—

to bear the name of Teliman, i. e. Talmanutha. " A
clear stream lushcs past the rock into the sea,

issuing in a tangled thicket of thorn and willow
fiom a deep ravine at the back of the plain " {S. 4'

P. 382, 383). Jerome, although he plays upon the

name Magdidene—" rccte vociitem Magdalenen, id

est Tun-itam, ob ejus singularem fidei ac ardoris

constantiam "— does not appear to connect it with
the place in question. By the Jews the word

N?^JO is used to denote a person who platted or
twisted hair, a piactice then much in use amongst
women of loose character. A certain "Miiiam
Magdala" is mentioned by the Talmudists, who
is probably intended for St. Jlary. (^See Otho,
Lex. Eabh. " Maria ;" and Buxtorf, Lex. Talin.

389, 1459.) Magdalum is mentioned as between
Tiberias and Capernaum, as early as by Willibald,

A.D. 722 ; since that time it is ocaisionallj- named
by travellers, amongst others Quaresmius, Eluci-

datio, 86G6 ; Sir H. Guylforde, Fi/lgrymage •

Bieydenbach, p. 29; Bonar, Land of Promise,

433, 434, and 549. Buchanan (Clerical Furlouiih,

375) describes well the striking view of the

northeni part of the lake which is obtained fiom el-

Mejdel.—A ruined site called Oin Moghdala is

pointed out at about 2 hours S. of Jerusalem, appa-

rently N.W. of Bethlehem (Tobler, 3«e Wand. 81).

rn. B, H.]

MAG'DIEL (7N''^3D: Ma7eSii^A, in Chrou.

MeSi^A ; Alex. M6To5ni)'x : Magdicl). One of the

"dukes" of Edom, descended from Esau (Gen.

xxxvi. 43 ; 1 Chr. i. 54). The name does not yet

appear to have been met with, as borne by either

tribe or place,

MA'GED (Mo/c€'5, in both MSS. : Mageth),
the form in which the name Maked appears in

the A. V. on its second occurrence (1 Mace. v. 36).

MAGI (A.V. "wise men:" Ma^oi: magi).

It does not fall within the scope of this article

to enter fully into the history of the Magi as

an order, and of the relation in which they
stood to the religion of Zoroaster. Only so far

as they come within the horizon of a student

of the Bible, and present points of contact with its

history and language, have they any claim for notice

in this place. As might be expected, where two
fonns of faith and national life run on, for a long

period, side by side, each maintaining its distinct-

ness, those points are separated fiom each other by
wide intervals, and it is hard to treat of them with
any apparent continuity. What has to be said will

be best arranged under the four following heads:

—

I. The position occupied by the Magi in the his-

tory of the 0. T.

II. The transition-stages in the history of the word
and of the order between the close of the 0. T. and
the time of the N. T., so far as they affect the latter.

III. The Magi as they appear in the X. T,

IV. The later traditions which have gathered

round the Magi of Matt. ii.

d The statement of the Talmud Is, that a person pass-

ing by Magdala could hear the voice of the trier In Ti-

berias. At three miles' distance this would not be impos-

sible in Palestine, where sound travels to a distance far

greater than in this country. (See Roh iii. 17; Stanley,

S. I) P.; Thomson, Land and Hook.)
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I. In the Hebrew text of the 0. T. the word orc.ms

but twice, and then only incidentally. In Jer. x.xxix.

3 and I'S we meet, among the Chaldaean olficers

sent by Nebuchadnezzar to Jerusalem, one with the

name or title of l\ab-Mag (JD'^"]). This word is

interpreted, after the analogy of Rnb-shakeh and

Hab-saris, as equivalent to chief of the Magi (Kwald,

P'-op/ieten, and Hitzig, in foe, taking it as the

title ofNergal-Sharezer), and we thus tind both the

name and the order occupying a conspicuous place

under the government of the Chaldaeans. ftlany

questions ofsome ditKculty are suggested by this fact.

Historically the Magi are conspicuous chiefly as

n Persian religious caste. Herodotus connects them
with another people by reckoning them among the

six tribes of the Medes (i. 101). They a}tpear in

his history of Astyages as interpreters of dreams

(i. 120), the name having apjjarently lost its ethno-

logical and acquired a caste significance. But iu

Jeremiah they appear at a still earlier period among
the retinue of the Chaldaean king. The very word
Rab-Mag (if the received etymology of IMagi be cor-

rect) presents a hybrid formation. The first syllable

is unquestionably Semitic, the last is all but nn-

questionably Aryan.* The problem thus presented

admits of two solutions:—(1) If we believe the

Chaldaeans to have been a Hamitic people, closely

connected with the Babylonians [Chaldaeans],
we must then sujipose that the colossal schemes of

greatness which showed themselves in Nebucliad-

nezzar's conquests led him to gather round him
the wise men and religious teachers of the nations

which he subdued, and that thus the sacred tribe

of the Medes rose under his rule to favour and

power. His treatment of those who bore a like

character among the Jews (Dan. i. 4) makes this

hypothesis a natural one ; and the alliance which

existed between the Medes and the Chaldaeans at

the time of the overthrow of the old Assyrian

empire would account for the intermixture of reli-

gious systems belonging to two dilferent races.

(•2) If, on the other hand, with Kenan {Hist.oire

des Langncs Scmitiqnes, pp. 66, 07), following

Lassen and I titter, we look on the Chaldaeans as

themselves belonging to the Aryan family, and pos-

.sessing strong allinities with the Medes, there is

even less diificulty in explaining the presence among
the one jieople of the religious teachers of the

other. It is likely enough, in either case, that the

simpler Median religion which the Magi l)rought

with them, corresponding more or less closely to

the faith of the Zendavesta, lost some measure of

its original purity through this contact with the

darker superstitions of the old Babylonia;! popula-

tion. From this time onward it is noticeable that

» In the Pehlvi dialect of the Zend, Mogh= priest

(Hyde, Rdif). Vet. I'ers. c. 31); ami this is coimecled by
pbilologlstji with the Sanskrit, niahat (great), ju-e'vas, and

ma^niM(Gcsonlus, s.D. 3D; A nquctil du Perron's ZcflcZtt-

ixsta, II. SSij). The coincidence of a Sanskrit mdya, in

the sense of " illusion, magic," Is remarkable ; but it is

probable that this, as well as the analogous Greek word,

is the derived, rather than the original meaning (comp.

Kichhoff. Vergleichuvg der Sprache, cd. Ivaltschmidt, p.

231). Hyde (I. c.) notices another etymology, given by
Arabian authors, which makes tlie word = aopt-careil

(parois aurihus'), but rejects it. Pridcanx, on the other

hand (Connexion, under u c. 522), accepts It, and seriously

coniipcta it with tlie story of the Pscudo-Smerdis who bad

lost his ears in Herod, ill. 69. Spjuiheim (Dub. Ecavg.

xviii.) speaks favourably, though not decisively, of a Hc-

briw etymologj'.

MAGI
the names both of the Magi and Chaldaeans aie
identified with the astrology, divination, interpreta-

tion of dreams, wliich had impressed themselves on
the prophets of Israel as the most characteristic

features of the old Babel-religion (Is. xliv. 25, xlvii.

13). The Magi took their places among " the astro-

logers and star-gazers and monthly prognosticatois."

It is with such men that we have to think of

Daniel and his fellow-exiles as associated. They
are described as " ten times wiser than all the

magicians (LXX. /io^ouy) and astrologers" (Dan.

i. 20). Daniel himself so far sympathises with tl

order into which he is thus, as it were, enrollel.

as to intercede for them when Nebucliadnezzai

gives the order for their death (Dan. ii. 24), and
accepts an office which, as making him " master

of the magicians,'' astrologers, Chaldaeans, sooth-

sayers" (Dan. V. 11), was piobaWy identiail with
that of the Rab-Mag who first came before us.

May we conjecture that he found in the belief

which the Magi had brought with them sonir

elements of the truth that had been revealed to his

fathers, and that the way was thus prepjired for

the strong sympathy which showed itself in a

hundred ways when the purest Aryan and the

purest Semitic faiths were brought face to face

with each other (Dan. vi. 3, 16, 26; Ezr. i. 1-4;

Is. xliv. 28), agreeing as they did in their hatred

of idolatry and in their acknowledgment of the
" God of Heaven " ?

The name of the Magi does not meet us in the

Biblical account of the Jledo-Persian kings. If,

however, we identify the Artaxerxes who stops the

building of the Temple (Ezr. iv. 17-22) with the

Pseudo-Smerdis of Herodotus [Artaxkrxi.sJ :uid

the Gomates of the Behistun insciipt.ou, we may
see here also another point of contact. The Magian
attempt to reassert Median supremacy, and with it

probably a corrujitcl Clialdaized form of Magianism,
in place of the purer faith in Ormuzd of which
CyiL.s had been the propagator,* would naturally

ije accompanied by antagonism to the people whom
the Persians had protected and supported. The
immediate renewal of the suspended work on tlie

triumph of Darius (Ezr. iv. 24, v. 1, 2, vi. 7, 8)
f;ills in, it need hardly be added, with this hypo-

thesis. The story of the actual massacre of the

Magi throughout the dominions of Darius, and of

the commemorative Magnphonia (Herod, iii. 79),

with whatever exaggerations it may be mi.\ed up,

indicates in like manner the triumj)h of the Zoro-

astrian system. If we accept the traditional date

of Zoroaster as a coutempoiary of Darius, we may
see in the changes which he effected a revival of the

older system.'^ It is at any rate striking that the

^ r?3t3"in 3T i apxovra eiraoiSwv ndyiov, LXX.

" Coll ip. Sir Henry Rawlinson's translation of the Be-

histun inscription :
" Tlie rites which Gomates the Magian

had introduced 1 prohibited. I restored to the state the

chants, and the worship, and to those families which ',io-

mates the Alagian had deprived of them" (Journal o/

Asiatic Soc., vol. X., and Blakcsley's Ifeiodotus, Excurs. on

iii. 74).

<* The opinion that Zoroaster (otherwise Zcrduscht, or

Zarathrust) and his work belonged to the 6th century b.c.

rests chiefly on the mention In his life and in the Zen<ia-

vosta of a king Gustasp, who has been identified with

Hystaspcs, the father of Darius (Hyde, c. 24 ; I)u Perron,

JCeiidavefita, i. 29). On the other hand, the name of Zo-

roaster does not appear In any of the monumental or

historical notices of Parius ; and Bactria, rather than

Persia, appears as the scene of his labours. The Magi, at

any rale, appear as a distinct order, and with a deflnit*
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word Magi doos not appear in the Zondavesta, the

])riests being there Joscribeil as Atharva ((iuarilians

of the Fire), and that there are multiplied pro-

hibitions ill it of all forms of the magic which, in

the West, and poi^sihly in the East also, took its

name from theiii, and with which, it would appear,

they had already bfcome tainted. Ail such arts,

auguries, necromancy, and the like, are looked on

as evil, and emanating from Ahriman, and are pur-

sued by the hero-king Feridoun with the most per-

sistent hostility (Du Perron, Zendavesta, vol. i. part

2, p. 268, 424).

The name, however, kept its ground, and with it

probably the order to which it was attached. Under

Xerxes, the Magi occupy a position which indicates

that they had recovered from their temporary de-

pression. They are consulted by him as soothsayeis

(Herod, vii. 19), and are as influential as they had

been in the court of Astyages. They prescribe the

strange and terrible sacrifices at the Strymon and

the Nine Ways (Herod, vii. 114). They were said

to have urged the destruction of the temples of

Greece (Cic. Dc Legg. ii. 10). Traces of their in-

fluence may perhaps be seen in the regard paid by
Maidonius to the oracles of the Greek god that

offered the nearest analogue to their own Mithras

(Herod, viii. 134), and in the like reverence which

had previously been shown by the Mcdi'tn Datis

towards the island of Delos (Herod, vi. 97). They
come before the Greeks as the representatives of the

religion of the Persians. No sacrifices may be

olfered unless one of their order is present chanting

the prescribed prayers, as iu the ritual of the

Zendavesta (Herod, i. 132). No great change is

traceable in their position during the decline of the

Persian monarchy. The position of Judaea as a

Persian province must have kept up some measure

of contact between the two religious systems. The
histories of Esther and Nehemiah point to the in-

fluence which might be exercised by members of

the subject-race. It might well be that the religious

minds of the two nations would learn to respect

each other, and that some measure of the prophetic

hopes of Israel might mingle with the belief of the

Magi. As an order they perpetuated themselves

under the Parthian kings. The name rose to fresh

honour under the Sassanidae. The classification

which was ascribed to Zoroaster was recognised as

the basis of a hierarchiail system, after other and

lower elements had mingled with the earlier

Dualism, and might be traced even in the religion

and worship of the Parsees. According to this

arrangement the Magi were divided—by a chissi-

fication which has been compared to that of bishops,

priests, and deacons—into disciples (Harbeds),

teachers (Jlobeds *), and the more perfect teachers

of a higher wisdom (Destur Mobeds). This too

will connect itself with a tradition further on

(Hyde, c. 28 ; Du Perron, Zendavesta, ii. 555).

\l. In the me;mtime the word was acquiring a

new and wider significiition. It presented itself to

the Greeks as connected with a foreign system of

faith, before this time; and bis work in relation to them,
If contemporary with Darius, must have lieen that of the

restorer rather than tlie founder of a system. The hypo-

thesis of two Zoroasters is hardly more than an attempt
to disentangle the conflicting traditions that cluster round
the name, so as to give somedegree of historical credibility

to each group. Most of these traditions lie outside the

range of our present Inquiry, but one or two come within
the horizon of Biblical legend, if not of Biblical history.

Unable to account for the truth ihoy recognized in his

system, except on the hypothesis ihal it had bieii.lcrived
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divination, and the religion of a foe whom they had

conquered, and it soon" became a bye-word for the

worst form of imposture. The rapid growth of this

feeling is traceable perhaps in fhe meanings attached

to the word bv the two great tragedians. In Aes-

chylus (Persa'c, 291) it retains its old significance

as denoting simply a tribe. In Sophocles (Oed. Tijr.

387) it appears among the epithets of reproach

which the king heaps upon Teiresi;ts. The fact,

however, that the religion with which the word

was associated still maintained its gioun<l as the

faith of a great nation, kept it from falling into

utter disrepute, and it is interesting to nofiee how

at one time the good, and at another the bad, side

of the word is uppermost. Thus the ^layt'ia of

Zoroa-ster is spoken of with respect by Plato as a

Bfuiv OepaTrela, forming the groundwork of an edu-

cation which he praises as fiir better than that of

the Athenians {Alcih. i. p. 122 a). Xenophon, iu

like manner, idealises the character and functions

of the order {Cyrop. iv. 5, §16 ; 6, §(i). Both mean-

ings appear in the later lexicographers. The word

Ma2;os is equivalent to avareuv koI (papfj.aK€VTr)i,

but it is also used for the fleotre^V Ka\ de6\oyoi

Kol kpevs (Hesych.). The Magi as an order are

oi irapa Uep(Ta7s (pL\6(TO<poi Kol (pi\6dioi (Suid.).

The word thus passed into the hands of the LXX.,

and from them into those of the writers of the N. T.,

oscillating between the two meanings, capable of

being used in either. The relations which had

existed between the Jews and Persians would per-

haps tend to give a prominence to the more favour-

able associations in their use of it. In Daniel (i. 20,

ii. 2, 10, 27, V. 11) it is used, as has been noticed,

for the priestly diviners with whom the prophet

was associated. Philo, in like manner {Quod omnis

probm liber, p. 792), mentions the Magi with

warm praise, as men who gave themselves to the

study of nature and the contemplation of the Divine

perfections, worthy of being the counsellors of kings.

It was perhaps natural that this aspect of the word

should commend itself to the theosophic Jew of

Alexandria. There were, however, other influences

at work tending to drag it down. The swanns of

impostors that were to be met with in every part

of the Roman empire, known as " Chaldaei," " Ma-

thematici," and the like, bore this name also. Their

arts were " artes magicae." Though philosophers

and men of letters might recognise the better meivn-

ing of which the word was capable (Cic. De Divin.

i. 23, 41), yet in the language of public documents

and of historians, they were treated as a class at once

hateful and contemptible (Tacit. Ann. i. 32, ii. 27,

xii. 22, xii. 59), and as such were the victims of

repeated edicts of banishment.

III. We need not wonder accordingly to find that

this is the predominant meaning of the word as it

appears iu the N. T. The noun and the verb de-

rived from it (fiayela and ixaryivoi) are used by St.

Luke in desciibing the impostor, who is therefore

known distinctively ;is Simon Magus (Acts viii. 9 i.

Another of the same class (Bar-jesus) is described

from the faith of Israel, Christian and Mahometan writeis

have seen in him the disciple of one of the prophets of the

0. T. The leper Gehazi, Baruch the friend and disciple

of Jeremiah, some unnamed disciple of Ezra,—these (wild

as it may sound) have, each in his turn, been identified

with the Bactrlan sage. His name will meet ns iigain

In connexion with the Magi of the N. T. (Hyde, /. c.

;

[•rldeaux. Conn., B.r. 521-486).

• The word " Mobed, ' a contraction of the fuller form

Magovad, Is apparently identical with that which appear*

!n Greek as Mayo?
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(Acfr xiii. 8) as having, in his cognomen Elymas,

a title which was equivalent to Magus. [Elyjias.]

In one memorable instance, however, the word

retains (piohably, at least) its better meaning. In tiie

Gospel of St. Mattliew, w -."tten (according to the ge-

neral beliefofearly Christian writers; for the Hebrew
Chiistians of Pale-stine, we find it, not as embody-
ing the contempt which the frauds of impostors had

brought upon it through the whole Roman empire,

but in the sense which it had had, of old, as asso-

ciated with a religion which they respected, and an

order of which one of their own prophets had been

the head. In s])ite of Patristic authorities on the

other side, asserting the Mdyoi anh avaroKwv of

Matt. ii. 1 to have been sorcerers whose mys-
terious knowledge came from below, not fiom
above, and who were thus translated out of dark-

ness into light (Just. Martyr, Chrysostom, Theo-

phylact, in Spanheim, Dub. Evang.xix. ; Lightfoot,

Jlor. Ileb. in Matt, ii.) we are justified, not less

by the consensMS of later interpreteis (including

even Maldonatus) than by the general tenor of St.

Matthew's nanative, in seeing in them men such as

those that were in the minds of the LXX. trans-

lators of Daniel, and those described by Philo—at

once astronomers and astrologers, but not mingling
any conscious fraud with their elfbrts after a higher

knowledge. The vagueness of the description loaves

their country undefined, and implies that probably

the Evangelist himself had no certain information.

Tiie same phrase is used as in passages where
the express object is to include a wide range of

country (comp. airh avaroXuv, Matt. viii. 11, xxiv.

27 ; Luke xiii. 29). Probably the region chiefly

present to the mind of the Palestine .Jew would be

the tract of countiy stretching eastward irom the

Jordan to the l^uphrates, the land of " the children

of the East " in the early period of the histoiy of

the 0. T. (Gen. xxix. 1 ; Judg. vi. .", vii. 12, viii.

10). It should be remembered, however, that the

language of tlie 0. T., and theiefoie probably that

of St. Matthew, included under this name coun-

tiies that lay considerably to the north as well as

to the eiist of Palestine. Balaam came fi om " the

mountains of the east," i. e. from Pethor on the

Euphrates (Num. xxiii. 7, xxii. .5). Abraham (or

<'yriis?) is the righteous man raised up " Irom tiie

e;ist" (Is. xli. 2). '1 he Persian conqueror is called
" from the east, from a far country" (Is. xlvi. 11).
We cannot wonder that theie should have been

very varying interpretations given of words that

allowed so wide a field for conjecture. Some of
these are, for various reasons, worth noticing.

(1) The feeling of some early writers that the

coming of the wise men was the fulfilment of the

prophecy which spoke of the gifts of the men of

Sheba and Seba (I's. Ixxii. 10, 15 ; comp. Is. Ix. 6)
led them to fix on Arabia as the country of tlie Magi
(Just. Martyr, Tei-tiiUian, Epiphanius, Cyprian, in

Spanheim, Duh. Evntiij. 1. c.),' and they have been
followed by Baronius, Maldonatus, Grotius, and

f This is adopted by most Romisb Interpreters, and Is

all but authoritatively rccogiil/.ed in the services of the

Latin Church. Through the whole Octave of the Epiphany
the ever-recuiTJng antiphon Is, " Reges Tharsis et Insulac

munera ofTurent. Alleluia, Alleluia. Ueges Arabnm et

Saba dona adducent Alleluia, Alleluia."— jBreu. Kom. in

Epiph.

t The discordant views of commentators and har-

monists indicate the absence of any trustworthy data.

'I'he time of their arrival at Bethlehem has been fixed In

each case on gronnds so utterly insufficient, that it would
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Lightfoot. (2^ Others have conjectui-ed M.sopo.

tamia as the great seat of Chaldaean astrolo.ry

(Origen, Hum. in Matt. vi. and vii.), or Egypt as the

country in which Magic was most prevalent i Meyer,

nd foe). (:!) The historical associationsof the word
led others again, with gi eater prol>ability, to fix on

Persia, and to see in these Mngi members of the

priestly order, to which the name of right lielonged

(Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, Olshausen),

while Hyde (Eel. Pers. 1. c.) suggests Parthia, as

being at that time the conspicuous eastern monarchy

in which the Magi were recognised and honoured.

It is perhaps a legitimate inference from the nar-

rative of Matt. ii. that in these M.agi we may recog-

nise, as the Church has done fiom a very early period,

the first Gentile \voisliipi>ers of the Christ. The
name, by itself, indeed, applied as it is in Acts xiii.

8, to a Jewish false prophet, would hardly prove

this ; but the distinctive epithet " from the east

"

was probably intended to mark them out as different

in character and race fiom the Western IVIagi,

Jews, and others, who swamied over the Kom.m
empire. So, when they coiitie to Jerusalem it is to

ask not after "our king" or " the king of Israel,"

but, a.s the men of another race might do, after " the

king of the Jews." The language of the 0. T.

prophets and the traditional interpretation of it are

apparently new things to them.

The narrative of Matt. ii. supplies us with an

outline which we may legitimately endeavour to fill

up, as far as our knowledge enables us, with in-

ference and illustiation.

Some time after the birth of Jesus R there ap-

peared among the strangers who visited Jerusalem

these men from the far East. They were not idol-

aters. Their form of worship was looked upon by
the Jews with greater tolerance and sympathy than

that of any other Gentiles (comp. Wisd. .xiii. 6, 7).

Whatever may have been their country, their name
indicates that they would be watchers of the stare,

seeking to read in them the destinies of nations.

They say that they have seen a star in which they

recognise such a prognostic. They are sure that

one is born King of the Jews, and they come to

))ay their homage. It may have been simply that

the quarter of the heavens in which the st.ir ap-

peared indicated the direction of Judaea. It may
have been that some form of the prophecy of Ba-

laam that a " star should rise out of Jacob

"

(Num. xxiv. 17) had reached them, either through

the Jews of the Dispersion, or through traditions

running parallel with the 0. T., and that this let!

them to recognise its fulfilment (Origen, c. Cels. i.

;

Horn, in Ntiin. xiii. ; but the hypothesis is neither

necessary nor satisfactory; comp. Ellicott, Hulsean

Lectures, p. 77). It may have been, lastly, that

the traditional predictions ascribed to their own
prophet Zoro.oster, leading them to expect a suc-

cession of three deliverers, two working as prophets

to reform the world and raise up a kingdom

(Tavernier, Travels, iv. 8), the third (Zosiosh),

be idle to examine them. (1) As In the Church Calendar,

on the twelfth day after the nativity (Baronius. Ann. i. 9).

(2) At some time towards the close of the forty days

before the Purification (Spanheim and Stolberg). (3) Four

months later (GreswcU), on the hypothesis that they saw

the star at the nativity, and then started on a journey

which would take that time. Or (4) as an inference from

Matt. ii. 16, at some time in the .second j-ear after the birth

of Christ (comp. Spanheim, Dub. Eravg. I. c). On the at

tompt to find a chronological datum in the star itself, comp
Sr.vit I.N THE Kast ; also Jesus Ciiitisi, vol. i. p. Ip72 b.
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the greatest of the tluee, coming to be the head of the

kingdom, to conquer Ahriman and to raise the dead

(Pu Perron, Zeiidav. i. 2. p. 4(5 ; Hyde,c. 81 ; Elli-

cott, Hulseun Lect. 1. c), and in strange fantastic

ways connecting these redeemers with the seed of

Abraham (Tavernier, I.e. ; and D'Herbelot, Bibliot.

Orient, s. v. Zerdascht), h:id roused their minds
to an attitude of expectancy, and that their contact

•with a people cherisliing like hopes on stronger

grounds, m:iy have prepiired them to see in a king

of the Jews, the Oshanderbegha {Homo Mundi,
Hyde, I. c), or the Zosiosh whom they expected. h\

any case tiu'y shared tlie '• vetusetconstans opinio"

which had sprejul itself over the whole East, that

the Jews, as a people, crushed and broken as they

were, were yet destined once again to give a ruler

to the nations. It is not unlikely that they ap-

peared, occupying the position of Destur-Mobeds in

the later Zoroastrian hierarchy, as the represen-

tatives of many others who shared the same feeling.

They came, at any rate, to pny their homage to the

king whose birth was thus indicated, and with the

gold and trankincense and myrrh, which were the

customarv gifts of subject nations (comp. Gen.
-xliii. II;' Ps. Ixxii. 15; IK. x. 2, 10 ; 2 Chr. ix.

24; Cant. iii. 6, iv. 14). The arrival of such a

company, bonnd on so strange an errand, in the last

years of the tyrannous and distrustful Herod, could

hardly fail to attract notice and excite a people,

among whom Messianic expect^itions had already

begun to show themselves (Luke ii. 25, 38).
" Herod was troubled, and ail Jerusalem with

him." The Sanhedrim was convened, and the

question where the Messiah was to be born was
foi-mally placed before them. It was in accordance

with the subtle, fox-like character of the king that

he should pretend to share the expectations of the

people in order that he might find in what direction

they pointed, and then take whatever steps were
necessiiry to crush them [comp. Herod]. The
answer given, based upon the traditional interpreta-

tion of Mic. V. 2, that Bethlehem was to be the

birthplace of the Christ, determined the king's

plans. He had found out the locality. It remained

to determine the time : with what was probably a

real belief in astrology, he inquired of them dili-

gently, when they had fii-st seen the star. If he

assumed that that was contemporaneous with the

birth, he could not be far wrong. The Magi ac-

cordingly are sent on to Bethlehem, as if they were
but the forerunners of the king's own homage. As
they journeyed they again saw the star, which for

a time, it would seem, they had lost sight of, and it

guided them on their way. [Comp. Star in the
East for this and all other questions connected with

its appeai'ance.] The pressure of the crowds, which

a fortnight, or four months, or well-nigh two years

before, had driven Mary and .Joseph to the rude

st;ibleof the caravanserai of Bethlehem, had appa-

rently abated, and the Magi entering " the house"

(Matt. ii. 11) fell down and paid their homage and

otVered their gifts. Once more they receive guid-

ance through the channel which their work and

their studies had made familiar to them. From
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h It is perhaps not right to pass over the supposed tes-

timony of heathen authors. These are found (1) In the

saying of Augustus, recorded hy Macroblus (" It Is better

to be Herod's swine tlian his son "), as connected with the

slaughter of a child under two years of age. (2) In the

remarkable passage of Chalcidius {Comment, in Timaeiu,

\ il. iM 25), alluding to the star which had heralded the birth,

j
first to last, in Media, in Babylon, in Persia, the

Magi had been famous as the interpreters of di'eams.

That which they received now need not have in-

! volvcd a disclosure of the plans of Herod to them.
It was enough that it directed them to " return to

j

their own country another way." With this their

history, so far as the N. T. carries us, comes to an

;
end.

I

It need hardly be said that this part of the
Gospel narrative has had to bear the brunt of the

attacks of a hostile criticism. The omission of all

mention of the Magi in a gospel which enters so

fully into all the circumstances of the infancy of
Christ as that of St. Luke, and the difficulty of har-
monising this incident with those which he narrates,

have been urged as at least throwing suspicion on what
St. Matthew alone has recorded. The advocate of a
" mythical theory " sees in this almost the strongest

confii-mation of it (Strauss, Leben Jem, i. p. 272).
" There must be prodigies gathering round the cradle

ofthe infant Christ. Other heroes and kings had had
their stars, and so must he. He must receive in his

childhood the homage of the representatives of other
races and creeds. The facts recorded lie outside

the range of history, and are not mentioned by any
contemporary historian." The answers to these ob-

jections may be briefly stated. (1) Assuming the

central fact of the early chapters of St. Matthew,
no objection lies against any of its accessories on
the ground of their being wonderful and impro-
bable. It would be in harmony with our expecta-

tions that there should be signs and wonders indi-

cating its presence. The objection therefore pos-

tulates the absolute incredibility of that fact, and
begs the point at issue (comp. Trench, Star of the

Wise Men, p. 124). (2) The question whether
this, or any other given naiTative connected with
the nativity of Christ, bears upon it the stamp of a
mythus, is therefore one to be detei'mined by its

own merits, on its own evidence ; and then the case

stands thus :—A mythical story is characterised for

the most part by a large admixture of what is

wild, poetical, fantastic. A comparison of Matt. ii.

with the Jewish or Mahometan legends of a later

time, or even with the Christian mythology which
afterwards gathered round this very chapter, will

show how wide is the distance that separates its

simple narrative, without ornament, without exag-

geration, from the overflowing luxuriance of those

figinents (comp. IV. below). (3) The absence of

any direct confirmatory evidence in other wiiters
of the time may be accounted for, paitly at least,

by the want of any full chi'onicle of the events of
the later years of Herod. The momentary excite-

ment of the arrival of such travellers as the Magi,
or of the slaughter of some score of children in a
small Jewish town, would easily be eilaced by the
more agitating events that followed [comp. Herod].
The silence of Josephus is not moie conclusive

against this fact th;m it is (assuming the spurious-
ness of Ant. xviii. 4, §3) against the fact of the

Crucifixion and the giowth of the sect of the Naza-
renes within the walls of Jerusalem.'* (4) The
more perplexing absence of all mention of the Magi

ot of a conqueror or destroyer.but ofa divine and righteous

I

king. The facts of the Gospel history may have been

I

mixed up with (I), but the e.xpression of Augustus does

I
not point to anything beyond Herod's domestic tragedies.

I

The genuineness of (2) is questionable ; and both are too

remote in time to be of any worth as evidence (comp
^\, H.Mill, I'anlheiitic I'rinciphs. p. .t73)
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in St. Luke's Gospel may yet receive some pro-

bable explanation. So far as we cannot explain it,

our i^noi-ance of all, or nearly all, the circumstances

of the composition of the Gospels is a sullicient

answer. It is, however, at least possible that St.

Luke, knowing that the facts related by St. Matthew

were already current among the churches,' souij;ht

nither to add what was not yet recorded. Something

too may have been due to the leadmg thouglits of

the two Gospels. St. Matthew, dwelling chiefly on

tiie kingly office of Christ as the Son of David, seizes

naturally on the first recognition of that character

by the Magi of the East (comp. on the fitness of

this Mill, Fantheistiii Principles, p. 375). St.

Luke, portraying the Son of Man in His sympathy

with common men, in His compassion on the poor

and humble, dwells as naturally on the manifesta-

tion to the shepherds on the hills of Bethlehem.

It may be added further, that everything tends to

sliow that the latter Evangelist deiived the ma-

terials for this part of his histoiy much more di-

rectly from the mother of the Lord, or her kindred,

than did the former; and, if so, it is notdilHcult to

undei-stand how she might come to dwell on that

which connected itself at once with the eternal

blessedness of peace, good-will, salvation, rather

than on the homage and offerings of strangers, which

seemed to be the presage of an earthly kingdom, and

had proved to be the prelude to a life of poverty,

and to the death upon the ci-oss.

IV. In this instance, as in others, what is told

by the Gospel-writers in plain simple words, has

become the nucleus for a whole cycle of legends. A
Christian mythology has overehadowed that which
itself had nothing in common with it. The love

of the strange and marvellous, the eager desire to

fill up in detail a naiTative which had been left

outline, and to m:ike every detail the representative

of an idea—these, which tend everywhei-e to the

gi-owth of the mythical element within the region

of history, fixed themselve<;, naturally enough, pre-

cisely on those portions of the life of Christ where
the written records were the least complete. The
stages of this development present themselves in

regular succession.

( 1) The Magi are no longer thought of as simply
" wise men," members of a sacred order. The pro-

phecies of Ps. Ixxii. ; Is. xlix. 7, 23, Ix. 16, must be

fulfilled in them, and they become princes (" re-

gali," Tertull. c. Jud. 9 ; c. Marc. 5). This tends

more and more to be the dominant thought. When
the arrival of the Magi, rather than the birth or

the baptism of Christ, as the fii-st of His mighty
works, conies to be looked on as the great Epiphany
of His divine power, the older title of the feast

receives as a synonym, almost as a substitute, that

of the Feast of the Three Kings. (2) The numbei
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of the Wise Men. which St.' Matthew leives i.to-

gether undefined, was arbitrarily fixeiL They weie
three (Leo Magn. Serm, ad Epiph.), because thus
they became a symbol of the mysterious Trinity

(Hilary of Arles^, or because then the number cor-

responded to the threefold gifts, or to the three

paits of the earth, or the three great divisions of the
human race descended from the sons of Noah (I'eile,

Dc Collect.'). (3) Sj-mbolic meanings were found

for each of the three gifts. The gold they ottered

as to a king. With the myrrh they prefigured the

bitterness of the Passion, the embalmment for the

Burial. With the frankincense they adored the

divinity of the Son of God (Suicer, Thes. s. v.

Moyoj;'' Brev. liOin. in Epiph. Tpnssim). (4) Later

on, in a tradition which, though appearing in a

Western writer, is traceable prol>ably to reports

brought back by pilgrims fiom Italy or the East,

the names are added, and Caspar, Melchior, and
Balthazar, take their place among the objects of

Christian reverence, and are honoured as the patron

saints of travelleis. The passage fiom Bede {de

Collect.) is, in many ways, interesting, and as it is

not commonly quoted by commentators, though
often referred to, it may be worth while to give it.'

" Piimus dicitur fuisse Melchior, qui senex et canus,

barba proli.xa et capillis, aurum obtulit regi Do-
mino. Secundus, nomine Caspar, juvenis imberbis,

rubicundus, thure, quasi Deo oblatione digna, Deum
honoravit. Tertius fuscus, iutegre barbatus, Bal-

tassar nomine, per mynham filium hominis moii-
turum professus." \Ve recognise at once in this

description the received types of the eaily pictorial

art of Western Europe. It is oi)en to believe that

both the description and the art-t}-pes may be

traced to early quasi-dramatic representations of the
facts of the Nativity. In any such representations

names of some kind would become a matter of ne-

cessity, and were probably invented at random.
Familiar as the names given by Bede now are to

us, there was a time when they"had no more autho-
rity than Bithisai-ca, Jlelchior, and Gathaspar ( Mo-
roni, Dizion. s. i'. " Magi ") ; Magalath, Pangalath,

Saracen ; Appellius, Amerius, and Damascus, and a
score of others (Spanheim, Dub. Evung. ii. p. 288).'»

In the Eastern Church, where, it would seem,
there was less desire to find symbolic meanings
than to magnify the circumstances of the history,

the traditions assume a dilierent character. The
Magi arrive at Jerusalem with a retinue of 1000
men, having left behind them, on the fmther bank
of the Euphrates, an amiy of 7000 (Jacob. Edess.

and Bar-hebraeus, in Hyde, /. c). They have
been led to undeitake the journey, not by the star

only, or by expectations which they shai-ed with
Israelites, but by a prophecy of the founder of their

own faith. Zoroaster had predicted" that in the

i It will be noticed that this is altogether a distinct

hypothesis from that which assumes that he had the Gos-
pel of St. Matthew In Its present form before hiin.

" This was the prevalent interpretation ; but others

read the symbols differently, and with coarser feeling.

The gold helped the poverty of the Holy Family. The
incense remedie<I the noisome air of the stable. The myrrh
was used, it was said, to give strength and firmness to the

bodies of new-bom infants. (Suicer, I. c).

' The treatise De CoUectaneis is in fact a miscel-

laneous collection of memoranda In the form of question

and answer. The desire to find names for those who have

none given them is very noticeable tn other instances as

well as In that of the Magi : e. g., he gives those of the

penitent and impenitent thief. The passage quoted in

the text is followed by a description of their dress, taken
obviously either from some early painting, or from the

decorations of a miracle-play (comp. the account of such a
performance in Trench, Star of the H'l'se Meti, p. 10). The
account of the offerings. It will Ije noticed, dws not agree
with the traditional hexameter of the Latin Church :—
"Gaspar fert myrrham, thns Melchior, Balthasar aurum."
" Hyde qudles from Bar liahlul the names of the

thirteen who appear In the l-^astem Iniditions. The three
which llie legends of the West have made famous are not
among them.

" " Vos aiitem, Blii inei, ante omnes gentes ortnm
ejus percepturi estis" (Abulpharagius, Dynast. Lib., in

Hyde, i 31).
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latter days there should be a Mighty One and a

Redeemer, and that his descendants should see the

stir whi(;h should be the herald of his coming.

According to another legend {Opits imperf. in

Matt. ii. apud Chnjsost. i. vi. ed. Montfaucon^
they came from the remotest East, near the borders

of the ocean. They had been taught to e.xpect the

star by a writing that bore the name of Seth.

That expectation was handed down from fother to

son. Twelve of the holiest of them were appointed

to be ever on the watch. Their post of observation

was a rock known as the Mount of Victory. Night

by night they washed in pure water, and prayed,

and looked out on the heavens. At last the st<ar

appeared, and in it the form of a young child bear-

ing a cross. A voice came from it and bade them
proceed to Judaea. They started on their two years'

journey, and during all that time the meat and the

drink with which they started never failed them.

The gifts they bring are those wliich Abraham gave to

their progenitoi's the sons of Keturah (this, of coLirse,

on the hj-pothesis that they were Arabians), which

the queen of Sheba had in her turn presented to

.Solomon, and which had found their way back again

to the children of the East (Epiphan. in Coinp.

Poctr. in Moroni, Dizion. 1. c). Tliey return from
Bethlehem to their own country, and give them-
selves up to a life of contemplation and prayer.

When the twelve apostles leave .Jerusalem to carry

on their work as preachers, St. Thomas finds them
in Parthia. They offer themselves for baptism, and

become evangelists of the new faith ( Opus imperf,

in Matt. ii. I. c). The pilgrim-feeling of the

4th century includes them also within its range.

Among other relics supplied to meet the demands
of the market which the devotion of Helena had
created, the bodies of the Magi are discovered

somewhere in the East, are brought to Constan-

tinople, and placed in the great church which, as

the Mosque of St. Sophia, still bears in its name
the witness of its original dedication to the Divine

Wisdom. The favour with which the people of

Milan had received the emperor's prefect Eustorgius

called for some special mark of favour, and on his

consecration as bishop of that city, he obtained for

it the privilege of being the resting-place of the

precious relics. There the feme of the three kings

increased. Tlie prominence given to all the feasts

connected with the season of the Nativity—the

transfer to that season of the mirth and joy of the

old Saturnalia—the setting apart of a distinct day
for the commemoration of the Epiphany in the

4th century p—all this added to the veneration with
which they were regarded. When Milan fell into

the hands of Frederick Barbarossa (a.d. 1102) the

influence of the archbishop of Cologne prevailed on
the emj>eror to transfer them to that city. The
Milanese, at a later period, consoled themselves by
foiming a special confraternity for perpetuating

their veneration for the Magi by the annual per-

formance of a " Mystery " (Moroni, /. c.) ; but the

glory of possessing the relics of the first Gentile

worshippers of Christ remained with Cologne."! hi

that proud cathedral which is the glory of Teutonic
art the shrine of the Three Kings has, for si.ic cen-

turies, been shown as the greatest of its many
treasurjs. The tabernacle in which the bones of
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t The institution of the Feast of the Three Kings Is

ascribed to Pope Julius, a.d. 336 (Moroni, Dizion. 1. c).

1 For the later mediaeval developments of the tradi-

tions, comp. Joan, von HUdeshcim In Quarterly Rev.
Ixxvili. p. 433.
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some whose real name and liistory are lost for ever

lie enshrined in honour, bears witness, in its gold

and gems, to the failh witli which the story of the
wanderings of the Three Kings has been received

The reverence has sometimes taken stranger and
more grotesque forms. As the patron-saints of tra-

vellers they have given a name to the inns of earlier

or later date. The names of Melchior, Caspar, and
Balthasar were used as a charm against attacks of
epilepsy (Spanheim, Duh. Evmg. .\xi.).

(Comp., in addition to authorities already cited,

Trench, Star of the Wise Men ; .J. F. Muller, in Her-
zog's lieal-Encijcl. s. v. " Magi ;" Triebel, De Magis
advenient., and Miegius, De Stella, ^c, in Crit.
Sacri ; Tlies. Nov. ii. Ill, 118 ; Stolberg, Dissert,
de Magis

;
and Rhoden, De primis Salv. venerat.,

in Crit. Sacri; Tiies. Theol. Phil. ii. 69. [E. H. P.]

MAGIC, MAGICIANS. The magical arts
spoken of in the Bible are those practised bv the
Egyptians, the Canaanites, and their neighbours,
the Hebrews, the Chaldaeans, and probably the
Gieeks. V\'e therefore begin this article with an
endeavour to state the position of magic in relation

to religion and philosophy with the several races of
mankind.

The degree of the civilisation of a nation is not
the measure of the importance of magic iu its con-
victions. The natural features of a country are
not the primary causes of what is termed super-
stition in its inhabitants. With nations as with
men— and the analogy of Plato in the ' Republic '

is

not always false—the feelings on which magic
ti.xes its hold are essential to the mental consti-
tution. Contrary as are these assertions to the
common opinions of our time, inductive reasoning
forbids our doubting them.

With the lowest race magic is the chief part of

religion. The Nigritians, or blacks of this race,

show this in their extreme use of amulets and
their worship of objects which have no other value
in their eyes but as having a supposed magical
character through the influence of supernat'ural
agents. With the Turanians, or corresponding
whites of the same great family,—we use the word
white for a group of nations mainly yellow, in con-
tradistinction to black,— incantations and witchcraft
occupy the siime place, shamanism characterizing
their tribes in both hemispheres. In the days oi
Herodotus the distinction in this matter between the
Nigritians and the Caucasian population of north
Africa was what it now is. In his remarkable ac-
count of the journey of the Nasamonian young men—the Nasamones, be it remembered, were " a Libyan
race " and dwellers on the northern coast, as the his-

torian here says,—we are told that the adventurei-s
p.nssed through the inhabited maritime region, and
the tiact occupied by wild beasts, and the desert, and
at last cjime upon a plain with trees, where they
were seized by men of small stature who carried
them acjoss marshes to a town of such men
lilack in complexion. A great river, running from
west to east and containing crocodiles, flowed by
that town, and all th.at nation were sorcerers (e'l

TOi/j ovToi clttIkovto dvOpdiTTovs, y6r)Ta^ elvai

wa;/T09, ii. 32, SA ). It little matters whether the
conjecture that tlie great river was the Niger Ix"

true, which the idea adopted by Herodotus that it

was the U].per Nile seems to favour :• it is quite

" It is perhaps worthy of note that .Escbylus calls the

upper Nile iroTa^bs Aiffioi//, as fhongh the great iEthlopfan
river (/'lom. Viitct. 809 ; comp. Solin. 32, 3U).
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evident that the Nasaniones came upon a nation of

Ni^iitians beyond the Great Desert and were struck

with their fetishism. So, in our own days, tlie

traveller is astonished at the height to which this

superstition is carried among the Nigritians, who
have no religious practices that are not of the

nature of sorcery, nor any priests who are not

magicians, and magicians alone. The strength of

this belief in magic in these two great divisions of

the lowest i-ace is shown in the case of each by its

having maintained its hold in an iiistiince in which

its tenacity must have been severely tried. The
ancient Egyptians show their partly-Nigritian origin

not alone in their physiail characteristics and lan-

guage but in their religion. They retained the

strange low nature-worship of the Nigritians, forcibly

combining it with more intellectual kinds of belief,

as they represented their gods with the heads of

animals and the botlies of men, and even connecting

it with truths which point to a primeval revelation.

The Ritual, which was tiie great treiisury of Egyptian

belief and explained the means of gaining future

happiness, is full of charms to be said, and contains

duections for making and for using amulets. As

the Nigiitian goes ou a journey hung about with

amulets, so amulets were placed on the Egyptian's

embalmed body, and his soul went on its myste-

rious way fortified with incantations learnt while

on e:uth. In China, although Buddhism has esta-

blished itself, and the system of Confucius has

gained the power its positivism would ensure it

with a highly-educated people of low type, another

belief still maintains itself which there is strong

reason to hold to be older than the other two,

although it is usually supposed to have been of the

same age as Confucianism ; in this religion magic is

of the highest importance, the distinguishing cha-

racteristic by which it is known.
With the Shemites magic takes a lower place.

Nowhere is it even part of religion
;

yet it is

looked upon as a powerful engine, and generally

unlawful or lawful according to the aid invoked.

Among many of the Shemite peoples there linger

the remnants of a primitive fetishism. Sacred

trees and stones are reverenced from an old super-

stition, of which they do not always know the

meaning, derived from the nations whose place they

have taken. Thus fetishism remains, although in a
kind of fossil state. The importance of astrology

with the Shemites has tended to raise the character

of their magic, which deals rather with the dis-

covery of supposed existing influences than with
the production of new influences. The only direct

association of magic with religion is where the

priests, as the educated class, have taken the func-
tions of magicians; but this is far different from
the case of the Nigritians, where the magicians a.e

the only priests. The Shemites, however, when de-

pending on human leason alone, seem never to have
doubted the efficacy of magicd arts, yet recoui-se to

their aid was not usually with them the Hi-st idea

of a man in doubt. Though the case of Saul
cannot be taken as applying to the whole race,

yet, even with the heathen Shemites, prayers must
have been held to be of more value than incan-

tations.

The Iranians as.sign to magic a still less important
position. It can scarcely be traced in the relics of
old nature-worship, which they with greater skill

than the Egyptians interwove with their moie intel-

lectual beliefs, as the Greeks gave the objects of

reverence in Arcadia and Crete a place in poctii-al
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myths, and the Scandinavians animated the hard,

remains of primitive superstition. The chaiacter of

the ancient belief is utterly gone with the assigning

of new reasons for the reverence of its sacred objects.

JIagic always maintained some hold ou men's

minds ; but the stronger intellects despised it,

like the Koman commander who threw the sacred

chickens overboard, and the Greek who defied an

advewe omen at the beginning of a great battle.

When any, oppressed by the sight of the cala-

mities of mankind, sought to resolve the myste-

rious problem, they fixed, hke jEschylus, not upon

the childish notion of a chance-government by
many conflicting agencies, but upon the nobler

idea of a dominating fate. Men of highly sensitive

temperaments have always inclined to a belief in

magic, and there has therefore been a section of

Iranian philosophei-s in all ages who have paid

attention to its practice ; but, expelled from reli-

gion, it has held but a low and precarious place in

philosophy.

The Hebrews had no magic of their own. It

was so strictly forbidden by the Law that it could

never aftenvards have had any recognised existence,

save in times of general heresy or apostasy, and the

same was doubtless the case in the patriarchal ages.

The magical practices which obtained among the

Hebrews were therefore borrowed fi-om the nations

around. The hold they gained was such as we
should have expected with a Shemite race, making
allowance for the discredit thrown upon them by
the prohibitions of the Law. From the first en-

trance into the Land of I'lomise until the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem we have constant glimpses of

magic practised in secret, or resorted to, not alone

by the common but also by the great. The Talmml
abounds in notices of contemporary magic among
the Jews, showing that it sunived idolatry notwith-

standing their original connexion, and was supposed

to produce real etiects. The Kur-dn in like manner
treats charms and incantations as capable of pro-

ducing evil consequences when used against a

man.l* It is a distinctive characteristic of the

Bible that from fii-st to last it wan-ants no such

trust or dread. In the Psalms, the most pei-sonal

of all the books of Scripture, there is no prayer

to be protected against magical influences. The

believer prays to be delivered from every kind of

evil that could hurt the body or the soul, but he

says nothing of the machinations of sorcerei-s.

Here and everywhere magic is passed by, or if

mentioned, mentioned only to be condemned (comp.

Ps. cvi. 28). Let those who affinn that they see

in the Psalms merely human piety, and in Job

and Ecclesiastes merely human philosophy, explain

the absence in them, and throughout the Scrip-

tures, of the expression of supei-stitious feelings

that are inherent in the Shemite mind. Let them

explain the luxiuiant growth in the after-literature of

the Hebrews and Arabs, and notably in the Talmud

and the Kur-dn, of these feelings with no root in

those older writings from which that after-litera-

tm-e was derived. If the Bible, the Talmud, and

the Kur-dn, be but several expressions of the

Shemite mind, diffei-ing only through the efiect of

time, how am this contrast be accounted for?—the

very opposite of what obtains elsewhere ; for super-

stitions are geneiully strongest in the earlier lite-

>> The 113th chapter of the Kur-dn was written when

Mohammad believed that the magical practices of certain

persons had afToctcd him with a kind of rheumatiam.
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ratuve of a race, and griidually fade, excepting a con-

dition of barbarism restore their vigour. Those

who see in the Bible a Divine work can understand

how a God-taught preacher could throw aside the

miserable feare of his race, and boldly tell man to

trust in his Maker alone. Here, as in all matters,

the history of the Bible confirms its doctrine. In

the doctrinal Scriptures magic is passed by with

contempt, in the historical Scriptures the reason-

ableness of this contempt is shown. Whenever the
j

practisers of magic attempt to combat the servants

of God, they conspicuously fail. Pharaoh's magic-

ians bow to the Divine power shown in the won-

ders wrought by Moses and Aaron. Balaam, the

gi-eat enchanter, comes from afar to cui-se Israel and

is forced to bless them.

In examining the mentions of magic in the Bible,
j

we must keep "in view the curious inquiry whether
1

there be any reality in the art. We would at the
j

outset protest against the idea, once ve) y prevalent,

that the conviction that the seen and unseen worlds

were often more manifestly in cont;ict in the Bib-

lical ages than now necessitates a belief in the

reality of the magic spoken of in the Scriptures.
]

We do indeed see a connexion of a supernatural
|

agency with magic in such a case as that of the
j

damsel possessed with a spirit of divination men-

tioned in the Acts
;
yet there the agency appears to

!

have been involuntary in the damsel, and shrewdly

made profitable by her employers. This does not

establish the possibility of man being able at his

will to use supernatural powers to gain his own
;

ends, which is what magic has always pretended to

accomplish. Thus much we premise, lest we should

be thought to hold latitudinarian opinions because

we treat the reality of magic as an open question.

Without losing sight of the distinctions we have

drawn between the magic of dift'erent races, we shall

consider the notices of the subject in the Bible in

the order in which they occur. It is impossible in

every case to assign the magical practice spoken of

to a particular nation, or when this can be done to

determine whether it be native or borrowed, and the

general absence of details renders any other system

of classification liable to error.

The theft and caiTying away of Laban's tera-

phim i^D^DIR) by Rachel, seems to indicate the

practice of magic in Padan-aram at this eariy time.

It appeare that Laban attached great value to these

objects, from what he said as to the theft and his

detei-mined search for them (Gen. xxxi. 19, 30,
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32-35). It may be supposed from the manner in

which they wore hidden that these teraphim were

not very small. The most important point is

that Laban calls them his "gods" (ibid. 30, 32),

although he was not without belief in the true God

(24, 49-53) ; for this makes it almost certain that

we have here not an indication of the worship of

strange gods, but the first notice of a superstition

that afterwards obtained among those Israelites who
added corru])t practices to the true religion. = The
derivation of the name teraphim is extremely ob-

scure. Gesenius takes it from an "unused" root,

t]^n, which he supposes, from the Arabic, probably

signified " to live pleasantly" (^Tlies. s. v.). It may,
however, be reasonably conjectured that such a root

would have had, if not in Hebrew, in the language

whence the Hebrews took it or its derivative, the

proper meaning " to dance," con-esponding to this,

which would then be its tropical meaning."' We
should prefer, if no other derivation be found, to

suppose that the name teiaphim might meaji

"dancers" or " causers of dancing," with reference

either to primitive nature-worship * or its magical

rites of the chaiacter of shamanism, rather than

that it signifies, as Gesenius suggests, "givers of

pleasant lite." There seems, however, to be a cog-

nate word, unconnected with the "unused" root

just mentioned, in ancient Egyptian, whence we may
obtain a conjectural derivation. We do not of course

trace the worship of teraphim to the sojourn in

Egypt. They wei'e probably those objects of the

pre-Abrahamite idolatry, put away by order of

Jacob (Gen. .xxxv. 2-4), yet retained even in Joshua's

I

time (Josh. xxiv. 14) ; and, if so, notwithstanding

his exhortation, abandoned only lor a space (Judg.

xvii., xviii.); and they were also known to the

Babylonians, being used by them for divination

(Ez. xxi. 21). But there is great leason for

supposing a close connexion between the oldest

language and religion of Chaldaea, and the ancient

Egyptian language and i-eligion. The Egyptian

word TER signifies "a shape, type, transforma-

tion,"' and has for its determinative d mummy:
it is used in the Ritual, where the various transfor-

mations of the deceased in Hades are described

{Todtenbuch, ed. Lepsius, ch. 76 se.j). The small

mummy-shaped figure, SHEBTEE, usually made
of baked clay covered with a blue vitreous varnish,

representing the Egj'ptian as deceased, is of a na-

ture connecting it with magic, since it was made
with the idea that it secured benefits in Hades

;

= Laban's expression In Gen. xxx. 27, " 1 have augured

(TlCi'nj). may refer to divination; but the context

makes it more reasonable not to take it in a literal sense

d The Arabic root L>Ji certainly means " he abounded

In the comforts of life," and the like, but the correspond-

ing ancient Egyptian word TERF or TllEF, " to dance,"

suggests that this is a tropical signification, especially as

in the Indo-European languages, if our " to trip " preserve

the proper sense and the Sanskrit trip and the Greek

T«'pirw the troplail sense of the root, wo have the same
word with the two meanings. We believe also that, In

point of age, precedence should be given to the ancient

Egyptian word before the Semitic, and that in the former

language an objective sense is always the proper sense,

and a subjective the tropical, when a word is used In both

significations. We think that this i)rluclple is equally true

of the Semitic group, althou<;li It may be contested wish

refcicucc to the Indo-European languages.

« In the fragments ascribed to Sanchoniatho, which,

whatever their age and author, cannot be doubted to be

genuine, the Baetulia are characterised in a manner that

illustrates this supposition. The Baetulia, it must bo

remembered, were sacred stones, the reverence of which

in Syria in the historical times was a relic of the early

low nature-worship with which fetishism or shamanism

is now everywhere associated. The words used, cTrfi-oijae

flcbs Oiipavos BairuAia, Ai'flous efn^/uxows /aijxaiTjffa/iefO?

(Corj', AiK. Frag. p. 12), cannot be held to mean more than

that Uranus contrived living stones, but the idea of contriv-

ing and the terra " living" imply motion in these stones.

f Kgj-ptologists have generally read this word TEll.

Mr. Dlrch, however, reads It CHEPER (SIIEPER accord-

ing to the writer's system of transcription). The balauce

is decided by Uie discovery of the Coptic equivalent

TO*ff " transmutare," in which the absence of Uie

final U Is explained by a peculiar but regubu- modificaUon

which the writer was the first to point out (Hikho-

GLYPUics, Encyclopadia Brilannica, Hth ed. p. 4'il).

O 2
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and it is oounectod witli the word TEK, for it iv\ne-

sents a rauiiiiny, the detei-miuative of that word,

and was considered to be of use in the state

in which the deceased passed through transfonna-

tions, TERQ. The dilficiilty which forbids our

doing more than conjecture a relation between

TEK and terapliim is the want in the former of

tlie tliird radical of the latter ; and in our present

state of ignorance respecting the ancient Egyptian

and the primitive language of Chaldaea in their

verbal relations to the Semitic family it is impos-

sible to s;iy whether it is likely to be explained.

The possible connexion with the Egyptian leligious

macic is, however, not to be slighted, especially as it

is not improbable that the household idolatry of the

Hebrews was ancestral worship, and the SHEBTEE
was the image of a deceased man or woman, as a

mummy, and therefore as an Osiris, bearing the

insignia of that divinity, and so in a manner as

a deified dead person, although we do not know

that it was used in the ancestral worship of the

Egyptians. It is important to notice that no sin-

gular is found of the word teraphim, and that the

plural form is once used where only one statue

seems to be meant (1 Sam. xix. 13, 1(5): in this

case it may be a "plural of excellence." If the

latter inference be true, this word must have become

thoroughly Semiticized. There is no description of

these images ; but from the account of Michal's

stratagem to deceive Saul's messengers, it is evi-

dent, if only one image be there meant, as is very

probable, that they were at least sometimes of the

size of a man, and perhaps in the head and shoulders,

if not lower, of human shape, or of a similar form

{Id. 13-16).

The worehip or use of teraphim after the occu-

pation of the Promised Land cannot be doubted

to have been one of the coiTupt practices of those

Hebrews who leant to idolatry, but did not abandon

their belief in the God of Israel. Although the

Scriptures draw no marked distinction between

those who forsook their religion and those who
added to it such corruptions, it is evident that

the latter always professed to be orthodox. Tera-

phim therefore cannot be regarded as among the

Hebrews necessarily connected with strange gods,

whatever may have been the case with other

nations. The account of Micah's images in the

Book of Judges, compared with a passage in Hosea,

shows our conclusion to be correct. In the earliest

days of the occupation of the Promised Land, in

the time of anarchy tliat followed .Joshua's rule,

Micah, "a man of mount Ephraim;" made certain

images and other objects of heretical worship, which
were stolen from him by those Danites who took

Laish and called it I)an, there setting up idolatry,

where it continued the whole time that the ark was
at Shiloh, the priests retaining their post " until

the day of the captivity of the land" (Judg. xvii.,

xviii., esp. 30, 31). Probably this worship was
somewhat changed, although not in its essential

character, when Jeroboam set up the golden calf at

Dan. Micah's idolatrous objects were a graven

image, a molten image, an ephod, and teraphim

(xvii. 3, 4, 5, xviii. 17, 18, 20). In Hose;i there

is a retrospect of this period where the prophet

takes a harlot, and commands her to be faithful to

K Kallsch, In his Commentary on Genesis (pp. 033, 534),

considers the use of teraphim as a comparatively harm-
less form of Idolatry, and explains the passage in Hosea

iiuoted above as mtiining tliat the Israelites should be
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him " many days." It is added :
" For the chil-

dren of Israel shall abide many days without a

king, and without a prince, and without a siicrifice,

and without an image [or "pillar," nS-^O], and

without an ephod, and teraphim: afterward shall

the children of Israel return, and seek Jehovah

their God, and David their king; and shall fear

Jehovah and His goodness in the latter days" (iii.

esp. 4, 5). The apostate people are long to be with-

out their spurious king and false worship, and in the

end are to return to their loyalty to the house of

David and their faith in the true God. That Dan

should be connected with Jeroboam " who made Isr.iel

to sin," and with the kingdom which he founded,

is most natural ; and it is therefore worthy of note

that the images, ephod, and teraphim made by

Slicah and stolen and set up by the Danites at Dan

should so nearly conespond with the objects spoken

of by the prophet. It has been imagined that the

use of teraphim and the similar abominations of the

heretical Israelites aie not so strongly condemned in

the Scriptures as the worship of strange gods. This

mistake arises from the mention of pious kings

who did not suppress the high places, which pioves

only their timidity, and not any lesser sinfulness

in the spurious religion th.in in false systems bor-

rowed from the peoples of Canaan and neighbouring

countries. The cruel rites of the heathen are indeed

especially reprobated, but the heresy of the Israelites

is too em})hatically denounced, by Samuel in a passage

to be soon e.xamined, and in the repeated condemna-

tion of Jeroboam the son of Nebat " who made Israel

to sin," for it to be possible that we should take a

view of it consistent only with modern sophistiy.R

We pass to the magical use of teraphim. By the

Israelites they were consulted for oracular answers.

This was apparently done by the Danites who asked

Micah's Levite to inquire as to the success of their

spying expedition (Judg. xviii. 5, 6). In later

times this is distinctly stated of the Israelites where

Zechariah says, " For the teraphim have spoken

vanity, and the diviners have seen a lie, and have

told false dreams" (x. 2). It cannot be supposed

that, as this Hist positive mention of the use of te-

raphim for divination by the Israelites is after the

return from Babylon, and as that use obtained with

the Babylonians in the time of Nebuchadnezzar,

therefore the Israelites borrowed it from their con-

querors; for these objects are mentioned in earlier

places in such a manner that their connexion with

divination must be intended, if we bear in mind
that this connexion is undoubted in a subsequent pe-

riod. Samuel's reproof of Saul for his disobedience

in the matter of Amalek, associates "divination"

with "vanity," or "idols" (jIN ), and " teraphim,"

however we render the difficult passage where these

words occur (1 Sam. xv. 22, 23). (The word ren-

dered " vanity," |1J<, is especially used with reference

to idols, and even in some places stands alone for

an idol or idols.) When Saul, having put to death

the workers in black arts, Hnding himself rejected

of God in his extremity, sought the witch of Eudor,

and asked to see Samuel, the prophet's apparition

denounced his doom as the pimishment of this very

disobedience as to Amalek. The reproof would seem,

therefore, to have been a piupheiy that the self-

deprived not alone of true religion, but even of the re-

source of their mild household superstitions. He thna

entirely misses the sense of the passage, anil makes iJia

Bible contradictory.
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contideat king would at the last alienate himself

from God, and take refuge in the very abominations

he despised. This apparent reference tends to con-

firm the inference we have indicated. As to a later

time, when Josiah's reform is related, he is said to

have put away " the wizards, and the teraphim,

and the idols " (2 K. xxiii. 24) ; where the mention

of the teinphim immediately after the wizards,

and as distinct from the idols, seems to favour the

inference that they are spoken of as objects used in i

divination. i

The only account of the act of divining by tera-

phim is in a remarkable passage of Ezekiel relat-

ing to Nebuchadnezzar's advance against Jerusalem.
" Also, thou son of man, appoint thee two ways, !

that the sword of the king of Babylon may come

:

both twain [two swords] shall come forth out of

one land : and choose thou a place, choose [it] at

the head of the way to the city. Appoint a way,

that the sword may come to Rabbath of the Am-
|

monites, and to Judah in Jerusalem the defenced.
j

For the king of Babylon stood at the parting of the
!

way, at the head of the two ways, to use divina-

tion : he shuffled arrows, he consulted with tera-

phim, he looked in the liver. At his right hand
j

was the divination tor Jerusalem" (xxi. 19-22).

The mention together of consulting teraphim and

looking into the liver, may not indicate that the vic-

tim was offered to teraphim and its liver then looked

into, but may mean two separate acts of divining.

That the former is the right explanation seems, how-

ever, probable from a comparison with the LXX.
rendering of the account of Michal's stratagem.''

Perhaps Michal had been divining, and on the

coming of the messengers seized the image and

liver and hastily put them in the bed.—The
;

accounts which the Rabbins give of divining by

teraphim are worthless.

Before speaking of the notices of the Egyptian

magicians in Genesis and Exodus, there is one

passage that may be examined out of the regular

order. Joseph, when his brethren left after their

second visit to buy corn, ordered his steward to

hide his silver cup in Benjamin's sack, and after-
[

wards sent him after them, ordering him to claim
'

it, thus: " [Is] not this [it] in which my lord

drinketh, and whereby indeed he divineth ?" ' (Gen.

xliv. 5). The meaning of the latter clause has been

contested, Gesenius translating " he could surely

foresee it" (ap. Barrett, Synopsis, in he), but the

other rendering seems far more probable, especially as

we read that Joseph afterwards said to his brethren,

" Wot ye not that such a man as I can certainly di-

vine?" (xliv. IS),—the same word being usai. If so

the reference would probably be to the use of the cup

in divining, and we should have to infer that here

Joseph was acting on his own judgment [Joseph],
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>> The Masoretic text reads, "And Michal tuck the

teraphim, and laid [it] upon the bed, arid the mattress

(•' 1"'33) of she-goals [or goats' hair] she put at its head,

and she covered [it] with a cloth" [or garment] (1 Sam.

xix. 13). The LXX. has " the liver of gnats," having ap-

parently found 133 Instead of "1^33 (Kol ika^tv rj

yitK\oK TO. KevOTaipia, kol iOero en-l Tr)V KXiirqv, Kal

fitrap ruiv alytov iOero np'oi /ccJiaA^s avToC, KaX exaAvi^ci'

aura ifiariw.)

k The modem Persians apply the word Jam, signifying

a cup, mirror, or even globe, to magical vessels of this

kind, and relate marvels of two n hlch ihcy say belonged to

their ancirnt king Jcrasbeed and to AlexandT the Great.

divination being not alone doubtless a forbidden ant,

but one of which he when called before Pharaoh

had distinctly disclaimed the practice. Two uses of

cups or the like for magical purposes have obtained

in the East from ancient times. In one use oithev

the cup itself bears engraved inscriptions, supposed

to have a magical influence,'' or it is plain and such

inscriptions are written on its inner surface in ink.

in both cases water poured into the cup is drunk
by those wishing to derive benefit, as, for instance,

the cure of diseases, from the inscriptions, wliich,

if written, are dissolved.™ This use, in hotli its

forms, obtains among the Arabs in the present day,

and cups beai-ing Chaldaean inscriptions in ink have
been discovered by Mr. Layard, and probably show
that this practice existed among the Jews in Baby-
lonia in about the 7th century of the Christian era."

In the other use the cup or bowl was of very secon-

dary importance. It was merely the receptacle for

water, in which, after the performance of magical

rites, a boy looked to see what the magician desired.

This is precisely the same as the practice of the mo-
dern Egyptian magicians, where the difference that

ink is employed and is poured into the palm of the

boy's hand is merely accidental. A gnostic papyrus
in Greek, written in Egypt in the earlier centu-

ries of the Christian era, now preserved in the

Biitish Museum, describes the practice of the boy
with a bowl, and alleges results strikingly similar

to the alleged results of the well-known modern
Egyptian magician, whose divination would seem,

therefore, to be a relic of the famous magic of

ancient Egypt." As this latter use only is of

the nature of divination, it is probable that to it

Joseph referred. The practice may have been
prevalent in his time, and hieroglyphic inscriptions

upon the bowl may have given colour to the idea

that it had magical properties, and perhaps even that

it had thus led to the discovery of its place of con-

cealment, a discovery which must have struck

Joseph's brethren with the utmost astonishment.

The magicians of Egypt are spoken of as a class

in the histories of Joseph and Moses. When Pha-
raoh's oflicers were troubled by their dreams, being

in prison they were at a loss for an interpreter.

Before Joseph explained the dreams he disclaimed

the power of inteipreting save by the Divine aid,

saying, " [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God?
tell me [them], I pray you" (Gen. xl. 8). In
like manner when Pharaoh had his two dreams
we find that he had recourse to those who professed

to intei-pret dreams. We read : " He sent and called

for all the scribes of Egypt, and all the wise men
thereof : and Pharaoh told them his dream ; but
[there was] none that could interpret them unto
Pharaoh" (xli. 8; comp. ver. 24). Joseph, being
sent for on the report of the chief of the cupbearers,

The former of these, called Jam-i-Jem or Jam-i-Jemsheed.
is famous in Persian poetry. D'Herbelot quotes a Turkish

poet who thus alludes to this belief in magical cups :—
"When I shall have been illuminated by the light of

heaven my soul will become the mirror of the world, in

which 1 shall discover the most hidden secrets" (fiiblic-

theque Oiientale, s. v. Giam).
>" Modern Egyptians, 5th edit. chap. xi.

" JViiieveh and Babylon, p. 509, &c. There is an
excellent paper on these bowls by Dr. Levy of Breslau, in

the Zeitscln-i/t de)- Deutsch. Morgcnland. Otsclhchajt,

ix. p. 465, &c.
° See the Modtm Egyptians, 5th edit. chap. xii. for an

account of the performances of this magician, and Mr.

Lane's opinion as to the causes of their occasional appa-

rent success.
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was told by I'huraoh that he had heard that he

could interpret a dj-eam. J'oseph said, " [It is] not

in me : God shall give Pharaoh an answer of peace
"

(ver. 10). Thus, from the expectations of the

Egyptiims and Joseph's disavowals, we see that the

interpretation of dreams was a branch of the know-

ledsje to which the ancient Egyptian magicians pre-

tended. The failure of the Egyptians in the case

of Pharaoh's dreams must probably be regarded as

the result of their inability to give a satisfactory

explanation, for it is unlikely that they refused to

attempt to interpret. The two words used to de-

signate the interpreters sent lor by Pharaoh are

D^Spin. " scribes" (?) and O'DDIl. " wise men."*

We again hear of the magicians of Egypt in the

narrative of the events before the Exodus. They

were summoned by Pharaoh to oppose Jloses. The

account of what they etiected requires to be care-

fully examined, from its bearing on the question

whether magic bean imposture. We read: "And
the Lord spake unto Moses and unto Aaron, saying,

When Pharaoh shall speak unto you, saying. Show

a miracle for you : then thou shalt say unto Aaron,

Take thy rod, and cast [it] before Pharaoh, [and]

it shall become a sei-pont."* It is then related that

Aaron did thus, and afterwards : " Then Pharaoh

also called the wise men' and the enchanters :

°

now they, the scribes » of Egypt, did so by their

secret arts:" for they cast down every man his rod,

and they became serpents, but Aaron's rod swal-

lowed up their rods" (Ex. vii. 8-12). The rods were

probably long staves like those represented on the

Egyptian monuments, not much less than the height

of a man. If the word used mean here a serpent,

the Egyptian magicians may have feigned a change

:

if it signify a crocodile they could scarcely have

done so. The names by which the magicians are

designated are to be noted. That which we render

" scribes" seems here to have a general signification,

including wise men and enchantei-s. The last teim is

more definite in its meaning, denoting users of in

c<antations.* On the occasion of the first plague, the

turning the rivers and waters of Egypt into blood,

the opposition of the magicians again occurs. " And
the scribes of Egypt did so oy their secret arts

"

(vii. 22). When the second plague, that of frogs.
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was sent, the magicians again made the same oppo-

sition (viii. 7). Once more they appear in the

history. The plague of lice came, and we read

that when Aaron had worked the wonder the

magicians opposed him : " And the scribes did

so by their secret arts to bring forth the lice,

but they could not: so there were lice upon man
and upon beast. And the scribes said unto Pharaoh,

This [is] the finger of God : but Pharaoh's heart

was hardened, and he hearkened not unto them, as

the Lord had said" (viii. 18, 19, Heb. 14, lo).

After this we hear no more of the magicians. All

we can gather fiom the nan-ative is that the ap-

pear;mces produced by them were sulficient to

deceive Pharaoh on three occasions. It is no-

whei-e declared that they actually produced won-

ders, since the expression " the scribes did so

by their secret arts" is used on the occasion of

their complete failure. Nor is their statement

that in the wonders wrought by Aaron they saw
the finger of God any proof that they recognised a

power superior to the native olijects of worship

they invoked, for we find that the Egyptians fre-

quently spoke of a supreme being as God. It

seems rather as though they had said, " Our juggles

are of no avail against the work of a divinity."

There is one later mention of these transactions,

which adds to our infonnation, but does not decide

the main question. St. Paul mentions Jannes and
Jambres as having " withstood Moses," and says

that their folly in doing so became manifest (2 Tim.
iii. 8, 9). The Egyptian character of these names,

the fii-st of which is, in our opinion, found in hiero-

glyphics, does not favour the opinion, which seems

inconsistent with the character of an inspired record,

that the Apostle cited a prevalent tradition of the

Jews. [Jaxxes and Jamdkics.]

We turn to the Egyptian illustrations of this

part of the subject. Magic, as we have before

remarked, was inherent in the ancient Egyptian

religion. The Ritual is a system of incantations

and directions for making amulets, with the object

of securing the future happiness of the disembodieil

soul. However obscure the belief of the Egyptians

as to the actual character of the state of tlie soul

after death n)ay be to us, it cannot be doubted that

P The fonner word is difficult of explanation. It is to

be noticed that it is also used for a class of tbe Baby.

Ionian magi (Dan. i. 20, li. 2) ; so that it can scarcely be

supposed to be an Egyptian word Ilcbraicized. Epyptian

equivalents have however been sought for; and .fablonsky

suggests GpXCJDJUL. thaumaturgus, and Ignatius

Rossi C<i.peCTtX)JUL. "guardian of secret things"

(ap. Gea. T/m-s. s. v.), both of which are far too unlike the

Hebrew to have any probability. To derive it from

the Persian JsJLoJ «.ri. " endued with wisdom," when

occurring In Manicl, is puerile, as Gesenius admits. Ho
Buggcsts a Hebrew origin, and takes it either from t3"in.

" a pen or stylus," and Q— formative, or supposes it to

be a quadrlliteral, formed from the tiiliteral ti'in. the

" unused " root of O'lH. and D^PI'. " he or it was

sacred." The former seems far more probable at first

sight ; and the latter would not have had any weight
were it not for its likeness to the Greek iepo-ypaftnart-u's,

used of Egyptian religious scribes ; a resemblance which,

moreover, loses much of its value when we find that

In hieroglyphics there Is no exactly corresponding ex-

pression. Notwilhstandlng these Hebrew derivations,

Geseuius inclines '.o the idea that a similar Egyptian

word was imitated : instancing Abrech, Moses, and

behemoth ("^^3N, Htf'O, niOn3) ; but no one of

these can be proved to be Egyptian in origin, and there

is no strong ground for seeking any but a Hebrew etymo-
logy for the second and third ( Thes. 1. c). The most

similar word is Hashmannim, D'^OtJTI (Ps. Ixviil. 31,

Heb. 32), which we suppose to be Egyptian, meaning
Hei-mopolltes, with perhaps, in the one place where it

occurs, a reference to the wisdom of the citizens of Her-
mopolis Magna, the city of Thoth, the Egj-ptian Hermes
[Hashmannim.] We prefer to keep to the Hebrew deri-

vation simply from t2^n. and to read "scribes," the idea

of magiciims being probably understood. The other word,

D'DDn. does not seem to mean any special class, but

merely the wise men of Egj-pt generally.

1 pan. ' ^''psn. « O''s•/ot^.

« The word D''Dnp. elsewhere D^D? (ver. 22, viii.

3, 14), signifies " secret" or "hidden arts," from {2-1?

(DN?. DH?). " he or it covered over, hid, or wrapped

up."
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the knowledge and use of the mai;ical amulets ;uid

iiic;uitations treated of in the Kitual was held to be

iiecpssary for future happiness, although it w;is not

believed that tlicy alone could ensure it, since to

have done good works, or, more strictly, not to have

committed certain sins, was an essential condition

of the acquittal of the soul in the great trial in Hades.

The thoroughly magical character of the Kitual

is most strikingly e\ndent in the minute directions

given for making amulets {Todtenbuch, ch. 100,

129, 134-), and the secresy enjoined in one case to

those thus occupied (133). The later chapters of

the Ritual (1G3-165), held to have been added

after the compilation or composition of the rest,

which theory, as M.Chabas has well remarked, does

uot prove their much more modem date (Xe Papyrus
Magique Harris, p. 162), contain mystical names

uot bearing an Egyptian etymology. These names

have been thought to be Ethiopian; they either

have no signification, and are mere magical gibberish,

or else they are, mainly at least, of foreign origin.

Besides the Ritual the ancient Egyptians had books

of a purely magical character, such as that which

M. Chabas has just edited in his work referred to

above. The main source of their belief in the

ellicacy of magic appears to have been the idea that

the souls of the dead, whether justified or con-

demned, had the }X)wer of revisiting the earth and

taking various forms. This belief is abundantly

used in the moral tale of ' The Two Brothers,' of

which the text has been recently published by the

Trustees of the British Museum (^Select Papyri,

Part II.), and we learn from this ancient papyrus

the age and source of much of the machinery of

mediaeval fictions, both eastern and western. A
likeness that strikes us at once in the case of a

fiction is not less true of the Kitual ; and the perils

encountered by the soul in Hades are the first rude

indications of the adventures of the heroes of Arab
and German romance. The regions of ten-or tra-

versed, the mystic portals that open alone to magical

words, and the monsters whom magic alone can

deprive of their power to injure, are here already

ill the book that in part was found in the reign of

king Meneheres four thousand years ago. Bearing

in mind the Nigritian nature of Egyptian magic,

we may look for the source of these ideas in primi-

tive Africa. There we find the realities of which

the ideal form is not gi-eatly distorted, though

greatly intensified. The forests that clothe the

southeni slopes of snowy Atlas, full of fierce beasts
;

the vast desert, untenanted save by harmful rep-

tiles, swept by sand-stonns, and ever burning under

an unchanging sun ; the marshes of the south, teem-

ing with brutes of vast size and strength, are the

several zones of the Egyptian Hades. The creatures

of the desert and the plains and slopes, the crocodile,

the pachyderniata, the lion, perchance the gorilla,

are the genii that hold this land of fe;ir. In what
dread must the first scanty population have held

dangers and enemies still feared by their swarming
posterity. No wonder then that the imaginative

Nigiitians were struck with a superstitious fear

that certain conditions of external nature always

produce with races of a low type, where a higher

feeling would only be touched by the analogies of

life and death, of time and eternity. No wonder
that, so struck, the primitive race imagined the

evils of the unseen world to be the recurrence of

those against which they struggled while on eai-th.

That there is some ground for our theory, besides

the generalisiition which led us to it, is shown by
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a usual Egyptian name of Hades, "the West;" and
that the wild regions west of Egypt might directly

give birth to such fancies as foiin the common
ground of the machinery, not the general belief, of

the Ritual, as well as of the machinery of mediaeval

fiction, is shown by the fables that the rude Arabs
of our own day tell of the wonders they have seen.

Like all nations who have practised magic gene-

rally, the Egyptians separated it into a lawful kind

and an unlawful. M. Chabas has proved this fioni

a papyrus which he finds to contain an account of

the jji-osecution, in the reign of Kameses III., (B.C.
cir. 1220) of an official for unlawfully acquiring and
using magical books, the king's property. The
culprit was convicted and punished with death

(p. 169 seq.)

A belief in unlucky and lucky days, in actions to

be avoided or done on certain days, and in the
fortune attending birth on certain days, was ex-

tremely strong, as we learn from a remarkable
ancient calendar {Select Papyri, Part I.) and the

evidence of writers of antiquity. A religious pre-

judice, or the occurrence of some great calamity,

probably lay at the root of this observance of days.

Of the former the birthday of Typhon, the fifth of

the Epagomeuae, is an instance. Astrology was
also held in high honour, as the calendars of certain

of the tombs of the kings, stating the positions of

the stars and their influence on different parts of the

body, show us; but it seems doubtful whether this

branch of magical arts is older than the xviiith

dynasty, although certain stars were held in re-

verence Ib the time of the ivth dynasty. The belief

in omens probably did not take an important place

in Egj'ptian magic, if we may judge from the ab-

sence of direct mention of them. The superstition

as to " the evil eye " appears to have been known,
but there is nothing else that we can class with
phenomena of the nature of animal magnetism.

Two classes of learned men had the charge of the

magic;d books : one of these, the name of which
has not been read phonetiadly, would seem to cor-

respond to the " scribes," as we render the word,
spoken of in the history of Joseph ; whereas the

other has the general sense of " wise men," like

the other class there mentioned.^

There are no representations on the monuments
that c;in be held to relate directly to the practice

of this art, but the secret passages in the thickness

of the wall, lately opened in the great temple of

Dendai-ah, seem to have been intended for some
purpose of imposture.

The Law contains veiy distinct prohibitions of

all magical arts. Besides several passages con-

demning them, in one place there is a specifi-

cation which is so full that it seems evident that

its object is to include every kind of magical

art. The reference is to the practices of Cauaan,
uot to those of Egypt, which indeed do not seem to

have been brought away by the Israelites, who, it

may be remarked, apparently did not adopt Egyptian

idolatry, but only that of foreignere settled in

Egypt. [Remphan.]
The Israelites are commanded in the place referred

to not to learn the abominations of the peoples of

the Promised Land. Then follows this prohibition

:

" There shall not be found with thee one who

y For the facts respecting Egyptian magic here stated

we are greatly indebted to M. Chabas' remarkable work.

We do not, however, agree with some of liis dcdiutions;

and the theory wo have put forth of the origin of Kgj'plian

magic is purely our own.
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otTereth his sou or his dauschter by fire, a practiser 1

of divinations (D^pOp DDp), a worker of hidden

arts 'piyD), aa augurer (JJ'njp), an enchanter

(SltJOO), or a fabiicator of charms ("I^PI "l!l'^)' ""

an inquirer by a familiar spirit (IIN ^Nti'), or a

wizard (*3'y"n)), or a consulter of the dead ("?{>{ IJnT

D'nfSn)." It is added that these are abominations,

and that on account of their practice the nations

of Canaan were to be driven out (Deut. xviii. 9-14,

esp. 10, 1 1). It is remarkable that the offering of

children should be mentioned in connexion with

magical arts. The passage in Micah, which has

been supposed to preserve a question of Balak and

an answer of Bala;mi, when the soothsayer was

sent for to curse Israel, should be here noticed,

for the questioner asks, after speaking of sacrifices

of usual kinds, " Shajl I give my first-born [for]

my transgression, the fruit of my liody [for] the

sin of my soul?" (vi. 5-8). Perhaps, however,

child-sacrifice is specified on account of its atrocity,

whicli would connect it with secret arts, which we
know were frequently in later times the causes of

cruelty. The terms which follow appear to refer

properly to eight ditlerent kinds of magic, but some

of them are elsewhere used in a general sense.

1. D^DDp DDp is literally "adivinerofdivinations."

The verb DDp is used of false prophets, but also

in a general sense for divining, as in the narrative

of Saul's consultation of the witch of Endor, where

the king says " divine unto me (v N3"^01Dp

11N3), I pray thee, by the familiar spirit" (1 Sam.

jixviii. 8). 2. |31J?0 conveys the idea of " one who

acts covertly," and so "a worker of hidden arts."

The meaning of the root pj? is covering, and the

supposed connexion with fascination by the eyes,

like the notion of " the evil eye," as though the

original root were " the eye" (pj?), seems unten-

able.* 3. K^njp, which we render " an augurer,"

is from B'nj, which is litcndly " he or it hissed or

whispered," and in Piel is applied to the practice of
enchantments, but also to divining generally, as in the
case of Joseph's cup, and where, evidently refeiring

to it, he tells his brethren that he could divine, al-

though in both places it has been read more vaguely
with the sense to foresee or make trial (Gen. xliv.

5, 15). We therefore render it by a term which
seems appropriate but not too definite. The sup-

posed connexion of t'na with tJ'nJ, "a serpent," as

though meaning serpent-divination, must be rejected,

the latter word rather coming from the tbrmer, with

the signification "a hisser."» 4. SlK'DO signifies

" an enchanter :" the original meaning of the verb
was probably "he prayed," and the strict sense of this

word "one who uses incantations." 5. "I3n "13h

seems to mean " a fabricator of material chaims oi-

amulets," if 13n, when used of practising sorcery,

The ancient Egyptians seem to have held the super
stition of the evil eye, for an eye Is the determinative of
a word whicli appears to slRiiify some kind of magic (Cha
has, Papi/rus Magique Uairit, p. 170 and noie -i).

" The name Nahshon (tllJ'nj). of aprinceof Judah In

Lhe second year after the Exoiius (Num. i. 1 ; Kx. vi.23:
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means to bind magical knots, and not. to bind a

person by spells. 6. 3184 ^^}^ 's "an inquirer

by a familiar spirit." The second term signifies a
bottle,'' a familiar spirit consulted by a soothsayer,

and a soothsayer having a familiar spirit. The LXX.
usually render the plural ms'X by tyyaffTpinvdoi,

which has been rashly translated ventriloquists, for

it may not signify what we understand by the latter,

but refer to the mode in which soothsayers of this

kind gave out their responses : to this subject we
shall recur later. The consulting of familiar spirits

may mean no more than invoking them ; but in the

Acts we read of a damsel possessed with a .-ipirit of

divination (.xvi. 16-18) in very distinct terms. This

kind ofsorcery—divination by a familiar spirit—was

practised by the witch of Endor. 7. *0'y^\ which

we render " a wizard," is properly " a wise man,"
but is always applied to wizards and false pro-

phets. Gesenius (TVics. s. v.) supposes that in Lev.

XX. 27 it is used of a familiar spirit, but surely the

reading " a wizard" is there more probable. 8. The

last term, D'^JlfSfTpX K'^"l> is very explicit, mean-

ing " a consulter of the dead :" necromancer is an

exact translation if the original signification of the

latter is retained, instead of the more general one it

now usually bears. In the Law it was commanded
that a man or woman who had a familiar spirit, or

a wizard, should be stoned (Lev, xx. 27). An
"enchantress" (riQtpSp) was not to live (Ex.

xxii. 18; Heb. 17). Using augury and hidden

arts was also forbidden (Lev. xix. 2tj).

The history of Balaam shows the belief of some
ancient nations in the powers of soothsayei's. WJieii

the Israelites had begun to conquer the Land of Pro-

mise, Balak the king of Jloab and the elders ol

Midian, resorting to Pharaoh's expedient, sent by
mes.sengers with " the rewards of divination

(? D"'jpDp) in their hands " (Num. xxii. 7) for Balaam

the diviner ( DDIpH, Josh. xiii. 22), whose fame was

known to them though he dwelt in Aram. Balak's

message shows what he believed Balaam's powers to

be : " Behold, there is a people come out fiom

Egypt: behold, they cover the lace of the earth, and

they abide over against me : come now therefore,

I pray thee, curse me this people ; for they [are]

too mighty for me : peradventure I shall prevail,

[that] we may smite them, and [that] I may drive

them out of the land : for I wot that he whom thou

blessest [is] blessed : and he whom thou cuisest is

cursed" (Num. xxii. 5, 6). We are told, however,

that Balaam, warned of God, first said that he could

not speak of himself, and then by inspiration blessed

those whom he had been sent for to cui-se. He appeai-s

to have received inspiration in a vision or a trance.

In one place it is said, " And Balaam saw that it

was good in the eyes of the LouD to bless Israel,

and he went not, now as before, to the meeting

enchantments (D''K'n3), but he set his face to the

wilderness" (xxiv. 1). From this it would seem

that it was his wont to use enchantments, and that

when on other occasions he went away alter the

Ruth iv. 20, &c.), means " enchanter." it was probably

used as a proper name in a vague sense.

•i This meaning suggests the probability that the

Arab idea of the evil Jinn having been enclosed lii

bottles by Solomon was derived from some Jewish tra-

dition.



Mcritices had been otfered, ne liojxid that he could

prevail to obtaiu the wish of tliose wiio liad sent

tor him, but was constantly defeated. The building

new altars of the mystic number of seven, and the

ortering of seven oxen and seven rams, s^eni to show
that Bahiam had some such idea ; and the marked
manner in which he declared " there is no en-

chantment (KTIJ ) against Jacob, and no divination

(QDD) against Israel" (xxiii. 23), that he had come in

the hope that they would have availed, the diviner

here being made to declare his own powerlessness

while he blessed those whom he was sent for to

curse. The aise is a very difficult one, since it shows

a man who was used as an instrument of declaring

God's will trusting in practices that could only

have incurred His displeasure. The simplest expla-

nation seems to be that Balaam was never a true

prophet but on this occasion, when the enemies of

Israel were to be signally confounded. This history

affords a notable instance of the failure of magicians

in attempting to resist the Divine will.

The account of Saul's consulting the witch of

Endor is the foremost place in Scripture of those

which refer to magic. The supernatural tenor

with which it is full cannot however be proved to

be due to this art, for it has always been held by
sober critics that the appearing of Samuel was per-

mitted tor the purpose of declaring the doom of Saul,

and not that it was causal by the incantations of a

sorceress. As, however, the narrative is allowed to

be very difficult, we may look for a moment at the

evidence of its authenticity. The details are strictly

in accordance with the age : there is a simplicity in

the manners described that is foreign to a later

time. The circumstances are agreeable with the

rest of the history, and especially with all we know
of Saul's character. Here, as ever, he is seen re-

solved to gain his ends without caring what wrong
he does : he wishes to consult a prophet, and asks

a witch to call up his shade. Most of all the vigour

of the narrative, showing us the scene in a few

words, proves its antiquity and genuineness. We
can see no reason whatever for supposing that it is

an interpolation.

" Now Samuel was dead, and all Israel had la-

mented him, and buried him in Kamah, even in his

own city. And Saul had put away those that had

familiar spirits, and the wizards, out of the laud.

And the Philistines gathered themselves together,

and came and pitched in Shunem ; and Saul ga-

thered all Israel together, and they pitched in Gil-

boa." That the Philistines should have advanced

so far, spreading in the plain of Esdraelon, the

garden of the Holy Land, shows the straits to which

Saul had come. Here in times of faith Sisera was

defeated by Barak, and the Midianites were smitten

by Gideon, some of the army of the former perishing

at En-dor itself (Ps. Ixxsiii. 9, 10). " And when Saul

saw the host of the Philistines, he was afraid, and his

heart greatly trembled. And when Saul enquired of

the Lord, the Lord answered him not, neither by

dreams, nor by Urim, nor by prophets. Then said

Saul unto his servants. Seek me a woman that hath

a familiar spirit, that I may go to her, and enquire

of her. And his servants said to him, Behold,
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« Dor Is said to have taken its name from Donis, a son

of Neptune, whose name reminds one of Taras, the

founder of Tarentum.
<< We may instauce the well-known circumstance that

|

tion, whenever he had a very luid fallin hunthig, while he
men who have been noar dei\th by drowning have asserted was actually falling. This Is alluded to in the i pUnph —

[there is] a woman that hath a familiar spirit at

F^n-dor. And Saul disguised himstlf, and put on
other raiment, and he went, and two men with
him, and they came to the woman by night." En-
dor lay in the territory of Issachar, about 7 or 8
miles to the northward of Mount Gilboa. Its

name, the " fountain of Dor," may connect it with
the Phoenician city Dor, which was on the coast

to the westward." If so, it may have retained its

stranger-population, and been therefore chosen by
the witch as a place where she might with less danger
than elsewhere practise her arts. It has l)pcn noticed

that the mountain on whose slope the modern village

stands is hollowed into rock-hewn caverns, in one of
which the witch may probably have dwelt. [Kx-
DOR.] Saul's disguise, and his journeying by niglit,

seem to have been taken that he might not alarm
the woman, rather than because he may have passed
through a part of the Philistine force. The Philis-

tines held the plain, having their camp at Shunem,
whither they had pushed on from Aphek: the
Israelites were at first encamped by a fountain at
Jezreel, but when their enemies had advanced to

Jezreel they appear to have retired to the slopes of
Gilboa, whence there was a way of retreat either

into the mountains to the south, or across Jordan.
The latter seems to have been the line of flight, as,

though Saul was slain on Mount Gilboa, his body
was fastened to the wall of Beth-shan. Thus
Saul could have scarcely reached En-dor with-
out passing at least very near the army of the Phi-

listines. " And he said, divine unto me, I pray
thee, by the familiar spirit, and bring me [him] up,
whom I shall name unto thee." It is noticeable

that here witchcraft, the inquiring by a familiar

spirit, and necromancy, are all connected as though
but a single art, which favours the idea that the
prohibition in Deuteronomy specifies every name by
which magical arts were known, rather than so

many different kinds of arts, in order that no one
should attempt to evade the condemnation of such
practices by any subterfuge. It is evident that Saul
thought he might be able to call up Samuel by the
aid of the witch ; but this does not prove what was
his own general conviction, or the prevalent con-
viction of the Israelites on-the subject. He was in

a great extremity: his kingdom in danger: himself
forsaken of God: he was weary with a night-journey,
perhaps of risk, perhaps of great length to avoid
the enemy, and faint with a day's fasting : he was
conscious of wrong as, probably for the first time,
he commanded imholy rites and heard in the gloom
unholy incantations. In such a strait no man's
judgment is steady, and Saul may have asked to
see Samuel in a moment of sudden desperation when
he had only meant to demand an oracular answer. It

may even be thought that, yearning for the coimsel of
Samuel, and longing to learn if the net that he felt

closing about him were one from which he should
never escape, Saul had that keener sense that

some say comes in the last hours of life, and so,

conscious that the prophet's shade was near, or was
about to come, at once sought to see and speak with
it, though this liad not been before purposed.
Strange things we know occur at the moment when
man feels he is about to die,'' and if there be any time

that in the last moments of consciousness all the events
of their lives have passed before their minds. A friend

of the writer assured him that he experienced this sonsa-
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when the unseen world is felt wnile yet unentered,

it is when the soul comes firet within the chill of

its long-prqjectoii shadow. " And the woman said

unfo liim, Behold, thou knowest what Saul hath

done, how he hatli cut off those that have familiar

spirits, and the wizards, out of the land : wherefore

then layest thou a snare for my life, to cause me to

die? And Saul sware to her by the Lord, saying,

[As] the Lord liveth, there shall no punishment
happen to thee for this thing." Notliing more shows
Saul's desperate resolutiou than his thus swear-

ing when engaged in a most unholy act, a terrible

profanity that makes the hoiTor of the scene com-
plete. Everything being prepai-etl, the final act

takes place. " Then said the woman, Whom shall

I bring up unto thee? And he said. Bring me up
Samuel. And when the woman saw Samuel, she

cried with a loud voice : and the woman spake to

Saul, saying. Why hast thou deceived me? for

ihou [art] Saul. And the king said unto her.

Be not afraid : for what sawest thou ? And the

woman said unto Saul, I saw gods ascending out of

the earth. And he said unto her, What [is] his

form ? And she said. An old man cometh up; and

he [is] covered with a mantle. And Saul per-

ceived that it [was] Samuel, and he stooped with
[his] face to the ground, and bowed himself. And
Samuel said to Saul, Why hast thou disquieted [or

"disturbed"] me, to bring me up? And Saul

answered, I am sore distressed ; for the Philistines

make war against me, and God is departed from me,
and answereth me no more, neither by prophets, nor

by dreams : therefore I have called theo, that thou
mayest make known unto me what I shall do. Then
said Samuel, Wherefore then dost thou ask of me,
seeing the Lord is departed from thee, and is become
thine enemy ? And the Lord hath done to him,
as he spake by me : for the Lord hath rent the

kingdom out of thine hand, and given it to thy
neighbour, [even] to David: because thou obeyedst
not the voice of the Lord, nor executedst his fierce

wi-ath upon Amalek, therefore hath the Lord done
this tiling unto thee this day. Jloreover, the LoRD
will also deliver Israel with thee into the hand
of the Philistines: and to-morrow [shalt] thou
and thy sons [be] with me : the Lord also shall

deliver the host of Israel into the hand of the Phi-
listines. Then Saul fell straightway all along on
the earth, and was sore afraid, because of the words
of Samuel : and there was no strength in him ; for

he had eaten no broad all the day, nor all the
night" (1 Sam. xxviii. 3-20). The woman clearly

was terriried by an unexpected apparition when she
saw Samuel. She must therefore either have been
a mere juggler, or one who had no power of working
magical womiers at will. The sight of Samuel at
once showed her who had come to consult her. The
prophet's shade seems to have been preceded by some
majestic shapes wliich the witch called gods. Saul,
as it seems inteiTupting her, asked his form, and she
described the piophet as he was in his last days on
earth, an old man, covered either with a mantle,
such as the propliets used to wear, or wrapped in

his winding-sheet. Then Saul knew it was Samuel,
and bowed to the ground, from respect or fear. It

seems tiiat the woman saw the appear.anccs, and that
Saul only knew of them througli her, perhaps not

" Between the saddle and the ground,

I mercy sought, and mercy found."

If this phenomenon bo not involuntary, but the result of

an effort of will, then there Is uo reason why it should l)e

amfincd to the last moments of consriousuess. A man

^LA.G1C
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daring to look, else why should he have askcl

I what foiTii Samuel had ? The prophet's com-
plaint we cannot understand, in our ignorance as to

I the separate state: thus much we know, tliat state

is always describetl as one of perfect rest or sleep.

That the woman should have been able to call him
' up cannot be hence inferred ; her astonishment

shows the contrary ; and it would be explanation

I

enough to suppose that he was sent to give Saul

' the last warning, or that the earnestness of the

king's wish had been pei-mitted to disquiet him in

his resting-place. Although the word " disquieted
"

need not bo pushed to an extreme sense, and seems

to mean the inteiTuption of a state of rest, our

translators wisely, we think, preferring this render-

ing to " disturbed," it cannot be denied that, if we
hold that Samuel 'appeared, this is a great dilficulty.

If, however, we sui)pose that the prophet's coming

I

was ordered, it is not unsurmountable. The de-

I

claration of Saul's doom agrees with what Samuel
:
had said before, and was fulfilled the next day,

I

when the king and his sons fell on Mount Gilboa.

It may, however, be asked—Was the apparition Sa-

muel himself, or a supernatural messenger in his

I stead ? Some may even object to our holding it to
' liave been aught but a phantom of a sick brain ; but

,

if so, what can we make of the woman's conviction

that it was Samuel, and the king's horror at the

words he heard, or, as these would say, that he

I thought he heaid ? It was not only the hearing

his doom, but the hearing it in a voice fiom the

other world that stretched the faithless strong man
I on the ground. He must have felt the presence of

I

the dead, and heard the sound of a sepulchral voice.

How else could the doom have come true, and not
' tlie king alone, but his sons, have gone to the place

i
of disembodied souls on the morrow? for to be

with the dead concenied the soul not the body : it

is no difficulty that the king's corpse was unburied

till the generous men of Jabesh-gilead, mindful of

his old kindness, rescued it from the wall of Beth-

shan. If then the apparition was real, should we
suppose it Samuel's? A reasonable criticism would
say it seems to have been so ; for the supposition

that a messenger came in his stead must be re-

jected, as it would make the speech a mixture of

truth and mitruth ; and if asked what sufficient

cause there was for such a sending forth of the

prophet from his rest, would reply that we know
not the reason for such waniings as abound in the

Bible, and that perhaps even at the eleventh hour,

the door of repentance was not closed against the

king, and his impiety might have been pardoned had
he repented. Instead, he went forth in despair, and,

when his sons had fallen and his aiTny was put to

the rout, sore wounded fell on his own sword.

From the beginning to the end of this sti-ange

history we have no wan-ant for attributing super-

natural power to magicians. Viewed reasonably, it

refers to the question of apparitions of the dead a-s

to which other places in the Bible leave no doubt.

The connexion with magic seems purely accidental.

The witch is no more than a bystander at'ter the

first: she sees Samuel, and that is all. The appa-

rition may have been a teiTible fulfilment of Saul's

desire, but this does not prove that the measures

he used were of any power. We have e.xamined

sure of his doom might be in this peculiar and unexplained

mental stale long before. Perhaps, however, the mind
before death experiences a change of condition, Just as,

conversely, every physical function docs not cease at onee

with what we tcnn dissolution.
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the narrative very carefully, from its detail and its

M remarkable character: the result leaves the main

j

question unanswered.

In the later days of the two kingdoms magical

practices ofmany kinds prevailed among the Hebrews,

as we especially learn from the condemnation ofthem
by the prophets. Every form of idolatry which the

people had adopted in succession doubtless brought

with it its magic, which seems always to have re-

mained with a strtinge tenacity that probably made
it outlive the false worship with which it was con-

nected. Thus the use of teraphim, dating from the

patriarchal age, was not abandoned when the worship

of the Canannite, Phoenician, and Syrian idols had

been successively adopted. In the historical books

of Scripture there is little notice of magic, except-

ing that wheiever the talse prophets are mentioned

we have no doubt an indication of the prevalence of

magical practices. We are especially told of Josiah

that he put away the workers with familiar spirits,

the wizai-ds, and the teraphim, as well as the idols

and the other abominations of Judah and Jerusalem,

in performance of the commands of the book of the

Law which had been found (2 K. xxiii. 24). But
in the prophets we tind several notices of the magic

of the Hebrews in their times, and some of tlie

magic of foreign nations. Isaiah says that the

people had become " workers of hidden arts (D'^J^'y)

like the Philistines," and apparently alludes in the

same place to the practice of magic by the Bene-

Kedem (ii. G). The nation had not only abandoned

true religion, but had become generally addicted to

magic in the manner of the Philistines, whose

Egyptian origin [Caphtor] is consistent with such

a condition. The origin of the Bene-Kedem is

doubtful, but it seems certain that as late as the time

of the Egyptian wars in Syria, under the xixth

dynasty, B.C. cir. 1300, a race, partly at least Mon-
golian , inhabited the valley of the Oiontes,* among
whom therefore we should again expect a national

practice of magic, and its prevalence with their

neighbours. Balaam, too, dwelt with the Benee-

Kedem, though he may not have been of their race.

In another place the prophet reproves the people for

seeking " unto them that have familiar spirits, and

unto the wizards that chii-p, and that mutter" (viii.

19). The practices of one class of magicians are still

more distinctly described, where it is thus said of

Jerusalem : " And I will camp against thee round

about, and will lay siege against thee with a mount,

and I will raise forts against thee. And thou shalt

be brought down, [and] shalt speak out of the

ground, and thy speech shall be low out of the dust,

and thy voice shall be, as of one that hath a familiar

spirit, out of the ground, and thy speech shall

whisper out of the dust" (xxix. 3, 4). Isaiah al-

ludes to the magic of the Egyptians when he says

that in their calamity " they shall seek to the idols,

and to the charmers [D^tSij! ?],' and to them that

have familiar spirits, and to the wizards" (.xix. 3).

And in the same manner he thus taunts Babylon :

" Stand now with thy chai-ms, and with the multi-

tude of thine enchantments, wherein thou hast

laboured from thy youth; if so be thou shalt be

able to profit, if so be thou mayest prevail. Thou
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e Let those who doubt this examine the representation

in Rosellini's Jfonumenti Storici, i. pi. I.\xxviii. seq. of the

great battle between lUmeses II. and the Hittites and
their confederates, near KKTISH, on the Orontcs.

f This word may mean whisperers. If It be the plural of

t3X> " a murmur."

now the viewers of the heavens [or astrologers],

the stargazers, the monthly prognosticators, stand

up, and save thee fiom [these things] that shall

come upon thee" (xlvii. 12, 13). The magic of Ba
bylon is here characterized by the prominence given

to astrology, no magicians being mentioned except

ing practisers of this art; unlike the case of the

Egyptians, with whom astrology seems always to

have held a lower place than with the Chaldaean

nation. In both instances the folly of those who
seek tlie aid of magic is shown.

Micah, declaring the judgments coming for the

crimes of his time, speaks of the prevalence of

divination among prophets who most probably

were such pretended prophets as the opponents of

Jeiemiah, not avowed prophets of idols, as Ahab's

seem to have been. Concerning these prophets it

is said, " Kight [shall be] unto you, that ye shall

not have a vision ; and it shall be dark unto you,

that ye shall not divine ; and the sun shall go down
over the prophets, and the day shall be dark over

them. Then shall the seers be ashamed, and the

divinei's confounded : yea, they shall all cover their

lip; for [there is] no answer of God" (iii. fi, 7).

Later it is said as to Jerusalem, " The heads thereof

judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for

hire, and the prophets thereof divine for money:
yet will they lean upon the Lord, and say, [Is] not

the Lord among us ? none evil can come upon us
"

(ver. 1 1). These prophets seem to have practised

unlawful arts, and yet to have expected revelations.

Jeremiah was constantly opposed by false pro-

phets, who pretended to speak in the name of the

Lord, saying that they had dreamt, when they told

false visions, and who practised various magical arts

(xiv. 14, xxiii. 25, ad Jin., .xxvii. 9, 10—where the

several designations applied to those who counselled

the people not to serve the king of Babylon may be

used in contempt of the false prophets—xxix. 8, 9).

Ezekiel, as we should have expected, affords

some remarkable details of the magic of his time,

in the clear and forcible descriptions of his visions.

From him we leai-n that feti.';hism was among
the idolatries which the Hebrews, in the latest

days of the kingdom of Judah, had adopted from

their neighbours, like the Romans in the age

of general corruption that caused the decline of

their empire. In a vision, in which the prophet

saw the abominations of Jerusalem, he entered the

chambers of imageiy in the Temple itself: " I went
in and saw ; and behold every fonn of creeping

things, and abominable beasts, and all the idols of

the house of Israel, pouitray&I upon the wal'

round about." Here seventy elders were offering

incense in the dark (viii. 7-12). This idolatry wa-i

probably borrowed fiom Egypt, for the description

perfectly answers to that of the dark sanctuaries of

i

Egyptian temples, with the sacred anim;ds pour-

trayed upon their walls, and docs not accord with

the character of the Assyrian sculptures, where

creeping things are not represented as olyects of

worship. With this low form of idolatry an equally

low kind of magic obtained, practised by pro-

phetesses who ibr small rewards made amulets by

; which the people were deceived (xiii. 17 ad fin.),

I

The passage must be allowed to be very difficult,

I

but it can scarcely be doubted that amulets ai-e re-

! ferred to which were made and sold by these

I

women, and perhaps also worn by them. We may
probably read : " Woe to the [women] that sew

pillows iijKtn all joints of the hands [I'lbows or
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annholes !], and make kerchiefs upon the head of

every stature to hunt souls!" i^xiii. 18). If so,

we have a practice analogous to that of the modern

Egyptians, who hang amulets of the kind called

hegdb upon the right side, and of the Nubians,

who hang them on the upper part of the arm.

We cannot, in any case, see how the passage can be

explained as simply referring to the luxurious dress

of the women of that time, since the prophet dis-

tinctly alludes to pretended visions and to divinations

I'ver. 23), using almost the same expressions that

he applies in another place to the practices of the

false prophets (xxii. 28). The notice of Nebuchad-
nezzar's divination by arrows, where it is .said " he

shulHed arrows" (xxi. 21), must refer to a prac-

tice the same or similar to the kind of divination

by arrows called El-Meysar, in use among the

pagan Arabs, and forbidden in the K'ur-:tn. [-See

Hospitality-.]

The references to magic in the book of Daniel

relate wholly to that of Babylon, and not so much
to the art as to those who used it. Daniel, when
taken ca])tive, was instructed in the learning of the

Glialdaeans and placed among the wise men of

Babylon (ii. 18), by whom weave to understand the

Magi (?3!1 '?D*3n), for the term is used as in-

cluding magicians (Q^?3P"in), sorcerers (D^DC^'N),

enchanters 'Q^SIi'DD), astrologers (['•"^TS), ami

Chaldaeans, the last being apparently the most im-

portant class Mi. 2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 27
;

comp. i. 20). As in other cases the true projihet

was put to the test with the magicians, ami he

succeeded where they utterly tailed. The case re-

sembles Pharaoh's, excepting that Nebuchadnezzar-

asked a harder thing of the wise men. Having for-

gotten his dream, he not only required of them an

interpretation, but that they shoidd make known
the dream itself. They weie perfectly ready to tell

the intei-pretation if only they heard the diearn.

The king at once saw that they were irapostoi-s,

and that if they truly had supernatural powers
they could as well tell him his dream as its

meaning. Therefore he decreed the death of all

the wise men of Babylon; but Daniel, praying

ihat he and his fellows might esGipe this ile-

struction, had a vision in which the matter was
revealed to him. He was accordingly brought
before the king. Like Joseph, he disavowed any
knowledge of his own. " The secret which the

king hath demanded, the wise men, the sorcerers,

the magicians, the astrologers, cannot show unto
the king ; but there is a God in heaven that re-

vealeth secrets" (vci-s. 27, 28). " But as for me,
this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom
that I have more than any living" (JiOj." He then

related the dream and its interpretation, and was set

over the province as well as over all the wise men of
Babylon. Again the king dreamt ; and though he
told them the dream the wise men could not interpret

it, and Daniel again showed the meaning (iv. 4,

feqq.). In the relation of this event we read that

the king called him " chief of the scribes," the

second part of the title being the same as that

applied to the Egyptian magicians (iv. 9; Chald.

•i). A third time, when Bclslmzzar saw the writ-

ing on the wall, were the wise men sent for, and
on their failing Daniel was brought before the king

and the interpretation given (v.). These events

lire perfectly consistent with what always occun-ed

in lU other cases recorded in Scripture when the
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practisei-s of magic were placed in opposition to
true prophets. It may be a.sked by some how
Daniel could take the post of chief of the wise men
when he had himself proved their imposture. If,

however, as we cannot doubt, the class were one of

the learned generally, among whom some practised

magical arts, the c.ise is very ditierent from what it

would have been had these wise men been magicians

only. Besides, it seems almost certain that l>aniel

was providentially thus placed that, like another

.Joseph, he might further the welfare and ultimate

return of his people. [Magi.]
After the Captivity it is probable that the Jews

gradually abandoned the practice of magic. Zecha-

riah speaks indeed of the deceit of teraphim and

diviners (x. 2), and foretells a time when the very

names of idols should be forgotten and false prophets

have virtually ceased (xiii. 1-4), yet in neither case

iloes it seem certain that he is alluding to the usages

of his own day.

In the Apocrypha we find indiextions that in the

later centuries preceding the Christian era magic

was no longer practised by the educated Jews. In

i
the Wisdom of Solomon the writer, speaking of the

j

Egyptian magicians, treats their art as an impos-

ture ^xvii. 7). The book of Tobit is an exceptional

case. If we hold that it was written in Persia or

a neighbouring country, and, with Ewald, date its

composition not long after the fall of the Pei-sian

empire, it is obvious that it relates to a diH'er-

ent state of society to that of the Jews of Egypt
and Palestine. If, however, it was written in

Palestine about the time of the Maccabees, as otheis

suppose, we must still recollect that it refere rati er

to the superstitions of the common people than Ut

those of the leanied. In either case its pi-e-

tensions make it unsafe to follow as indicating

the opinions of the time at which it was written. It

professes to relate to a period of which its writer

could have known little, and borrows its idea of su-

pernatural agency from Scripture, adding as much
as was judged safe of current superstition.

In the N.T. we read very little of magic. The
coming of Magi to worship Chri.st is indeed related

(JIatt. ii. 1-12), but we have no warrant for sup-

posing that they were magicians from their name,

which the A. V. not unreasonably rendei-s " wise

men" [Magi]. Our Lord is not said to have been

opposed by magicians, and the Apostles and other

early teachers of the Gospel seem to have rarely

encountered them. Philip the deacon, when he

preached at Samaria, found there Simon a famous

magician, commonly known as Simon Magus, who
had had great power over the people ; but he is not

said to have been able to work wondei-s, nor, had

it been so, is it likely that he would have .soon

been admitted into the Church (viii. 0-24). When
St. Barnabas and St. Paul were at Paphos, as thej

preached to the proconsul Sergius Paulus, Elyroas,

a Jewish sorcerer and false prophet (riva HvSpa

fiiyov rf/fv5oirpo<t>-fiTriv) withstood them, and was

struck blind for a time at the word of St. Paul (xiii.

6-12). At Ephesus, certain Jewish exorcists signally

failing, both .lews and Greeks were afraid, and aban-

doned their practice of magical ai-ts. " And many
that believed came, and confessed, and showed their

deetls. Many of them also which used curious ait*

brought their books together, and burned them

before all : and they counted the price of them, and

found [it] fitly thousand [pieces] of silver" (xii.

18, 19). Here both Jews and Greeks seem to hare

been greatly addicted to magic, even after they had
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nominally joined the Chinch. In all these cases it

appears that though the practisers were generally

or always Jews, the field of their success was with

Gentiles, showing that among the Jews in general,

or the educated class, the art had fallen into dis-

repute. Here, as before, there is no evidence of any

real effect produced by the magicians. We have

already noticed the remarkable case of the " damsel

having a spirit of divination " {exovtrav iruevfj.a

Tvdooua) " which brought her masters much gain

by foretelling" (pavrevoij.ti'r]], from whom St. Paul

cast out the spirit of divination (xvi. 16-18). This

is a matter belonging to another subject than that

of magic.

Our examination of the various notices of magic

in the Bible gives us this general result :—They do

not, as far as we can understand, once state posi-

tively that any but illusive results were produced

by magical rites. They therefore aftbrd no evi-

dence that man can gain supernatural powers to

use at his will. This consequence goes some way
towards showing that we may conclude that there

is no such thing as real magic ; for although it is

dangerous to reason on negative evidence, yet in a

case of this kind it is especially strong. Had any
but illusions been worked by magicians, surely the

Scriptures would not have passed over a fact of so

much importance, and one which would have ren-

dered the prohibition of these arts far more neces-

sary. The general belief of mankind in magic, or

things akin to it, is of no worth, since the holding

such current superstition in some of its branches,

if we push it to its legitimate consequences, would
lead to the rejection of faith in God's government
of the world, and the adoption of a creed fai- below
that of Plato.

From the conclusion at which we have anived,

that there is no evidence in the Bible of real results

having been worked by supernatural agency used by
magicians, we may draw this impoilant inference,

tliat the absence of any proof of the same in j)ioiane

literature, ancient or modern, in no way militates

against the credibilitv of the miracles recorded in

Scripture.
'

[K, S. P.]

MA'GIDDO {Maye^Sci ; but Mai, /x^rii 'AS-

iovs
; and Alex." MeraeSSaovs : Mageddo), the

Greek form of the name JIegiddo. It occurs only

in 1 Esd. i. 29. [JIegiddon.] [G.]

MA'GOG (yUtD : Maydiy). The name Magog

is applied in Scripture both to a person and to

a land or people. In Gen. x. 2 Magog appears as

the second son of Japheth in connexion with
Gomer (the Cimmerians) and Madai (theMedes):
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» This is one of a great number of cases in which the

readings of Mai's edition of the Vatican Codex depart from

;
the ordinary " Vatican Text," as usually edited, and agree

more or less closely with the Alexandrine (Codex A). I

I

*> Von Bohlen (Inlrod. to Cm. ii. 211) represents Gog
as the people, and not the prince. There can be no doubt

|

I
that ill Rev. xx. S the name does apply to a people, but

j

! this is not the case in Ezekiel. I

I

"^ In the A. V. tiog Is represented as " the chief prince "
\

j

of Mcshech arid Tubal : but it is pretty well agreed that I

I
the Hi'brew words ti'NT N'b'3 cannot bear the meaning

|

I

thus affixed to them. The true rendering Is " prince ol
|

' Rosb." as given in theLXX. (apxc^To 'Pais). The other
|

sense was adopted by the Vulgate in consequence of the
,

namo Ro.-h not occurring elsewhere in Scripture. [Rosh.]
I

1

^ Various etymologtos of the name have been suggested,
j

none <>f which can be absolutely accepted. Knobel
I

\y6U-rrt. p. 63) proposes the Sanscrit moh or niaJia,
^

in Ez. xxxviii. 2, xxxix. 1, 6, it appears as a

country or people of whicli Gog was the prince,''

in conjunction with Meshech<: (the Moschici), Tubal
(the tibareni), and Rosh (the Koxolani). In the

latter of these senses there is evidently implied an
etymological connexion between Gog and Ma — gog,
the Jla being regarded by Ezekiel as a prefix signi-

ficant of a country. In tiiis case Gog contains

the original element of the name, w-liich may
possibly have its origin in some Persian root."*

The notices of Magog would lead us to fix a
northern locality : not only did all the tribes men-
tioned in connexion with it belong to that quarter,
but it is expressly stated by Ezekiel that he was to

come up from " the sides of the north" (xxxix. 2),
from a country adjacent to that of Togarmah or
Aimenia (xxxviii. 6), and not far from " the isles"
or maritime regions of Europe (xxxix. 6). The
people of Magog further appear as having a force of
(iavalry (xxxviii. 15), and as armed with the bow
(xxxix. 3). from the above data, combined with
the consideration of the time at which Ezekiel

lived, the conclusion has been drawn that Magog
represents the imporfcmt race of the Scythians.
Josephus (A7it. i. 6, §1) and Jerome (Quacst. in

Gen. X. 2) among early writers adopted this view,
and they have been followed in the main by
modem writers. In identifying Magog with the
Scythians, however, we must not be understood as

using the iatter term in a strictly ethnographiud
sense, but as a general expression for the tribes

living north of the Caucasus.' We regard Magog as

essentially a geographical term, just as it was.

applied by the Syrians of the middle ages to
Asiatic Tailary, and by the Aiabians to the district

between the Caspian and Euxine seas (Winer, Ewb.
s. v.). The inhabitants of this district in the time
of Ezekiel were undoubtedly the people generally
known by the classical name of Scythians, in
the latter part of the 7th century B.C. they
had become well known as a formidable power
through the whole of western Asia. Forced from
their origin;il quarters north of the Caucasian
range by the inroad of the Massagetae, they de-

scended into Asia Minor, where they took Sardis

(B.C. 629), and maintained a long war with the
Lydian monarchs: thence they spread into Media
(B.C. 624), where they defeated Cj-axares. They
then directed their course to Egypt, and were
bribed off by Psammetichus ; on their return ' they
attacked the temple of Venus Urania at Ascalon.
They were finally ejected B.C. 596, after having
made their name a tenor to the whole eastern
world (Herod, i. 103 ff.). The Scythians are

" great," and u Persian word signifying " mountain,'' in

which case the reference would be to the Caucasian range.
The terms gkoi/h and moghef are still applied to some of

the heights of that range. This eiymokigy is supported
by Von Bohlen (Introd. to Gen. Ii. 211). On the other
hand, Hitzig (C'tfmm. in .Pi.) connects the first syllable

with the Coptic ma, *• place," or the Sanscrit maJia,
" land," and the second with a Persian root, ko!;a, " the
moon," as though the term had reference to moon-
worshippers.

• In the Koran Gog and Magog are localized north of
the Caucasus. There appears to have been from the

earliest times a legend that the enemies of religion and
civilization lived in that quarUr (Haxthainen's Tribes of
the Caucasus, p. 55).

' The name of Scythopolis, by which Beth-shean was
known in our Saviour's time, was regarded as a trace of

the Scythian occupation (I'lin. v. 16): this, however, li

d.iuhthil. [ScvTHOroi.is.]
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described by cl;issical writers as skilful in the use of

the bow (Herod, i. 73, iv. 132 ; Xen. Anab. iii.

4, Sift), and even as the inventors of the bow and

arrow (Pliu. vii. 57); they were specially famous

as mounted bowmen {iwitoto^Stcu ; Herod, iv.

40 ; Thucyd. ii. 96) ; they also enjoyed an ill-

Scythian (ftom Kertcli).

fame for their cruel and rapacious habits (Herod, i.

10(3). With the memory of these events yet fresh

on the minds of his countrymen, Ezekiel selects the

Scythians as the symbol of earthly violence, ar-

rayed against the people of God, but meeting with
a signal and utter overthrow. He depicts their

avarice and violence (.xxxviii. 7-13), and the

fearful vengeance executed upon them (xxxviii.

14-23)—a massacre so tremendous that se\-en

months would hardly suffice for the burial of the

corpses in the valley which should thenceforth be

named Hamon-gog (xxxix. 11-16). The imagery
of Ezekiel has been transferred in the Apocalypse to

describe the final struggle between Christ and Anti-

christ (Rev. XX. 8). As a question of ethnology,

the origin of the Scythians presents great difficul-

ties : many eminent writers, with Niebuhr and
Neumann at their head, regard them as a Mongolian,
and therefore a non-Japhetic race. It is unnecessary
for us to enter into the general question, which is

complicated by the undefined and varying applica-

tions of the name Scythia and Scythians among
ancient writers. As far as the Biblical notices

are concerned, it is sufficient to state that the
Scythians of Kzekicl's age—the Scythians of Hero-
dotus—were in all probability a Japhetic race.

They are distinguished on the one hand from the
Argippaei, a clearly Mongolian race (Herod, iv. 23),
and they are connected on the other hand with the
Agathyrsi, a clearly liido-European race (iv. 10).
The meie silence of so observant a writer as Hero-
dotus, a-s to any striking featuies in the physical

conformation of the Scythians, must further be
regarded as a strong argument in favour of their

Japhetic origin. [W. L. B.]

MA'GOR-MIS'SABIB (n*3Dp lijO : MeV-

oiKOi: Pdvor wuliqiic), htevaWy, "terror on every
side:" the name given by Jeremiah to P;ishur the

priest, when he smote him and put him in the
stocks for prophesying against the idolatry of Jeru-
salem (Jer. XX. 3). The significance of the appel-

lation is explained in the denunciation with which
it was accompanied (ver. 4) :

" Thus saith Jehovah,
Behold I will make thee a terror to tliyself and to

all thy friends." The L.XX. must have connected

the word with the original meaning of the root
" to wander," for they keej) up the pliy upon the

MAHALATH
name in ver. 4. It is remarkable that the same
phrase occurs in several other passages of Jeremiah
(vi. 25, XX. 10, xlvi. 5, xlix. 29; Lam. ii. 22),
and is only found besides in I's. xxxi. 13.

MA'GPIASH (t^y'BJD : Meya^^s ; Alex.

Maya<t)ris ; Cod. Fr. Aug. Bayaip'ijs : Megphias),

one of the heads of the people who signed tlie

covenant with Nehemiali (Neh. x. 20). The name
is probably not that of an individual, but of a

family. It is supposed by Calmet and Junius t.

be the same as Magbish in Ezr. ii. 30.

MAH'ALAH (H/TID : MaeXd ; Alex. MooKd ;

Mohola), one of the three children of Hammoleketh,
the sister of Gilead (1 Chr. vii. 18). The name is

probably that of a woman, as it is the same with

that of Mahlah, the daughter of Zelophehad, also a

descendant of Gilead the Manassite.

MAHA'LALEEL (^^'p^nO : MaAe\e^A :

Mahdeel). 1. The fourth in descent fiom Adam,
according to the Sethite genealogy, and son of

Cainan (Gen. v. 12, 13,^15-17; 1 Chr. i. 2).

In the LXX. the names of Mahalaleel and Jlehujael,

the fourth from Adam in the genealogy of the

descendants of Cain, are identical. Ewald recog-

nises in Mahalaleel the sun-god, or Apollo of the

antediluvian mythology, and in his son Jared the

god of water, the Indian Varuna (Gesc/i. i. 357),
but his assertions are perfectl)' arbitrary.

2. (Cod. Fr. Aug. MoAeA^/u). A descendant of

Perez, or Pharez, the son of Judah, and ancestor of

Athaiah, whose family resided in Jerusalem after

the return from Babylon (Neh. xi. 4).

MAH'ALATH (n^TO ; Mae\40: Maheleth),

the daughter of Ishmael, and one of the wives of

Esau (Gen. xxviii. 9). In the Edomite genealogy

(Gen. xxxvi. 3, 4, 10, 13, 17) she is called

Bashemath, sister of Nebajoth, and mother of

Reuel; but the Hebraeo-Samaritan text has Ma-
halath throughout. On the other hand Bashemath,

the wife of Esau, is described as the daughter of

Elon the Hittite (Gen. xxvi. 34). [Bashemath.]

MAH'ALATH {rhryO: V no\add; Alex.

Mo\a6 : Maalath), one of the eighteen wives of king

Kehoboam, apparently his fir-st (2 Chr. xi. 18 only).

She was her husband's cousin, being the daughter of

king David's son Jerimoth,who was probably the child

of a concubine, and not one of his regular family.

Josephus, without naming Mahalath, speaks of her as

" a kinswoman " {ffiryyevT) Tiva, Ant. viii. 10, §1 ).

No children are attributed to the maniage, nor is

she again named. The ancient Hebrew text {Cet/iib)

in this passage has " son " insteiid of " daughter."

The latter, however, is the con-ection of the Kri,

and is adopted by the LXX., Vulgate, and Taigum,

as well as by the A. V. [G.]

MAH'ALATH (npnO: MatKie: Maeleth).

The title of Ps. liii., in which this rare word oceui-s,

was rendered in the Geneva version, " To him that

e.xcelleth on Jlahalath;" which was explained in

the margin to be " an instrument or kind of note."

This expresses in short the opinions of most com-

meutatoi-s. Connecting the word with Pind

mdchol (Ex. xv. 20 ; Ps. cl. 4), rendered *' dance
"

in the A. V., but supposed by many from its con-

nexion with instruments of music to be one itself

(Dance, vol. i. p. 389), Jerome rendei-s the phi-ase

" on Mahalath," by " per chorum," and in this he
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18 supported by the tianslations of Theodotion

(vtrep T7JS xop*'«s)> Synimachus {Sia xopov), ami
Aquila (e'lrt ;^op6ia), quoted by Theodoiet {Comm.
in Fs. lii.). Augustine (Enarr. in Ps. lii.) gives

tlie title ot" tile Psalm, " In finem pro Amalech in-

tellectus ipsi David;" exphiiniug "pro Anialeuh,"

as he says from the Hebrew, " for one in labour or

soiiow " (pro parturiente sive doleute), by whom
he understands Christ, as the subject of the Psalm.

But in another passage {Enan\ in Ps. Ixxxvii.) he

gives the word in the form melech, and interprets

it by the Latin chorus : having in the first instance

made some confusion with ?0y, 'dmdl, " sonow,"

• which forms part of the proper name " Amalek."

The title of Ps. liii. in the Chaldee and Syriac ver-

sions contains no trace of the word, which is also

omitted in the almost identical Ps. xiv. From this

fact alone it might be inferred that it was not in-

tended to point enigmatically to the contents of the

psalm, as Hengstenberg and others are inclined to

believe. Aben Ezra understands by it the name of

a melody to which the Psalm was sung, and R. So-

lomon Jarchi explains it as " the name of a musical

instrument," adding however immediately, with a

play upon the word, " another discourse on the

sichiess (jnachaWt) of Israel when the Temple was
laid waste." Calvin and J. H. Michaelis, among
others, regarded it as an instrument of music or the

commencement of a melody. Junius derived it

from the root ??n, chalal, *' to bore, perforate,"

and underetood by it a wind instrument of some
kind, like Nehiloth in Ps. vi. ; but his etymology is

t'ei'tainly wrong. Its connexion with machol is

equally uncertain. Joel Bril, in the second preface

to his notes on the Psalms in Mendelssohn's Bible,

mentions three opinions as current with regard to

the meaning of Jlahalath ; some regarding it as a

feminine form of machol, others as one of the wind
instruments (the flute, according to De Wette's

translation of Ps. liii.), and others again as a stringed

insti-ument. Between these conflicting conjectures,

he says, it is impossible to decide. That it was a

stringed instrument, played either with the fingers

or a quill, is maintained by Simonis {Lex. Hehr.),

who derives it from an unused Arabic root JX]l;>,

to sweep. But the most probable of all conjectures,

and one which Gesenius approves, is that of Ludolf,

who quotes the Ethiopic machlet, by which the

Kidipa of the LXX. is rendeied in Cen. iv. 21

(Simonis, Arcanum Formarum, p. 475). Fiirst

{Handw. s. v.) explains Mahalath as the name of

a musical corps dwelling at Abel- 3fcholah, just

as by Gittith he undei-stands the band of Levite

minstrels at Gath Rimmon.
On the other hand, the opinion that Mahalath

contains an enigmatical indication of the subject of

the Psalm, which we have seen hinted at in the

quotations from Jarchi given above, is adopted by

Hengstenberg to the exclusion of every other. He
translates "on Mahalath" by "on sickness," re-

ferring to the spiritual malady of the sons of men

( Comm. iiber die Psalm.). Lengerke (die Psalmen)

adopts the same view, which had been previously

advanced by Ai-jas Montanus.

A third theory is that of Delitzsch (Comm. lib.

d. Psalter), who considers Mahalath as indicating

to the choir the manner in which the Psalm was to

be sung, and compares the mo<ieru tenns mesto,

andante mesto. Ewald leaves it untranslated and

unexplained, regarding it as probably an al)lirevia-
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tion of a longer sentence (IHchter d. Alt. Bundes,

i. 174). The latest speculation upon the subject

is that of Mr. Thnipp, who, after dismissing as

mere conjecture the interpretation of Mahalath as

a musical instrument, or as sickness, propounds, as

more probable than either, that it is " a proper name
borrowed from Gen. x.wiii. 9, and used by David

as an enigmatical designation of Abigail, in the same
manner as in Psalms vii., xxxiv., the names Cush
and Abimelech are employed to denote Shimei and
Achish. The real Mahalath, Esau's wife, was the

sister of Kebajoth, from whom were descended

an Arabian tribe famous for their wealth in sheep

;

the name might be therefore not unfitly applied to

one who, though now wedded to David, had till

recently been the wife of the rich sheep-owner of

the village of Carmel" {Introd. to the Psalms, i.

314). It can scarcely be said that Mr. Thrupp has

replaced conjecture by certainty. [W. A. W.]

MAH'ALATH LEAN'N0TH(ni3y^ rhnD'-

MoeAefl tow aTroKpiQ^vai : Maheleth ad respon-

dendum). The Geneva version of Ps. Ixxxviii., in

the title of which these words occur-, has " upon
Malath Leanuoth," and in the margin, " that is, to

humble. It was the beginning of a song, by the

tune whereof this Psalm was sung." It is a re-

markable proof of the obscurity which envelops

the former of the two words that the same com-
mentator explains it differently in each of the pas-

sages in which it occurs. In De Wette's transla-

tion it is a " flute" in Ps. liii., a " guitar" in Ps.

IxxxA'iii. ; and while Jarchi in the foraier passage

explains it as a musical instrument, he describes the

latter as referring to " one sick of love and aflliction

who was afflicted with the punishments of the cap-

tivity." Symmachus, again, as quoted by Theo-

doret (Comm. in Ps. 87), has 5ix<^pov, unless this

be a mistake of the copyist for Sia. xopoi/, as in

Ps. liii. Augustine and Theodoret both understand

Leannoth of responsive singing. Theophylact says

" they danced while responding to the music of the

organ." Jerome in his version of the Hebrew, has
" per chorum ad praecinendum." The Hebrew

ni3y, in the Piel Conj., certainly signifies "to

sing," as in Ex. xxxii. 18 ; Is. xxvii. 2 ; and in this

sense it is taken by Ewald in the title of Ps.

Ixxxviii. In like manner Junius and Tremellius

render " upon Mahalath Leannoth " " to be sung
to the wind instruments." There is nothing, how-
ever, in the construction of the Psalm to show that

it was adapted for responsive singing ; and if lean-

noth be simply " to sing," it would seem, as 01s-

hausen observes, almost unnecessary. It has refer-

ence, more probably, to the character of the psalm,

and might be rendered "to humble, or afflict," in

which sense the root occurs in verse 7. In support

of this may be compared, "to bring to remem-
brance," in the titles of Pss. xxxviii. and Ixs. ; and
" to thank," 1 Chr. xvi. 7. Mr. Thrupp remarks
that this Psalm (Ixxxviii.) " should be regarded as

a solemn exercise of humiliation ; it is more deeply

melancholy than any other in the Psalter" (Intr.

to the Psalms, ii. 99). Hengstenberg, in accord-

ance with the view he takes of Mahalath, regju-ds

Ps. Ixxxviii. as the prayer of one recovered from

severe bodily sickness, rendering leannoth " con-

cerning affliction," and the whole " on the sickness

of distress." Lengerke has a similar explanation,

which is the same with that of Piscator, but is too

forced. [\V. A. W.]
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MAH'ALI O^nO: MooKl; Alex. Moo\fl

:

Moholi); Mahli, the son of Merari. His name

occiii-s in the A. V. but ouce iu this fonn (Ex.

vi. 19).

MAIIAXA'IM (D.''3nD = two camps or hosts

:

nap€ju/3o\o( ; Kaixflv; Mavac'iu; Mavaeijti; Joseph.

06oD ffrpar6Trihov : Manaim), a town on the east

of the Jordan, intimately connected with the early

and middle history of the nation of Israel. It

purports to have received iti name at the most

important crisis of the life of Jacob. He had

parted from Laban in peace after their hazardous

encounter on Mount Gilead (Gen. x.t.xi.), and the

next step in the journey to Canaan brings him to

Mahanaim :
" Jacob went on his way ; and he lifted

up his eyes and saw the camp of God « encamped

;

and the angels (or messengers) of God met him.

And when he saw them he said, This is God's host

{mihanch), and he called the name of that place

Mahanaim." It is but rarely, and in none but the

earliest of these ancient i-ecords, that we meet with

the occasion of a name being conferred ; and gene-

rally, as has been already remarked, such narra-

tives are full of ditticulties, arising fi-om the pe-

culiar turns and involutions of words, which form

a very prominent feature in this jjrimeval litera-

ture, at once so simple and so artiticial. [Beer
L.A11AI ROI, En-hakkore, &c.] The form in which

t lie history ofMahanaim is cast is no exception to this

rule. It is in some respects perhaps more character-

istic and more pregnant with hidden meaning than

any other. Thus the "host " of angels—"God's
host"—which is said to have been the occasion of

the name, is only mentioned in a cursory manner,

and in the singular number—" the [one] host
;"

while the "two hosts" into which Jacob divided his

caravan when anticipating an attack from Esau, the

host of Leah and the host of Rachel, agreeing in

their number with the name Mahanaim (" two
hosts "), are dwelt upon with constant repetition

and emphasis. So also the same word is employett

for the " messengeis " of God and the " messengers
"

to Esau ; and so, farther on in the history, the
" face " of God and the " face " of Esau ai-e named
by the same word (xxxiii. 30, xxxiii. 10). It is as

if there were a correspondence throughout between

the human and the divine, the inner and outer parts

of the event,—the host of God and the hosts of

Jacob ; the messengei-s of God and the messengers

of Jacob; the face of God and the face of Esau. •*

The very name of the torrent on whose banks the

event took place seems to be derived from the

"wrestling"* of the patriarch with the angel.

The whole nariative hovers between the real and
the ideal, earth and heaven.

How 01- when the town of Mahanaim arose on

the spot thus signalized we are not told. We next

meet with it in the records of the conquest. The
line separating Gad from Manasseh would appear

to have run through or close to it, since it is named
in the specification of the frontier of each tribe (Josh,

xiii. 26 and 29 ). It was also on the southern

boundary of the district of Bashan (ver. ,30). But
it was certainly within the tenitory of Gad (Josh.

xxi. 38, .39), and therefore on the south side of the

torrent Jabbok, as indeed we should infer from the
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history of Genesis, in which it lies between Gilead—
jirobably the modern Jebel Jilad—and the torrent

The town with its "suburbs" was allotted to the

service of the Merarite Levites (Josh. xxi. o9

;

1 Chron. ^^. 80). From some cause—the sanc-

tity of its original foundation, or the strength of

its position "*—Mahanaim had become in the time

of the monarchy a place of mark. When, after the

death of Saul, Abuer undertook the establishment

of the kingdom of Ishbosheth, unable to occujiy any
of the towns of Benjamin or Eplnaim, which were
then in the hands of the Philistines, he fi.xed on
JIalianaim as his head-quarters. There the new
king was crowned over all Israel, east as well as

west of the Jordan (2 Sam. ii. 9). From thence

Abner made his disastrous expedition to Gibeon
(ver. 12), and there apparently the unfortunate

Ishbosheth was murdered (iv. hi), the murderers
making olf to Hebron by the way of the valley of

the Jordan.

The same causes which led Abner to fix Ish-

bosheth's residence at Mahanaim probably induced
David to take refuge there when driven out of the

western part of his kingdom by Absalom. He pro-

ceeds thither without hesitation or inquiry, but as

if when Jensalem was lost it was the one alternative

(2 Sam. xvii. 24; 1 K. ii. 8). It was then a walled
town, capacious enough to contain the " hundreds "

and the " thousands " of David's followers (xviii.

1,4; and compaie " ten thousand," ver. 3) ; with
gates, and the usual provision for the watchman
of a fortified town (see the remark of Josephus
quoted iu the note). But its associations with roval

persons were not fortunate. One king had already

been murdered within its walls, and it was here
that David received the news of the death of Ab-
salom, and made the walls of the " chamber over
the gate " resound with his cries.

Mahanaim was the seat of one of Solomon's com-
missariat officers (1 K. iv. 14) ; and it is alluded to

in the Song which beai-s his name (vi. 13), in tenns
which, though very obscure, seem at any rate to

show that at the date of the composition of that

poem it was still in repute for sanctity, possibly

tamous for some ceremonial commemorating the

original vision of the patriarch : " What will ye see

in the Shulamite ? We see as it were the dance
(mecholah, a word usually applied to dances of a
religious nature ; see vol. i. p. 389) of the two
hosts of Mahanaim."
On the monument of Sheshonk (Shishak) at

Karnak, in the 22nd cartouch—one of those which
are believed to contain the names of Israelite cities

conquered by that king—a name appears which is

read as J/°-Aa-n-TO°, that is, Mahanaim. The
adjoining cartouches contain names which aie read

as Beth-shean, Shunem, Megiddo, Beth-horon,
Gibeon, and other Israelite names (Brugsch, Gcogr.
der nachbarlamler Acgyptens, &c., p. 61). If this

interpretation may be relied on it shows that the

invasion of Shishak was more extensive than we
should gather from the records of the Bible (2 Chr.
xii.), which are occupied mainly with occurrences
at the metropolis. Possibly the army entered by
the plams of Philistia and Sharon, ravaged Esdraelon
and some towns like Mahanaim just beyond Jordan,
and then returned, either by the same route or by

This paragraph is added In the LXX. a To the latter Josephus testifies : Hap^MlSoAoi-so he
k For this obeervation the writer IS indebted to a scrnioP renders the Hebrew Mahanaim-KoAA.Vri, «ai ovvpa..

by Prof. Stanley (Marlborough, 1 853). ' ^i ^ri;^,^ ,J^„^ ^.jj g xgy '^ '^

' Jabbok, p3^ ; " wrestled " r>nX'-
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the Jordan valley, to Jerusalem, attacking it last. I

This would account tor Kehoboam's non-resistance,

and also for the fact, of which special mention is

made, that many of the chief men of the country
had taken refuge in the city.. It should, however,

be remarked that the names occur in most pro-

miscuous order, and that none has been lound re-

sembling Jerusalem.

As to the identitication of Mahanaim with any
modern site or remains little can be sjiid. To Eu-
sebius and .Jerome it appears to liave been unknown.
A place called Muhnch does certainly e.xist among
the villages of the east of Jordan, though its exact

position is not so ceitain. The earliest mention of

it appears to be that of the Jewish traveller hap-

Parchi, according to whom " Slachnajim is Macli-

neh, and stands about lialf a day's journey iu a due

east direction from Beth-san " (Zunz, in Asher's

Benj. of Tudflit, 4^S). Mahneh is named in the

lists of Dr. Eli Smith among the places of Jehcl

Ajlun (Rob. B. R. 1st ed., iii. Ai>p. 1G6). It is

mai-ked on Kiepert's map (18.56) as exactly east of

Bethslian, but about .'iO miles distant therefrom

—I. e. not half but a long whole day's journey. It

is also mentioned, and its identity with Mah;inaim

upheld, by Porter {Handbook, 32-2). But the dis-

tance of Jfahneh from the Jordan and from both

the Wady Zurka and the Yaniiuk—each of which

has claims to represent the torrent Jabbok—seems

to forbid this conclusion. At any rate the point

may be recommended to the investigation of future

travellei-s e;ist of the Jordan. [G.]

MAH'ANEH-DAN (ITnjnD: TrapeMjSoA^

^av: Castra Ban: the " Camp-of-Dan :" Luth.

das Lager Dans), a name which commemorated the

last encampment of the band of six hundred Danite

warriors before setting out on their expedition to

Laish. The position of the spot is specified with

great precision, as " behind Kirjath-jearim " (Judg.

xviii. 12), and as "between Zorah and Eshtaol

"

(xiii. 25 ; here the name is translated in the A. V.).

Kirjath-jearim is identified with tolerable certainty

in Kuriet-el-Enab, and Zorah in Sur'a, about 7

miles S.W. of it. But no site has yet beeu sug-

gested for Eshtaol which would be compatible with
the above conditions, requiring as they do that

Kiijath-jearim should lie between it and Zorah.

In Kustid, a " remarkable conical hill about an hour
from Kuriet-el-Enab, towards Jerusalem," south

of the road, we have a site which is not dissimilar

in name to Eshtaol, while its position sufficiently

answers the requirements. Mr. Williams {HoUj

City, i. 12 note) was shewn a site on the north

side of the Wady Istnail, N.N.E. from Deir el-

/Toica—which bore the name of Beit Mahnnem,
and which he suggests may be identical with Ma-
haneh Dan. The position is certainly very suitable

;

but the name does not occur iu the lists or maps
of other travellers—not even of Tobler {Dritte

Wandernny, 1859) ; and the question must be left

with that started above, of the identity of Kustid

and Eshtaol, for the investigation of future ex-

plorei-s and Arabic scholai-s.

The stitement in xviii. 12 of the origin of the

name is so precise, and has so historical an air,

that it supplies a strong reason for believing that

the events there recorded took place earlier than

those in xiii. 25, though in the present arrangement

of the book of Judges they come after them. [G.]

MAHARA'I (nnO : Noepe; Alex. Maepati',

vui,. II.
"

"
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2 Sam. xxiii. 28 ; Mapaf ; Alex. Mo6pfi, 1 Chr.

xi. 30; Me-npd; Alex. Moopdt, 1 Chr. xxvii. 13:

Maharal, Marui, 1 Chr. xxvii. 13), an iuhabitant

of Netophah in the tribe of Jiidah, and one of

David's captains. He was of the family of Zerah.

and commanded the tenth monthly division of the

army.

MA'HATH (nno : VlaiQ : 3fahath). 1. The

son of Amasai, a Kohathite of the house of Korah,

and ancestor of Hemau the singer (1 Chr. vi. 35).

In ver. 25 he is called Ahimoth (Hei-vej, Geneal.

p. 215).

2. (Alex. tHaee, 2 Chr. xxix. 12 ; Vat. MS.
Nae'e, 2 Chr. xxxi. 13). Also a Kohathite, who,
in the reign of Hezekiah, was appointed, as one of the

representatives of his house, to assist in thepuririui-

tion of the Levites, by which they prepared them-
selves to cleanse the Temple from the traces of idola-

trous worship. He was apparently the same who,
with other Levites, had the charge of the tithes

ar.d dedicated ofleiings, under the superintendence of

Cononiah and Shimei.

MAH'AVITE, THE (D'''!n?3n, i. e. " the

IMachavites " : 6 Mi'tj ; Alex. 6 Mooieij/: Mmunites],

the designation of Eliel, one of the warriors of king

David's guard, whose name is preserved in the cata-

logue of 1 Chron. only (xi. 40 j. It will be observed

that the word is plural in the Hebrew text, but the

whole of the list is evidently in so confused a state,

that it is impossible to draw any inference from

that circumstance. The Targum has NIIPID JD"].

"fi-om Machavna." Kennicott {Dissert. 231) con-

jectures that originally the Hebrew may have stood

MnnO, " fi'om the Hivites." Others have pro-

posed to insert an N and read " the Jlahanaimite
"

(Fiirst, ffdwb. 721a; Bertheau, Chronik, 136). [O.]

MAHAZ'IOTH (nisnnn : MeoC^e ;
Alex.

Maa^Liid: Muhazioth), one of the 14 sons of

Heman the Kohathite, who formed part of the

Temple choir, under the leadership of their lather

with Asaph and Jeduthun. He was chief of the

23rd coui-se of twelve musicians (1 Chr. x.xv. 4, 30),
whose office it was to blow the horns.

IMAHEK-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ ("p^C^ "lilO

T3 tJ*n : Taxe'cDS CKvKivffov o^icas irpoySfievcrou

:

Accelera spolia detrahere festina], son of Isaiah,

and younger brother of Sheai-jashub, of whom
nothing more is known than that his name was
given by Divine direction, to indicate that Damascus
and Samaria were soon to be plundered by the king

of Assyria (Is. riii. 1-4 ; comp. vol. i.' p. 880).

In reference to the giammatical construction of the

several parts of the name, whether the verbal parts

are imperatives, indicatives, infinitives, or verbal

adjectives, leading vei-sions, as well as the opinions

of critics differ, though all agree as to its general

import (comp. Diechsler in he). [E. H-—e.]

MAH'LAH (n^nO : MoAcc, Num. xxvi. 33
;

MoaA«{, Num. xxvii. 1 ; Josh. xvii. 3 ; MaAorf, Num.
.xxxvi. 11 ; MoeAo; Alex. MooAo, 1 Chr. vii. 18:

Maala in all cases, except Mohola, \ Chr. vii. 18),

the eldest of the five daughters of Zelophehad, the

grandson of Manasseh, in whose favour the law ot

succession to an inheritance was altered (Num.
xxvii. 1-11). Slie married her cousin, and re-

ceived as her share a portion of the territory o(

Manas.seh. E. of the Jordan.

I'
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MAH'LI {"hrm-. Koo\l: Moholi). 1. The

son of Meiaii, the sou of Levi, and ancestor of tlie

family of the Mahlites (Num. iii. 20; 1 Chr. vi.

19, 29, xxiv. 26). In the last quoted verse there

is apparently a gap in the text, Libui and Shimei

belonging to the family of Gershom (comp. ver. 20,

42), and Eleazar and Kish being afterwards de-

scribed as the sons of Mahli (1 Chr. xxiii. 21,

xxiv. 28). One of his descendants, Slierebiah,

was appointed one of the ministers of the Temple in

the days of Ezra (Ezr. viii. 18). He is called

Maiiali in the A. V. of Ex. vi. 19, MoLi in 1 Esd.

viii. 47, and Machli in the margin.

2. The son of Mushi, and grandson of Merari

(1 Chr. vi. 47, xxiii. 23, xxiv. 30).

MAH'LITES, THE O^nen : 6Moo\i': Mo-

liolitae, Moholi), the descendants of Mahli the son

of Merari (Num. iii. 33, sxvi. 58).

MAH'LON Oi^nO : UaaXoiu : Maalon), the

first husband of Ruth. He and his brother Chilion

were sons of Elimelech and Naomi, and are de-

scribed, exactly in the same terms with a subse-

quent member of their house—Jesse—as " Ephrath-

ites of Bethlehem-judah " (Iluth i. 2, 5 ; iv. 9, 10
;

comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 12).

It is uncertain which was the elder of the two.

In the nan-ative (i. 2, 5) Mahlon is mentioned

first ; but in his formal address to the elders in the

gate (iv. 9), Boaz says "Chilion and Mahlon."

Like his brother, Mahlon died in the land of Moab
without offspring, which in the Targum on Ruth

(i. 5) is ex-plained to have been a judgment for

theii- transgression of the law in marrying a Moab-
itess. In the Targum on 1 Chr. iv. 22, Mahlon is

identified with Joash, possibly on account of the

double meaning of the Hebrew word which follows,

and which signifies both "had dominion" and
" married." (See that passage.) \S^-\

MA'HOL ("pinO : MdX; Alex.MaouA: Mahol).

The fatlier of Ethan the Ezrahitc, and Heman,
Chalcol, and Darda, the four men most famous for

wisdom next to Solomon himself (1 K. iv. 31 ), who in

1 Chr. ii. 6 are the sons and immediate descendants of

Zerah. Mahol is evidently a proper name, but some
consider it an appellative, and translate " the sons

of Mahol " by " the sons of song," or " sons of the

choir," in reference to their skill in music. In this

case it would be more correct to render it " sons of the

'dance ;" machol corresponding to the Greek x.^pos

in its original sense of " a dance in a ring," though
it has not followed the meanings which have been

attached to its derivatives " chorus " and " choir."

Jarchi says that " they were skilled in composing
hymns which were recited in the dances of song."

Another explanation still is that Ethan and his

brethren the minstrels were called " the sons of

Mahol," bcduse machol is. the name of an instru-

ment of music in Vs.. d. 4. Josephus (^Ant. viii.

2, §5) calls him 'Yip.iu>v. [\V. A. W.]

MAIA'NEAS (Mojawas: om. in Vulg.) =
Maasioiaii, 7 (1 Esd. ix. 48); probably a corrup-

tion of Maasias.

MAK'AZ (^i^O : Mox€/tSs ; Alex. VlaxiJ-as :

Macces), a place, apparently a town, named once

only (1 K. iv. 9), in the specifiaition of the jurisdic-
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tion of Solomon's commissariat officer, Ben-Dekar.

The places which accompany it—Shaalbira, Beth-

shemesh, and Elon-beth-hanan—seem to have been

on the western slopes of the mountains of Judah

and Benjamin, j. e. the district occupied by the tribe

of Dan. But Makaz has not been discovered. Mich-

mash—the reading of the LXX. (but of no other

version)—is hardly possible, both for distance and

direction, though the position and subsequent im-

portance of Iklichmash, and the great fertility of its

neighbourhood, render it not an unlikely seat for a

commissariat officer. [G.]

MA'KED (Ma(ce5; Alex. MaKefi: Sjr. Mokor:
Vulg. JLitjeth), one of the "strong and great" cities

of Gilead—Josephus says Galilee, but this must be

an error—into which the Jews were driven by the

Ammonites under Timotheus, and from which they

were delivered by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace. v.

26, 36 ; in the latter passage the name is given in

the A. V. Maged.) By Josephus (Ant. xii. 8, §3,)

it is not mentioned. Some of the other cities

named in this narrative have been identified ; but

no name corresponding to Maked has yet been dis-

covered; and the conjecture of Schwarz (p. 230)
that it is a corruption of MiNXiTii (HJO for

n3D), though ingenious, can haidly be accepted

without further proof. [G.]

MAK'HELOTH (nSnpO: MoKTjXcie: Mace-

loth), a place only mentioned in Num. xxxiii. 25
as that of a desert encampment of the Israelites.

The name is plural in form, and may signify

" places of meeting." [H. H.]

MAK'KEDAH (n*li90 : MaK7j55, once Moktj-

Sav ; Alex. MaKTjSa : Syr. Jlokor, and NakoJa :

Maccda), a place memorable in the annals of the

conquest of Canaan as the scene of the execution by
Joshua of the five confederate kings: an act by
which the victory of Beth-horon was sealed and

consummated, and the subjection of the entire

southern portion of the country ensured. Makkedah
is first mentioned (Josh. x. 10) with Azekah, in the

narrative of the battle of Beth-horon, as the point to

which the rout extended ; but it is difficult to decide

whether this refers to one of the operations in the

earlier portion of the fight, or is not rather an anti-

cipation of its close—of the circumstances related

in detail in verses 11 and 16, &c. But with regaixl

to the event which has conferred immortality on

Makkedah—the " crowning mercy "—(if we may be

allowed to borrow an expression from a not dissimilar

transaction in our own history)—tliere is fortu-

nately no obscurity or uncertainty. It unquestion-

ably occurred in the afternoon of that tremendous

day, which " was like no day before or after it." The
order of the events of the twenty-fom- hours which
elapsed after the departure from the aik and taber-

nacle at the camp seems to have been as follows.

The march from the depths of the Joixlan valley at

Gilgal, through the rocky clefts of the ravines which
lead up to the central hills, was made during the

night. By or before dawn they had reached Gibeon
;

then—at the favourite hour for such surprises "

—

came the sudden onset and the first carnage •> ; then

the chase and the appeal ofJoshua to the rising sun,

just darting his level rays over the ridge of the hill of

Gibeon in the rear ; then the furious stoiTO assisting

and completing the rout. In the meantime the

» E. g. Gideon's, Saul's, and David's attacks. [See En-
campments, i. 551(1.]

•> Tfie Moslem tradition is tliat the attack took place

on a Friday, and tbat Uie day was prolonged by one
half, to prevent the Sabbath being encroached upon.

(See Jal.iladdin, Temple nf Jerusalem, 287.)
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detection of the five chiefs in their hiding-place has

been communicated to Joshua, and, as soon as tlie

matter in hand will allow, he rushes on with the

whole of his force to Makkedah (ver. 21). The fiist

thing to be done is to form a regular camp (n^nO).
The next to dispose of the five chiefs, and that by no
huriied massacre, but in so deliberate and judicial a

manner as at once to infuse terror into the Can;um-
ites and confidence into his own followers, to show
to both that " thus shall Jehovah do to all the

enemies" of Israel. The cave in the recesses of

which the wretched kings were hidden was a well-

known one.<= It was close to the town,^ we may
safely conclude that the whole proceeding was in

full view of the walls. At last the ceremonial is

over, the strange and significant parable has been

acted, and the bodies of Adoni-zedek and his com-
panions are swinging" fioni the trees— possibly the

trees of some grove sacred to the abominable rites

of the Canaanite Ashtaroth— in the afternoon sun.

Then Joshua turns to the town itself. To force

the walls, to put the king and all the inhabitants to

the sword (ver. 28) is to that indomitable energy,

still fresh after the gigantic labours and excitements

of the last twenty-four hours—the work ofan hour or

two. And now the evening has arrived, the sun is at

last sinking—the first sun that has set since the de-

pai-ture from Gilgal,—and the tragedy is temiinated

by cutting down the five bodies from the trees, and
restoring them to the cave, which is then so blocked

up with stones as henceforth never again to become
refuge for friend or foe of Israel.

The taking of Makkedah was the first in that

series of sieges and destructions by which the Great

Captain possessed himself of the main points

of defence throughout this portion of the country.

Its situation has hitherto eluded discovery. The
catalogue of the cities of Judah in Joshua (xv. 41)
places it in the Shefdah or maritime plain, but

unfortunately it forms one of a group of towns of

which few or none ai-e identified. The report of

Eusebius and Jerome (Otwmasticon, "Maceda") is

that it lay 8 miles to the e;ist of Eleutheropolis,

Beit-Jibrin, a position irreconcileable with every

requirement of the narrative. Porter {Handbook,

224, 251) suggests a ruin on the northern slope of

the Wady es Sumt, bearing the somewhat similar

name of el-Klediah ; but it is difficult to under-

stand how this can have been the position of Mak-
kedah, which we should imagine would be found, if it

ever is found, considerably nearer I^mleh or Jimzu.

Van de Velde {Memoir, 332) would place it at

Sumeil, a village standing on a low hill 6 or 7

miles N.W. of Beit-Jibrin ; but the only claim of

this site appeal's to be the reported existence in the

neighbourhood of a large cavern, while its position

—

at least 8 miles further from Beth-horon than even

el-Klediah—would make the view of the nanative

taken above impossible. [C"-]

MAK'TESH (y'riDBn," with the def. article:

7] KaTaK^KOfi/xevri ' PHa), a place, evidently in Jera-
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^ It is tbrougliout distinguished by the definite article,

myGH, " ihe cave."

i The preposition used Is the same as that employed

to describe the position of the five kings in the cave

—

mpD3. " in Makkedah"— n"lVD3. " in t^'^ cave."

« The word n?n. rendered " hang " in ver. 26, has

the force of suspending. See Ps. c.\xx%ii. 2, 2 Sam. xviii.

10, and other passages where it must have this meaning.

It is an entirely distinct term from ^'pi'', whicli, though

salem, the inhabitants of which are denounced by
Zephaniah (i. 11). Kwald conjectures (^Propheten,

304) that it was the " I'hoenician quarter" of the

city, in which the traders of that nation —the Ca-
na;inites (A. V. " merchants"), who in this passage

are associated with Mactesh—resided, after the cus-

tom in Oriental towns. As to which part of the city

this quarter occupied we have little or no indication.

The meaning of "JIactesh " is probably a deep hollow,

literally a " mortar."'' This the Targum identifies

with the torrent Kedron, the deep basin or lavine of

which sinks down below the eastern wall and south-

eastern corner of the city. The Targum, probably
with an eye to the traditional uncleanness of this

valley, and to the idol-worship pei-petrated at its

lower end, says, " Howl ye inhabitiints of the torrent

Kedron, for all the people are broken whose works
were like the works of the people of Canaan." But
may it not, with equal probability, have been the

deep valley which separated the Temple from the

upper city, and which at the time of Titus' siege

was, as it still is, crowded with the " bazaars " of

the merchants ? (See vol. i. 1012 6.) [G.]

MAL'ACHI (*3X^)0 : MoXaxios in the title

only : Malachias), the last, and therefore called

" the seal " of the prophets, as his prophecies con-

stitute the closing book of the canon. His name is

probably contracted from Malachijah, " messenger

of Jehovah," as Abi (2 K. xviii. 2) from Abijah

(2 Chr. xxix. 1). Of his personal history nothing

is known. A tradition preserved in Pseudo-Epi-

phanius (De Vitis Proph.) relates that Malachi was
of the tribe of Zebulun, and born after the captivity

at Sopha {'2,o<pa) in the territory of that tribe.

According to the same apocryphal story he died

young, and was buried with his fathers in his own
country. Jerome, in the preface to his Commentary
on Malachi, mentions a belief which was cuiTent

among the Jews, that JIalachi was identical with
Ezra the priest, because the circumstances re-

corded in the narrative of the latter are also men-
tioned by the prophet. The Targum of Jonathan

ben Uzziel, on the words " by the hand of Malachi
"

(i. 1), gives the gloss " whose name is called Ezra

the scribe." With equal probability Malachi has

been identified with Mordecai, Nehemiah, and Ze-

rubbabel. The LXX. render " by Malachi" (5Ial.

i. 1), " by the hand of his angel ;" and this transla-

tion appears to have given rise to the idea that

Slalachi, as well as Haggai and John the Baptist,

was an angel in human shape (comp. Mai. iii. 1

;

2 Esd. i. 40; Jerome, Comm. in Hag. i. 13). Cyril

alludes to this belief only to express his disappro-

bation, and characterizes those who held it as

romancers (o1 jucittjv tppa^cf'SvjKaaiv k. t. X.).

Another Hebrew tradition associated Malachi with
Haggai and Zechariah as the companions of Daniel

when he saw the vision recorded in Dan. x. 7

(Smith's Select Discourses, p. 2 14 ; ed. 1 660), and
as among the first membei-s of the Great Synagogue,
which consisted of 1 20 elders.

also translated by "hang" in the A. V., really means to

cmcify. See MEPHiBOsnETH.
• One of the few cases lu which our translators have

represented the Heltrew letter Caph by K, which they

commonly reserve tor Koph. [See also Mekonah.]
•> The literal Aquila renders the words by eis rhv oA-

nov ; Theodotion, iv tu /SaSet. The Hebrew term is the

same as that employed in Jiuig. xv. 10 for tlie hollow

ba.<:ln or combe in Ix'hi from which the soring burst forth

for the relief of Samson.
P 2
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Tlie time at which his prophecies were delivered

is not difficult to ascprtjiin. Cyri! makes him con-

temporary with Haj;5:ai and Zcchariah, or a little

later. Syncellns (p. 240 B) places these three pro-

phets under Joshua the son of Josedec. That Ma-

lachi was contemporary with Nehemiah is rendered

probable by a comparison of ii. 8 with Neh. xiii.

lo; ii. lO-K? with Neh. xiii. 23, &c. ; and iii. 7-12

with Neh. xiii. 10, &c. That he prophesied after

tlie times of Haggai and Zechariah is inferred fi-om

his omitting to mention the restoration of the

Temple, and from no allusion being made to him
by Ezra. The captivity was already a tiling of the

long past, and is not referred to. The existence of

the Temple-service is presupposed in i. 10, iii. 1, 10.

The .Jewish nation had still a political chief (i. 8\
distinguished by the same title as that borne by

Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 2(3), to which Gesenius assigns

a Persian origin. Hence Vitringa concludes that

Malachi delivered his propliecies after the second

return of Nehemiah from Persia (Neh. xiii. 6), and

subsequently to the 32nd year of Artaxerxes Longi-

manus (cir. B.C. 420), which is the date adopted

by Keniiicott and Hales, and approved by Davidson

(Introd. p. 985). It may be mentioned that in the

Seder 01am itabba (p. .55, ed. Sleyer) the date of

Malachi's prophecy is assigned, with that of Haggai

and Zechariah, to the second yenr of Darius; and

his death in the Seder Olam Zuta (p. 105) is

placed, with that of the same two prophets, in the

52nd year of the Meiles and Persians. The prin-

cipal rea.sons adduced by Vitringa, and which appear

conclusively to Hx the time of Malachi's prophecy

as contemporary with Nehemiah, are the follow-

ing:—The offences denounced by Malachi as pre-

vailing among the people, and especially the cor-

ruption of the priests by marrying foreign wives,

con-espond with the actual abuses with which
Nehemiah had to contend in his efforts to bring

about a reformation (comp. Mai. ii. 8 with Neh.
xiii. 29). The alliance of the high-priest's flimily

with Tobiah the Ammonite (Neh. xiii. 4, 28) and
Sanballat the Horonite had introduced neglect of

the customary Temple-service, and the offerings and
tithes due to the Levites and priests, in consequence
of which the Temple was foi-saken (Neh. xiii. 4-13),
and the Sabbath openly profaned (id. 15-21). The
short interval of Nehemiah's absence fi'om ,Teru-

.salem had been sufficient for the growth of these

coiTuptions, and on his return he found it necessary

to put them down with a strong hand, and to do
over again the work that Ezra had done a few
years before. From the striking parallelism be-

tween the state of things indicited in Malachi's

prophecies and that actually existing on Nehemiah's
return from the court of Artaxerxes, it is on all

accounts highly probable that the ellbrts of the

secular governor were on this occasion seconded bj
the preaching of " .Jehovah's messenger," and that

Malachi occupied the same position with regard to

the reformation under Nehemiah, which Isaiah held

in the time of Hezekiah, and .leremiah in that of
.Josiah. The last chapter of canonical .Jewish

history is the key to the last chapter of its pro-

phecy.

TheThe book of Malachi is contained in four chap-
ter in our version, .as in the LXX., Vulgate, and
Peshito-Syriac. In the Hebrew the 3rd and 4th
form but one chapter. The whole prophecy na-

turally divides itself into three sections, in the fii-st

of which Jehovah is represented as the loving father

and ruler of His people (i. 2-ii. 9) ; in the second.

MALACHI
as the supreme God and fiitlier of all (ii. 10-16);
and in the third, as their righteous and final judsje

(ii. 17-end). These may be again subdi-vided into

smaller sections, each of which follows a certain

order: fii-st, a short sentence; then the sceptical

questions which might be raised by the people;

and, finally, their full and triumphant refutition.

The foi-mal and almost scholastic manner of the

prophecy seemed to Ewald to indicate that it was
rather delivered in writing than siwken publicly.

But though this may be true of the prophecy in itjj

present shape, which probably presents the sul>-

stince of oral discourses, there is no reason for sup-

posing that it was not also pronounced orally in

public, like the warnings and denunciations of the

older prophets, however it may differ from them in

vigour of conception and high poetic diction. The

style of the prophet's language is suitable to the

manner of his prophecy. Smooth and easy to a

remarkable degree, it is the style of the reasoner

rather than of the poet. We miss the fiery pro-

phetic eloquence of Isaiah, and have in its stead the

calm and almost artificial discourse of the j)ractised

orator, carefully modelled upon those of the ancient

prophets: thus blending in one the characteristics

of the old prophetical and the more modern dia-

logistic structures.

I. The first section of the prophet's message con-

sists of two parts; the first (i. 1-8) addressed to

the people generally, in which Jehovah, by His

messenger, asserts His love iov them, and proves it,

in answer to their reply, " Wherein hast thou loved

us?" by referring to the punishment of Edom as

an example. The second part (i. 6-ii. 9) is ad-

dressed especially to the priests, who hail despised

the name of Jehovah, and had been the chief movers

of the defection fiom His worship and covenant.

They are rebuked for the worthlessness of their

sacrifices and offerings, and their profanation of the

Temple thereby (i. 7-14). The denunciation of their

offence is followed by the threat of punishment for

future neglect (ii. 1-3), and the character of the

true priest is drawn as the companion pictuie to

their own (ii. 5-9).

II. In the second section (ii. 10-16) the prophet

i-eproves the people for their intermarriages with

the idolatrous heathen, and the divorces by which

they sejiarated themselves from their legitimate

wives, who wept at the altar of Jehovah ; in viola-

tion of the great law of maniage which God, the

father of all, established at the beginning.

III. The judgment, which the people lightly re-

gard, is announced with all solemnity, ushered in

by the advent of the Messiah. The Lord, preceded

by His messenger, shall come to His Temple suddenly,

to purify the land fiom its iniquity, and to execute

swift judgment upon those who violate their duty

to God and their neighbour. The fii-st part (ii.

17-iii. 5) of the section tenninates with the threat-

ened punishment; in the second (iii. 6-12) the

faithfulness of God to his promises is vindicated,

and the people exhorted to repentance, with its

attendant blessings; in the third (iii. 13-iv. 6)

they are reproved for their want of confidence in

God, and for confusing good and evil. The final

severance between the righteous and the wicked is

then .set forth, and the great day of judgment is

depicted, to be announced by the coming of Elijah,

or John the Baptist, the foreruimer of Christ (Matt.

xi. 14, xvii. 10-13).

The prophecy of M.alachi is alluded to in the

K. T.. and its canonical authority thereby esta-
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ulisheJ (conip. Muk i. 2, ix. 11, 12 ; Luke i. 17
;

Kom. ix. 13). [VV. A. W.]

MAL'ACHY {Malachias), the prophet Malachi

(2 EsJ. i. 4U),

BIAL'CHAM (03^0 : MeAxw; Alex. MeA-

Xafx : Molchom). 1. One of tlie heads of the fathers

of Benjamin, and sou of Shaharaim by his wife

Hodesh (1 Chr. viii. 9), whom the Targum of

K. Joseph identifies with Baara.

2. (6 PaaiXivs avTwv: Melchom.) The idol

Molech, as some suppose (Zeph. i. 5). The word
literally signifies " their king," as the maigin of

our version gives it, and is referred by Gesenius to

an idol generally, as invested with regal honouis by

its worshippers. He quotes Is. viii. 21, and Am. v.

26, in suppoft of this view, though he refers Jer.

xlix. 1, 3, to Molech (as the LXX., the present

reading being evidently corrupt), and regards Mal-

cham as equivalent to Milcom (1 K. si. 5, &c.).

Hitzig {Kurzg. Hdb. Jeremia), while he considers

the idol Milcom ss unquestionably intended in Jer.

xlix. 1, renders Makkain literally "their king" in

ver. 3. The same ambiguity occurs in 2 Sam.
xii. 30, where David, after his conquest of the

Ammonites, is said to have taken the crown of

"their king," or "Malcham" (see LXX. and

Vulg. on 1 Chr. xs. 2). A legend is told in

Jerome's Quaestiones Hcbr. (1 Chr. xx. 2) how
that, as it was milawful for a Hebrew to touch

anything of gold or silver belonging to an idol,

Ittai the Gittite, who was a Philistine, snatched

the crown from the head of Milcom, and gave it to

David, who thus avoided the pollution. [Ittai
;

Molech.]

Again, in 2 Sam. xii. 31, the Cethib has

|3^»3, where the Keri is |3^m (A. V. " through

the brick-kiln "). Kimchi's note on the passage is

as follows ; " i. e. in the place of Jlolech, in the fire

which the children of Amnion made their children

pass through to Molech ; for Jlilcom was the abo-

mination of the children of Amnion, that is Molech,

and Milcom and Malceu are one." [W. A. W.]

MALCHI'AH (n>3^a : MeAx^a: Melchias).

1. A descendant of Gershom, the son of Levi, and
ancestor of Asaph the minstrel (1 Chr. vi. 40).

2. (Melchia.) One of the sons of Parosh, who
had manned a foreign wife, and put her away at

the command of Ezra (Ezr. x. 25). Melchias in

1 Esd. ix. 2(3.

3. {Melchias.^ Enumerated among the sous of

Harim, who lived in the time of Ezra, and had

iuterman-ied with the people of the land (Ezr.

X. 31). In 1 Esd. X. 32 he appeai-s as Melchias,
:uid iu Neh. iii. 11 as Malchijah 4.

4. Son of Rechab, and ruler of the circuit or

enviions of Bethhaccerem. He took part in the

rebuilding of the wall of Jerusalem under Nehemiah,

and repaired the dung-gate (Neh. iii- 14V
5. " The goldsmith's son," who assisted Nehe-

miah in rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem (Neh.

iii. 31). The word rendered "the goldsmith" is

taken as a proper name by the LXX. (2ape(/)j), and

in the Peshito-Syriac Malchiah is called " the son

of Zephaniah." The A. V. has followed the Vul-

gate and Jarchi.

6. (MeAx^os ; Alex. MeAx^tas : Metchia.) One
of the priests who stood at the left hand of Ezra

when he read the law to the j)eople iu the street
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before the water-gate (Neh. viii. 4). In 1 Esd.

ix. 44 he is called Melchias.

7. A priest, the father of I'ashur = Malchijah 1

(Neh. .xi. 12; Jer. xxxviii. 1), and Melchiah
(Jer. xxi. 1).

8. (-in'S^D.) The son of Ham-melech (or " the

king's son," as it is translated in 1 K. xxii. 26

;

2 Chr. xxviii. 7), into whose dungeon or cistern

Jeremiah was cast (Jer. xxxviii. 6). The title

"king's son" is applied to Jerahmeel (Jer. xxxvi.

26), who was among those commissioned by the

king to tiike piisoners Jeremiah and Baruch ; to

Joash, who appeals to have held an office inferior

to that of the governor of the city, and to whose

custody Micaiah was committed by Ahab ^l K.

xxii. 26) ; and to Maaseiah who was slain by
Zichri the Ephraimite iu the invasion of Judah by
Pekah, iu the reign of Ahaz (2 Chr. xxviii. 7).

It would seem from these passages that the title

"king's son" was official, like that of "king's

mother," and applied to one of the royal family,

who exercised functions somewhat similar to those of

Potiphar in the court of Pharaoh. [W. A. W.]

MAL'CHIEL (^N^a^O : MeAx"'A, Gen. xlvi.

17; MeAx'^A in Num. and Chr.; as Alex, in ail

cases : Mekhiel'), the son of Beriah, the son of Asher,

and ancesior of the family of the Malchielites
(Num. xxvi. 45). In 1 Chr. vii. 31 he is called

the father, tlwt is founder, of Birzavith or Berazith,

as is the reading of the Targum of R. Joseph.

Josephus (^Ant. ii. 7, §4) reckons him with Heber
among the six sons of Asher, thus making up the

number of Jacob's children and grandchildren to

seventy, without reckoning great-gi andchildi-en.

MAL'CHIELITES, THE C^N^S^^n : MeA-

X«r;A( : Melchielitae), the descendants of Malchiel,

the grandson of Asher (Num. xxvi. 45).

MALCHI'JAH (n>3^0: MeAx^'a ; Alex.

MeAxias : Melchias). 1. A priest, the father of
Pashur (1 Chr. ix. 12) ; the same as Malchiah
7, and Melchiah.

2. {Melchia.) A priest, chief of the fifth of the

twenty-four com-ses appointed by David (1 Chr.
xxiv. 9).

3. ('A(ra/3ia: Jammebias.) An Israelite lay-

man of the sons of Pai'osh, who at Ezra's command
In 1 Esd.

s with the

Melchias.)

who with

put away his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 25).
ix. 26 he is called AsiBlAS, which agre

reading of the LXX.

4. (MeAxias ; Alex. MeAxefas:
Son, that is, descendant of Haiim,
Hasliub repaired the tower of the furnaces when
the wall of Jerusalem was rebuilt by Nehemiah
(Neh. iii. 11). He is probably the same as

Malchiah 3.

5. (MeAx/o; Alex. MsAxefa.) One of the

priests who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah
(Neh. X. 3). It seems probable that the names in

the list refeired to are rather those of famiUes than

of individuals (comp. 1 Chr. xxiv. 7-18, and Neh.
xii. 1-7), and in this case Malchijah in Neh. x. 3

would be the same with the head of the fifth course

of piiests = Malchijah 2.

6. (om. in Vat. MS.; Ale.x. MeAx«^«: ^el-

chill.) One of the priests who assisted in the solemn

dedication of the wall of Jerusalem under Ezra and

Nehemiah fNeh. .xii. 42).
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MALCH'IKAJI ny^hD : MeXx'P^M : ^^el-

chiram), one of the sons of Jeconiah, or Jehoiachin,

the Last but one ofthe kings of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 18).

MAL'CHI-SHUA m'^zh^: M,\xf(rov4:

Melchisuc), one of the sons of king Saul. His posi-

tion in the family cannot be exactly determined.

In the two genealogies of Saul's house preserved in

Chronicles he is given as the second son next below

Jonathan (I Chr. viii. Vi, ix. 39). But in the

account of Saul's offspring in 1 Samuel he is named
third— Ishui being between him and Jonathan (1

Sam. xiv. 49), and on the remaining occasion the

same order is preserved, but Abinadab is substi-

tuted for Ishui (1 Sam. xxxi. 2). In both these

latter passages the name is en-oneously given in the

A, v. as Melchi-shua. Nothing is known of Mal-

chi-shua beyond the fact that he fell, with his two
brothers, and before his father in the eai'ly part of

the battle of Gilboa. [G.]

MAL'CHUS miKxos = ^'I^O, Malluch, in

I Chr. vi. 44, Neh. x. 4, &c. ; LXX. MaXwx o»'

MaAoiiy ; and Joseph. MaAxos, Ant. xiii. 5, §1,
xiv. 14, §1) is the name of the servant of the high-

priest, whose 1 ight ear Peter cut off at the time of

the Saviour's apprehension in the garden. See the

nanative in Matt. xxvi. 51 ; Mark xiv. 47 ; Luke
xxii. 49-51 ; John xviii. 10. He was the personal

servant {j5ovKos) of the high-priest, and not one of

the bailiffs or apparitors {vnrjpeTris) of the San-

hedrim. The high-priest intended is Caiaphas no

doubt (though Annas is called apx^epevs in the

same connexion) ; for John, who was personally

kiiDwn to the former (John xviii. 15), is the only

one of the evangelists who gives the name of Mal-

chus. This servant was probably stepping forward

at the moment with others to handcuff or pinion

Jesus, when the zealous Peter struck at him with

his sword. The blow was meant undoubtedly to

be more effective, but reached only the ear. It

may be as Stier remarks (Reden Jcsu, vi. 268),
that the man seeing the danger, threw his head or

body to the left, so as to expose the right ear more
than the other. The allegation that the writers

are inconsistent with each other, because Matthew,
Mark, and John say either ut'iov, or wTapiov (as if

that meant the lappet or tip of the ear), while Luke
says oiis, is groundless. The Greek of the New Tes-

tament age, like the modern Romaic, made no distinc-

tion often between the primitive and diminutive. In

fact, Luke himself exchanges the one term for the

other in this very narrative. The Saviour, as His

pursuers were about to seize Him, asked to be left free

for a moment longer (iare 'fa>s tovtov), and that

moment He used in restoring the wounded man to

soundness. The axpa/xtvos rov iiriov may indicate

(which is not forbidden by apu\(v, aire'/coi|/e»') that

the ear still adhered slightly to its place. It is no-

ticeable that Luke the physician is the only one of

the writers who mentions the act of healing. It is

a touching remembrance that this was our Loid's

last miracle for the relief of human suH'ering. The
hands which had been stretched forth so often to

heal and bless mankind, were then bound, and His

beneficial ministiy in that fonn of its exercise was
finished for ever. [H. B. H.]

so
• 1-rom n^J3(Arab. ^jLo)."salt."

"> Old editions of" tbc text read aAi^a, instead of iAijio,

JIALLOWS

MAL'ELEEL (MaAeAeTJA: Malaleet). The
same as Mahal ale i:l, the son of Cainan (Luke
iii. 37 ; Gen. v. 12, marg.).

MAL'LOS, THEY OF (MaAAcirot: Mal-
lot(w), who, with tlie people of Tarsus, revolted

from Antiochus Epiphanes because he had be-

stowed them on one of his concubines {2 Mace. iv.

30). The absence of the king from Antioch to put

down the insurrection, gave the infamous Menelaus

the high-priest, an opportunity of purloining some
of the sacred vessels from the Temple of Jerusalem

(ver. 32, 39), an act which finally led to the mur-
der of the good Oniiis (ver. 34, 35). Mallos was an

important city of Cilicia, lying at the mouth of the

Pyramus {Seihtin), on the shore of the Mediterra-

nean, N.H. of Cyprus, and about 20 miles from
Tarsus (TersMs). (^ee Diet, of Geography.) [G.]

MALLO'THI (mi^O : MaWidl ; Alex. Meo-

Aa>0i, and MeAArj^i : Mcllothi), a Kohathite, one

of the fourteen sons of Henian the singer, and chief

of the nineteenth course of twelve Levites into which
the Temple choir was divided (1 Chr. xxv. 4, 26).

MALLOWS fn-l^n," maWiMcA : bSAiMo: herbae

ct arboi-um cortices). By the Hebrew word we are

no doubt to understand some species of Orache, and

in all probability the Atriplex haliinus of botanists.

It occurs only in Job xxx. 4, where the patriarch

laments that he is exposed to the derision of the

lo^vest of the people, " whose fathers he would have

disdainal to have set with the dogs of his flock,"

and who from poverty were obliged to seek their

sustenance in desert places amongst wild herbs

—

" who pluck off the sea orache near the hedges,'

and eat the bitter roots of the Spanish Broom,"

^^

Jew's Mallow (Corehorus olUoriui).

Some writers, as R. Levi (Job xxx.) and Luther,

with the Swedish and the old Danish versions, hence

understood " nettles " to be denoted by Mallmich,

this troublesome weed having been from time im-

memorial an article of occasion;il diet amongst the

as from a priv. and Ai/xo? , " hunger." So Cbrysostom •

aXiixoL. PoTam/) TiV iariv, raxv irA))poO(ra rov eirBiovTa.

'^

n*'ti'"*^y some translate " on the branch." See Lee's

Comnunt. on Job, I. c.
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poor, even as it is amongst ourselves at this day
(Plin. N. H. xxi. 15 ; Athen. iv. c. 1 5). Others have
conjectured that some species of " mallow " (malva)

is intended, as Deodatius, and the A. V. Sprengel

{Jlist. Rei herb. 14) identifies the " Jew's mallow "

{Corchorus olitorius) with the Malluach, and I.ady

Calloott (Script. Herb. p. 255) is of a similar opi-

nion. " In Purchase's Pilgrims," observes this

writer, " there is a letter from M;ister William Bid-

dulph, who was travelling from Aleppo to Jeru-

s;xlem in 1000, in which he says, ' we saw m;iuy

poor people gathering mallows and three-leaved

gi-asse, and asked them what they did with it, and
they answered that it was all their food and they

did eate it
'

" (see also Harmer's Observations, iii.

166). There is no doubt that this same mallow is

still eaten in Arabia and Palestine, the leaves and

pods being used as a pot-herb. Dr. Shaw ( Travels,

i. 258, 8vo. 1808) mentions Mellow-Keahs, which

he s;iys is the same with the Corchorus, as being

cultivated in the gardens of Barbary, and draws at-

tention to the resemblance of this word with the

Malluach of Job, but he thinks " some other plant

of a more saltish taste " is rather intended. The
Atriplex halimus has undoubtedly the best claim

to represent the Malluach, as Bochart (Hieroz. ii.

22S), and before him Drusius (Quacst. ffebr. i. qu.

17) have proved. Celsius (Ilierob. ii. 97), Hiller

{Hierophyt. i. 457), Rosenmiiller (Schol. in Job

XXX. 4, and Botawf of the Bible, p. 115), and Dr.

Kitto (Pictor. Bible on Job) adopt this opinion. The
Greek word used by the LXX. is applied by Diosco-

rldes (i. c. 1 20) to the Atriplex halimus, as Sprengel
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(Comment, in I. c.) has shown. Dioscorides says of

this plant, that " it is a shi-ub which is used <br

hedges, and resembles the i;hamnus, being white and

without thorns ; its leaves are hke those of the olive,

but broader and smoother, they are cooked as vege-

tables ; the plant grows near the sea, and in hedges."

See also the quotation from the Arabian botanist,

Aben-Beitar (in Bochart, I. c. above), who says that

the plant which Dioscorides calls " halimus " is the

same with that which the Syrians call Maluch,

Galen (vi. 22), Serapion in Bochart, and Prosper

Alpinus (De Plant. Aegypt. cxxviii. 45).

The Hebrew name, like the Greek, has reference

either to the locality where the plant grows—" no-

men graecum a loco natali aXifica, irapa6a\aff(ricfi,''

sjiys Sprengel—or to its saline taste. 'l"he Atriplex

halimus is a shrub from four to five feet high with

many thick branches ; the leaves are rather sour to

the taste ; the flowers are purple and very small

;

it grows on the sea-coast in Greece, Arabia, Syria,

(fcc, and belongs to the natural Grder Chenopo-
diaceae. Atriplex hortensis, or garden Orach, is

often cooked and eaten as spinach, to which it is by
some persons preferred. [\V. H.]

MALL'UCH Crj-I^D : MaA^x: Maloch). 1. A
Levite of the family of Meravi, and ancestor of

Ethan the singer (1 Chr. vi. 44),

2. (MaXovx: Melluch.) One of the sons of

Bani, who put away his foreign wife at Ezra's com-
mand (Ezr. X. 29). He was probably of the tribe

of Judah and line of Pharez (see 1 Chr. ix. 4). In

the parallel list of 1 Esdr. ix. 30, he is called Ma-
MUCHUS.

3. (BaXoiJx; Alex. MaXoix- Maloch.) One of

the descendants of Harim in the time of Ezra, who
had married a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 32).

4. (MaXovx : Melluch.) A priest or family of

priests who signed the covenant with Nehemiah
(Neh. X. 4).

5. One of the "heads" of the people who signed

the covenant on the same occasion (Neh. x. 27).

6. One of the families of priests who retuined

with Zerubbabel (Neh. xii. 2) ;
probably the same

as No. 4. It was repiesented in the time of Joiakim

by Jonathan (ver. 14). The same as Melio'J.

MAMAI'AS ("ZaiJiaia: Samea), apparently the

same with SiiEMAlAH in Ezr. viii. 16. In the

Geneva version of 1 Esdi. viii. 44, it is written

Samaian.

MAM'MON (jiOO : Ma^ucows : IMatt. vi. 24,

and Luke xvi. 9), a word which often occurs in the

Chaldee Targums of Onkelos, and later writers,

and in the Syriac Version, and which signifies

" riches." This meaning of the word is given by
Tertullian. Adv. Marc. iv. 33, and by Augustine

and Jerome commenting on St. Matthew : Au-
gustine adds that it was in use as a Punic, and
Jerome adds that it was a Syriac word. There is

no reason to suppose that any idol received divine

honours in the east under this name. It is used in

St. Matthew as a personification of riches. The
derivation of the word is discussed by A. Pfeiffer,

Opera, p. 474. [W. T. B.]

MAMNITANAI'MUS (Ma^cjTtfj'aiiuoj: Ma-
thaneus), a name which apjjcars in the lists of

1 Esdr. ix. 34, and occupies the place of " Matta-

niah, Mattenai," in Ezr. x. 37, of which it is a

coiTuption, as is still more evident from the form
" JIamnimatanaius," in which it appears in the

Geneva version.

MAMRE (Nn»0 : Ma/i;8pi] ; Joseph. Moju-

j8p7}s : Mamre), an ancient Amorite," who with

» The LXX., except in xiv. 21, give toe name with lh«

fominlne article. TLev do the same in other cases ; e. g.

Bn.-il.
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wlio with his lirothei's Kshcol and Aner was in

alliance with Abram (Gen. xiv. 13, 24), and under

the shade of whose oak-grove the patiiarcli dwelt

in the interval between his residence at Bethel and

nt Beersheba (xiii. 18, xviii. 1). The personality

of this ancient chieftain, unntistakeably though

slightly brought out"* in the narrative just cited

—

a narrative regarded by Ewald and others as one

of the most ancient, if not the most ancient, docu-

ments in tlie Bible—is lost in the subsequent chap-

ters. Mamre is there a mere local appellation

—

" Mamre which faces Machpelah" (xxiii. 17, 19,

XXV. 9, xlix. 30, 1. 13). It does not appear beyond

tlie book of Genesis. EsHCOL sui-rived to the date

of tlie conquest—survives possibly still—but Mamre
and Aner have vanished, at least their names have

not yet been met with. If the field and cave of

Machpelah were on the hill which forms the

north-eastern side of the valley of Hebron—and we
need not doubt that they were— then Mamre, as

"facing" them, must have hem on the opposite slope,

where the residence of the governor now stands.

In the Vulgate of .Tud.' ii. 14 (A. V. ii. 24),
" torrens Mambre " is found for the Ahronas of the

original text. [G-]

MAMU'CHUS maixovxos : Maluckus), the

same as Mallucii 2 (1 Esdr. ix. :iO). The LXX.
was probably MaWovxos at first, which would

easily be corrupted into the present reading.

MAN. Four Hebrew tei-ms are rendered " man "

in the A. V. 1. AJdni, DIN. (A) The name of the

man created in the image of God. It appears to be

derived from ddam,^ " he or it was red or mddy,"
like Edom."^ The epithet rendered by us " red " has

a very wide signification in the Semitic languages,

and must not be limited to the English sense. Thus

the Arabs speak, in both the literary and the vulgar

language, of a " red " camel, using the term ahmar,"

their common word for " red," just as they speak

of a " green " ass, meaning in the one case a shade

of brown, and in tlie other a kind of dingy gray.

When they apply the term " red " to man, they

always mean by it " fair." The name Adam has been

supposed by some to be derived from addmd/i,^
" e;u-th," or " ground," because Adam was formed

of " dust of the ground"* (Gen. ii. 7) ; but the earth

or groiind deiived this appellation from its brown-

ness, which the Hebrews would call " redness." In

Egypt, where the alluvial earth of the Nile-valley

is of a blackish-brown colour, the name of the

country, KEM, signifies " black " in the ancient

MAN
Egyptian and in Coptic. [EGYPT.] Others have

connected the name of Adam with demiith* " like-

ness," from ddmdh,f " he or it was or became like,"

on account of the use of this word in both nar-

ratives of his creation :
'* And God said, Let us

make Adam in our image, after our likeness," •>

(Gen. i. 26). " In the day of God's creating Adam,
in the likeness' of God made He him" (v. 1

It should be observed that the usual opinion tli; •

by "image" and "likeness" moral qualities a;

denoted, is perfectly in accordance with Semitic

phraseology : the contrary idea, arising from a

misapprehension of anthropomorphism, is utterly

repugnant to it. This derivation seems improbable,

although perhaps more agreeable than that from

ddam with the derivations of antediluvian names
known to us. (B) The name of Adam and his

wife (v. 1, 2: comp. i. 27, in which case there

is nothing to shew that more than one pair is

intended). (C) A collective noun, indeclinable,

having neither construct state, plural, nor feminine

form, used to designate any or all of the descendants

of Adam.

2. Ish, K'^N, apparently softened from a foi-m un-

used in the singular by the Hebrews, enesh,^ " man,"
" woman," " men." It corresponds to the Arabic

nis," " man," msaji," softened foi-m ccsdn," " a

man," " a woman," and " man " collectively like

i7is ; and perhaps to the ancient Egyptian as, " a

noble."P The variant Enosh (mentioned in the note),

occurs as the proper name of a son of Seth and
grandson of Adam (Gen. iv. 26 ; 1 Chr i. 1). In

the A. V. it is written Enos. It might be supposed

that this was a case like that of Adam's name
;

but this cannot be admitted, since the variant Ish

and the fern. foiTn Tslishdh arc used before the birth

of Enosh, as in the cases of the naming of Eve
(Gen. ii. 23) and Cain (iv. 1). If it be objected

tliat we must not lay too much stress upon verbal

criticism, we reply that if so no stress can be laid

upon the name of Enosh, which might even be a

translation, and that such forms as Methusael and

Methuselah, which have the characteristics of a

primitive state of Hebrew, oblige us to lay the

greatest stress upon verbal criticism.'

3. Geber, "1211, " a man," from gdbar,' " to be

strong," generally with reference to his strength,

coiTCsponding to vir and av-fip.

4. Methim, D'^HD,' " men," always masculine.

The singular is to be traced in the antediknian

b In the Jewish traditions he appears as encouraging

Abraham to undergo the pain of circumcision, from

whicli his brotliers would have dissuaded him—by a re-

ference to the deliverance he hud already experienced

from far greater trials— the furnace of Nimrod and tlie

sword of Cliedorlaomcr. (Bucr, LcOen Abrahams, 36.)

'OS
mx.

jr^'
• onx.

' n-io'n. « HOT.

" trJN ; fern. nL'''X. pi. D"'t^3X' variant e<x6sh,

E'ijX' which some take to be the primitive foi-m.

o-^
.,U«JV ,L^l

P It has been derived from C'3X. " he was sick," so as

to mean weak, mortal ; to which Gesenius objects that

this verb comes from the theme [jJj (Aex. s. v. tJ*3X)-

The opposite signification, strength and robustness, has

been suggested with a reference to the theme CX (Flirst,

Concord, s. v. tJ^'X)- It seems more reasonable to sup-

pose, with fiesenius, that this is a primitive word {L(x.

s. V. CX)- Perhaps the idea of being may lie at its

foundation.

1 The naming of Cain (p[?) may suggcsi how Enofh

cimie to bear a name signifying " man." " I have ob-

tained a man (i^'*X TI^Jp) from tlie Lord" (Gen. iv. 1).

' ">?!•

'• Defective Qf)P' from an unused singular, HO
oi- no-
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names Methusael and Methuselah.' Per-

haps it may be derived from the root muth, " he

died,"' in which case its use would be very ap-

propriate in Is xli. 14, "Fear not, thou woim
Jacob, ye men of Israel." « If this conjecture be

admitted, this word would correspond to fiporSs,

and might be read " mortal."

MAN'AEN {Mava7}v : Manahcn) is mentioned

in Acts .xiii. 1 as one of the teachers and prophets

in the church at Antioch at the time of the appoint-

ment of Saul ;md Barnabas as missionaries to the

heathen. He is not known out of this passage. The

name signifies consoler (011313, 2 K. xv. 17, &c.)
;

and both tluit and his relation to Herod render it

quite certain that he was a Jew. The Herod with

whom he is said to have been brought up {avvTpo-

(pos) could not have been Herod Agrippa II. (Acts

XXV. 13), for as he was only seventeen years old at

the time of the death of his father, Herod Agrippa 1.

in A.D. 44 (Joseph. Ant. xix. 9, §1), a comrade of

that age would have been too young to be so pro-

minent as a teacher at Antioch as Maiiaen was at

the date of Paul's first missionary journey (Acts

xiii. 3). The Herod in question must have been

Herod Antipas, under whose jurisdiction the Saviour

as a Galilean lived, and who beheaded John the

Baptist. Since this Antipas was older than Arclie-

laus, who succeeded Herod the Great soon after the

birth of Christ, Manaen (liis (TvvTpo<pos) must have

been somewhat advanced in years in A.D. 44, when

he appears before lis in Luke's history— older cer-

tainly than forty-five or fifty, as stated in Lange's

Bihelwerk (v. 182). The point of chief interest

relating to him concerns the sense of avurpo<pos,

which the historian regarded as sufficiently remark-

able to connect with his name. We have a learned

discussion of this question in Walch's Dissertationes

in Acta Apostolorwn {de Menachemo, ii. 199-2.'J2).

For the value of this treatise see Tholuck's Glaub-

wurdigkeit, p. 167.

The two following are the pi-incipal views that

have been advanced, and have still their advocates.

One is that ffvvTpo<pos means comrade, associate,

or, more strictly, one brought up, educated with

another. This is the more ft-equent sense of the

word, and Calvin, Grotius, Schott, Baumgarten,

and others, adopt it here. It was very common in

ancient times for pei-sons of rank to associate other

children with their own, for the purpose of sharing

then- amusements (hence avfiiraiKTop^s in Xenoph.

Cyropaed. i. 3, §14) and their studies, and thus

exciting them to greater activity and emulation.

Josephus, Plutarch, Polybius, and others speak of

this custom. Walch shows it to have existed

among the Medes, Persians, Egyptians, Cireeks, and

Romans. Herod might have adopted it from the

Romans, whom he was so inclmed to imitate (see

Fiaphel's Amwtationes, ii. 80, and Wetstein, ad

Acta xiii. 1).

The other \iew is that ffivrpotpos denotes foster-

brother, brought up at the s;ime breast (6/io-

yd\aKT0S, collactanens), and as so taken Manaen's

mother, or the woman who reaied him, would have

been also Herod's nurse. So Kuinoel, Olshausen,

De Wette, Alford, and others. Walch's conclusion

'?XK'-inO and n'pK'iriD, where the word is not,

as Gescnius would make It, changed by the construct state,

but has a case-endhig .), to be compared to the Arabic case-

ecding of the nominative, un, u, G, 3.

" The conjecture olGosenius (Lex. s. v.), that the middle
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(not correctly represented by some recent writers),

combines in a measure these two explanations. He

thinks that Manaen was educated in Herod's family

along with Antipa.s and some of his other children,

and at the same time that he stood in the stricter

relation to Antipas which (Tivrpo<pos denotes as

collactanens. He lavs particular stress on the state-

ment of Josephus (Ant. xvii. 1, §:'.) that the bro-

thers Antipas and Archelaus were educated in a

private way at Rome {'Apx^^^aos Se jcal 'AvTliras

e-Trl Pci;tir/s wapd rivi ISitirri rpopks iixov), though

he does not deem it necessary to deny that before

their departuie thither Manaen may have enjoyed

the same course of discipline and instruction {cvv-

rpocpos in that sense) a-s the two brothers, who are

not likely to have been separated in their earlier,

any more than in their later education. Yet as

Manaen is called the ffvvrpo<pos of Herod only,

Walch suggests that there may have been the ad-

ditional tie in their case which resulted from theii

having had a common nurse.

It is a singular circumstance, to say the least,

that Josephus {Ant. xv. 10, §5) mentions a certain

Manaem [Uava.-r\iJios), who was in high repute among

the Essenes for wisdom and sanctity, and who fore-

told to Herod the Great, in early life, that he was

destined to attain royal honours. After the fulfil-

ment of the prediction the king treated the prophet

with special favour, and honoured the entire sect on

his account {iravTas air' iKeivov rolis 'Eaffrji/ovs

Tijxojv 5ieTi\ei). There was a class of the Essenes

who had families (others had not) ; and it has been

conjectured with some plausibility that, as one of the

results of Herod's friendship for the lucky soothsayer,

he may have adopted one of his sous (who took the

father's name), so far as to receive him into his

family, and make him the companion of his children

(see Walch, p. 234, &c.). Lightfoot surmises

{Ilorae Hebr. ii. 726) that the Manaen of Josephus

may be the one mentioned in the Acts ; but the

disparity between his age and that of Herod the

Great, to say nothing of other difficulties, puts that

supposition out of the question.

The precise interest which led Luke to recal the

Herodian connexion is not certain. Meyer's sug-

gestion, that it may have been the contrast between

the early relationship and ]\Ianaen's later Christian

position (though he makes it of the first only),

applies to one sense of avvrpo<pos as well as the

otiier. A far-fetched motive need not be sought.

Even such a casual relation to the great Jewish

family of the age (whether it was that of a foster-

brother or a companion of princes) was peculiar and

interesting, and would be mentioned without any

special object merely as a part of the individual's

history. Walch's citations show that avvTpoipos,

as used of such intimacies {(TvvTpo<piai), was a title

greatly esteemed among the ancients ; that it was

often borne through life as a sort of proper name

;

and was recounted among the honours of the epitaph

after death. It is found repeatedly on ancient monu-

ments.

It may be added that Manaen, as a resident

in Pidestine (he may have been one of Herod's

courtiers till his banishment to Gaul), could hardly

fail to have had some personal knowledge of the

radical of H-IO is softened from r is not borne out by the

Egyptian form, which is MET, " a dead one."

' ^Nlb^^np ; JAiyooTos 'lo-pa^A. For the word

" worm " compare Job xxv. 6 ; I's. xxij. 6.
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Saviour's niiuistiy. He must have spent his youth

at Jerusalem or in that neighbourhood ; and among
his recollections of that period, connected as he was

with Herod's family, may have been the tragic scene

of the massacre at Bethlehem. [H. B. H.]

MANA'HATH (DnJO : MaxavaOei : Ma-

naath), a place named in 1 Chr. viii. 6 only, in

connexion with the genealogies of the tribe of Ben-

jamin. The jiassage is very obscure, and is not

made less so by the translation of the A. V. ; but

the meaning probably is that the family of Ehud,
the heads of the town of Geba, migrated thence,

under the guidance of Naaman, Ahiah, and Gera,

MANASSEH
we have as yet no knowledge. The town Mana-
hath naturally suggests itself, but it seems im-
possible to identify a Benj.amite town with a place

occurring in the genealogies of Judah, and apjia-

rently in close connexion with Bethlehem and with
the house of Joab, the great opponent and murderer
of Abner the Benjamite. It is more probably iden-

tical with Manocho {Vlavox<i=T\'\T\yO), one of
the eleven cities which in the LXX. text are in-

serted between verses 59 and GO of Josh, xv.,

Bethlehem being another of the eleven. The
writer of the Targum, playing on the word as if it

were Mincliah, " an ottering," rendeis the passage

in 1 Chr. ii. 52, " the disciples and priests who
and settled at Manachath. Of the situation of

i
looked to the division of the olf'erings." His in-

Manachath we know little or nothing. It is tempt-
, tei-pretation of ver. 54 is too long to quote here.

ing to believe it identical with the Menuchah men- See the editions of Wilkius and Beck, with the

tioned, according to many interpreters, in J udg.
|

learned notes of the latter. [G.]
43' (in the A.V. translated "with ease").

This has in its favour the close proximity in which

the place, if a place, evidently stood to Gibe;ih,

which was one of the chief towns of Benjamin,

even if not identical with Geba. Manachath is

usually identified with a place of similar name in

Judah, but, considerins how hostile the relations

I MANAS'SEAS (Mavacrffias ; Alex. Mavaa--
(TTjas: jyanasses) = Ma2^aSSEH 8, of the sous of

Pahath Moab (1 Esd. ix. 31 ; comp. Ezr. x. .30).

IMANAS'SEH (ntf'jrD, i. e. M'nassheh : Ma-

vaffffTi : Manasses), the eldest son of Joseph by his

of Judah and Benjamin were at the earlier period I

wife Asenath the Kgyptiiui (Gen. xli. 51, xlvi. 20).

of the history, this identification is difficult to The birth of the child was the first thing which

receive. The Chaldee Targum adds, " in the land had occurred since Joseph's banishment from Canaan

of the house of Esau," i. e. in Edom. The Syriac !
to alleviate his sorrows and fill the void left by the

and Arabic versions connect the name with that

immediately following, and read " to the plain or

pasture of Naaman." But these explanations are

no less obscure than that which they seek to ex-

plain. [Manaiiethites.] [G.]

MANA'HATH (nn30 : MayaxdO; Alex. Mar-

yaxdS ' Manahnt : in Gen. xxxvi. 23, MaxtwO ;

Alex. Mai/oxafl : Jlhmahath, 1 Chr. i. 40), one

of the sons of Shobal, and descendant of Seir the

Horite.

MANA'HETHITES, THE (ninjJSn, i. e.

the i\Ienuchoth, and ^nn3?3n, the Manachti : in 54,

T^s Ma\adfl ; Alex, rrjj Mavad : Vulg. translating,

diniidinvi requietionum). " Half the Manahethites
"

are named in the genealogies of Judah as descended

from Shobal, the father of Kiijath-jeanra (^ I Chr.

ii. 52), and half from Salma, the founder of Beth-

lehem (ver. 54). It seems to be generally accepted

that the same place is referred to in each passage,

though why the vowels should be so different—as

it will be seen above they are—is not apparent.

Nor has the writer succeeded in discovering why
the translatois of the A. V. rendered the two differ-

ing Hebrew words by the same English one.l*

Of the situation or nature of the place or places

father and the brother he so longed to behold, and
it wa;i natural that he should commemorate his

acquisition in the name Manasseii, " Forgetting"

—

" For God hath-made-me-fbrget (jiasshani) all my
toil and all my father's house." Both he and Ephraim
were born before the commencement of the famine.

Whether the elder of the two sous was inferior in

form or promise to the younger, or whether there was
any external reason to justify the preference of Jacob,

we are not told. It is only certain that when the

youths were brought before tlieir aged grandfather to

receive his blessing and his name, and be adopted as

foreigners "= into his family, Manas.seh was degraded,

in spite of the eilbrts of Joseph, into the second

place. [Ephraim, vol. i. 56(36.] It is the fii-st in-

dication of the inferior rank in the nation which the

tribe descended from him afterwards held, in relation

to that of his more fortimate brother. But though,

like his grand-uncle Esau, ]\Ianasseh had lost his

birthright in favour of his younger brother, he

received, as Esau had, a blessing only inferior to the

birthright itself. Like his brother he was to increase

with the fertility of the fish ^ which swarmed in the

great Egyptian stream, to " become a jieople and also

to be great"—the "thousands of Manasseh," no

less tlum those of Ephraim, indeed more, were to be-

come a proverb* in the nation, his name, no less than

» The Vat. LXX. has irrb NoCa.
•> They sometimes foUow Junius and Tremellius ; but

in this passage those translators have exactly reversed

ihe A. v., and in both ca-scs use the form Meuuchot.
« This seems to follow from the expressions of .\lviii. 5

and 9 :
" Thy two sons who wore born unto tliee In tlic land

of Kgypt"—" My sons whom God hath given me In this

place," and from the Boli;mn Invocation over them of Ja-

cob's " name," and the " names " of Abraliani and Isaac

(ver. 16),comblned with the fact of Joseph havingmarried
an Egyptian, a person of different race from his own. The
Jewish commentators overcome the diflSculty of Joseph's

marrying an entire foreiRncr, by a tradition that Asonath

was llie daughter of Diiuih imd Shechi'in. See Targimi

Pseudojon. on Gen. xll. 45.

d "And like fish become a multilude." Sueli is the

literal rendering of the words 3^? •lil'1^1 (Gen.xlviii.

16), which in the text of the A. V. are "grow into a

multitude." The sense is preserved in the margin. The
expression is no doubt derived from that w hich is to this

day one of the most characteristic things in Kgypt. Cer-

tainly, next to the vast stream itself, nothing could strike

a native of Southern Palostine more, on his first visit to

the banks of tlie Nile, than the abundance of its fish.

' The word " thousand," (»|^N)' In the sense of " fa-

mily," seems to be more frequently applied to Manasseh

than to any of the other tribes. See Deut. .xxxiii. 17, and

compare Judg. vi. 15, where " family" should be " thou-

sand "—' my thousand is the poor one in Manasseh ;" and

1 Chr. xii. 20.
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that of Epliraim, was to be the symbol aiid the ex-

pression of the richest blessings for his kiadred.f

At the time of this interview Manasseh seems to

have been about 22 yeai-s of age. VVhetlier he mar-

ried in Egypt we are not told. At any rate the

names of no wives or lawful children are e.xt;uit in the

lists. As if to carry out most literally the terras of

the blessing of Jacob, the mother of Machik, his

eldest, indeed apparently liis only son—who was really

the foundation of the " thous;inds of JIanasseh "

—

was no regular wile, but a Syrian or Aramite concu-

bine {1 Chr. vii. 14), possibly a prisoner in some pre-

datory expedition into Palestine, like that in which

the sons of Ephraim lost their lives (1 Chr. \ii. 21).

It is recorded that the children of Machir were

embraced K by Joseph before his death, but of the

personal history of the patriarch Manasseh himself

no trait whatever is given in the Bible, either in

the Pentateuch or in the curious records preserved

in 1 Chronicles. The ancient Jewish traditions are,

however, less reticent. According to them Manasseh

was the steward of Joseph's house, and the inter-

preter who intervened between Joseph and his bre-

thren at their interview ; and the extraordinary

strength which he displayed in the struggle with and

binding of Simeon, first caused Judah to suspect that

the apparent Egyptians were really his own flesh and

blood (see Targums Jerusalem and Pseudojon. on

Gen. xlii. 23, xliii. 15 ; also the quotations in Weil's

Bibl. legends, 88 note).

The position of the tribe of Manasseh during the

march to Canaan was with Ephraim and Benjamin

on the west side of the sacred Tent. The standard

of the three sons of l-iachel was the figure of a boy

with the inscription, " The cloud of Jehovah rested

on them until they went forth out of the camp"
(Targ. Pseudojon. on Num. ii. 18). The Chief of

the tribe at the time of the census at Sinai was

Gamaliel ben-Pedahzui-, and its numbers were tlien

32,200 (Num. i. 10, 35, ii. 20, 21, vii. 54-59).

The numbers of Ephraim were at the same date

40,500. Forty years later, on the banks of Jordan,

these proportions were reversed. JIanasseh had then

increased to 52,700, while Ephraim had diminished

to 32,500 (Num. xxvi. 34, 37). On this occasion

it is remarkable that Manasseh resumes his position

in the catalogue as the eldest son of Joseph.

Possibly this is due to the prowess which the tribe

had shown in the conquest of Gilead, for Manasseh

was certainly at this time the most distinguished of

all the tribes. Of the three who had elected to re-

main on that side of the Jordan, Reuben and Gad
had chosen their lot because the country was suifaible

to their pastoral possessions and tendencies. But
Machir, Jair, and Nobah, the sons of Manasseh, were

no shepherds. They were pure warriors, who had

taken the most prominent part in the conquest of

those provinces which up to that time had been con-

quered, and whose deeds are constantly refen-ed to

(Num. xxxii. 39 ; Deut. iii. 13, 14, 15) with credit

and renown. " Jair the son of Manasseh took all

the tract of Argob . . . sixty gi-eat cities " (Deut. iii.

14 ; 4). " Nobah took Kenath and the daughtei-

towns thereof, and called it after his own name "

(Num. xx.xii. 42). " Because Machir was a ni.in of

war, therefore he had Gilead and Bashan" (Josh..Tvii.

1). The district which these ancient warriors con-
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f The Targum Pseudojon. on xlviii. 20 seems to inti-

mate that the words of that verse were used as part of the

formula at the rite of circumcision. They do not, however,

appear in any of the accounts of that ceremony, as given

quered was among the most difficult, ii not the most

difficult, in the whole coimtry. It embraced the hills

of Gilead with their inaccessible heights and impass-

able ravines, and the almost impregnable tract of

Argob, which derives its modern name of Lejah fiom

the secure " asylum " it affords to those who take

refuge within its natural fortifications. Had they

not remained in these wild and inaccessible districts,

but had gone forward and taken their lot with the

rest, who shall say what changes might not have

occurred in the history of the nation, through

the presence of such energetic and warlike spirits ?

The few personages of eminence whom we can with
certainty identify as Manassites, such as Gideon and

Jephthah—for Elijah and others may with equal

probability have belonged to the neighbouring tribe

of Gad—were among the most remarkable characters

that Israel produced. Gideon was in fact " the

gieatest of the judges, and his children all but
established hereditary monarchy in their own line

"

(Stanley, S. ^ P. 230). But with the one excep-

tion of <jideon the warlike, tendencies of Manasseh

seem to have been confined to the east of the Jordan.

There they throve exceedingly, pushing their way
northward over the rich plains of Jaulan and Jedur
—the Gaulanitis and Ituraea of the Roman period

—

to the foot of Mount Hermon (1 Chr. v. 23). At
the time of the coronation of David at Hebron, while

the western 'Manasseh sent 18,000, and Ephraim
itself 20,800, the eastern Manasseh, with Gad and
Reuben, mustered to the number of 120,000,
thoroughly anned—a remarkable demonstration of

strength, still more remarkable when we remember
the fact that Saul's house, with the great Abner at its

head, was then residing at Mahanaim on the border

of Manasseh and Gad. But, though thus outwardly

prosperous, a similar fate awaited them in the end to

that which befel Gad and Reuben ; they gi'adually

assimilated themselves to the old inhabitants of the

country—they " transgressed against the God of

their fathers, and went a-whoring after the gods of

the people of the land whom God destroyed before

them " (ib. 25). They relinquished too the settled

mode of life and the defined limits which befitted

the members of a federal nation, and gi-adually

became Bedouins of the wilderness, spreading them-
selves over the vast deserts which lay between the

allotted possessions of their tribe and the Euphrates,

and which had from time immemorial been the

hunting-gi-ounds and pastm-es of the wild Hagarites,

of Jetur, Nephish, and Nodab (I Chr. v. 19, 22)!

On them first descended the pimishment which was
ordained to be the inevitable consequence of such
misdoing. They, first of all Israel, were earned
away by Pul and Tiglath-Pileser, and settled in the

Assyrian territories (ib. 26). The connexion, how-
ever, between east and west had been kept up to a
certain degree. In Bethshean, the most easterly

city of the cis-Jordanic Manasseh, the two portions

all but joined. David had judges or officers there

for all matters sacred and secular (1 Chr. xxvi. 32) ;

and Solomon's commissariat officer, Ben-Geber, ruled

over the towns of Jair and the whole district of

Argob (1 K. ir. 13), and triuisraitted their pro-

ductions, doubtless not without their people, to the

court of Jerusalem.

The genealogies of the tribe are preserved in

by Buxtorf and others, that the writer has been able to

discover.

B The Targum characteristically says circumcised.
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Num. xxvi. 28-34 ; Josh. rvii. 1, &c. ; and 1 Chr.

vii. 14-19. But it seems impossible to unravel

these so as to ascertain for instance which of the

families remained Ciist of Jordan, and which ad-

vanced to the west. From the fact that Aiji-ezer

(the family of Gideon), Hepher (possibly Ophrah,

tlie native place of the ssmie hero), and Shechem

(the well-knowTi city of the Bene-Joseph) all occur

among the names of the sons of Gilead the son of

Machir, it seems probable that Gilead, whose name
is so intimately connected with the eastern, was
also the immediate progenitor of the western half

of the tribe.

k

Nor is it less difficult to fix the exact position

of the territory allotted to the western half. In Josli.

xvii. 14-18, a passage usually regarded by critics

as an exceedingly ancient document, we find the

two tribes of Joseph complaining that only one

portion had been allotted to them, viz. Jlount

Ephraim (ver. 1.5), and that they could not extend

into the plains of Jordan or Esdraelon, beciiuse

those districts were still in the possession of the

Canaanites, and scoured by their chariots. In reply

Joshua advises them to go up into the forest (ver.

15, A. V. " wood ")—into the mountain which is a

forest (ver. 18). This mountain clothed with forest

can surely be nothing but Carmel, the " moim-
tain " closely adjoining the portion of Ephraim,

whose richness of wood was so proverbial. And it

is in accordance with this view that the majority

of the towns of Manasseh—which as the weaker por-

tion of the tribe would naturally be pushed to seek

its fortunes outside the limits originally bestowed

—

were actually on the slopes either of Carmel itself

or of the contiguous ranges. Thus Taanach and

Mkgiddo were on the northern spurs of Carmel

;

Ibleam appears to have been on the eastern con-

tinuation of the range, somewhere near the present

Jcnin. En-Dor was on the slopes of the so-called

" Little HeiTOon." The two remaining towns men-
tioned as belonging to JIanasseh formed the extreme

eastern and western limits of the tribe ; the one,

Bktiishean' (Josh. xni. 11), was in the hollow
of the Ghor, or Jordan-Valley ; the other, DoR
(ibid.), was on the coast of the Jlediterranean, shel-

tered behind the range of Carmel, and immediately

opposite the blufl'or shoulder which fonns its highest

point. The whole of these cities are specially men-
tioned as standing in the allotments of other tribes,

though inhabited by Manasseh ; and this, with the

•> If this is correct, It may probably furnish the clue to

the real meaning of the difficult allusion to Gilead in

Judg. vii. 3. [See vol. i. 695a.]

' " Betiisan in Manasseh" (Hap-Parchi, in Asher's

B. of T. 401).

k The name of Ashek, as atUchcd to a town, inde-

pendent of the tribe, was overlooked by the writer at the

proper time. (^1^'K : ^nXavde : Alex. A<n)p : Aser).

It is mentioned in Josh. xvU. 7 only as the starting-point

—evidently at its eastern end—of the boundary line se-

parating Kphraim and Manasst b. It cannot have been at

any great distance from Shi'diem, because the next point

in llie boundary is " the Jlicluncthath facing Shechem."
By Eusebius and Jerome, in the onomasticon {sub voce

•'Aser"), it is mentioned, evidently from actual know-
ledge, as still retaining its name, and lying on the high road

from Neapolis {NabUs), that is Shechem, to Scythopolis

(Beisaii), the ancient IBethshean, fifteen lioman miles from
the former. In the Itinerarium Ilieros. (5.S") it occurs,

between "civiUis SclopoU" («. e. Scythopolis) and "liv.

Neapolis" as "Aser, ubi fuit villa Job." Where it lay

then, it lies still. Exactly in this position M. Van dc
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absence ofany attempt to define a limit to the posses-

sions ofthe tribe on tlie north, looks as ifno boundary-
line had existed on that side, but as if the territory

fiided off gradually into those of the two contiguous

tribes fiom whom it had borrowetl its fairest cities.

On the south side the boundary between Manasseh and
Ephraim is more definitely described, and may be ge-

nerally traced with tolerable certainty. It began on
the east in the territoiy of Issachar (xvii. 10)at a place

c'llled AsilER,'' (ver. 7) now Yasir, 12 miles N.E.
of Nabbis. Thence it ran to Michmethah, described

as facing Shechem {Nablus), though now unknown
;

then went to the right, i. c. appai-ently » north-

ward, to the spring of Tappuah, also unknown

;

there it fell in with the watercourses of the torrent

Kanah—probably the Nakr Falaik—along which it

ran to the Jlediterranean.

From the indications of the history it would
appear that Mana.sseh took veiy little part in public

aflairs. They either letl all that to Ephraim, or

were so far removed fi-om the centre of the nation

as to have little interest in what was taking place.

That they attended Da^^d's coronation at Hebron
has already been mentioned. When his rule was
established over all Israel, each half had its distinct

ruler—the western, Joel beu-Pedaiah, the eastern,

Iddo ben-Zechai-iah (I Chr.sxvii. 20, 21). From this

time the eastern Manasseh fades entirely from our

view, and the western is hardly kept before us ly

an occasional mention. Such scattered notices :i-

we do find have almost all reterence to the pa it

tiiken by members of the tribe in the reforms of the

good kings of Judah—the Jehovah-revival under

Asa (2 Chr. xv. 9)—the Passover of Hezekiah (xxx.

1, 10, 11, 18), and the subsequent enthusiasm

against idolatry (xxxi. 1)—the iconoclasms of Josiah

(xxxiv. 6), and his restoration of the buildings of

the Temple (ver. 9). It is gratifying to reflect that

these notices, faint and scattered as they are, are all

coloured wnth good, and exhibit none of the repulsive

traits of that most repulsive heathenism into which

other tribes of Israel fell. It may have been at some
such time of revival, whether brought about by the

invitation of Judah, or, as the title in the LXX.
would imply, by the diead of invasion, that Ps.

Ixxx. was composed. But on the otlier hand, the

mention of Benjamin as in alliance with Ephraim
and Manasseh, points to an earlier date than the

disruption of the two kingdoms. Whatever its date

may prove to be, there can be little doubt that tlie

Vclde {Syr. and Pal. ii. 336) has discovered a village

called Yasir, lying in the centre of a plain or basin, sur-

rounded on the north and west by mountains, but on the

east sloping away into a Wady called the Salt Valley,

which forms a near and direct descent to the Jordan

Valley. The road from Sablus to Beisan passes by the

village. Porter {Ildbk. 348) gives the name as Teydsir.

It does not seem to have been Important enough to

allow us to suppose that its inhabitants are the Ashuk-

iTiss, or Asherites of 2 Sam. ii. 9.

Van de Velde suggests that this may have been tlie

spot on which the Midianites encamped when surprised

by Gideon; but that was surely further to the north,

nearer the spring of Charod and the plain of Esdraelon.

"• Tlie right (pD*n) is generally taken to signify the

South; and so Keil understands it in this place: but it

seems more consonant with common sense, and also

with the probable course of the boundary—which could

hardly have gone south of Shechem— to take it as the

right of the person tracing the line from East to West,

t. e. North.
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author of the Psalm was a membor of the house of

I Joseph.

A positive connexion between Manasseh and Ben-

i

jamin is implied in the genealogies of 1 Chr. vii.,

I

where Machir is said to have manied into the family

of Huppim and Shuppim, chief houses in the latter

tribe (ver. 15). No record of any such relation

appears to have been yet discovered in the historical

books, nor is it directly alludal to except in the

genealogy just quoted. But we know that a con-

nexion existed between the tribe of Benjamin and
the towTi of Jabesh-Gilead, inasmuch as from that

town were procured wives for four hundred out of

the six hundred Benjamites who survived the slaugh-

ter of Gibeah (Judg. xxi. 12); and if Jabesh-fiilead

was a town of Manasseh—as is very probable,

though the fact is certainly nowhere stated— it does

appear very possible that this was the relationship

refen-ed to in the genealogies. According to the

statement of the narrative two-thirds of the tribe

of Benjamin must have been directly descended fi-om

Mana.sseh. Possibly we have here an explanation

of the apparent connexion between King Saul and

the people of Jabesli. No appeal could have been

more forcible to an Oriental chieftain than that of

his blood-relations when threatened with extermi-

nation (1 Sam. xi. 4, 5), while no duty was more
natural than that which they in their turn per-

fonned to his remains (1 Sam. xxxi. 1 1). [G.]

MANASSEH (nmp- Mavaffffris: Manas-

ses), the thirteenth king of Judah. The reign of

this monarch is longer than that of an}'' other of the

house of David. There is none of which we know
so little. In part, it may be, this was the direct

result of the chai-acter and policy of the man. In

part, doubtless, it is to be traced to the abhorrence

with which the following geneiation looked back

upon it as the period of lowest degradation to which

their country had ever fallen. Chroniclers and

prophets pass it over, gathering from its hoiTors

and disasters the great broad lessons in which

they saw the foot-])rints of a righteous retribution,

the tokens of a Divine compassion, and then they

avert their eyes and will see and say no more. This

is in itself significant. It gives a meaning and a

value to every fact which has escaped the sentence

of oblivion. The very reticence of the historians

of the 0. T. shows how free they were from the

rhetoriail exaggerations and inaccuracies of a later

age. The struggle of opposing worshijis must have

been as tierce under Manasseh, as it was imder An-
tiochus, or Decius, or Diocletian, or Mary. Men
must have suffered and died in that stnjggle, of

whom the world was not wortiiy, and yet no contrast

can be greater than that between the short notices

in Kings and Chronicles, and the martyrologies

which belong to those other periods of persecution.

The birth of Manasseh is fixed twelve years be-

fore the death of Hezekiah, n. C. 710 (2 K. xxi. 1 ).

We must, therefore, infer either that there had been

no heir to the throne up to that comparatively

late period in his reign, or that any that had been

.born had died, or that, as sometimes happened in

the succession of Jewish and other I^astern kings, the

elder son was passed over for the younger. There

are reasons wliich make the former the more
probable aJtemative. The exceeding bitterness of

Hezekiah's sorrow at the threatened approach of

death (2 K. xx. 2, 3 ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 24; Is. xxxviii.

1-3), is more natural if we think of him as sink-

ing under the thought that he was dying childless,
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leaving no heir to his work and to his kingdom.
When, a little later, Isaiah warns him of the cap-

tivity and shame which will fall on his children, he

speaks of those children as yet future (2 K. xx. 18).

This circumstance will explain one or two facts in

the contemporaiy history. Hezekiah, it would
seem, recovering from his sickness, anxious to avoid

the danger that had threatened him of leaving his

kingdom without an heir, marries, .at or about this

time, Hephzibah (2 K. xxi. 1), the daughter of one
of the citizens or princes of Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant.
X. 3, §1). The prophets, we may well imagine,

would welcome the prospect of a successor named by
a king who had been so true and faithful. Isaiah

(in a passage clearly belonging to a later date than

the early portions of the book, and apparently sug-

gested by some conspicuous marriage) with his cha-

racteristic fondness for tracing auguries in names,
finds in that of the new queen a prophecy of the

ultimate restoration of Israel and the glories of Je-

rusalem (Is. Ixii. 4, 5; comp. Blunt, Scriptural

Coincid. Part iii. 5). The city also should be a

Hephzibah, a delightsome one. As the bridegroom
rejoiceth over the bride, so would Jehovah rejoice

over His people.* The child that is born from
this union is called Manasseh. This name too is

strangely significant. It appears nowhere else in

the history of the kingdom of Judah. The only
associations connected with it were, that it belonged

to the tribe which was all but the most powerful
of the hostile kingdom of Israel. How are we to

account for so singular and unlikely a choice ? The
answer is, that the name embodied what had been

for years the cherished object of Hezekiah's policy

and hope. To take advantage of the overthrow of

the rival kingdom by Shalmaneser, and the anarchy
in which its provinces had been left, to gather
round him the remnant of the population, to bring

them back to the worship and taith of their fathers,

this had been the second step in his great national

reformation (2 Chr. xxx. 6). It was at least par-

tially successful. " Divers of Asher, Manasseh, and
Zebulun, humbled themselves and came to Jeru-
salem." They were there at the great passover.

The work of destroying idols went on in Ephraim
and Manasseh as well as in Judah (2 Chr. xsxi. 1).

What could be a more acceptable pledge of his

desire to receive the fugitives as on the same footing

with his own subjects than that he should give to

the heir to his throne the name in which one of their

tribes exulted ? What could better show the desire

to let all past discords and offences be forgotten

than the name which was itself an amnesty? (Ge-
senius.)

The last twelve years of Hezekiah's reign were
not, however, it will be remembered, those which
were likely to influence for good the character of his

successor. His policy had succeeded. He had thrown
ofV the yoke of the king of Assyria, which Ahaz had
accepted, had defied his armies, had been delivered

from cxtremest danger, and had made himself the

head of an independent kingdom, receiving tribute

from neighbouring princes instead of paying it to

the great king, the king of Assyria. But he goes a
step further. Not content with independence, he

enters on a policy of aggression. He contracts an
alliance with the rebellious viceroy of Babylon
against their common enemy (2 K. xx. 12;" Is.

The be.iring of this passage on the controversy as to

the aulhorsliip and date of the later cliapters of Is.iiub U,

at least, worili considorlrig.
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xnix.)' ^I^ displays the treasures of his kingdom

to the ambassadors, in the belief that that will show

them how powerful an ally he can prove himself.

Isaiah protested against this step, but the ambition

of being a great potentate continued, and it was to

the results of this ambition that the boy M;inasseh

succeeded at the age of twelve. His accession ap-

pears to have been the signal for an entire change, if

not in the foreign policy, at any rate in the religious

administration of the kingdom. At so early an age

he can scarcely have been the spontaneous author of

so great au alteration, and we may infer accordingly

that it was the work of the idolatrous, or Ahaz

party, which had been lepressed during the reign

of Hezekiah, but had all along, like the Uomish

clergy under Edward VI. in England, looked on

the reform with a sullen acquiescence, and thwarted

it when they dared. The change which the king's

measures brought about was after all, superficial.

The idolatry which was publicly discountenanced,

was practised privately (Is. i. 29, ii. 20, L\v. 3).

The priests and the prophets, in spite of their out-

ward orthodoxy, were too otlen little better than

licentious drunkards (Is. xxviii. 7). The nobles of

Judah kept the new moons and sabbaths much in

the same way as those of France kept their Lents,

when Louis XIV. had made devotion a court cere-

monial (Is. i. 13, 14). There are signs that even

among the king's highest officers of state there was

one, Shebna the scribe (Is. xxxvii. 2), the treasurer

(Is. .xxii. 15) " over the house," whose policy was

simply that of a selfish ambition, himself possibly

a foreigner (comp. Blunt's Script. Coinc. iii. 4),

and whom Isaiah saw through and distrusted. It

was, moreover, the traditional policy of " the princes

of Judah " (comp. one remarkable instance in the

reign of Joash, 2 Chr. xxiv. 17), to favour foreign

alliances and the toleration of foreign worship, as it

was that of the tiue priests and prophets to protest

against it. It would seem, accordingly, as if they

urged upon the yoimg king that scheme of a close

alliance with Babylon which Isaiah had condemned,

and as the natural consequence of this, the adop-

tion, as far as possible, of its worship, and that of

other nations whom it was desirable to conciliate.

The morbid desire for widening the range of their

knowledge and jienetrating into the mysteries of

other svstems of belief, may possibly have contri-

buted now, as it had done in the days of Solomon,

to increase the evil (Jer. ii. 10-25 ; Ewald, Gesch.

Isr. iii. 666). The result was a deba-sement which

had not been equalled even in the reign of Ahaz,

uniting in one centre the abominations which else-

where existed separately. Not content with sanc-

tioning their presence in the Holy City, as Solo-

mon and Kehoboani had done, he defiled with it the

Sanctuary itself (2 Chr. xxxiii. 4). The worship

thus introduced was, as has been said, predomi-

nantly Babylonian in its character. " He observed

times, and used enchantments, and used witchcraft,

and dealt with a familiar spirit, and with wizards
"

(ibid. ver. 6). The woi-ship of " the host of hea-

ven," which each man celebrated for himself on the

roof of his own house, took the place of that of the

Lord Ood of .Sabaoth (2 K. xxiii. 12 ; Is. Ixv. 3,

11 ; Zeph. i. 5; Jer. viii. 2, xix. 13, xxxii. 29).

With this, however, there was associated tlie old

Molech worship of the Ammonites. The fires were

rekindled in the valley of Ben-Hinnom. Tophet

was (for the first time, apparently), built into a

stately fabric (2 K. xvi. 3 ; Is. xxx. 33, as com-

pared with Jer. vii. 31. xix. 5 ; Ewald, Gesch. Isr,
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iii. 667). Even the king's sons, instead of being
j)resented to Jehovah, received a horrible fii'e-bap-

tism dedicating them to Molech (2 Chr. xx.\iii. 6),
while others were actually slaughtered (Ez. xxiii.

37, 39). The Baal and Ashtaroth ritual, which
had been impoited under Solomon, from the Phoe-
nicians, was revived with fresh splendour, and in the

worship of the "Queen of heaven," fixed its roots

deep into the habits of the people (Jer. vii. 18).

Worse and more horrible than all, tlie A.sherah, the

image of Astarte, or the obscene symbol of a phallic

worship (comp. Ashkrah, and in addition to the

authorities there cited, Mayer, Be lieform. Josine,

&c., in the Thes. Theo. philol. Amstel. 1701)
was seen in the house of which Jehovah had said

that He would there put His Name for ever (2 K.
xxi. 7). All this was accompanied by the extrcmest

moral degradation . The worsh ip of those old Eastern

religions, has been well described as a kind of " sen-

suous intoxication," simply sensuous, and therefore

associated inevitably with a fiendish cruelty, leading

to the utter annihilation of the spiritual life of men
(Hegel, Philos. of History, i. 3). So it was in Je-

rusalem in the days of Manasseh. Rival priests

(the Chemarim of Zeph. i. 4) were consecrated for

this hideous worship. Women dedicating them-
selves to a cultus like that of the Babylonian My-
litta, wove hangings for the Asherah, as they sat

there (Mayer, cap. ii. §4). The Kadeshim, in closest

neighbourhood with them, gave themselves up to

yet darker abominations (2 K. xxiii. 7). The awful

words of Isaiah (i. 10) had a terrible truth in them.

Those to whom he spoke were literally " rulers of

Sodom and princes of Gomorrah." Every faith

was tolerated but the old faith of Israel. This was
abandoned and proscribed. The altar of Jehovah
was displaced (2 Chr. xxxiii. 16). The very ark of

the covenant was I'enioved from the sanctuary

(2 Chr. x-xxv. 3). The sacred books of the people

were so systematically destroyed, that fitly years

later, men listened to the Book of the Law of Je-

hovah as a newly discovered treasure (2 K. xxii. 8).

It may well be, according to a Jewish tradition, that

this fanaticism of idolatry led Manasseh to order the

name Jehovah to be erased from all documents and
inscriptions (Patrick, ad foe). All this involved

also a systematic violation of the weekly Sabbatic

rest and the consequent loss of one witness against

a merely animal life (Is. Ivi. 2, Iviii. 13). The
tide of corruption carried away some even of those

who as priests and prophets, should have been stead-

fast in resisting it (Zeph. iii. 4; Jer. ii. 26, v. 13,

vi. 13).

It is easy to imagine the bitter grief and bm-ning

indignation of those who continued faithful. The
fiercest zeal of Huguenots in France, of Covenanters

in Scotland, against the badges and symbols of the

Latin Church, is perhaps but a faint shadow of

that which grew to a white heat in the hearts of

the worshippers of Jehovah. They spoke out in

words of corresponding strength. Evil was coming

on Jerusalem which should make the eare of men
to tingle (2 K. xxi. 12). The line of .Samaria and

the plummet of the house of Ahab should be the

doom of the Holy City. Like a vessel that had

once been full of precious ointment (comp. the

LXX. dKalSdcrrpov), but had afterwards become
foul, Jerusalem should be emptied and wiped out,

and exposed to the winds of Heaven till it was
cleansed. Foremost, we may well believe, among
those who thus bore their witness was the old

prophet, now bent with the weight of fourscore

4
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years, who had in his earlier days protested with
|

equal courage against the crimes of the king's

grandfather. On him too, according to the old

Jewish tradition, ciime the first shock of the per-

secution. [Isaiah.] Ilabakkuk may have shared

his martyrdom (Koil on 2 K. xxi. ; but comp.

Hauakkuk). But the pei-secution did not stop

there. It attacked the whole order of the true

prophets, and those who followed thetn. Every
day witnessed an e.xecution (Joseph. A7it. x. 3, §1).

The slaughter was like that under Alva or Charles

IX. (2 K. .xxi. 16). The martyrs who were faithful

unto death had to endure not torture only, but the

mocks and taunts of a godless generation (Is. Ivii.

1-4). Long afterwards the remembrance of that

reign of terror lingered in the minds of men as a

guilt for which nothing could atone (2 K. xxiv.

4). The persecution, like most other persecutions

carried on with entire singleness of purpose, was

for a time successful (Jer. ii. 30). The prophets

appear no more in the long history of Manasseh's

reign. The heart and the intellect of the nation

were crushed out, and there would seem to have

been no chroniclers left to record this portion of its

history.

Retribution came soon in the natural sequence

of events. There are indications that the neigh-

bouring nations—Philistines, Moabites, Ammonites

—who had been tributary under Hezekiah, revolted

at some period in the reign of Manasseh, and

asserted their independence (Zeph. ii. 4-19
; Jer.

xlvii. xlviii. xlix.). The Babylonian alliance bore

the fruits which had been predicted. Hezekiah had

been too hasty in attaching himself to the cause of

the rebel-prince against Assyria. The rebellion of

Merodach-Baladan was crushed, and then the wrath

ofthe Assyrian king fell on those who had supported

him. [EsARHADDON.] Judaea was again over-

run by the Assyrian armies, and this time the in-

vasion was more successful than that of Sennacherib.

•The city apparently was taken. The king liimself

was made prisoner and carried off to Babylon.

There his eyes were opened, and he repented, and
his prayer was heard, and the Lord delivered him

(2 Chr, xxxiii. 12, 13; comp. Maurice, Prophets

and Kings, p. 362).

Two questions meet us at this point. (1) Have
we satisfactory grounds for believing that this

statement is historically true? (2) If we accept

it, to what period in the reign of Manasseh is it to

be assigned ? It has been urged in regard to (1)

that the silence of the writer of the books of Kings

is conclusive against the trustworthiness of the

narrative of 2 Chronicles. In the f:rmer there is

no mention made of captivity or repentance or

return. The latter, it has been said, yields to the

temptation of pointing a moral, of making history

appear more in harmony with his own notions of

the Divine government than it actually is. His

anxiety to deal leniently with the successors of David

leads him to invent at once a reformation and the

Ciiptivity which is represented as its cause (Winer,

Rwh. s. v. Manasscli; Kosenmiiiler, Bibl. Alterth. i.

2, p. 131 ; Hitzig, Begr. d. Kritik, p. 130, quoted

by Keil). It will be necessary in deiding with

this objection to meet the .sceptical critic on his own
ground. To say that his reasoning contradicts our

belief in the inspiration of the historical books of

.Scripture, and is destructive of all reverence for

them, would involve a petitio principii, and how-
ever strongly it may influence our feelings, we are

bound to find another answer. It is believed that
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that answer is not tin- to seek. (1^ The silance of

a writer who sums up the history of a reign of 55
years in 19 verses as to one alleged event in it is

surely a weak ground for refusing to accept that

event on the authority of another historian. (2)
The omission is in part explained by the character

of the narrative of 2 K. xxi. The writer deliberately

turns away from the history of the days of shame,
and not less from the personal biogi-aphy of the

king. He looks on the reign only as it contrib\ited

to the corruption and final overthrow of the king-

dom, and no after -repentance was able to undo the
miscliief that had been done at first. (3) Still

keeping on the level of human probabilities, the
character of the writer of 2 Chronicles, obviously a
Levite, and looking at the facts of the history from
the Levite point of view, would lead him to attach
greater importance to a partial reinstatement of the
old ritual and to the cessation of persecution, and
so to give them in proportion a greater prominence.

(4) There is one peculiarity in the history which
is, in some measure, of the nature of an undesigned
coincidence, and so confirms it. The captains of

the host of Assyria take Manasseh to Babylon.
Would not a later writer, inventing the stoiy, have
made the Assyrian, and not the Babylonian capital,

the scene of the captivity; or if the latter were
chosen for the sake of harmony with the prophecy
of Is. xxxix., have made the king of Babylon rather

than of Assyria the captor ? '' As it is, the narra-

tive fits in, with the utmost accuracy, to the facts

of Oriental history. The fii-st attempt of Babylon
to assert its independence of Nineveh failed. It was
crushed by Esarhaddon (tlie first or second of that

name ; comp. EsARiiADDON, and Ewald, Gesch. Isr.

iii. G75), and for a time the Assyrian king held his

court at Babylon, so as to eflect more completely

the reduction of the rebellious province. There is

(5) the fact of agreement with the intervention of

the Assyrian king in 2 K»xvii. 24, just at the same
time. The king is not named there, but Ezra iv.

2, 10, gives Asnapper, and this is probably only

another form of Asardanapar, and this= Esarhaddon
(comp. Ewald, Gesch. iii. 676: Tob. i. 21 gives

Sarcliedonus). The importation of tribes from
Eastern Asia thus becomes part of the same policy

as the attack on Judah. On the whole, then, the

objection may well be dismissed as frivolous and
vexatious. Like many other difficulties urged by
the same school, it has in it something at once

captious and puerile. Those who lay undue stress

on them act in the spirit of a clever boy asking

puzzling questions, or a sharp advocate getting up
a case against the evidence on the other side, rather

than in that of critics who have learnt how to

construct a history and to value its materials

rightly (comp. Keil, Comm. on 2 K. xxi.). Ewald,
a critic of a nobler stamp, whose fault is rather that

of fantastic reconstruction than needless scepticism

{Gesch. Isr. iii. 678), admits the gi'oundwork of

truth. Would the prophecy of Isaiah, it may be

asked, have been recorded and preserved if it had not

been fulfilled ? Might not JIanasseh's release have
been, as Ewald suggests, the direct consequence of

the death of Esarhaddon ?

The circumstance just noticed enables us to return

an approximate answer to the other question. The
duration of Esarhaddon's Babylonian reign is calcu-

lated as ii-om B.C. 680-667 ; and Manasseh's cap-

b It may be noticed that this was actually done In lutor

apocryphal traditions (see below).
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tivity must therefore have fallen within those limits.

A Jewish tradition (Seder 01am Rabba, c. 24) fixes

the '2-2nd year of his reign as the exact date ; and

this, according as we adopt the eai'lier or the later

date of his accession, would give B.C. 676 or 673.

The period that followed is dwelt upon by the

writer of 2 Chr. as one of a great change for the

better. The discipline of exile made the king feel

that the gods whom he had chosen were powerless

to deliver, and he turned in his heart to Jehovah,

the God of his fathers. The compassion or death of

Esarhaddon led to his release, and he returned after

some uncertain inteixal of time to Jerusalem. It

is uot improbable that his absence from that city had

given a breathing time to the oppressed adherents of

the ancient creed, and possibly had brought into pro-

minence, as the provisional ruler and defender of the

city, one of the chief members of the party. If the

prophecy of Is. xxii. 15 received, as it probably did,

its fulfilment in Shebna's sharing the captivity of his

master, there is nothing extravagant in the belief

that we may refer to the same period the noble

words which speak of Eliakim the son of Hilkiah as

taking the place which Shebna should leave vacant,

and rising up to be " a father unto the inhabitants

of Jerusalem and to the house of Judah," having
" the key of the house of David on his shoulder."

The return of Manasseh was at any rate followed

by a new policy. The old faith of Israel was no

longer persecuted. Foreign idolatries weie no longer

thrust, in all their foulness, into the Sanctuary itself.

The altar of the Lord was again restored, and peace-

oflerings and thank-oHerings sacrificed to Jehovah

(2 Chr. xxxiii. 15, 16). But beyond this the re-

foi-mation did not go. The ark was not restored

to its place. The book of the Law of Jehovah

remained in its concealment. Satisfied with the

feeling that they were no longer worshipping the

gods of oti;er nations by name, they went on with

a mode of worship essentially idolatrous. " The
people did sacrifice still in the high places, but to

Jehovah their God only" (ibid. ver. 17).
The other facts known of IManasseh's reign con-

nect themselves with the state of the world round
Iiim. The Assyrian monarchy was tottering to its

fall, and the king of Judah seems to have thought
that it was still possible for him to rule as the head
of a strong and independent kingdom. If he had to

content himself with a smaller tenitoiy, he might
yet guard its capital against attack, by a new wall

defending what had been before its weak side, "'to

the entering in of the fish-gate," and completing the

tower of Ophel,<= which had been begun, with a like

pui-pose, by Jotham (2 Chr. xxvii. ;j). Nor were the

preparations for defence limited to Jerusalem. " He
put captains of war in all the fenced cities of Judah."
There was. it must be remembered, a special reason
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condition of Assyria. Egypt had emerged from the
chaos of the Dodecarchy and the Ethiopian intruders,

and was become strong and aggressive under Psam-
mitichus. Pushing his arms northwards, he attackt.l

the Philistines ; and the twenty-nine yeai-s' siece of

Azotus must have fallen wholly or in part within the

reign of Manasseh. So far his progress would not

be unacceptable. It would be pleasant to see the old

hereditary enemies of Israel, who had lately grown
insolent and defiant, meet with their msisters.

About this time, accordingly, we find the thought

of an Egyptian alliance again beginning to gain

favour. The prophets, and those who were guided

by them, dieaded this mere than anything, and
entered their protest against it. Not the less,

however, from this time forth, did it continue tc

be the favourite idea which took possession of the

minds of the lay-paity of the piinces of Judah.

The very name of Manasseh's son, Amon, barely ad-

mitting a possible Hebrew explanation, but identical

in form and sound with that of the great sun-god of

Egypt (so Ewald, Gesch. iii. 665), is probably an

indication of the gladness with which the alliance

of Psammitichus was welcomed. As one of its con-

sequences, it involved probably the supply of troops

from Judah to serve in the annies of the Egyptian

king. Without adopting Ewald's hypothesis that

this is referred to in Deut. xxviii. 68, it is yet

likely enough in itself, and Jer. ii. 14-16 seems to

allude to some such state of things. In return for

this JIanasseh, we may believe, received the help of

the chariots and horses for which Egypt was always

famous (Is. xxxi. 1). (Comp. Aristeas, Epist. ad
Fhilocr. in Havercamp's Josephus, ii. p. 104)."* If

this was the close of Manasseh's reign, we can well

understand how to the writer of the books of Kings it

would seem hardly better than the begiiming, leaving

the root-evil uncured, preparing the way for worse

evils than itself. We can understand how it was that

on his deiith he was buried as Ahaz had been, not

with the burial of a king, in the sepulchres of the

house of Da\nd, but in the garden of Uzza (2 K.

xxi. 26), and that, long aftenvards, in spite of his

repentance, the Jews held his name in abhorrence, as

one of the three kings (the other two are Jeroboam
and Ahab) who had no part in eternal life {Sanhedr.

ch. xi. 1, quoted by Patrick on 2 Chr. x.\xiii. 13).

And the evil was irreparable. The habits of a

sensuous and debased worship had eaten into the

life of the people ; ami though they might be re-

pressed for a time b}' force, as in the leformation of

Josiah, they burst out again, when the pressure was
removed, with iresh violence, and rendeied even the

zeal of the best of the Jewish kings fi'uitful chiefiy

in hypocrisy and unreality.

The intellectual life of the people suffered in the

<= A comparison of the description of these fortifications

with Zcph. 1. 10 gives a special Interest and force to the
prophi't's words. Manasseli had strengthened the city

where it was must open to attack. Zejihanlah points to

the defences, and says that they shall avail nulhini;. It is

useless to trust In them :
" There shall be the noise of a

cryfrom Ihejish-gatc."

<> The passage referred to occurs in the opening para-

graplis of the letter of the I'scudo-Aristeas. He is speak-
ing of the large number of Jews (100,000) who had been
brought into Kgj'pt by Ptolemy, the son of Lagus. " 'I'liey,

however," he says, "were not the only Jews there.

Others, though not so many, had conje in with the I'er-

8ian. Before that troops had been sent, by virtue of a
treaty of alliance, to help Ps;mnnitichuB ngainal the

Ethiopians." The direct authority of this writer-is, of

course, not very great ; but the absence of any motive for

the inventliin of such a fact makes it probable that he

was following some historical records. Ewald, it should

be mentioned, claims the credit of having been the first

to discover the bearing of this fact on the history of Ma-
nasseh's reign. Another indication that Ethiopia was
looked on, about this time, as among the enemies ofJudah,

may be found in Zeph. ii. 12, while in Zcph. ill. 10 we
have a clear statement of the fact that a great multitude

of the people had found their way to that remote country.

The story told by Herodotus of the revolt of. the Auto-

moli (ii. 30) indicates the necessity which led Ps-imnii-

tichus to gather mercenary troops from all quarters for

defence of that frontier of his kuigdom.
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isame Jegree. The persecution cut off all who,
tiainoil iu the schools of tlie prophets, were the

thinkers and teachere of the people. The reign of

Manasseh witnessed tlie close of the work of Isaiah

and Habakkuk at its beginning, and the youth
of Jeremiah and Zephaniah at its conclusion, but
no prophetic writings illumine that dreary half

century of debasement. « The most fearful symptom
of all when a prophet's voice was again heard during

the minority of Josiah, was the atheism which, then

as in other ages, followed on the confused adoption of

a confluent polytheism (Zeph. i. 12). It is surely

a strained, almost a fantastic hypothesis, to assign

(as Ewald does) to such a period two such noble

works as Deuteronomy and the Book of Job. Nor
Wiis this dying-out of a true faith the only evil.

The systematic persecution of the worshippers of

Jehovah accustomed the people to the horrors of

a religious war ; and when they in their turn

gained the ascendancy, they used the opportunity

with a fiercer sternness than had been known before.

Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah in their reforms had
been content with restoring the true worship and
destroying the instruments of the false. In that of

Josiah, the destruction extends to the priests of the

high places whom he sacrifices on their own altars

(2 K. x.xiii. 20).

But little is added by later tradition to the

0. T. narrative of Manasseh's reign. The prayer

that bears his name among the apocryphal books

can hardly, in the absence of any Hebrew original,

be considered as identical with that referred to iu

2 Chr. .xxxiii., and is probably rather the result of

an attempt to work out the hint there supplied

than the reproduction of an older document. There

are reasons, however, for believing that there existed

at some time or other, a fuller history, more or less

legendary, of Manasseh and his conversion, from
which the prayer may possibly have been an excerpt

preserved for devotional purposes (it appears for

the first time in the Apostolical Constitutions) when
the rest was rejected as worthless. Scattered here

and there, we rind the disjecta membra of such a

work. Among the offences of Manasseh, the most
prominent is, that he places in the sanctuary an

&ya\fia TeTpaxpSffonrov of Zeus (Suidas, s. v. Ma-
vacTO-ris; Georg. Syncellus, Chrcmograph. i. 404).
The charge on which he condemns Isaiah to death

is that of blasphemy, the words, " I saw the Lord"
(Is. vi. 1) being treated as a presumptuous boast

at variance with Ex. xxxiii. 20 (Nic. de Lyra, from
a Jewish treatise: Jehamoth, quoted by Amama,
in Crit. Sacri on 2 K. sxi.). Isaiah is miracu-

lously rescued. A cedar opens to receive him. Then
comes the order that the cedar should be sawn
through (ibid.). That which made this sin the

greater was, that the king's mother, Hephzibah,

was the daughter of Isaiah. When Manasseh was
tiiken captive by Merodach and taken to Babylon

(Suidas), he was thrown into prison and fed daily

with a scanty allowance of bran-bread and water

mixed with ^^negar. Then came his condemnation.

He was encased in a brazen image (the description

suggests a punishment like that of the bull of Pe-

rillus), but he repented and prayed, and the image

clave asunder, and he escaped (Suidiis and Georg.

Syncellus). Then he returned to Jerusalem and
lived righteously and justly. [E. H. P.]

2. (Mavewaij : Manasse.) One of the descendants

* There Is a possible exception to this In the existence has tCiv bpuivrmv, and the A. V. " the seers" (2 Chr.

of a prophet Hozai (the Vulg. rendering, where the LXX. xxxiii. 19); but nothing else is known of him.

vol.. II.
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of Pahath-Moab, who in the days of Ezra had mar-
ried a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 50). In 1 Esd. ix. 31

he is allied Manasseas.
3. One of the laymen, of the family of Hashum,

who put away his foreign wife at Ezra's command
(Ezr. X. 33). He is called Manasses in 1 Esd.

ix. 33.

4. (Moyses.) In the Hebrew text of Judg. xviii.

30, the name of the priest of the graven image of

the Danites is given as " Jonathan, the son of Ger-

shom, the son of Manasseh" ; the last word being

written ntJ'^O) ^f"^ ^ Masoretic note calling atten-

tion to the " nun suspended." " The fate of this

superposititious letter," says B'enuicott {Diss. ii.

53), " has been very various, sometimes placed

over the word, sometimes suspended half-way, and
sometimes uniformly inserted." Jarchi's note upon
the passage is as follows :—" On account of the

honour of Moses he wrote Nun to change the name
;

and it is written suspended to signify that it was
not Manasseh but Moses." The LXX., Peshito-

Syriac, and Chaldee all read " Manasseh," but the

Vulgate retains the original and undoubtedly the

true reading, Mouses. Three of De Rossi's MSS.

had originally ilEi'D, " Moses ;" and this was also

the reading " of three Greek MSS. in the Library

of St. Germain at Paris, of one in the Libiary of

the Carmelites of the same place, of a Greek MS.,

No. 331, in the Vatican, and of a MS. of the

Octateuch in University College Libraiy, Oxford

"

(Bun-ington, Genealogies, i. 86). A passage in

Theodoret is either an attempt to reconcile the two
leadings, or indicates that in some copies at least

of the Greek they must have coexisted. He quotes

the clause in question in this form, 'laivadav . . .

vlhs Mavaa-a-rj v'wv Tripaafj. vlov Mwc^ ; and this

apparently gave rise to the assertion of Hiller

(Arcanum Keri et Kethib, p. 187, quoted by
Rosenmiiller on Judg. xviii. 30), that the " Nun
suspended " denotes that the previous word is trans-

posed. He accordingly proposes to read p jnJIiT'

DK'IJ p rWyO: but although his judgment on

the point is accepted as final by Rosenmiiller it has

not the smallest authority. Kennicott attributes

the presence of the Nun to the coiTuption of MSS.
by Jewish transcribers. With regard to the chrono-

logical difficulty of accounting for the presence of a

grandson of Moses at an appaiently late period, there

is every reason to believe that the last five chapters

of Judges refer to earlier events than those after which
they are placed. In xx. 28 Phinehas the son of

Eleazar, and therefore the gi'andson of Aaron, is said

to have stood before the ark, and there is therefore

no difficulty in supposing that a grandson of Moses
might be alive at the same time, which was not long

after the death of Joshua. Josephus places the episode

of the Benjamites before that of the Gadites, and in-

troduces them both before the invasion of Chushan-
rishathaini and the deliverance of Israel by Othniel,

narrated in Judg. iii. {^Ant. v. 2, §8-v. 3, §1 : see

also Kennicott's Dissertations, ii. 51-57 ; Dissert.

Gener. p. 10). It may be as well to mention a

ti-adition recorded by R. David Kimchi, that in the

genealogy of Jonathan, Manasseh is written for

Moses because he did the deed of Manasseh, the

idolatrous king of Judah. A note from the margin

of a Hebrew MS. quoted by Kennicott (Diss.

Gen. p. 10) is as follows:—" He is called by the
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name of Manasseh tlie son of Hezekiah, for he also

tniide the p-aven image in the Temple." It must

be coufes.^ed that the point of this is not very

apparent. [W. A. W.]

MANAS'SES {MavaffffTJs : Manasses). 1.

ilANASSEii 4, of the sons of Hashum (1 Esd. is. 33
;

comp. Ezr. x. 33).

2. M.vxASSEir, king of Judah (Matt. i. 10), to

whom the apocryphal prayer is attributed.

3. Manassk'h, the son of Joseph (IJev. vii. C).

4. A wealthy inhabitant of Bethulia, and husband

of Judith, according to the legend. He was smitten

with a sunstroke while superintending the labourers

in his fields, leaving Judith a widow with great

possessions (Jud. viii. 2, 7, .x. 3, 3vi. 22, 23,

24), and was buried between Dothan and Baal-

hamon.

SLA-NAS'SES, THE PRAYER OF (irporr-

evxv Mava(r<rriK 1. The i-epentance and restora-

tion of Manasseh (2 Chr. xxxiii. 12 ft'.) furnished

the subject of many legendary stories (Fabric. Cod.

Apocr. V. T. liOl f.l. "His prayer unto his

God" was still preserved " in the book of the kings

of Israel" when the Chronicles were compiletl

(2 Chr. xxxiii. 18), and, after this record was lost,

the subject was likely to attract the notice of later

^vl•iters.• " The Prayer of JIanasseh," which is

found in some MSS. of the LXX., is the work of

one who has endeavoured to ex-press, not without

true feeling, the thoughts of the repentant king.

It opens with a description of the majesty of Ood
(1-5), which passes into a description of His mercy
in granting repentance to sinners (6-8, tfiol rw
aij.apT(i\cf>) . Then follows a pei-sonal confession

and supplication to fiod as " the God of them that

repent," " hymned by all the powers of heaven,"

to whom belongs "glory for ever" (9-13, aov
iffTiv T] 5(i|a €ij Tovs aiiiovas). " And the Lord
heard tlie voice of Man;isses and pitied him," the

legend continues, " and thei-e came around him a

flame of fire, and all the irons about him (ra irepl

avrbv iriSrjpa) were melted, and the Lord delivered

him out of his affliction" {Const. Apost. ii. 22;
comp. Jul. Afric. ap. Routh, Bel. Sac. ii. 288).

2. Tlie Greek text is undoubtedly original, and
not a mere translation from the Hebrew ; and even

within the small space of fifteen verses some pecu-

liarities are found (Scttcktos, KXivnv ySvv nap-
Sias, irapopyi^dv rhv OvixSu, riQicrOai ixerdvotdv
Tivii. The writer was well acquainted with the

LXX. (to KaTWTara ttjj 7f/s, rb irAfj^ox t^s
XP'/TTOTTjTt^s (Ton, iracra rj Svva/jLis toiv oiipa-

vwv\ ; but beyond this there is nothing to determine
the date at which he lived. The allusion to the

patriarchs (ver. 8, Siwatoi ; ver. 1, tJ> (TTre'p/ia av-
Twc rh SiKatov) appears to fix the aufhoi-ship on a

Jew ; but the clear teaching on repentance points

to a time certainly not long before the Christian
era. There is no indication of the place at which the

Prayer wiis written.

3. The earliest reference to the Prayer is con-

tained in a fi-agmcnt of Julius Africanus (cir. 221
A.D.), but it may be doul)ted whether the words in

their original form clearly referred to the present

composition (Jul. Afric. fr. 40). It is, however,
given at length in the Apostoliail Constitutions

(ii. 22), in which it is followed by a narrative of

• Kwald (Gesch. iii. 679) is Inclined to think that the

Greek may have been based on the Hebrew. There Is at

least no trace of such an origin of the Greek text.
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the same apocryphal tacts (§1) as are quoted from
Africanus. The Prayer is found in the .Mexandrine

MS. in the collection of hymns and metrical prayers

which is appended to the Psalter—a position which
it generally occupies ; but in the three Latin MSS.
used by Sabatier it is placed at the end of 2 Chr.
(Sabat. Bibl. Lat. iii. 1038).

4. The Prayer was never distinctly recognised as

a canoniaU wiiting, though it was included in many
MSS. of the LXX. and of the Latin \ersiou, and
has been deservedly retained among the apocrypha

in A. V. and by Luther. The Latin translation

which occurs in Vulgate MSS. is not by the hand
of Jerome, and has some remarkable phra.ses {tnsus-

tentabilis, importabilis ( avvirSaTaTos), oinnis rirti'^

coelorutn) ; but there is no sufficient internal evi-

dence to show whether it is earlier or later than his

time. It does not, however, seem to have been used

by any Latin WTiter of the first four centuries, and

was not known to Victor Tunonensis in the 6th

(Ambrosius, iv. 989, ed. Migne).

5. The Commentary of Fritzsche {Exeg. Handb.

1851) contains all that is necessaiy for the inter-

pretation of the Prayer, which is, indeed, in little

need of explanation. The Alexandrine text seems to

have laeen intei-polated in some places, while it also

omits a whole clause ; but at present the materials

for settling a satisfiictory text have not been col-

lected. [B. F. W.]

MANASS'ITES, THE (^y'3»n, f. e. " the

Manassite": 6 tHavaffcri : Manasse), that is, the

member of the tribe of Manasseh. The word occurs

but thrice in the A. V. viz. Deut. iv. 43; Judg.

xii. 4 ; and 2 K. x. 33. In the firet and last of

these the original is- as given above, but in the other

it is "Manasseh"—"Fugitives of Ephraim are you,

Gilead; in the midst of Ephraim, in the midst of

Manasseh." It may be well to take this oppor-

tunity of remarking, that the point of the vei-se

following that just quoted is lost in the A. V.,

from the word which in ver. 4 is rightly rendered
" fugitive" being there given as " those which were

escaped." Ver. 5 would more accurately be, " Ami
Gilead seized the fords of the Jordan-of-Ephraim

;

and it was so that when fugitives of Ephraim said,

'I will go over,' the men of Gilead said to hiin,

' Art thou an Ephraimite?' "—the point being that

the taunt of the Ephi-aimites was turned ag-ainst

themselves. [G.]

MAN'DRAKES (Q^KTH,* duddim: ^9i\a

/xavSpayopccv, ol fj.av5pay6pai : nMndraijorne).
" It were a wearisome and suiiei-fluous task," says

Oedmanii (Vermisch. Smnml. i. v. 95), " to quote

and pass judgment on the multitude of authoi-s

who h.ive written about ditdnim :" but the rea<ler

who cares to know the literature of the subject will

find a long list of authorities in Celsius {Ilierob.

i. 1, sq.) and in Hudbeck (Pe DndMm Bubenis,

Upsal, 1733). See also Winer, {Bibl. EealwSrt.
"Aliaun"). The duddim (the word occurs only

in the plural number) are mentioned in Gen. xxx.

14, 15, 16, and in Cant. vii. 13. From the former

passage we learn that they were found in the

fields of Mesopotamia, where Jacob and his wives

were at one time living, and that the fruit

{firjKa iiavZpayopSiv, LXX.) was gathered " in the

• Various etymologies have been proposed for this word

;

the most probable is_ that it comes from the root n-l^,
•' to love," whence n'T^,

" love."
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days of wheat-harvest," i. e. in May. There is evi-

dently also an allusion to the supposed properties

of tiiis plant to promote conception, hence lliichel's

desire of obfciiniug the fruit, for as yet siie hail not

borne children. In Cant. vii. 13 it is said, " the

dudahn give a smell, and at our gates are all man-
ner of pleasant fruits "—from this passage we learn

that the plant in question was strong-scented, and

that it grew in Palestine. Various attempts have

been made to identify the dnddhn. Kudbeck the

younger—the same who maintained that the quails

which fed the Israelites in the wilderness were
" flying tish," and who, as Oedmann has truly re-

marked, seems to have a special gift for demon-
strating anything he pleases—supposed the duddhn
were " bramble-berries " (^Rubns caesiits, Linn.), a

theory which deserves no serious consideration.

Celsius, who supposes that a kind of Rhamnus is

meant, is far from satisfactory in his conclusions

;

he identifies the dudahn with what he calls Lotus

Cyretuiica, the Sidra of Arabic authors. This ap-

pears to be the lotus of the ancients, Zizyphus lotus.

See Shaw's Travels, i. 263, and Sprengel, Hist.

so
Rci Jierb. i. 251 ; Freytag, Ar. Lex. s. v. .Js^.

Celsius's argument is based entirely upon the autho-

rity of a certain Rabbi (see Buxtorf, Lex. Talm.

p. 1202), who asserts the duddhn to be the fruit of

the mayisch (the lotus?);'' but the authority of a

single I\;ibbi is of little weight against the almost

unanimous testimony of the ancient vereions. With
still less reason have Castell (Lex. Hept. p. 2052)
and Ludolf {Hist. Aeth. i. c. 9), and a few others,

advanced a claim for the Musa paradisiaca, the

banana, to denote the duddhn. Faber, following

Ant. Deusiiig {Dissert, de Dudaim), thought the

dxidatm were small sweet-scented melons {Cucmnis

dudaim), which grow in Syria, Egypt, and Persia,

known by the Persians as distenihujeh, a word

which means " fragrance in the hand ;" and Sprengel

{Hist. i. 17) appears to have entertained a similar

belief. This theory is certainly more plausible

than many others that have been adduced, but it

is unsupported except liy the Persian veision in

Genesis. Various other conjectures have from time

to time been made, as that the dudaim are

"lilies," or "citrons," or "baskets of figs"—ail

mere theories.

The most satisfactory attempt at identification is

certainly that which supposes the mandrake {Atropa

mandragora) to be the plant denoted by the Hebrew
word. The LXX., the Vulg., the Syriac, and the

Arabic vereions, the Targums, the most leameil of

the Rabbis, and many later commentators, ai-e in

favour of the translation of the A. V. The argu-

ments which Celsius has adduced against the

mandrake being the duddhn have been most ably

answered by Michaelis (see Supp. ad Lex. Heh.

No. 451).
'

It is well known that the man-
drake is far from odoriferous, the wliole plant

being, in European estimation at all events, very

fetid ; on this account Celsius objected to its being

the duddhn, which he supposed were said in the

Canticles to be fragrant. Michaelis has shown that

nothing of the kind is assei-ted in Scripture: the
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duddhn " give forth an odour," which, however,

may be one of no fragrant nature ; the invitation

to the " beloved to go forth into the field " is full

offeree if we suppose the dudd'un ("love plants")

to denote the mandrake. "= Again, the odour or

flavour of plants is after all a matter of opinion,

fcri- Schulz {Leitu7i(j. des HiJchsten, v. 107), who
found mandrakes on Mount TabDr, says of them,
" they have a delightful smell, and the taste is

equally agreeable, though not to cveri/body." Mariti

{Trav. iii. 146) found on the 7th of May, near the

hamlet of St. John in " Mount Juda," mandrake
plants, the fruit of which he says " is of the size and
colour of a small apple, ruddy and of a most agree-

able odour." Oedmann, after quoting a number of

authorities to show that the mandrakes were prized

by the Arabs for their odour, makes the following

just remark :
—" It is known that Orientals set an

especial value on strongly smelling things that to

more delicate European senses arc unpleasing ....
The into.xicating qualities of the mandrake, far from
lessening its value, would rather add to it, for

every one knows with what relish the Orientals

use all kinds of preparations to pi-oduce intoxi-

cation."

'' y*0- This plant, according to Abulfadli, corre-

spends with the Arabic , /^» .p. which, liowevcr, Spren-

gel identifies with ZizypUus I'aliurus.

TIic Mandriike {AlTofxi nwHi/i.-y.i

The Arabic version of Saadias has luffach ^ = man-
dragora ; in Onkelos yabruchin, and in Syriac t/a6rucA •

express the Hebrew dudaim: now we learn from

Mariti {Trav. iii. 1-16, ed. Lond. 1792) that a word

' " Qui quidem quod hirclnus est quodammodo, vlresque

mandragorac In Aphrodlsiacis laudantur, amoribus auras

perflarc videtur ot ad cos stiniulare."

-liJ. pm-13'

g 2
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similar to this last was applied by the Arabs to the

maiiiii-ikc—he says " the Arabs call it jabroha/:."'

Celsius asserts that the mandi-ake has not the pro-

perty which has been attributed to it : it is, how-

ever, a matter of common belief in the East that

this plant has the power to aid in the procreation

of oli'spring. Schultz, Maundrell, Mariti, all alluiie

toil; compare also Dioscorides, iv. 76, Sprengel's

Annotations ; and Theophrastus, I/ist. Plant, ix. 9,

§1. Venus was called Mandragoritis by the an-

cient Greeks (Hesych. s. v.), and the fruit of the

plant was termed " apples of love."

That the fruit was fit to be gathered at the time

of wheat-harvest is clear from the testimony of

several travellers. Schultze found mandrake-apples

on the loth of May. Hasselquist saw them at

Nazareth early in May. He says :
" I had not the

pleasure to see the plant in blossom, the fruit now
[May 5, O. S.] hanging ripe on the stem which
lay withered on the ground "—he conjectures that

they are I'achel's dudaim. Dr. Thomson {The
Land and the Book, p. 577) found mandiakes ripe

on the lower ranges of Lebanon and Hermon towards

the end of April.

From a certain rude resemblance of old roots of

the mandrake to the human form, whence Pytha-

goras is said to have called the mandrake avQponrS-

fiop<j)ov, and Columella (10, 19) scinihomo, some
strange superstitious notions have arisen concerning

it. Josephus {B. J. vii. 6, §3) evidently alludes to

one of these superstitions, though he calls the plant

baaras. In a Vienna MS. of Dioscorides is a curious

di-awing which represents Euresis, the goddess of

discovei-y, handing to Dioscorides a root of the

mandrake; the dog employed for the purpose is

depicted iu the agonies of death (Daubeny's Roman
Husbandry, p. 27.t).s

The mandrake is found abundantly in the Grecian

islands, and in some parts of the south of Europe.

The root is spindle-shaped and often divided into

two or three forks. The leaves, which are long,

sharp-pointed, and hai)y, rise immediately from
the ground ; they are of a dark-gi-een colour. The
flowers are dingy white, stained with veins of

pur])le. The fruit is of a pale oi-ange colour, and
about the size of a nutmeg; but it would appear
that the plant varies considerably in appeaiance
according to the localities where it grows. The
mandrake {Atropd mandrngora) is closely allied to

the well-known deadly nightshade (A. belladonna),

and belongs to the order Solanaceae. [W. H.]

MANEH. [Weights and Measures.]

MANGER. This word occurs only in con-
nexion with the birth of Christ, in Luke ii. 7, 12,
16. The original term is <pdrvri, which is found
but once besides in the N. T., viz. Luke xiii. 15,

where it is rendered by " stall." The word in

classiciil Greek undoubtedly means a manger, crib,

or feeding trough (see Liddell and Scott, Lex.
s. v.); but according to Schleusner its real

signification in the N. T. is the open court-

yard, attached to the inn or khan, and enclosed by
a rough fence of^ stones, wattle, or other slight

material, into which the cattle would be shut

' The Arabs call the fruit tuphach el sheitan, " the

devil's apple," from its power to excite voluptuousness.

K Comp. also Shaksp. Henry IV., I't. 11. Act i. Sc. 2;
Horn, and Jul., Act iv. Sc. 3; D'Herbclot, Bibliotk.

Orient, s. v. " Abrousanani."
" Those who desire to see all that can bo said on the

MANLIUS, T.

at night, and wheie the poorer travellers mighl
unpack their animals and take up their lodging,

when they were either by want of room or want of

means excluded from the house. This conclusion is

supported by the rendering of the Vulg.

—

praesepe

—and of the Peshito-Syriac, )j( >0), both which

terms mean " enclosures,"—and also by the customs

of Palestine.* Stables and mangers in the sense in

which we understand them, are of comparatively

late introduction into the East (see the quotations

from Chardiu and others in Hai-mer's Observations,

ii. 205, 6), and although they have furnished material

to painters and poets, did not enter into the circum-

stances attending the birth of Christ—and are hardly

less inaccurate than the " cradle" and the "stable,"''

jvhich are named in some descriptions of that event.

This applies, however, only to the painters of the

later schools. The early Christian artists seem

almost invariably to represent the Nativity as in

an open and detached court-yard. A crib or trough

is occasionally shown, but not prominently, .and

more as if symbolic of the locality than as actually

existing.

The above interpretation o{ (pdrvr) is of course

at variance with the traditional belief that the Na-
tivity took place in a cave. Professor Stanley has

however sliown (S. c|- P. 440, 441 ; see also 153)
how destitute of foundation this tradition is. And
it should not be overlooked that the two apocry-

phal Gospels which appeal- to be its main founda-

tion, the Protevangelion and the Gos)jel of the In-

fancy, do not represent the Ciive as belonging to the

inn—in fact, do not mention the inn in connexion

with the Nativity at all, while the former does

not introduce the manger and the inn till a later

period, that of the massacre of the innocents (Protev.

chap. xvi.). [Ci-]

MA'NI CMavl : Banni). The same as Bani, 4

(1 Esd. ix. 30 ; comp. Ezr. x. 29).

MAN'LIUS, T. In the account of the con-

clusion of the campaign of Lysias (B.C. 163) against

the Jews given in 2 Mace, xi., four letters are intro-

duced, of which the last pui-ports to be fi-om " L.

Memmius and Q. Manlius, ambassadors (wpecr/SC-

rai) of the Romans" (ver. 34-38) confirming

the concessions made by Lysias. There can be but

little doubt that the letter is a flibricatiou. No
such names occur among the many Icg-ates to Syria

noticed by Polybius ; aiid there is no room for

the mission of another embassy between two re-

corded shortly before and jifter the death of Anti-

oehus Epiphanos (Polyb. xxxi. 9, 6 ; 12, 9 ; Grimm,
ad foe). If, as seems likely, the true reading is

T. Manius (not Manlius), the ^vTiter was probably

thinking of the former embassy when C. Sulpicius

and M;mius Sergius were sent to Syria. The form

of the letter is no less fatal to the idea of its au-

thenticity than the names in which it is written.

The use of the aera of the Seleucidae to fix the year,

(he omission of the name of the place at which it was
dated, and the exact coincidence of the date of this

letter with that of the young Antiochus, are all suspi-

cious circumstances. Moreover, the first intercourse

meaning of c^oIti^ in the N. T. and in the LXX., as bear-

ing on the N. T., will find it In the 16th chapter of the

2nd book of P. Horrci, Mucell. crilicorum libri duo:
Leovardiae, 1738.

•> See for examplo .Milton's ffyiiiii on the Xalivity,

line a43.
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between the Jews and l.'omans is maiked dit-tinctly

as taking place two years later (1 Mace. viii. 1 ff.),

when Judas heard of their power and fidelity.

The remaining letters are of no more worth,

though it is possible that some facts may have sug-

gested special details {e. g. 2 Mace. xi. 29 ff.).

(Wernsdorf, De Fide Mace. § G6 ; Grimm, ad
loc. ; and on the other side Patritins, De Cons. Mace.

pp. 142, 280.) [B. F. W.]

MAN'NA (|D, mAn : Uivva. : Manhu, Man,

Manna). The most important passages of tlie O. T.

on this topic are the following :—Ex. xvi. 14-36
;

Num. xi. 7-9; Deut. riii. 3, 16; Josh. v. 12; Ps.

Ixxviii. 24, 25; Wisd. xvi. 20, 21. From these

passages we learn that the manna came every morn-
ing except the Sabbath, in the form of a small

round seea resembling the hoar frost ; that it must
be gathered early, before the sun became so hot as

to melt it ; that it must be gathered every day
except the Sabbath ; that the attempt to lay aside

for a succeeding day, except on the day immediately

preceding the Sabbath, failed by the substance be-

coming wormy and offensive ; that it was prepared

for food by grinding and baking ; that its taste was
like fresh oil, and like wafers made with honey,

equally agreeable to all palates ; that the whole

nation subsisted upon it for foity years ; that it

suddenly ceased when they first got the new corn

of the land of Canaan ; and that it was always

regarded as a miraculous gift directly from God,

and not as a pioduct of nature.

The natural products of the Arabian deserts and

other Oriental regions, which bear the name of

manna, have not the qualities or uses ascribed to

the manna of Scripture. They are all condiments

or medicines rather than food, stimulating or pur

gative rather than nutritious ; they are produced

only three or four months in the year, from May to

August, and not all the year round ; they come only

in small quantities, never affording anything like

15,000,000 of pounds a-week, which must have

been requisite for the subsistence of the whole

Israelitish camp, since each man had an omer (or

three English quarts) a-day, and that for forty years
;

they can be kept for a long time, and do not become

useless in a day or two ; they are just as liable to

deterioiate on the Sabbath as on any other day

;

nov does a double quantity fall on the day preceding

the Sabbath ; nor would natural products cease at

once and for ever, as the manna is represented as

ceasing in the book of .Joshua. The manna of Scrip-

ture we therefore regard as wholly miraculous, and

not in any respect a product of nature.

The etymology and meaning of the word manna
are best given by the old authorities, the Septuagint,

the Vulgate, and Josephus. The Septuagint trans-

lation of Ex. xvi. 15 is this: 'iSSvns Se avrh o'l

viol '\ffpa7]\ fliraf eVepoj t^ erfpcfjTl iffri rovro'

ov yap fjSeicrau ri ^)v. " But the children of Israel,

seeing it, said one to another, Wliat is this ? for

they knew not what it was." The Vulgate, with a

very careful reference to the Hebrew, thus :
" Quod

eum vidissent filii Israel, dixerunt ad invicem manhu,
quod significat: Quid est hoc? ignorabant enim

quid esset :"
i. e. ' Which tchen the children of

Israel saw, they said one to another, man iiu,

which signifies. What is this '? for they kneio not

what it was." In Josephus {Ant. iii. 1 , §6) we have

the following : Ka\ouffi 5e 'EPpaioi rb )3pu)jua

rovro fioivva, to yap fxav iirfpwTTjffis Kara t})v

^j/xiTfpau StdXeKTov, ri toCt' tiniv, avaKpivovffo..
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Now the Hebrews call this food wanna, for the

particle MAN, in our language, is the asking of a
question. What is this?"

According to all tliese authorities, with which the

Syriac also agrees, the Hebrew word man, by which
this substance is always designated in the Hebrew
Scriptures, is the neuter intenogative pronoun
(what?) ; and the name is derived from the inquiry

K-in |0 {man hu, what is this?), which the He-

brews made when they first saw it upon the ground.

The other etymologies, which would derive the word

from either of the Hebrew verbs HJO or pO, are

more recent and less woithy of confidence, and do
not agree with the sacred text ; a literal translation

of which (Ex. xvi. 15) is this: " And the children

of Israel saw and said, a man to his neighbour, what
is this (man hu)

; for they knew not what it was."

The Arabian physician Avicenna gives the fol-

lowing description of the manna which in his time
was used as a medicine:—" Manna is a dew which
falls on stones or bushes, becomes thick like honey,

and am be hardened so as to be like gi-aius of corn."

The substance now called manna in the Arab.au

desert through which the Israelites passed, is col-

lected in the month of June from the tarfa or

tamarisk shrub (
Tamarix gallica). According U>

Bnrckhardt it drops from the thorns on the sticks

and leaves with which the gi-ound is covered, and

must be gathered early in the day, or it will !«
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melted by the sun. The Arabs cleanse and boil it,

sti-aiu it through a cloth, and put it in leathern

bottles ; and in this way it can l)e kept uninjured

for several yeare. They use it like honey or butter

with their unleavened bread, but never make it into

a\kes or eat it by itself. It abounds only in very

wet years, and in diy seasons it sometimes disappears

entirely. Various shrubs, all through the oriental

world, from India to Syria, yield a substance of this

kind. The tamaiisk gum is by some supposed to

be produced by the puncture of a small insect,

which Ehrenberg has examined and described under
the name of Coccus manniparus. bee Symbolae
Physicae, p. i. ; Transact, of Literary Society of
Bombay, i. 251. This surely could not have been

the food of the Israelites during their forty yeai-s'

sojoum in the wilderness, though the name might
have been deiived from .some i-eal or fancied resem-

blance to it.

Ilauwolf (Trav. i. 94) and some more recent tra-

vellers have observed that the dried grains of the

orientil manna were like the coriander-seed. Gmelin
{Trav. throwjh Russia to Persia, pt. iii. p. 28) re-

marks this of the manna of Pei-sia, which he says is

wliite as snow. The peasants of Ispahan gather the

!eave:i of a certain thorny shrub (the sweet thorn)

and strike them with a stick, and the gitiins of
manna are received in a sieve. Niebuhr observed
that at Mardin io Mesopotamia, the manna lies like

meal on the leaves of a tree called in the East ballot

and afs or as, which he regards as a species of oak."

The harvest is in July and August, and mucli more
plentiful in wet thau diy seasons. It is sometimes
collected before sunrise by shaking if fiom the leaves

on to a cloth, and thus collected it remains very
whit*? and pine. That which is not shaken off in

the morning melts upon the leaves, and accamu-
hites till it becomes very thick. The leavcf. are
then gathered and put in boiling water, and the
manna floats like oil upon the surface. This the
natives call vuiniui cssemma, i. e. heavenly maima.
In the valley of the Jordan Burckhardt found manna
like gum on the leaves and branches of the tree
g/iarrob,^ which is as large as the olive-tree, having
a leaf like the poplar, though somewhat broader.
It appeai-s like dew upon the leaves, is of a brown
or giey colour, and drops on the ground. When
fii-st gathered it is sweet, but in a day or two be-
comes acid. The Arabs use it like honey or butter,
and eat it in their oatmeal giuel. The\' also use it

in cleaning their leather bottles and ni:»king them
air-tight. The season for gatheiing this is Jlav or
June. Two other shrubs which liave been supposed
to yield the manna of Scripture, are the A/ha;/i
mauronim, or Persian tr.anna, and the Al/uvji de-
sertorum,—thorny plants common in Syria.

The manna of Euiopean commerce comes mostl\
from Calabria and .Sicily. It is gathered during
the months of June and July from some species of
ash {Omus Europaca and Ornus rotundifolia),
from which it drops in consequence of a puncture
by an insect resembling the locust, but distin-

guished from it by having a sting under its body.
The subst-mce is fluid at night, and resembles the
dew, but in the mo-oing it begins to harden.

MANOAH
Compare liosenmiiller's Altcrthumskutule, iv. p.

316-29; Winer, Realicdrterbuch, ii. p. 53, 54; and
the Oriental travellere above refen-ed to. [C. E. S.]

• \,,,JuaS' wli'ch Frcytug, however, identifies with

s-jtne species of Cappan's.

h Sprengel (Hist. Rei herb. i. 270) identifies the gharb
or yharab wilii the Salix habijlonica.

MANO'AH (ni3D : Mwae ; Joseph. Mo-

v^XVS- ^lanue), theVather of Samson; a Danite,
native of the town of Zorah (Judg. xiii. 2). The
narrative of the Bible (xiii. 1-23), of the circum-
stances which preceded the birth of Samson, supplies

us with veiy few and fixint traits of Manoah's cha-
racter or habits. He seems to have had some occu-
pation which separated him during pirt of the day
ti-om his wife, though that wa-s not field work, be-
cause it was in the field that his wife was found by
the angel during his absence. He w.ts haspitable,

as his forefather Abram had been before him ; he
was a woi-shipper of Jehovah, and reverent to a
great d^-ee of fear. These faint lineaments are
brought into somewhat greater distinctness by Jo-
seplius {Ant. v. 8, §2. 3), on what authority we havr
no means of judging, though his account is doubtless
founded on some ancient Jewish tradition or record.
*' There was a certain Manoches who was without
controversy the best and chiefest person of his

country. This m.in had a wife of exceeding beauty,
surpassing the other women of the place. Now.
when they had no children, and were much dis-

tressed thereat, he besought God that He would grant
unto them a lawf\il heir, and for that purpose re-

sorted often with his wife to the suburb » {rh irpoi-
aretov) of the city. And in that place was the

" Possibly to consult the Invites, whose special pro-
perty the suburbs of the city were. But Zorah is no-
uhcre stated to have been a Leviies' riiy.
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gieat plain. Now the irrnu loved his wife to dis-

traction, and on that account was exceedingly jealoiis

of her. And it amie to pass that his wife being

:ilone, an angel appeared to her . . . and when he

had said these things he departed, for he had coino

hy the command of (iod. When her husband came

she informed him of all things concerning the angel,

wondering gre;itly at the beauty and size of the

youth, insomuch that he was filled with jealousy

and with suspicion there;vt. Then the woman de-

siring to relieve her husband of his excessive grief,

besought God that He would send again the angel,

so that the man might behold him as well as she.

And it came to pass that when they were in the

subui-bs again, by the favour of God the angel ap-

peared the second time to the woman, while her

husband was absent. And she having prayed him
to tariy awhile till she should fetch her husband,

went and brought llanoches." The rest of the story

agrees with the Bible.

We hear of Manoah once again in connexion \vith

the marriage of Samson to the Philistine of Tim-
nath. His liither and his mother remonstrated with

him thereon, but to no purpose (xiv. 2, 3). They
then accompanied him to Timuath, both on the pre-

liminary visit (vers. 5, 6), and to the marriage itself

(9, lOj. Manoah appeare not to have survived his

son : not he, but Samson's brothers, went down to

Gaza for the body of the hero, and bringing it up
to the family tomb between Zorah and Eshtaol, re-

united the father to the son (xvi. 31), whose birth

had been the subject of so many prayers and so much
anxiety. Milton, however, does not take this view.

In Samson Agordstes Manoah bears a prominent

part throughout, and lives to bury his son. [G.]

MANSLAYER." The principle on which the

" manslayer" was to ha allowed to escape, viz.

that the person slain was regarded as " delivered

into his hand" by the Almighty, was obviously

open to much wilful perversion (1 Sam. sxiv. 4, 18
;

xxvi. 8; Philo, De Spec. Leg. iii. '21, vol. ii. 320),

though the cases mentioned appear to be a sufficient

sample of the intention of the lawgiver, a. Death

by a blow in a sudden quarrel (Ximi. xxxv. 22).

b. Death by a stone or missile thrown at random

(ib. 22, 23). c. By the blade of an axe flying from

its handle (Deut. xix. 5). d. Whether the case of a

person killed by falling fiom a roof unprovided with

a parapet involved the guilt of manslaughter on the

owner, is not clear ; but the law seems intended to

pi-event the imputation of malice in any such case,

by preventing as far as possible the occurrence of

the fact itself (Deut. xxii. 8). (Michaelis, On
the Laws of Moses, arts. 223, 280, ed. Smith.)

In all these and the like cases the manslayer was
allowed to retire to a city of refuge. [Cities of
Refuge.]

Besides these the following may be mentioned as

eases of homicide, a. An animal, not known to be

vicious, causing death to a human being, was to be

|)ut to death, and regarded as unclean. But if it

was known to be vicious, the owner also was liable

to fine, and even desith (Ex. xxi. 28, 31). b. A thief

ovei-taken at night in the act might lawfully be put

to death, but if the sun had risen the act of killing
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» nvh. paru of n^*l. "pierce" or "crush," Qes.

p. 1307 ; (/.orevTi)? ; homicida: used also in the sense of

murilerer. The phrase njjK'a. «<cou<n'a,s, per igno-

rantiam.Gw. p. 136a, must therefore be included, to denote

the distinction which the Law drew so plainly between

him was to be regarded as murder (Ex. xxii, 2, 3).

Other cases are adde<l by the Mishna, which, however,

are included in the definitions given above. (Sank. ix.

1, 2, 3; iMaccoth, ii. 2 ; Otho, Lex. Jiabb. " Homi-
cida." [MUUDICR.] [H. W.P.]

MANTLE. The word employed in the A, V.
to tr;ms!ate no less than four Hebrew teims, entirely

distinct and independent both in derivation and
meaning.

1 . HD^DK', s'micah. This word occurs but once,

viz. Judg. iv. 18, where it denotes the thing with

which Jael covered Sisera. It has the definite article

prefixed, and it may therefore be inferred that it

was some part of the regular furniture of the tent.

The clue to a more exact signification is given by
the Arabic version of the Polyglott, which renders

it by alcatifah, jjjulaiiH) » word which is ex-

plained by Dozy,* on the authority of Ibn Batuta
and other Oriental authors, to mean certain articles

of a thick fabric, in shape like a plaid or shawl,

which are commonly used for beds by the Arabs

:

" When they sleep they spread them on the ground."
" For the under part of the bed they are doubled

sevei-al times, and one longer than the rest is used

for a coverlid." On such a bed on the floor of

Heber's tent no doubt the weary Sisera threw him-
self, and such a coverlid must the semicah have

been which Jael laid over him. The A. V. perhaps

derived their word " mantle " fi-om the pallium of

the Vulgate, and the mantel of Luther.

2. ?*J/p, mAl. (Rendered " mantle" in 1 Sam.

sv. 27, xxviii. 14; Ezr, ix. 3, 5 ; Job i. 20, ii. 12;
and Ps. cix. 29.) This word is in other passages of

the A. V. rendered " coat," " cloak," and " robe.'

This inconsistency is undesirable ; but in one case

only—that of Samuel—is it of importance. It

is interesting to know that the garment which his

mother made and brought to the infant prophet at

her annual visit to the Holy Tent at Shiloh was
a miniature of the official priestly tunic or robe

;

the same that the great Prophet wore in mature
years (1 Sam, xv. 27), and by which he was on

one occasion actually identified. When the witch

of Endor, in answer to Saul's inquiry, told him that
" an old man was come up, covered with a meil,"

this of itself was enough to iutbnii the king in whose
presence he stood—" Saul perceived that it was
Samuel" (xxviii. 14).

3. nStDyO, maataphah (the Hebrew word is

found in Is. iii. 22 only). Apparently some article

of a i" lady's dress
;

probably an exterior tunic,

longer and ampler than the internal one, and pro

vided with sleeves. See Gesenius, Jesaia, i. 214;
Schroeder, de Vestitu Hcbracarum, ch. xv. § 1-5.

But the most remarkable of the four is :

4. riT^N, addercth (rendered " mantle" in 1 K.

xix. 13, 19 ; 2 K. ii. 8, 13, 14 ; elsewhere " gar-

ment" and "robe"); since by it, and it only, is

denoted the c;ipe or wrapper which, with the ex-

ception of a strip of skin or leather round his loins,

malicious and Involuntary homidlde. (Ex. xxt. 13, 14

;

Lev. iv. 22 ; Num. xxxv. 22, 23 ; Deut. xix. 4, .>.

* Dictionnaire des YUements Arahes, p. 232. We gladly

seize this opportunity to express our obligations to this

admirable work.
b But see the curiotis speculations of l>r. Maitlancl

Essay on False n'orthip, p. 176, &c.
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formed, as we have every reason to believe, the sole

garment of the prophet Elijah.

Such clothinj:, or absence of clothing, is commonly

assumed by those who aspire to extraordinary sanc-

tity in tlie East at the present day—" Savage ligures,

with ' a cloak woven of camels' hair thrown over

the shoulders, and tied in front on the bi-east, naked

except at the waist, round which is a girdle of skin,

the hair flowing loose about= the head.' " But

a (k'sciiption still more exactly in accordance with

the habit of the great Israelite * dervish, and sup-

porting in a remai-kable manner the view of the

LXX., who render aMereth by /xTjAcnT^r, «. e.

"sheep-skin," is found in the account of a French

traveller* in the 16th century:—" L'enseigne que

les dervis portent pour moutrer qu'ils sont religieux,

est une peau de bre'bis sur leuvs e'paules : et ne por-

tent autie vetement sur eux sinou une seule peau

de mouton ou de bre'bis, et quelque chose devant

leur pai-ties houteuses."

Inaccurately as the word "mantle" represents

such a garment as the above, it has yet become so

identified with Elijah that it is impossible now to

alter it. It is desirable therefore to substitute

"mantle" for "garment" in Zech. xiii. 4; a

passage from which it would appear that since the

time of Elijah his garb had become the recognized

sign of a prophet of Jehovah. [G.]

MA'OCH (^iyO : 'Amm^X ;
Alex. MoriyS :

Maoch), the father of Achish, king of Gath, with

whom David took refuge (1 Sam. xxvii. 2). In the

Syriac version he is called Maachah ; and in 1 K.

ii. .39 we find Maachah described as the father of

\chish, who was king of Gath at the beginning of

Solomon's reign. It is not impossible that the same

Achish may be intended in both cases (Keil, Comm.
on 1 K. ii. 39), and Maoch and Maachah would then

be identical ; or Achish may have been a title, like

Abimelech and Pharaoh, which would still leave

Maoch and Maachah the same; "son" in either

case denoting descendant.

MA'ON (pyD: Ma&Sp, Moa;/; Alex. Macoj/

:

Maon), one of the cities of the tribe of Judah, in

the district of the mountains ; a member of the

same group which contains also the names of Car-

mel and Ziph (Josh. xv. 55). Its interest for us

lies in its connexion with David. It was in the

mitlbar or waste pasture-ground of Maon (A. V.
"wilderness") that he and his men were lurking

when the treachery of the Ziphites brought Saul

ujwn them, aixl they had the narrow escape of the

cliU'of ham-Machleiioth (1 Sam. xxiii. 24, 25). It

seems from these pa.ssages to have fonned part of a

larger district called " the Arabah" (A. V. ver. 24,
" plain "), which can hardly havebeen the depressed

locality round the Dead Sea usually known by that

name. To the north of it was another tract or spot

called " the Jeshimon," po.SFibly the dreary burnt-

up hills lying on the immediate west of the Dead
Sea. Close by was the hill or the clitf of Ilacilah,

and the midtxir itself probably extended over and
about the mountain (ver. 26), round which Saul

was pursuing his fugitives when the sudden alarm

of the Philistine incursion drew him ofl". Over the

j)astures of JIaon and Carmel ranged the three thou-

sand sheep and the thousand goats of Nabal (xxv.

c Lis;hl, TraveU in Egypt, &c., quoted by Stanley,

S.,t P.311.
' See the instructive and suggostive remarks of Pr.

VVolIf, on the points of correspondence between tlip

MAONITES, THE
2). Close adjoining was the midbar of Pai-an,

which the LXX. make identical with Maon. Jo-

sephus's version of the passage is curious—" a cer-

tain man of the Ziphites from the city Emma"
(^Ant. vi. 13, §6).

The name of Maon still exists all but unchanged
in the mouths of the Arab herdsmen and peasants

in the south of Palestine. Main is a lofty conical

hill, south of, and about 7 miles distant ti-om,

Hebron. To the north there is an extensive pros-

pect—on the one hand over the region bordering

the Dead Sea, on the other as far as Hebron.

Close in front is the lower eminence of Kurviid,

the ancient Cannel, no less intimately associated

with David's fortunes than Maon itself (Rob. i.

493, 494).

It is very much to be desired that some traveller

would take the trouble to see how the actual lo-

cality of Main agrees with the minute indications

of the narrative cited above. See also HaCIIILAH.

In the genealogical records of the tribe of Judah
in 1 Chronicles, Maon appears as a descendant of

Hebron, through Kekem and Shammai, and in its

turn the " father" or colonizer of Beth-zur (ii. 45).

Hebron is of course the well-known metropolis of

the southern country, and Beth-zur h.as been iden-

tified in Beit-sur, 4 miles north of Hebron, and
therefore about 1 1 from Main.

It should not however be overlooked that in the

original the name of Maon is identical with that of

the Mehuuim, and it is quite possible that before

the conquest it may have been one of their towns,

just as in the more central districts of Palestine

there were places which preserved the memory of

the Avites, the Zemarites, the Ammonites, and

other tribes who originally founded them. [Ben-
jamin, vol. i. 1886.] [G.]

MA'ONITES, THE (|ij;D, t. e. Maon, with-

out the article : Vla^iafj. in both MSS. : Channan),

a people mentioned in one of the addresses of Jeho-

vah to the repentant Israelites, as having at some

former time molested them :
" the Zidonians also,

and Amalek, and Maon did oppress you, and ye

died to me, ;md I delivered you out of their hand"
(Judg. x. 12). The name agrees with that of a

people residing in the desert far south of Palestine,

elsewhere in "the A. V. called Meiiunim; but, as

no invasion of Isiael by this people is related before

the date of the passage in question, various ex-

planations and conjectures have been ofiered. The
reading of the LXX.—" Midian "—is remarkable as

being found in both the great MSS., and having on

that account a strong claim to be considered as the

reading of the ancient Hebrew text. Ewald (Gesch.

i. 322 »io<e) appears to incline to this, which has

also in its favour, that, if it be not genuine, Midian

—whose ravages were then surely too recent to be for-

gotten—is omitted altogether from the enumeration.

Still it is remarkable that no variation has hithei'to

been found in the Hebrew MSS. of this vei-se.

Jfichaelis (Bihelfiir Uiy/elchrte ; and Siipplem. No.

1437), on the other hand, accepts the current reading,

and explains the difficulty by assuming that Maon is

included among the Bene-Kedem, or " children of

the East," named in vi. 3 : leaving, however, the

equal difficulty of the omi.ssion of Israel's great foe.

Midian, unnoticed. The rea.son which would lead

ancient Prophets and the modern Dervishes (TYoi-eJ*, Ac,

1. 483; also 329, 531); and St-inley's Kast. Church, .S97.

" Rp'.on. Observations (Paris, 15S8\ quoted by I'ozy,

hiclionnaire, &c., p. 54.
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us to accejit Widian would lead us to rejoct the read-

ing of the Syiiac Peshito—" Amnion,"—the Bene-

Ammon ha\nng been already named. "Cmiaan"
was probably a conjecture of Jerome's. [Mehu-
NIMS.]

A trace of the residence of the Maonites in the

south of Palestine is perhaps e.xtant in MaoN, now
Main, the city of Judah so well known in con-

nexion with David. [G.]

MA'EA (N"l?3, or, according to the correction

of the Kri, ITlJOj, the name which Naomi adopted

in the exclamation forced fiom her by the recogni-

tion of her fellow-citizens at Bethlehem (Ruth i. 20),
" Call me not Naomi (pleasant), but call me Mara
(^bitter), for Shaddai hath dealt-very-bitterly (ha-

mer) with me." The LXX. have preserved the

play .... TTiKpau, 8ti iTriKpdvdri .... (3 'iKavSs
;

though hardly as well as Jerome, " Vacate me Mara
{hoc est amaram) quia amaritudine me replevit

Omiipotens." Marah is often assumed to have

been the origin of the name IMary, but inaccurately,

for Mar}'—in the N. T. ]\Iariam—is merely a cor-

ruption of Mtriam (see that article). [G.]

MA'RAH (mo : Mepf)d, TliKpia, IltKpiai :

Mara), a place which lay in the wilderness of

Shur or Etham, three days' joui-ney distant (Ex.

XV. 22-24, Num. xxxiii. 8) from the place at which

the Israelites crossed the Red iSea, and where was a

spring of bitter water, sweetened subsequently by

the casting in of a tree which " the Loid showed "

to Moses. It has been suggested (Burckhardt,

Syria, 474) that Jloses made use of the berries of

the plant GhurkUd,'' and which still it is implied

would be found similarly to operate. Kobiiison,

however (i. 67), could not find that this or any tree

was now known b}' the Arabs to possess such pro-

perties ; nor would those berries, he says, have been

found so early in the season as the time when the

Israelites reached the region. It may be added

that, had any such resource ever existed, its eminent

usefulness to the supply of human wants would

hardly have let it perish from the traditions of the

desert. Further, the expression " the Lord shewed"

seems surely to imply the mii'aculous character

of the transaction. As regards the identity of

Marah with any modern site, all travellers appear

to look out for water which is bitter at this day,

whereas if miraculous, the effect would surely have

been permanent, as it clearly is intended to be in

2 K. ii. 21. On this supposition, however, How-
arah, dist^nt 16^ hours (Rob. B. R., i. (37) from

Atjotm Mousa, has been by Kobinson, as also by

Burckhardt (April 27, 1816), Schubert (274), and

Wellsted, identified with it, apparently because it

is the bitterest water in the neighbourhood. Winer

says (s. V.) that a still bitterer well lies e;ist of

Marah, the claims of which Tischendorf, it appears,

has supported. Lepsiiis prefers \VaJ>/ Ghurundel.

Prof. Stanley thinks that the claim may be left be-

tween this and Hownrtth, but adds in a note a men-

tion of a spring south of Howarah, " so bitter that

neither men nor camels could drink it," of which
" Dr. Graul (vol. ii. p. 254) was told." The A>/oitn

Mvtisa, "wells of Moses," which local tradition

assigns to Marah, are manifestly too close to the

head of the gulf, and probable .spot of crossing it,
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to suit the disUmce of " three days' journey." The
soil of this region is described as being alternately

gravelly, stony, and sandy ; under the range of the

Gebel Warden chalk and flints are plentiful, and

on the direct line of route between Ayoun Mousa
and Howarah no water is found (Kobinson, i. 67).

[H. H.]

MAR'ALAH (nPnO : VlayiXU; Alex. Mo-

piXa: Marala), one of the landmarks on the

boundary of the tribe of Zebulun (Josh. xix. 11),
which, with most of the places accompanying it, is

unfortunately hitherto unknown. Keil {Josua, ad
loc.) infers, though on the slightest gi-ounds, that it

was somewhere on the ridge of Carmel. [G.]

MARAN'ATHA (Mopaya0o), an expression

used by St. Paul at the conclusion of his first Epistle

to the Corinthians (xvi. 22). It is a Grecised

form of the Aramaic words NJIX pO, " our Lord

cometh." In the A. V. it is combined with the

preceding " anathema ;
" but this is unnecessary

;

at all events it can only be regarded as adding
emphasis to the previous adjuiation. It rather

appears to be added " as a weighty watchword " to

impress upon the disciples the impoilant truth that

the Lord was at hand, and that they should be ready

to meet Him (Alford, Gr. Test, in loc). If, on the

other hand, the phrase be taken to mean, as it may,
" Our Lord has come," then the connection is,

" the curse will remain, for the Lord has come
who will take vengeance on those who reject Him."
Thus the name " Maronite " is explained by a tra-

dition that the Jews, in expectation of a Messiah,

were constantly saying Maran, i.e. Lord ; to which
the Christians an.swered Maran atha, the Lord is

come, why do you still expect Him? (Stanley,

Corinthians, ad loc). [W. L. B.j

MARBLE." Like the Greek ndp/xapos. No. 1

(see foot-note), the geneiic term for marble may pro-

bably be taken to mean almost any shining stone.

The so-called marble of Solomon's architectural

works, which Josephus calls \i6os XevK6s, may
thus have been limestone—(a) from near Jerusalem

;

{b) from Lebanon (Jura limestone), identical with
the material of the Sun Temple at Baal bee; or (c)

white marble from Arabia o'- elsewhere (Joseph.
Ant. viii. 3, §2 ; Diod. Sic. ii. ,52 : Plin. Jf. iV. xxxvi.

12 ; Jamieson, Mineralogi/, 41 ; L'aumcr, Pal. 28
;

Volney, Trav. ii. 241 ; Kitto, Fhys. Geogr. of Pal.
73, 88 ; Piobinson, ii. 493, ill. 508 ; Stanley, S. fy P.
307, 424 ; Wellsted, Trav. i. 426, ii. 143). That
this stone was not marble seems probable from
the remark of Josephus, that whereas Solomon con-
structed his buildings of " white stone," he caused
the roads which led to Jerusalem to be made of
" black stone," probably the black basalt of
the Huuran ; and also from his account of the
porticoes of Herod's temple, which he says were
HOvoXidoi \fVK0Tr)T7]s jxapfiapov {iose'ph. Ant. I.e.,

and B. J. v. 5, §1, 6; Kitto, pp. 74, 75,80,

• Robinson savs (i. 26), " peganum retusum," Forsk.,

Flora Aeg. Arab. p. Ixvi. More correcily, "' .\itraria In-

•Jentata" of Desfontaincs, Flora Allant. i. 372.

' 1. ti>{J», or t*;>^ ; niptos, Haptvos AWos; marmor

Parium; from
t^'.'lEj!, to shine (Ges. 1384). 2. fliriD.

from "iriD. to travel round, either a stone ustd in

tessellated paveraent*, or one with dreular spots (Ges.

947). 3. "1^ ; TTivvivo^ Ai'fio! ; probably a slime with

pearly appearance, like alabaster (Ges. 355). 4. 13113
;

(TiJiOipaySirrii kiOoi ; lapis smara^diniu (Ges. 182). The
three List words used only in Kslh. i. 6. 5. ^dpinapoi;

marmor (Kov. xviil. 12').
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89). but wlietlier the " costly stone " emploj-ed

iu Solomon's buildings was mai'ble or not, it seems

clear from the expressions both of Scripture and

Josophus, that some at least of the "great stones,"

whose weight can scarcely have been less than 40
tons, must have come from Lebanon (1 K. v. 14-18,

vii. 10 ; Joseph. Ant. viii. 2, §9).

There can be no doubt that Herod, both in the

Temple and elsewhere, employed Parian or other

marble. Remains of marble columns still exist in

abundance at Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant. xv. 9, §4, 6,

iuid 11, §3, 5; Williams, Holy City, ii. 330;
Sandys, 190 ; Robinson, i. 301, 305).

The marble pillars and tesserae of vaiious colours

of the palace at Susa came doubtless from Persia

itself, where marble of various colours is found,

especially in the proWnce of Hamadan, Susiana.

(Esth. i". 6; Mai-co Polo, Travels, 78, ed. Bohn

;

Chardin, Voy. iii. 280, 308, 358, and viii. 253

;

P. della Valle, Viaggi, ii. 250; Winer, s. v.

" Marmor.") [H. W. P.]

MARCHESHVAN. [Months.]

MAR'CUS {MdpKos : Marcus). The Evangelist

Mark, who w;is cousin to Barnabas (Col. iv. 10),

and the companion and fellow-labourer of the

;spostles Paul (Philem. 24) and Peter (1 Pet. v. 13).

[Mark.]

MARDOCHE'US {Mapdoxa7os : Mardo-
chacus). 1. MORDECAi, the xmcle of Esther, in

the apocryphal additions (Esth. x. 1, xi. 2, 12, xii.

l-«, xvi. 13; 2 Mace. xv. 36). The 14th of the

month Adar, on which the feast of Purim was
celebrated, is called iu the last passage "Mar-
docheus' day " (ji "iHapBoxaXK.^ T]fi4pa ; Mar-
dochaei dies).

2. {Mardocheus) = Mordecai, who returned

with Zerubbabel and Joshua (1 Esdr. v. 8 ; comp.
Ezr. ii. 2).

MARE'SHAH (HK^^IO, in Josh, only ; else-

where in the shorter form of HK'^O : BaOrjffdp,

T^v Map(i(rdv ; Alex. Mapriffa : Maresd), one of

the cities of Judah in the district of the Shefelah

or low country; named in the same gi-oup with
Keilaii and Nezib (Josh. xv. 44). If we may
so interpret the notices of the 1 Chronicles (see

below), Hebron itself w;is colonized from Mai-e-

shah. It was one of the cities fortified and gar-

risoned by Rehoboam after the rupture with the

northern kingdom ('2 Chr. xi. 8). The natural

inference is, that it commanded some pass or

position of approach, an inference which is sup-

ported by the fact that it is named as the point

to which the enormous hoi-do of Zerah the Cushite

reached in his invasion of Judaea, before he was
met and repulsed by Asa (2 Chr. xiv. 9). A ra-

vine (ver. 10; Oe: A. V. "valley") bearing the

name of Zephathah was near. In the rout which
followed the encounter, the flying Cushites were
pursued to the Bedouin station of Gerar (ver. 14,

15).

Mareshah is mentioned once or twice in the his-

tory of the Maccabaean struggles. Judas probably

IKVsseil through it on his way from Hebion to avenge

the defeat of Joseph and Azarias (1 Mace. v. 60,

The reading of the LXX, and A. V. is Samaria
;

" Bri\jamin of Tiidola (Ashcr, i.ll) Identifies Mareeboh
witli " Belt Gabrin." rarcbi, with unusual inaccuracy,

would place it in the mountains liast of Jaffa.

MARESHAH
but Josephus, Ant. xii. 8, §6, has Marissa, and the

])osition is exactly suitable, which thfat of Samaria
is not. The same exchange, but reversed, will be

found in 2 Mace. xii. 35.)

A few days later it afforded a refuge to Gorgias
when severely wounded in the attack of Dosi-

theus (2 Mace. xii. 35 ; here, as just remarked,
the Syriac version would substitute Samaria,—

a

change quite imallowable). Its subsequent fortunes

were bad enough, but hardly worse than might be

expected ibr a place which lay as it were at the

junction of two cross-roads, north and south, east

and west, each the constant thoroughfare of armies.

It was burnt by Judas in his Idumaean war, in

passing from Hebron to Azotus (^Ant. xii. 8, §6).
About the year 110 B.C. it was taken from the

Idumaeans by John HjTcanus. Some ibrty years

after, about u.C. 63, its restoration was decreed by
the clement Pompey (Ant. xiv. 4, §4), though it

appears not to have been really reinstated till later

(xiv. 5, §3). But it was only rebuilt to become
again a victim (B.C. 39), this time to the Parthians,

who plundered and destroyed it in their rage at not

finding iu Jerusalem the treasure they anticipated

{A}it.\iv. 13, §9; B. J. i. 13, §9). It was in

ruins in the 4th centuiy, when Eusebius and Je-

rome describe it as in the second mile from Eleuthe-

ropolis. S.S.W. of Beit-jihrin—in all probability

Eleutheropolis—and a little over a Roman mile

therefrom, is a site called Marash, which is veiy

possibly the representative of the ancient Mare-
shah. It is described by the indefatigable Tobler

{Drittc Wand. 129, 142) as lying on a gently

swelling hill leading down from the momitiiins to

the great western plain, from which it is but half

an hour distant. The ruins are not exiensive, and

Dr. Robinson, to whom their discovery is due,» has

ingeniously conjectured (on grounds lor which the

reader is referred to B. Ii. ii. 67, 68) that the ma-
terials were employed in building the neighbouring

Eleutheropolis.

On two other occasions Mareshah comes forward

in the 0. T. It was the native place of Eliezer

ben-Dodavah, a prophet who predicted the destruc-

tion of the ships which king Jehoshaphat had built

in conjunction with Ahaziah of Israel (2 Chr.

XX. 37). It is included by the prophet Micali

among the towns of the low country which he

attempts to rouse to a sense of the dangers their

misconduct is bringing upon them (Mic. i. 15).

Like the rest, the apostrophe to Mareshah is a

play on the name : " 1 will bring your heir

{yoresh) to you, oh city of inheritance" {Mare-

shah). The following verse (16) shows that the

inhabitants had adopted the heathen and forbidden

custom of cutting off the back hair as a sign of

mourning.

2. (Mopewra) Father of Hebron, and appa-

lently a son or descendant of Caleb the brothei

of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 42), who derived his de-

ent from Judah through Pharez. " The sons of

Caleb were . . . Mesha, the father of Ziph, and the

sons of Maresha father of Hebron." It is difficult

not to suppose that Mesha may have been a

transcriber's variation for Maresha, especially as the

text of the LXX.—both MSS.—actually stands so.

It is however only a probable conjecture. The

names in these lists are many of them no doubt

those not of persons but of towns, and whether

Mesha and Maieshah be identical or not, a close

relationship is equally denoted between the towns

f Hebron and Mareshah. But
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3. (Maix"i -^'''-'^- MafJTjiro) iu 1 Chr. iv. 21

we find ]\Iaieshah again named as deiivinc; its

origin from Shelaii, the thiid son of Judah,

through Laadah. Whether this Maresliah be a man
or a place, identical with or distinct from the last-

mentioned, it is impossible to detennine. [C]

MAR'IMOTH (Marinioth). The same as Me-
RAIOTII the priest, one of the ancestors of Ezra

(2 Esdr. i. 2 ; comp. Ezr. vii. 3). He is also called

Mkrkmoth (1 Esdr. viii. 2).

MA'RISA (Mapio-a : JIaresa), the Greek forai

of the name JIaresiiah, occurring 2 Mace. xii. 'M>

only. [G.]

]MARK (Map/cos: Marcus). Mark the Evan-

gelist is probably the same as " John whose surname
was Mark" (Acts xii. 12, 25). Grotius indeed main-

tains tlie contrary, on the ground that the earliest

historical writers nowhere call the Evangelist by

the name of John, and that they always desciibe

him as the companion of Peter and not of Paul.

But John was the Jewish name, and Mark, a name
of frequent use amongst the Romans, was adopted

afterwards, and gradually supei-seded the other.

The places in the N. T. enable us to trace the

process. The John Mark of Acts xii. 12, 25, and

the John of Acts xiii. 5, 13, becomes JIark only in

Acts XV. 39, Col. iv. 10, 2 Tim. iv. 11, Philem.

24. The change of John to Mark is analogous

to that of Saul to Paul ; and we cannot doubt

that the disuse of the Jewish name in favour of

the other is intentional, and has reference to

the putting away of his former life, and entrance

upon a new ministry. No inconsistency arises

from the accounts of his ministering to two
Apostles. The desertion of Paul (Acts xiii. 13)
may have been prompted partly by a wish to

rejoin Peter and the Apostles engaged in pleaching

in Palestine (Benson; see Kuinoel's note), though

partly from a disinclination to a perilous and

doubtful journey. There is nothing strange iu

the character of a waraa impulsive young man,
drawn almost equally towards the two gieat

teachers of the faith, Paul and Peter. Had mere
cowardice been the cause of his withdrawal,

Barnabas would not so soon after have chosen

him for another joumey, nor would he have

accepted the clioice.

John Mark was the son of a certain Mary, who
dwelt at Jerusalem, and was therefore probably born

in that city (Acts xii. 12). He was the cousin (av€-

\l/i6s) of Barnabas (Col. iv. 10). It was to Mary's

house, as to a familiar haunt, that Peter came after

his deliverance from prison (Acts xii. 12), and there

found "many gathered together praying;" and

probably .John Jlaik was converted by Peter from

meeting him in his mother's house, for he speaks

of "Marcus my son" (1 Pet. v. 13). This natural

link of connexion between the two passages is broken

by the supposition of two Marks, which is on all

accounts improbable. The theory that he was one

of the seventy disciples is without any wairant.

Another theory, that an event of the night of our

Lord's betrayal, related by JIark alone, is one that

befell himself (Olshausen, Lange), must not be so

promptly dismissed. " Theie followed Him a cer-

t;»in young man, having a linen cloth cast about his

naked body ; and the young men laid hold on him

:

and he left the linen cloth, and fled from them
naked" (Maik xiv. 51, 52). The det^iil of facts is

remarkably minute, the name only is wanting. Tlie

most probable view is that St. Mark suppressed his
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own name, whilst telling a story which he had the

best means of knowing. Awakened out of sleep,

or just preparing for it, in some house iu the valley

of kedrou, he comes out to see the seizure of the

betrayed Teacher, known to him and in some de-

gree beloved already. He is so deeply interested

in His fate that he follows Him even in his thin

linen robe. His demeanour is such that some of

the crowd are about to anest him ; then, " fear

overcoming shame " (Bengel), he leaves his gaiTnent

in their hands and flees. We can only say that if

the name of Mark is supplied tlie nanative receives

its most probable explanation. John (i. 40, xix.

26^ introduces himself in this unobtrusive way,

and perhaps Luke the same (xxiv. 18). Mary the

mother of Mark seems to ha\-e been a person of

some means and influence, and her house a lallying

point for Christians in those dangerous days. Her

son, already au inquirer, would soon become more.

Anxious to work for Christ, he went with Paul and

Barnabas as their " minister " {virriperris) on their

firet journey ; but at Perga, as we have seen above,

turned back (Acts xii. 25, xiii. 13). On the second

journey Paul would not accept him again as a com-

panion, but Barnabas his kinsman was more in-

dulgent; and thus he became the cause of the

memorable " sharp contention " between them (Acts

XV. 36-40). Whatever was the cause of Jlark's

vacillation, it did not separate him for ever from

Paul, for we find him by the side of that Apostle

in his first imprisonment at Rome (Col. iv. 10;
Philem. 24). In the former place a possible journey

of Mark to Asia is spoken of. Somewhat later he

is with Peter at Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13). Some
consider Babylon to be a name here given to Rome
in a mystical sense ; surely without reason, since

the date of a letter is not the place to look for a

figure of speech. Of the causes of this visit to

Babylon there is no evidence. It maj' be conjec-

tured that he made the journey to Asia Minor
(Col. iv. 10), and thence went on to join Peter at

Babylon. On his return to Asia he seems to have

been with Timothy at Ephesus when Paul wrote

to him during his second imprisonment, and Paul
was anxious tor his retiu-n to Rome (2 Tim. iv.

11).

When we desert Scripture we find the facts

doubtful and even inconsistent. If Papias be trusted

(quoted in Eusebius, If. E. iii. 39), Mark never

was a disciple of our Lord ; which he probably

infers fiom 1 Pet. v. 13. Epiphanius, on the other

hand, willing to do honour to the Evangelist, adopts

the tradition that he was one of the seventy-two

disciples, who turned back from our Lord at tlie

hard saying in John vi. {Cont. Haer. ii. 6, p. 457,
Dindorf's recent edition). The same had been said

of St. Luke. Nothing can be decided on this point.

The relation of Mark to Peter is of great import-

ance for our view of his Gospel. Ancient writers

with one consent make the Evangelist the inter-

preter (ep/UTjj/ei/T^s) of the Apostle Peter (Papias

in Euseb. //. E. iii. 39 ; Irenaeus, Haer. iii. 1,

iii. 10, 6 ; Tertullian, c. Marc. iv. 5; Hieronymus,
ad Hedib. ix., &c.). Some explain this word to

mean tiiat the office of Mark was to translate into

the Greek tongue the Aramaic discoui-ses of the

Apostle (Eichhorn, Bertholdt, &c.) ; whilst othei-s

adoi)t the more ])robable view that Mark wrote a

Gosi>el which conformed more exactly than the

othere to Peter's preaching, and thus " interpreted
"

it to the church at large (V'aiesius, Alfoi-d, Lange,

Fritasche, Meyer, &c.). The passage from Eusebius
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favours the latter view; it is a quotatiou from

Papias. " This also [John] the elder said :— ftlark,

being the interpreter of Peter, wiote down exactly

whatever things he remembered, but yet not in the

order in which Christ either spoke or did them
;

for he was neither a hearer nor a follower of the

Lord's, but he was afterwards, its I [Pajiias] said,

a follower of Peter." The words in italics refei- to

the word interpreter above, and the passage de-

scribes a disciple writing down what his master
preached, and not an interpreter orally translating

liis words. This tradition will be further examined
bdow. [Mark, Gospel of.] The report that

Mark was the companion of Peter at Rome is no
doubt of great antiquity. Clement of Alexandria

is quoted by Eusebius as giving it for " a tradition

which he had received of the eldeis from the Hrst"
{TrapaSoffiv ruv wtKaOev irpecr&vTfpoiiv, Eusebius,

//. £. vi. 14 ; Clem. Alex. Jlyp. 6). But the force

of this is invalidated by the suspicion that it rests

on a misunderstanding of 1 Pet. v. 13, Babylon
being wrongly taken for a typical name of Rome
(Euseb. H. E. ii. 15 ; Hieron. De Vir. ill. 8). Sent

on a mission to Egypt by Peter (Epiphanius, Ilacr.

li. 6, p. 457, Dindorf ; Euseb. H. E. ii. 1(3), Mark
there founded the church of Alexandria (Hieron.

De Vir. ill. 8), and preached in various places

(Niceph. H. E. ii. 43), then returned to Alexandria,

of which church he wa.s bishop, and suHered a
martyr's death (Niceph. ibid., and Hieron. De Vir.

ill. 8). But none of these later details rest on
sound authority. (Sources:—The works on the

(iospels referred to under Luke and Gospels ; also

Fiitzsche, InMarcuin, Leipzig, 1830 ; Lange, Bibel-

icerk, part ii., &c.) [\V. T.]

MAKK, GOSPEL OF. The characteristics

of this Gospel, the shortest of the four inspired

records, will appear from the discussion of the

various questions that have been raised about it.

L Sources of this Gospel.—The tradition that it

gives the teaching of Peter, rather than of the rest

of the Apostles, has been alluded to above. The
witness of John the Presbyter, quoted by Eusebius

{H. E. iii. 39) through Papias, has been cited. [See

p. 235, 6.] Irenaeus calls Mark " inteipres et sec-

tator Petri," and cites the opening and tlie concluding

words of the Gospel as we now possess them (iii.

X. 6). He also alludes to a sect (the Cerinthians?)

who hold " impassibilem perseverasse Christum,
passum vero Jesum," and who prefer the Gospel of

St. Mark to the rest (iii. xi. 7). Eusebius says, on
the atithority of Clement of Alexandria, that the

heaieis of Peter at liome desired Mark, the follower

of Peter, to leave with them a record of his teaching

;

upon which Mark wrote his Gospel, which the

Apostle afterwards sanctioned with his authority,

and directed that it should be read in the Chuiches
(Eus. //. E. ii. 15). Elsewhere, quoting Clement
again, we have the same account, except that Peter

is there described as " neither hindering nor urging"
the undertaking {H. E. vi. 14). The apparent con-

tradiction has been conciliated by supposing that

Peter neither helped nor liindered the work before

it was completed, but gave his approval afterwards

(" licet fieri ipsum nou jusserit, tamen factum non
prohibuit," Uullinus : .see note of Valesius in loc.

Eus.). Tertullian (Cant. Marcionem, iv. 5) speaks

of the Gospel of Mark as being connected witli Peter,

" cujus interprcs Marcus," and so having apostolic

authority. Epiphanius says that, immediately after

St. Matthew, the task was laid on St. Mark, "the
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follower of St. Peter at Rome," of writing a Gospel
{Ilaer. Ii.). Hieronymus {De Vir. ill. 8) repeats the
story of Eusebius ; and again says that the Gospel
was written, " Petro narrante, et illo scribente"

(Ad Hedib. 2). If the evidence of the Apostle's

connexion with this Gospel rested wholly on these

passages, it would not be sufficient, since the wit-

nesses, though many in number, are not all inde-

pendent of each other, and there are marks, in the

former of the j)assages from Eusebius, of a wish to

enhance the authority of the Gospel by Peter's ap-

proval, whilst the latter passage does not allege the

same sanction. But there aie peculiarities in the

Gospel which are best explaineil by the supposition

that Peter in some way superintended its compo-
sition. Whilst there is hardly any part of its nar-

rative that is not common to it and some other

Gospel, in the manner of the narrative there is

often a marked character, which puts aside at once

the supposition that we have here a mere epitome

of Matthew and Luke. The picture of the same
events is far more vivid ; touches are introduced

such as could only be noted by a vigilant eye-

witness, and such .is make us almost eye-witnesses

of the Redeemer's doings. The most remarkable

case of this is the account of the demoniac in the

country of the Gadarenes, where the tblknving words
are peculiar to Mark: " And no man could bind him,
no not with chains : because that he had often been

bound with fetters and chains, and the chains had
been plucked asunder by him, and the fetters broken

in pieces : neither could any man tame him. And
always night and day he was in the mountains
crying and cutting himself with stones. But when
he saw Jesus afar o^, he ran," &c. Here we are

indebted for the picture of the fierce and hopeless

wanderer to the Evangelist whose work is the

briefest, and whose style is the least perfect. He
sometimes adds to the account of the othei-s a

notice of our Lord's look (iii. 34, viii. 33, x. 21,

X. 23) ; he dwells on human feelings and the tokens

of them ; on our Lord's pity for tlie leper, and His

strict charge not to publish the miiacle (i. 41, 44)

;

He " loved " the rich young man for his answers

(x. 21); He "looked round" with anger when
another occasion called it out (iii. 5); He groaned

in spirit (vii. 34, viii. 12). All these are peculiar

to Mark ; and they would be explained most readily

by the theory that one of the disciples most near to

Jesus had supplied them. To this must be added

that whilst Mark goes over the same ground for the

mo.st pait as the other Evangelists, and especially

Matthew, there are many facts thrown in which

prove that we are listcnuig to an independent witness.

Thus tlie humble origin of Peter is made known
through him (i. 16-20), and his connexion with

Capernaum (i. 29) ; he tells us that Levi was " the

son of Alphaeus" (ii. 14), that Peter was the name
given by oui- Lord to Simon (iii. 16), and Boanerges

a surname added by Him to the names of two others

(iii. 17); he assumes the existence of another body

of disciples wider than the Twelve (iii. 32, iv.

10, 36, viii. 34, liv. 51, 52): we owe to him
the name of Jairus (v. 22), the woi-d " carpenter"

applied to our Lord (vi. 3), the nation of the

" Syrophoenician " woman (vii. 26) ; he substitutes

Dalmanutha for the "Magdala" of Matthew (viii.

10) ; he names Bartimaeus (x. 46); he alone men-

tions that our Lord would not suffer any man to

carry any vessel through the Temple (xi. 16) ; and

that Simon of Cyrene was the father of Alexander

and Kufus (xv. 21). All these ai-e tokens of an 'u-
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dependent writur, diflerent from Matthew and Luke,

and in the absence of other traditions it is natural

to look to Peter. One might hope that much light

would be thrown on this question from the way in

which Peter is mentioned in the Gospel ; but the

evideuee is not so clear as might have been expected.

Peter is often mentioned without any special occa-

sion for it (i. P.6, V. ;i7, xi. 20-26, xiii. 8, xvi. 7)

;

but on the other hand there are passages fiom which

it might seem that the writer knew less of the great

Apostle. Thus in Matt. xv. 15 we have " Peter
;"

in the parallel place in Mark only ' the disciples."

The Apostle's walking on the sea is omitted : so the

blessing pronounced on him (Matt. xvi. 17-19), and

the promise made to all the Apostles in answer to

him (Matt. xix. 28). Peter was one of those who
were sent to prepare the Passover

;
yet Mark omits

his name. The word " bitterly " of Matthew and

Luke is omitted by Mark from the record of Peter's

repentance ; whilst the account of his denials is full

and circumstantial. It has been sought to account

for these omissions on the ground of humility ; but

some may think that this cannot be the clue to all

the places. But what we generalize from these

passages is, that the name Peter is peculiarly dealt

with, added here, and there withdrawn, which

would be explained if the writer had access to

special information about Peter. On the whole, in

spite of the doubtfulness of Eusebius' sources, and

the almost self-contradiction into which he falls, the

internal evidence inclines us to accept the account

that this inspired Gospel has some connexion with

St. Peter, and records more exactly the pi'eaching

which he, guided by the Spirit of God, uttered tor

the instruction of the world.

II. Eclation of Mark to Matthew and Luke—
The results of criticism as to the relation of the

three Gospels are somewhat humiliating. Up to

this day three views are maintained with equal

ardour: (a) that Mark's Gospel is the original

Gospel out of which the other two have been

developed ; (h) that it was a compilation from the

other two, and therefore was written last; and

(c) that it was copied from that of Matthew, and

forms a link of transition between the other two.

(a) Of the first view Thiersch may serve as the

expositor. " No one," he says, " will now venture

to call Mark a mere epitomizer of Matthew and

Luke. Were his Gospel an epitome of theirs, it

would bear the marks of the attempt to combine

in one the excellences of both ; else the labour of

epitome would have been without an object. But

the very opposite is the case. We miss the pecu-

liarities of Matthew and Luke. We find that

which is common to both. And therefore, were

Mark's Gospel a mere epitome of the others,- we

should have a third repetition of that which had

been already twice related, with so little additional

or more exact matter, that the intention iind con-

duct of the writer would remain a riddle. This

difficulty disappears, and a great step is made in

threading the labyrinth of the Gospel harmony,

when we see that Mark formed the basis of ^L1t-

thew and Luke. Where they follow him they

agi-ee. Where they do not, as in the history of

our Lord's childhood, in His discourses, and in

His appearances after His resurrection, they differ

widely, and each takes his own way" (Thiersch,

Church Histonj, p. 94, Carlyle's translation). But

the amount of independent narrative is too great,

in each of the others, to admit of their having

derived their Gospels from Mark ; and in the places
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which they have in common, each treats the events

in an independent way, and not as a copyist. Still

this opinion has been held by Herder, Storr, Wilke,

Weisse, Reuss, Ewald, and others. (6) The theory

that Mark's Gospel is a compilation and abridgment

of that of Matthew is maintained by Augustin,

and after him by Euthymius and Michaelis. The
facts on which it rests are clear enough. There

are in St. Mark only about three events which
St. Matthew does not "narrate (Mark i. 23, viii. 22,

xii. 41); and thus the matter of the two may be

regarded as almost the same. But the form in

St. Mark is, as we have seen, much briefer, and
the omissions are many and important. The ex-

planation is that Mark had the work of Matthew
before him, and only condensed it. But many
would make Mark a compiler from both the others

(Griesbach, De Wette, &c.), arguing from passages

where there is a curious resemblance to both (see

De Wette, Handhuch, §94a). (c) Lastly, the

theory that the Gospel before us forms a sort of

transition-link between the other two, standing

midway between the Judaic tendency of Matthew
and the Uuiversalist or Gentile Gospel of St. Luke,

need not trouble us much here [see above, p. 155].

An account of these views may be found iu Hil-

genfeld's Evamjelien. It is obvious that they

refute one another : the same internal evidence

suffices to prove that Mark is the first, and the

last, and the interaiediate. Let us return to the

facts, and, taught by these contradictions what is

j

the worth of " internal evidence," let us carry our

speculations no further than the facts. The Gospel

I

of Mark contains scarcely any events that are not

recited by the others. There are verbal coincidences

I

with each of the others, and sometimes peculiar

;
words from both meet together in the parallel place

in Mark. On the other hand, there are unmistake-

I

able marks of independence. He has passages pe-

culiar to himself (as iii. 20, 21, iv. 26-29, vii.

31-37, viii. 22-26, xi. 11-14, xiv. 51, 52, xvi.

9-11), and a peculiar fulness of detail where he

goes over the same ground as the others. The
beginning of his Gospel is peculiar ; so is the end.

I

Remarkable is the absence of passages quoted from
the Old Testament by the writer himself, who,
however, recites such passages when used by our

I

Lord. There are only two exceptions to this,

namely, the opening verses of the Gospel, where
Mai. iii. 1 and Is. xl. 3 are cited ; and a verse in

the account of the crucifixion (xv, 28), where he
quotes the words, " and He was numbered with the

transgressors" (Is. liii. 12); but this is rejected

by Alford and Tischendorf as spurious, inserted

here from Luke xxii. 37. After deducting these

exceptions, 23 quotations from or references to the

O. T. remain, in all of which it is either our Lord
Himself who is speaking, or some one addressing

Him.

j

The hypothesis which best meets these facts is,

i

that whilst the matter common to all three Evan-

j

gelists, or to two of them," is derived from the oral

teaching of the Apostles, which they had purposely

reduced to a common form, our Evangelist writes

as an independent witness to the truth, and not as

a compiler ; and that the tradition that the Go.spel

was written under the sanction of Peter, and its

matter iu some degree derived from him, is made
probable by the evident traces of an eye-witness in

" Mark has 39 sections common to all three ; 23 common
to him and Matthew ; and 18 common t<> him and Luke.
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many of the narratives. The omission and abridg-

ment of our Lord's discourses, mid the sparing use

of 0. T. quotations, might be accounted for by the

special destination of the fiospel, if we had surer

data for ascertaining it; but it was for Gentiles,

with whom illustrations from the 0. T. would

have less weight, and the purpose of the wi'iter

was to present a clear and vivid picture of the acts

of our Lord's human life, rather than a full record

of His divine doctrine. We may thankfully own
that, with little that is in substance peculiar to

himself, the Evangelist does occupy for us a distinct

position, and supply a definite want, in virtue of

these characteristics.

in. This Gospel written primarily for Gen-

tiles.—We have seen that the Evangelist scarcely

refers to the 0. T. in his own person. The word
Law {vSfJLOs) does not onue occur. The genealogy

of our Lord is likewise omitted. Other matters

interesting chiefly to the Jews are likewise omitted
;

such as the references to the 0. T. and Law in

Matt. xii. 5-7, the reflexions on the request of the

Scribes and Pharisees for a sign. Matt. .xii. 38-45;

the parable of the king's son, Matt. xxii. 1-14
; and

the awful denunciation of the Scribes and Pha-
risees, in Matt, xxiii. Explanations are given in

some places, which Jews could not require: thus,

Jordan is a "river" (Mark i. 5 ; Matt. iii. 6) ; the

Pharisees, &c. "used to fast" (Mark ii. 18 ; Matt.

ix. 14), and other customs of theirs are described

(Mark vii. 1-4 ; Matt. xv. 1, 2) ;
" the time of figs

was not yet," i. e. at the season of the Passover

(Mark xi. 13 ; Matt. .x.\i. 19) ; the Sadducees' worst

tenet is mentioned (Mark xii. 18); the Mount of

Olives is " over against the temple" (Mark xiii. 3
;

Matt. xxiv. 3) ; at the Passover men eat " unlea-

vened bread" (Mark xiv. 1, 12; Matt, xx^-i. 2,

17), and explanations are given which Jews would
not need (Mark xv. 6, 16, 42 ; Matt, xxvii. 15,

27, 57). Matter that might offend is omitted, as

Matt. X. 5, 0, vi. 7, 8. Passages, not always

peculiar to Mark, abound in his Gospel, in which
the antagonism between the pharisaic legal spirit

and the Gospel come out strongly (i. 22, ii. 19,

22, X. 5, viii. 15), which hold out hopes to the

heathen of admission to the kingdom of heaven even

without the Jews (xii. 9), and which put ritual

forms below the worship of the heart (ii. 18, iii. 1-5,

vii. 6-23). Mark alone preserves those words of

Jesus, " The sabbath was made for man, and not

man for the sabbath " (ii. 27). Whilst he omits the

invective against the Pharisees, he indicates by a

touch of his own how Jesus condemned them " with
anger" (iii. 5). When the Lord purges the Temple
of those that polluted it, He quotes a passage of

Isaiali (Ivi. 7) ; but Mark alone reports as part of

it the words " of all nations " (xi. 17). Mark alone

makes the Scribe admit that love is better than
sacrifices (xii. 33). From the general testimony

of these places, whatever may Ije objected to an
inference from one or other amongst them, there

is little doubt but that the Gospel was meant for

use in the first instance amongst Gentiles. But
the facts give no warrant for the dream that the

firet Evangelist represents the Judaic type of Chris-

tianity, and the third the Pauline ; and that Mark
occupies an intermediate position, marking the

transition from one to the other ! In St. Mark we
have the Gospel as it was preached to all the world,

and it is so presented as to suit the wants of Gen-
tiles. But there is not a trace of the wish, conscious

or unconscious, to a.ssist in any change of Christian
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belief or modes of thinking. In all things ii is a

calm history, not a polemical ple;iding.

IV. Time when the Gospel was written.— It w
be understood from what has been said, that i.

thing positive can be asserted ap to the time wIk :,

this Gospel was ^vl•itten. The ti-aditions are con-

tradictory. Irenaeus says that it was written alter

the death (e|o5o«', but Grabe would translat.

wrongly, departure from Pome) of the apo^t

Peter (Eusebius, H. E. v. 8) ; but we have m

above, that in other passages it is supposed to 1^

written during Peter's lifetime (Eus. II. E. vi. 14,

and ii. 15). In the Bible there is nothing to decide

the question. It is not likely that it dates before

the reference to Mark in the epistle to the Colos-

sians (iv. 10), whore he is only introduced as a
relative of Barnabas, as if this were his greatest

distinction ; and this epistle was written about

A.D. 62. If after coming to Asia Minor on Paul's

sending he went on and joined Peter at Babylon,

he may have then acquired, or rather completed,

that knowlaige of Peter's preaching, which tradi-

tion teaches us to look for in the Gospel, and of

which there is so much internal evidence ; and soon

after this the Gospel may have been composed.

On the other hand, it was written before the de-

struction of Jerusalem (xiii. 13, 24—30, 33, &c.).

Probably, therefore, it was written between A.D.

63 and 70. But nothing can be cei-tainly deter-

mined on this point.

V. Place u-here the Gospel was written.—The
place is as uncertain as the time. Clement, Euse-

bius, Jerome, and Epiphanius, pronounce for I\ome,

and many moderns take the same view. The Latin

expressions in the Gospel prove nothing ; for there

is little doubt that, wherever the Gospel was
written, the writer had been at Rome, and so knew
its language. Chrysostom thinks Alexandria ; but

this is not confiraied by other testimony.

VI. Lan{j\ui(je.—The Gospel was written in

Greek ; of this there can be no doubt if ancient

testimony is to weigh. Baronius indeed, on the

authority of an old Syriac translation, a.sserts that

Latin was the original language ; and some JISS.

refered to in Scholz {Greek Test. p. xxx.) repeat

the same ; but this arises no doubt from the belief

that it was written at Rome and for Gentiles. This

opinion and its gi'ounds Wahl has travestied by

supposing that the Gospel was written at Alex<-

andria in Coptic. A Latin Gospel written for the

use of Roman Christians would not have been

lost without any mention of it in an ancient

writer.

VII. Genuineness of the Gospel.—Schleiermacher

was the first perhaps to question that we have in

om- present Gospel that of which Papias speaks,

on the gi-ound that his words would apply to a

simpler and less orderly composition {Studicn u.

Kritiken, 1832). Accordingly the usual assump-

tion of a later editor is brought in, as in the case of

St. Luke's Gospel [see p. 155]. But the woids of

Papias require no such aid (Euseb. //. E. iii. 39),

nor would such authority be decisive if they did.

All ancient testimony makes Mark the author of a

certain Gospel, and that this is the Gospel which

has come down to us, there is not the least histo-

rical ground for doubting. Owing to the very few

sections peculiar to Mark, evidence fiom patristic

quotation is somewhat diflficult to produce. Justin

Martyr, however, quotes ch. ix. 44, 46, 48, xii. 30,

and iii. 17, and Irenaeus cites both the opening and

closing words (iii. 10. 6). An important testimony in
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any case, but doubly so from the doubt that has been

cist on the closing verses (xvi. 9-19). Concerning

these verses see Meyer's, Alford's, and Tischeudorfs

notes. The passage is rejected by the majority of

modern critics, on the testimony of MSS. and of old

writers and on the internal evidence of the diction.

Though it is probable that this section is from a

different hand, and was annexed to the Gospel soon

after the time of the Apostles, it must be remem-
bered that it is found in three of the four great uncial

MSS. (A.CD), and is quoted without any question

by Ii-enaeus. Among late critics Olshausen still

pronounces for its genuineness. With the exception

of these few verees the genuineness of the Gospel

is placed above the reach of reasonable doubt.

VIII. Style and Diction.—The purpose of the

Evangelist seems to be to place before us a vivid

picture of the earthly acts of Jesus. The style is

peculiarly suitable to this. He uses the present

tense instead of the narrative aorist, almost in every

chapter. The word fiiOeojs, " straightway," is used

by St. Mark forty-one times. The fiist person is

preferred to the third (iv. 39, v. 8, 9, 12, vi. 2,

3, ol , 33, is. 25, 33, xii. 6). Precise and minute

details as to persons, places, and numbers, abound

in the narrative. All these tend to give force and

vividness to the picture of the human life of our

Lord. On the other side, the facts are not very

exactly arranged ; they are often connected by
nothing more definite than koI and iraKiu. Its

conciseness sometimes makes this Gospel more
obscure than the others (i. 13, ix. 5, 6, iv.

10-34).

Many peculiarities of diction may be noticed

;

amongst them the following:— 1. Hebrew (Ara-

maic) woi-ds are used, but explained for Gentile

readers (iii. 17, 22, v. 41, vii. 11, 34, ix. 43, x.

46, xiv. 36, XV. 22, 34). 2. Latin words are very

frequent, as Btjvapiov, \iyediv, aireKovXdrwp, Kev-

Tvpioiv, Krivaos, KoSpdvTrjs, (ppayyeWSw, irpai-

rdpiou, le'cTTrjs. 3. Unusual words or phrases

are found here
;
as i^dirLua, ix. 8 ; ivKTwrpix^^^i

ix. 2o
; vovv^X'^^i ^''' '^"^

'i

fdpSos TriffriKri, xiv.

3; efftKeo), xv. 4t3
;

^r/)i€, i. 34, xi. 16; irpoffKap-

Tepelu (of a thing), iii, 9 ; iwl rh TTpoffKi(p6.\aiov

KadevSaii/, iv. 38 ; irpoeKa^e /ivpiaai, xiv. 8. 4.

Diminutives are frequent. 5. The substantive is

often repeated instead of the pronoun ; as (to cite

from ch. ii. only) ii. 10, 18, 20, 22, 27, 28.

6. Negatives are accumulated for the sake of em-
phasis (vii. 12, i.T. 8, xii. 34, xv. 5, i. 44 (ou/ceVt

oil n^, xiv. 2.'), &c., &c.). 7. Words are otten

added to adverbs for the sake of eni])hasis ; as Tore

4v fKiiuri TTJ VH-^pf, ii- 20 ; SiaTravrhs vvKrhs

Kol Tififpas, v. 5 ; evdeas /xerci (rirovSrjs, vi. 25

also vii. 21, viii. 4, x. 20, xiii. 29, xiv. 30, 43

8. The same idea is often repeated under an^

other expression, as i. 42, ii. 25, viii. 15, xiv.

68, &c. 9. And sometimes the repetition is

ert'ected by means of the opposite, as in i. 22, 44,

•ind many other places. 10. Sometimes emphasis

is given by simple reiteration, as in ii. 15, 19.

11. The elliptic use of Iva, like that of Sirus in

classical writers, is found, v. 23. 12. The word

iirtpoirav is used twenty-five times in this Gospel.

1 3. Instead of (rvfiPovXtof \afi.0dveiv of Matt.

Mark has (Tvh^ovMov iroie7y, iii. 6, xv. 1. 13.

Theie are many words peculiar to JLark ; thus

&\a\os, vii. 37, ix. 17, 25 ; iKda^L&uaOai, ix.

15, xiv. 33, xvi. 5, 6 ; (uayKaKiC^aOai, ix. 36, x.

1<>
; KfVTvpiaiu, XV. 39, 44, 45; TrpoiJ.epifii.vav, xiii.

1 1 ; TooffTrooeueffflai, x. 35 ; (TriK^fiv, ix. 3

;
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(TTOL^ds, xi. 8; (rvv6\i0fiv, v. 24, 31 ; aKwKr\^

ix. 44, 46, 48 ; iraiddeiv, ix. 21 ; fffjLvpvi^w,

-xv. 23.

The diction of St. Mark presents the difficulty

that whilst it abounds in Latin words, and in

expressions that recall Latin equivalents, it is still

much more akin to the Hebraistic diction of St.

Matthew than to the purer style of St. Luke.

IX. Quotations from the Old Testament.— The

following list of references (o the Old Testament is

nearly or quite complete :—

Mark i. 2. Mai. iii. 1.

„ 3. Is. xl. 3.

„ 44. Lev. xiv. 2.

ii. 25. 1 Sam. xxi. 6.

iv. 12. Is. vi. 10.

vii. 6. Is. xxix. 13.

„ 10. Kx. XX. 12, xxi. 17.

ix. 44. Is. Ixvi. 24.

X. 4. Deut. xxiv. 1.

„ 7. Gen. ii. 24.

„ 19. Ex. XX. 12-n.
.\i. 17. Is. Ivi. 7; Jer. vii. 11.

xii. 10. Ps. cxvlii. 22.

„ 19. Deut. XXV. 5.

„ 20. Ex. iii. 6.

„ 29. Deut. vi. 4.

„ 31. Lev. xlx. 18.

„ 36. Ps. ex. 1.

xiii. 14. Dan. ix. 27.

„ 24. Is. xiii. 10.

xiv. 27. Zech. xiii. 7.

„ 62. Dan. vii. 13.

XV. 28(?)Is. liii. 12.

„ 34. Ps. xxii. 1.

X. Contents of the Gospel.—Though this Gospel

has little historical matter which is not shared

with some other, it would be a great en-or to

suppose that the voice of Mark could have been

silenced without injury to the divine harmony.
The minute painting of the scenes in which the

Lord took part, the fresh and lively mode of the

narration, the very absence of the precious dis-

courses of Jesus, which, interposed between His

deeds, would liave delayed the action, all give to

this Gospel a character of its own. It is the his-

tory of the war of Jesus against sin and evil in the

world during the time that He dwelt as a Man
among men. Its motto might well be, as Lange
ol)serves, those words of Peter : " How God anointed

Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with

power; who went about doing good, and healing

all that were oppressed of the devil ; for God was
with Him " (Acts x. 38). It developes a series of

acts of this conflict, broken by times of rest and
refreshing, in the wilderness or on the mountain.

It records the exploits of the Son of God in the

war against Satan, and the retirement in which
after each He returned to commune with Hi.s

Fathei-, and bring back fresh strength for new
encounters. Thus the passage from ii. 1 to iii. 6

describes His first conflict with the Pharisees, and
it ends in a conspiracy of Pharisees and Herodians

for His destruction, before which He retires to the

sea (iii. 7). The passage from iii. 13 to vi. 6

contains the account of his conflict with the un-
belief of His own countrymen, ending with those

remarkable words, " And He could there do no

mighty work, save that He laid His hands upon a

few sick folk and healed them :" then, consti-ained

(so to speak) in His working by their resistance.

He retiied for that time from the straggle, and
" went round about the villages teaching " (vi. 6).
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The principal diviBions in the Gospel are those :

—

1. John the Baptist and Jesus (i. 1-13). 2. Acts

of Jesus in Galilee (i. 14-ix. 50). 3. Teaching in

Pei-aea, wheie the spirit of the new kinj^dom of

the Gospel is brought out (x. 1-34). 4. Teaching,

trials, and sufl'eriugs in Jerusalem. Jesus revealing

Himself as Founder of the new kingdom (x. 35-

XV. 47). 5. Resurrection (xvi.).

Sources.—The works quoted under Luke, and

besides them, Davidson, Introduction to N. T.

^Bagster, 1848); Lange, Bibelwerk, part ii., and

LebenJesH ; Fritzsche on St. Mark (Leipzig, 1830)

;

K'uhn, Lcben Jesii, vol. i. (Mainz, 1838); and

Sepp, Lehen Jesu (1843-6). [W. T.]

MAR'MOTH {Vlapixwdi ; Alex. MapfxaOi :

Miirijivdh) = Merejioth the priest, the son of

Uriah (1 Esdr. viii. 62 ; comp. Ezr. viii. 33).

MAR'OTH (Di-lO : hZivr, in both MSS. : and

SI) also Jerome, in Amaritudinibus), one of the

towns of the western lowland of Judah whose

names are alluded to or playeil upon by the prophet

Micah iu the warning with which his prophecy

opens (i. 12). The allusion turns on the significa-

tion of JIaroth—" bitternesses." It is not else-

where mentioned, nor has the name been encoun-

tered by travellers. Schwarz's conjecture (107) that

it is a contraction of Maarath is not very happy, as

the latter contains the letter ain, v/hich but very

rarely disappears under any process to which words

are subjected. [G.]

MARRIAGE. The topics which this subject

presents to our consideration in connexion with

Biblical literature may be most conveniently ar-

langed under the following five heads:

—

L Its origin and history.

II. The conditions under which it could be

legally eJleoted.

III. The modes by which it was effected.

IV. The social and domestic relations of married

life.

V. The typical and allegorical references to

marriage.

I. The institution of marriage is founded on

the requirements of man's nature, and dates from

the time of his original creation. It may be said

to have been oidained by God, in as far as man's

nature was ordained by Him ; but its formal ap-

pointment was the work of man, and it has ever

leen in its essence a natural and civil institution,

though admitting of the infusion of a religious

element into it. This view of marriage is exhibited

m the historical account of its origin in the book

of Genesis: the peculiar formation of man's nature

is assigned to the Creator, who, seeing it " not good

T'lJiS. literally, "as over against," and so "corre-

sponding to." The rciuleriiiBs, in the A. V. " meet fur

lilm," in the LXX. xar aiiTov, o/uoiof avTiZ, and In the

Vulg. sifrUle sibi, are inadequate.

b The LXX. introduces SOo into the text in Gen. il. 24,

and Is followed by the Vulgate.

' E'^N and ntJ'N' We are unable to express the

verbal correspondence of these words In our language.

The Vulgate retains the etymolopical Identity at the

expense of the sense :
" Virago quoniam de uiio." The

old Latin term vira would have been better. Lnther is

more successful with viann and mdnnin ; but even this

falls to convey the double sense of ishshah as= " woman "

and "wile," both of which should be preserved, as in the
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for man to be alone," determined to forni an " help

meet for him "
(ii. 18), and accordingly complete!

the work by the addition of the female to the niiii

(i. 27). The necessity for this step appears fnn

the words used in the declaration of the Div:i

counsel. Man, as an intellectual and spiritual beiii_

would not have been a worthy representative of t!

Deity on earth, so long a.s he lived in solitude, oi

in communion only with beings either high abovi'

him in the scale of creation, as angels, or far beueatli

him, ;xs the beasts of the field. It was absolutely

necessaiy, not only for his comfort and happines>,

but still more for the perfection of the Divin«-

work, that he should have a " help ineet t'"'.'

him," " or, as the words more properly mean, " tl

exact counterpart of himself"—a being cap;ili

of receiving and reflecting his thoughts and atli-i -

tions. No sooner was the formation of woman
ell'ected, than Adam recognised iu that act the will

of the Creator as to man's social condition, and im-

mediately enunciated the important statement, to

which his posterity might refer as the charter of

marriage in all succeeding ages, " Therefore shall

a man leave his lather and his mother, and shall

cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh"

(ii. 24). From these words, coupled with the cir-

cumstances attendant on the formation of the fii-st

woman, we may evolve the following principles :—
(1) The unity of man and wife, as implied in her

being formed out of man, and as expressed in the

words " one flesh ;" (2) the indissolubleuess of the

marriage bond, except on the strongest grounds

(comp. Matt. six. 9) ; (3) monogamy, as the ori-

ginal law of marriage, resulting from there having

been but one original couple,'' as is forcibly ex-

pressed in the subsequent references to this passage

by our Lord (" they twain" Matt. xix. 5), and St.

Paul {" tu:o shall be one flesh," 1 Cor. vi. 16);

(4) the social equality of man and wife, as implieil

in the terms ish and ishshah,'= the one being the

exact coirelative of the other, as well as in the

words *' help meet for him ;" (5) the subordination

of the wife to the husband, consequent upon her

subsequent formation (1 Cor. xi. 8, 9 ; 1 Tim. ii.

13); and (6) the respective duties of man and wife,

as implied in the words " help meet for him."

The introduction of sin into the world modified

to a certain extent the mutual relations of man and

wife. As the blame of seduction to sin lay on the

latter, the condition of subordination was turned

into subjection, and it was said to her of her hus-

band, " he shall rule over thee" (Gen. iii. 16)—

a

sentence which, regarded as a prediction, has nen

strikingly fulfilled in the position iissigned to women
in Oriental countries,'' but which, regarded as a

rule of life, is fully sustained by the voice of nature

and by the teaching of Christianity ( 1 Cor. xiv. 34

;

German wHb, in order to convey the full force of the

original. We may here observe that ishshah was the only

term in ordinary use among the Hebrews for " wife."

They occasionally used 7JltJ'. as we use "consort," for the

wives of kings (Ps. xlv. 9; Neh. Ii. 6; Dan. v. 2).

^ The relation of the husband to the wife is expressed in

the Hebrew term baal (?y3)' literally lord, fur husband

(Ex. xxl. 3, 22; Deut xxi. 13; 2 Sam. xi. 26, &c. kc).

The respectful term used by Sarah to Abraham C*3^^{•

" my lord," Gen. .wili. 12; comp. 1 K. 1.17, 18, P8.xlv. 11)

furnishes St. I'etcr with an Illustration of the wife's proper

poisitlon (1 Pet. iii. 6).
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Eph. V. 'J2, 2,'> ; 1 Tim. ii. 12). 'J"he evil eflects

of the fall were .soou apparent in the corrupt usages

of maniage : the unity of the bond was impaired

by polygamy, which appears to have originated

among the Cainites (Gen. iv. 19); and its purity

was deteriorated by the piomiscuous intermarriage

of the " sons of God " witli the " daughters of men,"

i. e. of the Sethites with the Cainites, in the days

preceding the fiood (Gen. vi. 2).

In the post-diluvial age the usages of man-iage

were marked with the simplicity tliat characterises

a patriarchal state of society. The rule of mono-
gamy was re-established by the example of Koah
and his sons (Gen. vii. 13). The early patriarchs

selected their wives from their own family (Gen.

xi. 29, xxiv. 4, xxviii. 2), and the necessity tor

doing this on religious grounds superseded tlie pro-

hibitions that afterwards held good against such

mai'riages on the score of kindred (Gen. .\x. 12
;

Ex. vi. 20 ; comp. Lev. xviii. 9, 12). Polygamy
prevailed (Gen. xvi. 4, xxv. 1, 6, xxviii. 9, xxix.

23, 28; 1 Chr. vii. 14), but to a great extent

divested of the degradation which in modern times

attaches to that practice. In judging of it we must
lake into regard the following considerations:

—

(1) that the princij^le of monogamy was retained,

even in the practice of polygamy, by the distinction

made between the chief or original wife and the

secondary wives, or, as the A. V. terms them,
" concubines "—a term which is objectionable, in-

asmuch as it conveys to us the notion of an illicit

and unrecognised position, whereas the secondary

wife was regarded by the Hebrews as a wife, and
her rights were secured by law ; ^ (2) that the

motive which led to polygamy was that absorbing

desire of progeny which is prevalent throughout

Eastern countries, and was especidly powerful

among the Hebrews ; and (3) that the power of a

parent over his child, and of a master over his slave

(the postestas pairia and dominica of the Romans),

was paramount even in matters of marriage, and
led in many cases to phases of polygamy that are

otherwise quite unintelligible, as, for instance, to

the cases wliere it was adopted by the husband at

the request of his wife, under the idea that children

bom to a slave were in the eye of the law the

children of the mistress ' (Gen. xvi. 3, xxx. 4, 9) ;

or, again, io cases where it was adopted at the

instance of the father (Gen. xxix. 23, 28; Ex. xxi.
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e The position of tbe Hebrew concubine may be com-

pared with that of the concubine of the early Christian

Church, the sole distinction between her and the wife

consisting in this, that the marriage was not In accordance

with the civil, law : In the eye of the CInirch the marriage

was perfectly valid (Bingham, A7it. xi. 5, $11). It is

worthy of notice that the term pillegesk (J^J?S ; A. V.

"concubine") nowhere ocx;urs in the Mosaic law. The
terms used are either "wife" (Deut xxi. 15) or "maid-
servant" (Kx. xxi. 1) ; the latter applying to a purchased

wife.

f The language in 1 Chr. ii. 18, " these are lier sons,"

following on the mention of his two wives, admits of an
Interpretation on this ground.

g The Tnlmudists practiailly set aside this prolilbitioii,

(1) by explaining the word " multiply" of an inordinate

number ; and (2) by treating the motive for it, " that his

heart turn not away," as a matter of discretion. They
considered eighteen the maximum to be allowed a king
(Sclden, Cx. £br. i. 8). It is noteworthy that the high-

priest aimself authorizes bigamy in the case of king Joash
(.'i Chr. xxiv. 3).

I" The regulations iu Kx. xxi. 7-11 deserve a detjiilcd
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9, 10). It must be allowed that polygamy, thus
legalised and systematised, justified to a certain

extent by the moti\-e, and entered into, not only

without offence to, but actually at the suggestion of,

those who, accoiding to our notions, would feel most
deeply injured by it, is a veiy dili'erent thing from
what polygamy would bo in our own state of society.

Divorce also prevailed in the patriarchal age,

though but one instance of it is recorded (Gen. xxi.

14). Of this, again, we must not judge by our
own standard. Wherevei- marriages are effected by
the violent exercise of the patria potestas, or with-

out any bond of affection between tiie parties con-

cerned, ill-assorted matches must be of frequent

occurrence, aud without the remedy of divorce, iu

such a state of society, we can understand the

truth of the Apostles' i-emark that " it is not good
to marry" (Matt. xix. 10). Hence divorce prev;uls

to a gieat extent in all countries where marriage is

the result of arbitrary appointment or of purchase :

we may instance the Arabians (Burckhardt's Nuies,

i. Ill; Layard's A^wjeue/j, i. 357) and the Egyp-
tians (Lane, i. 235 ff.). From the enactments of

the Mosaic law we may infer that divorce was
effected by a mere verbal declaration, as it still is

iu the countries refen-ed to, and great injustice was
thus committed towards the wives.

The Mosaic law aimed at mitigating rather than

removing evils which were inseparable from the

state of society in that day. Its enactments were
directed (1) to the discouragement of polygamy;

(2) to obviate the Injustice frequently consequent

upon the exercise of the rights of a father or a

master
; (3) to bring divorce under some I'estric-

tion ; aud (4) to eufoi-ce purity of life during the

maintenance of the matrimonial bond. The lirst of

these objects was forwarded by the following enact-

ments :—the prohibition imposed upon kings against

multiplying g wives (Deut.xvii. 17); the prohibition

against manying two sisters together (Lev. xviii.

18) ; the assertion of the matrimonial rights of each

wife (Ex. xxi. 10, 11); the slur cast upon the

eunuch state, which has been ever regarded as in-

dispensable to a system of polygamy (Deut. sxiii,

1) ; and the ritual obsen-ances entailed on a man
by the duty of maiTiage (Lev. xv. 1 8). The second

object was attained by the humane regulations rela-

tive to a captive whom a man might wish to many
(Deut. .xxi. 10-14), to a purchased wife"" (Ex. xxi.

notice, as exhibiting the extent to which the power of the

head of a family might be carried. It must be premised

that the maiden was born of Hebrew parents, was under

age at the time of her sale (otherwise her father would
have no power to sell), and that the object of the purchase

was that when arrived at puberty she should become the

wife of her master, as is implied in the difference in the

law relating to her (Ex. xxi. 7), and to a slave purchased

for ordinary work (Deut. xv. 12-17), as well as in the term
maalt,, " maid-servant," which is elsewhere used con-

vertlbly with " concubine " (Judg. ix. 18 ; comp. viii. 31).

With regard to such it is enacted (1) that she is not to

" go out as the men-servants," (i. e. be freed after six years'

service, or in the year ofjubilee), on the underetanding that

her master either already has made, or intends to make
her his wife (ver. 7): (2) but. If he has no such intention,

he is not entitled to retain her iu the event of any other

person of the Israelites being willing to purchase her of

him for the same purpose (ver. 8) ; (3) he nughf , however,

assign her to his son, and in this case she was to be treated

.as a daughter and not as a slave (ver. 9) ; (4) if either he

or his son, having married her, took another wife, she was

still to be treated as a wife In all respects (ver. 10 ; and,

lastly, if neither of the three contingencies took place.
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7-11), an<l to a slave who eitlier was married at

the time of their purchase, or who, having since

received a wife' at the hands of his master, was
unwilling to be parted from her (Ex. xxi. 2-6),

and, lastly, by the law relating to the legal distri-

bution of property among the children of the

different wives (Deut. xxi. 15-17). The third object

was effected by rendering divorce a formal proceed-

ing, not to be done by word of mouth as heretofore,

but by a "bill of divorcement" (Deut. xxiv. 1),

which would generally demand time and the inter-

vention of a third party, thus rendering divorce a

less eas)' process, and furnishing the wife, in the

event of its being carried out, with a legal evidence

of her marriageabili'ty : we may also notice that

Moses wholly prohibited divorce in case the wife

had been seduced prior to marriage (Deut. xxii. 29),

or her chastity had been groundlessly impugned
(Deut. xxii. 19). The fourth object fonns the sub-

ject of one of the ten commandments (Ex. xx. 14),

any violation of which was punishable with death

(Lev. XX. 10; Deut. xxii. 22), even in the case of a

betrothed person (Deut. .xxii. 23, 4).

The practical results of these regulations may
have been very salutary, but on this point we have
but small opportunities of judging. The usages

themselves, to which we have referred, remained in

full force to a late period. We have instances of

the arbitrary exeicise of the paternal authority in

the cases of Achsali (Judg. i. 12), Ibzan (Judg. xii.

9), Samson (Judg. xiv. 20, xv. 2), and Michal

(1 Sam. xvii. 25). The case of Abishag, and the

language of Adonijah in reference to her (1 K. i. 2,

ii. 17), prove that a sen-ant was still completely at

the disposal of his or her master. Polygamy also

pre^'ailed, as we are expressly informed in reference

to Gideon (Judg. viii. 30), Elkanah (1 Sam. i. 2),

Saul (2 Sam. xii. 8), David (2 Sam. v. 13), Solo-

mon (1 K. xi. 3), the sons of Issachar (1 Chr. vii.

4), Shaharaim (1 Chr. viii. 8, 9), Rehoboam (2
Chr. xi. 21), Abijah (2 Chr. xiii. 21), and Joash

(2 Chr. xxiv. 3) ; and as we may also infer from
the number of children in the cases of Jair, Ibzan,

and Abdon (Judg. x. 4, xii. 9, 14). It does not,

however, follow that it was the general practice of

the country : the inconveniences attendant on poly-

gamy in small houses or with scanty incomes are

so great as to put a serious bar to its general adop-

tion,'' and hence in modern countries where it is

fully established the practice is restricted to com-
paratively i'ew (Niebuhr, Voi/ane, p. 65 ; Lane, i.

239). The same rule holds good with regard to

ancient times : the discomforts of polygamy are ex-

hibited in the jealousies between the wives of Abra-
ham (Gen. xvi. 6), and of Elkanah (1 Sam. i. 6);
and the ciises cited above rather lead to the in-

t. «. if he ncltber marriod her himself, nor gave her to

bis son, nor had her redcfmed, then the maiden was to

become absolutely free without waiting for the expiration

of the six years or for the year of jubilee (ver. 11).

' In this case we must assiime that the wife assigned

was a non-Israelitish slave; otherwise, the wife would,
as a matter of course, be freed along with her husband in

the year of jubilee. In this case the wife and children

would be the absolute property of the master, and the

position of the wife would he analogous to that of the

Roman conlubemalis, who was not supposed capable of

any connubium. The Issue of such a marriage would
remain slaves in accordance with the maxim of the Tal-

mudists, tliat the child is liable to its mother's disquali-

flcatiou (Kiddusli. 3, J 12). Josephus (Ant. Iv. 8, }2?) states

that ?n the year of jubilee the slave, having married during
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ference that it was confined to tlie wealthy. Mean-
while it may be noted that the theory of monogamy
was retained and comes prominently forward in tli.-

pictures of domestic bliss portrayed in the poetical

writings of this period (Ps. cxxviii. 3 ; Prov. v. is,

xviii. 22, xix. 14, x.xxi. 10-29; Eccl. ix. 9). The
sanctity of the marriage-bond was but too fre-

quently violated, as appears from the frequent allu-

sions to the " strange woman " in the book of Pro-

verbs (ii. 16, V. 20, &c.), and in the denunciations

of the prophets against the prevalence of adulteiy

(Jer. V. 8 ; Ez. .xviii. 11, xxii. 11).

In the post-Babylonian period monogamy appears
to have become more pi'svalent than at any previous

time : indeed we have no instance ofpolygatny during
this period on jecord in the Bible, all the marriages

noticed being with single wives (Tob. i. 9, ii. 11
;

Susan, vers. 29, 63; Matt, xviii. 25; Luke i. 5;
Acts v. 1). During the same period the theory of
monogamy is set forth in Ecclus. xxvi. 1-27. The
practice of polygatny nevertheless still existed;™
Herod the Great had no less than nine wives at one
time (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 1, §3); the Talmudists
frequently assume it as a well-known fact (e. g.

Ketub. 10, §1 ; Yebam. 1, §1) ; and the early Chris-

tian writers, in their comments on 1 Tim. iii. 2,

explain it of polygamy in terms which leave no
doubt as to the fact of its prevalence in the Apostolic

ago. The abuse of divorce continued unabated
(Joseph. Vit. §76) ; and under the Asmonaean
dynasty the right was assumed by the wife as

against her husband, an innovation which is attri-

buted to Salome by Josephus (Ant. xv. 7, §10),
but which appears to have been prevalent in the

Apostolic age, if we may judge from passages where
the language implies that the act emanated from
the wife (Mark x. 12; 1 Cor. vii. 11), as well as

from some of the cotnments of the early writers on
1 Tim. V. 9. Our Lord and His Apostles re-

established the integrity and sanctity of the mar-
riage-bond by the following measures :— (1) by the

confirmation of the original charter of marriage as

the basis on which all regulations were to be framed

(Matt. xix. 4, 5) ; (2) by the restriction of divorce

to the case of fornication, and the prohibition of

re-marriage in all persons divorced on improper
grounds (Matt. v. 32, xix. 9 ; Kom. vii. 3 ; 1 Cor
vii. 10, 11); and (3) by the enforcement of moral

purity generally (Heb. xiii. 4, &c.), and especially

by the formal condemnation of fornication," which
appears to have been classed among acts morally

indifferent {aSid(popa) by a certain party in the

Church (Acts .xv. 20).

Shortly before the Christian era an importint

change took place in the views entertained on the

question of marriage as affecting the spiritual and

service, carried off his wife and children with him : Uiis,

however, may refer to an Israelite maid-servant.

^ The Talmudists limited polygamists to four wives.

The same number was adopted by Mahomet In the Koran,

and still forms the rule among his followers (Niebuhr,

Voyage, p. 6'i).

" Michaelis {I.ans of Moses, 111. 5, }95) asserts that poly-

gamy ceased entirely after the return from the captivity;

Scldcn, on the other hand, that polygamy prevailed among
the Jews until the time of Honorius and Arcadius (circ.

A.D. 400), when It was prohibited by an Imperial edit/

{Ux. Ebr. \. %).

n The term nopveia is occasionally used in a broad sense

to Include both adultery (Matt. v. 32) and incest (1 Cor.

V. 1). In the decree of the Council of Jerusalem it must
be regarded in its usual and restricted sense.
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ntellectual parts of man's nature. Throughout

the Old Testaineut period marriage was regarded as

tlie indispensable duty of every man, nor was it

surmised that there existed in it any drawback to

tlie attainment of the highest degree of holiness.

In the interval that elapsed between the Old and

New Testament periods, a spirit of asceticism had

been evolved, probably in antagonism to the foreign

notions with which the Jews were brought into

close and painful contact. The Essenes were the

first to propound any doubts as to the propriety of

marriage : some of them avoided it altogether, others

availed themselves of it under restrictions (Joseph.

B. J. ii. 8, §2, 13). Similar views were adopted

by the Therapeutae, and at a later period by the

Gnostics (Burton's Lectures, i. 214); thence they

passed into the Christian Church, forming one of

the distinctive tenets of the Enciatites (Burton, ii.

161), and finally developing into the system of

motiachism. The philosophical tenets on which the

prohibition of marriage was based are generally

condemned in Col. ii. 16-23, and specifically in

1 Tim. iv. 3. The general propriety of man-iage

is enforced on numerous occasions, and abstinence

from it is commended only in cases where it was

rendered expedient by the calls of duty (Matt. xix.

12 ; 1 Cor. vii. 8, 26). With regard to re-marriage

after the death of one of the parties, the Jews, in

common with other nations, regarded abstinence

from it, particularly in the case of a widow, laud-

able, and a sign of holiness (Luke ii. 36, 7 ; Joseph.

Ant. xvii. 13, §4, xviii. 6, §6) ; but it is clear

from the example of Josephus ( Vit. §76) that

there was no prohibition even in the case of a

priest. In the Apostolic Church re-mairiage was

regaided as occasionally undesirable (1 Cor. vii. 40),

and as an absolute disqualification for holy func-

tions, whether in a man or woman (1 Tim. iii. 2,

12, V. 9): at the same time it is recommended in

lu the case of young widows (1 Tim. v. 14).

II. The conditions of legal marriage are decided

by the prohibitions which the law of any country

imposes upon its citizens. In the Hebrew com-

monwealth these prohibitions were of two kmds,

according as they regulated marriage (i.) between an

Israelite and a non-Israelite, and (ii.) between an

Israelite and one of his own community.

i. The prohibitions relating to foreigners were

based on that instinctive feeling of exclusiveness,

which forms one of the bonds of every social body,

and which prevails with peculiar strength in a rude

state of society. In all political bodies the right of

marriage {jus connubii) becomes in some form or

other a constituent element of citizenship, and, even

where its nature and limits are not defined by legal

enactment, it is supported with rigour by the force

of public opinion. The feeling of aversion against

intermaniage with foreigners becomes more in-

tense, when distinctions of religious creed supervene

on those of blood and language ; and hence we should

naturally expect to find it more than usually strong

in the Hebrews, who were endowed with a peculiar

position, and were separated from surrounding na-

tions by a sharp line of demarcation. The warnings

of past history and the examples of the patriarchs

ciime in support of natural feeling: on the one
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" The act of marriage with a foreigner is described In

the Hebrew by a special term, chatan (]rin)' expressive

of the affivitij thus produced, as appears from the cognate

terms, chdtdn, choten, and choknefi, for " son-in-law,"

" father-in-law," and " mother-ln-lnw." It Is used In

hand, the evil effects of intei-marriage with aliens

were exhibited in the overwhelming sinfulness of

the generation destroyed by the flood (Gen. vi. 2-13):

on the other hand, there were the examples of the

patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, manying
from among their own kindred (Gen. xx. 12, xxiv.

3 &c., x.xviii. 2), and in each of the two latter cases

there is a contrast between these carefully-sought

unions and those of the rejected sous Ishmael, who
married an Egyptian (Gen. xxi. 21), and Esau,

whose marriages with Hittite women were " a

grief of mind" to his parents (Gen. xxvi. 34, 35).

The marriages of Joseph with an Egyptian (Gen,

xli. 45), of Man:isseh with a Syrian secondary

wife (1 Chr. vii. 14; comp. Gen. xlvi. 20, LXX.),

and of Moses with a Midianitish woman in the first

instance (Ex. ii. 21), and afterwards with a Cushite

or Ethiopian woman (Num. xii. 1), were of an ex-

ceptional nature, and yet the last was the cause of

great dissatisfaction. A far greater olyection was

entertained against the marriage of an Israelitish

woman with a man of another tribe, as illustrated

by the nan-ative of Shechem's proposals for Dinah,

the ostensible gi-ound of their rejection being the

difference in religious observances, that Shechem

and his countrymen were uncircumcised (Gen.

xxxiv. 14).

The only distinct prohibition in the Mosaic law

refers to the Canaanites, with whom the Israelites

were not to many" on the ground that it would

lead them into idolatry (Ex. xxxiv. 16; Deut. vii.

3, 4)—a result which actually occurred shortly

after their settlement in the Promised Land ( Judg.

iii. 6, 7). But beyond this, the legal disabilities

to which the Ammonites and Moabites were sub-

jected (Deut. xxiii. 3), acted as a virtual bar to

interman-iage with them, totally preventing (ac-

cording to the intei-pretation which the Jews them-

selves put upon that passage) the marriage of

Israelitish women with Moabites, but permitting

that of Israelites with Moabite women, such as that

of Mahlon with Ruth. The prohibition against

mai-riages with the Edomites or Egyptians was less

stringent, as a male of tliose nations received the

right of marriage on his admission to the full citizen-

ship in the third generation of proselytism (Deut.

xxiii. 7, 8). There were thus three grades of pro-

hibition—total in regard to the Canaanites on either

side ; total on the side of the males in regard to the

Ammonites and Moabites; and temporary on the

side of the males in regard of the Edomites and

Egyptians, mai-riages with females in the two latter

instances being regarded as legal (Selden, de Jur.

Nat. cap. 14). Marriages between Israelite women
aud proselyted foreigners were at all times of rare

occurrence, and are noticed in the Bible, as though

they were of an exceptional nature, such as that of

an Egyptian and an Israelitish woman (Lev. xxiv.

10), of Abigail and Jether the Ishmeelite, contracted

probably when Jesse's family was sojourning in

Moab (1 Chr. ii. 17), of Sheshan's daughter and an

Egj-ptian, who was staying in his house (1 Chr.

ii. 35), and of a Naphthalite woman and a Tyrian,

living in adjacent districts (1 K. vii. 14). In the

reverse case, viz., the marriage of Israelites with

foreign women it is, of course, highly probable that

Gen. xxxiv. 9; Deut. vii. 3; Josh, xxiii. 12 ; 1 K. Iii. 1 i

Kct. ix. 14 ; and metaphorically In 2 Chr. xviil. 1. The

same Idea comes prominently forward in the term dt&tan

in Kx. iv. 26, where it is used of the affinity produced by

the rite of circumcision between Jehovah and the child.

K 2
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the wives became proselytes after their marriage,

as instanced in the cjise of Ruth (i. 16); but this

was by no means invariably the case. On the con-

trary we find that the Egyptian wife of Solomon

(1 K. xi. 4), and the Phoenician wife of Ahab (1 K.

xvi. 31), retained their idolatrous practices and in-

troduced them into their adopted countries. Pro-

selytism does not theiefore appear to have been a

sine qua iwn in the case of a wife, though it was so

in the ca.se of a husband : the total silence of the

law as to any such condition in regard to a captive,

whom an Israelite might wish to marry, must be

regarded as evidence of the reverse (Deut. xxi. 10-

14), nor have the refinements of ilabbinical writers

on that passage succeeded in establishing the neces-

sity of proselytism. The opposition of Samson's
parents to his marriage with a Philistine woman
(Judg. xiv. 3) leads to the same conclusion. So

long as such unions were of merely occasional occur-

rence no veto was placed upon them by public au-
thority

; but, when after the return from the Baby-
lonish captivity the Jews contracted marriages with
the heathen inhabitants of Palestine in so wholesale

a manner as to endanger their national existence,

the practice was severely condemned (Ezr. ix. 2,

X. 2), and the law of positive prohibition origin-

ally pronounced only against the Canaanites was
extended to the Moabites, Ammonites, and Philis-

tines (Neh. xiii. 23-25). Pubhc feeling was thence-

forth strongly opposed to foreign marriages, and
the union of Manasseh with a Cuthaean led to such
animosity as to produce the great national schism,

which had its focus in the temple on Mount Ge-
rizira (Joseph. Ant. xi. 8, §2). A no less signal

instance of the same feeling is exhibited in the cises

of Joseph (Ant. xii. 4, §6) and Anileus {Ant. xviii.

9, §5), and is noticed by Tacitus {Hist. v. 5) as

one of the characteristics of the Jewish cation in

his day. In the N. T. no special directions are

P The term exepofuyoOj/Tes (A. V. " unequally yoked
with ") has no special reference to marriage : its meaning
is shown in the cognate tfrm erepofuyos (Lev. xix. 19 ;

A. V. ' of a diverse kind "). It is, however, correctly

connected in the A. V. with the notion of a " yoke," as
explained by Hesychius, oi ij.r\ (rv^uyoCiTts, and not with
that of a " balance," as Thtophylact,

' Corrnate words appear In Rabbinical writers, signifying

(1) to spin or weave ; (2) to be corrupt, as an addled epg

;

(3) to ripen. The important point to be obs-erved is that
the word does not betoken bastardy in our sense of the
U-rm, but simply the progeny of a mixed marriage of a
Jew and a foreigner. It may be with a special reference
to this word that the Jews boasted that they were not
bom "of foniication " (« Tropreias, John vlli. 41), imply-
ing that there was no admixture of foreign blood, or conse-
quently of foreign Idolatries, in themselves.

• The Hebrew expression llbS "li?^ (A.V. " near of

kin"), is generally regarded as applying to blood-relation-
ship alone. The etymological sense of the term sheer Is

not decided. By some it Is connected with shaiir, '• to
remain," as by Michaelis (Aa»>i of Moses, lii. 7, $2), and in
the marginal translation of the A. V. " remainder ;" but
its ordinary sense of " flrsh " is more applicable. ^V'hich-
evcr of these two we adopt, the idea of blood-relationship
evidently attaches to the term from the cases in which it

is used (vers. 12, 13, 17; A.V. "near-kinswoman"), as
well as from its use In Lev. xx. 19, Num. xxvii. 11. The
term basar, literally " flesh " or " body," Is also peculiarly
used of blooil-relationship (Gen. xxix. 14, xx.wil. 27 ;

Judg. ix. 2 ; 2 Sam. v. 1 ; l Chr. xi. l). The two terms'
slieer basar, are used conjointly in I>ev. xxv. 49 as equi-
valent to viishpachah, " family." The term Is applicable
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given on this he;id, but the general precepts of se-

jiaration between believers and unbelievers (2 Cor.

vi. 14, 17) P would apply *ith .sjiecial force to the

case of man-iage ; and the pennission to dissolve

mixed marriages, contracted pre\'iously to the con-

version of one party, at the instance of the uncon-

verted one, cannot but be regarded as im])lying

the impropriety of such unions subsequently to con-

version (1 Cor. vii. 12).

The progeny of illegal marriages between Israel-

ites and non-Israelites was 'described under a pe-

culiar term, mamzcr'i (A.V. "bastard"; Deut.

xxiii. 2), the etymological meaning of which is un-

certain,' but which clearly involves the notion of

" foreigner," as in Zech. ix. 6, where the LXX. li:i~

aKKoyevfls, " strangers." Persons born in this

way were excluded from full rights of citizenship

luitiJ the tenth generation (Deut. xxiii. 2). It follows

hence that iutemiarriage with such persons was pro-

hibited in the simae manner as with an Ammonite
or Monbite (comp. Mishna, Kiddush. 4, §1).

ii. The regulations relative to mairiage between Is-

raelites and Isi-aelites may be divided into two classes

:

(1) general, and (2) special— the former applying tc

the whole population, the latter to paiticular cases.

1. The general regulations are based on consi-

derations of relationship. The most important pas-

sage relating to these is contained in Lev. xviii.

6-18, wherein we have in the first place a general

prohibition against marriages between a man and

the " flesh of his flesh,"* and in the second place

special prohibitions' against man-iage with a mo-
ther, stejimother, sister, or half-sister, whether

"born at home or abroad,"" grand-daughter, aunt,

whether by consanguinity on either side, or by
marriage on the father's side, daughter-in-law, bro-

ther's wife, step-daughter, wife's mother, step-

grand-daughter, or wife's sister during the lifetime

of the wife.* An exception is subsequently made

to relationship by affinity, in as far as it regards the blonl-

relations of a wife. The relationships specified may 1

classed under throe heads : (1) blood-relationships pro]

in vers. 7-13; (2) the wives of blood-relations in vci-

14-16
; (3) the blood-relations of the wife in vers. 17, 18.

' The daughter is omitted ; whether as being pro-

eminently the " flesh of a man's flesh," or because it wn5
thought tmuecessary to mention such a connexion.

"» The expr&ssion " born at home or abroad " has been

generally understood as equivalent to " in or out of wed-
lock," i.e. the daughter of a father's concubine; but it

may also be regarded as a rc-statemeut of the preceding

words, and as meaning " one born to the father, or mother,

ill a former marriage " (comp. Kcil, Archdol. li. 55). Tlie

distinction between the cases specified In vers. 9 and U
Is not verj' evident: it probably consists in this, that

ver. 9 prohibits the union of a son of the first marriage

with a daughter of the second, and ver. 1 1 that of a son

of the second with a daughter of the first (Kcil).

On the other hand, Knobel (Comin. in loc.) finds the dis-

tinction in the words "wife of thy father" (ver. 11),

which according to him includes the mother a.s well as

the stepmother, and thus specifiailly states Ihefull sister,

while ver. 9 is reserved for the half-sister.

I The sense of this verse has been much canvassed, in

connexion with the question of marriage with a deceased

wife's sister. It has boon urged that the marginal transla-

tion, " one wife to another," is the correct one, and that

the prohibition is really directed against polygamy. The
following considerations, however, support the rendering

of the text, (l) The writer would hardly use the terms
rendered "wife" and "sister" in a different sense in

ver. 18 from tliat which he assigned to them in the pre-

vious verses. (2) The usage of the Hebrew language

anil indeed of every language, requires that the expression
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(Dent. XXV. 5) in favour of nianiagc with a bro-

ther's wife ill the event of his having died child-

less : to this we shall have occasion to refer at

length. Different degrees of guiltiness attached to

the infringement of these prohibitions, as implied

both in the different terms 7 applied to the various

ofl'ences, and in the punishmeiit^s allixed to them,

the general penalty being death (I-ev. xx. 11-17),

but in the case of the aunt and the brother's wife

childlessness (19-21), involving probably the stain of

illegitimacy in cases where there was an issue, while

in the case of the two sisters no penalty is stated.

The moral effect of the prohibitions extended be-

yond cases of formal marriage to those of illicit in-

tercourse, and gave a deeper dye of guilt to such

conduct as that of Lot's daughters (Gen. xix. 33),

of Reuben in his intercoui-se with his father's con-

cubine (Gen. XXXV. 22), and of Absalom in the same

act (2 Sam. xvi. 22) ; and it rendered such crimes

tokens of the gi-eatest national disgrace (Ez. xxii.

11). The Rabbinical WTiters considered that the

prohibitions were abrogated in the case of proselytes,

inasmuch as their change of religion was deemed

equivalent to a new natural birth, and consequently

involved the severing of all ties of pre\'ious rela-

tionship: it was necessary, however, in such a case

that the wife as well as the husband, should have

adopted the Jewish faith.

The gi-ounds on which these prohibitions were

enacted are reducible to the following three

heads:—(1) moral propriety; (2) the practices of

heathen nations ; and (3) social convenience. The
first of these grounds comes prominently forward

in the expressions by which the various offences

are characterised, as well as in the general prohibi-

tion against approaching " the flesh of his flesh."

The use of such expressions undoubtedly contnins

an appeal to the horror naturalis, or that repug-

nance with which man instinctively shrinks from

matrimonial union with one with whom he is con-

nected by the closest ties both of blood and of

family affection. On this subject we need say no

more than that there is a difference in kind between

the affection that binds the members of a family

" one to another " should be preceded by a plural noun.

The cases in which the expression nrinN"7N ^t^'^J

is equivalent to " one to another," as in Ex. xxvi. 3, 5, 6,

17, Ez. i. 9, 'J3, iii. 13, instead of favouring, as has gene-

rally been supposed, the marginal translation, exhibit the

plculi.irily above noted. (3) The consent of the ancient

versions is unanimous, including the LXX. {yvvalKa ctt'

iSf\<jirj aiiT^s), the Vulgaie (foroi-cm uxm-is tuae), the

ChaUlee, Syriac, &c. (4) The Jews themselves, as shown

in the Mlshna, and in the works of Philo, permitted the

marriage. (5) Polygamy was recognised by the llosalc

law, and cannot consequently be forbidden in this passage.

Another interpretation, by which the sense of the verse Is

again altered, is effected by attaching the words " In her

life-time " exclusively to the verb " vex.'' The objections

to this are patent: (1) it is but rea.^onahle to suppose

that this clause, like the others, would depend on ihe

principal verb ; and (2), if this were denied, it would be

but reasonable to attach It to the vcareft ("uncover"),

rather than the more remote secondary verb ; which would
be fatal to the sense of the passage.

J These terms are— (1) Zimmah (HST ; A.V. "wick-

edness"), applied to marriage with mother or daughter

(I/cv. XX. 14), with mother-in-law, step-daughter, or grand-

step-daughter (xviii. 17). The term is elsewhere applied

to gross violations of decency or principle (Lev. xix. 29

;

Job xxxi. 11 ; Ez. xvl. 43, xxii. 11). (2) Tcbcl 0'1T\ \

A. V. "confusion "), applied to marriage with a daughler-
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together, and that which lies at the bottom of the

matrimonial bond, and that the amalgamation of

these affections cannot take place without a serious

shock to one or the other of the two ; hence the de-

sirability of drawing a distinct line between the

provinces of each, by stating definitely where the

matrimonial affection may legitimately take root.

The second motive to laying down these prohibi-

tions was that the Hebrews might be preserved as

a peculiar people, with institutions distinct from

those of the Eg3'ptians and Canaanites (Lev. xviii.

3), as well as of other heathen nations with whom
they might come in contact. Marriages within the

proscribed degrees prevailed in many civilized coun-

tries in historical times, and were not unusual

among the Hebrews themselves in the pre-Mosaic

age. For instance, marriages with half-sistere by

the same father were allowed at Athens (Plutarch

Cim. 4, Themistocl. 32), with half-sisters by the

same mother at Sparta (Philo, de Spec. Leg. p.

779), and with full sisters in Egypt (Diod. i. 27)

and Persia, as illustrated in the well-known in-

stances of Ptolemy Philadelphus in the former

(Paus. i. 7, §1), and Cambyses in the latter country

(Herod, iii. 31). It was even believed that in some

nations marriages between a son and his mother

were not unusual (Ov. Met. x. 331 ; Eurip. An-

drom. 174-). Among the Hebrews we have in-

stances of maniage with a half-sister in the case oi

Abraham (Gen. xx. 12), with an aunt in the case

of Amram (Ex. vi. 20), and with two sisters at the

same time in the case of Jacob (Gen. xxix. 26).

Such cases were justifiable previous to the enact-

ments of Moses: subsequently to them we have no

case in the O. T. of actual marriage within the

degrees, though the language of Tamar towards her

half-brother Amnon (2 Sam. xiii. 13) impliesthe pos-

sibility of their union with the consent of their father.

The Herods committed some violent breaches of the

marriage law. Herod the Great man-ied his half-

sister {Ant. xvii. 1, §3) ; Archelaus his brother's

widow, who had childi-en (xvii. 13, §1); Heroi

Aiitipas his brother's wife (.xviii. 5, §1 ; Matt

xiv. 3). In the Christian Church we have an in-

in-Iaw (Lev. xx. 12) : it signifies pollution, and is applied

totheworstkindofdefilement(Lev.xviii.23). (3) Chcsed

non ; A.V. " wicked thing"), applied to marriage with

a sister (Lev. xx. 17) : Its proper meaning appears to be

disgrace. (4) Niddah (iT'lS ; A. V. " an unclean thing"),

applied to marriage with a brother's wife (Lev. xx. 21) :

it conveys the notion of impurity. Michaelis (Laws oj

Muses, iii. 7, }2) asserts that these terms have a forensic

force ; but there appears to be no ground for this. The

view which the same authority propounds (}4) as to

the reason for the prohibitions, viz., to prevent seduction

under the promise of marriage among near relations, is

singularly inadequate both to the occasion and to the terms

employed.
• Various attempts have been made to reconcile this

language with the Levitical law. The Rabbinical expla-

nation was that Tamar's mother was a heathen at the

time of her birth, and that the law did not apply to such

a case. Josephus (Aiit. vii. 8, ^l) regarded it as a mere

iiise on the part of Tamar to evade Amnon's importunity :

but, if the marriage were out of the question, she would

hardly have tried such a poor device. Thcnius (Comm.

in loc.) considers that the Levitical prohibitions applied

only to cases where a disruption of family bonds was likely

to result, or where the motives were of a gross character;

an argument which would utterly abrogate the authority

of this and every other absolute law.
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stiuice of nianiiige with a llithev's wife (1 Cor. v.

1), whicii St. Paul characterises as "fornication"

{iTopyfia), and visits with the severest condemna-

tion. The third ground of the prohibitions, social

convenience, comes forward solely in the case of

mariiage with two sisters simultaneously, the efl'ect

of which would be to " ve.\ " or irritate the first

wife, and produce domestic jars."

A remarkable exception to these prohibitions

existed in favour of marriage with a deceased bro-

ther's wife, in the event of his having died child-

less. The law which regulates this haj; been named
the " Levirate," •> from the Latin levir, " brother-

in-law." The custom is supposed to have oi'iginated

in that desire of perpetuating a name,' which pre-

vails all over the world, but with more than oidi-

nary force in Eastern countries, and pre-eminently

among Israelites, who each wished to bear part in

the promise made to -Abraham that "in his seed

should all nations of the earth be blessed " (Gen.

xxvi. 4). The first instance of it occurs in the pa-

triarchal period, where Onan is called upon to

marry his brother Er's widow (Gen. xxxviii. 8).

The custom was confiiined by the Mosaic law,

which decreed that " if brethren (t. e. sons of the

same father) dwell together (either in one family,

in one house, or, as the Rabbins explained it, in

contiguous properties; the first of the three senses

is probably correct), and one of them die and leave

no child {ben, here used in its broad sense, and not

specifiadly son ; compare Matt. xxii. 25, fir] fX'^"

<rirfpfj.a ; Mark xii. ] 9 ; Luke xx. 28, &TeKvos),

tiie wife of tlie dead shall not marry without {i. e.

out of the family) unto a stranger (one unconnected
by ties of relationship)

; her husband's brother shall

go in unto her and take her to him to wife ;" not,

however, without having gone through the usual

* The expression Tl^v admits of another explanation,

•' to p.ick together," or combine the two in one marriage,

and thus confound the nature ol" their relationship to one
another. This Is in one respect a preferable meaning,
inasmuch as it is not clear why two sisters should be more
partimikrly irritated than any two not so related. The
usago, however, of the cognate word n"]V> in 1 Sam. i. 6,

favours the sense usually given ; and in the Mishna nil^f

is the usual term for the wives of a polygamist (Mishna,
Vebam. i. }1).

•> The Talmudical term for the obligation was yebUm
(D-13)). from yaham (D3''). " husband's brother:" hence

the title yebanuith of the treatise in the Mishna for the
regulation of such marriages. From the same root comes
the term yihhem (D3^). to contract such a marriage (Gen.
xxxviii. 8).

•^ The reason here assigned is hai-dly a satisfactory one.
May it not rather have been connected with the purcliasc
eyslem. which would reduce a wife into the position of a
chattel or martcipium, and give the survivors a rcver-
slotiary interest in her? This view derives some support
from the statement In Haxthausen's Transcaucasia, p.
404, that among the Ossetes, who have a l.*virate law of
their own, in the event of none of the family marrying
the widow, they arc enUtled to a certain sum from any
other husband whom she may marry.

<< The position of the issue of a Levirate marriage, as
compared with other branches of the family, Is exhibited
in the case of Tamar, whose son by her father-in-law,
Judah, became the head of the family, and the channel'
through whom the Messiah was bom (Gen. xxxviii 29 •

Matt. i. 3).

^ The technical term for this act was khaliUah

(nVvH)' from leiialatt (|*7n). "to draw off." It is
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preliminaries of a regular man-iage. The fiiit-bom

of this second marriage then succeeded in the name
of the deceased brother,* t. e. became his legal heir,

receiving his name (according to Josephus, Ant. iv.

8, §23; but compai-e Ruth i. 2, iv. 17), and his

property (Deut. xxv. 5, t!). Should the brother

object to marrying his sister-in-law, he was pub-
licly to signify his dissent in the presence of the

authorities of the town, to which the widow re-

sponded by the significant act of loosing his shoe

and spitting in his face, or (as the Talmudists ex-

plained it) on the ground before him {Yebam. 12,

§6)—the former signifying the transfer of property

from one person to auotiier* (as usual among the

Indians and old Germans, Keil, Archiiol. ii. 66),
the latter the contempt due to a man who refused to

perform his just obligations (Deut. xxv. 7-9
; Ruth

iv. 6-11). In this case it was permitted to the

next of kin to come fonvard and to claim both the

wife and the inheritance.

The Leviiate marriage was not peculiar to the

Jews ; it has been found to exist in many eastern

countries,' particularly in Arabia (Buvckhardt's

Notes, i. 112; Niebuhr's Voyage, p. 61), and
among the tribes of the Caucasus (Haxthausen's

Transcaucasia, p. 403). The Mosaic law brings

the custom into harmony with the general prohibi-

tion against marrying a brother's wife by restrict-

ing it to cases of childlessness ; and it further secures

the marriage bond as founded on affection by re-

lieving the brother of the obligation whenever he
was averse to the union, instead of making it com-
pulsory, as in the case of Onan (Gen. xxxviii. 9).

One of the results of the Levirate maniage would
be in certain cases the consolidation of two pio-

perties in the same fltmily ; but this does not appear
to have been the object contemplated.^

of frequent occurrence in the treatise Tebamoth, where
minute directions are given as to the manner in which
the act was to be performed ; e. g that the shoe was to

be of leather, or a sandal furnished with a heel-strap;

a felt shoe or a sandal without a strap would not do
{Tebam. 12, $1, 2). The MuxUtzah was not valid when
the person perfonning it was deaf and dumb {^\), as he
could not learn the precise formula which accompanied
the act. The custom is retained by the modern Jews,

and is minutely described by Picart {Ceremonies JReli-

gieuses, i. 243). It receives illustration from the ex-

pression used by the modern Arabs, in speaking of a
repudiated wife, " She was my slipper : I have cast her

off" (Burckhardt, NoUs, i. 113).
f The variations in the usages of the Levirate marriage

are worthy of notice. Among the Ossetes in Georgia the

marriage of the widow takes place if there are children,

and may be contracted by the father as well as the brother

of the deceased husband. If the widow has no children,

the widow is purchaseable by another husband, as already

noticed (Haxthausen, pp. 403, 404). In Arabia, the right

of marriage is extended from the brother's widow to the

cousin. Neither in this nor in the case of the brother's

widow is the marriage compulsory on the part of the

woman, though In the former the man can put a veto

upon any other marriage (Burckhardt, Xotus, i. 112, 113).

Another development of the Levirate principle, may
perhaps be noticed in the privilege which the king en-

joyed of succeeding to the wives as well as the throne of

his predecessor (2 Sam. xii. 8). Hence Absalom's public

seizure of his father's wives was not only a breach of

morality, but betokened Iiis usurpation of the throne

(2 Sam. XV). 22). And so, again, Adonijah's request for

the hand of Ablshag was regarded by Solomon as almost
equivalent to demanding the throne (1 K. li. 22).

"'he history of Kuth's marriage has led to some mis-

conception on this point. Buaz stood to Ruth in the
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The Levirate law offered numerous opportunities

for the exercise of that spirit of casuisti y, for which

the Jewish teachers are so conspicuous. One such

case is brought forward by the Sadducees for the

salce of entangling our Lord, and turns upon the

complications which would arise in the world to

come (the existence of which the Sadducees sought

to invalidate) from the circumstance of the same
woman having been man-ied to several brothers

(Matt. xxii. 23-30). The Rabbinical solution of

this difficulty was that the wife would revert to

the first husband : o>ir Lord on the other hand sub-

verts the hypothesis on which the difficulty was
based, viz., that the material conditions of the

present life were to he caiTied on in the world to

come; aud thus He asserts the true character of

marriage as a temporary and merely human insti-

tution. Numerous difficulties are suggested, and

minute regulations laid down by the Talmudical

writers, the chief authority on the subject being

the boolj of the Mishna, entitled Yehamoth. From
this we gather the following particulars, as illus-

trating the working of the Law. If a man stood

within the proscribed degi-ees of relationship in re-

ference to his brother's widow, he was exempt from

the operation of the law (2, §3), and if he wore on

this or any other account exempt from the obligation

to marry one of the widows, he was also from the

obligation to many any of them (1, §1) ; it is also

implied that it was only necessary for one brother

to maiTy one of the widows, in c;ises where there

were several widows left. The mari-iage was not

to take place within three months of the husband's

death (4, §10). The eldest brother ought to per-

form the duty of marriage ; but, on his declining it,

a younger brother might also do it (2, §8, 4, §5).

The khalitzah was regarded as involving future rela-

tionship ; so that a man who had received it could

not marry the widow's relations within the prohi-

bited degrees (4, §7). Special rules are laid down
for cases where a woman manied under a false im-

pression as to her husband's death (10, §1), or

where a mistake took place as to whether her son

or her husband died first (10, §3), for in the latter

case the Levirate law would not apjily ; and again

as to the evidence of the husband's death to be pro-

duced in certiun cases (caps. 15, 16).

From the prohibitions expressed in the Bible,

others have been deduced by a process of inferential

reasoning. Thus the Talmudists added to the Le-

vitical relationships several remoter ones, which

they teraied secondary, such as grandmother and

great-grandmother, great-grandchild, &c.: the only

points in which they at all touched the Levitical

degrees were, that they added (\) the wife of the

father's uterine brother under the idea that in the

text the brother described was only by the same
father, and (2) the mother's brother's wife, for

which they had no authority (Selden, Ux. Ebr.

i. 2). Considerable differences of opinion have

arisen as to the extent to which this proce.ss of rea-

soning should be can-ied, and conflicting laws have
been made in different countries, professedly based

on the same original authority. It does not fall

within our province to do more than endeavour to
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point out in what respects and to what extent the

Biblical statements bear upon the subject. In the

first place we must observe that the design of the

legislator apparently was to give an exhaustive list

of prohibitions ; for he not only gives examples of

degrees of relationship, but he specifies the pro-

hibitions in cases which are strictly parallel to

each other, e. </., son's daughter and daughter's

daughter (ver. 10), wife's son's daughter and wife's

daughter's daughter (ver. 17): whereas, had he

wished only to exhibit the prohibited degree, one of

these instances would have been sufficient. In the

second place it ajipcars certain that he did not

regard the degi-ee as the test of the prohibition ; for

he establishes a diti'erent rule in regard to a brother's

widow and a deceased wife's sister, though the

degree of relationship is in each case strictly parallel.

It cannot, therefore, in the face of this express en-

actment be argued that Moses designed his country-

men to infer that man-iage with a niece was illegal

because that with the aunt was, nor yet that mar-

riage with a mother's brother's wife was included in

the" prohibition of that with the father's brother's

wife. For, though no explicit statement is made

as to the legality of these two latter, the rule of in-

terpretation casually given to us in the first must

be held to apply to them also. In the third place,

it must be assumed that thei'e were some tangible

aud even strong grounds for the distinctions noted

in the degrees of equal distance; and it then be-

comes a matter of importance to ascertain whether

these grounds are ofperpetual force, or aiise out of

a peculiar sU:te of society or legislation ; if the latter,

then it seems justifiable to suppose that on the

alteration of that state we may recur to the spirit

rather than the letter of the enactment, and may
infer prohibitions which, though not existing in the

Levitical law, may yet be regarded as based upon it.

The cases to which these remarks would most

pointedly apply are marriage with a deceased wife's

sister, a niece, whether by blood or by marriage,

and a maternal uncle's widow. With regard to the

first and third of these, we may observe that the

Hebrews regai-ded the relationship existing between

the wife and her husband's family, as of a closer

nature than that between the husband aud his wife's

family. To what extent this difference was sup-

posed to hold good we have no mearis of judging;

but as illustrations of the difference we may note

(1) that the husband's brother stood in the special

relation of levir to his brother's wife, and was sub-

ject to the law of Levii-ate marriage in consequence
;

(2) that the nearest relation on the husband's side,

whether brother, nephew, or cousin, stood in the

s])ecial relation of goel, or avenger of blood to his

widow ; and (3) that an heiress was restricted to a

marriage with a relation on her father's side. As

no corresponding obligations existed in i-eference to

the wife's or the mother's family, it follows almost

as a matter of course that the degree of relationship

must have been regarded as different in the two

cases, and that prohibitions might on this account

be applied to the one, from which the other was

exempt. When, however, we transplant the Levi-

tical regulations from the Hebrew to any other

position, not of a Levir (for be was only her liusbnnd's

cousin), but of a Ooel, or redeemer in the second dogiee

(A. V. " near kinsman," iii. 9) : as such, he redeemed the

inheritance of Naomi, afier the refusal of the redeemer
in the nearest degree, in ronformity with Lev. xxv. 25.

It appears to have been custom:iry for the redeemer at

the same time to marry the heiress, but this custom is

not founded on any written law. The writer of the book

of Uuth, according to Selden (^De Stwcess. cap. 15), confuses

the laws relating to the Goel and the Uvir, as Josephus

(Ant. V. 9, ^4) has undoubtedly done ; but this is an

unnecessary assimiption : the custom Is one that may

well have existed in conformity with the spirit of the

law of the Levirate marriage.
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commoDwealtli, we are fully wan-anted in taking

into account the temporary and local conditions ot

relationship in each, and in extending the prohibi-

tions to cases where alterations in the social or

legal condition have taken place. The question to

be fairly argued, then, is not simply whether mar-

riage within a ceitain degiee is or is not permitted

l)y the Levitical law, but whether, allowing for

the altered state of society, mutatis mutandis, it ap-

jionrs in conformity with the general spirit of that

inw. The ideas of diflerent nations as to relation

ship differ widely; and, should it happen that ii

the social system of a certain country a relationship

is, as a matter of fact, regarded as an intimate one,

then it is clearly permissible for the rulers of that

countiy to prohibit marriage in reference to it, not

on the ground of any expressed or implied prohibi-

tion iu reference to it in particular in tlie book of Le-

viticus, but on the general ground that Moses in-

tended to prohibit marriage among near relations.

The application of such a rule iu some cases is clear

enough ; no one could hesitate for a moment to pro-

nounce marriage with a brother's widow, even in

cases where the Mosaic law would permit it, as ab-

solutely illegal in the present day : inasmuch as the

peculiar obligation of the Levir has been abolished.

As little could we hesitate to extend the prohibition

from the patenial to the matenial uncle's widow,

now that the peculiar differences between relation-

ships on the father's and the mother's side are abo-

lished. With regard to the vexed question of the

deceased wife's sister we refrain from expressing an

opinion, inasmuch as the case is still in lite ; under

the rule of inteipretation we have already laid

down, the case stands thus : such a marriage is not

only not prohibited, but actually pennitted by the

letter of the Jlosaic law ; but it remains to be argued

( 1) whether the pennission was granted under pe-

culiar circumstances ; (2) whether those or strictly

parallel circumstances exist in the present day ; and

(3) whelher, if they do not exist, the general tenour

of the Mosaic prohibitions would, or would not,

justify a community in extending 'the prohibition to

such a relationship on the authority of the Levitical

law. In what has been said on this point, it must
be borne in mind that we are viewing the question

simply in its relation to the Levitical law: with the

other arguments pro and con bearing on it, we have
at present nothing to do. With regard to the mar-
riage with the niece, we have some difficulty in

suggesting any sufficient gi'ound on which it was
permitted by the Jlosaic law. The Rabbinical ex-

planation, that the distinction between the aunt and
the niece was based upon the i-cspecius parcntclae,

which would not pcimit the aunt to be reduced

from her natural senioiity, but at the same time

would not object to the elevation of the niece, can-

not be regarded as satisfactoiy ; for, though it ex-

plains to a certain extent the difference between the

two, it places the prohibition of marriage with the

aunt, and consequently the permission of that with
the niece, on a wiong basis ; for iu Lev. xx. 19 con-

sanguinity, a.w\ not respectusparentelae, is stated as

the ground of the prohibition. The Jews appear

to have availed themselves of the privilege without

scruple: in the Bible itself, indeed, we have but

one instance, and that not an undoubted one, in the

i" From Ez. xliv. 22 it appears tlmt the law relative to

(he marriage of priests was afterwards made more rigiil

:

they could marry only maidtiis of Israelitish origin or

the widows of priests.
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case of Othnicl, who was probably the brother of

Caleb (Josh. xv. 17), and, if so, then the uncle of

Achsah his wife. Several such marriages are no-

ticed by Josephus, as in the case of Joseph, the

nephew of Onias (Ant. xii. 4, §6), Herod the Great
{Ant. xvii. 1, §.3), and Herod Philip {Ant. w\i\.

5, § 1 ). But on whatever ground they were for-

merly permitted, there can be no question as to the

propriety of prohibiting them in the present day.

2. Among the special prohibitions we have to

notice the following. (1) The high-priest was for-

bidden to many any except a virgin selected from
his own people, i. e. Jin Israelite (Lev. xxi. 1,S, 14).

He was thus exempt from the action of the Levitate

law. (2) The priests were less restricted in their

choice •; they were only prohibited from man-ying

prostitutes and divorced women (Lev. xxi. 7).

(3) Heiresses were prohibited from marrying out of

their own tribe,' with the view of keeping the pos-

sessions of the several tiibes intact (Num. xxrvi.

5-9
; comp. Tob. vii. 10). (4) Persons defective

in physical powers were not to intermany with
Israelites by virtue of the regulations in Deut.

xxiii. 1. (5) In the Christian Church, bishops and
deacons were prohibited from having more than

one wife (1 Tim. iii. 2, 12), a prohibition of an

ambiguous nature, inasmuch as it may refer (1) to

polygamy in the ordinary sense of the term, as ex-

plained by Theodoret {in he), and most of the

Fathers
; (2) to man-iage after the decease of the

first wife ; or (3) to marriage after divorce during

the lifetime of the first wife. The probable sense

is second marriage of any kind whatever, iiKluding

all the three cases alluded to, but with a special

reference to the two last, which were allow-

able iu the case of the laity, while the first was
equally forbidden to all. The early Church gene-

rally regarded second marriage as a disqualification

for the ministry, though on this point there was not

absolute unanimity (see Bingham, Ant. iv. 5,

§1-3). (6) A similar prohibition applied to those

who were candidates for admission into the eccle-

siastical order of widows, whatever that order may
have been (1 Tim. v. 9) ; in this case the words
"wife of one man" can be applied but to two
cases, (1) to re-maiTiage after the decease of the

husband, or (2) after divorce. That divorce was
obtained sometimes at the instance of the wife, is

implied in Mark x. 12, and 1 Cor. vii. 11, and is

alluded to by several classical \vTiters (see Whitby,
in loc). But St. Paul probably refers to the ge-

neral question of re-marriage. (7) With regard to

the general question of the re-maniage of divorced

persons, there is some difiiculty iu ascertaining the

sense of Scripture. According to the Jlosaic law,

a wife divorced at the instance of the husband

might mariy whom she liked ; but if her second

husband died or divorced her she could not revert

to her first husband, on the ground that, as far as

he was concerned, she was " defiled " (Deut. xxiv.

2-4) ; we may infer fi-om the statement of the

ground that there was no objection to the re-mar-

riage of the original parties, if the divorced wife

had remained lUunaiTied in the interval. If the

wife was divorced on the grountl of adultery, her

re-marriage was impossible, inasmuch as the pu-

nishment for such a crime was death. In tlie

' Tlie close analogy of this regulation to the Athenian
law respecting the e7rucA»)pnt has been already noticed in

the article on Hkie.
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N. T. there are no diiect precepts on the subject of

the re-marriage of divorced persons. All the re-

marks bearing upon the point had a primary refer-

ence to an entirely different subject, viz. the abuse

of divorce. For instance, our Lord's declarations in

Matt. v. 32, xix. 9, apph-ing as they expressly do

to the case of a wife divorced on other gi-ounds

than that of unfaithfulness, and again St. Paul's,

iu 1 Cor. vii. 11, pre-supposing a contingency

wliich he himself had prohibited as being improper,

cannot be regarded as directed to the general ques-

tion of re-marriage. In .applying these passages to

our own circumstances, due regard must be had to

the peculiar nature of the Jewisli divorce, which

was not, as with us, a judicial proceeding based on

evidence and pronounced by authority, but the

arbitrary, and sometimes Gipricious act of an indi-

vidual. The assertion that a woman divorced on

improper and trivial gi-ounds is made to commit
adultery, does not therefore bear upon the question

of a person divorced by judicial authority; no such

case as our Lord supposes can now take place ; at

all events it would take place only in connexion

with the question of what form adequate grounds

for divorce. The early Church was divided in its

opinion on this subject (Bingham, Arit. xxii. 2, §12).

With regai-d to age, no restriction is pronounced in

the Bible. Early mairiage is spoken of with ap-

proviJ in several passages (Prov. ii. 17, v. 18 ; Is.

Ixii. 5), and in reducing this general statement to

the more definite one of years, we must take into

account the very early age at which persons arrive

at puberty in Oriental countries. In modern Egypt
marriage takes place in general before the bride

has attained the age of 16, frequently when she

is 12 or 13, and occasionally when she is only 10

'^Lane, 1. 208). The Talmudists forbade man-iage

in the case of a man under 13 years and a day,

and in the case of a woman under 12 years and

a day (Buxtorf, Synagog. cap. 7, p. 143). The
usual age appears to have been higher, about 18

years.

Cei-tain days were fixed for the ceremonies of

betrothal and marriage—the fourth day for virgins,

and the fifth for widows (Mishna, Ketub. 1, §1). The
more modern Jews similarly appoint different days

for virgins and widows, Wednesday and Friday fbr

the former, Thursday for the latter (Picart, i. 240 1.

III. The customs of the Hebrews and of Oriental

nations generally, in regard to the preliminaries of

maiTiage, as well as the ceremonies attending the

rite itself, differ in many respects from those with

which we are familiar. In the first place, tlie

choice of the bride devolved not on the bridegioom

himself, but on his relations or on a friend deputed

by the biidegi'oom for this pui-pose. Thus Abra-

b:iiii sends Eliezer to find a suitable bride for his

Naac, and the narrative of his mission affords

fthe most channing pictures of patriarchal life
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k The term mohar OHb) occurs only thrice in the

Bible (Gen. xxxiv. 12 ; Ex. xxii. 17 ; 1 Sara, xvili. 25)

I'rom the second of the three passages, compared with

Deut. xxii. 29, it has bepn inferred that the sum was in all

cases paid to the father ; hut this Inference Is unfounded,

because the sura to be paid according to that passage was

not the proper mohar, but a sum "according to,"

equivalent to the mohar, and this, not as a price for the

bride, but as a penalty for the offence committed. The
origin of the term, and consequently its .specific sense, is

uncertain. Gesenius ( Thes. p. 773) has evolved the sense

of "purchase-money" by connecting it with "13D.

(Gen. xxiv.) ; Hagar chooses a wife fbr Ishmael

(Gen. xxi. 21) ; Isaac directs Jacob in his choice (Gen,

xxviii. 1); and Judah selects a wife for Er (Gen.

xxxviii. (5). It does not follow that the bridegi-oom's

wishes were not consulted in this arrangement ; on

the contrary, the parents made proposals at the in-

stigation of their sons in the iustimces of Shechem

(Gen. xxxiv. 4, 8) and Samson (Judg. xiv. 1-10). A
marriage contracted without the parents' inter-

ference was likely to turn out, as in Esau's case,

" a grief of mind" to them (Gen. xxvi. 35, xxvii.

46). As a general rule the proposal originated

with the family of the bridegroom : occasionally,

when there was a dillereuce of rank, this rule was

reversed, and the bride was offered by her father,

as by Jethro to Moses (Ex. ii. 21), by Caleb to

Othniel (Josh. xv. 17), and by Saul to David

(1 Sam. xvili. 27). The imaginary case of women
soliciting husbands (Is. iv. 1) was designed to con-

vey to fhe mind a picture of the ravages of war,

by which the greater part of the males had fallen.

The consent of the maiden was sometimes asked

(Gen. xxiv. 58) ; but this appears to have been

subordinate to the previous consent of the father

and the adult brothers (Gen. xxiv. 51, xxxiv. 11).

Occasionally the whole business of selecting the

wife was left in the hands of a friend, and hence

the case might arise which is supposed by the Tal-

mudists ( Yeham. 2, §6, 7), that a man might not

be aware to which of two sisters he was betrothed.

So in Egypt at the present day the choice of a wife

is sometimes entrusted to a professional woman
styled a khdt'beh : and it is seldom that the bride-

groom sees the featui-es of his bride before the

man-iage has taken place (Lane, i. 209-211).

The selection of the bride was followed by the

espousal, which was not altogether like our " en-

gagement," but was a formal proceeding, imder-

taken by a friend or legal representative on the

part of "the bridegroom, and by the parents on the

part of the bride ; it was confirmed by oaths, and

accompanied with presents to the bride. Thus

Eliezer, on behalf of Isaac, propitiates the favour

of Kebekah by presenting her in anticipation with a

massive golden nose-ring and two bracelets ; he

then proceeds to treat with the parents, and, having

obtained their consent, he brings forth the more

costly and formal presents, "jewels of silver, and

jewels of gold, and raiment," for the bride, and

presents of less value for the mother and brothers

(Gen. xxiv. 22, 53). These presents were described

by different terms, that to the bride by mohar ^

(A. V. "dowry"), and that to the relations by

mattan.^ Thus Shechem offers " never so much
dowry and gift" (Gen. xxxiv. 12), the former for

the bride, the latter for the relations. It has been

sujjposed indeed that the mohar was a price paid

down to the father for the sale of his daughter.

Such a custom undoubtedly prevails in certain

scU." It has also been connected with "IH^' " to hasten,"

as though it signified a present hastily produced for the

bride when her consent was obtained ; and again with

iriD. "morrow," as though it were the gift presented

to the bride on the morning after the wedding, like the

German morgcn-gabe (Saalschiitz, Archiiol. ii. 193).

""
\r\12- The importance of presents at the time of

betrothal appears from the cpplication of the term aras

(CjnN). literally, " to make a present," in the special

sense of " to betroth."
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parts of the East at the present day, but it does not

appear to have been the ease with free women in

patriarchal times ; for the daughters of Laban make
it a matter of complaint that their father had

bargained for the services of Jacob in exchange for

their hands, just as if they were " strangers" (Gen.

xxxi. l'^); ajid the permission to sell a daughter

was restricted to the case of a " servant" or

secondary wife (Ex. xxi. 7): nor does David, when
complaining of the non-completion of Saul's bargain

with him, use the expression " I boiujht for," but
" J espoused to me for an hundred foreskins of the

Philistines (2 Sam. iii. 14). The expressions in

Hos. iii. 2, " So I bought her to me," and in Ruth
iv. 10, " Ruth have I purchased to be my wife,"

certainly appear to favour the opposite view ; it

should be observed, however, that in the former

passage great doubt exists as to the correctness of

the translation "; and that in the latter the case

A'ould not be conclusive, as Ruth might well be

considered as included in the purchase of her pro
perty. It would undoubtedly be expected that the

mohar should be proportioned to the position of the

bride, and that a poor man could not on that ac-

count afibrd to marry a rich wife (1 Sam. sviii.

1?>). Occasionally the bride received a dowry °

from her father, as instanced in the cases of Caleb's

(Judg. i. 15) and Pharaoh's (1 K. ix. 16) daugh-
ter. A " settlement," in the modern sense of the

term, i. e. a written document securing property

to the wife, did not come into use until the post-

Babylonian period: the only instance we have of

one is in Tob. vii. 14, where it is described as an
" instrument " (ffvyypacpii). Tiie Talraudists styled

it a /:etabah,f and have laid down minute directions

as to the disposal of the sum secured, in a treatise

of the Mishna expressly on that subject, from
which we extract the following particulars. The
peculiarity of the Jewish ketuhah consisted in this,

that it was a definite sum, varying not according

to the circumstances of the parties, but according

to the state of the bride,? whether she be a spinster,

a widow, or a divorced woman' (1, §2); and
further, that the dowry could not be claimed until

the tei-mination of the marriage by the death of the

husband or by divorce (5, §1), though advances
might be made to the wife previously (9, §8).
Subsequently to betrothal a woman lost all power
over her property, and it became vested in the hus-
band, unless he had previously to marriage re-

nounced his right to it (8, §1 ; 9, §1). Stipulations

were entered into for the increase of the ketuhah,
when the bride had a handsome allowance (6, §3).

" The term used (mS) has a general sense " to make
an agreement." The meaning of the verse appears to be
this :—the Prophet bad previously married a wife, named
Gomer, who had turned out unfaithful to bim. He bad
separated from bcr; but ho was ordered to renew his

intimacy with her, and previous to doing this he places

her on ber probation, setting her apart for a time, and for

her mainti'nance agreeing to give her fifteen pieces of

silver, in addition to a certain amount of food.

° The technical term of the Talmudists for the dowry
which the wife brought to her husband, answering to the

dos of the l>fUins, was K'jn3-
^ niinS. literally "a writing." The term was also

specifically applied to the sum settled on (he wife by
the husband, answering to the Latin cUniatio propter

vupUas.

1 The practice of the modern Egyptians illustrates this;

for with them the dowTy, though its amount differs

according to the wealth of the suitor, is still graduated
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The act of betrothal • was celebrated by a feist

(1, §.'}), and among the more modern Jews it is ih.

custom in .some parts for the bridegroom to plar.

ring on the bride's finger (Picait, i. 239)—a cu

tom which also prevailed among the Romans {Did.

of Ant. p. 604). Some writers have endeavoureil

to prove that the rings noticed in the 0. T.

(E.\. XXXV. 22; Is. iii. 21) were nuptial rings,

but there is not the slightest evidence of this.

The ring was nevertheless regarded among the He-

brews as a token of fidelity (Gen. xli. 42), and :

adoption into a family (Luke xv. 22). Accordii

to Selden it was originally given as an equi-

valent for dowry-money (Uxor Ebraic. ii. 14).

Between the betrothal and the marriage an inten'al

elapsed, varying from a few days in the patriarchal

age (Gen. xxiv. 55), to a full year for virgins and a

month for widows in later times. During this

period the bride-elect lived with her friends, and all

commimication between herself and her future hus-

band was carried on through the medium of a friend

deputed for the purpose, termed the " friend of the

bridegroom " (John iii. 29). She wa< now vir-

tually regarded as the wife of her future husband

;

for it was a maxim of the Jewish law that betrothal

was of equal force with marriage (Phil. De Spec,

Leg. p. 788). Hence faithlessness on her part was
punishable with death (Deut. xxii. 23, 24), the hus-

band having, however, the option of " putting her

away " (Matt. i. 19) by giving her a bill of di-

vorcement, in case he did not wish to proceed to

such an extreme punishment (Deut. xxiv. 1). False

accusations on this gi'ound were punished by a

severe fine and the forfeiture of the right of divorce

(Deut. xxii. 13-19). The betrothed woman could

not pai-t with her property after betrothal, excojit

in certain cases {Ketub. 8, §1): and, in short, the

bond of matrimony was as fully entered into by
betrothal, as with us by marriage. In this respect

we may compare the practice of the Athenians, who
regarded the fomial betrothal as indispensable to

the validity of a maniage contract {Diet, of Ant.

p. 598). The customs of the Nestorians atloi-d

several points of similai-ity in respect both to the

mode of effecting the betrothal and the importance

attached to it (Grant's Nestoriaiis, pp. 197, 198).

We now come to the wedding itself; and in this

the most observable point is, that there were no

definite religious ceremonies connected with it.'

It is probable, indeed, that some fomial ratification

of the espousal with an oath took place, as implied

in some allusions to marriage (Ez. svi. 8 ; Mai. ii.

14), particularly in the expression, " the covenant

according to the state of the bride. A certain portion

only of the dowry is paid down, the rest being held in

reserve (Lane, i. 211). Among the modem Jews also

the amount of the dowry varies with the state of the

bride, according to a fixed scale (Picart, i. 240).

' The amount of the dowry, according to the Mosaic

law, appears to have been fifty shekels (Ex. xxii. 17,

compared with Deut. xxii. 29).

• The technical term used by the Talmudists for l-o-

trothing was kiddiUhin (pC'-Hip). derived from C'^i^'

" to set apart." There Is a treatise in the Mishna so

entitled, in which various questions of casuistry of slight

interest to us are discussed.

' It Is worthy of observation that there Is no term in

the Hebrew language to express the ceremony of marriage.

The substantive cJiatuvvah (HSrin) occui-s but once,

and then in connexion with the day (Cant. iii. 11). The

word " wedding" does not occur at all In the A. V. of the

Old Testament.
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of her God" (Prov. ii. 17), as applied to the mar-

riage bond, and that a blessing weus pronounced

(Geu. xxiv. 60 ; Ruth iv. 11, 12) sometimes by the

parents (Tob. vii. 13). But the essence of the

mairiage ceremony consisted in the removal of the

bride from her father's house to that of the bride-

groom or his father."

The bridegroom prepared himself for the occasion

by putting on a festive dress, and especially by
placing on his head the handsome turban described

by the term peer (Is. Ixi. 10 ; A. V. " ornaments "),

and a nuptial crown or garland* (Cant. iii. ll):

he was redolent of myrrh and frankincense and

•'all powders of the merchant" (Cant. iii. 6).

The bride prepared herself for the ceremony by

taking a bath, generally on the day preceding the

wedding. This was probably in ancient as in mo-

dern times a foimal proceeding, accompanied with

considerable pomp (^Ficart. i. 240; Lane, i. 217).

The notices of it in the Bible are so few as to have

escaped general obseiTation (Ruth iii. 3 ; Ez. sxiii.

40 ; Eph. V. 26, 27) ; but the passages cited esta-

blish the antiquity of the custom, and the expres-

sions in the last (" having purified her by the

laver of water," " not having spot "), have evident

reference to it. A similar custom prevailed among
the Greeks (Diet, of Ant. s. v. Balneae, p. 185).

The distinctive feature of the bride's attire was the

tsaiphj or " veil
"—a light robe of ample dimen-

sions, which covered not only the face but the

whole person (Gen. xxiv. 65 ; comp. xxxviii. 14,

15). This was regarded as the symbol of her sub-

mission to her husband, and hence in 1 Cor. xi. 10,

the veil is appai-eutly described under the term

f^ovcria, "authority." She also wore a peculiar

girdle, named kishshuritn,* the " attire " (A. V.),

which no bride could forget (Jer. ii. 32) ; and her

head was crowned with a chaplet, which was again

so distinctive of the biide, that the Hebrew term
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" There seems indeed to be a literal truth in the

Hebrew expression " to take" a wife (Num. xii. 1 ; 1 Chr.

ii. 21) ; for the ceremony appears to have mainly

consisted in the taking. Among the modern Arabs the

same custom prevails, the capture and removal of the

bride being effected with a considerable show of violence

(Burckhardfs Notes, i. 108).

» The bridegrooms crown was made of various materials

(gold or silver, roses, myrtle or olive), according to his

circumstances (Selden, Ux. Ebr. ii. 15). The nse of the

crown at marriages was familiar both to the Greeks and

Romans (^Oict. of Ant., Couona).

'' Pj^yV. See article on Dress. The use of the veil

was not peculiar to the Hebrews. It was customary

among the Greeks and Romans ; and among the latter It

gave rise to the expression nubo, literally " to veil," and

hence to our word " nuptial." It Is still used by the Jews
(Picart, 1. 241). The modem Egyptians envelope the

bride ui an ample shawl, whieh perhaps more than any
thing else resembles the Hebrew tzaipk (Lane, i. 220).

• n-ltJ'p. Some difference of opinion exists as to

this term. [Gieple.] The girdle was an important article

of the bride's dress among the Romans, and gave rise to

the expression solvere zonam.

n?3. The bride's crown was either of gold or gilded.

The use of it was interdicted after the destruction of the

second Temple, as a token of humiliation (Selden, Ux. Ebr.

ii. 15).

'' D^yiD. Winer (Rich. s. v. " Hochzeit") identifies

the "children ot the bridechamber " with the sho^bcnim

(D»33B>iy>) of the Talmudists. Hut the fonner were

the atlcndauUs on the bridegroom alone, while the shosh-

callah,'^ "bride," originated from it. If the bride

were a virgin, she wore her hair flowing (Ketub.

2, §1). Her robes were white (Rev. xix. 8), and
sometimes embroidered with gold thi-ead (Ps. xlv.

13, 14), and covered with perfumes (Ps. xlv. 8):

she was further decked out with jewels (Is. xlix.

18, Ixi. 10; Rev. xxi. 2). 'When the fixed hour

arrived, which was generally late in the evening,

the bridegroom set forth from his house, attended

by his groomsmen, termed in Hebrew mereim^
(A. V. " companions ; Judg. xlv. 11), and in Greek

viol rod vufj.(pSivos (A. V, " children of the bride-

chamber ;" JIatt. ix. 15), preceded by a band of

musicians or singers (Gen. xxxi. 27 ; Jer. vii. 34,

xvi. 9 ; 1 Mace. ix. 39), and accompanied by per-

sons bearing flambeaux* (2 Esdr. x. 2 ; Matt. xxv.

7 ; compare Jer. xxv. 10 ; Rev. xviii. 23, " the light

of a candle "). Having reached the house of the

bride, who with her maidens anxiously expected

his an-ival (Matt. xxv. 6), he conducted the whole

party back to his own or his father's "^ house,

with every demonstration of gladness* (Ps. xlv. 15).

On their way back they were joined by a party of

maidens, friends of the bride and bridegroom, who
were in waiting to catch the procession as it passed

(Matt. xxv. 6 ; comp. Trench on Parables, p. 244
note). The inhabitants of the place pressed out

into the streets to watch the procession (Cant. iii.

11). At the house a feast ' was prepared, to which
all the friends and neighbours were invited (Gen.
xxix. 22 ; Matt. xxii. 1-10 ; Luke xiv. 8 ; John
ii. 2), and the festivities were protracted for

seven, or even fourteen days (Judg. xiv. 12; Tob.
\'iii. 19). The guests were provided by the host

with fitting robes (Matt. xxii. 1 1 ; comp. Trench,

Parables, p. 230), and the fe:ist was enlivened with
riddles (Judg. xiv. 12) and other amusements. The
bridegroom now entered into direct communication
with the bride, and the joy of the friend was " ful-

benim were two persons selected on the day of the mar-
riage to represent the interests of bride and bridegroom,
apparently with a special view to any possible litigation

that might subsequently arise on the subject noticed in

Deut. x.\ii. 15-21 (Selden, Vx. Ebr. ii. 16).

Compare the S^5es wix<l,iKaC of the Greeks (Aristopli.

Pax, 1317). The lamps described in Matt. xxv. 7 would
be small hand-lamps. Without them none could join tlic

procession (Trench's Parables, p. 257 note).

d The bride was said to "go to" ON ^12) the house

of her husband (Josh. xv. 18 ; Judg. i. 14) ; an expression
which is worthy of notice, inasmuch as it has not been
rightly understood in Dan. xi. 6, where " they that brought
her" is an expression for husband. The bringing home of
the bride was regarded m the later days of the Roman
empire as one of the most important parts of the maiTiage
ceremony (Bingham, Ant. xxil. 4, 67).

^ From the joyous sounds used on these occasions the

term hdlal ??n) is applied in the sense of marrying in

Ps. Ixxvlil. 63 ; A. 'V. " their maidens were not given to

marriage," literally, " were not praised," as in the margin.
This sense appears preferable to that of the LXX., ouk
en-eVSi)<rav, which is adopted by Gescnius (Thes. p. 596).
TV. : ..

ijj jjjg sffpptg^ attendant on an Oriental wedding.The I

is excessive, and enables us to understand the allusions i

Jeremiah to the " voice of the bridegroom and the voice
of the bride."

The feast was regarded as so essential a part of the
marriage ceremony, that nouiv yd/iov acquired the spe-

cific meaning " to celebrate the marriage-feast " (Gen.
x.\ix. 22; Eslh. ii. 18; fob. viii. 10; 1 Slacc. ix. 37, .\. 5s;
LXX., Malt. xxii. 4, xxv. 10 ; Luke xiv. K), and sometimes
to celebrate any feast (ICsth. ix. 22).
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filled " at hearing the voice of the briJegrooni

(John iii. 29) convei-sing with her, which he ro-

gaiiJed as a satisfactory testimony of the success of

his share in the work. In the case of a viigin,

piched corn was distributed among the guests

{Kctiih. 2, §1), the significance of which is not

a])pai-ent; the custom beare some resemblance to

the distriliution of the miwitnceiim (Juv. vi. 202)
among the guests at a Homan wedding. The modern
Jews have a custom of shattering glasses or vessels,

by dashing them to the groiuid (Picart, i. 240).

lip suspended at a modem Egj-ptian wedding. (Lane.)

The last act in the ceremonial was the conducting
of the bride to the bridal chamber, cheders (Judg.
-w. 1 ; Joel ii. 16), where a canopy, named chnp-
pali^ was prepared (Ps. xix. 5; Joel ii. 1(V). The
bride was still comi)letely veiled, so that the decep-
tion practised on Jacob (Gen. .x.xix. 23) was very
possible. If proof could be subsequently adduced
that the bride had not prcseived her maiden purity,'

the case was investigated ; and, if she was convicted,
slie was stoned to death before her father's house
(Deut. x.xii. 13-21). A newly married man was
exempt from military service,' or fiom any public
business which might draw him away from his

home, for the space of a year (Deut. xxiv. 5) : a
similar privilege was granted to him who was be-
trothed (Deut. XX. 7).

Hitherto we have described the usages of mar-
riage as well as they can be ascertained from the
Bible itself. The Talmudists specify three modes
by which marriage might be eliected, viz., money,
marriage-conti-act, and consummation {Kiddush. i.

§1). The fii-st was by the presentation of a sum
of money, or its equivalent, in the pre.sence of wit-
nesses, accompanied by a mutual declaration of lie-

trothal. The second was by a written, instead of a
verbal agreement, either with or without a sum of
money. The third, though valid in point of law,
was discouraged to tJie greatest extent, as being

•^ nsn. The term occurs in the Mislina (^Ketub. 4,

f 5). and is explained by sonic of the .Jewish commentators
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contrary to the laws of morality (Selden, Ux. 11'

f

ii. 1,2).
IV. In considering the social and domestic O'l

ditions of married life among the Hebrews, we mu.-t

in the fii-st place take into account the position as-

signed to women generally in their social scale.

The seclusion of the harem and the habits con.so-

queut upon it were utterly unknown in early times,

and the condition of the Oriental woman, as pic-

tured to us in the Bible, contrasts most favourably

with that of her modern lepre-sentitive. There is

abundant evidence that women, whether manied
or uumanied, went about with their faces unveiled

< 'in\. xii. 14, xxiv. 16, 65, xxix. 11 ; 1 Sam. i. 13).

-\n unmairied woman might meet and converse with

men, even strangers, in a public place (Gen. xxiv.

24, 45-7, xxix. 9-12; 1 Sam. ix. 11): she mi^ht
be found alone in the country without any reflec-

tion on her character (Deut. xxii. 25-27 ) : or she

might appear in a court of justice (Num. xivii. 2).

Women not unfrequently held important offices;

some were prophetesses, as Miriam, Deborah, Hnl-
dah, Noadiah, and Anna: of others advice was
sought in emergencies (2 Sam. xiv. 2, xx. 16-2:.''.

Thoy took their pait in matters of public interest

(Ex. XV. 20; 1 Sam. xviii. 6, 7): in short, tlifv

enjoyed as much freedom in ordinary life as tlii>

women of our o^vn country.

If such was her general position, it is certaiii

thnt the wife must have exercised an important
influence in her own home. She appears to have
taken her part in family affairs, and even to have

enjoyed a considerable amount of independence. For

in.stance, she entertains guests at her own desire

(2 K. iv. 8) in the absence of her husband (Judg.
iv. 18"), and sometimes even in defiance of his wishes

(1 S.ani. XXV. 14, &c.) : she disposes of her child by
a vow without any reference to her husband (1 Sam.
i. 24) : she consults with him as to the marriage

of her children (Gen. xxvii. 46): her suggestions

as to any domestic arrangements meet with due
attention (2 K. iv. 9) : and occasionally she criticises

the conduct of her husband in terms of great severity

(1 Sam. XXV. 25 ; 2 Sam. vi. 20).

The relations of husband and wife appear to have

been characterised by affection and tendeniess. He
is occasionally described as the "friend" of his

wife (Jer. iii. 20 ; Hos. iii. 1), and his love for her

is frequently noticed (Gen. xxiv. 67, x.xix. 18). On
the other hand, the wife was the consolation of the

husband in time of trouble (Gen. xxiv. 67), and her

grief at his loss presented a picture of the most al»-

ject woe (Joel i. 8). No stronger testimony, how-
ever, c;\n be afforded as to the ardent affection of

husband and wife, than that which we derive from

the general tenor of the book of Canticles. At tlic

.same time we cannot but think that the exceptions

to this state of affairs were more numerous than is

consistent with our ideas of matrimonial happiness.

One of the evils inseparable from polygamy is the

discomfort arising from the jealousies and quarrels

of the several wives, iis iust;iuced in the households

of Abraham and Elkanah (Geu. xxi. 11 ; 1 Sam. i.

6). The purchase of wives, and the small amount
of liberty allowed to daughter in the choice of

husbands, must inevitably have led to unhappy
unions. The allusions to the miserv of a con-

to have been a bower of roses and myrtles. The term was

also applied to the canopy under which the nuptial lieno-

dictiun was prononnct'd, or to the robe spread over the

heads of the bride and bridegroom (Scldeu, ii. 15).
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tentious and brawling wife in the Proverbs (xix. 13,

xxi. 9, 19, xxvii. 15) convey the impression that

the infliction was of freqneut occurrence in Hebrew
households, and in the Mishna {Ketub. 7, §6) the

fact of a woman being noisy is laid down as an

adequate gromid for divorce. In the N. T. the

mutual relations of husband and wife are a subject

of frequent exhortation (Eph. v. 22-33
; Col. iii.

18, 19; Tit. ii. 4, .5 ; 1 Pet. iii. 1-7): it is cer-

tainly a noticeable coincidence that these e.\liorta-

tions should be found exclusively in the epistles

adiU-essed to Asiatics, uoi- is it improbable that they

were more particularly needed for them than for

Europeans.

The duties of the wife in the Hebrew household

were multifarious : in addition to the general super-

intendence of the domestic arrangements, such as

cooking, from which even women of rank were not

exempted (Gen. xviii. 6 ; 2 Sara. xiii. 8), and the

distribution of food at meal-times (Prov. xxxi. 15),

the manufacture of the clothing and the various

textures required in ;ui Eastern est<iblishment de-

volved upon her (Prov. xxxi. 13, 21, 22), and if

she were a model of activity and skill, she produced

a surplus of tine linen shii-ts and girdles, which

she sold, and so, like a well-freighted merchant-

ship, brought in wealth to her husband from afar

(Prov. xxxi. 14, 24). The poetical description of a

good house-wife drawn in the last chapter of the

Proverbs is both tilled up and in some measure

illustrated by the following minute description of a

wife's duties towtu'ds her husband, as laid down in

the Jlishna : " She must grind coi n, and bake, and

Wiusli, and cook, and suckle his child, .make his bed,

and work in wool. If she brought her husband one

bondwoman, she need not grind, bake, or wash : if

two, she need not cook nor suckle his child: if

three, she need not make his bed nor work in wool

:

if four, she may sit in her chair of state " {Ketuh.

5, §5). Whatever money she earned by her laboui

belonged to her husband (ib. 6, §1). The qua-

lification not only of working, but of working at

home (Tit. ii. 5, where o'lKOvpyovs is preferable

to o'lKovpovs), was insisted on in the wife, and to

spin in the street was regarded as a \-iolation of

Jewish customs {Ketuh. 7, §6).

The legal rights of the wife are noticed in Ex
xxi. 10, under the three heads of food, raiment,

iuid duty of maniage or conjugal right. These

were defined with great precision by the Jewish

doctoi-s ; for thus only could one of the most cruel

elTects of polygamy be averted, viz., the s;icrifi

of the rights of the many in favour of the one

whom the lord of the modern harem selects for his

special attention. The regulations of the Talmudists

founded on Ex. xxi. 10 may be found in the Mishna

{Ketub. 5, §6-9).

V. The allegorical and typical allusions to mar-

riage have exclusive reference to one subject, viz.,

to exhibit the spiritual relationship between God

and his jteople. The earliest form, in which the

image is implied, is in the e.vpressions " to go a

whoring," and " whoredom," as descriptive of the

rupture of that relationship by acts of idolatry.

These expressions have by some writere been taken

in their primary and literal sense, as pointing to

the licentious practices of idolaters. But this de-
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stroys the whole point of the comparison, and is

opposed to the plain language of Scripture: for

(1) Israel is described iis the false wfe' " playing

the harlot" (Is. i. 21 ; Jer. iii. 1, 6, 8); (2) Je-

hovah is the injured husband, who therefore di-

vorces her (Ps. kxiii. 27 ; Jer. ii. 20 ; Hos. iv. 12,

ix. 1) ; and (3) the other party in the adultery is

specified, sometimes generally, as idols or false gods

(Deut. xxxi. 16 ; Judg. ii. 17 ; 1 Chr. v. 25 ; Ez.

XX. 30, xxiii. 30), and sometimes particularly, as

in the case of the worehip of goats (A. V. " de\'ils,'

Lev. xvii. 7), Molech (Lev. xx. 5), wizards (Lev.

.XX. 6), an ephod (Judg. viii. 27), Baalim (Judg.

viii. 33), and even the heart and eyes (Num. xv.

39)—the last of these objects being such as wholly

to exclude the idea of actual adultery. The image

is drawn out more at length by Ezekiel (xxiii.),

who compares the kingdoms of Samaria and Jud;ih

to the hai'lats Aholah and Aholibah ; and again

by Hosea (i. iii.), whose man-iage with an adul-

terous wife, his separation from her, and subse-

quent reunion with her, were designed to be a

visible lesson to the Israelites of their dealings with

Jehovah.

The direct comparison with maniage is confined

in the 0. T. to the prophetic writings, unless we
regard the Canticles as an allegorical work. [Can-
ticles.] The actual relation between Jehovah

and His people is generally the point of comparison

(Is. liv. 5, Ixii. 4 ; Jer. iii. 14; Hos. ii. 19 ; Mai.

ii. 11) ; but sometimes the graces consequent thereon

are described under the image of bridal attire (Is.

xlix. 18, Ixi. 10), and the joy of Jehovah in His

Church under that of the joy of a bridegi-oom

(Is. Ixii. 5).

In the N. T. the image of the bridegroom is

transferred fiom Jehovah to Christ (Matt. ix. 15;
John iii. 29), and that of the bride to the Church

(2 Cor. xi. 2; Rev. xix. 7, xxi. 2, 9, xxii. 17), and
the comparison thus established is converted by St.

Paul into an illustration of the position and mutual
duties of man and wife (Eph. v. 23-32). The sud-

denness of the Messiah's appearing, particularly at

the last day, and the necessity of watchfulness are

inculcated in the parable of the Ten Virgins, the

imagery of which is borrowed from the customs of

the marriage ceremony (Matt. xxv. 1-13). The
Father prepares the marriage feast for his Son, the

joys that result fi-om the union being thus repre-

sented (Matt. xxii. 1-14, xxv. 10 ; Kev. xix. 9
;

comp. Matt. viii. 11), while the qualifications re-

quisite for admission into that union are prefigured

by the marriage garment (Slatt. xxii. 11). The
bi each of tlie union is, as before, described as forni-

cation or whoredom in reference to the mystical

Babylon (liev. xvii. 1, 2, 5).

The chief authorities on this subject are Selden's

Uxor Ebmica ; Michaelis' Commentaries ; the

Mishna, particularly the books Yehamoth, Ketu-
hoth, Gittin, and Kiddushin ; Buxtorfs Sponsal. et

Dkort. Among the writers on special points we
may notice Benaiy, de Hchr. Leiiratii, Berlin,

1835; Kolslob's Leviratsehe, Leipzig, 1836; and
Kurtz's E/te des Hosea, Dorpat, 1859. [W. L.B.]

MARS' HILL. [Areopagus.]

MAR'SENA (WpID: UaKiatdp; Alex. Ma-

• The term zdnah (HST)- in its ordinary applicatlun,

fa almost without exception applied to the act of the

woman. We may liere notice the only exceptions to word is " witchcrafu "

Uie ordinary sense of this term, viz.. Is. xxiii. 17. where

it means " commerce," and Nab. iii. 4, where it is equi-

valent to "craftypolicy," Just as in 2 K. l.\ 22 the panillel
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\r)ff(dp: Marsana), one of the seven princes of

Persia, '• wise men which knew the times," which
saw the king's face and s;it first in the kingdom
(Esth. i. 14). According to Josephus they had
the office of inteipreters of the laws {Ant. si.

IHAR'THA {MapOa: Martha). This name,
which does not appear in the O. T., belongs to the

later Aramaic, and is the feminine form of N"lO =
Lord. We first meet with it towards the close of

the ^nd century B.C. Jlarius, the Roman dictator,

was attended by a Syrian or Jewish prophetess

Martha during the Numidian war and in his cam-
paign against the Cimbri (Plutarch, Marius, xvii.).

Of the Martha of the N. T. there is comparatively

little to be said. What is known or conjectured as

to the history of the family of which she was a

member may be seen under Lazarus. The facts

recorded in Luke x. and John xi. indicate a cha-

racter devout after the customary Jewish type of

devotion, sharing in Messianic hopes and accepting

Jesus as the Christ ; sharing also in the popular

belief in a resun-ection (John xi. 24), but not

rising, as her sister did, to the belief that Christ

was making the eternal life to belong, not to the

future only, but to the present. When she f])st

comes before us in Luke x. 38, as receiving her

Lord into her house (it is uncertain whether at

Bethany or elsewhere), she loses the calmness of

her spirit, is " cumbered with much serving," is

" careful and troubled about many things." She
is indignant that her sister and her Lord care so

little for that for which she cares so much. She
needs the reproof " one thing is needful ;" but her

love, though imperfect in its form, is yet recognised

as true, and she too, no less than Lazarus and JIary,

has the distinction of being one whom Jesus loved

(John xi. 3). Her position here, it may be noticed,

is obviously that of the elder sister, the head and
manager of the househoUi. It has been conjectured

that she was the wife or widow of " Simon the

leper " of Matt. xxvi. 6 and Mark xiv. 3 (Schulthess,

in Winer, /^wft.; Paulus, in Meyer, in toe. ; Greswell,

Diss, on Village of Martha and Mary). The same
character shows itself in the history of John xi

She goes to meet Jesus as soon as she hears that

He is coming, turning away from all the Phm-isees

and rulers who had come with their topics of con-

solation (ver. 19, 20). The same spirit of com-
plaint that she had shown before finds utterance

again (ver. 21), but there is now, what there was
not before, a fuller faith at once in His wisdom
and His power (ver. 22). And there is in that

sorrow an education for her as well as for others.

She rises from the foi-mula of the Pharisee's creed

to the confession which no " Hesh and blood," no
human traditions, could have revealed to her (ver.

24-27). It was an immense step upward from the

dull stupor of a grief which refused to be comforted,

that, without any definite assurance of an imme-
diate resurrection, she should now think of her

brother as living still, never dying, because he

had believed in Christ. The transition from vain

fruitless regrets to this assured faith, accounts it

may be for the words spoken by her at the sepulchre

(ver. 39). We judge wrongly of her if we see in

° The form of the expression " Mary of Clopas,"

" Mary of James," In Its more colloquial form "Ckipas'

-Mary," "Janus' Mary" Is familiar to every one ac-

quainted with Knglish village life. It is still a common
thing for the unniarriwl, mid sometimes for the ronrrlcU
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them the utterance of an impatient or desponding
unbelief. The thought of that true victory over
death has comforted her, and she is no longer ex-

pecting that the power of the etern.al life will show
itself in the renewal of the earthly. The wonder
that followed, no less than the tears which j)re-

ceded, taught her how deeply her Lord sympathised
with the passionate human sorrows of which He
had seemed to her so unmindful. It taught her,

as it teaches us, that the eternal life in which she

had learnt to believe was no absorption of the indi-

vidual being in that of the spirit of the univeise

—

that it recognised and embraced all true and pure
affections.

Her name appears once again in the N. T. She
is present at the supper at Bethany as " serving

"

(John xii. 2). The old character shows itself s^ill,

but it has been freed from evil. She is no longer
" cumbered," no longer impatient. Activity has

been calmed by ti-ust. When other voices are raised

against her sister's ovei-flowing love, hers is not

heard among them.

The traditions connected with Martha have been

ali-eady mentioned. [Lazarl'S.] She goes with

her brother and other disciples to ^larseilles, gathers

round her a society of devout women, and, true to

her former character, leads them to a life of active

ministration. The wilder Proven9al legends make
her victorious over a dragon that laid waste the

country. The town of Taiascon boasted of possess-

ing her remains, and claimed her as its patron-saint

(Acta Sanctorum, and Brev. Horn, in Jul. 29
;

Fabricii, Lux Evangel, p. 388). [E. H. P.]

IVIARY OF CLEOPHAS. So m A. V., but

accurately " of Cloi'AS " {Mapla t) tov K\uira).

In St. John's Gospel we read that " theie stood

by the cross of Jesus His mother, and His mother's

si.-;ter, Jlary of Clopas, and JIary Magdalene
"

(John xix. 25). The same group of women is

described by St. Matthew as consisting of JIary

Magdalene, and Mary of James and Jose.s, and

the mother of Zebedee's children" (Jlatt. xxvii.

oG) ; and by St. ^Mark, as " Mary JIagdalene, and

Maiy of James the Little and of Joses, and Sa-

lome"* (Mark xv. 40). From a comparison of

these passages, it appeare that JIary of Clopas, and

Mary of James the Little and of Joses, are the same

person, and that she was the sister of St. JIary the

Virgin. The arguments, preponderating on the

affirmative side, for this Mary being (according to

the A. V. translation), the u-ife of Clopas or Al-

phaeus, and the mother of James the Little, Joses,

Jude, Simon, and their sisters, have been given

under the heading James. There is an appai-ent

difficulty in the fact of two sisters seeming to

bear the name of Maiy. To escape this difficulty,

it has been suggested (1) that the two clauses " his

mother's sister" and " Mary of Clopas," are not in

apposition, and that St. John meant to designate four

persons as present— ndmely, the mother of Jesus;

her sister, to whom he does not assign any name

;

Mary of Clopas ; and Maiy Magdalene (Lange).

And it has been further suggested that this sister's

name was Salome, wife of Zebedee (Wieseler). This

is avoiding, not solving a difficulty. St. John couid

not have expressed himself as he docs had he meant

women of the labouring classes in a country town or

village, to be distinguished fnm their namesakes, not

by their surnames, but by the name of their father or

buKband, or son, e. g. " William's Mary," " John'*

Mary." &c.
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more than three persons. It has been sugjrested

(2) that the word dSe\</)'^ is not here to be taken in

its strict sense, but rather in the laxer acceptation,

which it clearly does bear in other phices. Mary,

wife of Clopas, it has been said, was not the sister,

but the cousin of St. Mary the Virgin (see Words-

worth, G/i. Test., Preface to the Kpistle of St.

James). There is nothing in this suggestion which

is objectionable, or which can be disproved. But it

appears unnecessary and unlikely : unnecessary, be-

cause the fact of two sisters having the same name,

though unusual, is not singular ; and unlikely, be-

cause we find the two families so closely united

—

living together in the same house, and moving about

together from place to place—that we are disposed

i-ather to consider them connected by the nearer than

the more distant tie. That it is far from impossible

for two sisters to have the same name, may be seen

by any one who will cast his eye over Betham's Ge-

nealogical Tables. To name no others, his eye will

at once light on a pair of Antoni:\s and a pair of

Octiwias, the daughtei-s of the same father, and in

one c;ise of different mothers, in the other of the

same mother. If it be objected that these are merely

gentilic names, another table will give two Cleo-

patras. It is quite possible too that the same cause

which operates at present in Spain, may have been

at work formerly in Judea. Miriam, the sister of

Moses, may have been the holy woman after whom
Jewish mothei-s called their daughters, just as Spanish

mothei-s not unti-equently give the name of JIary to

their children, male and female alike, in honour of

St. Mary the Virgin.'' This is on the hypothesis

that the two names are identical, but on a close

examination of the Greek text, we find that it is

possible that this was not the case. St Mary the

Virgin is Mapio/u ; her sister is Mopi'a. It is more

than possible that these names are the Greek repre-

sentatives of two fonns which the antique W")^

had then taken ; and as in pronunciation, the em-

phasis would have been thrown on the last syllable

in Mapidfji., while the final letter in Mapia would

have been almost unheard, there would^ upon this

hypothesis, have been a greater difference in the

sisters' names than there is between Maiy and

Mai-ia among ourselves.'

Mary of Clopas was probably the elder sister

of the Lord's mother. It would seem that she

had married Clopas or Alphajus while her sister

was still a girl. She had four sons, and at least

three daughters. The names of the daughters are

unknown' to us: those of the sons are James,

Joses, Jude, Simon, two of whom became enrolled

among the twelve apostles [Jamks], and a third

(Simon), may have succeeded his brother in the

charge of the Church of Jerusalem. Of Joses and

the daughtei^ we know nothing. Mary hei-self is

brought before us for the first time on the day of

the Crucifixion— in the parallel passages already

quoted from St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. John.

In the evening of the same day we find her sitting

desolatelv at the tomb with Mary Magdalene (Matt.
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xxvii. 61 ; Mark xv. 47), and at the dawn of Eastei

morning she was again there with sweet spices,

which she had prepared on the Friday night (Matt,

xxviii. 1 ; Markxvi. 1 ; Luke xxiii. 5C), and was one

of those who had " a vision of angels, which said

that He was alive " (Luke xxiv. 23). These are all

the glimpses that we have of her. Clopas or Al-

phaeus is not mentioned at all, except as designating

Mary and James. It is probable that he was dead

before the ministry of our Lord commenced. Joseph

the husband of St. Mary the Virgin, was likewise

dead ; and the two widowed sisters, as was natural

both for comfort and for protection, were in the

custom of living together in one house. Thus the

two families came to be regarded as one, and the

children of Maiy and Clopas were called the brothers

and sistei-s of Jesus. How soon the two sistei-s com-

menced living together cannot be known. It ii

possible that her sister's house at Nazareth was St.

Mary's home at the time of her marriage, for we
never hear of the Virgin's parents. Or it may have

been on their return from Egypt to Nazareth that

Joseph and Mary took up their residence with

JIary and Clopas. But it is more likely that

the union of the two households took place after

the death of Joseph and of Clopas. In the second

year of our Lord's ministry, we find that they had

been so long united as to be considered one by their

fellow townsmen (Matt. xiii. 55) and other Gali-

leans (INLitt. xii. 47). At whatever period it was

that this joint housekeeping commenced, it would

seem to have continued at Nazareth (Matt. xiii. 55)

and at Capernaum (John ii. 12), and elsewhere, till

St. John took St. Mary the Virgin to his own home
in Jerusalem, a.d. 30. Atler this time Maiy of

Clopas would probably have continued living with

St. James the Little and her other children at Jeru-

Siilem until her death. The fact of her name being

omitted on all occasions on which her children and

her sister are mentioned, save only on the days of

the Crucifixion and the Resurrection, would indi-

cate a retiring disposition, or perhaps an advanced age.

That his cousins were older than Jesus, and conse-

quently that their mother was the elder sister of the

Mrgin, may be gathered as likely from Mark iii.

21, as it is not probable that if they h.id been

younger than Jesus, they would have ventured to

have attempted to interfere by force with Him for

over-exerting Himself, as they thought, in the pro-

secution of His ministry. We may note that the

Gnostic legends of the early ages, and the me-

diaeval fables and revelations alike refuse to acknow-

ledge the existence of a sister of St. Mary, as

interfering with the miraculous conception and

birth of tiie latter. [F. M.]

MARY ]\IAG'DALENE (Mapla v WaySa-
\T]vii: Jlaria Magdalene). Four different expla-

nations have been given of this name. (1) That

which at first suggests itself as the most natural,

that she came from the town of Magdala. The
statement that the women with whom she jour-

neyed, followed Jesus in Galilee (Mark xv. 41),

b Maria, Maria-Pla, and Maria-lromacolatii, "are the

first names of three of the sisters of the late king of the

Two Sicilies.

' The ordinary explanation that Mapia/x is the Hebraic

form, and Mapi'a the Greek form, and that the difference

is in the use of the KvanselisU, not in the name lUself.

seems scarcely aaoquate : for why should the Evangelists

invariably employ the Hebraic form when writing of St,

Mary tlio Virgin, and the (ircek form when writing about

all the other Maries in the Gospel history? It is true

that this distinction Is not constantly observed in the

roadlngs of the Codex Vaticanns, the Codex Ephracmi,

and a few other MSS. ; but there is sufficient agreement

in the majority of the Codices to determine the usage.

That it is possible for a name to develop into several

kindred forms, and for these forms to be considered siiffi-

clenlly distinct .ippellatlons for two or more brothers or

sisters, is evidenced by onr daily experience.
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agrees with this notion. (2) Another explana-

tion has been found in the tact that the Tahniulic

writers in tlieir ctilumuies against the Nazarenes malce

mention of a Miriam Megaddela (N^HJO), and

deriving that word from the Piel of 71i, to twine,

explain it as meaning " the twiner or plaiter of

liair." They connect with this name a stoiy which

will be mentioned later; but the derivation has

been accepted by Lightfoot {Ho?-. Heh. on JIatt.

xxvi. 56 ; Harm. Evamj. on Luke viii. 3) as satis-

factory, and pointing to the previous worldliness of
" Miriam with the braided locks," as identical with
" the woniiin that was a sinner" of Luke vii. '.Yi

.

It has been urged in favour of this, that the r)

KaKovfxivi) of Luke viii. 3, implies something pe-

culiar, and is not used where the word that follows

points only to origin or residence. (3) Either se-

liously, or with the patristic fondness tor parono-

masia, Jerome sees in her name, and in that of her

town, the old Migdol (= a watch-tower), and

dwells on tlie coincidence accordingly. The name
denotes the stedfastuess of her faith. She is " vere

irupyiTTis, vere turris candoris et Libani, quae pros-

picit in faciem Damasci " (Epist. ad Frincipiam).^

He is followed in tliis by later Latin writers, and

the pun forms the theme of a panegyric sermon by

Odo of Ckigni (Acta Sanctorum, Antwerp, 1727,

July 12). (4) Origen, lastly, looking to the more

common meaning of 711i (gddal, to be great), sees

in her name a prophecy of her spiritual greatness

as having ministered to the Lord, and been the first

witness of His resurrection {Tract, in Matt. xxxv.).

It will be well to get a firm standing-ground in the

facts that are definitely connected in the N. T.

witli Mary Magdalene before entering on the per-

plexed and bewildering conjectures that gather round

her name.

I. She comes betbi-e us for the first ti-me in Luke
viii. 2. It was the custom of Jewish women
(Jerome on 1 Cor. ix. 5) to contribute to the sup-

port of Kabbis whom they reverenced, and in con-

tbi'mity with that custom, there were among the

disciples of Jesus, women who " ministered unto

Him of their substance." All appear to have occu-

pied a ]iosition of comparative wealth. With all

the chief motive was that of gratitude for their de-

liverance from " evil spirits and infinnities." Of
Mary it is said specially that " seven devils [SaL/xS-

via) went out of her," and the number indicates, as

in Matt. xii. 45, and the " Legion " of the Gadarene
demoniac (Mark v. 9), a possession of more than
ordinary malignity. We must think of her, accord-

ingly as having had, in their most aggravated Ibrms,

some of the phenomena of mental and spirituid

ilisease which we meet with in other demoniacs, tlie

wretchedness of despair, the divided consciousness,

the preternatural frenzy, the long-continued fits of
silence. The apjjearance of the same description in

Mark xvi. 9 (whatever opinion we may fbim as to

the authorsliip of tlie closing section of that Gospel),

indicates that this was the fact most intimately con-

nected with her name in the minds of the early

disciples. From that state of misery she had been

set free by the presence of the Healer, and, in the

absence, as we may infei-, of other ties and duties,

she found her safety and her blessedness in follow-

ing Him. The silence of the Gospels as to the pre-

" The writer Is indebted for this quotation, and for one

or two references in the course of the article, to the kind-

ness of Mr. W. A. Wriglit.
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sence of those women at other periods of the Lord's

ministry, makes it probable that they attended on

Him chiefiy in His more solemn progresses through

the towns and villages of Galilee, while at other

times he journeyed to and fro without any othe:-

attendants than the Twelve, and sometimes withoit

even them. In the last journey to Jerusalem, t-

which so many had been looking with eager expec-

tation, they again accompanied Him (Matt, xxvii.

55; Mark xv. 41; Luke xxiii. 55, xxiv. 10). It

will explain much that follows if we remember
that this life of ministration must have brought

Mary Magdalene into companionship of the closest

nature with Salome the mother of James and John

(Mark xv. 40), and even also with ]\Iary the mother

of the Lord (John xix. 25). The women who thus

devoted themselves are not prominent in the his-

tory : we Irnve no record of their mode of life, (.r

abode, or hopes or fears during the few momeutoii,

days that preceded the crucifixion. From that hour,

they come forth for a brief two days' space iut-

marvellous distinctness. They " stood afar of!', bi-

holding these things" (Luke xxiii. 49) during tin-

dosing hours of the Agony on the Cross. Mai\
Magdalene, Mary the mother of the Lord, and the

beloved discijjle were at oue time not afar oH', hm
close to the cross, within heai-ing. The same ck>>'

association which drew them together there is set u

alterwards. She remains by the cross till all is

over, waits till the body is taken down, and wrapped
in the linen-cloth and placed in the garden-sepulchre

of Joseph of Arimathea. She remains there in

the dusk of the evening watching what she must
have looked on as the final resting-place of the

Prophet and Teacher whom she had honoured (]Matt.

xxvii. (31 ; M;u'k xv. 47 ; Luke xxiii. 55). Not to

her had there been given the hope of the Resurrec-

tion. The disciples to whom the words that spoke

of it had been addressed had failed to understand

them, and were not likely to liave reported them to

her. The sabbath that followed brought an enforced

rest, but no sooner is the sunset over than she, with

Salome and Mary the mother of James, " brought

sweet spices that they might come and anoint" the

body, the interment of which on the night of the

crucifixion they looked on as hasty and provisional

(Mark xvi. 1).

The next morning accordingly, in the earliest

dawn (Matt, xxviii. 1 ; Mark x^-i. 2) they come
with Mary the mother of James, to the sepulchre.

It would be out of place to enter here into the

harmonistic discussions which gather round the

history of the Resurrection. As far as they connect

themselves with the name of Mary Magdalene, the

one fact which St. John records is that of the

chiefest interest. She had been to the tomb and had

found it empty, had seen the " vision of angels"

(l^Iatt. xxviii. 5 ; Mark xvi. 5). To her, however,

after the first moment of joy, it had seemed to be

but a vision. She went with her cry of sorrow to

Peter and John (let us remember tluit Salome tad

been with her), " they have taken away the Loi'd

out of the sepulchre, and we know not where they

have laid Him" (John .\x. 1, 2). But she retui-ns

there. She follows Peter and John, and remains

when they go back. The one thought that fills her

mind is still that the body is not tliere. She has

been robbed of that tisk of reverential love on which

she had set her heart. The words of the angels

can cidl out no other answer than that—"They
have taken away my Lord, and I know not wheie
they have laid Him " (John xx. 13). This inUmse
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brooding over one fixed thouglit was, we may ven-

ture to say, to one who had suffered as she had
suffered, full of special danger, and called for a

special discipline. The spirit must be raised out

of its blank despair, or else the " seven devils
"

miglit come in once again, and the last state be

worse than the first. The utter stupor of grief is

shown in her want of power to recognise at first

either the voice or the form of the Lord to whom
she had ministered (John xx. 14, 1-5). At last her

own name uttered by that voice as she had heard it

uttered, it may be, in the hour of her deepest misery,

recalls her to consciousness ; and then tbllows the

cry of recognition, with the strongest word of re-

verence which a woman of Israel could use, " Kab-

boni," and the rush forward to cling to His feet.

That, however, is not the discipline she needs.

Her love had been too dependent on the visible

presence of her blaster. She had the same lesson

to learn as the other disciples. Though they had
" known Christ after the flesh," they were " hence-

forth to know Him so no more." She was to hear

that truth in its highest and sharpest fomi. " Touch

me not, for I am not yet ascended to my Father."

For a time, till the earthly affection had been

raised to a heavenly one, she was to hold back.

When He had finished His work and had ascended

to the Father, there should be no barrier then to

the fullest communion that the most devoted love

could crave for. Those who sought, might draw

near and touch Him then. He would be one with

them, and they one with Plim.—It was fit that

this should be the last mention of Mary. The Evan-

gelist, whose position, as the son of Salome, must

have given him the fullest knowledge at once of

the facts of her after-history, and of her inmost

thoughts, bore witness by his silence, in this case

as in that of Lazarus, to the truth that lives, such

as theirs, were thenceforth "hid with Christ in

God."

II. \Vhat follows will show how great a conti-ast

tliere is between the spirit in which he wrote and

that which shows itself in the later traditions.

Out of these few facts there rise a multitude of

wild copjectures; and with these there has been

constructed a whole romance of hagiology.

The questions which meet us connect themselves

with the narratives in the four Gospels of women
who came with precious ointment to anoint tlie

feet or the head of Jesus. Each Gospel contains

an account of one such anointing ; and men have

asked, in endeavouring to construct a haiTOony,

" Do they tell us of four distinct acts, or of three,

or of two, or of one only? On any supposition

but the last, are the distinct acts performed by

tile same or by ditlcrcnt persons ; and if by dif-

ferent, then by how many? Further, have we
any grounds for identifying Mary Magdalene with

the woman or with any one of the women whose

acts are thus brought before us?" This opens a

wide range of possible combinations, but the limits

of the inquiry may, without much difficulty, be nar-

rowed. Although the opinion seems to have been

at one time maintained (Origen, Tract, in Matt.

xjucv.), few would now hold that Matt. .\xvi. and

Mark xiv. are repoi-ts of two distinct events. Few,

except critics bent like Schleicrmacher and Strauss
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b The difficulty Is hardly met by the portentous con-

jecture of one commentator, that the word o/Lto^TcuAbs

does not nicuii what It is couimonly supposed to mean,

aud that the " many sins" consisted cbieSy (as the name
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on getting up a case against the historical veracity

of the Evangelists, could persuade themselves that

the narrative of Luke vii., differing as it does in

well-nigh every circumstance, is but a misplaced

and enil)ellished version of the incident which the

first two Gospels connect with the last week of

our Lord's ministry. The supposition that there

were three anointings has found favour with Origen

(/. c.) and Lightfoot {Harm. Uvang. in lor., and
Ho?: Heh. in Matt, xxvi.) ; but while, on the one

hand, it removed some harmonistio difficulties,

there is, on the other, something imi):obable to

the vei-ge of being inconceivable, in the repetition

within three days of the same scene, at the same
place, with precisely the same numnur and the

same reproof. We are left to the conclusion

adopted by the gi-eat majority of inteiprcters, that

the Gospels record two anointings, one in some
city unnamed (Capernaum or Nain have been

suggested) during our Lord's Galilean ministiy

(Luke vii.), the other nt Bethany, before the last

entry into Jerusalem (Matt. xxvi. ; Mark xiv.

;

John xii.). We come, then, to the question whe-
ther in these two naiTatives we meet with one

woman or with two. The one passage adduced for

the fonner conclusion is John xi. 2. It has been

urged (Maldonatus in Matt, x.xvi. and Joan. xi. 2,

Acta Sanctorum, July 22nd) that the words which
we find there ("It was that Maiy which anointed

the Lord with ointment wnose brother

Lazarus was sick") could not possibly refer by
anticipation to the history which was about to

follow in ch. xii., and must therefore presuppose

some flict known through the other Gospels to the

Church at large, and that flict, it is inferred, is

found in the history of Luke vii. Against this it

has been said on the other side, that the assump-
tion thus made is entirely an arbitrary one, and
that there is not the slightest tiace of the life of

Mary of Bethany ever having been one of open and
flagrant impurity.''

There is, therefore, but slender evidence for the

assumption that the two anointings were the acts

of one and the same woman, and that woman the

sister of Lazarus. There is, if possible, still less

for the identification of Mary Magdalene with the

chief actor in either history. (1.) When her name
appears in Luke viii. 3 there is not one woid to

connect it with the history that immediately pre-

cedes. Though ])ossible, it is at least unlikely

that such an one as the " sinner " would at once

have been received as the chosen companion of

Joanna aud Salome and have gone from town to

town with them and the disciples. Lastly, the

description that is given—" Out of whom went
seven devils"—points, as has been stated, to a
form of suffeiing all but absolutely incompatible

with the life implied in a/xapTaiXhs, and to a very
different work of healing from that of the divine

words of pardon—" Thy sins be foigiven thee."

To say, as has been said, that the " seven devils
"

are the " many sins" (Greg. Mag. Horn, in Evang.
25 and 53), is to identify two things which are

separated in the whole tenor of the N. T. by the

clearest line of demarcation. The argument that

ber^iuse Mary Magdalene is mentioned so soon

afterwaj-ds she must be the same as the woman of

Magdalene, according to the etymology noticed above,

implies) in her giving too large a portion of the Sabbath

to the braidinp; or plaiting of her hair (!). Lamy to

Lampe on John xii, 2.

6
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Luke vii. (liutlei's Lires of the Saints, July 22),

|

is simply puerile. It would be just as reasonable

to identity "the sinner"' with Susanna. Never, per-

haps, has a figment so utterly baseless obtained so

wide an acceptmce as that which we connect with

the name of the " penitent Magdalene." It is to

be regretted that the chapter-heading of the A. V.

of Luke vii. sliould seem to give a qua-si -authori-

tative sanction to a tradition so utteily uncertain,

and that it should have been perpetuated in con-

nexion with a great work of mercy. (2.) The
belief that Mary of Bethany and Mary JIagdalene

are identical is yet more startling. Not one single

circumsbince, except that of love and reverence tor

their Master, is common. The epithet Magdalene,

whatever may be its meaning, seems chosen for

the express pui-pose of distinguishing her fiom all

other Maries. No one Evangelist gives the slight-

est hint of identity. St, Luke mentions JIartha

and her sister Mary in x. 38, 39, as though neither

had been named before. St. John, who gives the

fullest account of both, keeps their distinct indi-

viduality most prominent. The only simulacrum
of an argument on behalf of the identity is that, if

ws do not admit it, we have no record of the

sister of Lazarus having been a witness of the

resuiTection.

Nor is this lack of evidence in the N. T. itself

compensated by any such weight of authority iis

would indicate a retilly trustworthy tradition. Two
of the earliest writers who allude to the histories of

the anointing—Clement of Alexandria (Paec?*/. ii.

8) and Tertullian {de Fudic. ch. 8)—say nothing

that would imply that they accepted it. The lan-

guage of Irenaeus (iii. 4) is against it. Origen

(l. c.) discusses the question fully, and rejects it.

He is followed by the whole succession of the ex-

positors of the Eastern Church : Theophilus of An-
tioch, Macarius, Chrysostom, Theophylact. The
traditions of that Church, when they wandered
into the regions of conjecture, took another direc-

tion, and suggested the identity of Mary Magdalene
with the daughter of the Syro- Phoenician woman
of Mark vii. 26 (Nicephorus,"/r. E. i. 33). In the

Western Church, however, the other belief began to

spread. At first it is mentioned hesitatingly, as by
Ambrose {de Virg. VeL and in L\ic. lib. vi.),

Jerome (m Matt. xivi. 2 ; contr. Jovin. c. 16).
Augustine at one time inclines to it (de Consens.
Evaivj. c. 69), at another speaks very doubtingly
{Tract, in Joann. 49). At the close of the firs"t

great period of Church history, Gregory the Great
takes up both notions, embodies them in his Homilies
{in Ev. 25, 53), and stamps them with his authority.

The reverence felt tor him, and the constant use of
his works as a text-book of theology during the

whole mediaeval period, secuied for the hypothesis

a currency wliich it never would have gained on its

own merits. The senHces of the feast of St. JIary
Magdalene were constructed on the assumption of
its truth (Brcv. Rom. in Jul. 22). Hymns and
paintings and sculptures fixed it deep in the minds
of tlie Western nations, France and England being
foremost in their reverence for the sjiint whose his-

tory appealed to their sympathies. (See below.)

Well-nigh all ecclesijusticiil writers, after the time of

Gregory the Great (Albert the Gre;it and Thomas
Aqumas are exceptions), take it for granted. Wlien

it was first questioned by Fevre d'Etiples (Faber

Stapulensis) in the early Biblical criticism of the

lUth century, the new opinion was f'oi-maliy con-

demned by the Sorbonne (Acta Sanctorum, 1. c),
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and denounced by Bishop Fisher of iiochester.

')'

Prayer-Book of 1549 follows in the wake of tiie

Breviary ; but in that of 1552, either on account of

the uncertainty or for other reasons, the feast dis-

a)>pears. The Book of Homilies gives a doubtfup
testimony. In one passage the " sinful woman " is

mentioned without any notice of her being the same
as tlie Magdalene (Serm. on Repentance, Part ii.)

;

in another it dej»nds upon a comma whether the

two are distinguished or identified (fbid. Part ii.).

The translators under James I., as has been stated,

adopted the received tradition. Since that period

there has been a gradually accumulating consensus

against it. Calvin, Grotius, Hammond, Casaiibon,

among older critics, Beiigel, Lampe, Gieswell,

Alford, Wordsworth, Stier, Jleyer, Ellicott, 01s-

hausen, among later, agree in rejecting it. Ro-

manist writers even (Tillemont, Dupin, Estius)

have borne their protest against it in whole or in

part ; and books that represent the present teaching

of the Gallican Church reject entirely the identifi-

cation of the two Maries as an unhappy mist\ke

(Migue, Diet, de le Bible). The mediaeval tradi-

tion has, however, found defendei-s in Baronius, the

writei-s of the Acta Sanctorum, Maldonatus,

Bishop Andrewes, Lightfoot, Isaac Williams, and

Dr. Pusey.

It remains to give the substance of the legend

formed out of these combinations. At some time

before the commencement of our Loi"d's ministry, a

great soitow fell upon the household of Bethain".

The younger of the two sisters fell from her purity

and sank into the depths of shame. Her life w.as

that of one possessed by the " seven devils " of un-

cleanness. From the city to which she then went,

or from her harlot-like adornments, she was known
by the new name of Magdalene. Then she hears of

the Deliverer, and repiits and loves and is forgiven.

Then she is received at once into the fellowship of

the holy women and ministers to the Loid, and is

recei\'ed back again by her sister and dwells with

her, and shows that she has chosen the good part.

The death of Lazarus and his return to life are new
motives to her gratitude and love ; and she shows

them, as she had shown them before, anointing no

longer the feet only, but the he.id also of her Lord.

She watches by the cross, and is pi-esent at the

sepulchre and witnesses the resunection. Then
(the legend goes on, when the work of fantastic

combination is completed), after some yeai-s of

waiting, she goes with Lazarus and Martha and

MiLximin (one of the Seventy) to Marseilles [comp.

LAZARfs]. They land there; and she, leaving

Martha to more active work, retires to a cave in

the neighbourhood of Aries, and there leads a life of

penitence for thirty yeare. When she dies a church

is built in her honour, and miracles are wrought

at her tomb. Clovis the Frank is healed by her

intercession, and his new faith is strengthened ; and

the chivalry of France does homage to her name as

to that of the greater Mary.

Such was the full-grown form of the Western

story. In the East there was a difTerent tradition.

Nicephorus (//. E. ii. 10) st>tes that she went to

Rome to accuse Pilate for his unrighteous judg-

ment ; Modestus, patriai-ch of Constnntinople (^om.

in Marias), that she came to Ejthesus with the

Virgin and St. John, and died and was buried

there. The Emperor Leo the Philosopher (circ.

890) brought her body from that city to Oonstin-

tinople (Acta Sanctorum, 1. c).

The name appears to have been conspicuous
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enough, either among the living members of the

Church of Jerusalem or in their written records,

to attract the notice of their Jewish opponents.

'I'he Talmiidists record a tradition, confused enough,

that Stada or Satda, whom they lepresent as the

mother of the Prophet of Nazareth, was known bv
this name as a "plaiter or twiner of hair ;" that

she was the wife of I'aphus Ben-Jehudah, a con-

temporary of Gamaliel, Joshua, and Akiba ; and

that she grieved and angered him by her wanton-

ness (Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Matt, xxvi., Hann.
Evang. on Luke viii. 3). It seems, however, from

the fuller report given by Eisenmenger, that there

wei'e two women to whom the Talmudists gave

this name, and the wife of Paphus is not the one

whom they identifieil with the Mary Magdalene of

the Gospels {EntJeckt. Judenth. i. 277).

There is lastly the strange supposition (rising

out of an attempt to evade some of the harmonistic

dithculties of the resurrection history) that there

were two women both known by this name, and

both among those who went early to the sepulchre

(Lampe, Comm. in Joann. ; Ambrose, Comm. in

Luc. X. 24). [E. H. P.]

MARY, MOTHER OF MARK. The wo-

man known by this description must have been

among the earliest disciples. We learn from Col.

iv. 10 that she was sister to 15ai-nabas, and it

would appear from Acts iv. 37, xii. 12, that,

while the biother gave up his land and brought

the proceeds of the sale into the common treasury

of the Church, the sister gave up her house to be

used as one of its chief places of meeting. The
fact that Peter goes to that house on his release

from prison, indicates that there was some special

intimacy (Acts xii. 12) between them, and this is

confirmed by the language which he uses towards

Jlark as being his " son" (1 Pet. v. 13). She, it

may be added, must have been like Barnabas of

the tribe of Levi, and may have been connected,

as he was, with Cyprus (Acts iv. 36). It has

been sumiised that filial anxiety about her welfare

during the persecutions and the famine which

harassed the Church at Jerusalem, was the chief

cause of Mark's withdrawal from the missionary

labours of Paul and Barnabas. The tradition of

a later age represented the place of meeting for

the disciples, and therefore probably the house of

Mary, as having stood on the upper slope of Zion,

and affimied that it had been the scene of the

wonder of the day of Pentecost, had escaped the

general destraction of the city by Titus, and was
still used as a church in the 4th century (Epiphan.

de Pond, et Mens, xiv. ; Cyril Hierosol. Gatech.

xvi.). [E. H. P.]

MARY, SISTER OF LAZARUS. For

much of the infomiation connected with this name,

comp. Lazarus and Mary Magdalkne. The

facts strictly personal to her are but few. She and

her sister Martha, appear in Luke x. 40, as receiving

Christ in their house. The contrasted tempera-

ments of the two sisters have been alrcidy in part

discussed [Martha]. Mary sat listening eagerly

for every word that fell from the Divine Teacher.

She had' chosen the good part, the life that has

found its unity, the " one thing needful," in rising

from the eaiihly to the heavenly, no longer dis-

tracted by the " many things " of earth. The same

character shows itself in the history of John xi.

Her grief is deeper but less active. She sits still in

die house. She will not go to meet the friend>
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who come on the formal visit of consolation. But
when her sister tells her secretly " The Master is

come and calleth for thee," she rises quickly and
goes forth at once (John xi. 20, 28). Those who
have watched the depth of her grief have but one

explanation for the sudden change :
" She goeth to

the grave to weep there I" Her Hrst thought when
she sees the Teacher in whose power and love she

had trusted, is one of complaint. " She tell down
at his leet, saying. Lord if thou hadst been here,

my brother had not died." Up to this point, her

relation to the Divine Friend had been one of reve-

rence, receiving rather than giving, blessed in the

consciousness of His favour. But the great joy and
love which her brother's return to life calls up in

her, pour themselves out in larger measure than

had been seen before. The tieasured alabaster-box

of ointment is brought forth at the final feast of

Bethany, John xii. 3. St. Matthew and St. Mark
keep back her name. St. John records it as though
the reason for the silence held good no longer. Of
her he had nothing more to tell. The education of

her spirit was completed. The love which had

been recipient and contemplative shows itself in

action.

Of her after-history we know nothing. The
ecclesiastical traditions about her are based on the

unfounded hypothesis of her identity with Mary
Magdalene. [E. H. P.]

MARY THE VIRGIN (Map,ci/x: on the

form of the name see p. 255). There is no person

perhaps in sacied or in profane literature, around

whom so many legends have been grouped as the

Virgin Mary ; and there are few whose authentic

history is' more concise. The very simplicity of

the evangelical lecord has no doubt been one cause

of the abundance of the legendaiy matter of which
she forms the central figure. Imagination had to

be called in to supply a craving which authentic

narrative did not satisfy. We shall divide her life

into three periods. I. The period of her childhood,

up to the time of the birth of our Lord. II. The
period of her middle age contemporary with the

Bible record. III. The period subsequent to the

Ascension. The first and last of these are wholly
legendary, except in regard to one fact mentioned
in the Acts of the Apostles ; the second will contain

her real history. For the first period we shall

have to rely on the early apociyphal gospels

;

for the second on the Bible ; for the third on the

traditions and tales which had an origin external to

the Church, but after a time were transplanted

within her boundaries, and there flourished and
increased both by the force of natural growth, and
by the accretions which from time to time resulted

fiom supposed visions and revelations.

I. The childhood of Mary, uholly legendary.—
Joachim and Anna were both of the race of David.

The abode of the former was Nazareth ; the latter

passed her early yeare at Bethlehem. They lived

piously in the sight of God, and faultlessly before

man, dividing their substance into three portions,

one of which they devoted to the service of the

temple, another to the poor, and the third to their

own wants. And so twenty years of their lives

passed silently away. But at the end of this period

Joachim went to Jerusalem with some othere of his

tribe, to make his usual offering at the Feast of the

Dedication. And it chanced that Issachar was high-

priest (Gospel of Birth of Mary) ; that Keulien was

high-priest (Piotevangelion). And the high-pri"
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M.) ; he betook himself to his occupation ofbuildin :

houses (Plot.); while Mary went back to ii

parents' house iu Galilee. Then it chanced that ti

priests needed a new veil for the Temple, and se\.

virgins ca^t lots to make diflerent parts of it ; an.

I

the lot to spin the true purjjle fell to Jlary. An.l

she went out with a pitcher to draw water. And
she heard a voice, saying unto her, " Mail, thou

that art highly favoured, the Lord is with thee.

Blessed art thou among women !" and she looked

round with trembling to see whence the voice came,

and she laid down the pitcher and went into the

house and took the puiple and sat down to work

at it. And behold the angel Gabriel stood by her

and filled the chamber with prodigious light, and

said, " Fear not," &c. And when ilary liad finished

the purple, she took it to the high-priest; and

having received his blessing, went to visit her

cousin Elizabeth, and returned back again.* Then

.Joseph returned to his home from building houses

(Prot.); came into Galilee, to marry the Virgin to

whom he was betrothed (0. B. M.), and finding

her with child, he resolved to put her away privily
;

but being warned in a dream, he relinquished his

purpose, and took her to his house. Then came

Annas the scribe to visit Joseph, and he went

back and told the priest that Joseph had committed

a great crime, for he had privately married the

Virgin whom he had received out of the Temple,

and had not made it known to the children of Israel.

And the priest sent his sen'ants, and they found

that .'ihe was with child ; and he Ciilled them to

him, and Joseph denied that the child was his, and

the priest made Joseph drink the bitter water of

trial (Num. v. 18), and sent him to a mount<iinous

place to see what would follow. But Joseph re-

turned in perfect health, so the priest sent them

away to their home. Then after three months Joseph

put Mary on an ass to go to Bethlehem to be taxed
;

and as they were going, JIary besought him to take

her down, and Joseph took her down and cairied

her into a cave, and leaving her there with his sons,

he wei.t to seek a midwife. And as he went he

looked up, and he saw the clouds astonished and all

creatures amazed. The fowls stopped in their

flight ; the working people sat at their food, but did

not eat ; the sheep stood still ; the shepherds' lifted

h;inds became fi.\ed ; the kids were touching the

water with their mouths, but did not drink. And

a midwife came down from the mountains, and

Joseph took her with him to the cave, and a bright

cloud overshadowed the cave, and the cloud became

a great light, and when the bright light faded,

theie appeared an infant at the breast of Jlary.

Then the midwife went out and told Salome that a

Virgin had brought forth, and Salome would not

believe; and they came back again into the aive,

and Salome received satisfaction, but her hand

withered away, nor was it restored, luitil, by the

command of an angel, she touched the child, where-

upon she was sti-aightway cured. (Giles, Coilcx

Apocnjphxis Ndvi Tcstnmenti, pp. 33-47 and 66-81,

Lond. 1852 ; Jones, On the New Testament, ii. c.

.\iii. and xv., O.xf. 1827 ; Thilo, Codex Apocn/phus.

See also Vita glorississimae itfatris Anii'ie per F.

Tliree spots lay claim to be the scene of the Annun- their claim. The Latins liave engraved on a marble slab

ciatidn. Two of these are, as was to be expected, in Na- in the grotto of their convent in Nazareth the words
zareth, ami one, as everyone knows, is in Italy. The IVrhMHi A j; iaio/tu-<uni est, and point out tlic pllliir which
Greeks and Latins each claim to be the guardians of tUc

\
marks the spot where tlie nngel stood ; whilst the Head of

true spot in Palestine; the third claimant Is the holy
j

their Church is irretrievably committed to the wild legend

house of I^)r( tio. The Greeks point out the .spring of I of Loretto. (See Stanley, S. it /". ch. xiv).

water meutiuued iu the Protcvangelion as confirmatory of

scorned J(>;\i-hin), and drove him roughly away,

asking how he dared to present himself in comp;vny

with those who had children, while he had none;

and he refused to accept his otferings until he

should have begotten a child, for the Scripture said,

" Cureed is every one who does not beget a man-
child in Israel." And Joachim was shamed before

his friends and neighbours, and he retired into the

wilderness and fixed his tent there, and fasted forty

days and forty nights. And at the end of this

period an angel appeared to him, and told him that

his wife should conceive, and should biiiig forth a

daughter, and he should call her name JIary. Anna
meantime was much distressed at her husband's

absence, and being reproached by her maid Judith

with her barrenness, she was overcome with giief

of s[)ii'it. And in her sadness she went into her

garden to walk, dressed in her wodding-dj-ess. And
she sat down under a laurel-tree, and looked up and
spied among the branches a sparrow's nest, and she

bemoaned herself as more miserable than the very

birds, for they were fruitful and she was banen
;

and she prayed that she might have a child even as

Sarai was blessed with Isaac. And two angels ap-

peared to her, and promised her that she should

have a child who should be spoken of iu all the

world. And Joachim returned joyfully to his home,

and when the time was accomplished, Anna brought

forth a daughter, and they called her name Mary.

Now the child Mary increased in strength day by
day, and at nine months of age she walked nine

steps. And when she was three years old her pa-

rents brought her to the Temple, to dedicate her to

the Lord. And there were fifteen stairs up to the

Temple, and while Joseph and Mary were changing

their dress, she walked up them witliout lielp ; and
the high-priest placed her upon the third step of

the altar, and she danced with her feet, and all the

house of Israel loved her. Then JIary remained at

the Temple until she was twelve (Prot.) fourteen (G.
B. M.) years old, ministeied to by the angels, and
advancing in perfection as in years. At this time
the high-priest commanded all the virgins that

were in the Temple to return to their homes and to

be married. But Mary refused, for she said that she

had vowed vii-ginity to the Lord. Thus the high-
priest was brought into a perplexity, and he had
i-ecoui-se to God to enquire what lie should do.

Then a voice from the ark answered him (G. B.
M.), an angel spake unto him (Prot.); and they
gathered together all the widowei-s in Israel (Prot.j,

all the marriageable men of the house of David
(G. B. M.), and desired them to bring each man
his rod. And amongst them came Joseph and
brotiglit his rod, but he shunned to present it, be-
cause he was an old man and had children. There-
fore the other rods were presented and no sign

occurred. Then it was found that .Foseph had not
j)resentcd his rod ; and behold, as soon as he had pre-

sented it, a dove came forth from the rod and flew

upon the head of Joseph (Prot.) ; a dove came from
heaven and pitched on the rod (G. B. M.). And
Joseph, in spife of his reluctance, was compelled to

betroth himself to Mary, and he returned to Beth-
lehem to make prejjarations for his marriage (G. B.
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Vetrum Dorlamlo, ny\x^wU'A to l-udoliili ofSnxnny's
Vita C/iristi, Lyons, l'o42; mid a most niidacioiis

Historia Cliristi, written in I'eisian by tlie Jesuit

I*. Jerome Xavier, and exposed by Louis de Dieu,

Lugd. Bat. 1639).

H. The red history of Alary.—We now pass

fiom legend to that period of St. Mary's life which
is made known to us by Holy Scripture. In order

to give a single view of all that we know of her

who was chosen to be the mother of the Saviour,

we shall in the present section put togetlier the

whole of her authentic history, supplementing it

afterwards by the more pi'oniinent legendary cir-

cumstances which are handed down.
We are wholly ignorant of the name and occupa-

tion of St. Mai'v's pai'ents. If the genealogy given

by St. Luke is that of St. Mary rGreswell, &c.),

her father's name was Heli, which is another form
of the name given to her legendary father, Je-

hoiakim or Joachim. If Jacob and Heli were the

two sons of Matthan or Matthat, and if Joseph,

being the son of the younger brother, married his

cousin, the daughter of the elder brother (Hen-ey,

Genealogies of our Lord Jesiis Christ), her father

was Jacob. The evangelist does not tell us, and

we cannot know. She was, like Joseph, of the tribe

of .ludah, and of the lineage of David (Ps. cxxxii.

1 1 ; Luke i. 32 ; Rom. i. 3). She had a sister, named
probably like herself, Mary (John xix. 25) [Mary
OF Cleophas], and she was connected by marriage

{ffvyyevfis, Luke i. 36) with Elisabeth, who was
of the tribe of Levi and of the lineage of Aaron.

This is all that wo know of her antecedents.

In the summer of the year which is known
as 3J.C. 5, Mary was living at Xazaieth, probably

at her parents'—possibly at her elder sister's

—

house, not having yet been taken by Joseph to his

home. She was at this time betrothed to Joseph, and

was therefore regarded by the Jewish law and custom

as his wife, though he had not yet a husband's

rights over her. [Marriage, p. 250,6.] At this

time the angel Gabriel came to her with a message

from God, and announced to her that she was to

be the mother of the long-expected Messiah. He
probably bore the forni of an ordinary man, like

the angels who manifested themselves to Gideon

and to Manoah (Judg. vi., xiii.). This would
appear both from the expression ela-eXdwy, " he

came in ;" and also from the fact of her being trou-

bled, not at his presence, but at the meaning of

his words. The scene as well as the salutation is

very similar to that recounted in the Book of

Daniel, " Then there came again and touched me
one like the appearance of a man, and he strength-

ened me, and s:iid, O man gieatly Ijeloved, fear not

:

peace be unto thee, be strong, yea, be strong
!"

(Dan. X. 18, 19). The exact meaning of Kexop'Tto-

ftevri is " thou that hast bestowed upon thee a free

gift of grace." The A. V. rendering of "highly

favoured " is therefore very exact and much nearer

to the original than the '' (jratia plena" of the

Vulgate, on which a huge and wholly unsubstantial

edifice h.as been built by Romanist devotional

writers. The next part of the salutation, '* The
Lord is with thee," would probably have been

better translated, " The Lord be with thee." It is

the same salutation as that with which the angel

accosts Gideon (.)udg. vi. 12). "Blessed art thou

among women," is neaidy the same expression as

that used by Ozias to Judith (Jud. xiii. 18). Ga-
briel proceeds to instruct Mmy that by the opera-

tion of the Holy (ihost the everlasting Son of the
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Father should be born of her ; that in Him the

prophecies relative to David's throne and kingdom

should be accomplished ; and that His name was to

be called Jesus. He further informs her, perhaps

as a sign by which she might convince herself that

his prediction with regard to herself would come

true, that her relative Elisabeth was within three

months of being delivered of a child.

The angel left Mary, and she- set off to visit Eli-

sabeth either at Hebron or Juttah (whichever way
we undeistand the «is ttjj' bpfiv^u els ir6\ip

'lovSa, Luke i. 39), where the latter li\e'l with her

husband Zacharias, about 2u miles to the south of

Jerusalem, and therclbre at a veiy considerable

distance from Nazareth. Immediately on her en-

tnuice into the house she was saluted by Elisjibeth

as the mother of her Lord, and had evidence of

the truth of the angel's saying with regard to her

cousin. She embodied her feelings of exultation

and thankfulness in the hymn known under the name
of the Magnific.tt. Whether this was uttered by im-

mediate inspiration, in reply to Elisabeth's saluta-

tion, or composed during her journey from Kazareth,

or was written at a later period of her tliiee

months' visit at Hebron, does not appear foi- certain.

The hymn is founded on Hannah's song of thank-

fulness (1 Sam. ii. 1-10), and exhibits an intimate

knowledge of the Psalms, prophetical writing.;, and

books of Moses, from which sources almost e^-eiy

expression in it is drawn. The most remarkable

clause, '• From henceforth all generations shall call

me blessed," is borrowed from Leah's exclamation

on the birth of Asher (Gen. xxx. 13). The same

sentiment and ex]iression are also found in Prov.

xxxi. 28 ; Mai. iii. 12 ; Jas. v. 11. In the latter

place the word /xaKapiCa is rendered with great ex-

actness " count happy." The notion that there is

conveyed in the word any anticipatiou of her bearing

the title of " Blessed " arises solely from ignorance.

Mary returned to Nazareth shortly before the

birth of John the Baptist, and continued living at

her own home. In the course of a tew months

Joseph became aware that she was with child, and

determined on giving her a bill of divorcement,

instead of j-ielding her up to the law to suffer the

penalty which he supposed that she had incuired.

Being, however, warned and satisfied by an angel

who appeared to him in a dream, he took her to his

own house. It was soon after this, as it would

seem, that Augustus' decree was promulgated, and

Joseph and Mary travelled to Bethlehem to have

their names enrolled in the registers (B.C. 4) by

way of preparation for the taxing, which however

was not completed till ten years afterwards (a.D. 6),

in the governorship of Quirinus. They reached

Bethlehem, and there Iklary brought forth the

Saviour of the world, and humbly laid him iu a

manger.

The visit of the shephei-ds, the circumcision, the

adoration of the wise men, and the presentation in

the Temple, are rather scenes in the life of Christ

than in that of his mother. The presentation in

the Temple might not take place till forty days

after the birth of the child. During this period

the mother, according to the law of ^Moses, was

unclean (Lev. xii.). In the present case there could

be no necessity for ofleriiig the sacrifice and making

atonement beyond that of obedionco to the Mosiiic

precept ; but "already He, and His mother for Him,

were acting upon the principle of fulfilling all

righteousness. The poverty of St. Mary and Jo-

seph, it may be noted, is shown by their making
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tlie olliering of the poor. The soug of Simeon and

the thanksgiving of Anna, like the wonder of the

shepfierds atid tlie adoration of the magi, only in-

cidentally refer to Mary. One passage alone in

Simeon's adihess is specially directed to her, " Yea
a sword shall pierce through thy own soul also."

The exact pui-port of these woi-ds is doubtful. A
common patristic explanation refers them to the

pang of unbelief which shot through her bosom on

seeing her Son expire on the cross (Tertullian,

Origen, Basil, Cyril, &c.). By modern interpreters

it is more commonly referred to the pangs of grief

which she experienced on witnessing the sufferings

of her Son.

In tlie flight into Egypt, Mary and the babe had
the support and protection of Joseph, as well as in

tlieir return from thence, in the following year, on

the death of Herod the Great (B.C. 3).'' It appears

to have been the intention of Joseph to have settled

at Bethlehem at this time, as his home at Nazareth

had been broken up for more than a year ; but on

tinding how Herod's dominions had been disposed of,

he changed his mind and returned to his old place

of abode, thinking that the child's life would be

safer in the tetrarchy of Antipas than in that of

Archelaus. It is possible that Joseph might have

been himself a native of Bethlehem, and that before

this time he had been only a visitor at Nazareth,

drawn tliither by his betrothal and maniage. In

that c;vse, his fear of Archelaus would make him
exchange his own native town for that of Mary. It

may be that the holy family at this time took up
their residence in the house of Mary's sister, the

wife of Clopas.

Henceforward, until the beginning of our Lord's

ministry

—

i. e. from B.C. 3 to A.D. 26—we may
picture St. Mary to ourselves as living in Nazareth,

in a humble sphere of life, the wife of Joseph the

carpenter, pondering over the sayings of the angels,

of the shepherds, of Simeon, and those of her Son,

as the latter " increased in wisdom and stature and
in favour with God and man" (Luke ii. 52). Two
circumshtnces alone, so far as we know, broke in

on the otherwise even flow of the still waters of

her lii'e. One of these was the temporary loss of

her Son when he lemained behind in Jerusalem,

A.D. 8. The other was the death of Joseph. The
exact date of this last event we cannot determine.

But it was probably not long after the other.

Krom the time at which our Lord's ministry

commenced, St. Mary is withdrawn almost wholly
from sight. Four times only is the veil removed,
wliich, not surely without a reason, is thrown over

her. These four occasions are,—1. The mamage
at Cana of Galilee (John ii.). 2. The attempt
which she and his brethren made " to speak with
iiim" (JIatt. xii. 4G ; Mark iii. 21 and 31 ; Luke
viii. 19). 3. The Crucifi.\ion. 4. The days suc-

ceeding the Ascension (Acts i. 14). If to these we
add two references to her, the first by her Nazaiene
fellow-citizens (Matt. xiii. 54, 5 ; Mark vi. 1-3), the

second by a woman in the multitude (Luke xi. 27),

>> In the Gospel of the Infancy, which seems to date

from the 2iid cenluiy, hinumerable miracles are made to

attend on St. Maiy and her Son during tht-ir sojourn in

Egypt : e. g., Mary looked with pity on a woman who was
possessed, and immediately Sjitan came out of her in the

form of a young man, saying, " Woe is me because of tliee,

JMai-y, and thy Son !" On another occiision they fell in

with two thieves, named Titus and Duraachus; and Titus

Wiis gentle, and Dumachus was harsh: the l^uiy Mary
lliuielore promised ikus that (iod should roceivi; hiui on
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we have specilied eveiy event known to us in her

life. It is noticeable that, on every occiisioff of our

Lord's addressing her, or speaking of her, there is

a sound of reproof in His words, with the exception

of the last words spoken to her fiom the cross.

1. The marriage at Cana in Galilee took place in

the three months which inten-ened between the

baptism of Christ and the passover of the year 27.

When Jesus was found by his mother and Joseph in

tiie Temple in the year 8, we find him repudiating

the name of " father" as applied to Joseph. " TIkj

father and I have sought thee sorrowing "—" How-

ls it that ye sought me? Wist ye not that I must
be about" (not Joseph's and youi-s, but) "my
father's business ?" (Luke ii. 48, 9). Now, in like

manner, at His first miracle which inaugurates His

ministry, He solemnly withdraws himself from the

authority of His earthly mother. This is St. Au-
gustine's explanation of the " What have I to do

with thee? my hour is not yet come." It was
His humanity not His divinity which came from

Mary. While therefore He was acting in His divine

character He could not acknowledge her, nor does

He acknowledge her again until He was hanging on

the cross, when, in that nature which He took from

her. He was about to submit to death (St. Aug.

Coiiiin. inJoan.Evaivj. tract viii., vol. iii. p. 1455,

ed. Migne, Paris, 1845). That the words Tf e/ioj

KoX <7oi; = ']7l V no, imply i-eproof, is certain

(cf. Matt. viii. 29 ; M;uk i. 24 ; and LXX., Judg.

xi. 12 ; 1 K. xvii. 18 ; 2 K. iii. 13). and such 'is

the patristic e.xjjlanation of them (see Iren. Ado.

Haer. iii. 18 ; Ajjud Bibl. Fair. Max. tom. ii.,

pt. ii. 293 ; S. Chrys. Bojn. in Joan. xxi.). But
the reproof is of a gentle kind (Trench, on the Jifi-

racles, p. 102, Lond. 1850 ; Alford, Comm. in loc.

;

Wordsworth, Comm. in loc). ^Mary seems to have

understood it, and accordingly to have drawn back,

desiring the servants to pay attention to her divine

Son (Olshauseu, Comm. in loc). The modern Ro-

manist translation, " What is that to me and to

thee?" is not a mistake, because it is a wilful

misrepresentation (Douay version; Orsini, J.ife of

Mary, &c. ; see The Catholic Layman, p. 117,

Dublin, 1852).

2. Capernaum (John ii. 12), and Nazareth (Matt,

iv. 13, xiii. 54 ; Mark vi. 1), appear to have been

the residence of St. Mary for a considerable period.

i"he next time that she is brought before us we find

her at Capernaum. It is the autumn of the year

28, more than a year and a half atler the miracle

wrought at the marriage feast in Cana. The Lord

had in the meantime attended two feasts of tho

passover, and had twice made a circuit throughout

Galilee, te;iching and working miracles. His fame

had spread, and crowds came pressing round him,

so that he had not even time " to eat bread." Jlary

was still living with her sister, and her nephews

and nieces, James, Joses, Simon, Jude, and their

three sisters (Matt. xiii. 55) ; and she and they

heard of the toils which He was undergoing, an<l

his right hand. And accordingly, thirty-three years after-

wards, Titus was the penitent thief who was crucified wi

the light hand, and Dumachus was cnicififO on Uie U-ft.

These are sufBcient as samples. Tbrorgtiout tne book

we find St. Mary associated with her Son, iu the strange

freaks of power attributed to them, iu a way which shows

us whence the cultus of St. Mary took its origin. (S^e

Jones, On the New SFlwt., vol. ii. Oxf. 1827; Giles, Co(Ux

Apocryphus; Thilo, Codex Apocnjjilius).
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they uiidorstood that He was denying himself every

relaxation from His labours. Their human affection

conquered their faith. Tliey thought that He was
ijilliuff Himself, and with an indignation arising

from love, they exclaimed that He was beside him-

self, and set olV to bring Him home either by entreaty

or compidsion.'-' He was surrounded by eager

crowils, and they could not reach Him. They
therefore sent a message, begging Him to allow

them to speak to Him. This message was handed

on from one person in the crowd to another, till at

length it was reported aloud to Him. Again He
re])roves. Again He refuses to admit any authority

on the part of liis relatives, or any privilege oil

account of their relationship. " Who is my mo-
ther, and who are my brethren ? And He stretched

forth His hand towards His disciples, and said, Be-

hold my mother and my biethreu ! For whosoever

shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven,

the same is my brother, and sister, and mother "

(Matt, xii.48,49). Comp. Theoph. inMarc. iii. 32;

S. Chrys. Horn. xliv. in Matt. ; S. Aug. in Joan.

tract X., who all of them point out that the blessed-

ness of St. Mary consists, not so much in having

borne Christ, as in believing on Him and in obey-

ing His words (see also Qnacst. et Resp. ad Orthod.

cxxxvi., ap. S. Just. Mart, in Bibl. Max. Fair.

torn. ii. pt. ii. p. 138). This indeed is the lesson

taught directly by our Lord Himself on the next

occasion on which reference is made to St. Mary.

It is now the spring of the year 30, and only about

a month before the time of His crucifixion. Christ

had set out on His last journey from Galilee, which

was to end at .lorusalem. As He passed along, He,

as usual, healed the sick, and preached the glad

tidings of salvation. In the midst, or at the com-

pletion, of one of His addresses, a woman of the

multitude, whose soul had been stirred by His

words, cried out, "Blessed is the womb that bare

thee, and the paps w^hich thou hast sucked !" Im-
mediately the Lord replied, " Yea rather, blessed

are they that hear the word of God, and keep it"

(Luke xi. 27). He does not either affirm or deny

anything with regard to the direct bearing of the

woman's exclamation, but passes that by as a thing

indifferent, in order to point out in what alone the

true blessedness of His mother and of all consists.

This is the full force of the fxeuovi/ye, with which

He commences his reply.

3. The next scene in St. Mary's life brings us to

the foot of the cross. She was standing there with

her sister Mary and Mary Magdalene, and Salome,

and other women, having no doubt followed her

Son as she was able throughout the terrible morn-
ing of Good Friday. It was about 3 o'clock in the

afternoon, and He was about to give up His spirit.

His divine mission was now, as it were, accom-

plished. While His ministry was in progress He
had withdrawn Himself from her that He might
do His Father's work. But now the hour was come
when His human relationship might be again recog-

nised, " Tunc enim agnovit," says St. Augustine,

"quando illud quod peperit moriebatur" (S. Aug.
In Joan. ix.). Standing near the company of the

women was St. John ; and, with almost His last

words, Christ commended His mother to the cu'e of
!iim who had borne the name of the Disciple whom
Jesus loved. " Womim, behold thy son." " Com-
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"= It is a mere subterfuge to refer the words eAcyov
yap, &c., to the people, insltMti of to Mary and his brethren
(Calmet and Migiie, Diet, of the Hibk).

niendat homo homini hominem," says St. Au-
gustine. And from that hour St. John assures us

that he took her to his own abode. If by " that

hour " the Evangelist means immediately after the

words were s])()ken, Mary was not present at the

last scene of all. The sword had sufficiently pierced

her soul, and she was spared the hearing of the last

loud cry, and the sight of the bowed head. St. Am-
brose considers the chief purpose of our Lord's

words to have been a desire to make manifest the

truth that the Redemption was His work alone,

while He gave human alTection to His mother. " Non
egebat adjutore ad omnium redemptionem. Suscepit

quidem matris affectum, sed non quaesivit hominis

auxilium" (S. Amb. Exp. Evang. Luc. x. 132j.

4. A veil is drawn over her sorrow and over

her joy which succeeded that sorrow. Mediaeval

imagination has supposed, but Scripture does not

state, that her Son appeared to Mary after His

resurrection from the dead. (See for example Lu-
dolph of Saxony, Vita Ghristi, p. 6B6, Lyons,

1642; and Kuperti, De Divinis Officiis, vii. 25,

tom. iv. p. 92, Venice, 1751). St. Ambrose is consi-

dered to be the iirst writer who suggested the idea,

and reference is made to his treatise, De Virgini-

tate, i. 3; but it is quite certain that the text has

been corrupted, and that it is of Mary Magdalene

that he is there speaking. (Comp. his Exposition of

St. Luke, X. 156. See note of the Benedictine

edition, tom. ii. p. 217, Paris, 1790.) Another
reference is usually given to St. Anselm. The
treatise quoted is not St. Anselm's, but Eadmer's.

(See Eadmer., De Excellentia Mariae, ch. v., ap-

pended to Anselm's Works, p. 138, Paris, 1721.)

Ten appearances are related by the Evangelists as

having occurred in the 40 days intervening between

Easter and Ascension Day, but none to Mary. She
was doubtless living at Jerusalem with John, che^

rished with the tenderness which her tender soul

would have specially needed, and which undoubt-

edly she found pre-eminently in St. John. We
have no record of her presence at the Ascension.

Arator, a writer of the 6th century, describes her

as being at the time not on the spot, but in Jeru-

salem (Arat. De Act. Apost. 1. 50, apud Migne,
tom. Ixviii. p. 95, Paris, 1848, quoted by Words-
worth, Gk. Test. Com. on the Acts, i. 14). We
have no account of her being present at the descent

of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost. What
we do read of her is, that she remained stedfast in

prayer in the upper room at Jerusalem with Maiy
JIagdalene and Salome, and those known as the

Lord's brothers and the apostles. This is the last

view that we have of her. Holy Scripture leaves

her engaged in prayer (see Wordsworth as cited

above). From this point forwards we know nothing

of her. It is probable that the rest of her life was
spent in Jerusalem with St. John (see Epiph. ffaer.

78). According to one tradition the beloved disciple

would not leave Palestine until she had expired in

hjs amis (see Tholuck flight from the Cross, ii.

Senn. x. p. 234, Edinb., ] 857) ; and it is added that

she lived and died in the Coenaculum in what is

now the Mosque of the Tomb of David, the tra-

ditional chamber of the Last Supper (Stanley,

S. 4' P- ch. xiv. p. 456). Other traditions make
her journey with St. John to Ejihesus, and there

die in extreme old age. It was believed by some

in the 5th century that she was buried at Ephesus

(see Cone. Ephes., Cone. Labb. tom. iii. p. 574 «)

;

by othei-s, in the same century, that she was buried

at Gethsemane, and this appears to have been the
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infoiination given to Marciaii and Pulcheria by
Juvenal of Jeiusalem. As soon as we lose the

guidance ot >ciiptiiie, we have nothing from which

we can derive any sure knowledge about her. The
darkness in which we are left is in itself most in-

structive.

5. The character of St. Mary is not drawn by any

of the Evangelists, but some of its lineaments are

inciilentally manifested in the fragmentary record

which is given of her. They are to be found for

tiie most part in St. Luke's Gospel, whence an

attempt ha.s been made, by a cmious mixture ofthe

imaginative and rationalistic methods of intei'pretji-

tion, to explain the old legend which tells us that

St. Luke painted the Viigin's portrait (Calmet,

Kitto, iligne, Mrs. Jameson). We might have ex-

pected greater details from St. John than from the

other Evangelists ; but in his Gospel we learn no-

thing of her except what may be gathered from the

scene at Cana and at the cross. It is clear fiom

St. Luke's account, though without any such inti-

mation we might rest assured of the fact, that her

youth had been spent iu the study of the Holy
Sciiptures, and that she had set before her the

example of the holy women of the Old Testament

as her model. This would appear from the Mag-
nificat (Luke i. 46). The same hymn, so far as

it emanated from herself, would show no little

power of mind as well as warmtli of spirit. Her
faith and humility exhibit themselves iu her imme-
diate sun-ender of herself to the Divine will, though
ignorant how that will should be accomplished

(Luke i. 38) ; her energy and earnestness, m her

jouraey from Nazareth to Hebron (Luke i. 39)

;

her happy thankfulness, iu her song of joy (Luke
i. 48) ; her silent musing thoughtfulness, in her

pondering over the shepherds' visit (Luke ii. 19),

and in her keeping her Son's words in her heart

(Luke ii. 51) though she could not fully under-

stand their import. Again, her humility is seen

in her drawing back, yet without anger, after re-

ceiving reproof at Cana in Galilee (John ii. 5), and

in the remarkable manner in which she shuns
putting herself foiTvaid throughout the whole of her

Son"s ministry, or after his removal from earth.

Once only does she attempt to interfere with her

Divine Son's freedom of action (Matt. xii. 46;
Mark iii. 31 ; Luke viii. 19) ; and even here we can

hai-dly blame, for she seems to have been roused,

not by aiTogance and by a desire to show her au-

thority and relationship, as St. Chrysostom sup-

poses {Hum. xliv. 1)1 Matt.)-^ but by a woman's
and a mother's feelings of atlection and fear for him
whom she loved. It was part of that exquisite

tenderness which appeals throughout to have be-

longed to her. In a word, so lar as St. Mary is

l>ouilrayed to us in J^cripture, she is, as we should

have e-xpected, the most tender, the most faithful,

humble, patient, and loving ofwomen, but a woman
still.

III. Iter after life, uhoU;j legendary.—We pass

again into tiie region of free and joyous legend

which we quitted for that of true history at the

period of the Annunciation. The Gospel record con-

lined the play of imagination, and as soon as this

check is withdrawn the legend bursts out afresh.

The legends of St. Mary's childhood may be traced

back as far as the third or even the second century.

Those of her de;ith aie probably of a later date.

The chief legend was for a length of time con-
|

sidered to be a veritable history, ^vritten by
j

Jlelito Bishop ot Sardis in the 2nd century. It is
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to be found in the Bibliotheca Maxima (tom. ii.

pt. ii. p. 212), entitled Sancti Melitonis Episcopx

Sarclcnsis de Transitu Virginis Mariae Liljer

;

and there cei-tainly existed a book with this title at

the end of the 5th ceutuiy, which was condemned
by Pope Gelasius as apocrj-phal (Op. Gelas. apud
Migne, tom. 59, p. 152). Another fonn of the

same legend has been published at Elbeifeld in

18.54 by Maximilian Enger in Arabic. He supposes

that it is an Arabic translation from a Syriac

original. It was found in the library at Bonn,

and is entitled Joannis Apostoli de Transitu Beatae
Mariae Virginis Liber. It is perhaps the same as

that refeiTed to in Assemani {Biblioth. Orient.

tom. iii. p. 287, Kome, 1725), under the name of

Historia Dormilionis et Assttmptionis B. Mariae
Virginis Joanni Evangelistae falso inscripta. We
give the substance of the legend with its main
vaiiations.

When the apostles separated in order to evangelise

the world, Mary continued to live with St. John's

parents in their house near the 3Iount of Olives,

and every day she went out to pray at the tomb of

Christ, and at Golgotha. But the Jews had placed

a watch to prevent prayel's being oti'ered at these

spots, and the w.itch went into the city and told

the chief priests that Mary came daily to pray.

Then the priests commanded the watch to stone

her. But at this time king Abgarus wrote to

Tiberius to desire him to take vengeance on the

Jews for slaying Christ. They feared therefore to

add to his wrath by slaying Jlary also, and yet they

could not allow her to continue her prayers at

Golgotha, because an excitement and tumult was
thereby made. They therefore went and spoke

sottly to her, and she consented to go and dwell in

Bethlehem ; and thither she took with her three

holy virgins who should attend upon her. And in

the twenty-second year alter the ascension of the

Lord, Maiy felt herheai-t burn with an inexpressible

longing to be with her Son ; and behold an angel

appeared to her, and announced to her that her

soul should be taken up from her body on the third

day, and he placed a palm-branch from pai-adise in

her hands, and desired that it should be canied

before her bier. And Mary besought that tlie apostles

might be gathered roimd her before she died,

and the angel replied that they should come.

Then the Holy Spirit caught up John as he

was preaching at Ephesus, and Peter as he was

oflering sacrifice at Home, and Paul as he was dis-

puting with the Jews near Rome, and Thomas
in the extremity of India, and Matthew and Janie.--:

these were all of the apostles who were still living ;

then the Holy Spirit awakened the dead, Pliilip ami

Andrew, and Luke and Simon, and Mark and Bar-

tholomew ; and all of them were snatched away in

a bright cloud and found themselves at Bethlehem.

.\nd angels and powei-s without number descended

from heaven and stood round about the liouse
;

Gabriel stood at blessed Mary's head, and Michael at

her feet, and they fanned her with their wings;

and Peter and John wiped away her tears ; and there

was a great cry, and they all said " Hail bles.sed

one I blessed is the fruit of thy womb!" And the

people of Bethlehem brought their sick to the

house, and they were all healed. Then news of

these things was carried to Jerusalem, and tlie king

sent and commanded that they should bring Mary

and the disciples to Jerusalem. And hoi-semen

came to Bethlehem to seize Mary, but they did not

find her, for the Holy Spirit had taken hei- and ths
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disciples ill a cloud over the heads of the horsemen

to Jerusalem. Then the men of Jerusalem saw

angels ascending and descending at the spot where

Jlary's house was. And the high-priests went to

the governor, and craved permission to burn her and

the iiouse with tire, and the governor gave them

permission, and they brought wood and tire ; but

as soon as they came near to the house, behold tliere

bui-st forth a tire upon them which consumed them

utterly. And the governor saw these things afar off,

and in the evening he brought his son, who was sick,

to ^lary, and she healed him.

Then, on the sixth day of the week, the Holy

Spirit commanded the apostles to t;ike up Mary,

and to carry her fi-ora Jerusalem to Gethsemane,

and as they went the Jews saw them. Then drew

near Juphia, one of the high-priests, and attempted

to overthrow the litter on which she was being

carried, for the other priests had conspired with

him, and they hoped to cast her down into the

valley, and to throw wood upon her, and to burn

hei- body with tire. But as soon as Juphia had

touched the litter the angel stl jte off his a)-ms with

a tiery sword, and the arms remained fastened to

the litter. Then he cried to the disciples and Peter

for help, and they said, " Ask it of the Lady Mary ;"

and he cried, " Lady, Mother of Salvation,

have mercy on me !

" Then she said to Peter,

"Give hun back his arms;" and they were re-

stored whole. But the disciples proceeded onwards,

and they laid down the litter in a cave, as they

were commanded, and gave themselves to prayer.

And the angel Gabriel announced that on the

first day of the week JIary's soul should be removed

from this world. And on the morning of that day

there came Eve and Anne and Elisabeth, and they

kissed Mary and told her who they were: came

Adam, Setli, Shem, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

David, and the rest of the old fathers ; came Enoch

and Eli;is and Moses : came twelve chariots of

angels innumeiable: and then appeared the Lord

Christ in his humanity, and Mary bowed betbre

him and said, " my Lord and my God, place thy

hand upon me ;" and he stretched out his hand and

blessed her ; and she took his hand and kissed it,

and placed it to her forehead and said, " I bow
beibre this right hand, which has made heaven and

earth and all that in them is, and I thank thee and

praise thee that thou hast thought me worthy of

this hour." Then she said, ' Lord, tiike me to

thyself!" And he said to her, " Now shall thy

body be in ))aradise to the day of the resurrection,

and angels shall serve thee; but thy pure spirit

shall shine in the kingdom, iu the dwelling-place

of my Fathfr's fulness." Then the disciples drew

near and besought her to pray for the world which

she was about lo leave. And Mary prayed. And
atler her prayer was finished her face shone with

marvellous brightness, and she stretched out her

hands and blessed them all ; and her Son put forth

his hands and received her pure soul, and bore it

into his Father's treasure-house. And there was a

light and a sweet smell, sweeter than anything on

earth; and a voice from heaven saying, " Hail,

blessed one ! blessed and celebrated art thou among

women '." "*

And the apostles carried her body to the valley

of Jehoshaphat, to a place which the Loi-d had told
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them of, and John went before and carried the

palm-branch. And they jilaced her in a new tomb,
and sat at the mouth of the sepulchre, as the Lord
commanded them ; and suddenly there appeared
the Lord Christ, surrounded by a multitude of

angels, and said to the apostles, " What will ye
that I should do with her whom my Father's com-
mand selected out of all the tribes of Israel that

I should dwell in her?" And Peter and the

apostles besought him that he would raise the

body of Mary and take it with him in glory to

heaven. And the Saviour said, "Be it according

to your word." And he commanded Michael the

archangel to bring down the soul of ]\Lary. And
(iabriel rolled away the stone, and the Lord said,

" Rise up, my beloved, thy body shall not sutler

con-uption in the tomb." And immediately Mary
;u-ose and bowed herself at his feet and worshipped

;

and the Lord kissed her and gave her to the angels

to carry her to paradise.

But Thomas was not present with the rest, for

at the moment that he was summoned to come he

was baptising Polodius, who was the son of the

sister of the king. And he arrived just after all

tiiese things were accomplished, and he demanded
to see the sepulchre in which they had laid his

Lady : " For ye know," said he, " that I am Thomas,
and unless I see I will not believe." Then Peter

arose in haste and wrath, and the other disciples

with him, and they opened the sepulchre and went
in ; but they found nothing therein save that in

which her body had been wrapped. Then Thomas
confessed that he too, as he was being borne in the

cloud from India, had seen her holy body being

carried by the angels with great triumph into

heaven ; and that on his crying to her tor her

blessing, she had bestowed upon him her precious

Girdle, which when the apostles saw they were
glad.= Then the apostles were carried back each

to his own place.

Joannis Apostoli de Transitu Beatae Mariae
Virginis Liber, Elberfeldae, 1854 ; S. Melitonis

Episc. Sard, de Transitu V. M. Liber, apud Bibl.

Max. Patr. tom. ii. pt. ii. p. 212, Lugd. 1677;
Jacobi a Voragine, Legenda Aiirea, ed. Graesse, ch.

cxix. p. 504, Dresd. 1846; John Damasc. Senn. de

Dormit. Deiparae, Op. tom. ii. p. 857 seq., Venice,

1743 ; Andrew of Crete, Ln Dormit. Deiparae Senn.
iii. p. 115, Paris, 1644; Mrs. Jameson, Legends

of the Madonna, Lond. 1852 ; Butler, Lives of the

Saints in Aiig. 1 5 ; Dressel, Edita ct incdita Epi-
plianii Monachi ct Presbyteri, p. 105, Paris, 1843.

IV. Jewish traditions respecting her.-—These are

of a very diti'erent nature from the light-heai-ted

fairy-tale-like stories which we have recounted

above. We should expect that the miraculous birth

of our Lord would be an occasion of scoliing to the

unbelieving Jews, and we find this to be the case.

To the Christian believer the Jewish slander be-

comes in the present case only a confirmation of his

faith. The most definite and outspoken of these

slanders is that .which is contained in the book

called ]})lif nnbin, or Toldoth Jesu. It was
grasped at with avidity by Voltaire, and declaied

by him to be the most ancient Jewish wiiting

directed against Christianity, and apparently of the

first century. It was written, he says, before the

Gospels, and is altogether contrary to them {Lcitre

<J The legend ascribed to Melito makes her soul to be • For the story of this Saaratissimt CinMo, still pre-

carried to paradise by Gabriel while her Son returns to ser\'ed at I'rato, see Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Ma-

1
donna, p. 344 Lond. 1^52.
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S'tr Ics Jitifs). It is proved by Ammon {Bihlisch.

T/ieoloijie,
Y>.

263, Eilang. 1801) to be a compo-

sition of the loth centuiy, and by Wagenseil {Tola

iijncu Sataiuie ; Confut. Libr. Toldos Jescku, p. 12,

;

Altorf, 1681) to be iireconcileable with the earlier

Jewish tiles. In the Gospel of Nicodemus, other-

wise called the Acts of Pilate, we find the Jews

represented as charging our Lord with illegitimate

birtii (c. 2). The date of this Gospel is about the

end of the third century. The origin of the charge

is referred with great probability by Thilo
(
Codex

Apocr. p. 527, Lips. 1832) to the circular letters
j

of the Jews mentioned by Grotius (^ad Matt, xxvii.
|

63, et ad Act. Apost. xxviii. 22 ; Op. ii. 278 and
j

666, Basil. 1732), which were sent from Palestine
|

to all the Jewish sj-nagogues after the death oti

Christ, with the view of attacking " the lawless

and atheistic sect which had fciken its origin fiom

thodeceiver Jesus of Galilee" (Justin, adv. Tryph.).

The first time that we find it openly proclaimed is

in an extract made by Origen from the work of

Celsus, which he is refuting. Celsus introduces a

Jew declaring that the mother of Jesus invh rod

yriixai'TOS, Tfktovos r^v rex^riv ovtos, elfuiffdai,

i\eyx6u(Tav ois iiji€fjL0ixfviJ.4pr]v {Contra Celsuin,

c. 28, Oiigenis Opera, xviii. 59, Berlin, 1845).

And again, ») rov \r\(Tov fiTiTrip Kvovcra, e|co<r0e?(ra

virh rov fjiv7](n(V(TajxiVov avT^v TtKTOVOs, iXeyx-

6f7(Ta itrl juLOix^ia koI TiKTOvcra aird tivos arpari-

diTov l\avQi\pa rovuofxa (ibid. 32). Stories to the

same efi'ect may be found in the Talmud—not in

the Mishna, which dates from the second centuiy,

but in the Gemara, which is of the fifth or sixth

(see Tract. Sanhedrin, cap. vii. fol. 67, col. 1 ; .S'/i'i6-

hath, cap. xii. fol. 104, col. 2 ; and the Midrash

Koheleth, cap. x. 5). Rabanus Maurus, in the ninth

century, refers to the same stoiy.—" Jesum filium

Ethnici cujusdam Pandera adulteri, more latronum

punitum esse." We then come to the Toldoth Jesit,

in which these calumnies were intended to be

summed up and harmonised. In the year 4671,

the story runs, in the reign of King Jannoeus,

there was one Joseph Pandera who lived at Beth-

lehem. In the same village there was a widow
who had a daugliter named ^liriam, who was

betrothe*.! to a (jod-fearing man named Johanan.

And it came to p;iss that Joseph Pandera meeting

with Miriam when it was dark, deceived her into

the belief that he was Johanan her husb,ind. And
after three months Johanan consulted Kabbi Simeon

Slietachides what he should do with Jliriam, and

the rabbi ailvised him to bring her before the great

council. But Johanan was ashamed to do so, and

instead he left Iiis home and went and lived at

Babylon ; and there Jliriam brought forth a son

and gave him the name of Jehoshiia. The rest of

the work, which has no merit in a literary aspect

or otherwise, contains an account of liow this

Jehoshua gained the art of working miiacles by

stealing the knowledge of the unmentionable name
from the Temple ; how he was defeated by the

supeiior magical arts of one Juda; and how at last

he was crucified, and his body hidden under a

wafercouiTie. It is offensive to make use of sacred

names in connexion with such tales; but in Wa-
genseil's quaint words we may recollect, " haec

nomina non attinere ad Sen-atorem Nostrum aut

beatissimam illius matnm coeterosque quos sig-

niiicare videntur, sed designari iis a Diabolo sup-

])osita Spectra, Larvas, Lenmres, Lamias, i^tryges,

aut si quid tuipius istis" {Tela Tgnea Satanac,

LHjcr Toldos Jcschu, p. 2, Altorf, 1681). It is a
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curious thing that a Pandera or Panther has been

introduced into the genealogy of our Lord by Kpi«

phanius (Haeres. Ixxviii.), who makes him grand-

tiither of Joseph, and by John of Damascus
(
I'e Fide

ort/iodoxa, iv. 15), who makes him the father of

Barpanther and grandfather of St. JIary.

V. Mahometan Traditions.—These are again cast

in a totally dill'erent mould from those of the Jews.

The ^lahometans had no purpose to sen-e in spread-

ing calumnious stories as to tiie birth of Jesus, and
accordingly we find none of the Jewish malignity

about their traditions. Mahomet and his followers

appear to have gathered up the floating Oriental tra-

ditions which originated in the legends of St. Mary's

early years, given above, and to have drawn fiom

them and from the Bible inditl'erently. It has been

suggested that the Koran had an object in magnify-

ing St. Maiy, and that this was to insinuate that

the Son was of no other nature than the mother.

But this does not appear to be the case. Mahomet
seems merely to have written down what had come
to his ears about her, without definite theological

purpose or inquiry.

JIary was, according to the Koran, the daughter

of Amrani (sur. iii.) and the sister of Aaron (sur.

xix.). ^Mahomet can hardly be absolved from having

here confounded Jliriara the sist«r of Moses with
Mary the mother of our Lord. It is possible indeed

that he may have meant diHerent pei-sons, and such

is the opinion of Sale (Koran, pp. 38 and 251), and
of D'Herbelot (Bibl. Orient, in voc. "Minam");
but the opposite view is more hkely (see Guadagnoli,

Apol. pro rel. Christ, c. viii. p. 277, Kom. 1631).

Indeed, some of the Mahometan commentatoi-s have
been driven to account for the chronological diffi-

culty, by saying that Jliriam was miraculously kept

alive from the days of Moses in order that she might
be the mother of Jesus. Her mother Hannah dedi-

cated her to the Lord while still in the womb, and

at her birth " commended her and her futuie issue

to the protection of God against Satm." And
Hannah brought the child to the Temple to be

educated by the priests, and the priests disputed

among themselv&s who should take charge of her.

Zacharias maintained that it was his office, because

he had married her aunt. But when the othci-s

would not give up their claims, it was dcteimincd

that the matter should be decided by lot. So they

went to the river Jordan, twenty-seven of them, each

man with his rod ; and they threw their rods into

the river, and none of them floated save that of

Zacharias, whereupon the care of the child was
committed to him (Al Beidawi ; Jallalo'ddin). Then
Zacharias placed her in an inner chamber by hei-self

;

and though he kept seven dooi-s ever locked upon

her,' he always found her abundantly supplied with

provisions which God sent her from paradise, winter

fi-uits in summer, and summer fruits in winter.

And the angels said unto her, " Mary, verily G(h1

hath chosen thee, and hath purified thee, and hath

chosen thee above all the women of the worlil

"

{Koran, sur. iii.). And she retireil to a place to-

waitls the East, and (iabiiel appeared mito her and

said, " Verily I am the messenger of thy Lord, ;uid

am sent to give thee a holy Sou " (sur. six.). And
the angels said, " Mary, verily God sendeth thee

good ffdings that thou sh'alt bear the Word proceed-

ing from Himself: His name shall be Christ Jesus,

the son of Mary, honourable in this world and in

f Other stories make the only entrance tu Ik by a latller

lUid u door always kept lockt.-d.
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the AvoilJ to come, and one of them who <ipp.^/ach

near to the presence of God : and lie shall speak

unto men in his cradle and when he is gi-own up

;

and he shall be one of the righteous." And she said,

"How shall I have a son, seeing I know not a man ?"

The angel said, " So God createth thnt which He
pleixseth : when He decreeth a thing. He only saith

unto it, ' Be,' and it is. God shall teach him the

scripture and wisdom, and the law and tlie gospel,

and shall appoint him His apostle to the children of

Israel " (sur. iii.). So God breathed of His Spirit

into the womb of JIary K ; and she presei-ved her

chiistity (sur. IxN-i.) ; for the Jews have spoken

against her a grievous calumny (sur. iv.). And she

conceived a son, and retired with liim apart to a

distant place ; and the pains of childbirth came upon

her near the trunk of a palm-tree ; and God pro-

vided a rivulet for her, and she shook the palm-tree,

and it let fall ripe dates, and she ate and drank, and

was calm. Then she carried the child in her arms

to her people ; but they said that it was a strange

thing she had done. Then she made signs to the

child to answer them ; and he said, " Verily I am
the servant of God : He hath given me the book of

the gospel, and hath appointed me a prophet ; and He
hath made me blessetl, wheresoever I shall be ; and

hath conmianded me to observe prayer and to give

alms so long as I shall live ; and He hath made me
dutiful towards my mother, and hath not made me
proud or unhappy : and peace be on me the day

whereon I was bom, and the day whereon I shall

die, and the day whereon 1 shall be raised to life."

This was Jesus the Son of JIary, the Word of Truth

concerning whom they doubt (sur. six.).

Mahomet is reported to have said that many men
have arrived at perfection, but only four women

;

and that these are, Asia the wife of Pharaoh, Mary
tlie daughter of Amram, his first wife Khadijah,

and his daughter Fatima.

The commentators on the Koian tell us that

every person who comes into the world is touched

at his birth by the devil, and therefore cries out

;

but that God placed a veil between Mary and her

Son and the Evil Spirit, so that he could not reach

them. For which leason they were neither of them

guilty of sin. like the rest of the children of Adam.
This privilege they had in answer to Hannah's prayer

for their protection from Satan. (Jallalo'ddiu ; Al

Beidawi ; Kitada.) The Immaculate Conception

therefore, we may note, was a Mahometan doc-

trine six centuries before any Christian theologians

or schoolmen maintained it.

Sale, Koran, pp. 39, 79, 250, 458, Lond. 1734;
Wanier, Compendintn Ilistoricum eorum quae Mu-
hammedani de Christo tradidenint, Lugd. Bat.

1643 ; Guadagnoli, Apologia pro Christiana Beli-

gione, Rom. 1631 ; D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Oricn-

tale, p. 583, Paris, 1697 ; Weil, Biblische Legendcn

der Muselmanner, p. 230, Frankf. 1845.
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B The commentators have explained this expression

as signifying the breath of Gabriel (Yahyii; Jallalo'ddin).

But this does not seem to have been Mahomet's meaning.
"» "Origen's Lament," the "Three Discourses" published

liy \''ossius as the work of Gregory Thaumaturgus, the

Homily attributed to St Athanasius containing an invo-

cation of St. Mary, the Panegyric attributed to St. Kpi

phanlus, the " Christ Suffering," and the Oration contain

Uig the story of Justina and St. Cyprian, attributed to

Gregury Nazianien ; the Kulogy of the Holy Virgin,

and the Prayer attributed to Kphrem Syrns; the B»ok of

Meditatiiins attributed to St. Augustine; the Two Ser-

nimis suppi)sed to have been delivered by Pope Leo on

Oie least of the Annunciation,—are all spurious. See

VI. Emblems.—There was a time in the liistory

of the Church when all the expressions u.sod in the

book of Canticles were applied at once to St. Mary.

Consequently all the Kastern metaphors of king

Solomon have been hardened into symbols, and re-

presented in pictures or sculpture, and attached to

her in popular lifcrnies. The same method of inter-

pretation was applied to certain parts of the book

of the Revelation. Her chief emblems are the .sun,

moon, and stars (Rev. -xii. 1 ; Cant. vi. 10). The

name of Star of the Sea is also given her, from a

fanciful interpretation of the meaning of her name.

She is the Rose of Sharon (Cant. ii. 1), and the Lily

(ii. 2), the Tower of David (iv. 4), the Mountain

of Myn-h and the Hill of Frankincense (iv. 6), the

Garden enclosed, the Spring shut up, the Fountain

sealed (iv. 12), the Tower of Ivory (vii. 4), the

Palm-tree (vii. 7), the Closed Gate (Ez. xliv. 2).

There is no end to these metaphorical titles. See

Mi-s. Jameson's Legends of the Madonna, and the

ordinary Litanies of the B. Virgin.

VII. Cultus of the Blessed Virgin.—Wo do not

enter into the theological bearings of the worship of

St. Mary ; but we shall have left our task incom-

plete if we do not add a short historical sketch of

the origin, progress, aud present state of the devo-

tion to her. What was its origin ? Certainly not

the Bible. There is not a word there from which

it could be inferred ; nor in the Creeds ; nor in the

Fathers of the first five centuries. We m.ay scan

each page that they have leff us, and we shall Hna

nothing of the kind. There is nothing of the sort

in the supposed works of Hermas and Barnabas,

nor in the real works of Clement, Ignatius, aud

Polycarp : that is, the doctrine is not to be found

in the 1 st century. There is nothing of the sort

in Justin JIartyr, Tatian, Athenagoras, Theophilus,

Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian : that is, in the

2nd century. There is nothing of the sort in Oii-

gen, Gregory Thaumaturgus, Cyprian, Methoduis,

Laetantius :" that is, in the 3rd centuiy. There is

nothing of the sort in Eusebius, Athanasius, Cyril

of Jerusalem, Hilary, Macarius, Epiphanius, Basil,

Gregory Nazianzen, Ephrem Syrus, Gregory of

Nyssa, Ambrose: that is, in the 4th century.

There is nothing of the sort in Chrysostom, Augus-

tine, Jerome, Basil of Seleucia, Orosius, Sedulius,

Isidore, Theodoret, Prosper, Vincentius Lirinensis,

Cyril of Alexandria, Popes Leo, Hilarus, Simplicius,

Felix, Gelasius, Anastasius, Symmachus : that is,

in the 5th century.'' Whence, then, did it arise ?

There is not a shadow of doubt that the origin of

the worship of St. Mary is to be found in the apo-

cryphal legends of her birth and of her death whidi

we have given above. There we find the germ of

what afterwards exp.indcd into its present portentous

proportions. Some of the legends of her birth are

as early as the 2ud or 3rd century. They were the

production of the Gnostics, and were unanimously

Moral and Devotimal Theology of the Church of Home
(Mozley, Lond. 18.^7). The oration of Oregon,-, contain-

ing the story of Justina and Cyprian, is retained by the

Benedictine editors as genuine ; and they pronounce that

nowhere else is the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary
so clearly and explicitly commended in the 4th century.

The words are : " Justina . . . meditating on these instances

(and beseeching the Virgin Mary to assist a virgin in peril)i

throws before her the chann of fasting." It is shown to be

spurious by Tyler ( ]yorshij> of tlie Blessed Virffiit, p. 378,

Lond. 1844). Even suppose it were genuine, the ccntnist

l)etween the strongest passage of the 4 th century and

the ordinary language of the 19th would be suOiciently

striking.
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and fiiTiily reji'ctpd by the Church of tlie first five

ceutiirios 'as fabulous and heretical. The Gnostic

tradition seems to have been handed on to the

CoUyridians, whom we find denounced by Epi-

phanius for woi-shipping the Virgin Mary. They

were legarded as distinctly heretical. The words

which this Father uses respecting them were pro-

bably expressive of the sentiments of the entire

Church in the 4th century. " The whole thing,"

he sjiys, " is foolish and strange, and is a device and

deceit of the devil. Let Mary be in honour. Let

the Lord be worshipped. Let no one wor.~.hip Mary"
(Epiphan. Ilaer. Ixxxix., Op. p. 1066, Paiis, 1662).

Down to the time of the Xestorian controversy the

cultiis of the Blessed N'irgin would appear to have

been wholly external to the Church, and to have

been regarded as heretical. But the Ncstorian con-

troversies produced a great change of sentiment in

men's minds. Nestorius had maintained, or at least

it was the tendency of Nestorianism to maintain,

not only that our Lord had two natures, the divine

and the human (which was right), but also that

He was two pei-sons, in such sort that the child born

of Maiy w;is not divine, but merely an ordinaiy

human being, until the divinity subsequently united

itself to Him. This was condemned by the Council

of Ephesus in the year 431 ; and the title QeSroKos,

loosely ti-anslated " Jlother of God," was sanc-

tioned. The object of the Council and of the Anti-

Nestorians was in no sense to add honour to the

mother, but to maintain the true doctrine with

respect to the Son. Nevertheless the result was

to magnify the mother, and, after a time, at the

expense of the Son. For now the title QforSKOs
became a shibboleth ; and in art the representation of

the Madonna and Child became the expression of or-

thodox belief. Very soon the pui-pose for which the

title and the picture were first sanctioned became

forgotten, and the veneration of St. Mary began to

spread within the Church, as it had previously ex-

isted external to it. The legends too were no longer

treated so roughly as befoie. The Gnostics were

not now objects of dread. Nestorians, and afterwards

Iconoclasts, were objects of hatred. The old fables

were winked at, and thus they " became the mytho-
logy of Christianity, universally credited among the

Southern nations of Em-ope, while many of the

dogmas, which they are grounded upon, have, as

a natural consequence, crept into the iaith " (Lord

Lindsay, Christian Art, i. p. xl. Lond. 1847). From
this time the worship of St. Mary grew apace. It

agreed well with many natural aspirations of the

heart. To paint the mother of the Saviour an ideal

woman, with all the grace and tendemess of woman-
hood, and yet with none of its weaknesses, and then

to fall down and worship the image which the ima-

gination had set up, was what might easily happen,

and what did happen. Evidence was not asked lor.

Perfection " was becoming" to the mother of the

Loi-d; therefore she was perfect. Adoration "was
befitting " on the part of Christians ; therefore they

gave it. Any tales attributed to antiquity were re-

ceived as genuine ; any revelations supposed to be

made to favoured saints were accepted as true

:

and the Madonna reigned as queen in heaven, in

earth, in purgatory, and over hell. We learn the

)n-esent state of the religious regard in which she is

held throughout the south of Europe from St. Al-

fonso de' Liguori, whose every word is vouched for

by the whole weight of his Church's authority.

From the Glories of Marij, translated from the

original, and published in London in 1852, we find
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that St. Mary is Queen of Mercy (p. 13) and
Mother of all mankind (p. 23), our Life (p. 52),
our Protectress in death (p. 71), the Hope of all

(p. 79), our only Refuge, Help, and Asylum (p.

81) ; the I'ropitiatory of the wliole world (p. 81) ;

the one City of Refuge (p. 89) ; the Comfortress of

the world, the Refuge of the unfortunate (p. KiO)

;

our Patroness (p. Iu6); Queen of Heaven and Hell

(p. 110); our Protectress fiom the Divine Justice

and from the Devil (p. 115); the Ladder of Para-

dise, the Gate of Heaven fp. 121); the Mediatrix

of grace (p. 124) ; the Dispenser of all graces (p.

128) ; the Helper of the Redemption (p. 133) ; the

Co-opeiator in our Justification (p. 133); a tender

Advocate {\y. 145) ; Omnipotent (p. 146) ; the sin-

gular Refuge of the lost (p. 156) ; the gi-eat Peace-

maker (p. 165); the Throne prepared in mercv

(p. 165); the Way of Salvation (p. 2(iO); th'o

Mediatrix of Angels (p. 278). In short, she is

the Way (p. 200), the Door (p. 583), the Jlediator

(p. 295), the Intercessor (p. 129), the Advocate (p.

144), the Redeemer (p. 275), the Saviour (p. 343).

Thus, then, in the worship of the Blessed Virgin

there are two distinctly marked periods. The riist

is that which commences with the apostolic times,

and brings us down to the close of the century in

which the Council of Ejihesus was held, during which

time the worship of St. Mary was .wholly external to

the Church, and was regarded by the Chuich as he-

retical, and confined to Gnostic and Collyridian heir-

tics. The second period commences with the 6tl

century, when it began to spread within the Church ;

and, in spite of the shock given it by the Refoiination,

has continued to spread, as shown by Liguori's

teaching; and is spreading still, as shown by the

manner in which the papal decree of Dec. 8, 1854,

has been, not univei-sally indeed, but yet generally,

received. Even before that decree was issued, the

sound of the word " deification " had been heard

with reference to St. Mary (Newman, Essay <m

Development, p. 409, Lond. 1846) ; and she had

been placed in "a throne far above all created

powers, mediatorial, intercessory ;" she had been

invested witli " a title archety^ial ; with a crown

bright as the morning stai- ; a glory issuing from

the Eternal Throne ; robes pui'e as the heavens
;

and a scejitre over all " (»6irf. p. 408).

VIII. Jfer Assumption.—Not only religious senti-

ments, but facts grew up in exactly the same way.

The Assumption of St. JIary is a fact, or an alleged

flict. How has it come to be accepted ? At the end

of the 5th century we find that there existed a book,

De Transitu Virginis 3Iariae, which was condemned

by Pope Gelasius as apocryphal. This book is with-

out doubt tlie oldest foiin of the legend, of which the

books ascribed to St. Melito and St. John are varia

tions. Down to the end of the 5th century, then,

the story of the Assumption was external to the

Church, and distinctly looked upon by the Church

as belonging to the heretics and not to her. But

then came the change of sentiment already leferred

to, consequent on the Nestorian contioversy. The

<lesire to protest against the early fables which li-id

been spread abroad by the heretics was now }>;isseil

away, and had been succeeded by the desire to

magnify her who had brought forth Him who was

God. Accordingly a writer, whose date Baroniu*

fixes at about this time {Ann. Eccl. i. 347, Lucca,

1738), suggested the possibility of the Assumption,

but declared his inability to decide the question.

The letter in which this possibility or probability

is thrown out came to be attributed to St. Jerome,
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and may be still found among his works, entitled

Ad Faulam et Eustochimn etc Assuniptione I>. Vir-

yinis (v. 82, Paris, 17u(i). About the same time,

probably, or rather later, an insertion (now recog-

nized on all hands to be a forgery) was made in

Eusebius' Chronicle, to the elf'ect that " in the year

A.D. 48 Mary the Virgin was taken up into heaven,

as some wrote that they Iv'd had it revealed to

them." Another tract was written to prove that

the Assumption was not a thing in itself unlikely

;

and this came to be attributed to St. Augustine,

and may be found in the appendix to his works

:

and a sermon, with a similar purport, was a.scribed

to St. Athanasius. Tims the names of Eusebius,

Jerome, Augustine, Athanasius, and others, c<UTie

to be quoted as maintaining the truth of the

Assumption. The first writers within the Church

in whose extant writings we tind the Assumption

asserted, are Gregory of Tours in the 6th century,

who has merely copied Melito's book. Do Transitu

{De Glor. Mart. lib. i. c. 4; Migne, 71, p. 708);

Andrew of Crete, who probably Uved in the 7th

century ; and John of Damascus, who lived at the

beginning of the 8th century. The last of these

authors refers to the Euthymiac history as sUiting

that Marcian and Pulcheria being in search of the

body of St. Mary, sent to Juvenal of Jerusalem to

inquire for it. Juvenal replied, " In the holy and

divinely inspired Scriptures, indeed, nothing is re-

corded of the departure of the holy ]\Iary, Blother

of God. But fiom an ancient and most true tra-

dition we have received, that at the time of her

glorious falling asleep all the holy apostles, who
were going through the world for the salvation of

the nations, borne aloft in a moment of time, came

together to Jerusalem : and when they were near

her they had a vision of angels, and divine melody

was heard ; and then with divine and more than

heavenly melody she delivei-ed her holy soul into

the hands of God in an unspeakable manner. But

that which had borne God, being carried with angelic

and apostolic ps;vlmody, with funeral rites, was de-

posited in a cotKn at Gethsemane. In this place the

chorus and singing of the angels continued three

whole days. But after three days, on the angelic

music ceasing, those of the apostles who were present

opened the tomb, as one of them, Thomas, had been

absent, and on his airival wished to adore the body

which had borne God. But her all glorious body

they could not tind ; but they found the lineii clothes

lying, and they were tilled with an inetfable odour

of sweetness which proceeded fiom them. Then they

closed the cotlin. And they were iistonished at the

mysterious wonder; and thoy came to no other

conclusion than that He who had chosen to take

flesh of the Virgin Mary, and to become a man,

and to be born of her—God the Word, the Lord of

Glory—and had pieserved her viiginity after birth,

was also pleased, alter her departure, to honour her

immaculate and unpolluted body with incorruption,

and to translate her betbie the common resurrection

of all men" (St. Joan. l)araa:5c. Op. ii. 880, Venice,

1748). It is cpiite clear that this is the same legend

as that which we have before given. Here, then,

we see it brought over tlie borders and planted

within the Church, if this " Euthymiac history
"

is to be accepted as veritable, by Juvenal of Jeru-

salem in the 5th century, or else by Gregory of

Tours in the 6th centuiy, or by -Vudrew of Crete
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in the 7th century, or finally, by John of Da-

mascus in the 8th century (.see his three Homilies

on the Sleep of the Blenscd Virijin Mary, Op. ii.

857-886).' The same legend is given in a slightly

ditVerent form as veritable history by Nicephorus

Callistus in the 13th century i,Niceph. i. 171, Taris

1630) ; and the fact of the Assumiitiou is stereo-

typed in the Breviary Services for Aug. 15th {Drev.

Horn. Pars aest. p. 551, Milan, 1851"). Here again,

then, we see a legend oiiginated by heretics, and
lemaining external to the Church till the close of

the 5th century, creeping into the Cliurch during;

the 6th and 7th centuries, and finally ratified by
the authority both of Rome and Constantinople.

SeeBaronius, Ann. Eccl. (i. .544, Lucca, 1738), and

Martyrolog-iutn (p. 314, Paris, 1607).

IX. Her Immaculate Conception.— Similarly

with regard to the sinlessness of St. ILiry, which
hiis issued in the dogma of the Immaculate Con-
ception. Down to the close of the 5th century

tlie sentiment with respect to her was identical

with that which is expressed by theologians of the

Church of England (see Pearson, On the Creed). She

was regarded <is " highly favoui'cd ;" as a woman
arriving as near the perfection of womanhood as it

was possible for huinan nature to arrive, but yet

liable to the infirmities of human nature, and some-

times led away by them. Thus, in the 2ud cen-

tury, TertuUiau represents her as guilty of unbelief

{De carne Chridi, vii. 315, and Adv. Marcion.

iv. 19, p. 433, Pans, 1695). In the 3rd century,

Origen interprets the sword which was to pierce her

bosom as being her unbelief, which caused her to

be oH'ended {Horn, in Luc. xvii. iii. 952, Paris,

17p3). In the 4th ceutury St. B.isil gives the

same interpretation of Simeon's words {Ep. 260, iii.

400, Paris, 1721); and St. Hilary speaks of her

as having to come into the severity of the final

judgment {In Ps. cxix. p. 262, Paris, 1693). In

the 5th ceutury St. Chrysostom speaks of the
" excessive ambition," " tbolish arrogancy," and
" vain-glory," which made her stand and desiie

to speak with Him (vii. 467, Paris, 1718); and

St. Cyril of Alexandria (so entiiely is he inisrepie-

sented by popular writers) speaks of her as failing in

faith when present at the Passion—as being weaker

in the spiritual life than St. Peter—as being en-

trusted to St. John, because he was capable of

explnining to her the mystery of the Cross—as

inferior to the apostles in knowledge and belief of

the resurrection (,iv. 1064, vi. 391, Paris, 1638).

It is plain fiom these and other passages, which

might be quoted, that the idea of St. Mary's exemp-

tion from even actual sins of infirmity and imperfec-

tion, if it existed at all, was external to the Church.

Nevertheless there grew up, as was most natural, a

practice of looking upon St. Mary as an example to

other women, and investing her with an ide;\l cha-

racter of beauty and sweetness. A very beautiful

picture of what a girl ought to be is drawn by

St. Ambrose {De Virgin, ii. 2, p. 164, Paris, 1690;,

.and attiiched to St. Mary. It is diawn wholly from

the imagination (as may be seen by his making one

of her chai-acteristics to be that she never went out

of dooi-s except when she accompanied her parents

to church), but there is nothing in it which is in

any way superhuman. Similarly we tind St. Je-

rome speaking of the clear light of Mary hiding the

little fires of other women, such as Anna and Elisa-

' Tills " Eulhynihic History " is Involved in the utmost by its reference I

onfusion. Cave considers the Homily proved spurious
|
Oxf. 1710.

See Mistoria Lilcrar. i. SsS. 626
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beth (vi. 671, Veioii;i, 17:54). St. Augustine

takes us a step further. He again and again speaks

of lier as under original sin (iv. 241, x. 654, &c.,

Palis, 1700) ; but with respect to her actual siu lie

says that he would rather not enter on the ques-

tion, for it was possible (how could we tell ?) that

(lod had given her sufficient grace to keep her free

from actual sin (x. 144). At this time the change

of mind before refen-ed to, as orisrinatod by the

Ncstorian controversies, was spreading within the

Cliurch ; and it became more and more the general

belief that St. Mary was preserved ti-om actual sin

by the grace of God. 'I'his opinion had become
almost universal in the 12th century. And now a
fiuther step was taken. It was maintained by St.

Bernard that St. Mary was conceived in original sin,

but that before her birth she was cleansed from it,

like John the Baptist and Jeremiah. This was the

sentiment of the 13th century, as shown by the

works of Peter Lombard {Scntetit. lib. iii. dist. 3),

Alexander of Hales {Sum. Theol. num. ii. art. 2),

Albertus Magnus (Sentent. lib. iii. dist. 3), and
Thomas Aquinas (Sum. Theol. quaest. xxvii. art.

1, and Comn. in Lib. Sentent. dist. 3, quaest. 1 ).

Eaily in the 14th century died J. Duns Scotus, and
he is the first theologian or schoolman who threw
out as a possibility the idea of an Immaculate Con-
cejition, which would exempt St. Mary from original

as well as actual sin. This opinion had been growing
up for the two previous centuries, having originated

apparently in France, and having been adopted, to

St. Bernard's indignation, by the canons of Lyons.
From this time forward there was a struggle between
the maculate and immaculate conceptionists, which
has led at length to the decree of Dec. 8, 1854, but
which has not ceased with that decree. Here, then,

we may mark four distinct theories with respect to

the siiilessness of St. Mary. The first is that of the

early Church to the close of the 5th century. It

taught that St. Mary was born in oiiginal siu, was
liable to actu.al sin, and that she fell into sins of
inHi-mity. 'l"he second extends from the close of the
5th to the 12th century. It taught that St. Jlaiy
was born in original sin, but by God's grace was
saved from falling into actual sins. The third is

par excellence tliat of the 13th century. It taught
that St. Mary was conceived in original sin, but was
s;mctified in the womb before birth. The fourth
may be found obscurely existing, but only existing

to be condemned, in the 12th and 13th centuries;
brought into the light by the speculations of Scotus
and his followers in the I4th century; thencefor-

wai-d running paiaHel with and struggling with the
simctijicata in utero theoiy, till it obtained its appa-
rently final victory, so far as the Roman Church is

concerned, in the 19th century, and in the lifetime of
ourselves. It teaches that St. Mary was not conceived
or born in original sin, but has been wholly exempt
from all sin, original and actual, in her conception
and birth, throughout her life, and in her death.

See Laborde, La Croi/ance a I'fmmaculee Con-
ception tie pent devenir Doijme dc Foi, Paris, 1 855

;

PeiTone, I)e Lmmaculato B. V. M. Conceplu,
Avenioiie, 1848; C/tristian Remembrancer, vols,

xxiii. and xxxvii. ; Bp. Wilberfbrce, Horn/;—her
new Doijm/i, and our Duties, Oxf. 1855; Obser-
vateur Catholiqiie, Paris, 1855-60 ; Fray Morcnez,
Exmnen Bullae Incffabilis,\\x\&,\i^h9,. [F. M.]

j

MARY (Kec. Text, with D, Mopia^ ; Lach-
iTiann, with ABC;, Mop/o : 3faria), a Rom;m
Christian who is greeted by St. Paul in his Fpistle

to tiie Konians (xvi. 6) as having toiled hard for '

MASCHIL
him—or according to some MSS. for them. N.v
thing more is known of her. But Professor Jowetl
{The Epistles of St. Paid, &c. ad he.) has cali-l

attention to the fact that hers is the only Jcwi.sli

name in the list. [(;.]

JIAS'ALOTH (MecroAcie; Alex. M€<r<roX(ifl :

Masaloth), a place in Arbela, which Bacchides and
Alcimas, the two generals of Demetrius, besieged

and took with great slaughter on their way from
the north to Gilgal (1 Mace. ix. 2). Arbela is pro-

bably the modern Trbid, on the south side of the

Wady el-HUmdm, about 3 miles N.W. of TiW-rias,

and half that distance from the Lake. The name
Mesaloth is omitted by Josephus (Ant. xii. 11, §1),
nor has any trace of it been since discovered ; but the

word may, as Kobinsoa (B. R. ii. 398) suggests, have
originally signified the " steps " or " terraces " (as if

ni?pP). In that case it was probably a name

given to the remarkable caverns still existing on

the northern side of the same Wady, and now <'jdled

Kula'nt Ibn Ma'an, the "fortress of the son of

Maau "—caverns which actually stood a remarkable

siege of some length, by the forces of Herod (Joseph.

B. J. i. 16, §4).

A town wth the simUar name of Misiial, or

JIash AL, occurs in the list, of the tribe of Asher, but

whether its position was near that assumed above

for Masaloth, we have no means of judging. [G.]

MAS'CHIL (^•'3b'» : (Tvv((ris : intellectns

but in Ps. liii. intelligentia). The title of thirteen

Psalms; xxxii., xlii., xliv., xlv., lii.-lv., Ixxiv.,

lxx\aii., Ixxxviii., Ixxxix., cxlii. Jerome in his

version from the Hebrew renders it unifoimlj' eru-

ditio, " instruction," except in Pss. xlii., Ixxxix.,

where he has intellectus, " undei-standing." The
margin of our A. V. has in Pss. Ixxiv., Ixxviii.,

Ixxxix., " to give instruction ;" and in Pss. Ixx.wiii.,

cxlii., " giving instruction." In other passages in

which the word occui-s it is rendered " wise" (Job

xxii. 2; Prov. x. 5, 19, &c.), "prudent" (Prov.

xix. 14; Am. v. 13), "expert" (Jer. iv. 9), and
" skilful" (Dan. i. 4). In the Psalm in which it

first occurs as a title, the root of the word is found in

another form (Ps. xxxii. 8), " I will instruct

thee," from which circumstance, it has been in-

ferred, the title was applied to the whole Psalm

as " didactic." But since " Miischil " is affixed to

many Psalms which would scarcelj' be classed as

didactic, Gesenius (or rather Koediger) explains it

as denoting " imy sacred song, relating to divine

things, whose end it was to promote wisdom and

piety" {Thcs. p. 1330). Ewald {Dichter d. alt. B.

i. 25) regards Ps. .\lvii. 7 (A. V. " sing ye praises

with understanding ;" Heb. maschil), as the key to

the meaning of Maschil, which in his opinion is a

musicid teiTO, denoting a melody re<iuiriiig great

skill in its execution. The objection to the expla-

nation of Hoediger is, that it is wanting in precision,

and would allow the term " Maschil " to be appliftl

to every Psalm in the Psalter. That it is employed

to indicate to the conductor of the Temple choir the

manner in which the Psalm was to be sung, or the

melody to which it was adapted, rather th;m as de-

scriptive of its contents, seems to be implial in the

title of Ps. xlv., where, after " Maschil," is added

" a song of loves " to denote the special chamcter of

the Psalm. Again, with iewf exceptions, it is a»o-

ciateil with directions for the choir, " to the chief

musician," &c., and occujiies the same position in

the titles as Michtam (Vs. xvi.. h-i.-lx.), Mizmof
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(A. V. "Psalm;" Ps. iv.-vi., &c.), anil Shiijgaion

(Ps. vii.). If", therefore, we regard it as originally

used, in the sense of " didactic," to indicate the cl>a-

racter of one particular Psalm, it might have been

applied to others as being set to the meloiiy of the ori-

ginal Maschil-l'salm. But the suggestion of Ewald,

given above, has most to commend it. Comparing
" Mtoschil " with the musical teiTns already alluded

to, and observing the different manner in which the

character of a psalm is indicated in other instances

(1 Chr. xvi. 7 ; Pss. xxxviii., Ixx., titles), it seems

probable that it was used to convey a direction to

the singers as to the mode in which they were to

sing. There appear to have been Maschils of dif-

ferent kinds, for in addition to those of David which

form the greater number, there are others of Asaph

(Pss. lxxiv.,lxxviii.), Heman the Ezraliite (Ixxxviii.),

and Ethan (Ixxxix.). [W. A. W.]

MASH (K'O : MoaSx '• Mcs), one of the sons

of Aram, and the brother of Uz, IIul, and Gether

(Gen. X. 23). In 1 Chr. i. 17 the name appears as

lleshech, and the rendering of the LXX., as above

given, leads to the inference that a similar form also

existed in some of the copies of Genesis. It may
farther be noticeil that in the Chronicles, Mash and

his brothers are described as sons of Shem to the omis-

sion of Aram ; this discrepancy is easily explained :

the links to connect the names are omitted in other

instances (comp. ver. 4), the ethnologist evidently

assuming that they were familiar to his readers.

As to the geographical position of JJash, Josephus

{Ant. i. 6, §4) connects the name yvith Mesene in

lower Babylonia, on the .ehoies of the Persian

Gulf—a locality too remote, however, from the

other branches of the Aramaic race. The more

probable opinion is that which has been adopted by

Bochart {Phal. ii. 11), Winer {Rwh. s. v.), and

Knobel {Volhcrt. p. 237)— viz. that the name
Mash is represented by the Mo7is Masins of

classical writers, a range which forms the northern

boundary of Mesopotamia, between the Tigris and

Euphrates (Strab. xi. pp. .506, 527). Knobel

reconciles this view with that of Josephus by the

supposition of a migration from the north of Meso-

potamia to the south of Babylonia, where the race

may have been known in later times under the

name of Meshech : the progress of the population

in these parts was, however, in an opposite direc-

tion, from south to north. Kalisch (Comm. on Gen.

p. 286) connects the names of Mash and Mysia

:

this is, to say the least, extremely doubtful ; both

the Mysians themselves and their name ( =Moesiii)

were probably of European origin. [W. L. B.]

MASH'AL ih^lD : Mao<ro : Masai), the con-

tracted or provincial (Galilean) form in which, in

the later list of Levitical cities (1 Chr. vi. 74), the

name of the town apjwars, which in the earlier re-

cords is given as MisirEAL and MisirAL. It suggests

the Masalotii of the Maccabean history. [(.]

MASI'AS (Mio-afaj; Alex. Mao-far : Malsith),

one of the servants of Solomon, whose descendants

i-eturned witli Zorobabel (1 Esdr. v. 34).

MAS'MAN {tHafffxav ; Alex. Moa<r/x(£«' : Mns-
man). This name oecui-s for Shkmaiah in 1 Esd.

viii. 43 (comp. Ezr. viii. 16). The Greek text is

evidently coiTupt, 2o/ioias(A. V. M.amaias), which

is tlie true reading, being misplaced in ver. 44 after

Alnathan.

MASORA. [Old Ti:stamkn"t.]
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MASTHA. 1. {na(r(ri)(pa.e; A]e\.Maa(ni(pa

Maspha.) A place opj)osite to ((carfVacTj) Jeru-

salem, at wliich Judas Jlacrabaeus and his followers

assembled themselves to bewail the desolation of

the city and the s-anctuary, and to inflame their re-

sentment before the battle of Emmaus, by the sight,

not only of the distant city, which was probably

visible from the eminence, but also of the Book of

the Law mutilated and profaned, and of other

objects of peculiar preciousness and sanctity (1 Mace,

iii. 46). There is no doubt that it is identical

with MiZPEH of Benjamin, the ancient sanctuary

at which Samuel had convened the people on an
occasion of equal emergency. In fact, Maspha, or

more accurately Massepha, is merely the form in

which the LXX. imifonnly render the Hebrew
name Mizpeh.

2. (Maap4.(£ in both MSS. ; but Josephus MaA.-

\-f)v : Maspha.') One of the cities which were taken

from the Ammonites by Judas Maccabaeus in his

campaign on the east of Jordan (1 Mace. v. 35).

It is probably the ancient city of Mizpeh of Gilead.

The Syriac has the curious variation of Olim,

^Q^-^j , " salt." Perhaps Josephus also reads TD'O,

"salt." [G.]

MASR'EKAH {T\\rbr^: Mao-o-e/cKSs, in

Chron. Mao-efcKas, and so Alex, in both : Mase-

reca, Maresca), an ancient place, the native spot

of Samlah, one of the old kings of the Edomites

(Gen. xxr\-i. 36 ; 1 Chr. i. 47). Interpreted as

Hebrew, the name refers to vineyards— as if from

Sarak, a root with which we are familiar in the

" vine of Sorek," that is, the choice vine ; and led

by this, Knobel {Genesis, 257) proposes to place

Masrekah in the district of the Idumaean mountains

north of Petra, and along the Hadj route, where

Burckhai'dt found "extensive vineyards," and "great

quantities of dried grapes," made by the tribe of the

I!efai/a for the sup]ily of Gaza aiid for the Meecii

pilgrims (Burckhardt, Si/ria, Aug. 21). But this

is mere conjecture, as no name at all corresponding

witli Masrekah has been yet discovered in that loca-

lity. Schwarz (215) mentions a site called En-

,
Masrak, a few miles south of Petra. He probably

refers to the place marked Ain Mafrak in Palmer's

Jlap, and Ain el- Usdaka in Kiepert's (Robinson, Bib.

\ Res. 1856). The versions are unanimous in adhering

j

more or less closely to the Hebrew. [G.]

! MAS'SA (Kb?p : Moiro-^ : Massa), a son of

Ishmael (Gen. xxv". 14 ; 1 Chr, i. 30). His de-

scendants were not improbably the Masani, who
are placed by Ptolemy (v. 19, §2) in the east of

Arabia, near the borders of Babylonia. [W. L. B.]

MASSAH (riDJD: Treipao-^ubj), i. e. " tempta

tion," a name given to the spot, also called Meri-
BAii, where the Israelites " tempted Jehovah,

saying. Is Jehovah among us or not?" (Ex. xvi.

7). The name also occurs, with mention of the

circumstances which occasioned it, in Ps. .xcv. 8, 9,

and its Greek equivalent in Heb. iii. 8. [H. H."|

MASSI'AS (-Maffo-fus : Hisrnaenis) = 1\Iaa-

SEIAH 3 (1 Ksd. ix. 22; comp. Ezr. x. 22).

MASTICH-TREE {(Tx^pos, Icntiscus) occurs

only in the Apocrypha (Susan, ver. 54»), where tic

" This verse contains a happy play upon the word.

" Uiid r wliat tree sawost tlion tbom ? . . . uniler a niasticli-

tree (uTrb <7;x'>'o'')- And Daniel sak' ... the angel of 'Jod
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margin of the A. V. h.os lentisk. Tliere is no

doubt that the Greek word is correctly rendered, as

is evident tiom the description of it by Theophnutus

{Hist. Plant, ix. i. §2, 4, §7, &c.) ; Pliuy (A'. H.
iii. 36, xxiv. 28); Dioscorides (i. 90), and other

writers. Herodotus (iv. 177) compares tlie fruit

of the lotus (the lihamnus lotus, Linn., not the

Egyptian Nelnnt'iiun speciosum) in size with the

mastich berry, and Babi-ius (3, 5^ says its leaves

are browsed by goats. The fragrant resin known
in the arts as " mastick," and which is obtained by
incisions made in the trunk in the month of August,

is the produce of this tree, whose scientific name is

Pistacia lentiscus. It is used with us to strengthen

the teeth and gums, and was so applied by the

ancients, by whom it was much prized on this ac-

count, and for its many supposed medicinal virtues.

Lucian {Lexiph. 12) uses the term o-xfOTptcKTijs

of one who chews mastich wood in order to whiten

his teeth. Martial {Ep. xiv. 22) recommends a

mastich toothpick (j:lctitiscalpiuni), Pliny (xxiv.

7) speaks of the leaves of this tree being rubbed

on the teeth for toothache. Dioscorides (i. 90)
says the resin is often mixed with other materials

and used as tooth-powder, and that if chewed,* it

imparts a sweet odour to the breath. Both Pliny

and Dioscorides stite that the best mastich comes

ii'om Chios, and to this day the Arabs prefer that

which is imported from that island (comp. Nie-

buhr, Beschr. von Arab. p. 144; Galen, de fac.

Simpl. 7, p. 69). Tournetbrt ( Voyages, ii. 58-61,

transl. 1741) has given a full and very interesting

account of the Lentisks or Mastich plants of Scio

(Chios) : he says that " the towns of the island are

distinguished into three classes, those del Gampo,
those oi Apanomeria, and those where they plant

Lcutish-trees, from whence the mastick in tears is

produced." Tournffort enumerates several Lentisk-
tree villages. Of the trees he says, " tiiese trees are
vei-y wide spread and circular, ten or twelve foot

tall, consisting of several branchy stalks which in

liath received the sentence of God to cut thee In two
(o-X'Vei o-e fieo-QK). This ts unfortunately lost in our
version; but It Is pnserved by the Vulgate, "sub schitiu

. . scludct te;" and by Luther, " Liude . . . finden." A
diuiliir play occui-s in vers. 58, 59, between Ttplvov, and
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time grow crooked. The biggest trunks are a foot

diameter, covered with a bark, gi-eyish, ruggeij,

chapt the leaves are disposed in three or tour

couples on each side, about an inch long, narrow at

the beginning, pointed at their extremity, half an

inch broad about the middle. From the junctures

of the leiives grow flowers in bunches like grapes

(see woodcut) ; the fruit too grows like bunches of

grapes, in each beny whereof is contained a white

kernel. These trees blow in jNIay, the fi-uit does not

ripen but in autumn and winter." This writer

gives the following description of the mode in which

the mastich gum is procured. " They begin to make
incisions in these trees in Scio the first, of August,

cutting the bark crossways with huge knives, without

touching the younger branches ; next day the nutri-

tious juice distils in small tears, which by little and

little form the mastick grains ; they harden on the

ground, <uid are carefully swept up Irom under the

trees. The height of the crop is about the middle of

August if it be dry serene weather, but if it be rainy,

the tears are all lost. Likewise towards the end of

September the same incisions furnish mastick, but

in lesser quantities." Besides the uses to which

reference ha.s been made above, the people of Scio put

grains of this resin in perfumes, and in their bread

before it goes to the oven.

Mastick is one of the most important products of

the East, being extensively used in the preparation

of spirits, as juniper berries are with us, as a sweet-

meat, as a masticatory for preserving the gums and

teeth, as an antispasmodic in medicine, and as mi

ingredient in tarnishes. The Greek writers occa-

sionally use the word ffxivos for an entirely dif-

ferent plant, viz., the Squill (Scitla maritiina)

(see Aristoph. Plat. 715; Sprengel, Flor. Hippoc.

41 ; Theophr. Hist. Plant, v. 6, §10). The Pis-

tacia lentiscus is common on the shores of the Me-
diterranean. According to Strand ( Flor. Palaest.

No. 559) it has been observed at Joppa, both by

llauwolf and Pococke. The Mastich-tree belongs to

the natural order Anacardiaceae

.

[\V. H.]

MATHANI'AS {Uareavias: Mathathias) =
Mattaniah, a descendant of Pahath-Moab (1 Esd.

ix. ijl ; comp. Ezr. x. 30).

MATHU'SALA (Ma0ou(rc{Aa : Mathusale) =
Methuselah, the son of Enoch (Luke iii. 37).

MAT'RED {Tp'O: MaTpaid; Alex, marpaud:

Matrcd), a daughter of Mezaliab, and motlier of

Mehetabel, who was wife of Hadar (or Hadad) of

]*au, king of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 39 ; 1 Chr. i. 50).

Respecting the kings of Edom whose records are

cont;iined in the chapters referred to, see Hadai),

IRAM, &c. [E. S. P.]

MAT'RI (*">t3Qn, with the art. properly " the

Matri:" 'yia-TTapi; Alex. MoTTop*/ and MaTTope/r:

Metri), a family of the tribe of Benjamin, to whidi

Saul the king of Israel belonged (1 Sam x. 21 ).

MAT'TAN (JPIO : yiaddv ; Alex. Maxdy in

lungs ; MarOdv in Chron. : Mathnn). 1. 'I'he

priest of Baal slain before his altois in the iiiol

temple at Jerusalem, at the time when Jehoiada

swept away idolatry from .ludah (2 K. xi. 18
;

2 Chr. xxiii. 17). He probably accompanied Atha-

jrptVai o-e. For the bearing of these and similar charac-

teristics on the date and origin of tlje boolt, see Susanna.
° Whence the derivation of mastich, Irom p.<urrixy\, tne

gum of the (rxiros, from jxda-To^, ju.ootix<»". lia<rao^ai„

" to cljew," •• to masticate."
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liali tVoni S: mariii, and would thus be the first

priest of the Baal-worship wliich Jehoram king of

Jiulah, following in the stops of his father-in-law

Ahiib, established at Jerusalem (2 Clir. xxi. 6, 1.'3).

Ji,Hephus (Ant. ix. 7, §3) calls liim Maaddv.
'2. i'Na.Oav.) The father of Shephatiah (Jer.

xxxviii. 1). [w. A. W.]

MAT'TANAH (HJriD : MafOayaely ; Alex.

yiavdaveiv : Matthana), a station in the latter

part of the wanderings of the Israelites (Num. xxi.

18, 19). It lay next beyond the well, or Beer, and
between it and Nahaliel ; Nahaliel again being but

one day's journey from the Barnoth or heights of

Moab. Mattanah was therefore probably situated

to the S.E. of the Dead Sea, but no name like it

appears to have been yet discovered. The meaning

at the root of the word (if t<iken as Hebrew) is a
" gift," and accordingly the Targuniists—Onkelos

as well as Pseudojonathau and the Jerusalem— treat

Mattanah as if a synonym for Beer, the well

which was "given" to the people (ver. 16). Jn

the same vein they further translate the names in

verse 20 ; and treat them as denoting the valleys

(Nahaliel) and the heights (Bamoth), to which the

miraculous well followed the camp in its journoy-

ings. The legend is noticed under Beeu." By
Le Clerc it is suggested that Mattanah may be the

same with the mysterious word Vahch (ver. 14
;

A. V. " what He did ")—since the meaning of that

word in Arabic is the same as that of Mattanah in

Hebrew. [G.]

MATTANI'AH (H^jnO : Bardavlas ; Alex.

Meflfaj/fay : Matthanias). 1. The original name
of Zedekiah king of Judah, which was changed

when Nebuchadnezzar placed him on the throne

instead of his nephew Jehoiachin (2 K. xxiv. 17).

In like manner Pharaoh had changed the name of

his brother Eliakini to Jehoiakim on a similar occa-

sion (2 K. xxiii. 34), when he restored the succes-

sion to the elder branch of the royal family (comp.

2 K. xxiii. 31, 36).

2. CHlaTQavias in Chr., and Neh. xi. 17 ; Mot-
Bavla Neh. xii. 8, 35; Alex. UaSeavlas, Neh. xi.

17, yiadavia, Neh. xii. 8, UaSeavia, Neh. xii. 35:
Mathnnia, exc. Neh. xii. 8, 35, Mathanias). A
Levite singer of the sons of Asaph (1 Chr. ix. 15).

He is describetl as the son of Micah, Micha (Neh.

xi. 17), or Michaiah (Neh. xii. 35), and after the

return from Babylon lived in the villages of the

Netophathites (1 Chr. ix. 16) or Netophathi (Neh.

xii. 28), which the singers had built in the neigh-

bourhood of Jerusalem (Neh. xii. 29). As leader

of the Temple choir after its restoration (Neh. xi.

17, xii. 8) iti the time of Nehemiah, he took part

in the musical service which accompanied the dedi-

cation of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. xii. 25, 35).

We find him among the Levites of the second rank,

" keepers of the thresholds," an office which fell to

the singers (comp. I Chr. xv. 18, 21). In Neh.
xii. 35, there is a difficulty, for " Mattaniah, the

son of Michaiah, the son of Zaccur, the son of

Asaph," is apparently the same with " Mattaniah,

the son of Micha, the son of Zabdi the son of

Asaph" (Neh. xi. 17), and with the MatUiniah of

Neh. xii. 8, 25, who, as in xi. 17, is .issociated
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" Vol. i. 179a. In addi'ion to the authorities there

cited, the curious reader who may desire to investigate

this rcmarltable tradition will find it exhausted in Bux-
torfs Exrrcitationes (No. v. Hist. Pctrae in Deserto).

I* The word "priest" is apparently applied in a loss

VOL. n.

with Bakbukiah, and is expressly mentioned as

living in the days of Nehemiah and Ezra (Ne''.

xii. 26). But, if the reading in Neh. xii. 35 lie

correct, Zechariah, the great-grandson of Mattaniah

(further described as one of " the priests' sons,"''

whereas Mattaniah was a Levite), blew the trumpet
at the head of the procession led by Ezra, which
marched round the city wall. From a comparison
of Neh. xii. 35 with xii. 41, 42, it seems probable
that the former is corrupt, that Zechariah in verses

35 and 41 is the same priest, and that the clause

in which the name of Mattaniah is found is to be
connected with ver. 36, in which are enumerated
his " brethren" alluded to in ver. 8.

3. {Mardavias: Mathanins.) A descendant of
Asajih, and ancestor of Jahaziel the Levite in the
reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx. 14).

4. [MaTOavia; Alex. Uadeavia: Mathania.)
One of the sons of Elam who had married a
foreign wife in the time of Ezra (Ezr. x, 26).
In I Esdr. ix. 27 he is called Matthanias.

5. {yiondavaC ; Alex. Uaedavafi.) One of the

sons of Zattu in the time of Ezra, who put away
his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 27). He is called Otho-
NIAS in 1 Esdr. ix. 28.

6. mardavia; Alex. ^a69avd: Mathanias.)
A descendant of Pahath-Moab who lived at the

same time, and is mentioned under the same cir-

cumstances as the two preceding (Ezr. x. 30). In

1 Esdr. ix. 31, he is called Mathanias.
7. One of the sons of Bani, who like the three

above mentioned, put away his foreign wife at

Ezra's command (Ezr. x. 37). In the parallel list

of Esdr. ix. 34, the names " Mattaniah, Mattenai,"

are corrupted into Mamnitanaijit's.

8. {'^arQavaiai ; Alex. MadOavlas.) A Levitn,

father of Zaccur, and ancestor of Hanan the under-

treasurer who had charge of the offerings for the

Levites in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. xiii. 13).

9. (-in^jriO : MaTOavias : Mathaniau, 1 Chr.

XXV. 4; Mathanias, 1 Chr. xxv. 16), one of the

fourteen sons of Heman the singer, whose office it

was to blow the horns in the Temple service as ap-

pointed by David. He was the chief of the 9th di-

vision of twelve Levites who were " instructed in

the songs of Jehovah."

10. A descendant of Asaph, the Levite minstrel,

who assisted in the purification of the Temple in

the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chr. x.xix. 13). [\V. A. W.j

MAT'TATHA (MaTTo0a: Mathatha), the son

of Nathan, and gi-andson of David in the genealogy

of our Lord (Luke iii. 31).

MAT'TATHAH (nOriQ : MarBadd : Alex.

MadOaBd: Mathatha), a descendant of Hajhuin.

who had married a foreign wife in the time of Ezra,

and was separated from her (Ezr. x. 33). H? is

called Matthias in 1 Esdr. ix. 33.

IVIATTATHI'AS (Motto0/os : Mathathias).

1. =Mattithxah, who stood at Ezra's right hand

when he read the law to the people (1 Esdr. ix.

43 ; comp. Neh. viii. 4).

2. {Mathathias.) The father of the Maccabee*

(1 Mace. ii. 1, 14, 16, 17, 19, 24, 27, 39, 45, 49.

xiv. 29). [Maccaueics, 165 a,]

restricted sense in later times, for we find in Ezr. viil. 24

Shcrebiah and HashaUab described as among tlie "chief

of the priests," whereas, in vers. 18, 19, they are MeraHte

Levites ; If. as is probable, the same persons are alluded to

in both instances Comp. also Josh. ill. 3 with Nnm. vii.*

T
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3. (ffiithathias.) Tlie son of Absalom, ainl bro-

ther of JoN'ATilAN 14 (1 Mace. xi. 70; xiii. 11).

In the battle ibiieht by Jonathan the high-priest

with the forces of Demetrius on the plain of X;isor

(the ol<i Hazor), his two generals Mattathias and

Judas alone stood by him, when his army \vi\s

seized with a panic and fled, and with their

assistance the fortunes of the day were restored.

4. (Matliathias.) The son of Simon Maccabeus,

who was treacherousl}' murdered, together with his

father and brother, in the fortress of Docus, by
Ptolemeus the son of Abubus (1 Mace. xvi. 14).

5. (Matthias.) One of the three envoys sent by
Nicanor to treat with Judas Maccabeus (2 Mace.

xiv. 19).

6. {Matliathias.) Son of Amos, in the genealogy

of Jesus Christ (Luke iii. 25).

7. (Mathathias.) Son ofSemei, in the same cata-

logue (Luke iii. 2(5). (W. A. W.)

MATTENA'I C^nO : mreavia ; Alex. MoO-

dai'ot: Mnthandi). 1. One of the family ofHashum,
who in the time of Ezra had married a foreign wife

(Ezr. X. 33). In 1 Esdr." ix. 33 he is called Al-
TANEUS.

2. (MaT^araj; Alex. yiaQQavai : Mathanai).

A descendant of Bani, who put away his foreign

wife at Ezr.i"s command (Ezr. x. 37). The place

of this name and of Mattaniah which precedes it is

occupied in 1 Esdr. ix. 34 by Mamnitanaimus.
3. A priest in the days of Joiakini the son of

Jeshua (Neh. xii. 19). He represented the house

of Joiarib.

MAT'THAN (Itec. Text, MuTddv ; Laehm.
with B, Maeedv: Mathaii, Matthaii.) The son of

Eleazar, and grandfather of Joseph " the husband
of Mary" (Matt. i. 15). He occupies the same
place in the genealogy as Matthat in Luke iii. 24,

with whom indeed he is probably identical (Hervey,

Genealogies of Christ, 129, 134,' &c.). " He seems

\o have been himself descended from Joseph the

son of Judah, of Luke iii. 26, but to have become
the heir of the elder branch of the house of Abiud
on the failure of Eleazar's issue" (ib. 134).

BrATTHANI'AS {nardavla^) = Mattaniah,
one of the descendants of Elam (1 Esdr. ix. 27;
comp. Ezr. x. 26). In the Vulgate, " Ela, Matha-
nias," are corrupted into " Jolaman, Chamas,"
which is evidently a transcriber's error.

MATTHAT (Maredr; but Tisch. Vlaeeir:
Mathat, Mattat, Matthad, kc.) 1. Son of Levi
and grandfather of Joseph, according to the genealogy
of Luke (iii. 24). He is maintained by Lord A.
Hen-ey to have been the same pei-son as the Mat-
tiian of Matt. i. 15 (see Genealonics of Christ,

137, 138, &c.).

2. Also the son of a Levi, and a progenitor of
Jo.seph, but much higher up in the line, namely
eleven generations from I)avid (Luke iii. 29). No-
thing is known of him.

It should be remarked that no fewer than five

names in this list are derived from the same Hebrew
root as that of their ancestor Nathax the son of
David (see Hervey, Gciiealoiies, &c., p. 150).

MATTHE'LAS (MaOVJAas : Maseas) =Maa-

SEIAII 1 (1 Esd. ix. 19; comp. Ezr. x. 18). The
reading of the LXX. which is followed in the A. V.
might e:usily arise from a mistake between the uncial

e and 2 (C).

MATTHEW (Lachm. with RD. MaOdaws ; AC

MATTHEW
and Roc. Text, MaTOa^os : Matthaeiis.) Matthew
the Apostle and Evangelist is the same as Levi ( Luke
V. 27-29) the son of a certain Aiphaeus (Mark ii.

14). His call to be an Apostle is related by all three

Evangelists in the same words, except that Matthew
(ix. 9) gives the former, and Mark (ii. 14) and
Luke (v. 27) the latter name. If there were two
publicans, both called solemnly in the same form

at the same place, Cajiernaum, then one of them
became an Apostle, and the other was heard of no
more ; for Levi is not mentioned again after the

feast which he made in our Lord's honour (Luke
v. 29). This is most unlikely. Euthymius and
many other commentators of note identify Aiphaeus

the father of JLitthew with Aiphaeus the father

of James the Less. Against this is to be set the

fact that in the lists of Apostles (Matt. x. 3 ; Mark
iii. 18 ; Luke vi. 15 ; Acts i. 13), Matthew and
James the Less are never named together, like

other pairs of brothers in the apostolic body. It

may be, as in other cases, that the name Levi was
replaced by the name Matthew at the time of the

call. According to Gesenius, the names Matthaeus
and Matthias are both contractions of ]\Iattathias

( = n^nriO, "gift of Jehovah;" QeSSccpos, ©ej-

SoTos), a common Jewish name after the exile;

but the true derivation is not certain (see Winer,

Lange). The publicanr>, properly so called (pub-

licani), were persons who farmed the Roman
taxes, and they were usually, in later times,

Roman knights, and persons of wealth and credit.

They employed under them inferior officers, natives

of the province where the taxes were collected,

called properly portitores, to which class l^Iatthew

no doubt belonged. These latter were notorious for

impudent exactions everywhere (Plautus, Menaeck.
i. 2, 5; Cic. ad Quint. Fr. i. 1 ; Plut. De Curios.

p. 518 e); but to the Jews they were especially

odious, for they were the very spot where the

Roman chain galled them, the visible proof of the

degraded state of their nation. As a rule, none but
the lowest would accept such an unpopular office,

and thus the class became more worthy of the

hatred with which in any case the Jews would
have regarded it. The re;idiness, however, with

which Matthew obeyed the call of Jesus seems to

show that his heart was still open to religious im-

pressions. His conversion w;is attended by a great

awakening of the outcast classes of the Jews (Matt.

ix. 9, 10). Matthew in his Gospel does not omit

the title of infamy which had belonged to him
(x. 3) ; but neither of the other Evangelists speaks

of " Matthew the publican." Of the exact share

which fell to him in preaching the Gospel we have
nothing whatever in the N. T., and other sources

of information we cannot trust.

Eusebius {ff. E. iii. 24) mentions that after our

Loid's ascension Matthew preached in Judaea (some

add for fifteen yeai's, Clem. Strom, vi.), and then

went to foreign nations. To the lot of Matthew it

fell to visit Aethiopia, says Socrates Scholasticus

(//. E. i. 19 ; Ruff. //. E. x. 9). But Ambrose
says that God opened to him the country of the

Pei-sians {In, Ps. 45); Isidore the Macedonians

(Isidore Hisp. de Sanct. 77) ; and others the Par-

thians, the Medes, the Persians of the Euphi'ates.

Nothing whatever is really known. Heracleon, the

disciple of Valentinus (cited by Clemens Alex.

Strom, iv. 9), describes him as dying a natural

death, which Clement, Origen, and Tertullian seem

to accept : the tradition that he died a martyr, be
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it true or thiso, came in afterwards (Niceph. //. E.
ii.41).

It the first feeling on reading these meagre par-

ticulars be disappointment, the second will be ad-

mii'ation for those who, doing their part under (iod

in the great work of founding the Church on earth,

have passed away to their Master in heaven with-

out so much as an effort to redeem their names
from silence and oblivion. (For authorities see the

works on the Gospels refeiTed to under l^UKE and

Gospels ; also Kritzsche, In Matthaeitm, Leipzic,

1826; Lange, BibeUcerk, part i.) [VV. T.]

MATTHEW, GOSPEL OF. The Gospel

which bears the name of St. Matthew was written

by the Apostle, according to the testimony of all

antiquity.

I. Language in which it was frst written.—^We

are told on the authority of Papias, Irenaeus, Pan-

taenus, Origen, Eusebius, Epiphauius, Jerome, and

many other Fathei-s, that the Gospel was first

written in Hebrew, i. e. in the veinacular language

of Palestine, the Aramaic, a. Papias of Hiei apolis

(who fleurished in the first half of the 2nd cen-

tury) says, " Matthew wrote the divine oracles (ra

\6yia) in the Hebrew dialect ; and each interpreted

them as he was able" (Eusebius, H. E. iii. 39).

It has been held that ra K6yta is to be understood

as a collection of discourses, and that therefore the

book here alluded to, contained not the acts of our

Lord but His speeches ; but this falls through, for

Papias applies the same word to the Gospel of St.

Mark, and he uses the expression \6yia KvpiaKo, in

the title of his own work, which we know fi-om

fragments to have contained iacts as well as dis-

courses (Studien nnd Kritihen, 1832, p. 735;
Meyer, Einleitung ; De Wette, Einleitimg, §97 a

;

Alford's Prolegomena to Gr. Test. p. 25). Euse-

bias, indeed, in the same place pronounces Papias to

be " a man of very feeble understanding," in refer-

ence to some false opinions which he held ; but it

requires little critical power to bear witness to the

fact that a certain Hebrew book was in use. 6.

Irenaeus says (iii. 1), that " whilst Peter and Paul

weie preaching at Rome and founding the Church,

Matthew put forth his written Gospel amongst the

Hebrews in their own dialect." It is objected to

this testimony that Irenaeus probably drew from

the s;mie source as Papias, for whom he had great

respect; this assertion can neither be proved nor

refuted, but the testimony of Irenaeus is in itself no

mere copy of that of Papias. c. According to Eu-

sebius (//. E. V. 10), Pantaenus (who tiourished

in the latter part of the 2nd century) " is reported

to have gone to the Indians" (i. e. to the south of

Arabia?)," where it is said that he found the Gospel

I't' Matthew already among some who had the know-
hl^e of Christ there, to whom Bartholomew, one

(if the apostles, had preached, and left them the

Gospel of Matthew written in Hebrew, wliich was

preserved till the time refen-ed to." We have no

writings of Pantaenus, and Eusebius recites the

stoiy with a kind of doubt. It reappears in two

dill'erent forms;—Jerome and Rulfinus say that Pan-

taenus broihjht hack with him this Hebrew (jospel,

»nd Nicejjhorus asserts that Bartholomew dictated

the Gospel of Matthew to the inhabitants of that

:yuntry. Upon the whole, Pantaenus contributes

but little to the weight of the argument, d. Origen

says {^Comment, on Matt. i. in Eusebius, //. E. vi.

25), " As I have learat by tradition concerning the

four Gospels, which alone aie received without dis-

pute by the Church of God under heaven : the firet
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was written liy St. Matthew, once a tax-gatherer,

afterwards an apostle of Jesus Christ, who pub-

lished it for the benefit of the Jewish converts, com-

posed in the Hebrew language." The objections to

this passage brought by Masch, are disposed of by

Michaelis iii. part i. p. 127 ; the "tradition" does

not im]5ly a doubt, and there is no reason for tracing

this witness also to Papias. e. Eusebius {H. E. iii.

24) gives as his own opinion the following:

" Jlatthew having first preached to the Hebrews,

delivered to them, when he was preparing to depart

to other countries, his Gospel, composed in their

native language." Otlier passages to the same effect

occur in Cyril {Catech. 14), Epiphanius {Haer. li.

2, 1), Hieronymus (cfc Vir. ill. ch. 3), who mentions

the Hebrew original in seven places at least of his

works, and from Gregory of Nazianzus, Chrysostom,
Augustine, and other later writers. From all these

there is no doubt that the old opinion was that

Matthew wrote in the Hebrew language. To whom
we are to attribute the Greek translation, is not

shown ; but the quotation of Papias proves that in

the time of John the Presbyter, and probably in

that of Papias, there was no translation of great

authority, and Jerome {de Vir. ill. ch. 3) ex-

pressly says that the translator's name was un-

certain.

So far all the testimony is for a Hebrew original.

But there are arguments of no mean weight in

favour of the Greek, a very brief account of which

may be given here. 1. The quotations from the

0. T. in this Gospel, which are very numerous
(see below), are of two kinds : those introduced into

the nanative to point out the fulfilment of pro-

phecies, &c., and those where in the course of the

narrative the persons introduced, and especially our

Lord Himself, make use of 0. T. quotations. Be-

tween these two classes a difference of treatment is

observable. In the latter class, where the citations

occur in discourses, the Septuagint version is fol-

lowed, even where it deviates somewhat from the

original (as iii. 3, xiii. 14), or where it ceases to

follow the very words, the deviations do not come
from a closer adherence to the Hebrew 0. T. ; ex-

cept in two cases, xi. 10 and xxvi. 31. The quo-

tations in the nariative, however, do not follow the

Septuagint, but appear to be a translation from the

Hebrew text. Thus we have the remarkable phe-

nomenon that, whereas the Gospels agree most ex-

actly in the speeches of persons, and most of all in

those of our Lord, the quotations in these speeches

are reproduced not by the closest rendering of the

Hebrew, but from the Septuagint version, although

many or most of them must have been spoken in

the vernacular Hebrew, and could have had nothing

to do with the Septuagint. A mere translator

could not have done this. But an independent

writer, using the Greek tongue, and wishing to

conform his narrative to the oral teaching of the

Apostles (see vol. i. p. 718 a), might have used for

the quotations the well-known Greek 0. T. used by
his colleagues. There is an independence in the

mode of dealing with citations throughout, which is

inconsistent with the function of a mere translator.

2. But this difficulty is to be got over by assuming

a high authority for this translation, as though

made by an inspired writer ; and it has been sug-

gested that this writer was Matthew himself ( Ben-

gel, Ol^hausen, Lee, and others), or at least that he

directed it (Guericke), or that it was some other

apostle (Gerhard), or James the brother of tlie

Loi-d. or John, or the general body of the Afiostles,

T 2
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01- that two disciples of St. Matthew wiote, lioiii

him, the one in Aramaic and the other in Greek

!

We are further invited to admit, with Dr. Lee,

that tlie Hebrew book " belonged to that class of

writings which, although composed by inspired

men, were never designed to fonn part of the

Canon" {On Inspiration, p. 571). But supposing

that there were any good ground i'or considering

these suggestions as facts, it is clear that in the

attempt to preseive the letter of the tradition, they

have quite altered the spirit of it. Papias and Je-

rome make a Hebiew original, and dependent traiis-

latipns ; the moderns make a Greek original, which

is a translation only in name, and a Hebrew ori-

ginal never intended to be preserved. The modem
view is not what Papias thought or uttered ; and

the question would be one of meie names, for the

only point worthy of a struggle is this, whether

the Gospel in our hands is or is not of apostolic

authority, and authentic. 4. Olshausen remarks,

"While all the Fathers of the Church relate that

Matthew has written in Hebrew, yet they univers-

ally make use of the Greek text, as a genuine apos-

tolic composition, without remarking what relation

the Hebrew Matthew bears to our Greek Gospel.

For that tlie earlier ecclesiastical teachers did not

possess the Gospel of St. Matthew in any other

form than we now have it, is established " (Echt-

heit, p. 3.")). The original Hebrew of which so

many speak, no one of the witnesses ever saw (Je-

rome, de Vir. ill. .3, is no excejition). And so

little store has the Church set upon it, that it has

utterly perished. 5. Were there no explanation of

this inconsistency between assertion and fact, it

would be hard to doubt the concurrent testimony

of so many old writers, whose belief in it is shown
by the tenacity with which they held it in spite of

their own experience. But it is ceiiain that a

gospel, not the same as our canonical Matthew,
sometimes usurped the Apostle's name ; and some
of the witnesses we have quoted appear to have re-

f'eiTed to this in one or other of its various forms or

names. The Christians in Palestine still held that

the Mosaic ritual was binding on them, even after

the destruction of Jerusalem. At the close of the

first century one paity existed who held that the

Mosaic law was only binding on Jewish converts-^

this was the Nazarenes. Another, the Ebionites,

held that it was of universal obligation on Chris-

tians, and rejected St. Paul's Epistles as teaching

the opposite doctrine. These two sects, who differed

also in the most important tenets as to our Lord's

per.sou, ]X)ssessed each a modificiition of the same
gospel, which no doubt each altered more and mce,
as their tenets diverged, and which Ijoie various

names—the Gospel of the twelve Apostles, the

Gospel according to the Hebrews, the Gospel of
Peter, or the Gospel according to Matthew. Enough
is known to decide that the (iospel according to the

Hebrews w.as not identical with our Gospel of Mat-
thew. But it had many ponits of resemblance to

the synoptical gospels, and especially to Matthew.
What was its 01 igin it is impossible to say : it may
have been a description of the oral teacliini; of the

Apostles, corrupted by degrees ; it may have come
in its early and pure form from the hand of Mat-
thew, or it may have been a version of the. Greek
Gospel of .St. Matthew, as the Evangelist who wrote

especially for Hebrews. Now this Gospel, " the

Proteus of criticism" (Thiersch), did exist; is it im-

jwssible that when the Hebrew Matthew is spoicen

of, this questionable document, the Gosf«l of the
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Hebrews, was really referred to ? OliseiTe tliat all

accounts of it are at second hand (with a not^ible

exception) ; no one quotes it ; in cases of doubt about
tlie text, Oiigen even does not apjieal fiom the

Greek to the Hebrew. All that is certain is, that

Nazarenes or Ebionites, or both, boasted that they

possessed the original Gospel of Matthew. Jerome
is the exception ; and him we can convict of the

very mistake of confounding the two, and almost

on his own confession. " At first he thought,"

says an anonymous wnter {Edinburgh licview,

1851 , July, p. y9), " that it was the authentic Mat-

thew, and translated it into both Greek and Latin

from a copy which he obtained at Beroea, in Syiia.

This appears from his De Vir. ill., written in th«

year ;592. Six years later, in his Commentary ou

Matthew, he spoke more doubtfully about it,

—

"quod vocatur a plerisque Matthaei authenticum."

Later still in his book on the Pelagian heresy,

written in the year 415, he modifies his account

still further, describing the work as the ' Evangc-

lium juxta Hebraeos, quod Chaldaico quidem Sy-

roque sermone, sed Hehraicis Uteris conscriptum est,

quo utuntur usque hodie Nazareni secundum Apos-

tolos, sive ut plerique autumnnt juxta Matthaeum,
quod et in Caesariensi habetur Bibliotheca.*

"

5. Dr. Lee in his work on Inspiration a.-^serts, by

an oversight unusual with such a writer, that

the theory of a Hebrew original is " generally re-

ceived by critics as the only legitimate conclusion."

Yet there have pronounced for a Greek original

—

Ei-asmus, Calvin, Le Clerc, Fabricius, Lightfoot,

Wetstein, Paulus, Lardner, Hey, Hales, Hug,
Schott. De Wette, Moses Stuart, Fritzsche, Credner,

Thiersch, and many others. <5reat names are ranged

also on the other side; as Simon, Mill, Michaelis,

Marsh, Eichhorn, Storr, Olshausen, and others.

With these arguments we leave a great question

unsettled still, feeling convinced of the early accept-

ance and the Apostolic authority of our "Gos])el

according to St. Matthew;" and far from convinced

that it is a rejiroduction of another Gospel from St.

Matthew's hand. Jlay not the truth be that Papias,

knowing of more than one Aramaic Gospel in use

among the Judaic sects, may have assumed the

existence of a Hebrew original from which these

were supposed to be taken, and knowing also the

genuine Greek Gospel may have looked on all these,

in the loose uncritical way which earned for him
Eusebius' description, as the vai'ious " interpret-.-

tions" to which he alludes?

The independence of the style and diction of the

Greek Evangelist, will appear from the remarks in

the next section.

BiniJOGUAi'iiv.—Hug's Einleitunq, with the

Notes of Professor M, Stuart, Andover, 18;^6,

Meyei-, Komm. Einleitung, and the Ommentaries
of Kuinol, Fritzsche, Alfoi-d, and othei-s. The pas-

sages from the Fathers are discussed in Jlichaelis

(ed. Marsh, vol. iii. part i.) ; and they will be found

for the most pai-t in Kirchhofer, Quctlensammlimg
;

where will also be found the passages referring to

the Gospel of the Hebrews, p. 448. Credner 's

Einleitung, and his Beitrage ; and the often cited

works on the Gospels, of Gieseler, Baur, Norton,

Olshausen, Woisse, and Hilgenfeld. Also Cureton's

Si/riac Gospels; but the views in the jncface must

not be regaided as established. Di'. Lee on In-

spiration, Appendix P., Loudon, 1857.

H. Style and Diction.—The following i-emarks

on the style of St. Matthew are founded on those

of Credner.
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1. Matthew uses the expression " that it might

De fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the

prophet " (i. 22, ii. 15). In ii, 5, and in later

passages of Matt, it is abbreviated (ii. 17, iii. 8,

iv. 14, viii. 17, xii. 17, xiii. 14, 35, .\xi. 4, sxvi.

56, xxvii. 9). The variation virh rod &€ov in

xxii. 81, is not<able ; and also the tovto 5e oAou

ytyovev of i. 22, not found in other Evangeli.sts

;

but compare Mark xiv. 49 ; Luke xxiv. 44.

2. The reference to the Messiah under the name

"Son of David," occurs in Matthew eight times
;

and tliree times each in Mark and Luke.

3. Jerusalem is called " the holy city," " the

holy place" (iv. 5, xxiv. 15, xxvii. 53).

4. The expression (TuvreKeia rod aluvos is used

five times ; in the rest of the N. T. only once, in

Ep. to Hebrews.

5. The phiase " kingdom of heaven," about

thirty-three times ; other writers use " kingdom of

God," which is found also in Matthew.

6. " Heavenly Father," used about six times
;

and " Father in heaven " about sixteen, and with-

out explanation, point to the Jewish mode of speak-

ing in this Gospel.

7. Matthew alone of the Evangelists uses rh

l>-r\df:V, ipl>fOi\ as the foim of quotation fiom 0. T.

The apparent e.xception in Mark xiii. 14, is re-

jected by Tischendorf, &c. as a wrong reading. In

ilatt. about twenty times.

8. 'kvax<epfiv is a frequent word for to retire.

Once in Mark.

9. Kot' tjvap used six times ; and here only.

10. The use of irpofftpxeffBai preceding an inter-

view, as in iv. 3, is much more frequent with

Matt, than Maik and Luke; once only in John.

Compare the same use of iropeveffdai, as in ii. 8,

also more frequent in JMatt.

11. '2(p6Spa after a verb, or participle, six times
;

the same word used once each by Mark and Luke,

but after adjectives.

12. Witli St. Matthew the particle of transition is

usually the indefinite rSre ; he uses it ninety times,

against six times in Mark and fourteen in Luke.

13. Kal iytvero Sre, vii. 28, xi. 1, xiii. 53,

xix. 1, xx\i. 1 ; to be compared with the iJre 4yf-

viTo of Luke.

14. XIokIv &>s, Si(nTfp,kc., is characteristic of

Matthew :^i. 24, vi. 2, xx. 5, xxi. 6, xxvi. 19,

xxviii. 15.

15. Ta<f)os six times in this Gospel, not in the

others. They use fjivr)fxi1ov frequently, which is

also found seven times in Matt.

10. 'S.vfx^ovKiov \afji$dvfiv, peculiar to Matt.

^vfj.. Koiflu twice in Mark; nowhere else.

17. MaXaKia, fiaOrjTevetv, o'sA.Tjj'iaffffOai, pecu-

liar to Matt. The following wonls are either used

by this Evangelist alone, or by him more frequently

than by the others :

—

<pp6vifjiOS oiKiaKi^, varfpov,

^Kildev, SttTTa^fiv, KaTaTTOvri^taOai, fieralpeiv,

pani^eiif, (ppa^eiv, avvaipnv \6yov.

18. Tiie frequent use of /Sou after a genitive

absolute (as i. 20), and of koI (Sou when introduc-

ing anything new, is also peculiar to St. Matt.

19. Adverbs usually stand after the imperative,

not before it; except ourws, which stands first.

Ch. X. 11, is an e.xception.

20. XipoffKvveiv takes the dative in St. Matt.,

and elsewhere more Varely. With Luke and John
it takes the accusative. There is one apparent ex-

ception in Matt. (ix. 13), but it is a quotation

from 0. T.

21. The pai-tiriple \iywv is used frequently
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ithout the dative of the person, as in i. 20, ii. 2.

Ch. vii. 21 is an exception.

22. The expression bnviw tv or els is a He-

braism, frequent in Matt., and unknown to the other

Evangelists.

23. 'UpoffSXvixa is the name of the holy city

with Matt, always, except xxiii. 37. It is the

same in Mark, with one (doubtful) exception

(xi. 1). Luke uses this form rarely; 'ItpovffaKrifi

frequently.

III. Citations from 0. T.—The following list is

nearly complete.

Matt.
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time no means for convenincr a Council ; and it" such

a body could have met and decided, it would not

have been able to force on the Churches books dis-

crepant from the older copies to which they had

long been accustomed, without discussion, protest,

and resistance (see Norton, Genuineness, Chnp. I.).

That there was no such resistance or piotest we
have ample evidence. Irenaeus knows the four

Gospels only {ITaer. iii. ch. i.). Tatian, who died

A.D. 170, composed a harmony of the Gospels, lost

to us, under the name of Diatessaron (Eus. H. E.
iv. 29). Theophilus, bishop of Antioch, about

168, wi-ote a comment^iry on the Gospls (Hieron.

ad Algasiam and de Vir. ill.). Clement of Alex-

andria (flourished about 189) knew the four Gospels,

and distinguished between them and the unaino-

nical Gospel according to the Egy])tians. Tertul-

lian (born about 160) knew the four Gospels, and
was called on to vindicate the text of one of them
against thecorruptionsof Marcion (see above, Luke).
Origeu (born 185) calls the four Gospels the four

elements of the Christian faith ; and it appears that

his copy of Matthew contained the genealogy

{Comm. in Joan.). Passages from St. Jlatthew
are quoted by Justin Martyr, by the author of tlie

. letter to Diognetus (see in Otto's Justin Mart;//;

vol. ii.), by Hegesippus, Irenaeus, Tatian, Athena-
goras, Theophilus, Clement, Tertullian, and Origeu.

It is not merely from the matter but the manner
of the quotations, from the calm appeal as to a
settled authority, from the absence of all hints of

doubt, that we regard it as proved that the book
we possess had not been the subject of any sudden
change. Was there no heretic to throw back with
double force against Tertullian tlie charge of altera-

tion which he brings against Marcion ? Was there

no orthodox Church or member of a Church to

complain, that instead of the Matthew and the

Luke that had been taught to them and their

fathers, other and different writings were now im-
posed on them? Neither the one nor the other
appears.

The citations of Justin Martyr, veiy important
for this subject, have Ijeen thought to indicate a
source dili'erent from the Gospels which we now
possess: and by the word a.Tronvrifxovf{)ixara

(memoii-s), he has been supposed to indicate that

lost work. Space is not given here to show that

the remains referred to are the Gospels which we
possess, and not any one book ; and that though
Justin quotes the Gospels very loosely, so that his

words often bear but a slight resemblance to the
original, the same is true of his quotations from
the Septnagint. He tiansposes woi-ds, brings se-

parate pass:\ges together, attributes the words of
one prophet to another, and even quotes the Penta-
teuch for facts not recorded in it. Many of the
quotations from the Septnagint are indeed' precise,

but these are chiefly in the Dialogue with Trypho,
where, reasoning with a Jew on the O. T., he does
not trust his memory, but consults the text. This
question is disposed of in Norton's Genuineness,
vol. i., and in Hug's Einleituwi.

The genuineness of the two first chapters of the
Gospel has been (luestioned; but is establishel on
satisfactory grounds (see Fritzsche, on Jfatt., Ex-
cursus iii. ; Meyer, on Matt. p. 65). i. All the old

M.SS. and versions contain them ; and thev are

quoted bv the Fathere of the L'nd and 3rd centuries

(Irenaeus, Clement Alex., and others). Celsus

also knew ch. ii. (see Origcn coiit. Cels. i. 38).

ii. Their contents would naturally form part of a
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Gospel intended primarily for the Jews. iii. The
commencement of ch. iii. is dependent on ii. 23 ; and
in iv. 13 there is a leference to ii. 23. iv. In con-

structions and expressions they are similar to the i est

of the Gospel (see examples above, in II. Style and
diction). Professor Norton disputes the genuine-

ness of these chapters upon the ground of the diffi

cuity of hannonising them with St. Luke's nar-

rative, and upon the ground that a lai-ge number of

the Jewish Christians did not possess them in their

version of the Gospel. The foiiner objection is dis-

cussed in all the commentaries; the answer would
require much space. But, 1 . Such questions are by
no means confiiied to these chapters, but are found

in places of which the Apostolic oi-igin is admitted.

2. The treatment of St. Luke's Gospel by Mai-cion

(above, pp. 152, 153) suggests how the Jewish

Chi'istians dropped out of their version an account

which they would not accept. 3. Prof. N. stands

alone, among those who object to the two chapters,

in assigning the genealogy to the same author as

the rest of the chapters (Hilgenfeld, p. 46, 47).

4. The difficulties in the harmony are all recon-

cileable, and the day has passed, it may be hoped,

when a passage can be struck out, against all the

MSS. and the testimony of early writers, for sub-

jective impiessions about its contents.

On the whole, it may be said that we have for

the genuineness and Apostolic origin of our Greek

Gospel of Matthew, the best testimony that can be

given for any book whatever.

V. Ti7ne when the Gospel was leritten.— 'Ho-

thing cjin be .said on this point with certainty.

Some of the ancients think that it was written in

the eighth year after the Ascension (Theophylact

and Euthymius); others in the fifteenth (Nice-

phorus, //. E. ii. 45); whilst Irenaeus says (iii. 1)

that it was written " when Peter and Paul were

preaching in Rome," and Eusebius (If. E. iii. 24),

at the time when Matthew was about to leave Pa-

lestine. From two passages xxvii. 7, 8, xxviii. 15,

some time must have elapsed between the events

and the description of them, and so the eighth year

seems out of the question ; but a term of fifteen or

twenty years would satisfy these passages. The
testimony of old writers that Matthew's Gospel is

the earliest must be taken into account (Origeu in

Eus. I[.E. vi. 25; Irenaeus iii. 1 ; comp. Murato-

rian fiagment, as far as it remains, in Ciedner's

Kanon) ; this would bring it before A.U. 58-60
(above, p. 154), the supposed date of St. Luke.

The most probable supposition is that it was written

between 50 and 60 ; the exact year cannot even be

guessed at.

VI. Place where it was written.—There is not

much doubt that the Gospel was written in Pales-

tine. Hug has shown elaborately, from the diffu-

sion of the Greek elenjent over and about Palestine,

that there is no inconsistency between the asser-

tions that it was written for .lews in Palestine, and

that it was written in Greek {Einleitung, ii., ch. i.

§ 10) ; the facts he has collected are worth study.

VII. Purpose of the Gospel.—The Gospel itself

tells us by plain internal evidence that it was
written for Jewish converts, to show them in Jesus

of Nazareth the Messiah of the 0. T. whom they

expected. Jewish converts over all the world seem

to have been intended, and not merely Jews in

Palestine (Irenaeus, Origen, and Jerome say simply

that it was written " for the Hebrews "). Jesus

is the Messiah of the O. T., recognizable by Jews
from his acts as such (i. 22, ii. 5. l-- 17. iv, 14,
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viii. 17, xii. 17-21, xiii. 35, xxi. 4, xxvii, 9).

Knowledge of Jewisli customs and of the country

is presupposed in the readers (JIatt. xv. 1, 2 with

Wark vii. 1-4 ; ]\Iatt. xxvii. (32 with JIark xv. 42
;

Luke xxiii. 54; John xix. 14, 31, 42, and other

phices). Jerusalem is the holy city (see ahove,

Style and diction), Jesus is the sou of David, of

the seed of Abraham (i. 1, ix. 27, xii. 23, xv. 22,

XX. 30, xxi. 9, 15); is to be born of a virgin in

David's place, Bethlehem (i. 22, ii. 6); must flee

into Egypt and be recalled thence (ii. 15, 19)

;

must have a forerunner, John the Bajitist (iii. 3,

xi. 10) ; was to labour in the outcast Galilee that

sat in darkness (iv. 14-16) ; His healing was a

promised mark of His office (viii. 17, xii. 17): and

so was His mode of teaching in parables (xiii. 14);

He entered the holy city as Messiah (xxi. 5-16)

;

was rejected by the people, in fulfilment of a pro-

phecy (xxi. 42) ; and deserted by His disciples in

the same way (xxvi. 31, 56). The Gospel is per-

vaded by one principle, the fulfilment of the Law
and of the Messianic prophecies in the person of

Jesus. This at once sets it in opposition to the Ju-

daism of the time ; for it rebuked the Pharisaic in-

tei-pretations of the Law (v., xxiii.), and proclaimed

Jesus as the Sou of God and the Saviour of the

world through His blood, ideas which were strange

to the cramped and limited Judaism of the Chris-

tian era.

VIIL Contents of the Gospel.—There are traces

in this Gospel of an occasional superseding of the

chionological order. Its priuci])al divisions arc

—

I. The Introduction to the Jlinistry, i.-iv. IL
The laying down of the new Law for the Church

in the Seniion on the Mount, v.-vii. III. Events

in historical order, showing Him as the worker of

Miracles, viii. and ix. IV. The appointment of

Apostles to preach the Kingdom, x. V. The doubts

and opposition excited by His activity in divers

minds—in John's disciples, in sundry cities, in the

Pharisees, xi. and xii. VI. A series of parables on

the nature of the Kingdom, xiii. VIL Similar

to V. The effects of His ministry on His country-

men, on Herod, the people of Gennesaret, Scribes

and Pharisees, and on multitudes, whom He feeds,

xiii. 53—xvi. 12. VIII. Revelation to His disciples

of His sufferings. His instructions to them there-

upon, xvi. 13—xviii. 35. IX. Events of a journey

to Jerusalem, xix., xx. X. Entrance into Jeru-

salem and resistance to Him there, and denuncia-

tion of the Pharisees, xxi.-xxiii. XI. Last dis-

courses ; Jesus as Lord and Judge of Jerusalem,

and also of the world, sxiv., xxv. XII. Passion

and Resurrection, xxvi.-x.xviii.

Sources.—The works quoted under LiTKE, p.

1 56 ; and Norton, Genuineness of the Gospels
;

Fritzsche, on Matthew ; Lauge, Bibelwerk ; Credner,

Einleitung and Beitidje. [W. T.]

MATTHI'AS {Viareias: i)fa«/<ws), the Apostle

elected to fill the place of the traitor Jud;xs (Acts

i. 26). All beyond this that we know of him for

ceitainty is that he had been a constant attendant

upon the Lord Jesus duriug the whole coui-se of His

ministiy ; tor such was declared by St. Peter to be

the necessary qualifiaition of one who was to be a

witness of the resurrection. The name of Matthias

occurs in no other place in the N. T. We may
accept as probable the opinion which is shared by

Eusebius {H. E. lib. i. 12) and Epiphanius (i. 20)

that he was one of the seventy disciples. It is said

that he preiiched the Gospel and sufl'ercd martyrdom
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in Ethiopia (Nicephor. ii. 60). Cave believes that

it was rather in Cappadocia. An apocryphal gospe
was published under his name (Euseb. //. E. iii. 23),
and Clement of Alexandria quotes fiom the Tra-
ditions of Matthias {Strom, ii. 163, &c.).

Different opinions have prevailed as to the manner
of the election of Matthias. The most natural con-

struction of the words of Scripture seems to be
this:—After the address of St. Peter, the whole
assembled body of the brethren, amounting in num-
ber to about 120 (Acts i. 15), proceeded to nominate
two, namely, Joseph surnamed Bai-sabas, and Jlat-

thias, who answered the requirements of the Apostle

:

the subsequent selection between the two was referred

in prayer to Him who, knowing the hearts of men,
knew which of them was the fitter to be His witness
and apostle. The brethren then, under the heavenly
guidance which they liad invoked, proceeded to give
tbrth their lots, probably by each writing the name of

one of the candidates on a tablet, and casting it into

the urn. The uru was then shaken, and the name
that fii-st came out decided the election. Lightfoot

{Hor. Heh. Luc. i. 9) describes another way of aisting

lots which was used in assigning to the priests their

several parts in the service of the Temple. The
apostles, it will be remembered, had not yet received

the gift of the Holy Ghost, and this solemn mode of

casting the lots, in accordance with a practice enjoined

in the Levitical law (Lev. xvi. 8), is to be regarded

as a way of referring the decision to God (conip.

Prov. xvi. 33). St. Chrysostom remarks that it was
never repated after the descent of the Holy Spirit.

The election of Matthias is discussed by Bishop
Beveridge, Works, vol. i. serm. 2. [E. H—s.]

MATTHI'AS marraeias : Mathathias) =
Mattathah, of the descendants of Hashum
(1 Esdr. ix. 33 ; comp. Ezr. x. 33).

MATTITHI'AH (H^nriD : Mareaelas ; Alex.

Marradias: Mathathids). 1. A Levite, the fii'st-

born of Shallum the Korhite, who presided over
the offerings made in the pans (1 Chr. ix. 31

;

comp. Lev. vi. 20 [12], &c.).

2. (MaTTa0ias.) One of the Levites of the second

rank under Asaph, appointed by David to minister

before the ark in the musical service (1 Chr. xvi. 5),
" with harps upon Shemiuith " (comp. 1 Chr. xv.

21), to lead the choir. See below, 5.

3. (MarOaj/ias ; Alex. Ma00a0ios.) One of the

family of Nebo, who had married a foreign wife in

the days of Ezra (Neh. x. 43). He is called Mazi-
TIAS in 1 Esdr. ix. 35.

4. (MaT0o0ias ; Alex. MaTTo0iaj.) Probably

a priest, who stood at the right hand of Ezra when
he read the law to the people (Ezr. viii. 4). In

1 Esdr. ix. 43, he appears as Mattathias.

5. (-in^nriD: Mareaeio; Alex. MoTTaflia

;

1 Chr. XV .^18, MaTTaflias; 1 Chr. xv. 21, Mar-
doBias ; Alex. V^arraOias, 1 Chr. xxv. 3 ; VlarQias,

1 Chr. xxv. 21). Tlie same as 2, the Hebrew being

in the lengthened fonn. He was a Levite of the

second i-ank, and a doorkeeper of the ark (1 Ciir.

XV. 18, 21). As one of the six sons of Jeduthun,

he was appointed to preside over the 14th divi>ion

of twelve Levites into which the Temple choir was

distributed (1 Chr. xxv. 3, 21).

5IATT0CK.* The tool used in Arabia for

» 1. T^jyO ; sarculum. Is. vii. 25. 2. HL'nnD. &pi-

rravof, sarculum, and nCnHD" ecpto-TTJptoi', vomer, both
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loosening the ground, described byNiebuiir, answers

generally to our mattock or grubbing-axe, t. e.

ii single-headed pickaxe, the sarculits simplex, as

oppase<l to bicomis, of Falladius. The ancient

l-gyptian hoe was of wood, and answered for hoe,

spade, and pick. The blade was inserted in the

handle, and the two were attached about the centre

by a twisted rope. (Palladius, de Be rust. i. 43
;

Miebuhr, Descr. de I'Ar. p. 137 ; Loudon, Encycl.

of Gardenimj, p. ol7; Wilkiasou, Anc. Eg. ii.

16, 18, abri(lgm. ; comp. Her. ii. 14; lIasselqui^t,

Trav. p. lOU.) [Handicuaft.] [H. W. P.]

Kgy„ti, ;.l'rom Wilkinson.)

MAUL (i. e. a hammer ; a variation of mall,

from malleus'), a word employed by our translators

to render the Hebrew tenn yZi'O. The Hebrew

and English alike occur in Prov. xxv. 18 only. But
a derivative from the same root, and differing but

slightly in form, viz. }*30, is found in Jer. Ii. 20,

and is there translated by "battle-ax"—how in-

con-ectly is shown by the constant repetition of
the verb derived from the same root in the next
three verses, and there uniformly rendered " break

lu pieces." The root |*33 or |*-1S, has the force of

dispersing or smashing, and there is no doubt that
some heavy warlike instrument, a mace or club, is

.Uluded to. Probably such as that which is said to

have suggested the name of Charles Martel.
The mace is frequently mentioned in the accounts

of the wars of the Europeans with Saiacens, Turks,
and other OrientiLs, and several kinds are still in

use among the Bedouin Arabs of remoter parts
(Bui-ckhardt, Notes on Bedouins, i. hb.) In tiieir

European wars the Turks were notorious for the use
they made of the mace (Knollys' Hist, of the
Turks). '

.

A similar word is found once again in the original

of Ez. ix. 2, }*QD V? = weapon of smashing

(A. V. " slaughter-wea]M)n "). The sequd shows
how terrible was the dpstruction such weapons
could effect. [G.]

JLA.UZ'ZIM (n^-ryO : Moa.C«iV ; Alex. VlawCii:

Maozim). The marginal note to the A. V. of Dan.

from Enn. " carve," " engrave," 1 Sam. xiii. 20. Which

of these is the ploughshare and which the mattock cannot

b«- iiscertained. See Ges. j' 530.

MAUZZIM
xi. 38, " the God of forces" gives, as the equi-

valent of the last word, " Mauzzim, or gods pro-

tectors, or munitions." The Geneva version reudera

the Hebrew as a pro|)er name both in Dan. xi. 38
and 39, where the woid occurs again (marg. of

A. V. "munitions"). In the Greek versiun of

Theodotion, given above, it is treated as a proper

name, as well as in the Vulgate. The LXX. as at

present piinted is evidently coiTupt in this passage,

but l(rx"P<^ {y^^'- 3' ) appears to represent the word
in question. In Jerome's time the reading was
different, and he gives " Deum fortissimum " for the

Latin translation ot it, and " Deum fortitudinum
"

for that of Aquila. He ridicules the interpretation

of Poi-phyry, who, ignorant of Hebrew, understood

by " the god of Mauzzim" the statue of Jupiter

set up in Modin, the city of Mattathias and his

sous, by the generals of Antiochus, who compelled

the Jews to sacrifice to it, " the god of Modin."
Theodoret retains the reading of Theodotion (Ma-
^wci'/x being evidently for Maaifei/x), and explains

it of Antichiist, " a god strong and jwwerful." The

Pe.shito-Syriac has ) I » • V JCTI^j, " the strong

god," and Jimius and Tremellius render it " Deum
summi roboris," considering the Hebrew plural as

intensive, and iutei-preting it of the God of Israel.

There can be little doubt that " Mauzzim " is to

be taken in its literal .sense of " fortresses," just as

in Dan. xi. 19, 39, " the god of fortresses" being

then the deity who presideil over strongholds. But
beyond this it is scarcely possible to connect an ap-

pellation so general with any special object of idola-

trous worshi}!. Grotius conjectuied that I^Iauzzim

was a modification of the name 'A^i^os, the war-

god of the Phoenicians, mentioned in Julian's hymn
to the sun. Calvin sugijested that it denoted
" money," the strongest of all powers. By othei-s

it has been supposed to be JIars, the tutelar)' deity

of Antiochus Epiphanes, who is the subject of allu-

sion. The only authority for this supposition e.xists

in two coins struck at Laodic^a, which are believed

to have on the obverse the head of Antiochus with

a radiated crown, and on the reverse the figure of

Mars with a spear. But it is as.'«rted on the con-

traiy that all known coins of Antiochus Epiphanes

bear his name, and that it is mere conjecture which

attiibutes these to him ; and further, that there is

no ancient authority to show that a temple to Mars i

was built by Antiochus at Laodicea. The opinion

of Gesenius is more probable, that " the god of

fortresses" was Jupiter Capitolinus, for whom An-
tiochus built a temple at Antioch (Liv. xli. 20).

By others it is referred to Jupiter Olympius, to

whom Antiochus dedicated the Temple at JciTisalem

(2 Mace. vi. 2). But all these are simply con-

jectures. Fiirst {Haiidw. s. v.), comparing Is.

xxxiii. 4, where the reference is to Tyre, " the

fortress of the sea," makes D*fj?0 equivalent to

D*n TiyD, or even proposes to read for the former

D* lyO, the god of the " stronghold of the sea

"

would thus be Melkart, the Tyrian Hercules. A
suggestion made by Mr. Layai-d (Nin. ii. 456, note)

is worthy of being recorded, as being at least as

well founded as any already mentioned. After de-

scribing Hera, the Assyrian Venus, as " .standing

erect on a lion, and crowned with a tower or mural

coronet, which, we learn from Luciau, was peculiai

to the Semitic figure of the goddess," he adds in a

note, " May she be connected with the ' El Mao-

zcm,' the deity presiding over bulwarks and for-
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tresses, the 'god of t'oices ' of Dan. xi. 38?"
Pfeitfer {Dub. Vex. cent. 4, loc. 72) will only see

in it " the idol of the Mass 1
"

[\V. A. \V.]

MAZITI'AS {MaCnlas: 3fathathias) = Mat-
thiuaii o (^1 Esd. i.\. 35; comp. Ezr. x. 43).

MAZ'ZAROTH (nh-JD : MaCovpdd: Lucifer).

Tlie niMigin of the A. V. of Job xxxviii. 32 gives
" the twelve signs" as the equivalent of " Jlazza-

loth," and this is in all probability its true mean-

ing. The Peshito-Syriac renders it by JA^^J^^

'ogalto, " the wain " or " Gieat Bear
;
" and .1 . D.

Michaelis {Suppl. ad Lex. Ileb. No. 1391) is fbl

lowed by Ewald in applying it to the stars of " the

northern crown" (Ewald adds "the southern"),

deriving the woi-d from "ip, nezer, " a crown."

Fiirst {Handw. s. v.) understands by Mazzaroth

the planet Jupiter, the same as the " star" of Amos
V. 2(3.' But the iuterpi etation given in the margin

of our veisiou is supported by the authority of Ge-
senius [Thes. p. 809). On referring to 2 K. sxiii.

o, we find the word ni?-TD, mazzaloth (A. V.

"the planets "), ditteiing only from Slazzaroth in

liaving the liquid / tor r, and rendered in the maigin

"the twelve signs," as in the Vulgate. The LXX.
there also have (jLa^ovpiid, which points to the

same reading in both passages, and is by Suidas ex-

plained as " the Zodiac," but by Procopius of Gaza
as probably " Lucifer, the morning star," following

the Vulgate of ,Iob xxxviii. 32. In later Jewish

writings mazzaloth are the signs of the Zodiac, and

the singular, inazzdl, is used to denote the single

signs, as well as the planets, and also the influence

which they weie believed to exercise upon human
destiny (Selden, De Dis Syr. Synt. i. c. 1). In

consequence of this, Jarchi, and the Hebrew com-
mentators generally, identify uiazzaroth and mazza-
loth, though their interpretations vary. Aben Ezra

understands " stai-s " generally ; but R. Levi ben

Gei-shon, " a northern constellation." Gesonius

himself is in favour of regarding mazzaroth as the

older fonn, signifying strictly " premonitions," and

in the concrete sense, " stars that give warnings or

presages," from the usage ofthe root "1T3, nazar, in

Arabic. He deciphered, as he believed, the same
word on some Cilician coins in the inscription

7y "]! T1TD, which he renders as a prayer, " may
thy pure star (shine) over (us) " {Mon. Phoen.

p. 279, tab. 36). [W. A. W.]

MEADOW. This word, so peculiarly English,

is used in the A. V. to translate two words which

are entirely distinct and independent of each other.

1. Gen. xli. 2 and 18. Here the word in the ori-

ginal is -inNH (with the definite article), ha-Achu.

It appears to be an Egyptian term, literally trans-

ferred into the Hebrew text, as it is also into that

of the Alexandrian translatoi-s, who give it as rif

'Axei.'' The same foi-m is retained by the Coptic

version. Its use in Job viii. 11 (A. V. "flag")

—where it occurs as a pamllel to qome {.\. V.

"rush"), a woi-d useii in Ex. ii. 3 for the "bul-

rushes" of which Moses' ark was composed—seems

• A note to the Hexaplar Syriac version of Job (ed.

Middeldorpf, Is.lS) has the following: ".Some say it is

the dog of the Riant (Orion, t. e. Canis m^jor). others that

it is the Zodiac."

>• This is the reading of Codex A. Codex B. If we may
accept the edition of Mai, has (Xik ; so also the rendering of
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to shew that it is not a " meadow," but some kind

of reed or water-plant. This the LXX. support,

both by rendering in the latter passage fiovro/xou,

and also by introducing ''Axt as the equivalent of

the word rendered " paper-reeds " in Is. xix. 7.

St. Jerome, in his commentary on the passage, also

confirms tiiis meaning. He states that he was in-

formed by learned Egyptians that the word achi
denoted in their tongue any green thing that grew
in a marsh

—

omno quod in palude vircns nascitur.

But as during high inundations of the Nile—such
inundations as are the cause of fruitful years—the
whole of the land on either side is a marsh, and as

the cultivation extends up to the very lip of the
river, is it not possible tiiat Achu may denote the
herbage of the growing crops? The tact that
the cows of Pharaoh's vision were feeding there
would seem to be as strong a figure as could be
presented to an Egyptian of the extreme fruitful-

ness of the season: so luxuriant was the growth
on either side of the stream, that the very cows
fed amongst it unmolested. The lean kine, on the
other hand, merely stand on the dry brink. [NiLii.]
No one appears yet to have attempted to discover
on the spot what the signification of the term is.

2. J udg. XX. 33 only: " the meadows of Gibeah."

Here the word is H^yD, Maareh, which occurs no

where else with the same vowels attached to it.

The sense is thus doubly uncertain. "Meadows"
around Gibeah can certainly never have existed

:

the nearest approach to that sense would be to take
maareh as meaning an open plain. This is the
dictum of Gesenius {Thes. 1069), on the authority
of the Targum. It is also adopted by De Wette
{die Plane von (?.). But if an open plain, where
could the ambush have concealed itself?

The LXX., accoi-ding to the Alex. MS.,« read a

diflfereut Hebrew word

—

"y^VP
—" fiom the west

of Gibeah." Tremellius, taking the root of the word
in a figurative sense, reads " after Gibeah had been
left open," ». e. by the quitting of its inhabitants—post denvdationem Gibhae. This is adopted by
Bertheau {Kurzgef. Handb. ad loc.) But the most
plausible intei-pretation is that of the Peshito-Syriac,
which by a slight ditlerence in the vowel-points

makes the word mj?p, " the cave ;" a suggestion

quite in keeping with the locality, which is very
suitable for caves, and also with the requirements
of the ambush. The only thing that can be said

against tiiis is that the liers-in-wait were " set

round about" Gibeah, as if not in one spot, but
several. [(j T

ME'AH, THE TOWER OF (HNSn ^^iO :

Ttvpyoi tS)v fKardu: turris centum cubitor'um,
turrim Emeth), one of the towers of the wall of
Jerusalem when rebuilt by Nehemiah (iii. 1, xii.

30). It stood between the tower of Hananeel and
the sheep-gate, and appears to have been situated

somewhere at the north-east part of the city, out-
side of the walls of Zion (see the diagram,'vol. i.

p. 1027). The name in Hebrew means " the tower
of the hundred," but whether a hundred cubits of

distance from some other point, or a hundred in

height (Syriac of xii. 39), or a hundred heroes com-

Aqulla and Sv-mmachus, and of Josephus {Ant. Ii. .">, }5).

Another version, quoted in the fragments of the Ilexapla.

attempts to reconcile sound and sense by oxSij- '''•'•'

Veneto-Greek has Aet/uoif.

<= The Vatican Codex transfers the word lilcrally

— MapaayaBc'.
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memoratod bv if. wo aro not told or onablfil to

infer. In the Aialiin version it is ren<Ii;red Ilnb-cl-

I'ostdn, the gate of tlie jjaiden, which siisr2;(>sts its

identity witii the " c;ate Connatli"'' of .Josophiis.

But the gate Oennath appears to have lain further

round towards the west, nearer the spot wliere the

ruin Icnown as the Kasr Jctli'id now stands. [G.]

MEALS. Our information on this subject is

but scanty: the early Hebrews do not seem to have

given special names to their several meals, for the

terms rendered " dine" and "dinner" in the A. V.

(Gen. xliii. IG ; Prov. xv. 17) are in reality general

expressions, which might more correctly l:ie i-endei'cd

"eat" and "portion of food." In the N. T. we
have the Greek terms &pi(Trov and ^(liruov, which

the A. V. renders respectively " dinner" and "sup-

per" " (Luke xiv. 12 ; .lohn xxi. 12), but which are

more properly " breakfast " and " dinner." There

is some uncertainty as to the hours at Avhich the

meals were talcen : the p]gyptians midoubtedly took

MEALS
then- ])rincipal meal at noon (Gen. xliii. 1(>V. la-

bourers took a light meal at that time (]{uth ii. 14
;

comp. verse 17); and occasionally that early houi

was devoted to excess and i-evelling (1 K. xx. 1 (i ). 1

1

has been infcn-ed from those passjiges (somewhat to..

hastily, we think) that the principal meal generall;

took place at noon: the Kgj^itinns do indeed sti.

maJ<e a substantial meal at that time (Lane's jlfi,./.

Efjijpt. i. 189), but there are indications th.at tli.'

.Jews rather followcfl the custom that prev.ails amont;

the Bedouins, and made their principal meal aftci

sunset, and a lighter meal at about 9 or 10 a.m.

(Bui-ckhardt's Notes, i. 64). For instance, Lot pre-

pared a fbast for the two .angels " at even" (Gou.

xix. 1-3): Boaz evidently took his meal late in tli"

evening (Ruth iii. 7): the Israelites ate flesh in tli.'

evening, and bread only, or m.anna, in the moniins;

(Kx. x\-;. 12): the context seems to imply th.it

.lethro's feast was in tlje evening (l^'-x. xviii. 12, 14 .

But, above all, the institution of the I'aschal fe;i>t

An ancient Egj-ptiitn dinner pany. (Wilk'

in the evening seems to imply that the principal

meal was \isually taken then: it appears highly im-
probable that the .lews would have been oi-dcred to

eat meat at an unusual time. In the later Biblical

period we have clearer not'ces to the same effect

:

breakfast took place in the morning (.lohn xxi. 4, 12),

on ordinary days not before 9 o'clock, which was ths

first hour of i)rayer (Acts ii. 1.")), and on the S;>b-

bath not before 1 2, when the service of the syhagngne

Wivs completed (Joseph. Vit. §.')4) : the moi-e" pio-

longed and substantial meal took place in the evening

(Joseph. V!t. §44; B. J. i. 17, §4). The general

teno\u- of the parable of the great supper certainly

implies that the fea.st took place in the working hours

of the day (Luke xiv. 15-24): but we m.iy i-egard

this perhaps as part of the imagery of the parable,

rather than a.s a picture of re.al life.

The postuie at meals varieil at various pei-iods

:

there is sufficient evidence that the old Hebrews were
in the habit oi sittiwj (Gen. xxvii. 19 ; Judg. xix. G ;

1 Sam. XX. .5, 24 ; 1 K. xiii. 20), but it does not

hence follow that they sat on chairs ; they may
h.ave squatted on the gi-ound, as was the occasional,

though not perhaps the general, custom of the ancient

Egyptians {Wilkinson, '^nc. Eq. i. 58, 181). The
t.alile was in this case but slightly elevated above the

ground, as is still the case in I-gypt. At the .same

time the chair *• was* not unknown to the Hebrews,

but seems to have been regarded as a token ofdignity.

As luxuiT increased, the practice of sitting was ex-

changed for that of reclining: the fii-st intimation

of this occurs in the prophecies of Amos, who i-epro-

bates those " that lie upon beds of ivory, and stretch

themselves upon their couches " (vi. 4), and it ap-

b The Hebrew term is l-issf (XD3). There is only

one instance of its being mentioned .as an .article nf ordi-

nary furniture, viz., in 2 K. iv. lO, wliero the A. V. incor-

d Possibly from ni33. gannOUi, "gardens," perhaps

alluding to the gardens which lay north of the city.

» Tlie Greek word S€tKi>ov was used indilTerently In the

Homeric ago for the early or the lute meal, its special
|

reitly rendi'rs it " stool." Kvm there it scrms prolijihle

meaning Vicing the jtrivcipal meal. In later times, how-
I that it was yilaccil more as a mark of special honom- to the

ever, the term was applied exclusively to the late meal, i jimplict than for common use.

—the Sopitnv of the Homeric age.
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pears that the couches themselves were of a costly

character—the " corners "' or edf/es (iii. 12) being

finished witli ivory, and the seat covered with silk

or damask cdverlets.'i Kzekiel, again, inveighs against

one who sat " on a stately bed with a table prepared

before it" (xxiii. 41). The custom may have been

borrowed in tlie first instance from the Babylonians

and Syrians, among whom it pi-evailed at an early

period (Ksth. i. G, vii. 8). A similar change took

place in the habits of the Greeks, who are represented

in the Heroic age as sittinij " {IL x. 578 ; Od. i.

145), but who afterwarfs adopted the habit of

reclining, women and children excepted. In tlie time
of our Saviour reclining was the universal custom,

as is implied in the terms' iLsed for " sitting at meat,"

as the A. V. incorrectly has it. The couch itselt

(kAij/tj) is only once mentioned (Mark vii. 4 ; A. V.
" tables "), but there can be little doubt that the

Roman triclimum had been introduced, and that the

arrangements of the table resembled those described

by chissiciil writers. Generally speaking, only three

persons reclined on each couch, but occasionally foui

or even fiive. The couches were provided with

cushions on which the left elbow rested in suppoit

of the upper part of the body, while the right arm
remained free : a room provided with tliese was
described as iffTpw/j.evov, lit. " spread " (Mark xiv

1 5 ; A. V. " furnished "). As several guests reclined

on the same couch, each overlapped his neighboui,

as it were, and rested his head on or near the breast

of the one who lay behind him : he was then said to

" lean on the bosom " of his neighbour [avaKeTcrOai

iv T^ koKtto), John xiii. 23, xxi. 20 ; comp. Plin.

IJpist. iv. 22). The close proximity into which
pei-sons were thus brought rendered it more than

usually agreeable that friend should be next to friend,

and it gave the oppoi'tunity of making confidential

communications (John xiii. 25). The ordinary ar-

rangement of the couches was in three sides of a

square, the fourth being left open for the sei-vants to

bring up the dishes. The couches were denominated
respectively the highest, the middle, and the lowest

couch ; the three guests on each couch were also de-

nominated highest, middle, and lowest—the terms

being suggested by the circumstance of the guest who
reclined on another's bosom always appearing to be

below him. The protoklisia {wpooTOKKta-ia, JIatt.

xxiii. 6), which the Pharisees so much coveted, was
net, .as the A. V. represents it, " the ujjpermost

room," but flic liighest seat in the highest couch

—

the seat numbered 1 in the annexed diagram,

lectus medius

BIEALS 283

Some doubt attends the question whether the

females took their meals along with the males. The

present state of society in the East throws no light

upon this subject, as the customs of the Harem
date from the time of Mahomet. The cases of

Ruth amid the reapers (Ruth ii. 14), of Elkanah

with his wives (1 Sam. i. 4), of Job's sons and

daughters (Job i. 4), and the general intermixture

of the sexes in daily life, make it more than pro-

bable that they did so join ; at the same time, as the

duty of attending upon the guests devolved upon

them (Luke x. 40), they probal)ly took a somewhat
irregular and briefer vppast.

I il

n>
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guest dipped liis hand (Matt. xxvi. 23); ocaisiou-

ally separate portions were served out to each (Gen.

.\liii. 34-; Kuth ii. 14; 1 Sam. i. 4). A piece of

bread wa-s held between the thumb and two fingers of

the right hand, and was dipped either into a bowl of

melted giense (in which case it was termed \puifxiov,

" a sop," John xiii. 20), or into the dish of meat,

whence a piece was conveyed to the mouth between

the layers of bread (Lane, i. 193, 194; Burck-

hardt's Notes, i. 63). It is esteemed an act of

politeness to hand over to a friend a delicat* mor.sel

(John xiii. 26; Lane, i. 194). In allusion to the

above method of eating, Solomon makes it a charac-

teristic of the sluggard, that " he hideth his hand in

his bosom and will not so much as bring it to his mouth

again " (Prov. xix. 24, xxvi. 15). At the conclusion

of the meal, grace was again said in conformity with

Deut. viii. 10, and the hands were again washed.

Thus Cir we have described the ordinary meal :

on stivie occasions more ceremony was used, and

the meal was enlivened in various ways. Such oc-

casions weie numerous, in connexion partly with

public, partly with private events : in the first class

we may place—the great festivals of the Jews (Deut.

xvi.; 'I'ob. ii. 1); public sacrifices (Deut. xii. 7
;

xxvii. 7 ; 1 Sam. ix. 13, 22; 1 K. i. 9, iii. 15
;

Zeph. i. 7); the ratification of treaties (Gen. x.wi.

30, xxxi. 54) ; the oticring of the tithes (Deut.

xiv. 26), particularly at the end of each third year

(Deut. xiv. 28) : in the second class—marriages

(Gen. xxix. 22 ; Judg. xiv. 10 ; Esth. ii. 18 ; Tob.

viii. 19; Matt. xxii. 2; John ii. 1), birth-days

(Gen. xl. 20 ; Job i. 4 ; Matt. xiv. 6, 9), burials

(2 Sam. iii. 35 ; Jer. xvi. 7 ; Hos. ix. 4 ; Tob. iv.

17), sheep-shearing (1 Sam. xxv. 2, 36 ; 2 Sam.

xiii. 23), the vintage (Judg. ix. 27), laying the
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foundation stone of a house (Prov. ix. 1-5), the

reception of visitors (Gen. xviii. 6-8, xix. 3 •

2 Sam. iii. 20, xii. 4; 2 K. vi. 23; Tob. vii. 9;
1 Mace. xvi. 15 ; 2 Mace. ii. 27 ; Luke v. 29,

XV. 23; John xii. 2), or any event connected

with the sovereign (Hos. vii. 5).K On each of thes('

ocaisions a sumptuous repast was prepared; the

guests were previously invited (Esth. v. 8; Matt,

xxii. 3), and on the day of the ieast a second invi-

tation was issued to those that were bidden (Esth.

vi. 14 ; Prov. ix. 3 ; Matt. xxii. 3). The visitors

were received with a kiss (Tob. vii. 6 ; Luke vii.

45); water was produced for them to wash their

feet with (Luke vii. 44) ; the head, the beard, the

feet, and sometimes the clothes, were perfumed with

ointment (Ps. x\iii. 5; Am. vi. 6; Luke vii. 38;
John xii. 3) ; on special occasions robes were pro-

vided (Matt. xxii. 11 ; comp. Trench on Parables,

p. 230) ; and the head was decorated with wreaths''

(Is. xxviii. 1 ; Wisd. ii. 7, 8; Joseph. Ant. xix. 9,

§1). The regulation of the teast was under the su-

perintendence of a special officer, named apxirpi-

kXivos ' (John ii. 8 ; A. V. "governor of the teast"),

whose business it was to taste the food and the

liquoi's before they were placed on the table, and to

I settle about the toasts and amusements ; he was ge-

nerally one of the guests (Ecclus. xxxii. 1, 2), and
might theietbre take part in the conversation. The
places of the guests were settled according to their

respective rank (Gen. xliii. 33; 1 Sam. ix. 22;
Luke xiv. 8 ; Mark xii. 39 ; John xiii. 23) ;

por-

tions of food were placed before each (1 Sam. i. 4;
2 Sam. vi. 19 ; 1 Clir. xvi. 3), the most honoured

guests receiving either larger (Gen. xliii. 34 ; comp.
Herod, vi. 57) or more choice (1 Sam. ix. 24;
comp. ri. vii. 321) portions th.ui the rest. 'J"he

importance of the least was marked by the number
of the guests ((5en. xxix. 22 ; 1 Sam. ix. 22 ; 1 K.
i. 9, 25; Luke v. 29, xiv. 16), by the splendour

of the vessels (Esth. i. 7), and by the profusion

or the excellence of the viands (Gen. xviii. 6,

x.xvii. 9 ; Judg. vi. 19 ; 1 Sam. ix. 24 ; Js. xxv. 6
;

Am. vi. 4). The meal was enlivened with music,

singing, and dancing (2 Sam. xix. 35; Ps. Ixix.

12; is. V. 12; Am. vi. 5; Ecclus. xxxii. 3-6;
Matt. xiv. 6 ; Luke xv. 25), or with riddles

(Judg. xiv. 12) ; and amid these entertainments

the testival was prolonged for several days (Esth.

i. 3, 4). Entertainments designed almost exclu-

sively for drinking were known by the special name
of mishteh^ ; instances of such drinking-bouts are

noticed in 1 Sam. xxv. 36; 2 Sam. xiii. 28 ; Esth.

i. 7 ; Dan. v. 1 ; they are reprobated by the pro-

phets (Is. V. 1 1 ; Am. vi. 6). Somewhat akin to the

mishteh of the Hebrews was the Aowios"' {kw/xos) of

the apostolic age, in which gross licentiousness was
added to drinking, and which is frequently made the

subject ofwarning in the Epistles ( Rom. xiii. 1 3 ; Gal.

V. 21 ; Eph. V. 18 ; 1 Pet. iv. 3). [W. L. B.]

ME'ANI (Mavl ; Alex. Maavi : Manet). The
same as Mehunim (1 Esdr. v. 31 ; comp. Ezr. ii.

I •' Tlie day of the king" in this passage has been va-

riously understood as his birthday or his coronation : It

may, however, be equally applied to any other event of

similar importance.

h This custom prevailed extensively among the Greeks

and Romans : not only were cliaplets worn on the head,

but festoons of flowers were hung over the neck and breast

(Pint. St/mp. iii. 1, ^3; Mart. x. 19: Ov. FaU. Ii. 739).

They were generally iiitrndiired after the first part of the

entertainment was complettd. I'hcy are noticed in several

familiar passages of the.Latin poets (Hor. Carm. II. 7, 24

;

Sat. il. 3, 256 ; Juv. v. 36).

> The classical designation of this officer among the

Greeks was <rvfiirotri'apxo5, among the Uoiiians magisler
or rex convivii. He was chosen by lot out of the guests

(^Dict. of Aiit. p. 925). ^ HJjlK'O-

" The Kwixo'! resembled the comissatio of the Romans.
It took place after the supper, and was a mere drinking
revel, with only so much food as served to whet the palate

for wine (Diet, of Ant. p. 271 ).
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50). Ill tln' margin ol'the A. V. it is given in the

j

form " Meunini," as in Keli. vii. 52.

MEA'RAH CnnVD: LXX. omit, both MSS.: I

Maara), a place named in Josh. xiii. 4 only, in
j

specifying the boundaries of the land wliich remained

to be conquered after the subjugation of the south-
i

ern portion of I'alestine. Its description is " Mea-
j

rah which is to the Zidonians " (i. e. which belongs
j

to—? : the " beside " of the A. V. is an erroneous
j

translation). The word meardk means in Hebrew
j

a cave, and it is commonly assumed that the refer- i

euce is to some remarkable cavern in the neighbour-

hood of Zidon ; such as that which played a memor-
|

able part many centuries afterwards in the history

of the Crusades. (See William of Tyre, .\ix. 11,

quoted by Robinson, ii. 474 note.) But there is, as
'

we have often remariced, danger in interpreting these
]

very ancient names by the significations which they I

bore in later Hebrew, and when pointed with the i

vowels of the still later Masorets. Besides, if a

cave were intended, and not a place called Mearah,

the name would surely have been preceded by the i

definite article, and would have stood as myiSH.
"the cave."

^^ '
\

Keland {Pal. 896) suggests that Jlearah may be I

the same with Meroth, a village named by Josephus

{Ant. iii. 3, §1) as forming the limit of Galilee on
j

the west (see also Ant. ii. 20, §6), and which

again may possibly have been connected with the

Waters op Merom. 'J'he identification is not im-

probable, though there is no means of ascertaining

the fact.

A village called el-Mughar is found in the moun-
tains of Naphtali, some ten miles W. of the northern

extremity of the sea of Galilee, wnicli may possibly

represent an ancient Mearah (Rob. iii. 79, 8U ; Van
de Velde's map). [P'-'j

MEASURES. [Weights and Measures.]

BIEAT. It does not appear that the word
" meat" is used in any one instance in the Autho-

rized Version of either the 0. or N. Testament, in

the sense which it now almost exclusively bears of

animal food. The latter is denoted uniformly by

"flesh."

1 . The only possible exceptions to this assertion

in the 0. T. are :

—

(a.) Gen. xxvii. 4, &c., " s.ivoury meat."

(6.) lb. xlv. 23, " com and bread and meat."

But (a) in the former of these tv/o cases the

Hebrew word, D*?3J?P?0, which in this form appears

in this chapter only, is derived fiom a root which

has exactly the force of our word " taste," and is

employed in reference to the manna. In the passage

in question tiie word "dainties" would be perhaps

more appropriate. (6) In the second case the ori-

ginal word is one of almost equal rarity, |1T0 ; and

if the Lexicons did not shew that this had only tlie

ireneral force of food in all the other Oriental tongues,

that would be established in regard to Hebiow by

its other occuiTences, viz., 2 Chr. xi. 23, where it

is rendered " victual ;" and Dan. iv. 12, 21, where

the " meat " spoken of is that to be furnished by a

tree.

2. The only real and inconvenient ambiguity

caused by the change which has taken place in the

meaning of the word is in the case of the " meat-

olfering," the sei'ond of the three great divisions

into which the sacrifices of the Law were divided

—the bnrnt-oftering, the meat-offering, and tlie

MEAT-OFFERING 2Si

peace-oflfei'ing (Lev. ii. 1, &c.)—and which consi.>ted

solely of flour, or corn, and oil, sai'iirices of flesh

being confined to the other two. 'i"he word thus

translated is nn30, elsewhere rendered "present"

and "oblation," and derived from a root which has

the force of "sending" or "offeiing" to a person.

It is very desirable that some English terni should
be projiosed which would avoid this ambiguity.
" Food-oifering " is hardly admissible, though it

is ])erhaps piefeiable to " unbloody or bloodless

sacrifice."

3. There are several other words, which though
entirely distinct in the original, are all translated "in

the A. V. by " meat ;" but none of them present

any special interest except t]~)D. This word,'fiom

a root signifying "to tear," would be jjerhaps more
accurately rendered " prey " or " booty." Its use
in Ps. cxi. 5, especially when taken in connexion
with the word rendered " good understanding " in

ver. 10, v.'hich should rather be, as in the margin,
" good success," throws a new and unexpected liL^ht

over the familiar phrases of that beautiful Psalm.
It seems to shew how inextinguishable was the

warlike predatory spirit in the mind of the writer,

gond Israelite and devout worshipper of Jehovah as

he was. Late as he lived in the history of his nation,

he cannot forget the " power" of Jehovah's " works"
by which his forefathers acquired the " heritage of

the heathen ;" and to him, as to his ancestors when
conquering the country, it is still a firm article of
belief that those wlio fear .lehovali shall obtain most
of the spoil of His enemies—those who obey His
commandments shall have the best success in the

field.

4. In the N. T. the vaiiety of the Greek words
thus rendeied is equally gieat ; but dismissing such
terms as avaKucrOai or avairiirTeu/, which are ren

dercd by " sit at meat"

—

(payfTv, for which we oc-

casionally find "meat"—rpaTrefa (Acts xvi. 34),
the same

—

elSwXodvra, " meat offered to idols "

—

KXcuTfjLaTa, generally " fragments," but twice

j

" broken meat "—dismissing these, we have left

j

Tpo<p'r) and fipw/xa (with its kindred words, fipua-is,

&c), both woids bearing the widest possible signi-

fication, and meaning every thing that can be eaten,

or (;aii nourish the frame. The former is most used

in the Gospels and Acts. The latter is found in

St. .lohn and in the Epistles of St. Paul. It is the

word employed in the famous sentences, " for meat
destroy not the work of God," " if meat make mv
brother to offend," &g. [G.]'

MEAT-OFFERING (HmO : Swpov Ovaia,

ov Ovaia: ablatio sacrifieii, or sacrifcium). The
I word Minchah^ signifies originally a gift of any
kind; and appears to be used generally of a gift

from an inforior to a supei-ior, whether (jod or man.
Thus in Gen. xxxii. 13 it is used of the present

froin Jacob to E.san, in Gen. .xliii. 11 of the jiresent

sent to .Joseph in Egypt, in 2 Sam. viii. 2, (j of the

tribute from Moab and Syria to David, &c., &c.

;

and in Gen. iv. 3, 4, 5 it is applied to the sacrifices

to God, otlered by Gain and Abel, altjiough Abel's

was a whole burnt-offering. Afterwards this ge-

neral sense became attached to the word " Corban

()3'1p) ;" and the word Mincliah restricted to an

" unbloody offering " as opposed to n3T, a " bloody
"

sacrifice. It is con.stantly spoken of in connexion

' nnjp. from tlie obsolete root n30. •' to distribute
"

or ' to (five
"
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with the Drink-offering ("^03; airouSTi; liki-

mcn), which generally accompanied it, ami which

had the same meaning. The law or ceremonial of

the meat-oH'ering is described in Lev. ii. and vi.

14-23. It was to be composed of fine flour, sea-

soned with salt, and mixed with oil and frankin-

cense, but without leaven ; and it was generally-

accompanied by a drink-otlering of wine. A por-

tion of it, including all the frankincense, was to

be burnt on the altar as "a memorial;" the rest

belonged to the piiest ; but the meat-oft'erings

offered by the priests themselves were to be wholly

burnt.

Its meaning (which is analogous to that of the

offerhig of the tithes, the first-fruits, and the .shew-

bread) appeai-s to be exactly expressed in the words

of David (1 Chr. xxix. 10-14), " All that is in the

heaven and in the earth is Thine -All

things come of Thee, and of Thine own have we

given Thee." It recognised the sovereignty of

the Lord, and His bounty in giving them all

earthly blessings, by dedicating to Him the best of

His gifts: the flour, as the main support of life;

oil, as the symbol of richness; and wine as the

symbol of vigour and refreshment (see Ps. civ. 15).

AH these were unleavened, and seasoned with salt,

in order to show their purity, and hallowed by the

fi'ankincense for God's sjjecial service. This recog-

nition, implied in all cases, is expressed clearly in

the form of offering the first-fruits prescribed in

Deut. xxvi. 5-11.

It will be seen that this meaning involves nei-

ther of the main ideas of saciifice—the atonement

for sin and the self-dedication to God. It takes

them for granted, and is based on them. Accord-

ingly, the meat-oHering, properly so called, seems

always to have been a subsidiary offering, needing

to be introduced by the sin-offering, which repre-

sented the one idea, and forming an appendage to the

burnt-oH'ering which represented the other.

Thus, in the case of public sacrifices, a " meat-

offering" was enjoined as a part of

—

(1) The daily morning and evening sacrifice

(Ex. xxix. 40, 41).

(2) 37t<? Sabbath-offering (Num. xxviii. 9, 10).

(3) The offering at the new moon (Num. xxviii.

11-14).

(4) The offerings at the great festivals (Num.
xxviii. 20, 28, xxix. 3, 4, 14, 15, &c.).

(5) The offerings on the great day of atonement

(Num. x.\ix. 9, 10).

The same was tlie case with private sacrifices,

as at

—

(1) The consecration of priests (Ex. xxix. 1,2;
Lev. vi. 20, viii. 2), and of Levitcs (Num. viii. 8).

(2) The cleansing of the leper (Lev. xiv. 20).

(3) The termination of the Nazaritic vow (N um.
vi. 15).

The unbloody offerings offered alone did not pio-

perly belong to the regular meat-offering. They
were usually substitutes for other offerings. Thus,

for example, in Lev. v. 1 1 , a tenth of an cphah of

flour is allowed to be substituted by a poor man
for the lamb or kid of a trespass-offering: in Num.
V. 15 the same ofleiing is ordained as the " offering

of jealousy " for a suspected wife. The unusual

character of the offering is marked in botli cases by
the absence of the oil, fi-ankincensc, and wine. We
find also at certain times libations of water poured

out before God ; as by Samuel's command at Alizpeh

durnig the f:;.st (1 Sam. vii. G), and by David at
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Bethlehem (2 Sam. xxiii. I'J), and a libation of oil

poured by .Jacob on the pillar .it Bethel ((ien. xxxv.

14). But these have clearly especial meanings,
and are not to be included in the ordinary drink-

offerings. The same remark will apply to the re-

markable libation of water customary at the Eeast

of Tabernacles [Taberxaclks], but not mentioned
in Scripture. [A. B.]

MEBUN'NAI ("inp
: e»c riiv v'lwv : J/o-

bomtat). In this form appears, in one passage only

(2 Sam. xxiii. 27), the name of one of David's

guard, who is elsewhere called SiBCECiiAi (2 Sam.
xxi. 18 ; 1 Chr. xx. 4) or SlBRECAi (1 Chr. xi.

29, xxvii. 11) in the A. V. The reading " Sib-

bechai " (^*D3D), is evidently the true one, of which

" Mebunnai" was an easy and early coiTuption, for

even the LXX. translators must have had the

same consonants before them though they pointed

thus, *p3p. It is curious, however, that the

Aldine edition has SajSouxo'f (Kennicott. Diss. i.

p. 186). [W. A. W.]

MECHER'ATHITE, THE (>n-13?3n : Mo-

X6p ; Alex. (pepujxexovpaQi : Mecherathites), that

is, the native or inhabitant of a place called I\Ie-

cherah. Only one such is mentioned, namely
Hepiier, one of David's thirty-seven wan-iors

(1 Chr. xi. 36). In the parallel list of 2 Sam. xxiii.

the name appears, with other variations, as " the

Maachathite " (ver. 34). It is the opinion of Ken-
nicott, after a long examination of the passage, that

the latter is the con-ecter of the two ; and as no

place named Mecherah is known to have existed,

while the Maachathites had a certain connexion with

Israel, and especially with David, we may concur

in his conclusion, more especially as his guard

contained men of almost every nation round

Palestine. [G.]

ME'DABA (MT}5o;8a : Madaha), the Greek

form of the name Medeba. It occurs only in

1 Mace. ix. 36. [G.]

ME'DAD. [Elpad and Medad.]

ME'DAN (p», " strife, contention," Ges.

:

MaSaA, Ma5a/A : Madan), a son of Abraham and
Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2 ; 1 Chr. i. 32), whose name
and descendants have not been traced beyond this

record. It has been supposed, fi'om the similarity

of the name, that the tribe descended fi-om Medau
was more closely allied to Midiau than by more blood-

relation, and that it was the same as, or a portion

of, the latter. There is, however, no ground for this

theory beyond its plausibility.—The traditional city

Medyen of the Arab geographers (the classical Mo-
diana), situate iu Arabia on the eastern shore of the

gulf of Eyieh must be held to have been llidi-

anite, not Medauite (but Bunsen, Bibelwerk, sug-

gests the latter identification). It has been else-

where remarked [Keturah] that many of the

Keturahite tribes seem to have merged in early

times into the Ishmaelite tribes. The mention of

" Ishmaelite " as a convertible term with " Mi-

dianite," in Gen. xxxvii. 28, 36, is remarkable ; but

the Slidianite of the A. V. in ver. 28 is iledanite

in the Hebrew (by the LXX. rendered yLahir)vaioi

and in the Vulgate Isinaelitae and Madianitae) ; azd
we may have here a trace of the subject of this

article, though Midianite appears on the whole to

be more likely the correct reading in the passages

referred to. [MiDiAX.] [E. S. P.]
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ME'DEBA (Nan-n-. Maj5o/3o mid MTjSaiSa';

Mednba), a town on tJie eastern side of Jordan.

Taken as a Hebrew word, Me-deba means " waters'"

of quiet," but except the tank (see below), what

waters can there ever have been on that high pbvin ?

The Arabic name, though similar in sound, has a

dirt'erent signification.

Jledeba is first alluded to in the fragment of a

popular song of the time of the conquest, preserved

in Num. xxi. (see ver. oO). Here it seems to denote

the limit of the territory of Heshbon. It next occurs

in the enumeration of the country divided amongst

the Transjordanic tribes (Josh. xiii. 9), as giving its

name to a district of level do\vns called " the Mishor

of Medeba," or " the Mishor on Medeba." This dis-

trict tell within the allotment of Keuben (ver. 1(J).

At the time of the conquest Medeba belonged to the

Amorites, apparently one of the towns taken from

Moab by them. When we next encounter it, four

centuries later, it is again in the hands of the

Moabites, or which is nearly the same thing, of the

Ammonites. It was before the gate of Medeba that

Joab gained his victory over the Ammonites, and

the horde of Aramites ofMaachah, Mesopotamia, and

Zobah, which they had gathered to their assistance

after the insult pei-petrated by Hanun on the mes-

sengers of David (1 Chr. xix. 7, compared with

2 Sam. X. 8, 14, &c.). In the time of Ahaz Medeba

was a sanctuary of Jloab (Is. xv. 2), but in the

denunciation of Jeremiah (xlviii.) often parallel

with that of Isaiah, it is not mentioned. In the

Maccabaean times it had returned into the hands of

the Amorites, who seem most probably intended by

the obscure word Jambri in 1 Mace. ix. 36. (Here

the name is given in the A. V. as Medaba, according

to the Greek spelling.) It was the scene of the

capture, and possibly the death, of John Macca-

baeus, and also of the revenge subsequently taken by

Jonathan and Simon (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 1, §4; the

name is omitted in Mace, on the second occasion,

see ver. 38). About 110 years B.C. it was taken

after a long siege by John Hp-canus (^Ant. xiii. 9,

§1 ; B. J. i. 2, §4) and then appears to have re-

mained in the possession of the Jews for at least

thirty years, till the time of Alexander Jannaeus

(xiii. 15, §4); and it is mentioned as one of the

twelve cities, by the promise of which Aretas, the

king of Arabia, was induced to assist Hyrcanus II.

to recover Jerus;ilem from his brother Aristobulus

{Ant. xiv. 1, §4).

Medeba has retained its name down to our o\^^l

times. To Eusebius and Jerome {Onomast. " Me-

daba ")-it was evidently known. In Christian times

it was a noted bishopric of the patriarchate of " Be-

cerra, or Bitira Arabiae," and is named in the Acts

of the Council of Chalcedon (a.d. 451) and other

Ecclesiastical Lists (Reland, 217, 22:5, 226, 893.

See also Le Quien, Oriens Christ.). Among modei-u

travellers Madeha has been visited, recognised, and

described by Burckhardt {Suria, July 13, 1812),

Seetzen (i. 407, 408, iv. 223), and Irby (145); see

also Porter {Handbook, 303). It is in the pastoral

district of the Belka, which pi-obably answers to

the Mishor of the Hebrews, 4 miles S.E. of Heshhan,

and like it lying on a rounded but rocky hill

" It may be well to give a collation of the passaRcs in

the LXX. in which MeUcba occurs in the Hebrew text,

Ihich will shew how frequently it is omitted:—Num.
-Wi. 30, en-i Muo^ ; Josh. xiii. 9, AatSo^ai', Alex. Mai-

Ma; ib. 16. omit, both MSS.; 1 Chr. xix. 7, Moi5ii^a,

Alex. MtjSoPo; Is. xv. 2, t^? MwapiViSOT.
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(Burckh., Seetzen). A large tank, columns, and ex-

tensive foundations are still to be seen; the remains

of a Uoman road exist ni-ar the town, which seems

formerly to have connected it with Heshbon. [G.]

MEDES (HD.: MijBot : Medi), one of the

most powerful nations of Western Asia in the times

anterior to the establishment of the kingdom of

Cyrus, and one of the most important tribes com-
posing that kingdom. Their geographical position

is considered under the article Media. The title

by which they appear to have known themselves

was Mnda ; which by the Semitic rnces was made
into Madni, and by the Greeks and I.'omans into

Medi, whence our " Medes."

1. Primitive Historif.—It may be gathered from

the mention of the Medes, by Moses, among the

races descended from Japhet [see Madai], that

they were a nation of very high antiquity ; and it

is in accordance with this view that we find a

notice of them in the primitive Babylonian history

of Berosus, who says that the Medes conquered

Babylon at a very remote period (circ. B.C. 2458),
and that eight Median monarchs reigned there con-

secutively, over a space of 224 years (Beros. ap.

Euseb. Chron. Can. i. 4). Whatever difficulties

may lie in the way of our accepting this statement

as historical—from the silence of other authors, from

the affectation of precision in respect of so remote a

time, and from the subsequent disappearance of the

Medes from these parts, and their reappearance,

after 1300 years, in a different locality—it is too

definite and precise a statement, and comes from

too good an authority, to be safely set aside as

unmeaning. There are independent grounds for

thinking that an Avian element existed in the popu-

lation of the Mesopotamian valley, side by side

with the Cushite and Semitic elements, at a very

early date.* It is therefore not at all impossible

that the Medes may have been the predominant

race there for a time, as Berosus states, and may
afterwards have been overpowered and driven to

the mountains, whence they may have spread them-
selves eastward, northward, and westward, so as to

occupy a vast number of localities from the banks

of the Indus to those of the middle Danube. The
terni Arians, which was by the universal consent

of their neighbours applied to the Medes in the

time of Herodotus {Berod. vii. 62), connects them
with the early Vedic settlers in western Hindustan

;

the Mati-eni of Mount Zagros, the Sauro-il/«^rt(? of

the steppe-country between the Caspian and the

Euxine, and the Maetae or Macotae of the Sea of

Azov, mark their progress towaids the north ; while

the Moedi or MeCli of Thrace seem to indicate their

s])read westwaid into Europe, which was directly

attested by the native liaditions of the Sigj-nnae

{Herod, v. 9).

I 2. Conne.vion with Ass]/7-ia.—The deepest ob-

scurity hangs, however, over these movements, and
indeed over the whole histoiy of the Medes from
the time of their bearing sway in Babylonia (B.C.

2458-2234) to their first appearance in the cunei-

fonn inscriptions among the enemies of Assyria,

about B.C. 880. They then inhabit a portion of the

region which bore their name down to the Ma-

•> To this Burckhardt seems to allude when he observes

(,Syr. 366), " this is the ancient Medeba ; but there is no

river near-it,"

c See tlic remarks of Sir H. Rawlinson in Rawlinson's

Iferodotu.", i. 621, note.
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hometan conquest of I'ersia ; but whether tiiey

weie lecent immigrants into it, oi- had held it from

a remote antiquity, is uncertain. On the one hand

it is noted that their absence from earlier cuneiform

monuments seems to suggest that their arrival was
recent at the date above mentioned ; on the other,

that Ctesia^ asserts (ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 1, §9), aiid

Herodotus distinctly implies (i. 95), that they had

been settled in this part of Asia at least fiom the

time of the lii-st formation of the Assyiian Kmpire
(B.C. 1273). However this was, it is ce)-tain that

at first, and for a long series of years, tliey were
very inferior in power to the great empire est;iblished

upon their flank. They were under no general or

centralised government, but consisted of various

petty tribes, each ruled by its chief, whose do-

minion was over a single small town and perhaps

a i'ew villages. The Assyiian monai-chs ravaged

their lands at pleasure, and took tribute from their

chiefs ; while the Medes could in no way retaliate

upon their antagonists. Between them and Assyria

lay the lofty chain of Zagros, inhabited by hardy

mouutaineers, at least as powerful as the Medes
themselves, who would not tamely have sutieied

tiieir passage through their territories. Media, how-
ever, was strong enough, and stubborn enough, to

maintain her nationality throughout the whole

period of the Assyiian sway, and was never ab-

sorbed into the empire. An attempt made by
Sargon to hold the country in permanent subjection

by means of a number of military colonies planted

in cities of his building failed [Sargon] ; and
both his son Sennacherib, and his grandson Esar-

haddon, were forced to lead into the territory hostile

expeditious, which however seem to have left no

more impression than previous invasions. Media
was reckoned by the great Assyrian monarchs of

this period as a part of their dominions ; but its

s bjection seems to have been at no time much
more th:in nominal, and it frequently threw oft' the

yoke altogether.

3. Median History of Herodotus.—Herodotus
represents the decadence of Assyria as greatly ac-

celeiated by a formal revolt of the Medes, following

upon a period of contented subjection, and places

this revolt more than 218 years before the battle

of Marathon, or a little before B.C. 708. Ctesias

placed the commencement of Jledian independence

still earlier, declaring that the Medes had destroyed

Nineveh and est;iblished themselves on the ruins of
the Assyrian Empire, as far back as B.C. 875. No
one now defends this latter statement, which alike

contradicts the Hebrew records and the native docu-

ments. It is doubtful whether even the ailculation

of Herodotus does not throw back the independence

to too early a date: his chronology of the period is

clearly artificial ; and the history, as he relates it, is

iabulous. According to liim the Medes, when they
rii'st shook oft' llie yoke, estiblished no government.
For a time there was neither king nor prince in the

land, and each man did what was right in his own
eyes. Quarrels were settled by arbitration, and a
certain Deioces, liaving obt.-xined a reput;ition in this

way, contrived' after a while to get himself elected

sovereign. He then built the seven-walled Ecbatana
[Ecbatana], established a court after the ordinary

Oriental moTlel, and had a pro.--peious and peaceful

reign of 53 years. Deioces was succeeded by his son

Phraortes, an ambitious prince, who directly after

his accession began a CJireer of conquest, fii-st at-

tacking and subduing the Persians, then reducing

nation after nation, and finally peiishing in an
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expedition against Assyria, after he had reigned

22 years. Cyaxares, the son of I'hraortes, then

moimted the throne. Having fii-st introduced a

new military system, he proceeded to cany out his

father's designs against Assyria, defeated the As-

syrian ami}' in the field, besieged their capital, and

was only prevented from capturing it on this first

attack by an invasion of Scythians, which recalled

him to the defence of his own countiy. After a

desperate struggle during eight-and-twenty yeare

with these new enemies, Cyaxares succeeded in ex-

pelling them and recovering his foimer empire;

whereupon he resumed the projects which their

invasion had made him tempoiaiily abandon, be-

sieged and took Nineveh, conqueied the Assyrians,

and extended his dominion to the H.Uys. Nor did

these successes content him. Bent on establishing

his sway over the whole of Asia, he passed the

Halys, and engaged in a war with Alyattes, king

of Lydia, the lather of Croesus, with whom he

long maintained a stubborn contest. This war was
terminated at length by an eclipse of the sun,

which, occurring just as the two annies were en-

gaged, furnished an occasion for negotiations, and

eventually led to the conclusion of a peace and the

foiTnation of an alliance between the two powers.

The independence of Lydia and the other kingdoms

west of the Halys was recognised by the Jledes,

who withdrew within their own borders, having

arranged a maniage between the eldest son ot

Cyaxares and a daughter of the Lydian king, which

assured them of a friendly neighbour upon this

frontier. Cyaxares, soon after this, died, having

reigned in all 40 years. He was succeedetl by his

son Astyages, a pacific moiiaich, of whom nothing

is related beyond the fact of his deposition by his

own grandson Cyrus, 35 years after his accession

—

an event by which the Median Empire was brought

to an end, and the I'eisian established upon its

ruins.

4. Its imperfections.— Such is, in outline, the

Median History of Herodotus. It has been accepted

as authentic by most modern writere, not so much
from a feeling that it is really trustworthy, as from

the want of anything more satisfactory to put in

its place. That the story of Deioces is a romance

has been seen and acknowledged (Grote's Greece,

iii. .S07, 308). That the chroiiologic;d dates ai-c

improbable, and even contradictory, has been a

frequent subject of complaint. Recently it has been

shown that the whole scheme of dates is artificial

(Kawlinson's Herodotus, i. 421, 422); and that the

very names of the kings, except in a single instance,

are unhistorical. Though the cuneiform records

do not at present suppjy the actual history of the

time, they enable us in a greiit measure to test

the narrative which has come down to us from

the Greeks. We can sejjai-ate in that narrative the

authentic jiortions Irom those which are fabulous

;

we can account for the names used, and in most

instances for the numbers given ; and we can thus

rid ourselves of a great deal that is fictitious,

leaving a residitum which has a fair right to be

regarded as truth.

The records of Sai-gon, Sennacherib, and Esar-

haddon clearly show that the Median kingdom did

not commence so early as Herodotus imagineil.

Tiiese three princes, whose reigns cover the space

extending from B.C. 720 to B.C. 660, all carried

their arms deep into Media, and found it, not under

the dominion of a single powerful monarch, but

under the rule of a vast number of jrettv chieltains.
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It caunot have been till neai- the miihlle o( the

7th century B.C. tliat the Median kingdom was
consolidated, and became formidable to its neigh-

bours. How this change was accomplished is iin-

ceiiain : the most probable supposition would seem

to be, that about this time a fresh Arian immi-
gration took place from the countries east of the

Caspian, and that the leader of the immigrants

established his authority over the scattered tribes

of his race, who had been settled pre\nousIy in the

district between the Caspian and Mount Zagros.

There is good reason to believe that this leader was
the great Cyaxar-es, whom Diodorus speaks of in

one place as the first king (Diod. Sic. ii. 32), and

whom Aeschylus represents as the founder of the

Medo-Persic empire (Pers. 761). The Deioces and

Phraortcs of Herodotus ane thus removed fiom the

list of historical personages altogether, and must
take rank with the early kings in tJie list of Ctesias,"*

who ai-e now generally admitted to be inventions.

)n the case of Deioces the very name is fictitious,

being the Arian dahdk, " biter " or " snake," which

was a title of honour assumed by all Median

monarclis, but not a proper name of any individual.

Phiaortes, on the other hand, is a true name, but one

which has been transferred to this period from a later

passage of Sledian history, to which reference will

be made in the sequel. (Kawlinson's Herod, i. 408.)

5. Development of Median power, and formaiion

of the Empire.—It is evident that the development

of Median power proceeded pa7-i passu with the

decline of Assyria, of which it was in part an efl'ect,

in part a cause. Cyaxares must have been con-

temporary with the later years of that Assyi-ian

monarch who passed the greater portion of his time

in hunting expeditions in Susiana. [ASSYRIA,

§11.] His fii-st conquests were probably under-

taken at this time, and were suffered tamely by a

prince who was destitute of all military spirit. In

order to consolidate a powerful kingdom in the dis-

trict east of Assyria, it was necessary to bring into

subjection a nvmiber of Scythic tribes, who disputed

with the Arians the possession of the mountain-

country, and required to be incoi-porafed before

Media could be ready for great expeditions and
distant conquests. The struggle with these tribes

may be the real event represented in Herodotus by
the Scythic war of Cyaxares, or possibly his nar-

rative may contain a still larger amount of truth.

The Scyths of Zagros may have called in the aid

of their kindred tribes towards the north, who may
have impeded for a wliile the progress of the

Median arms, while at the same time they really

prepared the way for their success by weakening

the other nations of this region, especially the As-

syrians. According to Herodotus, Cyaxares at last

got the better of the Scyths by inviting their

leaders to a banquet, and there treacherously mur-
dering them. At any rate it is clear that at a

tolerably early period of his reign they ceased to be

formidable, and he was able to direct his efl'oi-ts

against other enemies. His capture of Nineveh

and conquest of Assyria are facts which no scep-

ticism can doubt ; and the date of the capture may
be fixed with tolerable certainty to the year B.C. 625.

Abydenus (probably following Berosus) infomis us

that in his Assyrian war Cyaxares was assisted
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b Ctesias made the Median monarchy commence about

B.C. 875, with a certain Arbaces, who headed the rebellion

against Sardanapalus, the vdliiptuary. Arbaces reigned

28 years, and was succi^eded by Mandaucas, who reigned

60 years. Then followed Sosarmus (30 years), Artias (50

VOL. II.

by the Babylonians under Nabopolassar, between
whom iuid Cyaxares an intimate alliance was ibrmed,

cemented by a union of their children ; and that

a result of their success was the establishment of

Nabopolassar as independent king on the tlu'one of
Babylon, an event which we know to belong to the

above-mentioned year. It was undoubtedly after

this that Cyaxares endeavoured to conquer Lydia.
His conquest of Assj'ria had made him master of

the whole country lying between Mount Zagros
and the river Halys, to wliich he now hoped to add
the tract between the Halys and the Aegean Sea.

It is surprising that lie failed, more especially as ho
seems to have been accomijanied by the t'oices of

the Babylonians, who were perhaps commanded by
Nebuchadnezzar on the occasion. [Nebuchad-
nezzar.] After a war which lasted six years he
desisted from his attempt, and concluded the treaty

with the Lydian monarch, of which we have already

spoken. The three great Oriental monarchies".

Media, Lydia, and Babylon, were now united by
mutual engagements and intennarriages, and con-

tinued at peace with one another during the re-

mainder of the leign of Cyaxares, and during that

of Astyages, his sou and successor.

6. Extent of the Empire.—The limits of tlie

Median Empire cannot be definitely fixed ; but it is

not difficult to give a general idea of its size and
position. From north to south its extent was in no

place gi"eat, since it was certainly confined between

the Persian Gulf and the Euphrates on the one side,

the Black and Caspian Seas on the other. From
east to west it had, however, a wide expansion,

since it reached from the Halys at least as far as

the Caspian Gates, and possibly further. It com-
prised Persia, Media Magna, Northern Media,

Matiene or Media Mattiana, Assyria, Annenia,
Cappadocia, the tract between Armenia and the

Caucasus, the low tract along the south-west and

south of the Caspian, and possibly some portion of

Hyrcania, Parthia, and Sagartia. It was sepai'ated

from Babylonia either by the Tigi'is, or more pro-

bably by a line running about half-way between
that river and the Euphrates, and thus did not

include Syria, Phoenicia, or Judaea, which fell to

Babylon on the destruction of the Asspian Empire.

Its greatest length may be reckoned at 1500 miles

from N.VV. to S.E., and its average breadth at

400 or 450 miles. Its area would thus be about

600,000 square miles, or somewhat greater than

that of modern Pei-sia.

7. Its character.—With regard to the nature of

the government established by the Medes over the

conquered nations, we possess but little trustworthy

evidence. Herodotus in one place compares, some-

what vaguely, the Median with the Persian system

(i. 134), and Ctesias appeai-s to have asserted the

positive introduction of the satrapial organization

into the empire at its first foundation by liis

Arbaces (Diod. Sic. ii. 28) ; but on the whole it is

perhaps most probable that the Assyi-ian organiza-

tion was continued by the Medes, the subject-natioas

retaining their native monaichs, and merely acknow-

ledging subjection by the payment of an annual

tribute. This seems certainly to have been the case

in Pei-sia, where Cjtus and his father Camby-^<?s

were monarchs, holding their crown of the Median

years), Arbianes (22 years), Artaeus (40 years), Artynii

(22 years), Astlboras (40 years), and finally Aspadas, or

Astyages, the last king (i years). This scheme appears

to l)e a clumsy extension of the monarcliy, by means of

repetition, from the data furnished by Herodotus.

J
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king, befbi'e the revolt of the former ; ami there is

no reason to suppose that the remainder of the

empire was organized in a diflerent manner. The
sjitrapial organiziition was appaiently a Pei-siau in-

vention, begun by Cyius, continued by Cambyses,

liis son, but first adopted as the regular govern-

mental system by Darius Hystaspis.

8. fts duration.—Of all the ancient Onent<al

monarchies the Median was the shortest in duration.

It commenced, as we have seen, after the middle

of the 7th century B.C., and it tenninated n.C. .5.58.

'['he period of three-quarters of a centuiy, which

Herodotus assigns to the reigns of Cyaxares and

Astyages, may be taken as fairly indicating its

piobable length, though we cannot feel sure that

the years are conectly apportioned between the

monarchs. Two kings only occupied the throne

during the period ; for the Cyaxares II. of Xenophou
is an invention of that amusing writer.

9. Its final overthrOK.—The conquest of the

Medes by a sister-Ii-anic race, the Persians, under

their native monarch Cyrus, is another of those in-

disputable facts of remote history, which make the

inquirer feel that he sometimes attains to solid

ground in these difficult investigations. The details

of the sti-uggle, which are given partially by He-

rodotus (i. 127, 128), at greater length by Nicolas

of Damascus {Fr. Hist. Gr. iii. 404-406), probably

following Ctesias, have not the same claim to ac-

ceptance. We may gather from them, however,

that the contest was short, though severe. The
Medes did not readily relinquish the position of

superiority which they had enjoyed for 75 years
;

but their vigour had been sapped by the adoption

of Assyrian manners, and they were now no match
for the hardy mountaineei-s of Persia. After many
partial engi^ements a great battle was fought be-

tween the two armies, and the result was the com-
plete defeat of the Medes, and the capture of their

king, Astyages, by Cyrus.

10. Position of Media under Persia.—The treat-

ment of the Medes by the victorious Persians was
not that of an ordinary conquered nation. Accord-

ing to some \VTiters (as Herodotus and Xenophon)
therf was a close relationship between Cyrus and
the last Median monarch, who w;v; therefore na-

turally treated with more than common tendeniess.

The fact of the lelationship is, however, denied by
Ctesias ; and whether it existed or no, at any rate

the peculiar position of the Medes under Pereia was
not really owing to this accident. The two nations

were closely akin ; they had the same Arian oi-

Ii-anic origin, the same early tradition.s, the same
language (Strab. xv. 2, §8), nearly the same reli-

gion, and ultimately the same mannei-s and cus-

toms, dress, and general mode of life. It is not
surprising therefore that they were drawn together,

and that, though never actually coalescing, tliey still

formed to some extent a single privileged people.

Me.ies were advanced to stations of high honour and
importance under Cyrus and his successors, an ad-

vantage shared by no other conquered people. The
Median capital Wiis at first the chief royal residence,

and alwaj's remained one of the places at which the

court spent a portion of the year; while among the

provinces Media cl.iimed and enjoyed a precedency,

which appe.ii-s equally in the Greek writers and in

the native records. .Still, it would seem that the

nation, so lately sovereign, was not altogether con-

tent with its secondary position. On the first

convenient opportunity Media rebelled, elevating to

the throne a certain Phraortes (FrawartL'ih), who
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called himself Xathrites, and claimed to be a de-

scendant from Cyaxares. Darius Hystaspis, in wliosc
reign this rebellion took place, had great ditTiculty

in suppressing it. After vainly endeavouring to

put it down by his genei-als, he was compelled to

take the field himself. He defeated Phraortes in a

pitched battle, pursued, and captured him neai-

Khages, mutilated him, kept him for a time " chained

at his door," and finally crucified him at Ecbatana,
executing at the same time his chief followere (see

the Bchistun Inscription, in Rawlinson's Hcnjdotus,
ii. (301, 602). The Medes hereupon submitted,

and quietly bore the yoke for another centuiy,

when they made a second attempt to free them-
selves, which was suppressed by Darius iS'othus

(Xen. Hell. i. 2, §19). Henceforth they patiently

acquiesced in their subordinate position, and fol-

lowed through its vaiious shifts and changes the

fortune of Persia.

11. Internal divisions.—According to Herodotus
the Median nation was divided into six tribes {iOvTi ;,

called the Busae, the Paretaceni, the Struchates,

the Arizauti, the Budii, and the Magi. It is doubt-

ful, however, in what sense these are to be con-

sidered as ethnic divisions. The Paietaceni appear
to represent a geogi-aphical district, while the Magi
were certainly a priest-caste ; of the rest we know
little or nothing. The Arizanti, whose name would
signify " of noble descent," or " of Arian descent,"

must (one would think) have been the leading

tribe, corresponding to the Pasargadae in Persia;

but it is remarkable that they have only the fourth
place in the list of Herodotus. The Budii are fairly

identified with the eastern Phut—the Putiya of

the Persian inscriptions—whom Scripture joins with

Persia in two places (Ez. sxvii. 10, xxxviii. 5). Of
the Busae and the Struchates nothing is known
beyond the .statement of Herodotus. We may
perhaps assume, from the oi-der of Herodotus' list,

that the Busae, Paretaceni, Struchates, and Arizanti

were true Medes, of genuine Arian descent, while

the Budii and Magi were foreigners admitted into

the nation.

12. Reliijion.—The original religion of the Medes
must undoubtedly h.ave been that simple creed

which is placed before us in the earlier portions of

the Zendavesta. Its j)eculiar characteristic was
Dualism, the belief in the existence of two opposite

principl&s of good and evil, nearly if not quite on

a par with one another. Onnazd and Ahriraan

were both self-causai and self-exist«nt, both in-

destructible, both potent to work their will—their

warfare had been from all eternity, and would con-

tinue to all eternity, though on the whole the

struggle was to the disadvantage of the Prince of

Darkness. Ormazd was the God of the Arians, the

object of their worship and trast ; Ahriman was
their enemy, an object of fear and abhorrence, but
not of any religious rite. Besides Ormazd, the

Arians worshipped the Sun and Moon, under the

names of Mithra and Homa; and they believed in

the existence of numerous spirits or genii, some
good, some bad, the subjects and ministers respec-

tively of the two powers of Good and Evil. Their

cult was simple, coiLsisting in processions, religious

chants and hymns, .-md a few simple offerings, ex-

pressions of devotion and thankfulness. Such was
the woi-ship and such the belief which the whole

Arian race brought with them from the remote

east when they migiated westwai-d. Their migra-

tion brought them into contact with the fire-wor-

shippei-s of Annem'a and Mount Zagros, among
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whom Magism liad beoii establislied tVotn a remote

antiquity. The result was either a combination of

the two religions, or in some cises an actual con-

version of the conquerors to the fmth and worship

of the conquered. So far as can be gathered from

the scantj' materials in our possession, the latter

was the case with the Medes. While in Pei-sia the

true Arian creed maintained itself, at least to the

time of Darius Hystaspis, in tolerable purity, in

the neighbouring kingdom of Media it was early

swallowed up in Magism, which was probably

established by Cyaxares or his successor as the

religion of the state. The essence of Mngism was

the woi-ship of the elements, fire, water, air, and

earth, with a special preference of fire to the re-

mainder. Temples were not allowed, but fire-altars

were maintained on various sacred sites, generally

mountain-tops, where sacrifices were continually

offered, and the flame was never sufiered to go out.

A hierarchy naturally followed, to peiform these

constant rites, and the Magi became recognised as a

sacred caste entitled to the veneration of the faith-

ful. They claimed in many cases a power of di-

vining the future, and practised largely those occult

arts which are still called by their name in most

of the languages of modern Europe. The fea:' of

Dolluting the elements gave rise to a number of

"urious superstitions among the professors of the

Magian religion (Herod, i. 138); among the rest

to the strange practice

of neither burying nor

burning their dead, but

exposing them to be de-

voured by beasts or birds

of prey (Herod, i. 140
;

Strab. XV. 3, §20). This

custom is still observed

by their representatives,

the modem Parsees.

13. Manners, customs,

and national character.

—The customs of the

Medes ai'e said to have

nearly resembled those

of their neighbours, the

Armenians and the Per-

sians ; but they were re-

garded as the inventore,

their neighbours as the

copyists (Strab. xi. 13,

§9). They were brave

and warlike, excellent

ridei-s, and remarkably

skilful with the bow.

The flowing robe, so well

known from the Pcrse-

politan sculptures, was

their native dress, and

) was certainly among the

poiuts for which the Per-

sians were beholden to them. Their whole costume

was rich and splendid ; they were fond of scarlet,

and decorated themselve.s with a quantity of gold, in

the shape of chains, collars, armlets, &c. As troops

they were consideied little inferior to the native

Persians, next to whom they were usually ranged

in the battle-field. They fought both on foot and

on horseback, and carried, not bows and arrows
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Mediiiti Urejw. (»oni Monuuit

<= See EstU i. 3, 14, 18, and 19. The only passage in

Esther where Media takes precedence of Persia is x. 1,

••here we have a mention of " the Iiook of the chronicles

of the kings of Media anJ I'ersla." Here the order is

only, but shields, short spears, and poriiards. It is

thought that tiny must have excelled in the manu-

facture of some kinds of stufls.

14. References to the Medes in Scripture.—The

references to the Medes in the canonical Scriptures

are not very numerous, but they are striking. We
first hear of certain " cities of the Medes," in which

the captive Israelites were placed by " the king of

Assyria" on the destruction of Samaria, B.C. 721

(2 K. xvii. 6, xviii. 11). This implies the sub-

jection of Aledia to Assyria at the time of Shal-

maneser, or of Sargon, his successor, and accords

(as we have shown) very closely with the account

given by the latter of certain military colonies

which he planted in the Median country. Soon

afterwards Isaiah piophesies the part which the

Medes shall take in the destruction of Babylon

(Is. xiii. 17, xxi. 2) ; which is again still more dis-

tinctly declared by Jeremiah (li. 11 and 28), who
sufficiently indicates the independence of Media in

his day (xxv. 25). Daniel relates, as a historian, the

fact of the Medo-Persic conquest (v. 28, 31), giving

an account of the reign of Darius the Mede, who
appears to have been made viceroy by Cyrus (vi.

1-28). In Ezra we have a mention of Achmetha

(Ecbatana), " the palace in the province of the

Medes," where the decree of Cyrus was found (vi.

2-5)—a notice whidi accords with the known facts

that the Median capital w-as the seat of government

under Cyrus, but a royal residence only and not

the seat of government under Darius Hystaspis.

Finally, in Esther, the high rank of Media under tlie

Persian kings, yet at the same time its subordinate

position, are marked by the frequent combination of

the two names in phrases of honour, the precedency

being in eveiy case assigned to the Persians.'

In the Apocryphal Scriptures the Medes occupy

a more prominent place. The chief scene of one

whole book (Tobit) is Media; and in another

(Judith) a very striking portion of the naiTative

belongs to the same country. But the historical

character of both these books is with reason doubted
;

and from neither can we derive any authentic or

satisfoctory information concerning the people.

From the story of Tobias little could be gathered,

even if we accepted it as true ; while the history

of Arpha.xad (which seems to be merely a distorted

account of the struggle between the rebel Phraortes

and Darius Hystaspis) adds nothuig to our know-

ledge of that contest. The mention of r;hages in

both narratives as a Aledian town and region of

Impoi-tance is geographically conect ; and it is his-

torically true that Phraortes suffered his overthrow

in the Khagian district. But beyond these facts

the narratives in question contain little that even

illustrates the true* history of the Median nation.

(See the articles on Judith and Tobias in Winer's

Realworterbuch ; and on the general subject com-

pare Kawlinson's Herodotus, i. 401-422; Bosan-

quet's Chronology of the Medes, read before the

Royal Asiatic Society, June 5, 1858 ; Brandis,

Rerum Assyriarwn tempera emendata, pp. 1-14

;

Grote's History of Greece, iii. pp. 301-312 ;
and

Hupfeld's Exercitationum Herodotearum Specimina

duo, p. 56, seq.) [<-J- R-J

ME'DIA (no. I.e. Madai : M7j5/a : Media), a

country the general situation of which is abundantly

chronological. As the Median empire preceded the Persian.

Its chronicles came first In " the book.' The precedency

in Daniel (v. 28, and vl. 8, 12. Stc.) Is owing to the fact ol

a Median viceroy being cstahlishod on the throne.

IT 2
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clear, thougli its limits may not be capable of being

precisely detenniued. Media lay north-west of Persia

Proper, south and south-west of the Caspian, eiist

of Anncnia and Assyria, west and north-west of the

great salt desert of Iram. Its greatest length was

from north to south, and in this direction it ex-

tendetl from the 32nd to the 40th parallel, a dis-

tance of 550 miles. In width it reached from about

long. 45° to 53'^ ; but its average breadth was not

more than from 250 to 300 miles. Its area may
be reckoned at about 150,000 square miles, or

three-fourths of that of modern France. The na-

tural boundary of Media on the north was the river

Aras ; on the west Zagi-os and the mountain-chain

which connects Zagros with Ararat ; in the south

Media was probably separated from Persia by the

desert which now forms the boundary between

Farsistan and Irak Ajemi ; on the east its natural

limit was the desert and the Caspian Gates. West
of the gates, it was bounded, not (as is commonly
said) by the Caspian Sea, but by the mountain

range south of that sea, which separates between

the high and the low country. It thus comprised

the modern provinces of Irak Ajemi, Persian Kur-
distan, part of Luristan, Azerbijan, perhaps Talish

aud Glulan, but not Mazanderan or Asterahad.

The division of Media commonly recognised by
the Greeks and Romans was that into Media Magna,
and Media Atropatene. (Strab. xi. 13, §1 ; conip.

Polyb. V. 44 ; Plin. H. N. vi. 13 ; Ptol, vi. 2,&c.)

I. Media Atropatene, so named fi-om the satrap

Atropates, who became independent monarch of the

province on the destruction of the Pei-sian empire

by Alexander (Strab. ut. sup. ; Diod. Sic. sviii. 3),

corresponded nearly to the modem Azerbijan, being

the tract situated between the Caspian and the

mountains which run north from Zagros, and con-

sisting mainly of the rich and fertile basin of Lake
Urumiyeh, with the valleys of the Aras and the

iSefid Rud. This is chiefly a high tract, varied

between mountains and plains, and lying mostly
three or four thousand feet above the sea level'.

The basin of Lake Urumiyeh has a still greater ele-

vation, the surface of the lake itself, into which all

the livers run, being as much as 4200 feet above the

ocean. The country is fairly fertile, well-watered
in most places, and favourable to agriculture ; its

climate is temperate, though occasionally severe in

winter ; it produces rice, corn of all kinds, wine,
silk, white wax, and all manner of delicious fruits.

Tabriz, its modem capital, fonns the summer re-

sidence of the Persian kings, and is a beautiful

place, situated in a forest of orchaids. The ancient

Atropatene may have included also the countries of
Ghilan and Talish, together with the plain of
Moghan at the mouth of the combined Kur and
Aras rivers. These tracts are low and flat; that of
Moghan is sandy and steiiie ; Talish is more pro-
ductive ; while Ghilan (like Mazanderan) is rich

and fertile in the highest degiee. The climate of
Ghilan, however, is unhealtliy, and at times pesti-

lential ; the streams perpetually overflow their

banks; and the waters which escape, stagnate in

marshes, whose exhalations spread disease and death
among the inhabitants. 2. Media Magna lay south
and east of Atropatene. Its northern boundary was
the range of Elburz from the Caspian Gates to the

Jiudbar pass, through which the Sefid Rud reaches

the low countiy of Ghilan. It then adjoined upon
Atropatene, from which it may be regarded as se-

parated by a line running about S.W. by W. from

the bridge of Menjil to Zagros. Here it touched
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Assp-ia, from which it was probably divided by th<*

last line of hills towards the west, before the moun-

tains sink down upon the plain. On the south i*

was bounded by Susiana and Persia Proper, the

fornier of which it met in the modem Luristan,

probably about lat. 33° 30', while it struck the

latter on the eastern side of the Zagros range, in

lat. 32° or 32° 30'. Towards the east it w;\s

closed in by the great salt deseit, which Herodotus

reckons to Sagartia, and later writers to Parthia

and Carmania. Media Magna thus contained great

part of Kurdistan aud Luristan, with all Ardelan

and I}-ak Ajemi. The character of this tract is

very varied. Towards the west, in Ardelan, Kur-

distan and Luristan, it is highly moimtainous, but

at the same time well-watered and richly wooded,

fertile and lovelv ; on the north, along the flank of

Elburz, it is less charming, but still pleasant and

tolerably productive; while towards the east and

south-east it is bare, arid, rocky, and sandy, sujv

porting with difficulty a spare and wretched pojiu-

lation. The present productions of Zagros are

cotton, tobacco, hemp, Indian com, rice, wheat,

wine, and fruits of every variety ; every valley is a

garden; and besides valleys, extensive plains are

often found, furnishing the most excellent pasturage.

Here were nurtured the valuable breed of horses

called Nisaean, which the Pereians cultivated with

such especial care, and from which the hoi-ses of the

monarch were always chosen. The pasture-gi'ounds

of Khawah and Alishtar between Behistun and

Khorram-abad, probably represent the " Nisaean

plain " of the ancients, which seems to have taken

its name from a town Kisaea (Nisaya), mentionetl

in the cuneifonn inscriptions.

Although the division of Media into these two

provinces can only be distinctly proved to have ex-

isted from the time of Alexander the Great, yet

there is reason to believe that it was more ancient,

dating from the settlement of the Medes in the

country, which did not take ])lace all at once, but

was first in the more northern and afterwards in

the southem country. It is indicative of the divi-

sion, that there were two Ecbatanas — one, tlie

northern, at Takht-i-Suleiman : the other, the

southern, at Hamadan, on the flanks of Mount

Orontes (Elwand)—respectively the capitals of the

two districts. [ECBATANA.]
Next to the two Ecbatanas, the chief town in

Media was undoubtedly Ithages—the Raga of the

inscriptions. Hither the rebel Phraortes fled on his

defeat by Darius Hystaspis, and hither too came

Darius Codomannus after the battle of Arbela, on

his way to the eastern provinces (Ait. Exp. Alex.

iii. 20). The only othei place of much note was

1
Bagistflna, the modern Behistun, which guarded the

chief pass connecting Media with the Mesopota-

mian plain.

No doubt both parts of Media were further sub-

•lividod into provinces ; but no trustworthy account

of these minor divisions has come down to us. The

tract about Rhages was certainly called Hhagiaua

;

and the mountain tract adjoining Persia seems to

have been known as Paraetacene, or the country of

the Paraetacae. Ptolemy gives sis Median districts

Elymais, Choromithrene, Sigrina, Daritis, and Sy-

romedia ; but these names are little known to othei

writei-s, and suspicions attach to some of them. On
the whole it would seem that we do not possess

materials for a minute account of the ancient geo-

graphy of the countiy, which is very imperfectly

described by Strabo, and almost omitte<l by Pliny.
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(See Sir H. R;iwliiison's Articles in the Journal

of the Geograpldcal Societij, vol. ix. Art. 2, and

vol. X. Articles 1 and 2 ; and compare Layard's

Nineveh and Babi/lon, chap. xvii. and xviii.
;

Chesney's Enphrates Expedition, i. 122, &c.

;

Kinneir's Persian Empire ; Ker Porter's Travels
;

and lUiwlinson's Herodotus, vol i. Appendix, Essay

ix.) [G. K.]

ME'DIAN (SnD ; Keri, HNHD : 6 MtjSos :

Medus'). Darius, " the son of Ahasuerus, of the seed

of the Medes" (Uan. ix. 1) or "the Mede" (xi. 1),

is thus described in Dan. v. 31.

MEDICINE. I. Next to care for food, clothing,

and shelter, the curing of hurts takes precedence

even amongst savage nations. At a later period

comes the treatment of sickness, and recognition of

states of disease ; and these mark a nascent civiliza-

tion. Internal diseases, and all for which an ob-

vious cause cannot be assigned, are in the most early

period viewed as the visitation of God, or as the act

of some malignant power, human—as the evil eye

—

or else superhuman, and to be dealt with by sorcery,

or some other occult supposed agency. The Indian

notion is that all diseases are the work of an evil

spirit (Sprengel, Gesch. der Arzeneikiinde, pt. ii.

48). But among a civilised race the pre-eminence

of the medical art is confessed in proportion to the

increased value set on human life, and the vastly

greater amount of comfort and enjoyment of which

civilised man is capable. • It would be strange if their

close comiexion historically with Egypt had not im-

bued the Israelites with a strong appreciation of the

value of this art, and with some considei'able degree

of medical cultui'e. From the most ancient testi-

monies, sacred and secular, Egypt, from whatever

cause, though perhaps fi-om necessity, was foremost

among the nations in this most human of studies

purely physical. Again, as the active intelligence

of Greece flowed in upon her, and mingled with the

immense store of pathological records which must
have accumulated under the system described by

Herodotus,—Egypt, especiaUy Alexandria, became

the medical repertory and museum of the woild.

Thither all that was best worth preserving amid
earlier civilisations, whether her own or foreign,

had been attracted, and medicine and suj'gery

flourished amidst political decadence and artistic

decline. The attempt has been made by a French

w liter (Renouard, Histoirede

Mi.'dicine depuis son Origine

.V.'.) to arrange in periods the

wth of the medical art as

lows:— 1st. The Primi-

A\>-t or Instinctive Period,

lasting from the earliest rc-

coi-ded treatment to the f

of Troy. 2ndly. The Sacred

or Mystic Period, lasting till

the dispei-sion of the Pythagorean Society, .500 B.C.

3rdly. The Philosophiail Period, closing with the

foundation of the Alexandrian Library, B.C. 320.

" Recent researches at Kouyunjik have given proof, it

is suid, of the use of the microscope in minute rtevlces,

and yielded up even specimens of magnifying lenses,
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4thly. The Anatomical Period, which continued

till the death of Galen, A.D. 200. r>ut these arti-

ficial lines do not strictly exhibit the truth of the

matter. Egypt was the earliest home of medical

and other skill for the region of the Meditenanean

basin, and every Egyptian mummy of the more ex-

pensive and elaborate sort, involved a process of

anatomy. This gave opportunities of inspecting a

vast number of bodies, varying in every possible con-

dition. Such opportunities were suie to be turned

to account (Pliny, N. H. xix. 5) by the more dili-

gent among the faculty—for " the physicians

"

embalmed (Gen. 1. 2). The intestines had a sepa-

rate receptacle assigned them, or were restored to

the body through the ventral incision (Wilkinson,

V. 4G8) ; and every such process which we can

trace in the mummies discovered shows the most
minute accuracy of manipulation. Notwithstand-

ing these laborious efforts, we have no trace of any
philosophical or rational system of Egyptian origin

;

and medicine in Egypt was a mere art or pro-

fession. Of science the Asclepiadae of Greece were

the time originatore. Hippocrates, who wrote a

book on " Ancient Medicine," and who seems to

have had many opportunities of access to foreign

soui'ces, gives no prominence to Eg^-pt. It was no

doubt owing to the repressive influences of her fixed

institutions that this country did not attain to a

vast and speedy proficiency in medical science, when
post mortem examination was so general a rule in-

stead of being a rare exception. Still it is impos-

sible to believe that considerable advances in physi-

ology could have failed to be made there from time

to time, and similarly, though we cannot so well

determine how far, in Assyna.» The best guarantee

for the advance of medical science is, after all, the

interest which every human being has in it; and

this is most strongly felt in large gregarious masses

of population. Compared with the wild countries

around them, at any j-ate, Egypt must have

seemed incalculably advanced. Hence the awe,

with which Homer's Greeks speak of her wealth,''

resources, and medical skill ; and even the visit of

Abraham, though prior to this period, found her

no doubt in advance of other countries. Repre-

sentations of early Egyptian surgery apparently

occur on some of the monuments of Beni-Hassan.

Fhnt knives used for embalming have been re-

covered—the " Ethiopic stone" of Herodotus (ii. 8*5

;

comp. Ex. iv. 25) was probably either olack flint or

agate •, and those who have assisted at the opening of

a mummy have noticed that the teeth exhibited a

eyes for the nature-world feel the want of such spec-

tacles.

b n. ix. 381 ; Od. iv. 229. See also Herod. 11. 84, and

A cone engraved with a table of cuius, so small as to be i. 77. The simple heroes had reverence for the heallns

unintelligible without a lens, was brought home by Sir H. skill which extended only to wounds. There is hardly any

Kawlinson, and is now In the British Museum. As to ncoRiiition of disease in Homer. There Is sudden deatli,

whether the invention was brought to bear on medical pestilence, and weary old age, but hardly any fixed morbid

science, proof is wanting. Trobally such science had not condition, s.ive in a shnile (0</. v. 305). Sfe, however, a

ypt l)eon pushed to the point at which the microscope letter />c?«;6u« ex //omoo nierfi'cis, U.G. Wolf, Wittenberg,

becomes useful. Only those who tave quick keen 1791.
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dentistry not iuteiior in execution to the work of the

best modern experts. This coutinns the stitement of

Heroilotus that every part of the body wrts studied

by a distinct practitioner. Pliny (vii. 57) asserts

that tlie Egyptians claimed the invention of the

liealing art, and (s.wi. 1) thinks them subject to

many diseases. Their " many medicines" are men-

tioned (Jer. xlvi. 11). Many valuable drugs may
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the first half of which related to anatomy. The
vaiious recipes known to have been beneficial were
recorded, with their peculiar cases, in the memoirs
of physic, inscril)ed among the laws, and depositc<)

in the principal temples of the place (Wilkinson, iii.

39G, 397). The reputation of its practitioners in

historiail times was such that both Cyrus and

i

Darius sent to Egypt for physicians or surgeons"^

(Herod, iii. 1, 129-132); and by one of

the same country, no doubt, Cambyses'

wound was • tended, though not j)er-

haps with much zeal for his recovery.

Of midwifery we have a distinct

notice (Ex. i. 15), and of women as

its practitionei-s,"= which fact may also

be verified from the sculptures (Raw-
linson's note on Herod, ii. 84). The
physicians had salaries from the public

tre;isury, and treated always according

to established precedents, or deviated

from these at their peril, in case of a

fatal termination ; if, however, the

patient died under accredited treatment

no blame was attached. They treateil

gratis patients when travelling or on

military service. Most diseases were
by them ascribed to indigestion and

excessive eating (Diod. Sicul.' i. 82),
be derived from the plants mentioned by Wilkinson I and when theu- science tailed them magics w;is

Doctors (or Barbers ?) and Patients. (Wilkinson.)

(iv. 621), and the senna of the adjacent interior of

Africa still excels all other. Athothmes II., king of

the country, is said to have written on the subject

of anatomy. Hermes (who may perhaps be the

same as Athothmes. intellect personified, only dis-

guised as a deity instead of a legendary king), was

Exvotos. (Wilki
1. Ivory liand, in Mr. SaltV collrrtion.
2. Stono tablet, dedicnti-d to Amunro, for the recover}' o{ n eomplolnt
3. An ear, of terra ci.tta, from Thebes, in Sir J. Gai-dner WUkiuson's

;

said to have written six books on medicine ; in

which an entire chapter was devoted to diseases of
the eye (Hawlinson's Herod,, note to ii. 84), and

" Comp. the letter of Benhadiid to Joram, 2 K. v. 6, to

procure the cure of Naanian.
d The words of Herod, (iii. 66), <o5 e<r<j>aK(\i<re re to

ixrriov koX 6 furipoi Taxtora to-aTrr), appear to indicate

medical treatment by the temis owiployed. It is not
unlikely the physician may have taken the opportunity
iK avenge the wrongs of his nation.

' The sex Is clear from the Heb. grammatical forms.

Tlifl names of two, Shiphrah and IMah. are recorded.

The treatment of newborn Hebrew Infants is nicutioned

(Kz. xvt. 4") as consistinp in washing, falling, and

called in. On recovery it was also customary to

suspend in a temple an ervoto, which was com-
monly a model of the part affected ; and such offer-

ings doubtless, as in the Coan temple of Aescu-

lapius, became valuable aids to the pathological

student. The Egyptians who lived in the corn-grow-

ing region are said by Hero-
dotus, (ii. 77) to have been

specially attentive to health.

The practice of circumcision

is traceable on monuments
certainly anterior to the age
of Joseph. Its antiquity is

involved in obscurity ; es-

pecially as all we know of

the Egyptians makes it un-

"kely that they would have
borrowed such a practice,

.^o late as the period of

Abraham, fiom any mere
sojoiu-ner among them. Its

beneficial effects in the

temperature of Egypt and
Syria have often been no-

ticed, e.<!pecially as a pre-

servative of cleanliness, &c.

The scrupulous attention

paid to the dead was favour-

able to the health of tlie

living. Such powerfid drugs as asphaltum, natron,
resin, pure bitumen, and various aromatic gums,
suppressed or counteracted all noxious effluvia fioni •>

I the ear ; found at Tliebcs.

swaddling: this last was not used in Egypt (Wilkin-

' The same author adds that the most common method
of treatment was by K\vaixoU Kal njoTci'ais itai c/icVois.

g Magicians and pliysicians both bi-longed to the

priestly caste, and perliaps united their professions in

one person.

•> " L'Egypte modeme u'eu est plus Ml, et, comme M.
Parisct I'a si bicn signal^, les tombcaux dcs peres, Infiltres

par les eaux du Nil, so cotivertissont en autont de foyers

pcstilentiels pcur leurs eufants " (Michel Levy, p. IS).
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tlie corpse ; even the saw-ilust of the floor, on which

the body liail been cleansed, was collected iu small

linen bags, which, to the number of twenty or thirty,

were deposited in vases near the tomb (Wilkinson,'

V. 468, 469). For the extent to which these practices

were imitixted among the Jews, see Embalming
;

at any rate tlie uncleanness imputed to contact

with a corpse \v;is a powerful preseixative ^ against

the inoculation of the living frame with morbid

humours. But, to pursue to later times this merely

general question, it appears (Pliny, iV. //. xix. 5"")

that the Ptolemies themselves practised dissection,

and that, at a period when Jewish intercourse with

Egypt was complete and reciprocal," there existed

in Alexandiia a great zeal for anatomical study.

The only influence of importance which would tend

to check the Jews from sharing this was the cere-

monial law, the special reverence of Jewish feeling

towards human remains, and the abhorrence of
" uncleanness." Yet those Jews—and there were

at all times since the captivity not a few, perhaps

—who tended to foreign kudty, and affected Greek

pliilosophy and culture, would assuredly, as we
shall have further occasion to notice that they

in fact did, enlarge their anatomical knowledge
from sources which repelled their stricter bre-

tliren, and the result would be apparent in the

general elevated standai'd of that profession, even

as practised in Jerusalem. The diilusion of Chris-

tianity in the 3rd and 4th centuries exercised a

similar but moi-e universal restraint on the dis-

secting-ioom, until anatomy as a pursuit became

extinct, and the notion of profaneness quelling

everywhere such researches, surgical science be-

came stagnant to a degree to which it hail never

prevn'ously sunk within the memory of human
records.

In comparing the growth of medicine in the

rest of the ancient world, the high rank of its prac-

titionei's—princes and heroes—settles at once the

This may perhaps be the true account of the production

of the modern plague, which, however, disappears when
llie temperature rises ahove a given limit, excessive heat

tending to dissipate the miasma.
' This autlior further refers to Pettigrew's History of

Egyplian Mummies.
k 1*. Ferguson, iu an article on pestilential infection.

Quarterly Reoiew, vol. xlvi., 1832, insists on actual contact

with the diseased or dead as the condition of transmission

of the disease. But compare a tract by Dr. Macmichael,

(M the Progress of Opinion on the Subject of Cmitagion.

See also Essays on State Medicine, H. W. Runisey, London,

1856,ess.iii.p. 130, &c. For .incient opinions on the matter,

see /'auius.(lesi«.ed.SydenhaniSoclety, 1.284 &c. Tbucy-
dides, in his description of the Athenian plagiio. Is the first

who alludes to it, and that but infereniially. It seems

on the whole most likely that contagiousness is a quality

<)t miirbid condition which may be present or absent.

What the conditions are no one seems able to say. As an
instance, elephantiasis was said by early writers (e.g.

Aretaeus and Rhazes) to be contagious, which some
modem authorities deny. The assertion and denial are

so clear and circumstantial in cither case, that no other

solution seems open to the question.
" " Keglbus corpora monuorum ad scrutandos morbos

iiisecantibus."

" Cyrene, the well-known Greek African colony, had a

high repute lor physicians of excellence ; and some of its

coins bear the impress of the oiros, or assafoetida, a me-
dicjil drug to which miraculous virtues were ascribed.

Now the Cyrenaica was a home for the Jews of the disper-

sion (Acts II. 10 ; I'aul. Aeyin. Sydenham Society, iii. 283).
° Galen himself wrote a book, n-cpi nt<; koB' 'Oitripov

tarpiif^?, quoted by Alexander of 'I'ralles, lib. jx. cap. 4.
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question as to the esteem in which it was held in

the Homeric" .ind pre-HomericP period. To de-

scend to the historical, the story of Democedes '' at

the court of Darius illustrates the practice of Greek

surgery before the period of Hippocrates ; anti-

cipating iu its gentler waiting ujion ' nature, as

compared (Herod, iii. 130) with that of the Per-

sians and Egyptians, the method and maxims of that

Father of physic, who wiote against the theories

and speculations of the so-called philosophical school,

and was a true Empiricist before that sect was
formalarized. The Dogmatic school was founded
after his time by his disciples, who departed from his

eminently practical and inductive method. It re-

cognised hidden causes of health and sickness arising

from certain supposed principles or elements, out of

which bodies were composed, and by virtue of

which all their parts and members were attempered
together and became sympathetic. He has soma
curious remarks on the sympathy of men with
climate, seasons, &c. Hippocrates himself rejected

supernatural accounts of disease, and especially de-

moniacal possession. He refers, but with no mystical

sense, to numbers" as furnishing a rule for cases. It

is remarkable that he e.xtols the discernment of

Orientals above Westerns, and of Asiatics above Eu-
ropeans, in medical diagnosis.' The empirical .school,

which arose in the third century B.C., imder the

guidance of Acron of Agrigentum, Serapion of Alex-

andria, and Philinus of Cos," waited lor the symp-
toms of every case, disregarding the rules of practice

based on dogmatic principles. Among its votaries

was a Zachalias (perhaps Zacharias, and possibly a

Jew) of Babylon, who (Pliny, N. H. xxxvii. 10,

conip. xxxvi. 10) dedicated a book on medicine to

Jlithridates the Great; its views were also sup-

ported* by Herodotus of Tai-sus, a place which, next

to Alexandi-ia, became distinguished for its schools

of philosophy and medicine ; as also by a Jew named
!
Theodas, or Theudas.y of Laodicea, but a student

P The indistinctness with which the medical, tJie ma-

I

gical, and the poisonous were confounded under the word
! (/)apfiaKa by the early Greeks will escape no one. (So

I

Ex. xxii. 18, the Heb. word for "witch" is in the L.\X.
rendered by (^apjioKos.) The legend of the Argonauts and

j

Medea illustrates this ; the Homeric Moly, mid Nepenthes,
and the whole story of Circe, confirm it.

I

T The fame which he had acquired in Samos had reached

j

Sardis before Darius discovered his presence among the

j

captives taken from Oroetes (Herod, iii. 129).

j

The best known name amongst the pioneers of Greek
i medical science is Herodicus of Selymbria, " qui totam
gj'mnasticam medicinae adjunxit ;" for which he was
censured by Hippocrates {BUlioth. Script. Med. s. v.). The
alliance, however, of the iarpiic^ with the yvjin'a(7TiK7i is

familiar to us from the Dialogues of Tlato.

" Thus the product of seven and forty gives the term
of the days of gestation ; in his nepl vovawv S, why men
died, ev TJjtn jr€pi<r<77;<ri toiP ^/xcpe'wr, is discussed ; so the

^

^th, 8th, Uih, imd 17th, are noted as the critical days in

acute diseases.

I

t Sprengel, ub. sup. iv. 52-5, speaks of an Alexandrian

I

school of medlc-ine as having carried anatomy, especially

I

under the guidance of Hlerophilus, to lis highest pitch of

ancient perfection. 1 1 seems not, however, to have claimed

I
any distinctive principles, but stands chronologically be-

j

twcen the Dogmatic and Kmplric schools.

" The former of these wrote against Hippocrates, the

latter was acoramentatoron him (Sprengel, ub. sup. iv. 81).

« It treats of a stone called hematite, to which the author

I

ascribes great virtues, especially as regards the eyes.

y The authorities for these statements alwui Tbeudnn

I arc given by Wundcrbar, /Hblisch-TalmudiscJie Medicin.

\

\\jes Heft, p. 25. Ho refers among otliers to Talnnid, Tr
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of AlexauJiia, aii'l the last, or nearly so, of the

Empiricists whom its schools produced. The re-

marks of Theudas on the right method of observing,

and the value of experience, and his book on medicine,

now lost, in which he an-angeil his subject under the

heads of indicatoria, curatoria, and salubris, earned

him high reput;ition as a champion of empiricism

against the reproaches of the dogmatists, though tliev

were subsequently impugned by Galen and Theo-

dosius of Tripoli. His period was that from Titus to

Hadrian. " The empiricists held that obsei-vatiou

and the application of known remedies in one case to

otliers presumed to be similar constitute the whole

art of cultivating medicine. Though their views

were nai-row, and their infonnation scanty when
compared with some of the chiefs of the other sects,

and although they rejected as useless and miattain-

able all knowledge of the causes and recondite nature

of diseases, it is undeniable that, besides pereonal

experience, they freely availed themselves of his-

torical detail, and of a strict analogy founded upon

observation and the resemblance of phenomena"

(Dr. Adams, Paul. Aeijin. ed. Sydenham Soc).

This school, however, was opposed by another,

kno\vn as the Methodic, which had arisen under the

leading of Themison, also of Laodicea, about the

period of Pompey the Great.* Asclepiades paved

the way for the "method" in question, finding a

theoretic » basis in the corpuscular or atomic theory

of physics which he borrowed from Heraclides of

Pontus. He had passed some early years in Alex-

andria, and thence came to Kome shortly before

Cicero's time (comp. quo nos medico amicoque usi

sumus, Crassus. ap. Cic. de Orat. i. 14). He was

a transitional link between the Dogmatic and Em-
piric schools and this later or Methodic (Sprengel,

«6. sup. pt. V. 16), which sought to rescue medicine

from the bewildering mass of particulars in which
empiricism had plunged it. He reduced diseases to

two classes, chronic and acute, and endeavoured like-

wise to simplify remedies. In the meanwhile the

most judicious ofmedical theorists since Hippocrates,

Celsus of the Augustan period, had reviewed

medicine in the light which all these schools

artbnli'd, and not professing any distinct teaching,

but bon-owing from all, may be viewed as eclectic.

He translated Hippocrates largely verbatim, quoting

in a less degree Asclepiades and othei-s. Antonius
Musa, whose " cold-water cure," after its successful

trial on Augustus himself, became generally popular,

seems to have had little of scientific basis ; but by
the usual method, or the usual accidents, became
merely the fashionable practitioner of his day in

Rome.* Attalia, near Tarsus, fmiiished also,

shortly after the period of Celsus, Athenaeus, the

leader of the last of the schools of medicine which
divide<l the ancient world, under the name of the
" Pneumatic," holding the tenet " of an etherial

Xasir, 52b; to Tosiphta Ohloth, }iv. ; and to Tr. San-
hedrin, a3a, 9M ; Jiethnroth, 28b.

» " .\lla est Hippocratis secta [the Dogmatic], alia Ascle-

Iiiadis, alia Tln'mlsimls " (Suneca, Epist. 95; comp. Juv.

Sat. X. 221).

" For his remains see AscUpiadis Bithynici Fragmenta,

cd. Christ. Gottl. Gurapert, go. Vinar. 1794.

•> Female medic;il aid aiiiKjars to have been current at

Rome, whether m midwifery only (the obstetric), or in

general practice, iis the titles mcdica, ioTpiicT), would seem
to imply (see Martial, Epitj. xl. 72). The Grocics witc not

strangers lo female study of medicine ; e. g. some frag-

ments of the rnmo\i9 Aspasia on women's disorders occur

m A^ tlus.
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pnnciple {-KVivtxa) residing in the microcosm, by

means of which the mind {)erfbrmed the functions

of the body." This is also traceable in Hippo-

crates, and was an established opinion of the

Stoics. It was exemplified in the innate heat, dtpfxi)

f/jL(pvTos, (Aret. de Caus. et Siijn. Morh. Chron.

ii. 13), and the calldum innatum ofmodem physio-

logists, especially in the 17th century (Dr. Adams,

Fref. Aretaeus, ed. Syd. Soc.). It is clear that

all these schools may easily have contributed to

form the medical opinions ciuTent at the period of

the N. T., that the two earlier among them may
have influenced Rabbinical teaching on that siil>-

ject at a much earlier period, and that, especially

at the time of Alexander's visit to Jerusalem, the

Jewish people, whom he favoured and protected, had

an opportunity of largely gathering from the medical

lore of the west. It was necessary therefore to

pass in brief review the growth of the latter, and

especially to note the points at which it intersects

the medical progress of the Jews. Greek Asiatic

medicine culminated in Galen, who was, however,

still but a commentator on his western predecessors,

and who stands literally without rival, successor, or

disciple of note, till the period when Greek learning

was reawakened by the Arabian intellect. Galen

himself ' belongs to the period of the Anto-

nines, but he appears to have been acquainted with

the writings of Moses, and to have travelled in

quest of medical expeiience over Egypt, Syria, and

Palestine, as well as Greece, and a large part of the

west, and, in particular, to have visited the banks

of the Jordan in quest of opobalsamum, and the

coasts of the Dead Sea to obtain samples of bitumen.

He also mentions Palestine as producing a watery

wine, suited for the drink of febrile patients.

II. Having thus described the extenial influences

which, if any, were probably most influential in

forming the medical practice of the Hebrews,

we may trace next its internal growth. The
cabalistic legends mix up the names of Shem
and Heber in their fables about healing, and
a.-icribe to those patriarchs a knowledge of simples

and rare roots, with, of course, magic spells and

occult powers, such as have clouded the history of

medicine from the earliest times down to the

17th century."* So to Abraham is ascribed a talis-

man, the touch of which healed all disease. We
know that such simple surgical skill as the opera-

tion for circumcision implies was Abraham's ; but

severer operations than this are constantly requiied

in the flock and herd, and those who watch care-

fully the habits of animals can hai-dly fiiil to ama-s-s

some guiding principles ajiplicable to man and

beast alike. Beyond this, there was probably

nothing but such ordinaiy obstetrical craft as has

always been traditional among the women of rude

tribes, which could be classed as medical lore in the

• The Arabs, however, continued to build wholly upon

Hippocrates and Galen, save in so far as their advance In

chemical science improved their plianiiacopocia : this may
be seen on reference to the works of Khazes, a.d. 930, and

Haly Abbas, a.d. 980. The first mention of smallpox is

ascribed to Khazes, who, however, quotes several earlier

writers on the suhject. Mahomet himself is said to have

been versed In medicine, and to have compiled some
aphorisms upon it ; and a herbalist literature was always

extensively followed in the Kast from the days of Solomon

downwards (Freind's Histnry of Medicine, ii. 5, 27).

<• See, in evidence of this, Kayal and rraclical Chy-

miitry, in thru treatises, London, 167t».
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f;iniily of the patriarch, uutil his sojourn brought
hiin among the nioie cultivated Philistines and
EgyptiaJis. The only notices which Scripture

aJibrds in connexion with the subject are the cases

ofdiHicult niidwit'ery in the successive households
of lsaac,« Jacob, and Judali (Gen. xsv. 26, xxxv.

17, xxxviii. 27), and so, later, in that of Phinehas

(1 Sam. iv. 19j. The traditional value asciibed to

the mandrake, in regard to generative functions,

relates to the same braiicli of natural medicine
;

but throughout this period occurs no trace of any
attempt to study, digest, and systematise the sub-

ject. But, as Israel grew and multiplied in Egypt,

they derived doubtless a large mental cultivation

from their position imtil cruel policy turned it into

bondage ; even then Moses was rescued fi-om the

lot of Ills brethren, and became leai-ned in all

the wisdom of the Egyptians, including, of coui-se,

medicine and cognate sciences (Clem. Alex. i. p.

413), and those attainments perhaps became sug-

gestive ot future laws. Some practical skill in

metallurgy is evident from Ex. .xxsii. 20. But, if

we admit Egyptian learning as an ingi'edient, we
should also notice how far exalted above it is the

standai-d of the whole Jewish legislative fabric, in

its exemption from the blemishes of sorcery and
juggling pretences. The priest, who had to pro-

nounce on the cure, used no means to advance it, and
the whole regulations prescribed exclude the notion

of ti"atficking in popular superstition. We have no

occult practices reserved in the hands of the sacred

caste. It is God alone who doeth great things,

working by the wand of Moses, or the brazen

serpent ; but the very mention of such instniments

is such as to expel all pretence of mysterious virtues

in the things themselves. Hence various allusions

to God's " healing mercy," and the title " Jehovah
that healeth" (Ex. xv. 26 ; Jer. xvii. 14, xxx. 17

;

Ps. ciii. 3, cxlvii. 3 ; Is. xxx. 26). Nor was the

practice of physic a privilege of the Jewish priest-

hood. Any one might practise it, and this pub-
licity must have kept it pure. Nay, there was
no scriptural bar to its practice by resident aliens.

We read of " physicians," " healing," kc, in

Ex. xxi. 19; 2 K. viii. 29; 2 Chr. xvi. 12;
Jerem. viii. 22. At the same time the greater

leisure of the Levites and their other advantages

would make them the students of the nation, as a

rule, in all science, and their constant residence in

cities would give them the opportunity, if canied

out in fact, of a far wider field of obser^•ation.

The reign of peace of Solomon's days must have

opened, especially with renewed Egyptian inter-

course, new facilities for the study. He himself

seems to have included in his favourite natural

history some knowledge of the medicinal uses of the

creatures. His works show him conversant with

the notion of remwliai treatment (I'rov. iii. 8,
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« Houbts have been raised as to the possibility of twins

being bum, one holding the other's heel ; but there docs

not seem any such limit to the operations of nature

as any objection on that score would imply. After all,

it was perhaps only just such a relative position of the

limbs of the infants at the mere momcut of birth as would

suggest the " holding by the heel." The midwives, it

seems, in case of twins, were called upon to distinguish

the first-boni, to whom important privileges appertained.

The tying on a thread or ribbon wns an easy way of pre-

ventinK mistake, and the assistant in t he case of Tamar
seized the earliest possible nKimcnt for doing it. " When
the hand or foot of a living child prolnides, it is to be

pushed up . . and the head made lo inesent " {raul. Acgin.

vi. 15, xii. 18, .xvii. 22, xx. 30, xxix. 1; Eccles.

iii. 3) ; and one passage (see p. 306) indicates con-

siderable knowledge of anatomy. His repute in

magic is the universal' theme of eastern story. It

hits even been thought he had recourse to the

shiine of Aesculapius at Sidon, and enriched his re-

sources l)y its records or relics ; but there seems

some doubt whether this temple was of such liigh

antiquity. Solomon, however, we cannot doubt,

would have turned to the account, not only of

wealth but of knowledge, his peaceful reign, wide

dominion, and wider renown, and would have sought

to traffic in learning, as well as in wheat and gold.

To him the Talmudists ascribe a " volume of cures
"

(niXIDI 1DD), of which they make frequent men-
tion (Fabricius, Cod. Pseudep. V. T. 1043,4). Jo-

sephuj {Ant. viii. 2) mentions his knowledge of

medicine, and the use of spells by him to expel

demons who cause sicknesses, " which is continued

among us," he adds, " to this time." The dealings

of various prophets with quasi-medical agency can-

not be regarded as other than the mere accidental

form which their miraculous gifts took (IK. xiii.

6, xiv. 12, xvii. 17; 2 K. 1. 4, xs. 7 ; Is. xxx-viii.

21). Jewish tradition has invested Elisha, it

would seem, with a function more largely medi-

cinal than that of the other servants of God ; but

the Scriptural evidence on the point is scanty,

save that he appears to have known at once the

proper means to apply to heal the water's, and

temper the noxious pottage (2 K. ii. 21, iv. 39-41).

His healing the Shunammite's son has been dis-

cussed as a case of suspended animation, and of

animal magnetism applied to resuscitate it ; but

the naiTative clearly implies that the death was
real. As regards the leprosy, had the Jordan com-
monly possessed the healing power which Naaman's
faith and obedience found in it, would there

have been "many lepers in Israel in the days

of Eliseus the prophet," or in any other days?
Further, if our Lord's words (Luke iv. 27) are to be

talien literally, Elisha's reputation could not have

been founded on any succession of lepers healed. The
washing was a part of the enjoined lustration of the

leper after his cure was complete ; Naaman was to

act as though clean, like the " ten men that were
lepers," bidden to " go and show themselves to

the priest "—in either case it was " as thou hast

believed, so be it done unto thee."

The sickness of Benhadad is certainly so de-

scribed as to imply treachery on the part of Hazael

(2 K. viii. 15). Yet the observation of Bruce, upon

a "cold-water cure" practised among the people

near the Red Sea, has suggested a view somewhat
different. The bed-clothes are soaked with cold

water, and kept thoroughly wet, and the patient

drinks cold water freely. But the crisis, it seems,

occurs on the third day, and not till the tifth is it

ed. Sydenh. Soc, i. 648, Hippocr. quoted by Dr. Adams).

This probably the midwife did ; at the same time marking

him as lirst-boru in virtue of being thus "presented" first.

ITie precise meaning of the doubtful expression ii Gen.

xxxviii. 27 and marg. Is discussed by Wunderbar, ub.sup.

p. 50, In reference both to the children and to the mother.

Of Rachel a Jewish commentator sjiys, " Mullis etiam

ex itinere diOicultatibus pracgnssis, viribusque post din

protractos dolores exhauslis, atonia uteri, forsan quidem

hacmrrrhagia in pariendo mortiia est " (ibid.).

' Josephus {A»t. viii. 2) mentions a cure of one jhis-

sessed with a devil by the use of some root, the knowledge

of which was referred by traditiun to Solomon.
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iKure iisiuil to apply this treatmeut. If the cham-

Injilaiii, through carelessness, ignorance, or treachery,

precipitated the application, a fatal 8 issue may

have suddenly res\ilted. The " brazen sei-pent,"

once the means of healing, and worehipped idola-

trously in Hezckiah's reign, is supposed to have ac-

quired those honours under its Aesculapian aspect.

This notion is not inconsistent with the Scripture

luuiative, though not therein traceable. It is sup-

posed that something in the " volume of cures,"

cunent under the authority of Solomon, may have

conduced to the establishment of these rites, and

drawn away the popular homage, especially in

prayers during sickness, or thanksgivings after

recovery, from" Jehovah. The statement that King

Asa (2 Chr. xvi. 12) "sought not to Jehovah but

to the physicians," may seem to countenanfe the

notion that a rivalry of actual worship, based on

some medical fancies, had been set up, and would so

far support the Talmudical tradition.

The captivity at Babylon brought the Jews

in contact with a new sphere of thought. Their

chief men rose to the highest honours, and an

improved ment;d culture among a large section of

the captives was no doubt the result which they

imported on their return.'' We loiovv too little of

the precise state of medicine in Babylon, Susa, and

the " cities of the Medes," to determine the direction

in which the impulse so derived would have led the

exiles ; but the confluence of streams of thought

from opposite sources, which impregnate each other,

would surely produce a tendency to sift established

practice and accepted axioms, to set up a new
standard by which to try the cuiTent rules of aii,

and to determine new lines of inquiry for any eager

spirits disposed to search for truth. Thus the visit

of Democedes to the court of Darius, though it

seems to be an isolated fact, points to a general

opening of oriental manners to Greek iuflueiKie,

which was not too late to leave its traces in some
perhaps of the contemporaries of Ezra. That great

reformer, with the leaders of national thought

gathered Jibout him, could not fail to recognise

medicine among the salutary measures which dis-

8 Professor Newman remarks on the manner of Ben-

liiidad's recorded death, that " when a man Is so near

to death that this will kill him, we need good evi-

dence to ahow that the story is nut a vulgar scandal

"

{Hebrew Monarchy, p. ISO note). The remark seems

to betray ignorance of what is meant by the crisis of a

fever.

i> Wundorbar, whom the writer has followed in a large

portion of this general review of Jewish medicine, and

his obligations to whom are great, has here set up a view
which appears untenable. He regards the Babylonian
captivity as parallel In its effects to the Egyptian bondage,

and seems to think that the people would return debased

from its influence. On the contrary, those whom sub-

jection hiid made ignoble and unpatriotic would remain.

If any returned, it was a pledge that they were not so

impaired; and, if not impaired, they would be certainly

improved by the discipline they had undergone. Ho also

thinks that sorcery had the largest share in any Baby-
lonian or I'erslan system of medicine. This is assuming
t«o much : there were magicians in Egypt, but physicians

also (see al)0ve) of high cultivation. Human nature has

so great an interest in human life, that only in the savage

rudimentary societies is its economy left thus involved in

phantasms. The earliest steps of civilization includo

something of medicine. Of course superstitions are found

copiously involved in such medical tenets*, but this is not

equivalent to abandoning the study to a class of profes.sed

niJigicians. Thus in the Ucljennlc dcr aKhahyUmuschen
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tinguished his epoch. And whatever advantages

the Levites had possessed in earlier days were now
speedily lost even ;ts regards the study of thedivim-

law, and much more therefore as regards that

of medicine ; into which competitors would crowd
in proportion to its broader and more obvious

human interest, and ellectually demolish any
naiTowing barriers of established privilege, if such

previously existed.

It may be observed that the priests in their minis-

trations, who perfoi-med at all seasons of the year

bai'efbot on stone pavement, and without perhaps

any variation of dress to meet that of temperature,

were peculiarly liable to sickness.' Hence the

permanent appointment of a Temple physician has

been supposed by some, and a certain Ben-Ahijah is

mentioned by Wunderbai' as occurring in the Talmud
in that capacity. But it rather appears as though

such an officer's appointment wei'e precarious, and

varied with the demands of the ministnmts.

The book of Ecdesiasticus shows the increased

regard given to the distinct study of medicine, by

the repeated mention of physicians, &'c., which it

contains, and which, as probably belonging to the

period of the Ptolemies, it might be expected to

show. The wisdom of prevention is recognised in

Ecclus. xviii. 19, perhaps also in x. 10. Rank

and honour are said to be the portion of the physi-

cian, and his office to be from the Lord (xxxviii. 1,

,'5, 12). The repeated allusions to sickness in vii.

3.5,.x.xx. 17, xx.vi. 22, xxsvii, 30, xxx\'iii. 9, coupled

with the fonner recognition of merit, have caused

some to suppose that this author was himself a

physician. If he was so, the power of mind and

wide lange of observation shown in his work would
give a favourable impression of the standard of

practitioners ; if he was not, the great general po-

pularity of the study and practice may be inferred

fiom its thus becoming a common topic of general

advice oltered by a non-professional writer. In

Wisd. xvi. 12, plaister is spoken of; anointing, as a

means of healing, in Tob. vi. 8.

To bring down the subject to the period of the

N. T. St. Luke,'' " the beloved physician," who

Lileratur, p. 123, by D. Chwolson, St. Pctersb. 1859 (the

value of which Is not however yet ascertained), a

writer on poisons claims to have a magic antidote, but

declines stating wh.it it is, as it is not his business to

mention such things, and he only does so in cases where

the charm Is in connexion with medical treatment and

resembles it ; the magicians, adds the same writer on

another occasion, use a particular means of cure, but he

declines to impart it, having a repugnance to witchcraft.

So (pp. 125-6) we find traces of chaiins introduced Into

Biibylonish treatises on medical .science, but apologetically,

and as il against sounder knowledge. Similarly, the opinion

of fatalism Is not without its influence on medicine; but II

Is chiefly resorted to where, as in pestilence often happens,

all known aid seems useless.

' Thus we find Kail, De Aforbis Saccrdotuvi, Hafn. 17-15,

referred to by AVunderbar, Istes Heft, p. 60.

'' This Is not the plac« to introduce any discussion on th(!

language of St. Luke ; it may be observed, however that

It appears often tinctured by his early studies: e. g., v. 18,

TTopoAeAumtVos, the correct term, instead of the popular

TTapaAuTiKo? of St. Matthew and Si. Mark; so-viii. 44,

€<7T7) r] pucrts, instead of the apparently Hebraistic phrase

e^YipavSr) r) ir^y») of the latter ; so vl. 19, iaro jrafTo!,

where Btea-uBiiaav and ia-ui^ovro am used by the others ;

and vlli. 65, tTrc'orpei^e to Tri'tC/iia (the breath ?), as though

a token of animatioti returning ; and the list might easily be

enlarged. St. I^uke abounds In the narratives of demoniacs,

while Hippocrates repudiates such influcnc*, as producing
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practised at Aiitioch whilst the body vvns his care,

could hardly have tailed to be coiiveisant with all

the leading opinions current down to his own tinn".

tjituated between the great schools of Alexandria

and Cilicia, within easy sea-transit of both, as well

as of the western homes of science, Antioch enjoyed

a more cenU-al position than any great city of

the ancient world, and in it accordingly all the

streams of contemporary mcdiad learning may
have probably found a point of coutiuence. The
medicine of tlie N. T. is not solely, nor even chiefly,

Jewish medicine ; and even if it were, it is clear

that the more mankind became mixed by intercourse,

the more medical opinion and practice must have

ceased to be exclusive. The gieat number of Jews
resident in Rome and Greece about the Christian era,

and the successive decrees by which their banish-

ment from the former was proclaimed, must have

imported, even into Palestine, whatever ti-om the

west was best worth knowing ; and we may be as

sure that its medicine and surgery expanded under

these influences, as that, in the writings of the Tal-

mudists, such obligations would be unacknowledged.

But, beyond this, the growth of large mercantile

communities such as existed in Rome, Alexandria,

Antioch, and Ephesus, of itself involves a peculiai-

sanitaiy condition fi'om the mass of human elements

gathered to a focus under new or abnormal circum-

stances. Nor are the words in which an eloquent

modem writer describes the course of this action less

appli(;able to the case ofan ancient than to that of a

modern metropolis. " Diseases once indigenous to

a section of humanity, ai"e slowly but surely creep-

ing up to commercial centres from whence they

will be rapidly propagated. One form of Asiatic

leprosy is approaching the Levant from Arabia.

The history of every disease which is communicated
fi-om man to man establishes this melancholy truth,

that ultimately such maladies overleap all obstjicles

of climate, and demonstrate a solidarity in evil as

well as in good among the brotherhood of nations." •"

In proportion as this " melancholy truth " is per-

ceived, would an intercommunication of mediciU

science prevail also.

The medicine and surgery of St. Luke, then, was
probaUy not inferior to that commonly iu demand
among educated Asiatic Greeks, and must have

been, as regards its basis, Greek medicine, and not

Jewish. Hence a standard Gentile medical write)-,

if any is to be found of that period, would best re-

present the profession to which the evangelist be-

longed. Without absolute certainty as to date," we
seem to have such a \vriter in Aretaeus, commonly
called " the Cappadocian ," who wrote certainly after

Nero's reign began, and probably flourished shortly

before and after the decade in which St. Faul

reached Home and Jerus;ilem fell. If he were of

St. Luke's age, it is strikinc; that he should also be
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maniacal and epileptic disorders. Sc-e this subject dis-

cussed in the Notes on the " Sacred Diseases " in tlie

Sydenh. Soc. ed. of HIppocr. Aretaeus. on the contrary,

recognizes the opinion of demoniac agency in disease. His
words are : Upriv KiKAjjo-icoutri. Tr)V TrdOrjv arap Kal Si'

aAAa? 7rpo(^a(Tta5, rj [x^yedos tov Kaxov, ii:pw yap to

fteya- rj i^irios oiiK avBpwnir)'; aAA.a Sci't)? ^ iai-

fiovos Sofi)? es Toi/ avBpitiiroy (IcroSov, ri ^viJ.-nc.vTuii> 6/ioO,

Tiji-ie exiKAiga-Koi/ Upiji'. \l(p'i. tiriATji/ii'rjs. {Ue C'aus. et

Sign, i/orb. Citron, i. 4.)

"> Dr. Ferguson, Pre/. Essai/ to Oooch on Diseases of

Women, New Sydenham Society, London, 1H59, p. xlvi.

lie adds, " Such has been the case with smallpox, measles,

scarlatina, and the plague . . . The yellow fever has laf. ly

j.)eihaps the only ancient medical authority in favour

of demoniacal possession as a possible account of

epilepsy (see p. 298, note k). If his country be

rightly indicated by his surname, we know that it

gave him the means of iutercourse with both the

Jews and the Christians of the Apostolic period (Acts

ii. 9; 1 Pet. i. 1). It is very likely that Tarsus,

the nearest place of academic repute to that region,

was the scene of at any rate the earlier studies of
Aretaeus, nor would any chronological difficulty

prevent his having been a pupil in medicine there

when Paul and also, perhaps, Barnabas were, as is

probable, pursuing their early studies in other sub-
jects at the same spot. Ai'etaeus, then, assuming the

date above indicated, may be taken as expounding
the medical practice of the Asiatic (J reeks in the latter

half T)f the Hrst century. There is, however, much
of strongly marked individuality in his work, more
especially in the minute verbal portraiture of disease.

That of pulmonary consumption in particular is

traced with the careful description of an eye-

witness, and represents with a curious exactness

the curved nails, shrunken fingers, slender sharpened
nostrils, hollow glazy eye, cadavei-ous look and hue,

the waste of muscle and startling prominence of
bones, the scapula standing off like the wing of a

bird ; as also the habit of body marking youthful

predisposition to the malady, the thin veneer-like

frames, the limbs like pinions," the prominent
throat and shallow chest, with a remark that moist

and cold climates are the haunts of it (Aret. Trept

(pBiaeos). His work exhibits strong traits here and
tliere of the Pneumatic school, as in his statement

regarding lethargy, that it is frigidity implanted
by nature ; concerning elephantiasis even more em-
phatically, that it is a refrigeration of the innate

heat, " or rather a congelation—as it were one
great winter of the system." P The same views
betray themselves in his statement regarding the
blood, that it is the warming principle of all the

parts ; that diabetes is a sort of dropsy, both exhi-

biting the watery principle ; and that the eflect of

white hellebore is as that of fire : " so that what-
ever fire does by burning, helleboi-e effects still moi e

by penetrating inwardly." The last remark shows
that he gave some scope to his imagination, which
indeed we might illustrate from some of his patho-
logical descriptions, e.g. that of elephaiiti;isis, where
the resemblance of the beast to the afhicted human
being is wrought to a fanciful parallel. Allowing
for such overstrained touches here and theie, we
may say that he generally avoids extravagant

crotchets, and rests chiefly on wide observation, and
on tlie common sense which sobers theory and ra-

tionalises facts. He hardly ever quotes an authority
;

and though much of what he states was taught
before, it is dealt with as the common property of

science, or as become sni juris through being proved

ravagid Lisbon under a temperature perfectly similar to

Uiat of London or Paris."

" The date here given is favoured by the introdnctory
review of Aretaeus' life and writings prellxed to Rorr-

ha.ive'8 edition of his worits, and by Dr. Grecnhill in

Smith's Dictionary of Biog. and Myth, sub voc. Are
ta^us. A view that he was about a century later—a con-

temporary, in short, of Galen—is advanced in the .Syd.

Soc. edition, and ably supported. Still the evidence, bclns

purely negative, is slender, and the opposite argnineuts

are not taken Into .iccount, » irrtpvyiiStei.

P ^v^is tart rou i^KjiVrov Oeptiov ov piKpd T€, rj nai

iroyoi, <us cV ti ixiya yit/io (/'. Cuiif. tt Siffn. Morb

Chron. U. 13).
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by his own experience. The freedom \vitii which
he follows or rejects earlier opinions, has occasioned

him to be classed by some amongst the eclectic

school. His work is divided into—J. the causes and

signs of (1) acute, and (2) chronic diseases; and,

II. the curative treatment of (1) acute, and (2)

chronic diseases. His boldness of tre;itment is ex-

empliried in his selection of the vein to be opened

in a wide range of parts, the aim, ancle, tongue,

nose, &c. He first has a distinct mention of

leeches, which Themison is said to have intro-

duced ; and in this respect his surgical resources

appear to be in advance of Celsus. He was familiar

with the operation for the stone in the bladder

and prescribes, as Celsus also does, the use of the

catheter, where its insertion is not prevented by
intiamniation, then the incision 1 into the nefik of

the bladder, nearly as in modern lithotomy. His

views of the internal economy were a strange mix-

ture of truth and error, and the disuse of anatomy
was no doubt the reason why this was the weak
point of his teaching. He held that the work of

producing the blood pertained to the liver, " which

is the root of the veins;" that the bile was distri-

buted from the gall bladder to the intestines ; and,

if this vesica became gorged, the bile was thrown

back into the veins, and by them diffused over tlie

system. He regarded the nerves as the source of

sensation and motion ; and had some notion of them
as branching in pairs fiom the spine.' Thus he lias

a curious statement as regards paralysis, that in

the case of any sensational point beloie the head,

e.i]. from tlie membrane of the spinal marrow being

aflected injmnously, the parts on the right side will

be paralysed if the nerve towards the right side be

hurt, and similarly, convei-sely, of the left side; but
that if the head itself be so atl'ected, the inverse law
of consequence holds concerning the parts related,

since each nei-ve passes over to the other side fiom
that of its origin, decussating each other in the

form of the letter X. The doctrine of the Pneuma,
or etherial ])rinciple existing in the microcosm by
which the mind performs all the functions of the

body, holds a more prominent position in the

works of Aretaeus than in those of any of the

other authorities (Dr. Adams' pref. to Aret. pp.
X. xi.). He was aware that the nervous function

nf sensation was distinct from the motive power;
that either might cease and the other continue.

His pharmacopoeia is copious and reasonable, and
the hmits of the usefulness of this or that
drug are laid down judiciously. He makes large

use of wine,* and prescribing the kind and the

number of cyuilti to be taken ; and some words of his

OQ stomach disoi-dei-s (irepl KapSia\ylris) forcibly

recall those of St. Paul to Timothy (1 Tim. v.

2S), and one might almost suppose them to have
Ijeen suggested by the inten.ser spirituality of his

.Jewish or Christian patients. " Such disorders,"

he says, " are common to those who toil in teach-

ing, whose yearning is after divine instruction, who
despise delicate and varied diet, whose nourishment
is fasting, and whose drink is water." And as a
purge of melancholy he prescribes " a little wine,
and some other more libei-al sastenance." In his

1 Tafiveii' Tiji' Tpi'xaSa leai toi/ t^! kv<tti&<k TpaxtKov.
' Sprengel (u6. sup. iv. 52-5) thinks tliat an approxi-

mately right conception of the nervous system was attained

by Hierophllus of the Alexandrian school of mediclno.
' Galen {flyg. v.) strenuously recommend* the use of

n-ine to the aged, stating the wines best adapted to them.
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essay on Kmtsus, or " brain "

' fever, he describes

the powei-s acquired by the soul before dissolution

in the following remarkable words :
" Every sense

is pure, the intellect acute, the gnostic powers pro-

phetic ; for they prognosticate to themselves in tJie

rii-st place their own departure from life ; then they

foretell what will aflenvards fcike place to those

present, who fancy sometimes that they are delirious

:

but these persons wonder at the result of what has

been s;ud. Others, also, talk to cei-tain of the de.id,

perchance they alone perceiving them to be present,

in virtue of tlieir acute and pure sense, or perchance

from their soul seeing beforehand, and announcing

the men with whom they are about to associate.

For fomierly they wei'e immersed in humours, as if

in mud and darkness ; but when the disease has

drained these oti', and taken away the mist from

their eyes, they perceive those things which are in

the air, and through the soul being vmencumbered

become true prophets." " To those who wish fur-

ther to pursue the study of medicine at this era,

the edition of Aretaeus by the Sydenham Society,

and in a less degree that by Boerhaave, (Lugd. Bat.

1735), to which the references have here been

made, may be recommended.

As the general science of medicine and surgery of

this peiiod may be represented by Aretaeus, so we
have nearly a representation of its Materia Medica
by Dioscorides. He too was of the same general

region—a Cilician Greek—and his first lessons were

probably learnt at Tai-sus. His period is tinged by

the same uncertainty as that of Aretaeus ; but he
lias usually been assigned to the end of the 1st

or beginning of the 2nd century (see Diet, of Biog.

and MythoL s. v.). He was the fii-st author of

high mark who devoted his attention to Materia
Medica. Indeed this branch of ancient science re-

mained as he left it till the times of the Arabians;

and these, though they enlarged the supply of drags

and pharmacy, yet copy and repeat Dioscorides, as

indeed Galen himself often does, on all common
subject matter. Above 90 minei-als, 7(i0 plants,

and 168 animal substances, are said to be described

in the researches of Dioscorides, displaying an

industry and skill which has remiiined the mai-vel

of all subsequent commentators. Pliny, copious,

rare, and curious as he is, yet for want of scientific

medicjil knowledge, is little esteemed in this parti-

cular bi-anch, save when he follows Dioscorides.

The third volume of Paulus Aegin. (ed. Sydenham
Soc), contains a catalogue of medicines simple and

compound, and the large proportion in which the

authority of Dioscorides has contributed to fomi it,

will be manifest at the most cursory inspection.

To abridge such a subject is impossible, and to

transcribe it in the most meagre form would be far

beyoml the limits of this article.

Before ))roceediiig to the examination of diseases

in detail, it may be well to obseiTe that the ques-

tion of identity between any ancient malady known
by description, and any modem one known by ex-

perience, is often doubtful. Some diseases, just as

some plants and some animals, will exist almost aiiy-

wheie ; othere can only be produced within uaiTOw
limits depending on the conditions of climate.

Even Plato {Leg. ii.) allows old men thus to restore their

youth, and correct the austerity of age.

' So Sir H. Halford renders it, Essay VI., in which
occur some valuable comments on the subject l«ated by
Aretaeus.

" Aret. de Sign, et Caus. Moib. Acut. ii. i.
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habit, &c. ; and were only equal obsen-ation applied

to the two, the habitat of a disease might be mapped
as accurately as that of a plant. It is also possible

that some diseases once extensively prevalent, may
run their course and die out, or occar only ca-

sually
;
just as it seems certain that, since the

middle ages, some maladies have been introduced

into Europe which were previously mikuown [Bi-

hlioth. Script. Med. Genev. 1731, s. u. ; Hippocrates,

Celsus, Galen ; Lec.lerc's History ofMed. Par. 1723,

transl. Loud. 1699; Fi-eind's History of Med.).

Eruptive diseases of the acute kind are more pie-

valeut in the East than in colder climes. They
also nm their coui-se more rapidly ; e. g. common
itch, which iu Scotland remains for a longer time

vesicular, becomes, in Syria, pustular as early

sometimes as the third day. The origin of it is

now supposed to be an acarus, but the parasite pe-

rishes when removed fiom the skin. Disease of

various kinds is commonly regarded as a divine in-

fliction, or denounced as a penalty for transgression

;

*' the evil diseases of Egypt " (perhaps in reference

to some of the ten plagues) are especially so charac-

terised (Gen. XX. 18; Ex. xv. 26; Lev. xxvi. 16;

Deut. vii. 15, xxviii. 60; 1 Cor. xi. 30); so the

emerods (see Emerods)* of the Philistines (1 Sam.

V. 6) ; the severe dysentery T (2 Chr. xxi. 15, 19) of

Jehoram, which was also epidemic [Blood, issue

OF; and Fever], the peculiar symptom of which

may perhaps have been prolapsus ani (Dr. Mason

Good, i. 311-13, mentions a case of the entire colon

exposed) ; or, perhaps, what is known as diarrhoea

tidiidaris, formed by the coagulation of fibrine into

a membrane discharged from the inner coat of

the intestines, which takes the mould of the bowel,

and is thus expelled (Kitto, s.v." Diseases ") ; so the

sudden deaths of Er, Onan (Gen. xxxviii. 7, 10), the

Egyptian tii'st-boru (Ex. xi. 4, 5), Nabal, Bathshe-

ba's son, and Jeroboam's (1 Sam.xxv. 38 ; 2 Sam.

xii. 15; 1 K. xiv. 1, 5),areascribed to action of Je-

hovah immediately, or through a prophet. Pestilence

(Hab. iii. 5) attends His path (comp. 2 Sam. xxiv.

15), and is innoxious to those whom He shelters (Ps.

xci, 3-10). it is by Jeremiah, Ezckiel, and Amos
associated (as historically in 2 Sam. xxiv. 13) with
" the sword" and " famine" Jer. xiv. 12, xv. 2,

xxi. 7, 9, xxiv. 10, xxvii. 8, 13, xxviii. 8, xxix.

17, 18, xxxii. 24, 36, xxxiv. 17, xxxviii. 2, xlii.

17, 22, xliv. 13; Ez. v. 12, 17, vi. 11, 12,

vii. 15, xii. 16, xiv. 21, xxxiii, 27; Am.iv. 6, 10).
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» To the authorities there adduced may be added some

remarks by Michel Levy {Traile d'Bygiine, 206-1). wUd

ascribes tbem to a plethoric state producing a congestion

of the veins of the rectum, and followed by piles. Blood

is discharged from them periodically or continuously

;

thus the plethora is relieved, and hence the ancient

oplnlou that hemorrhoids were beneficial. Sanguineous

flux of the part may, however, arise from other causes

than these varices—e.g. ulceration, cancer, &c., of rectum.

Wunderbar (Bib. Talm. Med. iii. 17 d) mentions a blood-

less kind, distinguished by the Talmudists as even more

dangerous, and these he supposes meant In 1 Sam.

V. To these is added (vl. 5, 11, 18) a mention of

D'"13Dy. (A. V. " mice ;") but according to Lichlenslcln

(in Eichhorn'8 Kbliolh. vi. 407-66) a venomous solpuga

is with some plausibility intended, so large, and so

similar in form to a mouse, as to admit of ita being

denominated by the same word. It Is said to destroy and

live upon scorpions, and to attack in the parts alluded to.

The reference given is Pliny, //. N. xxix. 4 ; but Pliny

gives merely the name, " solpuga :" the rest of the state-

ment finds no foundation in him. See below, p. 305 6.

The sicknesses of the widow's son of Zarephath, of

Ah.iziah, Beuhadad, the leprosy of Uzziah, the boil

of Hezekiah, are also noticed as diseases sent by Je-

hovah, or iu which He interposed, 1 K. xvii. 17, 20 ;

2 K. i. 3, XX. 1. In 2 Sam. iii. 29, disease is in-

voked as a cui-se, and in Solomon's prayer, 1 K.

viii. 37 (comp. 2 Chr. xx. 9), anticipated as a chas-

tisement. Job and his friends agree in ascribing

his disease to divine infliction; but the latter urge

his sins as the cause. So, cbnversely, the healing

character of God is invoked or promised, Ps. vi. 2,

xli. 3, ciii. 3 ; Jer xxx. 17. Satanic agency appears

also as procuring disease. Job ii. 7 ; Luke xiii. 11,

16. Diseases are also mentioned as ordinary calami-

ties, e. g. the sickness of old age, headache (perhaps

by sunstroke), as that of the Shunammite's son,

that of Elisha, and that of Benhadad, and that of

Joram, Gen. xlviii. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxx. 13 ; 2 K. iv. 20,

viii. 7, 29, xiii. 14 ; 2 Chr. xxii. 6.

Among special diseases named in the 0. T. are,

ophthalmia (Gen. xxix. 17, D)3y ni?D?P), which

is perhaps more common in Syria and Egypt than

anywhere else in the world ; especially in the fig

season,* the juice of the newly-ripe fruit having the

power of giving it. It may occasion partial or total

blindness (2 K. vi. 18). The eye-salve (KoKKvpioy,

Rev. iii. 18 ; Hor. Sat. i.), was a remedy common
to Orientals, Greeks, and Romans (see Hippocr.

KoWovpiov ; Celsus, vi. 8, de octdorum morbis,

(2) de diversis collyriis). Other diseases are—baiTen-

ness of women, which mandi-akes were supposed to

have the power of correcting (Gen. xx. 18; comp.

xii. 17, xxx. 1, 2, 14-16)— " consumption,""

and several, the names of which ai'e derived from

various words, signifying to bum or to be hot

(Lev. xxvi. 16 ; Deut. xxviii. 22 ; see Fever)
;

compare the kinds of fever distinguished by Hippo-

crates as Kav(ros and irvp. The " burning boil,"

or "of a boil" (Lev. xiii. 23, j'-nK'n 112"]^.

LXX. ovKi] Tov f\Kovs) is again merely marked

by the notion of an effect resembling that of fire,

like the Greek <p\sjtxov{), or our " carbuncle ;" it

may possibly find an equivalent in the Damascus

boil of the present time. The "botch (X'TW) of

Egypt" (Deut. xxviii. 27), is so vague a term as

to yield a most uncertain sense ; the plague, a.«

known by its attendant bnho, has been suggested

by Scheuchzer.^ It is possible that the Elephantiasis

Wunderbar (3ttes Heft, p. 19) has another Interpretation

of the " mice."

y See a singular quotation from the Talmud Shabbath,

82, concerning the effect of tenesmus on the sphincter,

Wunderbar, Bib.-Tal. Med. attes Heft, p. 17. The Tal-

mudists say that thos«; who die of such sickness as Je-

horam's die painfully, but with full consciousness.

• Comp. Hippocr. irepl 6\(iiof. a. 6<^eaA/ii'T)S t^s ewe-

Tei'ov Kal evSjinCou fv(U.<J)ep6i Kofiap<ris Ke<^oA>)s ical r^s

KOLTiO KOlXlT)?.

' Possibly the pulmonary tuberculation of the West,

which Is not unknown in Syria, and common enough in

Smyrna and in Egypt. The word DDnt^' is from a root

meaning " to waste away." In Zech. xiv. 12 a plague is

described ansv\ ering to this meaning,—an intense emacia-

tion or atrophy ; although no link of causation is hinted at,

such sometimes results from severe internal abscesses.

b It should be noted that Hippocrates, In his Kpidemics.

makes mention of fevers attended with buboes, which

affords presumption in favour of plague being not un-

known. It is at any rate lus old as the 1st century, a.d.

See Littre's Hij>pocrates, tom. 11. p. 5S5, and iii. p. 5. Ihe
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Graeconon may be intcndeil by |*ntJ', undei'stooii

in the widest sense of a continued ulceration

Hutil the whole body, or the portion affected,

may be regarded as one I'HtJ'. Of this disease

some further notice will be t;iken below ; at pre-

sent it is obsen'able tliat the same word is used

to express the " boil " of Hezekiah. This was cer-

tainly a single locally confined eruption, and was
probably a carbuncle, one of which may well be

fatal, thovigh a single " boil " in our sense of the

word seldom is so. Dr. Mead supposes it to have

been a fever terminating in an abscess. The diseases

rendered "scab"'^ and "scurvy" in Lev. xxi. 2(>,

xxii. 22, Deut. xxviii. 27, may be almost any skin

disease, such as those known under the names of

lepra, psoriaris, pityriasis, icthyosis, favus, or common
itch. Some of these may be said to approach the type

of leprosy [Leprosy] as laid down in Scripture,

although they do not appear to have involved cere-

monial deiilement, but only a blemish disqualifying

for the priestly office. The quality of being incurable

is added as a special curse, for these diseases are not

generally so, or at any rate are common in milder

tbrais. The "running of the reins" (Lev. rv. 2,

•S, xxii. 4, niarg.) may perhaps mean gonorrhoea.^

If we compare Num. xxv. 1, xxxi. 7 with Josh,

xxii. 17, there is ground for thinking that some
disease of this class, derived from polluting sexual

intercourse, remained among the people. The
"issue" of XV. 19, may be [Blood, issue of]
the menorrkagia, the duration of which in the East

is sometimes, when not checked by remedies, for

an indefinite period (Matt. ix. 20), or uterine he-

morrhage from other causes. In Deut. xxviii. 35, is

mentioned a disease attacking the " knees and legs,"

consisting in a " sore botch which cannot be healed,"

but extended, in the sequel of the verse, from the

"sole of the foot to the top of the head." The
latter part of the quotation would certainly accord

with Elephantiasis Graecormn ; but this, if the

plague is refcn-od to by writers of the 1st century, viz.

I'oseidoiiius and Rufus.

o Their terms in the respective versions are :

—

Znil. i/zwpa oypi'a, SCatnesjugis.

na^^ Aetx^y, impetigo.

'1 Or more probably blennorrJioea (mucous discharge).

Tlie existence of gonorrhoea in early times—save in the

mild form—has been much disputed. Michel Levy (
TraiU

d'Uygihne, p. 7) considers the affinnative as established

by the alwve passage, and says of syphilis, " Que pour

notre part, nous u'avous jamais pu considerer comme
•me nouveaute du xv." siecle." He certainly gives some
strong historical evidence against the view that it was
Introduced into France by Spanl.sb tmops under Gonznlvo

le Cordova on their return from the New World, and so

Into the rest of Europe, where It was known as the

viorbus Gallicus. He adds, "La syphilis est perdue con-

fusemenl dans la pathologic ancienne par la dlversite de

ses symptomcs et de ses alterations; Itur interpretation

collective, et leur redaction en une seule unite morblde,

a fait crolre Ji I'introductlon d'une maladle nouvcUe." See

also Frelnd's History of Med., Dr. Mead, iMicbaclis, Rein-

hart (Bibcll-rankheiUii), Schmidt (Biblischer Med.), and

others. Wunderbar (Bi6.- Talm. Mid. iii. 20, comment-
ing on IjCv. XV., and comporing Mishna, Zabim, il. 2, and

Malraon. ad loc.) thinks that gonorrhoea benigna was in

the mind of the latter writers. Dr. Adams, the editor of

/'aid. Aegin. (Sydenh. Soc, 11. 14), considers syphilis a

modified form of elephantiasis. For all ancient notices

of the cognate dlsoa.ses see that work, i. 593 foil.

" The Arabs call Elephantiasis Graecorum ^\.jv;i,,
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whole verse be a mere continuation of one de.scribe.l

malady, would be in contradiction to the fact that
this disease commences in the face, not in the low. i

members. On the other hand, a disease which
atlects the knees and legs, or moie commonly one of

them only—its principal feature l)eing intumescence,

distorting and altering all the proportion.s—is by a

mere accident of language known as Elephantiasis"

Arabuni, Bncnemia Tropica (IJayer, vol. iii. 82t)-

841), or " Barbadoes leg," from being well known
in that island. Supposing, however, that the affec-

tion of the knees and legs is .something distinct,

and that the latter pai't of the description applies

to the Elephantiasis Graecorum,^ tlie incurable

and the all-pervading character of the malady
are well expressed by it. This disease is what
now passes under the name of " leprosy

'

(Michaelis, iii. 259)—the lepers, e.g. of the huti

near the Zion gate of modern Jerusalem

elephantisiacs.g It has been asserted that then

are two kinds, one painful, the other painless ; bul
as regariis Syria and the East this is contradicted;

There the parts aflected are quite beiuimbed and'

lose sensation. It is classed as a tubercul.ir di

not confined to the skin, but pen-adiug the tissues

and destroying the bones. It is not confined to

any age or either sex. It first appears in genera),

but not always, about the face, as an indurated

nodule (hence it is improperly called tubercular),

which gradually enlarges, inflames, and ulcerates.

Sometiines it commences in the neck or arms. The
ulcers will heal spontaneously, but only after a long

period, and after destroying a great deal of the

neighbouring parts. If a joint be attacked, the

ulceration will go on till its destruction is com-

plete, the joints of finger, toe, &c., di opping oil" one

by one. Frightful dreams and fetid breath are

syinptoms mentioned by some pathologists. More
nodules will develope themselves ; and, if the face

be the chief seat of the disease, it assumes a leonine''

aspect, loathsome and hideous ; the skin becomes

(.fudftdm) = mutilation, from the gradual dropping ofl

of the joints of tire extremities. They give to E. Arabum

the name of VaxJ^ fli- Dal-fil= morbus eUphas,

from the leg when swelled resembling that of the animal

;

but the latter disease is quite distinct from the former.

r For its ancient description see Celsus, ill. 25, de Ele-

phantiasi. Galen (de Arte Curatoria ad Glaucon, lib. il.

dc Cancro et Ekph.) recommends viper's flesh, gives anec-

dotes of cases, and adds that the disorder was common ii

Alexandria. In Hippocr. (Fronhctic. ii. op. fin.) is

mentioned }) vovaot ri <t>^iviKr] icaAeo/ne'vi), but In

glossary of Galen is found, ^ <(oii'tKt>i i/oCo-os- v '

*oi>'i<CT)>' Kol Kara ra avaTO\iKa. y-epi) -nkfOvdioviraL'

Ar]\oxiiT0ai Si KOLVTavOa SoKfi i] i\€<(>avTia<Ti^.

e Schilling de Lepra, Animadv. in Ousselium

}xix. says, "persuasum habeo lepram ab elephantl

non dlfforre nisi gradu; ad {xxlii. he illustrates Num.
xii. 12, by his own experience, In dissecting a woman dead

In childbed, as follows :—" Corrupti fetus dimidia pars in

utcro adhuc haercbat. Aperto utero tam immanls spargc-

batur fetor, ut non solum omnes adstantes aufugercnt,"

Sec. He thinks that the point of Moses' simile Is the

111 odour, which he ascribes to lepers, t. e. elephantisiacs.

•> Hence called also lAX>ntiasis. Many have attributed

to these wretched creatures a libido iveiplebilis (see

Proceedings of Med. and Chii-urg. Soc. of London, Jan.

1860, ill. 164, from which some of the above remarks are

taken). This is denied by Dr. Robert Sim (from a close

study of tlic disease in Jerusalem), save in so far as^

idleness and inactivity, with animal wants supplied,

may conduce to it.

1 III

)is

the J
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thick, rugose, and livid ; the eves nre fierce and
staring, and the hair generally iiiils oH' from all the

parts artected. When the throat is attacked the voice

shares the affection, and sinks to a hoarse, husky-

whisper. These two symptoms are eminently cha-
racteristic The pntient will become bed-ridden,

r.nd, thongh a msss of bodily corruption, seem
happy and contented with his sad condition, until

sinking exhausted under the ravages of the disease,

he is generally carried off, at least in Syria, by
diarrhoea. It is hereditary, and may be inocu-

lated, but does not propagate itself by the closest

contact ;' e. </. two women in the aforesaid leper-

huts remained uucontaminated though their hus-

1 lands were both afl'ected, and yet the children

burn to them were, like the fathers, elephantisiac,

and became so in early life. On the children of

diseased parents a watch for the appearance of the

malady is kept ; but no one is afraid of infection,

and the neighbours mix freely with them, though,

like the lepers of the O. T., they live " in a
sineral house." It became first prevalent in Eu-
rope during the crusades, and by their means was
diffused, and the ambiguity of designating it leprosy

then originated, and has been generally since re-

tained. Pliny (Nat. Hist. x.wi. 5) asserts that it

was unknown in Italy till the time of Pompey the

Great, when it was imported from Egypt, but soon

became extinct {Paul. Aegin. ed. Sydenh. Soc. ii. 6).

It is, however, broadly distinguished from the

XiiTpa, XevKTj, &c. of the Greeks by name and
symj)toms, no less than by Roman medical and even

popular writers ; comp. Lucretius, whose mention

of it is the earliest

—

" Est elephas morbus, qui propter flumina Nili,

Gignitur Aegypto in media, nequo praetereausquam."

It is nearly extinct in Europe, save in Spain and

Norway. A case was seen lately in the Crimea, but
may have been produced elsewhere. It prevails in

Turkey and the Greek Archipelago. One case, how-
ever, indigenous in England, is recorded amongst
the medical fac-similes at Guy's Hospital. In

Granada it was generally fatal after eight or ten

years, whatever the treatment.

This favours the correspondence of this disease

with one of those evil diseases of Egypt,'' possibly

its " botch," threatened Deut. xxviii. 27, 35. This
" botch," however, seems more probably to mean
the foul ulcer mentioned by Arctaeus {de Sign, et

Ccrns. Morb. Acut. i. 9), and called by him ^</)0a

or fO'Xiip'i?. He ascribes its frequency in Egypt to

the mixed vegetable diet there followed, and to the

use of the turbid water of the Nile, but adds that it

is common in Coelo-Syria. The Talmud speaks of

the Elephantiasis (Baba Kama, 80 6.) as being

"moist without and dry within" (Wunderbar,

Biblisch-Talmiidischc Med. 3tt«s Heft, 10, 11).

Advanced cases are said to have a cancerous aspect,

and some™ even class it as a form of cancer, a dis-

ease dependent on faults of nutrition. It has been
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Jahn {Heh. Ant., Upham's translation, p. 206') deiiles

this.

k The editor oi Paul. Aegin. (Sydenham Society, il. 14)

is convinced that the syphilis of modem times is a mo
dified form of the elephantiasis.

n Such is the opinion of Dr. R. Sim, expressed in a
private letter to the writer. But see a letter of his to

Med. Times and Gazette, April 14, i860.

" The suppuration, &c., of ulcers, appears at least

equally likely to be Intended.
< He refers to Ilippocr. iih. de .Ife.d. torn. viii. juei^bruv

»<m vocnj^aTioi'.

asserted that this, which is perhaps the most dreadful

disease of the East, was .lob's malady. Origer.,

Hexapla on Job ii. 7, mentions, that one of the

Greek versions gives it, loc. cit., as the affliction

which befel him. Wunderbar {at sup. p. 10) sup-

poses it to have been the Tyrian leprosy, resting

chiefly on the itching" implied, as he supposes, by
Job ii. 7, 8. Schmidt {Biblischer Med. iv. 4)
thinks the " sore boil " may indicate some graver

°

disease, or concurrence of diseases. But there is no

need to go beyond the statement of Scripture,

which speaks not only of this " boil," but of " skin

loathsome and broken," " covered with womis and
clods of dust ;" the second symptom is the result

of the first, and the " worms " are probably the

larvae of some fly, known so to infest and make
its nidus in any wound or sore exposed to the air,

and to increase rapidly in size. The "clods of

dust " would of course follow from his " sitting

in ashes." The " breath strange to his wife," if it

be not a figurative expression for her estrangement
from him, may imply a fetor, which in such a state

of body hardly requires explanation. The expres-

sion my " bowels boiled" (xxx. 27), may refer to

the burning sensation in the stomach and bowels,

caused by acrid bile, which is common in ague.

Aretaeus (de Cur. Morb. Acut. ii. 3) has a similar

expression, Bepfiafflrj tUv (rir\dyxvoy o'iov ctirJ)

irvphs, as attending syncope.

The " scaring dreams" and "terrifying visions,"

are perhaps a mere symptom p of the state of mind
bewildereil by unaccountable afflictions. The in-

tense emaciation was (xxxiii. 21) perhaps the mere
result of protracted sickness.

The disease of king Antiochus (2 Mace. ix. 5-10,

&c.) is that of a boil breeding worms (ulcus vermino-
suni). So Sulla, Pherecydes, and Alcman the poet are

mentioned (Plut. vita Bullae) as similar cases. The
examples of both the Herods (Jos. Ant. xvii. 6,

§5, B.J. i. 33, §5) may also be adduced, as that of

Pheretime (Herod, iv. 205). There is some doubt
whether this disease be not allied to phthiriasis,

in which lice are bred, and cause ulcers. This con-

dition may originate either in a sore, or in a morbid
habit of body brought on by imcleanliness, sup-

pressed perspiration, or neglect ; but the vermina-
tion, if it did not commence in a sore, would pro-

duce one. Dr. Mason Good, (iv. 504-6), speaking of

ndXis, /io\ta(r;U($s = cutaneous vermination, men-
tions a case in the Westminster Infirmary, and an
opinion that universal phthiriasis was no unfrequent
disease among the ancients; he also states (p. 500)
that in gangrenous ulcers, especially in warm cli-

mates, innumerable grubs or maggots will appear
almost every morning. The camel, and other

creatures, are known to be the habitat of similar

parasites. There aie also cases of vermination
without any wound or faulty outward state, such a.s

the Vena Medincnsis, known in Africa as the Guinea-
wonn,'> of which Galen had heard only, breeding

P Hippocrates mentions, ii. 514, ed. Kiihn, Lips. 1826,

as a symptom of fever, that tlie patient <^o|3e'6Tat otto

iw-nviiav. See also 1. 592, nepX tep^s v6<T0V . . . Seinara
VVKTO<; Koi ifiO^Ot.

•t Rayer, vol. iii. 808-819 gives a list of parasites, most
of them in the skin. This " Guinea-worm," it appears,

is also found in Arabia Petraea, on the coasts of the

Caspian and Persian Gulf, on the Ganges, in Upper
Kgypt and Abyssinia (ib. 814). Dr. Mead refers Herod's

disease to evTo^iaa, or intestinal worms. Shapter, without

due foundation, objects that the word in that case'sbould

have been not <7(calA>)f, but evXri (Afedica Sacra, p. 1S8).
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under the skin and needing to be drawn out care-

fnlly by a needle, lest it break, when great soreness

and suppuration succeed (Freiud, Hist, of Med. i.

49 ; Do Mandelslo's Travels, p. 4 ; and Paul. Aegin.

t. iv. Sydenh. Soc. ed.).

In Deut. xxviii. 65, it is possible that a palpi-

tation of the heart is intended to be spoken of

(comp. Gen. xlv. 2G). In Mark ix. 17 (compare
Luke ix. 38) we have an apparent case of epilepsy,

shown especially in the foaming, falling, wallowing,

and similar violent symptoms mentioned ; this might
easily be a form of demoniacal manifestation. The
case of extreme hunger recorded, 1 Sam. xiv., was
merely the result of exhaustive fatigue ; but it is

remarkable that the Bulimia of which Xenophou
speaks (Anah. iv. 5, 7), was remedied by an appli-

cation in which "honey" (comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 27)
was the chief ingredient.

Besides the common injuries of wounding, bruis-

ing, striking out eye, tooth, &c., we have in Ex.

xxi. 22, the case of miscaniage produced by a
blow, push, &c., damaging the fetus.

The plague of "boils and blains" is not said to

have been fatal to man, as the murrain preceding

was to cattle ; this alone would seem to contradict

the notion of Shapter {Medic. Sacr. p. 113), that

the disorder in question was smallpox,' which,
wherever it has appeared, until mitigated by vacci-

nation, has been latal to a great part, perhaps a

majority of those seized. The smallpox also gene-

rally takes some days to pronounce and mature,
which seems opposed to the Mosaic account. The
expres.sion of Ex. ix. 10, a "boil"' flourishing, or

ebullient with blains, may perhaps be a disease

analogous to phlegmonous erysipeUis, or even
common erysipelas, which is often accompanied by
vesications such as the word " blains " might fitly

describe.'

The "withered hand" of Jeroboam (1 K. xiii.

4-6), and of the man. Mat. xii. 10-13 (comp. Luke
vi. 10), is such an effect as is known to follow from
tlie obliteration of the main artery of any member,
or from paralysis of the principal nerve, either

through disease or through injury. A case with a
symptom exactly parallel to that of .Jeroboam is

mentioned in the life of Gabriel, an Arab phy.siciau.

It was that of a woman whose hand had become
rigid in the act of swinging," and remained in the
extended posture. The most remarkable feature in

the case, as related, is the remed)-, which consisted

in alarm acting on the nerves, inducing a sudden
and spontaneous ellbrt to use the limb—an effort

which, like that of the dumb son of Croesus (Herod.
i. 8.')), was paradoxically successful. The case of
the widow's son restored by Elisha (2 K. iv. 19),
was piobably one of sunstroke.

The disease of A.sa "in his feet" (Schmidt,

» It has been much debated whether the smallpo.x be
nn ancient disease. On the whole, perliaps, the arguments
in favour of Its not being such predominate, chiefly on
account of the strongly marked character of the symp-
toms, which makes the negative argument of unusual
weight.

« This is Dr. Robert Sim's opinion. On comparing,

however, the means used to produce the disorder (K.\. i.\.

8), an analogy is perceptible to what is called " brick-

layer's itch." and therefore to lei)rosy. [Leprosy.] A
disease involving a white spot breaking forth from a Ix)il

related to leprosy, and clean or \niclean according to

eymptonis specified, occurs under the general locus of

leprosy (Lev. xiii. 18-a3).
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Bihlischer Med. iii. ,5, §2), which attacked him iti

his old age (1 K. xv. 23; 2 Chr. xvi. 12) and became
exceeding gi'cat, may have been either oedema, .'well-

ing, or podagra, gout. The fdi-mer is commcn in

aged persons, in whom, owing to the difficulty of

the return upwards of the sluggish blood, its

watery part st^\ys in the feet. The latter, though
rare in the East at present, is mentioned by the

Talmiidists (Sutak, 10«, and Sanhedrin, 4S&),
and there is no reason why it may not have been

known in Asa's time. It occurs in Hippocr. Aphor.
vi., Prognost. 15"; Celsus, iv. 24; Aretaeus, Morh.
Chron. ii. 12, and other ancient writers.^

In 1 Mace. vi. 8, occurs a mention of " sickness of

grief;" in Ecclus. xxxvii. 30, of sickne.ss caused by
excess, which require only a pa.ssing mention. The
disease of Nebuchadnezzar has been viewed by Jahu
as a mental and purely subjective malady. ]t is

not easy to see how this satisfies the plain emphatic

statement of l>an. iv. 33, which seems to include,

it is true, mental derangement, but to assert a de-

graded bodily stated to some extent, and a corre-

sponding change of habits. We may regard it as

Mead (ifed. S'tcr. vii.), following Burton's Ana-
tomy of Melancholy, does, as a species of the melan-

choly known as Lycanthropia* {Paulus Aegin. iii.

16; Avicenna, iii. 1, 5, 22). Persons so affecte<l

wander like Avolves in sepulchres by night, and

imitate the howling of a wolf or a dog. F'urthei-,

there are well attested accounts of wild oi- half-wild

human creatures, of either sex, who have lived as

beasts, losing human consciousness, and acquiring a

superhuman ferocity, activity, and swiftness. Either

the lycanthropic patients or these latter may funiish

a partial analogy to Nebuchatlnezzar, in regard to

the various points of modified outward appearance

and habits ascribed to him. Nor would it seem
impossible that a sustained lycanthropia might pro-

duce this latter condition.

Here should be noticed the mental malady of

Saul.» His melancholy seems to h.ave had its origin

in his sin; it was therefore gi'ounded in his moral

nature, but extended its efl'ects, as commonly, to

the intellectual. The " evil spirit from Cod," what-
ever it mean, was no part of the medical features

of his case, and may therefore be excluded from the

present notice. Music, which soothed him for

a while, has entered largely into the milder modern
treatment of lunacy.

The palsy meets us in the N. T. only, and in

features too familiar to need special remark. The
words " grievously tonnented " (Matt. viii. 6),

have been commented on by Biiier (</<? Paral. 32),

to the effect that examples of acutely painful para-

lysis are not wanting in modem pathology, e.g. when
pai-alysis is complicated with neuralgia. But if this

statement be viewed with doubt, we might under-

" " Intcrjactandumsefunibus. . .rcmansit illa(mann8)

extensa, ita ut rctrahere Ipsam nequlret (Frelnds Hist.

Med. ii. Append, p. 2).

» Seneca mentions it (Epist. 95) as an extreme note of

the female depravity current in his own time, that even

the female sex was become liable to gout.

y The " eagles' feathers" and "biixls' claws" are pro-

b.ibly used only in illustration, not necessarily as de-

scribing a new type to which the hair, &c., approximated.

Comp. the simile of Ps. clii. 5, and that of 2 K. v. 14.

« Comp. Virg. Jiitcol. viii. 97 :

—

" Saepe lupum fieri et se condere silvls."

' The Tai-g. of Jonathan renders the Heb. N33J1*.

1 S.'un. X. 10, by " he was mad or in.sane " (.fahu, Upham'a
traiisl. 212-3).
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sfcind the Greek expression (^affavi^Sfievos) as used

of paralysis agitans, or even ot" chorea'' (St. Vitus'

dance), in both of which the patient, being never

still for a moment save when asleep, might well be

so describeil. The woman's case who was " bowed
together" by "a spirit of infirmity," may probably

have been paralytic (Luke xiii. 11). If the dwsal
muscles were afi'ected, those of the chest and ab-

domen, f)-om want of resistance would undergo

contraction, and thus cause the patient to sufier as

described.

Gangrene {yayypaiva, Celsus, vii. 33, de gan-

graend), or mortification in its various fonns, is a

totally different disorder from the "canker" of the

A. V. in 2 Tim. ii. 17. Both gangrene and cancer

were common in all the countries familiar to the

Scriptural wi-iters, and neither ditlers from the mo-
dern disease of the same name (Dr. M. Good, ii.

669, &c„ and 579, &c.).

In Is. xxvi. 18 ; Ps. vii. 14, there seems an allu-

sion to false conception, in which, though attended

by pains of quasi-labour and other ordinary symp-

toms, the womb h;vs lieen found unimpregnated, and

no delivery has followed. The medical term (Dr. M.
Good, iv. 188) efiiruevfidrooais, mola vmtosa, sug-

gests the Scriptural language, " we have as it were

brought forth wind ;" the whole passage is figurative

for disappointment after great effort.*

Poison, as a means of destroying life, hardly occurs

in the Bible, save as applied to arrows (Job vi. 4).

In Zech. xii. 2, the marg. gives " poison " as an

alternative rendering, which does not seem prefer-

able ; intoxication being probably meant. In the

annals of the Herods poisons occur as the resource

of stealthy murder.<*

The bite or sting of venomous beasts can hardly

be treated as a disease ; but in connexion with the

"fiery
(J.

e. venomous) serpents" of Num. xxi. 6,

and the delivemnce from death of those bitten, it de-

ser\'es a notice. Even the Talmud acknowledges that

the healing power lay not in the brazen serpent itself,

but " as soon as they feared the Most High, and

uplifted their hearts to their Heavenly Father they

were healed, and in default of this were brought to

nought." Thus the brazen figure was symbolical

only ; or, according to the lovers of purely natural

explanation, was the stage-trick to cover a false
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b Jahn (Upham's transl. 232) suggests that cramp,

twisting tbe limb round as if in torture, may have been

intended. This suits ^aaarifd/xei'os, no doubt, but not

irapaAvTtKOS.

' For an account of the complaint, see Paul. Aegin.,

ed. Syd. Soc. i. p. 632.

d In Chwolson's I'eberreste d. Althab. Lileratur, p. 129,

Ibn W^hschijjab's treatise on poisons contains references

to several older writings by authors of other nations on

that subject. His commentator, Jarbflqi, treats of the

existence and effects of poisons and antidotes, and in an

independent work of his own thus classifies the subject

:

(1) of poisons which kill at sight (wcnn sie man nur

ansleht) ; (2) of those which kill through sound (Schall

Oder Laut); (3) of those which kill by smelling; (I) of

those which kill by reaching the Interior of the body;

(5) of those which kill by contact, with special mention

of t!»e poisoning of garments.

« Comp.Lucan, Pharsalia, Ix. 83T-8 :
" Qnis calcare tuas

timeat solpuga latebras," &c.

' His words are :
" Est et formlcarum genus vcnenatum,

uon fere in Italia : solpugas Cicero appellat."

8 He says that the solpuga causes such swellings on

the parts of the female camel, and that they are called

by the same v,-ord in Arabic as the Heb. Q^pSy.- which

VOL. II.

miracle. It was customary to consecrate the image
of the affliction, either in its cause or in its efiect,

as in the golden emeiods, golden mice, of 1 Sam. vi.

4, 8, and in t)ie ex-votos common in Kgypt even
before the exodus ; and these may be compared with
this setting up of the l)razen .serpent. Thus we
have in it only an instance of the current custom,
fanciful or superstitious, being sublimed to a higher
purpose.

The bite of a white she-mule, perhaps in the
rutting season, is according to the Talmudists
fatal ; and they also mention that of a mad dog,

with certain symptoms by which to discern his

state (VVunderbar, ut sup. 21). The scorpion and
centipede are natives of the Levant (Rev. ix. 5, 10),
and, with a large variety of serpents, swann there.

To these, according to Lichtenstein, should be added
a venomous solpuga,' or large spider, similar to
the Calabrian Tarantula; but the passage in Pliny'
adduced (H.N. xxix. 29 ), gives no satisfactory ground
for the theory based upon it, that its bite was the
cause of the emerods.s It is however remarkable
that Pliny mentions with some fulness, a nms ara-
neus—not a spider resembling a mouse, but a mouse
resembling a spider—the shrew-mouse, and called

araneus, Isidorus *» says from this resemblance, or

from its eating spiders. Its bite was venomous,
caused mortification of the part, and a spreading
ulcer attended with inward griping pains, and when
crushed on the wound was its own best antidote.'

The disease of old age has acquired a place in

Biblical nosology chiefly owing to the elegant alle-

gory into which " The Preacher " throws the suc-

cessive tokens of the ravage of time on man (Eccl.

xii.). The symptoms enumerated have each their

significance for the physician, for, though his art

can do little to arrest them, they yet mark an
altered condition calling for a treatment of its own.
" The Preacher " divides the sum of human exist-

ence into that period which involves every mode of

growth, and that which involves every mode of de-

cline. The first reaches from the point of birth or

even of generation, onwards to the attainment of the
" grand climacteric," and the second from that epoch
backwards through a con-esponding period of decline

till the point of dissolution is reached."* This latter

course is marked in metaphor by the darkening of the

simply means " swellings." He supposes the men might
have been " versetzt bei der Befriedigung natiirlicher

Bediirfnisse." He seems not to have given due weight
to the expression of 1 Sam. vi, 5, " mice which mar the
land," which seems to distinguish the " land " from the
people In a way fatal to the ingenious notion he supports.

For the multiplication of these and similar creatures to an
extraordinary and fatal degree, comp. Vano, Fragm. ap.fm.
" M. Varro autor est, a cuniculis snffossum in HIspania
oppidum, a talpis In Thessalia, ab ranis civilatem in

Gallia pulsani, ab locustis In Africa, ex Gyaro C'ycladum
insula incolas a muribusfugatos."

>> His words are :
" Mus araneus ciyus morsu aranea

morltur est in Sardinia animal percxiguum araneae forma
quae sollfuga dicitur, eo quod diem fuglat" (Orig. xii. 3j.

' As regards the scorpion, this belief and practice still

prevails In I'alcstine. Pliny says (ZT. N. xxix. 27), after

prescribing the ashes of a ram's hoof, young of a weasel,

kc, " si jumenfn momorderit mus (i. e. araneus) rccens

cum sale iniponitur, aut fel vcspcrlilionis ex accto. Et
ipse nniR araneus contra se remcdlo est divulsus et im-

positus," Sec. In cold climates, it Beems, the venom of tbo

shrew-mouse is not perceptible. .

' These are respectively called the Hvyri 'JO* ""^

the nTOyn 'D'* of •''« Habhlns (Wundcrbar, 2tes

Heft). I'ho same idea appears in Soph. Trachin.

X
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gi-eat lights of nature, and the ensuii.g season of life is

compared to the broken weather of the wet season,

setting in when summer is gone, when after every

shower fresh clouds are in the sky, as contrasted

with the showers of otlier seasons, which pass away

into clearness. Such he means are the ailments

and troubles of declining age, as comjKired with

those of advancing life. The " keepers of tlie

house" are perhaps the ribs which support the

frame, or the arms and shculdei-s which enwrap and

protect it. Their " trembling," especially that of

the amis, &c., is a sure sign of vigour past. The

"strong men" are its supportere, the lower limbs

" bowing themselves " under the weight they once

so lightly bore. The " grinding " hardly needs to

be explained of the teeth now become " few." The

"lookers from the windows" are the pupils of the

eyes, now "darkened," as Isaac's were, and Eli's

and Moses, though spai'ed tlie dimness, was yet in

that very exemption a mai-vel (Gen. xxvii., comp.

xlviii. 10; 1 Sam. iv. 15; Deut. xxxiv. 7). The
" doors shut " represent the dulness of those other

senses which are the portals of knowledge ; thus

the taste and smell, as in the case of Barzillai, be-

come impaired, and the ears stopped against sound.

The " rising up at the voice of a bird " pomtrays

the light, soon-fleeting, easily-broken slumber of the

aged man ; or possibly, and more literally, actual

waking in the early morning, when first the code

crows, may be intended. The " daughters of music

brought low," suggest the

" big manly voice

Now tum'd again to childish treble
;"

and also, as illustrated again by Barzillai, the failure

in the discernment and the utterance of musical

notes. The fears of olil age are next noticed

:

" They shall be afraid of that wMch is high ;""• an

obscure expression, perhaps, for what are popularly

called " nervous" terrors, exaggerating and magni-
fying every object of alann, and " making," as the

saying is, " mountains of molehills." " Fear in

the way " " is at first less obvious ; but we
obseive that nothing unnerves and agitates an
old person more than the prospect of a long

journey. Thus regarded, it becomes a fine anil

subtile touch in the description of decrepitude. All

readiness to luiste is arrested and a numb despoml-
ency succeeds. The " flourishing " of " the almond-
tree " is still more obscure; but we observe this

tree in Palestine blossoming when othere show no
sign of vegetation, and when it is dead winter all

around—no ill type, peihaps, of the old man who
has survivetl his own contemporaries and many of

his juniors." Youthful lusts die out, and their

org.aiis, of which " the grasshopper " P is perhaps a

figure, are relaxed. The "silver cord" may be

that of nervous sensation,^ or motion, or even the

" Or, even more simply, these words may be under-
stood as meaning tliat old men have neither vigour nor
breath for going up bills, mountains, or anything else that

18 "high;" nay, for them the plain even road has ILs

terrors—they walk timidly and cautiously even along

that.

" Compare also perhaps the dictum of the slothful man,
Prov. xxli. 13, " There is a lion In the way."

• In the same strain Juvenal (Sat. x. 243-5) says :—

Haec data poena diu vlventibus, ut renovate

Semper clade domds, multis in lucUbus inque

Perpetuo moerore et nigra veste senescant."

r Dr. Mead (Jfci. Sacr. vii.) thinks that the scrotum.
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spinal marrow itself. Perhaps some incapacity of

retention may be signified by the "golden bowl

broken ;" the " pitcher broken at the well " suggests-

some vital supply stopping at the usual source—de-

rangement perhaps of the digestion or of the respira-

tion ; the " wheel shivered at the cistern," conveys,

through the image of the water-lifting process fami-

liar in irrigation, the notion of the blood, pumped,
as it were, through the vessels, and fertilising the

whole sj'stem ; tor " the blood is the life."

This careful register of the tokens of decline

might lead us to expect great care for the preserva-

tion of health and strength ; and this indeed is

found to mark the Mosaic system, in the regu)ations

concerning diet,' the " divers washings," and the

pollution imputed to a coipse—nay, even in cir-

cumcision itself. These served not only the cere-

monial purpose of imparting self-consciousness to

the Hebrew, and keeping him distinct from alien

admixture, but had a sanitary aspect of rare wisdom,

when we regard the country, the climate, and the

age. The laws of diet had the effect of tempering

by a just admixture of the organic substances of the

animal and vegetable kingdoms the regimen of He-

brew families, and thus providing for the vigour

of future ages, as well as checking the stimulus

which the predominant use of animal food gives to

the p;issions. To these elfects may be ascribed the

immunity often enjoyed by the Hebrew race*

amidst epidemics dev;istating the countries of their

sojom-n. The best and often the sole possible exer-

cise of medicine is to prevent disease. Moses could

not legislate for cure, but his rules did for the great

mass of the people what no therapeutics however

consummate could do,—they gave the best security

for the public health by provisions incoiporated in

the public economy. Whether we regard the laws

which secluded the leper, as designed to prevent

infection or repress the dread of it, their wisdom
is nearly equal, for of all terrors the iinaginary are

the most terrible. The laws restricting man-iage

have in general a similar tendency, degeneracy

being the penalty of a departure from those which

forbid commixture of near km. Michel Levy re-

marks on the salubiious tendency of the law of

maiital separation (Lev. xv.) imposed (Levy, Traite

d'lli/ijiene, p. 8). The precept also concerning

purity on the neces.sary occasions in a desert en-

campment (Deut. xxiii. 12-14), enjoining the i-e-

turn of the elements of productiveness to the soil,

would probably become the basis of the muni-
cipal regulations having for their object a similar

purity in towns. The consequences of its neglect

in such encampments is shown by an example

quote<l by Michel Levy, as mentioned by M. de La-

martine (i6. 8, 9). Length of life was regai-ded as

a mark of divine favour, and the divine legislator

had pointed out the meiuis of oi-dinarily ensuring a

swoln by a rupture, is perhaps meant to be t.\-plfied by
the shape of the grasshopper. He renders the Hebrew

23nn ?3I^p_*1 after the LXX. (naxvv0ri v ojcpi's, Vulg.

impiiiguabitur locusta. Comp. Hor. Odes, II. xl. 7, 8.

1 AVc find hints of the nerves proceeding in pairs from
the brain, both in the Talmudical writers and in Aretacus

See below in the text.

' Michel Levy quotes Halle as acknowledging the sa-

lutary character of the prohibition to cat pork, which he
says is " sujet a tme alteration du tissu graisseux trea

analogue h la degenerescence lepreuse."

' This was said of the Jews in London during the

cholera atUck of 1849.
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fuller measure of it to the people at large than

could, accoiTiing to physical laws, otherwise be

ho{)ed for. Perhaps the extraordinary means taken

to prolong vitality may be refcn-ed to this source

(I K. i. 2), and "there is no reason why the case of

David should be deemed a singular one. We may
also compare the apparent influence of vital waimth
enhanced to a miraculous degree, but having, per-

haps, a physical law as its basis, in the cases of

Klijah, Elisha, and the sons of the widow of Za-

rephath, and the Shunammite. Wunderbar' has

collected several examples of such influence simi-

larly exerted, which however he seems to exag-

gerate to an absurd pitch. Yet it would seem not

against analogy to suppose, that, as pernicious exha-

lations, miasmata, &c., may pass from the sick and

affect the healthy, so there should be a reciproail

action in favour of health. The climate of Pales-

tine aflbrdetl a great range of temperature within a

naiTow compass,

—

e. g. a long sea-coast, a long deep

valley (that of the Jordan), a broad flat plain (Es-

draelon), a large portion of table-land (Judah and

Ephraim), and the higher elevations of CaiTOel,

Tabor, the lesser and greater Hermon, &c. Thus
it partiikes of nearly all supportable climates.'' In

October its rainy season begins with moist westerly

winds. In November the trees are bare. In De-

cember snow and ice are often found, but never lie

long, and only during the north wind's prevalence.

The cold disappears at the end of February, and the

" latter rain " sets in, lasting through March to the

middle of April, when thunderstorms are common,
torrents swell, and the heat rises in the low grounds.

At the end of April the hot season begins, but pre-

serves moderation till June, thence till September

becomes extreme ; and during all this period rain

seldom occui-s, but ot\pu heavy dews prevail. In

September it commences to be cool, first at night,

and sometimes the rain begins to fall at the end of

it. The migi-ation with the season from an inland

to a sea-coast position, from low to high giountt,

&c., was a point of social development never

systematically reached during the Scriptural his-

tory of Palestine. But men inhabiting the same
regions for centuries could hardly fail to notice the

connexion between the air and moisture of a place

and human health, and those favoured by circum-
stiinces would certainly turn their knowledge to

account. The Talniudists speak of the north wind
as preservative of life, and the south and east winds
as exhaustive, but the south as the most insupport-

able of all, coming hot and dry from the deserts,

producing abortion, tainting the babe yet unborn,
and corroding the peails in the sea. Further, they
dissuade from performing circumcision or venesec-

tion during its prevalence {Jcbamoth, 72 a, np.

Wunderbar", 2tes Heft, ii. A.). It is stated that
'• thu marriage-bed placed between north and south
will be blessed with male issue" {Berachoth, 15,

i6.), which may, Wunderbar thinks, be interpretetl

« Biblisdi-Talmud. Med. 2tes Heft, I. D. pp. 15-17. He
speaks of the result ensuing from shaking hands with
one's friends, &c.

" The possession of an abundance of salt tended to

banish much disease (f's. Ix. 2; 2 Sum. viii. 13; 1 Chr.
xvlii. 12). Salt-pi's (Zeph. ii. 9) are still dug by the Arabs
oil the shore of ihe iJead Soa. For the use of s;ilt to a
new-born infant, liz. .\vi. 4, comp. Ualen de Sanit. lib. i.

cap. I.

» See some remarks in Michel Levy, TraiU <VUygihte,
"aris ISiO :

'• Rieii de plus rebulant que cette sorie de
aialproprete', ricn de plus favorable au developpement des
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of the temperature when moderate, and in neither

extreme (which these winds respectively represent),

as most favouring fecundity. If the fact be so, it

is more probably related to the phenomena of mag-
netism, in connexion with which the same theory

has been lately revived. A number of precepts are

given by the same authorities in reference to health,

e. g. eating slowly, not contracting a sedentary

habit, regularity in natm-al operations, cheerfulness

of temperament, due sleep (especially eai-ly morn-
ing sleep is recommended), but not somnolence by
day (Wunderbar, ut sup.).

The rite of circumcision, besides its special sur-

gical operation, deserves some notice in connexion

with the general question of the health, longevity,

and fecundity of the race with whose history it is

identified. Besides being a mark of the covenant
and a symbol of purity, it was perhaps also a
protest against the phallus-worship, which has

a remote antiquity in the conniption of mankind,
and of which we have some trace in the Egyptian
myth of Osiris. It has been asserted also (Wun-
derbar, 3tes Heft, p. 25) that it distinctly con-

tributed to increase the fruitfulness of the race,

and to check inordinate desires in the individual.

Its beneficial effects in such a climate as that of

Egj-pt and Syi'ia, as tending to promote cleanliness,

to prevent or reduce in-itation, and thereby to stop

tlie way against various disorders, have been the

subject of comment to various writers on hygiene."

In particular a troublesome and sometimes fatal

kind of boil (^phymosis and paraphymosis) is men-
tioned as occuning commonly in those regions,

but only to the uncircumcised. It is stated by
Josephus {Cont. Ap. ii. 13) that Apion, against

whom he wrote, having at first derided circum-
cision, was circumcised of necessity by jeason of

such a boil, of which, after suffering gi'eat pain,

he died. Philo also appears to speak of the same
benefit when he speaks of the " anthi-ax" infesting

those who retain the foreskin. Jledical authorities

have also stated that the capacity of imbibing
syphilitic virus is less, and that this has been

proved experimentally by comparing Jewish with
other, e. g. Christian populations (Wunderbar,
3tes Heft, p. 27). The operation itself y consisted of

originally a mere* incision; to which a further

stripping* off' the skin from the part, and a custom
of sucking'* the blood from the wound was in a later

period added, owing to the attempts of Jews of the

Maccabean period, and later (1 JIacc. i. 15 ; Joseph.

Ant. xii. 5, §1 : comp. 1 Cor. vii. 8) to cultivate

heathen practices. [CiRCCMCiSiOX.] The reduc-

tion of the remaining portion of the praeputium
after the more simple operation, so as to cover what
it had exposed, known as ephpasmus, accomplishcnl

by the elasticity o{ the skin itself, was what this

anti-Judaic practice sought to eflx'ct, and what
the later, more complicated and severe, operation

frustrated. To these were sul)joined the use ot

accidents syphilitiques." Circumcision is said to be al>o

practised among the natives of Madagascar, " qui ne pa-

raissent avoir aucune notion du Judaisme ni du Maho-
metisme" (p. 11, not*-).

y There is a good modem account of circumcision in the

DubHn Maiical Press, May 19, 1858, by Dr. Joseph Hirsch-

feld (from Oestereich. ZeiUchrift).

« Known as the ^nn. •"> ^o'tA meaning "cut."

" Culled the y^lQ, from y^^, " to c.\pose."

h Called Meziza, from |'VD. " '» s\ick." Hiis counter-

acted a tendency to inflainmaiion.
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the wanu-b:itli, liuloie and after the ojieration,

poiitKieJ cummin as a styptic, and a mixture of

wine and oil to heal the wound. It is remarkable

that the tightly-swathed rollers which formetl the

first covering of the new-born child (Luke ii. 7) are

still retained among modern Jews at the circum-

cision of a child, etlwtually preventing any move-

ment of the body or limbs (Wuuderbar,"-" p. 29).

No surgical operation beyond this finds a place in

Holy Scripture, unless indeed that adverted to

under the article Eunuch. [EuNUCH.] The Tal-

mudists speak of two operations to assist birth, one

known as |Dnn nVlp (gastrotomia), and intended

to assist parturition, not necessarily fatal to the

mother; the other known as ]t33 PI Hyip, {hijstero-

toinia, sectio caesarea), which was seldom prac-

tised save in the case of death in the crisis of labour,

or if attempted on the living was either fatal, or at

least destructive of the powers of maternity. An
operation is also mentioned by the same authorities

having for its object the extraction piecemeal of an

otherwise inextricable foetus [ibid. pp. 53, &e.).

VVunderbar enumerates from the Mishna and

Talmud tiftv-six surgical instruments or pieces

of apparatus ; of these, however, the following

only are at all alluded to in Scripture.'' A cutting

instrument, called "llVf, supposed a "sharp stone"

(Ex. iv. 2i)). Such was probably the " Aethiopian

stone " mentioned by Herodotus (ii. 86), and Pliny

speaks of what he calls Testa samia, as a similar

implement. Zipporah seems to have caught up the

first instrument which came to hand in her appre-

hension for the life of her husband. The " knife
"

(nbDXO) of .losh. V. 2 was probably a moi-e

refined instrument for the same purpose. An " awl
"

(y^*"lD), is mentioned (E.x. xxi. 6) as used to bore

through the ear of the bondman who refused re-

lease, and is supposed to have been a surgical in-

strument.

A seat of delivery called in Scripture D'33S,
Ex. i. 16, by the Talmudists -QK'O (comp. 2 K.
six. 3), "the stools;" but some have doubted
whether the word used by Moses does not mean
rather the uterus itself, as "that which moulds* and
shapes the infant. Delivery upon a seat or stool

is, however, a common practice in France at this

day, iuid als^o in Palestine.

The "roller to bind" of Ez. xxx. 21 was for

a broken limb, as still used. Similar bands wound
with the most precise accuracy involve the
mummies.

« This writer gives a full account of the entire process
as now in practice, with illustrations from the Turkish
mode of oiteratiiiR. gathered, it seems, from a fragment
of a rare work on the healing art by an anonymous
'I'urkish author of the ICth century, in the public library
at I^ipsic. The Persians, 'I'artars, &c., have furnished
him with further illuslralions.

<! Yet it by no means follows that the rest were nut
known in Scriptural tunes, " it being a well-known fact

in the history of inveiuions that many useful discoveries

have long been kept as family secrets." Thus an obste-
trical forceps was found in a house excavated at Pompeii,
though the Greeks and llomans, so far as their medical
works show, were unacquainted with the instrument
{Paul. Aeg. i. 652, ed. Sydenham Soc.).

• In Jer. xviii. 3 the sanie word appears, rendered
"wheels" in the A. V. ; margin, "frames or seals;"

that which gives shape to the work of the potter.

f See Tacit. Hist. v. 7, and Orelli s note ad. loc.

e Tacitus, Ibid. v. 6.
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A scraper (DIPI), tor which the " potshei-d " of

Job was a substitute (Job ii. 8).

Ex. x.\x. 23-5 is a prescription in foiin. It may
be worth while also to enumerate the leading sub-

stances which, according to Wunderbai-, composed

the phannacopoeia of the Talmudists—a much more

limited one—which will afford some insight into the

distance which separates them from the leaders of

Greek medicine. Besides such ordinary appliances

as water, wine (Luke x. 34), beer, vinegar, honey,

and milk, various oils are found ; as opobalsamum

'

("balm of Gilead "), the oil of olive,K myrrh, rose,

palma christi, walnut, sesamum, colocynth, and

tish ; figs (2 K. xx. 7), dates, apples (Cant. ii. 5),

pomegranates, pistachio-nuts,'' and almonds (a pro-

duce of Syria, but not of Egypt, Gen. xliii. 11^;

wheat, barley, and various other gi-ains
;

gariic,

leeks, onions, and some other common herbs;

mustard, pepper, coriander seed, ginger, preparations

of beet, fish, &c., steeped in wine or vinegar, whey,

eggs, s;dt, wax, and suet (in plaistere), gall of fish •

(Tob. vi. 8, xi. 11), ashes, cowdung, &c. ; fasting-sa-

liva'', urine, bat's blood, and the following rarer herbs,

&c. : amtneisision, menta gentilis, saffron, man-
dragora, Lmosonia spinosa (Arab. aWenna), juniper,

broom, poppy, acacia, pine, lavender or rosemary,

clover-root, jujub, hyssop, fern, sampsuchuin,

milk-thistle, laurel, Eruca miiralis, absynth, jas-

mine, narcissus, madder, curled mint, fennel, endive,

oil of cotton, myrtle, myrrh, aloes, sweet cane

{acoriis calamus), cinnamon, canella alba, cassia,

ladanum, galbanum, frankincense, storax, nard,

gum of A-arious trees, musk, blatta byzantina;

and these minerals—bitumen, natrum, borax, alum,

clay, aetites," quicksilver, litharge, yellow arsenic.

The following preparations were also well known :

—

Theriacas, an antidote prepared from serpents

;

various medicinal drinks, e.g. fiom the fruit-bear-

ing rosemary ; decoction of wine with vegetables
;

mixture of wine, honey, and pepper; of oil, wine,

and water ; of asparagus and other roots steeped in

wine ; emetics, purging draughts, soporifics, potions

to produce abortion or fruitfulness ; and various

smIvos, some used cosmetically," c. g. to remove

hair ; some for wounds, and other injuries." The
forms of medicaments were cataplasm, electuary,

liniment, plaister (Is. i. 6; Jer. viii. 22, xlvi. 11,

Ii. 8 ; Joseph. B. J. i. 33, §5), powder, infusion,

decoction, essence, syrup, mixture.

An occasional trace occurs of some chemical

knowledge, e. g. the calcination of the gold by

Moses; the eiTect of "vinegar upon nitre "p (Ex.

h Commended by Pliny as a specific for the bite of a

serpent (Plin. ir. X. xxiil. 78).

i Rhases speaks of a fish named ^ahnt, the gall of which

healed inflamed eyes (ix. '27); and Pliny says, "Callio-

nymi fel cioitrices sanat ct carnes oculorum supervacuas

consumlt" (.V. H. xxxii. 24).

It Comp. 2Hark vlii. 23, John ix. 6 ; also the mention by

Tacitus (//ii7. iv. 81) of a request made ofVespasian at

Alexandria. Galon (De Simpl. Faeult. 1. 10) and Pliny

(//. iV. xxviij. 7) ascribe similar virtues to it.

•n Said by Pliny to be a specific against abortion (A'. B.

XXX. 44).
n Antimony was and is used as a dye for the eye-lids, the

Jcohol. See Rosenmiiller in the Biblical Cabinet, xxvii. 65

o The Arabs suppose tliat a cornelian stone (the Sardius

lapis, Ez. xxviii. 13, but In Joseph. Ant. iii. 7, }.">,

Sardfmyx) laid on a fresh wound will stay hemorrhape.

V irij meaning natron : tlie Egyptian kind was found

in two hikes between Naukratis and Jlcmphis {Bihl. Cab.

xxvii. T). 7\
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sxxii. 20 ; Tiov. xxv. 20; comp. Jer. ii. 22) ; the

meutioa of " the apothecary " (Ex. xxx. 35 ; Eccl.

X. 1), and of the merchant in " powdei-s " (Cant,

iii. 6), shows that a distinct and important branch

of trade was set up in these wares, in which, as at

a modern druggist's, articles of luxury &c., are

combined with the remedies of sickness ; see further,

Wunderbar, Istes Heft, pp. 73, ad fin. Among the

most favourite of extern;d remedies h;is always been

the bath. As a preventive of numerous disorders

its virtues were known to the Egyptians, and the

scrupulous levitical bathings prescribed by Moses

would merely enjoin the continuance of a practice

familiar to tiie Jews, from the example especially of

the priests in that country. Besides the significance

of moral purity which it canied, the use of the bath

checked tiie tendency to become unclean by violent

perspirations from within and effluvia from without

;

it kept the porous system in play, and stopped the

outset of much disease. In order to make the sanc-

tion of health more solemn, irfost oriental nations

have enforced purificatory rites by religious mandates
•—and so the Jews. A treatise collecting all the

dicta of ancient medicine on the use of the bath has

been current ever since the revival of leaniing, under

the title De Balneis. According to it Hippocrates

and Galen prescribe the bath medicinally in peri-

pneumonia rather than in burning fever, as tending to

allay the pain of the sides, chest, and back, promoting

various secretions, removing lassitude, and suppling

joints. A hot bath is recommended for those suffer-

ing from lichen (Be Bain. 464). Those, on the

contrary, who have looseness of the bowels, who are

languid, loathe their food, are troubled with nausea

or bile, should not use it, as neither should the

epileptic. After exhausting journeys in the sun

the bath is commended as the restorative of moist-

ure to the frame (456-458). The four objects

which ancient authorities chiefly proposed to attain

by bathing are— 1, to wann and distil the ele-

ments of the body throughout the whole fi-ame, to

equalise whatever is abnormal, to rarefy the skin,

and promote evacuations through it; 2, to reduce

a dry to a moister habit ; 3 (the cold-bath), to

cool the frame and brace it; 4 (the warm-bath),

a sudorific to expel cold. Exercise before bathing

is recommended, and in the season from April till

November inclusive it is the most conducive to

health ; if it be kept up in the other months it

should then be but once a week, and that fasting.

Of natural watei-s some are nitrous, some saline,

some aluminous,! some sulphureous, some bitu-

minous, some copperish, some ferruginous, and

some compounded of these. Of all the natm-al

waters the power is, on the whole, desiccant

and calefacient ; and they are peculiarly fitted

tor those of a humid and cold habit. Pliny

(//. N. xxxi.) gives the fullest extint account

of the thermal springs of the ancients {Paul. Aegin.

ed. Sydenh. Soc. i. 71). Avicenna gives precepts

for salt and other mineral baths; the fonner he

recommends in cise of scurvy and itching, as rare-

fying the skin, and afterwards condensing it. Water

medicated with alum, natron, sulphur, naphtha.
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iron, litharge, vitriol, and vinegar, are also specified

by him. Friction and unction are prescribed, and

a caution given against staying too long in the

water {ibid. 338-340 ; comp. Aetius, de Bain.

iv. 484). A sick bather should lie quiet, and

allow others to rab and anoint him, and use no

strigil (the common instrument for scraping the

skin), but a sponge (456). JIaimonides chiefly

following Galen, recommends the bath, especially

for phthisis in the aged, as being a case of dryness

with cold habit, and to a hectic fever patient as

being a case of dryness with hot habit ; also in

cases of ephemeral and tertian fevers, under certain

restrictions, and in putrid fevers, with the caution

not to incur shivering. Bathing is dangerous to

those who feel pain in the liver after eating. He
adds cautions regarding the kind of water, but these

relate chiefly to water for drinking {De Bain.

438-9). The bath of oil was foniied, according to

Galen and Aetius, by adding the fifth part of heated

oil to a water-bath. Josephus speaks {B. J. i.

33, §5) as though oil had, in Herod's case, been used

pure.

There were special occasions on which the bath

was ceremonially enjoined, after a leprous eruption

healed, after the conjugal act, or an involuntary

emission, or any gonon'hoeal discharge, after men-
struation, child-bed, or touching a corpse ; so for the

priests before and during their times of office such a

duty was prescribed. [Baths.] The Pharisees

and Essenes aimed at scrupulous strictness of all

such rules (Matt. xv. 2 ; Mark vii. 5 ; Luke xi.

38). River-bathing' was common, but houses soon

began to include a bath-room (Lev. xv. 13 ; 2 K.

V. 10 ; 2 Sam. xi. 2 ; Susanna 15). Vapour-baths,

as among the Romans, were latterly included in

these, as well as hot and cold-bath apparatus, and

the use of perfumes and oils after quitting it was

everywhere diffused (Wunderbar, 2tes Heft, ii. B.).

The vapour was sometimes sought to be inhaled,

though this was reputed mischievous to the teeth.

It was deemed healthiest alter a wami to take

also a cold bath {Paid. Aegin. ed. Sydenh. Soc. i.

68). The Talmud has it
—" Whoso takes awami-

bath, and does not also drink thereupon some warm
water, is like a stove hot only fi-om without, but

not heated also from within. Whoso bathes and

does not withal anoint, is like the liquor outside

a vat. Whoso having had a waiTn-bath does not

also immediately pour cold water over him, is like

an iron made to glow in the fire, but not thereafter

hardened in the water." This succession of cold

water to hot vapour is commonly practised in Rus-

sian and Polish baths, and is said to contribute

much to robust health (Wunderbar, ibid.).

Besides the usual authorities on Hebrew anti-

quities, Talmudical and modern, Wunderbar (Istes

Heft, pp. 57-69) has compiled a collection of

writers on the special subject of Scriptural &c.

medicine, including its psychological and botanical

aspects, as also its political relations ; a distinct

section of thirteen monographs treats of the leprosy ;

and every various dise;ise mentioned in Scripture

appears elaborated in one or more such short trca-

1 Dr. Adams {Paul. Aegin. ed. Syd. Soc. i. 72) says

that the alum of the ancients found in mineral sprincs

cannot have been the alum of modorii commerce, since it

is very rarely to lie detected there ; but the alunien plu-

mosum, or hair alum, said to consist chiefly of the sul-

phate of magnesia and iron. 'I'he former exists, how-
ever, in gi'cat abmidanc" in the aluminous spring of the

Isle of Wight. The ancient nitre or natrou was a native

carbonate of soda (ibid.).

' The case of Naaman may be paralleled by Herod.

Iv. 90, where we read of the I earus. a tributarj- of the

Hebrus—AeVerai ticoi TroT.i^iwi' optcTTOt. to. re oAAa

€5 axeoriv ^ipovra, koI ii) koi ar5pa<ri «oi i>riroi<n
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tises. Those out of the wliole number which

appear most generally in esteem, to judge fVom

references made to them, are the followuig :

—

Rosenmullei-'s Natural History of the Bible, in

the Biblical Cabinet, vol. xxvii.

De Wette, Hebrdisch - jiidische Archdologie,

§•2716.

Culmet, Augustin, La Medeciiic et les Medecins

des anc. Jlebreux, in his Coinm. litcrale, Paris,

1724, vol. V.

Idem, Dissertation sur la Sueur du Sanj,

Lulie xxii. 43-4.

Pruner, Krankheiten des Orients.

Sprengel, Kurt, De medic. Ebracorum, Halle,

1789. 8vo. Also,

Idem, Beitrdge zur Goschichte der Medicin.

Halle, 1794, Bvo.

Idem, Versuch einer pragm. Geschichte der

Arzeneikunde. Halle, 1792, 1803, 1821. Also

the last edition by Dr. Roseubaum, Leipzig, 184G,

8vo. i. §37-45.

Idem, Histor. Rei Herhar. lib. i. cap. i. Flora

Biblica.

Bartholini, Thom., De morbis biblicis, miscella"

nea medica, in Ugolini, vol. xxx. p. 1521.

Idem, Farali/tici novi Testamenti, in Ugolini,

vol. xxx. p. 1459.

Schmidt, Joh. Jac, Biblisclier Iledicus. Ziil-

lichau, 1743, 8vo. p. 761.

Kali, De morbis sacerdot. V. T. Hafn. 1745. 4to.

Keinhard, Chr. Tob. Ephr., Bibelkrankheiten,

welche im alien Testamente vorkommen. Books

i. and ii. 1767, 8vo. p. 384. Book v. 1768, 8vo.

p. 244.

Shapter, Thomas, Medica sacra, or short exposi-

tions of the more important diseases mentioned

in the sacred writings. London, 1834.

Wundeibar, R. J., Biblisch-talmudische Medi-

cin, in 4 parts, Riga, 1850-3, 8vo. Also new
series, 1857.

Celsius, 01., flierobotanicon s. de plantis sacra;

scriptura: dissertationes breves. 2 Pai'ts. Upsal,

1745, 1747. 8vo. Amstelod. 1748.

Bochart, Sam., Hierozoicon s. bipartitum opus

de unimalibus sacra: scriptura:. London, 1665,

fol. Francf. 1675. fol. Also edited by, and with

the notes of, Ern. F. G. Rosenmiiller, Lips. 1793,

3 vols. 4to.

Spencer, De legibus Ilebraeorum ritualibus. Tii-

bingen, 1732, fol.

Reinhard, Mich. II., De cibis Ifebroe man prohi-

bitis ; Diss. I. respon. Seb. Jiltiller. Viteb. 1697,

4to.— Z'jss. //. respon. Chr. Liske, ibid. 1697,

4to.

Eschenbach, Chr. Ehrenfr., Progr. de lepra

Juda:orum. Rostock, 1774. 4to. in his Scripta

medic, bibl. p. 17-41.

Schilling, G. G. De lepra commentationes, roc.

J. D. Hahn, Lugd. Bat. 1788, 8vo.

Chamseru, It, Recherches sur le veritable

caractere de la lepre des Hebreux, in Man. de la

Soc. medic, d'emnlation de Paris, 1810, iii. 335.

• This writer has several monographs of much interest

on detached points, all to be found in his Dissertationes

Acad. Medic. Jena, 17th and 18lh centuries.

< This writer is remarkable for carefully abstaining

from any reference to the 0. T., even where such would

be most opposite.

» The writer wishes to acknowledge his obligations to

i>r. IloUcslon, Linacre Prufesisor of Physiology ; Dr. Green-

hill of Hastings; Dr. Adams, editor of several of the

Sydenham Society's publications; l\li. H. Kunisey of
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Relation Chirurgicale De l'Annie de I' Orient

Paris, 1804.

Wedel,' Geo. W., De lepra in sacris, .Icna,

1715. 4to. in his Kxercitat med. philolog. Cent.

II. dec. 4. S. 93-107.

Idem, De morb. Hiskiw, Jena, 1692, 4to in

his Exercit. med.philol. Cent. I. Dec. 7.

Idem, De morbo Jorami exercit. I. II. Jen.

1717. 4to. in his Exercit. med. philol. Cent. IL
Dec. 5.

Idem, De Saulo energumeno, Jena, 1685, in

his Excroitat. med. philol. Cent. I. dec. II.

Idem, De morbis sennm Soloiruonais, Jon.

1686, 4to. in his Exercit. med. phil. Cent. 1.

dec. 3.

Liclitenstein, Vers>.ich, ^c. in Eichhorn's AUjciu.

Bibliothek, VI. 407-67.

Mead, Dr. K., 71/erfjca /Sacra. 4to. London.

Gudius, G. F., Exercitatio philologica de Hc-
braica obstetricum origine, in Ugolini,' vol. xxx.

p. 1061.

Kali, De obstctricibus matrum Ilcbrworum in

JEgypto. Hamburg, 1746, 4to.

Israels, Dr. A. H., ' Tcntamen historico-me-

dicum, exhibens collectanea Gynacologica
,
quae ex

Talmvde Babylonico deprotnsit. GroninEren,

1845, 8vo. [H. H.]"

ME'EDA (MeeSSci: 3fcedda) = MERID

A

(1 Esdr. V. o'i).

MEGID'DO ("njp; in Zech. xii. 11, fnJO :

in the LXX. Ma-yeSSuj or MayfSSwv, excejit in

1 K. ix. 15, where it is MaySii) was in a very

marked position on the southern rim of the plain

of EsDRAELON, on the fiontier-line (sj)eaking gene-

rally) of the territories of the tiibes of Issachar
and Manasseii, and commanding one of those

passes from the north into the hill-country wiiich

were of such ciitical importance on various occa-

sions in the history of Judaea (tos ava^dcreis rris

opfivjjs, '6Tt Si avTciv ^v i] ftffoSos eis rriv

'lovSalav, Judith iv. 7).

Megiddo is usually sjwken of in connexion with

Taanacii, and frequently in connexion with Betii-

SHAN and Jezreel. This combination suggests

a wide view alike over Jewish scenery and Jewish

history. The first mention occurs in Josh. xii. 21,

where Megiddo ai)])ears as the city of one of the

" thirty and one kings," or petty chieftains, wiiom

Joshua defeated on the west of the Jordan. This was
one of the places within the limits of Issachar assigned

to Manasseh (Josh. xvii. 11 ; 1 Chr. vii. 29). But
the arrangement gave only an imperfect advantage

to tlie latter tribe, for they did not diive out tin;

Canaanites, and were only able to make them tri-

butary (Josh. xvii. 12, 13 ; Judg. i. 27, 28). The
song of Deborah brings the place vividly before us,

as the scene of the great conflict between Sisera

and Barak. The chaiiots of Sisera were gathered
" unto the river of Kishon" (Judg. iv. 13); Barak

went down with his men "from Mount Tauor"

Cheltenham, and Mr. J. Cooper Forster of Guy's Hospital,

London, for their kindness in revising and correcting this

ai-tlcle, and that on Lepkosy, tn tlielr passage through the

press ; at Uio same time that he docs not wish to imply

any responsibility on their part for the opinions or state-

ments contained in them, save so fur as they are referred

to by name. Dr. Robert Sim has also greatly assisted

him with the results of large actual experience in Oricjital

pathology.
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into the plain (iv. 14); "then fought the kings of

Canaan in Tnanach by the waters of Megiddo"
fv. 19). The course of the Kishon is immediately

ill front of this jiosition ; and the river seems to

have been flooded by a storm: hence what fol

lows:—"The river of Kishou swept them away,
that ancient river, the river Kishon" (v. 21)
.Still we do not read of Megiddo being iirmly in the

occupation of the Israelites, and perhaps it was not

really so till the time of Solomon. That monarch
l)laced one of his twelve commissariat officers,

named Baana, over " Taanach and Megiddo," with

the neighbourhood of Beth-shean and Jezreel (1 K.

iv. 12). In this reign it appears that some costly

works were constructed at Megiddo (ix. 15). These

were p;obal)ly Ibrtilications, suggested by its im-

poitant military position. All the subsequent no-

tices of tlie place are connected with military

transactions. To this place Ahaziah fled when his

uiilbitunate visit to Joram had brought him into

collision with Jehu ; and here he died (2 K. ix. 27)

within the confines oi' what is elsewhere called

Samaria (2 Chr. -vxii. 9).

But the chief historical interest of Megiddo is

concentrated in Josiah's death. When Pharaoh-

Necho came from Egypt against the king of As-

syria, Josiah joined the latter, and was slain at

Megiddo (2 K. sxiii. 29), and his body was carried

from thence to Jerusalem [ib. 30). The story is

told in the Chronicles in more detail (2 Chr.

xxxv. 22-24). There the fatal action is said to have

taken place "in the valley of Megiddo." The
words in the LXX. are, eV toj -n-eSio) MayfSSdv.
This calamity made a deep and permanent impres-

sion ou the Jews. It is recounted again in 1 Esd.

i. 25-31, where in the A. V. "the plain of Ma-
giddo" represents the same Greek words. The
lamentations for this good king became " an ordi-

nance in Israel " (2 Chr. xxxv. 25). " In all

Jewry" they mourned for him, and the lamentation

was made perpetual " in all the nation of Israel

"

(1 Esd. i. 32). " Their grief was no land-flood of

present passion, but a constant channell of continued

sorrow, streaming from an annual! fountain " (Ful-

ler's Fisgah Sight of Palestine, p. 165). Thus, in

the language of the prophets (Zech. xii. 11), "the
mourning of Hadadrimmou in the valley (TreS/ij),

LXX.) of Megiddon" becomes a poetical expression

for the deepest and most despairing grief; as in the

Apocalypse (Kev. xvi. 16) Armageddon, in con-

tinuance of the same imagery, is presented as the

scene ot tenil)le and final conflict. For the Septua-

giutal version of this pa-ssage of Zechariah we may
refer to Jerome's note on the passage. " Adad-
remmon, pro quo LXX. transtulerunt 'Pouyos, urbs

est juxta Jesraelem, quae hoc olim voaibulo nun-

capatji est, et hodie vocatur Maximianopolis in

Campo Mageddon." That the prophet's imagery

is drawn from the occasion of Josiah's death there

can be no doubt. In Stanley's S. 4' 1^- (p- 347)
this calamitous event is made very vivid to us by
an allusion to the " Egypti;ui archei-s, in their long

array, so well known from their sculptured monu-
mants." For the mistake in the account of Pharaoh-

Necho's campaign in Heralotus, who has evidently

jmt Migdol by mistnke for Megiddo (ii. 159), it is

enough to refer to Bahr's excursus on the passage.

The Egyptian king may have landetl his troops at

Acre; but it is iar more likely that he marched
northwards along the coast-plain, and tlien turned

round Cannel into tiie plain of Esdi-aelon, taking

the left bank of Ihe Kishon, and that there the
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Jewish king came upon him by the goige of

Megiddo.

The site thus associated with critical passages of

Jewish history from Joshua to Josiah has been

identified beyond any reasonable doubt. Robinson

did not visit this corner of the plain on his lirst

journey, but he was brought conlidently to the

conclusion that Megiddo was the modern el-Lejjun,

which is undoubtedly the Legio of Eusebius and

Jerome, an important and well-known place in

their day, since they assume it as a central point

from which to maik the position of several other

places in this quarter {Bib. lies. ii. 328-330).

Two of the distances are given thus: 15 miles fiom
Nazareth and 4 from Taanach. There can be no
doubt that the identification is substantially correct.

The fj.fya ^eSiov AeyeHvos (^Onom'tst. s. v. To^a-
Qciiv) evidently corresponds with the " plain (or

valley) of Megiddo" of the 0. T. Moreover el-

Lejjun is on the caravan-route from Egypt to Da-
mascus, and traces of a lioman load are found near

the village. Van de Velde visited the spot in 1852,
ajiproaching it through the hills from the S.W.
He describes the view of the plain as seen from the

highest point between it and the sea,and the huge tells

which mark the positions of the " key-fortresses

"

of the hills and the plain, Taanuk and el-Lvjjiin,

the latter being the most considerable, and having

another called Tell-Metzcllim, half an hour to the

N.W. {Sur. 4r Pal. i. 350-356). About a month
later in the same year Dr. Robinson was there, and

convinced himself of the correctness of his former

opinion. He too describes the view over the plain,

northwards to the wooded hills of Galilee, eastwards

to Jezreel, and southwards to Taanach, lell-Alet-

zellim being also mentioned as on a projecting por-

tion of the hills which are continuous with Carmel,

the Kishon being just below {Bib. Pes. ii. 116-

119). Both writers mention a copious stream

flowing down this gorge (March and April), and
turning some mills before joining the Kishon. Here
are probably the " waters of Megiddo " of Judg. v.

19, though it should be added that by Professor

Stanley {S. ^ P. p. 339) they are supposed rather

to be " the pools in the bed of the Kishon" itself.

The same author regards the " plain (or valley) of

Megiddo" as denoting not the whole of the Es-

draelon level, but that broadest part of it which is

immediately opposite the place we are describing

(pp. 335, 336).

The passage quoted above from Jerome suggests

a further question, viz. whether Von Raumer is

light in " identifying el-Lejjun also with Ma.\i-

mianopolis, which tlie Jerusalem Itinerary places

at 20 miles from Caesarea and 10 from Jezreel."

Van de Velde {Memoir, p. 333) holds this view to

be conect. He thinks he has found the trae

Hadadrimmon in a place called Rummaneh, " at

the foot of the Megiddo-hills, in a notch or valley

about an hour and a half S. of 2'cll-Mctzellim,"

and would place the old fortified Megiddo on this

tell itself, suggesting further that its name, " the

tell of the Governor," may possibly retain a remi-

niscence of Solomon's oflicer, Baana the son of

Ahilud. [J. S. IL]

MEGID'DON, THE VALLEY OF (fiypa

\y\yO : ireSio*' fKKoirTOfidvov : campus Mageddon).

Tlie extended form of the preceding name. It occurs

only in Zech. xii. 1 1. In two other cases the LXX.

retain the n at the end of the name, viz. 2 K. ix.

27, and 2 Chr. xxxv. 22, though it is not their
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general custom. In this passage it will be obberved

that they have translated the word. [G.]

MEHETABEEL (^XntO/np: Mero/Sei^A;

Alex. Me7)Ta;8er)A : Mctahccl). Another and less

correct form ot'MEHETAbEL. The ancestor of

Shemaiah the prophet who was hired against Ne-

hemiah by Tobi.ih and Sanballat (Neh. vi. 10).

He w;is probably of pi-iestly descent ; and it is not

unlikely that Delaiah, who is called his son, is the

s;ime as the head of the 23rd course of priests in

the reign of David (1 Chr. xxiv. 18).

iMEHE'TABEL (^N*2D"'np: Samaritan Cod.

^NlD^nD : Mere/SeiijA. : ileetahel). The daughter

of ]\Iatred, and wife of Hadad, or Hadar, the eighth

and last-mentioned king of Edom, who had Pal or

Pau for his birthplace or chief city, before royalty

was established among the Israelites (Gen. xxxvi.

39). Jerome {de Nomin. Hebr.) writes the name
in the form Mcttabel, which he renders " quara

bonus est Deus."

ME'HIDx\ (NTTip : UaovU ; Alex. Mei5o ;

in Ezr. MiSci; Alex. MeeiSa in Neh.: Mahida),

a family of Nethinim, the descendants of Mehida,

leturned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii.

52 ; Neh. vii. 54). In 1 Esdr. the name occurs in

the form Meeda.

MEHI'K (n^na: Mox'p; Alex. Uax^lp

:

Mahif), the son of Chelub, the brother of Shuah,

or as he is described in the LXX., " Caleb the father

of Ascha" (1 Chr. iv. 11). In the Targum of R.

Joseph, Mehir appears as " Perug," its Chaldee

equivalent, both words signifying " price."

MEHOL'ATHITE, THE (^nynisn : Alex.

& lxo6v\adfirris ; Vat. omits : Molathita), a word
occurring once only (1 .Sam. xviii. 19), as the de-

scription of Adi'iel, son of Barzillai, to whom Saul's

daughter Merab was married. It no doubt denotes

that he belonged to a place called Meholah, but

whether that was Abel-Meholah afterwards the

native place of Elisha, or another, is as uncertain as

it is whether Adriel's father was the well-known
Barzillai the Gileadite or not. [G.]

MEHU'JAEL (bN^;inO and ^KJ'nO : MoAe-

AfTjX; Alex. Mai'^A : Maviael), the son of Irad,

and fourth in descent from Cain (Gen. iv. 18).

I'^wald, regarding the genealogies in Gen. v. and v.

as substantially the same, follows the Vat. LXX.,
considering Mahalaleel as the true reading, and the

variation from it the result of airele.-^s ti-anscrip-

tion. It is scarcely necessaiy to say that this is a

gratuitous assumption. The T;u-gum of Onkelos
follows the Hebrew even in the various forms which
the name assumes in the same verse. The Peshito-

Syriac, ^^llgate, and a few MSS. retain the fomier
of the two readings ; while the Sam. text reiids

?Kn''D, which appeai-s to have been followed by

» The instances of H being employed to render the
strange Hebrew guttural Ain are not frequent in the A. V.
•• Hebrew " (^^Dy) — which in earlier versions was
" Ebrew " (comp. Slialcspere, Henry I V. Part I. Act 2,

Sc. 4)—is oftenest encountered.

*>
, ,ljc«. -Va'an. all but Identical with the Hebrew

Maon.
: Hero the Cethib, or original Hebrew text, has Meinim,

whicli is nearer the Greek equivalent than Sleunim or

Ueonim.

MEHUNIMS
the Aldine and Complutensian editions, and the

Alex. MS. [W. A. W.]

MEH'UISIAN (10-inO: '\(iiv: Maumam),

one of the seven eunuchs (A. V. " chamberbins,"

)

who seiTed betbre Ahasuerus (Esth. i. 10). The

LXX. appear to have re;id |Dn? for JO-inp?.

MEH'UNIM (D'-J-iyO, without tlie ai-ticle:

Mavwefiflv; Alex. Moovvtifx: Munitn), Ezr. ii. 50.

Elsewhere called ]\Iehunims and Meunim ; and in

the parallel list of 1 Esdr. Meani.

MEHUNIMS, THE CD*>iy©n, i. e. the

Me'flnim: oi Vlavaloi; Alex, ol Mivaioi: Am-
manitae), a people against whom king Uzziah waged

a successful war (2 Chr. xxvi. 7). Although so

different in its English* dress, yet the name is in

the original merely the plural of Maon (fiyO), a

nation named amongst those who in the earlier days

of their settlement in Palestine harassed and op-

pressed Israel. Maon, or the Maonites, probably

inhabited the country at the back of the great

range of Seir, the modem esh-Shcrah, whic^h fonns

the eastern side of the Wady cl-Arahah, where at

the present ilay there is still a town of the same

name*" (Burckhardt Syria, Aug. 24). And this is

quite in accordance with the temis of 2 Chr. xxvi. 7,

where the Mehuuim are mentioned with " the Ara-

bians of Gur-baal," oi', as the LXX. render it, Petra.

Another notice of the Jlehunims in the reign of

Hezekiah (cir. B.C. 726-697) is found in 1 Chr. iv.

41.<^ Here they are spoken of as a pastoral people,

either themselves Hamites, or in alliance with Ha-

mites, quiet and peaceable, dwelling in tents. They
had been settled from " of old," i. e. aboriginally,

at the east end of the Valley of Gedor or Gerar, in

the wilderness south of Palestine. A connexion with

Mount Seir is hinted at, though obscurely (ver. 42).

[See vol. i. p. 669 a.] Here, however, the A. V.

—probably following the translations of Luther and

Junius, which in their turn follow the Targum

—

treats the word juj an ordinary noun, .md rendere

it "habitations;" a reading now relinquished by

scholars, who underetaud the word to refer to the

people in question (Gesenius, Thes. 1002a, and

Notes on Burckhardt, 1069 ; Bertheau, Chronik).

A third notice of the Mehunim, corroborative of

those already mentioned, is found in the narrative

of 2 Chr. XX. There is eveiy reason to believe that

in ver. 1 " the Ammonites " should be read as " the

^ Maonites," who in that case are the " men of Mount
Seir" mentioned later in the naiTative (ver. 10, 22).

In all these pass<iges, including the last, the LXX.
render the name by ol tUfivatoi—the Minaeans—

a

nation of Arabia renowned tor their traffic in spices,

who are named by Strabo, Ptolemy, and other

ancient geographere, and whose seat is now ascer-

tained to have been the S.W. portion of the great

Arabian peninsula, the western half of the modern
Hadramaut {Diet, of Geography, "Minaei").

d The te«t of this passage Is awurately as follows:

—

" The children of Jloab and the children of Ammon, and

with them of the Aniniouitcs ;" the words " other beside
"

being Interpolated by our translators.

Tlie change from " Ammonites " to " Mehimlm " Is not

so violent as it looks to an Engli;;]! reader. Jt is a simple

transposition of two letters, Q'JiyD for Q^JlOy i *"«•

it is supported by the LXX., and by Joseplius (Ant. ix. 1,

}2,'ApaPcs) ; and by modern scholars, as l)e Wette {Bibd),

Kwald (Gtsch. iii. 474, note). A reverse transposition

will be found in the Syriac version of Judg. x. 12, where
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Bochart has pointed out (Fhalcij, ii. aip. xxii.),

with r«\son, that disUiuce alone lenders it im-

possible that these Minaeans can be the Meunim
of the Bible, iuid also that the people of the

Arabian peninsula are Shemites, while the Meunim
appear to have been descended from Ham (1 Chr.

iv. 41). But with his usual turn for etymologiail

speculation he endeavours nevertheless to esttiblisli

an identity between the two, on the ground that

Cam al-Manasil, a place two days' journey south

of Mecca, one of the towns of the Minaeans, signifies

the " horn of habitations," and might therefore be

equivalent to the Hebrew Meonim.

Josephus {Ant. ix. 10, §3) calls them " the Arabs

who adjoined Egypt," and speiiks of a city built

by Uzziah on the Ked Sea to overawe them.

Ewald {Gcschichte, i. 323jjoi(?) suggests that

the southern Minaeans were a colony from the

Maonites of Mount Seir, who in their turn he

appears to consider a remnant of the Amorites (see

the text of the same page).

That the Minaeans were foniiliar to the translators

of the LXX. is evident tiom the fact that they not

only introduce the name on the occasions ;dready

mentioned, but that they further use it as equivalent

to Naamathite. Zophar the Naamathite, one of

the three fi-iends of Job, is by them presented as

"Sophar the Minaean," and " Sophar king of the

Minaeans." In this connexion it is not unworthy

of notice that as there was a town called Maon in

the raountain-tlistrict of Judah, so there was one

called Naamah in the lowland of the same tribe.

El-Minydy, which is, or was, the first station south

of Gaza, is probably identical with Minois, a place

mentioned with distinction in the Christian records

of Palestine in the 5th and 6th centuries (Heland,

Palaestiiia, 899 ; LeQuien, Oriens Christ, iii. 669),

and both may ret;iin a trace of the Minaeans.

Baal-Meon, a town on the east of Jordan, near

Heshbon, still ciilled Main, proljably also retains a

trace of the presence of the Maonites or Mehunim
north of their proper locality.

The latest appearance of the name Mehunims
in the Bible is in the lists of those who returned

liom the Captivity with Zerubbabel. Amongst the

non-Israelites from whom the JS'ethinim— following

the precedent of wliat seems to have been the

foundation of the ^ order—were made up, we find

their name (Ezr. ii. 50, A. V. " Jlehunim ;" Neh.

vii. 52, A. V. " Meunim"). Here they are men-

tioned with the Nephishim, or descendants of

Naphish, an Ishmaelite people whose seat appears

to have been on the east of Palestine (1 Chr. v. 19),

and therefore certainly not far distant from Ma an

the chief city of the IMaonites. [G.]
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" Ammon " is read for the " Maon " of the Hebrew. The

,1AX. make the change again in 2 Chr. xxvj. 8 ; but here

there Is no apparent occasion for it.

The Jewish gloss on 2 Chr. xx. 1 is curious. " By

Ammonites Edomites .are meant, who, out of respect for

the fraternal relation between the two nations, would not

aane against Israel in their own dress, but disguised them-

selves as Ammonites." (Jerome, Quacsl. lleUr. ad loo.)

' 'ITie institution of the Nethiniui, i. e. " the given

ones," seems to have originated in the Midiaiiltc war

(Num. xxxi.), when a certain portion of the captives was

"given" (the word In the original is the same) to tbe

Levites who kept the charge of the Sacred Tent (ver. 30,

47). The Gibeonitt's were probably the next accession,

and the invaluable lisLs of Ezra and Neheniiah alluded to

above seem to show that the captives from many a foreign

nation went to swell the numbers of the Order. See

ME-JAR'KON ipp-|*n 'D: ed\aacra 'Upi-

Koiv: Aqiuxe Jercon), a town in the tenitory of

Dan (Josh. xix. 46 only) ; named next in order to

Gath-rimmon, and in tlie neighboiuhood of Joppa

or Japlio. The lexicographers interpret the name
;is meaning " the yellow waters." Ko attempt hits

been made to identify it with any existing site. It

is diliicult not to suspect that the name following

that of Me-hajjarkon, hai--Kakon (A. V. Kakkon), is

a mere corrupt repetition thereof, as the two bear a
very close similarity to each other, and occur no-

where else. [G
.]

MEKO'NAH (HibQ »: LXX. omits: Mochma),

one of the towns which weie re-inhabited after the

captivity by the men of Judah (Neh. xi. 28). From
its being coupled with Ziklag, we should infh- that it

was situated tar to the south, while the mention of

the "daughter towns" (niJ3, A. V. "villages"}

dependent on it, seem to show that it was a place of

some magnitude. Mekonah is not mentioned else-

where, and it does not appear that iny name corre-

sponding with it has been yet discovered. The
conjecture of Schwarz—that it is identical with the

Mechanuin, which Jerome'' {Onomasticon, " Beth-

macha ") locjites between Eleutheropolis and Jeru-

salem, at eight miles from tlie former—is entirely

at variance with the above inference. [G.]

MELATI'AH (H^^P^D : UaKrias : Meltias),

a Gibeonite, who, with the men of Gibeon and
IMizpah, assisted in rebuilding the wall of Jeru-

salem under Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 7).

MEL'CHI (Me\xe' in Vat. and Alex. MSS.
;

MeAx'j Tisch. : Melchi). 1. The son of Janna,

and ancestor of Joseph in the genealogy of Jesus

Christ (Luke iii. 24). In the list given by Afri-

canus Melchi appears as the father of Heli, the in-

tervening Levi and Matthat being omitted (Hervey,

Geneal. p. 137).

2. The son of Addi in the same genealogy (Luke
iii. 28).

MELCHI'AH (iTB^D: MeAxms: Melchias),

a priest, the father of Pashur (Jer. xxi. 1). He
is elsewhere cidled Malchiah and Malchijah. (See

Malchiah 7, and Malchijah 1.)

MELCHI'AS (M€A.x'os: Melchias). 1. Th«
same as Malchiah 2 (1 Esdr. Lx. 26).

2. = Malchiah 3 and Malchijah 4 (1 Esdr.

ix. 32),

3. (Malachias). The same as Malchiah 6

(1 Esdr. ix. 44).

Mehunim, Nephusim, Harsha, Sisera, and other foreign

names contained in these lists.

" Our translators have here represented the Hebrew
Caph by K, which they usually reserve for the Koph.
Otlier instances are Kithlish and Kittim.

b This passage of Jerome is one of those which com-

pletely startle the reader, and incline him to mistrust

altogether Jerome's knowledge of siicrcd tiipography. He
ictually places the Beth-maacba, in which Joab besieged

Sheba the s<in of Bichri, and which was one of the tirst

places taken by Tiglatli-Pileser on his entrance into the

north of Palestine, among the mountains of Judah, south

of Jerusalem! A mistake of the same kind is found In

Benjamin of Tudela and Hap-Parchi, who place llie Maon

of David's adventures in the ncighbourhooil of UotiM

Carmel.
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MEL'GHIEL (MeAx**^^)- Cluimiis, the

son of MeUhiel, was oue of the three goveinoi-s of

Bethulia (Jud. vi. 15). The Vulgate lias a dif-

ferent leading, and the Peshito gives the name
Manshajel.

MELCHI'SEDEC (McAx'o-fSe'/c), the form

of the name JIklciuzkdek adoi)ted in the A.V. of

tiie New Testament (tieh. v. vi. \i\).

MELCHI-SHUA (i?-i:;"*^3'?», i-e. Malcliishua:

MeXxfiffa ; Alex. MeKxKrouf ;
Joseph. MeKx^"'"^ '•

Mdchisua), a son of Saul (1 Sam. xiv. 49, xxxi. 2 ),

An erroneous manner of representing the name,

which is elsewhere correctly given Malciiisiuta.

MELCHIZ'EDEK (pn^'S^D, ». e. Jlalci-

tzedek: MeA.x'fe5«'/c : Mdcliisedech), king of

Salem and priest of the Jlost High God, who
met Abram in the valley of Shaveh [or, the level

valley], which is the king's valley, brought out

bread and wine, blessed Abram, and received

tithes from him (Gen. xiv. 18-20.). The other

jilaces in which Melchizodek is mentioned are Ps.

ex. 4, where Jlessiah is described as a priest for ever,

"after the order of Melchizedek," and Heb. v.,vi.,

vii., where these two passages of the O. T. are

quoted, and the typical relation of Melchizedek to

our Lord is stated at gi-eat length.

There is something surprising and mysterious in

the first appearance of IMelchizedek, and in the sub-

sequent relerences to him. Bearing a title which

Jews in after ages would recognize as designating

their own sovereign, bearing gitts which recall to

Christians the Lord's Supper, this Canaanite crosses

for a moment the path of Abram, and is unhe-

sitatingly recognized as a person of higher spiritual

iimk than the friend of God. Disappearing as sud-

denly as he came in, he is lost to the sacred writings

for a thousand years ; and then a few emphatic words

for another moment bring him into sight as a type

of the coming Lord of David. Once more, after

another thousand years, the Hebrew Christians are

taught to see in him a pioof that it was the con-

sistent puii)ose of God to abolish the Levitical

prieslliood. His person, his ollice, his relation to

Christ, and the seat of his sovereignty, have given

vise to innumerable discussions, which even now can

scarcely be considered as settled.

The fnith of early ages ventured to invest his

person with superstitious awe. Perhaps it would
be too much to ascribe to mere national jealousy

the fact that Jewish tradition, as recorded in the

Targums of Pseudo-Jonathan and Jerusalem, and

in liashi on Gen. xiv., in some cabalistic {apud
Bochart, P/talej, pt. 1, b. ii. 1, §69) and Kab-

binical {ap. Schottgen, Hor. Heb. ii. 645) writei-s,

pronounces Melchizedek to be a survivor of the

Deluge, the patriarch Shem, authorised by the

superior dignity of old age to bless even the father

of the faithful, and entitled, as the paramount lord

of Canaan (Gen. ix. 26) to convey (xiv. 19) his right

to Abram. Jerome in his Ep. Ixxiii. ad Evangelum

{0pp. i. 438), which is entirely devoted to a con-

sideration of the pei"son and dwelling-place of Mel-

chizedek, states that this was the prevailing opinion

of the Jews in his time ; and it is ascribed to the

Samaritans by Epiphanius, JIacr. Iv. (5, p. 472. it

was aftenvards embraced by Luther and Melanch-

thon, by our own countiymen, H. Broughton,

Selden, I.ightfoot {Chor. Murcopraem. ch. x. 1, §2),
Jackson {On the Creed, h. ix. §2), and by many
others. It should be noted tliat this supposition
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does not ajipear in the Targum of Oukelos,—a pi-e-

sumption that it was not received by the Jew*
till after the Christian era— nor has it found

favour with the Fathers. Equally old, perhajis,

but less widely diffused, is the supposition not

unknown to Augustine {Quaest. in Gen. l.\xii.

—

0pp. iii. :i9G), and ascribed by Jerome (/. c.) to

Origen and Didymus, that Jlelchizedek was an

angel. The Fatliers of the fourth and fifth centu-

ries record with reprobation the tenet of the Slel-

chizedekians that he was a Power, A'iitue, or

Influence of God (August, de Hueresibus §34,

0pp. viii. 11; Theodoret, Hoeret. fab. ii. 6, p.

332 ; Epiphan. Haer. Ir. 1, p. 4C8 ; compaie Cyril

Alex. Glaph. in Gen. ii. p. 57) superior to Christ

(Chrysost. Horn, in Melchiz. 0pp. vi. p. 269),

and the not less daring conjecture of Hieracas and

his followers that I\Ielchizedek was the Holy Ghost

(Epiphan. Haer. Ixvii. 3, p. 711 and Iv. 5. p.

472). Epiphanius also mentions (Iv. 7, p. 474

^

some members of the church as holding the erro-

neous opinion that Melchizedek was the Son i.t

God a])pearing in human fomi, an opuiiou wliicli

St. Amijrose {De Abrah. i. §3, 0pp. t. i. p. '.^8b >

seems willing to receive, and which has been adopt* I

by many modern critics. Similar to this was a

Jewish opinion that he was the Messiah {apud D< \

ling, Obs. Sacr. ii. 73, Schottgen, /. c. ; compare il

I5ook Sohar ap. Wolf, Curae Phil, in Heb. vii. 1

Moderu writers have added to these conjectui'

that he may have been Ham (Jurien), or a :

scend;xnt of Japhet (Owen), or of Shem (a;-

Deyling, I. c.), or even Enoch (Hulse), or J.

(Kohlreis). Other guesses may be found in Deylii

{I.e.') and in Pfeiifer {De persona Mekh.— 0//

.

p. 51). All these opinions ai-e unauthorised adiii-

tions to Holy Scripture—many of them seejn to 1

irreconcileable witli it. It is an essential part oi

the Apostle's argument (Heb. vii. 6) that Mel-

chizedek is " without father," and that his "pedi-

gree is not counted from the sons of Levi ;" so

that neither their ancestor Shem, nor any otlioi

son of Noah c;m be identified with Jlelchizedel;

;

and again, the statements that he fulfilled on eaitli

the offices of Priest and King and that he was

"made like unto the Son of God" would haidly

have been predicated of a Divine Pei-son. The way
in which he is mentioned in Genesis would ratiier

lead to the immediate inference that Melchizedek

was of one blood with the children of Ham, among
whom he lived, chief (like tlie King of Sodom) of a

settled Canaanitish tribe. Perhaps it is not too

much to infer from the silence of Philo {Abraham,
xl.) and Oukelos (in Gen.) as to any othei- opinion,

that they held this. It certainly was the ojiinion

of Josephus {B. J. vii. 18), of most of the early

Fathei-s {apud Jerome, /. c), of Theodoret (in

Gen. Ixiv. p. 77), and Epiphanius {Haer. Isvfi,

p. 716), and is now generally received (see Grotius

in Hcbr. ; Patrick's Commentary in Gen. ; Bleek,

Hebrder, it. 303 ; Ebrard, Hebrder ; Fairbairn,

Typology, ii. 313, ed. 1854). And as Balaam was

a prophet, so Melchizedek was a priest among the

corrupted heathen (Philo, Abrah. xxxix. ; Euseb.

Praep. Evaiuj. i. 9), not self-appointed (as Ohry-

sostom suggests, Horn, in Gen. xxrv. §5, of. Heb. v

4), but constituted by a special gift from God, and

recognised as such by Him.
Melchizedek combined the offices of priest and

king, as was not uncommon in patriarchal times.

Nothing is said to distinguish his kingship from

that of llie contemporary kings of Canaan ; but the
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emphatic words in which he is described, by a title

never given even to Abniliain, as a "priest of the

most High God," as blessing Abram and receiving

tithes from him, seem to imj)ly that his piiesthood

was something more (see Heiigstenberg, ChristoL,

Ps. ex.) than an ordinary patriarchal pi'icsthood,

such as Abram himself and other heads of families

(Job i. 5) exercised. And although it has been

observed (Pearson, On the Creed, p. 122, ed. 1843)
that we read of no other sacerdotal act jier-

formed by Melchizedek, but only that of blessing

[and receiving tithes, PfeiHer], yet it may be as-

sumed that he was accustomed to discharge all the

ordinary duties of those who are " ordained to offer

gifts and sacrifices," Heb. viii. 3 ; and we might

toncede (with Philo, Grotius, I. c. and others) that

his regal hospitality to Abram was possibly pi eceded

by au unrecorded sacerdotal act of oblation to God,

without implying that his hospitality was in itself,

as recorded in Genesis, a sacrifice.

The " order of Melchizedek," in Ps. ex. 4, is ex-

plained by Gesenius and Rosenmiiller to mean
"manner" = likeness in official dignity = a king

and priest. The relation between Melchizedek and

Christ as type and antitype is made in the Ep. to

the Hebrews to consist in the following particulars.

Each was a priest, (1) not of the Levitical tribe;

(2) supeiior to Abraham
; (3) whose beginning

and end are unknown
; (4) who is not only a

priest, but also a king of righteousness and peace.

To these points of agreement, noted by the Apostle,

human ingenuity has added others which, however,

stand in need of the evidence of either an inspired

writer or an eye-witness, before the)' can be re-

ceived as facts and applied to establish any doctiine.

Thus J. Johnson {Unbloodi/ Sacrifice, i. 123, ed.

1847) asserts on very slender evidence, that the

Fathers who refer to Gen. xiv. 18, understood that

Melchizedek offered the bread and wine to God;
and hence he infers that one great part of our Sa-

viour's Melchizedekian priesthood consisted in offer-

ing bread and wine. And BellaiTnine asks in what
other respects is Christ a priest after the order of

Melchizedek. Waterland, who does not lose sight

of the deep significancy of Melchizedek's action, has

replied to Johnson in his Appendix to " the Chris-

tian Sacrifice explained," ch. iii. §2, Works, v.

165, ed. 1843. Bellannine's question is suffi-

ciently answered by Whitaker, Disputation on

Scripture, Quest, ii. ch. x. 1G8, ed. 1849. And
the sense of the Fathers, who sometimes expressed

themselves in rhetorical language, is cleaied from

misinterpretation by Bp. Jewel, Rcphj to Hardinij,

art. xvii. ( irorAs, ii. 731, ed. 1847). In Jackson

on the Creed, Bk. ix. §2, ch. vi.-xi. 955, et sq.,

there is a lengthy but valuable account of the

priesthood of Melchizedek ; and the views of two
different theological schools are ably steted by

Aquinas, Summa iii. 22, §6, and TuiTetinus, Thco-

logia vol. ii. p. 443-453.

Another fruitful source of discussion has been

found in the site of Salem and Shavch, which cer-

tainly lay in Abram's road from Hobah to the

plain of Mamre, and which are assumed to be near

to each other. The various theories may be briefly

enumerated as follows :—(1 ^ Salem is supposed to

have occupied in Abraliam s time the giouud on

which afterwards Jebus and tlien Jerusalem stood
;

and Shaveh to 1« the valley cast ofJerusalem through

which the Kidron flows. This opinion, aban-

doned by Reland, Pal. 833, but adopted by Winer,
is supported by the facts that Jerusalem is called
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Salem ni Ps. Ixxvi. 2, and that Josephus(^«<. i. 10,

§2) and the Targums distinctly assert their identity :

that the king's dale (2 Sam. xviii. 18), identified in

Gen. xiv. 17 with Shaveh, is placed by Josephus

{Ant. vii. 10, §3), and by mediaeval and modern

tradition (see Ewald, Gesch. iii. 239) in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of Jenisalem : that the name
of a later king of Jerusalem, Adonizedek (Josh. x. 1,

sounds like that of a legitimate successor of Mel-

chizedek : and that Jewish writers (ap. Schottgen,

Hor. Heh. in Heb. vii. 2) claim Zedek = righteous-

ness, as a name of Jerusalem. (2) Jerome {0pp.
i. 446) denies that Salem is Jerusalem, and as-

serts that it is identical with a town near Scytho-

polis or Bethshan, which in his time retained the

name of Salem, and in which some extensive ruins

were shown as the remains of Melchizedek's palace.

He supports this view by quoting Gen. xxx. 18,

where, however, the translation is questionable

;

compare the mention of Salem in Judith iv. 4, and

in John iii. 23. (3) Professor Stanley {S. 4'- P.

237, 8) is of opinion that there is every piobability

that Mount Gerizim is the place where Melchizedek,

the priest of the Most High, met Abram. Eupo-

lemus (ap. Euseb. Praep. Evang. ix. 17), in a

confused version of this story, names Argerizim,

the mount of the Most High, as the place in which

Abram was hospitably entertained. (4) Ewald

{Gesch. iii. 239) denies positively that it is Jeru-

salem, and says that it must be north of Jerusalem

on the other side of Jordan (i. 410) : an opinion

which Rodiger (Gesen. Thesaurus, 1422 6) con-

demns. There too Professor Stanley thinks that

the king's dale was situate, near the spot wheie

Absalom fell.

Some Jewish wiitei-s have held the opinion that

Melchizedek was the writer and Abram the subject

of Ps. ex. See Deyling, 06s. Sacr. iii. 137.

It may suffice to mention that there is a fabulous

life of Melchizedek printed imiong the spurious

works of Athanasius, vol. iv. p. 189.

Reference may be made to the following works

in addition to those alieady mentioned : two tracts

on Melchizedek by M. J. H. von Elswick, in the

Thesaurus Novus Theolog .-philologicus ; L. Bor-

gisius, Ilistoria Critica Melchisedeci, 1706:

Gaillard, Melchisedecus Christus, &c., 1686: M.

C. Hofiman, De Melchisedeco, 1669: H. Brough-

ton. Treatise of Melchizedek, 1591. See also

J. A. Fabricius, Cod. Pseudepig. V. T. : P. Moli-

naeus, Vates, &c., 1640, iv. 11 : J. H. Heidegger,

Hist. Sacr. Patriarcharum, 1671, ii. 288 : Hot-

tinger, Ennead. Disput.: and P. Cunaeus, DeRepuhl.

Heb. iii. 3, apud Crit. Sacr. vol. v. [W. T. B.]

MEL'EA (MeAea : Melea). The son of Menan,

and ancestor of Joseph in the genealogy of Jesus

Christ (Luke iii. 31).

MEL'ECH(TjSo,="king": MeAcix ; Alex-

MaAcie ; in 1 Chr. vi'ii. 35, MaAax ;
-'^^^'^- MaAcix>

1 Chr. ix. 41 : Melech). The secxind son of Micah,

the son of Merib-b;uil or Mephibosheth, and theie-

fore gi-ejit-graudson of Jonathan the son of Saul.

MEL'ICU (»D1^» ; Keri, -IS^^O : 'Afia^oix i

Alex. Ma\ovx Milicho). The same as Malluch 6

(Neh. xii. 14; conip. ver. 2).

MEL'ITA (M€A(t7j), the modern MalUx. This

island has au illustrious place in Scripture, as the

scene of that shipwreck of St. Paul which is de-

scribed in such miuute deUiil iu the Acts of tlio
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Apostles. An attempt has been made, more than

once, to connect this occurrence with another island,

bearing the same name, in the Gulf of Venice ; and

our best course here seems to be to give biielly the

points of evidence by which tlie true state of tho

case has been established.

(1.) We take St. Paul's ship in the condition in

which we find her about a day after leaving Fair
Havens, i. e. when she wiis mider the lee ofClauda
(Acts xxvii. 16), laid-to on the starboard tacli,

and strengthened with " undergirders " [Ship], the

boat being just talien on board, and tlie gale

blowing hard from the E.N.E. [EuroclydonJ
(2.) Assuming (what every practised sailor would

allow) that the ship's direction of drift would be

about W. by N., and her rate of drift about a mile

and a half an hour, we come at ouce to the con-

clusion, by measuring the distance on the chart,

that she would be brought to the coast of Maltii on

the thirteenth day (see ver. 27). (3.) A ship drift-

ing in this direction to the place traditionally known
as St. Paul's Bay would come to that spot on the

coast without touching any other part of the island

previously. The coast, in fact, trends from this bay

to tlie S.E. This may be seen on consulting any

map or chart of Malta. (4.) On Koura Point,

which is the south-easterly extremity of the bay,

there must intiiUibly have been breakers, with the

wind blowing from the N.E. Now the alarm was

certainly cjiused by breakers, for it took place in the

night (ver. 27), and it does not appear that the

passengers were at first aware of the danger wliich

became sensible to the quick ear of the " sailors.''

(5.) Yet the vessel did not strike: and this cor-

responds with tlie position of the point, which
would be tome little distance on the port side, or

to the letl, of the vessel. (6.) Off this point of the

coast the soundings are 20 fathoms (ver. 28), and a

little further, in tlie direction of the supposed drift,

they are 15 fathoms (ib.). (7.) Though the danger
was imminent, we shall find from examming the

chart that there would still be time to anchor
(ver. 29) before striking on the rocks ahead. (8.)

VVith bad holiliiig ground there would have been

great risk of the sliip dragging her anchors. But
the bottom of St. Paul's Bay is remarkably tena-

cious. In Purdy's Snilimj Directions (p. 180) it

is said of it that " while the cables hold there is

no danger, as the anchors will never start." (9.)
Tlie other geological characteristics of the place are

in harmony with tlie narrative, which describes the
creek as having in one ])lace a sandy or muddy
l)e.ach {kSXttoi' ex'"''''" alyta\6v, ver. 39), and
which states that tiie bow of the ship was held fast

in the shore, while the stern was exposed to the
action of the waves (ver. 41). For particulars we
must refer to the work (mentioned below) of Mr.
Smith, an aa;omplished geologist. (10.) Another
point of local detail is of considerable interest—viz.,

that as the ship took the ground, the place was
observed to be StOdXaffiros, i. e. a connexion wiw
noticed between two api)ar(>ntiy separate pieces of
water. We sliall see, on looking at the chart, that
this would be the case. The small island of Sal-

monetta would at first appear to I* a jiart of Malta
itself; but the passage would open on the right as

the vessel passed to tlie place of shipwreck. (11.)
Malta is in the tiack of ships between Alexandria

and Puteoli : :md this corresponds with the fact

that the " Ciustor and Pollux," an .Mexandrian vessel

which ultimately conveyed St. Paul to It.ily, liad

wintered in the island (Acts .\xviii. 11). (12.

j

Finally, the couise puisued in this conclusion of the

voyage, first to Syiacuse inl then to Khcgnim, con-

tributes a last link to the chain of arguments by
which we prove that Melita is Malta.

The case is established to demonstration. Still it

may be wortii while to notice one or two objections.

It is said, in reference to xxvii. 27, that the wreck

took place in the Adriatic, or Gulf of \'enice. It is

urged that a well-known island like Malta coiUd

not have been mirecognised (xw-ii. 39), nor its in-

habitants Ciilled "barbarous" (xxviii. 2). And as

regards the occurrence recorded in xxviii. 3, strew

is laid on the facts that Jlalta has no poisonous

sei-pents, and hardly any wood. To these objections

we reply at once tliat Adria, in the language of

the period, denotes not the Gulf of Venice, but the

open sea between Crete and Sicily ; that it is no

wonder if the sailors did not recognise a strange

part of tlie coast on which they were thrown iu

stormy weather, and that they did recognise the

place when they did leave the ship (xxviii. 1) ; that

the kindness recorded of tho natives (xxviii. 2,
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10), shows tlicy were not, "barbarians" in the

sense of being savages, and that the word denotes

simply that tiiej did not speak ( !reek ; and lastly,

that the population of Malta has increased in an

extraordinary manner in recent times, that pro-

bably there was abundant wood there formerly,

and that with the destruction of the wood many
indigenous animals would disappear.

In adducing positive arguments and answering

objections, we have indirectly proved that Melita in

the Gulf of Venice was not the scene of the ship-

wreck. But we may add that this island could not

have been readied without a miracle under the cir-

cumstiuices of weather described in the narrative

;

that it is not in the track between Alexandi-ia and

Puteoli ; that it would not be natural to proceed

from it to Rome by means of a voyage embracing

Syracuse ; and that the soundings on its shore do

not agree with what is recorded in the Acts.

An amusing passage in Coleridge's Table Talk

(p. 185) is worth noticing as the last echo of what

is now an extinct controversy. The question has

been set at rest for ever by Mr. Smith of Jordan

Hill, in his Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul, the

first published work in which it was thoroughly

investigated from a sailor's point of view. It had,

however, been previously treated in the same man-

ner, and with the same results, by Admiral Penrose,

and copious notes fi-om his MSS. are given in The

Life and Epistles of St. Paid. In that work (2nd

ed. p. 426 note) are given the names of some of

those who carried on the controversy in the last

century. The ringleader on the Adriatic side of the

question, not unnaturally, was Padre Georgi, a

Benedictine monk connected with the Venetian

Austrian Meleda, and his Paulus Naufragus is

extremely curious. He was, however, not the first

to suggest this untenable view. We find it, at a

much earlier period, in a Byzantine writer. Const.

Porphyrog. De Adm. Imp. (c. 36, v. iii. p. 164

of tlie Bonn ed.).

As regards the condition of the island of Melita,

when St. Paul was there, it was a dependency of

the Roman province of Sicily. Its chief officer

(under the governor of Sicily) appears from inscrip-

tions to have had the title of irpSnos MeMraiuiu,

or Primus Melitensium, and this is the very phrase

which St. Luke uses (xxviii. 7). Mr. Smith could

not find these inscriptions. There seems, however,

no reason whatever to doubt their authenticity (see

Bochart, Opera, i. 502 ; Abela, Descr. Melitae, p.

146, appended to the last volume of the Antiqui-

ties of Graevius ; and Boccldi, Corp. Insc. vol. iii.

5754). Melita, from its position in the Mediter-

ranean, and the excellence of its harbours, has

always been important both in commerce and

war. It was a settlement of the Phoenicians

at an early period, and their language, in a cor-

rupted foi-m, continued to Ije spoken there in St.

Paul's day. (Gesenius, Versuch iih.mnlt. Sprache,

Leipz. 1810.) From the Carthaginians it pa.ssed to

the Romans in the Second Punic War. It was

famous for its honey and fruits, for its cotton-

fabrics, for excellent building-stone, and for a well-

known breed of dogs. A few years before St. Paul's

visit, corsairs from his native province of Cilicia

made Slelita a frequent resort; and tlirough sub-

sequent periods of its history, Vandal and Arabian,

it was otten associated with piracy. The Chris-

tianity, however, introduced by St. Paul was never

extinct. This island had a brilliant period imder

the knights of St. John; and it is associated with
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the most exciting passjiges of the struggle between

the French and English at the close of the last

century imd the beginning of the present. No island

so small has so great "a, history, whether Biblical or

political. [J. S. H.]

MELONS (D'TltiON,'' ahattichtm: Treiruves:

pepones) are mentioned only in the following verse

:

" We remember the fish, which we did eat in Egypt

freely ; the cucumbers, and the melons," &c. (Num. xi.

5) ; by the Hebrew word we are probably to under-

stand both the Melon {Cmumis melo) and the water

Melon {Cucurhita citndhts), for the Arabic noun

singular, hatehh, which is identical with the Hebrew
word, is used generically, as we learn fi-om Prosper

Alpinus, who says (Rcrum Aegi/pt. Hist. i. 17) of

the Aegyptians " they often dine and sup on fi-uits

alone, such as cucumbers, pumpkins, melons, which

are known by the generic name batech." The

Greek irfiruy, and the Latin pepo, appear to be

also occasionally used in a generic sense. Accord-

ing to Forskal (Descr. Plant, p. 167) and Hassel-

quist {Trav. 255), the Arabs designated the water

melon Batech, while the same word was used with

some specific epithet to denote other plants belong-

ing to the order Cucurbitaceae. Though the water

melon is now quite common in Asia, Dr. Royle

thinks it doubtful whether it was known to the

ancient Egyptians, as no distinct mention of it is

made in Greek wi-iters ; it is uncertain at what time

the Greeks applied the term ayyovpiov (angiiria)

to the water melon, but it was probably at a com-

paratively recent date. The modern Greek word

tor this firuit is ayyovpi. Galen (de Fac. Alim.

ii. 566) speaks of the common melon {Gucumis

melo). under the name fi7}\oTr€ira>v. Serapion, ac-

cording to Sprengel (^Comment, in Dioscor. ii. 162)

restricts the Arabic Batikh to the water melon.

Cwmrbita citruUus.

The water melon is by some considered to be indi-

genous to India, from which country it may have

been introduced into Egypt in veiy early times;

according to Prosper Alpinus, medical Arabic writers

sometimes use the term batikh- Tndi, or angiiria

" From root nt33, transp. for n3U (i^jjs)- " *<*

cook." I'reclsely similar is the derivation of viirav, from

TritTTu. Geseniiis compares the Spanish bwliecat, the

French pasUques.
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Indica, to denote tliis fruit, whose common Arabic

name is according to the s<ime authority, hatikh el

Maovi (water); but Hasselquist says (^Trav. 256)

that this name belongs to a softer variety, the juice

of which when very ripe, and ahnost putrid, is

mixed with rose-water and sugar and given in

fevers ; he observes that the water-melon is culti-

vated on the banks of the Nile, on the rich clayey

earth atler the inundations, from the beginning of

May to the end of July, and that it serves the

Egyptians for meat, drink, and physic; the fruit,

however, he says, should be eaten " with great cir-

cumspection, for if it be taken in the heat of the

day when the body is warm bad consequences often

ensue." This observation no doubt applies only to

persons before they have become acclimatised, for

the native Fgyptians cat the tiuit with impunity

^^®Nffi

Melon. {Cucumis meJo.)

The common i^ielon {Cucumis melu) is cultivated in

the same places and ripens at the same time witli

the water-melon ; but the fruit in Egypt is not so

delicious as in tbls country (see Sonnini's Travels,

ii. 328) ; the poor in Egypt do not eat this melon.
" A tiaveiier in the East," s;iys Kitto (note on

Num. xi. .')), " who recollects the intense graiitude

which a gift of a slice of melon inspired while jour-

neying over the hot and dry plains, will readily

comprehend the regret with which the Hebrews in

the Arabian desert lookeil back upon the melons of

Egypt." The water-melon, which is now exten-

sively cultivated all over India and the tropical parts

of Africa and America, and indeed in hot countries
generally, is a fruit not unlike the common melon,
but the leaves are deeply lobed and gashed, the flesh

is pink or white, and contains a large quantity of

cold watery juice without much flavour; the seeds

are black. The melon is too well known to need
description. Both th&se plants belong to the order
Cucurbitnceae, the Cucumber family, which contains

about sixty known genera and :500 species

—

Cii-

curhita, Bri/onia, Muinordica, Cucumis, are examples
of the genera. [Cucumber; Gourd.] [W. H.]

MEL'ZAR OV^O). The A. V. is wong in

regarding Melzar as a proper name ; it is rather an
official title, as is implied in the addition of the

article in each case where the name occurs (Dau. i.

11, 16): the marginal reading, "the steward" is

therefore more correct. The LXX. regards the ar-

ticle as a part of the name, and renders it 'A/ttep-

ffiip ; the Vulgate, however, has Malasar. The
melzar was subordinate to the " master of the

MEMPHIS
eunuchs ;" his office was to superintenil the nurture

and education of the young ; he thus combined the

duties of the Greek iraihayoiySs and rpo(p(vs, and

more nearly resembles our " tutor" than any other

officer. As to the origin of the term, there is some

doubt ; it is generally regarded as of Persian origin,

the words md, ^ara giving the sense of " head cup-

bearer ;" Fiirst (Lex. s. v.) suggests its connexion

with the Hebrew nazar, " to guard." [W. L. B.]

MEM'MIUS, QUINTUS (KcJiWos M€>m'os).

2 Mace. xi. 34:. [Manuus, T.]

MEMPHIS, a city of ancient Egypt, situated on

the western bank of the Nile, in latitude 30° 6' N.

It is mentioned by Isaiah (xix. 13), .Jeremiah fii.

1(5, xlvi. 14, 19), and Ezekiel (xxx. 13, IG), undn

the "-mvi of Noph ; and by Hoseiv (ix. 6) under tlir

lunie of MoPH in Hebrew, and Memphis in

fui English version. The name is conipoundi 1

of two hieroglyphics " Men " = foundation, si

tion ; and " iVo/Ve " = good. It is variou-

intei-preted; e.g. " haven of the good ;
" "tin

of the good man "—Osiris ; " the abode of ti.^

good;" "the gate of the blessed." Geseniii>

icmarks upon the two interpretations proposnl

f } Plutarch {De Isid. et Vs. 20)—viz. 8p/uo5

ayadcvv, " haven of the good," and Td(pos

OmpiSos, " the tomb of Osiris"—that " botti

y UL applicable to Memphis, as the sepuK 1

. (f Osiris, the Necropolis of the Egypti:ii

\nd hence also the haven of the blessed, sin

the right of burial was conceded only to tin

good." Bunsen, however, prefers to trace in

the name of the city a connexion with Mcnes,

its foimder. The Greek coins have Memp/iis
;

the Coptic is Meinfi or Ifenfi and Afemf; He-

brew, sometimes Moph (Mph), and sometimes

Noph Arabic Memf or Menf (Bunsen, Fm/pi's

Pldce, vol. ii. 53). There can be no question

as to the identity of the Noph of the Hebrew pro-

phets with Memphis, the capital of lower Egypt.

Though some regard Thebes as the more ancient

city, the monuments of Memphis are of higher an-

ticiuity tlian those of Thebes. Herodotus dates its

foundation fi-om Menes, the first really historical

king of Egypt. The era of Menes is not satisfac-

torily determined. Birch, Kenrick, Poole, Wilkin-

son, and the English school of Egyptologists gene-

rally, reduce the chronology of Manetho's lists, by

making several of his dynasties contemporaneous

instead of successive. Sir G. Wilkinson dates the

era of Manes from B.C. 2690 ; Jlr. Stuart Poole,

H.C. 2717 (Rawlinson, Herod, ii. 342 ; Poole,

Horae Acgijpt. p. 97). The Gennan Egyptolo-

gists assign to Egyj5t a much longer chronology.

Bunsen fixes the era of Menes at B.C. 3643 (Egypt's

Place, vol. ii. 579) ; Brugsch at B.C. 4455 (His-

toire d'Egypte, i. 287) ; and I.epsius at B.C. 3892

{KSnigsbuch der alien Aegyptcr). Lepsius also

registers about 18,000 years of the dynasties of

gods, demigods, and pre-historic kings, before the

accession of Menes. But indetei-minate, and conjec-

tur.ol, as the early chronology of Egypt yet is, all

agree that the known history of the empire begins

with Menes, who founded Memphis. The city be-

longs to the earliest periods of authentic history.

The building of Memphis is associated by tradi-

tion with a stupendous work of art which has \^y-

manently changed the course of the Nile and the

face of the Delta. Before the time of Menes the

river emerging from the upper valley into the neck

of the Delta, bent its course westward toward the
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hills of the Libyan desert, or at least discharged a

large portior. of its waters through an arm in that

direction. Here the generous tlood whose yearly

inundation gives life and fertility to Egypt, was
largely absorbed in the sands of the desert, or

wasted in stjignaut morasses. It is even conjectured

that up to the time of Menes the whole Delta was
an uninhabitable marsh. The rivers of D;xmascus,

the Barada and 'Awaj, now lose themselves in the

same way in the marshy lakes of the great desert

plain south-east of the city. Herodotus informs us,

upon the authority of the Egyptian priests of his

time, that Menes " by bimking up the river at the

bend which it forms about a hundred furlongs south

of Memphis, laid the ancient channel dry, whUe he

dug a new course for the stream 'halfway between

the two lines of hills. To this day," he continues,

" the elbow which the Nile foi-ms at the point

where it is forced aside into the new channel is

guarded with the greatest care by the Persians, and
strengthened every vear ; for if the river were to
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burst out at this place, and pour over the mound,

there would be danger of Memphis being completely

overwhelmed by the flood. Men, the first king,

having thus, by turning the river, made the tract

where it used to run, dry land, proceeded in the

first place to build the city now called Memphis,

which lies in the narrow part of I'^gypt ; after which

he further excavated a lake outside the town, to the

north and west, conimuniaiting with the river,

which was itself the eastern boundary " (Herod,

ii. 99). From this description it appears, that—like

Amsterdam dyked in from the Zuyder Zee, or St.

I'etersbiu-g defended by the mole at Cronstadt from

the gulf of Finland, or move nearly like New Orleans

protected by its levee fi-om the freshets of the Mis-

sissippi, and drained by lake Pontchartrain,—Mem-
phis was created upon a marsh reclaimed by the

dyke of Menes and drained by his artificial lake.

New Orleans is situated on the left bank of the

Mississippi, about 90 miles from its mouth, and is

protected against inundation by an embankment

Meiripliis

l.T feet wide and 4 feet high, which extends from

120 miles above the city to 40 miles below it.

Lake Pontchartrain atlbrds a natural drain for the

marshes that fomi the margin of the city upon the

east. The dyke of Menes began 12 miles south

of Memphis, and deflected the main channel of the

river about two miles to the eastward. Upon the

nse of the Nile, a canal still conducted a portion of

its waters westward through the old channel, thus

in-igating the plain beyond the city in that direc-

tion, while an inundation was guarded agiiinst on

that side by a large artificial lake or reservoir at

Abousir. The skill in engineering which these

works required, and which their remains still indi-

cate, argues a high degree of material civilisation, at

least in the mechanic ai'ts, in the eai'liest known
period of Egyptian history.

The politiail sagacity of Menes appears m the

location of his cipifal where it would at once com-
mand the Delta and hold the key of uppei- Egypt,
%ntrolling the commerce of the Nile, defciulcd ii[,(m

the west by the Libyan mountams and desert, and
on the east by the river and its artificial embank-
ments. The climate of Memphis may be infei-red

from that of the modern Cairo—about 10 miles to

the north—which is the most equable that Egypt
affords. The city is said to have had a circimi-

ference of about 10 miles (Diod. .Sic. i. 50), and
the houses or inhabited quarters, as was usual in

the great cities of antiquity, were intersiMjrsed with
numerous gardens and public areas.

Herodotus states, on the authority of the priests,

that Menes " built the temple of Hephaestus, which
stands within the city, a vast edilico, well worthy
of mention" (ii. 99). The divinity whom Hero-

dotus thus identifies with Hephaestus was Ptnh,
" the creative power, the maker of all material

things" (Wilkinson in Kawlinson's fferod. ii. 289;
Bunsen, Egypt's Place, i. ^(57, 384). I'tah was

worshipped in all Egypt, but under dilTerent re-

presentations indifferent Nomes; or<linarily " as a

ijnd holding liefore him wjtli both hamls the Niio-
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meter, or emblem of stability, combined with the

sign of life " (Bunsen, i. 38'J). But at Jlcmphis

his worship was so prominent that the primitive

sanctiiaiy of his temple was built by Menes : suc-

cessive monarchs greatly enlarged and beautified

the structure, by the addition of courts, porches,

and colossal oruaments. Herodotus and Diodorus

describe several of these additions and restorations,

but nowhere give a complete description of the

temple with measurements of its various dimensions

(Herod, ii. 99, 101, 108-110, 121, 136, 153, 176
;

Diod. Sic. i. 45, 51, 62, 67). According to these

authorities, Moeris built the northern gateway ; Se-

sostris erected in front of the temple colossal statues

(varying fi-om 30 to 50 feet in height) of himself,

his wite, and his four sons ; Khampsinitus built the

western gateway, and erected before it the colossal

statues of Summer and Winter ; Asychis built the

eastern gateway, which " in size and beauty far

sui-passed the other three;" Psammetichus built

the southern gateway ; and Amosis presented to

this temple " a recumbent colossus 75 feet long,

and two upright statues, each 20 feet high." The
period between Menes and Amosis, according to

Brugsch, was 3731 years ; but according to Wilkin-
son only about 2100 years ; but upon either ailcu-

lation, the temple as it appeared to Strabo was the

growth of many centuries. Strabo (xvii. 807) de-

scribes this temple as " built in a very sumptuous
manner, both as regards the size of the Naos and in

other respects." The Dromos, or gi-and avenvie

leading to the temple of Ptah, was used for the cele-

bration of bull-fights, a sport pictured in the tombs.
But those fights were probably between animals
alone—no captive or gladiator being compelled to

enter the arena. The bulls having been trained for

the oeca-sion, were brouglit fi^ce to face and goaded
on by their masters ;—the prize being awarded to

the owner of the victor. But though "the bull was
thus used for the sport of the people, he was the
sacred animal of Memphis.

Apis was telieved to be au incarnation of Osiris.

The sacred bull was selected by certain outward
symbols of the in-dwelling divinity ; his colour
being black, with the exception of white spots of a
peculiar shape upon his forehead and right side.

The temple of Apis was one of the most noted
structures of Memphis. It stood opposite the
southern portico of tlio temple of Ptah ; and Psam-
metichus, who built that gateway, also erected in

front of the sanctuary of Apis a magnificent colon-

nade, supported by colossal statues or" Osiride pillars,

such as may still be seen at the temple of Medeonet
Habouat Thebes (Herod, ii. 153). Throngh this

colonnade the Apis was led with great pomp upon
stite occasions. Two stables adjoined the saci-ed

vestibule (Strab. xvii. 807). Di^orus (i. 85) de-

scribes the magnificence with which a deceased Apis
was interred and his successor installed at Memphis.
The place a])pro]iriated to the burial of the sacred

bulls was a gallery some 2000 feet in length by
20 in height and width, liewn in the rock without
the city. This galleiy was divided into numerous
recesses upon each side ; and the embalmed bodies of

the sacred bulls, each in its own sarcophagus of
granite, were deposited in these " sepulchral stalls."

A few years since this burial place of the sacred

bulls was discovered by JI. Jlariette, and a larsie

number of the sarcophagi have already been opened.

These catacombs of mummied bulls were approached

from Memphis by a paved road, having colossal

lions upon either side.

MEMPHIS
At Slemphis was the reputed burial place of Isis

(Diod. Sic. i. 22), it had also a temple to that

"myriad-named" divinity, which Herodotus (ii.

176) describes as " a vast structui-e, well worthy of

notice," but inferior to that consecrated to her in

Busiris, a chief city of her worship (ii. 59). Mem-
phis had also its Serapeium, which probably stood

in the western quarter of the city, toward the

desert ; since Strabo describes it as very much ex-

posed to sand-drifts, and in his time pai'tly buried

by masses of sjind heaped up by the wind (xvii. 807).

The sacred cubit and other symbols used in mea-
suring the rise of the Nile, were deposited in the

temple of Serapis.

Herodotus describes " a beautiful and richly orna-

mented inclosure," situated upon the south side of

the temple of Ptah, which was sacred to Proteus, a

native Jlomphite king. Within this enclosure there

was a temple to " the foreign Venus " (Astarte ? ),

concerning which the historian narrates a myth
connected with the Grecian Helen. In this enclosure

was "the Tyi-ian camp" (ii. 112). A temple of

Ra or Phre, the Sun, and a temple of the Cabeiri,

complete the enumeration of the sacred buildings of

Memphis.

The mythological system of the time of Menes is

a.scribed by Bimsen to " the amalgamation of the reli-

gion of Upper and Lower Egypt ; "—religion having
" already united the two provinces before the power
of the race of This in the Thebaid extended itself to

Memphis, and before the giant work of Menes con-

verted the Delta fi-om a desert, chequered over with
lakes and morasses, into a blooming garden." The
political union of the two divisions of the country

was effected by the builder of Memphis. " Clones

founded the Empire of Ei/>/pt, by raising the people

who inhabited the valley of the Nile from a little

provincial station to that of an historical nation
"

{Egypt's Place, i. 441, ii. 409).

The Necropolis, adjacent to Memphis, was on a

scale of gi'andeur corresponding with the city itself.

The " city of the pyramids" is a title of Memphis
in the hieroglyphics upon the monuments. Thi>

great field or plain of the Pyramids lies wholly upon

the western bank of the Nile, and extends tiom

Ahoo-Iiodsh, a little to the north-west of C'airo, to

Meydoom, about 40 miles to the south, and thence

in a south-westerly direction about 25 miles farther,

to the pyramids of Ilowara and of Biahmii in the

Fayoiira. Lepsius computes the number of pyi-a-

mids in this district at sixty-seven ; but in this he

counts some that are quite small, and others of a

lonbtful character. Not more than half this mim-
ber can be fairly identified upon the whole field.

But the principal seat of the pp-amids, the Mem-
phite Necropolis, was in a range of about 15 miles

from Sakkara to Gizeh, and in the groups here re-

maining nearly thirty are probably tombs of the im-

perial sovereigns ofMemphis (Bunsen, Eijypfs I'lacc.

8). Lepsius regards the " Pyramid fields of

Memphis" as a most important testimony to the

civilisation of Egypt {Letters, Bohn, p. 25 ; also

Chrnnolngie der Aegyptcr, vol. i.). These royal

pyramids, with the subterranean halls of Apis, and

numerous tombs of public officers erected on the

plain or excavated in the adjacent hills, gave to

Memphis the pre-eminence which it enjoyed as " the

haven of the blessed."

]\Iemphis long held its place as a capital ; and

for centuries a Memphite dynasty ruled over all

E^ypt. Lepsius, Bunsen, and Brugsch, agiee in

regarding the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th dynasties
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ot" the Old Empire as Meinphite, reaching througli a
period of about a tliousaud years. During a portion

of this period, however, the chain was broken, or

there were contemporaneous dynasties in other parts

of Egypt.

The overthrow of Mempliis was distinctly pre-

dicted by the Hebrew prophets. In his " burden of

Egypt," Isaiah siiys, " The princes of Zoan are be-

come tools, tlie princes of Noph are deceived " (is. xix.

13). Jeremiah (xlvi. 19) declares that " A'oph shall

l)e w;vste and desolate without an inhabitant." Ezekiel

piedicts: "Thussaith the Lord God: I will alsodestroy

tl'.e idols, and I will cause [their] images to cease out

of Noph ; ;md there shall be no more a prince of the

land of Egypt." The latest of these predictions was ut-

tered nearly GOO years before Christ, and half a cen-

tury before the invasion of Egypt by Cambyses (cir.

u.c. 525). Herodotus informs us that Cambyses, en-

raged at the opposition he encountered at Memphis,

committed many outrages upon the city. He killed

tlie sacred Apis, and caused his priests to be scourged.

" He opened the ancient sepulchres, and e.xamined

tlie bodies that were buried in them. He likewise

went into tlie temple of Hephaestus (Pt<ih) and

made great sport of the image. ... He went also

into the temple of the Cabeiri, which it is unlawful

for any one to enter except the priests, and not only

made sport of the images but even burnt them"
fHer. iii. 37). Memphis never recovered from the

blow intlicted by Cambyses. The rise of Alexan-

dria hastened its decline. The Caliph conqueroi-s

founded Fostat (Old Cairo) upon the opposite bank
of the Nile, a few miles north of Memphis, and

brought materials from the old city to build their

new capital (a.u. 638). 'J"he Arabian physician,

Abd-el-Latif, who visited Memphis in the 13th

century, describes its ruins as then marvellous be-

yond description (see De Sacy's translation, cited by
Brugsch, Histoifo d'Ef/ypte, p. 18). Abulfeda, in

the 14-th century, speaks of the remains of Memphis
as immense ; for the most part in a state of decay,

though some sculptures of variegated stone still re-

tained a remarkable freshness of colour {Descriptio

Aegi/pti, ed. Michaelis, 1776). At length so

complete was the ruin of Memphis, that for a long

time its very site was lost. Pococke could find no

trace of it. Kecent explorations, especially those of

Messrs. Mariette and Linant, have brought to light

many of its antiquities, which have been dispersed

to the museums of Em-ope and America. Some
specimens of sculptm-e from Mempliis adorn the

Egypti;m liall of the British Museum ; other monu-
ments of tliis great city are in the Abbott Museum
in New York. The dykes and canals of Menes still

fonn the basis of the system of irrigation for Lower
Egypt ; the insignificiint village of Meet Kaheeneh

occupies neiirly the centre of the ancient capital.

Thus tlie site and the general outlines of Memphis
are nearly restored ; but " the images have ceased

out of Noph, and it is desolate, without iniia-

bitant." [J. P. T.]

MEM'UCAN(I3-"IDP : Movxa^os: Mamuchan).

One of the seven princes of Persia in the reign of

Ahasuerus, who " saw the king's face," and sat
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" Kwald {nesch. Jsr. Hi. 593), following the LXX.,
would translate the latter part of 'J Iv. xv. 10, " And Kobo-
lain(or Keblaam) sruote him, and slew hhn, and reigni-d in

his stead." Kwald consider.s the fact of such a king's exist-

ence a help to the Interpretation of Zech. xl. 8 ; and he ac-

counts for the silence of Scripture as to his end by saying

that lie may have thrown himself across the Jordan, and
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first m the kingdom (Esth. i. 14). They were

" wise men who knew the times " (skilled in the

planets, according to Aben Ezra), and appear to

have formed a council of state ; Josephus says that

one of their offices was that of intei-preting the

laws [Ant. xi. 6, §1). This may also be inferred

from the manner in which the royal question is put

to them when assembled in council; " Accordiiu]

to law what is to be done with the queen Vashti ?
"

Memuam was either the president of the council on

this occasion, or gave his opinion first in conse-

quence of his acknowledged wisdom, or from the

respect allowed to his advanced age. Whatever

may have been the cause of this priority, his sen-

tence for Vashti's disgrace was approved by the

king and princes, and at once put into execution

;

" and the king did according to the word of Me-
mucan" (Esth. i. 16, 21). The Targum of

Esther identifies him with " Haman the grandson

of Agaf." The reading of the Cethib, or written

text, in'ver. 16 is pOID. [W. A. W.]

MEN'AHEM (Dn30 : Mowijm = Manaem),

son of Gadi, who» slew the usurper Shallum and

seized the vacant throne of Israel, B.C. 772. His

reign, which lasted ten years, is briefly i-ecorded in

2 k. XV. 14-22. It has been inferred from the ex-

pression in verse 14, " from Tirzah," that Jlenahem

was a general under Zechariah stationed at Tirzah,

and that he brought up his troops to Samaria and

avenged the murder of his master by Shallum

(Joseph. Ant. ix. 11, §1 ; Keil, Thenius).

In religion Menahem was a stedfast adherent of

the form of idolatry established in Israel by Jero-

boam. His general character is described by Jo-

sephus as rude and exceedingly cruel. Tlie con-

temporary prophets, Hosea and Amos, have left a

melancholy picture of the ungodliness, demoralisa-

tion, and feebleness of Israel ; and Ewald adds to

their testimony some doubtful references to Isaiah

and Zechariah.

In the brief history of Jlenahem, his ferocious

treatment of Tiphsah occupies a conspicuous i)lace.

The time of the occurrence, and the site of the town

have been doubted. Keil says that it can be no

other place than the remote Thapsacus on the Eu-

phrates, the north-east boundary (1 K. iv. 24) of

Solomon's dominions ; and certainly no other place

bearing the name is mentioned in the Bible. Others

suppose that it may have been some town which

Menahem took in his way as he went from Tirzah

to win a crown in Samaria (Ewald) ; or that it is a

transcriber's error for Tappuah (Josh. xvii. 8), and

that Menahem laid it waste when he returned fi-om

Samaria to Tirzah (Thenius). No sufficient reason

appears for liaving recourse to such conjecture.-

where the plain text presents no insuperable diffi-

culty. The act, whether perpetrated at the begin-

ning of Menahem's reign or somewhat later, was

doubtless intended to strike terror into the hearts of

reluctant subjects thioughout the whole extent of

dominion which he claimed. A precedent for such

cruelty might be found in the border wars between

Syria and Israel, 2 K. viii. 12. It is a striking

sign of the increasing degradation of the land, that a

disappeared among the subjects of king Uzziah. It docs

not appear, however, how such a translation can be made to

agree with the subswiuent mention (ver. 13) of Sliallnm.

and with the express asiription of Shalluin's death (vcr. M)

to Menahem. Thenius excuses the translation of the lAX.

by supposing that their M.SS. may have been in a defective

state, but ridicules the theory of Kwald.

Y
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King of Israel practises upon his subjects a brutality

from the mere suggestion of which the unscrupulous

Syrian usurper recoiled with indignation.

But the most remarkable event in Menahom's
reign is the firet appearance of a hostile force of

Assj'rians on the north-east frontier of Israel. King
Pul, however, withdrew, having been converted fi om
an enemy into an ally by a timely gift of 1000
talents of silver, which Jlenahem exacted by an
assessment of 50 shekels a head on 60,000 Israelites.

It seems perhaps too much to infer from 1 Chr. v.

21), that Pul also took away Israelite captives. The
name of Pul (LX.X. Phaloch or Phalos) appears

according to Rawlinson {Bampton Lecture for 1859,
Lect. iv. p» 133) in an Assyrian inscription of a

Ninevite king, as Phallukha, who took tribute from
Beth Khumri ( = the house of Omri = Samaria) as

well as from Tyre, Sidon, Damascus, Idumaea, and
Philistia ; the king of Damascus is set down as

giving 2300 talents of silver besides gold and copper,

but neither the name of Menahem, nor the amount
of his tiibute is stated m the inscription. Rawlin-
son also says that in another inscription the name of

Menahem is given, probably by mistake of the stone-

cutter, as a tributary of Tiglath-pileser.

Menahem died in peace, and was succeeded bv
his son Pekaliiah. [\V. T. B.]"

MEN'AN (Meyva : Menna). The son of Mat-
tatha, one of the ancestors of Joseph in the genealogv

of Jesus Christ (Luke iii. 31). This name and the

tbllowing Melea are omitted in some Latin MSS.,
and are believed by Ld. A. Hervey to be corrupt

( Genealogies, p. 88).

MENE'(N*3p: Mav^, Theodot.: Mane). The

fust word of the mysteiious inscription written

upon the wall of Belshazzar's palace, in which
Daniel read the doom of the king and his dynasty
(Dan. V. 2.5, 26). It is the Peal past participle of the

Jhaldee n3D, mendh, " to number," and therefore

signifies " numbered," as in Daniel's intei-prefcition,

" God hath numbered {T\yt2, mendh^ thy kingdom

and finishe.l it."
^

'

[W. A. W.]

MEXELA'US (Mei/e'Aaos), a usurping high-

priest who obtained the office from Antiochus Epi-
phanes (c. B.C. 172) by a largo bribe (2 Mace. iv.

23-5.), and drove out Jason, who had obtained it

not long before by similar means. When he neg-
lected to pay the sum which he had promised, he
was summoned to the king's presence, and by plun-
dering the temple gained the means of silencing the

accusations which were brought against him. By
a similar sacrilege he secured himself against the
consequences of an insurrection which his tvr.inny

had excited, and also procured the death of Onias
Cver. 27-34). He was afterwards hard pressed

by .Ia.son, who taking occasion from his ui;po-

pulaiity, attempted unsuccessfully to recover the

high-prie.sthood '2 Mace. v. o-lU). For a time he
then disappears from the history (yet comp. ver. 23),
but at last he met with a violent death at \\v hands
of Antiochus Eupator (cir. B.C. 163), which seemed
in a peculiar manner a providential punishment of
his sacrilege (.^iii. 3, 4).

According to Josephus (^Ant. xii. 5, §1) he was
a younger brother of Jason and Onias, and, like

jason, changetl his proper name Onias, for a Greek

'iWinv T< Kcu. 1tKriv7\v. The order of the worJs here

3«<'ius to favour the received reading of the LX.X. ; while

1\IENI

name. In 2 JIaccabees, on the other hand, he is

called a brother of Simon the Benjamite (2 Mace,
iv. 23), whose treason led to the rirst attempt to

plunder the temple. If this account be correct, the

profanation of the sacred office was the more marked
bv the fact that it was transfeiTed from the family

ofAaion. [B. F. AV.]

MENES'THEUS meveadeii ; Ale.x. MevsV-
fleo-jy : Mncstheus). The father of APOLLONIUS 3

(2 Mace. iv. 21).

MENI'. The last clause of Is. Ixv. 11 is ren-

dered in the A. V. "ami that furnish the drink-offer-

ing unto that number" (^30?), the marginal reading

for the last word being " Meni." That the word so

rendered is a proper name, and also the proper name
of an object of idolatrous worship cultivated by the

Jews in Babylon, is a supposition which there seems

no reason to question, as it is in .accordance with
the context, and has every probability to recom-
mend it. But the identification of Meni with any
known heathen god is still uncertain. The versions

are at variance. In the LXX. the word is rendered

V Ti^X'?' " fortune " or " luck." The old Latin ver-

sion of the clau.se is " impletis daemoni potionem ;"

while Symmachus (as quoted by Jeromej must have

had a diflerent reading, *3D, minni, " without me,"

which Jerome interprets as signifying that the act

of worship implied in the drink-offering was not

performed for God, but for the daemon (_" ut doceat

non sibi fieri sed daemoni "). The Targum of Jo-

nathan is very vague—" and mingle cups for their

idols;" and the Syriac translators either omit the

word altogether, or liad a different reading, perhaps

lOb, lamo, " for them." Some variation of the

same kind apparently g.ave rise to the super earn

of the Vulgate, referring to the " table " mentioned

in the first clause of the verse. From the old ver-

sions we come to the commentators, and their judg-

ments are equally conflicting. Jerome (Comm. in Is.

Ixv. 11) illustrates the passage by reference to an

ancient idolatrous ciTstom which prevailed in Lgypt,

and especially at Alexandria, on the Inst day of the

last month of the year, of I'lacing a table coveied

with dishes of various kinds, and a cup mi.ved with

mead, in aeknowledgment of the fertility of the past

year, or as an omen of that which was to come
(comp. Virg. Acn. ii. 763). But he gives no clue

to the identification of Meni, and his explanation is

evidently suggested by the renderings of the LXX.
and the old Latin version ; the former, as he quotes

them, translating Gad by " fortune," and Meni
bv " d.aemon," in which they are followed by the

latter. In the later mythology of Egypt, as we
learn from Macrobius (Saturn, i. 19), AoiVc«»' and

Tvxv were two of the four deities who presided

over birth, and represented respectively the Sun

and Moon. A passage quoted by Selden [de Dis

Si/ris, Synt. i. c. 1) from a MS. of Vettius Valeiis

of Antioch, an ancient astrologer, goes also to prove

that in the iistrological language of his day the sun

and moon were indicated by Saifxwv and tvxVj '^

being the arbiters of human destiny. • This cir-

cumstance, coupled with the .similanty between

Meni and M-fiv or MV'?. the ancient name for

the moon, has induced the majority of commen-
titors to conclude that Meni is the Moon god or

llie reading given by Jerome is supported by the fact that,

in Cieii. XXX. 11, "13, yad. is rendered tv\j|.
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goddess, the Deus Lunus, or Dea Luna of the Ro-

mans ; masculine as regards the earth which she

illumines {terrae maritus), feminine with respect

to the sun {Solis uxor), from whom she receives her

light. This twofold character of the moon is

thought by David Millius to be indicated in the

two names Gad and Meni, the former feminine,

the latter masculine (Diss. v. § 2o) ; but as both

are masculine in Hebrew, his speculation falls to

the gioand. Le Moyue, on the other hand, re-

garded both words as denoting the sun, and his

double worship among the Egyptians : Gad is then

the goat of Mendes, and il/t;?ii= Wnevis worshipped

at Heliopolis. The opinion of Huetius that the

Meni of Isaiah and the MtJi' of Strabo (xii. c. 31) both

denoted the suu was refuted by Vitriuga and others.

Among those who have interpreted the word lite-

i-ally '• number," may be reckoned Jarchi and Abar-

banel, who understand by it the " number " of the

priests who tbi med the company of revellers at the

feast, and later Hoheisel {Obs. ad. diffic. Jes. loca,

p. 349 ) followed in the same track, Kimchi, in

his note on Is. Ixv. 11, says of Meni, " it is a star,

and some interpret it of the stars which are num-

bered, and they are the seven stars of motion,"

t. e. the planets. Buxtorf [Lex. Hebr.) applies it to

the " number " of the stars which were worshipped

as gods; Schindler {Lex. Pentagl.) to " the number

and multitude" of the idols, while according to

others it refers to " Jlercury the god of numbers;"

all which are mere conjectures, quot homines, tot
\

sententiae, and take their origin from the play
|

upon tlie word Meni, which is found in the verse

next following that in which it occurs (" therefore

will I 7iumber ('•n':01, urndnit/d) you to the

sword "), and which is supposed to point to its de-

rivation from the verb iljb, mandh, to number.

Br.t the origin of the name of Noah, as given in

Gen. V. 29,'> shows that such plays upon words are

not to be depended upon as the bases of etymology.

On the supposition, however, that in this case the

etjTuology of Meni is really indicated, its mean-
ing is still uncertain. Those who understand by
it the moon, derive an argument for their theory

from the fact, that anciently, years were nnm-
hered by the courses of the moon. But Gese-

nius {Comm. iib. d. Jesxlt), with more probability,

while admitting the same origin of the word, gives

to the root manah the sense of assigning, or dis-

tributing,"^ and connects it with manah,^ one of the

three idols worshipped by the Arabs before the time

of Mohammad, to which reference is made in the

Koran (Sura 53), "What think ye of Allat, and
Al Uzzah, and Man<ih, that other third goddess?"

Manah was the object of worshiji of " the tribes of

Hudhcyl and Khuzd'ah, who dwelt between Mekkeh
and El-Medeeneh, and as some say, of the tribes of

Ows, El-Khazraj, and Thakeek also. This idol was
a large stone, demolished bv one Saad, in the 8th
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year of the Flight, a year so fatal to the idols of

•'Arabia" (Lane's Set. from the Kiir-dn, pref. pp.

30, 31, from Pococke's Spec. Hist. Ar. p. 93, ed.

White). But Al Zamakhshari, the commentator on

the Koran, derives Manah from the root JLo> " ^'^

flow," because of the blood which flowed at the sacri-

fices to this idol, or, as Millius explains it, because

the ancient idea of the moon was that it was a

star full of moisture, with which it filled the sub-

lunary regions.* The etymology given by Gesenius

is more probable; and Meni would then be the per-

sonification of fate or destiny, under whatever foim
it was worshipped.' Whether this form, as Gesenius

maintains, was the planet 'S'enus, which was known
to Arabic astrologers as " the lesser good fortune"
(the planet Jupiter being the "greater"), it is

impossible to say with certainty ; nor is it safe to

reason from the wo: ship of Manah by the Arabs in

the times before ^^lohammad to that of M«ni by the

Jews more than a thousand years earlier. But the

coincidence is remarkable, though the identifica-

tion may be incomplete. [W. A. W.]

MEONENIM, THE PLAIN OF (]i^N

D'^Jiyp : 'YiKovfj.a<xiveixilv ; Alex, and Aquila,

5puos aizofi\iT70VT(av : quae respicit qnercum), an

oak, or terebinth, or other great tree—for the trans-

lation of the Hebrew Eton by " plain " is most pro-

bably incorrect, as will be shown under the head of

Plain—which formed a well-known object in

central Palestine in the days of the Judges. It i>;

mentioned—at least under this name—only in Judg.

ix. 37, where Ga;\l ben-Kbed standing in the gateway
of Shechem sees the ambushes of Abimelech coming
towards the city, one by the middle of the land, and

another " by the way
('!]11'J1P;

of Elon-Meonenim,"

that is, the road leading to it. In what direction it

stood with regard to the to\\Ti we are not told.

The meaning of Meonenim, if interpreted as a

Hebrew word, is enchanters,' or " observers of

times," as it is elsewhere rendered (Deut. xviii. 10.

14; in Mic. v. 12 it is "soothsayers"). This

connexion of the name with magical ai'ts has led to

the suggestion'' that the tree in question is identical

\
with that beneath which Jacob hid the foreign

idols and amulets of his household, before goin^

into the presence of God at the consecrated ground
of Bethel (Gen. xxxv. 4). But the inference seems

hardly a sound one, for meonenim does not mean
" enchantme?i^s " but " enchan^e/s," nor is there

' any ground for connecting it in any way with

,
amulets or images ; and there is the positive reason

I

against the identification that while this tree seems

to have been at a distance fiom the town of She-
' chem, that of Jacob was in it, or in veiy close

proximity to it (the Hebrew particle used is DV,

which implies this).

•> " And he called his name Noah (HJ), saying, This one

shall comfort us," &c. (-IJOnV. ygnachiminC). Yet no

one would derive nj, nSach, from 0112, nichoM. The
play on the word may be retained without detriment to

the sense If we render Meni "destiny," and the following

clause, " therefore will I datine you for the sword."

' Like the Arab. !^, mana, wlii'urc \j^^, "death,"

Si -

XaJL«. "fate," "destlr.y." '' sU.^.

• " The moist star

Upon whose inflnence Neptune's empire stands.

'

Shaksp. Baml. i. I

.

' The presence of the article seems to indicate that

" Meni " was originally an appellative.

» Gesenius (Thes. 516), incantatores and Zauberer

:

Michaelis and Fiirst, Wahrsa^er. The root of the word is

i )3y, probably connected with ])V, the eye, which bears

I

so prominent a part in Kastem magic. Of this ihon- it

a trace in the respicit of the VnlRate. (See Gescn. Tha

1052. 3; also |livis.\TiON. vol. i. 443. 444.)

" See Stanley, ••> d- P. 142.

y 3
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Five trees are uientioiieJ iii connexiou with

Shechem :

—

1. The oak (not " plain" as in A. V.) of Moreh,

where Abram made his first lialt and built his first

altar in the Promised Land (Gen. xii. 6).

2. That of Jacob, already spoken of.

3. " The oak which was in the holy place of Je-

hovah " (Josh. xxiv. 26), beneath which Joshua set

up the stone which he assured the people had heard

all his words, and would one day witness against

them.

4. The Elon-Muttsab, or " oak (not " plain," as

in A. V.) of the pillar in Shechem," beneath which
Abimelech was made king (Judg. ix. G).

5. The Elon-Meonenim.

The first two of these may, with great proba-

bility, be identical. The second, third, and fourth,

agree in being all specitied as in or close to the

town. Joshua's is mentioned with the definite

article—"the oak"—as if well knowai previously.

It is therefore possible that it was Jacob's tree, or

its successor. And it seems further possible that

during the confusions which prevailed in the

country after Joshua's death, the stone which he

had erected beneath it, and which he invested, even

though only in metaphor, with qualities so like

those which the Canaanites attributed to the stones

they worshipped— that during these confused times

this famous block may have become sacred among
the Canaanites, one of their " mattsebahs " [see

Idol, vol. i. 850, §15], and thus the tree have

acquired the name of " the oak of Muttsab " from
the fetish below it.

That Jacob's oak and Joshua's oak were the same
tree seems still more likely, when we observe the

remarkable correspondence between the circumstances

ofeach occurrence. The point of Joshua's address

—

his summary of the early history of the nation—is

that they should " put away the foreign gods which
were among them, and incline their hearts to Je-

hovah the tied of Israel." Except in the mention
of Jehovah, who had not revealed Himself till the

Exodus, the words are all but identic;il with those

in which Jacob had addressed his followers ; and it

seems almost impossible not to believe that the coin-

cidence was intentional on Joshua's part, and that
such an allusion to a well-known passage in the life

of their forefiither, and which ha<l occuri-ed on the
very spot where they were standing, must have
come home with peculiar force to his hea'-ers.

But while four of these were thus probably one
and the same tree, the oak of Meonenim for the rea-

sons stated above seems to have been a distinct one.

It is perhaps possible that Meonenim may have
originally been Maonim, that is Maonites or Me-
hunim ; a tribe or nation of non-Israelites elsewhere
mentioned. If so it furnishes an interesting trace

of the presence at some early period of that tribe

in Central Palestine, of which others liave been no-
ticed in the case of the Ammonites, Avites, Zema-
rites, &c. [See vol. i. 188 note <=.] [G.]

MEONOTHA'I (^riJiyD: UavaOl: Maonathi).

One of thf sons ol'Othnicl, the younjjer brother of
Caleb (1 Chr. iv. 14). In the text as it now stands

tluue is probably an omission, and the true reading

« The niime is given in the L.VX. as follows:—Josh,

xill. 18. Mat<f>aa'6, Alex. M>)^jaa0; xxi. 37, rqv Ma<^a,
Alex.T. Mao-c^ia; 1 Chr. vi.79, tjji' Mac<))Aa. Alex. t. 'iaaO;

Jcr. xlvili. (xxxi.) 21, Mwifras, Alex. NtupaS.

t) TraiisUitciI in A. V " shame."

MIill'HIBOSHE'iH

ot ver. 13 and 14 should be, as the Vulgate and the

Complutensian edition of the LX.\. give it, " and

the sons of Othniel, Hathath, and Meonvthai ; and

Meonothai begat Ophrah." It is not clear whether

this last phrase implies that he founded the town

of Ophi-ah or not : the usage of the word " father"

in the sense of " founder," is not uncommon.

MEPHA'ATH (^21? ; "i Chron. and Jerem.

nyCD ; in the latter the Ccthib, or original text,

has nyaiD : MaicpadS ; Alex. » Uri(paa0 : 31e-

phaath, Mephath), a city of the lieubenites, one of

the towns dependent on Heshbon (Josh. .\iii. 18), ly-

ing in the district of the Mishor (comp. 17, and Jer.

xlviii. 21, A. V. " plain "), which probably answered

to the modern Belka. It was one of the cities

allotted with their suburbs to the Merarite Levite.s

(Josh. xxi. 37 ; 1 Chr. vi. 79 ; the former does not

exist in the Kec. Hebr. Text). At the time of the

conquest it was no doubt, like Heshbon, in the

hands of the Amorites (Nimi. xxi. 26), but when
Jeremiah delivered his denunciations it had been

recovered by its original possessors, the Jloabites

(xlviii. 21).'

Mephaath is named in the above passages with

Dibon, Jahazah, Kirjathaim, and other towns, which
have been identified with tolerable certainty on the

north of the Arnon
(
Wady Mojeb) ; but no one

appears yet to have discovered any name at all

resembling it, and it must remain for the further

investigation of those interesting and comparatively

imtrodden districts. In the time of Eusebius

{Onomast. Mri(pdd) it was used as a military post

for keeping in check the wandering tribes of the

desert, which surrounded, as it still surrounds, the

cultivated land of this district.

The extended, and possibly later, form of the

name which occurs in Chronicles and Jeremiah, as

if Mei Pliaath, " waters of Phaath," may be, as in

other aises, an attempt to fix an intelligible meaning
on an archaic or foreign word. [G.]

MEPHICO'SHETH (n^3''Q0 : m(ji<l>i-

$0(rd4; Joseph. Mefi<pi^o(r6os : Miphiboseth), the

name borne by two members of the family of

Saul—his son and his grandson.

The name itself is p.erhaps worth a brief con-

sideration. Bosheth appears to have been a favourite

appellation in Saul's family, for it fonns a part of

the names of no fewer than thiee members of it

—

Ish-bosheth and the two Mephi-bosheths. But in

the genealogies pieserved in 1 Chronicles these

names are given in the dilVerent forms of Esh-baal

and Merib-baal. The variation is identical with that

of Jerub-baal and Jerub-be.-;heth, and is in accord-

ance with passages in Jeremiah (xi. 13) and Hosea
(ix. 10), where Baal and Bosheth'' appear to be con-

vertible, or at least related, teims, the latter being

used as a contemptuous or derisive synonym of the

former. One inference from this would be that

the persons in question were originally « named
Baal ; that this appeiu's in the two fragments of

the family records presei-ved in Chronicles; but
that in Samuel the hateful heathen name has been

unifbnnly erased, and the nickname Bosheth sub-

stituted "for it. It is some support to this to find

"^ Some of the ancient Greek versions of the Hexnpla
give the name in Samuel as Memphi-baal (see Bahrdt's
llcxapla, pp. 594, 599, 614). Also Procopius Gazaeus,
Scholia on -1 Sam. xvi. .No trace uf this, however, appears
in any MS. of the Hebrew text.
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that Saul had an ancestor named Baal, who ap-

peal's in the lists of Chronicles only (1 Chr. viii. 30,
ix. 3G). But such a change in the record supposes

an amount of editing and interpolation which would
hardly have been accomplished without leaving more
obvious traces, in reasons given for the change, &c.

How dirt'erent it is, for example, from the case of

.Terub-besheth, where the alteration is mentioned

and conimental on. Still the facts arc as above

stated, whatever explanation may be given of them.

1. Saul's son by Rizpah the daughter of Aiah,

liis concubine (2 Sam. xxi. 8). He and his brother

Armoni were among the seven %ictims who were

surrendered by David to the Gibeonites, and by

them crucified <* in sacrifice to Jehovah, to avert a

famine from which the country was suffering. The

seven corpses, protected by the tender care of the

mother of Mephibosheth from the attacks of bird

and beast, were exposed on their crosses to the

fierce sun" of at least five of the midsummer

months, on the sacred eminence of Gibeah. At the

end of that time the attention of David was called to

the circumstance, and also possibly to the fact that

the sacrifice had failed in its purpose. A different

method was tried : the bones of Saul and Jonathan

were disinterred from their resting-place at the foot

of the great tree at Jabesh-Gilead, the blanched

and withered remains of Mephibosheth, his brother,

and his five relatives, were taken down from the

crosses, and father, son, and gi-andsoas found at last

a resting-place together in the ancestral cave of

Kish at Zelah. When this had been done, " God
was entreated for the land," and the famine ceased.

[KlZPAH.]

2. The son of Jonathan, grandson of Saul, and

nephew of the preceding.

1. His life seems to have been, from beginning

to end, one of trial and discomfort. The name of

his mother is unknown. There is reason to think

that she died shortly after his birth, and that he

was an only child. At any rate we know for cer-

tain that when his father and grandfather were slain

on Gilboa he was an infant of but five years old.

Ho was then living under the charge of his nurse,

probably at Gibeah, the regular residence of Saul.

The tidings that the army was destroyed, the king

and his sons slain, and that the Philistines, spreading

from hill to hill of the country, were sweeping all

before them, reached the royal household. The

nurse fled, carrying the child on her 'shoulder.

But in her panic and huny she stumbled, and

Mephibosheth was precipitated to the ground with

such force as to deprive him for life of the use of

both 5 feet (2 Sam. iv. 4). These early misfortunes

* There is no doubt about ibis being the real meaning

of the word yp', translated here and in Num. .\.\v. 4

" hanged up." (See Michaelis' Supplemcvt. Xo. 1046 ; also

Gesenius, Thes. 620; and Fiirst, Handxob. 539b.) Aquila

has acaTni-yt-v/iii, undersianding them to have been not

crucified but impaled. The Vulgate reads crucifixerunt

(ver. 9), and qui affixi fucrant (13). The Hebrew term

"H^y* is entirely distinct from TwT\. also rendered "to

hang" in the A. V., which is its real signification. It

is this latter word which is employed in the story of the

five kings at Makkcdah ; in the account of the indignities

practised on Saul's body, 2 Sam. xxi. 12, on Baanah and

Bechab by David, 2 Sam. iv. 12 ; and elsewhere.

' This follows from the statement that they hung from

barley harvest (April) till the coranioucemeiit of the rains

(October); hut it is also worthy of notice that the LXX.

hnve employed the word efrjAiaftu-', " to expose to the
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thi-ew a shade over his whole life, and his personal

deformity—as is often the case where it has been
the result of accident—seems to liave exercised a
depressing and depreciatory influence on his cha-
racter. He can never forget that he is a poor
lame slave (2 Sam. xix. 26), and unable to walk;
a dead dog (ix. 8) ; that all the house of his father

were dead (.xix. 28) ; that the king is an angel of

God (ib. 27), and he his abject dependent (ix.

6, 8). He receives the slanders of Ziba and the
harshness of David alike with a submissive equa-
nimity which is quits toucliing, and which effectually

wins our sympathy.
2. After the accident which thus embittered his

whole existence, Mephibosheth was carried with
the rest of his family beyond the Jordan to the
mountains of Gilead, where he found a refuge in
the house of JIachir ben-Ammiel, a powerful Gadite
or Manassite sheykh at Lo-debar, not far from
Mahanaim, which during the reign of his uncle
Ishbosheth was the head-quarters of his family.
By Machir he was brought up (Jos. Ant. vii. 5,

§5), there he married, and there he was living at

a later period, when David, having completed the
subjugation of the adversaries of Israel on every
side, had leisure to turn his attention to claims of

other and hardly less pressing descriptions. The
solemn oath which he had sworn to the father of

Mephibosheth at their critical intei-view by the
stone Ezel, that he " would not cut off his kindness
from the house of Jonathan for ever : no ! not
when Jehovah had cut oft' the enemies of David
each one from the face of the earth " (1 Sam. xx.

15) ; and again, that *' Jehovah should be between
Jonathan's seed and his seed for over " (ver. 42),
was naturally the first thing that occurred to him,
and he eagerly inquired who was left of the house
of Saul, that he might show kindness to him for

Jonathan's sake (2 Sam. ix. 1). So completely had
the fiimily of the late king vanished from the

western side of Jordan, that tlie only person to be
met with in any way related to them was one
Ziba, formerly a slave of the royal house, but now
a fi-eed man, with a family of fifteen sons, who by
arts which, from the glimpse we subsequently have
of his character, are not difficult to understand,
must have acquired considerable substance, since he
was possessed of an establishment of twenty slaves

of his own. [Ziba.] From this man David learnt

of the existence of Jlephibosheth. Royal messenger
were sent to the house of Machir at Lo-debar in the

mountains of Gilead, and by them the prince and
his infant son MiCHA were brought to Jerusalem.
The interview with David was marked by extreme

sun." It is also remarkable that on the only other occa-

sion on which this Hebrew term is used—Num. xxv. A—
an express command was given that the victims should

be crucified " in front of the suu.'

' This is the statement of Josephus—owb riav wMior
(^Ant. vii. 5, $5); but it Is hardly necessarj-. for iu the

Kast children are always carried on the shoulder. See

the woodcut in Lane's Mod. Egyptians, ch. i. p. 52.

s It is a remarkable thing, and very characteristic of the

simplicity and unconsciousness of these ancient records,

of which the late Professor Blunt has happily illustrated

so many other instances, that this information cuiicerning

.Mephibosheth'a childhood, which contains the key to his

whole history, is inserted, almost as if by accident, in the

midst of the narrative of his uncle's death, with no appa-

rent reason for the insertion, or connexion between the

two, further than that of thejr being relativesund having

somewhat similar names.
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kindness on the part of the king, and on that of

Mepliiboshcth by the fear and humility which has

been pointed out as characteristic of hira. He

leaves the royal presence with all the propeity of

his grandfather restored to him, and with the whole

family and establishment of Ziba as his slaves, to

cultivate the land and harvest the produce. He

himself is to be ^ daily guest at David's table.

From this time forward he resided at Jerus.ilem.

3. An interval ofabout seventeen years now ])asses,

and the ciisis of David's life arrives. Of Mephi-

bosheth's behaviour on this occasion we possess two

accounts—his own (2 Sam. xi.\. 24-30), and that of

Zil)a (.vvi. 1-4). They are naturally at variance

with each other. (1.) Ziba meets the king on his

flight at the most opportune moment, just as David

has undergone the most trying part of that trying

day's journey, has taken the last look at the city

so jjeculiarly his own, and completed the hot and

toilsome ascent of the Mount of Olives. He is on

foot, and is in want of relief and refreshment. The

relief and vefrrshment are there. There stand a

couple of stiong he-asses ready saddled for the king

or his household to make the descent upon; and

there are bread, grapes, melons, and a skin of wine .

and there—the donor of these welcome gifts—is

Ziba, with respect in his look and sympathy on

his tongue. Of course the whole, though oHered

as Ziba's, is the property of Mephibosheth : the

asses are his, one of them his own '"riding ani-

mal : the fruits are from iiis gardens and orchards.

But why is not their owner here in person ?

Where is the " son of Saul " ? He, says Ziba,

is in Jerusalem, waiting to receive from the nation

the throne of his grandfather, that throne from

which he has been so long unjustly excluded. It

must be confessed that the tale at first sight is

a most plausible one, and that the answer of

David is no more than was to be expected. So

the base ingratitude of Mephibosheth is requited

with the ruin he deserves, while the loyalty and

thoughtful courtesy of Ziba are rewarded by the

possessions of his master, thus once more rein-

stating him in the position from which he had

been so nulelj' thrust on Mephibosheth 's arrival in

Ju<lah. (-.) Me|)hil)osheth's story—which, how-
ever, he had not the opportunity of telling until

several days later, when he met David returning to

his kingdom at the western bank of Jordan—was

very ditierent to Ziba's. He had been desiious to

fly with his patron and benefactor, and had ordered

Zil)a to make ready his ass that he might join the

cortege. But Ziba had deceived him, had left him,

and not rctiirnefl with the asses. In his helpless

condition he had no alternative, when once the op-

poitunity of accompanying David was lost, but to

lemain where he was. The swift pursuit which

had been made after Ahimaaz and .lonathan (2 Sam.

xvii.) had shown what risks even a stiong an.l

able man must run who would try to follow the

king. But all that he could do under the cir-

cnmstjinces he had done. He had gone into the

deepest mourning possible ' for his lost friend. From
the very day that David left he had allowed his

•> The word used both in xvl. 1, 2, and xlx. 26, is

"IIDH, i.e. the strong he-ass, a farm animal, as opposed

to the she-ass. more coromonly used for riding. For the

first see Issachar, vol. I. p. 902o ; for the second, Elisha,

iWd. 537 6.

' The same mourniDg as David for his child (xii. 30).

« A singular Jewish tradition Is preserved by .Jerome
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beard to grow ragged, his cnj)pled feet were un-

washed'' and untended,his linen remained unchanged.

That David did not disbelieve this story is shown
by his revoking the judgment he had previously

given. That he did not entirely reverse his decision,

but allowed Ziba to retain possession of half the

lands of Jlepiiibosheth, is probably due paitly to

weariness at the whole transaction, but mainly to

the conciliatory frame of mind in which he was at

that monient. " Shall then any man be put to

death this day ? " is the key-note of the whole pro-

ceeding. Ziba probably icas a rasc<\], who had done

his best to injure an innocent and helpless man

:

but the king had passed his word that no one was
to be made unhappy on this joyful day ; and so

Mephibosheth, who believed himself ruined, has

half his property restored to him, while Ziba is

better oil than he was before the king's flight, and

far better olf than he deserved to be.

4. The writer is aware that this is not the view

generally taken of Mephibosheth's conduct, and in

particular the oppo.site side has been maintained

with mi'ph cogency and ingenuity by the late Pro-

fessor Blunt in his Undesigned Coincidences (part

ii. §17). But when the circumstances on both

sides are weighed, there seems to be no escape from

the conclusion come to above. Mephibosheth could

have had nothing to hope for from the revolution.

It was not a mere anarchical scramble in which

all had equal chances of coming to the top, but

a civil Will' between two parties, led by two indi-

viduals, Absalom on one side, David on the other.

From Absalom, who had made no vow to Jona-

than, it is obvious that he had nothing to hope.

Jloreover, the struggle was entirely confined to the

tribe of Judah, and, at the period with which alone

we are concerned, to the chief city of Judah. What
chance could a Benjamite have had there?—more

especially one whose very claim was his descent

from a man known only to the people of Judah

as having for years hunted their darling David

through the hills and woods of his native tribe

;

least of all when that Benjamite was a poor nervous

timid cripple, as opposed to Absalom, the handsomest,

readiest, and most popular man in the country.

Again, Mephibosheth's story is throughout valid

and consistent. Every tie, both of interest and of

gratitude, combined to keep him faithful to David's

cause. As not merely lame, but deprived of the use

of both feet, he must have been entirely dependent

on his ass and his servant: a position which Ziba

.showed that he completely appreciated by not only

making off himself, but taking the asses and their

equipments with him. Of the impossibility of

flight, after the king and the troops had gone, we

have already spoken. Lastly, we have, not his

own statement, but that of the historian, to the

fact that he commenced his mourning, not when

his supposed designs on the throne proved futile,

but on the very day of David's departure (six. 24).

So much for Mephibosheth. Ziba, on the other

hand, had everything to gain and nothing to lose

by nny turn afl'aiis might take. As a Benjamite

and an old adherent of Saul all his tendencies

in his Qitaest. Heb. on this passage, to the rffect that the

correct reading of the Hebrew is not " undressed," but

rather " ill-made "-non illotis pedibus, ted pcdihiis in-

/cdis— nlludiiig to false wooden feet which he was accus-

tomed to wear. The Hebrew word—the same to both

feet and beard, though rendered in A.V. " dressed "
i

is HK'y, answering to onr word "done.

1D<^^
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must have been hostile to David. It w;us David,

moreover, who had thrust him down from his

independent position, and brought himself and his

titteen sons back into the bondage from which

they had before escaped, and from which tiiey

could now be delivereil only by the fall of Mephi-

bosheth. He had thus every reason to wish his

master out of the way, and human nature must
be different to what it is if we can believe that

either his good offices to David or his accusation

of Mephibosiieth was the result of anything but

calculation and interest.

With regard to the absence of the name of Mephi-

bosiieth from the dying words of David, which is

the main occasion of Mr. Blunt's strictures, it is

most natural—at any rate it is quite allowable

—

to suppose that, in the interval of eight years which

elapsed between David's return to Jerusalem and

his death, Mephibosheth's painful life had come to

an end. We may without difficulty believe that

he did not long survive the anxieties and annoy-

ances which Ziba's treachery had biought upon
him. [G.]

ME'RAB (n"]0 : M^pS^,' Alex, also Mepccfi
;

Joseph. MepS^ri : Merob), the eldest daughter,

possibly the eldest child, of king Saul (1 Sam. xiv.

49). She first appears after the victory over Goliath

and the Philistines, when David had become an in-

mate in Saul's house (1 Sam. xviii. 2), and imme-
diately after the commencement of his friendship

with Jonathan. In accordance with the promise

which he made before the engagement with Goliath

(.wii. 2,Vi, Saul betrothed Moral to David {x\m. 17),

but it is evidently implied that one object of thv.s

rewarding his valour was to incite him to further

feats, which might at last lead to his death by the

Philistines. David's hesitation looks as if he did

not much value the honour—at any rate before the

man-iage Merab's younger sister Michal had dis-

played her attachment for David, and Merab was
then married to Adriel the Meholathite, who seems

to have been one of the wealthy sheikhs of the eastern

part of Palestine, with whom the house of Saul

always maintained an alliance. To Adriel she bore

five sons, who formed five of the seven members
of the house of Saul who were given up to the

Gibeonites by David, and by them crucified to

Jehovah on the sacred hill of Gibeah (2 Sam.
xxi. 8). [KiZPAH.]

The Authorized Version of this last passage is an

accommodation. The Hebrew text has " the five

sons of Michal, daughter of Saul, which she bare to

Adriel," and this is followed in the LXX. and Vul-

gate. The Targum explains the discrepancy thus :

—

" The five sons of Merab (which Michal, Saul's

daughter, brought up) which she bare," &c. The
Peshito substitutes Merab (in the present state of

the text " Nadab") for Michal. J. H. Michaelis,

in his Hebrew Bible (2 Sam. xxi. 10), suggests that

there were two daughters of Saul named Michal, as

there were two Elisiiamas and two Eliphalets among
David's sons. Probably tlie most feasible solution

of the difficulty is that " Michal " is the mistake of

a tiansciiber for " Meiab." liut if so it is manifest

from the agreement of the vcreions and of Josephus

{Ant. vii. 4, §30 ) with the present text, that the

error is one of very ancient date.

Is it not possible that there is a connexion between

• The 'imission of the name in tbe LXX. is remarkable. The Alexamlrine M.S.
In ilie Vatiraii Codex it orciirs in I Sam xiv. 49 only, xvili. 17 and li).
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Merab's name and tliat of her nephew JMi;rih-Baal,
or Mephibosheth as lie is ordinarily called V [G.J

MERAI'AH (nnp : 'Afxapia; F. A. Mapaia:

Mttraia). A priest in the days of Joiakim, the son

of Jeshua. He was one of the " heads of the

fathers," and representative of the priestly family
of Seraiah, to which Ezia belonged (Neh. xii. 12).
The reading of the LXX.—'A/uapio, is supported by
the Peshito-Syriac.

MERAI'OTH (ninO: Mapi^A, in 1 Chr. vi.

fi, 7, 52 ; Mapa'iwd, 1 Chr. ix. 11 ; MapedoB, Ezr.
vii. 3 ; Mapidod, iXeh. xi. 1 1 ; Alex. Mapatud, 1 Chr.
vi. 6, 7, Ezr. vii. 3; MipatiO, 1 Chr. vi. 52;
Maptwd, 1 Chr. ix. 11, Neh. xi. 11: Mcraioth,
except 1 Chr. ix. 11, Ezr. vii. 3, Maraioth). 1. A
de^ccndant of Eleazar the son of Aaron, and head
of a priestly house. It was thought by Lightfoot
that he was the immediate predecessor of Eli in the

office of high-priest, and that at his death the

high-priesthood changed from the line of Eleazar to

the line of Ithamar {Temple Service, iv. §1).
Among his illustrious descendants were Zadok and
Ezra. He is called elsewhere Meremoth (1 Esdr.
vii. ; 2), and Marimoth (2 Esdr. i. 2). It is

apparently another Meraioth who comes in between
Zadok and Ahitub in the genealogy of Azariah
(1 Chr. ix. 11, Neh. xi. 11), unless the names
Ahitub and Mcraioth are transjioseil, which is not
improbable.

2. (MapiciS: Maraioth). The head of one of the
hnu.scs of priests, which in the time of Joiakim the
son of Jeshua was represented by Helkai (Neh.
xii. 15). He is elsewhere called M'eremotii (Neh.
xii. 3), a confusion being made between the letters

V and D. The Peshito-Syriac has Marmuth in both
pa.ssages. [W. A. W.]

MER'AN (Me^^w: Merrha). The merchants
of Meran and Theman are mentioned with the Ha-
garenes (Bar. iii. 23) as ".searchers out of under-
standing." The name does not occur elsewhere, and
is probably a corruption of " Medan " or " Midian."
Junius and Tremellius give Medanaei, and their

conjecture is supported by the appearance of the
Midianites as nomade merchants in Gen. xxxvii.
Both Jledan and Midian are enumerated among the
sons of Keturah in Gen. xxv. 2, and are closely
connected with the Dedanim, whose " travelling
companies," or caravans, are fiequently alluded to
(Is. xxi. 13 ; Ez. xxvii. 15). Fritzsche suggests that
it is the Marane of Pliny (vi. 28, 32). [W. A. W.]

MER'ARI ('"lip : Mepapl : unhappy, sorrow-

ful, or, my sorrow, i. e. his mother's), third son
of Levi, and head of the third great division

(nnS^b) of the Levites, the Merarites, whos«

designation in Hebrew is the same as that of their
progenitor, only with the article prefixed, viz.,

'I'^^D- Oi'Merari's personal history, beyond the

fact of his birth before the descent of Jacob into

^SYV^> anil of his being one of the seventy who
accompanied Jacob thither, we know nothing what-
ever ((Jen. xlvi. 8, 1 1). At the time of the Exodus,
and the numbering in the wildeniess, the l\Ici-ariti>s

consisted of two limiilies, the Mdilites and the
Mushites, Mahli and Mushi being either the two
sons, or the son and grandson, of Merari (1 Clir.

it there, and ins
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VI. 10, 47;. Their chief at that time was'

Zuriel, ami the whole number of the family, from

A month olil aud upwards, was 6200 ; those ft-om

30 jo:\rii old to 50 were 3200. Their charge was

the boards, bars, pillars, sockets, pins, and cords of

the tabernacle and the court, and all the tools con-

nected with settingthem up. In the encampment their

place was to the north of the tabernacle ; and both

they and the Gershonites were " under the hand
"

of Ithamar the son of Aaron. Owing to the heavy

nature of the materials which they had to carry,

four waggons and eight oxen were a'^igned to them

;

and in the march both thev and the Gershonites

" Their cities were Jokueam, Kartah, Dimnah, Nabalal,

in Zcbulnn ; Bozer, Jahazali, Keilonioth, Mcpliaath, in

Reuben ; Raraotb, Mabanaim, Heshbon, and Jazer, in Gad.

MERARI
followed immediately after the standard of Jndah,

and before that of Keuben, that they might set >ip

the tabernacle against the aiTival of the Kohathites

(Num. iii. 20, :«-a7, iv. 29-33, 42-45, vii. 8, .\.

17, 21). In the division of the land by Joshua,

the Merarites had twelve cities assigned to them,

out of Reuben, Gad, and Zebulim, of which one was
liamoth-Gilead, a city of refuge, aud in lat"

times a frequent subject of war between Isn

and Syria (.Josh. .xxi. 7, 34-40 ; » 1 Chr. vi. i

77-81). In the time of David Asaiah was tli,,.

chief, and assisted with 220 of his family in bring-

ing up the ark (1 Chr. rv. 6). Afterwards we find

But in 1 Chr. vi., instead of the four in Zebulon, only

Rimmon and Tabor are named, though the total is given

as twelve in ver. 63.

Table of the MERAUiTE-i.

Levi (Exod. vi. 16-19; Num. iii. 17-20).

I

:\Ieniri..

I

Jiushi.

I

(1 Cbr. xxiv. 30). {ib.).

Liljni.

Shimei.

Uzza.

I

Sbimei.

Ilaggiab.

Asaiah, chief of
220 Merarites in

the time of David
(1 Chr. vi. 44, 45.

XV. 6). But this

genealogy is doubtless

imperfect, as it gives

only 10 generations

from Levi to A.saiah

inclusive

Abibail.

Zuriel,

chief of the house of the

father of the families of Merari in

the time of Moses
(Num. iii. 35).

Sbamer.

I

Bani = Bunui (N'eb. xi. 15)?

Jeduthun i

Hilldah.

I

I

Amaziah.

I

*IIasbabiah.

; Jaaziah or Jaaziel 1 Clir. xv. IS; xxiv. 2G, 27.

I
_ J

( .Shoham Zaccur or Ibri or Abdi J
i (xxiv. 27). Zecbariah (vi. 44;

( (ib.&xv.l8). xxiv. 27).

J
SeeLXX-CA^ai).

I

I

Elcazar (x.xiil. 21, 22; xxiv. 2S).

Hosah
(xvi. 38, 42

;

Obed-
Edom

xxvi. 10, 16). (xvi. 38). (XXV. 3, 9). (ib.3, 11).

Zeri or Jeshaiab #Hashablah Matti
Izri (lb. 3, 15). (ib. .3, 19; thiah

Kislii, Kish (xxiii. 21), or Kusbaiali (

I

vi. 45). (ib.3, 21).

Jerahmeel Ethan, callcnl

(xxiv. 29). also Jeduthun,
head of the

singors in the time o:'

David (vi. 44-47;
XV. 17, 19; -xvi. 41,42

XXV. 1, 3, 6).

Simrl Hilklah Teba- Zecha-
(xxvi. 10). (ib. 11). Hall riah

(ib.). (ib.).

I Kish the son of Abdi, and Azariah the sou

< of Jehalelel, in reign of Hezekiah

} (2 Chr. -xxix. 12).

Azrikam.

' Sons of Jeduthun, Sliemaiah and Uzziel,"
In time of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxlx. 14).

*' Obadiah (or Alxla) the son of Sliemaiah, i I

the son of Galal, the sou of .leduthun," <

after the return from captivity >
|

(1 Chr. ix. 16; Neh. xi. 17).
^

[

. Hasshub.

5 I

< Shemaiah, after the return from captivity

> (1 Chr. ix. 14; Neh. xi. 15).

Sherehiah, in time of Ezra, " of the .leshaiah, of the sons Ilashabiab, of the sons of Merari, in the

sons of Mahli " (Ezr. viii. 18) ; corrupted to of Merari, in the time time of Ezra (Ezr. viil. 19), called Asebl

AsPbebia (1 Esdr. viil. 47). of Ezra (Ezr. viii . 19). and Assanias (1 Esdr. viii. 43, 54>.
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the Mevaritcs still sharing with tho two other

Lentiral families the various tiiuctions of their

caste (1 Chr. xxiii. 6, 21-23). Thus a third part

of the singers and musicians were Meraritcs, and
Ethan or Jeduthun was their chief in the time of

l);ivid.
[
Jeputiiux.] a third part of the door-

keepers were JIerarites(l Chr. .\xiii. 5, G, xxvi. 10,

1 9), unless indeed we are to understand from ver. 10
that the doorkeejiers were all either Kohathites or

Merarites, to the exclusion of the Gershonites, which
does not seem probable. In the days of Hezekiah

the i\Ierai-ites were still flourishing, and Kish the

son of Ahdi, and Azariah the son of Jehalelel, took

their part with their brethren of the two other

Levitical families in promoting the reformation, and

purifying the house of the Lord (2 Chr. xxix. 12,

15). After the return from captivity Shemaiah

represents the sons of Merari, in 1 Chr. ix. 14, Keh.

xi. 15, and is said, with other chiefs of the Levites,

to have " had the oversight of the outward business

of the house of God." There were also at that time

sons of Jeduthun under Obadiah or Abda, the son

of Shemaiah (1 Chr. ix. 16; Neh. xi. 17). A little

later again, in the time of Ezra, when he was in

great want of Levites to accompany him on his

journey from Babylon to .Jerusalem, " a man of

good understanding of the sons of Mahli " was
found, whose name, if the text here and at ver. 24
is correct, is not given. " .Feshaiah also of the sons

of Merari," with twenty of his sons and brethren,

came Avith him at the same time (Ezr. viii. 18, 19).

But it seems pretty certain that Sherebiah, in ver.

18, is the name of the Mahlite, and that both he

and Hashabiah, as well as .leshaiah, in ver. 19, were

Levites of the family of Merari, and not, as the

actual text of ver. 24 indicates, priests. The copu-

lative 1 has fallen out before their names in ver. 24,

as appears trom ver. 30 (see also 1 Chr. ix. 14

;

Neh. xii. 24).

The subjoined table gives the principal de-

bits, as tar as it is possible to ascertain them.

t the ti-ue position of Ja.aziah, Mahli, and
.i;luthun is doubtful. Here too, as elsewhere,

it is difficult to decide when a given name indicates

;'.n individual, and when the family called after him,
I'Y the head of that family. It is sometimes no less

liiilcult to decide whether any name which occurs

1 .{.eatedly designates the same pei-son, or others of

the family wlio bore the same name, as e.g. in the

case of I^Iahli, Hilkiah, Shimri, Kishi or Kish, and
others. As regards the confusion between Ethan
and Jeduthun, it may perhaps be that Jeduthun

was the patronymic title of the house of which

Ethan was the bend in the time of David. Jeduthun

might have been the brother of one of Ethan's

direct ancestors before Hashabiah, in which case

Hashabiah in I Chr. x.xv. 3, 19, might be the same
as Hashabiah in vi. 45. Hosah and Obed-edom
seem to have been other descendants or clansmen

of Jrtluthun, who lived in the time of IJavid ; and,

if we may argue from the names of Hosah's sons,

Simri and Hilkiah, that they were descendants of

.Shamer and Hilkiah, in the line of Ethan, the

inference would be that Jeduthun was a son either

of Hilkiah or Amaziah, since he lived after Hilkiah,

but bef)rc Hashabiah. The gre.it advantage of this

supposition is, th.at while it leaves to Ethan the

patronymic designation .leduthun, it draws a wide

rtistinction between the terra " sons of Jeduthun
"

.ind " sons of Ethan," and explains how in David's

time there could be sons of those who are called

sons of Jeduthun above thirty years of age (since
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they fdled offices, 1 Chr. xxvi. 10), at the same

time that .leduthun was said to be the chief of the

singers. In like manner it is possible that Janziah

may have been a brother of ]\Ialluch or of Abdi,

and that if Abdi or Ibri had other descendants

besides the lines of Kish and Eleazar, they may
have been reckoned under the headship of Jaaziah.

The families of Jlerari which were so reckoned were,

according to 1 Chr. xxiv. 27, Shoham, Zaccur (ap-

parently the same as Zechariah in 1 Chr. .xv. 18,

where we probably ought to read " Z. son of

Jaaziah," and xxvi. 11), and Ibri, where the LXX.
have 'njSSr, 'AlSai, and 'A^Sl. [A. C. H.]

2. (Mepapl ; Alex, in Jud. viii. 1 Mepapei:
Merari). The father of Judith (Jud. viii. 1, xvi. 7).

MERATHA'TM, THE LAND OF (}>nxn

D^mtD : terra dominantinm), that is " of double

rebellion " (a dual form from the root niD ; Ge-

senius, Thes. 819a ; Fiivst, Hdwh. 791 h), alluding

to the country of the Chaldeans, and to the double

captivity which it had inflicted on the nation of

Israel (.Ter. 1. 21). This is the opinion of Gesenius,

Fiii'st, Blichaelis (^Bibel fur Ungekhrteii), Sec, and

in this sense the word is taken by all the versions

which the writer has consulted, excepting that of

Junius and Tremellius, which the A. V.—as in

other instances—has followed here. The LXX. i-rrl

rrjs yrjs, \eyei Kvpios. -rriKpSis fivifi-qQi, &c.,

take the root in its second sense of " bitter." [G.]

MERCU'RITJS {'^pixrts: Mercwms), properly

Hermes, the (ii-eek deity, whom the Romans iden-

tified with their jMercury the god of commerce and

Ijargains. In the Greek mythology Hermes was the

son of Zeus and Maia the daughter of Atlas, and is

constantly represented as the companion of his

father in his wanderings upon earth. On one of

these occasions they were travelling in Phrygia, and

were refused hospitality by all save Baucis and

Philemon, the two aged peasants of whom Ovid

tells the charming episode in his Metam. viii.

G20-724, which appears to have fonned part of

the folk-lore of Asia Minor, and strikingly illus-

trates the readiness with which the simple people

of Lystra recognized in Barnabas and Paul the

gods who, according to their wont, had come

down in the likeness of men (Acts xiv. 11).

They called Paul " Hermes, because he was the

chief speaker," identifying in him as they supposed

by this characteristic, the herald of the gods (Horn.

Ocl. V. 28 ; /Tym. in Herm. 3), and of Zeus (Od.

i. 38, 84; //. xxiv. 333, 461), the eloquent orator

{Od. i. 86; Hor. Od. i. 10, 1), inventor of letters,

music, and the arts. He was usuaUy represented

as a slender beardless youth, but in an older

Pelasgic figure he was bearded. Whether St. Paul

wore a beard or not is not to be inferred from this,

for the men of Lystra identified him with their god

Ilei-mes, not from any accidental resemblance in

^gm-e or appearance to the statues of that deity,

but because of the act of healing which had been

done upon the man who was lame from his

birth. [W. A. W.]

MERCY-SEAT crriBa: l\affr-f,piov i propi-

tiatorium). This appears to have been merely the

lid of the Ark of the Covenant, not another surface

affi.xed thereto. It was that whereon the blood of tiio

vearly atonement was sprinkled by the high-priest

;

and in this relition it is doubtful whether the sense

of the word in the Heb. is basetl on the material
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fact of its •' covering " the Ark, or from this notion

of its reference to tlie " covering," (t. e. atonement)

of sin. But in any case the notion of a " seat," as

conveyed by the name in P2nglish, seems super-

fluous and likely to mislead. Jehovah is indeed

spoken of as " dwelling " and even as " sitting
"

(I's. jxxx. 1, xcix. 1) between the cherubim, but

undoubtedly his seat in this conception would not

be on the same level as that on which they stood

(Ex. XXV. 18), and an enthronement in the glory

above it must be supposed. The idea with which

it is connected is not merely that of " mercy," but

of foi-mal atonement made for the breach of the co-

venant (Lev. xvi. 14), which the Ark contained in

its material vehicle—the two tables of stone. The
communications made to Moses are represented as

made " irom off the Mercy-Seat that was upon the

Ark of the Testimony " (Num. vii. 89; comp. Kx.

xjv. 22, XXX. 6) ; a sublime illustration of the

moral relation and responsibility into which the

people were by covenant regarded as brought before

God.
^

^[H. H.]

MER'ED 0^0: McopdS, 1 Chr. iv. 17 ; Mco-

p7)5, 1 Chr. iv. 18: Alcred). This name occurs in

u fragmentary genealogy in 1 Chr. iv. 17, 18, as

that of one of the sons of Ezra. He is there said

to have taken to wife Bituiah the daughter of

Pharaoh, who is enumerated by the Rabbins
among the nine who entered I'aradise (Hottinger,

Smegma Orientale, p. 315), and in the Targum of

K. Joseph on Chronicles is said to have been a pro-

selyte. In the same Targum we find it stated that

Caleb the son of Jephunneh, was called Mered

because he withstood or rebelled against 0"I0)> the

counsel of the spies, a tradition also recorded by
Jarchi. But another and very curious tradition

is presen-ed in the Quaestiones in libr. Paral., attri-

buted to Jerome. According to this, Ezra was
Amram ; his sons Jetlier and Mered were Aaron
and Moses; Epher was Eldu<l, and Jalon Jledad.

The tradition goes on to say that Moses, after re-

ceiving the law in the desert", enjoined his father to

put away his mother because she was his aunt,
being the daughter of Levi : that Amram did so,

married again, and begat Eldad and Medad.
Bithiah, the daughter of Pharaoh, is .said, on (he
same authority, to have been " taken " by Mnses,
because she forsook idols, and was converted to the
worship of the true Ood. The origin of all this

.«;eems to have been the occurrence of the name
" Miriam " in 1 Chr. iv. 17, which was relerred to
Miriam the sister of Moses. Kabbi D. Kimchi
would put the first clause of ver. 18 in a paren-
thesis. He makes Bithiah the daughter of 1 'haraoh
the finst wife of Mered, and mother of Miriam,
Shammai.and L<;hbah ; Jehudijah, or " the Jewess,"
being his second wife. But the whole genealogy
•s so intricate that it is scared v possible to un-
-avel it. [W. A. W.]

MER'EMOTH (JniO'lO : Mtptfide ; Alex.

Mapficie, Ezr. viii. 33 ; PajxaiO, Neh. iii. 4 ; Me-
paficid, Neh. iii. 21 : Meirnwth). 1. Son of Uriah,

or (Jrijah, the priest, of the family of Koz or Hak-
koz, the head of the seventh course o\ priests as

established by David. On the return from Babylon
the children of Koz were among those priests who
were unable to establish their pedigree, and in con-

•equence were put from the priesthood as polluted

I'Ezr. ii. 61, 62). This probably applied to only
one familv of (he descendants of Koz, for in Ezr.

MERIBAH
viii. 33, Meremoth is clearly recognised as a priest,

and is appointed to weigh and register the gold and
silver ves.sels belonging to the Temple, which Ezia
had brought from Babylon, a function which priests

and Levitos alone were selected to discharge (Ezr.

viii. 24-30). In the rebuilding of the wall of Je-

rusalem under Nehemiah we find Meremoth taking

an active part, working between Meshullam and

the sons of Ilassenaah who restored the fish-gate

(Neh. iii. 4), and himself restoring the portion of

the Temple wall on which abutted the house of the

high-piiest Eliashib (Neh. iii. 21). Burrington

{^Genealogies, ii. 154) is inclined to consider the two
mentioned in Neh. iii. by the .same name as distinct

persons, but his reasons do not appear sufficient.

In 1 Esdr. viii. 62, he is called " Marmotii
the son of Iri."

2. (Mapi^cifl: MarimutK). A layman of tli"

sons of Bani, who had married a foreign wife aftei

the i-eturn from Babylon and put her away at

Ezra's bidding (Ezr. x. 36).

3. (MepanuO: Merimuth). A priest, or more
probably a family of priests, who sealed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 5). The latter supposi-

tion is more probable, because in Neh. xii. 3 the

name occurs, with many others of the same list,

among those who went up with Zerubbabel a cen-

tury before. In the next generation, that is in the

days of Joiakim the son of Jeshua, the representative

of the family of Meremoth was Helkai (Neh. xii.

15) ; the reading Meraioth in that passage being an

en-or. [Meraioth 2.] The A. V. of 1611 had
" Merimoth" in Neh. .xii. 3, like the Geneva vn-
sion. [W. A. W.]

MER'ES (D^D : Mares). One of the seven

counsellors of Ahasuerus king of Persia, " wise men
which knew the times" (Esth. i. 14). His name
is not traceable in the LXX., which in tiiis passage

is corrupt. Eenf'ey f (.[uotod by Gesenius, Tlies. s. v.)

suggests that it is derived from the Sanscrit mdrsha,
" woithy," which is the same as the Zend meresh,

nud is probabl}'' also the origin of Marsena, the

name of another Persian counsellor. [W. A. W.]

MER'IBAH (nnnp : AoiUp-nffis Ex. xvii. 7
;

'avTi\oyia Num. xx 13, x.\vii. 14 ; Deut. .xxxii. 51

;

\otSopla Num. xx. 24: contradictio). In Ex. xvii.

7 we read, " he called the name of the place Massah

and Meribah,"* where the people murmured, and the

rock was smitten. [For the situation see Kiii'iiiDiJi.]

The name is also given to Kadesh (Num. xx. 13, 24,

xxvii. 14 ; Deut. xxii. 51 " Jlcribah-kadesh "), be-

cause there also the people, when in want of wate--

strove with God. Th-^re, however, Moses and Aaron

incurred the Divine displeasure because they " be-

lieved not," because they " rebelled," ;uid " sanctified

not (iod in the midst" of the people. Impatience

and self-willed .nssumption of plenary power are the

prominent ll-.itures ol their behaviour in Num. xx.

10; the "speaking to the rock" (.which perhn]..

was to have been in Jehovah's name) Wiis neglected,

and iuiother symbol, suggestive rather of them-

.selves as the source of power, was substltutert. li

spite of these plain and distinctive features of differ

encc between the event at Kadesh and that a;

Uephidim some commentators liave regarded tl

one as a mere duplicate of the otlier, owing t,

a mixture of earlier and later legend. [H. H.]

• Chiding, or strife, HZl^'lOl HDD ; irfipa<r/ais km
Aoi5opija'i9, also ai/rtAoyt'a ; mai'p. '* t('mpl;it;'jn,*' Peut
xxxiii. R.
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MERIB-BA'AL {hv2 2^0, oxcept ou its -Uh

occurrence, and there less accurately ^y^'^P-
t. c. Jleri-baal, though in many MSS. the fuller

form is preserved : Mepij8aa\, Mopei/3aa\ ; Alex.

M€(f)pij3aa\, MexP'/3<^"^ '• Meri-banl), sou of Jo-

nath;ui the sou of .Saul (I (_'lu-. viii. 34, i.\. 40),^

doubtless the same person who in the narrative of

2 Samuel is called Mephi-boshkth. The reasons

for the identification are, that in the history no

other son but Mepliibosheth is ascribed to Jonathan
;

that Mepluboslieth, like Jlerib-baal, had a sou named

Micah ; and that the terms " bosheth " and " baal
"

appear from other examples {e.g. Esh-Baal = Ish-

bosheth) to be convertible. What is the significance

of the change in the former part of the name, and

whether it is more than a clerical error between

the two Hebrew letters Q and "1, does not appeiu- to

have been ascertained. It is perhaps in favour of

the latter explanation that in some of the Greek

versions of 1 Chr. viii. and ix. the name is given as

Memphi-baal. A trace of the same thing is visible

in the reading of the Alex. LXX. given above. If

it is not a mere error, then there is perhaps some

connexion between the name of Merib-baal and that

of his aunt Merab.

Neither is it clear why this name and that of

Ishbosheth should be given in a different form in

these genealogies to what they are in the historical

narrative. But for this see ISH-BOSHETii and

Mephi-bosiieth. [G.]

MER'ODACH("^"l'"ip: MaiptoSax: Merodacli)

is mentioned once only in Scripture, namely in Jer.

1. 2, where Bel and Jlerodach are coupled together,

and threatened with destruction in the fall of Ba-

bylon. It has been commonly concluded from this

passage that Bel and Merodacli were separate gods

but from the Assyrian and Babylonian inscriptions

it appears that this was not exactly the case. ISIero-

dach was really identical with the famous Babylo-

nian Bel or Belus, the word being probably at first

a mere epithet of the god, which by degrees super

seded his proper appellation. Still a certain dis

tinction appears to have been maintained between

the names. The golden image in the great temple

at Babylon seems to have been worshipped distinctly

as Bel rather than Merodach, while other idols of

the god may have represented him as Merodach

rather than Bel. It is not known what the word

Merodach means, or what the special aspect of the

god was, when worshipped under that title. In a

general way Bel-Merodach may be said to corre-

spond to the Greek Jupiter. He is " the old man
of the gods," " the judge," and has the gates of

heaven under his especial charge. Kcbuchadnezzar

calls him " the great lord, the senior of the gods,

the most ancient," and Neriglissar " the first-born,

of the gods, the layer-up of treasures." In the

earlier period of Babylonian history he seems to

share with several other deities (as Xebo, Nergal,

Bel-Nimrod, Anu, &c.) the worship of the people,

but in the later times he is regarded as the source

of all power and blessings, and thus concentrates in

his own person the greater jjart of that homage and

respect which had previously been divided among
the various gods ot the Pantheon. Astronomically

he is identified with the planet Jupiter. His name
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forms a frequent element in the appellations of Ba-

bylonian kings, e. g. Merodach-Baladau, Evil-Mero-

dach, Merodacli-adin-akhi, &c. ; and is found in this

position as early as B.C. 1650. (See the Essay by

Sir H. Rawliuson " On the Religion of the Babylo-

nians and Assyrians," in Rawlinson's Herodotus, i.

(i27-»531.) [G. R.]

MER'ODACH-BAL'ADAN (inx^3 X^it\'0

MapoiSax-BaKaSdu : Merodach-Baladan) is men-

tioned as king of Babylon in the days of Hezekiah,

both in the second book of Kings (xx. 12) and in

Isaiah (xxxix. 1). In the former place he is called

Berodach-Baladau, by the ready inteichange of the

letters 2 and JD, which was familiar to the Jews,

as it has been to many other nations. The ortho-

grajihy " Merodach " is, however, to be preferred
;

since this element in the king's name is undoubtedly

identical with the appellation of the famous Baby-

lonian deity, who is always called "Merodach,"

both by the Hebrews and by the native writers.

The name of Merodach-Baladan has been clearly re-

cognised in the Assyrian inscriptions. It appeal's

under the form of INlarudachus-Baldanes, or ]\Iaru-

dach-Baldan, in a fragment of Polyhistor, preserved

by iMisebius (Chron. Can. pars i. v. 1); and under

that of Mardoc-empad (or rather Mardoc-empal ")

in the famous " Canon of Ptolemy." Josephus

abbreviates it still more, and calls the monarch

simply "Baladas" {Ant.Jnd. x. 2, §2).

The Canon gives Merodach-Baladan {Mardoc-

empal) a reign of 12 years—from B.C. 721 to B.C.

709— and makes him then succeeded by a certain

Arceanus. Polyhistor assigns him a six months'

reign, immediately before Elibus, or Belibus, who
(according to the Canon) ascended the throne B.C.

702. It has commonly been seen that these must

be two different reigns, and that Merodach-Baladan

must therefore have been deposed in B.C. 709, and

have recovered his throne in B.C. 702, when he had

a second period of dominion lasting half a year.

The inscriptions contain express mention of both

reigns. Sargon states that in the twelfth year of his

own reign he drove Merodach-Baladau out of Ba-

bylon, after he had ruled over it for twelve years
;

and Sennacherib tells lis that in his first yeai- he de-

feated and expelled the same monarch, setting up in

his place " a man named Belib." Putting all our

notices together, it becomes apparent that Merodach-

Baladan was the head of tlie popular party, which

resisted the Assyrian monaichs, and strove to main-

tain the independence of the country. It is uncer-

tain whether he was self-raised or was the son of a

former king. In the second Book of Kings he is

styled " the son of Baladan ;" but the inscriptions

call him " the son of Yngin :" whence it is to be

presumed that Baladan was a more remote ancestor.

Yagin, the real father of Merodach-Baladan, is pos-

sibly represented in Ptolemy's Canon by the name
Jugaeus—which in some copies replaces the name
Elulaeus, as the appellation of the immediate prede-

cessor of Merodach-Baladan. At any late, iVom the

time of Sargon, Merodach-Baladan and his famdy

were the champions of Babylonian independence

and fought with spirit the losing battle of tlieir

country. The king of whom we are here treating

sustained two contests with the power of Assyria,

was twice defeated, and twice coinpelled to fly his

" In the uncial u-riting A is very liable to be mistaken ; this instance. See his work, Egypt's Place in Cvivtnnl

for A, and in the ordinary manuscript character A is not History, vol. i. p. 726, E. T. The abbreviation of tJie name

unlike S. M. Bunsen was (we believe) the first to suggest has many pamllels. (Spp Rawlinson's JTercMiif, vol. i.

that there had been a substitution of the S for the A in p. 436, note IV
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country. His sons, supported by tlie king of Elam,

or Susiana, continued the struggle, and are found

among the advei-sariesof Esar-Haddon, Sennacherib's

son and successor. His grandsons contend against

Asshur-h mi-pal, the son of Esar-H<addon. It is not

till the fourth generation that the family seems to

become extinct, and the Babylonians, having no

champion to maintain their cause, contentedly

acquiesce in the yoke of the stranger.

There is some doubt as to the time at which Me-
rodach-Baladan sent his ambassadors to Hezekiah,

for the purpose of enquiring as to the astronomical

marvel of which Judaea had been the scene (2 Clir.

xxxii. 31). According to those commentators who
connect the illness of Hezekiah with one or other of

Sennacherib's expeditions against him, the embassy

has to be ascribed to Merodach-Baladan's second or

shorter reign, when alone he was contemporary

with Sennacherib. If however we may be allowed

to adopt the view that Hezekiah's illness preceded

the first invasion of Sennacherib by seveial years

(see above, ad voc. Hezekiah, and compare Kaw-
linson's Herodotus, i. 479, note ^), synchronising

really with an attack of Sargon, we must assign the

embassy to Merodach-Baladan's earlier reign, and

bring it within the period, B.C. 721-709, which
the Canon assigns to him. Now the 14th year

of Hezekiah, in which the embassy should foil

(2 K. XX. 6 ; Is. xxxviii. 5), appears to have been

B.C. 713. This was the year of Merodach-Baladan's

first reign.

The increasing power of Assyria was at this

period causing alarm to her neighbours, and the

circumstances of the time were such as would tend

to draw Judaea and Babylonia together, and to give

rise to negotiations between them. The astrono-

mical marvel, whatever it was, which accompanied

the recovery of Hezekiah, would doubtless have
attracted the attention of the Babylonians ; but it

was probably rather the pretext than the motive

for the formal embassy which the Chaldaean king

despatched to .lorusalem on the occasion. The real

object of the mission was most likely to effect a

leiigue between Babylon, Judaea, and Eipjpt (Is.

sx. 5, G), in order to chock the growing power of

the Assyrians.!' Hezekiah's exhibition of "all his

precious things" (2 K. xx. 13) would thus have
been, not a mere display, but a mode of satisfying

the Babylonian ambassadors of his ability to support
the expenses of a war. The league, however, though
designed, does not seem to have tiken effect. Sargon,

acquainted probably with the intentions of his ad-

versaries, anticipated them. He sent expeditions

both into Syria and Babylonia— seized the strong-

hold of Ashdod in the one, and completely defeated

Merodach-Baladan in tlie other. That monarch
sought safety in flight, and lived for eight years in

exile. At last he found an opportunity to retuni.

In B.C. 703 or 702, Babylonia was 'plunged in

.•uiarchy—the Assyrian yoke was thrown off, and
various native leaders struggled for the mastery.
Under these circumstances the exiled monarch seeiiis

to have returned, and recovered his throne. His

•> Josephus expressly states that Merodach-Baladan
srnt the ambassadors in order to form an aUiance with
Hezekiah {Artt. Jud. .x. 2, §2).

* The mention of the name in the Vulgate of .ludg.

v. 18—in regione Aferome—is only apparent. It is a

literal transference of the words rTlb ^ipi")0 7y
rightly rendered in the A. V. " in the high places of tlio

tield," and has no connexion w ith Mcmni.
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advei-sary, i^argon, was dead or dying, and a new
and untried prince was about to rule over the Assy-

rians. He might hope that the reins of government

would be held by a weaker hand, and that he might

stand his ground against the son, though he had

been forced to yield to the father. In this hope,

however, he was disappointed. Sennacheiib had

scarcely established himself on the throne, when lie

proceeded to engage his people in wars; and it

seems that his very first step was to invade lli

kingdom of Babylon. Merodach-Baladan had oh-

tained a body of troops from his ally, the king «(

Susiana; but Sennacherib defeated the combincl

ai-my in a pitched battle ; after which he ravaged

the entire country, destropng 79 walled cities and

820 towns and villages, and caiTying vast numbers

of the people into captivity. Merodach-Baladan

fled to " the islands at the mouth of the Euphrates"

(Fox Talbot's Assyrian Texts, p. 1)—tracts pro-

bably now joined to the continent—and succeeded

ill eluding the search which the Assyrians mad"

for him. If we may believe Polyhistor however,

this escape availed him little. That wniter relate-

(ap. Euseb. Chron. Can. i. 5), that he was soon

after put to death by Elibus, or Belibus, the vice-

roy whom Sennacherib appointed to represent him

at Babylon. At any rate he lost his recovei

'

crown after wearing it for about six months, .i;

spent the remainder of his days in exile and i !

-

scurity. [G. H.]

MEROM, THE WATERS OF (DTlD np :

TO G'5a>p Map^iov ; Alex, in ver. 5, Meppeoc: cf'i"

Merom), r. place memorable iu the history of t.

conquest of Palestine. Here, after Joshua had gaii:-

possession of the southern portions of the country,

confederacy of the northern chiefs assembled uiil

the leadei-ship of Jabin, king of Hazor (Josh. xi. ."< „

and here they were encountered by Joshua, and com-

pletely routed (ver. 7). The battle of Merom was

to the north of Palestine what that of Beth-horo!>

had been to the south,— indeed more, for there- •'

not appear to have been the same number of in

portant towns to be tikon in detail after this \ ;

tory that there had been in the former case.

'fhe name of Merom occurs nowhere in the Bil

but iu the passage above" mentioned ; nor is it founa

in Josephus. In his account of the battle {Ant. v.

1, §18), the confederate kings encamp " near Beroth,

a city of upper Galilee, not far from Kedes ;" nor is

there any mention of water. In the Onomasiicon

of Husebius the name is given as " Merran," and it

is stated to be " a village twelve miles distant from

Sebaste (Samaria), and near Dothaim." It is a re-

markable fact that though by common consent the

" waters of Merom " are identified with the lake

through which the Jordan runs between Banias and

the Sea of CJalilee—the Semechonitis ^ of Josephus,

and Bahr el Ilnleh of the modern Arabs—yet that

iilentity cannot be proved by any ancient record.

The nearest approach to proof is an inference from

the statement of Josephus {Ant. v. 5, §1), that tne

second Jabin (Judg. iv. v.) " belonged to the city

•>
ri 'S.cixex'oviTt.i, or 2e|u.ex'>>"''Twi', Xi'/niT? (Ant. v. 5, }1

;

B. J. iii. 10, $7, iv. ], }i;. 'I'his name does not occur in

any part of the Bible ; nor has it been discovered in riiy

author except Josephus. For the possible derivations of

it, see Reland {I'al. 262-1). and the summary of Sianley

(.?. it I'. 391 note). To these it should be added that the

name Semakh is not confined to this lake. A wady of

that name is the principal torrent on the cast of the Sea

of Tiberias.
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Asor (Hazor), which hiy al>ove the hike of Semech-
onitis." There is no reason to doubt that the Hazor
of the first and the Hazor of the second Jabin were
one and the same place ; and as the waters of Jlerom

are named in connexion Avith the former, it is allow-

able to infer that they are identical with the lake of

Semechonitis. But it should be remembered that

this interence is really all the proof we have, while

against it we have to set the positive statements of

Joscphus and Eusebius just quoted ; and also the

tiict that the Hebrew word Me is not that commonly
used for a large piece of standing water, but rather

Yam, " a sea," which was even employed for so

small a body of water as the artificial pond or tank

in Solomon's Temple. This remark would have

still more force if, as was most probably the case,

the lake was larger in the time of Joshua than it is

at present. Another and greater objection, which

should not be overlooked, is the difficulty attend-

ant on a flight and pursuit across a country so

mountainous and impassable to any large numbers,

as the district which intervenes between the Htdch

and Sidon. The tremendous ravine of the Litdivj

and the height of Kalat es-Shukif are only two of

the obstacles which stand in the way of a passage

in this direction. As however the lake in question

is invariably taken to be the " waters of jferom,"

and as it is an interesting feature in the geography
of the upper part of the Jordan, it may be well here

to give some account of it.

The region to which the name of Huleh'^ is

attached—the Ard el-Huleh—is a depressed plain

or basin, commencing on the north of the foot

of the slopes which lead up to the Merj Ayun
and Tell el-Iuid;/, and extending southwards to

the bottom of the lake which bears the same
name

—

Bahr el-Hulch. On the east and west it is

enclosed between two parallel ranges of hills; on
the west the highlands of Upper Galilee—the Jehel

Safat ; and on the east a broad ridge or table-land of

basalt, thrown off by the southern base of Hermon,
and e.xtending downwards beyond the Hidch till

lost in the high ground east of the lake of Tiberias.

The latter rises abniptly from the low ground, but
the hills on the western side break down more gi-a-

dually, and leave a tract of undulating table-land

of vaiying breadth between them and the plain.

This basin is in all about l.'i miles long and 4 to 5
wide, and thus occupies an area about equal to that

of the lake of Tiberias. It is the receptacle for

the drainage of the highlands on each side, but
more especidly for the waters of the Merj Ayun,
an elevated plateau which lies above it amongst the

<= £1 ITukh, x\^-i.\, is probably a verj' ancient name,

derived from or connected with Hul, or more accu-

rately Chul, who appears in the lists of Gen. x. as one of

the sons of Aram (Syria, ver. 23). In tlie Arabic version

of Saadiah of this pass;ige, the name of Hul is given

exactly in the form of the modem name—el-H(ileh.
Josephus (Ant. i. 6, $4), in his account of the descendants

of Noah, gives Hul as O8A05, while he also calls the dis-

trict in question Ov\d0a (Ant. xv. 10, }3). The word

both In Hebrew and Arabic seems to have the force of

depression—the low land (see MIchaells, Siippl. Nos 687,

720) ; and Michaelis most ingeniously suggests that it is

the root of the name K 1 A Tjtrvpi'a, although in its present

form it may have been sufficiently modified to transform

It into an mtelligible Greek word (Idem, Spicilcijiam, 11.

137. 138).

<* This name seems sometimes to have been applied to

the lake itself. See the quotation from William of Tyre,—•' Ucum Melolia '—in Kob. ii. 435, note. Burckhardt
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roots of the great northern mountains of Palestine.

In fact the whole district is an enormous swamp,
which, though p«rtially solidified at its upper por-

tion by the gradual deposit of detritus ft-om the

hills, becomes more swampy as its length is de-

scended, and at last terminates in the lake or pool

which occupies its southern extremity. It was pro-

bably at one time all covered with water, and even
now in the rainy seasons it is mostly submerged.
During the dry season, however, the upper portions,

and those immediately at the foot of the western
hills, are sufficieutly firm to allow the Arabs to

encamp and pasture their cattle, but the lower part,

more immediately bordering on the lake, is abso-
lutely impassable, not only on account of its in-

creasing marshiness, but also ti-om the very dense
tliicket of reeds which covers it. At this part it is

difficult to say where the swamp terminates and the
lake begins, but fitrther down on both sides the
shores are perfectly well defined.

In form the lake is not far from a triangle, the

base being at the north and the apex at the south.

It measures about o miles in each direction. Its

level is placed by Van de Velde at 120 feet above
the Mediterranean. That of Tell cl Kady, 20 miles

above, is 647 feet, and of the Lake Tiberias,

20 miles below, 653 feet, respectively above and
below the same datum (Van de Velde, Memoir,
181). Thus the whole basin has a considerable

slope southwards. The Hashany river, which falls

almost due south from its source in the great Wady
et-Teim, is joined at the north-ea.st corner of the

Ard el-Huleh by the streams from Banlas and
Tell el-Kady, and the united stream then flows

on through the morass, rather nearer its eastern

than its western side, uutil it enters the lake close

to the eastern end of its upper side. From the

ape.x of the triangle at the lower end the Jordan
flows out. In addition to the Hashany and to the

innumerable smaller watercotu-scs which filter into

it the waters of the swtmip above, the lake is fed by
independent springs on the slopes of its enclosing

mountains. Of these the most considerable is the
Ain el-Mellahah,^ near the upper end of its western
side, which sends down a stream of 40 or 50 feet in

width. The water of the lake is clear and sweet

;

it is covered in parts by a broad-leaved plant, and
abounds in water-fowl. Owing to its triangulai"

form a considerable .space is left between the lake

and the mountains, at its lower end. This appears
to be more the ca.'^e on the west than on the east,

and the rolling plam thus formed is very fertile, and
cultivated to the water's edge." This cultivated

did not visit it, but possibly guided by the meaning of
the Arabic word (salt), says that " the S.W. shore bears
the name of Melaba from the ground being covered with
a saline crust" (June 20, 1812). The same thing seems
to be affirmed in the ralmud (Ahaloth, end of chap,
iii. quoted by Schwarz p. 42?io<e); but nothing of the

kind appears to have been observed by other travellers.

See especially Wilson, Lavds, &c., ii. 163. By Schwarz

(p. 29) the name is given as " Eiu nl-Malcha, the King's
spring." If this could bo substantiated, it would be allow-

able to see in it a traditional reference to the encampment
of the Kings. Schwarz also mentions (pp. 41, 42fic<<e)

the following names for the lake: "Sibchi," perhaps a

mistake for"Somcho," i.e. Semechonitis ;" Ivaldnj'oli,

'the high,' identical with the Hebrew Merom;" "Yam

Cbavilah, H^^in D* ;" though this may merely bu his

translator's blunder for Chuileh, i. e. Huleh.

* This undulating plain appears to be of volcanic origin.

Van de Velde (%)•. .{ /'of. 415, 416), speaking of the part
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district is ailled the A)-d el-Khait, perhaps " the

undulating land," el-Khait* being also the name
which the Arabs c^ill the lake (Thomson, Bihl.

Sacra, 199; Rob. Bib. Res. 1st ed. iii. App. 135,
136). In fact the name Huleh appears to belong
rather to the district, and only to the lake as oc-

cupying a portion thereof. It is not restricted to

this spot, but is applied to another very fertile

district in northern Syria lying below Ilamah. A
town of the same name is also found south of :uid

close to the Kasimiyeh river a few miles fi-om the
castle of Hunhi.

Supposing the lake to be identical with the
" waters of Merom," the plain just spoken of on its

south-western margin is the only spot which could
have been the site of .Joshua's victoiy, though, as the

Canaanites chose their own ground, it is difficult to

imagine that they would have encamped in a position

from which there was literally no escape. But this

only strengthens the difficulty already expressed as

to the identification. Still the district of the Huleh
will always possess an interest for the Biblical stu-

dent, fi-om its connexion with the Joi-dan, and from
the cities of ancient fame which stand on its border
—Kedesh, Hazor, Dan, Laish, Caesarea, Philippi, &c.

The above account is compiled from the fol-

lowing som-ces:

—

The Sources of the Jordan, kc,
by Kev. W. M. Thomson, in Bibl. Sacra, Feb. 1846,

pp. 198-201; Robinson's Bib. Res. (1st ed. iii.

341-343, and App. 135) ii. 435, 436, iii. 395, 396
;

Wilson, Lands, &c. ii. 316 ; Van de Velde, Syria
and Pal. ii. 416 ; Stanley, S. ^ P. chap. xi.

The situation of the Beroth, at which .Josephus

(as above) places .Joshua's victory, is debated at
some length l)y Michaelis {Allg. Bibliothek &c..

No. 84) with a strong desire to prove that it is

Berytus, the modern Beirut, and that Kedesh is on
the Lake of Hains (Emessa). His argument is

grounded mainly on an addition of Josephus {Ant.
V. 1, §18) to the naiTative as given both by the
Hebrew and LXX., viz. that it occupied Joshua five

'lays to march fi-om Gilgal to the encampment of
the kings. For this the reader must be referred to

Michaelis himself. But Josephus elsewhere men-
tions a to^vn called Meroth, which may possibly be
the siime as Beroth. This seems to have been a place
naturally strong, and important as a military post

; Vita, §37 ; B. J. ii. 20, §6), and moreover was
the westei-n limit of Upper Galilee (/?. /. iii. 3, §1).
This would place it somewhere about the plain of
Akha, much more suitable ground for the chariots
of the Canaanites than any to be found near the
Huleh, while it also makes the account of the pur-
suit to Sidon more intelligible. [G.]

MERON'OTHITE, THE (^njhsri: 6 iK

Mtpa0u>u, Alrx. MapaOaiv ; in Neh. 6 fjLijpw-

vtadfiTris : Menn ithites), that is, the native of a
place called probably Meronoth, of which, however,
no further traces have yet been discovered. Two
Meronothitcs are nameil in the Bible:— 1. Jeii-
DEIAH, who had the charge of the royal asses of
King David (1 Chr. xxvii. 30; ; and 2. Jadon, one
of those who assisted in the repair of the wall of
.Jerusalem afler the return from the captivity (Neh. i

iii. 7). In the latter case we are possibly aflbrded
j

below the Wady Feraim, a few miles only S. of the lake

calls It "a plain entirely composed of lava," and at the
!

Jisr-Denat-TakHb ne speaks of the " Mack lava sides" of I

the Jordan. Wilson, however (ii. 316), calls the soil of the
j

same part the " debris of basaltic rocks and dykes."

I The writer has not succeedfd in ascenajiiing the

JIESECH
a clue to the situation of Meronoth by the lact that
Jadon is mentioned between a Gibeonite and the
men of Gibeon, who again are followed by the men
of Mizpah : but no name like it is to be found
among the tovvns of that district, either in the lists

of Joshua (xviii. 11-28), of Nehemiah (xi. 31-35),
or in the catalogue of modern towns given by Ro-
binson (B. R. 1st ed. iii. Append. 121-125). For
this circumstance compare ]VIi:;CHERATHiTE. [G.]

ME'ROZ (rilD : Vl^pd^C; Alex. Ma^wp: terra

Meroz), a place mentioned only in the Song of
Deborah and Barak in Judg. v. 23, and there'de-
nounced because its inhabitants had refused to take
any part in the struggle with Sisera :

—

Curse ye Meroz, said the messenger of Jehovah,
Curse ye, curse ye, its inhabitants;

Because they came not to the help of Jehovah,
To the help of Jehovah against the mighty.

The denunciation of this faintheartedness is made to

form a pendant to the blessing proclaimed on the
prompt action of Jael.

Meroz must have been in the neighbourhood
of the Kishon, but its real position is not known :

possibly it was destroyed in obedience to the
curse. A place named Merrus (but Eusebius Me/3-
pdv), is named by Jerome {(Jnom. " Merrom ") as
1 2 miles north of Sebaste, near Dothaiu, but this is

too fax- south to have been near the scene of the
conflict. Far more feasible is the conjecture of
Schwarz (168, and see 36) that Meroz is to be
foimd at Merasas—more correctly el- MurHssus—
a ruined site about 4 mile* N.W. of Beisan, on the
southern slopes of the hills, which are the continua-
tion of the so-called " Little Hermon," and form
the northern side of the valley

(
Wady JalM),

which leads directly fiom the plain of Jezreel to

the Jord.m. The town must have commanded the
Pass, and if any of Sisera's people attempted, as the
Midianites did when routed by Gideon, to escape iu

that direction, its inhabitants might no doubt have
prevented their doing so, and have slaughtered
theiu. El-Aftirussus is mentioned by Burckhardt
(.July 2 : he calls it Meraszrasz), Robinson (ii. 356),
and others.

Fiirst {Handwb. 786a) suggests the identity of
Meroz with Merom, the place which may have given
its name to the waters of Merom, in the neighbour-
hood of which Kedesh, the residence of Jael. where
Sisera took refuge, was situated. But putting aside

the fact of the non-existence of any town named
Merom, there is aj^iiiust this suggestion the con-

sideration that Sisera letl his army and fled alone in

another direction.

In the Jewish traditions preserved in the Com-
mentary on the Song of Deborah attributed to St.

Jerome, l\Ieroz, which may be interpreted as secret,

is made to signify the evil angels who led on the

Canaanites, who are cursed by Michael the angel of

Jehovah the leader of the Israelites. [G.l

ME'RUTH QE/jL/xripovd : Emerus). A con-up-

tion of Immkr 1, in Ezr. ii. 37 (1 Esd. v. 24).

MES'ECH, MESH'ECH (IJK^D : WocSx

Musoch), a son of Japheth (Gen. x. 2 ; 1 Chr. i. 5),

and the protrenitor of a race frequently noticed in

signification of this Arabic word. By Schwarz (p. 47)

it is given as " Bachr Chit," ' wheat sea,' because nuich

wheat is sown in its neighbourhood." This is pro1>ably

what Prof. Stanley alludes to when he reports the nanu
as B:ihr Hit or ' sea of wheat "

(.?. ife /". 391 twtt).
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Scriptuie in connexion with Tubal, Magog, and

other northern nations. They appear as allies of

Gog (Ez. xxxviii. 2, H, xxxix. 1), and as supply-

ing the Tyrians with copper and slaves (Ez. xxvii.

13) ; in I's. cxx. 5,' they are noticed as one of

the remotest, and at the same time rudest nations

of the world. Both the name and the associations

are in favour of the identification of Mesliech with

the Moschi : the form of the name adopted by the

LXX. and the Vulg. approaches most nearly to the

classical designation, while in Procopius {B. G. iv.

2) we meet with another form (MeVxoj) which

assimilates to the Hebrew. The position of the Moschi

in the age of Ezekiel was probably the same as is

described by Herodotus (iii. 94), viz. on the bor-

ders of Colchis and Armenia, where a mountain

chain connecting Anti-Taurus with Caucasus, was

named after them the Moschici Monies, and where

was also a district named by Strabo (xi. 497-499)

Moschice. Ju the same neighbourhood were the

Tibareni, who have been generally identified with

the Biblical Tubal. The Colchian tribes, the Cha-

lybes more especially, were skilled in working metals,

and hence arose the trade in the "vessels of brass"

with Tyre ; nor is it at all improbable that slaves

were largely exported thence as now from the neigh-

bouring district of Georgia, Although the Moschi

were a comparatively unimportant race in classical

times, they had previously been one of the most
powerful nations of Western Asia. The Assyi-ian

monarchs were engaged in frequent wars with them,

and it is not impiobahle that they had occupied the

whole of the district afterwards named Cappadocia.

In the Assyrian inscriptions the name appears under

the form of Muskai: a somewhat similar name j\fa-

shoash appears in an Egyptian inscription, which com-

memorates the achievements of the third Rameses

(Wilkinson, Ana. Eg. i. ?>98, Abridg.). The sub-

sequent history of ]\Ieshech is unknown ; Knobol's

attempt to connect them with the Ligurians

( Volkertaf. p. 119 &c.) is devoid of all solid ground.

As far as the name .and locality are concerned, Mus-
covite is a more probable hypothesis (PJawlinsou,

Ilerod. i. 652-3). [W. L. B.]

ME'SHA (X^'O, perhaps = N^^D, " I'e-

treat," Ges. : Macrcr^ ; Messa'), the name of one of

the geographical limits of the Joktanites when they

first settled in Arabia :
" And their dwelling was

from Mesha CDnf^n IH niElp n3X3 XK'SD), [as

thou goest] unto Sephar, a mount of the East " (Gen.

X. 30). The position of the early Joktanite colonists

is clearly made out from the traces they have left in

the ethnology, language, and monuments of Southern

Arabia ; atid without putting too precise a limita-

tion on the possible situation of Mesha and Sephar,

we may suppose that these places must have fallen

within the south-western quarter of the peninsula

;

including the modern Yemen on the west, and the

districts of 'Oman, Mahreh, Shihr, &c., as far as

Hadramawt, on the east. These general boundaries

are strengthened by the identification of Sephar

with the port of Zafari, or Dhafdri ; though the

MESHA 3;

" Various explanations have been offered to account for

the juxtaposition of two such remote nations as Mcsech
and Kedir in tl)is p;ussage. The LX.X. does not rccoRnlze

It as a proper name, but renders it itiaKpvvOi). Hitzig

suggests the identity of Mesecli with Dammesech, or Da-
mascus. It Is, however, quite possible that the Psalmist

sclecis the two nations for the very reason which is ro-

gardcd as an objection, viz., their lemntcvegs from tncli

otl)»r, though at the same time their wild and uncivilized

site of Sepliar may possibly be hereafter coiniected

with the old Himyerite metropolis in the Yemen
[see Arahia, p, 94, and Sephar], but this would
not materially alter the question. In Sephai- we
believe we have the eastern limit of the early set-

tlers, whether its site be the sea-povt or the inland

city ; and the correctness of tl;is supposition appears

from the Biblical record, in which the migration is

apparently from west to east, from the probable

course taken by the immigrants, and from the

greater importance of the known western settle-

ments of the Joktanites, or those of the Yemen.
If then Mesha was the western limit of the Jok-

tanites, it must be sought for in north-western

Yemen. But the identifications that have been
proposed are not satisfactoiy. The sea-port called

MoCcra or Mov^a, mentioned by Ptolemy, Pliny,

Arrian, and others (see the Dictionary ofGeogy-aphy,
s. V. Muza) presents the most probable site. It

was a town of note in classical times, but has since

fiilleu into decay, if the modem Moosa be the same
place. The latter is situate in about 13° 4o' N.
lat., 43° 20' E. long., and is near a mountain called

the Three Sisters, or .Tebel Moosk, in the Admi-
ralty Chart of the Ked Sea, drawn from the sur-

veys of Captain PuUen, R.N. Gesenius thinks this

identification probable, but he appears to have been

unawaie of the existence of a modern site called

Moosa, saying that Muza was nearly where now is

Maushid. Bochart, also, holds the identification

with Muza {Phaleg, xxx.). IMesha may possibly

have lain inland, and more to the north-west of

Sephar than the position of Moosk would indicate
;

but this is scarcely to be assumed. There is, how-
ever, a j\Iount Moosh," situate in Nejd, in the terri-

tory of tlie tribe of Teiyi (Mardsid and Mushtarak,

s. v.). There have not been wanting writers among
the late Jews to convert Mesha and Sephar into

Mekkah and El-Medeeneh (Phaleg, I.e.). [E.S.P.]

ME'SHA (yK^-iD : Moxra; Jos. Miffeiv: Mesa).

1. The king of Moab in the reigns of Ahab and his

sons Ahaziah and Jehoram, kings of Lsrael (2 K. iii. 4 ),

and tributary to the first. I'lobably the allegiance

of Moab, with that of the tribes east of Jordan, was
transferred to the northern kingdom of Israel upon
the division of the monarchy, for there is no account

ofany subjugation of the country subsequent to the

war of extermination with which it was visited by

David, when Benaiah displayed his prowess (2 Sam.
xxiii. 20), and "the Jloabites became David's serv-

ants, bearers of gifts" (2 Sam. viii. 2). When
Ahab had fldlen in battle at Kamoth Gilead, Mesha
seized the opportunity alibrded by the confusion

consequent upon this disaster, and the feeble reign

of Ahaziah, to shake oil' the yoke of Israel and free

himself from the burdensome tribute of " a hundred
thousand wethers and a hundred thousand rams
with their wool." The country east of the Jordan

was rich in pasture for cattle (Num. -xxxii. 1), the

chief wealth of the Moabites consisted in their large

flocks of sheep, and the king of this pastoral people

is described as nohed (*lpi3), "a sheep-master,"

character may have been the ground of the selection, as

Hciigstenborg (Comm. in loc.) suggests. AVe have already

had to notice Knobcl's Idea, that the Mcsech in this passage

is the Meshech of 1 Chr. i. 5, and the Babylonian Mcseue.

[Mash.]

J
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or owner of herds.* About the signification of this

word nohed there is not much doubt, but its origin

is obscure. It occurs but once besides in Am. i. 1,

where the prophet Amos is describeil as " among

the herdinen (DHipiJ, nokcdim) of Tekoah." On

this Kinichi remarks that a herdniau was cjillal

nohed, because most cattle have bhick or white

spots (comp. Iip3, nahod. Gen. xxx. 32, A. V.

"speckled"), or ius Buxtorf explains it, because

sheep are generally marked with certain signs so as

to be known. But it is highly improbable that

any such etymology should be correct, and Fiirst's

conjecture that it is derived from an obsolete root,

signifying to keep or feed cattle, is more likely to

be true {Concord, s. v.).

When, upon the death of Ahaziah, liis brother

Jehoram succeeded to the throne of Israel, one of

his iirst acts was to secure the assistance of Jeho-

shaphat, his father's ally, in reducing the Moabites

to their former condition of tributaries. The united

armies of the two kings marched by a circuitous

route round the Dead Sea, and were joined by the

forces of the king of Edom. [Jeiioram.] The dis-

ordered soldiei-s of Moab, eager only for spoil, were

surjirised by the wan-iors of Israel and their allies,

and became an e;isy prey. In the panic which

ensued they were slaughtered without mercy, their

country was made a desert, and the king took refuge

in his last stronghold and defended himself with the

energy of despair. With 700 fighting men he made

a ^^goro^^s attempt to cut his way through the be-

leaguering army, and when beaten back, he with-

dre'^w to the wall of liis city, and there, in sight of

the allied host, offered his first-boni son, his suc-

cessor in the kingdom, as a burnt-offering to Che-

mosh, the ruthless fire-god of Moab. His bloody

sacrifice had so tar the desired effect that the be-

siegers I'etired from l>im to their own land. There

appears to be no reason for supposing that the son

of the king of Edom was the victim on this occa-

sion, whether, as H. Joseph Kimchi supposed, he

was alreiuly in the power of the king of Jloab, and

V7as the cause of the Edomites joining the armies of

Israel and Judali ; or whether, as K. Moses Kimchi

suggested, he was taken prisoner in the sally of the

Moabites, and saciificed out of revenge for its

failure. These conjectures appear to have arisen

from an attempt to find in this incident the event

to wliich allusion is made in Am. ii. 1, where the

Moabite is charged with burning the bones of the

king of Edom into lime. It is more natural, and

renders the nanative more vivid and consistent, to

suppose that the king of Moab, finding his last re-

source fail him, endeavoured to avert the wrath

and obtain the aid of his god by the most costly

sacrifice in his power. [Moab.]

2. (yt'^D : Mapitra ; Alex. Mopiffds : Mesa).

The eldest son of Caleb the son of Hezron by his

wife Aziibah, as Kimchi conjectures (1 Chr. ii. 42).

He is called the father, that is the prince or founder,

MESHACH
of Ziph. Both the Syriac and Arabic vei-sions h.n

c

" Elishamai," ap]iarently from the previous vt-r • .

while the LXX., luiless they had a different readii),-,

V^'yO, seem to have repeated " Mareshah," whiiii

occurs immediately afterwards.

3. (XtJ'^O: Mio-a; Alex. M&)(rc£: Mosa). ABen-

jamite, son of Shaharaim, by his wife Hodesh, who

'bare him in the laud of Moab (1 Chr. viii. 9). The

Vulo-ate and Alex. MS. must have had the leadinu

Kfib. [w. A. W.]

ME'SHACH (•?I^''0:
Micrcix ; Alex. M(aa« :

Misach). The name given to Mishael, one of tin-

companions of Daniel, and like him of the blood-royal

of Judah, who with three others was chosen fmni

among the captives to be taught " the learning and

the toiigue" of the Chaldaeans " (Dan. i. 4), so that

they might be qualified to "stand before" king

Nebuchadnezzar ( Dan. i. 5) as his personal attendants

and advisers (i. 20). During their three years of

preparation they were maintained at the king's cost,

under the charge of the chief of the eunuchs, wlio

placed them with " the Melzar," or chief butl ,

The story of their simple diet is well known. \Mi

the time of their probation was ended, sixh w

" the knowledge and skill in all learning and wisdom

which (iod had given them, that the king found flu

n

" ten times better tlian all the magicians and astn -

logers that were in all his realm" (i. 20). U)

Daniel's promotion to be " chief of the magician

his three companions, by his iniluence, were

" over the afiairs of the province of Babylon" (n.

49). But, notwithstanding their Chaldaean educ:\ti(Mi.

these three j'oung Hebrews were stiongly attacheil

to the religion of their fathers ; and their refusal to

join in the worship of the image on the plain of

Dura gave a handle of accusation to the Chaldaeans,

who were jealous of their advancement, and eagc;"

reported to the king the heretical conduct of tli'

j

" Jewish men" (iii. 12) who stood so high in n

favour. The rage of the king, the swift sentence

of condemnation passed uiion the three offenders,

their miraculous preservation from the fiery furnace

heated seven times hotter than usual, the king's

acknowledgment of the Cod of Shadrach, Meshach,

and Abednego, with their restoration to office, are

j

written in the ord chapter of Daniel, and there the

history leaves them. The name " Meshach " is

i

i-endered by Fiirst {Jfmidw.) " a ram," and derived

!
from the Sanscrit meshah. He goes on to say that

it was the name of the Sun-god of the Chaldaeans.

j

without giving any authority, or sto])ping to explain

I

the phenomenon presented by the name ofa Chaldaean

I

divinity with an Aiyan etymology. That Meshach

i

was the name of some god of the Chaldaeans is ex-

;

tremely probable, from the fact that Daniel, who

I

ha<l the name of Belteshazzar, was so called aftei-

j

the god of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. iv. 8), and that

I
Abednego was named after Nego, or Nebo, the Chal-

I

daean name for tl»e planet Mercury, [W. A. W.]

" The LXX. leave It untranslatiil (i/wkiJS, Alex. i/wK^fl), '

as does the rfshlto Syriac; but Aquila lenders It noin-

i'ioTp64>oi, and Symniachus Tpfi^iioi' Poa-Kiqixara, following

the Targum and Arabic, and themselves lol lowed in the

margin of the Hoxaplar Syriac. In Am. i. 1, Symmachus

has simply Troi/x^f. The Kamoos, as quoted by Bochart

(Hieroz. 1. c 44), gives an Arabic word, ^yjij, 'naiad, not I

traced to any origin, which denotes an inferior kind of

,

sheep. tij:ly and liitlo valiifd cxcopt for its wool. Tlio
'

l-eeper of such sheep Is called ^|jij,
JioA*dd, wliicli

Bochart identifies with vfih-ed. Kut if this, be the aisc,

it is a little remarkable that the Arabic translator should

have passed over a word apparently so appropriate, and

followed the version of the Targum, "an owner of flocks."

Geseulus and Loc, howcvc", acri'pt this as the solution.

" The expression '3 ("iCi'vl "150 >3 includes the

whnlc of the Chaldaean litoratine, written and spoken.
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MESHELEMrAH , r^l-gb^^D : MocroWaixi ;

Alex. MocroAKdfj. : AlosoUaniiali, 1 Chr. ix. 21
;

in^P^t^'p-. Moo-eAAe/iia ; Alex. Mo(roA.Aa^, Ma-

ffeWa/xia, MecroWefila: Mesellemiah, 1 Chr. xxvi.

1, 2, 9;. A Korhite, son of Kore, of the sons of

Asaph, who with his seven sons and his brethren,

" sons of might," were poi-ters or gate-keepers of the

house of Jehovah in the reign of IJavid. He is evi-

dently the same as Shelemiah (1 Chr. xxvi. 14), to

whose custody the East-gate, or principal entrance,

was committed, and wliose son Zechariah was a

wise counsellor, and had charge of the north gate.

" Shallum the son of Kore, the son of Ebiasapih,

the sou of Korah" (1 Chr. ix. 19), who was chief

of the porters (17), and who gave his name to a

lamily which performed the same office, and returned

from the captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 42
;

Neh. vii. 45), is apparently identical with Shelemiah,

Meshelcmiah, and Meshullam (comp. 1 Chr. ix. 17,

with Neh. xii. 25). [W.A.W.]

MESHEZABE'EL (^Nnrt'O : MaCe/ST^A
;

Alex. MatreCetiJA ; F. A. UaffeCe^v^ : Mesezehel).

1. Ancestor of Meshullam, who assisted Nehe-

miah in rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem (Neh.

iii. 4). He was appaiently a piiest.

2. (Meir&j^e^TjA : Mesizahel). One ofthe "heads

of the people," probably a family, who sealed the

covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 21).

3. (Bao-TjCo : F. A. 3rd hand, Ba<Ty)^afie'i]\ :

Mcsezebd). The father of Pethahiah, and descendant

of Zerah the son of Judah (Neh. xi. 24).

MESHIL'LEMITH (TT'D^^O : Moo-eA^cifl :

Alex. Vlo(ro\Kafj.w6 : Mosollamith). The son of

Immer, a priest, and ancestor of Amashai or Maasiai,

according to Neh. xi. 13, and of Pashurand Adaiah,

according to 1 Chr. ix. 12. In Neh. xi. 13 he is

called Mesiiillemoth.

MESHIL'LEMOTH (niO^^D : MoxroAa-

juwfl ; Alex. Mo(Xo\\aiJ.wd : Mosollamoth). An
Ephraimite, ancestor of Berechiah, one of the chiefs

of the tribe in the reign of Pekah (2 Chr. sxviii. 12).

2. {Miffapifile). Neh, xi. 13. The same as

Meshillejiith.

JIESHUL'LAM (dV^D : MetroAAciAt ; Alex.

MffTtraA'^i' : Messulam). 1. Ancestor of Shaphan

the sciibe (2 K. xxii. 3).

2. (Moo-oAAa;u; Alex. Mo(ro\\afj.6s : Mosollam).

The son of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. iii. 19).

3. (Vat. and Alex. VloffoWdfx). A Gadite, one

of the chief men of the tribe, who dwelt in Bashaa

at the time the genealogies were recorded in the

reign of Jotham king of Judah (1 Chr. v. 13).

4. A Benjamite, of the sons of Elpaal (1 Chr.

viii. 17).

5. (VldTovXcifj. ; F.A.'AjueffouAa/x in Neh.). A
Benjamite, the son of Hodaviah or Joed, and father

of Salln, one of the chiefs of the tribe who settled

at Jerusalem after the return from Babylon (1 Chr.

ix. 7 j Neh. xi. 7).

6. (Alex. yiaffaWdfi). A Benjamite, son of

Shepiiathiah, who lived at Jerusalem after the cap-

tivity (1 Chr. ix. 8).

7. (Meo-ouAa/uin Neh.; Alex. MoiroAAo/i). The

same as Shallum, who was high-priest probably

in the reign of Amon, and father of Hilkiah ( 1 Chi-,

ix. 11 ; Neh. xi. 11). His <iescent is traced through

Zadok and Meraioth to Ahitub ; or, as is more pro-

bable, the names Meraioth and Ahitub are traus-
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posed, and his descent is from Meraioth as the more
remote ancestor (comp. 1 Chr. vi. 7).

8. A priest, son of Meshillemith, or Meshil-

lemoth, the son of Immer, and ancestor of Maasiai

or Amashai (1 Chr. ix. 12; comp. Neh. xi. 13).

His name does not occur in the parallel list of

Nehemiah, and we may suppose it to have been

omitted by a transcriber in consequence of the simi-

larity of the name which follows ; or in the passage

in wliich it occurs it may have been added from the

same cause.

9. A Kohathite, or family of Kohathite Levites,

in the reign of Josiah, who were among the over-

seers of the work of restoration m the Temple
(2 Chr. xxxiv. 12).

10. (Meo-oAAa/i). One of the " heads " (A. V.
" chief men ") sent by Ezra to Iddo " the head,"

to gather together the Levites to join the caravan

about to return to Jerusalem (Ezr. viii. 16),
Called MosoLLAMON in 1 Esd, viii. 44.

11. (Alex. MeTaffoWajx : Mesollam). A chief

man in the time of Kzra, probably a Levite, who
assisted Jonathan and Jahaziah in abolishing the

marriages which some of the people had contracted

with foreign wives (Ezr. x. 15). Also called

Mosollam in 1 Esd. ix. 14.

12. (MotroAAa^ : Mosollam). One of the de-

scendants of Bani, who had married a foreign wife

and put her away (Ezr. x. 29). Olamus in 1 Esd.

ix. 30, is a fragment of this name.

13. (Meo-ouAa/i, Neh. iii. 30, vi. 18). The son

of Berechiah, who assisted in rebuilding the wall of

Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 4), as well as the Temple wall,

adjoining which he had his " chamber " (Neh. iii.

30). He was probably a priest, and his daughter

was manied to Johanan the son of Tobiah the Am-
monite (Neh. vi. 18).

14. (MeffovAa^). The sou of Besodeiah : he

assisted Jehoiada the son of Paseah in restoring the

old gate of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 6).

15. (MecroAAd/i ; Alex. Moo-oAAa/i). One of

those who stood at the left hand of Ezra when he

read the law to the people (Neh. viii. 4).

16. (M€(roi;Ad|U). A priest, or family of priests,

who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh,
x. 7).

17. ( MeffovAAd/U ; Alex. MecrovXdn). One of

the heads of the people who sealed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 20).

18. (Meo-ouAd/i). A priest in the days of Joia-

kim the son of Jeshua, and representjitive of the

house of Ezra (Neh. xii. 13).

19. (MetroAd^). Likewise a priest at the same
time as the preceding, and head of the priestly

family of Ginnethon (Neh. xii, 16).

20. (Omitted in LXX.). A fiimily of portei-s,

descendants of Meshullam (Neh. xii. 25), who is

also called Meshelemiah (1 Chr. x.wi. 1), Shelemiah

(1 Chr. xxvi. 14), and Shallum (Neh. vii. 45).

21. (M«(roAAd/i ; Alex. MotroAAd/n). One of the

princes of Judah who were in the right hand com-

pany of those who marched on the wall of Jeru-

salem upon the occasion of its solemn dedication

(Neh. .xii. 33). [W. A. \V.]

MESHULLEM'ETH (noW'O : Mi<ro\\d^L

;

Alex. Mao-o-aAa^ei'e : Jilcssalometh ). The daughter

of Haruz of Jotbah, wife of Mana.sseh king of Judah,

and mother of his successor Amon {'2 K. x.xi. 19).

MESOBAITE, THE (nnvrsn

Metsobayah "
:

the

Muya$fla; Alex. Mta-ufiia:

Z
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de Masobiit), a title which occurs only once, and
|

then att;iche<] to the name of Jasiei., the last of

David's giiani in tiie extended list of 1 Clironicles
]

(xi. 47). The woi-d retains strong traces of ZOBAii, '

one of the petty Aramite kingdoms, in which there

would be nothing surprising, as David had a cer-

tain connexion with these Aramite states, wliile

this very catalogue contains the names of Moabites,

Ammonites, and other foreigners. But on this it

is impossible to pronounce with any certainty, ns

the original text of the passage is probably in con-

fusion. Kennicott's conclusion [Dissertation, 235,

234) is that originally the word was "the Met/.o-

baites " (D|'3''5{?3n), and applied to the three names

preceding it.

It is an unusual thing in the A. V. to find X (ts)

lendered by s, as in the present case. Another

instance is SiDOX. [0.]

MESOPOTA'MIA (Dnnj/DnN : M€<roiro-

ra/xla : Mesopotamia) is the ordinary Greek ren-

dering of the Hebrew Aram-Naharaim, or " Syria

of the two rivers," whereof we have frequent men-
tion in the eailier books of Scripture (Gen. xxiv. 10

;

Dent, xxiii. 4 ; Judg. iii. 8, 10). It is also adopted

by the LXX. to represent the n"li>|"}']Q (Paddan-

Arani) of the Hebrew text, where our translators

keep the term used in the original (Gen. xxv. 20,

xxviii. 2, 5, &c.).

If we look to the signification of the name, we
must regard Mesopotamia as the entire country

between the two riveis—the Tigris and the Eu-
phrates. This is a tract nearly 700 miles long,

and iVom 20 to 250 miles broad, extending in a

south-easteriy direction from Telek (hit. 38° 23',

long. 39° 18') to Kumah (lat. 31°, long. 47° 30').

The Arabian geographei-s term it " the Island," a

name which is almost literally correct, since a few
miles only intervene between the source of the

Tigris and the Eu])hratps at Telek. It is for the

most part a vast plain, but is crossed about its

centre by the range of the Sinjar hills, running
neaily east and west from about Mosul to a little

brlow Txakkeh; and in its northern portion it is even
mountainous, the upper Tigris valley being sepa-

r;ited from tlie Mesopotamian plain by an important
range, the Mons Masius of Strabo (xi. 12, §4; 14,

§2, &c.), which runs from Birehjik to Jezireh.

This district is always chai-miiig ; but the remainder
of the i-egion varies greatly accoiding to circum-
stances. In early spring a tender and luxuriant
herbage covers the whole plain, while Howers of the

most brilliant hues spring up in rapid succession,

imparting their colour to the landscape, which
changes from day to day. As tli..- summer draws
on, the vei-dure recedes towards the streams and
mountain^. Vast tracts of arid plain, yellow,
parched, and sapless, fill the intermediate space,

which ultimately beconiui a bare and uninhabitable
desert. In the Sinjar, and in the mountain-tract
to the north, springs of water are tolerably abun-
dant, and corn, vines, and figs, are cultivatat by a
stationary population

; but the greater part of "the

region is only suited to the nomadic hordes, which
in spring sprr-nd tlicmselves far and wide over the

vast flats, so utilising the early verdure, and in

summer and autumn gatlier along tlie banks of the
two main streams and their atHuents, where a deli-

cious shade and a rich pisturc may he found during;

the greatest heats. Such is the present character

of the region. It is thought, however, that by a
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the great streams or their affluents, by storing the

supei-fliious spring-rains in tanks, by digging wells,

and establishing hindts, or subterraneous aqueducts,

the whole territory might be brought under culti-

vation, and rendered capable of sustaining a perma-

nent population. That some such system was esta-

blished in early times by the Assyrian monarchs

seems to be certain, from the fact that the whole

level country on both sides of the Sinjar is covered

with mounds marking the sites of cities, which

wherever opened have presente<l appeal ances similar

to those found on the site of Nineveh. [Assyria.]

If even the more northern portion of the Mesopota-

mian region is thus capable of being redeemed from

its present character of a desert, still more easily

might the southern division be reclaimed and con-

verted into a garden. Between the 35th and 34th

paiallels, the character of the Mesopotamian plain

suddenly alters. Above, it is a plain of a certain

elevation above the courses of the Tigiis and Eu-

phrates, which are separated from it by low lime-

stone ranges ; below, it is a mere alluvium, almost

level with the rivers, which fi-equently overflow

large portions of it. Consequently, from the point

indicated, canalisation becomes easy. A skilful ma-

nagement of the two rivers would readily convey

abundance of the life-gi\'ing fluid to every portion

of the Mesopotamian tract below the 34th pai-allcl.

And the innumerable lines of embankment, marking

the course of ancient canals, sufficiently indicate

that in the flourishing period of Babylonia a net-

work of artificial channels covered the country.

[Babylonia.]
To this desciiption of Mesopotamia in the most

extended sense of the term, it seems proper to apjiend

a more particular account of that region, which

bears the name pur excellence, both in Scripture,

and in the classical writer. This is the noith-

western portion of the tract already desciibed, oi

the country between the great bend of the Euphrates

(lat. 35^ to 37-^ 30'; and the upper Tigris. (See

particularly Ptolem. Geograph. v. 18 ; and compare

Eratosth. ap. Strab. ii. 1, § 29; Avr. Exp. Al.

iii. 7; Dexipp. Fr. 1, &c.) It consists of the

mountain country extending from Birehjik to Je-

zireh upon the north ; and, upon the south, of the

great undulating Mesopotamian plain, as fai- as the

Sinjar hills, and the river Khabour. The northein

range, called by the .'\rabs Karajah I)agh towards

the west and Jebel Tiir towards the east, does not

attain to any great elevation. It is in places rocky

and precipitous, but has abundant springs and

streams which support a rich vegetation. Forests

of chestnuts and pistachio-trees occasionally clothe

the mountain sides ; and about the towns and vil-

lages are luxuriant orchards and gardens, producing

abundance of excellent fruit. The vine is cultivated

with succe.ss ; wheat and barley yield heavily ; and

lice is grown in some places. The streams from

the north side of this range are short, and fall mostly

into the Tigris. Those from the south are mou-

important. They flow down at very moiieiate in-

tcr^als along the whole course of the range, and

gradually collect into two considerable rivers—the

Belik (ancient Bilichus), and the Khahour (Habor

or Chaboras)—which empty themselves into the

Euphrates. [Habor.] South of the mountains is

the great plain lUready described, which between

the Khabour and the Tigris is interrupted only by

the Sinjar i-aiige, but west of the Khabour is broken

by several spui-s from the Karajah Dagh, having a
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general direction from north to soutii. In this

district are the two towns of Orfa and ILtrnm, the

former of which is thought by many to be the

native city of Abraham, while the latter is on good

grounds identified with Hai'an, his resting-place

between Chaldaeti and Palestine. [Haran.] Here
we must fix the Padan-Aiam of Scripture—the
" plain Syria," or " district stretching away from

the foot of the hills" (Stanley's Sin. 4- Pal. p. 129

note), without, however, dctennining the extent

of country thus designated. Besides Orfa and

Harran, the chief cities of modern Mesopotamia
are Mardin and Nisihin, south of the Jebel Tur,

and Diarbckr, north of that range, upon the Tigris.

Of these places two, Nisibin and Diarhekr, were

important from a remote anticjuity, Nisihin being

then Nisibis, and Diarbekr Amida.

We first hear of Jlesopotamia in Scripture as the

country where Nahor and his family settled alter

quitting Ur of the Chaldees (Gen. xxiv. 10). Here

lived Bethuel and Laban ; and hither Abraham
sent his servant, to fetch Isaac a wife " of his own
kindred" (ib. ver. 38). Hither too, a century

later, came Jacob on the same eiTand ; and hence

he returned with his two wives after an absence

of 21 years. After this we have no mention of

Mesopotamia, till, at the close of the wanderings in

the wilderness, Balak the king of Jloab sends for

Balaam "to Pethor of Mesopotamia" (Ueut. xxiii.

4), which was situated among " the mountains of

the east" (Num. xxiii. 7), by a river (ib. xxii. 5),

probably the Euphrates. About half a century

later, we find, for the first and last time, Mesopo-

tamia the seat of a powerful monarchy. Chushan-
Rishathaim, king of Mesopotamia, establishes his

dominion over Israel shortly after the death of

Joshua (Judg. iii. 8), and maintains his authority

for the space of eight years, when his yoke is broken

by Othniel, Caleb's nephew (ib. vers. 9, 10).

Finally, the children of Ammon, ha\nng provoked a

war with David, " sent a thousand talents of silver

to hire them chariots and horsemen out of Mesopo-
tamia, and out of Syria Maachah, and out of Zobah"
(1 Chr. xix. 6). It is uncertain whether the Meso-
potamians were persuaded to lend their aid at once.

At any rate, after the fii-st great victory of Joab
over Ammon and the Syiians who took their part,

these last " drew forth the Syrians that were be-

yond the river" (ib. ver. 16), who participated in

the final defeat of their fellow-countrymen at the

hands of David. The name of Mesopotamia then

passes out of Scripture, the country to which it

had applied becoming a part, first of Assyria, and
afterwards of the Babylonian empire.

According to the Assp-ian inscriptions, Mesopo-

tamia was inhabited in the early times of the empire

(B.C. 1200-1100) by a vast number of petty tribes,

each under its own prince, and all quite independent

of one another. The Assyrian monaiclis contended

with these chiefs at great advantage, and by the

time of Jehu (B.C. 880) had fully established their

dominion over them. The tiibes weie all called

"tribes of the Nairi," a tei-rn which some compare

with the Naharaiin of the Jews, and tnuislate

"tribes of the stream-lands." But this identilic<\-

tion is very uncertain. It appears, however, in

close accordance with Scripture, first, that Mesopo-

tamia was independent of Assyria till after the time

of David ; secondly, that the Mesopotamians were
warlike and used chariots in battle ; and thirdly,

that not long after the time of David they lost their

independence, their country being absorlied by As-
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Syria, of which it was thenceforth commonly reck-

oned a part.

On the destruction of the As.syiian empire, Meso-

potamia seems to have been divided between the

Aledes and the Babylonians. The conquests of

Cyrus brought it wholly under the Persian yoke;

and thus it continued to the time of Alexander,

being comprised (probably) in the ninth, or Assyrian

satrapy. At Alexander's death, it fell to Seleucus,

and formed a part of the great Syrian kingdom till

wrested from Antiochus V. by the Parthians, about
B.C. 160. Trajan conquered it from Parthia in

A.D. 11.5, and formed it into a Roman province;

but in A.D. 117 Adrian relinquished it of his own
accord. It was afterwards more than once recon-

quered by Rome, but never continued long under her
sceptre, and finally reverted to the Persians in the

reign of Jovian, A.D. 363.

(See Quint. Curt. v. 1 ; Dio Cass. Ixviii. 22-26

;

Amm. Marc. xv. 8, &c.; and for thedesciiptionof the

district, compare C. Xiebuhr's Voyage en Arabie,

kc, vol. ii. pp. 300-334; Pococke's Description

of the East, vol. ii. part i. ch. 17 ; and Layards
Nineveh and Babylon, chs. xi.-xv.). [G. R,]

MESSI'AH. This word (n''B'0, Masiach),

which answers to the word XpicrrSs in the N. T.,

means anointed ; and is applicable in its first sense

to any one anointed with the holy oil. It is applied

to the high priest in Lev. iv. 3, 5, 16 ; and possibly

to the shield of Saul in a figurative sense in 2 Sam.
i. 21. The kings of Israel were called anointed,

from the mode of their consecration (1 Sam. ii.

10, 35, xii. 3, 5, xvi. 6, xxiv. 6, 10, xxvi. 9, 11,

25; 2 Sam.i. 14, 16, xix. 21, xxiii. 1).

This word also refers to the expected Prince of

the chosen people who was to complete God's pur-

poses for them, and to redeem them, and of whose
coming the prophets of the old covenant in all time
spoke. It is twice used in the N. T. of Jesus (John
i. 41, iv. 25, A. V. "Messias"); but the Greek
equivalent, the Christ, is constantly applied, at first

with the article as a title, exactly the Anointed
One, but later without the article, as a proper

name, Jesus Christ.

Three points belong to this subject: 1. The ex-

pectation of a Messiah among the Jews; 2. The
expectation of a suffering Messiali ; 3. The nature

and power of the expected Messiah. Of these the

second will be discussed under Saviour, and the

third imder SO-V OF GOD. The present article will

contain a rapid sun'ey of the first point only. Tiie

interpretation of particular passages must be left in

a great measure to professed commentators.
The oarhest gleain of the Gospel is found in the

account of the fidl, whore it is said to tlie serpent

"I will put enmity between thee and the woman,
and between thy seed and her seed ; it sliall bruise

thy liead, and thou slialt bruise his heel" (Gen.
iii. 15). The tempter Ciime to the woman in the

guise of a serpent, and the curse thus pronounced
has a reference both to the serpent which was the
instrument, and to the tempter that employed it;

to the natural terror and enmity of man against the

serpent, and to the conflict between mankind re-

deemed by Christ its Head, and Satan that deceived

mankind. Many intei-pretei-s would undei-stand by

the seed of the woman, the Messiah only ; but it is

easier to think with Calvin that mankind, after

they are giithered into one army by Jesus tlie

Christ, the Head of the Church, are to achieve .1

victory over evil. The Messianic chara< ti'r of this
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prophecy has been much questioned by those wlio

see in tiie history of the fall nothing but a fable

:

to those who accejjt it as true, tiiis i)assage is the

primitive germ of the Gospel, the protevangelium.

The blessings in store for the chiWren of Shem

are remarkably indicated in the words of Noah,

"Blessed be the Lord God of Shem," or (lit.)

" Blessed be Jehovah the God of Shem " (Gen. ix.

20), where instead of blessing Shem, as he had

cursed Canaan, he carries up the blessing to the

great fountain of the blessings that shiill follow

Shem. Next follows the promise to Abraham,

wherein the blessings to Shem are turned into the

narrower channel of one family—" I will make of

thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and make

thy name gi-eat ; and thou shalt be a blessing ; and

I will bless them that ble>s thee and curse him that

ourseth thee; and in thee shall all families of (he

earth be blessed" (Gen. xii. 2, 3). The promise is

still indefinite ; but it tends to the undoing of

the curse of Adam, by a blessing to all the earth

through the seed of Abraham, as death had come

ou the whole earth through Adam. When our

Lord says " Your father Abiaham rejoiced to see

my day, and he saw it and was glad " (John viii.

.5(5), we are to understand that this promise of a

real blessing aud restoration to come hereaftei- was

understood in a spirituiJ sense, as a leading back to

God, as a coming nearer to Him, from whom the

promise came ; and he desired with hope and re-

joicing (gestivit cum desiderio, Bengel) to behold

the day of it.

A great step is made in Gen. xlix. 10, " The
sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a law-

giver from between his feet, until Shiloh come ; and

unto him shall the gathering of the people be."

The derivation of the word Shiloh (iTT'^K') is pro-

bably from the root Tr?^ ; and if so, it means rest,

«r, as Hengstenberg argues, it is for Shi/o«, and is a

proper name, the man of peace or rest, the peace-

maker. For other derivations and interpretations

see Gesenius {Thesaurus, sub voc.) and Hengsten-

berg (Christologie, vol. i.\ Whilst man of peace
is far the most probable meaning of the name,
those old versions which render it " He to whom
the sceptre belongs," see the Messianic application

equally with ourselves. This then is the first

case in which the promises distinctly centre in one
person ; and He is to be a man of peace ; He is to

wield and retain the government, and the nations

shall look up to Him and obey Him.
The next passage usually quoted is the prophecy

of Balaam (Num. xxiv. 17-19). The star points

indeed to the glory, as the sceptre denotes the power,
of a king. And Onkelos and Jonathan (Pscudo) see

hove the Messiah. But it is doubtful whether the
jrt-ophecy is not fulfilled in David (2 Sam. viii. 2,14);
and though David is himself a type of Christ, the
direct Messianic application of this place is by no
means certiin.

The ^irophecy of Moses (Dcut. xviii. 18) "I will

laise them upa^iiophet from among their brethren,

like unto thee, and will put my words in his

mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I

shall command him." claims attention. Does this

refer to the MessiiJi ? The reference to Moses in

John V. 45-47—" He wrote of me," seems to

point to this passage ; for it is a cold and forced

mterpretiition to refer it to the whole types and

symbols of the Mosaic Law. On the other hand,

many critii's would fain find here the divine insti-
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' tution of the whole prophetic order, which if not

here, does not occur at all. Hengstenberg thinks

that it does promise that an order of pnjphefs

should l)e sent, but that the singular is used in

direct reference to the greatest of the prophets,

Christ himself, without whom the words would not

have been fulfilled. " The Spirit of Christ spoke in

the prophets, and Christ is in a sense the only

prophet." (1 Pet. i. 11.) Jews in earlier times

might have been excused for refernng the words to

this or that present prophet ; but the Jews whom
the Lord rebulccs (John v.) were inexcusable; tbr,

having the words before them, and the works of

Christ as well, they should have known that no
pioj>hi't had so fulfilled the words as He had.

The passages in the Pentateuch which relate to

" the Angel of the Lord " have been thought by
many to bear reference to the Messiah.

'fhe second period of Messianic prophecy would in-

clude the time of David. In the promises of a king-

dom to David and his house " for ever " (2 Sam. vii.

I'.V), there is more than could be fulfilled sjive by the

eternal kingdom in which that of David merged

;

and David's last words dwell on this promise of an

everlasting throne (2 Sam. xxiii.). Passages iu

the Psalms are numerous which are applied to the

Messiah in the N. T. : such are P». ii., xvi., xxii.,

xL, ex. Other Psalms quoted in the N. T. appear to

refer to the actual history of another king ; but
only those who deny the existence of types and pro-

phecy will consider this as an evidence against an

ulterior allusion to Messiah : such Psalms are xlv.,

Ixviii., Ixix., Ixxii. The advance in cleanicss in

this period is great. The name of Anointed, i. e.

King, comes in, and the Messiah is to come of the

lineage of David. He is described in His exaltation,

wilh His great kingdom that shall be spiritual

rather than temporal, Ps. ii., xxi., si., ex. In other

places He is seen in suffering and humiliation,

Ps. xxii., xvi., xl.

After the time of David the predictions of fhe

Messiah ceased for a time ; until those prophets

arose whose woiks we possess in tiie canon of

Scripture. They nowhere give us an exact and

complete account of the nature of Jlessiah ; but

different aspects of the truth are produced by the

various needs of the people, and so they are led to

speak of Him now as a Conqueror or a Judge, or a

Kedeemer from sin ; it is from the study of the

whole of them that we gain a cleai- and complete

image of His Person and kingdom. This third

period lasts fiom the reign of Uzziah to the Baby-

lonish captivity. The Messiah is a king and Ruler of

David's house, who should come to reform and

restore the Jewish nation and purify the church, as

in Is. xi., xl.-lxvi. The blessings of the restora-

tion, however, will not be confined to Jews; the

heathen are made to share them fully (Is. ii. Ixvi.).

Whatever theories have been attempted about Isaiah

liii., there can be no doubt that the most natural

is the received interpretation that it refers to the

suffering Redeemer ; and so in the N. T. it is

always considered to do. The passage of Micah v.

2 (comp. Matt. ii. 6) lefl no doubt in fhe mind of

the Sanhedrim as to the birthplace of the Messiah.

The lineage of David is again alluded to in Zecha-

riah xii. 10-14. The time of the second Temple is

fixed by Haggai ii. 9 tor Messiah's coming ; and the

coming of the Foierunner and of the Anointed are

clearly revealed in Mai. iii. 1, iv. 5, G.

The fourth period af^er the close of the canon of

the 0. T. is known to \is in a great measure fit)m
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Hlhisioiis in the N. T. to the expectation of the Jews.

From such passages as Ps. ii. 2, 6, 8 ; Jer. xxiii. 5,

(3 ; Zech. ix. 9, the Pharisees and those of the Jews

wlio expected Jlessiah at all, looked for a temporal

prince only. The Apostles themselves were in-

fected with this opinion, till after the Resurrection,

Matt. XX. 20, 21; Luke xxiv. 21; Acts i. 6.

Cleams of a purer faith appear, Luke ii. 30, xxiii.

42 ; John iv. 25. On the other hand there was a

sceptical school which had discarded the expectation

altogether. No mention of Messiah appears in the

Book of Wisdom, nor in the wi-itings of Philo; and

Josephus avoids the doctrine. Intercourse with

heatiiens had made some Jews ashamed of their

lathers' faith.

The expectation of a golden age that should re-

turn upon the eaith, was common in heathen

nations (Hesiod, Works and Days, 1U9; Ovid,

Met. i. 89 ; Virg. Eel. iv. ; and passages in Euseb.

Praep. Ei\ i. 7, sii. 13). This hope the Jews also

shared ; but with them it was associated with the

coming of a particular Person, the Messiah. It has

been a-serted that in Him the Jews looked for an

earthly king, and that the existence of the hope of

a Jlessiah may thus be accounted for on natural

grounds and without a divine revelation. But the

prophecies refute this : they hold out not a Prophet

only, but a King and a Priest, whose business it

should be to set the people free from sin, and to

teach them the ways of God, a» in Ps. xxii., xL,

ex.; Is. ii., xi., liii. In these and other places too

the power of the coming One reaches beyond tiie

Jews and embraces all the Gentiles, which is con-

trary to the exclusive notions of Judaism. A fair

consideration of all the passages will convince that

the growth of the Messianic idea in the prophecies is

owing to revelation from God. The witness of the

N. T. to the 0. T. prophecies can bear no other mean-
ing ; it is summed up in the words of Peter—" We
have also a more sure word of prophecy ; whereunto

ye do well that j-e take heed, as unto a light that

shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the

day star arise in your hearts : knowing this first,

that no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private

interpretation. For the prophecy came not in old

time by the will of man: but holy men of God
spake as they were moved by the Holy Gho.^t"

(2 Pet. i. 19-21 ; compare the elaborate essay on

this text in Knapp's Opuscida, vol. i.). Our l.oid

atKi-ms that theie are prophecies of the Jlessiah

in 0. T., and that they are fulHlled in Him,
Matt, xx^'i. 54; Mark ix. 12; Luke xviii. 31-33,

xxii. 37, xxiv. 27 ; John v. 39, 46. The Apostles

preach the same truth. Acts ii. 16, 25, viii. 28-35,

X. 43, xiii. 23, 32, xxvi. 22, 23; 1 Pet. i. 11
;

and in many passages of St. Paul. Even if in-

ternal evidence did not prove that the prophecies

were much more than vague longings alter better

times, the N. T. proclaims everywhere that although

the Gospel was the sun, and 0. T. prophecy the

dim light of a auidle, yet both were light, and both

assisted those who heeded fheni, to see aright; and
that the prophets interpreted, not the private long-

ings of their own hearts but the will of God, in

speaking as they did (sec Knapp's Essay for this ex-

planation) of the coming kingdom.

Our own theology is rich in prophetic literature

;

but the most complete view of this wliole subject

is found in Hengstenberg's Christokxjic, the second

edition of which, greatly altcretl, is translated m
Clark's Foreign Theological Libra) y. f^ee "s alicaoy

mentioned, Saviolu ; Son ov God. j
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MESSI'AS (Meo-o-ios: Mcssias), the Greek

form of Messiah (John i. 41 ; iv. 25).

METALS. The Hebrews, in common with

other ancient nations, were acquainted with nearly

all the metals known to modern metallurgy, whe-

ther as the products of their own soil or the results

of intercourse with foreigners. One of the eailiest

geographical definitions is that which describes the

country of Havilah as the land which abounded in

gold, and the gold of which was good (Gen. ii. 11,

12). The first artist in metals was a Caiuite,

Tubal Cain, the son of Lamech, the forger or

sharpener of every instrument of copper (A. V.

"brass") and iron (Gen. iv. 22). " Abram was
very rich in cattle, in silver, and in gold" (Gen.

xiii. 2) ; silver, as will be shown hereafter, being

the medium of commerce, while gold existed in the

shape of ornaments, diuing the patriarchal ages.

Tin is first mentioned among the spoils of the

Midianites which were taken when Balaam was

slain (Num. xxxi. 22), and lead is used to heighten

the impgery of Moses' triumphal song (Ex. xv. 10).

Whether the ancient Hebrews were acquainted with

steel, properly so called, is uncertain ; the words so

rendeied in the A. V. (2 Sam. xxii. 35 ; Job xx. 24
;

Ps. xviii. 34; Jer. xv. 12) are in all othei- passages

translated brass, and would be more correctly

copper. The "northern iron" of Jer. xv. 12 is

believed by commentators to be iron hardened and

tempered by some peculiar process, so as more

nearly to conespond to what we call steel [Steel]
;

and the " flaming torches" of Nah. ii. 3 are pro-

bably the flashing steel scythes of the war-chariots

which should come against Nineveh. Besides the

simple metals, it is supposed that the Hebrews used

the mixture of copper and tin known as bronze, and

probably in all cases in which copper is mentioneil

as in any way manufactured, bronze is to be under-

stood as the metal indicated. But with regard to

the chashmal (A. V. "amber") of Ez. i. 4, 27,

viii. 2, rendered by the LXX. j^\€KTpov, and the

Vulg. clcctriim, by which our translators were

misled, there is considerable difficulty. WTiatevu-

be the meaning of chashmal, for W'hich no satis-

factory etymology has been proposed, theie can be

but little doubt that by fJKeKTpov the LXX. trans-

lators intended, not the fossil resin known by

that name to the Greeks and to us as " amber,"

but the metal so called, which consisted of a mix-

ture of four paiis of gold with one of silver, ile-

scribed by Pliny (xxxiii. 23) as more brilliant than

silver by lamp-light. There is the same ditliculty

attending the x^^fo^^i^'"""' (Rev. i. 15, ii. IS,

A. V. "'fine brass"), which has hitherio success-

fully resisted all the ellorts of commentatoi-s, but

which is explained by Suidas as a kind of electron,

more precious than gold. That it was a mixed

metal of great brilliancy is extremely probable, but

it has hitherto been impossible to identify it. In

addition to the metals actu.illy mentioned in the

Bible, it h:is been supposed that mcratry is alludnl

to in Num. xxxi. 23, as " the water of separation,
'

being " looked upon as the mother by which all

the metals were fiuctified, purified, and brought

forth," and on this account kept secret, and only

mysteriously hinted at (Napier, J/fin/. o/^Ac Iiibu\

Intr. p. G). Mr. Napier adds, " tliere is not the

slightest foundation for this supjwsitiou."

With tJie exception of iron, gold is the nll>^t
.

widely dilfu.scd of all niftals. A Imost every <-ountry

in the world has in its turn yielded a .«rt;iin siiifly.

I

and as it is found most Imjuently in alluvial soil.
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among the debii.^ of rocks wnslied dowu by the tor-

rents, it vas known at a very early period, and was

procured with little difliculty. The existence of

gold and the prevalence of gold ornaments in early

times ai-e no proof of a high slate of civilization,

but rather the reverse. Gold was undoubtedly

used before the art of working copper or iron was

discovered. We have no indications of gold streams

or mines in Palestine. The Hebrews obtained their

principal supjjly from the south of Arabia, and the

commerce of the Persian Gulf. The ships of Hiiam

king of Tyre brought it for Solomon (1 K. ix.

11, X. 11), and at a later period, when the Hebrew

monarch had equipped a fleet and manned it with

Tyrian sailors, the chief of their freight was the

gold of Ophir (1 K. ix. 27, 28). It was brought

thence in the ships of Tarshish (1 K. xxii. 48), the

Indiamen of the ancient world ; and Parvaim (2

Chr.iii. 6), Raamah (Ez. xx^ni. 22), Sheba (1 K. x.

2, 10 ; Ps. Ixxii. 15 ; Is. Ix. 6 ; Ez. xxvii. 22), and

Uphaz (Jer. x. 9), were other sources of gold for

the markets of Palestine and Tyre. It was pro-

bably brought in the form of ingots (Josh. vii. 21
;

A. Y. "wedge," lit. "tongue"), and was rapidly

converted into articles of ornament and use. Ear-

rings, or rather nose-rings, were made of it, those

given to Picbecca were half a shekel {\ oz.) in

weight (Gen. xxiv. 22), bracelets (Gen. xxiv. 22),

chains (Gen. xli. 42), signets (Ex. xxxv. 22), bullae

or spheriuil ornaments suspended from the neck

(Ex. xxxv. 22), and chains for the legs (Num. xxxi.

oO; comp. Is. iii. 18; Plin. xxxiii. 12). It was

used in embroidery (Ex. xxxix. 3; 2 Sam i. 24;
Plin. viii. 74) ; the decorations and fuiniture of the

tabernacle were enriched with the gold of the orna-

ments which the Hebrews willingly ofiered (Ex.

xxxv.-xl.) ; the same precious metal was lavished

npon the Temple (1 K. vi., vii); Solomon's throne

was overlaid with gold (1 K. x. 18), his drinking-

cups and the vessels of the house of the forest of

Lebanon were of pure gold (1 K. x. 21), and the

neighbouring princes brought iiim as presents ves-

sels of gold and of silver (1 K. x. 25). So plentiful

indeed >vas the supply of the precious metals during

his reign that silver was esteemed of little worth

(1 K. X. 21, 27). Gold and silver were devoted to

the fijshioning of idolatrous images (Ex. xx. 23,

xxxii. 4; Deut. xxix. 17; 1 K. xii. 28l. The crown

on the head of Malcham (A. V. " their king "), the

idol of the Ammonites at Rabbah, weighed a tilent

of gold, that is 125 lbs. troy, a weight so great that

it could not have been worn by David among the

oi-dinary insignia of royalty '2 Sam. xii. 30). The
great abundance of gold in early times is indicated by

its entering into the composition of every article of

ornament and almost all of domestic use. Among
the spoils of the Midianites taken by the Israelites, in

their bloodless victory when 15;\laam was slain, were

ear-rings and jewels to the amount of 16,750 shekels

of gold (Num. xxxi. 48-54 1, equal in value to more
than 30,000/. of our pieseut money. 1700 shekels

of gold (worth more than 3000/.) in nose jewels

(A. V. "ear-rings") alone were taken by Gideon's

army from the slaughtered Midianites (Judg. viii.

26). These numbers, though ]ny^Q. are not incre-

dibly great, when we consider tJiat the country of

the Midianites was at that time rich in gold streams

which have been since exhausted, and that like the

• As an illustration of the ciionnous wealth which it

was possible for oar- man to rollect, we may quote from

Herodotus (vii. 28) the insUuice of Pythius the Lydlan,

who placed at the disposal of Xerxes, on his way to Greece,
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Malays of the present day, and the Peruvians of the

time of Pizarro, they carried most of their wealth

about them. But the amount of treasure accumu-
lated by David from spoils taken in war, is so enor-

mous, that we are tempted to conclude the numbers
exaggerated. From the gold shields of Hadadezer's

aiiny of Syrians and other sources he had collected,

according to the chronicler (1 Chr. xxii. 14), 100,000
tilents oVgold, and 1,000,000 talents of silver; to

these must bo added his own contribution of 3000
talents of gold and 7000 of silver (1 Chr. xxix.

2-4), and the additional offerings of the people,

the total value of which, estimating the weight of

a talent to be 125 lbs. Troy, gold at 73s. per oz.,

and silver at 4s. 4^d. per oz., is reckoned by Mr.

Napier to be 939,929,687/. Some idea of the large-

ness of tliis sum may be foi-med by considering that

in 1855 the total amount of gold in use in the

world was calculated to be about 820,000,000/.

Undoubtedly the quantity of the precious metals

possessed by the Israelites might be gieater in con-

sequence of their commercial intercourse with the

Phoenicians who were masters of the sea; but in

the time of David they were a nation struggling

for political existence, sunounded by powerful ene-

mies, and without the leisure necessaiy for deve-

loping their commercial capabilities. The numbers
given by Josephus {Ant. vii. 14, §2) are only one-

tenth of those in the text, but the sum, even when
thus reduced, is still enormous.* But though gold

was thus common, silver appeal's to have been the

ordinary medium of commerce. The first com-

mercial transaction of which we possess the details

was the purchase of Ephrons field by Abraham for

400 shekels of silver (Gen. xxiii. 16) ; slaves were

bought with silver (Gen. x^ii. 12); silver was the

money paid by Abimelech as a compensation to

Abraham (Gen. xx. 16); Joseph was sold to the

Ishmaelite merchants for twenty pieces of si'/irr (Gen.

xxxvii. 28) ; and generally in the Old Testament,
" money " in the A. V. is literally siiver. The first

payment in gold is mentioned in 1 Chr. xxi. 25,

where David buys the threshing-floor of Oman, or

Araunah, the Jebusite, for six hundred shekels of

gold by weight." * But in the paiallel narrative

of the transaction in 2 Sam. xxiv. 24, the price paid

for the threshing-floor and the oxen is fifty shekels of

silver. An attempt has been made by Keil to re-

concile these two passages, by supposing that in

the former the purchase referred to was that of the

entire hill on which the threshing-floor stood, and

in the latter that of the threshing-floor itself. But

the close resemblance between the two narratives

rendei-s it ditlicult to accept this explanation, and to

imagine that two different circumstances are de-

scribed. That there is a discrepancy between the

numbers in 2 Sam. xxiv. 9 and 1 Chr. xxi. 5 is ad-

mitted, and it seems impossible to avoid the con-

clusion that the present case is but another instance

of the same kind. With this one exception there

is no case in the 0. T. in which gold is alluded to

as a medium of commerce ; the Hebrew coinage may
have been partly gold, but we have no proof of it.

Silver was brought into Palestine in the fonn of

plates from Tarshish, with gold and ivory (1 K.

X. 22; 2 Chr. ix. 21 ; Jer. x. 9). The accumula-

tion of wealth in the reign of Solomon was so great

that silver was but little esteemed ;
" the king made

Juou talents of silver, and 3,993,000 gold darics; a sum
which in these days would amount to about 51 mlUiuns

of pounds sterling.

•> LUerally, " shekels of gold, a weight of COO."
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silver to be in Jerusalem as sloiies " (3 K. x. 21,

27). With the treasures which were brought out

of Egypt, not only the ornaments but the ordinary

metal-work of the tabeniacle were made. Silver

was employed for the sockets of the boards {Ex.

xxvi. 19, xxxvi. 24-), and for the hcoks of the pillars

and their fillets (Ex. xxxviii. 10), The capitals of

the pillars were overlaid with it (Ex. xxxviii. 17 >,

the char£;ers and bowls oflered by the princes at the

dedication of the tabernacle (Num. vii. lo, &c.),

the trumpets for marshaUing the host (Num. x. 2),

and some of the candlesticks and tables for the

'lemple were of silver (1 Chr. xxviii. 15, 10). It

was used for the setting of gold ornaments (Prov.

XXV. 11) and other decorations (Cant. i. 11), and

for the pillars of Solomon's gorgeous chai-iot or pa-

lanquin (Cant. iii. 10).

From a comparison of the different amounts of

gold and silver collected by David, it appears that

the proportion of the foraier to the latter was 1 to 9

nearly. Three hundred talents of silver and thirty

talents of gold were demanded of Hezekiah by Sen-

nacherib (2 K. xviii. 14) ; but hiter, when Pharaoh-

ncchoh took Jehoahaz prisoner, he imposed upon the

land a tribute of 100 talents of silver, and only one

talent of gold (2 K. xxiii. 33). The difl'erence in

the proportion of gold to silver in these two cases is

very remarkable, and does not appear to have been

explained.

Brass, or more properly copper, was a native pro-

duct of Palestine, " a land whose stones are iron,

and out of whose hills thou mayest dig copper
"

(Deut. viii. 9 ; Job xxviii. 2). It was so plentiful

in the days of Solomon that the quantity employed

in the Temple could not be estimated, it was so

great (1 K. vii. 47). JIucli of the copper which

David had prepared for this work was taken from

the Syrians after the defeat of Hadadezer (2 Sam.

viii. 8), and more was presented by Toi, king of

Hamath. The market of Tyre was supplied with

vessels of the same metal by the merchants of

Javan, Tubal, and Meshech (Ez. xxvii. 13). There

is strong reason to believe that brass, a mixture of

copper and zinc, was unknown to the ancients. To
the latter metal no allusion is found. But tin was

well known, and from the difficulty which attends

the toughening pure copper so as to render it fit

for hammering, it is probable that the mode of

deoxidising copper by the admixture of small quan-

tities of tin had been early discovered. " We are

inclined to think," says Mr. Napier, " that Moses

used no copper vessels for domestic purposes, but

bronze, the use of which is less objectionable.

Bronze, not being so subject to tarnish, takes on a

finer pohsh, and besides being much moie easily

melted and cast, would make it to be more exten-

sively used than copper alone. These practical con-

siderations, and the iact of almost all the antique

castings and other articles in metal that are pre-

served from these ancient times being composed of

bronze, prove in our opinion that where the word

'bi-ass' occurs in Scripture, except where it rei'ers

to an ore, such as Job xxviii. 2 and Deut. viii. 9, it

should be translated bronze " (Metnl. of the Bible,

p. 66). Arms (2 Sam. xxi. 16; Job xx. 24; Ps.

xviii. 34) and ai-mour (1 Sam. xvii. 5, 6, 38) were

made of this metal, which was wipjible of being so

wrought as to admit of a keen and hard edge.

The K;_'yptians employel it in cutting the hardest

granite. The Mexicans, before the discovery of iron,

" found a iibstitute in an alloy of tin and coppr

;

and with tools made of thi.s bronze could cut not
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only metals, but, with the aid of a siliceous dust,

the hardest substances, as basalt, porphyiy, ame-
thysts, and emeralds" (Prescott, Cong, of Mexico,

ch. 5). The great skill attained by the Egyptians

in working metals at a veiy early jjeriod throws

light upon the remarkable facility with which the

Israelites, during their wanderings in the desert,

elaborated the works of art connected with the

structure of the tabernacle, for which great ac-

quainfcuK-e with metals was requisite. In the

troublous times which followed tlieir entrance into

Palestine this knowledge seems to have been lost,

for when the Temple was built the metal-workers

employed were Phoenicians.

Iron, like copper, was found in the hills of Pales-

tine. The " iron mountain " in the trans-Jordanic

region is described by Josephus {B. J. iv. 8, §2), and
was remarkable for producing a particular kind of

palm (Mishna, Succa, ed. Dachs, p. 182). Iron

mines are still worked by the inhabitants of A'efr

Huneh in the S. of the valley Zaharani ; smelting

works are found at Shemicster, 3 hours W. of Baal-

bek, and others in the oak-woods at Masbek (Ritter,

Erdkunde, xvii. 73, 20l); but the method em-
ployed is the simplest possible, like that of the old

Samothracians, and the iron so obtiiined is chiefly

used for horse-shoes.

Tin and lead were both known at a very early

period, though there is no distinct trace of them in

Palestine. The formei' was among the spoils of the

Midianites (Num. xxxi. 22), who roight have ob-

tained it in their intercouise with the Phoenician

merchants (comp. Gen. xxxvii. 25, 36), who them-
selves procured it from Taishish (Ez. xxvii. 12) and

the tin countries of the west. The allusions to it

in the Old Testament principally point to its ad-

mixture with the ores of the precious met;ils (Is. i.

25; Ez. xxii. 18, 20). It must have occurred in

the composition of bronze : the Assyrian bowls and

dishes in the British Museum are found to contain

one part of tin to ten of copper. " The tin was
probably obtained from Phoenicia, and consequently

that used in the bronzes in the British Museum
may actually have been exporteil, nearly three thou-

sand years ago, fiom the British Isles " (Layard,

Nin. and Bab. 191).

Antimony (2 K. ix. 30 ; Jer. iv. 30, A. V.
" painting "), in the foiTO of powder, was used by
the Hebrew women, like the kohl of the Arabs, for

colouring their eyelids and eyebrows. [Paint.]
Further information will be found in the articles

upon the several metals, and whatever is known of

the metallurgy of the Hebrews will be discussed

under Mining. [W. A. W.]

METE'RUS {BatT-npovs). According to the list

in 1 Esd. V. 17, '-the sons of Meterus" returned

with Zorobabel. There is no corresponding name
in the lists of Ezr. ii. and Neh. vii., nor is it trace-

able in the Vulgate.

METH'EG-AM-MAH (nJSNn JnO: t^»

a<po>piffiiivi)v. Frocnum tributi), a place which

David took from the Philistines, appai-ently in his

last war with them (2 Sam. viii. 1). In the

parallel passage of the Chronicles (1 Chr. xviii. 1),

" Gath and her daughter-towns " is substituted for

Metheg ha-Ammah.
The renderings are legion, almost each translator

having his own ; » but the inteipretations may be

" A large collection of tlie.se will be found in lilassii

FhiloJogia Sacra (lib. iv. tr. 3, cbs. 17). togellK-r with a

singular Jewish tradition bearing upon the point. Tlie
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reduced to two:— 1. That adopted by (Jcscniiis

{Thesaur. IIH) and Inirst {Ihindwb. 1026), in

which Animah is taken as moaning " mother-city
"

or " metropolis" (comp. 2 Sam. xx. 19), and

Metheg-ha-Ammah " the bridle of the mother-city"

—viz. of Gath, the chief town of the Philistines.

If this is correct, the expression " daughter-towns "

in the corresponding passage of Chronicles is a

closer parallel, and more characteristic, than it ap-

pears at first sight to be. 2. That of Ewald

{Gesch. iii. 190), who, taking Ammah as meaning

the " tbreanii," treats the words as a metaphor to

express the perfect manner in which David had

smitten and humbled his foes, had torn the biidle

from their arm, and thus broken for ever the do-

minion with which they curbed Israel, as a rider

manages his horse by the rein held fast on his arm.

The former of these two has the support of the

parallel passage in Chronicles ; and it is no valid

objection to it to say, as Ewald in his note to the

above passage does, that Gath cannot be referred to,

because it had its own king still in the days of

Solomon, for the king in Solomon's time may have

been, and probably was, tributary to Israel, as the

kings "on this side the Euphrates" (1 K. iv. 24)

were. On the other hand, it is an obvious ob-

jection to Ewald's interpretiitiou that to control his

horse a rider must hold the bridle not on his arm
but fast in his hand. [G.]

METHU'SAEL (^X'^-inp, "man of God:"

Madovffd.\a : Mathusael), the son of Mehujael,

fourth in descent from Cain, and father of Lamech
(Gen. iv. 18). [A. B.]

METHU'SELAH (^^t^'•1np, " man of off-

spring," or possibly "man of a dart;"' tHaBov-

ffd\a : Mathusali), the son of Enoch, sixth in

descent fiom Seth, and father of Lamech. The re-

semblance of the name to the preceding, on which
(with the coincidence of the name Lamech in the

next generation in both lines) some theories have
been foi-med, seems to be apparent rather than real.

The life of Methuselah is fixed by Gen. v. 27 at

969 yeai-s, a period exceeding that of any other

patriarch, and, according to the Hebrew chronology,

bringing his death down to the very year of the

Flood. The LXX. reckoning makes him die six

yeai-s before it ; and the Samaritan, although shorten-

ing his life to 720 years, gives the same result as

the Hebrew. [Chronology.] On the subject of

Longevity, see Patuiaiicus. [A. B.]

MEU'NIM (D'-liyp, m<xuvd,fjL; Altx. Meet-

vco.u: Muniin), Neh. vii. 52. Elsewhere given in

A. V. as Mp:hl-nim and Meiiunims.

ME'ZAHAB Cnnr *0: MotCotiiB; Alex. Me-

Co6^ in Gin., omitted in 1 Chr. : Mezaah). The

most singular rendering, perhaps, is that of Aquila.

XoAt^'bf TOW vSpayioyiov, " the bridle of the aqueduct,"
perhaps with some reference to the itrlgatiim of the rich

district in wbkh Gath was situated. Aqueduct is derived

from the Chaldee version, NJIDX, which has that signi-

fication amongst others. Aquila adopts a similar rendering

in the case of the hill Ammaii.

• There Is some dilliculty about the derivation of this

name. The latter portion of the root Is certainly n7C
(from npC " to send"), used for a "missile" In 2 Chr.

xxxil. 5, Joel II. 8, and for a "branch" in Cant. iv. 13,

Is. xvi. 8. The former portion is derived by many of the
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father of Matrcd and grandfather of Mehetabel, who
was wife of Hadai- or Hadad, the last named king

of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 39 ; 1 Chr. i. 50). His name,

which, if it be Hebrew, signifies " waters of gold,"

has given rise to much speculation. Jarchi rendei-s

it, "what is gold?" and explains it, "he was a

rich man, and gold was not valued in his eyes at

all." Abarbanel says he was " rich and gi-eat. so

that on this account he was called Jlezahab, for the

gold was in his house as water." " Haggaon
'"

(writes Aben Ezra) " said he was a refiner of gulil,

but others said that it pointed to those who make
gold from brass." The Jerusalem Targum of course

could not resist the temptation of punning upon the

name, and combined the explanations given by Jarchi

and Haggaon. The latter part of Gen. xxxvi. 39

is thus rendered : " the name of his wife wiis

Mehetabel, daughter of Matred, the daughter of a

refiner of gold, who was wearied with labour

(NTipD, matreda) all the days of his life ; after

he had eaten and was filled, he turaed and said,

what is gold? and what is silver?" A somewhat
similar paraphrase is given in the Taigum of the

Pseudo- Jonathan, except that it is there referred to

Matred, and not to Mezahab. The Arabic Version

translates the name " water of gold," which must
have been from the Hebrew, while in the Targum
of Onkelos it is rendered " a refiner of gold," as in

the Qtiestiones Hebraicae in Paralip., attributed

to Jerome, and the traditions given above : which

seems to indicate that originally there was some-

thing in the Hebrew text, now wanting, which gave

rise to this rendering, and of which the present

reading, ^O, me, is an abbreviation. [\V. A. W.]

MI'AMIN (10*0: Meajurv; Alex. Mso/ifyu:

Miamin). 1. A layman of Israel of the sons of

Parosh, wlio had manned a foreign wife and put

her away at the bidding of Ezra (Ezr. x. 25). He
is called Maelus in 1 Esd. is. 26.

2. (Omitted in Vat. MS.; Alex. Mei>fj': Mia-
min). A priest or family of priests who went up

from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. .xii. 5); pro-

bably the same as MiJAJilN in Neh. x. 7. In Neh.

.\ii. 17 the name appears in the form MiNlAMiN.

MIB'HAR ("innp : ViificuLx ; Alex. Vla^ip :

Mibahar). " Mibhar the son of Haggeri " is the

name of one of David's heroes in the list given in

1 Chr. xi. The vei-se (38) in which it occure appears

to be corrupt, for in the corresponding catalogue of

2 Sam. xxiii. 36 we find, instead of " Mibhar the

son of Haggeri," "ofZobah, Bani the Gadite." It

is easy to see, if the latter be the true reading, how

•"lin ''i2, Bani haggadi, could be corrupted into

^'liiri'jB, ben-haggeri ; and '13H is actually the

reading of three of Kennicott's MSS. in 1 Chr., as

well as of the Svriac and Arab, versions, and the

i

older Hebraists from D-IO, " to die," and various inter-

pretations given accordingly. Sec in Leusden's Onwnas-

lico7i, " mortem siiam mislt," " mortis suae arma," &>:.

Others make it, " he dies, and It [i. e. the Flood] is sent,"

supposing It either a name given nfierwards from the

event, or one given in prophetic foresight by Enoch. The

later Hebraists (see Ges. Lex.) derive it from 4710, the

constructive form of HO, "man," the obsolete singular,

of which the plural CHO is found. This gives one or

other of the interpretations in the text. We can only

decide between them (if at alO by internal probability,

which seems to incline to the former.
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Taigum of R. Joseph. But that " Mibhar" is a

coiTuption of ni-^p (,or X3^*D, ace. to some MSS.),

initstsobdh, " of Zobah," as Kennicott {Dissert.

p. '21o) and Cappellus {Crit. Sacr. i. c. 5) conclude,

is not so clear, though not absolutely impossible.

It would seem from the LXX. of 2 Sam., where
instead of " of Zobah " we find iro\vSvvd,fieo)s, that

both readings originally co-existed, and were read by

theLXX. N3-^n '^^\'2)^,nlibchar hatstsdbd, "choice

of the host." If this were the case, the vei-se in 1

Chr. would stand thus :
" Igal the brother of Nathan,

Hower of the host ; Bani the Gadite." [W. A. W.]

MIB'SAM (Dbnp, " sweet odour," Ges. :

yiaa-ffd/j. : 3Iabsain). 1. A son of Ishraael (Gen.

s.w. 13 ; 1 Chr. i. 29), not elsewhere mentioned.

The signification of his name has led some to pro-

pose an identification of the tribe sprung fiora him

with some one of the Abrahamic tribes settled in Ara-

bia aromatifera, and a connexion with the balsam

of Arabia is suggested (Bunsen, Bibelicerk ; Kalisch,

Gen. 483). The situation of Mekkeh is well adapted

for his settlements, surrounded as it is by traces of

other Ishmaelite tribes ; nevertheless the identifica-

tiou seems fanciful and far-fetched.

2. A son of Simeon (1 Chr. iv. 25), perhaps

named after the Ishmaelite Mibsam, for one of his

brothers was named JIiSHilA, as was one of those

of the older Wibsam. [E. S. P.]

MIB'ZAK ("IVnp : MaCdp in Gen. ; Ba^ffap
;

Alex. Ma^irap in 1 Chr.: JIabsar). One of the

phylaichs or "dukes" of Edom (1 Chr. i. 53) or

Esau (^Gen. .\xxvi. 42) after the death of Hadad or

Iladar. They are said to be enumerated "accord-

ing to their settlements in the land of their pos-

session;" and Knobel {Genesis), understanding

Mibzar (lit. " fortress ") as the name of a place,

has attempted to identify it with the rocky f;\st-

ness of Petra, " the strong city " ("1^*30 T'y, 'ir

tnibtsar Ps. cviii. 1 1 ; comp. Ps. Ix. 1 1 i, " the clift,"

the chasms of which were the chief strous;hold of the

Edomites (Jer. xlis. 1(3 ; Obad. 3). [W. A. W.]

MIC'AH(n3'ip, but in va-s. 1 and 4, •IH^D'-O,

i. e. Micayehu : Mixo''*s, but once Mcixa^as

;

Alex. Meix"> ti^it once Mixa : Michas, Alicha), an

Israelite whose familiar story is preserved in the

xviith and xviiith chaptei-s of Judges. That it ii

so preserved would seem to be owing to Micah':

accidental connexion with the colony of Danites

who left the original seat of their tiibe to couquei

and found a new Dan at Laish—a most happy
accident, for it has been the means of fm-nishing

us with a picture of the "interior" of a private

Israelite family of the rural districts, which
many respects stands quite alone in the sacred

lecords, and has probably no pai-allel in any litera-

ture of equal age.

But apart from this the narmtive has several

points of special interest to students of biblical h

tory in the information which it affoixls as to the
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» One of a thousand cases in which the point of the

sentence is lost by the translation of " Jehovah" by " the

Lord."
<> It does not seem at all clear that the words " molten

image " and " graven image " .iccurately express the

ginal words Peful and MastefaJi. [Idol. vol. i. 851 b.'] As
the Hebrew te.xt now stands, the "graven image" only

Was carried off to I-iish, .ind the " moltrn " one remained

behind with Micah (xviiu 20,30; comp. IS). True the

condition of the nation, of the members of which
Miaih was probably an average specimen.

We see (1.) how completely some of the most
solemn and characteristic enactments of the Law
liad become a dead letter. Slicah w;ts evidently a

devout believer in Jehovah. While the Uanites iu

their communications use the general term Elohim,

"God" ("ask counsel of God," xviii. 5; "God
hath given it into your hands," ver. 10), with
Micali and his household the case is quite different.

His one anxiety is to enjoy the favour of Jehovah »

(xvii. 13) ; the fonnula of blessing used by his

mother and his priest invokes the same awful name
(xvii. 2, xviii. 6) ; and yet so completely ignoi-ant

is he of the Law of Jehovah, that the mode which
he adopts of honouring Him is to make a molten
;md a graven image, teraphim or images of domestic

gods, and to set up an unauthorised priesthood, first

in his own family (xvii. 5), and then in the person

of a Levite not of the priestly line (ver. 12)—thus

disobeying, in the most flagrant manner, the second

of the Ten Commandments, and the provisions for

the priesthood—both laws which lay in a peculiar

manner at the root of the religious existence of the

nation. Gideon (viii. 27) had established an ephod
;

but here was a whole chapel of idols, a " house of

gods" (xvii. 5), and all dedicated to Jehovah.

(2.) The story also throws a light on the con-

dition of the Levites. They were indeed " divided

in Jacob and scattered in Israel" in a more literal

sense than that prediction is usually taken to con-

tain. Here we have a Levite belonging to Beth-

lehem-judah, a town not allotted to the Levites,

and with which they had, as far as we know,
no connexion ; next .vandering forth, with the

world before him, to take up his abode wherever

he could find a residence ; then undertaking, with-

out hesitation, and for a mere pittance, the charge

of Micah's idol-chapel ; and lastly, cairying oft' the

property of his master and benefactor, and becoming

the fii-st priest to another system of false woi-bhip,

one too in which Jehovah had no part, and which

ultimately bore an important share in the disrup-

tion of the two kingdoms.''

But the transaction becomes still more remark-

able when we consider (3.) that this was no obscure

or ordinary Levite. He belonged to the chief

family in the tribe, nay, we may say to the chief

family of the nation, for though not himself a

priest, he was closely allied to the priestly house,

and was the grandson of no less a pei-son than the

gi-eat Jloses himself. For the " JIanasseh " in xviii.

30 is nothing else than an alteration of " Moses," to

shield that venerable name from the discredit which
such a descendant would cast upon it. [JIanasseh,
No. 4 ; p. 234 6.] In this fact we possibly have

the explanation of the much-debated passage, xnii.

3: " they knew the voice ' of the young man the

Levite." The grandson of the Lawgiver was not

unlikely to be personally known to the Danites ;

when they he;ud his voice (whether in casual

speech or in loud devotion we are not told) they

recognized it, and their inquiries as to who brought

LXX. add the molten image in ver. 20, but in ver. 30 tbey

agree with the Hebrew text.

c y^p= voice. The explanation of J. D. JlUhacIis

(fliUl/vr Ivgdehrtcn) is that they remaiked that he

did not speak with tlie accent of the Epbraimitos. K"t

Geseiiius reji-cts this notion as repugnant alike to "the

expression and the connexion," and adopts the explana-

tion pven above {Gcsch. dcr hebr. Sprache, {15, 2, p. 55)
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him hitliei-, wl);it he did there, and what he had

there, were in tliis case the eager questions of old

acquaintances Ions; separated.

(4.) The narrative gives us a most vivid idea of

the terrible anarchy in which the countiy was

placed, when "there was no king in Israel, and

every man did what was right in his own eyes,"

and shows how urgently necessary a central autho-

rity had become. A body of six hundred men com-

pletely armed, besides the train of their families and

cattle, traverses the length and breadth of the land,

not on any mission for the ruler or the nation, as on

latter occasions (2 Sam. ii. r2, &c., xx. 7, 14), but

simply for their private ends. Entirely disregard-

ing the rights of private projierty, they burst in

wiierever they please along their route, and plun-

dering the valuables and carrying off persons, reply

to all remonstances by taunts and threats. The
Turkish rule, to which the same distiict has now
the misfortune to be subjected, can hardly be worse.

At the same time it is startling to our Western

minds—accustomed to associate the blessings of

order with religion—to observe how religious were

these lawless freebooters :—" Do ye know that in

these houses there is an ephod, and teraphim, and a

graven image, and a molten image ? Now there-

fore consider what ye have to do" (xviii. 14).
" Hold thy peace, and go with us, and be to us a

father and a priest" (lb. 19).

As to the date of these interesting events, the nar-

rative gives us no direct information beyond the fact

that it was befoie the beginning of the monarchy
;

but we may at least infer that it was also befoie

the time of Samson, because in this narrative

(xviii. 12) we meet with the origin of the name of

Mahaneh-dan, a place which already bore that name
in .'^amson's childhood (xiii. 25, where it is trans-

lated in the A. V. "the camp of Dan"). That

the Danites had opponents to their establishment in

their proper tenitory before the Philistines enter

the field is evident from Judg. i. 34. Josephus

entirely omits the story of Micah, but he places the

narrative of the Levite and his concubine, and the

destruction of Gibeah (chaps, xix. xx. xxi.)—

a

document generally recognized as part of the

same'' with the story of Micah, and that document

by a ditferent hand to the previous portions of the

book—at the very beginning of his account of the

period of the .Judges, before Deborah or even Ehud.

(See Ant. v. 2, §8-12.) The writer is not aware

that this aiTangement has been found in any MS. of

the Hebrew or LXX. text of the book of Judges;

but the fact of its existence in Josephus has a cer-

tain weight, especially considering the accuracy of

that writer when his interests or prejudices are not

concerned ; and it is supported by the mention of

Phinehas the grandson of Aaron in xx. 28. An
argument against the date being before the time

of Deboiah is drawn by Bertheau (p. 197) from

the fact th.it at that time the north of Palestine

was in the possession of the Canaanites— " Jabin

king of Canaan, who reigned in Hazor," in the

immediate neighbourhood of I.aish. The lecords

of the southern FMn are too scanty to permit of

our fixing the date from the stiitement that the

Danites had not yet entered on their allotment

—that is to say the allotment specified in Josh.

d The proofs of this are given by Bertheau In his Cotn-

mentarj- on the Book in the Kurzyef. Exeg. Ilandb. (iii.

}2 ; p. 192).

» xviii. 1. It will be observed that the words "all

their " are interpolated bj' our translators.
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xix. 40-48. I'.ut th:it statement strengthens tlio

conclusion arrived at from other passages, that

these lists in Joshua contain the towns allottal,

but not therefore necessjirily possessed by the

various tribes. " Divide the land first, in con-

fidence, and then possess it afterwards," seems to

be the principle implied in such passages as Josh,

xiii. 7 (comp. 1); xix. 49, 51 (LXX. "so they

went to t;vke possession of the land ").

The date of the record itself may perhaps be

more neariy arrived at. That, on the one hand, it

!

was after the beginning of the monarchy is evident

I

fiom the references to the ante-monarchical tiines

j

(xviii. 1, xix. 1, xxi. 25); and, on the other h.tnd,

I
we may perhaps infer from the name of Bethlehem

,
being given as " Bethlehem-Judah,"—that it was

,
before the fame of David had conferred on it a

notoriety which would render any such affix un-
necessary. The reference to the establishment of

the houre of God in Shiloh (xviii. 31) seems also to

point to the early part of Saul's reign, before the

incursions of the Philistines had made it necessary

to remove the Tabernacle and Ephod to Nob, in

the vicinity of (iibeah, Saul's head-quai-ters. [G.]

j

MrCAH(n3*0. n"'3>0,»Cethib,Jer.xxvi.l8:

Mixaias: Michaeas). The sixth in order of the

minor prophets, according to the arrangement in

I

our present canon ; in the LXX. he is placed thinl,

after Hosea and Amos. To distinguish him from

Micaiah the son of Imlah, the contemporary of

Elijah, he is called the Morasthite, that is a

native of Moresheth, or some place of similar

name, which Jerome and Eusebius call Morasthi

and identify with a small village near Eleuthero-

polis to the east, where formerly the prophet's tomb
was shown, but which in the days of Jerome had

been succeeded by a church {Epit. Paulae, c. tJ).

As little is known of the circumstances of Micah 's

life as of many of the other pro])hets. Psevido-

Epiphanius (Op. ii. p. 245) makes him, contrary to

all probability, of the tribe of Ephraim ; and besides

confounding him with Micaiah the son of Imlah,

who lived more than a century before, he betrays

additional ignorance in describing Ahab as king of

Judah. For rebuking this monarch's son and suc-

cessor Jehoram for his impieties, Micah, according to

the same authority, was thrown from a precipice,

ichthe cemetery of Enakim {'EvaKti/J.. a place wh
apparently exists only in the LXX. of Mic. i.

10), where his sepulchre was still to be seen.

The Chronicon Paschale (p. 148 c) tells the same

tale. Another ecclesiastical tradition relates that

the remains of Habakkuk and Jlicah were revealed

in a vision to Zebennus bishop of Eleutheropolis, in

the reign of Theodosius the Great, near a place

called Berathsatia, which is apparently a corruption

of Morasthi (Sozomen, H. E. vii. 29 ; Nicephorus,

//. E. xii. 48). The prophet's tomb was called by

the inhabitants Nephsameemana, which Sozomen
renders fivrjua iriffTdv.

The period during which Micah exercised the

prophetictil ollice is stated, in the superscription to

» The full form of the name Is -liTD^P, Micay6h&,

" who is like Jehovah," which is found In 2 Chr. xiii. 2,

xvii. 7. This is abbreviated to in^D'O, ificiiylhu, in

Judg. xvii. 1, 4; still further to -inpO, Mk&yihi

(Jer. xxxvi. n), nO^O, Mkaydh (1 K. xxii. 13); and

tin lily to nD''p. Jllkuli, or KD''^, Mica (2Sam.U.12).
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his prophecies, to have extended over the reigns of

Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah, giving

thus a maximum limit of 59 years (B.C. 750-697),
from the accession of Jotham to the death of Heze-

kiah, and a minimum limit of 16 years (u.C. 742-

7'26), from the death of Jotham to the accession of

Hezekiah. In either case he Avould be contempo-

rary with Hosea and Amos during part of their

ministry in Israel, and wit'h Isaiah in Judah.

According to Rabbinical tradition lie ti-ansmitted to

the piophets Joel, Nahum, and Habakkuk, and to

Seraiah the priest, the mysteiies of the Kabbala,

which he had received fi-om Lsaiah ( R. David Ganz,

Tsemach David), and by Syncellus (Ghronogr. p.

199 c) he is enumerated in the reign of Jotham as

contemporaiy with Hosea, Joel, Isaiah, and Oded.

With respect to one of his prophecies (iii. 12) it is dis-

tinctly assigned to the reign of Hezekiah (Jer. xxvi.

18), and was probably delivered before the great

passover which inaugurated the reformation in

Judah. The date of the others must be determined,

if at all, by internal evidence, and the periods to

which they are assigned are therefore necessarily

conjectural. Reasons will be given hereafter for

considering that none are later than the sixth year

of Hezekiah. Bertholdt, indeed, positively denies

that any of the prophecies can be reierred to the

i-eign of Hezekiah, and assigns the two earlier of the

four portions into which he divides the book to

the time of Ahaz, and the two later to that of Ma-
nasseh [Einleitung, §411), because the idolatry

which prevailed in their reigns is therein denounced.

But in the face of the superscription, the genuine-

ness of which there is no reason to question, and of

the allusion in Jer. xxvi. 18, Bertholdt's conjecture

cannot be allowed to have much weight. The time

assigned to the prophecies by the only direct evidence

which we possess, agrees so well with their contents

that it may fairly be accepted as coiTect. Why
any discrepancy should be perceived between the

statement in Jeremiah, that " Micah the Morasthite

prophesied in the days of Hezekiah king of Judah,"

and the title of his book which tells us that the

word of the Lord came to him " in the days of

Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah," it is difficult to

imagine. The former does not limit the period of

Micah's prophecy, and at most applies only to the

passage to which direct allusion is made. A con-

fusion appears to have existed in the minds of those

who see in the prophecy in its presentfomi a connected

whole, between the actual delivery of the several

portions of it, and theii- collection and transcription

into one book. In the case of Jeremiah we know
that he dictated to Baruch the prophecies which he

had delivered in the inteiTal between the 13th year

of Jo.siah and the 4th of Jehoiakim, and that when
thus committed to writing they were read before

the people on the fast day (Jer. xxxvi. 2, 4, 6).

There is leason to believe that a similar process

took place with the prophecies of Amos. It is,

therefore, conceivable, to say the least, that certain

jiortions of Micah's prophecy may have been uttered

In the reigns of Jotham and Ahaz, and for the pro-

bability of this there is strong internal evidence,

while they were collected as a whole in the reign

of Hezekiah and committed to wiiting. Caspari

{Micha, p. 78) suggests that the book thus written
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b Knobel {ProphUUmus, iL $20) imagines that the

prophecies which remain belong to the time of Hezekiah,

and that those delivned under Jotham and Ahaz liavc

perished.

may have been read in the presence of the king and the

whole people, on some great last or festival day, and

that this circumstance may have been in the minds

of the elders of the land in the time of Jehoiakim.

when they appealed to the im])unity which Micah

enjoyed under Hezekiah.'' It is evident from Mic.

i. 6, that the section of the prophecy in which that

verse occurs must have been delivered before the

destruction of Samaria by Shalmaneser, which took

place in the 6th year of Hezekiah (cir. B.C. 722),

and connecting the "high-places" mentioned in

i. 5 with those which existed in Judah in the reigns

of Ahaz (2 K. xvi. 4; 2 Chr. xxviii. 4, 25), and

Jotham (2 K. xv. 35 1, we may be justified in

assigning eh. i. to the time of one of these monarchs,

probably the latter; although, if ch. ii. be consi-

dered as part of the section to which ch. i. belongs,

the utter corruption and demoralisation of the

people there depicted agree better with what his-

tory tells us of the times of Ahaz. Caspari main-

tains that of the two parallel passages, Mic. iv.

1-5, Is. ii. 2-5, the former is the original and the

latter belongs to the times of Uzziah and Jotham. <•

The denunciation of the horses and chariots of

Judah (v. 10) is appropriate to the state of the

country under Jotham, after the long and prosper-

ous reign of Uzziah, by whom the military strength

of the people had been greatly developed (2 Chr.

xxvi. 11-15, xxvii. 4-6). Compare Is. ii. 7, which

belongs to the same period. Again, the forms in

which idolatry manifested itself in the reign of Ahaz
correspond with those which are threatened with

destruction in Mic. v. 12-14, and the allusions in

vi. 16 to the " statutes of Omri," and the " works

of the house of Ahab " seem directly pointed at the

king, of whom it is expressly said that " he walked

in the way of the kings of Israel " (2 K. xvi. 3). It

is impossible indealing with internal evidenceto assert

positively that the inferences deduced from it are

correct ; but in the present instance they at least

establish a probability, that in placing the period of

Jlicah's prophetical activity between the times of

Jotham and Hezekiah the superscription is correct.

In tlie first years of Hezekiah's reign the idolatry

which prevailed in the time of Ahaz was not eradi-

cated, and in assigning the date of Micah's pro-

phecy to this period there is no anachronism in

the allusions to idolatrous practices. Slaurer con-

tends that ch. i. was written not long before the

taking of Samaria, but the 3rd and following chap-

ters he places in the interval between the destruction

of Samaria and the time that Jerusalem was me-
naced by the army of Sennacherib in the 14th year

of Hezekiah. But the passages which he quotes in

support of his conclusion (iii. 12, iv. 9, &c., v.

5, &c., \\. 9, &c., vii. 4, 12, &c.) do not appe<u- to

be more suitable to that period than to the first years

of Hezekiah , while the context in many cases requires

a still earlier date. In the anangement adopted by

Wells (pref. to Micah, § iv.—vi.) ch. i. was deli-

vered in the contemporary reigns of Jotham king of

Judah and of Pekah king of Israel ; ii. 1— iv. 8 in

those of Ahaz, Pckah, and Hosea; iii. 12 being

assigned to the last year of Ahaz, and the remainder

of the book to the reign of Hezekiah.

But, at whatever time the several prophecies

were first delivered, they appear in their present

' Mic. Iv. 1-4 may possibly, as Kwald and others have

suBj;ested, be a portion of an older prophecy current at

iho time, which was adopted K-th by Micah and Isaiah

(Is. il.2-4).
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form as an oigniiic whole, marked by a cerUiin

regularity of development. Three sections, omit-

ting the superscription, ai-e introduced by the same

phrase, •lyOK' "hear ye," and represent three

natural divisions of the prophecy— i., ii., iii.-v.,

vi.-vii.— each commencing with rebukes and threat-

enings and closing with a promise. The first sec-

tion opens with a magnificent description of the

coming of Jehovah to judgment for the sins and

idolatries of Israel and Judah (i. 2-4), and the

sentence pronounced upon Samaria (5-9) by the

Judge Himself. The prophet, whose sympathies

are strong with Judah, and especially with the

lowlands which gave him birth, sees the danger

which threatens his couutiy, and traces in imagina-

tion the devastiiting march of the Assyrian con-

querors from Samaria onward to Jerusiilem and the

south (i. 8-16). The impending punishment sug-

gests its cause, and the prophet denounces a woe

upon the people generally for the corruption and

violence which were rife among them, and upon

the false prophets who led them astray by pan-

dering to their appetites and luxury (ii. 1-11).

The sentence of captivity is passed upon them (10)

but is followed instantly by a promise of restora-

tion and triumphant return (ii. 12, 1.3). The
second section is addressed especially to the princes

and heads of the people, their avarice and rapacity

are rebuked in strong tei-ms, and as they have been

deaf to the cry of the suppliants for justice, they

too " shall cry unto Jehovah, but He will not hear

them" (iii. 1-4). The false prophets who had

deceived others should themselves be deceived

:

" the sun shall go down over the prophets, and

the day shall be dark over them " (iii. 6). For

tiiis perversion of justice and right, and the cove-

tousness of the heads of the people who judged for

reward, of the priests who taught for hire, and of

the propliets who divined for money, Zion should
" be ploughed as a field," and the mountain of

the temple become like the uncultivated wood-
land heights (iii. 9-12). But the threatening is

again succeeded by a promise of restoration, and
in the glories of the Messiimic kingdom the prophet

loses sight of the desolation which should befiil his

country. Instead of the temple mountain covered

with the wild growth of the foiest, he sees the

mountain of the house of Jehovah established on
the top of the mountains, and nations fiowiug like

rivers unto it. The reign of peace is inaugurated

by the lecal fi'om cjiptivity, and Jehovah sits as

king in Zion, having destroyed the nations who
had rejoiced in her overthiow. The predictions in

this section form the clima.x of the book, and
Ewald arranges them in four strophes, consisting

of from seven to eight verses each (iv. 1-8, iv. 9-

v. 2, v. 3-9, V. 10-1 S}, with the exception of the

liist, which is .shor'er, and in which the prophet

leverts to the point whence he started : all objects

of politic and idolatrous coniidence must be re-

moved before the grand consummation. In the

last section (vi. vii.) Jehovah, by a bold poetical

figure, is represented as holding a controversy with
His people, pleading with them in justification of

His condu(^t towards them .and the reasonableness

of His requirements. The di;Uogue form in which

chap. vi. is cast renders the picture very dramatic

and striking. In vi. 3-5 Jehovali speaks; the
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inquiiy of tlie people follows in ver. 6, indicating

their entire ignorance of what was i-equiied of

them; their inquiry is met by the almost im-

patient rejoinder, " Will Jehovah be pleased with

thousands of rams, with myriads of torrents of

oil ?" The still greater sacrifice suggested by the

people, " Shall I give my firstborn lor my ti-ans-

gression ?" Kills forth the definition of their true

duty, " to do justly, and to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with' their God." How far they

had fallen short of this requirement is shown in

what follows (9-12), and judgment is pronounced

upon them (13-lG). The prophet acknowledges

and bewails the justice of the sentence (vii. 1-6),

the people in repentance patiently look to God,

confident that their prayer will be heard (7-10),

and are reassured by the promise of deliverance

announced as following their punishment (11-13)

by the prophet, who in his turn presents his

]jetition to Jehovah for the restoration of His

people (14, 15). The whole concludes with a

triumphal song of joy at the great deliverance,

like that from Egypt, which Jehovah will achieve,

and a full acknowledgment of His mercy and faith-

fulness to His promises (16-20). The last verse is

reproduced in the song of Zacharias (Luke i. 72, 73).''

The predictions uttered by ]\Iicah lelate to the

invasions of Shalmaueser (i. 6-8 ; 2 Iv. xvii. 4, 6)

and Sennacherib (i. 9-16; 2 K. xviii. 13), the de-

struction of Jerusalem (iii. 12, vii. 13), the cap-

tivity in Babylon (iv. 10), the return (iv. 1-8, vii.

11), the estabhshment of a theocratic kingdom in

Jerusalem (iv. 8), and the Ruler who should spring

from Bethlehem (v. 2). The destraction of Assyria

and Babylon is supposed to be referred to in v. 5,

vii. 8, 10. It is remark;ible that the prophecies

commence with the last words recorded of the

prophet's namesake, Micaiah the son of Imlah,
" Hearken, people, every one of you" (1 K. xxii.

28). From this, Bleek {Einkitung, p. 539) con-

cludes that the author of the history, like the eccle-

siastical historians, confounded Micah the Jlorasthite

with Micaiah ; while Hengstenberg {Christology, i.

409, Eng. tr.) infers that the coincidence was in-

tentional on the part of the later prophet, and that

" by this very circumstance he gives intimation of
j

wliat may be expected from him, shows that his

activity is to be considered as a continuation of that

of his ])redecessor, who was so jealous for God, and

that he had more in common with him than the

mere name." Either conclusion rests on the ex-

tremely slight foundation of the occurrence of a

formula which was at once the most simple and most

natmal commencement of a prophetic discourse.

The style of Micah has been compared with that

.

of Hosea and Isaiah. The similarity of their sub-

ject may account for many I'esemblances in language

with the latter prophet, which weie almost un-

avoidable (comp. Mic.i. 2 with Is. i. 2 ; Mic. ii. 2

with Is. v. 8; Mic. ii. 6, 11 with Is. xxx. 10;

Mic. ii. 12 with Is. x. 20-22; Mic. vi. 6-8 with
'

Is. i. 11-17). The diction of Micah is vigorous and

forcible, sometimes obscure from the abi-uptness of

its transitions, but varied and rich in figures derived

from the pastoral (i. 8, ii. 12, v. 4, 5, 7, 8, vii. 14)

and rural life of the lowland country (i. 6, iii. 12,

iv. 3, 12, 13, vi. 15), whose vines and olives and

fig-trees were celebrated (1 Chr. xxvii. 27, 28), and

supply the prophet with so many striking allusions

I

<• Ewald now maintains that Mic. vi. vii. is by anotlicr and tliat v. 0-l4 is llie original conclusion of Micah's pro-

hand; probably written in the course of liie Tlh cent, u.c, pbecy (Julirb. \\. r- 2?).
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(i. 6, iv. 3, 4, vi. 15, vii. 1, 4) as to suggest tliat,

like Amos, lie may have been either a heriisman or

a vine-dresser, who had heard the howling of the

jackals (i. 8, A. V. "dragons") as he watched his

docks or his vines by night, and had seen the lions

slaughtering the sheep (v. 8). One peculiarity

\7hich he has in common with Isaiah is the frequent

use of paronomasia ; in i. 10-15 there is a succes-

sion of inst;inces of this figure in the plays upon

words suggested by the various places enumerated

(comp. also ii. 4), which it is impossible to transfer

to English, though Ewald has attempted to render

them into German {Fropheten des A. B. i. 329,

W'M). The poetic vigour of the opening scene and of

the dramatic dialogue sustained throughout the last

two chapters has already been noticed.

The language of Micah is quoted in Matt. ii. 5, 6,

and his prophecies alluded to in Matt. x. 35, 36
;

Mark xiii. 12 ; Luke xii. 53 ; John vii. 42.

2. (Mixa: Micha). A descendant of Joel the

Keubenite [Joel, 5], and ancestor of Beerah, who
was prince of his tribe at the time of the captivity

of the northern kingdom (1 Chr. v. 5).

3. The sou of Merib-baal, or Mephibosheth, the

son of Jonathan (1 Chr. viii. 34, 35, ix. 40, 41).

In 2 Sam. ix. 12 he is called Micha.
4. A Kohathite Levite, eldest son of Uzziel the

brother of Amrara, and therefore cousin to Moses

and Aaron (1 Chr. xxiii. 20). In Ex. vi. 22 neither

Micah nor his brother Jesiah, or Isshiah, appears

among the sons of Uzziel, who are there said to be

Mishael, Elzaphan, and Zithri. In the A. V. of

1 Chr. xxiv. 24, 25, the names of the two brothers

are written Michah and Isshiah, though the

Hebrew forms are the same as in the preceding

chapter. This would seem to indicate that chaps.

xxiii., xxiv., were translated by different hands.

5. (Mix«'a)- The father ofAbdon, a man of high

station in the reign of Josiah. In 2 K. xxii. 12 he is

Ciilled "MiCHAiAH the father of Achbor." [W.A.W.]

MICAI'AH (•in:3''D : Mixaias : Michaeas).

There are seven persons of this name in the O.T.

besides Micah the Levite, to whom the name is

twice given in the Hebrew (Judg. xvii. 1, 4);
Micah and IMicaiah meaning the same thing, " Who
like Jehovah ?" In the A. V. however, with the one

exception following, the name is given as MiCHAiAH.

The sou of Iralah, a prophet of Samaria, who,
in the last year of the reign of Ahab, king of Israel,

predicted his defeat and death, u.c. 897. The cir-

cumstances were as follows:—Three years after the

great battle with Benhadad, king of Syria, in which
the extraordinary number of 10rt,000 Syrian soldiers

is said to have been slain, without reckoning the

27,000, who, it is asserted, were killed by the" fall-

ing of the wall at Aphek, Ahab proposed to Jeho-

shaphat king of Judah that they should jointly go

up to battle against Ramoth (jilead ; which Ben-

hadad was, apparently, bound by treaty to restore

to Ahab. Jehoshaphat, whose son Jehoram had

married Athaliah, Ahab's daughter, assented in

cordial woi'ds to the proposal ; but suggested that

they should first "enquire at the word of Jeho-

vah." Accordingly, Ahab assembled 400 pro-

phets, while, in an open space at the gate of the

city of Samaria, he and Jehoshaphat sat in royal

robes to meet and consult them. The prophets

a As the detinlte article is prefixed in Hebrew, Thenlus,

Bertheau, and Bunsen translate t/ic Spirit, and understand

a personification of the Spirit of l*rophecy. But the ori-

Kinal words seem to be merely an extreme iiistjmce of the
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unanimously gave a favourable response ; and among
them, Zedekiali the son of Chenaanah, made horns

of iron as a symbol, and announced, from Jeho-

vah, that with those horns Ahab would push the

Syrians till he consumed them. For some reason

which is unexplained, and can now only be conjec-

tured, Jehoshaphat was dissatisfied with the answer,

and asked if there was no other prophet of Jehovah,

at Samaria? Ahab replied that there was yet

one—Micaiah, the son of Imlah ; but, in words

which obviously call to mind a passage in the Iliad

(i. lOG), he added, " I hate hitn, for he does not

prophecy good concerning me, but evil." Micaiah

was, nevertheless, sent for ; and after an attempt

had in vain been made to tamper with him, he first

expressed an ironical concurrence with the 400 pro-

phets, and then openly foretold the defeat of Ahab's

army and the death of Ahab himself. And in op-

position to the other prophets, he said, that he had

seen Jehovah sitting on His throne, and all the host

of Heaven standing by Him , on His right hand and

on His left : that Jehovah said. Who shall persuade

Ahab to go up and fall at Ramoth Gilead ; that a

Spirit * came forth and said that he would do so

;

and on being asked. Wherewith ? he answered, that

he would go forth and be a lying spirit in the

mouth of all the prophets. Irritated by the account

of this vision, Zedekiah struck Micaiah on the

cheek, and Ahab ordered Micaiah to be taken to

jirison, and fed on bread and water, till his return

to Samaria. Ahab then went up with his army to

Ramoth Gilead ; and in the battle which ensued , Ben-

hadad, who could not have failed to becomeacquainted

with Micaiah's prophecy, uttered so publicly,

which had even led to an act of public, personal,

violence on the part of Zedekiah, gave special orders

to direct the attack against Ahab, individually.

Ahab, on the other hand, requested Jehoshaphat to

wear his royal robes, which we know that the king

of Judah had brought with him to Samaria (1 K.

xxii. 10) ; and then he put himself into disguise for

the battle ; hoping thus, probably, to baffle the de-

signs of Benhadad, and the prediction of Micaiah

—

but he was, nevertheless, struck and mortallywounded

in the combat by a random arrow. See 1 K. xxii.

1-35 ; and 2 Chr. xviii.—the two accounts in which

are nearly word for word the same.

Josephus dwells emphatically on the death of

Ahab, as showing the utility of proj)hecy, and the

impossibility of escaping destiny, even when it is

revealed beforeh.ind {Ant. viii. 15, §6). He says

that it steals on human souls, flattering them with

cheerful hopes, till it leads them round to the

point whence it will gain the mastery over them.

This was a theme familiar to the Greeks in many
tragic tales, and Josephus uses words in unison

with their ideas. (See Euripides, Hippolyt. 125G,

and compare Herodot. vii. 17, viii. 77, i. 91.)

From his interest in the story, Josephus relates

several details not contained in the Bible, some of

which are probable, while others are very unlikely
;

but for none of which does he give any authority.

Thus, he says, Micaiah was alre;idy in prison, when
sent for to prophesy before Ahab and Jehoshaphat,

and that it was Micaiah who had predicted death by a

lion to the son of a prophet, under the circumstances

mentioned in 1 K. xx. 35, 36 ; and had rebuked

Ahab after his brilliant viotoiy over the Syrians for

Hebrews conceiving as definite what would be indefinite

in English. (See Gesen. Gram. $107, and 1 K. iii. 21) 'I'lie

Spirit is conceived as definite from its corresponding to the

requirements In the preceding fiuestlon of Jehovah.
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not putting r.eiiliadad to death. And there is no

doubt that these facts would be not only consistent

with the narrative in the Bible, but would throw-

additional light upon it ; for the rebuke of Ahab in

his hour of triumph, on account of his forbearance,

was calculated to excite in him the intcnsest feel-

ings of displeasure and moi-tification ; and it would
at cnce explain Ahab's hatred of jMicaiah, if Micaiah

was the prophet by whom the rebuke was given.

And it is not unlikely that Ahab in his resentment

miglit have caused Micaiah to be thrown into prison,

just as the princes of Judah, about 300 years later,

maltreated Jeremiah in the same way ( Jer. x.\xvii.

15). But some other statements of Josephus can-

not so readily be regarded as probable. Thus he

relates tliat when Ahab disguised himself, he gave

his own royal robes to be worn by Jehoshaphat, in

the battle of Ramoth Gilead—an act, wliich would
have been so unreasonable and cowardly in Ahab,
and would have shown such singular complaisance

in Jehoshaphat, that although supported by the

translation in the Septuagint, it ainnot be received

as true. The fact that some of the Syrian captains

mistook Jehoshaphat for Ahab is fully explained

by Jehoshaphat's being the only person, in the army
of Israel, who wore roy;il robes. Again, Josephus
infonns us, that Zedckiah alleged, as a reason for

disregarding Micaiah's prediction, that it was di-

rectly at variance with the prophecy of Elijah, that

dogs should lick the blood of Ahab, where dogs had
licked the blood of Naboth, in the city of Samaria

:

inasmuch as Ramoth Gilead, where, according to

Micaiah, Ahab was to meet his doom, was distant

from Samaria a journey of three days. It is un-
likely, however, that Zedekiah would have founded
an argument on Elijah's insulting prophecy, even
to the meekest of kings who might have been the

subject of it ; but that, in order to prove himself in

the right as against Jlicaiuh, he should have ven-
tured on such an allusion to a person of Ahab's
character, is absolutely incredible.

It only remains to add, that besides what is dwelt
on by Josephus, the history of Micaiah offers several

points of interest, among which the two following
may be specified; 1st. Micaiiih's vision presents

what may be legarded as transitional ideas of one
origin of evil actions. In Exodus, Jehovah Himself
is represented as directly hardening Pharaoh's heart

(vii. 3, 13, .xiv. 4, 17, X. 20, 27.) In the Book of
Job, the name of Satan is mentioned ; but he is

admitted without rebuke, among the sons of God,
into the pre«;nce of Jehovah (.Job i. 6-12). After
the Captivity, the idea of Satan, as an independent
principle of evil, in direct opposition to goodness,
becomes fully established (] Chr. xxi.l; and
compare Wisd. ii. 24). [Satan.] Now the ideas

presented in the vision of Micaiah are dillerent

I'rom each of these three, and occupy a place of
their own. They do Jiot go so far as the Book of
Job—much less so far as the ideas current after the
Captivity ; but they go farther than Exodus. See
Ewald, Poet. Biicher, 3tterTheil, 05. 2ndly. The
history of Miciiiah is an exemplification in practice,

of contradictory predictions being made by dill'eient

prophets. Other striking instances occur in the

time of Jeremiah (xiv. 13, 14 ; xxviii. 15, 16; xxiii.

16, 25, 2C). The only rule bearing on the judg-
ment to be foi-med under such circumstances, seems
to have been a negative one, which would be

mainly useful after the event. It is laid down iu

Deut. xviii. 21, 22, where the question is asked,

how the children of Israel irere to knmo the word

MICHAEL
which Jehovah had not spoken ? And the solution

is, that " if the thing follow not, nor come to

pass, that is the thing which Jehovah has not

spoken." [E. T.]

MI'CHA ( ND^p : Mixd : Micha). 1. The son

of Mephibosheth (2 Sam. is. 12); elsewhere (1

Ch. ix. 40; c:dled MiCAH.

2. A Levite, or family of Levites, who signed

the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 11).

3. (Alex. 'AfiSixi, '^eh. xi. 22). The father of

Mattaniah, a Gershonite Levite and descendant of

Asaph (Neh. xi. 17, 22). He is elsewhere called

MiCAH (1 Ch. ix. 15) and MiCHAiAH (Neh. xii. 35).

4. (Mixa ; Alex. Xeifid: Micha). A Simeonite,

father of Ozias, one of the three governors of the

city of Bethulia in the time of Judith (Jud. vi. 15).

His name is remarkable as being connected with

one of the few specific allusions to the ten tribes

after the captivity.

MI'CHAEL 6k3^»: M^xa^X : MichaSl).

1. An Asherite, father of Sethui", one of the twelve

spies (Num. xiii. 13).

2. The son of Abihail, one of the Gadites who
settled in the laud of Bashan (1 Chr. v. 13).

3. Another Gadite, ancestor of Abihail (1 Chr.

V. 14).

4. A Gershonite Levite, ancestor of Asaph (1

Chr. vi. 40).

5. One of the five sons of Izrahiah of the ti-ibe

of Issachar, " all of them chiefs," who with their

" troops of the battle-host" mustered to the num-
ber of 36,000 in the days of David (1 Chr. vii. 3).

6. A Benjamite of the sons of Beriah (1 Chr.

viii. 16).

7. One of the captains of the "thousands" ot

Manasseh who joined the fortunes of David at Ziklag

(1 Chr. .xii. 20).

8. The father, or ancestor of Omri, chief of the

tribe of Issachar in the reign of David (1 Chr. xxvii.

18) ;
possibly the same as No. 5.

9. One of the sons of Jehoshaphat who were

murdered by their elder brother Jehoram (2 Chr.

xxi. 2, 4).

10. The father or ancestor of Zebadiah of the

sons of Shephatiah who retui-ned with Ezra (Ezr,

viii. 8 ; 1 Esdr. viii. 34). [W. A. W.]

11. * One," or " the first of the chief princes
"

or archangels (Dan. x. 13; comp. 6 apx^yy^^os
in Jude 9), described in Dan. x. 21 as the " prince"

of Israel, and in xii. 1 as " the great prince which

standeth " in time of conflict " for tlie children of

tny people." All these passages in the 0. T. belong

to that late period of its Revelation when, to the

general declaration of the angelic office, was added

the division of that office into parts, and the assign-

ment of them to individual angels. [See ANGELS,
vol. i. p. 70 a.] This assignment served, not only

to give that vividness to man's faith in God's super-

natural agents, which was so much needed at a time

of captivity, during the abeyance of His local mani-

festitions and regular agencies, but also to mark
the finite and ministerial nature of the angels, lest

they should be worshipped in themselves. Accord-

ingly, as Gabriel represeiit« the ministration of the

angels towards man, so Ivlichael is the type and

leaderof their sti-ife, in God's name and His strength,

against the power of Satan. In the 0. T. therefor?

he is the guardian of the Jewish people in their

antagonism to godless pwwer and heathenism. In

the N. T. (see Rev. xii. 7) he fights in lieaven against
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tlie dragon— " that oil serpent called the Devil and
Satan, which deceivoth the whole world-'' and so

takes part in that struggle, which is the work of the

Church on earth. The nature and method of his

wai- against Sata i are not explained, because the

knowledge would be unnecessary and perhaps

impossible to us: the fact itself is revealed i-arely,

and with that mysterious vagueness which hangs
over all angelic ministration, but yet with plaimiess

and certainty.

There remains still one passage (Jude 9 ; comp.
2 Pet. ii. 11) in which we are told that " Michael

the archangel, when contending with the devil he

disputed about the body of Moses, durst not bring

against him a railing accusation, but said. The Lord
rebuke thee." The allusion seems to be to a Jewish

legend attached to Deut. x.x.xiv. (3. The Targum
of Jonathan attributes the burial of Jloses to the

hands of the angels of God, and paiticularly of the

archangel JDchael, as the guardian of Israel. Later

traditions (see Oecumen. in Jiid. cap. i.) set forth

how Satan disputed the burial, claiming for himself

the dead body because of the blood of the Egyptian

(Ex. ii. 12) which was on Moses's hands. The reply

of Michael is evidently taken from Zech. iii. 1,

where, on Satiui's " resisting" Joshua the high-

priest, beciuse of the filthy garments of his iniquity,

Jehovah, or "the angel of Jehovah" (see vol. i.

p. 68 6), said unto Satan, "Jehovah rebuke thee,

Sat;in ! Is not this a brand plucked from the

Hre?" The spirit of the answer is the reference

to God's mercy alone for our justirication, and the

leaving of all vengeance and rebuke to Him ; and
in this spirit it is quoted by the Apostle.*

The Rabbinical traditions about Michael are very
numerous. They oppose him constantly to Sam-
raael, the accuser and enemy of Israel, as disputing

for the soul of Moses ; as bringing the ram the sub-

stitute for Isaac, which Sammael sought to keep

back, &c. &c. : they give him the title of the " great

high-priest in heaven," as well as that of the " gi'eat

prince and conqueror;" and finally lay it down
that " wherever Michael is said to have appeared,

there the glory of the Shechinah is intended." It

is clear that the sounder among them, in making
such use of the name, intended to personify the

Divine Power, and tvpify the Messiah (see Schoett-

gen, Hor. Hehr. i. 1079, 1119, ii. 8, 15, ed. Dresd.

1742). But these traditions, as usual, are erected

on very slender Scriptural foundation. [A. B.]

MI'CHAH (HD'-p : mxi : Micha), eldest son

of Uzziel, the son of Kohath (1 Chr. xxiv. 24, 25),
elsewhere '1 Chr. xxiii. 20) called MiCAH.

MICHAI'AH (n''^''^ : Mixaias : Micha).

The name is identical with that elsewhere rendered

Michaiah. 1. The father of Achbor, a man of high
rank in the reign of Josiah (2 K. xxii. ]2). He
is the same as MiCAH the father of Abdon (2 Chr.
xxxiv. 20).

2. (Mixaia; Alex. Mixaia: Michaid). The
sou of iiaccur, a descendant of Asaph (Neh. xii.

H5). He is the same as Micah the son of Zichri
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" From unwillingness to acknowledge a reference to a

mere Jewish tradition (in spite of vers. 14, 15), some have
supposed St. Jude's reference to be to Zech. iii. 1, and
explained ihe " body of Moses " to be the Jewish, as the
" body of Christ" Is the Christian, Church. The whole
explanation is forced ; but the analogy on which the last

part is based is absolutely unwarrantable ; and the very
attempt to draw it shews a forgetfuluess of the true

meaning of that cumniunion with Christ, which is implied
liy the latter espressiun.

f 1 Chr. ix. 15) and MiciiA the son of Zabdi (Neh.

xi. 17).

3. (Omitted in Vat. MS.; Alex. Mtxajaj:
Michea). One of the priests who blew the trum-
pets at the dedication of the wall of Jerasalem by
Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 41).

4. (-in^D^D : Maoxa : Micham). The daughter

of Uriel of Gibeah, wife of Rehoboam, and mother
of Abijali king of Jndah (2 Chr. xiii. 2). She
is elsewhere called " Maachah the daughter of

Abishalom " (1 K. xv. 2), or " Absalom " (2 Chr.
xi. 20), being, in all probability, his granddaughter,
and daughter of Tamar according to Josephus.
[Maachah, 3.] The reading " Maachah "

is pro-

bably the true one, and is supported by the LXX.
and Peshito-Syriac.

5. (Mixoict : Michaea). One of the princes of

Jehoshaphat whom he sent with certain priests and
Levites to teach the law of Jehovah in the cities of

Judah (2 Chr. xvii. 7). [W. A. W.]

6. ("in^DO: Mixctiaj: ¥.X.Ui%4as: Michaeas).

The son of Gemariah. He is only mentioned on
one occasion. After Baruch had read, in public,

prophecies of Jeremiah announcing imminent cala-

mities, Michaiah went and declared them to all the

princes assembled in king Zedekiah's house ; and
the princes forthwith sent for Baruch to read the

piophecies to them (Jer. xx.wi. 11-14). Michaiah

w as the third in descent of a princely family, whose
names are recorded in connexion with important

religious transactions. His grandfather Shaphan
was the scribe, or secretary of king Josiah, to whom
Hilkiah the high-priest fii-st delivered the book of

the law which he said he had found in the House
of Jehovah—Shaphan first perusing the book him-
self, and then reading it aloud to the youthful king

(2 K. xxii. 10). And it was from his father Gema-
riah's chamber in the Temple, that Baruc hiead the

prophecies of Jeremiah, in the ears of all the people.

Moreover, Gemariah was one of the three who
made intercession to king Zedekiah, although in

vain, that he would not burn the roll containing

Jeremiah's prophecies. [E. T.]

MICH'AL (?3*Cl : MeXx<5^ ; Joseph. MixaAa:

Michol), the younger of Saul's two daughters

(1 Sam. xiv. 49). The king had proposed to

bestow on David his eldest daughter Merab ; but

before the marriage could be arranged an unex-

pected turn was given to the matter by tiie beha-

viour of Jlichal, who fell violently in love with the

young hero. The marriage with lier elder sister

was at once put aside. Saul eagerly caught at

the opportunity which the change afforded him
of exposing his rival to the risk of death. The
p'ice Hxed on Michal's hand was no less than the

slaughter of a hundred Philistines." For these the

usuid "dowry" by which, according to the cus-

tom of the East, from the time of Jacob down to

the present day, the father is paid for his daughter,

was relinquished. David by a biilli.int feat doubled

the tale of victims, and Michal became his wife.

What her age was we do not know—her husband
cannot have been more than sixteen.

" Perhaps nothing in the whole Bible gives 80 complete

an example of the gap which exists between Kastem
and Western ideas, as the maimer in which the tale of

these uncircumciscd enemies of Israel was to be count* d.

Josephus softens it by substituting hoads for foreskins,

but it is obvious that heads would not have answered the

same purpose. The LXX., who often alter obnoxious ex-

pressions, adhere to the Hebrow text.
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It was not long bet'ore the ^t^ellgtll of lier affec-

tion was put to' the proof. They seem to have

been liviu<c at Gibeah, thwi the head-qiiarters of

the king and the army. After one of t?aul's atticks

of frenzy, in whicli David had bai-ely escaped

being transfixed by the king's great spear, Michal

learned that the house was being watched by the

myrmidons of Saul, and that it was intended on

the next morning to attack her husband as he left

his door (.\ix. 11). That the intention was real

was evident from the behaviour of the king's

soldiers, who paraded round and round the town, and
" returning" to the house " in the evening," with

loud crie3,'more like the yells of the savage dogs of

the Kast tliau the utterances of human beings,

" belched out " curses and lies against the young

warrior who had so lately sliatned them all (Fs. lix.!"

3, i>, 7, 12). Michal seems to have known too

well the vacillating and ferocious disposition of her

father when in these demoniacal moods. The

attack was ordered for the morning ; but before

the morning arrives the king will probably have

changed his mind and hastened his stroke. So

like a true soldier's wife, she meets stratagem by

stratagem. She first provided for David's safety by

lowering him out of the window : to gain time

for him to reach the residence of Samuel she next

dressed up the bed as if still occupied by him : the

teraphim, or household god, was laid in the bed, its

head enveloped, like that of a sleeper, iri the usual

net"-" of goat's hair for protection from gnats, the

rest of the figure covered with the wide beged or

j)laid. It happened as she had feared ; Saul could

not -delay his vengeance till David appeai-ed out of

doors, but sent his people into the house. The
reply of Michal is that her husband is ill and

cannot be distuibed. At last Saul will be baulked

no longer : his messengers force their way into the

inmost apartment and there discover the deception

which has been played off upon them with such

success. Saul's rage may be imagined : his fury

was such that Michal was obliged to fkbriaite a

story of David's having attempted to kill her.

This was the last time she saw her husband

for many years; and when the rupture between

Saul anil I)avid had become open and incurable,

Michal w.\s manied to anotlier man, I'haiti or

Phaltiel of Gallim (1 Sam. xxv. 44; 2 Sam. iii.

1.5), a village prob.ibly not far from Gibeah.

After the <ieath of her father and brothere at

Gilboa, Michal and her new husband appear to

have betaken themselves with the rest of the

family of Saul to the eastern side of the .Jordan.

If the old Jewish tradition inserted by the Targum
in 2 .Sam. xxi. may be followc-d, she was occupied

in bringing up the sons of her sistei- Merab and

Adriel of Meholah. At any rate it is on the road

leading up fiom the Jordan valley to the Mount
of Olives that we first encounter her with her

husband—Michal under the joint escort of David's

messengers and Abner's twenty men, en route to

David at Hebron, the submissive Plialticl behind,

bewailing the wife thus torn from him. It was at

b This I'salm by iu title in the Hebrew, LXX., Vul-

g.ile, anil Targum, is referred to the event in question, a

view strenuously supported by Hengslcaberg.

" D^'iy "1*33. This Is Ewald's explanation of

a term which has puzzled all other commentators

(Oesch. Hi. 101). For "1'33, the LXX. seem to have

read ^3^, a liver; since they state that Michal "put

the liver of a goiit at David's head." For an ingenious

suggestion founded on this, see Magic, p. l"9o.
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least fourteen years since David and she had paricl

at Gibeah, since she had watched him disapj^ear

down the cord into the darkness and had perilled

her own life for his against the rage of her iasiuie

father. That David's love for his absent wife had

luidergone no change in the interval seems certiiin

from the eagerness with which he reclaims her

as soon as the opportunity is aflbrded him. Im-

portant as it w;is to him to make an alliance

with Ishbosheth and the great tribe of Benjamin,

and much as he respected Abner, he will not

listen for a moment t« any overtures till his wife

is restored. Every circumstance is fresh in his

memory. "I will not see thy face except thou

first bring Saul's daughter .... my wife Michal

whom I espoused to me for a hundred foreskins

of the Philistines" (2 Sam. iii. 13, 14). The

meeting took place at Hebron. How Michal com-

ported herself in the altered circumsUinces of David s

household, how she received or was received by

Abigail and Ahinoam we are not told; but it is

plaiu from the subsequent occun-ences that some-

thing had happened to alter the relations of hei-self

and David. They were no longer what they had

been to each other. The alienation was probably

mutual. On her side must have been the recol-

lection of the long contests which had taken place

in the interval between her father and David ; the

strong anti-Saulite and anti-Beujamite feeling pre-

valent in the camp at Hebron, where every word

she heard must have contained some distasteful

allusion, aud where at every turn she must have

encountered men like Abiathar the priest or

Ismaiah the Gibeonite (1 Chr. xii. 4; comp. 2

Sam. sxi. 2), who had lost the whole or the

greater part of their relatives in some sudden burst

of her father's fury. Add to this the connexion

betweeu her husband and the Philistines who had

killed her father and brothei-s ; and, more than all

perhaps, the inevit;ible difference between the boy-

husband of her recollections aud the matured and

occupied warrior who now received her. The whole

must have come upon her as a strong contrast to

the aflectionate husband whose teal's had followed

her along the road over Olivet, and to the honie

over which we cannot doubt she ruled supreme.

On the side of David it is natural to put her

advanced yeare, in a climate where women are

old at thirty, and probably a petulant and jealous

temper inherited from her father, one outburst of

which certainly produced the rupture between

them which closes our knowledge of Michal.

It was the day of David's greatest triumph, when

he brought the Ark of Jehovah from its temporary

resting-place to its home in the newly-acquired

city. It was a triumph in every respect jieculiarly

his own. The procession consisted of priests, Le-

vites, the captiiins of the host, the elders of the

nation ; and conspicuous in front, " in the midst of

the damsels playing on the timbrels," * was the king

dancing and leaping. M ichal watched this procession

approach from the window of her apartments in the

royal harem ; the motions of her husband « shocked

d No doubt a similar procession to that alluded to in

Ps. Ixvlil. 25, where It will be observed that the words

interpolated by our translators—" among them u'tre the

damsels"—alter the sense. The presence of the women

as stated above is implied in the words of Michal in 2 Sani.

vi. 20, when compared with the statement of Ps. Ixviii

<= It seems from the words of Michal (vi. 20). which

must be taken in their literal sense, coupled with the

statement of 1 Chr. .\v. 27, that David was clad In nothing

but the ephod of thin linen. So it is understood by
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her as unJigLiifled and imlecent— "she desjiiseJ

him in her heart." It would have been well it'

her contempt had rested there; but it was not in

her nature to conceal it, and when, after the

exertions of the long day were over, the last burnt-

offering and the last peace-offering oflered, the last

])ortiou distributed to the crowd of worshippers,

the king entered his house to bless his family, he

was received by his wife not with the congratula-

tions which he had a right to expect and which

would have been so grateful to him, but with a

bitter taunt which showed how incapable she was

of appreciating either her husband's temper or the

service in which he had been engaged. David's

retort was a tremendous one, conveyed in words

which once spoken could never be recalled. It

gathered up all the differences between them which

made sympathy no longer possible, and we do

not need the assurance of the sacied writer that

" Michal had no child unto the day of her death,"

to feel quite certain that all intercourse between

her and David must have ceased from that date.

Josephus {Ant. vii. 4, §:!) intimates that she

returned to Fhaltiel, but of this there is no men-

tion in the records of the Bible ; and, however

much we may hesitate at doubting a writer so

accurate as Josephus when his own interests are

not concerned, yet it would be difficult to reconcile

such a thing with the known ideas of the Jews as to

women who had once shaied the king's bed.' [See

KlZPAH, AUISHAG, ADONIJAH.]
Her name appeure but once again (2 Sam. xxi. 8)

as the bringer-up, or more accurately the mother,

of five of the grandchildren of Saul who were

sacrificed to Jehovah by the Gibeonites on the

hill of Gibeah. But it is probably more correct

to substitute Merab for Wichal in this place, for

which see p. 327. [G.]

MICHE'AS {Michaeas), the prophet Micah
the Morasthite (2 Esd. i. 39).

MICHTHAS (DOrp : MaxMa^ ; Alex. Xo/i-

fxas : Machmas), a variation, probably a later» form,

(if the nameMicuMASH (Ezr. ii. 27 ; Neh. vii. 31).

In the parallel passage of 1 Esdras it is given as

Macalon. See the following article. [G.]

MICH'MASH (E^'0^p: Maxyujis: Machmas),

a tovn which is known to us almost solely by its

connexion with the Philistine war of Saul and Jo-

nathan (1 Sam. .\iii. xiv.). It has been identified

with gi-eat probability in a village which still bears

the name of Mukhmas, and stands at about 7 miles

north of Jerusalem, on the northcin edge of the

great Wady Suueinit— in some Maps W. Fuwar—
Procopius of Gaza (in 1 Chr. xv.). The ephod seems to

have been a kind of tippet which \vi>nt over the

shoulders, (cVuMt's), and cannot have afforded much pro-

tection to the person, especially of a man In violent

action.

f The Jewish tradition, preserved in the Targum on

Knth iii. 8, states that Phaltiel had from the first acted in

accordance with the Idea alluded to in the text. He Is

placed in the same rank with Joseph, and is aimme-

morated as " I'haltlel, son of LaUh, the pious (Xl^pH,

the word used for the Puritans of the New Testament

limes), who plaa-d a sword between himself and Michal

Saul's daughter, lest he should go in unto her." [As.si-

DAEASS.]

» The change of ^ into D '= frcfiuout in the later

Hebrew (see Gesen. Thcs. 93U').
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which forms the main pass of communication be-

tween the central highlands on which the village

stands, and the Jordan valley at Jericho. Imme-
diately facing Mukhmas, on the opposite side of the

ravine, is the modern representjitive of Geba ; and
behind this again are ftamah and Gibeah—all me-
morable names in the long struggle which has im-
mortalised Michmash. Bethel is about 4 miles to

the north of Michmash, and the interval is filled up
by the heights of Dnrka, Dcir Diican, Tell el-

Hajar, kc, which appear to have constituted the
" Mount Bethel " of the narrative (xiii. 2). So
much is necessary to make the notices of Michmash
contained in the Bible intelligible.

The place was thus situated in the very middle
of the tiibe of Benjamin. If the name be, as some
scholars assert (Fiirst, flandub. 6006, 7326), com-
pounded fiom that of Chemosh, the Moabite deity,

it is not improbably a relic of some incursion or in-

vasion of the Moabitesjjustas Chephar-haammonai,
in this very neighbourhood, is of the Ammonites.
But though in the heart of Benjamin, it is not named
in the list of the towns of that tribe (romp. Josh,

xviii.), but first appears as one of the chief points of

Saul's position at the outbreak of the war. He was
occupying the range of heights just mentioned, one

end of his line resting on Bethel, the other at

Michmash (1 Sam. xiii. 2). In Geba, close to him,
but separated by the wide and intricate valley, the

Philistines had a garrison, with a chief •officer.

The taking of the garrison or the killing of the

officer by Saul's son Jonathan was the first move.
The next was for the Philistines to swarm up
from their sea-side plain in such numbers, that no
alternative was left for Saul but to retire down
the Wady to Gilgal, near Jericho, that from that

ancient sanctuary he might collect and reassure

the Israelites. Michmash was then occupied by
the Philistines, and was their furthest post to the

East.'' But it was destined to witness their sudden
overthrow. While he was in Geba, and his father

in Michmash, Jonathan must have crossed the

intervening valley too often not to know it tho-

roughly ; and the intricate paths which render it

impossible for a stranger to find his way through
the mounds and hummocks which crowd the bottom
of the ravine—with these he was so familiar—the
" passages" here, the " sharp rocks" there— as to

be able to traveree them even in the dark. It was
just as the day dawned (Joseph. Ant. vi. 6, §2)
that the watchers in the ganison at Michmash
descried the two Hebrews clambering up the steeps

beneath. We leani from the details furnished by
Josephus, who must have had an Dj-portunity of

examining the spot when he passed it with Titus

• The Hebrew word 2'')t2. or ^^V^. means both an

officer and a garrison (Gesen. Thes. 9(]3). It Is rendered
in the A. V. by the fornifT in 1 K. iv. 19, and by the latter

in the passage in question. Ewald (ffwcA. Iii. 41) affinne
unhesitatingly that the former is correct; but not so
Michaelis, Zunz, and I)e Wetle, in their translations, or

Gesenius as above. The English word " post " embraces
some of the signitications of A'etsib.

•> See xlv. 31, where .Michmash is named as the point

on the east at which the slaughter began, and Ajalon, on
the west, that at which it terminated. Unlike the Ca-

naanltcs (Josh, x.), who probably made off in the dlrcctinn

of Phoenicia, and therefore chose the upper road by tin-

two Beth-liorons, the Philistines when they reached Gib( on
to<ik the left hand and lower road, by the Ha</y .*>i(/ei"miiii

—where Ta/o still exists—the most direct access to ihcif

own maritime plain.
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ou their way to tlie siege of Jerusalem (see B. J.

v. 2, §1), that the part of Wichniash in which

the Philistines had esujblished themselves, consisted

of three summits, surrounded by a line of rocks

like a natural entrenchment, and ending in a long

and sharp precipice believed to be impregnable.

Finding himself observed from above, and taking

the invitation as an omen in his favour, Jonathan

turned from the course which he was at first i)ur-

suing, and crept up in the direction of the ]>oint

reputed impregnable. And it was there, according

to Josephus, that he and his amiour-bearer made
their entrance to the camp (Joseph. Ant. vi. 6, §2).

[GiBEAH, vol. i. 6906 ;
Jonathan.]

Unless JMakaz be Michmash—an identification

for which we have only the authority of the LXX.
—we hear nothing of the place from this time

till the invasion of Judah by Sennacherib in the

reign of Hezekiah, when it is mentioned by Isaiah

{x. 28). He is advancing by the northern road,

and has passed Ai and Migron. At Michmash, on

the further side of the almost impassable ravine,

the heavy baggage (A. V. " carriages," see vol. i.

281a) is deposited, but the great king himself

crosses the pass, and takes up his quarters for the

night at Geba. All this is in exact accordance with

the indications of the narrative of 1 Samuel, and

with the present localities.

After the captivity the men of the place returned,

122 in number (Ezr. ii. 27; Neh. vii. 31; in

both these the name is slightly altered to Michmas),
and re-oocupied their former home (Neh. xi. 31 ).

At a later date it became the residence of Jo-

nathan Maccabaeus, and the seat of his government

(1 Mace. ix. 73, "Machmas;" Joseph. Ant. -Kin.

1, §6). In the time of Eusebius and Jerome ( Otio-

masticon, "Machmas") it was "a very large

village retaining its ancient name, and Ijnng near

Kamah in the district of Aelia (Jerusalem) at 9

miles distance therefrom."

Later still it was famed for the excellence of its

corn. See the quotation from the Mishna (Mena-

choth) in Reland {Pal. 897), and Schwarz (131).

Whether this excellence is still maintained we do not

know. There is a good deal of cultivation in and

amongst groves of old olives in the broad shallow

wady which slopes down to the north and east of

the village ; but Miikhmas itself is a very poor

place, and the country close to it has truly "a
most forbidding aspect." " Huge gray rocks raise

up their bald crowns, completely hiding every patch

of soil, and the gray huts of the village, and the

gi-ay ruins that encompass them can hardly be dis-

tinguished from the rocks themselves." There are

considerable remains of massive foundations, co-

lumns, cisterns, &c., testifying to former prosperity,

greater than that of either Anathoth or Geba (Porter,

^Jlandbk. 215, 216).

Immediately below the village the great wady
spreads out to a considerable width—perhaps half a

mile ; and its bed is broken up into an intricate

mass of hummocks and mounds, some two of which,

before the torrents of 3000 winters had reduced

.and rounded their forms, were probably the two
"teeth of cliff"—the Bozez and Seneh of Jo-

nathan's adventure. Right opposite is Jcba, on a

curiously terraced hill. To the left the wady con-

tracts again, and shows a naiTow black gorge of

almost vertical limestone rocks pierced with myste-

» For the situatton of tlio town of Ashf.k see

Manasseh, p. 220.
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nous caverns and fissures, the resort, so the wiitiT

was assured, of hyenas, porcupines, and eagles. In

the wet season the stream is said to be often deopoi'

than a man's neck, very strong, and of a bright

yellow colour.

In the middle ages el-Bireh was believed to be

Michmash (see Maundrell, March 25 ; and the co-

pious detiils in Quaresmius, Ehicidatio, ii. 780,

787). But el-Birch is now ascei-tained on good

grounds to be identical with Beerotii. [G.]

3IICH'METHAH (nnp3?3n, i. e. the Mic-

methath : 'iKarrnccv, ^ri\ava6; Alex. Max6(o0, in

both cases: Mcchmethath, 31achinat/iath), a jilacr

which formed one of the landmarks of the boundary

of the teiritories of Ei)hiaim and Manasseh on the

western side of Jordan. (1.) It lay " facing

CJD ?J?) Shechem ;" it also was the next place on

the boundary west of ASUKR" (Josh. xvii. 7), it

indeed the two are not one and the same place—
hani-Micmethath a distinguishing affix to the com-

moner name of Asher. The latter ^-iew is taken

l>y Reland {Pal. 596)—no mean authority—and

also by Schwarz (147), but it is not supported by

the Masoretic accents of the passage. The formei'

is that of the Targum of Jonathan, jis well as our

own A. V. Whichever may ultimately be found

correct, the position of the place must be somewhere
on the east of and not iar disfcmt from Shechem.

But then (2.) this appears quite inconsistent with

the mention of the same name in the specification

of a former boundary (Josh. xvi. 6). Here the

whole description seems to relate to the boundary

between Benjamin and Ephraim {i. e. Ephraim's

southern boundai-y),and Michmethath follows Bcth-

horon the upper, and is stated to be on its west

or seaward side. Now Bethhoron is at least 2u
miles, as the crow files, from Shechem, and more
than 30 from Asher. The only escape from such

hopeless contradictions is the belief that the state-

ments of chap. xvi. have sufiered very great muti-

lation, and that a gap exists between verses 5 and 6,

which if supplied would give the landmai'ks which
connected the two remote points of Bethhoron and

Michmethath. The place has not been met with
nor the name discovered by travellers, ancient or

modern. [C"-]

MICH'RI(n30: Max/p ; Alex. Moxopc

:

Mochori). Ancestor of Elah, one of the heads of the

fathers of Benjamin (1 Chr. ix. 8) after the cap-

tivity.

MICH'TAM (Dr)30: (Trn\oypa<pla : tituU

inscriptio). This word occurs in the titles of six

Psalms (xvi., Ivi.-lx.), all of which are ascribed to

David. The marginal reading of our A. V. is "a
golden Psalm," while in the Geneva version it is

described as "a certain time." From the position

which it occupies in the title, compared with tha
'

of Mizmor (A. V. " Psalm," Ps. iv.-vi., &c.'

Maschil (P.s. xxxii., &c.), and Shiggaion (Ps. vii.

the first of which certainly denotes a song with

instrumental accompaniment (as distinguished froml

shir, a song for the voice alone), we may infer tha'

michtam is a term applied to these Psalms to deno

their musical character, but beyond this eveiything

is obscure. The very etymology of the woi-d

uncertain. 1. Kimchi and Aben Ezra, among

Rabbinic<d writers, trace it to the root DflS, cA-t

thani, as it appears in DHS, cethem, which is rcn-l

dcred in the A. V. " gold" (Job xxviii. 16), " puw
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golil" (Job xNviii. 19), "fine gold" (Job xxxi.

'24); because tlie Fsalm was to David precious as

fine gold. They have been followed by the trans-

lators in the margin of our version, and the MicMam
Psalms have been compared with the " Golden Say-

ings" of Pythagoras and the Proverbs of Ali.

Others have thought the epithet " golden " was
applied to these Psalms, because they were written

in letters of gold and suspended in the Sanctuary or

elsewhere, like the Moallakdt, or suspended poems
of Mecca, which were called Modhahabdt, or

" golden," because they were written in gold cha-

racters upon Egyptian linen. There is, however,

no trace among the Hebrews of a practice analogous

to this. Another interpretation, based upon the same
etymology of the word, is given to Michtam by an

unknown writer quoted by Jarchi (Ps. xvi. 1).

According to this it signifies " a crown," because

David asked God for His protection, and He was as

a crown to him (Ps. v. 12). ^ ^

2. InSyriactherootinconj.Pae/, '^Ji^ ,cathem,

signifies " to stain," hence " to defile," the primary

meaning in Peal being probably " to spot, mark
with spots," whence the substantive is in common
use in Rabbinical Hebrew in the sense of " spot

"

or " maik" (comp. Kimchi, on Am. i. 1). In this

sense the Niphal participle occurs in Jer. ii. 22,
" thine iniquity is spotted before me," which makes
tlie parallelism raoie striking than the " marked

"

of our A. V. Fiom this etymology the meanings

have been given to Michtam of "a noted song"

(Junius and Tremellius, insignis), or a song which

was graven or caiTed upon stone, a monumental
inscription ; the latter of which has the merit of

antiquity in its favour, being supported by the

renderings of the LXX., Theodotion, the Chaldee

Targum, and the Vulgate. (See Michaelis, Siippl.

ad Lex. Heh. No. 1242.) There is nothing in

the character of the Psalms so designated to render

the title appropriate ; had the Hebrews been ac-

quainted with musical notes, it would be as reason-

able to compare the word Michtam with the old

English " prick-song," • a song pricked or noted.

In the utter darkness which envelopes it, any con-

jecture is worthy of consideration; many are va-

lueless as involving the transference to one language

of the metaphors of another. ^ _, ^

3. The corresponding Arab. j^jS ^ katanui, " to

conceal, repress," is also resorted to for the explana-

tion oC Michtam, which was a title given to certain

Psalms according to Hezel, because they were
written while David was in concealment. This,

however, could not be appropriate to Ps. Iviii., Ix.

From the same root Ilengstenberg attributes to

them a hidden, mystical import, and renders Mich-
tam by Geheimniss, which he explains as " ein Lied

tiefen Sinnes." Apparently referring the word to

the same origin, Ewald ( Jahrb. viii. p. 68) suggests

that it may designate a song accompanied by bass

instruments, like " the cymbals of trumpet-sound"
of Ps. cl. 5, which would be adapted to the plaintive

character of Ps. xvi. and othei-s of the series to

which it is applied. The same moumful tone is
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• Shakspearc, Horn, and Jul. II. 4 : "He fights as you
s'mg pricksmig, keeps time, distance, and proportion."

b TOW Ta7reii'()i|)poi'OS ical aTrAoO toO Aaui'S.

« rair€Lv6(t>povoi icai afi.aiiJ.ov.

^ " Humilis et simpllcis David."

" The notion that there were two peoples culled Mi-
Jian founded on the tiappogcd shortness of the interval

also believed to be indiaited in Michtam as derived

fi'om a root analogous to the Aiab. j^iS ^ cathama,

which in conj. vii. signifies "to be sad," in which
case it would denote " an elegy."

4. But the explanation which is most approved

by Rosenmiiller and Gesenius, is that which finds

in Michtam the equivalent of 303^, mictdb ; a

word which occurs in Is. xxxviii. 9 (A. V. "writ-
ing"), and which is believed by Capellus {Crit.

Sacr. iv. 2, §11) to have been the reading followed

by the LXX. and Targum. Gesenius supports his

decision by instances of similar interchanges of 3
and D in roots of cognate meaning. In accordance
with this De Wette renders " Schrift."

5. For the sake of completeness another theory
may be noticed, which is quite untenable in itself,

but is curious as being maintained in the versions

of Aquila** and Symmachus,' and of Jerome "i ac-

cording to the Hebrew, and was derived from the

Rabbinical interpreters. According to these, DP13D

is an enigmatic word, equivalent to UT\) "HO

" humble and perfect," epithets applied to David
himself.

It is evident from what has been said, that nothing
has been really done to throw light upon the mean-
ing of this obscure word, and there seems little

likelihood that the dilliculty will be cleared away.
Beyond the general probability that it is a musical
term, the origin of which is uncertain and the appli-

cation lost, nothing is known. The subject wilj

be found discussed in Rosenmiiller's 5'cAo/«ffl {Psahn.
vol. i. explic. titul. xlii.-xlvi.), and by Hupfeld
{Die Psalmen i. 308-311), who has collected all

the e\ndence bearing upon it, and adheres to the

rendering kleinod (jewel, treasure), which Luthei-

also gives, and which is adopted by Hitzig and Men-
delssohn. [W. A. W.]

MID'DIN(n»: Mvwv; MaSuj^: Middin),

a city of Judah (Josh. xv. 61), one of the six speci-

fied as situated in the district of "the niidbar"
(A. V. "wilderness"). This midbar, as it con-

tained Beth ha-Arabah, the city of Salt, and En-
gedi, must have embraced not only the waste lands

on the upper level, but also the clifls themselves

and the strip of shore at their feet, on the edge of

the lake itself. Middin is not mentioned by Euse-
bius or Jerome, nor has it been identified or per-

haps sought for by later travellers. By Van da
Velde {Memoir, 256, and map) mention is made
of a valley on the south-western side of the Dead
Sea, below Masada, called Um cl-Dedun, which may
contain a trace of the ancient name. [G.]

MID'IAN ()np, " stnfe, contention," Ges.

:

MaSia^ : Madian), a son of Abraham and Keturah
(Gen. XXV. 2 ; 1 Chr. i. 32) ;

progenitor of the Mi-
diaiiites, or Arabians dwelling principally in the

desert north of the peuinsula of Arabia.* Southwards
they extended along the eastern shore of the Gulf
of Eyleh {Sinus Aelaniticus) ; and northwards they

stretched along the eastern frontier of Palestine

;

for any considerable multiplication from Abraham to

Moses, and on the mention of Moses' Cushite wife, the

writer thinks to be untenalile. Even conceding the former

objection, which is unnecessary, one tribe has ofton he-

come merged Into another, and older one, and only the

name of the later retained. See below and Mosks.
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while the oases in the peninsula of Siiiai seem to

have atl'orded them pasture grounds and caused it

to be included in the " land of Midian " (but see

below on this point). The people is always spoken

of, in the Hebrew, as " Midian," I'lO, except in

Gen. xxxvii. 36 ; Num. xxv. 17, xxxi. 2, where we
find the pi. D''jnD. In Gen. xxxvii. 28, the

form D^JHD occurs, rendered in the A. V. as well

as in the Vulg.' Midianites ; and this is probably

the correct rendering, since it occurs in ver. 36 of

the same chap. ; though the people here mentioned

may be descendants of Medan (which see). The
gentilic form 'JHD, " Midianite," occurs once,

Num. X. 29.

After the chronological record of Midian's birth,

with the names of his sons, in the xxvth chapter of

Genesis, the name disappears from the Biblical

history until the time of Moses ; Midian is first

mentioned, as a people, when Moses fled, having

killed the Egyptian, to the " land of Midian" (Ex. ii.

15), and married a daughter of a priest of Midian

(21). The " land of Midian," or the portion of it

specially referred to, was probably the peninsula of

Sinai, for we read in the next chapter (ver. 1) that

Moses led the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the

pnest of Midian " to the backside of the desert, and

came to the mountain of God, even Horeb," and

this agrees with a natural supposition that he did

not flee far beyond the frontier of Egypt (compare

Ex. xviii. 1-27, where it is recorded that Jethro

came to Moses to the mount of God after the Exodus

from Egypt : but in v. 27 " he went his way into

his own land:" see also Num. x. 29, 30). It

should, however, be remembered that the name
of Midian (and hence the " land of Midian ")
was perhaps often applied, as that of the most

powerful of the northern Arab tribes, to the northern

Arabs generally, i. e. those of Abrahamio descent

(comp. fSen. .xxxvii. 28, but see respecting this

passage above ; and Judg. viii. 24) ;
just as Bkne-

Kedem embraced all those peoples, and, witii a

wider signiflcation, other Eastern tribes. If this

reading of the name be correct, " Midian " would
con-esjwnd veiy nearly with our modern word
" Arab ;" limiting, however, the modern word
to the Arabs of the northern and Egyptian deserts:

all the Ishmaelite tribes of those desei ts would thus

be Midianites, as we call them Arabs, the desert

being their " land." At least, it cannot be doubted

that the descendants of Hagar and Keturah inter-

married ; and thus the Midianites are apparently

called Ishmaelites, in Judg. viii. 24, being connected,

both by blood and national customs, with the father

of the Arabs. The wandering habits of nomadic tribes

must also preclude our arguing from the fact of

Moses' leading his father's flock to Horeb, that Sinai

was necessarily more than a station of Midian : those

tiibes annually traverse a gieat extent of country

in search of pasturage, and have their established

summer and winter pastures. The Midianites were

mostly (not always) dwellers in tents, not towns

;

and Sinai h:\.s not sufliiciont pasture to support more
than a small, or a moving people. But it must
be remembered that perhaps (or we may say

probahhi) the Peninsula of Sinai has considerably

changed in its physical character since the time of

Moses ; for the adjacent isthmus has, since that

period, risen many feet, so that " the tongue of the

f The LXX. have here Maiirjfatot, which seems to be

fin unusual mode of writinK the name of the people

ioccnded from MoSioju The Samaritan has CJ^nO-
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Egyptian Sea" has "dried up:" atid this supposi.

tion would much diminish the difficulty of account-

ing for the means of subsistence found by tlic

Israelites in their wanderings in the wilderness,

when not miraculously supplied. Apart from
this consideration, we know that the Egyptians

afterwards woiked mines at Sardbet el-Khddim,

and a small mining population may have found

sufficient sustenance, at least in some seasons of

the year, in the few watered valleys, and wher-

ever ground could be reclaimed: rock-inscriptions

(though of later date) testify to the number of at

least passers-by ; and the remains of villages of a

mining population have been recently discovered.

—

Whatever may have been the position of Midian in

the Sinaitic peninsula, if we may believe the Ara-

bian historians and geographers, backed as their

testimony is by the Greek geographers, the city of

Midian was situate on the opposite, or Arabian,

shore of the Arabian gulf, and thence northwards and

spreading east and west we have the true country

of the wandering Midianites. See further in Six A i

.

The next occurrence of the name of this people

in the sacred history marks their northei-n settle-

ments on the border of the Promised Land, " on

this side Jordan [by] Jericho " in the plains of

Moab (Num. xxii. 1-4), when Balak said, of Israel,

to the elders (CJpT, or " old men," the same as

the Arab "sheykhs") of Midian, " Now shall this

company lick up all [that are] round about us, as

the ox licketh up the giass of the field." In the

subsequent transaction with Balaam, the elders of

Midian went with those of Moab, "with the

rewards of divination in their hand" (7); but

in the remarkable words of Balaam, the Midian-

ites are not mentioned. This might be explained

by the supposition that Midian was a wander-

ing tribe, whose pasture-lands reached wherever,

in the Arabian desert and frontier of Palestine,

pasture was to be found, and who would not

feel, in the same degree as Jloab, Amalek, or the

other more settled and agricultural inhabitants of the

land allotted to the tribes of Israel, the arrival of

the latter. But the spoil taken in the war that

soon followed, and more especially the mention of

the dwellings of Midian, render this suggestion very

doubtful, and point rather to a considerable pas-

toral settlement of Midian in the trans-Jordanic

country. Such settlements of Arabs have, how-
ever, been very common. In this ca.se the Midi-

anites were evidently tributarij to the Amorites,

being " dukes of Sihon, dwelling in the country
"

(^^IXn *3C'*) : this inferior position explains their

omission from Balaam's prophecy. It was here,

" on this side Jordan," that the chief doings of the|

Midianites with the Israelites took place. The latter/

while they abode in Shittim, " joined themselve

unto Baal-Peor" (Num. xxv. 1, &c.—apparently)

Midianite as well as a Moabitish deity—the result

of the sin of whoredom with the Moabitish women j

and when " the anger of the Lord was kindled agains

Israel . . . and the congregation of the children oe

Israel [were] wceiiing [before] the door of the

bernacle of the congiegation," an Israelite broug

a Midianitish woman openly into the camp. Tb
rank »of this woman Cozisi, that of a daughte

of Zur, who was " head over a people, of

chief house in Midian," B throws a strange ligh

8 aX-n^a niJSX ^Vh, -head of famines of a i

Iriarohal house;" afirrwards in ver. 18, called prin

N^b'J. (See next note )
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over the obscure pnge of that people's history. The
vices of the Canaanites, idolatry and whoredom,
had infectwi the descendants of Abraham, doubtless

connected by successive intermarriages with those

tribes ; and the prostitution of this chief's daughter,

caught as it was from the customs of tlie Ca-
naanites, is evidence of the ethnological type of

the latter tribes. Some African nations have a

similar custom : they offer their unmarried daugh-
ters to show hospitality to their guests. Zur was

one of the five *' kings" ("'3pD),'' slain in the war

with Midian, recorded in ch. xxxi.

The influence of the Midianites on the Israelites

was clearly most evil, and directly tended to lead

them from the injunctions of Moses. Much of the

dangerous character of their influence may probably

be ascribed to the common descent from Abraham.
While the Canaanitish tribes were abhorred, Midian

might claim consanguinity, and more readily seduce

Israel from their allegiance. The events at Shittim

occasioned the injunction to vex Midian and smite

them—" for they vex 3'ou with their wiles, where-

with they have beguiled you in the matter of Peor

and in the matter of Cozbi, the daughter of a prince

of Midian, their sister, which was slain in the day of

the plague for Peor's siike " (Num. xxv. 18) ; and

further on, Moses is enjoined, " Avenge the children

of Israel of the Midianites: afterward shalt thou be

gathered unto thy people " (xxxi. 2). Twelve thou-

sand men, a thousand from each tribe, went up to

this war, a war in which all the males of the enemy
were slain, and the five kings of Midian—Evi,

liekem, Zur, Hur, and Keba, together with Balaam
;

and afterwai'ds, by the express command of Moses,

only the virgins and female infants, of the captives

brought into the camp, were spared alive. The
cities' and castles of the vanquished, and the spoil

taken, afford facts to which we shall recur. After a

lapse of some years (the number is very doubtful, see

Chronology), the Midianites appear again as the

enemies of the Israelites. They had recovered from
the devastation of the former war, probably by the

arrival of fresh colonists from the desert tracts over

which their tribes wandered ; and they now were
sufficiently powerful to become the oppressors of

the children of Israel. The advocates of a short

chronology must, however unwillingly, concede a

considerable time for Midian thus to recover from
the severe blow inflicted by Moses. Allied with

the Amalekites, and the Bene-Kedem, they drove

thera to make dens in the mountains and caves

and strongholds, and wasted their crops even to

Gaza, on the Mediterranean coast, in the land of

Simeon. The judgeship of Gideon was the imme-
diate consequence of these calamities ; and with the

battle he fought in the valley of Jezreel, and his

pursuit of the flying enemy over Jordan to Kaikor,

the power of Jlidian seems to have been broken.

It is written, " Thus was Midian subdued before

the children of Israel, so that they lifted up their

heads no more" (viii. 28). The part taken by
Gideon in this memorable event ha-s been treated of

elsewhere, but the Midianite side of the story is

pregnant with interest. [Gideon.]
Midian had oppressed Israel for seven yeare. As

•> These are afterwards (Josh, xlii 21) called " princes"

CN'SJ'J), which may also be rendered the leader or cap-

tain of a tribe, or even of a family (Gcs.), and " dukes "

' '3*p3, not the word rendered duke hi the enumeration

>f the " dukes of VAom"), " one anointed, a prince conse-
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a numberless eastern horde they entered the land
with their cattle and their camels. The imagina-
tion shows us the green plains of Palestine sprinkled

with the black goats' hair tents of this great Arab
tribe, their flocks and herds and camels let loose in

the standing corn, and foraging parties of horsemen
driving before them the possessions of the Israelites

;

for " they came like locusts (A. V. " grasshoppers,"

n3"1X) for multitude" (Judg. vi. 5), and when the

" angel of the Lord " came to Gideon, so severe was
the oppression that he was threshing wheat by the
wine-press to hide it from the Midinnites (11).
When Gideon had received the Divine command to
deliver Israel, and had thrown down the altar of
Baal, we read, "Then all the Jlidianites and the
Amalekites and the Bene-Kedem were gathered to-
gether, and went over," descended from the desert
hills and crossed Jordan, "and pitched in the valley
of Jezreel" (33)— part of the plain of Esdraelon,
the battle-field of Palestine—and there, from "the
grey, bleak crowns of Gilboa," where Saul and Jo-
nathan perished, did Gideon, with the host that he
had gathered together of Israel, look down on the
Midianites, who " were on the north side of them,
by the hill of Moreh, in the valley" (vii. 1). The
scene over that fertile plain, dotted with the enemies
of Israel, " the Midianites and the Amalekites and
all the Bene-Kedem, [who] lay along' in the valley
like locusts for multitude, and their camels were
without number, as the sand by the' sea-side for

multitude " (vii. 12), has been picturesquely painted
by Professor Stanley {S. ^ P.).

The descent of Gideon and his sei-vant into the
camp, and the conversation of the Midianite watch
forms a vivid picture of Arab life. It does more

;

it proves that as Gideon, or Phurah, his servant,

or both, understood the language of Midian, the
Semitic languages differed much less in the 14th
or 13th century B.C. than they did in after times
[see Arabia, vol. i. p. 96] ; and we besides obtain

a remarkable proof of the consanguinity of the
Midianites, and learn that, though the name was
probably applied to all or most of the northern
Abrahamic Arabs, it was not applied to the Canaan-
ites, who certainly did not then speak a Semitic

language that Gideon could understand.

The stratagem of Gideon receives an illustration

from modern Oriental life. Until lately the police

in Cairo were accustomed to go their rounds with a
lighted torch thrust into a pitcher, and the pitcher

was suddenly withdrawn when light was required

(Lane's Mod. Eg. 5th ed. p. 120)—a custom afford-

ing an exact parallel to the ancient expedient adopted
by Gideon. The consequent panic of the great mul-
titude in the valley, if it has no parallels in modem
European history, is consistent with Oriental cha-

racter. Of all peoples, the nations of the East are

most liable to sudden and violent emotions; and a
panic in one of their heterogeneous, undisciplined,

and excitable hosts has always proved disastrous.

In the Ciise of Gideon, however, the result of his

attack was directed by God, the Divine hand being

especially shown in the small number of Israel,

3U0 men, against 135,000 of the enemy. At the

sight of the 300 torches, suddenly blazing round

crated by anointing " (Ges.) ofSihon king of the Amorites

;

apparrmly lieutenants of the Amorite, or princes of his

appointing. [Hur; Iuam.]
' Prof. Stanley reads here " wrapt in sleep." Though

the Hob. will bear this interpretation, Gesenlui has

" encamped."
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about the camp in the beginniiio; ofthe middle-watch

(which the Midianites had newly set), with the con-

fused din of the trumpets, " for the three companies

blew the trumpets, and brake the pitchers, and held

the lamps in their left hmids, and the trumpets in

then- right hands to blow [withal], and they cried,

[The sword] of the Lord and of Gideon" (vii. 20),
" all the host ran, and cried, and fled " (21). The
panic-stricken multitude knew not enemy from

friend, for " the Lord set every man's swoid against

his fellow even throughout all the host" (22). The

rout was com])lete, the first places made for being

Beth-shittah (" the house of the acacia") in Zererath,

and the " border " [nStJ'] of Abel-meholah, " the

meadow of the dance," both being probably down
the Jordan valley, unto Tabbath, shaping their flight

to the ford of Bethbarah, where probably they had

crossed the river as invadei's. The flight of so great a

host, encumbered with slow-moving camels, baggage,

and cattle, was calamitous. All the men of Israel,

out of Naphtali, and Asher, and Manasseh, joined in

the pursuit; ;uid Gideon roused the men of Mount
Ephraim to "take before" the Midianites "the
waters unto Beth-barah and Jordan" (23, 24). Thus
cut otl', two princes, Oreb and Zeeb (the " raven," or,

more correctly " crow," and the " wolf"), fell into

the hands of Ephraim, and Oreb they slew at the rock

Oreb, and Zeeb they slew at the wine-press of Zeeb (vii.

25 ; conip. Is. x. 26, where the " slaughter of Midian

at the rock Oreb" is referred to).'' But though we
have seen that many joined in a desultory pursuit

of the rabble of the Midianites, only the 300 men
who had blown the trumpets in the valley of Jez-

leel crossed Jordan with Gideon, " faint yet pur-

suing" (^^li. 4). With this force it remained for

the liberator to attack the enemy on his own giound,

for Midian hail dwelt on the otlier side Jordan

since the days of Moses. Fifteen thousand men,

under the " kings " [""SbO] of Midian, Zebah

and Zalmunna, were at Karkor, the sole remains of

135,000, "for there fell an hundred and twenty
thousand men that drew sword" (^•^ii. 10). The
assurance of God's help encouraged the weary
three hundred, and they ascended from the plain

(or ghdr) to the higher country by a ravine or

torrent-bed in the hills, " by the way of them that

dwelt in tents [that is, the pastoral or wandering
people as distinguished from towns-people1, on the

east of Nobah and Jogbehah, and smote the host,

for the host was secure" (viii. 11)—secure in that

wild country, on their own ground, and away from
the frequent haunts of man. A sharp pinsuit seems
to have followed this fresh victoiy, ending in the

capture of the kings and the final discomfiture of

the Midianites. The overthrow of Midian in its

encampment, when it was " secure," by the ex-

hausted companies of Gideon (they were " taint,"

and had been refused bread both at Succoth and at

Fennel, viii. 5-9), sets the seal to God's manifest

hand in the deliverance of His people from the

oppression of Midian. Zebah :uid Zalmunna were
slain, and with them the name itself of Midian
almost disappejirs from sjicred history. That people

never aftenvards took up aiins against Israel,

though they may have been allied with the name-

k It is added, in the same verse, that thoy pursued

Indian, and brought the heads of the princes to Gideon
" on the other side Jordan." This anticipates the account

of his crossing Jordan (viii. 4), but siicU transpositions

are frefiuent, and the Hebrew may be read "on this side

Jordan."
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less hordes who under the common designation of

" the people of the East," Bene-Kedem, harassetl

the eastern border of Palestine.

Having traced the history of Midian, it remains

to show what is known of their condition and customs

&c., besides what has already been incidentally men-
tioned. The whole account of their doings with

Israel—and it is only thus that they find a place in

the sacred writings, plainly marks them as charac-

teristically Arab. We have already stated our

opinion that they had intemiaiTied with Ishmael's

descendants, and become nationally one people, so

that they are apparently called Ishmaelites ; and

that, conversely, it is most probable their power
and numbers, with such intermarriages, had caused

the name of Midian to be applied to the northern

Abrahamic Arabs generally. They are described

as true Arabs—now Bedawees, or " people of the

desert ;" anon pastoral, or settled Arabs—the "flock
"

of Jethro; the cattle and flocks of Midian, in the

later days of Moses ; their camels without number,
as the sand of the sea-side for multitude when they

oppressed Israel in the days of the Judges—all

agree with such a description. Like Arabs, who
are predominantly a nomadic people, they seem to

have partially settled in the land of iloab, under

the rule of Sihon the Amorite, and to have adapted

themselves readily to the "cities" (DrT'lJ?), and

forts? (A. V." goodly castles," DDTp), which they

did not build, but occupied, retiiiuingeven then their

flocks and herds (Num. xxxi. 9, 10), but not their

camels, which are not common among settled Arabs,

because they are not required, and are never, in that

state, healthy." Israel seems to have devastited that

settlement, and when next Midian appeals in history

it is as a desert-horde, pouring into Palestine with

innumerable camels ; and, when routed and broken

by Gideon, fleeing " by the way of them that dwelt

in tents " to the east of Jordan. The character of

Midian we think is thus unmistakeably marked.

The only glimpse of their habits is found in the

vigorous picture of the camp in the valley of Jezreel,

when the men talked together in the camp, and one

told how he had dreamt that " a cake of ba-lei'-

bread tumbled into the host of Midian, and came

into a tent, and smote it that it fell, and overturned

it, that the tent lay along" Judg. vii. 13).

We can scarcely doubt, notwithstanding the dis-

putes of antiquaries, that the more ancient of the

remarkable stone buildings in the Lejdh, and stretch-

ing f\ir away over the land of Moab, are at least as

old as the days of Sihon ; and reading Mr. Porter's

descriptions of the wild old-world cliaracter of the

scenery, the " cities," and the " goodly castles,"

one may almost fancy himself in presence of the hosts

of Midiiui. (See Handbook, 501, 508, 523, &c.)

The spoil taken in both the war of Moses and

that of Gideon is remarkable. On the former ocia-

sion, the spoil of 575,000 sheep, 72,000 beeves,

and 01,000 asses, seems to confirm the other indi-

cations of the then pastoral chai-acter of the Mi-

dianites
; the omission of any mention of camels has

been already explained. But the gold, silver, brass,

iron, tin, and lead (Num. .xxxi. 22), the "jewels

of gold, chains, and bracelets, rings, earrings, and

™ Thus an Arab, believing in contagious diseases, asl:ed

Mahommad why camels in the desert are like gazelles,

and become niungy as soon as thej' mix with camels in

towns. The prophet answered, " Wio made the first

camel mangy ?

"
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tablets" (50)—tli« offering to the Lord being 16,750
shekels (52),—taken by Moses, is especially note-

worthy; and it is confirmed by the booty taken by
Gideon; for when he slew Zebah and Zalmunna he
" took away the ornaireuts that [were] on their

camels' necks" (Judg. viii. 21), and (24-26) he

asked of every man the earrings of his prey, " for

they had golden earrings, because they [were] Ish-

maelites." " And the weight of the golden e;u-

rings that he requested was a thousand and seven

hundred [shekels] of gold ; besides ornaments and

collai-s, and purple raiment that [was] on the kings

of Midian, and beside the chains that [were] about

their camels' necks." (The rendering of A. V. is

sufficiently accurate for our purpose here, and any

examination into the form or character of these

ornaments, tempting though it is, belongs more

properly to other articles.) We have here a wealthy

Arab nation, living by plunder, delighting in finery

(especi;illy their women, for we may here reatl " nose-

ring") ; and, where forays were impossible, carrying

on the traffic southwards into Arabia, the land of

gold—if not naturally, by trade—and across to

Chaldaea ; or into the rich plains of Egypt.

Midian is named authentically only iu the Bible.

It has no history elsewhere. The names of places

and tribes occasionally throw a feeble light on its

past dwellings ; but the stories of Arabian writers,

borrowed, in the ca.se of the northern Arabs, too

frequently from late and untrustworthy Jewish

writei's, Gumot be seriously treated. For reliable

facts we must rest on the Biblical narrative. The
city of " Medyen [say the Arabs] is the city of the

people of Shu'eyb, and is opposite Tabook, ou the

shore of Bahr el-Kulzum [the Red Sea] : between

these is six days' journey. It [Medyen] is larger

than Tabook ; and in it is the well fiom which

Moses watered the flock of Shu'eyb" {3Iardsid,

s. v.). El-Makreezee (in his Khitat) enters into

considerable detail respecting this city and people.

The substance of his account, which is full of in-

credible fables, is as follows :—Medyen are the

people of Shu'eyb, and are the offspring of Medyan "

[Midian], .>;ou of .\braham, and their mother was
Kantoor^, the daughter of Yuktan [Joktan] the

Canaanite : she bare him eight children, from whom
descended peoples. He here quotes the passage above

cited from the 3fardsii[ almost verbatim, and adds,

that the Arabs dispute whether the name be foreign

or .Arabic, and whether Medyen spoke Arabic, so-

called. Some say that they had a number of kings,

who were rcsj;ectively named Abjad, Hawwez,
Huttee, Kelemen, Sa<if;ts, and Kaia.shet. Th'
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.Ij»X^.

. -i.AA\.

XJaAAAJV 8,4\»5i, ^.v^JV

^^"^y O^^V (^tJ; .Jl.

^#UJ!, ^A*JV uJiUJI.

p Kl-lvliulasali (suiuetimcs written Kl-Khulusuh, and

Kl-Khulsah), or Dbu-I-Kbalasab, possessed an idol-templo,

destroyed by order of Mohammad ; the idol being named
Kl-Khalasah, or the place, or " growlng-pl.nce " of El-Kha-

lasah. The place Is said to bo four days' Jovimey from

Mekken, in the 'AblJi. and called •• the southern Kaaboh,"

enumeration torms a sentence common in Aiabic

grammars, which gives the order of the Hebrew and

ancient Arabic alphabets, and the numerical order of

the letters. It is only curious as possibly containing

some vague reference to the languatje of Midian, and

it is therefore inseited here. These kings are said to

have ruled at Mekkeh, Western Nejd, the Yemen,
Medyen, and Egypt, &c., contemporaneously. That
Midian penetrated into the Yemen is, it must be ob-

served, extremely improbable, as the writer of this

article has remarked in Akaria, notwithstanding

the hints of Arab authors to the contrary, Y£lkoot,

in the Moajarn. (cited in the Journal of the Deutsch.

Morgenl. Gesellschaft), .saying that a southeiu

Arabian dialect is of Midian ; and El-Mes'oodee yap.

Schulteus, p. 158, 9) inserting a Midianite king

among the rulers of the Yemen : the latter being,

however, more possible than the former, as an ac-

cidental and individual, not a national occurrence.

The story of Shu'eyb is found in the Kur-an. He
was sent as a prophet to warn the people of Miiliau,

and being rejected by them, they were destroyed

by a stonn from heaven (Sale's Kur-dn, vii. and

xi."). He is generally supposed to be the same as

Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses ; but some, as

Sale intbrms us, deny this ; and one of these says
" that he was first called Buyoon, and afterwards

Shu'eyb, that he was a comely person, but spare

and lean, very thoughtful, and of i'ew words."

—

The whole Aiab story of Medyen and Shu'eyb,

even if it contain any truth, is encumbered by a

mass of late Rabbinical myths.
El-Makreezee tells us that in the land of Midian

weremany cities, of which the peoplehad disappeared,

and the cities themselves had fallen to ruin ; that

when he wrote (in the year 825 of the Flight) forty

cities remained, the names ofsome being known, and

I

of others, lost. Of the former, he says, there were,

j

between the Hijdz and Palestine and Eg)'pt, sixteen

1 cities ; and ten of these in the direction of Palestine.

They were El-Khalasah, Es-Saneetah, El-l\Iedereh,

El-Minyeh, El-Aawaj, El-Khuweyiak, El-Beereyn,

El-Ma-eyn, El-Seba, and El-Mu'allak.<» The most

important of these cities were El-Khalasah P and El-

Saneetah ; the stones of many of them had beer.

j

removed to El-Ghazzah (Gaza) to build with them
This list, however, must be taken with caution.

I

In the A. V. of Apocr. and K. T. the name is

given as ISIadian. [E. S. P.]

j

MID"\VIFE.» Parturition in the East is usually

easy.l» The office of a midwife is thus, in many

j

cjistem countries, in little use, but is performed,

when necessary, by relatives (Chardin, Voy. vii.

Kl-Kaabeh el-Yenianeeych {Mardsid, s. v., and Kl-Bekree,

and the Kdmoos there citeii). Kl-Medereh seems also ta

be the same as Dbu-l-Medereh (Mardsid, s. v.). and there-

fore (from the name) probably the site of an idol-temple

I

* nn?^P, part, in P. of T?', " to bring forth :" fiala

:

obstetrix. It must be remarked that HVn, A. V., Ex. i.

19, "lively," is also In Rabbiniail Hebrew "mldwtvcs,"

an explanation which appears to have been had in view

by tlie Vulg,, which interprets chaynth by " Ipsae obsf-

tricandi habent sdeutlam." It is also rendered "living

creatures," implying that the Hebrew women wore, like

animals, quick in parturiton Gesenius renders " vividae,

robustae," p. 46S. In any case the general sense of the

passage Ex. 1. 19 Is the same, viz., that the Hebrew womec
stood in little or no need of the midlives' assistance.

»> See an Illustration of Cant. viii. 5, suggested in

Mishna, I'esach, x. 3.
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23; Hainier, Obs. iv. 425). [Children.] It

may be for this reason that the number of persons

employed for this purpose among the Hebrews

was so small, as the passage Ex. i. 19 seems to

show; unless, as Knobel and othei-s suggest, the

two named w^ere the principal persons of their

class.

Ill the description of the transaction mentioned

in Kx. i. one expression " upon the ' stools " re-

ceives remarkable illustration from modern usage.

Gesenius doubts the existence of any custom such

as the direct meaning of the passage implies, and

suggests a wooden or stone trough for washing the

new-born child. But the modern Egyptian prac-

tice, as described by Mr. Lane, exactly answers to

that indicated in the book of E.xodus. " Two or

three days before the expected time of delivery, the

Layeh (midwife) conveys to the house the karsee

dwilaxlch, a chair of a peculiar form, upon which

the patient is to be seated during the birth " (Lane,

Mod. E.nipt. iii. 142).

The moral question arising from the conduct of

the midwives does not fall within the scope of the

present article. The reader, however, may refer to

St. Augustine, Contr. mendacium, c. xv. 32, and

Qitaest. in Hept. ii. 1 ; also Corn, a Lap. Com. on

K.C. i.

When it is said, " God dealt well with the mid-

wives, ami built them houses," we are probably to

underetand that their families were blessed either

in point of numbers or of substance. Other expla-

nations of inferior value have been offered by

Kiinchi, Calvin, and others (Calmet, Com. on Ex.
i. ; Patrick; Corn, a Lap.; Knobel; Schleusner,

Lex. V. T. o'lKia; Ges. p. 193, Grit. Sacr.).

It is worth while to notice only to refute on its

own ground the .Jewish tradition which identified

Siphrah and Puah with Jochebed and Miriam,

and interpreted the "houses" built for them as

the so-called royal and sticerdotal families of Caleb

and Moses (Joseph. Ant. iii. 2, §4; Corn, a Lap.

and Crit. Sacr. I. c. ; Schottgen. Hor. Hebr.

ii. 450 ; De Mess. c. iv.). [H. W. P.]

MIG'DAL-EL ('?X-^'i:0 : M«7o\aapef^
;

Alex. Ma75o\irjaipo^—both nicluding the succeed-

ing name: Maijdal-El), one of the fortified towns

of the possession of Naphtali (.losh. xix. 38 only),

named between Iron and Horem, possibly de-

riving its name from some ancient tower— the

" tower of EI, or Ciod." In the present unexplored

condition of the part of Palestine allotted to Naph-
tali , it is dangerous to hazard conjectures as to the

situations of the towns: but if it be possible that

Hurah is Horem and Yarun Iron, the possibility

is strengthened by finding a Mnjeidel, at no great

distance from them, namely, on the left bank of the

Wady Kcrkerah, 8 miles due east of the Ras en-

J\'akurah, 6 miles west of llitrah and 8 of Yarun
(.•=ee Van de Velde's Map, 1858). At any rate the

point is worth investigation.

By Eu.sebius {Onomnsticon, Mo75i^\) it is

spoken of iis a large village lying between Dora

( Tantnru) and Ptolemais {Akka) at 9 miles from

the flii-mer, that is just about Atldlt, the ancient
" Castelluni peregi'inorum." No doubt the Cas-

tellum was anciently a migdol' or tower: but it is

' D*33Xn"?y> rendered in tbe LXX. orav io-i Trpbj

TO TiKTeiv ; Vulg. quum partus tempxis adcer,erit.

» May this not be the M:ip(iGliis named by Herodotus,

it. 153, lis the site of I'haraoh Nccho's victory over Jouiuli ?
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hard to locate a town of Naphtali below Carmel,
and at least 25 miles from the boundaries of the

tribe. For a similar reason Mejdel by Tiberias, on
the shore of the Lake of Gennesareth, is not likely

to be Migdal-el (Hob. B. R. ii. 397), since it must
be outside the ancient limits of Naphtali and within

those of Zebuhui. In this case, however, the dis

tance is not so great.

Schwaiz (184), leailing Migdal-el and Horem ;is

one word, proposes to identify it with Mejdel el-

Keruin, a place about 1 2 miles east of Akka.
A Mejdel is mentioned by Van de Velde {Sijr.

and Pal. ii. 307) in the central mountains of

Palestine, near the edge of the Ghor, at the upper
end of the Wadij Fasail, and not far from Daumeh,
the ancient Edumia. This veiy possibly represents

an ancient Migdal, of which no trace has yet been

found in the Bible. It was also visited by Dr.

Robinson {B. R. iii. 295), who gives good reasons

for accepting it as the Magdal-senna mentioned by
Jerome {Onomast. "Senna") as seven miles north

of Jericho, on the border of Judaea. Another
Migdal probably lay about two miles south of

Jerusalem, near the Bethlehem road, where the

cluster of ruins called Kirbct Um-Mo(jhdala is now
situated (Tobler, Dritte Wanderimj, 81).

The Migdal- Eder, at which Jacob halted on his

way from Bethlehem to Hebron, was a short distance

south of the foimer. [Edar, TOWER OF.] [G.]

MIG'DAL-GAD (nr^^JD : WayaUyi^ ;

Alex. Mo75aA.7o5 : Magdal-Gad), a city of Judah
(Josh. XV. 37) ; in the district of the Shrfelak, or

maritime lowland ; a member of the second group
of cities, which contained amongst othere Lachish,

Eglon, and Makkedah. By Eusebius and Je-

tome in the Onomasticon, it appears to be men-
tioned as " Magdala," but without any sign of its

being actually known to them. A village called el

Medjdel lies in the maritime plain, a couple of

miles inland from Ascalon, 9 from Um Lakhis,

and 11 from Ajlan. So far this is in support of

Van de Velde's identification {Sijr. 4F. ii. 237, 238
;

Memoir, 334; Rob. 1st ed. vol. iii. Appendix,

118 6) of the place with Migdal-gad, and it would

be quite satisfactory if we were not uncertain whe-

ther the other two places are Lachish and Eglon.

Makkedah at any rate must have been much farther

north. But to appreciate these conditions, we ought

to know the principles on which the groups of towns

in these catalogues are arranged, which as yet we
do not. Migdal-gad was probably dedicated to or

associated with the worship of the ancient deity Gad,

another of whose sanctuaries lay at the opposite

extremity of the country at Baal-GAD under Alount

Hernion. [G.]

MIG'DOL {bmi2, '?M:p: yidy5o0\oy, or

MaySuKdv: Maijdalimi), proper name of one or

two places on the eastern frontier of Egypt, cognate

to ?^|ip, which appears properly to signify a mili-

tary watch-tower, as of a town (2 K. ix. 17), or

isolated (xvii. 9), and the look-out of a vineyard

(Is. V. 2: comp. Matt. xxi. 33, Mark xii. 1), or a

shepherd's look-out, if we may judge from the pro-

per name, "Tiy ^"^30, " the tower of the flock,"

(See Rawlinson's Herod, il. 246, note.) But this was not

the only Migdol along this coast. The STpdroivos mipyo':,

or " Strato's tower," must have been another, and a third

possibly stood near Aslilceloii. [Mf.gtddo ; Micdal-Gad.]
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in which, however, it is possible that the second

word is a proper name (Gen. xxxv. 21 ; and comp.

Jlic. iv. 8, where tlie military signification seems to

be implied, though perhaps rhetorically only). This

form occurs only in Egyptian geogiviphy, and it has

therefore been supposed by ChampoUion to be sub-

stituted for an P]gyptian name of similar sound, tlie

Coptic equivalent in the Bible, JULGtyTCJOX,
JULGXTCOX (Sah.), being, according to him,

of Egyptian origin {L'Egypte sous les Fharaons,

ii. 79, 80; comp. 69). A native etymology has

been suggested, giving the signification "multi-

tude of hills"" {Thes. s. v.). The ancient Egyp-

tian form of Migdol having, however, been found,

written in a manner rendering it not impro-

bable that it was a foreign word,'' MAKTCJU
or MAKTeRU, as well as so used that it must

be of similar meaning to the Hebrew b''\i^'

and the Coptic equivalent occurring in a form,

JtteS'ToX (Sah.), slightly differing from that

of the geographical name, with the significations

" a circuit, citadels, towers, bulwarks," a point

hitherto strangely overlooked, the idea of the

Egyptian origin and etymology of the latter must

be given up.

Another name on the frontier, Baal-zephoH; appears

also to be Hebrew or Semitic, and to have a similar

signification. [Baal-zephon.] The ancient Egyp-

tian name occurs in a sculpture on the outer side

of the north wall of the great hypostyle hall of the

temple of El-l\arnak at Thebes, where a fort, or

possiblv fortified town, is represented, with the name
PA-MAKTUR EN RA-MA-MEX, " the tower of

Pharaoh, establisher of justice;" the last four words

being the prenomen of Sethee I. (r.C. cir. 1322).

The sculpture represents the king's triumphal return

to Egypt from an eastern expedition, and the place

is represented as if on a main road, to the east of

Leontopolis.

1. A Migdol is mentioned in the account of the

Exodus. Before the passage of the Red Sea the

Israelites were commanded " to turn and encamp
before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea,

over against Baal-zephon " (Ex. xiv. 2). In Num-
bers we read, " And they removed from Etham,
and turned again unto Pi-hahiroth, which [is] be-

fore B;ial-zephon : and they pitched before Migdol.

And they departed from before Pi-hahiroth, and

passed through the midst of the sea into the wilder-

ness" (x.\xiii. 7, 8). We suppose that the position
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• The derivation is from JULHCU, "multitude," and

^^Xi T"^X (•^''•)> "^ •''"•" 'Which is daring,

nolwithswniiing tbe instability of the vowels in Coptic.

Tlie form JULGCIJO^LX would better suit this ety-

niolofcy, were there not other reasons than its rushness

against it. Forster (J. U.) gives it, on what authority we
know not: perhaps it is a rnhprint (^hpUt. ad Micltaelis,

p. 29).

•> Foreign words are usually written with all or most

of the vowels in ancient ICrjt'''''" = native words, rarely.

e We have no account of Jews In the Kgyptian milltarj'

service as early as this time ; but H is not impossible that

some of the fugitives who took Jeremiah with them may
have become mercenaries in I'tiaraoh llophra's army.

<i Steph. Byz. «. t'., comp. Fragnvnta Historicnrum

Graecofuin, i. 20. If the latter part of the passage be

from Hccatacus, the town was important In his time.

May&oAd?, irdAts Xiyvirrov- 'EicaToio? ireptrjy^O'ei. to

iSj-iKOf MayiujAiTT)?, k.t.A.

of the encampment was before or at Pi-hahiroth,

behind which was Migdol, and on the other hand

Baal-zephon and the sea, these jilaces being ne;ir

together. The place of the encampment and of

the passage of the sea we believe to have been not

far from the Persepolitan monument, which is

made in Linant's map the site of the Serapeum.

[E.KODUS, THE.]
2. A Migdol is spoken of by Jeremiah and Ezekiel,

The latter prophet mentions it as a boundary-town,

evidently on the eastein border, corresponding to

Seveneh, or Syene, on the southern. He prophesies

the desolation of Egypt " from Migdol to Seveneh

even unto the border of Gush," 113)0 ?Mi?3D

K'-ia V-iarnyi (xxlx. lO), and predicts' slaughter

" from Migdol to Seveneh " (xxx. 6). That the

eastern border is that on which Migdol was situate

is shewn not only by this being the border towards

Palestine, and that which a conqueror from the

east would pass, but also by the notices in the book

of Jeremiah, where this town is spoken of with places

in Lower Egypt. In the prophecy to the Jews in

Egypt they are spoken of as dwelling at Migdol,

Tahpanhes, and Noph, and in the country of Pathros

(xliv. 1), and in that foretelling, apparently, an

invasion of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar, Migdol,

Noph, and Tahpanhes are again mentioned together

(xlvi. 14). It seems plain, from its being spoken

of with Memphis, and fi'om Jews dwelling there,

that this Migdol was an important town, and

not a mere fort, or even military settlement." After

this time there is no notice of any place of this

name in Egypt, excepting of Magdolus, by Hecataeus

of Miletus,** and in the Itinerary of Antoninus, in

which Magdolo is placed twelve Roman miles to

the southward of Pelusium, in the route from the

Serapeum to that town.« This latter place most pro-

bably represents the Migdol mentioned by Jeremiah

and Ezekiel. Its position on the route to Palestine

would make it both strategically important and

populous, neither of which would be the case with

a town in the position of the Migdol of the Pent;i-

teuch. Gesenius, however, holds that there is but

one Migdol mentioned in the Bible (Ze.r. s. v.\
Lepsius distinguishes two Migdols, and considers

Magdolo to be the same as the Migdol of Jeremiah

and Ezekiel. He supposes the name to be only the

Semitic rendering of " the Camp," STpaTfJireSa,

the settlement made by Psammetichns 1. of Ionian

and Carian mercenaries on the Pelusiac branch of

the Nile.' He ingeniously argues that Migdol is

•^ The route is as follows :
—" a Serapiu Pelusio mpm

Ix Thaiibasio viii Sile .\xviii Magdolo xii Pelusio

xii" (Ed. Parthey ct Pinder, p. 76). These distances

would place the Serapeum somewhat further southward

than tbe site assigned to it in Linant's map [see Exodi.s,

THi:], unless the route were very Indirect, which in the

desert might well be the case.

' Herodotus describes " the Camps " as two places, one

on either side of the Nile, and puts them " near the sea. a

little below the city Bubastis, on the mouth of the Nile

called the Pelusiac." sitrl ie ourot ot x'^P"'- '"?"'> ^°-'

\da-(rt)<; oKiyov evepSe BoujSacTTto? irdAto?, tirt Tw IIiJ-

Aovcri'w KoAtvjifVw oro/naTt toO Nci'Aou (ii. 151). This

statement is contradictory, as Biibastls is far from the

Pelusiac mouth or the sea. Lepsius (_l. c.) merely speaks

of this settlement as near Pelusium, on the I'elusijc

moutb below Bubastis, citing the last clause of the fol-

lowinR passage of Diodorus Siculus, who gives but a loost

repetition of Herodotus, and is not to he taken, here al

least, as an Independent authority, besides that he may fi.x

the position of a territory only, and not of " the Camp."'
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meotioued in the Uible at the time of the existence

—he rather loosely siiys foundation—of this settle-

ment, but omitted by the Greek geos;)apheis—he

should liave said after Hecataeus of Miletus—the

mercenaries having been removed by Amasis to Mem-
phis (ii. 154), and not afterwards noticed excepting in

the Itinerary of Antoninus {Chronologic der Aeyyp-
ter, i. 340, and note 5). The Greek and Hebrew or

Semitic words do not liowever offer tv sufficient

nearness of meaning, nor does the Egyptian usage

appear to sanction any deviation in this case ; so

that we cannot accept this supposition, which, more-
over, seems repugnant to the fact that Migdol was
a town where Jews dwelt. ChampoUion {L'Egypte
sons les Pharaons, ii. 69-71) and others (Ewald,

Oeschichte, 2nd ed., ii. 7 note ; Schleiden, Die
Landcnge von Sues, pp. 140, 141) have noticed

the occurrence of Arabic names which appear to

represent the ancient name Migdol, and to be de-

rived from its Coptic equivalent. These names, of

which the most common foim appears to be Mash-
tool,e are found in the Census of El-Melek en-N;Tsir

(Mohannnad Ibn Kalaoon), given by De Sacy in his

translation of 'Abd el-I.ateef's History of I'^gypt.

Their frequency favours the opinion that Migdol was
a name commonly given in Egypt to forts, especially

on or near the eastern frontier. Dr. Schleiden (/. c.)

»bjects tliat Mivshtool has an Arabic derivation

;

but we i-eply that the modern geography of Egypt
offers examples that render this by no means a
serious difficulty.

It has been conjectured that the MdySo\ov men-
tioned by Herodotus, in his reference to an expedition

of Necho's (ii. 159), supposed to be that in which
he slew Josiah, is the Migdol of the prophets

(Mannert, Afriha, i. 489), and it has even been pro-

posed to read in the Heb. text Migdol for Megiddo
(Harenberg, Bibl. Brem. vi. 281, seqq. ; Rosen-

miiller, Alterth. ii. 99) ; but the latter idea is un-
worthy of modern scholarship. [R. S. P.]

MIG'RON (injD: nayJiu; in Isai. VlayeUv,

and Alex. MayeSSo; : Maijron'^), a town, or a spot

—for there is nothing to indicate which—in the

neighbourhood of Saul's city, Gibeah, on the very
edge of the district belonging to it (1 Sam. xiv. 2)

;

distinguished by a pomegranate-tree, under which
on the eve of a memorable event we discover Saul
and Aiiiah surrounded by the poor remnants of theii-

force. .Josephus {Ant. vi. 6, §2) presents it as a
high hill {^ovvhi v\\/tjK6s), from which there was a
wide prospect over the district devast;ited by tl.o

Philistines. But this gives no clue, for Palestine

is full of elevated spots commanding wide prospects.

Migion is presented to oui- view only once again,

viz, in the invaluable list of the ])laces disturbed

by Sennacherib's appraich to .Jerusalem (Is. x. 28).
But here its position seems a little further north
than that indicat('d in the Ibriuer psissage—sup-
|H)sing, that is, that (Jibcah was at Tuleil cl Fill.

It here occui-s between Aiath—that is Ai—and
Michmash, in other words was on the north of the

great mvine of the Wady-Suivcinit, while Gibeah
Wiis more than 2 miles to the south thereof.

[Gibeah, vol. i. fi90 6, 691.J In Hebrew, Migron
may mean a " precipice," a iiequent feature of the

TOiy he fii<r9o(^6pois .... ri KoAoiifiei'a UTpaTomha to-

n"Oi/ (^ViX'f. T0t5 KoAoujULeVoi? OTpaTOirc'Sot? rnnnv') olk^Xv

eSwKC, Kai xuipav iroXK^v KaTeKAijpou^'JO'c
mKphv incivu) toO lIr;A.ou<rtaKoO (TTo/iiaTOS (i. 67).

^^

MILCOM
part of the country in question, and it is not im-

jtossible therefore that two places of the same name
are intended—a common occurrence in primitive

countries and tongues where each rock or ravine has

its appellation, and where no reluctance or inconve-

nience is found in having places of the same name
in close proximity. As easily two Migrons, as two
Gibeahs, or two Shochos.

The LXX. seem to have had Megiddo in their

intentions, but this is quite inadmissible. (See .Jo-

sephus, Ant. vi. 6, §2.) [G.]

MI'JAMIN (|p*a : mtiafiiv ; Alex. Meia/ieiV :

Maiman). 1. Tlie chief of the sixth of the 24
courses of priests established by David (1 Chr.

xxiv. 9).

2. {Miaixlv ; Alex. MtajueiV ; F. A. Mftafxdv

:

Miamin). A family of priests who signed the

covenant with Nehemi;ih
;
probably the descend-

ants of the preceding, and the same as ]\IiAMlN 2

(Neh. X. 7), and Miniamin 2.

MIK'LOTH {r\'h\>'q : UaK^Kdie ; Alex. Ma-

/ce5ai0 in 1 Chr. ix. : Macelloth). 1. One of the

sons of Jehiel, the father or prince of Gibeon, by
his wife Maachah (1 Chr. viii. 32, ix. 37, :',?>].

His son is variously called Shimeah or Shimeam.

2. (MaweAAcie). The leader (TiiJ. nagid) ol

the second division of David's army (1 Chr. xxvii.

4), of which DoJai the Ahohite was captain (^b',

sar). The ndg'id, in a military sense, appeal's to

have been an officer superior in rank to the ca])-

tains of thousands and the captains of hundreds

(1 Chr. xiii. l).!-

MIKNEI'AH (-in^JipO: MafcsAAi'a ; Al.x. Ma-

Kiuia ; F. A. HHaKeWd, 1 Chr. xv. 18 ; Mafcevia ;

Alex. MaKevias, 1 Chr. xv. 21 : Macenias). (»no

of the Levites of the second rank, gatekeejiers ot

tlie ark, appointed by David to play in the Temple
band " with harps upon Shemiuith."

MILALA'I {;hb}2 : om. in LXX. : 2falalcn).

Probably a (Sershonite Levite of the sons of Asaj)h,

who, with Ezra at their head, pl.-iycd " the musical

instruments of David the man of God " in the solemn

procession round the walls of .lerusalem which
accompanied their dedication (Neh. xii. 36).

[Mattaniaii 2.]

MIL'GAH (na^D: MeAx^ : Melc/ia). 1.

Daughter of Haran and wife of her imcle Nahor,

Abraham's brother, to whom she bare eight chil-

dren : the youngest, Bethuel, was the father of

Rcbekah (Gen. xi. 29, xxii. 20, 23, xxiv. 15, 24

47). She was the sister of Lot, and her son

Bethuel is distinguished as " Nahor's son, whom
Milcah bare unto him," apjarently to indicate

that he was of the puicst blood of Abi-aham's

ancestry, being descended both from Haran anil

Nahor.

2. The fourth daughter of Zelophehad (Num.
xxvi. 33, xxvii. 1, xxxvi. 11; Josh. xvii. 3).

MIL'COM (QlsSp: 6 PaatKevs avruv : Mo-

loch, 1 K. xi. 5, 33 ; 6 MoUx ; Alex. 'AyueAx<^M

:

Mclchom, 2 Iv. sxiii. 13). 'I'he " abomination " of

the children of Ammon, elsewhere called MoLKCir

Or in some MSS. in agrum GaJbaa.

>> This verse should be rendered, " And David consiiUwl

with the captains of thousands and hundreds, belonging

to each le.idcr " (vCigid).
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(] K. xi. 7,&'c.) find Mai.CIIAM fZoph. i. 5, mug.
" their king"), of the latter of which it is probably

a dialectical variation. Movers (Phdnizier, i. 3.")8)

calls it an Aramaic pronunciation.

MILE {Mi\toi', the Greek form of the Latin

milliariu?n), a Roman measure of length equal to

1618 English yards. It is only once noticed in

the Bible (IMatt. v. 41), the usual method of

reckoning both in it and in Josephus being by the

stadium. The Roman system of measurement was
fully introduced into Palestine, though probably

at a later date ; the Talmudists admitted the term

"mile" (?*0) into their vocabulary; both Jerome

(in his Onomnsticoii) and the Itineraries compute

the distances in Palestine by miles ; and to this

day the old milestones may be seen, here and there,

in that country (Robinson's Bib. Res. ii. 161 note,

iii. 306). The mile of the Jews is said to have

been of two kinds, long or short, dependent on

the length of the pace, which varied in diH'erent

parts, the long pace being double the length of the

short one (Carpzov's Ajoparat. p. 679). [W. L. B.]

MILETUS (Mi'Atjtos: Miletus) Acts xx. 1.=.,

17, less correctly called MiLETUiM in 2 Tim. iv.

20. The first of these passages brings before us the

scene of the most pathetic occasion of St. Paul's

life ; the second is interesting and important in

reference to the question of the Apostle's second

imprisonment.

St. Paul, on the return voyage from his third

missionary journey, having left Philippi after the

passover (Acts xx. 6), and desirous, if possible, to

be in .lerusalem at Pentecost {ih. 16), determined

to pass by Ephesus. Wishing, however, to com-
municate with the church in which he had laboured

so long, he sent lor the presbyters of Ephesus to

meet him at Miletus. In the context we have the

geographical relations of the latter city brought out
as distinctly, as if it were St. Luke's purpose to

stat« them. In the first place it lay on the coast

to the S. of Ephesus. Next, it was a day's sail from
Trogyllium (ver. 1.5). Moreover, to those who
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are sailing from the north, it is in the direct line fov

Cos. We should also notice that it was near

enough to Ephesus by land communication, for

the message to bo scut and the presbyters to come

witLrn a very narrow space of time. All these

details correspond with the geographical foots of the

case. As to the last point, Ephesus was by land

only about 20 or 30 miles distant from Miletus.

There is a further and more minute topographical

coincidence, which may be seen in the phrase,

" They accompanied him to the ship," implying iis

it does that the vessel la}"^ at some distance from the

town. The site of Miletus has now receded ten

miles from the coast, and even in the Apostle's

time it must have lost its strictly maritime posi-

tion. This point is noticed by Prof. Hackett in

his Comm. on the Acts (2nd ed. p. 344) ; com-
pare Acts xxi. 5. In each case wu have a low
Hat shore, as a marked and definite feature of the

scene.

The passage in the second Epistle to Timothy,

where Miletus is mentioned, presents a very serious

difficulty to the theory that there was only one

Roman imprisonment. When St. Paul visited the

place on the occasion just described, Trophimus
was indeed with him (Acts xx. 4) ; but he cer-

tainly did not " leave him sick at Miletus ;" for at

the conclusion of the voyage we find him with the

Apostle at Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 29). Nor is it

possible that he could have been so left on the

voyage from Caesarea to Rome: for in the first

place there is no reason to believe that Trophimus
was with the Apostle then at all ; and in the second

place the ship was never to the north of Cnidus

(Acts xxvii. 7). But on the hypothesis that St.

Paul was liberated from Rome and revisited the

neighbourhood of Ephesus, all becomes e:isy, and

consistent with the other notices of his movements
in the Pastoral Epistles. Various combinations are

possible. See Life and Epistles of St. Paul, ch.

xxvii., and Birks, Horae Apostolicae.

As to the history of Miletus itself, it was far more
famous five hundred years before St. Paul's day
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thau it ever became afterwards. In early times it

was the most flourishing city of the Ionian Greeks.

The ships which sailed from it were celebrated

for their distant voyages. Miletus sufl'ered in

the progress of the Lydian kingdom and be&ime

tributary to Croesus. In the natural order of

events, it was absorbed in the Persian empire : and,

revolting, it was stormed and sacked. After a

brief peiiod of spirited independence, it received a

blow fi-om which it never recovered, in the siege

conducted by Alexander, when on his Eastern cam-

paign. But still it held, even through the Roman
period, the rank of a second-rate trading town, and

Sti-abo mentions its four harbours. At this time it

was politically in the province of Asia, though

Caria was the old ethnological name of thedistiict

iu which it was situated. Its pre-eminence on this

coast had now long been yielded up to Ephesus.
These changes can be vividly traced by comparing

the whole series of coins of the two places. In the

case of Miletus, those of the autonomous period are

numerous and beautiful, those of the imperial period

very scanty. Still Miletus was for some time an

episcopal city of Western Asia. Its final decay was
doubtless promoted by that silting up of the Mae-
ander, to which we have alluded. No remains

worth describing are now found in the swamps
which conceal the site of the city of Thales and
Hecataeus. [J. 8. H.]

MILK. As an article of diet, milk holds a more
important position in Eastern countries than with us.

It is not a meie adjunct in cookery, or restricted to

the use of the young, although it is naturally the

characteristic food of childhood, both from its simple

and nutritive qualities (1 Pet. ii. 2), and particu-

larly as contrasted with meat (I Coi\ iii. 2 ; Heb.
V. 12) : but beyond this it is regarded as substantial

food adapted alike to all ages and classes. Hence
it is enumerated among " the principal things for

the whole use of a man's lite" (Ecclus. .x.xxix. 26),
and it appears as the very emblem of abundance"
and wealth, either in conjunction with honey (Ex.

iii. 8; Deut. vi. 3, xi. 9) or wine (Is. Iv. 1), or

even by itself (Job xxi. 24'') : hence also to " suck
the milk " of an enemy's land was an expression

betokening its complete subjection (Is. Ix. 16; Ez.
XXV. 4). Not only the milk of cows, but of sheep
(Deut. xxxii. 14), of camels (Gen. x.Kxii. 15), and
of goats (Prov. xxvii. 27) was used; the latter

appears to have been most highly prized. The use
of camel's milk still prevails among the Arabs
IJurckhardt's Notes, i. 44).

Milk was used sometimes in its natural state, and
sometimes in a .sour, coagulated state: the former
was named khalah,^ and the latter khemnhA In the

A. V. the latter is rendered " butter," but there can
be no question that in every case (except perhaps
Prov. XXX. 33) the tei-rn refers to a preparation of
milk well known in Eastern countries under the
name of leben. The method now pursued in its

" This is expressed in the Hebrew term for millc,

chalab, the etymological force of which is " fatness." We
may compare with the Scriptural expression, ' a land

Hewing with milk and honey," tlie following passages

from the classical writers:—
'Pfl 5« yoAoKTi TTfBov,

Ptt 6' oii'O), pil 5e iif>M.<Taav

NtKTapt.—ICuRip. Bacch. 142.

" Flumina jam lactis, jam flumina nectaris ibant

:

Flavaque de viridi stlUabant tlice mella.'"

Ov. .1/,/. i. HI.

MILL
preparation is to boil the milk over a slow fire, adding
to it a small piece of old leben or some other acid in

order to make it coagulate (Russell, Aleppo, i. 118,
370 ; Burckhardt, Arabia, i. 60). The refreshing

draught which Jael ottered " in a lordly dish " to

Sisera (Judg. v. 2h) was leben, as Josephus parti-

cularly notes {ya\a SiaipOophi ^5rj, Ant. v. 5, §4)

:

it was produced from one of the goatskin bottles

which are still used for the purpose by the Bedouins

(Judg. iv. 19; comp. Burckhardt's Notes, i. 45).

As it would keep tor a considerable time it w.as

particularly adapted to the use of travellers (2 Sam.
xvii. 29). The amount of milk required for its

production was of course considerable ; and hence

in Is. vii. 22 the use of leben is predicted as a con-

sequence of the depopulation of the land, when all

agi-iculture had ceased, and the fields were coveied

with grass. In Job xx. 17, xxix. 6, the tenn is

used as an emblem of abundance in the same sense

as milk. Lebeyi is still extensively used in the

East : at ceiiain seasons of the year the poor almost

live upon it, while the upper classes eat it with
salad or meat (Russell, i. 118). It is still offered

in hospitality to the passing stranger, exactly as

of old in Abraham's tent (Gen. xviil. 8 ; comp.
Robinson, Bib. Res. i. 571, ii. 70, 211), so freely

indeed that in some parts of Arabia it would be

regarded a scandal if money were received in return

(Burckhardt's Arabia, i. 120, ii. 106). Whether
milk was used instead of water for the purpose of

boiling meat, as is at present not unusual among
the Bedouins, is uncei"taiu. [COOKING.] The pro-

hibition against seething a kid in its mother's milk

(occurring as it docs amid the regulations of the

harvest festival, Ex. xxiii. 19, .xxxiv. 26; Deut. xiv.

21) was probablj' directed against some heathen

usage practised at the time of han^est. [W. L. B.]

MILL. The mills (D*m, rechaim) » of the

ancient Hebrews probably differed but little fi'om

those at present in use in the East. These consist

of two circular stones, about 18 in. or two feet in

diameter, the lower of which (Lat. ineta) is fixed,

and has its upper surface slightly convex, fitting

into a con-esponding concavity in the upper stone

(Lat. catilhis). The latter, called by the Hebrews

receb (SS'l), " chariot," and by the Arabs rekkab,

" rider," has a hole in it through which the grain

passes, immediately above a pivot or shaft which

rises from the centre of the lower stone, and about

which the upper stone is turned by me.ans of an

upright handle fixed near the edge. It is worked

by women, sometimes singly and sometimes two

together, who are tisually seated on the bare ground

(Is. xlvii. 1,2)" facing each other; both have hold

of the handle by which the upjier is tui-ned round

on the ' nether ' millstone. The one whose right

liimd is disengaged throws in the grain as occasion

requires through the hole in the upper stone. It is

not correct to say that one pushes it half round.

>> In tills passage the marginal reading, " milk pails,"

is preferable to the text, " breasts." The Hebrew word does

not occur elsewhere, and lieiice its meaning is doubtful.

Perhaps its true sense is " farm-yard" or "fold."

' 2?n. '• HNon.

Compare Arabic Lo*,. rahaydn, the dual of

(S^J'
raha, a mill. The dual form of course refers

the pair of stones composing the mill.
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and then the other seizes the handle. This would
be slow work, and would give a spasmodic motion

to the stone. Both retain their hold, and pull to,

or push /rom, as men do with the whi]) or cross-

cut saw. The proverb of our Saviour (Matt. .\xiv.

41) is true to lite, for iromen only grind. I ainnot

recall an instance in which men were at the mill
"

(Thomson, T/tc Land and the Book, c. 34). The
labour is veiy hard, and the task of giinding in

consequence performed only by the lowest servants

(Ex. xi. 5 ; comp. Plant. Merc. ii. 3), and captives

(.ludg. xvi. 21; Job. .xxxi. 10; Is. xlvii. 1, 2
;

Lam. v. 13; comp. Horn. Od. vii. 103 ; Suet. Tib.

c. 51).'> So essential were mill-stones for daily

domestic use, that they were forbidden to be taken

in pledge (Deut. xxiv. 6; Jos. Ant. iv. 8, §2G),

in order that a man's family might not be deprived

of the means of preparing their food. Among the

Fellahs of the Hauran one of the chief articles of

furniture described by Burckhardt (^Syria, p. 292)
is the " hand-mill which is used in summer when
there is no water in the wadys to drive the mills."

The sound of the mill is the indication of peaceful

household life, and the absence of it is a sign of

desolation and abandonment, " When the sound of

the mill is low" (Eccl. xii. 4). No more affecting

picture of utter destruction could be imagined than

that conveyed in the threat denounced against

Judah by the mouth of the prophet Jeremiah
(xxv. 10), "I will take from them the voice of

mirth, and the voice of gladness, the voice of the

bridegi'oom and the voice of the bride, the sound of
the mill-stones, and the light of the candle " (comp.

Rev. xviii. 22). The song of the women grinding

is supposed by some to be alluded (o in Eccl. xii. 4,

and it was evidently so understood by theLXX,":
but Dr. Robinson says (i. 485) " we heard no song

as an accompaniment to the work," and Dr. Hackett

{Bibl. Illust. p. 49) describes it rather as shrieking

than singing. It is alluded to in Homer {Od. xx.

105-119) : and Athenaeus (xiv. p. 619a) refers to

a peculiar chant which was sung by women win-
nowing corn and mentioned by Aristophanes in the

Thesmophoriazusae.

The hand-mills of the ancient Egyptians appear
to have been of the same character as those of their

descendants, and like them wei-e worked by women
(Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. p. 118, &c.). "They
had also a large mill on a very similar principle;

but the stones were of far gi-eater power and dimen-
sions

; and this could only have been turned by
cattle or asses, like those of the ancient Romans,
and of the modein Cairenes." It was the mill-

stone of a mill of this kind, driven by an ass,"* which
is alluded to in Matt, xviii. 6 {fivKos ovikSs), to

distinguish it, says Lighttbot {Hor. Ilebr. in loc.)

from those small mills which were used to grind

spices for the woiuid of circumcision, or for the

delights of the sabbath, and to which both Kinchi

and Jai-chi tind a reference in Jer. xxv. 10. Of a
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•i Grinding is reckoned In the Mlshna {Shabbath, vii. 2)

flmong the chief household duties, to be performed bj' the

wife unless slie brought with hor one servant (Cethuboth,

v. 5) ; in which case she was relieved from grinding,

baking, and washing, but was still obliged to suckle her
cbild, make her husband's bed, and work in wool.

= €v aa-Sfveiif <^ui^; t^9 aArjdoi/cn)?, reading njHD.

IdchaiAh, " a woman grinding," for HjnD, taclui)idli.

' a mill."

d Comp. Oviil, Fast. vi. 318, " ct quae pumiccas versat

Rsella molas."

married man with slender means it is said in the
Talmud {Kiddushin, p. 296), " with a millstone

on his neck he studies the law," and the expression

is still proverbial (Tendlau, Sprichicorter, p. 181).
It was the moveable upper millstone of the hand-

mill with which the woman of Thebez broke
Abimelech's skull (Judg. ix. 53). It is now gene-
rally made, according to Dr. Thomson, of a porous
lava brought from the Hauran, both stones being
of the same material, but, says the same tra-

veller, " 1 have seen the nether made of a com-
pact sandstone, and quite thick, while the upper
was of this lava, probably because from its light-
ness it is the more easily driven round with the
hand" {The Land and the Book, ch. 34). The
porous lava to which he refers is probably the same
as the black tufti mentioned by Burckhardt {Sijria,

p. 57), the blocks of which are brought from the
Lejah, and are fashioned into millstones by the
inhabitants of Ezra, a village in the Hauran. " They
vary in price according to their size, tiom 15 to 60
piastres, and are preferred to all others on account
of the hardness of the stone."

The Israelites, in their passage through the
desert, had with them hand-mills," as well as mor-
tars [Mortar] in which they ground the manna
(Num. xi. 8). One passage (Lam. v. 13) is

deserving of notice, which Hoheisel {do Molis
Manual. Vet. in Ugolini, vol. xxix) explains in a
manner which gives it a point which is lost in our
A. V. It may be rendered, " the choice (men) bore

the mill (finp, techon),' and the youths stumbled

beneath the wood ;" the wood being the woodwork
or shaft of the mill, which the captives were com-
pelled to carry. There are besides allusions to other
apparatus connectal with the operation of grinding,

the sieve, or bolter (DSJ, ndphah, Is. xxx. 28 ; or

n~)33. cebarah, Am. ix. 9) and the hopper, though

the latter is only found in the Mishna {Zahiin,

iv. 3), and was a late invention. We also fiuil

In the Mishna (Demai, iii. 4) that mention is made
of a miller (|niD. tochen), indicating that grind-

ing com was recognized as a distinct occupation.

Wind-mills and water-mills are of more recent

date. [W. A. W.]

MILLET (jn''n,» dochan: Keyxpos: milium),

in all probability the grains of Panicum miliuccum
and italicum, and of the LIolcus sonjhum, Liiui.

(the Sorghum vidgare of modern writers), may all

be comprehended by the Hebrew word. Mention
of millet occurs only in Ez. iv. 9, where it is enu-

merated together with wheat, barley, lieans, leiitils,

and fitches, which the prophet Wiis ordered to make
into bread. Celsius {Hicrob. i. 454) has given the

names of numerous old writers who are in favour of

the interpretiition adopted by the LXX. and Vulg.

;

the Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic versions have a
word identiciil with the Hebrew. That "millet"
is the correct rendering of the original word tliere

can be no doubt ; the only question that remains
for consideration is, what is the particular species of

millet intended : is it the Panicum miliaceum, or the

Sorghum vulgare, or may both kinds be denoted ?

The Arabs to this day apply the term duk/ton

' Compare the Arabic *.s»

» From root irTH, " to be dusky,"

colour of the seeds

Us, tahixm, a mill.
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to the Panicnm miliaceuin, but Foi-skal {Descr.

Plant, p. 174) uses the name of the Holcus

dochnn, " a phint," says Dr. Hoyle (Kitto's Cyc.

ait. " Dokhan "), " as yet iinknown to bot.inists."

The Holms durrha of Forekal, which he says the

Arabs call taam, and which he distinguishes from

the //. dochna, appears to be identical with the

doun-ha, Son/hum vuh/are, of modern botanists.

It is impossible in the case of these and many
other cereal grains to say to what countries they

are indigepous. Sir G. Wilkinson enumerates wheat,

beans, lentiles, and dourrha, as being preserved by

seeds, or by representation on the ancient tombs of

Egypt, and has no doubt that the Holcus sorghum

was known to the ancient inhabitants of that country.

Dr. Koyle maintains that the true dukimn of Arab

authors is the Panicnm miliaceum, which is univer-

sally cultivated in the East. Celsius (Hierob. 1. c.)

and Hiller (Hierophyt. ii. 124) give Panicinms the

rendering of Dochnn ; the LXX. woi-d Ktyxpos, in

all probability is the Panicnm italicum, a grass cul-

tivated in Europe as an article of diet. There is,

however, some difficulty in identifying the precise

plants spoken of by the (.iieeks and Romans under the

names of Kt-yxpos, eAv/xos, panicnm, milium, &c.

The Panicum miliaceum is cultivated in Europe

and in tropical countries, and like the douirha, is

often used as an ingredient in making bread ; in

India it is cultivated in the cold weather with

wheat and barley. Touniefort ( Voyage, ii. 95) says

that the poor people of Samos make bread by mi.\ino

haif wheat and half barley and white millet. The

seeds ot millet in this country aie, as is well known,

extensively used a-s food for birds. It is probable

'liat both the Sorghum vulgarc, and the Panicum

MILLO

miliaceum, were u>ed by the ancient Hebi-ews ami

Egyptians, and that the Heb. Dochan may denote

either of these plants. Two cultivated species of

Panicum are nametl as occurring in Palestine, viz.

F". miliaceum and P. italicum, (^Sti-and's Flor.

Palaest. Nos. 35, 37). The genera Sorghum and

Panicum belong to the natural order Gramineac,

perhaps the most impoi"tant order in the vegetable

kingilom. [VV. H.]

Paniaim Viliaxum.

MIL'LO (Ni^Sn, always with the definite

article: t] &Kpa, once rb avd\7)fi.fj.a ; Ales, in 1 K.

ix. only, i] /utAce : Mello), a place in ancient

Jerusalem. Both name and thing seem to have

been already in e-\istence when the city was
taken from the Jebusites by David. His firet oc-

cupation after getting possession was to build " round

about, from the Millo and to the house" (A. V.
" inwai-d ;" 2 Sam. v. 9) : or as the parallel passage

has it, " he built the city round about, and from

the Millo round about" (1 Chr. xi. 8). Its repair

or restoration was one of the great works for which

Solomon raised his "levy" (1 K. ix. 15, 24, xi.

27) ; and it foi-med a prominent part of the fortifi-

cations by which Hezekiah prepared for the approach

of the Assyiians (2 Chr. xxxii. 5). The last pas-

sive seems to show that " the Millo " was part of

the "city of David," that is of Zion, a conclusion

which is certainly supported by the singular passage,

2 K. xii. 20, where, whichever view we take of

Silla, the " house of Millo" must be in the neigh-

oourhood of the Tyroiweon valley which lay at the

foot of Zion. Jlore than this it seems impossible

to gather from the notices quoted above—all tlie

passages in which the name is found in the 0. T.

If "Jlillo" be taken as a Hebrew word, it

would be derived from a root which has the force

of " fiUing" (see Gesenius, Thes. 787, 789). This

notion has been applied by the inteipretei-s aft^r

their custom in the most vaiious and opposite

ways :—a rampart (agger) ; a mound ; an open space

used for assemblies, and therefore often filled with

people ; a ditch or valley ; even a trench filled «itli

water. It has led the writei-s of the Targums to

render Millo by NH^^p, t. e. Milletha, the term
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by which in other passages they express the Ilelirew

n?pD, sol'lah, tlie mound which in ancient warfare

was used to besiege a town. But unfortunately

none of these guesses enable us to ascertain what
Millo reallj' was, and it would probably be nearer

the truth—it is certainly safer—to look on the

name as an ancient or archaic term, Jebusite, or

possibly even still older, adopted by the Israelites

when they took the town, and incorporated into

their own nomenclature." That it was an ante-

liebraic term is supported by its occurrence in con-

nection with Shechcm, so eminently a Guiaanite

place. (See the next article.) The only ray of

light which we can obtain is from the LXX. Their

rendering in every case (excepting'' only 2 Chr.

xxxii. 5) is T/ &Kpa, a word which tiiey employ no-

where else in the 0. T. Now t] &Kpa means " the

citadel," and it is remarkable that it is the w^ord

used with unvarying persistence throughout the

Books of MacKibees for the fortress on Mount Zion,

which was occupied throughout the struggle by the

adherents of Antiochus, and was at last razed and the

very hill levelled by Simon. [Jerusalem, vol. i.

p. 1000 b, 1002 a, &c.] It is therefore perhaps not

too much to assume that the word 7niUo was em-
ployed in the Hebrew original of 1 Macaibees. The
jioint is exceedingly obscure, and the above is at

the best little more than mere conjecture, though
it agrees so far with the slight indications of 2 Chr.

xxxii. 5, as noticed already. L^O
MIL'LO, THE HOUSE OF. 1. (n^2

N1 ?D : 6 oIkos B-qBfjLadKoov ; Alex, oikos fjiaaWaiv :

nrbs Mello ; oppiduin Mello). Apparently a family

or clan, mentioned in Judg. ix. 6, 20 only, in con-

nexion with the men or lords of Shechem, and con-

cerned with them in the affair of Abimelech. No
clue is given by the original or any of the versions

as to the meaning of the name.

2. {^"0 '3: oiKos-yiaaKai: domxis Mello). The
" house of Millo that goeth down to Silla " was
tiie spot at which king Joash was mui-dered by his

slaves (2 K. xii. 20). There is nothing to lead us
to suppose that the murder was not committed in

Jerusalem, and in that case the spot must be con-

nected with the ancient Millo (see preceding article).

Two explanations have been suggested of the name
Silla. These will be discussed more fully under
that head, but whichever is adopted would equally

place Beth Millo in or near tJie Tyropoeon, taking

that to be where it is shown in the plan of Jeru-

salem, at vol. i. p. 1018. More than this can

hai-dly be said on the subject in the present state

of our knowledge. [G.]

MINES, MINING. « Surely there is a

soiu-ce for the silver, and a place for the gold which

they refine. Iron is taken out of the soil, and

stone man melts (for) copper. He hath put an end

to darkness, and to all perl'ection (i. c, most
thoroughly) he searcheth the stone of thick dark-

ness and of the shadow of death. He hath sunk a

shaft far from the wanderer ; they that are forgotten

of the foot are susjiended, away from man they

waver to and fro. (As for) the earth, from her
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" ./ust as the Knichtena-gulld Lane of Saxon London
became Nightingale Lane, as the Saxon name grew
anintelligible.

•> Here, and here only, the LXX. have to ai<a'A7)fifia,

perhaps the " foundation " or " substruction " ; though

Kdileusner gives also the meaning altiliuio.

cometh forth bread, yot her nethermost parts are

upturned a.s (by) tire. The place of .sapphire (are)

her stones, and dust of gold is his. A track which

the bird of prey hath not known, nor the eye of

the falcon glared upon ; which the sons of pride

(i. e. wild beasts) have not trodden, nor the loaiing

lion gone over ; in the flint man hath thrust his

hand, he hath overturned mountains from the root

;

in the rocks he hath cleft channels,* and every raie

thing hath his eye seen : the streams hath he bound

that they weep not, and that which is hid he

bringeth forth to light" (Job xxviii. 1-11). Such

is the highly poetical description given by the

author of the book of Job of the operations of

mining as known in his day, the only record of the

kind which we inherit from the ancient Hebrews.

The question of the date of the book cannot be

much influenced by it ; for indications of a very

advanced state of metallurgical knowledge are found

in the monuments of the Egyptians at a period at

least as early as any which would be claimed for

the author. Leaving this point to be settled inde-

pendently, therefore, it remains to be seen what is

implied in the words of the poem.

It may be feiily inferred from the description

that a distinction is made between gold obtained in

the manner indicated, and that which is found in

the natural state in the alluviid soil, among the

debris washed down by the torrents. This appears

to be implied in the expression " the gold they

refine," which presu[>poses a process by which the

pure gold is extracted fi-om the ore, and sepaj-ated

from the silver or copper with which it may have

been mixed. What is said of gold may be equally

applied to silver, for in almost every allusion to the

process of refining the two metals are associated.

In the passage of Job which has been quoted, so far

as can be made out fi'om the obscurities with which

it is beset, the natural order of mining operations is

obseiTed in the description. The whole point is

obviously contained in the contrast, " Surely there

is a source for the silver, and a place for the gold

which men refine,—but where shall wisdom be

found, and where is the place of understanding ?
"

No labour is too gi-eat for extorting from the earth

its treasures. The shaft is sunk, and the adven-

turous miner, far from the haunts of men, hangs

in mid-air (v. 4) ; the bowels of the earth—which

in the course of nature gi'ows but corn—are over-

thrown as though wasted by fire. The path

which the miner pursues in his underground course

is imseen by the keen eye of the falcon, nor have

the boldest beasts of prey traveised it, but man
wins his way through every obstacle, hews out

tunnels iu the rock, stops the water fi-om flooding

his mine, and brings to light the precious metals

as the reward of his adventure. No description

could be more complete. The poet might have

had before him the copper mines of the Sinaitic

peninsula. In the Wady Magharah, " the valley

of the Cave," are still traces of the Egyptian colony

of miners who settled there lor the pui-pose of

extracting copper from the freestone rocks, and

left their hieroglyphic inscriptions upon the face of

the cliff. That these inscriptions ai-e of great

antiquity there can be little doubt, though Lepsius

may not be justified in placing them at a date

" It is curious that the word "INV yedr, here used, is

apparently Egyptian in origin, and if so niny have bct'n

a technical term among the Egyptian minors of the

Sinaitic peninsula.
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B.C. 4000. " Already, under tlie fourth dynasty

ofManctho," he says, "the same which erected

the gre;it pyramids of Cizeh, 4000 B.C., copper

mines had been discovered in this desert, which

were worlsed by a colony. The peninsula was

then inhabited by Asiatic, probably Semitic races

;

therefore do we otlen see in tliose rock sculptures,

the triumphs of Pharaoh over the enemies of

Kgypt. Almost all the inscriptions belong to the

Old Empire, only one was found of the co- regency

of Tuthmosis III. and his sister" (Letters from
Eqypt, p. 346, Eng. tr.). In the Magharah
tablets Mr. Drew {Scripture Lands, p. 50 note)

"saw the cartouche of Suphis, the builder of the

(ireat Pyramid, and on the stones at Siliabit el

Khadim there aie those of kings of the eighteenth

and nineteenth dynasties." But the most inter-

esting description of this mining colony is to be

found in a letter to the Athenaeum (.June 4, 1859,

No. 1649, p. 747), signed M. A. and dated from
" Sarabut el Khadem, in the Desert of Sinai, May,
1859." The writer discovered on the mountain

exactly opposite the caves of Magh9,rah, traces of

an ancient fortress intended, as he conjectures, for

the protection of the miners. The hill on which it

stands is about 1000 feet high, nearly in.sulatcd, and

formed of a series of precipitous terraces, one above

the other, like the steps of the pyramids. The
uppermost of these was entirely surrounded by a

strong wall within which were found remains of

140 houses, each about ten feet square. There

were, besides, the remains of ancient hammers of

green porphyiy, and reservoirs "so disposed that

when one was full the surplus ran into the others,

and so in succession, so that they must have had

water enough to last for years. The ancient fur-

naces are still to be seen, and on the coast of the

Kcd Sea are found the piers and wharves whence
the mineis shipped their metal in the harbour of

Abu Zelimeh. Five miles from Sarabut el Khadem
the same traveller found the ruins of a much
greater number of houses, indicating the existence

of a large mining population, and, besides, five

immense reservoirs formed by damming up various

wadys. Other mines appear to have been dis-

covered by Dr. Wilson in the granite mountains
east of tlie Wady Mokatteb. In the Wady Nasb
the Cerman traveller Kiippell, who was commis-
sioned by Mohammed Ali, the Viceroy of Egypt,
to examine the state of the mines there, met with
remains of several large .' melting furnaces, sur-

rouiidoil by heaps of slag. The ancient inhabitants

had sunk shatls in several directions, leaving here

and there columns to prevent the whole from falling

in. In one of the mines he saw huge masses of
stone rich in copper ( Hitter, Erdknnde, xiii. 786).
The copper mines of Phaeiio in Idumaea, according
to Jei-ome, were between Zoar and Petia: iu the

persecution of Diocletian the Christians were con-

demned to work them.

The gold mines of ICgypt in the Bishdree desert,

the princijjal station of which was Eshuranib, about
three days' journey Ijeyond Wady AUaga, have been
discovered within the last few years by M. Linant
and Mr. Bonomi, the latter of whom supplied Sir

(!. Wilkinson with a description of them, which he
quotes {Anc. Kij. iii. '2J9, 230). Ruins of the

miners' huts still remain as at Surabit el- Khadim.
" In those nearest the mines lived the workmen
who were emjiloyed to break the quaitz nito small

fragments, the size of a liean, from wliose hands the

Douudcd stone pas:^cd to the persons who ground it
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m hand-mills, similar to those now u.sed for corn in

the valley of the Nile made of granitic stone; one

of which is to be found in almost every house at

these mines, either entire or broken. The quartz

thus reduced to powder was washed on inclined

tables, furnished with two cisterns, all built of

fi-agments of stone collected there ; and near these

inclined planes are generally found little white

mounds, the residue of the operation." According

to the account given by Diodorus Siculus (iii. 12-

14), the mines were worked by gangs of convicts

and captives in fetters, who were kept day and

night to their task by the soldiers set to guard

them. The work was superintended by an en-

gineer, who selected the stone and pointed it out to

the miners. The harder rock was split by the

application of fire, but the softer was broken up
with picks and chisels. The miners were quite

naked, their bodies being jjainted according to the

colour of the rock they were working, and in order

to see in the dark passages of the mine they carried

lamps upon their heads. The stone as it fell was
can-ied oft" by boys, it was then pounded in stone

mortars with iron pestles by those who were over

30 years of age till it was reduced to the size of a

lentil. The women and old men afterwards ground
it in mills to a fine powder. The final process of

separating the gold from the pounded stone was
entrusted to the engineers who superintended the

work. They spread this powder upon a broad

slightly inclined table, and rubbed it gently with

the hand, pouring water upon it from time to time

so as to carry away all the earthy matter, leaving

the heavier particles upon the board. This was re-

peated several times ; at first with the hand and

afterwards with fine sponges gently pressed upon
the earthy substance, till nothing but the gold was
left. It was then collected by other workmen, and

placed in earthen crucibles with a mixture of lead

and salt in certain proportions, together with a little

tin and some barley bran. The crucibles were

covered and carefully closed with clay, and in

this condition baked in a furnace for five days

and nights without intermission. Of the three

methods which have been employed for refining

gold and silver, 1. by exposing the fused metal to

a current of air ; 2. by keeping the alloy in a state

of fusion and throwing nitre upon it; and 3. by
mixing the alloy with lead, exposing the whole to

fusion upon a vessel of bone-ashes or earth, and

blowing upon it with bellows or other blast ; the

latter appears most nearly to coincide with the

description of Diodorus. To this process, known
as the cupelling process [Lead], there seems to

be a reference in Ps. xii. 6 ; Jer. vi. 28-30

;

Ez. xxii. 18-22, and from it Mr. Napier {Met.

of the Bible, p. 24) deduces a striking illustra-

tion of Mai. iii. 2, 3, " he shall sit as a refiner

and purifier of .silver," &c. " When the alloy is

melted . . . upon a cupcll, and the air blown upon

it, the surface of the melted metals has a deep

orange-red colour, with a kind of flickering wave

constantly passing over the surface ... As the

process proceeds the heat is increased . . . and in a

little the colour of the fused metal becomes lighter.

. . . At this stage the refiner watches the operation,

either standing or sitting, with tiie greatest earnests

ness, until all the orange colour and shading dis-

appears, and the metal has the appearance of a

highly-polished mirror, reflecting every object

around it ; even the refiner, as he looks upon the

mass of metal, may see himself as in a looking-
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glass, and thus he can form a very conect judg-

ment resjiei-ting the purity of the metal. If he is

satisfied, the tire is withdrawn, and the metal re-

moved fi-om the furnace ; but if not considered pure
more lead is added and the process repeated."

Silver mines are mentioned by Diodorus (i. 33)
with those of gold, iron, and copper, in the island

of Jleroe, at the mouth of the Nile. But the chief

supply of silver in the ancient world appears to

have been brought from Spain. The mines of that

country were celebrated (1 Mace. viii. 3). Mt.
Orospeda, from which the Guadalquivir, the ancient

Baltes, takes its rise, was formerly called " the

silver mountain," from the silver-mines which were

in it (Strabo, iii. p. 148). Tartessus, according to

Strabo, was an ancient name of the river, which

gave its name to the town which was built between

its two mouths. But the largest silver-mines in Spain

were in the neighbourhood of Carthago Nova, fiom

which, in the time of Polybius, the Roman govern-

ment received 25,000 drachmae daily. These, when
Strabo wrote, had fallen into private hands, though

most of the gold-mines were public property (iii.

p. 148). Near Castulo there were lead-mines con-

taining silver, but in quantities so small as not to

repay the cost of working. The process of separat-

ing the silver from the lead is abridged by Strabo

from Polybius. The lumps of oi e were first pouuded,

and then sifted through sieves into water. The se-

diment was again pounded, and again filtered, and

after this process had been repeated five times tlie

water w;vs drawn oft", the remainder of the ore

melted, the lead poured away and the silver left

pure. If Tartessus be the Tarshish of Scripture,

the metal workers of Spain in those days must have

possessed the art of hammering silver into sheets,

for we find in Jer. x. 9, " silver spread into plates

is brought from Tarshish, and gold from Uphaz."

We have no means of knowing whether the gold

of Ophir was obtained from mines or from the

washing of gold-streams.^ Pliny (vi. 32), from

Juba, describes the iittus Hammaeum on the Per-

sian Gulf as a place where gold-mines existed, and

in the same chapter alludes to the gold-mines of the

Sal)aeans. But in all probability the greater part

of the gold which came into the hands of the Phoe-

nicians and Hebrews was obtained from streams
;

its great abundance seems to indicate this. At a

very eai-ly period Jericho wa=! a centre of commcice

with the Eiist, and in the narrative of its capture

we meet with gold in the form of ingots (Josh. vii.

21, A. V. " wedge," lit. "tongue"),' in which it

(\as probably cast for the convenience of traffic.

That which Achan took weighed 25 oz.

As gold is seldom if ever found entirely free

from silver, the quantity of the latter varying from

2 per cent, to 30 per cent., it has been supposed

that the ancient metallurgists were acquainted with

some means of parting them, an operation per-

fonned in modern times by boiling the metal in

nitric or sulphuric ;icid. To some piocess of this

kind it has been imagined that leference is made in

I^rov. xvii. 3, " The fining-pot is for silver, and the

furiKtce for gold;" and again in xxvii. 21. "If,

for example," says Mr. Napier, " the tenn finimj-

>> The Hebrew "IV3. betser (Job xxii. 24. 25), or "1V3

hilsdr (Job xxxvi. 19), which is rendered " gold" in ihe

A. v., and is mentioned in the firs(-quou<l passage in con-

nexion wiihOphlr, is believed Ui signify goldotid silver ore.

" Compare the Fr. livgot, which U from Lat lingua,

and is said to be the origin of ivgot.
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pot could refer to the vessel or pot in which the

silver is dissolved from the gold in parting, as it

may be called with propriety, then these passages

have a meaning in our modern practice "
(
Met. of

the Bible, p. 28) ; but he admits this is at best but

plausible, and considers that " the constant reference

to certain qualities and kinds of gold in Scriptuie

is a kind of presumptive proof that they were not

in the habit of perfectly purifying or separating the

gold from the silver."

A strong proof of the acquaintance possessed by

the ancient Hebrews with the manipulation of

metals is found by some in the destruction of the

golden calf in the desert by Moses. " And he took

the calf which they had made, and burnt it in fire,

and ground it to powder, and strawed it upon the

water, and made the children of Israel drink" (Ex.

.xxxii. 20). As the highly malleable character of

gold would render an operation like that which is

desciibed in the text almost impossible, an explana-

tion has been souglit in the supposition that we
have here an indication that Moses was a proficient

in the process known in modern times as calcination.

The object of calcination being to oxidise the metal

subjected to the process, and gold not being affected

by this treatment, the explanation cannot be ad-

mitted. M. Goguet (quoted in Wilkinson's Anc.

Eg. iii. 221) confidently asserts that the problem

has been solved by the discovery of an experienced

chemist that " in the place of tartaric acid, which

we employ, the Hebrew legislator used natron,

which is common in the East." The gold so re-

duced and made into a draught is further said to

have a most detestable taste. Goguet's solution

appears to have been adopted without examination

by more modern writers, but Mr. Napier ventured

to question its correctness, and endeavoured to trace

it to its source. The only clue which he found was
in a discovery by Stahll, a chemist of the 17th cen-

tury, " that if 1 part gold, 3 parts potash, and 3

parts sulphur are heated together, a compound is

formed which is partly soluble in water. If," he

adds, " this be the discovery refen-ed to, which I

think very probable,** it certainly has been made the

most of by Bibliatl critics " {Met. of the Bible,

p. 49). The whole difficulty appears to have arisen

from a desire to find too much in the text. The
main object of the destruction of the calf was to

prove its worth lessness and to throw contempt upon
idolatiy, and all this might have been done without

any refined chemical process like that referred to.

The calf was first heated in the fire to destroy its

shape, then beaten and broken up by hammering
or hling into small pieces, which were thrown into

the water, of which the people were made to drink

as a symbolical act. " Moses threw the atoms into

the water as an emblem of the perfect annihilation

of the calf, and he gave the Israelites that water to

drink, not only to impress upon them the abomina-

tion and despicable character of the image which

they had made, but as a symbol of purifiattion, to

remove the object of the transgression by those very

persons who had committed it" (Dr. Kalisch,

Comm. on Ex. xxxii. 20).

How far the ancient Hebrews were acquainted

with the jn-ocesses at present in use for extracting

copper from tlie ore it is impossible to assert, as

<i This uncertainty might have been at once removed

by a reference to Goguet's Origine des Lois, &c. (ii. 1. 2,

c. 4), where Stahll ( Vitulus aurerts opusc. chym. phys.

med. p. 585) is quoted as the authority for the suitemciit.

2 B
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there are no references in Scripture to anything of

the kind, except in the passage of Job already quoted.

Copper smelting, however, is in some aises attended

with comparatively small difficulties, which the

ancients had evidently the skill to overcome. Ore
composed of copper and o.\ys:i;en mi.xed with coal

and bunit to a bright I'ed heat, leaves the coppei-

in the metallic state, and the same result will

follow if the process be applied to the carbonates

and sulpburets of copper. Some means of tough-

ening the metal so as to render it lit for manu-
facture must ha^•e been known to tlie Hebrews as

to other ancient nations. The Egyptians evidently

possessed the art of woi'king bronze in great perfec-

tion at a very early time, and much of the know-
ledge of metals which the Israelites had must have

been acquired during their residence among tiiera.

Of tin there appears to have been no trace in

Palestine. That the Phoenicians obtained their

supplies from the mines of Spain and Cornwall

theie can be no doubt, and it is suggested that

even the Egyptians may have procured it fiom the

same source, either directly or througli the medium
of the former. It was found among the possessions

of the Midianites, to whom it might have come in

the course of trathc ; but in other instances in

which allusion is made to it, tin occurs in conjunc-

tion with other metals in the foiTO of an alloy.

The lead mines of Gebel e' Rossass, near the coast

of the Med Sea, about half way between Berenice

and Kossayr (Wilkinson, Handh. for Egypt, p.

403), may have supplied the Hebi'ews with that

metal, of which there were no mines in their own
country, or it may have been obtained from the

rocks in the neighbourhood of Sinai. The hills of

Palestine are rich in iron, and the mines are still

worked there [Metals] though in a very simple

rude manner, like that of the ancient Samothra-
cians : of the method employed by the Egyptians

and Hebrews we have no certain information. It

may have been similar to that in use throughout
the whole of India from very earlv times, which is

thus described by Dr. Ure (Diet.'of Arts, ^c, art.

Steel). " The furnace or bloomery in which the

ore is smelted is from four to five feet high ; it is

somewhat pear-shaped, being about five feet wide
at bottom and one foot at top. It is built entirely

of clay .... There is an opening in front about
a foot or more in height, which is built up with
clay at the connnencement and broken down at the

end of each smelting operation. The bellows are

usually made of a goat's skin .... The bamboo
nozzles of the bellows are inserted into tubes of

clay, which pass into tlie furnace .... The fm-
nace is filled with charcoal, and a lighted coal being

introduced betbie the nozzles, the mass in the inte-

rior is soon kindled. As soon as tliis is accom-
plished, a small portion of the ore, previously

moistened with water to prevent it from running
through the charcoal, but without anv flux what-
ever, is laid on tlio top of the coals and covered

with charcoal to fill up tlie furnace. In this manner
ore and fuel are supplied, and the bellows are urged

for three or four hours. When the process is

stopped and the temporary wall in front broken

down, the bloom is removed with a pair of tongs

from the bottom of the furnace."

It has seemed necessaiy to give this account of a

very ancient method of iron smelting, because,

from the difficulties which attend it. and the intense

heat which is required to separate the metal from

the ore, it has been asserted that the allusions to

MINGLED PEOPLE
iron and iron manufacture in the Old Testament
are anachronisms. But if it were possible among
the ancient Indians in a veiy primitive stiite of

civilization, it migiit have been known to the

Hebrews, who may have acquired their knowledge

by working as slaves in the iron furnaces of Egypt
\

(comp. Deut. iv. 20). I

The question of the early use of iron among the \

Egyptians, is fully disposed of in the following re-

marks of Sir Gardner Wilkinson (^Ancient Egi/p-

tians, ii. pp. 154-156):

—

" In the infancy of the arts and sciences, the

difficulty of working iron might long withhold the

secret of its superiority over copper and bionze;

but it cannot reasonably be supposed that a nation

so advanced, and so eminently skilled in the art of

working metals as the Egyptians and Sidonians,

should liave remained ignorant of its use, even if we
had no evidence of its having been known to the

Greeks and other people ; and the constant employ-

ment of bionze arms and implements is not a suffi-

cient argument against their knowledge of iron,

since we find the Greeks and Romans made the

same things of bronze long after the period wlien

iron was universally known To conclude,

from the want of iron instruments, or arms, bearing

the names of early monarchs of a Phaiaonic age,

that bronze was alone used, is neither just nor

satisfactory ; since the decomposition of that metal,

especially when buried for ages in the niti'ous soil

of Egypt, is so speedy as to preclude the possibility

of its preservation. Until we know in what manner
the Egyptians employed bionze tools for cutting

stone, the discovery of them aHbrds no additional

light, nor even argument ; since the Greeks and

Romans continued to make bronze instruments of

various kinds so long after iron w;is known to them
;

and Herodotus mentions the iron tools used by the

builders of the Pyramids. lion and copper mines

are found in the Egyptian desert, which were woiked

in old times ; and the monuments of Thebes, and

even the tombs about Memphis, dating more than

4000 years ago, represent butchers sharpening their

knives on a round bar of metal attached to their

apron, which from its blue colour can only be steel

;

and the distinction between the bionze and iron

weapons in the tomb of Remeses III., one painted

red, the other blue, leaves no doubt oi both having

been used (as in Rome) at the same periods. In

Ethiopia iron was much more abundant than in

Egypt, and Herodotus states that copper was a rare

metal there ; though we may doubt his assertion of

prisoners in that country having been bound with

tetters of gold. The speedy decomposition of iron

would be sufficient to prevent our finding imple-

ments of that metal of an early period, and the

greater opportunities of obtaining copper ore, added

to the facility of working it, might be a reason

for preferring the latter whenever it answered the

purpose instead of iron." [W. A. W.J

MINGLED PEOPLE. This phrase (3nyn.

hd'ereb), like that of " the mi.xed multitude," which

the Hebrew closely resembles, is applied in Jer.

XXV. 20, and Ez. xxx. 5, to denote tlie miscellaneous

foreign population of Egypt and its frontier-tribes,

including every one, says Jerome, who was not a

native Esyptian, but was resident there. The

Targum of Jonathan understands it in this passage

as well as in Jer. 1. 37, of the foreign mercenaries,

though in Jer. xxv. 24, where the woi-d ag-.iin

occurs, it is rendered " Ar.abs." It is difficult to
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attach to it any ])recise meaning, or to identify

with the mingled people any race of which we have

luiowledge. " The kings of the mingled peoi)le tliat

dwell in the desert," » are the same apparently as

the tributary kings (A. V. "kings of Arabia")
who brought present-; to Solomon (1 K. x. 15);''

the Hebrew in the two c;ises is identical. These

have been explained (as in the Targum on 1 K.

X. 15j as foreign mercenary chiefs who were in

the pay of Solomon, but Tlienius understands by

them the sheykhs of the border tribes of Bedouins,

living in Arabia Deserta, who were closely con-

nected with the Israelites. The " mingled people
"

in the midst of Babylon (Jer. 1. 37), were pro-

bably the foreign soldiers or mercenary troops,

who lived among the native population, as the

Targum takes it. Kimchi compares Ex. xii. 38,

and explains hd'ereb of the Ibreign population of

Babylon = generally, " tbieigners who were in Ba-
bylon from several lands," or it may, he says, be

intended to denote the merchants, 'ereb being thus

connected with the "^jmyD
"'r?''^'

^orehe ma'ardbec,

of Ez. xxvii. 27, rendered in the A. V. " the occu-

piers of thy merchandize." His first interpretation

is based upon what appears to be the primary signi-

fication of the root 3"iy, 'drab, to mingle, while

Another meaning, " to pledge, guarantee," suggested

the rendering of the Targum " mercenaries,"J which
.larchi adopts in his explanation of " the kings of

lid'creb," in 1 K. x. 15, as the kings who were
pledged to Solomon and dependent upon him. The
equivalent which he gives is apparently intended to

represent the Fr. garantie.

The rendering of the A. V. is supported by
the LXX. crvfjLfiiKTos in Jer., and (iri/xiKTos in

Ezekiel. [VV. A. W.]

MIN'IAMIN (|>»^30 : Bevia/jLiv; Alex. Bev-

ta/neiv: Benjamin). 1. One of the Levites in the

reign of Hezekiah appointed to the charge of the

freewill oti'erings of the people in the cities of the
pi-iests, and to distribute them to tlieir brethren

(2 Chr. xxxi. 15). The reading "Benjamin" of
the LXX. and Vulg. is followed by the Peshito
Syriac.

2. (Mia^uiV ; Miamin). The same as Miamin 2
and ihjAMiX 2 (Xeh. xii. 17).

3. {Bei/iafjiiv ; Alex. Beviafielu). One of the
priests who blew the trumpets at the dedication of

the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. xii. 41).

MIN'NI (^30 : Menni), a country mentioned in

connexion with .Ararat and Ashchennz ( Fei-. li. 27).

The LXX. erroneously renders it irap ifiov. It

has been already noticed as a portion of Armenia.

[Armicn'ia.] The name may be connected with

the Miivjiis noticed by Xicolaus of Damascus
(Joseph. Ant. i. 3, §6), with the Minnai of the

Assyrian inscriptions, whom Rawlinson {Herod, i.

464) places about lake Urumiyeh, and with the
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a Kimchi observes that tliese are distiiiguisliod from
the mingled people mentioned in ver. 2U by the addition
"

I hat dwell in the desert.'

" In the parullel piussage of 2 Chr. is. 14 the reading is

y^V 'drab, or Arabia.

' The same commentator refers tlie expression in Is.

ix. 14, " they shall every man turn to his own people," to

the dispersion of the niixod population of Hiibylon at Its

cjipturo.

Minuas who ajipears in the list of Armenian kings

m the inscription at Wan (Layard's Niii. and Lab.

p. 401). At the time when Jeremiah prophesied,

Ainnenia had been subdued by the Median kings

{Herod, i. 103, 177). [VV. L. B.]

MINISTER. This term is used in the A. V.

to describe various oflicials of a religious and civil

character. In the 0. T. it answers to the Hebrew
meskdrcth,'^ which is applied, (1) to an attendant

upon a person of high rank, as to Joshua in rela-

tion to Moses (Ex. xxiv. 13; Josh. i. 1) and to

the attendant on the prophet Elisha (2 K. iv. 43)

;

(2) to the attaches of a royal court (1 K. x. 5,

where, it may be observed, they are distinguished

from the " servants " or officials of higher rank,

answering to our ministers, by the ditferent titles

of the chambers assigned to their use, the "sittmg"
of the servants meaning rather their abode, and the
" attendance " of the ministers the ante-room in

which they were stationed); persons of high rank

held this post in the Jewish kingdom (2 Chi-on.

xxii. 8) ; and it may be in this sense, as the attend-

ants of the King of Kings, that the term is applied

to the angels (Ps. civ. 4) ; (3) to the Priests and

Levites, who are thus described by the prophets

and later historians (Is. Ixi. 6 ; Ez. xliv. 11 ; Joel

i. 9, 13; Ezr. viii. 17; Neh. x. 36), though the

verb, whence meslidreth is derived, is not uncom-
monly used in reference to their services in the

earlier books (Ex. xxviii. 43 ; Num. iii. 31 ; Deut.

xviii. 5, al.). In the N. T. we have three terms,

each with its distinctive meaning— Xeirovpyos,

uirrjperrjs, and ^laKovos, The first answers most

nearly to the Hebrew meshdreth and is usually

employed in the LXX. as its equivalent. It be-

tokens a subordinate public administrator, whether

civil or sacerdotal, and is applied in the former

sense to the magistrates in their relation to the

Divine authority (Rom. xiii. 6), and in the latter

sense to our Lord in relation to the Father (Heb.

viii. 2), and to St. Paul in relation to Jesus Christ

(Rom. XV. 16), where it occurs among other expres-

sions of a sacerdotal character, "ministering"

(j'epoupyoi'j'Ta), " otl'ering up" ('jrpoff<popd, &c.).

In all these instances the original and special mean-
ing of the word, as used by the Athenians,'' is

preserved, though this comes, perhaps, yet more
distinctly forward in the cognate terms Keirovpyia,

and \fiTovpye7v, applied to the sacerdotal office of

the Jewish priest (Luke i. 23 ; Heb. ix. 21, x. 11 ), to

the still higher priesthood of Christ (Heb. viii. 6),

and in a secondary sense to the Christian priest

who od'evs, up to God the faith of his convei'ts

(Phil. ii. 17 ; \etrovpyia Trjy ir^o-recos), and to any
act of public self-devotion on the part of a Christian

disciple (Rom. xv. 27 ; 2 Cor. ix. 12 ; Phil. ii. 30).
The second term, vTrrjpeTris, diflfers from the two
others in that it contains the idea of actual and
personal attendance upon a superior. Thus it is

used of the attendant in the synasjoirue, the /Jia-

I" The term is derived from Acitoi' epyov, " public

work," and the kitourgia was the name of certain per-

sonal services which the citi7.cns of Athens and some
other states h.id to perform gratuitously for the public

good. From the sacerdotal use of ihe word in the

N. T., It obtained the special sense of a "public divine

service," which is perpetuated in our word " liturgy."

Tlie verb \eiTovpytiv is used in this sensn In Acts

xili. 2.

2 B 2
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za7i "= of the Talmudists (Luke iv. 20), whose duty

it was to open and close the building, to produce

and replace the books employed in the service, and

generally to wait on the officiating priest or teacher ''

(Carpzov, Apparat. p. 314). It is similarly ap-

plied to Mark, who, as the attendant on Barnabas

and Saul (Acts xiii. 5), was probably charged

with the administration of baptism and other as-

sistant duties (De Wette, in loc.) ; and again to the

subordinates of the high-priests (John vii. 32, 45,

xviii. 3, al.), or of a jailor (Matt. v. 25 = irpa-

KTup in Luke xii. 58 ; Acts v. 22). The idea of

personal attciulance comes prominently forward in

Luke i. 2; Acts xxvi. 16, in both of which places

it is alleged as a ground of trustworthy testimony

(ipsi viderunt, et, quod plus est, ministrarunt,

Bengel). Lastly, it is used interchangeably with

^lOLKovos in 1 Cor. iv. 1 compared with iii. 5, but

in this instance the term is designed to convey the

notion of subordination and humility. In all these

cases the etymological sense of the word {virh

ipiTTis, literally, a "sub-rower," one who rows

under command of the steersman) comes out. The

term that most adequately represents it in our

language is "attendant." The third term, 5m-

Kovos, is the one usually employed in relation to

the ministry of the Gospel : its application is

twofold, in a general sense to indicate ministers of

any order, whether superior or inferior, and in a

sjiecial sense to indicate an order of inferior minis-

ters. In the former sense we have the cognate

term SiaKovla applied in Acts vi. 1, 4, both to

the ministration of tables and to the higher minis-

tration of the word, and the term Smkovos itself

applied, without defining the office, to Paul and

ApoUos (1 Cor. iii. 5), to Tychicus (Eph. vi. 21
;

Col. iv. 7), to Epaphras (Col. i. 7), to Timothy

(1 Thess. iii. 2), and even to Christ himself (Rom.

XV. 8; Gal. ii. 17). In the latter sense it is

applied in the passages where the Smkovos is con-

tradistinguished from the Bishop, as in Phil. i. 1
;

1 Tim. iii. 8-13. It is, perhaps, worthy of ob-

servation that the word is of very rare occurrence

in thp LXX. (Esth. i. 10, ii. 2, vi. 3), and then

only in a genei'al sense : its special sense, as known
to us in its derivative " deacon," seems to be of

purely Christian growth, fDeacon.] [\V. L. B.]

MIN'NITH (JT-aO: &xpis 'ApuQv ; Alex, eis

2e/ico€i0;« Josp])h. TrcJXtsMaXtdOTjy. Pesch.Syriac,

iMachir: Vulg. Alennitli), a place on the east of the

Jordan, naniinl as the point to which Jephthah's

slaughter of the Ammonites extended (.Tudg. xi.

33). " From Aroer to the approach to Minnith
"

('J3 "^>5i3 nj?) seems to have been a district con-

taining twenty cities. Minnith was in the neighbour-

nood of Abel-Ceraniim, the "meadow of vinej'ards."

Both places are mentioned in the Onomasticon

—

" Mennith" or " Maanith" as 4 miles from Heshbon,

on the road to Philadelphia {Amman), and Abel ;is

6 or 7 miles from the latter, but in what direction

is not stated. A site bearing the name Mcnjnh,

is marked in Van de Velde's Map, perhaps on the

authority of Buckingham, at 7 Roman miles east

of Heshbon on a road to Am.man, though not on
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the fi-eqviented track. But we must await furthw
investigation of these interesting regions before we
can pronounce for or against its identity with
Minnith.

The valuations of the ancient versions as given

above are remarkable, but they have not suggested

anything to the writer. Schwarz proposes to fiml

Minnith in Magkd, a trans-Jordaiiic town named
in the Maccabees, by the change of 3 to 3. An epis-

copal city of " Palestina secunda," named Mennith,

is quoted by Reland {Pal. 211), but with some

question as to its being located in this direction

(comp. 209).

The " wheat of Minnith " is mentioned in Ez.

xxvii. 17, as being supplied by Judah and Israel to

Tyre; but there is nothing to indicate that the

same place is intended, and indeed the word is

thought by some not to be a proper name. Philistia

and Sharon were the great corn-growing districts of

Palestine—but there were in these eastern regions

also " fat of kidneys of wheat, and wine of the pure

blood of the gi-ape " (Deut. xxxii. 14). Of that

cultivation Minnith and Abel-Ceramim may have

been the chief seats.

In this neighbourhood were possibly situated the

vineyards in which Balaam encountered the angel

on his road from Mesopotamia to Moab (Num.
xxii. 24). [G.]

MINSTREL. The Hebrew word in 2 K. iii.

15 (|]I30, metmggen) properly signifies a playei

upon a stringed instrument like the hai-p or kinnor

[Harp], whatever its precise character may have

been, on which David played before Saul (1 Sam.

xvi. IG, xviii. 10, xix. 9), and which the harlots of

the great cities used to cany with them as they

walked to attract notice (Is. xxiii. IG). The pas-

sage in which it occurs has given lise to much con-

jecture ; Elisha, upon being consulted by Jehoram

as to the issue of the war with Moab, at first in-

disrnantly refuses to answer, and is only induced to

do so by the presence of Jehoshaphat. He calls for

a hai-per, apparently a camp follower (one of the

Levites according to Procopius of Gaza),"* " And

now bring me a harper; and it came to pass as

the harper harped that the hand of .lehovah was on

him." Other instances of the same divine influence

or impulse connected with music, are seen in the

case of Saul and the young prophets in 1 Sam.

X. 5, 6, 10, 11. In the present passage the reason

of Elisha's appeal is variously explained. Jarchi

says that " on account of anger the Shechinah had

departed fiom him ;" Ephiem Syrus, that the

object of the music was to attract a crowd to liear

the prophecy; J. H. Michaelis, that the prophet's

mind, disturbed by the impiety of the Israelites,

might be soothed and prepared "for divine things by

a spiritual song. According to Keil {Comm. on

Kings, i. 359, Eng. tr.), "Elisha calls for a min-

strel, in order to gather in his thoughts by the soft

tones of music from the impression of the outer

world, and by repressing the life of self and of the

world to be transferred into the state of internal

vision, by which his spirit would be prepared to

receive the Divine revelation." This in eti'ect is the

d Tlie vTTijpirrii of ecclesiastical history occupied

precisely the s.ime position In the Christian Church

that the khazan did In the synagogue : in Lntin he was

styled sub-diatanus, or sub-deacon (Bingham, Ant. ill. 2).

» cut Tou f\6eiv eit treiiMtiO, is the reading of the

Alex. Codex, ingeniously corrected by Grabe to ews tou

eXeeii/ at ci! Mcofifl.

" The 'I'argum translates, " and now bring me o man

who knows how to play upon the harp, and it came to

pass as the harper harped there rested upon him the spirit

of prophecy from before Jehovah."
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view taken by Josepluis (Ant. ix. 3, §1), and the

same is expressed by Maimonides in a passage which

embodies the opinion ot" the Jews of the Middle

Ai;es. " Ail the prophets were not able to pro-

phesy at any time that they wished ; but they pre-

pared their minds, and sat joyful and glad of heart,

and abstracted ; for prophecy dwelleth not in the

midst of melancholy nor in the midst of apathy,

but in the midst of joy. Therefore the sons of the

I)rophets had' before them a psaltery, and a tabret,

and a pipe, and a harp, and (thus) sought after pro-

phecy" (or piophetic mspnution), {Yud hachaza-

kah, vii. 5, Bernard's Creed and Ethics of the

Jews, p. 16; see also note to p. 114). Kimchi

quotes a tradition to the effect that, after the ascen-

sion of his master Elijah, the spirit of prophecy

had not dwelt upon Elisha because he was mourn-

ing, and the spirit of holiness does not dwell but in

the midst of joy. In 1 Sam. xviii. 10, on the con-

tnu-y, there is a remarkable instance of the employ-

ment of music to still the excitement consequent

upon an attack of frenzy, which in its external

manifestations at least so far resembled the rapture

with which the old prophets weie affected when
ilelivering their prophecies, as to be described by
the same term. " And it came to pass on the

morrow, that the evil spirit from (iod came upon

Saul, and he prophesied in the midst of the house

:

and David played with his hand as at other times."

Weemse {Christ. Si/mtijoijue, c. vi. §1:1, par. 6,

p. 143) supposes that the music appropriate to

such occasions was " that which the Greeks called

apixoviav, which was the greatest and the saddest,

and settled the ailoctions."

The " minstrels " in Matt. ix. 23, were the flute-

players who were employed as professional mourners

to whom frequent allusion is made (Eccl. xii. 5;
2 Chr. XXXV. 25 ; Jer. ix. 17-20), and whose repre-

tatives exist in great numbers to this day in the

cities of the East. [Mourning.] [VV, A. W.]

MINT {yi^vofffiov : mentha) occurs only in

Matt, xxiii. 23, and Luke xi. 42, as one of those

herbs, the tithe of which the Jews were most scru-

pulously exact in paying. Some commentators
liave supposed that such herbs as mint, anise (dill),

and cummin, were not titheable by law, and that

the Pharisees solely from an overstrained zeal paid

tithes for them ; but as dill was subject to tithe

(Massroth, cap. iv. §5), it is most probable that the

other herbs mentioned with it were also tithed, and
this is fully corroborated by our Lord's own words:
" these ought ye to have done." The Pharisees

therefore are not censui-ed for paying tithes of things

untitheable by law, but foi- paying more regaid to

a scrupulous exactness in these minor duties than

to important moral obligations.

There cannot be the slightest doubt that the

A. V. is correct in the tianslation of the Greek
word, and all the old versions are agreed in under-

standing some species of mint {Mentha) by it.

Dioscorides (iii. 30, ed. Sprengel; sjieaks of T\ivoff-

ixov ¥ijxfpov (Mentha satica) ; the (irecks used the

terms fx.lvQa, or (jlIvOt) and fxivBos for mint, whence
the derivation of the English word ; the Romans
liave mentha, menta, mentastnim. According to

riiny (H. N. xix. 8) the old Greek word for mint
wius nlvda, which was changed to r)5vo(rixov (" the

sweet smelling"), on account of the fragrant pro-

j)erties of this plant. Mint w;is used by the Greeks

and Romans both as a carminative in medicine and

3 condiment in cookery. Apicius mentions the use
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of fresh (viridis) and dried (arida) mint. Compare
also Pliny, //. N. xix. 8, .xx. 14 ; Dioscor. iii. 36

;

the Epitijruin of the Romans had mint as one of its

ingredients (Cato, de R. lius. § 120). Martial,

Epig. X. 47, speaks of " ructatrix mentha," mint
being an excellent carminative. " So amongst the

Jews," says Celsius (Hierob. i. 547), "the Tal-
mudical writers manifestly declare that mint was
used with their food." Tract, Shein. Ve Jobel, ch.

vii. §2, and Tr. Oketzin, cli. i. §2 ; Shcb. ch. 7, 1.

Lady Calcott {Script. Herb. 280) makes the fol-

lowing ingenious remark :
" I know not whether

mint was originally one of the bitter herbs with
which the Israelites eat the Paschal lamb, but our
use of it witli roast Iamb, particularly about Easter
time, inclines me to suppose it was." The same
writer also observes that the modern Jews eat

horseradish and chervil with lamb. The woodcut
represents tlie horse mint {M. sylvestris) which is

common in Syria, and according to Russell {Hist, of

Aleppo, p. 39) found in the gardens at Aleppo
;

M. sativa is generally supposed to be only a variety

oi' M. arvensis, another species of mint; perhaps all

these were known to the ancients. The mints belong

to the large natural order Labiatae. [W. H.]

MIPH'KAD, THE GATE ("li^BSn lyB*-

ttvAt) rov MacpiKaB : porta judicialis), one of the

gates of Jerusalem at the time of the rebuilding of

the wall after the return from captivity (Neh. iii.

31). According to the view taken in this work of

the topography of the city this gate was probably

not in the wall of Jerusalem proper, but in that of

the city of David, or Zion, and somewhere near to

the junction of the two on the north side (see vol. i.

p. 1027). The name may refer to some memorable
census of the people, as for instance that of David

2 Sam. x.xiv. 9, and 1 Chr. xxi. 5 (in each of which

the word used for " number " is miphkad), or to

the .superintendents of some portion of the worship

(Pekidim, see 2 Chr. xxxi. 13). [G.J

MIRACLES. The word "miracle" is the

ordinary translation, in our Authorized English ver-

sion, of the Greek a7)p.uov. Our translatoi-s did

not borrow it from the \' ulgate (in which signum

is the customary rendering oi arififToy), but, appa-
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rentlj-, from their English predecessoi-s, Tyndale,

Coverdale, &c. ; and it. had, probably before their

time, acquired a fixed technical import in theological

language, which is not directly suggested by its

etymology. The Latin miraoulum, fiom which it

is merely acconimodate<l to an English termination,

corresponds best with the Greek Qavfxa, and denotes

any object of wonder, whether supernatural or not,

Thus the " Seven Wonders of the VVorld " we- e called

miracula, though they were only miracles of art.

It will perhaps be found that the habitual use of

the term " miracle" has tended to fix attention too

much on the physical strangeness of the facts thus

described, and to divert attention from what may
be called their shjnalitij. In reality, the practical

importance of the strangeness of miraculous facts

consists in this, that it is one of the circumstances

which, taken together, make it reasonable to under-

stand the phenomenon as a mark, seal, or attestation

of the Divine sanction to something else. And if we
suppose the Divine intention established that a given

phenomenon is to be taken as a mark or sign of

Divine attestation, theories concerning the mode in

which that phenomenon was produced become of

comparatively little practical value, and. are only

serviceable as helping our conceptions. In the case

of such signs, when they vary fiom the ordinary

course of nature, we may conceive of them as imme-
diately wrought by the authoiized intervention of

some angelic being merely exerting invisibly his

natural powers ; or as the result of a provision made
in the original scheme of the universe, by which such

an occurrence was to t;ike place at a given moment ;»

or as the result of the interference of some higher

law with subordinate laws ; or as a change in the

oi-dinary working of God in that course of events

which we aiU nature ; or as a suspension by His
immediate power of the action of certain forces

which He had originally given to what we cdl
natural agents. These may be hypotheses more or

less probable of the mode in which a given pheno-
menon is to be conceived to have been produced

;

but if all the circumstances of the case taken together

make it reasonable to understand that phenomenon
as a Divine sign, it will be of comparatively little

practical importance which of them we adopt. In-
deed, in many cases, the phenomenon which con-
stitutes a Divine sign may be one not, in itself,

at all varying from the known course of nature.
This is the common case of prophecy : in which the
fulfilment of the prophecy, which constitutes the
sign of the projihet's commission, may be the result

of ordinaiy causes, and yet, from being incapable of

having been anticipated by human sagacity, it may
be an adequate mark or sign of the Divine' sanction.

In such cases, the miraculous or wondertul element
is to be sought not in the fulfilment, but in the
prediction. Thus, although we should suppose, for

example, that the de-struction of Sennacherib's army
was accomplished by an ordinary simoom of the

desert, called figuratively the Angel of the Lord,
it would still be a sign of Isaiah's prophetic mission,

and of God's care for Jeru.salem. And so, in the

case of the passage of the Ked Sea by the Israelites

under Moses, and many other instances. Our Lord's

prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem is a clear

example of an event brought about in the ordinary

» This is said by Malmonides (Mm-eh Kevocliim, part li.

c. 29) to have been the opinion of some of the elder

lUtbbins :
" Nam dicunt, quaiido DeusO. M. banc existen-

tiam creavit, ilhim turn unicuiqae enti naturam suam
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course of things, and yet being a sign of the Divinr»

mission of Jesus, and of the just displeasure of Goii

against the Jews.

It would appear, indeed, that in almost all cases

of signs or evidential miracles something prophetic

is involved. In the common case, for eiample, o(

healing sickness by a word or touch, the word or

gesture may be regarded as a prediction of the cure
;

and then, if the whole circumstances be such as to

exclude just suspicion of (1) a «a/ura/ anticipation

of the event, and (2) a casual coincidence, it will be

inditierent to the signality of the cure whether we
regard it as effected by the operation of oi-dinary

causes, or by an immediate interposition of the Deity

reversing the course of nature. Hypotheses by which

such cures are attempted to be accounted for by

ordinary causes are indeed generally wild, impro-

bable, and arbitrary, and are (on that ground) justly

open to objection ; but, if the miraculous character

of the predictive antecedent be admitted, they do

not tend to deprive the phenomenon of its signality :

and there are minds who, from particular associa-

tions, find it easier to conceive a miraculous agency

opeiating in the region of mind, than one operating

in the region of matter.

It may be further observed, in passing, that the

proof of the actual occurrence of a sign, when in

itself an ordinary event, and invested with signality

only by a previous prediction, may be, in some

respects, better circumstanced than the proof of the

occuiTence of a miraculous sign. For the prediction

and the fullilment may have occurred at a long

distance of time the one fiom the other, and be

attested by separate sets of independent witnesses,

of v/hom the one was ignorant of the fulfilment,

and the other ignorant, or incredulous, of the pre-

diction. As arch of these sets of witnesses are de-

posing to what is to them a mere ordinary fact,

there is no room for suspecting, in the case of those

witnesses, any colouring from religious prejudice,

or excited feeling, or fraud, or that craving tor the

marvellous which has notoriously produced many
legends. But it must be admitted that it is only

snch sources of suspicion that are excluded in such

a case ; and that whatever inherent improbability

there may be in a fact considered as miraculous—or

varying from the ordinary coui-se of nature—remains

still : so that it would be a mistake to say that the

two facts together—the prediction and the fulfil-

m.=nt—required no stronger evidence to make them

credible than any two ordinaiy tacts. This will

appear at once from a parallel case. That A B
was seen walking in Bond Street^ London, on a

certain day, and at a certain hour, is a common
ordinaiy fact, credible on very slight evidence. That

A B was seen walking in Broadway, New Vork, on

a certain day, and at a certain hour, is, when taken

by itself, similarly circumstanced. But if the day

and hour assigned in both reports be the same, the

case is altered. We conclude, at once, that one or

other of our informants was wrong, or both, v.ntil

convinced of the correctness of their statements by

evidence much stronger than would sudice to esta-

blish an ordinary fact. This brings us to consider

the peculiar improbability supjiosed to attach to

miraculous signs, as such.

The peculiar improbability of Miracles is resolved

ordlnasse et determinasse, illisque naturis vlrtutem Inei-

dlssc miracula ilia proriucendi: et signum prophetic nihil

aliud esse, quam quod Dens significant prophelir temjua

quo dicere hoc vel illud dcbcant," &c
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by Hume, in his famous Essiiy, into the ciicum-

stance that tliey are " contrary to ex])eiience."

This expression is, as has often been pointed out,

strictly speaking, incorrect. In strictness, that

only can be said to be contrary to experience, which
is contradicted by the immediate peiceptions of

persons present at the time when the fact is alleged

to have occurred. 'I'hus, if it be alleged that all

metals are ponderous, this is an assertion contrary

to experience ; becjiuse daily actual observation

shows that the metal potassium is not ponderous.

But if any one were to assert that a particular

piece of potassium, which we had never seen, was
ponderous, our experiments on other pieces of the

same metal would not piove his report to be, in

the same sense, contrary to our experience, but only

contrary to the analogy of our experience. Jn a

looser sense, however, the terms " contrary to ex-

perience," are extended to this secondary applica-

tion ; and it must be admitted that, in this latter,

less strict sense, miracles are contrary to general

experience, so far as their mere physical circum-

stances, visible to us, are concerned. This should

not only be admitted, but strongly insisted upon,

by the maintainers of miracles, because it is an

essential element of their signal character. It is

only the analogy of general experience (necessarily

narrow as all human experience is) that convinces

us that a word or a touch has no efficacy to cure

diseases or still a tempest. And, if it be held that

the analogy of daily experience furnishes us with no

measure of probability, then the so-called miracles

of the Bible will lose the character of marks of the

Divine Commission of the workers of them. They
will not only become as probable as ordinary events,

but they will assume the character of ordinary

events. It will be just as credible that they were
wrought by enthusiasts or impostors, as by the

true Prophets of God, and we shall be compelled to

own that the Apostles might as well have appealed

to any ordinaiy event in proof of Christ's mission

as to His resurrection fiom the dead. It is so far,

therefore, from being true, that (as has been said

with something of a sneer) " religion, following in

t/ie wake of science, has been compelled to acknow-
ledge the government of the universe as being on

the whole carried on by general laws, and not by
special interpositions," tiiat, religion, considered as

standing on miraculous evidence, necessarily pre-

supposes a fixed Older of nature, and is compelled

to assume that, not by the discoveries of science,

but by the exigency of its own position ; and theie

are few books in which the general constancy ot

tlie order of nature is more distinctly recognized

than the Bible. The witnesses who report to us

miraculous facts are so far from testifying to the

."ibsence of general laws, or the instability of the

order of nature, that, on the contrary, their whole

testimony implies that the miracles which they

record were at variance with their own general

e.vperience—with the general experience of their

contemporaries—with what they believed to have

been the general experience of their predecessors,

and with what they anticipated would be the

general experience of posterity. It is upon the very

ground that the apjuireiit natxiral causes, in the

cases to which they testify, are known by uniform

experience to be incapable of producing the efTects

said to have taken place, that therefore these wit-

nesses refer those events to the intei-vention of a

supernatural cause, and speak of these occurrences

iis Divine Jliracles.
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And this leads us to notice one grand difiereuce

between Divine Miracles and other alleged facts

that seem to vary from the ordinary course of

nature. It is manifest that there is an essential

diffierence between alleging a case in which, all the

real antet:edents or causes being similar to those

which we have daily opportunities of obser^^ug, a

consequence is said to have ensued quite different

from that which general experience finds to be

uniformly conjoined with them, and alleging a case

in which there is supposed and indicated by all the

circumstances, the intervention of an invisible

antecedent, or cause, which we know to exist, and
to be adequate to the production of such a result

;

for the special operation of which, in this case, we
can assign probable reasons, and also for its not
generally operating in a similar manner. This
latter is the case of the Scripture-miracles. They
aie wrought under a solemn appeal to God, in proof

of a revelation worthy of Him, the scheme of which
may be shewn to bear a striking analogy to the

constitution and order of nature; and it is manifest

that, in order to make them fit signs for attesting

a revelation, they ought to be phenomena capable

of being shewn by a full induction to vary from
what is known to us as the ordinary course of

nature.

To this it is sometimes replied that, as we collect

the existence of God from the course of nature, we
have no right to assign to Him powers and attri-

butes in any higher degree than we find them in

the course of nature ; and consequently neither the

power nor the will to alter it. But such persons

must be understood verbis ponere Deum, re tollere
;

because it is impossible really to assign Power,
Wisdom, Goodness, &c. to the first cause, as an

inference from the course of nature, without attri-

buting to Him the power of making it otherwise.

There can be no design, for example, or anything

analogous to design, in the Author of the Universe,

unless out of other possible collocations of things.

He selected those fit for a certrin purpose. And it

is, in truth, a violation of all analogy, and an
utterly wild and arbitrary chimera, to infer, with-

out the fullest evidence of such a limitation, the

existence of a Being possessed of such power and
intelligence as we see manifested in the course of

nature, and yet unable to make one atom of matter

move an inch in any other direction than that in

which it actually does move.

And even if we do not regard the eyistence of

God (in the proper sense of that term) as proved by
the course of nature, still if we admit His existence

to be in any degiee probable, or even possible,

the occurrence of miracles will not be incredible.

For it is surely going too far to say, that, because

the ordinary course of nature leaves us in doubt

whether the author of it be able or unable to alter

it, or of such a character as to be disposed to alter

it for some great purpose, it is therefore incredible

that He should ever have actually altera! it. The
true philosopher, when he considers the nanowness
of human experience, will make allow-ance for the

possible existence of many causes not yet observed

by man, so as that their operation can be reduced to

fi.xed laws understood by us ; and the operation of

which, therefore, when it reveals itself, must seem

to vary from the oi-diuary course of things. Other-

wise, there could be no new discoveries in physical

science itself. It is quite ti-ue that such forces as

magnetism and electricity are now to a great extent

reduced to known laws -.'but it is equally true that
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no one would have taken the trouble to find out the

laws, if lie had not first believed in the facts. Our
knowlo(le;e of the law was not the ground of our

belief of the fact ; but our belief of the fact was
that which set us on investigating the law. And
it is easy to conceive that there may be forces in

nature, unknown to us, the regular periods of tlie

recurrence of whose operations within the sphere of

our knowledge (if they ever recur at all) may be

immensely distant from each other in time—(as,

e. fj. the causes which produce the appearance or

disappearance of stars)—so as that, when they

occur, they may seem wholly different from all the

rest of man's present or past experience. Upon
such a supposition, the rarttt/ of the phenomenon
should not make it incredible, because such a rarity

would be involved in the conditions of its existence.

Now this is analogous to the case of miracles. Upon
the supposition that there is a God, the immediate

volition of the Deity, determined by Wisdom, Good-
ness, Sec, is a VERA CAUSA ; because all the phe-

nomena of nature have, on that supposition, such

volitions as at least their ultimate antecedents; and
that physical effect, whatever it may be, that stands

next the Divine volition, is a case of a physical effect

having such a volition, so detei-mined, for its imme-
diate antecedent. And as for the unusualness of

the way of acting, that is involved in the very con-

ditions of the hypothesis, because this very unusual-

ness would be necessary to fit the phenomenon for a

miraculous sign.

In the foregoing remarks, we have endeavoured

to avoid all metaphysical discussions of questions

concerning the nature of causation—the funda-

mental principle of induction, and the like ; not be-

cause they aie unimportant, but because they could

not be treated of satisfactorily within the limits

which the jilan of this work prescribes. They are,

for the mo.st part, matters of an abstruse kind, and
much difficulty ; but (fortunately for mankind)
questions of great practical moment may generally

be settled, for practical purposes, without solving

those higher problems

—

i. e. they may be settled

on principles which will hold good, whatever solu-

tion we may adopt of those abstruse questions. It

will be proper, however, to say a few words here

upon some popular foi-ms of expression which tend
greatly to increase, in many minds, the natural

prejudice against miracles. One of these is the
usual description of a miracle, as, " a violation of
the laws of nature." This metaphorical expi-es-

sion suggests directly the idea of natural agents
breaking, of their own accord, some rule which has
the authority and sanctity of a law to them. Such
a figure can only be applicable to the case of a sup-
posed causeless and arbitrary variation fiom the
unifoi-m order of sequence in "natural things, and is

wholly inapplicable to a change in that order caused
by God Himself. The word " law," when applied to

material things, omjht only to be understood as de-
noting a number of observed and anticipated se-

quences of phenomena, tiking place with such a
resemblance or analogy to each otlier as if a nilc

had been laid down, which those phenomena were
constantly observing. But the rule, in this case,

is nothing different from the actual order itself;

and there is no cause of these sequences but the will

of God choosing to produce those phenomena, and
choosing to produce them in a ceiiain order.

Again, the teim " nature " suggests to many per-

sons the idea of a great system of things endowed
with powei-s and forces of its own—a sort of ma-
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chme, set a-going originally by a first cause, but
continuing its motions of itself. Hence we are apt

to imagine that a change in the motion or operation

of any part of it by God, would produce the s.-uiie

disturbance of the other parts, as such a change
would be likely to produce in them, if made by us,

or any other natural agent. But if the motions

and operations of material things be produced really

by the Divine will, then His choosing to change,

for a special purpose, the ordinary motion of one

part, does not necessarily, or probably, infer his

choosing to change the ordinary motions of other

parts in a way not at all requisite for the accom-
plishment of that special purpose. It is as easy for

Him to continue the ordinary course of the rest, with

the change of one part, as of all the phenomena with-

out any change at all. Thus, though the stoppage

of the motion of the earth in the ordinary course

of nature, would be attended with terrible con-

vulsions, the stoppage of the eailh miraculously,

for a special pui-pose to be served by that only,

would not of itself, be followed by any such conse-

quences.

From the same conception of nature, as a ma-
chine, we are apt to think of interferences with the

ordinary course of nature as implying some imper-

fection in it. Because machines are considered more
and more perfect in proportion as they less and less

need the interference of the workman. But it is

manifest that this is a false analogy ; for, the reiisou

why machines are made is, to save us trouble ; and,

therefore, tliey are more perfect in proportion as

they answer this purpose. But no one can seri-

ously imagine that the universe is a maclnne for

the pui-pose of saving trouble to the Almighty.

Again, when miracles are described as " inter-

ferences with the laws of nature," this description

makes them appear improbable to many minds,

from their not sufficiently considering that the laws

of nature interfere with one another ; and that we
cannot get rid of " interferences " upon any hypo-

thesis consistent with experience. When organiza-

tion is superinduced upon inorganic matter, the

laws of inorganic matter are inteifered with and

controlled ; when animal life comes in, there are

new interfeiences ; when reason and conscience are

superadded to will, we have a new class of eon-

trolling and interfering powers, the latcs of which

are moral in their character. Intelligences of pure

speculation, who could do nothing but observe and

reason, surveying a portion of the universe—such

as the- greater part of the matei'ial universe may
be—wholly destitute of living inhabitants, might

have reasoned that such powers as active beings

possess were incredible— that it was incredible that

the Great Creator would suffer the m.ajcstic uni-

formity of laws which He was constantly main-

taining through boundless space and innumerable

worlds, to be controlled and interfered with at the

caprice of such a creature as man. Yet we know
by experience that God has enabled us to contiol

and interfere with the laws ofexternal nature for our

own purposes : nor does this seem less improbable

beforehand (but rather more), than that He should

Himself interfere with those laws for our advantage.

This, at least, is manifest—that the purposes for

which man was made, whatever they are, involved

the necessity of producing a power capable of con-

trolling and interfering with the laws of external

nature ; and consequently that those purpose;

volve in some sense the necessity of interferences

with the laws of nature oxternfj to man : and how

1
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far tliat necessity may reach— whether it extend

only to interfeienoes proceeding from man himself,

01- extend to interferences proceeding from other

creatnres, or immediately from God also, it is im-

possible for reason to determine beibrehand.

Furthemiove, whatever ends may be contem-

plated by the Deity for the laws of nature in

reference to the rest of the universe

—

(m which

question we have as little information as interest)

—

we know that, in respect of us, they answer dis-

lernible moial ends—that they place us, practi-

cally, under goveinment, conducted in the way of

rewards and punishment—a government of which

the tendency is to encouiage virtue and repress

vice—and to foiTn in us a certain character by dis-

cipline ; which chai-acter our moral nature compels

us to consider as the highest and worthiest object

which we can pursue. Since, therefoie, the laws

of nature have, in reference to us, moral purposes

to answer, which (as far as we can judge) they

have not to serve in other respects, it seems not

incredible that these peculiar purposes should occa-

sionally requii-e modifications of those laws in rela-

tion to us, which are not necessary in i-elation to

other parts of the universe. For we see—as has

been just observed—that the power given to man
of modifying the laws of nature by which He is

surrounded, is a power directed by moial and ra-

tional influences, such as we do not find directing

the power of any other creature that we know of.

And how far, in the nature of things, it would be

possible or eligible, to construct a system of ma-
terial laws which should at the same time, and by

the same kind of operations, answer the other pur-

poses of the Creator, and also all His moral purposes

with respect to a creature endowed with such facul-

ties as free will, reason, conscience, and the other

peculiar attributes of man, we cannot be supposed

capable of judging. And as the regularity of the

laws of nature in themselves, is tlie very thing

which makes them capalile of being usefully con-

trolled and interfeied with by man^— (since, if their

.sequences were irregular and capricious we could

not know how or when to interfere with them)—so

that same regularity is the very thing whicli makes

it possible to use Divine interferences with them as

attestations of a supernatural revelation from God
to us ; so that, in both cases alike, the usual regu-

larity of the laws, in themselves, is not superfluous,

but necessary in order to make the interferences

with that regularity sen-iceable for their proper ends.

lu this point of view, miracles are to be considered

as cases in which a higher law interferes with and

controls a lower: of which circumstance we see in-

stances around us at every turn.

It seems further that, in many disquisitions upon
this subject, some essentially distinct operations of

the liuman mind have been confused together in

such a manner as to spread unnecessary obscurity

over the discussion. It may be useful, therefore,

briefly to indicate the mental operations which are

chiefly concerned in this matter.

In the first place theie seems to be a law -if our

mind, in virtue of which, upon the experienci-of any
new external event, any phenomenon limited by the

circumstances of time and place, we refer it to a

cause, or powerful agent producing it as an effect.

The relative idea invol-'ed in this reference appeai-s

to be a simple one, incapable of definition, and is

denoted by the term efficiency.

From this conception it has been supposed by

some that a scientific proof of the stability of the
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laws of nature could be constructed ; but the attempt

has signally miscarried. Undoubtedly, while we
abide in the strict metaphysical conception ofa cause

as such, the axiom that " similar causes produce

similar effects " is intuitively evident ; but it io so

because, in that point of view, it is merely a barren

truism. For my whole conception, within these

narrow limits, of the cause of the given phenomenon
B is that it is the cause or power producing ?..

I conceive of that cause merely as the tenn of

a certam relation to the phenomenon ; and therefore

my conception of a cause similar to it, precisely as a

cause, can only be the conception of a cause of a

phenomenon similar to B.

But when the original conception is enlarged

into affording the wider maxim, that causes similar

as things, considered in themselves, and not barely

in relation to the effect, are similar in their effects

also, the case ceases to he not equally clear.

And, in applying even this to practice, we are

met with insuperable difficulties.

For, first, it may reasonably be demanded, on

what sc!'erti(/?c ground we are justified in assuming

that any one material phenomenon or substance is,

in this pi'oper sense, the cause of any given material

phenomenon ? It does not appear at all self-evident,

a priori, that a material phenomenon must have a

material cause. Many have supposed the contrary

;

and the phenomena of the apparent results of our

own volitions upon matter seem to indicate that

such a law should not be hastily assumed. Upon
the possible supposition, then, that the matenal

phenomena by which we are surrounded are the

effects of spiritual causes—such as the volitions of

the Author of Nature—it is plain that these are

causes of which we have no direct knowledge, and

the similarities of which to each other we can,

without the hel]) of something more than the funda-

mental axiom of cause and eH'ect, discover only from

the effects, and only so far as the effects carry us in

each particular.

But, even supposing it conceded that material

effects must have material causes, it yet remains to

be settled upon what ground we can assume that

we have ever yet found the trae material cause of

any effect whatever, so as to justify us in predicting

that, wherever it recurs, a certain eH'ect will follow.

All that our abstract axiom tells us is, that if we
have the true cause we have that which is always

attended with the effect : and all that experience can

tell us is that A has, so far as we can observe, been

always attended by B : and all that we can infer

from these premises, turn them how we will, is

merely this : that the case of A and B is, so far as

we have been able to observe, lil:e a case of true

causal connexion ; and beyond this we cainiot advance

a step towards proving that the case of A and B is

a case of causal connexion, without assuming further

another principle (which would have saved us much
trouble if we had assumed it in the beginning),

that likeness or verisimilitude is a ground of belief,

gaining sti-ength in pi-oportion to the closeness and

constancy of the resemblance.

Indeed, physical analysis, in its continual advance,

is daily teaching us that those things which we once

regardetl as the true causes of certain material jihe-

nomena are only marks of the presence of othei'

things which we now regard as the true caiises,

and whit^l we may hereafter find to be only assem-

blages of adjacent appeai-aiices, more or less closely

connected with what may better claim that title.

It is quite possible, for example, that gif.vitatioD
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may at s^ine future time be demonstrated tii be the

iesult of a complex system of foices, residimj (as

some philosophers love to speak) in material sub-

stances hitherto undiscovered, and as little suspected

to exist as the gases were in the time of Aristotle.

(2.) Nor can we derive much more practical

assistance from the maxim, that similar antecedents

have simihir consequents. For this is really no more

than the former rule. It ditlers therefrom only in

dropping the idea of efficiency or causid connexion
;

and, however certain and universal it may be su]i-

posed in the abstract, it iails in the concrete just at

the point \/here we most need assistance. Foi- it is

plainly impossible to demonstrate that any two

actual antecedents are precisely similar in the sense

of the maxim ; or that any one given apparent ante-

cedent is the true unconditional antecedent of any

given apparently consequent phenomenon. Unless,

tor example, we know the v:hole nature of a given

antecedent A, and also the ichole nature of another

given antecedent B, we cannot, by comparing them

together, ascertain their precise similarity. They

may be similar in all respects that we have hitherto

observed, and yet in the very essential quality which

may make A the unconditional antecedent of a given

effect C, in this respect A and B may be quite

dissimilai'.

It will be found, upon a dose examination of all

the logical canons of inductive reasoning that have

been constructed for applying this principle, that

such an assumption—of the real similarity of things

apparently similar— pervades them all. Let as take,

e. g., what is called the first canon of the " Method
of Agreement," which is this: " If two or more
instances of the phenomenon under investigation

have only one circumstance in common, the circum-

stance in which alone all the instances agree, is the

cause (or effect) of the given phenomenon." Now,
in apjilying this to any practical case, how can we
be possibly certain that any two instances have

onlij one circumstance in common ? We can i-emove,

indeed, by nicely varied experiments, all the ditlerent

agents known to us from contact with the substances

we are e.Namining, except those which we choose to

employ; but how is it possible that we can remove
unknown agents, if such exist, or be sure that no

agents do exist, the laws and periods of whose ac-

tivity we have had hitherto no means of estimating,

but which may reveal themselves at any moment,
or upon any inilooked-for occasion? It is plain

that, unless we can know the whole nature of all

substances present at every moment and eveiy place

that we are concerned with in the universe, we cannot
know that any two phenomena have b>it one circum-

stance in common. All we can say is, that unknown
agencies count for nothing in practice; or (in other

Woids) we must assume that things which appear

to US similar are similar.

This being so, it becomes a serious question

whether such intuitive principles as we have been

discussing are of any real practical value whatever
in mere physical inquiries. Because it would seem
that they cannot be made use of without biinging

in another principle, which seems quite sulKcient

without them, that the likeness of one thing to

another in observable respects, is a ground for pre-

suming likeness in other respects—a ground strong

in proportion to the ap])arent closeness of tlie re-

semblances, and the number of times in which we
have found ourselves right in acting upon such a

presumption. Let us talk as we will of theorems

deduced from intuitive axioms, about true causes or
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antecedents, still all that we can know in fact of anv
particular case is, that, as far as uc can obsenc, it

resembles what I'eason teaches us would be the case

of a true cause or a true antecedent: and if this

justifies us in drawing the inference that it is such a
case, then certainly we must admit that resemblance

is a just ground in itself of inference in practical

reasoning.

And " therefore, even gi'anting," it will be said,

" the power of the Deity to work miracles, we can

have no better grounds of determining how He is

likely to exeit that ])ower, than by observing how
He has actually exercised it. Now we find Him,
by ex))erience, by manifest traces and records, through

countless ages, and in the most distant regions of

space, continually

—

(if we do but set aside those

ci)m]iaratively i'ew stories of miraculous interposi-

tions)—working according to what we call, and
rightly call, a t«ttled order of nature, and we ob-

sei-ve Him constantly prefeiring an adherence to

this Older before a departure from it, even in cir-

cumstances in which (:ipart from experience) we
should suppose that His goodness would lead Him
t<) vary from that order. In particular, we find

tliat the greatest part of mankind have been left

wliolly in past ages, and even at present, without
the benefit of that revelation which you su]ipose

Him to have made. Yet it would appear that the

multitudes who are ignorant of it needed it, and
deserved it, just as much as the few who have been

made acquainted with it. And thus it appears that

experience refutes the inference in favour of the

likelihood of a revelation, which we might be apt

to draw from the mere consideration of His gooii-

ness, taken by itself." It cannot be denied that

there seems to be much real weight in some of

these considerations. But there are some things

which diminish that weight:— 1. With respect to

remote ages, known to us only by physical traces,

and distant regions of the universe, we have no

record or evidence of the inoral government can-ied

on therein. We do not know of any. And, if there

be or was any, we have no evidence to determine

whether it was or was not, is or is not, connected

with a system of miracles. There is no shadow of

a presumption that, if it be or were, we should have

records or traces of such a system. 2. With respect

to the non-interruption of the course of nature, in

a vast number of cases, where goodness would seem

to require such interruptions, it must be considered

that the very vastness of the number of such occa-

sions would make such interruptions so frequent as

t'< destroy the whole scheme of governing the uni-

verse by general laws altogether, and consequently

also any scheme of attesting a revelation by miracles

—t. e. facts varying from an established general

law. This, therefore, is rather a presumption against

God's interfering so often as to destroy the scheme

of general laws, or makes the sequences of things

irregular and capricious, than against His interfering

by miracles to attest a revelation, which, after that

attestation, should be left to be propagated .and

maintained by ordinary means ; and the very man-

ner of the attestation of which ()'. e. by miracles)

implies that there is a regular and uniform course

of nature, to which (Jod is to be expecteil to adliere

in all other cases, o. It should be considered whe-

ther the just conclusion from the rest of the pre-

misses be (not so much this—that it is unlikely GcJ
would make a revelation— as) this— that it is likely

that, if God made a revelation, he would make it

subject to similar conditions to those under which
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He bestows His other special favours upon man-
kind

—

i. e. bestow it Hrst directly upon some small

part of the race, and impose upon them the respon-

sibility of communicating its benefits to the rest.

It is thus that He acts with respect to superior

strength and intelligence, and in regard to the bless-

ing-; of civilization and scientific knowledge, of

which the greater part of mankind have always

been left destitute.

indeed, if by "the course of natm-e " we mean
the whole course and series of God's government

of the universe carried on by fixed laws, we cannot

at all determine beforehand that miiacles (j. e. oc-

casional deviations, under certain moral circum-

stances, from the mere physical series of causes and

effects) are not a part of the course of nature in

that sense ; so that, for aught we know, beings with

a larger experience than ours of the history of the

universe, might be able confidently to predict, from

that experience, the occurrence of such miracles in

a world circumstanced like ours. In this point of

view, as Bishop Butler has truly said, nothing less

than knowledge of another world, placed in circum-

stances similar to our own, can furnish an argument
from analogy against the credibility of miracles.

And, again, for aught we know, personal inter-

course, or what Scripture seems to call " seeing

God face to face," may be to myriads of beings the

normal condition of God's intercourse with His

intelligent and moral creatures ; and to them the

state of things in which we are, debarred from such

direct perceptible intercourse, may be most contrary

to their ordinary experience ; so that what is to us

miraculous in the history of our race may seem
most accordant with the coui'se of nature, or their

customary experience, and what is to us most na-

tinal may api)ear to them most strange.

After all deductions and abatements have been

made, however, it must be allowed that a certain

antecedent improbability must always attach to

mii'acles, considered as events varying from the

ordinary experience of mankind as known to us:

because likelihood, verisimilitude, or resemblance to

what we know to have occurred, is, by the consti-

tution of our minds, the very ground of proba-

bility; and, though we can perceive reasons, from
the moral character of God, for thinking it likely

that He may have wrought miracles, yet we know
too little of His ultimate designs, and of the best

mode of accomplishing them, to argue confidently

from His character to His acts, except where the

connexion between the character and the acts is

demonstrably indissoluble—as in the case of acts

rendered necessary by the attribute.s of veiacity

and justice. Miiacles are, indeed, in the notion of

them, no breach of the high generalization that
" similar anteceilents have similar consequents ;"

nor, necessarily, of the maxim that " God works bv
general laws;" because we can see some laws of

miracles (as e. <]. that they are infrequent, and
that they are used as attesting signs of, or in con-

junction with, revelations), and may suppose more
;

but they do vary, when taken apart from their

proper evidence, from this rule, that " what a
general experience would lead us to regard as

similar .luteoedents are similar antecedents ;" be-

cause the only assignable specific dilFercnce observ-

able by us in the antecedents in the case of miracles,

and in the case of the experiments from the analogy

of which they vary in their physical phenomena,

consists in the mora! antecedents ; and these, in

cases of physical phenomena, we generally throw
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out of the account ; nor have we grounds a priori

for concluding with confidence that these are not to

be thrown out of the account here also, although

we can see that the moral antecedents here (such as

the fitness for attesting a revelation like the Chris-

tian) are, in many impoitant respects, ditlerent from

those which the analogy of experience teaches us to

disregard in estimating the probability of physical

events.

But, in order to foijm a fair judgment, we must
take in all the circumstances of the case, and,

amongst the rest, the testimony on which the

miracle is reported to us.

Our belief, indeed, in human testimony seems to

rest upon the same sort of instinct on which our
belief in the testimony (as it may be called) of

nature is built, and is to be checked, modified, and
confirmed by a process of experience similar to that

which is applied in the other case. As we learn,

by extended observation of nature and the com-
parison of analogies, to distinguish the real laws of

physical sequences from the casual conjunctions of

phenomena, so are we taught in the same manner
to distinguish the circumstances under which human
testimony is certain or incredible, pi'obable or sus-

picious. The circumstances of our condition force

us daily to make continual observations upon the

phenomena of human testimony ; and it is a matter

upon which we can make such experiments with

peculiar advantage, because every man carries within

his own breast the whole sum of the ultimate

motives which can influence human testimony.

Hence arises the aptitude of human testimony for

overcoming, and more than overcoming, almost any
antecedent improbability in the thing reported.

" The conviction produced by testimony," says

Bishop Young, " is capable of being carried much
higher than the conviction produced by experience

:

and the reason is. this, because there may be con-

current testimonies to the truth of one individual

fact ; whereas there can be no concurrent experi-

ments with regard to an individual experiment.

There may, indeed, be analogous experiments, in

the same manner as there may be analogous testi-

monies ; but, in any course of nature, there is but

one continued series of events : whereas in testi-

mony, since the same event may be observed by
ditlerent witnesses, their concurrence is capable of

producing a conviction more cogent than any that is

derived from any other species of events in the

course of nature. In material phenomena the pro-

bability of an expected event arises solely from

analogous experiments made previous to the event

;

and this probability admits of indefinite increase

from the unlimited increase of the number of these

previous experiments. The credibility of a witness

likewise arises from our experience of the veracity

of previous witnesses in similar cases, and admits of

unfimited iricrease according to the number of the

previous witnesses. But there is another source of

the increase of testimony, likewise unlimited, derived

from the number of concurrent witnesses. The
evidence of testimony, therefore, admitting of un-

limited increase on two diliierent accounts, and the

physical probability admitting only of one of them,

the former is capable of indefinitely surpassing the

latter."

It is to be obseiTed also that, in the case of the

Christian miracles, the tmth of the facts, varying

as they do from our ordinary experience, is far more

credible than the falsehood of a testimony so cir-

cum.stauced as that by which they are attested
;
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because of the former strange phenomen;i—the

miracles—a reasoiial)le known cause may be assigned

adequate to the efl'ect—namely, the will of God
pro'lucing them to accredit a revelation that seems

not unworthy of Him ; whereas of the latter—the

falsehood of such testimony—no adequate cause

whatever can be assigned, or reasonably conjectured.

So manifest, indeed, is this inherent power of

testimony to overcome antecedent improbabilities,

that Hume is obliged to allow that testimony may
be so circumstanced as to require us to believe, in

some cases, the occurrence of things quite at variance

with general experience ; but he pretends to shew
that testimony to such facts when connected with

religion can never be so circumstanced. The reasons

for this paradoxical exception are partly genei-al

remarks upon the proneness of men to believe in

portents and prodigies ; upon the temptations to the

indulgence of pride, vanity, ambition, and such like

pa.ssions which the human mind is subject to in

religious matters, and the strange mixture of enthu-

siasm and knavery, sincerity and craft, that is to be

found in fanatics, and partly particular instances of

confessedly false miracles that seem to be supported

by an astonishing weight of evidence—such as

those alleged to have been wrought at the tomb of

the Abbe Paris.

But (1) little weight can be attached to such

general reflexions, as discrediting any particular

body of evidence, until it can be shewn in detail that

they apply to the special circumstances of that

particular body of evidence. In reality, most of

his general objections are, at bottom, objections to

human testimony itself

—

i. e. objections to the me-
dium by which alone we can know what is called

the general experience of mankind, from whioh
general experience it is that the only considerable

objection to miracles arises. Thus, by general

reflexions upon the proverbial fallaciousness of
" travellers' stories " we might discredit all ante-

cedently improbable relations of the manners or

physical peculiarities of foreign lands. By general

reflexions upon the illusions, and even temptations

to fraud, under which scientific observeis labour,

we might discredit all scientific observations. By
general reflexions upon the way in which supine

credulity, and passion, and party-interest have dis-

coloured civil history, we might discredit all ante-

cedently improbable events in civil history—such
as the conquests of Alexander, the adventures of the

Buonaparte family, or the story of the late mutiny
in India. (2) The same e.xperience which infonnsus
that credulity, enthusiasm, craft, and a mixture of

these, have produced many false religions and false

stories of miracles, infomis us also what sort of

religions, and what sort of legends, these causes have
produced, and are likely to produce ; and, if, upon
a comparison of the Christian religion and miracles

with these products of human weakness or cunning,

there appear specific differences between the two,
una('Count;ible on the hypothesis of a common
origin, this not only diminishes the presumption of

a common origin, but raises a distinct presumption

the other way—a presumption strong in proportion

to the extent and accuracy of our induction. Re-

markable specific diflercnces of this kind have been

pointed out by Christian apologists in respect of the

nature of the religion—the nature of the miracles

—

and the circumstances of the evidence by which

they are attested.

Of the first kind are, for instance, those assigned

by Waiburton, in his Divine Legation; and by
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Archbp. Whately, in his Essags on the Peculiari-

ties of the Christian Ildigion, and on Romanism.
Differences of the second and third kind are

largely iissigned by almost every writer on Chiistian

evidences. We refer, specially, for sample sake, to

Leslie's Short Method oith the Deists—to Bisnop

Douglas's Criterion, in which he fully examines the

pretended parallel of the cures at the tomb of Abb6
Paris,—and to Paley's Evidences, which may be

most profitably consulted in the late edition by
Archbp. Whately.

Over and above the direct testimony of human
witnesses to the Bible-miracles, we have also what
may be called the indirect testimony of events con-

firming the former, and raising a distinct presump-
tion that some such miraclesm ust have been wrcwght.

Thus, for example, we know, by a copious induc-

tion, that, in no nation of the antient world, and in

no nation of the modern world unacquainted with

the Jewish or Christian revelation, lias the know-
ledge of the one true God as the Creator and
Governor of the woild, and the public worship of

Him, been kept up by the mere light of nature, or

formed the groundwork of such religions as men
have devised for themselves. Yet we do find that,

in the Jewish people, though no way distinguished

above others by mental power or high civilization,

and with as strong natural tendencies to idolatry as

others, this knowledge and worship was kept up
fiom a very early period of their history, and,

according to their uniform historical tradition, kept

up by revelation attested b}' undeniable miracles.

Again, the existence of the Christian religion, as

the belief of the most considerable and intelligent

part of the world, is an undisputed fact; and it is

also certain that this religion originated (as far as

human means are concerned) with a handful of

Jewish peasants, who went about j)reaching—on

the very spot where Jesus was crucified—that He
had risen from the dead, and had been seen by, and

had conversed with them, and afterwards ascended

into heaven. This miracle, attested by them as

eyewitnef:ses, was the very gi'ound and foundation

of the religion which they preached, and it was
plainly one so circumstanced that, if it had been

false, it could easily have been proved to be false.

Yet, though the preachers of it weie everywheie

persecuted, they had gathered, before they died,

large chuiches in the country where the facts were

best known, and through Asia Jlinor, Greece, I-gvpt,

and Italy; and these churches, notwithstanding the

severest j)ersecutions, went on increasing till, in

about 300 yeai-s after, this religion—t. e. a religion

which taught the worship of a Jewish peasant who
had been ignominiously executed as a malefactor—

became the established religion of the Roman empire

,

and has ever since continued to be the prevailing

religion of the civilized world.

It would plainly be impossible, in such an ai-ticle

as this, to enumerate all the various lines of con

firmation—from the prophecies, from the morality,

fiom the structure of the Bible, from the state of

the world before and after Christ—&c., which all

converge to the same conclusion. But it will lie

manifest that almost all of them are drawn ulti-

mately from the analogy of experience, and that the

conclusion to which they tend cannot be rejected

without holding something contrary to the analogies

of experience from which they are drawn. For, iu

must be remembered that rftsbelieving one thing

necessarily involves believing its contradictory.

It is manifest that, if the miraculous facts of
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Christianity did not really occur, the .stones about

them must have originated either in tiaud, or in

fancy. The coarse explanation of them by the

hypothesis of unlimited fraud, has been generally

abandoned in modern times: but, in Germany
especially, many pereons of great acuteness have

long laboured to account for tliem by leferriiig

them to fancy. Of these there have been two prin-

cipal schools —the Naturalistic, and the Mythic.

1. The Naturalists suppose the miracles to have

been natural events, more or less unusual, that were

mistaken for miracles, through ignorance or enthu-

siastic excitement. But the result of their labours

in detail has been (as Strauss has shewn in his Lchen

Jesu) to turn the New Testament, as interpreted by

them, into a narrative far less credible than any

narrative of miracles could be: just as a novel, made

up of a multitude of surprising natural events

crowded into a few days, is less consistent with its

own data than a tale of genii and enchanters. " Some
infidels," says Archbishop Whately, " have laboured

to prove, concerning some one of our Lord's miracles

that it might have been the result of an accidental

conjunctuie of natural circumstances; and they

endeavour to prove the same concerning another,

and so on ; and thence infer that all of them, occur-

ring as a series, might have been so. They might

argue, in like manner, that, because it is not very

improbable one may throw sixes in any one out of

an hundred throws, therefore it is no more impro-

bable that one may throw sixes a hundred times

running." The truth is, that everything that is

improbable in the mere physical strangeness of

miracles applies to such a series of odd events as

these explanations assume ; while the hypothesis of

their non-miraculous character deprives us of the

means oi' accountinq for them by the extraordinary

intei-position of the Deity. These and other objec-

tions to the thorough-going application of the natu-

ralistic method, led to the substitution in its place of

2. The Mythic theory—which supposes the

N. T. Scripture-narratives to have been legends,

not stating the grounds of men's belief in Chris-

tianity, but springing out of that belief, and em-
bodying the idea of what Jesus, if he were the

Messiah, must have been conceived to have done in

order to fulfil that character, and was therefore

supposed to have done. But it is obvious that this

leaves the origin of the belief, that a man who did

not fidfl the idea of the Messiah in any one re-

markable particular, was the Messiah—wholly un-

accounted for. It begins with assuming that a

person of mean condition, who was publicly executed

as a malefactor, and who wrought no miracles, was
so eai-nestly believed to be their Messiah by a great

multitude of Jews, who expected a Messiah that

was to work miracles, and was not to die, but to

be a great conquering prince, that they modified

their whole religion, in which they had been bi ought
up, into accordance with that new belief, and ima-

gined a whole cycle of legends to embody their idea,

and brought the whole civilized world ultimately

to accept their system. It is obvious, also, that all

the arguments for the genuineness and authenticity

of the writings of the N. T. bring them up to

date when the memory of Christ's i-eal history was
so recent, as to make the substitution of a set of

mere legends in its place utterly incredible ; and it

is obvious, also, that the gravity, simplicity, histo-

rical decorum, and consistencv with what we know
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narratives of the N. T., make it impossible reason-

ably to accept them as mere maths. 'J'he same
appears from a comparison of them with the style

of writings really mythic—as the Gospels of the in-

fancy, of Nicodemus, &c.—and with heathen or Mo-
hamedan legends ; and fiom the omission of matters

which a mythic fancy would certainly have fas-

tened on. Thus, though John Baptist was typified

by Elijah, the great wonder-worker of the Old
Testament, there are no miracles ascribed to John
Baptist. There are no miracles ascribed to Jesus

during His infancy and youth. There is no de-

scription of His personal appearance; no account, of

His adventures in the world of spirits ; no miracles

ascribed to the Virgin Mary, and very little said

about her at all ; no account of the martyrdom of

any apostle, but of one, and that given in the driest

manner, &c.—and so in a hundred other parti-

culars.

It is obseiTable that, in the early ages, the fact

that extraordinary miracles were wrought by Jesus

and His apostles, does not seem to have been gene-

rally denied by the opponents of Christianity. They
seem always to have preferred adopting the expe-

dient of ascribing them to art magic and the power

of evil spirits. This we learn from the N. T.

itself; from such Jewish writings as the Sepher

Toldoth Jesha ; from the Fragments of Celsus,

Foiphyry, Hierocles, Julian, &c., which have come

down to us, and from the popular objections which

the ancient Christian Apologists felt themselves

concerned to grapple with. We are not to suppose,

howevei-, that this would have been a solution

which, even in those days, would have been natu-

rally prefeiTed to a denial of the facts, if the iacts

could have been plausibly denied. On the contrary,

it was plainly, even then, a forced and improbable

solution of such miracles. For man did not com-

monly ascribe to magic or evil demons an unlimited

power, any more than we ascribe an unlimited

power to mesmerism, imagination, and the occult

and irregular forces of nature. We know that in

two instances, in the Gospel narrative,— the cure of

the man born blind and the Resurrection—the

Jewish priests were unable to pretend such a solu-

tion, and were driven to maintain unsuccessfully a

charge of fraud ; and the circumstances of the Chris-

tian miracles were, in almost all respects, so utterly

unlike those of any pretended instances of magical

wonders, that the apologists have little difiiculty in

refuting this plea. This they do generally from the

following considerations.

(1.) The greatness, number, completeness, and

publicity of the miracles. (2.) The natural bene-

ficial tendency of the doctrine they attested. (3.)

The connexion of them with a whole scheme of re-

velation extending from the first origiu of the hu-

man race to the time of Christ.

It is also to be considered that the circumstance

that the world was, in the times of the apostles,

full of Thaumaturgists, in the shape of exorcists,

magicians, ghost-seers, &c., is a strong presumption

that, in order to command any special attention and

gain any large and permanent success, the apostles

and their followers must have exhibitevl works quite

different from any wonders which people had been

accustomed to see. This presum[)tion is confirmeil

by what we read, in the Acts of the Apostles, con-

cerning the effect produced upon the Samaiit;uis by

Philip the Kvangelist in opposition to the prestiges

of the circumstances of the times in which the I of Simon Magus
events are said to have occurred, observable in the I This evasion of the force' of tlle Christian mini
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cles, by i-efening them to the povyer of evil spirits,

has seldom been seriously recuiTed to in nioder!i

times ; but tlie English infidels of the last uentuiy

employed it as a liind of anjw.nentum ad hominem,

to tease and embarrass their opponents—contending

that, as the Bible speaks of " lying wonders " of

Antichrist, and relates a long contest of apparent

miracles between IMoses and tlie Egyptian niagi-

cians, Christians could not on their own principles,

have any certiiinty that miracles were not wiought
by evil spirits.

In answer to this, some divines fas Bishop Fleet-

wood in his Dialogues on Miracles) have endea-

voured to establish a distinction in the nature of

the works themselves, between tlie seeinimj miracles

within the reach of intei'mediate spirits,—and the

true miracles, which can only be wrought by God—
and others (as Bekker, in his curious work Le
Monde Enchante, and Farmer, in his Case of the

Demoniacs) have entirely denied the power of in-

termediate spirits to interfere with the course of

nature. But, without entering into these ques-

tions, it is sufficient to observe

—

(1.) That the light of nature gives us no reason to

believe that there are any evil spirits having power
to interfere with the course of nature at all.

(2.) That it shows us that, if there be, they are

continually controlled from exercising any such

power.

(3.) That the records we are supposed to have
of such an exercise in the Bible, show us the power
there spoken of, as exerted completely under the

control of God, and in such a manner as to make it

evident to all candid observers wheie the advantage

lay, and to secure all well-disposed and reasonable

pei-sons from any mistake in the matter.

(4.) That the circumstances alleged by the early

Christian apologists—the number, greatness, bene-

ficence, and variety of the Bible miracles—their

connexion with prophecy and a long scheme of

things extending from the creation down—the cha-

racter of Christ and His apostles—and the manifest

tendency of the Christian religion to serve the cause

of ti-uth and virtue—make it as incredible that the

miracles attesting it should have been wrought by
evil beings, as it is that the order of nature should

proceed from such beings. For, as we gather the

chai-acter of the Creator from His works, and the

moral instincts which He has given us ; so we gather

the character of the author of revelation irom His
works, and fi'om the drift and tendency of that

revelation itself. This last point is sometimes
shortly and unguardedly expressed by saying, that
" the doctrine proves the miracles:" the meaning of
which is not that the particular doctrines which
miracles attest must first be proved to be true

aliunde, before we can believe that any such works
weie wrought—(which would, manifestly, be making
the mnacles no attestation at all)—but the mean-
ing is, that the whole body of doctrine in connexion

with which the miracles are alleged, and its ten-

dency, if it were divinely revealed, to answer visible

good ends, makes it reasonable to think that the

miracles by which it is attested were, if they were
wi-ought at all, wrought by God.

Particular theories as to the manner in which
miracles have been wrought are mattei-s rather

curious than practically useful. In all such cases

we must bear in mind the gi-eat maxim Sl'bti-

LITAS NaTURAK LO.N'GE SLTKRAT SUBTILITATli.M

Mentis Humaxae. Malebrauche reg:u-deil tiie

Deity as the sole agent in nature, acting always by
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general laws ; but He conceived those general laws
to contain the original provision tiiat the manner of

the Divine acting should modify itself, under certain

conditions, according to the jiai-ticular volitions of

finite intelligences. Hence, He explained man's

apparent power over external nature; and hence

also He regarded miracles a.s the result of particular

volitions of angels, employed bv the Deity in the

government of the world. This was called the

system of occisional causes.

The system of Clai-ke allowed a proper real,

though limited, efficiency to the wills of inferior

intelligences, but denied any true powers to matter.

Hence he refeiTed the phenomena of the course of

material nature immediately to the will of God ;is

their cause ; making the distinction between natural

events and miracles to consist in this, that the

former happen according to what is, relatively to

us, Gol's ?Mi<a/ way of working, and the latter ac-

cording to His unusual way of working.

Some find it easier to conceive of miracles as not

really taking place in the external order of nature,

but in the impressions made by it upon our min**'

Others deny that there is, in any miracle, the pro-

duction of anything new or the alteration of any

natural power ; and maintain that miracles are pro-

duced solely by the intensifying of known natural

porters already in existence.

It is plain that these vanous hypotheses are

merely ways in which different minds find it more
or less easy to conceive the mode in which miracles

may have been wrought.

Another question more curious than practical, is

that respecting the precise period when miracles

ceased in the Christian Church. It is plain, that

whenever they ceased in point of fact, they ceased

relativelij to m wherever a sufficient attestation of

them to our faith fails to be supplied.

It is quite true, indeed, that a real miracle, and

one sufficiently marked out to the spectators as a

real miracle, may be so imperfectly reported to us,

as that, if we have only that imperfect report, there

may be little to show conclusively its miraculous

character; and that, therefore, in rejecting ac-

coimts of miracles so circumstanced, we may pos-

sibhi be rejecting accounts of what were real mi-

racles. But this is an inconvenience attending

prohiihle evidence from its very nature. In reject-

ing the improbable testimony of the most menda-

cious cf witnesses, we may, almost tilways, be

rejecting something which is really true. But this

would be a poor reason for acting on the testimony

of a notorious liar to a story antecedently impro-

bable. The narrowness and imperfection of the

human mind is such that our wisest and most prudent

calculations are continually baltied by unexpected

combinations of circumstances, upon which we
could not have reasonably reckoned. But this is

10 good ground for not acting upon the calculations

of wisdom and prudence ; because, after till, such

calculations are in the long run our surest guides.

It is quite true, also, that several of the ."^cripture

miiacles are so circumstanced, that if the reports

e have of them stood alone, and came down to us

only bv the channel of ordinary history, we should

be without adequate evidence of their miraculous

character; and tlierefore those particular miracles

are not to vs (though they doubtless were to the

original spectators, who could mark all the circum-
'^

ces), by themselves and taken alone, signU—ov

proper evidences of revelation. But, then, they

may be very proper objects of faith, though not the

1
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grounds of it. For (1.) these incidents are really

reported to us as parts of a course of things which

\ve have good evidence for believing to have been

miraculous ; and, as Bishop Butler justly observes,

" supposing it acknowledged, that our Saviour spent

some yeart in a course of working miracles, there is

no more peculiar presumption worth mentioning,

against His having exerted His miraculous powers

in a certain degree greater, than in a certain degree

less ; in one or two more instances, than in one or

two fewer: in this, than in another manner." And

(2.) these incidents are reported to us by writers

whom we have good reasons for believing to have

been, not ordinary historians, but persons specially

assisted by the Divine Spirit, for the purpose of

giving a correct account of the ministry of our Lord

and His apostles.

In the case of the Scripture miracles, we must
be careful to distinguish the particular occasions

upon which they were wrought, from their general

purpose and design
;

yet not so as to overlook the

connexion between these two things.

There are but few miracles recorded in Scripture

•of which the whole character was merely evidential

— few, that is, that were merely displays of a super-

natural power made for the sole puipose of attesting

a Divine Kevelation. Of this character were the

change of Moses' rod into a serpent at the burning

bush, ths burning bush itself, the going down
of the shadow upon the sun-dial of Ahaz, and some
others.

In general, however, the miracles recorded in

Scripture have, besides the ultimate purpose of

aflbrding evidence of a Divine interposition, some
immediate temporary purposes which they were
apparently wrought to serve,—such as the curing

of diseases, the feeding of the hungry, the relief of

innocent, or the punishment of guilty persons.

These immediate temporary ends are not without

value in reference to the ultimate and general design

of miracles, as providing evidence of the truth of

revelation ; because they give a moral character to

the works wrought, which enables them to display

not only the power, but the other attributes of the

agent performing tliem. And, in some cases, it

would appear that miraculous works of a particular

kind were selected as emblematic or typical of some
characteristic of the revelation which they were
intended to attest. Thus, e. g., the cure of bodily

diseases not only indic^ated the general benevolence

of the Divine Agent, but seems sometimes to be
referied to as an emblem of Christ's power to remove
the disorders of the soul. The gift of tongues appears

to have been intended to manifest the universality

of the Christian dispensation, by which all languages

were consecrated to the worship of God. The cast-

ing out of demons was a type and pledge of the

presence of a Power that was ready to " destroy

the works of the devil," in every sense.

In this point of view, Chiistian miracles may be

fitly regarded as specimens of a Divine Power, alleged

to be present— specimens so circumstanced as to

make obvious, and bring under the notice of common
understandings, the operations of a Power—the gift

of the Holy (Jhost—which was really supeniatural,

but did not, in its moral effects, reveal itself exter-

nally as supernatural. In this sense, they seem to

be called the manifestation or exhibition of the Spirit

—outward phenomena which manifested sen.sibiy

His presence and operation in the Church : and the

record of these miracles becomes evidence to us of

the invisible jnesence of Christ in His Church, and
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of His govoi-nment of it through all ages ; though
that presence is of such a nature as not to be imme-
diately distinguishable from the operation of known
moral motives, and that government is carried on so

as not to interrupt the ordinary course of things.

In the ca'se of the Old Testament miracles, again,

in order fully to understand their evidential cha-

racter, we must consider tlie general nature and
design of the dispensation with which they were
connected. The general design of that dispensation

appears to have been to keep up in one particular

race a knowledge of the one true God, and of the

promise of a Messiah in whom " all the families of
the earth " should be " blessed." And in order to

this end, it appears to have been necessary that, for

some time, God should have assumed the chaiacter

of the local Tutelary Deity and Prince of that parti-

cular people. And from this peculiar relation in

which He stood to the Jewish people (aptly called

by Josephus a Theocracy) resulted the neces'^ity

of frequent miracles, to manifest and make sensibly

perceptible His actual presence among and govern-

ment over them. The miracles, therefore, of the

Old Testament are to be regarded as evidential of

the theocratic government ; and this again is to be

conceived of as subordinate to the further purpose

of preparing the way for Christianity, by keeping up
in the world a knowledge of the true God and of

His promise of a Piedeemer. In this view, we can

readily understand why the miraculous administra-

tion of the theocracy was withdrawn, as soon as the

purpose of it had been answered by working deeply

and permanently into the mind of the Jewish people

the two great lessons which it was intended to teach

them ; so that they might be safely left to the

ordinary means of instruction, until the publication

of a fresh revelation by Christ and His Apostles

rendered fui'ther miracles necessary to attest their

mission. Upon this view also we can peiceive that

the miracles of the Old Testament, upon whatever

immediate occasions they may have been wrought,

were subordinate (and, in general, necessary) to the

design of rendering possible the establishment in

due time of such a religion as the Christian ; and

we can perceive further that, though the Jewish

theocracy implied in it a continual series of miiacles,

yet—as it was only temporary and local—those

miracles did not violate God's general purpose of

carrying on the government of the world by the

ordinary laws of nature ; whereas if the Christian

dispensation—which is permanent and universal—
necessarily implied in it a series of constant miracles,

that would be inconsistent with the general purpose

of carrying on the goveinment of the world by those

ordinary laws.

With respect to the character of the Old Testa-

ment miracles, we must also remember that the

whole structure of the Jewish cecouomy had re-

ference to the peculiar exigency of the circum-

stances of a people imperfectly civilized, and is so

distinctly described in the New Testament, as deal-

ing with men according to the " hardness of their

hearts," and being a system of " weak and beg-

garly elements," and a rudimentary instruction for

" children" who were in the condition of "slaves."

We are not, therefore, to judge of the probability

of the miracles wi-ought in support of that orconomy

(so far as the forms under which they were wrougiit

are concerned) as if those miiacles were immediately

intended for ourselves. We are not justified in

arguing either that those miracles are increiiibie

because wrought in such a manner jis that, i(
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addressed to ns, they would lower our concoptions

of the Divine Being ; or, on the other hand, that

because those miracles—wrouglit under the circum-

stances of the Jewish oeconomy—are credible and

ought to be believed, there is therefore no reason

for objecting against stories of similar miracles al-

leged to have been wrought under the quite different

circumstances of the Christian dispensation.

In dealing with human testimony, it may be

further needful to notice (though very briefly)

some refined subtilties that have been occasionally

introduced into this discussion.

It has been sometimes alleged that the freedom

of the human will is a circumstance which renders

reliance upon the stability of laws in the case of

human conduct utterly precarious. " In arguing,"

it is said, " that human beings cannot be supposed

to have acted in a particular way, because that

would involve a violation of the analogy of human
conduct, so far as it has been observed in all ages,

we tacitly assume that the human mind is unalter-

ably determined by fixed laws, in the same way as

material substances. But this is rot the case on

the hypothesis of the freedom of the will. The
very notion of a fi-ee will is that of a faculty which
determines itself ; and which is capable of choosing

a line of conduct quite repugnant to the influence

of any motive however strong. There is therefore

no reason for expecting that the operations of human
volition will be confomiable throughout to any fixed

rule or analogy whatever."

In reply to this far-sought and barren refinement,

we may observe— 1. That, if it be worth anything,

it is an objection not merely against the force of

human testimony in religious matters, but against

human testimony in general, and, indeed, against

all calculations of probability in respect of human
conduct whatsoever. 2. That we have already

shown that, even in respect of material phenomena,
our practical measure of probability is not derived

from any scientific axioms about cause and effect,

or antecedents and consequences, but simply fiom
the likeness or unlikeness of one thing to another;

and therefore, not being deduced from premises

which assume causality, cannot be shaken by the

denial of causality in a particular case. 3. That
the thing to be accounted for, on the supposition of

the falsity of the testimony for Christian'miracles,

IS not accounted for by any such capricious principle

as the arbitrary freedom of the human will; be-

cause the thing to be accounteil for is the agreement
of a number of witnesses in a falsehood, for the
propagation of which they could have no intelligible

inducement. Now, if we suppose a number of in-

dcpi-ndent witnesses to have determined themselves
by lational motives, then, under the circumstances
of this particular instance, their agreement in a
true story is sutlicicntly accoimted for. But, if we
supjwse them to have each determined themselves
by mere whim and caprice, then their agreement
in the same false story is not accounted for at all.

The concurrence of such a number of chances is

utterly incredible. 4. And finally we remark that

no sober maintainers of the freedom of the human
will claim for it any such unlimited power of self-

determination as this objection supposes. The free-

dom of the human will exhibits itself either in

cases where there is no motive for selecting one

)-ather than another among many possible courses

of action that lie before us—in which cases it is to

be observed that there is nothing moral in its elec-

tions whatsoever :—or in cases in which there is a
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conflict of motives, and, e. g., passion and appetite,

or custom or tempoial interest, draw us one way,
and reason or conscience another. In these latter

cases the maintiincrs of the freedom of the will

contend that, under certain limits, we can determine
ourselves (not by no motive at all, but) by either

of the motives actually operating upon our minds.
Now it is manit(?st that if, in the case of the wit-

nesses to Christiauitj', we can show that theirs was
a ca.se of a conflict of motives (as it clearly was),

and can show, further, that their conduct is incon-

sistent with one set of motives, the reasonable

inference is that they determined themselves, in

point of fact, by the other. Thus, though in the

case of a man strongly tried by a conflict of

motives, we might not, even with the fullest know-
ledge of his character and circumstances, have been

able to predict beforehand how he would act, that

would be no reason for denying that, after we had
come to know how he did act, we could tell by
what motives he had detei-mined himself in choosing

that particular line of conduct.

It has been often made a topic of complaint

against Hume that, in dealing with testimony as A
medium for proving miracles, he has resolved its

force entirely into our experience of its veracity,

and omitted to notice that, antecedently to all ex-

perience, we are predisposed to give it credit by a

kind of natural instinct. But, however metaphy-
sically erroneous Hume's analysis of our belief in

testimony may have been, it is doubtful whether,

in this particular question, such a mistake is of any

great practical importance. Our original predis-

position is doubtless (whether instinctive or not)

a predisposition to believe all testimony indiscrimi-

nately : but this is so completely checked, modified,

and controlled, in after-life, by experience of the

circumstvnces under which testimony can be safely

relied upon, and of those in which it is apt to mis-

lead us, that, practically, our experience in these

respects m.ay be taken as a not unfair measure of

its value as rational evidence. It is also to be

observed that, while Hume has omitted this original

instinct of belief in testimony, as an element in his

calculations, he has also omitted to take into ac-

count, on the other side, any original instinctive

belief in the constancy of the laws of nature, or

expectation that our future experiences will i-esemble

our past ones. In reality, he seems to have resolved

both these principles into the mere association of

ideas. And, however theoretically ei'roneous he

may have been in this, still it seems manifest that,

by making the same mistake on both sides, he has

made one error compensate another ; and so—as far

as this branch of the argimient is concerned

—

brought out a practicivlly coriect result. As -we

can only le:un by various and repeated experiences

under what circumstances we can safely trust our

expectation of the recurrence of appaiently similar

phenomena, that expectition, being thus continually

checked and controlled, modifies itself into accord-

ance with its rule, and ceases to spring at all where

it would be manifestly at variance with its director.

And the same would seem to be the case with our

belief in testimony.

The argument, indeed, in Hume's celebrated

Essay on Miracles, wiis very far from being a new

one. It had, as Mr. Coleridge has pointed out, been

distinctly indicated by South in his sermon on the

incredulity of St. Thomas ; and there is a remark-

able statement of much the same argument put

into the mouth of Woolston's Advocate, in Sherlock's
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Trial of the Witnesses. Tlie restatement of it,

however, by a person of Hume's abilities, was of

service in putting men upon a moie accurate ex-

amination of the true nature and measure of proba-

bility ; and it cannot be denied that Hume's bold

statement of his unbounded scepticism had, as he

contended it would have, many useful results in

stimulating inquiries that might not otherwise have

been suggested to thoughtful men, or, at least, not

prosecuted with sufficient zeal and patience.

Bishop Butler seems to have been very sensible

of the imperfect state, in his own time, of the logic

of Pi-obability ; and, though he appears to have

formed a more accurate conception of it, than the

Scotch school of Philosophers who succeeded and

undertook to refute Hume
;
yet there is one passage

in which we may perhaps detect a misconception of

the subject in the pages of even this great writer.

"There is," he observes, "a very strong pre-

sumption against common speculative truths, and

against the most ordinary facts, before the proof

of them, which yet is overcome by almost any

proof. There is a presumption of millions to one

against the story of Caesar or a7iy other man. For,

suppose a number of common facts so and so cir-

cumstanced, of which one had no kind of proof,

should happen to come into one's thoughts ; every

one would, without any possible doubt, conclude

them to be false. And the like may be said of a

single common fact. And from hence it appears

that the question of importance, as to the matter

before us, is, concerning the degree of the peculiar

presumption against miracles : not, whether there

be any peculiar presumption at all against them.

For if there be a presumption of millions to one

against the most common facts, what can a small

presumption, additional to this, amount to, though

it be peculiar ? It cannot be estimated, and is as

nothing." (^Analogy, part 2, c. ii.)

It is plain that, in this passage, Butler lays no

stress upon the peculiarities of the story of Caesar,

which he casually mentions. For he expressly adds

"or of any other man;" and repeatedly explains

that what he says applies equally to any ordinary

facts, or to a single fact ; so that, whatever be his

drift (and it must be acknowledged to be somewhat

obscure), he is not constructing an argument similar

to that which has been pressed by Archbishop

Whately, in his Historic Doubts respecting Napo-

leon Bonaparte. And this becomes still more

evident, when we consider the extraordinary medium
by which he endeavours to show that there is a

presumption of millions to one against such " com-

mon ordinaiy facts " as he is speaking of. For the

way in which he proposes to estimate the presump-

tion against ordinary facts is, by considering the

likelihood of their being anticipated beforehand by
a person guessing at random. But, surely, this is

not a me.isure of tlie likelihood of the facts con-

sidered in themselves, but of the likelihood of the

coincidence of the facts \\\th a rash and arbitrary

anticipation. The case of a person guessing before-

hand, and the case of a witness reporting what has

occuiTed, are essentially different. In the common
instance, for example, of an ordinary die, before the

cast, there is nothing to determine my mind, with

any probability of a correct judgment, to the selec-

tion of any one of the six faces rather tiian another
;

and, therefore, we rightly Siiy that there are five

chances to one against any one side, considered as

thus arbitrarily selected. But when a person, who
iias had opportunities of observing the cast, reports
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to me the presentation of a particular face, there i^s

evidently, no such presumption against the coinci-

dence of his statement and the actual fact ; because

he has, by the supposition, had ample means of

ascertaining the real state of the occurrence. And
it seems plain that, in the case of a credible witness,

we should as readily believe his report of the cast of

a die with a million of sides, as of one with only

six; though in respect of a random guess before-

hand, the chances against the correctness of the

guess would be vastly greater in the former case,

than in that of an ordinary cube.

Furthermore, if any common by-stander were to

report a series of successive throws, as having taken

place in the following order— 1, 6, 3, 5, 6, 2—no
one would feel any difficulty in receiving his testi-

mony ; but if we further become aware that he, or

anybody else, had beforehand professed to guess or

predict that precise series of throws upon that par-

ticular occasion, we should certainly no longer give

his report the same ready and unhesitating acquies-

cence. We should at once suspect, either that the

witness was deceiving us, or that the die was
loaded, or tampered with in some way, to produce

a conformity with the anticipated sequence. This

places in a clear light the difference between the case

of the coincidence of an ordinary event with a

random predetermination, and the case of an ordi-

nary event considered in itself.

The truth is, that the chances to which Butler

seems to refer as a presumption against ordinary

events, are not in ordinary cases overcome by testi-

mony at all. The testimony has nothing to do with

them ; because they are chances against the event

considered as *he subject of a random vaticination,

not as the subject of a report made by an actual

obseiTer. It is possible, however, that, throughout

this obscure passage, Butler is arguing upon the

principles of some objector unknown to us ; and,

indeed, it is certain that some writers upon the

doctrine of chances (who were far from friendly to

revealed religion) have utterly confounded together

the questions of the chances against the coincidence

of an ordinary event with a random guess, and of

the probability of such an event considered by itself.

But it should be observed that what we com-
monly call the chances against an ordinary event are

not specific, but particular. They are chances

against this event, not against this kind of event.

Tlie chances, in the case of a die, are the chances

against a particular face ; not against the coming
i(p of some face. Tlie coming up of some face is

not a thing subject to random anticipation, and,

therefore, we say that there are no chances against

it at all. But, as the presumption that some face

will come up is a specific presumption, quite dif-

ferent from the presumption against any particular

face ; so the presumption against no face coming
up (which is really the same thing, and equivalent

to the presumption against a miracle, considered

merely in its physical strangeness) must be specific

also, and diff'erent from the presumption against any

particular foi-m of such a miracle selected before-

hand by an arbitrary anticipation. For miraculous

facts, it IS evident, are subject to the doctrine of

chances, each in particular, in the same way as

ordinary facts. Thus, e. g. supposing a miracle to

be wrought, the cube might be changed into any

geometrical figure ; and we can see no reason for

selecting one rather than another, or the sulistince

might be changed from ivory tometil, and then one

metal would be as likelv as another. But no one,
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probably, would cay tliat he would believe the

specific fact of such a miracle upon the same jtioof,

or anything like the same proof, as that on which,

such a miracle being supposed, he would believe the

report of any particular form of it—such fonn being

just as likely beforehand as any other.

Indeed, if "almost any proof" were capable of

overcoming presumptions of millions to one against

a fact, it is hard to see how we could reasonably

reject any i-eport of anything, on the ground of

aut«cedent presumptions against its credibility.

The Ecclesiastical Miracles are not delivered to

us by inspired historians ; nor do they seem to form
any part of tlie same series of events as the miracles

of the New Testament.

The miracles of the New Testament (setting

aside those wrought by Christ Himself) appear to

have been worked by a power conferred upon parti-

cular persons according to a regular law, in virtue

of which that power was ordinarily transmitted

from one person to another, and the only persons

privileged thus to transmit that power were the

Apostles. The only exceptions to this rule were,

(1.) the Apostles themselves, and (2.) the family of

Conielius, who were the first-fruits of the Gentiles.

In all other cases, miraculous gifts were conferred

only by the laying on of the Apostles' hands. By
this an-angement, it is evidept that a provision was
made for the total ceasing of that miraculous dis-

pensation within a limited period: because, on the

dpath of the last of the Apostles, the ordinaiy chan-
nels would be all stopped through which such gifts

were transmitted in the Church.
' Thus, in Acts viii., though Philip is described as

working many miracles among the Samaritans, he
does not seem to have ever thought of impai-ting

the same power to any of his converts. That is

reserved for the Apostles Peter and John, who
confer the miraculous gifts by the imposition of
their hands: and this power, of imparting mira-
culous gifts to others, is clearly recognized by Simon
Magus as a distinct privilege belonging to the Apos-
tles, and quite beyond anything that He had seen

exercised before. " When Simon saw that through
l"!/ing on of the Apostles' hands the Holy Ghost was
given, he otlered them money, saying. Give me also

this power, that, on whomsoever l" lay hands, he may
receive the Holy Ghost."

This separation of the Rite by which miraculous
gifts were conferred from Baptism, by which mem-
bers were admitted into the Church, seems to have
been wisely oi-dained for the pui-pose of keeping the
two iileas, of ordinary and extraordinary gifts,

distinct, and pioviding for the approaching cessation
of the foi-mer without shaking the stability of an
institution which was designed to be a permanent
Sacrament in the kingdom of Christ.

And it may also be observed in passing, that this

same separation of the effects of these two Rites,

affoi-ds a presumption that the miraculous gifts,

bestowed, as far as we can see, only in the former,
were not merely the result of highly raised enthu-
siasm ; because experience shows that violent symp-
toms of enthusiastic transport would have been
much more likely to have shown themselves in the
first ardour of convei-sion than at a later period— in

the very crisis of a change, than after that cluinge
had been confirmed and settled.

One passage has, indeed, been appealed to as
seeming to indicate the permanent residence of mi-
raculous powers in the Christian Church through
rII ages, Mark xn. 17, 18. But—
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(1.) That passage itself is of doubtful authority,

since we know that it was omitted in most of the

Greek MSS. which Eusebius was able to examine
in the 4th century ; and it is still wanting in some
of the most important that remain to us.

(2.) It does not necessarily implj'' more than a
promise that such miraculous powers should exhibit

themselves among the immediate converts of the
Apostles.

And (3.) this latter intei-pretation is supported
by what follows—" And they went forth, and
preached everywhere, the Lord working with them,
and confirming the word with the accompanying
signs."

It is, indeed, confessed by the latest and ablest

defenders of the ecclesiastical miracles that the

great mass of them were essentially a new dispen-

sation ; but it is contended, that by thuse who believe

in the Scripture miracles, no strong antecedent im-

probability against such a dispensation can be rea-

sonably entei-tained ; because, for them, the Scripture

miracles have already "borne the brunt" of the

infidel objection, and " broken the ice."

But this is wholly to mistake the matter.

If the only objectiou antecedently to proof against

the ecclesiastical miracles were a presumption of

their iinpossibilitg or incredihility—simply as mi-
racles, tliis allegation might be pertinent; because

he that admits that a miracle has taken place, ain-

not consistently hold that a miracle as such is im-
possible or incredible. But the antecedent pre-

sumption against the ecclesiastical miracles rises

upon four distinct grounds, no one of which can be

properly called a gi'ound of infidel objection.

(1.) It arises from the very nature of probabi-

lity, and the constitution of the human mind, which

compels us to take the analogy of general expe-

rience as a measure of likelihood. And this pre-

sumption it is manifest is neither religious nor

irreligious, but antecedent to, and involved in, all

probable reasoning.

A miracle may be said to take plac« when, under

certain moral circumstances, a physical consequent

follows upon an antecedent which general experience

shows to have no natural aptitude for producing

such a consequent ; or, when a consequent fails to

follow upon an antecedent which is always attended

by that consequent in the ordinary coui-se of nature.

A blind man recovering sight upon his touching

the bones of SS. Gerv.isius and Protasius, is an in-

stance of the former. St. Alban, walking after his

head was cut oft", and carrying it in his hand, may
be given as an example of the latter kind of miracle.

Now, though such occurrences cannot be called im-

possible, because they involve no self-contradiction

in the notion of them, and we know that there is a

power in existence quite adequate to produce them,

yet they must always remain antecedently impi-o-

bable, unless we can see reasons for expecting tliat

that power will produce them. The invincible

original instinct of our nature—without reliance on

which we could not set one foot before another

—

teaches as its first lesson to expect similar conse-

quents upon what seem similar physiciil antecedents

;

and the results of this instinctive belief, checked,

modified, and confirmed by the experience of man-

kind in coimtless times, places, and circumstances,

constitutes what is called our knowledge of the

laws of nature. Destroy, or even shake, this know-

ledge, as applied to practice in ordinary life, and

all the uses and pui-poses of life ai-e at an end. If

the reiU sequences of things wei-e liable, like those
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in a di-eam, to random and capricious variations,

on which no one could calculate beforehand, there

would be no measures of probability or improba-

bility. If e. g. it were a nieasui ing case whether,

upon immersing a lighted candle in water, the

candle should be extinguished, or the water ignited,

—or, whether inhaling the common air should sup-

port life or produce death—it is plain that the

whole course of the world would be brought to a

stand-still. There woukl be no order of nature at

all ; and all the rules that are built on the sta-

bility of that order, and all the measures of judg-

ment that are derived from it, would be worth

nothing. We ^ould be living in fairy-land, not on

earth.

(2.) This general antecedent presumption against

miracles, as varying from the analogy of general

experience, is (as we have said) neither leligious nor

irreligious—neither rational nor irrational—but

springs from the very nature of probability : and it

cannot be denied without shaking the basis of all

probable evidence, whether for or against religion.

>for does the admission of the existence of the

Deitv, or the admission of the actual occurrence of

the Christian miracles, tend to remove this ante-

cedent impi-obability against miracles circumstanced

as the ecclesiastical miracles generally are.

If, indeed, the onlij presumption against miracles

were one against their possibility—this might be

truly described as an atheistic presumption ; and

then the proof, from natural reason, of the existence

of a God, or the proof of the actual occurrence of

any one miracle would wholly remove that pre-

sumption ; and, upon the removal of that presump-

tion, there would remain none at all against miracles,

however frequent or however strange ; and mira-

culous occurrences would be as easily proved, and
also as likely beforehand, as the most ordinary

events ; so that there would be no improbability of

a miracle being wrought at any moment, or upon

any conceivable occasion ; and the slightest testi-

mony would suffice to establish the truth of any
story, however widely at variance with the analogy

of ordinary experience.

But the true presumption against miracles is not

against their possibility, but their probability. And
this presumption cannot be wholly removed by
showing an adequate cause ; unless we hold that

all presumptions drawn I'rom the analogy of expe-

rience or the assumed stability of the order of

natuie are removed by showing the existence of a

cause capable of changing the order of nature

—

i. e. unless we hold that the admission of God's

existence involves the destruction of all measures

of probability drawn from the analogy of expe-

rience. The ordinary sequences of nature are,

doubtless, the result of the Divine will. But to

suppose the Divine will to vary its mode of opera-

tion in conjunctures, upon which it would be im-

possible to adculate, and under circumstances appa-

rently similar to those which are perpetually

recurring, would be to suppose that the course of

things is (to all intents and purposes of human life)

as mutable and capricious aj. if it were governed

by mere chance.

Nor can the admission that God has actually

wrought such miracles as attest the Christian re-

ligion, remove the general presumption against

miracles as improbable occurrences. The evidence

on which revelation st;uids hiu> provetl that the

Almighty has, under special circumstances and for

special ends, exerted his power of changing the
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ordinary course of nature. This may be fairly relied

on as mitigating the presumption against miracles

under the same circumstances as those which it has

established : but miracles which cannot avail them-

selves of the benefit of that law fas it may be called)

of miracles, which such conditions indicate, are

plainly involved in all the antecedent difficulties

which attach to miracles in general, as varying from

the law of nature, besides the special difficulties

which belong to them as varying from the law of

miracles, so far as we know anything of that law.

And it is vain to allege that God may have other

ends for miracles than those plain ones for which

the Scripture miracles were wrought. Such a plea

can be of no weight, unless we c;in change at plea-

sure the " may " into a " must " or " has." Until

the design appear, we cannot use it as an element

of probability; but we must, in the meanwhile,

determine the question by the ordinary rules whiih

regulate the proof of facts. A mere " may " is

counterbalanced by a " may not." It cannot surely

be meant that miracles have, by the proof of a

revelation, ceased to be miracles— i. e. rare and

wonderful occuiTences—so as to make the chances

equal of a miracle and an ordinary event. And if

this be not held, then it must be admitted that the

laws which regulate miracles are, in some way or

other, laws which render them essentially strange

or unusual events, and insure the general stability

of the course of nature. Whatever other elements

enter into the law of miracles, a necessary infre-

qnency is one of them : and until we can see some

of the positive elements of the law of miracles in

operation (i. e. some of the elements which do not

check, but require miracles) this negative element,

which we do see, must act strongly against the pro-

bability of their recuiTence.

It is indeed quite true that Cliristianity has

revealed to us the permanent operation of a super-

natural order of things actually going on ai'ound us.

But there is nothing in the notion of such a super-

natural system as the Christian dispensation is, to

lead us to expect continual interferences with the com-

mon course of nature. Not the necessity oi proving

its supernatural character: for (1.) that has been

sufficiently proved once tor all, and the proof suffi-

ciently attested to us, and (2.) it is not pretended

that the mass of legendary miracles are, in this

sense, evidential. Nor are such continual miracles

involved in it by express promise, or by the very

frame of its constitution. For they manifestly are

not. " So is the kingdom of God, as if a man
should cast seed into the ground, and should sleep

and rise, night and day, and the seed should spring

and giow up he knoweth not how," &c.—the pa-

rable -manifestly indicating that the ordinary visible

course of things is only intertered with by the

Divine husbandman, in planting and reaping the

great harvest. Nor do the answers given to prayer,

or the influence of the Holy Spirit on our minds,

interfere discoverably with any one law of outward

nature, or of the inward economy of our mental

frame. The system of grace is, indeed, superna-

tural, but, in no sense and in no case, pretematura/.

It disturbs in no way the regular sequences which

all men's experience teaches them to anticipate as

not improbable.

(3.) It is acknowledged by the ablest defenders of

the ecclesiastical miracles that, for the most part,

they belong to those classes of miracles which are

described as ambiguous and tentative—t. c. tliey are

cases in which the effect if it occurred at all) mag
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have been tlie result of natural causes, and where,

upon the application of the same means, the desired

eHect was only sometimes produced. These cha-

racters are always highly suspicious marks. And
though it is quite true—as has been remarked

already—that real miracles, and such as were

clearly discernible as such to the original spectators,

may be so imperfectly reported to us as to wear

an ambiguous appearance—it still remains a viola-

tion of all the laws of evidence to admit a narrative

which leaves a miracle ambiguous as the ground of

our belief that a miracle has really been wrought,

If an inspired author declare a particular effect to

have been wrought by the immediate intei-position

of God, we then admit the miraculous nature of

that event on his authority, though his description

of its outwan.1 circumstances may not be full enough

to enable us to form such a judgment of it from

the report of those circumstances alone : or if,

amongst a series of indubitable miracles, some are

but hastily and loosely reported to us, we may
safely admit them as a part of that series, though

if we met them in any other connexion we should

view them in a different light. Thus, if a skilful

and experienced physician records his judgment of

the nature of a particular disorder, well known to

him, and in the diagnosis of which it was almost

impossible for him to be mistaken, we may safely

take his word for that, even though he may have

mentioned only a few of the symptoms which
marked a particular case : or, if we knew that the

plague was raging at a particular spot and time,

it would require much less evidence to convince us

that a particular person had died of that distemper

there and then, than if his death were attributed to

that disease in a place which the plague had never

visited for centuries before and after the alleged

occurrence of his case.

(4.) Though it is not true that the Sciipture-

miracles have so " borne the brunt " of the a priori

objection to miracles as to remove all peculiar pie-

sumption against them as improbable events, there

is a sense in which they may be truly said to have

prepared the way for those of the ecclesiastical

legends. But it is one which aggravates, instead

of extenuating, their improbability. The nahatives

of the Scripture-miracles may very probably have
tended to raise an expectation of miracles in the

minds of weak and credulous pei-sons, and to en-

courage designing men to attempt an imitation of

them. And this suspicion is confirmed when we
observe that it is precisely those instances of Scrip-

ture-miracles which are most easily imitablc by
fraud, or those which are most apt to strike a wild

and mythical fancy, which seem to be the types

which—with cxti'avagant exaggeration and distor-

tion—are principally copied in the ecclesiastical

miracles. In this sense it may be said that the

Scripture naiTatives " broke the ice," and prepared

the way for a whole succession of legends
;
just as

any great and striking character is followed by a
host of imitators, who endeavour to reproduce him,
not by copying what is really essential to his great-

ness, but by exaggerating and distorting some minor
peculiarities in which his gi-eat qualities may some-
times have been exhibited.

But—apart from any leading preparation thus

afloi-ded—we know' that the ignorance, fraud, and

enthusiasm of mankind have in almost every age

and country produced such a numerous spawn of

spurious prodigies, as to make false stories of mi-

racles, under certain circumstances, a thing to be
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'naturally expected. Hence, unless it can be dis-

tinctly sliown, from the nature of the case, that

narratives of miracles are not attribtitahle to such

causes—that they are not the offspring of such a

parentage—the reasonable rules of evidence seem to

require that we should refer them to their usual

and best known causes.

Nor can there be, as some weak persons are apt

to imagine, any impiety in such a course. On the

contrary, true piety, or religious reverence of God,

requires us to abstain with scrupulous care from

attributing to Him any works which we have not

good reason for believing Him to have wrought.

It is not piety, but profane audacity, which ven-

tures to refer to God that which, according to the

best rules of probability which He has Himself

furnished us with, is most likely to have been the

product of human ignorance, or fraud, or folly.

On the whole, therefore, we may conclude that

the mass of the ecclesiastical miracles do not fonn 4

any part of the same series as those related in

Scripture, which latter are, therefore, unaffected by
any decision we may come to with respect to the

foi-mer ; and that they are pressed by the weight

of three distinct presumptions against them—being

improbable (1) as varying from the analogy of

nature; (2) as varying fi-om the analogy of the

Scripture-miiacles
; (3) as resembling those legend-

ary stories which are the known product of the

credulity or imposture of mankind.

The controversy respecting the possibility of mi-

racles is as old as philosophic literature. There is a

very clear view of it, as it stood in the Pagan ww'ld,

given by Cicero in his books de Divinatione. In the

works ofJosephus there are, occasionally, suggestions

of naturalistic explanations of 0. T. miracles : but

these seem rather thrown out for the pui-pose of

gratifying sceptical Pagan readers than as expressions

of his own belief. The other chief authorities for

Jewish opinion are, Maimonides, Moreh Nebochim,

lib. 2, c. 35, and the Firke Aboth, in Surenhusius'

Mishna, torn. iv. p. 4G9, and Abarbanel, Miphaloth

Elohim, p. 93. It is hardly worth while noticing

the extravagant hypothesis of Cardan {De contra-

dictione Medicorum, 1. 2, tract. 2) and of some
It^ilian atheists, who refened the Christian miracles

to the influence of the stars. But a new era in the

dispute began with Spinoza's Tractatus Theologico-

politici, which contained the germs of almost all the

fidel theories which have since appeared. A list

of the princip;U replies to it may be seen in Fabricius,

Delectus Argitmentorum, &c., c. 43, p. 697, Ham-
burg, 1725.

A full account of the controversy in England with

the deists, during the last century, will be found in

Leland's View of the Deistical Writers, reprinted at

London, 183fi.

The debate was renewed, about the middle of that

century, by the publication of Hume's celebititea

essay— the chief replies to which are: Principal

Campbell's Dissertation on Miracles; Uey's ACr-

risian Lectures, vol. i. pp. 127-200 ; Bp. Elrington's

Donnellan Lectures, Dublin, 1796 ; Dr. Thomas

Brown, On Cause and Effect; Paley's Evidences

(Introduction); Archbp.'WIiately, Ao,7i'c(Appendix),

and his IFisloric Doubts i-espectin<} Napoleon Bona-

parte [the argument of which the writer of this

article has attempted to apply to the objections of

Slrauss in Historic Certainties, or the Chronicles of

Ecnarf, Parker, London, 180-']. See also an in-

teresting work by the late Dean Lyall, Propocdia

Prophetica, reprinted 1854, Rivington, London.
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Compare also Bp. Douglas, Criterion, or Miracles I

Examined, &c., London, 1754.

Within the hist few years the controversy has

been reopened by the late Professor Baden Powell in

The Unity of Worlds, and some remarks on the

study of evidences published in the now celebrated

volume of Essays and Reviews. It would be pre-

mature, at present, to give a list of the replies to so

recent a work.

The question of the ecclesiastical miracles was

slightly touched by Spencer in his notes on Origen

against Celsus, and more fully by Le Moine; but

did not attract general attention till Middleton pub-

lished his famous Free Enquiry, 1748. Several

replies were written by Dodwell (junior), Chapman,

Church, &c., which do not seem to have attracted

much permanent attention. Some good remarks on

the general subject occur in Jortin's Remarks on

Ecclesiastical History, and in Warburton's Julian.

This controversy also has of late years been re-

opened by Dr. Newman, in an essay on miracles

originally prefixed to a translation of Fleury's

Ecclesiastical History, and since republished in a

separate form. Dr. Newman had previously, while

a Piotestant, examined the whole subject of m.iracles

in an article upon Apollonius Tyanaeus in the

Encyclopaedia MetrojMlitana. [W. F.]

MIRIAM (D^IO, " their rebellion :" LXX.

Mapid/M; hence Joseph. Mapidixvri : in the N. T.

Maptdiii or Mapia ; Mapidfi being the form always

employed for the nominative case of the name of the

Virgin Mary, though it is declined Mapias, Mapia

;

while Mopi'a is employed in all cases for the thiee

other Maries). The name in the 0. T. is given fo

two persons only ; the sister of Moses, and a de-

scendant of Caleb. At the time of the Christian

era it seems to have been common. Amongst other

who bore it was Herod's celebrated wife and victim

JIariamne. And through the Virgin Mary, it has

become the most frequent female name in Chris

tendom.

1. Miriam, the sister of Moses, was the eldest of

that sacred family ; and she first appears, probably

as a young girl, watching her infant brother's cradl

in the Nile (Ex. ii. 4), and suggesting her mother

as a nurse (ib. 7). The independent and high posi-

tion given by her superiority of age she never lost

" The sister of Aaron " is her Biblical distinction

(Ex. XV. 20). In Num. xii. 1 she is placed before

Aaron ; and in Mic. vi. 4 reckoned as amongst the

Three Deliverers—" I sent before thee Moses and

Aaron and Miriam." She is the first personage in

that household to whom the prophetic gifts are

dii-ectly ascribed—" Miriam the Prophetess" is her

acknowledged title (Ex. xv. 20). The prophetic

power showed itself in her under the same fonn as

that which it assumed in the days of Samuel and

David,—poetry, accompanied with music and pro-

cessions. The only instance of this prophetic gift

is when, after the passage of the Red Sea, she takes

a cymbal in her hand, and goes forth, like the

Hebrew maidens in later times after a victory

(Judg. V. 1, xi. .34 ; 1 Sam. xviii. 6 ; Ps. Ixviii.

11, 25), followed by the whole female population

of Israel, also beating their cymbals and striking

their guitare (oVrip, mistranslated "dances").

It does not appear how far they joined in the whole

of the song (Ex. xv. 1-19) ; but the opening words

are repeated again by Miiiam herself at the close,

in the form of a command to the Hebrew women.
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" She answered them, saying. Sing ye to Jehovah,
for He hath triumphed gloriously : the horse and

his rider hath He thrown into the sea."

She took the lead, with Aaron, in the complaint

against Moses for his marriage with a Cushite.

[Zipporah]. " Hath Jehovah spoken by Moses?

Hath He not also spoken by us?" (Num. xii. 1, 2).

The question implies that the prophetic gift was
exercised by them; while the answer implies that it

was communicated in a less direct form than to Moses.
" If there be a prophet among you, I Jehovah will

make myself known unto him in a vision, and will

speak unto him in a dream. My servant Moses is

not so With him will I speak mouth to mouth,

even apparently, and not in dark speeches" (Nuu".

xii. 6-8). A stern rebuke was administered in

front of the sacred Tent to both Aaron and Miriam.

But the punishment fell on Miriam, as the chief

oflender. The hateful Egyptian leprosy, of which

for a moment the sign had been seen on the hand

of her younger brother, broke out over the whole

person of the proud prophetess. How grand was

her position, and how heavy the blow, is implied in the

cry of anguish which goes up from both her brothers—" Alas, my lord ! . . . Let her not be as one dead,

of whom the flesh is half consumed when he cometh

out of his mother's womb. . . . Heal her now, God !

I beseech thee." And it is not less evident in the

silent grief of the nation :
" The people journeyed

not till Miriam was brought in again" (Num. xii.

10-15). The same feeling is reflected, though in a

strange and distorted foim, in the ancient tradition of

the drying-up and re-flowing of the marvellous well

of the Wanderings. [Beer, vol. i. p. 179 a.]

This stroke, and its removal, which took place at

Hazeroth, form the last public event of Miriam's life.

She died towards the close of the wanderings at

Kadesh, and was buried there (Num. xx. 1). Her
tomb was shown near Petra in the days of Jerome

{Be Log. Heh. in voce " Cades Barnea "). Accord-

ing to the Jewish tradition (Joseph. Ant. iv. 4, §6),

her death took place on the new moon of the month
Xanthicus (i. e. about the end of February) ; which

seems to imply that the anniversary was still ob-

served in the tmie of Josephus. The burial, he

adds, took place with great pomp on a mountain

called Zin {i. e. the wilderness of Zin) ; and the

mourning—which lasted, as in the case of her

brothers, for thirty days—was closed by the insti-

tution of the purification through the sacrifice of

the heifer (Num. xix. 1-10), which in the Pentateuch

immediately precedes the story of her death.

According to Josephus {Ant. iii. 2, §4, and 6, §1),

she was married to the famous HuR, and, through

him, was grandmother of the architect Bezaleel.
In the ivoran (ch. iii.) she is confounded with the

Virgin Mary ; and hence the Holy Family is called

the Family of Amram, or Imran. (See also D'Her-

belot, Bibl. Orient. " Zakaria.") In other Arabic

traditions her name is given as Kolthum (see Weil's

Bibl. Legends, 101).

2. (Both Vat. and Alex, jhv Maieiv: Mariam).

A person— whether man or woman does not appear

—mentioned in the genealogies of the tribe of Judah

and house of Caleb (1 Chr. iv. 17); but in the

present state of the Hebrew text it is impossible to

say more than that Miriam was sister or brother to

the founder of the town of Eshtemoa. Out of the

numerous conjectures of critics and translatoi-s the

following mav be noticed : (a) that of the LXX.,

" and Jether'begat M. ;" and (6) that of Bertheau

{Chronik, ad loc), that Miriam, Shammai, and
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Ishbah are tlie childi-eii of Mered by his Egyptian

wife Bithiah, the daugliter of Pharaoh : the hist

clause of ver. 18 having been erroneously transposed

from its proper place in ver. 17. [A. P. S.]

MIR'MA (nmO : Mapud: Jfarma). A Ben-

jamite, "chief of the fathers," son of Shaharaim by

his wife Hodesh ; born in the land of Moab (1 Chr.

viii. 10),

MIRROR. The two words, HNnO, mardh

(Kx. xxxviii. 8; KaTOirrpov, speculum), and ^K").

rSi (Job xxxvii. 18), are rendered " looking glass"

in the A. V., but fi-om the context evidently denote

MIRROR
a mirror of polisliod ineti\l. The mirrors of the
women of the congivgution, according to the former
passage, fumished tlie bimnze for the laver of the

fcibernacle, and in the latter the beauty of the figure

is heightened by rendering " Wilt thou beat out

with him the clouds, strong as a molten miiTor? "
;

the word translated "spread out" in the A. V.
being that which is projierly applied to the ham-
mering of metals into plates, and fi'om which the

Hebrew term for "Hmiament" is derived. [FiK-

MAMENT.3 The metaphor in Deut. xxriii. 23,
" Thy heaven that is over thy head shall be brass,"

derived its force fi'om the same popular belief in the

solidity of the sky.

^,¥flflilii^

1, 3, 4, from Mr. Salt's collection ; 2, from a painting at Thebes ; 4 is about 11 inches high.

The Hebrew women on coming out of Egypt
probably brought with them miiTors like those
which were used by the Egyptians, and were made
of a mixed metal, chiefly copper, wrought with
such admirable skill, says Sir G. Wilkinson {Anc.
Eg. iii. 384), that they were " susceptible of a
lustre, which has even been partially revived at the
present day, in some of those discovered at Thebes,
though buried in the earth tor many centuries. The
mirror itself was nearly round, inserted into a handle
of wood, stone, or metal, wlio.se form varied accord-
ing to the taste of tlie owner. Some presented the
figure of a female, a flower, a column, or a rod
ornamented with the head of Athor, a bird, or a
fancy device ; and sometimes the face of a Tyjiho-
nian monster was introduced to support the mirror,
serving as a contrast to the features whose beauty
was displayed within it." With regard to the
metal of which the ancient miiTors were composed
there is not much diti'ercnce of opinion. Pliiiy

mentions that anciently the best were made at
Brundusium of a mixture of copper and tin (xxxiii.

45), or of tin alone (xxxiv. 48). Praxitel&s in the
time of Pompey the Great, is said to have been the
first who made them of silver, though these were

" Silver mirrors are alluded to in Plautus {Mostdl. i. 4,

Ter. 101) and I'hilostratus (Icon. i. 6) ; anil one of steel is

said to have been found. Thoy were oven made of gold
(t'MT.nec. 925; Sen. .\at.. Quaest. i. 17).

•> Apparently iti allusion to this custom Moore (Epicu-

rean, c. 5), in describing the maidens who danced at the

afterwards so common as, in the time of Pliny, to

be used by the ladies' maids.* They are mentioned

by Chrysostom among the extravagances of fashion

for which he rebuked the ladies of his time, and

Senec;i long before was loud in his denimciation of

similar follies [Natnr. Quaest. i. 17). Mirrors were

used by the Koman women in the worship of Juno

(Seneca, £p. 95; Apuleius, Metam. xi. c. 9, p. 770).

In the Egyptian temples, says Cyril of Alexandria

{De ado?: in Spir. ix. ; Opera, i. p. 314, ed. Paris,

1(338), it was the custom for the women to worship

in linen garments, holding a mirror in their left

hands and a sistrum in their right, and the Israelites,

having fiillen into the idolatries of the country, had

brought with them the mirrors which they used in

their worship.l>

According to Beckmami [Hist, of Inv. ii. 04,

Bohn), a mirror which was discovered near Naples

wa-s tested, and found to be made of a mixture of

copper an(l regulus of antimony, with a little lead.

Beckmann's editor (Jlr. Francis) gives in a note the

result of an analysis of an Etruscan mirror, whidi

he examined and found to consist of 67" 12 copper,

24-93 tin, and 8-13 lead, or ne;irly 8 parts of copper

to 3 of tin and 1 of lead, but neither in this, nor in

Island Temple of the Moon, says, " As they passed under

the lamp, a gleam of liglit fljished from their bosoms,

which, I could perceive, was the nfiectioii of a small

minor, that iu the manner of the women of the Kast

each of the dancers wore beneath her left shoulder "
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one aiuilysGil hy Klaproth, was there any trace of

antimony, which Beckmann asserts was univnown to

the ancients. Modern experiments have shown that

(he mixture of copper and tin produces the best

metal for specula (Phil. Trans, vol. 67, p. 296).
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F,g>-ptian UirroT. (From llr. Salt's collection )

Much curious information will be found in Beckmann
upon the various substances employed by the ancients

for mirrors, but which has no bearing upon the

subject of this article. In his opinion it was not till

\l^i/

Egj-ptian Mirror. 2 and 3 show the bottom of the handle, to
which something has been fastened. (Was in tlie possession
of Vt. Hogg.)

the 13th century that glass, covered at the back with
tin or lead, was used for this purpose, the doubtful

allusion in Pliny (x.xxvi. 66)"^ to the mirrors made
in the glass-houses of Sidon, having reference to

e " Sidone quondam lis ofBcinis nobill : siquidem etlam
spooula e,\cogitaverat."

" In this p.issage it is without the article. As a mere
(ippelliitivo, the word Misgah is frequently used in the

poetical parts of Scripturo, in the sense of a lofty place

experiments which were unsuccessful. Other allu-

sions to bronze mirrors will be found in a fragment

of Aeschylus preserved in Stobaeus {Serrn. xviil.

p. 164, ed. Gesner, 1608), and in Callimachus

{ffym. ill Lav. Pall. 21). Convex min-ors of po-

lished steel are mentioned as common in the East,

in a manuscript note of Chardin's upon Ecclus. xii.

11, quoted by Harmer {Observ. vol. iv. c. 11,

obs. 55).

The metal of which the mirrors wei'e composed

being liable to rust and tarnish, required to be con-

stantly kept bright (Wisd. vii. 26 ; Ecclus. xii. 1 1).

This was done by means of pounded pumice-stone,

rubbed on with a sponge, which was generally sus-

pended from the mirror. The Persians used emery-

powder for the same purpose, according to Chardin

(quoted by Hartmann, die Hchr. am Putztischc, ii.

245). The obscure image produced by a tarnished

or imperfect miiTor, appears to be alluded to in

1 Cor. xiii. 12. On the other hand a polished

mirror is among the Arabs the emblem of a pure

reputation. " More spotless than the miiTor of a

foreign woman," is with them a proverbial expres-

sion, which Meidani explains of a woman who has

married out of her country, and polishes her mirror

incessantly that no part of her face may escape her

observation (De Sacy, Chrest. Arab. iii. p. 236).

The obscure word D^j'lvl, gilyonhn (Is. iii. 23),

rendered "glasses" in the A. V. after the Vulgate

specula, and supported by the Targum, and the

commentaries of Kimchi, Abarbanel, and Jarchi, is

explained by Schroeder [de Vest. Mul. Hebr. ch.

18) to signify "transparent dresses" of fine linen,

as the LXX. (ra dia<pavrj AaKooviKoi), and even

Kimchi in his Lexicon understand it (comp. mid-

ticia, Juv. Sat. n. 66, 76). In support of this

view, it is urged that the terms which tbllow denote

articles of female attire ; but in Is. viii. 1, a word
closely resembling it is used for a smooth writing

tablet, and the rendering of the A. V. is approved

by Gesenius {Jesaia i. 215) and the best authorities.

,

[W. A. W.]

MIS'AEL (Mio-aTjA.: Jf«sae?)- 1. Thesameas
MiSHAEL 2 (1 Esd. ix. 44 ; comp. Neh, viii. 4).

2. =MiSHAEL 3, the Hebrew name of Mesliacn

(Song of the Three Child. 66).

MIS'GAB (2ibl2r\, with the def. article:

'AfidO : fortis, sublimia), a place in Moab named
in company with Nebo and Kiriathaim in the

denunciation of Jeremiah (xlviii. 1). It appears

to be mentioned also in Is. xxv. 12,» though there

rendered in the A. V. " high fort." [Moab, p. 397.]

In neither passage is there any clue to its situation

beyond the fact of its mention with the above two
places ; and even that is of little avail, as neither

of them have been satisfactorily identified.

The name may be derived from a root signi-

fying elevation (Gesenius, Thcs. 1320), and in

that case was probably attached to a town situated

on a height. It is possibly identical with MiZPKir

OF Moab, named only in 1 Sam. xxiii. 3. Fiirst

(Ilandwb. 794a) understands "the Jlisgab" to

mean the highland country of Jloab generally, but

its mention in company with other places which

of refuge. Thus 2 Sam. xxil. 3 ; Ps. ix. 9, Ilx. 9 ; Is.

xxxiil. 16; in which and other places !t is variously

rendered in the A. V. "high tower," " refuge," "de-

fence," &c. Sec Stanley, S. <t F. App. ^^31.
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we know to have been definite spots, even though

not yet identified with certainty, seems to forbid

this.
_

[G.]

MISH'AEL (SnIK'^D: M*<ro^)A. in Ex.; Mi-

ffaSd-q ; Alex. MiiraSoi in Lev. : Misael, Misaele).

1. One of the sons of Uzziel, the uncle of Aaron

and Moses (Ex. vi. 22). When Nadab and Abihu
wei-e struck dead for offering strange fire, Jlishael

and his brother Elzaphan, at the commaDd of Moses,

removed their bodies from the sanctuary, and buried

them without the camp, their loose fitting tunics ""

(cidtonoth, A. V. "coats"), the simplest of eastem

dresses, serving for winding-sheets (Lev. x. 4, b).

The late l^rof. Blunt
(
Undes. Coincidences, pt. i.

§xiv.) conjectured that the two brother weie the
*' men who were defiled by the dead body of a man "

(Num. ix. 6), and thus prevented from keeping the

second passover.

2. (Mjca^X ; Alex. Mcjcro^A. : Misael). One of

those who stood at Ezra's left hand, on the tower of

wood in the street of the water gate, when he read

the law to the people (Neh. viii. 4). Called

Misael in 1 Esdr. ix. 44.

3. One of Daniel's three companions in captivity,

and of the blood-royal of .Tudah (Dan. i. 6, 7, 11,

19, ii. 17). He received the Babylonian title of

JIeshach, by which he is better known. In the

Song of the Three Children he is called MiSAEL.

MISH'AL, and mSH'EAL (both !?NtJ^n ;

r)]v BocreWov, Alex. MacraaA. ; Mactira, Alex.

Vlcffi^ : Messnl, Misal), one of tlie towns in the

territory of Asher (Josh. six. 26), allotted to the

Gershonite Levites (xxi. 30). It occurs between

Amad and Carmel, but the former remains un-

known, and this catalogue of Asher is so imperfect,

that it is impossible to conclude with certainty that

Mishal was near Carmel. True, Eusebius {Onom.
" Masan ") says that it was, but he is evidently

merely quoting the list of Joshua, and not speaking

from actual luiowledge. In the catalogue of 1 Chr.

vi. it is given as JIashal, a form which suggests its

identity with the Masaloth of later history; but
there is nothing to remark for or against this iden-

tification. [G.]

MISH'AM (DVB'O: Ui<raiX: Misaam). A
Benjamite, son of Elpaal, and descen4ant of Shaha-
raim (1 Chr. viii. 12).

MISH':MA (yWp, Motr^ef : Masma).

1. A son of Isiunael and brother of MiisSAM
(Gen. .\xv. 14; 1 Chr. i. 80). The JMasamani of

I'tolemy (vi. 7, §21), may represent the tribe of

Mishma; their modern descendants ai-e not known
to the writer, but the name (Jlisma')' exists in

Arabia, and a tribe is called the Benee-Misma'. In

the Mir-at ez-Zem:'n (JIS.), Mishma is written

Misma'—probably from Itabbinical sources; but it

is added "and he is Jlcsma'ah."* The Arabic word
has t'ne same signification as the Hebrew.

2. A son of Simeon (I Chr. iv. 2.")), brother of

JIlDSAM. These brothers were peihaps named after

the older brothei-s, Mishma and Mibs.-\m. [E. S. P.]

IMISmiAN'NAH ( nHOp'D : Maff/tavri ; Alex.

Mocr^ov ; F. A. Mao"€^oi'v^ : Masnuina). The

•> Their priestly frocks, or cassocks (Ex. xl. 14), which,

as Jarchi remarks, were nor. burned.

MISREPHOTH
fourth of the twelve lion-faced Gadites, men of the

host for the battle, who " separated themselves unto

David " in the hold of Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 10).

MISH'RAITES, THE (^nK'JSn : 'Yip^aa-

patifi; Alex. t]fiaaapaeiv : Maserei), the fourth of

the four " fan^ilies of Kirjath-jeanm," i. e. colonies

proceeding therefrom and founding towns (1 Chr.

ii. 53). Like the other three, Mishra is not else-

where mentioned, nor does any trace of it appear to

have been since discovered. But in its turn it

founded—so the passage is doubtless to be under-

stood—the towns of Zorah and Eshtaol, the fonner

of which has been identified in our own times,

while the latter is possibly to be found in the same
neighbourhood. [Mahaneh-Dan.] [G.]

MISPER'ETH ^n^Bpn : Vla(r<papi.d ; F. A.

MaffcpapaS : Mespharaih). One of those who re-

turned with Zerubbabel and Jeshua from Babylon

iNeh. vii. 7). In Ezr. ii. 2 he is called Mizpar,
and in 1 Esdr. v. 8 ASPHARASUS.

MIS'REPHOTH-MA'BI (D^D DIDX^D, and

in xiii. 6, 'D Jlblb'D : Vlaaepwv, and Moo-ep«0

MffKpw/jialu; Alex. Vla(Tpe<pu>d fnaeifi, and Moffe-

pecpwd fj.ai/j. : aqiuie Miscrephoth), a place in

northern Palestine, in close conne.Tion with Zidon-

rabbah, i. e. Sidon. From " the watei-s of Meiom "

Joshua chased the Canaanite kings to Zidon and

Misrephoth-maim, and then eastward to the " plain

of Mizpeh," probably the great plain of Baalbek

—

the Bikah of the Hebrews, the Buka'a of the modern
Syrians (Josh. .xi. 8). The name occurs once again

in the enumeration of the districts remaining to be

conquered (xiii. 6)—" all the inhabitants of the

mountain from Lebanon unto M. Maim, 'all the

Zidonians." Taken as Hebrew, the literal mean-
ing of the name is " burnings of waters," and ac-

cordingly it is taken by the old interpreters to mean
" warm waters," whether natural, i. e. hot baths

or springs—as by Kimchi and the interpolation in

the Vulgate ; or artificial, «. e. salt, glass, or smelt-

ing-works—as by J.archi, and the others mentioned

by Fiirst {Hdwh. 8036), Rodiger (in Gesen. Thes.

1341), and Keil (Josua, ad loc).

Lord A. Hervey (^Genealoijies &c , 228»o<e)

considers the name as conferred in consequence of

the " burning" of Jabin's chariots there. But were

they burnt at that spot ? and, if so, why is the

name the "burning oi watersf The probability

here, as in so many other cases, is, that a meaning

has been forced on a name originally belonging to

another language, and therefore unintelligible to the

later occupiers of the countiy.

Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, ch. xv.). reviving

the conjecture of himself and Schultz {Bihl. Sacra,

18.55), treats Misrephoth-maim as identical with a

collection of springs called Ain-Mitsheirtfeh, on the

sea-shore, close under the Has cn-Nahhura ;
but

this has the disadvantage of being very fai- fiom

Sidon. May it not rather be the place with which

we are familiar in the later history as Z.ii-ephath?

In Hebrew, allowing for a change not unfrequent

of .S to Z (revoised in the form of the name current

still later—Saropti), the two are from roots almost

identi.-al, not only in sound, but also in me.-ining

;

while the close connexion of Zarephath with Zidon

—

" Zarephath which belongeth to Zidon,"—is another

point of strong resemblance. [G.]

« The " and " here inserted in the A. V. is quite

gratuitous.



MITE

MITE {KeTrT6v), a coin current in Palestine in

tile time of our Loi-d. It took its name f'lom a

very small Greek copper coin, of which with the

Athenians seven went to the x"^'^''*'^- ^^ s=eems

m Palestine to have been the smallest piece of

money, being the half of the farthing, which was a

coin of very low value. The mite is famous from

its being mentioned in the account of the poor

widow's piety whom Christ saw casting two mites

into the treasury (Mark xii. 41-44 ; Luke xxi.

1-4). From St. 'Mark's explanation, "two mites,

which make a farthing" (AeTrra Svo, '6 iffri

KoSpavrris, ver. 42), it may perhaps be inferred

that the KoSpdvTTjs or fai-thing was the commoner

vioin, for it can scarcely be supposed to be there

spoken of as a money of account, though this might

he the Ciise in another passage (JIatt. v. 20). In

the Graeco-lv'oman coinage of Palestine, in which

we include the money of the Herodian family, the

two smallest coins, of which the assarion is the more

common, seem to correspond to the farthing and

the mite, the larger weighing about twice as much
as the smaller. 'J'his correspondence is made more

probable by the circumstance that the larger seems

to be reduced from the earlier " quarter " of the

Jewish coinage. It is noticeable, that although the

supposed mites struck about the time referred to

in the Gospels are rare, those of Alex. Jannaeus'

coinage are numerous, whose abundant money
must have long continued in use. [Money

;

Farthing.] [U. S. P.]

MITH'CAH (ni?np : Mafle/cK^ : Methca),

the name of an unknown desert encampment of the

Israelites, meaning, perhaps, "place of sweetness " »

(Num. xxxiii. 28,' 29). [H. H.]

MITH'XITE, THE (^JFlOn : 6 BaiOavel
;

Alex. 6 MaOOavi : Mathanites) , the designation of

JOSHAPHAT, one of David's guard in the catalogue

of 1 Chr. xi. (ver. 43). No doubt it signifies the

native of a place or a tribe bearing the name of

Methen ; but no trace exists in the Bible of any
such, it should be noticed that Joshaphat is both
preceded and followed by a man from beyond Jor-

dan, but it would not be safe to infer therefrom that

Methen was also in that region. [G.]

MITH'REDATH (nninO : mBpaUr-rjs :

Mithridates). 1. The treasurer ("13Til, gizhar) of

Cyrus king of Persia, to whom the king gave the
vessels of the Temple, to be by him transferred to

the hands of Sheshbazzar (Ezr. i. 8). The LXX.
take ijizhar as a gentilic name, Ta<T^ap-nv6s, the
Vulgate as a patronymic, fiUus Gazahar, but there
is little doubt as to its meaning. The word occurs
in a slightly different forni in Dan. iii. 2, 3, and is

there rendered "treasurer;" and in the parallel

history of 1 Esdr. ii. 11, Mithredath is called Mi-
THRinATES the treasurer (ya^o^vXal]. The name
Mithredath, " given by Mithra," is one of a class of
compounds of frequent occurrence, formed from the
name of Mithra, the Iranian sun-god.

2. A Persian officer stationed at Samaria, in the
reign of Artaxerxes, or Smerdis the Magian (Ezr.
iv. 7). Rejoined with his colleagues in prevailing
upon the kitg to hindei- the r?building of the Temple.
In 1 Esdr. ii. 16 he is called Mithridates.
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• Derived from pnO- " sweetnesn," with the sufiBs H
»f locality, which (.'.r' Its phir. ^1) Is often found in
rumes.

VOL. II.

MITHRIDA'TES(Mi0paS££Tr;j; Alex. M.flpj-

Sarrjs: Mithridatus)

.

1. (1 Esdr. ii. 11) = MiTHREDATH 1.

2. (1 Esdr. ii. IB) = Mithredath 2.

MITEE. [Crown.]

MITYLE'NE (MituAtji/t/. in classical authors

and on inscriptions frequently MuriA^j/rj), the chief

town of Leslxjs, and situated on the east coast of

the island. Its position is very accurately, though

incidentally, marked (Acts xx. 14, lo) in the ac-

count of St. Paul's return-voyage from his third

apostolical journey. Mitylene is the intei-mediate

place where he stopped for the night between ASSOS
and Chios. It may be gathered from the circum-

stances of this voyage that the wind was blowing

from the N.W. ; and it is worth while to notice

that in the harbour or in the roadstead of Mitylene

the ship would be sheltered fi'om that wind. More-
over it appears that St. Paul was there at the time

of dark moon : and this was a sufKcient reason for

passing the night there before going through the

intricate passages to the southward. See Life and
Epistles of St. Paul, ch. xx., where a view of the

place is given, showing the fine fonns of the moun-
tams behind. The town itself was celebrated in

Roman times for the beauty of its buildings (" Mi-

tylene pulchra," Hor. Epist. I. xi. 17 ; see Cic.

c. RiM. ii. 16). In St. Paul's day it had the

privileges of a free city (Plin. N. H. v. 39). It

is one of the few cities of the Aegean which have

continued without intermission to flourish till the

present day. It has given its name to the whole

island, and is itself now called sometimes Castro,

sometimes Mitijlen. Tournefort gives a rude pic-

ture of the place as it appeared in 1700 ( Voyage
du Levant, i. 148, 149). It is more to our pur-

pose to refer to our own Admiralty chai-ts, Nos.

1665 and 1654. Mitylene concentrates in itself

the chief interest of Lesbos, an island peculiarly

famous in the history of poetry, and especially of

poetry in connexion with music. But for these

points we must refer to the articles in the Diet, of
Geography. [J. S. H.]

MIXED MULTITUDE. With the Israelites

who journeyed from Kameses to Succoth, the first

stage of the Exodus from Egypt, there went up (Ex.

xii. 38) " a mixed multitude" {3"iy: firlfxiKros •

vulgus promiscimm), who have not hitherto been

identified. In the Targnm the phrase is vaguely ren-

dered " many foreigners," and Jarchi explains it as

"a medley of outlandish people." A ben Ezra goes

further and says it signifies " the Egyptians who
were mixed with them, and they are the ' mixed

multitude ' (fl-")DSDN, Num. xi. 4), who were ga-

thered to them." Jarchi on the latter passage also

identifies the "mixed multitude" of Num. and

Exodus. During their j-esidence in Egypt marriages

were naturally contracted between the Israelites

and the natives, and the son of such a marriage be-

tween an Israelitish woman and an Egyptian is

especially mentioned as being stoned for blasphemy
(Lev. xxiv. 11), the same law holding good (or the

resident or naturalized foreigner as for the native

IsTiielite (Josh. viii. 35). This hybrid race is evi-

dently alluded to by Jarchi and Abcn Ezra, and is

most probably that to which reference is made in

Exodus. Knobel understands by the " mixed mul-

titude " the remains of the Hyksos who left Egypt

with the Hebrews. Di-. Kalisch (Comm. on Ex.

xii. S8) intei-pretfi it of the native Egyj.tians who
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1. MizPAH (nS^'Sn ; Samar. naXDH, i. e.

the pillar: ^ gpatris ; Veneto-Gk. b arfviaixSi

:

Vulg. omits). The earliest of all, in order of the

narrative, is the heap of stones piled up by Jacob

and Laban (Gen. xxxi. 48) on Mount Gilead (ver.

2o), to sen-e both as a witness to the covenant

then entered into, and also as a landmark of the

boundary between them (ver. 52). This hea])

received a name from each of the two chief actors

in the transaction

—

Galeed and Jegar Saha-
DUTHA. But it had also a third, viz. Mizpah,
which it seems from the terms of the narrative to

have derived fi-om neither party, but to have pos-

sessed already ; which third name, in the address

of Laban to Jacob, is seized and played upon after

the manner of these ancient people:—"Therefore

he called the name of it Galeed, and the Jlizpah;

for he said, Jehovah watch {itzcph, t]^') between

me and thee," &c. It is remarkable that this

Hebrew paronomasia is put into the mouth, not of

Jacob the Hebrew, but of Laban the Syrian, the

difference in whose language is just before marked
by "Jegar-Sahadutha." Various attempts* have been

made to reconcile this ; but, whatever may be the

result, we may rest satisfied that in Mizpah we pos-

sess a Hebraized form of the original name, whatever

that may have been, bearing somewhat the same
relation to it that the Arabic Beit-ur bears to the

Hebrew Beth-horon, or—as we may afterwards see

reason to suspect—as Safich and Shafat bear to

ancient Mizpehs on the western side of Jordan. In

its Hebraized fonii the word is derived from the root

tsaphah, HQV, "to look out" (Gesen. Lexicon,

ed. Robinson, s. v. HQ^), and signifies a watch-

tower. The root has also the signification of breadth

—expansion. But that the original name had the

same signification as it possesses in its Hebrew
form is, to say the least, unlikely ; because in such

linguistic changes the meaning always appears to

be secondary to the likeness in sound.

Of this early name, whatever it may have been, we
find other traces on both sides of Jordan, not only in

the various Jlizpahs, but in such names as Zophim,

which we know formed part of the lofty Pisgah
;

Zaphon, a town of Moab (Josh. xiii. 27) ; Zuph
and Ramathaim-Zophim, in the neighbourhood of

Mizpeh of Benjamin ; Zephathah in the neighbour-

hood of Mizpeh of Judah
;
possibly also in Safed,

the well-known city of Galilee.

But, however this may be, the name remained

attached to the ancient meeting-place of Jacob «Rd

Laban, and the spot where their conference had

been held became a sanctuary of Jehovah, and a

place for solemn conclave and deliberation in times

of difficulty long after. On this uatui-al " watch-

tower " (LXX. <r/coiri({\, when the last touch had

been put to their "misery" by the threatened

attack of the Bene-Ammon, did the children ot

Isniel assemble for the choice of a leader (Judg. \.

17, comp. ver. IG) ; and when the outlawed Jeph-

thah liad been prevailed on to leave his exile and

take the head ol' his people, his first act was to go to

" the Mizpah," and on that consecrated ground utter

» In the Peshlto-Syrlac it bears the title, '• The Psalm 3. Mizpeh with the article in Josh. xv. 38 only ; 4. In every

which David sung when he was in exile, and longing to other case thfi Hebrew text presents the name as ham-

retum to Jerusalem." MItzpah.

b These exceptions may be collected here with conve- " See Ewald, KomposHion der Genesis. Thus in the

nience:— 1. Mizpeh, without the article. Is found in the LXX. aud Vulg. versions of ver. 49, the word Mizpeh ie

Hebrew in Josh. xl. 8, Judg. xi. 29, and 1 Sam. xxli. 3 not treated as a proper name at all ; and a different turn

only ; -2. Mizpah without the article In Hos. v. 1 only
; is given to the vorse.

were involved in the same oppression with the

Hebrews by the new dynasty, which invaded and

subdued Lower Kgypt ; and Kurtz (Hist, of Old

Gov. ii. 312, Eng. tr.), while he supposes the

" mi.Ked multitude " to have been Egyptians of the

lower classes, attributes their emigration to their

having " endured the same oppression as the

Israelites from the proud spirit of caste which pre-

vailed in Egypt," in consequence of which they

attached themselves to the Hebrews, " and served

lienceforth as hewers of wood and drawers of water."

That the " mixed multitude " is a general term in-

cluding all those who were not of pure Israelite

blood is evident; more than this cannot be posi-
j

tively asserted. In E.xodus and Numbers it pi-o- I

bably denoted the miscellaneous hangers-on of the

Hebrew camp, whether they were the issue of spu-

rious marriages with Egyptians, or were themselves

Egyptians or belonging to other nations. The same 1

happened on the return from Babylon, and in Xeh. I

xiii. 3, a slight clue is given by which the meaning

of the " mi.xed multitude" may be more definitely

ascertained. Upon reading in the law " that the

Ammonite and the Moabite should not come into

the congregation of God for ever," it is said, " they

separated from Israel all the mixed inidtitude."

The remainder of the chapter relates the expulsion

of Tobiah the Ammonite from the Temple, of the

merchants and men of Tyre from the city, and of

the foreign wives of Ashdod, of Ammon, and of

Moab, with whom the Jews had intermarried. All

of these were included in the "mixed multitude,"

and Nehemiah adds, " thus cleansed I them from all

foreigners." The Targ. Jon. on Num. xi. 4, ex-

plains the " mixed multitude " as proselytes, and
,

this view is apparently adopted by Ewald, but there

does not seem any foundation for it. [\V. A. W.]

MIZ'AR, THE HILL Om "IH : ipos

fieiKpSs: mons 7nodicus), a mountain— for the

reader will observe that the word is har in the ori-

ginal (see vol. i. 81 6a)—ap])arently in the northern

part of trans-Jordanic Palestine, from which the

author of Psalm xiii. utters his pathetic appeal

(ver. G). The name appears nowhere else, and the

only clue we have to its situation is the mention
of the " land of Jordan " and the " Hermons," com-
bined with the general impression conveyed by the

Psiilni th.it it is the cry of an exile" from Jeru-

salem, possibly on his road to Babylon (Ewald,
Dichter. ii. 18.5). If taken as Hebrew, the word
is derivable from a root signifying smallness— the

same by which Zoar is explained in Gen. six. 20-

22. This is adopted by idl the ancient vei-sions,

and in the Prayer-book Psalms of the Church of

England appears in the inaccurate form of " the

little hill of Hermon." [G.]

MIZTAH, and MIZ'PEH. The name borne

by several places in ancient Palestine. Although
in the A. V. most frequently presented as Mizpeh,
yet in the original, with but few exceptions, the

name is Mizpah, and with equally few 'i exceptions is

accompanied with the definite article— nQVOH.
ham-Mitzpdh.



MIZPAH
ali his wor.ls " before Jehovah." It was doubtless

from Jlizpah that he made his appeal to the king of the

Ammonites (xi. 12), and invited, though fruitlessly,

the aid of h.s kinsmen of Ephraim on the other side

of Jordan (sii. 2). At Mizpah he seems to have

henceforward resided ; there the fatal meeting took

place with his daughter on his return from the

war (si. 34), and we can hardly doubt that on the

alfcir of that sanctuary the father's terrible vow
was consummated. The topographical notices of

Jephthali's course in his attack and pursuit (ver.

29) are extremely difficult to unravel ; but it seems

most probable that the " Mizpeh-Gilead" which is

mentioned here, and here only, is the same as the

ham-Mizpah of the other parts of the narrative
;

and both, as we shall see afterwards, are probably

identical with the Ramath-Mizpeh and Kamoth-
GiLEAD, so famous in the later history.

It is still more difficult to determine whether

this was not also the place at which the great

assembly of the people was held to decide on the

measures to be taken against Gibeah after the

outrage on the Levite and his concubine (Judg. xx.

1, 3, xxi. 1, 5, 8). No doubt there seems a certain

violence in removing the scene of any part of so

local a story to so great a distance as the other side

of Jordan. But, on the other hand, are the limits

of the story so circumscribed ? The event is repre-

sented as one afl'ecting not a part only, but the

whole of the nation, east of Jord;ui as well as west—" from Dan to Beersheba, and the land of Gilead
"

(xx. 1). The only part of the nation excluded from
the assembly was the tribe of Benjamin, and that

no communication on the subject was held with
them, is implied in the statement that they only
" heard " of its taking place (xx. 3) ; an expression

which would be meaningless if the place of assembly

were—as Mizpah of Benjamin was—within a mile or

two of Gibeah, in the very heai-t of theirown tenitory,

though perfectly natural if it were at a distance from
them. And had there not been some reason in the cir-

cumstances of the case, combined possibly with some
special claim in Mizpah—and that claim doubtless

its ancient sanctity and the reputation which Jeph-
thah's success had conferred upon it—why was not
either Bethel, where the ark was deposited (xx.

26, 27), or Shiloh, chosen for the purpose ? Sup-
pose a Mizpah near Gibeah, and the subject is full

of difficulty : remove it to the place of Jacob and
Laban's meeting, and the difficulties disappear ; and
the allusions to Gilead (xx. 1), to Jabesh-Gilead
(xxi. 8, &c.), and to Shiloh, as " in the land of

Canaan," all fall naturally into their places and
acquire a proper fbice.

Mizpah is probably the same as Ramath-Mizpeh
(nSVJSn ")), mentioned Josh. xiii. 26 only. The

prefix merely signifies that the spot was an elevated

one, which we already believe it to have been ; and
if the two are not identical, then we have the
anomaly of an enumeration of the chief places of
Gilead with the omission of its most famous sanc-
tuary, l^amath ham-Mizpeh was most probably
identical also with Kamoth-Gilcad ; but this is a
point which will be most advantageously discussed
under the latter head.
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d The word here used—Nn-HnD ")3^N— exhibits

(he transition from the " Jegar" of the ancient Aramaic
C(f Laban to the Hajar of the modern Arabs—the word
by which they designate the heaps which it is their
custom, as it was I^iban's, to erpct as landmarks of a
boundary.

Mizpah still retained its name in the days of the

Maccabees, by whom it was besieged and taken with

the other cities of Gilead (1 Mace. v. 35). From
Eusebius and Jerome {Onomasticon, "Maspha")
it receives a bare mention. It is probable, both

from their notices {Onom. " Rammoth") and from
other considerations, that h'amoth-Gilead is tlie

modern es-Salt ; but it is not ascertained whether
Mizpah is not rather the great mountain Jehel

Osha, a short distance to the north-west. The
name Safut appears in Van de Velde's map a few
miles east of es-Salt.

A singular reference to Mizpah is found in the

title of Vs. Ix., as given in the Targum, which runs
as follows :—" For the ancient testimony of the sons

of Jacob and Laban .... when David assembled

his army and passed over the heap * of witness."

2. A second Mizpeh, on the east of Jordan, was the

MiZPEH-MOAB (3NiO HQVP: Maff(Tri(pa rrjs

Mwdfi: Maspha quae est Moah), where the king

of that nation was living when David committed
his parents to his care (1 Sam. xxii. 3). The name
does not occur again, nor is there any clue to the

situation of the place. It may have been, as is

commonly conjectured, the elevated and strong

natural fortress afterwards known as KiR-MOAB,
the modern Kerak. But is it not at least equally

possible that it was the great Mount Pisgah, which
was the most commanding eminence in the whole

of Moab, which contained the sanctuary of Nebo,

and of which one pait was actually called Zophim
(Num. xxiii. 14), a name derived from the same
root with Mizpeh ?

3. A third was The Land of Mizpeh, or

more accurately "of Mizpah" (HSysn )**1N:

rriv Mocreu/ua : * terra Mispha), the residence of

the Hi\ites who joined the northern confederacy

against Israel, headed by Jabin king of Hazor
(Josh. xi. 3). No other mention is found of this

district in the Bible, unless it be identical with

4. The Valley of Mizpeh (nSVl? nVi?? :

tZv TreSloiv Vlaffffwx '• campus Misphe), to which

the discomfited hosts of the same confederacy

were chased by Joshua (xi. 8). It lay eastward

from Misrephoth-maim ; but this affords us

no assistance, as the situation of the latter place

is by no means certain. If we may rely on the

peculiar term here rendered " valley "—a term ap-

plied elsewhere in the records of Joshua only to the
" valley of Lebanon," which is also said to have

been " under Mount Hermon," and which contained

the sanctuary of Baal-gad (Josh. xi. 17, xii. 7)

—

then we may accept the " land of Mizpah " or " the

valley of Mizpeh" as identical with that enormous

tiact, the great countiy of Coele-Syria, the Buka'a

alike of the modern Arabs and of the ancient He-

brews (comp. Am. i. 5), which contains the gieat

sanctuary of Baal-bek, and may be truly said to lie

at the feet of Hention (see Stanley, 6\ 4' P- 392

note). But this must not be taken for more than

a probable inference, and it should not be over-

looked that the name Mizpeh is here connected with

a "valley" or "plain"—not, as in the other cases,

with an eminence. Still the valley may have de-

e Here the LXX. (cd. Mai) omit " Hi\itcs." and perhaps

read " Hermon "
(JJOin). as " Arabali " (n3"iy)—^*

two words are more alike to the ear than the eye—and

thus give the sentence, " they under the desert in the

Maseuma." A somewhat similar substitiUion is found in

the LX,\. version of Gen. xxxv. 27.

2 C 2
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rived its appellation from an eminence of sanctity

or repute situated therein ; and it may be re-

marked that a name not impossibly derived fi-om

Mizpeh

—

Ilamh Tell-Snfiach—is now attached to

a hill a short distance north of Baalbek.

5. Mizpeh (HSVEH : Ma(r(/)a: Mcsplia), a

city of Judah (Josh. xv. 38) ; in the district of the

Shefelah or maritime lowland ; a member of the

same group with Dilean, Lachish, and Eglon, and

apparently in their neighbourhood. Van de Volde

(^Memoir, 335) suggests its identity with the

present Tell es-Sdfii/eh—the Blanchegarde of the

Crusaders ; a conjecture which appears very feasible

on the ground both of situation and of the likeness

between the two names, which are nearly iden-

tical—certainly a more probable identification than

those proposed with Gath and with Libnaii. Tina,

which is not improbably Dilean, is about 3 miles

N.W., and Ajlnii and nm Lakis, i-cspectively 10 and
12 to the S.W. of Tell es-Sdfie/i, which itself

stands on the slopes of the mountains of Judah,

completely overlooking the maritime plain (Porter,

Ilandbh. 252). It is remarkable too that, just as

in the neighbourhood of other Mizpahs we find

Zophim, Znph, or Zaphon, so in the neighbourhood

of Tell es-Satieh it is very probable that the valley

of Zephatiiah was situated. (See Kob. B. li.

ii. 31.)

6. Mizpeh, in Josh, and Samuel; elsewhere

MizPAH (n5V?3n in Joshua ; elsewhere nSV^SH :

"Hiaff(Tri<pd.O ; in Josh. Maffarjixa ; Chron. and Neh.

rj Ma<T(pa, and 6 Haacpi ; Kings and Hos. in both

M.SS. f) (TKOina,; Alex. MaiT7t<pa: Mesphe ; Mas-
pha; Masphatk), a " city" of Benjamin, named in

the list of the allotment between Beeroth and Che-

phirah, and in apparent proximity to Ramah and

Gibeou (Josh, xviii. 26). Its connexion with the

two last-named towns is also implied in the later his-

tory (1 K. XV. 22 ; 2 Chr. xvi. 8 ; Neh. iii. 7). It

was one of the places fortified by Asa against the

incursions of the kings of the northern Israel (1 K.

XV. 22 ; 2 Chr. xvi. 6 ; Jer. xli. 9) ; and after the

destruction of Jerusalem it became the residence of

the superintendent appointed by the king of Baby-
lon (Jer. xl. 7, &c.), and the scene of his murder and
of the romantic incidents connected with the name of
Ishraael the son of Nethaniah.

But Mizpah was more than this. In the earlier

periods of the history of Israel, at the fiist foun-
dation of the monarchy, it was the great sanc-

tuary of Jehovah, the special resort of the people
in times of difficulty and solemn deliberation. In

the Jewish traditions it was for some time the
residence of the ark (see Jerome, Qu. Hehr. on
1 Sam. vii. 2 ; Reland, Antiq. i. §\n.) ; ' but this

is possibly an inference from the expression " before
Jehovah" in Judg. xx. 1. It is suddenly brought
before us in the history. At Mizpah, when suf-

fering the very extremities of Philistine bondage,
the nation assembled at the call of the great Pro-
phet, and with strange and significant rites con-
fessed their sins, and were blessed with instant and
signal deliverance (1 Sain. vii. 5-13). At ]\Iizpah

took place no less an act than the public selection

and appointment of Saul as the first king of the

nation (1 Sam. x. 17-25). It w.ns one of the three

f RiibW Scliwarz (127nofe) vory ingeniously finds a

reference to Mi>ipeh in 1 Sam. iv. l.S; where he would

point the word HSVP (A. V. " watching") as HByO,
and thus read "by the road to Mizpeh."

MIZPAH
holy cities (LXX. to?s r\yia(Tfi4vois roirots) which
Samuel visited in turn as judge of the people (vii.

6, 16), the other two l)eing Bethel and Gilgal. But,
unlike Bethel and (ulgal, no record is preserved of

the cause or origin of a sanctity so abruptly an-

nounced, and yet so fully asserted. We have seeu

that there is at least some ground for believing that

the Mizpah spoken of in the transactions of the
early part of the period of the judges, was the

ancient sanctuary in the mountains of Gilead. There
is, however, no reason for, or rather every reason

against, such a supposition, as applied to the events

last allud('d to. In the interval between the de-

struction of Gibeah and the rule of Samuel, a very
long period had elapsed, during which the ravages of

Ammonites, Amalekites, Moabites, and Midianites

(Judg. iii. 13, 14, vi. 1, 4, 33, x. 9) in the districts

beyond Jordan, in the Jordan valley itself at both

its northern and southem ends—at Jericho no less

than Jezreel—and along the passes of communication
between the Jordan valley and the western table-

land, must have rendered communication between
west and east almost, if not quite, impossible. Is

it possible that as the old Mizpah became inacces-

sible, an eminence nearer at hand was chosen and
invested with the sanctity of the original spot and
used for the same purposes? Even if the name
did not previously exist there in the exact shape of
Mizpah, it may easily have existed in some shape
sufficiently near to allow of its formation by a
process both natural and frequent in Oriental

speech. To a Hebrew it would require a veiy slight

inflexion to change Zophim or Zuph—both of which
names were attached to places in the tribe of Ben-
jamin—to Mizpah. This, however, must not be

taken for more than a mere hypothesis. And against

it there is the serious objection that if it had been

necessary to select a holy place in the tenitory of

Ephraim or Benjamin, it would seem more natural

that the choice should have fallen on Shiloh, or

Bethel, than on one which had no previous claim

but that of its name.
With the conquest of Jerusalem and the establish-

ment there of the Ark, the sanctity of ]\Iizpah. or

at least its reputation, seems to have declined. The
"men of Mizpah" (Neh. iii. 7), .and the " ruler of

Mizpah," and also of "part of Mizpah" (19 and

15)—assisted in the rebuilding of the wall of Jeru-

salem. The latter expressions perhaps point to a

distinction between the sacred and the secular parts

of the town. The allusion in ver. 7 to the " throne

of the governor on this side the river" in connexion

with Mizpah is curious, and recals the fact that Geda-

liah, who was left in charge of Palestine by Nebu-
chadnezzar, had his abode there. But we hear of no

religious act in connexion with it till that aflecting

assembly ciilled together thither, as to the ancient

sanctuary of their forefathers, -by Judas Macca-

baeus, " when the Israelites assembled themselves

together and came to Massepha over against Jerusa-

lem ; for in Maspha was there aforetime a place of

prayer {rSiros irpoa-evxrjs) for Israel " (I Jlacc. iii.

46). The expression " over against" [KaTtvayTi), no

less than the circumstances of the story, seems to

require that from Mizpah the City or the Temple

w;is visible : an indication of some importance,

since, scanty as it is, it is the only information

given us in the Bible as to the situation of the

place. Josephus omits all mention of the circum-

stance, but on another occasion he names the place

so as fully to corroborate the inference. It is in

his account of the visit of Alexander the Great to
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Jerns&leni {A7d. xi. 8, §5), where he relates that

Jaddua the high-priest went to ineet the king " to a

certiiin place called Sapha (2a<fo) ; which name, if

interpreted in the Greek tongue, signifies a look-out

place {(TKOw-fiv), for from thence both Jerusalem

and the sanctuary are visible." Sapha is doubtless

a corruption of the old name Mizpah through its

(ireek form Maspha ; and there can be no reason-

able doubt that this is also the spot which Josephus

on other occasions—ado])ting as he often does the

(ireek equivalent of the Hebrew name as if it were

the original (witness the &yw ayopd, "AKpa, rj rcev

TvpoTrotuu (papay^, &c. &c.)—mentions as "appro-

priately named Scopus" {'S.kottSs), because from it

a clear view w.iS obtained both of the city and of

the great size of the Temple {B. J. v. 2, §3).

The position of this he gives minutely, at least

twice 'B. J. ii. 1 9, §4, and v. 2, §3), as on the north

quarter of the city, and about 7 stadia therefrom
;

tiial is to say, as is now generally agreed, the

broad 8 ridge which forms the continuation of the

Mount of Olives to the north and east, tiom which

the traveller gains, like Titus, his first view, and

takes his last farewell, of the domes, walls, and

towers of the Holy City.

Any one who will look at one of the numerous
photographs of Jerusalem taken from this point,

will satisfy himself of the excellent view of both

city and temple which it commands ; and it is the

only spot from which such a view is possible, which
could answer the condition of the situation of Miz-

pah. Neby Samwil, for which Dr. Robinson argues

\B. R. i. 460), is at least five miles, as the crow files,

from Jerusalem ; and although from that lofty

station the domes of the " Church of the Sepulchre,"

and even that of the Sakrah can be discerned, the

distance is too great to allow lis to accept it as a

spot " over against Jerusalem," or fiom which
either city or temple could with satisfaction be in-

spected. Nor is the moderate height of Scopus, as

compared with Nehy Samwil, any argument against

it, tor we do not know how far the height of a
j

•' high place" contributed to its sanctity, or indeed

what that sanctity exactly consisted in.'' On the other
\

hand, some corroboiation is afforded to the identifi-

cation of Scopus with Mizpah, in the fact that i

Mizpah is twice rendered by the LXX. (XKOiria.

Titus's approach through the villages of ancient

Benjamin was, as far aswe can judge, a close parallel to

that of an earlier enemy of Jerusalem—Sennacherib.
[

In his cjise, indeed, there is no mention of Mizpah.
[

It was at Nob that the Assyrian king remained for
[

a day feasting his eyes on " the house of Zion and the
j

hill of Jerusalem," and menacing with " his hand "

the fair booty before him. But so exact is the

corresjMndence, that it is difficult not to suspect that

Nob and Jlizpah must have been identical, since

that part of the I'ising gi'ound north of Jerusalem

which is crossed by the northera road is the only

spot from which a view of both city and temple

at once can be obtained, without making a long

detour by way of the Mount of Olives. This, how-
ever, will be best discussed under Nob. Assuming
that the hill in question is the Scopus of Josephus,
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and that that again was the Mizpah of the He-
bi-ews, the skopia {(TKOiria) and Massephath of the
LXX. tnmslators, it is certainly startling to find a

village named Shafiit ' lying on the norfh slope or

the mountain a very short distance below the sum-
mit—if summit it can be called—from which the
view of Jerusalem, and of Zion (now occupied by
the Sidsrah), is obtained. Can Shafat, or Safat, be,,

as there is good reason to believe in the case of
Tell-es Sdfieh, the remains of the ancient Semitic
name ? Our knowledge of the topography of the
Holy Land, even of the city and environs of Jeru-
salem, is so very imperfect, that the above can only
be taken as suggestions which may be not unworthy
the notice of future explorers in their investigations.

Professor Stanley appears to have been the first

to suggest the identity of Scopus with Mizpah
{S. ^ P. 1st edit. 222). But since writing the

above, the wiiter has become aware that the same
view is taken by Dr. Bonar in his Land of Promise
(Appendix, §viii.). This traveller has investigated

the subject with great ability and clearness ; and
he points out one circumstance in favour of Scopus
being Mizpah, and against Nehy Samwil, which
had escaped the writer, viz. that the former lay

directly in the road of the pilgrims from Samaria
to Jerusalem who were murdered by Ishmael (Jer.

xli. 7), while the latter is altogether away from it.

Possibly the statement of Josephus (see vol. i.

p. 8956) that it was at Hebron, not Gibeon, that

Ishmael was overtaken, coupled with Dr. B.'s own
statement as to the pre-occupation of the districts

east of Jerusalem—may remove the only scruple

which he appears to entertain to the identification

of Scopus with Mizpah. [G.]

MIZ'PAR (IBpp : Ua.(r(p6.p: Mesphar). Pro-

peily MisPAR, as in the A. V. of 1611 and the Geneva
version ; the same as MiSPERETH (Ezr.ii. 2).

MIZPEH. [Mizpah.]

MIZ'EAIM (DnVO: Meo-pafv: Mesraim,,

the usual name of Egypt in the 0. T., the dual of

Mazor, "ll^fD, which is less frequently = employed:

gent, noun, ^"jV^-

If the etymology of Mazor be sought in He-
brew it might signify a " mound," " bulwark,"
or "citadel," or again "distress;" but no one of
these meanings is apposite. We piefer, with Ge-

seuius {Thcs. s. v. ll^fO), to look to the Arabic,

and we extract the article on the corresponding word

fioni the Kdinoos, jJO^, sa partition between two

things, as also yj^\^ : a limit between two lands :

a receptacle : a city or a province [the explanation

means both] : and led earth or mud. The well-

known city [Memphis]." Gesenius accepts the

meaning " limit " or the like, but it is hard to see

its fitness with the Shemites, who had no idea that

the Nile or Egypt was on the border of two conti-

« The word used by Josephus In speaking of it (B. J. heaps of stones erected by thoughtful or pious Mussul-

p. 2, }3) Is xSaiJia\6<: ; and it will be observed that the root mans. (See Miss Beaufort's J-:g;/pt. s.pukhies, &c. il. S8.)

of the word Mlzpali lias the force of breadth as well as of ' This is the spelling given by Van de VvUie In his

elevation. See above. map. Robinson gives it as Sluii/'at (i. e. with the Jin),

>• In the East, at the present time, a sanctity is at-
j
and Dr. Kli Smith, in the Arabic lists attached to Eobiii-

tachcd to the spot from which any holy place is visible, son's 1st edition (iii. App. 121), Sa'/at.

Such spots may be met with all through the hills a
j

* It occurs only 2 K. xix. 21; Is. xlx. 6, xMvli. 2J

;

few miles north of Jerusalem, distinguished by the little Mic. vii. 12.
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nente, unless it be sui)posed to (.leiu)te the divided

land. We believe that the last meaning but one,

" red earth or mud " is the true one, from its cor-

respondence to the Egyptian name of the countiy,

KEM, which signifies " black," and was given to it

for the blackness of its alluvial soil. It must be re-

collected that the term " red "
(j.^.^^) is not used

m the Kamoos, or indeed in Semitic phraseology, in

the limited sense to which Indo-EuropCcin ideas have

accustomed us ; it embraces a wide range of tints,

from what we call red to a reddish brown. So, iu

like manner, in Egyptian the word " black " signifies

dark in an equally wide sense. We have already

shown that the Hebrew word Ham, the name of tlie

ancestor of the Egyptians, is evidently the s;uiie as

the native appellation of the country, the former

signifying " warm " or " hot," and a cognate Arabic

f—
word, L|.2fc, moaning " black fetid mud" (Ka-

inoos), or "black mud" {Sihdh, MS.), and sug-

gested that Ham and Mazor may be identical with

the Egyptian KEM (or KHEM), which is virtually

the same in both sound and sense as the former,

and of the same sense as the latter. [Egypt ;
Ham].

How then are we to explain this double naming of

the countiy ? A recent discovery throws light

upon the question. We had already some reason

for conjecturing that there were Semitic equivalents,

with the same sense, for some of the Egyptian geo-

graphical names with which the Shemites were well

acquainted. M. de Rouge has ascertained that

Zoan is the famous Shepherd-stronghold Avaris, and

that the Hebrew name ]y'V, from |y^{, " he moved

tents, went forward," is equivalent to the Egyptian

one HA-WAR, " the place of departure " {Revue

Archeologique, 1861, p. 250). This discovery, it

sliould be noticed, gives remarkable significance to

the passage, " Now Hebron was built seven years

before Zoan in Egypt" (Num. xiii. 22). Perhaps a

similar cixse may be found in Kush and Phut, both

of which occur in Egyptian as well as Hebrew. In

the Bible, African Cush is Ethiopia above Egypt, and
Phut, an African people or land connected with

''^^yp'^' I" *'ie E^'yptian inscriptions, the same
Ethiopia is KEESH, and an Ethiopian people is

called ANU-1'ET-MEKU, "the Anu of the island

of the bow," probably Meroe, where the Nile makes
an extraordinaiy bend in its couise. We have no
Egyptian or Hebrew etymology^ for KEESH, or

Cush, unless we may compare K'lp, which would
give the same connexion with bow that we find in

Pliut or PET, for which our only derivation is from
the Egyptian PET, " a bow." There need be no
dilficulty in thus supposing that Mizraim is merely

the name of a country, and that Ham and M:izor

may have been the same person, for the very form
of Mizraim forbids any but the former idea, and the

tenth chai)ter of Genesis is obviously not altogether

a genealogic;il list. Egyptian etymologies have been

sought in vain for Mizraim; JULGTOITpO}
*' kingdom" (Gesen. Thcs. s. v. "11 VO), is not an

ancient foi-m, and the old name, TO-M.\R (Brugsch,

Geog. Inschr. PI. x. nos. o07-370, p. 74), sug-

gested as the source of Mizraim oy Dr. Hincks, is

too different to be accepted as a derivation.

Mizraim fii'st occurs in the account of the Hamites

in Gen. x., where we read, " And the sons of Ham
;

Cush, and Mizraim, and Phut, and Canaan " (ver. 6
;
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comp. 1 Chr. i. 8). Here we have conjectured that

instead of the dual, the original text had the gentile

noun in the plmal (suggesting D^'IVp instead of the

present D*1V^)> since it seems strange that a dual

fomi should occur in the first generation after Ham,
and since the plural of the gentile noun would be

consistent with the plural fbi-ms of the names of

the Mizi-aite nations or tribes aflerwards enumerated,

as well as with the like singular forms of the names

of the Canaanites, excepting Sidon. [Ham.]

If the names be in an order of seniority, whether

<TS indicating children of Ham, or older and younger

branches, we can form no tlieorj' as to their settle-

ments from theii- places ; but if the ^ri;mgement be

geogi-aphical, which is probable from the occuiTence

of the form Mizraim, which in no case can be a man's

name, and tlie order of some of the Mizraites, the

placing may aflbrd a clue to the positions of the

Hamite lands. Cush would stand fii-st as the most

widely spread of these peoples, extending from Baby-
lon to the upper Nile, the territoiy of Mizraim would
be the next to the north, embracing Egypt and its

colonies on the north-west and north-east. Phut as

dependent on Egypt might follow Mizraim, and Ca-

naan as the nortiiemmost would end the list. Egypt,

the " land of Ham," may have been the primitive

seat of these four stocks. In the enumeration of the

Mizraites, though we have tribes extending far be-

yond Egypt, we may suppose that they all had

their first seat in Mizraim, and spread thence,

;is is distinctly said of the Philistines. Here

the order seems to be geographiail, though the

same is not so clear of the Canaanites. The
list of the Mizraites is thus given in <jen. x. :

—

" And Mizraim begat Ludim, and Anamim, and

Lehabim, and Naphtuhim, and Pathrusim, :md

Casluhim (whence came forth the Philistines), and

Caphtorim" (13, 14; comp. 1 Chr. i. 11, 12).

Here it is certain that we have the names of nations

or tribes, and it is probable that they are all derived

from names of countries. We find elsewhere Pathros

and Caphtor, probably Lud (for the Mizraite Ludim),

and perhaps, Lub for the Lubim, which are almost

certainly tiie same as the Lehabim. There is a ditti-

culty in the Philistines being, according to the

present text, traced to the Casluhim, whereas in

other places they come from the land of Caphtoi-,

and are even called Caphtorim. It seems prokibic

that there has been a misplacement, and that the

parenthetic clause originally followed the name of

the Caphtorim. Of these names we have not yet

identified the Anamim and theC.isluhim; the Leha-

bim are, as already said, almost ccrtiunly the same
as the Lubim, the REBU of the Egyptian mon\i-

mentii, and the primitive Libyans ; the Naphtuhim
we put immediately to the west of noiiheni Egypt

;

and the Pathrusim and Caphtorim in that country,

where the Casluhim may also be placed. There

would therefore be a distinct oi-der from west t«

e.ist, and if the Philistines be transfen-ed, this order

would be perfectly preserved, though jierhaps theso

hist would necessarily be placed with their imme-
diate parent among the tribes.

Mizraim therefore, like Cush, and perhaps Ham,
geographically represents a centre whence colonies

went forth in the remotest period of post-diluvian

history. The Philistines were originally settled in the

land of Mizraim, and there is reason to suppose the

same of the Lehabim, if they be those Libyans who
revolted, according to Manetho, from the Egyptians

in a very early age. [LiBiM.] The list, hnwsvor.
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probably arranges them according to the settlements

they held at a later time, if we may judge from the

notice of the Philistines' migration ; but the men-
tion of the spread of the Canaauites must be con-

sidered on tlie other side. We regard the distri-

bution of the Mizraites as showing that their

colonies were but a part of the great migration

that gave the Cushites tlie command of the Indian

Ocean, and which explains the alhnity the Egyptian

monuments show us between the pre-Hellenic Cretans

and Coi-iaus (the latter no doubt the Leleges of the

Greek writers) and the Philistines.

The history and ethnology of tlie Mizraite nations

have been given under the article Ham, so that heie

it is not needful to do more than draw attention to

some remarkable particulars which did not tail vmder

our notice in treating of the early Egyptians. We
find from the monuments of Egypt that the white

nations of western Africa were of what we call the

Semitic type, ;md we must therefore be careful not

to assume that they formed part of the stream of

Arab colonization that has lor full two thousand

yeai-s steadily flowed into northern Afiica. The
seatai-iug i-ace that first passed from Egypt to the

west, though physically like, w;is mentally difterent

from, the true pastoral Arab, and to tliis day the

two elements have kept apart, the townspeople of the

coast being unable to settle amongst the tribes of the

interior, and these tribes again being as imable to

settle on the coast.

The affinity of the Egyptians and their neighbours

was long a safeguard of the empire of the Pliaraohs,

and from the latter, whether Cretans, Lubim, or

people of Phut and Cush, the chief mercenaries of the

Egyptian armies were di-awn ; facts which we mainly

learn from the Bible, confirmed by the monuments.
In the days of the Persian dominion Libyan Inaros

made a brave stand for the liberty of Egypt. Pro-

bably the tie was more one of religion than of com-

mon descent, for the Egyptian belief appears to have

mainly prevailed in Africa as far as it was civilised,

though of course changed in its details. The Phi-

listines had a difterent religion, and seem to have

been identified in this matter with the Caiiaanites,

and thus they may have lost, as they seem to have

done, their attachment to their mother country.

In the use of the names ]\Iazor and Mizraim for

Egypt there can be no doubt that the dual indicates

the two regions into which the country has- always

been divided by nature as well as by its inhabit-

ants. Under the Greeks and Romans there was

indeed a third division, tlie Heptanomis, which h;is

been called Middle Egypt, as between Upper and

Lower Egypt, but we must rather regard it as

forming, with the Thebais, Upper Egypt. It has

been supposed that Mazor, as distinct fiom Mizraim,

signifies Lower Egypt; but this conjectiue cannot

be maintained. For fuller details on the subject

of this article the reader is refened to Ham, ICgyi'T,

and the articles on the several Mizraite nations or

tiibes. [K. S. P.]

MIZ'ZAH (n-TD: MoC«' ; Alex. Moxe in

1 Chr. : Meza). Son of Reuel and grandson of Esau

;

descended likewise tlirougli Bashemath fiom Ish-

mael. He w;is one of the " dukes " or chiefs of

tribes in the land of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. lo, 17;

1 Chr. i. 37). T'le settlements of his descendants

are believed by lilr. Foi-ster {Hist. Geog. of Arab.

ii. 55) to be indicated in the fitaavlrtis kSKttos,

or Phrat-jlfi'sim, at the head of the Persian gulf.

MXA'SON (Mi'aVwc) is honourably mculioncd
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in Scripture, like Cuius, Lydia, and others, as one
of the hosts of the A])0stle Paul (Acts xxi. 16).

One or two questions of some little interest, though
of no great importance, are raised by the context.

It is most likely, in the first place, that his resi-

<lence at this time was not C^aesarea, but Jerusalem.
He was well known to the Christians of Caesarea,

and they took St. Paul to his house at Jerusalem.
To translate the words &yoj/Tfs irap" ^ ^fviadufiev,
as in the A. V., removes no grammatical difficulty,

and introduces a slight improbability into the nai'-

rative. He was, however, a Cyprian by birth, and
may have been a friend of Barnabas (Acts iv. 36),
and possibly brought to the knowledge of Chris-
tianity by him. The Cyprians who are so promi-
nently mentioned in Acts xi. 19, 20, may have
included Mnason. It is hardly likely that he could

have been converted during the journey of Paul and
Barnabas through Cyprus (Acts xiii. 4-lS), other-

wise the Apostle would have been personally ac-

quainted with him, which does not appear to have
been the case. And the phrase dpxa^os ixaQtirrts

]ioints to an earlier period, possibly to the day of

I'entecost (compare iv dpx^. Acts xi. 15), or to

direct intercourse with our blessed Lord Himself.

[Cypkos.] [J. S. H.]

MO'AB (DNIO : Mtoa;3 ; Josephus, Mwa^os :

Moab), the name of the son of Lot's eldest daughter,
the elder brother of Ben-x\mmi, the progenitor of
the Ammonites (Gen. xix. 37) ; also of the nation

descended fiom him, though the name " Moab-
ites" is in both the original and A. V. more
frequently used for them.
No explanation of the name is given us in the

original record, and it is not possible to throw an
intei'pretation into it unless by some accommodation.
Various explanations have however been proposed.

(«.) The LXX. insert the words \iyovffa- (k tov
TraTp6s fjLov, "saying 'from my father,'" as if

3N^. This is followed by the old interpreters ; as

Josephus (Ant. i. 11, §5), Jerome's Qicaest. Eehr.
in Genesim, the gloss of the Pseudojon. Targum

;

and in modern times by De Wette (Bibel), Tuch iGen.
370), and J. D. Michaelis (B. fiir Ungelehrten).

(6.) By Hiller {Onom. 414), 'Simonis {Onom. 479),

it is derived fi-om 3N JOit3, " ingressus, i. e.

coitus, patris." (c.) Kosenmiiller (see Schumann,

Genesis, 302) proposes to treat 10 as equivalent

for D^O, in accordance with the figure employed by

Balaam in Num. xxiv. 7. This is countenanced by
Jerome—" aqua paterna "

( C(»?i7?i. inMic. vi. 8)

—

and has the great authority of Gesenius in its favour

( Thes. nh a) ; also of Fiirst {Ilimdwb. 707) and
Bunsen {Bibelwerk). (d.) A derivation, probably

more conect etymologically than either of the above,

is that suggested by Maurer from the root 3X',
" to desire"—" the desirable land"— with reference

to the extreme fertility of the region occupied by
Moab. (See also Fiirst, Hicb. 707 6!) No hint, how-
ever, has yet been discovered in the Bible recoi-ds of

such ail origin of the name.
Zoar was the cradle of tiie race of Lot. 'I'he situa-

tion of this town appeai-s to have been in the district

east of the Jordan, and to the north or north-east

of the Dead Sea. [Zoar, p. lSr)7a.] From this

centre the brother-tribes spi ciid themselves. AmmON,
whose disposition seems tlirougliout to have been

moi* roving and unsettled, went to the north-east

and took possession of the p tmes and wast<» tracts
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which lay outside the district of the mountains

;

that which in earlier times seems to have been

known as Ham, and inhabited by the Zuzim or

Zamzummim (Gen. xiv. 5 ; Deut. ii. 20). Moau,
whose habits were more settled and peaceful, re-

mained nearer their original seat. The rich high-

lands which crown the eastern side of the chasm of

the Dead Sea, and extend northwards as far as the

foot of the mountains of Gilead, appear at that early

date to have borne a name, wliich in its Hebrew
form is presented to us as Shaveh-Ku'iathaim, and to

have been inhabited by a branch of the great race

of the Kephaim. Like the Horim before the de-

scendants of Esau, the Avim before tlie Philistines,

or the indigenous races of the Kew World before the

settlers from the West, this ancient people, the

Emim, gradually became extinct before the Moabites,

who thus obtained possession of the whole of the rich

elevated tract referred to—a district forty or fifty

miles in length by ten or twelve in width, the cele-

brated Belka and Kcrrak of the modern Arabs, the

most fertile on that side of Jordan, no less eminently

fitted for pastoral pursuits than the maritime plains

of Philistia and Sharon, on the west of Palestine,

are for agi'iculture. With the highlands they occu-

pied also the lowlands at their feet, the plain which
intervenes between the slopes of the mountains and
the one perennial stream of Palestine, and through
which they were enabled to gain access at pleasure

to the fords of the river, and thus to the country
beyond it. Of the valuable district of the high-

lands they were not allowed to retain entire pos-

session. The warlike Amorit«s—either forced from
their original seats on the west, or perhaps lured

over by the increasing prosperity of the young
nation—crossed the Jordan and overran the richer

portion of the territory on the north, driving Moab
back to his original position behind the natural bul-

wark of the Arnon. The plain of the Jordan-valley,

the hot and humid atmosphere of which had per-

haps no attraction for the Amorite mountaineers,
appears to have lemained in the power of Moab.
When Israel reached the boundary of the country,
this contest liad only very recently occun-ed. Silion,

the Amorite kmg under whose command Heshbon
had been taken, was still reigning there—the ballads

commemorating the event were still fresh in the
popular mouth (Num. xxi. L'7—30).»
Of these events, which extended over a period,

according to the received Bible chronology, of not less

than .'jOO years, from the destruction of Sodom to the
arrival of Israel on the borders of the Promised
Land, we obtain the above outline only fi-om the
fragments of ancient documents, which are found
embedded in the records of Numbers and Deutero-
nomy (Num. xxi. 26-30 ; Deut. ii. 10, 11).

The position into which the Moabites were driven
by the incursion of the Amorites was a very circum-
scribed one, in extent not so mu('h as half that which
they had lost. But on the other hand its position was
much more secure, and it was well suited for the
occupation of a people whose disposition was not so
warlike as that of their neighbours. It occupied the
southernhalf of thehigh tablc-i:M/ls wliich riseabove
the eastern side of the Dead Sea. Oa every side it

was strongly fortified by nature. On the north
was the tremendous chasm of the Arnon. On the

" For an examination of this remiirkablc piissage, in

some respects witlioul a parallel in the Old Testament,
Sl'O NUMBKUS.

b The won! ''nXB (.A.V. "corners") is Iwicp used
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west it was limited by the precipices, or moie *&
curately the clifls, wliich descend almost perpendi-

cularly to the shore of the lake, and are intersected

only by one or two steep and narrow passes. Lastly,

on the south and east, it was protected by a half

circle of hills which open only to allow the passage

of a branch of the Arnon and another of the torrents

which descend to tlie Dead Soa.

It will be seen from the foregoing description

that the territory occupied by Moab at the period

of its gi-eatest extent, before the invasion of the

Amorites, divided itself naturally into three distinct

and independent portions. Each of these portions

appears to have had its name by which it is almost

invariably designated, (1) The enclosed corner l» or

canton south of the Arnon was the " field of Moab "

(Kuth i. 1, 2, 6, &c.). (2) The more open rolUng

country north of the Arnon, opposite Jericho, and

up to the hills of Gilead, was the " land of Moab "

(Deut. i. 5, xxxii. 49, &c.). (3) The sunk district

in the tropical depths of the Jordan valley, taking

its name from that of the great valley itself—the

Ai-abah—was the Arboth-Moab, the dry regions

—

in the A. V. very incorrectly rendered the " plains

ofMoab"(Num. xxii. 1, &c.).

Outside of the hills, which enclosed the " field

of Moab," or Moab proper, on the south-east,

and which ai-e at present called the Jcbel Uru-
Karaiijeh and Jcbel el Tarfurjeh, lay the vast

pasture groimds of the waste uncultivated coun»

try or " Midbar," which is described as " facing

Moab" on the east (Num. xxi. 11). Through this

latter district Israel appears to have approached

the Promised Land. Some communication had

evidently taken place, though of what natiu'e it is

impossible clearly to ascertain. For while in Deut.

ii. 28, 29, the attitude of the Moabites is men-
tioned as friendly, this seems to be contiudicted

by the statement of xxiii. 4, wliile in Judg. xi. 17,

again, Israel is said to have sent from Kadesh
asking permission to pass through Moab, a pei-mis-

sion which, like Edom, Moab refused. At any rate

the attitude perpetuated by the provision of Deut.

xxiii. 3—a provision maintained in full force by

the latest of the Old Testiiment reformei-s (Neh.

xiii. 1, 2, 23)—is one of hostility.

But whatever the communication may have

been, the result was that Isiael did not traverse

Moab, but turning to the right passed outside tlie

mountains through the " wilderness," by the east

side of the territory above described (Deut. ii. 8

;

Judg. xi. 18), and finally took up their position in

til" country north of the Arnon, from which Moab
had so lately been ejected. Here the he.id-quartei-s

of the nation remained for a considerable time while

the conquest of B;ishan was being etl'ected. It was

during this period that the visit of Balaam took place

The whole of the country east of the Jordan, with the

exception of the one little corner occupied by Moab,

was in possession of the invaders, and although at the

period in question the main body had descended from

the upper level to the plains of Shittim, the Ar-

both-Moab, in the Jordan valley, yet a great

number must have remained on the upper level,

and the towns up to the very edge of the ravine of

the Arnon were still occupied by their settlements

(Num. .\xi. 24 ; Judg. xi. 20). It was a situation

with respect to Moab (Num. xxlv. 17 ; Jer. xlviil. 45).

No one appears yet to bavc discovered its force in this

relation. It can hardly have any connexion with the

sliapo ol the territory as Doticcil in the text.
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full of alarm for a nation which liad already suffered

so severely. In his extremity the Moabite king, Balak

—whose father Zippor was doubtless the chieftain

who had lost his life in the encounter with Sihon

(Num. xxi. 26)—appealed to the Midianites for aid

(Num. xxii. 2-4). With a metaphor highly ap-

propriate both to his mouth and to the ear of the

pastoral tribe he was addressing, "= he exclaims that

" this people will lick up all round about us as the

ox lickoth up the grass of the field." What rela-

tion existed between Moab and Midian we do not

know, but there are various indications that it was

a closer one than would arise merely fiom their com-

mon descent IVom Terah. The tradition of the

Jews'* is, that up to this time the two had been one

nation, with kings taken alternately from each, and

that Balak was a Midianite. This, liowever, is in con-

tradiction to the statementsofGenesis as to the origin

of each people. The whole story of Balaam's visit

and of tlie subsequent events, both in the original

narrative of Numbers and in the remarkable state-

ment of Jephthah—whose words as addressed to

Ammonites must be accepted as literally accurate

—

bears out the inference already drawn from the

earlier history as to the pacific character of Moab.

The account of the whole of these transactions in

the Book of Numbers, familiar as we are with its

phrases, perhaps hai'dly conveys an adequate idea

of the extremity in which Balak found himself in

his unexpected encounter with the new nation and

their mighty Divinity. We may realise it better

(and certainly with gratitude for the opportunity),

if we consider what that last dreadful agony was in

which a successor of Balak was placed, when, all

liope of escape for himself and his people being cut

oft', the unhappy Mesha immolated his own son on

the wall of Kir-haraseth,—and then remember that

Balak in his distress actually proposed the same

awful sacrifice—" his first-born for his transgres-

sion, the fruit of his body for the sin of his soul

"

(Mic. vi. 7), a sacrifice from which he was re-

strained only by the wise, the almost Christian «

counsels, of Balaam. This catastrophe will be

noticed in its proper place.

The connexion of Moab with Midian, and the

comparatively inoffensive character of the former, are

shown in the nari-ative of the events which followed

the departure of Balaam. The women of Moab are

indeed said (Num. xxv. 1) to have commenced the

idolatrous fornication wliich proved so destructive to

Israel, but it is plain tliat their share in it w:is insig-

nificant com])ared with that of Midian. It was a

Midianitish woman whose shameless act brought

down the plague on the camp, the Midianitish women
were especially devoted to destruction by Moses (xxv.

16-18, xxxi. 16), and it was upon Midian that the

vengeance was taken. Except in the passage already

mentioned, Moab is not once named in the whole

transaction.

The latest date at which the two names appear in

conjunction, is found in the notice of the defeat of

Midian "in the field of Moab" by the Edomite

king Hadad-ben-Bedad, which occurred five genei-a-

tions before the establishment of the monarchy of
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= Midian was eminently a pastoral people. See the

account of the spoil taken from them (Num. xxxl. 32-47;.

For the pastoral wealth of Muab. even at this early period,

see the expressions in Mic. vi. 6, 7.

•• See Targum Pseudojonathnii on Num. xxii. 4.

' Balaam's words (Mic. vi. h) are nearly identical with

those quoted by our Lord Himself (Matt, ix 13. and

xil. J).

Israel (Gen. xxxvi. 35; 1 Chr. i. 46). By the

Jewish interpreters

—

e. g. Solomon Jarchi in his

commentary on the passage—this is treated as im-

plying not alliance, but war between Moab and

Midian (comp. 1 Chr. iv. 22).

It is remarkable that ]\loses should have taken his

view of the Pjomised Land from a Moabite sanctuary,

and been buried in the land of Moab. It is singular too

that his resting-place is marked in the Hebrew Record/

only by its proximity to the sanctuary of that deitj

to whom in his lifetime he had been such an enemy.
He lies in a ravine in the land of Moab, facing Beth-

Peor, i.e. the abode of Baal-Peor (Deut. xxxiv. 6).

After the conquest of Canaan the relations of

Moab with Israel were of a mixed character. With
the tribe of Benjamin, whose possessions at their

eastern end were separated from those of Moab only

by the Jordan, they had at least one severe struggle,

in union with their kindred the Ammonites, and

also, for this time only, the wild Amalekites from

the south (Judg. iii. 12-30). The Moabite king,

Eglon, actually ruled and received tribute in Jericho

for eighteen years, but at the end of tliat time he

was killed by the Benjamite hero Ehud, and the

return of the Moabites being intercepted at the

fords, a large number were slaughtered, and a

stop put to such incursions on their part for the

future.' A trace of this invasion is visible in the

name of Chephar-ha-Ammonai, the " hamlet of the

Ammonites," one of the Benjamite towns; and

another is possibly preserved even to the present

day in the name of Mukhmas, the modern repre-

sentative of Blichmash, which is by some scholars

believed to have received its name from Chemosh
the Moabite deity.

The feud continued with true Oriental perti-

nacity to tfie time of Saul. Of his slaughter of the

Ammonites we have full details in 1 Sam. xi., and

amongst his other conquests iloab is especially men-
tioned (1 Sam. xiv. 47). There is not, however, as

we should expect, any recoid of it during Ishbosh-

eth's residence at Mahauaim on the east of Jordan.

But while such were their lelations to the tribe

of Benjamin, the story of Kuth, on the other hand,

testifies to the existence of a friendly intercourse

between Moab and Bethlehem, one of the towns of

Judah. The Jewish 8 tradition ascribes the death

of Mahlon and Chilion to punishment for having

broken the commandment of Deut. xxiii. 3, but no

trace of any feeling of the kind is visible in the

Book of Ruth itself— which not only seems to imply

a considerable intercourse between the two nations,

but also a complete ignorance or disregard of the pre-

cept ill question, which was broken in the most flag-

rant manner when Ruth became the wife of Boaz. By
his descent from Ruth, David may be said to have

had Moabite blood in his veins. The relationsliip

was sufficient, especially when combined with the

blood-feud between Moab and Benjamin, already

alluded to, to warrant his visiting the land of his

ancestress, and committing his parents to the protec-

tion of the king of Moab, when hard pressed by

Saul (1 Sam. xxii. 3, 4). But here all friendly

relation stops for ever. The next time the name is

f The account of Shaharalm, a man of Benjamin, who
" begat children in the field of Moab," in 1 Chr. viiL 8,

seems, from the mention of Ehud (ver. 6), to belong to

this time ; but the whole ptissace is very obscure.

(t See Targum Joiwthan on liuth 1. 4. The marriage

of Boaz with the stranger is vindicated by makinp Kuth •

proselyte in desire, if not by actual initiation
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mentioned is in the account of David's war, at least

twenty yeare after the last mentioned event (2 Sam.

viii. 2 ; 'l Chr. sviii. 2).

The abrupt manner in which this war is intro-

duced into the history is no less remarkable than

the brief and passing terms in which its horrors aie

recorded. The account occupies but a few words

in either Samuel or Chronicles, and yet it must

have been lor the time little short of a virtual ex-

tirpation of the nation. Two-thirds of the people

were put to death, and the remainder beaime bond-

men, and were subjected to a regular tribute. An
incident of this war is probably recorded in 2 Sam.

xxiii. 20, and 1 Chr. xi. 22. The spoils taken fi-om

the Moabite cities and sanctuaries went to swell

the treasures acquired from the enemies of Jehovah,

which David was amassing for the future Temple

(2 Sam. viii. 11, 12; 1 Chi-, xviii. 11). It was

the fii-st time that the prophecy of Balaam had

been fulfilled,
—" Out of Jacob shall come he that

shall have dominion, and shall destroy him that re-

maineth of Ar," that is of Moab.

So signal a vengeance can only have been occa-

sioned by some act of perfidy or insult, like that

which brought down a similar treatment on the

Ammonites (2 Sam. x.). But as to any such act the

narrative is absolutely silent. It has been conjec-

tured that the king of Jloab betrayed the trust which

David reposed in him, and either himself killed Jesse

and his wife, or surrendered them to Saul. But
this, though not improbable, is nothing more than

conjecture.

It must have been a considerable time before

Moab recovered from so severe a blow. Of this

we have evidence in the fact of their not being

mentioned in the account of the campaign in which

the Ammonites were subdued, when it is not pro-

bable they would have refrained from assisting

their relatives had they been in a condition to do

so. Throughout the reigu of Solomon, they no

doubt shaied in the univei-sal peace which sur-

rounded Israel ; and the only mention of the

name occurs in the statement that theie were

Moabites amongst the foreign women in the royal

harem, and, as a natural consequence, that the

Moabite worship was tolerated, or perhaps encou-

raged (1 K. xi. 1, 7, 33). The high place for

Chemosh, "the abomination of Moab," was conse-

crated " on the mount facing Jerusalem," where it

remained till its "defilement" by Josiah (2 K.
xxiii. 1 3), nearly four centuries afterwards.

At the disruption of the kingdom, Moab seems to

have fallen to tlie northern realm, probably for

the same reason that has been already remarked in

the case of Kglon and Ehud—that' the foids of

Jordan Lay within the territory of Benjamin, who
for some time after the separation clung to its

ancient ally the house of Kphraim. But be this as

it may, at the deatii of .\hab, eighty years later, we
find Moab paying him the enoimous tribute, appa-

rently annual, of 100,000 rams, and the s;mie

number of wethers with their fleeces ; an amount
which testifies at once to the severity of the terais

imposed by Israel, and to the remarkable vigour of

<> This affluence Is shown by the treasures which they

left on the field of Berachah (2 Chr. xx. 25), no less than

by the general condition of the country, indicated in the

narrative of Joram's Invasion ; and In the passages of

Isaiah and Jeremiah which are cited further on in this

article.

! 2 K. iii. 21. This passage exhibits one of the most

singular variations of the L.XX. The Hebrew text if
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character, and we:tlth of natural resources, which
could en.ible a little country, not so large as the

county of Huntingdon, to i-aise year by year this

enormous impost, and at the same time support
its own people in prosperity and affluence,'' It

is not surprising tliat the Mo;ibites should have
seized the moment of Ahab's death to throw off so

burdensome a yoke ; but it is surprising, that not-

witlistanding such a drain on their resources, they

were ready to incur the risk and expense of a war
with a state in every respect fai- their superior.

Their first step, after asserting their independence,

was to attack the kingdom of Judah in company
with their kindred the Ammonites, and, as seems pro-

bable, the Mehunim, a roving semi-Edomite people

fiom the mountains in the south-east of Palestine

(2 Chr. sx.). The army was a huge heterogeneous

horde of ill-assorted elements. The route chosen

for the invasion was round the southern end of the

Dead Sea, thence along the beach, and by the pass

of En-gedi to the level of the upper country. But
the expedition contained within itself the elements

of its own destruction. Before they reached the

enemy dissensions arose between the heathen strangers

and the childi-en of Lot ; distrust followed, and finally

panic
; and when the aimy of Jehoshapliat came in

sight of them they found that they had nothing to do
but to watch the extennination of one half the huge
host by the other half, and to seize the prodigious

booty which was left on the field.

Disastrous as was this proceeding, that which
followed it was even still more so. As a natural con-

sequence of the late events, Israel, Judali, and
Edom united in an attack on Moab. For reasons

which are not stated, but one of which we may
reasonably conjecture was to avoid the passage of

the savage Edomiles through Judah, the three

confederate armies approached not as usual by the

north, but round the southern end of the De.ad Sea,

tlirough the parched valleys of upper Edom. As
the host came near, the king of Moab, doubtless the

same Mesha who threw otf the yoke of Ahab, as-

sembled the whole of his people, fiom the youngest

who were of age to bear the sword-girdle,' on the

boundary of his territory, probably on the outer

slopes of the line of hills wliich encircles the lower

portion of Moab, oveilooking the waste which ex-

tended below them towards the east."* Here they

remained all night on the watch. With the ajiproach

of morning the sun rose suddenly above the horizon

of the rolling plain, and as his level beams buret

through the night-mists they revealed no masses of

the enemy, but shone with a blood-red glare on a

multitude of pools in the bed of the wady at their

feet. They did not know that these pools had been

sunk during the night by the order of a mighty

Prophet who was with the host of Israel, and that

they had been filled by the sudden flow of water

rushing from the distant highlands of Edom. To

them the conclusion was inevitable. The army

had, like their own on the late occasion, fdlen out

in the night ; these r«l pools were the blood of the

slain ; those who were not killed had fled, and nothing

stood between them and the pillage of the camp.

literally. " and all gathered themselves together that were

girt with a girdle and upward." This the LXX. originally

rendered are/SoTjaaj- « Trorrb? TrepicfoxrfitVoc ^uivriv <foi

en-di'iu- which the Alexandrine Codex still retains ; but in

the Vatican MS. the last words have actually been cor-

rupted into Koi elnov, cJ-—" and they said, Ob !

"

1' Compare Num. xxi. H—"towards the nin-rising."
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The ciy "Moab to the spoil!" was raised,

Down the slopes they rushed in headlong disoi-der.

But not, as they expected, to empty tents ; they

found an enemy ready prepared to reap the result

of his ingenious stratagem.™ Then occurred one of

those scenes of caniage which can happen but once

or twice in the existence of a nation. The Moabites

fled back in confusion, followed and cut down at

every step by their enemies. Far inwards did the

pui-suit reach, among the cities and farms and

orchards of that lich district : nor when the slaughter

was over w;is the horiid work of destruction done.

The towns both fortified and unfortified were de-

molished, and the stones strewed over the carefully

tilled fields. The fountains of water, the life ° of an

eastern land, were choked, and all timber of any
size or goodness felled. Nowhere else do we heai-

of such sweeping desolation : the very besom of de-

struction passed over the land. At last the struggle

collected itself at Kir-haraseth, apparently a

newly constnicted fortress, which, if the modem
Kerak—and there is every probability that they

are identical—may well have resisted all the etlbrts

of the allied kings in its native impregnability.

Here llesha took refuge with his family and with

the remnants of his anny. The heights around, by
which the town is entirely commanded, were co-

vered with slingers, who armed partly with the

ancient weapon of David and of the Benjamites,

partly perhaps with the newly-invented machines

shortly to be famous in Jerusalem (2 Chr. xxvi.

15), discharged their volles's of stones on the town.

At length the annoyance could be borne no longer.

Then Mesha, collecting round him a forlorn hope
of 700 of his best warriors, made a desperate

sally, with the intention of cutting his way through
to his special foe the king of Edom. But the

enemy were too strong for him, and he was driven

back. And then came a fitting crown to a tragedy

already so tenible. An awful spectacle amazed and
horrified the besiegers. The king and his eldest

son, the heir to the throne, mounted the wall, and,

in the sight of the thousands who covered the sides

of that vast amphitheatre, the father killed and
bunit his child as a propitiatory sacrifice to the

cruel gods of his countr}'. It was the same
dreadful act to which, as we have seen, Balak had
been so nearly tempted in his extremity." But the

<langer, though perhaps not really gi-eater than his,

was more imminent; and Mesha had no one like

Balaam at hand, to counsel patience and submis-
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" The lesson was not lost on king Joram, who proved
himself more cautious on a similar occasion (2 K. vii.

12, 13).

° lYius erat luxuria propter irriguos agros (Jerome,
on Is. XV. 9).

° Jerome alone of all the commentators seems to have
noticed this. See his Comm. in Midi. vl.

" nni. The word " bands," by which this is

commonly rendered with A.V. has not now the force

of the original term. H-IT^ is derived from "1T5>

to rush together and fiercely, and signifies a troop of

irregular marauders, as opposed to the regular soldiers of

an army. It is employed to denote (1.) the bands of the

Amalekites and other Bedouin tribes round Palestine :

as 1 Sam. xxx. 8, 15, 23 (A.V. "troop" and "com-
pany") ; 2 K. vi. 23; xili. 20, 21 ; xxiv. 2; 1 Chr. xii.

21 ; 2 Chr. xxii. 1 (A.V. " band "). It is in this con-

nexion that it occurs in the elaborate play on the name
of Gad, contained in Gen. xlix. 19 [see vol. i. 617 a],

a passage strikingly corroborated by 1 Chr. xii. 18, where
tlie Gadites who resorted to David in bis difficulties-

swift as roes on the mountains, with faces like the fates

sion to a mightier Power than Chemosh or Baal-

Peor.

Hitherto, though able and ready to fight when ne-

cessary, the Moabites do not appear to have been a
fighting people

;
perhaps, as suggested elsewhere,

the Ammonites were the waniors of the nation of

Lot. But this disaster seems to have altered their

disposition at any rate for a time. Shortly after

these events we hear of " bands "—that is pillaging

marauding parties ^—of the Moabites making theii

incui-sions kito Israel in the spring, as if to spoil

the early corn before it was fit to cut (2 K. xiii.

20). With Edom there must have been many a
contest. One ofthese marked by savage vengeance

—

recalling in some degree the tragedy of Kir-haraseth,

is alluded to by Amos (ii. 1), where a king of
Edom seems to have been killed and burnt by Moab.
This may have been one of the incidents of the
battle of Kir-haiaseth itself, occurring perhaps after

the Edomites had parted from Israel, aud were
oveiiaken on their road home by the furious king

of Moab (Gesenius, Jesaia, i. 504) ; or according

to the Jewish tradition (Jerome, on Amos ii. 1), it

was a vengeance still more savage because more
protracted, and lasting even beyond the death of

the king, whose remains were torn from his tomb
and thus consumed:—Non dico crudelitatem sed

rabiem ; ut incenderent ossa regis Idumaeae, et non
paterentur mortem esse omnium extremum malo-
rum (lb. ver. 4).

In the " Burden of Moab " pronounced by
Isaiah (chaps, xv. svi.), we possess a document full

of interesting details as to the condition of the

nation, at the time of the death of Ahaz king of

Judah, 13.0. 726. More than a century and a half

had elapsed since the great calamity to which we
have just referred. In that iuten-al, Moab has re-

gained all, and more than all of his former pro-

sperity, and has besides extended himself over the

district which he originally occupied in the youth
of the nation, and which was left vacant when the

removal of Reuben to Assyria, which had been begim
by Pul in 770, was completed by Tiglath-pileser

about the year 740 (1 Chr. v. 25, 26).

This passage of Isaiah cannot be considered apart

fiom that of Jeremiah, chap, xlviii. The latter

was pronounced more than a century later, about

the year 600, ten or twelve years before the inva-

sion of Nebuchadnezzar, by which Jerusalem was
destroyed. In many respects it is identical with

that of Isiiiah, and both are believed by the best

of lions—were formed by him into a " band." In 1 K.

xi. 2-t it denotes the roving troop collected by Rezon
from the remnants of the army of Zobah.who took the city

of Damascus by surprise, and by their forays molested

—literally " played the Satan to "—Solomon (ver. 25)l

How formidable these bands were, may be gathered from

2 Sam. xxii. 30, where in a moment of most solemn

exultation David speaks of breaking through one of them

as among the most memorable exploits of his life.

(2.) The word is used in the general sense of hired

soldiers—mercenaries; as of the host of 100,000 Kph-

raimites hired by Amaziah in 2 Chr. xxv. 9, 10, 13;

where the point is missed in the A.V. by the use of ihe

word " army." No Bedouins could have shown a keener

appetite for plunder than did these Israelites (ver. 13).

In this sense it Is probably used in 2 Chr. xxvi. 11. for the

irregular troops kept by Uzziah for purposes of plunder,

and who are distinguished from his "army" (»er. 13)

maintained for regular engagements.

(3.) In 2 Sam. iii. 22 (" troop ') and 2 K. v. 2 (" by

companies") it refers to marauding raids for the purpose

of plunder.
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modern scholars, on .iccount of the archaisms and

other peculiarities of language which they contain,

to be adopted from a common source—the work of

some much more ancient prophet.*)

Isaiah ends his denunciation by a prediction—in

his own words—that within three years Jloab

should be greatly reduced. This was probably

with a view to Shalmaneser who destroyed Samaria,

and no doubt overran the other side of the Jordan '

in 725, and again in 723 (2 K. xvii. 3, xviii. 9).

The only event of which we have a record to whicli

it would seem possible that the passage, as origin-

ally uttered by the older prophet, applied, is the

invasion of Pul, who about the year 770 appeal's to

have commenced the deportation of Reuben (1 Chr.

V. 26), and who very probably at the same time

molested Moab.» The difficulty of so many of the

towns of Reuben being mentioned, as at that early

date already in the possession of Jloab, may perhaps

be explained by remembering that the idolatry of

the neighbouring nations—and therefore of Moab,

had been adopted by the traus-Jordanic tribes ibr

some time pre^^ously to the final deportation by

Tiglath-pileser (see 1 Chr. v. 2f>), and that many
of the sanctuaries were probably even at the date

of the original delivery of the denunciation in the

hands of the priests of Chemosh and Milcora. If,

as Ewald (Gesch. iii. 588) with much probability

infeis, the Jloabites, no less than the Ammonites,

were under the protection of the powerful Uzziah '

(2 Chr. xxvi. 8^, then the obscure expressions of

the ancient seer as given in Is. svi. 1-5, refeiring

to a tribute of lambs (comp. 2 K. iii. 4) sent

from the wild pasture-grounds south of Moab to

Zion, and to protection and relief from oppression

afforded by the throne" of David to the fugi-

tives and outcasts of Moab—acquire an intelligible

sense.

On the other hand, the calamities which Jere-

miah describes, may have been inflicted in any one

of the numerous visitations from the Assyrian army,
under which these unhappy countries sutlered at

the period of his prophecy in rapid succession.

But the uncertainty of the exact dates refen-ed to

in these several denunciations, does not in the least

affect the interest or the value of the allusions they

contain to the condition of Moab. They bear the

evident stamp of portraiture by artists who knew
their subject thorouglily. The nation appears in them
as high-spirited,* wealthy, populous, and even to a

certain extent, civilised, enjoying a wide reputation

and popularity. With a metaphor which well ex-

presses at once the pnstor.d wealth of the country

<i Sec Ewald (Fropheten, 229-31). He seems to

believe that Jeremiuli has preserved the old prophecy
more nearly in Us original condition than Isaiah.

' Amos, B.C. clr. 7m(i, prophesitd that a nation should
nfflict Israel from the entering In of Haniath unto the
" torrent of the desert" (probably one of the wadys on
the S.E. extremity of the I lead Sea) ; that is, the whole of

the country Kast of Jordan.

• Knobel refers the orlRlnal of Is. xv. xvi to the time

of Jeroboam II., a great coiiqinTor beyond Jordan.
» He died 758, t. e. VI years after the Invasion of Pul.
" The word used in this pas.si\pe for the p.alace of

David in Zion, vi/.. "tent" (A. V. " tabeniacle "), is

remarkable as an Instance of the persistence with whicli

the memory of the original military foundation of Jeru-

salem by the warrior-king was preser\'cd by the Prophets.

Thus, in Ps. Ixxvi. 2 and Lam. ii. 6 It Is the "booth or

bivouacking-hut of Jehovah ;
" and in Is. xxix. 1 the cily

where David "pitched,'' or "encamped' (not "dwelt,"

as in A.V.>
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and its commanding, almost regal, position, but
which cannot be conveyed in a translation, Moab is

depicted as the strong sceptre^ the beautiful staff,'

whose fracture will be bewailed by all about him,

and by all who know him. In his cities we discern

a "great multitude" of people living in "glory,"

and in the enjoyment of great " treasure," crowding

the public squares, the housetops, and the ascent*

and descents of the numerous high places and sanc-

tuaries where the " priests and princes " of Chemosh
or Baal-Peor, minister to the anxious devotees. Out-

side the towns lie the " plentiful fields," luxuriant

as the renowned Carmel "—the vineyards, and gar-

dens of "summer fruits";—the harvest is being

reaped, and the " haj' stored in its abundance," the

vineyards and the presses are crowded with peasants,

gathering and treiiding the grapes, the land resounds

with the clamour'' of the vintagci-s. These charac-

teristics contrast very favoui-ably with any traits

recorded of Amnion, Edotn, Midian, Amalek, the

Philistines, or the Canaanite tribes. And since the

descriptions we are considering are adopted by cer-

tainly two, and probably three prophets—Jeremiah,

Isaiah, and the older seer—extending over a period

of nearly 200 years, we may safely conclude that

they are not merely temporary circumstances, but

were the enduring characteristics of the people.

In this case there can be no doubt that amongst
the pastoral people of Syria, Moab stood next to

Israel in all mattere of material wealth and civili-

sation.

It is very interesting to remark the feeling which
actuates the prophets in these denunciations of a
people who, thougli the enemies of Jehovah, were

the blood-relations of Israel. Half the allusions of

Isaiah and Jeremiah in the passages refeiTed to,

must for ever remain obscuie. \Ve shall never

know who the " lords of the heathen " were who, in

that terrible « night, laid waste and brought to silence

the prosperous Ar-moab and Kir-moab. Or the

occasion of that flight over the Amon, when the

Sloabite women wei-e huddled together at the ford,

like a flock of young birds, pressing to cross to the

safe side of the stream,—when the dwellers in

Aroer stood by the side of the high road which

passed their town, and eagerly questioning the

fugitives as they hurried up, " What is done ?"

—

received but one answer from all alike—" All is

lost ! Moab is confounded and broken down !

"

Many expressions, also, such as the " weeping

of Jazer," the "heifer of three years old," the

" shadow of Heshbon," the " lions," must remain

obscure. But nothing can obscure or render obso-

» Is. xvi. 6; Jer. xlviil. 29. The word g66n (JlXa)-

like our onvji word " pride," is susceptible of a good as well

as a bad sense. It Is the term used for the " majesty " and
" excellency" of .Jehovah (Is. ii. 10, &c.. Ex. xv. 7), and is

frequently in the A. V. rendered by " pomp."

^ ntSO ; the " rod" of jMoses, and of Aaron, and of

the heads of the tribes (Num. xvii. 2, &c.). The term also

means a " tribe." No English word expresses all these

mear.ings.

• bpD ; the word used for the " rods " of Jacob's

stratagem ; also for the "staves" in the pastoral iiurable

ofZechariah(xl. 7-14).

" Cartnel is the word rendered " plentiful field " in

Is. xvi. 10 and Jer. xlviil. 33.

b What the din of a vintage in Palestine was may be

Inferred from Jer. xxv. 30: " Jehovah shall roar from on

high. ... He shall mightily roar. ... Ho shall gi.-e a

shout as those that tread the grapes."

' l.a ncche trisle.
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lete the toiie^ of tenderness and alTection which

mjxkes itself felt in a hundred expressions through-

out these precious documents. Ardently as the

Prophet longs for the destruction of the enemy of

his country and of Jehovah, and earnestly as he

curses the man " that doeth the work of Jehovah

deceitfully, that koepeth back his sword from

blood," yet he is constrained to bemoan and lament

such dreadful adamities to a people so near him

both in blood and locality. His heart mourns—it

sounds like pipes—for the men of Kir-heres ; his

heart cries out, it sounds like a harp for Moab.

Isaiah recurs to the subject in another passage of

extraordinary force, and of fiercer character than be-

fore, viz., XXV. 10-12. Here the extermination, the

utter annihilation, of Moab, is contemplated by the

Prophet with triumph, as one of the Hrst results

of the re-est;iblishment of .Jehovah on Mount Zion

:

" In this mountain shall the hand of Jehovah rest,

and Moab shall be trodden down under Him, even as

sti-jiw—the straw of his own threshing-floors at jMad-

menah— is trodden down for the dunghill. And He
shall spread forth His hands in the midst of them

—

namely, of the Moabites—as one that swimmeth

spreadeth forth his hands to swim, buffet following

buffet, right and left, with terrible rapidity, as the

strong swimmer urges his way forward : and He
shall bring down their pride together with the

spoils of their hands. And the fortress of Misgab ^

—thy walls shall He bring down, lay low, and bring

to the ground, to the dust."

If, according to the custom of interpreters, this

and the preceding chapter (xxiv.) are understood as

refen-ing to the destruction of Babylon, then this

sudden burst of indignation towards Moab is ex-

tremely puzzling. But, if the passage is exam-

ined with that view, it will perhaps be found to

coutiiin some expressions which suggest the possi-

bility of Moab having been at least within the

ken of the Prophet, even though not in the fore-

ground of his vision, during a great part of

the passage. The Hebi-ew words rendered " city
"

in XXV. 2—two entirely distinct terms—are posi-

tively, with a slight variation, the names of the

two chief Moabite strongholds, the same which are

mentioned in xv. 1, and one of which' is in the

Pentateuch a synonym for the entire nation of

Moab. In this light, verse 2 may be read

follows : " For Thou hast made of Ar a heap ; of

Kir the defenced a ruin ; a palace B of strangers no

longer is Ar, it shall never be rebuilt." The same
words are found in versos 10 and 12 of the pre-

ceding chapter, in company with hutsofh (A. V.

"streets") which we know from Num. xxii. 39 to

have been the nameof a Moabite town. [Kirjath-
HUZOTH.] A distinct echo of them is again heard in

XXV. 3, 4 ; and finally in xxvi. 1, 5, there seeras to

be yet another reference to the same two towns,

acquiring new force from the denunciation which
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closes the preceding chapter:—•
' Monb shall be

brought down, the fortress and the walls of Misgab

shall be laid low ; but in the laud of Judah this

song shall be sung, ' Our Ar, our city, is strong

Trust in the Lord Jehovah who bringeth

down those that dwell on high: the lofty Kir He
layeth it low,' " &c.

It is perhaps an additional corroboration to this

view to notice that the remarkable expressions in

xxiv. 17, " Feai-, and the pit, and the snare,"

&c., actually occur in Jeremiah (xlviii. 43), in his

denunciation of Moab, embedded in the old pro-

phecies out of which, like Is. xv. xvi., this passage

is compiled, and the rest of which had certainly, as

originally uttered, a direct and even exclusive re-

ference to Moab.
Between the time of Isaiah's denunciation and

the destruction of Jerusalem we have hardly a

reference to Moab. Zephaniah, writing in the

reign of Josiah, reproaches them (\\. 8-10) for

their taunts against the people of Jehovah, but no

acts of hostility are recorded either on the one side

or the other. From one passage in Jeremiah (xxv.

9-21) delivered in the fourth year of Jehoiakim,

just before the first appearance of Nebuchadnezzar,

it is appaient that it was the belief of the Prophet

that the nations smTounduig Israel— and Moab
among the rest—were on the eve of devastation by
the Chaldaeans and of a capti^^ty for seventy years

(see ver. 11), from which however, they should

eventually be restored to their own country (ver.

12, and xlviii. 47). From another record of the

events of the same period or of one only just

subsequent (2 K. xxiv. 2), it would appear, how-
ever, that Moab made terms with the Chaldaeans,

aiid for the time acted in concert with them in

harassing and plundering the kingdom of Je-

hoiakim.

Four or five years later, in the first year of Zede-

kiah (Jer. xxvii. 1),'' these hostilities must have

ceased, for there was then a regular intercourse be-

tween Bloab and the court at Jerusalem (ver. 3), pos-

sibly, as Bunsen suggests {Bihelwerk, Fropheten, 536)
negotiating a combined resistance to the common
enemy. The brunt of the storm must have fiUlen

on Judah and Jerusalem. The neighbouring nations,

including Moab, when the danger actually arrived

probably adopted the advice of Jeremiah (xxvii.

11) and thus escaped, though not without much
damage, yet without being carried away as the

Jews were. That these nations did not suffer to

the same extent as Judaea is evident from the fact

that many of the Jews took refuge there when
their own land was laid waste (Jer. xl. 11). Jere-

miah expressly testifies that those who submitted

themselves to the King of Babylon, though they

would have to bear a severe yoke—so severe that

then* very wild animals' would be enslaved—yet

by such submission should purchase the privilege

<i It IS thus characterized by Ewald {Propheten, 230).

Eine so ganz von Trauer und Mitleid hingerlsseno, von
Weichheit zerfliessencle, mehr clegisch als prophctisch

gestimmte Empflndung steht unter den alteni Propbeten

eliizig da; sogar bel Hosea 1st nichts ganz aehnliches.
"- In the A. V. rendered " the high fort." But there is

good reason to take it as the name of a place (Jer.

xlviii. 1). [Misgab.]

f Gesenius believes Ar, "IJ?. to be a Moabite form of Ir,

*1*y. one of the two words spoken of above. Num. xxiv. 19

acquires a new force, if the word rendered " city " is inter-

preted as Ar, that id Moab. So also in Mic. vi. 9,ac the

close of the remarkable conversation between Balak and

Balaam there preserved, the word "I^V occurs again, in

such a manner that It is difficult not to believe that the

capital city of Moab Is Intended : "Jehovah's voice crleth

unto Ar hear ye the rod, and who hath appointed

it."

g Arm&n. The same word is used by Amos (ii. 2) In

his denunciation of Moab.
h There can be no doubt that ' Jehoiakim " in this verse

should be " Zedekiah." See ver. 3 of the same chap., and

i

xxviii. 1.

j
* Jer. xxlii. 6.
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ofremaining in tlieiiown countiy. The removal from

home, so dreadful to the Semitic mind,'' was to be

the fate only of those who resisted (Jer. sxvii. 10,

11, xxviii. 14). This is also supported by the

allusion of Ezekiel, a few years lat«r, to the cities

of Moab, cities formerly belonging to the Israel-

ites, which, at the time when the Prophet is

speaking, were still flourishing, " the glory of the

couutrv," destined to become at a future day a prey

to the Bene-kedem, the "men of the East"—the

Bedouins of the great desert of the Euphrates

"

(Ezek. XXV. 8-11).

After the return from the captivity it was

a Moabite, Sanballat of Iloronaim, who took

the chief part in annoying and endeavouring to

hinder the operations of the rebuilders of Jeru-

salem (Xeh. ii. 19, iv. 1, vi. 1, &c.). He confines

himself, however, to the same weapons of ridicule

and scurrility which we have already noticed

Zephaniah" resenting. From SanbaOat's woi-ds (Neh.

ii. 19) we should Infer that he and his country

were subject to " the king," that is, the King of Ba-

bylon. During the interval since the retuni of

the fii-st caravan fiom Babylon the illegal practice

of raaniages between the Jews and the other

people ai-ound, Moab amongst the rest, had become

frequent. So far had this gone, that the son

of the high priest was man-ied to an Ammonite

woman. Even among the families of Israel who

returned from the captivity was one bearing the

name of Pahatii-Moab (Ezr. ii. 6, viii. 4; Neh.

iii. 11, &c.), a name which must ceilainly denote

a Moabite connexion," though to the nature of the

connexion no clue seems to have been yet discovered.

By Ezra and Nehemiah the practice of foreign mar-

riages was strongly repressed, and we never hear

of it again becoming prevalent.

In the book of Judith, the date of which is laid

shortly after the return from captivity (iv. 3),

Moabites and Ammonites are represented as dwell-

ing in their ancient seats and as obeying the call

of the Assyrian general. Their " princes " (op-

Xivras) and " governors " (riyovixivoi) are men-

tioned (v. 2, vii. 8). The Maccabees, much as they

ravaged thecountiy of the Ammonites, do not appear

to have molested Jloab proper, nor is the name

either of Moab or of any of the towns south of

the Anion mentioned throughout those books.

Josephus not only speaks of the district in which

Heshbon was situated as " Moabitis " {Ant. xiii. 15,

§4; also B. J. iv. 8, §2), but expressly says that

even at the time he wrote they were a " veiy great

nation" {Ant. i. 11,§5.) (See 5 JIacc. xxix. 19).

In the time of Eusebius {Onomast. MudP), i.e.

cir. A.D. 380, the n.nme appeai-s to have been attached

to the district, as well a-; to the town of Rabbath

—

both of which were calle<l Moab. It also lingered for

some time in the name of the ancient Kir-Moab,

which, as Ch;uTikmoba, is mentioned by Ptolemy P

(Reland. Pol. 463), and as late as the Council of

Jerusalem, A.D. 536, formed the see of a bishop un-

der the same title (i'6. 533). Since that time the

^This feeling Is brought out very strongly In Jcr.

xlviii. 11, where even the successive devastations from

which Moab had suffered are counted as nothing—as

absolute immunity—since captivity had been escaped.

n To the incursions of these people, true Arabs, it is
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modem name Kerak has superseded the older one,

and no trace of Moab has been found either in re-

cords or in the country itself.

Like the other countries east of Jordan Moab has

been very little visited by Europeans, and beyond

its genersl characteristics hardly anything is known

of it. The following travellers have passed through

the district of Jloab Proper, from Wady Mojeb on

the N. to Kerak on the S. :

—

Seetzen, March, 1806, and January, 1807. (U. I. Seet-

zen's Heisen, &c., von Prof. Kruse, &c., vol. 1. 405-

26 ; ii. 320-77. Also the editor's notes thereon, in

vol. iv.)

Burckhardt, 1812, July 13, to Aug. 4. {TravtU, Lon-

don, 1S22. See also the notes of Gesenius to the

German translation, AVeimar, 1824, vol. Ii., 1061-

64.)

Irby and Mangles, 1818, June 5 to 8. {Travds in Egypt,

&c., 1822, 8V0. ; 1847, 12mo. Chap, viii.)

De .Saulcy, 1851, January. {Voyage autour de la iter

ilorte, Paris, 1853. Also translated into English.)

Of the character of the face of the country these

travellers only give slight reports, and among these

there is considerable vaination even when the same

district is refeiTod to. Thus between Kerak and

Rabba, Irby (141a) found "a fine country," of great

natiual feitility, with " reapers at work and the

com luxuriant in all directions ;" and the same dis-

trict is described by Burckhardt as "veiy fertile,

and large tracts cultivated" {Syr. July 15) ; while

De Saulcy, on the other hand, pronounces that

" from Sliihan (6 miles N. of Rabba) to the Wady
Kerak the country is perfectly bare, not a tree or a

bush to be seen"—"Toujour aussi nu . . . pas un

arbre, pas un arbrisseau "
( Voyage, i. 353) ; which

again is contradicted by Seetzen, who not only found

the soil very good, but encumbered with woimwood
iuid other shrubs (Seetzen, i. 410). These dis-

crepancies are no doubt partly due to difference in

the time of year, and other temporaiy causes ; but

they also piokibly proceed from the disagree-

ment which seems to be inherent in all descrip-

tions of the same scene or spot by various de-

sci-ibei-s, and which is enough to drive to despair

those whose task it is to endeavour to combine them

into a single account.

In one thing all agree, the extraordinary num-

ber of ruins which are scattered over the country,

and which, whatever the present condition of the

soil, are a sure token of its we;ilth in former

ages. " Wie schrecklich," says Seetzen, " ist diese

Kesidenz alter Konige und ihr Land vei-wiistet!"

(i. 412).

The whole country is undulating, and, after the

general level of the plateau is reached, without any

serious inequalities ; and in this and the absence of

conspicuous vegetation has a certain resemblance to

the downs of our own southern counties.

Of the language of the Moabites we know nothing

or ne.\t to nothing. In the few communications

recorded as taking place between them and Israelites

no intei-preter is mentioned (see Ruth ; 1 Sam. xxii.

taunts of Sanballat and his companions. (See iv. 4,

vi. 13, &c.)

o It will be observed that this name occurs In conjunc-

tion with Joab, who, if the well-known son of Zeroiab,

ould be a descendant of Ruth the :Moabltess, But

possibly due that the LXX. in Is. xv. 9 introduce 'Api^o^ this is uncertain. [Vol. i. I0S4a.]

—" I will bring Arabs upon Dlmon." p From the order of the lisU as they now st.ind, and

• The word HSiri. rendered " reproach" in Zoph. ii. 8, the latitude uffixeil to Charakmoba, Ptolemy i ppears to

occurs several times' in Neheraiah In reference to the |

'e^er to a place south of Petra.
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8, 4, &c.). And from the origin of the nation

and other conijiderations we may perhaps conjecture

that their language was more a dialect of Hebrew
than a different tongue.l This indeed would follow

from the connexion of Lot, their founder, with

Abraham.
Tiie narrative of Num. xxii.-.xxiv. must be founded

on a Moabite chronicle, though in its present con-

dition doubtless much altered from what it originally

was before it cime into the hands of the author of

the Book of 'Nunibei-s. No attempt seems yet to

have been made to execute the difficult but interest-

ing task of eximiining the record, with the view of

f restoring it to its pristine form.

The following are tlie names of Moabite pei-sons

preserved in the Bible—probably Hebraized in their

adoption into the Bible records. Of such a tran-

sition we seem to have a trace in Shomer and Shim-

rith (see below).

Zipper.

Baliik.

Eglon.

Rulh.

orpah (nsny).

Mesha (V^-<J2).

Ithmah (1 Chr. xi. 46).

Shomer (2 K. xii. 21), or Shimrith (2 Cbrr. xxiv. 26).

Sanballat.

Add to these

—

Emim, the name by which they called the Rephaim
who originally inhabited their country, and whom
the Ammonites called Zaniziimniini or Zuzim.

Cemosh, or Cemish (Jer. xlviii. 7), the deity of the

nation.

Of names of places the following may be men-

tioned :

—

Moab, with its compounds, Sede-Moab, the fields of

M. (A. V. " the country of II."); Arboth-Moab,

the deserU (A. V. "the plains") of M., that is,

the part of the Arabah occupied by the Moabites.

Btim-Miiihor, the high undulating country of Moab
Proper (A. V. " the plain").

Ar, or Ar-Moab ("IJ?)- This Gesenius conjectures to

be a Moabite form of the word which in Hebrew

appears as Ir ("I^V). a city.

Anion, the river (>J~1X)-
Bamoth Baal.

Beer Elim.

Beth-diblathaim.

Dibon, or Dlmon.
Eglalm, or perhaps Eglath-Shelishlya (Is. xv. 5).

Horonalni.

Kiriatbalm.

Kiijath-huzoth (Num. xxxii. 39; comp. Is. xxir. 11).

Kir-haraselh, -haresh, -heres.

Kir-Moab.

Luhith.

Medeba.

Nimrim, or Nimrah.

Nobah, or Nopbah (Num. xxi. 30).

hap-Plsgah.

hap-Peor.

Shaveh-Kariathalra (?)

Zophim.

Zoar.
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<i Some materials for an investigation of this subject

may be found in the airious variations of some of the

Moabite names -Chcmosh, Chemish ; Kir-haraseth, Kir-

heres, &c. ; Shomer, Shimrith; and— remembering the

close connexion of Ammon with Moab— the names of the

Ammonite god, Molech, Mllcom, Malcbam.
' If this suggestion Is correct—and there must be some

It should be noticed how large a proportion if

these names end in iia."

For the religion of the Moabites see Chejiosh,
MOLECII, Peor.

Of their habits and customs we have hardly a

trace. The gesture employed by lialak when' he

lound that Balaam's interference was fiuitless—

" he smote his hands together"—is not mentioned

again in the Bible, but it may not on that account

have been peculiar to the Jloabites. Their mode
of mourning, viz. cutting off the hair at the back *

of the head and cropping the beard (Jer. xlviii.

1)7), is one which they followed in common with
the other non-Israelite nations, and which was for-

bidden to the Israelites (Lev. xxi. 5), who indeed

seem to have been accustomed rather to leave their

hair and beaid disordered and untrimmed when in

grief (see 2 Sara. xix. 24; xiv. 2).

For a singular endeavour 1o identify the Moabites

with the Druses, see Sir G. H. Hose's pamphlet,

The Afghans the Ten Tribes, &c. (London, 1852),
especially the statement theiein of Mr. Wood, late

British consul at Damascus, (p. 154-157). [G.]

MOADI-AH {nllV^^ : MaaSaf ; F. A., 3rd

hand, cV Kaipo7s : Moadia). A priest, or family of

priests, who returned with Zerubbabel. The chief

of the house in the time of Joiakim the son of

Jeshua was Piltai (Neh. xii. 17). Elsewhere (Neh.

xii. 5') called Maadiah.

MOCHMUR, THE BROOK (6 x€'M"ppos
IVIox/ttoup ; Alex, omits Mox- : Vulg. omits : Syr.

Nnchal do Peor), a torrent, i. e. a wady—the word
" brook " conveys an entirely fake impression

—

mentioned only in Jud. vii. 18 ; and there as speci-

fying the position of Ekrebel—" near unto Chusi,

and upon the brook Jlochraur." Ekrebel has

been identified, with great probability, by Jlr.

Van de Velde in Akrabeh, a ruined site in the

mountains of Central Palestine, equidistant from

Nabulus and Seilun, S.E. of the former and N.E.

of the latter ; and the toiTent Jlochmour may be

either the Wady Makfuriyeh, on the northern

slopes of which Akrabeh stands, or the Wady
Ahinar, which is the continuation of the former

eastwards.

The reading of the Syriac possibly points to

the existence of a sanctuary of Baal-Peor in this

neighboui'hood, but is more probably a coiTuption

of the original name, which w;is apparently "1-IOnD

(Simonis, Onomasticon N. T. kc. p. 111). [G.]

MO'DEN ( McoSe'eii/ ; Alex. MoiSseifi, MoiSifi^,

Ma)5a€jji', and in ch. ii. MtoSeeif; Joseph. MjoSi€//i,

and once MtoSeeii/: Jfodin: the Jewish form is,

in tlie Mishna, '•y^HIOn, in Joseph ben-Gorion,

ch. XX., rryniOn ; the Syri.ac vei'sion of Macca-

bees agrees with the Jlishna, except in the absence of

the article, and in the usual substitution of r for d,

Mora'im), a place not mentioned in either Old or

New Testament, though rendered immortal by its

conne.xion with the history of the Jews in the in-

terval between the two. It was the n.ative city

of the Maccabaean family (1 JIacc. xiii. 25), and as

truth in It—then this pas.sage of Numbers becomes no less

historically Important than Gen. xiv., which Kwald (Ge-

sclUdite, i. 73, 131, &c.) with great reason malnt.ilns to be

the work of a Canaan ite chronicler.

• So also does Shaharalra, a person who had a jperial

connexion with Moab (1 Chr. vill. »).

' H'lp. as distinguished from 023.
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a necessary conseqvience contained their ancRstral

cepulchre {rdfos) (ii. 70, is. 19). Hitlier Jlat-

tathi;is removed from Jerusalem, where vip to that

time he seems to have been residing, at the com-

mencement of the Antioc-hian persecution (ii. 1).

It was here that he strucli the first blow of re-

sistance, by slaying on the heathen altar wliich

had been erected in the place, both the commissioner

•)f Antiochus and a recreant Jew whom he had

induced to sacrifice, and then demolishing the altnr.

Mattathias himself, aud subsequently his sons Judas

and Jonathan, were buried in the family tomb, and

ever them Simon erected a structure which is mi-

nutely described in the book of Maccabees (xiii.

25-30), and, with less detail, by Josephus (A)it.

xiii. 6, §6), but the restoration of wliich has hitherto

proved as difficult a puzzle as that of the mauso-

leum of Artemisia.

At Modin the Maccabaean anriies encamped on

the eves of two of their most memorable victories

—

that of Judas over Antiochus Eupator (2 Mace. xiii.

14), and that of Simon over Cendebens (1 Mace,

xvi. 4)—the last battle of the veteran chief before

bis assassination. The only indication of the posi-

tion of the place to be gathered from the above

notices is contained in the last, from which we may
infer that it was near " the plain " {rb ireSlov), i. e.

the great maritime lowland of Philistia (ver. 5). By
Eusebius and Jerome [Onom. Mrideeifi and "Mo-
dim ") it is specitied as near Diospolis, i.e. Lydda

;

while the notice in the INIishna (Pesachim, ix. 2),

and the comments of Bartenora and Maimonides,

state that it was 15 (Roman) miles fiom Jerusalem.

At the same time the description of the monument
seems to imply (though lor this see below) that the

.ipnt was so lofty " as to be visible from the sea, and

80 near that even the details of the sculpture were

disceniible therefrom. All these conditions, except-

ing the last, are tolerably fulfilled in either of tiie

two sites called Latrun and Kubah}> The fonner

of these is, by the shortest road—that through

Wadij Ali—exactly 15 Itoman miles from Jeru-

salem; it is about 8 English miles from L]idd, 15

from the M' literranean, and 9 or 10 from the river

Riibin, on which it is probable that Cedron—the

position of Cendebeus in Simon's battle—stood.

Kubab is a couple of miles further from Jerusalem,

and therefore nearer to Lydd and to the sea, on

the most westerly spur of the liills of Benjamin.

Both are lofty, and both apparently

—

Latrun cer-

tainly—command a view of the Mediterranean.

In favour of Latrun are the extensive ancient

remains with which the top of the hill is said to be

covered (Rob. D. R.xn. 151 ; Tobler, Dritte Wand.

186), though of their age and particulars we have

at present no iiccurate infonnation. Kubdb appeals

to possess no ruins, but on the other hand its name
may retain a trace of the monument.

MODIN
The mediaeval and modern tradition « places

Modin at Sobi, an eminence south of Kuriet cl-

enab ; but this being not more than 7 miles from
Jerusalem, while it is as much as 25 from Lydd
and .HO from the sea, and also far removed from

the plain of Philistia, is at variance with every one

of the conditions implied in the records. It has

found advocates in our own day in M. de Saulcy

{I'Art Judaique, &c., 377, 8) and M. Salzmann ;

"^

the latter of whom explored chambere there which

may have been tombs, though he admits that there

was nothing to prove it. A suggestive fact, which Dr.

Robinson fii-st pointed out, is the want of unanimity

in the accounts of the mediaeval travellei-s, some of

whom, as William of Tyre (viii. 1), place Modin in

a position near Emmaus-Nicopolis, Nob {Annabeh),

and Lydda. M. Mislin also—usually .so vehement
in favour of the traditional sites—has recommended
further investigation. If it should turn out that

the expression of the book of Maccabees as to the

monument being visible from the sea has been mis-

interpreted, then one impediment to the reception of

Soba will be removed ; but it is difficult to account

for the origin of the tradition in the teeth of those

which remain.

The descriptions of the tomb by the author of

the book of Maccabees and Josephus, who had both

apparently seen it, will be most conveniently com-

pared by being printed together.

1 Mace. xiii. 27-30.

" And Simon made a

building over the se-

pulchre of his father and
his brethren, and raised

it aloft to view with po-

lished^ stone behind and
before. And be set up
upon it seven pyramids,

one against another, for

his father and his mother
and his four brethren.

And on these he made
engines of war, and set

great pillars round about,

and on the pillars he
made suits of armour for

a perpetual memory ; and
by the suits of armour
ships carved, so that they

might be seen by all that

sail on the sea. This

sepulchre he made at

Modin, and it stands unto

this day."

The monuments are said by Eusebius (^Onom.)

to have been still shown when he wrote—A. D.

circa 320.

Any restoration of the structure from so imperfect

an account as the above can never be anything more

Thus the Vulg. of 1 Mace ii. 1 has ilons Modin.

* Ewald {Gesch. iv. 350 note) suggests that the name
Modin may be still surviving in Deir Ma'in. But \a not this

questionable on philological grounds.' and the position of

Deir Ma'in is less in accordance with the facts than that

of the two named in the text.

" See the copious references given by Robinson (R R.

ii. T.note).

d The lively account of M. Salzmann ^Jenisaiem,

etude, &c, pp. 37, 38) would be more saiisfactory if it

were less encumbered with mistakes. To name but two

The great obstacle which interposes itself in his quest of

Modin is that ICusebius and .ferome state that it was

• Dear Diospolis, on a mountain in the tribe of Judah.'

Josephus, Atit. xiii. 6, |J6.

" And Simon built a

very large monument to

his father and his brethren

of white and polished

stone. And he raised it

up to a great and con-

spicuous height, and
threw cloisters around,

and set up pillars of a

single stone, a work
wonderful to behold : and

near to these he built

seven pyramids to his

parents and his brothers,

one for each, terrible to

behold both for size and
beauty.

And these things are

preserved even to this

day."

This difficulty (which however is entirely imaginary, for

they do not mention the name of Judah In connexion

with Modin) would have been " enough to deter him

entirely from the tisk," if he had not •' found in tho

book ofJoshua that M'dim (from which Modim is derived

was part of the territory allotted to the tribe of Judah.'

Now Middin (not M'dim) was certainly in the tribe of

Judah, but not within many milps of the spot In question,

since It was one of the six towns which lay in the district

immediately bordering on the Dead S»-a, probably In the

depths of the (?hor itself (Josh. xv. 61).

' \(e<f feoTi?. This Ewald (iv. 3E

scribed," or "graven"

—

ieschriebenen Steitien,
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than conjecture. Something has been already at-

tempted under Maccabkks (p. 170). But in its

absence one or two questions present themselves.

(1.) The " ships " (TrAoIa, naves). The sea and

its pursuits were so alien to the ancient Jews, and

the life of the Maccabaean heroes who preceded

SimoQ was—if we except their casual relations with

Joppa and Jamnia and the battle-field of the mari-

time plain— so unconnected therewith, that it is

ditficult not to suppose that the word is corrupted

from what it originally was. This was the view

of J. D. Michaelis, but he does not piopose any

satisfactory word in substitution for ir\o7a (see his

suggestion in Gnmm, ad loc). True, Simon appears

to have been to a certain extent alive to the im-

portance of commerce to liis country ,' and he is

especially commemorated for having acquired the

harbour of Joppa, and thus opened an inlet for the

isles of the sea (1 Mace. xiv. 5). But it is difficult

to see the connexion between this and the placing

of ships on a monument to his father and brothers,

whose memorable deeds had been of a dilierent de-

scription. It is perhaps more feasible to suppose

that the sculptures were intended to be symbolical

of the departed heroes. In this case it seems not

improbable that during Simon's intercourse with

the Fiomans he had seen and been struck with their

war-galleys, no inapt symbols of the fierce and

rapid career of Judas. How far such symbolical

representation was likely to occur to a Jew of that

peiiod is another question.

(2.) The distance at which the "ships" were to

be seen. Here again, when the necessary distance

of Modin from the sea

—

Latrun 15 miles, Euhdb
13, Zydda itself 10—and the limited size of the

sculptures are considered, the doubt inevitably arises

whether the Greek text of the book of Maccabees

accurately represents the original. De Saulcy {L'Art

Judaiqiw, 377) ingeniously suggests that the true

meaning is, not that the sculptures could be dis-

cerned from the vessels in the Mediterranean, but

that they were worthy to be inspected by those who
were sailors by profession. The consideration of

this is recommended to scholars. [G.]

MO'ETH (Ma)60: Medias). In 1 Esd. viii. 63,
" NOADIAH the son of Binnui" (Ezr. viii. 33), a

Levite, is called " Moeth the son of Sabban."

MO'LADAH (nnViO ; but in Neh. nn^O :

MciiAuSu, Alex. M&i5a5a : KoiAaAojU, Alex. Mco-

Xa5a ; MoioASa, Alex. MoiAaSa : JIulada), a city

of Judah, one of those whicii lay in the district of

" the south," next to Edom. It is named in the

original list between Sheraa and Hazar-gaddah, in

the same group with Beer-sheba (Josh. xv. 2(3);

and this is confirmed by another list in which it

appears as one of the towns which, though in the

allotment of Jud;ih, weie given to Simeon (xix. 2).

In the latter tribe it remained at any rate till the

reign of iJavid (I Chr. iv. 28), but by the time of

the captivity it seems to have come back into the

hands of Judah, by whom it was reinhabited after

thecapti\ity (Neh. xi. 26). It is, however, omitted

fi-om the catalogue of the places frequented by

David during his wandering life (1 Sam. xx\. 27-31).

In the 0>iom:isticoii it receives a bare mention

under the head of " Molada," but under " Ether"
and " lether " a place named Malatha is spoken of
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For the notice of this fact I am indebted to the Rev
B. F. Westcolt.

' By Schwarz (100) tlic Arabic name is quoted ns

VOL. II.

as in the interior of Daroma (a district which
answered to the A^yeb or "South" of the He-
brews) ; and further,' under " Arath " or 'Apa/ua
(i. e. Aradj it is mentioned as 4 miles from the
latter place and 20 from Hebron. Ptolemy also

speaks of a Maliattha as near Elusa. And lastly,

Josephus states that Herod Agrippa retired to a
certain tower " in Malatha of Id'umaea" (eV MaAd-
dots rrjs '15.). The requirements of these notices

are all very fairly answered by the position of the
modern el-Milli, a site of ruins of some extent, and
two large wells, one of the regular stations on the
road from Petra and Ain el-Weibeh to Hebron.
El-Milh is about 4 English miles from Tell Arad,
17 or 18 from Hebron, and 9 or 10 due east of
Beersheba. Five miles to the south is Ararah, the
Aroer of 1 Sam. xxx. 28. It is between 20 and 30
from Elusa, assuming el-Klmlasah to be that place

;

and although Dr. Robinson is jnobably correct in

saying that there is no verbal affinity, or only a slight

one, between Molada or Malatha and d-3Iiih» yet,

taking that slight resemblance into account with the
other consideiations above named, it is very probable
that this identification is correct (see B. R. ii. 201).
It is accepted by Wilson {Lands, i. 347), Van de
Velde {Memoir, 335), Bonar, and others. [G.]

MOLE, the representative in the A. V. of the

Hebrew words Tinshemeth and ChSphor peroth.

1. Tms/icme^/i (nOK^jn : ka-naXal, ^W- o-^ra-

\af, in Lev. xi. 30 ; Kapos, Aid. Xdpos : cygniis,

talpa, ibis). This word occurs in the list of unclean

birds in Lev. xi.. 18 ; Deut. xiv. 1 6, wheie it is trans-

lated " swan" by the A. V. ; in Lev. xi. 30, where
the same word is found amongst the unclean
" creeping things that creep upon the earth," it

evidently no longer stands for the name of a

bird, and is rendered " mole " by the A. V.
adopting the interpretation of the LXX., Vulg.,

Onkelos, and some of the Jewish doctors. Bochart
has, however, shown that the Hebrew Choled, the

Arabic Khuld or Khild, denotes the " mole," and
has argued with much force in behalf of the " cha-

meleon " being the tinshemeth. The Syriac version

and some Arabic MSS. understand "a centipede"

by the original word, the Targum of Jonathan a
"salamander," some Arabic versions read sam-
mdbras, which Golius i-enders " a kind of lizard."

In Lev. xi. 30, the " chameleon" is cfiven bv the

Tuo v^nameieoD. (Chameteo vulgaris.)

A. V. as the tianslation of the Hebrew clioach,

which in all probability denotes some larger I'ind o\'

lizard. [CiiAMELKON.] The only clue to ar. iden-

tification of tinshemck'i is to be found in its etymo-

logy, and in the context in which the word ^iccin-s.

Bochart conjectures that the root'' from which thr

Heb. name of this creature is derived, lias refercpc

iruladah; by Stewart (Jfenf and Khan, 21')

Mdedi.
_

•> Dt»>3, " 10 bieatlio," whence nOK*3. " ''"""'I
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to a vulgar opinion amongst the ancients that *.he

chameleon hved on air (comp. Ov. Met. xv. 411,
" Id qiioque quod ventis animal nutntur et aura,"

and see numerous quotations from classical authoi-s

cited by Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 05). The lung of

the chameleon is very large, > id when filled with

air it renders the body semi-transparent ; from the

creature's power of abstinence, no doubt arose the

fable that it lived on air. It is probable that the

animals mentioned with the tinshemeth (Lev. xi.

30) denote diHerent kinds of lizards
;
perhaps there-

fore, since the etymology of the word is favourable

to that view, the chameleon may be the animal in-

tended by tinshemeth in Lev. si. 30. As to the

change of colour in the skin of this animal numerous
theories have been proposed ; but as this subject has

no Scriptural bearing, it will be enough to refer to

the explanation given by Jlilne-Edwards, whose
paper is translated in vol. xvii. of the Edinburgh
New Philosophical Journal. The chameleon be-

longs to the tribe Dendrosaura, order Saura ; the

family inhabits Asia and Afi'ica, and the south of

Europe ; the C. vulgaris is the species mentioned

in the Bible. As to the bird tinshemeth, see Swax.

2. Chephorperoth (nilD "I'lSn :*= to. fidraia :

talpae) is rendered " moles" by the A. V. in Is. ii.

20 ; three ilSS. read these two Hebrew words as

one, and so the LXX., Vulg., Aquila, Symmachus,
and Theodotion, with the Syriac and Arabic ver-

sions, though they adopt different interpretations of

the word (Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 449). It is difficult

to see what Hebrew word the LXX. could have
read ; but compare .Schleusner, Nov. Thes. in LXX.
S. V. fidraios. Gesenius follows Bochart in consi-

dering the Hebrew words to be the plural feminine

of the noun chapharperdh,^ but does not limit the

meaning of the word to "moles." Jlichaelis also

(Suppl. ad Lex. Hcb p. 876 and 2042) believes

the words should be read as one, but that " sepul-

chres," or " vaults " dug in the rocks are intended.

The explanation of Oedmann ( Vermischt. Samm. iii.

82, 83) that the Hebrew words signify " (a bird)
that follows cows for the sake of their milk," and
that the goat-sucker (Caprimulgus Europaeus) is

intended, is improbable. Perhaps no leference is

made by the Hebrew words (which, as so few
MSS. join them, it is better to consider distinct) to

any particular animal, but to the holes and burrows
of rats, mice, &c., which we know frequent ruins
and deseited places. (Harnier's Observ. ii. 456.)
« Remembering the extent to which we have seen,"
says Kitto {Pict. Bib. on Is. xx.), "the forsaken
sites of the East perforated with the holes of
various cave-digging animals, we are i clined to
suppose that the words might generally denote any
animals of this description." Kosenmiiller's expla-
nation, " in effossiiincm, i. e. foramen Murium"
appeai-s to be decidedly the best proposed ; for not
only is it the literal tianslation of the Hebrew, but
it is more m accordnnce with the natural habits of
i-ats and mice to occupy with bats deserted places
than it is with the habits of moles, which for the
most part certainly frequent cultivated lands, and
this no doubt is true of the particular species,

Spalax tuphbis, tlie mole-rat of Syiia and Mesopo-
timia, which by some has been supposed to lepre-

sent the mole of the .Scriptures ; if, moreover, the
prophet intended to speak exclusively of " moles,"

" " Holes oi rats." <! niSISn. as If the

Heb. word was from HTSi "acou."

MOLECH
is it not probable that he would have used the

term CA<;/ed (see above) ? [Weasel.] [W. H.]

MO'LECH C^ysn, with the article, except in

1 K. xi. 7 : &pxo'V, in Lev. ; & $afft\€vs aurii',

1 K. xi. 7 ; o MoAox, 2 K. s.\iii. 10 ; and o Mo\hx
Pa<ri\evs, Jer. xxxii. 35 : Moloch). The fire-god

Molech was the tutelary deity of the children of

Amraon, and essentially identical with the Moabitish

Chemosh. Fire-gods a])pe:tr to have been common
to all the Caiiaanite, Syrian, and Arab tribes, who
worshipped the destructive element under an out-

ward symbol, with the most inhuman rites. Among
these were human sacrifices, purifications and
ordeals by fire, devoting of the first-born, mutila-

tion, and vows of perpetual celibacy and virginity.

To this class of divinities belonged the old Canaan-
itish Molech, against whose worship the Israelites

were warned by threats of the severest punish-

ment. The otTender who devoted his offspiing to

Molech was to be pttt to death by stoning ; and in

case the people of the land refused to inflict upon him
thisjudgment, Jehovah would Himself execute it, and
cut him off from among His people (Lev. xviii. 21,

XX. 2-5). The root of the word Slolech is the same

as that of "?]7D, melee, or " king," and hence he is

identified with Malcham (" their king") in 2 Sam.
xii. 30, Zeph. i. 5, the title by which he was
known to the Israelites, as being invested with
regal honours in his character as a tutelaiy deity,

the lord and master of his people. Our translators

have recognized this identity in their rendering of

Am. V. 26 (where "your Moloch" is literally "your
king," as it is given in the margin\ following

the Greek in the speech of Stephen, in Acts vii. 43.

Dr. Geiger, in accordance with his theory that the

worship of Molech was far more widely spread

among the Israelites than appears at first sight

from the Old Testament, and that many traces are

obscured in the text, refers " the king," in Is. xxx.

33, to that deity ; " for Tophet is ordained of old

;

yea for the kitig it is prepared." Again, of the

Israelite nation, pei-sonified as an adulteress, it is

said, " Thou wentest to the king with oil " (Is. Ivii.

9 )
; Amaziah the priest of Bethel forbade Amos to

prophesy there, " for it is the king's chapel" (Am.
vii. 13) ; and in both these instances Dr. Geiger

would find a disguised reference to the worship of

Molech ( Urschrift, &c., pp. 299-308). But whe-
ther his theory be correct or not, the traces of

Molech-worship in the Old Testament are sufficiently

distinct to enable us to form a correct estimate of

its character. The fii-st direct historical allusion to

it is in the description of Solomon's idolatry in his

old age. He had in his harem many women of the

Ammonite race, who " turned away his heart atler

other gods," and, as a consequence of their influence,

high places to Molech, " the abomination of the

children of Amnion," were built on " the mount
that is facing Jerusalem "—one of the summits of

Olivet (1 K. xi. 7). Two vei-ses before, the same

deity is called JIilcom, and from the circumstance

of the two names being distinguished in 2 K. xxiii.

10, 13, it has been inferred by Movers, Ewald, and

others, that the two deities were essentially distinct.

There does not appear to be sufficient giound for

this conclusion. It is true that in the later histoi y
of the Israelites the worship of Molech is connected

with the valley of Hinnom, while the high place of

Milcom was on the Slount of Olives, and that no

mention is made of human sacrifices to the latter

1
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But it seems impossible to resist the conclusion

that in 1 K. xi. " Milcom the abomination of the

Ammonites," in ver. 5, is the same as " Molech

the abomination of the children of Ammon," in

ver. 7. To avoid this Movers contends, not very

convincingly, that the latter verse is by a different

hand. Be this as it may, in the reformation canned

out by Josiah, the high place of Milcom, on the

right hand of the mount of corruption, and Tophet

in the valley of the children of Ilinnom were

defiled, that " no man might mai^e his son or his

daughter to pass through the fire to Molech " (2 K.

xxiii. 10, 13). In the narrative of Chronicles these

are included under the general term " Baalim,"

and the apostasy of Solomon is not once alluded to.

Tophet soon appears to have been restored to its

original uses, for we find it again alluded to, in the

reign of Zedekiah, as the scene of child-slaughter

and sacrifice to Molech (Jer. xxxii. 35).

Most of the Jewish interpreters, Jarchi (on Lev.

xviii. 21 ), Kimchi, and Maimonides (^Mor. Neb. iii.

38) among the number, say that in the woi-ship of

Molech the children were not burnt but made to

pass between two burning pyres, as a purificatory

rite. But the allusions to the actual slaughter are

too plain to be mi.-taken, and Aben Ezra in his note

on Lev. xviii. 21, says that "to cause to pass

through" is the same as " to burn." " They sa-

crificed their sons and their daughters unto devils,

and shed innocent blood, the blood of their sons and
of their daughters, whom they sacrificed unto the

idols of Canaan" (Ps. cvi. 37, 38). In Jer. vii.

31, the reference to the worship of Molech by hu-
man sacrifice is still moi-e distinct :

" they have

built the high places of Tophet . . . to burn their

sons and their daughters in the fire," as " burnt-

offerings unto Baal," the sun-god of Tyre, with
whom, or in whose character, Molech was wor-
shipped (Jer. xix. 5). Compare also Deut. xfi. 31

;

Ez. xvi. 20, 21, xxiii. 37. But the most remark-
able passage is that in 2 Chr. xxviii. 3, in which
the wickedness of Ahaz is described : " Sloreover,

he burnt incense in the valley of the son of Hinnom

and burnt (IJ^Il^l) his children in the fire, after the

abominations of the nations whom Jehovah had
driven out before the children of Israel." Now, in

the parallel narrative of 2 K. xvi. 3, instead of

"^V?*!'
" ^°'^ ^^ burnt," the reading is *1''3yn, " he

made to pass through," and Dr. Geiger suggests

that the foi-mer may be the true reading, of which
the latter is an e;isy modification, serving as a euphe-

mistic expression to disguise the horrible nature of

the sacrificial rites. But it is more natural to

suppose that it is an exceptional instance, and that

the true reading is "ISyM, than to assume that the

other passages have been intentionally altered.*

The woi-ship of Molech is evidently alluded to,

though not expressly mentioned, in connexion with

.star-worship and the worship of Baal in 2 K. xvii.

16, 17, xxi. 5, 6, which seems to shew that Molech,

the flame-god, and Baal, the sun-god, whatcvei-

their distinctive attributes, ami whethei' or not

the latter is a general appellation including the

former, were worshippt'd with the same rites. The
sacrifice of children is said by Jlovers to have been

not so much an expiatory, as a purificatory rite, by
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which the victims were purged from the dross of

the body and attained union with the deity. In
support of this he quotes the myth of Baaltis or
Isis, whom Malcander, king of Bybliis, employed as
nurse for his child. Isis suckled the infant with
her finger, and each night burnt whatever was
mortal in its body. When Astai te the mother saw
this she uttered a cry of terror, and the child was
thus deprived of immortality (I'lut. Is. ^ Os.
ch. 16). But th-e sacrifice of Meslia king of Moab,
when, in despair at failing to cut his way through
the overwhelming forces of Judah, Israel, and Edom,
he offered up his eldest son a burnt-otiering, pro-
bably to Chemosh, his national divinity, has more
of the character of an expiatory rite to appease an
angry deity, than of a ceremonial pm-ification. Be-
sides, the passage fiom Plutarch bears evident traces
of Egyptian, if not of Indian influence.

According to Jewish tradition, from what source
we know not, the image of Molech was of brass,

hollow within, and was situated without Jeru-
salem. Kimchi (on 2 K. xxiii. 10) describes it as
" set within seven chapels, and whoso oftereJ fine

flour they open to him one of them, (whoso oH'ered)

turtle-doves or young pigeons thi>y open to him
two ; a lamb, they open to him three ; a ram, they
open to him four ; a calf, they open to him five ; an
ox, they open to him six, and so whoever offered his

son they open to him seven. And his face was
(that) of a calf, and his hands stretched forth like

a man who opens his hands to receive (something)
of his neighbour. And they kindled it with fire,

and the priests took the babe and put it into the
hands of Molech, and the Ijabe gave up the ghost.

And why was it called Tophet and Hinnom ? Be-
cause they used to make a noise with drums (to-

phiin), that the fathei- might not hear the cry of his

child and have pity upon him, and return to him.
Hinnom, because the babe wailed (DHJIO, mena-
hem), and the noise of his wailing went up. An-
other opinion (is that it was called) Hinnom, because
the priests used to say—" Jlay it profit (njn*)
thee ! may it be sweet to thee ! may it be of sweet
savour to thee !" All this det;ul is probably as

fictitious as the etymologies are unsound, but we
have nothing to supply its place. Selden con-
jectures that the idea of the seven chapels may
have been borrowed from the worship of Mithra,
who had seven gates corresponding to the seven
planets, and to whom men and women were sacri-

ficed (i)e Lis Syr. Synt. i. c. 6). Benjamin of

Tudela describes the remains of an ancient Am-
monite temple which he saw at Gebal, in which
was a stone image richly gilt seated on a throne.

On ei-ther side sat two female figmes, and before it

was an .altar on which the Ammonites anciently

bunied incense and offered sacrifice {Early Travels
in Palestine, p. 79, Bohii). By these chapels

Lightfoot explain-; the allusion in Am. v. 26; Acts
vii. 43, to " the tabernacle of iMoloch ;" " these seven

chapels (if there be truth in the thing) help us to

understand what is meant by Jlolech's tabernacle,

and seem to give some reason why in the Prophet

he is called Siccuth, or the Covert God, because he

was retired within so many Cancelli (for that woi-J

Kimchi useth) before one could come at him

"

(Comm. on Acts vii. 43). It was more probably a

shrine or ark in which the figure of the god w.ts

' We may infer from the expression, " after the abo- Molech-worshlp of the time of Alinz was essentially tlie

minatlons of the nations whom Jehovah had driven out same as that of the old Canaanites, although .Movers

before the children of Israel," that the character of the maintains the contrary.
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carried in processions, or which cont;\iiied, as Movers

conjectures, the bones of children who had been

sacrificed and wei-e used tor magical purposes.

[Ammon, vol. i. p. 60 a.]

Ulany instances of human sacrifices are found in

ancient writers, which may be compared with the

descriptions in the Old Testament of the manner in

whiv.h Molech was worshipjied. The Carthaginians,

according to Augustine {De Civit. Dei, vii. 19),

oft'ered children to Saturn, and by the Gauls even

grown-up persons were sacrificed, under the idea

that of all seeds the best is the human kind. Euse-

bius {Praep. Ev. iv. 16) collected from Porphyry

numerous examples to the same etlect, from which

the following are selected. Among the Khodians a

man was offered to Kronos on the 6th July ; after-

wards a criminal condemned to death was substi-

tuted. The same custom prevailed in Salamis, but

was abrogated by Diiphilus king of Cyprus, who
substituted an ox. According to Manetho, Amosis

abolished the same practice in Egypt at Heliopolis

sacred to Juno. Sanchoniatho relates that the

Phoenicians, on the occasion of any great calamity,

sacrificed to Saturn one of their relatives. Istrus

says the same of the Curetes, but the custom was

abolished, according to Pallas, iu the reign of Ha-

drian. At Laodicea a virgin was sacrificed yearly

to Athene, and the Dumatii, a peoi)le of Arabia,

buried a boy alive beneath the altar each year.

Diodorus Siculus (xx. 14) relates that the Cartha-

ginians when besieged by Agathocles, tyrant of

Sicily, oflered in public sacrifice to Saturn 200 of

their noblest children, while others voluntarily de-

voted themselves to the number of 300. His de-

scription of the statue of the god differs but slightly

from that of Molech, which has been quoted. The

image was of bi'ass, with its hands outstretched

towards the ground in such a manner that the cliild

when placed upon them fell into a pit full of fire.

Molech, " the king," was the lord and master of

the Ammonites ; their country was his possession

(Jer. xlix. 1), as Moab was the heritage of Che-

mosh ; the princes of the land were the princes of

Malcham (Jer. xlix. 3; Am. i. 15). His priests

were men of rank (Jer. xlix. 3), tjiking precedence

of the princes. So the priest of Hercules at Tyre was

second to the king (Justin, xviii. 4, §5), and like

Molech, the god himself, Baal Chamman, is Melkart,
" the king of the city." The priests of Molech, like

those of other idols, were called Chemarim (2 K.

xxiii. 5; Hos. x. .5; Zepli. i. 4).

Traces of the root from which Molech is derived

are to be found in the Milichus, Malica, and Mal-

cander of the Phoenicians ; witli the last mentioned

may.be compared Adrammelech, the fire-god of

Sephai-vaim. These, as well as Chemosh the fire-

god of Moab, Urotal, Dnsaies, Sair, and Thyan-
drites, of the Edomites and neighbouring Arab
tribes, and the (ireek Dionysus, were worshipped

under the .symbol of a rising fiame of fire, which
wa-s imitated in the stone piilai-s erected in their

honour (Movers, Phocn. i. c. 9). Tradition refers

the origin of the fire-worship to Chaldea. Abraham
and his ancestoi-s are said to have been fire-wor-

shippers, and the Assyrian and Chaldean armies

took with them the sacred fire accompanied by the

Magi.

Theie remains to be noticed one passage (2 Sam.

b The crown of Malcliam. taken by David at Rabbah, is

Bald to have had in it a precious stone (a mac^ot, according

to Kimchl), which is d'scrilied by Cyril on Amos as
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xii. 31) in which the Hebrew written text has ]I3pD

malken, while the marginal reading is {SpD, mal-

ben, which is adopted by our translators in theii-

rendering " brick-kiln." Kimchi explains malken as
" the place of Molecli," where sacrifices were oflered

to him, and the cliildreu of Ammon made their sons

to pass through the fire. And Milcom and Malken,

he says, are one.'' On the other hand Jlovers,

rejecting the points, reads JSpO, malcan, " our

king," which he explains as the title by which he was
known to the Ammonites. Whatever may be thought

of these interpretations, the reading followed by the

A. V. is scarcely intelligible. [W. A. VV.]

MO'LI (MooAi : Moholi). Maiili the sou of

Merari (1 Esdr. viii. 47; comp. Ezr. viii. 18;.

MO'LID (T-VlD : Mo^A ; Alex. McoScfS :

Molid). The son of Abishur by his wife Abihail,

and descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 29).

]MO'LOCH. The Hebrew con-espondiug to
" your Moloch" in the A. V. of Amos v. 26 is

DD37D, malkekem, " your king," as in the margin.

In accordance with the Greek of Acts vii. 43 (6

MoXdx • Moloch), which followed the LXX. of

Amos, our translators have adopted a form of the

name Molech which does not exist in Hebrew.
Kimchi, following the Targum, takes the word as

an appellative, and not as a proj)ei' name, while

with regard to siccuth (D-ISD, A. V. " tabemacle")

he holds the opposite opinion. His note is as fol-

lows :
—" Siccuth is the name of an idol ; and (as

foi-) mnlkekem he spake of a star which was made
an idol by its name, and he calls it ' king,' because

they thought it a king o\-er them, or because it

was a great star in the host of heaven, which was
as a king over his host; and so ' to burn incense to

the queen of heaven,' as I have explained in the

book of Jeremiah." Gesenius compares with the
" tabernacle " of Moloch the sacred tent of the Car-

thaginians mentioned by Diodorus (xx. 6.')). Hosen-

miiller, and after him Ewald, understood by siccuth

a pole or stake on which the figure of the idol was
placed. It was more probably a kind of palanquin in

which the image was carried in precessions, a custom

which is alluded to in Is. xlvi. 1 ; Epist. of Jer. 4
(Seldou, Be Bis Syr. synt. i. c. 6). [W. A. W.]

MOM'DIS {MofiSlos; Alex. Mo/jiBeli: Moa-
dias). The same as Maadai, of the sons of Bani

(1 Esdr. ix. 34 ; comp. Ezr. x. 34).

MONEY. This article treats of two principal

matters, the uncoined money and the coined money
mentioned in the Bible. Before entering upon the

first subject of inquiry, it will be necessary to speak

of uncoined money iu general, and of the antiquity

of coined money. Ari account of the principal mo-
netary systems of ancient times is an equally needfiil

introduction to the second subject, which requii-es a

special knowledge of the Greek coinages. A notice

of the Jewish coins, and of the coins cuirent in

Judaea as late .as the time of Hadrian, will be

interwoven with the examination of the passages in

the Bible and Apocrypha relating to thera, instead

of being separately given.

I. Uncoi.ned Money. 1. Uncoined Monc;/ in

general.—It has been denied by some that there

transparent and like the daystar, whence Molech has

groundlessly been identified with the planet Venus

(Viisslus, De Orig. Idol. ii. c. 5, p. 331).
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ever has been any money not coined, but this is

merely a question of terms. It is well known that

ancient nations that were without a coinage weighed

the precious metals, a practice represented on the

Egyptian monuments, on which gold and silver are

shown to have been kept in the form of rings (see

cut, p. 406). The gold rings found in the Celtic

countries have been held to have had the same use.

It has indeed been argued that this could not have

been the ciise with the latter, since they show no

monetary system
;

yet it is evident fl'om their

weights "that they all contain complete multiples or

parts of a unit, so that we may fairly suppose that

the Celts, before they used coins, had, like the

ancient Egyptians, the piiictice of keeping money

in rings, which they weighed when it was necessary

to pay a fixed amount. We have no certain record

of tile use of ring-money or other uncoined money in

antiquity exceptingamong the Egyptians. With them

the practice mounts up to a remote age, and was

probably as constant, and perhaps as legulated with.

respect to the weight of the rings, as a coinage. It

can scarcely be doubted that the highly civilized

rivals of the Egyptians, the Assyrians and Baby-

lonians, adopted if they did not originate this custom,

clay tablets having been found specifying grants of

money by weight (Rawlinson, Her. vol. i. p. 684) ;

and there is therefore eveiy probability that it ob-

tained also in Palestine, although seemingly unknown
in Greece in the time before coinage was there intro-

duced. There is no trace in Egypt, however, of any
dilierent size in the rings represented, so that there

is no reason for supposing that this further step was
taken towards the invention of coinage.

2. The Antiquity of Coined Money.—Respecting

the origin of coinage, there are two accounts seem-

ingly at variance : some saying that Phldon king of

Argos first struck money, and according to Ephorus,

in Aegina ; but Herodotus ascribing its invention to

the Lydians. The former statement probably refers

to the origin of the coinage of European Gieece,

the latter to that of Asiatic Greece ; for it seems,

judging from the coins themselves, that the electrum

staters of the cities of the coast of Asia Minor were
tiret issued as eiuly as the silver coins of Aegina, both

classes appearing to comprise the most ancient pieces

of money tliat are known to us. When Herodotus
speaks of the Lydians, there can be no doubt that

he refers not to the cuneucy of Lydia as a king-

dom, which seems to commence with the darics

and similar silver pieces now found near Sardis,

and probably of the time of Croesus, being per-

haps the same ;is the st<iters of Croesus (KpoKretot,

Jull. Poll.), of the ancients ; but that he intends

the money of Greek cities at the time when the

coins were issued or later under the authority of

the Lydians. If we conclude that coinage com-
menced in European and Asiatic Greece about the

same time, the next question is whether we can

approximately determine the date. This is ex-

tremely ditficult, since there are no coins of known
period before the time of the expedition of Xerxes,

'i'he pieces of that age are of so archaic a style, that

it is hard, at first sight, to believe that there is any
length of time between them and the rudest and
therefore earliest of the coins of Aegina or the Asiatic

coast. It must, however, be lecollected that in some
conditions of art its growth or change is extremely
slow, and that this was the case in the early period

of Greek art seems evident from the results of the

excavations on what we may believe to be the oldest

sites in Greece. The lower limit obtained from the
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evidence of the cuius of known date, may perhaps be
conjectured to be two, or at most three, centuries

before their time; the higher limit is as vaguely
determined by the negative evidence of the Homeric
writings, of which we cannot guess the age, excepting

as before the first Olympiad. On the whole it seems
reasonable to carry up Greek coinage to the 8th cen-

tury li.C. Purely Asiatic coinage cannot be taken

up to so early a date. The more arclmic Persian coins

seem to be of tlie time of Darius Hystaspis, or pos-

sibly Cyrus, and ceitainly not much older, and there

is no Asiatic money, not of Greek cities, that can be
reasonably assigned to an earlier period. Croesus

and Cyrus probably originated this branch of the

coinage, or else Darius Hystaspis foUpwed the

example of the Lydian king. Coined money may
therefore have been known in Palestine as early as

the fall of Samaria, but only through commerce with
the Greeks, and we cannot suppose that it was then

current there.

3. Notices of Uncoined Money in the 0. T.—
There is no distinct mention of coined money in the

books of the 0. T. written before the return from

Babylon. The contrary was formerly supposed to

be the case, partly beaiuse the word shekel has a

vague sense in later times, being used for a coin as

well as a vreight. Since however there is some
seeming ground for the older opinion, we may here

examine the priucijial passages relating to money,
and the principal terms employed, in the books of

the Bible written before the date above mentioned.

In the history of Abraham we i-ead that Abime-
lech gave the patriarch " a thousand [pieces] of

silver," appaieutly to purchase veils for Sarah and

her attendants ; but the passage is extremely diffi-

cult (Gen. XX. 16). The LXX. understood shekels

to be intended (x»^»a SiSpox^a, I- c also ver. 14),

and there can be no doubt that they were right,

though the rendering is accidentally an unfortunate

one, their equivalent being the name of a coin.

The narrative of the purchase of the burial place

from Ephron gives us further insight into the u.se

of money at that time. It is related that Abraham
offered " full silver " for it, and that Ephron valued

it at " four hundred shekels of silver," which accord-

ingly the patriarch paid. We read, "And Abraham
hearkened unto Ephron : and Abraham weighed

{Ppll^")) to Ephron the silver, which he had named

in the audience of the sons of Heth, four hundred

shekels of silver, current with the merchant " (12]}

inD?, xxiii. 3 ad Jin. esp. 9, 16). Here a currency

is clearly indicated like that which the monuments
of Egypt show to have been there used in a very

remote age ; for the weighing proves that this

currency, like the Egyptian, did not bear the

stamp of authority, and was therefore weighed

when employed in commerce. A similar purchase

is recorded of Jacob, who bought a parcel of a field

at Shalem for a hundred kesitixhs (xxxiii. 18, 19).

The occurrence of a name ditfei-ent from shekel and

unlike it not distinctly applied in any other passage

to a weight favours the idea of coined money.

But what is the kesitah (HD^bp) ? The old in-

terpreters supposed it to mean a lamb, and it has

been imagined to have been a coin bearing the figure

of a lamb. There is no known etymological ground

for this meaning, the lost root, if we compiire the

Arabic t,^y. "he or it divided equally," U-mg

perhaps connected with the idesi of division. Yet
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the sauctioa of the LXX., and the use of weights

having the fonus of lions, bulls, and geese, by tlie

Egyptians, Assyrians, and probably Pei-sians, must

From Lepsius, Denkmiiler, Abth. Hi. B
kinsou's Aiu:. Eg. ii. 10. for weiffhts
antelope : and comp. Layard's Nin. and Bab.

form of a crouchii

make us hesitate before we abandon a rendering so

singularly confirmed by the relation of the Latin

pecunia and pecns. Throughout the history of Jo-

seph we find evidence of the constant use of money
in preference to barter. This is clearly shown in the

case of the famine, when it is related that all the

money of Egypt and Canaan was paid for corn, and
that then the Egyptians had recourse to barter

(xlvii. 13-26). It would thence appear that money
was not very plentiful. In the narrative of the visits

of Joseph's brethren to Egypt, we find that they
purchased corn with money, which was, as in

Abraham's time, weighed silver, for it is spoken of

by them as having been restored to their sacks in

"its [full] weight" (sliii. 21). At the time of
the e.TOdus money seems to have been still weighed,
for the ransom ordered in the Law is stated to be
half a shekel for each man—" half a shekel after

the shekel of the sanctuary [of] twenty gerahs the

shekel" (Ex. xxx. 13). Here the shekel is evi-

dently a weight, and of a special system of which
the standaid examples were probably kept by the
priests. Throughout the Law money is spoken of
as in ordinary use ; but only silver money, gold
being mentioned as valuable, but not clearly as used
;n the same manner. This distinction appears at
the time of the conquest of Canaan, when covetous
•Achan found in Jericho " a goodly Babylonish gar-
ment, and two hundred shekels of silver, and a
tongue of gold of fifty shekels weight " (Josh. vii.

21). Throughout the period before the return
from Babylon this distinction seems to obtain:
whenever anything of the character of money is

mentioned the usual metal is silver, and gold gene-
rally occurs as the material of ornament:? and costly

works. A passage in Isaiah has indeed been supposed
to show the, use of gold coins in that prophet's time :

spe.iking of the makers of idols, he say.s, " They lavish

gold out of the bag, and weigh silver in the balance
"

(xlvi. 6). The mention of a bag is, however, a
very insufficient rea.son for the supposition that the

gold was coined money. Kings of gold may have
been used for money in Palestine iis early as this

time, since they had been long previously so used in

Egypt ; but tlie passage probably refers to the people

of Babylon, who may have had uncoined money in
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both metals like the Egyptians. A still more re-

markable passage would be that in Ezekiel, which
Gesenius supposes {Lex. s. v. DLJTIJ) to mention

bra-ss as money, were theie any sound reason for

following the N'ulg. in the literal rendering of

^riK'IIJ ^QtJ'n jy\ qu>a effusum est aes tuum,

instead of reading " because thy filthiness was
poured out" with the A. V. (xvi. 36). The con-

j

text does indeed admit the idea of money, but the

sense of the passage does not seem to do so, whereas

the other translation is quite in accordance with it,

as well as philologically admissible (see Gesen.

Lex. I. c). The use of brass money at this period

seems unlikely, as it was of later introduction in

Greece than money of other metals, at least silver

and electrum : it has, however, been supposed that

there was an independent copper coinage in further

Asia before the introduction of silver money by the

Seleucidae and the Greek kings of Bactriana.

We may thus sum up our results respecting the

money mentioned in the books of Scripture written

before the return from Babylon. From the time of

Abraham silvermoney appears to have been in general

use in Egypt and Canaan. This money was weighed

when its value had to be determined, and we may
therefore conclude that it was not of a settled

sysiem of weights. Since the money of Egypt and
that of Canaan are spoken of together in the account

of Joseph's administration during the famine, we
may reasonably suppose they were of the same kind

;

a supposition which is confirmed by our finding,

from the monuments, that the Egyptians used

uncoined money of gold and of silver. It is

even probable that the form in both cases was
similar or the same, since the ring-money of Egypt
lesembles the ordinary ring-money of the Celts,

among whom it was probably first introduced by
the Phoenician traders, so that it is likely that this

form generally prevailed before the introduction of

coinage. We find no evidence in the Bible of the

use of coined money by the Jews before the time of

Ezra, when other evidence equally shews that it was
current in Palestine, its general use being probably

a very recent change. This first notice of coinage,

exactly when we should expect it, is not to be over-

looked as a confirmation of the usual opinion as to the

dates of the several books of Scripture founded on

their internal evidence and the testimony of ancient

writers ; and it lends no support to those theorists

who attempt to shew that there have been great

changes in the text. Minor confirmations of this

nature will be found in the later part of this article.

II. Coined Money. 1. The Principal Mone-
tary Sijstons of Antiquity.—Some notice of the

principal monetary systems of antiquity, as deter-

mined by the joint evidence of the coins and of

ancient writei-s, is necessaiy to render the next

section comprehensible. We must here distinctly

lay down what we mean by the ditl'erent systems

with which we shall compare the Hebrew coin-

age, as current works are generally very vague and

discordant on this subject. The common opinions

respecting the stiindaixls of antiquity have been

formed from a study of the statements of writers

of diflerent age and authority, and without a due

discrimination between weights and coins. The

coins, instead of being taken as the basis of all

hypotheses, have beeu cited to confinn or refute

previous theories, and thus no legitimate induction

has been formed from their study. If the contrary

method is adopted, it lias fii-stly the advantage of
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i-esting upon the iudispulable authority of monu-

ments which have not been tampered with ; and, in

the second place, it is of an essentially inductive

character. The result simplifies the examination

of the stiitements of ancient writers, by shewing that

they speak of the same thing by ditlerent names on

account of a change which the coins at once explain,

and by indicating that probably at least one talent

was only a weiglit, not used for coined money unless

weighed in a mass.

The earliest Greek coins, by which we here

intend those struck in the age before the Persian

War, are of three talents or standards ; the Attic,

the Aeginetan, and the Macedonian or earlier

Phoenician. The oldest coins of Athens, of Aegina,

and of Macedon and Thrace, we should select as

typical respectively of these standards ; obtaining as

the weight of the Attic diaclim about 67"5 grains

troy ; of the Aeginetan, about 96 ; and of the Mace-

donian, about 58—or 116, if its drachm be what is

now generally held to be the didrachm. The electrum

coinage of Asia Minor probably aHbrds examples of

the use by the Greeks of a fourth talent, which may
be called the later Phoenician, if we hold the staters

to have been tetradrachms, for their full weight is

about 248 grs. ; but it is possible that the pure gold

which they contain, about 186 grs., should alone be

taken into account, in which case they would be

didrachms on the Aeginetan standard. Their division

into sixths (hectae) may be urged on either side.

It may be supposed that the division into oboli was
retained ; but then the halfhecta has its proper name,

and is not called an obolus. However this may be,

the gold and silver coins found at Sardis, which we
may reasonably assign to Croesus, are of this weight,

and may be taken as its earliest examples, without

of course proving it was a Greek system. They give

a tetradrachm, or equivalent, of about 246 grains,

and a drachm of 61-5
; but neither of these coins is

found of this early period. Among these systems

the Attic and the Aeginetan are easily recognized in

the classical writers; and the Slacedonian is pro-

bably their Alexandrian talent of gold and silver,

to be distinguished from the Alexandrian t^ilent of

copper. Respecting the two Phoenician talents there

is some difficulty. The Euboic talent of the writers

we recognize nowhere in the coinage. It is useless

to search for isolated instances of Euboic weight in

Euboea and elsewhere, when the coinage of the island

and ancient coins generally afford no class on the

stated Euboic weight. It is still more unsound to

force an agreement between the Macedonian talent

of the coins and the Euboic of the writers. It may
be supposed that the Euboic talent was never used

for money ; and the statement of Herodotus, that

the king of Persia received his gold tribute by this

Weight, may mean no more than that it was
weighed in Eubo'ic talents. Or perhaps the near-

ness of the Euboic talent to the Attic caused the

coins struck on the two standards to approximate

in their weights ; as theCretim coins on the Aeginetan

standard were evidently lowered in weight lay the

influence of the Asiatic ones on the later Phoenician

standard.

We must now bi-iefly trace the history of these

talents.

(a.) The Attic talent was from a vei y early period
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the standard ot Athens. If Solon really reduced the

weight, we have no money of the city of the older

currency. Corinth Ibllowed the same system ; and

its use was diffused by the great influence of these

two leading cities. In Sicily and Italy, after, in the

case of the former, a limited use of the Aeginetan

talent, the Attic weight became universal. In

Greece Proper the Aeginetan talent, to the north the

Macedonian, and in Asia Minor and Africa the later

Phoenician, were long its rivals, until Alexander

made the Attic standard universal throughout his

empire, and Caithage alone maintained an inde-

pendent system. After Alexander's time the other

talents were partly restored, but the Attic always

remained the chief. From the earliest period of

which we have specimens of money on this standard

to the time of the Roman dominion it suffered a

great depreciation, the drachm falling from 67"5 grs.

to about 65-5 under Alexander, and about 55 under

the early Caesars. Its later depreciation was rather

by adulteration than by lessening of weight.

(6.) The Aeginetan talent was mainly used in

Greece Pioper and the islands, and seems to have

been annihilated by Alexander, unless indeed after-

wards restored in one or two remote towns, as

Leucas in Acarnania, or by the general issue of a

coin equally assignable to it or the Attic standard

as a hemidrachm or a tetrobolon.

(c.) The Macedonian talent, besides being used

in Macedon and in some Thracian cities before

Alexander, was the standard of the great Phoenician

cities under Persian rule, and was afterwards re-

stored in most of them. It was adopted in Egypt by

the first Ptolemy, and also mainly used by the later

Sicilian tyrants, whose money we believe imitates

that of the Egyptian sovereigns. It might have been

imagined that Ptolemy did not borrow the talent

of Macedon, but struck money on the standard of

Egypt, which the commerce of that country might

have spread in the MediteiTanean in a remote age,

had i;ot a recent discovery shown that the Egyptian

standard of weight was much heavier, and even in

excess of the Aeginetan drachm, the unit being above

140 grs., the half of which, again, is greater than

any of the drachms of the other three standards. It

cannot therefore be compared with any of them.

(d.') The later Phoenician talent was always used

for the official coinage of the Persian kings and

commanders,* and after the earliest period was very

general in the Persian empire. Alter Alexander it

was scarcely used excepting in coast-towns of Asia

Minor, at Carthage, and in the Phoenician town of

Aradus.

Respecting the Roman coinage it is only necessary

here to state that the origin of the weights of its

gold and silver money is undoubtedly Greek, and

that the denarius, the chief coin of the latter metal,

was under the early emperors equivalent to the

Attic drachm, then greatly depreciated.

2. Coined moneij mentioned in the Bible.—Tlie

earliest distinct mention of coins in the Bible is held

to refer to the Persian money. In Ezra (ii. 69,

viii. 27) and Nehemiah (vii. 70, 71, 72) cuiTent

gold coins are spoken of under the name pD3^^,

P3"!"^N, which only occurs in the plural, and

appe;us to correspond to the Greek ararrip Aapn

" Mr. Waddington has shewn (Melanges de iVumis-

mati)fue) that the so-called coins of the satraps were
never issued excepting when these governors were in

of expeditions, and were therefore Invested

with special powers. This discoverj- e.xplains the putting

to death of Aryandos, satrap of Kgypt, for strilcliig a

coinage of his own.
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kSs or AopeiKoy. the Daric of iiuruismatisb!. The

renderings of the LXX. ami VulfiT., XP""'"*'^'
*"'''

lilts, di\ich/na, especially the first and second, lend

weight to tiie idea that this was the standard gold

coin at the time of Ezra and Nehemiah, and this

would explain the use of the same name in the

First Book of Chronicles (xxix. 7), in the account of

the oti'erings of David's great men for the Temple,

where it would be employed instead of shekel, as

a Greek would use the term stater. [See Art.

Daric]

The Apocrypha contains the earliest distinct allu-

sion to the coining of Jewish mouey, where it is

narrated, in the First Book of Maccabees, that An-
j

tiochus VII. gi-anted to Simon the Jlaccabee permis-

sion to coin money with his own stamp, as well as I

other privileges (Kal eTreTperpa, croi iroirjcrai nSfj-tia
\

tSiov vvfiifffia TTJ x^'Pf *''<"'• •^'^'- *')• '^^'^ ^^ ^^
I

the fourth year of ^inloll's pontificate, B.C. 140. It
|

must be noted that Demetrius II. had in the fii^t

year of Simon, B.C. 143, made a most important

;

decree granting freedom to the Jewish people, which

gave occasion to the dating of their contracts and
j

covenants,—" In the fii-st year of Simon the great
1

high-priest, the leader, and chief of the Jews"
(siii. 34-42), a fonn which Josephus gives ditTer-

'

ently, " In the first year of Simon, benefactor of the
|

Jews, and ethnarch " {Ant. xiii. 6).

The earliest Jewish coins were until lately con-
|

sidered to have been struck by Simon on receiving

the peiTOission of Antiochus VII. They may be

thus described, following JI. de Saulcy's arrange-

ment :

—

SILVER.

1. ^NIC" ^p:r," Shekel of Israel." Vase, above

which N [Year] 1. I

9 ntJ'np oVc'nN " Jerusalem the holy." :

Branch bearing thiee flowers. Al.

5. ^XltT' 7pt^^ "Shekel of Israel." Same type,

above which a:^• (; n3:^•), " Year 3."

^ ntJ'npn Q''"?B'1T. Same type. iR. (Cut)

B.M.

COPPER,

1. ""Vn yn"lS< nSK'," Year four: Half." Afniit,

between two s/ienves'^

^ |V^' n'pXj'?, " Of the redemption of Zion."

2. V^3"l Vy^ii nrJ', " Veai- four : Quarter.

Two sheaves i

5 |V^* rhmh, " Of the redemption of Zion."

A frait. JE. (Cut) Mr. Wigan's collection.

•2. bp'Cri 'Vn, " Half-shekel." Same type and
date.

^ nL"np n'ptriT. Same type. Ai. (Cut) B.M.

3, bx"l"'OpL*', "Shekel of Israel." Same type,

above whidi 3l" (n n3B>). " Year 2."

i^ nC'npn D^'p^'TIV S.ime type. Al.

4. bpCn ^^'n. "H ""-shekel." Same type and

date.

9 nfnpn D'X*nV same tyi^. Al.

b Coins are not always exact in relative weight: in heavier than they would tie if exact divisions of the

Bome modem coinagi-s the smaller coins are intentionally larger.

3. yniN n3K', " Year four." A sZ-ra/ between

two fruits?

9 JVX rhmh, " Of the redemption of Zion,"

Vase. JE. (Cut) Wigan.

The average weight of the silver coins is about

220 grains troy for the shekel, and 110 for the half-

shekel.'" The name, from ?p^, shews that the

shekel was the Jewish stater. The determination ot

the standard weight of the shekel, which, be it i^e-

membered, was a weight as well as a coin, and of its

relation to the other weights used by the Hebrews,

belongs to another article [Weights and Mea-
sures] : here we have only to consider its relation

to the dirt'erent talents of antiquity. The shekel cor-

i-esponds almost exactly to the tetradrachm or di-

drachm of the earlier Phoenician talent in use in the

cities of Phoenicia under Pei-sian rule, and after Ale.\-

ander's time at Tyre, Sidon, and Berytus, as well

as in Egypt. It is represented in the LXX. by

didrachm', a rendering which has occasioned great

diliiculty to numismatists. Col. Leake suggested,

but did not adopt, what we have no doubt is the

tiue explanation. After speaking of the shekel as
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pi-obably tlie Phoenician and Heiiiew unit of

weight, he adds: "This weight appears to have

been the same as the Egyptian unit of weight, for

we learn from Horapollo that the Movas, or unit,

which they held to be the basis of all numeration,

was equal to two drachmae ; and SiSpax/J-ov is em-

ploj'ed synonymously with (ri'/cAoy tor the Hebrew

word shekel by the Greek Septuagint, conse<quently,

the shekel and the didrachraon were of the same

weight. I am aware that some learned commeu-

tatore are of opinion that the translators here meant

a didrachmon of the Graeco-Egyptian scale, which

weighed about 110 grains ; but it is hardly credible

that SiSpaxfioy should have been thus employed

without any distinguishing epithet, at a time when

the Ptolemaic scale was yet of recent origin [in

Egypt], the word didrachmon on the other hand,

having for ages been applied to a silver money, of

alioiit" 130 grains, in the cuirency of all cities which

follow the Attic or Corinthian standard, as well as

in the silver money of Alexander the Great and

[most of] his successors. In all these cuiTencies,

as well as in those of Lydia and Persia, the stater

was an Attic didrachmon, or, at least, with no I

greater difference of standard than occui-s among
modern nations using a denomination of weight or

measure common to all ; and hence the word 5i-
[

dpaxf-ov was at length employed as a measure of

weight, without any reference to its origin in the

Attic drachma. Thus we find the drachma of gold

described as equivalent to ten didrachma, and the

half-shekel of the Pentateuch, translated by the

Septuagint rh ^fxicrv toD SiSpaxM"". There can

be no doubt, therefore, that the Attic, and not the

Gi-aeco-Eg\-ptian didrachmon, was intended by
them." He goes on to conjecture that Moses

adopted the Egyptian unit, and to state the import-

ance of distinguishing between the Mosaic weight

and the extant Jewish shekel. " It appears," he

continues, " that the half-shekel of ransom had, in

the time of our Saviour, been converted into the

payment of a didrachmon to the Temple ; and two
of these didrachma formed a stater of the Jewish

currency. This stater was evidently the extant
' Shekel Isi-ael,' which was a tetradrachmon of the

Ptolemaic scale, though generally below the standard

weight, like most of the extant specimens of the

Ptolemies; the didrachmon paid to the Temple
was, therefore, of the same monetary scale. Thus
the duty to the Temple was converted from the half

of an Attic to the whole of a Ptolemaic didrachmon,

and the tax was nominally raised in the proportion

of about 105 to 6.")
; but probably the value of

silver had fallen as much in the two preceding cen-

turies. It Wiis natural that the Jews, when they

began to strike money, should have revived the old

name shekel, and applied it to their stater, or prin-

cipal coin ; and equally so, that they should have

adopted the scale of the neighbouring opulent and
powerful kingdom, the money of which they must
have long been in the habit of employing. The in-

sciiption on tlie coin apjjears to have been expressly

intended to distinguish the monetary shekel or stater

from the Shekel ha-Kodesh, or Shekel of the Sanc-

tuary." Apjiendix to Numisinnta Hellenica, pp. 2, 3.

The gre;it point here gained is that the Eg}-ptian

unit was a didrachm, a conclusion confirmed by the

discovery of an Egyptian weight not gieatly exceed-

ing the Attic didrachm. The conjecture, however,

that the LXX. intend the Attic weight is forced,

and leads to this double dilemma, the supposition

that the didrachm of the LXX. is a shekel and that

of the X. T. half a stater, which is the same as half
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a shekel, and that the tribute was greatly raised,

whereas there is no evidence that in the N. T. the

tenn didrachm is not used in exactly the same sense

as in the LXX. The natural explanation seems to

us to be that the Alexandrian Jews adopt«d for the

shekel the term didrachm as the common name of

the coin corresponding in weight to it, and that it

thus became in Hebraistic Greek the equivalent of

shekel. There is no gi-ound for supposing a dif-

ference in use in the LXX. and N. T., more especially

as there happen to have been few, if any, didrachms
cunent in Palestine in the time of Our Lord, a
fact which gives great significance to the finding of
the stater in the fish by St. Peter, showing the

minute accuracy of the Evangelist. The Ptolemaic
weight, not being Egyptian but Phoenician, chanced
to agree with the Hebrew, which was probably de-

rived from the same source, the primitive svstem
of Palestine, and perhaps of Babylon also.—Respect-

ing the weights of the copper coins we cannot as

yet speak with any confidence.

The fabric of the silver coins above described is

so different from that of any other ancient money,
that it is extremely hard to base any argument on

it alone, and the cases of other special classes, as the

ancient money of Cyprus, show the danger of such

reasoning. Some have been disposed to consider

that it proves that these coins cannot be later than

the time of Xehemiah, othei-s will not admit it to

be later than Alexander's time, while some still hold

that it is not too archaic for the ilaccabean period.

Against its being assigned to the earlier dates we
may remark that the forms are too exact, and that

apart from style, which we do not exclude in con-

sidering fabric, the mere mechanical work is like

that of the coins of Phoenician to\vns struck under
the Seleucidae. The decisive evidence,, however, is

to be found by a comparison of the copper coins

which cannot be doubted to complete the series.

These, though in some cases of a similar style to

the silver coins, are geneially far more like the un-

doubted pieces of the Maccabees.

The inscriptions of these coins, and all the other

Hebiew inscriptions ofJewish coins, are in a character

of which there are few other examples. As Gesenius

has observed [Gram. §5) it beais a strong resem-

blance to the Samaritan and Phoenician, and we
may add to the Aramean of coins which must be

carefully distinguished from the ArameTm of the

papyri found in Egypt. = The use of this character

does not atibrd any positive evidence as to age ; but

it is important to notice that, although it is found

upon the Maccabean coins, there is no palaeogi-a-

phic reason why the pieces of doubtful time bearing

it should not be as early as the Persian period.

The meaning of the inscriptions does not offer

matter for controverey. Their nature would in-

dicate a period of Jewish freedom from Greek in-

fluence as well as independence, and the use of an

era dating from its commencement. The form used

on the copper coins clearly shows the second and

third points. It cannot be supjjosed that the dating

is by the sabbatical or jubilee vear, since the re-

demption of Zion is particularised. These are sojw-

rated from the known Maccabean and later coins

by the absence of Hellenism, and connected with

them by the want of perfect uniformity in their in-

scriptions, a point indicative of a time of national

decay like that which followed the domiJiiou of the

earlier JIaccabees. Here it may be remaiked that the

<= See Mr. Waddinglon's paper on the s<M:allcd satmp

.•oins (Mclavge de yumisinatuine).
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idea ofCavedoni, that the form D vlJ*1"l\ succeeiling

in the second year to D^CIIN is to be taken as a

dual, because in that year (according to liis view of

the age of tlie coins) the fortress of Sion was taken

from the S\-riaus (Num. Bibl. p. 'I'i), notwith-

standing its ingenuity must, as De Saulcy has alraidy

said, be considered untenable.

The old explanation of the meaning of the types

of the shekels and half-shekels, that they represent

the pot of manna and Aaron's rod that budded,

lieems to us remarkably consistent with the inscrip-

tions and with what we should expect. Cavedoni

has suggested, however, that the one type is simply

a vase of the Temple, and the other a lily, arguing

against the old explanation of the former that the

pot of manna had a cover, which this vase has

not. But it may be replied, that perhaps this

vase had a flat cover, that on later coins a vase is

represented both with and without a cover, and

that the different forms given to the vase which is

so constant on the Jewish coins seem to indicate

that it is a representation of sometliing like the pot

of manna lost when Nebuchadnezzar took Jeru-

salem, and of which there was therefoie only a tra-

ditional recollection.

Respecting the exact meaning of the types of the

copper, save the vase, it is difficult to form a pro-

bable conjecture. They may reasonably be sup-

posed to have a reference to the great festivals of

the Jewish year, which were connected with thanks-

giving for the fruits of the earth. But it may, on

the other hand, be suggested that they merely in-

dicate the products of the Holy Land, the fertility

of which is so prominently brought forward in the

Scriptures. With this idea the representation of the

vine-leaf and bunch of gi'apes upon the later coins

would seem to tally ; but it must be recollected that

the lower portion of a series generally shows a depar-

tuie or divergence from the higher in the intention of

its types, so as to be an unsafe guide in interpretation.

Upon the copper coins we have especially to ob-

serve, as already hinted, that they form an import-

ant guide in judging of the age of the silver. That

they really belong to the same time is not to be

doubted. Everything but the style proves this.

Their issue in the 4th year, after the silver cease in

the 3rd year, their types and insciiptions, leave no

i-oom for doubt. Tiie style is remarkably dilierent,

and we have selected two .specimens for engraving,

which aflbrd examples of their diversity. We ven-

ture to think that the difference between the silver

coins engraved, and the small coppcw; cc>in, which

most ne;irly resembles them in the form of the lettere,

is almost as great as that between the large copper

one and the copper pieces of John Hyramus. The
small copper coin, be it remembered, more nearly

resembles the silver money than does the large one.

From this inquiry we may lay down the follow-

ing pai-ticulars as a basis for the attribution of this

class. 1 . The shekels, halt-shekels, and correspond-

ing copper coins, may be on the evidence of fabric

and inscriptions of any age from Alexander's time

until the earlier ])eriod of the Maccabees. 2. They
must belong to a time of independence, and one at

wliich Greek influence was excluded. 3. They date

finm an ei-a of Jewish independence.

M. de .Saulcy, struck by the .ancient appearance

of the silver coins, and disregarding the difference

in style of the copper, has conjo<;tureil that the

whole class was struck at some early period of

prosperity. He fixes upon the pontilicato of Jaddua,

and supposes them to have been first issued when
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Ale-Kander granted ei'eat pnvileges to the Jews.

]

If it be admitted that this was an occasion from

I

which an era might be reckoned, there is a serious

difficulty in the style of the copper coins, and those

who have practically studied the subject of the

fiibric of coins will admit that though aix'haic style

may be long preserved, there can be no mistake as

to late style, the earlier limits of which are tiir more
rigorously fixed than the later limits of archaic

style. But there is another difficulty of even a

graver natLire. Alexander, who was essentially a

practical genius, suppressed all the varying weights

of money in his empire excepting the Attic, which

he made the lawful standard. Philip had struck

his gold on the Attic weight, his silver on the

JIacedonian. Alexander even changed his native

currency in carrying out this great commercial re-

foi-m, of which the importance has never been recog-

nized. Is it likely that he would have allowed a

new currency to have been issued by Jaddua on a

system diriisreut from the Attic? If it be urged

that this was a sacred coinage for the tribute, and

that therelbre ;m exception may have been made,
it must be recollected that an excess of weight

would have not been so serious a matter as a defi-

ciency, and besides that it is by no means clear that

the shekels follow a Jewish weight. On these

grounds, therefore, we feel bound to reject M. de

Saulcy's theory.

The basis we have laid down is in entire accord-

ance with the old theory, that this class of coins

was issued by Simon the Maccabee. M. de .Saulcy

would, however, urge against our conclusion the cir-

cumstance that he has attributed small copper coins

all of one and the same class to Judas the Maccabee,

Jonathan, and John Hyrcanus, and that the veiy

dissimilar coins hitherto attributed to Simon, must

tiierefore be of another period. If these attribu-

tions be coriect, his deduction is perfectly sound,

but the circumstance that Simon alone is unrepre-

sented in the series, wheieas we have most reason

to look for coins of him, is extremely suspicious.

We shall, however, show in discussing this class,

that we have discovered evidence which seems to us

sutlicient to induce us to abandon M. de Saulcy's

classificjition of copper coins to Jndas and Jonathan,

and to commence the series with those of John

Hyrcanus. For the present therefore we adhere to

the old attribution of the shekels, half-shekels, and

similar cojiper coins, to Simon the Maccabee.

We now give a list of all the principal copper

coins of a later date than those ofJhe class desciibe<i

above and anterior to Herod, according to M. de

Saulcy's arrangement.

COPPER COINS.

1. Judas Maccabaeus.

" Judali,

the illustrious priest,

"l3nT?1 and friend of the Jews."

Within a wreath of olive?

U. Two coruua copiac united, within which

pou'vg innate. M. W.
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bable fiom the unsettled state of the country during

his rule ; but the prosperous government of Simon

seems to require a large issue of money. A second

difficulty is that the series of small copper coins,

having the same, or essentially the same, reverse-

type, commences with Judas, and should rather

commence with Simon. A third difficulty is that

Judas beai-s the title of priest, and probably of high-

priest, for the word 7173 is extremely doubtful, and

the extraordinary variations and blunders in the in-

scriptions of these copper coins make it more pro-

bable that pllJ is the tenn, whereas it is extremely

doubtful that he took the office of high-priest.

It is, however, just possible that he may have taken

;ui inferior title, while acting as high-priest during

the lifetime of Alcimus. These objections are, how-

ever, all trifling in comparison with one that seems

never to have struck any inquirer. These small

copper coins have for the main part of their reverse-

type a Greek symbol, the united cornua copiae, and

they therefore distinctly belong to a period of Greek

influence. Is it possible that Judas the Maccabee,

tl)e restorer of the Jewish worship, and the swom
enemy of all heathen customs, could have struck

money with a type derived from the heathen, and

used by at least one of the hated family that then

oppressed Israel, a type connected with idolatry,

and to a Jew as foibidden as any other of the repre-

sentations on the coins of the Gentiles? It seems

to us that this is an impossibility, and that the use

of such a type points to the time when prosperity

had corrupted the ruling family and Greek usages

once more were powerful in their influence. This

period may be considered to commence in the rule of

John Hyrcanus, whose adoption of foreign customs

is evident in the naming of his sons far more than

in the policy he followed. If we examine the

whole series, the coins bearing the name of " John
the high-piiest" are the best in execution, and
therefore have some claim to be considered the

earliest.

It is important to endeavour to trace the origin

of the type which we are discussing. The two
cornua cofiiae first occur on the Egyptian coins, and
indicate two sovereigns. In the money of the Se-

leucidae the type probably originated at a marriage

with an Kgyptian princess. The cornua copiae, as

represented on the Jewish coins, are first found, as

fki- as we aie aware, on a coin of Alexander II.,

2Sebina (B.C. 128-1'22), who, be it recollected, was
set up by Ptolemy Physcon. The type occure,

however, in a dilferent tbi-m on the unique tetra-

drachm of Cleopatra, ruling alone, in the British

Museum, but it may have been adopted on her

marriage with Alexander I., Balas (B.C. 150). Yet
even this earlier date is after the rule of Judas

(B.C. 167-101), and in the midst of that of Jona-

than ; and Alexander Zebina was contemporary
with John Hyrcanus. We have seen that Alex-

ander Jannaeus (B.C. 105-78) seems to have fol-

lowed a type of Antiochus VII., Sidetes, of which
there are coins dated B.C. 132-131.

Thus far there is high probability that M. de

Saulcy's attributions before John Hyrcanus are ex-

tremely doubtful. This probability has been almost

changed to certainty by a discovery the writer has

recently had the good fortune to make. The acute

Barthe'lemy mentions a coin of " Jonathan the

liigh-priest," on which he perceived traces of the

words BA2IAEn2 AAEHANAPOT, and he accoixl-

iujly conjectures that these coins arc of the same
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class as the bilingual ones of Ale.xander Jannaeus,
holding them both to be of Jonathan, and the latter

to mark the close alliance between that luler and
Alexander I. Balas. An examination of the money of

Jonathan the high-priest has led us to the discovery

that many of his coins are restruck, that some of

these restruck coins e.\hibit traces of Greek inscrip-

tions, showing the original pieces to be probably of

the class attributed to Alexander Jannaeus by M. de

Saulcy, and that one of the latter distinctly bears

the lettei-s ANAL T [AAEHANAPOT]. The two

I

impressions of restruck coins are in general of closely

consecutive dates, the objei;t of restriking having

usually been to destroy an obnoxious coinage. That
this was the motive in the present instance appears

from the large number of restruck coins among those

with the name of Jonathan the high-priest, whereas

we know of no other restruck Jewish coins, and
from the change in the style from Jonathan the

king to Jonathan the high-priest.

Under these circumstances but two attributions

of the bilingual coins, upon which everything de-

pends, can be entertained, either that they are of

Jonathan the Maccabee in alliance with Alexander I.

Balas, or that they are of Alexander Jannaeus

,

the Jewish prince having, in either case, changed

his coinage. We leara from the case of Anti-

gonus that double names were not unknown in the

family of the Maccabees. To the fonner attribution

there are the following objections. 1. On the bilin-

gual coins the title Jonathan the king corresponds

to Alexander the king, implying that the same

prince is intended, or two princes of equal lank.

2. Although Alexander I. Balas sent presents of a

royal character to Jonathan, it is extremely un-

likely that the Jewish prince would have taken the

regal title, or that the king of Syria would have

actually granted it. 3. The Greek coins of Jewish

fabric with the inscription Alexander the king, would

have to be assigned to the Syrian Alexander I.,

instead of the Jewish king of the same name. 4. It

would be most strange if Jonathan should have

first struck coins with Alexander I., and then can-

celled that coinage and issued a fresh Hebrew coin-

age of his own and Greek of the Syrian king, the

whole series moreover, excepting those with only

the Hebrew inscription having been issued within

the years B.C. 15:-!-146, eight out of the nineteen

of Jonathan's rule. 5. The reign of Alexander Jan-

naeus would be unrepresented in the coinage. To
the second attribution there is this objection, that

it is unlikely that Alexander Jannaeus would have

changed the title of king for that of high-priest

;

but to this it may be replied, that his quarrel with

the Pharisees with reference to his perfoi-ming the

duties of the latter oHice, the tuniing-point of his

reign, might have made him abandon the recent

kingly title and recur to the sacerdotal, .Uready

used on his father's coins, for the Hebrew currency,

while probably still issuing a Greek coinage with

the regal title. On these grounds, therefore, we

maintain Bayer's opinion that the Jewish coinage

I

begins with Simon, we transfer the coins of Jona-

than the high-priest to Alcxmider Jannaeus, and

propose the "following arrangement of the known

money of the princes of the period we have Wen

just considering

John Hyrcanus, B.C. inS-lOG.

Copper coins, with Hebrew inscription, " Jolin

the high-priest ;" on some A, marking alliance with

Antiochus VII., Sidetes.
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A:-istoluliis and Anthjonus, B.C. 106-105.

(Probable Attribution.)

Copper coins, with Hebrew inscription, " Judah

the hu/h (?) priest ;" copper coins with Greek in-

scription, " Judah the iving," and A. for Antigonus ?

M. de Saulcy supposes that Aristobulus bore the

Hebrew name Judah, and there is certixinly some

probability in the conjecture, though the classiti-

aition of these coins cannot be regarded as more

than tentative.

Alexander Jannaeiis. B.C. 105-78.

First coinage: copper coins with bilingual in-

scriptions—Greek, " Ale.\ander the king ;" Hebrew,
" Jonathan the king."

Second coinage: copper coins with Hebrew in-

scription, " Jonathan the high-priest;" and copper

coins with Greek ins-cription, " Ale.xander the king."

(The assigning of these latter two to the same ruler

is confirmed by the occurience of Hebrew coins of

" Judah the high-priest," and Greek ones of " Judas

the king," which there is good reason to attribute

to one and the same person.)

Alexandra, B.C. 78-69.

The coin assigned to Alexandra by M. de Saulcy

may be of this sovereign, but those of Alexander

are so frequently blundered that we are not certain

that it was not struck by him.

Hyrcanus, B.C. 69-66 (no coins).

Aristobulus, B.C. 66-63 (no coins).

Hyrcanus restored, B.C. 63-57 (no coins).

Oligarchy, B.C. 57-47 (no coins).

Aristohidus and Alexander, B.C. 49 (no coins).

Hyrcanus again, B.C. 47-40 (no coins).

Antiijonus, B.C. 40-37. Copper coins, with bi-

lingual inscriptions.

It must be obsei-ved that the whole period unre-

pi-esented in our classification is no more than

twenty-nine years, only two yeare in excess of the

length of the reign of Ale.xander Jannaeus, that it

was a very troublous time, and that Hyrcanus,
whose rule occupied more than half the period, was
so weak a man that it is extremely likely that he
would have neglected to issue a coinage. It is pos-

sil)le that some of the doubtful small pieces are of

this unrepiesented time, but at present we cannot

even conjccturally attribute any.

It is not necessary to describe in detail the money
of the time commencing with the reign of Herod
and closing under Hadrian. We must, however,
speak of the coinage generally, of the references

to it in the N. T., and of two important classes

—

the mo:.ey attributed to the revolt preceding the

fall of Jerusalem, and that of the famous Barko-
kab.

The money of Herod is abundant, but of inferior

interest to ^e earlier coinage, from its generally

having a thoroughly Greek chaiacter. It is of copper

only, and .seems to be of three denominations, the

smallest being appjirently a piece of biass (xaA/coCs',

the next larger its double (Sj'xaA/cos;, and the

largest its triple {rpixa^Kos), as M. de Saulcy has

ingeniously suggested. The smallest is the com-
monest, and appears to be the farthing of the^ N. T.
Tiie coin engi-aved below is of the smallest deno-

mination of these: it ni:iv be thus described:

—
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HPffiA BACI. Anchor.

^ Two cornua copiae, within which a caduceus

(degraded trom pomegranate). JE. W.
We have chosen this specimen from its remark-

able lelation to the coinage of Alexander Jannaeus,

which makes it probable that the latter was still

current money in Herod's time, having been abund-
antly issued, and so tends to explain the seeming

neglect to coin in the period fi-om Alexander or

Alexandra to Antigonus.

The money of Herod Archclaus, and the similar

coinage of the Greek Imperial class, of Roman rulers

with Greek inscriptions, issued by the procurators of

Judaea under the emperors from Augustus to Nero,

present no remarkable peculiarities, nor do the coins

attributed by M. de Saulcy to Agrippa I., but pos-

sibly of Agrippa II. We engrave a specimen of the

monev last mentioned to illustrate this class.

BASIAfcOJC ArPIHA. State umbrella.

5 Com-stalk bearing three ears of bearded wheat.

L S Year 6. M.
There are several passages in the Gospels which

throw light upon the coinage of the time. When
the twelve were sent forth Our Lord thus com-
manded them, " Provide neither 'gold, nor silver,

nor brass in your pui-ses" (lit. " girdles "), Matt.

X. 9. In the parallel passages in St. Mark (vi. 8),

copper alone is mentioned for money, the Palesti-

nian currency being mainly of this metal, although

silver was coined by some cities of Phoenicia and

Syria, and gold and silver Roman money was also

in use. St. Luke, however, uses the tenn " money,"
apyvpiov (ix. 3), which may be accounted for by

his less Hebraistic style.

The coins mentioned by the Evangelists, and fii-st

those of silver, are the following:—the stater is

spoken of in the account of the miracle of the tribute

money. The leceivere of didrachms demanded the

tribute, but St. Peter foimd in the fish a stater,

which he paid for our Lord and himself (Matt,

xvii. 24-27). This stater was therefore a tetra-

drachm, and it is very noteworthy that at this

period almost the only Greek Imperial silver coin

in the East was a tetradrachm, the didrachm being

probably unknown, or very little coined.

The didrachm is mentioned as a money of account

in the passage above cited, as the equivalent of the

Hebrew shekel. [SniiKEL.]

The denarius, or Rom;m penny, as well as the

Greek drachm, then of about the same weight, are

spoken of as cuirent coins. Theie can be little

doubt that the latter is meiely employftl as another

name for the foraier. In the famous passages re-

sjMH-ting the tribute to Cios-ir, the iioman denarius of
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t!ie time is correctly described (Matt. xxii. 15-21;

Luke XX. 19-25). It beai-s the head of Tiberius,

who has the title Caesar in the accompanying in-

scription, most later emperors having, after their

accession, the title Augustus: here again therefore

we have an evidence of the date of the Gospels.

[Denarius ; Drachm.]
Of copper coins the farthing and its half, the

mite, are spoken of, and these probably formed the

chief native currency. [Farthing ; Mite.]

To the revolt of the Jews, which ended in the

capture and destruction of Jerusalem, M. de Saulcy

assigns some remarkable coins, one of which is re-

presented in the cut beneath.

JVVrnn, " The liberty of Zion." Vine-stalk,

with leaf and tendril.

9 D"'n:^• n^C " Vear two." Vase. JE.

There are other pieces of the year following,

which slightly vary in their reverse-type, if indeed

we be right in considering the side with the date

to be the reverse.

Same obverse.

1^ C7K' njK'. " Year three." Vase with cover.

M. de Saulcy remarks on these pieces:—" De ces

deux monnaies, celle de I'an III. est incomparable-

nient plus rare que celle de I'an II. Cela tient

probablement i ce (jue la liberie des Juifs e'tait i

son apogee dans la deuxifeme annee de la guerre ju-

daique, et deja k son declin dans I'anne'e troisi^me.

Les pieces analogues des anne'es I. et I V. manquent, et

cela doit ttre. Dans la premiere annee de la guerre

judaique, I'autonomie ue fut pas ret^iblie k Jerusa-

lem ; et dans la quatrifeme ann^e I'anarchie et les

divisions intestines avaient deji prepare' et facilite

h Titus la conquetequ'il avait entreprise" (p. 154).

The subjugation of Judaea was not alone signalised

by the issue of the famous Roman coins with the

insciiption IVDAEA CAPT.A, but by that of simi-

lar Greek Imperial coins in Judaea of Titus, one of

which may be thus described :

—

ATVOKP TITOS KAI2AP. Head of Titus, lau-

reate, to the right.

^ I0VAAIA2 EAAIIKYIAX Victory, to the right,

writing upon a shield : before her a palm-tree. JE.

The pro[(cr Jewish scries closes with the money
of the famous Barkobab, who headed the revolt in

the time of Hadrian. His most important coins aie

shekels, of which we here engrave one.

MONEY-CHANGEKS
'pt'lT nnn^. " of the deliverance of Jeru-

salem." Bunch of fruits?

9 pyDC. "Simeon." Tetrastyle temple : above

which star. ^K. B. M. (Shekel.)

The half-shekel is not known, but the quarter,

which is simply a restruck denarius is common.
The specimen represented below shows traces of the

old types of a denarius of Trajan on both sides.

pyOK'. " Simeon." Bunch of grapes.

R D'?'t^'n'•n'n^^. " of the deliverance of Jeru-

salem." Two trumpets. jR, B. M.

The denarius of this time was so neaily a quarter

of a shekel, that it could be used for it without oc-

casioning any difficulty in the coinage. The copper

coins of Barkokab are numerous, and like his

silver pieces, have a clear reference to the money of

Simon the JIaccabee. It is indeed possible that the

name Simon is not that of Barkokab, whom we
know only by his surnames, but that of the earlier

ruler, employed here to recall the foundation of

Jewish autonomy. What high importance was
attached to the issue of money by the Jews, is evi-

dent from the whole history of their coinage.

The money of Jerusalem, as the Roman Colonia

jElia Capitolina, has no interest here, and we con-

clude this article with the last coinage of an inde-

pendent Jewish chief.

The chief works on Jewish coins are Bayer's

treatise De Numis Hebrceo-SaiTiat-itants ; De Saulcy's

Numismatique Jitdaiqite; Cavedoni's Numismatica

Biblica, of which there is a translation under the

title Biblische Numistnatik, by A. von Werlhof, with

large additions. Since Avi-iting this article we find

that the translator had previously come to the con-

clusion that the coins attribute<l by M. de Saidcy to

Judas Maccaba;us are of Aristobulus, and that Jo-

nathan the high-priest is Alexander Jannaus. We
have to express our sincere obligations to Mr. Wigan

for pennission to examine his valuable collection, and

have specimens drawn for this ai'ticle. [R. S. P.]

MONEY-CHANGERS {KoWvfiicrr'fis, Matt,

xxi. 12 ; Mark xi. 15; John ii. 15). According to

Ex. XXX. 13-15, every Israelite, whether rich or

poor, who had reached or passed the age of twenty,

must pay into the sacred treasury, whenever the

nation was numbered, a half-shekel as an offering

to Jehovah. Maimonides {S/tckaL cap. 1) says that

this was to be paid annually, and that even paupers

were not exempt. The Talmud exempts priests and

women. The tribute must in every case be paid in

coin of the exact Hebrew half-shekel, about ISj'f.

sterling of English money. The premium for obtain-

ing by exchange of other money the half-shekel ot

Hebrew coin, according to the Talmud, was a k6\-

\v$os (collybits), and hence the money-broker who

made the exchange was called Ko\\v^i<Tri)S. The

colhjbus, according to the same authority, was equal

in value to a silver o6o;i«, which has a weight of 12

grains, and its money value is about 1 jd. sterling,

the money-changers {KoWvfiiffTal) whom Christ,

for their impiety."avarice, and fraudulent dealing, ex-
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pelled from the Temple, were the dG;ilrti-s who sup-

plied half-shekels, for such a premium as they mip;ht

be able to exact, to the Jews from all parts of the

world, who assembled at Jerusalem during the great

festivals, and were required to pay their tribute or

ransom money in the Hebrew com ; and also for other

purposes of exchanf^e, such as would be necessary in

so great a resort of tbreign residents to the ecclesi-

astical metropolis. The word rpaTre(7ri}s {trapc-

zites), which we find in Matt. .\xv. 29, is a general

term for banker or broker. Of this branch of bu-

siness we find traces very early both in the Oriental

and classical literature (comp. Matt. xvii. 24-27 : see

Lightfoot, Hor. Heh. on Matt. x.\i. 12 ; Buxtorf, Lex.

Rabbin. 2032). [C. E. S.]

MONTH (yin ; TXy;). The terms for " month "

and " moon " have the same close connexion in the

Hebrew language, as in our own and in the Indo-

European languages generally ; we need only in-

stance the familiar cases of the Greek ni\v ami

fJLi)vi], and the Latin mens is ; the German niond and

monat ; and the Sancrit indsa, which answers to

both month and moon. The Hebi'ew chodesh, is

perhaps more distinctive th;m the corresponding

terms in other languages ; for it expresses not simply

the idea of a lunation, but the recurrence of a period

commencing definitely with the new moon ; it is de-

rived from the word chdddsh, " new," which was
transferred in the first instance to the " new moon,"
and in the second instance to the " month," or as it

is sometimes more fully expressed, WJ2'' C'TH, " a

month of days" (Gen. xxix. 14 ; Num. xi. 20, 21

;

comp. Deut, xxi. 13; 2 K. xv. 13). The term

yarach is derived from yareach, " the moon ;" it

occurs occasionally in the historical (Ex. ii. 2 ; 1 K.

vi. 37, 38, viii. 2 ; 2 K. xv. 13), but more fre-

quently in the poetical portions of the Bible.

The most impoilant point in connexion with the

month of the Hebrews is its length, and the mode
by which it was calculated. The difficulties attend-

ing this enquiry are considerable in consequence of

the scantiness of the data. Though it may fairly

be presumed fiom the teims used that the month
originally corresponded to a lunation, no reliance

can be i>laced on the mere verbal argument to prove

the exact length of the month in historical times.

The word appears even in the earliest times to have

passed into its secondary sense, as describing a period

approaching to a lunation; for, in Gen. vii. 11, viii.

4, where we first meet with it, equal periods of

30 days are described, the interval between the

17th days of the sec'ond and the seventh months
being equal to 150 days (Gen. vii. 11, viii. 3, 4).

We have therefore in this inst;ince an approximation

to the solar month, and as, in addition to this, an

indication of a double Ciilculation by a solar and a

lunar year has been detected in a subsequent date

(for from viii. 14 compared with vii. 11, we find

that the totiil duration of the flood e.xceeded the

year by eleven days, in other words by the precise

difference between the lunar year of 354 days and
the solar one of 365 days), the passage has attracted

considerable attention on the part of certain critics,

who have endeavoured to deduce from it arguments
prejudicial to the originality of the Biblical nar-

rative. It has been urged that the Hebrews them-
selves knew nothing of a solar month, that they

must have derived their knowledge of it from
more e;isterly nations (Ewald, Jalirbiich. 1854, p.

8), and consequently that the materials for the

narrative, and the date of its comjwsition must be
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referred to the period when close intercourse existed

between tlie Hebrews and the Babylonians (Von
Bohlen's Intrud. to Gen. ii. 155 ff.) It is unne-

cessary for us to discuss in detail the arguments on
which these conclusions are founded ; we submit in

answer to them that the data are insufficient to

form any decided opinion at all on the matter, and
that a more obvious explanation of the matter is

to be found in the Egyptian system of months. To
prove the first of the.se points, it will be only neces-

sary to state the various calculations founded on this

passage : it has been deduced from it (1) that there

were 12 months of 30 days each [Chronology]
;

(2) that there were 12 months of 30 days with 5 in-

tercalated days at the end to make up the solar year

(Ewald, I. c.)
; (3) that there were 7 months of 30

days, and 5 of 31 days (Von Bohlen)
; (4) that

there were 5 months of 30 days, and 7 of 29 days

(Knobel, in Gen. viii. 1-3) : or, lastly, it is possible

to cut away the foundation of any calculation what-

ever by assuming that a period might have elapsed

between the termination of the 150 days and the

17th day of the 7th month (Ideler, Chronol.

i. 70). But, assuming that the narrative implies

equal months of 30 days, and that the date given in

viii. 14, does involve the tact of a double calcula-

tion by a solar and a lunar year, it is unnecessary

to refer to the Babylonians for a solution of the

difficulty. The month of 30 days was iii use

among the Egyptians at a peiiod long anterior

to the period of the exodus, and formed the

basis of their computation either by an uninter-

caiated year of 360 days or an intercalated one

of 365 (Rawlinson's 'Herodotus, ii. 283-286).

Indeed, the Bible itself furnishes us with an indica-

tion of a double year, solar and lunar, in that it

assigns the regulation of its length indifferently to

both sun and moon (Gen. i. 14). [Year.]
F)-om the time of the institution of the Mosaic

law downwards the month appears to have been a

lunar one. The cycle of religious feasts, com-
mencing with the I'assover, depended not simply

on the month, but on the moon (Joseph. Ant. iii.

10, §5) ; the 14th of Abib was coincident with the

full moon (Philo, Vit. Mos. iii. p. 686); and the

new moons themselves were the occasions of regular

festivals (Num. x. 10, xxviii. 11-14). The state-

ments of the Talmudists (Mishna, i?os/j hash. 1-3)

are decisive as to the practice in their time, and

the lunar month is observed by the modern Jews.

The commencement of the month was generally

decided by observation of the new moon, which

may be detected about forty hours after the period

of its conjunction with the sun: in the later times

of Jewish history this was effected according to

strict rule, the appearance of the new moon being

reported by competent witnesses to the loail autho-

rities, who then officially announced the commence-

ment of the new month by the twice repeated word,

" Mekildash," i. e. consecrated.

According to the Rabbinical rule, however, there

must at all times have been a little uncertainty

beforehand as to the exact day on which the month

would begin ; for it depended not only on the a\>-

pearance, but on the announcement : if the important

word Mckudash were not pronounced until after

dark, the following day was the fii-st of the month ;

if before dark, then that day {Bosh hash. 3, §1).

But we can hardly suppose that such a strict rule

of observation prevailed in early times, nor was \\,

m any way necessary the reiurrencc of the new

moon can be predictol with coiisi.U'rable accuracy
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by a wlculation of the interval that would elapse

cither tVom the last new moon, from the full moon
(which can be detected by a practised eye), or from

the disappearance of the waning moon. Hence,

David announces deKnitely "To-morrow is the new
moon, ' that being the first of the month (1 Sam.

XX. 5, 24-, 27) though the new moon could not have

been as yet observed, and still less announced."

The length of the month by observation would be

alternately 29 and 30 days, nor was it allowed by

the Talmudists that a month should fall short of

the former or exceed tlie latter number, whatever

might be the strife of the weather. The months

containing only 29 days were termed in Talmudical

language chasar, or " deficient," and those with oO

male, or " full."

The usual number ofmonths in a year was twelve,

as implied in 1 K. iv. 7 ; 1 Chr. xxvii. 1-15;

but inasmuch as the Hebrew months coincided, as

we shall presently show, with the seasons, it follows

as a matter of course that an additional month

must have been inserted about every third year,

which would bring the number up to thirteen.

No notice, however, is taken of this month in the

Bible. VVe have no reason to think that the inter-

calary month was inseittil according to any exact

rule; it was sufficient for practical jjiuposes to add

it whenever it was discovered that the barley hai-vest

did not coincide with the ordinary return of the

month of Abib. In the modern Jewish calendar

the intercalary month is introduced seven times in

every 19 years, according to the Metonic cycle,

which was adopted by the Jews about A.D. 360
(Prideaux's Connection, i. 209 note). At the same
time the length of the synodical month was fixed

by R. Hillel at 29 days, 12 hours, 44 min., 3^ sec,

which accords very nearly with the truth.

The usual method of designating the months was

by their numerical order, e. g. " the second month "

(Gen. vii. 11), "the fourth month" (2 K. xxv.

3) ; and this was generally retained even when the

names were given, e.g. "in the month Zif, which

is the second month " (1 K, vi. 1), " in the third

month, that is, the month Sivan " (Esth. viii. 9).

An exception occurs, however, in regard to Abib *•

in the early portion of the Bible (Ex. xiii. 4, xxiii.

15; Deut. xvi. I), which is always mentioned by
name alone, inasmuch as it was necessarily coin-

cident with a certiiin season, while the numerical

order might have ciianged from year to year. The
practice of the writers of the post-Babylonian period

in this respect varied : Ezra, Esther, and Zechariah

specify both the names and the numerical order
;

° Jahn (Ant. iil. 3, ^352) regards the discrepancy of the

dates in 2 K. xxv. 27, and jcr. Hi. 31, as originating in tlie

different modes of computing, by astronomical calculation

and by observation, it is more probable that it arises

from a mistake of a copyist, substituting | for n, as a

similar discrepancy exists in 2 K. xxv. 19 and Jer. lii. 25,

without admlltitig of a similar explanation.

•• We doubt indeed whether Abib was really a proper

name. In the first place It is always accompanied by the

article, " the Abib ;" In the second place. It appears almost

impossible that It could have been superseded by Nisan,

If it had been regarded as a proper name, considering the

important associations connected with It.

<: The name of the intercalary month originated in Its

position in the calendar after Adar and before NIsan. The

opinion of Ideler {Chronol. \. 539), that the first Adar was

regarded as the intercalary month, because the feast of

Purim was held in Vcadar in the intcrcalarj- year, has

little foundation.

•^ 3'3K. [See CHEOKOLOor.]
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Nehemiali only the former ; Daniel and Hiiggai only

the latter, tlie names of the months belong to

two distinct periods; in the first place we have
those peculiar to the period of .Jewish independence,

of which four only, even including Abib, which we
hardly regard as a j)roper name, aie mentioned,

viz.: Abib, in which the Piissover fell (Ex. xiii. 4,

xxiii. 15, xxxiv. 18; Deut. xvi. l),and which was
established ;is the first month in commemoration of

the exodus (Ex. xii. 2); Zif, the second month
(1 K. vi. 1, 37); Bui, the eighth (1 K. vi. 38);
and Ethanim, the seventh (1 K. viii. 2)—the three

latter being noticed only in connection with the

building and dedication of the Temple, so that wc
might almost infer that their use was restricted to

the official documents of the day, and that they

never attained the popular use which the later

names had. Hence it is not difficult to account for

their having been superseded. In the second place

we have the names which prevailed subsequently to

the Babylonish captivity ; of these the following

seven appear in the Bible:—Nisan, the first, in

which the passover was held (Neh. ii. 1 ; Esth. iii.

7) ; Sivan, the third (Esth. viii. 9 ; Bar. i. 8) ; Elul,

the sixth (Neh. vi. 15 ;
1 Mace. xiv. 27); Chisleu,

the ninth (Neh. i. 1 ; Zech. vii. 1 ; 1 Mace. i. 54)

;

Tebeth, the tenth (Esth, ii. 16} ; Sebat, the eleventh

(Zech. i. 7 ; 1 Mace. xvi. 14); and Adar, the

twelfth (Esth. iii. 7, viii. 12; 2 Mace. xv. 36).

The names of the remaining five occur in the Talmud
and other works ; they were lyar, the second (Tar-

gum, 2 Chr. XXX. 2) ; Tammuz, the fourth (Mishn.

Taan. 4, §5) ; Ab, the fifth, and Tisri, the seventh

{Rosh hash. 1, §3) ; and Marcheshvan, the eighth

{Taan. 1, §3 ; Joseph. Ant. i. 3, §3). The name
of the intercalary month was Veadar,* i. e. the ad-

ditional Adar.

The first of these series of names is of Hebrew
origin, and has reference to the characteristics of

the seasons—a circumstance which clearly shows
that the months returned at the same period of

the yeai-, in other words, that the Jewish year

was a solar one. Thus Abib"* was the month of

"ears of corn," Zif* the month of " blossom,"

and Bui ^ the month of " i-aiu," With regard to

Ethanim f there may be some doubt, as the usual

explanation, " the month of violent or, rather, inces-

sant rain " is decidedly inappropriate to the seventh

month. With regard to tlie second series, both the

origin and the meaning of the name is controverted.

It was the opinion of the Talmudists that the

names were introduced by the Jews who returned

from the Babylonish captivity (Jerusalem Talmud,

"^

IT or VT' or, more fully, as In the Targum, Vt

N*3^*3. " the bloom of flowers " Another explanation

is given in Rawllnson's Herodotus, 1. 622 ; viz. that Ziv

is the same as the Assyrian Oiv, " bull," and answers to

the zodiacal sign of Taurus.

' ^-12. 'fbe name occurs in a recently discovered

Phoenician inscription (Ewald, JaJirb. 1856, p. 135). A

cognate term, >13J3. is used for the "deluge" (Gen. vi.

17, Jtc.) ; but there is no ground for the Inference drawn

by Von Bohlen {Introd. to Gm. Ii. 156), that there Is any

allusion to the month Bui.

g Thenius on 1 K. viii. 2, suggests that the true name was

D'3nX. as in the LXX. 'Aeai-iV, and that its meaning

was the " month of gifts," t. e., of fruit, from njFI.

" to give." There is the same peculiarity in this as in

Abib, viz., the addition of the defmite article.



MONTH
Rosh hash. 1, §1), and they are certainly used

exclusively by writers of the post-Babylonian

period, it was, therefore, perhaps natural to seok

for their origin in the Persian language, and this

was done some years since by Benfey [Monnts-

nainen) in a manner more ingenious than satis-

factory. The view, though accepted to a cerbiin

extent by Gosenius in his Thesaurus, has been since

abandoned, both on philological grounds and be-

cause it meets with no confirmation fiom the

monumental documents of ancient Persia.'' The

names aie probably boiTowed from the Syrians,' in

whose regular calendar we find names answering

to Tisri, Sebat, Adai-, Nisan, lyar, Tammuz, Ab,

and Elul (Ideler, Chronol. i. 430), while Chisleu

and Tebeth ' appear on the Palmyrene inscriptions

(Gesen. Thesaur. pp. 702, 543). Sivan may be

borrowed from the Assyrians, who appear to have

had a month so named, sacred to Sin or the

moon (llawlinson, i. G15). Marcheshvan, coin-

ciding as it did with the rainy season in Palestine,

was probably a purely Hebrew ™ term. With
regard to the m&iuing of the Syrian names we
can only conjecture from the case of Tarrimuz,

which undoubtedly refers to the festival of the

deity of that name mentioned in Ez. viii. 14, that

some of them may have been derived from the

names of deities."* Hebrew roots are suggested

by Gesenius for others, but without much con-

fidence.'

Subsequently to the establishment of the Syro-

Macedonian empire, the use of the Macedonian

calendar was gradually adopted for purposes of

literature or intercommunication with other coun-

tries. Josephus, for instance, constantly uses the

Macedonian months, even where he gives the

Hebrew names (e. g. in Ant. i, 3, §3, he iden-

tifies Marcheshvan with Dius, and Nisan with

Xanthicus, and in xii. 7, §G, Chisleu with Appel-

laeus). The only instance in which the Mace-
donian names appear in the Bible is in 2 Mace. xi.

30, 33, 38, where we have notice of Xanthicus in

combination with another named Dioscorinthius

(ver. 21), which does not appear in the Macedonian
calendar. Various explanations have been otfered

in respect to the latter. Any attempt to connect

it with the Macedonian Dius fails on account of

the interval being too long to suit the narrative,

Dius being the first and Xanthicus the sixth month.
The opinion of Scaliger {Emend. Temp. ii. 94),
that it was the Macedonian interailary month,
rests on no foundation whatever, and Meier's

assumption that that intercalary month preceded

Xanthicus must be rejected along with it {Chronol.

i. 399). It is most probable that the author of

2 Mace, or a copyist was familiar with the Cretan

» The names of the months, as read on the Behistun
inscriptions, OannapaiJa, Hagayadish, Atriyata, &c., bear
no resemblance to tlie Hebrew names (liawlinsoii's Hero-
dotus, 11. 593-6).

' The names of the months appear to have been in

many instances of local use : for iiislance, the calendar of

Hellopolis contains the names of Ag and Gelon (Ide-
ler, i. 440). which do not appear in the repinlar Syrian
calendar, while that of Palmyra, again, contains names
unknown to cither.

• The resemblance In sound between Tebeth and the
Kgyptian Tobl, as well as Its correspondence In the order
of the months, was noticed by Jerome, ad Ez. xxxix. I.

"' Von Bohlen connects it with Ihe root rtichash (KTIT )

• to boil over" (Introd. to Gm. 11. 156). The modern
Jews consider it a compound word, vmr, '• drop," and
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calendar, which contained ,i month named Dios-

curus, holding the same place in the calendar as

the Macedonian Dystrus (^Ideler, i. 426), i. e. im-
mediately before Xanthicus, and that he substituted

one for the other. This view derives some con-

firmation from the Vulgate rendering, Dioscorus.

We have further to notice the reference to the

Egyptian calendar in 3 Mace. vi. 38, Pachou and
Epiphi in that passage answering to Pachons and
Epep, the ninth and eleventh months (Wilkinson,

Anc. Egyp. i. 14, 2nd ser.).

The identification of the Jewish months with
our own cannot be effected with precision on ac-

count of the variations that must inevitably exist

between the lunar and the solar month, each of the

former ranging over portions of two of the latter.

It must, therefore, be understood that the following

remarks apply to the general identity on an average

of years. As the Jews still retain the names Nisan,

&c., it may appear at first sight needless to do
more than refer the reader to a modern almanack,

and this would have been the case if it were not

evident that the modem Nisan does not correspond to

the ancient one. At present Nisan answers to March,

but in Kirly times it coincided with April ; for the

barley harvest—the first fruits of which were to be

presented on the 15th of that month (Lev. xxiii.

10)—does not take place even in the waim district

about Jericho until the middle of April, and in

the upland districts not before the end of that

month (Robinson's Researches, i. 551, iii. 102,

145). To the same effect Josephus {Ant. ii. 14,

§6) synchronizes Nisan with the Egyptian Phar-

muth, which commenced on the 27th of March
(Wilkinson, I. c), and with the Macedonian Xan-
thicus, which answers generally to tlie early part

of April, though considerable variation occurs in

the local calendars as to its place (comp. Ideler, i.

435, 442). He further informs us (iii. 10, §5)
that the Passover took place when the sun was in

Aries, which it does not enter until near the end
of March. Assuming from these data that Abib
or Nisan answers to April, then Zif or lyar would
correspond with May, Sivan with June, Tammuz
with July, Ab with August, Elul with September.

Ethanim or Tisri with October, Bui or Marcheshvan
with November, Chisleu with December, Tebeth

with January, Sebat with Februaiv, and Adar
with March. '[W. L. B.]

MOON(nn^; njaS).

vation that neither

Hebrews designated the moon, contains any reference

to its office or essential character; they simply

describe it by the accidentid quality of colour,

ydreach, signifying " pale," or " yellow," Ichanali,^

It is worthy of obser-

the terms by which tlie

Cheshvan, the former betokening that It was wet, and

the latter beinf? the proper name of the moulh (De Sola's

Mislnia, p. 168 note).

" We draw notice to the similarity between Elul and

the Arabic name of Venus Urania, AUl-cU (Herod, ill. 8);

and again between Adar, the Kgyptian Athor, and the

Syrian Atar-gatis.

° The Hebrew forms of the names are:— |D'3- 1'N-

nap, 03L^•, inx, ai«i insv
" The term lehan&h occurs only three times in tho

Bible (Cant. vl. 1 o ; Is. xxiv. 23, x.\x. 26). Another expla-

nation of the teitu is proposed in Kawllnsi>ns HeioJolus,

I. 615, to the effect that It has reference to MiSidh, " a

brick." and embodies the Babylonian noUon of Sin, lh»

2 E
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" white." Tlie Indo-European languages j-ecognizeil

the moon as the measurer of time, ;uid liave ex-

pressed its oilice in this i-espect, all the tenns applied

to it, nT^f, moon, &,o., finding a common element

with fierpuu, to measure, in the Sanscrit root ma
(Pott's Eti/m. Forsch. i. 194). The nations with

trhom the Hebrews were brought into more imme-
diate contact worshijiped the moon under various

designations expressive of its influejice in the king-

dom of nature. The exception which the Hebrew
language thus presents would appear to be b;ised on

the repugnance to nature-worship, which runs

through their whole system, and which induced the

precautionary measure of giving it in reality no

name at all, substituting the circuitous expressions

" le.sser light" (rien. i. 16), the "pale," or the

" white." The same tendency to avoid the notion

of personality may perhaps be observed in the

indifference to gender, ydreach being masculine,

and lehdnah feminine.

The moon held an impoi-tant place in the kingdom

of nature, as known to the Hebrews. In the history

of the creation (Gen. i. 14-16), it appears simul-

taneously with the sun, and is described in terms

which imply its independence of that body as far as

its light is concerned. Conjointly with the sun, it

was appointed " for signs and for seasons, and for

days and years ;
" though in this respect it exercised

a more important influence, if by the " seasons
"

we understand the great religious festivals of the

Jews, as is particularly stated in Ps. civ. 19 (" He
appointed the moon for seasons"), and more at

length in Ecclus. xliii. 6, 7. Besides this, it had its

special office in the distribution of light; it was

appointed " to rule over the night," as the sun over

the day, and thus the appearance of the two founts

of light served " to divide between the day and

between the night." In order to enter fully into

this idea, we must remember both the greater bril-

liancy •> of the moonlight in eastern countries, and

the larger amount of work, particularly travelling,

that is carried on by its aid. The appeals to sun

and moon conjointly are hence more frequent in the

literature of the Hebrews than they might otherwise

have been (Josh. x. 12 ; Ps. Ixxii. 5, 7, 17 ; Keel,

xii. 2 ; Is. xxiv. 23, &c.); in some instances, indeed,

the moon receives a larger amount of attention than

the sun (e.//. Ps. viii. 3, Ixxxix. 37 «). The in-

f.-riority of its light is occasionally noticed, as in

Gen. i. 16 ; in Cant. vi. 10, where the epithets
" fair," and " clear" (or rather spotless, and hence

exti-emely brilliant) are applied respectively to moon
and sun ; and in Is. xxx. 26, where the equalizing

of its light to that of the sun conveys an image of

the highest glory. Its inlluence on vegetable or

animal life receives but little notice ; the expression

in Deut. xxxiii. 14, which the A. V. refers to the

moon, signifies rather months as the period of

ripening fruits. The coldness of the night-dews is

prejudicial to the healtli, and particularly to the

eyes of those who are exposed to it, and the idea

moon, as being the god of archlteclure. The strictly

parallel use of ydr^ach in Joel ii. 31 and Ez. xxxii. 7, as

well as the analogy in tbc sense of the two words, seems

a strong argument against the view.

•> The Greek <rcA»j»oj, from ctAo!, expresses this idea

of brilliancy more vividly than the Hebrew terms.

c In the formiT of these passages the sun may be in-

cluded In the general expression " heavens " in the pre-

ceding verse, in liie latter, " the faithful witne,ss in

heaven " is undoubtedly the moon, and not the rainbow

as some explain it. The regularity of the moon's changes

iMOON

expres.sed in Ps. cxxi. 6 (" The moon shall not smite

thee by night ") may have reference to the general

or the particular evil eilect: blindness is still attri-

buted to the influence of the moon's rays on tho.sc

who sleep under the open heaven, l)oth by the Aiabs

(Game's Letters, i. 88), and by Europeans. The
connexion between the moon's phases and certoiu

forms of disease, wliether madne.ss or epilepsy, is

expressed in the Greek (r€\t)vid(e(rdai (Matt. iv.

24, xvii. 15), in the Latin derivative "lunatic,"

and in our " inoon-stnick."

The worship of the moon was extensively practised

by the nations of the East, and under a variety of

aspects. In Egypt it was honoured under the form

of Isis, and was one of the only two deities which

commimded the reverence of all the Egyptians

{-Herod, ii. 42, 47). In Syria it was represented

by that one of the Ashtaroth (i. e. of the varieties

which the goddess Astarte, or Ashtoreth, under-

went), surnamed " Karnaim," from the horns of

the crescent moon by which she was distinguished.

[Ashtoreth.] In Babylonia, it formed one of a

triad in conjunction with Aether, ana the sun, and,

under the name of Sin, received the honoured titles

of " Lord of the month," " King of the Gods," &c.

(liawlinson's Herodotus, i. 614.) There are indi-

cations of a veiy early introduction into the coimtries

adjacent to Palestine of a species of worship distinct

from any that we have hitherto noticed, viz. of

the direct homage of the heavenly bodies, sun,

moon, aud stars, which is the characteristic of

Sabianism. The first notice we have of this is in

Job (xxxi. 26, 27), and it is observable that the

waining of Moses (Deut. iv. 19) is directed against

this nature-worship, rather than against tlie form of

moon-worship, whicii the Israelites must have wit-

nessed in Egypt. At a later period,* iiowever, the

worship of the moon in its grosser form of idol-

worship was introduced from Syria: we have no

evidence indeed that the Ashtoreth of the Zidonians,

whom Solomon introduced (1 K. xi. 5) was identi-

fied in the minds of the Jews with the moon, but

there can be no doubt that the moon was woi-shipped

under the form of an image in Manasseh's reign,

although Movers {Phoenix, i. 66, 164) has taken

up the opposite view ; for we are distinctly told

that the king " made an ashcrah (A. V. " grove ")

i.e. an imaije of Ashtoreth, and woi-shipped all the

host of he;iveu " (2 Iv. xxi. 3), which asherah was
destroyed by Josiah, and the priests that burned

incense to the moon were put down (x.xiii. 4, 5_).

At a somewhat later period the worship of the

" queen of heaven " was practised in Palestine (Jer.

vii. 18, xliv. 17); the title has been generally sup-

po.sed to belong to the moon, but we think it more
probable that the Oriental Venus is intended, for tlie

following reasons: (1) the title of Urania "of
heaven " was peculiarly appropriated to Venus,

whose worship was borrowed by the Pei-sians from

the Arabians and As.syrians {Herod, i. 131. 199):

(2) the votaries of this goddess, who.se chief function

impressed the mlml with a sense of durability and cer-

tainty ; and hence the moon was specially qualified to bf!

a witness to God's promise.

d The ambiguous expression of Hosea (v. 1), " Now
shall a month devour them with their portions," is under-

stood by Hansen {liibclwerk, in loc.) as referring to an

idolatrous worship of the new moon. It Is more gener:.Uy

understood of ' a month " as a short space of time. Hi'zig

{Comment, in Inc.) explains It in a novel manner of tlie

crescent moon, as a symbol of destruction, from its

resemblance to .1 scimitar.
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it was to jirosiclc ovfi- l)iitlis, wvi-c woiticii, and we
finil that ill i'alostiiic tiiemaiTied wonioii are specially

noticed as takiiic; a prominent pait : (.'5) the pecu-

liarity of the title, wiiich occurs only in tlie passages

quoted, looks as it' the worship was a novel one
;

and this is corroboiated by the term cavvdn * applied

to the " cakes," which is again so jiecnliar that the

LXX. has retained it i xcvdiv), deeming it to he,

as it not improbably was, a foreign word. Whether

the Jews derived their knowledge of the " queen of

heaven " from the Philistines, who jwssessed a very

ancient temple of \'enus Urania at Askalon {Herod.

I. 105), or fiom the Egyptians, whose god Athor

was of the same character, is uncertain.

In tlie figurative language of Scripture the moon
is frequently noticed as presaging events of the

greatest importance through the temporary or per-

manent withdrawal of its light (Is. xiii. 10 ; Joel

ii. 31; Matt. xxiv. 29; Mark xiii. 24); in these

and similar passages we have an evident allusion to

the mysterious awe with which eclipses were viewed

by the Hebrews in common with other nations of

antiquity. With regard to the symbolic meaning

of the moon in Rev. xii. 1, we have only to observe

that the ordinary explanations, viz. the sublunary

world, or the changeableness of its affairs, soem to

derive no authority from the language of the 0. T.,

or from the ideas of the Hebrews. [W. L. B.]

MOON, NEW. [Xi:w Moon.]

MOOSI'AS (Mooo-ias: Moosias). Apparently

the same as Maaseiah 4 (1 EsJr. ix. 31 ; comp.
Kzr. X. 30).

MORASTHITE, THE (W-jiSn ; in Micah,

^riB'^bn : & fioipaOslrr}?, 6 tov Mccpaa-dei ; Alex.

in Micah, MccpaOei : de Morasthi, Morasthites),

that is, the native of a place named Moresheth,
such being the regular formation in Hebrew.

It occurs twice (Jer. xxvi. 18; Mic. i. 1), each

time as the description of the prophet MiCAU.
The Targum, on each occasion, renders the word

" of Mareshah ;" but the derivation from Mareshah
would be Mareshathite, and not Morasthite, or more
accurately Morashtite. [G.]

MOE'DEGAI C^'^'IO : MapSoxaTos : Mar-

dochneus), the deliverer, under Divine Providence,

of the Jews from the destmction plotted against

them by Haman [Esther], the chief minister of

Xerxes ; the institutor of the feast of Purim [Pu-
RIm], and probably the author as well as the
hero of the book of Usther, which is sometimes
called the book of ]\Iordecai.» The Scripture nar-

rative tells us concerning him that he was a Ben-
jamite, and one of the captivity, residing in Shushan,
whether or not in the king's service befoi-e Esthei-

was queen, does not appear certainly. From the

time, howovei-, of Esther being queen he was one of

those " who sat in the king's gate." In this situa-

tion he saved tlie king's life by discovering the con-

spiracy of two of the eunuchs to kill him. When
the decree for the massacre of all the Jews in the

empire was known, it was at his earnest advice and
exhortation that Esther undeitook the perilous task

of interceding with the king on their behalf. He

« 1-13.

• I)e Wette thinks that " tho opinion that Mordecal
wrote the book does not dosorve to bo confuted," nlthonRh
the author " doBigned that the book should be considered
8S written by Mordecal." Ills translator adds, th.it " Uic
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might feel the more impelled !o exert himself tc

save them, ,as lie was himself the cause of the medi-
tated destruction of his countrymen. Whether, as

some think, his refusal to bow before Haman, arose

from religious scruples, as if such salutation as was
practised in Persia (irpocrKvrjjo-is) were akin to

idolatry, or whether, ns seems far more probable,

lie refused from a stern unwillingness as a Jew to

bow before an Amalekite, in either case the affront

put by him upon Haman was -the immediate cause
of the fatal decree. Any how, he and Esther were
the instruments in the hand of God of averting the
threatened ruin. The concurrence of Esther's fa-

vourable reception by the king with the Providential

circumstance of the passage in the Medo-Persian
chronicles, which detailed Mordecai's fidelity in dis-

closing the conspiracy, being read to the king that
very night, before Haman came to ask leave to hang
him ; the striking incident of Haman being made
the instrument of the exaltation and honour of his

most hated adversary, which he rightly interpreted

as the presage of his own downfall, and finally the

hanging of Haman and his sons upon the very

gallows which he had reared for Moidecai, while

Mordecai occupied Hainan's post as vizier of the

Persian monarchy
; are incidents too well known to

need to be further dwelt upon. It will be more
useful, probably, to add such remarks as may tend

to point out Mordecai's place in sacred, profane, and
rabbinical history lespectivcly. The first thing- is

to fix his date. This is pointed out with great

particularity by the writer himself, not only by the

years of the king's reign, but by his own genealogy

in ch. ii. 5, 6. Some, however, have understood

this passage as stating that Mordecai himself was
taken captive with Jeconiah. But that any one

who had been taken captive by Kebuchadnezzar in

the 8th year of his reign should be vizier after the

12th year of any Persian king among the successors

of Cyrus, is obviously impossible. Besides too, the

absurdity of supposing the ordinary laws of human
life to be suspended in the case of any pereon men-
tioned in Scripture, when the sacred history gives

no such intimation, there is a peculiar defiance of

probability in the supposition that the cousin

german of the youthful Esther, her father's bro-

ther's son, should be of an age ranging from 90
to 170 years, at the time that she was chosen to

be queen on account of her youth and beauty. But
not only is this interpretation of Esth. ii. 5, 6, ex-

cluded by chronology, but the rules of grammatical

propriety equally point out, not Mordecai, but
Kish, as being the person who was taken captive by
Nebuchadnezzar at the time when Jeconiah was
carried away. Because, if it had been intended to

speak of Mordecai .as led captive, the ambiguity
would easily have been avoided by either placing

the clause n^iH "lll'X, &c., immediately at\ei

n"1"'an m'Vj'i.'and' then adding his name and

genealogy, "» IDK'-I, or else by writing N-IHI in-

stead of "IK'N, at the beginning of verse G. Again,

a.s the sentence stands, tlie distribution of the copu-

lative \ distinctly connects the sentence |D*K 'H'l

ereatcst part of ilie Jewish and Christian .'scholars" rcftr

it to him. But he adds, " more modern writers, with

betterjudgment, affirm only their ignorance of tlic author-

ship" (/ntrod. Ii. 345-347). Cut the objections to Mrr-

derai's authorship are only such as, if valid, would impugn

the tiTith and authcnticitv of the book it.splf.

:' E 2
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in vcr. 7, with n^H in ver. 5, showing that three

things are predicated of Mordecai : (I) that he lived

in Shushaii ; (2) that his name was Mordecai, son

of Jair, son of Shimoi, son of Kish the Benjamite

who w.-w taken captive with Jehoiachin
; (3) that

he brought up Esther. This genealogy does then

Hx with great certainty the age of Mordecai. He
was great grandson of a contemporary of Jehoia-

chin. Now four generations cover 120 years

—

and 120 years from B.C. 599 bnng us to n.c. 479,

i. e. to the 6th year of the i-eign of Xerxes ; thus

confirming with singular force the arguments which

led to the conclusion that Ahasuerus is Xerxes.

[Ahasuerus.] '• The carrying back the genealogy

of a captive to the time of the captivity has an

obvious propriety, as connecting tlie c<aptives with

the family record preserved in the public genealo-

gies, before the captivity, just as an American would

be likely to carry up his pedigi'ee to the ancestor

who emigrated from England. And now it would

seem both possible and probable (though it cannot

be certainly proved) that the Mordecai mentioned

in the duplicate passage, Ezr. ii. 2 ; Neh. vii. 7, as

one of the leaders of the captives who returned from

time to time from Babylon to Judaea [Ezra], was

the same as Mordecai of the book of Esther. It is

very probable that on the death of Xerxes, or pos-

sibly during his lifetime, he may have obtained

leave to lead back such Jews as were willing to ac-

company him, and that he did so. His age need

not have exceeded 50 or 60 years, and his character

points him out as likely to lead his countrymen

back from exile, if he had the opportunity. The
name Mordecai not occurring elsewhere, makes this

supposition the more probable.

As regards his place in profane history, the do-

mestic annals of the reign of Xerxes are so scanty,

that it would not surprise us to find no mention

of Mordecai. But there is a person named by
Ctesias, who probably saw the very chronicles of

the kings of Media and Persia referred to in Esth.

X. 2, whose name and character present some
points of resemblance with Mordecai, viz. Matacas,

or Natacas (as the name is variously written),

whom he describes as Xerxes's chief favourite,

and the most powerful of them all. His brief

notice of him in these words, rinia^ptvuiv Se fxi-

yiffrov rthvvaTO l^araKas, is in exact agreement
with the description of Mordecai, Esth. ix. 4, x.

2, 3. He further relates of him, that when Xerxes

after his return from Greece had commissioned Me-
gabyzus to go and plunder the temple of Apollo at

Delphi,^ upon his refusal, he sent Matacas the

eunuch, to insult the god, and to plunder his pro-

perty, which Matacas did, and returned to Xerxes.

It is obvious how grateful to the feelings of a Jew,
such as Mordecai was, would be a commission to

desecrate and spoil a heathen temple. There is also

much probability in the selection of a Jew to be

his prime minister by a monarch of such decided

iconocla.stic propensities as Xerxes is known to have
had (Prideaux, Connect, i. 231-233). Xerxes

would doubtless see much analogy between the

Magian tenets of which he was such a zealous

b Justin has the singular st.itcment, " Primum Xerxes,

re.x Persarum, Judaeos domuit" (lib. xxxvl. cup. iii).

May not this arise from a confusetl Icnowledge of the

events recorded in Kstlier ?

' It seems probable that some other temple, not that

at Delphi, was at this time ordered by Xerxes to be

spoiled, as uo other wi-iter mentions it. It might be that
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patron, and those of the Jews' religion

;
just a'>

Pliny actually reckons Moses (whom he couples

with Jannes) among the leadei-s of the Magiau seel,

in the very same passage in which he relates that

Osthanes the Magian author and heresiarch accom-
panied Xerxes in his Greek expedition, and widely

diffused the Magian doctrines (lib. xxx. cap. i. §2j

;

and in §4 seems to identify Christianity also with

Magic. From the context it seems highly probable

that this notice of Moses and ofJannes may be derived

from the work of Osthanes, and if so, the probable

intercouise of Osthanes with Mordecai would readily

account for his mention of them. The point, how-
ever, here insisted upon is, that the known hatred

of Xerxes to idol-worship makes his selection of a

Jew for his pi-ime minister very probable, and that

there are strong points of lesemblance in what is

thus related of Matacas, and what we know from
Scripture of Mordecai. Again, that Mordecai was,

what Matacas is related to have been, a eunuch,
seems not improbable from his having neither wife

nor child, from his bringing up his cousin Esther

in his own house,'' from his situation in the king's

gate, from his access to the court of the women,
and from his being raised to the highest post of

power by the king, which we know from Persian

history was so often the case with the king's

eunuchs. With these points of agreement between
them, there is sufficient resemblance in their names
to add additional probability to the supposition of

their identity. The most plausible etymology usually

given for the name Mordecai is that favoured by
Gesenius, who connects it with Merodach the Ba-

bylonian idol (called Mardok in the cuneifonn in-

scriptions) and which appears in the names Mesessi-

Mordacus, Sisi-Mordachus, in nearly the same form

as in the Greek, MapSoxa'tos. But it is highly

improbable that the name of a Babylonian idol

should have been given to him under the Pei-sian

dynasty,' and it is equally improlable that Mor-
decai should liave been taken into the king's service

before the commencement of the Persian dynasty.

If then we suppose the original form of the name
to have been Matacai, it would easily in the Chaldee

orthography become Mordeciii, just as XD'13 is for

NEI3, ti-'S-lC' for nnC', pK'O"!*! for pi^'J^•^, &c.

In the Targum of Esther he is said to be called

Moi-decai, because he was like t<''2n N"1^D?, " to

pure myrrh." ^ '

'

As regards his place in Rabbinical estimation,

Mordecai, as is natural, stands very high. The
ipteipolations in the Greek book of Esther are one

indication of his popularity with his countrymen.

The Targum (of late date) shows that this increased

rather than diminished with the lapse of centuries.

There Shimei in Mordeaii's genealogy is identiried

with Shimei the son of Gera, who cmsed David,

and it is said that the icason why David would not

permit him to be put to death then was, that it

was revealed to him that Mordecai and Esther

should descend from him ; but that in his old age,

wiien tliis reason no longer applied, he was slain.

it is also said of Mordecai that he knew the seventy

of Apollo Didymaeus, near Miletus, which was destroyed

by Xerxes after his return (Strab. slv. cap. i. $5).

*• To account for this, the Targum adds that he was

75 years old.

" Mr. Kawlinson {Herod. I. 270) points out Mr. Layard'B

conclusion {Min. ii. 441), that the Persians adopted gene-

rally the Assyrian religion, as "quite a mistake.'
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languages, i. e. the languages of all the nations

mentioned in Cen. x., which the Ji.'ws count as

seventy nations, and that his age exceeded 400

years (Juchasin ap. Wolf, and Stchelin, Eabb.

Liter, i. 179). He is continually designated by

the appellation Np^'HV, " the Just," and the ampli-

fications of Esth. viii. 15 abound in the most glow-

ing descriptions of the splendid robes, and Persian

buskins, and Median scimitai-s, aad goMen crowns,

and the profusion of precious stones and Macedonian

gold, on which was engraved a view of Jerusalem,

and of the phylactery over the crown, and the

streets strewed with myrtle, and the attendants,

and the heralds with trumpets, all proclaiming the

glory of Mordecai and the exaltation of the Jewish

people. Benjamin of Tudela mentions the ruins of

Shushan and the remains of the palace of Ahasuerus

as still existing in his day, but places the tomb of

Mordecai and Esther at Hamadan, or Ecbatena

(p. 128). Others, however, place the tomb of Mor-

decai in Susa, and that of Esther in or near Baram
in Galilee (note to Asher's Benj. of Tad. p. 166).

With reference to the above-named palace of Aha-
suerus at Shushan, it may be added that consider-

able remains of it were discovered by Mr. Loftus's

excavations in 1 852, and that he thinks the plan

of the great colonnade, of which he found the bases

remaining, corresponds remarkably to the descrip-

tion of the palace of Ahasuerus in Esth. i. (Loftus,

Chaldaea, ch. xxviii.). It was built or begun by
Darius Hystaspis. [A. C. H.]

MO'REH. A local name of central Palestine,

one of the very oldest that has come down to us.

It occurs in two connexions.

1. The plain, or plains (or, as it should

rather be rendered, the OAK or OAKs), OF Moreh

(nniO \h^ and T\-p '^yhVi ; Samar. in both cases,

N11D jl/N : T) 5pt/j T] v\l/ri\ri : convallis illustris,

vallis tendons), tiie first of that long succession of

sacred and venerable trees which dignified the chief

places of Palestine, and formed not the least interest-

ing link in the chain which so indissolubly imited

the land to the history of the nation.

The Oak of Moreh was the fiist recorded halting-

place of Abram after his entrance into the land of

Canaan (Gen. xii. 6). Here Jehovah " appeared

to him, and here he built the first of the series of

altars* which marked the various spots of his resi-

dence in the Promised Land, and dedicated it " to

Jehovah, who appeared l" unto him" (ver. 7). It

was at the " place of - Shechem " (xii. 6), close to

(^VN) the mountains of Ebal and Gerizim (I)eut.

xi. 30), where the Samar. Cod. adds " over against

Shechem."

There is reason for believing that this i^lace, the

scene of so important an occurrence in Abram 's

early residence in Canaan, may have been also that

of one even more important, the crisis of his later

life, the offering of Isaac, on a mountain in " the

land of Moriah." [Moriah.]
A trace of this ancient name, curiously reappear-

ing afler many centuries, is probably to be found in

Morthia, which is given on some ancient coins as one
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• It may be rouKbly said that Abraham built altars;

Isaac dug wells; Jacob erected stones.

nN"l3n. This is a play upon the same word which,

as we shall sec afterwards, performs an important part in

the name of Mouiah.

of the titles of Neapolis, i. e. Shechem, and by Pliny
and Josephus as Mamortha"* or Mabortha (Keland,
Diss. in. §8). The latter states (B. J. iv. 8, §1 ),

that "it was the name by which the place was
called by the country-people" (eVix^pioi), who
thus kept alive the ancient appellation just as the
peasants of Hebron did that of Kirjath-arba down
to the date of Sir John Mauudeville's visit. [See
p. 41 a.]

Whether the oaks of Moreh had any cormexJon
with

2. The Hill of Moreh (Hn^tsn nynji : Tn-

PaaOafiwpa ; Alex. aTro tov fioifjLov rov a^wp :

collis excelsus), at the foot of which the Midianites

and Amalekites were encamped before Gideon's

attack upon them (Judg. vii. 1), seems, to say the
least, most uncertain. Copious as aie the details

furnished of that great event of Jewish history,

those which enable us to judge of its precise situation

are very sauity. But a comparison of Judg. vi. 33
with vii. 1 makes it evident that it lay in the valley

of Jezreel, rather on the north side of the valley,

and north also of the eminence on which Gideon's

little band of heroes was clustered. At the foot

of this latter eminence was the spring of Ain-
Charod (A. V. "the well of Harod "), and a
sufficient sweep of the plain intei-vened between it

and the hill Moreh to allow of the encampment of

the Amalekites. No doubt—although the fact is

not mentioned—they kept near the toot of Mount
Bloreh, for the sake of some spring or springs which
issued from its base, as the Ain-Charod did from
that on which Gideon was planted. These con-

ditions are most accurately fulfilled if we assume
Jchel ed-Duhy, the " Little Hermon " of the modern
travellers, to be Moreh, the Ain-Jalood to he the

spring of Harod, and Gideon's position to have been

on the north-east slope of Jebel Fakua (Mount
Gilboa), between the village of Nuris and the last-

meutioned spring. Between Ain Jalood and the

foot of the "Little Hermon," a space of between
2 and 3 miles intervenes, ample in extent for the

encampment erven of the enormous horde of the

Amalekites. In its general form this identification

is due to Professor Stanley. The desire to find

Moreh nearer to Shechem, where the " oak of

Moreh" was, seems to have induced Jlr. Van de Vclde

to place the scene of Gideon's battle many miles to

the south of the valley of Jezreel, " possibly on the

plain of lYtlxts or of Ydsir;" in which cise the

encampment of the Israelites may have been on the

ridge between Wadi Fcrra' and Wadi Tubas, near

Burj el-Ferra' {Syr. ^ Pal. ii. 341-2). But this in-

volves the su])position of a movement in the position

of the Amalekites, for which there is no wanant
either in the narrative or in the circumstances of

the case ; and at any rate, in the present state of

our knowledge, we may rest tolerably certain that

Jcbel ed-Duhy is the HILL OF MOKEH. [G.]

MOKESH'ETH-GATH {m DtJniD: kAi^

povofjLia T4Q: haereditas Geth), a place named by

the prophet Jli&ih only (Mic. i. 14), in company
with Lachish, Achzib, Mareshah, and other towns

of the lowland district of Judali. His woi-ds,

" therefore shalt thou give presents to Moresheth-

c Ecclus. 1. 26 perliups contains a play on the name

Moreh—" that foolish people (6 Aao? oixwpoi) who dwell

iu Sichem." If the pun existed In the Hebrew test U

may ha\e l)een between Siche'n and Siclior (drunken).

J This form is possibly due to a confu-^'ou between

Moreh and Mamre. (See llcland as above.)
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gath " are explained by Ewald {l'ropkefeii,?]\'>0, \)

IS referring to Jerusalem, and as containing an

allusion to the signification of the name Moreslieth,

which, though not so literal as the play ou those of

Achzib and Mareshah, is yet toleiably obvious:

—

" Therefore shalt thou, O Jerusalem, give com-
pensation to Moresheth-gath, itself only the posses-

sion of another city."

Micah was himself the native of a place called

Jloresheth, since he is designated, in the only two
cases in which his name is mentioned, " Micah the

Morashtite," which latter word is a regular deriva-

tion fiom Moresheth ; but whether Moresheth-gath

was that place cannot be ascertained from any in-

formation given us in the Bible.

Eusebius and Jerome, in the Onomasticon, and

Jerome in his Commentary on Micah {Prologus),

give Morasthi as the name, not of the person, but

of the place ; and describe it as "a moderate-sized

village {/taud graiidis viculus) neai- Eleutheropolis,

the city of Philistia (Palaestinac), and to the east

thereof."

Supposing Beit-jihrin to be Eleutheropolis, no

traces of the name of Moresheth-gath have been yet

discovered in this direction. The ruins of Maresha
lie a mile or two due south of Beit-jibrin ; but it

is evident, from Mic. i. 14, 15, that the two were

distinct.

The affix "gath" may denote a connexion with the

famous Philistine city of that name—the site of

which cannot, however, be taken as yet ascertained

—

or it may point to the existence of vineyards and
wine-presses, " gath " in Hebrew signifying a wine-

press or vat. [G.]

MORI'AH. A name which occurs twice in the

Bible (Gen. x'xii. 2 ; 2 Chr. iii. 1).

1. The Land of «Moriah (n»"}Sn pX ; Samar.

HNIIDn 'N : ri yrj ri v^7\\i]: terra^ visionis).

On "one of the mountains" in this district took

place the sacrifice of Isa:(c (Gen. xxii. 2)., What
the name of the mountain was we are not told ; but
it was a conspicuous one visible from "afar off"

(ver. 4). Nor docs the nai-rative afibrd any data

for ascertaining its position; for although it was
more than two days' joui'ney from the " land of the

Philistines"—meaning no doubt the district of

(Jei-ar where Beersheba lay, the last place men-
tioned before and the first after the occurrence in

question—yet it is not said how much more than
two days it was. The mountain—the "place"

—

cuTie into view in the course of the third day ; but
the time occupieil in performing the remainder of

the distonce is not stated. After the deliverance of

Isaac, Abraham, with a play on the name of Moriah
impossible to convey in English, called the spot
.lehovah-jireh, " Jehovah sees " {i.e. provides), and
thus originated a proverb referring to the provi-

dential and opportune interference of God. " In

the mount of Jehovah, He will be seen."

It is most natural to take the " land of Moriah
"

as the same district with that in which the "Oak
(A. V. "plain") of Moreh " was situated, and not
as that which contains Jerusalem, as the modern

" Jllcbaelis (Suppl. No. 1458) suggests that the name
ir.ay be more accnrately Hamniorlah, since It is not the

practice in llie early names ol illstricis to add the article.

Thus the land of Canaan is jyj^ |«-|N. not jyj^H-
[Sec IjAsuaiiox.]

b FoUowint; Aiiuila, TTji' yrii> t>)i' Knjn<l,n%'ii; and Sym-
inachus, riji' y^r t^! oirrao-ia?. Tlio ^,lnlO rendering is

adnpied by tlio Samaritan version.
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tradition, which would identify the Moriah of Gen.

xxii. and that of 2 Chr. iii. I affirms. The former

was well-known to Abraham. It was the first

s])()t on which he had pitched his tent in the Pro-

mised Land, and it was hallowed and endeared to

him by the first manitestiition of Jehovah with

which he had been favoured, and by the erection of

his first altar. With Jerusalem on the other hand,

except as possibly the residence of Melchizedek, he

had not any connexion whatever ; it lay as entirely

out of his path as it did out of that of Isaac and

Jacob. The LXX. appear to have thus read or in-

terpi'eted the original, since they render both Moreh
and Moriah in Gen. by v\f/rj\r), while in 2 Chr.

iii. they have 'A/xaipda. The one name is but the

feminine of the other<= (Simonis, Onom. 414), and

there is hardly more difference between them than

between Maresha and Mareshah, and not so much
as between Jerushalem and Jerushalaim. The
Jewish tradition, which first appears in Josephus

—

unless 2 Chr. iii. 1 be a still earlier hint of its

existence—is faiily balanced by the rival tradition

of the Samaritans, which affirms that Mount Ge-
rizim was the scene of the sacrifice of Isaac, and

which is at least as old as the 3rd centuiy after

Christ. [Geriziji.]

2. MoaNT Moriah (n'^'USH IH : vpos tov

'Afxwpfla ; Alex. Afiopia : Mons Morid). The
name ascribed, in 2 Chr. iii. 1 only, to the eminence

on which Solomon built the Temple. " And Solo-

mon began to build the house of Jehovah in Jeru-

salem on the Mount Moriah, where He appeared to

David his father, in a place which David prepared

in the threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite."

From the mention of Araunah, the infeience is

natuial that the " appearance " alluded to occurred

at the time of the purchase of the threshing-floor

by David, and his erection thereon of the altar

(2 Sam. xxiv. ; 1 Chr. xxi.) But it will be ob-

served that nothing is said in the nan-atives of that

event of any " appearance " of Jehovah. The eulier

and simpler record of Samuel is absolutely silent on

the point. And in the later and more elaborate

account of 1 Chr. xxi. the only occurrence which

can be construed into such a meaning is that

" Jehovah answered David by fire on the altar of

burnt-ofTering."

A tradition which first appeai-s in a definite shape

in Josephus {Ant. i. 1.3, §1, 2, vii. 13, §4), and

is now almost universally accepted, asserts that the

" Mount Jloriah " of the Chronicles is identical

with the " mountain " in " the land of Moriah " of

Genesis, and that the spot on which Jehovah ap-

peared to David, and on which the Temi)le was built,

was the very sjiot of the siicrifice of Isiuic. In the

early Targum of Onkelos on Gen. xxii., this belief

is exhibited in a very mild Ibrm. The land of

Moriah is called the " land of worship,"'' and ver.

14 is given as follows: "And Abraham sacrificed

and prayed in that ))lace ; and he said before .Ic-

hovah. In this place shall generations worship, be-

cause it shall be said in that day. In this mountain

did Abraham woi-ship before Jehovah." But in

= Others take INforiah as Moreh-Jah (i.e. Jehovah),

but this would be to anticipate the existence of the name

of Jehovah, and, as Mlchaolis has pointed out {.^uppl.

No. 1458), the name would more probably be Moriel,

Kl being llie iiamo by which God was known to Abr.i

ham.
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the Jerusalem 'I'ni-gum tlie latter passage is thus

£;iven, " Bewiuse in geuemtions to come it shall be

uaid, III the mount of the house of the sanctuary of

Jehovah did Abraham otler up Isaac his son, and

in this mountain which is the house of the sanc-

tuary was the glory of Jehovah much manifest."

And those who wish to see the tradition in its com-

plete and det;xik\l form, may consult the Targum
of R. Joseph on 1 Chr. xxi. 15, and 2 Chr. iii. 1,

and the passages collected by Beer (Leben Abra-

hams 7iach judische Sage, 57-71).* But the single

occurrence of the name in this one passage of Chio-

nicles is surely not enough to esfciblish a coinci-

dence, which if we consider it is little short of

miraculous.' Had the fact been as the modern

belief assorts, and had the belief existed in the

minds of the people of the Old or New Testament,

there could not fail to be frequent references to it,

in the narrative—so detailed—of the original dedi-

cation of the spot by David ; in the account of .So-

lomon's building in the book of Kings ; of Nehe-

miah's rebuilding (compare especially the reference

to Abraham in ix. 7) ; or of the restorations and puri-

fications of the Maccabees. It was a fact which must
have found its way into the paronomastic addresses

of the prophets, into the sermon of St. Stephen, so

full of allusion to the Founders of the nation, or

into the argument of the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews. But not so ; on the contrary, except

in the case of Salem, and that is by no means ascer-

tained—the name of Abraham does not, as far as

the writer is aware, appear once in connexion with

Jerusalem or the later royal or ecclesiastical glories

of Israel. Jerusalem lies out of the path of the

]iatriarclis, and has no part in the history of Israel

till the estabhshment of the monarchy. The " high

jilaces of Isaac," as far as we can understand the

allusion of Amos (vii. 9, l(i) were in the northern

kingdom. To connect Jerusalem in so vital a manner
with the life of Abraham, is to antedate the whole
of the later history of the nation and to commit a

serious anachronism, warranted neither by the direct

nor indirect statements of the sacred records.

But in addition to this, Jerusalem is incompatible

with the circumstances of the narrative of Gen. Jtxii.

To name only two instances—(1.) The Temple
mount cannot be spoken of as a conspicuous emi-

nence. " The towers of Jerusalem," says Professor

Stanley {S.i^F. 251), "are indeed seen from the

ridge of Mar Elias at the distance of three miles to

the south, but there is no elevation ; nothing cor-

responding to the 'place afar off' to which Abra-
ham ' lifted up his eyes.' And the special locality

which Jewish tradition has assigned for the place,

and whose name is the chief guarantee for the tra-

ilition—Mount Moriah, the hill of the Temple—is

not visible till the traveller is close upon it at the

Nouthern edge of the valley of Hinnom, from whence
he looks down upon it as on a lower K eminence."

(2.) If Salem was Jerusalem, then the trial of

c The modern form of tile btlief is well expressed by
llie latest Jewish commentiitor (Kulisch, Genesis, 444, 5) :

" I'he place of ihe future temple, where It was promised
the glory of Gud should dwell, and whence atonement and
Vcice were to bless the hearts of the Hebrews, was lial-

liiwed by the most brilliant act of piety, and the deed of

their ancestor was thus more prominently presented to the

imitation of his descendants.'" The spot of the sacrifice of

Isaac is actually shewn In Jerusalem (Barclay, City, 109).

' There Is in the East a natural tendency when a plac.^

Is cstabllfhed as a sanctuary t« make it the scene of all

the not;iblc events, possible or impossible, which can by
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' Abraham's faith, instead of taking place in the lonely

I

and desolate spot implied by the narrative, where

j

not even fire was to be obtained, and where no help

but that of the Almighty was nigh, actually took
place under the A-ery walls of the city of Melclii-

I
zedck.

I

But, while there is no trace except in the'single

passage quoted of Jloriah being attached to any
part of Jerusalem—on the other hand in the slightly

difTerent form of Moreh it did exist attached to

the town and the neighbourhood of Shechem, the
spot of Abram's first residence in Palestine. The
aiguments in favour of the identity of Mount Ge-
lizim with the mountain in the land of Moriah of

Gen. xxii., are stated under Gerizim (vol. i. p.

679, G80). As fiir as they establish that identity,

they of course destroy the claim of Jerusalem. [G.]

MORTAR. The simplest and piobably most
ancient method of preparing corn for food was by
pounding it between two stones (Virg. ^Im. i. 179).
Convenience suggested that the lower of the two
stones should be hollowed, that the corn might not

escape, and that the upper should be shaped so as

to be convenient for holding. The pestle and mor-
tar must have existed from a A-ery early rieriod.

The Israelites in the desert appear to have possessed

mortars and handmills among their necessary do-

mestic utensils. When the mauna fell they gathered

it, and either ground it in the mill or pounded it

in the mortar (HDHD, medocdh) till it was fit for

use (Num. xi. 8). So in the present day stone

mortars are used by the Arabs to poiuid wheat for

their national dish kibby (Thomson, The Land and
the Book, ch. viii. p. 94). Niebuhr describes one of a
very simple kind which was used on boaid the vessel

in which he went from Jidda to Loheia. Every
afternoon one of the sailois liad to take the durra,

or millet, necessary for the day's consumption and
pound it " upon a stone, of which the surface was
a little curved, with another stone which was long

and rounded" {Descr. de I'Arab. p. 45). Among
the inhabitants of Ezzehhoue, a Druse village,

Buickhardt saw coffee-mortars made out of the

trunks of oak-trees {Si/ria, p. 87, 8). The spices for

the incense are said to have been prepared by the

house of Abtines, a family set apart for the pur-
pose, and the mortar which they used was, with
other spoils of the Temple, after the destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus, carried to Rome, where it re-

mained till the time of Hadrian (Rcggio in Mar-
tinet's Ifebr. Chrest. p. 35). Buxtorf mentions a

kind of mortal (C^R-13, cutfdsh) in which olives

weie slightly bruised before they were taken to the

olive- presses {Lex. Talm. s. v. t^D^). From the

same root as this last is derived mactesh {^F\'2}2,

Piov. xxvii. 22), which probably denotes a mortar of

a larger kind in which corn was pounded. " Though
thou bray the fool in the muiiar among the bruised

any play of words or other pretext be connected with it.

Of this kind were the early Christian legends that Gol-

gotha was the place of the burial of the first Adam as

well as of the death of the Second (see ]ilislin, Saints

Lieux, il. 304. 5). Of tills kind also are the Mohammedan
legends which cluster round all the .shrines and holy places,

both of Palestine and Anibia. In the Targum of Chronicles

(2 Chr. iii. 1) alluded to above, the Temple mount is made

to be also the scene of the vision of Jacob.

K See Jerusalkm.voI. i. 9856, and the plate In BartUtt's

^Vatks there referred t;
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corn with the pestle, yet will not his folly depart

iVom him." (Join may be separated fiom its husk

and all its good properties preserved by such an

opciation, but the fool's folly is so essential a part

of himself that no analogous process can remove it

from him. Such seems the natuial interpretation

of this remarkiible proverb. The language is in-

tentionally exaggerated, and there is no necessity

for supposing an allusion to a mode of punishment

by which ciiminals were put to death, by being

pounded in a mortar. A custom of this kind existed

among the Turks, but there is no distinct trace of

it among the Hebrews. The Ulemats, or body of

lawyers, in Turkey had the distinguished privilege,

accoiding to De Tott {Mem. i. p. 28, Eng. tr.), of

being put to death only by the pestle and the mortar.

Such, however, is supposed to be the reference in

the proverb by Jlr. Roberts, who illustiates it from

his Indian expeiience. " Large mortars are used

in the East for the pui-pose of separating the rice

from the husk. When a considerable quantity has

to be prepared, the mortar is placed outside tiie

door, and two women, each with a pestle of live

feet long, begin the work. Tliey strike in rotation,

as blacksmiths do on the anvil. Cruel as it is, this

is a punishment of the state: the poor victim is

thrust into the moi-tar, and beaten with the pestle.

The late king of Kaudy compelled one of the wives

of his rebellious chiefs 'thus to beat hor own infant

to death. Hence the saying, ' Though you be;it

that loose woman in a mortar, she will not leave

her ways :' which means. Though you chastise her

ever so much, she will never improve" {Orient,

niustr. p. 3(58). [VV. A. VV.]

MORTER" (Gen. xi. 3; Ex. i. 14; Lev. xiv.

4_', 45; Is. xli. 25 ; Ez. xiii. 10, 11, 14, 15, xxii.

28 ; Nah. iii. 14). Omitting iron cramps, lead,

[Handicraft], and the instances in which large

stones arc found in close apposition without cement,

the various compacting substances used in Oriental

buildings appear to be— 1. bitumen, as in the Ba-

bylonian structures ; 2. common mud or moistened

clay; 3. a veiy firm cement compounded of sand,

ashes, and lime, in the proportions respectively of

1, 2, 3, well pounded, sometimes mixed and some-

times coated with oil, so as to form a surface almost

impenetrable to wet or the weather. [Plaster.]
In Assyrian, and also Egyptian brick buildings

stubble or straw, as hair or wool among ourselves,

was added to inciease the tenacity (Shaw, Trav.

p. 206; Volney, Trav. ii. p. 43G ; Chardin, Voy.

iv. 1 16). If the materials were bad in themselves,

as mere mud would uecessaiily be, or insufficiently

mixed, or, as the Vulgate seems to understand (Ez.

xiii. 10), if straw wore omitted, the mortar or cob-

wall would be liable to crumble under the influence

of wet weather. (See Shaw, Trav. 136, and Ges. p.

1515, s. c. 7Bn : a word connected with the Arabic

Tafal^ a subsfcuice resembling pipe-clay, believed

by Burckhardt to be the detritus of the felspar of

» 1. ^KDn ; TnjAdt, caenuinlum a word from the same

root (nOn. "boil") as "T^H. "slime" or "bitumen,"

used in the same passage, (icn. xi. 3. GhomCr is also

rendered "clay," evidently plastic clay, Is xxix. 16, and

elsewLere. 2. ^SJ?- x°^^< ^"*""'. also limits, pulvis,

A.V. "dust," "powder," a.s in 2 K. xxili. 6, and Gen.

ii. 7.

^'
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granite, and uschI for faking stiiins out of cloth;

Burckhai-dt, Syria, p. 48S ; Mishn. Pesach. x. 3).

Wheels for giinding chalk or lime for morter,

closely resembling our own machines for the same
purpose, are in use in Egypt (>>iebuhr, Voy. i.

122, pi. 17 ; Burckhardt, Nubia, p. 82, 97, 102,

140 ; Hasselquist, Trav. p. 90). [House ; Clay.]
[H. W. P.]

MO'SERAH ( nnOlO : Uaffovpovd : Mosera,

Deut. X. 6, apparently the same as Jloseroth, Num.
xxxiii. SO, its pluial form), the name of a place

near Jlouut Hor. Hengstenborg {Autlient. dcr

Pentat.) thinks it lay in the Arabah, where that

mountain overhangs it. Burckhardt suggests that

possibly Wady Mou^a, near Petra and Mount Hor.

may contain a con-uption of Mosera. This does

not seem likely. Used as a common noun, the word
means " bonds, fettere." In Deut. it is sjiid that
" there Aaron died." Probably the people en-

camped in this spot adjacent to the moimt, which
Aaron ascended, and where he died. [H. H.]

MO'SES (Heb. Moshch, nK'D = " drawn "
:

LXX., Josephus, Philo, the most ancient MSS. of

N. T., Ma)ij(rrjs, declined Muvfffws, Mwiiael or

yittivcr-p, Moniiaea or McdDcttji': Vulg. Moyses, de-

clined Moysi, gen. and dat., Moyscn, ace.: Rec.

Text of N. T. and Protestant versions, Moses :

Arabic, Musa : Numenius ap. Eus. Praep. Ev. ix.

8, 27, Hiovaaios : Artapauus ap. Eus. Ibid. 27,

Moiiitros : ^Mauetho ap. Joseph, c. Ap. i. 26, 28, 31,

Osarsiph : Chaeremon, ap. ib. 32, Tisithen : " the

man of God," Ps. xc, title, 1 Chr. xxiii. 14; "the

slave of Jehovah," Num. xii. 7, Deut. xxxiv. 5, Josh,

i. 1, Ps. cv. 20 ;
" the chosen," Ps. cvi. 23). The

legislator of the Jewish people," and in a certain

sense the foimder of the Jewish religion. No one

else presented so inijX)sing a figure to the external

Gentile world ; and although in the Jewish nation

his fame is eclijised by the largei- details of the life

of David, yet he was probably always regarded as

their greatest hero.

The materials for his life are

—

I. The details preserved in the four last books of

the Pentateuch.

II. The allusions in the Prophets and Psalms,

which in a few instances seem independent of the

Pentateuch.

III. The Jewish traditions preserved in the N. T.

(Acts vii. 20-38; 2 Tim. iii. 8, 9; Heb. xi. 23-

28: Jude 9;; and in Josephus (^n<. ii., iii., iv.),

Philo ( Vita Moysis), and Clemens. Alex. {Strom).

IV. The heathen traditions of JIanetho, Lysi-

machus, and Chaeremon, preserved in Josephus

(c. Ap. i. 2G-32), of Artapanus and others in

Eusebius {Pra<;p. Ev. ix. 8, 26, 27), and of

Hecataeus in Diod. Sic. xL, Strabo xvi. 2.

V. The Mussulman traditions in the Koitin (ii.

vii. X. xviii. xx. xxA'iii. xl.), and the Arabian

legends, as given in Weil's Biblical Legends;

D'Herbelot ("Moussa"), and Lane's Selections,

p. 182.

VI. Apociyphal Books of Moses (Fabricius, Cod.

Pseud. V. T. i. p. 825) :—(1) Prayere of Moses.

(2^ Apociilypse of Moses. (3) Ascension of Moses.

(These are only known by fragments.)

VII. In modern times his ciueer and legislation

has been treated by Warbui-ton, Michaelis, Ewald,

and Bunsen.

" jrpiTos airdintav 6 Bav/JiaaTOi SeoXoyo^ re icoi vofto-

9iTrji, Eus. Pracp. Ev. vii. 8. Comp. Philo, Y. Hot. i. 80.
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His life, in the later period of the Jewish history,

was divided into three eqiial portions of forty years

each (Acts vii. 23, 30, 3G). This agrees with the

natural arrangement of his history into the three

pai-ts of his Egyptian education, his exile in Arabia,

and his government of the Israelite nation in the

Wilderness and on the conrines of Palestine.

I. His birth and education. The immediate pe-

digree of Moses is as follows :

—

Llvi
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: Mini Aaron = Elisbeba MosKS = Zipponih

Nudab Abibu Eleazar Ithamar Gershom EJiezer

Fhiaehas. Jonathan.

In the Koran, by a strange confusion, the family

cf Moses is confounded with the Holy Family of

Nazareth, cliietly through the identification of Jlary

and iliriani, and the 3rd chapter, which describes the

evangelical history, beare the name of the " Family

of Amram." Although little is known of the family

except through its connexion with this its most illus-

trious member, yet it was not without influence on

his after-life.

The fact that he was of the tribe of Levi no

doubt contributed to the selection of that tribe

as the sacred caste. The tie that boimd them to

Moses was one of kinship, and they thus naturally

rallied round the religion which he had been the

means of establishing (Ex. xxxii. 28) with an ardour

which could not have been found elsewhere. His

own eager devotion is also a quality, for good or

evil, characteristic of the whole tribe.

The Levitical parentage and the Egyptian origin

both appear in the family names. Gershom, Eleazar,

are both repeated in the younger generations. Moses
(vide infra) and F/iinehas (see Brugsch, Jlist. de

CEgypte, i. 173) ai-e Egyptian. The name of his

mother, Jochebed, implies the knowledge of the name
of Jehovah in the bosom of the family. It is its

first distinct appeai-ance in the sacred history.

Miriam, who must have been considerably older

than himself, and Aaron, who was three years

older (Ex. vii. 7), afterwaixls occupy that inde-

pendence of position which their superior age would
naturally give them.

Moses was born according to Manetho (Jos. c.

Ap. i. 26, ii. 2) at Heliopolis, at the time of the

deepest depression of his nation in the Egyp-
tian serritude. Hence the Jewish proverb, " When
the tale of bricks is doubled then comes Moses."

His birth (according to Josephus, Ant. ii. 9, §2, 3,

4) had been foretold to Pharaoh by the Egyptian
magicians, and to his father .\mram by a dream

—

as respectively the future destroyer and deliverer.

The pangs of his mother's labour were alleviated

so as to enable her to evade the Egyptian midwives.
The story of his birth is thoroughly Egyptian in

its scene. The beauty of the new-born babe—in

the later veisions of the story amplified into a

"» She was (according to Art.ip.anus, Eus. Praep. Ev. ix.

27) the daughter of Palmaiiothes, who was reigning at
Heliopolis, and the wife of Cheneplires, who was reigning

al Monipbis. In this tradition, and that of I'hilo ( V. M.
i. 4), she has no child, and hence her delight at finding one.

^ Itrugsch, however {!.' Histftire d'f'g;/pte, pp. 157, 1^3),

finders the name .Wti or .Wissini = child, borne by one of
the princes of Kthiopia undir llamesos II. In the Arabic
tr.iditions the n.inie is derived from hi= discovery in the

beauty and size (Jos. Ibid. §1, 5) almost divine

{affTf^os T(f detf, Acts vii. 2u ; the word aardo!
is taken tVoni the LXX. version of Ex. ii. 2, and
is useil again in Heb. xi. 23, and is applied to

none but Moses in the N.T.)—induced the mother
to make extraordinary efforts for its preservation

from the general destruction of tlie male children

of Isiael. For three months the child was con-

cealed m the house. Then his mother placed him
in a small boat or basket of papyrus—perhaps from
a cun-ent Egyptian belief that the plant is a protec-

tion from crocodiles (Plut. Is. 4' Os. 358)— closed

against the water by bitumen. This was placed

among the aquatic vegetation by the side of one of

the canals of the Nile. [Nile.] The mother de-

parted as if unable to bear the sight. The sister

lingered to watch her brothei's fate. The basket

(Jos. Ibid. §4) floated down the stream.

The Egyptian princess (to whom the Jewish tra-

ditions gave the name of Thennuthis, Jos. Ant. ii.

9, §5 ; Artapanus, Praep. Ev. ix. 27, the name of

Merrhis, and the Arabic traditions that of Asiat,

Jalaladdin, 387) came down, after the Homeric sim-

plicity of the age, to bathe in the sacred ri\'er,'> or

(Jos. Ant. ii. 9, §5) to play by its side. Her at-

tendant slaves followed her. She saw the basket in

the flags, or (Jos. Ibid.) borne down the stream,

and dispatched divere after it. The divere, or one

of the female slaves, brought it. It was opened,

and the cry of the child moved the princess to

compassion. She deteraiined to rear it as her

own. The child (Jos. Ibid.) refused the milk of

Egyptian nurses. The sister was then at hand to

recommend a Hebrew nurse. The child was brought

up as the princess's son, and the memory of the

incident was long cherished in the name given to

the foundling of the water's side—whether accord-

ing to its Hebrew or Egyptian foi-m. Its Hebrew

form is ^t^*D, Mosheh, from Dt'D, Mashdh, " to

draw out "—" because I have drawn him out of

the water." But this (as in many other instances,

BabcL kc.) is probably the Hebrew fonn given to

a foreign word. In Coptic, mo — water, and ushe
= saved. This is the explanation <= given by Jo-

sephus (Arit. ii. 9, §6 ; c. Apivn, i. 31 <•), and con-

firmed by the Greek foi-m of the word adopted in

the LXX., and thence in the Vulgate, Muvff^s,
Moyses, and by Artapanus Mwvcros (Eus. Praep.
Ev. ix. 27). His fonner Hebrew name is said to

have been Joachim (Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p. 343).
The child was adopted by the princess. Tradition

describes its beauty as so great that passer.>i-by

stood fixed to look at it, and labourers left their

work to steal a glance (Jos. Ant. ii. 9, §6).
From this time for many yeare Moses must be

considered as an Egyptian. In the Pentateuch this

period is a blank, but in the N. T. he is represented

as " educatetl {^ircuSevdr)) in all the wisdom of the

Egyptians," and as " mighty in words and deeds
"

(.Acts vii. 22). The following is a brief summary
of the Jewish and Egyptian traditions which fill up
the silence of the sacred writer. He w.as educated al

Heliojwlis (comp. .Strabo, xvii. 1), and grew up there

water and among the trees; "for in the E:gTptian lan-

guage mo is the name of water, and se is that of a tree
"

(JaUladdin, 3S7).

d I'hilo ( r. .V. 1. 4), nios= water; Oem. Ale.x. (Strrm.

i. p. 343), mou= water. Clement (ift.) derives Mosft frvm

•'drawing breath." In an ancient Kgyptian ircitise on

agritulture cited by Chwolson (rcberrcsU, S;c.. 13 noU

his name is given as Moiiios.
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as a piiest, iiiKler liis Egyptian name of Osai'siph

(Manetho, apud Jos. c. Ap. i. 26, 28, .'Jl ) or Tisitlien

(Ciiacicinoii, apud ib. 32). "Osarsiph" is derived

by Manetho from Osiris, i.e. (Osiri-tsf?) " saved

by Osiris" (Osburn, Mo7iumcntal Egypt). He was
taught the whole range of Gi-eek, Chaldee, and
Assyrian literature. From the Egyptians espe-

cially he learned mathematics, to train his mind
for the unprejudiced reception of truth (Philo,

I'. M. i. 5). "He invented boats and engines for

building—instruments of war and of hydraulics

—

hieroglyphics—division of lands" (Artapanus, ap.

Eus. Fraep. Ev. ix. 27). He taught Oi-pheus, and
was hence called by the Greeks ^Iusaeus (ib.), and
by the Egyptians Heimes (ib.). He taught grammar
to the .Jews, whence it spread to Phoenicia and Greece
(Eupolemus,ap. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p. 3+3). He
was sent on an e.xpedition against the Ethiopians.

He got rid of the serpents of the country to be

traversed by turning baskets full of ibises upon them
(.Jos. Ant. ii. 10, §2), and founded the city of Her-

mopolis to commemorate his victory (Artapanus, ap.

Eus. ix. 27). He advanced to Saba, the capital

of Ethiopia, and gave it the name of Meroe, from
his adopted mother Merrhis, whom he buried there

(ib.). Tharbis, the daughter of the king of Ethiopia,

fell in love with him, and he returned in triumph
to Egypt with her as his \vife (Jos. Ibid.).

Ii. The nurture of his mother is probably spoken
of as the link which bound him to his own people,

and the time had at last arrived when he was
resolved to reclaim his nationality. Here again the

N. T. preserves the tradition in a distincter form
than the account in the Pentateuch. " Moses, when
lie was come to years, refused to be called the son

of Pharaoh's daughter; choosing rather to sufl'er

affliction with the people of God than to enjoy the

l>leasures of sin for a season; esteeming the re-

proach of Christ greater riches than the treasui-es
"

—the ancient accumulated treasure of Khampsinitus
and the old kings—" of Egypt " (Heb. xi. 24-2G).
In his earliest infancy he was reported to have re-

fused the milk of Egyptian nurses (Jos. Ant. ii. 9,

§5), and when three years old to have trampled
under his feet the crown which Pharaoh had play-
fully placed on his head (ib. 7). According to

the Alexandrian representation of Philo ( T'". M.
i. 6), he led an ascetic life, in order to pui-sue

his high philosophic speculations. According to the
ICgyptiau tradition, although a priest of Heliopolis,

he always pcrlbi-med his prayers, according to the
custom of his fathers, outside the walls of the city,

in the open air, turning towards the sun-rising (Jos.

c. Apion. ii. 2). The king was excited to hatred
by the priests of Egypt, who foresaw their destroyer
(ib.), or by his own envy (Artapanus, ap. Eus. Pr.
Ev. ix. 27). Various plots of assassination were
contrived against him, which failed. The last was
after he had already escaped across the Nile from
Memphis, warned by his brother Aaron, and when
pursued by the assassin he killed him (ib.). The
same general account of conspii-acies against his life

ajipeai-s in Josephus {Ant. ii. 10). All that remains
of these ti-aditions in the sacred nan-ative is the

simple and natui-d incident, that seeing an Israelite

suffering the bastinado from an ICgyptian, and think-

ing that they weie alone, he slew the Egyptian (the

later tradition, preserved by Clement of Alexandria,

said, " with a word of his mouth "), and buried the

corpse in the sand (the sand of the desert then, as

now, running close up to the cultivated tmct).

The lire of patriotism which thus turned him into
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a deliverer from the oppressors, turns him in tlie

same story into the peace-maker of the oppi-essed.

It is characteristic of the faithfulness of the Jewish
records that his flight is there occasioned rather by
the malignity of his countrymen than by the enmity
of the Egyptians. And in 8t. Stephen's speech it is

this pai't of the story which is drawn out at gi'eater

length than in the original, evidently with the view
of showing the identity of the naiTOW spirit which
had thus displayed itself equally against their first

and their last Deliverer (Acts vii. 25-35).

He fled into Midian. Beyond the fact that it was
in or near the ))eninsula of Sinai, its precise situation

is unknown. Arabian tradition points to the countiy

east of the Gulf of Akaba (see Laborde). Josephus

(Ant. ii. 11, §1) makes it "by the Red Sea."

There was a fainous well (" the well," Ex. ii. 1 5)
surrounded by tanks for the watering of the flocks

of the Bedouin herdsmen. By this well the fugi-

tive seated himself " at noon " (Jos. Ibid.), and
watched the gathering of the sheep. There were
the Aiabian shepherds, and there were also seven

maidens, whom the shepherds rudely drove away
from the water. The chivalrous spirit (if we may
so apply a modern phrase) which had already broken

forth in behalf of his op])ressed countrymen, broke

forth again in behalf of the distressed maidens.

They returned unusually soon to their father, and
told him of their adventure. Their father was a

person of whom we know little, but of whom that

little shows how great an influence he exercised

over the future career of Moses. It was Jethro,
or Rkuel, or Hobab, chief or priest (" Sheykh

"

exactly expresses the union of the religious and
political influence) of the Jlidianite tribes.

Moses, who up to this time had been " an Egyp-
tian" (Ex. ii. 19), now became for an unknown
period, extended by the later tradition over forty

years (Acts vii. 3U), an Arabian. He manned Zip-

porah, daughter of his host, to whom he also became

the .slave and shepherd (Ex. ii. 21, iii. 1).

The blank which during the stay in Egypt is filled

up by Egyptian traditions, can here only be supplied

from indirect allusions in other parts of the 0. T.

The alliance between Israel and the Kenite branch of

the Midianites, now first fontied, was never broken.

[Kenites.] Jethro became their guide through

the desert. If from Egypt, as we have seen, was
derived the secular and religious leaniing of Moses,

and with this much of their outward ceremonial,

so from Jethro was derived the organization of their

judicial and social .irrangements during their nomadic

stvte (Ex. xviii. 21-23). Nor is the conjecture of

Ewald (Gesch. ii. 59, GO) improbable, that in this

pastoral and simple relation there is an indication of

a wider concert than is directly stated between the

rising of the Israelites in Egypt and the Arabian

tribes, who, under the name of " the Shepherds,"

had been recently expelled. According to Artapanus

(Eus. Pr. Ev. ix. 27) Keuel .nctually lu-ged Moses to

make war upon Egypt. Something of a joint action

is implied in the visit of Aaron to the desert (Ex.

iv. 27 ; comp. Artapanus, ut supra) ; something also

in the sacredness of Sinai, already recognised both

bv Israel and by tlie Arabs (Ex. viii. 27 ; Jos. Atit.

ii'. 12, «jl).

But the chief efTect of this stay in Arabia is on

Jloses himself. It was in the seclusion and sim-

plicity of his shepherd-life that he received his call

as a prophet. The tradition.al scene of this gi-eat

event is in the valley of Shoayb, or Hobab, on the

N. side of Jebel Musii. Its exact sjiot is marked
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by the convent of S. Catherine, ot which the altii-

is saiil to staiul on the site of the liuining Bush.

The original indications are too shglit to enable us

to fix the spot with any certainty. It was at " the

back" of" the wilderness" at Horeb {Ex. iii. 1):

to which the Hebrew adds, whilst the LXX. omits,

'• the mountain of God." Josephiis further pai-

ticularises that it was the loftiest of all the moun-

tains in that region, and best for pasturage, from

its good gitiss ; and that, owing to a belief that it

was inhabited by the Divinity, the shepherds feared

to approach it {Ant. ii. 12, §1). Philo ( V. M. i.

12) adds " a gi-ove " or " glade."

L'pon the mountain was a well-known acacia

[SiUTTlii] (the definite article may indicate either

" the particular celebrated tree," sacred perhaps

already, or " the tree " or " vegetation peculiar

to the" spot"), the thorn-tree of the desert, spread-

ing out its tangled branches, thick set with white

thorns, over the rocky ground. It was this tree

which became the symbol of the Divine Presence

:

a flame of fire in the midst of it, in which the dry

branches would naturally have crackled and burnt

in a moment, but which played round it without

consuming it. In Philo (
1'. J/, i. 12) " the angel

"

is described as a strange, but beautiful creature.

Artapanus (Kus. Praep. Ev. is. 27) represents it

as a fire suddenly bui'sting from the bai-e ground,

and feeding itself without fuel. But this is tar less

expressive than the Biblical image. Like all the

visions of the Divine Presence recorded in the 0. T.,

;is manifested at the outset of a prophetical career,

tliis was exactly suited to the circumstances of the

tribe. It was the ti-ue likeness of the condition of

Israel, in the furnace of afiliction, yet not destroyed

(comp. Philo, V. M. i. 12). The place too, in the

desert solitude, was equally appropriate, as a sign

that the Divine protection was v\ut confined either

to the sanctuaries of Egypt, or to the Holy Land,

but was to be found with any faithful worshipper,

fugitive and solitary though he might be. The rockv

ground at once became "holy," and the shepherd's

sandal was to be taken off no less than on the

threshold of a palace or a temple. It is this feature

of the incident on which St. Stephen dwells, as a
proof of the univei-sality of the true religion (Acts
vii. 29-33).

The call or revelation was twofold

—

1. The declaration of the Sacred Name expresses

the eteiTial self-existence of the One God. The
name itself, as already mentionetl, must have been

known in the family of Aaron. But its giand

significance was now rii-st drawn out. [Jehovah.]
2. The mission was given to Moses to deliver

his people. The two signs are characteristic—the

one of his p;ist Eg\-])tian life—the other of his active

>liepherd life. In the rush of leprosy into his

iiand * is the link between Ifim and the people

whom the Egyptians called a nation of lepei-s. In

the transformation of his shepherd's statT is the

glorification of tlie simple pistoral life, of which
that staff was the symbol, into the great career

which lay before it. The humble yet wonder-
working crook is, in the history of Moses, as Ewald
tinely observes, what the despised Cross is in the

tirst history of Christianity.
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In this call of Moses, as of the apostles after-

wai-ds, the man is swallowed up in the cause. Yet
this is the passage in his history which, more than

any other, brings out nis outward and domestic

rektions.

He returns to Egypt from his exile. His Arabian
wife and her two infant sons are with him. She is

seated with them on tlie ass— (the ass was known as'

the animal peculiar to the Jewish people from Jacob
down to David). He apparently walks by their side

with his shepherd's statr. (The LXX. substitute the

general term to viro^vyia.')

On the journey back to Egypt a mysterious in-

cident occurred in the family, which can only be

explained with difiiculty. The most probable ex-

planation seems to be, that at the caravanserai

either Moses or Gershom (the context of the pre-

ceding verses, iv. 22, 23, rather points to the latter)

was struck with what seemed to be a mortal illness.

In some way, not apparent to us, this illness was
connected by Zipporah with the fact that her son

had not been circumcised—whether in the general

neglect of that rite amongst the Israelites in Egypt,

or in consequence of his birth in Jlidian. She

instantly performed the rite, and threw the sharp

instrument, stained with the fresh blood, at the

feet of her husband, exclaiming in the agony of a

mother's anxiety for the life of her child—" A
bloody husband thou art, to cause the death of my
son." Then, when the recovery from the illness

took place (whether of Moses or Gershom), she

exclaims again, "A bloody husband still thou art,

but not so as to cause the child's death, but only to

bring about his circumcision." '

It would seem to have been in consequence of this

event, whatever it was, that the wife and her children

were sent back to Jethro, and remained with him
till Moses joined them at Rephidim (Ex. xviii. 2-6),

which is the last time that she is distinctly men-
tioned. In Num. sii. 1 we hear of a Cushite wife

who gave umbrage to Jliriam and Aaion. This

may be—(1) an Ethiopian (Cushite) wife, taken

after Zippoi-ah's death (Ewald, Gesch. ii. 229).

(2) The Ethiopian princess of Josephus {Ant.i. 10,

§2) : (but that whole story is probably only an

inference from Num. xii. 1). (3) Zippoi-ah herself,

which is rendeied probable by the juxtaposition of

Cushan with Midian in Hab. iii. 7.

The two sons also sink into obscurity. Their

names, though of Levitical origin, lelate to their

foreign birth-place. Gershom, " sti-anger," and

Eli-ezer, " God is my help," commemorated their

father's exile and escape (Ex. xviii. 3, 4). Gershom

was the father of the wandericg Levite Jonathan

(Judg. xviii. 30), and the ancestor of Shebuel,

David's chief tieasurer (1 Chr. sxiii. 16, xxiv. 20).

Eliezer had an only son, Kehabiah (1 Chr. xxiii. 17),

who was the ancestor of a numerous but obscure

progeny, whose repiesentative in David's time—the

last descendant of Moses known to us—was Shelo-

mith, guard of the consecrated treasures in the

Temple (1 Chr. xxvi. 25-28).

After this parting lie advanced into the desert,

and at the same spot where he had had his vision

encountered Aaron (Ex. iv. 27). From that meet-

ing and cooperation we have the fii-st distinct in-

^ The IklussulDian legends sjieak of his wliiie shining

lunj as the inslnitncnt of his miracles (D'HerboloO.
llciicc " the while hand" is proverbial for the healing art.

f So Kwald (Otscliidde, vol. ii. pU 'l, p. lfP5). Uikiiig the

-ickncss to have visit«.Hl Moses. UoswniuuUer makes Uer-

shom the victim, and makes Zipporah address Jehovah,

the Arabic word for •• marriage" K-ing a s3Tion.vm for

•' circimuision." It is i^ssiWc thai on this story is

founded the tradition of Ar(apaniis i^Kiis. fr. Kv. ix. 27).

that the Ethiopians derived circumcision trom Most*.
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dicatiou of his pei-sonal appearance aud cliaracter.

The traditional representations of him in some

respects well agree with that which we derive

from .Michael Angelo's famous statue in the church

of S. Fietro in Vinculi at Rome. Long shaggy

hair and beard is described as his characteristic

equally by Josephus, Diodonis (i. p. 424), and

. Aiiapanus (KOfj.-i)rfjs, apud Eus. Pr. Ev. ix. 27).

To this Aitapanus adds the curious touch that it

was of a reddish hue, tinged with gray (Tru^^oKTjy,

KoKiis). The traditions of his beauty and size as

a child have been already mentioned. They are

continued to his manhood in the Gentile descrip-

tions. " Tall and dignitied," says Aitapanus (/xo-

Kpos, o^ico/jLaTiKhs)—"Wise and beautiful as his

father .Joseph" (with a curious confusion of genea-

logies), says Justin (sxsvi. 2).

But beyond the slight glance at his infantine

beauty, no hint of this grand personality is given

in the Bible. What is described is rather the

leverse. The only point there brought out is a

singular and unlocked for intinnity. " my Lord,

I am not eloquent, neither heretofore nor since Thou
hast spoken to Thy servant ; but I am slow of

speech and of a slow tongue. . . . How shall Phai-aoh

hear me, which am of uncircumcised lips?" ( i. e.

slow, without words, stammeiing, hesitating: Iffx^o-

<paivos Kol $apvyKw(rcros, LXX.), his " speech

contemptible," like St. Paul's—like the English

Cromwell (comp. Carlyle's Cromwell, ii. 219)—like

the first efforts of the Greek Demosthenes. In the so-

lution of this ditBculty which Moses offei-s, we read

both the disinterestedness, which is the most distinct

trait of his personal chai-acter, and the future rela-

tion of the two brothers. " Send, I pray Thee, by
the hand ofhim whom Thou wilt send " (i. e. " make
any one Thy apostle rather than me"). In outward
appearance this prayer was granted Aaion spoke

and acted for Moses, and was the pennanent in-

heritor of the sacred stalT of power. But Moses
was the inspiring soul behind; and so as time rolls

on, Aaron, the prince and priest, has almost dis-

appeared fioni view, and Moses, the dumb, back-

ward, disinterested prophet, is in appeai-ance, what
he was in tiuth, the foremost leader of the chosen

people.

III. The liistory of Moses henceforth is the his-

tory of Israel for forty years. But as the incidents

of this history are related in other aiticles, under
the heads of E<iYPT, ExoDUS, Plagues, Sixai,

Law, Passover, Waxdeiitsos, Wilderness, it

will be best to confine oui-sclves here to such indica-

tions of his pereonal character as transpire through

the geneial Iramework of the nan-ative.

It is impoitant to trace his relation to his im-
mediate circle of followers. In the Exodus, he
takes the decisive lead on the night of the flight.

Up to that point he and Aaron appear almost on an

equality. But after that, Moses is usually men-
tioned alone. Aaron still held the second place,

but the character of interpreter to Moses which he

had borne in speaking to Pharaoh withdraws, and
it would seem as if Moses henceforth became alto-

gether what hitherto he had only been in p;ut, the

prophet of the people. Another who occupies a

place nearly equal to Aaron, though we know but

little of him, is HUR, of the tribe of Judah, husband

of Miriam, and grandfatlier of the artist Bezaleel

(Joseph. Ant. iii. 2, §4 . He and Aaron are the

chief supporters of Moses in moments of weariness

or excitement. His adviser in regard to the route

through the wilderness as well as in the judicial
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arrangement.';, was, as we have seen, Jetiiro. His

sen-ant, oonipying the same relation to him as Elisha

to Elijah, or Gehazi to Elisha, was the youthful

Hoshea (afterwards Joshua). Miriam always
held the independent position to which her age

entitled her. Her part was to supply the voice

and song to her brother's prophetic power.

But Moses is incontestably the chief personage of

the history, in a sense in which no one else is de-

scribed before or since. In the narrative, thephi:ase

is constantly recurring, " The Lord spake unto

Moses," " Moses spake unto the children of Israel."

In the traditions of the desert, whether late or

early, his name predominates over that of every

one else, " The Wells of Moses "—on the shores or

the Ked Sea. " The Mountain of Sloses " (Jebel

Miisa)—near the convent of .St. Catherine. The
Ravine of Closes (Shuk Jliisa)—at Mount St. Cathe-

rine. The \"alley of Moses (Wady ^lilsa)—at

Petra. ." The Books of Moses " are so called fas

afterwards the Books of Samuel), in all probability

from his being the chief subject of them. The very

word " Jlosaic " has been in later times ajiplied (as

the proper name of no other saint of the 0. T.) to

the whole religion. Even as applied to tesselated

pavement (" Mosaic," Musivum, fiovcrelov, nov-
(raiK6vi, there is some probability that the expres-

sion is derived fi'oni the vaii^ted pavement of the

later Temple, which had then become the represen-

tative of the religion of Moses (see an Essay of

Redslob, Zeitschrift der Deutsch. Morgenl, Gesells.

siv. 6G3).

It has sometimes been attempted to reduce this

great character into a mere passive instrument of

the Divine Will, as though he had himself bonie

no conscious part in the actions in which he figmes,

or the messages which he delivere. This, however,

is as incompatible with the general tenor of the

Scriptural account, as it is with the common lan-

guage in which he has been described by the Church
ni all ages. The frequent addresses of the Divinity

to him no more contravene his personal activity

and intelligence, than in the case of Elijah, Isaiah,

or St. Paid. In the N. T. the Mosaic legislation is

expressly ascribed to him :—" Moses gave you cir-

cumcision" (Johnvii. 22). "Moses, because of the

haixiuess of your heai ts, suffered you " (Matt. xix. 8).

" Did not Moses give you the law? " (John vii. 19).

"Jfoses accuseth you " (John v. 45). St. Paul goes

so far as to speak of him as the founder of the

Jewish religion ; " They were ;dl baptized unto

Moses" (1 Cor. x. 2). He is constantly called "a
Prophet." In the poetical language of the 0. T.

(Num. xxi. 18 ; Deut. xsxiii. 21), and in the popular

language both of Jews and Christians, he is known
as " the Lawgiver." The terms in which his l^is-

lation is described by Philo ( V. M. ii. 1-4) is deci-

sive as to the ancient Jewish view. He must be

considered, like all the saints and heroes of the Bible,

as a man, of marvellous git^, raised up by Divine

Pro^'idence, for a special pui-pose ; but as led, both

by his own disposition and by the peculiarity

of the Revelation which he received, into a closer

communion with the invisible world than was vouch-

safed to any other in the Old Testament.

There ai-e two main charactei-s in which he ap-

peai-s, as a Leader and as a Piophet. The two are

more frequently combined in the East than in the

West. Several remarkable instances occur in the

histoiy of JIahometanism :— Mahomet himself,

Abd-el-Kader in Algeria, .<chamyl in Cireassia.

(a.) As a Leader, his life divides itself into the three
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epochs—of the march to Sinai ; the march from

Sinai to Kadesh ; and the conquest of the Trans-

jordanic kingdoms. Of his natural gifts in this

aipacity, we have but few me;ins of judging. The
two main difficulties which he encountered were

the reluctance of the people to submit to his guid-

luice, and the impracticable nature of the country

which they had to traverse. The patience with

which he bore their murmurs is often described

—

at the Red Sea, at the apostacy of the golden calf,

at the rebellion of Korah, at the complaints of Aaron

and Jliriam. The incidents with which his name
was specially connected both in the sacred naiTative,

and in the .Jewish, Arabian, and heathen traditions,

were those of supplying water, when most wanted.

Tills is the only point in his life noted by Tacitus,

who describes him as guided to a spring of water

by a herd of wild asses (Hist. v. 3). In the Penta-

teuch these supplies of water take place at Manih,

at Horeb, at Kadesh, and in the land of Moab. That

at Marah is produced by the sweetening of waters

through a tree in the desert, those at Horeb and

at Kadesh by the opening of a rift in the " rock
"

and in the "cliO;" that in Moab, by the united

efforts, under his direction, of the chiefs and of the

people (Num. x.xi. 18).K (See Philo, V.M. i. 40.)

Of tlie three first of these incidents, traditional

sites, bearing his name, are shown in the desert

at the present day, though most of them are

rejected by modern travellers. One is Ayun
Mtisa, "the wells of Moses," immediately south

of Suez, which the tradition (probably from a

confusion with Marah) ascribes to the rod of Moses.

Of the water at Horeb, two memorials are shown.

One is the Shnk Jlusa, or " cleft of Moses,"

in the side of Mount St. Catherine, and the other

is the remarkable stone, firet mentioned expresiily

in the Koran fii. .57), which exhibits the 12 marks
or mouths out of which the water is suppose<l to

have issued for the 12 tribes.'' The fourth is the

celebrated "Sik," or ravine, by which Petra is

approached from the East, and which, from the

story of its being torn open by the rod of iNIoses,

has given his name (the Wadij Musa) to the

whole valley. The quails and the manna ai-e less

ilirectly ascribed to the inteicession of Jloses. The
brazen serpent that was lifted up as a sign of the

Divine protection against the snakes of the desert

(Num. .xxi. 8, 9), was directly connected with his

name, down to the latest times of the nation (2 K.
xviii. 4 ; John iii. 14). Of all the relics of his time,

with the exception of the Ark, it was the one
longest preserved. [Nkhusiitan.]

The route through the wilderness is described

as having been made under his guidance. The
particular spot of the encampment is fixed by the

cloudy pillar. But the direction of the people fii-st

to the Red Sea, and then to Mount Sinai (where
he had been before), is communicated through

Moses, or given by him. According to the tradition

of Memphis, the passage of the Ked Sea was effected

through Moses's knowledge of the movement of

the tide (Eus. Praep. Ev. ix. 27). And in all the

wanderings from ilount Sinai he is said to have
had the assisUuice of Jcthro. In the Mussulman
legends, as if to avoid this appeai-ance of human
aid, the place of Jethro is tiiken by El Khudr, the
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R An illustration of these passages is to be found in

one of the representations of Bameses II. (contemporary
with Moses), In like manner calling ont water from the

desert-rocks (see Bnigsch, Uist. de VEg. I. p. 153).

•> See i". dt e., 46-7, also Wolffs TratxU, 2nd Ed. 125.

mystenous benefactor of mankind (D'Hcrbelot,

Moiissd). On approaching Palestine the cffice of

the leader becomes blended with that of the general

or the conqueror. By Jloses the spies were sent to

explore the country. Against his advice took pla;e

the first disastrous battle at Hoi mah. To his guidance

is ascribed the circuitous route by which the nation

approached Palestine from the East, and to his gene-

ralship the two successful campaigns in which SiHDX
and (3g were defeated. The nan-ative is told so

shortly, that we are in danger of forgetting that at

this last stage of his life Closes must have been as

much a conqueror and victorious soldier as Joshua.

(6.) His chai-acter as a Prophet is, from the nature

of the case, more distinctly brought out. He is the

first as he is the greatest example of a Prophet in

the 0. T. The name is indeed applied to Abraham
before (Gen. xx. 7), but so casually as not to enforce

our attention. But, in the aise of Moses, it is given

with peculiar emphasis. In a certain sense, he ap-

pear as the centre of a prophetic circle, now for the

fii-st time named. His brother and sister were both

endowed with prophetic gifts. Aaron's fluent speech

enaCileJ him to act the part of Prophet for iloses

in the first instance, and 3Iiriam is expressly called

" the Prophetess." The seventy eldere, and Eldad

and Jledad also, all "prophesied " (Num. .\i. 25-27).

But Moses (at least after the Exodus) rose high

above all these. The others are spoken of as more
or less inferior. Their communications were made
to them in dieams and figures (Deut. xiii. 1-4

;

Num. xii. 6). But " Jloses was not so." With
him the Divine revelations were made, " mouth to

mouth, even apparently, and not in dark speeches,

and the similitude of Jehovah shall he behold"
(Num. xii. 8). In the Mussulman legends his sur-

name is " Kelim Allah," " the spoken to by God."
Of the especial modes of this more direct communi-
cation, four great examples are given, corresponding

to four critical epochs in his historical career, which
help us in some degree to understand what is meant
by these expressions in the sacred text. (1.) The
appearance of the Divine presence in the flaming

aaicia-tiee has been already noticed. The usual

pictorial representations of that scene—of a winged
human form in the midst of the bush, belongs to

Philo (V.M. i. 12), not to the Bible. No form

is described. " The Angel," or " Messenger," is

spoken of as being "in the flame." On this it

was that Moses was afraid to look, and hid his

face, in order to hear the Divine voice (Ex. iii.

2-6). (2.) In the giving of the Law from Jlount

Sinai, the outward form of the revelation was a

thick darkness as of a thunder-cloud, out of which
proceeded a voice (Ex. xix. 19, xx. 21). The re-

velation on this occasion was especially of the Name
of Jehovah. Outside this cloud Moses himself

remained on the mountain (Ex. xxiv. 1, 2, 15), and

received the voice, as from the cloud, which le-

vealed the Ten Commandments, and a short code of

laws in addition (Ex. xx.-xxiii). On two occasions

he is described as having penetrated within the

darkness, and remained there, successively, for two

periods of forty da)-s, ofwhich the second was spent in

absolute seclusion and fasting (Ex. xxiv. 18, x.xxiv.

28). On the fii-st occasion iie received instructions

respecting the tabernacle, from " a pittern showeil to

him " (XXV. 9,40; xxvi., .^cxvii.), and respecting the

priesthood (xxviii.-xxxi.). Of the second occasion

hardly anything is told us. But each of the>e i>eriods

was concluded by the production of the two slalw or

tJibles of granite, containing the successive editions
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of the Ten Conirnandments (Ex. xxxii. 15, lii). On
the fii-st of the two occasions the ton moral com-
mandments are those commonly so called (comp.

Ex. XX. 1-17, xxxii. 15; Deut. v. 6-22). On the

second occasion (if we take the literal sense of Ex
xxxiv. 27, 28), they are the ten (chiefly) ceremo-

nial commandments of Ex. xxxiv. 14-2i5. The fii-st

are said to have been the writing of God (Ex. xxxi.

18, xxxii. 16; Deut. v. 22); the second, the

writing of Moses (Ex. xxxiv. 28). (3) It was neaily

at the close of those communications in the moun-
tains of Sinai that an especial revelation was made
to him pereonally, answering in some degiee to that

which fii-st called him to his mission. In the de-

spondency produced by the apostacy of the molten

calf, he besought Jehovah to show him "His
glory." The wish was thoroughly Egyptian. The
same is recorded of Amenopli, the Pharaoh pre-

ceding the Exodus. But the Divine answer is tho-

roughly Biblical. It announced that an actual vision

of God was impossible. " Thou canst not see my
face ; for there shall no man see my face and live."

He was commanded to hew two blocks of stone,

like those which he had destroyed. He was to

come absolutely alone. Even the flocks and herds

which fed in the neighbouring valleys were to be

removed out of the sight of the mountain (Ex.

xxxiii. 18, 20 ; xxxiv. 1, 3). He took his place on a

well-known or prominent rock (" the rock ") (xxxiii.

21). The cloud passed by (xxxiv. 5, xxxiii. 22).
A voice proclaimed the two immutable attributes

of God, Justice and Love—in words which became
part of the religious creed of Israel and of the world
(xxxiv. 6, 7). The importance of this incident in

the life of Moses is attested not merely by the

place which it holds in the sacred record, but by
the deep hold that it has taken of the Mussulman
traditions, and the local legends of Jlount Sinai.

It is told, with some characteristic variations, in

the Koran (vii. 139), and is commemorated in the

Alussulman chapel erected on the summit of the
mountain which from this incident (rather than
from any other) has taken the name of the Moun-
tain of Moses {Jebel Musa). A cavity is shown in

the rock, as produced by the pressure of the back
of Moses, when he shrank from the Divine glory>
{S. ^ P. 30).

(4). The fourth mode of Divine manifestation
was that which is described as commencing at this

juncture, and which continued with more or less con-
tinuity through the rest of his career. Immediately
after the catastrophe of the woi-ship of the calf, and
apparently in consequence of it, Moses removed the
chief tent * outside the camp, and invested it with
a sacred character under the name of " the Tent or
Tabernacle of the Congregation" (.vxxiii. 7). This
tent became henceforth the chief scone of his com-
munications with God. He left the camp, and it is

describel how, as in the expectation of some great
event, all the people rose up and stood every man
at his tent door, and looked—gazing after Moses
until he disappeared within the tent. As he disap-

peared the entiance was closed behind him by the
cloudy pillar, at the sight of which™ the people
prostrate<l themselves (xxxiii. 10). The communi-
cations within the tent wore described as being
still more intimate than those on the mountain.
'• Jehovah spake unto Moses face to face, as a

» It is tbis moment which is soiznl in the recent sculp-

ture by IHr. Woolner in LlanclafT Cathedral,

k According to the LXX it was hi> own tont.

"• F.wald, Alteiikiimer, p. 329.
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man speaketh unto his friend " (xxxiii. 1
1
). He was

apparently accomi)anie<l on those tny.sterious visit.s

by his attendant Hoshea (or Joshua), who icmained
in the tent after his master had left it (xxxiii. 11).

All the revelations contained in the books of Leviticus

and Numbei-s seem to have been made in this manner
(Lev. i. 1 ; Num. i. 1).

It was during these communications that a pecu-

liarity is mentioned which apparently had not been

seen before. It was on his final descent from

Mount Sinai, after his second long seclusion, that a

splendom' shone on his face, as if from the glory of

the Divine Preseuce. It is fiom the Vulgate trans-

lation of " ray " (pp), " cornntam liabens faciem,"

that the conventional representation of the horns of

Moses has arisen. The rest of the stoiy is told so

differently in the difl'erent versions that both must
be given. (1.) In the A. Y. and most Protestant

versions, Closes is said to wear a veil in order to

hide the splendour. In order to produce this sense,

the A. V. of Ex. xxxiv. 33 reads, " and [till] Moses

had done speaking with them"—and other vereions.

" he had put on tile veil." (2.) In the LXX. and

the Vulgate, on the other hand, he is said to put on

the veil, not during, but after, the conversation

with the people—in order to hide, not the splendour,

but the vanishing away of the splendour ; and to

have worn it till the moment" of his return to the

Divine Presence in order to rekinile the light there.

With this reading agrees the obvious meaning of

the Hebrew words, and it is this rendering of the

sense, which is followed by St. Paul in 2 Cor. iii. 13,

14, whei'e he contrasts the fearlessness of the Apos-

tolic teaching with the concealment of that of the

0. T. " We have no fear, as Moses had, that our

glory will pass away."
There is another fonii of the prophetic gift,

in which Jloses more nearly resembles the later

prophets. Wc need not here determine (what is

best considered under the several books which bear

his name, Pextateuch, &c.) the extent of his

authorship, or the peiiod at which these books

were put together in their present fonri. Eupole-

mus (Eus. Praep. Ev. ix. 26) makes him the

author of letters. But of this the Hebrew naiTa-

tive gives no indication. There are two portions

of the Pentateuch, and two only, of which the

actual writing is ascribed to Jloses : (1 .) The

second Edition of the Ten Commandments (Ex.

xxxiv. 28), (2.) The register of the Stations in the

Wilderness (Num. xxxiii. 1). But it is clear

that the prophetical office, as represented in the

history of Moses, included the poetical forni of com-

position which characterizes the Jewish prophecy

generally. These poetical utterances, whether con-

nected with Moses by ascription or by actual au-

thorship, enter so largely into the full Biblical con-

ception of his character, that they must be here

mentioned.

1 . " The song which Moses and the children

of Israel sung" (after the passage of the Red Sea,

Ex. XV. 1-19). It is, unquestionably, the earliest

written account of that event ; and, although it may

have been in part, according to the conjectuj-es ol

Ewald and Bunsen, adapted to the .sanctuary of

Gerizim or Shiloh, yet its framework and ideas are

essentiallv Mosaic. It is probably this song to

which allusion is made In Rev. xv. 2, 3 :
" They stand

» lu Ijc. xxsiv. 34, 35, the Vulgate, apparently by fol-

lowing a different reading, DON. " with them," for

inX, " with him.- differs both from the LXX. and A. V.
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on the seaof jrlass mingled with five . . . and sing

the song of Moses the servant of ( kkI."

2. A fragment of a war-song against Amalek—
" As the hand is on the throne of Jehovah,

S<i will Jehovah war with Amalek
From generation to generation."'

(l']x. xvii. 16).

3. A fragment of a lyrical burst of indignation

—

" Not the voice of lliein that shout for mastery.

Nor the voice of them that cry for being overcome,

But the noise of them that sing do I hear."

(E.\. sxsii. 18).

4. Probably, either from him or his immediate

prophetic tbllowers, the fragments of war-songs in

Num. xxi. 14, 15, 27-30, preserved in the " book of

the wai-s of Jehovah," Num. xxi. 14 ; and the

address to the well, xxi. 16, 17, 18.

5. The song of Moses (Deut. xxxii. 1-43), setting

forth the greatne.ss and the failings of Israel. It is

remarkable as brmging out with much force the idea

of God as the Rock (xxxii. 4, 15, 18, 30, 31, 37).

The special allusions to the pastoral riches of Israel

point to the trans-Jordanic territory as the scene of

its composition (xxxii. 13, 14).

6. The blessing of Moses on the tribes (Deut.

xxxiii. 1-29). If there are some allusions in this

psalm to circumstances only belonging to a later

time (such as the migration of Dan, xxxiii. 22), yet

there is no one, in whose mouth it could be so ap-

propriately placed, as in that of the great leader on

the eve of the final conquest of Palestine. This

poem combined with the similar blessing of Jacob

(Gen. xlLx.), embraces a complete collective view of

the characteristics of the tribes.

7. The 90th Psalm, " A prayer of Moses, the

man of God." The title, like all the titles of the

Psalms is of doubtful authority—and the Psalm

has often been referi-ed to a later author. But
Ewald (Psalmen, p. 91) thinks that, even though

this be the case, it still breathes the spirit of the

venerable lawgiver. There is something extremely

characteiistic of Moses, in the view taken, as from

the summit or base of Sinai, of the eternity of God,

greater even than the eternity of mountains, in

contrast with the fleeting generations of man. One
expression in the Psalm, as to the limit of human
life (70, or at most 80 years) in verse 10, would,

if it be Mosaic, fix its date to the stay at Sinai.

Jerome {Ado. Ruffin. i. §13), on the authority of

Origen, ascribes the next eleven Psalms to Moses.

Cosmas {Cosmogr. v. 223) supposes that it is by a

younger Moses of the time of David.

How far the gradual development of these re-

velations or prophetic utterances had any connexion

with his own chaiacter and history, the material

are not such as to justify any decisive judgment.

His Egyptian education must, on the one hand, have

supplied him with much of the ritual of the Israelite

worship. The coincidences between the airange-

ments of the priesthood, the dress, the sacrifices,

the ark, in the two countries, are decisive. On the

other hand, the pi-ociamation of the Unity of God
not merely as a doctrine confined to the priestly

order, but comnmnicated to the whole nation, im-

plies distinct antagonism, almost a conscious recoil

against the Egyptian system. And the absence of

the doctrine of a future state (without adopting to

its full extent the paradox of Warburton) proves at

least a lemarkable independence of the Egyptian

theology, in which tl:at great doctrine held so pro-

minent a place. Some modem critics have supposed
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Mosaic system, necessitated or suggested by the in

rapacity of the Israelites to retain the higher and

simpler doctrine of the Divine Unity,—as proved by
their return to the worship of the Heliopolitan cilf

under the sanction of the brother of Moses himself.

There is no direct statement of this connexion in

the sacred narrative. But there are indirect indi-

cations of it, sufficient to give some colour to such

an explanation. The event itself is described as a

crisis in the life of Moses, almost equal to that in

which he received his first call. In an agony of

rage and disappointment he destroyed the monu-
ment of his first revelation (Ex. xxxii. 19). He
threw up his sacred mission (ib. 32). He craved

and he received a new and special revelation of the

attributes of God to console him {ib. xxxiii. 18).

A fresh start was made in his career {ib. xxxiv. 29).

His relation with his countrymen henceforth became
more awful and mysterious {ib. 32-35). In point

of fact, the greater part of the details of the Levi-

tical system were subsequent to this catastrophe.

The institution of the Levitical tribe grew directly

out of it (xxxii. 26). And the inferiority of this

part of the system to the rest is expressly stated in

the Prophets, and expressly connected with the idol-

atrous tendencies of the nation. " Wherefore I gave

them statutes that were not good, and judgments

whereby they should not live" (Ez. xx. 25).

" I spake not unto your fathers, nor commanded
them in the day that I brought them out of the

land of Egypt, concerning burnt-offerings or sacri-

fices" (Jer. vii. 22).

Other portions of the Law, such as the regula-

tions of slavery, of blood-feud, of clean and unclean

food, were probably taken, with the necessary modi-

fications, from the customs of the desert-tribes.

But the distinguishing features of the law of

Israel, which have remained to a considerable extent

in Christendom, are peculiarly Mosaic:—the Ten

Commandments ; and the general spirit of justice,

humanity, and liberty, that pervades even the more

detailed and local observances.

The prophetic office of Moses, however, c;rn only

be fully considered in connexion with his whole

character and appearance. " By a projjhet Jehovah

brought Israel out of Egypt, and by a prophet

was he preserved" (Hos. xii. 13). He was in a

sense peculiar to himself the foundei- and represen-

tative of his people. And, in accordance with this

complete identification of himself with his nation, is

the only strong pereonal trait which we are able to

gather from his history. " The man Moses was

very meek, above all the men that were upon the

face of the eai-th " (Num. xii. 3). The word " meek"
is hardly an adequate reailing of the Hebrew term

13y, which should be rather " much enduring ;" and,

in fact, his onslaught on the Egyptian, and his

sudden dashing the tables on the ground, indicate

rather the reverse of what we should call " meekness.'

'

It represents what we should now desisnato by

the word " disinterested." All that is toKi of him

indicates a withdrawal of himself, a preference of

the cause of his nation to his own interests, which

makes liim the most complete e.xample of Jewish

patriotism. He joins his countrymen in their

degi-ading servitude (Ex. ii. 11, v. 4). He tbrgets

himself to avenge their wrongs (ii. 14). He de-

sires that his brother mav take the lead instca.l of

himself (Ex. iv. 13). He wishes th.-it not he only,

but all the nation were gifted alike :—" Enviest thou

that the Levitical ritual w;\s an after-growth of the i for my sake?" (Num. xi. 29). Wiien the offer is
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made that the people sliouKl be destroyed, and that

he should be made "a great nation" (Ex. xxxii. 10),
he prays that they may be forgiven—" if not, blot

me, I pray 'I'hee, out of Thy book whicli Thou hast
written" (xxxii. 32). His sons were not raised to

honour. The leadership of the people passed, after

his death, to another tribe. In the books wlrich bear
his name, Abraham, and not himself, appears as the
real father of the nation. In spite of his gieat pre-
eminence, they are uevei- " the children of Moses."

In exact conformity with his life is the account of
his end. The Book of Deuteionomy describes, and
is, the long last farewell of the prophet to his

people. It takes place on the first day of the
eleventh month of the fortieth year of the wmider-
ings, in the plains of Moab (Deut. i. 3, 5), in the
palm-groves of Abila (Joseph. A7it. iv. 8, §1).
[Abei,-Shittim.] He is described as 120 years of
age, but with his sight and his freshness of strength
unabated (Deut. xxxiv. 7). The address from ch. i.

to ch. XXX. contains the recapitulation of the Law.
Joshua is then appointed his successor. The Law is

written out, and ordered to he deposited in the Ark
(ch. xxxi.). The song and the blessing of the tribes

conclude the farewell (ch. xxxii. xxxiii.).

And then comes the mysterious close. As if to
can-y out to the last the idea that the prophet was
to live not for himself^ but for his people, he is told
that he is to see the good land beyond the Jordan,
but not to possess it himself. The sin for which
this penalty was imposed on the prophet is difficult

to ascertain clearly. It was because he and Aaron
rebelled ag-ainst Jehovah, and " believed Him not to
sanctify Him," in the murmurings at Kadesh (Num.
XX. 12, .\xvii. 14 ; Deut. .xxxii. 51), or, as it is ex-
pressed in the Psalms (cvi. 33), because he spoke
unadvisedly with his lips. It seems to have been a
feeling of distrust. " Cmi we (not, as often ren-
dered, can we) bring water out of the cliff?" (Num.
XX. 10; LXX. fj.i] €|o|o^6j/, "surely we cannot.")
The Talmudic tradition, characteristically, makes
the sin to be that he called the chosen people by the
opprobrious name of " rebels." He ascends a moun-
Uiin in the range which rises above the Jordan valley.
Its name is specitied so particularly that it must have
been well known in ancient times, though, owing to
the difficulty of exploring the eastern side of the
Jordan, it is unknown at present. The mountain
tract was known by the general name ofthe pisgah.
Its summits apparently were dedicated to diWerent
divmities (Num. xxiii. 14). On one of these,
consecrated to Nebo, Jloses took his stand, and
surveyed the four great masses of Palestine west
of the Jordan— so far as it could be discerned
from that height. Tlie view has passed into a
proverb for all nations. In two remarkable re-
spects it illustiates the office and character of
Moses. Fiisf, it w;\s a view, in its full extent,
to be imagined rather than actually seen. The
foreground alone could be clearly discernible: its
distance had to be supplied bv what was beyond,
though suggested by what was within, the actual
)n-osj)ect of the seer.

Secondly, it is the likeness of the great dis-
coverei pointing out what he himself will never
reach. Vo Knglish readers this has been made
familiar by the application of this passage to Lord
Bacon, originally in the noble poem of Cowley, and
then drawn out at length by Lord Macaulay.

p According to the view also of I'liilo ( V. M. iii. 39),
.\Io8cs wrote the account of his death.
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" So Moses the servant of Jehovah died there in

the land of Moab, according to the word of Jehovah,
ami He buried him in a ' ravine ' in the land of

Moab, ' before ' Beth-peor—but no man knoweth of

his sepulchre unto this day .... And the children

of Israel wept for Moses in the plains of Moab thirty

days" (Deut. xxxiv. 5-8). This is all that is said

in the sacred record. Jewish, Arabian, and Chiis-

tian traditions have laboured to hll up the detail.

" Amidst the tears of the people— the women
beating their breasts, and the children giving way
to uncontrolled wailing—he withdrew. At a cer-

tain point in his ascent he made a sign to the

weeping multitude to advance no farther, taking

with him only the elders, the high-priest Eliezar,

and the general Joshua. At the top of the moun-
tain he dismissed the elders—and then, as he was
embracing I^liezar and Joshua, and still speaking to

them, a cloud suddenly stood over him, and he

vanished in a deep valley. He wrote the account

of his own death P in the sacred books, fearing

lest he should he deified" (Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, 48).
" He died in the last month of the Jewish year."i

After his death he is called "Melki" (Clem. Al.

Strom, i. 343).
His grave, though studiously concealed in the

sacred narrative, in a manner which seems to point

a warning against the excessive veneration of all

sacred tombs, and though never acknowledged by
the Jews, is shown by the Mussulmans on the west

(and therefore the wrong) side of tlie Jordan, between

the Dead Sea and St. Saba {IS. # P. p. 302).

The Mussulman traditions are chiefly exaggei'a-

tions of the 0. T. accounts. But there are some
stories independent of the Bible. One is the striking

story (Koran, xviii. 65-80) on which is founded

Parnell's Hermit. Another is the proof given by
Moses of the existence of God to the atheist king

(Chardin, x. 836, and in Fabricius, 836).

In the 0. T. the name of Moses does not occur sc

frequently, after the close of the Pentateuch, sis

might be expected. In the Judges it occurs only

once—in speakingof the wandering Levite Jonath? 1,

his grandson. In the Hebrew copies, followed by

the A. v., it has been superseded by " Jlanasbeh,"

in order to avoid throwing discredit on the family

of so great a man. [Manasseh, p. 225 6.] In the

Psalms and the Prophets, however, he is frequently

named as the chief of the prophets.

In the N. T. he is referred to partly as the

representative of the Law—as in the numerous
passages cited above—and in the vision of the

Ti-anstigui-ation, where he appears side by side with

Elijah. It is possible that the peculiar word ren-

dered "decease " (f|oSoy)—used only in Luke ix. 3)

and 2 Pet. i. 15, where it may have been drawn
from the context of the Transfiguration— was sug-

gested by the Exodus of Moses.

As the author of the Law he is contrasted with

Christ, the Author of the Gospel: " The law was
given by Moses " (John i. 17). The ambiguity and

transitory nature of his gloi-y is set against the

pennanence and clearness of Christianity (2 Cor. iii.

13-18), and his mediatorial character (" the law

in the hand of a mediator") against the unbroken

communication of God in Christ (Gal. iii. 19).

His " service " of God is contrasted with Christ's

sonship (Heb. iii. 5, 6). But he is also spoken of as

a likeness of Christ ; and, as this is a point of view

1 III the Arabic traditions the Vthof Adar (Jalaladdiu

38S).
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which has been almost lost iii the Church, compared

with the more familiar comparisons ot" Christ to

Adam, David, Joshua, and yet has as firm a basis

in fact as any of them, it may be well to draw it

out in detail.

1 . Moses is, as it would seem, the only character

of the 0. T. to whom Christ expressly likens Himself,—"Moses wrote of me" (John v. 46). It is

uncertain to what passage our Lord alludes, but

the general opinion seems to be the true one—that

it is the i-emarkable prediction in Deut. xviii. 15,

18, 19,—"The Lord thy God will raise up unto

thee a projihet from the midst of thee, from thy

brethren, like unto me ; unto him ye shall hearken

.... 1 will raise them up a prophet from among
their brethren, like unto thee, and will put my
wonls in his mouth ; and he shall speak unto them

all that I shall command him. And it shall come to

pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto my
words which he shall speak in my name, I will

require it of him." This passage is also expressly

quoted by Stejihen (Acts vii. 37), and it is probably

in allusion to it, that at the Transfigui-ation, in the

presence of Moses and Elijah, the words were

uttered, " Hear ye Hiin."

It suggests three main points of likeness :

—

(a.) Christ was, like Moses, the great Prophet of

the people— the last, as Moses was the first. In

greatness of position, none came between them.

Only Samuel and Elijah could by any possibility be

thought to till the place of Moses, and they only in

a very secondary degree. Christ alone appears, like

Moses, as the Hevealer of a new name of God—of a

new religious society on earth. The Israelites " were

baptized unto Moses" (1 Cor. x. 2). The Christians

were baptized unto Christ. There is no other name
in the Bible that could be used in like manner.

(6.) Christ, like Moses, is a Lawgiver :
" Him

shall ye hear." His whole Appearance as a Teacher,

diiieriug in much beside, has this in common with

Moses, unlike the other prophets, that He lays down
a code, a law, for His followers. The Sermon on

the Mount almost inevitably suggests the parallel

of Moses on Mount Sinai.

(c.) Christ, like Moses, was a Prophet out of the

midst of the nation— " from their brethren." As
Moses was the entire representative of his people,

feeling for them more than for himself, absorbed

in their interests, hopes, and feai-s, so, with re-

verence be it said, was Christ. The last and
greatest of the Jewish prophets. He was not only a

Jew by descent, but that .Jewish descent is insisted

upon as an integral part of His appearance. Two
of the Gospels open with His genealogy. " Of the

Israelites came Christ after the flesh" (Kom. ix. h).

He wept and lamented over His country. He
confined himself during His life to their needs.

He was not sent " but unto the lost sheep of the

house of Israel " (Matt. xv. 24). It is true that

Ilis absorption into the Jewish nationality was but

the symbol of His absoi-ption into the far wider and
deeper interests of all humanity. But it is only by

understanding the one that we are able to under-

' In later history, the name of Moses has not beon for-

gotten. In the early Christian Church he appears in tlie

Roman catacombs in the likeness of St. Peter, partly,

doubtless, from his being the leader of the Jewish, as

Peter of the Christian Church, partly from his connexion

with the I'iock. It is as striking the Rock that he appears
undor Peter's name.

In the Jewish, as in the Arabian nation, his name
hag in later years been more common than in former ages,

VOI,. II.
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stand the otlier : and the life ot Moses is tlie best
means of enabling us to understand them both.

2. In Heb. iii. 1-19, xii. 24-29, Acts vii. 37,
Christ is described, though more obscurely, as the
Moses of the new dispensation—as the Apostle, or
Jlessenger, or Mediator, of God to the people—as the
Controller and Leader of the flock or household of
God. No other person in the 0. T. could have fur-

nished this parallel. In both, the revelation was com-
municated partly through the lite, partly through
the teaching

; but in both tlie l'ioi)het was incessantly

united with the Guide, the Kuler, the Shepherd.
3. The details of their lives are sometimes, though

not often, compared. Stephen (Acts vii. 24-28,
3.')) dwells, evidently with this view, on the likenes.*'

of Moses in striving to act as a peacemaker, and mis-
understood and rejected on that very account. The
death of Moses, especially as related by Josephus
{tit supra), immediately suggests the Ascension of
Christ ; and the retardation of the rise of the

Christian Church, till after its Founder was with-

drawn, gives a moral as well as a material resem-

blance. But this, though dwelt upon in the ser-

vices of the Church, has not been expressly laid

down in the Bible.

In Jude 9 is an allusion to an altercation between

Michael and Satan over the body of Moses. It has

been endeavoured (by reading '\ii)aov for MtuiJo-eais)

to refer this to Zech. iii. 2. But it probably refers to

a lost apocryphal book, mentioned by Origen, called

the ' Ascension, or Assumption, of Moses.' All

that is known of this book is given in Fabricius, Cod.

Pseudepigr. V. T. i. 839-844. The "dispute of

Michael and Satan " probably had reference to the

concealment of the body to prevent idolatry. Gal. v.

6 is by several later writers said to be a quotation

from the ' Revelation of Moses' (Fabricius, Ibid.

i. 838).'' [A. P. S.]

MOSOL'LAM (Mocr6\KafjLos : Bosoramus) —
Meshullam 1 1 (1 Esdr. ix. 14 ; comp. Ezr. x. 15).

MOSOL'LAMON {UoaSWaiios : Mosolamus)
= Meshullam 10 (1 Esdr. viii. 44; comp. Ezr.

viii. 16).

MOTH (K'y," ^dsh: <t^s, apaxvi), rapaxh,

Xpivos; Sym. ivpuis; Aq. fipu<ns: tinea, aranea).

By the Hebrew word we are certainly to under-

stand some species of clothes-moth {tinea) ; for the

Greek ci^s, and the Latin tinea, are used by ancient

authors to denote either the larva or the imago of

this destructive insect, and the context of the se-

veral passages where the word occurs is sufficiently

indicative of the animal. Reference to the de-

structive habits of the clothes-moth is made in Job

iv. 19, xiii. 28 ; Ps. .xxxix. 11 ; Is. L 9, li. 8; Hos.

v. 12 ; Matt. vi. 19, 20 ; Luke xii. 33, and in

Ecclus. xix. 3, xlii. 13; indeed, in every in-

stance but one where mention of this insect is

m.nde, it is in reference to its habit of destroying

garments ; in Job xxvii. 18, " He buildeth his

house as a moth," it is clear that allusion is made

either to the well-known case of the Tinea pcllio-

though never occurring again (perhaps, ns in the case of

David, and of Peter in the Papacy, from motives of re-

verence) in the earlier annals, as recorded in the Bibir.

Moses Malmonldes, Moses Mendelssohn, Mflsa the con-

queror of Spain, are obvious instances. Of ihc aret ol

these three a Jewish proverb testifies that " From Mose*

to Moses there was none like Moses."

» From the root C'K'y. " to-^"" '>" «.>'•"
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nclla (see woodcuf), or some jiilied species, or else

to the leaf-building hu'vae of some other niembei-

of the Lcpidoptcra. " I will be to Kphiaim as a

moth," in Hos. v. 12, clearly means "I will con-

sume him as a moth consumes jiannents." The
expression of the A. V. in Job iv. 19, "are crushed

before the moth," is certainly awkward and ambi-

guous ; for the different interpretations of this pas-

sage see liosenmiiller's Schol. ad loc, where it is

argued that the words rendered " before the moth "

signify, " as a moth (destroys garments)." 8o the

Vulg. "consumentur veluti a tinea" (for this use

of the Hebrew phrase, see 1 Sam. i. 16. Similar

is the Latin ad faciein, in Plaut. Cistcll. i. 1, 73).

Others take the passage thus—" who are crushed

even as the frail moth is crushed." Either sense

will suit the passage ; but see the ditTerent explana-

tion of Lee (Comment, on Job, ad. loc). Some
writers understand the woril fipwffis of Matt. vi.

19, 20, to denote some species of moth [tinea gra-

nellai); others tliink that (Ttjs koI ^pSiffis by hen-

diadys = ff^s $i0pa>ffKov(Ta (see Sciiltet. Ux. Evang.
ii. c. 35). [Rl'ST.] The Orientals were fond of

forming repositories of rich apparel (Hammond,
AnmA. on ^latt. vi. 19), whence the frequent allu-

sion to the destriictiveness of the clothe^ moth

,illllT"imil|l'II|lln„

I he ( I.ithes Moth (Tine . jieUrnvdl )

a. Larvfi ai n case consti-ucttd out of the subbtanco n uliich it

19 feeding
'' Case cut at the sndu

The British tineae which are injurious to clothes,

fur, &c., are the following: tinea tapetzella, a com-
mon species often found in carriages, the larva

feeding under a gallery constructed from the lining
;

t. pellionelia, the larva of which constiucts a port-
able c;i.se out of the substance in which it feeds,

and is very partial to feathers. This species, writes
Mr. H. T. Staiiiton to the author of this article,
" certainly occuis in Asia Minor, and I think you
may safely conclude, that it and hixelliata (an
abundant species often found in horse-hair linings

of chairs) will be found in any old furniture ware-
house at .Jerusalem." For an interesting account
of the habits and economy of the clotlfes-moths,

see iiennie's Imect Architecture, p. 190, and for

a systematic enumeration of the British spcies of
the genus Tinea, see fnsecta Britannica, vol. iii.

The clothes-moths belong to the group Tineina,
order Lcpidoptcra. For the Hebrew DD (Sas) see

Worm. ^
[\V. h.]

MOTHER (DN: ni]Tiip: mater). The supe-

=> In the same manner " The Peak," originally the name
of the highest mountain of Derbyshire, has now been
expended to the whole district.

MOUNT, MOUNTAIN
riority of the Hebrew over all contemporancouu
systems of legislation and of morals is strongly

shown m the higher estimation of the mothei- in

the Jewish family, as contrasted with modern
Oriental, as well its ancient Oiiental and classical

usage. The king's mother, as appears in the rase

of Bathsheba, was treated with especial honour

(1 K. ii. 19; Ex. xx. 12; Lev. xix. 3; Deut. v.

16, xxi. 18, 21 ; Prov. x. 1, xv. 20, xvii. 25, xxix.

15, xxxi. 1,30). [Children; Father; Kin-
DKKD ; King, vol. ii. 196 ; Women.] [H. W. P.]

MOUNT, MOUNTAIN. In the 0. T, our

translators have employed this word to represent

the following terms only of the original : (1) the

Hebrew ~\T\, har, with its derivative or kindred

"l"in, harar, or Tin, herer ; and (2) the Chaldee

l-ID, tiir: this last occurs only in Dan. ii. 35, 45.

In the New Testament it is confined almost exclu-

sively to representing ipos. In the Apociypha the

same usage prevails as in the N. T., the only excep-

tion being in 1 Mace. xii. 36, where " mount " is

put for u'l^os, probably a mound, as we should now
say, or embankment, by which Simon cut off thn

communicjition between the citadel on the Temple
mount and the town ofJemsalem. For this Josephus

(Ant. xiii. 5, §11) has reixos, a wall.

But while they have employed " mount " and
" mountain " for the above Hebrew and Greek terms

only, the translators of the A. V. have also occa-

sionally rendered the same terms by the English

woid " hill," thereby sometimes causing a confusion

and disconnexion between the dillerent parts of the

mirative which it would be desirable to avoid.

hNimples of this are given under HiLLS (vol. i.

p S16a). Others will be found in 1 M.icc. xiii.

o2, compared with xvi. 20; Jud. vi. 12, 13, comp.
with X. 10, xiii. 10.

1 he Hebrew word liar, like the English " moun-
tain," is employed both for .single eminences more
01 less isolated, such as Sinai, Gerizim, Ebal, Zion,

and Olivet, and for ranges, such as Lebanon. It is

ilso applied to a mountainous country or district,

lb in Josh. xi. 16, where " the mountain of Israel
"

IS the highland of Palestine, as opposed to the

" valley and the plain ;" and in Josh. xi. 21, xx. 7,

where " the mountain of Judah" (A. V. in the

fonner case "mountains") is the same as "the
hill-country " in xxi. 11. Similarly Mount Ephraim
(Har Ephraim) is the mountainous district occupied

by that tribe, which is evident from the tact that

the Mount Gaash, Mount Zemaraim, the hill of

Phinehas, and the towns of Shechem, Shamir,

Timnath-.S;rach, besides other cities (2 Chr. xv. 8),

were all situated upon it.* So also the " niountiin

of the Amnrites " is apparently the elevatal country

east of the Dead Sea and Jordan (Deut. i. 7, 19, 20).

and " Mount Naphtali" the very elevated and hilly

tract allotted to that tribe.

The various eminences or mountain-districts to

which the word liar is applied in the 0. T. are ;is

follow :

—

Aharim ; Amana ; of the Amalekites ; of
THE Amorites ; Ararat ; Baalah ; Baal-
Hermon ; Basiian ; Bethel ; Bether ; Car-
mel; Ei!al; Ephraim; Ephron; Esau; Gaash

;

Gerizim; Gilboa ; Gilead; Halak ; Heres;
HeRMON; Houb (2); HOREB; OF ISRAEL; Je-

b Mount Hor is probably the " great mountain "— the

mountiiin of mountains," according to the Oriental cus-

tom of enipliasizing an expression by doubline the word.
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ARiM; Judah; Olivet, or op Olives; Mizar
MoRiAH ; Naphtali ; Nebo ; Pahan ; Perazim
'Samaria ; Seir ; Sepiiar ; Sinai ; Sion, Sirion

or Shenir (all names for Hermoii) ; Siiapher

Tabor ; Zai,mon ; Zemaraim ; Zion.

The Mount of the Valley {pJOVTj nn : 6

opos 'E-Ad; Alex. ^'Evan: mom comallis) was a

district on the East of Jordan, within the territory

allotted to Reuben (Josh. xiii. 19), containing a

number of towns. Its name recalls a similar juxta

position of "mount" and "valley" in the name

of " Langdale Pikes," a well-known mountain in

our own country.

The word har became, at least in one instance,

incorporated with the name which accompanied it,

so as to form one word. Har Gerizzim, Mount Ge-

rizim, appears in the writers of the first centuries of

the Christian era as TrrfAis 'ApyopiO;/ (Eupolemus),

opos 'ApyapiCos (Marinus), nions Agazaren {Itin.

Hierosolym. p. 587). This is also, as has already

been noticed (see vol. i. p. 108 a), the origin of the

name of Armageddon ; and it may possibly be that of

Atabyrion or Itabyrion, the form under which the

name of Jlount Tabor is given by the LXX., Ste-

phanus of Byzantium, and others, and which may
have been a corruption, for the sake of euphony,

from 'Apra^vpiov:—'Arafivpiov, 'Ira^vpiov.

The frequent occurrence throughout the Scrip-

tures of personification of the natural features of the

country is very remarkable. The following are, it

is believed, all the words* used with this object in

relation to mountains or hills :

—

1. Head, ^iil, Msh, Gen. viii. 5 ; Ex. xix. 20
;

Deut. xxxiv. 1 ; 1 K. xviii. 42
;
(A. V. " top ").

2. Ears, ni3TN, Az7ioth. Aznoth-Tabor, Josh.

xix. 34 : possibly in allusion to some projection on

the top of the mountain. The same word is perhaps

found in Uzzen-Siierah.

3. Shoulder, ^jriS, Cdtheph. Deut. xxxiii. 12
;

Josh. XV. 8, and xviii. 16 ("side"); all referring

to the hills on or among which Jerusalem is placed.

Josh. XV. 10, "the side of Morint Jearim."

4. Side, IV, Tsad. (See the word for the

"side" of a man in 2 Sam. ii. ItJ, Ez. iv. 4, &c.)

Used in reference to a mountain in 1 Sam. xxiii. 26,

2 Sam. xiii. 34.

5. Loins or Flanks, ni?p3, Cisldth. Chisloth-

Tabor, Josh. xix. 12. It occurs also in the name of a

village, probably situated on this part of the moun-

^ 1 K. xvi. 24, " the hill Samaria;" accurately, " the

mountain Shomeron."
<« The same reading Is found in the LXX. of Jer. xlvll.

5, xUx. 4.

= With perhaps four exceptions, all the above terms are

used in our own language ; but, in addition, we speak of

the " crown," the " instep," the " foot," tlie " toe," and

the " breast " or " bosom " of a mountain or hill. " Top "

is perhaps only a corruption of kopf, " head." Similarly

we speak of the " mouth," and the " gorge " (i. e. the
" throat ") of a ravine ; and a " tongue " of land. Compare
too the word col, " neck," In French.

IJK
" 1. To mourn. /3X' mvOtia, lugeo.

^^ 2. (a) |3N. voyyv^u), and (b) njK. Trti/flcu, moerfo.

^^b From (6) H'^N and H^JXri. o-Tei/oyMos, semitus. In

^^^BLam. il. .">, ranti.voviJ.a'O';, huviilMtu; A. V. "moum-
^^^Bhlg," "lamentation."

^^H 3. r\>\22'niveo^,fletiis; A.V. liachuVi. Also n'33,
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tain, Ha-Cesulloth, n'l^pSn, i. e. the " loins"

(Josh. xix. 18). [Cuesulloth.]

6. Rib, y7V, Tseld. Only used once, in speak-

ing of the Mount of Olives, 2 Sam. xvi. 13, and
there translated " side," « /c irXtvpas rod opovs.

7. Back, Q'^^}, Sheceni. Possibly the root of the

name of the town Shechem, which may be derived

from its situation, as it were on the back of Gerizim.

8. Thigh, T\y\\ Jarcdh. (See the word for

the "thigh" of a man in Judg. iii. 16, 21.) Ap-
plied to Mount Ephraim, Judg. xix. 1, 18 ; and to

Lebanon, 2 K. xix. 23 ; Is. xxxvii. 24. Used also

for the " sides " of a cave, 1 Sam. xxiv. 3.

9. The word translated " cove^-t" in 1 Sam. xxv.

20 is inp, Sether, fi-om *inD, " to hide," and pro-

bably refers to the shrubbery or thicket through
which Abigail's path lay. In this passage " hill

"

should be " mountain."

The Chaldee "I-1D, tur, is the name still given to

the Mount of Olives, the Jehel et-Tur.

The above is principally taken from the Appendix
to Professor Stanley's Sinai and Palestine, §23.
See also 249, and 338 note, of that work. [G.]

MOUNT (Is. xxix. 3 ; Jer. vi. 6, &c.). [Siege.]

MOUNTAIN OF THE AMORITES
(^^J^^<^ in : 6pos toO 'Ano^palov. Mons Amor-

rhaei), specifically mentioned Deut. i. 19, 20 (comp.

44), in reference to the wandering of the Israelites

in the desert. It seems to be the range which rises

abruptly fiom the plateau oi et-Tih, lunning from a
little S. of W. to the N. of E., and of which the ex-

tremities are the Jebel Araif en-Nakah west-ward,
and Jehel el-Mnkrah eastward, and from which line

the country continues mountainous all the way to He-
bron. [Wilderness of Wandering.] [H. H.]

MOURNING.* The numerous list of words
employed in Scripture to express the various actions

which are characteristic of mourning, show in

a great degree the nature of the Jewish customs
in this respect. They appear to have consisted

chiefiy in the following particulars:

—

1 . Beating the bieast or others parts of the body.

2. Weeping and screaming in an excessive degree.

3. Wealing sad-coloured gaiTnents.

4. Songs of lamentation.

.5. Funeral feasts.

6. Employment of persons, especially women, to

lament.

•• '"'!]? ^pnvo<:, cantus. In Ez. ii. 10, 'H. ep^voi,

lamentatio. In Ez. xxvii. 32, ^3. Op^vo^, carmen lugvin-e,

from nn3. 0prive(o, canto.

5. ni3. OprjViu), lugeo.

6. *7QpP> KOJTCTO!. planctii.':, from nSD- icon-xco,

plnngo. See Eccl. xli. 5.

7. Tip. o-KOTso/uat, contristor, i.e. to wear dark-

coloured clothes. Jer. viii. 21.

8. }1N. doUn: [Bkn-ont.]

9. n!in> jue'Aos, carmen. Kz. ii. 10.

in. nPD. 9ia<ro?, cornnnnm; A. V. ni.irs. " mourn-

ing feast." Jer. xvi. .S. . .

11. ].V"5, or Pi?, "to beat." Hence part, ^\^2y^\>'0•

Jer.ix.l6; 9p,j>/oC(rai, Jamen/otricej!, "mourning women
"

in N. T. Bfynviia iAaAdfui, hKoKvio,, eopvpiofiai. iT(vetm.

Kkaim, KonTOfiai, icOTrtTci?, ircVSot, KAov«nii?. !>ivpiiO<! i

lugeo, fleo, ploro, plango, moet-eo, ejiilo. lu<jtui, fUtut,

moejw, plancttu, ululatus.
^
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And we m<ay remark that the same words, and

in many points the same customs prevailed, not

only in the case of death, but in cases of affliction

or calamity in general.

(1.) Although in some respects a similarity

exists between E;istern and Western usage, a simi-

larity which in remote times and in particular

nations was stronger than is now the case, the

dill'eience between each is on the whole very strik-

ing. One marked featui-e of Oriental mourning is

what may be called its studied publicity, and the

careful observance of the piescribed ceremonies.

Thus Abraham, after the death of Sarah, came, as

it were in state, to mourn and weep for her, Gen.

xxiii. 2. Job, after his misfortunes, " arose and

rent his mantle (meil, Dress, p. 4546) and shaved

his head, and fell down upon the ground, on the

ashes," Job. i. 20, ii. 8, and in like manner his

friends, " rent every one his mantle, and sprinkled

dust upon their heads, and sat down with him on

the ground seven days and seven nights " without

speaking, ii. 12, 13. We read also of high places,

streets, and house-tops, as places especially chosen

for mourning, not only by Jews but by other

nations, Is. xv. 3; Jer. iii. 21, xlviii. 38; 1 Sam.

xi. 4, XXX. 4 ; 2 Sam. xv. 30.

(2.) Among the particular forms observed the

following may be mentioned

:

a. Rending the clothes. Gen. xxxvii. 29, 34,

xliv. 13; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 27; Is. xxxvi. 22; Jer.

xxxvi. 24 (where the absence of the form is to be

noted), xli. ,5 ; 2 Sam. iii. 31, xv. 32 ; Josh. vii.

6; Joel ii. 13; Ezr. ix. 5 ; 2 K. v. 7, xi. 14;
Matt. xxvi. 65, ifiaTtov; Mark xiv. 63, x'''"'^"-

b. Dressing in sackcloth [Sackcloth], Gen.

xxxvii. 34; 2 Sam. iii. 31, xxi. 10; Ps. xxxv. 13;
Is. xxxvii. 1; Joel i. 8, 13; Am. viii. 10; Jon.

iii. 8, man and beast; Job xvi. 15; Esth. iv. 3, 4
;

Jer. v\. 26 ; Lam. ii. 10 ; 1 K. xxi. 27.

c. Ashes, dust, or earth sprinkled on the person,

2 Sara. xiii. 19, xv. 32; Josh. vii. 6 ; Esth. iv. 1,

3 ; Jer. \i. 26 ; Job ii. 12, xvi. 15, xiii. 6 ; Is. l.\i.

3; Rev. xviii. 19.

d. Black or sad-coloured garments, 2 Sam. xiv.

2 ; Jer. viii. 21 ; Ps. xxxviii. 6, xiii. 9, xliii. 2
;

Mai. iii. 14, marg. ; Ges. p. 1195.

e. Removal of ornaments or neglect of person,

Deut. .xxi. 12, 13; Ex. xxxiii. 4 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 2,

xix. 24; Ez. xxvi. 16; Dan. x. 3 ; Matt. vi. 16,

17. [Nail.]

/. Shaving the head, plucking out the hair of the

head or beai-d, Lev. x. 6 ; 2 Sam. xix. 24 ; Ezr. ix.

3 ; Job i. 20 ; Jer. vii. 29, xvi. 6.

g. Laying bare some part of the body. Isaiah

himself naked and' barefoot. Is. \x. 2. The Egyp-
tian and Ethiopian captives, ib. ver. 4 ; Is. xlvii. 2,

1. 6; Jer. xiii. 22, 26; Nah. iii. 5; Mic. i. 11;
Am. viii. 10.

h. Fasting or abstinence in meat and drink, 2

.Sam. i. 12, iii. 35, xii. 16, 22; 1 Sam. xxxi. 13; !

Ezr. X. 6 ; Neh. i. 4 ; Dan. x. 3, vi. 18; Joel i.
I

14, ii. 12 ; Ez. xxiv. 17; Zech. vii. 5, a periodical

fast during captivitv ; 1 K. xxi. 9, 12 ; Is. Iviii. 3,

4, 5, xxiv. 7,9, 11; Mai. iii. 14; Jer. xxxvi. 9;
Jon. iii. 5, 7 (of Nineveh) ; Judg. sx. 26; 2 Chr.

XX. 3; Ezr. viii. 21; Matt. ix. 14, 15.

i. In the same direction may be mentioned dimi-

nution in offerings to < iod, and prohibition to par- i

take in sacrificial food. Lev. vii. 20; Deut. xxvi.
j

14; Hos. ix. 4; Joel i. 9, 13, 16.

k. Covering the " upper lip," i. e. the lower part

of the face, and sometimes the head, in token of
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silence ; specially in the case of the leper, Lev. xiii.

45 ; 2 Sam. xv. 30, xix. 4 ; Jer. xiv, 4 ; Ez. xxiv.

17; Mic. iii. 7.

/. Cutting the flesh, Jer. xvi. 6, 7 ; xli. 5.

[Cuttings in the Flesh.] Beating the body, Ez.
xxi. 12 ; Jer. xxxi. 19.

m. ilmployment of persons hired for the pui-pose

of mourning, women " skilful in lamentation,"

Eccl. xii. 5 ; Jer. ix. 17 ; Am. v. 16 ; Matt. ix. 23.

Also flute-players, Matt. ix. 23 [Minstrel] ; 2 Chr.

xxxv. 25.

n. Akin to this usage the custom for friends or

passers-by to join in the lamentations of bereaved or

afflicted persons, Gen. 1. 3; Judg. xi. 40; Job ii.

11, XXX. 25, xxvii. 15; Ps. Ixxviii. 64; Jer. ix. 1,

xxii. 18 ; 1 K. xiv. 13, 18 ; 1 Chr. vii. 22 ; 2 Chr.

xxxv. 24, 25 ; Zech. xii. 11 ; Luke vii. 12 ; John xi.

31 ; Acts viii. 2, ix. 39; Rom. xii. 15. So also in

times of general soitow we find large numbers of

persons joining in passionate expressions of grief,

Judg. ii. 4, XX. 26 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 3, xxx. 4 ; 2 Sam.
i. 12 ; Ezr. iii. 13 ; Ez. vii. 16, and the like is men-
tioned of the priests, Joel ii. 17 ; Mai. ii. 13; see

below.

0. The sitting or lying posture in silence indi-

cative of grief, Gen. xxiii. 3 ; Judg. xx. 26 ; 2 Sam.
xii. 16, xiii. 31 ; Job i. 20, ii. 13; Ezr. ix. 3;
Lam. ii. 10 ; Is. iii. 26.

p. Mourning feast and cup of consolation, Jer.

xvi. 7, 8.

The period of mourning varied. In the case of

Jacob it was seventy days. Gen. 1. 3 ; of Aaron,

Num. XX. 29, and Moses, Deut. xxxiv. 8, thirty.

A further period of seven days in Jacob's case. Gen.

1. 10. Se\'en d.iys for Saul, which may have been

an abridged period in time of national danger, 1 Sam.
xxxi, 13.

Excessive grief in the case of an individual may
be noticed in 2 Sam. iii. 16; Jer. xxxi. 15, and the

same hypocritically, Jer. xli. 6.

(3.) Similar practices are noticed in the Apocry-

phal books,

a. Weeping, fasting, rending clothes, sackcloth,

ashes, or earth on head, 1 Mace. ii. 14, iii. 47, iv.

39, V. 14, xi. 71, xiii. 45; 2 Mace. iii. 19, x. 25,

xiv. 15; Jud. iv. 10, 11 ; viii. 6, ix. 1, xiv. 19

(Assyrians), x. 2, 3, viii. 5 ; 3 Mace. iv. 6 ; 2 Esdr.

X. 4 ; Esth. xiv. 2.

6. Funeral feast with wailing, Bar. vi. 32 : also

Tob. iv. 17 ; see in reproof of the practice, Aug.

Civ. D. viii. 27.

c. Period of mourning, Jud. viii. 6 ; Ecclus. xxii.

12, seven days, so also perhaps 2 Esdr. v. 20. Bel

and Dragon ver. 40.

d. Priests ministering in sackcloth and ashes,

the altar dressed in sackcloth, Jud. iv. 11, 14, 15.

e. Idol priests with clothes rent, head and beard

shorn, and head bare, Bar. vi. 31.

(4.) In Jewish writings not Scriptui-al, these

notices are in the main confirmed, and in some cases

enlarged.

a. Tearing hair and boating breast, Joseph. Ant.

xvi. 7, §5, XV. 3, §9.

6. Sackcloth and ashes, Joseph. Ant. xx. 6, §1 . xix.

8, §2, Bell. Jud. ii. 12, §5; clothes rent, ii. 15, §4.

c. Seven days niourning lor a father, Joseph. Ant.

XV ii. 8, §4, Bell. Jud. ii. 1, §1 ; for thirty days,
i

B. J. iii. 9, §5.
I

d. Those who met a funeral required to join it,
|

Joseph, c. Ap. ii. 26; see Luke vii. 12, and Rom.
j

xii. 1.').

e. Flute-players at a funeral. Bell. Jud. iii. 9, §5. ;'
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The Mishna prescribes seven days mourning for a

father, a mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, or

wife (Bartenora, on Moed Katon iii. 7).

Kending garments is regularly graduated ac-

cording to the degree of relationship. For a father

or mother the garment was to be rent, but not with

an instrument, so as to sliow the breast ; to be sewn

up roughly after thirty days, but never closed. The

sjime for one's own teacher in the Law, but for

other lelatives a palm breadth of the upper garment
|

to suffice, to be sewn u]> roughly after seven days

and fully closed after thirty days, 3foed Kat. iii.

7; Sliahh. xiii. 3; Carpzov, App. Bib. p. 650.

Friendly mourners were to sit on the ground, not

on the' bed. On certain days the lamentation was

to be only partial. Moed Kat. 1. c. For a wife

there was to be at least one hired mourner and two

pipers, Cetuhoth. iv. 4.

(5.) In the last place we may mention a. the

idolatrous " mourning for Tammuz," Ez. viii. 14,

as indicating identity of practice in certain cases

among Jews and heathens ; and the custom in later

days of olferings of food at graves, Ecclus. xxx. 18.

b. The prohibition both to the high-priest and to

Nazarites against going into mourning even for a

father or mother, Lev. xxi. 10, 11; Num. vi. 7
;

see Nezir, vii. 1. The inferior priests were limited

to the cases of their near relatives. Lev. xxi. 1, 2, 4.

c. The food eaten during the time of mourning was
regarded as impure, Deut. xxvi. 14 ; Jer. xvi. 5, 7

;

Ez. xxiv. 17 ; Hos. ix. 4.

(6.) When we turn to heathen writers we find

similar usages prevailing among various nations of

antiquity. Herodotus, speaking of the Egyptians,

says, " When a man of any account dies, all the

womankind among his relatives proceed to smear

tlieir heads and faces with mud. They then leave

the corpse in the house, and parade the city with
their breasts exposed, beating themselves as they

go, and in this they are joined by all the women
belonging to the family. In like manner the men
also meet them from opposite quarters, naked to the

waist and beating themselves" (Her. ii. 85). He also

mentions seventy days as the period of embalming
(ii. 86). This doubtless includes the whole mourn-
ing period. Diodorus, speaking of a king's death,

mentions rending of garments, suspension of sacri-

fices, he;ids smeared with clay, and breasts bared,

and says men and women go about in companies of

200 or 300, making a wailing twice-a-day, evpvd-

Hais JUST* oiStjs. They abstain from flesh, wheat-
bread, wine, the bath, dainties, and in general all

pleasure
; do not lie on beds, but lament as for :vn

only child during seventy-two davs. On the hist day
a sort of trial was held of the merits of the deceased,

and according to the verdict pronounced by the ac-

clamations of the crowd, he was treated with funeral

honours, or the contiary (Diod. Sic. i. 72). Similar
usages prevailed in the case of private persons, ib.

91, 92.

The Egyptian paintings confiim these accounts
as to the exposure of the person, the beating, and
the throwing clay or mud upon the heiid ; and
women are I'epresented who appear to be hired

mourners (Long, Eg. Ant. ii. 154-159 ; Wilkinson,
Eij. Ant. ii. p. 358, 387). Herodotus also mentions
the I'ei-sian custom of rending the garments with
wailing, and also cutting otf the hair on occasions
of death or calamity. The last, he says, was also

usual among the Scythians (Her. ii. 66, viii. 99,
ix. 24, iv. 71).

Lucian, in his discourse concerning Greek moum-
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ing, speaks of tearing the hair and flesh, and
wailing, and beating the breast to the sound of a

flute, burial of slaves, horses, and ornaments as

likely to be useful to the deceased, and the practice

for relatives to endeavour to persuade the parents

of the deceased to partake of the funeral-feast (Tre-

pldfiTTVov) by way of recruiting themselves after

their three days' fast {De Luctu, vol. ii. p. 303, 305,
307, ed. Amsterdam). Plutju-ch mentions that the

Greeks regarded all mourners as unclean, and that

women in mourning cut their hair, but the men
let it grow. Of the liomans, in carrying corpses of

parents to the grave, the sons, he says, cover their

heads, but the daughters uncover tliem, contrary to

their custom in each case (^Quaest. Rom. vol. vii. p.
74, 82, ed. Keiske.)

Greeks and Romans both made use of hired mour-
ners, praeiicae, who accompanied the funeral pro-

cession with chants or songs. Flowers and per-

fumes were also thrown on the graves (Ov. Fast.

vi. 660; Trist. v. 1, 47; Flato, le<jg. vii. 9;
Diet, of Antiq. art. Funus). The praeficae seem

to be the piedecessors of the " mutes " of modern
funerals.

(7.) With the practices above mentioned. Oriental

and otlier customs, ancient and modern, in great

measuie agree. D'Arvieux says, Arab men are

silent in grief, but the women scream, tear their

hair, hands, and face, and throw earth or sand on

their heads. The older women wear a blue veil

and an old abba by way of mourning garments.

They also sing the praises of the deceased ( Trav.

p. 269, 270). Niebuhr says both Mahometans
and Christians in Egypt hire wailing women, and

wail at stilted times ( Voy. i. 150). Burckhardt

says the women of Atbara in Nubia shave their

heads on the death of their nearest relatives, a

custom prevalent also among several of the peasant

tribes of Upper Egypt. In Berber on a death they

usually kill a sheep, a cow, or a camel. He al^o

mentions walling women, and a man in distress

besmearing his face with dirt and dust in token of

grief {Nabia, pp. 176, 226, 374). And, speaking

of the ancient Arab tribes of Upper Egypt, " I have

seen the female relations of a deceased man dance

befoi'e his house with sticks and lances in their

hands and behaving like furious soldiers " {Notes

on Bed. i. 280). Shaw says of the Arabs of

Barbary, after a funeral the female relations duiing

the space of two or three months go once a week

to weep over the giave and offer eatables (see

Ecclus. xxx. 18). He also mentions mourning

women {Trav. pp. 220, 242). "In Oman,"
Wellsted says, " there are no hired moui'uing

women, but the females from the neighbourhood

assemble after a funeral and continue for eight

days, from sunrise to sunset, to utter loud lamenta-

tions " {Trav. i. 216). In the Arabian Nights

are fiequent allusions to similar practices, as lend-

ing clothes, throwing dust on the head, cutting otf

the hair, loud exclamation, visits to the tomb,

plucking the hair and beard (i. 65, 263, 297,

358, 518, ii. 354, 237, 409). They also mention

ten days and forty days as periods of mouining

(i. 427, ii. 409). Sir J. Chardin, speaking of

Persia, says, the tombs aie visitei periodically by

women ( Voy. vi. 489). He speaks also of the

tumult at a death (ib. 482). Mourning lasts forty

days: for eight days a fast is observe.!, and visits

are paid by Vriends' to the bereaved relatives ;
on

the ninth day the men go to the bath, shave the

head and beaid, and return the visits, but the
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lamentation continues two or three times a week

till the fortieth clay. The mourning garments are

dark-coloured, but never black (ib. p. 481). Rus-

sell, speaking of the Turks at Aleppo, says, " the

instant the death takes place, the women who are

in the chamber give the alarm by shrieking as if

distracted, and are joined by all the other females

in the harem. This conclamation is termed the

wulwaly:'' it is so shrill as to be heard, especially

in the night, at a prodigious distance. The men
disapprove of and take no share in it ; they drop a

few tears, assume a resigned silence, and retire in

private. Some of the near female relations, when
apprised of what has happened, repair to the house,

and the widwaly, which had paused for some time,

is renewed upon the entrance of each visitant into

the harem" {Aleppo, i. 306). He also mentions

professional mourners, visits to the grave on the

thii-d, seventh, and fortieth days, prayers at the

tomb, flowers strewn, and food distributed to the

poor. At these visits the shriek of wailing is

renewed: the chief mourner appeals to the de-

ceased and reproaches him fondly tor his departure.

The men make no change in their dress ; the

women lay aside their jewels, dress in their plainest

garments, unJ wear on the head a handkerchief of a

dusky colour. They usually mourn twelve months
for a husband and six for a father (ib. 311,312). Of
the Jews he says, the conclamation is practised by

the women, but hired mourners are seldom called

in to assist at the wulwaly. Both sexes make some
alteration in dress by way of mourning. The women
lay aside their jewels, the men make a small rent in

their outer vestment (ii. 86, 87).

Lane, speaking of the modern Egyptians, says,

" After death the women of the family raise cries

of lamentation called welweleh or wilwdl, uttering

the most piercing shrieks, and calling upon the

name of the deceased, ' 0, my master ! 0, my
resource! 0, my misfortune! 0, my glory' (see

Jer. xxii. 18). The females of the neighbourhood

come to join with them in this conclamation: gene-

rally, also, the family send for two or more neddd-
behs, or public wailing women. Each brings a
tambourine, and beating them they exclaim, ' Alas for

him.' The female relatives, domestics, and friends.
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with their hair dishevelled, and sometimes with
rent clothes, beating their faces, cry in like manner,
' Alas, for him !' These make no alteration iu

dress, but women, in some cases, dye their shirts,

head-veils, and handkerchiefs of a dark-blue colour.

They visit the tombs at stated periods " {Mod. Eij.

iii. 152, 171, 195). Wealthy families in Cairo

have in the burial-grounds regularly furnished

houses of mourning, to which the females repair

at stated periods to bewail their dead. The art of

mourning is only to be acquired by long practice,

and regular professors of it are usually hired on the

occasion of a death by the wealthier classes (Mrs.

Poole, Englishxo. in Egypt, ii. 100). Dr. Wolff

mentions the wailing over the dead in Abyssinia,

Autobiog. ii. 273. Pietro della Valle mentions

a practice among the Jews of burning perfumes

at the site of Abraham's tomb at Hebron, for

which see 2 Chr. xvi. 14, xxi. 19 ; Jer. .xxxiv.

5; P. della Valle, Viaggi, i. 306. The cus-

toms of the N. American Indians also resemble

those which have been described in many par-

ticulars, as the howling and wailing, and speeches

to the dead: among some tribes the practice of

piercing the flesh with arrows or sharp stones,

visits to the place of the dead (Carver, Travels,

p. 401; Bancroft, Hist, of U. States, ii. 912;
Catlin, N. A. Indians, i. 90).

The former and present customs of the Welsh,

Irish, and Highlanders at funerals may also be

cited as similar in several respects, e. g. wailing

and howling, watching with the corpse, funeral

entertainments ("funeral baked meats"), flowers

on the grave, days of visiting the grave (Brand,

Pop. Antiq. ii. 128, &c. ; Harmer, Obs. iii.

40).

One of the most remarkable instances of tradi-

tional customary lamentation is found in the

weekly wailing of the Jews at Jerusalem at a spot

as near to the Temple as could be obtained. This

custom, noticed by St. Jerome, is alluded to by
Benjamin of Tudela and exists to the present day.

Jerome, ad Sophon. i. 15 ; ad Paulatn Ep. xxxix.;

Early Trav. in Pal. p. 83 ; Kaiimer, Palastina, p.

293 ; Martineau, Eastern Life, p. 471 ; Robinson,

i. 237. [H. W. P.]

Copper Coin» of Vespaaian, ropvosciitiiig

MOUSE (^3^y, 'a/Mr : fids : vius) occui-s in

Lev. xi. 29 as one of the unclean creeping things

which were forbidden to be used as food. In 1 Sam.

b Arab. \. \.. Heb. hh'' Gk. oXoAv^w, oAoAofw,

Ut. yuh, uitdo, an onomatopoelic word common to

i^^y

vi. 4, 5, five golden mice, " images of the mice that

mar the land," are mentioned as part of the trespass

offering which the Philistines were to send to the

many liinguages. See Ges. p. 596 ; ScBoebel, AnaU
Constit. p. 54 ; and Rnssell, vol. i. note 83, chiefly from

Schultens.
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Israelites wlieii they ivtunieJ tlie ark. In Is. Ixvi.

17, it is said, " They that s-anctify themselves ....

eating swine's flesh, and the abomination, and the

mouse, shall be consumed together." The Hebrew

word is in all probability generic, and is not in-

tended to denote any particular species of mouse

;

although Bochart {Hieroz. ii. 427), following the

Arabic version of Is. Ixvi. 17, restncts its meaning

to the jerboa {Bipns jaculiis). The original word

denotes a field-raviiger," and may therefore compre-

hend any destructive rodent. It is probable, how-

ever, that in 1 Sam. vi. 5, " the mice that mar the

land" may include and more particularly refer to

the short-tailed field-mice (^ryzcofa agrestis, Flem.),

which Dr. Kitto says cause great destruction to the

corn-lands of Syria. " Of all the smaller rodentia

which are injurious, both in the fields and in the

woods, there is not," says Prof Bell {Hist. Brit. Quad.

p. 3'25), " one which produces such extensive de-

struction as this little animal, when its increase, as

is sometimes the case, becomes multitudinous."

The ancient wiiters frequently speak of the great

ravages committed by mice. Herodotus (ii. 141)
ascribes the loss of Sennacherib's army to mice,

which in the night time gnawed through the bow-

strings and shield-straps.

Col. Hamilton Smith (Kitto's Cycl. art. "Mouse")
says that the hamster and the dormouse are still

eaten in common with the jerboa by the Bedoueens
;

and Gesenius (T/ies. s. v.) believes some esculent

species of dormouse is referred to in Is. Ixvi. 17.

[W. H.]

MOWING (ta ; tonsio. Am. vii. 1—LXX. reads

Fujy 6 fiacriKevs, either from a various reading oi-

.1 confusion of the letters \ afad H—a word signify-

ing also a shorn fleece, and rendered in Ps. Ixxii. 6
" mown glass "). As the great heat of the climate

in Palestine and other similarly situated countries

soon dries up the herbage itself, hay-making in our

sense of the term is not in use. The teim " hay,"

therefore, in P. B. version of Ps. cvi. 20, for ^t^y.

is incon-ect, A. V. "grass." So also Prov. xxvii.

25, and Is. sv. 6. The corn destined for forage is

cut with a sickle. The term "iyp> A. V. "mower,"

Ps. cxxi.x. 7, is most commonly in A. V. " reaper ;"

and once, Jer. ix. 22, " harvest-man."

The "king's mowings," Am. vii. 1, i. e. mown
grass, Ps. lx.\ii. 6, may perhaps refer to some royal

right of early pasturage for the use of the cavalry.

See 1 K. xviii. 5. (Shaw, Trav. 138; Wilkin-
son, Anc. Eg. abridgm, ii. 43, 50; Early Trav.

305. Pietro della Valle, Viaggi, ii. 237 ; Char-
din, Voy. iii. 370; Layard, Nin. ^ Bah. 330;
Niebuhr, Descr. dc I'Ar. 139; Harmer, Ohs.

iv. 386 ; Burckhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 210.)

[H. W. P.]

MO'ZA(SyiO: Viwai; Ale.f. 'Icirct: Mosa).

1. Son of Caleb the son of Hezron by his concubine

Ephah ( 1 Chr. ii. 46j.

2. (Maio-a, 1 Chr. viii. 36, 37 ; Matrad, Alex.

Mao-o, 1 Chr. ix. 42, 43). Son of Zimri, and de-

s<;e;idant of Saul thiough Micah the son of Mephi-
Isosheth.

MO'ZAH (il^On, with the definite article,

ham-Mot.-iali : 'AfiwKJ] ; Alex. A/iuffa : Aminosa),
one of the cities in the allotment of Benjamin
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* B<xliart dprives it from ^DP- " to devour," and

"IH- " corn."

(.losh. xviii. 'Jf! only), named between hac-Cephirah

and Rekem. Tlie former of these has probaUy been

identified with Kefir, 2 miles east of Yalo, but no

trace of any name resembling Motsah has hitherto

been discovered. Interpreting the name accoiding

to its Hebrew derivation, it may signify "the
spring-head "—the place at which the water of a

spring gushes out (Stanley, S. ^ P. App. §52).
A place of this name is mentioned in the Mishna
{Succah, iv. §5) as follows :—" There was a place

ijelow Jerusalem named Motsa ; thither they de-

scended and gathered willow-branches," i.e. tor the

" Feast of Tabernacles " so called. To this the

Gemaraadds, " the place was a Colonia^ (N''371p),

that is, exempt from the king's tribute" (Buxtorf,

Lex.Talm. 2043), which other Talmudists reconcile

with the original name by observing that Motsah

signifies an outlet or liberation, e. g. from tribute.

Bartenora, who lived at Jerusalem, and now lies in

the "valley of Jehoshaphat" there, says (in Su-

renhusius' Mishna, ii. 274) that Motsah was but a

short distance from the city, and in his time re-

tained the name of Colonia. On these grounds

Schwarz (127) would identify Mozah with the pre-

sent Kulonieh, a village about 4 miles west of Jeru-

salem on the Jafl'a road, at the entrance of the great

Wady Beit Haninah. The interpretations of the

Uabbis, just quoted, are not inconsistent with the

name being really derived from its having been

the seat of a Roman colonia, as suggested by Robin-

son {B.R. iii. 158). The only difficulty in the way
of the identification is that Euhnieh can hardly be

spoken of as " below Jerusalem "—an expression

which is most naturally interpreted of the ravine

beneath the city, where the Bir-Eyuh is, and the

royal gardens formerly were. Still there are

vestiges of much vegetation about Kulonieh, and

when the country was moie generally cultivated

and wooded, and the climate less arid than at pre-

sent, the dry rivei--bed which the tiaveller now
crosses may have flowed with water, and have

formed a not unfavourable spot for the growth of

willows. [G.]

MULBERRY-TREES (D-SOS, heddm

:

K\av0/xwv, Sirtot : pyri) occurs only in 2 Sam. v.

23 and 24, and in the parallel jiassage of 1 Chr.

xiv. 14. The Philistines having spread themselves

in the valley of Rephaim, David was ordered to

fetch a compass behind them and come upon them

over Against the mulberry-trees ; and to attack them

when he heard the " sound of a going in the tops of

the mulberry-trees."

We are quite unable to determine what kind

of tree is denoted by the Hebrew N33 ;
many

attempts at identification have been made, but they

are mere conjectures. The Jewish Rabbis, with seve-

)al modern versions, understand the mulbeny-tree;

others retain the Hebrew word. Celsius (Ifieroli. i.

335) believes the Hebrew bdcd is identical with a

tree of similar name mentioned in a MS. work of the

Arabic botanical writer Abu'l Fadli, namely, some

species ofAmyrk or Balsanwdrndron. Most lexico-

graphers are satisfied with this explanation. Some

modern English authors have adopted the opinion

of Dr. Rovle, who (Kitto's Cyc. art. Baca) rcfere

» Can this title be In any way coniicct«d with the

Koulon ((coOAof), whldi is one of the elcv.ii names

inserted by the LXX. in ihe catalogtip "I <h<- cities of

Judah, between versos 59 and 60 of .fosh. -w. ?
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the Hebrew bdcd to the A i:\bii' Shnjrat-al-bak,*

" the gnat-tree," which lie iilentities with some

tipecies of poplar, several kinds of which are found

ill Palestine. Rosenmiiller follows the LXX. of

1 Chr. xiv. 14, and believes " {lear-ti ees " are sig-

uitieci. As to the claim of the mulberry-tree to

represent the becalm of Scripture, it is difficult to

sec any foumhition tor such an interpretiition—for,

as liosenmiiller has observed {Bib. Hot. p. 256), it

is neither " countenanced by tlie ancient versions

nor by the occurrence of any similar term in the

cognate languages"— unless we adopt the opinion

of Ursinus, who [Arhor. Bib. iii. 75), having in

A-iew the root of the word bacah,^ " to weej)," iden-

tities the name of the tree in question with the

mulberry, " from the blood-like tears which the

pressed berries pour forth." ICqually unsatisfact(|ry

is the claim of the "pear-tree" to represent the

bdca; tor the uncertainty of the LXX., in the ab-

sence of further evidence, is enough to show that

little reliance is to be placed upon this rendering.

As to the tree of which Abu'l Fadli speaks, and

which Sprengel {Hist. Rei herb. p. 12) identifies

with Amyris gileadensis, Lin., it is impossible that

it can denote the bdcd of the Hebrew Bible, although

there is an exact similarity in form between the He-

brew and Arabic terms : for the Amyridaceac are

tropi&d shrubs, and never could have grown in the

valley of Itephaim, the Scriptural locality for the

bccdim.

The explanation given by Royle, that some poplar

is signified, although in some respects it is well

suited to the context of the Scriptural passages, is

untenable ; for the Hebrew bdcd and the Arabic baka

are clearly distinct both in form and signification,

as is evident from the ilitierence of the second radical

letter in each word.'

As to the N33 of Ps. lx.\.\iv. 6, which the A. V.

retains as a proner name, we entirely agree with

Hengstenberg {Com. on J's. ad loc.) that the word

denotes " weeping," and that the whole leference

to Baca trees must be given up, but see Baca.
Though there is no evidence to show that the

mulberry-tree occurs in the Hebrew Bible, yet the

*i-uit of this tree is mentioned in 1 Mace. vi. 34,

IS having been, together with grape-juice, shown
to tlie elephants of Antiochus Eupator in order to

in-itate tliese animals and make them more formid-

able opponents to the army of the Jews. It is well

known that many animals are enraged when they

see blood or anything of the colour of blood. For

further remarks on the mulberry-trees of Palestine

see Sycamine. [\V. H.]

MULE, the representative in the A. Y. of

the following Hebrew words,

—

Percd or Pirddk,

Rechesh, and Yemtm.

1. Fered, PirddU (^^^Q, nTlS;** 6 rnxlovos-,

7) rtfilovos : muliis, rnnla), the conunon and feminine

Hebrew nouns to express the " mule;" the fii-st of

which occurs in numerous pa-ssages of the Bible,

the latter only in 1 K. i. ;i:i, 88, 44. It is an

interesting fact that we do not read of mules till

the time of David (as to the yemtm, A. V.

'
j^J^jJ^ X Y "^V^' "^ which, however, Freytag says,

" Arbor cullcum, ulmus, quia ex succo In foUlculls exslc-

cato culices gigniintur."

** n33, " to flow by drops," " to weep."

- 3 in the Hebrew, '^ In tlie Arabir ; X33. i_Jjj.

MULE
"mules," of Gen. xxxvi. 24, see below), just at the

time when the Israelites were becoming well ac-

quainted with horses. After this time horses and

mules are in Scripture often mentioned together.

After the first half of David's reign, as Michaelis

{Comment, on Laws of Moses, ii. 477) obsen-es,

they became all at once very common. In Kzr. ii.

6(J, Neh. vii. G8, we read of two bundled and forty-

five mules ; in 2 Sam. xiii. 29, " all the king's sons

arose, and every man gat him up upon his mule."

Absalom rode on a mule in the battle of the wood
of Ephiaim at the time when the animal went

away from under him and so caused his death.

Mules weie amongst the presents which were

brought year by year to Solomon (1 K. x. 25).

The Levitica! law forbade the coupling together of

animals of difierent species (Lev. xix. 19), conse-

quently we must suppose that the mules were im-

ported, unless the Jews became subsequently less

strict in their observance of the ceremonial injunc-

tions, and bred their mules. We leara from Kzekiel

(xxvii. 14) that the Tyrians, after the time of Solo-

mon, were supplied with both horses and mules

from Armenia (Togarmah), which country was cele-

brated for its good horses (see Stiabo, xi. 13, §7,

ed. Kramer ; comp. also Xenoph. Anab. iv. 5, 36

;

Herod, vii. 40). Michaelis conjectures that the

Israelites first became acquainted with mules in the

war which David carried on with the king of Nisibis

(Zobah), (2 Sam. viii. 3, 4). In Solomon's time it

is possible that mules from Egypt occasionally ac-

companied the horses which we know the king of

Israel obtained from that country ; for though the

mule is not of frequent occurrence in the monu-
ments of Egypt (Wilkinson's Anc. E<jypt. i. 380,

Loud. 1854), yet it is not easy to believe that the

Egyptians- were not well acquainted with this

animal. That a friendship existed between Solo-

mon and Pharaoh is clear from 1 K. ix. 16, as well

as fiom the fact of Solomon having married the

daughter of the king of Egypt ; but after Shishak

came to the throne a very different spirit prevailed

between the two kingdoms : perhaps, therefore,

from this date mules were obtained from Armenia.

It would appear that kings and great men only

rode on mules. We do not read of mules at all in

the N. T., perhaps therefore they had ceased to be

imported.

2. Rechesh (E'a'l). See Dromedary, in Ap-

pendix A.

3. Yemtm (DD* :• t^v 'la/xelv. Vat. and Alex.

;

Thv iafilv, Compl. ; rohs lafielv, Aq. and Sym.

:

aqnae calidae) is found only in pen. xxxvi. 24,

where the A. V . has "mules" as the rendeiing of

the word. The passage where the Hebrew name
occurs is one concerning which various explanations

have been attempted. Whatever may be the proper

translation of the passage, it is quite certain that

the A. V. is incorrect in its rendering:—"This was

that Anah that found the mules in the wilderni-ss

as he fed the asses of Zibeon his father." Michaelis

has shown that at this time horses were unknown

in Canaan ; consequently mules could not have

A A word of doubtful etymology. Gescnlus refers It to

7

the Syriac ?*-^, " avolavit." Comp. German Pfe7d,

Lat. burdo, and see Michaelis' remarks.

" From unused root q\'<, " quae calnris potestatem

liubuisse viileliu" (liesen. T/ics.y
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Iweti bred there. The Tahnudical writers believe

that Anah was the fiist to find out the manuer of

breeding mules : but, besides the objeotion urged

above, it may be stated that neither the Hebrew
nor its cognates have any such a word to signify

" mules." Bochart (Ilicroz. i. 209, 10), following

the reading of the Samuritiui Version and Onkelos,

renders yeinim by "emims" or " giants" (Gen.

xiv. 5) ; but this explanation has been generally

abandoned bv modern oitics (see Kosenmiiller,

Schol. in Gen. ; Geddes, Crit. Ecm. xiv. 5). The
most probable explanation is that which inter-

prets yeinhn to mean " warm springs," ais the Vulg.

has it ; and this is the interpretation adopted by

Gesenius and modern scholars generally : the pas-

sage will then read, " this w:is that Anah who
while he was feeding his lather's asses in the desert

discovered some hot springs." This would be con-

sidered an important discovery, and as such worthy
of record by the historian ; but if, with some writers,

we are to understand meiely that Anah discovered

water, there is nothing very I'emarkable in the

fact, for his father's asses could not have survived

without it.' [VV. H.]

MUPTIM(D^£lO: Mafi<pCfx-ufi : Mophim), n

Benjamite, and one of the fourteen descendants of

Rachel who belonged to the original colony of the

sons of Jacob in Egypt (Gen. .\lvi. 21). In Num.
xxvi. 39 the name is written Shupham, and tlie

family sprung from him are called Shuphamites.

In 1 Chr. vii. 12, 15, it is Shuppim (the same as

xxvi. 16), and viii. 5 Shephuphan. Hence it is

probable that Muppim is a corruption of the text,

and that Shupham is the true form. [Becher.]
According to 1 Chr. vii. 12, he and his brother

Huppim were the sons of Ir, or Iri (ver. 7), the son

of l'>ela, the 'sou of Benjamin, and their sister Maa-
chali appears to have married into the tribe of

Manasseh (ib. 15, 16). But ver. 15 seems to be
in a most con-upt sfhte. 1 Chr. viii. 3, 5, assigns

in like manner Shephuphan to the family of Bela,

as do the LXX. in Gen. xlvi. 21. As it seems to be
impossible that Benjamin could have had a great-

grandson at the time of Jacob's going down into

Egypt fcomp. Gen. 1. 23), and as Machir the hus-
band of Maachah was Manasseh's son, perhaps the
e.\pianation of the matter may be that Shupham was
Benjamin's son, as he is represented Num. xxvi. 39,
but that his family were afterwards reckoned with
that of which Ir tiie son of Bela was chief (comp.
1 Chr. .XXV. 9-31, xxvi. 8, 9, 11). [A. C. H.]

MURDER.* The principle on which the act
of taking the life of a human being was regarded
by the Almighty as a capitid offence is stited on
its highest ground, as an outnige, Fhilo calls it

sacrilege, on the likeness of God in man, to be
punished even when caused by an animal (Gen. ix.

5, 6, with Bertheau's note ; see also John viii. 44
;

1 John iii. 12, 15; Philo, Be Spec. Leg. iii. 15,
vol. ii. 313). \t& secondary or social ground ap-
pears to be implied in the direction to replenish the
esirth which immediately follows (Gen. ix. 7). The
exemption of Cain from aipital pimisliment may
thus be regarded by anticipation as founded on the
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f The plural form of a noun (D'Jint^nX). ^h'cli is

apparently of Persian origin, rendered "camel" by the
A. v., occurs Iti Kstli. viii. lo, U, and seems to denote
Jioine fine breed of mules. See Bocbart {Hieroz. 1. 219).

" (Verb.) I. nV^. " '0 crush," "to kill," whence part.

social ground either of expediency or of example
(Gen. iv. 12, 15). The postdiluvian command,
enlarged and infringed by the practice of blood-
levenge, which it seems to some extent to sanction,
was limited by the Law of Closes, which, while it

protected the accidentiil homicide, defined with ad-
ditional strictness the crime of murder. It pro-
hibited compensation or reprieve of the murderer,
or his protection if he took refuge in the refuge-
city, or even at the altar of Jehovah, a principle
which finds an eminent illustration in tlie case of
Joab (Ex. xxi. 12, 14; Lev. xxiv. 17, 21; Num.
xxxv. 16, 18, 21, 31 ; Deut. xix. 11, 13: 2 Sam.
xvii. 25, XX. 10 ; 1 K. ii. 5, 6, 31 ; I'hi'lo, I. c.

;

Jlichaelis, On Laws of Moses, §132). Bloodshed
even in warfare was held to involve pollution (Num.
xxxv. 33, 34; Deut. xxi. 1, 9; 1 Chr. xxviii. 3).
Philo says that the attempt to murder deserves
punishment equally with actual perpetration

; and
the Mishna, that a mortal blow intended for an-
other is punishable with death; but no express
legislation on this subject is found in the Law
(Philo, /. c. ; Mishn. San/i. ix. 2).

No special mention is made in the Law (a) of
child-murder, (6) of parricide, nor (c) of taking life

by poison, but its animus is sufficiently obvious in

all these cases (Ex. .xxi. 15, 17 ; 1 Tim. i. 9 ; Matt.
XV. 4), and the 3rd may perhaps be specially in-

tended under the prohibition of witchcraft (Ex. xxii.

18 ; Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, §34 ; Philo, Be Spec. Leg.
iii. 17, vol. fi. p. 315).

It is not certain whether a master who killed his

slave was punished with death (Ex. xxi. 20 ; Knobel,
ad lac). In Egypt the murder of a slave was
punishable with death as an example a fortiori in

the case of a freeman ; and parricide was punished
with burning ; but child-murder, though treated as

an odious crime, was not punished with death (Diod.
Sic. 1. 77). The Greeks also, or at least the Athe-
nians, protected the life ofthe slave {Bict. of Antiq.
art. Serous, p. 1036 ; Miiller, Borians, iii. 3, §4 ;

Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 208, 209).
No punishment is mentioned for suicide attempted,

nor does any special restriction appear to have at-

tached to the property of the suicide (2 Sam. xvii. 23 ).

Striking a pregnant woman so as to cause her
death was punishable with death (Ex. xxi. 23;
Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, §33).

If an animal known to be vicious caused the
death of any one, not only was the animal destroyed,
but the owner also, if he had taken no steps to

restrain it, was held guilty of murder (Ex. xxi. 29,
31 ; Michaelis, §274, vol. iv. 234, 5).

The duty of executing punishment on the mur-
derer is in the Law expressly laid on the "revenger
of blood;" but the question of guilt was to "be

previously decided by the Levitical tribunal. A
stiong brn- against the licence of private revenge
was placed by the provision which required the
concurrence of at least two witnesses in any capital

question (Num. xxxv. 19-30; Deut. xvii. 6-12,

six. 12, 17). In regal times the duty of execution

of justice on a murderer seems to have been as-

sumed to some extent by the sovereign, as well as

the privilege of pardon (2 Sam. xiii. 39, xiv. 7, 1 1

;

n^'Ti o<^oreur>is; interfector, reus homicidii.Gfi. VM"!

2- Jiri- "kill;" orroKTciVu, <^oi/ev'a>; interjicio, occido;

whence J-|n (subs.), "murder;" (n^ayij ; occwio, Ges.3«9.

3. ^^p. from ^t3p, "kill." Ocs. 1212.
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1 K. ii. ;>4). During this period also nie practice

of assassination became frequeut, esijecially in the

kingdom of Israel. Among modes of efi'ecting this

object may be mentioned the murder of Benhadad

of Damascus by Hazael by means of a wet cloth

(1 K. XV. 27, xvi. 9 ; 2 K. viii. 15; Thenius, ad

he. ; Jahn, Hist. i. 137 ; 2 K. x. 7, xi. 1, 16, xii.

20, siv. 5, XV. 14, 25, .30).

It was lawful to kill a burglar taken at night in

the act, but unlawful to do so after sunrise (Ex.

xxii. 2, 3).

The Koi-an forbids child-murder, and allows blood-

rovenge, but pennits money-compensation for blood-

shed (ii. 21, iv. 72, xvii. 230, ed. Sale). [Blood,

Rkvenger of; Manslayer.] [H. W. P.]

MU'SHI (^K'-ltD : 'Ofioval, Ex. vi. 19; 6 Movcrl,

1 Chr. vi. 19, xxiii. 21, xxiv. 26, 30 ; Movffi,

Num. iii. 20 ; 1 Chr. vi. 47, xxiii. 23 ; Alex.

'Ojuouo-cj, Ex. vi. 19 ; 'Ofiovvl, Num. iii. 20

;

1 Chr. vi. 47 ; b Uovcri, 1 Chr. vi. 19, xxiv. 30

;

Moucri, 1 Chr. xxiii. 21, xxiv. 26: Musi). The
son of Merari the son of Kohath.

BIUSIC. Of music as a science among the

Hebrews we have no certain knowledge, and the

traces of it are so slight as to afibrd no gi'ound for

reasonable conjectui-e. But with regard to its

practice there is less imcertainty. The inventor

of musical instruments, like the fii-st poet and the

first forger of metals, was a Cainite. According

to the naiTative of Gen. iv., Jubal the son of

Lamech was " the father of all such as handle the

harp and organ," that is of all players upon
stringed and wind instruments.* It has been con-

jectured that Jubal's discovery may have been per-

petuated by the pillars of the Sethites mentioned
by Josephus {Ant. i. 2), and that in this way it

was preserved till after the Flood ; but such con-

jectm-es are worse than an honest confession of

ignorance. The first mention of music in the

times after the Deluge is in the narrative of Laban's
interview with Jacob, when he reproached his

son-in-law with having stolen away unawares,
without allowing him to cheer his departure
"with songs, with tabret, and with harp" ((ien.

xxxi. 27). So that, in whatever way it was pre-

served, the practice of music existed in the upland
counti-y of Syria, and of the three possible kinds
of musical instruments, two were known and em-
ployed to accompany the song. The three kinds
are alluded to in Job xxi. 12. On the banks of the
Red Sea siing Moses and the children of Israel their

triumphal song of deliverance from the hosts of
Egypt; and Miriam, in celebration of the same
event, exercised one of her functions as a pro-
phetess by leading a procession of the women of
the camp, chanting in chorus the burden to the
song of Moses, " Sing ye to Jehovah, for He hath
triumphed gloriously ; the horse and his rider hath
He thrown into the sea." Their song was accom-
panied by timbrels and d.-uices, or, as some take
the latter word, by a musical instrument of which
the shape is unknown but which is supposed to

have resembled the modern tambourine (Dance,
vol. i. p. 389), and, like it, to have l)een used as an

" From the occurrence of the name Mahalaleel, third
In descent from Seth. which signifies " giving praise to

God," Schneider concludes that vocal music in religious

services must have been still earlier in use among the

Sethites {Ribl.-gesch. Darstellung der Ifebr. Mu-sik, p. xi.).

•> With this may be compared the musical service which
accompanied the dedication of the golden image in the
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accompaniment to dancing. The expression in the

A. V. of Ex. XV. 21, " and Miriam answered them,"

seems to indicate that the song was alternate,

Miriam leading off with the solo while the women
responded in full chorus. But it is probable that

the Hebrew word, like the corresponding Arabic,

has merely the sense of singing, which is retainetl

in the A. V. of Ex. xxxii. 18 ; Num. xxi. 17 ; 1

Sam. xxix. 5 ; Ps. cxlvii. 7 ; Hos. ii. 15. The
same word is used for the shouting of soldiers in

battle (Jer. Ii. 14), and the cry of wild beasts

(Is. xiii. 22), and in neither of these cases can the

notion of response be appropriate. All that can

be inferred is that Jliriam led off the song, and

this is confii-med by the rendering of the Vulg.

praecinebat. The triumphal hymn of Moses had

unquestionably a religious character about it, but

the employment of music in religious service,

though idolatrous, is more distinctly marked in the

festivities which attended the erection of the golden

calf.'' The wild cries and shouts which reached

the e;irs of Moses and Joshua as they came down
from the moimt, sounded to the latter <is the

din of battle, the voices of victor and vanquished

blending in one harsh chorus. But the quicker

sense of Moses discerned the rough music with

which the people worshipped the visible repie-

sentation of the God that brought them out of

Egypt. Nothing could show more clesirly than

Joshua's mistake the rude character of the He-

brew music at this period (Ex. xxxii. 17, 18), as

untrained and wild as the notes of their Syrian

forefathers.' The silver trumpets made by the

metal workers of the tabernacle, which were used

to direct the movements of the camp, point to

music of a very simple kind (Num. x. 1-10), and

the long blast of the jubilee horns,, with which

the priests brought down the walls of Jericho, had

probably nothing very musical about it (Josh, vi.),

any more than the rough concert with which the

ears of the sleeping Midianites were salutetl by

Gideon's three hundred warriors (Judg. vii.). The
song of Deborah and Barak is cast in a distinctly

metrical form, and was probably intended to be

sung with a musical accompaniment as one of the

people's songs, like that with which Jephthali's

daughter and her companions met her father on

his victorious return (Judg. xi.).

The simpler impromptu with which the women
fi-ora the cities of Israel greeted David after the

slaughter of the Philistine, was apparently struck

ot^" on the spur of the moment, under the influence

of the wild joy with which they welcomed their

national champion, " the darling of the songs of

Israel." The accompaniment of timbrels and in-

struments of music must have been equally simple,

and such tliat all could take p;u-t in it (1 Sam.

xviii. 6, 7). Up to this time we meet with no-

thing like a systematic cultivation of music among
the Hebrews, but the establishment of the schools

of the prophets appears to have supplial this

want. Whatever the students of these sciiools

may have been taught, music was an essential part

of their practice. At Bethel (1 Sam. x. 5) was a

school of this kind, as well as at Naioth in llamah

plains of Dura (Dan. iii.), the commencement of which

was to be the signal for the multitude to prostrate them-

selves in w'orship.

' Compare Lam. ii. 7, where the war-cry of the enemy
in the Temple is likened to the noise of the multitude on

a solemn feast-day :
" They have made a noise in the h(>use

of Jehovah as in the day of a solemn feast."
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(1 Sam. xix. 19, 20), at Jericho (2 K. ii. 5, 7,

15), Gilgal (2 K. iv. 38), and perhaps at Jeru-

salem (2 K. xxii. 14). Professional musicians soon

heaup.e attached to the court, and though Saul, a

hardy warrior, liad only at intervals recourse to

the soothing influence of David's hai-p, yet David

seems to have gathered round him " singing men
and singing women," who could celebrate his vic-

tories and lend a charm to his hours of peace (2

Sam. xix. 35). Solomon did the same (Eccl. ii. 8),

adding *to the luxury of his court by his patronage

of art, and obt<aining a reputation himself as no

mean composer (1 K. iv. 32).

But the Temple was the great school of music,

and it was consecrated to its highest service in the

worship of Jehovah. Before, however, the elabo-

rate an-angements had been made by David for the

temple choir, there must have been a considerable

body of musicians throughout the country (2 Sam.
vi. 5), and in the procession which accompanied

the ark from the house of Obededom, the Levites,

with Chenaniah at their head, who had acquired

skill from previous training, played on psalteries,

harps, and cymbals, to the words of the psalm of

thanksgiving which David had composed for the

occasion (1 Chr. xv. xvi.). It is not improbable

that the Levites all along had practised music and

that some musical service was part of the woi-ship

of the tabernacle ; for unless this supposition be

made, it is inconceivable that a body of trained

singers and musicians should be found ready for

an occasion like that on which they make their

fii-st appeiirauce. The position which the tribe of

Levi occupied among the other tribes naturally

favoured the cultivation of an art which is essen-

tially characteristic of a leisurely and peaceful

life. They were fi-ee from the hardships attend-

ing the struggle for conquest and afterwards for

existence, which the Hebrews maintained with the

nations of Canaan and the sun-ounding countries,

and their subsistence was provided tor by a national

tax. Consequently they had ample leisure for

the various ecclesiastical duties devolving upon
them, and among othei-s for the service of song,

for which some of their families appear to have
possessed a remarkable genius. The three gi-eat

divisions of the tribe had each a representative

family in the choir: Heman and his sons repre-

sented the Kohathites, Asaph the Gershonites, and
Ethan (or Jeduthun) the Merarites (1 Chr. xv. 17,

xxiii. 6, XXV. 1-6). Of the 38,000 who com-
posed the tribe in the reign of David, 4000 are

said to have been appointed to praise Jehovah with
the instruments which David made (1 Chr. xxiii.

5) and for which he taught them a special chant.

This chant for ages afterwards was known by his

name, and was sung by the Levites before the army
of Jelioshaphat, and on laying the foundation of the

second temple (comp. 1 Chr. xvi. 34, 41 ; 2 Chr.
vii. 6, XX. 21 ; Ezr. iii. 10, 11) ; and again by the

Maccabaeim army after their great victory over

Gorgias (1 JIacc. iv. 24). Over' this great body of

musicians presided the sons of Asaph, Heman, and
Jeduthun, twenty-four in number, as heads of the

twenty-four coui-scs of twelve into which the skilled

minstrels were divided. These skilled or " cunning"

(P3D, 1 Chr. sxv. 6, 7) men were 288 in number,

and under them appear to have been the scholars

(^*D7J^ 1 Chr. XXV. 8) whom, perhaps, they

trained, and who made up the full number of

4000. Supposing 4000 to be merely a round
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number, each course would consist of a full band
of 166 musicians presided over by a body of twelve
skilled players, with one of the sons of Asaph,
Heman, or Jeduthun as conductor. Asaph him-
self appears to have played on the cymbals (1 Chr.
xvi. 5 J, and this was the case with the other leaders

(1 Chr. XV. 19), perhaps to mark the time more
distinctly, while the rest of the band played on
psalteries and harps. The singers were distinct

from both, as is evident in Ps. Ixviii. 25, " the
singers ,vent before, the players on instruments
followed after, in the midst of the damsels playing
with timbrels;" unless the singers in this case

were the cymbal players, like Heman, Asaph, and
Ethan, who, in 1 Chr. xv. 19, are called " singers,"

and perhaps while giving the timt with their

cjTnbals led the choir with their voices. The
" players on instruments" (D^333, nogenim), as the

word denotes, were the performers upon stringed

instruments, like the psaltery and harp, who have
been alluded to. The "players on instruments"

(Dvp'^, cholelim), in Ps. Ixxxvii. 7, were different

from these last, and were properly pipers or per-

formers on perforated wind-instruments (see 1 K.
i. 40). "The damsels playing with timbrels"
(comp. 1 Chr. xiii. 8) seem to indicate that women
took part in the temple choir, and among the

family of Heman are specially mentioned three

daughters, who, with his fourteen sons, were all

" under the hands of their father for song in the

house of Jehovah "
(1 Chr. xxv. 5, G). Besides,

with those of the captivity who returned with
Zerubbabel were "200 singing men and singing

women" (Ezr. ii. 65). Baiienora adds that chil-

dren also were included.

The trumpets, which ai-e mentioned among the

instruments played before the ark (1 Chr. xiii. 8),
appear to have been reserved for the priests alone

(1 Chr. sv. 24, xvi. 6). As they were also used

in royal proclamations (2 K. xi. 14), they were
probably intended to set forth by way of symbol
the royalty of Jehovah, the theocratic king of His
people, as well as to sound the alarm against His
enemies (2 Chr. xiii. 12). A hundred and twenty
priests blew the trumpets in harmony with the

choir of Le\ates at the dedication of Solomon's
temple (2 Chr. v. 12, 13, vii. 6), as in the restoration

of the woi-ship under Hezekiah, in the description

of which we tind an indication of one of the uses

of the temple music. " And Hezekiah commanded
to offer the burnt-offering upon the altar. And
when the burnt-offering began, the song of Jehovah
began also, with the trumpets and with the instru-

ments of David king of Israel. And all the con-

gi-egation worshipped, and the singers sang, and
the trumpeters sounded ; all until the burnt-oHering

was finished " (2 Chr. xxix. 27, 28). The alt;u-

was the table of Jehovah (Mai. i. 7), and the

sacrifices were His feasts (Ex. xxiii. 18), so the

solemn music of the Levites correspondal to the

melody by which the banquets of earthly monarchs
were accompanied. The Temple was His palace,

and as the Levite sentries watched the gates by

night they chanted the songs of Zion ; one of these

it has been conjectured with probability is Ps. cxxxiv.

The relative numbers of the instruments in the

temple band have been determineil in the tradi-

tions of Jewish writers. Of psalteries there were

to be not less than two nor more than six ; of flutes

not less th.m two nor more than twelve ; of trum-

pets not less than two hut as many as were
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wished ; of hai-ps or citherns not less than nine

but as many as were wished ; while of cymbals

there was only one pair (Forkel, AWj. Gesch. dcr

Musi/;, c. iii. §28). The enormous number of

instruments and dresses for the Levites provided

during the magnificent reign of Solomon would

seem, if Josephus be correct (Ant. viii. '6, §8) to

have been intended for all time. A thousand dresses

for the high-priest, linen garments and girdles of

pui-ple for the priests 10,000; trumpets 200,000;

psalteries and harps of electrum 40,000; all these

were stored up in the temple tieasury. The cos-

tume of the Levite singers at the dedication of the

Temple was of fine linen (2 Chr. v. 12).

In the private as well as in the religious life of

the Hebrews music held a prominent place. The
kings had their court musicians (Eccl. ii. 8) who
bewailed their death (2 Chr. xxxv. 25), and in the

luxurious times of the later monarchy the effemi-

nate gallants of Israel, reeking with perfumes and

stretched upon their couches of ivory, were wont

at their banquets to accompany the song with the

tinkling of the psalteiy or guitar (Am. vi. 4-6),

and amused themselves with devising musical in-

struments while their nation was perishing, as

Nero fiddled when IJome was in flames. Isaiah

denounces a woe against those who sat till the

morning twilight over their wine, to the sound

of "the harp and the viol, the tabret and pipe"

(Is. v. 11, 12). But while music was thus made
to minister to debauchery and excess, it was the

legitimate expression of mirth and gladness, and the

indication of peace and prosperity. It was only

when a curse was upon the land that the propliet

could say, " the mirth of tablets ceaseth, the noise

of them that rejoice endeth, the joy of the harp

ceaseth, they shall not drink wine with a song"
(Is. xxiv. 8, 9). In the sadness of captivity the

harps hung upon the willows of Babylon and the

voices of the singers refused to sing the songs of

Jehovah at their foreign captors' bidding (Ps.

cxxxvii.). The bridal processions as they passed

through the streets were accompanied with music

and song (Jer. vii. 34), and these ceased only when
the land was desolate (Ez. xxvi. 13). The high

value attached to music at banquets is indicated in

the description given in Ecclus. xxxii. of the duties

of the master of a fea.st. " Pour not out words
where there is a musician, and show not forth

wisdom out of time. A concert of music in a
banquet of wine is as a signet of carbuncle set in

gold. As a signet of an emerald set in a work of

gold, so is the melody of music with pleasant

wine." And again, the memory of the good king

Josiah was "as music at a banquet of wine"
(Ecclus. xlix. 1). The music of the banquets was
accompanied with songs and dancing (Luke xv.

25).'* The triumphal processions which celebrated

a victoiy were enlivened by minstrels and singers

(Ex. XV. 1, 20; Judg. v. 1, xi. 34; 1 Sam. .wiii.

G, xxi. 11 ; 2 Chr. .\x. 28 ; Jud. .w. 12, 13), and
on extraordinary occasions they even accompanied
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armies to battle. Thus the Levites sang the chant

of David before the army of Jehoshaphat as he

went forth against the hosts of Ammon, and Sloab,

and Mt. Seir (2 Chr. xx. 19, 21); and the victory

of Abijah over .Jeroboam is attributed to the encou-

ragement given to Judah by the priests sounding

their trumpets before the ark (2 Chr. xiil. 12, 14;.

It is clear from the narrative of Elisha and the

minstrel who by his playing calmed the prophet's

spirit till the hand of Jehovah was upon him, that

among the camp followers of Jehoshaphat's army
on that occasion there were to be reckoned musi-

cians who were probably Levites (2 K. iii. 15).

Besides songs of triumph there were also religious

songs (Is. XXX. 29; Am. v. 23; Jam. v. 13),

"songs of the temple" (Am. viii. 3), and songs

which were simg in idolatrous worship (Ex. xxxii.

18).* Love songs are alluded to in Ps. xlv. title,

and Is. V. 1. There were also the doleful songs

of the funeral procession, and the wailing chant of

the mourners who went about the streets, the pro-

fessional " keening" of those who were skilful in

lamentation (2 Chr. xxxt. 25 ; Eccl. sii. 5 ; Jer.

ix. 17-20; Am. v. IG). Lightfoot (ffor. Heh. on

Matt. ix. 23) quotes fi-om the Talmudists (Chctubh.

cap. 4, hal. 6) to the effect that every Israelite on

the death of his wife, " will aflbrd her not less than

two pipers and one woman to make lamentation."

The gi-ape gatherers sang as they gathered in the

vintage, and the wine-presses were trodden with

the shout of a song (Is. xvi. 10; Jer. xlviii. 33);
the women sang as they toiled at the mill, and on

every ocaision the land of the Hebrews during their

national prosperity was a land of music and melody.

There is one class of musicians to which allusion is

casually made (Ecclus. ix. 4), and who were pro-

bably foreigners, the harlots who frequented the

streets of great cities and attracted notice by singing

and playing the guitar (Is. xxiii. 15, IG).

There are two aspects in which music appears,

and about which little satisfactory can be said:

the mysterious influence which it had in driving

out the evil spirit from Saul, and its intimate con-

nexion with prophecy and prophetical inspiration.

Miriam " the prophetess " exercised lier prophetical

functions as the leader of the chorus of women
who sang the song of triumph over the Egyptians

(Ex. XV. 20). The compimy of prophets whom
Saul met coming down from the hill of God had

a psalteiy, a tabret, a pipe, and a harp before them,

and smitten with the same enthusiasm he "pro-
phesied among them " (1 Sam. x. 5, 10). The
priests of I'aal, challenged by Elijah at Carmel,

cried aloud, and cut themselves with luiives, and

prophesied till sunset (1 K. xviii. 29). The sons

of Asaph, Hcman, and Jeduthun, set apart by

David for the temple choir, were to "prophesy

with harps, with psalteries, and with cymbals"

(1 Chr. XXV. 1) ; Jeduthun "prophesied with the

harp" (1 Chr. xxv. 3), and in 2 Chr. xx.xv. 15

is Killed " the king's seer," a term which is applied

to Heman (1 Chr. xxv. 5) and Asaph (2 Chr.

<* At the royal banquets of Babylon were sung hymns
of praise in honour of the gods (Dan. v. 4, M), and per-

haps on some such occasion us the feast of Belshazzur

the Hebrew captives might have been brought In to sing

the songs of their native land (l>s. cxxxvii.).

« The use of music in the religious services of the

Therapcutae Is described by Philo (Ce Vila contempl. p.

901, ed. Fr.onkof.'). At a certain periud in the scr^-ice ont'

of the worshippers rose and sang a song of praise to God,

either of his own composition, or one from the older

poets. He was followed by others in a regular order, the

congregation remaining quiet till the concluding prayer,

in which all johied. After a simple meal, the whole con-

gregation arose and formed two choirs, one of men and

one of women, with the most skilful singer of each for

leader; and in this way sang hymns to God, sometimes

with the full chorus, and sometimes with each choir al-

ternately. In conclusion, both men and women joined in

a single choir, in imitjition of that on the shores of the

Red Sea, which was led by Moaes and Miriam.
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xxix. 30) as musici.ans, as well as to Gail the

prophet (2 Sam. xxiv. U ; 1 Chr. xxix. 29). The
spirit of .lehovah came npon Jahaziel, a Levite of

the sons of Asaph, in the reign of Jehoshaphat, and

lie foretolil the success of the royal army (2 Chr.

xx. 14). From all these instances it is evident

that the same Hebrew root (K33) is used to

denote the inspiration under wliich the prophets

spoke and the minstrels sang: Gesenius assigns the

latter as a secondary meaning. In the case of

Elisha, the minstrel and the prophet are distinct

personages, but it is not till the minstrel has

played that the hand of Jehovah comes upon the

propliet (2 K. iii. 15). This influence of music

has been explainei! as follows by a learned divine

of the Platonist school :
" These divine enthusiasts

were commonly wont to compose their songs and

hymns at the sounding of some one musical instru-

ment or other, as we find it often suggested in the

Psalms. So Plutarch .... describes the dictate

of the oracle antiently . . . . ' how that it was

uttered in verse, in pomp of words, similitudes, and

metaphors, at the sound of a pipe.' Thus we have

Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthiin set forth in this

propheticiil preparation, 1 Chr. xxv. 1

Thus R. Sal. expounds the place . . . . ' when
they played upon their musical instruments they

prophesied after the manner of Elisha'

And this sense of this place, I think, is much moie
genuine than that which a late author of our own
would fasten upon it, viz., that this prophesying

was nothing but the singing of psalms. For it is

manifest that these prophets were not mere singers

but composers, and such as were truly called pro-

phets or enthusiasts" (Smith, Select Discourses,

vi. c. 7, pp. 238, 239, ed. 1660). All that can

be safely concluded is that in their external mani-
festations the effect of music in exciting the emo-
tions of the sensitive Hebrews, the frenzy of Saul's

madness (1 Sam. xviii. 10), and the religious

enthusiasm of the prophets, whether of Baal or

Jehovah, were so nearly alike as to be described by
the same word. The case of Saul is more diffi-

cult still. We cannot be admitted to the secret

of his dark malady, 'fwo turning points in his

history are the two interviews with Samuel, the

first and the last, if we except that dread encounter

which the despairing monarch challenged before the

fatal day of Gilboa. On the first of these, Samuel
foretold his meeting with the company of prophets

with their minstrelsy, the external means by which
the Spirit of Jehovah should come upon him, and he

should be changed into another man (1 Sam. x. 5).

The last occasion of their meeting was the disobedience

of Saul in sparing the Amalekites, for which he was
rejected from being king (1 Sam. xv. 20), Imme-
diately after this we are told the Spirit of Jehovah

departed from Saul, and an " evil spirit from Jehovah
troubled him" (1 Sam. xvi. 14) ; and his attendants,

who had perhaps witnessed the strange transforma-

tion wrought upon him by the music of the pro-

phets, suggested that the same means should be

employed for his restoration. " Let our lord now
command thy servants before thee, to seek out a man,
a cunning player on an harp : and it shall come to

pass, when the evil spirit from God is upon thee,

that he shall play with his hand, and thou shalt be

well And it cj\nie to pass when the spirit

from God was upon Saul, that David took an haip
and played with his hand. So Saul was refreshed,

and was well, and the evil spirit departed from him"
;1 Sam. rx\. 16, 23). But on two ocGisions, when
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anger and jealousy supeivened, the remedy which
had soothed the frenzy of insanity had lost its charm
(1 Sam. xviii. 10, 1 1, xix. 9, 10). It seems. therefore

that the passage of Seneca, which has often been

quoted in explanation of this phenomenon, " Pj^tha-

goras perturbationeslyracompouebat" {I)e Ira, iii.

9) is scarcely applicable, and we must be content ta

leave the narrative as it stands. [VV. A. W.]

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. In addition to

the instruments of music which liave been represented

in our version by some modern word, and are treated

under their respective titles, there are other teims
which arevaguelyor generallyrendered. Theseare

—

1. pn'n, dachavan, Chald., rendered " instru-

ments of musick" in Dan. vi. 18. The margin gives
" or table, perhaps lit. concubines." The ].-\st-men-

tioned rendering is that approved by Gesenius, and
seems most probable. The translation, " instru-

ments of musick," seems to have originated with

the Jewish commentators, R. Nathan, K. Levi, and
Aben Ezra, among others, who lepiesent the word
by the Hebrew neginoth, that is, stringed instru-

ments which were played by being struck with the

hand or the plectrum.

2. D*3p, niinntm, rendered with great proba-

bility " stringed-instruments" in Ps. cl. 4. It

appears to be a general term, but beyond this

nothing is known of it ; and the word is chiefly

interesting from its occunence in a difficult passage

in Ps. xlv. 8, which stands in the A. V. " out of the

ivory palaces icherehy CIlD, minni) they have made

thee glad," a rendering which is neither intelligible

nor supported by the Hebrew idiom. Gesenius

and most of tlie moderns follow Sebastian Schmid
in translating, " out of the ivory palaces the stringed-

instruments make thee glad."

3. "nb*y, 'asor, " an instrument of ten stiings,"

Ps. xcii. 3I Tlie full phrase is "I'lK'y "pnJ, nebel

'asor, " a ten-stringed psaltery," as in Ps. xxxiii. 2,

cxliv. 9 ; and the true rendering of the first-men-

tioned passage would be " upon an instrument of

ten strings, even upon the psaltery." [Psaltery.]

4. rT'IK', shiddah, is found only in one very

obscure passage, Eccl. ii. 8, " I gat me men-singers

and women-singers, and the delights of the sons of

men, musical instruments, and that of all sorts"

(nnK'l iT^K', shiddah veshiddoth). The words

thus rendered have received a great vai'iety of Mean-
ings. They are translated " drinking-vessels " by
Aquila and the Vulgate ;

" cup-bearers " by the

LXX., Peshito-Syriac, .(erome, and the Arabic ver-

sion ;
" baths " by the Chaldee ; and " musical

instruments" by Dav. Kimchi, followed by Luther

and the A. V., as well as by many commentators.

By others they are supposed to refer to the women of

the royal harem. But the most probable interpre-

tation to be put upon them is that suggested by the

usage of the Talmud, where m^B', shidah, denotes

a "palanquin" or "litter" for women. The whole

question is discussed in Gesenius' Thesaurus, p. 1365.

5. W^h^, shdlishim, rendei-ed •' instruments of

musick " in the A. V. of 1 Sam. y\-iii. 6, and in tlie

margin " three-stringed instruments," from the root

sliulosh, "three." Roediger (Gesen. Thcs. ]>. 14_'9)

translates " triangles," which are siiid to have been

invented in Syria, from the s;ime root. We liave

no nieiuis of deciding which is the more correct.

The LXX. and Syriac give "cymbals," and the
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Vulgate " sistra ;" while others render it " noble

songs" (comp. Frov. xxii. 20). [VV. A. W.]

MUSTARD ((rivaTTi : sinapis) occurs in JIatt.

xiii, ol; JIark iv. 31 ; Luke siii. 19, iu whicli

passages the kingdom of heaven is compared to a

grain of mustard-seed which a man took and sowed

in his garden ; and in Matt. xvii. 20, Luke xvii. 6,

where our Lord says to His apostles, " if ye had

faith as a grain of mustard-seed, ye might say to

this mountain, remove hence to yonder place."

The subject of the mustard-tree of Scripture has

of late yeare been a matter of considerable contro-

verey, the common mustard-plant beinsj supposed

unable to fulfil the demands of the Biblical allu-

sion. In a paper by the late Dr. Koyle, read

before the Royal Asiatic Society, and published in

No. XV. of their Journal (1844), entitled, " On the

Identification of the Mustard-tree of Scripture," the

author concludes that the Salvadora persica is the

tree in question. He supposes the Salvadora per-

sica to be the same as the tree called Khardal (the

Arabic for mustai-d), seeds of which are employed
throughout Syria as a substitute for mustard, of

which they have the taste and properties. This

tree, according to the statement of ]\Ir. Ameuny, a

Syrian, quoted by Dr. Royle, is found all along the

banks of the Jordan, near the lake of Tiberias, and

near Damascus, and is said to be generally recog-

nised in Syria as the mustai-d-tree of Scripture.

It appears that Captains Irby and Mangles, who
had observed this tree near the Dead Sea, were
struck with the idea that it was the mustard-tree

of the parable. As these travellers were advancing

towards Kerek from the southem extremity of the

Dead Sea, after leaving its bordei-s they entered a

wooded country with high rushes and marshes.
" Occasionally," they say, " we met with specimens

of trees, &c., such as none of our party had seen

before . . . Amongst the trees which we knew, were
various species of Acacia, and in some instances we
met with the dwarf Jlimosa . . . There was one
curious tree which we observed in great num-
bers, and which bore a fruit in bunches, resembling

in appeai-ance the currant, with the colour of the

plum ; it has a pleasant, though strong aromatic
taste, resembling mustard, and if taken in any
quantity, produces a similar irritability in the nose

and eyes. The leaves of this tree have the same
pungent flavour as the fruit, though not so strong.

We think it probable that this is the tree our
Saviour alluded to in the parable of the mustard-
seed, and not the mustard-plant which is to be

found in the noilh" {Trav. May 8). Dr. Koyle
thus sums up his arguments in favour of the

Salvadora persica representing the mustaid-tree
of Scripture:—"The S. persica appeai-s better

calculated than any other tree that has yet been
adduceil to answer to every thing that is re-

quired, cspcially if we take into account its

name and the opinions held respecting it in Syria.

We have in it a small seed, whicli sown in cul-

tivated ground grows up and abounds in fo-

liage. This being pimgont, may like the seeds

have been used iis a condiment, as mustai-d-and-

cress is with us. The nature of the plant is to be-

come arboreous, and thus it will form a large shrub
or a tree, twenty-five feet high, under which a horse-

man may stand when the soil and climate are fa-

vourable ; it produces numerous branches and leaves,

under which birds may and do take shelter, as well

as build their nests ; it has a name in Syria which
may be considered as traditional from the earliest
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times, of whicn the Oreek is a coirect translation

;

its seeds aie used for the same purposes as mustard
;

and in a country where trees are not plentiful,

that is, the shores of the lake of Tiberias, this tree
is said to abound, that is in the A'cry locality where
the parable was spoken" (Treatise on the Mus-
tard-tree, &c., p. 24).

Salvadora Pei-sioo.

Notwithstanding all that has been adduced by
Dr. Royle in support of his argument, we confess

ourselves unable to believe that the subject of the

mustard-tree of Scripture is thus finally settled.

But, before the claims of the Salvadora persica are

discussed, it will be well to consider whether some
mustard-plant {Sinapis), may not after all be the

mustird-tree of the parable: at any rate this opi-

nion has been held by many writers, who appear

never to have entertained any doubt upon the

subject. Hiller, Celsius, Rosenmixller, who all

studied the botany of the Bible, and older writei-s,

such as Erasmus, Zezerus, Grotius, are content to

believe that some common mustard -plant is the

plant of the parable ; and more recently Mr. Lam-
bert in his " Note on the Mustai-d-plant of Scrip-

ture" (see Linnean Trans, vol. rvii. p. 449), has

argued in behalf of the Sinapis nigra.

The objection commonly made against any Sina-

pis being the plant of the parable is, that the

seed grew into " a tree" {BfvSpoy), or as St. Luke

has it, "a great tree" {SfvSpov fi4ya), in the

bi-anches of which the fowls of the air are said to

come and lodge. Now in answer to the above ob-

jection it is urged with gi-eat truth, that the ex-

pression is figurative and Oriental, and that in a

proverbial simile no literal accuracy is to be ex-^

pected ; it is an error, for which the language of

Scripture is not accountable, lo assert, as Dr. Koyle

and some others have done, tiiat the passage implies

that birds "built their nests" in the tree, the

Greek woixl KaTUffK-nvSo) has no such meaning, the

word meiely means " to settle or rest upon " any

thing for a longer or shorter time ; the birds came,

"insiiiendi et versandi causa" as Hiller [Hiero-

phyt. ii. 63) explains the phitise : nor is thei e any
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ocr«sion to suppose tluit the expression " fowls of

the air " denotes any other than the smaller inses-

sorial kinds, linnets, finches, &c., and not the

" aquatic fowls by the lake side, or partridges and

pigeons hovering over tiie rich plain of Gennesa-

reth," which Prof. Stanley {S. <.f P. 427) recog-

nises as " the birds that came and devoured the seed

by the way side"—for the larger birds ai-e wild and

avoid the way side—or as those " which took refuge

in the spreading branches of the mustard-tree."

Killer's e.xplanatiou is probably the correct one;

that the birds came and settled on the mustard-

plant for the sake of the seed, of wliich they are

very fond. Again, whatever the ali/airi may be,

it is expressly said to be a herb, or more properly

"a garden herb" (\dxavov, olus). As to the

plant being called a "tree" or a " great tree," the

expression is not only an Oriental one, but it is

clearly spoken with reference to some other thing

;

the (tIvoki with respect to the other herbs of the

garden may, considering the size to which it grows,

justly be called ^^ a great tree," though of course,

with respect to trees properly so named, it could

not be called one at all. This, or a somewhat
similar explanation is given by Celsius and Hiller,
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and old comment;itors genernlly, and we confess we
see no reason why we shouM not be satisfied with
it. Iiby and Mangles mention the large size which
the mustard-plant attains in Paie.stine. In their

Journey from Bysan to Adjeloun, in the Jordan
valley, they crossed a small plain very thickly
covered with herbage, particularly the mustai-d-
plant, which reached .as high as tlieir hoi-ses' heads.

{Truv. March 12.) Dr. Kitto says this plant was

• l)r. Hooker lias read the proof-sheet of this article,

»nd returned it wlih ihe following remarks : " I quite
afnw with all you say al>ont .ffustard. My l>est inform-
ants laughed at the iilca of the Salixitliira jiemica either
being llie mustard, or as Inking sulTiclontly well known to
Iv made use of in a p.irabtc at all. I am satisfied that
It is u very rare plant in .Syria, and is probably confined
lo the hot low sub-tropical Kngedl vallev, where various

probably the Hinapis oricntalis [nigra), wnich attains

under a favouring climate a stature which it will not

reach in our country. Dr. Thomson also ( The Land
and the Book, p. 414), says he has seen the Wild
Mustard on the rich plain of Akkar as tall as the
horse and the rider. Now, it is clear from Scripture

that the alvairi was cultivated in our Lord's time,

the seed a " man took and sowed in his field ;" St.

Luke says, " cast into his garden :" if then, the
wild plant on the rich plain of Akkar grows as

high as a mau on horseback, it might attain to the
same or a greater height when in a cultivated

garden ; and if, as Lady Callcott has observed, we
tike into account the very low plants and shrubs
upon which birds often roost, it will readily be seen

that some common must.ard-plant is able to fulfil all

the Scriptural demands. As to the story of the
Rabbi Simeon Ben Calaphtha having iu his garden
a mustard-plant, into which he was accustomed to

climb as men climb into a fig-tree, it can only be
taken for what Talmudical statements generally

are worth, and must be quite iusufl^cient to afford

grounds for any argument. But it may be asked.

Why not accept the explanation that the Salvadora
pcrsica is the tree denoted ?—a tree which will lite-

rally meet all the demands of the parable. Be-

cause, we answer, where the commonly received

opinion can be shown to be in full accordance with
the Scriptur.al allusions, there is no occasion to be

dissatisfied with it; and again, because at present

we know nothing certain of the occurrence of the

Salvadora persica iu Palestine, except that it occurs

in the small tropical low valley of Kugedi, near the

Dead Sea, fiom whence Dr. Hooker saw specimens,

but it is evidently of rare occurrence. Mr.
Ameuny says he had seen it all along the banks

of the Jordan, near the lake of Tiberias and D:i-

mascus ; Ijut this statement is certainly erroneous.

We know from Pliny, Dioscorides, and other Greek
and Roman writers, that mustai-d-seeds were much
valued, and were used as a condiment ; and it is

more probable that the Jews of our Loid's time

were in the habit of making a similar use of the

seeds of some common mustard (Sinapis), than that

they used to plant in their gardens the seed of a

tree which certainly cannot fulfil the Scriptiu-al de-

maud of being called " a pot-herb."

The expression " which is indeed the least of all

seeds," is in all probability hyperbolical, to denote

a very small seed indeed, as there are many seeds

which are smaller than mustard. " The Lord
in his popular teaching," s;\ys Trench {Notes on
Parables, 108). "adhered to the popular lan-

guage ; " and the mustard-seed was used prover-

bially to denote anything very minute (see the

quotations from the Talmud in Bu.xtorf, Lex. Talin.

p. 3'2'2
: abo the Koran, Sttr. 31).

The parable of the mustard-plant may be thus

paiaphrased:—" The Gospel dispensation is like a

grain of mustaixl-seed which a man sowed in his

garden, which indeed is one of the least of all seevis
;

but which, when it springs up, becomes a tall

branched plant, on the branches of which the binls

come and settle seeking their food."* [W. H.]

other Indian and Arabian tj-pes appear at the lltima

Thule of their northern wanderings. Of the mustard-

plants which I saw on the banks of the Jordan, one was
ID feel high, drawn up amongst bushes, &c., and not

thicker than whipcord. I was toM It was a «elI-laio»n

condiment, and cultivated by the Arabs; It Is the

common wild Sinapis nigra."
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MUTH-LAB'BEN. " 'I'o tho chief musician

upon Muth-hibben " (|3? fl-ID bv : wrep twv

Kpv<pia>v ruv vlov: pro occultis filii), is the title

of Fs. ix., which has given rise to infinite con-

jecture. Two difficulties m connexion with it have

to be resolved ; first, to determme the true reading

of the Hebrew, and then to ascertain its meaning.

Neither of these points has been satisfactorily ex-

plained. It is evident that the LXX. and Vulgate

niust have read n'lD/y T*!?,
" concerning the mys-

teries," and so the Arabic and Ethiopic versions.

The Targum, Symniachus," and Jerome,'' in his

translation of the Hebrew, adhered to the received

text, while Aquila,<= retaining the consonants as they

at present stand, read al-muth as one word, ri-ID^V.

" youth," which would be the regular forip of the

abstract noun, though it does not occur in Biblical

Hebrew. In support of the reading niO?y as one

word, we have the authority of 28 of Kenuicott's

MSS., and tiie assertion of Jarchi that he had seen

it so written, as in Ps. xlviii. 14, in the Great Jla-

sorah. If the reading of the Vulgate ;md LXX. be

correct with regard to the consonants, the words

might be pointed thus, niobj? ?y, 'al 'alamoth,

" upon Alamoth," as in the title of Ps. xlvi., and

p7 is possibly a fragment of m'p ''J3p, Hbne Ko-

rach, " for the sons of Korah," which, appears in

the same title. At any rate such a reading would

have the merit of being intelligible, which is more
than can be said of must explanations which have

been given. But if the Masoretic reading be the

true one, it is hard to attach any meaning to it.

The Targum renders the title of the psa^m,—" on

the death of the man who came forth from between

(1*3) the camps," alluding to Goliath, the Philis-

tine champion (D)J''3n B'^X, 1 Sam. svii. 4).

That David composed the psalm as a triumphal

song upon the slaughter of his gigantic adversary,

was a tradition which is mentioned by Kimclii

merely .us an o« dit. Others lender it "on the

death of the son," and apply it to Absalom ; but, a^

Jarchi remarks, there is nothing in the character of

the psalm to warrant such an appliuition. He
mentions another interpietation, which appears to

have commended itself to Grotius and Hengsten-

berg, by which labben is an anagram of nabal, and
the psalm is referred to the death of Xabal, but the

IJabbinical commentator had the good .sense to reject

it as untenable, though there is as little to be said

in favou)' of his own view. His words are— " but
I say that this song is of tlie future to come, wheu
the childhood and youth of Israel shall be made

white (p/H*), and their righteousness be revealed

and their salvation draw nigh, when Ksau and his

seed shall Ije blotted out." He takes n-1JD?y as one

word, signifying " j'outli," and |27= }3?7, "to

whiten." Menahem, a commentator quoted by

Jarchi, interprets the title as addressed " to the mu-
sician upon the stringed instrumeutis called Alamoth,

to instruct," taking J3? iis if it were jpn? or

}3i3A Donesh supposes that laliben was the name

of a inan who waned with David in those days, and

to whom reierence is made as " the wicked " in

vei-se 5. Arama (quoted by Dr. Gill in his L'jcpo-

irepX BavaTOV tou vtou.

e reai/ioTTiTos

* Super rtiorU fdii.

< uioO.
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sition) identifies him with Saul. As a last lesourc*

Kimchi suggests tliat the title was intended to con-

vey instructions to the Levite minstrel Ben, wliose

name occurs in 1 Chr. xv. 18 among the temple

choir, and whose Ijrethren played " with psalteries

on Alamoth." There is reason, however, to suspect

that the reailing in this verse is coiTupt, as the

name is not repeated with the otheis in verse 20.

There still remain to be noticed the conjectures of

Delitzsch, that Muth-labben denotes the tone or

melody with the words of the song associated with

it, of others that it was a musical instrument, and

of Hupfeld that it was the commen<«ment of an old

song, either signifying "die for the son," or "death

to the son.'' Hitzig and others regard it as an

abbreviation containing a reference to Ps. xhiii. 14.

The difficulty of the question is sufficiently indi-

cated by the explanation which Gesenius himself

(T/tes. p. 741a) was driven to adopt, that the

title of the psalm signified that it was " to be

chanted by boys with virgins' voices."

The renderings of the LXX. and Vulgate induced

the early Christian commentators to refer the

psalm to the Messiah. Augustine understands " the

son " as " the only begotten son of God." The

Syriac vereiou is quoted in support of this interpre-

tation, but the titles of the Psalnas in that vei-sion

are generally constructed without any reference to

the Hebrew, and therefore it cannot be appealed to

as an authority.

On all accounts it seems extremely probable that

the title in its present fonn is only a fragment of

the original, which may have been in full what has

been suggested above. But, in the words of the

Assembly's Annotations, " when all hath been said

that can be said the conclusiot; must be the same as

before ; tliat these titles are veiy uncertain things, if

notaltogether unknown in these days." [\V. A. W,]

MYN'UUS (MvvSos), a town on the coast of

Caria, between JIiLiiTUS and Halicarxassus.
The convenience of its position in regard to trade

was probably the reason why we find in 1 JIacc.

XV. 23 that it was the residence of a Jewish popu-

lation. Its ships were well known in very early

times (Herod, v. 33), and its harbour is sjjecially

mentioned by Strabo (xiv. 658). The name still

lingers in the modern Mentesche, though the re-

mains of the city are probably at Gumishhi, where

Admiral Beaufort found an ancient pier and other

ruins. [J. S. H.]

MY'liA (to Mvpa), an important town in

LyOia, and interesting to us as the place where

St. Paul, on his voyage to Rome (Acts xxvii. .5),

was lemoved from the Adramyttian ship which had

brought him from Caesarea, and entered the Alex-

andrian ship in which he was wrecked on the coast

of Malta. [Aduamyttiim.] The travellei-s had

availed themselves of the first of these vessels be-

cause their course to Italy necessarily took them

past the coasts of the province of Asia (ver. 2),

expecting in some harbour on these coasts to find

another "vessel bound to the westward. This ex-

pectation was fulfilled (ver. 6).

It might be asked how it happened that an

Alexandrian ship bound im- Italy was .so far out

of her couise as to be at Alyra. This question is

easily answered by th^se who have some ac-

quaiiitiiuce with the navigation of the Levant,

Myia is nearly due north of Alexandria, the

ha'iboui-s in the neighbourhood are numerous

and good, the mountains high and easily seen.
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and the cunent sets along the coast to the west-

ward (Smith's Voyage and Shipwreck of St.

Paul). Moreover, to say nothing of the possibility

of landing or taking in passengers or goods, the

wind was blowing about this time continuously

and violently from the N.W., and the same weatlier

which impeded the Adramyttian ship (ver. 4) would

be a hindrance to the Alexandrian (see ver. 7 ; Zife

and Epistles of St. Paul, ch. xxiii.).

Some unimportant MSS. having Avarpa in this

passage, Grotius conjectuied that the true reading

might be Alfxvpa (Bentleii Critica Sacra, ed. A. A.

Kliis). This supposition, though ingenious, is quite

unnecessary. Both Limyra and Myra were well

known among the maritime cities of Lycia. The
harbour of the latter was strictly Andriace, distant

from it between two and three miles, but the

river was navigable to the city (Appian, B. C.

iv. 82).

Myra (called Dembra by the Greeks) is remark-

able still for its remains of various periods of his-

tory. The tombs, enriched with ornament, and

many of them having inscriptions in the ancient

I.ycian character, show that it must have been

wealthy in early times. Its enormous theatre

attests its considerable population in what may be

called its Greek age. In the deep gorge which
leads into the mounbuns is a large Byzantine church,

a relic of the Christianity which may have begun

with St. Paul's visit. It is reasonable to conjecture

that this may have been a metropolitan church,

inasmuch as we find that when Lycia was a pro-

vince, in the later Roman empire, Myra was its

capital {Hierocl. p. 684). In later times it was
curiously called the port of the Adriatic, and visited

by Anglo-Saxon travellers {Early Travels in Pa-
lestine, pp. 33, 138). Legend says that St. Nicholas,

the patron saint of the modern Greek sailors, was
born at Patara, and buried at Myra, and his sup-

posed relics were taken to St. Petersburgh by a

Russian frigate during the Greek revolution.

The remains of Jlyra have had the advantage of

very full description by the following travellers:

Leake, Beaufort, Fellows, Texier, and Spratt and
Forbes. ' [J. S. H.]

MYRKH, the representative in the A. V. of the

Hebrew words Mor and Lot.

1. Mor (lO": (Tfjivpva, araKri), fivpvivos, Kp6-
Kos : myrrha, 7nyrrhinus, myrrha) is mentioned in

Kx. XXX. 23, as one of the ingredients of the " oil

of holy ointment;" in Esth. ii. 12, as one of the
substances used in the purification of women ; in

Ps. xlv. 8, Prov. vii. 17, and in several passages

in Canticles, as a perfume. The Greek trfjivpva

occurs in Matt. ii. 11 amongst the gifts brought
by the wise men to the infant Jesus, and in Mark
XV. 23, it is said that " wine mingled with myrrh "

olvos (fffivptffnevos) was offered to, but refused

liv, our Lord on the cross. Myrrh was also used

tiir embalming '^see John xix. 39, and Herod, ii. 86).

Vaiious conjectures have been made as to the real

natuie of the substance denoted by the Hebrew
mor (see Celsius, Hierob. i. 522) ; and much doubt
has existed as to the countries in which it is pro-

duced. According to the testimony of Herodotus
(iii. 107), Dioscorides (i. 77), Theophrastus (ix.

4, §1), Diodorus Siculus (ii. 49), Strabo, Plinv,

&c., the tree which produces myrrh grows in

Arabia. Pliny (.xii. 16; says, in diiTerent parts of

• From root "110, " to drop."

•i I'lutarch, however, was probably In error, and has
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Arabia, and asserts that there are several kinds of

myrrh both wild and cultivated: it is probable

that under the name of myrrha he is describing

diflerent resinous productions. Theophriistus, who
is generally pretty accurate iu his observations, re-

marks (ix. 4. §1), that myrrh is produced in the

middle of Arabia, around Saba and Adramytta.
Some ancient writers, as Propertius (i. 2, 3) and
Oppian {Halieut. iii. 403), speak of myrrh as

found in Syria (see also Bclon, Observ. ii. ch. 80) ;

others conjecture India and Aethiopia; Plutarch
{Is. ct Osir. p. 383) asserts that it is produced in

Egypt, and is there called Bal. " The fact," ob-
serves Dr. Royle (s. v. Mor, Kitto's Cycl.), " of
myrrh being called bal among the Egyptians is ex-

tremely curious, for bol is the Sanscrit bola, the
name for mp-rh throughout India." ^

It would appear that the ancients generally are

correct in what they state of the localities where
myrrh is produced, for Ehrenberg and Hemprich
have proved that myrrh is found in Arabia Felix,

thus confirming the statements of Theophrastus and
Pliny; and Jlr. Johnson {Travels in Abyssinia, i.

249) found myrrh exuding from cracks in tiie back

of a tree in Koran-hedulah in Adal, and Forskal men-
tions two myrrh -producing trees, Amyris Katafani
Amyris Kafal, as occurring near Haes in Arabia

Felix. The myrrh-tree which Ehrenberg and Hemp-
rich found in the borders of Arabia Felix, and that

which Mr. Johnson saw in Abyssinia are believed

to be identical ; the tree is the Balsainodendron

myrrha, " a low thorny ragged-looking tree, with
bright trifoliate leaves :" it is probably the Murr
of Abu '1 Fadli, of which he says "murr is the

Arabic name of a thorny tree like an acacia, from
which flows a white liquid, which thickens and
becomes a gum."

That myrrh has been long expoi-ted from Afnca

we learn from Arrian, who mentions fffivpya as

one of the articles of export fi-om the ancient

district of Baibaria: the Esyptians perhaps ob-

confounded the Coptic ta), " myrrb," with bal, " an ^7^

See Jablonski, Oj,iisc. i. 40, cd. te Water.

2 G
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tained their iny.-rh from the country of the Trog-

lodytes (Nubia), as the best wild myrrh-trees are

said by Pliny (xii. 15) to come from that district.

Pliuy states also that " the Sabaei even cross the

sea to procure it in the country of the Troglodytae."

From what Athenaeus (xv. 689) says, it would

appear that mp'rh was imported into Egypt, and

that the Greeks received it fiora thence. Dioscorides

describes many kinds of myrrh under various names,

for which see Sprengel's Annotations, i. 7:5, &c.

The Balsainodendron inipTha, which produces

the myrrh of commerce, has a wood and bark

which emit a strong odour ; the gum which exudes

from the bark is at first oily, but becomes hard by

exposure to the air : it belongs to the natural order

Terehinthaceae. There can be little doubt that

this tree is identical w[th the Murr of Abu'l Fadli,

the (Tfxvpva of the Greek writers, the " stillata

cortice myrrha " of Ovid and tlie Latin writers, and

the vior of the Hebrew Scriptures.

The " wine mingled with myrrh," which the

Roman soldiers presented to our Loid on the cross,

was given, according to the opinion of some com-

mentators, in order to render him less sensitive to

pain ; but there are differences of opinion on this

subject, for which see Gall, Appendix A.

"^

2. Lot (137"= : (rraKTii : stacte), erroneously

translated " m3'rrh" in the A. V. in Gen. xxxvii. 25,

•= From root t^.p.
" to cover;" the gmn covering the

plant.

» The derivation of this word Is uncrrliiin ; but see the

Hebrew Lexicons.
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xliii. 11, the only two jiassages where the word is

found, is generally considered to denote the odor-

ous resin which exudes from the branches of the

Cistus creticiis, known by the name of ladanum or

lahdanum. It is clear that lot cannot signify

" myrrh," which is not produced in Palestine, yet

the Scriptural passages in Genesis speak of this

substance as being exported from Gilead into Egypt.

Ladanum was known to the early Greeks, for He-
rodotus (iii. 107, 112) mentions \i]^avov, or \i.-

Savoi/, as a product of Arabia, and says it is found
" sticking like gum to the beards of he-goats, which

collect it from the wood;" similar is tlie testimony

of Dioscorides (i. 128), who says that the best kind

is " odorous, in colour inclining to green, easy to

soften, fat, free from particles of sand and dirt;

such is that kind which is produced in Cyprus,

but that of Arabia and Libya is inferior in quality."

There are several species of Cistus, all of which

are believed to yield the gum ladanum ; but the

species mentioned by Dioscorides is in all proba-

bility identical with the one which is found in Pa-

lestine, viz., the Cistics creticus (Strand, Flor. Pa-
laest. No. 289). The C. ladaniferus, a native of

Spain and Portugal, produces the greatest quantity

of the ladanum ; it has a white flower, while that

of the C. creticus is rose-coloured. Tournefort

( Voyage, i. 79; has given an interesting account

of the mode in which the gum ladanum is gathered,

and has figured the instrument commonly employed

by the people of Candia for the purpose of collect-

ing it. There can be no doubt that the Hebrew
lot, the Arabic ladan, the Greek \i)havov, the

Latin and English ladanum, are identiad (see Ro-

senmiiller. Bib. Bot. p. 158; Celsius, Hieroh. i.

288). Ladanum was formerly much used as a

stimulant in medicine, and is now of repute amongst

the Turks as a pei'fume.

The Cistus belongs to the Natural order Cista-

ccae, the Rock-rose family. [W. H.]

MYRTLE (Onn," hadas: ixvpalvti, t>pos\^

myrtus, myrtetum\ There is no doubt that the

A. V. is correct in its translation of the Hebrew
word, for all the old versions are agreed upon the

point, and the identical noun occurs in Arabic—in

the dialect of Yemen, S. Arabia—as the name of

the " myrtle." *

Jlention of the myrtle is made in Neh. viii. 15;

I

[s. xli. 19, Iv. 13 ; Zech. i. 8, 10, 11. When the

I Feast of Tabernacles was celebrated by the Jews

on the return from Babylon, the people of Jeru-

salem were ordered to "go forth unto the mount
and fetch olive-branches, and pine-branches, and

myrtle-branches, and to make booths." The prophet

Isaiah foretells tlie coming golden age of Israel, when
the Lord shall plant in the wilderness " the shittah-

tree and the myrtle-tree and the oil-tree." The
modern Jews still adorn with myrtle the booths

and sheds at the Feast of Tabernacles. Myrtles

[Mi/rtns communis) will grow either on hills or in

valleys, but it is in the latter locality where they

I

attain to their greatest perfection. Formerly, as

I

we learn from Nehemiah (viii. 15), myrtles grew

I

on the hills about Jerusalem. " On Olivet," says

J

Prof. Stanley, " nothing is now to be seen but the

olive and the fig tree :" on some of the hills, how-

The LX.X. reading Dniin, instead of D^DIH-

j^ (Hcb. D"in)- Myrtus idunnatt: ArcUae

FdicU-). Ramus (Freytag, Ar. Lex. s. v.).
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em-, near Jerusalem, Hasselqviist ( Trav. 127, Loud.

1766) observed the myrtle. Dr. Hooker says it

is not uncommon in Samaria and Galilee. Irby and

Mangles (p. '22-2) describe the rivers from Tripoli

towards Galilee as having their banks covered with

myrtles (see also Kitto, Pliys. Hist, of Palest.

p. 268).
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The myrtle {hadas) gave her name to Hadassah

or Esther (Esth. ii. 7): the Greek names Myrtilus,

Myrtoessa, &c., have a similar origin. There are

several species of the genus Myrtus, but the

Myrius communis is the only kind denoted by

the Hebrew Hadas : it belongs to the natural order

ihjrtaceae, and is too well known to need descrip-

tion. [W. H.]

MY'SIA (MufTio). If we were required to fix

the exact limits of this north-western district of

Asia Minor, a long discussion might be necessary.

But it is mentioned only once in the N. T. (Acts

xvi. 7, 8), and that cursorily and in reference to a

passing journey. St. I'aul and his companions, on

the second missionary circuit, were divinely pre-

vented from staying to preach the Gospel either in

Asia or I'iITIIYNIA. They had then come Kara
T^v VlviTiav, and they were directed to Troas,

irapiX66vr(s tV yivtriav ;
which means either

that they skirted its border, or that they passed

tliroi'.gh the district without staying there. In

fact the best description that can be given of Mysia

at this time is that it was the region about the

frontier of the provinces of Asia and Bithynia. The
term is evidently used in an ethnological, not a

political sense. Winer compares it, in this point of

view, to such German terms as Snabia, Breisgau,

&c. Illustrations nearer home might be found in

such districts as Craven in Yorksliirc or Appin in

Argyllshire. Assos and Adramyttium were both

in Wysia. Immediately opposite was the island of

Lesbos. ~ ~

N
NA'AM (DJ?3: No(5m: Naham). One of the

sons of Caleb the son of Jephunneh (1 Chr. iv. 15).

NA'AMAH (noyj). 1. (No€^cJ: Nocma.)

One of the four women whose names are preserved in

the records of the world before the Flood ;
all except

Eve being Cainites, She was daughter of Lamech by

his wife Zillah, and sister, as is expressly mentioned,

to Tubalcain (Gen. iv. 22 only). Ko reason is

given us why these women should be singled out

for mention in the genealogies; and in the absence

of this most of the commentators have sought a

clue in the significance of the names interpreted as

Hebrew terms ; endeavouring, in the characteristic

words of one of the latest Jewish critics, by " due

energy to strike the living water of thought even

out "of the rocky soil of dry names" (Kalisch,

Genesis, 149). Thus Naamah, from Naam,
" sweet, pleasant," signifies, according to the same

interpreter, " the lovely beautiful woman," and

this and other names in the same genealogy of the

Cainites are interpreted as tokens that the human

race at this period was advancing in civilization

and arts. But not only are such deductions at all

times hazardous and unsatisfectory, but in this par-

ticular instance it is surely begging the question to

assume that these early names are Hebrew ; at any

rate the onus probmdi rests on those who make im-

poi-tant deductions from such slight premises. In

the Targum Pseudojonathau, Naamah is commemo-

rated as the " mistress of lamenters and singers ;"

and in the Samaritan Version her name is given as

Zalkipha.

2. {Maaxafi, Naavdv, Noo/x/uS ;
Alex. Nao//a,

Nooju/ia; Joseph, tioo/xas : Naama.) Mother of

king Rehoboam (1 K. xiv. 21, 31»; 2 Chr. xii.

1 3)". On each occasion she is distinguished by the

title " the (not ' an,' as in A. V.) Ammonite." She

was therefore one of the foreign women whom

Solomon took into his establishment (1 K. xi. 1).

In the LXX. (1 K. xii. 24, answering to xiv. .31

of the Hebrew text) she is stated to have been the

" daughter of Ana [i. e. Hsnun) the son of Nahash."

If this is a translation of a statement which once

formed part of the Hebrew text, and may be taken

as authentic history, it follows that the Ammonite

wai- into which Hanun's insults had provoked

David was temiinated by a re-alliance ;
and, since

Solomon reigned forty years, and Rehoboam was

forty-one years old when he came to the throne,

we can fix with tolerable certainty the date of the

event. It took place before David's death, during

that period of profound quiet which settled down

on the nation, after the failure of Absalom's re-

bellion and of the suUsequent attempt of Sheba tlie

son of Bichri had strengthened more than ever the

affection of the nation for the throne of David ;
and

which was net destined to be again disturbal tih

put an end (o by the shortsighted r.ashness ol the

son of Naamah. l^''-)

NA'AMAH (HOya : Nw^a"
;

^^1"- N'"'"*

"

[MiTVLKNK.] TnOAS, though within the
I

the'towns of Judah in the district

same range of country, had a small district of its

own, which was viewed as politically separate.'
S. H.]

;eparat

[J.S

fthelQwland or Shefelah, belonging to the same

roup with Lachish, Eglon, and Makkcdah (Josli.

V. 41). Nothing more is known of >N
'_'f^Ji;;|^

» The LXX. transiK.-^o this to cli. xii. "ft'-r ^''r- 24-
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ith it been vet discovered

NAAMAN
His request to bo allowed to take uway two

mules' burthen of earth is not easy to understand.

The natural explanation is that, with a feeling akin

to that which prompted the Pisan invaders to take

away the earth of Aceldama for the Campo Santo

at Pisa, and in obedience to which the ])ilgrims to

Mecca are said to bring back stones from that

sacied territory, the grateful convert to Jehovah

wished to take away some of the earth of His

country, to form an altar for the burnt-oflering and

sacrifice which henceforth he intended to dedicate

to Jehovah only, and which would be inappropriate

if otl'ered on the profane earth of the country of

Rimmon or Hadad. But it should be remembered

that iu the narrative there is no mention of an

altar ;<* and although Jehovah had on one occasion

ordered that the altars put up for offerings to Him
should be of earth (Ex. xx. 24), yet Naaman could

hardly have been aware of this enactment, unless

indeed it was a custom of older date and wider

existence than the Mosaic law, and adopted into

that law as a significant and wise precept for some

reason now lost to us.

How long Naaman lived to continue a worshipper

of Jehovah while assisting officially at that of Rim-
mon, we are not told. When next we hear of Syria,

another, Haziiel, apparently holds the position which

Naaman foi-merly filled. But, as has been else-

where noticed, the reception which Elisha met with

on this later occasion in Damascus probably implies

that the fame of " the man of God," and of the

mighty Jehovah in whose name he wrought, had

not been forgotten in the city of Naaman.
It is singular that the narrative of Naaman's

cure is not found in the present text of Josephus.

Its absence makes the reference to him as the slayer

of Ahab, already mentioned, still more remarkable.

It is quoted by our Lord (Luke iv. 27) as an

instance of mercy exercised to one who was not of

Israel, and it should not escape notice that the

reference to this act of healing is recorded by none

of the Evangelists but St. Luke the physician. [G.]

NA'AMAN (|DJ?3 : NosMa")- One of the

family of Benjamin who came down to Egypt with

Jacob, as we read in Gen. xlvi. 21. According to

the LXX. version of that passage he wa-s the son of

Bela, which is the parentage assigned to him in

Num. x.xvi. 40, where, in the enumeration of the

sons of Benjamin, he is said to be the son of Bela,

and head of the family of the Naamites. He is also

reckoned among the sons of Bela in 1 Chr. viii.

3, 4. Nothing is known of his personal history, or

of that of the Naamites. For the account of the

migrations, apparently compulsory, of some of the

sons of Benjamin from Geba to Manahath, in 1 Chr.

viii. 6, 7, is so confused, probiibly from the corrup-

tion of the text, that it is impossible to say whether

the family of Najiman was or was not included in

it. The repetition in ver. 7 of the tliree names

Naaman, Ahiah, Gera, in a context to which they

do not seem to belong, looks like the mere error

of a co{)yist, inadvertently copying over again the

same names which he had written in the same oider

in ver. 4, 5,—Naaman, Ahoah, Gera. If, however.

the names are in their place in ver. 7, it would

I

seem to indicate that the family of Naaman did mi-

" LXX. eu<rTox«>s, i- «. " wilh gooil ulm," possibly a
]
went in and told his master" (i. e. the king). The word

transcriber's variation from eilrwxw?.
i rendered " lord " is the same as is rendered " master" in

*• Itdlddriveakinglntostrlctsccluslon(aChr.xxvi.21).
|

ver. 1.

'= The A. V. of ver. 4 conveys a wrong impression. It
j

d The LXX. (Vat. MS.S.) omits even the words 'of

is accurately cot " one went in," but "he (i. e. Naaman)
, earth," ver. 17

any name conesponaing „.^.. _,v. ,..o^„...v.^
,

in the proper diiection. But it seems probable that

Naamah should be connected with the Na;imathites,

who again were perhaps identiwd with the Mehunim
or Minaeans, traces of whom are found on the south-

western outskirts of Judah ; one such at Minois or

el-Mini/ayj a few miles below Gaza. [G.]

NA'AMAN (|0j;3 : Naifidv ; N. T. Rec. Text,

Nee/ioi^, but Lachm. with A B D, Natfidu; Joseph.

"A^avos: N lainaii)—or to give him the title con-

ferred on him by our Lord, " Naaman the Syrian."

An Aramite warrior, a remarkable incident in whose
life is preserved to us through his connexion with the

prophet Elisha. The narrative is given in 2 K. v.

The name is a Hebrew one, and that of ancient

date (see the next article), but it is not im-

probaI)le that in the present case it may have been

slightly altered in its insertion in the Israelite

records. Of Naaman the Syrian there is no men-
tion in the Bible except in this connexion. But a

.Jewish tradition, at least as old as the time of

Josephus {Ant. viii. 15, §5), and which may very

well be a genuine one, identities him with the

archer whose arrow, whether at random or not,"

struck Ahab with his mortal wound, and thus
" gave deliverance to Syria." The expression is

remarkable—" because that by him Jehovah had
given deliverance to Syria." To suppose the inten-

tion to be that Jehovah was the universal ruler,

and that therefore all deliverance, whether afforded

to His servants or to those wlio, like the Syrians,

acknowledged Him not, was wrought by Him, would
be thrusting a too modern idea into the expression

of the writer. Taking the tradition above-mentioned

into accoiuit, the most natural explanation perhaps

is that Naaman, in delivering his country, had
killed one who was the enemy of Jehovah not less

than he was of Syria. Whatever the particular

exploit referred to was, it had given Naaman a
great position at the court of Benhadad. In the

first rank for personal prowess and achievements, he

was commander-in-chief of the army, while in civil

matters he was nearest to the person of the king,

whom he accompanied officially, and supported,

when the king went to worship in the temple of

Rimmon (ver. 18 ). He was atllicted with a leprosy

of the white kind (ver. 27), which had hitherto

defied cure. In Israel, according to the enactments
of the Mosaic Law, this would have cut off even''

Naaman from intercoiu.fe with every one ; he would
there have been compelled to dwell in a "several
house." But not so in Syria ; he maintained his

access' to the king, and his contact with the mem-
Vicrs of his own household. The circumstances of his

visit to Elisha have been drawn out under the latter

liead [vol. i. 5386], and need not be repeated here.

Naaman's appearance throughout the occurrence is

most characteristic and consistent. He is every inch

a soldier, ready at once to resent what he considers

as a slight cast either on himself or the natui-al

glories of his country, and blazing out in a moment
into sudden " rage," but calmed as speedily by a
few goodhumoured and sensible words from his

dependants, and, after the cure has l)een effected,

evincing a thankful and simple licart, whose grati-

tude knows no bounds and will listen to no refusal.
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gmte with the sons of Khud (allied Abiliud m ver.

3) from Geba to Maiiahath. [A. C. H.]

NAAM'ATHITE CHJOyj : mvalwv ^affiK^is,

& Mivalus : Naamathites), the gentilic name of one

of Job's friends, Zophar the Naamathite (Job ii.

11, xi. 1, XX. 1, xlii. 9). There is no other trace

of this name in the Bible, and the town, 110^3,

whence it is derived, is unknown. If we may judge

from modern usage, seveial places so called pro-

bably existed on the Arabian borders of Syria.

'J'hus in the Geographical Dictionary, Mardsia-el

Ittdlia, are Noam, a castle in the Yemen, and a

l)lace on the Euphrates ; Niameh a place belonging

to the Arabs ; and Noaniee, a valley in Tihameh.

The name Naamfin (of unlikely derivation hovvevfii-j

is very common. Bochart {Phaleg, cap. .xxii.), as

might be expected, seizes the LXX. reading, and in

the " king of the Minaei" sees a confirmation to his

theory respecting a Syrian, or northern Arabian

settlement of that well-known people of classical

antiquity. It will be seen, in art. DiKLA, that the

present writer identities the Minaei with the people

of Ma'een, in the Yemen ; and there is nothing im-

probable in a northern colony of the tribe, besides

the presence of a place so named in the Syro-Arabian

desert. But we regard this point as apart from the

subject of this article, thinking the LXX. reading,

unsupported as it is, to be too hypothetical for ac-

ceptance. [E. S. P.]

NA'AMITES, THE CpySH : Samar. '•JOyjn ••

Stj/jlos d Noe/xavel ; Alex, omits : familia Naami-
tanun, and Noemanitarum), the family descended

from Naaman, the grandson of Benjamin (Num.
x.\vi. 40 only). [Naaman, p. 4526.] The name is

a contraction, of a kind which does not often occur

in Hebrew. Accordingly the Samaritan Codex, as

will be seen above, prejents it at length—" the

Naamanites." [G.]

NA'ARAH (nnyj: 0oa5a ; Alex. Noopa

:

Naara ) the second wife of Ashur, a descendant of

Judah (1 Chr. iv. 5, 6). Nothing is known of the

persons (or places) recorded as the children of Naa-
rah. In the Vat. LXX. the children of the two
wives are interchanged.

NAARA'I (""nyj : Naapai' : Naardi). One of

the valiant men of David's armies (1 Chr. xi. 37).

In 1 Chr. he is called the son of Ezbai, but in 2 Sam.
xxiii. 35 he appears as " Piuarai the Arbite." Ken-
nicott {Diss. pp. 209-211) decides that the former

is correct.

NA'ARAN (j'lVJ: naapvdv; Alex. Naapa;/

:

Noran), a city of Ephraim, which in a very ancient

record (1 Chr. vii. 28) is mentioned as the eastern

limit of the tribe. It is very probably identical with
Naarath, or more accurately Naarah, which seems

to have been situated in one of the great valleys or

torrent- beds which lead down from the highlands of

Bethel to the depths of the Jordan valley.

In 1 Sam. vi. 21 the Peshito-Syriac and Arabic

versions have respectively Naarin and Naaran for

the Kiijath-jearim of the Hebrew and A. V. If

this is anything more than an error, the Naaran to

which it refers can hardly be that above spoken of,

but must have been situated much nearer to Beth-
sheniesh and the Philistine lowland. [G.]

' Perhaps treating my3. " a damsel," as equivalent

to nS. " a daughter," the term commonly used to ex-

press the hamlets dependent on a city.
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NA'ARATH (theHeb'.is nrini?3 = to Naarah,

myj, which is theiefore the real tbrm of the name

:

al '^ KUfiai avToov; Alex. NaapaOa Kai ai Kcafiat

avTwv : Naratha), a place named (Josh. xvi. 7,

only) as one of the landmarks on the (southern)

boundary of Ephraim. It appears to have lain

between Ataroth and Jericho. If Ataroth be the

present Atara, a mile and a half south of el-Bireh

and close to the great natural boundary of the

Wadij Suiceintt, then Naai-ah was probably some-
where lower down the wady. Eusebius and Jerome
(Onoinast.) speak of it as if well known to them

—

" Naoiath,^ a small village of the Jews five miles

from Jericho." Schwarz (147) fixes it at " Neama,"
also " five miles from Jericho," meaning perhaps

Na'imch, the name of the lower part of the great

Wady Mutiiah or el-Asas, which runs from the

foot of the hill of Eummon into the Jordan valley

above Jericho, and in a direction generally parallel

to the Wady Suweinit (Rob. B. R. iii. 29o). A
position in this direction is in agreement with

1 Chr. vii. 28, where Naaran is probably the same

name as that we are now considering. [Cf-]

NAASH'ON. [Nahshon.]

NAASS'ON (Naaa-o-ciy : Naasson). The
Greek form of the name Nahshon (Matt. i. 4

;

Luke iii. 32 only).

NA'ATHUS (yidados: Naathus). One of the

family of Addi, according to the list of 1 Esdr. ix.

31. There is no name corresponding in Ezr. x. 30.

NA'BAL (^33 = "fool": No/3aA), one of the

characters introduced to us in David's wanderings,

apparently to give one detailed glimpse of his whole

state of life at that time (1 Sam. xxv.). Nabal

himself is remarkable as one of the few examples

given to us of the private life of a Jewish citi-

zen. He ranks in this respect with BoAZ, Bar-
zillai, Naboth. He was a sheepmaster on the

confines of Judaea and the desert, in that part of

the country which boi'e from its great conqueror

the name of Caleb (1 Sam. xxx. 14, xxv. 3 ; so

Vulgate, A. V., and Ewald). He was himself, ac-

cording to Josephus {Ant. vi. 13, §6) a Ziphite,

and his residence Emmaus, a place of that name not

othei-wise known, on the southern Carmel, in the

pasture lands of Maon. (In the LXX. of xxv. 4 he

is called " the Carmelite," and the LXX. read

" Maon" for "Paran" in xxv. 1). With a usage

of the word, which reminds us of the like adapta-

tion of similar words in modern times, he, like

Barzillai, is styled " very great," evidently from

his wealth. His wealth, as might be expected from

his abode, consisted chiefly of sheep and goats,

which, as m Palestine at the time of the Christian

era (Matt, xxv.), and at the present day (Stanley,

S. 4' -P-)» feii together. The tradition presorveil

in this case the e.vact number of each—oOdO of the

former, 1000 of the latter. It was the custom of

the shepherds to drive them into the wild downs on

the slopes of Cai-mel ; and it was whilst they were

on one of these pastoral excursions, that they met

a band of outlaws, who showetl them unexpected

kindness, protectingthem by day and night, and never

themselves committing any depredations (xxv. 7,

15, 16). Once a year there was a grand banquet,

•> The 'Oopifl in the present text of Kusebius should

obviously have prefixed to It the v from the irriv which

preccd(i3 It. Compare Nasor.
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on Carmel, whea they brought back tlieir slieep

from the wilderness for shearing—with eating and
drinking "like the feast of a king" (xxv. 2, 4,
36).

It was on one of these occasions that Nabal came
across the path of the ni;m to whom he owes his

place in history. Ten youths weie seen approach-
ing the hill ; in them the shepherds recognized the
slaves or attendants of the chief of the freebooters

who had defended them in the wilderness. To Nabal
they were unknown. They approached him with
a triple salutation—enumerated the services of their
master, and ended by claiming, with a mixture of
courtesy and defiance, characteiistic of the East,
" whatsoever cometh into thy hand for thy sen-ants

(LXX. omit this—and have only the next words),
and for thy son David." The great sheepmaster
was not disposed to recognise tliis unexpected pa-

rental relation. He was a man notorious for his

obstinacy (such seems the meaning of the word death lived afterwards in David's memory to point

NABOTH
The stupid reveller was suddenly roused to a sense

of that which impended over him. " His heart died

within him, and he became as a stone." It w;us as

if a stroke of apoplexy or paralysis h.od fallen upon
him. Ten days he lingered, " and the Lord smote

Nabal, and he died" (xxv. 37, 38). The suspi-

cions entertained by theologians of the last centuiy,

that there was a conspiracy between David and
Abigail to make away with Nabal for their own
alliance (see Winer " Nabal "), have entirely given

place to tlie better spirit of modern criticism, and

it is one of the many proof's of the reverential, as

well as truthful appreciation of the Sacred Narrati'vc

now inaugurated in Germany, that Ewald enters fully

into the feeling of the naiTator, and closes his sum-
mary of Nabid's death, with the reflection that " it

was not without justice regarded as a Divine judg-

ment." According to the (not improbable) LXX.
version of 2 Sam. iii. 33, the recollection of Nabal's

translated "churlish") and for his general low con
duct (xxv. 3, "evil in his doings;" .xxv. 17, "a
man of Belial"). Josephus and the LXX. taking
the word Caleb not as a proper name, but as a qua-
lity (to which the context certainly lends itself)

—

add "of a disposition like a dog"—cynical

—

KvviKbs.

On hearing the demand of the ten petitioners, he
sprang up (LXX. av€irriSri(Te), and broke out into

fury, "Who is David? and who is the son of
.lesse?"—"What runaway slaves are these to in-

terfere with my own domestic arrangements?" (.xxv.

] 0, 1
1
). The moment that the messengers were gone,

the shepherds that stood by perceived the danger
that their master and themselves would incur. To
Nabal himself, they durst not speak (xxv. 17). But
the sacred writer, with a tinge of the sentiment
which such a contrast always suggests, proceeds to

desci-ibe that this brutal luHian was married to a
wile as beautiful and as wise, as he was the reverse

(.\xv. 3). [Abigail.] To her, as to the good angel
of the household, one of the shepherds told the state

of aHiiirs. She, with the offerings usual on such
occasions (xxv. 18, conip. xxx. 11, 2 Sam. xvi. 1,

1 Chr. xii. 40), loaded the asses of Nabal's large

establishment—herself mounted one of them, and,
with her attendants running before her, rode down
the hill towards David's encampment. David had
already made the fatal vow of extermination,
couched in the usual terms of destroying the
household of Nabal, so as not even to leave a doo-

behind (xxv. 22). At this moment, as it would
seem, Abigail appeared, threw hei-self on her face

before him, and poured forth her petition in l;m-

guage which both in form and expression almost
assumes the tone of poetry :—" Let thine handmaid,
I pray thee, speak in thine audience, and hear the
words of thine handmaid." Her main argument
rests on the description of her husband's character,

which she draws with that mixture of playfulness

and seriousness which above all things turns away
wrath. His name here ciime in to his rescue.
" As his name is, so is he : Nabal [fool'} is his

name, and folly is with him " (xxv. 25 ; see also

ver. 26). She returns with the news of David's
recantation of his vow. Nabal is then in at the

height of liis orgies. Like the revellers of Pa-
lestine in the later times of the monarchv, he
hail drunk to excess, and his wife dared not com-
municate to him either his danger or his escape

(xxv. 36). At break of day she told him both.

Compare the cases of Uavid and Araunah (2 Sam.
xxi.), Oiuri ami Shemer (I K. xvi.).

the contrast of the death of Abner :
" Died Abner

as Nabal died ?" [A. P. S.]

NABAEI'AS (Na/Sopt'as : Nabarias). Appa-
rently a corruption of Zechariah (1 Esdr. x. 44

;

corap. Neh. viii. 4).

NA'BATHITES, THE {ol IJa^arralot, and

NojSoTaioi ; Alex. Nafiareot : Xabuthaei), 1 Jlacc.

V. 25; is. 35. [Nebaioth.]

NA'BOTH (ni33 : ySa^oBai), inctirn of Ahab

and Jezebel. He was a Jezreelite, and the owner
of a small portion of ground (2 K. ix. 25, 26)
that lay on the eastern slope of the hill of

Jezreel. He had also a vineyard, of which the

situation is not quite certain. According to the

Hebrew text (1 K. xxi. 1) it was in Jezreel, but

the LXX. render the whole clause diflereutly,

omitting the words "which was in Jezreel," and

reading instead of "the palace," "the threshing-

floor of Ahab king of Samaria." This points to

the view, certainly most consistent with the sub-

sequent narrative, that Naboth's vineyard was on

the hill of Samaria, close to the " threshing-floor
"

(the word translated in A. V. " void place ") which

undoubtedly existed there, hard by the gate of the

city (1 K. .xxiv.). The royal palace of Ahab w;is

close upon the city wall at Jezreel. According to

both texts it immediately adjoineil the vinevard

(1 K. xxi. 1,2, Heb. ; 1 K. xxi. 2, LXX. ; 2 K. ix.

30, 36), and it thus became an object of desire to

the king, who offered an equivalent in money, or

another vineyard in exchange for this. Naboth, in

the independent spirit of a Jewish landholder," re-

fused. Perhaps the turn of his expression implies

that his objection was mingled with a religious

scruple at forwai-ding the acquisitions of a half-

heathen king: "Jehovah forbid it to me that 1

should give the inheritance of ray fathers unto

thee." Ahab was cowed by this reply ; but the

proud spirit of Jezebel was roused. She and her

husband were apparently in the city of Samaria

(1 K. xxi. 18). She took the matter into her

own hands, and sent a warrant in Ahab's name
and sealed with Ahab's seal, to the elders and

nobles of Jezreel, suggesting the mode of destroying

the man who had insulted the royal power. A
solemn fast was proclaimed ;is on the announce-

ment of some great calamity. Naboth was "set

on high">> in the public place of Samaria: two

* The Hebrew word which is rendered, here only,

" on high," is more accurately " at the head of " or
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men of worthless character accused him of having

"cursed"^ God and the king." He and his children

(2 K. is. 26), who else might have succeeded to

his father's inheritance, were dragged out of the

city and despatched the same night.'' The place

of execution there, as at Hebron (2 Sam. iii.),

was by the largo tank or reservoir, which still

remains on the slope of the hill of Samaria, imme-
diately outside the walls. The usual punishment
for blasphemy was enforced. Naboth and his sons

were stoned ; their mangled remains were de-

voured by the dogs (and swine, LXX.) that prowled

under the walls ; and the blood from their wounds
ran down into the waters of the tank below, which
was the common bathing-place of the prostitutes of

the city (comp. 1 K. xxi. 19, xxii. 38, LXX).
Josephus {Ant. 15, 6) makes the execution to have
been at Jezreel, where he also places the washing
of Ahab's chariot.

For the signal retribution taken on this judicial

murder—a remarkable proof of the high regard

paid in the old dispensation to the claims of justice

and independence—see Ahab, Jehu, Jezebel,
Jezkeel. [A. P. S.]

NABUCHODONO'SOE (Naj3ouxo5oy<J<rop
;

Nabtu:hodonosor). Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon
(1 Esdi-. i. 40, 41, 45, 48 ; Tob. xiv. 15; Jud. i. 1,

5, 7, 11, 12, ii. 1, 4, 19, iii. 2, 8, iv. 1, vi. 2, 4,
li. 7, 23, xii. 13, xiii. 18).

NA'CHON'S THRESHING-FLOOR (pi
PDJ : a\(os 'ClSdfi ; Alex. a\ccjj.a>vos Nax&'i' :

Area Nachon), the place at which the ark had
arrived in its progress fiom Kirjath-jearim to Je-
rusalem, when Uzzah lost his life in his too hasty
zeal for its safety (2 Sam. vi. 6). In the parallel

narrative of Chronicles the name is given as Chi-
UON, which is also foimd in Josephus. After the
catastrophe it received the name of Perez-uzzah.
There is nothing in the Bible narrative to guide us
to a conclusion as to the situation of this threshiug-
rioor,—whether nearer to Jerusalem or to Kiijath-
jearim. The words of Josephus (Ant. vii. 4, §2),
however, imply that it was close to the former."
Neither is it certain whether the name is that of
the place or of a person to whom the place be-
longed. The careful Aquila translates the words
'iois S.\wvos eToinTjs—"to the prepared *> threshing-
floor," which is also the rendering of the Targum
Jonathan. [G.A

NA'CHOR. The form (slightly the more accu-
rate) in which on two occasions the name elsewhere
given as Nahor is presented in the A. V.

1. (linj : naxd>p : Nachor). The brother of

Abraham (Josh. xxiv. 2). [Naiior 1.1

Ch is commonly used in the A. V." of the Old
Testament to repiesent the Hebrew 3, and only

"in the chiefest place amonf;" (1 Sam. ix. 22). The
passage is obscured by our ignorance of the nature
of tlie ceremonial in which Naboth was made to take
part; but, in default of this knowledge, we may
accept the explanation of Josephus, that an assembly
(«<c(cAr|(7ta) Tvas convened, at the head of which Na-
both, in virtue of his position, was placed, in order
that the charge of blasphemy and the subsequent
catastrophe might be more telling.

= By the LXX. this is given evAoy)7ore, « blessed ;"
possibly merely for the sake of euphemism.

<• IJ'ON. The word rendered " yesterday " in 2 K.
•X. 2P has really the meaning of ycster;ji>A^ and
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very rarely for H, as in Nachor. Chai-ashim, Racliel,

Marcheshvan, are further examples of the latter

usage.

2. (NaxtiSp). The gi-andfather ofAbraham (Luke
iii. 34j. [Nahor 2.] [G.]

NA'DAB (aiJ). 1. The eldest son of Aaron

and Elisheba, Ex. vi. 23 ; Num. iii. 2. He, his
father and brother, and seventy old men of Israel
were led out from the midst of the assembled people
(Ex. xxiv. 1), and were commanded to stay and
worship God "afar off," below the lofty summit of
Sinai, where Moses alone was to come "near to the
Lord. Subsequently (Lev. x. 1) Nadab and his

brother [Abihu] were struck dead before the sanc-
tuary by fire from the Lord. Their ofience was
kindling the incense in their censers with " strange

"

fire, i. e., not taken from that which burned perpe-
tually (Lev. vi. 13) on the altar. From the in-

junction given. Lev. x. 9, 10, immediately after
their death, it has been inferred (Rosenmiiller, in

loco) that the brothers were in a state of intoxica-

tion when they committed the oflence. The spiritual

meaning of the injunction is drawn out at great length
by Origen, Horn. vii. in Lcvitic. On this occasion,

as if to mark more decidedly the divine displeasure

with the offenders, Aai-ou and his sui-viving son
were forbidden to go through the ordinary outward
ceremonial of mourning for the dead.

2. King Jeroboam's son, who succeeded to the
throne of Israel B.C. 954, and reigned two years,

1 K. XV. 25-31. Gibbethon in the territory of Dan
(Josh. xix. 44), a Levitical town (Josh. xxi. 23),
was at that time occupied by the Philistines, per-

haps having been deserted by its lawful possessors

in the general self-exile of the Levites from the
polluted territory of Jeroboam. Nadab and all

Israel went up and laid siege to this frontier-town.

A conspiracy broke out in the midst of the anny,
and the king was slain by Baasha, a man of Is-

sachar. Ahijah's prophecy (1 K. xiv. 10) was
literally fulfilled by the murderer, who proceeded
to destroy the whole house of Jeroboam. So pe-

rished the first Israelitish dynasty.

We are not told what events led to the siege of

Gibbethon, or how it ended, or any other incident

in Nadab's short reign. It does not appear "wliat

ground Ewald and Newman have for describing the

war with the Philistines as imsuccessfui. It is

remarkable that when a similar destruction fell

upon the family of the murderer Baasha twenty-
lour years afterwards, the Israelitish army was
again engaged in a siege of Gibbethon, 1 K. xvi.

15.

3. A son of Shammai, 1 Chr. ii. 28, of the tiil>r

of Judah.

4. A son of Gibeon, 1 Chr. viii. 30, ix. 36, oi

the tribe of Benjamin. [\V. T. B.]

thus bears testimony to the precipitate haste both of

the execution and of Ahab's entrance on his new
acquisition. [See Elijah, vol. i. 529a.]

• His words are, " Having brought the ark wto Jeru-

salem " (eis 'lepoo-o'AvMa). In some of the Greek versions,

or variations of the LXX., of which fragments are pre-

served by Barhdt, the name is given rj aAus "Epva.

(Oman) toO U^ovaaiov, identifying it with the floor of

Arauniih.

*> As if from |."13, to make ready. A similar rendi-ring,

Jipnp "inX. is employed in the Targuni Josipb, of

1 Chr. xlli. 9, for the floor of Chidan.
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NADAB'ATHA (Na/3a9 ; Alex. Na5a)3o9 :

SjTiac, -A-^-i , Nobot: Madabd), a place from

which the bride was being conflucted by the children

of Jambri, when Jonathan and Simon attacked them

(1 Mace. i.x. 37). Josephus {Ant. xiii. 1, §4) gives

the name Ta^aOa. Jerome's conjecture (in the Vul-

gate) can hardly be admitted, because Medeba was

the city of the Jambrites (see ver. 36) to which the

bride was being brought, not that from which she

came. That Nadabatlia was on the east of Jordan is

most probable ; for though, even to the time of the

Gospel narrative, by " Chanaanites "—to which the

bride in this case belonged—is signified Phoenicians,

yet we have the authority (such as it is) of the Book

of Judith (v. 3) for attaching that name especially

to the people of Moab and Ammon ; and it is not

probable that when the whole country was in such

disorder a wedding corte'ge would travel for so great

a distance as fi-om Phoenicia to Medeba.

On the east of Jordan the only two names that

occur as possible are Kebo—by Eusebius and Je-

rome wi-itten Nabo and Nabau—and Nabathaea.

Compare the lists of places round es-Salt, in Robin-

son, 1st ed. iii. 107-70. [G.]

NAG'GE (N07701, or, as some JISS. read,

Nayot), one of the ancestors of Christ (Luke iii. 2.5).

It represents the Heb. ^53, Nojah (Noyai, LXX.),

whicii was the name of one of David's sons, as we
read in 1 Chr. iii. 7. Nagge must have lived

about the time of Onias I. and the commencement

of the Macedonian dynasty. It is interesting to

notice the evidence afforded by this name, both as

a name in the family of David, and from its

meaning, that, amidst the revolutions and conquests

which overthrew the kingdoms of the nations, the

house of David still cherished the hope, founded upon

promise, of the revival of the splendour {nogah) of

their kingJc [A. C. H.]

NAH'ALAL {hhr\^ : S.eWa Alex. NaaAcoA :

Nalnl), one of the cities of Zebulun, given with its

"suburbs" to the Merarite Levites (Josh. xxi. 35).

It is the same which in the list of the allotment of

Zebulun (Josh. xix. 15) is inaccurately given in

the A. V. as Naiiallal, the Hebrew being in both

cases identical. Elsewhere it is called Nahalol.
It occurs in the list between Kattath and Shimron,

but unfortunately neither of these places has yet

been recognised. The Jerusalem Talmud, however
(^Megill'ih, ch. i. ; Maaser Sheni, ch. v.), as quoted

by Schwarz (172), and Reland {Pal. Ill) asserts

that Nahalal (or Mahalal, as it is in some copies)

was in post-biblical times called Mahlul ; and this

Schwarz identities with the modern Malul, a village

in the plain of Esdraclon under the moimtains which
enclose the plain on the north, 4 miles west of Naza-

reth, and 2 of Japhia ; an identiiic^ition concurred

in by Van de Velde {Memoir). One Hebrew MS.

(30 K.) lends countenance to it by reading ??nD,
i.e. Mahalal, in Josh. xxi. 35. If the town was
m the great plain we can underetand why the

Isi-aelites were unable to drive out the Cana<mites

from it, since their chariots must have been ex-

tremely foi-midable as long as they rem.nined on

level or smooth ground.

The statement in 1 Sam. xii. 12 appears to be at

variance wltU that of vili. 4, 5 ; but it bears a remarkable

testimony to the dread entertained of this savag'^ chief,

NAHASH
NAH'ALLAL ("p^nj : No/SoaA. ; Alex. Naa-

\(t!\ : Kealal), an inaccurate mode of spelling, in

Josh. xix. 15, the name which in Josh. xxi. 35, is

accurately given as N.\halal. The original is

precisely the same in both. [^0
NAHA'LIEL (^K^^HJ = " torrent of God ;"

Samar. 7N?n3 : Mauar]\ ; Alex. NaaXjrjX : NaJta-

licl), one of the halting-places of Israel in the latter

part of their progiess to Canaan (Num. xxi. 19).

it lay " beyond," that is, north of the Arnon (ver.

1.)), and between Mattanah and Bamoth, the next

after Bamoth being Pisgah. It does not occur in

the catalogue of Num. xxxiii., nor anywhere besides

the passage quoted above. By Eusebius and Je-

rome {Onomast. "Naaliel") it is mentioned as

close to the Arnon. Its name seems to imply that

it was a stream or wady, and it is not impossibly

preserved in that of the Wady Encheyle, which
runs into the Mojeh, the ancient Arnon, a short

distance to the east of the place at which the road

between Riibba and Ai-oer crosses the ravine of the

latter river. The name Encheyle, when written

in Hebrew letters (n^TIJN), is little more than

?Xvn3 transposed. Burckhardt was perhaps the

first to report this name, but he suggests the Wady
Wale as 'the Nahaliel {Syria, July 14). This,

however, seems unnecessarily far to the north, and,

in addition, it retains no likeness to the original

name. [G.]

NAH'ALOL (9^n3 : A«/xava ; Alex. Evoju-

(lav : Kaalol), a variation in the mode of giving the

name (both in Hebrew and A.V.) of the place else-

where called Nahalal. It occurs only in Judg. i. 30.

The variation of the LXX. is remarkable. [G.]

NA'HAIM (nn3 : Naxat/x : 1^'aham). The

brother of Hodiah, or Jehudijah, wife of Ezra, and

father of Keilah and Eshtemoa (1 Chr. iv. 19).

NAHAMA'NI CJDnJ : Nof/xoH ; FA. Noa/x-

fiauel : Nahama/ii). A chief man among those

who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel and

Jeshua (Neh. vii. 7). His name is omitted in

Ezr. ii. 2, and in the paiallel list of 1 Esdi-. v. 8, is

written Enexius.

NAHAKA'I ('nn3 : tiax^p ; Alex. Naapat

:

Naa)-ai). The ai-mourbearer of Joab, called in the

A.V. of 2 Sam. xxiii. 37, Nahari. He was a native

of Beeroth (1 Chr. xi. 39).

NA'HARI(nm: Te\wp4 ; A\ei. T(Sup4:

Naharai). The same as Naharai, Joab's ai-mour-

bearer (2 Sam. xxiii. 37). In the A.V. of 1611

the name is printed " Naharai the Beiothite."

NA'HASH (ti'm, "sei-pent"). 1. (N<£os, but

in Chr. ^Avas ; Alex, in both Noas : Naas).
" Nahash the Ammonite," king of the Bene-Ammon
at the foundation of the monarchy in Israel, who
dictated to the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead that

cruel alternative of the loss of their right eyes or

slavery, which roused the swift wrath of Saul, and

caused the destruction of the whole of the Ammonite

force (1 Sam. xi. 1, 2-11). According to Josephus

{Ant. vi. 5, §1) the siege of Jabesh was but the

climax of a long caieer of similar* ferocity with

in ascribing the adoption of monarchy by Israel to the

panic caused by his approach.
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v/hich Nahash had oppressed the whole of the

Hebrews on the east of Jordan, and his success in

which had rendered him so self-confident that he

despised the chance of relief which the men of Jabesh

eagerly cauglit at. If, as Josephus {lb. §3) also

states, Nahash himself was killed in the rout of his

army, then the Nahash who was the father of the

foolish young king Haiiun (2 Sam. x. 2 ; 1 Chr. xix.

1,2) must have been his son. In this case, like

Pharaoh in Egypt, and also perhaps like Benhadad,

Achish, and Agag, in the kingdoms of Syria, Phi-

listia, and Amalek, " Nahash " would seem to have

been the title of the king of the Ammonites than

the name of an individual.

However this was, Nahash the father of Hanun
had rendered David some special and valuable service,

which David was anxious for an opportunity of re-

quiting (2 Sam. X. 2). No doubt this had been

during his wanderings, and when, as the victim of

Saul, the Ammonite king would naturally sympa-

thise with and assist him. The particulars of the

service are not related in the Bible, but the .Jewish

traditions affirm that it consisted in his having

afibrded protection to one of David's brothers, who
escaped alone when his family were massacred by

the treacherous king of Jloab, to whose care they

had been entrusted by David (1 Sam. xxii. 3, 4),

and who found an asylum with Nahash. (See the

Midrash of K. Tanchum, as quoted by S. Jarchi

ou 2 Sam. x. 2.)

The retribution exacted by David for the annoying

insults of Hanun is related elsewhere. [David,
vol. i. 4106; Joab, vol. i. 10826 ; Ukiah.] One
casual notice remains which seems to imply that the

ancient kindness which had existed between David

and the family of Nahash had not been extinguished

even by the horrors of the Ammonite war. When
David was driven to Mahanaim, into the very

neighbourhood of Jabesh-Gilead, we find " Shobi

the son of Nahash of R;ibbah of the Bene-Amnion "

(2 Sam. xvii. 27) among the great chiefs who were
so forward to pour at the feet of the fallen monarch
the abundance of their pastoral wealth, and that

not with the grudging spirit of tributaries, but

rather with the sympathy of friends, " for they
said, the people is hungry and weary and thirsty

in the wilderness" (ver. 29j.

2. (Noay). A person mentioned once only (2 Sam.
xvii. 25) in stating the parentage of Amasa, the

commander-in-chief of Absalom's army. Amasa is

there said to have been the son '' of a certain Ithia,

by Abigail, "daughter of Nahash, and sister "= to

Zeruiah." By the genealogy of 1 Chr. ii. 16 it

appears that Zeruiah and Abigail were sisters of

David and the other children of Jesse. The question

then arises. How could Abigail have been at the

same time daughter of Nahash and sister to the

children of Jesse? To this three answere may be

given :

—

1. The universal tradition of the Rabbis that

Naliash and Jesse were identical.'' " Nahash," says

Solomon Jarchi (in his commentary on 2 Sam. xvii.

25), "was Jesse the father of David, because he

died without sin, by the counsel of the seipent"

{nachasli) ; i. e. by the infirmity of his fallen human

^ The whole expression seems to denote that he was an
illegitimate son.

"= The Alex. LXX. regards Nahash as brother of Zeruiah

— fliryarepa Noa? a5€A<|)OU "SMpovuK.
* See the extract from the Targum on Ruth iv. 22,

given in the note to Jesse, vol. i. p. 1038a. Also the cita-
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nature only. It must be owned that it is easier to
allow the identity of the two than to accept the
reason thus assigned for it.

2. The explanation first put forth by Professoi
Stanley in this work (vol. i. 4016), that Nahash
was the king of the Ammonites, and that the
same woman had first been his wife or concu-
bine—in which capacity she had given birth to
Abigail and Zeruiah—and afterwards wife to Jesse,
and the mother of his children. In this manner
Abigail and Zeruiah would be sisters to David,
without being at the same time daughters of Jesse.
This has in its favour the guarded statement of
1 Chr. ii. 16, that the two women were not them-
selves Jesse's children, but sisters of his children

;

and the improbability (otherwise exti-eme) of so
close a connexion between an Israelite and an Am-
monite king is alleviated by Jesse's known descent
from a Moabitess, and by the connexion which has
been shown above to have existed between David
and Nahash of Ammon.

3. A third possible explanation is that Nahash
was the name not of Jesse, nor of a former
husband of his wife, but of his wife herself.

There is nothing in tlie name to prevent its being
borne equally by either sex, and other instances
may be quoted of women who are given in the
genealogies as the daughters, not of their fathers,

but of their mothei-s : e. g. Mehetabel, daughter of
Hatred, daughter of Mezahab. Still it seems very'

improbable that Jesse's wife would be suddenly
intruded into the nanative, as she is if this hypo-
thesis be adopted. [0.]

NA'HATH (nm: Nax<Je ; Alex. Nax^^M,

Gen. xxxvi. 13 ; NaxcoS ; Alex. Naxo'0, Gen. xxxvi.

17 ; Naxe's, 1 Chr. i. 37 ; Nahath). 1. One of the
" dukes" or phylarchs in the land of Edom, eldest

son of Reuel the son of Esau.

2. {KaivaaB ; Alex. Kvad). A Kohathite Levite,

sou of Zophai and ancestor of Samuel the prophet

(1 Chr. vi. 26).

3. (Nae'O). A Levite in the reign of Hezekiah,

who with others was overseer of the tithes and de-

dicated things under Cononiah and Shimei (2 Chr.
xxxi. 13).

NAH'BI (^2ra : NajSi ; Alex. Nafii: NcJiahi).

The son of Vophsi, a Naphtalite, and one of the

twelve spies (Num. xiii. 14).

NA'HOR ("lin3 : tiax<i>p ; Joseph. NaxcSpTjs :

^Nahor, and Nachor), the name of two persons in

the family of Abraham.

1. His grandfather: the sen of Serug and father

of Terah (Gen. xi. 22-25). He is mentionetl in the

genealogy of our Lord, Luke iii. 34, though there

the name is given in the A. V. in the Greek foim

of Nachou.

2. Gi-andson of the preceding, son of Tenth and
brother of Abraham and Haran (Gen. xi. 2(5, 27).

The members of the family are brought together in

the following genealogy. (See the next page.)

It has been already remarked, under Lot (p. 143

note), that the order of the ages of the family of

tlons from the Talmud In Jlcyer, Seder Olam, 669 ;
also

Jerome, Quaest. lubf. ad loc

This is the form given in the Benedictine Edition of

Jerome's Bibliotheca Divina. The other is fotind in th*

ordinary copies of the Vulgate.
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Terah

I

Milcali= NAHOR=Rouinali

I I

I

Huz
:. e. Uz)

I

Job

I I

Kemnel Chesed ]

I (father of
Chitsdini or

I
Chaldeans)

Aram

;

(Ram,
Job xxxii. 2).

Pildasli Jidlaph

Laban

I

Bethuel

I

I

Teb«h
Gaham
'I'hahash

Maacah

Rebekah^ Isaac

'J'erah is not improbably inverted in the narrative

;

in which case Nahor, instead of being younger than
Abraham, was really older. He married Milcah, the

daughter of his brother Haran ; and when Abraham
and Lot migrated to Canaan, Nahor remained behind

in the land of his birth, on the eastern side of the

Euphrates—the boundary between the Old and the

New World of that early age—and gathered his

family around him at the sepulchre of his father.'*

(Comp. 2 Sara. xix. 37).

Like Jacob, and also like Ishmael, Nahor was the

father of twelve sons, and further, as in the case of

Jacob, eight of them were the children of his wife,

and four of a concubine (Gen. xxii. 21-24). Special

•care is taken in speaking of the legitimate branch to

specify its descent from Milcah—" the son of Milcah,

which she bare unto Nahor." It was to this pure
and unsullied race that Abraham and Rebekah in

turn had recourse for wives ior their sons. But with
Jacob's flight from Haran the intercourse ceased.

The heap of stones which he and " Laban the

Syrian" erected on Mount Gilead (Gen. xxxi. 46)
may be said to have formed at once the tomb of

their past connexion and the barrier against its

continuance. Even at that time a wide variation

had taken place in their language (ver. 47), and
not only in their language, but, as it would seem,
in the Object of their woiship. The " God of Nalior

"

appears as a distinct divinity from the " God of
Abraham and the Keai- of Isaac " (ver. 53). Doubt-
less this was one of the "other gods" which before

the Call of Abraham were worshipped by the family
of Terah ; whose images were in Rachel's possession

during the conference on Gilead ; and which had to

be discarded before Jacob could go into the Presence
of the '• God of Bethel " (Gen. xxxv. 2 ; comp. xxxi.

1 3). Henceforward the line of distinction between
the two families is most sharply drawn (as in the

allusion of Josh. xxiv. 2), and the descendants of
Nahor confine their communications to their own
immediate kindred, or to the members of other non-
Israelite tribes, as in the case of Job the man of Uz,
and his friends, Elihu the Buzite of the kindred of
Ram, Eliphaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhite.
Many centuries later David appears to have come
into collision—sometimes friendly, sometimes the
revei-se—with one or two of the more remote
Nahorite tribes. Tibhath, piobably identical with
Tebaii and Maaciih, are mentioned in the relation

of his wars on the eabtern frontier of Isiael (1 Chr.

<> The statements of Gen. xi. 27-32 appear to Imply
that Nahor did not advance from Ur to Haran at the same
time with Terah, Abraham, and Lot, but remained there

till a later date. Coupling this with the sUiicnieut of

Judith V. 8, and the iiniversal tradition of th.' Kast, that

Terah's departure from Ur was a relinquishment of false

worship, an additional force is given to tlic ni'ntion of

xviii. 8, xix. 6) ; and the mother of Absalom either

belonged to or was connected with the latter of the

the above nations.

No certain traces of the name of Nahor have been

recognised in Mesopotamia. Ewald {Gcschichte, i.

359) proposes Haditha, a town on the Euphrates

just above Hit, and bearing the additional name
of el-Naura ; also another place, likewise called

el-Na'ura, mentioned by some Arabian geographei-s

as lying further north ; and Nachrein, which, liow-

ever, seems to lie out of Mesopotamia to the east.

Others have mentioned Naarda, or Nehardea, a town
or district in the neighbourhood of the above, cele-

brated as the site of a college of the Jews {^Dict.

of Geogr. "Naarda").
May not Aram-Naharaim have originally derived

its name from Nahor ? The f;ict that in its present

form it has another signification in Hebrew is no

argument against such a derivation.

In Josh. xxiv. 2 the name is given in the A. V.

in the form (more nearly approaching the Hebrew
than the other) of Nachor. [G.]

NAH'SHON, orNAASH'ON {\Wn} : Naoer-

adiv, LXX. and N. T. : Nahasson, 0. T. ; Naassoii,

N. T.) , son of Amminadab, and prince of the cliiUren

of Judah (as he is styled in the genealogy of Judah,

1 Chr. ii. 10) at the time of the first numbering
in the wilderness (Exod. vi. 23 ; Num. i. 7, Sic).

His sister, Elisheba, was wife to Aaron, and his

son, Salmon, was husband to Rahab after the

taking' of Jericho. From Elisheba being described

as " sister of Naashou" we may infer that he was
a person of considerable note and dignity, which

his being appointed as one of the twelve princes

who assisted J\Ioses and Aaron in taking the census,

and who were all " renowned of the congregation

heads of thousands in Israel," shows him
to have been. No less conspicuous for high rank

and position does he appear in Num. ii. 3, vii. 12,

x. 14, where, in the encampment, in the offerings

of the princes, and in the order of march, the first

place is assigned to Nahshon the son of Amminadab
as captain of the host of Judah. Indeed, on these

three last-named occasions he appears as the first

man in the state next to Moses and Aaron, whereas

at the census he comes after the chiefs of the tribes

of Reuben and Simeon." Nahshon died in the

wilderness according to Num. xxvi. 64, 65, but no

further particulars of his life are given. In the

" the god of Nahor " (Gen. xxxi. 53) as distinct from the

God of Abraham's descendants. Two generations later

Nahor's family were certainly living at Haran (Gen.

sxviii. 10, xxix. 4).

» It is curious to notice that, In the second numbering

(Num. xxvi.), Reuben still comes first, and Judah fourth.

So also 1 Chr. ii. 1.
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N. T. he occurs twice, viz. in Matt. i. 4 and Luke

iii. 32, in tlie genealogy of Clirist, where his

lineage in the preceding and following descents are

exactly the same as in Ruth iv. 18-20 ; 1 Chr. ii.

10-12, which makes it quite certain that he was

the si.\tli in descent fi'om Judah, inclusive, and that

David was the fiftli generation after him. [Ammin-
ADAB.] [A. C. H.]

NA'HUM (D-im: Naovfi: Nahum). "The

book of the vision of Nahum the Elkoshit« " stands

seventh in order among the writings of the minor

propliets in the present arrangement of the canon.

Of tlie author himself we have no more knowledge

than is aftbrded us by the scanty title of his book,

which gives no indication whatever of his date, and

leaves his origin obscure. The site of Elkosh, his

native place, is disputed, some placing it in Galilee,

with Jerome, who was shewn the ruins by his guide

;

othei-s in Assyiia, where the tomb of the prophet is

still visited as a sacred spot by Jews from all parts.

Benjamin of Tudela (p. 53, Heb. text, ed. Asher)

thus briefly alludes to it:—" And in the city of

Asshur (Mosul) is the synagogue of Obadiah, and

the synagogue of Jonah the son of Amittai, and the

synagogue of Nahum the Elkoshite." [Elkosh.]

Those who maintain the latter view assume that

the prophet's parents were can'ied into captivity by
Tiglath-pileser, and planted, with other exile co-

lonists, in the province of Assyria, the modern Kur-
distan, and that the prophet was born at the village

of Alkush, on the east bank of the Tigris, two miles

north of Mosul. Ewald is of opinion that the pro*

phecy was written there at a time when Nineveh
was threatened from without. Against this it may
be urged that it does not appear that the exiles

were carried into the province of Assyria Proper,

but into tlie newly-conquered districts, such as

Mesopotamia, Babylonia, or Media. The arguments
in favour of an Assyrian locality for the prophet are

supported by the occurrence of what are presumed to

be Assyrian words: n'in, ii. 8; "q'JITSO, linpDtD.

iii. 17; and the strange form nSSi^?'^ in ii. 14,

which is supposed to indicate a' foi-eign influence.

In addition to tliis is the internal evidence supplied

by the vivid description of Nineveh, of whose splen-

dours it is contended Nahum must have been an
eye-witness ; but Hitzig justly obsei-ves that these

descriptions display merely a lively imagination, and
such knowledge of a renowned city as might be pos-

sessed by .any one in Anterior Asia. The Assyrian

warriors were no strangers in Palestine, and that

there was sufficient intercourse between the two
countries is rendered probable by the history of the

prophet Jonah. There is nothing in the prophecy

of Nahum to indicate that it was written in the

immediate neighbourhood of Nineveli, and in full

view of the scenes which are depicted, nor is the

language that of an exile in an enemy's country.

No allusion is made to the ciptivity ; while, on the

other liaiid, the imagery is such as would be na-

tural to an inhabitant of Palestine (i. 4), to whom
the rich pastures of Baslian, tlie vineyards of Carmcl,
and the blossom of Lebanon, were emblems of all

that w;is luxuriant and fertile. The language em-
ployed in i. 15, ii. 2, is appropri.ite to one who
wrot<? for his countrymen in tiieir native land." In

» Capernaum, literally " village of Nahum," is supposed
to havu derived Us name from the prophet. Schwarz
(Descr. of Pal. p. 188) mentions a Kefar Tanchum or

.Vac/ium, dose on Chinnorctli, and 'Ji Kn^lish miles \.
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fact, the sole origin of the theory that Nahum
flourished in Assyria is the name of the village

Alkush, which contains his supposed tomb, and

from its similarity to Elkosh was apparently selected

by mediaeval tradition as a shrine for pilgrims,

with as little probability to recommend it as exists

in the case of Obadiah and Jephthah, whose burial-

places are still shown in the same neighbourhood.

Tliis supposition is more reasonable than another

which has been adopted in order to account for the

existence of Nahum's tomb at a place, the name of

which so closely resembles that of his native town.
Alkush, it is suggested, was founded by the Israel-

itish exiles, and so named by them in memory of

Elkosh in their own country. Tradition, as usual,

has usurped the province of history. According to

Pseudo-Epiphanius {De Vitis Froph. 0pp. ii. p. 247),
Nahum was of the tribe of Simeon, " from Elcesei

beyond the Jordan at Begabar (BrjyajSap ; Chron.

Pasch. 150 B. BrjTajSap'f})," or Bethabara, where
he died in jieace and was buried. In the Roman
Martyrology the 1st of December is consecrated to

his memory.
The date of Nahum's prophecy can be determined

with as little precision as his birthplace. In the

Seder 01am Rabba (p. 55, ed. Meyer) he is made
contempoiaiy with Joel and Habakkuk in the reign

of Manasseh. Syncellus {Chron. p. 201 d) places

him with Hosea, Amos and Jonah in the reign of

Joash king of Israel, more than a century earlier;

while, according to Eutychius (^Ann. p. 252), he

was contemporary with Haggai, Zechariah, and
Malachi, and prophesied in the fifth year after the

destruction of Jerusalem. Josephus (^Ant. ix. 11,

§3) mentions him as living in the latter part of the

reign of Jotham ;
" about this time was a certain

prophet, Nahum by name ; who, prophesying con-

cerning tlie downfall of Assyrians and of Nine-

veh, said thus," &c. ; to which he adds, " and all

that was foretold concerning Nineveh came to pass

after 115 years." From this Carpzov concluded

that Nahum prophesied in the beginning of the

reign of Ahaz, about B.C. 742. Modern writers

ai-e divided in their sulfiages. Bertholdt thinks it

probable that the prophet escaped into Judah when
the ten tribes were carried captive, and wrote in

the reign of Hezekiah. Keil (^Lehrb. d. Einl. in d.

A. T.) places him in the latter half of Hezekiah's

reign, after the invasion of Sennacherib. Vitringa

(Typ. Boctr. 2voph. p. 37) was of the like opinion,

and the same view is taken by De Wette (l^inl. p.

328), who suggests that the rebellion of the Medes
against the Assyrians (B.C. 710), and the election

of their own king in the person of Deioces, ma}'

have been present to the prophet's mind. But the

history of Deioces and his very existence are now
generally believed to be mythical. This period also

is adopted by Ivnobel (Prophet, ii. 207, &c.) as the

date of the prophecy. He was guided to his con-

clusion by the same supposed facts, and the destruc-

tion of No Ammon, or Thebes of Upper Egypt,

which he believed was eflected by the Assyrian

monarch Sargon (B.C. 717-715), and is referred

to by Nalium (iii. 8) as a recent event. In this

case the prophet would be a younger contemporary

of Isaiah (comp. Is. xx. 1"). Ewald, again, con-

ceives that the siege of Nineveh by the Median

king Phniortes (B.C. 630-625), may have suggestetl

of Tiberias. " They point out there the giavcs of Xahiun

the prophet, of Rabbis Tanchnm and Tancliunia. who all

rei)OBe there, and through these the ancient position ol

the vilUiRO is rasily known."
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Nahuin's prophecy of its destruction. The exist-

ence of Phiaoites, at the period to which he is

assigned, is now believed to be an anachronism.

[Medks.] Junius and Tremellius select the last

years of Josiah as the period at which Nalium pro-

phesied, but at this time not Nineveh but Babylon

was the object of alaixn to the Hebrews. The argu-

ments by which Strauss (Nahumi de Nino Vatici-

nimn, prol. c. 1, §3) endeavours to prove that the

prophecy belongs to the time at which Manasseh

was in captivity at Babylon, that is between the

years 680 and 667 B.C., are not convincing. As-

suming that the position which Nahum occupies in

the canon between Micah and Habakkuk supplies,

as the limits of his prophetical career, the reigns of

Hezekiab and Josiah, he endeavoui-s to show fi'om

certain apparent resemblances to the writings of the

older prophets, Joel, Jonah, and Isaiah, that Nahum
must have been familiar with theii- wiitings, and

consequently later in point of time than any of

them. But a careful examination of the passages

by which this argument is maintained, will show
that the phrases and turns of expression upon which
the resemblance is supposed to rest, are in no way
remarkable or characteristic, and might have been

freely used by any one familiar with Oriental mc-
tajihor and imagery, without incun-ing the charge

of plagiarism. Two exceptions sire Nah. ii. 10,

where a striking expression is used which only

occurs besides in Joel ii. 6, and Nali. i. 15 (Heb.

ii. 1), the first clause of which is nearly word for

word the same as that of Is. lii. 7. But these pas-

sages, by themselves, would equally prove that

Nahum was anterior both to Joel and Isaiah, and
that his diction was copied by them. Other refer-

ences which are supposed to indicate imitations of

older writei-s, or, at least, familiarity with their

writings, are Nah. i. 3 compared with Jon. iv. 2
;

Nah. i. 13 with Is. x. 27 ; Nah. iii. 10 with Is. xiii.

16; Nah. ii. 2 [1] with Is. xxiv. 1 ; Nah. iii. 5
with Is. xlvii. 2. 3 ; and Nah. iii. 7 with Is. Ii. 19.

For the purpose of showing that Nahum preceded

Jeremiah, Strauss quotes other passages in which
the later prophet is believed to have had in his

mind expressions of his predecessor with which he
was familiar. The most striking of these are Jer.

X. 19 compared with Nah. iii. 19 ; Jer. xiii. 26 with
Nah. iii. 5; Jer. 1. 37, Ii. 30 with Nah. iii. 13.

Words, which are assumed by the same commen-
tator to be peculiar to the times of Isaiah, are
appealed to by him as evidences of the date of the
prophecy. But the only examples which he quotes

prove nothing: P)Dt^, shctcpU (Nah. i. 8, A. V.

" flood "), occurs in Job, the Psalms, and in Pro-

verbs, but not once in Isaiah; and m-lVD, metsu-

rah (Nah. ii. 1 [2], A. V. " munition ")"
is found

only once in Isaiah, though it occurs ti-equently in

the Chronicles, and is not a word likely to be un-
common or peculiar, so that nothing can be inferred

from it. Besides, all this would be as appropriate
to the times of Hezekiah as to those of Manasseh.
That the prophecy was written befoie the final

downfidl of Nineveh, and its capture by the Medcs
and Chaldeans (cir. B.C. 62.5), will be admitted.
The allusions to the Assyrian power imply that it

was still unbroken (i. 12, ii. 13, 14, iii. l.")-17).

The gloiy of the kingdom was at its brightest in

the reign of Esarhaddon (B.C. 680-660,. who for

13 years made Babylon the seat of the empire, and
this fact would incline us to fix the date of Nahum
rather in the reign of his father Sennacherib, for
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Nineveh alone is contemplated in the destruction

threatened to the Assyrian power, and no hint is

given that its importance in the kingdom was dimi
nished, as it necessarily would be, by the establish-

ment of another capital. That Palestine was sufier-

ing from the etl'ects of Assyrian invasion at the

time of Nalium's writing seems probable from the
allusions in i. 11, 12, 13, ii. 2 ; and the vivid de-

scription of the Assyrian armament in ii. 3, 4. At
such a time the prophecy would be appropriate,

and if i. 14 refers to the death of Sennacherib in the

house of Nisroch, it must have been written before

that event. The capture of No Amnion, or Thebes,
has not been identified with anything like certainty.

It is I'eferred to as of recent occurrence, and it has
been conjectm-ed with probability that it was sacked

by Sargon in the invasion of Egypt alluded to in Is.

XX. 1. These circumstances seem to detennine the

14th year of Hezekiah (B.C. 712) as the period

befoie which the prophecy of Nahum could not have
been written. The condition of Assyria in the reigu

of Sennacherib would correspond with the stiite of

things implied in the prophecy, and it is on all

accounts most probable that Nahum flourished in

the latter half of the reign of Hezekiah, and wrote
his prophecy soon after the date above mentioned,
either in Jerusalem or its neighbourhood, where the

echo still lingered of " the rattling of the wheels,

and of the prancing horses, and of the jumping
chariots" of the Assyrian host, and " the flame of

the sword and lightning of the spear," still flashed

in the memory of the beleaguered citizens.

The subject of the prophecy is, in accordance

with the superscription, " the buixlen of Nineveh."

The three chapters into which it is divided fonn a

consecutive whole. The first chapter is introduc-

tory. It commences with a declaration of the cha-

racter of Jehovah, "a God jealous and avenging,"

as exhibited in His dealings with His enemies, and

the swifl and terrible vengeance with which He
pursues them (i. 2-6), while to those that trust in

Him He is " good, a stronghold in Jie day of

trouble" (i. 7), in contrast with the overwhelming
flood which sh;ill sweep away His foes (i. 8). The
language of the prophet now becomes more special,

and points to the destruction which awaited the

hosts of Assyria who had just gone up out of Judah
(i. 9-11). In the verses that follow the intention

of Jehovali is still more fully declared, and addressed

first to Judah (i. 12, 13), and then to the monarch
of Assyria (i. 14). And now the vision grows
more distinct. The messenger of glad tiding-s, the

news of Nineveh's downfall, trod the mountains

that were round about Jerusalem (i. 1.5), and pro-

claimed to Judah the accomplishment of her vows.

But round the doomed city gathered the destroj'ing

armies; " the breaker in pieces" had gone up, and
Jehovah mustered His hosts to tlie battle to avenge

His people (ii. i. 2). The prophet's mind in vi.sion

sees the burnished bronze shields of the scarlet-clad

warriors of the besieging army, the flashing steel

scythes of their war-chariots as they are drawn up
in battle array, and the quivering cypress-shafts of

their spe;us (ii. 3). The Assyrians hasten to the

defence: their chaiiots rush madly through the

streets, and run to and fio like the lightning in the

broad ways, which glare with their bright armour
like torches. But a panic has seized their mighty
ones ; their ranks are broken as they march, and
they huiTy to the wall only to see the covered bat-

tering-rams of the besiegei-s ready for the attack

'ii. 4, 5). The crisis hastens on with terrible
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rapidity. The livei-gatt's are biol<en in, and the

royal pahice is in the liands of the victors (ii. 6).

And then comes the end ; the city is tiken and

can-ied captive, and her maidens " moan as with i

the voice of doves," heating their breasts with sorrow

(ii. 7 ). The flight becomes general, and the leaders
|

in vain endeavour to stem the ton-ent of fugitives i

(ii. 8). The wealth of the city and its accumu-

lated treasures become the spoil of the captors, and
j

the conquered suffer all the honors that follow the

assault and storm (ii. 9, 10). Over the charred

and blacl<ened ruins the prophet, as the mouth-

piece of Jehovah, exclaims in triumph, " Where is

the lair of the lions, the feeding place of the young

lions, where walked lion, lioness, lion's whelp, and

none made (them) afraid?" (ii. 11, 12). But for

all this the downfall of Nineveh was certain, for

"behold ! I am against thee, saith Jehovah of Hosts"

(ii. 13). The vision ends, and the prophet recalled

from the scenes of the future to the realities of the

present, collects himself as it were, for one final

outburst of withering denunciation against the As-

syrian city, not now threatened by her Median and

Chaldean conquerors, but in the full tide of pros-

perity, the oppressor and corrupter of nations.

Mingled with this woe there is no touch of sadness

or comjiassion for her fate ; she will fall unpitied

and unlamented, and with teiTible Cidmness the

prophet pronounces hor final doom :
" all that hear

the bruit of thee shall clap the hands over thee : for

upon whom has not thy wickedness passed conti-

nually?" (iii. 19).

As a poet, IS'ahum occupies a high place in the

first rank of Hebrew literatuie. In proof of this it

is only necessaiy to refer to the opening verses of

his prophecy (i. 2-6), and to the magnificent de-

scription of the siege and desti'uction of Nineveh in

ch. ii. His style is clear and uninvolved, though

pregnant and forcible ; his diction sonorous and

rhythmical, the words re-echoing to the sense

(comp. ii. 4, iii. 3). Some words and forms of

words are almost peculiar to himself; as, for example,

myy' for myO, in l. 3, occurs only besides in Job

ix. 17
; Ni3p for X3p, in i. 2, is found only in

Josh. xxiv. 19 ; n>13n, ii. 9 [10], is found in Job

xxiii. 3, and there not in the same sense ; Tm, in

iii. 2, is only found in Judg. v. 22 ; nn?5 and

hv-\, ii. 3 [4], in:, ii. 7 [8], ni5-i2 and ni?'-nn

ii. I'u [11], nnno, iii. 17, and\nn3, m. I'd, do

not occur elsewhere. The unusual form of the pro-

nominal suffi.x in nDSN^jp, ii. 13 [14], -It'sa for

"IVQ3, iii. 18, are peculiar to Nahum ; "lyD, iii. 5,

is only found in I K. vii. 36 ; '215, iii. 17, occui-s

besides only in Am. vii. 1 ; and the foreign word

"lDE)t3, iii. 17, in the slightly different fonii

*1DQt3, is found only in Jer. Ii. 27.

For illustrations of Nahum 's prophecv, see the

article Nineveh. [W. A. W.]

NA IDUS (NatSoj ; Alex. JiatlSos : Raams)
sBenaiah of the sons of Pahath Moab (1 Esdr.

is. 31 ; comp. Ezr. s. 30).

NAIL. I. (of finger).'— 1. A nail or claw ofman

or animal. 2. A point or style, e.g. for writing'

see Jer. xvii. 1. Tzipporen occurs in Deut. xxi. 12,

in conne.\ion with the verb TVi^, 'dsdh, " to make,"

here rendered irepiovvxiC"', circwncido, A. V.
" pare," but in marg. " dress," " sutler to gi'ow."

Gesenius explains " make neat."

JIuch controversy has arisen on the meaning oF

this piissiige ; one set of interpreters, including

Josephus and Philo, regarding the action as indi-

cative of mourning, while others refer it to the

deposition of mourning. Some, who would thus

belong to the latter class, refer it to the practice of

staining the nails with henneh.

The word asah, " make," is used both of

dressing," i. e. making clean the feet, and also of
" trimming," i. e. combing and making neat the

beard, in the case of Mephibosheth, 2 Sam. xix.

24. It seems, therefore, on the whole to mea
" make suitable " to the particular purpose in-

tended, whatever that may be: unless, as Gese-

nius thinks, the passage refers to the completion

of the female captive's month of seclusion, that

purpose is evidently one of mourning— a month's

mourning interposed for the purpose of preventing

on the one hand too hasty an approach on the part

of the captor, and on the other too sudden a shock

to natural feeling in the captive. Following thif

line of inteipretation, the command will stand

thus : The captive is to lay aside the " raiment of

her captivity," viz. her ordinary dress in which

she had been taken captive, and she is to remain

in mourning retirement for a month with hair

shortened and nails made suitable to the same pur-

pose, thus presenting an apjiearance of woe to which

the nails untrimmed and shortened hair would seem

each in their way most suitable (see Job i. 20).

If, on the other hand, we suppose that the

shaving the head, &c., indicate the time of re-

tirement completed, we must suppose also a sort

of Niizaritic initiation into her new condition, a

supposition for which there is elsewhere no warrant

in the Law, besides the tact that the " making,"

whether paring the nails or letting them grow, is

nowhere mentioned as a Nazaritic ceremony, and

also that the shaving the head at the end of the

month would seem an altogether unsuitable intro-

duction to the condition of a bride.

We conclude, therefore, that the captive's head

was shaved at the commencement of the month,

and that during that period her nails were to be

allowed to grow in token of natural sorrow and

consequent personal neglect. Joseph. Ant. iv. 8-23 ;

Philo, irtpl (pi\av6p. c. 14, vol. ii. p. 394, ed.

Mangey; Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. c. 18, iii. c. 11.

vol. ii. pp. 475, 543, ed. Potter; Calmet, Patrick.

Grit. Sacr. on Pent. xxi. 12 ; Schleusner, LeJt.

V. T. TTfpiovvxK'^
J
Selden, (Je Jw\ Nat. v. xiii.

p. 644 ; Haimer, Ohs. iv. 104; Wilkinson, .i4nc.

Eg. ii. 345 ; Lane, M. E. i. 64 ; Gesenius, p.

1075; Michaelis, Laws of Moses, art. 88, vol. i.

p. 464, ed. Smith; Numb. vi. 2, 1«.

n.— 1 .•» A nail (Is. xli. 7 ), a stake (Is. sxxiii. 20),

also a tent-peg. Tent-pegs are usually of wood and of

large size, but sometimes, as was the case with tlii>s«'

used to fasten the curtains of the Tabernacle, of metal

(Ex. xxvii. 19, xxxviii. 20 ; see Lighttbot, SpicU. in

Ex. §42 ; Joseph. Ant. v. 5, 4). ^[Jael, Tent.]

• ISP- t'phar, a Chaldee form of the Reb. pSV'

ttipporen, from the n-'it "13V. coiinecled with ISl^i

saj//ior, "to scrape," or "pare ;" om(; uvgnis.

"• ""f?*' jatkSd ; 77<i<7aaAos ;
paxiUus, clavtu ;

akin to

Arab. Jsj»' ""'"''a. " to •>" " P<"6"
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2.' A nail, primarily a point.'' We are told that

David prepai-ed iron for the nails to be used in the

Temple ; and as the holy of holies was plated with

gold, the nails also for fastening the plates were
probably of gold. Their weight is said to have
been 50 shekels, = 25 ounces, a weight obviously

.so much too small, unless mere gilding be sup-

posed, for the total weight required, that LX.X.

and Vulg. render it as e.xpressing that of each nail,

which is equally excessive. To remedy this diffi-

culty Thenius suggests reading 500 for 50 shekels

(1 Chr. xxii. 3; 2 Chr. iii. 9; Bertheau, on Chro-

nicles, in Knrzgef. Handb.).
" Nail," Vulg. palus, is the rendering of irdff-

ffaKos in Ecclus. .xxvii. 2. In N. T. we have

^\os and Kpoff7]\6o> in speaking of the nails of the

Cross (John xx. 25 ; Col. ii. 14J. [H. W. P.]

NAIN (NaiV). There are no materials for a

long histoi-y or a detailed description of this callage

of Galilee, the gate of which is made illustrious by
the raising of the widow's son (Luke vii. 12). But
two points connected with it are of extreme interest

to the Bibhcal student. The site of the village is

certainly known ; and there can be no doubt as to

the approacli by which our Saviour was coming
when He met the funeral. The modern Nein is si-

tuated on the north-western edge of the " Little

Hermon," or Jehel ed-Duliy, where the ground falls

into the plain of Esdraelon. Nor has the name
ever been forgotten. The crusaders knew it, and
Eusebius and Jeiome mention it, in its right con-

nexion with the neighbourhood of Endor. Again,

the entrance to the place must probably always
have been up the steep ascent from the plain ; and
here, on the west side of the village, the rock is

full of sepulchial caves. It appears also that there

are similar caves on the east side. (Robinson, Bib.

lies. ii. 36 1 ; Van de Velde, Sijria and Palestine,

ii. 382 ; Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, p. 357

;

Thomson, The Land and the Book, p. 445 ; Porter,

Handbook to Si/ria, p. 358.) [J. S. H.]

NA'IOTH (nV3, according to the Keri or cor-

rected text of the Masorets, which is followed by the

A. v., but in the Cethib or original text 71^13,*

«. e. Nevaioth : Avdd ; Alex. Nawt'oiS : Najoth), or

more fully,'' " Naioth in Kamali ;" a place in

which Samuel and David took refuge together, after

the latter had made his escape from the jealous fury
of Saul (1 Sam. xix. 18, 19, 22, 23, xx. I). It is

evident from ver. 18, that Naioth was not actually

in Hamah, Samuel's habitual lesidence, though from
the atlix it must have been near it (Ewald, iii. 66).
In its con-ected form {Keri) the name signifies
" habitations," and from an early date ha.s been
interpreted to mean the huts or dwellings of a school

or college of prophets over which Samuel presided,
as Elisha did over those at Gilgal and Jericho.

This intoi-pretation was unknown to Josephus,
who gives the name ra\$a.a0, to the translatoi-s of

e 10D0. viasm^r.i only used in plur.; ri\o9 ; clavus.

'I From "T?D' " stand on end," as hair (Ges. p. 961).

" The plural of nj3. The oripinal fonn (Cethib)

would be the plural of n^"l3 (Slmonis. Otmm. 3n), a word

which does n^t appear to have e.-^istpd.

Closely allied to Arab.

NAOMI
the LXX. and the Peshito-Syriac (Jonath), and tc

Jerome.^ Itappeare first in theTargum-Jonathan.

where for Naioth we find throughout N3Q?-1N JTS-

" the house of instruction," the term"" which appears

in later times to have been regularly applied to the

schools of the Rabbis (Buxtorf, Lex. Tain. 106)

—

and where ver. 20 is rendered, " and they saw the

company of scribes singing praises, and Samuel teach-

ing, standing over them," thus introducing the idea

of Samuel as a teacher. This intei-pretation of

Naioth is now generally accepted by the lexicogra-

phers and commentators. [G.]

NANE'A ('Navala: Naned). The last act of

Antiochus Epiphanes (vol. i. p. 756) was his at-

tempt to plunder the temple of Nanea at Elymais,
which had been enriched by the gifts and trophies

of Alexander the Great (1 Mace. vi. 1-4; 2 Mace.
i. 13-16). The Persian goddess Nanea, called also

'AvoLTis by Strabo (xv. p. 733), is apparently the

Moon goddess, of whom the Greek Artemis was the

nearest representative in Polybius (quoted by Joseph.

Ant. xii. 9, §1). Beyer calls her the " Elymaean
Venus" {ad Joh. Seldeni, &c., addit. p. 345), and
Winer (Beulw.) apparently identifies Nanea with
Meni, and both with the planet Venus, the star of

luck, called by the Syrians <-itJJ, Nani, and in

Zend Nahid or Anahid.

Elphinstone in 1811 found coins of the Sassanians

with the inscription NANAIA, and on the reverse

a figure with nimbus and lotus-flower (Movers,

Phoen. i. 626). It is probable that Nanea is iden-

tical with the deity named by Strabo (.xi. p. 532) as

the numen patrvim of the Pereians, who was also

honoured by the Medes, Armenians, and in many
districts of Asia Minor. Other forms of the name
are 'Avala, given by Sti'abo, AfvTj by Polybius,

'Amris by Plutarch, and Tavats by Clemens

Alexaudrinus, with which last the variations of

some MSS. of Strabo conespond. In consequence

of a confusion between the Greek and Eastern mytho-
logies, Nanea has been identified with Artemis .and

Aphiodite, the probability being that she corre-

sponds with the Tauric or Ephesian Artemis, who
was invested with the attributes of Aphrodite, and

lepresented the productive power of nature. In this

case some weight may be allowed to the conjecture,

that " the desire of women" mentioned in Dan. xi. 37
is the same as the goddess Nanea.

In 2 Mace, ix, 1, 2, appears to be a different ac-

count of the same sacrilegious attempt of Antiochus

;

but the scene of the event is there placed at Perse-

polis, " the city of the Persians," where there might
well have been a temple to the national deity. But
(irimm considers it far more probable that it was an

Elymaean temple which excited the cupidity of the

king. See Gesenius, Jesaia, iii. 337, and (Jrimm's

Coimwntar in the Kurzgcf. Handb. [W. A. W.J

NA'OMI coy: : rJueixdv ; Alex. fJooixfxuy,

•> " Naioth " occurs both in Heb. and A. V. in Sam. xi.v.

18, only. The LX.K. supply cc 'Pano In that verse. The
Vulgate adheres to the Hebrew.

« In his notice of this name In the Onomasticon
(" Namoth "), Jerome refers to his observations thereon
in the " llbri Hebraicarum quaestionnm.' As, however,
we at present possess those books, they contain no re-

ference to Naioth.

d It occurs again in the 'I'argum for the residence of

Huldah the prophetess (2 K. .\xil. l I).
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No€|*/U€(j/, Noojuei, &c. : Xucini), the wife of Eli-

inelech, and mother-in-law of iiuth (Kuth i. 2, &c.,

ii. 1, &c., iii. 1, iv. 3, &c.). The name is derived

from a root signifying sweetness, or pleasantness,

and this significance contributes to the point of the

paronomasia in i. 20, 21, though the passage con-

tains also a play on the mere sound of the name :

—

" Call me not Naomi (pleiisant), call me Slara

(bitter) .... why call ye me Naomi when Jehovah

hath testified {anah, niVj against me?" [G.]

NATHTSH (J;'*a3, "according to the Syriac

•.usage, ' refreshment,' " Ges. : Noc^e's, JJacptffatoi

:

Naphis), the last but one of the sons of Ishmael

(Geu. sxv. 15 ; 1 Chr. i. 31). The tribe descended

from Nodab was subdued by the Reubenites, the

Gadites, and the half of the tribe of Manasseh,

when " they made war with the Hagarites, with

Jetur, and Nephish {HaipiaraitDV, LXX.), and

Nodab" (1 Chr. v. 19). The tribe is not again

found in the sacred records, nor is it mentioned by

later writers. It has not been identified with any

Arabian tribe; but identifications with Ishmaelite

tribes are often difficult. The difiiculty in question

arises from inteiTnan'iages with Keturahites and

Joktanites, from the influence of Jlohammadan his-

tory, and from our ignorance respecting many of

the tribes, and the towns and districts, of Arabia.

The influence of Mohammadan history is here men-

tioned as the strongest instance of a class of in-

fluences very common among the Arabs, by which
prominence has been given to certain tribes remark-

able in the rise of the religion, or in the history of

the country, its language, &c. But intermarriages

exercise even a stronger influence on the names of

tribes, causing in countless instances the adoption

of an older name to the exclusion of the more
recent, without altering the pedigree. Thus Mo-
hammad claimed descent from the tribe of Mudad,
although he gloried in being an Ishmaelite : Mudad
took its name from the father of Ishmael's wife,

and the name of Ishmael himself is mei-ged in that

of the older race. [IsiiMAEL.]

If the Hagarenes went southwards, into the pro-

rince of Hejer, after their defeat, Naphish may have

gone with them, and traces of his name should in

this case be looked for in that obscure province of

Arabia. He is described in Chronicles, with the

confederate tribes, as pastoral, and numerous in men
and cattle. [NoDAB.] [E. S. P.]

NAPH'ISI (Nac^ejo-ei ; Alex, tiatpiai : Na-
sissim), 1 Esdr. v. 31. [Nephusim.]

NAPH'TALI C^SriSi : yifcpdaXdn, and so also

Josephus: Nephthali). The fifth son of Jacob;
the second child bonie to him by Bilhah, Rachel's

slave. His birth and the bestowal of his name are

recorded in Gen. xxx. 8 :
—" and Rachel said ' wi-est-

lings (or contortions

—

naphtulc) of God» have I
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wi'estled {niphtaUi) with my sister ana have pre-

vailed.' And she called his name ''Naphtali."

By his birth Naphtali was thus allied to Dan
(Gen. X.VXV. 25) ; and he also belonged to the same
portion of the family as Ephraim and Benjamin, the

sons of Rachel ; but, as we sliall see, these connexions

appear to have been only imperfectly maintained by
tlie tribe descended fiom him.

At the migration to Egypt four sous are attri-

buted to Naphtali (Gen. .xlvi. 24; Ex. i. 4; 1 Chr.
vii. 13). Of the individual patriarch not a single

trait is giveu in the Bible ; but in the Jewish tra-

ditions he is celebrated for his powers as a swift

runner, and he is named as one of the five who were
chosen by Joseph to represent the family before Pha-
raoh {Targ. Pseudojon. on Gen. 1. 13 and xlvii. 2).=

When the census was taken at Mount Sinai the

tribe numbered no less than 53,400 fighting men
(Num. i. 43, ii. 30). It thus held exactly the

middle position in the nation, having five above it

in numbers, and six below. But when the borders

of the Promised Land were reached, its numbers
were reduced to 45,400, with four only below it

in the scale, one of the four being Ephraim (Num.
xxvi. 48-50

; comp. 37). The leader of the tribe

at Sinai was Ahira ben-Enan (Num. ii. 29) ; and at

Shiloh, Pedahelben-Ammihud (xxxiv. 28). Amongst
the spies its representative was Nahbi ben-Vophsi

(xiii. 14).

During the march through the wilderness Naph-
tali occupied a position on the north of the Sacred

Tent with Dan, and also with another tiibe, which
though not originally so intimately connected be-

came afterwards his immediate neighbour—Asher
(Num. ii. 25-31). The three formed the "Camp
of Dan," and their common standard, according to

the Jewish traditions, was a serpent or basilisk,

with the motto, " Return, Jehovah, unto the

many thousands of Israel !" {Ta?-g. Pseudojon. on
Num. ii. 25).

In the apportionment of the land, the lot of

Naphtali was not drawn till the last but one. The
two portions then remaining unappropriated were
the noble but remote district which lay between the

strip of coast-land already allotted to Asher and the

upper part of the Jordan, and the little canton or

corner, more central, but in every other lespect far

inferior, which projected from the territory of Judah
into the country of the Philistines, and fomied the
" marches " between those two never-tiring com-
batants. Naphtali chose the fomier of these, leaving

the latter to the Danites, a large number of whom
shortly followed their relatives to their home in the

more remote but more undisturbed north, and thus

testified to the wisdom of Naphtali's selection.

I The ten-itory thus appropriated w;is eHclosed on

three sides by those of other tribes. On the west,

as already remarked, lay Asher ; on the south Zebu-

lun, and on the east the trans-jordanic Manasseh.

» That is, according \.o the Hebrew idiom, " immense
wrestlings." a^ijxaiTjTos olof, " as if irresistible," is the

explanation of the name given by Josephus {Ant. i. 19,

58).

b An attempt has been made by Redslob, in bis singular

treatise Die Alttest. Samen, &c. (Hamb. 1816, pp. 8S, 9),

to show that " Naphtali " is nothing but a syiionynie for

"Galilee," and toat attain for "Cabul," all three beiug
opprobrious appellations. But if there were no other

difflculties in the way, this has the disadvantage of being
in direct contradiction to the high estimation in which the

trilie was held at the date of the composition of the Songs
of Deborah and Jacob.

= In the ' Testaments of the Twelve Patrtarclis,'

Naphtali dies in his 132nd year, in the 7th month, on

the 4th day of the mouth. He e>:plains his name as given

"because Rachel had dealt deceitfully" {tv TrovoupYt?

eTTotTjcre)- He also gives the genealogy of his mother .—

Balla (Bilhah), the daughter of Routhaios, the brother of

Deborah, Rebekah's nurse, was bom the same day with

Rachel. Routhaios was a Chaldaean of the kindred of

Abraham, who, being taken captive, was bought as a slave

by Lahaii. Laban gave him his maid Aina or Eva to wife,

by whom be had Zeliplia (Zilpah)—so called from the

place in which he had been captive—and Balla (Fabrlcius,

Cod. Fseudepigr. V. T. 659, ic).
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The nnvth terminated with the ravine of the LitAny
or Leontes, and ojiened into the splendid valley wiiich

separates the two ranges of Lebanon. According to

Josephus {Ant. y. 1, §22) the eastera side of the

tribe reached as far as Damascus; but of this

—

thouoh not impossible in the early times of the nation

and before the rise of the Syrian monarchy—there

is no indication in the Bible. The south boundary
was probably very much the same as that which at

a later time separated Upper from Lower Galilee,

and which ran tiom or about the town of Akka to

the upper part of the Sea of Gennesaret. Thus
Naphtali was cut off from the great plain of

Esdraelon—the favourite lesoii of the hordes of

plunderers from beyond the Jordan, and the greiit

battlefield of the country—by the mass of the moun-
tains of Nazareth ; while on the east it had a com-
munication with the Sea of Galilee, the rich district

of the Ard el-Huleh and the Merj Ayun, and all

the splendidly watered country about Banias and
Ifasbeija, the springs of Jordan. " Naphtali,"

thus accurately does the Song attributed to the

dying lawgiver express itself with regard to this

part of the territory of the tribe—" O Naphthali,

satisfied with favour and full of Jehovah's blessing,

the sea"* and the south possess thou I" (Deut. xxxiii.

2o). But the capabilities of these plains and of the

access to the Lake, which at a later period raised

Galilee and Gennesareth to so high a pitch of

ciowded and busy prosperity, were not destined to

be developed while they were in the keeping of the

ti'ibe of Naphtali. It was the mountainous country
(" Mount Naphtali," Josh. xx. 7) which formed the

chief part of their inheritance, that impressed or

brought out the qualities for which Naphtali was
remaikable at the one remarkable period of its his-

to)-y. This district, the modern Belad-Besharah, or
" land of good tidings," comprises some of the most
beautiful scenery, and some of the most fertile soil

in Palestine (Porter, 363), forests surpassing those

of the lenowned Carmel itself (Van de Velde, iT 29;!)

;

as rich in noble and ever-varying prospects as any
country in the world (ii. 407). As it is thus de-

scribed by one of the few travellers who have crossed

its mountains and descended into its ravines, so it

was at the time of the Christian era:—"The soil,"

says Josephus {B. J. iii. 3, §2), " universally rich

and productive
; full of plantations of trees of all

sorts ; so fertile as to invite the most slothful to cul-

tivate it." But, except in the permanence of these
natural advantages, the contrast between the present
and that earlier time is complete ; for whereas, in

the time of Josephus, Galilee was one of the most
populous and busy districts of Syria, now the popu-
lation is in an inverse proportion to the luxuriance
of the natural vegetation (Van de Velde, i. 170).

Three of the towns of Naphtali weie allotted to
the Gershonite Levites— Kedesh (already called

Kedesh-in-Galilee), Hammoth-dor, and Kartan. Of
these, the first was a city of refuge (Josh. xx. 7,

xxi. 32). Naphtali was one of Solomon's commis-
sariat districts, under the charge of his son-in-law
Ahimaaz ; who with his wife Basmath resided in

his presidency, and doubtless enlivened that remote
and rural locality by a miniature of the court of his

august father-in-law, held at Safed or Kedesh, or
wherever his residence may have been (1 K. iv. 15).
Here he doubtless watched the progress of the un-

<* Tarn, rendered "west" In the A. V., but obviously
the "Sea" of Galilee.

« So Ewald, xiegwerfend (Dichter, i. 130).
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promising new district presented to Solomon by
Hiram—the twenty cities of Cabul, which seem to

have been within the territory of Naphtali
,
perhaps

the nucleus of the Galilee of later date. The ruler

of the tribe (1*33)—a different dignity altogether

from that of Ahimaaz—was, in the reign of David,
Jerimoth ben-Azriel (1 Chr. xxvii. 19).

Naphtali had its share in those incursions and
molestations by the surrounding heathen, which
were the common lot of all the tribes (Judah per-

haps alone excepted) during the first centuries after

the conquest. One of these, apparently the severest

struggle of all, fell with special violence on the north
of the country, and the leader by whom the invasion

was repelled—BARAKof Kedesh-Naphtali—was the

one great hero whom Naphtali is recoided to have pro-

duced. How gigantic were the efforts by which these

heroic mountaineers saved their darling highlands

from the swarms of Canaanites who followed Jabin

and Sisera, and how grand the position which they
achieved in the eyes of the whole nation, may be

gathered from the narrative of the war in Judg. iv.,

and still more from the expressions of the triumphal
song in which Deborah, the prophetess of Ephraim,
immortalised the victors, and branded their reluctant

countrymen with everlasting infamy. Gilead and
Reuben lingered beyond the Jonlan amongst their

flocks : Dan and Asher preferred the luxurious ailra

of their hot lowlands to the free air and fierce

strife of the mountains ; Issachar with characteristic

sluggishness seems to have moved slowly if he
moved at all ; but Zebulun and Naphtali on the

summits of their native highlands devoted them-
selves to death, even to an extravagant pitch of

heroism and self-devotion (Judg. v. 18):

—

" Zebulun are a people that threw 'away their lives even

unto death—
And NapUlali, on the high places of the field."

The mention of Naphtali contained in the Song
attributed to Jacob—whether it is predictive, or as

some wiiters believe, retrospective—must have re-

ference to this event : unless indeed, which is hardly

to be believed, some other heroic occasion is referred

to, which has p;isseJ tuirccorded in the history. The
translation of this difficult passage given by Ewald
{Geschichte, ii. 380), has the merit of being more
intelligible than the ordinary version, and also more
in harmony with the expressions of Deborah's

Song:
" Naphtali is a towering Terebinth

;

He hath a goodly crest."

The allusion, at once to the situation of the tribe at

the very apex of the country, to the heroes who
towered at the head of the tribe, and to the lofty

mountains on whose .summits their castles, then as

now, were perched—is very happy, and entirely in

the vein of these ancient poems.

After this burst of heroism, the Naphtalites

appear to have resigned themselves to the inter-

course with the ' heathen, which was the bane of the

northern tribes in general, and of which there are

already indications in Judg. i. 33. The location by
Jeroboam within their territory of the gi-eat sanc-

tuary for the northern part of his kingdom must
have given an impulse to their nationality, and for a

time iiave revived the connexion with their biethren

nearer the centre. But there was one circumstance

f This is implied in the name of Galilee, which, at an

early date, is styled D'liill Pwi^gelil hag-goj/im.Gixlilee

of the Gentiles.

i
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fatal to tlie prosperity of the tribe, namely, that

it lay in the very path of the northern invaders.

Syrian and Assyrian, Benhadad and Tiglath-pileser,

each had their first taste of the plunder of the

Isi-aelites from the goodly land of Naphtali. At
length in the reign of Pekah king of Israel (cir.

B.C. 7;iO), Tiglath-pileser overran the whole of the

nortii of Israel, swept off the population, and bore

tliem away to Assyria.

But though the history of the tribe of Naphtali

ends here, and the name is not again mentioned

except in the well-known citation of St. Matthew

(iv. 15), and the mystical references of Ezekiel

(xlviii. 3, 4, 34-) and of the writer of the Apoca-

lypse (Hev. vii. 6), yet under the title of Galilee
—apparently an ancient name, though not brought

prominently forward till the Christian era— the dis-

trict which they liad formerly occupied was destined

to become in every way far more important than it

had ever before been. For it was the cradle of the

Christian faith, the native place of most of the

Apostles, and the " home" of our Lord. [Galilee,

vol. i. p. 6456; Capernaum, 273«..]

It also became populous and prosperous to a

degree for beyond anything of which we have any

indications in the Old Testament ; but tliis, as well

as the account of its sufferings and heroic i-esist-

ance during the campaign of Titus and Vespasian

prior to the destiuction of Jerusalem, must be given

elsewhere. [Galilee ; Palestine.] [G.]

NAPHTALI, MOUNT C^FlDJ in : iv t^

opei r<f Nf<p6aX€l : Mons Nephtali). The moun-
tainous district which fonned the main part of the

inheritance of Naphtali (Josh. xx. 7), answering to

" Mount Ephraim " in the centre and " Mount
Judah " in the south of Palestine.

NAPH'THAR {vi^dap : Nephthar). The
name given by Nehemiah to the substance* which
after the Return from Babylon was discovered iu

the dry pit in which at the destruction of the

Temple the sacred Fire of the altar had been hidden

(2 jMacc. i. 36, comp. 19). The legend is a curious

one ; and it is plain, from the description of the

substance—"thick water," *> which, being poured

over the sacrifice and the wood, was kindled by the

great heat of the sun, and then burnt with an
exceedingly bright and clear flame (ver. 32)—that

it was eitht> the same as or closely allied to the

naphtha of modern commerce {Petroleum). The
narrative is not at all extravagant in its terms,

and is very probably grounded on some actual "^ oc-

currence. The only difficulty it presents is the

explanation given of the name :
" Naphthar, which

is, being interpreted, cleansing " {Kadaptfffjids), and
which has hitherto puzzled all the interpreters. It

is perhaps due to some mistake in copying. A list

of conjectures will be found in Grimm {Kurzgef.
ffandb. ad loc), and another in Keland's Biss. de

vet. Ling. fers. Ixviii.

The place from which this combustible water was
taken was enclosed by the " king of Pei-sia" (Arta-

xerxes Longimanus), and conveiied into a sanctuary

(such seems the force of lephv Koitiv, ver. 34.). In

modem times it has been identified with the large

well called by the Arabs Bir-eyub, situated beneath

" Not to the place, as in the Vulgate, -Iuitic locum.
•> The word " water " is here used merely for " liquid,"

as in aqua vitae. Native naphtha Is sometimes obUiincd
without colour, and in appearance not unlike water.

' Grimm (p. 50) notices a passage In the " Adaml>ook "

of the Ethiopian Christians, In which Kzra is said to
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Jerusalem, at the confluence of the valleys of Kidron
and Hinnom with the Wadi/ cn^Nar (or " valley

of the fire"), and from which the main water supply
of the city is obtained.

This well, the Arab name of which may be the

well of Joab or of Job, and which is usually iden-

tified with En-rogel, is also known to the Frank
Christians as the " Well of Neliemiah." According
to Dr. Tiobinson {Bib. lies. i. 331, 2 mie), the firet

trace of this name is in Quaresmius {Elucidatio, &c.,

ii. 270-4), who wrote in the earlv part of the 17th
cent. (1616-25). He calls it "the well of xNehe-

miah and of fire," iu words which seem to imply
that such was at that time its recognized name

:

" Celebris ille et nominatus puteus, Nehemiae et

ignis appellatus." The valley which runs from it

to the Dead Sea is called Wady en-Nar, " Valley

of the Fire ;" but no stress can be laid on tliis, as

the name may have originated the tradition. A
description of the Bir-eyub is given by Williams

{Holy City, ii. 489-95), Barclay (C%, &c. , 513-1 6 j,

and by the careful Tobler
(
Utngebimyen, &c., 50).

At present it would be an equally unsuitiible spot

either to store fire or to seek for naphtha. One thing

is plain, that it cannot have been En-rogel (which
was a living spring ofwater from the days of Joshua

downwards), and a naphtha well also. [G.]

NAPH'TUHIM (DmriBJ : N6<J)0a\e:/x : Neph-

tuim, Nephthuim), a Mizraite nation or tribe, men-
tioned only in the account of the descendants of

Noah (Gen. x. 13 ; 1 Chr. i. 11). If we may judge

from their position in the list of the Mizraites, ac-

cording to the Masoretic text (in the LXX. in Gen.

X. they follow the Ludim and precede the Anamim^
'Eyefiinei/j.), immediately after the Lehabim, who
doubtless dwelt to the west of Egypt, and before

the Pathrusim, who inhabited that countr}', the

Naphtuhim were probably settled at first, or at the

time when Gen. x. was written, either in Egj'pt

or immediately to the west of it. In Coptic

the city Marea and the neighbouring territory,

which probably corresponded to the older Mareotic

nome, is called ni4)^.IA.T or Itlci)A.IA.2^,

a name composed of the word c{)^I<L'T' oi'

C^^I^2S., of unknown meaning, with the plural

definite article fll prefixed. In hieroglyphics men-

tion is made of a nation or confederacy of tribes con-

quered by the Egyptians called "the Nine Bows,''»

a name which Champollion read Naphit, or, as we
should write it, NA-PETU, " the bows," though

he called them " the Nine Bows." •> It seems,

however, more reasonable to suppose that we should

read (ix) PETU " the Nine Bows " literally. It is

also doubtful whether the Coptic name of Marea

contains the word "bow," which is only found in the

forms niXe (S. masc.) and cj)!*^ (M. fem. "a

rainbow"); but it is possible that the second part

of the former may have been originally the siime as

tiie latter. It is noteworthy that tliere should be

two geographical names connected with the bow in

hieroglyphics, the one of a country, MERU-PET,
" the is'land of the bow," probably MERGE, and the

other of a nation or confederacy, '• the Nine Bows,

have discovered in the vaults of the Temple a censer

full of the Sacred Fire which had formerly burnt in the

Sanctuary.
» Dr. Brugsch reads this name "the Niuc Peoples"

(Geo^apkisclie Insctirif'tcn, ii. p. 20).

b A bow in hieroglj-phics Is PET. PEET. or PETEE.
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and that in the list of the Hntnites there should hf.

two similar names, Phut and Naplituhim, besides

Cush, probably of like sense. No important his-

torical notice of the Nine Bows has been found in

the Egyptian insciiptions : they ai-e only spoken of

in a general manner when the kings are said, in

laudatory inscriptions, to have subdued great na-

tions, such as the Negroes, or extensive countries,

such as KEESH, or Cash. Perhaps theiefore tliis

name is that of a confederacy or of a widely-spread

nation, of whicli the members or tribes are spoken
of separately in records of a moie particular cha-

racter, treating of special conquests of the Pharaohs
or enumerating theii- tributaries. [R. S. P.]

NAECIS'SUS {^dpKi(T(TOi). A dweller at

Rome (Kom. xvi. 11), some members of whose
household were known as Christians to St. Paul.

Some persons have assumed the identity of this

Narcissus with the secretary of the emperor Clau-

dius (Suetonius, Claudi'xs, §28). But that wealthy
and powerful freedman satisfied the revenge of

Agrippina by a miserable death in prison (Tac.

Ann, xiii. 1), in the first year of Nero's reign (a.d.

54-5.5), about three years before this Epistle was
written. Dio Cnssius, hiv. 3, mentions another

Nai-cissus, who probably was living in Rome at that

time; he attained to some notoriety as an associate

of Nero, and was put to an ignominious death with
Helius, Patrobius, Locusta, and others, on the ac-

cession of Galba, A.D. 68. His name, however
(see Reimar's note, in loco), was at that time too

common in Rome to give any probability to the
gue.ss that he was the Narcissus mentioned by St.

Paul. A late and improbable tradition (Pseudo-
Hippolytus) makes Narcissus one of the seventy dis-

ciples, and bishop of Athens. [VV. T. B.]

NARD. [Spikenard.]

NAS'BAS (Noo-jSay : Nabath). The nephew of
Tobit who came with Achiacharus to the wedding
of Tobias (Tob. xi. 18). Grotius considers him the

same with Achiacharus the son of Anael, but ac-

cording to the \'u!gate they were brothers. The
margin of the A. V. gives "Junius" as the equi-
valent of Nasbas.

NA'SITH (Nao-i; Alex. Nao-Ie : Nasit) =
Xfziah (1 Esdr. V. 32 ; comp. Ezr. ii. 54).

NA'SOR, THE PLAIN OF {rh ^eolov
iiaadp: campus Asor), the scene of an action

between Jonathan the Maccabee and the forces of
Demetrius (1 Mace. xi. 67, comp. 63). It was
near Cades (Kadesli-Naphtali) on the one side, and
he water of Gennesar (Lake of Gennesareth) on the
other, and therefore may be sately identified with
the Hazor which became so renowiied in the history
of the conquest for the victories of Joshua and I5arak

(vol. i. 765 a). In fact the name is the same, except
that through the enor of a transcriber the N from
the pieceding Greek word has become attached to it.

Josephus f Ant. xiii. 5, §7 ) gives it correctly, 'Act^p.
[Comp. Naakath, p. 453 note.'] [G.]

NATHAN (|ri3 : Hieav. iVa</ia«), an eminent

Hebrew prophet in the reigns of David and Solo-
mon. If the expression " first and last," in 2 Chr.
ix. 29, is to be taken literally, he must liave lived

late into the life of .'x)lomon, in wliich c;ise he must
have been considerably younger than David. At
any rate he seems to have been the younger of the

two prophets who accompanied him, and may be
considered as the latest direct representative oi" the

schools of Samuel.

NATHAN
A Jewish tradition mentioned by Jerome (Q«.

Hch. on 1 Sam. xvii. 12) identifies him with the

eighth son of Jesse. [David, vol. i. p. 402a.] But
of this there is no proof.

He first appears in the consultation with David

about the building of the Temple. He begins by
advising it, and then, after a vision, withdraws his

advice, on the gi-ound that the time was not yet

come (2 Sam. vii. 2, 3, 17). He next comes forward

as the reprover of David tor the sin with Bathsheba
;

and his famous apologue on the ricli man and the

ewe lamb, which is the only direct example of his

prophetic power, shows it to have been of a very

high order (2 Sam. .xii. 1-12).

There is an indistinct trace of his appearing also

at the time of tiie plague which fell on Jenisalem

in accordance with tlie warning of Gad. " An
angel," says Eupolemus (Euseb. Fraep. Ev. ix. 30),
" pointed him to the place where the Temple was
to be, but forbade him to build it, as being stained

with blood, and having fought many ware. His

name was Dianathan." 'i'his was probably occa-

sioned by some confusion of the Greek version, fjto

iiaOav, with the parallel passage of 1 Chr. xxii. 8,

where the bloodstained life of David is given as a
reason against the building, but where Nathan is

not named.

On the birth of Solomon he was either specially

charged with giving him his name, Jedidiah, or

else with his education, according as the words of

2 Sam. xii. 25, " He sent (or ' sent him ') by (or

' into ') the hand of Nathan," are understood. At
any rate, in the last years of David, it is Nathan
who, by taking the side of Solomon, turned the scale

in his favour. He advised Batlisheba ; he himself

ventured to enter the roj'al presence with a remon-

strance against the king's apathy ; and at David's

request he assisted in the inauguration of Solomon

(1 K. i. 8, 10, 11, 22, 23, 24, 32, .34, 38, 45).

This is the last time that we hear directly of his

intervention in the histoiy. His son Zabud occu-

pied the post of " King's Friend," perhaps suc-

ceeding Nathan (2 Sam. xv. 37 ; 1 Chr. xxvii. 33).

His infiuence may be traced in the perpetuation of his

manner of prophecy in the writings ascribed to Solo-

mon (compare Eccl. ix. 14-16 with 2 Sam. xii. 1-4).

He left two works behind him—a Liffe of David

(1 Chr. xxix. 29), and a Life of Solomon (2 Chr.

ix. 29). The last of these may have been incom-

plete, as we cannot be sure that he outlived Solo-

mon. But the biography of David by Nathan is,

of all the losses which antiquity, sacred or profane,

iias sustained, the most deplorable.

The consideration in which he was held at the

time is indicated by the solemn announcement of

his approach—" Behold Nathan the prophet" (1 K.

i. 23). The peculiar affix of " the proj)het," as distin-

guished from " the seer," given to Samuel and Gad
(1 Chr. Kxix. 29), shows his identification with the

later view of the prophetic office indicated in 1 Sam.

ix. 9. His grave is shown at Halhul near Hebron

(see Robinson, B. R. i. 216no^e). [A. P. S.]

2. A son of David ; one of the four who were

borne to him by Bathsheba (1 Chr. iii. 5; comp.

xiv. 4, and 2 Sam. v. 14). He was thus own bio-

ther to .Solomon— if the order of the lists is to be

accepted, elder brother ; though this is at variance

with the natural inference from the naiTative ot

2 Sam. xii. 24, which implies that Solomon was
Bathsheba's second son. The name was not un-
known in David's family; Nethan-eel was one of

his brothei-s, and Jo-nathan. his nephew.
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Nathan appeai-s to have taken no part in the

events of his father's cr his brother's reigns. He is

interesting to us from his appearing as one of the

forefathei-s of Joseph in the genealogy of St. Luke

(iii. 31)—"the private genealogy of Joseph, exhi-

biting his line as David's descendant, and thus show-

ing how he was heir to Solomon's crown" (vol. i.

666ij). The hvpothesis of Lord Arthur Hen-ey is

that on the failui e of Solomon's line in Jehoiachin

or Jeconiah, who died without issue, Salathiel of

Nathan's house became heir to David's tiirone, and

then was entered in the genealogical tables as " son

of Jeconiah " (i. 6666 '. That the family of Nathan

was, as this hvpothesis requires, well known at the

time of Jehoia'chin's death, is implied by its men-

tion in Zech. xii. 12, a prophecy the date of which

is placeii by Ewald (Propheten, i. 391) a.^ fifteen

years after Habbakuk, and shortly before the de-

struction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar—that is,

a few yeai-s only after Jehoiachin's death.

3. Son, or brother, of one of the members of

David's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 36; 1 Chr. xi. 38).

In the former of these two pai-allel passages he is

stated to be "of Zobah," i'. e. Aram-Zobah, which

Kennicott in his investigation {Dissert. 215, 216)
decides to have been the original reading, though

he also decides for " brother" against '"son."

4. One of the head men who returned from

Babylon with Ezra on his second expedition, and

whom he despatched fiom his encampment at the

river Ahava to the colony of Jews at Casiphia, to

obtain theuce some Levites and Nethinim for the

Temple service (Ezr. viii. 16; 1 Esdr. viii. 44).

That Nathan and those mentioned with him were
laymen, appears evident fi-om the concluding woiiis

of the preceding verse, and tlierefore it is not im-
possible that he may be the same with the " son of

Bani " who was obliged to relinquish his foreign

wife (Ezi-. X. 39;, though on the other hand these

marriages seem rather to have been contracted by
those who had been longer in Jerusalem than he,

who had so latelv an-ived fi-om Babvlon, could be.

[G.]

NATH'AXAEL {UaOafaiiK, "gift of God"),
a disciple of Jesus Christ concerning whom, under
that name at least, we leam from Scripture little

more than his birth-place, Cana of Galilee (John
ixi. 2), and his simple ti-uthful character (^John i.

47). We have no particulars of his life. Indeed

the name does not occur in the fii-st three Gospels.

We leam, however, from St. John that Jesus on

the third or fourth day at\er His return from the

scene of His temptation to that of His baptism,

having been proclaimed by the Baptist as the Lamb
of God, was minded to go into Galilee. He first

then called I'hiiip to follow Him, but Philip could

not set forth on his journey without communicating
to Nathanael the wonderful intelligence which he

had received from his master the Baptist, namely,
that the Messiah so long foretold by Moses and the

Prophets had at last appeared. Nathanael, who
seems to have heard the announcement at fii-st with
some distrust, as doubting whether anything good
could come out of so small and inconsiderable a
place as Nazareth—a place nowhere mentioned in

the Old Testament—yet readily accepted Philip's

invitation to go and satisfy himself by his own
pei-sonal onservation (John i. 46). What follows is

a testimony to the humility, simplicity, and sin-

cerity of his own character from One who coiUd
read his heart, such as is recorded of haixlly any
other person in the Bible. Nathanael, on his ap-
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proach to Jesus, is siiluted by Him as '« an Israelite

indeed, in whom is no guile "—a true child ot

Abraham, and not simply according to the tiesh.

So little, however, did he expect any such distinctive
praise, that he could not refrain from asking how it

was that he had become known to Jesus. The
answer " before that Philip called thee, when thou
wast under the fig-tree I saw thee," appears to have
satistieil him that the speaker was more than man

—

that he must have read his secret thoughts, and
heard his unuttered prayer at a time when he was
studiously screening himself tiom public observa-
tion. The conclusion was inevitable. Nathanael at
once confessed " Rabbi, thou art the Son of God

;

thou ai-t the King of Israel" (John i. 49). The
name of Nathanael occurs but once again in the
Gospel nanative, and then simply as one of the small
company of disciples to whom Jesus showed Himself
at the sea of Tiberias after His resmTection. Ou
that occasion we may fairly suppose that he joined

his brethren in their night's ventiue on the lake

—

that, having been a sharer of their fnaitless toil, he
was a witness with them of the miraculous draught
of fishes the next morning—and that he afterwai-ds

partook of the meal, to which, without daring to

ask, the disciples felt assured in their hearts, that

He who had called them wns the Lord (John sxi.

12). Once therefore at the beginning of our Savi-

our's ministry, and once after His resuixection, does

the name of Nathanael occur in the Sacred Recoi-d.

This scanty notice of one who was intimately

associated with the very chiefest apostles, and was
himself the object of our Lord's most emphatic
commendation, has not unnatui-ally provoked the

enquiry wiiether he may not be identified with
another of the well-known disciples of Jesus. It is

indeed very commonly believed that Natiianael and
Bai-tholomew are the same person. The evidence

for that belief is as follows : St. John, who twice

mentions Nathanael, never introduces the name of
Bartholomew at all. St. ilatt. x. 3 ; St. M;uk iii.

18 ; and St. Luke \-i. 14, all speak of Bartholomew,
but never of Nathanael. It may be, however, that

Nathanael was the proper name, and Baitholomew
(son of Tholmai) the surname of the same disciple,

just as Simon was ft\lled Bar-Jona, and Joses, Bar-
nabas.

It was Philip who firet brought Nathanael to

Jesus, just as Andrew had brought his brother

Simon, and Bartholomew is named by each of the

first three Evangelists immediately after Philip

;

while by St. Luke he is coupleil with Philip

precisely in the s;\me way as Simon with his

brother Andrew, and James with his brother John.

It should be observed, too, that as all the other

disciples mentioned in the fij-st chapter of St. John
became Apostles of Christ, it is ditficult to suppose

that one who had been so singularly commended by
Jesus, and who in his turn had so promptly and so

fully confessed Him to be the Son of God, should

be excluded from the number. Again, that Na-

thanael was one of the original twelve, is infeiretl

with much probability fiom his not being proposed

as one of the candidates to fill the place of Judas.

Still we must be careful to distinguish conjecture,

however well founded, from proof.

To the argument based upon the fact, that in St.

John's enumeration of the disciples to whom our

Lord showed Himself at the Sea of Tiberias Na-

thanael stands before the sons of Zebedee. it is replied

that this was to be expected, as the writer was him-

self a son of Zebedee ; and further that Nath.inael

2 H 2
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is placed after Thomas in this list, while Bartholo-

mew comes before Thomas in St. Matthew, St.

Mark, and St. Luke. But as in the Acts St. Luke

reverses tiie order of the two names, puttiii;; Tiiomas

first, and Bai-tholomew second, we cannot attach

much weight to this argument.

St. Augustine not only denies the claim of Na-

thanael to be one of the Twelve, but assigns as a

reason for his opinion, that whereas Nathanael was
most likely a learned man in the law of Moses, it

was, as St. Paul tells us, 1 Cor. i. 26, the wisdom
of Christ to make choice of rude and unlettered

men to confound the wise {in Johan. Ev. c. i. §17).

St. Gregory adopts the same view (on Juhn i. 33,

c. 16. B). In a dissertation on John i. 46, to be

found in Thes. Tkeo. pkilolog. ii. 1570, the author,

J. Kindler, maintains that Bartholomew and Na-
thanael are difi'erent persons.

There is a tradition that Nathanael was the

bridegroom at the marriage of Cana (Calmet), and

Epiphanius, Adv. Hner. i. §223, implies his belief

that ofthe two disciples whom Jesus overtook on the

road to Emmaus Nathanael was one.

2. 1 Esdr. i. 9. [Nethaneel.]

3. {'HaQaviriXos.) lEsdr. ix. 22. [Nethan-
eel.]

4. (Nathanias.) Son of Samael ; one of the an-

cestors of Judith (Jud. viii. 1), and therefore a

Simeonite (ix. 2). [E. H. , . . s.]

'

NATHANI'AS (Na0ari'as : om. in Vulg.) =
Nathan of the sons of Bani (1 Esdr. ix. 34 ; comp.

Ezr. X. 39).

NA'THAN-MEL'ECH (^^rrinj : NaO^v

Bacri\(vs: Nathan-melech). A eunuch (A. V.
" cham})erlain") in the court of Josiah, by whose
chamber at the entrance to the Temple were the

horses which the kings of Judah had dedicated to

the sun f2 K. xxiii. 11). The LXX. translate the

latter part of the name as an appellative, " Nathan
the king."

NA'UM (Naou/i), son of Esli, and father of

Amos, in the genealogy of Chiist (Luke iii. 25),
about contemporary with the high-priesthood of

Jason and the leign of Antiochus Epiphanes. The
only point to be remarked is the circumstance of

the two consecutive names, Naum and Amos, being

the same as those of the prophets N. and A. But
whether this is accidental or has any peculiar sig-

nificance is difficult to say. Naum is also a Phoe-
nician proper name (Gesen. s. v. and Man. Phocn.

p. 134). N-ehemiah is formed from the same root,

DHJ, " to comfort." [A. C. H.]

NAVE. The heb. 11, gav, conveys the notion

of convexity or protuberance. It is rendered in

A. V. boss of a shield. Job xv. 26; the eyebrow.
Lev. xiv. 9; an eminent place, Ez. xvi. 31 ; once
only in plur. naves, vwrot, radii, 1 K. vii. 33; but
in Ez. i. 18 twice, vSnoi, "rings," and marg.
" strakes," an old woi-d apparently used both for

the nave of a wheel from which 'the spokes pro-
ceed, and also more probably the felloe or the tire,

as making the stre;ik or stioke upon the ground.
Halliwell, Phillips, Bailey, Ash, Emj. Dictionaries,

"strake." Gesenius, p. 2.56, renders curvatura
votarum. [Chariot; Layer ; Gabbatha.]

[II. W. P.]

NA'VE(Noi;^: Xare). Joshua the son ofNun
is always called in tlie LXX. " the son of Nave,"

and this form is retained in Ecclus. xlvi. 1.

NAZARENE
NAZ'ARENE (Na^copalos, ^aCaprtv6$), an

inhabit;uit of Nazareth. This appellative is found

in the N. T. a|)p!ied to Jesus by the demons in the

synagogue at Capernaum (Mark i. 24 ; Luke iv.

34) ; liy the people, who so describe him to Barti-

meus (Mark x. 47 ; Luke xviii. 37) ; by the soldiers

who arrested Jesus (John xviii. 5, 7) ; by the

servants at His trial (Matt. xxvi. 71 ; Mark xiv.

67); by Pilate in the inscription on the cross (John

xix. 1 9) ; by the disciples on the way to Emmaus
(Luke xxiv. 19); by Peter (Acts ii. 22, iii. 6, iv.

10); by Stephen, as reported by the false witness

(Acts vi. 14) ; by the ascended Jesus (Acts xxii. 8)

;

and by Paul (Acts xxvi. 9). This name, made
striking in so many ways, and which, if first given

in scorn, was adojited and gloried in by the disciples,

we are told, in Matt. ii. 23, possesses a prophetic

significance. Its ap])lication to Jesus, in consequence

of the providential arrangements by which His

parents were led to take up their abode in Nazareth,

was the filling out of the predictions in which the

promised Messiah is described as a Netser (IVJ',

i. e. a shoot, sprout, of Jesse, a humble and de-

spised descendant of the decayed royal family.

Whenever men spoke of Jesus as the Nazarene,

they either consciously or unconsciously pionounced

one of the names of the predicted Messiah, a name
indicative both of his royal descent and his humble
condition. This explanation, which Jeroliie men-
tions as that given by learned (Christian) Jews in

his day, has been adopted by Sureuhusius, Fritzsche,

Gieseler, Krabbe (Lehen Jesu), Drechsler (on Is.

xi. 1), Schirlitz (xV. T. Wbrterb.), Kobinson (JV. T.

Lex.), Hengstenberg (ChristoL), De Wette, and
Meyer. It is confirmed by the following consider-

ations:—(1) Xetser, as Hengstenberg, afler deDieu
and others, has proved, was the proper Hebrew
name of Nazai'eth. (2) The refei-ence to the ety-

mological signiriaition of the word is entirely in

keeping with Matt. ii. 21-23. (3) The Messiah is

expressly called a Netser in Is. xi. 1. (4) The
same thought, and under the same image, although

expressed by a different word, is found in Jer. xxiii.

5, xxxiii. 15 ; Zech. iii. 8, vi. 12, which accounts

for the statement of Matthew that this prediction

was uttered " by the prophets " m the plural.

It is unnecessary therefore to resort to the hypo-

thesis that the pas.sage in Matt. ii. 23 is a quotation

from some prophetical book now lost (Chrysost.,

Theophyl., Clericus), or from some apocryphal book

(Ewald), or was a traditional prophecy (Calovius

;

Alexander, Connexion and Ilarinony of the Old and
N. T.), all which suppositions are refuted by the

fact that the phrase " by the prophets," in the

N. T., refers e.xclusivoly to the canonical books of

the 0. T. The explanation of others (Tert., Erasm.,

Calv., Bez., Grot., Wetstein), according to whom
the declaration is that Jesus should be a Nazaritc

(T'P), i. e. one specially consecrated or devoted to

God (Judg. xiii. 5), is inconsistent, to say nothing

of other objections, with the Sept. mode of spelling

the word, which is generally No(^ipa?oy, and never

Nofcoporoj. Within the last century the inter-

pretation which finds the key of the passage in the

contempt in which Nazareth may be supposed to

have been held has been widely received. So

Paulus, Rosenm., Kuin., Van der Palm., Gersdorf,

A. Bai-nes, Olsh., Davidson, Ebrard, Lange. Ac-
coixling to this view the reference is to the despised

condition of the Messiah, as predicted in Ps. xxii..

Is. liii. That idea, however, is more surely ex-
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pressed in the Hrst explanation given, which luis

also the advantage of recognising the apparent im-

portance attached to the sigiiitication of the name

("He shall be called"). Recently a suggestion

which Witsius borrowed from Socinus has been

revived by Zuschlag and Riggenbach, that the true

word is "iVi or nVJ, m»/ Saviour, with reference

to Jesus as the Saviour of the world, but without

much success. Once (Acts xxiv. 5) the term Na-

zarenes is applied to the followers of Jesus by

way of contempt. The name still exists in Arabic

as the ordinary designation of Christians, and the

recent revolt in India was connected with a pre-

tended ancient prophecy that the Nazarenes, after

holding power for one hundred years, would be

expelled. (Spanheim, Diihia Evangelica, ii. 583-

648; Wolf, Curae Philologicae, i. 46-48; Heng-

stenberg, Christology of the 0. T. ii. 106-112;

Znschlag in the Zeitschrift fur die Lutherische

Theologie, 1854, 417-446; Riggenbach in the Stu-

dien und Kritihen, 1855, 588-612.) [G. E. D.]

NAZ'AEETH (written NafapcV and NaCape'0)

is not mentioned in the Old Testament or in Jose-

phus, but occurs first in Matt. ii. 23, though a

town could hardly fail to have existed on so eligible

a spot fi-om much earlier times. It derives its

celebrity almost entirely from its connexion with

the history of Christ, and in that respect has a

hold on the imagination and feelings of men which

it shares only with Jerusalem and Bethlehem. It

is situated among the hills which constitute the south

ridges of Lebanon, just before they sink down into

the Plam of Ksdraelou. Among those hills is a

valley which runs in a waving line nearly east and

west, about a mile long and, on the average, a

quarter of a mile broad, but which at a certain

point enlarges itself considerably so as to form a

sort of basin. In this basin or enclosure, along the

lower edge of the hill-side, lies the quiet secluded

village in which the Saviom* of men spent the

greater part of His earthly existence. The sur-

rounding heights vary in altitude, some of them
rise to 400 or 500 feet. They have rounded

tops, are composed of the glittering limestone

which is so common in that country, and, though

on the whole sterile and unattractive in appear-

ance, present not an unpleasing aspect diversified as

they are with the foliage of tig-trees and wild

shrubs and with the verdure of occasional fields of

grain. Ozr familiar hollyhock is one of the gay
tiowers which grow wild there. The enclosed

valley is peculiarly rich and well cultivated : it is

rilled with corn-fields, with gardens, hedges of

cactus, and clusters of fruit-bearing trees. Being
so sheltered by hills, Nazareth enjoys a mild atmos-

phere and climate. Hence all the fruits of the

country,—as pomegranates, oranges, figs, olives,

—

ripen eiirly and attain a rare perfection.

Of the identification of the ancient site there can

be no doubt. The name of the present village is

cH-A'dzirah, the same, therelbre, as of old ; it is

formed on a hill or mountain (Luke iv. 29) ; it is

within the limits of the province of Galilee (Mark
i. 9); it is near Cana (whether we assume Kana
on the east or Juma on the nortli-east as the scene

of the first miracle), according to the implication in

John ii. 1, 2, 11 ; a precipice exists in the neighbour-

hood (Luke iv. 29) ; and, finally, a series of testi-

monies (Reland, Pal., 905) reach back to Eusebius,

the father of Cliurch history, which represent the

pLicc as having occupied an invariable position.
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The modern Nazareth belongs to the better class

of eastern villages. It has a population of 3000
or 4000, a lew are Mohammedans, the rest Latin

and Greek Christians. There is one mosque, a

Franciscan convent of huge dimensions but dis-

playing no greiit architectural beauty, a small Ma-
rouite church, a Greek church, and perhaps a

church or chapel of some of the other contessions.

Protest;mt missions have been attempted, but with

no very marked success. Most of the houses are

well built of stone, and have a neat and comfortable

appearance. As streams in the rainy season are

liable to pour down with violence fiom the hills,

every " wise man," instead of building upon the

loose soil on the surface, digs deep and lays his

foundation upon the rock (eTri rrjv irerpav) which

is found so generally in that countiy at a cer-

tiiiu depth m the earth. The streets or lanes are

narrow and crooked, and after rain are so full of

mud and mire as to be almost impassable.

A description of Nazareth would be incomplete

without mention of the remarkable view from the

tomb of Neby Ismail on one of the hills behind

the town. It must suffice to indicate merely the

objects within sight. In the north are seen the

ridges of Lebanon and, high above all, the while

top of Hei-mon ; in the west, Carmel, glimpses of

the Jlediten-anean, the bay and the town of Akka

;

east and south-east are Gilead, Tabor, Gilboa ; and

south, the Plain of Esdraelon and the mountains of

Samaria, with villages on every side, among which

are Kana, Nein, Endor, Zerin (Jezreel), and Ta-

annuk (Taanach). It is unquestionably one of the

most beautiful and sublime spectacles (for it com-

bines the two features) which earth has to show.

Dr. Robinson's elaborate description of the scene

{Bib. Res., ii. 336, 7) conveys no exaggerated idea

of its magnificence or historical interest. It is easy

to believe that the Saviour, during the days of His

seclusion in the adjacent valley, came often to this

very spot and looked forth thence upon those glori-

ous works of the Creator which so lift the soul up-

ward to Him.
The passages of Scripture which refer expressly

to Nazareth though not numerous are suggestive

and deseive to be recalled here. It was the home
of Joseph and j\lary (Luke ii. 39). The angel an

nounced to the Virgin there the birth of the Messiah

(Luke i. 26-28). The holy family returned thither

after the flight into Egypt (Matt. ii. 23). Naza-

reth is called the native country {r) irarph avrov)

of Jesus: He grew up there from infancy to

manhood (Luke iv. 16), and was known througli

life as " The Nazarene." He taught in the syna-

gogue there (Matt. xiii. 54 ; Luke iv. 16), and was

dragged by His fellow-townsmen to the precipice

in order to be cast down thence and be killed {fls

rb KaTaKpt)ixvl(Tai avT6v). " Jesus of Nazareth,

king of the Jews " was written over His Cross

(John .\ix. 19), and after His ascension He revealed

Himself under that appellation to the pei-sccutiug

Saul (Acts xxii. 8). The plare has given name to

His followers in all ages and all lands, a name which

will never cease to be one of honour and reproach.

The oiigin of the disrepute in which Nazareth

stood (John i. 47) is liot ceiiainly known. All the

inhabit^mts of (Jalilee were looked upon with con-

tempt by the people of Judaea because they spoke

a ruder dialect, were less cultivated, and were

more exposed by their pasition to contact with the

heathen. liut Nazareth laJx.ured undei- a special

opjnobiium, tor it was a Galilean and not a south-
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era Jew who asked the reproachful question, whe-
ther " any good tiling " could come from that

source. The teitn " good " {a.ya66i/), having more
commonly an ethical sense, it has been suggested
that the inhabitants of Nazareth may have had a
bad name among their neighbours for irreligion or

some laxity of morals. The supposition receives

support from the disposition which they manifested

towards the person and ministiy of our Loi-d.

They attempted to kill Him ; they expelled Him
twice (for Luke iv. 16-29, and Matt. xiii. 54-58,
relate probablv to different occurrences) from their

borders; they were so wilful and unbelieving that

He perlbrmed not many miracles among them
(Matt. xiii. 5S) ; and, finally, they compelled Him
to turn his back upon them and reside at Caper-
naum (Matt. iv. 13).

It is impossible to speak of distances with much
exactness. Nazareth is a moderate journey of
three days from Jerusalem, seven houi-s, or about
twenty miles, from Akka or Ptolemais (Acts xxi.

7), five or six hours, or eighteen miles, from the
sea of Galilee, six miles west from Mount Tabor,
two houi-s fiom Cana, and two or three from Endor
and Nain. The origin of the name is uncertain.

For the conjectures on the subject, see Nazarene.
We pass over, as foreign to the proper object of

this notice, any particular account of the '' holy
places " which the legends have sought to connect
with events in the lite of Christ. They are de-

scribed in nearly all the books of moaem tourists

;

but, having no sure connexion with biblical geo-

graphy or exegesis, do not require attention here.

Two localities, however, fonn an exception to this

statement, inasmuch as they possess, though in dif-

ferent ways, a certain interest which no one will

fail to recognise. One of these is the " Fountain
of the Virgin," situated at the noith-eastem extre-
mity of the town, where, according to one tradition,

the motlier of Jesus received the angel's salutation
(Luke i. 28). Though we may attach no import-
ance to this latter belief, we must, on other
:iccount>, regard the spring with a feeling akin to
that of religious veneration. It derives its name
from the fact that Mary, during her life at Naza-
reth, no doubt accompanied often by "the child
Jesus," must have been accustomed to repair to
this fountain for water, as is the practice of the
women of that village at the present day. Cer-
tainly, as Dr. Clarke observes {Travels, ii. 427),
" if theie be a spot throughout the holy land that
was undoubtedly honoured by her presence, we
may consider this to have been tiie place ; because
the situation of a copious spring is not liable to
change, and because the custom of repairing thither
to draw water has been continued among th'e female
inhabitants of Nazareth from the earliest period of
its history." The well-worn i)ath which leads thither
from the town has been trodden by the feet of almost
coimtless generations. It presents at all hours a
bu.sy scene, from the number of those, huriying to
and fro, engaged in the labour of water-carrying.
See the engraving, i. 632 of this /)/c6Vw(rV.

The other place is that of the attempted Pre-
cipitation. We are direc-ted to the true scene of
this occuiTence, not .<;o much by any tradition as
by internal indications in the Gosj^el' history itself.

A prevalent opinion of the country has transferred
the event to a hill about two miles south-east of
the town. But there is no evidence that Nazareth
ever occupied a difieient site from the present one;
and that a mob whose deteinunation w.i> to put to
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death the object of their rage, should repair to so

distant a place for that purpose, is entirely incre-

dible. The present village, as already stated, lies

along the hill-side, but much nearer the base than

the summit. Above the bulk of the town are

sevei-al rocky ledges over which a person could not

be thrown wthout almost ceiiain destruction. But
there is one very remarkable precipice, almost per-

pendicular and forty or fifty feet high, near the

Maronite church, which may well be supjwsed to

be the identical one over which His infuriated

townsmen attempted to hurl Jesus.

The singular precision with which the nairative

relates the transaction deserves a remark or two.

Casual readers would understand from the account

that Nazareth was situated on the summit, and

that the people brought Jesus down thence to the

brow of the hill as if it was between the town and

the valley. If these infeiences were connect, the

narrative and the locality would then be at vari-

ance with each other. The writer is free to say

that he himself had these erroneous impressions,

and was led to correct them by what he obsen'ed

on the spot. Even Reland {Pal. 905) says :
" No-

(apid—urbs aedificata super rupem, unde Chris-

tum precipitare conati sunt." But the language

of the Evangelist, when more closely examined, is

found neither to require the inferences in question

on the one hand, nor to exclude them on the other.

What he asserts is, that the incensed crowd " rose

up and cast Jesus out of the city, and brought him
to the brow of the hill on which the city was built,

that they might aist him down headlong." It will

be remarked here, in the first place, that it is not

said that the people either went up or descended in

order to reach the precipice, but simply that they

brought the Saviour to it, wherever it was ; and in

the second place, that it is not s;iid that the city

was built " on the brow of the hill," but equally

as well that the precipice was " on the brow,"

without deciding whether the cliff overlooked the

town (as is the feet) or was below it. It will be

seen, thei-efoi'e, liow very nearly the terms of the

history approach a mistake and yet avoid it. As
Paley remarks in another case, none b;;t a true

account could advance thus to the very blink of

contradiction without falling into it.

The fortunes of Nazareth have been vaiious.

Epiphanius states that no Christians dwelt there

until the time of Constantine. Helena, the mother

of tliat emperor, is related to have built the first

Church of the Annunciation here. In the time of

the Crusaders, the Episcopal See of Bethsean was

transferred there. The birthplace of Christianity

was lost to the Christians by their defeat at Hattin

in 1183, and was laid utterly in ruins by Sultan

Bibai-s in 1263. Ages passed away before it rose

again from this prostration. In 1620 the Fran-

cfscans rebuilt the Church of the Annunciation and

connected a cloister with it. In 1799 the Turks

assaulted the French general Junot at Nazareth
;

and shortly after, 2100 Fi-ench, under Kleber and

Napoleon, defeated a Turkish army of 25,000 at

the foot of Mount Tabor. Napoleon himself, after

that battle, spent a few hours at Nazareth, and

leached there the northeni limit of his Eastern ex-

pedition. The earthquake which destroyed Safcd.

in 1837, injured also Nazaieth. No Jews reside

there at present, which may be ascribed perhai'S

as much to the hostility of" the Christian sects ns

to their own hatred of the prophet who was sent

" to retieem Israel." [H. B. H.]



NAZAKITE
NAZ'ARITE, more properly NAZ'IRITE

CI^P and DTPX T'P : -nvy/ifvos and ev^dfj-eyos.

Num. vi. ; va^tpa7os, Judg. xiii. 7, Lara. iv. 7:

Nazai-aeus), one of either sex wlio was bound by a

vow of a peculiar kind to be set apart from others

for the service of God. The obligation was either

for life or for a defined time. The Mishna names

the two classes resulting from this distinotion,

a?)]} *T'TJ, " pei-petual Nazarites" {Nazaraei

nativi), and W12'' ^"lUJ, " Nazarites of days

"

{Nazaraei votivi).

I. There is no notice in the Pentateuch of Na-

zarites for life; but the regulations for the vow of

a Nazarite of days are given Num. vi. 1-21.

The Nazarite, during the term of his consecra-

tion, was bound to abstain from wine, grapes, with

every production of the vine, even to the stones and

skin of the grape, and from every kind of intoxi-

cating drink. He was forbidden to cut the hair of

his head, or to approach any dead body, even that of

his nearest relation. When the period of his vow
was fulfilled, he was brought to the door of the

tabernacle and was required to offer a he lamb lor

a burut-ofTering, a ewe lamb for a sin-offering, and

a ram for a peace-offering, with the usual accom-

paniments of peace-offerings (Lev. vii. 12, 13j and
of the offering made at the consecration of priests

(Ex. xxix. 2) " a basket of unleavened bread, cakes

of fine flour mingled with oil, and wafers of un-
leavened bread anointed with oil " (Num. vi. 15).

He brought also a meat-offering and a drink-offering,

which appear to have been presented by themselves
.« a distinct act of seiTice (ver. 17). He was to

cut off the hair of " the head of his separation
"

(that is, the hair which had grown during the

period of his consecration) at the door of the Taber-

nacle, and to put it into the fire under the sacrifice

on the altar. The priest then placed upon his

hands the sodden left shoulder of the ram, with one
of the unleavened cakes and one of the wafers, and
then took them again and waved them for a wave-
ofl'eriug. These, as well as the breast and the

heave, or right shoulder (to which he was entitled

in the case of ordinary peace-offerings, Lev. vii.

32-34), were the perquisite of the priest. The
Nazarite also gave him a present proportioned to

his circumstances (ver. 21)." %
If a Nazarite incun-ed defilement by accidentally

touching a dead body, he had to undergo certain

rites of purification and to recommence the full

perio<l of his consecration. On the seventh day of
liis uncleanness he was to cut off his hair, and on
the following day he had to bring two turtle-doves

or two young pigeons to the priest, who oflered one
for a sin-offering and the other for a burnt-ofiering.

He then hallowed his head, oflered a lamb of the first

year as a trespass-offering, and renewal his vow under
the same conditions as it had been at first made.

It has been conjectured that the Nazarite vow
Wiis at first taken with some formalitv, and tliat

it was accompanied by au offering similar to that

prescribed at its renewal in the case of pollu-

tion. But if any inference may be drawn from

It Is said that at the south-east comer of the court

of the women, in Herod's temple, there was an apart-

ment appropriated to the Nazarites, In whlc)i they used
to boil their pcace-offcrlngs and cut off their hair. Light-

fiKit, Prospect of the Temple, c. xvii; Reland, A. S. p. i.

c.8.fU.
>> .VcMiV, cap. 3, s\6. p. 15t;.
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the early sections of the Slishnical treatise Nazir,
it seems probable that the act of self-consecration

was a private matter, not accompanied by any pre-
scribed rite.

There is nothing whatever said in the Old Testa-
ment of the duration of the period of the vow oi
the Nazarite of days, Acconling to Nazir (cap. i.

§3, p. 148) the usual time was thirty days, but
double vows for sixty days, and treble vows for
a hundred days, were sometimes made (cap. iii. 1-4).
One instance is related of Helena, queen of Adiabene
(of whom some particulars are given by Josephus,
Ant. XX. 2), who, with the zeal of a new convert'
took a vow for seven years in order to obtain
the divine favour on a military expedition which
her son was about to undeilake. When her period
of consecration had expired she visited Jerusalem,
and was there informed by the doctors of the school
of Hillel that a vow taken in another country
must be repeated whenever the Nazarite might
visit the Holy Land. She accordingly continued
a Nazarite for a second seven yeare, and happening
to touch a dead body just as the time was about to
expire, she was obliged to renew her vow according
to the law in Num. vi. 9, &c. She thus continued
a Nazarite for twenty-one years.'*

There are some other particulars given in the
Mishna. which are curious as showing how the in-

stitution was regarded in later times. The vow
was often undertaken by childless parents m the
hope of obtaining children : this may, of course,

ha%'e been easily suggested by the cases of JIanoah's
wife and Hannah.—A female Nazarite whose vow
was broken might be punished with forty stripes.

—

The Nazarite was permitted to smooth his hair
with a brush, but not to comb it, lest a single hair
might be torn out.

II. Of the Nazarites for life three are mentioned
in the Scriptures : Samson, Samuel, and St. John the
Baptist. The only one of these actually called a
Nazarite is Samson. The Rabbis raised the question
whether Samuel was in reality a Nazarite."^ In
Hannah's vow, it is expressly stated that no razor
should come upon her son's head (1 Sam. i. 11)

;

but no mention is made of abstinence from wine.
It is, however, worthy of notice that Philo makes
a particular point of this, and seems to refer the

words of Hannah, 1 Sam. i. 15, to Samuel himself.'^

In reference to St. John the Bapti>t, the Angel makes
mention of abstinence fi-om wine and sti'ong drink,

but not of letting the hair grow (Luke i. 1 5).

We ai-e but imperfectly infti-raed of the difference

between the observances of the Nazarite for life and
those of the Nazarite tor days. The later Rabbis
slightly notice this point.' We do not know whether
the vow for life was ever voluntarily taken by the

individual. In all the cases mentioned in the sacred

history, it was made by the parents before the birth

of the Nazarite himself. According to the general

law of vows (Num. xxx. 8), the mother could not

take the vow without the father, and this is ex-

pressly applied to the Nazarite vow in the Jlishna.'

Hannah must therefore either have presumed on her

husband's concurrence, or seciu'ed it beforehand.

« Xazir, cap. 9, ^5, with Bartenora's note, p. 178.

Ata TOVTO 6 »a.\ PaiTiktiav KoX vpo^riTutv /neyierrot

'S.aixovqX oTcoi' icoi fiedvcTfia, <os 6 ifpbs \6y<K ifri)<ri»',

axpi TcAevTrjs oil jrierat.— I'hil. de Ebrietate, vol. 1. p.

379, edit. Mangey.
" See Pesikta, quoted hy Prusius on Num. \±

1 Naiir, cap. 4, vti. p. l.'>9.
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The Mishiiao' makes a distinction between the or-

dinan' N;iz;irtte for life and the Samson-Nazarite

{])^b'^ 1^13). The former made a strong point of

his purity, and, if he was polluted, offered covban.

But as regards his hair, when it became inconve-

niently long, he was allowed to trim it, if he was
willing to ofler the appointed victims (Num. vi. 14).

The Samson-Nazarite, on the other hand, gave no

corban if he touched a dead body, but he was not

suffered to trim his hair under any conditions. This

distinction, it is pretty evident, was suggested by

the freedom with which Samson must have come in

the way of the dead (Judg. xv. 16, &c.), and the

terrible penalty which he paid for allowing his hair

to be cut.

III. The consecration of the Nazarite bore a strik-

ing resemblance to that of the high-priest (Lev. xxi.

10-12). In one particular, this is brought out moie

plainly in the Hebrew text than it is in our version,

in the LXX., or in the Vulgate. One word ("ITjJ),''

derived from the same root as Nazarite, is used for

the long hair of the Nazarite, Num. vi. 19, where

the A. V. has " hair of his separation," and for the

anointed head of the high-priest. Lev. xxi. 12, where

it is rendered " crown." The Mishna points out

the identity of the law for both the high-priest

and the Nazarite in respect to pollution, in that

neither was pei-mitted to appi-oach the corpse of even

the nearest relation, while for an ordinary priest

the law allowed more freedom (Lev. xxi. 2). And
Maimonides (More Nevochim, iii. 48) speiiks of

the dignity of the Nazarite, in i-egard to his sanctity,

as being equal to that of the high-priest. The
abstinence from wine enjoined upon the high-priest

on behalf of all the priests when they were about

to enter upon their ministrations, is an obvious,

but perhaps not such an important point in the

comparison. There is a passage in the account

given by Hegesippus of St. James the Just

(Eusebius, Hist. Ecc. ii. 23), which, if we may
assume it to represent a genuine tradition, is worth
a notice, and seems to show that Nazarites were
permitted even to enter into the Holy of Holies.

He says that St. James was consecrated from his

birth neither to eat meat, to drink wine, to cut

his hair, nor to indulge in the use of the bath,

and that to him alone it was permitted irovrcf)

fiSvcfi ^^rj") to enter the sanctuary. I'erhap^ it

woulil not be unreasonable to suppose that the

half sacerdotal character of Samuel might have been

connected with his prerogative as a Nazarite. Slany
of the Fathers designate him as a priest, although
St. Jerome, on the obvious ground of his descent,

denies that he had anj^ sacerdotal rank.'

IV. Of the two vows recorded of St. Paul, that

in Acts xviii. 18,'' certainly cannot be regarded as a
regular Nazarite vow. All that weaie told of it is

g Nazir, cap. I, }2, p. 147.

•> The primary meaning of this word is that of separa-

tion with a holy purpose. Honce it is used to express the

consecration of the Nazarit* (Num. vi. 4, 5, 9). But it

.ippears to have Ijcen especially applied to a badge of con-

Becration and distinction worn on the head, such as the

crown of a king (2 Sam. i. 10; 2 K. xl. 12), the diadem

(I**V^ °f the high-prlest (Ex. xxix. 6, xxxix. 30), as well as

his anointed hair, the long hair of the Nazarite, and. drop-

ping the idsa of consecration altogether, to long hair in a

general sense (Jer. vli. 29). This may throw light on Gen.

xlix. 2G and Deut. xxxlii. 16. See section VI. of this anicle.

J. C. Ortlob, in an essay In the Thesaurus .\ovus
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that, on his way from Corinth to Jerusalem, he
" shaved his head in Cenchreae, for he had a vow."
It would seem that the cutting off' the hair was at

the commencement of the pericxl over which the

vow extended ; at all events, the hair was not cut

off at the door of the Teiinple when the sacritices

were otl'ered, as was required by the law of the

Nazarite. It is most likely that it was a sort of

vow, modified from the proper Nazarite vow, which

had come into use at this time amongst the re-

ligious Jews who had been visited by sickness, or

any other calaiuity. In reference to a vow of this

kind which was taken by Bemice, Josephus says

that " they were accustomed to vow that they

would refrain from wine, and that they would cut

oft" their hair thirty days before the presentation of

their oll'ering." ' No hint is given us of the pur-

pose of St. Paul in this act of devotion. Spencer

conjectures that it might have been performed with

a view to obtain a good voyage ;
•" Neander, with

gieater probability, that it was an expression of

thanksgiving and humiliation on account of some
recent illness or affliction of some kind.

The other leference to a vow taken by St. Paul

is in Acts xxi. 24, where we find the brethren at

Jerusalem exhorting him to take part with four

Christians who had a vow on them, to sanctify

(not purify, as in A. V.) himself with them, and to

be at chai'ges with them, that they might shave

their heads. The reason alleged for this advice is

that he might prove to those who misundei-stood

him, that he walked orderly and kept the law.

Now it cannot be doubted that this was a strictly

legal Nazarite vow. He joined the four men for

the last seven days of their consecration, until the

offering was made tor each one of them, and their

hair w;is cut off' in the usual form (ver. 26, 27). It

appears to have been no uncommon thing for those

cliaritable persons who could afford it fo assist in

paying for the offerings of poor Nazarites. Josephus

relates that Herod Agrippa I., when he desired to

show his zeal for the religion of his fathers, gave

direction that many Nazarites should have their

heads shorn : •> and the Gemara (quoted by Reland,

Ant. Sac), that Alexander Janna;us contributed

towards supplying nine hundred victims for three

hundred Nazarites.

V. That the institution of Nazaritism existed

and had become a matter of course amongst the

Hebrews before the time of Moses is beyond a

doubt. The legislator appears to have done no

more than ordain such regulations for the vow
of the Nazarite of days as brought it under the

cognizance of the priest and into harmony with

the general system of religious observance. It has

been assumed, not unreasonably, that the conse-

cration of the Nazarite for life w;is of at least

Theologico-Philologicus, vol. 1. p. 587, entitled "Samuel
Judex el l'ropheta,non Pontifexautsacerdos,saorifican5,"

has brought forward a mass of testimony on this subject.

k Grolius, Meyer, Ilowson. and a few others, refer this

vow to Aquila, not to St. Paul. The best argimients in

favour of this view are given by Mr. Howson (/-t/e of

St. Paul, vol. 1. p. 453). Hean Alford, in his note on Acts

xviii. 18, has satisfactorily replied to them.

1 Spc Neander's I'Uxntivg and Training the Church, i.

203 (Ryland'a translation). In the passage translated

fiom Joseph. B. J. ii. 15. }1, an emendation of Neander's

is adopted. See also Kuinoel on Acts xviii. IS.

"> ne Leg. Hebr. lib. iii. c. vi. {1.

" Aniiq.^i\. 6. }1.
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equal antiquity." It may not have needed any

notice or modiheation in the law, and hence, pro-

bably, the silence respecting it in the Pentateuch.

Ikit it is doubted in regard to Nazaritism in

general, whether it was of native or foreign oiigin.

Cyril of Alexandria considered that the letting the

liair grow, tlie most characteristic feature iu the

vow, was tiiken from the Egyptians. This notion

lias been siilistantially adopted by Fagius,P Spencer,i

Michaelis,' Hengstenberg,*^ and some other critics.
|

Hengstenberg atih-ras that the Egyptians and the

Hebrews were distinguished amongst ancient nations

by cutting their hair as a matter of social pro-

pi-iety ; and thus the marked significance of long

hair must have been common to them both. The
arguments of Bahr, however, to show that the

wearing long hair iu Egypt and all other heathen

nations had a meaning opposed to the idea of the

IS'azarite vow, seem to be conclusive;' and Winer
justly observes that the points of resemblance be-

tween the Nazarite vow and heathen customs are

too iragmentary and indefinite to furnish a sate

fomidation for an argument in favour of a foreign

origin for the former.

Ewald supposes that Nazarites for life were

numerous in very early times, and tliat they mul-
tiplied in periods of great political and religious

excitement. The only ones, however, expressly

named in the Old Testament are Samson and
Samuel. The rabbinical notion that Absalom was
a Nazarite seems hardly worthy of notice, though
Spencer and Lightfoot have adopted it." When
Amos wrote, the Nazarites, as well as the prophets,

suffered fi-om the persecution and contempt of the

ungodly. The divine word respecting them was,
" 1 raised up of your sons tor prophets and of

your yoimg men tor Nazarites. But ye gave the

Nazarites wine to drink, and commanded the pro-

phets, saying. Prophesy not" (Am. ii. 11, 12).

In the time of Judas Maccabaeus we find the devout

Jews, when they were bringing their gifts to the

priests, stirring up the Nazarites of days who had
completed the time of their consecration, to make
the accustomed oHerings ( I Mace. iii. 49). From
this incident, in connexion with what has been re-

lated of the liberality of Alexander Jaunaeus and
Herod Agrippa, we may infer that the number of

Nazarites must have been very considerable during
the two centuries and a half which preceded the

destruction of Jerusalem. The instance of St.

John the Baptist and that of St. James the Just
(if we accept the traditional account) show that

the Nazarite for life retained his original chai-acter

till later times ; and the act of St. Paul in joining

himself with the four Nazarites at Jerusalem seems
to prove that the vow of the Nazarite of days
was as little altera! iu its important features.

VI. The word ^^T3 occurs in three passages of

the Old Testament, in which it appears to mean
one separated from others as a prince. Two of

the passages refer to Joseph: one is in Jacob's
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° Ewald seems to think that it was the more ancient

of the two {Alterthiimer, p. 96).

I' Critici ^aa-i, on Num. vi. 5.

n De Leg. Hebr. lib. iii. c. vi. }1.

Commentaries on the Law of Moses, bk. ill. }145.
• Egypt and the Books of Moses, p. 190 (Knglish vers.).

« Bahr, Si/mbolik, vol. ii. p 439.

" Spencer, De Leg. Hebr. lib. iii. c. vi. ^l. Lightfoot,

Exercit. in 1 Cor. xl. 14. Some have imagined that

.Icphlha's daughter was consigned to a Nazarite vow by

benediction of his sons (Gen. xlix. 26), the othei-

in Moses' benediction of the tribes (Dent, xxxiii.

16). As these texts stand in our version, the

blessing is spoken of as falling " on the crown of

tlie head of him who was separated from his bre-

thren." The LXX. render the words in one place,

iirl Kopvtprjs av 7)yi]ffa.T0 aSe\(l>a)v, and in the

other eTTi Kopv<p^v So^acrdivTos eV aS€\(po7s.

The Vulgate translates them in each place " iu

vertice Nazaraei inter fratres." The expression is

strikingly like that used of the high-priest (Lev.

xxi. 10-12), and seems to derive illustration fi-om

the use of the word "ip.^

The third passage is that in which the prophet

is mourning over the departed prosperity and

beauty of t-^ion (Lam. iv. 7, 8). In the A. V.

the words are " Her Nazarites were purer than

snow, they were whiter than milk, they were

more ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing

was of sapphire, their visage is blacker than a

coal, they are not known in the streets, their

skin cleaveth to their bones, it is withered, it is

become like a stick." In favour of the application

of this passage to the Nazarites are the renderings

of the LXX., the Vulg., and nearly all the ver-

sions. But Gesenius, de Wette, and other modern

critics think that it refers to the young princes of

Israel, and that the word "l*p is used in the same

sense as it is in regard to Joseph, Gen. xlix. 26

and Deut. xxxiii. 16.

VII. The vow of the Nazarite of days must
have been a self-imposed discipline, midertaken

with a specific purpose. The Jewish writers

mostly regarded it as a kind of penance, and hence

accounted for the place which the law regulating

it holds in Leviticus immediately after the law

relating to adultery.^ As the quantity of hair

which grew within the ordinary period of a vow
could not have been very considerable, and as a

temporary abstinence from wine was probably not a

more noticeable thing amongst the Hebrews than

it is in modern society, the Nazarite of days might

have fulfilled his vow without attracting much
notice until the day came for him to make his

oH'ering in the Temple.

But the Nazarite for life, on the other hand,

must have been, with his fiowing hair and per-

sistent refusal of strong drink, a marked man.

Whether in any other particular his daily life was

peculiar is uncertain.^ He may have had some

privileges (as we have seen) which gave him

something of a priestly character, and (as it has

been conjectured) he may have given up mucli

of his time to sacred studies." Though not neces-

sai-ily cut oft' from social life, when the turn of

his mind was devotional, consciousness of his pecu-

liar dedication must have influenced his habits and

manner, and in some cases probably led him to

retire from the world.

But without our resting on anything that may
be called in question, he must have been a public

her father. See Carpzov, p. 156.

« See note h p. 472.

y Maimonides, Mor. Nev. ii. 48.

• Nicolas Fuller has discussed the subject of tlie dress

of the Nazarites (as well as of the prophets) in his Miscel-

lanea Sacra. See Critici Sacri, vol. i.x. p. 1023. 'I huse

who have imagined that the Nazarites wore a peculiar

dress, doubt whether it was oi royal purple, of rough

hair-cloth (like St. John's), or of some white material

" Vatablus on Num. vi. (Critici Sacri).
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witness for the idea of legal strictness and of what-

ever else Nazaritism was intended to express : and

as the vow of the Nazarite for life was taken by his

parents before he was conscious of it, his observance

of it was a sign of filial obedience, like the peculi-

arities of the Hechabites.

The meaning of the Nazarite vow has been re-

garded in different lights. Some consider it as a

symbolical expression of the Divine nature working

in man, and deny that it involved anything of a

strictly ascetic character ; others see in it the prin-

ciple of stoicism, and imagine that it was intended

to cultivate, and bear witness for, the sovereignty

of the will over the lower tendencies of humau
nature : while some regard it wholly in the light of

a sacrifice of the person to God.

(a.) Several of the Jewish writere have taken the

first view more or less completely. Abarbauel ima-

gined that the hair represents the intellectual power,

the power belonging to the head, which the wise

man was not to sutler to be diminished or to be

interfered with, by drinking wine or by any other

indulgence ; and that the Nazarite was not to ap-

proach the dead because he was appointed to bear

witness to the eternity of the divine nature.'' Of
modern critics, Bjilir appears to have most com-
pletely trodden in the same track.* While he denies

that the life of the Nazarite was, in the proper

sense, ascetic, he contends that his abstinence from

wine,'' and his not being allowed to approach

the dead, figured the separation from other men
which characterises the consecrated servant of the

Lord ; and that his long hair signified his holiness.

The hair, according to his theory, as being the

bloom of manhood, is the symbol of gi'owth in the

vegetable as well as the animal kingdom, and there-

fore of the operation of the Divine power.*

(6.) But the philosophical Jewish doctors, for the

most part, seem to have prefeiTed the second view.

Thus Bechai speaks of the Nazarite as a conqueror

who subdued his temptations, and who wore his

long hair as a crown, " quod ipse rex sit cupidita-

tibus imperans praeter morem leliquorum homi-
uum, qui cupiditatum sunt servi."' He supposed

that the hair was worn rough, as a protest against

foppery.K But others, still taking it as a regal

emblem, have imagined that it was kept elabo-

rately dressed, and fancy that they see a proof of

the existence of the custom in the seven locks of

Samson (Judg. xvi. 13-19).''

(c.) Philo has taken the deeper view of the sub-

ject. In his work, On Animals fit for sacrifce,'

he gives an account of the Naxarite vow, and calls

it 7) evxh fifyd\rj. According to him the Naza-
rite did not saciitice merely his possessions but
his pei-son, and the act of sacrifice was to be
performed in the complstest manner. The out-

ward obsen-ances enjoined upon him were to be
the genuine expressions of his spiritual devotion.

b Quoted by De Muls on Num. vl. (Critici Sacri).
<= Sifmbolik, vol. ii. p. 418-430.

>i lie win not allow that this abstinence at all resembled
In its meaning that of the priests, when engaged In their

ministrations, which was Intended only to secure strict

propriety in the discharge of their duties.

' Bahr defends this notion by several philological argu-

ments, which do not seem to he much to the point. The
nearest to the purpose is that derived Irom Lev. xxv. 5,

where the unpruned vines of the sabbatical year are called

Nazarites. But this, of course, can be well explained as a

metaphor from unshorn Iialr.

r Carpzov, Jpp. Crit. p. 152. Abeiio/.ia uses vcrj' similar

language (ttrusiits, on Num. vi. 7).
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To represent spotless purity within, he was to shun
defilement from the dead, at the expense even of

the obligation of the closest family ties. As no
piritual state or act can be signified by any single

symbol, he was to identify himself with each one

of the three victims which he had to offer as often

as he broke his vow by accidental pollution, or

when the period of his vow came to an end. He
was to realise in himself the ideas of the whole
burnt-oHeriug, the sin-ofi'ering, and the peace-ofier-

ing. That no mistake might be made in regard to

the three sacrifices being shadows of one and the

same substance, it was ordained that the victims

should be indi\'iduals of one and the same species of

animal. The shorn hair was put on the fire of the

altar in order that, although the divine law did

not pei-mit the offering of human blood, something

might be offered up actually a portion of his own
person. Ewald, following in the same line of

thought, has treated the vow of the Nazarite as an

act of .self-sacrifice ; but he looks on the preservation

of the hair as signifying that the Nazarite is so set

apart for God, that no change or diminution should

be made in any part of his person, and as serving

to himself and the world for a visible token of his

peculiar consecration to Jehovah.''

That the Nazarite vow was essentially a sacrifice

of the person to the Lord is obviously in accordance

with the terms of the Law (Num. vi. 2). In the

old dispensation it may have answered to that
" living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God," which

the believer is now called upon to make. As the

Nazarite was a witne.ss for the straitness of the law,

as distinguished fi-om the freedom of the Gospel, his

sacrifice of himself was a submission to the letter of

a rule. Its outward manifestations were restraints

and eccentricities. The man was separated fiuni

his brethren that he might be peculiarly de\oted to

the Lord. This was consistent with the purpose of

divine wisdom for the time for which it was or-

dained. Wisdom, we aie told, was justified of her

child in the life of tjie great Nazarite who preached

the baptism of repentance when the Law was about

to give way to the Gospel. Amongst those born of

women, no gieater than he had arisen, " but he

that is least in the kingdom of Heaven is greater

than he." The sacrifice which the believer now
makes of himself is not to cut him off from his

brethren, but to unite him more closely with them
;

not to subject him to an outward bond, but to con-

firm him in the liberty with which Christ has made

him free. It is not without significance that wine

under the Law was strictly forbidden to tiie priest

who was engaged in the service of the sanctuary,

and to the tew whom the Nazarite vow bound to

the special service of the Lord ; while in the Church

of Christ it is consecrated for the use of every be-

liever to whom the command has come, " drink ye

all of this." »

» This was also the opinion of Llghtfoot, Hxeicit. in

1 Cor. xi. 14, and Sermon on Judg. xi. 39.

•» Spencer, De Leg. Uebr. iil. vi. }1.

1 Opera, vol. il. p. 249 (ed. Mangey.)
1< Lightfoot is inclined to favour certain Jewish writers

who identify the vine with the tree of knowledge of good

and evil, and to connect the Nazarite law with the con-

dition of Adam before he M\{Exercit. in Luc. 1. 15).

This strange notion is made still more fanciful by Magee

{Atonement and Sacrifice, Illustration xxxviii.),

"> This consideration might surely have furnished St.

Jerome with a better answ er to the Tatianists, who al-

leged Amos Ii. 12 in defence of their abstinence from

wine, than his hitter taunt that tbcy were bringing " J«-
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Carpzov, Apparatus Criticus, p. 148; Keland,

Ant. Sacrae, p. II. c. 10 ; Meinhard, Pauli Nazirae-

atus (^Thesaurus Theologico-phUologicus, ii. 473).

The notes of De Muis and Drusius on Num. vi,

{Critici Sacri) ; the not«s of Grotius on Luke i.

15, and Kuinoel on Acts xviii. 18 ; Spencer, De
Legibus Hebraeorum, lib. iii. cap. vi. §1 ; Mi-

chaelis, Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, Book

iii. §145; the Mishnical treatise JVazir, with the

notes in Surenhusius' Mishna, iii. 146, &c. ; Biihr,

Symbolik, ii. 416-430 ; Ewald, Alterthumer, p. 96;

also Geschichte, ii. 43. Carpzov mentions with

praise Xaziraeiis, sen Commcntarius literalis et

mijsticus in Legem Naziraeorum, by Cremer. The

essay of Uleinhard contains a large amount of infor-

mation on the subject, besides what bears imme-
diately on .St. Paul's vows. Spencer gives a full

account of heathen customs in dedicating the hair.

The Notes of De Muis contain a valuable collection

of Jewish testimonies: on the meaning of the Nazarite

vow in general. Those of Grotius lelate especially

to the Nazarites' abstinence from wine. Hengsten-

berg {Egypt and the Books of Moses, p. 190, Eng-
lish translation) confutes Bahr's theory. [S. C]

NE'AH .nyjn, with the def. article : Vat. omits;

Alex. Pi.vvova

:

" Anea'), a place which was oue of the

landmaiks on the boundary of Zebulun (Josh. six.

13 only). By Eusebius and Jerome {Onomast.
" Anna ") it is mentioned merely with a caution

that there is a place of the same name, 10 miles S.

of Neapolis. It has not yet been identified even bv
Schwarz. If el MeshhaJ, about 2J miles E. of

Seffwieh, be Gath-hepher, and Rummc.neh about
4 miles N.E. of the same place, Rimjion, then

Neah must probably be sought somewhere to the

north of the last named town. [G.]

NEAP'OLIS (NeoiroXis) is the place in northeni

Greece where Paul and his associates tii-st landed in

Europe (Acts xvi. 11) ; where, no doubt, he landed

also on his second visit to Macedonia (Acts xx. 1),

and whence certainly he embarked on his last jom-ney

through that province to Troas and Jerusalem (Acts

XX. 6). Philippi being an inland town, Neapolis

was evidently the port ; and hence it is accounted

for, that Luke leaves the verb which describes the

voyage from Troas to Neapolis (cu^uSpo/t^tra^ev),

to describe the continuance of the journey from
Neapolis to Philippi. It has been made a question

whether this harboiu- occupied the site of the present

Kavalla, a Turkish town on the coast of Koumelia,
or should be sought at some other place. Cousinery

( Voyage dans la Macedoine) and Tafel {De Via

Militari Bomanontm Egnatia, &c.) maintain,

against the common opinion, that Luke's Neapolis

was not at Kavalla, the inhabited town of that

name, but at a deserted harbour ten or twelve miles

further west, known as Eski or Old Kavalla. Jlost

of those who contend for the other identification

assume the point without much discussion, and the

subject demands still the attention of the biblical

daicas fabulas " into the church, and that they were
Iwund, on their own ground, neither to cut their hair, to

eat grapes or raisins, or to approach the corpse of a dead
parent (m Anws ii. 12).

» This is the reading of the text of the Vulgate glvt-

n

in the Benedictine Edition ofJerome. The ordinary copies

have .\'oa.

b Cfjlonel I^ake did not visit either this Kavalla or the

other, aiid his assertion that there are " the ruins of a
lireck city" there (which he supposes, however, to have
I'eon Galepsu:i, and mil Xeapoli.-.) appoai-s to rest on
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geographer. It may be well, theretbie, to mention
with some fulness the reasons which support the
claim of Kavalla to bp regarded as the ancient Nea-
polis, in opposition to those which are urged in

favour of the other harbour.

Fii-st, the Pvonian and Greek ruins at Kavalla
prove that a port existed there in ancient times.

Neapolis, wherever it was, foimed the point of con-
tact between Northern Greece and Asia Minor, at a
period of great commercial activity, and would bo
expected to have left vestiges of its former import-
ance. The antiquities found still at Kavalla fulHl

entirely that presumption. One of these is a massive
aqueduct, which brings water into the town from a
distance of ten or twelve miles north of Kavalla,
along the slopes of Symbolum. It is built on two
tiers of arches, a hundred feet long and eightv feet

high, and is carried over the narrow valley between
the promontory and the mainland. The upper jiart

of the work is modern, but the substructions aie

evidently Roman, as is seen from the i.-omposite

character of the material, the cement, and the style

of the masonry. Just out of the western gnte are

two marble sarcophagi, used as wateriiig-tjo.ighs,

with Latin inscriptions, of the age of the emperor
Claudius. Columns with chaplets of elegant ionic

workmanship, blocks of marble, fragments of hewn
stone, evidently antique, are numerous both in the

town and the suburbs. On some of these are inscrip-

tions, mostly in Latin, but one at least in Greek.

In digging for the foundation of new houses the

walls of ancient ones are often brought to light, and
sometimes tablets with sculptured figures, which
would be deemed curious at Athens or Corinth.

For fuller details, see Bibliotheca Sacra, October,

1860. On the contrary, no ruins, have been found

at Eski Kavalla, or Paleopoli, as it is also called,

which can be pronounced unraistakeably ancient.

No remains of walls, no inscriptions, and no indica-

tions of any thoroughfare leading thence to Philippi,

are reported to exist there. Cousinery, it is true,

speaks of ceilain ruins at the place which he deems
worthy of notice ; but according to the testimony

of others these ruins are altogether inconsiderable,

and, which is still more decisive, aie modern in their

character.** Cousinery himself, in fact, coi-roborates

this, when he says that on the isthmus which binds

the peninsula to the main land, " on trouve les 7-uincs

de I'ancienne Neapolis ou celles d'un chateau re-

construit dans le moyen age.' It ajtpeai-s that a

mediaeval or Venetian fortress existed there ; but

as fai- as is yet ascert;uneil, nothing else has been

discovered, which points to an earlier period.

Secondly, the advantages of the position render

Kavalla the probable site of Neapolis. It is the rii-st

convenient harbour south of the Hellespont, on

coming from the east. Thasos serves as a natui-al

landmark. Tafel says, indeed, that Kavalla has no

port, or one next to none; but that is incorrect.

The fact that the place is now the seat of an active

commerce proves the contraiy. It lies open some-

Cousinery's statement. But as involving this claim of

Eski Kavalla in still greater doubt, it may be added

that the situation of Galepsus iUelf is quite uncertain.

I)r. Arnold (note on Thucyd. iv. 107) plact^s it near the

mouth of the Strymon, and hence much furllier west than

Leake supposes. According to C!ousiner}-, (.ialopsus is to

be sought at Kavalla.
^ On p. 119 he sajs again :

•' I.es mines do I'anciennp

villc de Neapolis se composent principalement des restes

dun chateau du moyen age cntierement abandouno t-l

pcu accessible."
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what to the south and south-west, bat is other-

wise well sheltered. There is no danger in irolng

into the harbour. Even a rock which lies off the

point of the town has twelve fathoms alongside of

it. The bottom affords good juichorage ; and although

the bay may not be so large as that of Kski Kav:dla,

it is ample for the accommodation of any number
of vessels which the course of trade or travel be-

tween Asia Minor and Northern Greece would be

likely to bring together there at any one time.

Thirdly, the facility of intercourse between this

port and Fhilippi siiows that Kavalla and Neajiolis

must be the same. The distance is ten miles, and

hence not greater than Corinth was from Ceuchreae,

and Ostia from Rome. Both places are in sight at

once from the top of Symbol iim. The distance

between Philippi and Eski Kavalla must be nearly

twice as gi-eat. Nature itself has opened a passage

from the one place to the other. The mountains

which guard the plain of Philippi on the coast-side

fall apart just behind Kavalla, and render the con-

struction of a road there entirely easy. No other

such defile exists at any other point in this line of

formidable hills. It is impossible to view the con-

figuration of the country from the sea, and not feel at

once that the only natural place for crossing into the

interior is this break-down in the vicinity of Kavalla.

Fourthly, the notices of the ancient writers lead

us to adopt the same view. Thus Dio Cassius says

{Hist. Bom. .xlvii. 35) that Neapolis was opposite

Thasos ((far' avrnrtpas Qdcrov), and that is the

situation of Kavalla. It would be much less cor-

rect, if correct at all, to say that the other Kavalla

was so situated, since no part of the island extends

so far to the west. Appian says [Bell. Civ. iv.

106) that the camp of the Republicans neai- the

Gangas, the river (irorainhs i at Philippi, was nine

Homan miles from their triremes at Neapolis (it

was considerably further to the other place), and
that Thasos was twelve Roman miles from their

naval station (so we should understand the text)

;

the latter distance appropriate again to Kavalla, but

not to the harbour further west.

Finally, the ancient Itineraries support entirely

the identification in question. Both the Antonine

and the .Jerusalem Itineraries show that the Egna-
tian Way passed through Philippi. They mention

Philippi and Neapolis as next to each other in the

order of succession; and since the line oi' travel

which these Itineraries sketch was the one which
led from the west to Byzantium, or Constantinople,

it is reasonable to suppose that the road, af^er

leaving Philippi, would pursue the most convenient

and direct course to the east which the nature of

the country allows. If the road, theretoie, was
constructed on this ob\'ious principle, it would
follow the track of the present Turkish I'oad, and
the next station, consequently, would be Neapolis,

or Kavalla, on the coast, at the tennination of the

only n.itural defile across the intervening mountains.

The distance, as has b^en said, is about t«n miles.

The Jerusjdem Itineraiy gives the distance between
Philippi and Neapolis as ten Roman miles, and the

Antonine Itinerary as twelve miles. The difference

in the latter case is unimportant, and not gi-eater

than ill some other instances where the places in

the two Itineraries are unquestionably the same.

It must be several miles further than this from

Philippi to Old Kavalla, and hence the Neapolis of

the Itineraries coi:ld not be at that point. The
theory of Tafel is, that Akontisma or Herkontioma

(the same place, without doubt), which the Itine-
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raries mention next to Neapolis, was at tlie present

Kavalla, and Neapolis at Leuter or Eski Kavalla.

This theory, it is true, aiTanges the places in the

order of the Itineraries; but, as Leake objects, there

would be a needless detour of nearly twenty miles,

and that through a region much more difficult than

the direct way. The more accredited view is that

Akontisma was beyond Kavalla, further east.

Neapolis, therefore, like the present Kavalla, was
on a high rocky promontory which juts out iuto

the Aegean. The harbour, a mile and a half wide

at the entrance, and half a mile broad, lies on the

west side. The indifferent roadstead on the east

should not be called a harbour. Symbolum, 1 670
feet high, with a defile which leads into the plain

of Philippi, comes down near to the coast a little to

the west of the town. In winter the sun sinks

behind Mount Athos in the south-west as early as

4 o'clock P.M. The land along the eastern shore is

low, and otherwise unmarked by anv peculiaritv.

The island of Thasos beai-s a little to the S E,, twelve

or fifteen miles distant. Plane-trees just bevond the

walls, not less than four or five h-,ndred yeai-s old,

cast their shadow over the road which Paul followed

on his way to Philippi. Kavalla has a population of

five or six thousand, nine-tenths of whom are Mussul-

mans, and the rest Gieeks. For fuller or supple-

mentary infonnation, see Biblioth. Sdcra, as above,

and also Diet, of Geog. ii. p. 411.
For Neapolis as the Greek name of Shechem, now

Nahulus, see Shechem. [H. B. H.]

NEART'AH(nny3: NwoS.'a: Naarid). 1.

One of the six sons of Sheraaiah in the line of the

royal family of Judah after the captivity (1 Chi-,

iii. 22, 23).

2. A son of Ishi, and one of the captains of the

500 Simeonites who. in the daysofHezekiah, drove

out the Amnlekites from Mount Seir (1 Chr. iv. 42).

NECA 'I Oni_3; Keri, ^"3: Nai)8af: Nehai).

A family of the heads of the people who signed the

covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 19). The LXX.
followed the written text, while the Vulgate adopted

the reading of the margin.

NEBAI'OTH, NEBAJ'OTH (nV33 : Na-

^a'idiQ : Nahajotli), the " first-born of Ishmael

"

(Gen. XXV. 13 ; 1 Chr. i. 29), and father of a pas-

toral tribe named after him, the "rams of Ne-
biiioth" being mentioned by the prophet Isaiah

(Ix. 7) with the flocks of Kedar. From the days

of Jerome {Comment, in Gen. xx. 13), this people

had been identified with the Nabathaeans, until M.
Quatremfere first investigated the origin of the latter,

their language, religion, and history ; and by the

light he threw on a very obscure subject enabled us

to form a doaier judgment respecting this assumed

identification than was, in the previous state of

knowledge, possible. It will be convenient to j-eca-

pitulate, briefly, the results of M. Quatremire's

laboui-s, with those of the later works ofM . Chwolson
and othei-s on the same subject, before we consider

the grounds for identifying the Nabathaeans with

Nebaioth.

From the works of Arab authors, M. Quatremfei-e

(ilemoire sur les Nabateens, Paris, 1835, reprinted

from the Nouveau Joum. Asiat. Jan.-Mar., 1835)

proved the existence of a nation called Nabat

(laxJ); <"• Nabeet (Ioajo). P'- An^at (isUJ^),
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{Sihdh and Kdmoos), reputed to be of ancient

ongJO, of whom scattered remnants existed in Arab

times, after the era of the Flight. The Nabat, in

the days of their early prosperity, inhabited the

country chiefly between the Euphrates and the Tigris,

Beyn en Nahreyn and El-Irdiii (the Mesopotamia

and Chaldaea of the classics). That this was their

chief seat and that they were Aramaeans, or more

accurately Syro-Chaldaeans, seems, in the present

st<ite of the inquiry (for it will presently be seen

that, by the publication of Oriental texts, our know-

ledge may be very greatly enlarged) to be a safe

conclusion. The Arabs loosely apply the name
Nabat to the Syrians, or especially the eastern

Syrians, to the Syro-Chaldaeans, &c. Thus El-

Mes'oodee {ap. Quatrem^re, /. c.) says, " The Sy-

rians are the same as the Nabathaeans (Nabat).

. . . The Nimrods were the kings of the Syrians

whom the Ai-abs call Nabathaeans. . . . The Chal-

daeans are the same as the Svrians, otherwise called

}iahat {Kitdb ei-Tenbeeh). The Nabathaeans . ..
founded the city of Babylon. . . . The inhabitants

of Nineveh were part of those whom we call Nabeet

or Syrians, who form one nation and speak one

language ; that of the Nabeet dilfers only in a

small number of letters ; but the foundation of the

language is identical" (^Kitdb Murooj-edh-Dkalinb).

These, and many other fragmentary passages, prove

sufficiently the existence of a gjeat Aramaean people

called Nabat, celebrated among the Arabs for their

knowledge of agriculture, and of magic, astronomy,

medicine, and science (so adled) generally. But
we have stronger evidence to this effect. Quatre-

m^re introduced to the notice of the learned world
the most important relic of that people's literature,

a treatise on Nabat agriculture. A study of an
imperfe(-t copy of that work, which unfortunately

was all he could gain access to, induced him to date

it about the time of Nebuchadnezzar, or cir. B.C.

GOO. M. Chwolson, professor of Oriental lan-

guages at St. Petersburg, who had shown himself

titted for the inquiry by his treatise on the Sabians

and tlieir religion (Die Ssabier und der Ssabis-

inns), has since made that book a subject of special

study ; and in his Remains of Ancient Babylonian
Literature in Arabic Translations ( Ueber die Ueber-
reste der Alt-Babylonischen Literatur in Ara-
hischen Uebersetzungen, St. Petersburg, 1859), he
has published the results of his inquiry. Those
results, while they establish all JI. Quatremfere
had advanced resj>e(:ting the existence of the Nabat,
go far beyond him both in the antiquity and the

importance M. Chwolson claims for that people.

Ewald, however, in 1857, stated some grave causes

for doubting this antiquity, and again in 1859
(both papei-s appeared in the Goettiiu/ische gelehrte

Anzeiijen) repeated moderately but decidedly his

misgivings. M. Renan followed on the same side

(Journ. de I'lnstitut, Ap.-May, 1860); ami more
recently, M. de Gutschmid {Zeitschrift d. Dentsch.
Morgenland. GescUschaft, xv. I-IOO) has attacked

the whole theory in a lengthy essay. The limits
of this dictionary forbid us to do more than reca-

pitulate, as shortly as possible, the bearings of this

remarkable iuquiiy, as far as tiiey relate to the
subject of the article.

The remains of the literature of the Nabat consist

of four works, one of them a fragment :—the ' Book
of Nabat Agriculture ' (already mentioned) ; the
' Book of Poisons ;' the ' Book of Tenkelooshi
the Babylonian ;' and the ' Book of the Secrets of
Uis Sun and Moon' i^Chwolson, Ueberreste, p. 10,
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11). They pui-port to have been translated, in the

year 904, by Aboo-Bekr Ahmad Ibn-'Alee the

Chaldean of Kisseen," better known as Ibn- Wah-
shceyeh. The ' Book of Nabat Agriculture ' was,
according to the Arab translator, commenced by
Daghreeth, continued by Yanbush^dh, and com'-

pleted by Kuthamee. Chwolson, disregarding the

dates assigned to these authors by the translator,

thinks that the earliest lived some 2500 years B.C.,

the second some oUO or 400 years later, and Ku-
thamee, to whom he ascribes the chief authorship
(Ibn-Wahsheeyeh says he was little more than edi-

tor), at the earliest under the 6th king of a Canaanite
dynasty mentioned in the book, which dynasty
Chwolson—with Bunsen—makes the same as the
5th (or Arabian) dynasty of Berosus (Chwolson,
Ueberreste, 68, &c.; Bunsen, Egypt, iii. 432, &c.

;

Cory's Ancient Fragments, 2n(i ed. p. 60), or of

the 13th century B.C. It will thus be seen that

he rejects most of M. Quatremere's reasons for

placing the work in the time of Nebuchadnezzar.
It is remarkable that that great king is not men-
tioned, and the author or authors were, it is argued
by Chwolson, ignorant not only of the existence of

Christianity, but of the kingdom and faith of Israel.

While these and other reasons, if granted, strengthen

M. Chwolson's case for the antiquity of the work,
on the other hand it is urged that even neglecting

the difficulties attending an Arab's translating so

ancient a writing (and we reject altogether the sup-

position that it was modernised as being without a

parallel, at least in Aj-abic literature), and conced-

ing that he was of Chaldae;m or Nabat race—we
encounter formidable intrinsic difficulties. The
book contains mentions of personages bearing names
closely resembling those of Adam, Seth, Enoch,
Noah, Shem, Nimrod, and Abraham ; and M. Chwol-
son himself is forced to confess that the particulars

related of them are in some respects similar to those

recorded of the Biblical patriarchs. If this diffi-

culty proves insuiniountable, it shows that the author

borrowed from the Bible, or from late Jews, and
destroys the claim of an extreme antiquity. Other

apparent e%adences of the same kind are not want-
ing. Such are the mentions of Ermeesk (Hermes),

Agathudeemoou (Agathodaemon), Tammuz (Ado-
nis), and Yoonan (lonians). It is even a question

whether the work should not be dated several cen-

turies after the commencement of our era. Ana-
chronisms, it is asserted, abound

;
geogi'aphical,

linguistic (the use of late words and phrases), his-

torical, and religious (such as the traces of Hel-

lenism, as shown in the mention of Hermes, &c.,

.and influences to be ascribed to Neoplatonism).

The whole style is said to be modern, wanting the

ragged vigour of antiquity (this, however, is a

delicate issue, to be tried only by the ripest scho-

larship). And while Chwolson dates the oldest

part of the Book of Agi-iculture B.C. 2500, and

the Book of Tenkeloosha in the 1st century, A.u.

at the latest (p. 136), Renan asserts that the two
are so similar as to preclude the notion of their

being separated by any great interval of time

{Journal de I'lnstitut).

Although Quatremere recovered the broad out-

lines of the religion and language of the Nabat, a

more extended knowledge of these points hangs

mainly on the genuineness or spuriousness of the

work of Kuthdmee. If M. Chwolson's theory be

• Or Keysee. See Chwolson, UtberreiU, p. 8. footnote.

He Ijicy's Abd-El-Lateef, p. 484.
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correct, tnat people present to us one of the most

ancient forms of idolatry; and by their writings

we can trace the origin and rise of successive

phases of pantheism, and the roots of the compli-

cated forms of idolatry, heresy, and philosophical

infidelity, which abound in the old seats of the

Aramaean race. At present, we may conclude

that they were Sabians (o»>>jL«)>'' ^*' l^ast in late

times, as Sabeism succeeded the older religions ; and

their doctrines seem to have approached (how

nearly a further knowledge of these obscure sub-

jects will show) those of the Menda'ees, Mendaites,

or Gnostics. Their language presents similar diffi-

culties ; according to M. Chwolson, it is the ancient

language of Babylonia. A cautious criticism would

(till we know more) assign it a place as a compara-

tively modern dialect of Sp-o-Chaldee (comp.

Quatremfere, Mem. 100-3).

Thus, if M. Chwolson's results ai-e accepted,

the Book of Nabat Agriculture exhibits to us

an ancient civilization, before that of the Greeks,

and at least as old as that of the Egyptians, of a

great and powerful nation of remote antiquity
;

making us acquainted with sages hitherto unknown,

and with the religions and sciences they either

founded or advanced ; and throwing a flood of

light on what has till now been one of the darkest

pages of the world's history. But until the

original text of Kuthamee's treatise is published,

we must withhold our acceptance of facts so start-

ling, and regard the antiquity ascribed to it even

by Quatremeie as extremely doubtful. It is suffi-

cient for the present to know that the most im-

portant facts advanced by the latter—the most
important when regarded by sober criticism—are

supported by the results of the later inquiries of

M. Chwolson and others. It remains for us to

state the grounds for connecting the Nabat with the

Nabathaeans.

As the Arabs speak of the Nabat as Syrians, so

conversely the Greeks and Romans knew the Na-
bathaeaiib (oj No)3aTTaioi and Na/Saroiot, LXX.

;

Alex. Na)3oTeot ; Nabuthaei, \'ulg. ; 'ATraratoi, or

NaTTararoi, I't. vi. 7, §21; Na^arat, Suid. ?. v.\

Nabathae) as Arabs. While the inhabitants of the

peninsula were comparative strangers to the classical

writers, and very little was known of the further-

I'emoved peoples of Chaldaea and Mesopotamia, the

Nabathaeans bordered the well-known Egyptian

and Syrian provinces. The nation was famous for

its wealth and commerce. Even when, by the de-

cline of its trade (diverted through Egypt), its

prosperity waned, Petra is still mentioned as a
centre of the trade both of the Sabae;ins of South-
ein Arabia [Sheha] and the Gerrhaeans on the

Pei-sian gulf. It is this extension across the desert

that most clearly connects the Nabathaean colony
with the birthplace of the nation in Chaldaea.

The notorious trade of Petra across the well-

trodden desert-road to the Persian gulf is sufficient

to account for the presence of this colony
;
just as

traces of Abrahamic peoples [Dedan, &c.] are

•• Sabi-oon is cominonly held by the Arabs to signify

originally " Apostates."

>: We have not entered into the subject of the language

of the Nabathaeans. ITie little that is known of it tends

to strengthen the theory of the Clialdaean origin of ihat

people. The Due de Luyncs, in a paper on the coins of

the latter in the Revue AumisnuUique (nouv. s^rie, iii.

1858), adduces facts to show that they called themselves
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found, demonstrably, on the shores of that sea on
the east, and on the borders of Palestine on Ihe

west, while along the northern limits of the Ara-
bian peninsula remains of the caravan stations still

exist. Nothing is more certain than the existence of

this great stream of commerce, fiom remote times,

until the opening of the Egyptian route gradually

destroyed it. .losephus (^Ant. i. 12, §4) speaks of

Nabataea (NajSaToict, Strab. ; 'NaPaTTjvr}, Joseph.)

as embracing the country from the Euphrates to

the lied Sea

—

i. e. Petraea and all the desert east

of it. The Nabat of the Arabs, however, are de-

scribed as famed for agriculture and science ; in

these lespects offering a contrast to the Naba-
tlraeans of Petra, who were found by the expedi-

tion sent by Antigonus (B.C. 312) to be dwellers

in tents, pastoial, and conducting the trade of the

desert ; but in the Eed Sea again they were pi-

ratical, and by sea-faring qualities showed a non-

Semitic character.

,We agree with M. Quatremere (Mem. p. 81),
while rejecting other of his reasons, that the civili-

zation of the Nabathaeans of Petra, far advanced
on that of the surrounding Arabs, is not easily ex-

plained except by supposing them to be a diflerent

people from tliose Arabs. A remarkable confir-

niation of this supposition is found in the character

of the buildings of Petra, which are unlike anything

constructed by a purely Semitic race. Architectu)e

is a characteristic of Arian or mixed races. In

Southern Arabia, Nigritians and Semites (.loktan-

ites) together built huge edifices; so in Babylonia

and Assyria, and so too in Egypt, mixed races left

this unmistakeable mark. [Arabia.] Petra,'

while it is wanting in the colossal features of those

more ancient remains, is yet unmistakeably foreign

to an unmixed Semitic race. Further, the subjects of

the literature of the Nabat, which are scientific and
industrial, are not such as are found in the writings

of pure Semites or Arians, as Renan {Hist, des

LaTigucs Semitiqucs, 227) has well obsen-ed ; and
lie points, as we have above, to a foreign

(" Couschite," or partly Nigritian) settlement in

Babylonia. It is noteworthy that 'Abd-el-Lateef

(at the end of the fourth section of his first book,

or treatise, see De Lacy's ed.) likens the Copts in

Egypt (a mixed race) to the Nabat in El-'Irdk.

From most of these, and other considerations,' we
think there is no reasonable doubt that the Nabath-

aeans of j^rabia Petraea were the same people as the

Nabat of Chaldaea ; though at what ancient epoch

the western settlement was formed remains im-

known.'' That it was not of any impoi-tance until

after the captivity appears from the notices of the

inhabitants of Edom in the canoniail books, and
their absolute silence respecting the Nabathaeans,

except (if Nebaioth be identified with them) the

passage in Isaiah (Ix. 7).

The Nabathaeans were allies of the Jews after the

Captivity, and Judas the Maccabee, with Jonathan,

while at war with the Edomites, came on them
three days south of Jordan ( 1 Mace. v. 3, 24, &c.

;

Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, §3), and afterwards " Jona-

than had sent his brother John, a captain of the

Nabat p^J.
<• It is remarkable that while remnants of the Nabat

are mentioned by trustworthy Arab writers as existing

in their own day, no Arab record connecting that people

with f'otra has been found. Caussin believes this to have

arisen from the Chaldacan speech of the Nabathaeans,

and their corruption of Arabic {Eisai sur I'Hist. dm
Ardbes avanf VIslamisme, 1. 38).
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paople, to pi-ay his fiiends the Nabathites that

they might leave with them their carriage, which

was much" (ix. 35, 36). Diod. Sic. gives much
information regaiding them, and so too Strabo,

from the expedition under Aelius Gall us, the object

of which was defeated by the treachery of the

Nabathaeans (see the Diet, of Geography, to wKich

the history of Nabataea in classical times properly

belongs).

Lastly, did the Nabathaeans, or Nabat, derive

their name, and were they in part descended, from

Nebaioth, son of Ishmael? Josephus says that

Nabataea was inhabited by the twelve sons of Ish-

mael ; and Jerome, " Nebaioth omnis regio ab Eu-

phrate usque ad Jlare Rubrum Nabathena usque

hodie dicitur, quae pars Arabiae est" {Comment, in

Gen. XXV. 13). Quatremfere rejects the identilication

for an etymological reason—the change of H to ^ j

but this change is not unusual ; in words Arabicized

from the Greek, the like change of t generally

occurs. Renan, on the other hand, accepts it; regard-

ing Nebaioth, after his manner, merely as an ancient

name unconnected with the Biblical history. The

Arabs call Nebaioth Niibit (tlXjLJ)> 'i""! d" ''"'*'

connect him with the Nabat, to whom they give a

difl'erent descent ; but all their Abrahamic genealo-

gies come from late Jews, and are utterly untrust-

worthy. When we }-emember the darkness that

enshrouds the early history of the " sons of the

concubines " after they were sent into the east

country, we hesitate to deny a relationship between

peoples whose names are strikingly similar, dwell-

ing in the same tract. It is possible that Nebaioth

went to the far east, to the country of his grand-

father Abraham, intermarried with the Chaldaeans,

and gave birth to a mixed race, the Nabat.

Instances of ancient tribes adopting the name of

more modern ones, with which they have become
fused, are frequent in the history of the Arabs

(see MiDiAN, foot-note); but we think it is also

admissible to hold that Nebaioth was .;o named by
the sacred historian because he inteimarried with
the Nabat. It is, however, safest to leave unsettled

the identification of Nebaioth and Nabat until an-

other link be added to the chain that at present

seems to connect them. [E. S. P.]

NEBAL'LAT (Dj>n3 : Vat. omits ; Alex. Na-

/SaAAoT : Nehallat), a town of Benjamin, one of

those which the Benjamites reoccupied after the

captivity (Neh. xi. 34), but not mentioned in the

original catalogue of allotment (corap. Josh, xviii.

11-28). It is here named with Zeboim, ,LoD, and
Ono. Lod is Lydda, the modern Ludd, and Ono
not impossibly Jicfr Anna, four miles to the north

of it. East of these, and forming nearly an

equilateral triangle with them," is Beit Nehala
(Rob. ii. 232), which is possibly the locum teneiis

of the ancient village. Another place of very

nearly the same name, Bir Nehala, lies to the east

of el Jib (Gibeon), and within half a mile of it.

This would also be within the territory of Benjamin,

and although further removed from Lod and Ono,
yet if Zeboim should on investigation prove (as is

not impossible) to bo in one of the wadys which
penetrate the eastern side of this district and lead
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» Scbwarz (p. 134), with less than usual accuracy, places
" Beth-Naballa" at "five miles south of Ranaleh." It is

really abont that distance N.K. of It.

down to the Jordan valley (comp. 1 Sam. xiii. 18),

then, in that case, this situation might not be un
suitable for Neballat. [G.]

NE'BAT (1333 : Ne^dr : Nabat, but Nabath

in 1 K. xi.) The father of Jeroboam, whose name
is only preserved in connexion with that of his dis-

tinguished son (1 K. xi. 26, xii. 2, 15, xv. 1, xvi.

3, 26, 31, xxi. 22, xxii. 52 ; 2 K. iii. 3, ix. 9, x.

29, xiii. 2, 11, xiv. 24, xv. 9, 18, 24, 28, xvii. 21,

xxiii. 15 ; 2 Chr. ix. 29, x. 2, 15, xiii. 6). He is

described as an Ephrathite, or Ephraimite, of Zereda

in the Jordan valley, and appears to have died while

his son was young. The Jewish tradition preserved

in Jerome {Quaest. Hehr. in lib. Beg.) identifies

him with Shimei of Gera, who was a Benjamite.

[Jeroroam.]

NE'BO, MOUNT 0:i:i"\T} : Th opos No;3aD:

mo7is Nebo). The mountain from which Moses

took his first and last view of the Promised Land

(Deut. xxxii. 49, xxxiv. 1). It is so minutely de-

scribed, that it would seem impossible not to recog-

nise it:—in the land of Moab ;
facing Jericho ; the

head or summit of a mountain called the Pisgah,

which again seems to have formed a portion of the

general range of the "mountains of Abarim." Its

position is further denoted by the mention of the

valley (or perhaps more correctly the ravine) in

which Moses was buried, and which was apparently

one of the clefts of the mount itself (xxxii. 50)

—

" the ravine in the land of Moab facing Beth-Peor "

(xxxiv. 6). And yet, notwithstanding the minute-

ness of this description, no one has yet succeeded in

pointing out any spot which answers to Nebo.

Viewed from the western side of Jordan (the nearest

point at which most travellers are able to view

them) the mountain of Moab present the appearance

of a wall or cliff, the upper line of which is almost

sti-aight and horizontal. " There is no peak or point

perceptibly higher than the rest; but all is one

apparently level line of summit without peaks or

gaps " (Rob. B. R. i. 570). " On ne distingue

pas im sommet, pas la moindre cime ; seulement on

aper(;oit, 9a et la, de legferes inflexions, comme si

la main du peintre qui a trace cette ligne horizon-

tale sur le del eut tremble dans qnelques endroits
"

(Chateaubriand, Itinerairc, part 3). " Possibly,"

continues Robinson, " on travelling among these

mountains, some isolated point or summit might
be found answering to the position and character

of Nebo." Two such points have been named.

(1.) Seetzen (March 17, 1806 ; Reise, vol. i. 408)
seems to have been the first to suggest the Dschib-

bal Attarus (between the Wady Zerka-main and the

Amon, 3 miles below the former, and 10 or 12

south of Heshbon) as the Nebo of Moses. In this

he is followed (though probably without any

communication) by Burckhardt (July 14, 1812),

who mentions it as the highest point in that locality,

and therefore probably " Mount Nebo of the Scrip-

ture." This is adopted by Irby and Mangles, though

with hesitation {Travels, June 8, 1818).

(2.) The other elevation above the genei-al sum-

mit level of these highlands is the Jebel 'Osha, or

Ansha', or Jebel el-Jil'ad, " the highest point in all

the eastern mountains," " overtopping the whole of

the Belka, and rising about 3000 feet above the

Ghor" (Burckhardt, July 2, 1812; Robinson, i.

527 no<<?, 570).

But these eminences are alike wanting m one

main essential of the Nebo of the Scripture, which
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18 silted to have been "facing Jericho," words

which in the widest interpretation must imply that

it was " some elevation immediately over the last

stage of the Jordan," while 'Osha and Attarus are

equally remote in opposite directions, the one 15

miles north, the other 15 miles south of a line drawn

eastward from Jericho. Another requisite for the

identification is, that a view should be obtainable

from the summit, corresponding to that prospect

over tlie whole land which Moses is said to have

had fiom ]\Iount Nebo : even though, as Professor

Stanley has remarked {S. # P. 301), that was a

view which in its full extent must have been

imagined i-ather than actually seen.* The view from

JehelJiVad has been briefly described by Mr. Porter

( Handbk. 309), though without reference to the

possibility of its being Nebo. Of that from Jebel

Attaras, no description is e.xtant, for, almost incre-

dible as it seems, none of the travellers above named,

although they believed it to be Nebo, appear to have

made any attempt to deviate so far from their route

as to ascend an eminence, which if their conjectures

be con-ect must be the most interesting spot in the

world. [G
.]

NEBO (ina). 1. (Na;3oD: Neho and Naho).

A town on the eastern side of Jordan, situated in the

pastoral country (Num. xxxii. 3), one of those which

were taken possession of and rebuilt by the tribe of

Reuben (ver. 38).^ In these lists it is associated

with Kiijathaim and Baal-meou or Beon ; and in

another record (1 Chr. v. 8) with Aroer, as mark-

ing one extremity, possibly the west, of a principal

part of the tribe. In the remarkable prophecy

adopted ' by Isaiah (xv. 2) and Jeremiah (xlviii. 1

,

22) concerning Moab, Nebo is mentioned in the same

connexion as before, though no longer an Israelite

town, but in the hands of Moab. It does not occur

in the catalogue of the towns of Reuben in Joshua

(xiii. 15-23); but whether this is an accidental

omission, or whether it appeai-s under another name,

—according to the statement of Num. xxxii. 38,

that the Israelites changed the names of the heathen

cities they retained in this district—is uncertain. In

the case of Nebo, which was doubtless called after

the deity * of that name, there would be a double

reason for such a change (see Josh, xxiii. 7).

Neither is there anything to shew whether there

was a connexion between Nebo the town and Mount
Nebo. The notices of Eusebius and Jerome ( Ono-
tnasticon) are confused, but they at least denote

that the two were distinct, and dist<int from each

other." The town (Na/3wp and " Nabo") they iden-

tify with Nobah or Kenalh, and locate it 8 miles

south' of Heshbon, where the ruins of cl-Hahis

appear to stand at present; while the mountain
(Na)3oC and " Nabau") is stated to be 6 miles east

(Jer.) or west (I'^us.) from the same spot.

NEBO
In the list of places south of es-Salt given by

Dr. Robinson {Bib. Res. 1st ed. vol. iii. App. 170)
one occuis named Ncba, which may possibly be iden-

tical with Nebo, but nothing is known of its situation

or of the character of the spot.

2. (Na/3oD, Alex. Na;8w ; in Neh. NajSiaa:

Nebo). The children of Nebo (Bene-Neho) to the

number of tifty-two, are mentioned in the catalogue

of the men of Judah and Benjamin, who returned

from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 29 ; Neh.

vii. 33 e). Seven of them had foreign wives,

whom they were compelled to discard (Ezr. x. 43).

The name occui"s between Bethel and Ai, and

Lydda, which, if we may trust the arrangement of

the list, implies that it was situated in the territory

of Benjamin to the N.W. of Jerusalem. This is

possibly the modern Beit-Nubah, about 12 miles

N.W. by W. of Jerusalem, 8 from Lydda, and close

to Yalo, which seems to be the place mentioned by

Jerome (Onom. "Anab," and "Anob;" and Epit.

Paulae, §8) as Nob the city of the priests (though

that identificiition is hardly admissible), and both

in his and later times known as Bethannaba or

Bettenuble.''

It is possible that this Nebo was an offshoot of

that on the east of Jordan; in which case we have

another town added to those already noticed in the

territory of Benjamin which retain the names of
' foreign and heathen settlers. [Benjamin, i. 188

I

note; MiCHMASn ; Ophni.].

I

A town named Nomba, is mentioned by the LXX.

I

(not in Heb.) amongst the places in the south of

! Judah frequented by David (1 Sam. xxx. 30), but

its situation forbids any attempt to identify this with

Nebo. [G.]

NE'BO (113: Na/3ci: Nabo), which occurs

both in Isaiah (xlvi. 1) and Jeremiah (xlviii. 1)

a.s the name of a Chaldaean god, is a well-known

deity of the Babylonians and Assyrians. The
original native name was, in Hamitic Babylonian,

Nabiu, in Semitic Babylonian and Assyrian, Nabu.

It is reason.ibly conjectured to be connected with

the Hebrew NU, " to prophesy," whence the

common word N^33, " prophet " (Arab. Nebij).

Nebo was the god who presided over learning and

letters. He is called " the far-hearing," "he who
possesses intelligence," "he who teaches or in-

structs." The wedge or arrow-head—the essential

element of cuneiform writing—appears to have

been his emblem ; and hence he bore the name of

Tir, which signifies " a shaft or arrow." His gene-

ral character corresponds to that of the Egyptian

Thoth, the Greek Hermes, and the Latin Mercury.

Astronomically he is identified with tlie planet .

nearest the sun, called Nebo also by the Mendaeans, J
and Tir by the ancient Persians. |

' 'Ibis view was probably identical with that seen by
Balaam (Num. xxiii. 14). It is beuutifuUy drawn out in

detail by Prof. Stanley (.s". A P. 299).

*• The name is omitted in this passage in the Vatican

'^XX. The Alex. MSS. has TTjr ^a/oia.

« See Moab, p. 3956.

<! Selden (_De Dis Sxp: Synt. ii. cap. 12) assumes on the

authority of Hesychius' inlerpretation of Is. xv. l, that

Dibon contained a temple or sanctuary of Nebo. But it

would appear that Nebo the place, and not Nebo the

divinity, i»refiiTed to in that passage.

« In another passage (,ad Esaiam xv. 2), .Jerome states

that the "consecrated idol of Chemosh—that is, Bel-

phegor"—Baal Peor. resisted in NoImi.

f Kenawat, the representative of Kenath, Is 100 Roman
miles N.K. of Heshbon.

g In Neh. the name is given as the "other Neho,"

ins 133, (comp. Elam), as if two places of that name

were mentioned, but this is not the case.

•> The words ofWilliam of 'I'jTe (xiv. 8) are well worth

quoting. They are evidently those of an eye-witness.
" Nobc qui hodie vulgari appellatione dicitur Bettenuble,

in descensuvwntium, in prioi-es auspiciii (aspiciis?) cam-

pestrium, via qua itur Liddam ibl enim In faucibus

montium inter angustias inevitabiles .... Ascalonitis

subitas irruptiones illic far^re consuetls." Just as the

Philistines did in the time of Saul.—Can this be Gob or

Nob. where they were so frequently encountered ?
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Nebo w;is of Babylonian rather than of Assyrian

origin. In the early Assyrian Pantheon he occupies

a very inferior position, being either omitted from
the lists altogether, or occurring as the Ltst of the

minor gods. The king supposed to be Pul first

brings him prominently forward in Assyria, and

then apparently in consequence of some peculiar

connexion which he himself had with Babylon.

A .statue of Nebo was set np by this monarch at

Calah {Nimrud), which is now in the British

Museum. It has a long inscription, written across

the body, and (consisting chiefly of the god's various

epithets. In Babylonia Nebo held a prominent

place from an early time. The ancient town of

Boreippa was especially under his protection, and
the great temple there (the modern Birs-Nimrud)
was dedicated to him fiom a very remote age.

[Babel, Tower of.] He was the tutelar god of

the most important Babylonian kings, in whose
names the woid Nabu, or Nebo, appears as an

element: e.g. Nabo-nassar, Nabo-polassar, Nebu-
chadnezzar, and Nabo-nadius or Labynetus ; and ap-

pears to have been honoured next to Bel-merodach

by the later kings. Nebuchadnezzar completely

rebuilt his temple at Borsippa, and called after him
his famous seaport upon the Persian Gulf, which
became known to the Gi-eeks as Teredon or Diridotis—" given to Tir," i. e. to Nebo. The worship of

Nebo appeare to have continued at Borsippa to the

3rd or 4th century after Christ, and the Sabaeans

of Hanan may have preserved it even to a later

date. (See the Essay On the Religion of the Ba-
bylonians and Assyrians, by Sir H. Rawlinson, in

the 1st vol. of Kawliuson's Herodotus, pp. 637-
(J-tO ; and compare Norberg's Onomasticon, s. v.

Nebo, pp. 98, 9.) [G. R.]

NEBUCHADNEZ'ZAR, or NEBUCHAD-
REZ'ZAR (n-^*Xn3-n?, or n-VXn-ID-nj : No-

fiovxoSov6(Top : Nahuchodonosor), was the gi-eatest

and most powerful of the Babylonian kings. His
name, according to the native orthogi-aphy, is read

as Nahu-kuduri-utsur, and is explained to mean
" Nebo is the protector against misfortune," kuduri

being connected with the Hebrew "IH^S, " trouble
"

or " attack," and utsur being a participle from the

root "1^*3, "to protect." The rarer Hebrew fonn,

used by .leremiah and Ezekiel,—Nebuchadrezzar, is

thus very close indeed to the original. The Persian
fonn, Nabukudrachara {Beh. Inscr. col. i. par. 16),
is less con-ect; while the Greek equivalents are
sometimes very wide of the mark. Na0ovKoSp6-
(Topos, which was used by Abydenus and Megas-
thenes, is the best of them ; NafioKo\d<Tapos,
which appears in the Canon of Ptolemy, the worst.

Stiabo's iJa^oKoSpoffopos (xv. 1, §6) and Berosus's

NaPovxoSovoffopos lie between these extremes.

Nebuchadnezzar was the son and successor of
Nabopolassar, the founder of the Babylonian Em-
pire. He appears to have been of marriageable age
at the time of his father's rebellion against Assyria,

B.C. 625 ; for, according to Abydenus (ap. Euseb.
Chron. Can. i. 9), the alliance between this prince

and the Median king was cemented by the betrothal

of Amuhia, the daughter of the latter, to Nebu-
chadnezzar, Nabopolassar's son. Little fuither is

known of him during his fathei-'s lifetime. It is

• Herodotus terms this leader I>abynetu3 (i. 74) ; a word
which doe3 not rightly render the Babylonian .Vabu-
kuduriiLcur, but does render another Babylonian name,
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suspected, ratlier than proved, that he was the

leader of a Babylonian contingent which accom-
panied Cyaxai-es in his Lydian war [Medes], by
whose interposition, on the occasion of an eclipse,

that war was brought to a close,* B.C. 610. At
any rate, a few years later, he was placed at the

head of a Babylonian army, and sent by his father,

who was now old and infirm, to chastise the inso-

lence of Pharaoh-Necho, king of Egypt. This prince

had recently invaded Syria, defeated J osiah, king of

Judah, at Alegiddo, and reduced the whole tract,

from Egypt to Carchemish on the upper Euphrates
[Carchemish], which in the partition of the As-
syrian territories on the destruction of Nineveh had
been assigned to Babylon (2 K. xxiii. 29, 30 ; Beros.

ap. Joseph, c. Ap. i. 19), Necho had held pos-

session of these countries for about three yeai-s,

when (B.C. 605) Nebuchadnezzar led an array

against him, defeated him at Carchemish in a
great battle (Jer. xlvi. 2-12), recovered Coele-

syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine, took Jerusalem

(Dan. i. 1, 2), pressed foi-ward to Egypt, and was
engaged in that country or upon its borders when
intelligence arrived which recalled him hastily to

Babylon. Nabopolassar, after reigning 21 years,

had died, and the throne was vacant ; for there is

no reason to think that Nebuchadnezzar, though he
appeared to be the " king of Babylon " to the Jews,

had really been associated by his father. In some
alarm about the succession he hurried back to the

capital, accompimied only by his light troops ; and
crossing the deser-t, probably by way of Tadmor or

Palmyra, reached Babylon before any disturbance

had arisen, and entered peaceably on his kingdom
(B.C. 604). The bulk of the army, with the cap-

tives—Phoenicians, Syrians, Egyptians, and Jews

—

returned by the ordinaiy route, which skirted in-

stead of crossing the desert. It was at this time that

Daniel and his companions were brought to Baby-
lon, where they presently gi-ew into favour with
Nebuchadnezzar, and became persons of very consi-

derable influence (Dan. i. 3-20).

Witliin three years of Nebuchadnezzar's first ex-

pedition into Syria and Palestine, disaffection again

showed itself in those countries. Jehoiakim—who,
although threatened at first with captivity (2 Chr.
x.\xvi. 6 ) had been finally maintained on the throne

as a Babylonian vassal—after three years of sen-ice

" turned and rebelled " against his suzerain, pro-

bably trusting to be supported by Egypt (2 K.
xxiv. 1). Not long afterwards Phoenicia seems to

have broken into revolt ; and the Chaldaean monarch,
who had previously endeavoured to subdue the dis-

aflected by his generals (ib. ver. 2), once more took

the fleld in person, and marched first of all against

Tyre, Having invested that city in the seventh

year of his reign (Joseph, c. Ap. i. 21), and left a

portion of his army there to contmue the siege, he

proceeded against Jerusalem, which submitted with-

out a struggle. According to Josephus, who is

here our chief authority, Nebuchadnezzai- puni.shed

Jehoiakim with death '(Jn<. x. 6, §3; comp. Jer.

xxii. 18, 10, and xxxvi. 30), but placed his sc<o

Jehoiachin upon the throne. Jehpiachin reigned

only three months ; for, on his showing symptoms
of disaffection, Nebuchadnezzar came up against

Jerusalem for the third time, dejiosed the young

prince (whom he earned to Babylon, together with

Ndbu-nahit. Nabopolassar may have bad a son of tliU

name; or the Labynetus of Herod. L 74 may be Nabo-

polassar himself.

2 I
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a large povtion of the population of the city, and

the chief of the Temple treasures), and made his

uncle, Zedekiah, king in his room. Tyre still held

out ; and it was not till the thirteenth year from

the time of its first investment that the city of mer-

cliants fell (B.C. 585). Ere this happened, Jerusa-

lem had been totally destroyed. This consummation

was owing to the folly of Zedekiah, who, despite the

warnings of Jeremiah, made a treaty with Apries

(Hophra), king of Egypt (Ez. xvii. 15), and on

the strength of this alliance renounced his alle-

giance to the king of Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar

commenced the final siege of Jerusalem in the

ninth year of Zedekiah,— his own seventeenth

year (B.C. 588), and took it two years later

(B.C. 586). One eflbrt to carry out the treaty

seems to have been made by Apiies. An Egyptian

army crossed the frontier, and began its march

towards Jerusalem ; upon which Nebuchadnezzar

raised the siege, and set oft' to meet the new foe.

According to Josephus (Ant. x. 7, §:!) a battle

was fought, in which Apries was completely de-

feated ; but the Scriptural account seems rather to

imply that the Egyptians retired on the advance of

Nebuchadnezzar, and recrossed the fi-ontier without

risking an engagement (Jer. xxxvii. 5-8). At any

rate the attempt failed, and was not repeated ; the

" broken I'eed, Egypt," proved a tieacherous suj;-

port, and after an eighteen months' siege Jerusalem

fell. Zedekiah escaped fiom the city, but was cap-

tured near Jericho (ib. xxxix. 5) and brought to

Nebuchadnezzar at Kiblah in the temtoiy of Ha-

math, where his eyes were put out by the king's

order, while his sons and his chief nobles were slain.

Nebuchadnezzar then returned to Babylon with

Zedekiah, whom he imprisoned for the remainder

of his life ; leaving Nebuzar-adan, the captain of his

guard, to complete the destruction of the city and

the pacification of Judaea. Gedaliah, a Jew, was

appointed governor, but he was shortly muidered,

and the rest of the Jews either fled to Egypt, or

were carrie<I by Nebuzar-adan to Babylon.

The military successes of Nebuchadnezzar cannot

be traced minutely beyond this point. His own
annals have not come down to us; and the historical

allusions which we find in his extant inscriptions

are of the most vague and general character. It

may be gathered from the prophetical Scriptures

and from .Josephus, that the conquest of Jerusalem
wiis rapidly followed by the fall of Tyre and the

complete submission of Phoenicia (Ez. xxvi.-xxviii.

;

Joseph, c. Ap. i. 21) ; after which the Babylonians

carried their arms into Egypt, and inflicted severe

injuries on that fertile country (Jer. xlvi. 13-2(3;

Ez. xxix. 2-20; Joseph. Ant. x. 9, §7). But we
have no account, on which we c;in depend, of these

campaigns. Our remaining notices of Nebuchadnez-
zar present him to us as a magnificent prince and
beneficent ruler, rather than a warrior; and the

great fame which has always attached to his name
among the Eastern nations depends rather on his

buildings and other grand constructions thiui on any
victories or conquests ascribed to him.

We are told by Berosus that the first care of

Ntbuchadnezzar, on obtaining quiet possession of

hif kingdom after the Hi-st Syrian expedition, was
to rebuild the temjjle of Bel (Bel-Merodach) at

Babylon out of the spoils of the Syrian war (ap.

Joseph. Ant. x. 11, §1). He next proceeded to

strengthen and beautify the city, whicli he reno-

vated thi-oughout. and sunounded with several lines

of fortification, himself .iddinj; one entirely new
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quarter. Having finished the walls and adorned the

gates magnificently, he constructed a new palace,

adjoining the old residence of his father—a superb
edifice, which he completed in fifteen days ! In the

grounds of this palace he formed the celebrated
" hanging garden," which was a pleasaunce, built

up with huge stones to imitate the varied surface

of mountains, and planted with trees and shmbs of

every kind. Diodorus, probably following Ctesias,

describes this marvel as a square, four plethnt

(4-00 feet) each way, and bO cubits (75 feet)

high, approached by sloping paths, and supported

on a series of arched galleiies increasing in height

from the base to the summit. In these galleries

were various pleasant chambers ; and one of them
contained the engines by which water was raised

from the river to the surface of the mound.
This curious construction, which the Greek writers

reckoned among the seven wonders of the world,

was said to have been built by Nebuchadnezzar for

the gratification of his wife, Amuhia, who, having

been brought up among the Median mountains,

desired something to remind her of them. Possibly,

however, one object w.is to obtain a pleasure-gi-ound

at a height above that to which the musquitoes aie

accustomed to rise.

This complete renovation of Babylon by Nebu-
chadnezzar, which Berosus asserts, is confirmed to

us in every possible way. The Standard Inscription

of the king relates at length the construction of the

whole series of works, and appears to have been the

authority from which Berosus drew. The ruins con-

fimi this in the most positive way, for nine-tenths

of the bricks in situ are stamped with Nebuchadnez-

zar's name. Scripture, also, adds an indirect but

impoi-tant testimony, in the exclamation of Nebu-
chadnezzar recorded by Daniel, " Is not this great

Babylon tchich I have built?" (Dan. iv. 30).

But Nebuchadnezzar did not confine his eflbrts

to the ornamentation and improvement of his

capital. Throughout the empire, at Borsippa, Sip-

para, Cutha, Chilmad, Duraba, Teredon, and a

multitude of other places, he built or rebuilt cities,

repaired temples, constructed quays, reservoirs,

canals, and aqueducts, on a scale of grandeur and

magnificence surpassing everything of the kind

recorded in history, unless it be the constructions

of one or two of the greatest Egyptian monarchs.
" I have examined," says Sir H. Kawlinson, " the

bricks in situ, belonging perhaps to a hundred

ditl'erent towns and cities in the neighbourhood of

Baghdad, and I never found any other legend than

that of Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar, king

of Babylon "
( Comm. on the Inscr. of Assyria ami

Bahijlonia, 76, 77). " Nebuchadnezzar," says

Abydenus, " on succeeding to the throne, fortified

Babylon with three lines of walls. He dug the

Nalir Malcha, or Royal Kiver, which was a branch

stream derived fi-om the Euphrates, and also the

Acracanus. He likewise made the great reservoir

above the city of Sippara, which was thirty para-

sangs (90 miles) in circumference, and twenty

fathoms (120 feet) deep. Here he placed sluices or

flood-gates, which enabled him to irrigate the low

country. He also built a quay along the shore of

the Red Sea (Persian Gulf), and founded the city of

Teredon on the boi-ders of Arabia." It is leasonably

concluded from these statements, that an extensive

system of irrigation, was devised by this monai'ch,

to whom the Babylonians were probably indebted

for the greater portion of that vast net-work of

canals which covered the whole alhnial tract bo-
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tween tlie two viveis, and extemiod on the right

bank of the Euphrates to the extreme verge of the

stony desert. On that side the principal work was

a canal of the largest dimensions, still to be traced,

which left the Euphrates at Hit, and skirting the

desert ran south-e;ist a distance of above 400 miles

to the Persian Gulf, where it emptied itself into the

Bay o<' Grane.

The wealth, greatness, and general prosperity of

Kebuchadnezzar are strikingly placed before us in

the book of Daniel. " The God of Heaven " gave

him, not a kingdom only, but " power, strength,

and glory" (Dan. ii. 37). His wealth is evidenced

by tiie image of gold, 60 cubits in height, which he

set up in the plain of Dura (ib. iii. 1). The gran-

deur and careful organization of his kingdom appears

from the long list of his officers, " princes, governors,

captains, judges, treasurers, councillors, sheriffs,

and rulers of provinces," of whom we have repeated

mention (ib. verses 2, 3 and 27). We see the

existence of a species of hierarchy in the " magi-

cians, astrologers, sorcerers," over whom Daniel

was set (ib. ii. 48). The " tree, whose height was
great, which grew and was strong, and the height

thereof reached unto the heavens, and the sight

thereof to the end of all the earth ; the leaves

whereof were fair, and the fruit much, and in which

was food for all ; under which the beasts of the

tield had shadow, and the fowls of heaven dwelt in

the branches thereof, and all flesh was fed of it

"

{ib. iv. 10-12), is the fitting type of a kingdom at

once so flourishing and so extensive.

It has been thought by some (De Wette, Th.

Parker, &c.), that the book of Daniel represents the

satrapial system of government {Satrapen-Ein-

richtung) as established throughout the whole em-
pire ; but this conclusion is not justified by a close

examination of that document. Nebuchadnezzar,

like his Assyrian predecessors (Is. x. 8), is repre-

sented as a "king of kings" (Dan. ii. 37) ; and
the officers enumerated in ch. ii. are probably the

authorities of Babylonia proper, rather than the

governors of remoter regions, who could not be all

spared at once from their employments. The in-

stance of Gedaliah (Jer. xl. 5 ; 2 K. xxv. 22) is not

that of a satrap. He was a Jew ; and it may be

doubted whether he stood really in any different

relation to the Babylonians from Zedekiah or Jehoi-

achin ; although as he was not of the seed of David,

the Jews considered him to be " governor " rather

than king.

Towards the close of his reign the glory of Ne-
buchadnezzar suffered a temporary eclipse. As a

punishment for his pride and vanity, that strange

tbrm of madness was sent upon him which the

Greeks called Lycanthropy (KvKavdpwiria} ; wherein

the sufferer imagines himself a be.-ist, and quitting

the haunts of men, insists on leading the life of a

beast (Dan. iv. 33). Berosus, with the pardonable

tenderness of a native, anxious for the good fame of

his country's greatest king, suppressed this fact;

and it may be doubted whether Herodotus in his

Babylonian travels, which fell only about a century

after the time, obtained any knowledge of it. Ne-
buchadnezzar himself, however, in his great inscrip-

tion appears to allude to it, although in a studied

ambiguity of phra.se which rendei-s the passage very
difficult of translation. After describing the con-

struction of the most important of his great works,
he appears to say—" For four yeai-s (?) . . . the
seat of my kingdom ... did not rejoice my heai't.

In all my dominions I did not build a high place of
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power, the precious treasures of my kingdom I did

not lay up. In Babylon, buildings lor myself and
for the honour of my kingdom I did not lay out.

In the worship of Merodach, my lord, the joy of

my heart, in Babylon the city of his sovereignty,

and the seat of my empire, I did not sing his

praises, I did not furnish his altars with victims,

nor did I clear out the canals" (Rawlinson's Herod.
ii. 586). Other negative clauses follow. It is

plain that we have here narrated a suspension

—

apparently for four years—of all those works and
occupations on which the king especially prided

himself—his temples, palaces, worship, offerings,

and works of irrigation ; and though the cause

of the suspension is not stated, we can scarcely ima-

gine anything that would account for it but some
such extraordinary malady as that recorded in

Daniel.

It has often been remarked that Herodotus

ascribes to a queen, Nitocris, several of the im-

portant works, which other \vriters (Berosus, Aby-
denus) assign to Nebuchadnezzar. The conjecture

naturally arises that Nitocris was Nebuchadnez-

zar's queen, and that, as she carried on his con-

structions during his incapacity, they were by some

considered to be hers. It is no disproof of this

to urge that Nebuchadnezzar's wife was a Median

princess, not an Egyptian (as Nitocris must have

been from her name), and that she was called, not

Nitocris, but Amyitis or Amyhia ; for Nebuchad
nezzar, who married Amyitis in B.C. 625, and

who lived after this marriage more than sixty years,

may easily have married again after the decease

of his first wife, and his second queen may have

been an Egyptian. His later relations with Egypt
appear to have been friendly ; and it is remarkable

that the name Nitocris, which belonged to very

primitive Egyptian history, had in fact been resus-

citated about this time, and is found in the Egyp-

tian monuments to have been borne by a princess

belonging to the family of the Psammetiks.

After an inten-al of four, or perhaps'' seven

years (Dan. iv. 16), Nebuchadnezzar's malady left

him. As we are told in Scripture that " his reason

returned, and for the glory of his kingdom his ho-

nour and brightness returned ;" and he " was esta-

blished in his kingdom, and excellent majesty was

added to him" (Dan. iv. 36), so we find in the

Standard Inscription that he resumed his great works

after a period of suspension, and added fresh " won-

ders" in his old age to the marvellous construc-

tions of his manhood. He died in the year B.C.

561, at an advanced age (83 or 84), having reigned

43 yeai-s. A son, Evil-Merodach, succeeded him.

The chaiacter of Nebuchadnezzai- must be gathered

principally from Scripture. There is a conventional

foi-mality in the cuneifbi-m inscriptions, which de-

prives them of almost all value for the illustration

of individual mind and temper. Ostentation and

vainglory are characteristics of the entire series,

each king seeking to magnify above all others his

own exploits. We can only obsen-e as peculiar to

Nebuchadnezzar a disposition to rest his fame on his

great works rather than on his military achieve-

ments, and a strong religious spirit, manifesting

itself especially in a devotion, which is almost ex-

clusive, to one particular god. Though his own

tutelary deity and that of his father was Nebo

(Mercury), yet his worehip, his a-scriptions of praise.

>• Daniel's expression is "seven times.'- We cannot b*

sure that by a " time " is meant a year.
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his thanksivings, have in almost even- case for their

|

The moral character of Nebuchadnezzar is not

object the god Meroda<'h. L'uder his protection i such as entitles him to our approval. Besides the

he placed his son, Evil-Merodach. Mei-odach is I overweening pride which brought upon him so

"his loi-d," " hisgi-eat lord," "thejov of his heart,"
j

terrible a chastisement, we note a violence and furj
" the great lord who has appointed him to the em- i (Dan. ii. 12, iii. 19) common enough among Oriental

pire of the world, and h;is contided to his caj-e the
|

monarchs of the weaker kind, but from which the

far-spread people of the earth," " the great lord who
|

greatest of them have usually been free ; while at

has established him in strength," &c. One of the the same time we observe a cold and relentless

fii-st of his own titles is, " he who pays homage to
|

cruelty which is particularly revolting. The blind-

Merodach." Even when restoring the temples of ing of Zedekiah may perhaps be justiried as an oi-di-

other deities, he ascribes the work to the sugges-
j

naiy eastern piactice, though it is the earliest case

tions of Merodach, and places it mider his pro- of the kmd on record ; but the refinement of cruelty

tection. We may hence explain the appearance of a ' by which he was made to witness his sons' e.xecu-

sort of monotheism (Dan. i. 2 ; iv. 21, 32, 34, 37), i tion before his eyes were put out (2 K. xrv. 7) is

mised with polytheism (ib. ii. 47 ; iii. 12, 18, 29 ; [

worthier of a Dionysius or a Domitian than of a

iv. 9;, in the Scriptural notices of him. VThUe really great king. Again, the detention of Jehoia-

admitting a qualilied divinity in Nebo, Nana, and chin in prison for 36 years for an oflence committed

other deities of his countiy, Nebuchadnezzar main- • at the age of eighteen y2 K. xxiv. S), is a severity

tained the i-eal monarchy of Bel-Merod;ich. He t surpassing Oriental harshness. Against these grave

was to him " the supreme chief of the gods," " the taults we have nothing to set, unless it be a feeble

most ancient," " the king of the heavens and the

earth."* It was his image, or symbol, undoubt-

edly, which was " set up " to be worshipped in the

" plain of Dura" (ib. iii. 1\ and his " house" in

which the sacred vessels from the Temple were

t:-easured (ib. i. 2). Nebuchadnezzar seems at some
times to have identified this, his supreme god, with

the God of the Jews lib. ch. iv.) ; at others, to have

regarded the Jewish God as one of the local and in-

ferior deities (ch. iii.) over whom ilerodach ruled.

The genius and grandeur which characterised

trait of magnanimity in tlie pardon accorded to

Shadrach, ileshach, and Abed-nego, when he found

that he was without power to punish them (Dan.

iii. 26).

It has been thought remarkable that to a man of

this character. God should liave vouchsafed a reve-

lation of the future by means of visions (Dan. ii. 29,

iv. 2). But the circumstance, however it may
distmb our preconceived notions, is not really at

vaiiance with the genei-al laws of Go<l's providence

as revealed to us in Scripture. As with His natural.

Nebuchadnezzar, and which have handed down his
j

so with His supernatural gilts, they are not confined

name among the few ancient personages known ge-
j

to the worthy. Lven under Christianity, mii-aculou:

nerally throughout the East, are very apparent in

Scripture, and indeed in all the accounts of his

reign and actions. Without perhaps any strong mili-

tary turn, he must have possessed a fair amount of

such talent to have held his own in the east against

the ambitious Medes, and in the west against the

Eg3rptians. Ne<:ho and Apries were both princes

of good warlike capacity, whom it is some credit to

have defe:\ted. The prolonged siege of Tyre is a

proof of the detei-mination with which he prose-

cuted his militaiy enterprises. But his greatness

lay especially in the aits of peace. He saw in the

natural fertility of Babylonia, and its ample we;dth
of waters, the foundation of national prosperity,

and 80 of power. Hence his vast canals and elabo-

rate system of irrigation, which made the whole
country a gaiden ; and must have been a main cause
of the full treasury, from which alone his palaces and
temples can have received their magnificence. The
forced labour of captives may have raised the fabrics

;

but the statues, the enamelled bricks, the fine wood-
work, the gold and silver plating, the h;mgings and
curtains, liad to be bought ; and the enormous ex-

penditure of this monarrb, which does not appear
ti- have exhausted the country, and which cannot
liave been very largely supported by tribute, must
have been really supplieil in the inain trom that
agricultural wealth which he took so much pains to

develop. We may gather from the pi-oductiveness

of Babylonia under the Persians (Herod, i. 192,
193, iii. 92), after a conquest and two (three?)
^cevolts, some idea of its flourishing condition in the

period of independence, for which (acconiin? to the

consentient testimony of the monuments and the best

authors) it was indebte"! to this king.

e These expressions are all applied to Merodach by
Nebacbadnezzar in bis Inscriptions.

* In tbe nsual copies of the Hebrew Bible this final n
is written snuU, and noted in the Masora accordingly.

powers were sometimes possessed by those who made
an ill use of them (1 Cor. siv. 2-33). And Go<l,

it is plain, did not leave the old heathen world

without some supernatural aid, but made His pre-

sence felt from time to time in visions, through

prophets, or even by a voice from Heaven. It is

only necessary to refer to the histories of Pharaoh

(Gen, xli. 1-7, and 28), Abimelech (^ib. xs. 3), Job
(Job iv. 13, xixviii. 1, xl. 6 ; comp. Dan. iv. 31),

and Balaam (Num. xiii.-xiiv. ), in order to establish

the parity of Nebiii;hadnezz;\r's >-isions with other

facts recorded in the Bible. He was warned, and

the nations over which he raled were warned
through him, God leaving not Himself " without

witness " even in those dark times. In conclusion,

we may notice tliat a heathen writer (Abydenu.s),

who generally draws his inspirations fi-om Berosus,

ascribes to Nebuchadnezzar a miraculous speech

just before his death, announcing to the Babylonians

the speedy coming of "a Persian mule," who with

the help of the Medes would enslave Babylon (Abvd.

ap. Euseb. I-raep. £c. i\. 41). [G. R!]

XEBUSHAS'BAX C|3Te*133, i. e. Nebu-

shazban : LXX. omits : Saii'.tsezhan), one of the

officers of Nebuchadnezzar at the time of the cap-

ture of Jerusalem.. He was Rab-saris, ». e. chief of

the eunuchs (Jer. xxxix. 13), as Nebuzai-adan was
Rab-tabbachim » chief of the body-guard, and Ner-

gal-shai-ezer, Rab-Mag (thief of the magicians), the

three being the most impoiiant otiicers then present,

probably the highest dignitaries of the Babylonian

court.^ Nebu-shasban's office and title were the

same as those of Ashpenxiz (Dan. i. 3), whom he

probably succeeded. In the list given (ver. 3) of

In several of Kennicott's MS3. z (^) is found instead of

n (|), making the name Neboshazbaz, with perhaps an

intentional play of sound, boz meaning prey or spoil,

b So at the Assyrian invasion in the time of Hezekiah
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NE'CHO ('12: : Nexaci , 2 Chr. iirr. 20, 22
;

xxxvi. 4. [Phakaoh-Necho.]

NEC'ODAN CSfKCMidav : Kechodatais) = Ne-
KODA (1 Esdr. V. 37 ; ccmp. Ezr. ii. 60),

XEDABrAH(n;3"]3: No/3a«t'os: Nadabia).

Apparently one of the sons of Jeconiah, or Jehoia-
chin, king of Judah (1 Chr. ui. 18). Lord A.
Hen-ey, however, contends that this list contains
the order «if succession and not of lineal descent,

and that Ivedabiah and his brothers were sons of
Neri.

KTEMI'AS CKfefLias: Kehemias) = Xehe-

I

MIAH the M.n of Hachaliah CEcclus. xJix. 13 ; 2 Mace,
i. 18, 20, L'l, 23,31, 3^, ii. IS.i.

KEG'IXAH (nj^JJ), properly Keginath, as

the text now stands, occuis in the title of Ps. lii.,

" to the chief musician upon Neginath." If the

present reading be coirect, the foim of the word
may be compiared with that of Mahalath (Ps. liii.).

But the LXX. {iv vfivois), and Vulg. {in hymnisj,
evidently read "Xeginoth" in the pluial, which
occurs in the titles of five Psalms, and is perhaps
the true reading. Whether the woi-d be singular

or plural, it is the general teim by which all

stringed instruments are described. In the singular

it has the derived sense of " a song sung to the accom-
paniment of a stringed instrument," and generally

of a taunting character (Job ixi. 9 ; Ps. liix. 12
;

Lam. iii. 14j. [Xeglnoth.] [W. A. W.]

NEG'INOTH (ni:VJ). This word is found in

the titles of Ps. iv. vi. liv. Iv. Irvii. Ixrri., and
the margin of Hab. iii. 19, and there seems but
little doubt that it is the general term denoting all

stiinged instruments whatsoever, whether plavcd
with the hand, liiie the hai-p and guitar, or with a
plectrum.* It thus irjcludes all those instruments
which in the A. V. are denoted by the special terms
" haip," " psaltery " or " \\sA" " sackbut," as well

as by the general descriptions " stringed instru-

ments " (Ps. cl. 4), "instruments ofmusic " (1 Sam.
rviii. 6;, or, as the margin gives it, " thiee-stringe^

instruments," and the " instrument of ten stiings

'

(Ps. xxsiii. 2, scii. 3, cxliv. 9). " The chief mu-
sician on Xeginoth " was therefore the conductor of
that portion of the Temple-choir who played upon
the stiinged instruments, and who are mentioned

in Ps. Isviii. 25 (D^Ji^. nogenim). The root

i\tl = Kpovfiv) fi-om which the word is derived

occurs in 1 Sam. rvi. 16, 17, 18, 23, xviii. 10, sii.

9, Is. xxrriii. 20, and a comp.irisoa of these passages

eontirms what has been said with r^ard to it^

meaning. The author of the Shilte Haggibborim^
quoted by Kircher {JIusurgia, i. 4, p. 48;, describes

the Keginoth as insti-uments of wood, long and
round, pierced with several apertures, and having
three strings of gut stretched across them, which
wei-e played with a bow of horsehair, it is ex-

tremely doubtful, however, whether the Hebrews
were acquainted with anything so closely resembling

the mo<iem violin.
'

[W. A. W.J

NEHELAMITE, THE ('P^n|n : 6 'A.'Aa-

fifiTTji: Ne'ielamites\ The design-ition of a man
named Shennaiah, a fa].«e prophet, who went with

Tartan, Rab-saris. and Rab-shakeh, as ibe throe highest sjrUn court answered to the three namtd above in Hie

dignitaries, addressed the Jews from the bead of their army Babylonian.
(1 K. xviii. 17). Possibly these thne officvrt in iho aJ- • Hence Svmmactus renders iii .JaArwK-..

NEBUZARADAN
those who took possession of the city in the dead of

the night of the 1 1th Tammuz, Nebu-shasban is not

mentioned by name, but merely by his title Kab-

saris. His name, like that of Xebu-chadnezzar and

Nebu-zai'adan, is a compound of Nebo, the Babylo-

nian deity, with some word which though not quite

asceilained, piobably signified adherence or attach-

ment (see Gesen. Tlies. »406; Furst, Handicb.

ii. 7b). [G.]

NEBUZAR'ADAX (pXITn: : i^a^ovCap-

Sav ; in Jer. Ua&ov^apSai/ ; Joseph. JJa0ov(ap-

Savrjs: Nebnzard'in}, the Kab-tabbachim, i.e. chief

of the slaughterers (A. V. " captain of the guard"),

a high officer in the court of Nebuchadnezzar,

apparently (like the Tartan in the Assyrian army)

the next to the person of the monarch. He
appears not to have been present duiing the siege

of Jerusalem; probably he was occupied at the

more impoitant operations at Tyre, but as soon as

the city was actually in the hands of the Babylo-

nians he arrived, and from that moment everything

was completely directed by him. It was he who
decided, even to the minutest details of fire-pans

and bowls (2 K. ixv. 15;, what should be canied

off and what burnt, which pei-sons should be taken

away to Babylon, and which left behind in the

country. One act only is referred diiectly to Ne-
buchadnezzar, the appointment of the governor or

superintendent of the conquered district. All this

Nebuzaradau seems to have canned out with wisdom
and moderation. His conduct to Jei emiah, to whom
his attention had been directed by his master (Jer.

xixix. 11), is marked by even higher qualities than
these, and the prophet has preserved !xl. 2-5) a

speech of Nebuzaradan's to him on liberating him
from his chains at Ptamah, which contains expres- I

sions truly remarkable in a heathen. He seems to I

have lefl Judea for this time when he took down
the chief people of Jerusalem to his master at

Piiblah (2 K. xxv. 18-20). In four yeai-s he again

appeared (Jer. Iii. 30). Nebuchadnezzar in "his

twenty-third year made a descent on the regions

east of Jordan, including the Ammonites and Jloab-
'

ites (Joseph. Ant. x. 9, §7), who escaped when Jeru-
salem was destroyed. [MOAB, p. 397, 8]. Thence
he proceeded to Egypt (Joseph, ibid.), and, either on
the way thither or on the return, Nebuzaradan again 1

passed through the country and canied off seven
hundred and foi-ty-five more captives 1 Jer. Iii. 30).

The name, like Nebu-chadnezzar and Nebu-
shasban, contains that of Nebo the Babylonian
deity. The other portion of the word is less certain.

Gesenius {Thcs. 8396; translates it by " Mercurii

dux dominus," taking the "IT as = )b', " prince,"

and JIX as = JIIN, " IoitI." Furst, on the other
!

hand {Harulcb. ii. 6), treats it as equiv.ilent in
'

meaning to the Hebrew rab-tabbachim, which usu- I

ally follows it, and sometimes occurs by itself

(2'K. xxv. 18; Jer. il. 2, 5). To obtain this

meaning he compares the last member of the name
to the Sa::5<r. ddna, fiom do, " to cut ofi." Ge- '

seuius also tikes zaiadan as identicd with the first

element in the name of Sai-dan-apalus. But this

latter name is now explained by Sir H. Rawlinson 1

as Assur-dan-i-pal (Kawlinson's Herod, i. 460). |

[G.]
;
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the captivity to Babylon (Jer. xxix. 24, 31, 32).

The name is no doubt formed from that either of

Shemaiah's native place, or the progenitor of his

family ; which of the two is uncertain. No place

called Nehelam is mentioned in the Bible, or known

to have existed in Palestme," nor does it occur in

any of the genealogical lists of families. It re-

sembles the name wliich the LXX. have attached to

Ahijah the Prophet, namely the Enlamite— 6 Ev-

Xa/Mei ; but by what authority they substitute that

name for "the Shilonite" of the Hebrew text is

doubtful. The word " Nehelamite " also probably

contains a pla.y on the " dre;xms " {Jialani) and
'' dreamers," whom Jeremiah is never wearied of

denouncing (see chaps, xxiii. xxvii. xxix.). This is

hinted in the margin of tlie A. V.—from what source

the writer has not been able to discover. [G.]

NEHEMI'AH (n^Jpn? : N«m^»0- 1- 8°"

of Hachaliah, and apparently of the tribe of Judah,

since his fatliers were buried at Jerusalem, and Ha-

nani his kinsman seems to have been of that tribe

(i. 2, ii. 3, vii. 2). He is called indeed " Nehe-

miah the Priest " ( Neh. sacerdos) in the Vulgate of

2 Mace. i. 2 1
; but the Greek has it, that " Nehemiah

ordered the priests (tepeTs) to pour the water," &c.

Nor does the expression in ver. 18, that Nehemiah
" offered sacrifice," imply any more than that he

pronded the sacrifices. Others again have inferred

that he was a priest fi-om Neh. x. 1-8 ; but the

words " these were the priests," naturally apply to

the names which follow Nehemiah's, who signed

first as the head of the whole nation. The opinion

that he was connected with the house of David is

more feasible, though it caimot be proved. The

name of Hanani his kinsman, as well as his own
name, are found slightly varied in the house of

David, in the case of Hananiah the son of Zerub-

babel (1 Chr. iii. 19), and Naum (Luke iii. 25).''

If he were of the house of David, there would be

peculiar point in his allusion to his " fathers'

sepulchres" at Jerusalem. Malalas of Antioch

{(Jhrono(jr. vi. p. 160), as cited by Grimm, on

2 Mace. i. 21, singularly combines the two views,

and calls him " Nehemiah the priest, of the seed of

David."

All that we know certainly concerning this emi-

nent man is contained in the book which bears his

name. His autobiography first finds him at Shu-

slian, the winter "= residence of the kings of Pei-sia,

in high oilice as the cupbearer of king Artaxerxes

Longiraanus. In the 20th year of the king's reign,

I. e. B.C. 445, certain Jews, one of whom was a

near kinsman of Nehemiah's, aiTived from Judea,

and gave Nehemiah a deplorable account of the

state of .lerusaiem, and of the residents in Judea.

He immediately conceived the idea of going to

Jerusalem to endeavour to better their state.

After three or four months (from Chisleu to

Nisan), in which he earnestly sought God's bless-

ing upon his undeilaking by frequent praj'er and

fasting, an opportunity presented itself of obtaining

" The Targum gives the name as IfeJam, Q^n- A place

of this name lay somewhere between the Jordan and the

Euphrates. See vol. 1. 780a.

•> See (.'enealog. of our Lord J. C, p. 145. [Nehemiah.

Son ok Azbuk.]
' Echatana was the summer, liibylon the spring, and

Persepolis the autumn residence of the kings of Persia

(Pilklngton). Susa was the principal palace (Strab. lib. xv.

cap. iii. $3).

'' nriD' the term applied tn himself and other satraps
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the king's consent to his mission. Having received

his appointment as governor * of Judea, a troop of

cavalry, and letters from the king to the different

satraps through whose piovinces he was to pass, as

well as to Asaph the keeper of the king's forests,

to supply him with timber, he started upon his

jouniey: being under promise to retuni to Persia

within a given time. Josephus says that he went
in the first instance to Babylon, and gathered

round him a band of exiled Jews, who returned

with him. This is important as possibly indi-

cating that the book which Josephus followed,

understood the Nehemiah mentioned in Kzr. ii. 2

;

Neh. vii. 7, to be the son of Hachaliah.

Nehemiah's great work was rebuilding, for the

fiist time since their destruction by Nebuzar-

adan, the walls of Jenisalem, and restoring that

city to its former state and dignity, as a fortified

town. It is impossible to over estimate the im-

portance to the future political and ecclesiastical

prosperity of the Jewish nation of this great

achievement of their patriotic governor. How low

the community of the Palestine Jews had fallen,

is apparent from the fact that fiom the 6th of

Darius to the 7th of Ai-taxerxes, there is no history

of them whatever ; and that even after Ezra's com-
mission, and the ample gi-ants made by Artaxerxes

in his 7th year, and the considerable reinforce-

ments, both in wealth and numbers, which Ezra's

goverament brought to them, they were in a state

of abject " affUction and leproach " in the 20th of

Artaxerxes; their conntiy pillaged, their citizens

kidnapped and made slaves of by their heathen

neighbours, robbery and mui'der life in their very

capital, Jerusalem almost deserted, and the Temple
falling again into decay. The one step which could

resuscitate the nation, preserve the Mosaic insti-

tutions, and lay the foundation of future inde-

pendence, was the restoration of the city walls.

Jerusalem being once again secure from the attacks

of the marauding heathen, civil government would

become possible, the spirit of the people, and their

att<ichment to the ancient capital of the monarchy

would revive, the priests and Levites would be

encourage^ to come into residence, the tithes and

first-fruits and other stores would be safe, and

Judah, if not actually independent, would preserve

the essentials of national and religious life. To this

great object therefore Nehemiah directed his whole

energies without an hour's unnecessary delay.*

By word and example he inducetl the whole popu-

lation, with the single exception of the Tekoite

nobles, to commence building with the utmost

vigour, even the lukewarm high-priest Eliashib

peilbrming his part. In a wonderfully short time

the walls seemed to emerge from the heaps of

burnt rubbish, and to encircle the city as in the

days of old. The gateways also were rebuilt, and

ready for the doors to be iiung upon them. But

it soon became apparent how wisely Nehemiah had

acted in hastening on the work. On his very first

airival, as governor, Sanballat and Tobiah had

by Nehemiah. The raeaninR and etymology of Tirshatha,

which is applied only to Nehemiah, are doubtful. It is by

most modern scholars thought to mean governor (Gesen.

s. 1' ) ; but the sense cupbearer, given by older commen-
tators, seems more probable.

' The three days, mentioned Neh. ii. 11, and Ezr. viil. 32,

seems to point to some customary interval, perhaps lor

purification after a journey. See in Cruden's ConcordaiKt
" I'lilrd Day" and "Three Days."
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given unequivocal proof of their mortitic;ition at

his appointment; and, before the work was even

commenced, had scornfully asked whether he in-

tended to rebel against the king of Persia. But

when the restoratron was seen to be rapidly pro-

gressing, their indignation knew no bounds. They

not only poured out a torrent of abuse and con-

tempt upon all engaged in the work, but actually

made a great conspiracy to fall upon the builders

with an armed force and put a stop to the under-

t;iking. The project was defeated by the vigilance

and prudence of Nehemiah, who armed all the

people after their families, and showed such a

strong front that their enemies dared not attack

them. This aimed attitude was continued from

that day forward.. Various stratagems were then

resorted' to to get Nehemiah away from Jerusalem,

and if pt)ssible to take his life. But that which

most nearly succeeded was the attempt to bring

him into suspicion with the king of Persia, as if he

intended to set himself up for an independent king,

as soon as the walls were completed. It was

thought that tlie accusation of lebellion would also

fiighten the Jews themselves, and make them ce;ise

iVom building. Accordingly a double line of action

was taken. On the one hand .Sjinballat wrote a

letter to Nehemiah, in an apparently friendly tone,

telling him, on the authority of Geshem, that it was

i-ejwrted among the heathen (j. e. the heathen nations

settled in Samaria, and Galilee of the nations), that

he was about to head a rebellion of the Jews, and

that he had appointed prophets to aid in the design

by prophesying of him, " thou art the king of

Judah;" and that he was building the walls for

this purpose. This was sure, he added, to come to

the eai-s of the king of Peisia, and he invited Nehe-

miah to confer with him as to what should be done.

At the same time he had also bribed Noadiah tha

prophetess, and other prophets, to induce Nehemiah
by representations of his being in danger, to take

refuge in the fortress of the Temple, with a view

to cause delay, and also to give an appeaiance of

conscious guilt. While this portion of the plot was
conducted by Sanbaliat and Tobiah, a yet more
impoitiint line of action was pursued in concert

;

with them by the chief otficers of the king of Persia
'

in Samaria. In a letter addressed to Artaxerxes

they represented that the Jews had rebuilt the

walls of Jenisalem, with the intent of rebelling

against the king's authority and recovering their

dominion on " this siile the river." Referring to

former instances of the seditious spirit of the

Jewish people, they urged that if the king wished

to maintiiin his power in the province he must
immediately put a stop to the fortification. This

artful letter so far wi ought u]K)n .\rtixerxes, that

he issued a decree stopping the work till further
[

orders.' It is probable that at the same time he

recalled Nehemiah, or perhaps Nehemiah's leave of I

absence had previously expired ; in either case had
the Tirshatha been less upright and less wise, and
hud he fallen into the trap laid for him, his life

might have been in great danger. The sequel,

however, shows that his j^erfect integrity was ajn

parent to the king. For after a delay, perhaps of

,

several years, he was permitted to return to Jeru- 1

salem, and to crown his work by rep;iiring the
'

Temple, and dedicating the walls. What, however,

' Tlie reader must remember that this application of

Ezr. Iv. 7-23 to this time is novel, and must exercise bis

own judgment as to Its admissibility.

" Such as the collection of money and priests' Rurments
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we have here to notice is, that owing to Nehemiah's
wise haste, and his lefusal to pause for a day in

his work, in spite of threats, plots, and insinua-

tions, the designs of his enemies were frustrated.

The wall was actually finished and ready to receive

the gates, before the king's decree for suspending
the work airived. A little delay therefore was all

they were able to effect. Nehemiah does not in-

deed mention this adverse decree, which may have
arrived during his absence, nor give us any clue to

the time of his return ; nor should we have sus-

pected his absence at all from Jerusalem, but for

the incidental allusion in ch. ii. 6, xiii. 6, coupled
with the long interval of yeai-s between the earlier

and later chapters of the book. But the interval

between the close of ch. vi. and the beginning of
ch. vii. is the only place where we can suppose

a considerable gap in time, either from the appear-

ance of the text, or the nature of the events nar-

rated. It seems to suit both well to suppose that

Nehemiah returned to Persia, and the work stopped

immediately after the events nanated in vi. 16-19,

and that chapter vii. goes on to relate the measures

adopted by him upon his return with fresh powers.

These were, the setting up the doors in the various

gates of the city, giving a special charge to Hanani
and Hananiah, as to the time of opening and shut^

ting the gates, and above all providing for the due
peopling of the city, the numbers of which were
miserably small, and the rebuilding of the nume-
rous decayed houses within the walls. Then fol-

lowed a census of the returned captives, a large

collection of funds for the repair of the Temple,
the public reading of the law to the people by
Ezia (who now appears again on the scene, perha]«

having returned tiom Persia with Nehemiah), a

celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles, such as had
not been held since the days of Joshua ; a no less

solemn keeping of the Day of Atonement, when the

opportunity was taken to enter into solemn cove-

nant with God, to walk in the law of Moses and to

keep God's commandments.
It may have been after another considerable in-

terval of time, and not improbably after another

absence of the Tirshatha fiom his government, that

the next event of interest in Nehemiah's life oc-

cuned, viz., the detlication of the walls of Jeru-

salem, including, if we may believe the author of

2 Maec. supported by several indications in the

Book of Nehemiah, that of the Temple after its

repair by means of the funds collected from tlie

whole population. This dedication was conducted

with great solemnity, and appears to have been the

model of the dedication by Judas Maccabeus, when
the Temple was purified and the worship restored

at the death of Antiochus Epiphanes, as related

1 Mace. iv. The author of 2 Mace, says that on

this occasion Nehemiah obtained the sacred fiie

which had been hid in a pit by certain priests at

the time of the captivity, and was recovered by
their descendants, who knew were it was concealed.

When, however, these priests went to the place, they

found only muddy water. By Nehemiali's command
they drew this water, a id sprinkled it upon the

wood of the altar and upon the victims, and when
the sun, which had been overclouded, presently

shone out, a great fire was immediately kindled,

which consumed the sacrifices, to the great wonder

mentioned in Xeh. vii., 70, Kzr. ii 68 ; the allusion to the

pollution of the Temple, xiii. 7-9 ; and the nature uf the

ctTenionies dt'scribwl in cli. \'\\. 27-13.
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of all present. The author also iuseiU the prayer,

a simple and beautiful one, said to have been

uttered by the priests, and responded to by Nehe-
miah, durini; the sacrifice ; and adds, that the king

of Pei-sia enclosed the place where the fire was
found, and that Nehemiah gave it the name of

Naphthar, or cleansing. [Naphthar.] He tells

us further that an account of this dedication was
conteined in the " writings and commentaries of

Nehemiah" (2 Mace. ii. 13), and that Nehemiah
founded " a libraiy, and gathered together the acts

of the kings, and the prophets, and of David, and
the epistles of the kings (of Pereia) concerning the

holy gifts." How much of this has any historical

foundation is difficult to detennine. It should be

added, however, that the son of Sirach, in celebrat-

ing Nehemiah's good deeds, mentions only that he
" raised up for us the walls that were fallen, and

set up the gates and the bars, and raised up our

rains again," Ecclus. slix. 13. Returning to the

sure gi-ound of the sacred nariative, the other prin-

cipal achievements of this great and good governor

may be thus signalised. He firmly repressed the

exactions of the nobles, and the usury of the rich,

and rescued the poor Jews from spoliation and

slavery. He refused to receive his lawful allow-

ance as governor from the people, in consideration

of their poverty, during the whole twelve years

that he was in office, but kept at his own charge

a table for 150 Jews, at which any who returned

from captivity were welcome. He made most
careful provision for the maintenance of the minis-

tering priests and Levites, and for the due and con-

stant celebration of Divine worship. He insisted

upon the sanctitj- of the precincts of the Temple
being presen-ed inviolable, and peremptorily ejected

the powerful Tobias from one of the chambers
which Eliashib had assigned to him. He then re-

placed the stores and vessels which had been re-

moved to make room for him, and appointed proper

Levitical officers to superintend and distribute them.

With no less fn-mness and impartiality he expelled

from all sacred functions those of the high-priest's

family who had contractetl heathen marriages, and
rebukal and punished those of the common people,

who had likewise intei-mairied with foreigners ; and
lastly, he provided for keeping holy the Sabbath
day, which was shamefully profaned by many, both

Jews and foreign merchants, and by his resolute

conduct succeede<l in repressing the lawless traffic

on the day of rest.

Beyond the 32ud year of Artaxerxes, to which-
Nehemiah's own narrative leads us, we have no
account of him whatever. Neither had Josephus.

For when he tells us that " when Nehemiah had
done many other excellent things ... he came to a
great age and then died," he sufficiently indicates

that he k-new nothing more about him. The most
probable inference from the close of his own memoir,
and the absence of any further ti-adition concerning

him is, that he returned to Pei-sia and died there.

On reviewing the character of Nehemiah, we seem
miable to find a single fault to counterbalance his

many and great virtues. For pure and disinterested

pitriotism he stands unrivall&l. The man whom
the account of tlie misery and ruin of his native

country, and the periLs with which his countrymen
were beset, prompted to leave his splendid banish-

ment, and a post of wealth, power, and influence,

in the firet court in the world, that he might share

and alleviate the sonows of liis native land, must
have been pre-eminently a patriot. Kvery act of
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his during his government bespeaks one who liau

no selfishness in his nature. Ail he did was noble,

generous, high-mrnded, courageous, and to the

highest degree upright. But to stem integrity he

united great humility and kindness, and a princely

hospitality. As a statesman he combined fore-

thought, prudence, and sagacity in counsel, with

vigour, promptitude, and decision in action. In

dealing with the enemies of his country he was
wary, peneti-ating and bold. In directing the internal

economy of the state, he took a comprehensive view

of the real welfare of the people, and adopted the

measures best calculated to promote it. In dealing

whether with friend or foo, he was utterly free

from favour or fear, conspicuous for the simplicity

with which he aimed only at doing what was right,

without respect of persons. But in nothing was
he more remarkable than for his piety, and the

singleness of eye with which he walked before God.

He seems to have undertaken everything in de-

pendence upon God, with prayer for His blessing

and guidance, and to have sought his reward only

from God.

The principal authorities for the events of Nehe-

miah's life, after Josephus, are Carpzov's Intro-

duct, ad N. T. ; Eichhorn, i^m/etow;/; Haveraick's

Einleit. ; Rambach in Lib. Nehem. ; Leclerc in Lib.

histor. X. T., besides those refeiTed to in the

following article. Those who wish to see the

questions discussed of the 20th Artaxerxes, as

the terminus a quo Daniel's seventy weeks com-

mence, and also the general chronology of the

times, may refer to Genealoi/i/ of our Lord Jesus

Christ, ch. xi. ; and for a different view to Pri-

deaux. Connect, i. 251, &c. The view of Sca-

liger, Hottinger, &c., adopted by Dr. Slill, Vindic.

of our I^ord's Genealoqy, p. \%bnote; that Ar-

taxerxes Jlnemon was Nehemiah's patron, is almost

univei-sally abandoned. The proof from the parallel

genealogies of the kings of Persia and the high-

priests, that he was Longimanus, is stated in i

paper printed for the Chronolog. Institute by the

writer of this article.

2. One of the leadei-s of the first expedition from

Babylon to Jerusalem under Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 2

;

Neh. vii. 7).

3. Son of Azbuk, and ruler of the half part of

Beth-zur, who helped to repair the wall of Jeru-

salem (Neh. iii. 16). Beth-zur was a city of

Judah (Josh. xv. 58 ; 1 Chr. ii. 45), belonging to a

branch of Caleb's descendants, whence it^ ticllows

that this Nehemiah was also of the tribe of Judah.

[A C. H.]

NEHEMIAH, BOOK OF. The latest of all

the historical books of Scripture, both as to the

tmie of its composition and the scope of its narra-

tive in general, and as to the supplementiry matter

of ch. "xii. in particular, which reaches down to

the time of Alexander the Great. This book, like

the precetting one of Ezra [EzUA, BoOK of], is

clearly and certainly not all by the same hand.

By far the principal portion, indeed, is the work

of Nehemiah, who gives, in the first pei-son, a

simple narrative of the events in which he himself

was concerned ; but other jmrtions are either ex-

tracts from various chronicles and registei-s, or sup-

plementary narratives and reflections, some appa-

rently by Ezra, others, perhaps, the work of the

same pei-son who inserted the latest genealogical

extracts from the public chronicles.

1. The main history contained in the book of

Nehemiah covere about 12 yeaxs, viz., from the
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20th to the 3'2nd year of Artaxerxes Longimamis, 1 Templesei-vice (xiii. 10-3), themuchtreerproniulga-

I. e. from R.C. 445 to 433. For so we seem to
|

tion of the Holy iscriptures by the public reading ot

leara distinctly from v. 14 compared with xiii. 6 ; [

them (^^ii. 1, ix. 3, xiii. 1), and the more general

nor does theie seem to be any hiatorical ground
j

acquaintance » with them arising from their coUec-

ichatever for asserting with Prideaux and many
j

tion into one volume and the multiplication of

others that the government of Nehemiah, after his i copies of tliem by the care of Ezra the scribe and

return in the 32nd of Ai-fcixerxes, extended to the Nehemiah himself (2 Mace. ii. 13), as well as

15th year of Darius Nothus, and that the events of
I

from the stimulus given to the art of reading

ch. xiii. belong to this later period (Frid. Connect. I among the Jewish people during their residence in

B.C. 409). The argument attempted to be derived I
Babylon [Hilkiah] ; the mixed form of political

fiom Neh. xiii. 28, that Eliashib was then dead and government still surviving the ruin of their inde-

Joiada his son high-priest, is utteriy without weight.
I
pendcnce (v. 7, 13, x.), the reviving trade with Tyre
(xiii. 16), the agricultural pursuits and wealth of

the Jews (v. 11, xiii. 15), the tendency to take

heathen wives, indicating, possibly, a disproportion

There is a precisely parallel phrase in 2 Chr. xxxv.

3, where we read " the house which Solomon the

son of Da\nd king of Israel did build." But the

doubt whether the title " king of Israel " applies to
j

in the number of Jewish males and females amonc

David or Solomon is removed by the following
|
the returned captives (x. 30, xiii. 3, 23), the danger

vei-se, where we read, " according to the writing of the Jewish language was in of being coiTupted •>

David king of Israel, and according to the writing

of Solomon his son." The LXX. also in that pas-

sage have ^affiKfCDS agreeing with David. There

(xiii. 24), with other details which only the narrative

of an eye-witness would have presented to us.

Some of these details give us incidentally infor-

is, therefore, not the slightest pretence for asserting mation of great historical importance,

that Nehemiah was governor after the 32nd ofj (a.) The account of the building and dedication of

Artaxerxes (see below). the wall, iii., xii., contains the most valuable mate-

The whole narrative gives us a graphic and I rials for settling the topogi'aphy of Jerusalem to be

interesting account of the state of Jerusalem and
|

found in Scripture. [Jerusalem, vol. i. pp. 1026-

the returned captives in the writer's times, and,
j

27.] {ThruY>-p's Ancient Jerusalem.)

incidentally, of the nature of the Persian govern- (6.) The list of returned captives who came

ment and the condition of its remote provinces.
! under different leaders fi-om the time of Zerubbabel

The documents appended to it also give some
[
to that of Nehemiah (amounting in all to only

further infomiation as to the times of Zei-ubbabel 42,360 adult males, and 7337 servants), which is

on the one hand, and as to the continuation of
'
given in ch. vii., conveys a faithful picture of the

the genealogical registers and the succession of the
I

political weakness of the Jewish nation as com-

high-priesthood to the close of the Persian empire ' pared with the times when Judah alone numbered

on the other. The view given of the rise of two
factions among the Jews— the one the strict reli-

gious party, adhering with uncompromising faith-

fulness to the IMosaic institutions, headed by Nehe-

miah; the other, the gentilizing party, ever imi-

tating heathen customs, and making heathen con-

nexions, headed, or at least encouraged by the

high-priest Eliashib and his family—sets before us

the germ of much that we meet with in a more
developed state in later Jewish history from the

commencement of the Macedonian dynasty till the

final destruction of Jerusalem.

Again, in this history as well as in the book of

470,000 fighting men (1 Chr. xxi. 5). It justifies

the description of the Palestine Jews as " the

remnant that are left of the captivity " (Neh. i. 3),

and as " these feeble Jews " (iv. 2), and explains

the great difficulty felt by Nehemiah in peopling

Jerusalem itself with a sufficient number of inha-

bitants to presence it from assault (vii. 3, 4, xi.

1, 2). It is an important aid, too, in under-

standing the subsequent history, and in appreciating

the patriotism and valour by which they attained

their independence under the JIaccabees.

(c.) The lists of leaders, priests, Levites, and of

those who signed the covenant, reveal incidentailv

Ezra, we see the bitter enmity between the Jews much of the national spirit as well as of the social

and Samaritans acquiring strength and definitive habits of the captives, derived fiom older time?,

form on both religious and political grounds. It Thus the fact that twelve leaders are named in

would seem from iv. 1,2, 8 (A. V.), and vi. 2, Neh. vii. 7, indicates the feeling of the captives that

6, &c., that the depression of Jei'usalem was a they represented the twelve tribes, a feeling further

tixeil part of the policy of Sanballat, and that he
i evidenced in the expression " the men of the people

had the design of raising Siimaria as the head of| of Israel." The enumeration of 21 and 22, or, if

'alestine, upon the ruin of Jerusalem, a design

which seems to have been entertained by the Sama-
ritans in later times.

The book also throws much light upon the

domestic institutions of the Jews. We learn inci-

dentally the prevalence of usury and of slavery

Zidkijah stands for tlie head of the house of Zadck,

23 chief priests in x. 1-8, xii. 1-7, of whom 9

bear the names of those who were heads of couises

in David's name (1 Chr. xxiv.) [jEHOiAnir.J,

shows how, even in their wasted and reduced nuni-

bei-s, they struggled to preserve these ancient in-

consequence, the frequent and burdensome oppres- ' stitutions, and also supplies the reason of tin

sions of the governor (v. 15), the judicial use of mention of these particular 22 or 23 names. But

corporal punishment (xiii. 25), the continuance of it does more than this. Taken in conjunction with

false prophets as an engine of policy, as in the days of the list of those who sealed (x. 1-27), it proves

the kings of Judah (vi. 7, 12, 14), the restitution of the existence of a social custom, the knowietlge of

the IMosaic provision for the maintenance of the i which is of absolute necessity to keep us from

Priests and Levites and the due perfoiTOance of the gioss chronological enor, that, viz., of calling

" This lately acquired acquaintance with the Scriptures
j

vernacular language of the Jews, which some find in

appears incidentally In the large quotations in the prayers < Neh. vlil. 8, is very doubtful, and dipor.doiU i>n the

of Nehemiah and the Levites, chaps, i.. ix., xiii. 26, kc. I

,„e^jnj, „f J^-|Pj?3.
*> The evidence of Hebrew havinp ctasrd lo bo the

*• -
:

'
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chie& by the name of the clan or house of which

they were chiefs. One of the causes of the absurd

confusion which has prevaiiai, as to the times

of Zeiubbabel and Nehemiah respectively, has

been the mention, e. g. of Jeshua and Kadmiel

(Ezr. iii. 9) as taking part with Zerubbabel in

building the Temple, while the very same Levites

take an active part in the reformation of Xehemiah

(Neh. ix. 4, 5, x. 9, 10) ; and the statement that

some '21 or 22 i>riests came up with Zerubbabel

(xii. 1-7 S coupled with the fact that these very

same names weie the names of those who scaled

the covenant under Nehemiah (x. 1-8). But

immediately we perceive that these were the names

of the courses, and of gi-eat Levitical houses (as a

comparison of 1 Ghr. xxiv. ; Ezr. ii. 40; Neh. vii.

43 ; and of Xeh. s. 14--27 with vii. 8-38, proves

that they were), the difficulty vanishes, and we
have a useful piece of knowledge to apply to many
other passages of Scripture. It would be very de-

sirable, if possible, to ascertain accurately the rules,

if any, under which this use of proper names was

confined.

(d.) Other miscellaneous in (biTuation contained in

this book, embraces the hereditary crafts practised by

ceiiain priestly families, e.g. the apothecaiies, or

makers of the sacred ointments and incense (iii. 8),

and the goldsmiths, whose business it probably was

to repair the sacred vessels (iii. 8), and who may
have been the ancestors, so to speak, of the money-

changei-s in the Temple (John ii. 14, 1.5! ; the

situation of the garden of the kings of Judah by

which Zedekiah escaped (2 K. xsv. 4), as seen

iii. 15 ; and statistics, reminding one of Domesday-

Book, concerning not only the cities and families of

the returned captives, but the number of their

horses, mules, camels, and asses (ch. vii.): to which

more might bo added.

The chief, indeed the only real historical diffi-

culty in the narrative, is to determine the time of

the dedication of the wall, whether in the 32nd year

of Artaxerxes or before. The expression in Neh.

xiii. 1, " On that day," seems to fix the reading of

the law to the same day as the dedication (see

xii. 43). But if so the dedication must have been

after Nehemiah 's retura from Babylon (mentioned

xiii. 7) ; for Eli;ishib's misconduct, which occurred
" before" the reading of the law, happened in Nehe-
miah 's absence. But then, if the wall only took

52 days to complete (Neh. vi. 15), and was begun
immediately Nehemiah entered upon his govera-

ment, how came the dedication to be deferred

till 12 years afterwards? The answer to this pro-

bably is that, in the fii-st place, the 52 days are

not to be reckoned from the commencement of

the building, seeing thnt it is incredible that it

should be completed in so short a time by so feeble

a community and with such frequent hindrance^

and interruptions; seeing, too, that the nanxitive

itself indicates a much longer time. Such pxs-

sages as Nehemiah iv. 7, 8, 12, v., and v. 1(5 in

particular, vi. 4, 5, coupled with the indications

of temporaiT cessation fioni the work which ajv

pear at iv. 6, 10, 15, seem quite ineconcileable

with the notion of less than two months for the

whole. The 52 days, therefore, if the text is

sound, may be reckoned from the resumption of

the work after iv. 15, and a time exceeding two
years may have elapsed from the commencement

of the building. But even then it would not be

ready for dedication. There were the gates to bo

hung, perhaps much rubbisli to be removol, and
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the ruined houses in the immediate vicinity of the

walls to be repaired. Tht-n, too, as we shall see

below, there were repaire to be done to the Temple,

and it is likely that the dedication of the walls

would not take place till those repairs were com-

pleted. Still, even these causes would not be

adequate to account for a delay of 12 yeai-s.

Josephus, who is seldom in hamioiiy with the book

of Nehcmiali, though he justifies our suspicion that

a longer time must have elapsed, by assuming two

vears and four months to the rebuilding, and

placing the completion in the 28th year of the

king's reign whom he calls Xerxes (thus interposing

an interval of 8 yeai's between Nehemiah's arrival

at Jerusalem as govemor and the completion), yet

gives us no real help. He does not attempt to

account for the length of time, he makes no allu-

sion to the dedication, except as far as his state-

ment that the wall was completed in the ninth

month, Chisleu (instead of Elul, the sixth, as Neh.

I

vi. 15), may seem to point to the dedication

(1 Mace. iv. 59), and takes not the slightest

notice of Nehemiah's retuni to the king of Persia.

We are left,' therefore, to inquire for oureelves

whether the book itself suggests any further causes

of delay. One cause immediately presents itself,

viz., that Nehemiah's leave of absence from the

Persian court, mentioned ii. 6, may have drawn

to a close shortly after the completion of the

wall, and before the other above-named works

were complete. And this is rendeied yet more

probable by the ciicumstance, incidentally brought

to light, that, in the 32nd year of Artaxerxes, we
know he was with the king (xiii. 6).

Other circumstances, too, may have concurred

to make it imperative for him to return to Persia

without delay. The last words of ch. vi. point to

some new efiort of Tobiah to intemipt his work,

and the expression used seems to indicate that it

was the threat of being considered as a rebel by the

king. If he could make it appear that Artaxerxes

was suspicious of his fidelity, then Neliemiah might

feel it matter of necessity to go to the Pereian

court to clear himself of the charge. And this

view both leceives a remai kable confirmation fion),

and throws quite a new light upon, the obscure

passage in Ezr. iv. 7-23. We have there a de-

tailed account of the opposition made by the Sama-

ritan nations to the building of the walls of

Jerusalem, in the reign of Artaxerxks, and a

copy of the letter they wrote to the king, accusing

the Jews of an intentiod to rebel as soon as the

I

wall should be finished ; by which means they

obtained a decree stopping the building till the

king's further ordei-s should be received. Now, if

we compare Neh. vi. 6, 7. where mention is made
of the report " among the heathen " a.s to the

j

intended rebellion of Xehemiah, with the letter of

1 the heathen nations mentioned in Ezr. iv., and also

J

recollect that the only time when, as far as we
know, the walls of Jerusalem were attempted to

j

be rebuilt, was when Nehemiah was governor, it i

I

difficult to resist the conclusion that Ezra iv. 7-23
' relates to the time of Nehemiah's government, and

explains the otherwise unaccountable circumstance

j

that 12 yeai-s elapsed before the dedication of the

walls was completed. Nehemiah may have started

on his journey on receiving the letters tVoni

1
Pei-sia (if such they were) sent him by Tobiali,

I

leaving his lieutenants to cany on the works, an<l

I

after his departure Hehum and" Shimshai and their

companions may have come up to Jerusalem with
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the king's decree and obliged them to delist. It
j

tion therefore is what was the cause of Josepbus's

should seem, however, that at Neheniiah's anival ' variations. Now, as regards the appending the

in Persia, he was able to satisfr the king of his per- history in Neh. viii. to the times of Ezra, we know
feet integi-ity, and that he was permitted to retuni that he was guided by the authority of the Apoci y-

to his government in Judaea. His leave of absence phal 1 Esdr. as he had been in the whole story of

may again have been of limited duration, and the
|

Zerubbabel and Darius. From the florid additions

biisiucss of the census, of repeopling Jerusalem, set- !
to his nan-ative of Nehemiah's fii-st application to

ting up the city gates, rebuilding the ruined houses,
1
Artaxerxes, as well as from the passage below re-

and repairing the Temple, may have occupied his ferred to in 2 Mace. i. 23, we may be sure that there

whole time till his second return to the king, were apocryphal vereions of the story of Nehemiah.*

Dunng this second absence another evil arose — The account of Jaddua's interview with Alexander

the gentilizing party recovered strength, and the the Great savoiu-s strongly of the same origin,

intrigues with Tobiah (vi. 17), which had already
j

There can be little doubt, therefore, that in all

b(^un before his first departure, were more actively
!
the points in which Josephus differs from Nehe-

carried on, and led so tiir that Eliashib the high-
,
miah, he followed apocryphal Jewish writings,

priest actually as.signed one of the store-chambers
:
some of which have since perished. The causes

in the Temple to Tobiah's use. This we are not which led to this were vaiious. One doubtless

told of till xiii. 4-7, when Nehemiah relates the was the mere desire for matter with which to fill

steps he took on his return. But this very cir- up his pages where the narrative of the canonical

cumstance suggests that Xehemiah does not relate : Scriptures is meagre. In making Nehemiah suc-

the events which happened in his absence, and ceed to the goveniment after Ezra's death, he was
would account for his silence in regard to Rehura probably influenced partly by the wish to give

and Shimshai. We may thus, then, account for an orderly, dignified appearance to the succession

10 or 11 years having elapsed before the dedication ! of Jewish governors, approximating as nearly as

of the wails took place. lu fact it did not take possible to the old monarchy, and partly by the

place till the last year of his government ; and desire to spin out his matter into a continuous

this leads to the right interpretation of ch. siii. 6 i history. Then the difficulties of the books of Ezra
and brings it into perfect harmony with v. 14, a

j

and Xehemiah, which the compiler of 1 Esdr. had
passage which obviously imports that Nehemiah's tried to get over by his arrangement of the order

government of Judaea lasted only 12 years, viz., of events, coupled with
from the 20th to the 32nd of Artaserxes. Fc

the literal and gi-ammatical rendering of xiii. G
is, " And in all this time was not 1 at Jeru-
salem: BUT in the two-and-thirtieth year of Ar-
tasei-ses king of Babylon, came I unto the king,

and after ceifciin days obtained I leave of the
I

and confounds this last-named king with Artaserses
king, and I came to Jerusalem "— the force of

j

Mnemou ; who also thinks that Xerxes reigned

'3 after a negative being but rather than for \

above 32 yeare, and who falsifies his best authority,

(Gesen. Thes. p. 680) ; the meaning of the passage

; s gross ignorance

of the real order of the Persian Kings, and his utter

misconception as to what monarchs are spoken of

in the books of Ezra, Xehemiah, and Esther, had also

a large influence. The wiiter, however, who makes
Darius Codomanus succeed Ai-taserxes Loncnmanus,

being, therefore, not that he left Jerusalem to go
to Pei-sia in the 32nd of Artaserxes, but, on the
contraiy, that in that year he retuined from Pei-sia

to Jerusalem. The dedication of the walls and the
other refoi-ms named in ch. xiii. were the closing

acts of his administration.

It has been ali-eady mentioned that Josephus does
not follow the authority of the Book of Xehemi;ih

altering the names, as in the case of the substitu-

tion of Xerxes for Artaserxes throughout the book

of Xehemiah, and suppressing the tacts, as in the

case of the omission of all mention of Ezra, Tobias,

and Sanballat during the government of Xehemiah,
is not entitled to much deference on our parts.

What has been said shows clearly how little Jose-

pbus's unsupported authority is worth ; and how
entirely the authenticity and credibility of Xehe-

H.; detaches Xehem. viii. from its context, and ap- i

"''^ remains unshaken by his blundei-s and confu.

pends the nan-atives contained in it to the times of '

*'°"-' ^^ ^^** ^^^^^ '* °° occasion to resort to the

Ezra. He makes Ezra die before Xehemiah came to \

improbable hypothesis of two Sanballats, or to

Jerusalem as Governor, and consequently ignores any a",nbute to Xehemiah a patriarchal longevity

part taken by him in conjunction with Xehemiah.
He makes no mention either whatever of Sanballat in

the events of Xehemiah 's government, but places

him in the time of Jaddua and Alexander the Great

order to bring his nan-ative into hannony with that

of the Jewish historian.

2. As regards the authoi-ship of the book, it i*

admitted by all critics that it is, as to its main

He also makes the daughter of Sanballat marry a '

^^'^' ^^ genuine work of Xehemiah. But it is

son, not of Joiada, as Xeh. xiii. 28, but of Jona- I

^^ ^^ certain that interpolations and additions

than, -^-iz. Manasseh the brother of the High Priest
j

have been made in it since his time;<» and theie is

Jaddua, thus entirely shifting the age of Sanballat
from the reign of Artaxerxes Longlmanus, to that
of Darius Codomanus, and Alexander the Great.
It is scarcely necessary to obseiTe, that as Arta-
xerxes Longimaniis died B.C. 424, and Ale.vander

i

considerable divei-sily of opinion as to what are the

portions which have been so added. From i. I to

^•ii. 6, no doubt or difficulty occurs. The writer

speaks throughout in the fii-st person singular, and

in his character of governor, nnS. Again, from

the Great was not master of Syria and Palestine xii. 31, to the end of the book (except xii. 44-47)

the nan-ative is continuous, and the u>e of the first

person singular constant (xii. 30, 38, 40, xiii. 6, 7,

&c). It is tha-efore only in the intermevliate

chapters, vii. 6 to xii. 26, alid xii. 44-47), th.-»t we

till B.C. 332, all attempts to i-econcile Joseph
with Xehemiah must be'lost labour. It is equallv
clear that on every ground the authority of Josephus
must yield to that of Xehemiah. The only ques-

« It is worth rem.-»rking, that the apocoThal book <i K. F. Keil. in his £inleitung. endeavours indeed to

quoted in 2 JIacc. i. 23 seeui.- to have made Nehemiab vindicate Nebemiab'e authorship for the whole took, Uil

"-•oiitemporary with Ji>nalh.>ui. nr Johaiiaii, the high-priest without succe.is.
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have to enquire into the question of authorshijr

and this we will do by sections :

—

(a.) The first section begins at Neh. vii. G, and

ends in the first half of viii. 1, at the words " one

man." It has aheady been asserted [Ezra, Book
OF, vol. i. p. 607a] that this section is identical with

the paragraph beginning Ezr. ii. 1, and ending iii. 1
;

and it was there also asserted that the pai-agraph

originally belonged to the book of Nehemiah, and

was afterwards inserted in the place it occupies in

Ezra.* Both these assertions must now be made
good ; and first as to the identity of the two

passages. They are actually identical word for

word, and letter for letter, except iu two points.

One that the numbers repeatedly vary. The other

that there is a difference in the account of the

offerings made by the governor, the nobles, and the

people. But it can be proved that these are merely

variations (whether accidental or designed) of the

same text. In the first place the two passages are

one and the same. The headiog, the contents, the

narrative about the sons of Barzillai, the fact of the

ollenngs, the dwelling in their cities, the coming of

the seventh month, the gathering of all the people to

Jerusalem as one man, are in words and in sense the

very self-same passage. The idea that the very

same words, extending to 70 verses, describe differ-

ent events, is simply absurd and irrational. The
numbers therefore must originally have been the

same in both books. But next, when we examine

the varying numbers, we see the following particu-

lar proofs that the variations are corruptions of the

original te.xt. Though the items vary, the sum
total, 42,360, is the same (Ezr. ii. 64 ; Neh. vii.

66.) In like manner the totals of the servants,

the singing men and women, the horses, mules,

and asses are all the same, except that Ezra has two
hundred, instead of two hundred and forty-five,

singing men and women. The numbers of the

Priests and of the Levites are the same in both,

except that the singers, the sons of Asaph, are 128
in Ezra against 148 in Nehemiah, and the porters

139 against 138. Then in each particular case

when the numbers differ, we see plainly how the

difference might arise. In the statement of the

number of the sons of Arab (the first case in which

the lists differ), Ezr. ii. 5, we read, n'lNr;) y3^
D*]?3t^1 ntJ'pn, "seven hundred five and seventy,"

whereas m Neh. vii. 10, we read, fliXtO t^'t^'

D"'::^.') D^tJ'Dn. But the order of the numerals in

Ezr. ii. .5, where the units precede the tens, is the

only case iu which this order is found. Obviously,

therefore, we ought to read D^l^DH, instead of

nL"pn, pftij instead of five. No less obviously

D''y3K' may be a coiruption of the almost identical

W^y^, and jjrobably caused the preceding change

of nK'Dn into D*t^'D^.' Bat the tens and units

being identical, it is evident that the variation in

the hundreds is an error, arising from both six and
seven beginning with the siune letter ^. The
very same interchange of six and seven takes place

in the number of Adonikam, and Big^-ai, only in

• So also Grotiiis (notes on Kzr. ii. Neh. vll.), with liis

usEBl clear sense and sound judgment See especially his

note on Ezr. ii. 1, where he says that many Greek copies

of Ezra omit cli. ii.

' Or if ySK' is the right reading in Ezr. ii. 5 (instead of

'
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the units (Neh. vii. 18, 19; Ezr. ii. 13,14). In

Pahath-Moab, the variation from 2812, Ezr. ii. 6, to

2818 Neh. vii. 11 ; in Zattu, from 945 Ezr. ii. 8,

\o 845 Neh. vii. 13 ; in Binnui, from 642 to 648
;

in Beljai, from 623 to 628 ; in Hashum, from 223

to 328 ; in Senaah, from 3630 to 3930 ; the same

cause h;is opeiated, viz. that in the numbers two

and eight, three and eight, nine and six, the same

initial ^ is found ; and the resemblance in these

nural)ers may probably have been greatly iuci'eased

by abbreviations. In Azgad (1222 and 2322) as

in Senaah, the mere circumstance of the tens and

units being the same in both passages, while the

thousands diHer by the mere addition or omission of

a final D, is suflScient proof that the variation is a

clerical one only. In Adin, Neh. vii. 20, six for

four, in the hundreds, is probably caused by the

six huiulred of the just preceding Adonikans. In

the four remaining cases the vaiiations are equally

easy of explanation, and the result is to leave not

the slightest doubt that the enumeration was
identical in the first instance in both passages. It

may, however, be added as completing the proof

that these variations do not arise from Ezra giving

the census in Zerubbabel's time, and Nehemiah
that in his own time (as Ceillier, P)ideaux, and
other learned men have thought), that in the cases

of Parosh, Pahath-Moab, Elam, Shephatiah, Bebai,

Azgad, and Adonikam, of which we are told

in Ezr. viii. 3-14, that considerable numbers
came up to Judaa in the reign of Artaxeiwes

—

long subsequent therefore to the time of Zerub-

babel—the numbers are either exactly the same in

Ezr. ii. and Neh. vii., or exhibit such variations as

have no lelation whatever to the numbers of those

families respectively who were added to the Jewish
residents in Palestine under Artaxerxes.

To turn next to the offerings. The Book of Ezra

(ii. 68, 69) merely gives the sum total, as follows :

6 1,000 K drachms ofgold, 5,000 pounds ofsilver, and
100 priests' garments. The Book of Nehemiah gives

no sum total, but gives the following items (vii. 72) :

The Tir^hatha gjive lOOOK drachms of gold, 50
basons, 530 priests' garments.

The chief of the fathers gave 20,000 di-achms of

gold, and 2,200 pounds of silver.

The rest of the people gave 20,000 drachms ofgold,

2000 pounds of silver, and 67 priests' garments.

Here then we learn that these otlerings were

made in three shares, by three distinct parties: the

governor, the chief fathers, the people. The sum
t(jtal of drachms of gold we learn fiom Ezra, was
61,000. The shares, we learn fiom Nehemiah,

were 20,000 in two out of the three donors, but

1000 in the case of the third and chief donor! Is

it not quite evident that in the case of Nehemiah
the 20 has slipped out of the text (as in 1 Esdr.

V. 45, 60,000 has), and that his real contribution

was 21,000 ? his generosity prompting him to give

in excess of his tiiir third. Next, as regards the

pounds of silver. The sum total was, according to

i'>zra, 5000. The shares were, according to Nehe-

miah, 2200 pounds from the chiefs, and 2000 from

the people. But the LXX. give 2300 for the

chiets, and 2200 for the people, making 4500 in

all. and so leaving a deficiency of 500 pounds as

D*y3K'). then the D*3C' of Neh. vii. 10 is easily ac-

counted for by the fact, that the two preceding numbers
of Parosh and Shephatiah both end with the sumeiiumber

R Obser the 1 thouj.-uKi in both cases.
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compared with Kzra's total of 5UUU, and ascribing

no silver ottering to the Tirshatha. As regards the

priests' garments. The sum total as given in both

the Hebrew and Greek t«xt of Ezra, and in 1 Esdr.

is 100. The items as given in Neh. vii. 70, are

530 + 67 = 597. But the LXX. give 30 + 67 =
97, and that this is nearly correct is apparent from

the numbers themselves. For the total being 100,

33 is the nearest whole number to '§", and 67 is the

neai-est whole number to § X 100. So that we
cannot doubt that the Tirshatha gave 33 priests'

garments, and the rest of the people gave 67, pro-

bably in two gifts of 34 and 33, making in all 100.

But how came the 500 to be added on to the

Tirshatha's tale of garments? Cleai'ly it is a fi-ag-

meut of the missing 500 pounds of silver, which,

with the 50 bowls, made up the Tirshatha's dona-

tion of silver. So that Neh. vii. 70 ought to be

read thus, " The Tirshatha gave to the treasure

21,000 drachms of gold, 50 basons, 500 pounds of

silver, and 33 priests' gannents." The offerings

then, as well :is the numbers in the lists, were once

identical in both books, and we learn from Ezr. ii.

68, what the book of Nehemiah does not expressly

tell us (though the priests' garments strongly in-

dicate it), what was the purpose of this liberal

contribution, viz. " to set up the House of God in

his place" (IjbO hv nnDJ^H^). From this phrase

occurring in Ezr. ii. just before the account of the

building of the Temple by Zerubbabel, it has usually

been undei-stood as referring to the rebuilding.

But it leally means no such thing. The phrase

pioperly implies restoration and preservation, as

may be seen in the exactly similar case of the

restoration of the Temple by Jehoiada, 2 Chr. .xxiv.

13, after the injuries and neglect under Athaliah,

where we read, bV U'^rh^n n'^Tm •IT'JDV*)

in^SnO, " they set the House of God in its state"

(comp. also 1. K. xv. 4). The fact then was that,

when all the rulers and nobles and people were
gathered together at Jerusalem to be registered in

the seventh month, advantage was taken of the

opportunity to collect their contributions to restore

the Temple also (2 Mace. i. 18), which had naturally

partaken of the general misery and affliction of

Jerusalem, but which it would not have beeti wise

to restore till the rebuilding of the wall placed the

city in a state of safety. At the same time, and in

the same spirit, they formed the resolutions recorded

in Neh. x. 32-39, to keep up the Temple ritual.

It already follows, from what has been said, that

the section under consideration is in its right place

in the book of Nehemiah, and was inserted subse-

quently in the book of Ezra out of its chronological

order. But one or two additional proofs of this

must be mentioned. The most convincing and
palpable of these is perhaps the mention of the

Tirshatha in Ezr. ii. 63, Neh. vii. 65. That the

Tirshatha, here and at Neh. vii. 70, means Nehe-
miah, we are expressly told Neh. viii. 9, x. l,** and

therefore it is perfectly certain that what is related

Ezr. ii. 62, Neh. vii. 04, happened in Nehemiah's

time, and not in Zerubljabel's. Consequently the

tiiking of the census, which gave rise to that inci-

dent, belongs to the same time. In other words,

the section we are considering is in its original and
right place in the book of Nehemiah, and w;is

b It Is worth noticing that Nehemiah's name is men-
tion«l aa the Tii-shatha in 1 Esdr. v. 40.

' Were ii not for the mention of Nehemiah and Mnr-
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transferred from thence to tlic book of Ezra, wheie
it stands out of it^ chronological order. And this is

still further evident from the circumstance that

the closing portion of this section is an al)breviatioi?

of the same portion as it stands in Nehemiah,
proving that the passage existed iu Nehemiah before

it was inserted in Ezra. Another proof is the men-
tion of Ezra as taking part in that assembly of the

people at Jerusalem which is described in Ezr. iii. 1,

Neh. viii. 1 ; for Ezra did not come to Jerusalem
till the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezr. vii.). Another is

the mention of Nehemiah as one of the leaders

under whom the captives enumerated in the census

came up, Ezr. ii. 2, Neh. vii. 7: in both which
passages the juxtaposition of Nehemiah with Seraiah,

when compared with Neh. x. 1, 2, greatly strengthens

the conclusion that Nehemiah the Tirshatha is

meant. Then again, that Nehemiah should sum-
mon all the families of Israel to Jerusalem to take

their census, and that, having done so at gi'eat cost

of time and trouble, he, or whoevei- was employed
by him, should merely transcribe an old census

taken nearly 100 years before, instead of recording

the result of his own labours, is so improbable that

nothing but the plainest necessity could make one

believe it. The only difficulty in the way is that

the words in Neh. vii. 5, 6, seem to describe the

register which follows as " the register of the

genealogy of them which came up at the first,"

and that the expression " and found written therein
"

requires that the words which follow should be a
quotation from that register (comp. vi. 6). To
this difficulty (and it is a difficulty at first sight)

it is a suft'cient answer to say that the words
quoted are only those (in Neh. vii. 6) which con-

tain the title of the register found by Nehemiah.
His own new register begins with the words at

ver. 7 : D''N2n, &c., " The men who cixme with

Zerubbabel," &c., which form the descriptive title

of the following catalogue.' Nehemiah, or those

employed by him to take the new census, doubtless

made use of the old register (sanctioned as it had
been by Haggai and Zechariah) as an authority by
which to decide the genealogies of the present gene-

ration. And hence it was that when the sons of
Barzillai claimed to be entered into the register of

priestly families, but could not produce the entry

of their house in that old register, Nehemiah re-

fused to admit them to the priestly office (39-42),
but made a note of their claim, that it might be

decided whenever a competent authoiity should

aiise. From all which it is abundantly clear that

the section under consideration belongs properly to

the book of Nehemiah. It does not follow, however,
that it was written in its present form by Nehemiah
himself. Indeed the sudden change to the third

person, in speaking of the Tirshatha, in ver. 65, 70
(a change which continues regularly till the section

begiiming xii. 31), is a strong indication of a change
in the writer, as is also the use of the term Tirshatha

instead of Pechah, which last is the officiiU designa-

tion by which Nehemiah speaks of himself and
other governor.s (v. 14, 18, ii. 7, 9, iii. 7). It

seems probable, therefore, that ch. vii., from ver. 7,

contains the substance of what was found in this

part of Nehemiah's narrative, but abridged, and in

the form of an abstract, which may account for the

difficulty of separating Nehemiah's register from

decai in ver. 7, one might have thought Nehemiah's i

gister began with the words, " The number of tlie met

in ver. 7.
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Zerubbiiliel's. and also for the very abrupt mention
of the gifts of the Tirshatha aiid the people at the

end of the chapter. This abstract forme<l a tran-

sition from Nehemiah's narrative in the preceding

chapters to the entirely new matter inserted in the

following sections.

(6.) The next section commences Neh.viii., latter

part of ver. 1, and ends Neh. xi. 3. Now through-
out this section several things are observable.

(1.) Nehemiah does not once speak in the hrst per-

son (viii. 9, X. 1). (2.) Nehemiah is no longer the

principal actor in what is done, but almost dis-

appears from the scene, instead of being, as in the

first six chapteis, the centre of the whole action.

(8.) Ezra for the first time is introduced, and
throughout the whole section the most prominent
place is assigned either to him personally, or to

strictly ecclesiastical affairs. (4.) The prayer in

ch. ix. is very different in its construction from
Nehemiah's prayer in ch. i., and in its frequent

references to tiie various books of tlie 0. T. singu-

larly suited to the character and acquirements of

Ezra, " the i-eady scribe in the law of Moses."

(5.) The section was written by an eye-witness and

actor in the events described. This appears by the

minute details, e. g. viii. 4, 5, 6, &c., and the use

of the first person plural (x. 30-39). (6.) There is

a strong resemblance to the style and manner of

Ezra's narrative, and also an identity in the use of

particular phrases (comp. Ezr. iv. 18, Neh. viii. 8
;

Ezr. vi. 22, Neh. viii. 17). This resemblance is

admitted by critics of the most opposite opinions

(see Keil's Einlcitunfj, p. 4G1). Hence, as Ezra's

miUiner is to speak of himself in the third as well

as in the first person, there is great probability in

the opinion advocated by Havernick and Kloinert,''

that this section is the work of Ezra. The fiict too

that 1 Esdr. ix. 38 sqq. annexes Neh. viii. 1-13 to

Ezr. X., in which it is tbllowed by Josephus {Ant. xi.

."), §.i), is perhaps an indication that it was known
to be the work of Ezra. It is not necessary to

suppose that Ezra himself inserted this or any other

part of the present book of Nehemiah in the midst
of the Tirshatha's history. But if there was extant

an account of these transactions by Ezra, it may
have been thus incorporated with Nehemiah's his-

tory by the last editor of Scripture. Nor is it im-
possible that the union of Ezra and Nehemiah as

one book in the ancient Hebrew arrangement (as

Jerome testifies), under the title of the Book of
Ezra, may have had its origin in this circumstance.

(c.) The thiixl section consists of ch. xi. 3-36. It

cont^iins a list of the families of Judah, Benjamin,
and Levi (priests and Levites), who took up their

abode at Jerusalem, in accordance with the reso-

lution of the volunteers, and the decision of the lot,

mentioned in xi. 1, 2. This list forms a kind of
sup])Icment to that in vii. 8-60, as appeai-s by the
allusion in xi. 3 to that previous document. For
ver. 3 distinguishes the following list ofthe " dwellers

at Jerusalem " fiom the foregoing one of " Israel,

priests, Levites, Nethinim, and children of Solo-
mon's servants," who dwelt in the cities of Israel,

as set forth in ch. vii. This list is an extract from
the official roll i)reserved in the national archives,

only somewhat abbreviated, as appears bv a com-
parison with I (Jhr. ix., where an abstract of the

same roll is also pi-esen'cd in a fuller fwm, and in

Klciiiert ascribes ch. viii to nn assistant, i.\. nnd x. to

Czra himself. .See l)e Wflte, Parkers transl. ii. :«•>.

" Coinp. 1 Chr. ix. 2 wltli Neh vii. 73.
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the latter pait especially with considerable varia*

tions and additions: it seems also to be quite out

of its place in Chronicles, and its insertion there

probably caused the repetition of 1 Chr. viii. 29-40,

whicii is found in duplicate ix. 35-44; in the

latter place wholly unconnected with ix. l-o4, but
connected with what follows (ch. x. sqq.), a.s

well as with what precedes ch. ix. Whence it ap-

pears clearly that 1 Chr. ix. 2-34 is a later inser-

tion made after Nehemiah's census," but proving

by its very incoherence that the book of Chronicles

existeil previous to its insertion. But this by the

way. The nature of the information in this section,

and the parallel passage in 1 Chr., would rather

indicate a Levitical hand. It might or might not
have been the same which inserted the preceding

section. If written lat«r, it is perhaps the work
of the same person who inserted xii. 1-30,44-47.
In conjunction with 1 Chr. ix. it gives us minute
and interesting infomiation concerning the families

residing at Jerusalem," and their genealogies, and
especially concerning the provision for the Temple-
service. The grant made by Artaxerxes (ver. 23)
for the maintenance of the singers is exactly parallel

to that made by Darius as set forth in Ezr. vi. 8,

9, 10. The statement in ver. 24 couceniing Petha-

hiah the Zarhite, as " at the king's hand in all

matters concerning the people," is somewhat ob-

scure, unless perchance it alludes to the time of

Nehemiah's absence in Babylon, when Pethahiah
may have been a kind of deputy-governor ad in-

terim.

{d.) From xii. 1 to 26 is clearly and ceiiainly an
abstract fiom the official lists made and inserted

here long afler Nehemiah's time, and after the

destiuction of the Persian dynasty by Alexander
the Great, as is plainly indicated by the expression

Darius the Persian, as well as by the mention of
Jaddua. The allusion to Jeshua, and to Nehemiah
and Ezra, in ver. 26, is also such as would be made
long posterior to their lifetime, and cont;\ins a re-

markable reference to the two censuses taken and
written down, the one in Jeshua and Zerubbabel's

time, the other in the time of Nehemiah ; for it is

evidently from these two censuses, the existence of

which is borne witness to in Neh. vii. 5, that the

writer of xii. 26 drew his information concerning

the priestly families at those two epochs (compare
also xii. 47).

The juxtaposition of the list of priests in Zerub-

babel's time, with that of tho.se who sealed the

covenant in Nehemiah's time, as given below, both

illustrates the use of proper napies above I'eferred

to, and also the clerical fluctuations to which proper

names aie subject.

Neh. X. 1-8. Neh. xii. 1-7.

Seralah Seraiah

Azariah Kzra

Jeremiah , . . . Jeremiah
Tashur

Amariab AmadaU
Malchljah .. .. Malluch

Hattush .. .. Hattu.sh

Sheb.^niah . . . . Shecaniah

Malluch Malluch (above)

Harim Kebuni

Meremoth . . . . Meremoth
Obadiah Iddo

Daniel . . . . .

.

n I'bat these families were objects of especial intercid

appe.^rs from Neh. xi. 2.
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Neh.x. l-«. Neh.xli. 1-7.

Glnnethoii .. .. Ginnetbo

IJarucb

MesliuUum . . .

.

Abijnh Abijah

Mijainin Miamin
Maa/.iah Maadiab

Hilgai liilgab

Sboniaiah . . Sheniaiah

Joiarib

Jcdaiah

SaUu
Amok
Hilkiah

Jedaiab.

{e.) xii. 44-47 is an exiilanatory interpolation,

made in later times, piobably ijy the last reviser

of the book, whoever he was. That it is so is evi-

dent not only from the sudden change from the

first person to the third, and the dropping of the

personal nai'rative (though the matter is one in

which Nehemiah necessarily took the lead), but from

the fact that it describes the identical transaction

described in xiii. 10-13 by Nehemiah himself, where

he speaks as we should expect him to speak :
" And

I made treasurers over the treasuries," &c. The

language too of ver. 47 is manifestly that of one

looking back upon the times of Zerubbabel and

those of Nehemiah as alike past. In like manner

xii. 27-30 is the account by the same annotator of

what Nehemiah himself relates, xiii. 10-12.

Though, however, it is not ditKcult thus to point

out those passages of the book which were not part

of Nehemiah's own work, it is not easy, by cutting

them out, to restore that work to its integrity.

For Neh. xii. 31 does not fit on well to any part

of ch. vii., or, in other words, the latter portion

of Nehemiah's work does not join on to the former.

Had the former part been merely a kind of" diary

entered day by day, one might have supposed that

it was abruptly inteiTupted and as abruptly re-

sumed. But as Neh. v. 14 distinctly shows that

the whole history was either written or revised by
the author after he had been governor twelve years,

such a supposition amnot stand. It should seem,

therefore, that we have only the first and last parts

of Nehemiah's work, and that for some reason the

intermediate portion has been displaced to make
room for the narrative and documents from Neh.
vii. 7 to xii. 27.

And we are greatly confii-med in this supposition

by observing that in the very chapter where we
first notice this abrupt change of peison, we have
another evidence that we have not the whole of

what Nehemiah wrote. For at the close of chap. vii.

we have an account of the offerings made by the

governor, the chiefs, and the people ; but we are

not even told for what purpose these offerings were

made. Only we are led to guess that it must have

been for the Temple, as the parallel pa.ssage in

Ezr. ii. tells us it was, by the mention of the priests'

garments which formed a part of the offerings.

Obviously, therefore, the original work must have

contained an account of some transactions connected

with repairing or beautifying the Temple, which
led to these contributions being made. Now, it so

happens that there is a passage in 2 Mace. ii. 13, in

« It is not necessary to believe tliat Nehemiah wrote

all that is attributed to him in 2 Mace. It is very pro-

bable that there was an apocryphal version of bis book,

with additions and embellishments. Still even the ori-

ginal work may have contained matter either not strictly
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which " the writings and commentaries of Nehe-
miah " are leferred to in a way which shows that

they contained matter '-elative to the sacred fire

having consumed the sacrifices oflered by Nehemiah
on some solemn occasion when he lepaired and
dedicated the Temple, which is not found in the

present book of Nehemiah
; and if any dependance

can be placed upon the account there given, and in

i. 18-.')t3, we seem to have exactly the two facts

that we want to justify our hypothesis. The one,

that Nehemiah's nanative at this part contained

some things which were not suited to form part of

the Bible;" the other, that it foitnerly contained

some account which would be the natural occasion

for mentioning the ofTerings which come in so

abruptly at present. If this were so, and the ex-

ceptional matter was consequently omitted, and an

abridged notice of the offerings retained, we should

have exactly the appearance which we actually have

in chap. vii.

Nor is such an explanation less suited to connect

the latter portion of Nehemiah's narrative with the

former. Chap. xii. 3 1 , goes on to describe the dedica-

tion of the wall and its ceremonial. How naturally

this would be the sequel of that dedication of the re-

stoied Temple spoken of by the author of 2 Mace,

it is needless to ob.serve. So that if we suppose the

missing portions of Nehemiah's history which de-

sciibed the dedication service of the Temple to have

followed his description of the census in ch. vii.,

and to have been followed by the account of the

offerings, and then to have been succeeded by the

dedication of the wall, we have a j^rfectly natural

and consistent narrative. In erasing what was irre-

levant, and inserting the intervening matter, of

coui-se no pains were taken, because no desire existed,

to disguise the operation, or to make the joints

smooth; the object being simply to preserve an

authentic record without reference to authorship or

literary perfection.

Another circumstance which lends much proba-

bility to the statement in 2 Mace, is that the writer

closely connects what Nehemiah did with what
Solomon had done before him, in this, one may
guess, following Nehemiah's narrative. But in the

extant portion of our book, Neh. i. 6, we have a

distinct allusion to Solomon's prayer (1 K. viii.

28, 29), as also in Neh. xiii. 2G, we have to another

part of Solomon's life. So that on the whole the

passage in 2 Mace, lends considerable suppoit to the

theory that the middle portion of Nehemiah's woi k

was cut out, and that there was substituted for it

I paitly an abridged abstract, and partly Ezra's nar-

rative and other appended documents.P

I

We may then affirm with tolerable certainty that

all the middle part of the Book of Nehemiah has

i

been supplievi by other hands, and that the fiist six

chapters and part of the seventh, and the last chapter

I

and half, weie alone written by him, the interme-

mediate portion being inserted by those who had

authority to do so, in order to complete the history

I of the transactions of those times. The difference

! of authorship being marked especially by this, that,

;
in the first and last portions, Nehemiah iinanablii

]
speaks in the first person singular (except in the

I

inserted ver.ses xii. 44-47), but in the middle jwr-

I

tion never. It is in this middle portion alone that

i

authentic, or for some other reason not suited to have a

place in the cani>n.

1 P CellUer also supposes that part of Ncheniinh's work

I

may be now lost.
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matter unsuited to Nehemiah's times (as e.g. Neh.

xii. 11, 22), is found, that obscuiitjr of connection

exists, and that the variety of style (as almost all

critics admit) suggests a different authorship. But
when it is remembered that the book of Nehemiah

is in fact a continuation of the Chronicles.^ being

reckoned by the Hebrews, as Jerome testifies, as

one with Ezra, which was confessedly so, and

that, as we have seen under Ezra, Chronicles,
and Kings, the customary method of composing

the national Chronicles was to make use of contem-

poi-ary writings, and work them up according to

the requirements of the case, it will cease to surprise

us in the least that Nehemiah's diary should have

been so used : nor will the admixture of other con-

temporary documents with it, or the addition of

any reflections by the latest editor of it, in any way
detract from its authenticity or authority.

As regards the time when the Book of Nehemiah

was put into its present fomi, we have only the

following data to guide us. The latest high-priest

mentioned, Jaddua, was doubtless still alive when
his name was added. The descriptive addition to

the name of Darius (xii. 22) "the Persian," indi-

cates that the Tei-sian rule had ceased, and the Greek

rule had begun. Jaddua's name, therefore, and

the clause at the end of ver. 22, were inserted early

in the reign of Alexander the Great. But it ap-

pears that the registers of the Levites, entered into

the Chronicles, did not come down lower than the

time of Johanan (ver. 23) ; and it even seems from

the distribution of the conjunction "and" in

ver. 21, that the name of Jaddua was not included

when the sentence was first written, but stopped

at Johanan, and that Jaddua and the clause about

the priests were added later. So that the close of

the Persian dominion, and the beginning of the

Greek, is the time clearly indicated when the latest

additions were made, But whether this addition

was anything more than the insertion of the docu-

ments contained from ch. xi. 3 to xii. 20, or even

much less ; or whether at the same time, or at an

earlier one, the great alteration was made of sub-

stituting the abridgment in ch. vii. in the contem-

porary narratives in ch. Tiii. ix. x., for what
Nehemiah had written, there seems to be no means
of deciding.' Nor is the decision of much conse-

quence, except that it would be interesting to know
exactly when the volume of Holy Scripture defi-

nitively assumed its present shape, and who were
the persons who put the finishing hand to it.

3. In respect to language and style, this book is

very similar to the Chronicles and Ezra. Nehemiah
has, it is true, quite his own manner, and, as De
Wette has observed, certain phrases and modes of

expression peculiar to himself. He has also some few
words and forms not found elsewhere in Scripture

;

but the general Hebrew style is exactly that of the

books pui-porting to be of the same age. Some

words, as D)rip!iO, " cymbals," occur in Chron.,

Ezr., and Neh., but nowhere else, lljnn occui-s

frequently in the same three books, but only twice (in

Judg. V.) besides. JT13N or NITiaX, " a letter," is

common only to Neh., Esth., Ezr., and Chron. m*3.
and its ChaUlee equivalent, N1^3, whether spoken of

<i So Ewalil also.

f If we knew the real history of the title Tlrshatha,

it might assist us in determining the date of the passage

where It appears.
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the palace at Susa, or of the Temple at Jerusalem, ai*

common only to Neh., Ezr., Esth., Dan., and Chron.

blV to Neh., and Dan., and Ps. xlv. The phnise

D^DtJ'n Vn'^N, and its Chaldee equivalent, " the

God of Heavens," are common to Ezr., Neh., and Dan.

t^lbp, " distinctly," is common to Ezr. and Neh.

Such words as po, HJ^'ip, D^'^S, and such

Aramaisms as the use of ?in, i. 7, "i]7f3\ v. 7,

rr^O, V. 4, &c., ai'e also evidences of the age when

Nehemiah wrote. As examples of peculiar words

or meanings, used in this book alone, the following

may be mentioned:— 2 "lib', "to inspect," ii.

13, 15 ; HND, in the sense of " interest," v. 11

;

f]-15 (in Hiph.), " to shut," vii. 3 ; ^y'lJO, « a lift-

ing up," viii. 6; nnfn, "praises," or "choirs,"

xii. 8 ; n3-1?nn, " a procession," xii. 32 ; X"lpO.

in sense of " reading," viii. 8 ; mvi<, for

^'^''^^?X, xlll. 3, where both form and sense are

alike unusual.

The Aramean fonn, iTIin*, Hiph. of HT for

mV, is very rare, only five* other analogous

examples occuiTing in the Heb. Scriptures, though

it is very common in Biblical Chaldee.

The phrase n.''r3n \rh^ SJ'^N, iv. 17 (which is

omitted by the LXX.) is incapable of explanation.

One would have expected, instead of D^BH.

n'3, as in 2 Chr. xxiii. 10.

NnJJ'inn, " the Tirshatha," which only occni-s

in Ezr. ii. 63, Neh. vii. 65, 70, viii. 9, x. 1, is of

uncertain etymology ami meaning. It is a temi

applied only to Nehemiah, and seems to be more

likely to mean "cupbearer" than "governor,"

though the latter interpretation is adopted by

Gesenius {Thes. s. v.).

The text of Nehemiah is generally pure and fiee

fiom corruption, except in the proper names, in

which there is considerable fluctuation in the ortho-

graphy, both as compared with other pai-ts of the

same book and with the same names in other parts

of Scripture ; and also in numerals. Of the latter we

have seen several examples in the parallel passages

Ezr. ii. and Neh. vii. ; and the same lists will give

variations in names of men. So will xii. 1-7, com-

paied with xii. 12, and with x. 1-8.

A comparison of Neh. xi. 3, &c., with 1 Chr.

ix. 2, &c., exhibits the following fluctuations:

—

Neh. xi. 4, Athaiah of the children of Perez

= 1 Chr. ix. 4, Uthai of the children of Perez
;

v. 5, Maaseiah the son of Shiloni = v. 5, of the

Shilonites, Asaiah ; v. 9, Judah the son of Senuah

(Heb. Hasenuah) = v. 7, Hodaviah the son of Ha-

senuah ; v. 1 0, Jetlaiah the son of Joiarib, Jachin

= V. 10, Jedaiah, Jehoiarib, Jachin ; v. 13, Amasai

son of Azareel = v. 12, Maasai son of Jahzerah
;

v. 17, Micah the son of Zabdi= v. 15, Micah the

son of Zic/iri (comp. Neh. xii. 35). To which

many others might be added,

JIany vaiious readings are also indicated by the

LXX. version. For example, at ii. 13, for D»3ri.

• Ps. xlv. 18, cxvi. 6; 1 Sam. xvii. 47 ; Is. liL £ ; Ez.

xhi. 22 (^Jown. of Sac. Lit. Jan. 1861, p. 382).
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" dragon," they read n"'3Nn, " figs" ^"d lencler it

Twv iTvKwv. At ii. 20, for D1p3, " we will arise,"

they read D"p3, " pure," and render it KaOapol.

At iii. 2, for -ija, " they built," they read twice

\33, viwv; and so at ver. 14. At iii. 15, for

"^.Ip^ \f? nWn DDna, " the pool of Siloah by

the king's garden," they read "H T,3p "H "3, " tlie

king's fleece," and render it Ko\vy.p^8pas tuu

KcoSitcv T7J Kovpa Tou /SatTiXews' Kovpa being the

word by which U is rendered in Deut. xviii. 4.

n?tJ'n is rendered by koiSIwv, " sheep-skins," in

the" Chaldee- sense of H^^ or SH^K', a fleece

recently stripped fi-oni the animal (Castell. Lex.).

At iii. 16, for HJp, " over against," they read

\i, " the garden ;" comp. ver. 26 : in iii. 34, 33

(iv. 2, 3), they seem to have had a corrupt and

unintelligible text. At v. 5, for D*")nS, " others,"

they read Dnhn, " the nobles:" v. 11, for riND.

" the hundredth," they read riKD, " some of,"

rendering airS: vi. 1, for yiQ PI3, 'there was left no

" breach in it," viz., the wall, they read n-IT D3.

" spirit in them," viz., Sanballat, &c., rendering

eV avTols irvorf vi. 3, for nQ"]X, " I leave it,"

they read HNB'IX, "I complete it," reXeiaxrco'

which gives a better sense. At vii. 68, sqq., the

number of asses is 2700 instead of 6720 ; of priests'

garments, 30 instead of 530 ; of pounds of silver,

2300 and 2200, instead of 2200 and 2000, as has

been noticed above ; and ver. 70, t^J Nee/iio, for

" the Tirshatha." At xi, 11, for T^i^, "ruler,"

they read li^, " over against," direvavTi. At xii.

8, for nilfn, " thanksgiving," nn*n, iirl rail'

X^ipwv : xii. 25, for *QpN, " the treasuries,"

^QpK, " my gathering together," iv t^ ffvva-

yayeTv fiv : and at xii. 44, for ''"nK', " the fields,"

they read ^^K', " the princes," &pxov(n tuv irS-

Keuv: with other minor variations. The prin-

cipal additions are at viii. 8, 15, and ix. 6, where
the name of Ezra is introduced, and in the first

passage also the words tu eiriffT-fjixri Kvpiov, The
omissions of words and whole verses are numerous:
as at iii. 37, 38 j iv. 17 (23, A. V. and LXX.)

;

vi. 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 ; vii. 68, 69 ; viii. 4, 7, 9, 10

;

ix. 3, 5, 23 ; xi. 13, 16-21, 23-26, 28-35 ; xii. 3-7,

9, 25, 28, 29, the whole of 38,40,41, and half 42
;

xiii. 13, 14, 16, 20, 24, 25.

The following discrepancies seem to have their

crigin in the Greek text itself:—viii. 16, vKarelats

rrjs ir6KfQ>s, instead of ituXtjj, Heb. D^OH lyji' =

X. 2, YI02 APAIA for KAI 2APAIA : xi. 4, 2a-
fiapia for 'A/uapta, the final 2 of the preceding

vios having stuck to the beginning of the name

:

xii. 31, upriveyKav, instead of —ko' " I brought

up:" xii. 39, Ix^vpdv, instead of Ix^vnpav, as in

iii. 3. It is also worthy of remark that a number
of Hebrew words aie left untranslated in the Greek

vereion of the LXX., which probably indicates a

want of learning in the translator. The following

are the chief iust;»nces:—Chaps, i. 1, and vii. 2,

d/Sipct, and t^j fiipa, for iTl'Sin ; ii. 13, toO yw-

\ri\d for r\b'h x.'':n •, ib. 14, rod atu for |;yn

;
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iii. 5, 01 QeKCDin fur D^yipDn ; ib. o5aipi/x foi

Dn''"l"''lX ; ib. 6, lao-orai for njK') ; ib. 8, puKei'/n

for D"'ni?'in ; ib. 11, twu OavovpiiJ. for Dn-i^rini

iii. 16, k-ndayyaplfi for Dn'SSH n*2 ; ib. 20,21,

findiKiacroi^ for 2''^'hv^ r\% cf. 24 ; ib. 22.

'Ekx^X^P fo'' "I3?i^
)

'^J- '^l) '""•^ (rape<pl foi

''Ql-'Sn, and ^vOav Naeij/iV for •'iTjin JT'S ;

vii. 34, 'HXaixadp for inX 07'')} ; ib. 65, ddtp-

ffaaOd, and x. 1, dpTuaaadd, for Knt^irin ; vii.

70, 72, x^^'-""^^ foi" riijnS ;
xii. 27, OuSadd for

n'niri; xiii. 5, 9, tV iJ-avad for nn3?3n.

4. The Book of Nehemiah has alwa\'s had an

undisputed place in the Canon, being included by

tlie Hebrews under the genei-al head of the Book

of Ezra, and as Jerome tells us in the Pr-olog. Gal.

by the Greeks and Latins under the name of the

second Book of Ezra. [Esdras, First Book of.]

There is no quotation from it in the N. T., and it

has been comparatively neglected by both the Greek

and Latin fathers, perhaps on account of its simple

character, and the absence of anything supernatural,

prophetical, or mystical in its contents. St. Jerome

(ad PmdinaiTi) does indeed suggest that the account

of the building of the walls, and the return of the

people, the description of the Priests, Levites, Israel-

ites, and proselytes, and the division of the labour

among the different families, have a hidden mean-

ing: and also hints that Nehemiah's name, which

he intei-prets consolator a Domino, points to a

mystical sense. But the book does not easily lend

itself to such applications, which are so mani-

festly forced and strained, that even Augustine says

of the whole Book of Ezra that it is simply his-

torical rathei- than prophetical {De Civit. Dei, xviii.

36). Those however who wish to see St. Jerome's

hint elaborately carried out, may refer to the Ven.

Bede's Allegorica Expositio in Librum NehemicB,

qui et Ezrce Secundus, as well as to the preface to

his exposition of Ezra; and, in another sense, to

Bp. Pilkington's Exposition upon Nehemiah, and

John Fox's Preface {Park. Soc). It may be added

that Bede describes both Ezra and Kehemiah as

prophets, which is the head under which Josephus

includes them in his description of the sacred books

(C. Ap. i. 8).

KeW'sEinleitung; Winer's i?ca?ii-orf.; DeWette's

Einleitung, by Th. Parker ; Prideaux's Connection
;

CtilWw'sAuteurs Ecclesiast.; Wolf, Bibl. Hebraic.
;

Ewald, Geschichte, i. 225, iv. 144 ; Thrupp's Ancient

Jerusalem ; Bosanquet's Tim^s of Ezra and Nehe-

miah. [A. C. H.]

NEHEMI'AS (N«€/x(os : Nehemias). 1. Ne-

hemiah, the contemporai-y of Zerubbabel and Jeshua

(1 Esdr. V. 8).

2. Nehemiah the Tirehatha, son of Hachaliah

(1 Esdr. V. 40j.

NE'HILOTH. The title of Ps. v. in the A. V.

is rendered " to the chief musician upon Nehiloth

(ni^^nan-^N) ; LXX., Aquila, Symmachus, and

Theodotion translate the last two words imep t^j

K\ripovofiovarts, and the Vulgate, " pro ea quae

haercditatem consequitur," by which Augustine un-

dei-stands the Church. The origin of their error wa-s

a mistaken etymology, by which Nehiloth is derived

from ^n3, ndchal, to inherit. Other etrmologies

have been proposed which arc equ.ally unsound. Ir
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Chaldee ^*n3, nichil, signifies "a swarm of bees,"

and hence .la'rchi attributes to Nehiloth the notion

of multitude, the Ps;ilm being sung by the whole

people of Israel. R. Hai, quoted by Kimchi, adopt-

ing the same origin for the woi-d, explains it as an

instrument, the sound of which was like the hum
of bees, a wind instrument, according to Sonntag

(de tit. Psal. p. 430), which had a rough tone.

Jlichaelis {Suppl. ad Lex. Heb. p. 1629) suggests,

with not unreasonable timidity, that the root is to

be found in the Arab. V^O- nachala, to winnow,

and hence to separate and select the better part, iiidi-

aitiug that the Psalm, in the title of which Nehiloth

occurs, was " an ode to be chanted by the purilied

and better portion of the people." It is most likely,

as Gesenius and others explain, that it is derived

fiom the root ??n, chdlal, to bore, perforate,

whence 7*pn, chdlil, a flute or pipe (1 Sam. x. 5

;

1 K. i. 40j, so that Nehiloth is the general term

lor perforated wind-instruments of all kinds, as Ne-

ginoth denotes all manner of stringed instruments.

The title of Ps. v. is therefore addressed to the con-

ductor of that portion of the Tem4)le-choir who
played upon flutes and the like, and are directly

alluded to in Ps. Ixxxvii. 7, where (DvVn, cholelhn)

" the players upon instruments " who are associated

with the singers, are properly " pipers" or " flute-

players." fW. A. W.]

NE'HUM (D-im : *lvaoiix : Nahum). One of

those who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel

(Xeh. vii. 7). In Ezr. ii. 2 he is called Rehum,
and in 1 Esdr. v. 8 Konius.

NEHUSH'TA (NRK'na : NeV^a; Kl^x.^iada:

Nohesta). The daughter of Elnathan of Jerusalem,

wife of Jehoiakim, and mother of Jehoiachin, kings

of Judah (2 K. x.xiv. 8).

NEHUSH'TAN {\T\V)n} : Neeffedv, but Mai'i

eil. N€<r0a\6i ; Alex. Neo-flai' : liohestan). One of

the first acts of Hezekiah, upon coming to tlie throne

of Judah, was to destroy all traces of the idolatrous

rites which had gained such a fast hold upon the

people during the reign of his father Ahaz. Among
other objects of supei-stitious reverence and worship
was the bnizen serpent, made by Moses in the wil-

• Uerness (Num. xxi. 9), which was preserved through-
out the wanderings of the Israelites, probably as a
memorial of their delivei-ance, and according to a

late tradition was placed in the Temple. The lapse

of nearly a thousand years had invested this ancient

j-elic with a mysterious sanctity which easily dege-
nerated into idolatrous reverence, and at the time
of Hezekiah's accession it had evidently been long

an object of woi-ship, " for unto those days the
children of Israel did bum incense to it," or as the

Hebrew more fully implies, " h.id been in the habit
of burning incense to it." The expression points to

a settled practice. The name by which tlie brazen
.sei-peiit was known at this time, and by which it

had been woi-shipped, was Nehushtan (2 K. xviii. 4).

It is evident that our ti-anslators by their rendering,
" and he called it Nehushtftn," undei-stood with
many commentatore that the subject of the sentence

is Hezekiah, and that when he destroyed the brazen

serpent he gave it the n.ime Nehushtan, " a brazen

thing," in token of his utter contempt, and to im-

press upon the people the idea of its worthlessncss.

This rendering has the support of the LXX. and

NEPHEG
Vulgate, Junius and Tremellius, Munster, Clcricus,

and others ; but it is better to understand the Hebrew

as referring to the name by which the serpent w.as

generally knowTi, the subject of the verb being in-

definite
—" and one called it ' Nehushtan.' " Such a

construction is common, and instances of it may be

found in Gen. xxv. 26, xxs\nii. 29, 30, where our

translatoi-s coirectly render "his name w.is called,"

and in Gen. xlviii. 1, 2. This was the view taken in

the Targ. Jon. and in the Peshito-Syriac, " and they

called it Nehushtan," which Buxtoif approves {Hist.

>S('rp. Aen. cap. vi.). It has the support of Luther,

Pfeilier [Dub. Vex. cent. 3, loc. 5), J. D. Michaelis

{Bibel fiir Ungel.), andBnnseii ( Bihcltcer/i), as well

asof Ewald (Gesc/j. iii. 622), Keil, Thenius, and most

modem commentators. [Serpent.] '[W. A. W.]

NE'IEL (^K^ya : 'lva-{]\ ; Alex. Av«7)X : Ne-

hiel\ a place which fonned one of the landmarks

of the boundary of the tribe of Asher (Josh. xix.

27 only). It occurs between Jiphthah-el and

Cauul. If the former of these be identified with

Jefdt, and the latter with Kabul, 8 or 9 miles

E.S.E. of ^A'/;a, then Neiel may possibly be repre-

sented by 3]iar, a village conspicuously placed on

a lofty mountain brow, just half-way between the

two (Kob. iii. 87, 103; also Van de Velde's Map,
1858). The change of N into M, and L into R, is

frequent, and Jliai- retains the Ain of Neiel. [G.]

NEK'EB (3i53n, with the def. article: koI Na-

^liiK ; Alex. Na(ce/3 : quae est Neceh), one of the

towns on the boundary of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 33
only). It lay between Adami and Jahneel.
A great number of commentatoi-s, from Jonathan

the fargumist and Jerome ( Vuli;ate as above) to

Keil (JusiM, ad loc), have taken this name as being

connected with the preceding—Adami-han-Nekeb

(Junius and Tremellius, " Adamaei fossa"); and

indeed this is the force of the accentuation of the

present Hebrew text. But on the other hand the

LXX. give the two as distinct, and in the Talmud the

j)0st-biblical names of each are given, that of han-

Nekeb being Tsiadathah {Gemara Hieros. Cod.

Megilla, in Reland, Pal. 545, 717, 817; also

Schwarz, 181).

Of this more modem name Schwarz suggests that

a trace is to be found in "^ Hazedhi," 3 English

miles N. from al Chatti. [G.]

NEK'ODA (snip: : N€Kft)5({ ; Alex, in Ezr.

ii. 48, "HtKoiiiv : Necoda). 1. The descendants of

Xekoda returned among the Nethinim after the

captivity (Ezr. ii. 48 ; Neh. vii. 50).

2. The sons of Nekoda were among those who
went up after the captivity from Tel-melah, Tel-

harsa and other places, but were unable to prove

their descent from Israel (Ezr. ii. 60 ; Neh. vii. 62).

NEM'UEL ("PwS-lOa: Na/xou^jA : Namuel).

1. A Reubenite, son of Eliab, aiid eldest brother of

Dathan and Abiram (Num. xxvi. 9).

2. The eldest .son of Simeon (Num. x.\vi. 12
;

1 Chr. iv. 24\ fi-om whom were descended the

family of the Nemuelites. In Gen. xlvi. 10 he is

called JEMUEL.

NEMU'ELITES, THE (^^N-IDSn : S^juos b

'Nafj.ovTi\i ; Alex. Na/iouTjXef, and so Mai : Na-

muclitae). The descendants of Nemuel the firet-

born of Simeon (Num. xxvi. 12).

NETHEG (JD3 : No<0€<c : Ncpheg). 1. One
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of the sons of Izhar the son of Kohath, and there-

fore brother of Korah (Ex. vi. 21).

2. {HacpaO in 1 Chr. xiv. 6 ; Alex. lia(pey in

1 Chr. iii. 7). One of David's sous boin to liim in

Jerusalem after he was come from Hebron (2 Sam.
V. 15; 1 Chr. iii. 7, xiv. 6).

NE'PHI {HetpOael ; Alex. N€00ap : Nepki).

The name by which the Naphthap. of Neliemiah

was usually {Trapa rols Tro\\o7s) called (2 JIacc. i.

36). The A. V. has here followed the Vulgate.

NE'PHIS {Htcpls: Liptis). In the corrupt

list of 1 Esdr. v. 21, " the sons of Nephis," appa-

rently correspond with " the children of Nebo " in

Ezr.'ii. 29, or else the name is a corruption of

Magbish.

NE'PHISH (SJ'^QJ : Va<pi(rahaiol ; Alex. Na-

<\)i<Taioi : Naphts). An inaccurate variation (found

in 1 Chr. v. 19 only) of the name elsewhere cor-

rectly given in the A.V. Naphish, the foim always

preserved in the original.

NEPmSH'ESIM(n^pp'lQ:; Keri, D^DK'^Qy

Ne<p(t)<ra(ri ; Alex. Ne<f)a)(raei;tt : Nephissim). The
children of Nepliisiiesim were among the Nethinim

who returned with Zerubbabel (Neh. vii. 52). The
name elsewhere appears as Nephosim and Na-
PHisi. Gesenius decides that it is a corruption of

tlie former
(
Thes. p. 899).

NEPH'THALI (^f<pea\€ifi ; Alex. Nec^OoXt

:

Nephthali). The \'ulgate form of the name Naph-
tali (Tob. i. 1, 2, 4, 5).

NEPH'THALIM {JHupdaXii \ Alex. Netf-fla-

Xeifj., and so N. T. : Nephthali, Nephthalim).

Another foiin of the same name as the preceding

(Tob. vii. 3 ; Jlatt. iv. 13, 15 ; Rev. vii. 6).

NEPHTO'AH, THE WATER OF (^O

mnS3 : vhaip Ma<l>6<i!, and 'Na<p6d!) : aqua, and

aquae, Nephtlioa). The spring or source (|^y, A. V.

" fountain" and " well") of the water or (inaccu-

rately) waters of Nephtoah, was one of the land-

marks in the boundary-line which separated Judah
from Benjamin (Josh. xv. 9, xviii. 15). It was
situated between the " head," or the " end," of

the mountain which faced the valley of Hinnom ou
the west, and the cities of Ephron, the next point

'r)eyond which was Kirjath-jearim. ft lay therefore

N.W. of Jerusalem, in which direction it seems to

have been satisfactorily identilied in Ain Lifta, a

spring situated a little distance above the village

of the same name, in a short valley which runs

into the east side of the great Wadii Beit Hanina,
about 2^ miles from Jerusalem and 6 from Kurict

el Eiuxb (K.-jearim). The spring—of which a view

is given by Dr. Barclay (C(V//, &'c., 544)—is very

abundant, and the water escapes in a considerable

stream into the valley below.

Nephtoah was fonnerly identified with various

springs—the spring of St. Philip (^Ain Hanirjeh) in

the Wcdy el Wcrd; the Ain Yalo in the same val-

ley, but nearer Jerusalem ; the Ain Karim, or Foun-

tain of the Virgin of mediaeval times (Doubdan,

Voyage, 187 ; see also tiie citations of Tobler, To-

pographic, 351 ; and Sandys, lib. iii. p. 184^; and
even the so-called Well of Job at the western end

" This must arise from a confusion between Yaln

(Ajalon), near which the " well ot Job " is situated, and the

^in Talo.

•> Stewart, while accusing Dr. Robinson of inaccuracy

(p.3l9) has himself fallen into a curious confusion b«-t\vefn I
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of the Wadij Ali/* (Mislin, ii. 155); bH these,

especially the last, are unsuitable in their situation

as respects Jerusalem and Kirjath-jearim, and have
the additional drawback that the teatures of the
country there are not such as to permit a boundary-
line to be traced along it, while the line through
Aiti Lifta would, in Barclay's words, " pursue a
course indicated by nature."

The name of Lifta is not less suitable to this

identific<ation than its situation, since N and L fre-

quently take the place of each other, and the rest

of the word is almost entirely unchanged. The
eai-liest notice of it appears to be by Stewart '' (Te7it

and Khan, 349), who speaks of it as at that time
(Feb. 1854) "recognised." [G.]

NEPH'USIM (D^p*D3 ; Keri, D>p-lS3 : Ne-

(^outri/i ; Alex. N6<|)ov(rei|U: Nephusim). The same
as Nephishesim, of which name according to

Gesenius it is the proper form (Ezr. ii. 50).

NEE (*1_J : N^p : Ner), son ofJehiel, according to

1 Chr. viii. 33, tlither of Kish and Abner, and gi'and-

fiither of king Saul. Abner was, therefore, uncle to

Saul, as is ex-pressly stated 1 Sam. xiv. 50. But
some confusion has arisen from tlie statemeiit in

1 Chr. ix. 3f), that Kish and Ner were both sons of

Jehiel, whence it has been concluded that they

were brothers, and consequently that Abner and Saul

were first cousins. But, unless there was an elder

Kish, uncle of Saul's father, which is not at all

probable, it is obvious to explain the insertion of

Kish's name (as that of the numerous names by the

side of it) in 1 Chr. ix. 36, by the common prac-

tice in the Chronicles of calling all the heads of

houses of fathers, S07is of the phylarch or demarch
from whom they sprmig, or under whom they were
reckoned in the genealogies, whether they were
sons or grandsons, or later descendants, or even

descendants of collateral branches. [Becher.]
The name Ner, combined with that of his son

Abner, ma)'' be compared with Nadab in ver. 36, and

Abinadab ver. 39; with Jesse, 1 Chr. ii. 13, and
Abishai, ver. 16 ; and with Juda, Luke iii. 26, and

Abiud, Matt. i. 13. The subjoined table shows

Ner's family relations.

Becher, or Bechornth (I Sam. ix. I ; 1 Chr. vii. 6,8)

Abiah, or Aphiah (ib.)

Zeror, or Zur (1 Chr. viii. 30)

Abie!, or Jehiel (1 Chr. ix. 35)

Abdon Zur Kish Baal Ner Nadab Gedor Ahio

Mikl.

The family seat of Ner was Gibeon, where his

father Jehiel was probably the first to settle (1

Chr. ix. 35). From the pointed mention of his

mother, JIaachah, as the wife of Jehiel, she was

perhaps the heiress of the estate m Gibeon. This

inference receives some confirmation from the tiict

that " JIaachah, Caleb's concubine," is said, in

1 Chr. ii. 49, to have borne " Sheva the father of

Nephtoah and Netophah. Dr. Robinson is in llils mstaiice

perfectly right.

« There are doubtless some links missing in this genea-

loRy, as at all events the head of the family of Matri.

2 K 2
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Machbenah and the father of Gibea," where, though

the text is in niins, yet a connexion of some sort

between Maachah (whoever she was) and Gibeah,

often called Gibeah of Saul, and the same as Gibeon

1 Chr. siv. 16, is apparent. It is a curious cir-

cumstance that, while the name (Jehiel) of the

" father of Gibeon " is not given in the text of

1 Chr. viii. 29, the same is the case with " the

father of Gibea" in 1 Chr. ii. 49, naturally sug-

gesting, therefore, that in the latter passage the

same name Jehiel ought to be supplied which is

supplied for the former by the dujilicate passage

1 Chr. ix. 35. If this inference is correct it would

pla^e the time of the settlement of Jehiel at Gibeon

—where one would naturally expect to find it

—

near the time of the settlement of the tribes in

their respective inheritances under Joshua. Maa-

chah, his wife, would seem to be a daughter or

descendant of Caleb by Ephah his concubine. That

she was not " Caleb's concubine " seems pretty

certain, both because Ephah is so described in ii. 46

and because the recuiTcnce of the name Ephah in

ver. 47, separated from the words 3?3 L*'3?''3 only

by the name Shaaph,'* creates a strong presumption

that Ephah, and not Maachah, is the name to which

this description belongs in ver. 47 as in ver. 46.

Moreover, Maachah cannot be the nom. case to

the masculine verb H?*. Supposing, then, Maa-

chah, the ancestress of Sai.l, to have been thus a

daughter or granddaughter of Caleb, we have a

curious coincidence in the occun-ence of the name
Saijl, as one of the Edomitish kings, 1 Chr. i. 48,

and as the name of a descendant of the Edomitish

Caleb. [Caleb.] The element Baal (1 Chr. ix.

36, &e.) in the names Esh-baal, Mcribbaal, the

descendants of Saul the son of Kish, may also, then,

be compared with Baal-hanan, the successor of Saul

of Rehoboth (1 Chr. i. 49), as also the name Matred,

(ib. 50) with Matri (1 Sam. x. 21). [A. C. H.]

NE'REUS (Nrjpeuy. Kerens). A Christian at

Rome, saluted by St. Paul, Rom. xvi. 15. Origen

conjectures that he belonged to the household of Phi-

lologus and Julia. Estius suggests that he may be

identified with a Kerens, who is said to have been

baptized at Rome by St. Peter. A legendary account

of him is given in Bolland, Acta Sanctorum, 12th

May; from which, in the opinion of Tillemont,

H. E. ii. 139, may be gatheiod the fact that he

was behcadel at Teiracina, probably in the reign of

Nen-a. His a.shes are said to be deposited in the

ancient churcli of SS. Nereo ed Archilleo at Rome.
There is a reference to liis legendary histoiy

in Bp. Jeremy Taylor's Sennon, The Marrioije-

ring. Part. i. [W. T. B.]

NER'GAL (Sn3 : 'EpytK : Nergel), one of the

chief Assyrian and Babylonian deities, seems to

have corres{K)nded closely to the cla-ssical Mai's. He
was of Babylonian origin, and his name signifies, in

the early Cushite dialect of that country, " the

great man," or " the gre.at hero." His monumental
titles are—" the storm-ruler," " the king of battle,"
•' the champion of the gods," " the male principle"

(or "the strong begetter"), "the tutelar god of

Babylonia," and " the god of the chace." Of this

last he is the god pre-eminently; another deity,

Nin, disputing with him the presidency over war
mid battles. It is conjectui-ed that he may repre-

sent the deified Nimrod—" the mighty hunter before

<i Shaaph has nearly the same letters as Ephah.

NERGAL-SHAREZER
the Lord"—from whom the kings both of Babylon

and Nineveh were likely to claim descent. The city

peculiarly dedicated to his woi-ship is found in the

inscriptions to be Cutha or Tiggaba, which is in

Arabian tradition the special city of Nimrod. The

only CNpress mention of Xergal contained in sacred

."Scripture is in 2 K. xvii. 30, where " the men of

Cutha," placed in the cities of Samaria by a king

of Assyria (Esar-haddon ?), are said to have " made
Nergal their god " when transplanted to their new
country—a fact in close accordance with the fie-

quent notices in the inscriptions, which mark him

as the tutelar god of that city. Nergal's name occui-s

as the initial element in Nergal-shnr-ezer (Jer.

xxxix. 3 and 13) ; and is also found, under a con-

tracted form, in the name of a comparatively late

king—the Ahenncrijits ofJosephus (Ant. xx. 2, §1 ).

iS'ergal appears to have been woi-shipped under

the symbol of the " Man-Lion." The Semitic name
for the god of Cutha was Aria, a word which sig-

nifies " iion " both in Hebrew and Syriac. Nir,

the first element of the god's name, is capable of

the same signification. Perhaps the habits of the

lion as a hunter of beasts were known, and he was

thus regarded as the most fitting symbol of the god

who presided over the chace.

It is in connexion with their hunting excursions

that the Assyrian kings make mast frequent men-

tion of this deity. As early as B.C. 1150, Tiglath-

pileser I. speaks of him as furnishing the aiTOWS

with which he slaughtered the wild animals.

Assur-dani-pal (Sardanapalus), the son and suc-

cessor of Esai-haddon, never fails to invoke his aid,

and ascribes all his hunting achievements to his

inHuence. Pul sacrificed to him in Cutha, and

Sennacherib built him a temple in the city of

Tarbisa near Nineveh ; but iu genei-al he was not

much worehipped either by the earlier or the later

kings (see the Essay of Sir H. Rawlinson in Raw-
linson's Herodotus, i. 631-6.34). [G. R.]

NER'GAL - SHARE'ZER (|>:N"IB' '^^3 =

SripyeX-'Sapaffdp : Nerqel-Sereser) occurs only in

Jeremiah xxxix. 3 and 13. There appear to have

been two persons of the name among the " princes

of the king of Babylon," who accompanied Nebu-
chadnezzar on his last ex-pedition against Jerusalem.

One of these is not marked by any additional title

;

but the other h:is the honourable distinction of

Rab-mag (3D"3T), and it is to him alone th.at any

particular interest attaches. Iii sacred Scripture he

appe.-ii-s among the pei-sons, who, by command of

Nebuchadnezzar, released Jeremiah from pri.son; pro-

fane history gives us reason to believe that he w.as a

personage of great impoiiance, who not long after-

wards mounted the Babylonian throne. This iden-

tification depends in part upon the exact resemblaiice

of name, which is found on Babylonian bricks in

the form of Nergal-sliar-uzw ; but mainly it rests

upon the title of Ruhti-emga, or Ral>-Mag, which

this king beni-s in his inscriptions, and on the im-

probability of there having been, towards the close

of the BabyIoui;m period—when the monumental
monarch must have lived—two pei-sons of exactly

the same name holding this office. [I.'ab-mag.]

Assuming on these grounds the identity of the

Scriptural " Nergal-sharezer, Rab-Mag," with the

monumental " Nergal-shar-uzur, Ruhu-emga," we
may learn something of the histoiy of tlie prince in

question from profane authoi's. There cannot be a

doubt that he was the monarch called Neriglissar

or Neriglisiioor by Bei-osns (Joseph, c. Ap. i. 20),
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who muixlered Evil-Merodach, the son of Nebu-
chadnezzar, and succeeded him upon the throne.

This prince was married to a daughter of Nebuchad-
nezzar, and was thus the brother-in-law of his pre-

decessor, whom he put to death. His reign lasted

between three and four years. He appears to have
died a natural death, and cerfciinly left his crown
to a young son, Laborosoarchod, who was murdered
atter a reign of nine months. In the canon of Pto-

lemy he appears, under the designation of Nerigas-

solassar, ;is reigning four years between lUoaru-

damus (Evil-Merodach) and Nabonadius, his son's

leign not obtaining any mention, because it fell

short of a year.

A palace, built by Neriglissar, has been disco-

vered at Babylon. It is the only building of any
extent on the right bank of the Euphrates. (See

plan of Babylon.) The bricks bear the name of

Nergal-shai'-uzur, the title of iial>mag, and also a

statement—which is somewhat surpiising— that

Nergal-shar-iizur was the son of a certain " Bel-zik-

kariskun, king of Babylon." The only explanation

which has been oll'ered of this statement, is a con-

jecture (Rawlinson's Herodotus, vol. i. p. 518),
that Bel-zikkai-iskun may possibly have been the

" chief Chaldaean," who (according to Berosus)

kept the royal authority for Nebuchadnezzar dui-ing

the interval between his father's death and his own
ai-riva] at Babylon. [Nebuchadnezzak.] Neri-

glissar could scarcely have given his father the title

of king without some ground ; and this is at any
rate a jjossible ground, and one compatible with the

non-appearance of the name in any extant list of the

later Babylonian monaichs. Neiiglissar's office of

Rab-Mag will be further considered under that

word. It is evident that he was a personage of

importance before he mounted the throne. Some
(as Larcher) have sought to identify him with Da-

rius the Wede. But this view is quite untenable.

There is abundant reason to believe from his name
and his office that he was a native Babylonian—

a

grandee of high rank under Nebuchadnezzar, who
regarded him as a fitting match for one of his

daughtere. He did not, like Darius Medus, gain

Babylon by conquest, but acquired his dominion

by an internal revolution. His reign preceded that

of the Median Darius by 17 years. It lasted from

B.C. 559 to B.C. 556, whereas Darius the Mede
cannot have ascended the throne till B.C. 538, on

the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus. [G. R.]

NE'RI (NTjpf, representing the Heb. ^"13, which

would be a short form for n*13, Neriah, " Jeho-

vah is my lamp:" Neri),* son of Melchi, and
father of Salathiel, in the genealogy of Christ,

Luke iii. 27. Nothing is known of him, but his

name is very important as indicating the prin-

ciple on which the genealogies of our Lord aie

framed, lie was of the line of Nathan ; but his

son Salathiel became Solomon's heir on the failure

of Solomon's line in king Jeconiah, and was there-

fore reckoned in the royal genealogy among the

sons of Jeconiah ; to whose status and preroga-

tives he succeeded, 1 Chr. iii. 17 ; Matt. i. 12.

The supposition that the son and heir of David and

Solomon would be called the son of Neii, an obscure

individual, because he had married Neri's daughter.

as many pretend, is too absurd to neeil refutation.

The information given us by St. Luke—that Neii,

of the line of Nathan, was Salathiel 's father—does.
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See Gemal. of Our Lord J. C, p. 159.

in point of fact, clear up and settle the whole ques-
tion of the genealogies. [Genealogy of Jesus
Christ.] [a. C. H.]

NERI'AH (nnp) : Nvplas, but Nnpdas in

Jer. I'l. 59: Nerias, but Neri in xxxii. 12. The
son of Maaseiah, and father of Baruch (Jer. xx.tii.

12, xxxvi. 4, .xliii. 3), and Seraiah (Jer. li. 59).

NERI'AS {J^rjpias: Nerias). The father of

Baruch and Seraiah (Bar. i. 1).

NET. The various terms applied by the Hebrews
to nets had reference either to the construction of the
article, or to its use and objects. To the first of these

we may assign the following terms :

—

Macmor,^ and
its cognates, micmdr^ and micmoreth,'^ all of which
are derived from a root signifying " to weave ;" and,
again, sebdcah^ and sebdc,^ derived from another
root of similar signification. To the second heiid

we may assign cherein,^ from a root signifying " to

enclose;" mdtz6d,« with its cognates, metzoddk^
and metzudah,^ from a root signifying " to lie in

wait ;" and resheth,^ from a root signifying " to

catch." Great uncertainty prevails in the equiva-
lent teims in the A. V. : matzod is rendered " snare

"

in Eccl. vii. 26, and " net" in Job xix. 6 and Prov.
xii. 12, in the latter of which passages the true
sense is " prey ;" sebdcdh is lendered " snare " in

Job xviii. 8; nietzdJdh "snare" in Ez. xii. 13,
xvii. 20, and "net" in Ps. Lwi. 11 ; micmoreth,
"drag" or "flue-net" in Hab. i. 15, 16. What
distinction there may have been between the various
nets described by the Hebrew terms we are unable
to decide. The etymology tells us nothing, and
the equivalents in the LXX. vary. In the New
Testament we meet with three terms,

—

aayijvt)

(from (TCLTTO), " to load "), whence our word seine,

a large hauling or draw-net ; it is the teim used
in the parable of the draw-net (Matt. xiii. 47) : o^u-

<pi^\T}(TTpov{i\om a.fi<piPdX\u, " to cast around '",

a casting-net (Matt. iv. 18; Mark i. 16): and
S'lKTvov (fiom S'lKoi, " to throw "), of the same
description as the one just mentioned (Matt, iv

20 ; John xxi. 6, al.). The net was used for the

purposes of fishing and hunting : the mode in which
it was used has been already described in the
articles on those subjects. [Fishtng ; Hunting.]
The Egyptians constructed their nets of flax-string :

the netting-needle was made of wood, and in shape
closely resembled our own (Wilkinson, ii. 95).

Egyptian landing-net. (Wilkinson.)

The nets varied in form according to their use ; (lie

landing-net has been already represented ; we here

give a sketch of the draw-net from the same source.

• lb2D.
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As the nets of Kgypt were well Known to tne

early Jews (Is. xix. 8), it is not improbable that

the material and foi-m was the same in e;ich

country. The nets used for birds in Egypt were

of two kinds, clap-nets and traps. The latter con-

sisted of network strained over a frame of wood,

which was so constructed that the sides would

collapse by pulling a string and c;itch -any birds

that may have alighted on them while open. The

Ibimer was made on the same principle, consisting

of a double frame with the network strained over

it, which might be caused to collapse by pulling a

string."

Egyptian druw-net (Wilkinson).

The metaphoriail refeieuces to the net are very

numerous : it was selected a;; an appropriate image

of the subtle devices of the enemies of God on the

one hand (e. g. Ps. is. 15, .\xv. 15, xxxi. 4), and
of the unaveilable vengeance of God on the other

hand (Lam. i. 13; Ez. xii. 13; Hos. vii. 12).

We must still notice the use of the term sebdc,

in an architectural sense, applied to the open orna-

mental work about tlie capital of a pillar (1 K.
vii. 17), and described in similar terms by Josephus,

SiicTvoy 4\aTri X'*^'**^'* 'iTfptrrfTr\eyfi4vov (^Ant.

viii. 3, §4). ' [VV. L. B.]

NETH'ANEEL (^Nin? : Noflai/a^X : mith-

anael). 1. The son of Zuar, and prince of the tribe

of Issachai- at the time of the Exodus. With his

54,400 men his post in the camp was on the east,

next to the camp of Judah, which they followed in

NETHINIM
the march. The same order was observed in the

offerings at the dedication of the tabernacle, when
Neth;uieel followed Nahshon the prince of the tribe

of Judah (Num. i. 8, ii. 5, vii. 18, 23, x. 15).

2. The fourth son of Jesse and brother of David

(1 Chr. ii. 14).

3. A priest in the reign of David who blew the

trumpet before the ark, when it was brought from

the house of Obed-edom (1 Chr. x-v. 24).

4. A Levite, father of Shemaiah the scribe in the

reign of David (1 Chr. xxiv. 6).

5. The fifth son of Obed-edom the doorkeeper of

thf ark (1 Chr. xxvi. 4).

6. One of the princes of Judah, whom Jehosha-

phat in the third yeai- of his reign sent to teach in

the cities of his kingdom (2 Chr. xxil. 7).

7. A chief of the Levites in the reign of Josiah,

who took part in the solemn passover kept by that

king (2 Chr. xxxv. 9).

8. A priest of the family of Pashur in the time

of Ezra who had married a foreign wife (Ezr. x.

22). He is called Nathaxael in 1 Esdr. ix. 22.

9. The representative of the priestly family of

Jedaiah in the time of Joiakim the son of Jeshua

(Neh. xii. 21).

10. A Levite, of the sons of Asaph, who with

his brethren played upon the musical insti-uments

of Daviil, in the solemn procession which accom-

panied the dodiaitiou of the wall of Jerusalem under

Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 36). [W. A. W.]

NETHANI'AH(n^*3n3, and in the lengthened

form •"in"'jn3, Jer. xl. 8, xii. 9: NaQavlas, exc.

2 K. XXV. 23, where the Alex. JIS. has MaBeavias:

Nathania). 1. The son of Elishama, and father

of Ishmael who murdered Gedaliah (2 K. xxv. 23,

25; Jer. xl. 8, 14, 15, xii. 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11,

12, 15, 16, 18). He was of the royal family of

Judah.

2. (-in^anX in l Chr. xxv. 12). One of the four

sons of Asaph' the minstrel, and chief of the 5th of

tlie 24 coui-ses into which the Temple choir was

divided (1 Chr. xxv. 2, 12).

3. (•llT'jnj). A Levite in the reign of Jeho-

shaphat, who with eight othei-s of his tribe and two

priests accompanied the princes of Judah who were

sent by the king through the country to teach the

law of Jehovah (2 Chr. xvii. 8).

4. The father of Jehudi (Jer. x.xxvi. 14).

NETH'INIM (D*yn3 : VaOivaloi, Neh. xi. 21

;

tiadivlfJL, Ezr. ii. 43; of SfSontvoi, 1 Chr. ix. 2:

Nathinaei). As applied specifiailly to a distinc'

body of men connected with the services of the

Temple, this name first meets us in the later books

of the 0. T. ; in 1 Chron., Ezra, and Nehemiah.

The word, and the ideas embodied in it may, how-

ever, be ti-aced to a much earlier period. As derived

from the verb \T\'i, ndthan ( = give, set apart, dedi-

cate), it was applied to those who were specially

appointed to the liturgical ollices of tlie Tabernacle."

Like many otlicr oflicial titles it appears to have had

at first a much higher value than that afterwards

•" Prov. i. 17, is accurately as follows :—"Surely in the

eyes of any bird the net is spread for nothing." As It

stands in the A. Y. it is simply contrary to fact. This is

cue of the admirable emendations of the late Mr. Bernard,

(See Mason and IJomard's Hebrew Grammar.)
» This Is the received Interpretation. Bochart (Phaleg,

U. 1) gives a more active meaning to the words, " Those

who have devoted them^plves." So Theodoret (Qu. in

1 raralip.), who explains the name as=Sd<7-is 'low, tout-

e'oTt, ToO oi/Tos ©€oO, and looks on them as Israelites of

other tribes volunUrily giving themselves to the service

of the Sanctuary. This' is, however, without adequate

grounds, and at variance with facts. Conip. I'fcffinger

De yalMnaeis, In Ugolini's Thesaanis. vol. xiii.
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assigned to it. Wo must not forget tliut the Lcvites

were given to Aaron and his sous, i.e. to the priests

as an order, and were accordingly the first Nethinim

(D3-in3, Num. iii. 9, viii. 19). At first they were

the only attend;mts, and their work must have been

laborious enough. The first conquests, liowever,

brought them their share of the captive slaves of tlie

Midianites, and 320 were given to them as having

charge of the Tabernacle (Num. xxxi. 47), while 32

only were assigned specially to the priests. This

disposition to devolve tlie more laborious offices of

their ritual upon slaves of another race showed itself

again in the treatment of the Gibeonites. They, too,

were "given" (A. V. "made") to be " hewers of

wood and di-awers of water " for the house of God
(Josh. ix. 27), and the addition of so large a number
(the population of five cities) must have relieved the

Levites fi'om much that had before been burdensome.

We know little or nothing as to their treatment.

It was a matter of necessity that they should be

circumcised (Exod. xii. 48), and conform to the

religion of their conquerors, and this might at first

seem hard enough. On the other hand it must be

remembered that they presented themselves as re-

cognizing the supremacy of Jehovah (Josh. ix. 9),

and that for many generations the remembrance of

the solemn covenant entered into with them made
men look with horror on the shedding of Gibeonite

blood (2 Sam. xxi. 9), and protected them from
much outrage. No addition to the number thus

employed appears to have been made during the

period of the Judges, and they continued to be

known by their old name as the Gibeonites. The
want of a further supply was however felt when
the i-eorganization of worship commenced under
David. Either the massacre at Nob had involved

the Gibeonites as well as the priests (1 Sam. xxii.

19), or else they had fallen victims to some other

outburst of Saul's fury, and, though there were
survivors (2 Sam. xxi. 2), the number was likely

to be quite inadequate for the greater stateliness

of the new worship at Jerusalem. It is to this

period accordingly that the origin of the class

betiring this name may be traced. The Nethinim
were those " whom David and the princes ap-
pointed (Heb. gave) for the service of the Levites"
(Ezr. viii. 20). Analogy would lead us to conclude
that, in this as in the former instances, these were
either prisoners taken in war, or else some of the

remnant of the Canaanites ;
•> but the new name in

which the old seems to have been merged leaves it

uncertiiin. The foreign chai-acter of the names in

Ezr. ii. 43-54 is unmistakeable, but was equally
natural on either hypothesis.

From this time the Nethinim probably lival

within the precincts of the Temple, doing its rougher
work, and so enabling the Levites to take a higher
position as the religious representjitives and in-

structors of the people. [Levites.] They answered
in some degree to the male lepoSovKoi, who were
attached to Gr-eek and Asiatic temples (Josephus,
Ant. xi. 5, §1, uses this word of tiiem in his p;u-a-

phrase of the decree of Darius), to the gi-ave-

diggers, gate-keepers, bell-ringers of the Christian

Church. Ewald {Alterthiim. p. 299) refere to the
custom of the more we.nlthy Aral)s dedicating slaves

to the special service of the Kaaba at Jlecca, or the
Sepulchre of the Prophet at Medina.
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b The identity of the Gibeonites and Nethinim, ex-
eluding the idea of any addition, is, however, maintained
by Pfeffinger.

The example set by David was followed by his

successor. In close union with the Nethinim in

the statistics of the return fiom the captivity,

attached like them to the Priests and Levites, we
find a body of men described as " Solomon's ser-

vants" (Ezr. ii. 55; Nehem. vii. 60, xi. 3), and
these we may identify, without nmch risk of error,

with some of the " people that were left " of the
earlier inhabitants whom he made " to pay tribute
of bond-service" (1 K. ix. 20; 2 Chron. viii. 7).
The order in which they ai-e placed might even seem
to indicate that they stood to the Nethinim in the
same relation that the Nethinim did to the Levites.

Assuming, as is probable, that the later Rabbinic
teaching represents the traditions ofan earlier period,
the Nethinim appear never to have lost the stigma
of their Canaanite origin. They had no^ws connubii
(Gemar. Babyl. Jebam. ii. 4 ; Kiddusch. iv. 1, in

Carpzov, App. Crit. de Neth.), and illicit intercourse

with a woman of Israel was punished with scourging

(Carpzov, 1. c.) ; but their quasi-sacred position

raised them in some measure above the level of their

race, and in the Jewish order of precedence, while
they stood below the Mamzerim (bastards, or children

of mixed marriages), they were one step above the

Proselytes fresh come from heathenism and eman-
cipated slaves (Gemar. Hieros. Horajoth, fol. 482

;

in Lightfoot, Hor, Heb. ad Matt, xxiii. 14). They
were thus all along a servile and subject caste. The
only period at which they rise into anything like

prominence is that of the retuin from the captivity.

In that return the priests were conspicuous and nu-
merous, but the Levites, for some reason unknown
to us, hung back. [Levites.] Under Zerubbabel
there were but 341 to 4289 priests (Ezr. ii. 36-42).
Under Ezra none came up at all till after a special

and solemn call (Ezr. viii. 15). The services of
the Nethinim were consequently of more im-
portance (Ezr. viii. 17), but in their case also,

the small number of those that joined (392 under
Zerubbabel, 220 under Ezra, including " Solomon's
servants") indicates that many preferred remaining
in the land of their exile to returning to their old

service. Those that did come were consequently
thouglit worthy of special mention. The names of

their families were registered with as much care as

those of the priests (Ezr. ii. 43-58). They were
admitted, in strict confoi-mity to the letter of the

rule of Deut. xxix. 1 1 , to join in the great covenant
with which the restored people inaugurated its new
life (Neh. x. 28). They, like the Priests and
Levites, were exempted from taxation by the Persian

Satraps (Ezr. vii. 24). They were under the con-

trol of a chief of their own body (Ezr. ii. 43
;

Nehem. vii. 46). They took an active part in the

work of rebuilding the city (Nehem. iii. 26), and
the tower of Ophel, convenient from its proximity

to the Temple, was assigned to some of them :us a
residence (Neh. xi. 21), while others dwelt with

the Levites in their cities (Ezr. ii. 70). They took

their place in the chronicles of the time as next iu

order to the Levites (1 Chr. ix. 2).

Neither in the Apocrypha, nor in the N. T., nor

yet in the works of the Jewish historian, do we find

any additional information about the Nethinim.

The latter, however, mentions incidentally a ti-stival,

that of the Xylophoria, or wood c;irrying, of which

we may perhaps recognize tlie Ix^ginniiig in Neh.

X. 34, and in which it was the custom for all the

people to bring large supplies of firewood for the

sacrifices of the year. This may have been designwl

to relieve them. They were at any rate likely to
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beai- a conspicuous pait in it (Joseph. B. J. ii.

17, §0).
Two hypothesos connected with the Nethinim are

meiitioneil by Ptellinger in the exhaustive mono-
graph alreaily cited: (1), that of Korster {Diet.

Hebr., Basil, 15G4), that the first so called were
sous of David, i. e., younger bi-anches of the i-oyal

house to whom was gken the defence of the city

and the sanctuiu-y
; (2), that of Boulduc (^ referred

to also by Selden, Dc Jure Nat. ft Gent.), connected
appiu-ently with (I), that Joseph the husband of the

Virgiu w;ii one of this class.' [E. H. P.]

NETOPHAH (nDb3: tJerucpd, 'Araxpd;

Alex. N6(f)«Ta ; Ncttipha), a town the name ofwhich
occurs only in the catalogue of those who retunied

with Zerubkibel from the Captivity (Ezr. ii. '22

;

Neh. vii. 2G ; 1 Esdr. v. 18). But, though not

dii-ectly mentioned till so late a period, Netophah
Wiis really a much older place. Two of David's

guard, Maiiar.vi and Hklkb or IIeldai, leaders

j\lso of two of the monthly courses (1 Chr. xxvii.

13, 15), were Netophathites, and it was the native

place of at least one • of the captains who remained
under aims near Jerusalem after its destruction by
Nebuchadnezzm-. The " villages of the Netopha-
thites" were the residence of the Levites (I Chr.
ix. 16), a fact which shows that they did not confine

themselves to the places named in tlie catalogues of

Josh. xxi. and 1 Chr. vi. From another notice we
leavn that the particular Levites who inhabited

these villages were singers (Neh. xii. 28").

That Netophah b<:loiige»i to Judah appeai-s from
the fact that the two heroes above mentioned be-

longe^l, the one to the Zarhites—that is, the great

foniily of Zerah, one of the chief houses of the

tribe—and the other to Othniel, the son-in-law of
Caleb. To judge from Neh. vii. 2G it was in the

neighbourhood of, or closely connectetl with, Beth-
lehem, which is also implieil by 1 Chr. ii. 54,
though the prei'ise force of the latter statement
Ginnot now be made out. The number of Neto-
phathites who returned from Captivity is not exactly

ascertainable, but it seems not to have been more
than sixty—so that it was probably only a small
village, which indeed may account for its having
escaped mention in the lists of Joshua.
A remarkable tradition, of which there is no

trace in the Bible, but which nevertheless is not
improbably authentic, is pi-esei-ved bv the Jewish
authore, to the effect that the Netophathites slew
the guards which had been placed by Jeroboam on
the roads leading to Jerusalem to stop the passage
of tiie firstfruits from the country villages to the
Temple (Targnm on 1 Chr. ii. 54;"on Kuth iv. 20,
and Eccl. iii. 11). Jeroboam's obstruction, which
is said to have remaiuwi in force till the reign of
Hoshea (see the notes of Beck to Targum on ithr.
ii. 54), was commemorated by a fast on the 23i-d
Sivan, which is still retxine^l in the Jewish calendai-

(see the calendar given by B:isnage, Hist, des Jnifs,
vi. ch. 29^.

It is not mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome, and
although in the Mishna refei-ence is made to the
"oil of Netophah" {Pcah 7, §1, 2), .and to the

e The only trace of any tr.idllion corresponding to this

theory is tlie description In Uio Arabian History of Joseph
(c. 2), according to which he Is of the city of David and
the tribe of Judali, and yet, ou account of his wisdom and
piety, " sacerdos factus est In Templo Domini " (Tischen-

dorf, Evan-j. Apoc.. p. 116).

• Comp. 2 K. x.xT. 23, with Jcr. xl. s.

NETTLE
" valley of Beth Netoi)hah," in which artichokes

flourisheil, whose growth determ ned the dsite of

some ceremonial obsen-ance {Sheviith 9, § 7),

nothing is s;ud as to the situation of the place.

The latter may well be the present village of Beit

Ndtif, which sUinds on the edge of the great vallev

of the ]\\ui;i es Swnt (Rob. })'i6. Bes. ii. 16, 17';

Toiter, Handbk. 248) ; but CiUi hai-dly be the Ne-

tophah of the Bible, since it is not near Bethlehem,

but in quite another direction. The only name in

the neighbourhood of Bethlehem suggestive of Ne-

tophaii is that which appears in Van de Velde's map
(1858) as Antvbeh, and in Tobler (3«e Wand. 80) as

Oin Tuba (L>J^ f\),
attached to a village about

2 miles N.E. of Bethlehem and a wady which falls

therefrom into tJie Wady en-Nar, or Kidron. [G.]

NETO'PHATHI (*riBb3: Vat. omits; Ales.

tierwipaei : Xcihuphati), Neh. xii. 28. The same

word which in other passages is accurately rendered
" the Netophathite," except that here it is not ac-

companied by the article.

NETO'PHATHITE, THE (^nsbsn, in

Chrou. 'nSIDJn : <5 Ei'Tw<paT(iTr}s,'H«p<pa6iflTrts,

N€0a>(paTfl,6 iK'Nfrov<pdT: Netophathites), 2 Sam.

xxiii. 28, 29; 2 K. .xxv. 23; 1 Chr. xi. 30, xxvii.

13, 15; Jer. xl. 8. The plui-al form, the Neto-
PHATHITES (the Hebrew woixl being the same as

the .above) occurs in 1 Chr. ii. 54, ix. 16. [G.]

NETTLE. The representative in the A. V. of

the Hebrew wonis ch('vul and ktmmdsk or kiinosh.

1. CAdru/ (TS-lin : (ppiyava iypia:^ sentis, ur-

tica, spiiia) occni-s in Job xxx. 7—the patriiuch

complains of the contempt in which he was held by

the lowest of the people, who, from poverty, were

obliged to live on the wild shrubs of the desert:

" Among the bushes they brayed, under the charul

they were gathereil together," and in Prov. xxiv.

31, wheie of " the field of the slothful," it is said,

" it was all grown over with tJiorns {kimmishSittin),

and cliarulliin had covere^l the face thereof;" see also

Zeph. ii. : the curse of Sloab and Ammon is that

they shall be " the bree<.ling of c/id/-iJ/ and salt-pits."

There is very gre.at uncertaint)- as to the meaning

of tlie woni chdrHl, and numerous aie the plants

which commentators have sought to identify with

it: brambles, sea-orache, butchers' bi-oom, thistles,

have all been proposed (see Celsius, liierob. ii. 165).

The generality of critics and some modern versions

.\re in favour of the nettle. Some have objected to

the nettle .as not being of a sufficient size to suit the

passjige in Job (/. c.) ; but in our own country nettles

grow to the height of six or even seven feet when
drawn up under trees or hedges ; and it is worthy of

remark that, in the passage of Job quoted above,

bushes and charul are associated. Not much better

founded is Dr. Koyle's objection (Kitto's Cyc. ai-t.

Chaind) that both thorny jil.-uits and nettles must be

excluded, "as no one would voluntarily resort to such

a situation ;" for the people of whom Job is speak-

ing might readily be supposed to resort to such a

shade, a-s in a sandy desert the thorn-bushes and

tall nettles growing by their side would allbrd ; or

we may suppose that those who " for want and

famine " were driven into the wilderness were

b ^pvyava (from 4>pvyu, " to bum," " to roast," with

reference to the derivation of the Hebrew word) properly

signifies •• dry sticks," " fagots."
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gathercJ together under the nettles for the purpose

of gathering them for food, together with the sea-

orache and juniper-roots (ver. 4). Celsius believes

the chdrul Ls identical with the Christ-thoni (Zizy-

phus Paliurtts)—the Paliurus aculeatus of modem
botanists—but his opinion is by no means well

founded. The passage in Proverbs (/. c.) appears

to forbid us identifying the char&l with the Paliu-

rus aculeatus; for the context, " I went by, and

lo it was all grown over with kiinshon and charui-

lim," seems to point to some weed of quicker

growth than the plant proposed by Celsius. Dr.

Royle has argued in favour of some species of wild

mustard, and refers the Hebrew word to one of

somewhat similar form in Arabic, viz. Kkardul, to

which he traces the English charhc/c or kedhck, the

well-known troublesome weed. The Scriptural pas-

sages would suit this intei-pretation, and it is quite

possible that wild mustard may be intended by
chdrul. The etymology* too, we may add, is as

much in favour of the wild mustard as of the nettle,

one or other of which plants appears to be denoted

by the Hebrew word. We are inclined to adopt

Dr. Koyle's opinion, as the following word probably

denote-; the nettle.

2. Klinmosh or l.irrwsh (BHSpi B^D^p : aKivBiva

|vAa, i.Kau6a, oKfdpos : urticae). " Very many
interpreters," says Celsius {Hierob. ii. 207j, " un-

derstand the nettle by this word. Of the older

Jewish doctors, K. Ben Melech, on Prov. xxiv. 31,

asserts that kimrnosh is a kind of thorn (spina)

commonly called a nettle." The Vulgate, Arias

Montanus, Luther, Deo^latius,* the Spanish and
English versions, are all in favour of the nettle.

The word occurs in Is. xxxiv. 13: of Edom it is

said that " there shall come up nettles and brambles

in the fortresses thereof:" and in Hos. ix. G. Another
form of the same word, kimm&ftonim * (" thorns,"

A. v.), occurs in Prov. xxiv. 31 : the "field of the

slothful was all grown over with kimmeshontm."
ilodem commentators are generally agreed upon
the signification of this term, which, as it is ad-

mirably suited to all the Scriptural passages, may
well be understood to denote some species of nettle

( Urtica). [W. H.]

NEW MOON (Bhh, Knnn {^KT : vto^-nvia,

vovfjirti/la: caleTidae, neome-nia). The first day of

the lunar month was observed as a holy day. In

addition to the daily sacrifice there were offered

two young bullocks, a ram and seven lambs of the

first year as a burnt-offering, with the proper meat-
offerings and drink-offerings, and a kid as a sin-

offering (Num. ixviii. 1 1-15;." It was not a day
of holy convocation [Festivals], and was not

therefore of the same dignity as the .Sabbath. But,

as on the .Sabbath, trade and handicrafVwork were
stopped (Am. viii. 5), the Temple was opened for

public worship (Ez. ilvi. 3; Is. \xv\. 23;, and, in

the kingdom of Israel at least, the people seem to

' ?-nn, from in (l^n, •• to bum "), " addita ter-

minatione bypocborlslica ul." See Kiirst. JItb. C'cme. ; cf.

urtica ab uro.

d ». «. Ihe Italian version of Diodati. We have often

retained tbe Latin forms of writers, as being familiar to

the readers of Celsius and Bochart

' D':iBh?>i3, plur. from jiCnSp.

• The day of the new moon Is not mentioned lu Exodus,

Leviticus, or I>euteronomy.
•• 2 K. iv. 23. When the Shunammlte is going U> the

prophet, her hutband aslu her, ' Wherefore wilt thou go
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have resorted to the prophets for religious instruc-

tion.^ The trumpets were blown at the offering of

the special sacrifices for the day, as on the solemn
festivals (Num. x. 10; Ps. "ixxxi. 3). That it

was an occasion for state-banquets may be inferred

from David's regarding himself as especially bound
to sit at the king's table at the new moon ( 1 Sam.
XX. 5-24^. In later, if not in earlier times, fiisting

was intennitted at the new moons, as it was on the
Sabbaths and the great feasts and their eves (Jud.
viii. 6j. [Fasts.]

The new moons are generally mentioned so as to

show that they were regarded as a peculiar class of
holy days, to be distinguished from the solemn feasts

and the Sabbaths (Ez. xlv. 17; 1 Chr. xxiii. 31;
2 Chr. ii. 4, viii. 1 3, xxxi. 3 ; Ezr. iii. h ; Neh. x. 33j,
The seventh new moon of the religious year, Wing

that of Tisri, commencefl the civil year, and had a
significance and rites of its own. It was a day of

holy convocation. [Trumpets, Feast of.]
By what method the commencement of the month

was ascertained in the time of Moses is uncertain.

The Mishna* describes the manner in which it was
determined seven times in the year by observing

the first appearance of the moon, which, according

to Maimonides, derived its origin, by tradition, from
Moses, and continued in use as long as the San-

hedrim existed. On the 30th day of the month
watchmen were placed on commanding heights

romid Jerusalem to watch the sky. As soon as

each of them detected the moon he ha-stened to a

j

house in the city, which was kept for the purpose,

and was there examined by the president of the

.Sanhedrim. When the evidence of the appearance

I

was deemed satisfactory, the piesident rose up and

I
formally announced it, uttering the words, " It is

coasecrated " ({JHIpD). The infonnation was im-
,
me'iiately sent throughout the land from the Mount

1

of OUves, by beacon-fires on the tr^ps of the hills.

At one period the Samaritans are said to have
deceived the Jews by false fires, and swifl mes-
sengers were afterwards employed. When the moon
was not visible on account of clouds, and in the five

I

months when the watchmen were not sent out, the

j

month was considered to commence on the momiig
I

of the day which followed the 30th. According to

Maimonides the liabbinirts altered their method
,
when the Sanhedrim ceased to exist, and have ever

j

since determined the month by astronomical calcu-

lation, while the Caraites have retaint^i the old

I

custom of depending on the appearance of the moon.
The religious obsen-anoe of the day of the new

I

moon may plainly be regarded as the consecration

I
of a natural division of time. Such a usage would

I

so readily suggest itself to the human mind that it

I

is not wonderful that we find traces of it amongst
I other nations. There seems to be but little ground

j

for founding on these traces the notion that the

Hebrews derived it from the Gentiles, as Spencer

j

and Michaelis liave done ;'' and still less for attaching

I

to him to-day? It is neither new moon nor labbkth.'

See tbe notes of Vatablns, Grollus, and KeiL
' Roth I/askanah, Sarenbosius, iL 338, sq.

<• Tbe three passages from ancient writers which seem

most to tbe p<jint of those which are quoted are in M»-
crobius, Horace, and Tacitus. The first says, " Priacis

temporibus pontlGci mioorl haec provintia delegata full,

ut novae Innae prlmum obstrvartt aspecwun %-l»«mque

regi sacrlficulo nuntiaret " (Sai. 1. 15). In the steond the

day is referred lo as a social festival (Od. iii. 23. 9) ; and

in Tacitus we are informed that the ancient GuTnans

assembled on tbe days of new and full moon, crnsidering
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to it aiiy of those s7mbolical meanings wliich have

b«en imagined by some other writers (see Carpzov,

App, Crit. p. 425). Ewald thinks that it was at

fii-st a simple household festival, and that on this

account the law does not take much notice of it. He
also considers that there is some reason to suppose

that the day of the full moon was similarly observed

by the Hebrews in very remote times. (Cai-pzov,

Apparat. Hist. Crit. p. 423 ; Spencei-, De Leg.

Ileb. lib. iii. dissert, iv. ; Selden, De Ann. Civ. Ileb.

iv. xi. ; Mishna, Hosh Hashanah, vol. ii. p. 338, ed.

Surenhus. ; Buxtorf, Sijnagoga Judaica, cap. xxii.
;

Ewald, Altert/mmer, p. 394; Cudworth o?i the

Lord's Supper, c. iii. ; Lightibot, Temple Service,

cap. xi.) [S. C]

NEW TESTAMENT. The origin, history,

and characteristics of the constituent books and of

the great versions of the N. T., the mutual relations

of the Gospels, and the formation of the Canon,

are discussed in other articles. It is proposed now

to consider the Text of the N. T. The subject

naturally divides itself into the following heads,

which will be examined in succession:

—

I. The History of the Written Text.

§§1-11. The earliest history of the text.

Autogi-aphs. Corruptions. The text of

Clement and Origen.

§§12-15. Theories of recensions of the text.

§§16-25. External characteristics of MSS.
§§26-29. Enumeration of MSS. §28. Un-

cial. §29. Cursive.

§§30-40. Classification of various readings.

II. The History of the Printed Text.

§1. The great periods.

§§2-5. §2. The Complutensian Polyglott.

§3. The editions of Erasmus. §4. The

editions of Stephens. §5. Beza and El-

zevir (English version).

§§6-10. §6. Walton; Curcellaeus; Mill.

§7. Bentley. §8. G. v. Maestricht ; Wet-
stein. §9. Griesbach; Matthaei. §10.

Scholz.

§§11-13. §11. Lachmann. §12. Tischen-

dorf. §13. Tregelles; Alford.

HI. Principles of Textual Criticism.

§§1-9. External evidence.

§§10-13. Internal evidence.

IV. The Language of the New Testament.

I. The History of the Written Text.

1. The early history of the Apostolic writings

offers no ponits of distinguishing literary interest.

ExteiTially, as far as it can be traced, it is the same
fts that of other contemporary books. St. Paul,

like Cicero or Pliny, often employed the services of

an amanuensis, to whom lie dict.ated his letters,

affixing the salutation " with his own hand

"

(1 Cor. xvi. 21 ; 2 Thess. iii. 17; Col. iv. 18).

In one Gise the scribe has added a clause in his

own name (Horn. xvi. 22). Once, in writing to the

Galatians, the Apostle appeai-s to apologise for the

rudeness of the autograph which he addressed to

them, as if from defective sight (Gal. vi. 11). If

we ))ass onwards one step, it does not appear that

any special caie was taken in the firet age to pre-

serve the books of the N. T. fiom the various
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injuries of time, or to insure perfect accuracy of

transcription. They were given as a heritage to

man, and it was some time before men felt the full

value of the gift. The original copies seem to have

soon perislied ; and we may perhaps see in this a

providential provision against that spirit of super-

stition which in earlier times converted the symbols

of God's redemption into objects of idolatry (2 K.

.wiii. 4). It is cei-tainly remarkable that in the

controversies at the close of the second century,

which often turned upon disputed readings of Scrip-

ture, no appeal was made to the Apostolic originals.

The few passages in which it has been supposed

that they are referred to will not bear examination.

Ignatius, so far from appealing to Christian archives,

distinctly turns, as the whole context shows, to the

examples of the Jewish Church (to apxaia—ad Phi-

lad. 8). Tertullian again, when he speaks of " the

authentic epistles" of the Apostles {De Praescr.

Ilaer. xxxvi., " apud quas ipsae authcnticae litterae

eorum recitantur "), uses the term of the pure Greek

text as contrasted with the current Latin veision

(comp. De Monog. xi., " sciamus plane non sic esse

in Graeco authentico" »). The silence of the sulv

Apostolic age is made more striking by the legends

which were circulated after. It was said that when
the grave of Baiiiabas in Cyprus was opened, in the

fifth century, in obedience to a vision, the saint was
found holding a (Gieek) copy of St. Matthew writ-

ten with his own hand. The copy was taken to

Const<mtinople, and used as the standard of the

sacred text (Credner, Einl. §39 ; Assem. BiU. Or.

ii. 81). The autograph copy of St. John's Gospel

[aiirh rh lSi6xftpov tov fiayytXiarov) was said

to be preserved at Ephesus " by the grace of God,

and worshipped (irpoa-KwelTai) by the faithful

there," in the fourth century (?), ([Petr. Alex.] p.

518, ed. Migne, quoted from Chron. Pasch. p. 5) ;

though according to another account it was found

in the ruins of the Temple when Julian attempted

to rebuild it (Philostorg. vii. 14). A similar belief

was current even in the last century. It was said

that parts of the (Latin) autogiaph of St. Mark
were preserved at Venice and Prague; but on

examination these were shown to be fragments of a

MS. of the ^'ulgate of the sixth century (Dobrowsky,

Fragmentum Pragense Ev. S. Marci, 1778).

2. In the natural course of things the Apostolic

autograjths would be likely to perish soon. The
material which was commonly used for letters, the

papyrus-paper to which St. John incidentally alludes

(2 John 12, 5ia xi^pTow koX jxiXavos ; com]>. 3

John 13, 5io fxiXavos koI KoXanov), wassingulaily

fragile, and even the stouter kinds, likely to be used

for the historical books, were not fitted to bear

constant use. The papyrus fragments which have

come down to the present time have been preserved

under peculiar circumstances, as at Herculanenm or

in Egyptian tombs; and Jerome notices that the

library of Pam})hilus at Caesiirea was already in

part destroyed (ex parte corruptjmi) when, in less

than a century after its formation, two presbyteis

of the Church endeavoured to restore the papyrus

MSS. (as the context implies) on parchment (" in

membranis," Hieron. Ep. x.x.xiv. (141), quoted by
Tischdf. in Ilerzog's Etic;/cl. Bibcltext des j\\ t.

p. 159). Parchment (2 Tim. iv. 13, fien^pava),

which was more durable, was proportionately larer

and more costly. And yet more than this. In the

tlicm to be auspicious tor

c. xl.).

undertakings {(lei-m. » Ciricsbach (^Opxtscida, il. 69-76) endeavours

Ihat tUe word simply means pure, uncorrvpted.
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fii-st age the written word of the Apostles occupied

no aathoiit<\tive position above their spoken word,

and the vivid memory of their personal teaching.

And when the true value of the Apostolic writings

was afterwards revealed by the progress of the

Church, then collections of " the divine oracles

"

would be chiefly sought for among Christians. On
all accounts it seems reasonable to conclude that

the autographs perished during that solemn pause

which followed the Apostolic age, in which the

idea of a Christiwi Canon, parallel and supple-

mentaiy to the Jewish Canon, was first distinctly

realized.

3. In the time of the DiocJetian persecution (a.d.

303) copies of the Christian Scriptures were sutK-

ciently numerous to furnish a special object for per-

secutors, and a characteristic name to renegades who
saved themselves by surrendering the sacred books

{traditores, August. Ep. Ixxvi. 2). Partly, perhaps,

owing to the destruction thus caused, but still more
from the natural eltects of time, no MS. of the

N. T. of the first three centuries remains.'* Some
of the oldest extant were certainly copied from

others which dated from within this period, but as

yet no one can be placed further back than the

time of Constantine. It is recorded of this monarch
that one of his first acts after the foundation of

Constantinople was to order the preparation of fifty

ilSS. of the Holy Scriptures, required for the use

of the Church, " on fiiir skins (eV St^Oepais ev-

Karaciceiois) by skilful caligraphists " (Euseb.

Vit. Comt. iv, 30) ; and to the general use of tliis

better material we probably owe our most veneiahle

copies, which are written on vellum of singular

excellence and fineness. But though no fragment

of the N. T. of the first century still remains, the

Italian and Egyptian papyri, which are of that date,

give a clear notion of the caligraphy of the period.

In these the text is written in columns, rudely

divided, in somewhat awkward capital letters

{uncials), without any punctuation or division of

words. The iota, which was afterwards subscribed,

is commonly, but not always, adscribed ; and there

is no trace of accents or breathings. The earliest

JISS. of the N. T. bear a general resemblance to

this primitive type, and we may reasonably believe

that the Apostolic originals were thus written.

(Plate i. fig. 1.)

4. In addition to the later MSS., the earliest ver-

sions and patristic quotations give very imjxirtant

testimony to the character and history of the ante-

Niceue text. Express statements of readings which

are found in some of the most ancient Christian

writers are, indeed, the first direct evidence which

we have, and are consequently of the highest im-

portance. But till the last quai ter of the second

century this source of information fails us. Not
only are the remains of Christian literature up to

that time extremely scanty, but the practice of

verbal quotation from the N. T. was not yet pre-

valent. The evangelic citations in the Apostolic

Fathers and in Justin Martyr show that the oral

tradition waj still as widely cunent as the written

(jospels (C'^^mp. W'estcotfs Canon of the iV. T. pp.

125-195), and there is not in those writers one ex-

press verbal citation from the other Apostolic books.*

This latter phenomenon is in a gre;it measure to be
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>> Papyrus frapments of part of St. Matthew, dating

from the first century (.'?), are announced (1861) for pub-

lication by Dr. Siuionidcs.

« In the epistle of Polycarp some interesting various

explained by the nature of their writings. As soon

as definite contioversies arose among Christians, the

text of the N. T. assumed its true importance. The
earliest monuments of these remain in the works of

Irenaeus, Hippolytus (Pseudo-Origen), and Tertul-

lian, who quote many of the arguments of the lead-

ing adversaries of the Church. Charges of corrupt-

ing the sacred text are urged on both sides with
great acrimony. Dionysius of Corinth (f cir. A.D.

176, ap. Euseb. H. E. iv. 23), Irenaeus (cir. A.D.

177 ; iv. 6, 1), Tertulliau (cir. A.D. 210
; De Came

Christi, 19, p. 385 : Ado, Marc. iv. v. passim),
Clement of Alexandria (cir. a.d. 200 ; Strom, iv. 6,

§41), and at a later time Ambrose (cir. A.D. 375
;

De Spir. S. iii. 10), accuse their opponents of this

otTence; but with one great exception the instances

which are brought forward in suppoii of the accu-

sation generally resolve themselves into various

readings, in which the decision cannot always be

given in favour of the catholic disputant ; and even

where the unorthodox reading is certainly wrong
it can be shown that it was widely spread among
writers of different opinions (e. g. Matt. xi. 27,
" nee Filium nisi Pater et cui voluerit Filius

revelare :" John i. 13, hs —iyevvi)Qr)). Wilful

interpolations or changes are extremely I'are, if they

exist at all (comp. Valent. ap. Iren. i. 4, 5, add.

6e6TriT€S, Col. i. 16), except in the case of Marcion.

His mode of dealing with the writings of the N. T.,

in which he was followed by his school, was, as

Tertullian says, to use the knife rather than subtlety

of intei^pretation. There can be no reasonable doubt

that he dealt in the most aibitrary manner with

whole books, and that he removed from the Gospel

of St. Luke many passages which were opposed to

his peculiar views. But when these fundamental

changes were once made he seems to have adhered

scrupulously to the text which he found. In the

isolated readings which he is said to have altered,

it happens not unfrequently that he has retained

the right reading, and that his opponents are in

eiTor (Luke v. 14 om. rh Swpov; Gal. ii. 5, oh
ov^4; 2 Cor. iv. 5?). In very many cases the

alleged corruption is a various reading, more or

less supported by other authorities (Luke xii. 38,

effirepttrp ; 1 Cor. s. 9, XpiarSy; 1 Thess. ii. 15,

add. ISiovs). And where the changes seem most

arbitrary there is evidence to show that the inter-

polations were not wholly due to his school : Luke
xviii. 19, 6 Trar-np; xxiii. 2; 1 Cor. x. 19 (28),

add. UpodvTov. (Comp. Hahn, Evangelimn Mar-
cionis ; Thilo, Cod. Apocr. i. 403-486 ; Kit-ichl,

Das Evang. Marc. 1846; Volckmar, Das Evang.

Marc, Leipsic, 1852 : but no examination of Mar-

cion's text is completely satisfactoiy).

5. Seveial very important conclusions follow from

this earliest appearance of textual criticism. It is

in the first place evident that various readings

existed in the books of the N. T. at a time prior to

all extant authorities. History aUbrds no ti-ace of

the pure Apostolic originals. Again, from the pre-

servation of the first variations noticed, which are

often extremely minute, in one or more of the pri-

mary documents still left, we m.iy be certain tiiat

no important changes have been made in the sacred

test which we cannot now detect. The materials

for ascei-taining the true reading are found to be

readings occur, which are found also in later copies. Acts

Ii. 24, ToO 4Sov for ToO eavdnv, 1 Tim. vi. 7. <iAA' oM
for S^\ov on ovS4; 1 Jolin Iv. 3, .i- ffopxl i^r^vStfai.

Comp. 1 IVt. i. 8 (folyc. ad I'hiL i. 4).
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complete when tested bj» the earliest witnesses.

And yet further: from the minuteness of some of

the variations which are urged in controversy, it is

obvious that the words of the N. T. were watched

with the most jealous care, and that the least

differences of phi-ase were guarded with scrupulous

and faithful piety, to be used in after-time by that

wide-reaching criticism which was foreign to the

spirit of the first ages.<*

6. Passing from these isolated quotations we find

the first great witnesses to the apostolic text in the

early Syriac and Latin versions, and in the rich

quotationsof Clement of Alexandria (fcir. A.D. 220)

and Origen (A.D. 184-254). The versions will be

treated of elsewhere, and with them the Latin

quotations of the translator of Irenaeus and of

Tertullian. The Greek quotations in the remains

of the original text of Irenaeus and in Hippolytus

are of great value, but yield in extent and import-

ance to those of the two Alexandrine fathers.

From the extant works of Origen alone no incon-

siderable portion of the whole N. T., with the ex-

ception of St. James, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and the

Apocalypse, might be transcribed, and the recur-

rence of small variations in long passages proves

that the quotations were accurately made and not

simply fi-om memory.

7. The evangelic text of Clement is far from

pure. Two chief causes contributed especially to

corrupt the text of the Gospels, the attempts to

harmonize parallel naiTatives, and the influence of

tradition. The former assumed a special import-

ance from the Diatessaron of Tatian (cir. A.D. 170.

Comp. Hist, of N.T. Canon, 358-362 ; Tischdf. on

Matt, xxvii. 49) • and the latter, which was, as

has been remarked, very great in the time of

Justin M., still lingered.' The quotations of

Clement suffer from both these disturbing forces

(Matt. viii. 22, x. 30, xi. 27, xix. 24, xxiii. 27,

XXV. 41, X. 26, omitted by Tischdf. Luke iii. 22),

and he seems to have derived from his copies of the

Gospels two sayings of the Lord which fomi no

part of the canonical text. (Comp. Tischdf. on Matt.

vi. 33; Luke xvi. 11). p]lsewhere his quotations

are free, or a confused mixture of two narratives

(Matt. V. 45, vi. 26, 32 f., xxii. 37 ; Mark xii. 43),

but in innumerjible places he has preserved the true

reading (Matt. v. 4, 5, 42, 48, viii. 22, xi. 17,

xiii. 25, xxiii. 26 ; Acts ii. 41, xvii. 26). His quo-

tations from the Kpistles are of the very highest

value. In these tradition had no prevailing power,

though Tatian is said to have altered in parts the

language of the Epistles (Euseb. //. E. iv. 29);
and the text was left comparatively free from cor-

ruptions. Against the few false readings which he

suppoi-ts {e.g. 1 Pet. ii. 3, \pi(n6s; Hom. iii. 26,

'IijffoCi'; viii. 11, 5io rov ivoiK. irj/.) may be

brought forward a long list of passages in which

he combines with a few of the best authorities in

upholding the true text (e. g. 1 Pet. ii. 2 ; Rom.

ii. 17, X. 3, XV. 29 ; 1 Cor. ii. 13, vii. 3, 5, 35, 39,

viii. 2, X. 24).

8. But Origen stands as far firet of all the
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ante-Nicene fatheis in critical authority as he does

in commanding gonius, and his writings are an

almost inexhaustible storehouse for the history of

the text. In many places it seems that the printed

text of his works has been modernized ; and till a

new and thorough collation of the MSS. has been

made, a doubt must remain whether his quotations

have not suffered by the hands of scribes, as the

MSS. of the N. T. have suHered, though in a less

degree. The testimony which Origen beais as to

the corruption of the text of the Gospels in his

time differs from the general statements whirh

have been already noticed as being the deliberate

judgment of a scholar and not the plea of a con-

troversialist. " As the case stands," he says, " it

is obvious that the difference between the copies is

considerable, partly from the carelessness of indi-

vidual scribes, partly from the wicked daring of

some in coiTccting what is written, partly ako
from [the changes made by] those who add or

remove what seems good to them in the process of

correction "e (Orig. In Matt. t. xv. §14). In the

case of the LXX., he adds, he removed or at least

indicated those corruptions by a comparison of

"editions" (e/cSoVetj), and we may believe that

he took equal care to ascertain, at least for his

own use, the true te.xt of the N. T., though he

did not venture to arouse the prejudice of his

contemporaries by openly revising it, as the old

translation adds {Tn Matt. xv. vet. int. "in exem-

plaribus autem Novi Testamenti hoc ipsum me posse

facere sine periculo non putavi "). Even in the form

in which they have come down to us, the writings

of Origen, as a whole, contain the noblest eaily

memorial of the apostolic text. And, though there

is no evidence that he published any recension of

the text, yet it is not unlikely thj\t he wrote out

copies of the N. T. with his own hand (Kedepcn-

ning, Origenes, ii. 184), which were spread widely

in after time. Thus Jerome appeals to " the

copies of Adamantius," j. e. Origen {in Mat. xxiv.

i 36 ; Gal. iii. 1), and the copy of Pamphilus can

hardly have been other than a copy of Origen's text

(Cod. H, Subscription, Inf. §26). From Pamphilus

the text passed to Eusebius and Euthalius, and it is

scarcely rash to believe that it can be traced, though

imperfectly, in existing MSS. as C L. (Comp.

Griesbach, Symh. Crit. i. Ixxvi. ff. ; cxxx. ff.)

9. In thirteen cases (Norton, Genuineness of the

Gospels, i. 234-236) Origen has expressly noticed

varieties of reading in the Gospels (Matt. viii. 28,

xvi. 20, xviii. 1, xxi. 5, xxi. 9, 15, xxvii. 17
;

Mark iii. 18 ; Luke i. 46, ix. 48, xiv. 19, xxiii.

45 ; John i. 3, 4 ; 28).^ In three of these passages

the variations which he notices are no longer found

in our Greek copies (Matt. xxi. 9 or 15, otK(f> for

vl^; Tregelles, ad foe; Mark iii, 18 (ii. 141,

Ae/S^jf rhv rev 'AA(/). (?) ; Luke i. 46, 'EMffdfieT

for Mapiafi ; so in some Latin copies) ; in seven

our copies are still divided ; in two (Matt. viii. 28,

raSopTirtSj/ ; John i. 28, BtiOafiapa) the reading

which Wiis only found in a few MSS. is now
widely spread : in the remaining place (Matt.

i Irenaeus notices two various readings of Importance,

In whicli he maintains the true toxt, Matt 1. 18, toO Si

XpicTToC (111. 16. 2), Apoc. xiii. 18 (v. 30, 1).

The letter of Ptolemnous (dr. a.d. 150) to Flora (Epiph.

i. 216) contains some imporuut early variations in the

evangelic text
' Jerome notices the result of this in his time In strong

terms, Praef. in Evang.
f To what extent tradition might modify the current

text is still clearly seen from the Codex Btzat and some

Latin copies, which prolwbly give a text dating in essence

fn)m the close of the 2nd century.

K These words seem to refer to the professional cor-

rector («iop8wi-^!).

•> To these Mr. Hort (to whom the writer owes many
suBgestions and corrections In this article) adds Matt, v

22, from Cramer, Cat. in Eph. iv. 31, where Origen

blames the insertion of etic^.
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xxvii. 17, 'Iriffovv Bapafi^av) a few copies of no

gi'eat age retain the interpolation which was found

in his time " in very ancient copies." It is more

remarltiible that Origen asserts, in answer to Celsns,

that our Lord is nowhere called " the carpenter
"

in the Gospels circulated in the churches, though

this is undoubtedly the true reading in Mark vi. 3

(Orig. c. Cels. vi. 36).

10. The evangelic quotations of Origen are not

wholly free fiom the admixture of traditional

glosses which have been noticed in Clement, and

often present a confusion of parallel passages (Matt.

V. 44, vi. (33), vii. 21 ff., xiii. 11, xxVi. 27 f.
;

1 Tim. iv. 1) ; but there is little difficulty in se-

parating his genuine text from these natural cor-

ruptions, and a few references are sufficient to indi-

cate its extreme importance (Matt. iv. 10, vi. 13,

XV. 8, 35; Mark i. 2, x. 29; Luke sxi. 19; John

vii. 39; Acts x. 10 ; Rom. viii. 28).

11. In the Kpistles Origen once notices a striking

variation in Heb. ii. 9, X'^P^^ ^^'^^ ^or xap'Ti Oeov,

which is still attested ; but, apart from the specific

reference to variations, it is evident that he himself

used MSS. at different times which varied in many
details (Mill, Prolegg. §687). Griesbach, who has

investigated this fact with the gi-eatest care {Mele-

tema i. appended to Coinm. Crit. ii. ix.-xL), seems

to have exaggei-ated the extent of these differences

while he establishes their existence satisfactorily.

There can be no doubt that in Origen's time the

variations in the N. T. MSS., which we have seen

to have existed from the earliest attainable date,

and which Origen describes as considerable and wide-

spread, were beginning to lead to the formation of

specific groups of copies.

Though the materials for the history of the text

during the first thiee centuries are abundant,

nothing has been written in detail on the subject

since the time of Mill {Prolegg. 240 ff.) and R. Simon
{Histoire Critique 1685-93). What is

wanted is nothing less than a complete collection at

full length, from MS. authority, of all the ante-

Nicene Greek quotations. These would form a

centre round which the variations of the versions

and Latin quotations might be grouped. A first

step towards this has been made by Anger in his

Sijnopsis Em. Matt. Marc, Luc 1851.
The Latin quotations are well given by Sabatier,

Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae versiones antiquae,

1751.

12. The most ancient MSS. and versions now
extant exhibit the characteristic diti'erences which
have been found to exist in different parts of the

works of Origen. These cannot have had their

source later than the beginning of the thiixl cen-

tury, and probably were much earlier. In classical

texts, where the MSS. are sufliciently numerous,
it is generally possible to determine a very few

primary sources, standing in definite relations to

one another, from which the other copies can be

shown to flow ; and from these the scholar is able

to discover one source of all. In the case of

the N. T. the authorities for the text are infi-

nitely more varied and extensive than elsewhere,

and the question has been raised whether it may
not be possible to distribute them in like manner
aud divine from later documents the earliest his-

tory of the text. Various answers have been made
which are quite valueless as far as they profess to

rest on historical evidence; and yet are all more
or less interesting as explaining the true conditions

of the problem. The chief facts, it must be
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noticed, are derived from later documents, but the

question itself belongs to the last half of the second
century.

Bengel was the first (1734) who pointed out the
affinity of certain groups of MSS., which, as he re-

marks, must have arisen before the fii-st versions were
made {Apparatus Criticus, ed. Burk, p. 425).
Originally he distinguished three families, of which
the Cod. Alex. (A), the Graeco-Latin MSS., and
the mass of the more recent MSS. were respec-

tively the types. At a later time (1737) he
adopted the simpler division of " two nations," the
Asiatic and theAtiican. In the latter he included

Cod. Alex., the Graeco-Latin MSS., the Aethiopic,

Coptic [Memphitic], and Latin versions : the mass
of the remaining authorities formed the Asiatic

class. So far no attempt was made to trace the
history of the groups, but the general agreement of
the most ancient witnesses against the more recent,

a tact which Bentley announced, was distinctly

asserted, though Bengel was not prepared to accept

the ancient reading as necessarily true. Semler
contributed nothing of value to Bengel's theory,

but made it more widely known (Spicilegium Ob-
servationum, 4'C., added to his edition of Wetstein's

Libelli ad Crisin atque Int. N. T. 1766 ; Appa-
ratus, ^c. 1767). The honour of carefully deter-

mining the relations of critical authorities for the

N. T. text belongs to Griesbach. This great

scholar gave a summary of his theory in his

Historia Text. Gr. Epist. Paul. (1777, Opnsc.
ii. 1-135) and in the preface to his first edition of

the Greek Test. His earlier essay. Dissert. Crit. de
Codd. qnat. Evang. Origenianis (1771, Opusc. i.),

is incomplete. According to Griesbach (Xov. Test.

Praef. pp. Ixx. ff.) two distinct recensions of the
Gospels existed at the beginning of the third

century : the Alexandrine, represented by B C L,

1, 13, 33, 69, 106, the Coptic, Aethiop., Arm.,
and later Syrian versions, and the quotations of
Clem. Alex., Origen, Eusebius, Cyril. Alex., Isid.

Pelus. ; and the Western, represented by 1), and
in part by 1, 13, 69, the ancient Latin version

and Fathers, and sometimes by the Syriac and
Arabic veisions. Cod. Alex, was to be regarded
as giving a more recent (Constantinopolit<an) text

in the Gospels. As to the origin of the variations

in the text, Griesbach supposed that copies were
at first derived from the separate autographs or

imperfect collections of the apostolic books. These
were gradually intei-polated, especially as they
were intended for private use, by glosses of various
kinds, till at length authoritative aiitions of the

collection of the Gospels and the letters (euorye-
Kiov, 6 dnScrroXos, rh airo<TTo\iK6v) were made.
These gave in the main a pure text, and thus two
classes of MSS. were afterwards cuiTent, those de-

rived from the intei-polated copies ( Western), and
those derived from the evayytXiov and airoffro-

\ik6u (Alexandrine, Eastern; Opusc. ii. 77-99;
Meleteinata, xliv.). At a later time Griesbach

rejected these historical conjectures (AVi'. Test. ed.

2, 1796; yet comp. Meletem. 1. c), and repeated

with greater care and fulness, from his enlai^eil

knowledge of the authorities, the threefold division

which he had originally made (A'. T. i. Praef.

Ixx.-lxxvii. ed. Schulz). At the same time he recog-

nized the existence of mixed and transitional texts ;

and when he chaiacterized by a happy epigram

{graminaticum egit Alexandrinns causor, inter-

pretem occidentalism the difference of the two
ancient families, he fi-ankly aximitted that no exist-
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mg document exhibited eitlier " recension " in a

pure form. His great merit was independent of the

details of his system : he estiblished the existence

of a group of ancient MSS. distinct from those which

could be accused of Latinizing (Tregelles, Home,

p. 103).

IS. The chief object of Griesbach in propounding

his theory of recensions was to destroy the weight

of mere numbers.' The critiail resul't with him

had far more interest than the historical process

;

and, apart from all consideration as to the origin

of the variations, the facts which he pointed out

are of pennanent value. Others canied on the

investigation from the point where he left it.

Hug endeavoured, with much ingenuity, to place

the theory on a historical basis {Einleitung in N. T.

1st ed. 1808; 3rd, 1826). According to him,

the text of the N. T. fell into a state of consider-

able corruption during the second century. To

this foi-m he applied the tei-m koiv^ e/cSoiris

{common edition), which liad been applied by

Alexandrine critics to the unrevised text of Homer,

and in later times to the unrevised text of the

LXX. (i. 144). In the course of the thii-d cen-

tuiy this text, he supposed, undenvent a threefold

revision, by Hesychius in Egypt, by Lucian at

Antioch, and by Origen in Palestine. So that our

existing documents represent four classes: (1) The

unrevised, D. 1, 13, 69 in the Gospels; D E^ in

the Acts ; Dg F^ Gj in the Pauline Epistles : the old

Latin and Thebaic, and in part the Peshito Syriac

;

and the quotations of Clement and Origen. (2)

The Egyptian recension of Hesychius; B C L in

Gospels ; A B C 17 in the Pauline Epistles ; A B C
Acts and Catholic Epistles; A C in the Apocalypse:

the Memphitic version ; and the quotations of

Cyril. Alex, and Athanasius. (3) The Asiatic

(Antioch-Constantinople) recension of Lucian; E F
G H S V and the recent MSS. generally ; the Gothic

and Slavonic versions and the quotations of Theo-

phylact. (4) The Palestinian recension of Origen

(of the Gospels) ; A K M ; the I'hiloxenian Syriac
;

the quotations of Theodoret and Chiysostom. But
the slender external proof which Hug adduced in

support of this system was, in the main, a mere
misconception of what Jerome said of the labours

of Hesychius and Lucian on the LXX. (Praef. in

Paralip.; c. Ruff. ii. 27; and Ep. cvi. (135) §2.

The only other passages are Be Viris ilhistr.

cap. Ixxvii. Lucianus ; Praef. in gnat. Ev.) ; the

assumed recension of Origen rests on no historical

evidence whatever. Yet the new analysis of the

internal character of the documents was not with-

out a valuable result. Hug showed that the line

of demarcation between the Alexandrine and West-

em families of Griesbach was pmcticilly an ima-

ginary one. Not only are the extieme types of

the two classes connected by a series of inter-

mediate links, but many of the quotations of

Clement and Origen belong to the so-KiUed Western
text. Griesbach in examining Hug's hypothesis,

explained this phenomenon by showing that at

various times Origen useil MSS. of different types,

and admitted that many Western readings are

« This he statos distinctly {Symb. Crit. 1. cx\\\.) :—
' Praecipuus vero recensionum In criseos sacrae exercitio

usus liic est, ut eorum auctorltate Iwtiones bonus, sed in

paucls libris superstilesdefendainus udvorsus Juniorum et

vulgarium codicum innumerabilem pocne lurbam." Comp.

id. ii. 624, n. The necessity of destroying this grand source

of error was supreme, as may be seen not only from such

G. V. Maestridit (ii. }8, n.\, Dui also from
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found in Alexandrine copies {Melctem. xlviii. comp.

Laurence, Remarks on the Systematic Classification

of MSS 1814).

14. Little remains to be said of later theories.

Eichhom accepted the classification of Hug (£"»»-

leitung, 1818-27). Matthaei, the bitter advei-sary

of Griesbach, contented himself with asserting the

paramount claims of the later copies against the more

ancient, allowing so far their general difference

( Ueher die sog. Recensionen .... 1804 ; N. T.

1782-88). Scholz returning to a simpler ari-ange-

ment divided the authorities into two classes, Alex-

andrine and Constantinopolitan {N. T. i. pp. xv. ff.),

and maintained the superior purity of the latter on

the ground of their assumed unanimity. In prac-

tice he failed to cany out his principles ; and the

un.animity of the later copies has now been shown

to be quite imaginary. Since the time of Scholz

theories of recensions have found little favour.

Lachmann, who accepted only ancient authorities,

simply divided them into Eastern (Alexandrine) and

Western. Tischendorf, with some resen-e, proposes

two great classes, each consisting of two pail's, the

Alexandrine and Latin, the Asiatic and Byzantine.

Tregelles, discarding all theories of recension as his-

toric facts, insists on the general accordance of ancient

authorities as giving an ancient text in contrast with

the recent text of the more modern copies. At the

same time he points out what we may suppose to

be the " genealogy of the text." This he exhibits

in the foUowincr form:

i«BZ
C L E 1 33
P Q T It

X (A) 69

A
K M K
E F G S U, key-

15. The fundamental eiTor of the recension theo-

ries is the assumption either of an actual recension

or of a pure text of one type, which was variously

modified in later times, while the fact seems to be

exactly the converse. Groups of copies spring not

from the imperfect reproduction of the character of

one typical exemplar, but from the multiplication

of characteristic variations. They are the results

of a tendency, and not of a foct. They advance

towards and do not lead from that form of text

which we regard as their standaid. Individuals,

as Origen, may have exercised an important in-

fluence at a particular time and place, but the

silent and continual influence of circumstances was

greater. A pure Alexandrine or Western text is

simply a fiction. The tendency at Alexandria or

Carthage was in a certain direction, and neces&u'ily

influenced the character of the current texts with

accumulative force as fai- as it was unchecked by

other influencos. This is a general law, and the

history of the apostolic books is no exception to

it. The hist(>ry of their text diflei-s from that of

other books chiefly in this, that, owing to the great

multiplicity of testimony, typical copies are here

represented by typical groups of copies, and the

inteimediate stiges are occupied by mixed texts.

But if we look beneath this complication general

Wetstein's Rule .will. .
" lectio plurlum codicum caeteris

paribus praefcrcnda est."

« " Those cwllces arc placed together whiih appear to

demand such an arrangement ; and those which siand

below others are such as show still more and more of the

Intermbtlure of modernized readings " (Tregelles. Home,
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lines of cliauge may be detected. All experience

shows that cei-tain types of variation propagate

and perpetuate themselves, and existing documents

prove that it was so with the copies of the N. T.

Many of the links in the genealogical table of our

MSS. may be wanting, but the specific relations

between the groups, and their comparative anti-

quity of origin, are clear. This antiquity is deter-

mined, not by the demonstration of the immediate

dependence of particular copies upon' one another,

but Tjy reference to a common standard. The
secondary uncials (K S U, &c.) are not derived

from the earlier (B C A) by direct descent, but

rather both are derived by ditiei-ent processes from

one original. And here vaiious considerations will

assist the judgment of the critic. The accumu-

lation of variations may be more or less rapid in

certain directions. A disturbing force may act for

a shorter time with greater intensity, or its effects

may be slow and protracted. Con-uptions may be

obvious or subtle, the work of the ignorant copyist

or of the rash scholar; they may lie upon the

surface or they may penetrate into tlie tabric of

the test. But on such points no general rules can

be laid down. Here as elsewhere, there is an

instinct or tact which discerns likenesses or relation-

ships and refuses to be measured mechanically. It

is enough to insist on the truth that the varieties

in oui- documents are the result of slow and natural

growth and not of violent change. They aie due to

the action of intelligible laws and rarely, if ever,

to the caprice or imperfect judgment of individuals.

They contain in themselves their history and their

explanation.

16. From the consideration of the eai-liest history

of the N. T. text we now pass to the aera of iLS.S.

The quotations of Dioxysics Alex. (fA.D. 264),

Petrus Alex. (fc. a.d. 312), Methodius (fA.D.

311), and EusEBics (fA.u. 3-iO), confirm the

prevalence of the ancient tvpe of text ; but the

public establishment of Christianity in the Roman
empire necess;irily led to important changes. Not
only were more copies of the X. T. required for

public use (Comp. §3), but the nominal or real ad-

herence of the higher ranks to the Christian faith

must have laigely increased the demand for costly

JI.SS. As a natural consequence the niiie Hellenistic

forms gave way before the current Greek, and at

the same time it is reasonable to believe that

smoother and fuller constructions were substituted

for the rougher turns of the apostolic language.

In this way the foundation of the Byz-tntine text

was Liid, and the same influence which thus began

to work, continued uninteiTuptedly till the fall of

the Eastern empire. Meanwhile the multiplication

of copies in Africa and Syria was checked by Mo-
hammedan conquests. The (Jreek language ceased to

be cunent in the West. The progress of the Alex-

andrine and Occidental families of MSS. was thus

checked ; and the mass of recent copies necessarily

represent the accumulated results of one tendency.
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™ Jerome describes the false taste of many In his time

(c. A.D. 400) with regard to MSS. of the Bible :
" Habeant

qui volunt %-eteres libros, vel in membranis purpureis

auro argentoque descriptos, vel uncialibut, nt vulgo

liunt litteris onera magis exarata, quam codices ; dum-

modo mihi meisque permitUint paupores habere scbedulas,

et non tam pulcros codices quam cmendatos " {Praef. in

/obum, is. 1084, ed. Migne).
» The Codex Sinaitlcus (Cod. Frid. Aug.) has four

columns ; Cod. Alex. (A) two. Cf. Scrivener, Intnductum,

p. 25, n., for other examples.

1 7. The appearance of the oldest MSS. has been
already described (§3). The MSS of the 4th
century, of which Cod. Vatican. (B) may be taken
as a type, present a close resemblance to these.

The wiiting is in elegant continuous (capitals)

uncials,™ in three columns," without initial letters

or iota subscript, or ascript. A small interval

serves as a simple punctuation ; and there are no
accents or breathings by the hand of the first writer,

though these have been added subsequently. Unciiil

writing continued in general use till the' middle of
the 10th century.o One uncial MS. (S), the earliest

dated copy, beai-s the date 949 ; and for sei-vice

books the same style was retained a centuiy later.

From the 11th century downwards c^lrsile writing
prevailed, but this pa.ssed through several forms
sufficiently distinct to fix the date of a MS. with
tolerable certainty. The earliest cursive Biblical

MS. is dated 964 a.d. (Gosp. 14, Scrivener, Intro-

duction, p. 36 note), though cui-sive writing was used

a century before (A.D. 888, Scrivener, /. c). The
MSS. of the 14th and loth centuries abound in

the contractions which afterwards passed into the

eaily printed books. The material as well as the

writing of MSS. undei"weut successive changes. The
oldest ^ISS. ai'e written on the thinnest and finest

vellum : in later copies the parchment is thick and
coarse. Sometimes, as in Cod. Cotton. (X = J), the

vellum is stained. Papyrus was very rarely used after

the 9th century. In the 10th century cotton paper

(charta bombi/cina, or Damascena) was generally

employed in Europe; and one example at least

occui-s of its use in the 9th century (Tischdf. Not.

Cod. Sin. p. 54, quoted by Scrivener, Introduction,

p. 21). In the 12th century the common linen or

1 ag paper came into use ; but paper was "seldom
used for Biblical MSS. earlier than the 13th cen-

tury, and had not entirely displaced pirchment at

the aera of the invention of printing, c. a.d. 1450 "

(Scrivener, Introduction, p. 21). One other kind

of material requires notice, redressed parchment
{Tra\ijxi\i7\(Tros, charta deleticia). Even at a very

early period the original text of a parchment MS.
was often erased, that the mateiial might be used

afresh (Cic. ad Fain. vii. 18; Catull. xxii.).P In

lapse of time the original writing frequently re-

appears in faint lines below the later text, and in

this w^ay many precious fragments of Biblical MSS.
which had been once obliterated for the transcrip-

tion of other works have been recovered. Of these

p.alimpsest MSS. the most famous aie those noticed

below under the letters C. R. Z. H. The earliest

Biblical p;xlimpsest is not older than the 5th century

(Plate i. fig. 3).

18. In uncial MSS. the contractions are usu-

ally limited to a few very common fomis (0C,

IC, riHP, AAA, &c., 1. e. di6s, 'l-naovs, irar-hp,

Aawf i'5 ; comp. Scrivener, Introduction, p. 43).

A few more occur in later uncial copies, in which

there are ;ilso some examples of the ascript iota.

° A full and InterestlnK account of the various changes

in the uncial alphabet at difforent times is given by Scri-

vener, Introduction, pp. 27-36.

P This practice was condemned at the Quinise.xflne

Council (a.d. 692), Can. 63 ; but the Commenury of Bal-

samon shows Uuit in his lime (fA.n. 1204) the practice

had not ceased . cnjMeiojo'ai tomto. lia. tous ^i^Aioca-

TTTJAow? Toiis on-aAci'<i)on-09 Tas tj.(it.$pa.va^ Tuii' fl<io»i'

yp<ji4>i^v. A Biblical fragment in the British Museum has

been erased, and used tieice afterwards for Syrian wrllinc

(Add. 17, 136. Cotl. N* Tischdf.).
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which occurs i-avely in the Codex Sin.iiticus.* Ac-

cents are not found in MSS. older tlian the 8th

century.' Breathings and the apostrophus (Tisclidf.

Proleg. cxxxi.) occur somewhat earlier. The oldest

punctuation after the simple interval, is a stop like

the modern Greek colon (in A C D), which is

accompanied by an interval, proportioned in some
cases to the length of the pause.* In E (Gospp.)

and Bj (Apoc), which are M8S. of the 8th century,

this point marks a full stop, a colon, or a comma,
according as it is placed at the top, the middle, or

the base of the letter (Scrivener, p. 42).' The
present note of interrogation (;) came into use in

the 9th centuiy.

1 9. A very ingenious attempt was made to supply

an effectual system of punctuation for j>ublic read-

ing, by Euthalius, who published an anangemont
of St. Paul's Epistles in clauses {ffrixoi) in 458,
and another of the Acts and Catholic Epistles in

490. The same an-angement was applied to the

Gospels by some unknown hand, and probably at

an earlier date. The method of subdivision was
doubtle.ss suggested by the mode in which the poetic

books of the O. T. were written in the MSS. of

the LXX. The great examples of this method of

WTiting are D (Go'spels), H3 (Epp.), D^ (Epp.). The
Cod. Laud. (E^, Acts) is not strictly stichometrical,

but the parallel texts seem to be arranged to esta-

blish a verbal connexion between the Latin and
Greek (Tregelles, Home, 187). The arixoi vary

considerably in length, and thus the amount of

vellum consumed was far more than in an ordinary

MS., so that the fashion of writing in " clauses
"

soon passed away ; but the numeration of the

arrixoi in the several books was still preserved, and
many MSS. {e.g. A Ep., K Gosp.) bear traces of

having been copied from older texts thus ananged.*
20. The earliest extant division of the N. T.

j

into sections occurs in Cod. B. This division is I

elsewhere found only in the palimpsest fragment of
St. Luke, E. In the Acts and the Epistles there is a

double dittsiou in B, one of which is by a later hand.

The Epistles of St. Paul are treated as one im-
broken book divided into 93 sections, in which
the Epistle to the Hebrews originally stood between
the Epistles to the Galatians and the Ephesians.
This appears fiom the numbering of the sections,

which the writer of the MS. preserved, though he
transposed the book to the place before the pastoral

epistles.'

21. Two other divisions of the Gospels must be
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noticed. The (i)-st of these was a division into
" chapters " ( K((pd\aia, rlr\oi, breves), which cor-

respond with distinct .sections of the narrative, and

are on an average a little more than twice as long

as the sections in B. This division is found in A,

C, R, Z, and must therefoi'e li.ave come into general

use some time before the 5th century." The other

division was constructed with a view to a haiinony

of the Gospels. It owes its origin to Ammonius of
Alexandria, a scholar of the 3ixi centurj', who con-

structed a Harmony of the Evangelists, taking St.

Matthew as the basis round which he grouped the

parallel passages from the other Gospels. Eusebius

of Cae.sarea completed his labour with great inge-

nuity, and constructed a notation and a series of

tables, which indicate at a glance the parallels which
exist to any passage in one or more of the other

Gospels, and the passages which are peculiar to

each. There seems every reason to believe that

the sections .as they stand at present, as well as

the ten " Canons," which give a summary of the

Haraiouy, are due to Eusebius, though the sections

sometimes occur in MSS. without the con-esponding

Canons.* The Cod. Alex. (A), and the Cottonian

fragments (N), are the oldest JISS. which confciin

both in the original hand. The sections occur in

the palimpsests C, R, Z, P, Q, and it is possible

that the Canons may have been there originally,

for the veiTnilion {Ktvvd^apis, Euseb. J£p. ad
Carp.), or paint with which they were marked
would entirely disappear in the process of prepai'iug

the parchment afresh.X

22. The division of the Acts and Epistles into

chapters came into use at a later time. It does

not occur in A or C, which give the Ammouian
sections, and is commonly referred to Euthalius

(Comp. §19), who, however, says that he borrowed

the divisions of the Pauline Epistles from an earlier

father ; and there is reason to believe that the divi-

sion of the Acts and Catholic Epistles which he

published was originally the work of Pamphilus
the Martyr (Montfaucon, Bibl. Coislin. p. 78).

The Apocalypse was divided into sections by An-
dreas of Caesarea about A.D. 500. This division

consisted of 24 \6yoi, each of which was sub-

divided into three "chapters" {KtfdXaia).*

23. The titles of the sacred books are from tlieir

nature additions to the original text. The distinct

names of the Gospels imply a collection, and the

titles of the Epistles are notes by the possessors

and not addresses by the writers {'ludvvov a.

•> As to the use of cursive MSS. in this respect of iota
ascript or fuhscript, Mr. Scrivener found that " of forty-
tlirec MSS. now in Kngland, twclvo have no vestige of
either fashion, fifteen nprpsent the ascript use, nine the
«u/>«C7-ipt exclusively, while the few that remain have both
indifferently" {Introduction, p. 39). The earliest use of
the subscript is In a MS. (71) datod 11 60 (Scrivener, I.e.).

' Mr. Scrivener makes an exception in the case of " the
first four lines of each column of the book of Genesis " in

Cod. A, which, he says, is fumlshnd with accents and
breathings by the first hand {Introduction, \y 40). Dr.
TregtlJes, to whose kiti<lncs.s 1 am indebted fur several
remarks on this article, expressed 10 me his strong doul)ts

as to the correctness of this a.>«crtion ; and a vory careful

examination of the MS. leaves no question but that the
1

accents and breathings were the work of the later scribe

who accentuated the whole of the first three columns.
There is a perceptible difference in Uie shade of the red

pigment, which is decisively shown In the initial E.

• The division In John i. 3, 4, o yeyoi-ef iv avriZ (atr) ^v
<cf. Tregelles, ad toe.), Rom. vlli. 20 (Orlgcn), ix. 5, shows
tlie Jittentlon given to this question In the earliest times.

» Dr. Tregelles, whose acquaintance with ancient MSS.
Is not inferior to that of any scholar, expresses a doubt
" whether this is at all uniformly the case."

" Comp. Tischdf. X T. ed. 1»59, under the subscriptions

to the several books. Wetetein, I'rolegg. pp. 100-102.

» The oldest division is not found In 2 Pet (ed. Vercell.

p. 125.) (Mr. Hort). It is found in Jude ; 2, 3 John.

" The Ke4>d\aia do not begin with the beginning of the

books (Griesbach, Comm. Crit. il. 49). This Is important

in reference to the objections raised against Matt. i.

» These very useful canons and sections are printed in

the Oxford Text (Lloyd) in Tischendorf (1859), and the

notation Is very easily mastered. A more complete ar-

rangement of (he canons, giving the order of the sections

in each Kvangclist, originally drawn up by I>r. Tregelles,

is found in Ur. Wordsworth's Gk. Test. vol. I.

T A comparative table of the ancient and modern divi

sions of the N. T. is gtveu by Scrivener {Jntroduclion

p. 68).

• For the later division of the Bible Into our present

chapters and verses, see Bible, i. 214.
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6', &c.)- I» theiv eniliost Ibrm thoy ;ue i\wie

simple, According to Miitt/iew, &c. {Kara Ma6da7ov

(c.T.X.) ; To the Eo)n(i)Vi, Sec. {irphs 'Pco/xaiovs

K.T.K.) ; First of Peter, &c. {Tlerpov a) ; Acts of

Apostles (irpa|€js a.iroffr6\wv) ; Apocali/pse. These

headings were gi-adually amplified till they as-

sumed such forms as The holi/ Gospel according to

John ; The first Catholic Epistle of the hohj and

all-praiseuorthi/ Peter ; The Apocalypse of the

holy and most glorious Apostle and Evangelist,

the beloved virgin vho rested on the bosom of

Jesus, John the Divine, in the same way the

original subscriptions {viroypa^al), which were

merely repetitions of the titles, gave way to vague

traditions as to the dates, &c., of the books. Those

appended to the Epistles, which have been trans-

lated in the A. V., are attributed to Euthalius,

and their singular inaccuracy (Paley, Horae Pau-

linae, ch. xv.) is a valuable proof of the utter absence

of liistorical criticism at the time when they could

rind currency.

24. Very few MSS. contain the whole N. T.,

" twenty-seven in all out of the vast mass of extant

documents" (Scrivener, Introduction, 61). The

MSS. of the Apocalypse are rarest ; and Chrysostom

complained that in his time the Acts was very

little known. Besides the MSS. of the N. T., or

of parts of it, there are also Lectionaries, which

contain extracts arranged for the Church-sen-ices.

These were taken from the Gospels (evayyeAt-

ffrdpia), or from the Gospels and Acts {wpa^aTr6-

(TToXoi), or rarely from the Gosj)els and Epistles

(dirocrToA.O€va77e'Aia). The calendars of the lessons

{fTvvai,a.pLa), are appended to very many MSS. of

the N. T. ; those for the saints'-day lessons, which
varied verv considerablv in different times and places,

were called U-f]vo\6yia (Scholz, N. T., 453-493;
Scrivener, G8-75).

25. When a MS. was completed it was com-
monly submitted, at least in early times, to a

careful revision. Two terms occur in describing

this process, 6 aj'Ti;3aA\a>i' and Siop6i»Tr)s. It

has been suggested that the work of the former an-

swered to that of " the corrector of the press,"

while that of the latter was more critical (Tregelles,

Home, 85, 80). Tossibly, however, the words
only describe two parts of the same work. Several

MSS. still preserve a subscription which attests a

revision by comparison with famous copies, though
this attestation must have referred to the earlier

exemplar, (Comp. Tischdf. Jude subscript.^ ; but
the Coislinian fragment (Hj) may have been itself

compared, according to the subscription, " with the

copy in the library at Caesarea, written by the

hand of the holy Pamphilus." (Comp. Scrivener,

Introduction, p. 47). Besides this ollicial correc-

tion at the time of transcription, MSS. were often

corrected by different hands in later times. Thus
Tischendorf distinguishes the work of two cor-

rector in C, and of three chief coiTcctoi-s in Do. In

later MSS. the conections arc often much more va-

luable than the original text, as in 07 (Epp.); and

m the Cod. Sinait. the readings of one corrector

(2 b) are frequently as valuable as those of the

original text.'

(The work of Montfau9on still remains the clas-
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Exatniiles of the attestation and sigiiatnre of MSS.,

"vith a list of the names of scribes, are given by Monl-
tSL\i<;oB(ralaeographia, pp. 39-108).

•i Since tlie liraeof Wetstein the uncial MSS. have been
marked by rjipital letters, the cursives by numbers (and

VOL. IT.

'ileal authority on (Jreek Palaeography (Palaeo-

graphia Graeca, Paris, 1708), though much has

been discovered since his time which modifies some
of his statements. The plates in the magnificent

work of Silvestre and Champollion {Paleographie

Univcrselle, Paris, 1841, Eng. Trans, by Sir F,

Madden, London, 1850) give a splendid and fairly

accurate series of facsimiles of Greek MSS. (Plates,

liv.-xciv.). Tischendorf anuomices a new work on
Palaeography {N. T. Praef. cxxxiii.), and this, if

published, will probably leave nothing to be desired

in the Biblical branch of the study.

26. The number of imcial MSS. remaining,

though great when compared with the ancient

MSS. extant of other writings, is inconsiderable.''

Tischendorf {N. T. Praef. cxxx.) reckons 40 in the

Gospels, of which 5 are entire, B K M S U ; 3
nearly entire, E L A; 10 contain verv considerable

portions, A C D F G H V X r A ; of the reminder
14 contain very small fragments, 8 fragments more
(I P Q R Z) or less considerable (N T Y). To
these must be added S {Cod. Sinait.), which is

entire ; 2 (?) a new MS. of Tischendorf (ATof. Cod.

Sin. pp. 51-52), which is nearly entire; and E
{^Cod. Zacynth.'), which contains considerable frag-

ments of St. Luke. Tischendorf has likewise ob-

tained 6 additional fragments {I. c). In the A'-^o

there are 9 (10 with {<), of which 4 contain the

text entire (K A B), or nearly (Eg) so ; 4 have large

fragments, (C D H^ G2 = Lg) ; 2 small fragments.

In the Catholic Epistles 5, of which 4, A B Kg G^
— L^ are entire ; 1 (C) nearly entire. In the Pau-

line Epistles there are 14, 2 nearly entire, D^ Lg

;

7 have very considerable portions, A B C E, Fj G,

]\2 (but Eg should not be reckoned) ; the remaining

5 some fragments. In the Apocalypse 3, two entire

(A Bg), one nearly entire (C). To these three last

classes must be added K, which is entire.

27. According to date these JISS. aie classed as

follows :

—

Fourth century. N B.

Fifth century. A C, and some fragments in-

cluding Q T.

Sixth centm-y. D P R Z, E^, D^ H3, and 4
smaller fiagments.

Seventh century. Some fragments including 0.

Eighth century. E L A H, Bg and some fi-ag-

ments.

Ninth century. F K M X T A, U^ G^^L^t
Fjj G» Kg Mg and fiagments.

Tenth century. G H S U, (E3).

28. A complete description of these JISS. is

given in the great critical editions of the N. T.

:

here those only can be briefly noticed which are of

primary importance, the first place being given to

the latest discovered and most complete Codex
Sinaiticus.

A (i). Primaiy Uncials of the Gospels.

K {Codex Sinaiticus- Cod. Frid. Aug. of LXX.).
at St. Petereburgh, obtained by Tischendorf from the

convent of St. Catherine, Mount Sinai, in 1859.

The fragments of LXX. published as Cod. Frid.

Aitg. (184(5), were obtained at the same place by

Tischendorf in 1844. The N. T. is entire, and the

Epistle of BaiTiabas and parts of the Shepherd of

later by small letters). In consequence of the confusion

which arises from applying the same letter to different

MSS., I have distinguished the differfnt MSS. by ine

notation M, Mo, Mj, retaining the asterisk (as originally

used) to mark the firit, &c., hands.
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Heimas are aJJeil. The whole MS. is to be pub-

,

lisheil ill 180'J by Tischendoif at the expense of the i

Emperor of Kussia. It is probably the oldest of|

the MSS. of the N. T., and of the 4th century

(Tischdf. Not. Cod. Sin. I860).
!

A {Codex Alexamlrinns, Brit. Mus.), a j\IS. of I

the entire Greek Bible, with the Kpistles of Clement
^

added. It was given by Cyril Lucar, patriarch of

Constantinojile, to Chailes I. in 1628, and is now

in the British ISIuseum. It contains the whole of

the N. T. with some chasms : Matt, i.-xxv. 6,

j'|jp^f(706 ; John vi. 50, '/ca-viii. 52, \eyei; 2

Cor. iv. i;5, eTn'(rT€U(ra-xii. 6, e'l ifiov. It was

probably written in the first half of the 5th cen-

tury. The N. T. has been published by Woide

(fol. 1786), and with some corrections by Cowper

(8vo. I860).* Comp. Wetstein, Prolegg. pp. 13-30

Ced. Lotze). (Plate i. fig. 2.)

B {Codex Vaticanus, 1209), a MS. of the entire

Greek Bible, which seems to have been in the

Vatican Library almost from its commencement

(c. A.D. 14-50). It contains the N. T. entire to

Heb. ix. 14, KaBa: the rest of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, the Pastoral Kpistles, and the Apocalypse

were added in the 15th centuiy. Various collations

of the N. T. were made by Bartolocci (1669), by

Slico for Bentley (c. 1720), whose collation was

ill part revised by Kulotta (1726), and by Birch

(1788). An edition of the whole MS., on which

Mai had been engaged for many years, was pub-

lished three years after his death in 1858 (V voll.

4to. ed. N'ercellone ; N. T. reprinted Lond. and

I.eipsic). Mai had himself kept back the edition

(printed 1828-1838), being fully conscious of its

imperfections, and had prepared another edition of

the N. T., which was published also by Verccllone

in 1859 (8vo.). The errors in this are less nu-

merous than in the former collation ; but the literal

text of B is still required by scholai's. The MS. is

assigned to the 4th century (Tischdf. N. T. cxxxvi.-

cxlix.).

C ( Codex Ephraemi rescriptiis. Paris, Bibl. Imp.

9), a palimpsest MS. which contains fragments of the

LXX. and of every part of the N. T. In the 12th

centuiy the original writing was effaced and some

Greek writings of Ephraem Syius were written

over it. The MS. was brought to Florence from

the East at the beginning of the 16th century, and

came thence to Paris with Catherine de' Medici.

Wetstein was engaged to collate it for Bentley

(1716), but it was first fully examined by Tischen-

dorf, who published the N. T. in 1843 : the 0. T.

fragmenfci in 1845. The only entire books which

have perished are 2 Thess. and 2 John, but lacunae

of gi-eater or less extent occur constantly. It is of

about the Siime date as Cod. Alex.

I) {Cmlex Bczae. Univ. Libr. Cambridge), a

Graeco-Latin MS. of the Gospels and Acts, with a

smal 1 fragment of 3 John, presented to the University

of Cambridge by Beza in 1581. Some readings from

it were obtained in Italy for Stephens' edition ; but

afterwards Beza found it at the sack of Lyons in

c It Is mnch to be regretted ihnt the editor has followed

the bad example of Card. Mnl In Inlroduclni; modem punc-

tuation, breathings, and accents, wliich are by no moans
always Indifferent (e. g. Luke vii. 12, aviji x>ip<f is given

without note, where pmliably the MS. represents avn)

'ot avrri) \Tipa). It is scarcely less unfortunate that he

lias not always given the original punctuation, however

absurd It may appear, and the few contractions which

occur in the MS. With these drawbacks, the text seems

to bo given on the whole accurately.
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1562 in the mon.-istery of St. Ireuaeus. The text

is very remarkable, and, espcially in the Acts,

abounds in singular interpolations. The MS. has

many l;icun:\e. It wa-s edited in a splendid form

by Kipling (1793, 2 vols, fol.), and no com-
plete collation has been since made ; but arrange-

ments have lately been (1861) made for a new
edition under the care of the Kev. F. H. Scrivener.

The MS. is referred to the 6th century. Cf. Credner,

Beitrwje, i. 452-518; Bornemann, Acta Aposto-

lonim, 1848 ; Schulz, De Codice D, Cantab. 1827.^

L (Paris. Cod. Imp. 62), one of the most im-

portant of the late uncial MSS. It contains the

four Gospels, with the exception of Matt. iv. 22-

v. 14, .xxviii. 17-20; Mark x. 16-20, xv. 2-20;

John xxi. 15-25. The text agrees in a remarkable

manner with B and Origen. It has been published

by Tischendorf, Monumenta Sacra Inedita, 1846.

Cf. Griesbach, Symh. Crit. i. Ixvi.-cxli. It is of

the 8th century.

R {Brit. Mus. Add. 17,211), a very valuable

palimpsest, brought to England in 1847 from the

convent of St. Mary Deipara in the Nitrian desert.

The original text is covered by Svnian writing of

the 9th or 10th century. About 585 vei-ses of

St. Luke were deciphered by Tregelles in 1854, and

by Tischendorf in 1855. The latter has published

them in his Mon. Sacra Inedita, ii. 1855. It is

assigned to the 6th century. (Plate i. fig. 3.)

X {Codex Blonacensis), in the University Library

at Munich. Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles.

Of the 10th century.

Z {Cod. Dublinensis rescriptits, in the Library

of Trin. Coll. Dublin), a palimpsest containing large

].)ortions of St. Matthew. It was edited by Barrett

(1801); andTregelles has since (1853) re-e.xamined

the MS. and deciphered all that was left undeter-

mined before {History i^f Printed Text, pp. 166-9).

It is assigned to the 6th century.

A {Codec Siingallensis), a MS. of the Gospels,

with an interlinear Latin translation, in the Library

of St. Gall. It once foi-med part of the same vo-

lume with Gj. Published in lithographed fac-simile

by IJettig (Zurich, 1836).

H {Codex Zacynthius), a palimpsest in possession

of the Bible Society, London, containing important

fragments of St. Luke. It is probably of the 8th

century, and is accompanied by a Catena. The

later writing is a Greek Lectionary of the 13th

century. It has been transcribed and published by

Tregelles (London, 1861).

The following are important fragments :

—

I (Tischendorf), various fi-agments of the Gos-

pels (Acts, Pauline Epistles), some of gi-eat value,

published by Tischendorf, Monutnenta Sacra, ii.

1855.

N {Cod. Cotton.), (formerly J N), twelve leaves

of purple vellum, the writing being in silver. Four

leaves are in Brit. Mus. (Cotton. C. xv). Pub-

lished by Tischendorf, 3fon. Sacr. ined., 1846.

Saec. vi.

Nb (Brit. Mus. Add. 17, 136), a palimpsest.

Deciphered by Tregelles and Tischendorf, and pub-

lished bv the latter : Mon. Sacr. ined. ii. S.aec. iv., v.

» Au edition of four great texts of the Gospels (A, B,

C, D) is at present (1861) In preparation at Oxfoni by

the Kev. K. H. Hansell. The Greek text of D has been

influenced in orthography by the Latin; e.g. Sa^opi-

TCLvuv, AeVpio<ro9, (^AayeAAiio-o? (Wetstein, I'rotegg. 40):

but the charge of more serious alterations from this sourc*

cannot be maintained.
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P Q {Codd. G'ulphcrbytani, Woltenbiittel), two

p.Jimpsests, re';pecti»ely of the 6th and 5th cen-

turies. Publisheil by Knittel, 17G2 and P again,

more completelv, by Tischendorf, Mon. Sacr. ined.

iii. 1860, who has Q rea<iy for publication.

T {Cod. Borgianus: Propaganda at Home), of

the 5th century. The fragments of St. John, edited

by Giorgi (17891; thoseV St. Luice, collated by

B. H. Alford (1859). Other fras^ments were pub-

lished by Woide. (Tischdf. N. T^Proleg. ckvii.).

T {Cod. Bcirberini, 225, Home). Saec. viii.

Kilited by Tischendorf, Mon. Sacr. ined. 1846.

[Cod. Tischendorf, i., Leipsic). Saec. rii.

Kdited by Tischendorf, in Mon. Sucr. ined. 1846.

(ii.) The Secondary Uncials are in the Gospels:

—

E (Basileensis, K.' iv. 35, Basle). Colbted by

Tischendoi-f, Mueller, Ti-egelles. Saec. riii.

F (tlheno-trajectinus. Utrecht, formerly Bor-

reeli). Coll. bv lleringa. Traj. 1843. Saec. is.

G (Brit. JIu's. Harl. 5684). Coll. by Tregelles

and Tis<:hendorf. Saec. is. x.

H (Hamburgensis. Seidelii). Coll. by Tregelles,

1850.' Saec. is.

K (Cod. Cyprius. Paris, Bibl. Imp. 63). Coll.

bv Tregellte and Tischendorf. Saec. is.
'
:M (Co<1. Campianus. Paris, Bibl. Imp. 48). Coll.

by Tregelles, and transcribed by Tischendorf. Saec. x.

S (Vaticanus, 354). Coll. by Birch. Saec. x.

U ' Cod. Xavianus. Venice). ColL by Tregelles

and Tischendorf. Saec. x.

V 'Jla^quensis"). Coll. br JIatthaei. Saec. is.

r (Bodleianus). Saec. is. Cf. Tischdf., X. T.

p. clxxiii. Coll. by Tischendorf and Tregelles.
j

Fresh portions of this 3IS. hare latelv been taken
j

by Tischendorf to .^t. Petei-sburgh.

A (Bodleianus). Saec. viii. (?), Cod. Tischen- I

dort' iii. (BodleianV Saec. viii. ix. Coll. by Tisch-
;

endorfaud Tregelles.
\

2 (St. Petersburgh). Saec. viii. is. (?). A j

new IIS. as yet nncollated.
\

B (i.). Primary Uncials of the Acts and Catholic

Kpistles.

N, A B C D.
Eg {Codex I.midiaivcs, 35\ a Graeco-Latin MS.

of the Acts, probably brought to England by Theo-
|

dore of Tarsus, 668, and used by Bede. It was
;

given to the University of Oxford by Archbishop
Utid in 1630. Published by Heame, 1715; but

a new edition has been lat«ly undertaken (1861) :

by Scrivener, and is certainly requii^ed. Saec. vi. I

vii.

(ii.) The Secondary Uncials are

—

Gj = Lj (Cod. Aiii^elicus (Passionei) Ilome).

Coll. by Tischdf. and Treg. Saec. ix.

Hj {Cod. 3futinen$i$, Modena), of the Acts.

Coll. by Tischdf. and Treg. Saec. is.

Kg (Mosquensis,, of the Catholic Epistles. Coll.

by Xlattkiei. Saec. ix.

C (i.). Primaiy Uncials of the Pauline Epistles:

N A B C.

Dj (Codes Claromontanus, i". e. fiom Clermont,
near Beauvais. Paris, Bibl. Imp. Iu7), aGraeco-Latin
MS. of the Pauline Epistles, once (like D) in the

jiossession of Beza. It passed to the lioyal Library
at Paris in 1707, where it luis since remained.

Wetstein collated it caiefullv, and, in 1852, it was
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At the end of the lacuna after Philemon 20 G^ i

ad laudiccnses incipU epifMa
vpoi \aovSain)<Taf opxtTiu (JTicttoAt);

published by Tischetulorf, who had been engaged on
it as early as 1840. The ilS. was independently
examined by Tregelles, who conimunicited the
results of his collation to Tischendorf, and by their

combined labours the original test, which has been
altered by numerous correctors, has been com-
pletely asceitained. The MS. is entire except Rom.
i. 1-7. The passages Kom. i. 27-30 (in Latin, i.

24-27) were added at the close of the 6th century,
and 1 Cor. xiv. 13-22 by another ancient hand.
The MS. is of the middle of the 6th century. Cf.
Griesbach, Si/mb. Crit. ii. 31-77.

F^ {Codex Aitgiensis. Coll. SS. Trin. Cant. B,
17, 1 \ a Graeco-Latin MS. of St. Paul's Epistles,

bought by Bentley fiom the ilonastery of Reichenan
(Augia Major) in 1718, and left to Trin. Coll. by
his nephew in 1786. This and the Cod. Boer-
nerianus (Gj) were cei-tainly derived from the
same Greek original. The Greek of the Ep. to

the Hebrews is wanting in both, and they have
four common lacunae in'the Greek text : 1 Cor. iii.

8-16, ri. 7-14; Col. ii. 1-8; Philem. 21-25.
Both likewise have a vacant space between 2 Tim.
ii. 4 and 5. The Latin version is complete from the
beginning of the MS. Rom. iii. 19, fxta \eyei, dicit.

The MS. has been admirably edited by F. H.
Scrivener, Cambr. 1859. It is" assigned to' the 9th
century. The Latin vei-sion is of singular interest;

it is closer to the best Hieronymian text than that

in Gj, especially when the Greek test is wanting
(Scrivener, Cod. Aug. sxviii.), but has many pecu-
liar readings and many in common with Gj.

Gj ( Codex Boemerianus. Dresden), a Graeco-
Latin MS., which originally formed a part of the
same volume with A. It was derived from the
same Greek original as Fj, which was written

continuotisly, but the Latin version in the two
ilSS. is widely different.' A and G, seem to have
been wTitten by an Irish scribe in SwitzerLiud
(St. Gall) in the 9th century. The Greek with
the intei linear Latin version was caiefully edited

by Matthaei, 1791. Scrivener has given the vaiia-

tions from Fg in his edition of that 5lS.

The following fragments are of great value :

—

Hj (Codex CoisHnianus. Paris, Bibl. Imp. 202),
part of a stichometrical ilS. of the 6th centuiy,

consisting of twelve leaves : two more are at St.

Petersburgh. Edited by ilontfaucon, Bi'J. Coislin.

251-61 ; and again transcribed and prepared for the
press by Tischendorf. It was compared, according

to the subscription (Tischdf. X. T. p. ckxxii.),
with the autograph of Pamphilus at Caesaiea.

Mj (H.ambura:; London), containing Heb. i. 1-

iv. 3; -xii. 20-end, and 1 Cor. xv. 52-2 Cor. i. 15;
2 Cor. X. 13 -xii. 5, written in bright red ink in the
lOlh century. The Hambui-g fragments were col-

lated by Tregelles: all were published by Tischen-
dorf, Anecdot. Sacr. et Prof. 1855.

(ii.). The Secondary Uncials are :

—

Kj, Lg.

Eg {Cod. Sangermanensis, St. Petei-sburgh), a

Graeco-Latin MS., of which the Greek text was
badly copied from Dg at\er it had been thrice coi-

rected, and is of no value. The Latin text is of

some slight value, but has not been well examined.

Griesbach, Sipnb. Crit. ii. 77-85.

tut ihe form of the Greek name shows almosl conclusively was fouml

that the Greek words are only a translation of the L*Ui»

title which the scribe found ic his LaUn MS., in wbicb,

as in many others, the apocryphal epistle to the I.»odice*ns
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D (i.). The Primary Uncials of the Apocalypse.

N AC.
(ii.). The Secondary Uncial is

—

B^ {Codex Vaticanm (Basilianus), 2066).

Edited (rather imperfectly) by Tischendorf. Mon.
Sacr. 1846, and by Mai in his edition of B. Tisch-

endorf gives a collation of the ditferences, N, T.

Praef. cxlii-iii.

29. The number of the cursive MSS. {minus-

cules) in existence cannot be accurately calculated.

Tischendorf catalogues about 500 of the Gospels,

200 of the Acts and Catholic Epistles, 250 of the

Pauline Epistles, and a little less than 100 of

the Apocalypse (exclusive of lectionaries) ; but this

enumeration can only be accepted as a I'ough

approximation. Many of the MSS. quoted are

only known by old references ; still more have been

" inspected " most cursorily ; few only have been

thoroughly collated. In this last work the Rev.

F. H. Scrivener {Collation of about 20 MSS. of

the Hol\i Gospels, Camb. 1853 ; Cod. Aug., 4'C.,

Camb. 1859) has laboured with the greatest suc-

cess, and removed many common errors as to the

character of the later text.' Among the MSS. which

are well known and of great value the following

are the most important :

—

A. Primary Cursives of the Gospels.

1 (Act. i. ; Paul. i. ; Basileensis, K. iii. 3).

Saec. I. Very valuable in the Gospels. Coll. by
Roth and Tregelles.

33 (Act. 13; Paul. 17; Paris, Bibl. Imp. 14).

Saec. xi. Coll. by Tregelles.

59 (Coll. Gouv. et Cai. Cambr.). Saec. xii. Coll.

by Scrivener, 1860, but as yet unpublished.

69 (Act. 31: Paul. 37; Apoc. 14; Cod. Lci-

cestrensis). Saec. xiv. The text of the Gospels

is especially valuable. Coll. by Treg. 1852, and

by Scriv. 1855, who published his collation in Cod.

Aug. ^c, 1859.

il8 (Bodleian, Miscell. 13; Marsh 24). Saec.

xiii. Coll. by Griesbach, Symb. Crit. i. ccii. fF.

124 (Caesar. Vindob. Nessel. 188). Saec. xii.

Coll. by Tieschow, Alter, Birch.

127 (Cod. Vaticanus, 349). Saec. xL ColL by
Birch.

131 (Act. 70; Paul. 77; Apoc. 66; Cod. Vati-

canus, 360). Saec. xi. Formerly belonged to

Aldus Manutius, and was probably used by him
in his edition. Coll. by Birch.

157 (Cod. Urbino-Vat. 2). Saec. xii. Coll. by
Birch.

218 (Act. 65; Paul. 57; Apoc. 33; Caesar-

Vindob. 23). Saec. xiii. Coll. by Alter.

238, 259 (Moscow, S. Synod. 42, 45). Saec.

xi. Coll. by Matthaei.

f Mr. Scrivener h.is kindly fumlshod me with the fol-

lowing summary of bis catalogue of N. T. MSS., which is

by far the most complete and trustworthy enumeration
yet made {Plain Introductum, p. 2'.!5) :—
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262, 300 (Paris, Bibl. Imp. 53, 186). Saec.

X. xi. Coll. (?) by Scholz.

346 (Milan, Ambros. 23). Saec. xii. Coll. (?)

by Scholz.

2p« (St. Petersburgh. Petropnl. vi. 470). Saec.

ix. Coll. by Mnralt. (Transition cursive.)

c»", g""" (Lambeth, 1177, 528, Wetstein, 71).

Saec. xii. Coll. by Scrivener.

p'" (Brit. Mus. Bumey 20). Saec. xiii. Coll.

by Scrivener.

w'" (Cambr. Coll. SS. Tnn. B. x. 16). Saec.

xiv. Coll. by Scrivener.

To these must be added the Evangelisttrium

(B. M. Bumey, 22), marked y»", collated by
Scrivener.K (P'late ii. fig. 4.)

The following are valuable, but need careful

collation :
•>

13 (Paris, Bibl. Imp , 50). Coll. 1797. S.iec.

xii. (Cf. Griesbach, Symh. Crit. i. cliv.-clrvi.).

22 (Paris, Bibl. Imp. 72). Saec. xi.

28 (Paris, Bibl. Imp. 379). Coll. Scholz.

72 (Brit. Mus. Hari. 5647). Saec. xi.

106 (Cod. Winchelsea). Saec. x. Coll. Jackson

(used by Wetstein), 1748.

113, 114 (B. M. Harl. 1810, 5540).

126 (Cod. Guelpherbytanus, xvi. 16). Saec. xi.

130 (Cod. Vaticanus, 359). Saec. xiii.

209 (Act. 95; Paul. 138; Apoc. 46; Venice.

Bibl. S. Marci 10). Saec. xv. The text of the

Gospels is especially valuable.

225 (Vienna, Bibl. Imp. KoUar. 9, Forlos. 31).

Saec. xii.

372, 382 (Rome, Vatican. 1161, 2070). Saec.

XV. xiii.

405, 408, 409 (Venice, S. Marci, i. 10, 14, 15).

Saec. xi., xii.

B. Primary Cursives of the Acts and Catholic

Epistles.

13 = Gosp. 33, Paul. 17.

31=Gosp. 69 {Codex Leicestrensis).

65 = Gosp. 218.

73 (Paul. 80. Vatican. 367). Saec. xi. Coll.

by Birch.

95, 96 (Venet. 10, 11). Saec. xiv. xi. Coll.

by Rinclv.

180 (Ai^entor. Bibl. Sem. M.). Coll. by

Arendt.

lo«» = p«" 61 (Tregelles), (Brit. Mus. Add.

20,003). Saec. xi. Coll. by Scrivener.

a«' (Lambeth, 1182). Saec. xii. Coll. by

Scrivener.

c»" (Lambeth, 1184). Coll, Sanderson ap.

Scrivener.

The following are valuable, but require more
careful collation.

5 (Paris, Bibl. Imp. 106).

25, 27 (Paul. 31, Apoc. 7 ; Paul 33. Brit. Mus.



\/ol.II- 1. Brit. Mus.-Pap. 98. PI. I.

jiOToyrHsuiKOYJiie'hirinYnHKo

•/• 2. Brit. Mils.—Cod. .\lex.-(St. John i. 1-5.)

^ vI7m APX^riM NOAOrOCKAIOAorocH

J' -n |»oCTO Mats K^iec MNO\o roc •

Oy-TOG i-ir-ieMAP?CMnfOCTOneN
-rrxKi-T-A^A* KyrovereMeT oi<xi^<A>

pe iCNYT^Overe MGnroov^^eer-i
O re rO M e r-vi eM AVTCAj ^ CJL> MM r^

KA IT-O d) COC e 1^ TVi C K OTI ^d) Af

Me» KAlHCKOnriAAYTOOY»<^^^e
>^ABe M-

3- Brit. Mus.—Add. 17, 211.-(St. Luke xx. 9,10.)

SPECIMENS OF GREEK MSS. FROM THE 1st TO THE Vlth CENTURY.
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Harl. 5537, 5620). Cf. Griesbach, Symb. Crit.

ii. 184, 185.

29 (Paul. 35, Genev. 20). Saec. xi. -xii

36 {Coll. Nov. Oxon).

40 (Paul. 46, Apoc. 12. Alex. Vatican. 179).

Saec. xi. Coll. by Zacagni.

66 (Paul. 67).

68 (Paul. 73, Upsal). Saec. xii. xi.

69 (Paul.74, Apoc. 30, Guelph. svi. 7). Saec.

XIV. xiii.

81 (Barberini, 377). Saec. xi.

137 (Milan, Ambros. 97). Saec. xi. Coll. by

Scholz.

142 (Mutinensis, 243). Saec. xii.>

C. Piimaiy Cursives in the Pauline Epistles.

17 = Gosp. 33.

37 = Gosp. 69 {Cod. Leicestrensis).

bl = Gosp. 218.

108, 109 = Act. 95, 96.

115, 116 (Act. 100, 101, Mosqu. ]\Iatt. d. l).

137 (Gosp. 263, Act. 117, Paris, Bibl.Imp. 61).

The following are valuable, but require more

careful collation.

5 = Act. 5.

23 (Paris, Coislin. 28). Saec. xi. Descr. by
Monttaucon.

31 (Brit. Mus, Ilarl. 5537) = 1»". Apoc. Saec.

xiii.

39 (Act. 33. Oxford, Coll. Lincoln. 2).

46 = Act. 40.

47 (Oxford, Bodleian. Roe 16). Saec. xi.

55 (Act. 46. Monacensis).

67 (Act. 66. Vindob. Lambec. 34). The cor-

rections are especially valuable.

70 (Act. 67. Vindob. Lambec. 37).

71 (Vindob. Forlos. 19). Saec. xii.
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» Three other MSS., containing the Catholic Epistles,

require notice, not from their intrinsic worth, but from

their connexion with the controversy on 1 John v. 7, 8.

34 (Gosp. 61, Coll. SS. Trin. Dublin, Co(kx Mont-

forticmm). Saec. xv. xvi. There is no doubt that this

was the Codex Britamnicus, on the authority of which
Erasmus, according to his promise, inserted the inter-

polated words, et* tu> ovparw, TrarTjp, Aoyo? koX trvevfia

iiyiov KoX oJtoi ot T. e. i. Kai t. c. ot (i. kv T. y. ; but did

not omit, on the same authority (which exactly follows

the late Latin MSS.), the last clause of ver. 8, koX oi rp.

—cio-iV. The page on which the verse stands is the only

glazed page in the volume. A collation of the MS. has

been published by Dr. Dobbin, London, 1854.

162 (Paul. 200. Vat. Oltob. 298.) Saec. xv. A Graeco-

Latin MS. It reads, i.wo tou ovpavov, irarrip, Aoyo? koI

nvtviia iiyiov koX oi Tpfis eU to iv eiai (TregcUcs,

Home, p. 217). Scholz says that the MS. contains " Innu-

merable transpositions," but gives no clear account of its

character.

173 (I'aul. 211. Naples, Bibl. Borbon.) Saec. k1. The
Interpolated words, with the articles, and the last clause

of ver. 8, are given by a second hand (Saec. xvi.).

Codex Ravianus (110 Gosp.) Is a mere transcript of the

N. T. of the Complutensian Polyglott, with variations from

Erasmus and Stephens. Comp. Griesbach, Symb. Crit. i.

clxxxi.-clxxxxii.

k The accompanying plates will give a good Idea of the

different forms of biblical Gk. MSS. For permission to

take the tracings, from which the engravings have been

admirably made by Mr. Netherclift, my sincere thanks are

due to Sir F. M-idden, K.H. ; and I am also much indebted

to the other officers of the JISS. department of the British

Museum, for the help which they gave me In making them.

PI. i. fig. 1. A few lines from the A0709 £TriTo</>io? of

Hj-perides (col. 9, 1. 4, of the edition of Rev. C. Bablngton),

a papyrus of the first century, or not much later. In

Mr. Babington's facsimile the c adicript after voiiio Is

73 (Act. 68).

80 (Act. 73. Vatican. 367).

177-8-9 (Mutin.).

D. Primary Cursives of the Apocalypse.

7 = 1»" (Act. 25. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5537).

Saec. xi. Coll. by Scrivener.

14 = Gosp. 69 {Cod, Leicestrensis).

31 = c»" (Brit. Mus. Harl. 5678). Saec. xv.

Coll. by Scrivener.

38 (Vatican. 579). Saec. xiii. Coll. by B. H.
Alford.

47 (Cod. Dresdensis). Saec. xi. Coll. by Mat-
thaei.

51 (Paris, Bibl. Lnp.). Coll. by Reiche.

g"'. (Parham, 17). Saec. xi, xii. Coll. by

Scrivener.

m«r. (Middlehill) = 87. Saec. xi. xii. Coll. by

Sci'ivener.

The following are valuable, but require more

careful collation.

2 (Act. 10. Paul. 12. Paris. Bibl. Imp. 237).

G (Act. 23. Paul. 28. Bodleian. Baiocc. 3).

Saec. xii. xiii.

11 (Act. 39. Paul. 45).

12 = Act. 40.

17, 19 (Ev. 35. Act. 14. Paul. 18 ; Act. 17,

Paul. 21. Piiris. Coislin. 199, 205).

28 (Bodleian. Barocc. 48,.

36 (Vindob. Forlos. 29). Saec. xiv.

41 (Alex-Vatican. 68). Saec. xiv.

46 = Gosp. 209.

82 (Act. 179. Paul. 128. Monac. 211).

30. Having surveyed in outline the histoiy of

the transmission of the written text, and the chief

characteristics of the MSS.'' in which it is preserved,

omitted wrongly. It is in fact partly hidden under a fibre

of the papyrus, but easily seen from the side. Two cha-

racteristic transcrjptural errors occur in the passage : T<p

TouTO) TpoTToi for Tcp TouTou TpoiTco, aud (by Itacism, ^31)

(TVVfkovTai. for (TUZ/eAoVrt.

Fig. 2. The opening verses of St. John's Gospel from the

Cod. Akx. The two first lines are rubricated. The spe-

cimen exhibits the common contractions, ©C, AXON, and

an example of itacism, xwpei's. The stop at the end of the

fifth line, ov&e iv, is only visible in a strong light, but

certainly exists there, as In C D L, &c.

Fig. 3. A very legible specimen of the Nitrlan pa-

limpsest of St. Luke. The Greek letters in the original

are less defined, and very variable in tint : the Syriac

somewhat heavier than in the engraving, which is on the

whole very faithful. The dark lines shew where the

vellum was folded to form the new book for the writmgs

of Severus of Antioch. The same MS. contained fragments

of the Iliad, edited by Dr. Cmeton, and a piece of Euclid.

PI. Ii. fig. 1. Part of the first column of the famous

Harleian Evangelistarium, collated by Scrivener. It Is

dated a.d. 995 (Scrivener, Cod. Aug. p. xlviii.). The letters

on this page are all In gold. The initial letter is illu-

minated with red and blue. The MS. is a magnificent

example of a service-book.

Fig. 2. From Tischcndorf's valuable MS. of the Acts

(61 Trcgelles). It was written a.d. 1044 (Scrivener, Cod.

Aug. Lxlx.). The specimen contains the itaclsms xpo*""'

(xpovof^ and Trej^t/cot'Ta.

Fig. 3. The beginning of SL John, from Cod. 114 of the

Gospels (Griesbach, Symb. Crit. i. cxciii.), a JIS. of the

13th cent.

Fig. 4. Part of the beginning of St. John, from the

very valuable AranjehstanKm y". (Scrivener, Collation,

Sec, pp. Ixi. ff.). The initial letter of the Gospel is a rude

illumination. The MS. bears a date 1319; but Mr. Sen-

vener justly doubts whether this is in the hand of the

origiual scribe.
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we are in a position to consider the extent and

nature of the variations which exist in different

copies. It is impossible to estimate the number of

these exactly, but they cannot be less than 120,000

in all (Scrivener, Introduction, 3), though of these

a veiy large proportion consist of diflerences of

spelling and isolated aberrations of scribes,' and of

the remainder comparatively few alterations are

sufficiently well suppoited to create rea.-'onable

doubt as to the final judgment. Probably there

are not more than lGOO-2000 places in which

the true reading is a matter of uncertainty, even if

we include in this questions of order, inflexion and

orthogi-aphy : the doubtful readings by which the

sense is in any way affected are very much fewer,

and those of dogmatic iraport<mce can be easily

numbered.

31. Various readings are due to different causes:

some arose from accidental, others from intentional

alterations of the original text, (i) Accidental va-

riations or errata, are by far the most numerous

class, and admit of being referred to several obvious

sources, (o) Some are eiTors of sound. The most

frequent form of tliis eiTor is called Itactsm, a con-

fusion of different varieties of the I-sound, by

which (oi, v) 77, I, et, e, &c., are constantly inter-

changed. Other vowel-changes, as of o and cu, ov

and a>, &c., occur, but less frequently. Very few

MSS. are wholly free from mistakes of this kind,

but some abound in them. As an illustration the

following variants occur in F^ in Kom. vi. 1-lG:

1 ipevfitv. 2 oTives, etrti (eriy 3 ayvodrai
(-Tf). 5 i(r6fj.ai6a. 8 airoQavofnev. 9 a7ro-

6v{](rKt, fTfi. 1\ vfus,\oyi^f(rdat. 13 TrapatrT?')-

aarai. 14 ecrrai (,-Te). 15 Srei. 16 olfSoToi,

OT€t, irapiKTrdverai {irupicrTdviTe), iarai, inra-

Koverai. An instance ot fair doubt as to the true

nature of the reading occurs in ver. 2, where ^Tjirco-

fiev may be an error for ^7)<roixfv, or a real va-

riant." Other examples of disputed readings of

considei-able interest which involve this considera-

tion of Itacism are found, Kom. xii. 2, cucrxW'''^-
CtaOai -Be ; xvi. 20, (TvuTpi\pei -at. James iii. 3,

€1 5e ffRe). Kom. v. 1, ex'^f^f^^ ixofxev (cf. vi.

15). Luke iii. 12, 14; Jolin xiv. 23 ; Hebr. vi.

3 ; James iv. 15 (iroi^o-co^ej/ -ojxev). Matt. xxTii.

60, KaiV(f, Kfvcp. John xv. 4, fxelvr], ixevrj (cf.

1 John ii. 27). Matt. .\i. IG, Irepo'is, eraipoLs.

Matt. XX. 15 f), el. 2 Cor. xii. 1, 5e7, SVj. 1 Tim.
V. 21, irp6(TK\-t]cnv, irp6(TK\i(nv. 1 Pet. ii. 3,

Xpv<rrhs 6 Kvptos, xptTThs 6 Kvpios.
'I'o tliesf> may be added smh variations as Matt.

xxvi. 20, &c. yfvniJ.a, yivvnixa. 2 Pet. ii. 12, ye-
ytwrif^ffa, yeyturifitua. i\hitt. i. 18 ; Luke i. 14,
yivvrjais, ytvfcrts. Matt, xxvii. 35, ^dWovrts,
^aX6vre^. 1 Pet. ii. 1, <pB6vos, <p6vos.

32. (/8) Other variations aie due to errors of
sight. These arise commonly from the confusion
of similar letters, or from the repetition or omission
of the same letters, or from the recuri-ence of a
similar ending in consecutive clauses which often

causes one to be p.issed over when the eye mechanic-
ally rctums to the cojiy

( 6fiotoT4\(vTov). To these

may be added the tiilse division of words in tran-
scribing the text from the continuous uncial writintr.

1 The wliole amount is considerably less in number
than is foimd In llie copii's of olhor texts, if account l)c

taken of the number of ilie M.SS. existing. Comp. Norton,
Genuineness of the Oofp^Is, i. p. l'.)I n.

" The readings are tjken from Mr. Scrivener's admir-
able transcr'jit. In the same volnme Mr. Scrivener has

given valuable summaries of the frequcncj of the occur-
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The uncial letters 0, O, C, G. are peculiarly liable

to confusion, and examples may easily be quoted to

show how their similarity led to mistakes; 1 Tim

iii. 18, OC. 0C; 2 Cor. ii. 3, tXn CXft ; Mai-k iv.

22, €AN, 06AN, OCAN.

The repetition or omission of similar letters may
be noticed in Matt. x.xi. 18, EnANAFAmN,
EHANArnN. Lukex.27; Kom. xiii. 9; Tit. ii. 7;
James i. 27, CLAYTON, fATTON (cf. Tischdf.

ad Unm. xiii. 9). Luke vii. 21, EXAPI2ATO
BAEHEIN, EXAPI2ATO TO BAEHEIN. Mark
viii. 17, 2YNIETE, 2TNIETE ETI. Luke ii. .-,«,

'ATTH) ATTH T. nPA. .Matt. xi. 23, KA*AP-
NAOTM MH, KA^APNAOTM H. 1 Thess. ii.

7, EPENHeHMEN NHniOI, EPENHeHMEN
HniOI. Luke ix. 49, EKBAyVAONTA AAl-
MONIA, EKBAAAONTA TA AAIM. Mark xiv.

35, nPOCEAenN, nPOEAenN. 2Cor. iii. lO,

OT AEAOZA2TAI, OTAE AEAOZA2TAI.
1 Pet. iii. 2(1, AHAH EAEXETO, AHEH-
EAEXETO. Acts x. 3G, TON AOPON ADE-
2TEIAE, TON AOPON ON AnE2TEIAE.
Sometimes tliis cause of error leaJs to further

change: 2 Cor. iii. 15, HNIKA AN ANAPI-
Nn2KHTAI, HNIKA ANAriNn2KETAI. >

E.vamples of omission from Homoioteleuton occur

John vii. 7 (in T) ; 1 John ii. 23, iv. 3 ; Apoc. ix.

1, 2, xiv. 1 ; Matt. v. 20 (D). Cf. 1 Cor. xv.

25-27, 54 (F2,G3) ; xv. 15 (Origen). And some have
sought to explain on this principle the absence

from the best authorities of the disputed clause in

JNIatt. X. 23, and the entire verses, Luke -xvii. 3G,

Matt, xxiii. 14.

Instances of false division are found, JIark xv. G,

oVirep rJTowTO, %v irapijrovi'TO. Phil. i. 1, (rvvf~

KiffKoirois, (Tvv fTri(TK6irois. ^latt. xx. 23, &Wois,
ciAA.' oTs. Gal. i. 9, irpo(tp-fiKafi.tv, trpoeipriKa

ixiv. Acts xvii. 25, Kara irdvra, Koi to vdvra.

In a more complicated example, <rpa tu ((rwTT)pa

'iriffovv) is changed into apiav (trcoTrjpi'af) in

Acts xiii. 23; and the remai'kalile reading of Latin

authorities in 1 Cor. vi. 20 ct portate arose from

confounding lipa re and &parf. In some places

the true division of the words is still doubtful.

2 Cor. xii. 19, rdSe irdvTa, to St vdura. Acts

xvii. 2G, TTposrerayfifvovs Kaipovs, irphs Teray-
inevovs Kaipovs. In Cod. Aug. (Fg) the false divi-

sions of the original scribe have been cai'efully cor-

rected by a contemporary hand, and the frequency

of their occurrence is an instructive illustration of

the corruption to which the text was exposed from
this source (<?. g. in Gal. i. there are 15 such cor-

rections, and four mistakes, vei-s. 13, 16, 18 are

left uncorrected). Errors of breathing, though ne-

cessarily more mre, are closely coiuiected with

these: Matt. ix. 18, (h iXdwv, el(re\6wv. John
ix. 30, iv TovToj, ev rovro. Luke vii. 12 ; Rom.
vii. 10; 1 Cor. vii. 12,ai;'T7j, out^. Mark xii. 31,

avrr), oiirp.

There ai'e yet some other various readings which
are errors of sight, which do not fall under any of

the hejtds already noticed : e. g. 2 Pet. i. 3, «Si'o

S6^r], Sia 5<J|7ji. 2 Cor. v. 10, to, Sik rov ac&fxa-

rence of the different forms of Itacism in other MSS. which
he has collated.

" I'lie remarkable rcailing In Matt, xxvil. 17, 'Iijo-oui'

Bapa/3^ai', seems to have originated In this way : VMIN-
B.\P.\BnAN being writUn YMININ BAP.ABBAN, auC

hcn>c YMINTn, i. p. iVui' 'I^o-oOi' (Tregellcs, arZ toe).
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»or, TO "iSia Tov (roiixaros." Koni. xii. Ill, -x^xiais

ixveiais. llobr. ii. i), x<^P^^i X'^P'"'"'
('*'• '^"'' *^^

remarkable substitution of Kuipai tor Kvpitp in Kom.
xii. 11 seems to have been caused by a false render-

incj of an imusual conti-action. The same expla-

nation may also apply to the variants in 1 Cor. ii. 1,

fxapTvptov, /xvffrripiov. 1 Tim. i. 4, olKovofiiav,

oiKoSofiiav, oIkoSo/xt)!'.

;'>3. Other variations may be described as errors

of impression or memory. The copyist after read-

ing a sentence from the text before him often failed

to" reproduce it exactly. He transposed the words,

or substituted a synonym for some very common
term, or gave a direct personal turn to what was
(ibjective before. Variations of order are the most

frequent, and very commonly the most puzzling

([ucstions of textual criticism. Examples occur in

every page, almost in every verse of the N. T. The
exchange of synonyms is chiefly confined to a few

words of constant use, to variations between simple

and compound words, or to changes of tense or

number: \4yiiv, elirfiv, (pavai, \a\itv 'Maii. \ii.

48, XV. 12, xix. 21 ; Mark xiv. 31 ; John xiv. 10,

&c. fyfipca, Steyfipw Matt. i. 24. iyepOrjvai,

avatTTrjvai Matt. xvii. 9 ; Luke ix. 22. i\6f7v,

aneAdfiv, e^€\de7v Matt. xiv. 25 ; Luke xxiii.

3:5 ; Acts xvi. 39. 'I. X., 'ItjctoCs, Xpi<TT6s, 6

Kvpios Hebr. iii. 1; 1 Pet. v. 10; Col. iii. 17;
Acts xviii. 25, xxi. 13. virS, airS, Sk Slatt. vii. 4;
]\Iaik i. 26, viii. 31 ; Rom. xiii. 1, &c. tScowra, 5e-

SeoKo, 5i5aj/t4 Luke x. 19; John vii. 19, xii. 49,
&c. sini). and pbrr. Matt. iii. 8 ; 1 Pet. ii. 1 ; Matt,
xxiv. 18. The third form of change to a more per-

sonal exhortation is seen consttintly in the Epistles

in the substitution of the pronoun of the first person

(rifiels) for that of the second (u/xeTs) : 1 Pet. i. 4,

10, 12, &c. To these changes may be added the in-

sertion of pronouns of reference
( ahrSs, Sic.) : Matt.

vi. 4, XXV. 17, &c. fxadrirai, /xaO-nral ainov Matt.

xxvi. 36, 45, 56 ; xxvii. 64, &c. Trarrjp, irarrip

fjLOv John vi. 65, viii. 28, &c. And it may be

doubtful whether the constant insertion of connect-

ing particles koX, Se, yip, ovv, is not as much due
to an unconscious instinct to supply natural links

in the narrative or argument, as to an intentional

ellbi t to give greater clearness to the text. .Some-

times the impression is more purely mechanical, as

when the copyist repeats a tennination inconectly

:

Apoc. xi. 9 (C) ; 1 Thess. v. 4 (?) ; 2 Pet. iii. 7 (?) p

34. (ii.) Of intentional changes some aflect the

expression, othei-s the substance of the passage,

(o) The intentional changes in language are partly

changes of Hellenistic fornas for those in common
use, and partly modifications of harsh constructions.

These may in many cases have been made un-
consciously, jnst as might be the case if aiiy one
now were to tnmscribe rapidly one of the original

MS. pages of Milton ; but more commonly the later

scribe would correct as mere biundei-s dialectic

peculiarities which were wholly strange to him.
Thus the forms rtcrffepaKovTa, ipavvav, ^Kadt-
plffdi], \eyloii', &c., fjKda, firtara, &c., and the

irregular constructions of idv, orav, are removed
almost witliout exception from all but a few M.SS.

Jmperfect constructions are conT])I'.'ted in diflerent

ways: Mark vii. 2, add. 4fi.ifi\\iavTo, or Kariyvw-
aav ; Kom. i. 32, add. ovk iv6ricrav, kc. ; 2 Cor.

" Bya similar change Atlmnasius (fle/jicam. IVrW, S)
ami otbers give in Wisd. ii. 23, kclt eijcdra t^? iii'as

ai6i6Ti7ro? for the readinR, 7^9 iSiai iiiorjjTos.

" li was apparently by a similar error (Trcgelles,
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viii. 4, add. Sf^aadai

; 1 Cor. x. 24, add. eKa(TTos.
Apjiareut solecisms are correc'ted : Matt. v. 28,
avTrjs for avrriv; xv. 32, rifxtpas for Tifxipai; Heb.
iv. 2, (TvyKiKipafffifvos for -fityovs. The Apo-
calypse lias suffered espocially from this grammatical
revision, owing to the extreme boldness of the rude
Hebraizing dialect in which it is written: e.y.
Apoc. iv. 1, 8, vi. 11, xi. 4, xxi. 14, &c. Variations
in the orthography of proper names ought probably
to be placed under this head, and in some cases it is

perhaps impossible to determine the original form
{'IffKapidr-ns, 'la-Kapiuid, ^Kopiud ; NaCopn, -€0,

-ad, -ar, -er).

35. (/3) The changes introduced into the sub-
stance of the text are generally additions, bon-owed
either from parallel passages or from marginal
glosses. The first kind of addition is particularly

frequent in the Gospels, where, however, it is often

very difficult to determine how far the parallelism

of two passages may have been carried in the

original text. Instances of unquestionable inter-

polation occur: Luke iv. 8, xi. 4; Matt. i. 25, v.

44, viii. 13, xxvii. 35 (49); Mark xv. 28; Matt,
-xix. 17 (compare Acts ix. 5, 6, xxli. 7, xxvi. 14).
Similar interpolations occur also in other books:
Col. i. 14; 1 Pet. i. 17; Jude 15 (Kom. xvi. 27);
Apoc. XX. 2 ; and this is especially the case in quo-
tations from the LXX., which are constantly brought
into exact harmony with the original text : Luke iv.

18, 19, xix. 46; Matt, xii, 44, xv. 8 ; Heb. ii. 7,
xii. 20.

Glosses are of more partial occun-ence. Of all

Greek MSS. Cod. Bezae (D) is the most remarkable
for the variety and singularity of the glosses which
it contains. Examples of these may be seen : Matt.
XX. 28

;
Luke v. 5, xxii. 26-28 ; Acts i. 5, xiv. 2.

In ten verses of the Acts, taken at random, the fol-

lowing glosses occur: Acts xii. 1, tV rp 'louSaia

;

3, T) iT7ixeipv<rts firl tovs iriarovs ; 5, -rtoW^ 8e
TTpoo-evx^ flu tV fKreveia wepl avrov ; 7, iitiffrt}

rc^ Tlfrpo)
; 10, KaTifiriffav tovs ^ ^ad/xovs. Some

simple explanatory glosses have passed into the
common text: Matt. vi. 1, iMrnxocTvvrjv tor SiKato-

a-wrtv; Mark vii. 5, avlirrots tor Koivais; Matt.
V. 11, xl/evdSfievoi: comp. John v. 4 (Luke xxii.

4;!, 44).

36. (7) Many of the glosses which were intro-

duced into the text spring from the ecclesiastical

use of the N. T., just as in the Gospels of our own
Prayer-Book introductory clauses have been insei ted
here and there (e. g. 3rd and 4th Sundays after

Easter: " Jesus said to His disciples"). These ad-
ditions are commonly notes of j)erson or place : Matt,
iv. 12, xji. 25, &c., 6 'Irjaovs inserted; John xiv.

1, Kal eliref toIs fiaei\rais avrov; Acts iii. 11,
xxviii. 1 (cf. Mill, Frolcgij. 1055-6). Sometimes
an emphatic clause is added: Matt. xiii. 23, xxv.

29; Mark vii. 16; Luke viii. 15, xii. 21, 6 exov
Sira K.T.X.

; Luke xiv. 24, iroWol yap ilaiv k\i]-

Toi K.T.X. But the most remarkable liturgical in-

sertion is the doxology in the Lord's Piayer, Matt,
vi. 13; and it is probable that the interpolated verse

Acts viii. 37 is due to a similar aiuse. An in-

structive example of the growth of such an addition

may be seen in the readings of Luke i. 55, as given

in the text of the Gospel and in the collections of

ecclesiastical hymns.

Home, 227) Uiat, in the A. V. of Hebr. x. 23, " the pro-

fession of our faith " stands for • the profession of oiir

hope." 'I'he former is found In no document wfinfevcr
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37. (8) Sometimes, though I'arely, various read-

ings noted on the margin are incoi-porated in the

text, though this may be reckoned as the effect of

ignorance rather thau design. Signal examples of

this confusion occur: Matt. xvii. 26, xxvi. 59, 60

(D) ; Rom. vi. 12. Other instances are found, Matt.

V. 19 ; Kom. xiv. 9 ; 2 Cor. i. 10 ; 1 Pet. iii. 8.

38. (e) The number of readings which seem to

have been altered for distinctly dogmatic reasons is

extremely small. In spite of the great revolutions

in thought, feeling, and practice through which the

Christian Church passed in fifteen centuries, the

copyists of the X. T. faithfully preserved, according

to their ability, the sacred trust committed to

them. There is not any trace of intentional re-

vision designed to give support to cun-ent opinions

(Matt. .wii. 21 ; :Mark ix. 29 ; 1 Cor. vii. 5, need

scarcely be noticed). The utmost that can be

urged is that internal considerations may have

decided the choice of readings: Acts xvi. 7, xx. 28
;

Rom. V. U ; 1 Cor. xv. 51 ; 2 Cor. v. 7 ; 1 Tim.

iii. 16 ; 1 John v. 7, in Latin copies; (Rom. viii.

11). And in some cases a feeling of reverence may
have led to a change in expression, or to the intro-

duction of a modifying clause: Luke ii. 3o, 'laxr-ficp

for 6 irar^jp avrov ; ii. 43, 'la)ffi](p Koi tj fi.'i]Ti)p

avTOV for ol yovf'ts avrov ; John vii. 39, ovTra> yap
^v irvfv/xa SeSofifvov ; Acts xix. 2 (D) ; Gal. ii. 5

;

JIark xiii. 32, om. ouSe 6 vl6s (cf. Matt. xxiv. 36)

;

Matt. V. 22, add. elKrj ; 1 Cor. xi. 29, add. ava^iois

(Luke xxii. 43, 44, om.).

But the general effect of these variations is

scarcely appreciable; nor are the coiTections of

assumed historiail and geographical errors much
more numerous: Matt. i. 11, viii. 28, repyecrr^vwv

;

xxiii. 35, om. vlov Bopax'ou ; xx^-ii. 9, om. 'Upi-

filov, or Zaxaplov; Mark i. 2, iv to7s irpocp^rais

for iv 'Kff. rtp np. ; ii. 28, om. eVl 'A/3. dpx'«-
pe'tDs; John i. 28, B7j0oj3apn ; v. 2, ^i/ 5e' for tffrt

S4 ; vii. 8, ovnai for ovk (?,; viii. 57, recrcrepd-

Kovra for ireyTriKovTa ; xix. 14, S>pa ^v ws rplrt)

for €(CT7j ; Acts xiii. 33, t^ devrepcj) for t^ irpoiTCf.

39. It will be obvious from an examination of

the instances quoted that the great mass of various

readings are simply variations in form. There are,

liowever, one or two greater variations of a different

chaiacter. The most important of these ai-e John
vii. 53-viii. 12 ; Mark xvi. 9-end ; Rom. .\vi. 25-27.

The first stands quite by itself; and there seems to

be little doubt that it contains an authentic narra-

tive, but not by the hand of St. John. The two
others, taken in connexion with the last chapter of

St. John's Gospel, suggest the possibility that the

apostolic writings may liave undergone in some
cases authorititive revision : a supposition which
does not in any way affect their canonical claims

:

but it would be impossible to enter upon the details

of such a question here.

40. M;uiusanpts, it must be remembered, are but

q The history and cbaractoristios of the Versions are

discussed elsewhere. It may be useful to add a short table

of the Fathers whose works are of the Rreattst Importance
for the history of the text. Those of the first rank are

marked by capitals; the Latin Fathers by italics.

ISO.

Justinus M., c. lo:<

iKKSAECSC. 120-1!

Jreiiaei Interpres, <

TEItTCI.LlASUS (Mi

cion), e. lCO-240.

Clemens Alkx., + c. 25

Orhjekhs, 1S6-253.

Hippolytus

Dionyslus Alex., f 265.
I'ptrus Alex., 1 313.
Methodius, fc. 311.
KUSKBICS Caesak, 264-

340.

Athanasics, 296-373.
Cyrillus Hiurosol., 315-

3H6.

r. icirEn, -f 37o.
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one of the three sources of textual criticism. The
versions and patristic quotations are scarcely less

important in doubtful cases.i But the texts of the

versions and the Fathei-s were themselves liable to

corruption, and careful revision is necessary before

they can be used with confidence. Tliese consider

ations will sufficiently show how intricate a problem

it is to^ detennine the text of the N. T., where
" there is a mystery in the veiy order of the words,"

and wliat a vast amount of materials the critic

must have at his command before he can offer a

satisfactoiy solution. It remains to inquiie next

whether tlie fii-st editors of the printed text had

such materials, or were competent to make use of

them.

II. TiiE History of the Printed Text.

1. The histoiy of the printed text of the N. T.

may be divided into three periods. The fii-st of

these extends from the labours of the Complutensian

editors to those of Jlill : the second from Mill to

Scholz : the third from Lachmann to the present

time. The criticism of the fii-st period was neces-

sarily tentative and partial : the materials available

for tlie construction of the text were few, and im-
perfectly known : the relative value of various wit-

nesses was as yet undetermined ; and however highly

we may rate the scholarship of Erasmus or Beza,

this could not supersede the teaching of long expe-

rience in the sacred writings any more than in the

writings of classical authors. The second period

marks a great progress : the evidence of MSS., of

versions, of Fathers, was collected with the greatest

diligence and success: authorities were compared

and classified: principles of obseiTation and judgment

were laid down. But the influence of the former

period still lingered. The old " received" text was
supposed to have some prescri})tive right in virtue

of its prior publication, and not on the ground of

its merits : this was assumed as the coj)y which

was to be corrected only so fai- as was absolutely

necessiiry. The thii-d period was introduced by the

declaration of a new and sounder law. It was laid

down that no right of possession could be pleaded

against evidence. The "received" text, as such, was
allowed no weight whatever. Its authority, on this

new, must depend solely on its critical worth. From
first to last, in minute details of oi-der and ortho-

graphy, as well as in graver questions of substantial

alteration, the text must be formed by a free and

unfettered judgment. Variety of opinions may exist

as to tlie true n.>ethod and range of inquiiy, as to

the relative importance of different forms of testi-

mony : all that is claimed is to rest the letter of

the iV. T. completely and avowedly on a criticil

and not on a conventional basis. This principle,

which seems, indeed, to be an axiom, can only be

called in question by supposing that in the first

instance the printed tejct of the N. T. was guarded

Ephraem Syrus, 1 37«.

BAStLiDS Magncs, 329-

niFMONYMUS, 340-420.

Aml/rosiw. 340-397.

AilHROSIASTF.R,c.360.
Victorimis, c. 360.

Chrysostomus, 347-407.

DtDYMUS. t 396.

EptPHAXICS, t4ll2.

Jiufinus, 0. 345-410.

AUGVSTIKIS, 354-430.
Thcodonis Mops, f 429.

CVKILLUS Alex., f 444.

ITiUirius, 1 449.

'I'hcodoretus, 393-458.

Euthalius, c. 450.

rassiodarus, c 46f<-566.

Victor Antiochcnus.
Theophylaclus, f c. 628.

Andreas (Apoc), c. 635-

700.

Primasius (Apoc).
Johannes Damasceuus,

to. 756.

Oecumenius, c. 950.

Eutliymius, c 1100.

I
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from the enoi-s and imperfections which attended

tlie eaily editions of every classical text ; and next

tliat the laws of evidence which hold good every-

where else fail in the veiy case where they m'ght

be expected to find their noblest and most fioiittul

appliciitiou— suppositions which are refuted by the

n-liole history of the Bible. Each of these periods

will now require to be noticed more in detail,

(i) From the Complutensian Polyjlott to Mill.

2. The Complntensian Pohjiflott.—The Latin

Vulgate and the Hebrew text of the 0. T. had been

published some time before any part of the original

Greek of the N. T. The Hebrew text was called

for bv numerous and wealthy Jewish congrega-

tions '(Soncino, 1482-88), the Vulgate siitisfied

ecclesiastical wants ; and the few Greek scholai'S

who lived at the close of the 15th century were

hnrdlv likely to hasten the printing of the Greek

Testament. Yet the critical study of the Greek text

had not been wholly neglected. Laurentius Valla, who
was second to none of the scholai-s of nis age (comp.

Kussell's Life ofBp. Andreices, pp. 282-310, quoted

by Scrivener,, quotes m one place (JIatt. sxvii. 12)

three, and in anothei (John vii. 29), seven Greek

JISS. in his commentaiies on the N. T., which were

published in 1505, nearly half a century after his

death (Jlichaeli.s, Introd. ed. Mai-sh, ii. 339, 34-0).

J. Faber (1512) made use of five Greek MSS. of

St. Paul's Epistles (Jlichaelis, p. 420). Meanwhile
the Greek Psalter had been published several times

(first at Milan, 1481 ?), and the Hymns of Zacharias

and the Virgin (Luke i. 42-56, 68-80) were ap-

pended to a Venetian edition of 1486, as frequently

happens in MS. Psalters. This was the firet part

of the N. T. which was piinted in Greek. Eighteen

yeai-s aftei-wards (15u4), the first six chaptei-s of

St. John's Gospel were added to an edition of the

poems of Gregory of Xazianzus, published by Aldus
(Guericke, Eliil. §41). But the glory of printing

the first Greek Testament is due to the princely

Cardinal Ximexes. This great prelate as early

1 502 engaged the services of a number of scholars

to superintend an edition of the whole Bible in the

original Hebrew and Greek, with the addition of the

Chaldee Targum of Onkelos, the LXX. version, and
the Vulgate. The work was executed at Alcala
(Comp!utum\ where he had founded a imiversity.

The volume containing the X. T. was printed first,

and was completed on Jan. 10, 1514. The whole
work was not finished till July 10, 1517, about
four months before the death of the Cardinal. Va-
rious obstacles still delayed its publication, and it

was not generally circulated till 1522, though
Leo X. (to whom it was detlicated) authorized the

publication JIarch 22, 1520 (Tregelles, Hist, of
Printed Text of N. T. ; Mill, Prolegg.).
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' " Testari possumns, Pater sanctissimc [i. e. Leo X.],
maxiniau laboris nostrl partem in eo praccipue versatam
fuisse ut castlgatissima omnl ex parte vetus-
tissimaqne exomplaria pro archetypis habcrenius, quoium
^uidem tam Hebracorum quam Graecorum ac I-atlnorum
multiplicem copiam variis ex locis non sine summo labors

conquislvlmus. Atqne ex Ipsis quidem Graoca Sanctitati
tuae deberous : qui ex ista Apostolica Bibliothec-a anti-
quissimos turn Vcteris turn Novl Tesiamenti codices per-
quam humane ad nos misisti ; qui nobis In hoc negocio
maxlme fucrunt adjumento" {I'rol.xn.a). And again,
torn. V. Praef.: " lUud lectorem non luteal, non quaevis
exeraplaria impressioni huic archetyyia fuisse, sed anti-

quissima emendatissimaqne ac lantae praeterea vetus-
tatis ut fidem eis abrogare nefas vldeatur (irpoj 5vo-koAoi'
t\vax •ravapa.itoM koi ^c/SijAof, sic) quae sanctissimns

The most celebrated men who were engaged on
the N. T., which forms the fifth volume of the entire

work, were Lebrixa (Xebrissensis) and Stunica.
Considerable discussion has been raised as to the
5ISS. which they used. The editors describe these

generally as " copies of the greatest accuracy and
antiquity," sent fiom the Papal Library at Rome

;

and in the dedication to Leo acknowle igment is

made of his generositv in sending MSS. of both
"the Old and N. T." » Very little time, how-
ever, could have been given to the examination of
the Roman MSS. of the X. T., as somewhat less

than eleven montlis elapsed between the election of
Leo and the completion of the Complutensian Tes-
tament ; and it is remarkable that while an entry
is preserved in the Vatican of the loan and return
of two MSS. of parts of the LXX. there is no trace

of the transmission of any X. T. MS. to Alcala
(Tischdf. .v. T. 1859, p. Ixxxii. n.). The whole
question, however, is now rather of bibliogi-aphical

than of critical interest. There can be no doubt
that the copies, from whatever source they came,
were of late date, and of the common type.* The
preference which the editors avow for the Vulgate,
placing it in the centre column in the 0. T.
" between the Synagogue and the Eastern Chmxh,
tanquam duos hinc et inde latrones," to quote the
well-known and startling words of the Preface " me-
diimi autem Jesum, hoc est, Komanam sive Latinam
ecclesiam " i^vol. i. p. iii. b.), has subjected them to

the charge of altering the Greek text to suit the

Vulgate. But except in the famous interpolation

and omission in 1 John v. 7, 8, and some points of

orthography ( BeeXfe^ov/S, BeA.faA, Tischdf. p.
kxxiii.) the charge is imfounded (Jlarsh, on Mi-
chaelis ii. p. 851, gives the literature of the contro-
vei-sy). The impression was limited to six hundred
copies, and as, o-ning to the delays which occurred
between the printing and publication of the book,
its appearance was forestalled by that of the edition

of Erasmus, the Complutensian X. T. exercised

comparatively small infiuenoe on later texts, except
in the Apocalyp.^e (comp. §3 . The chief editions

which follow it in the main, are those of (Planting
Antwerp, 1564-1612; Geneva, 1609-1632; Mainz,
1753 (lieuss, Gesch. d. K. T. §401 ; Le Lon?, Bi-
hlioth. Sacra, ed. Masch, i. 191-195); Mill re-

gi-etted that it was not accepted as the standard
text (Proleg. 1115) ; and has given a long list of
passages in which it others, in his opinion, better

readings than the Stephanie or Elzevirian texts

(Proleg. 1098-1114).

3. The editions of Erasmus.—The history of
the edition of Erasmus, which was the fint

published edition of the X. T., is happily free

from all obscurity. Erasmus had paid consider-

in Christo pater Leo X. pontifex maximns bnic instituto

favere cupiens ex Apostolica Bililiotheca educt.i mlsit"
• One JIS. is specially appealed to by Stunica in his

controversy with Krasmus, the Cod. Uhodiensis, but
nothing is known of it which can lead to its identification.

The famous story of tlie destruction of MSS. by the fire-

work maker, as useless parchments, has been fully and
clearly refuted. All the MSS of Ximencs which were

used for the Polyglott are now at Jfadrid, but there Is no

MS. of any part of the Gk. Test, among them (Tregelles,

Jlist of Printed Text, pp. 12-18). The edition has m.iny

readings in common with the I>andian -MS. numbered

51 Gosp., 32 Acts, 3S Paul (Mill, froleg. 1.90. U.16-3S).

Many of the peculiar readings are oOlected by Mill

(I'roUff. 1(192-1095).
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able attention to the study of the N. T. when

he received ;iu apiilicatioii from Froben, a printer

of B;uile with whom he was acquainted, to pre-

pare a Greek text for the press. Froben was

anxious to anticipate the publication of the Com-

plutensian edition, and the haste with which the

work of Erasmus was completed, shows that little

consideration was paid to the exigences of textual

criticism. The request was made on April 17,

1515, while Erasmus was in England. The details

of the printing were not settled in September

in the same year, and the whole work was

finished in February 1516 TregcUes, Hist, of

Printed Text, 19, 20). The work, as Erasmus

afterwards confessed, was done in reckless haste

(" praecipitatum verius quam editum." Comp.

Epp. V. 26 ; xii. 19), and that too in the midst of

other heavy literary laboui-s {Ep. i. 7. Comp. Wet-

stein, Prolegg. p. 166-7).' The MSS. which formed

the basis of his edition are still, with one exception,

preserved at Basle ; and two which he used for the

press contain the corrections of Erasmus and the

printer's marks (Michaelis, ii. 220, 221). The one

is a MS. of the Gospels of the 16th century of the

ordinary late type (marked 2 Gosp. in the cata-

logues of MSS. since Wetstein) ; the other a MS. of

the Acts and the Epistles (2 Acts. Epp.), somewhat

older but of the same general character." Erasmus

also made some use of two other Basle MSS. (1

Gosp. ; 4 Acts. Epp.) ; the former of these is of

gi-eat value, but the important variations from the

common text which it otters, made him suspect that

it had been altered from the Latin.*' For the Apo-

calypse he had only an imperfect MS. which be-

longed to Reuchlin. The last six verses were

wanting, and these .he translated from the Latin,

^

a process which he adopted in other places where it

was less excusable. The received text contains two

memorable instances of this bold intei-polation. The

one is Acts viii. 37, which Erasmus, as he says, found

written in the margin of a Greek MS., though it

was wanting in that which he used : the other is

Acts ix. 5, 6, ffKKripiv ffoi —avacrrrjQL for aKKa

avdffrrjOt, which has been found as yet in no Greek

MS. whatsoever, though it is still perpetuated on

the ground of Erasmus' conjecture. But he did

» A marvellous proof of haste occurs on the title-page,

In which he quotes " Vulgarius " among the chief fathers

whose autliority he followed. The name was formed from

tlie title of tlie see of TheophyUict (Bulgaria), and Theo-

phylact was converted into an epithet. This " Vulgarius"

is quoted on Luke xl. 35, and the name remained un-

changed in subsequent editions (Wetstein, Frokg. 1G9).

" AcconiinR to Mill (Froleg. 1120), Erasmus altered the

text in a little more than fifty places iu the Acts, and in

about two hundred places in the Epistles, of which changes
all but about forty were improvements. Specimens of the

corrections on the margin of the MS. are given by Wet-
stein {I'roUg. p. 56, cd. Lotze). Of these several were

simply on the authority of the Vulgate, one of which

(Matt. ii. 11, tvpov for eWoi') has retained Its place In the

received text.

» The reading In the received text, Mark vi. 15, ^ u;

eT? Ttitv 7rpo(|)T|Twi/, in place of <u9 els roiv jrpoii>r\Tu>v , is a

change introduced liy Erasmus on the authority of this

MS., which has been supported by some sliglit additional

evidence since. Mill {I'roleg. 0}1117, lb) states that

Erasmus used the uncial Basle MS. of the Gospels (E),
" correcting it rightly in about sixty-eight places, wrongly

in about fifty-seven." This opinion has been refuted

by Wetstein {I'roleg. p. 50). The MS. was not then at

Basle :
" Hicce ccidox Basileunsi Academiae dono datus est

anno 1559 " (Lotze ad Wetstein, I. c).
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not in.sert the testimony of the heavenly witnesses

(1 John V. 7), an act of critical faithfulness which
exposed him to the attacks of enemies. Among
these was Stunica—his rival editor—and when ar-

gument tailed to silence calumny, he promised to

insert the words in question on the authority of

any one Greek MS. The edition of Erasmus, liivc

the Complutensian, was dedicated to Leo X. ; and it

is a noble trait of the generosity of Cardinal Xi-

menes, that when Stunica wished to disparage the

work of Erasmus which robbed him of his well-

earned honour, he checked him in the words of

Moses, " I would that all might thus prophecy,"

Num. xi. 29 (Tregelles, p. 19). After his first edi-

tion was published Erasmus continued his labours

on the N. T. Ep. iii. 31; and in March, 1519, a

second et^ition appeared which was altered iu about

400 places, of which Mill reckons that 330 were
improvements {^Prolegg. §1134). But his chief

labour seems to have been spent upon the Latin

version, and in exposing the "solecisms" of the

common Vulgate, the value of which he completely

misunderstood (comp. Mill, Prolegg. 1124-1133).y

These two editions consisted of 3300 copies, and
a third edition was required in 1522, when the

Complutensian Polyglott also came into circulation.

In this edition 1 John v. 7 was inserted for the

first time, according to the promise of Erasmus,

on the authority of the "Codex Britannicus" (t. e.

Cod. Montfortianus), in a form which obviously

betrays its origin as a clumsy translation from

the Vulgate (" ne cui foret causa calumniandi,"

Apol. ad Stunicam, ad loc.).» The text was
altered in about 118 places (Mill, Prolegg. 1138).

Of these corrections 36 were boiTOwed from an

edition published at Venice in the office of Aldus,
1518, which was taken in the main from the first

edition of Erasmus, even so as to preserve en'ors of

the press, but yet differed from it in about 200
places, partly from error and partly on MS. au-

thority (Mill, §1122). This edition is further

remarkable as giving a few (19) various readings.

Three other early editions give a text formed from

the second edition of Erasmus and the Aldine, those

of Hagenau, 1521, ofCephalaeus at Strasburg, 1524,

of Bebeiius at Basle, 1531. Erasmus at length

» Traces of this unauthorized retranslation remain in

the received text : Apoc. xxii. 16, opBpivoii. 17. iKBe (bis)

:

i\6iTM; Kafj^Paviroi to. 18. <rv/x;oiapTvpoi)fiai yap, ctti-

Tt0;5 Trpbs Tavra. 19. a^aipjj ^I'^Aou, ciTro pCp\ov T. f.

Some of these are obvious blunders in rendering from the

Latin, and yet they are consecrated by use.

y Luther's German version was made from this text

(Reuss, Oesch. d. U. S. ij400). One conjecture of Erasmus

1 Pet. iii. 20, ana$ efeSe'x«'"o. supported by no MS., passed

from this ediiion into the received text.

' In the course of the controversy on this passage the

Cod. Vatic. B was appealed to (1521). Some years later

(1534) Sepulveda describes the MS. in a letler to Erasmus,

giving a general description of its agreement with the

Vulgate, and a selection of various readings. In reply lo

tliis Erasmus appeals to a supposed focdus cum Graecis,

made at the Coimcil of Florence, 1439, in accordance with

which Greek copies were to be altered to agree with the

Latin ; and argues that B may have been so altered.

When Sepulveda answers that no such compact was made,

l':rasmus replies that he had heard from Culhbert [Tonstall]

of Durham that it was agreed that the Greek MSS. should

be corrected to harmonize with the Latin, and took the state-

ment for granted. Yet on this simple misunderstanding

the credit of the oldest MSS. has been impugned. The in-

fluence of the idea In "foediis cum f/iaccU" has survived

all belief in the fact (Tregelles, Hoitu:, iv. pp. xv.-xvii.).
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obtained a copy of the Coniplutensian text, and in

his fourth edition in 1527, gnve some various read-

ings from it in addition to those which he had

already noted, and used it to correct his own text

in the Apocalypse in 90 places, while elsewhere he

introduced only 16 changes (Mill, §1141). His

fitth and last edition (1535) differs only in 4

places fiom the Iburth, and the fourth edition after-

wards became the basis of the received text. This,

it will be seen, rested on scanty and late Greek evi-

dence, without the help of any versions except the

Latin, which was Itself so deformed in common
copies, as not to show its true character and weight.

4. The editions of Stephens.—The scene of our

history now changes from Basle to Paris. In 1543,

Simon de Colines (COLINAEUS) published a Greek

text of the N. T., corrected in about 150 places on

fresh MS. authority. He was charged by Beza

with making changes by conjecture ; but of the ten

examples quoted by Mill, all but one (Matt. viii.

o3, airavra for iravra) are supported by MSS.,

and four by the Parisian MS. Keg. 85 (119 Gospp.).»

The edition of Colinaeus does not appear to have

obtained any wide mfluence. Not long after it ap-

peared, K. Estienne (Stephanos) published his

first edition (1546), which was based on a collation

of MSS. in the Royal Libivnry with the Compluten-

sian text.** He gives no detailed description of the

MSS. which he used, and their character can only

be discovered by the quotation of their readings,

which is given in the third edition. According to

Mill, the text ditieis fi-om the Complutensian in

581 places, and in 198 of these it follows the last

edition of Erasmus. The former printed texts are

abandoned in only 37 places in favour of the MSS.,
and the Erasmian reading is often preferred to that

supported by all the other Greek authorities with

which Stephens is known lo have been acquainted

:

e. g. Matt. vi. 18, viii. 5, ix. 5; &c.* A second

edition very closely resembling the first both in

form and text, having the s:ime preface and the

same number of pages and lines, was published in

1549; but the great edition of Stephens is that

known as the Eegia, published in 1550.*^ In this

a systematic collection of various readings, amount-
ing, it is said, to 2194 (Mill, §1227), is given for

the first time; but still no consistent critical use

was made of them. Of the authorities which he

quoted most have been since identified. They were
the Complutensian text, 10 MSS. of the Gospels,

8 of the Acts, 7 of the Catholic Epistles, 8 of the

Pauline Epistles, 2 of the Apocalypse, in all 15
distinct MSS. One of these was the Codex Bezae
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" An examination of the readings quoted from Colinaeus

by Mill shows conclusively that he used Cod. 119 of the

Gospels, 10 of the Pauline Kpistles ^S of the Acts, the

MS. marked lo by Stephens), and probiibly 33 of the

Gospels and 5 of the Catholic Epistles. The readhigs in

1 Cor. xiv. 2, 1 Pet. v. 2, 2 Pet. iii. 17, seem to be mere
errors, and are apparently supported by no authority.

i" This edition and its counterpart (1549) are known as

the " O viirificavi" edition, from the opening words of

the preface : "O mirificam regis nostrl optimi et praestan-

tissimi principis liberalitatem," in allusion to the new
fount of small Greek type which the king had ordered to

be cut, and which was now used for tlie first time.

"The Complutensian influence on these editions has

been over-estimated. In the last verses of the Ap(/calypse

(^3) they follow what Erasmus supplied, and not any
Greek authority" (Tregelles).

<! Stephens' own dcscriptiDii of his edition cannot be
received literally. " Codices nacti aliquot ipsa vetustatis

specie pene adorandos, quorum copiam nobis bibliotheca

k

(D). Two have not yet been recognised (Comp.

Griesbach, N. T. ff. xxiv.-xxxvi.). The collations

were made by his son Henry Stephens ; but they

fail entirely to satisfy the requirements of exact

criticism. The various readings of D alone in the

Gospels and Acts are more than the whole number
given by Stephens; or, to take another example,

while only 598 variants of the Complutensian are

given. Mill calculates that 700 are omitted {Prolegg.

§1226). Nor was the use made of the materials

more satisfactory than their quality. Less than

thirty changes were made on MS. authority (Mill,

1228) ; and except in the Apocalypse, which
follows the Complutensian text most closely, " it

hardly ever deserts the last edition of Erasmus"
(Tregelles). Numerous instances occur in which

Stephens deserts his former text and all his MSS.
to restore an Erasmian reading. Mill quotes the

following examples among others, which are the

most interesting, because they have passed from the

Stephanie text into our A. V. Matt. ii. 11, ilpov

for el^ov (without the authority of any Greek

MS., as far as I know, though Scholz says " own
codd. inultis "), iii. 8, Kapirovs a^lovs for Kap-nhv

&i,iov. Mark vi. 33 add. ol ox^oi : xvi. 8 add.

Taxv. Luke vii. 31 add. ehe Se 6 Kvpios. John

xiv. 30 add. rovrov. Acts v. 23 add. t^co. Kom.
ii. 5 om, Kol before SiKaiOKptffias. James v. 9,

KaraKpiOrJTe for /cpiflfJTe. Prescription as yet oc-

cupied the place of evidence ; and it was well that

the work of the textual critic was reserved for a

time when he could command trustworthy and

complete collations. Stephens published a fourth,

edition in 1537 (Geneva), which is only remarkable

as giving for the first time the present division

into verses.

5. The editions of Beza and Elzevir.—Nothing

can illustrate more clearly the deficiency among
scholars of the first elements of the textual criti-

cism of the N. T. than the annotiitious of Beza
(1556). This great divine obtained from H. Ste-

phens a copy of the N. T. in which he had noted

down various readings from about twenty-five MSS.
and from the early editions (Cf. Marsh, on Mi-
chaelis, ii. 858-60), but he used the collection

rather for exegetical .ban for critical purposes.

Thus he pronounced in favour of the obvious inter-

polations in Matt. i. 11 ; John xviii. 13, which have

consequently obtained a place in the margin of the

A. v., and elsewhere maintained readings which,

on critical grounds, are wholly indefensible : Matt.

ii. 17; Mark iii. 16, xvi. 2. The interpolation in

Apoc. xi. 11, Kol 6 ayyeAos flffTrjKet has passed

rcgia facile suppeditabit, ex iis ita hunc nostrum rccen-

suimus, ut nullavi omnino litteram sccus esse pateremur,

quam plures iique meliwes libri, tanquam testes, com-

probarent. Adjuti praeterea sumus cum aliis (t. e. Erasmi)

turn vero Complutensi cditione, quani ad vetustissimos

bibliothecae Leonis X. Pont, codices excudi jusserat His-

pan. Card. Fr. Simenius : quos cum nostris miro consensu

saepissime convenire ex ipsa collatione deprehcndimus

"

(Pref. edit. I51(;-9). In the preface to the third edition,

he s;iys that he used the same 16 copies for these editions

as for that.

<i " Novum Jesu Christi I). N. Testamentum. Ex Bi-

bliotheca Regia. Lutctiae. Ex officina Robertl Stepliani

typographi regii, rcgiis typis. MIJL." In this edition

Stephens simply says of his " 16 copies," that the first is

the Complutensian edition, the second {Cndi-x Hezai) "a

most ancient copy, collated by friends in lUily ; 3-t<, 10,

15, copies from the Itoyal Library ; " cactera suut ea qua*

undique corrogare licuit" (I'ref.).
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into tne text of the A. V. The Greek text of Beza

(dedicated to Queen Elizabeth) was printed by
H. Stephens in 1565, and again in 1576; but his

chief edition was the third, printed in 1582, which

contained re;uiings fiom tlie Codices Bezae and
Claromontanus. The reading followed by the text

of A. V. in Rom. vii. 6 {a-woOavovras i'or diro-

Oav6vTis), wliich is supported by no Greek 5IS. or

version whatever, is due to this edition. Other

editions by Beza ajipeared in 1588-9, 1598, and
liis (third) text found a wide currency.* Among
other editions which were wholly or in part based

upon it, those of the Elzkvirs alone require to

be noticed. The first of these editions, famous for

the beauty of their execution, was published at

Leyden in 1G24. It is not known who acted as

editor, but the text is mainly that of the third edition

of Stephens. Including eveiy minute variation in

orthography, it differs from this in 278 places

(Scrivener, N. T. Cambr. 1800, p. vi.). In these

cases it generally agrees with Beza, more rai'ely it

diffei-s from both, either by typographical enors

(Matt. vi. 34, xv. 27; Luke x. 6 add. 6, xi. 12,

xiii. 19; John iii. 6) or perhaps by manuscript

authority (Matt. xxiv. 9, om. twv; Luke vii. 12,

viii. 29 ; John sii. 17, 3t{). In the second edition

(Leyden, 1633) it was announced that the text

was that which was universally received {textiin

ergo habes nunc ah omnibus receptimi), and the

declaration thus boldly made was practically ful-

iilled. From this time the Elzevirian text was
generally reprinted on the continent, and that of the

third edition of Stephens in England, till quite

lecent times. Yet it has been shown that these

tests were substantially formed on late JIS. au-

thority, without the help of any complete colla-

tions or of any readings (except of D) of a first

class MS., without a good text of the Vulgate, and
without the assistance of oriental versions. No-
thing short of a miracle could have prod\iced a
critically pure text from such materials and those

treated without any definite system. Yet, to use

Bentley's words, which are not too strong, " the

e The edition of Beza of 1589 and the third of Stephens

may be regarded as giving th fumiiinionUil Greek text

»f the A. V. In the following passages In the Gospels the

A.. V. differs from Stephens, and agrees with Beza:

—

Matt. ix. 33, om. on. Yet this particle might be omitted

in trnnslation.

„ xxi. 1, iTreKa6i<rav for in€Ka.Oia-fv.

„ xxiii. 13, 14, traasposed in Steph.

Mark vi. 29, om. tw.

„ viii. 24, crt? £cV5pa for on a>5 SevSpa.

„ ix. 40, rinu>v for vfiZiv, " against most MSS." as

Beza remarks.

Luke 1. 35, add U (not In 1« ed.).

„ ii. 22, oiiT^s for aiiTUf.

„ X. 22, om. KaX oTpai^et's — dire. Yet given in

marg., and noticed by IJcza.

„ XV. 26, om. avTov.

, xvii. 36, add verse. The omission noticed in

marg. and by Beza.

„ XX. 31, a<i(i Koi. So Beza 1" ed., but not 3'' (by

error ?)

John xiii. 30, ot« olv i^r\K6t. " Against all the old

MS.S." (Beza).

„ xvlil. 24, add ovv.

In others it agrees with Stephens against Beza :—

Matt. 1. 23. KoAe<rou<ri for KoAca-eit. The marg. may be

intended to give the oiher reading.

„ XX. 15, ei for ^.

Mark xvi. 'JO, aM 'V^i' at the end.

John iv. 5, 'S.vxa4> for Sixop-
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text stood as if an apostle were Ii. Stephens' com-
positor." Habit hallowed what was commonly
used, and the course of textual polemics contri-

buted not a little to preserve without change the

common field on which controversialists were pre-

pared to engage.

ii. From Mill to Scholz.— 6. The second period

of the history of the printed text may be treated

with less detail. It was influenced, more or less,

throughout by the textus receptas, though the

authority of this provisional text was gradually

shaken by the increase of critical materials and the

bold enunciation of principles of revision. The
first import-int collection of various readings—for

that of Stephens was too imperfect to desei-ve the

name—was given by Walton in the 6th volume
of his Polyglott. The Syriac, Arabic, Aethiopic,

and Persian versions of the N. T., together with
the readings of Cod. Alex., were printe<l in the

5th volume together with the text of Stephens.

To these were added in the 6th the readings col-

lected by Stephens, others from an edition by
Wechel at Frankfort (1597), the readings of the

Codices Bezae and Claromont., and of fourteen

other MSS. which had been collated under the care

of Archbp. Ussher. Some of these collations were
extiemely imperfect (Scrivener, Cod. Aug. p. Ixvii.

;

Introduction, p. 148), as appears from later ex-

amination, yet it is not easy to overrate the im-

portance of the exhibition of the testimony of the

oriental versions side by side with the cuiTCut

Greek text. A few more MS. readings were given

by CuRCELLAKUS fdc Courcelles) in an edition pub-

lished at Amsterdam, 1658, &c., but the great

names of this period continue to be those of Eng-

lishmen. The readings of the Coptic and Gothic

versions were first given in the edition of (Bp. Fell)

Oxford, 1075; ed. Gregoiy, 1703 ; but the greatest

seiTice wliich Fell rendered to the criticism of the

N.T. was the liberal encouragement which he gave to

Jlill. The work ofMill (cf.^Oxon. 17o7 ; Amstclod.

ed. Kustor, 1710; other copies have on the title-page

1723, 1746, &c.) marks an epoch in the history

John xviii. 20, jravTore for KavroOtv. " So in the old

MSS." (Beza).

In other parts of the N. T. 1 have noticed the following

p:issages In which the A. V. agrees with the text of Bcza's

edition of 16«9 against Stephens (Acts xvii. 25, xxi. 8,

xxli. 25, xxiv. 13, 18; Rom. vii. 6 (note), viii. 11 (note),

xii. 11, xvl. 20; 1 Cor. v. 11, xv. 31 ; 2 Cor. ili. 1, vi. 15,

vii. 12, 16, xi. 10; Col. i. 1, 24, ii. 10; 1 Tbess. ii. 15;

2 Thess. ii. 4 ; Tit. ii. 10 ; Hebr. i.\. 2 (note) ; James ii. 18

(note), iv. 13, 15, v. 12; 1 Pet. i. 4 (note); 2 Pet. Hi. 7;

John i. 4, ii. 23 (In italics). 111. 16 ; 2 John 3 ; 3 John 7

;

Jiide 24 ; Apoc. iii. 1, v. 11, vii. 2, 10, 14, viii. 11, xi. 1, 2,

xiii. 3, xiv. 1«, xvi. 14, xvii. 4. On the other hand the

A. V. agrees with Stephens against Beza, Acts iv. 27,

xvi. 17, XXV. 6 (note), xxvl. 8; Eom. v. 17; 1 Cor. HI. 3,

vii, 29, xi. 22, X. 38 (error of press?); 2 Cor. 111. 14 ; Gal.

Iv. 17 (note) ; PhiL i. 23 ; Tit. ii. 7 ; Hebr. x. 2 ; 1 I'et.

i. 21, iii. 21; 2 Pet. ii. 12; Apoc. iv. 10, ix. 5, xii. 14,

xiv. 2, xviil. 6, xix. 1. The enumeration given by Scrl-

ener {A Supplement to the Authorized Version, pp. 7, 8)

differs slightly from this, which includes a few more

ages ; other passages are doubtful : Acts vii. 26, xv.

32, xix. 27 ; 2 Cor. xi. 1, xiii. 4 ; Apoc. iv. 8, xviii. 16.

In other places. Matt. il. 11, x. 10; John xviii. 1 ; Acts

xxvll. 29 ; 2 Pet. i. 1. they follow neither. In James iv.

5, frjcro/oiev scems to be a conJectui;c. The additional

notes on readings. Matt. i. 11, xxvi. 26; Mark ix. 16;

Luke ii. 38; John xvill. 13; Acts sxv. 6; Eph. vi. 9;

Jame.s ii. 18 ; 2 PeU ii. 2, 1 1, 18 ; 1 John ii. 23 ; 2 John 8,

all come from Beza.
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of the N. T. text. There is much in it which will

not bear the test of historiciil iuquiiy, much that

is imperfect in the materials, much that is crude

and cipricious in criticism, but when every draw-

back has been made, the edition remains a splendid

monument of the labours of a life. The work

occupied Mill about thirty years, and was finished

only a fortniojht before his death. One great merit

of Mill w;vs that he recognized the importance of

each element of criticiil evidence, the testimony of

IM.SS. versions and citations, as well as internal

evidence. In particular he asserted the claims of

the Latin version and maintained, against much
opposition, even from his patron Bp. Fell, the gieat

value of patristic quotations. He had also a clear

view of the necessity of forming a general estimate

of the character of each authority, and descnbed in

detail those of which he made use. At the same

time he gave a careful analysis of the origin and

history of previous texts, a labour which, even

now, has in many parts not been supereeded. But
while he pronounced decided judgments on vai-ious

readings both in the notes and, without any refer-

ence or plan, in the Prolegomena, he did not

venture to introduce any changes into the printed

text. He repeated the Stephanie text of 1550

without any intentional change, and from his

edition this has passed (as Mill's) into general use

in England. His caution, however, could not save

him from vehement attacks. The charge which
was brought against Walton' of unsettling the

sacred text, was renewed against Mill, and, un-
happily, found an advocate in Whitby {Ex-
ainen variantium lectionwn J. Millii S. T. P. an-

nexed to his Annotations), a man whose genius

was worthy of better things. The 30,000 various

readings which he was said to have collected tbrmed

a common-place with the assailants of the Bible

(Bentley, Remarks, iii. 348-358, ed. Dyce). But
the work of Mill silently produced fruit both in

England and Germany. Men grew familiar with
the problems of textual criticism and were thus

prepared to meet them fairly.

7. Among those who had known and valued

Mill was R. Bextley, the greatest of English

scholars. In his earliest work {Epist. ad J. Mil-
Hum, ii. 362, ed. Dyce), in 1G91, Bentley had
expressed generous admiration of the labours of

Mill, and afterwards, in 1713, in his Remarks,
triumphantly refuted the charges of impiety with
which they were assailed. But 3Iill had only
" accumulated various readings as a promptuary to

the judicious and critical reader;" Bentley would
"make use of that promptuary and not

leave the reader in doubt and suspense" {A)iswer

to Remarks, iii. 503). With this view he an-

nounced, in 1716, his intention of publishing an

edition of the Greek Testament on the authority of

the oldest Greek and Latin MS., " exactly as it was
in the best examples at the time of the Council of

Nice, so that there shall not be twenty words nor

even particles' difference" (iii. 477 to Archbp.
Wake). Collations were shortly afterwards under-

taken both at Paris (including C) and Home (B),

and Bentley himself spared neither labour nor

money. In 1720 he published his Proposals and
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' Especially by the great puritan Owen In bis Consi-

iferatUms. Walton replied with severity in TItt Conti-

derator considered.

K Gerhard von JIaestrlcbt's A". T. first appeared in

1711, with a selection of various readings, and a series

of canons composed to justify the received text. Some

a Specimen (Apoc. xxii.). In this notice he an-

nounces his design of publishing " a new edition of

the Greek and Latin .... as represented in the

most ancient and venerable MSS. in Greek and
Romanf?) capital letters." In this way " he be-

lieves that he has retrieved (except in a very

few places) the true exemplar of Origen ....
and is sure that the Greek and Latin MSS., by
their mutual assistance, do so settle the original

text to thi? smallest nicety as cannot be per-

formed now in any classic author whatever." He
purposed to add all the various reiidings of the

tirst five centuries, " and what has crept into any
copies since is of no value or authority." The
proposals were immediately assailed by Middleton.

A violent controversy followed, but Bentley con-

tinued his labours till 1729 (Dyce, iii. 483).

After that time they seemed to have ceased. The
troubles in which Bentley was involved render it

unnecessary to seek for any other explanation of

the suspension of his work. The one chapter

which he published shows clearly enough that he

was prepared to deal with variations in his copies,

and there is no sufficient reason for concluding that

the disagreement of his ancient codices caused him

to abandon the plan which he had proclaimed with

undoubting confidence (Scrivener, Cod. Aug. p. six.).

A complete account of Bentley's labours on the

N. T. is prepared for publication (1861) by the Rev.

A. A. Ellis, under the title Bentleii Critica Sacra.

8. The conception of Bentley was in advance

both of the spirit of his age and of the materials at

his command. Textual criticism was forced to

undergo a long discipline before it was prepared to

follow out his principles. During this time German
scholars hold the first place. Foremost among these

was Bengel (1687-1752), who was led to study

the variations of the N. T. from a devout sense of

the infinite value of every divine word. His merit

in discerning the existence of families of documents

has been already noticed (1. §12) ; but the evidence

before him was not sufficient to show the paramount

authority of the most ancient witnesses. His most
important rule was, Proclivi scriptioni praestat

ardua ; but except in the Revelation he did not

venture to give any reading which had not been

already adopted in some edition (Prodromes N. T.

Gr. recte cauteque adomandi, 1725 ; A'cu. Testam.

. . . . 1734 ; Apparatus criiicus, ed. 2''» cura P. D.

Burk, 1763). But even the partial revision which
Bengel had made exposed him to the bitterest

attacks ; and Wetstein, when at length he published

his great edition, reprinted the receivetl text. The
labours of Wetstein (1693-1754) formed an im-

portant epoch in the histoiy of the N. T. While

still very young (1716) he was engaged to collate

for Bentley, and he afterwaixls continued the work
for himself. In 1733 he was obliged to leave Basle,

his native town, from theological diflerences, and

his Greek Testament did not appear till 1751-2 at

Amsterdam. A fii-st edition of the Proh/otnerui

had been pubUshed previously in 1730 ; but the

principles which he then maintained were after-

wards much modified by his opposition to Bengel

(Comp. Preface to K. T. cura Gerardi de Tmjecto,

ed. 2^, 1735;.K The great service which Wetstein

of these canons deserve to be quoted, as an illustration

of the bold assertion of the claims of Ihe prir.led text, M
such.

Can. ix. " Cnns codex non facik variantom lectionem ....

nwdo recepta lectio sit secundum cmaloffiamfidei "...

Cas. X. " Neque dtto codices faciunl variimtem le«-
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rendered to s:icreil criticism wns by the collection

of materials. He made nearly as great an advance

on Mill as Mill had made ou those who preceded

him. But in the use of his materials he showed

little critical tact ; and his strange theory of the

Latinization of the most ancient I\IS.S. proved for

a lon<; time a serious drawback to the sound study

of the Greek text {Prolegomena, ed. f-'emler, 1766,
ed. Lotze, 18:!1).

9. It was the work of GniESBACH (174.'5-1812)

to place the comparative value of existing docu-

ments in a clearer light. The time was now come
when the results of collected evidence might be set

out ; and Griesbach, with singular sagacity, courtesy,

and zeal, devoted his life to the work. His first

editions {Synopsis, 1774; JVou. Test. ed. 1, 1777-

!)) were based for the most part on the critical

collections of Wetstein. Not long afterwards Mat-
THAEI published an edition based on the accurate

collation of Moscow MSS. (iV. T. ex Codd. Mos-
qnensihis .... Riga, 1782-88, 12 vols. ; ed. '1^\

18U3-7, 3 vols.). These new materials were fur-

ther increased by the collections of Alter (1786-7),

Birch, Adler, and Moldenhawer (1788-1801), as

well as by the labours of Griesbach himself. And
when Griesbach published his second edition (1796-
1806, 2nd ed. of vol. i. by U. Schulz, 1827) he

made a noble use of the materials thus placed in his

hands. His chief error was that he altered the

received text instead of constructing the text afresh
;

but in aeuteness, vigour, and candour he stands

below no editor of the N. T., and his judgment will

always retain a peculiar value. In 1805 he pub-
lished a manual edition with a selection of readings

which he judged to be more or less worthy of

notice, and this has been often )-eprinted (Comp.
Si/mholae Criticae, 1785-1793 ; Opnscula, ed.

Gabler, 1824-5; Commentarins Criticus, 1798-
1811 ; White's Criseos Grieshachianae . . . Sunonsis,

1811).
^

10. The edition of Scholz contributed more in

appearance than reality to the furtherance of cri-

ticism {N. T. adfdem test, crit 1830-1836).
This laborious scholar collected a greater mass of
various leadings than had been brought together

before, but his work is veiy inaccurate, and his

own collations singularly superficial. Yet it was
of service to call attention to the mass of imused
MSS. ; and, while depreciating the value of the

more ancient MSS., Scholz himself showed the
powerful influence of Griesbach 's principles by
accepting frequently the Alexandrine in preference
to the Constantinopolitan reading (i. §14. Comp.
liiblisch-Kritische lieise . . . 1823 ; Curae Criticae
. . . 1820-1845).

iii. From Lachmnnn to the present time.— 11. In
the year after the publication of the first volume
of Scholz's N. T. a small edition appeared in a
series of classical texts prepared by Laciimann
(t 1851). In this the admitted principles of scho-
larship were tor the first time applied through-
out to the construction of the text of the N." T.
The prescriptive right of the textus receptits was
wholly set aside, and the text in every part was

tionem .... contra receptam el editam et sani sensus

lectiimem .... maximc in omiitendo" . .

.

Can. xIv. " IVrsiwi-M etiam nntiqulssimae ab editu et

ni.iiiviscrlptls differentes . . . ostendunt oscitantiam intcr-

pretis.

C.vK. xvii. " Citationes I'atrum textus N. T. non facero

deljent variantpni versionom."

Can. xxix. " Ffficarinr left in tntus rercpfi."
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regulated by ancient authority. Before publishing

his small edition (N. T. Gr. ex recensione C. Lach-
manni, Berol. 1831) Lachmann had given a short

account of his design {Stud. u. Krit. 1830, iv.), to

which he referred his readers in a brief postscript,

but the book itself contained no Apparatus or Pro-

legomena, and was the subject of great and painful

misrepresentations. When, however, the distinct

assertion of the primary claims of evidence through-

out the N. T. was more fairly appreciated, Lach-

mann felt himself encouraged to undertake a larger

edition, with both Latin and Greek texts. The
Greek authorities for this, limited to the primary
uncial MSS. (A B C D P Q T Z E^ G^ Dj Hgj,
and the quotations of Irenaeus and Origen, were
arranged by the younger Buttniann. Lachmann
himself prepared the Latin evidence (Tregelles, Hist,

of Gr. Text, p. 101), and revised both texts. The
first volume appeared in 1842, the second was
printed in 1845, but not published till 1850,,owing
in a great measure to the opposition which Lach-
mann found from his friend De Wette {N. T. ii.

Praef. Iv. ; Tregelles, p. 1 1 1). Tiie text of the new
edition did not dilfer much from that of the former

;

but while iu the former he had nsed Western
(Latin) authority only to decide in cises where
Eastern {Greek) authorities were divided ; in the

latter he used the two great sources of evidence

together. Lachmann delighted to quote Bentley as

his great precursor (§7); but there was an im-

portant dilterence in their immediate aims. Bentley

believed that it would be possible to obtain the true

text directly by a comparison of the oldest Greek

authorities with the oldest MSS. of the Vulgate.

Afterwards very important remains of the earlier

Latin versions were discovered, and the whole ques-

tion was complicated by the collection of fresh docu-

ments. Lachmann therefore wished in the first

instance only to give the current text of the fourth

century, which might then become the basis of fur-

ther criticism. This at least was a great step

towards the truth, though it must not he accepted

as a final one. Griesbach had changed the current

text of the 15th and 16th centuries in numberless

isolated passages, but yet the late text was the

foundation of his own : Lachmann admitted the

authority of antiquity everywhere, in orthography,

in construction, in the whole complexion and ar-

rangement of his text. But Lachmann's edition,

great as its merits are as a first appeal to ancient

evidence, is not without serious faults. The ma-
terials on which it was based were imperfect. The
range of patristic citations wns limited ai-bitrarily.

The exclusion of the Orienfcil versions, however

necessary at the time, left a wide margin for later

change (t. i. Praef. p. xxiv.). The neglect of

primary cursives often necessitated absolute con-

fidence on slender MS. authority. Lachmann was
able to use, but little fitted to collect, evidence (t. i.

pp. XXV., xxxviii., xxxix.). It was, however, enough

for liim to have consecrated the highest scholarship

by devoting it to the service of the N. T., and to

have claimed the Holy Scriptures as a field for

reverent and searching criticism. (The best account

As examples of Can. ix. we tind, Matt. i. 16, xpi.<rTo<; for

"I. 6 Ae-y. xp- 1 1- 2S, om. tok TtpturoroKov ; Rom. i. 31, om.

aoTToi/Sovs. On 1 John v. 7, 8, the editor refers to the

Coniplutonslan edllion, and adds :
" Kx hac editione, quae

ad fidem pruestanlissimonim MSS. cdita est, indicium

clarnni habemns, quod in pluriniis mamiscriptis locim sic

inventus et lectus sit" (p. 35).
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of Lachiiiann's plan and edition is in Tregelles,

Hist, of frintcd Text, 97-1 1 5. His most importiint

critics are Fritzsche, De Conformatione N. T. Cri-

tica . . . 18H ; Tischendorf, Prolegg. cii.-cxii.)

12. The chief defects of Lachmann's edition arise

from deficiency of authorities. Another German

scholar, Tischendorf, has devoted twenty years

to enlarging our accurate knowledge of ancient MSS.
The first edition of Tischendorf (1841' has now no

special claims for notice. In his second (Leipsic)

edition (1849) he fully accepted the great principle

of Lachmann (though he widened the range of

ancient authorities), that the text " must be sought

solelv from ancient authorities, and not from the

so-cidled received edition" (Praef. p. xii.), and

gave many of the results of his own laborious and

valuable collations. The size of this manual edition

necessarily excluded a full exhibition of evidence:

the editor's own judgment was often arbitrary and

inconsistent ; but the general influence of the edition

was of the very highest value, and the text, as a

whole, probably better than any which had preceded

it. Dunng the next few years Tischendorf prose-

cuted his laboui'S on MSS. with unwearied diligence,

and in 1855-9 he published his third (seventh i")

critical edition. In this he has given the authorities

for and against each reading in considerable detail,

and included the chief results of his later discoveries.

The whole critical apparatus is extremely valuable,

.and absolutely indispensable to the student. The
text, except in details of orthogi'aphy, exhibits gene-

rally a retrograde movement from the most ancient

testimony. The Prolegomena are copious and full

of interest.

13. Meanwhile the sound study of sacred cri-

ticism had revived in England. In 1 844 Tregelles
published an edition of the Apocalypse in Greek and
English, and announced an edition of the N. T.^

From this time he engaged in a systematic examina-

tion of all unpublished imcial MSS., going over

much of the same ground as Tischendorf, and com-
paring results with him. In 1854 he gave a de-

tailed account of his labours and principles (An
Account of the Printed Text of the Greek New
Testament .... London), and again in his new
edition of Home's Introduction (1856). The first

part of his Greek Testament, containing St. Matthew
and St. Mark, appeared in 1857 ; the second, com-
pleting the Gospels, has just appeared (18G1). In

this he gives at length the evidence of all uncial

MSS., and of some peculiarly valuable cursives: of

all versions up to the 7th century: of all Fathers

to Eusebins inclusive. The Latin V'ulgate is added,

chiefly from the Cod. Amiatinus with the readings

of the Clementine edition. This edition of Tregelles

differs from that of Lachmann by the greater width
of its critical foundation ; and from that of Tischen-

dorf by a more constant adherence to ancient 0%^-

dence. Every jwssible precaution has been taken to

insure peifect accuracy in the publication, and the

work must be regarded as one of the most important
contributions, a's it is perhaps the most exact, which
has been yet made to the cause of textual criticism.

The editions of Knapp (1797, &c.), Vater (1824),
Tittmann (1820, &c.), and Hahn (1840, &c.) have
no peculiar critical value. Meyer (1829, &c.) paid

greater attention to the revision of the text which
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i> The second and third editions were Grneco-Ijitin

eilltioDs, published nt Paris In ]M2, of no critical value
(cf. Prolegg. cxxlv.-v.). 'I'hf fifth was a simple text, with
ilic variations of Klzcvir, chiefly a reprint of the (fourth)

accompanies his great commentaiy ; but his critical

notes are often arbitraiy and unsatisfactory. In
the Greek Testament of Alford, as in that of Moyer,
the text is subsidiary to the commentary ; but it is

impossible not to notice the important advance
which has been made by the editor in true principles

of criticism during the course of its publication.

The fourth edition of the 1st vol. (1859) contains
a clear enunciation of the authority of ancient evi-

dence, as supported both by its extcrmil and internal

claims, and corrects much that was vague and
subjective in former editions. Other annotated
editions of the Greek Testament, valuable for special

merits, may be passed over as having little bearing
on the history of the text. One simjile text, how-
ever, deserves notice (Cambr. 1860), in which, by
a peculiar arrangement of type. Scrivener has re-

presentetl at a glance all the changes which have
been made in the text of Stephens (1550), Elzevir

(1624), and Beza (1565), by Lachmann, Tischen-
dorf, and Tregelles.

14. Besides the ci-itical editions of the text of the

N. T. various collections of readings have been pub-
lished separately, which cannot be wholly omitted.

In addition to those already mentioned (§9), the most
important are by Rinck, Lucubratio Critica, 1830;
Keiche, Codicwn MSS. N. T. Gr. aliquot insigniorum
in Bihl. Reg. Paris . . . coUatio 1847 ; Scrivener,

A Collation of about Twenty Greek MSS. of the Eohj
Gospels ... 1853 ; A Transcript of the Cod. Aug.,
with a full Collation of Fifty MSS. 1859; and
E. de Muralt, of Russian MSS. (N. T. 1848). The
chief contents of the splendid series of Tischendorf 's

works
(
Codex Ephraemi Eescriptus, 1 843 ; Codex

Claromontanus, 1 852 ; , Monumenta sacra inedita,

1846-1856; Anecdota sacra et profana, 1855;
Notitia Cod. Sinaitici, 1860) are given in his own
and other editions of the N. T. (The chief works
on the history of the printed text are those of

Tregelles, Hist, of Printed Text, 1854; lleuss,

Geschichte d. H. Schrift. §§395 ff., where are very
complete bibliogi-aphical references ; and the Prole-

gomena of Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, and Tischen-

dorf. To these must be added the promised (1861)
Introduction of ]\Ir. Scrivener.)

III. Principles of Textual Criticism.

The work of the critic can never be shaped by
definite rules. The formal enunciation of prin-

ciples is but the first step in the process of revi-

sion. Even Lachmann, who proposed to follow the

most directly mechanical method, frequently allowed
play to his own judgment. It could not, indeed,

be otherwise with a true scholar; and if there is

need anywhere for the most free ami devout exer-

cise of every faculty, it must be in tracing out the

very words of the Apostles and of the Lord Him-
self. The justification of a method of revision lies

in the result. Canons of criticism are more fie-

quently corollaries than laws of procedure. Vet

such canons are not without use in marking the

course to be followed, but they are intended only

to guide and not to dispense with the exercise of

tact and scholarship. The student will judge for

himself how far they are applicable in every par-

ticular case; and no exhibition of general principles

can supersede the necessity of a careful examina-

edltion of 1849. The sixth was a Triglott N. T. 1854-5

(Greek, Latin, German) ; 1858 (Greek and Ijitin).

' Dr. Tregelles' first specimen was published in 1833

(Hi4t. of Printed TaU, p. 153).
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tioii of the characteristics of sepai-ate witnesses and

of groups of witnesses. The text of Holy Scri[>-

ture, like the text of all other books, depends on

evidence, llules may classify the evidence and

facilitiite the decision, but the final appeal must be

to the evidence itself. What appears to be the

only sound system of criticism will be seen from

the rules which follow. The examples which are

added can be worked out in any critical edition of

the Greek Testament, and will explain better than

any lengthened description the application of the

rules.

1. The text must throughout be determined hjj

evidence without alloioincj anij prescriptive right to

printed editions. In the infancy of criticism it

was natural that early printed editions should pos-

sess a greater value than individual MSS. The

language of the Complutensiau editors, and of

Erasmus and Stephens, was such as to command
respect for their texts prior to examination. Com-
paratively iii\'f MSS. were known, and none tho-

roughly ; but at present the whole state of the

question is altered. We are now accurately ac-

quainted with the materials possessed by the two

latter editors and with the use which they made

of them. If theie is as yet no such certainty

with regard to the basis of the Complutensiau

text, it is at least clear that no high value can be

assigned to it. On the other hand we have, in addi-

tion to the early apparatus, new sources of evidence

of infinitely greater vai-iety and value. To claim for

the printed text any right of possession is, there-

foi-e, to be faithless to the piinciples of critical

truth. The received text may or may not be

correct iu any particular case, but this must be

detennined solely by an appeal to the original autho-

rities. Nor is it riglit even to assume the received

text as our basis. The question before us is not

What is to he changed '? but. What is to be read 9

It would be superfluous to insist on this if it were

not that a natural infinnity makes every one

unjustly conservative in criticism. It seems to be

irreverent to disturb an old belief, when real irre-

verence lies in pei-petuating an error, however

slight it may appear to be. This holds good

universally. In Holy Scripture nothing Cim be

indiiferent ; and it is the supreme duty of the critic

to apply to details of order and ortliography the

same care as he bestows on what may be judged

weightier points. If, indeed, there were anything

in the circumstances of the first publication of the

N. T. which might seem to remove it from the

oi-dinary fortunes of books, then it would be impos-

sible not to respect the pious sentiment which

acce])ts the early text as an immediate work of

Providence. But the history shows too many
marks of humiih frailty to admit of such a sup-

position. The text itself contains palpable and
admitted enors (Matt. ii. 11, fvpov; Acts viii.

.'57, ix. 5. fi ; Apoc. v. 14, xxii. 11; not to men-
tion 1 John v. 7), in every way analogous to those

which occur in the first classical texts. The con-

clusion is obvious, and it is superstition rather

than i-everence which refuses to apply to the ser-

vice of Scripture the laws which have restored so

much of their native beauty to other ancient

writings. It may not be possible to fix the

reading iu every case finally, but it is no less

the duty of the scholar to advance as far as he

can and mark the extreme range of uncertainty.

2. Every clement of evidence must be taken into

account before a decision is made. Some uncer-
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tainty must necessarily remain ; for, when it is

siiid that the text must rest upon o\ndence, it is

implied that it must rest on an examination of the

whole evidence. But it can never be said that the

mines of criticism are exhausted. Yet even here

the possible limits of variation are narrow. The
available evidence is so full and manifold that it

is difficult to conceive that any new authorities

could do more than turn the scale in cases which
are at present doubtful. But to exclude remote
chances of error it is necessary to take account of

every testimony. No arbitral y line can be drawn
excluding MSS. versions or quotations below a

certain date. The true text must (as a rule)

explain all variations, and the most recent forms

may illustrate the original one. In practice it will

be found that certain documents may be neglected

after examination, and that the value of othei's is

variously affected by determinable conditions ; but
still, as no variation is inherently indifferent, no
testimony can be absolutely disregarded.

3. The relative weight of the several classes of
evidence is modified by their generic character.

Manuscripts, versions, and citations, the three great

classes of external authorities for the text, are

obviously open to characteristic en-ors. The first

are peculiarly liable to enors from transcription

(comp. i. §31 ff'.). The two last are liable to this

cause of corruption and also to othei-s. The genius

of the language into which the translation is made
may require the introduction of connecting par-

ticles or words of reference, as can be seen fiom

the italicised words in the A. V. Some uses of

the article and of prepositions cannot be expressed

or distinguished with certainty in translation.

Glosses or marginal additions are more likely to

p;\ss into the text in the pi-ocess of translation than

in that of transcription. Quotations, on the other

hand, are often partial or fiom memory, and long

use may give a traditional fixity to a slight confu-

sion or adaptation of passages of Scripture. These

grounds of inaccuracy are, however, easily deter-

mined, and there is generally little dilficulty iu de-

ciding whether the rendering of a version or the tes-

timony of a Father can be fairly quoted. Moreover,

the most important versions are so close to the

Greek text that they preserve the order of the

original with scrupulous accuracy, and even iu

representing minute shades of expression, observe

a constant uniformity which could not have been

anticipated (Comp. Lachmann, N. T. i. p. xlv. if.).

It is a f;u' more serious obstacle to the critical use

of these authorities that the texts of the versions

and Fathers generally are in a veiy imperi'ect

state. With the exception of the Latin Version

there is not one in which a thoroughly satisfactoiy

text is available ; and the editions of Clement and
Origen are little qualified to satisfy strict demands
of scholarship. As a general rule the evidence of

both may be trusted where they differ from the

late text of the N. T., but where they agree with

this against other early authorities, there is reason

to entertain a suspicion of corruption. This is

sufficiently clear on comparing the ol<l printed text

of Chrysostom with the text of the best MSS.
But when full allowance has been made for all

these drawbacks, the mutually corrective power of

the throe kinds of testimony is of the highest

v;due. The evidence of versions may show at once

that a MS. reading is a tr.mscriptural error:

John i. 14, & eltrwv (B C); Jude 12, dTrtiTOJS (A)
;

IJohn i. 2, «ai t fopdnafieu (B), li. 8, (rKia for
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ffKOTta (A;, iii. -21, exf (}''}; '^ f'et. ii. 10, iy

avdp^irois ; iuiJ the absence ol'tlK'ir support throws

doubt upon reiuliiigs otlierwise of the highest pro-

bability : 2 Pet. ii. 4, ffetpols, ii. 6, aaefiio-iv.

Tlie testimony of an early Father is again sulKcient

to give preponderating weight to slight JIS. au-

thority : Matt. i. 18, Tov 5e xp^'^'^°^ ^ ytveo'is;

and since versions and Fathers go back to a time

anterior to any existing MSS., they furnish a

standard by which we may measure the conformity

of any JIS. witli the most ancient text. On ques-

tions of orthograpliy MSS. alone have authority.

Tlie earliest Fathers, like our own writers, seem

(if we may judge from printed texts) to have

adopted the current spelling of their time, and

not to have aimed at preserving in this respect

the dialectic peculiarities of N. T. Greek. But
MSS., again, are not fiee from special idiosyn-

crasies (if tlie phrase may be allowed) both in con-

struction and orthography, and unless account be

taken of these a wrong judgment may be made in

isolated passages.

4-. The mere preponderance of numbers is in

itself of no weight If the multiplication of copies

of the N. T. had been uniform, it is evident that

the number of later copies preserved from the

accidents of time would have far exceeded that of

the earlier, yet no one would have prefen-ed the

fuller testimony of the 13th to the scantier docu-

ments of the 4th century. Some changes are ne-

cessarily introduced in the most careful copying,

and these are rapidly multiplied. A recent MS.
may have been copied from one of great antiquity,

but this must be a rare occurrence. If all MSS.
were derived by successive reproduction from one

source, the most ancient, though few, would claim

supreme authority over the more recent mass. As
it is, the case is still stronger. It has been shown
that the body of later copies was made under one

influence. They give the testimony of one church

only, and not of all. For many generations By-
zantine scribes must gradually, even though uncon-

sciously, have assimilated the text to their current

form of expression. Meanwhile the propagation of

the Syrian and African types of text was left to

the casual reproduction of an ancient exemplar.

These were necessarily far rarer than later and

modified copies, and at the same time likely

to be far less used. Representatives of one class

were therefore multiplied I'apidly, while those of

other classes barely continued to exist. From this

it follows that MSS. have no abstract numerical

value. Variety of evidence, and, not a crowd of

witnesses, must decide on each doubtful point ; and

it happens by no means rarely that one or two
MSS. alone support a reading which is unques-

tionably right (Matt. i. 25, v. 4, 5 ; Maik ii.

22, &c.).

5. The more ancient reading is generally pre-

ferable. This principle seems to be almost a

truism. It can only be assailed by assuming that

the recent reading is itself the represenUitive of an

authority still more ancient. But this carries the

decision from the domain of evidence to that of

conjecture, and the issue must be tried on indi-

vidual passages.

6. The more ancient reading is generally the

reading of the more ancient MSS. This proposi-

tion is fully established by a comparison of explicit

early testimony with the text of the oldest copies.

It would be strange, indeed, if it were otherwise.

In this respect the discovery of the Codcjc Sinai-
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ticus cannot but have a powerful influence upon

biblical criticism. Whatever may be its individual

peculiarities, it preserves the ancient readings in

characteristic passages (Luke ii. 14 ; John i. 4, 18 ;

1 Tim. iii. 16). If the secondary uncials fE FS
U, &c.) are really the direct representatives of a text

more ancient than that in NBC Z, it is at least

remarkable that no unequivocal early authority pre-

sents their characteristic readings. This dilliculty

is gi-eatly increased by internal considerations. The
characteristic readings of the most ancient MSS. are

those which preserve in their greatest integrity those

subtle characteristics of style which are too minute
to attract the attention of a transcriber, aisd yet too

marked in their recurrence to be due to anything

less than an unconscipus law of composition. The
laborious investigations of Gersdorf {Beitriige zur

Sprach-Characteristik d. Schriftstcller d. iV. T.

Leipzig, 1816) have placed many of these pecu-

liarities in a clear light, and it seems impossible to

study his collections without gaining the assurance

that the earliest copies have preserved the truest

image of the Apostolic texts. This conclusion from

style is convincingly confirmed by the appearance of

the genuine dialectic forms of Hellenistic Greek in

those MSS., and those only, which preserve charac-

teristic traits of construction and order. As long as

it was supposed that these forms were Alexandrine,

their occmrence was naturally held to be a mark
of the Egyptian origin of the MSS., but now that

it is certain that they were characteristic of a class

and not of a locality, it is impossible to resist the

inference that the documents which have preserved

delicate and evanescent traits of apostolic language

must have preserved its substance also with the

greatest accuracy.

7. The ancient text is often preserved substan-

tially in recent copies. But while the most ancient

copies, as a whole, give the most ancient text, yet it

is by no means confined exclusively to them. The
text of D in the Gospels, however much it has been

interpolated, preserves in several cases almost alone

the true reading. Other MSS. exist of almost every

date (8th cent. L H, 9th cent. X A F^ G3, 10th cent.

1,106, 11th cent. 33, 22, &c.), which contain in

the main the oldest text, though in these the ortho-

graphy is modernised, and other changes appear

which indicate a greater or less departure from the

original copy. The importance of the best cursives

has been most strangely neglected, and it is but re-

cently that their true claims to authority have been

known. In many cases where other ancient evi-

dence is defective or divided they are of the highest

value, and it seldom happens that any true reading

is wholly unsupported by late evidence.

8. The agreement of ancient MSS., or of MSS.
containing an ancient text, with all the earliest

versimis and citations marks a certain reading. The

final argument in favour of the text of the most an-

cient copies lies in the combined support which they

receive in chai-acteristic passages from the most ancient

versions and patristic citivtions. The reading of the

oldest MSS. is, as a general rule, upheld by the

true reading of Versions and the certain testimony

of the Fathers, where this can be ascertained. The

later re;uiing, and this is not less worthy of notice, is

with equal constancy repeated in the corrupted text

of the Versions, and often in inferior MSS. of Fathei-s.

The force of this combination of testimony can only

be apprehended after a continuous examination of

passages. A mere selection of texts conveys only a

partial impression ; and it is most important to ob-
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serve the eri'oi's of the weightiest authorities when
isolated, in order to appreciate rightly their inde-

pendent value when combined. For this purpose

the student is urged to note for himself the leadings

ofa few selected authorities (A B C D L X 1, 33, 69,

&c., the MSS. of the old Latin ahcffk, &c., the

best MSS. of the Vulgate, am. for. harl., &c., the

great Oriental versions) through a few chapters; and

it may certainly be predicted that the lesult will

be a perfect confidence in the text, supported by the

combined authority of the classes of witnesses,

though frequently one or two Gi-eek MSS. are to

be followed against all the remainder.

9. The disagreement of the most ancient autho-

rities often marks the existence of a corruption an-

terior to them. But it happens by no means rarely

tha't the most ancient authorities are divided. In

this case it is necessary to recognise an alternative

reading; and the inconsistency of Tischendorf in his

various editions would have been less glaring, if he

had followed the example of Griesbach in noticing

prominently those reaitings to which a slight change

in the balance of evidence would give the prepon-

derance. Absolute certainty is not in every case

attainable, and the jieremptory assertion of a critic

cannot set aside the doubt which lies on the con-

flicting testimony of trustworthy witnesses. The
dirt'erences are often in themselves (as may aj)pear)

of little moment, but the work of the scholar is to

present clearly in its minutest details the whole re-

sult of his materials. Examples of legitimate doubt

as to the true reading occur Matt. vii. 14, &c.

;

Luke X. 42, &c. ; John i. 18, ii, 8, &c. ; 1 John iii. 1,

V. 10, &c. ; Rom. iii. 26, iv. 1, &c. lu rare cases

this diversity appears to indicate a corruption which
is earlier than any remaining documents : Matt. xi.

27 ; Mark i. 27 ; 2 Peter i. 21 ; James iii. 6, iv. 14

;

Rom. i. 32, v. 6 (17), xiii. 5, xvi. 25 ff. One
special form of variation in the most valuable au-
thorities requires particular mention. An early

difl'erence of order frequently indicates the interpo-

lation of a gloss; and when the best authorities are

thus divided, any ancient though slight evidence

for the omission of the transferred clause deseiTes

the gi-eatest consideration: Matt. i. 18, v. 32, 39,
xii. 38, &c. ; Rom. iv. 1, &c. ; Jam. i. 22. And
generally serious variations in expression between
the primary authorities point to an early coiTuption

by addition: Matt. x. 29; Rom. i. 27, 29, iii.

22, 26.

10. The argument from internal evidence is

always precarious. If a reading is in accordance
with the genri-al style of the writer, it may be said

on the one side that tliis fact is in its favour, and
on the other that an acute copyist probably changed
the exceptional expression for the more usual one

:

e. g. Matt. i. 24, ii. 14, vii. 21 , &c. If a reading is

more emphatic, it may be urged that the sense is

improved by its adoption: if less emphatic, that
scribes were habitually inclined to prefer stronger

terms: e.g. Matt. v. 13, vi. 4, &c. Even in the

case of the sujiposed influence of ])arallel passages in

the synoptic Evangelists, it is by no means easy to

resist the weight of ancient testimony when it sup-

liorts the parallel phrase, in favour of the natural

canon which recommends the choice of variety in

preference to uniformity: e.g. Matt. iii. 6, iv. 9,

viii. 32, is. 11, &c. But though internal evidence is

commonly only of subjective value, there are some
geiiei-al rules which are of very wide, if not of uni-

versal application. These have force to decide or to

confirm a judgment ; but in every instance they
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mast be used only in combination with direct tes-

timony.

1 1 . The more difficult reading is preferable to

the simpler (proclivi lectioni praestat ardua, Bengel).

Except in cases of obvious coiTuption this canon

probably holds good without e.xception, in questions

of language, construction, and sense. Rare or pro-

vincial forms, irregular usages of words, rough

turns of expression, are universally to be tjiken in

preference to the ordinary and idiomatic phrases.

The bold and emphatic agglomeration of clauses,

with the fewest connecting particles, is alw.iys

likely to be nearest to the original text. The usage

of the different apostolic writers varies in this re-

spect, but there are very few, if any, instances where

the m;iss of copyists have left out a genuine con-

nexion ; and on the other hand there is hardly a

chapter in St. Paul's Epistles where they have not

introtluced one. The same rule is trife in questions

of interpretation. The hardest reading is generally

the true one: Matt.vi. 1, xix. 17,xxi.3l (6 vffrepos);

Rom. viii. 28 {6 6e6s) ; 2 Cor. v. 3 ; unless, indeed,

the difficulty lies below the suifoce : as Rom. xii.

1 1 {Katpcp for Kvpi(i>), xii. 13 (fivflais for xpe^o's)-

The rule admits yet further of another modified ap-

plication. The less definite reading is generally

preferable to the more definite. Thus the future is

constantly substituted for the pregnant present.

Matt. vii. 8; Rom. xv. 18: compound for simple

words. Matt. vii. 28, viii. 17, xi. 25; and pro-

nouns of reference are frequently introduced to em-
phasize the statement. Matt. vi. 4. But caution

must be used lest our own imperfect sense of the

naturalness of an idiom may lead to the neglect ot

external evidence (Matt. xxv. 16, ^iroirjtrei' wrongly

for eKfpSrjffev).

12. 7'he shorter reading is generally preferable

to the longer. This canon is very often coincident

with the former one ; but it admits also of a wider

application. Except in very rare cases copyists

never omitted intentionally, while they constantly

introduced into the text marginal glosses and even

various readings (comp. §13), either from igno-

rance or from a natural desire to leave out nothing

which seemed to come with a claim to authority.

The extent to which this instinct influenced the cha-

racter of the later text can be seen from an exami-

nation of the various readings in a few chaptei-s.

Thus in Matt. vi. the following interpolations occur:

4 (avrSs), iv T(fi (pavep^. 5 {&v) Stj air. 6 eV

rtji (paveptp. 10 eVl ttjs 7. 13 otj <rov . . an'f]v.

15 {ra irapa-KT. ainHv). lOSrioTr. \^ iv T<f

tpavep^. The sj'uoptic Gospels were the most ex-

posed to this kind of coiTuption, but it occurs in all

l)aits of the N. T. EverJ'where the fuller, rounder,

more com])lete form of expression is open to the

suspicion of change ; and the pre-eminence of the

ancient authorities is nowhere seen more plainly

than iu the constancy with which they combine in

preserving the plain, vigorous, and abrupt phrase-

ology of the apostolic writings. A few examples

taken almost at random will illustrate the various

c<ises to which the rule applies: Matt. ii. 15, iv. 6,

xii. 25; James iii. 12; Rom. ii. 1, viii. 23, s. 15,

XV. 29 (comp. §13).
13. That reading is preferable which explains

the origin of the others. This rule is chiefly of use

in cases of great complication, and it would be im-

possible to find a better example than one which has

been brought forward by Tischendorf for a different

purpose (N. T. Praef. pp. xxxiii-iv.). The com-
mon reading in Mark ii. 22 is 6 olvos iKX^^'rai koI
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.11 acTKol airoXovvTai, which is perfectly simple iu

itself, and the undoubted reading in the parallel

pass;ige of St. Matthew. But here there are great

variations. One important JIS. (L) reads 6 olvos

(KX^^Tai Kal ol anKoi: another (D with it.) b

olvos Kal acTKol airoKovVTai : another (B) & oJvos

d-Kii\KvTai Ka) ol affKol. Here, if we bear in

mind the reading in St. Matthew, it is morally

certain that the text of B is correct. This may
have been changed into the common te.xt, but can-

not have arisen out of it. Compare James iv. 4,

12 ; Matt. xxiv. 38 ; Jude 18 ; Kom. vii. 25 ;
Mai-k

i. 16, 27.

[For the principles of textual criticism compare

Griesbach, N. T. Prolegg. §3, pp. Iviii. ti'.; Tischen-

dorf, N. T. Prolegg. xxxii.-xliv.; Tregelles, Printed

Text, pp. 132 ff.
;
(Home's) Introduction, pp. 342 t}'.

The C/-»A-isof Wetstein {Prolegg. pp. 206-40, Lotze)

is very unsatisfactory.]

IV. The Language of the New Testament.

1 . The eastern conquests of Alexander opened a

new field tor the development of the Greek language.

It may be reasonably doubted whether a specific

Macedonian dialect is not a mere fiction of gram-

marians ; but increased freedom both in form and

construction was a necessary consequence of the

wide diffusion of Greek. Even in Aristotle there

is a great declension from the classical standard of

purity, though the Attic formed the basis of his

language ; and the rise of the common or Grecian

dialect (SiaXe/cTos koivt], or 5. "EK\i]viKi]) is dated

from his time. In the writings of educated men
who were familiar with ancient models, this " com-
mon " dialect always preserved a close resemblance

to the normal Attic, but in the intercourse of ordi-

nary life the coiTuption must have been both great

and rapid.

2. At no place could the corruption have been

greater or more nipid than at Alexandria, where a

motley population, engaged in active commerce,
adopted Greek as their common medium of com-
muniaUion. [Alexandria, i. p. 48.] And it is

in Alexandria that we must look for the origin of

the language of the New Testament. Two distinct

elements were combined in this maiTellous dialect

which was destined to presen'e for ever the fullest

tidings of the Gospel. On the one side there was
Hebrew conception, on the other Greek expres-

sion. The thoughts of the East were wedded to

the words of the West. This was accomplished by
the gi-adual translation of the Hebrew Scriptures

into the vernacular Greek. The Greek had already

lost the exquisite symmetry of its first form, so

that it could take the clear impress of Hebrew
ideas ; and at the same time it had gained rather than

lost in richness and capacity. In this manner what
may be called the theocratic aspect of Nature and
History was embodied in Greek phrases, and the

power and freedom of Greek quickened and defined

Eastern speculation. The theories of the " purists
"

of the 17th century (comp. Winer, Grammatik, §1 ;

Reuss, Gesch. d. H. S. §47) were based on a com-
plete misconception of what we may, without pre-

sumption, feel to have been required for a universal

Gospel. The message was not for one nation only,

'

but for all ; and the language in which it was
promulgated—like its most successful preacher

—

united in one complementaiy attributes. [Hel-
I ENiST, i. p. 783.]

3. The Greek of the LXX.—like the English of

the A. V. or the German of Luther—naturally
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deteimined the Greek dialect of the mass of the

Jews. It is quite possible that numerous provin-

cialisms existed among the Greek-speaking Jews of

Egypt, Palestine, and Asia Minor, but the dialect

of their common Scriptures must have given a

general unity to their language. It is, therefore,

more correct to call the N. T. dialect Hellenistic

than Alexandrine, though the form by which it

is characterised may have been peculiarly Alexan-

drine at first. Its local character was lost when
the LXX. was spread among the Greek Dispersion

;

and that which was originally confined to one city

or one work was adopted by a whole nation. At
the same time much of the extreme harshness of

the LXX. dialect was softened down by intercourse

with Greeks or graecising foreigners, and conversely

the wide spread of proselytism familiarised the

Greeks with Hebrew ideas.

4. The position of Palestine was peculiar. The
Aramaic (Syro-Chaldaic), which was the national

dialect after the Retm'n, existed side by side with

the Greek. Both languages seem to have been gene-

rally understood, though, ifVe may judge fi-om other

instances of bilingual countries, the Aramaic would
be the chosen language for the common intercourse

of Jews (2 Mace. vii. 8, 21, 27). It was in this

language, we may believe, tliat our Lord was accus-

tomed to teach the people ; and it appears that He
used the same in the more private acts of His life

(Mark iii. 17, v. 41, vii. 34 ; Matt, xxvii. 46 ; John

i. 43 ; cf. John xx. 1 6). But the habitual use of

the LXX. is a sufficient proof of the familiarity of

the Palestinian Jews with the Greek dialect ; and

the judicial proceedings before Pilate must have been

conducted in Greek. (Comp. Grinfield, Apology for
the LXX., pp. 76 ff.)

5. The Roman occupation of Syria was not alto-

gether without influence upon the language. A
considerable number of Latin words, chiefly refer-

ring to acts of government, occur in the N. T., and

they are probably only a sample of larger inno-

vations {Kr\v(jos, Xsyidiv, KOvffToiSia, aaaaoiov,

KoSpdvTris, Sr]va.piov, /xlXiov, -Kpairdipiov, (poa-

yiWovv, St. INIatt. &c. ; Kevrvploiv, ffireKovXaTwp,

rh 'iKauhv iroirjffai, St. Mark ; \4vTiov, crouSdpiov,

titAos, St. John, &c. ; Xt^fpr'ivos, KoXoivia, cnfju-

KivOiov, criKapios, St. Luke
;
fxaK^Wov, fj.efj.ppdi/a,

St. Paul). Other words in common use were of

Semitic {appa^iliv, (i^dviov, Kop^avas, {>a$$(l),

Persian {ayyapevw, /xdyoi, Tidpa, irapdSucros), or

Egyptian origin (^diov).

6. The language which was moulded imder these

various influences presents many peculiarities, both

philological and exegetical, »vhich have not yet

l)een placed in a clear light. For a long time it

has been most strangely assumed that the linguistic

forms preserved in the oldest JISS. are Alexan-

drine and not in the widest sense Hellenistic, and

on the other hand that the Aramaic modifications

of the N. T. phraseology remove it from the sphere

of strict grammatical analysis. These errors are

necessarily fatal to all real advance in the accurate

study of the words or sense of the apostolic writ-

ings. In the ca.se of St. Paul, no less than in the

case of Herodotus, the evidenc-e of the eailiest

witnesses must be decisive as to dialectic foims.

Egyptian scribes preserved the characteristics of

other books, and there is no reason to suppose that

they altered those of the N. T. Nor is it reason-

able to conclude that the later stages of a language

are governed by no law or that the introduction

of fresh elements destrovs the symmetry which in

2 M 2
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reality it only changes. But if old misconceptions

still linger, very much has been done lately to

open the way to a sounder understxinding both

of the form and the substance of the N. T. by

Tiscliendorf (as to the dialect, N. T. rrolegg.

xlvi.-lxii.), by Winer (as to the gi-ammatical laws,

Gramm. d. N. T. Sprachid. Gth ed. 1855; comp.

Green's Grammar of N. T. dialect, 18-t2), and

by the later commentators (Fritzsche, Liicl<e,

Bleek, Meyer, Alford), In detail comparatively

little remains to be done, but a philosophical view

of the N. T. language as a whole is yet to be

desired. For this it would be necessary to take

account of the commanding authority of the LXX.
over the religious dialect, of the constant and living

power of the spoken Aramaic and Greek, of the

mutual influence of inflexion and syntax, of the

inherent vitality of words and forms, of the history

of technical terms, and of the creative energy of

Christian truth. Some of these points may be

discussed in other ai'ticles ; for the present it must
be enough to notice a few of the most salient

characteristics of the language as to form and ex-

pression.

7. The formal difierences of the Greek of the

N. T. from classical Greek are partly diflerences of

vocabulai-y and partly differences of construction.

Old words are changed in orthography (1) or in

inflection (2), new words (3) and rare or novel

constructions (4) are introduced. One or two
examples of each of these classes may be noticed.

But it must be again remarked that the language

of the N. T., both as to its lexicography and as

to its gi-ammar, is based on the language of the

LXX. The two stages of the dialect cannot be

e.\amined satisfactorily apart. The usage of the

earlier books often confirms and illustrates the

usage of the later ; and many characteristics of

N. T. Greek have been neglected or set aside from
ignorance of the fact that they are undoubtedly
found in the LXX. With regard to the forms of

words, the similarity between the two is perfect

;

with regard to construction, it must always be

remembeied that the LXX. is a tnuislation, exe-

cuted under the immediate influence of the Hebrew,
while the books of the N. T. (with a pai-tial excep-
tion in the case of St. Matthew) were written freely

in the current G reek.

(1) Among the most frequent peculiarities of
orthography of Hellenistic (ireek which are sup-
ported by conclusive authority, are—the preserva-

tion of the /J. before rp and (p in Kan^ivui and its

derivations, \i}ij.\peTai, avTi\riij.\pets ; and of v in

compounds of aw and fV, (rvfCriv, (rvvfiaBrirris,

ivyeypafiixfi'ti. Other variations occur in rtaat-
pdKovra, ipavuav, kc, iKaefpiffdr) &c. It is

more remarkable that the a^^pirate appears to have
been introduced into some words, as iKvU (Hom.
viii. 20; Luke vi. ;i5). The v i(pe\KV(rTiK6v in

verbs (but not in nouns) and the s of ovrais are

always preserved before consonants, and the hiatus

(with aWa especially) is constantly (perliaps

always) disregarded. The forms in -ti-, -«-, are

more difficult of determination, and the question is

not limited to later Greek.

(2) Peculiarities of inflection are found in fia-

yaipri, -7JS, xe'ipa''(?). (rvyyevi]v{?), fiaOfus, &c.

These peculiarities are much more common in

verbs. The augment is sometimes doubled : aweKa-

Tecrradri, sometimes omitteil : olKoSSfirifffv, kotoi-

ffxvvOr). The doubling of (> is commonly ne-

glected: ipdvTKTfv. Unusual form-s of tenses are
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used : eirecra, el-ra, l^c. ; unusual moods : KavO-q-

croifxai (1 Cor. xiii. 4?); and unusual conjuga-

tions : viKovvTi for vikwvti, iWoya for iw6yet,
irapfiffeSvrjaav for irapeiO'eSva'au (.lude 4).

(3) The new words are generally formed ac-

cording to old analogy

—

olKuSe(rir6Tns, evKUtpelv,

Ka6tjuepiv6s, airoKapaSoKelv; and in this respect

the frequency of compound woids is particularly

worthy of notice. Otiier words receive new senses :

XP'»j;UaTi^*"'> cxpdptov, irepiixiracrOai, avviarifm ;

and some are slightly changed in form : avaOifxa

{-TjfjLa), i^diriva (-Tjy), fiaffiKicxffa (comp. Winer,

Gramm. §2).

(4) The most remarkable construction, which is

well attested both in the LXX. and in the N. T.,

is that of the conjunctions 'Iva, orav, with the

present indicative: Gal. vi. 12(?), 'Iva StciKovrat,

Luke xi. 2, oray irpo<revxf(T0f, as well as with

the future indicative (Comp. Tischdf. Mark iii. 2).

"Oral/ is even found with the imperfect and aor.

indie, IMark iii. 11, orav iOedpovv; Apoc. viii. 1,

oral' ijuot^ev. Other irregular constructions in

the combination of moods (Apoc. iii. 9) and in

defective concords (]\Iark ix. 26) can be paralleled

in classical Greek, though such constructions are

more frequent and anomalous ia the Apocalypse

than elsewhere.

8. The pecidiarities of the N. T. language which

have been hitherto mentioned have only a I'are

and remote connexion with intei-pretition. They
illustrate more or less the general histoiy of the

decay of a language, and offer in some few instances

carious problems as to the corresponding changes

of modes of conception. Other peculiarities have

a more important bearing on the sense. These are

in part Hebraisms (Aramaisms) in (1) expression

or (2) construction, and in pm't (3) modifications

of hmguage resulting fiom the substance of the

Christian revelation.

(1) The general characteristic of Hebraic expres-

sion is vividness, as simplicity is of Hebraic syntax.

Hence there is found constantly in the N. T. a per-

sonality oflanguage (ifthe phrase may be used) which

is foreign to classical Greek. At one time this

occurs in the substitution of a pregnant metaphor

for a simple word : oiKoSofiflv (St. Paul), (nr\ay-

XflCoiJ-ai. (Gospels), irAaTvi/fiv r^v KapSlav (St.

Paul), n-p6cru)irov XajJ-fidvuv, trpoaonroKriiv\iia,

irpocrcaTroArjixTTTtTv. At another time in the use

of prepositions in place of cases : Kpo^'eu' ev fie-

ydAy (pcuvrj, fV fiaxaipa diro\e(T6ai, dOcios dnh

Tov a'l/xaros. At another in the use of a vivid

)ihrase tor a proposition : Sia x^ipcSf rtvoi ye-

viaQai, diroarfWetv (rvv X^'P^ dyytXov, if X*'P"
fjLicirov, (ptvyftv dirh trpoffainov riv6s. And
sometimes the one personal act is used to describe

the whole spirit and temper: wopei5«<rOa» otriffa

TtVOS.

(2) The chief peculiarities of the syntax of the

N. T. lie in the reproduction of Hebrew forms.

Two great features by which it is distinguished

from classical syntax may be specially singled out.

It is markedly deficient in the use of particles and

of oblique and participial constructions. Sentences

are more frequently co-ordinated thiin subordinated.

One clause follows another rather in the way of

constructive parallelism than by distinct logical

sequence. Only the simplest words of connexion

are used in place of the subtle varieties of expres-

sion by which Attic writers e.xhibit the interde-

pendence of numerous ideas. The repetition of a

key-word fjohn i. 1, v. 31, 32, xi. 33) or of a
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leading thought (John x. 11 ff., xvii. 14-19) often

serves in place of all other conjunctions. The

words quoted fiom another are given in a direct

objective shape (John vii. 40, 41). Illustrative

details are commonly added in abrupt parenthesis

(John iv. 6j. Calm emphasis, solemn repetition,

grave simplicity, the gradual accumulation of truths,

give to the language of Holy Scripture a depth

and permanence of etfect found nowhere else. It

is difficult to single out isolated phrases in illus-

tration of this general statement, since the final

impression is more due to the iteration of many
small points than to the striking power of a few.

Apart from the whole contest the influence of

details is almost inappreciable. Constructions which

are most distinctly Hebraic {Tr\-r]Qvvo}v irATjdvvw,

Qavarw TfAevrav, evSoKe7v ev Tiui, ffap^ afxap-

rlas, &c.) are not tiiose which give the deepest

Hebrew colouring to the N. T. diction, but rather

that pervading monotony of form wliich, though

correct in individual clauses, is wholly foreign to the

vigour and elasticity of classical Greek. If the stu-

dent will carefully analyse a few chapters of St. John,

in whom the Hebrew spirit is most constant and

marked, inquiring at each step how a classical

writer would have avoided repetition by the use of

pronouns and particles, how he would have indi-

cated dependence by the use of absolute cases and

the optative, how he would have united the whole

by establishing a clear relation between the parts,

he will gain a true measure of the Hebraic style

more or less pervading the whole N. T. which

cannot be obtained from a mere catalogue of

phrases. The character of the style lies in its

total efleet and not in separable elements : it is

seen in the spirit which informs the entire text far

more vividly than in the separate membei's (comp.

Introduction to the Gospels, pp. 241-252).

(3) The purely Christian element in the N. T.

requires the most careful handling. Words and

phrases already partially current were transfigured

by embodying new truths and for ever consecrated

to their service. To trace the history of these is a

delicate question of lexicography which has not

yet been thoroughly examined. There is a danger

of confounding the apostolic nsage on the one side

with eailier Jewish usage, and on the other with

later ecclesiastical teiminology. The steps by which

the one served as a preparation for the apostolic

sense and the hitter naturally grew out of it re-

quire to be diligently observed. Even within the

range of the N. T. itself it is possible to notice

various phases of fundamental ideas and a consequent

modification of terms. Language and thought are

both living powers, mutually dependent and illus-

trative. Examples of words which show this pro-

gressive history are abundant and full of instruc-

tion. Among others may be quoted, iricms,

iri<TT6s, virrreveiu €jfs Tifa ; S'lKaios, 5tKai6tii
;

ayios, ayid^w; /coXcTr, KXTJcrts, KXrjrSs, iK\eK-

r6s; aya-KT], iXiris, X"P'^ ; evayytXiov, eiiay-

yf\i(i(T6ai, KijpvTTfiv, Kripvyixa ; dir6(rro\os,

irpeff^vTepos, iirlffKOTros, StaKovos; &pTOv K\d<rai,

ffairri^itv, Koivoivia ; ad.p^, >\ivxv> T^vevfia.
;

k6(Tixos, ffwrripia, irtL(^eiv, KvTpovcdai, KaraX-

Kaffffuv. Nor is it too much to say that in the

history of these and such lii;e words lies the his-

toiy of Christianity. The perfect truth of the

apostolic phraseology, when examined by tliis most

rigorous criticism, contains the fulfilment of earlier

anticipations and the gevm of later growth.

For the language of the N. T. calls for the
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exercise of the most rigoro\is criticism. The com-
plexity of the elements which it involves makes the

inquiry wider and deeper, but does not set it aside.

The overwhelming importance, the manifold expres-

sion, the gradual development of the message which
it conveys, call for more intense devotion in the use

of every faculty trained in other schools, but do
not suppress inquiry. The gospel is for the whole
nature of man, and is sufficient to satisfy the reason

as well as the spirit. Words and idioms admit of
investigation in all stages of a language. Decay
itself is subject to law. A mixed and degenerate

dialect is not less the living exponent of definite

thought, than the most pure and vigorous. Rude
and unlettered men may have characteristic modes
of thought and speech, but even (naturally speaking)

there is no reason to expect that they will be less

exact than others in using their own idiom. The
literal sense of the apostolic writings must be

gained in the same way as the literal sense of any
other writings, by the fullest use of every appliance

of scholarship, and the most complete confidence in

the necessaiy and absolute connexion of words and
thoughts. No variation of phrase, no peculiarity

of idiom, no change of tense, no change of order,

can be neglected. The truth lies in the whole

expression, and no one can presume to set aside any
part as trivial or indiflerent.

10. The importance of investigating most pa-

tiently and most faithfully the literal meaning of

the sacred text must be felt with tenfold force,

when it is remembered that the literal sense is the

outward embodiment of a spiritual sense, which lies

beneath and quickens every part of Holy Scripture

[Old Testament]. Something of the same kind

of double sense is found in the greatest works of

human genius, in the Orestca for example, or

Hamlet ; and the obscurity which hangs over the

deepest utterances of a dramatist may teach humility

to those who complain of the darkness of a prophet.

The special circumstances of the several writers,

their individual characteristics reflected in their

books, the slightest details which add distinctness

or emphasis to a statement, are thus charged with a

divine force. A spiritual harmony rises out of an

accurate interpretation. And exactly in proportion

as the spiritual meaning of the Bible is felt to be

truly its primary meaning, will the importance of

a sound criticism of the text be recognized as the

one necessary and sufficient foundation of the noble

superstructure of higher trutli which is afterwards

found to rest upon it. Faith in words is the

beginning, faith in the WORD is the completion of

Biblical interpretation. Impatience may destroy

the one and check the other ; but the true student

will find the simple text of Holy Scripture ever

pregnant with lessons for the present and promises

for ages to come. The literal meaning is one and

fixe<i: the spiritual meaning is infinite and multi-

form. The unity of the literal meaning is not

disturbed by the variety of tiie inherent spiritual

applications. Truth is essentially infinite. There

is thus one sense to the words, but countless rela-

tions. There is an absolute fitness in the parables

and figures of Scripture, and hence an abiding

pertinence. The spiritual meaning is, so to speak,

the life of the whole, living on with unchanging

jiower through every change of race and age. To

this we can approach only (on Uie human side) by

unwavering trust in the' ordinary laws of scholar-

ship, which finds in Scripture its final conBecra-

tjon.
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a!iaz), a deity of the Avites, introduced by them
into Samaria in the time of Shalmaneser ('J K.

XA'ii. 31). There is no certain information as to

the charactei- of the deity, or the fonn of the idol

so named. The iJabbins derived the name from a

Hebrew root n&ljach (n33), " to bark," and hence

assigned to it the figure of a dog, or a dog-headed

man. There is no a priori improbability in this ; the

Egyptians worshipped the dog (Plut. De Is. 44), and

according to the opinion current among the Greeks

and Romans they represented Anubis as a dog-

headed man, though Wilkinson (Anc. Egypt, i. 440,

Second Series) asserts that this was a mistake, the

head being in reality that of a jackal. Some indi-

cations of the worship of the dog have been found in

Syria, a colossal figure of a dog having formerly

existed between Berytus and Tiipolis (Winer, Realw.

s. f .). It is still more to the point to observe that

on one of the slabs found at Khorsabad and repre-

sented by Botta (pi. 141), we have the front of a

temple depicted with an animal near the entrance,

which can be nothing else than a bitch suckling a

puppy, the head of the animal having, however,

disappeared. The worship of idols representing the

human body surmounted by the head of an animal

(as in the well-known case of Nisroch) was com-
mon among the Assyrians. According to another

equally unsatisfactory theoi-y, Nibhaz is identified

with the god of the nether world of the Sabian

woi-ship (Gesen. Thesaur. p. 842). [W. L. B.]

NIB'SHAN (with the definite ailicle, "lE'lSn ••

fia(p\a^wv ; Alex, lie^ffav : Nebsan). One of the

six cities of Judah (Josh. xv. 62) which were in

the district of the Midbar (A. V. " wilderness"),

which probably in this one case only designates the

depressed region on the immediate shore of the Dead

Sea, usually in the Hebrew Scriptures called the

ArahaJi. [Vol. i. 11566.] Under the name of

Nempsan or Nebsan it is mentioned by Eusebius

and Jerome in the Onomasticon, but with no at^

tempt to fix its position. Nor does any subsequent

traveller appear to have either sought for or dis-

covered any traces of the name. [G.]

NICA'NOR (NjKctvwp: Nicanor), the son of

Patroclus (2 Mace. viii. 9), a general who was en-

gaged in the Jewish wars under Antiochus Epiphanes

and Demetrius I. He took part in the first expedition

of Lysias, B.C. 166 (1 Mace. iii. 38), and was defeated

with his fellow-commander at Emmaus (1 JIacc.

iv. ; cf. 2 Mace. viii. 9 ff.). After the death of

Antiochus Eupator and Lysia.s, he stood high in

the favour of Demetrius (1 Mace. vii. 26), who
appointed him governor of Judaea (2 Mace. xiv.

12), a command which he readily undertook as one

"who bare deadly hate unto Israel" (1 Mace. vii.

26). At fi)-st he seems to have endeavoured to win
the confidence of Judas, but when his treacherous

designs were discovered he had recourse to violence.

A battle took place at Caphai-salama, which was
indecisive in its results; but shortly after Judjis

met him at Adasa (n.c. 161), and he fell " first in

the battle." A genei-al rout followed, and the 13th

of Adar, on which the engagement took place, " the

day before Mardocheus' day," was ordained to be

kept for ever as a festival (1 Mace. vii. 49 ; 2 Mace.
XV. 36).

» The word nelslb, idenUcal with the above name, is Philistine place. But the application of the term to the

several times employed for a garrison or an officer of the Philistinns, though freqnent, is not exclusive.

Philistines (see 1 Sam. x. 5 ; xiii. 3, 4 ; 1 Chr. xi. 16). ; » If originally a Hebrew name, probably from the sam«
This suggests the possibility of Nezib having bcin a root as Bashan—a sandy soil.

For the study of the language of the N. T., Tisch-

endorfs 7th edition (1859), Grinfield's Editio

Hellenistica (with the Scholia, 1843-8), Bruder's

Concordantio; (1842), and Winer's Grammntik
(6th edition, 1853, translated by Masson, Edinb.

1859), are indispensable. To these may be added

Trommius' Concordantiw . . . LXX interpretum,

1718, for the usage of the LXX, and Suicer's

Thesaurus, 1682, for the later history of some

words. The lexicons of Schleusner to the LXX.
(1820-1), and N. T. (1819) contain a large mass of

|

materials, but are most uncritical. Those of Wahl
(N. T. 1822; Apocrypha, 1853) are much better

i

in point of accuracy and scholarship. On questions I

of dialect and gi-ammai- there are im])ortant collec-

tions in Sturz, De Dialecto Maced. et Alex. ( 1786) ; I

Thiersch, De Pent. vers. Alex. (1841) ; Lobeck's I

Fhn/nichus (1820), Paralipomena Gr. Gr. (1837),

Pathol. Serm. Gr. Prole!ig.{\ 843), Pathol. Serin.

Gr. Elem. (1846). The Indices of Jacobson to

the Patres Apostolici (1840) are very complete and

useful. The parallels gathered by Ott and Krebs

from Josephus, and by Loesner and Kiihn from

Philo have been fully used by most recent commen-
tators. Further bibliographical references are given

bv Winer, Gramm. pp. 1-38 ; Reuss, Gesch. d.

Heil. Schrift, pp. 28-37 ; Grinfield's N. T. Editio

Hcllenistica, Praef.. xi., xii. [B. F. W.]

NEW YEAR. [Trumpets, Feast of.]
j

NEZI'AH (n>V3 : Nao-flje ; Alex. Ncflje in
j

E)zr. ; Nicrio in Neh. : Nasid). The descendants of

'

Neziah were among the Nethinim who returned
j

with Zerubbabel (^Ezr. ii. 54; Neh. vii. 56). The
name appears .is Nasith in 1 Esdr. v. 32.

NE'ZIB {•y^i'l : Nacr€i'/3 ; Alex. N€0-»)3: Nesih),

a city of Judah (Josh. xv. 43 only), in the district

of the Shefelah or Lowland, one of the same gi'oup
[

with Keilah and Mareshah. To Eusebius and \

Jerome it wa-s evidently known. They place it on
[

the road between Eleutheropolis and Hebron, 7, or

9 (Euseb.), miles from the fomier, and there it
|

still standi under the almost identical name of Beit
NOsib, or Chirbeh Nasib, 2\ hours from BeitJibrin,

\

on a rising ground at the southern end of the Wady
cs-Sur, and with Keilah and Mareshah within easy

distance. It has been visited by Dr. Robinson (ii.

220, 1) and Tobler {'Mte Wandenmg, 150). The
former mentions the remains of ancient buildings,

especially one of apparently remote age, 120 feet

long by 30 broad. This, however—with the curious

discrepancy which is so remarkable in Eastern
explorers—is denied by the later traveller, who
states that " but for the ancient name no one would
suspect this of being an ancient site."

Nezib » adds another to the number of places

which, though enumerated as in the Lowland, have
been found in the mountains. [Jipiitau: Keilah.] ;

[GO I

NIB'HAZ (Tn33, and in some iMSS. jn33 and

Tn33 : Ni^X''^ or Noj/Bcts ; for which there is

substituted in .some copies an entirely difTorent

name, 'AjBaaff'p, No)3aaf*'p, or 'E$\a(tp, the latter

being probablv the more correct, an.<wering to the

Hebrew "IVJ^'PIN, " grief of the ruler": Neb-
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There are some discrepancies between the narra-

tives in the two books of Maccabeas as to Nicanor.

In 1 Mace, he is represented as acting with deli-

liei-ate treachery : in 2 Mace, he is said to have been

won over to a sincere friendship vvitli Judas, which

was only interrupted by the intrigues of Alcimus,

who induced Demeti-ius to lepeat his ordei-s for the

capture of the Jewish hero (2 Mace. xiv. 23 ff.).

Internal evidence is decidedly in favour of 1 Mace.

According to Josephus {Ant. xii. 10, §4), who does

not, however, appeal* to have had any other autho-

rity than 1 Mace, before him, Judas was defeated

at Capharsalama ; and though his account is obvi-

ously inaccurate (avayKaCfi "rhy 'lovSav . . . e'lrl

T^f &Kpav ipevyetv), the events which followed

(1 Mace. vii. 33 ff. ; conip. 2 Mace. xiv. 33 ff.)

seem at least to indicate that Judas gained no ad-

vantage. In 2 Mace, this engagement is not no-

ticed, but another is placed (2 Mace. xiv. 17) before

the connexion of Nicanor with Judas, while this

was after it (1 Mace. vii. 27 ff.), in which " Simon
Judas' brother" is said to have been "somewhat
discomfited."

2. One of the first seven deacons (Acts vi. 5).

.According to the Pseudo-Hippolytus he was one of the

seventy disciples, and " died at the time of the mar-
tyrdom of Stephen "

(p. 953, ed. Migne). [B. F. W.]
' NICODE'MUS {-NLKSSrifios: mcodemus), a
Pharisee, a ruler of the Jews, and* teacher of Israel

(John iii. 1 , 10), whose secret visit to our Lord was
the occasion of the discourse recorded by St. John.
The name was not uncommon among the Jews
(Joseph. Ant. xiv. 3, §2), and was no doubt bor-

rowed fi-om the Greeks. In the Talmud it appears

under the form JlOnpJ, and some would derive it

from 'pj, innocent, D*l, blood [i. e. " Sceleris

purus"); Wetstein, N. T. i. 150. In the case of

Nicodemus Ben Gorion, the name is derived by
It. Nathan fi-om a miracle which he is supposed to

have performed (Otho, Lex. Rab. s. v.).

Nicodemus is only mentioned by St. John, who
narrates his nocturnal visit to Jesus, and the con-

versation which then took place, at which the

Kvangelist may himself have been present. The
high station of Nicodemus as a member of the

Jewish Sanhedrim, and the avowed scorn imder
which the rulers concealed their inward conviction

(John iii. 2) that Jesus was a teacher sent fi-om

God, are sufficient to account for the secrecy of the

interview. A constitutional timidity is discernible

in the character of the enquiring Pharisee, which
could not be overcome by his vacillating desire to

befiiend and acknowledge One whom he knew to be

a Prophet, even if he did not at once recognise in

him the promised Messiah. Thus the few words
which he interposed against the rash injustice of

his colleagues are cautiously rested on a general

principle (John vii. 50), and betray no indication

of his faith in the Galilean whom his sect despised.

And even when the power of Christ's love, mani-
fested on the cross, had made the most timid disciples

bold, Nicodemus does not come forward with his

splendid gifts of affection until the example had
lieen set by one of his own rank, and wealth, and
station in society (xix. 39).

In these three notices of Nicodemus a noble can-

dour, and a simple love of truth shine out in the

midst of hesitation and fear of man. We can there-

* The article in John iii. 10 (6 fii6a<7ic.) is probably only
generic, although AVlner and Bp. Middleton suppoise that

It Implies a rebuk"^.
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fore easily believe the tradition that after the

resuri-ection (whicii would supply the last outward
impulse necessary to confirm his faith and increase

his courage) he bcaime a professed disciple of Christ,

and received baptism at the hands of Peter and
John. All the rest that is recorded of him is highly
uncertain. It is said, however, that the Jews, in

revenge for his conversion, deprived him of his office,

beat him cruelly, and drove him from Jerusalem
;

that Gamaliel, who was his kinsman, hospitably
sheltered him until his death in a country house,

and finally gave him honourable burial near the

body of Stephen, where Gamaliel himself was after-

wards interred. Finally, the three bodies are said

to have been discovered on Aug. 3, A.D. 415, which
day was set apart by the Itomish Church in honour
of the event (Phot. Bihlioth. Cod. 171; Lucian,

De S. Steph. inventione).

The conversation of Christ with Nicodemus is

appointed as the Gospel for Ti-inity Sunday. The
choice at fii-st sight may seem strange. There are

in that discourse no mysterious numbers which might
shadow forth truths in their simplest relations

;

no distinct and yet simultaneous actions of the divine

pei-sons; no separation of divine attributes. Yet
the instinct'' which dictated this choice was a right

one. For it is in this conversation alone that we
see how our Lord himself met the difficulties of a
thoughtful man ; how he checked, without noticing,

the self-assumption of a teacher ; how he lifted the

half-believing mind to the light of nobler truth.

If the Nicodemus of St. John's Gospel be identical

with the Nicodemus Ben Gorion of the Talmud, he

must have lived till the fall of Jerusalem, which is

not impossible since the term yepwv, in John iii. 4,

may not be intended to apply to Nicodemus himself.

The arguments for their identification are that both

are mentioned as Pharisees, wealthy, pious, and
members of the Sanhedrim {Taaniih, f. 19, &c.
See Otho, Lex. Bab. s. v.) ; and that in Taanith
the original name (altered on the occasion of a
miracle perfoi-med by Nicodemus in order to procure
rain) is said to have been ''J12, which is also the

name of one of five Kabbinical disciples of Christ

mentioned in Sanhcd. f. 43, 1 (Otho, s. v. Christus).

Finally, the family of this Nicodemus are said to

have been reduced from gi-eat wealth to the most
squalid and horrible poverty, which however may
as well be accounted for by the fall of Jerusalem,

as by the change of fortune resulting from an accept-

ance of Christianity.

On the Gospel of Nicodemus, see Fabricius, Cod.

Pseudepigr. i. 213; Thilo, Cod. Apocr. i. 478.
In some MSS. it is also called • The Acts of

Pilate.' It is undoubtedly spurious (as the con-

clusion of it sufficiently proves), and of very little

value. [F. W. F.]

NICOLA'ITANS {-iiiKoXairal : Nkolaitae).

The question how far the sect that is mentioned by

this name in Rev. ii. (5, 15, was connected with the

Nicolas of Acts vi. 5, and the traditions that have

gathered round his name, will be discussed lielow.

[Nicolas.] It will here be considered how far we
can get at any distinct notion of what the sect itself

was, and in what relation it stood to the life of the*

Apostolic age.

It has been suggested as one step towards this

result that tlie name before us was symbolic rather

b The writer is indebted for this remark to n MS. sorroon

y Mr. Wcstcott.
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than historical. Tlie Greek NikoAoos is, it h.\s

been siiid, an approximate equivalent to the Hebrew

Balaam, the lord (Vitringa, deriving it from 7V2),

or, according to another derivation, the devourer of

the people (so Hengstenberg, as from y?3).* If

we accept this explanation we have to deal with one

sect instead of two—we are able to compare with

what we find in Kev. ii. the incidental notices of

the characteristics of the followers of Balaam in

.Jude and 2 Peter, and our task is proportionately

an easier one. It may be urged indeed that this

theory rests upon a false or at least a doubtful

etymology (Gesenius, s. v. DVp?' ma>:es it = pere-

grinus), and that the message to the Church of Per-

gamos (iiev. ii. 14, 15) appeare to recognise " those

that hold the doctrine of B;ilaam," and " those that

hold the doctrine of the NicolaiUmes," as two dis-

tinct bodies. There is, however, a sufficient answer

to both these objections. (1) The whole analogy

of the mode of teaching which lays stress on the

significance of names would lead us to look, not for

philological accuracy, but for a broad, strongly-

marked paronomasia, such as men would recognise

and accept. It would be enough for those who

were to hear the message that they should perceive

the meaning of the two words to be identical .*>

(2) A closer inspection of Rev. ii. 15 would show

that the ovru)S (X^is, k. t. \. imply the resem-

blance of the teaching of the Nicolaitans with that

of the historical Balaam mentioned in the preceding

verse, rather than any kind of contrast.

We are now in a position to form a clearer judg-

ment of the characteristics of the sect. It comes

before us as presenting the ultimate phase of a great

controvei'sy, which threatened at one time to destroy

the unity of the Church, and afterwards to taint its

purity. The controverey itself was inevitable as

soon as the Gentiles were admitted, in any large

numbers, into the Church of Christ. Were the

new converts to be brought into subjection to the

whole Mosaic law? Were they to give up their

old habit< of life altogether—to withdraw entirely

from the social gatherings of their friends and kins-

men ? Was theie not the risk, if they continued to

join in them, of their eating, consciously or un-

consciously, of that which had been slain in the

sacrifices of a false worship, and of thus sharing in

the idolatry ? The apostles and elders at Jemsalem
met the question cdmly and wisely. The burden

of the Law was not to be imposed on the Gentile

disciples. They were to abstain, among other things,

from "meats offered to idols" and from "fornica-

tion " (Acts XV. 20, 29), and this decree was wel-

comed as the gieat chaiter of the Church's freedom.

Strange as the close union of the moral and the

positive commands may seem to us, it did not seem

so to the synod at Jerusalem. The two sins were

very closely allied, often even in the closest proximity

of time and place. The fathomless impurity which

• Cocccius (Co<7i7a<. in Kev. 11. 6) has the credit of being

the first to suggest this identification of the Nicolaltans

with the followers of Balaam. He has been followed by

the elder Vitringa {Diiseit. de Argum. Epift. I'elri poster.

in Hase's Theiaurus, ii. 987), Hengstenberg (iji loc.), Stier

( Words of the Risen Lord, p. 125 Kng. Iransl.), and others.

Lightfoot (ffor. Ikb., in Act. A post. vi. 5) suggcsU another

and more startling paronomasia. The wonl, in his view,

was chosen, as identical in sound with N?1D'3, • let us

.•at," and as thus marking out the sjieciul characteristic

of the sccL
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ovei-spread the empire made the one almost as in-

separable as the other from its daily social life.

The messages to the Churclies of Asia and the

later Apostolic Epistles (2 Peter and Judej indicate

that the two evils appeared at that period also in

close alliance. The teachers of the Church branded

them with a name which expressed their true cha-

racter. The men who did and taught such things

were followers of Balaam (2 Pet. ii. 15; Jude 11).

They, like the false prophet of Pethor, united brave

words with evil deeds. They made their " liberty
"

a cloak at once for cowardice and licentiousness.

In a time of pereecution, when the eating or not

eating of things sacrificed to idols was more than

ever a crucial test of feithfulness, they persuaded

men more than ever that it was a thing indifl'erent

(Rev. ii. 13, 14). This was bad enough, but there

was a yet worse evil. Mingling themselves in the

orgies of idolatrous feasts, they brought the im-

pm-ities of those feasts into the meetings of the

Christian Church. There was the most imminent

risk that its Agapae might become as full of abomi-

nations as the Bacchanalia of Italy had been (2 Pet.

ii. 12, 13, 18 ; Jude 7, 8 ; comp. Liv. xxxix. 8-19).

Their sins had already brought scandal and dis-

aedit on the " way of truth." And all this was
done, it must be remembered, not simply as an

indulgence of appetite, but as part of a system,

supported by a " doctrme," accompanied by the

boast of a prophetic illumination (2 Pot. ii. 1).

The trance of the son of Beor and the sensual debase-

ment into which he led the Israelites were strangely

reproduced.

These were the characteristics of the followers of

Balaam, and, worthless as most of the traditions

about Nicolas may be, they point to the same dis-

tinctive evils. Even in the absence of any teacher

of that name, it would be natural enough, as has

been shown above, that the Hebrew name of igno-

miny should have its Greek equivalent. If there

were such a teacher, whether the proselyte of

Antioch or another,"^ the application of the name
to his followers would be proportionately more

pointed. It confirms the view which has been

taken of their character to find that stress is laid in

the first instance on the " deeds" of the Nicolaitans.

To hate those deeds is a sign of life in a Church

that othei^wise is weak and faithless (Rev. ii. 6).

To tolerate them is well nigh to forfeit the glory

of having been faithful under persecution (Rev. ii.

14, 15). (Comp. Neander's Apostelgesch. p. 620;

Gieseler's Eccl. Hist. § 29 ; Hengstenberg and

Alford on Rev. ii. 6 ; Stier, Words of the Risen

Saviour, X.) [E. H. P.]

NICOLAS (Ni/cdAaos: Nicolutis), Acts vi. 5.

A native of Antioch, and a proselyte to the Jewish

faith. When the church was still confined to Jeru-

salem he became a convert ; and being a man of

honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and of wisdom,

he was chosen by the whole multitude of the dis-

b Vitringa (I. c.) finds another instance of this Indirect

expression of feeling in the peculiar form, " Balaam the

son of Bosor," In 2 Pet. il. 15. The substitution of the

latter name for the B«ip of the LXX. originated, according

to his conjecture, in the wish topoint to his antitype in

the Christian Church as a true "l^'2"J2, afdius cai-nis.

' It is noticeable (though the documents themselves are

not of much weight as evidence) that in two instances the

Niculaitans arc said to be " falsely so called " (ilieviuvvfLot,

Ignat. ad Trail, xi., comt. Apost.vi. 8)

i
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ciples to be oue of the tii-st seven de<»coas, and lie

was ordained by the apostles, A.D. 33.

A sect of Nicolaitans is mentioned in Kev. ii. 6,

1 5 ; and it has been questiono<.l whether this Nicolas

was connected witli them, and if so, how closely.

The Nicolaitans themselves, at least as early as

the time of Irenaeus {Contr. Haer. i. 26, §3),

claimed him as their founder. Epiphanius, an in-

accurate writer, relates {Adv. Haer. i. 2, §25, p.

76) some details of the life of Nicolas the deacon,

and describes him as gradually sinking into the

grossest impiu-ity, and becoming the originator of

the Nicolaitans and other immoral sects. Stephen

Gobar (Photii Biblioth. §232, p. 291, ed. 1824)
states—and the statement is conoborated by the

recently discovered Philosophumena, bk. vii. §36

—

that Hippolytus agreed with Epiphanius in his im-

tavom~able ^iew of Nicolas. The same account is

believed, at least to some extent by Jerome {Ep.

147, t. i. p. 1082, ed. Vallai-s. &c.) and other

writers in the 4th centui-y. But it is ineconcile-

able with the traditionaiy account of the character

of Nicolas, given by Clement of Alexandi-ia {Strom.

iii. 4, p. 187, Sylb. aadapud Euseb. H. E. iii. 29
;

see also Hammond, Annot. on Kev. ii. 4), an earlier

and more discriminating \vi-iter than Epiphanius.

He states that Nicolas led a chaste life and brought

up his children in purity, that on a certain occasion

having been shai-ply reproved by the apostles as a

j?alous husband, he rejielled the charge by offering

to allow his wife to become the witij of any other

pei-son, and that he was in the habit of repe<iting a

saying which is ascribed to the apostle ilatthias

also,—that it is our duty to fight against the flesh

and to abuse (napaxpricQai) it. His words were

peixei-sely intei-pieted by the Nicolaitans as an au-

thority for their immoral practices. Theodoret

{ffaeret. Fab. iii. 1), in his account of the sect

repeats the foregoing statement of Clement ; and

charges the Nicolaitans with false deiiling in bor-

rowing the name of the deacon. Ignatius," who
was contempoi-aiy with Nicolas, is said by Stephen

Gobar to have given the same account as Clement,
Eusebius, and Theodoret, touching the personal

character of Nicolas. Among modern critics, Co-
telerius in a not^ on Constit. Apost. vi. 8, after

i-eciting the various authorities, seems to lean to-

wai-ds the favourable ^'iew of the character of Nico-

las. Professor Burton {Lectures on Ecclesiastical

History, Lect. xri. p. 364, ed. 1833) is of opinion

that the origin of the temi Nicolaitans is uncertain
;

and that, " though Nicohis the deacon has been

mentioned as their founder, the evidence is ex-

tremely slight which would con\-ict that pei-son

himself of any immoi-alities." Tillemont (//. E.
ii. 47), possibly influenced by the tact that no

honour is paid to the memory of Nicolas by any
bituich of the Chuixh, allows perhaps too much
weight to the testimony ag;iinst him ; rejects pe-

i-emptorily Cassian's statement—to which Neander

{Pkmtiwi of the CUurch, bk. v. p. 39U, ed. Bohn)
gives his adhesion—that some other Nicolas was
the founder of the sect ; and concludes that if not

the actual founder, he was so unfortunate as to give

occasion to the foi-mation of the sect, by his indis-

ci-eet speaking. Grotius' view as given in a note

on Rev. ii. 6, is substantially the same as that of

Tillemont.

The name Balaam is perhaps (but see Gesen.
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• Usher conjectures that this reference is to the inter-

polated copy of the Epistle to the Trallian:^, ch. .\i. (De

Thes. 210) capable of being interpreted as a Hebrew
equivalent of the Greek Nicolas. Some commentatoi-s
think that this is alluded to oy St. John in Rev. ii.

14; and C. Vitringa (Obs. Sacr. iv. 9) argues
forcibly in support of this opinion. [\V. T. B.]

NICOP'OLIS {NtKOTToKis : Nicopolis) is men-
tioned in Tit. iii. 12, as the place where, at the time
of writing the Epistle, St. Paul was intending to pass
the coming winter, and where he wished Titus to
meet him. Whether either or both of these pm-poses
were accomplished we cannot tell. Titus was at
this time in Crete (Tit. i. .5). The subscription to
the Epistle assumes that the Apostle was at Nico-
polis when he wrote ; but we cannot conclude this

from the tbnn of expression. We should rather
infer that he was elsewhere, possibly at Ephesus or
Corinth. He ui'ges that no time 'should be lost

iffirov'Saffov iKOuv) • hence we conclude that winter
was Ileal".

Nothing is to be found in the Epistle itself to de-
termine which Nicopolis is here intended. There
wa-e cities of this name in Asia, Africa, and Europe.
If we were to include all the theories which have
been respectably supported, we should be obliged to

write at least three articles. One Nicopolis was in

Thrace, near the borders of Macedonia. The sub-
scription (which, however, is of no authority) fixes

on this place, calling it the Macedonian Nicopolis

:

and such is the view of Chiysostom and Theodoret.

De Wette's objection to this opinion {Pastoral

Briefe, p. 2 1 ) , that the place did not exist till Trajan's

reign, appeare to be a mistake. Another Nicopolis

was in Cilicia ; and Schrader {Der Apostel Paulus,
i. pp. 115-119) pronounces for tliis ; but this opinion

is connected with a peculiar tlieory regaiding the

Apostle's jom-neys. We have little doubt that Je-
rome's view is conect, and that the Pauline Nico-
polis was the celebrated city of Epirus ("scribit

Apostolus de Nicopoli, quae in Actiaco littore sita,"

Hieion. Prooem. ix. 195). For ari-angements of St.

Paul's journeys, which will hamionise with this,

and with the other facts of the Pastoral Epistles,

see Birks, Horae Apostolicae, pp. 296-304 ; and
Conybe?.re and How^son, Life and Epp. of St. Paid
(2nd ed.), ii. 564-573. It is very possible, as

is observed there, that St. Paul was an-ested

at Nicopolis and taken thence to Rome for his final

trial.

This city (the " City of Victory ") was built by
Augustus in memory of the battle of Actium, and
on the giound which his amiy occupied before the

engagement. It is a cuiious and interesting cir-

cumstance, when we look at the matter fiom a

Biblical point of view, that many of the handsomest
parts of the town were built by Herod the Gre;it

(Joseph. Ant. xvi. 5, §3). It is likely enough
that many Jews lived there. Moreover, it was
conveniently situated for apostolic journeys in the

eastern parts of Achaia and Slacedonia, and also to

the northwai-ds, where churches perhaps were
founded. St. Paul had long before preached the

Gospel, at least on the confines of Illyricum {Worn.

XV. 19), and soon after the very period under con-

sideration Titus himself was sent on a mission to

D-almatia (2 Tim. iv. 10).

Nicopolis was on a peninsula to the west of the

bay of Actium, in a low and unhealthy situation,

and it is now a very desolate place. The remains

have been often described. We mav refer to Leake's

Ignatii EpiaUAU \\6. apud Colder. Pair. Apmt. ii. 195.

ed. 1724.)
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Northern Greece, i. 178, and iii. 491; Bowen s

Athos and Epirus, 211 ; Wolfe in Jonni. of R.

Geog. Soc. iii. 92 ; Merivale's Home, iii. 327, ^28
;

Wordsworth's Greece, 229-232. In the last men-
tioned work, and in the Diet, of Greek and Roman
Gcoij. maps of the phice will be found. [J. S. H.]

NI'GER (Niyep : Niger) is the additional or

distinctive name given to the Symeon {'Svixfcou), who
was one of the teachers and prophets in the Church
at Antioch (Acts xiii. 1). He is not known except in

that passage. The name was a common one among
the Romans ; and the conjecture that he was an

African proselyte, and was called Niger on account

of his complexion, is unnecessary as well as destitute

otherwise ofany support. His name, Symeon, shows
that he was a Jew by birth ; and as in other simi-

lar cases (e.g. Saul, Paul— Silas, Silvauus) he may
be supposed to have taken the other name as more
convenient in his intercourse with foreigners. He
is mentioned second among the five who officiated

at Antioch, and perhaps we may infer that he had

some pre-eminence among them in point of activity

and intiuence. It is impossible to decide (though

Meyer makes the attempt) who of the number
were prophets (jrpocpTJTai), and who were teachers

{SiSdffKaKot). [H. B. H.]

NIGHT. The period of darkness, from sunset

to sunrise, including the morning and evening twi-

light, was known to the Hebrews by the term

?V, layil, or Twy, layelah. It is opposed to

"day," the period of light (Gen. i. 5). Following

the Oriental sunset is the brief evening twilight

(P)K'_3, nesheph. Job xxiv. 15, rendered "night" in

Is. V. 11, xxi. 4, lix. 10), when the stars appeared

(Job iii. 9). This is also called " evening" (2iy,

^ereh, Prov. vii. 9, rendered " night" in Gen. xlix.

27, Job vii. 4), but the term which especially de-

notes the evening twilight is T\u?Vl, alatah (Gen.

XV. 17, A. V. " dark;" Ez. xii.^G,'?, 12). 'Ereh

also denotes the time just before sunset (Deut. xxiii.

1 1 ; Josh. viii. 29), when the women went to draw
water (Gen. xxiv. 11), and the decline of the day

is called "the tuniing of evening" (Zliy 71133

pSnoth 'crcb, Gen. xxiv. 63), the time of prayer.

This period of the day must also be that which is

described as "night" when Boaz winnowed his

barley in the evening breeze (Ruth iii. 2), the cool

of the day (Gen. iii. 8), when the shadows begin

to fall (Jer. vi. 4), and the wolves prowl about
(Hab. i. 8 ; Zeph. iii. 3). The time of midnight

(rh'hrj ^VD' c/'<i<« hallaymh, Ruth iii. 7, and

n^'^n niVn, chStsoth hallaymh, Ex. xi. 4) or

greatest darkness is called in Prov. ^^i. 9 "the

pupil of night" [rh'h p:^^N, Mdn laijeWi, A. V.

"black night"). Tlie period between midnight
and the moming twilight was generally selected for

attacking an enemy by surprise (Jullg. vii. 19).
The morning twilight is denoted by the same term,

nesheph, as the evening twilight, and is unmistake-

ably intended in 1 Sam. xxxi. 12; Job vii. 4; Ps.

cxix. 147
;
possibly also in Is. v. 1 1. With sunrise

' n:s?^-n3.

u**^^i,
scalpsU, unguibus vulneravlt/dci'em. See

Kroytag s.

NIGHT-HAWK
the night ended. In one passage, Job xxvi. 10,

^KTl, choshec, " darkness " is rendered " night " in

the A. v., but is con-ectly given in the margin.

For the artificial divisions of the night see the

articles Day and Watches. [\V. A. W.]

NIGHT-HAWK (D^nn, tachmds : y\ai^

noctua). Bochaii (Hieroz. ii. 830) has endeavourea

to prove that the Hebrew word, which occui-s

only (Lev. xi. 16; Deut. xiv. 15) amongst the

list of unclean birds, denotes the " male ostrich,"

the preceding term, hath-yadnah " (owl, A. V.)

signifying the female bird. The etymology of the

word points to some bird of prey, though there is

great uncertainty as to the particular species indi-

aited. The LXX., Vulg., and perhaps Onkelos,

•understand some kind of " owl ;" most of the Jewish

doctors indefinitely render the word " a rapacious

bird :" Gesenius (Thes. s. v.) and Rosenmiiller

(Schol. ad Lev. xi. 16) follow Bochart. Bochart's

explanation is gi'ounded on an overstrained inteipre-

tation of the etymology of the verb chamas, the

root of tachmas ; he restricts the meaning of the

root to the idea of acting "unjustly" or "deceit-

fully," and thus comes to the conclusion that the

"unjust bird" is the male ostrich [Ostrich].

Witliout stopping to consider the etymology of the

word further than to refer the reader to Gesenius,

who gives as the first meaning of chamas " he

acted violently," and to the Arabic chamash, " to

wound with claws," i* it is not at all probable tliat

Moses should have specified both the nuile and

female ostrich in a list which was no doubt in-

tended to be as comprehensive as possible. The
not unfrequent occun-ence of the expression " after

their kind " is an argument in favour of this asser-

tion. Michaelis believes some kind of swallow

(Hirundo) is intended: the word used by the

Targum of Jonathan is by Kitto (Pict. Bib. Lev.

xi. 16) and byOedmann ( Vennisch. Sarnm. i. p. 3,

c. iv.) referred to the swallow, though the last-

named authority says, " it is uncertain, however,

what Jonathan really meant." Buxtoif (Lex.

Rabbin, s. v. Nn^Dtpn) translates the word used

by Jonathan, " a name of a rapacious bird, harpyja."

It is not easy to see what claim the swallow can

have to represent the tachmds, neither is it at all

probable that so small a bird should have been

noticed in the Levitical law. The rendering of the

A. V. rests on no authority, though from the absurd

properties which, from the time of Aristotle, have

been ascribed to the night-hawk or goat-suckei-,

and the superstitions connected with this bird, its

claim is not so entirely destitute of every kin 1 of

evidence.

As the LXX. and Vulg. aie agreed that tachmds

denotes some kind of owl, we believe it is safer to

follow these versions than modem commentators.

The Greek 7X01;^ is used by Aristotle for some

common species of owl, in all probability for the

Strix flammca (white owl) or the Syrnium stridula

(tawny owl);' the Veneto-Greek reads vi/kti-

K6pal, a synonym of S>ros, Aristot., «. e. the Otus

mtUjaris, Flem. (long-eared owl): this is the species

which Oedmann (see above) identifies with tachmds.

Not to be confounded with the Nycticorax of

modern ornithology, which is a genua of Ardeidae

(herons').
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" The name," he says, " indicates a bii-d which

exercises power, but tlie force of the power is in

tlie Arabic root chamash, ' to tear a face with

claws.' Now, it is well known in the East that

there is a species of owl of which people believe

that it glides into cliambei-s by night and tears the

flesh off the faces of sleeping children." Hassel-

quist (Trar. p. 196, Lond. 1766) alludes to this

nightly terror, but he calb it the " Oriental owl

"

{Strix Orierdalis) and clearly distinguishes it from

the Strix ottis, Lin. The Arabs in Egypt call this

infant-killing owl massasa, the Syri;ms bana.

It is believed to be identical with the Syi-nium

stridula, out what foundation there may be for

the belief in its child-killing propensities we know
not. It is probable that some common species of owl

is denoted by tachmas, perhaps the Strix flammea
or the Athene meridionalis, which is extremely com-

mon in Palestine and Egypt. [Owl.] [W. H.]

NILE. 1. Names of the Nile.—The Hebrew
names of the Nile, e.xcepting one that is of ancient

Egyptian origin, all distinguish it from other rivers.

With the Hebrews the Euphrates, as the great stream

of their primitive home, was always " the river,"

and even the long sojourn in Egypt could not put

the Nile in its place. Most of their geographical

terms and ideas are, however, evidently traceable

to Canaan, the country of the Hebrew language.

Thus the sea, as lying on the west, gave its name
to the west quarter. It was only in such an excep-

tional case as that of the Euphrates, which had no

rival in Palestine, that the Hebrews seem to have
retained the ideas of their older country. These

circumstances lend no support to the idea that the

Shemites and their language came originally from
Egypt. The Hebrew names of the Nile ai-e Shichor,
" the black," a name perhaps of the same sense as

Nile ; Yeor, " the river," a word originally Egyptian

;

" the river of Egypt ;" " the Nachal of Egypt " (if

this appellation designate the Nile, and Nachal be

a proper name) ; and " the rivers of Cush," or
" Ethiopia." It must be observed that the word
Nile nowhere occui-s in the A. V.

{a.) Shich6r,'\\rV^, "lin:^, ih^, " the biack,"

from iriK', " he or it was or became black." The

idea of blackness conveyed by this word has, as we
should expect in Hebrew, a wide sense, applying not

only to the colour of the hair (Lev. xiii. 31, 37), but
also to that of a face tanned by the sim (Cant. i. 5,

6), and that ofa skin black through disease (Jobxxx.

30). It seems, however, to be indicative of a veiy
dark colour; for it is said in the Lamentations, as to

the famished Nazarites in the besieged city, " Their
visage is darker than blackness" (iv. 8). That
the Nile is meant by Shihor is evident fi-om its

mention as equivalent to Yeor, " the river," and as

a gi-eat river, where ls<tiah says of Tyre, " And by
great waters, the sowing of Shihor, the haiTest of

the river (IK^) [is] her revenue" (.xxiii. 3) ; from

its being put as tlie western boundary of the Pro-

mised Land (Josh. xiii. 3 ; 1 Chr. xiii. 5), instead

of " the river of Egypt" (Gen. xv. 18) ; and from

its being spoken of as the great stream of Egypt,

just as the Euphrates was of Assyria (Jer. ii. 18).

If, but this is by no means certain, the name Nile,

N«TXoy, be really indicative of the colour of the

• In Is. -xxxvll. 25 the reference seems to be to an

A.ssyrian conquest of Hfe'p'-

>> The Nile was probably mentioned bji this name in

I
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river, it must be compared with the Sanskrit

•Tl'^*' ^'l<'^) " blue" especially, probabiy "dark

blue," also even " black," as «Tj^rX[i9[f *, "black

mud," and must be considered to be the Indo-

European equivalent of Shihor. The signification

"blue" is noteworthy, especially as a great con-

fluent, which most nearly conesponds to the Nile

in Egypt, is called the Blue Kiver, or, by Europeans,
the Blue Nile.

(6.) Yeor, IIK*, ^*X*, is the same as the ancient

Egyptian ATUR, AUR,' and the Coptic eiGpO,
I^LpO, I^.pU3 (M), lepO (S). It is im-

poiiant to notice that the second form of the ancient

Egyptian name alone is presen-ed in the later lan-

guage, the second radical of the first having been

lost, as in the Hebrew foim ; so that, on this

double evidence, it is probable that this commoner
form was in use among the people from early

times. Yeor, in the singular, is used of the Nile

alone, excepting in a passage in Daniel (xii. 5, 6, 7),

where another river, perhaps the Tigris (comp.

X. 4), is intended by it. In the plural, D*"1'K\ this

name is applied to the bi-anches and canals of the

Nile (Ps. Ixxviii. 44 ; Ezek. xxix. 3, seqq., xxx. 12),

and perhaps tributaries also, with, in some places,

the addition of the names of the country, Mitsraim,

Matsor, Dn!i'p *n'S^ (Is. vii. 18, A. V. "rivers of

Egypt")' "li^*'? ^l''^*
(-^'s- ^> " I'looks ofdefence;"

xxxA-ii. 25,» "rivers of the besieged places");

but it is also used of streams or channels, in a

general sense, when no particular ones are indi-

cated (see Is. xxxiii. 21 ; Job xxTlii. 10). It is

thus evident that this name specially designates

the Nile; and although properly meaning a river,

and even used with that signification, it is pro-

bably to be regaixied as a proper name when
applied to the Egyptian river. The latter inference

may perhaps be drawn from the constant mention

of the Eiiphrates as " the river
;

" but it is to be

obser\-ed that Shihor, or "the river of Egypt," is

used when the Nile and the Euphrates ai-e spoken

of together, as though Yeor could not be well

employed for the foi-mer, with the ordinary tenn
for river, ndhdr, for the latter .''

(c.) " The river of Egypt," DpT»p in3, is men-

tioned with the Euphrates in the promise of the ex-

tent of the land to be given to Abraliam's posterity,

the two limits of which were to be " the river of

Esrypt" and "the gi'eat river, the river Euphrates"
(Gen. XV. 18).

(d.) " The Nachal of Egypt," Dn>*0 ^m, has

generally been imderetood to mean " the ton^nt " or
" brook of Egypt," and to dt-signate a desert stream

at Khinocorura, now El-'Areesh. on the eiistem bor-

der. Certainly ?nj usually signifies a stream or tor-

rent, not a river; and when a river, one of small size,

and dependent upon mountain-rain or snow ; but as it

is also used for a valley, conesponding to the Arabic

tcddee (t^^L)' which is in like manner employed

in both senses, it may apply like it, in the case of

tlic original of Ecclesiasticus xxlv. 27, where the Gnvk

text reads wf <^5, 1N3 havin? been misiiiiderslood

(Gesenius, Hies. s. v.).
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the Guadalquivir, &c., to gi-eat livers. This name
must signify the Nile, for it occurs in cases pai-allel

to those where Shihor is employed (Num. xxxiv.

5, Josh. xv. 4, 47, 1 K. viii. 65, 2 K. x.xiv. 7,

Is. xxvii. 12), both designating the easternmost
or I'elusiac branch of the river as the border of the
Philistine territory, where the Egyptians equally
put the border of their country towards Kanaan
or Kanana (Canaan). It remains for us to decide

whether the name signify the " brook of Egypt," or
whether Nachal be a Hebrew form of Nile." On the
one side may be urged the unlikelihood that the
middle radical should not be found in the Indo-
European equivalents, although it is not one of the
most permanent letters; on the other, that it is

improbable that 7i(ihar " river " and nachal " brook
"

would be used for the same stream. If the latter be
here a projier name, Ne7Kos must be supposed to

be the same word ; and the meaning of the Greek
as well as the Hebrew name would remain doubt-
ful, for we could not then positively decide on an
Indo-European signification. The Hebrew word
nachal might have been adopted as very similar in

sound to an original proper name ; and this idea is

supported by the tomis of various Egyptian words
in the Bible, which are susceptible of Hebrew
etymologies in consequence of a slight change.
It must, however, be remembered that there are
traces of a Semitic language, apparently distinct
from Hebrew, in geographical names in the cast of
Lower Egypt, prohably dating from the Shepherd-
period

;
and therefore we must not, if we take

nachal to be here Semitic, restrict its meaning to
that which it bears or could bear in Hebrew.

(e.) " The rivers of Gush," K^-ID nnj, are alone

mentioned in the extremely difficult prophecy con-
tained in Is. xviii. From the use of the plural, a
single stream cannot be meant, and we must suppose
" the rivers of Ethiopia " to be the confluents or tri-

butaries of the Nile. Gesenius(Zej:.s.v. inj) makes

them the Nile and the Astaboras. Without attempt-
ing to explain this prophecy, it is interesting to
remark that the expression, " Whose laud the
rivers have spoiled " (vers. 2, 7), if it apply to any
Ethiopian nation, may refer to the ruin of great
part of Ethiopia, for a long distance above the First
Cataract, in consequence of the fall of the level of
the river. This change has been elTected through
the breaking down of a ban-ier at that catai-act, or
at Silsilis, by which the valley h;is been placed above
the reach of the fertilizing annual deposit. The Nile

IS sometimes poetically called a sea, D^ (Is. xviii. 2 •

Nah. iii. 8; Job xli. 31; but we ^cannot ao-roe
with Gesenius, Thes. s. v., that it is intended in
Is. X!x. .5): this, however, can scarcely be con-
sidered to be one of its names.

It will be instructive to mention the present ap-
pellations of the Nile in Arabic, which may illus-
trate the Scripture teiTns. I5y the Arabs it is
called Bahr-en-Neel, "the river Nile," the word
" bahr" being applied to seas and the greatest rivers.
The Egyptians cill it Bahr, or " the river" alone;
and aill the inundation En-Neel, or " the Nile." This
latter use of what is properly a name of the river
resembles the use of the plural of Vcor in the Bible
for the various (•hannels or even streams of Nile-
water.

With the ancient Egyptians, the river was sacred,
and had, besides its oi-dinary name already given,
a sacred name, under which it was worshipped!

NILE
HAPEE, or HAPEE-MU, " the abyss," or "the abyss

of waters," or " the hidden." Corresponding to

the two regions of Egypt, the Upper Countiy and

the Lower, the Nile was called hapee-res, " the

Southern Nile," and hapee-meheet, "the North-

ern Nile," the fomier name applying to the river in

Nubia as well as in Upper Egypt. The god Nilus

was one of the lesser divinities. He is represented

as a stout man having wom;m's breasts, and is

sometimes painted red to denote the river during

its rise and inundation, or High Nile, and some-

times blue, to denote it during the rest of the year,

or Low Nile. Two figures of hapee aie fiequently

represented on each side of the throne of a royal

statue, or in the same place in a bas-relief, binding

it with water-plants, as though the prosperity of

the kingdom depended upon the produce of the

river. The name hapee, perhaps, in these cases,

hepee, was also applied to one of the four children

of Osiris, cilled by Egyptologers the genii of ament
or Hades, and to the bull Apis, the most revered

of all the sacred animals. The genius does not

seem to have any connection with the river, except-

ing indeed that Apis was sacred to Osiris. Apis

was worshipped with a reference to the inundation,

perhaps because the myth of Osiris, the conflict of

good and evil, was supposed to be represented by
the struggle of the fertilizing river or inundation

with the desert and the sea, the first threatening

the whole valley, and the second wasting it along

the northern coast.

2. Description of the Nile.—We cannot as yet

determine the length of the Nile, although recent

discoveries have narrowed the question. There is

scarcely a doubt that its largest confluent is fed by
the great lakes on and south of the equator. It has

been traced upwards for about 27K0 miles, measured
by its course, not in a direct line, and its extent

is probably upwards of 1000 miles more, making
it longer than even the Mississippi, .and the longest

of rivers. In Egypt and Nubia it flows thiough a
bed of silt and slime, resting upon marine or num-
mulitic limestone, covered by a later fonnation, over

which, without the valley, lie the sand and rocky

debris of the desert. Beneath the limestone is a

sandstone foimation, which rises and bounds the

valley in its stead in the higher part of the Thebais.

Again beneath the sandstone is the breccia verde,

which appears above it in the desert eastward of

Thebes, and yet lower a group of azoic rocks,

gneisses, quartzes, mica schists, and clay slates,

resting upon the red gi-anite and syenite that rise

through all the upper strata at the Kii-st Cataract. "=

The river's bed is cut through these layei-s of rock,

which often approach it on either side, and some-

times confine it on both sides, and even obstruct its

coui-se, forming rapids and cataracts. To trace

it downwards we must first go to equatorial

Africa, the mysterious half-explored home of the .

negroes, where animal and A-egetable life flourishes

around and in the ^•ast swamp-land that waters the

chief part of the continent. Here are two great

shallow lakes, one nearer to the coast than the other.

From the more eastern (the Ukerewe, which is on

the equator), a chief tributaiy of the White Nile

probably takes its rise, and the more western (the

Ujeejce), may feed another tributary. The.se lakes

are filled, partly by the heavy rains of the equatorial

region, partly by the melting of the snows of the

<^ The peology of the Nile-valley is excellently given bf
Hugh Miller (Testimony «f the Rocks, p. -109, scqq.).
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lofty mountains discovered by the missionaries Krapf

and Kebmann. Whether the lakes supply two tri-

butaries or not, it is certain that from tlie great

region of waters where they lie, several streams fall

into the Bahr el-Abyad, or White Nile. Great,

however, as is the body of water of this the longer

of the two chief confluents, it is the shorter, the

Bahr el-Azrak, or Blue River, which brings down
the alluvial soil that makes the Nile the great fer-

tilizer of Egypt and Nubia. The Bahr el-Azrak

rises in the mountains of Abyssinia, and carries down
from them a gi-eat quantity of decayed vegetable

matter and alluvium. The two streams form a

junction at Khartoom, now the seat of government

of Sooddn, or the Black Country under Egyptian

rule. The Bahr el-Azrak is here a narrow river,

with high steep mud-banks like those of the Nile in

Egypt, and with water of the same colour ; and the

Bahr el-Abyad is broad and shallow, with low banks

and clear water. Further to the north another great

river, the Atbara, rising, like the Bahr el-Azrak, in

Abyssinia, falls into the main stream, which, for the

remainder of its course, does not receive one tributary

more. Throughout the rest of the valley the Nile

does not greatly vary, excepting that in Lower Nubia,

through the fall of its level by the giving way of a

barrier in ancient times, it does not inundate the

valley on either hand. From time to time its

course is impeded by cataracts or rapids, sometimes

extending many miles, until, at the First Cataract,

the boundary of Egypt, it surmounts the last ob-

stacle. After a course of about 550 miles, at a

short distance below Cairo and the Pyramids, the

river parts into two great branches, which water the

Delta, nearly fonning its boundaries to the east and

west, and flowing into the shallow ]\Iediterranean.

The references in the Bible are mainly to the charac-

teristics of the river in Egypt. There, above the

Delta, its average breadth may be put at from half a

mile to three-quarters, excepting where large islands

increase the distance. In the Delta its branches are

usually narrower. The water is extremely sweet,

especially at the season when it is turbid. It is

said by the people that those who have drunk of

it and left the country must retm-n to diink of it

again.

The great annual phenomenon of the Nile is the

inundation, the failure of which produces a famine,

for Egypt is virtually without rain (see Zech. xiv.

17, 18). The country is therefore devoid of the

constant changes which make the husbandmen of

other lands look always for the providential care

of God. " For the land, whither thou goest in to

possess it, [is] not as the land of Egypt, from whence

ye came out, where thou sowedst thy seed, and wa-
teredst [it] with thy foot, as a garden of herbs : but

the land, whither ye go to possess it, [is] a land of

hills and valleys, [and] drinketh water of the rain of

heaven: a land which the Lord thy God careth for

:

the eyes of the Lord thy (Jod [are] always upon it,

from the beginning of the yeai- even unto the end of
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the year" (Ueut. At Khartoom the in-

crease of the river is obsei-ved early in April, but in

Egypt the first signs of rising occur about the

summer solstice, an<i generally the regular increase

does not begin until some days atler, the inundation

commencing about two months after the solstice.

The river then pours, through canals and cuttings in

the bar,ks, which are a little higher than the rest of

the soil, over the valley, which it covers with sheets

of water. It attains to its greatest height about,

or not long after, the autumnal equinox, and then.

falling more slowly than it had risen, sinks to ita

lowest point at the end of nine months, there re-

maining stationary for a few days before it again be-

gins to rise. The inundations are very vaiious, and
when they are but a few feet deficient or excessive

cause great damage and distress. The rise during

a good inundation is about 40 feet at the First

Cataract, about 30 at Thebes, and about 4 at the

Rosetta and Damietta mouths. If the river at Cairo

attain to no greater height than 18 or 20 feet, the

rise is scanty; if only to 2 or 4 more, insufficient;

if to 24 feet or more, up to 27, good ; if to a greater

height, it causes a flood. Sometimes the inundation

has failed altogether, as for seven years in the reign

of the Fatimee Khaleefeh El-JIustansir bi-Uah,

when there was a seven years' famine ; and this

must have been the case with the great famine of

Joseph's time, to which this later one is a remark-

able parallel [Famine]. Low inimdations always

cause dearths ; excessive inundations produce or

foster the plague and murrain, besides doing great

injury to the crops. In ancient times, when every

square foot of ground must have been cultivated,

and a minute system of irrigation maintained, both

for the natural inundation and to water the fields

dm-ing the Low Nile, and when there were many
fish-pools as well as canals for their supply, far

greater ruin than now must have been caused by ex-

cessive inundations. It was probably to them that

the priest refeiTed, who told Solon, when he asked if

the Egyptians had experienced a flood, that there had

been many floods, instead of the one of which he

had spoken, and not to the successive past destruc-

tions of the world by water, alternating with others

by fire, in which some nations of antiquity believed

(Plat. Timaeiis, 21 seqq.).

The Nile in Egypt is always charged with allu-

vium, especially during the inundation; but the

annual deposit, excepting under extraordinary cir-

cumstances, is very small in comparison with what
would be conjectured by any one unacquainted with

subjects of this nature. Inquirers have come to

diftierent results as to the rate, but the discrepancy

does not generally exceed an inch in a century. The
ordinaiy average increase of the soil in Egypt is about

four inches and a half in a century. The cultivable

soil of Egypt is wholly the deposit of the Nile, but

it is obviously impossible to calculate, from its pre-

sent depth, when the river first began to flow in the

rocky bed now so deeply covered with tiie rich allu-

vium. An attempt has however been made to

use geology as an aid to history, by fii-st endeavour-

ing to ascertain the rate of increase of the soil, then

digging for indications of man's exigence in the

country, and lastly applying to the depth at which

any such remains might be discovered the scale pre-

viously obtained. In this manner Mr. Horner (I'/til.

Trarisactions, vol. 148), when his labourers had

found, or pretended to find, a piece of pottery at

a great depth on the site of Memphis, argued that

man must have lived there, and not in the lowest

state of barbarism, about 13,000 years ago. He
however entirely disregarded various causes by

which an object could have been deposited at such

a depth, as the existence of canals and wells, from

the latter of which water could be anciently as

now drawn up in earthen pots from a very low

level, and the occurrence of fissures in the eaith.

He formed his scale on the supposition that the

ancient Egyptians placed a gieat statue before the

principal temple of Memphis in such a position that

the inundation each vear reachwl its base, whereas
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we know that they were veiy careful to put ail

their stone works where they thought they would

be out of the reach of its injurious influence; and,

what is still more serious, he laid stress upon the

discovery of burnt brick even lower than the piece

of pottery, being unaware that there is no evidence

that the Egyptians in early times used any but

crude brick, a burnt brick being as sure a record of

the Roman dominion as an imperial coin. It is

important to mention this extraordinary mistake, as

it was accepted as a correct result by the late Baron

Bunsen, and urged by him and othei-s as a proof of

the gi-eat antiquity of man in Egypt {Qu/xrterly

Beview, Apr. 1 859, No. cex. ; Modern Egyptians,

5th ed., note by Ed., p. 593 seqq.).

In Upper Esypt the Nile is a very broad stream,

flowing rapidly between high, steep mud-banks,

which are scai-ped by the constant rush of the water,

which from time to time washes portions away, and

stratified by the reguLir deposit. On either side

rise the bare yellow mountains, usually a few hun-

dred feet high, larely a thousand, looking from the

river like clitfs, and often honeycombed with the

entrances of the tombs which make Egypt one

great city of the dead, so that we can understand

the meaning of that murmur of the Israelites to

Jloses, " Because [there were] no graves in Egypt,

hast thou taken us away to die in the wilderness ?'

(Ex. xiv. 11). Frequently the mountain on either

side approaches the river in a rounded promontory,

against whose base the restless stream washes, and

then retreats and leaves a broad bay-like valley,

bounded by a rocky curve. liarely both moun-
tains confine the river in a narrow bed, rising

steeply on either side from a deep rock-cut channel

through which tlie water pours with a rapid cur-

lent. Perhajis there is a remote allusion to the rocky

channels of the Nile, and especially to its primaeval

bed wholly of bare rock, m that passage of Job
wheie the plural of Yeo/ is used. " He cutteth

out rivfi-s (D*"1'K)) among the rocks, and his eye

seetli every precious thing. He bindeth the floods

from overflowing" (xx^'iii. 10, 11). It must be

recollected that there are allusions to Egypt, and
especially to its animals and products, in this book,

so that the Nile may well be here referred to, if

the passage do not distinctly mention it. In Lower
Egypt the chief differences are that the view is spread

out in one rich plain, only bounded on the east and
west by the desert, of which the edge is low and
.sandy, unlike the mountainsabove, though essentially

the same, and that the two branches of the river are
narrower than the undivided stream. On either

bank, during Low Nile, extend fields of com and
bariey, and near the river-side stretch long groves
of palm-trees. The villages rise from the level plain,

standing upon mounds, often ancient sites, and
surrounded by palm-groves, and yet higher dark-
brown mounds mark where of old stood towns, with
which often "their memorial is perished" (Ps. ix. 6).

The villages ai-e connecU'd by dykes, along which pass

the chief roads. During the inundation the whole
valley and plain is covered with sheets of water,
above which rise the villages like islands, only to be
reached along the half-ruine<l dykes. The aspect of

the country is as though it were overflowed by a de-

structive flood, while between its banks, here and
there broken through and constantly giving way,

^ The use of " nachal " here affords a strong argument
in favour of the opinion that it Is applied to the Nile.

,
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rushes a vast turbid stream, against which no boat

could make its way, excepting by tacking, were it

not for the north wind that blows ceaselessly during

the season of the inundation, making the river

seem more powerful as it beats it into waves. The
prophets more than once allude to this stnking

condition of the Nile. .leremiah says of Pharaoh-

Necho's anny, " Who [is] this [that] cometh up
as the Nile [Veor], whose waters are moved as the

rivei-s? Egypt riseth up like the Nile, and [his]

watei's are moved like the rivei-s ; and he saith,

I will go up, [and] will cover the land ; I will

destroy the city and the inhabitants thereof" (xlvi.

7, %). Again, the prophecy "against the Philis-

tines, before that Pharaoh smote Gaza," com-
mences, " Thus saith the LoRD ; Behold, waters

rise up out of the north, and shall be as an over-

flowing stream {nacltal),^ and shall overflow the land,

and all that is therein; the city, and them that

dwell therein" (xlvii. 1, 2). Amos, also, a prophet

who especially refers to Egypt, uses the inundation

of the Nile as a type of the utter desolation of his

country. " The Lord hath sworn by the e-xcellency

of Jacob, Surely I will never forget any of their

works. Shall not the land tremble for this, and

every one mourn that dwelleth therein? and it

shall rise up wholly as the Nile (.1X3) ; and it

shall be c^ast out and drowned, as [by] the Nile

(D^^VP "liN''3) of Egypt" (viii. 7, 8; see ix. 5).

.The banks of the river are enlivened by the

women who come down to draw water, and, like

Pharaoh's daughter, to bathe, and the herds of

kine and buffaloes which are driven down to drink

and wash, or to graze on the giuss of the swamps,
like the good kine that Pharaoh saw in his dream
as " he stood by the river," which were "coming
up out of the river," and " fed in the mai-sh-gi-ass

"

(Gen. xli. 1, 2).

The liver itself abounds in fish, which anciently

foi-med a chief means of sustenance to the inhabit-

ants of the country. Perhaps, as has been acutely

remarked in another ai-ticle, Jacob, when blessing

Ephraini and Manasseh, used for their multiplying

the term nj"! (Gen. xlviii. 10), which is connected

with y\, a fish, though it does not seem ceiiain

which is the primitive; as though he had been

struck by the abundance offish in the Nile or the

canals and pools fed by it. [iMANASSii:n, p. 2186.]

The Israelites in the desert looked back with regiet

to the fish of Egypt :
" We remember the fish, which

we did eat in Egypt freely" (Num. xi. 5). In the

Theba'is crocodiles ai'e found, and during Low Nile

they may be seen basking in the sun upon the sand-

banks. The crocodile is constantly spoken of in

the Bible as the emblem of Pharaoh, especially in

the prophecies of Ezekiel. [Egvpt, vol. i. p. 5006.]

The great difference between the Nile of Egypt in

the present day and in ancient times is caused by
the failure of some of its branches, and the ceasing of

some of its chief vegetable products ; and the chief

chimge in the aspect of the cultivable land, as

dependent on the Nile, is the result of the rain of

the fish-pools and their conduits, and the consequent

decline of the fisheries. The river was famous for

its seven bi-anches, and under the Homan dominion

eleven were counted, of which, however, there

were but seven principal ones. Herodotus notices

that there were seven, of which he says that two,
the present Damietta and Kosctta branches, were
originally artificial, and he therefore soeaks of
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"the five mouths" (ii. 10). Now, as tor a long

period past, there are no navigable and unob-

structed branches but these two that Herodotus dis-

tinguishes as in origin works of man. This change

was prophesied by Isaiah : "And the watei-s shall

tail from the sea, and the river shall be wasted and

dried up" (xix. 5). Perhaps the same prophet, in

yet more precise words, predicts this, where he says,

" And the Lord shall utterly destroy the tongue of

the Egyptian sea ; and with his mighty wind shall he

shake his hand over the river, and shall smite it in

the [or ' into '] seven streams, and make [men] go

over dryshod [' in shoes ']
" (xi. 15). However, from

the context, and a paiullel passage in Zechariah (x.

10, 11), it seems probable that the Euphrates is

mteuded in this passage by " the river." Ezekiel

also prophesies of Egypt that the Lord would " make
the rivei-s drought" (xxx. 12), here evidently re-

ferring to either the branches or canals of the Nile.

In exact fulfilment of these prophecies the bed of the

nighest pai't of the Gulf of Suez has dried, and all

the streams of the Nile, excepting those which He-
rodotus says were originally artificial, have wasted,

so that they can be crossed without fording.

The monuments and the narratives of ancient

^vl•iters show us in the Nile of Egypt in old times, a

stream bordei'ed bj' flags and reeds, the covert of

abundant wild-fowl, and beai'ing on its waters the

fi-agi-ant flowers of the various-coloared lotus. Now,
in Egypt scarcely any reeds or water-plants—the

famous papyrus being nearly if not quite extinct, and
the lotus almost unknown—are to be seen, except-

ing in the marshes near the Jlediterranean. This

also was prophesied by Isaiah :
" The papyrus-reeds

(? T)W} iu the river ("liN^j, on the edge of the

river, and everything growing [lit. "sown"] iu

the river shall be dried up, driven away [by the

wind], and [shall] not be" (xix. 7). When it is

recollected that the water-plants of Egypt were so

abundant as to be a great source of revenue in the

prophet's time, and much later, the exact fulfilment

of liis predictions is a valuable evidence of the

truth of the old opinion as to " the sure word of

prophecy." The failure of the fisheries is also

foretold" by Isjiiah (xix. 8, i 0), and although this

was no doubt a natural result of the wasting of the

river and streams, its cause could not have been

anticipated by human wisdom. Having once been

very productive, and a main source of revenue as

well as of sustenance, the fisheries are now scarcely

of any moment, excepting about Lake Jlenzeleh,

and in some few places elsewhere, chiefly in the

north of Egypt.

Of old the great river must have shewn a more
fair and busy scene than now. Boats of many kinds

were ever passing along it, by the painted walls of

temples, and the gardens that extended around the

light summer pavilions, from the pleasure-galley,

with one gr&it square sail, white or with variegated

pattern, and many oai-s, to the little papyrus skif^',

dancing on the water, and can-ying the seekere of

pleasure where they could shoot with an-ows, or

knock down with the throw-stick, the wild-fowl that

abounded among the reeds, or engage in the dan-

gerous chace of the hippopoUimus or the crocodile.

In the Bible the papyrus-boats are mentioned ; and
they are shewn to have been used for their swiftness

to cany tidings to Ethiopia (Is. xviii. 2).

The great river is constantly before us in the

histoiy of Israel in Egypt. Into it the male children

were cast ; in it. or rathci- in some canal or pool.
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was the ark of Woses put, and found by Pharaoh's
daughter when she went down to bathe. When
the plagues were sent, the sacred river—a mam
support of the people—and its waters everywhere,
were turned into blood. [Plaguks of Egypt.]

The prophets not only tell us of the future of the
Nile; they speak of it as it was in their days.

Ezekiel likens Pharaoh to a crocodile, fearing no
one in the midst of his river, yet dragged forth

with the fish of his rivei-s, and lett to perish in the
wilderness (xxix. 1-5 ; comp. xxxii. l-ii). Nahum
thus speaks of the Nile, when he warns Nineveh by
the ruin of Thebes : " Art thou better than No-Amon,
that was situate among the rivers, [that had] the
waters i-ound about it, whose lampart [was] the
sea, [and] her wall [was] from the sea?" (iii. 8).
Heie the river is spoken of as the rampart, and
perhaps as the support of the capital, and the situa-

tion, most remaikable in Egypt, of the city on the

two banks is indicated [No-Amox]. But still more
striking than this description is the use which we
have already noticed of the inundation, as a figui-e of
the Egyptian araiics, and also of the coming of utter

destruction, probably by an invading force.

In the New Testament there is no mention of the
Nile. Tradition says that when Our Lord was
brought into Egypt, His mother came to Heliopolis.

[On.] If so. He may have dwelt in His childhood

by the side of the ancient river which witnessed so

many events of sacred histoiy, perhaps the coming
of Abraham, certainly the rule of Joseph, and
the long oppression and deliverance of Israel their

posteiit)-. [R. S. p.]

NBI'RAH (nn03 : iid^Ppa; Alex. AfiBpa/j.

Xemra), a place mentioned, by this name, in Nujn.
xxxii. 3 only, among those which fornied the dis-

tricts of the " land of Jazer and the land of Gilead,"

on the east of Jordan, petitioned lor by Reuben
and Gad. It would appear from this passage to

have been neai- Jazer and Heshbon, and therefoie

on the upper level of the country. If it is the
same as Beth-nimrah (ver. 86) it belonged to

the tribe of Gad. By Eusebius, however {Onomast.
NejSpd), it is cited as a " city of Reuben in Gilead,"

and said to have been in his day a very large place

{K(ifi7i fxeylcTTri) in "Batanaea, bearing the name
of Abara. This account is full of difficulties, for

Reuben never possessed the country of Giiead, and
Batanaea was situated several days' journey to the
N.W. of the district of Heshbon, beyond not only

the territory of Reuben, but even that of Gael.

A wady and a town, both called Nimreh, have,

however, been met with in Betheniyeh, east of the

Lejah, and five miles N.W. of Kunaudt (see the

maps of Porter, Van de Velde, and Wetzstein).

On the other hand the name of Nimrin is said to

be attached to a watercourse and a site of ruins in

the Jordan valley, a couple of miles east of the

river, at the embouchure of the Wady Shoaib.

[Beth-Nimrah.] But this again is too' tiu- from

Heshbon in the other direction.

The name Nitnr (" panther ") appeai-s to be a com-
mon one on the east of Jordan, and it must be left

to future exploiei-s (when exploration in that region

becomes possible) to ascertain which (ifeither) of the

places so named is the Nimrah in question. [G.]

NIM'RIM, THE WATERS OF ( DnOJ »D

:

in Is. rh vlwp TTJs Nffxripfiix, Alex, t^s Vltfipfifi;

« The present Greek text lias Koroiaia ; but the cor-

rection is obvious.
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in Jer. rb vSaip He^pfiv, Alex. 'Ne^pfi/x : AqiMC

Neinrim), a stream or brook (not improbably a

sti-eam witli jwols) witliin the country of Moab,

which is mentioned in the denunciations of that

nation uttered, or quoted, by Isaialj (;<v. (J) and

Jeremiah (xlviii. 34). From the foimer of these

passages it appears to have been famed for the

abundance of its grass.

If the viev^ taken of these denunciations under

tlie head of MoAis (p. 392, 6) be correct, we should

look for the site of Nimrim in Moab proper, i. e.

on tlie south-eastern shoulder of the Dead Sea,

a position which agrees well with the mention of

the " brook of the willows " (perhaps Wady Beni

Hammed) and the *' borders of Moab," that is, the

range of hills encircling Moab at the lower part of

the territory.

A name resembling Nimrim still exists at the

south- eastern end of the Dead Sea, in the Wadij

en-Nemeirah and Burj en-Nemeirah, which are

situated on the beach, about half-way between the

southern extremity and the ^romoniovj oi el-Lissan

(DeSaulcy, Voi/age, i. 284, &c. ; Seetzeu, ii. 35-i}.

Eusebius {Onom. IJeK-nplfj.) places it N. of Soora,

i. c. Zoar. How far the situation of en-Nemeirah

con'esponds with the statement of Eusebius cannot

be known until that of Zoar is ascertained. If the

Wady en-Nemcirah really occupies the place of the

waters of Nimrim, Zoar must have been consider-

ably further south than is usually supposed. On
the other hand the name •» is a common one in the

transjordanic lociiiities, and other instances of its

occurrence may yet be discovered more in accordance

with the ancient statements. [G.]

NIM'KOD (I'lpa : N6/3p<i5 : Ncmrod), a son

of Cush and grandson of Ham. The events of his

life are recorded in a passage (Gen. x. 8 tl'.) which,

fi'om the conciseness of its language, is involved in

considerable uncertainty. We may notice, in the

first place, the terms in ver. 8. 9, rendered in the

A. V. "mighty" and "mighty hunter before the

Lord." The idea of any moral qualities being

conveyed by these expressions may be at once

rejected ; for, on the one hand, the words " before

the Lord" are a mere superlative adjunct (as in

the parallel expression in Jon. iii. 3), and contain

no notion of Divine approval ; and, on the other

hand, the ideas of violence and insolence with

which tradition invested the character of the hero,

as delineated by Josophus"^ {^Ant. i. 4, §2), are

sot necessarily involved in the Hebrew words,

though the tei-m gibbor^ is occasionally taken in

a bad sense ((?. g. Ps. Iii. 1). The term may

b A racy and cliaracterlstic passage, aimed at the doc-

trina haereticorum, and playing on the name as signify-

ing a leopard, will be found in Jerome's Commentary on
Is. XV. 6.

= The view of Nimrod's character taken by this writer

originated partly perhaps In a false etymology of the

name, as thotigh it were connected with the Hebrew root

mdrad n"]D)' " to rebel," and partly from the supposed

connexion of the hero's history with the building of the

tower of Bab^ There is no ground for the first of these

assumptions: the name is either Cushite or Assyrian.

Nor, again, does the Hible connect Nimrod with the bnild-

ing of the tower ; for it only stales that Babel formed one

of his capitals. Indications have, indeed, been noticed by
Bunsen {Bibdxrerk, v. 71) of a connexion between the two
narratives; they have undoubtedly a common Jehovistic

character ; but the point on which he lays most stress (the

expression in i. "2, " from the east, ' or " eastward'" is in
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be regai-ded as betokening personal prowess with

the accessory notion of gigantic stature (as in the

LXX, yiyas). It is somewhat doubtful whether

the prowess of Nimrod rested on his achievements

as a hunter or as a conqueror. The literal ren-

dering of the Hebrew words would undoubtedly

apply to the former, but they may be regarded

IS a translation of a proverbial expression ori-

ginally current in the land of Nimrod, where the

terms signiiicant of " hunter " and " hunting
"

appear to have been applied to the forays of the

sovereigns against the suirounding nations.* The
two phases of prowess, liunting and conquering,

may indeed well have been combined in the same
person in a rude age, and tlie Assyrian monuments
abound with scenes which exhibit the skill of the

sovereigns in the chase. But the (tontext certainly

favours the special application of tlie term to the

case of conquest, for otherwise the iissertion in

ver. 8, " he begati to be a mighty one in the

earth," is devoid of point—while, taken as intro-

ductory to what follows, it seems to indiciite

Nimrod as the first who, after the flood, established

a powerful empire on the earth the limits of which

are afterwards defined. The next point to be

noticed is the expression in ver. 10, " The be-

ginning of his kingdom," taken in connexion with

tiie commencement of ver. 11, which admits of

the double sense: "Out of that land went forth

Asshur," as in the text of the A. V., and " out

of that land he went forth to Assyria," as in the

margin. These two passages mutually react on

each other ; for if the w^ords " beginning of his

kingdom " mean, as we believe to be the case,

" his first kingdom," or, as Gesenius {Thes. p.

1252) renders it "the territory of which it was

at first composed," then the expression implies a

subsequent extension ot his kingdom, in other

words, that " he went forth to Assyria." If,

however, the sense of ver. 11 be, "out of that

land went forth Asshur," then no other sense

can be given to ver. 10 than that "the capital of

his kingdom was Babylon," tliough the expression

must be equally applied to tlie towns subsequently

mentioned. This rendering appears untenable in

all lespectS; and the expression may therefore be

cited in support of the marginal rendering of ver.

11. With regard to the latter passage, either

sense is permissible in point of grammatical con-

struction, for the omission of the local affix to the

word Asshur, which forms the chief objection to

the marginal rendering, is not peculiai- to this

passage (comp. 1 K. xi. 17; 2 K. xv. 14), nor is

it necessary even to assume a prolepsis in the

reality worthless for the pui-pose. The influence of the

view taken by Josephus is curiously developed in the

identification of Nimrod with the constellation Orion, the

Hebrew name cesil (?^p3)' " foolish," being regarded as

synonymous with Nimrod, and the giant form of Orion,

together with its Arabic name, " the giant,'' supplying

another connecting link. Josephus follows the LXX. In

his form of the name, N<Ppio57)s. The variation In the

LXX. is of no real Importance, as it may be paralleled by

a similar exchange of fi for ^ in the case of 2e|3Aa (1 Chr.

i. 47), and, in a measure, by the insertion of the p before

the liquids in other cases, such as Ma/appij (Gen. xiv. 13).

The variation hardly deserves the attention it has received

In Rawlinson's Herod. 1. 596.

" "135.

• Tiglath-pileser I., for instance, is described as he

that " pursues after " or " hunts the peojile of Bilu-Nipm."
So also of other kings (Rawlinson's //«/<h/. i. 59f.)
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application of tlie tei-m Asshur to the land o(

Assyria at the time of Niniiod's invasion, inas-

much as the historical liute of this event niny be

consiiierably later than tiie s;enealo_£;ical statement

v.-ould imply. Authorities iioth .uicient ;uid mo-

dern are divided on the subject, but the most

weighty names of modern times support tiie mar-

gmal rendering, as it seems best to accord with

lustorical truth. The unity of the passage is

moreover supported by its peculiarities both of

style and matter. It does not seem to have

formed part of the original genealogical statement

but to be an interpolation of a later date ;• it is

the only insfcmce in which pereonal characteristics

are attributed to any of the names mentioned ; tlie

proverbial expression which it embodies bespeaks

its traditional and fragmentaiy character, and there

is nothing to connect the passage either with what

precedes or with what follows it. Such a fiag-

mentary record, though natural in reference to a

single mighty hero, would hardly admit of the

introduction of references to others. The only

subsequent notice of the name Nimrod occure iu

Jlic. V. 6, where the "land of Nimrod" is a

synonym either tor Assyria, just before mentioned,

or for Babylonia.

The chief events in the life of Nimrod, then, are

(1) that he was a Cushite
; (2) that he established

an empire in Shinar (the classical Babylonia), the

chief towns being Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh
;

and (3) that he extended this empire northwards

along the course of the Tigi-is over Assyria, where

he founded a second group of capitals, Nineveh,

iiehoboth. Calah, and Kesen. These events cor-

respond to and may be held to represent the

taiient historical facts connected with the earliest

stages of the great Babylonian empire. 1. In the

first place, there is abundant evidence that the race

that first held sway in the lower Babylonian plain

was of Cushite or Hamitic extraction. Tradition

assigned to Belus, the mythical founder of Baby-
lon, an Egyptian origin, inasmuch as it described

him as the son of Poseidon and Libya (Diod. Sicul.

i. 28 ; ApoUodor. .i. 1, §4; Pausan. iv. 23, §5)

;

the astrological system of Babylon (Diod. Sicul. i.

81) and perhaps its religious rites (HestiaeusB ap.

Joseph. Ant. i. 4, §;>) were referred to the same
quarter ; and the legend of Oannes, the great teacher

of Babylon, rising out of the Erythraean sea, pre-

served by Syncellus {Chronoi/r. p. 28), points in

the same direction. The name Cash itself was
preserved in Babylonia and the adjacent countries

under the forms of Cossaei, Cissia, Cuthah, and
Susiana or Chnzistan. The earliest written lan-

guage of Babylonia, as known to us from existing

inscriptions, bears a strong resemblance to that of

Egypt and Ethiopia, and the same words have

been found in each country, as in the case of

Mirikh, the Meroe of Ethiopia, the JIars of

Babylonia (Rjiwlinson, i. 442). Even the name
Nimrod appeai-s in the list of the Egyptian kings

of the 22nd dynasty, but there are reasons for

thinking that dynasty to have been of Assyrian
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' The expressions 1133, /HH, and still more the use

of the term mn), are regarded as indications of a Jeho-

vistic original, while the genealogy itself Is Elohistlc. It

should be further noticed that there Is nothing to mark
the connexion or distinciion between Nimrod and the

other sons of Cush.

g The passage quoted by Josephus is of so fragmentary a
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extraction. Putting the above-mentiOned consi-

derations together, they leave no doubt as to the
connexion between the ancient Babylonians and the

Ethiopian or Egyjitian .^tock (respectively the
Nimrod and the Cush of the Mosaic table). Wore
than this cannot be fairly inferred from the data,

and we must therefore withhold our assent from
Bunsen's view {Bibebrcrh, v. 69) that the Cushite
origin of Nimrod betokens the westward progress
of the Scythian or Turanian races from the coun-
tries eastward of Babylonia ; for, though branches
of the Cushite family (such as tlie Cossaei) had
pressed forward to the cast of the Tigins, and
though the early language of Babylonia bears in

its structure a Scythic or Turanian character, yet

both these features are susceptible of explanation in

connexion with the original eastward progress of

the Cushite race.

2. In the second place, the earliest seat of empire
was in the south part of the Babylonian plain.

The large mounds, which for a vast number of

centuries have covered the ruins of ancient cities,

have already yielded some evidences of the dates

aud names of their founders, and we can assign the

highest antiquity to the towns re]ire>ented by the

mounds of Xiffer (perhaps the early Babel, though
also identified with Calneh), Warka (the Biblical

Erech), Mughcir (Ur), and Senkereh (Ellasar),

while the name of Accad is preserved in the title

Kimi-Akkad, by which the founder or embellisher

of those to^^^ls was distinguished (Rawlinson, i.

435). The date of their foundation may be placed

at about B.C. 2200. We may remark the coinci-

dence between the quadruple groups of capitals

noticed in the Bible, and the title Kiprat or

Kiprat-arha, assumed by the early kings of Baby-
lon and supposed to mean " four races " (Rawlin-

son, i. 438, 447).

3. In the third place, tlie Babylonian empire
e.xtended its sway northwards along the coui-se of

the Tigris at a period long anterior to the rise of
the Assyrian empire in the 13th century B.C. We
have indications of this extension as early as about

1860 when Shamas-Iva, the sou of Ismi-dagon
king of Babylon founded a temple at Kileh-shergat

(supposed to be the ancient Asshur). The exist-

ence of Nineveh itself can be traced up by the aid

of Egyptian monuments to about the middle of

the lyfh century B.C., and though the historical

name of its founder is lost to us, )'et tradition

mentions a Belus as king of Nineveh at a period

anterior to that assigned to Nintis (Layard's Ni-
neveh, ii. 231), thus rendering it prol>able that the

dynasty represented by the latter name was pre-

ceded by one of Babylonian origin.

Our present information does not penmit us to

identify Nimrod with any personage known to us

either fi-om insciiptions or from classical writei-s.

Ninus and Belus are representative titles rather

than pei-sonal names, and are but equivalent terms

for " the lord," who was regarded as tl)c founder of

the empires of Nineveh and Babylon. We have no

re;ison on this account to doubt the personal exist-

rharacter, that its original purport can hardly be guessed.

He adduces it apparently to illustrate the name Sliiiiar,

but the context favours the supposition that the writer

referred to the period subsequent to the flood, in which

case we may infer the belief (1) that the population of

Babylonia was not autochthonous. but immigrant; (2) tliat

the point from which it immigrated was from the west,

Belus being identified with Zeus Enyallus.
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ence* of Nimrod, for tlie events with which he is con-

nected fiill within the shadows of a remote antiquity.

But we nriy, nevertheless, consistently with this

belief, ass\niie that a large portion of the interest

with which he was investeil was the mere reflection

of the sentiments with which the nations of west-

ern Asia looked back on the overshailowing great-

ness of the ancient Babylonian empii-e, the very

monuments of wliich seemed to tell of days when
"there were giants in the earth." The feeling

which suggested the colouring of Nimrod as a

'•eprcsentative hero still finds place in the land of

his achievements, and to him the modem Arabs'

ascribe all the gi-eat works of ancient times, such as

the Birs-Nimrud near Babylon, Tel A'imrud near

Baghdad, the dam of Suhr el Ninvud across the

Tigris below Mosul, and the well-known mound of

A'iinrud in the same neighbourhood. [W. L. B.]

NIM'SHI (^K'OD : Hafieffcrl ; in 2 Chr. Na/iecr-

ffu: Namsi). The grandfather of Jehu, who is

generally called " the son of Nimshi " (1 K. six. 16 •

2 K. ix. 2, 14, 20 ; 2 Chr. xxii. 7).

NIN'EVEH (niyj : Niceut, mvos : Nims,

Ni7ios, Ninive), the capital of the ancient kingdom
and empire of Assyria ; a city of great power, size,

and renown, usually included amongst the most
ancient cities of the world of which there is any
historic record. The name appears to be com-
pounded from that of an Assyrian deity, " Nin,"

corresponding, it is conjectured, with the Greek

Hercules, and occuiring in the names of several As-
syrian kings, as in " Ninus," the mythic tbunder,

according to Greek tradition, of the city. In the

Assyrian Inscriptions Nineveh is also supposed to be

called " the city of Bel."

Nineveh is firet mentioned in the 0. T. in con-

nexion with the primitive dispeisement and migi-a-

tions of the human lace. Asshur, or, according to

the marginal reading, which is generally preferred,

Nimrod, is there described (Gen. x. 11) as extending

his kingdom from the land of Shinai-, or Babylonia,

in the south, to Assyria in the north, and found-

ing four cities, of which the most famous was
Nineveh. Hence .Assyria was subsequently known
to the Jews as " the land of Nimrod " (cf. Mic. v. 6),
and was believed to have been first peopled by a

colony from Babylon. The kingdom of Assyria and
of the Assyrians is referred to in the 0. T. as con-

nected with the Jews at a very eaily period ; as in

Num. xxiv. 22, 24, and Ps. Ixxxiii. 8 : but after the

notice of the foundation of Nineveh in Genesis no
further mention is made of the city until the time
of the book of Jonah, or the 8th century B.C., sup-

posing we accept the earliest date for that narrative

[Jonah], which, however, according to some critics,

must be brought down 300 yeare later, or to the

h We must notice, witlioni however adoptinp, the views
lately prup<jutnied by Si. 1). Chwolson in liis pamphlet,

Ueber die I'eberreste der altbabylonischen I.iteratur. He
has discovered tlie name Ncmrod or Nemroda in the

manuscript works of an Arabian writer named Ibn-

Wa'hschijjah, who professes to give a translaiion of cer-

tain original literary works in the Nabathacan language,

one of which, "on Xabalbaoan aftriculiure," Is In part

assigned by him to a writer named yut'anii. This yut ami

Incidentally menllims that he lived in Babylon under a

dynasty of Canaanltcs, which had l>een foundod by a priest

named Nemrod. M. Chwolson assigns Ibn-Wa'liscliijjah

to the end of the 9th century of our new era, and Qiit'ami

to the early part of the 13th century b.c. He regards the
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5th century B.C. In this book neither Assyi-ia nor

the Assyrians are mentioned, the king to whom the

prophet was sent being tenned the " king of Nine-

veh," and his subjects " the people of Nineveh."

Assyria is first called a kingdom in the time of

Menahem, about B.C. 770. Nahum (? B.C. 64;»)

directs his prophecies against Nineveh ; only once

against the king of Assyria, ch. iii. 18. In 2 Kings

(xix. 36) and Isaiah (xxxvii. 37) the city is first dis-

tinctly mentioned as the residence of the monarch.
.Sennacherib wiis slain there when worshipping in the

temple of Nisroch his god. In 2 Chronicles (xxxii.

21 ;, where the same event is described, the name of

the place where it occurred is omitted. Zephaniah,

about B.C. 630, couples the capitid and the kingdom
together (ii. 13) ; and this is the hist mention of

Nineveh as an existing city. He probably lived to

witness its destruction, an event impending at the

time of his prophecies. Although Assyria and the

Assyrians are alluded to by Ezekiel and Jeremiah,

by the former as a nation in whose miserable ruin

piophecy had been fulfilled (x.xxi.}, yet they do not

refer by name to the capital. Jeremiah, when enu-

merating " all the kingdoms of the world which are

upon the face of the earth'' (ch. xxv.), omits all

mention of the nation and the city. Habakkuk only

speaks of the Chaldaeans, which may lead to the

inference that the date of his prophecies is somewhat
later than that usually assigned to them. [Habak-
kuk.] From a comparison of these data, it has been

genei ally assumed that the destruction of Nineveh

and the extinction of the empire took place between

the time of Zephaniah and that of Ezekiel and Jere-

miah. The exact period of these events has conse-

quently been fixed, with a certain amount of cou-

cuiTent evidence derived from classical history, at

B.C. 606 (Clinton, Eisti ffellen. i. 269). It has been

shewn that it may have occurred 20 yeai-s earlier.

[Assyria.] The city was then laid waste, its

monuments destroyed, and its inhabitants scattered

or carried away into captivity. It never rose again

from its ruins. This total disappearance of Nineveh

is fully confirmed by the records of profane history.

There is no mention of it in the Persian cuneiform

inscriptions of the Achaeinenid dynasty. Herodotus

(i. 193) speaks of the Tigris as "the river upon

which the town of Nineveh formerly stood." He
must have passed, in his journey to Babylon, very

near the site of the city—perhaps actually over

it. So accurate a recorder of what he saw would

scarcely have omitted to mention, if not to describe,

any ruins of importance that might have existed

there. Not two centuries had then elapsed since

the fall of the city. Equally conclusive proof of

its condition is atlbrded by Xenophon, who with the

ten thousand Greeks encamped during his retreat

on, or very near, its site (B.C. 401). The very

name had then been forgotten, or at Ifjst he does

term Nabathaean as meaning old- Babylonian, and the

works of Qut'ami as the remains of a Babylonian litera-

ture. He further Identifies the Canaanite dynasty with

the fifth or Arabian dynasty of Berosus, and adduces the

legend of Cepbous, the king of Joppa, who reigned from

the Mediterranean to the Krythrnean sea, in confirmation

of such a Canaauitish invasion. It would be beyond our

I province to discuss the various questions raised by this

I
cuiiuus discovery, 'i'he result, if established, would be

I to bring the date of Nimrod down to about B.C. 1500.

' The Arabs retain Josephus' view of the impiety of

I

Nimrod, and have a collection of legends respecting his

[

idolatry, bis enmity against Abraham, &c. (Layard's

yineveli, i. 24 note).
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not appear to have been acquainted with it, I'or he

calls one group of ruins " Larissa," and merely states

that a second group was near the deserted town of

Mespila {Anab. h. iii. 4, §7). The ruins, as he

describes them, conespond in many respects with

those which exist at the present day, except that

he assigns to the walls near Mespila a circuit of

six parasangs, or nearly three times their actual

dimensions. Ctesias placed the city on the Eu-

phrates {Frag. i. 2), a proof either of his igno-

rance or of the entire disappeai-ance of the place.

He appears to have led Diodorus Siculus into the

same error (ii. 27, 28)." The historians of Alex-

ander, with the exception of Arrian {InclA'I, 3), do

not even allude to the city, over the ruins of which

the conqueror must have actually marched. His

great victory of Arbela was won almost in sight of

them. It is evident that the later Greek and Roman
writers, such as Strabo, Ptolemy, and Pliny, could

only have deiived any independent knowledge they

possessed of Nineveh fi-om traditions of no authoiity.

They concur, however, in placing it on the eastern

bank of the Tigris. During the Roman period, a

small castle or fortified town appears to have stood

on some part of the site of the ancient city. It was

jirobably built by the Persians (Amm. JIarcell.

xxiii. 22) ; and subsequently occupied by the Romans,

and erected by the Emperor Claudius into a colony.

It appears to have borne the ancient traditional

name of Nineve, as well as its corrupted fomi of

Ninos and Ninus, and also at one time that of

Hierapolis. Tacitus {Ann. xii. 13), mentioning its

capture by Jleherdates, calls it " Ninos ;
" on coins

of Trajan it is " Ninus," on those of Jlaximinus
" Niniva," in both insUinces the epithet Claudiopolis

being added. Many Roman remains, such as sepul-

chral vases, bronze and other ornaments, sculp-

tured figures in marble, terracottas, and coins, have
been discovered in the rubbish covering the Assyrian

ruins ; besides wells and tombs, constructed Long

after the destruction of the Assyrian edifices. The
Roman settlement appeal's to have been in its turn

abandoned, for there is no mention of it when
Heraclius gained the gieat victory over the Per-

sians in the battle of Nineveh, fought on the very

site of the ancient city, A.D. 627. After the Arab
conquest, a tort on the east bank of the Tigris

bore the name of " Ninawi " (Rawlinson, As. Soc.

Journal, vol. xii. 418). Benjamin of Tudela, in

the 12th century, mentions the site of Nineveh as

occupied by numerous inhabited ^^llages and small

to\vnships (ed. Asher, i. 91). The name remained

attached to the ruins during the Middle Ages ; and

from them a bishop of the Chaldaean Church derived

his title (Assemani, iv. 439) ; but it is doubtful

whether any town or fort was so called. Early

English travellers merely allude to the site (Pm--

chas, ii. 1387). Niebuhr is the first modem tra-

veller who speaks of" Nuniyah " as a village stand-

ing on one of the ruins which he describes as " a

considerable hill " (ii 353). This may be a cor-

ruption of " Nebbi Yunus," the Prophet Jonah, a

name still given to a village containing his apo-

cryphal tomb. Mr. Rich, who surveyed the site in

1820, does not mention Nuniyah, and no such place

now exists. Tribes of Turcomans and sedentary

Arabs, and Chaldaean and Syrian Christians, dwell in

small mud-built villages, and cultivate the soil in the
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» In a fra^ncnt from Ctesias, preserved by Nicolaus

Daniascenus, the city is restored to its true site.

(MuUer, Frag. Hist. Grace, iii. 358.)

country around the ruins ; and occasionally a tribe of
wandering Kurds, oi- of Bedouins driven by hunger
fiom the desert, will pitch their tents amongst
them. After the Arab conquest of the west "of
Asia, Mosul, at one time the flourishing capital of
an independent kingdom, rose on the opposite or
western bank of the Tigris. Some similarity in

the names has suggested its identifiaitiou with the
Mespila of Xenophon

; but its first actual mention
only occurs after the Arab conquest (a.h. 16, and
A.D. 637). It was sometimes known as Athur, and
was united with Nineveh as an episcopal see of the
Chaldaean Church (Assemani, iii. 269). It has lost

all its ancient prosperity, and the greater part of
the town is now in ruins.

Traditions of the unrivalled size and magnificence

of Nineveh were equally familiar to the Greek and
Roman writers, and to the Arab geographers. But
the city had fallen so completely into decay before

the period of authentic history, tliat no description

of it, or even of any of its monuments, is to be
found in any ancient author of trust. Diodorus
Siculus asserts (ii. 3) that the city foi-med a quad-
rangle of 150 stadia by 90, or altogether of 480
stadia (no less than 60 miles), and was surrounded by
walls 100 feet high, broad enough for three chariots

to drive abreast upon them, and defended by 1500
towers, each 200 feet in height. According to Strabo
(xvi, 737) it was larger than Babylon, which was
385 stadia in circuit. In the O.T. we find only vague
allusions to the splendour and wealth of the city,

and the very indefinite statement in the book of

Jonah that it was " an exceeding gieat city," or
" a great city to God," or " for God" {i. e. in the

sight of God), " of three days' journey ;" and that

it contauied " six score thousand persons who could

not discern between their right hand and their left

baud, and also much cattle" (iv. 11). It is ob-

vious that the accounts of Diodorus ai'e for the

most part absurd exaggerations, founded upon fabu-
lous traditions, for which existing remains afford

no wan-ant. It may, however, be remaiked that

the dimensions he assigns to the area of the city

would correspond to the three days' journey of
Jonah—the Jewish day's journey being 20 miles

—

if that expression be applied to the circuit of the

walls. " Persons not discerning between their

right hand and their left " may either allude to

clrildren, or to the ignorance of the whole population.

If the first be intended, the number of inhabitants,

according to the usual calculation, would have
amounted to about 600,000. But such expressions

are probably mere Eastern figures of speech to

denote vastness, and far too vague to admit of exact

intei-pretation.

The political histoiy of Nineveh is that of As-
syria, of which a sketch has already been given.

[Assyria.] It has been observed that the ten-itory

included within the boundaries of the kingdom of

Assyria proper was comparatively limited in extent,

and that almost within the immediate neighbour-

hood of the capital petty kings apjiear to have ruled

over semi-independent states, owning allegiance and

paying tribute to the great Lord of the Empire,

"the King of Kings," according to his Oriental title,

who dwelt at Nineveh. (Cf. Is. x. 8: " Are not

my princes altogether kings? ") The.se jietty kings

were in a constant state of rebellion, which usu:i!ly

shewed itself by their refusal to pay the appoitioned

tribute—the principal link between the soveivigu and

the dependent states—and repejited expeditious were

undertaken against them to enfoi ce this act of obe-
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dieuce. (Cf. 2 K. xvi. 7, xvii. 4, where it is stated

that the wai- made by the Assyrians upon the Jews

was for the purpose of enforcing the payment of

tribute.) There was, consequently, no l)ond ,of

sympathy arising out of common interests between

the various populations whicii made up the empire.

Its political condition was essentially weak. When
an independent monarch was suliiciently powerful

to cany on a successful war against the great

king, or a dependent prince sufficiently strong to

throw oS' his allegiance, the empire soon came to

an end. The fall of the capital was the siguiil for

universal disruption. Each petty st;itc asserted its

independence, until leconquered by some wailike

chief who could fomid a new dynasty and a new
empire to replace those which had fallen. Thus

on the borders of the great rivers of Mesopotamia

arose in turn the lirst Babylonian, the Assyrian,

the Median, the second Babylonian, the Persian,

and the Seleucid empires. The capital was how-

ever invariably changed, and generally transferred

to the principal seat of the conquering race. In

the East men have rarely lebuilt great cities

which have once fallen into decay—never perhaps

on exactly the same site. Ifthe position of the old

capital was deemed, from political or commercial

reasons, more advantageous than any other, the

population was settled in its neighbourhood, as at

Delhi, and not amidst its ruins. But Nineveh,

having follen witli the empire, never rose again. It

was abandoned at once, and suffered to perish

utterly. It is probable that, in conformity with

an Eastern custom, of which we find such remark-

able illustrations in the history of the Jews, the

entire population was removed by the conquerors,

and settled as colonists in some distant province.

The Euins.—Pi-evious to recent excavations and
researches, the ruins which occupied the presumed
site of Nineveh seemed to consist of mere shapeless

heaps or mounds of earth and rubbish. Unlike

the vast masses of brick masonry whicli mark the

site of Babylon, they showed externally no signs of

artificial construction, except perhaps here and there

the traces of a rude wall of sun-dried bricks. Some
of these mounds were of enormous dimensions

—

looking in the distance rather like natural elevations

than the work of men's hands. Upon and arounil

them, however, were scattered innumerable frag-

ments of pottery—the unening evidence of former
habitations. Some had been chosen by the scat-

tered population of the land as sites for villages, or

for small mud-built forts, the mound itself aftbrding

means of refuge and defence against the marauding
parties of Bedouins and Kurds which for generations

have swept over the face of the country. The
summits of othei-s were sown with corn or barley.

During the spring months they were covered with
gi-ass and flowers, bred by the winter rains. 'i"he

Arabs Cidl these mounds " Tel," the Turcomans and
Turks " Teppeh," both words being equally applied

to natural hills and elevations, and the lirst having;

been used in the same double sense by the most

ancient Semitic races (cf Hebrew ?P1, "a hill," "a

mound," "a heap of rubbish," Ez. iii. 1.5, Ezr. 11.59;

Neh. ^^i. 61; 2 K. xix. 12). They are found in

vast numbei-s throughout the whole region watered

by the Tigris and Euphiates and their confluents,

from the Taurus to the l'ersi;m Gulf They are

seen, but are less numerous, in Syria, parts of

Asia Minor, and in the plains of Armenia. Wherc-

ever they have been examinetl they ajipear to have
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furnished remams which identify the period of

their construction with that of the alternate supre-

macy of the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian em-
pires. They dilier greatly in fonn, size and height.

Some are mere conical heaps, varying from 50 to

150 feet high; others have a broad fLit summit,
and very precipitous clill'-like sides, furrowed by

deep ravines worn by the winter nuns. Such
mounds are especially numerous in the region to

the east of the Tigi-is, in which Nineveh stood, and

some of them must mark the ruins of the As-

syrian capital. There is no ediHce mentioned by
ancient authors as forming part of the city, which

we are requiied, as in the case of Babylon, to

identify with any existing remains, except the tomb,

accoiding to some, of Ninus, according to others of

Sardanapalus, which is recoi-ded to have stood at

the entrance of Nineveh (Diod. Sic. ii. 7 ; Amynt.
Fra;/. ed. Jliiller, p. 13fi). The only difliculty is

to determiue which ruins are to be comprised

within the actual limits of the ancient city. The
northern exti-emity of the principal collection ot

mounds on the eastern bank of the Tigiis may be

fixed at Sheieef Khan, and the southern at Nim-
roud, about 6^ miles from the junction of that

i-iver with the gieat Zab, the ancient Lycus. East-

ward they extend to Khorsabad, about 10 miles

N. by E. of;Shereef Khan, and to Kaiamless, about

15 miles N.E. of Nimroud. Within the area of this

irregular quadrangle are to be found, in every

direction, traces of ancient edifices and of foi-mer

population. It comprises various separate and dis-

tinct groups of ruins, four of which, if not more,

are the remains of fortified inclosures or strong-

holds, defended by walls and ditches, towers and

ramparts. The principal are—1, the group imme-
diately opposite Mosul, including the great mounds
of Kouyunjik (also called by the Arabs, Araioushee-

yah) and Nebbi Yunus ; 2, that near the junction

of the Tigris and Zab, comprising the mounds of

Nimroud and Athur; 3, Khorsabad, about 10 miles

to the east of the former river ; 4, Shereef Khan,

about 5| miles to the north of Kouyunjik ; and 5,

Selamiyah, 3 miles to the north of Nimroud.
Other large mounds are Baaskeikhah, and Karam-
less, wheie the remains of fortified inclosures may
perhaps be traced, Baazani, Yarumjeh, and Bellawat.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that all these

names are compaiatively modern, dating from after

the Mohammedan conquest. The respective position

of these ruins will be seen in the accompanying

map (p. 549). We will describe the most important.

The ruins opposite Mosul consist of ;ui inclo-

sure foi-med by a continuous line of mounds, re-

sembling a vast embankment of e.-u'th, but marking

the remains of a wall, the western flice of which is

interrupted by the two gi-eat mounds of Kouyunjik
and Nebbi Yunus fp. 550). To the east of this inclo-

sure are the remains of an extensive line of defences,

consisting of moats and ramparts. The inner wall

forms an irregular quadrangle with very unequal

sides—the northern being 21533 yards, the western,

or the river-face, 4533, the eastern (where the

wall is almost the segment of a circle) 5300 yards,

and the southern but little more than 1000; alto-

gether 13,200 yards, or 7 English miles 4 fur-

longs. The present height of this earthen wall is

between 40 and 50 feet. Here and there a mound
more lofty than the rest covers the remains of a

tower or a gateway. The walls appear to have
been originally faced, at least to a certain height,

with stone masonry, some remains of which have
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teen discovoieJ. The mound of Kouyunjik is of

irregular form, being nearly square at the S.W.
corner, and ending almost in a point at the N.E.

It is about loOO yards in length, by 500 in its

greatest width ; its greatest height is 96 feet, and
its sides are precipitous, with occasior.al deep ravines

or watercourses. The summit is nearly flat, but falls

from the W. to the E. A small village formerly stood

ujion it, but has of late years been abandoned. The
Khosr, a narrow but deep and sluggish stream,

sweeps round the southern side of the mound on its
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way to jom the Tigris. Anciently dividing itself into

two branches, it completely suiTounded Kouyunjik.
Nebbi Yunus is considerably smaller than Kouyunjik,
being about 530 yards by 4:30, and occupying an
area of about 40 acres. In height it is about the
same. It is divided into two nearly equal parts by
a depression in the surface. Upon it is a Turcoman
village containing the apocryphal tomb of Jonah,
and a bnrial-groiuid held in gi-eat sanctitv by Mo-
hammedans from its vicinity to this sacred edifice.

Itemains of entrances or gateways have been dis-

nprise ancient Nineveh.
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covered in the N. and E. walls (6). The Tigns
formerly ran beneath the VV. wall, and at the foot

of the two great mounds. It is now about a mile
distant from them, but during very high spring

Hoods it sometimes reaches its micient bed. The
\V. face of the iuclosure («) was thus protected by

. c»

Plau of Kouyunjik and Nebbi Yunus.

the river. The N. and S. faces (6 and d) were
strengthened by deep and broad moats. The E. (c)

being most accessible to an enemy, was most strongly
fortified, and presents the remains of a very elaborate

system of defences. The Khosr, before entering the
inclosure, which it divides into two ne.uly equal
parts, i-an for some distance almost parallel to it (/),
and supplied the place of an artificial ditch for about
half the length of the E. wall. The remainder of

the wall was protected by two wide moats (A),

fed by the stream, the supply of water being regu-
lated by dams, of which traces still exist. In
addition, one or more ramparts of earth were
thrown up, and a moat excavated between the
inner walls and the Khosr, the eastern bank of
which was very considerably raised by artificial

iTieiUis. Ik'low, or to the S. of the stream, a third
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ditch, excavated in the compact congiomerate rock,

and about 2U0 feet bi'oad, extended almost the whole
length of the E. face, joining the moat on the S.

An enoi-mous outer i-ampart of earth, still in some
places above 80 feet in height (i), completed the

defences on this side. A few mounds outside this

rampart probably mark the sites

of detached towers or foitified

posts. This elaborate system ot

fortifications was singularly well

devised to resist the attacks of

an enemy. It is remarkable that

within the inclosure, with the

exception of Kouyunjik and Nebb,'

yunus, no mounds or irregulari-

ties in the surface of the soil

denote ruins of any size. The
ground is, however, strewed in

every direction with fragments

of brick, pottery, and the usual

signs of ancient population.

Nimroud consists of a similar

inclosure of consecutive mounds
—the remains of ancient walls.

The system of defences is how-
ever very inferior in importance

and completeness to that of Kou-
yunjik. The indications of towers

occur at regular intei-vals ; 108
may still be traced on the N.
and E. sides. The area forms

an irregular square, about 2331
yards by 2095, containing about

1000 acres. The N. and E. sides

were defended by moats, the \V.

and S. walls by the river, which

once flowed immediately beneath

them. On the S.W. face is a

gieat mound, 700 yards by 400,
and covering about 60 acres,

with a cone or pyramid of earth about 140 feet

high rising in the N.W. corner of it. At the S.E.

angle of the inclosure is a gi-oup of lofty mounds
called by the Arabs, after ^'imroud's lieutenant,

Athur (cf Gen. s. 11). Accoi-ding to the Arab
geographers this name at one time applied to all

the ruins of Nimroud (Layard, Nin. and its Rem.
ii. 245, note). Within the inclosure a few slight

in-egularities in the soil mark the sites of ancient

habitations, but there are no indications of ruins of

buildings of any size. Fragments of brick and

pottery abound. The Tigris is now
1
J mile distant

ti'om the mound, but sometimes reaches them during

extraordinary Hoods.

The mclosure-walls of Khorsabad form a square

of about 2000 yards. They show the remains . d
towers and gateways. There aie appai-ently no

traces of moats or

ditches. The mound——-gr^i^j-— -="- which gives its name
to this group of ruins

rises on the N.W.
face. It may be di-

vided into two parts

or stages, the upper
"^^ about 650 ft. square,

• and 30 ft. high, and
the lower adjoining

it, about 1350 by
300. Its summit
was foimerly occu-

pied by an Arab vil-
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lage. In one corner there is :i pyramid or cone,

similar to that at Nimroud, but very interior in

lieight and size. Witliin the interior are a few

mounds marking the sites of propylaea and similar

detached monuments, but no traces of considerable

buildings. These ruins were known to the early

Arab geographers by the name of " Saraoun," pro-

bably a traditional corruption of the name of Sar-

gon, the king who founded the pidaces discovered

there.

Shereef Khan, so called from a small village in

the neighbourhood, consists of a group of mounds
of no great size when compared with other Assy-

rian ruins, and without traces of an outer-wall.

Selamiyah is an inclosure of irregular form, situated

upon a high bank overlooking the Tigris, about

5000 yards in circuit, and containing an area of

about 410 acres, apparently once surrounded by

a ditch or moat. It contains no mound or ruin,

and even the earthen rampart which marks the

walls has in many places nearly disappeared. The

name is derived from an Arab town once of some

importance, but now reduced to a miserable village

inhabited by Turcomans.

The greater part of the discoveries which, of late

years, have thiown so much light upon the history

and condition of the ancient inhabitants of Nineveh

were made in the ruins of Nimroud, Kouyunjik,

and Khorsabad. The first traveller who carefully

examined the supposed site of the city was Mr.

Rich, formerly political agent for the East India

Company at Baghdad ; but his investigations were

almost entirely confined to Kouyunjik and the sur-

rounding mounds, of which he made a survey in

]8'20. From them he obtained a few relics, such

as inscribed pottery and bricks, cylinders, and gems.

Some time betbre a bas-relief representing men and

animals had been discov'>red, but had been destroyed

by the Mohammedans. He subsequently visited the

mound of Nimroud, of which, however, he was

unable to make more than a hasty examination

(Narrative of a Residence in Kurdistan, ii. 131).

Several travellers described the ruins after Mr. Rich,

but no attempt was made to e.xplore them syste-

matically until M. Botta was appointed French

consul at Mosul in 1843. Whilst excavating in the

mound of Khorsabad, to which he had been directed

by a peasant, he discovered a row of upright ala-

baster slabs, forming the panelhng or skirting of

the lower part of the walls of a chamber. This

chamber was found to communicate with others of

similar construction, and it soon became evident

that the remains of an edifice of considerable size

were buried in the mound. The French (iovern-

meiit having given the necessary funds, the ruins

were fully explored. They consisted of the lower

part of a number of halls, rooms, ami passages, for

the most part wainscoted with slabs of coaree gray

alabaster, sculj)tured with figures in relief, the prin-

cipal entrances being tbrmed by colossal human-

headed winged bulls. No remains of exterior archi-

tecture of any great importance were discovered.

The calcined limestone ami the gi-eat accumulation

ot" charred wood and charcoal showed that the

building had been destroyed by fire. Its upper part

had entirely disappeared, and its general plan could

only be restored by the remains of the lower stoiy.

The collection of Assyrian sculptures in the Louvre

fcune from these ruins.
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" It must be observed, once for all, that whilst the

Assyrian proper names are given in the text according

The excavations subsequently carried on by JIM.
Place and Fresnel at Khorsabad led to the discovery,

in the inclosure below the platform, of propylaea,

flanked by colossal human-headed bulls, and of other

detached buildings forming the approaches to the

palace, and also of some of the gateways in the

inclosure-walls, ornamented with similar mythic
figures.

M. Botta's discoveries at Khorsabad were followed

by those of Mr. Layaid at Nimroud and Kouyunjik,
made between the years 1845 and 1850. The
mound of Nimroud was found to contain the ruins of

several distinct edifices, erected at different periods

—materials for the construction of the latest hav-

ing been taken from an earlier building. The most
ancient stood at the N.W. corner of the platform,

the most recent at the S.E. In general plan and
in construction they resembled the ruins at Khorsa-

bad—consisting of a number of halls, chambers,

and galleries, panelled with sculptured and inscribed

alabaster slabs, and opening one into the other by
doorways generally formed by pairs of colossal

human-headed winged bulls or lions. The exterior

architecture could not be traced. The lofty cone

or pyramid of earth adjoining this edifice covered

the ruins of a building the basement of which was
a square of 165 feet, and consisted, to the height

of 20 feet, of a solid mass of sun-dried bricks, faced

on the four sides by blocks of stone carefully

squared, bevelled, and adjusted. This stone facing

singularly enough coincides exactly with the height

assigned by Xenophon to the stone plinth of the

walls {Anab. iii. 4), and, is surmounted, as he

describes the pliuth to have been, by a super-

structure of bricks, nearly every kiln-burnt brick

bearing an inscription. Upon this solid substructure

there probably rose, as in the Babylonian temples, a

succession of platforms or stages, diminishing in

size, the highest having a shrine or altar upon it

(Babel ; Layard, Nin. and Bah. ch. v.). A
vaulted chamber or gallery, 100 feet long, 6 broad,

and 12 high, crossed the centre of the mound on a

level with the summit of the stone-masonry. It

had evidently been broken into and rified of its con-

tents at some remote period, and may have been a

royal sepulchre—the tomb of Ninus, or Sardana-

palus, which stood at the entrance of Nineveh. It

is the tower described by Xenophon at Larissa as

being 1 plethron (100 feet) broad and 2 plethra

high. It appears to have been raised by the son of

the king who built the N.W. palace, and whose
name in the cuneiform inscriptions is supposed to be

identified with that of Sardanapalus. Shalmanubar
or Shalmaneser,'* the builder of this tomb or tower,

also erected in the centre of the great mound a

second palace, which appears to have been destroyed

to furnish materials for later buildings. The black

obelisk now in the British Museum was found

amongst its ruins. On the W. face of the mound,
and adjoining the centre palace, are the remains

of a third edifice, built by the grandson of Shal-

manubar, whose name is read Iva-Lush, and who
is believed to be the Pul of the Hebrew Scriiv

tures. It contained some important inscribed slabs,

but no sculptures. Essarhaddon raised (about B.C.

680) at the S.W. corner of the platform another

royal abode of considerable extent, but constructed

principally with materials brought from his prede-

cessor's palaces. In the opposite or S.E. coiner

to the latest interpretations of the cuneiform inscrip-

tions, they are very doubtful.
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are the ruins of a still later palace built by his

grandson Ashui--emit^ili, very inferior in size and

in sp'e"do"" O o*'^o'' Assyrian pdificps. Tts rooms

were snnl' it ipy iis to hi\e hid no fieit hilN,

and the chambers were panelled with slabs of com-

mon stone without sculpture or inscriptions, ijome

impoi-tant detached figures, believed to bear the

name of tlie historical Semi»-amis, were, however,
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found in its ruins. At the S.W. comer of the

mound of Kouyunjik stood a palace built by Sen-

nacherib (about b.C. 7(J0), exceeding in size and
in magnificence of decoration iill othere hitheilo

exjiloved. It occupied nearly lOU acres. Al-

though much of the building yet remanis to be

examined, and much has altogether perished, about

60 courts, halls (some nearly 150 feet square),

rooms, and passages (one 200 feet long), have been

discovered, all panelled with sculpturtd slabs of

alabiister. The entrances to the edifice and to the

principal chambers were flanked by gi-oups of winged
liuman-headed lions and bulls of colossal projwi-

!
tions—some nearly 20 feet in height ; 27 jwilals

1 thus foi-med were excavated by Mr. Layard. A
second palace was erected on the same platform

by the son of Essai'haddon, the third king of the

name of Sardanapalus. In it were discovered

sculptures of great interest and be-auty, amongst
tliem the series representing the lion-hunt now in

the British Museum. Owing to the sanctity at-

tiibuted Ijy Mohammedans to the supposed tomb
of Jonah, gi-eat difliculties were experienced in ex-

amining the mound upon which it stands. A
shaft sunk within the walls of a private house led

to the discovery of sculptured slabs ; and excava-

tions subsequently carried on by agents of the

Turkish Government proved that they formed part

of apalace erected by Essarhaddon. two entmnces

or gateways in the great inclosure-walls have been

excavated— one (at b on plan) flanked by colossal

human-headed bulls and human figures. They, as

well as the walls, appear, according to the inscrip-

tions, to have been constructed by Sennacherib.

No propylaea or detached buildings have as yet been

discovered withm the inclosure. At Shereeff Khan
are the ruins of a temple, but no sculptured slabs

have been dug up there. It was founded by Sen-

nacherib, and added to by his grandson. At Sela-

miyah no remains of buildings nor any fragments of

sculpture or inscriptions have been discovered.

The Assyrian edifices were so nearly alike in

general plan, construction, and decoration, that one

description will suffice for all. They were built

upon artificial mounds or platfoiTOs, varying in

height, but generally from 3o to 50 feet above the

level of the surrounding country, and solidly con-

structed of regular layers of sun-dried bricks, as at

Nimroud, or consisting merely of earth and rubbish

he;iped up, as at Kouyunjik. The mode of raising

the latter kind of mound is represented in a series

of b;»s-reliefs, in which captives and prisonei-s are

seen amongst the workmen ( Layard, Mon. of Nin.

2nd series, pi. 14, 15). This platfonn was probably

faced with stone-masonry, remains of which were

discovered at Kimroud, and broad flights of steps

(such as were found at Khorsabad) or inclined

ways led up to its summit. Although only the

general plan of the giound-floor cau now be traced,

it is evident that the palaces had several stories

built of wood and sun-dried bricks, which, when the

building was deserted and allowed to fall to decay,

gradually buiied the lower chambers with their

ruins, and protected the sculptured slabs from the

eftects of the weather. The depth of soil and
rubbish above the alabaster slabs vaiied fi-om a

few inches to about 20 feet. It is to this accumu-
lation of rubbish above tbem that the bas-reliefs

owe their extraordinary presei"vation. The portions

of the edifices still remaining consist of halk, cham-
bers, and galleries, opening for the most pai-t into

large uncovered courts. The paititiou walls vary
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from G to l.S feet in tliickncss, and are solidly

built of sun-dried bricks, against wliich are placed

the panelling or skirting of alabaster slabs. No
windows have hitherto been discovered, and it is

probable that in most of the smaller chambers light

was only admitted through the doors. The wall,

above the wainscoting of alab:xster, was plastered,

and painted with figures and ornaments. The pave-

ment was formed either of inscribed slabs of alabaster,

or large flat kiln-burnt bricks. It rested upon layers

of bitumen and fine sand. Of nearly similar con-

struction are the modern houses of Mosul, the archi-

tecture of whicii has probably been preserved from

the earliest times as that best suited to the climate

and to the manners and wants of an Oriental people.

The rooms are grouped in the same manner round

open courts or large halls. The same alabaster,

usually carved with ornaments, is used for wains-

coting "the apartments, and the walls are constructed

of sun-dried bricks. The upper part and the ex-

ternal architecture of the Assyrian palaces, both

of which have entirely disappeared, c;m only be

restored conjecturally, from a comparison of monu-
ments represented in the bas-reliefs, and of edifices

built by nations, such as the Persians, who took

their arts from the Assyrians. By such means

Mr. Fergusson has, with much ingenuity, attempted

to reconstruct a palace of Nineveh {TUe Palaces of

Nineveh and Pcrsepolis restored). He presumes

that the iippcr stories were built entirely of sun-

dried bricks and wood—a supposition warranted by

the absence of stone and marble columns, and of

remains of stone and bunit-brick-masonry in the

rubbish and soil which cover and surround the

ruins ; that the exterior was richly sculptured and

painted with figuies and ornaments, or decorated

with enamelled bricks of bright colours, and that

liglit was admitted to the principal chambers on

tiie ground-floor through a kind of gallery which

formed the upjier part of them, and upon which
rested the wooden pillars necessary for the sup-

port of the superstructure. The capitals and

various details of these pillars, the friezes and

architectural ornaments, he restores from the stoue

columns and other remains at Persepolis. He con-

jectures that curtains, suspended between the pillnrs,

kept out the glaring light of the sun, and that the

ceilings were of wood-work, elaborately painted with

patterns similar to those represented in the sculp-

tures, and probably ornamented with gold and ivory.

The discovery at Khoi-sabad of an arched entrance

of considerable size and depth, constructed of sun-

diied and kiln-biunt biicks, the latter enamelled

with figures, leads to the inference that some of the

smaller chambers may have been vaulted.

The sculptures, with the exception of the human-
headed lions and bulls, were for the most part in

low relief. The colossal figures usually represent

the king, his attendants, and the gods ; the smaller

sculptures, which either cover the whole lace of

the slab, or are divided into two compartments by

bands of inscriptions, represent battles, sieges, the

chase, single combats with wild beasts, religious

ceremonies, &c. &c. All refer to public or national

events ; the hunting-scenes evidently recording the

prowess and pei-sonal valour of the king as the

he;id of the people—" the mighty hunter before

the Lord." The sculptnies appear to have been

jiainted—remains of colour having been found on

most of them. Thus decorated, without and within,

the Assyrian palaces must have displayed a bar-

baric magnificence, not however devoid of a cer-
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tain grandeur and beauty, which no ancient or

modern edifice has probably exceeded. Amongst the

small objects, undoubtedly of the Assyrian period,

found in the ruins, were copper-vessels (some em-

bossed and incised with figures of men and animals

and graceful ornaments), bells, vai'ious instruments

and tools of co})per and iron, arms (such as spear

and arrow heads, swords, daggers, shields, helmets,

and fragments of chain and plate armour), ivory

ornaments, glass bowls and vases, alabaster unis,

figures and other objects in terra-cotta, pottery,

]iarts of a throne, inscribed cylinders and seals of

agate and other precious materials, and a few de-

tached statues. All these objects show great me-
chanical sltill and a correct and refined taste, in-

dicating considerable advance in civilization.

These great edifices, the depositories of the na-

tional recoids, appear to have been at the same time

the abode of the king and the temple of the gods

—

thus corresponding, as in Egypt, with the character

of the monarch, who was both the political ;uid

religious chief of the nation, the special favourite

of the deities, and the interpreter of their decrees.

No building has yet been discovered which possesses

any distinguishing features to mark it specially as a

temple. They are all precisely similar in general

plan and construction. Most probably a part of the

palace was set apart for I'eligious worship and cere-

monies. Altars of stone, resembling the Greek tripod

in form, have been found in some of the chambers

—in one instance before a figure of the king him-

self (Layard, Nin. and Bab. 351). According to

the inscriptions, it would, however, appear that the

Assyrian monarchs built temples of great magnifi-

cence at Nineveh, and in various parts of the empire,

and profusely adorned them with gold, silver, and

other precious materials.

Site of the City.—JIuch diversity of opinion

exists as to the identification of the ruins which

may be properly included within the site of ancient

Nineveh. According to Sn- H. Rawlinson and those

who concur in his interpretation of the cuneiform

characters, each group of mounds we have described

represents a separate and distinct city. The name
applied in the inscriptions to Nimroud is supposed

to read " Kalkhu," and the ruins are consequently

identified with those of the Cahdi of Genesis (x. 1 1) ;

Khorsabad is Sargina, as founded by Sargou, the

name having been retained in that of Sarghun, or Sa-

raoun, by which the ruins were known to the Arab
geographers; ShereefKhan is Tarbisi. v'>elamiyah has

not yet been identified, no inscription having been

found in the ruins. The name of Nineveh is limited

to the mounds opposite Mosul, including Kon-
yunjik and Nebbi Yunus. Sn- H. I^wlinson was at

one time inclined to exclude even the former mound
from the precincts of the city (Journ. of As. Soc.

xii. 418). Furthermore, the ancient and primitive

capital of Assyria is supposed to have been not

Nineveh, but a city named Asshnr, whose ruins

have been discovered at Kalah Sherghat, a moun((

on the right or W. bank of the Tigris, about 60

miles S. of Mosul. It need scarcely be observe<l

that this theory rests entirely upon the presumed

accuracy of the interpretation of the cuneifonn

inscriptions, and that it is totally at variance with

the accounts and tratlitions preserved by sacred and

classical history of the antiquity, size, and imjior-

tance of Nineveh. The area of the inclosure of

Kouyunjik, about 1800 acres, is far too small to

represent the site of the city, built as it must have

been in accordance with eastern customs and man-
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lid's, even after allowing for every exaggeration on

the ])art of aneieat writers. Captain Jone?
(
To-

pogruphij of Nineveh, Joum. of R. Asiat. Soc. xv.

p. 82+) computes that it would contain 17^,000
inhabitants, 50 square yai-ds being given j> each

person ; but the b;isis of this calculation would
sciircely aj)ply to any modern Eastern city. If

Kouyunjik represents Nineveh, and Nimroud Calah,

where are we to place Resen, " a great city " be-

tween the two? (Gen. s. 12.) Scarcely at Sela-

miyah, only three miles from Nimroud, and where
no ruins of any importance exist. On the other

hand, it has been conjectured that these groups

of mounds are not ruins of separate cities, but of

fortified royal residences, each combining palaces,

temples, propylaea, gardens, and parks, and having

its peculiar name ; and that they all fonned part

of one great city built and added to at different

periods, and consisting of distinct quarters scattered

over a very large area, and fiequently very distant

one from the other. Nineveh might thus be com-

pared with Damascus, Ispahan, or perhaps more
appropriately with Delhi, a city rebuilt at various

periods, but never on exactly the same site, and
whose ruins consequently cover an area but little

inferior to that assigned to the capiiil of Assyria.

The primitive site, the one upon which Nineveh
was originally founded, may possibly have been

that occupied by the mound of Kouyunjik. It is

thus alone that the ancient descriptions of Nineveh,
if any value whatever is to be attached to them,

can be reconciled with existing remains. The ab-

.sence of all traces of buildings of any size within

the inclosures of Nimroud, Kouyunjik, and Khor-
sabad, and the existence of propylaea foiTning part

of the approaches to the palace, beneath and at a

considerable distance from the great mound at

Khorsabad, seem to add weight to this conjecture.

Even Sir H. Kawlinson is compelled to admit that

all the ruins may have formed part of " that group
of cities, which in the time of the prophet Jonah,

was known by the common name of Nineveh " {On
the Inscriptions of Biibylonia and Assi/rid, Joum.
As. Soc). But the existence of fortified palaces is

consistent with Oriental custom, and with authentic

descriptions of ancient E.astern cities. Such were
the residences of the kings of Babylon, the walls of

the largest of which were UO stadia, or 7 miles in

circuit, or little less than those of Kouyunjik, and
considerably greater than those of Nimroud [Ba-
bylon]. The Persians, who appear to have closely

imitated the Assyrians in most things, constructed
similar fortilied parks, or paradises—;is they were
allied—which included royal dwelling places (Quint.
Curt. 1. 7, c. 8). Indeed, if the interpretation of

the cuneifonn inscriptions is to be trusted, the

Assyi-ian palaces were of ]>reciseiy the same cha-

lacter; for that built by Essarhaddon at Nebbi
Yunus, is stated to have been so large that horses

and other animals were not only kept, but even

bred within its walls (Fox Talbot, Assyr. Texts
translated, 17, 18). It is evident that this de-

scription cannot apply to a building occupying so

confined an area as the summit of this mound, but
to a vast inclosed space. This aggregation of
strongholds may illustrate the allusion in Nahum
(iii. 14), " Draw thee watei-s for the siege, fortify

' To support the theory of the ancient capital of

Assyria being Asshur, a further identification is re-

quired of two kings whose names are read Tiglath-

pileser, one found in a rock-cut inscription at Bavian
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thy strong holds," and " repair thy fortified places."

They were probably surrounded by the dwellings

of the mass of the population, either collected in

gi-oups, or scattered singly in the midst of fields,

orchai-ds, and gardens. There are still sufficient

indic'itions in the country around of the sites of

such habitations. The fortifieil inclosures, whilst

including the residences of the king, his family or

immediate tribe, his principal officers, and probably

the chief priests, may also have served as places of

refuge for the inhabitants of the city at large in

times of danger or attack. According to Diodorus

(ii. 9) and Quiutus Curtius (v. 1), there was land

enough within the precincts of Babylon, besides

gardens and orchards, to furnish corn for the wants

of the whole population in case of siege ; and in the

book of Jonah, Nineveh is said to contain, besides its

population, "much cattle" (iv. 11). As at Baby-
lon, no great consecutive wall of inclosure comprising

all the ruins, such as that described by Diodorus,

has been discovered at Nineveh, and no such wall

ever existed, otherwise some traces of so vast and

massive a structure must have remained to this

day. The river Gomel, the modern Ghazir-Su,

may have formed the eastern boundary or defence

of the city. As to the claims of the mound of

Kalah Sherghat to represent the site of the pri-

mitive capital of Assyria called Asshur, they must
rest entirely on the interpretation of the inscrip-

tions. This city was founded, or added to, they are

supposed to declare, by one Shamas-Iva, the son

and viceroy, or satrap, of Ismi-Dagon, king of Ba-

bylon, who reigned, it is conjectured, about l).c.

1840. Assyiia and its capitiil remained subject to

Babylonia until B.C. 1273, when an independent

Assyrian dynasty was founded, of which fourteen

kings, or moie, reigned at Kalah Sherghat. Abonl
B.C. 930 the seat of government, it is asserted,

was transferred by Sardanapalus (the second of

the name, and the Sai-danapalus of the Greeks)

to the city of Kalkhu or Calah (Nimroud), which

had been founded by an eiilier monarch named
Shalmanubar. There it continued about 2.'>0

years, when Sennacherib made Nineveh the cap-

ital of the empire [Assyria]. These assumptions

seem to rest upon very slender grounds ; and

Dr. Ilincks altogether rejects the theory of the

Babylonian character of these early kings, believing

them to be .\ssyrian {Report to Trustees of Brit.

Mm. on Cylimlers and Tcrra-Cottas). It is believed

that on an inscribed terra-cotta cylinder discovered

at Kalah Sherghat, the foundation of a temple is

attributed to this Shamas-lva. A royal name
similar to that of his father, Ismi-Dagon, is read on

a biick from some ruins in southern Babylonia, and

the two kings are presumed to be identical, although

there is no other evidence of the fact (liawl. Herod.

i. p. 450, note 5) ; indeed the only son of this Ba-

bylonian king mentioned in the inscriptions is

read Ibil-anu-duina, a name entirely different from

that of the presumed viceroy of Asshur. It is

by no means an uncommon occurrence that the

same names should be found in royal dynasties

of very different periods.<= The Assyrian dynas-

ties furnish more than one example. It may be

further obsei-ved that no remains of sufficient

antiquity and importance have been disco^•ered at

in the mountains to the E. of Mosul, the other occur-

ring on the Kalah Sherghat cylinder. M. Oppert has

questioned the identity of the two (Rawl. Herod, i.

459, and note;.
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Kalah Sherghat to justify the opinion that it was

the ancient capital. The only sculptiue found in

the ruins, the seated tignve in black basalt now
in the British Museum, belongs to a later period

than the monuments from the N.W. palace at

Nimroud. Upon the presumed identification above

indicated, and upon no otlier evidence, as far as we
can understand, an entiiely new system of Assyrian

history and chronology has been constructed, of

which a sketch has been given under the title As-

syria (see also Rawlinsou's Herod, vol. i. p. 489).

It need only be pointed out here that this system

IS at variance with sacred, classical, and monumental

history, and can sciircely be accepted as proven,

until the Assyrian ruins have been examined with

more completeness than has hitherto been possible,

and until the decipherment of the cuneiform in-

scriptions ha-s made far greater progress. It has

been shown how continuously tradition points to

Nineveh as the ancient capital of Assyria. There is

no allusion to any other city which enjoyed this

rank. Its name occurs in the statistical table of

Karnak, in conjunction with ^^aharaina or lleso-

jiotamia, and on a fi-agment i-ecently discovered by

M. Mariette, of the time of Thotmas III., or about

B.C. 1490 (Birch, Trans. R. Soc. of Lit. ii. 345,

second Series) ; and no mention has been found on

any Egyptian monument of such cities as Asshur

and Calah. Sir H. Rawlinson, in a paper read

before the R. S. of Lit., has, however, contended

that the Naharayn, Saenkar, and Assuri of the

Egyptian inscriptions are not Mesopotamia, Singar,

and .Vssyiia, and that Nin-i-iu is not Nineveh at all,

but refers to a city in the chain of Taurus. But
these conclusions are altogether rejected by Egyp-
tian scholars. Further researches may show that

Sennacherib's palace at Kouyunjik, and that of Sar-

danapalus at Nimroud, were built upon the site,

and above the remains of very much earlier edifices.

According to the interpretation of the inscriptions,

Sardanapalus himsel f founded a temple at " Nineveh
"

(Rawl. Herod, i. 462), yet no traces of this, building

have been discovered at Kou3'unjik. Sargon restored

the walls of Nineveh, and declares that he erected

his palace "near to Nineveh" [id. 474), wliilst

Sennacherib only claims to have rebuilt the palaces,

which were " rent and split from extreme old age"
{id. 475), employing 360,000 men, captives from

Chaldaea, Syria, Armenia, and Cilicia, in the under-

taking, and spe.aks of Nineveh as founded of old,

and governed by his forefathers, " kings of the old

time" (Fox Talbot, on Bellino's cylinder, Journ.

of As. Soc. vol. xviii.). Old palaces, a great tower,

and ancient temples dedicated to Ishtar and Bar
Muri, also stood there. Hitherto the remains of no

other edifices than those attributed to Sennacherib

and his successors have been discovered in the gi-oup

of ruins opposite Mosul.

Prophecies relatinq to Nineveh, and Illustra-

tiorts of the 0. T.—These are exclusively contiinetl

in the Books of Nahum and Zephaniah ; for

although Isaiah foretells the downfall of the Assy-

rian empire (ch. x. and xiv.), he makes no mention

of its capital. Nahum threatens the entire de-

struction of the city, so that it shall not rise again

from its ruins: " With an overrunning flood he

will make iin utter end of the place thereof." " He
will make an utter end; aliliction shall not rise up
th" second time" (i. 8, 9). "Thy people is scat-

t'led upon the mountains, and no one gathereth

them. There is no healing of thy bruise" (iii.

18, 19). The manner in which the city should be
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taken seems to be indicated. " The defence shall

be prepared" (ii. 5) is rendered in the marginal

leading " the covering or coverer shall be prepared,"

.and by Mr. Vance Smith {Prophecies on Assyria

and the Assyrians, 242), "the covering machine,"

the covered battering-ram or towei' su])po&ed to be

represented in the bas-reliefs as being used in sieges.

Some commentators believe that " the overrunning

Hood " refers to the agency of water in the destruc-

tion of the walls by an extraordinary overfiow of

the Tigris, and the consequent exposure of the city

to assault through a breach ; others, that it applies

to a large and devastating army. An allusion to

the overflow of the river may be contained in ii. 6,

"The gates of the rivers shall be opened, and the

palace shall be dissolved," a prophecy supposed to

have been fulfilled when the Medo-Babylonian army
captured the city. Diodorus (ii. 27) relates of that

event, that " there was an old prophecy that Ni-

neveh should not be taken till the river became an

enemy to the city : and in the third year of the

siege the river being swoln with continued rains,

overflowed part of the city, and biolie down the

wall for twenty stadia ; then the king thinking

that the oracle was fulfilled and the river become
an enemy to the city, built a large funeral pile in

the palace, and collecting together all his wealth,

and his concubines and eunuchs, burnt himself and

the palace with them all : and the enemy entered

the breach that the waters had made, and took the

city." Most of the edifices discovered had been

destroyed by fire, but no part of the walls of either

Nimroud or Kouyunjik appears to have been washed
away by the river. The Tigris is still subject

to very high and dangerous floods during the

winter and spring rains, and even now frequently

reaches the ruins. When it flowed in its ancient

bed at the foot of the walls a part of the city

might have been overwhelmed by an extraordinary

inundation. The likening of Nineveh to ''a pool

of water" (ii. 8) has been conjectured to refer to

the moats and dams by wliicli a portion of the

country around Nineveh could be flooded. The
city was to be partly destroyed by fire, "The fire

shall devour thy bars," " then shall the fire devour

thee" (iii. 13, 15). The gateway in the northern

wall of the Kouyunjik inclosure had been destroyed

by fire as well as the palaces. The population was
to be surprised when unprepared, " while they are

drunk as drunkards they shall be devoured as

stubble fully dry " (i. 10). Diodorus st;vtes tliat

the last and fatal assault was made when they were
overcome with wine. In the bas-reliefs carousing

scenes are represented, in which the king, his cour-

tiers, and even the queen, reclining on couches or

seated on thrones, and attended by musicians, appear

to be pledging each other in bowls of wine (Botta,

Man. de Nin. pi. 63-07, 112, 113, mid one very in-

teresting slab in the Brit. Mus., figured on p. 556).
The captivity of the inhabitiints,and their removal to

distant provinces, are predicted (iii. 18). Their

dispersion, which occurred when the city fell, was
in accordance with the barbarous custom of liie

age. The palace-temples were to be plundered of

their idols, "out of the house of thy gods will

I cut off the giaven image and the molten image
"

(i. 14), and the city sacked of its wealth : "Take
ye the spoil of silver, tike the spoil of gold" (ii. 9).

For ages the Assyiian edifices have been despoiled

of their sacred images ; and enormous a'nounts of

gold and silver were, according to tradition, takfn

to Ecbatana by the conquering Medes (Diod. Sic.

k
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ii.). Only one or two fragments of tlie precious

metals were found in the ruins. Nineveh, after its

fall, wjis to be "empt)', and void, and waste" (ii.

10) ; " it shall come to pass, that all they that look

upon thee shall flee from thee, and say, Nineveh is

laid waste" (iii. 7). These epithets descnbe the

present state of the site of the city. But the
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fullest and the most vivid and poetical picture of

its i-uined and deserted condition is that given by

Zephaniah, who probably lived to see its fall. " He
will make Nineveh a desolation, and diy like a

wilderness. And flocks sliall lie down in the midst

of her, all the beasts of the nations : both the cor-

morant and the bittern shall lodge in the rpjier

l^iiS^^^s^^^^-^^;—J--

King feasting.

lintels of it : their voice shall sing in the windows :

desolation shall be in the thresholds : tor he shall

uncover the cedar work .... how is she become

a desolation, a place for beasts to lie down in !

every one that passeth by her shall hiss and wag

his hand" (ii. 13, 14, 15). The canals which

once fertilised the soil are now dry. E.\cept when

the earth is green after the periodiail rains the site

of the city, as well as the surrounding country,

is an ai'id yellow waste. Flocks of sheep and herds

of camels may be seen seeking scanty pasture

amongst the mounds. Fiom the unwholesome

swamp within the ruins of Khorsabad, and from the

i-eedy banks of the little streams that flow by Kou-

vunjik and Nimroud may be heard the croak of the

coi-morant and the bittern. The cedar-wood whicli

adorned the ceilings of the palaces has been uncovered

by modern explorers (I.ayard, Nin. 4' -Bti6. :>57), and

in the deserted halls the hyena, the wolf, the fox, and

the jackall, now lie down. Many allusions in the

0. T. to the dress, arms, modes of waithre, an("

customs of the peo))le of Nineveh, as well as of the

Jews, are explained by the Nineveh monuments.

Thus (Nah. ii. 3), "the shield of his mighty men
is made red, the valiant men are in scarlet." The

shiekls and the dresses of the wan-iors are generally

painted led in the sculptures. The magnificent

description of the assault upon the city (iii. 1, 2, 3)

is illustrated in almost eveiy particular (I.ayar''

Nin.anditsJiem. ii., part ii., ch. v.). The mounds

built up against the walls of a besieged town (Is.

xxxvii. 33 ; 2 K. xix. 32 ; Jer. xxxii. 24, &c.), the

battering-ram (Ez. iv. 2), the various kinds

ofarmour, helmets, .shields, speai-s, and swords,

used in battle and during a siege ; the chariots

and horses (Nah. iii. 3; Chakiot), are ^11

seen in various bas-reliefs (I.ayard, Nin. and

its Rem. ii., part ii., chaps, iv. and v.).

The custom of cutting oft' the he.ads of the

.slain and placing them iji hea[.s (2 K. x. 8)

is constantlv represented (Layai-d, ii. 184).

The allu.sion in 2 K. xix. 28, " I will put mjr

hook in thv nose and my bridle in thy lips,"

is illustrated in a bas-relief fiom Khoi-sabad

{id. 376).

From Kouyunjik.

I

The interior decoration of the Assyrian palaces

' is described by Ezekiel, himself a captive in As-

syria and an eye-witness of their magnificence

(xxiii. 14, 15). "She saw men of sculptured work-

manship upon the wails; likenes.scs of the Chal-

daeans pictured in red, girded with girdles upon

their loins, with coloured flowing heaJ-dresses upon

their heads, with the aspect of princes all ot them
"

(Lay. Nin. and its Rem. ii. 307) ; a descripfi( ii

strikingly illustrated by the sculptured likenesses ot

the As.syrian kings and wanloi's (see espcially Bott i.

Man. de Nin. pi. 12). The mystic figures sr^cn by tli>'

prophet in his vision (ch. i.), uniting the man, tlic

lion, the os, and the eagle, may have been suggest.d

by the eagle-headed idols, and man-headed bulls an I

lions (by some identified with the cherubim ot tlic

Jews [CiiERUii]), and the sacred emblem ot the
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Aris.

—
^The origin of Assyrian art is a subject at

present involved in nij'stery, and one wliich offers a

wide field for speculation and research. Those who
derive the civilisation and political system of the

Assyrians from Babylonia would trace their arts to

the same source. One of the principal features of

their architecture, the artificial platform serving as

a substructure for their national edifices, may have

been taken from a people inhabiting plains perfectly

fiat, such as those of Shinar, rather than an undu-

lating country in which^natural elevations are not un-

common, such as Assyria proper. But it still remains

to be proved that there are artificial mounds in

Babylonia of an earlier date than mounds on or

near the site of Nineveh. Whether other leading fea-

tuies and the det;iils of Assyrian architecture came

from the same source, is much more open to doubt.

Such Babylonian edifices as have been hitheiio ex-

plored are of a later date than those of Nineveh,

to which they j'ppear to bear but little resem-

lilance. The only features in common seem to be

the ascending stages of the temples or tombs, and

the use of enamelled bricks. The custom of panelling

walls with alabaster or stone must have originated

in a country in which such materials abound, as in

Assyria, and not in the alluvial plains of southern

Mesopotamia, where they cannot be obtained except

at great cost or by great labour. The use of sun-

dried and kiln-burnt bricks and of wooden columns

would be common to both countries, as also such

arrangements for the admission of light and exclu-

sion of heat as the climate would natui'ally suggest.

In none of the ai-ts of the Assyrians have any

traces hitherto been found of progressive change.

In the architecture of the most ancient known
edifice all the characteristics of the style are already

fully developed ; no new features of any import-

ance seem to have been intioduced at a later period.

The palace of Sennacherib only excels those of

his remote predecessors in the xastness of its pro-

portions, and in the elaborate magnificence of

its details, in sculpture, as probably in paint-

ing also, if we possessed the me;\ns of comparison,

the same thing is observable as in the remains

of ancient Kgypt. The earliest works hitherto

discovered show the result of a lengthened period of

gradual development, which, judging from the slow

progress made by untutored men in the arts, must
have extended over a vast mimber of years. They
exhibit the arts of the Assyrians at the highest

stage of excellence they probably ever attained.

The only change we can tiace, as in Egypt, is one

of decline or " decadence." The latest monuments,
such as those fiom the palaces of Kssarhaddon and

his son, show perhaps a closer imitation of natuie,

especially in the representation of animals; such as

the lion, dog, wild ass, &c., and a more careful and

minute execution of det;iils than those from the

earlier edifices ; but they are wanting in the sim-

plicity yet grandeur of conception, in the invention,

and in the variety of treatment displayed in the

most ancient sculptures. This will at once be

perceived by a comparison of the ornamental details

of the two periods. In the older sculptures there

occur the most graceful and varied combinations of

flowei-s, beasts, birds, and other natural objects,

treijted in a conventional and highly artistic man-

ner ; in the later there is only a constant and mono-
tonous repetition of rosettes and commonplace tbiTns,

without much display of invention or imaguiation

(compai-e Layard, Mon. of Ninecch, 1st series,

esjiecially plates 5, S, 43-48, 50, with 2nd series.
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passim; and with Botta, Monumens de Ninive). The
same remark applies to animals. The lions of the

earlier period are a gi-and, ideal, and, to a certam

extent, conventional representation of the beast—not

very ditl'erent from that of the Greek sculptor in

the noblest period of Greek art (Layard, Mon. of
Nin. 2nd series, pi. 2). In the later bas-reliefs, such
as those from the palace of Sardanapalus III., now
in the British lluseum, the lions are more closely

imitated from nature without any conventional

elevation ; but what is gained in truth is lost in

dignity.

The same may be observed in the treatment of

the human form, though in its represenfcition the As-

syrians, like the Egyptians, would seem to Iwve been,

at all times, more or less shackled by religious pre-

judices or laws. For instance, the face is almost in-

variably in profile, not because the sculptor was
unable to represent the full face, one or two examples

of it occurring in the bas-reliefs, but probably be-

cause he was bound by a generally received custom,

through which he would not break. No new forms

or combinations appear to have been introduced into

Assyrian art during the four or five centuries, if not

longer period, with which we are acquainted with it.

We trace thi-oughout the same e;\gle-headed, lion-

headed, and fish-headed figures, the same winged
divinities, the same composite forms at the doorways.

In the earliest works, an attempt at composition,

that is at a pleasing and picturesque grouping of

the figures, is peihaps more evident than in the

later,—as may be illustrated by the Lion-hunt

om the N. W. Palace, now in the British Museum
(Layard, Mon. of Nin. pi. 10). A parallel may in

many respects be drawn between the arts of the

Assyrians from theii- earliest known period to their

latest, and those of Greece from Phidias to the

Homau epoch, and of Italy from the loth to the

18th century.

The ait of the Nineveh monuments must in the

present stite of our knowledge be accepted as an

original and national art, peculiar, if not to the

Assyrians alone, to the races who at various periods

possessed the country watered by the Tigris and
Euphrates. As it was undoubtedly brought to its

highest perfection by the Assyrians, and is espe-

cially characteristic of them, it may well and con-

veniently bear their name. From whence it was
originally derived there is nothing as yet to show.

If from I5abyIon, as some have conjectured, there are

no remains to prove the fact. Analogies may per-

haps be found between it and that of Egypt, but they

are not sufficient to connnce us that the one was
the offspring of the other. These analogies, if not

accidental, may have been derived, at some very
lemote period, from a common source. The two
may have been offshoots from some common trunk

which perished ages before either Nineveh or Thebes

was founded ; or the Phoenicians, as it has been

suggested, may have introduced into the two coun-

tries, between which they were placed, and between

which they may have formed a commercial link,

the ails peculiiu- to each of them. Whatever the

origin, the development of the arts of the two
countries appears to have been affected and directed

by very opposite conditions of national chanicter,

climate, geogi-aphical and geological position, politics,

and religion. Thus, Egyptian architecture seems to

have been derived from a stone prototype, .\ssyrian

from a wooden one—in accordance with the j.hysicul

nature of the two countries. Asspian ait is the

ty|)€ of power, vigour, and action ; Egyptian tliat of
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calm dignity and repose. The one is the expression

of an ambitious, conqueiing, and restless nature ; the

other of a i-ace which seems to have worked for itself

alone and for eternity. At a late period of Assyrian

history, at the time of the building of the Khoreabad
palace (about the 8th century B.C.), a more inti-

mate intercourse with Egypt through war or dynastic

alliances than had pre\nously e.\isted, appears to

have led to the introduction of objects of Egyptian

manufacture into Assyria, and may have influenced

to a limited e.xtent its arts. A precisely similar

influence proceeding from Assyria has been remarked

at the same period in Egypt, probably arising from

the conquest and temporaiy occupation of the

latter country by the Assyrians, under a king

whose name is read Asshur-bani-pal, mentioned in

the cuneiform inscriptions (Birch, Trans, of Ji. Soc.

of Lit., new series). To this age belong the ivories,

bronzes, and nearly all the small objects of an

Egyptian character, though not apparently of

Egyptian workmanship, discovered in the Assyrian

ruins. It has been asserted, on the authority of an

inscription believed to contain the names of certain

Hellenic artists from Idalium, Citium, Salamis,

Paphos, and other Greek cities, that Greeks were

employed by Essarhaddon and his son in executing

the sculptured decorations of their palaces (Kawl.

Berod. i. 483). But, passing over the extreme un-

certainty attaching to the deciphennent of proper

names in the cuneifomi character, it must be ob-

ser%-ed that no remains whatever of Greek art of

so early a period are known, which can be com-
pared in knowledge of principles and in beauty of

execution and of design with the sculptures of

Assyria. Js'iebuhr has remarked of Hellenic art,

that "anything produced before the Persian war
was altogether barbarous " (34th Lecture on An-
cient Jlistory). If Greek artists could execute such
monuments in Assyria, why, it rany be asked, did

they not display equal skill in their own country ?

The influence, indeed, seems to have been entirely

in the opposite direction. The discoveries at Nine-
veh show almost beyond a doubt that the Ionic ele-

ment in Greek art was derived from Assyria, as the

Doric came from Egypt. There is scai'cely a lead-

ing foi-m or a detail in the Ionic oi-der which cannot
be traced to Assyria—the volute of the column, the
frieze of gritfiiis, the honeysuckle-border, the guil-

loche, the Caryatides, and many other ornaments
peculiar to the style.

The arts of the A-ssyrians, especially their archi-

tecture, spread to surrounding nations,' as is usually
the case when one race is brought into contact with
another in a lower state of civilisation. They appear
to have crossed the Euphrates, and to h.ave had more
or less influence on the countries between it and
the Mediterranean. Monuments of an Assyrian
character have been discovei-cd in various parts

of Syria, and further researches would probably
disclose many more. The arts of the Phoenicians,

judging from the few specimens presen-ed, .show

the same influence. In the absence of even the

most insignilicant remains, and of any implements
which may with confidence be attributed to the

Jews [Arms], there are no materials for comparison
between Jewish and Assyrian art. It is possible

that the bronzes and ivories discovered at Nineveh

were of Phoenician manufacture, like the vessels in

."Solomon's temple. On the lion-weights, now in

the British Museum, are inscriptions both in the

cuneiform and Phoenician characters. The Assy-

rian inscriptions seem to indicate a direct depend-
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ence of Judaea upon Assyria from a very euly
period. From the descriptions of the temple and

"houses" of Solomon (cf. 1 K. vi., vii.; 2 Chi.

iii., iv. ; Joseph, viii. 2 ; Fergusson's Palaces of
Ninecch : and Layard, Nin. and Bab. 642), it would

appear that tliere was much similarity between

them and the palaces of Nineveh, if not in the

exterior architecture, ceitainly in the interior de-

corations, such as the walls panelled or wains-

coted with sawn stones, the sculptures on the

slabs representing trees and plant*, the remainder

of the walls above the skirting piiuted with various

colours and pictures, the figures of the winged

cheiiibim can-ed " all the house round," and espe-

cially on the doorways, the ornaments of open

flowers, pomegranates, and lilies (apparently corre-

sponding exactly with the rosettes, pomegranates,

and honey-suckle ornaments of the Assyrian bas-

reliefs, Botta, Mon. de iVm. and Layard, Mon. of
Nin.), and the ceiling, roof, and beams of cedar-

wood. The Jewish edifices were however very much
inferior in size to the Assyrian. Of objects of art (if

we may use the temi) contained in the Temple we
have the description of the piliai-s, of the brazen

sea, and of various bronze or copper vessels. They
were the work of Hiram, the son of a Phoenician

artist by a Jewish woman of the tribe of Naphtali

(1 K. vii. 14), a fact which gives us some insight

into Phoenician art, and seems to show that tlie

Jews had no art of their own, as Hiram was
fetched from Tyre by Solomon. The Assyrian

character of these objects is very remarkable.

The two pillars and " chapitei-s " of brass had

ornaments of lilies and pomegranates ; the bi-azen

sea was supported on oxen, and its rim was orna-

mented with flowers of lilies, whilst the bases wei.-

graven with lions, oxen, and cherubim on the bor-

ders, and the plates of the ledges with cherubim,

lions, and palm-trees. The vail of the temple, of

different colours, had also cherubim wiought upon

it. (Cf Layard, Nin. and Bab. woodcut, p. 588, in

which a lai-ge vessel, probably of bionze or copper,

is represented supported upon oxen, and Man. of

Nin. series 2, pi. 60, 65, 68,—in which vessels

with embossed rims appai-ently similar to those in

Solomon's temple are figured. Also series 1, pi. 8,

44, 48, in which embroideries with cherubim

occur.)

The influence of Assyria to the eastward was

even more considerable, extending fai" into Asia.

The Pei-sians copied their aichitecture (with such

modifications as the climate and the building-

materials at hand suggested), their sculpture, pro-

bably their piinting and their mode of writing,

from the Assyrians. The mined palaces of Pei-se-

polis show the same general plan of construction

as those of Nineveh—the entrances formed by

human-headed animals, the skirting of sculptuietl

stone, and the inscribed slabs. The various religious

emblems and the ornamentation have the same As-

syrian character. In Persia, however, a stone aichi-

tecture prevailed, and the columns in that material

have resisted to this day the ravages of time.

'I'he Persians made an advance in one respect

upon Assyrian sculpture, and probably painting

likewise, in an attempt at a natural representation ot

drapery by the introduction of folds, ofwhich there is

only the slightest indication on Assyrian monuments,
it may have been partly through Persia tliatthe in-

fluence of Assyrian art passed into Asia Minor and

thence into Gi-eece; but it had probably penetrated

far into the foi-mer country long before the Pei-sian



afterwards baked in a furnace or kiln. (Cf. Ezekiel,

iv. 1, "Take thee a tile . . . and pourlray upon
it the city, even Jerusalem.") The cylinders are

hollow, and appear, from the hole pierced through
them, to have been mounted so as to turn round,

and to piesent their several sides to the reader. The
character employed was the arrow-headed or cunei-

form—so called from each letter being foiined by
marks or elements resembling an arrow-head or a

wedge. This mode of writing, believed by some to

be of Turanian or Scythic origin, prevailed through-
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domination. We find it strongly shown in the

earliest monuments, as in those of Lycia and
Phrygia, and in the archaic sculptures of Branchidae.

But the early art of Asia Minor still offers a most

interesting field for investigation. Amongst the

Assyrians, the arts were principally employed, as

amongst all nations in their earlier stages of ci\'ili-

sation, for religious and national purposes. The
colossal figures at the doorways of the palaces were

mythic combinations to denote the attributes of a

deity. The " Jlan-Bull" and the " Man-Lion," are

conjectured to be the gods "Nin" and " Nergal," I out the provinces comprised in the Assyrian, Babylo-

presiding over war and the chace ; the eagle-headed nian, and the eastern portion of the ancient Persian

iud fish-headed figures so constantly repeated in
]

empires, from the earliest times to which any known
the sculptures, and as ornaments on vessels of

i record belongs, or at least 20 centuries before the

metal, or in embroideries—Nisroch and Dagon. The
|
Christian era, down to the period of the conquests

bas-reliefs almost invariably lecord some deed of the
j

of Alexander; after which epoch, although occa-

king, as head of the nation, in war, and in combat sionally employed, it seems to have gradually fallen

with wild beasts, or his piety in erecting vast into disuse. It never extended into Syria, Arabia,

palace-temples to the gods. Hitherto no sculptures
|
oi- Asia Minor, although it was adopted in AiTQenia.

specially illustrating the pri-

vate life of the Assyrians have Y )->f-«/ ,^ T-<^ A^TY « T {{ V *-*^^
been discovered, except one or '

' ^ '
I I A

two incidents, such as men
baking bread or tending horses,

introduced as mere accessories

into the historiciU bas-reliefs.

This may be partly owing to

the fact that no traces what-

ever have yet been found of

their burial places, or even of

their mode of dealing with

the dead. It is chiefly upon the walls of tombs
that the domestic life of the Egyptians has been so

fully depicted. In the useful arts, as in the fine

arts, the Assyn'ans had made a progress which
denotes a very high state of civilisation [Assyria].
When the inscriptions have been fully examined and
deciphered, it will probably be found that they

had made no inconsiderable advance in the sciences,

especiaUy in astronomy, mathematics, numeration,

ami hydraulics. Although the site of Nineveh
afforded no special advantages for commerce, and
although she owed her greatness rather to her poli-

tical position as the capital of the empire, yet,

situ.ated upon a navigable river communicating with

the Euphrates -and the Persian Gulf, she must have
soon formed one of the great trading stations between

T^ ^El SET -^11 -ET <3 ^n

A cursive writing lesembling the ancient Syrian

and Phoenician, and by some believed to be the

original form of all other cursive writing used in

Western Asia, including the Hebrew, appears to have

also been occasionally employed in Assyria, probably

tor documents written on parchment or pajiyrus, or

perhaps leather skins. The Assyrian cuneitbim cha-

racter was of the same class as the Babylonian,

only differing from it in the less complicated nature

of its forms. Although the primaiy elements in the

later Persian and so-called Median cuneiform were

the same, yet their combination and the value of

the letters were quite distinct. The latter, indeed,

is but a form of the Assyrian. Herodotus terms all

cuneiform writing the " Assyrian writing " (Herod,

iv. 87). This character may have been derived

that impoi-t;uit inland sea, and Syria, and the Medi- ! fiom some more ancient form of hieroglyphic

teiTanean, and must have become a depot for the writing ; but if so, all traces of such origin have
merchandise supplied to a gi'eat part of Asia Minor,

j

<lisappeai ed. The Assyrian and Babylonian alpha-

Armenia, and Persia. Her merchants are described bet (if the term may be ap]ilied to above 200
in Ezekiel (xxvii. 24) as trading in blue clothes signs) is of the most complicated, imperfect, and

and broidered work (such as is probably represented I arbitrary natm-e—some characters being phonetic,

in the sculptures), and in Nahum (iii. 10) as
\

othere syllabic, others ideographic— the same cha-
" multiplied ab<jve the stars of heaven." The ani-

j

racter being frequently used indifferently. This

mals represented on the black obelisk in the British constitutes one of the principal ditficulties in

Museum and on other monuments, the rhinoceros, the process of deciphennent. The investigation

the elephant, the double-humped camel, ;u)d various ' first commenced by Grotefend (Heeren, Asiatic

kinds of apes and monkeys, show a communication
^

Nations, vol. ii. App. 2) has since been carried

direct or indirect with the remotest paits of Asia, on with much success by Sir H. Rawlinson, Dr.

This intercourse with foreign nations, and the prac- Hincks, Jlr. Norris, and Mr. Fox Talbot, in Eng-
tice of carrying to Assyria as cjiptives the skilled land, and by M. Oppert in France (see papei-s by
artists and workmen of conquered countries, must those gentlemen in the Journals of the Ro\f. As.

have contributed greatly to the improvement of' ^oc. , in Transactions of Royal Irish Acaclem;/, ia

Assyrian manufactures. I Journal of Sacred Literature, and in the Athe-

Writiiuj and Lanijuage.—The ruins of Nineveh I naeum). Although considerable doubt may still

have furnishiKl a vast collection of inscriptions partly reasonably prevail as to the interpretation of details,

car\-ed on marble or stone slabs, and partly im- as to grammatical consti-uction, and especially as to

pressed upon bricks, and upon clay cylinders, or the rendering of proper names, sutficient progress

six-sided and eight-sided prisms, barrels, and tablets, has been made to enable the student to .ascertain

'ehich. used for the purpose when still moist, were with some degree of confidence the genenJ meaning

I
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and contents of .in inscription. Tlie people of Ni-

neveh spoke a Semitic dialect, connected with the

Hebiew and witli the so-called Chaldee of the

Books of Daniel and Ezra. Tills agrees with the

testimony of the 0. T. But it is asserted that

there existed in Assyria, as well as in Babylonia,

a more ancient tongue belonging to a Turanian or

Scythic race, which is supposed to liave inhabited

the plains watered by the Tigris and Kuphiates

long before tlie rise of the Assyrian empire, and
from which the Assyrians derived their civilisation

and tlie gi-eater part of their mythology. It was
latdincd for sacred pui-poses by the conquering race,

as the Latin was retained after the fall of tlie

Koman Empire in the Catholic church. In frag-

ments of vocabularies discovered in the record-

chamber at Kouyunjik words in the two languages

are placed in parallel columns, whilst a centre column
contains a monographic or ideogi'apliic sign repre-

senting both. A large number of Turanian words

or roots are further supposed to have existed in the

Assyrian tongue, and tablets apparently in that lan-

guage have been discovered in the ruins. The
monumental inscriptions occur on detached stelae

and obelisks, of which there are several specimens in

the British JMiiseum from the Assyrian ruins, and

one in the Berlin JIuseum discovered in the island

of Cyprus ; on the colossal liuman-headed lions and

bulls, upon parts not occupied by sculpture, as be-

tween the legs ; on the sculptured slabs, generally

in bands between two bas-reliefs, to which they seem

to refer; and, as in Persia and Armenia, carved on

the face of rocks in the hill-country. At Nimroud
the same inscrii)tion is canned on nearly every slab in

tlie X. \V. palace, and generally lepeated on the back,

and even carried across the sculptured colossal figiues.

The Assyrian inscriptions usually contain the chro-

nicles of the king who built or restored the edifice

in which they are found, records of liis wars and

expeditions into distant countries, of the amount of

tribute and spoil taken from conquered tribes, ot

the building of temples and palaces, and invocations

to the gods of Assyria, frequently every .stone

and kiln-burnt brick used in a building bears the

name and titles of the king, and generally those

of his father and grandfather are added. These
inscribed bricks are of the greatest value in restor-

ing the royal dynasties. The longest inscription on
stone, that from tlie N. W. j)alace of Nineveh con-

taining the records of Sardanapalus II., ha.s 325

NINEVEH
lines, that on the black obelisk has 210. The
most impoiiant hitherto discovered in connexion

with Biblical history, is that upon a pan- ofcoloss.il

human-headed bulls from Kouyunjili, now in the

British Museum, containing the records of Senna-

cherib, and describing, amongst other events, his

wars with Hezekiah. It is accompanied by a series

of bas-reliefs believed to represent the siege and

capture of Lacliish (Lachjsh; Layard, Nin. and
Bab. p. 148-153).

P

Jewish Captives from I-oiliisl, (Kouyunjik)

A long list might be given of Biblical names oc-

curring in the Assyrian inscriptions (id. 626).

'I'liose of three Jewish kings have been read, Jehu

son of Khumri (Omri), on the black obelisk (Jkhu :

Layai-d, Kin. and Bab. 613), Mena-

hem on a slab from the S. W.
palace, Nimroud, now in the British

Museum {id. 617), and HezekiaJi in

the Kouyunjik records. The most

important inscribed terra-cotta cy-

linders are— those from Kalah

Sherghat, with the annals of a

king, whose name is believed to

read Tiglath Pileser, not the s;ime

mentioned in the 2nd Book of

Kings, but an earlier monarch, wlio

is supposed to have reigned about

n.C. 1110 (Hawl. Ilcrod. 1. 457);

those from Khorsabad containing the

annals of Sargon ; those from Kou-

yunjik, especially one known as

Beliino's cylinder, with the chioni-

cles of Senn.icherib ; that from Nebbi

Yunus with the records of Essavhad-

don, and the fi-agments of three

cylinders with those of his son. The
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longest inscription on a cylinder is of 820 lines. Such
cylinders and inscribed slabs were generally buried

beneath the foundations of groat public buildings.

Many fragments of cylinders and a vast collection

of inscribed clay tablets, many in perfect preser-

vation, and some bearing the impressions of seals,

were discovered in a chamber at Kouyunjik, and are

now deposited in the British Museum. They ap-

pear to include historical documents, vocabularies,

astronomical and other calculations, calendars, direc-

tions for the perfonnance of religious ceremonies,

lists of tlie gods, their attributes, and the days ap-

pointed for their worship, descriptions of countries,

lists of animals, grants of lands, &c. &c. In this

chamber was also found the piece of clay bearing the

seal of the Egyptian king. So or Sabaco, and that of

«n Assyrian monarch, either Sennacherib or his son,

probably affixed to a treaty between the two, which

having been written on parchment or papyrus, had

entirely perished (Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 15fi),
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The most important results may be expected
when inscriptions so numerous and so varied in cha-
racter are deciphered. A list of nineteen or twenty
kings can already be compiled, and the annals of the
greater number of them will probably be restored to

the lost history of one of the most powerful empires
of the ancient world, and of one which appears to

liave exercised perhaps greater influence than any
other upon the subsequent condition and develop-
ment of civilised man. [Assyria.]

The only race now found near the ruins of Nine-
veh or in Assyria which may have any claim to be
considered descendants from the ancient inhabitants
of the country are the so-called Clialdaean or Nes-
torian tribes, inhabiting the mountains of Kur-
distan, the plains round the lake of Ooroomiyah in

Persia, and a few villages in the neighbourhood of
Mosul. They still speak a Semitic dialect, almost
identical with the Chaldee of the books of Daniel
and Ezra. A resemblance, which may be but fan-

VOL. II.

ciful, has been traced between them and the repre-

sentations of the Assyrians in the bas-reliefs. Their
physical characteristics at any rate seem to mark
them as of the same race. The inhabitants of this

part of Asia have been exposed perhaps more than
those of any other country in the world to the de-
vastating inroads of stranger hordes. Conquering
tribes of Arabs and of Tartars have more than once
well-nigh exterminated the population which they
found there, and have occupied their places. The
few survivors from these terrible massacres have
taken refuge in the mountain fastnesses, where they
may still linger. A curse seems to hang over a
laud naturally rich and fertile, and capable of sus-

taining a vast number of human beings. Those
who now inhabit it are yearly diminishing, and
there seems no prospect that for generations to come
this once-favoured country should remain other than
a wilderness.

(Layard's Nineveh and its Remains ; Nineoeh and
Babylon ; and Monuments of Nineveh, 1st and 2nd
Series ; Botta's Monument de Ninive ; Fergusson,
Palaces of Nineveh and PersepoUs restored ; Vaux's
Nineveh and PersepoUs.) [A. H. L.]

NIN'EVITES CNivfv-iTai: Ninevitae). The
inhabitants of Nineveh (Luke xi. 30).

NI'SAN. [Months.]

NIS'ROCH (1)-lp3 : Mfcrepdx, Mai's ed. 'E<r-

5pdx ;
Alex. 'Ecropdx '" 2 K. ; Naaapdx in Is.

:

Nesroch). The proper name of an idol of Nineveh,
in whose temple Sennacherib was worshipping when
assassinated by his sons, Adrammelech and Sharezer

(2 K. xix. 37 ; Is. xxxvii. 38). Selden confesses his

ignorance of the deity denoted by this name (de Dis
Syris, synt. ii. c. 10); but Beyer, in his Addita-
menta (pp. 323-325) has collected several conjec-

tures. Jarchi, in his note on Is. xxxvii. 38, explains
Nisroch as " a beam, or plank, of Noah's ark," fi-om
the analysis which is given of the word by Rab-
binical expositors (1-|DJ= Nni3 NID:). What the
true etymology may be is extremely doubtful. If
the origin of the word be Shemitic, it may be de-

rived, as Gesenius suggests, from the Heb. "IJJ'J,

which is in Arab, nisr, " an eagle," with the ter-

mination och or dch, which is intensive in Persian,"
so that Nisroch would signify "the great eagle"
(comp. Arioch). But it must be confessed Ihat
this explanation is far from satisfactory. It is

adopted, however, by Mr. Layard, who identifies

with Nisroch the eagle-headed human figure, which
is one of the most prominent on the earliest Assyrian
monuments, and is always represented as contending
with and conquering the lion or the bull {Nineveh,
ii. 458, 459). In another passage he endeavours
to reconcile the fact that Asshur was the supreme
god of the Assyrians, as f;ir as can be determined
from the inscriptions, with the appearance of the
name Nisroch as that of the chief god of Nineveh,
by supposing that Sennacherib may have been slain

in the temple of Asshur, and that the Hebrews,
seeing everywhere the eagle-headed figure, " may
have believed it to be that^of the peculiar god of the
Assyrians, to whom they consequently gave a name
denoting an eagle" (Nin.^ Bab. 637, note). Other
explanations, based upon the same etymology, have
been given ; such as that suggested by Beyer {AdJit.

p. 324), that Nisroch denotes " Noiih's eagle,"

that is " Noah's bird," that is " Noah's dove," the

" So he says In his Thes., but In his Jcsaia (I. 976) he
correctly calls it a diminutive.

2
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dove being an object of worship amoni; the Assynans

(Luciaii, de Jov. trag. c. 42) ; or that mentioned

as more probable by Winer {Eealw. s. v.), that it

was the constellation Aquila, the eagle being in the

Pereian religion a symbol of Ormiizd. Farkhurst,

ieriving the word from the Chaldee root ^"\D. serac

(which occui-s in Dan. vi. in the foi-m N'D")D, sd-

recayya, and is rendered in the A. V. "presidents"),

conjectures that Kisroch may be the impersonation

of the solar fire, and substantially identical with

Molech and Jlilcom, which are both derived from a

root similar in meaning to i>erac. Nothing, however,

is certain with regard to Nisroch, except that these

conjectures, one and all, are very little to be de-

pended on. Sir H. Rawlinson says that Asshur had

no temple at Nineveh in which Sennacherib could

have been worshipping (Rawlinson, Herod. I. p.

590). He conjectures that Nisroch is not a genuine

reading. Josephus h;is a curious variation. He
says fAnt. X. 1 §5) that Sennacherib was buried

in his own temple called Arasce (it/ r^ ISloi

vacf 'ApdaKfj \iyo^iV(f). [\V. A. W.]

NITRE CinU, netlier : '4\kos, vlrpov : nitmm)

occure in Prov. xxv. 20, " As he that taketh away a

garment in cold weather, and as vinegar upon nether,

so is he that singeth songs to an heavy heart
;"

and in Jer. ii. 22, where it is said of sinful Judah,
" though thou wash thee with nether and take thee

much borith [Soap], yet thine iniquity is marked
before me." The substance denoted is not that

which we now understand by the term nitre, i. e.

nitrate of potassa—"saltpetre"—but the vlrpov

or Xirpov of the Greeks, the nitrnm of the Latins,

and the natron or native carbonate of soda of

modern chemistry. JIuch has been written on

the subject of the nitrum of the ancients ; it will

be enough to refer the reader to Beckraann, who
(History of Inventions, ii. 482, Bohn's ed.) has

devoted a chapter to this subject, and to the autho-
rities mentioned in the notes. It is uncertain at what
time the English term nitre first ca'iie to be used

for saltpetre, but our translatoi-s no doubt tmder-

stood thereby the carbonate of soda, for nitre is so

used hj Holland in his translation of Pliny (.\xxi.

10) in contradistinction to saltpetre, which he gives

as the marginal explanation o{ aphronitrum.
The lattiT part of the passage in Proverbs is well

explained by Shaw, who says (Trai). ii. 387), "the
unsuitableness of the singing of songs to a heavy
heart is very finely compared to the contrariety
there is between vinegar and natron." This is

far preferable to the explanation given by Michaelis
(De Nitro Hehraeor. in Cominentat. Societ. Req.
praelect. i. 166; and Suppl. Lex. Heb. p. 1704),
that the simile alludes to the unpleasimt smell
arising from the admixture of the acid and alkali

;

it points rather to the extreme mental agitation

produced by ill-timed mirth, the qratimj against
the feelings, to make use of another metaphor.
Natrum was and is still use<l by the Egyptians for

w:\shing linen, the value of soda in this respect is

well known ; this explains Jer. /. c, " though thou
wash thee with soda," &c. Hassdquist {Trav.
275) says that natrum is dug out of a pit or mine
near Mantura in Egypt, and is mixed with lime-

stone and is of a whitish-brown colour. The
F^gyptians use it, (1) to put into bread inste;id of

yeast, (2) instead of soap, (3) as a cure for the

toothache, being mi.xed with vinegar. Compare
also F^rsk&l (^Flor. Aegypt. Arab. p. xlvi.), who
gives its Ai-abic names, atrun or natrnn.

NOAH
Natron is found abundantly in the well-known

soda lakes of Egypt described by Pliny (xxxi. 10),

and referred to by Strabo (xvii. A. 1155. ed.

Kramer), which are situated in the bairen valley of

Bahr-beld-ma (the Waterless Sea),about 50 milesW.
of Cairo ; the natron occui-s in whitish or yellowish

efflorescent cnists, or in beds three or four feet

thick, and very hard (Volney, Trav. i. 15i, which

in the winter are covered with water about two

feet deep ; during the other nine months of the

year the lakes are dry, at which period tlie natron

is procured. (See Andreossi, Memoire sur la Valtee

des Lacs de Natron, in Mem. sur VSgxjpte, ii.

276, &c. ; Bertbollet, Observat. sur le Natron,

ibid. p. 310 ; Descript. de VEgypte, xxi. 205.)

[W. H.]

NO. [No-Amo-v.]

NOADI'AH (nnyi3: NcoaSi'a: Koadaia).

1. A Levite, son of Binnui, who with Meremoth,
Eleazar, and Jozabad, weighed the vessels of gold and

silver belonging to the Temple which were brought

back from Babylon (Ezr. viii. 33). In 1 Esd. viii.

63, he is called " Moeth the son of Sabban."

2. (Noadia). The prophetess Noadiah joined

Sanballat and Tobiah in their attempt to intimidate

Nehemiah while rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem

(Neh. vi. 14). She is only mentioned in Nehe-

miah's denunciation of his enemies, and is not pro-

minent in the narrative.

NO'AII (m : Ncie; Joseph. Nweos: Noe), the

tenth in descent from Adam, in the line of Seth,

was the son of Lamech, and grandson of Methu-

selah. Of his father Lamech all that we know is

comprised in the words that he uttered on the birth

of his son, words the more significant when we
contrast them with the saying of the other Lamech
of the race of Cain, which have also been preserved.

The one exults in the discovery of weapons by

which he may defend himself in case of need. The
other, a liller of tlie soil, mourns over the curse

which rests on the ground, seeing in it evidently

the consequence of sin. It is impossible to mistake

the religious feeling wliich speaks of " the ground

which Jehovah hath cureed." Not less evident is

the bitter sense of weary and fruitless labour, min-

gled with better hopes for the future. We read

that on the birth of a son " he called his name
Noah, saying, This shall comfort us, for our work

and labour of our hands, because of (or from) the

ground which Jehovah hath cursed." Nothing can

be more exquisitely true and natural than the way
in which the old man's saddened heart tunis fondly

to his son. His own lot had been cast in evil times
;

" but this," he says, " shall comfort us." One
hardly knows whethei- the sorrow or the hope pre-

dominates. Clearly there is an almost prophetic

feeling in the name which he gives his son, and

hence some Christian writers have seen in the lan-

guage a prophecy of the Messiah, and have sup-

posed that as Eve was mistaken on the birth of

Cain, so Lamech in like manner was deceived in his

hope of Noah. But there is no reason to infer from

the language of the narrative that the hopes of

either were of so definite a nature. The knowledge

of a pei-sonal Deliverer was not vouchsafed till a

much later period.

In the reason which Lamech gives for calling hi«

son Noah, there is a play upon the name which it

is impossible to preserve in English. He called

his name Noah (Plj, Noach, rest), saying,' " this same
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Ehall comfort ub" (-iSDriD*, yeuachamenil). It is

quite plain that the name " rest," and the verb

"comfort," are of different roots; and we must

not try to make a philologist of Lamech, and sup-

pose that he was giving an accurate derivation of

the name Noah. He merely plays upon the name,

after a fashion common enough in all ages and

countries.

Of iS'oah himself from this time we hear no-

thing more till he is 500 years old, when it is said

he begat three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japhet.*

Very remarkable, however, is the glimpse which

we get of the state of society in the ante-diluvian

world. The narrative it is true is brief, and on

many points obscure: a mystery hangs over it

which we cannot penetrate. But some few facts

are clear. The wickedness of the world is described

as having reached a desperate pitch, owing it would

seem in a great measure to the fusion of two races

which had hitherto been distinct. And further the

marked features of the wickedness of the age were

lust and brutal outrage. " They took them wives

of all which they chose ;" and, " the earth was filled

with violence." " Theearth was corrupt; for all

flesh had corrupted his way upon the earth." So

far the pictiue is clear and vivid. But when we
come to examine some of its details, we are left

gi-eatly at a loss. The narrative stands thus

:

" And it came to pass when men (the Adam)
began to multijily on the face of the ground and

daughters were born unto them ; then the sons of

God (the Elohim) saw the daughters of men (the

Adam) that they were lair, and they took to them
wives of all that they chose. And Jehovah said,

My spirit shall not for ever rule (or be humbled)

in men, seeing that they are [or, in their error they

are] but flesh, and their days shall be a hundred

and twenty yeai-s. The Nephilim were in the earth

in those days ; and also afterwards when the sons ot

God (the Elohim) came in unto the daughters of

men (the Adam), and children were born to them,

these were the heroes which were of old, men of

renown."

Here a number of perplexing questions present

themselves : Who were the sons of God ? Who the

daughters of men ? Who the Nephilim ? What is

the meaning of " My spirit shall not always rule,

or dwell, or be humbled in men ;" and of the words

which follow, " But their days shall be an hundred

and twenty years ?"

We will briefly review the principal solutions

which have been given of these difficulties.

a. Sons of God and daughters of men.

Three different intei-pretations have from very eai-ly

times been given of this most singular passage.

1 . The " sons of Elohim " were explained to mean
sons of princes, or men of high rank (as in Ps.

Ix.Txii. 6, h'ni 'El>/dn, sons of the Most High) who
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" In marked contrast with the simplicity and soberness

of the Bll)lical narrative, is the wonderful sUiry told of

Noah's birth in the book of Enoch. Lamech's wife, it

is 8;iid, " brought forth a child, the fli-sh of which was
white as snow, and red as a rose ; the hair of whose head

was white like wool, and long; and whose cj-es were

beautiful. When he opened them he illuminated all the

house like the sun. And when he was taken from the

hand of the midwife, opening also his mouth, he spoke to

the Lord of righteousness." I^mech Is terrified at the

prodigy, and goes to his father Mathusula, and tells him
that he has begotten a son who is unlike other children.

On hearing the story, Maihusala proceeds, at I.>ainech's

degraded themselves by contracting marriages with
" the daughters of men." »'. e. with women of in-

ferior position. This interpretation was defended

by Ps. xlix. 3, where " sons of men," b'ne dddm,
means " men of low degree," as opposed to b'ne tsh,

" men of high degree." Here, however, the oppo-

sition is with b'lie ha-Elohim, and not with b'ne kh,

and therefore the passages are not parallel. This
is the intei-pretation of the Targum of Onkelos,

following the oldest I'alestinian Kabbala, of the

later Targum, and of the Samaritan Vers. So also

Symmachus, Saadia, and the Arabic of Erpenius,

Aben Ezra, and R. Sol. Isaaki. In recent times

this view has been elaborated and put in the most
favourable light by Schiller (Werke, x. 401, &c.)

;

but it has been entirely abandoned by every modern
commentator of any note.

2. A second interpretation, perhaps not less an-

cient, imderstands by the " sons of Elohim," angels.

So some MSS. of the LXX., which according to

Procopius and Augustine (Z>e Civit. Dei, xv. 23),

had the reading &77€Aot rod Qeov, whilst others

had viol rov Qeov, the last having been generally

preferred since Cyril and Augustine ; so Joseph.

Ant. i. 3; Philo De Gigantibus [perhaps Aquila,

who has vlo\ rod &fov, of which however Jerome
says, Deos intelligens anjelos sive sanctos] ; the

Book of Enoch as quoted by Georgius Syncellus

in his Chronographia, where they are termed ol

iypiiyupoi, "the watchers" (as in Daniel); the

Book of Jubilees (translated by Dilimann from

the Ethiopic) ; the later Jewish Hagada, whence
we have the story of the fall of Shamchazai and
Azazel,*" given by Jellinek in the Midrash Abchir

;

and most of the older Fathei-s of the Church, find-

ing probably in their Greek MSS. &'YyiKoi rov
Qeov, as Justin, TatL-m, Athenagoras, Clemens
Alex., Tertullian, and Lactantius. This view, how-
ever, seemed in later times to be too monstrous

to be entertained. R. Sim. b. Jochai anathema-

tized it. Cyrill calls it aTO-KwraTou. Theodoret

{Quaest. in Gen.) declaies the maintainers of it

to have lost their senses, 4fxPp6vrT]TOi koI &yav
ilXiBioi ; Philastrius uumbere it among heresies,

Chrysostom among blasphemies. Finally, Calvin

says of it, " Vetus illud commentum de angelorum
concubitu cum mulieribus sua absurditate abunde
refellitur, ac mirum est doctos viros tam ci'assis

et prodigiosis deliriis fuisse olim fascinatos." Not-

withstanding all which, however, many modern
Gei-man commentatoi-s very strenuously assert this

view. They rest their argument in favour of it

mainly on these two particulai-s ; first, that "sons

of God " is everywhere else in the 0. T. a name of

the angels; and next, that St. Jude seems to lend

the sanction of his authority to this interpretation.

With regard to the first of these leasons, it is not even

cei-tain that in all other passages of Scripture where
" the sons of God " ai'e mentioned angels are meant.

entreaty, to consult Enoch, " whose residence is with the

angels." Enoch explains that, in the days of his father

Jared, " those who were from heaven disregarded the word

of the Lord . . . laid aside their class and intermingled with

women ;" that consequently a deluge was to be sent upon

the earth, whereby it should he " washed from all cor-

ruption ;" that Noah and bis children should be savi'd

;

and that his posterity should beget on the earth giants,

not spiritual, but carnal (Book of Enoch, ch. cv. p. 161-3).

b In Beresh. Rab. In Gen. vl. 2, this Azazel is declartKl to

be the tutelary deity of women's ornaments and jainl,

and is identified with the Azazel in I>ev. xvi. 8.

2 2
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It is not absolutely necessary so to understand the de-

signation either in Ps. xxix. I or Ixxxix. 6, or even

in Job i., ii. In any of these passages it might

mean holy men. Job xxxviii. 7, and Dan. iii. 25,

are the only places in which it certainly means

angels. The argument from St. Jude is of more

force ; for he does compaie the sin of the angels to

that of Sodom and Gomoirha (toutojs in ver. 7

must refer to the angels mentioned in ver. 6), as if

it were of a like unnatural kind. And that this

was the meaning of St. Jude is rendered the more

probable when we recollect his qiwtation from the

Book of Enoch where the same view is taken. Fur-

ther, that the angels had the power of assuming a

corporeal form seems clear from many parts of the

O.T. All that can be urged in support of this view

has been said by Delitzsch in his Die Genesis aiisge-

le;]t, and by Kurtz, Gesch. des Alien Bundes, and

his treatise. Die Ehen der Sohne Gottes. And it

must be confessed that their arguments are not

without weight. The early existence of such an

interpretation seems at any rate to indicate a start-

ing-point for the heathen mythologies. The fact,

too, that from such an intercourse " the mighty

men" were born, j)oints in the same direction. The

Greek " heroes " were sons of the gods ; ovk olffda

says Plato in the Cratylus, Sti rifiiOeoi oi fipans
;

irdvTfs SriTTov yey6uaaiv ipaaBevres f) 6ehs 0ut)-

TTJs tj OvriTol deas. Even Hesiod's account of the

birth of the giants, monstrous and fantastic as it is,

bears tokens of having originated in the same belief.

In like manner it may be remarked that the stories of

incubi and succubi, so commonly believed in the

middle ages, and which even Heidegger {Hist. Sacr.

i. 289) does not discredit, had reference to a com-

merce between demons and mortals of the same

kind as that naiTated in Genesis."^

Two modern poets, Byron (in his drama of Cain)

and Moore (in his Loves of the Angels), have availed

themselves of this last interpretation for the pur-

pose of their poems.

3. The interpretation, however, which is now most

generally received, is that which understands by
" the S'-ns of the Elohim" the family and descend-

ants of Seth, and by " the daughters of man
(Adam)," the women of the family of Cain. So

the Clementine Kecognitions interpret " the sons of

the Elohim " as Homines justi qui angelorum vix-

erant vitam. So Ephrem, and the Christian Adam-
Book of the East: so also, Theodoret, Chrysostom,

Cyril of Alexandria, Jerome, Augustine, and othere;

and in later times Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, and

a whole host of recent comraentatore. They all

suppose that wheieiis the two lines of descent from

Adam—the family of Seth who preserved their faith

in God, and the flimily of Cain who lived only for

this world—had hitherto kept distinct, now a min-

gling of the two races took place which resulted in

the thorough corruption of the former, who falling

away, plunged into the deepest abyss of wickedness,

and that it was this universi»l con option which pro-

voked the judgment of the Flooil.

4. A fourth interpiet:»tion has recently been ad-

vanced and maintained witli considerable ingenuity,

by the author of the Genesis of the Earth and

Man. He understands by " the sons of the Elo-

him" the "servants or worshippei-s of false gods"

[taking Elohim to mean not God but gods], whom
lie supposes to have belonged to a distinct pre-

« Thoniius Aquin. (pars 1. qu. 51, art. 3) arpnes that it

was possible for angels to have children by mortal women.
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Adamite rat*. " The daughters of men," he con-

tends, should be rendered " the daughters of Adam,
or the Adamites," women, that is, descended from

Adam. These last had hitherto remained true in

their faith and worship, but- were now perverted

by the idolaters who intermarried with them. But
this hypothesis is opposed to the direct statements

in the eaily chapters of Genesis, which plainly

teach the descent of all mankind from one common
source.

Whichever of these interpretations we adopt (the

third perhaps is the most probable), one thing at

least is clear, that the writer intends to describe a

fusion of races hitherto distinct, and to connect

with this two other facts; the one that the oH-

spring of these mixed marriages were men remark-

able for strength and prowess (which is only in ac-

cordance with what has often been observed since,

viz., the superiority of the mixed race as compared

with either of the parent stocks) ; the other, thdt

the result of this intercourse was the thorough ana

iiopeless coiTuption of both families alike.

6. But who were the Nephilim ? It should be

observed that they are not spoken of (as has some-

times been assumed), as the oflspring of the "sons

of the Elohim " and " the daughters of n>en." The
sacred writer says, " the Nephilim were on the earth

in those days," before he goes on to speak of the

children of the mixed mamages. The name, which

has been variously explained, only occurs once again

in Num. xiii. 33, where the Nephilim are said to

have been one of the Canaanitish tribes. They are

there spoken of as " men of great stature," and hence

probably the rendering ylyavrts of the LXX. and
" the giants " of our A. V. But there is nothing

in the word itself to justify this interpretation. If

it is of Hebrew origia (which however may be

doubted) it must mean either " fallen," i. e. apostate

ones ; or those who " fall upon " othei-s, violent

men, plunderers, fi-eebootei's, &c. It is of far more

importance to observe that if the Nephilim of

Canaan were descendants of the Nephilim in Gen.

vi. 4, we have here a very strong argument for the

non-universality of the Deluge.

c. In consequence of the grievous and hopeless

wickedness of the world at this time, God resolves to

destroy it. " My spirit," He says, " shall not always
" dwell " (LXX. Vulg. Saad.)—or " bear sway

"

in man—inasmuch as he is but flesh. The mean-

ing of which seems to be that whilst God had put

His Spirit in man, t. e. not only the breath of life,

but a spiritual part cnpable of recognising, loving,

and woishipping Him, man had so much sunk

down into the lowest and most debasing of fleshly

pleasures, as to have almost extinguished the higher

light within him ; as one of the Fathers says : aniina

victa lihidine fit caro : the soul and spirit became

transubstantiated into flesh. Then follows :
" But

his days shall be a hundred and twenty years," which

has been interpreted by some to mean, that still a

time of grace shall be given for repentance, viz.,

120 years before the Flood shall come; and by

others, that the duration of human life should in

future be limited to this term of years, instead of

extending over centuries as before. This last seems

the most natuial interpretation of the Hebrew

words. Of Noah's life during this age of almost

universiil apostasy we are told but little. It is

mei«ly said, that he was a righteous man and perfect

in his generations (t. e. amongst his contempoi-aries),

and that he, like Enoch, walked with God. This

last exjjressive phrase is used of none other but

{
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these two only. To him God revealed His purpose
to dosti-oy the world, commcandiiig him to prepare

an ark for the saving of his house. And from that

time till the day came for him to enter into the

Ark, we can hardly doubt that he was engaged in

active, but as it proved unavailing efforts to win
those about him from their wickedness and un-

belief. Hence St. I'eter calls him " a preacher of

righteousness." Besides this we are merely told that

he had three sons, each of whom had married a wife
;

that he built the Ark in accordance with Divine

direction
; and that he was 600 years old when the

Flood came.

Both about the Ark and the Flood so many ques-

tions have been raised, that we must consider each

of these separately.

The Ark.— The precise meaning of the Hebrew

word (nnn, tehdh) is uncertain. The word only

occurs here and in the second chapter of Exodus,

where it is used of the little papyrus boat in which
the mother of Moses entrusted her child to the

Nile. In all probability it is to the old Egyptian that

we are to look for its original form.

Bunsen, in his vocabulary ,•* gives tha, " a chest,"

tpt, " a boat," and in the Copt. Vers, of Exod. ii.

?» 5, OhE-I, is the rendering of tebdh. The
LXX. employ two different words. In the narrative

of the flood they use KifioirSs, and in that of Moses

6l$ts, or according to some MSS. 07j/3^. The Book
of Wisdom has (Tx^Sia ; Berosus and Nicol.

Haraasc. quoted in Josephus, t\o7ov and \dpva^.

The last is also found in Lucian, De Dea Si//: c. 12.

In the Sibylline Verses the ark is Sovpdreov Swfia,

oIkos and ki^oitos. The Targum and the Koran
have each respectively given the Chaldee and the

Arabic foi-m of the Hebrew word.

This " chest," or " boat," was to be made of

gopher {i. e. cypress) wood, a kind of timber which

both for its lightness and its durability was em-
ployed by the Phoenicians for building their vessels.

Alexander the Great, Arrian tells us (vii. 19), made
use of it for the same purpose. The planks of the

ark, after being put together, were to be protected

by a coating of pitch, or rather bitumen (123,

LXX. &ff<paKTOs), which was to be laid on both inside

and outside, as the most effectual means of making it

water-tight, and perhaps also as a protection against

the attacks of marine animals. Next to the material.
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the method of construction is described. The ark

was to consist of a number of " nests" (D*3p), or

small compartments, with a view no doubt to the
convenient distribution of the different animals and
their food. These were to be arranged in three
tiers, one above another

;
" with lower, second, and

third (stories) shalt thou make it." Means weje
also to be provided for letting light into the ark.

In the A. V. we read, "A vindow shalt thou
make to the ark, and in a cubit shalt thou finish it

words which it must be confessed conveyabove

:

no very intelligible idea. The original, however, is

obscure, and has been differently interpreted. What
the " window," or " light-hole " ("IH V, tsohar)

was, is very puzzling. It was to be at the top of

the ark apparently. If the words " unto a cubit

(n?3N"?N) shalt thou finish it above," refer to the

window and not to the ark itself, they seem to

imply that this apeiture, or skylight, extended to

the bi-eadth of a cubit the whole length of the roof.*

But if so, it could not have been merely an open slit,

for that would have admitted the rain. Are we then
to suppose that some transparent, or at least translu-

cent, substance was employed ? It would almost seem
so.' A different word is used in chap. viii. 6, where
it is said that Noah opened the window of the ark.

There the word is p?n {challon), which frequently

occurs elsewhere in the same sense. Certainly the
story as there given does imply a transparent
window as Saalschiitz (Archaeol. i. 311) has re-

marked.8 For Noah could watch the motions of the
birds outside, whilst at the same time he had to

open the window in order to take them in. Sup-
posing then the tsohar to be, as we have said, a
skylight, or series of skylights running the whole
length of the ark (and the fem. form of the noun
inclines one to regard it as a collective noun), the
chnlldn^ might very well be a single compartment
of the larger window, which could be opened at will.

But besides the window there was to be a door.
This was to be placed in the side of the ark. " The
door must have been of some size to admit the
larger animals, for whose ingress it was mainly-

intended. It was no doubt above the highest
draught mark of the ark, and the animals ascended
to it probably by a sloping embankment. A door

<» Egypt's Place, &c., i. 482.

• Knobel's e.xplanation is different. By the words, " to

a cnbit (or within a cubit) shalt thou finish It above," he

understands that, the window being in the side of the arlj,

a space of a cubit was to be left between the top of the

window and the overhanging roof of the arlc which Noah
removed after the fiood had abated (viii. 13). There is

however no reason to conclude, as he does, that there was

only one light. The great objection to supposing that the

window was in the side of the ark, is that then a great

part of the interior must have been left in darkness.

And again we are told (viii. 13), that when the t'lood

abated Noah removed the covering of the ark, to look

about him to see if the earth were dry. This would have

been unnecessary if the window had been in the side.

" Unto a cubit shalt tbou finish it above " can hardly

mean, as some have supposed, that the roof of the ark

was to have this pitch ; for, considering that the ark was

to be 50 cubits in breadth, a roof of a cubit's pitch would

have been almost flat.

' Symm. renders the word Siaj^avei. Theodoret has

merely 0u'pav ; Gr. Venct. (fxaTayioyov ; Vulg. fenestram.

Ths LXX. translate, strangely enougli. iTri<niva.ytov ttoitj-

o-tis n\v Ki/SioToi/. ITie root of the word indicates that

the tsChar was something shining. Hence probably the

Talmudic explanation, that God told Noah to fix precious

stones in the ark, that they might give as much light as

midday (Sanh. 108 b).

S The only serious objection to this explanation is

the supposed improbability of any sulistajice like glass

having been discovered at that early period of the

world's history. But we must not forget that even
according to the Hebrew chronology the world had been

in existence 1656 years at the time of the Flood, and
according to the hXA., which is the more probable, 2202.

Vast strides must have been made in knowledge and

civilization in such a lapse of time. Arts and sciences

may have reached a ripeuess, of which the record, from

its scantiness, conveys no adequate conception. The
destruction caused by the Flood must have nbllteratod

a thousand discoveries, and left men to recover again

by slow and patient steps the ground they had lost.

>» A different word from either of these is used In vll. 1

1

of the windows of heaven, ri3"1Nt' 'arubMth (from

3")N. " to interweave "), lit " net-works" or "gratings"

(Ges. JTies. In v.V
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in the side is not. more difficult to understand than

the port holes in the sides of our vessels." '

Of the shape of the ark nothing is said ; but its

dimensions are given. It was to be 300 cubits in

length, 50 in breadth, and 30 in height. Sup-

posing the cubit here to be the cubit of natural

measurement, reckoning from the elbow to the top

of the middle finger, we may get a rough approxi-

mation as to the size of the ark. The cubit, so

measured (called in Deut. iii. 11, " the cubit of a

man "), must of coui-se, at first, like all natural mea-

surements, have been inexact and fluctuating. In

later times no doubt the Jews had a standard

common cubit, as well as the royal cubit and sacred

cubit. We shall probably, however, be near enough

to the mark if we take the cubit here to be the

common cubit, which was reckoned (according to

Mich., Jahn, Ciesen. and others) as equal to six

hand-breadths, the hand-breadth being 3J inches.

This therefore gives 21 inches for the cubit.'' Ac-

cordingly the ark would be 525 feet in length,

87 feet 6 inches in breadth, and 52 feet 6 inches in

height. This is very consideiably larger than the

largest British man-of-war. The Great Eastern,

however, is both longer and deeper than the ark,

being 680 feet in length (691 on deck), 83 in breadth,

and 58 in depth. Solomon's Temple, the propor-

tions of which are given 1 K. vi. 2, was the same

height as the ark, but only one-fifth of the length,

and less than half the width.

It should beremenibeied that this huge structure

was only intended to float on the water, and was

not in the proper sense of the word a ship. It

had neither mast, sail, nor rudder ; it was in fact

nothing but an enormous floating house, or oblong

box rather, " as it is very likely," says Sir W.
Raleigh, " that the ark had fiindum planum, a flat

bottom, and not raysed in form of a ship, with a

sharpness forwaid, to cut the waves for the better

speed." The figure which is commonly given to it

by painters, there can be no doubt is wrong. Two
objects only were aimed at in its construction

:

the one was that it should have ample stowage, and

the other that it should be able to keep steady upon

the water. It was never intended to be carried to

any great dist^mce from the place where it was
originally built. A curious proof of the suitability

of the ark tor the pui-pose for which it was in-

tended was given by a Dutch merchant, Peter

Jansen, the Mennonite, who in the year 1604 had

a ship built at Hoorn of the same proportions
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(though of coui-se not of the same size) as Noah'b

ark. It was 120 feet long, 20 broad, and 12 deep.

This vessel, unsuibible as it was for quick voyages,

was found lemarkably well adaj)ted for freightage.'

It was calculated that it would hold a third more
lading than other vessels without requiring more
hands to work it. A similar experiment is also said

to have been made in Denmark, wheie, accoi-ding

to Reyher, several vessels called " fleuten " or floats

were built after the model of the ark.

After having given Noah the necessary instruc-

tions for the building of the ark, God tells him the

pui-pose for which it svas designed. Now for the

first time we hear how the threatened destruction

W!is to be accomplished, as well as the provi-

sion which was to be made for the lepeopling of the

earth with its various tribes of animals. The earth

is to be destroyed by water. "And I, behold I do

bring the flood (>13f3n)—waters upon the earth

—

to destroy all flesh wherein is the breath of life . . .

but 1 will establish my covenant with thee, &c."

(vi. 17, 18). The inmates of the ark are then

specified. They are to be Noah and his wife, and

his three sons with their wives :—whence it is plain

that he and his family had not yielded to the prevail-

ing custom of polygamy. Noah is also to take a pair

of each kind of animal into the ai-k with him that

he may piesei-ve them alive ; birds, domestic animals

(nJOnS;,"" and creeping things aie particularly

mentioned. He is to provide for the wants of

each of these stores " of every kind of food that is

eaten." It is added, " Thus did Noah ; according

to all that God (Elohim) commanded him, so did he."

A remarkable addition to these diiections occurs

in the following chapter. The pairs of animals are

now limited to one of unclean animals, whilst ot

clean animals and birds (ver. 2), Noah is to take to

him seven pairs (or as others think, seven indi-

viduals, that is three pairs and one supernumerary

male for sacrifice)." How is this addition to be

accounted for? May we not suppose that we have

here traces of a separate document interwoven by a

later writer with the former history? The passage

indeed has not, to all appearance, been incorporated

intact, but there is a colouring about it which seems

to indicate that Moses, or whoever put the Book of

Genesis into its present shape, had here consulted a

different narrative. The distinct use of the Divine

names in the same phi-ase, vi. 22, and vii. 5—in

the fonner Elohim, in the latter Jehovah—suggests

' Kitto, Bihk Illustrations, A-ntediluvians, &c., p. 142,

The Jewish notion was that the ark was entered by means
of a ladder. On the steps of this ladder, the story goes,

Og, king of Bashan, was sitting when the Flood came ; and
on bib pledging himself to Noah and his sons to be their

slave fur ever, he was suffered to remain there, and
Noah gave him his food each day out of a hole in the ark
(Pirk. K. Kliezer).

k See Winer, Bealw. " EUe." Sir Walter Ealeigh, In

his Butnry of the World, reckons the cubit at 18 inches.

Pt. Kitto calls this a safe way of estimating the cubit in

Scripture, but gives it himself as = 21-888 inches. For
this inconsistency he is taken to task by Hugh Miller,

who adopts the measurement of Sir W. Raleigh.

' Augustine {De Civ. D. lib. xv.) long ago discovered

another excellence in the proportions of the ark ; and that

is, that they were the same as the proportions of the

perfect human figure, the lengdi of which from the sole

to the crown is six times the width across the chest, and

ten times the depth of tlie recumbent figure measured in

a right line from the ground.

i
" Only tame animals of the larger kinds are expressly

mentioned (vi. 20); and if we could be sure that none

others were taken, the difficulties connected with the

necessary provision, stowage, kc, would be materially

lessened. Jt may, however, be urged that In the first

Instance " every living thing of all flesh " (vi. 19) was fo

come into the ark, and that afterwards (vii. 14) " every

living thing " is spoken of not as including, but as distinct

from the tame cattle, and that consequently the Inference

is that wild animals were meant.

Calv.,Ges., Tuch, Baumg., and Delitzsch, imderstand

seven Individuals of each si)ecie8. Del. argues that if

we take HyHK' here to mean seven pairs, we must also

take the 0)3^* before to mean two pairs (and Origen

I

does so take it, c(mt. CcU. iv. 41). But without argun)g,

j

with Knobel, that the repetition of the numeral in this

case, and not in the other, may perhaps be designed to

j

denote that here pairs are to be understood, at any rate

the addition "male and his female" renders this the more

I probable interpretation.
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that this may have been the case." It does not

follow, however, from the mention of clean and

unclean animals that this section leflects a Levitical

or post-Mosaic mind and handling. There were

sacrifices before Moses, and why may there not have

been a distinction of clean and unclean animals?

It may be true of many other things besides cir-

cumcision ; Moses gave it you, not because it was

of Moses, but because it was of the fathers.

Are we then to imderstand that Noah literally

conveyed a pair of all the animals of the world into

the ark? This question virtually contains in it

another, viz., whether the deluge was universal, or

only partial ? If it was only partial, then of course

it was necessary to rind room but for a compara-

tively small number of animals; and the dimensions

of the ark are ample enough for the requireil pur-

pose. The argument on this point has ali-eady been

so well stated by Hugh Miller in his Testimony of

the Rocks, that we need do little more than give an

abstract of it here. Alter saying that it had for

ages been a sort of stock problem to determine

whether all the animals in the world by sevens,

and by pairs, with food sufficient to serve them for

a twelvemonth could have been accommodated in

the given space, he quotes Sir W. Kaleigh's calcu

lation on the subject.? vSir Walter proposed to allow
" for eighty-nine distinct species of beasts, or lest

any should be omitted, for a hundred several kinds."

He then by a curious sort of estimate, in which

he considers "one elephant as equal to four beeves,

one lion to two wolves," and so on, reckons that the

space occupied by the difi'erent animals would be

equivalent to the spaces required for 91 (or say 120)

beeves, four score sheep, and three score and four

wolves. " All these two hundred and eighty beastsi

might be kept in one storey, or room of the ark, in

their several cabins ; their meat in a second ; the

birds and their provision in a third, with space to

spare for Noah and his family, and all their neces-

saries." " Such," says Hugh Miller, " was the

calculation of the great voyager l^leigh, a mwi who
had a moie practical acquaintance with stowage

than perhaps any of the other wiiters who have

speculated on the capabilities of the ark, and his

estimate seems sober and judicious." He then goes

on to show how enormously these limits aie ex-

ceeded by our present knowledge of the extent of

the animal kingdom. Buffon doubled Raleigh's

number of distinct species. During the last thirty

years so astonishing has been the progress of dis-

covery, that of mammals alone theie have been

ascei tained to exist more than eight times the number-

which Butfbn gives. In the first edition of John-

ston's Physical Atlas (1848), one thousand six

hundred and twenty-six difl'erent sjiecies ofmammals
are enumerated; and in the second edition (1856),
one thousand six hundred and filty-eight species.

To these we must add the six thousand two himdred

and sixty-six birds of Lesson, and the six hundred

and fifty-seven or (subtracting the sea-snakes, and
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perhaps the turtles), tlie six hundred and forty-two

reptiles of Charles Bonaparte.

Take the case of the dean animals alone, of which
there were to be seven intr-oduced into the ark.

Admitting, for argument sake, that only seven

individuals, and not seven pairs, were introduced,

the number of these alone, as now known, is sufiS-

cieiit to settle the question. Mr. Wateihouse, in

the year 1856, estimated the oxen at twenty species
;

the sheep at twenty-seven species ; the goats at

twenty; and the deer at fifty-one. "In short, if,

excluding the lamas and the musks as doubtfully

clean, tried by the Mosaic test, we but add to the

sheep, goats, deer, and cattle the forty-eight species

of unequivocally clean antelopes, and multiply the

whole by seven, we shall have as the result a sum
totiil of one thousand one hundred and sixty-two

imlividuals, a number more than four times gieatei

than that for which Raleigh made provision in the

ark." It would be curious to ascertain what

number ofanimals could possibly be stowed, together

with sufficient food to last for a twelvemonth, on

board the Great Eastern.

But it is not only the inadequate size of the ark

to contain all, or anything like all, the progenitors

of our existing species of animals, which is con-

clusive against a universal deluge. Another fact

points with still greater force, if possible, in the

same dii'ection, and that is the manner in which

we now find these animals distributed over the

earth's surface. " Linnaeus held, early in the last

century, that all creatures which now inhabit the

globe had proceeded originally from some such

common centre as the ark might have furnished

;

but no zoologist acquainted with the distribution

of species can acquiesce in any such conclusion now.

We now know that every great continent has its

owrr peculiar fauna; that the original centres of

distribution must have been not one, but many
;

further that the areas or cii-cles around these centres

must have been occupied by their pristine animals

in ages long anterior to that of the Noachian

Deluge ; nay that in even the latter geologic ages

they were preceded in them by animals of the same
general type." Thus, for instance, the animals of

S. America, when the Spaniards first penetrated

into it, were found to be totally distinct from those

of P]uiope, Asia, or Africa. The puma, the jaguar,

the tapir, the lama, the sloths, the ajinadilloes, the

opossums, were animals which had never been seen

elsewhere. So again Australia has a whole class

of animals, the marsupials, quite unknown to other

parts of the world. The various species of kan-

garoo, phascolomys, dasyurus, and perameles, the

flying phalangers, and other no less singular ciea-

*ures, wei-e the astonishment of naturalists when
this continent was first discovered. New Zealand

likewise, " though singularly devoid of indigenous

mammals and reptiles . . . has a scarcely less re-

maikable fauna than either of these great conti-

nents. R consists almost exclusively of birds, some

It is remarkable, moreover, that whilst In ver. 2 it is

said, " Of every clean beast thou shalt talte to thee by
sevens," in vers. S, 9, it is said, " Of clean bsasts, and of

beasts that are not clean," &c. " there went in luo and two
vinto Noah into the ark." This again looks like a com-
pilation from different sources.

P The earliest statement on the subject I have met with
Is in the Plrke R. Eliczer, where it i.s said that Noah took
12 kinds of birds, and 365 species of Dcasts, with him Into

the ark.

1 Heidegger in like manner (Jlift. Sacr. i. p. 518) thinks

he Is very liberal in allowing 300 kinds of animals to have

been tiiken into the ark, and considers that this would

give 50 cubits of solid contents for each kind of animaL

He then subjoins the far more elaborate and really very

curious Computation of Joh. Teraerarius in bis Chrmwh

Demonslr., who reckons after Sir W. Kalelgh's fasliloii.

but enumerates all the different species of known anianals

(amongst which he mentions Pegasi, Sphinxes, and Satyrs),

the kind and quantity of provision, the method of stowage;

&c. See Heidegger, as above, pp. 506. 7. and 518-21.
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of them so ill p'.ovided with wings, that, like the

wika of the natives, they can only run along the

ground." And what is very remarkable, this law

with regard to the distribution of animals does not

date merely from the human period. We find the

gigantic forms of those different species which

dm-ing the later tertiary epochs preceded or accom-

piinied the existing forms, occupying precisely the

same habitats. In S. America, for instance, there

lived then, side by side, the gigantic sloth (mega-

therium) to be seen in the British Museum, and the

smaller animal of the same species which has sur-

vived the extinction of the larger. Australia in

like manner had then its gigantic marsupials, the

very counterpart in everything but in size of the

existing species. And not only are the same mam-
mals found in the same localities, but they are sur-

rounded in every respect by the same circumstances,

and exist in conip;uiy with the same birds, the

same insects, the same plants. In fact so stable is

this law that, although prior to the pleistocene

period we find a diflereut distribution of animals,

we still find each separate locality distinguished by
its own species both of fauna and of flora, and we
find these grouped together in the same manner as

in the later periods. It is quite plain, then, tliat

if all the animals of the world were literally

gathered together in the ark and so saved from the

waters of a universal deluge, this could only have

been etlected (even supposing there was space for

them in the ark) by a most stupendous miracle.

The sloth and the armadillo must have been brought
across oceans and continents from their South Ame-
rican home, the kangaroo from his Australian forests

and prairies, and the polar bear from his icebergs,

to that part of Armenia, or the Euphiates valley,

where the ark was built. These and all the other

animals must have been brought in perfect subjec-

tion to Noah, and many of them must have been

taught to forget their native ferocity in order to

prevent their attacking one another. They must
tlien further, having been brought by supernatural

means from the regions which they occupied, have
likewise been carried back to the same spots by
supernatural means, care having moreover been

tnken that no trace of their passage to and fro

should be left.

But the narrative does not compel us to adopt so

tremendous an hypothesis. We shall see more
clearly when we come to consider the language
used with regard to the Flood itself, that even
that language, strong as it undoubtedly is, does
not oblige us to suppose that the Deluge was
univei-sal. But neither does the language em-
ployed with regard to tiie animals lead to this

conclusion. It is true that Noah is told to tak-fe

two " of every living thing of all flesh," but that
could only mean two of every animal then knomi
to him, unless we supjiose him to have had supei;-

natural information in zoology imparted—a thin^
quite incredible. In fact, but for some miscoucej^
tions as to the meaning of certain expressions, no one
would ever have siispectctl that Noah's knowledge,
or the knowledge of the writer of the narrative,

could have extended beyond a very limited portion

of the globe.

Again, how were the carnivorous animals sup-

plied with food during their twelve months' abode

in the aik ? This would have been difficult even

for the very limited number of wild luiimals in

Noah's immediate neighbourhood. For the very

lai-ge numbei's which the theoiy of a universiil
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Deluge supposes, it would have been quite impos-

sible, unless again we have recoui-se to miracle, and
either maintain that they were miraculously sup-

plied with food, or that for the time being the

nature of their teeth and stomach was changed, so

that they were able to live on vegetables. But
these hypotheses are so extravagant, and so utterly

unsupported by the nm-rative itself, that they may
be safely dismissed without further comment.

The Flood.—The ark was finished, and all its

living freight was gathered into it as in a place of

safety. Jehovah shut him in, says the chronicler,

speaking of Noah. And then there ensued a solemn

pause of seven days before the threatened destraction

was let loose. At last the Flood came ; the waters

were upon the earth. The narrative is vivid and
forcible, though entirely wanting in that sort of

description which in a modem historian or poet

would have occupied the largest space. We see

nothing of the death-struggle ; we hear not the cry

of despair ; we are not called upon to witness the

frantic agony of husband and wife, and parent and
child, as they fled in terror before the rising waters.

Nor is a word said of the sadness of the one

righteous man who, safe himself, looked upon the

destruction which he could not avert. But one

impression is left upon the mind with peculiar

vividness, from the very simplicity of the nairative,

and it is that of utter desolation. This is heightened

by the contrast and repetition of two ideas. On
the one hand we are reminded no less than six times

in the narrative in chaps, vi., vii., viii., who the

tenants of the ark were (vi. 18-21, vii. 1-3, 7-9,

13-16, viii. 16, 17, 18, 19), the favoured and
rescued few ; and on the other hand the total and

absolute blotting out of everything else is not less

emphatically dwelt upon (vi. 13, 17, vii. 4, 21-23).

This evidently designed contrast may especially be

traced in chap. vii. First, we read in ver. 6, " And
Noah was six hundred years old when the flood

came,—wafej's upon the earth." Then follows an

account of Noah and his family and the ;mimals

entering into the ark. Next verses 10-12 resume

the subject of ver. 7: " And it came to pass after

seven days that the waters of the flood were upon

the earth. In the six hundredth year of Noah's

life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day

of the month, on the selfsame day were all the

fountains of the great deep broken up, and the

windows (or floodgates) of heaven were opened.

And the rain was upon the earth forty days and

forty nights." Again the narrative returns to Noah

and his companions and their safety in the ark (ver.

13-16). And then in ver. 17 the words of ver. 12

are resumed, and from thence to tlie end of the

chapter a very simple but very powerful and

impressive description is given of the appalling

catastrophe: "And the flood was forty days upon

the eaith; and the waters increased and bare up

the ark, and it was lift up from off the earth. And
the waters prevailed and increased exceedingly upon

the earth: and the ark went on the foce of the

waters. And the waters prevailed very exceedingly

upon the earth, and all the high mountains which

[were] under the whole heaven were covered.

Fiflecn cubits upwards did the waters prevail, and

the mountains were covered. And all flesh died

which moveth upon the earth, of fowl, and of cattle,

and of wild beasts, and of every creeping thing

which creepeth upon the earth, and eveiy man.

All in whose nostrils was the breath of life, of all

that was m the dry land, died. And every suh-
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stance which was on the face of the gi-ound was

blotted out, as well man as cattle and creeping

thing and fowl of the heaven: they were blotted

out from the earth, and Noah only was letl, and

they that were with him in the ark. And the

waters prevailed on the earth a hundred and fifty

days."

The waters of the Flood increased for a period of

190 days (40+150, comparing vii. 12 and 24).

And then " God remembered Noah," and made a

wind to pass over the earth, so that the waters

were assuaged. The ark rested on the seventeenth

day of the seventh month' on the mountains of

Ararat. After this the waters gradually decreased

till the fiist day of the tenth month, when the tops

of the mountains were seen. It was then that

Noah sent forth, first, the raven,' which flew hither

and thither, resting probably on the mountain-tops,

but not returning to the ark; and next, after an

intei-val of seven days (cf. ver. 10), the dove, " to

see if the waters were abated from the ground

"

(j. e. the lower plain country). " But the dove,"

it is beautifully said, " found no rest for the sole

of her foot, and she returned unto him into the

ark." After waiting for another seven days he

again sent forth the dove, which returned this time

with a fresli (P1"1D) olive-leaf in her mouth, a sign

that the waters were still lower.' And once more,

aftei- another interval of seven days, he sent forth

the dove, and she " returned not again unto him
any more," having found a home for herself upon
the earth. No picture in natural history was ever

drawn with more exquisite beauty and fidelity than

this: it is admirable alike for its poetry and its

truth.

On reading this nan-ative it is difficult, it must
be confessed, to reconcile the language employed
with the hypothesis of a pai'tial deluge. The
difficulty does not lie in the largeness of most of

the terms used, but rather in the precision of one

single expression. It is natural to suppose that

the writei-, when he speaks of " all flesh," " all

in whose nostrils was the breath of life," refers

only to his own locality. This sort of language

is common enough in the Bible when only a small

part of the globe is intended. Thus, for instance,

it is said that " all countries came into Egypt to

Joseph to buy corn;" and that "a decree went
out from Caesar Augustus that all the world should

be taxed." In these and many similar passages

the expressions of the writer are obviously not

to be taken in an exactly literal sense. Even
the apparently very distinct phrase " all the high

hills that were tinder the ichole heaven were
covered " may be matched by another precisely

similar, where it is said that God would put the

fear and the dread of Israel upon even/ nation tinder

heaven. It requires no effort to see that such lan-

guage is framed with a kind of poetic breadth. The
real difficulty lies in the connecting of this state-

ment with the district in which Noah is supposed

to have lived, and the assertion that the waters
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It is impossible to say how this reckoning of time
was made, ami whether a lunar or a solar year Is meant.

Much ingenuity has been oxpended on this question (see

Dclitzsch's Comment.), but with no satisfactory results.

• The raven was supposed to foretell changes in tlie

weather both by its flight and its cry (Aelian, H. A. vli.

1 ; Virg. Georg. i. 3S2, 410). According to Jewish tradi-

tion, the raven was preserved in the ark in order to be

tlie progenitor of the birds which afterwards fed Elijah by
the broo'i Cherith

prevailed fifteen cubits upward. If the Ararat ou
which the ark rested be the present mountam of

the same name, the highest peak of which is more
than 17,000 feet above the sea [Ararat], it would
have been quite impossible for this to have been
covered, the water reaching 15 cubits, i. e. 26 feet

above it, unless the whole earth were submerged.
The author of the Genesis of the Earth, &c., has
endeavoured to escape this difficulty by shifting the
scene of the catastrophe to the low country ou the
banks of the Tigris and Euphrates (a miraculous
overflow of these rivers being sufficient to account
for the Deluge), and supposing that the "fifteen

cubits upward " are to be reckoned, not from the

top of the mountains, but from the surface of the

plain. By " the high hills " he thinks may be meant
only slight elevations, called " high " because they

were the highest parts overflowed. But fifteen

cubits is only a little more than twenty-six feet,

and it seems absurd to suppose that such trifling

elevations are described as " all the high hills under
the whole heaven." At this rate the ark itself must
have been twice the height of the highest mountain.

The plain meaning of the narrative is, that far as

the eye could sweep, not a solitary mountain reared

its head above the waste of waters. Ou the other

hand, there is no necessity for assuming that the

ark stranded on the high peaks of the mountain
now called Ararat, or even that that mountain was
visible. A lower mountain-range, such as the

Zagros range for instance, may be intended. And
in the absence of all geogi-aphical certainty in the

matter it is better to adopt some such explanation

of the difficulty. Indeed it is out of the question

to imagine that the ai-k rested on the top of a

mountain which is covered for 4000 feet from the

summit with perpetual snow, and the descent fi'om

which would have been a very serious matter both

to men and other animals. The local tradition,

according to which fragments of the ark are still

believed to remain on the summit, can weigh no-

thing when balanced against so extreme an impro-
bability. Assuming, then, that the Ararat here

mentioned is not the mountain of that name in

Ai-menia, we may also assume the inundation to

have been partial, and may suppose it to have ex-

tended over the whole valley of the Euphrates, and
eastward as far as the range of mountains running
down to the Persian gulf, or further. As the

inundation is said to have been caused by the

breaking up of the fountains of the great deep, as

well as by the rain, some gi-eat and sudden sub-

sidence of the land may have taken place, accoui-

panied by an inrush of tlie waters of the Persian

gulf, similar to what occurred in the Runn of

Cutch, on the eastern arm of the Indus, iu 1819,
when the sea flowed in, and in a few hours cor>-

verted a tract of land, 2000 square miles in area,

into an inland sea or lagoon (see the account of

this subsidence of the Delta of the Indus in Lyell's

Principles of Geologi/, pp. 460-3).
It has sometimes been asserted that the facts of

» The olive-tree Is an evergreen, and seems to have
the power of living under water, according to Thco-

phrastus {Hist, plant. Iv. 8) and Pilny (ff. Jf. xlii. 5ii).

who mention olive-trees in the Red Sea. The olive

grows in Armenia, but only in the valleys on the sontb

side of Ararat, not on the slopes of the monnlaln. It

will not flourish at an elevation whore even the mnl-

berry, walnut, and apricot are found (RItter, Krdkutttk

X. 920).
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geology are conclusive against the possibility of a

universal deluge. Fonrierly, indeed, the existence

of shells and corals at the top of high mountains

was taken to be no less conclusive evidence the

other way. They were constantly appealed to as

a proof of the literal truth of the Scripture narra-

tive. And so troublesome and inconvenient a proof

did it seem to Voltaire, that he attempted to ac-

count for the existence of fossil shells by arguing

that either they were those of fresh-water lakes and

rivers evaporated during diy seasons, or of land-

snails developed in unusual abundance during wet

ones ; or that they were shells that had been diopped

fiom the hats of pilgrims on their way from the

Holy Land to their own homes ; or in the case of

the ammonites, that they were petrified reptiles.

It speaks ill for the state of science that such argu-

ments could be advanced, on the one side for, and

on the other against, tlie universality of the Deluge.

And this is the more extraoidinar}'—and the tact

sliovvs how verv slowly, where prejudices stand in

the way, the soundest reasoning will be listened to

—when we remember that so early as the year

1.517 an Italian named Fracastoro had demonstrated

the imtenableness of the vulgar belief which asso-

ciated these fossil remains with the Mosaic Deluge.

"That inundation," he observed, "was too tran-

sient; it consisted principally of fluviatile waters;

and if it had transported shells to great distances,

must have strewed tliem over the surface, not

buried them at vast depths in the interior of moun-
tains. . . . But the clear and philosophical views

of Fracastoio were disregarded, and the talent and

argumentative powers of the learned were doomed

for three centuries to be wasted in the discussion

of these two simple and preliminary questions:

first, whether fossil remains had ever belonged to

iving creatures ; and secondly, whether, if this be

idmitted, all the phenomena could not be explained

by the deluge of Noah" (Lyell, Principles of Geo-

logy, p. 20, 9th ed.). Even within the last thirty

years geologists like Cuvier and Buckland have

thought that the superficial deposits might be

referred to the period of the Noachian Flood. Sub-

sequent investigation, however, showed that if the

received ciironology were even approximately cor-

rect, this was out of the question, as these deposits

must have taken place thousands of years before

the time of N<iah, and indeed before the creation of

man. Hence the geologic diluvium is to be care-

fully distinguished from the historic. And although,

singularly enough, the latest discoveries give some
support to the opinion that m.in may have been in

existence during the formation of the diift," yet

even then that fonnation could not have resulted

from a nieie temporary submersion like that of the

Mosaic Deluge, but must have been the effect of

causes iu ojieration for ages. So far then, it is clear,

there is no evidence now on the earth's surface in

favour of a universal deluge.

But is there any positive geological evidence

against it? Hugh Miller and other geologists have

maintained that there is. Tliey appeal to the fact

that in vaiious pai-ts of the world, such as Auvergne

in France, and along the flanks of Aetna, there are

cones of loose scoriae and ashes belonging to long

extinct volcanoes, which must be at least triple the

<• In a valuable paper by Mr. .Tospph lYesi wicli (recently

published in the Philosophical Tramactiovi), It is sug-

gested thai in all probability the origin of man will have

to be thrown back into a greatly earlier antiquity than
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antiquity of the Noachian Deluge, and wliich yet

exhibit no traces of abrasion by the action of water.

These loose cones, they argue, must have been swept
away had the water of the Deluge ever reached

thom. But this argument is by no means con-

clusive. The heaps of scoriae are, we have been

a.ssured by careful scientific observers, not of that

loose incoherent kind which they suppose. And it

would have been quite possible for a gradually ad-

vancing inundation to have submerged these, and

then gradually to have retired without leaving any

mark of it.s action. Indeed, although there is no

proof that the whole world ever was submerged at

one time, and although, arguing from the observed

tacts of the geological cataclysms, we should be dis-

posed to regard such an event as in the highest

degree improbable, it cannot, on geological grounds

alone, be pionounced impossible. The water of the

globe is to the land in the proportion of three-fifths

to two-fifths. There already existed therefore, in

the different seas and lakes, water sufficient to cover

the whole earth. And the whole earth might have

been submerged for a twelvemonth, as stated in

Genesis, or even for a much longer period, witliout

any trace of such submersion being now discernible.

There is, however, other evidence conclusive

against the hypothesis of a univeisal deluge, miracle

apart. " The first efl'ect of the covering of the

whole globe with water would be a complete change

in its climate, the general tendency being to lower

and equalize the temperature of all parts of its sur-

face. Fari passtt with this process . . . would

ensue the destruction of the great majority of ma-
rine animals. And this would take place, partly by

reason of the entire change in climatal conditions,

too sudden and general to be escaped by migration
;

and, in still greater measure, in consequence of the

sudden change in the depth of the water. Great

multitudes of marine animals can only live between

tide-marks, or at depths less than fifty fathoms;

and as by the hypothesis the land had to be de-

pressed many thousands of feet in a few months,

and to be raised again with equal celerity, it follows

that the animals could not possibly have accommo-
dated themselves to such vast and rapid changes.

All the littoral animals, therefore, would have been

killed. The race of acorn-shells and periwinkles

would have been exterminated, and all the coral-

reefs of the Pacific would at once have been con-

verted into dead coral, never to giow again. But
so far is tliis fiom being the case, that acorn-shells,

periwinkles, and coral still survive, and there is

good evidence that they have continued to exist and

flourish for many thousands of years. On the other

hand Noah was not directed to take marine animals

of any kind into the ark, nor indeed is it easy t<i

see how they could have been preserved.

" Again, had the whole globe been submerged,

the sea-water covering the land would at once have

destroyed every fresh-water fish, mollusk, and

worm ; and as none of these were taken into the

ark, the several species would have become extinct.

Nothing of the kind has occurred.

" Lastly, such expeiiments as have been made
with regard to the action of sea-water upon ter-

restrial plants leave very little doubt tli.tt sub-

mergence in sea-water for ten or eleven months

that usually assigned to it, but the pleistocene deposits

to be brought down to a much more recent peiioil, geolo-

gically speaking, than goologists liave hitherto allowed.
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would have effectually destroyed not only the great

majority of the plants, but their seeds as well.

And yet it is not said that Noah took any stocii of

plants with him into the ark, or that the animals

which issued from it had the slightest difficulty in

obtaining pasture.

" There" are, then, it must be confessed, very

strong grounds for believing that no universal

deluge ever occurred, fsuppose the Flocd, on the

other hand, to have been local: suppose, for in-

st^mce, the valley of the Euphrates to have been

submerged ; and then the necessity for preserving

all the species of animals disappears. For, in the

first place, there was nothing to prevent the birds

and many of the large mammals from getting

away; and in the next, the number of species

peculiar to that geographical area, and which would

be absolutely destroyed by its being flooded, sup-

posing they could not escape, is insignificant."

All these considerations point with overwhelming

force in the same direction, and compel us to

believe, unless we suppose that a stupendous miracle

was wrought, that the Flood of Noah (like other

deluges of which we read) extended only over a

limited area of the globe.

It now only remains to notice the later allusions

to the catastrophe occuiTing in the Bible, and the

traditions of it preserved in other nations besides the

Jewish.

The word specially used to designate the Flood

of Noah (P-IBiSn, hammabbul) occurs in only one

other passage of Scripture, Ps. xxix. 10. The poet

there sings of the Majesty of God as seen in tlie

storai. It is not improbable that the heavy rain

accompanying the thunder and lightning had been

such as to swell the torrents, and perhaps cause a

partial inundation. This carried back his thoughts

to the Great Flood of which he had often read,

and he sang, " Jehovah sat as king at the Flood,"

and looking up at the clear face of the sky, and on

the freshness and glory of nature around him, he

added, "and Jehovah remaineth a king for ever."

In Is. liv. 9, the Flood is spoken of as " the waters

of Noah." God Himself appeals to His promise

made after the Flood as a pledge of His faithfulness

to Israel : " For this is as the watei-s of Noah unto

Me : for as I have sworn that the waters of Noah
should no more go over the earth ; so have I sworn

that I would not be wroth with thee nor rebuke

thee."

In the N. T. our Lord gives the sanction of His

own authority to the historical truth of the

narrative. Matt. xxiv. 37 (cf. Luke xvii. 26), de-

claring that the state of the world at His Second

Coming shall be such as it was in the days of Noah.

St. Peter speaks of the "long suflering of God,"

which " waited in the days of Noah while the ark

was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls

were saved by water," and sees in the watei-s of the

Flood by which the ark was borae up a type of

Baptism, by which the Church is separated from

the world. And again, in his Second Epistle (ii. 5)
he cites it as an instance of the righteous judgment
of God who spared not the old world, &c.

The traditions of many nations have preserved

the memory of a great and destructive flood from

which but a small part of mankind escaped. It

ii not always very clear whether they point

back to a common centre, whence they were

carried by the different families of men as they

wandered east and west, or whether they were of
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national growtn, and embody merely records of

catastrophes, such as especially in mountainous
countries are of no rare occurrence. In some in-

stances no doubt the resemblances between the hea-
then and the Jewish stories are so striking as to

render it morally certain that the former were bor-

rowed from the latter. We find, indeed, a mytho-
logical element, the absence of all moral purpose,
and a national and local colouring, but, discenifble

amongst these, undoubted features of the primitive
history. The traditions which come nearest to the
Biblical account are those of the nations of Western
Asia. Foremost amongst these is the Chaldean. It

is preserved in a Fragment of Berosus, and is as

follows: " After the death of Ardates, his son Xisu-

thrus reigned eighteen sari. In his time happened
a great Deluge : the history of which is thus de-

scribed. The Deity Kronos appeared to him in a
vision, and warned him that on the 15th daj "f the

month Daesius there would be a flood by whicn
mankind would be destioyed. He therefore enjoined

him to write a history of the beginning, course, and
end of all things ; and to bury it in the City of the

Sun at Sippara ; and to build a vessel (tr/ca^ios),

and to take with him into it his friends and rela-

tions ; and to put on board food and drink, together

with dirterent animals, birds, and quadrupeds ; and
as soon as he had made all arrangements, to commit
himself to the dee{>. Having asked the Deity

whither he was to sail ? he was answered, ' To the

gods, after having offered a prayer for the good of

mankind.' Whereupon, not being disobedient (to

the heavenly vision), he built a vessel five stadia in

length, and two in breadth. Into this he put every-

thing which he had prepared, and embarked in it

his wife, his children, and his personal friends.

After the flood had been upon the earth and was in

time abated, Xisuthrus sent out some birds fi-om

the vessel, which not finding any food, nor any
place where they could rest, retuined thither. After

an interval of some days Xisuthrus sent out the
birds a second time, and now they returned to the
ship with mud on their feet. A third time he re-

peated the experiment and then they returned no
more : whence Xisuthrus judged that the eaiih v/as

visible above the watei-s ; and accordingly he made
an opening in the vessel (?), and seeing^hat it was
stranded upon the site of a certain mountain, he
quitted it with his wife and daughter, and the

pilot. Having then paid his adoration to the earth,

and having built an altar and offered sacrifices to

the gods, he, together with those who had left the

vessel with him, disappeared. Those who had le-

mained behind, when they found that Xisuthrus
and his companions did not return, in their turn
left the vessel and began to look for him, calling

him by his name. Him they saw no more, but a

voice came to them from hejiven, bidding them lead

pious lives, and so join him who was gone to live

with the gods ; and further informing tliem that his

wife, his daughter, and the pilot had shared the

same honour. It told them, moreover, that they

should return to Babylon, and how it was ordained

that they should take up the writings that had been

buried in Sippara and impart them to mankind,
and that the country where they then were was the

land of Armenia. The rest having heard these

woi-ds, offered sacrifices to the gods, and taking a

circuit journeyed to Babylon. The vessel being

thus stranded in Armenia, some part of it still re-

mains in the mountains of the Corcyraeans (or Cor-

dvaeans, i. e. the Kurds or Kurdistan) in .Armenia-
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and the people scrape off the bitumen from the

vessel and make use of it by way of channs. Now,

when those of whom we have spoken retumed to

Bahylon, they dug up the writings which had been

buried at Sippai-a ; they also founded many cities

and built temples, and thus the country of Babylon

became inhabited again " (Coiy's Ancient Frag-

ments,'^ pp. 26-29). Another vei-sion abridged, but

substanti;illy the same, is given from Abydenus

{Ibid. pp. .33, 34). The version of Eupolemus

(quoted by Eusebius, Pracp. Evang. x. 9) is curious

:

" The city of Babylon," he says, " owes its founda-

tion to those who were saved from the Deluge ; they

were giants, and they built the tower celebrated in

history." Other notices of a Flood may be found (a)

in the Phoenician mythology, where the victory of

Pontus (the sea) over Demarous (the earth) is

mentioned (see the quotation from Sanchoniathon

in Cory, as above, p. 13): (b) in the Sibylline

Oracles, partly bon-owed no doubt from the Biblical

naiTative, and partly perhaps from some Babylonian

story. In these mention is made of the Deluge,

after which Kronos, Titan, and Japetus ruled the

world, each taking a separate portion for himself,

and remaining at peace till after the death of Noah,

when Kronos and Titan engaged in war with one

another {Ih. p. 52). To these must be added (c)

the Phrygian story of king Annakos or Nannakos

(Enoch) in Iconium, who reached an age of more

than 300 years, foretold the Flood, and wept and

prayed for his people, seeing the destruction that

was coming upon them. Very curious, as showing

what deep root this tradition must have taken in

the country, is the fact that so late as the time of

Septimius Severus, a medal was struck at Apamea,

on which the Flood is commemorated. " The city

is known to have been formerly called ' Kibotos

'

or ' the Ark ;' and it is also known that the coins of

cities in that age exhibited some leading point in

their mythological history. The medal in question

represents a kind of square vessel floating in the

water. Through an opening in it are seen two
persons, a man and a woman. Upon the top of this

chest oi ark is perched a bird, whilst another flies

towards it canying a branch between its feet.

Before the vessel are represented the same pair as

having just quitted it, and got upon the dry land.

Singularly enough, too, on some specimens of this

medal the letters Nfl, or NflE, have been found on

the vessel, a.s in ih<t annexed cut. (See Eckhel iii.

Dp. 132, 133 ; Wiseman, Lectures on Science and

("Ota o( Apamea In Phnpnii. rcprojentiiip the Deluge.

» We have here and there made an nlteration. where
the translator seemed to us not quite to have caught the

meaning of the original.

> Or. GutzlafT, in a paper ' On Buddhism in China,'

communicated to the Koyal Asiatic Society (Journal, xvi.

T9), says that he saw In one of the Buddhist tempU's, " in

bejiutlful stucco, the scene where Kwan-yin, the Goddc>s
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Revealed Relu/ion, ii. pp. 128, 129.) This feet is no

doubt remarkable, but too much stress must not Iw

laid upon it ; for, making full allowance for tlie

local tradition as having occasioned it, we must not

forget the influence which the Biblical account

would have in modifying the native story.

As belonging to this cycle of tradition, must be

reckoned also (l)'the Syrian, related by Lucian

{De Bed Si/rd, c. 13), and connected with a huge
chasm in the earth near Hieropolis into which the

waters of the Flood are supposed to have diained

.

and (2) the Annenian quoted by Josephus (Ant.

i. 3) fiom Nicolaus Damascenus, who flourished

about the age of Augustus. He says: " There is

above Minyas in the land of Armenia, a great

mountain, which is called Baris \_i. e. a ship], to

which it is said that many persons fled at the time

of the Deluge, and so were saved ; and that one in

particular was carried thither upon an ark (eVi

XdpvaKos), and was landed upon its summit; and

that tlie remains of the vessel's planks and timbei-s

were long preserved upon the mountain. Perhaps

this was the same person of whom Moses the Legis-

lator of the Jews wrote an account."

A second cycle of traditions is that of Eastern

Asia. To this belong the Persian, Indian, and

Chinese. The Persian is mi.xed up with its cos-

mogony, and hence loses anything like an historical

asjiect. " The world having been coiTupted by
Ahiiman, it was necessary to bring over it a uni-

versal flood of water that all impurity might be

washed away. The rain came down in drops as

large as the head of a bull ; the earth was undei

water to the height of a man, and the creatures of

Ahriman were desti'oyed."

The Chinese story is, in many respects, singu-

larly like the Biblical, according to the Jesuit

M. Wartinius, who says that the Chinese computed
it to have taken place 4000 years before the Chris-

tian era. Fdh-he, the reputed author of Chinese

civilization, is said to have escaped from the waters

of the Deluge. He reappears as the first man at

the production of a renovated world, attended by
seven companions— his wife, his three sons, and

three daughtere, by whose intermarriage the whole

circle of the universe is finally completed (Hard-

wick, Christ and other 3Iasters, iii. 1')).''

The Indian tradition appears in various foims.

Of these, the one which most remarkably agrees

with the Biblical accoimt is that contained in the

Mahiibliitrata. We are there told that Brahma,

having taken the form of a fish, appeared to the

pious llanu (Satya, i. e. the righteous, as Noah
is also called) on the banks of the river VVlrini.

Thence, at his request, Wanu tranferrcd him when
he grew bigger to the Ganges, and finally, when
he was too large even for the Ganges, to the ocean.

Brahma now announces to Manu the approach of

the Deluge, and bids him build a ship and put in

it all kinds of seeds together with the seven Kishis,

or holy beings. The Flood begins and covers the

whole earth. Brahma himself appeai-s in the foi-m of

a horned fish, and the vessel being made fast to him
he draws it for many years, and finally lands on

the loftiest summit of Mount Himaiat («'. e. the

of Mercy, looks down from heaven upon the lonely Noah
in his ark, amidst the raging waves of the deluge, with

the dolphins swimming around as his last means of safety,

and the dove with an olive-branch in its beak flying

towards the vessel. Nothing could have exceeded the

beauty of the execution."
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Ilimahya). Then, by tlie conimand ot God, the

ship is made fast, and in memory of the event tlie

mountain called Naubandhnna (i. e. ship-bindimj^.

By the favour of Brahma, Manu, after the Flood,

crftites the new race of mankind, which are hence

teimed Manudsha, i. e. born of Shinu (Bopp, die

Sihidjiuth). The Purjlnic or popular version is of

much later date, and is, " according to its own
admission, colom-ed and disguised by allegorical

imagery." Another and perhaps the most ancient

version of all is that contained in the ^atapat'ha-

Brdhmana. The peculiarity of this is that its

locality is manifestly north of the Himalaya range,

over which Manu is supposed to have crossed into

India. Both versions will be found at length in

Hardwick's Christ and other Masters, ii. 145-152.

The account of tlie Flood in the Koran is drawn
apparently, partly from Biblical, and partly from

Persian sources. In the main, no doubt, it follows

tlie narrative in Genesis, but dwells at length on

the testimony of Noah to the unbelieving (Sale's

Koran, ch. xi. p. 181). He is said to have tarried

among his people one thousand, save fifty years

(ch. xxix. p. 327). The people scoffed at and

derided him ; and " thus were they employed until

our sentence was put in execution and the oven

pouied forth water." Different explanations have

been given of this oven which may be seen in Sale's

note. He suggests (after Hyde, de Eel. Fers.)

that this idea was borrowed from the Persian

Magi, who also fancied that the first waters of the

Deluge gushed out of the oven of a certain old woman
named Zala Ciifa. But the word Tannur (oven),

he observes, may mean only a receptacle in which
waters are gathered, or the fissure from which they

biake forth.* Another peculiarity of this version

is, that Noah cavils in vain to one of his sons tu

enter into the ark : he refuses, in the hope of

escaping to a mountain, and is drowned before his

father's eyes. The ark, moreover, is said to have

rested on the mountaiu Al Jfldi, which Sale sup-

poses should be written Jordi or Giordi, and con-

nects with the Gordyaei, Cardu, &c., or Kurd
Mountains on the borders of Armenia and Mesopo-
bimia fch. xi. pp. 181-18H, and notes).

A third cycle of traditions is to be found among
the Americixn nations. These, as might be ex-

pected, show occasionally some marks of resem-

blance to the Asiatic legends. The one in exist-

ence among the Cherokees reminds us of the story

in the Mahdbh^rata, only that a dog here renders

the same service to his master as the fish does

there to Manu. " This dog was very pertinacious

in visiting the banks of a river for several days,

where he stood gazing at the water and howling

piteously. Being shaiply spoken to by his master

and ordered home, he revealed the coming evil. He
concluded his prediction by saying that the escape

of his master and family from drowning depended

upon their throwing him into the water; that to es-

cape drowning himself he must t'lke a boat and
put in it all he wished to save: that it would then

rain hard a long time, and a great overflowing of

the land would take place. By obeying this pre-

diction the man and his family were saved, and from
them the earth was again peopled." (Schooici-aft,

Notes on the Iroquois, pp. 358, 359.)
" Of the dmierent nations that inhabit Mexico,"

says A. von Humboldt, "the following had paint-

• The road from Salzburg to Bad-Gustoin passes by
toma very siiigolar fissures made in the limestone by the
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ings resembling the deluge of Coxcox, viz., the

Aztecs, the Mixtecs, the Zapotecs, the Tlascaltecs,

and the Mechoacans. The Noah, Xisuthrus, or

Manu of these nations is t«rmed Coxcox, Teo-
Cipactli, or Tezpi. He saved himself with his

wife Xochiquetzatl in a bark, or, according to other

traditions, on a raft. The painting represents

Coxcox in the midst of the water waiting for a
bark. The mountain, the summit of which rises

above the waters, is the peak of Colhuacan, the

Ararat of the Mexicans. At the foot of the moun-
tain are the heads of Coxcox and his wife. The
latter is known by two tresses in the form of

horns, denoting the female sex. The men born

after the Deluge were dumb : the dove from the

top of a tree distributed among them tongues,

represented under the form of small commas."
Of the Mechoacan tradition he writes, " that Cox-

cox, whom they called Tezpi, embarked in a

spacious acalli with his wife, his children, several

animals, and grain. When the Great Spirit or-

dered the waters to withdraw, Tezpi sent out from

his bark a vulture, the zopilote or vultur aura.

This bird did not return on account of the car-

cases with which the earth was strewed. Tezpi

sent out other birds, one of which, the humming-
bird, alone returned, holding in its beak a branch

clad with leaves. Tezpi, seeing that fresh verdure

covered the soil, quitted his bark near the moun-
tain of Colhuacan "

( Vues des Cordilleres et Momo-
mens de UAmerique, pp. 226, 227). A pecu-

liarity of many of these American Indian traditions

must be noted, and that is, that the Flood, accord-

ing to them, usually took place in the time of the

First Man, who, together with his family escape.

But Miiller {Americanischen Urreligionen) goes

too far when he draws from this the conclusion

that these traditions are consequently cosmogouic and

ha\'e no historical value. The fact seems rather to

be that all memory of the age between the Creation

and the Flood had perished, and that hence these

two great events were brought into close juxtapo-

sition. This is the less unlikely when we see how
very meagre even the Biblical history of that age is.

It may not be amiss, before we go on to speak

of the traditions of more cultivated races, to men-
tion the legend still preserved among the inhabit-

ants of the Fijf islands, although not belonging to

our last group. They say that, " after the islands

had been peopled by the fii'st man and woman, a

great rain took place by which they were finally

submerged ; but before the highest places were

covered by the waters, two large double canoes

made their appearance. In one of these was
Rokora the god of carpenters, in the other liokola

his head workman, who picked up some of the

people and kept them on board until the wateis

had subsided, after which they were again landed

on the island. It is reported that in fonner times

canoes were always kept in readiness against

another inundation. The pei-sons thus siived, eight

ill number, were landed at Mbenga, where the

highest of their gods is said to have made his

fii-st appearance. By virtue of this tradition, the

chiefs of Mbenga take rank before all others and

have always acted a conspicuous p;ut among the

Fljls. They style themselves Kgali-diiva-ki-latuji

—subject to Heaven alone" (Wilkes, Exploring

Expedition).

course of the stream, which arc known by the name ol

•• Die Ofen," or " the Ovens."
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One more cycle of traditions we shall notice

—

that, viz., of the Hellenic races.

Hellas has two versions of a Hood, one associated

with Ogyges {Jul. Afric. as quoted by Euseb.

Praep. Ev. x. 10) and the other, in a far more
elaborate form, with Deucalion. Both, however,

are of late origin,—they were unknown to Homer
and Hesiod. Herodotus, though he mentions Deu-

calion as one of the fii-st kings of the Hellenes, says

not a word about the Flood (i. 56). Pindar is

the first writer who mentions it (Olymp. ix. 37ff.).

In Apollodorus {Bihlio. i. 7) and Ovid {Metam.
i. 260) the story appears in a much more definite

shape. Finally, Lucian gives a narrative {De Bed
Syr. c. 12, 13), not very different fi-om that of

Ovid, except that he makes provision for the

safety of the animals which Ovid does not. He
attributes the necessity for the Deluge to the ex-

ceeding wickedness of the existing race of men, and

declares that the earth opened and sent forth

waters to swallow them up, as well as that heavy
i-ain fell upon them. Deucalion, as the one righteous

man, escaped with his wives and children and the

animals he had put into the chest (\dpvaKa), and

landed, after nine days and nine nights, on the top

of Parnassus, whilst the chief part of Hellas was
under water, and nearly all men perished, except

a few who reached the tops of the highest moun-
tiiins. Plutarch {de Sollert. Anim. §13) mentions

the dove which Deucalion made use of to ascertain

whether the Hood was abated.

Most of these accounts, it must be observed,

localize the Flood, and confine it to Greece or some
part of Greece. Aristotle speaks of a local inunda-

tion near Dodona only (Meteorol. i. 14).

It must also be confessed, that the later the nar-

rative, the more definite the form it assumes, and the

more nearly it resembles the Mosaic account.

It seems tolerably certain that the Egyptians

had no records of the Deluge, at least if we are to

credit Manetho. hor has any such record been

detected on the monuments, or preserved in the

mythology of Egypt. They knew, however, of the

Hood of Deucalion, but soem to have been in doubt
whether it was to be regarded as partial or uni-

versal, and they supposed it to have been preceded

by several others.

Everybody knows Ovid's story of Deucalion and
Pyn-ha. It may be mentioned, however, in refer-

ence to this as a very singular coincidence that,

just as, according to Ovid, the earth was repeopled
by Deucalion and Pyrrha throwing the bones of
their mother («. e. stones) behind their backs, so

among the Tamanaki, a Carib tribe on the Orinoko,
the story goes that a man and his wife escaping
from the flood to the top of the high mountain
Tapanacu, threw over their heads the fruit of
the Mauritia-palm, whence spriuig a new lace of

men and women. This curious coincidence be-

tween Hellenic and American traditions seems ex-

plicable only on the hypothesis of some common
centre of tradition.

After the Flood.—Noah's fii-st act after he left the

ark was to build an altar, and to offer sacrifices.

This is the first altar of which we read in Scripture,

and the first burnt sacrifice. Noah, it is said, took

of every clean beitst, and of every clean fowl, and
offered burnt offerings on the altar. And then the

narrative adds with childlike simplicity : " And
Jehovah smelled a smell of rest (or satisfijction),

and Jehovah said in His heart, I will not again

curse the ground any moie for man's sake ; for the
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imagination of man's heart is evil from his youth ;

neither will I again smite any more every living

thing as I have done." Jehovah accei)ts the sacri-

fice of Noah as the acknowledgment on the part of

man that he desires reconciliation and communiok-

with God ; and therefore the renewed earth sha..

no more be wasted with a plague of waters, but so

long as the e;vrth shall last, seed-time and harvest,

cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night

shall not cease.

Then follows the blessing of God (Elohim) upon

Noah and his sons. They are to be fruitful and

multiply : they are to have lordship over the inferior

animals ; not, however, as at the first by native

right, but by terror is their rule to be established.

All living creatures are now given to man for food
;

but express provision is made that the blood (in

which is the life) should not be eaten. This does

not seem necessarily to imply that animal food was
not eaten before the flood, l)ut only that now the

use of it was sanctioned by divine permission. The
prohibition with regard to blood reappears with

fresh force in the Jewish ritual (Lev. iii. 17, \\\.

26,27, xvii. 10-14; Deut. .xii. 16, 23, 24, .xv. 23),

and seemed to the Apostles so essentially human as

well as Jewish that they thought it ought to be

enforced upon Gentile converts. In later times the

Greek Church urged it as a reproach against the

Latin that they did not hesitate to eat things

strangled (s'lffocata in quibus sanguis tenetur').

Next, God makes provision for the security of

human life. The blood of man, in which is his

lite, is yet more precious than the blood of beasts.

When it has been shed God will require it, whether

of beast or of man : and man himself is to be the

appointed channel of Divine justice upon the

homicide :
'* Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man

shall his blood be shed; for in the image of God
made He man." Hence is laid the first foundation

of the civil power. And just as the priesthood is

declared to be the privilege of all Israel before it is

made representative in certain individuals, so here

the civil authority is declared to be a right of human
nature itself, before it is delivered over into the

hands of a particular executive.

Thus with the beginning of a new world God
gives, on the one hand, a promise which secures the

stability of the natural order of the universe, and,

on the other hand, consecrates human life with a

special sanctity as resting upon these two pillai-s

—

tlie brotherhood of men, and man's likeness to God.

Of the seven precepts of Noah, as they are called,

the observance of which was required of all Jewish

proselytes, three only are here expressly mentioned :

the abstinence fiom blood ; the prohibition of

murder ; and the recognition of the civil authority.

The remaining four : the prohibition of idolatry, of

blasphemy, of incest, and of theft rested app;irently

on the general sense of mankind.

It is in the terms of the blessing and the covenant

made with Noah after the Flood that we find the

strongest evidence that in the sense of the writer it

was universal, i.e., that it extended to all the then

known irorld. The literal truth of the narrative

obliges us to believe that the u-hole human race,

except eight persons, jierished by the waters of the

flood. Noah is clearly the head of a new human
family, the representative of the whole race. It is

as such that God makes His covenant with liini

;

and hence selects a natural phenomenon as the sign

of that covenant, just as later in making a national

covenant with Abraham, He made the seal of it to
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be a.i arbitrary sign in the flesh. The bow in the

cloud, seen by every nation under heaven, is au

unfailing witness to the truth of God. Was tlie

rainbow, then, we ask, never seen before the flood?

Was this '' sign in the heavens" beheld for the first

time by the eight dwellers in the ark when, after

their long imprisonment, they stood again upon the

green earth, and saw the dark humid clouds spanned

by its glorious arch? Such seems the meaning of

the narrator. And yet this implies that there was

no rain before the flood, and that the laws of nature

were changed, at least in that part of the globe, by

that event. There is no reason to suppose that in

the world at large there has been such change in

meteorological phenomena as here implied. That a

certain portion of the earth should never have been

visited by rain is quite conceivable. Egypt, though

not absolutely without rain, very rarely sees it.

But the country of Noah and the Ark was a moun-

tainous country ; and the ordinary atmospherical

conditions must have been suspended, or a new
law must have come into operation after the flood,

if the rain then first fell, and if the rainbow had

consequently never before been painted on the clouds.

Hence, many writers have supposed that the meaning

of the passage is, not that the rainbow now appeared

for the first time, but that it was now for the first

time invested with the sanctity of a sign ; that not a

new phenomenon was visible, but that a new mean-

ing was given to a phenomenon already existing.

It must be confessed, however, that this is not the

natural interpretation of the words :
" This is the

sign of the cov'euant which I do set between me and

you, and every living thing which is with you for

everlasting generations : my bow have I set in the

cloud, and it shall be for the sign of a covenant

between me and the earth. And it shall come to

pass that when I bring a cloud over the earth, then

the bow shall be seen in the cloud, and I will

remember my covenant which is between me and

you and every living thing of all flesh," &c.

Noah now for the rest of his life betook himself

to agricultural pursuits, following in this the tra-

dition of his family. It is particularly noticed that

he planted a vineyai-d, and some of the older Jewish

writers, with a touch of poetic beauty, tell us that

he took the shoots of a vine which had wandei ed

out of paradise wherewith to plant his vineyard.'

Whether in ignorance of its properties or otherwise,

we are not iutbrmed, but he drank of the juice of

the grape till he became intoxicated and shamefully

exposed himself in his own tent. One of liis sons,

Ham, mocked openly at his father's disgrace. The
others, with dutiful care and reverence, endeavoured

to hide it. Noah was not so drunk as to be un-

conscious of the inilignity which his youngest son

had put upon him ; and when he recovered fiom
[

the effects of his intoxication, ho declared that in
]

requital for this act of brut<il unfeeling mockery, a !

curse should rest upon the sons of Ham, that he
]

who knew not the duty of a child, should see his !

own son degraded to the condition of a slave. With
the curse on his youngest son was joined a blessing

on the other two. It jan thus, in the old poetic
i

or rather rhythmical and alliterative form into
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which the more solemn utterances of antiquity

commonly tell. And he said:

—

Cursed be Canaan,

A slave of slaves shall he be to his brethren.

And he said :

—

Blessed be Jehovah, God of Shera,

And let Canaan be their slave !

May God enlarge Japhet,''

And let him dwell in the tents of Shem,
And let Canaan be their slave !

Of old a father's solemn curse or blessing was held

to have a mysterious power of fulfilling itself. And
in this case the words of the righteous man, though
strictly the expression of a wish (Dr. Pye Smith is

quite wrong in translating all the verbs as futures
;

they are optatives) did in fact amount to a prophecy.

It has been asked why Noah did not curse Ham,
instead of cursing Canaan. It might be sufficient

to reply that at such times men are not left to

themselves, and that a divine purpose as truly

guided Noah's lips then, as it did the hands of

Jacob afterwards. But, moreover, it was surely by
a righteous retribution that he, who as youngest
sou had dishonoured his father, should see the curse

light on the head of his own youngest son. The
blow was probably heavier than if it had lighted

directly on himself. Thus early in the world's

history was the lesson taught practically which the

law afterwards expressly enunciated, that God visits

the sins of the lathers upon the children. The
subsequent history of Canaan shows in the clearest

manner possible the fulfilment of the curse. When
Israel took possession of his land, he became the

slave of Shem : when Tyre fell before the arms of

Alexander, and Carthage succumbed to her Koman
conquerors, he became the slave of Japhet : and we
almost hear the echo of Noah's curse in Hannibal's

Agnosco fortunam Carthaginis, when the head of

Hasdrubal his brother was thrown contemptuously
into the Punic lines.<=

It is uncertain whether in the words "And let

him dwell in the tents of Shem," " God," or
" Japhet," is the subject of the verb. At first it

seems more natural to suppose that Noah prays that

God would dwell there (the root of the verb is the

same as that of the noun Skechinah). But the

blessing of Shem has been spoken already. It is

better therefore to take Japhet as the subject. What
then is meant by his dwelling in the tents of Shem ?

Not of course that he should so occupy them as to

thrust out the original possessors; nor even that
they should melt into one people ; but as it would
seem, that .I.iphet may enjoy the religious privileges

of Shem. So Augustine :
" Latificet Deus Japheth

et habitet in tentoriis Sem, id est, in Ecclesiis qiias

filii Prophetarum Apostoli construxerunt." The
Talmud sees this blessing fulfilled in the use of the

(ireek language in sacred things, such as the trans-

lation of the Scriptures. Thus Shem is blessed with
the knowledge of Jehovah : and Japhet with tem-
poral increiise and dominion in the first instance,

with the further hope of sharing afterwards in

spiritual advantages. After this prophetic blessing

we hear no more of the patriaich but the sum of his

» Armenia, it has been observed, is still favourable to ' to one version brought it from India (Died. Sic lii. 32),

the growth of the vine. Xenophon {Anab. iv. 4, 9) speaks ! according to another from Phrygia (Slrubo. .x. -169). Asia

of the excellent wines of the country, and his account at all events Is the acknowledged home of the vine,

has been confirmed in more recent times (Ritter, ErdJc.
\

b There is an alliterative play upon words here which

X. 554, 319, &c). The Greek myth referred the discovery . cannot be preserved in a translation,

and cultivation of the vine to Dionygos, who according «^ See Delitzsch, Convm. in loc
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jears.

NO-AMON
And Noah lived atler the flood throe hun-

dred and fifty years. And thus all the days of Noah

were nine hundred and fifty years: and he died."

For the literature of this article the various com-

mentiries on Genesis, especially those of modern

date, may be consulted. Such are those of Tuch,

18158 ; of Baumijarten, 1843 ; Ivnobel, 1852 ; Schro-

der, 1846 ; Defitzsch, 3d ed. 1860. To the last of

these especially the present writer is much indebted.

Other works beai-ing on the subject more or less di-

rectly are Lyell's Principles of Geology, 1853
;

Pfaft''s Schopfungs Geschichte, 1855; Wiseman's

Lectures on Science and Revealed Religion;

Hugh Miller's Testimony of the Rocks. Hardwick's

Christ and other Masters, 1857 ; Miiller's Die

Americanischen Urreligionen ; Bunsen's Bihelwerk,

and Ewald's Jahrhiichcr, have also been consulted.

The writer has further to express his obligations

both to Professor Owen and to Professor Huxley,

and especially to the latter gentleman, for much
valuable information on the scientific questions

touched upon in this ai'ticle. [J. J. S. P.]

NO'AH(nyi: Noua: Noa). One of the five

daughters of Zelcphehad (Num. xxvi. 33, xxvii. 1,

xxxvi. 11, Josh. xvii. 3).

NO-A'MON, NO (jiClX N3 : /xep's "Awc^" :

Alexandria (populormn), Nah. iii. 8 : NJ : Atdff-

TToAiy; Alexandria, Jer. xlvi. 25, Ez. xxx. 14, 15,

16), a city of Egypt, Thebae (Thebes), or Dios-

polis Magna. The second part of the firet form is

the name of AMEN, the chief divinity of Thebes,

mentioned or alluded to in connexion with this

place in Jeiemiah, "Behold, I will punish Amon [or

'the multitude,' with reference to Amen*] in No,

and Pharaoh, and I'^gypt, with their gods, and their

kings" (I. c.) ; and perhaps also alluded to in Ezekiel

(xxx. 15). [Amon.] The second part of the Egyp-

tian sacred name of the city, HA-AJIEN, " the

abode of Amen," is the same. There is a difficulty

as to the meaning of No. It has been supposed, in

accordance with the I,XX. rendering of No-Amon by

fifftis '\fin(iv, that the Coptic !tOP,> KOT^j
funis, fimiculns, once funis meiisoriiis (Mic. ii. 4),

instead of ItO^ ftpCUCy . might indicate that

it signified " portion," so that the name would

mean " the portion of Amon." But if so, how
are we to explain the use of No alone? It thus

occure not only in Hebrew, but also in the lan-

guage of the .\ssyrian inscriptions, in which it is

written Ni'a, according to Sir Henry Itawlinson

(' Illustrations of Egyptian History and Chronology,"

&c., Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit., 2nd Ser. vii. p. 166).'>

The conjectures that Thebes was called IT HI It

^JULOTIt) " the abode of Amen," or, still nearer

the Hebrew, It^. ^-JULOTIt, " the [city] of

Amen," like It^HCI, " the [city] of Isis," or,

as Gesenius prefers, JUL^. ^.JULO'rrl, "the
place of Amen " {Thes. s. v.), are all liable to two
serious objections, that they neither represent the

Egyptian name, nor afford an explanation of the use

of No alone. It seems most reasonable to suppose
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that No is a Semitic name, and that Amon is added

in Nahum (/. c.) to distinguish Thebes from some
other place bearing the same name, or on account

of the connection of Amen with that city. Thebes

also bears in ancient Egyptian the common name,

of doubtful signification", AP-T or T-AP, which the

Greeks represented by Thebae. The whole metro-

polis, on both banks of the river, was called TAM.
(See Brugsch, Geogr. Inschr. i. pp. 175, seqq.)

Jerome supposes No to be either Alexandria or

Egypt itself (/ft Jesaia?n, lib. v. t. iii. col. 125, ed.

Pans, 1704). Champollion takes it to be Dios-

polis in Lower Egypt {L'£gypte sous les Pharaons,

ii. p. 131); but Gesenius {I. c.) well obsei-ves that

it would not then be compared in Nahum to Nineveh.

This and the evidence of the Assyrian record leave

no doubt that it is Thebes. The description of

No-Amon, as " situate among the rivers, the watere

round about it " (Nah. I. c), remarkably charac-

terizes Thebes, the only town of ancient Egypt which
we know to have been built on both sides of the Nde

;

and the prophecy that it should " be rent asunder
"

I'Ez. xxx. 16) cannot fail to appear remarkably
significant to the obseiTer who stands amidst the

i-iist ruins of its chief edifice, the gieat temple of

Amen, which is rent and shattered as if by an

earthquake, although it must be held to refer pri-

marily, at least, rather to the breaking up or capture

of the city (comp. 2 K. xxv. 4, Jer. Iii. 7), than to

its destruction. See Thebes. [R. S. P.]

NOB (23: No/xj8a; Alex. No;8o, exc. No/SaO

1 Sam. xxiii. 11, N<$/3 Neh. xi. 32: Nobe, A^ob in

Neh.) was a sacerdotal city in the tribe of Benja-

min, and situated on some eminence near Jerusalem.

That it was on one of the roads which led from

the north to the capital, and within sight of it, is

certain fi'om the illustrative jKissage in which Isaiah

(x. 28-32) describes the approach of the Assyrian

army :

—

" He comes to Al, passes through MIgron,

At Michmash deposits bis baggage

;

They cross the pass, Geba is our night-station

;

Terrified is Ramah, Gibeah of Saul flees.

Sliriek with thy voice, daughter of Gallim ;

Listen, Lalsli ! All, poor Anatlioth !

Mrtdmenah escapes, dwellers in Gebim take flight."

Yet this day he halts at Nob :

He shakes his hand against the mount, daughter

of Zlon,

The hill of Jerusalem."

In this spirited sketch the poet sees the enemy

pouring down from the north ; they reach at length

the neighbourhood of the devoted city ; they take

possession of one village after another ; while the

inhabitants flee at their approach, and fill the

country with cries of terror and distress. It is

implie<l here clearly that Nob was the last stition

in their line of march, whence the invaders could

see Jerusalem, and whence they could be seen, as

they " shook the hand " in proud derision of their

enemies. Lightfoot also mentions a Jewish tradition

{0pp. ii. p. 203) that Jerusalem and Nob stooti

within sight of e:ich other.

Nob was one of the places where the tabernacle,

or ark of Jehovah, was kept for a time during the

days of its wanderings before a home was provided

" The former is the more probable reading, as the gods

of Efiypt are mentioned ulniost immediately after.

>> Sir Henry Kawlinson identifies Ni'a with N'o-Amon.

The whole paper (pp. 137, seqq.) is of great Importance,

as tllustrating the reference in Nahum to the capture of

Thebes, by shewing that Egypt was conquered by both

Esarhaddor. and Asshur-banl-pal, and that the latter

twice took Thebes. If these wars were after the prophet's

time, the narrative of them makes it more probable than

it before seemed that there was a still earlier conquest of

Egypt by the Assyrians.
" " The full Idea," says Gesenius, " is that they liunry

off to conceal their treasures."
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for it on mount Zion (2 Sam. vi. 1 &c.). A com-
pany of the Benjamites settled here after the return

fi-om the exile (Neh. xi. 32). But the event for

which Nob was most noted in the Scrijtture annals,

was a frightful massacre which occurred theie in

the reign of Saul (1 Sam. xxii. 17-19). David had

fled thither from the court of the jealous king ; and

the circumstances under whicli he had escaped being

unknown, Ahimelech, the hi;4h priest at Nob, gave

him some of the shew-bread from the golden table,

and the sword of Goliath which he had in his charge

as a sacred trophy. Doeg, an Edomite, tlie king's

shepherd, who was present, reported the aff;ur to

nis master. Saul was enrageil on hearing that such

favour had bwn shown to a man whom he hated as

a rival ; and nothing would appease him but the

indiscriminate slaughter of all the inhabitants of

Nob. The king's executionei-s having refused to

perform the bloody deed (1 Sam. xxii. 17), he said

to Doeg, the spy, who had betrayed the un-

suspecting Ahimelech, " Turn thou, and fall upon
the priests. And Doeg the Edomite turned, and

he fell upon the priests, and slew on that day foui-

score and five persons that did wear a linen ephod.

And Nob, the city of tlie priests, smote he with the

edge of tlie sword, both men and women, children

and sucklings, and oxen, and asses, and sheep, with
the edge of the sword." Abiathar, a son of Ahi-

melech, was the only peison who survived to re-

count the sad story.

It would be a long time naturally before the

doomed city could recover fiom such a blow. It

app&ars in fact never to have regained its ancient

impoi-tance. The references in Is. .x. 32, and Neh.
xi. 32, are tlie only later allusions to Nob which
we find in the 0. T. All trace of the name has

disappeared from the country long ago. Jerome
states that nothing remained in his time to indicate

where it had been. Geographers are not agreed as

to the precise spot with which we are to identify

the ancient locality. Some of the conjectures on
this point may deserve to be mentioned. " It must
have been situated," says Dr. Robinson [Fesearches,

vol. i. p. 464), "somewhere upon the ridge of the

Mount of Olives, north-east of tiie city. We sought
all along this ridge, fi'om the Damascus road to the

summit opposite the city, for some traces of an
ancient site which might be regarded as the place

of Nob ; but without the slightest success." Kie-

pert's Jlap places Nob at El-lsA'deh, not far from
Andtd, about a mile north-west of Jerusalem.

Tobler {Topographie von Jems. ii. §719) describes

this village as beautifully situated, and occupying
unquestionably an ancient site. But it must bo
regarded as fatal to this identification that Jeru-

salem is not to be seen from that point. El-lsdicteh

is in a valley, and the drainntic representition of

the prophi't would be unsuited to such a place.

Mr. Port<!r {Flarulh. ii. 324) expresses the confi-

dent belief that Nob is to be sought on a low
peaked tell, a little to the right of the nortJiern

road and opposite to Shafat. He found there

several cisterns hewn in the rock, large building

stones, and various other indications of an ancient

town. The top of tliis hill alfords an extensive

view, and Momit Zion is distinctly seen, though
Moriah and Olivet are hid by an intervening ridge.

The Nob spoken of above is not to bo confounded
with another which Jerome mentions in the plain

of Sharon, not far fiom Lydda. (See Von Itau-

mer's Palaestina, p. 19(3.) No allusion is made to

this latter place in the Bible. The Jews after re-
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covenng the ark of Jehovah from the Philistines

would be likely to keep it beyond the reacli of a
similar disaster; and tlie Nob which was the seal

of the sanctuary in the time of Snul, must have
been among the mountains. This Nob, or Niobe
as Jerome writes, now Beit Nuba, coidd not be
the village of that name near Jerusalem. The
towns with which Isaiah associates the place put
that view out of the question. [H. B. H.]

N0'BAH(n2i): No3a;9,Na/3af; Alex. Naj8a;0,

Na^fO : A^'oba). The name conferred by the con-

queror of Kenath and the villages in dependence on
it on his new acquisition (Num. xxxii. 42). For a
certain period after the establishment of the Israelite

rule the new name remained, and is used to mark
the course taken by (iideon in his chase after Zebah
and Zalmunna (Judg. viii. 1 1). But it is not agam
heard of, and the original appellation, as is usual m
such cases, appears to have lecovered its hold, which
it has since retained; for in the slightly modified

form of Kimdwat it is the name of the place to the

present day (see Onomasticon, Nabo).
Ewald (Gesch. ii. 268, 7iote 2) identifies the

Nobah of Gideon's pursuit with Nopliah of Num.
xxi. 30, and distinguishes them both trom Nobah of

Num. xxxii. 42, on the ground of their being men-
tioned with Dibon, Medeba, and Jogbehah. But if

Jogbehah be, as he elsewhere (ii. 504, note 4) sug-

gests, el-Jebeibeh, between Amman and es-Salt,

there is no necessity for the distinction. In truth

the lists of Gad and Reuben in Num. xxxii. are so

confused that it is difficult to apportion the towns
of each in accordance with our present imperfect

topographical knowledge of those regions. Ewald
also (ii. 392 note) identifies Nobah of Num. x.xxii.

42 with Nawa or Neve, a place 15 or 16 miles east

of the north end of the Lake of Gennesaret (Kitter,

Jordan, 356). But if K'enath and Nobah are the

same, and Kunawat be Kenath, the identification

is both unnecessary and imtenable.

Eusebius and Jerome, with that curious disregard

of probability which is so puzzling in some of the

articles in the Onomasticon., identify Nobah of

Judg. viii. with Nob, " the city of the Priests,

afterwards laid waste by Saul " {Onom. No/u/Sa and
"Nabbesive Noba"). [G.]

NO'BAH (1123 : fiafiad: Noba). An Israelite

warrior (Num. xxxii. 42 only), probably, like Jair,

a Manassite, who during the conquest of the terri-

tory on the east of Jordan possessed himself of tlie

town of Kenath and the villages or hamlets de-

pendent upon it (Heb. " daughters"), and gave them
his own name. According to the Jewish tradition

(Seder Olam Rabba, ix.) Nobah was bom in Egypt,

died after the decease of Moses, and was buried

during the pa.ssage of the Jordan.

It will bo observed that the form of the name in

the LXX. is the same as that given to Nebo. [G.]

NOD. [Cain.]

NO'DAB (3113 : NaSo/3a?o» : Nodah), the name

of an Arab tribe mentioned only in 1 Chr. v. 19,

in the account of the war of the Reubenites, the

(iadites, and the half of the tribe of Mana.<weh,

against the Hagarites (verses 9-22); "and they

made war with the Hagarites, with Jetur, and

Nephish, and Nodab" (ver. 19j. In Gen. .xxv.

15 and 1 Chr. i. 31, Jetur, Naphish, and Kede-

mah are the last three sons of Ishmael, and it

has been therefore supposed that No.lab also was
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one of his sons. But we have no other mention
of Nodab, and it is probable, in the absence of
additional evidence, that he w: s a grandson or other

descendant of the pati-iarch, and that the name, in

the time of the record, was that of a tribe sprung
fiom such descendant. The Hagarites, and Jetur,

Nephish, and Nodab, were pastoral people, for the

Reubenites dwelt in their tents throughout all the

east [land] of Gilead (ver. 10), and hi the war a
great multitude of cattle—camels, sheep, and asses

—were t^iken. A hundred thousand men weie taken

prisoners or slain, so that the tribes must have
been very numerous ; and the Israelites " dwelt in

their steads until the captivity." If the Hagarites

(or Hagarenes) were, as is most probable, the people

who afterwards inhabited Hejer [Hagarenks],
they were driven southwards, into the north-eastern

province of Arabia, bordering the mouths of the

Euphrates, and the low tracts surrounding them.
[.Ietor; Ituraea; Naphish.] [E. S. P.]

NO'E (NtSe : NoS). The patriarch Noah (Tob.

iv. 12 ; Matt. xxiv. 37, 38 ; Luke iii. 36, svii.

26, 27).

NO'EBA (No€j3ci : Nachoha) = Nekoda 1

(1 Esdr. V. 31 ; comp. Ezr. ii. 48).

NO'GAH (n Ji : Nayai, Nayefl : Noge, No;]a).

One of the thirteen sons of David who were bom to

him in Jerusalem (1 Chr. iii. 7, xiv. 6). His
name is omitted fiom the list in 2 Sam. v.

NO'HAH (nni3 : Na>c{ : NoJiaa). Tlie fourth

son of Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 2).

NON (p: ^oiv: Nun). Nun, the father of

.loshua (1 Chr. vii. 27).

NOPH, MOPH (C)!! : Me'/xc/xs : Memphis, Is.

six. 13, Jer. ii. 16, Ez. .v.xx. 13, 16 ; F|b : Mfixcpis:

Memphis, Hos. ix. 6), a city of Egypt, Blemphis.
These forms are contracted from the ancient
Egyptian common name, MEN-NUFR, or MEN-
NEFKU, " the good abode," or perhaps " the abode
of the good one :" also contracted in the Coptic

formsjuLcrtqi, juLejULqi, juten^e,
JULGJUL£.e (M), JULGJULqe rs) ; in the

Greek M€/x(/)is ; and in the Arabic Vl/Wi/, c_aJL<i.

The Hebrew forms are to be regarded as represent-

ing colloquial forms of the name, current with the

Shemites, if not with the Egyptians also. As to

the meaning of Memphis, Plut.irch observes that it

was interpreted to signify either the haven of gooa
ones, or the sepulchre of Osiris (kuI rr^v fx-fv ttSKiv

01 iifu '6pfxov ayaQQiv ipfirivevovaiv, oi 5'[jSi']coj

Ta<\>ov 'OffiptSo!, Dr r.side et Osiride, 20). It is

probable that the epithet " good " refers to Osiris,

whose sacred animal Apis was here worehipped, and
here had its burial-plaw, the Serajieum, whence the

name of the village Busiris (PA-HESAlt? "the

" This Arabic name affonls a curious instance of the

nse of Semitic names of similar sound but difreront signi-

fication in tlie place of names of oilier lansuases.

b 1. ^[^n, api.0fi.6i, properly enquiry, invosligation

(Ges. p. 515).

2. nD3p, apt0fxd<r, vumt^nts.

;!. *30, Tux"?. Fortuna. probably a ileity (Gcs. p. i9S)

;

rendered " number," Is. Ixv. 11.

4. p3p. Clmld. from sauji' root as (.I).

NTOIBER

[abode?] ofOsiiis"), now represented in name, if

not in exact site, by Aboo-Seer,* probably originally

a quarter of Jlemphis. As the great upper Egyptian
city is characterized in Nahum as " situate among
the rivers" (iii. 8), so in Hosea the lower Egyptian
one is distinguished by its Necropolis, in this passage

as to the fugitive Israelites :
" Mizraim shall gather

them up, Noph shall bury them;" for its burial-

ground, stretching for twenty miles along the edge

of the Libyan desert, greatly exceeils that of any
other Egyptian town. (See Brugsch, Geoqr. Tnschr.

i. pp. 234, seqq., and MEMPHIS.) [R. S. P.]

NO'PHAH (nsll, Nophach ; the Samar, has the

article, ns^n : al yvyaiKes, Alex, al y. avrup :

Nuphe), a place meutioned only in Num. xxi. 30
in the remarkable song apparently composed by
the Amorites after their conquest of Heshbon from

the Moabites, and therefore of an earlier date

than the Israelite invasion. It is named with

Dibon and Jledeba, and was possibly in the neigh-

bourhood of Heshbon. A name very similar to

Nophah is Xobah, which is twice mentioned ; once

as bestowed by the conqueror of the same name
on Kenath (a place still existing more than 70 rniles

distant from the scene of the Aniorite conflict), and

again in connexion with Jogbehah, which latter,

from the mode of its occurrence in Nimi. xxxii. 36,

would seem to have been in the neighbourhood of

Heshbon. Ewald {Gesch. ii. 268 ruAe) decides

(though without giving his grounds) that Nophah
is identiciU with the latter of these. In this case the

difference would be a dialectical one, Nophah being

the Moabite or Amorite form. [NOUAH.] [G.]

NOSE-JEWEL (Dn., pi. constr. »»T3 : ivd,-

Tia: inaures: A. V., Gen. xxiv. 22; Ex. xxxv. 22

"earring;" Is. iii. 21 ; Ez. xvi. 12, "jewel on the

forehead:" rendered by Theod. and Symm. eiripplviov,

Ges. 870). A ring of metal, sometimes of gold or

silver, passed usually through the right nostril, and

worn by way of ornament by women in the East.

Its diameter is usually 1 in. or 1§- in., but some-

times as much as 3^ in. Upon it are strung

beads, coral, or jewels. In Egypt it is now almost

confined to the lower classes. It is mentioned in

the Mishna, Shabh. vi. 1 ; Celim, .\i. 8. Layard

remarks that no specimen has been found in As-

syrian remains. (Burckhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 51,

232 ; Niebuhr, Descr. de I'Arab. p. 57 ; Voyages,

i. 133, ii. 56 ; Chardin, Voy. viii. 200 ; Lane, Sfod.

Eg. i. 78; App. iii. p. 226; Saalschutz, Hebr.

Arch. i. 3, p. 25 ; Layard, Nin. 4- Bab. p. 262,

.544.) [H. W. P.]

NUMBER.'' Like most Oriental nations, it is

probable that the Hebrews in their written calcu-

lations made use of the letters of the alphabet.

That they did so in post-Babylonian times we have

conclusive evidence in the JIacaibaean coins ; and

it is highly probable that this was the case also in

earlier times, both from internal evidence, of which

5. IQpD.

6. nilBp in pliir. I's. Ixxl. 15, irpayixareiai, littera-

tura.

7. li^QO.

To number Is (1) HJO, dpifl/uiew, ntmero. (2) SK'ni

Ao7t^o^ioi, i. e. value, account, as in Is. xlii. 17. In Hel,

count, or numhpr, nhicli Is the primary notion of Uie

word ((ies. p. 5.31).
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we shall present!}' spe;ik, and also from the practice

of the Greeks, who borrowed it with their earliest

alphabet from the rhoeiiicians, whose alphabet again

was, witli some slight vaiiatious, the same as that

nf the Samaritans and Jews (Chardiu, Voy. ii. 421,
iv. 288 and foil., Langles ; Thiersch, Gr. Gr. §xii.,

kxiii. pp. 23, 153; Jelf, Gr. Gr. i. 3; Miiller,

Etrusker, ii. 317, 321 ; Eng. Cycl., " Coins," " Nu-
meral Characters;" Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 91; Donald-

son, New Cratylns, pp. 146, 151 ; Winer, Zahlen).

But though, on the one hand, it is certain that in

all existing MSS. of the Hebrew text of the 0. T. the

numerical expressions are written at length (Lee,

Hehr. Gram. §§19, 22), yet, on the other, the vari-

ations in the several versions between tiiemselves

and from the Hebrew text, added to the evident

inconsistencies in numerical statement between cer-

tain passages of that text itself, seem to prove that

some shorter mode of writing was originally in

vogue, liable to be misunderstood, and in I'act mis-

understood by copyists and translators. The fol-

lowing may serve as specimens :

—

1. In 2 K. xxiv. 8 Jehoiachin is said to have
been 18 years old, but in 2 Chr. xxxvi. 9 the num-
ber given is 8.

2. In Is. vii. 8 Vitringa shows that for threescore

and live one reading gives sixteen and five, the letter

jod * (10) after shesh (6) having been mistaken for

the Rabbinical abbreviation by omission of the mem
from the plural shishim, which would stand for

sixty. Six + ten was thus converted into sixty -\-

ten.

3. In 1 Sam. vi. 19 we have 50,070, but the

Syriac and Arabic versions have 5070.
4. In 1 K. iv. 26 we read that Solomon had

40,000 stalls for chai-iot-horses, but 4000 only in

2 Chr. ix. 25.

5. The letters vau (6) and zayin (7) appear to

have been interchanged in some readings of Gen.
ii. 2.

These variations, which are selected fi-om a copious

list given by Glass (Be Caussis Corruptionis, i.

§23, vol. ii. p. 188, ed. Dathe), appear to have pro-

ceeded from the alphabetic method of writing num-
bers, in which it is easy to see how, e. g., such
letters as vau (1) and jod C), nun (3) and caph (D),

may have been confounded and even sometimes
omitted. The final letters also, which we)-e un-
known to the early Phoenician or Samaritan alpha-

bet, were used as early as the Alexandrian period to

denote hundreds between 500 and 1000."

But whatever ground these variations may afford

for reasonable conjecture, it is certain, from the fact

mentioned above, that no positive rectification of

them can at jiresent be established, more especially

as there is so little variation in the numbers quoted
from the 0. T., both in N. T. and in the Apocrypha

;

e.g. (1) Num. xxv. 9, quoted 1 Cor. x. 8. (2) Ex.
xii. 40, quoted Gal. iii. 17. (3) Ex. xvi. 35 and
Ps. xcv. 10, quoted Acts xiii. 18. (4) Gen. xvii. 1,

quoted Ilom. iv. 19. (5) Num. i. 46, quoted
Ecclus. xvi. 10.

Josephus also in the main agi-ees in his state-

ments of numbers with our existing copies.

There can be little doubt, however, as was re-

marked by St. Augustine {Civ. D. x. 13, §1), that

some at least of the numbers mentioned in Scripture

are intended to be representative rather than dotei-

minative. Certain numbers, as 7, 10, 40, 100,
were regarded as giving the idea of completeness.

' -I denotes 500, Q 600,
J
700, B 800, V !
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Without entering into his theory of this usage, we
may remark that the notion of representative num-
bers in certain cases is one extremely common among
Eastern nations, who have a prejudice against count-
ing their possessions accurately ; that it enters largely
into many ancient systems of chronology, and that
it is found in the philosophical and met<iphysical
speculations not only of the Pythagorean and other
ancient schools of philosophy, both Greek and Ro-
man, but also in those of the later Jewish writers,
of the Gnostics, and also of such Christian writers
as St. Augustine himself (August, DeDoc^r. Christ,
ii. 16, 25 ; Civ. D. xv. 30 ; Philo, DeMund. Opif.
i. 21 ; Be Ahrah. ii. 5 ; De Sept. Num. ii. 281, ed.
Mangey ; Joseph. B. J. vii. 5, §5 ; Mishna, Pirke
Abotli, V. 7, 8; Irenaeus, i. 3, ii. 1, v. 29, 30;
Hieronym. Com. in Is. iv. 1, vol. iv. p. 72, ed'.

Migne
;

Arist. Metaphys. i. 5, 6, xii. 6, 8 ; Aelian,
V. H. iv. 17 ; Varro, Hebdom. fragm. i. p. 255, ed.
Bipont. ; Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, ii. 72, ed. Hare;
Burckhardt, Trav. in Arabia, i. 75 ; Syria, p. 560,
comp. with Gen. xiii. 16 and xxii. 17 ; also see papers
on Hindoo Chronology in Sir W. Jones's Works,
Suppl. vol. ii. pp. 968, 1017).
We proceed to give some instances of numbers

used a. representatively, and thus probably by
design indefinitely, or 6. definitely, but, as W8 may
say preferentially, i.e., because some meaning (which
we do not in all cases understand) was attached to
them.

1. Seven, as denotitig either plurality or com-
pleteness, is so frequent as to make a selection only
of instances necessary, e. g. seven-fold, Gen. iv.

24 ; seven times, i. e. completely, Lev, xxvi. 24

;

Ps. xii. 6 ; seven (i.e. many) loays, Deut. xxviii. 25.
See also 1 Sam. ii. 5; Job v. 19, where six also is

used
; Prov. vi. 16, ix. 1 ; Eccl. xi. 2, where eight

also is named ; Is. iv. 1 ; Jer. xv. 9 ; Mic. v. 5

;

also Matt. xii. 45, seven spirits ; Mark xvi. 9, seven
devils; Rev. iv. 5, seven Spirits, xv. 1, seven
plagues. Otho, Lex. Rabb. p. 411, says that
Scripture uses seven to denote plurality. See also

Christian authorities quoted by Suicer, Thes. Eccl.
s. V. e^SojUoy, Hofmann, Lex. s. v. "Septem," and
the passages quoted above fiom Varro, Aristotle,
and Aelian, in reference to the Jieathen value for
the number 7.

2. Ten as a preferential number is exemplified
in the Ten Commandments and the law of Tithe.
It plays a conspicuous part in the later Jewish
ritual code. See Otho, Lex. Rabb. p. 410.

3. Seventy, as compounded of 7 X 10, appears
frequently, e.g., seventy fold {Gen. iv. 24 ; Matt,
xviii. 22). Its definite use appears in the offerings
of 70 shekels (Num. vii. 13, 19, and foil.); the
70 elders (xi. 16) ; 70 years of captivity (Jer.
xxv. 11). To these may be added the 70 descendants
of Noah (Gen. x.),and the alleged Rabbinical quali-
fication for election to the office of Judge among
the 71 members of the Great Sanhedrim, of the
knowledge of 70 languages (.S'anA. ii. 6 ; andCaip-
zov, App. Bibl. p. 576). The number of 72 trans
lators may perhaps also be connected with the same
idea.

4. Five appears in the table of punishments, of

legal requirements (Ex. xxii. 1 ; Lev. v. 16, xxii.

14, xxvii. 15; Num. v. 7, xviii. 16), and in the

five empires of Daniel (Dan. ii.).

5. Four is used in reference to the 4 winds (Dan.

vii. 2) ; and the so-called 4 cornere of the earth ;

the 4 creatui-es, each with 4 wings and 4 faces, of

Ezekicl (i. 5 and foil.) ; 4 rivers of Paradise (Gen.
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Ji. 10); 4 beasts (Dan. vii., and Rev. iv. 6); the

4 equal-sided Temple-chamber ( Ez. xl. 47).
6. Three was regarded, both by the .Jews and

other nations, as a specially complete and mystic
number (I'lato, De Leg. W. p. 715 ; Dionys. Halic.

iii.c. 12). It appears in many instances in Scrip-

ture as a definite number, e. g. 3 feasts (Ex. xxiii.

14, 17 ; Deut. .\-yi. 16), the' triple offering of the
Nazarite, and the triple blessing (Num. vi. 14, 24),
the triple invocation (Is. vi. 3; Rev. i. 4), Daniel's

3 hours of prayer (Dan. vi. 10, comp. Ps. Iv. 17),
the tliird heaven, (2 Cor. xii. 2), and the thrice-

repeated vision (Acts x. 16).

7. Twelve (3 X 4) appearein 12 tribes, 12 stones

in the high-priest's breast-plate, 12 Apostles, 12
foundation-stones, and 12 gates (Rev. xsi. 19-21)

;

12,000 furlongs of the heavenly city (Rev. xxi. 16)

;

144,000 sealed (Rev. vii. 4).

8. Forty appears in many enumerations ; 40 days
of Moses Ex. (xxiv. 18) ; 40 years in the wilder-

ness (Num. xiv. 34) ; 40 days and nights of Elijah

( 1 K. xix. 8) ; 40 days ofJonah's warning to Nineveh
(Jon. iii. 4) ; 40 days of temptation (Matt. iv. 2).

Add to these the very frequent use of the number
40 in regnal years, and in political or other periods

(.Judg. iii. 11, xiii. 1 ; 1 Sam. iv. 18 ; 2 Sam. v. 4,

XV. 7 ; 1 K. xi. 42; Ez. xxix. 11, 12; Acts
xiii. 21).

9. One hundred.— 100 cubits' length ofthe Taber-
nacle-court (Ex. .xxvii. 18) ; 100 men, i. e. a large

number (Lev. xxvi. 8); Gideon's 300 men, (Judg.
vii. 6) ; the selection of 10 out of every 100, (xx.

10) ; 100 men (2 K. iv. 43) ; leader of 100 men
(1 Chr. xii. U) ; 100 stripes (Prov. xvii. 10);
100 times (Eccl. viii. 12); 100 children (vi. 3);
100 cubits' me;isurements in Ezeldel's Temple (Ez.
xl., xii., xiii.) ; 100 sheep (Matt. x\'iii. 12); 100
pence (Matt, .xviii. 28); 100 measures of oil or
wheat (Luke xn. 6, 7).

10. Lastly, the mystic number 666 (Rev. xiii. 18),
of which the earliest attempted explanation is the
conjecture of Irenaeus, who of three words, Eu.inthas,
Lateinos, and Teitan, prefei-s the last as fulfilling its

conditions best. (For various other interpretations
see Calmet, Whitby, and Irenaeus, Be Antichrist.
V. c. 29, 30).

It is evident, on the one hand, that whilst the
representative, and also the typical character of
certain numliei-s must be maintained {e. g.. Matt.
xix. 28), there is, on the other, the greatest dancrer
of over-straining any particular theory on the
subject, and of thus degenerating into that subtle
trifling, from which neither the (^nosticif, nor some
also of their orthodox opponents were exempt (see
Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. c. 11, p. 782, rd. Potter
and August. /. c), and of which the Rabbiniail
writings present such striking instances. fCinio-
NOLoov, Ci;nsi-s.] [h, \v. P.]

NUJIBERINf}. [Census.]

NUMBERS (13n?1, from the fi.-st word ; or

13'lf23, from the words ""yD "131D3, in i. 1 :

'Apidfiol: N'limcri: cillod also hv the later Jews
DnSD»3n -IDD, or DnipSn), the Fourth Book
of the Law or Pentateuch. It takes its name in
the LXX. and Vulg. (whence our 'Numbers',
from the double numbering or census of the prople;
tlie first of which Is given in chaps, i.-iv., and the
second in chap. xxvi.

A. Contents.—The Book may be said to contain
generally the history of the Israelites from the time

NmiBERS
of their leaving Sinai, in the second year after the

Exodus, till their airival at the borders of the Pro-

mised Land in the fortieth year of their jouraeyings.

It consists of the following principal divisions:

—

I. The preparations for the departure from Sinai

(i. 1-x. 10).

II. The journey from Sinai to the borders of

Canaan (x. 11-xiv. 45).

III. A brief notice of laws given, and events

which transpired, during the thirty-seven years'

wandering in the wilderness (xv. 1-xix. 22).

IV. The history of the last year, fi-om the second

arrival of the Israelites in Kadesh till they reach
" the plains of Moab by Jordan near Jericho" (xx.

1-xxxvi. 13).

I. (a.) The object of the encampment at Sinai ha.s

been accomplished. The Covenant has been made,
the Law given, the Sanctuary set up, the Priests

consecrated, the sen'ice of God appointed, and Je-

hovah dwells in the midst of His chosen people. It

is now time to depart in order that the object may
be achieved for which Israel has been sanctified.

That object is the occupation of the Promised Land.

But this is not to be accomplished by peaceable

means, but by the forcible expulsion of its present in-

habitants ; for " the iniquity of the Amorites is full,"

they are ripe for judgment, and this judgment
Israel is to execute. Therefore Israel must be or-

ganized as Jehovah's army ". and to this end a mus-
tering of all who are capable of bearing aims is

necessary. Hence the book opens with the num-
bering of the people,* chapters i.-iv. These con-

tain, first, the census of all the tribes or clans,

amounting in all to six hundred and three thousand,

five hundred and fifty, with the exception of the

Levites, who were not numbered with the rest (chap,

i.) ; secondly, the arrangement of the camp, and the

order of march (chap, ii.) ; thirdly, the special and
separate census of the Levites, who are claimed by
God instead of all the first-born, the three families

of the tribe having their peculiar offices in the Taber-

nacle appointed them, both when it was at rest and
when they were on the march (chaps, iii., iv.).

(6.) Chapters v., vi. Certain laws apparently

supplementary to the legislation in Leviticus ; the

removal of the unclean fi-om the camp (v. 1-4)

;

the law of restitution (v. 5-10); the trial of jea-

lousy (v. 11-31), the law of the Nazarites (vi.

1-21) ; the form of the priestly blessing (vi. 22-27).

(c) Chapters vii. 1-x. 10. Events occurring at

this time, and regulations connected with them.

Chap. vii. gives an account of the offerings of

the princes of tlie different tribes at the dedica-

tion of the 'i'abernacle ; chap. viii. of the con-

secration of the Levites (ver. 89 of chap, vii., and
verses 1-4 of chap. viii. seem to be out of place)

;

chap. ix. 1-14, of the second observance of the

Pas.sover (the first in the wildemess) on the 14th
day of the second month, and of certain provisions

made to meet the ca.se of those who by reason of

defilement were unable to keep it. Lastly, chap,

ix. 15-23, tells how the cloud and the fire regulated

the march and the encampment ; and x. 1-10, how
two silver trumpets were employed to give tlie

signal for public assemblies, for war, and for festal

occasions.

II. Jl.ai-ch from Sinai to the borders of Canaan.

(a.) We have here, first, the order of march de-

scribed (x. 14-28); the appeal of Moses to his

father-in-law, Hobab, to accompany them in their

journeys ; a request urged probably because, from his

" £ee Kurtz, Gesch. des Alten Bimda, ii. 333.
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within the Edomite temtory, whilst it might have
beeu perilous for a larger number to attempt to

penetrate it, these uiiaimed wayfarers would not be
molested, or might escape detection. Bunsen sug-
gests that Aaron was taken to IVlount Hor, in the
hope tliat the fresh air of the mountain might be
beneticial to his recovery; but the narrative does
not justify such a supposition.

After Aaron's death, the march is continued
southward

; but when the Israelites approach the
lightning (these belonged chiefly, it would seem,

: head of the Akabah at the southernmost point of the
to the motley multitude which came out of Kgypt Edomite tei'ritory, they again mumiur by reason

with the Israelites) ; the loathing of the people for
,

of the roughness of the way, and many perish by
the manna ; the complaint of Moses that he Ciumot

;

the bite of venomous serpents (xx. 22-xxi. 9). The
bear the burden thus laid upon him, and the ap-

1
passage (xxi. 1-3) wliich speaks of the Canaanite

puiiitment in consequence of seventy elders to serve king of Arad as coming out against the Israelites is

and help him in his office (xi. 10-29) ; the quails 1 clearly out of place, standing as it does after the

sent, and the judgment following thereon, which
|

mention of Aaron's death on Mount Hor. Arad is

gave its name to the next stiition, Kibroth-hat-
j

in the south of Palestine. The attack therefbi-e

taavah (the graves of lust), xi. 31-35 (cf. Ps.
i must have been made whilst the people were yet in

Lxxx\iii. 30, 31, c\a. 14, 15) ; arrival at Hazeroth, I the neighbourhood of Kadesh. The mention of
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desert life, he would be well acquainted with the

best spots to encamp in, aud also would have in-

fluence with the various wandering and predatory

tribes who inhabited the peninsula (29-32); and the

chant which accompanied the moving and the

resting of the ark (vers. 35, 36).

(6.) An account of several of the stations and of

the events which happened at them. The first was
at Taberah, where, beaiuse of their impatient mur-
muriugs, several of the people were destroyed by

where Aai-on and Miriam are jealous of and ' Hormah also shows that this must have beeu the

Miriam is in consequence smitten with leprosy (xii.

1-15) ; the sending of the spies from the wiideri

case (comp. xiv. 45). It is on this second occasion

that the name of Hormah is said to have been given.

of Pai-an {et Tjh), their report, the refusal of the
j

Either therefore it is usedproleptiailly in xiv. 45, or
people to enter Canaan, their rejection in conse- there is some confusion in the nai-rative. What
quence, and their rasli attack upon the Amalekites,

which resulted in a defeat (xii. 16-xiv. 45).

III. What follows must be referred apparently

the way of Atharim" (A. V. "the way of the
spies ") was, we have no means now of ascertaining.

(6.) There is again a gap in the nan-ative. We
to the thirty-seven years of wanderings ; but we are told nothing of the march along the eastern edge
have no notices of time or place. We liave laws

]

of Edom, but suddenly find ourselves transported

respecting the meat and drink ofierings, and other to the borders of Moab. Here the IsraeUtes suc-

saciifices (xv. 1-31) ; an account of the punishment
[

cessively encounter and defeat the kings of the
of a Sabbath-breaker, perhaps as an example of the

j

Amorites and of Bashan, wresting from them their

presumptuous sins mentioned in vers. 30, 31 (sv. |
territoiy and permanently occupying it (xxi. 10-35).

32-36) ; the direction to put fringes on their gar-
j

Their successes alarm the king of Moab, who, dis-

ments as mementos (xv. 37-41) ; the history of the I trusting his superiority in the field, sends for a ma-
rebellion of Koiah, Dathan, and Abiram, and the i gician to curse his enemies ; hence the episode of
mui-muring of the people (svi.) ; the budding of

j

Balaam (xxii. 1-xxiv. 25). Other artifices are em-
Aaron's rod as a witness that the tribe of Levi was

I
ployed by the Moabites to weaken the Israelites,

chosen (xvii.) ; the direction that Aaron and his sons
j

especially through the influence of the Moabitish
should bear the iniquity of the jieople, and the duties

|

women (xxv. 1), with whom the Midianites (ver. 6)
the priests and Levites (xviii.) ; the law of the

water of purification (.xix.).

IV. (a.) The narrative returns abruptly to the

second encampment of the Israelites in Kadesh.

Here Miriam dies, and the people murmur for

water, aud Moses and Aaron, " speaking unad-

visedly," are not allowed to enter the Promised

Land (xx. 1-13). They intendai perhaps, as befoi-e,

to enter Camian from the south. This, however.

are also joined ; this e^il is averted by the zeal of
Phinehas (xxv. 7, 8) ; a second numbering of the Is-

raelites takes place in the plains of Moab preparatory

to their crossing the Jordan (xxvi.). A question arises

as to the inheritance of daughters, and a decision is

given thereon (xxTii. 1-11) ; Moses is warned of his

death, and Joshua appomted to succeed him (xxvii.

1 2-23). Certiiin laws are given concerning the daily

sacrifice, and the offerings for sabbaths and festivals

was not to be pennitted. They therefore desired a
|
(xxviii., xxix.) ; and the law respecting vows (xxx.)

;

passage through the country of Edom. Moses sent

a conciliatory message to the king, ;isking permis-

sion to pass through, and promising airefully to

abstain from all outrage, and to pay for the provi-

sions which they might find necessary. The jealousy,

however, of tliis herce and warlike people was
ai-oused. They refused the request, and turned out

in ai-ms to defend their border. And as those almost

inaccessible mountain-passes could have been held by

a mere handful of men against a laige aud well-

trained ai-my, the Israelites abimdoned the attempt

as hopeless and tm'ued southwards, keeping along

the western borders of Idumaea till they reached

Ezion-geber (xx. 14-21).

On their way southwards they stop at Mount
Hor, or rather at Moserah, on the edge of the

Edomite territory; and from this spot it would
seem that Aaron, accompanied by his brother Moses

and his sou Eleazar, quitted the aimp in order to

ascend the mountain. Mount Hor lying itself

the conquest of the Midianites is narrated (xxxi.) ;

and the partition of the country east of the Jordan
among the tribes of Reuben and Gad, and the half-

tribe of Manasseh (xxxii.). Then follows a recapitu-

Lition, though with some difference, of the various

encampments of the Israelites in the desert (xxxiii.

1-49); the comm;md to destroy the Canaanites,

(xxxiii. 50-56); the boundaries of the Promised
Land, and the men appointed to divide it (xxxiv.)

;

the appointment of the cities of the Levites and the

cities of refuge (xxxv.) ; further directions respect-

ing heiiesses, with special reference to the case

mentioned in chap, s.wii., aud conclusion of the

book (xxxvi.).

B. Integrity.—This, like the other books of the

Pentateuch, is supposed by many critics to consist

of a compilation fi om two or three, or more, eai Her

documents. According to De Wette, the following

portions are the work of the Elohi.<!t [Penta-
teuch]:—Chap. i. l-x. 28; liii. 2-16 (iu iU on-
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ginal, though not in its present t'oiin) ; xv. ; xvi. I,

•2-11, 16-2:}, '2i{?); xvii.-six.; xx. 1-13,22-29;

«xv.-xxxi. (except perhaps xxvi. 8-11); xxxii. 5,

28-42 (vers. 1-4 uncertain) ; xxxiii.-xxxvi. The

rest of the book is, according to him, by the

Jehovist or h\ter eiiitor. \'on Leugerke {Kenami,

s. Ixxxi.) and Stahelia (§23) ra;xke a similar divi-

sion, though they differ as to some verses, and even

whole chapters. Vaihinger (in Herzog's Encyclo-

padie, art. " Pentateuch ") finds traces of three dis-

tinct documents, which he ascribes severally to the

pre-Elohist, the Elohist, and the Jehovist. To the

first he assigns chap. x. 29-oG ; xi. 1-12, 16 (in

its original fomi) ; sx. 14-21; xxi. 1-9, 13-35;

xxxii. 33-42 ; .xxxiii. 55, 56. To the Elohist be-

long chap. i. 1-x. 28; xi. 1-xii. IG; xiii. 1-xx.

13 ; XX. 22-29 ; xxi. 10-12 ; xxii. 1 ; xxv. 1-xxxi.

54 ; xx.xii. 1-32 ; xxxiii. 1-xxxvi. 19. To the

Jehovist, xi. 1-xii. 16 (Jiberarbeitet) \ xxii. 2-xxiv.

25 ; xxxi. 8, &c.

But the grounds on which this distinction of

documents rests are in every respect most unsatis-

tiictory. The use of the divine names, wliich was

the starting-point of this criticism, ceases to be a

criterion; and certain words and phrases, a par-

ticular manner or colouring, the naiTative of

miracles or prophecies, are supposed to decide whe-
ther a passage belongs to the earlier or the later

document. Thus, for instance, Stahelin alleges as

reasons for assigning chaps, xi. xii. to the Jehovist,

the coming down of Jehovah to speak with Moses,

xi. 17, 25; the pillar of a cloud, xii. 5 ; the rela-

tion between Joshua and Moses, xi. 28, as in Ex.

xxxiii. xxxiv. ; the seventy elders, xi. 16, as Ex.

xxiv. 1, and so on. So again in the Jehovistic

section, xiii. xiv., he finds traces of " the author of

the First Legislation" in one passage (xiii. 2-17),

because of the use of the word nDlD, signifying
" a tribe," and N^tl'J, as in Num. i. aud vii. But
N^C3 is used also by the supposed supplementist,

as in Ex. xxii. 27, xxxiv. 31 ; and that nt30 is not
peculiar to the older documents has been shown by
Keil {Coinni. on Joshua, s. xix.). Von Lengerke goes

still further, and cuts off xiii. 2-16 altogether fiom
what follows. He thus makes the story of the
spies, as given by the Elohist, strangely maimed.
\Ve only hear of their being sent to Canaan, but
nothing of their return and their report. The chief
reason for this separation is that in xiii. 27 occui-s

the Jehovistic phrase, " flowing with milk and
honey," and some references to other earlier Jeho-
vistic passages. De Wette again finds a repetition

in xiv. 26-38 of xiv. 11-25, and accordingly gives
these passages to the Elohist and Jehovist respec-
tively. This hiis more colour of probability about
it, but has been answeied by Ranke ( Untcrsuch. ii.

s. 197 ff.). Again, chap. xvi. is supposed to be a
combination of two dilierent accounts, the original

or Elohistic document having contained only" the
story of the rebellion of Korah and his company,
whilst the Jehovist mi-xed up with it the insurrec-

tion of Dathan and Abii-am, which was directed

rather against the tempoi-al dignity than against
the spiritual authority of Moses. But it is against
this view, that, in order to justify it, verses 12, 14,

27, and 32, are treiited as interpolations. Besides,

the discrepancies which it is alleged have arisen

from the fusing of the two narratives disappeai-

when fairly looked at. There is no contradiction,

for instance, between xvi. 19, where Koi-ah appeai-s

at the tabernacle of the congregation, and ver. 27,

where r>iit!;an and Abiram stand at the duoi ol
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their tents. In the last passage Koi;ih is not men-
tioned, and, even if we suppose him to be included,

the narrative allows time for his having left the

Tabernacle and retunied to liis own tent. Nor.

again, does the statement, ver. 35, that the 250
men who offered incense were destroyed by fire,

and who had, as we leam from ver. 2, joined the

leaders of the insurrection, Korah, Dathan, and

Abiram, militate against the narrative in ver. 32,

accoixling to which Dathan and Abiram and all that

appertained imto Korah were swallowed up aUve

by the opening of the earth. Further, it is clear,

as Keil remarks (^Einleit. 94), that the earlier

document (die Grundschrift) implies that persons

belonging to the other tribes were mixed up in

Korah's rebellion, because they say to Moses and

Aaron (ver. 3), " All the congregation is holy,"

which justifies the statement in vei-s. 1, 2, that,

besides Korah the Levite, the Reubenites Dathan,

Abiram, and On, were leadei-s of the insuiTection.

In chap. xii. we have a remarkable instance of

the jealousy with which the authority of Moses
was regarded even in his own family. Considering

the almost absolute nature of that authority, this

is perhaps hardly to be wondered at. On the other

hand, as we are expressly reminded, there was
everything in his personal chai-acter to disarm
jealousy. " Now the man Jloses was very meek
above all the men which were upon the face of the

earth,".says the historian (ver. 3). The pretext lor

the outburst of this feeling on the part of Jliriam

and Aaion was that Moses had maiTied an Ethio-

pian woman (a woman of Cush). This was pro-

bably, as Ewald suggests, a second wife married

after the death of Zipporah. But there is no

reason for supposing, as he does {Gesch. ii. 229,
note), that we have here a confusion of two ac-

counts. He observes that the woids of the bro-

ther and sister, " Hath the Lord indeed spoken only

by Moses, hath He not also spoken by us?" show
that the real ground of their jealousy was the ap-

parent superiority of Closes in the prophetical otBce

;

whereas, according to the narrative, their dislike

was occasioned by his maiTiage with a foreigner and

a person of inferior rank. But nothing surely can

be more natural than that the long pent-up feeling

of jealousy should have fastened upon the marriage

as a pretext to begin the quarrel, and then have

shown itself in its true character in the words
recorded by the historian.

It is not perhaps to be wondered at that the

episode of Balaam (xxii. 2-xxiv. 25) should have
been regarded as a later addition. The language is

peculiar, as well as the general cast of the narra-

tive. The prophecies are vivid and the diction

of them highly finished: very different from the

nigged, vigorous fragments of ancient poetry which
meet us in cliap. xxi. On these grounds, as well

as on the score of the distinctly Messianic character

of BaUuim's prophecies, Ewald gives this episode to

his Fifth Narrator, or the latest editor of the Penta-

teuch. This writer he supposes to have lived in

the former h;Uf of the 8th century B.C., and hence

he accounts for the reference to Assyria and the

Cypriotes (the Kittim) ; the latter nation about

that time probably infesting as pirates the coasts

of Syria, whereas Assyria might be joined with

Eber, because a-s yet the Assyrian power, though

hostile to the southern nations, was rather friendly

than otherwise to Judah. The allusions to l^om
and Moab as vanquished enemies have reference,

it is said, to the time of David fEwald, Gesch.
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i. 143 fi'., and compaie ii. 277 ft'.). The prophecies

of Bal.-uim theiefoj-e, on this hypothesis, are vati-

cinia ex evcntu, put into his mouth by a clever,

but not very scrupulous, writer of the time of

Isaiah, who, finding some mention of Balaam as a

prince of Midian hi the older i-ecords, put the story

into shape as we have it now. But this sort of

criticism !.s so purely arbitiary tliat it scarcely

merits a serious refutation, not to mention that it

rests entirely on the assumption that in prophecy

there is no such thing as prediction. We will only

observe that, considering the peculiarity of the man
and of the circumstances as given in the history,

we might expect to find the narrative itself, and

certainly the poetical portions of it, marked by

some peculiarities of thonght and diction. Even

granting that this episode is not by the same writer

as the i-est of the book of Numbere, there seems no

valid reason to doubt its antiquity, or its rightful

claim to the place which it at present occupies.

NothincT can be more improbable than that, as a

later invention, it sliould have found its way into

the Book of the Law.

At any rate, the picture of this gi-eat magician is

wnndei-tully in keeping with the circumstances

under which he appears and with the prophecies

which he utters. This is not the place to enter

into all the questions which are suggested by his

appeai'ance on the scene. How it was that a heathen

became a prophet of Jehovah we are not informed
;

but such a fact seems to point to some remains of

a primitive I'evelation, not yet extinct, in other na-

tions besides that of Israel. It is evident that his

knowledge of God was beyond that of most heathen,

and he himself could utter the passionate wish to

be found in his death among the true servants of

Jehovah ; but, because the soothsayer's craft pro-

mised to be gainful, and the profession of it gave

him an additional importance and influence in the

eyes of men like Balak, he sought to combine it

with his higher vocation. There is nothing more
)-emarkable in the early history of Israel than

Balaam's appeai-ance. Summoned from his home
by the Euphiates, he stands by his red altar-fires,

wearing his dark and subtle sorceries, or goes to

seek for enchantment, hoping, as he looked down
upon the tents of Israel among the acacia-groves of

the valley, to wither them with his word, yet

constrained to bless, and to foretell their future

greatness.

The Book of Numbers is rich in fi-agments of

ancient poetry, some of them of great beauty, and

all throwing an interesting light on the character of

the times in which they were composed. Such, for

instance, is the blessing of the high-priest (vi.

24-26) :—
" Jehovah bless thee and keep thee

:

Jehovah make His countenance shine upon thee,

And be gracious unto thee

:

Jehovah lift up His countenance upon thee,

And give thee peace."

Such too are the chants which were the signal

for the Ark to move when the people journeyed,

and for it to rest when they were about to en-

camp:

—

" Arise, Jehovah ! let Thine enemies be scattered :

Let them also that hate Thee flee before Thee."

And,
" Return, Jehovah,

To the ten thousands of the lamilirs of Israel 1"

In chap. xxi. we have a p.tssage cited from a

book caikil the ' Book of the Wars of Jehovah.'
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This was probably a collection of ballads and songs

composed on dillerent occasions by the watch-fires

of the camp, and for the most part, though not

perhaps exclusively, in commemoration of the vic-

tories of the Israelites over their enemies. The
title shows us that these were written by men im-

bued with a deep sense of religion, and who were

therefore foremost to acknowledge that not their

own prowess, but Jehovah's Ilight Hand, had given

them the victory when they went forth to battle.

Hence it was called, not ' The Book of the Wars of

Israel,' but ' The Book of the Wai-s of Jehovah.'

Possibly this is the book referred to in Ex. xvii.

14, especially as we read (ver. 16) that when
Jloses built the altar which he called Jehovah-

Nissi (Jehovah is my banner), he exclaimed, " Je-

hovah will have war with Amalek from generation

to generation." This expression may have given

the name to the book.

The fragment quoted from this collection is diffi-

cult, because the allusions in it are obscure. The

Israelites had reached the Arnon, " which," says

the historian, " forms the border of Moab, and

separates between the Moabites and Amorites."
" Wherefore it is said," he continues, " iu the Book

of the Wars of Jehovah,
' Vaheb in Suphah and the tiirrent-beds

;

Anion and the slope of the torrent-beds

Which turneth to where Ar lieth,

And which leaneth upon the border of Moab.'
"

The next is a song which was sung on the digging

of a well at a spot where they encamped, and which

from this circumstance was called Begr, or ' The

Well.' It runs as follows :

—

" Spring up, well ! sing ye to It

:

Well, which the princes dug,

Which the nobles of the people bored

^Vith the sceptre-of-ofSce, with their staves."

This song, first sung at the digging of the well,

was afterwards no doubt commonly used by those

who came to draw water. The maidens of Israel

chanted it one to another, verse by verse, as they

toiled at the bucket, and thus beguiled their labour.

" Spiing up, well !" was the burden or refrain of

the song, which would pass from one mouth to an-

other at each fresh coil of the rope, till the full

bucket reached the well's mouth. But the peculiar

charm of the song lies not only in its antiquity,

but in the characteristic touch which so manifestly

connects it with the life of the time to which the

narrative assigns it. The one point which is

dwelt upon is, that the leaders of the people took

their part in the work, that they theniselves helped

to dig the well. In the new^ generation, who were

about to enter the Land of Promise, a strong ifeel-

ing of sympathy between the people ;md their rulers

had sprung up, which augui-ed well for the future,

and which leti its stamp even on the ballads and

songs of the time. This little carol is fresh and

lusty with young life ; it sparkles like the water

of the well whose springing up first occasioned it

;

it is the expression, on the part of those who sung

it, of lively confidence in the sympathy and co-

operation of their leaders, which, manifested in this

one instance, might be relied upon iu all emer-

gencies (Pvwald, Gesch. ii. 264, 5).

Immediately following this ' Song of the Well,'

comes a song of victory, composed after a defeat of

the Moabites and the' occupation of their territoiy.

It is in a taimting, mocking strain ; and is commonly

considered to have been wiitten by some Tsraelitisli

\y.\\\\ on the occupation of the Amorite territory.
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Yet the manner in which it is introduced would

rather lead to the belief that we have hei-e the

translation of an old Amorite ballad. The history

tells us tliat when Israel approached the country of

ISihon they sent messengers to him, demanding per-

mission to pass through his territory. The request

was refused. Sihon came out against them, but

was defeated in battle. " Israel," it is said, " smote

dim with the edge of the sword, and took his laud

in possession, from the Arnon to the Jabbok and as

t;u- as the children of Ammon ; for the border of the

children of Ammon was secure («. e. they made no

encroachments upon Ammonitish territory). Israel

also took all these cities, and dwelt in all the cities

of the Amorites in Heshbon, and all her daughters

(i. e. lesser towns and villages)." Then follows a

little scrap of Amorite history :
" For Heshbon is

the city of Sihon, king of the Amorites, and he had

waged war with the former king of Moab, and had

taken fiom him all his land as tar as the Arnon.

Wherefore the ballad-singers (D'PK'lOnj say,

—

' C!ome ye to Heshbon,

Let tbe city of Sihon be built and established

!

For fire went forth from Heshbon,

A flame out of the stronghold (H^lp) of Sihon,

Which devoured Ar of Moab,
The lords ^ of the high places of Arnon.

Woe to thee, Muab !

Thou art undone, people of Chemosh !

He (i. e. Chemosh thy god) hath given up his sons as

fugitives,

And his daughters into captivity,

To Sihon king of the Amorites.

Then we cast them downh ; Heshbon perished even

unto Dibon.

And we laid (it) waste unto Nophah, which (reacheth)

unto Medeba.'

"

If the song is of Hebrew origin, then the former
part of it is a biting taunt, " Come, ye Amorites,
into your city of Heshbon, and build it up again.

Ye boasted that ye had burnt it with tire and
driven out its Jloabite inhabitants ; but now we
are come in our turn and have bunit Heshbon, and
di-iven you out as ye once burnt it and drove out
its Moabite possessors,"

C. The alleged discrepancies between many stiite-

ments in this and the other books of the Pentateuch,
will be foimd discussed in other articles, Deuteeo-
nomy; ExoDi-s; Pentateuch. [J. J. S. P.]

NUjME'NIUS (Noujif^j/»os : Niimenius), son of

Antiochus, was sent by Jonathan on an embassy to

Rome(l Mace. xii. 16) and Sparta (sii. 17), to re-

new the friendly connexions between these nations
and the Jews, c. n.c. 144. It appears that he had
not returned from his mission at the death of Jona-
than (1 Mace. xiv. 22, 23). He was again des-
patched to Rome by Simon, c. B.C. 141(1 Mace. xiv.

24), where he was well received and obtained letters

in favour of his countiymcn, addjessed to the vai-ious

Eastern powers dependent on the Republic, B.C. 139
(1 Mace. XV. 15 11'.). [Lucius.] [B. F. W.]

NUN (|-"I3, or p3, 1 Chr. vii. 27: Nau^: Nun).
The father of the Jewish capt;iiu Joshua (Ex. xxxiii.

11, &c.). His genealogical descent from Ephraim
is recorded in 1 Chr. vii. Nothing is known of his

» Or " the possessors of, tbe men of, the high places," &c.
b So In Zunz's Bible, and this is the simplest rendering.

Ewald and Bunsen :
" We burned them." Others :

" We
shot at thera."

= 1. |DX, m., Tifl>/i d?, nutrix, niUrilius ; fliON, /.,

ri07jrds, nulrix, from jDN, to carry (sec Is. Ix. 4).

NUTS
life, which was doubtless spent in Egypt. Tlie

mode of spelling his name in the LXX. has not been

satisfactorily accounted for. Gesenius asserts that

it is a very early mistake of transcribers, who wrote

NATH for NATN. But Ewald {Gesch. ii. 298)
gives some good etymological reasons for the more
probable opinion that the final N is omitted inten-

tionally. [W. T. B.]

NURSE. <= It is clear, both from Scriptui-e and

from Greek and Roman writers, that in ancient times

the position of the nurse, wherever one was main
tained, was one of much honour and impoi-tance.

(See Gen. xxiv. 59, xsxv. 8 ; 2 Sam. iv. 4 ; 2 K.

xi. 2 ; 3 Mace. i. 20 ; Horn. Od. ii. 361, xix. 15,

251, 466 ; Eurip. Im, 1357 ; Hippol. 267 and foil.

;

Virg. Aen. vii. 1.) The same term is applied to a

foster-father or mother, e. g.. Num. xi. 12 ; Ruth
iv. 16 ; Is. xlix. 23. In great femilies male ser-

vants, probably eunuchs in later times, were en-

trusted with the charge of the boys, 2 K. x. 1,5.

[Children.] See also Kuran, iv. p. 63, Tegg's ed.

;

Mi-s. Poole, Englw. in Eg. iii. p. 201. [H. W. P.]

NUTS. The representative in the A. V. of the

words botiiim and egoz.

1. Botntin (p'^yO'^: reoeBivdos: terebintkus).

Among tlie good things of the land which the sons

of Israel were to take as a present to Joseph in

Egypt, mention is made of botnim. Thei-e can

scarcely be a doubt that the hotnim denote the fruit

of the Pistachio ti-ee {Pistacia vera), though most

modern versions are content with the general tenn

7iuts. (See Bochart, C/ian«a«, i. 10.) For other at-

tempted explanations of the Hebrew term, comp.

Celsius, Jlierob. i. 24. The LXX, and Vulg. read

2. nprO, part. f. ffiph.. from p3\ " suck." with

HE'X. yvM^j Tpo<l>€vov<Ta (Ex. il. 7). Connected with thU

is the doubtful verb p."|3, e.)\a^u), ntUrio (Gcs. 867).

3. lu N. T. T(,o4,6s, nuliiz (1 Thess. ii. 7).
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terebinth, tlie Persian version haspjisteh, fi'oni which
it is believed the Arabic fostak is derived, whence
the Greek iri(rr6.Kia, and the Latin pistacia; the

Fistacia vera is in foi-m not unhlce the P. tere-

binthus, another species of the same genus of plants
;

it is probable tiierefore tliat the terebinthiis of

the LXX. and Vuig. is used generically, and is

liere intended to denote the Pistachio-tree, for the

terebinth does not yield edible fruit." Syria and
Palestine have been long famous for Pistachio-trees,

see Dioscorides (i. 177) and Pliny (xiii. 5), who
says " Syria has several trees that are peculiar to

itself; among the nut-trees there is the well-lcnown

pistacia;" in another place (xv. 22) he states that

Vitellius introduced this tree into Italy, and that

Flaccus Pompeius brought it at the same time into

Spain. The district around Aleppo is especially cele-

brated for the excellence of the Pistachio nuts, see

Russell {Hist, of Alep. i. p. 82, 2nd ed.) and Galen

{de Fac. Alim. 2, p. 612), who mentions Ben'hoea

(Aleppo) as being rich in the production of these

trees ; the town of Batna in the same district is be-

lieved to derive its name from this circumstance

:

Betonim, a town of the tribe of Gad (Josh. xiii. 26),

has in all probability a similar etymology. [Beto-
NIM.] Bochart draws attention to the fact that

pistachio -nuts are mentioned together with almonds

in Gen. xliii. 11, and observes that Dioscorides,

Theophrastus, and othei-s, speak of the pistachio-tree

conjointly with the almond-tree; as there is no
mention in early writers of the Pistacia vera grow-
ing in Egypt (see Celsius, Hieroh. i. 27), it was
doubtless not found there in Patriarchal times,

wherefore Jacob's present to Joseph would have been

most acceptable. There is scarcely any allusion to

the occurrence of the Pistacia vera in Palestine

amongst the writings of modern travellers
; Kitto

{Phys. Hist. Pal. p. 323) says " it is not much cul-

tivated ui Palestine, although found there growing
wild in some very remarkable positions, as on
Mount Tabor, and on the summit of Mount Atta-

rous" (see Burckhardt, Syria, p. 334). Dr. Thomson
( The Laiid and the Book, p. 267) says that the

terebinth-trees near Mais el Jebel had been grafted

with the pistachio from Aleppo by order of Ibrahim
Pasha, but that " the peasants destroyed the grafts,

lest their crop of oil from the berries of these trees

should be diminished." Dr. Hooker saw only two
or three pistachio-trees in Palestine. Tliese were
outside the north gate of Jerusalem. But he says

the tree is cultivated at Beirut and elsewhere in

Syria. The Pistacia vera is a small tree varying
from 15 to 30 ft. in height ; tiie male and female
flowei-s grow on separate trees ; the fruit, which is

a gi-een-coloured oily kernel, not unlike an almond,
is enclosed in a brittle shell. Pistachio-nuts are

much esteemed as an article of diet both by Orien-

t;ils and Europeans; the tree, which belongs to

the Natural Order Anacardiaceae, extends from
Syria to Bokhara, and is naturalised over the South
of Europe ; the nuts are too well-known to need

minute description.

2. Fgoz (T13X : Kapva : mix) occurs only in

Cant. vi. II, "I went into the garden of nuts."

The Hebrew word in all probability is here to be
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" The Arabic U i (putm) appears to be also used

generically. It is more generally aiiplled to Ibo terebinth,

but may comprehend the pistachio-tree, as Geseiiius con-

jictures, and Dr. lloylc (Ivilto's Cyd.) has proved. He

understood to refer to the Walnut-tree ; the Greek
Kapva, is supposed to denote the tree, Kapvov the
nut (see Soph. Fr. 892). Although Kapvov and
mix may signify any kind of nut, yet the walnut,
as the nut kot" ii,ox^v, is more especially that
which is denoted by the Greek and Latin terms
(see Casaubon on Athenaeus, ii. 65 ; Ovid, N>ix
Flegia; Celsius, Hieroh. i. 28). The Hebrew
term is evidently allied to the Arabic jawz, which
is from a Persian word of very similar form

; whence
Abu'l Fadli (in Celsius) says " the Arabs have bor-
rowed the word Gjaus from the Persian, in Arabic
the term is Chusf, which is a tall tree." The
Chusf or Chasf, is translated by Freytag, "an
esculent nut, the walnut." The Jewish Rabbis
understand the walnut by Egoz.

According to Josephus {B, J. iii. 10, § 8)
the walnut-tree was formerly common, and grew
most luxuriantly around the lake of Gennesareth

;

Schulz, speaking of this same district, says he often

saw walnut-trees growing there large enough to

shelter four-and-twenty persons. See also Kitto
{Phys. Hist. Pal. p. 250) and Burckhardt {Syria,

p. 265). The walnut-tree {Juglans regia) belongs
to the Natural Order Jitglandaceae ; it is too well-
known to require any description. [W. H.]

NYMTHAS {y!vix4>as: Nymphas), a wealthy
and zealous Christian in Laodicea, Col. iv. 15. His
house was used as a place of assembly for the
Christians ; and hence Grotius making an extraor-

dinarily high estimate of the probable number of
Christians in Laodicea, infers that he must have
lived in a rural district.

In the Vatiam MS. (B) this name is taken for

that of a woman ; and the reading appeai-s in some
Latin writers, as pseudo-Ambrose, pseudo-Anselm,
and it has been adopted in Lachmann's N. T. The
common reading, however, is found in the Alexan-
drian MS. and in that of Ephrem Syi'us (A and C),
and is the only one known to the Greek Fathers.

[W. T. B.]

OAK. The following Hebrew words, which
appear to be merely vai-ious foims of the same root,"

occur in the 0. T. as the names of some species of

o<ik, viz. el, eldh, Hon, ilan, alldh, and allon.

1. El (^*N : LXX. Vat. repifiivdos ; Alex

Tfpffiivdos ; Aq., Sym., Theod., Spvs: ca)npestria)
occurs only in the sing, number in Gen. xiv. 6
(" El-paran"). It is uncertain whether el should
be joined with Panin to foi-m a proper name, or
whether it is to be taken separately, as the " tere-

binth," or the " oak," or the " grove " of Paran.
Onkelos and Saadias follow the Vulg., whence the
" plain " of the A. V. (margin)

;
(see s'tanley, S. 4' P.

519, 520, App.). Rosenmiiller {Schol. ad I. c.)

follows Jarchi {Comment, in Pent, ad Gen. xiv.

6), and is for retaining the proper name. Tliree

plural forms of el occur : elhn, eloth, anil etath.

Elim, the second station where the Israelites halte<l

says the word is applied in some Arable works to a tree

which has green-coloured kernels. This must be the

I'iitacia vera.

» From >1N. TN or ?7N, " to be strung."
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after they had crossed the Hed Se<a, in all probability

derived its name fi-om the seventy palm-tiees there

;

the name el, which more particularly signifies an
" oak," being here put lor any grove or plantation.

Similarly the other plural form, eloth or elalh,

may reter, as Stanley {S. ij- P. p. 20) conjectures,

to the palm-grove at Aivaba. The plural elim

occurs in Is. i. 29, where probably "oaks" ai-e

intended in Is. Ixi. 3, and Ez. xxxi. 14, any strong

Hourishing trees may be denoted.

2. Eldh (H^K; Tepi^ivQos, Spvs, 'HAo, 5«V-

Spov, Sevdpov avcTKia^ov Symm. ; -nXaravos in

Hos. iv. 13; SevSpov crvcrKiov : ierebinthus,qi'crcus:
" oak," " elah," " teil-tree " in Is. vi. 13 ;

" elms"
in Hos. iv. 13). There is much difficulty in deter-

mining the exact meanings of the sevei-al varieties

of the term mentioned above : the old versions are

so inconsistent that they add but little by way of

elucidation. Celsius
(
Hierob. i. 84) has endeavoured

to shew that el, Him, elon, elah, and allah, all

stand for the terebinth-tree (Pistacia tet-ehintlMs),

while allon alone denotes an oak. Royle (in Kitto's

Cyc. art. " Alah "j agrees with Celsius in identi-

fying the Hah (nPN) with the terebinth, and the

allon (P^l with tlie oak. Hiller {Ilierophyt. i.

348) restricts the various forms of this word to

different species of oak, and says no mention is made
of the terebinth in the Hebrew Scriptures. Rosen-

miiller {Bib. Not. p. 237) gives the terebinth to

el and eluh, and the oak to alldh, allon, and

elon (p'p^N).

For the various opinions upon the meaning of

these kindred teiTOs, see Gesen. T/ies. pp. 47, 51,
103, and Stanley, S. 4' P. p. 519.
That various species of oak may well have de-

seiTed the appellation of mighty trees is cleai- from
the fact, that noble oaks are to this day occasionally

seen in Palestine and Lebanon. On this subject we
have been favoured with some valuable remai-ks from
Dr. Hooker, who says, " The forests have been so

completely cleared off all Palestine, that we must
not look for existing evidence of what the trees were
in biblical times and antecedently. In Syria proper
there are only three conmion oaks. All form lai-ge

ti-ees in many countries, but veiy raiely now in

Palestine ; though that they do so occasionally is

proof enough that they once did." Abraham's oak,
near Hebron, is a familiar example of a noble tree

of one species. Dr. Robinson (Z^jft. Pes. ii. 81) has
given a minute account of it ; and " his description,"

says Dr. Hooker, " is good, and his measmements
tally with mine." If we examine the claims of the
terebinth to represent the eldh, as Celsius and
others assert, we shall see that in point of
size it cannot compete with some of the oaks of
Palestine ; and that therefore, if eldh ever denotes
the terebinth, which we by no means assert it does
not, the term etymologically is applicable to it only
in a second degree ; foi- the Pistacia terebinthus,

although it also occ;isionally grows to a E^reat size,

" spreading its boughs," as Robinson (B^b. Pes. ii.

222) observes, " far and wide like a noble oak," yet
it does not foim so conspicuously a good tree as
cither the Quercus pseudo-coccifera or Q. aegilops.

Dr. Thomson {The Land and the Booh, p. 243) re-

marks on this point :
" There are more mighty oaks

here in this immediate vicinity {Mtjdcl cs-Sheins)

than there are terebinths in all Syria and Palestine

together. I have travelled from end to end of these

countries, and across them in all directions, and
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speak with absolute certainty." At p. 600, the same
writer remarks, '* We have oaks in Lebanon twice

the size of this (Abraham's oak), and every way
moie striking and majestic." Dr. Hooker has no

doubt that Thomson is correct in saying there are

far finer oiiks in Lebanon ;
" though," he observes,

" I did not see any larger, and only one or two
at all near it. Cyril (iraham told me there wei*

forests of noble oaks in Lebanon north of the cedar

valley." It is evident from these observations that

two oaks
(
Qwrcus pseudo-coccifera and Q. aefji-

lops) are well worthy of the name of mighty trees
;

though it is equally true that over a gi'eater part

of the country the oaks of Palestine are at present

merely bushes.

'ST1

^F?

Quercus pseudo-cocri/era.

3. Elon (p?^J< : ri Spvs t) ii^riXri, 7] /SaAaros,

"HXciv : convallis illustris, quercus) occurs fre-

quently in the 0. T., and denotes, there can be little

doubt, some kind of oak. The A. V., following the

Targum, translates elon by " plain." (See Stanley,

S. i p. 520, App.)

4. Plan (p^N : SfvSpov : arbor) is found only

in Dan. iv. as the tree which Nebuchadnezzar saw
in his dream. The word appeai-s to be used for

any " strong tree," the oak having the best claim

to the title, to which tree probably indirect allusion

may be made.

5. Alldh (n?N : V TfpfitvBos ; Aq. and Symm.

T) Spvs: quercus) occurs only in Josh. xxnv. 26,

and is correctly rendered " oak " by the A. V.

6. All6n O'lpX : t] ^aKavos, SfvSpov fia\dvov,

Spvs : quercus ) is uniformly rendered " oak " by

the A. v., and has always been so understood by

commentators. It should be stated that allon oc-

curs in Hos. iv. 13, as distinguished from the other

form eldh ; consequently it is necessary to suppose

that two different trees are signified by the terms.

We believe, for reasons given above, that the differ-

ence is specific, and not generic—that two species of

oaks are denoted by the Hebrew terms : allon may
stand for an evergreen oak, as the Quercus pseudo-

coccifera, and eldh for one of the deciduous kinds.

The Pistacia vera could never be mistaken foran oak.

If, therefore, specific allusion was ever madet6 this

tree, we cannot help believing that it would have
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lipen under another name than any one of the nume-
rous forms which are used to designate the different

species of the genus Qucrcus
;

perhaps under a

Hebrew form allied to the Arabic bntm, " the teie-

binth." The oak-woods of Bashan are mentioned
in Is. ii. 13, Ez. xxvii. 6, Zech. xi. 2. The oaks of

Bashan belong in all probability to the species

known as Quercus acgilops, the Valonia oak, which
is siiid to be common in Gilead and Bashan. Sacri-

fices were ort'ered under oaks (Hos. iv. 13 ; Is. i. 29)

;

of oak-timber the Tyrians manufactured oars (Ez.

xxvii. 6), and idolaters their images (Is. xliv. 14)

;

u-nder the shade of oak-trees the dead were sometimes

interred (Gen. xxxv. 8 ; see also 1 Sam. xxxi. 13).
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Ht ae^lops.

Another species of oak, besides those named above,

is the Quercus infectoria, which is common in Gal-
ilee and Samaria. It is rather a small tree in

Palestine, and seldom gi-ows above 30 ft. high,

though in ancient times it might have been a noble

tree.

For a description of the oaks of Palestme, see

Dr. Hooker's paper read before the Linnean Society,

June, 18G1. [W. H.]

OATH.' I. The principle on which an oath is

held to be binding is incidentally laid down in Heb.
vi. IG, viz. as an ultimate appeal to divine autho-

rity to ratify an assertion (see the principle stated

and defended by Philo, De Laj. Alleg. iii. 73,
i. 128, ed. Mang.). There the Almighty is repre-

sented as promising or denouncing with an oath,

». e. doing so in the most positive and solemn
manner (see such passages as Gen. sxii. 16, .\ii. 7,

compared with xxiv. 7 ; Ex. xvii. 16 and Lev. xxvi.

14 with Dan. ix. 11 ; 2 Sam. vii. 12, 13, with Acts
ii. 30; Ps. ex. 4 with Heb. vii. 21, 28; Is. xlv.

23; Jer. xxii. 5, xxxii. 22). With this Divine

asseveration we may compare the Stygian oath of

Greek mythology (Horn. //. xv. 37; Hes. Theog.

400, 805 ; see also the Lmcs of Menu, c. viii. 110
;

Sir W. Jones, Works, iii..291).

II. On the same principle, that oath has always

'r^^T'N, api, maUdictio, juramentum, with afBnity

to "rX, the name of God (Ges. pp U, 99).

been held most binding which appealed to the

highest authority, both as regards individuals and

communities, (a.) Thus believers in Jehovah ap-

pealed to Him, both judicially and extra-judicially,

with such phrases as " The God of Abraham judge ;"

" As the Lord liveth ;" " God do so to Hie and
more also ;" " God knoweth," and the like (see

Gen. xxi. 23, x.xxi. 53 ; Num. xiv. 2, xxx. 2 ; 1

Sam. xiv. 39, 44; 1 K. ii. 42 ; Is. xlviii. 1, Ixv.

16; Hos. iv. 15). So also our Lord him.self ac-

cepted the high-priest's adjuration (Matt. xxvi.

63), and St. Paul frequently appeals to God in con-

fii-mation of his statements (Acts xxvi. 29 ; Horn,

i. 9, ix. 1 ; 2 Cor. i. 23, xi. 31 ; Phil. i. 8; see

also Rev. x. 6). (6.) Appeals of this kind to autho-

rities recognised respectively by adjuring parties

were regarded as bonds of international security,

and their infraction as being not only grounds of

international complaint, but also offences against

divine justice. So Zedekiah, after swearing fidelity

to the king of Babylon, was not only punished by
him, but denounced by the prophet as a breaker of

his oath (2 Chr. x.xxvi. 13 ; Ez. xvii. 13, 18). Some,
however, have supposed that the Law forbade any
intercourse with heathen na'tions which involved the

necessity of appeal by them to their own deities

(Ex. xxiii. 32 ; Selden, Be Jur. Nat. ii. 13 ; see

Liv. i. 24 ; Laws of Menu, viii. 113 ; Diet, of Antiq.

"Jus Jurandum").
III. As a consequence of this principle, (a) appeals

to God's name on the one hand, and to heathen

deities on the other, are treated in Scripture as tests

of allegiance (Ex. xxiii. 13, xxxiv. 6; Deut. x.xix.

12; Josh, .xxiii. 7, x.xiv. 16; 2 Chr. xv. 12, 14;
Is. .xix. 18, xlv. 23; Jer. xii. 16; Am. viii. 14;
Zeph. i. 5). (6) So also the sovereign's name is

sometimes used as a foi-m of obligation, as was the

case among the Romans with the name of the em-
peror ; and Hofmann quotes a custom by which the

kings of France used to appeal to themselves at

their coronation (Gen. xlii. 15 ; 2 Sam. xi. 1 1, xiv.

19 ; IMartyr. S. Polyau-p. c. ix. ; Tertull. Apol. c.

32 ; Suet. Calig. c. 27 ; Hofiaann, Lex. art. " Ju-
ramentum "

; Diet, of Antiq. u. s. ; Michaelis, On
Laws of Moses, art. 256, vol. iv. 102, ed. Smith).

IV. Other forms of oath, serious or fi-ivolous, ai-e

mentioned ; as, by the " blood of Abel " (Selden,

Do Jur. Nat. v. 8) ; by the " head ;" by " Heaven,"
the " Temple," Aic, some of which ai-e condemned
by our Lord (JIatt. v. 33, xxiii. 16-22 ; and see

Jam. v. 12). Yet He did not refiise the solemn
adjuration of the high-priest (Matt. xxvi. 63, 64

;

see Juv. Sat. vi. 16 ; Mai-t. xi. 94 ; Mishna, Sank.
iii. 2, compared with Am. viii. 7 ; Spencer, De Zc^.
Hebr. ii. 1-4).

As to the subject-matter of oaths the following

cases may be mentioned:

—

1. Agreement or stipulation for perfomiance of

cei-tain acts (Gen. xiv. 22, x.xiv. 2, 8, 9 ; Ruth i.

17 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 24; 2 Sam. v. 3; Ezr. s. 5 ; Neh.
V. 12, X. 29, xiii. 25 ; Acts xxiii. 21 ; and see Joseph.

Vit. c. 53).

2. Allegiance to a sovereign, or obedience from
an inferior to a superior (Eccl. viii. 2 ; 2 Chr. .xxxvi.

13; 1 K. xviii. 10). Josephus says the Essenes

considered oaths unnecessaiy for the initiated, thougii

they required them previously to initiation {B. J.

ii. 8, §§6, 7 ; Ant. xv. 10, §4 ; Philo, Quod omnis

probus, \. 12, ii. 458, ed. Mangey.)

2. nyUB' and nyn^', from yaC*. • seven.- th«

sacred number (Ges. pp. 135), 1356). opKo';, juramentum.
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3. Promissory oath of a ruler (Josli. vi. 2(j

;

1 Sam. xiv. 24, 28 ; 2 K. xxv. 24 ; Matt. xiv. 7).
Priests took no oath of office (Heb. vii. 21).

4. Vow made in the ibrm of an oath (Lev. v. 4).

5. Judicial oaths, (a) A man receiving a pledge
fvom a neighbour was required, in c;ise of injury
happening to the pledge, to clear himself by oath of
tiie blame of damage (lix.xxii. 10, 11; 1 K. viii. 31;
2 Chr. vi.

22J. A wilful breaker of trust, especially

if he added perjury to his fiaud, was to be severely

punished (Lev. vi. 2-5; Deut. xix. lfJ-18). (6) Jt

appeiirs that witnesses were examined on oath, and
that a false witness, or one guilty of suppression of
the truth, was to be severely pimished (Lev. v. 1

;

Prov. xxix. 24; Michaelis, /. c. art. 256, iv. 109;
Deut. xix. 16-19

; Grotius, in Crit. Sacr. on Matt,
xxvi. 63; Knobel on Lev. v. 1, m Kumg. Exeg.
JIdb.). (c) A wife suspected of incontinence was
required to clear herself by oath (Num. v. 19-22).

It will be observed that a leading feature of
Jewish criminal procedure was that the accused
person was put uj)on his oath to clear himself (Ex.
sxiL 11; Num. v. 19-22; 1 K. viii. 31; 2 Chr.
vi. 22 ; Matt. xxvi. 63).

The forms of adjuration mentioned in Scripture
are— 1. Lifting up the hand. Witnesses laid theii-

hands on the head of the accused (Gen. xiv. 22
;

Lev. xxiv. 14; Deut. xxxii. 40 ; Is. iii. 7; Ez. xx.

5, 6 ; Sus. V. 35 ; Uev. x. 5 ; see Horn. Jl. xix.

254; Virg. Aen. xii. 196; Carpzov, Apparatus,
p. 652).

2. Putting the hand imder the thigh of the per-
son to whom the promise was made. As Josephus
describes the usage, this ceremony was performed
by each of the contracting parties to each other. It

has been explained (a) as having reference to the cove-
nant of circumcision (Godwyn, Moses and Aaron,
vi. 6; Carpzov, I. c. p. 653); (6) as containing
a principle similar to that of phallic symbolism
(Her. ii. 48 ; Pint. Is. ct Osir. vii. 412, ed. Keiske

;

Knobel on Gen. xxiv. 2, in lutrzg. Excg. Hdb.)
(c) as referring to the promised Messiah (Aug. Qu.
in Hept. 62 ; Civ. Dei, xvi. 33). It seems likely

that thf fwo first at leiust of these explanations may
be considered as closely connected, if not identiail

with eacli other (Gen. xxiv. 2, xlvii. 29 ; Nicolaus,

De Jur. si. 6 ; Ges. p. 631, s. v. "^n> ; Fagius and

others in Crit. Sacr. ; Joseph. Ant. L IG, §1).
3. Oaths were sometimes taken before the altar,

or, as some undei-stand the passage, if the persons
were not in Jerusalem, in a position looking towards
the Temple (1 K. viii. 31; 2 Chr. vi. 22; God-
wyn, ;. c. vi. 6; Carpzov, p.,654; see also Juv.
Sat. xiv. 219; Hom. 11. xiv. 272),

4. Dividing a victim and passing between or
distributing the jjieces (Gen. xv. 10, 17 ; Jer. xxxiv.
18). This foi-m was probably used to intensify the
imprecation already ratified by sacrifice according
to the custom described by classical writers under
the phrases UpKta Tffiveiv, facJus ferire, &c. We
may perhaps r^ard in this view the acts recorded
Judg. xix. 29, 1 Sam, xi. 7, and perhaps Herod,
vii. 39.

As the sanctity of oaths was carefully inculcated

by the Law, so the crime of jjcrjury was stroni^ly

condemned ; and to a false witness the s;mie punish-

ment was assigned which was due for the crmie to

which he testified (Ex. xx. 7; Lev. xix. 12 ; Deut.

xix. 16-19; Ps. XV. 4; Jer. v. 2, vii. 9; Ez. xvi.

59; Hos. X. 4; Zech. viii. 17). Whether the

"sweiu-iug" mentioned by Jeremiah (xxiii. 10) and
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by Hosea (iv. 2) was false swearing, or profane abuse
of oaths, is not certain. If the latter, the crime is

one which had been condemned by the Law (Lev
xxiv. 11, 16; Matt. xxvi. 74).

From tiie Law the Jews deduced many special

cases of perjury, which are thus classified:—1. Jm
jurandum proinissorium, a rash inconsiderate pro-

mise for the future, or false assertion respecting the

past (Lev. v. 4). 2. Vanum, an absui-d self-con-

tradictory asseition. 3. Depositi, breach of con-

tract denied (Lev. xix. 11). 4. Testimonii, ]udic\ai

perjury (Lev. v. 1 ; Nicolaus and Selden, De Jura-

mentis, in Ugolini, Thesaurus, xy\'i. ; Lightfbot,

Hor. Ifebr. on Matt. v. 33, vol. ii. 292 ; Mishna,

Sheb. iii. 7, iv. 1, v. 1, 2 ; Otho, Lex. Rabb., art.

" Jm-amentum"),
Women were forbidden to bear witness on oath,

as was infen-ed from Deut, xix. 17 (Mislma, Sheb.

iv. 1),

The Christian practice in the matter of oaths

was founded in great measure on the Jewish. Thus
the oath on the Gospels was an imitation of the

Jewish practice of placing the hands on the book
of the Law (P, Fagius, on Onkel. ad Ex. xxiii. 1

;

Justinian, Nov. c. viii, Epil. ; Matth. Pai-is, Hist.

p. 916).

Our Lord's prohibition of swearing was clearly

always understood by the Christian Church as di-

rected against protiine and careless swearing, not

against the serious judicial form (Bingham, Antiq.

Ecd. xvi. 7, §4, 5 ; Aug. Ep. 157, c. v, 40) ; and
thus we find the fourth Council of Cai-thage (c. 61)
reproving clerical persons for sweai'ing by created

objects.

The most solemn Mohammedan oath is made on

the open Koran. Mohammed himself used the

foim, " By the setting of the sfcii-s " (Chai'din, Voy.

vi. 87 ; Sale's Koran, Ivi. p. 437).

Bedouin Arabs use various sorts of adjuration,

one of which somewhat resembles the oath " by
the Temple." The person fcikes hold of the middle

tent-pole, and swears by the life of the tent and its

owners (Burckhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 127, foil.

;

see also another case mentioned by Burckhardt,

Syria, p. 398).

The stringent nature of the Roman military oath,

and the penalties attiiched to infraction of it, are

alluded to, more or less certainly, in several places

in N. T., e. g. Matt. viii. 9, Acts xii. 19, xvi. 27,

xxvii. 42 ; see also Dionys. Hal. xi. 43, and Aul.

Gell. xvi. 4. [Pkiuuky.] [H. W. P.]

OBADrAH(nnni;: 'A^Sia-. Obdia). The

name of Obadiah was probably as common among
the Hebrews as Abdallaii among the Arabians, both

of them having the same meaning and etymology.

1. The sons of Obadiah are enumerated in a cor-

rupt passage of the genealogy of the tribe of Judah

(1 Chr. iii. 21). The reading of the LXX., and

Vulg. was 133, " his son," and of the Peshito

Syriac "JS, " son of," for *33, " sons of;" so that

according to the two fonner vei-sions Obadiah was
the son of Arnan, and accoixling to the last the son

of Jesaiah.

2. ('A;35jou: Obadia.) According to the re-

ceived text, one of the five sons of Izi-ahiah, a de-

scendant of Issachar and a chief man of his tribe

(1 Chr. %ni. 3). Four only, however, are men-

tioned, and the discrepancy is rectified in four of

Kennicott's MSS,, which omit the words " and the

sons of Izrahiah " thus making Izrahiah brother.
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and not father, of Obatliah, and Iwth sons of Uzzi.

The Syiiac and Arabic versions follow the received

text, but read " four " instead of " five."

3. {'APSlo.: Obdia.) One of the six sons of

Azel, a descendant of Saul (1 Clir. viii. 38, ix.

44).

4. A Levite, son of Shemaiah, and descended

from Jeduthun (t Chr. ix. 16). He appears to

liave been a principal musician in the Temple choir

in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 25). It is evi-

dent, from a comparison of the last-quoted passage

with 1 Chr. ix. 15-17 and Neh. si. 17-19, that the

first three names " Mattaniah, and Bakbukiah, Oba-

diah," belong to ver. 24, and the last three, " Me-
shullani, Talmou, Akkub," were the famihes of

porters. The name is omitted in the Vat. MS. in

Neh. xii. 25, where the Codex Fred. Aug. has

'0/35ioy and the Vulg. Obedia. In Neh. xi. 17,

" Obadiah the son of Shemaiah," is called " Abda
the son of Shammua."

5. {Obdlas.) The second in order of the lion-

feced Gadites, captains of the host, who joined

David's standard at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 9).

6. One of the princes of Judah in the reign of

Jehoshaphat, who were sent by the king to teach in

the cities of Judah (2 Chr. xvii. 7).

7. ('Acadia: Obedia.) The son of Jehiol, of the

sons of Joab, who came up in the second caravan

with Ezra, accompanied by 218 of his kinsmen

(Ezr. viii. 9).

8. ('A/SSio: Obdias.) A priest, or family of

priests, who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah
{Neh. X. 5). [W. A. W.]

9. ('O^Hiov: Abdias.) The prophet Obadiah.

We knov/ nothing of him except what we can ga-

ther from the short book which bears his name. The
Hebrew tradition adopted by St. Jerome (/« Abd.),

and maintained by Abarbanel and Kimchi, that he is

the same person as the Obadiah of Ahab's reign, is

as destitute of foundation as another account, also

suggested by Abarbanel, which makes him to have

been a converted Idumaean, " the hatchet," accord-

ing to the Hebrew proverb, " returning into the

wood out of which it was itself taken " (Abarb. In

Obad apud Pfeifferi, Opi^ra,^. 1092, Ultraj. 1704).

The question of his date must depend upon the

interpretation of the 11th verse of his prophecy.

He there speaks of the conquest of Jerusalem and

the captivity of Jacob. If he is referring to the

well-known captivity by Nebuchadnezzar he must
have lived at the time of the Babylonish captivity,

and have prophesied subsequently to the year B.C.

588. If, further, his prophecy against Edom found

its first fulfilment in the conquest of that country

by Nebuchadnezzar in the year B.C. 583, we have

its date fixed. It must have been utteied at some
time in the five years which intervened between

those two dates. Jaeger argues at length for an

earlier date. He admits that the 11th verse refers

to a capture of Jerusalem, but maintains that it may
apply to its capture by .Shishak in the reign of lie-

lioboam (1 K. xiv. 25; 2 Chr. xii. 2) ; by the Phi-

listines and Arabians in the reign of Jehoram (2 Chr.

xxi. 16) ; by Joash in the reign of Amaziah (2 Chr.

XXV. 22) ; or by the Chaldaeans in the reign of Je-

hoiakim and of Jehoiachin (2 K. xxiv. 2 and 10).

The Idumaeans might, he argues, have joined the

enemies of Judah on any of these occasions, as

their inveterate hostility from an early date is

proved by several passages of Scripture, e. g. Joel

iii. 19; Am. i. 11. He thinks it probable that the

occasion refened to by Obadiah is the capture of
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I

Jerusalem by the Eplnaimites in the reign of Ama-

I

ziah (2 Chr. xxv. 22). The utmost force of these

statements is to prove a possibility. The only

I
argument of any weight for the early date of Oba-
diah is his position in the list of tiie books of the

minor prophets. Why should he have been inserted

between Amos and Jonah if his date is about B.C.

585 ? SchnuiTcr seems to answer this question

satisfactorily when he says that the prophecy of

Obadiah is an amplification of the last five verses of

Amos, and was therefore placed next after the book
of Amos. Our conclusion is in favour of the later

date assigned to him, agreeing herein with that of

Pfeifter, Schnurrer, Rosenmiiller, De Wette, Hende-
werk, and Maurer.

The book of Obadiah is a sustained denunciation

of the Edomites, melting, as is the wont of the

Hebrew prophets (cf. Joel iii., Am. ix.), into a

vision of the future glories of Zion, when the arm
of the Lord should have wrought her deliverance

and have repaid double upon her enemies. Pre-

vious to the captivity, the Edomites were in a

similar relation to the Jews to that which tlie

Samaritans afterwards held. They were near neigh-

bours, and they were relatives. The result was
that intensified hatred which such conditions are

likely to produce, if they do not produce cordiality

and good-will. The Edomites are the types of those

who ought to be friends and are not—of those who
ought to be helpers, but in the day of calamity are

found " standing on the other side." The prophet

first touches on their pride and self-confidence, and
then denounces their " violence against their brother

Jacob" at the time of the capture of Jerusalem.

There is a sad tone of reproach in the form into

which he throws his denunciation, which contrasts

with the parallel denunciations of Ezekiel (xxv. and
XXXV.), Jeremiah (Lam. iv. 21), and the author of

the 137th Psalm, which seem to have been uttered

on the same occasion and for the same cause. The
psalmist's " Remember the children of Edom, O
Lord, in the day of Jerasalem, how they said,

Down with it, down with it, even to the ground !"

coupled with the immediately succeeding impreca-

tion on Babylon, is a sterner utterance, by the side

of which the "Thou shouldest not" of Obadiah

appears rather as the sad remonstrance of disap-

pointment. He complains that they looked on and
rejoiced in the destruction of Jerusalem ; that they

triumphed over her and plundered her; and that

they cut ofl' the fugitives who were probably making
their way through Idumaea to Egypt.

The last six verses are the most important part

of Obadiah 's prophecy. The vision presented to the

prophet is that of Zion triumphant over the Idu-

maeans and all her enemies, restored to her ancient

possessions, and extending her borders northward

and southward and eastward and westward. He
sees the house of Jacob and the house of .Joseph

(here probably denoting the ten tribes and the two)

consuming the house of Esau as fire devours stubble

(ver. 18). The inhabitants of the city of Jeru.salem,

now captive at Sepharad, are to return to Jeru-

salem, and to occupy not only the city itself, but

the southern tract of Judaea (ver, 20). Those who
had dwelt in the southern tract ai-e to overrun and

settle in Idumaea (ver. 19). The fbi mer inhabitnnts

of the plain country are also to establish themselves

in Philistia (ib.). To the north tlie tribe of Judah is

to extend itself as far as the fields of Ephraim and

Samaria, while Benjamin, tlius displace>i, takes pos-

session of Gilead (ib.). The captives of the ten
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tribes are to occupy tlie northerp. region fiom the

bordei-s of the enlarged Judah as far as Sarepta near

Sidon (ver. 2<-'). What or where Sepharad is no

one Iv-nows. The LXX., perhaps by an enor of a

oopyist, read 'E(ppada,. St. Jerome's Hebrew tutor

told him the Jews held it to be the Bosporus. St.

Jerome himself thinks it is derived from an As-

syrian word meaning "bound" or "limit," and

understands it as signifying " scattered abroad." So

Maurer, who compares ot eV T17 StaffTrop^ of Jam.

i. 1. Hardt, who has devoted a volume to the con-

sideration of the question, is in favour of Sipphara in

Mesopotamia. The modern Jews pronounce for

Spain. Schultz is probably right in saying that it

is some town or district in Babylon, otherwise

unknown.
The question is asked, Have the prophet's denmi-

ciatious of the Edomites been fuUilled, and has his

vision of Zion's glories been realised? Typically,

partially, and imperfectly they liave been fulfilled,

but, as RosenmuUer justly says, they await a fuller

accomplishment. The first fulfilment of the denun-

ciation on Edom in all probability took place a few

years after its utterance. For we read in Josephus

(Ant. X. 9, §7) that five years after the capture of

Jerusalem Nebuchadnezzar reduced the Ammonites

and Jloalutes, and after their reduction made an

expedition into Egypt. This he could hardly have

done without at the s;mie time reducing Idumaea.

A more full, but still only partial and typical, ful-

filment would have taken place in the time of John
Hyroauus, who utterly reduced the Idumaeans,

and only allowed them to remain in their country

on the condition of their being circumcised and

accepting the Jewish rites, after which their na-

tionality was lost for ever (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9, §1).

Similarly the return from the Babylonish captivity

would typically and imperfectly fulfil the promise

of the restonition of Zion and the extension of her

bordere. But " magnificentior sane est haec pro-

niissio quim ut ad Sorobabelica aut Macabaica tem-

pera referri possit," says Rosenmiiller on ver. 21.

And " necessitns cogit ut omnia ad praedicationera

evangelii referamus," says Luther.

The full completion of the prophetical desciip-

tions of the glories of Jerusalem—the future golden

age towards which the seei-s stretched their hands

with fond yearnings—is to be looked for in the

Christian, not in the Jewish Zion— in the antitype

i-ather than in the type. Just as the fate of Jeru-

salem and the destruction of the world are inter-

woven and intei-penetrate each other in the prophecy

uttered by our Lord on the mount, and His words
are in part fulfilled in the one event, but only fully

accomplished in the other; so in figure and in type

the predictions of Obadiah may have been accom-
plished by Nebuchadnezzar, Zerubbabel, and Hyr-
canus, but their complete fulfilment is resei-\-ed for

the fortunes of the Christian Church and her ad-

\rersai"ies. Whether that fulfilment has already

occurred in the spread of the Gospel through the

world, or whether it is yet to come (liev. xx. 4),

or whether, being condition.al, it is not to be ex-

pected save in a limited and curtiiiled degree, is

not to be detei-mined here.

The book of Obadiah is a favourite study of the

modern Jews. It is here especially that they read

the future fate of their own nation and of the

Christian*. Those unversed in their litemture may
wonder where the Christians are found in the book

of Obadiah. But it is a fixed principle of Rnbbinical

intei-pretation that by Edomites is prophetically

OBADIAH
meant Christians, and that by Edom is meant Rome.
Thus Kimchi, on Obadiah, lays it down that " all

that the prophets have said about the destruction

of Edom in the last times has reference to Rome."
So Rjibbi Bechai, on Is. Ixvi. 17 ; and Abarbanel has

written a commentary on Obadiah resting on this

hypothesis as its basis. Other examples are given

by Buxtorf {Lex. Talm. in voc. DHN, and Stjna-

goga Judaica). The reasons of this Rabbinical

dictum are as various and as ridiculous as might be

imagined. Nachmanides, Bechai, and Abarbanel

say that Janus, the first king of Latium, was grand-

son of Esau. Kimchi (on Joel iii. 19) says that

Julius Caesiir was an Idumaean. Scaliger {ad
Chron. Euseb. n. 2152) reports, "The Jews, both

those who are comparatively ancient and those who
are modern, believe that Titus was an Edomite, and
when the prophets denounce Edom they frequently

refer it to Titus." Aben Ezra says that there were
no Christians except such as were Idumaeans until

the time of Constantine, and that Constantine hav-

ing embraced their religion the whole Roman em-
pire became entitled Idumaean. St. Jerome says

that some of the Jews read iHOn, Rome, for ntDn,

Dumah, in Is. xxi. 11. Finally, some of the Rabbis,

and with them Abarbanel, maintain that it was
the soul of Esau which lived again in Christ.

The colour given to the prophecies of Obadiah,

when looked at from this point of view, is most
curious. The following is a specimen from Abar-

banel on ver. 1 :—" The true explanation, as I have
said, is to be found in this: The Idumaeans, by
which, as I have shown, all the Christians are to be

understood (for they took their origin from Rome),

will go up to lay waste Jerusalem, which is the

seat of holiness, and where the tomb of their God
Jesus is, as indeed they have several times gone up
already." Again, on ver. 2 : " I have several times

shown that from Edom proceeded the kings who
reigned in Italy, and who built up Rome to be

gi-eat among the nations and chief among the pro-

vinces; and in this way Italy and Greece and all

the western provinces became filled with Idumaeans.

Thus it is that the proj)hets call the whole of that

nation by the name of Edom." On ver. 8: " There
shall not be found counsel or wisdom among the

Edomite Christians when they go up to that war."

On ver. 19 :
" Those who have gone as exiles into

the Edomites', that is, into the Christians' land, and
have there suffered alHiction, will deserve to have

the best part of their country and their metropolis as

Mount Seir." On ver. 20 : " Sarepta" is " France ;"

" Sepharad " is " Spain." The " Mount of Esau,"

in ver. 21, is " the city of Rome," which is to be

judged ; and the Saviours are to be " the [Jewish]

Messiah and his chieftains, " who ai'e to be
" Judges."

The fii-st nine verses of Obadiah are so similar to

Jer. xlix. 7, &c., that it is evident that one of the

two prophets must have had the prophecy of the

other before him. Which of the two wrote first is

doubtful. Those who give an early date to Obadiah

thereby settle the question. Those who place him
later leave the question open, as he would in that

case be a contemporary of Jeremiah. Luther holds

that Obadiah followed Jeremiah. Schnurrer makes

it more probable that Jeremiah's prophecy is an

altered form of Obadiah 's. Eichhorn, Schultz,

Rosenmiillei-, and Maurer agree with him.

See Ephrem Syrus, Expl. in Ahd. v. 269, Rome,

1740; St. Jerome, Comm. in Ahd. Op. iii. 1455,
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Paris, 1704 ; Luther, Enarr. in Ahd. Op. iii. 538,
Jenae, 1612; Pfeifler, Tract. Phil. Antirrahin.

Op. p. 1081, Ultraj. 1704; Schnurrer, D/ssertoiw
Philohgicain Obadiam, Tubing. 1787 ; Schultzius,

Scholia in Vet. Test. Norimb.l793; Kosenmuller,
Scholia in Vet. Test. Lips. 1813; Maurer, Comm.
in Vet. Test. Lips. 1836; .laegw, Ueler d-ts Zeit-

alter Obadja's, Tubing. 1837. [F. M.]

10. (-innnV • 'APSioi-. Jbdias.) An officer of

high rank in the court of Aliab, who is described as

" over the house," that is, apparently, lord high

ihamberlain, or mayor of the palace (1 K. xviii. 3).

His influence with the king must have been great to

puable him to retain his position, though a devout

worshipper of Jehovah, during the tierce persecu-

tion of the prophets by Jezebel. At the peril of

his life he concealed a hundred of them in eaves,

and fed them there with bread and water. But he

himself does not seem to have been suspected (1 K.

xviii. 4, 13). The occasion upon which Obadiah
appears in the history sliows the confidential nature

of his office. In the third year of the teirible famine

with which Samaria was visited, when the fount^iins

and streams were dried up in consequence of the

long-continued drought, and horses and mules were
perishing for lack of water, Ahab and Obadiah di-

vided the land between them and set forth, each

unattended, to search for whatever remnants of

herbage might still be left around the springs and
in the fissures of the river beds. Their mission was
of such importance that it could only be entrusted

to the two principal persons in the kingdom. Oba-
diah was startled on his solitary journey by the

abrupt apparition of Elijah, who had disappeared

since the commencement of the famine, and now
commanded him to announce to Ahab, " Behold
Elijah !" He hesitated, apparently afraid that his

long-concealed attachment to the worship of Je-

hovah should thus be disclosed and his life fall a

sacrifice. At the same time he was anxious that

the prophet should not doubt his sincerity, and
appealed to what he had done in the persecution by
Jezebel. But Elijah only asserted the more strongly

his intention of encountering Ahab, and Obadiah
had no choice but to obey (1 K. xviii. 7-16). The
inten-iew and its consequences belong to the history

of Elijah [vol. i. p. 527]. According to the Jewish

tradition preserved in Ephrem Syrus (Assemani,

Bibl. Or. Clem. p. 70), Obadiah the chief officer of

Ahab was the same with Obadiah the prophet. He
was of Shechem in the land of Klphraim, and a dis-

ciple of Elijah, and was the third captain of fifty

who was sent by Ahaziah (2 K. i. 13). After this

he left the king's service, prophesied, dietl, and was
buried with his father. The "certain woman of

the wives of the sons of the prophets " who came
to Elisha (2 K. iv. 1) was, according to the tra-

dition in Rashi, his widow.

11. ('A;85.'ay.) Tlie father of Ishmaiah, who
was chief of the tribe of 2Cebulon in David's reign

(1 Chr. xxvii. 19).

12. A Merarite Levite in the reign of Josiah, and

one of the overseers of the workmen in the restora-

tion of the Temple (2 Chr. xxxiv. 12;. [VV. A. W.]

0'BAL(^niy: Evd\: Ehal). Asou of Jokt-in,

and, like the rest of his family, apparently the

founder of an Arab tribe (Gen. x. 28), which has

not yet been identified. In 1 Chr. i. 22 the name

is written Ebal (^^'V: Alex. Ttixiav: ffcbat].
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I which Knobel (Genesis) compares with the Ge-
banitae of Pliny, a tribe of Southern Arabia. The

I similarity of the name with that of the Amlitae,

j

a troglodyte tribe of East Africa, induced Bochart

I

{Fhaleij, ii. 23) to conjecture that Obal migrated

j

thither and gave his name to the Sinus Abalites
or Aoalites of Pliny (vi. 34). [W. A. W.]

OBDI'A ('OjSSt'a : Obia). Probably a corrup-
tion of Obaia, the form in which the name Ha-
BAIAH appears (comp. 1 Esdr. v. 38 with Ezr. ii

61).

O'BED nniy: 'n3^5: Obed). 1. Son of Bo-iz

and Kuth the xMoabitess (Ruth iv. ] 7). The circum-
stances of his birth, which make up all that we know
about him, are given with much beauty in the book
of Ruth, and form a most interesting specimen of the
religious and social life of the Israelites in the days of
Eli, which a comparison of the genealogies of David,
Samuel, and Abiathar shows to have been about
the time of his birth. The famine which led to
Elimelech and his sons migrating to the land of
Moab may naturally be assigned to the time of the
Philistine inroads in Eli's old age. Indeed there is a
considerable resemblance between the circumstances
desciibed in Hannah's song (1 Sam. ii. 5), "They
that were hungry ceased, so that the barren hath
born seven," and those of Obed's birth as pointed
at, Ruth i. 6, and in the speech of the women to
Naomi :

" He shall be unto thee a restorer of thy
life, and a nourisher of tliine old age; for thy
daughter-in-law which loveth thee, which is better
to thee than seven sons, hath borne him :" as well
as between the prophetic saying (1 Sam. ii. 7),
" The Lord maketh poor, and maketh rich : He
bringeth low, and lifteth up. He raiseth up the
poor out of the dust, and lifteth up the beggar
ti-om the diuighill, to set them among princes,"and
to make them inherit the thi'one of glory :" and
the actual history of the house of Elimelech, whose
glory was prayed for by the people, who said, on
the marriage of Ruth to Boaz, " The Lord make
the woman that is come into thine house like Rachel
and like Leah, which two did build the house of
Israel, and do thou worthily in Ephratih, and be
famous in Bethlehem." The direct mention of the
Lord's Christ in 1 Sam. ii. 10, also connects the
passage remarkably with the birth of that child
who was grandfather to King David, and the lineal

ancestor of Jesus Christ.

The name of Obed occurs only Ruth iv. 17, and
in the four genealogies, Ruth iv. 21, 22; 1 Chr.
ii. 12

;
Matt. i. 5 ; Luke iii. 32. In all these five

passages, and in the first with peculiar emphasis,
he is said to be the father of Jesse. It is incredible
that in David's reign, when this genealogy was
compiled, his own gi-andfather's nam'e sliould have
been forgotten, and therefore there is no escape from
the conclusion that Obed was literally Jesse's father,
and that we have all the generations recorded from
Nahshon to David. [Jesse"; Naiisuon.] [A.C.H.]

2. (Alex. 'I«(8^S.) A descendant of Jarha, tlie

Egyptian slave of Sheshan in the line of .lerahmeel.
He was grandson of Zabad, one of David's mighties
(I Chr. ii. 37, 38).

3. {'n$-fie; Alex. 'laff^S.) One of Tkxvid's

mighty men (1 Chr. xi. 47).

4. ('nj3^5 ; Alex. 'luPrtS.) One of the gate-

keepers of the Temple : son of Shemaiah the tii^t-

born of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxvi. 7).
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5. (Alex. 'loijS^S.) Father of Azaiiah, one of

the captains of hundreds who joined with Jehoiada

in the revolution by which Athaliah fell (2 Chr.

xxiii. 1). [W. A. W.]

O'BED-E'DOM (DHN 12]} : 'A/SeSSopa in

Sam., 'Aj3565(i/x in Chr.;' Alex. 'A^eSBaUfi in

2 Sam. vi. 1 1 : Obed-edom). 1. A Levite, appa-
j

rently of the family of Kohatli. He is described as

a Gittite (2 Sam. vi. 10, 11), that is, probably, a I

native of the Levitical city of (Jath-liimmon in

Wanassoii, which was assigned to the Kohathites

(Josh. .xxi. 45), and is thus distinguished from
j

" Obed-edom the son of Jeduthun," who was a

Merarite. After the death of Uzzah, the ark, which
j

was being conducted from tlie house of Abinadab in

Gibeah to the city of David, was carried aside into

the house of Obed-edom, where it continued three

months, and brought with its presence a blessing
]

upon Obed-edom and his household. Hearing this, ,

David, at the head ot a large choir of singcre and I

minstrels, clothed in fine linen, and attended by the

elders of Israel and the chief captains, " went to

bring up the ark of the covenant of Jehovah out
J

of the house of Obed-edom with joy" (1 Chr. xv.

25; 2 Sam. vi. 12). I

2. " Obed-edom the son of Jeduthun" (1 Chr.
j

xvi. 88), a Jleiaiite Levite, appears to be a different

pei"son from the last-mentioned. He was a Levite
j

of the second degree and a gatekeeper for the ark
|

(1 Chr. XV. 18, 2-t), appointed to sound " with
j

harps on the Sheminith to excel" (1 Chr. xv. 21, i

xvi. 5). With his family of seven sons and then-

children, "mighty men of valour" (1 Chr. xrvi.

4-8), he kept the south gate (1 Chr. xxvi. 15) and

the house of Asuppim. There is one expression,

however, which seems to imply that Obed-edom
the gatekeeper and Obed-edom the Gittite may have

been the same. After enumerating his seven sons

the chronicler (1 Chr. xxvi. 5) adds, " ibr God
blessed him," referring apparently to 2 Sam. vi. 11,
" the Lord blessed 01«d-edom and all his liouse-

hold." The fiimily still remained at a much later

time as keepers of the vessels of the Temple in the

reign of Amaziah (2 Chr. xxv. 24). [W. A. W.]

O'BETH Cni3^e: om. in Vulg.). Ebed the

son of Jonathan is so called in 1 Esdr. viii. 32.

O'BIL (WlX: 'A/3i'aj; Alex. Oi5^;oj : Uhil).

An Ishmaclite who was appropiiately ajipointed

keeper of the herds of camels in the reign of David

(1 Chr. xxvii. 30). Bochart {Hieroz. pt. i., ii. 2)
conjectures that the name is that of the office,

abdl in Arabic denoting " a keeper of camels."

OBLATION. [Sacrifice.]

O'BOTH (nh'X: 'n^dO: Oboth), one of the

encampments of the Israelites, east of Moab (Num.
xxi. 10, xxxiii. 43). Its exact sitfi is unknown.
[WlLDf;RXESS OF THE WANDERING.]

OCHI'EL ('OxfijAoj ; Alex. 'OOriKos : Oziel).

The form in wiiich the name Jeiel appeare in

1 Esdr. i. 9 (comp. 2 Chr. xxxv. 9). The Geneva
vei-sion has Chielcs.

OCIDE'LUS CCiK6ht)\os ; Alex. 'n/celSrjXoj :

Jussio, Reddus). This name occupies, in 1 Esdr. ix.

ODOLLAM
22, the place of Jozabad m Ezr. x. 22, of which it

is a manifest coiTuption. The original name is

more clearly ti-aced in the Vulgate.

OCI'NA ('0(cf£va; and so Alex.: Vulg. omits).

"Sour and Ocina" are mentioned (Jud. ii. 28)
among the places on tlie sea-coast of Palestine,

which were terrified at the a])proach of Holofcrnes.

The names seem to occur in a regular order from

north to south ; and as Ocina is mentioned between

Sour (Tyre) and Jemnaan (Jabneh), its position,

agrees with that of the ancient ACCHO, now Akka,

and in mediaeval times sometimes called Aeon (Bro-

cardus; William of Tyre, &c.). [G.]

0C'RAN(|n3y: 'Expo^: Ochran). The father

of Pagiel, chief of the tribe of Asher after the Ex-

odus (Num. i. 13, ii. 27, vii. 72, 77, x. 26).

O'DEU cniiy : 'nS^S ; Alex. 'ASdS : Oded).

1. The father of Azariah the prophet in the reign

of Asa (2 Chr. xv. 1). In 2 Chr. xv. 8, the pro-

phecy in the preceding verses is attributed to him,

and not to his son. The Alex. MS. and the Vul-

gate retain the reading which is probably the true

one, " Azariah the son of Oded." These ai'e sup-

ported by the Peshito-Syriac, in which " Azui- " is

substituted for Oded.

2. A projjhet of Jehovah in Samaria, at the

time of Pekah's invasion of Judah. Josephus (^Ant,

ix. 12, §2) calls him 'XlySTjSds. On the return

of the victorious ai-my with the 200,000 captives

of Judah and Jerusalem, Oded met them and pre-

vailed upon them to let the captives go free (2 Chr.

xx\'iii. 9). He was supported by the chivalrous

feelings of some of the chieftains of Ephraim, and

the naiTative of the restoration of the prisouere, fed,

clothed, ;uid anointed, to Jericho the city of palm-

trees, is a pleasant episode of the last days of the

northern kingdom. [W. A, W.]

ODOL'LAM('05o\Aoju: Odollam). The Greek

form of the name Adullam ; found in 2 Mace,

xii. 38 only. Adullam is stated by Eusebius and

Jerome {Ononutst. "Adollam") to have been in

their day a large village, about 10 miles east of

Kleutheropolis ; and here (if Bcit-jibrin be Eleu-

theropolis) a village with the name of Bet I)ula

(Tobler, Bethlehem, 29; Dritte Wand. 151) or

Beit Ula (Fiobinson, 1st ed. App. 117) now
stands.

The obstacle to this identification is not that

Adullam, a town of the Shefelah, should be found

in the moimtains, for that puzzling circumstance is

not unfrequent (comp. Keilaii, &c. vol. ii. p. 9),

so much as that in the catalogue of Joshua xv.

it is mentioned with a group of towns (Zoreah,

Socoh, &c.) which lay at the N.W. corner of Judah,

while Bet Dula is found with those (Nezib, Keilah,

&c.) of a separate group, fai'ther south.

Further investigation is requisite before we can

positively say if there is any cavern in the neigh-

bourhood of Bet Dula answering to the " cave of

Adullam." The cavern at Khureitun,*^ 3 miles

south of Bethlehem, usually shown to travellers

as Adullam, is so far distant as to put it out of

the question. It is more probable that this latter I
* Dr. Bonar has suggested to us that the name Khu-

reitun represpnts the ancient Hareth {Khareth). This is

ingpnloui!, and may \ie correct ; but i'obier ( I'myebungcn,

kv., D'i2, 3) has made out a strong case for the name being 1

that of Chareit6n, or Kreton, a famous Kssene hermit of

the 3rd or 4th cent., who founded a I^ura in the cavern

In question. (See Acta Sanct. S^pt 28.)
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IS the cavem in the wilderness of Engedi, in which

the adventure'' of Saul and David (1 Sam. xxiv.)

occurred. Kverything that can be said to identify

it with the cave'of AduUatn lias been said by Dr.

Bonar {Lcind of Pi-omise, 248-50) ; but his strongest

argument—an inference, from 1 Sam. xxii. 1, in

favour of its proximity to Bethlehem—comes into

direct collision with the statement of Jerome quoted

above, which it should be observed is equally op-

posed to Dr. Robinson's proposal to place it at Deir-

Duhbaii.

The name of AduUam appears to have been first

applied to Khureitun at the time of the Crusades

(Will, of Tyre, xv. 6). [G-]

ODONAR'KES (marg. Odomana : 'OSo/xTjpa,

*05ouf>^7Jj : Odarcs), the chief of a nomad tribe slain

by Jonatiian (1 Mace. ix. 66). The form in the A. V.

does not appear to be supported by any authority.

The Geneva version has " Odomeras." [B. F. W.]

OFFERINGS. [Sacrifice.]

OFFICER.<= It is obvious that most, if not all,

of the Hebrew words rendered " officer," are either

of an indefinite character, or are synonymous tenns

for functionaries known under other and more spe-

cific names, as " scribe," "eunuch," &c.

The two words so rendered in the N. T. each bear

in ordinary Greek a special sense. In the case of

virripiTT)s this is of no very definite kind, but the

word is used to denote an inferior officer of a court

of justice, a messenger or bailitf, like the Roman
viator or lictor. IIpaKTopes at Athens were offi-

cers whose duty it was to register and collect fines

imposed by couits of justice ; and " deliver to the

officer " ^ means, give in the name of the debtor to

the officer of the court (Demosthenes (or Dinarchus)

c. Theocr. p. 1218, Reiske; Diet, of Antiq. " Prac-

tores," "Hyperetes;" Jul. Poll. "viii. 114; De-

mosth. c. Arist. p. 778 ; Aesch. c. Timarch. p. 5

;

Grotius, on Luke .xii. 58).^

Josephus says, that to each court of justice among
the Jews, two Levites' were to be attached as clerks or

secretaries. Ant. iv. 8, §14. The Mishna also men-
tions the crier and other officials, but whether these

answered to the officers of Josephus and the N. T.

cannot be determined. Selden, from Maimonides,

mentions the high estimation in which such officials

were held. Sanhedr. iv. 3, vi. 1 ; Selden, deSynedr.

ii. 13, 11. [Punishments; Serjeants.]
The word " officeis " is used to render the phrases

ol OTrb (or eTrlj tuv xpf'«««'> 1 Mace. x. 41, xiii.

37, in speaking of the revenue-officers of Demetrius.

>• Van de Velde (5i/r. ct Pal. ii. 33) illustrates this

charming narrative more forcibly than is his wont. The
cave, he says, has still " the same narrow natural vault-

ing at the entrance, the siime huge chamber in the rock,

probably the place where Saul lay down to rest in the

heat of the day ; the same side vaults, too, where David

and his men lay concealed, when, accustomed to the ob-

scurity of the cavem, they saw Saul enter, while Saul,

blinded by the glare of light outside, saw nothing of

them."

= 1. 3^V?, Noori'/3, Viilg. suptr omnia, from 3V3>
" to place."

2. From same, 3-^3, part. phir. In Niph. D^3-!f^>

icaere<rra/x«Voi, praefecli, 1 K. iv. 7.

3. D'")D, Gen. xl. 2, evvovxo<;. [Ednich.]

4. TD3, Esth. Ii. 3, (twfiapxis ; Gen. xli. 33, TOiropx^

;

Nch. xi. 9, tiruTKoiro? ;
praeposUus ; A. V. " overseer."

5. mpB, )rpo<rraT7|?, Conor, for abstr. ;
properly, office,

vor,. 11.
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It is also used to render \eiTovpyot, Ecclus. x.

2, where the meaning is clearly the subordinates in

a general .sense to a supreme authority. [H. \V. P.]

OG (i'ly : "n-y • Og), an Amoritish king ofBashan,

whose rule extended over sixty cities, of which the

two chief were -Ashtaroth-Karnaim and Edrei (Josh,

xiii. 12). He was one of the last representatives of

the giant-race of Rephaim. According to Eastern

traditions, he escaped the deluge by wading beside

the ark (Sale's Koran, ch. v. p. 86). He was sup-

posed to be the largest of the sons of Anak, and a

descendant of Ad. He is said to have lived no less

than oOOO years, and to have refused the warnings

of Jethro (Shoaib), who was sent as a prophet to

him and his people (D'Herbelot, s. vv. "Falasthin,"

''Anak "
). Soiouthi wrote a long book about him

and his race, chiefly taken from Rabbinic traditions,

and called j.M<7
fi

hhaher Aoug (Id. s. v. ''Aug").

See, too, the Journal Asiatigue for 1841 , and Chro-

nique de Tabari trad, du persan, par Dubeux, i.

48, f. (Ewald, Gesch. i. 306).

Passing over these idle fables, we find from

Scripture that he was, with his children and his

people, defeated and exterminated by the Israelites

at Edrei, immeliately after the conquest of Sihon,

who is represented by Josephus as his friend and

ally (Joseph. A)it. iv. 5, §o). His sixty proud fenced

cities were taken, and his kingdom assigned to the

Reubenites, Gadites, and half the tribe of Manasseh

(Dent. iii. 1-13 ; Num. x.xxii. 33. Also Deut. i. 4,

iv. 47, xxxi. 4 ; Josh. ii. 10, ix. 10, -xiii. 12, 30).

The giant stature of Og, and the power and bravery

of his people, excited a dread which God himself

alleviated by his encouragement to Moses before the

battle ; and the memory of this victory lingered long

in the national memory (Ps. cxxxv. 11, cxxxvi. 20j.

The belief in Og's euoi-mous stature is coito-

boiated by an appeal to a relic still existing in the

time of the author of Deut. iii. 11. This was an

iron bedstead, or bier, preserved in " Rabbath of the

children of Amnion." How it got there we are not

told
;
perhaps the Ammonites had taken it in some

victoi-y over Og. The verse itself has the air of a

later addition ( Dathe), although it is of course pos-

sible that the Hebrews may have heard of so curious

a relic as this long before they conquered the city

where it was treasured. Rabbath was first subdued

in the reign of David (2 Sam. sii. 26) ; but it does

not therefore follow that Deut. iii. 11 was not

written till that time (Havernick ad foe). Some
have supposed that this was one of the common flat

beds [Beds] used sometimes on the housetops of

of these words (4) and

joined withEsth

like " authority " in Eng. Bo

(.5) from IpB, " visit."

6. 3^, oIkoi'oixik, p-inccps,

C'p, Dan. i. 3.

7. ItitJ', part, from ^t^K^ " cut," or " inscribe," l':x.

ii. 6, 7pa/i|uaTru's, exacinr ; Num. xi. 16, vpa^/ioT€V!,

\ Deut. xvi. ] 8, ypa(i/iaToei<raYioycu'?, magister, .fosh. i. in

princeps.

8. The word " officer" is also used, Esth. ix. 3, to

render n3N?0. which is joined with *"^y. marg.

1

" those that did the business," ypatinareU, pmcwa-

tores.

In N. T. " officer" is used to render, (1) vmjp^c
minister, (2) rrpaicTup, Luke xii. 58, exactor.

\
^ irapa^ovvai. Tw 7rpa#CT.

I
• npi/cTwp is u^d in LXX. to render ^'33. Is. iii. 12

;

A. V. " oppressor," one who poreecutcs by exaction.

' VTnjpeVai.

- ^
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E.-«tern cities, but made of iron instead of palm-

bninclies, which would not have suppoital the

giant's weisjht. It is mjre probable that the words

bT"l3 b''iy> <^''<'s harzel, mean a "sarcophagus of

biaclc basalt," a rendering of which they undoubtedly

admit. The Arabs still regard black basalt as iron,

because it is a stone " fen-ei coloris atque duritiae"

(Plin. xxxvi, 11), and " contains a large percentage

of iron." [IiiON.] It is most abundant in the

Hauran ; and indeed is probably the cause of the

name Argob (the stony) given to a part of Og's

kingdom. This sarcophagus was 9 cubits long, and

4 cubits broad. It does not of course follow that

OiT was 1 5J feet high. iMaimonides {More Nevochim,

ii.°48) sensibly remarks that a bed (supposing " a

bed" to be intended) is usually one-third longer

than the sleeper ; and Sir J. Chardin, as well as

other travellers, hare observed the ancient tendency

to make mummies and tombs far larger than the

natural size of men, in order to leave an impression

of wonder.

Other legends about Og may be found in Ben-

Uzziel on Num. xxi. 33, Midrash Jalqut, fol. l;>

(quoted by Kwald), and in Mahometan writers: as

tliat one of his bones long served for a bridge over

a river ; that he roasted at the sun a fish freshly

CiUight, &c. An apocryphal book of king Og, which

probably contained these and other traditions, was

condemned by Pope Gelasius {Dccrct. vi. 13, Sixt.

Senensis, Bibl. Sand. p. 8G). The origin of the

name is doubtful : some, but without any proba-

bility, would connect it with the Greek Ogyges

(Ewald, Gesch. i. 306, ii. 269). [F. W. F.]

O'HAD (nnk : 'AtoS ; Alex. 'lacoaSi in Ex.

:

Mod). One of the six sons of Simeon (Gen. xlvi.

10; Ex. vi. 15). His name is omitted from the

lists in 1 Chr. iv, 24 and Num. xxvi. 14, though

in the foi-mer passage the Syriac has »OT j , Ohor,

as in Gen. and Ex.

O'HEL (^nV« : 'OoA. : Ohol). As the text now

stands Ohel was one of the seven sons of Zerub-

babel, thougli placed in a grou]) of five who for

some cause are separated from the rest (1 Chr. iii.

20). Whether they were by a different mother, or

were born after the return from Babylon, ain only

be conjectuietl.

OIL.* i. Of the numerous substances, animal

and vegetable, which were known to the ancients as

yielding oil, the olive-ben-y is the one of which most

frequent mention is made in the .''<riptures. It ie

well-known that both the quality and the value of

olive-oil dilfer according to the time of gathering

'.tie fruit, and the amoiuit of pressure used in the

coui-se of preparation. 'I'hese processes, which do

not essentially differ from the modem, are described

minutely by the Koman writers on agriculture, and

to their descriptions the few notix'es occurring both

in Scripture and the llabbinical writings, which

throw light on tiie ancient Oriental metliod, nearly

correspond. Of these descriptions the tbllowing may
be taken a.s an abstract. The best oil is made from

• 1 "inV\ from "inV, • shine" (Ges. U52-3), irioTTjs,

eAotof, oleum, clear olive-oil, lus distinguished from

2. JDK', " pressed juice," cAato^, oleum, from JOC.

'• become fut" (Ges. 1437); sometimes joined with fl^t.

•Aoioi' ej ikailov, oUum de olivclis, distinguishing olive-

OIL

fruit gathered about November or December, when

it h;is begun to change colour, but before it hxs be-

come black. The beny in the more advanced state

yields more oil, but of an inferior quality. Oil was

also made from unripe fruit by a special process as

e;\rly as September or October, while the hardei

sorts of fruit were sometimes delayed till February

or M:u-ch, Virg. Georg. ii. 519; Palladius, E. Ji.

xii. 4; Columella, H. B. xii. 47, 50 ; Cato, Ji. S.

65 ; Pliny, X. H. xv. 1-8 ; VaiTO, R. R. i. 55

Ilor. 2 Sat. ii. 46.

1. Gathering.—Great care is necessary in ga-

thering, not to injure either the fruit itself or the

boughs of the tree ; and with this view it was either

gatliered by hand or shaken off' carefully with a

light reed or stick. The " houghing " of Dcut. xxiv.

20 (marg.),*" probably corresponds to the " shak-

ing"' of Is. xvii. 6, x.xiv. 13, i.e. a subsequent

beating for the use of the poor. See JMishna, S/iehiit/i.

iv. 2 ; Feah, vii. 2, viii. 3. After gathering and

cai-eful cleansing, the fi-uit was eitlier at once carried

to the press, which is recommended as the best

course ; or, if necessary, laid on t;ibles with hollow

trays made sloping, so as to allow the first juice

(Amurca) to flow iuto other receptacles beneath,

care being taken not to heap the fruit too much,

and so prevent the free escape of the juice, which is

injurious to the oil though itself useful in other

ways (Colum. ?6. s. xii. 50; Aug. Civ. Dei, i. 8, 2).

2. Pressing.—In order to make oil, the fi-uit

was either bruised in a mortar; crushed in a piess,

loaded with wood or stones
;
ground in a mill ; or

trodden with the feet. Special buildings used for

grape-pressing were used also for the pui-pose of

olive-pressing, and contained both the press and the

receptacle tor the pressed juice. Of these processes,

the one least expedient was the la.st (treading),

which perhaps answei-s to the " caualis et solea,"

mentioned by Columella, and was probably the one

usually adopted by the poor. The *' beaten " oil of

Ex. xxvii. 20 ; Lev. xxiv. 2, and lis. xxix. 40

;

Num. xxviii. 5, was probably made by bruising in

a mort;xr. These processes, and also the place and

the machine for pressing, are mentioned in the

Mishna. Oil-mills are often made of stone, and

turned by hand. Others consist of cylinders en-

closing a beam, wliich is turned by a camel or other

animal. An Egyptian olive-pi-ess is described by

Niebuhr, in which the pressure exerted on the fruit

is given by means of weights of wood and stone

placed in a sort of box above. Besides the above

cited Scripture references, the following passages

mention either the places, the processes, or the ma-

chines used in olive-pressing: Mic. vi. 15 ; Joel ii.

24, iii. 13 ; Is. Ixiii. 3; Lam. i. 15 ; Hag. ii. 16
;

Mcnack. viii. 4 ; Shcbiilh, iv. 9, vii. 6 (see Ges. p.

179, s. «. 13); Te/-H/n. X. 7; Shabb.i. 9; Baba

Bathra,\x. 5; Ges. pp. 351, 725, 848, 1096; Vi-

truvius, X. 1 ; Cato, R. R. 3; Celsius, Uicrob. ii.

346, 350 ;
Niebuhr, Voy. i. 122, pi. xvii. ; Arun-

dell, Asia Minor/n. 196; VVellsted, T)-av. ii. 430.

[Getiisemane.]

3. Keeping.—Both olives and oil were kept in

jars carefully cleansed ; and oil Wcis drawn out for

use in horns or other small vessels (Cruse). These

Juice from oil produced from other sources. Also some

times in A. V. " ointment" (Celsius, Hierob. ii. 279)

3. ntj'O, Chald., eAaioi/, oleum, only in Kzr. vi

vii. 22.

^53, KaAa/iii)<roafiai.
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vessels for keeping oil were stored in cellars or

storehouses ; special mention of such repositories is

made in the inventories of royal property and re-

venue (1 Sam. X. l,xvi. 1,13; 1 K. i. 39,xvii. 16;
2 K. iv. 2, 6, ix. 1,3; 1 Chr. xxvii. 28 ; 2 Chr. xi.

11, xxxii. 28 ; Prov. x.\i. 20 ; Shebiith, v. 7 ; Ce-

llm, ii. 5, x\i\. 12; Columell. I. c).

Oil of Tekoa was reckoned the best (Menach.

viii. 8). Trade in oil was airried on with the Ty-

lians, by whom it was probably often re-ex-ported

to Egypt, whose olives do not for the most part

produce good oil. Oil to the amount of 20,000

baths (2 Chr. ii. 10; Joseph. Ant. viii. 2, §9), or

20 measures {cars, 1 K. v. 11) was among the

supplies furnished by Solomon to Hiiam. Direct

trade in oil was also cixrried on between Egypt and

Palestine (1 K. v. 11 ; 2 Chr. ii. 10, 15 ; Ezr. iii.

7; Is. XXX. (3, Ivii. 9 ; Ez. xivii. 17; Hos. xii. 1

;

S. Hieronym. Com. in Osee, iii. 12; Joseph. Ant.

viii. 2, §9 ; B. J. ii. 21, §2 ; Strabo, xvii. p. 809

;

Pliny, XV. 4, 13; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 28, sm.

ed. ;' Hasselquist, Trav. pp. 53, li7). [Com-
merce ; Weights and Measures.]

ii. Besides the use of olives themselves as food,

common to all olive-ji: oduciug countries (Hoi-. 1 Od.

xxxi. 15 ; Martial, xiii. 36 ; Arvieux, Trav. p. 209
;

Terwnoth, i. 9,ii. 6), the principal uses of olive-oil

may be tlius stated.

1. As food.—Dried wheat, boiled with either

butter or oil, but more commonly the former, is a

common dish for all classes in Syria. Hasselquist

speaks of bread baked in oil as being particularly

sustaining ; and Faber, in his Pilgrimage, mentions

eggs fried in oil as Saiacen and Arabian dishes. It

was probably on account of the common use of oil

in food that the " meat-ofi'ei ings " prescribed by the

Law were so frequently mixed with oil (Lev. ii. 4,

7, 15, viii. 26, 31; Num. vii. 19, and foil.; Deut.

xii. 17, xxxii. 13; 1 K. xvii. 12, 15 ; 1 Chr. xii.

40 ; Ez. xvi. 13, 19 ; S. Hieronym. Vit. 8. Hi-

larion. c. 11, vol. ii. 32; Ibn Batuta, Trav. p. 60,

ed. Lee; Volncv, Trav. i. 362, 406; Russell,

Aleppo, i. 80, 119; Harmer, '96s. i. 471, 474;
Shaw, Trav. p. 232 ; Bertrandon de la Brocquiere,

Early Trav. p. 332 ; Burckhardt, Trav. in Arab.

i. 54 ; Notes on Bed. i. 59 ; Ar-vneux, I. c. ; Chardin,

Voy. iv. 84 ; Niebuhr, Voy. ii. 302 ; Hasselquist,

Trav. p. 132; Faber, Evagatorium, vol. i. p. 197,

ii. 152, 415). [Food; Offering.]
2. Cosmetic.—As is the case generally in hot

climates, oil was used by the Jews for anointing

the body, e. g. after the bath, and giving to the

skin and hair a smooth and comely appearance, e. g.

before an entertiinment. To be deprived of the use

ofoil was thus a serious privation, assumed volunt-uily

in the time of mourning or of calamity. At Egyp-
tian entertainments it was usual for a sei-vant to

anoint the head of each guest, as he took his seat

[Ointment], (Deut. xxviii. 40; 2 Sam. xiv. 2
;

Kuth iii. 3 ; 2 Sam. xii. 20 ; Ps. xxiii. 5, xcii. 10,

civ. 15; Dan. s. 3: Is. Isi. 3; Mic. vi. 15; Am.
vi. 6; Sus. 17; Luke vii. 46). Strabo men-
tions the Egyptian use of castor-oil for this purpose,

xviii. 824. The Greek and Koman usage will be

found mentioned in the following passages : Horn.

//. X. 577, xviii. 596, xxiii. 281 ; Od. vii. 107,

vi. 96, X. 364 ; Hor. 3 Od. xiii. 6 ; 1 Sat. vi. 123
;

2 Sut. i. 8; Pliny, xiv. 22; Aristoph. Wasps,

608, Clouds, 816 ; Roberts, pi. 164. Butter, as is

noticed by Pliny, is used by the negroes and the

lower c1;l-;s of Arabs for the like purposes (Pliny,

xi. 41; Burckhardt, Trav. i. 53; Nubia, f. 215;
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Lightfoot, Ifor. Hehr. ii. 375 ; see Deut. xxxiii. 24
;

Job xxix. 6 ; Ps. cix. 18).

The use of oil preparatory to athletic exeicises

customary among tlie Greeks and Romans, can
scarcely have had place to any extent among tfte

Jews, who in their earlier times had no such con-

tests, though some are mentioned by Josephus with
censure as taking place at Jerusalem and Caesarea

under Herod (Hor. 1 Od. viii. 8; Pliny, xv. 4;
Athenaeus, xv. 34, p. 686; Hom. Od. vi. 79, 215

;

Joseph. Ant. xv. 8, §1, xvi. 5, §1 ; Diet, of An-
tiq:, " Aliptae").

3. Funereal.—The bodies of the dead were an-
ointed with oil by the Greeks and Romans, pro-

bably as a partial antiseptic, and a similar custom
appears to have prevailed among the Jews {II. xxiv.

587; Virg. Aen. vi. 219). [Anoint; Burial.]
4. Medicinal.—As oil is in use in many cases in

modern medicine, so it is not surprising, that it

should have been much used among the Jews and
other nations of antiquity for medicinal purposes.

Celsus repeatedly speaks of the use of oil, especially

old oil, applied externally with friction in fevers,

and in many other cases. Pliny says that olive-oil

is good to warm the body and fortify it against

cold, and also to cool heat in the head, and for

various other purposes. It was thus used pre-

viously to taking cold-baths, and also mixed with
water for bathing the body. Josephus mentions
that among the remedies employed in the case

of Herod, he was put into a sort of oil-bath.

Oil mixed with wine is also mentioned as a re-

medy used both inwardly and outwardly in the

disease with which the soldiers of the army of

Aelius Gallus were all'ected, a circumstance which
recalls the use of a similar remedy in the parable of

the good Samaritan. The prophet Isaiah alludes

to the use of oil as ointment in medical treatment

;

and it thus furnished a fitting symbol, perhaps
also an efficient remedy, when used by our Lord's

disciples in the miraculous cures which they were
enabled to perform. With a similar mtention, no
doubt, its use was enjoined by St. James, and, as it

appears, practised by the early Christian Church in

general. An instance of cure through the medium
of oil is mentioned by Tertullian. The medicinal

use of oil is also mentioned in the Mishna, which
thus exhibits the Jewish piactice of that day. See,

for the various instances above named. Is. i. 6

;

Mark vi. 13 ; Luke x. 34; James v. 14 ; Josephus,
Ant. xvii. 6, §5 ; B. J. i. 33, §5 ; Shubh. xiii. 4

;

Ot\\o, Lex. liabh. pp. 11, 526; Mosheim, Eccl.
Hist. iv. 9 ; Cora, a Lap. on James v. ; Tertull. ad
Scap. c. 4; Celsus, De Med. ii. 14, 17; iii. 6, 9,

19, 22, iv. 2; Hor. 2 Sat. i. 7; Plinv, xv. 4,

7, xxiii. 3. 4; Dio Cass. liii. 29; Lightfoot, if. H.
ii. 304, 444; S. Hieronym. I. c.

5. Oil for light.—ThQ oil for "the light" was
expressly oi-dered to be olive-oil, beaten, i. e. made
from olives bruised in a mort-u- (Ex. xxv. 6, xxvii.

20, 21, XXXV. 8; Lev. xxiv. 2; 2 Chr. xiii. 11 ;

1 Sam. iii. 3 ; Zech. iv. 3, 12 ; Mishna, Demai, i. 3 ;

Menach. viii. 4). The quantity required for the

longest night is said to have been J log (13-79 cubic

in. = -4166 of a pint), Menach. ix. 3; Otho, /.ex.

Babb.^. 159. [Candlestick.] In the same mannei-

the great lamps used at the Feast of Tabernaclet*

were fed (Succah, v. 2). Oil was used in geuei-al

for lamps ; it is used in Egypt with cotton wicks

twisted round a piece of straw ; the receptacle being

a gla.ss vessel, into which water is first poureil ( Matt,

XXV. 1-8; Luke xii. 35 ; Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 201).
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6. Ritual.—a. Oil was poured on, or mixed

with the flour or meal used in offerings.

i. The consecration offering of priests, Ex. xxix.

2, 23; Lev. vi. 15, 21.

ii. The off"ering of " beaten oil " with flour, which
accompanied the daily sacrifice, Ex. xxix. 40.

iii. The leper's purification oli'ering. Lev. xiv.

10-18, 21, 24, 28, where it is to be observed that

the quantity of oil (1 log, = '833 of a pint,) was in-

variable, whilst the other objects varied in quantity

according to the means of the person offering. The
cleansed leper was also to be touched with oil on

various parts of his body, Lev. xiv. 15-18.

iv. The Nazarite, on completion of his vow, was
to offer unleavened biead anointed with oil, ami

cakes of fine bread mingled with oil, Num. vi. 15.

v. After the erection of the Tabemacle, the offer-

ings of the "princes" included flour mingled with

oil, Num. vii.

vi. At the consecration of the Levites, fine flour

mingled with oil was offered, Num. viii. 8.

vii. Meat-offerings in genei-al were mingled or

anointed with oil, Lev. vii. 10, 12.

On the other iiand, certain offerings were to be

devoid of oil ; the sin-otiering. Lev. v. 11, and the

off'ering of jealousy, Num. v. 15.

The principle on which both the jn-esence and

the absence of oil were piescribed is clearly, that as

oil is indicative of gladness, so its absence denoted

soiTOW or humiliation (Is. Ixi. 3 ; Joel ii. 19 ; Kev.

vi. 6). It is on this principle that oil is so often

used in Scripture as symbolical of nourishment and

comfort ''Deut. xxxii. 13, xxxiii. 24; Job xxix. 6
;

Ps. xiv. 7, ci.x. 18 ; Is. Ixi. 3).

6. Kings, priests, and prophets, were anointed

with oil or ointment. [Ointment.]
7. a. As so impoi-tant a necessary of life, the

Jew was required to include oil among his fii-st-fruit

ofierings (Ex. xxii. 29, x.xiii. 16 ; Num. xviii. 12
;

Deut. xviii. 4; 2 Chr. xxxi. 5 ; Terum. xi. 3). In

the Mishna various limitations are laid down ; but
they are of little importance except as illustrating

the processes to which the olive-beiry was subjected

in the production of oil, and the degrees of esti-

mation iu which their results were held.

6. Tithes of oil were also required (Deut. xii.

17
i
2 Chr. xxxi. 5 ; Neh. x. 37, 39, xiii. 12; Ez.

xiv. 14).

8. Shields, if covereil with hide, were anointed

with oil or grease previous to use. [Anoint.]
Shields of metil were perhaps rubbed over in like

manner to polish them. See Thenius on 2 Sam. i.

21 ; Virg. .4<?n.vii. fi25; Plautus, Mil. i. 1, 2; and
Gesen. p. 825.

Oil of inferior qu.'dity was used in the composi-

tion of soap.

Of the subst<mces which yiel.l oil, besides the

olive-tree, myrrh is the only one specially men-
tioned in Scripture. Oil of mynh is the juice

which exudes from the tree liulsamodendron Myrrha.
but olive-oil was an ingi'edient in maiiv compounds
which passed under the treneral name of oil (Esth.

ii. 12 ; Celsus, u. s. iii. 10, 18, 19 ; I'liny, xii. 26,

xiii. 1, 2, XV. 7 ; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 23
;

Balfour. Plants of Bible, p. 52 ; Winer, Rcnlw. s.v.

Mynhe. [Otntmi:nt.] [H. W. P.]

• 1. Shemen. See OrL (2).

2. np"1> (ivpoi; unguenlum, from Dp"!. •• anoint."

3. nnplD or nnp'iD. /lOpoi-. ungtu-ntum (Ex. xt.x.

25). Gesetiius thinks it may Ix; the vessel in which the

ointment w.-is compounded (p. l.'<09)

OINTMENT
OIL-TKEE (;Dt^ yyi, Sts shemen: kx.-ci!

piffffos, |i5a.o Kvirapiffffiva : lignum olivae, frondes

ligni pulcherrimi). The Hebrew words occur in

Neh. viii. 15, 1 K. vi. 23, and in Is. xIL 19. In

this last ptssage the A. V. has " oil-tree ;" but in

Kings it has " olive-tree," and in Nehemiah "pine-

branches." From the- passage in Nehemiah.

where the ets shemen is mentioned as distinct from

the zaith or " olive-tree," writers have sought to

identify it with the Elaeagnus angnstifolins, Linn.,

sometimes called " the wild olive-tree," or " nar-

row-leaved oleaster," the zackum-tne of the

Arabs. There is, however, some great mistake in

this mattei- ; for the «ac^«m-tree cannot be refened

to the elaei.uinus, the properties and characteristics

of which tree do not accord with what tiavellers

have related of the famed zackum-ive^ of Palestine.

We are indebted to Dr. Hooker for the correction

of this error. The zaclaim is the Balanites

Aegyptiuca, a well-known and abundant shrub or

small tret; in the plain of Jordan. It is found

fl

all the way from the peninsula of India and the

Ganges to Syria, Abyssinia, and the Niger. The

z.ickum-oil is held in" high repute by the Arabs for

its medicinal properties. It is said to be very

valuable ajainst wounds and contusions. Comp.

.Maundrell [Jouni. ]>. 86), Kobinson {Bib. Res. i.

560) : see also B.\LM. It is quite probable that

the zackum, or Balanites Acgi/ptiaca, is the its

shemen, or oil-tree of Scripture. Celsius {Ilierob.

i. .309) undei-stoo<l by the Hebrew words any " fat

oi resinous tree;" but the passage in Nehemiah

clearly points to some specific tree. [W. H.]

OINTIVIENT." Presides the fart that olive-oil

4. nntJ'p. xpiVi!, \pi<rna, unguentum, sometimes

in A. V. "oil."

5. D'p-IID: in A. V. "things fOT purifying" (K'^lh.

ii. 12>; I,\X. <T,j.r,ytLara\ by T.'irgum ren.lered "per-
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IS itself a common ingredient in ointments, the pur-

poses to which ointment, as mentioned in Scripture,

is applied agree in so many lespects with those

which Ix'long to oil, that we need not be surprised

that the same words, especially 1 and 4, should

be applied to both oil and ointment. The following

list will point out the Scriptural uses of ointment :

—

1. Cosmetic.—The Greek and Roman practice of

anointing the head and clothes on festive occasions

prevailed also among the Egyptians, and appears to

have had place among the Jews (Ruth iii. 3 ; Ecel.

vii. 1, ix. 8 ; Prov. xxvii. 9, 16 ; Cant. i. 3, iv. 10
;

Am. vi. G ; Ps. xlv. 7 ; Is. Ivii. 9 ; Matt. xxvi. 7
;

Luke vii. 46 ; Kev. xviii. 13 : Yoma, viii. 1 ; Shahb.

ix. 4; Plato, Synip. i. 6, p. 123; see authorities in

Hofmaiui,Z(?ur.ai-t. " Ungendi ritus"). Oil of myi-rfi,

tor like purposes, is mentioned Esth. ii. 12. Strabo

says that the inhabitants of Mesopotamia use oil of

sesame, and the Egyptians castor-oil (kiki), both

for burning, and the lower classes for anointing the

body. Chardiu and other travellers confirm this

statement as regards the Peisians, and show that

they made little use of olive-oil, but used other

oils, and among them oil of sesame and castor-oil.

Chardin also describes the Indian pnd Persian cus-

tom of presenting perfumes to guests at banquets

(Strabo, xvi. 746, xvii. 824; Chardin, Voy. it. 43,

84, 86 ; Marco Polo, Trm. {Early Trav.), p. 85

;

Olearius, Trav. p. 305). Egyptian paintings repre-

sent servants anointing gnests on their arrival at

their entertainer's house, and alabaster vases exist

wliich retain the traces of the ointment which they

were used to contain. Athenaeus speaks of the

extravagance of Antiochns Epiphanes in the article

of ointments for guests, as well as of ointments of

various kinds (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. i. 78, pi. 89,
i. 157 ; Athenaens, x. 53, xv. 41). [Alaisaster
Anoint.]

2. Funereal.—Ointments as well as oil were
used to anoint dead bodies and the clothes in which
they were wrapped. Our Lord thus spake of Kis
own body being anointed by anticipation (Matt.

xxvi. 12; Mark xiv. 3, 8; Luke xxiii. 56; .John

xii. 3, 7, xix. 40 ; see also Plutarch, Consol. p. 611,
viii. 413, ed. Reiske). [Burial.]

3. Medicinal.—Ointment formed an important
feature in ancient medical treatment (Celsus, Dc
Med. iii. 19, v. 27; Plin. xxiv. 10, xxix. 3, 8,

9). The prophet Isaiah alludes to this in a figure

of speech ; and our Lord, in his cui-e of a blind man,
adopted as the outward sign one which represented

the usual method of cure. The mention of balm
of Gile;xd and of eye-salve (collyrtuin) point to the

same method (Is. i. 6 ; John ix. 6 ; Jer. viii. 22,

xlvi. 11, li. 8 ; Rev. iii. 18 ; Tob. vi. 8, xi. 8, 13

;

Tertull. De Tdololntr. 11).

4. Ritual.—Besides the oil used in many cere-

monial observances, a special ointment was appointed
to be used in consecration (Ex. xxx. 23, 33, xxix. 7,

xxx\'ii. 29, xl. 9, 15). It was first compounded by
Bezaleel, and its ingredients and proportions are

precisely specified ; viz. of pure myrrh and cassia

500 shekels (250 ounces) each ; sweet cinnamon
and sweet calamus 250 shekels (125 ounces) each;

and of olive-oil I hin (about 5 quarts, 330-96 cubic

nches). These were to be compounded accoidiiig

to the art of the apotheaxry •> into an oil of holy

ointment (Ex.

OINTMENT
3). It
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to be used foi-

fumeil ointment," from plO, "rub," "cleanse" (Ges.

p. 82U).

In N. T. ai.d Apociypha, " ointment " is the A. V. rcn-

.icring for nvpoi'. tivfjuenlum.

and its vessels
; 3. the candlestick and its furniture

;

4. the altar of incense; 5. the altar of bui'nt-

olfering and its vessels ; 6. the laver and its foot;

7. Aaron and his sons. Strict prohibition was
issued against using this unguent for any secular

purpose, or on the pei-son of a foreigner, and against

imitating it in any way whatsoever (Ex. xxx.

32, 33).

These ingredients, exclusive of the oil, must have
amounted in weight to about 47 lbs. 8 oz. Now
olive-oil weighs at the rate of 10 lbs. to the gallon.

The weight therefoie df the oil in the mixture

would be 12 lbs. 8 oz. English. A question arises,

in what form were the other ingredients, and what
degree of solidity did the whole attain ? Myr]-li,

"pure" {deror},'' free-flowing (Cies. 355), would
seem to imply the juice which flows from the ti-ee

at the first incision, perhaps the " odorato sudantia

ligno balsama" {Georg. ii. 118), which Pliny says

is called " stacte," and is the best (xii. 15 ; Dios-

corides, i. 73, 74, quoted by Celsus, i. 159 ; and
Knobel on Exodus, l. c).

This juice, which at its first flow is soft and oily,

becomes harder on exposure to the air. According

to Maimonides, Moses (not Bezaleel), having reduced

the solid ingredients to powder, steeped them in

water till all the aromatic qualities were drawn
forth. He then poured in the oil, and boiled the

whole till the water was evaporated. The residuum
thus obtained was preserved in a vessel for use

(Otho, Lex, Rabb. " Oleum"). This account is

perhaps favoured by the expression " powders of

the merchant," in reference to myrrh (Cant. iii. 6

;

Keil, Arch. Hebr. p. 173). Another theory sup-

poses all the ingredients to have been in the form

of oil or ointment, and the measurement by weight

of all, except the oil, seems to imply that they were

in some solid fonn, but whether in an unctuous

state or in that of powder cannot be ascertained.

A process of making ointment, consisting, in pai't at

least, in boiling, is alluded to in Job xii. 31. The
ointment with which Aaron was anointed is said to

have flowed down over his garments (Ex. xxix. 21
;

Ps. cxxxiii. 2 : " skirts," in the latter passage, is

liteially " mouth," i. e. the opening of the robe at

the neck ; Ex. xxviii. 32).

The charge of preserving the anointing oil, as

well as the oil for the light, was given to Eleazar

(Num. iv. 16). The quantity of ointment made
in the first instance seems to im])ly that it was
intended to last a long time. The l?iibbinical writers

say that it lasted 900 years, i. e. till the c:ii)tivity,

because it was said, " ye shall not mal<e any like

it" (Ex. xxx. 32); but it seems clear from 1 Chr.

ix. 30 that the ointment was renewed from time to

time {Cheriith, i. 1).

Kings, and also in some cases prophets, were,

as well as priests, anointed with oil or ointment

;

but Scripture only mentions the fact as actually

taking place in the cases of Saul, Da^nd, Solomon,

Jehu, and Joash. The Rabbins say that Saul, Jehu,

and Joash were only anointed with coramcn oil,

whilst for David and Solomon the holy oil was

used (1 Sam. x. 1, xvi. 1, 13 ; I K. i. 39 ; 2 K.

ix. 1, 3, 6, xi. 12; Godwyn, J/o.vcs mid Aarun,

b nj?n, iivpetj/oi, unguentariui, pigmentariu*.
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i. 4 ; Cai-pzov, Appantlns, p. 5G, 57 ; Hofmann,

Lex. avt. " Ungeudi ritus"; S. Hieron. Com. in Osee,

iii. 134). It is evident that the sacred oil was used

ID the case of Solomon, and piobably in the cases

of Saul and David. In the case of Saul ( 1 Sam. x.

1) the article is used, " the oil," as it is also in the

aise of Jehu (2 K. ix. 1); and it seems unlikely

that the anointing of Joash, performed by the high-

priest, should have been defective in this respect.

A person whose business it was to compound

ointments in general was called an "apothecary"

(Neh. iii.
8'i; Eccl. x. 1 ; Ecclus. xlix. 1). The

work was sometimes ftm-ied ou by women " confec-

tionaries" (1 Sam. viii. i;5).

In the Christian Church the ancient usage of

anointing the bodies of the dead was long retained,

as is noticed by S. Chrysostom and other writers

quoted by Suicer, s. v. iKaiov. The ceiemouy of

Chrism or anointing was also added to baptism.

See authorities quoted by Suicer, /. c, and under

BaTTTifffia and Xplfffia. [H. W. P.]

OLA'MUS ('nA.a/x(5j: Olamus). Meshullam
of the sons of Bani (1 Esd. ix. 30 ; comp. Ezr.

X. 29).

OLD TESTAMENT. This article will treat

(A) of the Text and (B) of the Interpretation of the

Old Testann'ut. Some observations will be sub-

joined respecting (C) the Quotations from the Old

Testament in the New.

A.

—

Text of the Old Testament.

1. Jlistorij of the Text.—A history of the text

of the 0. T. should properly commence from the

date of the completion of the Canon ; from which

time we must assume that no additions to any part

of it could be legitimately made, the sole object of

those who transmitted and watched over it being

thencelbrth to preserve that which was already

written. Of the care, however, with which the text

was transmitteii we have to judge, almost entirely,

by the phenomena which it and the vereions derived

from it now present, rather than by any recorded

tacts respecting it. That much scrupulous pains

would be bestowed by Ezra, the " ready scribe in the

law of iMoses," and by his companions, on the correct

transmission of those Scriptures which passed through

their hands is indeed antecedently probable. The
best evidence of such pains, and of the respect with
which the text of the sacred books was consequently

regarded, is to be found in the jealous accuracy

with which the discrepancies of various parallel pas-

sages have been preserved, notwithstanding the

temptation which must have existed to assimilate

them to each other. Such is the case with Psalms

xiv. and liii., two recensions of the same hymn,
both proceeding from David, where the reasons of'

' the several variations may on examination be tiaced.

Such also is the ca.se with Psalm xviii. and 2 Sam.
xxii., where the variations between the two copies

are more than sixty iu number, excluding those

which merely consist in the use or absence of the

matres lectiotm ; and wiiere therefore, even though

the design of all the variations be not perceived, the

hypothesis of Uieir having originated through acci-

dent would imply a c-irel&isness in transciibing far

beyond what even the rashest critics have in other

passages contemplated.

As regards tiie fomi in which the sacred writings

were preserved, there can be little doubt that the

<• r\p'\' pionuntarius.
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text was ordinarily written on skins, rolled up into

volumes, like the modern synagogue-rolls (Ps. xl.

7; Jer. xxxvi. 14; Zech. v. 1; Ez. ii. 9). Jo-

sephus relates that the copy sent from Jerusalem as

a present to Ptolemy in Egypt, was written with

letters of gold on skins of admirable thinness, the

joins of which could not be detected (^Ant. xii.

The original character in which the text was ex-

pressed is that still presei-ved to us, with the excep-

tion of four letters, on the Maccabean coins, and
having a strong affinity to the Samaritan character,

which seems to have been treated by the later Jews
as identical with it, being styled by them DHD
"•"IDy. At what date this was exchanged for the

present Arainak; or square character, n^^l^X SHD,
or ynO HDD, is still as uudetemiined as it is at

what date the use of the Aiamaic language in Pa-

lestine superseded that of the Hebrew. The old

Jewish tradition, repeated by Origen and Jerome,

ascribed the change to Ezra. But the Maccabean
coins supply us with a date at which the older cha-

racter was still in use ; and even though we should

allow that both may have been simultaneously era-

ployed, the one for sacred, the other for more
ordinary purposes, we can hardly suppose that they

existed side by side for any lengthened period.

Hassencamp and Gesenius are at variance as to

whether such en'ors of the Septuagint as arose fiom

confusion of letters in the original text, aie in favour

of the Greek interpreters having had the older or

the more modern character before them. It is

sufficiently clear that the use of the square writing

must have been well established befoie the time of

those authors who attributed the introduction of it

to Ezra. Nor could the allusion in Matt. v. 18 to

the yod as the smallest letter have well been made,
except in reference to the more modern character.

We forbear here all investigation of the manner in

which this character was formed, or of the precise

locality whence it was derived. Whatever modifi-

cation it may have undergone in the hands of the

Jewish scribes, it was in the first instance introduced

from abroad ; and this its name fl'TlK'K 3713, i. e.

Assyrian writing, implies, though it may geogra-

phiailly require to be interpreted with some lati-

tude. (The suggestion of Hupfeld that nnitTN
may be an appellative, denoting not Assyrian, but

firm, writing, is improbable.) On the whole we
may best suppose, with Ewald, that the adoption

of the new character was coeval with the rise of the

earliest Targums, which would iiatm-ally be written

in the Aramaic style. It would thus be shortly an-

tei'ior to the Christian era ; and with this date all

the evidence would well accord. It may be right,

however, to mention, that while of late yeai-s Keil

has striven anew to throw back the introduction of

the squaie writing towards the time of Ezra, Bleek,

also, though not generally imbued with the con-

servative views of Keil, maintains not only that the

use of the square writing for the sacred books owed
its origin to Ezra, but als« that the later books of

the 0. T. were never expressed in any other cha-

racter.

No vowel jx)iuts were attached to the text: they

were, through all the early period of its history,

entirely unknown. Convenience had indeed, at tht

time when the later books of the 0. T. were
written, suggested a larger use of the matres lec-

tionis: it is tbus that in those books we find them
introdui:pd into many words that had been pre-

viously >pelt without' them: i^T]D takes the plact
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of ^1p, T'H of ^n. Au elaborate endeavour has

been lecently made by Dr. Wall to prove that, up

to the early part of the second century of the Chi-is-

tian era, the Hebrew text was free from vowel

letters as well as from vowels. His theory is that

they were then interpolated by the Jews, with a

view of altering rather than of pei-petuating the

foiTner pronunciation of the words : their object

being, accoi'ding to him, to pervert thereby the

sense of the prophecies, as also to throw discredit

on the Septuagint, and thereby weaken or evade the

force of arguments drawn from that version in sup-

port of Christian doctrines. Improbable as such a

theory is, it is yet more astonishing that its author

should never have been deten'ed from piosecuting

it by the palpable objections to it which he himself

discerned. Who can believe, with him, that the

Samaritans, notwithstinding the mutual hatred ex-

isting between them and the .Jews, borrowed the

interpolation from the Jews, and conspired with

them to keep it a secret? Or that among other

words to which by this interpolation the Jews ven-

tured to impart a new sound, were some of the best

known proper names ; e.g. Isaiah, Jeremiah? Or
that it was merely through a blunder that in Gen.

i. 24, the substantive H^H in its construct state

acquired its final 1, when the same anomaly occurs

in no fewer than three passages of the Psalms ? Such

views and arguments lefute themselves ; and while

the high position occupied by its author commends
the book to notice, it can only be lamented that in-

dustry, learning, and ingenuity should have been so

misspent in the vain attempt to give substance to a

shadow.

There is reason to think that in the text of the

O. T., as originally written, the words were gene-

rally, though not uniformly, divided. Of the Phoe-

nician inscriptions, though the majority proceed

continuously, some have a point after every word,

except when the words are closely connected. The
same point is used in the Samaritan manuscripts

;

and it is observed by Gesenius (a high authority in

respect of the Samaritan Pentateuch) that the Sa-

maritan and Jewish divisions of the words generally

coincide. The disciepancy between the Hebrew
text and the Septuagint in this respect is suffi-

ciently explained by the ciicumstance that the

Jewish scribes did not separate the words which

were closely connected : it is in the case of such that

the discrepancy is almost exclusively found. The
practice of sepuating words by spaces instead of

points probably came in with the square writing.

In the synagogue-rolls, which are written in con-

formity with the ancient rules, the words are regu-

larly divided from each other ; and indeed the

Talmud minutely prescribes the space which should

be left (Gesenius, Gesch. der Heh. Sprache, §45).

Of ancient date, probably, are also the separations

between the lesser Parshioth or sections ; whether

made, in the case of the more important divisions,

by the commencement of a new line, or, in the case

of the less impoi tant, by a blank space within the

line [Bible]. The use of the letters D and D.

however, to indicate these divisions is of more recent

origin: they are not employed in the synagogue-

rolls. These lesser and earlier Parshioth, of which

there are in the Pentateuch 609, must not be con-

founded with the greater and later Parsliioth, or

Sabbath-lessons, which are firet mentioned in the

Masorah. The name Parshioth is in the Mishna

(^Megill. i^'. A) applied to the divisions in the Pro-

phets as wcil as to those in the Pentateuch : e.g. to
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Isaiah lii. 3-5 (to the gieater Parshioth here con-e-

spond the Haphtaroth). Even the separate psalms
are in the Gemara called also Parshioth {Berach.
Bah. fol. 9, 2; 10, 1). Some indication of the an-
tiquity of the divisions between the Parshioth may
be found in the circumstance that the Gemara holds
them as old as Moses {Berach. fol. 12, 2). Of their

real age we know but little. Hupfeld has found
that they do not always coincide with the capitula

of Jerome. That they are nevertheless more ancient

than his time is shown by the mention of them in

the Mishna. In the absence of evidence to the con-

trary, their disaccordance with the Kazin of the

Samaritan Pentateuch, which are 9Gt3 in uuhrber,

seems to indicate that they had a historical origin

;

and it is possible that they also may date from the

period when the 0. T. was fiist transcribed in the

square character. Our present chapters, it may be

remarked, spring from a Christian source.

Of any logical division, in the written text, ot

the prose of the 0. T. into Pesukim, or verses, we
find in the Talmud no mention ; and even in the

existing synagogue-rolls such division is generally

ignored. While, therefore, we may admit the early

currency of such a logical division, we must assume,

with Hupfeld, that it was merely a traditional ob-

servance. It has indeed, on the other hand, been

argued that such numerations of the verses as the

Talmud records could not well have been made un-

less the written text distinguished them. But to

this we may reply by observing that the veises of

the numbering of which the Talmud speaks, could

not have thoroughly accorded with those of modem
times. Of the former there were in the Pentateuch

5888 (or as some read, 8888); it now contains but

5845 : the middle verse was computed to be Lev.

xiii. 33 ; with our present verses it is Lev. viii. 5.

Had the verses been distinguished in the written

text at the time that the Talmudic enumeration was
made, it is not easily explicable how they should

since have been so much altered : whereas, were the

logical division merely traditional, tradition would
naturally preserve a more accurate knowledge of

the places of the various logical breaks than of their

relative importance, and thus, without any disturb-

ance of the syntax, the number of computed verses

would be liable to continual increase or diminution,

by separation or aggregation. An uncertainty in

the versual division is even now indicated by the

double accentuation and consequent vocalization ot

the decalogue. In the poetical books, the Pesukim
mentioned in the Talmud correspond to the poetical

hues, not to our modem verses ; and it is probable

both fiom some expressions of Jerome, and from the

analogous practice of other nations, that the poetical

text was written stichometrically. It is still so

written in our manuscripts in the poetical pieces in

the Pentateuch and historical books ; and even, gene-

rally, in our oldest manuscripts. Its partial discon-

tinuance may be due, first to the desire to save space,

and secondly to the diminution of the necessity for

it by the introduction of the accents.

Of the documents which directly bear upon the

history of the Hebj'cw text, the two earliest are the

Samaiitan copy of the Pentateuch, and the Greek

translation of the LXX. For the latter we must
lefer to the article Septuagint : of the fomier

some account will heie be necessary. Mention had

been made of the Samarium Pentiteucli, and inci-

dentally, of some of its peculiarities, by scvei-al of

the Christian Fathers. Eusebius had fciken note of

its primeval chronology: Jciome had recoixled iu
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insertions in Gen. iv. 6 ; Deut. xsvii. 26 : I'loco-

piiis of Gaza had referred to its containing, at Num.
s. 10 and Ex. xviii. 24, the words afterwaids found

in Deut. i. 6, v. 9 : it had also been spoken of by
Cyril of Alexandria, Diodore, and others. When
in the 17th century Samaritan MS.S. were im-
ported into Europe by P. della ^'alle and Abp.
Usslier, accoi-ding with the representations that the

Fathers had given, the very numeious variations

between the Samaritan and the Jewish Pentateuch

could not but excite attention ; and it became thence-

forward a matter of controversy among scholars

which copy was entitled to the greater respect.

'I'lie co-ordinate authority of both was advocated by
Kennicott, who however, in order to uphold the

credit of the foi-mer, defended, in the celebrated

passage Deut. xxvii. 4, the Samarit-m reading Ge-
rizim against the Jewish reading Ebal, chaiging

corruption of the text upon the Jews rather tlian

the Samaritans. A full examination of the readings

of the Samaritan Pentateuch was at length made
by Gesenius in 1815. His conclusions, fatal to its

credit, have obtained general acceptance ; nor have
they been substantially shaken by the attack of a
writer in the Journal of Sacred Lit. for July 1 853

;

whose l-aJing principle, that transcribers are more
liable to omit than to add, is fundamentally un-
sound. Gesenius ranges the Samaritan variations

from the Jewish Pentateuch under the following

heads:—grammatical corrections; glosses received

into the text; conjectural emendations of difficult

passages ; conections derived from parallel pas-

sages; larger interpolations derived from parallel

passages ; alterations made to remove what was
offensive to Samaritan feelings ; alterations to suit

the Samaritan idiom ; and alterations to suit the

Samaritan theology, interpretation, and worship.
It is doubtful whether even the grains of gold

which he thought to find amongst the rubbish really

exist; and the Samaritan readings which he was
disix>sed to prefer in Gen. iv. 18,"xiv. 14, sxii. 13,
xlix. 14, will hardly approve themselves generally.

The really remarkable feature respecting the Sama-
ritan Pentateuch is its accordance with the Sep-
tuagint in more than a thousand i>laces where it

diflei-s trora the Jewish; being mostly those where
either a gloss has been introduced into the text, or
a ditficult reading corrected for an easier, or the
prefix 1 added or removeil. On the other hand
there ai-e about as many places where the Septuagint
supports the Jewish text against the Samaritan

;

and some in which the Septuagint stands alone, the
Samaritan either agreeing or disagieeing with the
Jewish. Gosenius and others suppose that the Sep-
tuagint and tile Samaiitan text were derived from
Jewish JISS. of a different r^-ension to that which
afterwaids obtaineil public authority in Palestine,

and that the Samaritan copy was itself subsequently
fuither altered and interpolated. It is at lesust

equally probable that Iwth the Greek tr;uislatoi-s

and the Samaritan copyists made use of M.SS. with
a large number of traditional marginal glosses and
annotations, which they embodied in their own
texts at discretion. As to the origin of the exist-

ence of the Pentateuch among the Samaiitans, it

was probably introduced thither when Manasseh
and other Jewish priests passed over into Samaria,
and contemporarily with the building of the temple
on Mount Gerizim. Hengstenberg contends for this

on the ground that the Samarit;ins were entirely of
heathen origin, and that their subsequent religion

was derived trom Judea (Genuineness of Pent. vol.
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i.): the same conclusion is reached also, though on

vei-y different grounds, by Gesenius, De Wette, and

Bleek. To the hyjwthesis that the Pentateuch was
perpetuatal to the Samaritans from the Isi-aelites ot

the kingdom of the ten tribes, and still more to

another, that being of Israelitish origin they first be-

came acquainted with it under Josiah, there is the

objection, besides what has been urged by Heng-

stenberg, that no trace appears of the reception

among them of the writings of the Israelitish pro-

phets Hosea, Amos, and Jonah, which yet Josiah

would so naturally circulate with the Pentateuch,

in order to bring the remnant of his northern coun-

try-men to repentance.

While such freedom in dealing with the sacred

text was exercised at Samaria and Alexandria, there

is every reason to believe that in Palestine the text

was both carefully preserved and scrupulously re-

spected. The boast of Josephus (c. Apion. i. 8),

that thiough all the ages that had pissed none had

ventured to add to or to take away trom, or to trans-

pose aught of the sacred writings, may well represent

the spirit in which in his day his own couutiymen

acted. In the translations of Aquila and the other

Greek iutei-preters, the fragments of whose works

remain to us in the Hexapla, we have evidence of

the existence of a text differing but little from our

own : so also in the Targums of Onkelos and

Jonathan. A few centuries later we have, in the

Hexapla, additional evidence to the same effect in

Origen's transcriptions of the Hebrew text. And
yet more important are the proofs of the firm es-

tablishment of the text, and of its substantial iden-

tity with our own, supplied by the translation of

Jerome, who was instructed by the Palestinian

Jews, and mainly relied upon their authority for

acquaintance not only with the text itself, but also

with the traditional unwritten vocalization of it.

This brings us to the middle of the Talmutlic

period. The learning of the schools which had

been formed in Jerusalem about the time of our

Saviour by Hillel and Shammai was preserved, after

the destruction of the city, in the academies of

Jabneh, Sepphoris, Cesaie;i, and Tiberias. The
great pillar of the Jewish literature of this period

was li. Judah the Holy, to whom is ascribcvl the

compilation of the Mishna, the text of the Talmud,

and who died about A.D. 220. After his death

there grew into repute the Jewish at-ademies of

Sura, Nahardea,and Pum-Beditha,on the Euphrates.

The twofold Geniara, or commentary, was now n\i-

pended to the Mishna, thus completing the Talmud.

The Jerusalem Gemara proceeded from the Jews of

. Tiberias, probably towards the end ot the 4th cen-

I
tury : the Babylonian from the academies on the

Euphiates, perhaps by tiie end of the 5th. That

along with the task of collecting and commenting

on their various legal traditions, the Jews of these

several academies would occupy themselves with

the text of the sacred writings is in every way pro-

bable ; and is indeed shown by vaiious Taimudic

notices.

In these the first thing to be remarked is the entire

absence of allusion to any such glosses of interpreta-

tion as those which, from having been previously noted

I

on the margins of JISS., had probably been loosely

[

incorporated into the Samai'itan Pentateuch and the

Septuagint. Interpretation, properly so called, had

j

become the province of the Targumist, not of the

transcriber ; and the result of the entire divorce of

I

the task of interpretation from that of transcrip-

tion had been to obtain gieater security for the
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transmission of the text in its purity. In place,

however, of such glosses of interpretation had crept

in the more childish practice of reading some pas-

s;iges ditl'erently to the way in which they were

written, in order to obt;\in a play of woids, or to Hx

them artificially in the memory. Hence the formula

P n"?*? P N")pn ba, " Read not so. but so." In

other cases it was sought by arbitrary modificatious of

words to embody in them some casuistical rule. Hence

the foi-mula mDO*? DK :;>, NnpO^ OX ^>,
" There is ground for the traditional, theie is ground

for the textual reading" (Hupfeld, in Stud, und
Kritiken, 1830, pp. 554 seqq.). But these b-adi-

tional and confessedly apocryphal readings were not

allowed to atl'ect the written text. The care of the

Talmudic doctors for the text is shown by the pains

with which they counted up the number of verses

in the ditl'erent books, and computed which were

the middle verses, words, and letters in the Penta-

teuch and in the Psalms. These last they distin-

guished by the employment of a larger letter, or

by raising the letter above the rest of the text : see

Lev. xi. 42
; Es. Ixxx. 14 {Kiddushin, fol. 30, 1

;

Buxtorf's Tiberias, c. viii.). Such was the origin

of these unusual letters : mystical meanings were,

however, as we learn from the Talmud itself (Baha
Bathra, fol. 109, 2), afterwards attached to them.

These may have given rise to a multiplication of

them, and we cannot therefore be certain that all

had in the first instance a critical significance.

Another Talmudic notice relating to the sacred

text furnishes the four following remarks (iYe-

darim, fol. 37, 2; Buxt. Tib. c. viii.):—

DnSID NlpO, " Reading of the scribes ;" re-

ferring to the words pK, D^OE^. OnVD.
DHQID 11t3^y, " Rejection of the scribes;" re-

ferring to the omission of a 1 prefix before the word
iriN in Gen. x^-iii. 5, xxiv. 55 ; Num. sxxi. 2, and
before certain other words in Ps. Ixviii. 26, xxxvi.

6. It is worthy of notice that the two passages of

Genesis are among those in which the Septuagint
and Samaritin agree in supplying 1 against the au-
thority of the present Hebrew text. In Num. xxxi.

2, the present Hebrew text, the Septuagint, and the

Samaritan, all have it.

jn*n3 nSi \'''<'\p, " Read but not written;" re-

ferring to something which ought to be read,

although not in the text, in 2 Sam. viii. 3, xvi. 23
;

Jer. sxxi. 38, 1. 29 ; Ruth ii. 11, iii. 5, 17. The
omission is still indicated by the Masoretic notes in

every place but Ruth ii. 11 ; and is supplied by the

Septuagint in every place but 2 Sam. xvi. 23.

fnp {<71 p^nD, " Written but not read ;" re-

ferring to something which ought in reading to be
omitted from the text in 2 K. v. 18 ; Dent. vi. 1

;

Jer. Ii. 3; Ez. xlviii. 16; Ruth iii. 12. The Ma-
soretic notes direct the omission in every place but
Deut. vi. 1 : the Septuagint preser\-es the word
there, and in 2 K. v. 18, but omits it in the other
three passages. In these last, an addition had appa-
rently crept into the text from enor of transcrip-

tion. In Jer. Ii. 3, the woixi "^^^^ in Ez. xlviii. 16,
the word dDPI had been accidentally repeated : in

Ruth iii. 12, DN *3 had been repeated from the pre-
ceding DJDN O.

Of these four lemarks then, the last two, there
seems scarcely room for doubt, point to errors which
the Jews had discovered, or believed to have disco-

vered, in their copies of the text, but which tliev

were yet generally unwilling fo conw-t in their

future copies, and which accordingly, although stig-
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matized, have descended to us. A like observation
will apply to the Talmudic notices of the readings
still indicated by the Masoretic Keris in Job xiii.

15; Hag. i. 8 {Sotah, v. 5; Yoma, fol. 21,2).
The scrupulousness with which the Talmudists thus
noted what they deemed the tnier readings, and yet
abstained from introducing them into the text, indi-

cates at once both the diligence with which they
scrutinized the text, and also the care with which,
even while acknowledging its occasional imperfec-
tions, they guarded it. Critical procedm-e is also

evinced in a mention of their rejectionpf manuscripts
which were found not to agree with others in their

readings {Taanith Hierosol. fol. 68, 1); and the

rules given with reference to the transcription and
adoption of manuscripts attest the care bestowed
upon them {Shabbath, fol. 103, 2 ; Gittin, fol.

45, 2). The " Rejection of the scribes " mentioned
above, may perhaps relate to certain minute rectifi-

cations which the scribes had ventured, not neces-

sarily without critical authority, to make in the
actual written text. Wahner, however, who is

followed by Havernick and Keil, maintains that it

relates to rectificatiohs of the popular manner in

which the text was read. And for this there is

some ground in the circumstance that the " Reading
of the scribes " bears apparently merely upon the
vocalization, probably the pausa'l vocalization, with
which the words y-\^, &c., were to be pronounced.

The Talmud further makes mention of the eu-
phemistic Keris, which are still noted in our Bibles,

e. g. at 2 K. vi. 25 (Megi/lah, fol. 25, 2). It also

reckons six instances of extraordinary points placed
over certain words, e. g. at Gen. xviii. 9 ( TV.
Sophcr. vi. 3) ; and of some of them it furnishes
mystical explanations (Buxtoif, Tib. c. xvii.). The
Masorah enumerates fifteen. They are noticed by
Jerome, Quaest. in Gen. xviii. 35 '[xix. 33]. They
seem to have been originally designed as marks of
the supposed spuriousness of certain woi-ds or letters.

But in many cases the ancient versions uphold the
genuineness of the words so stigmatizect.

It is after the Talmudic period that Hupfeld
places the introduction into the text of the two
large points (in Hebrew pIDQ C)1D, Soph-pasuk)
to mark the end of each verse. They are mani-
festly of older date than the accents, by which they
are, in eflect, supplemented {Stud, und Krit. 1837'.

p. 857). Coeval, perhaps, with the use of the
Soph-pasuk is that of the Makheph, or hyphen, to
unite words that are so closely conjoined as to have
but one accent between them. It must be older
than the accentual marks, the presence or absence
of which is determined by it. It doubtless mdicates
the way in which the text was traditionally read,
and therefore embodies traditional authority for the
conjunction or separation of words. Internal evi-
dence shows this to be the case in such passages as
Ps. xlv. 5, pn^f-ni3yi. But the use of it wnniot
be relied on, as it often in the poetical books con-
flicts with the rhythm ; e. g. in Ps. .ax. 9, 10 (cf.

Mason and Beinard's Grammar, ii. p. 187).
Such modifications of the text as these were the

precui-sors of the new method of dealing with it

which constitutes the work of the Masoretic period.

It is evident from the notices of the Talmud that a
number of oral traditions had been gradually accu-
mulating j-especting both the intesrrillyof p;uticul:u-

piissages of the text itself, and also th^ m:uiner in

which it was to be read. The time at length arrival

when it beciinie desirable to.<;icure the peiTnanenco of
all such traditions by committing thorn to writing.
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lusertious in Gen iiectins t-lieni would add

g.ea.'; tot.lie>r number; the traditions ot vniious

academies would be superadded the one upon the

other ; and with these would be gradually incor-

porated the various critiail observations of the

collectors themselves, and the results of their

comparisons of dilTerent mnnu.scripts. The vast

heterogeneous mass of traditions and criticisms

thus compiled and embodied in writing, forms what

is known as the iTlDO, Masorah, i. e. Tradition.

A similar name had been applied in the Mishna to

the oral tradition before it was committed to writing,

where it had been described as the hedge or i'ence,

a>'D, of the Law {Firke Ahoth, iii. 13).

Buxtorf, iu his Tiberias, which is devoted to an

account of the Masorah, ranges its contents under

the three heads of observations respecting the verses,

words, and letters of the sacred text. In regard of

the vei-ses, the Masorets lecorded how many there

were in each book, and the middle verse in each

:

also liow many verses began with particular letters,

or began and ended with the same word, or con-

tained a particular number of words and letters, or

particular words a certain number of times, &c. In

regard of the words, they recorded the Keris and

Chethibs, where different words were to be read

from those contained in the text, or where words

were to be omitted or supplied. They noted that

certain words were to be found so many times in

the beginning, middle, or end of a verse, or with a

particular construction or meaning. They noted

also of particular words, and this especially in cases

where mistakes in transcription were likely to arise,

whether they were to be written plene or defective,

i. e. with or without the matres lectionis : also their

vocalization and accentuation, and Irow many times

they occurred so vocalized and accented. In regard

of the letters, they computed how often each letter

of the alphabet occurred in the 0. T. : they noted

fifteen instances of letters stigmatized with the ex-

traordinary points : they commented also on all the

unusual letters, viz. the majusculas, which they

variously computed; the minusculw, of which they

i-eckoned thirty-three ; the suspensce, four in num-
ber; and the inversw, of which, the letter being in

each case 3, there are eight or nine.

The com])ilation of the Masorah did not meet

with universal approval among the Jews, of whom
some regretted the consequent cessation of oral tra-

ditions. Others condemned the frivolous character

of many of it^s remarks. The formation of the

written M;isorah may have extended from the sixth

or seventh to the tenth or eleventh centuiy. It is

essentially an incomplete work ; and the labours of

the Jewish doctors ujion the sacred te.\t might have

unendingly furnished materials for the enlargement

of the older traditions, the preservation of which

had been the primary object in view. Nor must it

be implicitly relied on. Its computations of the

number of letters in the Bible are said to be far

from correct ; and its observations, as is remarked

by Jacob ben Chaim, do not always agree with those

of the Talmud, nor yet with each other ; though we
have no means of distinguishing between its earlier

and its later portions.

The most valuable feiiture of the Masoiah is un-

doubtedly its collection of Keris. The first rudi-

ments of this collection meet us in the Talmud. Of

those subsequently collected, it is probable that

many were derived from the collation of MSS.,

others from the unsupported judgment of the Mas-

orets themselves. They often rested on plausible
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but superficial gi-ounds, originating in the desire t<

substitute an easier for a more dilficult reading
;

and to us it is of little consequence whether it weie
a transcriber or a Masoretic doctor by whom the

substitution was first suggested. It seems clear

that the Keris in all cases represent the readings

which the Masorets themselves approved as correct;

but there would be the less hesitation in sanctioning

them when it was assumed that they would be
always preserved in documents separate from the

text, and that the written text itself would remain
intact. In effect, however, our MSS. often exhibit

the text with the Keri readings incoiporated. The
number of Keris is, according to Elins I.evita, who
spent twenty years in the study of the Masorah,

848; but the Bomberg Bible contains 1171, the

I'lautin Bible 793. Two lists of the Keris—the one

exhibiting the variations of the printed Bibles with

respect to them, the other distributing them into

classes—are given in the beginning of Walton's
Polyglot, vol. vi.

The Masorah furnishes also eighteen instances of

what it calls D'>'-\Q)0 JlpD, " CoiTection of the

scribes." The real import of this is doubtful ; but
the recent view of Bleek, that it relates to altera-

tions made in the text by the scribes, because of

sometliiiig there offensive to them, and that there-

fore the rejected reading is in each case the true

reading, is not borne out by the Septuagint, which
in all the instances save one (Job vii. 20) confinns

the present Masorctic text.

Furthermore the Masorah contains ceiiain ^1^30,
" Conjectures," which it does not raise to the dignity

of Keris, respecting tlie true residing in difficult

passages. Thus at Gen. xix. 23, for N^^ was con-

jectured ^N!l^^ because the woi-d K'DB' is usually

feminine.

The Masorah was originally preserved in distinct

books by itself. A plan then arose of transfeiTing

it to the margins of the MSS. of the Bible. For

this purpose large curtailments were necessary ; and

various transcribers inserted in their margins only

as much as they had room for, or strove to give it

an ornamental chaiacter by reducing it into fanciful

shapes. R. Jacob beu Chaim, editor of the Bombei-g

Bible, complains much of the confusion into which

it had fallen ; and the service which he rendered in

bringing it into order is honourably acknowledged

by Buxtorf. Further improvements in the arrange-

ment of it were made by Buxtorf himself iu his

llabbinical Bible. The Masorah is now distin-

guished into the Masora magna and the Masora
pnrva, the latter being an abridgment of the former,

and including all the Keris and other compendious

observations, and being usually printed in Hebrew

Bibles at the foot of the page. The Masora magna,

when acc/impanying the Bible, is disposed partly at

the side of the text, against the passiiges to which its

several observations refer, partly at the end, where

the observations are ranged in alphabetic;il order: it

is thus divided into the Masora textualis and the

Afasora finalis.

The Masorah itself was but one of the fruits o

the labours of the Jewish doctore in the Masoretic

period. A flu- more important work was the fur-

nishing of the text with vowel-marks, by which the

tiaditional pronunciation of it was imperishably re-

corded. That the insertion of the Hebrew vowel-

points was post-Talmudic is shown by the absence

fiom the Talmud of all ref'erenc-e to them. Jerome

also, in recording the true pronunciation of any

word, speaks only of the way in which it was read;
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and occasionally mentions tlie ambiguity arising

from the variety of woi-ds represented by the same

letter (Hupfeld, Stiid. ttnd Krit. 1830, pp. 549,

seqq.). The system was gi-adually elaborated, having

been moulded in the first instance in imitation of

the Arabian, which was itself the daughter of the

Syrian. (So Hupfeld. Ewald maintains the He-

brew system to have been derived immediately from

the Syrian.) The history of the Syrian and Arabian

vocaliziitiou renders it probable that the elaboration

of the system commenced not earlier than the

seventh or eighth century. The vowel-marks are

referred to in the lyiasorah ; and as they ai-e all

mentioned by R. Judah Chiug, in the beginning of

tlie eleventh century, they must have been per-

fected l)efore that date. The Spanish iv'abbis of the

eleventh and twelfth centuiies knew nought of their

recent origin. That the system of punctuation

with which we are familiar was fashioned in Pales-

tine is shown by its diHerence from the Assyrian or

Persian system displayed in one oi'the eastern MSS.
collated by Pinner at Odessa ; of which more here-

after.

Contemporaneous with the written vocalization

was the accentuation of the text. The import of

the accents was, as Hupfeld has shown, essentially

rhythmical {Stud, und Krit. 1837): hence they

had from the first both a logical and a musiail sig-

nificance. In respect of the fonner they were called

CDyO, " senses ;" in respect of the latter, m3''J3,
" tones." Like the vowel-marks, they are mentioned

in the Masorah, but not in the Talmud.
The controversies of the sixteenth century re-

specting the late origin of the vowel-marks and
accents are well known. Both are with the Jews
the authoritative exponents of the manner in which
the text is to be read : " Any interpretation," says

Aben Ezra, " which is not in accordance with the

aiTangement of the accents, thou shalt not consent

to it, nor listen to it." If in the Books of Job,

Psalms, and Proverbs, the accents are held by some
Jewish scholars to be irregularly placed,'' the expla-

nation is probably that in those books the rhythm of

the poetry has afforded the means of testing the

value of the accentuation, and has consequently dis-

closed its occasional imperfections. Making allow-

ance for these, we must yet on the whole admire

the marvellous correctness, in the Hebrew Bible, of

both the vocalization and accentuation. The diffi-

culties which both occasionally present, and which a

supei-ficial criticism would, by overriding them, so

easily remove, furnish the best evidence that both

faithfully embody not the private judgments of the

punctuators, but the traditions which had descended

to them from previous generations.

Besides the evidences of various readings con-

tained in the Keris of the Masorali, we have two
lists of different readings pui-porting or presumed to

be those adopted by the Palestinian and Babylonian

Jews respectively. Both are given in Walton's

Polyglot, vol. vi.

The first of these was printed by R. Jacob ben

Chaim in the Bomberg Bible edited by him, with-

out any mention of the source whence he had de-

rived it. The different readings are 2 1 6 in number :

all relate to the consonants, except two, which re-

late to the Wappik m the H. They are generally

of but little importance : many of the diti'erences
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" Mason and Bernard's Cramvuir, ii. p. 235. The
system of accentuation in these books is peculiar; but 11

will doubtless repay study no less than tfiat in the other

are orthographical, many ideutiKil with those indt-

cifted by the Keris and Chethibs. The list does not

extend to the Pentateuch. It is supposed to be an-

cient, but post-Talmudic.

The other is the result of a collation of MSS.
made in the eleventh century by two Jews, R.

Aaron ben Asher, a Palestinian, and R. Jacob ben
Napht;ili, a Babylonian. The differences, SG-i in

number, i-elate to the vowels, the accents, the Mak-
keph, and in one instance (Cant. viii. G) to the divi-

sion of one word into two. The list helps to fur-

nish evidence of the date by which the punctuation

and accentuation of the text must have been com-
j)leted. The readings of our MSS. commonly accord

with those of Ben Asher.

It is possible that even the separate Jewish aca-

demies may in some instances have had their own
distinctive standard texts. Traces of minor vaiia-

tions between the standards of the two Babylonian

ac;\demies of Sura and Nahardea are mentioned by
De Rossi, Prolcg. §35.

From the end, however, of the Masoretic period

onward, the Masorah became the great authority

by which the text given in all the Jewish IMSS.

was settled. It may thus be said that all our MSS.
are Masoretic : those of older date were either suf-

fered to perish, or, as some think, were intentionally

consigned to destruction as incorrect. Various

standard copies are mentioned by the Jews, by
which, in the subsequent transcriptions, their MSS.
were tested and corrected, but of which none are

now known. Such were the Codex Hillel in Spain
;

the Codex Aegyptius, or Hierosolymitanus, of Ben
Asher ; and the Codex Babylonius of Ben Naphtali.

Of the Pentateuch there were the Codex Sinaiticus,

of wliicli the authority stood high in regard of its

accentuation ; and the Codex Hierichuntin us, which
was valued in regard of its use of the matres lec-

tionis ; also the Codex Ezra, or Azarah, at Toledo,

ransomed from the Black Piince for a large sum at

his capture of the city in 1367, but desti'oyed in a
subsequent siege (Scott Porter, Princ. of Text. Crit.

p. 74).

2. Manuscripts. —We must now give an account
of the 0. T. MSS. known to us. They fall into two
main classes : Synagogue-rolls and MSS. for private

use. Of the latter, some are wi-itfen in the square,

others in the rabbinic or cursive character.

The synagogue-rolls contain, separate from each
other, the Pentiiteuch, the Haphtaroth, or appointed

sections of the Prophets, and the so-called Megilloth,

viz. Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and
Esther. The text of the synagogue-rolls is written
without vowels, accents, or soph-pasuks : the greater

par.-.hioth are not distinguished, nor yet, strictly,

the verses
; these last are indeed often slightly sepa-

rated, but the practice is against the ancient tradi-

tion. The prescribed rules respecting both the pre-

paration of the skin or parchment for these rolls,

and the ceremonies with which they are to be written,

are exceedingly minute; and, though superstitious,

have probably greatly contributed to the preserva-

tion of the text m its integrity. They aie given in

the Tiact Sopheiim, a later appendage to the Baby-

lonian Talmud. The two modifications of the square

character in which these rolls are written ai-e distin-

guished by the Jews as the 'I'am and the Welsh, i. e.,

probably, the Perfect and the Foreign : the fonnei- is

books. The latest expositions of it are liy Bar, a Jewish

scholar, appended to vol. ii. of Deiitzscli's O'inm. on M<
Psaiter; and by A. B. Davidson, 1861
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the older angular wiiting of the (jeinian and Polish,

the latter the more modern round writing of the

Spauisli MSS. These rolls are not sold ; and those

in Christian possession are supposed by some to

be mainly those rejected ti'om synagogue use as

vitiated.

Private MSS. in the squai-e character are in the

book-foiTO, either on parchment or on paper, and of

various sizes, from folio to 12mo. Some contain

the Hebrew text alone ; others add the Targum, or

an Arabic or other translation, either interspersed

witli the text or in a separate column, occasionally

in the margin. The upper and lower margins are

generally occupied by the lilasorah, sometimes by
rabbinical commentaries, &c. ; the outer margin,

when not filled with a commentary, is used for cor-

rections, miscellaneous observations, &c. ; the inner

margin for the JIasora parva. The text marks all

the distinctions of sections and verses which are

wanting in the synagogue-rolls. 'I'hese copies ordi-

narily passed through several hands in their prepa-

ration : one wrote the consonants ; another supplied

the vowels and accents, which are generally in a

fainter ink ; another revised the copy ; another

added the Masorah, &c. Even when the same per-

son pertbi-med moie than one of these tasks, the

consonants and vowels were always written sepa-

rately.

The date of a MS. is ordinarily given in the sub-

scription ; but as the subsci-iptions are often con-

cealed in the Masorah or elsewhere, it is occasionally

difficult to find them : occasionally also it is difli-

cult to decipher them. Even when found and de-

ciphered, they cannot always be relied on. Sub-
scriptions were liable to be altered or supplied from
the desire to impart to the MS. the value either of

antiquity or of newness. For example, the sub-

scription of the JIS. Bible in the University Library

at Cambridge (Kenn. No. 89 j, which greatly puz-

zled Kennicott, has now been shown by Zunz {Ziir

Gesch. viid Lit. p. 214) to assign the MS. to the

year a.D. 856
;
yet both Kennicott and Bruns agree

that it is not older than the 13th century; and
De Rossi too pronounces, from the form of the Ma-
sorah, against its antiquity. No satisfactoiy criteria

have been yet established by which the ages of JISS.

are to be detennined. Those that have been relied

on by some are by others deemed of little value.

Few existing MSS. are supposed to be older than
the 12th century. Kennicott and Bruns assigned

one of their collation (No. 590) to the 10th cen-

tury ; De Rossi dates it A.D. 1018; on the other
hand, one of his own (No. 634-) he adjudges to the

8th century.

It is usual to distinguish in these MSS. thi-ee

modifications ofthe square character: viz. a Spanish
writing, upright and regularly formed ; a German,
inclined and sharp-pointed

; and a French and Ita-

lian, intei-mediate to the two preceding. Yet the

character of the writing is not accounted a decisive

criterion of the country to which a MS, belongs

;

nor indeed are the criteria of country much more
definitely settled than those of age. One important
distinction between the Spanish and German MSS.
consists in the ditlerence of order in which the books

are generally arranged. The former follow the

Masorah, placing the Chronicles before the rest of

the Hagiographa : the latter conform to the Talmud,
placing Jeremiah and Ezekiel before Isaiah, and

Ruth, separate fiom the other Megilloth, before the

Ps;ilms. The other charat^teristics of Spanish MSS.,

which are accounted the most valuable, are thus
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given by Bruns :—They are written with j)aler ink

;

their pages are seldom divided into three columns ;

the Psalms are airanged stichometrically ; the Tai-

gum is not intersjiersed with the text, but assigned

to a separate column ; words ai-e not divided be-

tween two lines; initial and unusual letters are

eschewed, so also figures, ornaments, and flourishes
;

the parshioth are indicated in the margin rather

than in the te.\t ; books are separated by a space of

four lines, but do not end with a pTH ; the letters

are dressed to the upper guiding-line rather than

the lower ; Rapheh is employed fiequently, Metht^
and Mappik seldom.

Private JIS.S. in the rabbinic character are

mostly on paper, and are of comparatively late date.

They aie written with many abbreviations, and
have no vowel-points or Masorah, but are occa-

sionally accompanied by an Arabic vereion.

In computing the number of known MSS., it

must be borne in mind that by fai- the gi-eater part

contain only portions of the Bible. Of the 581
Jewish MSS. collated by Kennicott, not more than

102 give the 0. T. complete: with those of De
Rossi the case is similar. In Kennicott's volumes

the MSS. usal for each book are distinctly enume-
rated at the end of the book. The number collatetl

by Kennicott and De Rossi together were, ior the

book of Genesis, 490 ; for the Megilloth, collectively,

549 ; for the Psalms, 495 ; for Ezra and Neliemiah,

172 ; and for the Chronicles, 211. MS. authority

is most plenteous for the book of Esther, least so for

those of Ezra and Nehemiah.
Since the days of Kennicott and De Rossi modern

research has discovered various MSS. beyond the

limits of Europe. Of many of these there seems no

reason to suppose that they will add much to our

knowlalge of the Hebrew text. Those found in

China are not essentially diflcrent in character to

the MSS. previously known in Europe : that brought
by Buchanan from Malabar is now supposed to be a

European roll. It is different with the MSS. exa-

mined by Pinner at Odessa, described by him in

the Prospectus der Odessaer Gescllsckaft fur
Gesch. vnd Alt. <]e!(drendcn dltesten heb. ttnd

rabb. AISS. One 'of these JISS. (A. No. 1), a

Pentateuch roll, unpointed, biought from Derbend
in Daghestan, appears by the subscription to have

been written previously to the year A.D. 580 ; and,

if so, is the oldest known Biblical Hebrew MS. in

existence. It is wi-itten in accordance with the

rules of the Masorah, but the fonns of the letters

are remarkable. Another MS. (B. No. 3) contain-

ing the Pjophets, on parchment, in small folio,

although only dating, according to the inscription,

from A.D. 916, and furnished with a Masorah, is a

yet greater treasure. Its vowels and accents are

wholly diflerent from those now in use, both in

form and in position, being all above the letters:

they have accordingly been the theme of much dis-

cussion among Hebrew scholars. The fonn of the

letters is here also remarkable. A facsimile has

been given by Pinner of the book of Habakkuk from

this MS. The same peculiarities are wholly or

partially repe;ited in some of the other Odessa MSS.
Various readings from the texts of these MSS. are

instanced by Pinner : those of B. No. 3 he has sei

forth at some length, ami speaks of as of great im-

porbuice, and as entitled to considerable attention

on account of the correctness of the JLS. : little use

h;is however been made of them.

The Samaritan MSS. coll.ited by Kennicott are .ill

in the book-form, though the Samaritans, like the
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Jews, make use of rolls in their synagogues. They
have no vowel-points or accents, and their diacritical

signs and marks of di^•ision are peculiar to them-

selves. The unusual letters of the Jewish M>SS.

are also unknown in them. They are wiitten on

vellum or paper, and aie not supposed to be of any

gi'eat antiquity. This is, however, of little im-

portance, as they sufficiently repi-esent the Sama-

ritan text.

3. Printed Text.—The history of the printed

text of the Hebrew Bible commences with the early

Jewish editions of the separate books. First ap-

I>eared the Psalter, in 1477, probably at Bologna,

in 4fo., with Kinichi's commentary interspersed

among the vei-ses. Only the first four psalms had

the vowel-point<. and these but clumsily expressed, i

The text was far from correct, and the matres lec-

tionis weie inserted or omitted at pleasure. At
[

Bolo;4na there subsequently appeared, in 1482, the
|

Pentateuch, in folio, pointed, with the Targum and
,

tlie conmientary of Jarchi ; and the five Megllloth

(Ruth—Esther), in folio, with the commentaries of

•laichi and Aben Ezra. The text of the Pentateuch

is reputed highly correct. From Soncino, near Cre-

mona, issued in 1486 the Prophetae priores (Joshua
—-Kings), folio, unpointed, with Kimchi's commen-
tary: of this the Prophetae posteriores (Isaiah—
Malachi), also with Kinichi's commentary, was pro-

bably the continuation. The Megilloth were also

printed, along with the prayers of the Italian Jews,

at the same place and date, in 4to. Nest year,

1487, the whole Hagiogiapha, pointed, but un-

accentuated, with rabbinical commentaries, appeared

at Naples, in either small fol. or large 4to., 2 vols.

Thus every separate portion of the Bible was in

print before any complete edition of the whole

appeared.

The honour of printing the first entire Hebrew
Bible belongs to the above-mentioned town of Sonci-

no. The edition is in folio, pointed and accentuated

Nine copies only of it are now known, of which one

belongs to Exeter College, Oxford. The earlier

printed portions were perhaps the basis of the text.

This was followed, in 1494, by the 4to. or 8vo.

edition printed by Gersom at Brescia, remaikable
as being the edition from which Luther's Gennan
translation was made. It has many peculiar read-

ings, and instead of giving the Kens in the margin,
incorporates them generally in the text, which is

therefore not to be depended upon. The unusual
letters also are not distinguished. This edition,

along with the preceding, formed the basis of the

first edition, with the Masorah, Targums, and rab-

binical comments, printefl by Bomberg at Venice in

1,")18, fol., under the editorship of the conveiled
Jew Felix del Prato ; though the " plurimis collatis

e.xemplaribus ' of the editor seems to imply that

MSS. were also use<l in aid. This edition was the

fii-st to contain the Masora magna, and the various

readings of Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali. On the
Brescian text depended also, in greater or lessdegi-ee,

Bomberg's smaller Bibles, 4to., of 1518, 1521.
From the same text, or from the equivalent text

of Bomberg's fii-st Rabbinical Bible, was, at a sub-
sequent period, mainly derived that of Seb. Miinster,

printed by Froben at Basle, 4to., 1 534-5 : which
is valued, however, as containing a list of various
readings which must have been collected by a Jewish
editor, and, in part, from IISS.

After the Brescian, the next primary edition wa.s

that contained in the Complutensiaii Polyglot, pub-
Iwhed at Complutum (Alcala) in Spain, at the
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expense ot Cardinal Ximenes, dated 1514-17, but
not issued till 1522. The whole work, 6 vols, fol.,

is said to have cost 50,000 ducats: its original

price was 6^ ducats, its present value about 40/.

The Hebrew, Vulgate, and Greek texts of the 0. T.
(the latter with a Latin translation) ajipear in three

parallel columns: the Targum of Onkelos, wath a
Latin translation, is in two columns below. The
Hebrew is pointed, but unaccentuated : it was taken

from seven MSS., which are still preserved in the

University Library at Madrid.

To this succeeded an edition which has had more
influence than any on the text of later times— the

Second Rabbinical Bible, printed by Bomberg at

Venice, 4 vols, fol., 1525-6. The editor was the

learned Tunisian Jew, R. Jacob ben Chaim : a Latin

translation of his preface will be found in Kennicott's

Second Dissei-tation, pp. 229 seqq. The great feature

of his work lay in the correction of the text by the

precepts of the Masorah, in which he was pro-

foundly skilled, and on which, as well as on the

text itself, his iabouis were employed. Bomberg's
Third Riibbiiiical Bible, 4 vols. Ibl., 1547-9, edited

by Adelkind, was in the main a reprint of the

pi-eceding. Eriors were, however, corrected, and
some of the rabbinical commentaries were replaced

by others. The same text substantially reappeared

in the Rabbinical Bibles of John de Gara, Venice,

4 vols, fol., 1568, and of Bragadini, Venice, 4 vols,

fol., 1617-18 : also in the later 4to. Bibles of Bom-
berg himself, 1528, 1533, 1544; and in those of

R. Stephens, Paris, 4to., 1539-44 (so Opitz and
Bleek : others represent this as following the Brescian

text); K. Stephens, Paris, 16mo., 1544-6; Justini-

ani, Venice, 4to. 1551, ]8mo. 1552, 4to. 1563,
4to. 1573 ; De la Rouviere, Geneva, various sizes,

1618; De Gara, Venice, various sizes, 1566, 68,

82 ; Bragadini, Venice, various sizes, 1614, 15, 19,

28; Plantin, Antwei-p, various sizes, 1566; Haii-
niann, Frankfort-on-Oder, various sizes, 1595,8;
and Crato (Kraft), Wittemberg, 4to. 1586.

I The Royal or Antwerp Polyglot, printed by
! Plantin, 8 vols. fol. 1569-72, at the expense of
i Philip II. of Spain, and edited by Arias Montanus
I
and others, took the Complutensian as the basis of

j

its Hebrew text, but compared this with one of

Bomberg's, so as to produce a mixture of the two.

j

This text was followed both in the Paris Polyglot

j

of Le Jay, 9 vols. fol. 1645, and in Walton's Poly-

{

glot, London, 6 vols. fol. 1657. The printing of

}

the text in the Paris Polyglot is said to be very

t
incorrect The same text appealed also in Plantin's

j

later Bibles, with Latin translations, fol. 1571,

j

1 584 ; and in various other Hebrew-Latin Bibles

:

I

Burgos, fol. 1581 ; Geneva, fol. 1609, 1618 ; Ley-
den, 8vo. 1613; Frankfort-on-Maine (by Knoch),
fol. 1681 ; Vienna, 8vo. 1743 ; in the quadrilingual

[

Polyglot of Reineccius, Leipsic, 3 vols. fol. 1750-1
;

and also in the same editor's earlier 8vo. Bible,

Leipsic, 1725, for which, however, he professes to

have compaied MSS.
A text compounded of several of the preceding

was issued by the Leipsic Professor, Elias Hutter,

at Hamburg, fol. 1587 : it was intended for stu-

dents, the sen-ile letters being distinguished from

the railicals by hollow type. This w;xs reprinted

in his uncompleted Polyglot, Nuremberg, fol. 1591,

and by Nissel, 8vo. 1662. A special mention is

also due to the labours of the elcler Buxtorf, who
carefully revised the text afler the Jl.xsoiah, pub-

lishing it in 8vo. at Basle, 1611, and again, after

a fresh revision, in his valuable Rabbinical Bible,
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Basle, 2 vols. tbl. 1618-19. This text was also

reprinted at Amsterdam, 8vo. 1639, by K. Manasseh

ben Israel, who had previously issued, in ItJ.'Jl,

1635, a text of his own with arbitraiy grammatiail

alterations.

Neither the text of Hutter nor that of Buxtorf

was without its peiTnanent iiitiuence ; but the He-

brew Bible which became the standard to subse-

quent generations was tiiat of Joseph Atliias, a

learned rabbi and printer at Amsterdam. His text

was based on a comparison of the previous editions

with two MSS. ; one bearing date 1 299, the other

a Spanish AIS., boasting an antiquity of 900 yeai-s.

It appeared at Amsterdam, 2 vols. 8vo. 1661, with

a preface by Leusdeu, professor at Utiecht; and

again, revised afresh, in 1667. These Bibles were

much prized for their beauty and correctness ; and

a gold chain and medal were conferred on Athias,

in token of their appreciation of them, by the

Stjites General of Holland. The progeny of the

text of Athias was ;is follows:—a. That of Clodius,

Fi-ankfort-on-Maine, 8vo. 1677; reprinted, with

alterations, 8vo. 1692, 4to. 1716. 6. That of

.Jablonsky, Berlin, large Svo. or 4to. 1699 ; re-

printed, but less correctly, 12mo. 1712. Jablonsky

collated all the cardinal editions, together with

sevei-al MSS., and bestowed particular care ou the

vowel-points and accents. c. That of Van der

Hooght, Amsterdam and Utrecht, 2 vols. Svo.

1705. This edition, of good reput<ition for its

accuiacy, but above all for the beauty and distinct-

ness of its type, deserves special attention, as con-

stituting our piesent textus receptus. The text

was chiefly formed on that of Athias: no MSS.
were used for it, but it has a collection of various

readings from printed editions at the end. The
Masoretic readings are in the margin, d. That of

Opitz, Kiel, 4to. 1709; very accurate : the text of

Athias was corrected by comparing seventeen printed

editions and some MSS. ' c. That of J. H. Michaelis,

Halle, Svo. and 4to. 1720. It was based on Jablon-

sky: twenty-four editions and Hve Erfurt MSS. were
collated for it, but, as has been found, not thoroughly.

Still the edition is much esteemed, partly for its

conectuess, partly for its notes and parallel re-

ferences. Davidson pronounces it superior to Van
der Hooght's in every respect except legibility and
beauty of type.

These eilitions show that on the whole the text

was by this time firmly and permanently established.

We may well legard it as a providential circum-
stance that, having been early conformed by Ben
Chaim to the Masorah, the printed text should in

the course of the next two hundred years have ac-

quired, iu this its Masoretic fbi-m, a sacreducss which
the subsequent labours of a more extended criticism

could not vent\iie to contemn. Whatever errors,

and those by no means unimportant, such wider
criticism may le;ul us to detect in it, the grounds
of the corrections which even the most cautious

Clitics would adopt arc often too precarious to

enable us, in dep-arting from the Masoretic, to

obtain any other satisfWctory standard ; while in

practice the mischief that would have ensued from

the introduction into the text of the emendations of

Houbigant and the critics of his school would have

been the 0(;casion of incalculable and irrcp,ai-able

harm. From all such it has been happily pre-

sented free ; and while wo are far from deeming its

authority absolute, we yet value it, because all ex-
[

l»erience has taught us that, in seeking to remodel

it, we should be introducing into it woi-se imper- '
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fection.s than those which we desire to remove,
while we should lose that which is, af\er all, no
light advant.-ige, a definite textual standai-d -mi-

versally accepted by Christians and Jews ;dite. So
essentially ditierent is the treatment demanded by
the text of the Old Testament and by that of the

New.
The modern editions of the Hebrew Bible now in

use are ;dl b;ised on Van der Hooght. The eai'liest

of these was that of Simonis, Halle, 1752, and more
correctly 1767 ; reprinted 1822, 1828. In England
the most popular edition is the sterling one by
Judah D'Allemand, Svo., of high repute for correct-

ness : there is also the pocket edition of Bagster,

on which the same editor was employetl. In Ger-
many there are the Svo. edition of Hahu; the 12mo.
edition, based on the last, with preface by Roscn-

miiller (said by Keil to contiiin some conjectural

alteiations of the text by Landschreiber) ; and the

Svo. edition of Theile.

4. Critical Labours and Apparatus.— The his-

tory of the criticism of the text has already been

brought down to the peiiod of the labours of the

Masorets and their immediate successors. It must
be here resumed. In the early part of the 13th

century, R. Meir I.evita, a native of Burgos and

inhabitant of Toledo, knowm by abbreviation as

Haramah, by patronymic as Todiosius, wrote a

critical work on the Pentateuch called The Book

of the Masorah the Hed<je of the Law, in which he

endeavoured, by a collation of MSS., to asceitain the

true reading iu various passages. This work was

of high repute among tlie Jews, though it long

remained in manuscript: it was eventually printed

at Florence iu 1750 ; again, inconectly, at Berlin,

1761. At a later period R. Menahem de Lonzano

collated ten JISS., chiefly Spanish, some of them
five or six centuries old, with Bomberg's 4to. Bible

of 1544. The results were given in the work

min TIN, " I.iuht of the Law," printed in the

nn^ '•nt^^ Venice, 1618; afterwards by itself, but

less accurately, Amsterdam, 1659. They relate only

to the Pentii'teuch. A more important work was
that of R. .S)lomon Norzi of Slantua, in the 1 7th

century, |*"1D "1113, " Repairer of the Bi-e;ich:" a

copious critical commentary on the whole of the

0. T., drawn up with the aid of MSS. and etiitions,

of the Miisorah, Talmud, and all other Jewish

resources within his reach. In the Pentateuch he

relied much on Todrosius : with R. Menahem he

had had personal intercourse. His work was first

printed, 116 years after its completion, by a rich

Jewish physician, Raphael Chaini, Mantua, 4 vols.

4to. 1742, under the title ^\i^ nriJD: the emenda-

tions on Proverbs and Job alone had appeareil in

the margin of a Mantuan edition of those books in

1725. The whole was reprintetl in a Vienna 0. T.,

4to. 1813-16.

Meanwhile various causes, such as the contro-

versies awakened by the .Samaritan text of the

Pentateuch, and the advances which had been made
in N. T. criticism, had contributeil to direct the

attention of Christian scholars to the importance of

a more extended criticism of the Hebrew text of the

O. T. In 1746 the expectations of the public were

laised by the Proleipmcna of Houbigant, of the

Oratory at Paris; and in 175''. his edition appeared,

splendidly printed, in 4 vols. fol. The text wiis

that of Wan iler Hooght, divest<?d of points, and of

every vestige of the Masorah, which Houbigant,

though he used it, rated at a veiy low value. In

the notes copious emendations were introduced.
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They were tlerived—(a) from the Samaritan Penta-

teuch, which Hoiibig-.uit preferred in many respects

tc the Jewish
; (6) fiom twelve Hebrew MSS.,

which, however, do not appear to have been regu-

larly collated, their readings being chiefly given in

those passages where they supported the editor's

emendations
; (c) from the 8ej)tuagint and other

ancient vei-sions; and (d) from an extensive ap-

pliance of critical conjecture. An accompanying

Latin translation embodied all the emendations

adopted. The notes were i-epiinted at Kranktbrt-

on-Slaine, 2 vols. 4to. 1777: they constitute the

cream of the original volumes, the splendour of

which was disproportionate to their value, as they

contained no materials besides those on which the

editor directly rested. The whole work was indeed

too ambitious : its canons ofcriticism were thoroughly

unsound, and its ventuies rash. Yet its meiits were

also considerable ; and the newness of the path which

Houbigant was essaying may be pleaded in extenua-

tion of its faults. It effectually broke the Masoretic

coat of ice wheiewith the Hebrew text had been

encrusted ; but it afforded also a severe warning of

the difficulty of finding any sure standing-giound

beneath.

In the same year, 1753, appeared at Oxford

Kennicott's first Dissertation on the state of the

Printed Text: the second followed in 1759. The
result of these and of the author's subsequent

annual reports was a subscription of nearly 10,<J00/.

to defray the expenses of a collation of Hebrew
MSS. throughout Europe, whicli was performed

from 1760 to 1709, partly by Kennicott himself,

but chiefly, under his direction, by Professor Eruns
of Helmstadt and others. The collation extended

in all to 581 Jewish and 16 Samariten MSS., and

40 printed editions, Jewish works, &i;. ; of which,

liowever, only about half were collated throughout,

the rest in select passages. The fruits appeared at

Oxford in 2 vols. fol. 1776-80 : the text is Van der

Hooght's, unpointed ; the various readings are given

below ; comparisons are also made of the Jewish
and Samaritan texts of the Pentateuch, and of the

pai-allel passages in Samuel and Chronicles, &c.

They much disappointed the expectations tliat had
been raised. It was found that a very large part

of the various readings had refeience simply to the

omission or insertion of the inatres lectionis ; while

of the rest many obviously represented no more
thac the mistakes of separate transcribers. Happily

for the pemianent interests of criticism this had not

been anticipated. Kennicott's own weakness ofjudg-

ment may also have made him less aware of the

smallness of the imme<liate results to follow from

his persevering toil ; and thus a Herculean task,

which in the present state of critiail knowledge

could scarcely be undertaken, was providentially,

once for all, performed with a thoioughness for

which, to the end of time, we may well be thankful.

The labours of Kennicott were supplemented by
those of De Kossi, professor at Parma. His phm
diffe)ed materially from Kennicott's: he confined

himself to a specification of the vanous readings in

select passages ; but for these he supplied also the

critical evidence to be obtained from the ancient

versions, and from all the vaiious Jewish authorities.

In regard of manuscript resources, he collected in

his own library 1031 MSS., moie than Kennicott

had collatwl in all Em-ope; of these he collated 617,

some being those which Kennicott had collated

before: he collated also 134 extraneous MSS. that

hiid e.sciiped Kennicott's fellow-labomers; and he
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recapitulated Kennicott's own various readings.

I'he readings of the various printed editions were
also well examined. Thus, tor the passages on

which it treats, the evidence in De Rossi's work may
be regarded as almost complete. It does not con-

t;iin the text. It was published at Panna, 4 vols,

4to. 1784-8: an additional volume appeared in

1798.

A small Bible, with the text of Keineccius, and a

selection of the more important readings of Kenni

cott and De Rossi, was issued by Doderlein and
Meisner at Leipsic, Svo. 1793. It is printed (except

some copies) on bad paper, and is reputed very in-

correct. A better critical edition is that of Jahn,

Vienna, 4 vols. 8vo. 1806. The text is Van der

Hooght's, correcteii in nine or ten places : the more
important various readings are subjoined. With the

authorities, and full information is given. But,

with injudicious peculiarity, the books aie arranged

in a new order; those of Chronicles are spUt up
into fragments, for the pui-pose of comparison with

the parallel books ; and only the principal accents

are retained.

The first attempt to turn the new critical colla-

tions to public account was made by Boothroyd,

in his unpointed Biljle, with various readings and
English notes, Pontefract, 4to. 1810-16, at a time

when Houbigant's principles were still in the

ascendant. This was followed in 1821 by Hamil-
ton's Codex Criticus, modelled on the plan of the

N. T. of Griesbach, which is, however, hardly

adapted to the 0. T., in the criticism of the text

of which diplomatic evidence is of so much less

weight than in the case of the N. T. The most
important contribution towards the formation of a

revised text that has yet appeared is unquestionably

Dr. Davidson's Hebrew Text of the 0. T., revised

from critical Sources, 1855. It presents a con-

venient epitome of the more important various

readings of the MSS. and of the JIasorah, with the

authorities for them ; and in the emendations of the

text which he sanctions, when there is any Jewish
authority for the emendation, he shows on the

whole a fair judgment. But he ventures on few
emendations for which there is no direct Jewish

authority, and seems to have practically fallen into

the error of disparaging the critical aiil to be derived

from the ancient versions, as much as it had by
the critics of the last century been unduly exalteil.

It must be confessed that little has yet been done
for the systematic criticism of the Hebrew text

from the iuicient vei-sions, in comparison of what
might be accomplished. We have even yet to learn

what critical treasures those versions reiilly contain.

They have, of course, at the cost of much private

labour, been freely used by individual scholars, but

the texts implied in them have never yet been fairly

exhibited or analysed, so .as to enable the literary

world generally to form any just estimate of their

real value. The rejidings involved in their render-

ings are in Houbigant's volumes only adduced when
they supjx)rt the emendations which he de-sired to

advance. By De Ros? they are treated merely .as

subsidiaiy to the MSS., and are therefore only ad-

duced for the pa.ssages to which his manuscript

collations refer. Nor have Boothroyd's oi- David-

son's tif-a'.ment of them any pietensions whatever

to completeness. Should it be allegeti th.it thej

have given all the important version-readings, it

may be at once replie<i that such is not the case,

nor indeed does it seem possible to decide primd

facie of any version-i eading whether it be ini-
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portant or not: many have doubtless been passed

over ajcain and again as iitiinipoitant, which yet

either are genuine readings or contain the elements

ofthem. Were tlie whole ot" the Septuagint variations

from the Hebrew text lucidly exhibited in Hebrew,

they would in all probability serve to suggest the

true reading in many passages in which it has not

yet been recovered ; and no better service could be

rendered to the cause of textual criticism by any

scholar who would undertake the labour. Skill,

scholarship, and patience would be required in

deciphering many of the Hebrew readings which

the Septuagint represents, and in cases of uncer-

tainty that uncertainty should be noted. For the

books of Samuel the task has been grappled with,

apparently with care, by Thenius in the Exegetisches

Bandbuch; but the readings are not conveniently

exhibited, being given partly in the body of the

commentary, partly at the end of the volume. For

the Psalms we have Reinke's Kurze Zusammen-

stellung aller Ahweichnnqcn vom heb. Texte in der

Ps, uhersetznng dcr LXX. und Vulg., &c. ; but the

criticism of the Hebrew text was not the author's

direct object.

It might be well, too, if along with the version-

readings were collected together all, or at least all

the more important, conjectural emendations of the

Hebrew text proposed by various scholars during

the last hundred years, which at present lie buried

in their several commentaries and other publica-

tions. For of these, also, it is only when they are

so exhibited as to invite an extensive and simul-

taneous criticism that any true general estimate

will be formed of their worth, or that the pearls

among them, whether few or many, will become

of any general service. That by fai the greater

number of Ihem will be found beside the mark we

may at once admit ; but obscurity, or an unpopular

name, or other aiuse, has probably withheld atten-

tion from many suggestions of real value.

5. Principles of Criticism.— The method of pro-

cedure required in the criticism of the 0. T. is

widely different from that practised in the criticism

of the N. T. Our 0. T. textus receptus is a far

more faithful representation of the genuine Scrip-

ture, nor could we on any accoimt afford to part

with it ; but, on the other hand, the means of de-

tecting and coiTecting the errors contained in it are

more precarious, the i esults are moie uncertain, and

the ratio borae by the value of the diplomatic evi-

dence of MSS. to that of a good critical judgment

and sagacity is greatly diminished.

It is indeed to the direct testimony of the MSS.
that, in endeavouring to establish the true text, we
must firet have recourse. Against the general con-

sent of the MSS. a reading of the textus receptus,

merely as such, can have no weight. Where the

MSS. disagree, it h;us been laid down as a canon

that we ought not to let the mere numeiical ma-

jority preponderate, but should examine what is the

reading of the earliest and best. Tiiis is no doubt

theoretically conect, but it has not been generally

earned out: nor, while so much remains to be done

for the ancient versions, must we clamour too loudly

for the expenditure, in the sifting of MSS., of the

immense labour which the task would involve ; for

internal evidence can alone decide which MSS. are

entitled to gieatest authoiity, and the rcsearclies of

any single critic into their relative value could not

be' relied on till checked by the corresponding re-

scaiches of others, and in such researches few com-

petent persons are likely to engage. While, how-
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ever, we content ourselves with judging of the testi-

mony of the MS.~^. to any particular reading by the

number sanctioning that reading, we must remember
to estimate not the absolute number, but the rela-

tive number to the whole number of MSS. collated

for that passage. The circumstance that only halt

of Kennicott's MSS., and none of De Rossi's, were

collated throughout, as also that the number of

MSS. _gi-eatly varies for different books of the 0. T.,

makes attention to this important. Davidson, m
his Revision of the Heb. Text, has gone by the ab-

solute number, which he should only have done

when that number was very small.

The MSS. lead us for the most part only to our

first sure standing-ground, the Masoretic text: in

other words, to the average written text of a period

later by a thousand or fifteen hundred yfoirs than

the latest book of the 0. T. It is possible, how-
ever, that in particular MSS, pre-Masoretic readings

may be incidentally preserved. Hence isolated MS.
readings may sei-ve to confirm those of the ancient

versions.

In ascending upwards from the Masoretic text,

our first critical materials are the Masoretic Keris,

valuable as witnesses to the preservation of many
authentic readings, but on which it is impossible to

place any degree of reliance, because we can never

be certiiin, in particular instances, that they repre-

sent more than mere unauthorized conjectures. A
Keri therefore is not to be received in pieference to

a Chethib unless confiniied by other sufficient evi-

dence, exteinal or internal ; and in reference to the

Keris let the rule be borne in mind, " Proclivi

scriptioni praestat ardua," many of them being but

arbitrary softenings down of difficult readings in

the genuine text. It is furthermore to be obseiTed,

that when the reading of any number of MSS.
agrees, as is frequently the case, with a Masoretic

Keri, the existence of such a Keri may be a damage
rather than otherwise to the weight of the testi-

mony of those MSS., for it may itself be the un-

trustworthy source whence theii- reading originated.

The express assertions of the JIasorah, as also of

the Targum, respecting the true reading in par-

ticular passages, are of couree important: they

indicate the views entertained by the Jews at a

period prior to that at which our oldest MSS. were

made.

From these we ascend to the version of Jerome,

the most thoroughly trustworthy authority on which

we have to rely in our endeavours to amend the

Masoretic text. Dependent as Jerome was, for his

knowledge of the Hebrew text and everything re-

specting it, on the Palestinian Jews, and accurate

ao are his renderings, it is not too much to say that

a Hebiew leading which can be shown to have been

received by Jerome, should, if sanctioned or counte-

nanced by the Targum, be so far prefen-ed to one

upheld by the united testimony of all MSS. what-
ever. And in general we may definitely make out

the reading which Jerome followed. There are,

no doubt, e.xceptions. Few would think of placing

much reliance on any translation as to the presence

or absence of a simple 1 copular in the original text.

Again in Psalm cxliv. 2, where the authority of

Jerome and of other transl:itoi-s is alleged for the

reading COJ?, " peoples," while the gi-eat majority

of MSS. give ^IDV, " my people," we cannot be

certain that he did not really read 'DV, regarding

it, although wrongly, as an apocopated plural.

Hence the precaution necessaiy in bringing the oii-

dence of a version to lx;ar upon the text : when used
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with such precaution, the version of Jerome will be

found of the very greatest sen'ice.

Of the other versions, although more ancient,

none can on the wliole be reckoned, in a critical

point of view, so valuable as his. Of the Greek

versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, we
possess but mere fragments. The Syriac bears the

impress of having been made too much under the

influence of the Septuagint. The Targums are too

often paraphrastic. For a detailed account of thtm

the reader is referred to the various articles [Ver-
sions, &c.]. Still they all furnish most important

material for the correction of the Masoretic te.xt;

and their cumulative evidence, when they all concur

in a reading different to that which it contains, is

very strong.

The Se]ituagint itself, venerable for its antiquity,

Iiut on various accounts untrustworthy in the re;id-

ings which it represents, must be treated for critical

purposes in the same way as the Masoretic Keris.

It doubtless contains many authentic readings of

the Hebrew text not otherwise preserved to us ,• but,

on the other hand, the presence of any Hebrew
reading in it can pass for little, unless it can be

independently shown to be probal;)le that that read-

ing is the true one. It may, however, suggest tlie

true reading, and it may confirm it where sup-

ported by other considerations. Such, for example,

IS the case with the almost certain correction of

*]jnn, " shall keep holyday to thee," for "Ijnn,
" thou shalt restrain," in Psalm Ixxvi. 10. In the

opposite direction of confirming a Masoretic reading

against which later testimonies militate, the autho-
rity of the Septuagint, on account of its age, neces-

sarily stands high.

Similar remarks would, a priori, seem to apply
to the critical use of the Samaritan Pentateuch : it

IS, however, doubtful whether that document be of

any real additional value.

In the case of the 0. T., unlike that of the N. T.,

(mother source of emendations is generally allowed,
viz. critical conjecture. Had we any reason for

believing that, at the date of the first translation of

the 0. T. into Greek, the Hebrew text had been pre-

served immaculate, we might well abstain from
venturing on any emendations for which no direct

external warrant could be found ; but the Septua-
gint version is nearly two centuries younger than
the latest book of the 0. T. ; and as the history of
the Hebrew te.xt seems to show that the care with
which its purity has been guarded has been conti-

nually on the increase, so we must infer that it is

just in the earliest periods that the few corruptions
which it has sustained would be most likely to
accrue. Few enough they may be ; but, if analogy
may be trusted, they cannot be altogether ima-
ginary. And thus arises the necessity of admitting,
besides tlie emendations suggesttxl by the MSS. and
versions, those also which originate in the simple
skill and lionest ingenuity of the critic ; of whom,
however, while according him this licejice, we de-

mand in return that he shall bear in mind the sole

legitimate object of his investigations, and that he
shall not obtrude upon us any conjectural reading,
the genuineness of which he cannot fairly establish

by circumstantial evidence. What that circum-
stantial e\-idcnce shall be it is impossible to deliiie

beforehand : it is enough that it be .such as shall,

when produced, bring home conviction to a reason-
ing mind.

There are cases in which the Septuagint will
supply an indiiwt warrant for the reception of a
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reading which it nevertheless does not directly sanc-

tion: thus in Ez. xli. 11, where the present text

has the meaningless word DIpD, "place," while the

Septuagmt inappropriately reads "11x6, "light,"
there arises a strong presumption that both readings

are equally corruptions of ")1pD, " fountain," re-

ferring to a water-gallery running along the walls

of the Temple exactly in the position described in

the Talmud. An inilirect testimony of this kind
may be even more conclusive than a direct testi-

mony, inasmuch as no suspicion of design can attach

to it. In Is. ix. 3, where the text, as emended by
Professor Selwyn in his Home Hehraicae, runs

nnnc'n n^njn ^••an rr-mn, " Thou hast mul-
tiplied the gladness, thou hast increased the joy,"

one confii-mation of the correctness of the proposed
reading is well traced by him in the circumstance

that the final 7 of the second and the initial n of

the third word furnish the TO, " to it," implied in

the h of the Septuagint, and according with the

assumed feminine noun n''3in, rh -nXuffTov, or

witli n^3"in or n''11D which was substituted for it

(see this fully brought out, Hor. Heh. pp. 22, sqq.).

It is frequently held that much may be drawn
from parallel passages towards the coiTection of

)X)rtions of the Hebrew text ; and it may well be
allowed that in the historical books, and especially

in catalogues, &c., the texts of two pai-allel passages

throw considerable light the one upon the other.

Kennicott commenced his critical dissertations by
a detailed comparison of the text of 1 Chr. xi.

with that of 2 Sam. v., xxiii. ; and the comparison
brought to light some corruptions which cannot be
gainsaid. On the other hand, in the poetical and
prophetical books, and to a certain extent in the

whole of the 0. T., critical reliance on the texts of

parallel passages is attended with much danger. It

was the practice of the Hebrew writers, in revising

former productions, or in borrowing the language

to which others had given utterance, to makecom-
paratively minute alterations, which seem at first

sight to be due to mere carelessness, but which
nevertheless, when exhibited to2;ether, cannot well

be attributed to anght but design. We have a

striking instance of this in the two recensions of

the same hymn (both probably Davidic) in Ps.

XA-iii. and 2 Sam. xxii. Again," Ps. Ixxxvi. 14 is

imitated from Ps. liv. 3, with the alteration of

D'""1T, " strangei-s," into DHT, "proud." A head-
long critic would naturally assimilate the two pas-

sages, yet the general purport of the two psalms
makes it probable that each woi-d is correct in its

own place. Similarly .Ter. xlviii. 45, is derived
from Num. xxi. 2S, xxiv. 17: the alterations

throughout are curious, but especially at tlie end,

where for nt^'-•n-'?^ -ipipl, "and destroy all

the children of Sheth," we have pSK> ""Ja Hplpl,
"and the crown of the head of the cliildren of

tumult ;" yet no suspicion legitimately attaches to

the text of either passage. From such instances,

the caution needful in making use of parallels will

be at once evident.

The comparative purity of the Hebrew text is

probably ditlerent in dilferent parts of the 0. T. In

the revision of Dr. Davidson, who has generally re-

stricted himself to the admission of coiTections

warranted by MS., Masoretic, or Talmudic autho-

rity, those in the book of Genesis do not exceed 11 ;

those in the Psalms are proportionately three times

as numerous ; those iu the historical books and the

Prophets are proportionately more numerous than

2 R
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those in the I'sahns. When our criticism takes a

wider range, it is especially in the less familiar

parts of Scripture that the indications of coiTuption

present themselves before us. In some of these

the Septuagint version has been made to render im-

portant sen-ice: in the genealogies, the errors which

have been insisted on are for the most part found in

the Septuagint as well as in tlie Hebrew, and are

therefore of older date than the execution of the

Scptuagint. It has been maintained by Keil, and

perhaps with truth {Apol. Vcrsuch, ilher die Bilcher

der Chronik, pp. 185, 295), that many of these are

oldei than the sacred books themselves, and had

crept into the documents which the authors incor-

porated, .IS they found them, into those books. This

remai-k will not, however, ajjply to all ; nor, as we
have already observed, is there any ground for sup-

posing that the period immediately succeeding the

production of the last of the canonic.nl writings was

one during which those writings would be preserved

perfectly immaculate. If Lord A. Ilervey be right

in his rectification of the genealogy in 1 Chr. iii.

19. seqq. {On the Geneal.\ip. 98-110), the inter-

polation at the beginning of ver. 22 must be due to

some transcriber of the book of Chronicles ; and a

like observation will apply to the present text of

1 Chr. ii. 6, respecting which see Thrupp's Introd.

to the Psalins, ii. p. 98, note.

In all emendations of the text, whether made

with the aid of the critical materials which we
possess, or by critical conjecture, it is essential that

tlie proposed reading be one from which the existing

reading may have been derived : hence the neces-

sity of attention to the means by which corrup-

tions were introduced into the text. One letter was

accidentally exchanged >iy a transcriber for another

:

thus in Is. x.\iv. 15, D^^Xl may peihaps be a cor-

niption for D''^X3 (so Lowth). In the square

alphabet the letters *1 and 1, "| and *, were espe-

cially liable to be confused: there were also simi-

larities between particular letteis in the older alpha-

bet. Words, or parts of words, were repeated (cf.

the Talmudic detections of this, supra: similar is

the mistake of " so no now " for " so now " in a

modem English Bible) ; or they were dropped, and

this especially when they ended like those that pre-

ceded, e.g. W after '?N10K' (1 Chr. vi. 13).

A whole passage seems to have di'opped out fi'om

the same cause in 1 Chr. xi. l.'i ^cf. Kennicott,

Diss. i. pp. 128, seqq.). Occasionally a letter may
have travelled from one word, or a word from one

verse, to another: hence in Hos. vi. 5, "IIX "|''DQK'01

has been supposed by various critics (and so Selwyn,

ffor. Ifeh. pp. 154, seqq.), and that with the sanc-

tion of all the versions e.xcept Jerome's, to be a cor-

ru])tion for "11X3 ^DDK'DI. This is one of those

cases where it is dillicult to decide on the true

reading; the emendation is highly probable, but at

the same time too ol)\-ious not to excite suspicion
;

a scrupulous critic, like llaurer, rejects it. There

can be little doubt that we ought to reject the pro-

posed emendations of Ps. xlii. 5, 6, by the trans-

ference of ^HT'X into ver. .5, or by the supply of it

in that verse, in order to assimilate it to ver. 1

1

and to I's. xliii. 5. Il.ad the verso-s in so familiar a

psiilm been originally alike, it is almost incredible

that any tianscribcr shoidd have rendered them dif-

ferent. With greater probability in Gen. xxvii. 33,

Hitzig {Begriff der Kritih, p. 12(;) tikes the final

n^"l\ and, altering it into TV'TW transfers it into

ter. 34, making the preceding word the infinitive.
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That glos.ses have occasionally found their way into

the text we m.ay well klieve. The words NTH
m*3 in Is. I. 5 have much the appearance of being

a gloss explanatory of HDD (Hitzig, Begr. pp. 157,

158), though the verse can be well construed with-

out their removal ; and that Dent. x. 6, 7, have

crept into the text by some illegitimate means,

seems, notwithstanding Hengstenberg's defence of

them {Gen. of Pent, ii.), all but certain.

Wilful corruption of the text on polemical grounds

has also been occasionally charged upon the Jews

;

but the allegation has not been proved, and their

known reverence for the text militates against it.

More trustworthy is the negative bearing of that

hostility of the Jews against the Christians, which,

even in reference to the Scriptures, has certainly

existed ; and it may be fairly argued that if Aquila,

who was employed by the Jews as a transktor on

polemical grounds, had ever heard of the modem
reading ^")X3, " as a lion," in Ps. x.xii. 17 (16), he

would have been too glad to follow it, instead of

translating 11X3, " they pierced," by fjffxwav.

To the criticism of the vowel-marks the same
general principles must be applied, mutatis mntan-
dis, as to that of the consonants. Nothing can be

more remote from the ti-uth than the notion that

we are at liberty to supply vowels to the text at

our unfettered discretion. Even Hitzig, who does

not generally en- on the side of caution, holds that

the vowel-marks have in general been rightly fixed

by tradition, and that other than the Ma.soretic

vowels are seldom required, except when the con-

sonants hare been first changed (Begr. p. 119).

In conclusion, let the reader of this or any article

on the method of dealing with errors in the text

beware of diawing from it the impiession of a

general con-uptness of the text which does not really

exist. The works of Bibliciil scholars have been on

the whole more disfigured than adornetl by the

emendations of the Hebrew text which they have

suggested ; and the cautions by which the more

prudent have endeavouied to guard against the

abuse of the licence of emending, ai-e, even when
critically unsound, so for commendable, that they

show a healthy respect for the Masoretic text which

might with advantage have been more generally

felt. It is diihcult to reduce to formal rules the

treatment which the text of the 0. T. should receive,

but the general spirit of it might thus be given :

—

Deem the Masoretic t«xt worthy of confidence, but

do not refuse any emendations of it which can be

fairly established : of such judge by the evidence

adduced in their support, w-hen advanced, not by

any supposed previous necessity for them, respect-

ing which the most enoneous views have been

frequently entertained ; and, Lastly, remember that

the judgment of the many will correct that of the

few, the ju<igment of future generations that of the

present, and that pei-manent neglect generally awaits

emendations which approve themselves by their

brilliancy rather than by their soundness. (.See

generally Walton's Prolegomena ; Kennicott's Dis-

sertaiio Generalis ; De Itossi's Prolegomena; Bp.

Marsh's Lcct'ires ; Davidson's Bib. Criticism, vol.

i. ; and the Introductions of Home and Davidson,

of De Wette, Havernick, Keil, and Bleek.)

B. Interpretation of the Old Testament.

1. History of the Interpretation.— We shall

here endeavour to pi-esent a brief but comprehensive

sketch of the tre;itment which the scriptures of the

0. T. have in diflerent ages received.
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At the peiiod of the rise of Christianity two op-

jwsite tenclc'iicie.s liad manifested themselves in the

intei-pretation of them among the Jews ; the one to

an eiti-eme literalism, the other to an arbitrary

allegorism. The former of these was mainly deve-

loped in Palestine, where the Law of Moses was,

from the natiireof things, most completely obsen-ed.

The Jewish teiichers, acknowledging the obligation

of that law in its minutest precepts, but overlook-

ing the moral principles on which those precepts

were founded and which they should have unfolded

fiom tlieni, there endeavoured to supply by other

means the imperfections inherent in every law in its

mere literal acceptation. They added to the number
of the existing precepts, they defined more minutely

the method of their observance ; and thus practically

further obscuied, and in many instances overthrew,

the inward spirit of the law by new outward tradi-

tions of their own (Matt, xv., xxiii.). Ou the other

hand at Alexandria the allegorizing tendency pre-

vailed. Germs of it had appeared in the apocry-

phal writings, as where in the Book of Wisdom
(.xriii. 24) the priestly vestments of Aaron had been

treated as symbolical of the universe. It had been

fostered by Aristobulus, the author of the 'E|7J7:^-

fffts TTJs Vla)v(r4a)s ypa(f>TJs, quoted by Clement and

Eusebius ; and at length, two centuries later, it

culminated in Philo, fiom whose works we best

gather the form which it assumed. For in the ge-

neral principles of interpretation which Philo adopted,

he was but following, as he himself assures us, in

the track which had been previously marked out by
those, probably the Therapeutae, under whom he

had studied. His expositions have chiefly reference

to the writings of Moses, whom he regarded as the

arch-prophet, the man initiated above all others

into divine mysteries; and in the persons and things

mentioned in these writings he traces, without deny-

ing the outward reality of the nan-ative, the mys-
tical designations of different abstract qualities and

aspects of the invisible. Thus the three angels

who aime to Abraham represent with him God in

his essential being, in his beneficent power, and in

his goveraing power. Abraham himself, in his

dealings with Sarah and Hagar, represents the man
who has an admiration for contemplation and know-
ledge: Sarah, the \nrtue which is such a man's legi-

timate partner: Hagar, the encyclical accomplish-

ments of all kinds which serve as the handmaiden
of vii'tue, the pre-requisites for the attainment of

the highest wisdom : her Egyptian origin sets forth

that for the acquisition of this varied elementary

knowledge the extei-nal senses of the body, of which

Egypt is the symbol, are necessary. Such are

Philo's interpretations. They are marked through-

out by two fundamental defects. First, beautiful

as are the moral lessons which he often unfolds, he

yet shows no more appreciation than the Palestinian

opponents of our Saviour of the moral teaching in-

volved in the simpler acceptation of Scripture.

And, secondly, his exposition is not the result of a

legitimate drawing forth of the spiritual import

which the Scripture contains, but of an endeavour

to engraft the Gentile philosophy upon it. Of a

Messiah, to whom the 0. T. throughout spiritually

pointe<i, Philo recked but little: the wisdom of

Plato he contrives to find in every page. It was in

fact his aim so to find it. The Alexandrian inter-

preters were striving to vindicate for the Hebrew
Scriptures a new dignity in the eyes of the Gentile

world, by sliowing that Moses had anticipated all

tlie doctrines of the philosophers of Greece. Hence,
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with Aristobulus, Moses was an earlier Aristotle:

with l^hilo, an earlier Plato. The Bible was with
them a storehouse of all the philosophy which they
had really derive! from other sources ; and, in so

treating it, they lost sight of the inspired theology,

the revelation of God to man, which was its true

and peculiar glory.

It must not be supposed that the Palestinian

literalism and the Alexandrian allegorism ever re-

mained entirely distinct. On the one hand we find

the Ale.xandrian Philo, in his treatise on the special

laws, commending just such an observance of the

letter and an infi-action of the spirit of the pro-

hibition to take God's name in vain, as our Saviour

exposes and condemns in Matt. v. 33-37. On the

other hand, among the Palestinians, both the high-

priest Eleazar (ap. Euseb. Prnep. Ev. viii. 9), and at

a later period the historian Josephus {Ant. prooem.

4), speak of the allegorical significance of the Mosaic

writings in terms which lead us to suspect that

their expositions of them, had they come down to

us, would have been found to contain much that

was arbitrary. And it is probable that traditional

allegorical interpretations of the sacred writings

were current among the Essenes. In fact the two
extremes of literalism and arbitrary allegorism, in

their neglect of the direct moral teaching and pro-

phetical import of Scripture, had too much in com-
mon not to mingle readily the one with the other.

And thus we may trace the development of the

two distinct yet co-existent spheres of Halachah and

Hagadah, in which the Jewish interpretation of

Scripture, as shown by the later Jewish writings,

ranged. The foi-mer (nD?n, " repetition," " follow-

ing") embraced the traditional legal de*«rminations

for practical obsei-vance: the latter (nUH, "dis-

course") the unrestrained interpretation, of no au-
thentic force or immediate practical interest. Hold-
ing fast to the position for which, in theory, the

Alexandrian allegorists had so strenuously contended,

that all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, in-

cluding their own speculations, were A-irtually con-

tained in the Sacred Law, the Jewish doctors pro-

ceeded to define the methods by which they were
to be elicited from it. The meaning of Scripture

was according to them, eithei- that openly expressed

in the words (yOJJ'D, sensus innatus), or else that

deduced from them (tJ^IIO. T^^Ti, sensus Hiatus).

The former was itself either literal, DK'Q, or figu-

rative and mystical, 11D. The latter was partly

obtained by simple logical inference; but partly

also by the arbitraiy detection of recondite mean-
ings symbolically indicated in the places, gramma-
tical structure, or orthography of words taken apart

from their logical context. This last was the cab-

balistic interpretation (n?3p, " reception," " re-

ceived tradition "). Special mention is made ot

three processes by which it was pursued. By the

process Gematria (N"'"lDtt*3, geometric) a symbo-
lical import was attached to the number of times

that a word or letter occurred, or to the number
which one or more lettei-s of anv word represented.

By the process Notarjekon (pp^^t33, mtancum)
new significant words were fonned out of the initial

or final woi-ds of the text, or else the lettere of a

word were constituted the initials of a new signi-

ficant series of words. And in Temurah (mibn,
"change") new significant words were ol'tainwl

from the text either by anagram (e. f). n'tW,
" Messiah " from ^0t^'^ Ps. xxi. 2), or by the

alphabet Atbash, wherein the letters N, 3. &c.,

2 \i 2
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were replaced by n, l^, &c. Of such artifices the

saci-ed writers had jwssibly for special purposes

made occasional use ; but that they should have been

ever ap|ilied by any school to the general exegesis

of the 0. T. shows only into what tnfling even

labours on Scripture may occasionally degenerate.

TJie eai-liest Christian non-apostolic treatment of

the 0. 1". was necessarily much dependent on that

which it had received from the Jews. The Alex-

andrian allegorism reappears the most fully in the

fanciful epistle of Barnabas ; but it influenced also

the other writings of the sub-apostolic Fathers. Even

the Jewish cabbalism passed to some extent into the

Christian Church, and is said to have been largely

employed by the Gnostics (Iren. i. 3, 8, 16, ii. 24).

But this wa-s not to last. Irenaeus, himself not alto-

gether free from it, raised his voice against it ; and

TertuUian well laid it down as a amon that the

words of Scripture were to be interpreted only in

their logical connexion, and with reference to the

occasion on which they were uttered (De Praescr.

Haer. 9). In another respect all was changed.

The Christian interpreters by their belief in Christ

stood on a vantage-ground for the comprehension of

the whole burden of the 0. T. to which the Jews
had never reached; and thus, however they may
have erred in the details of their intei-pretations,

they were genei-aliy conducted by them to the right

conclusions in regard of Christian doctrine. It was
through reading the 0. T. prophecies that Justin

had been converted to Christianity {Dial. Tryph.

pp. 224, 225). The view held by the Christian

Fathers that the whole doctrine ofthe N. T. had been

virtually containal and foreshadowed in the Old, gene-

rally induced the searcli in the 0. T. for such Chi-is-

tian doctrine rather than for the old philosophical

dogmas. Thus we find Justin asserting his ability

to prove by a careful enumeration that all the ordi-

nances of Moses were types, symbols, and disclosures

of those things which were to be realized in the

Messiah {Dinl. Tr;ip. p. 261). Their general con-

victions were doubtless here more conect than the

debiils which they advanced ; and it would be easy

to multiply from the writings of either Justin, Ter-

tuUian, or Irenaeus, typical interpretations that

could no longer be defended. Yet even these were
no unrestrained speculations: they were all designed

to illustrate what was elsewhere unequivocally re-

vealed, and were limited by the necessity of con-

fonning in their results to the Catholic rule of faith,

the tradition handed down in the Church from the

Apostles (Tert. De Praescr. Ilaer. 13, 37; Iren.

iv. 26). It was moreover laid down by TertuUian,

that the language of the Prophets, although gene-

rally allegorical and figurative, was not always so

{De Res. Carnis, 19) ; though we do not find in the

early Fathers any canons of interpretation in this

respect. A curious combination, as it must seem

to is, of literal and spiritual interpretation meets

us in Justin's exposition, in which he is not alone,

of those prophecies which he explains of millen-

nial blessings; for while he believes that it is

the literal Jerusalem which will be restored in all

her splendoui for God's people to inhabit, he yet

contends that it is the spiritual Israel, not the Jews,

that will eventually dwell there {Dinl. Tr. pp.

306, 352). Both Justin and Irenaeus upheld the

historical reality of the events related in the O. T.

nanative. Both also fell into the error of defend-

ing the less commendable proceedings of the pa-

tiiarchs—as the polygamy of Jacob, and the incest

of Lot—on the strength of the typical character
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assumedly attiching to them (Just. Dial. Tr. pp.
364 seqq. ; Iren. v. 32 seqq.).

It was at Alexandria, which through her previous

learning had already exerted the deepest influence

on the interpretition of the 0. T., that definite

principles of interpretation were by a new order of

men, the most illustrious and influential teachers in

the Christian Church, first laid down. Clement
here led the way. He held that in the Jewish law
a fourfold import was to be traced ; literal, symbo-
lical, moral, prophetical (Strom, i. c. 28). Of these

the second, by which the persons and things men-
tioned in the law were treated as symbolical of the

material and moral universe, was manifestly derived

from no Christian source, but was rather the relic

of the philosophical element that others had pre-

viously engi'afted on the Hebrew Scriptures. The
new gold had not yet shaken off the old alloy ; and
in practice it is to the s)'mbolical class that the

most objectionable of Clement's interpretations will

be foiuid to belong. Such are those which he re-

peats fiom the Book of Wisdom and fiom Philo of

the high-priest's garment, and of the relation ol

Sai-ah to Hagar ; or that of the branches of the

sacred candlestick, which he supposes to denote the

sun and planets. Kor can we commend the prone-

ness to allegorism which Clement everywhere dis-

plays, and which he would have defended by the

mischievous distinction which he handed down to

Origen between wIcttis and yvuffis, and by the

doctrine that the literal sense leads only to a mere
carnal fliith, while for the higher Christian life the

allegorical is necessary. Yet in Clement's recogni-

tion of a literal, a moral, and a prophetical import

in the Law, we have the gemis of the aspects in

which the 0. T. h;is been regarded by all subsequent

ages; and his Christian tre;»tment of the sacred

oracles is shown by his acknowledging, equally with
TertuUian and Irenaeus, the rule of the tradition of

the Lord as the key to their true interpretation

{Strom, vii. c. 17).

Clement was succeeded by his scholar Origen.

With him biblical interpretation showed itself more
decidedly Christian; and while the wisdom of the

Egyptians, moulded anew, became the permanent

inheritance of the Church, the distinctive symbolical

meaning which philosophy had placed upon the

0. T. disappeared. Origen's principles of interpre-

tation are fully unfolded by him in the De Princip.

iv. 11 seqq. He recognizes in Scripture, as it were,

a body, soul, and sjiirit, answering to the body,

soul, and spirit of man: the first serves for the

edification of the simple, the second i'ov that of the

more advanced, the third for that of the perfect.

The reality and the utility of the first, the letter of

Scripture, he proves b_v the number of those whose
faith is nurtured by it. The second, which is in

fact the moral sense of Scripture, he illustrates by the

intei-pretation of Deut. xxv. 4 in 1 Coi-. ix. 9. The
third, however, is that on which he principally

dwells, showing how the Jewish Law, spiritually

understood, contained a shadow of good things to

come ; and how the N. T. had recognized such *

spiritual meaning not only in the narrative of

Moses, and in his account of the tabeniacle, but

also in the historical narrative of the other book"

(1 Cor. X. 11; Gal. iv. 21-31; Heb. viii. 5;
Kom. xi. 4, 5). In i^egaid of what he calls the sou!

of Scripture his views are, it must be owned, some-

what uncertain. His practice with reference to it

seems to have been less commendable than his prin

ciples. It should have been the moral teaching of
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Scripture arising out of the literal sense applied in

accordance with the rules of analogy ; but the moral

interpretations actually given by Origeu are ordi-

narily little else than a series of allegorisms of moral

tendency ; and thus he is, unfortunately, more con-

sistent with his own practice when he assigns to llie

moral exposition not the second but the third place,

exalting it above the mystical or spiritual, and so

removing it farther from the literal {Horn, in Gen.

ii. 6). Both the spiritual and (to use his own

term) the psychiail meaning he held to be always

piesent in Scripture: the bodily not always. Alike

in the history and the law, he "found things inserted

or expressions employed which could not be lite-

rally understood, and which were intended to direct

us to the pursuit of a higher interpretation than

the purely literal. Thus the immoial actions

of the patriarchs were to him stumbling-blocks

which he could only avoid by passing over the

literal sense of the narrative, and tracing in it a

spiritual sense distinct from the literal ; though

e\-eu here he seems to reject the latter not as untrue,

but simply as profitless. For while he held the

body of Scripture to be but the garment of its

spirit, he yet acknowledged the things in Scripture

which were literally true to be far more numerous

than those which were not ; and occasionally, where

he found the latter tend to edifying, as for instance

in the moral commandments of the Decalogue as

distinguished from the ceremonial and therefore

typical law, he deeined it needless to seek any alle-

gorical meaning {Horn, in Num. xi. I). Origen's

own expositions of Scripture were, no doubt, less

successful than his investigations of the principles

on which it ought to be expounded. Yet as the

appliances which he brought to the study of Scrip-

ture made him the father of biblical criticism, so of

all det;iiled Christian scriptural commentaries his

were the first ; a fact not to be forgotten by those

who would estimate ai-ight their several merits and

defects.

The laboure of one genuine scholar became the

inheritance of the next; and the value of Origen's

researches was best appreciated, a century later, by

Jerome. He adopted and repeated most of Origen's

principles ; but he exhibited more judgment in the

practical application of them : he devoted more

attention to the literal interpretation, the basis of

the rest, and he brought also larger stores of learn-

ing to bear upon it. With Origen he held that

Scripture was to be undei-stood in a threefold man-

nei-, literally, tropologically," mystically : the first

meaning was the lowest, the last the highest (^tom.

V. p. 172, Vail.). But elsewhere he gave a new
threefold division of Scriptural interpretation ; iden-

tifying the ethical with the literal or first mean-

ing, making the allegorical or spiritual meaning

the second, and maintaining that, thirdly. Scrip-

ture was to be understood " secundum futuiorum

beatitudincm" (torn. vi. p. 270). Interpretation of

this last kind, vague and generally untenable as it is,

was that denominated by succeeding writers the

.anagogical ; a term which had been used by Origen

as equivalent to spiritual (cf. De Princ. iv. 9),

though the contrary has been maintained by witers

familiar with the later distinction. Combining

these two classifications given by Jerome of the

various meanings of Scripture, we obtain the four-
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fold division which was current through the middle

ages, and which has been peipetuated in the Romish
Church down to recent times:

—

" Littera gesta docet
; quid credas, Allegoria;

Moralis quid agas ; quo lendas, Aiiagogia "

—

and in which, it will be observed, in conformity

with the practice rather than the precept of Origen,

the moral or tropological interpretation is raised

above the allegorical or spiritual.

The principles laid down by master-minds, not-

withstanding the manifold lapses made in the appli-

cation of them, necessarily exerted the deepest in-

fluence on all who were actually engaged in the

work of interpretation. The influence of Origen's

writings was supreme in the (jreek Church for a

hundred years alter his death. Towards the end of

the 4th century Diodore, bishop of Tarsus, pre-

viously a presbyter at Antioch, wrote an exposition

of the whole of the 0. T., attending only to the

letter of Scripture, and rejecting the more spiritual

interpretation known as Ofwpia, the contemplation

of things represented under an outward sign. He
also wi-ote a work on the distinction between this

last and allegory. Of the disciples of Diodore,

Theodore ofMopsuestia pursued an exclusively gram-
matical interpretation into a decided rationalism,

rejecting the groiter part of the prophetical re-

ference of the 0. T., and maintaining it to be only

applied to our Saviour by way of accommodation.

Chrysostom, another disciple of Diodore, followed a

sounder course, rejecting neither the literal nor the

spiritual interpretation, but bringing out with much
force from Sci'ipture its moral lessons. He was
followed by Theodoret, who intei-preted both lite-

rally and historically, and also allegorically and pro-

phetically. His commentaries display both dili-

gence and soberness, and are uniformly instructive

and pleasing: in some respects none are more va-

luable. Yet his mind was not of the highest order.

He kept the historical and prophetical interpreta-

tions too widely apart, instead of making the one

lean upon the other. Where historical illustration

was abundant, he was content to rest in that, in-

stead of finding in it larger help for pressing onward
to the development of the spiritual sense. So again

wherever prophecy was literally fulfilled, he gene-

rally rested too much in the mere outward verifi-

cation, not caring to enquire whether tlie literal

fulfilment was not itself necessarily a type of some-
thing beyond. In the Canticles, however, where
the language of Scripture is directly allegorical, he
severely reprehends Theodore of Mopsuestia for im-
posing a historical inteipretation upon it: even

Diodore the literal interpreter, Theodore's master,

had judged, as we learn from Theodoret, that that

book was to be spiritually understood.

In the Western Church the influence of Origen,

if not so unqualified at the first, was yet penna-
nently greater than in the Eastern. Hilary of

Poitiers is said by Jerome to have drawn largely

from Origen in his Commentary on the Psalms.

But in truth, as a practical interpreter, he gieatly

excelle'l Origen ; carefully seeking out not what
meaning the Scripture might bear, but wh.it it

really intended, and drawing forth the evangelical

sense from the literal with cogency, terseness, and

elegance. Here too Augustine stood somewhat in

advanceofOrigen ; carefully preserving in its integrity

» That is, morally. The term rpoiroXoyia, which had

In Justin and Origen denoted the doctrine of tropes, was

perhaps first applied by Jerome to the doctrins cf manners

;

in which sense it is also used by later Greek writers.

Andreas.
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the literal sense of the historical narrative of Scrip-

ture as the substructure of the mysticiil, lest other-

wise the latter should prove to be but a building in

the air (Serin. 2, c. 6). It seems tlierefore to have

been rather as a traditional maxim than as the

expression of his o\vn conviction, that he allowed

that whatever in Scripture had no projier or literal

reference to honesty of manners, or to the truth of

the faith, might by that be recognized as tigurative

(De Doctr. Chr. iii. 10). lie fully acknowledges,

however, that all, or nearly all, in the 0. T. is to

be taken not only literally but also figuratively

(ib. 22) ; and bids us earnestly beware of taking

literally that which is figuratively spoken (ib.

5). The fourfold classification of the interpreta-

tion of the 0. T. which had been handed down to

liim, literal, aetiological, analogical, allegorical, is

neither so definite nor so logical as Origeu's (De
[/til. Cred. 2, 3 ; Be Gen. ad Lit. lib. imp. 2) : on

the other hand neither are the rules of Tichonius,

which he rejects, of much value. Still it is not so

much by the accuracy of liis principles of exposition

as by what his exix)sitions contain that he is had in

honour. No more spiritually-minded interpreter

ever lived. The main source of the blemishes by
which his intei-pretations are disfigured, is his lack

of acquaintance with Hebrew; a lack indeed far

more painfully evident in the writings of the Latin

Fathers than in those of the Greek. It was partly,

no doubt, from a consciousness of his own short-

comings m this respect that Augustine urged the

importance of such an acquaintance (De Doctr.

Chr. ii. 11 seqq.) ; rightly judging also that all the

external scientific equipments of the intei-preter of

Scriptuj-e were not more impoi-tant for the disco-

very of the literal than for that of 'the mystical

meaning.

But whatever advances had been made in the

treatment of 0. T. scripture by the Latins since the

days of Origen were unhappily not perpetuated.

We may see this in the Morals of Gregory on the

Book of Job ; the last gi-eat independent work of a

Latin Father. Three senses of the sacred text are

here recognized and pursued in separate threads
;

the historiciil and literal, the allegorical, and the

moral. But the three have hardly any mutual
connexion : the very idea of such a connexion is

ignore*!. The allegoiiail interpretation is conse-

quently entirely arbitrary ; and the moral interpre-

tation is, in conformity with the practice, not with
the principles, of Origen, placed after the allego-

rical, so called, and is itself every whit asallegoriad

;vs the former. They difl'er only in their aims : that

of tlie one is to set forth the history of Christ ; tiiat

of the other to promote the eilification of the Church
by a reference of the language to the inwai-d work-
ings of the soul. Is'o eflbrt is made to apprehend
the mutual lelation of the dill'erent parts of the

book, or the moral lessons which the course of the

argument in that pre-eminently moral book was
intended to bring out. Such was tiie general cha-

racter of the interpretition which prevailed through

the middle ages, during which Gregory's work stood

in high reptite. The mystical sense of Scripture

was entirely divoned from the literal. Some guid-

ance, however, in the paths of even the most arbi-

trary allegorism was found practically necessary
;

and this was obtained in the uniformity of the

mystical sense attached to the several scriptural

lerras. Hence the dictionary of the allegorical

meanings—partly genuine, partly conventional—of

scriptural terms compiled in the 9th century by
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l^abanus Maurus. An exceptional value may attach

to some of the mediaeval comments on the 0. T.,

as those of Rupert of Deutz (t 1 135) ; but in ge-

neral even those which, like (Jregoiy's Morals, are

prized for their treasures of religious thought, have
little worth as intei-pretations.

The first impulse to the new investigation of the

literal meaning of the text of the 0. T. came from
the great Jewish commentators, mostly of Spanish

origin, of the 11th and following centuries; Jarchi

(t 1105), Aben Ezra (f 1167), Kimchi (f 1240),
and others. Following in the wake of these, the

converted Jew Nicolaus of Lyre, near Evi-eux, in

Normandy (f 1'^>-H), produced his Postillae Per-

petuae on the Bible, in which, without denying the

deeper meanings of Scripture, he justly contended

for the literal as that on which they all must rest.

Exception was fciken to these a centuiy later by
Paul of Burgos, also a converted Jew (t 1435),
who upheld, by the side of the literal, the tradi-

tional interpretations, to which he was probably at

heart exclusively attached. But the very aigu-

ments by which he sought to vindicate them showed
that the recognition of the value of the litei-al inter-

pretation had taken firm root. The Restoration of

Letters helped it forward. The Refoi-mation con-

tributed in many ways to unfold its importance

;

and the position of Luther with regard to it is

embodied in his saying " Optimum giammaticum,
eum etiam optimum theologura esse." That gram-
matical scholarship is not indeed the only qualifica-

tion of a sound theologian, the German commen-
taries of the last hundred yeai-s have abuudantl)-

shown : yet where others have sown, the Church
eventually reaps; and it would be ungrateful to

close any historical sketch of the intei-pretatiou of

the 0. T. without acknowledging the immense ser-

vice rendered to it by modern (iemiany, through

the labours and learning alike of the disciples of the

ueologian school, and of those who have again reaj-ed

aloft the banner of the faith.

In respect of the 0. T. tj-pes, an important

diflerence has prevailed among Protestant inter-

preters between the adherents and opponents of that

school which is usually, from one of the most emi-

nent of its representatives, denominated the Cocceiau,

and which practically, though perhaps unconsci-

ously, trod much in the steps of tlie earlier Fathers,

Justin, Irenaeus, and TertuUian. Cocceius, pro-

fessor at Leyden (f 1669), justly maintained that a

typical meaning ran throughout the whole of the

Jewish scriptures ; but his principle that Scripture

.signifies whatever it can signify (quicquid jwtest

signifiearei, as applied by him, opened the door for

an almost boundless licence of the intei^preter's fancy.

The arbitrariness of the Cocceian intei-pretations

provoked eventually a no less arbitrary reply ; and,

while the authority of the N. T. as to the existence

of scriptural types could not well be set aside, it

became a common principle with the ICuglish theo-

logians of the early part of the present century, that

only those persons or things were to be admitted as

tj'pical which were so expressly interpreted in

Scripture—or in the N. T.—itself. With sounder

judgment, and not without considerable success,

Fairbairn has of late years, in his Typology of

Scripture, set the example of an investigation of the

fundamental principles which govern the typical

connexion of the Old Testiiment with the New.

(See, for further infonnation, J. G. Kosenmiiller's

contemptuous Historia Interpretationis ab Aposto

lormn Aetatc ad Literantm Instawationem, 5 vols.

I
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1795-1814 ; Jleyer's Gesch. der Schrifter

seit der Wieder/ierstcUung der Wissenschaften,

5 vols., 1802-9 ; Conybeaie's Bainpton Lectures,

1 824 ; Olshauseu's little tract, £m Wort iiber

tiefoTi Schriftsinn, 1824 ; and Davidson's Sacred

Herineneutics, 1843.)

2. Principles of Interpretation.—From the fore-

going sketch it will have appeared that it has been

verj' generally recognized that the interpretation of

the O. T. embraces the discovery of its literal,

moral, and sjiiritual meaning. It has given occa-

sion to misrepresentjition to speak of the existence

in Scripture of more than a single sense : rather,

then, let it be said that there are in it three ele-

ments, coexisting and coalescing with each other,

and generally requiiing each other's presence in

order that they may be severally manifested. Cor-

respondingly too thei-e ai-e three portions of the

0. T. in which the respective elements, each in its

turn, shine out with peculiar lustre. The literal

(^and historical) element is most obviously displayed

in the historical narrative : the moral is specially

honoiu'ed in the Law, and in the hortatory addresses

of the Prophets : the predictions of the Prophets

bear emphatic witness to the prophetical or spi-

ritual. t>till, generally, in every portion of the

0. T. the presence of all three elements may by

the student of Scripture be traced. In peinising

the story of the journey of the Israelites through

the wilderness, he has the historical element in the

actual occurrence of the facts narrated ; the moial,

in the warnings which God's dealings with the

people and their own several disobediences convey

;

and the spiritual in the pretiguration by that jour-

ney, in its several features, of the Christian pil-

grimage through the wilderness of life. In investi-

gating the several ordinances of the Law relating to

sacrifice, he has the historical element in the ob-

servances actually enjoined upon the Israelites ; the

moral in the personal unworthiness and self-surren-

der to God which those observances were designed

to express, and which are themselves of universal

interest ; and the spiritual in the prefiguration by
those sacrifices of the one true sacrifice of Christ.

In bending his eyes on the prophetical picture of

the conqueror coming from Edom, with dyed gar-

ments from Bozrah, he has the histoi'ical element

in the relations subsisting between the historical

Edom and Israel, supplying the language through

which the anticipations of triumph are expressed

;

the moial .element in the assurance to all the per-

secuted of the condemnation of the unnatural ma-
lignity wherewith those nearest of kin to themselves

may have exulted in their calamities ; and the spi-

ritual, iu the piophecy of the loneliness of Christ's

passion and of the gloriousness of his resurrection,

iu the strength of which, and with the signal of

victory before her, the Church should tiample down
all spiritual foes beneath her feet. Yet again, in

the greater number of the Psalms of David he has

the historiciU element in those events of David's life

which the language of the psalm reflects; the moral,

iu the moral connexion between righteous faith and

eventual deliverance by which it is pervaded ; and

the spiritual, in its fore-embodiment of the struggles

of Christ, in whom it finds its essential and perfect

fulfilment, and by her union with whom the Chris-

tian Church still claims and appropriates the psalm

•> Convenience has introduced, and still sanctions, the

use of this somewhat barbarous word. The reader will

pardon being reminded that the term grammalical is
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as her own. In all these cases it is requisite to the

full interpretation of the O. T. that the so-called

grammatico-historical,'' the moral, and the spiritual

interpretation should advance hand in hand: the

moral intei-pretation pi'esupposes the grammatico-
historical, the spiritual rests on tb.e two preceding.

If the question be asked. Are the three several ele-

ments in the 0. T. mutually coextensive ? we reply.

They are certainly coextensive in the 0. T., taken

as a whole, and in the several portions of it, largely

viewed
;

yet not so as that they are all to be traced

in each several section. The historical element may
occasionally exist alone ; for, however full a history

may be of deeper meanings, there must also needs

be found in it connecting links to hold the signifi-

cant parts of it together : otherwise it sinks fiom a

history into a mere succession of pictures. Kot to

cite doubtful instances, the genealogies, the details

of the route through the wilderness and of the sub-

sequent partition of the land of Canaan, the account

of the war which was to furnish the occasion for

God's providential dealings with Abraham and Lot

(Gen. xiv. 1-12), are obvious and simple instances

of such links. On the other hand there are passages

of direct and simple moral exhortation, e. g. a con-

siderable part of the book of Proverbs, into which

the historical element hardly enters: the same is

the case with Psalm i., which is, as it were, the

moral preface to the psalms which follow, designed

to call attention to the moral element which per-

vades them generally. Occasiondly also, as in

Psalm ii., which is designed to bear witness of the

prophetical import running through the Psalms, the

prophetical element, though not altogether divorced

from the historical and the moral, yet completely

overshadows them. It is moreover a maxim which
cannot be too strongly enforced, that the historical,

moral, or prophetical interest of a section of Scrip-

ture, or even of an entire book, may lie rather in

the general tenour and result of the whole than in

any number of separate passages: e. g. the moral
teaching of the book of Job lies pre-eminently not

in the truths which the several speeches may con-

tain, but in the great moral lesson to the unfolding

of which they are all gradually working.

That we should use the New Testament ;is the

key to the true meaning of the Old, and should

seek to interpret the latter as it was interpreted by
our Lord and His apostles, is in accordance both

with the spirit of what the earlier Fathei-s asserted

respecting the value of the tradition received from
them, and with the ajipeals to the X. T. by which
Origen defended and fortified the threefold method
of interpretation. But here it is the analogy of the

N. T. interpretations that we must follow ; for it

were unreasonable to suppose that the whole of the

Old Testament would be found completely inter-

preted in the New. Nor, provided only a spiritual

meaning of the Old Testiment be in the New sufli-

ciently recognized, does it seem much more reason-

able to expect every sepaiate type to be there indi-

cated or explained, or the fulfilment of every

prophecy not«d, than it would be to expct that the

N. T. should unfold the historical importance or

the moral lesson of every separate portion of the

0. T. histoiy. Why indeed should we assume th.it

a full intei-pretation in any single respect of the

older volume would be given iu another of less

the equivalent of literal; being derived from ypanna
" letter," not from ypafifiaroc^, •' gramniar."
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than a quarter of its bulk, the piimaiy design of

which is not expository at all, and that when the

use actually made of the former in the latter is in

kind so manifold ? The Apostles nowhere pi ofess

to give a systematic interpretation of the 0. T,

The nearest approach to any such is to be found in

the explanation of the spiritual meaning of the

Mosaic ritual in the Epistle to the Hebrews ; and

even here it is expressly declared that there are

many things " of which we ciiniiot now speak par-

ticularly" (ix. 5). We may well allow that the

substance of all the 0. T. shadows is in the N. T.

contained, without holding that the several relations

between the substance and the shadows are there in

each case authoritatively traced.

With these preliminary obseivations we may
glance at the several branches of the iutei-preter's

task.

Fii-st, then, Scriptine hiis its outward form or

body, all the several details of which he will have

to explore and to analyse. He must ascertain the

thing outwardly asserted, commanded, foretold,

prayed for, or the like ; and this with reference, so

tar as is possible, to the historical occasion and cir-

cumstances, the time, the place, the political and

social position, the mimner of life, the surrounding

influences, the distinctive character, and the object

in view, alike of the writers, the persons addressed,

and the persons who appear upon the scene. Taken

in its wide sense, the outward form of Scripture

will itself, no doubt, include much that is figurative.

How should it indeed be otherwise, when all lan-

£;uage is iu its structure essentially figurative ?

Even, however, though we should define the literal

sense of words to be that which they signify in

their usual acceptation, and the figurative that

which they intend in another than their usual

acceptation, under some form or figure of speech,

still when the tenns literal and figurative simply

belong (to use the words of Van Mildert) " to the

verbal signification, which with respect to the sense

may be virtually the same, whether or not ex-

pressed by trope and figure," and when therefore it

is impossible to conceive that by persons of mode-

rate undorstanding any other than the figurative

sense could ever have been deduced from the words

employed, we rightfully account the investigation

of such sense a necessary part of the most ele-

mentary intei-pretation. To the outward form of

Scripture thus belong all metonymies, in which one

name is substituted for another, e. g. the cause for

the effect, the mouth for the word ; and metaphoi-s,

in which a word is transformed from its proper to

a cognate signification, e. g. when hardness is pre-

dicated of the heart, clothing of the soul ; so also

all prosopopeias, or personifications; and even all

anthropomorjjhic and anthropojx-ithic descriptions

of God, wliich could never have been understood in

a purely literal sense, at least by any of the right-

minded among God's people. Nor would even the

exclusively grammatico-historical interpreter deem
it no part of his task to explain such a continued

metaphor as that in Ps. Ixxx. 8 seqq., or such a

parable as that in Is. v. 1-7, or such a fable as that

in Judg. ix. 8-15. The histori&il clement in such

passages only comes out when their allegorical cha-

racter is perceiveil ; nor can it be supposed that it

was ever unpercoived. Still the primary allegorical

meaning in such passages may itself be an allegory

of something beyond, with which latter the more

rudimentary int«rpretatiou is not strictly concerned.

An uncxpectiuit Jewish reader of Is. v. 1-7 might
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have ti'aced in the vineyard an image of the land

of his inheritance, fenced off by its boundary

heights, deseits, and sea fiom the sunx)unding

territories—might have discerned in the stones the

old heathen tribes that had been plucked up from

off it, and in the choice vine the Israel that had

been planted iu their place—might have identifietl

the tower with the city of David, as the symbol of

the protecting Davidic sovereignty, and tlie wine-

press with the Temple, where the blood of the

sawifices was poured forth, as the symbol of Israel's

worship ; and this without inquuing into or recking

of the higher blessings of which all these things

were but the shadows. Yet it is not to be denied

that it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to draw the

exact line where the province of spiritual inter-

pretation begins and that of historical ends. On
the one hand the spiritual significance of a passage

may occasionally, perhaps often, throw light on the

historical element involved in it : on the other hand

the very largS use of figurative language in the

0. T., and more especially in the prophecies, pre-

pares us for the recognition of the yet more deeply

figui'ative and essentially allegorical impoit which
runs, as a inr6voia, through the whole.

Yet no unhallowed or unworthy task can it ever

be to study, even for its own sake, the historical

form in which the 0. T. comes to us clothed. It

was probably to most of us one of the earliest

charms of our childhood, developing in us our sense

of brotheihood with all that had gone before us,

leading us to feel that we were not singular in that

which befell us, and therefore, correspondingly, that

we could not live for ourselves alone, Kven by

itself it proclaims to us the historicjil workings of

God, and reveals the care wherewith He has ever

watched over the interests of His Church. Above

all the history of the 0. T. is the indispensable

preface to the historical advent of the Son of God
in the flesh. We need hardly labour to prove that

the N. T. recognizes the general historical character

of what the 0. T. records. It is everywhere as-

sumed. The gospel-genealogies testify to it : so too

j

our Lord when He spoke of the desires of the pro-

!
phets and righteous men of old, or of all the

I

righteous blood shed upon the earth which should

I

be visited upon His own generation ; so too Stephen

and Paul in their speeches in the council-chamber

j

and at Antioch ; so too, again, the latter, when he

]

spoke of the things which " happened " unto the

Israelites for ensamples. The testimonies borne by

our Lord and His apostles to the outward reality

of particular circumstances could be easily drawn
out in aiTay, were it needtul. Of coui-se in reference

to that which is not related as plain matter of his-

tory, there will always remain the question how
far the descriptions are to be viewed as definitely

historicjil, how far as drawn, for a specific purpose,

j

fi'om the imagination. Such a question presents

itself, for examj)le, in the book of Job. It is one

I which must plainly be in each case decided accoid-

ing to the particular circumstances. Scenes which

could never have any outward reality may, as in

the Canticles, be made the vehicle of spiritual alle-

gory ; and yet even here the historiciU element

meeta us in the historical person of the typical

bridegi-oom, in the various load allusions which the

I
allegorist has introduced into his description, and in

I

the references to the mannei's and customs of the
' age. In examining the extent of the historical ele-

I

meut in the prophecies, both of the prophets and

the psalmists, we must distinguish between those
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which we eitlier definitely know or may reasonably

assume to iiave been fulhlleil at a period not en-

tirely distant from that at which they were uttered,

and those which reached far beyond in their pro-

spective reference. The former, once fulfilled, were

thenceforth annexed to the domain of history (Is.

xvii. ; Ps. cvii. 33). It must be ol'served, however,

that the prophet often beheld in a single vision, and

therefore delineated as accomplished all at once,

what was really, as in the case of the desolation of

Babylon, the gradual work of a long period (Is.

.\iii.); or, as in Ezekiel's prophecy respecting the

humiliation of Egypt, uttered his predictions in

such ideal language'as scarcely admitted of a litei'al

fulfilment (Ez. xxix. 8-12; see Fairbairn i)i loco).

With tlie prophecies of more distant scope the case

stood thus. A picture was presented to the pio-

phet's gaze, embodying an outward representation

of certain future spiritual struggles, judgments,

triumphs, or blessings ; a picture suggested in

general by the historical circumstances of the pre-

sent (Zecli. vi. 9-15 ; Ps. v., Ixxii.), or of the past

(Ez. XX. 3.5, 36 ; Is. xi. 15, xlviii. 21 ; Ps. xcix. 6,

seqq.), or of the near future, already anticipated

and viewed as present (Is. xlix. 7-26 ; Ps. Ivii.

6-11), or of all these, vai'iously combined, altered,

and heightened by the imagination. But it does

not follow that that picture was ever outwardly

brought to pass : the local had been exchanged for

the spiritual, the outward type had merged in the

inward reahty before the fulfilment of the prophecy

took effect. In some cases, more especially those in

which the prophet had taken his stand upon the

nearer future, there was a preliminary and typical

fulfilment, or, rather, approach to it ; for it seldom,

if ever, coiTesponded to the fuU extent of the pro-

phecy: the i'ar-reaching import of the prophecy

would have been obscured if it had. The measuring-

line never outwardly went forth upon Gareb and

compassed about to Goath (Jer. xxxi. 39) till the

days of Herod Agrippa, after our Saviour's final

doom upon the literal Jerusalem had been actually

pronounced ; and neither the temple of Zerubbabel

nor that of Herod coiTesponded to that which had

been beheld in vision by Ezekiel (xl. seqq.). There

are moreover, as it would seem, exceptional cases

in which even the outward form of the prophet's

predictions was divinely drawn from the unknown
future as much as from the historical circumstances

with which he was familiar, and in which, conse-

quently, the detiiils of the imagery by means of

which he concentrated all his conscious conceptions

of the future were literally, or almost literally,

verified in the events by which his prediction was
fulfilled. Such is the case in Is. liii. The Holy

Spirit presented to the prophet the actual death-

scene of our Saviour as the form in which his

prophecy of that event was to he embodied ; and

tlms we trace in it an approach to a litei-al history

of our Saviour's endurances before they came to

pass.

(Respecting the rudiments of interpretation, let

the following here suffice :—The knowledge of the

meanings of Hebrew words is gathered (a) from the

context, (6) from parallel passages, (c) from the

traditional interpretations preserved in Jewish com-
mentaries and dictionaries, (of) from the ancient

versions, (e) from the cognate languages, Cluiidee,

Syriac, and Arabic. The syntax must be almost

wholly gathered from the 0. T. itself; and for the

special syntax of the poetical books, while the im-

portance of a study of the Hebrew parallelism Is
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now generally recognized, more attention needj to

be bestowed than has been bestowed hitherto on the

centralism and inversion by which the poetical

structure and language is often marked. It may
here too be in place to mention, that of the various

systematic treatises which have by different gene-

rations been put forth on the interpretation of

Scripture, the most standard work is the Philologia

Sacra of Sol. Glassius (Prof, at Jena, tl656), ori-

ginally published in 1623, and often reprinted. A
new edition of it, " accommodated to their times,"

and bearing the impress of the theological views of

the new editors, was brought out by Dathe and

Bauer, 1T76-97. It is a vast storehouse of ma-

terials ; but the need of such treatises has been now

much superseded by the special labours of more re-

cent scholars in particular departments.)

From the outward fonn of the 0. T. we proceed

to its moral element or soul. It was with reference

to this that St. Paul declared that all Scripture was

given by inspiration of God, and was profitable for

doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction

in righteousness (2 Tim. iii. 16) ; and it is in the

implicit recognition of the essentially moral cha-

racter of the whole, that our Lord and His apostles

not only appeal to its direct precepts (e. g. Matt.

XV. 4; xix. 17-19), and set forth the fulness of

their bearing {e. g. Matt. ix. 13), but also lay bare

moral lessons in 0. T. passages which lie rather be-

neath the surface than upon it (Matt. xix. 5, 6, xxii.

32 ; John x. 34; 35 ; Acts vii. 48, 49 ; 1 Cor. ix. 9,

10 ; 2 Cor. viii. 13-15). With regard more particu-

larly to the Law, our Lord shows in His Sernion on

the "Mount how deep is the moral teaching implied

in its letter ; and in His denunciation of the Pharisees,

upbiaids them for their omission of its weightier

matters—judgment, mercy, and faith. The history

too of the 0. T. finds frequent reference made in

the N. T. to its moral teaching (Luke vi. 3 ; Rom.

iv., ix. 17; 1 Cor. x. 6-11 ; Heb. iii. 7-11, xi.

;

2 Pet ii. 15-16; 1 John iii. 12). No doubt it

was with reference to the moral instruction to be

dra^vn from them that that history had been made

to dwell at greatest length on the events of greatest

moral importance. The same reason explains also

why it should be to so large an extent biographical.

The interpreter of the 0. T. will have, among his

other tasks, to analyse in the lives set before him

the various yet generally mingled workings of the

spirit of holiness and of the spirit of sin. He must

not fall into the eri-or of supposing that any of the

lives ai-e those of perfect men ; Scripture nowhere

asserts or implies it, and the sins of even the best

testify against it. Nor must he expect to be ex-

pressly informed of each recorded action, any more

than of each sentiment delivered by the several

speakers in the book of Job, whether it were com-

mendable or the contrary ; nor must we assume, as

some have done, that Scripture identifies itself witli

every action of a saintly man which, without openly

condemning, it records. The moral eiTors by which

the lives of even the greatest 0. T. saints were dis-

figured are related, and that for our instruction,

but not generally criticized: c. (/. that of Abralumi

when, already once warned in Egypt, he suffered

the king of Gerar to suppose that Smah was merely

his sister ; or that of David, when, by feigning

himself mad, he practised deceit upon Achish. The

intei-preter of Scripture has no wairant for shutting

his eyes to such errors ; certainly not the warrant

of David, who himself virtually confessed them m
Ps. xxxiv. Csee especially ver. 13). He must ac-
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knowledge aiid commend tlie holy faith which lay

at the i^oot of the earliest recorded deeds of Jacob, a

faitli rewarded by his becoming the heir of God's

promises; but he must no less acknowledge and

condemn Jacob's unbrotherly deceit and tilial dis-

obedience, ottences punished by the sorrows that

attended him from his flight into MesojwUimia to

the day of his death. And should he be tempted

to desire that in such cases the 0. T. had distin-

guished more directly and authoritatively the good

from the evil, he will ask, Would it in that case

have spoken as effectually? Are not our thoughts

more drawn out, and our affections more engaged,

by studying a man's character in the records of his

life than in a summary of it ready prepared for us?

Is it in a diied and labelled collection of specimens,

or in a living garden whore the flowers have all their

several imperfections, that we best learn to appre-

ciate the true beauties of floral nature ? The true

glory of the 0. T. is here the choice richness of the

garden into which it conducts us. It sets befoie us

just those lives—the lives generally of religious

men—which will best repay our study, and will

most strongly suggest the moral lessons that God
would have us learn ; and herein it is that, in regard

of the moral aspects of the 0. T. history, we may
most surely trace the overruling influence of the

Hoi)' Spirit by which the sacred historians wrote.

But the 0. T. has further its spiritual and there-

foi'e prophetical element, the result of that organic

unity of sacred history by means of which the same

God who in His wisdom delayed, till the fulness of

time should be come, the atlveut of His Son into the

world, ordained that all the career and worship of

His earlier people should outwardly anticipate the

glories of the Redeemer and of His spiritually ran-

somed Church. Our attention is here flrst attracted

to the avowedly predictive parts of the O. T., of

the prospective reference of which, at the time that

they were uttered, no question can exist, and the

majority of which still awaited their fulfilment

when the Redeemer of the world was born. No
new covenant had up to that time been inaugu-

rated (Jer. xxxi. 31-40); no temple built corre-

sponding to that which Kzekiel had described (xl.

seqq.) ; nor had the new David ere that arisen to

be a prince in Israel (ib. xxxiv.). With Christ then

the new era of the fulfilment of prophecy com-
menced. In Him were to be fulfilled all things that

weie written in the Law ot' Jloses, and in the Pio-

phets, and in the Psiilms, concerning Him (Luke
xxiv. 44 ; cf. Matt. xxvi. 54, &c.). A marvellous
amount there was in His person of the verification

of the very letter of prophecy—partly that it might
be seen how definitely all had pointed to Him

;

partly because His outward mission, up to the time
of His death, Wius but to the lost sheep of the house
of l.-rael, and the letter had not yet been finally

supeiseded by the spirit. Yet it would plainly be
imjwssible to suppose that the significance of such
prophecies as Zecli. ix. 9 was exhausted by the

mere outward verification ; .and with tlie delivery

of Christ by His own people to the Gentiles, and
the doom on the city of Jerusalem for lejecting Him,
and the ratification of the now covenant by His

death, and the subsequent mission of the apostles

to all nations, all consummated by the final blow
which fell within forty years on the once chosen

people of God, the outwaixl ble-Nsings Imd moigeii

for ever in the spiritual, and the typiad Israclitish

nation in the Church Univei-sal.

Hence the entire absence from the N. T. of anv
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lecognition, by either Christ or His apostles, of such
prospective outward glories as the propheci^, lite-

i-ally intei-preted, would still have implied. No hope
of outward restoration mingled with the sentence of

outward doom which Christ uttered forth on tiic

nation from which He Himselfhad sprung f Matt. xxi.

43, xxiii. 38, xxiv. 2) ; no old outwai-d deliverances

with the spiritual salvation which He and His

apostles declared to be still in store lor those of the

race of Israel who should believe on Him (Matt,

xxiii. 39; Acts iii. 19-21; Rom. xi. ; 2 Cor. iii.

16). The language of the ancient prophecies is

everywhere applied to the gathering together, the

privileges, and the triumphs of the univei-sal body
of Christ fJohn x. 16, xi. 52 ; Acts ii. 39, xv.

15-17; Rom. i.x. 25, 26,32,33, x. 11, 13, xi. •!:>,

26, 27; 2 Cor. vi. 16-18; Gal. iv. 27; 1 Pet. ii.

4-6, 10 ; Rev. iii. 7, 8, xx. 8, 9, xxi. xxii.); above

all, in the crowning passage of the apostolic inter-

pretation of 0. T. prophecy ' Heb. xii. 22), in which

the Ch/istian Church is distinctly marked out as

the Zion of whose glory all the prophets had spoken.

Even apart, however, from the authoritative inter-

pretation thus placed upon them, the prophecies

contain within themselves, in sufficient measure,

the evidence of their spiritual import. It could not

be that the literal Zion should be gieatly raised in

physical height (Is. ii. 2), or all the Holy Land

levelled to a pLiin fZech. xiv. 10), or portioned out

by straight lines and in rectangles, without regard

to its physical confonnation (Ez. xlv.) ; or that

the city of Jerusalem should lie to the south of tiie

Temple (ib. xl. 2), and at a distance of five miles

from it (ib. xlv. 6), and yet that it should occupy

its old place (Jer. xxxi. 38, 39; Zech. xii. 10) ; or

that holy watei-s should issue from Jerusalem, in-

creasing iu depth as they roll on, not through the

accession of any tributaiy streams, but simply be-

cause their source is beneath the sanctuarj' ( Ez.

xlvii.). Nor could it well be tliat, after a long loss

of genealogies and title-deeds, the Jews should l>e

reorganized in their tribes and families (Zech. xii.

12-14; Mai. iii. 3; Ez. xliv. 15, slviii.), and set-

tled after their old estates (Ez. xxxvi. 11). Nor

again, that all the inhabitants of the world should

go up to Jerusalem to worship, not only to the

festivals (Zech. xiv. 16), but even monthly and

weekly (Is. \x\'\. 23), and yet that while Jerusalem

were thus the seat of worship for the whole world,

there should also be altars everywhere (Is. xix. 19 ;

Zeph. ii. 11 ; Mai. i. 11), bJth being really but

different expressions of the sjime spiritual truth

—

the extension of God's pure woiship to all natiors.

Nor can we suppose that Jews will ever ag-.iin out-

wardly triumph over heathen nations that have

long disappeared from the stage of historv (Am. ix.

11, 12; Is. si. 14; Mic. v. 5; Ob. 17-21). Nor

will sacrifices be renewed (Ez. xliii. &c.) when

Christ has by one offering perfected for ever them

that are sanctified ; nor will a special sanctity yet

attach to Jerusalem, when the hour is come that

"neither in this mountain nor yet at Jerusalem"

shall men worehip the Father; nor yet to the na-

tural Israel (cf. Joel iii. 4), when in Christ there

is neither Jew nor Greek, all believei-s being now

idike the circumcision (Phil. iii. 3) and Abraham's

seed ((Jal. iii. 29), and the name Israel bemg fie-

quentlv used in the N. T. of the whole Christian

Church (Matt. xix. 28 ; Luke xxii. 30 ; Kom. xi.

26; (Jal. vi. 16; cf. Rev. vii. 4, xxi. 12).

The substance therefore of these prophecies is the

glory of the Redeemer's spiritual kingdom: it is
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but the I'onu tliat is JeriveJ fi-oiii the outwai-d cir-

cumstances of the career of God's ancient people,

which had passed, or all but passed, away before

the fulfilment of the promised blessuigs commenced.

The one kingdom was indeed to merge into rather

than to be violently replaced by the other; the

holy seed of old was to be the stock of the new

generation ; men of all nations were to take hold of

the skirt of the Jew, and Israelitish apostles were

to become the patriarchs of the new Christian com-

munity. Nor w:»s even the form iu which the

announcement of the new blessings had beeu clothed

to be rudely cast aside : the imagery of the prophets

is on every account justly de;u- to us, and from

love, no less than from habit, we still speak the

lano-ua^e of Canaan. But then arises the question.

Must not this language have been divinely designed

from the first as the language of God's Church ?

Is it easily to be supposed that the prophets, whose

writings fonn so large a portion of the Bible, should

have so extensively used the history of the old

Israel as the garment wherein to enwrap their de-

line<itions of the blessings of the new^, and yet that

that history should not be in itself essentially an

anticipation of what tlie promised Redeemer was to

bring with him ? Besides, the typical import of

the Israelitish tabernacle and ritual worship is im-

plied in Heb. ix. (" The Holy Ghost this signi-

fying"), aud is almost universally allowed ; and it

is not easy to tear asunder the events of Israel's

history from the ceremonies of Israel's worship;

nor yet, again, the events of the preceding history

of the patriarchs from those of the history of Israel.

The N. T. itself implies the typical import of a

large pait of the 0. T. naiTative. The original

dominion conferred upon man (1 Cor. xv. 27 ; Heb.

ii. 8), the rest of God on the seventh day (Heb. iv.

4), the institution of marriage (Eph. v. 31), ai-e in

it all invested with a deeper and prospective mean-
ing. So also the offering and martyrdom of Abel

(Heb. xi. 4, xii. 24) ; the preservation of Noah aud
his family in the ark (1 Pet. iii. 21) ; the priest-

hood of Melchizedek (Heb. vii., following Ps. ex.

4) ; the mutual relation of Sarah and Hagar, and of

their children (Gal. iv. 22, seqq.); the olfeiing

and rescue of Isaac (Rom. viii. 32; Heb. .xi. 19;;
the favour of God to Jacob rather than Esau (Rom.
ix. 10-13, following Mai. i. 2, 3); the sojourn of

Israel in Egypt (Matt. ii. 15); the passover feast

(1 Cor. V. 7, 8); the shepherdship of Moses (Heb.
xiii. 20, of. Is. Ixiii. 11, Sept.); his veiling of his

face at Sinai (2 Cor. iii. 13) ; the ratification of the
covenant by blood (Heb. ix. 18, seqq.) ; the priestly

character of the chosen people (1 Pet. ii. 9) ; God's
outward piesence with them (2 Cor. vi. 16); the

various events in their pilgrimage through the
desert (1 Cor. x.), and si>ecially the eating of manna
from heaven (Matt. iv. 4; John vi. 48-51); the
lifting up of the bi-asen seipeut (John iii. 14) ; the
promise of the divine presence with Israel after the
removal of Mases, their shepherd, from them (Heb.
aiii. 5, cf. Deut. xxxi. C) ; the kingdom of David
(Luke i. 32, 33) ; and the devouring of Jonah
(Matt. xii. 40). If some of these instances be
deemed doubtful, let at least the rest be duly
weighed, and this not without regard to the cumu-
lative force of the whole. In the O. T. itself we
have, and this even in the latest times, events and
persons expressly treated as typical : e. <j. the

making the once-rejected stone the headstone of the

corner (probably a historical incident in the laying

«f the foundation of the second Temple, Ps. civiii.
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22) ; the arraying of Joshua the high priest with

fair garments (Zech. iii.), aud the placing of crowns

his head to symbolize tlie union of royalty and

priesthood (Zech. vi. 9, seqq.). A further testi-

mony to the typical character of the history of the

Old Testament is furnished by the typiuil character

of the events related even in the New. All our

Lord's miracles were essentially typical, and are

almost universally so aclmowledged : the works of

mercy which He wrought outwardly on the body

betokening His corresponding operations within

man's soul. So too the outward fulfilments of pro-

phecy in the Redeemer's life were types of the

deeper though less innnediately striking fulfilment

which it was to continue to receive ideally ; and if

this deeper and more spiritual significance underlie

the literal narrative of the New Testament, how
much more that of the Old, which was so essentially

designed as a preparation for the good things to

come ! A remarkable and honourable testimony on

this subject was borne in his later years by De Wette.
" Long before Christ appeared," he says, " the world

was prepared for His appearance : the entire 0. T. is

a great prophecy, a great type of Him who was to

come, aud did come. Who can deny that the holy

seers of the 0. T. saw, in spirit, the advent of Christ

long beforehand, and in prophetic anticipations of

greater or less clearness had presages of the new
doctrine? The tj-pological compaiison too of the

Old Testament with the New was no mere play of

fancy ; and it is scarcely altogether accidental that

the evangelic histoiy, iu the most important pai-

ticulars, runs parallel with the Mosaic" (cited by
Tholuck, The Old Testament in the New).

It is not unlikely that there is in many quarters

an unwillingness to recognize the spiritual element

in the historicid parts of the 0. T., arising from

the fear that the recognition of it may endanger

that of the historical truth of the events recoided.

Nor is such danger altogether visionary ; for one-

sided and prejudiced contemplation will be ever

so abusing one element of Scripture as thereby to

cast a slight upon the rest. But this does not af!'ect

its existence ; aud on the other hand there are cer-

tainly cases in which the spiritual element confinns

the outward reality of the historic<il fact. So is it

with the devouring of Jonah ; which mauy would

consign to the region of parable or myth, not appa-

rently from any result of criticism, which is indeed

at a loss to find an origin for the story save in fact,

but simply from the unwillingness to give credit to

an event the extraordiuaiy character of which must

have been patent from the first. But if the divine

purpose were to prefigure in a striking and effective

manner the passage of our Saviour through the

darkness of the tomb, how could any ordinal

y

event, akin to ordinary human experience, ade-

quately represent that of which we have no expe-

rience? The utmost perils of the royal psalmist

required, in Ps. xviii., to be heightened and com-

pacted together by the aid of extraneous imagery in

order that they might typify the hoiroi-s of death.

Those same horrors were more definitely prefigured

by the incarceration of Jonah : it was a mar\-ellous

type, but not more marvellous than the antitype

which it foreshaiiowed : it testifieil by its very won-

drousness that there are gloomy tenors beyond any

of which this world supplies the experience, but over

which Christ should triumph, as Jonah was del!

vereil from the belly of the fish.

Of another danger besetting the path of the spi-

litual interpreter of the 0. t., we have a warning
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ia the unedifying pueiilities into which some have

fallen. Against such he will guard by forgoing

loo curious a search for mere external resemblances

between the Old Testament and the New, though

witiial thankfully recognizing them wherever they

present themselves. His true Ujsk will be rather to

investigate the inwai'd ideas involved in the 0. T.

narratives, institutions, and prophecies themselves,

by the aid of the more perfect manifestation of those

iiieas in the transactions and events of gospel-times.

The spiritual interpreUition must rest upon both

the literal and the moral ; and there can be no spi-

ritual analogy between things which have nought

morally in common. One consequence of this prin-

ciple will of course be, that we must never be con-

tent to rest in any meie outward fulfilment of

prophecy. It can never, for example, be admitted

that the ordinance respecting the entii-eness of the

passover-lamb had refeience merely to the preserva-

tion of our Saviour's legs unbroken on the cross, or

that the concluding words of Zech. ix. 9, pointed

merely to the animal on which our Saviour should

outwardly ride into Jerusalem, or that the sojourn

of Isiael in Egypt, in its evangelic reference, had

respect merely to the temporary sojourn of our Sa-

viour in the same country. However remarkable

the outward fultilment be, it must always guide us

to some deeper analogy, in which a moral element

is involved. Another consequence of the foregoing

principle ofinterpretation will be that that which was
forbidden or sinful can, so far as it was sinful, not

be regarded as typical of that which is free from sin.

We may, for example, reject, as altogether ground-
less, the view, often propounded, but never proved,

that Solomon's marriage with Pharaoh's daughter
was a figure of the reception of the Gentiles into

the Church of the Gospel. On the other hand there

is no more diihculty in supposing that that which
was sinful may have originated the occjision for the

exhibition of some striking type, than theie is in

believing that disobedience brought about the need

of redemption. The Israelites sinned in demanding
a king

;
yet the earthly kingdom of David was a

type of the kingdom of Christ : and it was in con-

sequenr''> of Jonah's fleeing, like the first Adam,
from the presence of the Lord, that he became so

signal a type of the second Adam in his three days'

removal from the light of heaven. So again that

which was tolerated rather than approved may con-

tain within itself the type of something imperfect, in

contrast to that which is more perfect. Thus Hagar,
as the concubine of Abraham, rejjresented the cove-
nant at Sinai ; but it is only the bondage-aspect of
that covenant which here comes directly under con-

sideration, and the children of the covenant, sym-
bolized by Ishmael, are those only who cleave to

the element of bondage in it.

Yet withal, in laying down rules for the inter-

pretation of the 0. T., we must abstain from
attempting to define the limits, or to measure the

extent of its fulness. That fulness has certainly

not yet been, nor will by us be, exhausted. Search
after truth, and reverence for the native worth of

the written Word, autliorize us indeed to reject past

interpreUitions of it which cannot be shown to rest

on any solid foundation. Still all interpretation is

essentially progressive ; and in no part of the 0. T.

can we tell the number of meanings and bearings,

beyond those with which we are ourselves familiar,

which may one day be brought out, and which then

not only may approve themselve.s by their intrinsic

reasonableness, but even may by their mutual har-
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mony and practical interest furnish additional evi-

dence of the divine source of that Scripture which
cannot be broken.

C. Qgotatioxs from the Old Testament in
THE New Testament.

The New Testament quotations from the Old
foi-m one of the outward bonds of connexion between
the two parts of the Bible. They are manifold in

kind. Some of the passages quoted contain pro-

phecies, or involve tyjies of which the N. T. writers

designed to indiaite the fulfilment. Others aie in-

troduced as direct logical supports to the doctrines

which they were enfoicing. In all cases which can

be cleai'ly refened to either of these categoiies, we
are fairly warranted in deeming the use which has

been made of the older text authoritative ; and fi om
these, and especially from an analysis of the quota-

tions which at first sight present diUiculties, we
may study the principles on which the sacred appre-

ciation and exegesis of the older scriptures has pro-

ceeded. I.et it only be borne in mind that however
just the interpretations virtually placed upon the

passages quoted, they do not profess to be necessa-

rily complete. The contrary is indeed manifest

from the two opposite bearings of the same passage,

Fs. xxiv. 1, brought out by St. Paul in the coui-se

of a few verses, I Cor. x. 26, 28. But in many
instances also the N. T. writers have quoted the

0. T. rather by way of illustration, than with the

intention of leaning upon it; variously applying

and adapting it, and making its language the vehicle

of their own independent thoughts. It could hardly

well be otherwise. The thoughts of all who have

been deeply educated in the Scriptures naturally

move in scriptural diction : it would have been

strange had the writers of the N. T. formed excep-

tions to the general rule.

It may not be easy to distribute all the quota-

tions into their distinctive classes. But among
those in which a prophetical or typical force is

asci-ibed in the N. T. to the passage quoted, may
fairly be reckoned all that are introduced with an

intimation that the Scripture was " fulfilled." And
it may be observed that the word " fulfil," as

applied to the accomplishment of what had been

predicted or foreshadowed, is in the N.. T. only used

by our Lord Himself and His companion-apostles

:

not by St. Mark nor St. Luke, except in their reports

of our Lord's and Peter's sayings, nor yet by St.

Paul (Mark xv. 28, is not genuine). It had giown

familiar to the original apostles fiom the continual

verification of the 0. T. which they had beheld in

the events of their JLister's career. The.se had tes-

tified to the deep connexion between the utteianccs

of the 0. T. and the realities of the Gospel ; and,

through the general connexion in turn casting down
its radiance on the individual points of contact, the

higher term was occasionally applied to express a

relation for which, viewed merely in itself, wealier

language might have sutrice<l. Three " fultilments
"

of Scripture are traced by St. Matthew in the inci-

dents of our Saviour's infancy (ii. 15, 18, 2.'}}.

He beheld Him marked out as the true Israel, the

beloved of God with high destiny before Him, by

the outward correspondence between His and Israel's

sojourn in Egypt. The soiTowing of the mothers

of Bethlehem for their children was to him a re-

newal of the grief for the captives at Kamah, which

grief Jeremiah had described in language suggested

by the record of the patriarchal grief for the loss of

Joseph : it was thus a present token (we need account
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it no move) of tlie spiritual captivity which all out-

ward captivities recalled, aiid from which, since it

had been declared that there was hope in the end,

Christ was to prove the deliverer. And again,

Christ's sojourn in despised Nazareth, was an out-

ward token of the lowliness of his condition ; and if

the piophets had rightly spoken, this lowliness was

the necessary prelude, and therefore, in part, the

pledge of his future glory. In the first and last of

these cases the evangelist, in his wonted phrase, ex-

pressly declares that the events came to pass that

that which was spoken "might be fulfilled:" lan-

guage which must not be arbitrarily softened down.

In the other case the phrase is less definitely stiong

:

" Then was fulfilled," &c. The substitution of this

phrase aui, however, of itself decide nothing, for it

is used of an acknowledged prophecy in xxvii. 9.

And should any be disposed on other grounds to

view the quotation from Jer. xxxi. 15, merely as

an adornment of the narrative, let them first con-

sider whether the evangelist, who was occupied

with the history of Christ, would be likely formally

to introduce a passage from the 0. T. merely as an

illustration of maternal gi-ief.

In the quotations of all kinds from the Old Tes-

tament in the New, we find a continual variation

from the letter of the older Scriptures. To this

variation three causes may be specified as having

contributed.

First, all the N. T. writers quoted from the

Septuagint ; correcting it indeed more or less by
the Hebrew, especially when it was needful for their

purpose ; occasionally deserting it idtogether ; still

abiding by it to so large an extent as to show that

it was the primary source whence their quotations

were drawn. Their use of it may be best illus- I

trated by the corresponding use of our liturgical

version of the Psalms ; a use founded on love as !

well as on habit, but which nevertheless we forgo i

when it becomes important that we should follow
'

the more accurate rendering. Consequently, when
the errors involved in the Septuagint version do not

I

iuterfere with the purpose which the N. T. writer

had in \new, they are frequently allowed to remam !

ia his quotation : see Matt. xv. 9 (a record of our I

Lord's words) ; Luke iv. 18 ; Acis xiii. 41, xv. 17 ;

:

Rom. XV. 10,;2Cor. iv. 13; Heb.viii. 9, x. 5,xi. 21.
}

The cunent of apostolic thought too is frequently :

dictated by words of the Septuagint, which differ i

much from the Hebrew: see Rom. ii. 24; 1 Cor. i

xr. 55 ; 2 Cor. ix. 7; Heb. xiii. 15. Or even an
absolute interpolation of the Septuagint is quoted,

j

Heb. i. 6 (Deut. xxxii. 43). On the other hand, in

Matt. xxi. 5 ; 1 Cor. iii. 19, the Septuagint is cor-

rected by the Hebrew: so too in Matt. ix. 13; I

Luke xxii. 37, there is an effort to presen-e an I

expressiveness of the Hebrew which the Septuagint

had lost ; and in Matt. iv. 15, 16 ; John xix. 37 ; 1

Cor. XV. 54, the Septuagint disappears altogether,
j

In Rom. ix. 33, we have a quotation from the i

Septuagint combined with another from the Hebrew.
[

In Mark xii. 30; Luke x. 27; Rom. xii. 19, the

Septuagint and Hebiew are supeiadde^l the one

upon the other. In the Epi.stle to the Hebrews,

which in this respect stands alone, the Septuagint is

uniformly followed ; except in the one remarkable

quotation, Heb. x. 30, which, according neither with
the Hebrew nor the Septuagint, was probably derived

from the last-named p:\ssage, Rom. xii. 19, where-

with it exactly coincides. The quotation in 1 Cor.

ii. 9 seems to have been derived not directly from
the 0. T., but rather from a Christian liturgy or
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other document into which the language of Is. Ixiv.

4, had been transferred.

Secondly, the N. T. writers must have frequently

quoted from memory. The 0. T. had been deeply

instilled into their minds, ready lor service, when-
ever needed; and the fulfilment of its predictions

which they witnessed, made its utterances rise up
in life before them : cf. John ii. 17, 22. It was of

the very essence of such a living use of 0. T. scrip-

ture that their quotations of it should not of neces-

sity be verbally exact.

Thirdly, combined with this, there was an altera-

tion of conscious or unconscious design. Sometimes
the object of this was to obtaui lucreased force

:

hence the variation from the original in the form of

the divine oath, Rom. xiv. 11 ; or the result " I

quake," substituted for the cause, Heb. xii. 21 ; or

the insertion of j-hetorical words to bring out the

emphasis, Heb. xii. 26; or the change of person to

show that what men perpetrated had its root in

God's determinate counsel. Matt. xxvi. 31. Some-
times au 0. T. passage is abridged, and in the

abridgment so adjusted, by a little alteration, as to

present an aspect of completeness, and yet omit what
is foreign to the immediate purpose. Acts i. 20

;

1 Cor. i. 31. At other times a passage is enlarged

by the incorporation of a passage from another

source : thus in Luke iv. 18, 19, although the con-

tents are professedly those read by our Lord from
Is. Ixi., we have the words " to set at liberty

them that are bruised," introduced from Is. Iviii.

6 (Sept.) : similarly in Rom. xi. 8, Deut. xxix. 4
is combined with Is. xxix. 10. In some cases still

greater liberty of alteration is assumed. In Rom.
X. 11, the word iras is introduced iuto Is. xxviii. 16,

to show that that is uttered of Jew and Gentile

alike. In Rom. xi. 26, 27, the " to Ziou" of Is.

lis. 20 (Sept. eveKiv tidjv) is replaced by " out of

Sion" (suggested by Is. ii. 3): to Ziou the Re-
deemer had already come

;
from Zion, the Christian

Church, His law was to go forth ; or even from the

literal Jerusalem, cf. Luke xxiv. 47 ; Rom. xv. 19,

for, till she was destroyed, the type was still in a
measure kept up. In Matt. viii. 17, the words of

Is. liii. 4 are adapted to the divine removal of dis-

ease, the outward token and witness of that sin

which Christ was eventually to remove by His
death, thereby fulfilling the prophecy more com-
pletely. For other, though less striking, instances

of variation, see 1 Cor. xiv. 21 ; 1 Pet. iii. 15. In

some places again, the actual words of the original

are taken up, but employed with a new meaning:
thus the ipx6fievos, which in Hab. ii. 3 merely
qualified the verb, is in Heb. x. 37 made the subject

to it.

Almost more remarkable than any alteration in

the quotation itself, is the circumstance that in

Matt, xxvii. 9, Jeremiah should be named as the

author of a prophecy really delivered by Zechariah

:

the reason being, as has been well shown by Heng-
stenberg in his Christology, that the prophecy is

based upon that in Jer. xviii., xix., and that with-

out a reference to this original source the most
essential features of the fulfilment of Zechariah's

prophecy would be misunderstood. The case is

indeed not entirely unique ; for in the Greek of

JIark i. 2, 3, where Mai. iii. 1 is combined with

Is. xl. 3, the name of Isaiah idoiie is mentioned

:

it was on his prophecy that that of Malachi p:ufly

depended. On the other hand in JIatt. ii. 23 ;

John vi. 45, the comprehensive mention of the pro-

phets indicates a reference not only to the passages
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more particulaily contemplated, Js. xi. 1, liv. 13,

but also to the general tenour of what hud been

elsewhere prophetically uttered.

The above examples will sufficiently illustrate

the freedom with which the apostles and evangelists

interwove the older Scriptures into their writings.

It could only result in failure were we to attempt

any merely mechanical account of variations from

the 0. T. text which are essentially not mechanical,

'i'hat which is still replete with life may not be

dissected by the anatomist. There is a spii-itual

meaning in their emjiloynient of Scripture, even as

there is a spiritual meaning in Scripture itself. And
though it would be as idle to treat of their quota-

tions without reference to the Septuagint, as it

would be to treat of the inner meaning of the Bible

without attending first to the literal intei-pretation,

still it is only when we pay regard to the inner

puipose for which each separate quotation was

made, and the inner significance to the writer's

mind of the passage quoted, that we can arrive at

any true solution of the difficulties which the phe-

nomena of these quotations frequently present.

(Convenient tables of the quotations, ranged in the

order of the N. T. passages, are given in the Intro-

ductions of Da^'idson and Home. A much fuller

table, embracing the infonnal verbal allusions, and

ranged in the contrary order, but with a reverse

index, has been compiled by Gough, and published

separately, 1855.) [J. F. T.]

OLIVE (n)T • e'Aaio). No tree is more closely

associated with the history and civilization of man.
Our concern with it here is in its sacred relations,

and in its connexion with Judaea and the Jewish

people.

Many of the Scriptural associations of the olive-

tree are singularly poetical. It has this remarkable

interest, in the first place, that its foliage is the

earliest that is mentioned by name, when the waters

of the flood began to retire. " Lo ! in the dove's

mouth was an olive-leaf pluckt oft": so Noah knew
that the waters were abated from off the earth

"

(Gen. viii. 11). How far this early incident may
have suggested the later emblematical meanings of

the leaf, it is impossible to say : but now it is as

difficult for us to disconnect the thought of peace

from this scene of primitive patriaichal history, as

from a multitude of allusions in the Greek and

Roman poets. Next, we find it the most prominent

tree in the earliest allegory. When the trees invited

it to reign over them, its sagacious answer sets it

befo)-e us in its characteristic relations to Divine

worship and domestic life. " Should I leave my
fatness, wherewith by me they honour Ood and man,

and go to be promoted over the trees ?" (Judg. ix.

8, 9). With David it is the emblem of prosperity

and the divine blessing. He compares himself to

" a gieen olive-tree in the house of God " (Ps. lii. 8) ;

and he compares the children of a righteous man to

the "olive-branches round about his table" (Ps.

CTXviii. 3). So with the later prophets it is the

symbol of beauty, luxuriance, and strength ; and

hence the symbol of religious privileges :
" His

branches shall spread, and his beauty shall be as

the olive-tree," are the words in the concluding

promise of Hosea (xiv. 6). " The Lord c:\lled thy

name a green olive-tree, fair, and of goodly fruit,"

is the expostulation of Jeremiah when he foretells

retribution for advantages abused (xi. 16). Here

we may compaie Ecclus. 1. 10. We must bear

in mind, in reading this ims^ery, that the olive

OLIVE

was among the most abundaDt and characteristic

vegetation of Judaea. Thus after the captivity,

when the Isr.ielites kept the Feast of Tabeniacies,

we find them, among other branches for the bo<.>ths,

bringing " olive-branches " from the " mount "

(Neh. viii. 15). " The mount" is doubtless the

famous Olivet, or Mount of Olives, the "Olivetum"
of the Vulgate. [Olives, Mount of.] Here
we cannot forget that the trees of this sacred hill

witnessed not only the humiliation and soriow of

David in Absalom's rebellion (2 Sam. sv. 30),

but also some of the most solemn scenes in the life

of David's Lord and Son ; the prophecy ovei- Jeru-

salem, the agony in the garden (Gethsemane
itself means " a press for olive-oil "), and the

ascension to heaven. Turning now to the mystic

imagery of Zechariah (iv. 3, 1 1-14), and of St. John
in the Apocalypse (Rev. xi. 3, 4), we find the olive-

tree usecl, in both ca-ses, in a veiy remarkable way.

We cannot enter into any explanation of " the two
olive-trees . . . the two olive-branches . . . the two
anointed ones that stand by the Lord of the whole

earth" (Zech.) ; or of " the two witnesses . . . the

two olive-trees standing before the God of the earth"

(Rev.) : but we may remai'k that we have here a

very expressive link between the prophecies of the

0. T. and the N. T. Finally, in the argumentation

of St. Paul concerning the relative positions of the

Jews and Gentiles in the counsels of God, this tree

supplies the basis of one of his most forcible alle-

gories (Rom. xi. 16-25). The Gentiles are the

"wild olive" (aypieXaios), grafted in upon the

"good olive" (KaWteXatos), to which once the

Jews belonged, and with which they may again be

incorporated. It must occur to any one that the

natural process of grafting is here inverted, the

custom being to engraft a good branch upon a bad

stock. And it has been contended that in the case

of the olive-tree the inveree process is sometimes

practised, a wild twig being engrafted to strengthen

the cultivated olive. Thus Mr. Ewbank {Comm.
on Eornans, ii. 112) quotes from Palladius :

" Fecundat sterllis piiigues oleaster olivas,

Et quae non novit munera ferre docet."

But whatever the fact may be, it is unnecessaiy to

have recourse to this supposition : and indeed it

confuses the allegory. Nor is it likely that St. Paul

would hold himself tied by horticultural laws in

using such an image as this. Perhaps the very

stress of the allegory is in this, that the grafting is

contrary to nature (irapa (pvffiv ivfK€VTpi<rdi)s,

v. 24).

This discussion of the passage in the Romans

leads us naturally to speak of the cultivation of the

olive-tree, its industrial applications, and genei-al

characteristics. It grows freely almost everywhere

on the shores of the Mediterranean ; but, as has

been said above, it was peculiai-ly abundant in Pa-

lestine. See Deut. vi. 11, viii. 8, xxviii. 40. Olive-

yards are a matter of coui'se in descriptions of the

country, like vineyaids and coin-fields (Judg. xv.

5 ; 1 Sam. viii. 14). The kings had very extensive

ones (1 Chr. xxvii. 28). Even now the tree is very

abundant in the country. Almost every village has

its olive-grove. Certain disti-icts may be specified

where at various times this tree has been very

luxuriant. Of Asher, on the skii-ts of the Lebanon,

it was prophesied that he should " dip his foot in

oil" (Deut. xxxiii. 24). The immediate neigh-

bourhood of Jerusalem has already been mentioned.

In the article on Gaza we have alluded to its l:irge

and productive olive-woods in the present day: and
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we may refer to Van de VelJe's Syria (i. ;-i8G) for

their exteut and beauty in the vale of Shechein.

'I'he cultivation of the olive-tree had the closest

connexion with the domestic life of the Israelites,

their trade, and even their public ceremonies and

religious worship. A good illustration of the use

of olive-oil for food is furnished by 2 Clir. ii. 10,

where we are told that Solomon provided Hiram's

men with " twenty thousand baths of oil." Com-
pare Ezra iii. 7. Too much of this product was

supplied for home consumption : hence we find tlie

country sending it as an export to Tyre (Ez. xxvii.

17), and to Egypt (Hos. xii. 1). This oil was used

in coronations : thus it was an emblem of sove-

reignty (1 Sam. X. 1, xii. 3, 5). It was also mixed

with the ofierings in sacrifice (Lev. ii. 1, 2, 6, 15).

I'^ven in the wilderness veiy strict directions were

given that, in the tabernacle, the Israelites were

to have " pure oil olive beaten for the light, to

cause the lamp to burn always" (Ex. xxvii. 20).

For the burning of it in common lamps see Matt.

XXV. 3, 4, 8. The use of it on the hair and skin

was customai-y, and indicative of cheerfulness (Ps.

xxiii. 5, Mitt. vi. 17). It was also employed medi-

cinally in surgical cases (Luke x. 34). » See again

Mark vi. 13 ; Jam. v. 14, for its use in combination

with prayer on behalf of the sick. [Oil ; Anoint.]
Nor, in enumerating the useful applications of the

olive-tree, must we forget the wood, which is hard

and solid, with a fine grain, and a pleasing yellowish

tint. In Solomon's temple the cherubim were " of

olive-tree" (1 K. vi. 23), as also the doors (vers. 31,

32) iind the posts (ver. 33). As to the berries

(Jam. ifi. 12, 2 Esd. xvi. 29), which produce the

oil, they were sometimes gathered by shaking the

tree (Is. xxiv. 13), sometimes by beating it (Dent.

xxiv. 20). Then followed the treading of the fruit

{ Deut. xxxiii. 24 ; Mic. vi. 15). Hence the mention
of " oil-tats" (Joel ii. 24). Nor must the flower

be passed over without notice

:

" Si bene floruerint olcae, nitidissimus annus."

Ov. Fast. v. 265.

The wind was dreaded by the cultivator of the

olive; for the least ruffling of a breeze is apt to

cause the flowers to fall

:

" Florebant oleae : ventl nocuere protervl."

—

Ibid. 321.

Thus we see the force of the words of Eliphaz the

Temanite :
" He shall cast oft" his flower like tlie

olive" (Job x-v. 33). It is needless to add that the

locust was a fonnidable enemy of the olive (Amos
iv. 9). It happened not unfrequently that hopes

were disappointed, and that " the labour of the

olive failed " (Hab. iii. 17). As to the growth of the

tree, it thrives best in warm and sunny situations.

It is of a moderate height, with knotty gnarled

trunks, and a smooth ash-coloured bark. It grows
slowly, but it lives to an immense age. Its look is

singularly indicative of tenacious vigour : and this

All these subjects admit of very full illustration from
Greek and Roman writers. And if this were not a Biblical

article, we should dwell upon othor classical associations

of the tree which supplied the victor's wreath at the

Olympic games, and a twig of which is the familiar mark
on the coins of Athens. See Judith xv. 13.

•> D*ri';Tn n^yO : dra^oo-i? n>v tXaiOiv : cHeus

olivarum. The naiiies applli'd to the mount in the Tar-

gnms are as follows :-Nri\T "IID or N»n\T (2 Sam.

XV. 30, 2 K. xxiii. 13, Ez. xi. 23, Zoch. xiv. 4), NHCi'D 'D

(Cant vlli. 3; and Gen. vlii. 11. Pseudojon. only)'- The
latter Is the name employed in the MIshna (Farah, c. 3).

Its meaning is " oil " or " ointment." The mf>dern Arabic
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is the force of what is said in Sciipture of its " green-

ness," as emblematic of strength and prosperity.

The leaves, too, are not deciduous. Those who see

olives for the first time are occasionally disappointed

by the dusty colour of their foliage ; but those who
are familiar with them find an inexpressible charm
in the rippling changes of these slender grey-gi-een

leaves. Mr. Kuskin's pages in the Stones of Venice

(iii. 175-177) are not at all extravagant.

The literature of this subject is very extensive.

All who have written on the trees and plants of

Sciipture have devoted some space to the olive.

One especially deserves to be mentioned, viz., Thom-
son, The Land a?id the Book, pp. 51-57. But, for

Biblical illustration, no later work is so useful as

the Hierohotanicon of Celsius, the friend and patron

of Linnaeus. [J. S. H.]

OLIVES, MOUNT OF (DTl'-iTn in : tI

opos T(!)v iKaiwv: Mons Olivaitmi). The exact

expression "the Mount of Olives" occurs in the

0. T. in Zech. xiv. 4 only ; in the other places of the

0. T. in which it is referred to the form employed
is the "ascent of* the olives" (2 Sam. xv. 30

;

A. V. inaccurately " the ascent oi Mount Olivet "),

or simply " the Mount " (Neh. viii. 15)," the mount
facing Jerusalem" (1 K. xi. 7), or " the mountain
which is on the oast side of the city " (Ez. si. 23).

In the N. T. three forms of the word occur: 1.

The usual one, " the Jlount of Olives " (t(5 opos

Ttav iXaiSiv). 2. By St. Luke twice (xix. 29
;

xxi. 37) ; " the mount called Elaion " (rb 6. rti

Ka\. iXaicev ; Kec. Text, 'EXaioov, which is followed

by the A. V.). 3. Also by St. Luke (Acts i. 12),

the " mount called Olivet" (S. t6 /caA. iAaiSii/os).

It is the well-known eminence on the east of

Jerusalem, intimately and characteristically con-

nected with some of the gravest and most signi-

ficant events of the history of the Old Testament,

the New Testament, and the intervening times, and
one of the firmest links by which the two are

united ; the scene of the flight of David and the tri-

umphal progi-ess of the Son of David, of the idolatry

of Solomon, and the agony and betrayal of Christ.

If any thing were wanting to fix the position of

the Mount of Olives, it would be amply settled by
the account of the first of the events just named, as

related in 2 Sam. xv., with the elucidations of the

LXX. and Josephus {Ant. vii. 9). David's object

was to place the Jordan between himself and
Absalom. He therefore flies by the road called

" the road of the wilderness" (xv. 23). This leads

him across the Kidron, past the well-known olive-

tree": which marked the path, up the toilsome ascent

of the mount—elsewhere exactly described as facing

Jerusalem on the east (1 K. xi. 7 ; Ez. xi. 23
;

Mk. xiii. 3)— to the summit,"* where was a conse-

crated spot at which he was accustomed to worship
God.« At this spot he again performed his devo-

name for the whole ridge seems to be Jebel es-Zeit&n, i. e.

Mount of Olives, or Jebel TOr. the mount of the mount,
meaning, the Important mount.

' The allusion to this tree, which survives in the LXX.
of ver. IS, has vanished from the present Hebrew text.

li The mention of the summit marks the road to have

U-on that over the present Mount of the Ascension. The
southern road keeps below ihe summit the whole way.

• The expression of the text denotes that this wa.s a

known and frequented spot for devotion. The Talmudlsts

say tliat It was the place at which the Ark ami Tabem.icle

were first caught sight of in approachitig .Jenisjilem over

the Mount. Spots from which a sancuiary is visible are

still considered in the Kast as themselves sacreil. {Se«
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tions—it must liave seemed for the l:»st time—and

took his farewell of the city, " with many tears, as

one who had lost his kingdom." He then turned

the summit, and after passing Bahurim, probably

about where Bethany now stands, continued the

descent through the " dry and thirsty' land " until

he arrived " weary " at the bank of the river (Joseph.

Ant. vii. 9, §2-6 ; 2 Sam. xvi. 14, xvii. 21, 22).

This, wliich is the earliest mention K of the Mount
of Olives, is also a complete introduction to it. It

stands forth, with every feature complete, almost as

if in a picture. Its nearness to Jerusalem—the

ravine at its foot—the olive-tree at its base—the

steep road through the trees'* to the summit— the

remarkable view from thence of Zion and the city,

spread opposite and almost seeming to rise towards

the spectator—the veiy " stones and dust "' of the

rugged and sultry descent—all are caught, nothing

essential is omitted.

The remaining references to it in the Old Testa-

ment are but slight. The " high places " which
Solomon constructed for the gods of his numerous
wives, were in the mount " facing Jeriisalem

"

(1 K. xi. 7)—an expression which applies to the

Jlount of Olives only, as indeed all commentators
apply it. Modern tradition (see below) has, after

some hesitation, fixed the site of these sanctuaries

on the most southern of the four summits into

which the whole range of the mount is divided,

and therefore for removed from that principal

summit over which David took his way. But
there is nothing in the 0. T. to countenance this,

or to forbid our believing that Solomon adhered to

the spot already consecrated in the time of his father.

The reverence which in our days attaches to the

spot on the very top of the principal summit, is

probably only changed in its object from what it

was in the time of the kingdom of Judah.
During the next four hundred years we have only

the brief notice of Josiah's iconoclasms at this spot.

Ahaz and JIanasseh hac no doubt maintained and
enlarged the oi-iginal erections of Solomon. These
Josiah demolished. He " defiled " the high places,

broke to pieces the uncouth and obscene symbols
which defoiTTied them, cut down the images, or pos-

sibly the actual groves, of Ashtaroth, and effectually

disqualified them for worship by filling up the
cavities with human bones (2 K. xxiii. 13, 14).

Another two hundred years and we find a further

mention of it—this time in a thoroughly different

connexion. It is now the great repository for the

vegetation of the district, planted thick with olive,

and the bushy myrtle, and the feathery palm.
" Go out " of the city " into the mount "—was
the command of Ezra for the celebration of the
first ainiivei-siiry of the Feast of Tabernacles after

the citations in Lightfoot on Luko xxiv. 50 ; anil compare
Ml/.PEir, li. 389, note.) It Is worthy of remark that the
expressiDH Is " where they worshipped God," not Jehovah :

as if It were one of the old sanctuaries of Elolilm, like

Bethel or Moreh.

f Ps. bciii.— by Its title and by constant tradition— is

referred to this day. The word rendered "thirsty" in

ver. 1 is the same as that rendered " weary " In 2 Sum.

xvl. 14— p)*y.

K The author of theTargumPseudoJonathan introduces

it still earlier. Accordinp ti) him, the olive-leaf which
the dove brought back to Noah was plucked from it.

•> It must be remembered that the mount had not yet

acquired its now familiar name. All that Is said is that

David " ascended by the ascent of the olives."
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the Return from Babylon—" and fetch olive branches

and ' oil-tree ' blanches, and myrtle-boughs, and
palm-leaves, and branches of thick trees to make
booths, as it is written" (Neh. viii. 15).

The cultivated and umbi-ageous character which

is implied in this description, as well as in the name
of the mount, it retained till the N. T. times.

Caphnatha, Betlipliage, Bethany, all names of places

on the mount, and all derived from some fruit or

vegetation, are probably of late origin, certainly of

late mention. True, the "palm-branches" borne

by the crowd who flocked out of Jerusalem to

welcome the " Prophet of Nazareth," were ob-

tained from the city (John xii. 13)—not impossibly

from the gardens of the Temple (Ps. xcii. 12, 13) ;

but the boughs which they strewed on the ground

before Him, were cut or torn down from the fig or

olive trees which shadowed the road round the hill.

At this point in the history it will be convenient

to describe the situation and appearance of the

Mount of Olives. It is not so much a "mount"
as a ridge, of rather more than a mile in length,

running in general direction noilh and south ; cover-

ing the whole eastern side of the city, and screening

it from the bare, waste, uncultivated country

—

the " wilderness "—which lies beyond it, and fills

up the space between the Mount of Olives and the

Dead Sea. At its north end the ridge bends round

to the west, so as to form an enclosure to the city

on that side also. But there is this difference, that

whereas on the north a space of nearly a mile of

tolerably level surface intervenes between the walls

of the city and the rising ground, on tiie east the

mount is close to the walls, parted only by that

which from the city itself seems no parting at all

—

the narrow ravine of the Kidron. You descend from

the Golden Gateway, or the Gate of St. Stephen,

by a sudden and steep declivity, and no sooner is

the bed of the valley reached than you again com-

mence the ascent of Olivet. So gieat is the effect

of this proximity, that, partly from that, and partly

from the extreme clearness of the air, a spectator

from the western part of Jerusalem imagines Olivet

to rise immediately from tlie side of the Haram area

(Porter, Ilaiidb. 103a ; also Stanley, ;S'. ^ P. 186).

It is this portion which is the real Mount of

Olives of the history. The northern part—in all

probability Nob,'' Mizprh, and Scopus—is, though

geologically continuous, a distinct mountain ; and

the so-called Mount of Evil Counsel, directly south

of the Cocnaculum, is too distant and too completely

isolated by the trench of the Kidron to claim the

name. We will thereibre confine ourselves to this

portion. In general height it is not very much
above the city : 300 feet higher than the Temple

mount,™ hardly more than 100 above the so-called

• At Bahurim, while David and his men kept the road,

Shimei scrambled along the slope of the overhanging hill

above, even with him, and threw stones at him, and

covered him with dust (xvl. 13).

W Sec MizpEH, vol. ii. 389.

m The following are the elevations of the neighlwur-

hood (above the Mediterranean), according to Van tie

Velde (Memoir, 179) :—

Mount of Olives (Church of Ascension) 2724 ft.

" Zion " (the Coenuculum) 2537,,
" Moriah " {Haram area) 2429 „

N.W. corner of city 2610,
Valley of Kidron (Gethsemanc) .. .. 2281 „

Do. (BireyuV) 1996 „

Bethany 1803 „

Jordan - 1209 „
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Zion. But this is to some extent made up for by

the close proximity which exaggerates its height,

especially on the side next to it.

The word " ridge " has been used above as the

only one available for an eminence of some length

and even height, but that word is haidly accurate.

There is nothing " ridge-like " in the appeai-ance of

the Mount of Olives, or of any other of the lime-

stone hills of this district of Palestine; all is rounded,

swelling, and regular in form. At a distsmce its

outline is almost horizontal, gradually sloping away
at its southern end: but when approached, and

especially when seen fiom below the eastern wall

of Jerusalem, it divides itself into three, or rather

perhaps four, independent summits or eminences.

Proceeding from N. to S. these occur in the follow-

ing order :—Galilee, or Viri Galilaei ; Mount of the

Ascension ; Prophets, siibordinate to the last, and

almost a part of it ; Mount of Offence.

1. Of these the central one, distinguished by the

minaret and domes of the Church of the Ascension,

is in every way the most important. The church,

and the tiny hamlet of wretc:hed hovels which sur-

round it,—the Kefr et-Tur—are planted slightly

on the Jordan side of the actual top, but not so far

as to hinder their being seen from all parts of the

western environs of the mountain, or, in their turn,

commanding the view of the deepest recesses of the

Kidron Valley (Porter, /Tanc?/). 103). Three paths

lead from the valley to the summit. The first

—a continuation of the path which descends from

the St. Stephen's Gate to the tomb of the Vii-gin

—

passes under the north wall of the enclosure of

Gethsemane, and follows the line of the depression

between the centre and the northern hill. The
second parts from the first about 50 yards beyond
Gethsemane, and striking off to the right up the

very breast of the hill, surmounts the projection on

which is the traditional spot of the Lamentation over

Jerusalem, and thence proceeds directly upwards to

the village. This is rather shorter than the former
;

but, on the other hand, it is much steeper, and the

ascent extremely toilsome and difficult. The third

leaves the other two at the N.E. corner of Geth-
semane, and making a considerable detour to the

south, visits the so-called " Tombs of the Prophets,"
and, following a very slight depression which occurs
at that part of the mount, anives in its turn at

the village.

Of these three paths the first, from the fact

that it follows the natural shape of the ground, is,

unquestionably, older than the others, which deviate

in pursuit of certain artificial objects. Every con^

sideration is in favour of its being the road taker

by David in his flight. It is, with equal probability,

that usually taken by our Lord and His disciples ii

their morning and evening transit between Jeru

salem and Bethany, and that also by which the

Apostles returned to Jerusalem after the Ascension

If the " Tombs of the Prophets " existed before the

destruction of Jerusalem (and if they are the Peri

stereon of Josejihus they did), then the third road i

next in antiquity. The second—having probabb
been made for the convenience of reaching a spot

the reputation of which is compai-atively modern-
must be the most recent.

The central hill, which we are now considering,
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puiports to contain the sites of some of the most
sacred and impressive events of C'hiistian history.

During the middle ages most of these were pro-

tected by an edifice of some sort ; and to judge from
the reports of the early travellers, the mount must
at one time have been thickly covered with churches

and convents. The following is a complete list of

these, as far as the writer has been able to ascertain

them.

1. Commencing at the Western foot, and going

gi-adually up the Hill.»

'>*Tomb of the Virgin: containing also those of

Joseph, Joachim, and Anna.
Gethsemane: containing

Olive garden.

*Cavern of Christ's Prayer and Agony.
(A Church here in the time of Jerome
and Willibald.)

Rock on which the 3 disciples slept.

*Place of the capture of Christ. (A Church
in the time of Bernard the Wise.)

Spot from which the Virgin witnessed the stoning

of St. Stephen.

Do. at which her girdle dropped during her As-

sumption.

Do. of our Lord's Lamentation over Jerusalem,

Luke six. 41 . (A Church here foimerly, called

Dominus jlevit ; Surius, in Mislin, ii. 476.)

Do. on which He first said the Lord's Prayer, or

wrote it on the stone with His finger (.Sae-

wulf, E. Tr. 42). A splendid Church here

formerly. Mauudeville seems to give this as

the spot where the Beatitudes were pronounced

(£-. Tr. 177).

Do. at which the woman taken in adultery was
brought to Him (Bernard the Wise, E. Tr. 28).

Tombs of the Prophets (Matt, xxiii. 29) : contain-

ing, according to the Jews, those of Haggai and

Zechariah.

Cave in which the Apostles composed the Creed :

called also Church of St. Mark or of the 12

Apostles.

Spot at which Christ discoursed of the Judgment

to come (Matt. xxiv. 3).

Cave of St. Pelagia : according to the Jews, sepul-

chre of Huldah the Prophetess.

*Place of the Ascension. (Church, with subse-

quently a large Augustine convent attached.)

Spot at which the Virgin was warned of her death

by an angel. In the valley between the As-

cension and Viri Galilaei (Maundeville, 177,

and so Doubdan) ; but Maundrell {E. Tr.

470) places it close to the cave of Pelagia.

Viri Galilaei. Spot from which the Apostles

watched the Ascension : or at which Christ

fii-st appeared to the 3 Maries after His Hesui-

rection (Tobler, 76 note).

2. On the East side, descending from the Church

of the Ascension to Bethany.

The field in which stood the fruitless fig-tree.

Bethphage.

Bethany: House of Lazarus. (A Church thei-e in

Jerome's time ; Lib.de Situ, &ic. " Bethania.")

*Tomb of Lazarus.

*Stone on which Christ was sitting when Martha

and Mary came to Him.

» The above catalogue has been compiled from Qua-
resmius, Doubdan, and Mislin. The last of these works,

with great pretension to accuracy, is very Inaccurate.

Collateral references to other works are occasionally

given.

VOL. H.

• Plenary Indulgence is accorded by the Church of Rome

»x) those who recite the Lord's Prayer and the Ave Mar!»

at the spots marked thus (*).
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The majority of these sacied spots now command

little 01- no attention ; but three still remain, suffi-

ciently sacred— ifauthentic—to consecrate any place.

These are : 1 . (lethsemane, at the foot of the mount.

2. The place of the Lamentation of our Saviour over

Jerusalem, half-way up: and 3. The spot from which

He ascended, on the summit.

(1.) Of these, Gethsemane is the only one which

has any claim to be authentic. Its claims, however,

are considerable ; they are spoken of elsewhere.

(2.) The first person who att;iched the Ascension

of Christ to the I^Iount of Olives seems to have been

the Empress Helena (a.d. o25). Eusebius {Vit.

Const, iii. §4-3) states that she erected as a memo-

rial of that event a sacred house i' of assembly on

the highest part of the mount, where there was a

cave which a sure tradition {\6yos aX-qdiis) testi-

fied to be that in which the Saviour had imparted

mysteries to His disciples. But neither this account,

nor that of the same author (Euseb. Demonst.

Evang. vi. 18; when the cave is again mentioned, do

more than name the Mount of Olives, generally, as

the place from which Christ ascended: they lix no

definite spot thereon. Nor docs the Bourde;iux Pil-

grim, who arrived shortly after the building of the

church (a.d. 333), know anything of the exact

spot. He names the Mount of Olives as the place

where our Lord used to teach His disciples ; mentions

that a basilica of Constantine stood there ... he

carefully points out the Mount of Transfiguration

in the neighbourhood (!) but is silent on the As-

cension. From this time to that of Arcvilf (a.d.

700) we have no information, except the casual re-

ference of Jerome (a.d. 390), cited below. In that

immense interval of 370 years, the basilica of Con-

stantine cr Helena had given way to the round

church of Modestus (Tobler, 92 note), and the tra-

dition had become firmly established. The church

was open to the sky " because of the passage of the

Lord's body," and on the ground in the centre were

the prints of His feet in the dust {pulvere). The

cave or spot hallowed by His preaching to His dis-

ciples appears to have been moved ctl' to the uortli

of Bethany {Early Travels, 6).

Since that day many changes in detail have

occurred : the " dust " has given way to stone,

in which the print of first one, then two feet, was

recogni/etl,"! one of which by a strange fate is said

now to rest in the ilosk of the Aksa.'' The buildings

too have gone through alterations, additions, and

finally losses, which has reduced them to their

present condition:—a mosk with a paved and un-

roofed court of irregular shape adjoining, round

which are ranged the altars of various Christian

churches. In the centre is the miraculous stone sur-

mounted by ii cupola and scieened by a Moslini

Kibleh or praying-place,* with an altar attached, on
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which the Christians are pemiitted once a year to

say mass (Williams, //. C. ii. 445). But through

all these changes the locality of the Ascension has

remained constintly the same.

The tradition no doubt arose from the fact of

Helena's having erected her memorial church on

the summit of the hiU. It has been pointed out

tliat she does not appear to have had any intention of

fixing on a precise spot ; she desired to erect a me-
morial of the Ascension, and this she did on the

summit of the Mount of Olives, partly no doubt

because of its conspicuous situation, but mainly

because of the existence there of the sacred cavern

in which our Lord had taught.' It took nearly three

centuries to harden and narrow this general recognition

of the connexion of the Mount of Olives with Christ,

into a lying invention in contradiction of the (lospel

narrative of the Ascension. For a contradiction it

undoubtedly is. Two accounts of the Ascension

exist, both by the same author—the one, Luke xxiv.

50, 51, the other, Acts i. 6-11. The former only of

these names the place at which our Lord ascended.

That jilace was not the summit of the Mount, but

Bethany—" He led them out as far as to Bethany
"

—on tlie eastern slopes of the Mount nearly a mile

beyond the traditional spot." The narrative of the

Acts does not name the scene of the occurrence, but

it states that atlter it had taken place the Apostles

" returned to Jerusalem from the mount called

Olivet, which is fiom Jerusalem a sabbath day's

journey." It was their natural, their only route;

but St. Luke is writing for Gentiles ignorant of the

localities, and therefore he not only names Olivet,

but adds the general information that it—that is,

the summit and main pait of the mount—was a

sabbath day's journey from Jerusalem. The speci-

fication of the distance no more applies to Bethany

on the further side of the mount than to Gethse-

mane on the nearer.

And if, leaving the evidence, we consider the re-

lative fitness of the two spots for such an event

—

anil compare the retired and wooded slopes around

Bethany, so intimately connected with the last period

of His life and with the friends who relieved the

dreadful pressure of that period, and to whom He
was attiiched by such binding ties, with an oj>en

public spot visible from eveiy part of the city, and

indeed for miles in every diiection—we shall have

no dilficulty in deciding which is the more appro-

piiate scene lor the last act in the earthly sojourn of

One who always shunneti publicity even kefore His

death, and whose communications after His resur-

rection were confined to His disciples, and marked

by a singular pi'ivacy and resen'e.

(3.) The third of the three traditionary spots men-

tioned—that of the Lamentation over Jerusalem

(Luke xix. 41-44)—is not more happily chosen than

p lep'ov oXkov eKKkrt<Tia<;. This church wns surmounted

by a conspicuous gilt cross, the glitter of which was visible

far and wide. Jerome refers to st several times. See

especially Epitaph, faulae, " crux rutilans," and his com-

ment on Zeph. I. 15.

q Even the toes were made out by some (Tobler, p. 108,

note).

r The •' Chapel of the foot of Isa " is at the south end

of the main aisle of the Aksa, almost under the dome.

Attached to its northern side Is the Pulpit. At the time

of All Beys visit (Ii. 218, and plate Ixxi.) it was called

Sidna Aisa, Lord Jesus ; but he says nothing of the foot-

mark.

See the plan of the edifice, in Its present condition, on

the margin of Sig. Pierottl's map, 1861. Other plans are

given in Quaresmlus, ii. 318, and B. Aroico, No. 34.

Arculf 's sketch is in Tobler {SiloahqueUe, &c.).

« Since writing this, the writer has observed that Mr.

Stanley has taken the same view, almost in the same
words. (See S. ib F. ch. xiv. 454.)

" The Mount of Olives seems to l)e used for Bethany

also In Luke xxi. 37, compared with Matt. xsi. 17, xxvi. 6,

Mark xiv. 3. The morning walk from Bethany did not

at any rate terminate with the day after His arrival at

Jerusalem. (See Mark xi. 20.) One mode of reconciling

the two narratives—which do not need reconciling—Is to

say that the district of Bethany extended to the summit
of the moimt. But " Bethany" in the N. T. Is not a dis-

trict but a village ; and it was " as far as " that well-known

place that " He led them forth."
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that of the Ascension. It is on a mamelon or pro-

tuberance which projects from the slope of the breast

of the hill, about 300 yards above Gethsemane. The

sacred nai-rative requires a spot on the road from

Bethany, at wliich the city or temple should sud-

denly come into view: but this is one which can

only be readied by a walk of several hundred

yards over the breast of the hill, toith the temple

and citii full in sight the whole time. It is also

pretty evident that the patli which now passes the

spot,'is subsequent in date to the fixing of the spot.

As already remarked, the natural road lies up the

valley between this hill and that to the north, and

no one, unless with the special object of a visit to this

spot, would take this veiy inconvenient path. The

inappropriateness of this place has been noticed by

many ; but Mr. Stanley was the first who gave it its

death-blow, by pointing out the true spot to take its

place. In a well-known passage of Sinai and Pales-

tine (1 90-193), he shows that the road of our Lord's

"Triumphal entry" must have been, not the short

and steep path over the summit used by small parties

of pedestrians, but the longer and easier route round

the southern shoulder of the southern of the three

divisions of the mount, which has the peculiarity of

presenting two successive views of Jerusalem : the

first its south-west portion—the modern Zion ; the

second, after an interval, the buildings on the Temple

mount, answering to the two points in the narrative—

the Hosanna of the multitude, the weeping of Christ.

2. We have spoken of the central and principal

portion of the mount. Next to it on the southern

side, separated from it by a slight depression, up
which tlie path mentioned above as the third t<akes

its course, is a hill which appears neither to possess,

nor to have possessed, any independent name. It

is remarkable only for the fact that it contains the

"singular catacomb" known as the " Tombs of the

Prophets," probably in allusion to the words of

Christ (Matt, xxiii. 29). Of the origin, and even

of the history, of this cavern hardly anything is

known. It is possible that it is the "rock called

Peristereon," named by Josephus {B. J. v. 12, §2)
in describing the course of Titus's great wall * of cii-

cnmvallation, though there is not much to be said

for that view (see Rob. iii. 254»iofe). To the

earlier pilgrims it does not appear to have been

known ; at least their descriptions hardly apply to

its present size or condition. Mr. Stanley (S. ^ P.

4.53) is inclined to identify it with the cave men-

tioned by Eusebius as that in which our Lord

taught His disciples, and also with that which is

mentioned by Arculf and Bernard as containing

" the four tables " of our Lord {Early Travels,

4 and 28). The first is not improbable, but the

cave of Arculf and Beniai-d seems to have been

down in the valley not far from the tomb of the

Virgin, and on the spot of the betrayal {E. T. 28),

therefore close to Gethsemane.

» The wall seems to have crossed the Kidron from

about the present St. Stephen's Gate to the mount on the

ojiposite side. It tlien " turned south and encompassed the

mount as far as the rock called the dovecot (axpt r^s

rifpio-Tepeaifo? (caAoujifVy)? TreVpa?), and the other hill

which lies next it, and is over the valley of Slloara."

Peristereon may be used as a synonym for columbarium,

a late Ivatin word for an excavated crmetery ; and there Is

perhaps some analogy between it and the M'ady Ilammdm,
or Valley of Pigeons, In the neighbourhood of Tiberias,

the rocky sides of which abound In caves and perforations.

Or it may be one of those half-Hebrew, half-Greek appel-

lations, which there is reason to believe Josephus bestows

ou some of the localities of Palestine, and which have yet
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3. The most southern portion of the Mount of

Olives is that iisually known as the " Mount of

OH'ence," 3/ons Offcnsionis, though by the Arabs

called Eaten el JIuwa, " the bag of the wind." It

rises next to that last mentioned ; and in the hollow

between the two, more marked than the depressions

between the more northern portions, runs the road

from Bethany, which was without doubt the road

of Christ's entry to .ferusalem.

The title ]\Iount of Ofience,? or of Scandal, was be-

stowed on the supposition that it is the " Mount of

Corruption," ' on which Solomon erected the high

places for the gods of his foreign wives (2 K.

xxiii. 13 ; 1 K. xi. 7). This tradition appears to

be of a recent date. It is not mentioned in the

Jewish travellers, Benjamin, hap-Parchi, or Pe-

tachia, and the first appearance of the name or

the tradition as attached to that locality among
Christian writers, appears to be in John of Wirtz-

burg (Tobler, 80 note) and Brocardus {Descriptio

Ter. S. cap. ix.) both of the 13th century. At
that time the northern summit was believed to

have been the site of the altar of Chemosh (Bro-

cardus), the southern one that of Molech only

(Thietraar, Peregr. xi. 2).

The southern summit is considerably lower than

the centre one, and, as already remarked, it is much
more definitely separated fi-om the surrounding por-

tions of the mountain than the others are. It is also

sterner and more repulsive in its form. On the south

it is bounded by the Wady en-Nar, the continua-

tion of the Kidron, curving round eastward on its

dreary course to S. Saba and the Dead Sea. From
this barren ravine the Mount of Offence rears its

rugged sides by acclivities barer and steeper than

any in the northern portion of the mount, and its

top presents a bald and desolate surface, contrasting

greatly with the cultivation of the other summits,

and which not improbably, as in the case of Mount
Ebal, suggested the name which it now bears. On
the steep ledges of its western face clings the ill-

favoured village of Silwdn, a few dilapidated towei's

rather than houses, their gray bleared walls hardly

to be distinguished fiom the rock to which they

adhere, and inhabited by a tribe as mean and re-

pulsive as their habitations. [SiLOAM.]

Crossing to the back or eastern side of this moun-
tain, on a half-isolated promontory or spur which

overlooks the road of our Lord's progress from

Bethany, are found tanks and foundations and other

remains, which are maintained by Dr. Barclay

{City, &x. 66) to be those of Bethphage (see also

Stewart, Tent and Khan, 322).

4. The only one of the four summits remaining

to be considered is that on the north of the " Mount
of Ascension "—the Karem es-Seyad, or Vineyard

of the Sportsman ; or, as it is called by the modern

Latin and Greek Christians, the Viri Galilaei. This

is a hill of e.xactly the same character as the Blount

U> be investigated. Tischendorf (rravc/s in the JCast, He)

is wrong In saj-ing that Josephus " always calls it the

Doveait." He mentions it only this once

T In Gernian, Berg des Aergernisses.

' HTip'Sn in. This seems to be connected etymo-

loglcally in some way with the name by which the mount

Is occasionally rendered in the Targums—NHK'D ~)£j

(Jonathan, Cant. vlii. 9 ; Pseudojon. Gen. vili. 11). One

Is probably a play on the other.

Mr. Stanley (S. & P. 18s, vote) argues that the Jlount

of Corniptlon was the northern hill (Viri Galilaei), became

the three sanctuaries were south of it, and therefore on Uie

other three summits.
2 S 2
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of the Ascension, and so neuly its equal iu height 1

that few travellei-s agree as to wliich is the more

lofty. The summits of the two are about -ino

yards apart. It stands directly opposite the N.l-].

corner of Jerusalem, and is approached by the

path between it and the Mount of Ascension, which

strikes at the top into a cross path le;iiiiiig to el-

Isawiyeh and Anata. The Arabic name well reflects

the fruitful character of the hill, on which there are

several vineyards, besides much cultivation of other

kinds. The Christian name is due to the singular

tradition, that here the two angels addressed tlie

Apostles after our Lord's ascension— " Ye men of

Galilee
! " This idea, which is so incompatible, on

account of the distance, even with the traditional

spot of the Ascension, is of late existence and inex-

plicable origin. The lirst name by which we en-

lounter this hill is simply " Calijpe," i) Ta\i\aia,

(Perdiccas, cir. A.D. I'2o0, in Keland, Pal. cap.

lii.). Brocardus {\.X>. 1J80") describes the moun-
tain as the site of Solomon's altar to Chemosh

{Descr. cap. ix.), but evidently knows of no name

for it, and connects it with no Christian event.

This name may, as is conjectured (Quaresmius ii.

319, and Reland. 341), have originated in its being

the custom of the Apostles, or of the Galilaeans

. geneitiUy, when they axme up to Jerusalem, to take

up their quai-tei-s there; or it may be the echo or

distortion of an ancient name of the spot, possibly

the Geliloth of Josh, xviii. 17—one of the land-

marks of the soutii boundary of Benjamin, which

has often puzzled the topographer. But, whatever

its origin, it came at last to be considered as the

actual Galilee of northern Palestine, the place at

which our Lord appointed to meet His disciples

after His resuirection (Matt, xxviii. 10), the scene

of the miracle of Cana (Keland, 338). This trans-

ference, at once so extraordinary and so instructive,

arose from the same desire, combined with the same
astounding want of the critical faculty, which en-

abled the pilgrims of the middle ages to see without

perplexity the scene of the Transfiguration (Bour-

deaux Pil'gr.), of the Beatitudes (Maundeville, E. T.

177), and of the Ascension, all crowded together

on the single summit of the central hill of Olivet.

It testified to tiie same feeling which has brought

together the scene of Jacob's vision at Bethel, of the

saciitice of lsa.ac on Moriah, and of David's offering

in the threshing-floor of Araunah, on one hill ; and

which to this day has crowded within the walls of

one church of moderate size all the events connected

with the death and resurrection of Christ.

In the Slh century the place of the angels w;is

represented by two (.olumns* in the Church of the

Ascension itself (Wiliibidd, E. Tr. 19). So it re-

mained with some trifling difference, at the time of

.'viewulf's visit ( a.d. 1 lu2), but there was then also

a chapel in existence—apparently on tiie northern

summit—puiTwrting to stand wliere Christ made His

first apjiearance after the Resurrection, and called

" Galilee." So it continued at Maundeville's visit

(XZl-l). In 1580 the two pillars wore still shown
in the Church of the .\scension CJuidzivil), but in

the 16th century (Tobler, 7.'j) the tradition had re-

linquishel its ancient and moi-e appropriate seat, and

thenceforth became attached to the northem summit,

where Maundrell (a.d. 1697) encountered \X.(E. T.

471), and where it even now retains some hold, the

» These columns appear to have been seen as late as tinctly says so ; but the Rabbis assert that from Moses 1

AM. 1580 by Kadzlvil (Williams, IMy City, 11. \11, note), the Captivity it was performed but once ; from the Cap.

»> There seems to be some doubt whether this was an
| Uvlty to the Destmctlon eight times (T^lghtfoot, 11. 306).

annual ceremony. Jerome {Epitaph. I'lulae, ^12) dis-
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name Kalilea being occasionally applieil to it by the

-Arabs. (See Pococke and Scholz. in Tobler, 72.)
An ancient tower connected with the tradition was in

course of demolition during Maundrell's visit, "a
Turk having bought the field in which it stood."

The presence of the crowd of churches and other

edifices implied in the foregoing description must
have rendered the Mount of Olives, duiing tiie

early and middle ages of Christianity, entirely un-

like what it was in the time of the Jewish king-

dom or of our Lord. Except the high places on tlie

summit the only buildings then to be seen were
probably the walls of the -vineyards and gardens,

and the towers and presses which were their inva-

riable accompaniment. But though the churches

are ncixrly all demolibhed there must be a consider-

able ditii.-ience between the aspect of the mountain
now and in those days when it recei\'ed its name
fiom the abundance of its olive-groves. It does

not now stand so preeminent in this respect among
the hills in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. " It

is only in the deeper and more secluded slope

le;idiiig up to the northernmost summit that these

venerable trees spread into anything like a forest."

Tlie cedars commemorated by the Talmud (Light-

foot, ii. 305), and the date-palms implied in the

name Bethany, have fared still woi-se : there is not

one of either to be found within many miles. This

change is no doubt due to natui-al causes, vai-iations

of climate, &c. ; but the check was not improbably

given by the ravages committed by the army of

Titus, who are stated by Josephus to have stripped

the coimtry round Jerusalem for miles and miles

of every stick or shrub for the banks constructevl

during the siege. No olive or cedar, however sacred

to .lew or Christian, would at such a time escape

the axes of the Pioman sappers, and, remembering

how under similar circumstances every root ami

fibre of the smallest shrubs were dug up for fuel by

the camp-followers of our aimy at Sebastopol, it

would be wrong to deceive oui-seives by the belief

that any of the trees now existing are likely to be

the same or even descendants of those which were

standing before that time.

Except at such rai-e occasions as the passage of

the caravan of pilgrims to the Jordan, there must

also be a gie;it contrast between the silence and

loneliness which now pervades the mount, and the

busy scene which it presented in later Jewish times.

Bethphage and Bethany are constantly referred to

in the Jewish authors as places of much resort for

business and pleasure. The two laige cedars already

mentioned had below them shops for the sale of

pigeons and other necessaries for worshippers in the

Temple, and appear to have driven an enoi-mous

trade (see the citations in Lightfoot, ii. 39, 305).

Two religious ceremonies performed there must

also have done much to increa.se the numbers who
resorted to the mount. The appearance of the new

moon was probably watched for, ceiUiinly pro-

cLiiraed, from the summit—the long torches waving

to and fro in the moonless night till answered from

the peak of A'lirn Surtabc/i ; and an occasion to

which the Jews attached so much weight would be

sure to attract a concourse. The second ceremony

referred to was burning of the Red Heifer.'" This

solemn ceremonial was enacted on the central mount,

and in a spot so carefully specified that it would
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seem not difficult to fix it. It was due east of tlie

sanctuary, and at sucli an elevation on the mount

that the officiating priest, as he slew the animal

and sprinkled her blood, could see the facade of the

sanctuary through the east gate of the Temple.

To this spot a viaduct w;is constructed across the

valley on a double row of arches, so as to raise it

far above all possible proximity with graves or

otiier defilements (see citations in Lightfoot, ii. 39).

The depth of the valley is such at this place (about

;'>oO"fi'et from the line of the south wall of the

present Haram area) that this viaduct must have

been an impoi-tant and conspicuous work. It was

piobably demolished by the Jews themselves on the

approach of Titus, or even earlier, when Pompey
led his army by Jericho and over the IMount of

Olives. This would account satisfactorily for its

not being alluded to by Josephus. During the siege

the 10th legion had its fortified camp and batteries

on the top of the mount, and the first, and some of

the fiercest, encounters of the siege took place here.

'' The lasting glory of the Mount of Olives," it

has been well said, " belongs not to the Old Dis-

pensation, but to the New. Its very barrenness

of interest in earlier times sets forth the abundance

of those associations which it derives fiom the

closing scenes of the s;\cred history. Nothing, per-

haps, Ijrings before us more strikingly the contrast

of Jewish and Christian feeling, the abrupt and

inharmonious termination of the Jewish dispen-

^ation—if we e.xxlude the culminating point of the

Gospel history—tliau to contrast the blank which

Olivet presents to the Jewish pilgrims of the middle

ages, only dignified by the sacrifice of ' the red

heit'er ;' and the vision too great for words, which

it oftiirs to the Christian traveller of all times, as

the most detailed and the most authentic abiding-

place of Jesus Chiist. By one of those strange

coincidences, whether accidental or borrowed, which
occasionally appear in the Rabbinical writings, it is

said in the Jlidrash,* that the Shechiuah, or Pre-

sence of God, after having finally retired from
Jerusalem, ' dwelt ' three years and a half on the

Mount of Olives, to see whether the Jewish people

would or would not repent, caUing, ' Return to me,
my sons, and I will return to you;' ' Seek ye

the Lord while He may be found, call upon Him
while He is near ;' and then, when all was in vain,

retuiTied to its own place. Whether or not this

story has a direct allusion to the ministrations of

Christ, it is a true expression of His relation respec-

tively to Jerusalem and to Olivet. It is useless to

seek for traces of His presence in the streets of the

since ten times captured city. It is impossible not

to find them in tlie free space of the Mount of

Olives" (Stanley, Sin. and Pal. 189).

A monograph on the Mount of Olives, exhausting

every source of information, and giving the fullest

references, will be foimd in Tobler's Siloahquelle

nnd der Oelbenj, St. Gallen, 1852. The ecclesias-

tical traditions are in Quaresmius, Elucidatio TeiTao

Saruitae, ii. 277-:j4(J, &c. Doubdan's account {Le
Voyage de la Terre Sainte, Paiis, 1657) is excel-

lent and his plates very correct. The passages

relating to the mount in Mr. Stanley's Sinai and
Palestine (p. 185-195, 452-454) aie full of in-

struction and beauty, and in fixing the spot of ctir

Loixl's lamentation over Jerusalem he has certainlv

'^ Rabbi Janna, In the Midraih Tihillim, quoted by
IJgblfoot. ii. .39. Can this statement have originated in

the Diystcrioiis pus^auge, Kz. xi. 23, in wliich the glory of
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made one of the most impoitant discoveries ever

made in relation to this interesting locality. [G.]

OLIVET (2 Sam. .xv. 30; Acts i. 12), pro-

bably derived fiom the Vulgate, mo7is qui vacatur

Oliveti in the latter of these two passages, [See
Olives, Mount of.]

OLYM'PAS ('OA.i;;iiTraj : Olympias), a Chris-

tian at Rome (Horn. xvi. 15), perhaps of the house-

hold of Philologus. It is stated by I'seudo-Hippo-

lytus that he was one of the seventy disciples, and
underwent martyrdom at Rome ': and liaronius

ventures to give A.D. 69 as the date of his death.

[W. T. B.]

OLYM'PIUS {'OXvii.irios : Olympius). One of

the chief epithets of the Greek deity Zeus, so called

fiom Mount Olympus in Thessaly, the abode of

the gods (2 Mace. vi. 2). [See Jupiter, vol. i.

p. 1175.]

OMAE'RUS {'IcTfiariposi Ahramus). Amram
of the sons of Bani (I Esd. ix. 34; comp. Ezr. x.

34). The Syriac seems to have read " Ishmael."

O'MAR ("l»i{< : 'Ctixip ; Alex. 'HixAv in Gen.

xxxvi. 11 : Omar). Son of Eliphaz the firstborn

of Esau, and " duke" or phylarch of Edom (Gen.

xxxvi. 11, 15; 1 Chr. i. 36). The name is sup-

posed to survive in that of the tribe of Amir Arabs
east of the Jordan. Bunsen asserts that Omar was
the ancestor of the Bne 'Hammer in northern

Edom {Bibelucerk, Gen. xxxvi. 11), but the names
are essentially difierent.

O'MEGA (5). The last letter of the Greek

alphabet, as Alpha is the first. It is used meta-

phorically to denote the end of anything: " I am
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending . .

.

the first and the last " (Rev. i. 8, 11). The symbol

riN, which contains the first and last letters of the

Hebrew alphabet, is, according to Buxtorf {Lex.
Talin. p. 244), " among the Cabalists often put
mystically for the beginning and end, like A and fl

in the Apocalypse." Schoettgen {Hor. Heb. p. 1086)
quotes from the Jalhut liubeni on Gen. i. i, to the

effect that in ON are comprehended all letters, and
that it is the name of the Shechinah.

OMEK. [Weights and Measures.]

OM'KI (noy, J. c. n»-)py, probably "servant

of Jehovah" (Gesenius) : ^'Afxfipi, LXX. ; Aftaplvos,

Joseph. Ant. viii. 12, 5 : Amri), 1. originally " cap-

tain of the host" to Elak, was afterwards himself

king of Israel, and founder of the third dynasty.

When Elah was murdered by Zimri at Tir^ah, then

capital of the northein kingdom, Omri was engage"!

in the siege ofGibbethon, situated in the tribe of Dan,

which had been occupied by the Philistines, who had

i-etained it, in spite of the efforts to take it made
by Nadab, Jeroboam's son and successor. As soon as

the army heard of Elah's death, they proclaimed

Omri king. Thereupon he broke up the siege of

Gibbethon, and attiicked Tirzah, where Ziniii was

holding his court as king of Israel. The city was

taken, and Zimri perished in the tlaraes of the palace,

after a i eign ofseven days. [ZlMRi.] Omri, however,

was not allowed to establish his dynasty without a

struggle against Tibni, whom "half the peiij'le
"

(1 K. xvi. 21) desired to raise to the tlnone, and

Jehovah is said to have left Jerusalem and laken iu

stand en the Mount of Olives— the mountain on the eaei

side of the city ?
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who was bravely assisted by his brother Joiam."

The civil war lasted four years (cf. 1 K. xvi. 15,

with 23). After the defeat and death of Tibni

and Jorain, Omri reigned for six years in Tirzah,

although the palace there was destroyed ; but at

the end of that time, in spite of the proverbial

beauty of the site (Cant. vi. 4), he transfeired his

lesidenco, probably from the proved inability of

Tirzah to stand a siege, to the mountain Shorn ron,

better known by its (.ireek name Samaria, which he

bought for two talents of silver from a rich man,

otherwise unknown, called Shemer. It is situated

about six miles from Shechem, the most ancient

of Hebrew capitals ; and its position, according to

Prof. Stanley {S. 4- P., p. 240), " combined, in a

union not elsewhere found in Palestine, strength,

fertility, and beauty." Bethel, however, remained

the religious metropolis of the kingdom, and the

calf-worship of Jeroboam was maintained with in-

creased detennination and disregard of God's law

(1 K. xvi. 26). At Samaria Omri reigned for six

years more. He seems to have been a vigorous and

unscrupulous ruler, anxious to strengthen his

dynasty by intercourse and alliances with foreign

states. Thus he made a treaty with Benhadad I.,

king of Damascus, though on very unfavourable

conditions, surrendering to him some frontier cities

(1 K. XX. 34), and among them probably Ramoth-

Gilead (1 K. xxii. 3), and admitting into Samaria a

resident Syrian embassy, which is described by the

expression "he made streets in Samaria" for Ben-

hadad. (See the phra.se more fully explained under

Ahab.) As a part of the same system, he united

his son in marriage to the daughter of a principal

P-hoenician prince, which led to the introduction

into Israel of Baal-worship, and all its attendant

calamities and crimes. This worldly and irreligious

policy is denounced by Micah (vi. 16) under the

name of the " statutes of Omri," which appear to

be contrasted with the Lord's precepts to His people,

" to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk

humbly with thy God." It achieved, however, a

temporary success, for Omri left his kingdom in

peace to his son Ahab ; and his family, unlike the

ephemeral dynasties which had preceded him, gave

four kings to Isiael, and occupied the throne for

about half a century, till it was overthrown by the

great leaction against Baal-worship under Jehu.

The probable date of Omri's accession (i. e. of the

deaths of Elah and Zimri) was B.C. 935 ; of Tibni's

defeat and the beginning of Omri's sole reign B.C.

931, and of his death B.C. 919. [G. E. L. C]
2. ('A/xapid.) One of the sons of Becher the son

of Benjamin (1 Ciir. vii. 8).

3. ('A/upt.) A descendant of Pharez the son of

Judah (1 Chr. ix. 4).

4. ('Afi$pi; Alex. 'A/jLapl.) Son of Michael, and
chief of the tril>e of Issacliar in the reign of David

(1 Chr. xxvi. 18).

ON (])» : Mlv ; Alex. Avudv : Hon). The .son

of Peleth, and one of the chiefs of the tribe of Reuben
who took part with Korah, Dathan, and Abiram in

their revolt against Moses (Num. xvi. 1). His name
does not again appear in the nanative of the con-

" The LXX. read in 1 K. xvi. 22, xal dwe'eai-e ©api'i

Kol 'liapaiJ. 6 aieXi^bt avTOV iv tu) KnipCi CKfCvta. Kwald

pronounces this an " offenbar iichter Zusalz."

i> The latter is perhaps more probable, as the letter we
represent by A is not commonly changed into the Cuptic

\JJ[,
unless Indeed one hieroglyphic form of the name

should be read ANU, in which case the last vowel might

ON
spiracy, nor is he alluded to when reference is made
to the final cat;istrophe. Possibly he repented ; and

indeed theie is a Rabbinical tradition to the ellect

that he was prevailed upon by his wife to withdraw

from his accomplices. Abendana's note is, "behold

On is not mentioned again, for he was separated

from their com])any after Moses spake with them.

And our Rabbis of blessed memory said that his

wife saved him." Josephus (Ant. iv. 2, §2) omits

the name of On, but retains that of his father in the

foim 4>aAooGs, thus apparently identifying Peleth

with I'halki, the son of Reuben. [W. A. W.]

ON (flN. I'X. |1N : "np, 'li\iov-iTo\is : Helio-

polis), a town of Lower Egypt, which is mentioned

in the Bible under at least two names, Beth-
SiiEMESii, K'JDK' JT'S (Jer. xliii. 13), correspond-

ing to the ancient Egyptian sacred name HA-RA,
" the abode of the sun," and that .ibove, cor-

responding to the common name AN, and perhaps

also spoken of as Ir-ha-heres, D"inn y^, or

D"inn—, the second part being, in this case, either

the Egyptian sacred name, or else the Hebrew

D'nn, but we prefer to read " a city of destruc-

tion." [Ir-ha-heres.] The two names were

known to the translator or translators of Exodus

in the LXX. where On is explained to be Helio-

polis {*nv ^ icrriv 'UXiotnroKis, i. 11); but in

Jeremiah this version seems to treat Beth-Shemesh

as the name of a temple (rovs arvKovs 'HAtou-

Tr(<Ae«r, rohs fv''Clv, xhii. 13, LXX. 1. 13). The

Coptic version gives WXl\. ^ *^^ equivalent of the

names in the LXX., but whether as an Egyptian

word or such a word Hebraicised can scarcely be

detei-mined.''

The ancient Egvptian common name is written

AN, or AN-T, and perhaps ANU; but the essential

part of the word is AN, and probably no more was
pronounced. There were two towns called AN ; Helio-

polis, distinguished as the northern, AN-MEHEET,
and Hermonthis, in Upper Egypt, as the southern,

AN-RES (Brugsch, Geugi: Tnschr. i. pp. 254, 255,

Nos. 1217 a, b, 1218, 870, 1225). As to the

meaning, we can say nothing certain. Cyril, who,

as bishop of Alexandria, should be listened to ou

such a question, says that On signified the sun

<^D.v Se sVti kot' avTovs 6 ijAioj, ad IIus. p.

145), and the Coptic OTtJOmi (M), QTeirt,

OTOeirt (S), "light," has therefore been com-

pared (see La Croze, Lex. pp. 71, 189), but the

hieroglyphic form is UBEN, " shining," which has

no connection with AN.
Heliopolis was situate on tnc east side of the

Pelusiac branch of the Nile, just below the point

of the Delta, and about twenty miles north-east of

Memphis. It was before the Roman time the capital

of the Heliopolite Nome, which was included in

Lower Egypt. Now, its site is above the point of

the Delta, which is the junction of the Phatmetic,

or Damietta branch and the Bolbitine, or Rosetta,

and about ten miles to the north-east of Cairo. The

oldest monument of the town is the obelisk, which

have been tninsposed, and the first incorporated with it.

Brugsch (Geogr. J7tsckr. i. 254) supposes AN and ON' to

be the same, " as the Egyptian A often had a sound iiiter-

jnedlate between a and o." But this does not admit of the

change of the a vowel to the long vowel o, from which

it was as distinct as from the other long vowel KE.

respcctivelv like f{ and y 1, and >
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w;»s set up late in the reigu of Seserteseii I., he;iJ of

the 12th dynasty, Jatiiie; B.C. cir. 2050. Accoidiujj;

to Maneth'o, the bull Mnevis was first woi-shipped

here in the leign of Ivaiechos, second king of the 2iid

dynasty (B.C. cir. 2400). In the earliest times it

niust have been subject to the 1st dynasty so long as

their sole rule lasted, which was perhaps for no more

than the reigns of Menes (B.C. cir. 2717) and Atho-

this : it doilbtless next came imder the goveinmeut

of the Jlemphites, of the 3rd (B.C. cir. 2640), 4th

and 6th dyn;»sties : it then passed into the hands

of the Diospolites of the 12th d\Tiasty, and the

Shepherds of the loth; but whether the foniier or

the hitter held it first, or it was contested between

them, we cannot as yet determine. During the

long period of anarchy that followed the rule of

the 12th dynasty, when Lower Egypt w;\s subject

to the Shepherd kings, Heliopolis must have been

under the government of the strangers. With the

accession of the ISth dynasty, it was probably

recovered by the Eg3rptians, duiing the wai- which

Aahmes, or Amosis, head of that line, waged with

the Shepherds, and thenceforward held by them,

though perhaps more than once occupied by invaders

(corap. Chabas, Papyrus Magique Harris), before

the Assyrians conquered Egypt. Its position, near

the eastern frontier, must have made it always a

post of especial importance. [No-Amox.]
The chief object of worship at Heliopolis was the

sun, under the foiTOS KA, the sun simply, whence

the sacred name of the place, HA-KA, " the abode

of the sun," and ATUM, the setting sun, or sun

of the nether world. Probably its chief temple was
dedicated to both. SHU, the son of Atum, and

TAFNET, his daughter, were also here worshipped,

as well as the bull Mnevis, sacred to RA, Osiris,

Isis, and the Plioenix, BEXNU, probably represented

by a living bird of the crane kind. (On the my-
thology see Brugsch, pp. 254 seqq.) The temple

of the sun, described by Strabo (svii. pp. 805, 806),
is now only represented by the single beautiful obe-

lisk, which is of red granite, 68 feet 2 inches high

above the pedestal, and beai-s a dedication, showing
that it was sculptured in or after his .'iOtli year (cir.

2050) by Sesertesen I., fii-st king of the 12th dy-

nasty (B.C. cir. 2080-2045). There were probably

far more than a usual number of obehsks before the

gates of this temple, on the evidence of ancient

writei-s, and the inscriptions of some yet remaining

elsewhere, and no doubt the reason was that these

monuments were s;icred to the sun. Heliopolis was
anciently famous for its learning, and Eudoxus and
Plato studied under its priests ; but, from the extent

of the mounds, it seems to have been always a small

town.

The first mention of this place in the Bible is in

the history of Joseph, to whom we read Pharaoh

gave " to wife Asenath the daughter of Poti-pherah,

priest of On " (Gen. xli. 45, comp. ver. 50, and xlvi.

20). Jospjih was probably governor of Egypt under

a king of the 15th dynasty, of which Memphis wa-;,

at least for a time, the capital. In this case he would
doubtless have lived for part of the year at Jlemphis,

and therefore near to Heliopolis. The name of Ase-

nath's father was appropiiate to a Heliopolite, and
especially to a priest of that place (though according

to some he may have been a prince), for it me.ins

"Belonging to Hii," or " the sun." Ti:e name of

Joseph's master Potiphar is the same, but with a

slight difference in the Hebrew orthography. Ac-
cording to the LXX. vereion. On was one of the cities

built for Phai-.ioh by tiie oppres.sed Israelites, for it
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mentions three •' strong cities" instead of the two
" treasure cities " of the Heb., adding On to Pithom
and Raamses (Kal t^KoSo/xriffav ir6\eis oxvpas t£
iapatf, Tr\v re Undui, koX 'Pafxeacrri, Koi *nv, ri

^(TTii' 'HXtoviroXts, Ex. i. 11). If it be intended

that these cities were founded by the labour of the

people, the addition is probably a mistake, although

Heliopolis may have been ruined and rebuilt ; but

it is possible that they were merely fortified, pro-

bably as places for keeping stores. Heliopolis lay

at no gi-eat distance from the land of Goshen and

from Kaamses, and probably Pithom also.

Isaiah has been supposed to speak of On when
he prophecies tliat one of the five cities in Egypt

that should speak the language of Canaan, should

be allied Ir-ha-heres, which may mean the City of

the Sun, whether we tal^e " heres " to be a Hebrew
or an Egyptian word ; but the reading " a city of

destiuction " seems preferable, and we have no evi-

dence that there was any large Jewish settlement at

Heliopolis, although there may have been at one

time from its nearness to the town of Onias. [Ir-ha-

heres ; Onias.] Jeremiah speaks of On under the

name Beth-shemesh, " the house of the sun," where

he predicts of Nebuchadnezzar, " He shall break also

the pillars [? mHVO, but, perhaps, statues, comp.

IDOL, i. 850a] of Beth-shemesh, that [is] in the land

of Egypt ; and the houses of the gods of the

Egyptians shall he burn with fire" (xliii. 13).

By the word we have rendered " pillars," obelisks

are reasonably supposed to be meant, for the number
of which before the temple of the sun Heliopolis

must have been flimous, and perhaps by " the houses

of the gods," the temples of this place are intended,

as their being burnt would be a proof of the powei-

lessness of Ka and Atum, both forms of the sun,

Shu the god of light, and Tafnet a fire-goddess, to

save their dwellings fi-om the very element over

which they were supposed to rule.— Perhaps it was

on account of the many false gods of Heliopolis,

that, in Ezekiel, On is written Aven, by a change

in the punctuation, if we can here depend on the

Masoretic text, and so made to signify " vanity,"

and especially the vanity of idolatry. The prophet

foretells, " The yoiuig men of Aven and of Pi-be-seth

shall fall by the sword : and these [cities] shall go

into captivity" (xxx. 17). Pi-beseth or Bubastis is

doubtless spoken of with Heliopolisas in the same part

of Egypt, and so to be involved in a common calamity

at the same time when the land should be invaded.

After the age of the prophets we hear no more

in Scripture of Heliopolis. Local tradition, how-

ever, points it out :ts a place where Our Lord and

the Virgin came, when Joseph brought them into

Egypt, and a very ancient sycamore is shown as a

tree beneath which they rested. The Jewish settle-

ments in this part of Egypt, and especially the town

of Onias, which was probably only twelve miles dis-

tant fiom Heliopolis in a northerly direction, but

a little to the eastward {Jlodern Eijypt and Thebes,

i. 297, 298), then flourished, and were nearer to

Palestine than the heathen towns like Alexandria, in

which there was any large Jewish population, so

that there is much probability in this tradition.

And, jierhaps, Hehopolis itself' may have had a

Jewish quarter, although we do not know it to

have been the Ir-ha-heres of Isaiah. [R. S. P-].

O'NAM (DjiN : 'n/xdp, 'nvdv ;
Alex, 'afidv

'Clvdfi : Onam). 1. One of the sous of Shobal the

son of Seir (Gen. xxsvi. 23 ; 1 Chr. i. 40). So«in

Hebrew M.SS. read "Onan."
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2. {'0(6ix; Alex. OSvoiJia.) The son of Jerah-

rneel by his wife Atarah (1 Chr. ii. 26, 28).

O'NAN QyOi : Avvdy : Onan). The second son

of Judah by the Canaanitess, " the daughter of

Shua" (Gen. .xxx\'iii. 4; 1 Chr. ii. 3). On the

death of Er the tii-st-bom, it was the duty of Onan,

according to the custom which then existed and
was afterwards established by a deHnite law (Deut.

XXV. 5-10), continuing to the latest period ofJewish

history (Mark xii. 19), to marry bis brother's

widow and pei-petuate his race. But he found

mciins to prevent the consequences of marriage,
" and what he did was evil in the eyes of Jehovah,

and He slew him also," as He had slain his elder

biother (Gen. xxxviii. 9). His death took place

before the family of Jacob went down into Egypt
(Gen. xlvi. 12 ; Num. xxvi. 19). [W. A. W.]

ONE'SIMUS {'Ov-nfftfios : Onesimus) is the

name of the servant or slave in whose behalf Paul
wrote the Epistle to Philemon. He was a native,

or cei-tainly an inhabitiiut of Colossae, since Paul
in writing to the Church there speaks of him (Col.

iv. 9) as '6s iffTiv e'| v/jLaiy, "one of you." This
expression confirms the presumption which his

Gieek name affords, that he was a Gentile, and not
a Jew, as some have argued fiom /xdKiffra 4fj.oi

in Phil. lb. Slaves were numerous in Phrygia,
and the name its<^lf of Phrygian was almost syno-
nymous with that of slave. Hence it happened
that in writing to the Colossiaus (iii. 22-iv. 1)

Paul had occasion to instruct them concerning the
duties of masters and sei-vants to each othei-. Onesi-
mus was one of this unfortunate class of persons, as
is evident both from the manifest implication in

ovKiTi iis SovKov in Phil. 16, and from the
general tenor of the epistle. There appears to have
been no difference of opinion on this point among
the ancient commeutatore, and there is none of any
critical weight among the modem. The man esaiped
from his master and iled to Rome, where in the
midst of its vast population he could hope to be
concealal, and to baffle the efforts which were so

often made in such cases for retaking the fugitive.

(Walter, Die Geschichte des Mm. Rcchts, ii.

6.'J sq.) It must have been to Rome that he directed
his way, and not to Cesarea, as some contend ; for
the latter view stands connected with an inde-
fensible opinion respecting the place whence the
letter was written (see Neander's Pjlamuruj, ii. s.

506). Whether Onesimus had any other motive
for the flight than the natural love of liberty, we
have not the mejins of deciding. It has been very
generally supposed that he had committed some
offence, as theft or embezzlement, and feared the
punishment of his guilt. But as the ground of
that opinion we must know the mejining of ^Si'ktjo-*

in Phil. 18, which is uncertain, not to say incon-
sistent with any such imputiition (see Notes in
the Epistle to Philemon, by the American Bible
Union, p. 60). Commentatoi-s at all events go
entirely beyond the evidence when they assert (as
Conybeare, Life artil Epistles of Paul, ii. p. 467)
tint he belongeil to the dregs of society, that he
robbed his master, and confessed the sin to Paul.
Tnough it may be doubted whether Onesimus heard
the gospel for the first time at Home, it is beyond
question that he was led to embrace the gospel

there through the apostle's instrumentality. The
language in ver. 10 of the letter {hv fyevvr)<Ta iv

TotJ heffnols (lov) is explicit on this point. As
theie were believei'S in Phiygia when the apo-^tlr
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passed through that region on his third missionary

tour (Acts xviii. 23), and as Onesimus belonged

to a Christian household (Phil. 2), it is not im-

probable that he knew something of the Christian

doctrine before he went to Rome. How long a

time elapsed between his escape and conversion, we
cannot decide; for irpbs &pav in the loth verse, to

which appeal has been made, is purely a relative

expression, and will not justify any inference as to

the interval in question.

After his conversion, the most happy and friendly

relations sprung up between the teacher and the

disciple. The situation of the apostle as a captive

and an indefatigable labourer for the promotion of

the gospel (Acts xxviii. 30, 31) must have made
him keenly alive to the sympathies of Christian

friendship and dependent upon others for various

services of a personal nature, important to his eth-

ciency as a minister of the word. Onesimus appeai-s

to have supplied this twofold want in an eminent
degree. We see from the letter that he won en-

tirely the apostle's heart, and made himself so

useful to him in various private ways, or evinced

such a capacity to be so (for he may have gone
back to Colossae soon after his conversion), that

Paul wished to have him remain constantly with
him. Whether he desired his presence as a per-

sonal attendant or as a minister of the gospel, is

not certain from 'Iva StaKovij not in ver. 13 of the

Epistle. Be this as it may, Paul's attachment to

him as a disciple, as a personal friend, and as a

helper to him in his bonds, was such that he yielded

him up only in obedience to that spirit of self-denial,

and that sensitive regard for the feelings or the

rights of othei-s, of which his conduct on this occa-

sion displayed so noble an example.

There is but little to add to this account, when
we pass beyond the limits of the ISew Testament.

The traditionary notices which have come down
to us, are too few and too late to amount to much
as historiciil testimony. Some of the later fathei-s

assert that Onesimus was set free, and was subse-

quently ordained Bishop of Beroea in Macedonia

{Constit. Apost. 7, 46). The person of the same
name mentioned as Bishop of Ephesus in the first

epistle of Ignatius to the Ephesians (Hefele, Patrum
Apost. 0pp., p. 152) was a different person (see

Winer, liealw. ii. 175). It is related also that

Onesimus finally made his way to Rome again, and
ended his days there as a martyr during the perse-

cution under Xero. [H. B. H.]

ONESIPHORUS COyv<r't<t>opos) is named
twice only in the N. T., viz., 2 Tim. i. 16-18, and
iv. 19. In the fomier passage Paul mentions him
in terms of grateful love, as having a noble coui-age

and generosity in his behalf, amid his trials as a

prisoner at Rome, when others from whom he ex-

pected better things had deserted him (2 Tim. iv.

16) ; and in the latter pa-ssage he singles out " the

household of Onesiphorus " as worthy of a special

greeting. It has been made a question whether

this friend of the apostle was still living when the

letter to Timothy was written, because in both in-

stances Paul speaks of "the household" (in 2 Tim.
i. 16, S^V ?A.for & Kvpios Tcp 'OvTi(ri<p6pov otKv),

and not .«ei)arately of Onesiphorus himself. If we
infer that he was not living, then we have in

2 Tim. i. 18, almost an instance of the apostolic

sanction of the practice of praying for the deail.

But the probability is that other membei-s of

the family were also active Christians ; and a.s

Paul wished to remember them at the same time,
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he groupt'ii them tocjether under the compre-

hensive rbf 'Ov. oIkov (2 Tim. iv. 19';, and thus

delicately recognised the common merit, as a sort

of family distinction. The mention of Stephanas

in 1 Cor. xvi. 17, shows that we need not exclude

him from the iTfcpava oIkou in 1 Cor. i. 16. It

is evident from 2 Tim. i. 18 {'6ffa iv "E,<pfffcf Sjtj-

K6vi)ffi .A\\a.i Onesiphorus had his home at Ephesus

;

though if we restrict the salutation near the close

of the Epistle (iv. 19) to his tamily, he himself

may possibly have been with Paul at Rome when

the latter WTote to Timothy. Nothing authentic

is known of him beyond these notices. According

to a tradition in Fabricius {Lux Emng. p. 117),

(luoted by Winer {Realw. ii. 175), he became bishop

of Corone in Messenia. [H. B. H.]

ONIA'KES ('Ovietpijs), a name intioduced into

the Greek and Syriac texts of 1 Mace. xii. 20 by

a veiy old corruption. The true reading is pre-

sei-ved in Josephus {Ant. xii. 4, §10) and the Vul-

gate, ('Ox'ia 'hpe'ios, Oniae Arius), and is given in

the margin of the A. V.

ONI'AS COvias : Onias), the name of five high

priests, ofwhom only two (1 and 3) are mentioned

in the A. V., but an account of all is here given to

prevent confusion. 1. The son and successor of

Jaddua, who entere.1 on the oflice about the time of

the death of Alexander the Great, c. B.C. 330-309,

or, according to Eusebius, 300. (Jos. Ant. xi. 7,

§7). According to Josephus he was father of Simon
the Just (Jos. Ant. xii. 2, §4; Ecclus. 1. 1). [Ec-

CLESiASTicus, vol. i. p. 4796; Simon.]

2. The son of Simon the Just (Jos. Ant. xii. 4,

I). He was a minor at the time of his father's

death (c. B.C. 290), and the high-priesthood was
occupied in succession by his uncles Eleazar and

Manasseh to his exclusion. He entered on the

office at last c. B.C. 240, and his conduct threatened

to precipitate the rapture with Egj-pt, which after-

wards opened the way for Syrian oppression. Onias,

tVom avarice, it is said—a vice which was likely to

be increased by his long exclusion from powei-

—

neglected for several yeai-s to remit to Ptol. Euer-

getes the customaiy annual tribute of 20 talents.

The king claimed the arrears with threats of vio-

lence in case his demands were not satisfied. Onias

still refused to discharge the debt, more, as it

appeai-s, from self-will than with any prospect of

successful resistance. The evil consequences of this

obstinacy were, however, averted by the policy of

his nephew Joseph, the son of Tobias, who visited

Ptolemy, urged the imbecility of Onias, won the

favour of the king, and entered into a contract tor

fanning the tribute, which he carried out with suc-

cess. Onias retained the high-priesthood till his

death, c. B.C. 22rt, when he was succeeded by his

son Simon II. (Jos. Ant. xii. 4).

3. The son of Simon II., who succeeded his

father in the high-priesthood, c. B.C. 198. In the

interval which had elapsed since the goveniment
of his gi-andfather the Jews hiid transferred their

allegiance to the Syrian monarchy (Dan. xi. 14),

and for a time enjoyed tranquil prosperity. Intenial

dissensions furnished an occasion for the Hrst act

of oppression. Seleucus Philopator was informed

by Simon, governor of the Temple, of the riches

conUiined in the s;icred treasury, and he made an

attempt to seize them by force. At the prayer of

Onias, according to the tradition (2 Mace, iii.), the

sacrilege was averted ; but the high-priest was
obliged to apix;al to the king himself for support
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against the machinations of Simon. Not long after-

wai'ds Seleucus died (B.C. 175), and Onias found

himself supplanted in the favour of Antiochus Epi-

phanes by his brother Jason, who received the high-

priesthood from the king. Jason, in turn, w;is

displaced by his youngest brother Menelaus, who
procured the murder of Onias (c. B.C. 171), in

angei- at the reproof which he had received from

him for his sacrilege (2 Mace. iv. 32-38). But
though his righteous zeal was thus fervent, the

punishment which Antiochus inflicted on his mur-

derer was a tribute to his " sober and modest be-

haviour " (2 Mace. iv. 37) after his deposition from

his office. [AxDRONicus, vol. i. p. 67.]

It was probably during the government of Onias

III. that the communication between the Spaitans

and Jews took place (1 Mace. xii. 19-23
; Jos. Ant.

xii. 4, §10). [Spartans.] How powerful an im-

pression he made upon his contemporaries is seen

from the remarkable account of the dream of Judas

Maccabaeus before his great victory (2 Mace. xv.

12-16).

4. The youngest brother of Onias III., who bore

the same name, which he afterwards exchanged for

Menelaus (Jos. Ant. xii. 5, §1). [Menelaus.]
5. The son of Onias III., who sought a refuge in

Egypt from the sedition and sacrilege which dis-

graced Jerusalem. The immediate occasion of his

flight was the triumph of " the sons of Tobias,''

gained by the interference of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Onias, to whom the high-priesthood telonged by

light, appears to have supported throughout the

alliance wth Egypt (Jos. B. J. i. 1, §1), and i-e-

ceiving the protection of Ptol. Philometor, he en-

deavoured to give a unity to the Hellenistic Jews,

which seemed impossible for the Jews in Palestine.

With this object he founded the Temple at Leonto-

polis [On], wliich occupies a position in the history

of the development of Judaism of which the im-

portance is commonly overlooke<l : but the discus-

sion of this attempt to consolidate Hellenism belongs

to another place, though the connexion of the at-

tempt itself with Jewish histoiy could not be wholly

overlooked (Jos. Ant. xiii. d\ B.J. i. 1, §1, vii.

10, §2; Ewald, Gesch. iv. 405 S.; Herzfeld,

Gcsch. ii. 460 ff., 557 ff.). [B. F. W.]
The City of Onias, the Region of Onias,

the city in which stood the temple built by Onias,

and the region of the Jewish settlements in Egypt.

Ptolemy mentions the city as the capital of the

Heliopolite nome: 'HMoiroXiTrjs voiJ.6%, koX jurj-

rpSTToXts 'Oviov (iv. 5, §53); where the reading

'H\iov is not admissible, since Heliopolis is after-

wards mentioned, and its diflerent position distinctly

laid down (§54). Josephus speaks of " the region

of Onias," 'Ouiov x^^P" {Ant. xiv. 8, §1 ; B. J. i. 9,

§4; comp. vii. 10, §2), and mentions a place theie

situate called " the Camp of the Jews," 'lovSaiwu

(TTpaTSireSov {Ant. xiv. 8, §2, B. J. 1. c). In the

spurious letters given by him in the account of the

foundation of the temple of Onias, it is made to have

been at Leontopolis in the Heliopolite nome, and

called a strong place of Bubastis {Ant. xiii. 3, §§1,

2) ; and when spejiking of its closing by the i\om;uis,

he says that it was in a region 180 stadia from

Memphis, in the Heliopolite nome, where Ouiiis

had tbunded a castle (lit. watch-post, <ppovpiov,

B. J. vii. 10, §§2, 3, 4). Leontopolis was not in

the Heliopolite nome, but in Ptolemy's time was

the capitiU of the Leontopolite (iv. 5, §51), and

the mention of it is altogether a blunder. There is

probably also a confusion as to the city Bubastii
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unless, indeed, the temple which Oiiias adopted

and restored were one of the Egyptian goddess of

that name.

The site of the city of Onias is to be looked for

m some onj of those to the northward of Heliopolis

which are called Tel-el-Yaliood, " the I\lound of the

Jews,"orTel-el-Yahoodeeyeh, "the Jewish Jlound."

Sir Gardner Wilkinson thinks that there is little

doubt that it is one which stands in the cultivated

laud near Shibbeen, to the northward of Heliopolis,

in a direction a little to the east, at a distance of

twelve miles. " Its mounds are ofvery great height."

He i-emarks that the dist;ince from Memphis (29
miles) is greater than tliat given by Josephus ; but

tlie inaccuracy is not extreme. Another mound of

the same name, standing on the edge of the desert,

a short distance to tiie south of Belbays, and 24
miles from Heliopolis, would, he thinks, correspond to

the Vicus J udaeorum of the Itinerary of Antoninus.

(8ee Modern Egypt and Thebes, i. pp. 297-300).

During the writer's residence in Egypt, 1842-

1849, excavations were made in the mound sup-

posed by Sir Gardner Wilkinson to mark the site of

the city of Onias. We believe, writing only from
memory, that no result was obtained but the disco-

veiy of portions of pavement very much resembling

the Assyrian pavements now in the British j\luseum.

From the account of Josephus, and the name
given to one of them, " the Camp of the Jews,"
tliese settlements appear to have been of a half-

militaiy nature. The chief of them seems to have
been a strong place ; and the same is apparently the

case with another, that just mentioned, fiom the
circumstances of the history even more than from
its name. This name, though' recalling the " Camp"
wiiere Psammetichus I. established his Greek mer-
cenaries [Migdol], does not prove it was a mili-

taiy settlement, as the " Camp of the Tyrians " in

Memphis (Her. ii. 112) was perhaps in its name a
reminiscence of the Shepheid occupation, for there
stood there a temple of " the Foreign Venus," of
which the age seems to be shewn by a tablet of
Amenoph 11. (u.c. cir. 1400) in the quarries oppo-
site the city in which Ashtoreth is worshipped, or
else it may have been a merchant-settlement. We
may also compare the Coptic name of El-Geezeli,

opposite Cairo, '^HepCIOI, which has been

ingeniously conjectured to record the position of a
Persian ci\m\^. The easternmost part of Lower
Egypt, be it remembered, was always chosen for
great military settlements, in order to protect the
country from the incuisions of her enemies beyond
that frontier. Here the fiist Shepherd king Salatis
placed an enormous garrison in the stronghold A varis,
the Zoan of the Bible (Manetho, ap. Jos. c. Ap. i.

14). Here foieign mercenaries of the Saite kincs
of the 26th dynasty were settled ; where also the
gi-eatest body of the Egyptian soldiers had the lands
allotted to them, all being estiiblished in the Delta
(Her. ii. 1G4-1G(J). Probably the Jewish settle-

ments were established for the same purpose, more
especially as the hatred of their inhabitints towards
tiie kings of Syria would promise their opposing tlie

strongest resistiuice in cjise of an invasion.

The history of the Jewish cities of Egypt is a
very obscure portion of that of tlie Hebre^w nation.

We know little more than the story of the founda-

« In Neh. vl. 2 the Vat MS., according to Mai, reads
iv vfSito iv a . . .

> The tradition df the Talniudists is tLat it was lift

ONO
tion and oveithrow of one of them, though we may
infer that they were populous and politically im-

portant. It seems at first sight remarkable that

we have no trace of any litei-ature of these settle-

ments ; but as it would have been presen-ed to us

by either the Jews of Palestine or those of .Mexandria,

both of whom must have looked upou the worsliip-

pers at the temple of Onias ;ts schismatics, it could

scarcely have been expected to have come down
to us. [Ii. S. P.]

ONIONS (D'»^V3, betsdltm: rh /cptJ/x/iva

:

caepe). There is no doubt as to the meaning of the

Hebrew word, which occurs only in Num xi. .5, as

one of the good things of Egypt of which the

Israelites regretted the loss. Onions have been

from time immemorial a favourite article of food

amongst the Egyptians. (See Her. ii. 125 ; Plin.

xxxvi. 12.) The onions of Egypt are much
milder in flavour and less pungent than those of

this country. Hjtsselquist [Trav. p. 290) says,

" Whoever has tasted onions in Egypt must allow

that none can be had better in any other part in

the universe : here they are sweet ; in other coun-

tries they are nauseous and strong They
eat them roasted, cut into four pieces, with some
bits of roasted meat which the Turks in Egypt call

kebab ; and with this dish they are so delighted that

I have heard them wish they might enjoy it in Para-

dise. They likewise make a soup of them." [W. H.]

ONO ('•I31N, and once iys : in Chron. AiAa^,
Alex. ASa/u ; elsewhere 'Uvuv'^ and 'XivcS, Alex.

Clvoj : Ono). One of the towns of Benjamin. It

does not appear in the catalogues of the Book of

Joshua, but is first found in 1 Chr. viii. 12, where

Shamed or Shamer is said to have built Ono and

Lod with their " daughter villages." It was there-

fore probably annexed by tlie Benjamites subse-

quently to tlieir original settlement,'' like Aijalon,

which was allotted to Dan, but is found afterwards

in the hands of the Benjamites (1 Chr. viii. 13).

The men of Lod, Hadid, and Ono, to the number of

72,5 (or Neh. 721) returned from the captivity

with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 33 ; Neh. vii. 37 ; see

also 1 Esdr. v. 22). [Onus.]
A plain was attached to the town, and bore its

name

—

Bikath-Ono, " the plain of Ono" (Neh. vi.

2), perhaps identical with the " valley of craftsmen
"

(Neh. xi. 36). By Eusebius and Jerome it is not

named. The liabbis frequently mention it, but with-

out any indication of its position further than that it

was three miles from Lod. (See the citations from

the Talmud in Lightfoot, Chor. Decad on S. Murk,
ch. ix. §3.) A village called Kcfr 'Ana is enu-

merated by Robinson among the plac^es in the

districts o\' Ramleh and Lydd {B. Ii. 1st ed. App.

120, 121). This village, almost due N. oi Lydd,
is suggested by Van de Velde {Memoir, 337) as

identical with Ono. Against the identification how-
ever are, the difference in tlie names—the modern
one contiiining the Ain;—and the distance fiom

Lydda, which instead of being 3 milliaria is fully

5, being more than 4 English miles accoi-ding to

Van de Velde's map. Winer remarks that Beit

Unia is more suitiible .as far as its orthogiaphy is

concerned; but on the other hand Beit Unia is

much too far distant from Liidd to meet the re-

quirements of the passages quoted above. [G.]

intact by Joshua, but burnt during the war of Gibcab

(Jiidg. x.\. 48), and- that 1 Chr. viii. 12 describes its re-

storation. (Sec I'arKuni on tills latter passage.)



ONUS
O'NTJS {'Clvovs: om. in Vulg.). Tlie form in

wliich the name Ono appears in I Esd. v. 22.

ONYCHA {rhm,' shechSkth: 6vv^: onyx)

according to many of the old versions denotes the

operculum of some species of Strombus, a genus of

gasteropodous MoUusca. The Hebrew word, which

appears to be derived from a root which means " to

sliell or peel otf," occurs only in Ex. xxx. 34, as

one of the ingredients of the sacred perfume ; in

Ecolus. xxiv. 15, Wisdom is compared to the plea-

sant odour yielded by " galbanum, onyx, and

sweet storax." There can be little doubt that

the Si/ul of Dioscorides (ii. 10), and the onyx

of Pliny (xxxii. 10), are identical with the

operculum of a Strombus, perhaps S. lentiginosns

There is frequent mention of the onyx in the

writings of Arabian authore, and it would appear

from them that the operculum of several kinds of

Strombus were prized as perfumes. The following

is Dioscorides' description of the ovv^ :
" The onyx

is the operculum of a shell -fish resembling the pur-

pura, which is found in India in the nard-producing

lakes ; it is odorous, because the shell-fish feed on

the nard, and is collected after the heat has

dried up the marshes : that is the best kind which

comes from the Red Sea, and is whitish and

sliining ; the Babylonian kind is dark and smaller

than the other; both have a sweet odour when
burnt, something like castoreum." It is not easy

to see what Dioscorides can mean by " nard-pro-

ducing lakes." The ovv^, " nail," or " claw,"

seems to point to the operculum of the Strom-
biclae, which is of a claw shape and serrated, whence
the Arabs call the mollusc " the devil's claw

;"

ONYX

A. Strombus Dianae. II. Tlie Of'ercitium,

the Uiujuis odoratus, or Blatta hyzantina,—
for under both these terms apparently the devil

claw {Teufclsklau of the Germans, see Winer,

"
hrVy- ^^ unused root, t. q. V^^^ ; whence pro-

bably our word " shell," " scale." (See Gesenius, «. v.)

b Since the atwve was written, we have been favoured

with a communication from Mr. Daniel Hanbury, on the

subject of the Bkitla B'jzantina of old Phiirmacologlcal

writers, as well as with specimons of the substance

itself, which it appears is still found in the bazaars of

the East, though not now in much demand. Mr. Han-

bury procured some specimens in Damascus in October

(1860), and a friend of his bought some in Alexandria a

few months previously. The article appears to be

always mixed with the opcrcula of some species of

Fusus. As regards the perfume ascribed to this sub-

stance, it does not appear to us, from a specimen we
burnt, to deserve the character of the excellent odour

which has been ascribed to it, though it is not without an

aromatic scent Sef a figure of the true W. Hyzant. in

G3o

old Eiiu;lishRealw. s. v.) is alluded to

writers on Mateiia Mediea— has by some been

supposed no longer to exist. Dr. Lister laments

its loss, believing it to have been a good medi-
cine " from its strong aromatic smell." Dr.

Gray of the British Museum, who has favoured
us with some remarks on this subject, says that

the opercula of the different kinds of Strombidae
agree with the figures of Blatta hyzantina and
Unguis odoratns in the old books ; with regard to

the odour he writes—"The horny opercula when
burnt all emit an odour which some may call sweet

according to their fancy." Bochart {Hieroz. iii.

797) believes some kind of bdellium is intended;

but there can be no doubt that the oi/u| of the

LXX. denotes the operculum of some one or more
species of Strombus. For further information on
this subject see Rumpli {Amboinische Raritdten-

Kammer, cap. xvii. p. 48, the Gei-man ed. Vienna,

1766), and compare also Sprengel (^Comment, ad
Dioscor. ii. 10) ; Forskai {Desc. Anim. 143, 21,
" Unguis odoiatus"), Philos. Transac. (xvii. 641)

;

Johnston {^Introd. to Conchol. p. 77) ; and Gesenius

( T/ies. s. V. rhm)?> [W. H.]

ONYX (Dnb', shoham : 6 XlOos 6 irpda-ivos,

a-judpaySos, crdpSios, (rair<^€ipos, ^tipvXXiou, owl;
Aq. ffoLp^ovvi, ; Symm. and Theod. ovv^ and '6vv\ :

onychinus (lapis), sardonychus, onyx). The A. V.
uniformly renders the Hebrew sholiam by " onyx ;"

the Vulgate too is consistent with itself, the sard-

onyx (Job xxviii. 16) being merely a variety of the

onyx; but the testimonies of ancient interpreters

generally are, as Gesenius has remarked, diverse

and amisiguous. The shoham stone is mentioned

(Gen. ii. 12) as a product of the laud of Havilah.

Two of these stones, upon which were engraven the

names of the children of Israel, six on either stone,

adorned the shoulders of the high-priest's ephod

(Ex. xxviii. 9-12), and were to be worn as " stones

of memorial " (see Kalisch on Ex. I. c). A shoham.

was also the second stone in the fourth row of the

sacerdotal breastplate (Ex. xxviii. 20). Shoham
stones were collected by David for adorning the

Temple (1 Chr. xxix. 2). In Job xxviii. 16, it is

said that wisdom " cannot be valued with the gold of

Ophir, with the "precious shoham or the sapphire."

The shoham is mentioned as one of the treasures of

the king of Tyre (Ez. xxviii. 13). There is nothing
in the contexts of the several passages where the

Hebiew term occurs to help us to determine its.

signification. Braun {De Vest. sac. Heh. p. 727 >

hits endeavoured to shew that the sardonyx is the

stone indicated, and his remarks are well worthy of

careful perusal. Josephus {Ant. iii. 7, §5, and

Matthiolus' Comment, in Dioacor. (il. 8), where there is a

long discussion on the subject ; also a fig. of Blatta By-
zantina and the operculum of Fusus in Pomet's I/isloiie

des Drogues, 1694, part 2, p. 97. • Mansfield Parkyns,"
writes JMr. Hanbury, "in his Life in Aliymtiia (vol. f.

p. 419), mentions among the exports from Massowah, a

certain article called Doofu, which he states is the oj>ei-

culum of a shell, and that it is used in Nubia as a

perfume, being burnt with sandal-wood. This hit of

information is quite confirmatory of For^kal's stJitemciit

concerning the Do/r el a/rit—(Is not Parkyns's •' Doofu "

meant for (lofr, yJ^^ .')—namely, " e Mochha per Sue,<.

Arabes etiam affcruiit. Nigritis funiigatorium est"
" The Rev. C. W King writes to us that "a large, per-

fect sardonyx Is still precious. A dealer tells me lie saw

this summer (1861) in Paris one valued at lOOOJ., not

engraved."



636 OPHEL
B. J. V. 5, §7) expressly states tliat the shoulder-

stones of the high-priest were formed of two
large sardouyxes, an onyx being, in his description,

the second stone in the fourth row of the breastplate.

Some writers believe that the " beryl " is intended,

and the authority of the LXX. and other versions

has been adduced in proof of this intei-pretation
;

but a glance at the head of this article will shew
that the LXX. is most inconsistent, and that nothing

ttin, in consequence, be lejimt from it. Of those

who identify the shoham with the beryl are Beller-

mann 'Die Urim und Thummim, p. 64), Winer (Bib.

Reahrort. i. 333), and Rosenmiiller ( The Minera-
logy of the Bible, p. 40, Bib. Cab.). Other inter-

pretations of shoham have been proposed, but all

are mere conjectui-es. Braun traces shoham to the

Arabic sachrna, " blackness" : " Of such a colour,"

says he, " are the Arabian sardonyxes, which have

a black ground-colour." This agi-ees essentially with
Mr. King's remarks {Antique Gems, p. 9) : " The
Arabian species," he says, " were formed of black

or blue strata, covered by one of opaque white ; over

which again was a third of a vennilion colour."

ButGesenius and Fiirst refer the Hebrew word to the

Arabic sahcim, " to be pale." The diflerent kinds

of onyx and sardonyx,*" however, are so variable

in colour, that either of these definitions is suitable.

They all fonn excellent materials for the engraver's

ait. The balance of authority is, we think, in

favour of some variety of the onyx. We are con-

tent to retain the rendering of the A. Y., supported
as it is by the Vulgate and the express statement of
so high an authority as Josephus,' till better proofs

in support of the claims of some other stone be
forthcoming. As to the "onyx" of Ecclus. xxiv.

15, see OxYCHA. [W. H.]

OPHEL '."Psyn, always with the def. article

:

'0-irf\,6'n<pdK; Alex. dOcpKa: Ophel). A part of
ancient Jerusalem. The name is derived by the lexi-

cogi-aphers from a root of similar sound, which has
the force of a swelling or tumour (Gesenius, Thes.

;

Fiii-st, Hdicb. ii. 1696). It does not come forward
till a late jieriod of Old Test, histoiy. In 2 Chr.
xxvii. 3, Jotham is said to have built much " on
the wall of Ophel." Manasseh, amongst his other
defensive works, "compassed about Ophel" {Ibid.
xxxiii. 14). From the catalogue of Nehemiah's
repaii-s to the wall of Jerusalem, it appears to have
been near the " water-g-ate " (Neh. iii. 26) and the
"great tower that lieth out" (ver. 27). Lastly,
the former of these two passages, and Neh. xi. 21,
shew that Ophel was the residence of the Levites.
It is not again mentioned, though its omission in
the account of the route round the walls at the
sanctitication of the second Temple, Neh. .\ii. 31-
40, is singular.

In the passages of his history paiallel to those
quoted above, Josephus either passes it over alto-
gether, or else refers to it in merely general
terms—" veiy large towei-s" (Ant. ix.ll, §2),
» very high towers" (x. 3, §2). But in his ao^
count of the last days of Jerusalem he mentions it

four times as Ophla {& '0<pKa, accompanvin^ it as
in the Hebrew with the article). The fiiit of these
[B. J. ii. 17, §9) tells nothing as to its position;

*> The onyx has iwo slraui, tbe sardonyx three.
"^ •• Who speaks from actual obser\ation : he expressly

notices the tine quality of these two pieces of sardonyx "

-[C. W. KiSG.]

OPHEL

]

but from the other thiee we can gather something.

j

(1.) The old wall of Jerusalem ran above the spiiiig

, of Siloam and the pool of Solomon, and on reaching

I

the place called Ophla, joined the easteni porch of

the Temple {B. J. v. 4, §2). (2.) " John held

j

the Temple and the phnces round it, not a little in

i

extent,—both the Ophla and the valley called Ke-

,
dron" (/(!>. v. 6, §1). (3.) After the capture of

I the Temple, and before Titus had taken the upper
city (the modem Zion) from the Jews, his soldiei-s

bunit the whole of the lower city, lying in the

valley between the two, " and the place called the

I

Ophla" (lb. vi. 6, §3).
From this it appears that Ophel was outside the

south wall of the Temple, and that it lay between
the central valley of the city, which debouches above

the spring of Siloam, on the one hand, and the east

poiijco of the Temple on the other. The east por-

tico, it should be remembered, was not on the line

of the east wall of the present haram, but 330 feet

further west, on the line of the solid wall which
foi-ms the tennination of the vaults in the eastern

comer. [See Jerusalem, vol. i. p. 1020 ; and the

I'Lin, 1022.] This situation agrees with the mention

of the "water-gate" in Neh. iii. 26, and the state-

ment of xi. 21, that it was the residence of the Le-

vites. Possibly the " gi-eat tower that lieth out,"

in the fonner of these may be the " tower of Eder"

—

mentioned with " Ophel of the daughter of Zion," by
Micah (iv. 8), or that named in an obscme passage

of Isaiah—"Ophel and watch tower" (ixxii. 14;
A. V. inaccurately " forts and towers").

Ophel, then, in accordance with the probable root

of the name, w;is the swelling declivity by which

the Mount of the Temple slopes off on its southern

side into the \'alley of Hinnom—a long narrowi-h

rounded spur or promontory, which intervenes be-

tween the mouth of the cential valley of Jerusalem

(the Tyropoeon) and the l\idion, or VjJley of Jeho-

shaphat. Halfway down it on its eastern face is the

" Fount of the Virgin," so called; and at its foot the

lower outlet of the same spring—the Pool of Siloam.

How much of this declivity was coveied with the

lifiuses of the Levites, or with the suburb which

would naturally gather round them, and where the

" great tower " stood we have not at present the

means of ascei-taining."

Piofessor Stanley (Sermons on the Apostolic Age,

329, 330) has ingeniously conjectured that the

name Oblias (^'fl/3\ioj)—which was one of the titles

by which St. James the Less Wi\s distinguished

from other Jacobs of the time, and which is ex-

plained by Hegesippos (Euseb. Hist. Eccl. ii. 23) as

meaning " bulwark (ireptox^) of tlie people,"

—

was in its original form Ophli-am'' (DV* /•£)]?). In

this connexion it is a singular coincidence that

St. James was martyred by being thrown from

the comer of the 'Icmple. at, or close to, the

very spot which is named by Jo>ephus as the

boundary of Ophel. [James, vol. i. 924, o;

En-Rogel, 558a.] Ewald, however {Geschichte,

vi. 20^note), restores the name as DyvSh, as if

from ^3n, a fence or boundary. [Cheuel.] This

has in its favour the fact that it more closely

on the point, that Ophel is identical with Millo. It may

be so, only there is not a particle of evidence for or

against it.

b Some of the MSS. of Kusebius have the name Ozleam
Fiirst (Hdub. il. 169) sUtes, without a woni that

\
('n^\(d^), prescrvlns the termination, though they cor-

could lead a reader to su-|Hct that there was any .Wul.t i nipt tho former pan of tlif »<m<1.



OPHIR

aijiees in signitiration witli irtpioxv than Opliel

does.

The Oi)hel which appears to have been the re-

sidence of Klisha at the time of Naaman's visit to

him (2 K. v. 2-i; A. V. "the tower") was of

coui-se a difi'erent place from that spoken of above.

Tlie naiTative would seem to imply that it was not

far from S.imaria ; but this is not ceilain. The

LXX. and Vulg. must have read 7BK, " darkness,"

for thev give rh aKor€iv6v and vesperi respec-

tivelv. [G.]

OTHIE ("IsiX, TBiS : Oi;<^6«> : Ophir). 1.

The eleventh in order of the sons of Joktan, coining

immediately after Sheba (Gen. s. 29 ; 1 Chr. i. 23).

So many important names in the genealogical table

in the 10th chapter of Genesis—such as Sidon,

Cana.in, Asshur, Ai-am (Syria), Mizraim (the two

Kgx-pts, Upper and Lower), Sheba, Caphtorim, and

Philistim (the Philistines)--represent the name of

some city, country, or people, that it is reasonable

to infer that the same is the case with all the

names in the table. It frequently happens that a

lather and his sons in the genealogy represent dis-

tricts geographically contiguous to each other
;

yet

this is not an invariable nile, for in the case of

Tarshish the son of Javan (ver. 10), and of Nimrod
the son of Cush, whose kingdom was Babel or

Babylon (ver. 11), a son was conceived as a dis-

tant colony or oflshoot. But there is one marked
peculLirity in the sons of Joktan, which is com-
mon to them with the Canaanites alone, that

j

precise geographical limits are assigned to their

settlements. Thus it is said (ver. 19) that the

border of the Canaanites was " from Sidon, as thou

comest to Gerar, unto Gaza ; as thou goest, unto

Sodom and GomoiTah, and Admah, and Zeboim,

even unto Lasha:" and in like manner (ver. "29,1

30) that the dwelling of the sons of Joktan was
j" fiom Mesha, as thou goest unto Sephar a moun-

tain of the east." The peculiar wordmg of these

geographical limits, and the fact that the well-known
|

towns which dertne the border of the Canaanites are
j

mentioned so nearly in the same manner, forbid the
|

supposition that ilesha and Sephai- belonged to very

distant countries, or were comparatively unknown

:

and as many of the sons of Joktan—such as Sheba,

Hazai-maveth, Almodad, and others—are by com-
mon consent admitted to represent settlements in

Arabia, it is an obvious inference that all the set-

tlements corresponding to the names of the other

sons are to be sought for in the same peninsula

alone. Hence, as Ophir is one of those sons, it may
be regai-ded as a tised point in discussions con-

cerning the place Ophir mentione<l in the book of

Kings, that the author of the 10th chapter of

Genesis regarded Ophir the son of Joktan as cor-

responding to some city, region, or tribe in Arabia.

Etymoloiji/.—There is, seemingly, no sutEcient

reason to doubt that the word Ophir is Semitic,

although, as is the case with numerous proper

names known to be of Hebrew origin, the precise

word does not occur as a common name in the

Bible. See the words from "IQK and "IBJ? in

Gesenius's Thesaurus, and compare 'Aipip, the me-
tropolis of the Sabaeans in the Periplus, attributed

OPHIR 637

* This strange Idea of one of the most learned Spaniards

of his time (b. 1527. a.d., d. 159-<) accotmts for the fol-

lowiug passage in B<;n Jonson's Alchemitt, Act. li. Sc. 1

:

" Come on, sir ; now yon set your foot on shore

In Novo Orbe.—Here's ibe rich Peru;

to Arrian. Gesenius suggests that it means a
" fruitful region," if it is Semitic. Baron von
Wrede, who explored Hadhramaut in Arabia in

1843 {Journal of the R. Geographical Society,

vol. xiv. p. 110), made a small vocabulary of

Himyaritic words in the vernacular tongue, and
amongst these he gives ofir as signifvinc red. He
says that the Mahra people call themselves the
tribes of the red country (ojir), and call the Red
Sea, bahr ofir. If this were so, it might have
somewhat of the same relation to aphar, "dust"
or "diy ground" (N and y being interchange-

able), that adorn, "red," has to adamah, "the
ground." Still it is unsafe to accept the use of
a word of this kind on the authority of any one
traveller, however accurate ; and the supposeil ex-

istence and meaning of a word ofir is recommended
for special inquiry to any future traveller in the
s;ime district.

2. (2ou<J)ip and 2»<f)«p ; Ophira, 1 K. is. 28,
X. 11 ; 2 Chr. viii. 18, is. 10: in 1 K. is. 28 the
translation of the LXX. is els 2cc<pipa, though the

ending in the original merely denotes motion towards
Ophir, and is no part of the name.) A seaport or

region from which the Hebrews in the time of

Solomon obtained gold, in vessels which went thither

in conjunction with Tyrian ships from Ezion-
geber, near Elath, on that branch of the Red Sea
which is now called the Gulf of Akabah. The gold

was proverbial for its fineness, so that " gold of
Ophir" is several times used as an expression for

line gold (Ps. xlv. 10 ; Job xsviii. 16 ; Is. siii. 12
;

1 Chr. xsis. 4) ; and in one passage (Job xxii. 24)
the word " Ophir " by itself is used for gold of
Ophir, and for gold generally. In Jer. x.9 and
Dan. s. 5 it is thought by Gesenius and others that

Ophir is intended by the word " L'phaz "—there

being a very trifling diU'erence between the woj-ds

in Hebrew when written without the vowel-points.

In addition to gold, the vessels brought from Ophir
almug-wood and precious stones.

The precise geogi-aphical situation of Ophir has
long been a subject of doubt and discussion. Calmet
{Dictionary of the Bible, s. v. " Ophir") regarded it

as in Armenia; Sir Walter P^aleigh {History of the

World, book i. ch. 8) thought it was one of the

Molucca Islands; and Arias Montanus (Bochart,
Phaleg, Pref. and ch. 9), led by the similarity of
the word Parvaim, supposed to' be identical with
Ophir (2 Chr. iii. 6), found it in Peru.* But these

countries, as well as Iberia and Phrygia, cannot
now be viewed as affording matter for serious dis-

cussion on this point, and the three opinions which
have found supported in our own time were for-

merly represented, amongst other writers, by Huet
{Sur le Commerce et la Natigation des Anciens,

p. 59), by Bruce {Travels, book ii. c. 4), and by
the historian Robertson {Disquisition respecting

Ancient India, sect. 1 ), who placed Ophir in Africa

;

by Vitringa {Geograph. Sacra, p. 114) and Reland

{Dissertatio de Ophir), who placed it in India ; and
by Jlichaelis {Spicilegium, ii. 184), Xiebuhr, the

traveller {Description de fArabic, p. 253), Gos-

sellin {Recherches sur la Geographie des Anciens,

ii. 99), and Vincent {History of the Commerce and
Navigatiim of the Ancients, ii. 265-270), who

And there within, sir, are the golden mines.

Great Solomon's Ophir."

Arias Montanus fancied that Parvaim meant. In the dnal

ntmiber, two Penis ; one Peru Proper, and the other New

Spain (ns aM_-i9).
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placed it in Arabia. Of other distinguished geo-

graphical writers, Bochart {Pfialeg, ii. 27) admitted

two Ophirs, one in Arabia and one in India, i. e. at

Ceylon ; while D'Anville {Dissertation sur le Paijs

d'bphir, Memoires de Litterature, xxx. 83), equally-

admitting two, placed one in Arabia and one in

Africa. In our own days the discussion has been

continued by Gesenius, who in articles on Ophir in

his Thesaunis (p. 141), and in Ersch and Gruber's

Encyklopaedie (s. v.) stated that the question lay

between India and Arabia, assigned the reasons to

be urged in favour of each of these countries, but

declaied the arguments for each to be so equally

balanced that he refrained from expressing any

opinion of his own on the subject. M. Quatrem^re,

however, in a pnper on Ophij- which was printed

in 1842 in the Mnnoires de I'Tnstitut, again in-

sisted on the claims of Africa (Academie des In-

scriptions et Belles Lettres, t. xv. ii. 362); and in

his valuable work on Ceylon (part vii. chap. 1) Sir

J. Emerson Tennant adopts the opinion, sanctioned

by Josephus,.that jNIalacca was Ophir. Otherwise

the two countries which have divided the opinions

of the learned have been India and Arabia— Lassen,

Ritter. Bertheau {Exegct. Handbuch, 2 Chr. viii.

18), Thenius {Exeget. Handbuch, 1 K. x. 22), and

Ewald {Geschichte, iii. 347, 2nd ed.) being in

favour of India, while Winer {Eealw. s. v.),

Fiirst (Ilebr. und Chald. Handw. s. v.), Knobel

{Vollxi'tafel dcr Genesis,'^. 190), Forster {Geogr.

of Arabia, i. 161-167), Crawfui'd {Descriptive Dic-

tionary of the Indian Islands, s. v.), and Kalisch

{Commentary on Genesis, chap. " 'i'he Genealogy

of Nations ") are in favour of Arabia. The fullest

treatise on the question is that of Ritter, who in

his Erdkuruie, vol. xiv., published in 1848, devoted

80 octavo pages to the discussion (pp. 351-431),

and adopted the opinion of Lassen {Ind. Alt. i.

529) that Ophir was situated at the mouth of the

Indus.

Some general idea of the arguments which may
be advanced in favour of each of the three countries

may be derived from the following statement. In

favour of Aiabia, there are these consideiations ;

—

1st. The 10th chapter of Genesis ver. 29, contains

what is equivalent to an intimation of the author's

opinion, that Ophir was in Arabia. [Ophir 1.]

2ndly. Three places in Arabia may be pointed out,

the names of which agree surticieutly with the word
Ophir : viz., Aphar, called by IHolemy Sapphara,
now Zafar or Saphar, which, according to the I'e-

riplus ascribed to Arrian, was tlie metropolis of the

Sabaeans, and was distant twelve days' journey from
the emiwrium Miiza on the Red Sea; Doffir, a

city mentioned by Niebuhr the traveller {Descrip-
tion de rArabic, p. 219), as a considerable town of

Yemen, and capital of Bellad Hadsje, situated to

the north of Loiieii, and lo leagues from the sea;

and Zafar or Zafdii [Arabia, p. 92] (Scpher,

Dhafar) now Dofar, a city on the southern coast of
Arabia, visited in the 14th centuiy by Ibn Battita,

the Arabian traveller, and stated by him to be a
month's journey by land from Aden, and a month's
voyage, when the wind was fair, fiom the Indian

shores (Lee's Translation, p. 57). 3rdly. In an-

tiquity, Arabia was represented as a coiuitiy pio-

ducing gold by four wiitei-s at least : viz., by
the geographer Agatharchides. who lived in the

2nd century before Christ (in Photius 250, and
Hudson's Geograph. Minorcs, i. 60) ; by the

geographer Arteniidorus, who lived a little later,

and whose account has been preseiTed, and, as it
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were, adopted by the geogiapher Strabo (xiv. 18)

;

by Diodorus Siculus (ii. 50, iii. 44) ; and by Pliny

the Elder (vi. 32). 4thly. Eupolemus, a Greek
historian, who lived before the Christian aera, and
who, besides other writings, wrote a work respect-

ing the kings of Judaea, expressly states, as quoted

by Eusebius {Praep. Evang. ix. 30), that Ophir
was an island with gold mines in the Erythraean

Sea {Oiip(l>fi, comp. Oucpeip, the LXX. Translation

in Gen. x. 29), and that Da^id sent miners thither

in vessels which he caused to be built at Aelana

= Elath. Now it is ii ..., that the name of the Ery-

thrae;in Sea was deemed to include the Persian

Gulf, as well as the Red Sea, but it was always

regarded as closely connected with the shores of

Arabia, and cannot be shown to have been extended

to India. 5thly. On the supposition that, notwith-

standing all the ancient authorities on the subject,

gold really never existed either in Arabia, or in any

island along its coasts, Ophir was an Aiabian em-
porium, into which gold was brought as an article

of commerce, and was exported into Judaea. There

is not a single passage in the Bible inconsistent

with this supposition ; and there is something like

a direct intimation that Ophir was in Aiabia.

While such is a general view of the arguments for

Arabia, the following considerations are urged in

behalf of India. 1st. Sotir is the Coptic word for

India ; and Sophir, or Sophira is the word used for

the place Ophir by the Septuagint translatoi-s, and

likewise by Josephus. And Josephus positively

states that it was a part of India {Ant. viii. 6, §4),
though he places it in the Golden Chei-sonese, which

was the Malay peninsula, and belonged, geographic-

ally, not to India proper, but to India beyond the

Ganges. Moreover, in three passages of the Bible,

where the Septuagint has ScD^iipo or '2ov(plp, 1 K.ix.

28, X. 11 ; Is. xiii. 12, Arabian translators have used

the word India. 2ndly. All the three imports from

Ophir, gold, precious stones, and almug wood, are

essentially Indian. Gold is found in the sources ot

the Indus and the Cabool liiver before their juncture

at Attock ; in the Himalaya mountains, and in a

portion of the Deccan, especially at Cochin. India

has in all ages been celebrated ibr its precious stones

of all kinds. And sandal-wood, which the best

modern Hebrew scholars regard as the almug-wood

of the Bible, is almost exclusively, or at any rate

pre-eminently, a product of the coast of Malabar.

3rdly. Assuming that the ivory, peacocks, and apes,

which were brought to Ezion-geber once in three

years by the navy of Tharshish in conjunction with

the navy of Hiram (1 K. x. 22), were brought

from Ophir, they also collectively point to India

rather than Arabia. Moreover, etymologically, not

one of these words in the Hebrew is of Hebrew or

Semitic origin ; one being connected with Sanscrit,

another with the Tamil, and another with the

Malay language. [Taushish.] 4thly. Two places

in India may be specified, agreeing to a certain

extent in name with Ophir; one at the mouths

of the Indus, where Indian writei-s placed a peo]>le

named the Abliiia, agreeing with the name 2a-

^fipia of the geogiapher Ptolemy ; and the other,

the 'Sovndpa of Ptolemy, the'GuitTropo of Anian's

Periplus, where the town of Goa is now situated,

on the western coast of India.

Lastly, the following pleas have been urged

in behalf of Afnca. 1st. Of the three coun-

tries, Africa, Arabia, and India, Afiica is the

only one which can be seriously regarded as con-

taining districts which have supplied gold in any
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great quantity. Although, as a st<'vtistical fact,

gold has been found in parts of India, the quan-

tity is so small, that India has never supplied

gold to the commerce of the world; and in

modern times no gold at all, nor any vestiges of

exhausted mines have been found in Arabia, lindly.

On the western coast of Africa, near Mozambique,

there is a port called by the Arabians Sofala, which,

as the liquids I and are r are easily interchanged, was

probably the Ophir of the Ancients. When the Por-

tuguese, in A.u. 1500, first reached it by the Cape

of (iood Hope, it w<vs the emporium of the gold

di.s-trict in the interior; and two Arabian vessels

laden with gold were actually off Sofala I* at the time

(see Cadamusto, cap. 58). 3rdly. On the supposi-

tion that the passage, 1 K. x. 22, applies to Ophir,

Sofala has still stronger claims in preference to

India. Peacocks, indeed, would not have been

brouglit from it ; but the peacock is too delicate a

biid for a long voyage in small vessels, and the

word tiikkii/im, probably signified " parrots." At
the same time, ivory and apes might have been

supplied in abundance from the district of which
Sofjiln was the emporium. On the other hand, if

Ophir had been in India, other Indian productions

might have been expected in the list of imports

;

such as shawls, silk, rich tissues of cotton, per-

fumes, pepper, and cinnamon. 4thly. On the same
supposition respecting 1 K. x. 22, it can, according

to tlie traveller Bruce, be proved by the laws of

the monsoons in the Indian Ocean, that Ophir was
at Sofala; inasmuch as the voyage to Sofala from
Ezion-geber would have been performed exactly in

three years ; it could not have been accomplished in

less time, and it would not have required more (vol.

i. p. 440).

From the above statement of the different views

which have been held respecting the situation of

Ophir, the suspicion will naturally suggest itself

that no positive conclusion can be arrived at on the

subject. And this seems to be true, in this sense,

that the Bible in all its direct notices of Ophir as a

place does not supply sufficient data for an inde-

pendent opinion on this disputed point. At the

same time, it is an inference in the highest degree

probable, that the author of the 10th chapter of

Cienesis regarded Ophir as in Arabia ; and, in the

absence of conclusive proof that he was mistaken, it

seems most reasonable to acquiesce in his opinion.

To illustrate this view of the question it is de-

sirable to examine closely all the passages in the

historical books which mention Ophir by name.
These are only five in number: three in the Books
of Kings, and two in the Books of Chronicles. The
latter were pi'obably copied from the former ; and,

at any rate, do not contain any additional infontia-

tion ; so that it is sufficient to give a reference to

them, 2 Cliron. viii. 18, ix. 10. The three pas-

sages in the Books of Kings, however, being short,

will be set out at length. The fii-st passjige is as

follows : it is in the hit*tory of the reign of Solomon.
" And king Solomon made a navy ships at Ezion-

geber, wn*;'.; 1; Vside Kloth, on the shore of the

Ked Sea, in the Inna of Edom. And Hiram sent in

the navy his sei-vants, shipmen that had knowledge
of the sea. with the servants of Solomon. And they
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b Mr. Grove has pointed out a passage in Milton's

'arculise Lost, xl. 399-401, favouring tliis .Sofala:

—

" Mombaza, and Qiiiloa, and Melind,

And Sofala, thought Ophir, to the realm

Of Congo and Angola farthest soutli."

came to Ophir, and fetched from thence gold, four

hundred and twenty talents, and brought it to king
Solomon," 1 K. ix. 26-29. The next passage is in

the succeeding chapter, and refers to the same feign.
" And the navy also of Hiram that biought gold

from Ophir, brought in from Ophir great plenty of

almug-trees and precious stones," 1 K. x. 11. The
third p;>ssage relates to the reign of Jehoshaphat
king of Judah, and is as follows : " Jehoshaphat
made ships of Tharehish to go to Ophir for gold ; but
they went not : for the ships were broken at Ezion-

geber," 1 K. xxii. 48. In addition to these three

passages, the following verse on the Book of Kings
has very frequently been referred to Ophir : " For
the king {i. e. Solomon) had at sea a navy of
Tharshish with the navy of Hiram : once in three

years came the navy of Tharshish bringing gold and
silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks," 1 K. x. 22.

But there is not sufficient evidence to show that

the fleet mentioned in this verse was identical with
the fleet mentioned in 1 K. ix. 26-29, and 1 K. x.

11, as bringing gold, almug-trees, and precious

stones from Ophir; and if, notwithstanding, the

identity of the two is admitted as a probable con-

jecture, there is not the slightest evidence that the

fleet went onlij to Ophir, and that therefore the

silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks must have come
from Ophir. Indeed, the direct contrary might be

inferred, even on the hypothesis of the identity of

the two fleets, inasmuch as the actual mention of

Ophir is distinctly confined to the imports of gold,

almug-trees, and precious stones, and the compiler

might seem carefully to have distinguished between
it and the country from which silver, ivory, apes,

and peacocks were imported. Hence, without re-

ferring farther to the passage in 1 K. x. 22, we are

thrown back, for the purpose of ascertaining the

situation of Ophir, to the three passages from the

Book of Kings which were first set forth. And if

those three passages are carefully examined, it will

be seen that all the information given respecting

Ophir is, that it was a place or region, accessible

by sea from Ezion-geber on the Red Sea, from which
imports of gold, almug-trees, and precious stones

were brought back by the Tyrian and Hebrew
sailors. No data whatever are given as to the dis-

tance of Ophir from Ezion-geber ; no information

direct or indirect, or even the slightest hint, is

afforded for determining whether Ophir was the

name of a town, or the name of a district ; whether
it was an emporium only, or the country which
actually produced the three articles of traffic. Bear-
ing in mind the possibility of its being an empo-
rium, there is no reason why it may not have been

either in Arabia, or on the Persian coast, or in

India, or in Africa ; but there is not sufficient evi-

dence for deciding in favour of one of these sugges-

tions rather than of the others.

Under these circumstances it is well to revert to

the 10th chapter of Genesis. It has been shown
[Oi'iliR 1] to be reasonably certain that the author

of that chapter regarded Ophir as the name of some
city, region, or tribe in Arabia. And it is almost

equally certain that the Ophir of Genesis is the

Ophir of the Book of Kings. There is no mention,

either in the Bible or elsewhere, of any other Ophir;

Milton followed a passage in I'urchas's I'ilgrimes, page

1022 of the 2nd volume, published in 1625; and all

the modern geographical names In vv. 3H7-4H are in

Purchas.
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and the idea of there having been two Ophirs, evi-

dently arose fiom a perception ofthe obvious meaning

of the 10th chapter of Genesis, on the one liantl, cou-

pled with the erroneous opinion on the other, that

the Ophir of the Book of Kings could not have been

in Arabia. Now, whatever uncertainty may exist

as to the time when the 1 0th chapter of Genesis was

written (Knobel, Volkertafel der Genesis, p. 4, and

Hartmann's Forschungen iiber die 5 Biicher Moses,

p. 584), the author of it wrote while Hebrew was yet

a living language ; there is no statement in any part

of the Bible inconsistent with his opinion ; and the

most ancient writer who can be opposed to him as

an authority, lived, under any hypothesis, many cen-

turies after his death. Hence the burden of proof

lies on any one who denies Ophir to have been in

Arabia.

But all that can be advanced against Arabia falls

very short of such pioof. In weighing the evidence

on this point, the assumption that ivory, peacocks,

and apes were imported from Ophir must be dis-

missed fi'om consideration. In one view of the

subject, and accepting the statement in 2 Chr. ix.

21, they might liave connexion with Tarshish

[Tarshish] ; but they havea very slight bearing on

the position ofOphir. Hence it is not here necessary

to discuss the law of monsoons in the Indian Ocean
;

though it may be said in passing that the facts

on which the supposed law is founded, which
seemed so cogent that they induced the historian Ro-

bertson to place Ophir in Afiica {Disquisition on
India, sect. 2), have been pointedly denied by Mr.
Salt in his Voi/age to Abyssinia (p. 103). More-

over, the resemblance of names of places in India

and Africa to Ophir, cannot reasonably be insisted

on ; for there is an equally great resemblance in the

names of some places in Arabia. And in reference

to Africa, especially, the place there imagined to be

Ophir, viz., Sofala, has been shown to be merely

an Arabic word, corresponding to the Hebrew
Shephelah, which signifies a plain or low country

(Jer. x.\xii. 44; Josh. xi. 16; the :S,€(p7]\a of the

Maccabees, 1 Mace. sii. 38 ; see (iesenius. Lex.

s. v.). Again, the use of Sofir as the Coptic word
for Ophii- cannot be regarded as of much import-

ance, it iiaving been pointed out by Reland that

there is no proof of its use except in late Coptic,

and that thus its adoption may have been the mere
consequence of the erroneous views which Josephus
represented, instead of being a confirmation of them.
Similar lemarks apply to the BibHcal vei-sions by
the Arabic translators. The opinion of Josephus
himself would have been entitled to much consi-

deration in the absence of all other evidence on the

subject ; but he lived about a thousand years after

the only voyages to Ophir of which any record has
been preserved, and his authority cannot be com-
pared to that of the 10th chapter of Genesis. Again,
he seems inconsistent with himself; for in Ant. ix.

1, §4, he translates the Ophir of 1 K. xxii. 49, and
the Tarshish of 2 Clir. xx. 3(i, as Pontus and Thrace.

It is likewise some deduction from tlie weight of his

opinion, that it is contrary to the opinion of Eupo-
lemus, who was an earlier writer ; though he too

lived at so great a distance of time from the reign

of Solomon that he is by no means a decisive

authority. Moreover, imagination may have acted

' The general meaning of HypD. a prop or support,

Is certain, thougb its special meaning in 1 K. x. 12 seems
irrecoverably lost. It Is translated " pUl.irs " in ibe A. V.,

a!id vTOJDjpi'v^toTo In the LX.V. In the corresponding
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on Josephus to place Ophir in the Golden Cherso-

nese, which to the ancients was, as it were the

extreme east ; as it acted on Arias Montanus to

place it in Peru, in the far moie improbable and
distant west. All the foregoing objections having

been rejected from the discussion, it remains to

notice those which are based on the assertion that

sandal-wood (assumed to be the same as alniug-

wood), precious stones, and gold, are not productions

of Arabia. And the following obsei-vations tend to

show that such objections are not conclusive.

1st. In the Periplus attributed to Anian, sandal-

wood {^v\a (TavrdAtva) is mentioned as one of the

imports into Omana, an emporium on the Peisian

Gulf; and it is thus proved, if any proof is requi-

site, that a sea-port would not necessarily be in

India, because .sandal-wood was obtiiined from it.

But independently of this circumstance, the reasons

advanced in favour of almug-wood being the same
as sandal-wood, though admissible as a conjecture,

seem too weak to justify the founding any argu-

ment on them. In 2 Chr. ii. 8, Solomon is re-

presented as writing to Hiram, king of Tyre, in

these words: "Send me also cedar-trees, fir-

trees, aud algum-trees out of Lebanon ; for I

know that thy servants can skill to cut timber in

Lebanon," a passage evidently written under the

belief that almug-trees giew in Lebanon. It has

been suggested that this was a mistake— but this is

a point which cannot be assumed without distinct

evidence to render it probable. The LXX. trans-

lator of the Book of Kings, 1 K. x. 12, translates

almug-wood by |wAa TreAeKTjra, or a,irt\fKr)Ta,

which gives no inf'onnation as to the nature of the

wood ; and the LXX. translator of the Chronicles

renders it by |v\o irevKiva, which strictly means

fir-ti'Ood (compare Ennius's translation of Medea.

V. 4), and which, at the utmost, can only be ex-

tended to any wood of resinous trees. The Vulgate

translation is " thyina," i. e. wood made of thya

{6vov, 6via), a tree which Theophrastus mentions

as having supplied peculiarly durable timber for

the roofs of temples ; which he says is like the wild

cypress ; and which is classed by him as an ever-

green with the pine, the fir, the juniper, the yew-
tree, and the cedar (Histor. Plant, v. 3, §7, i.

9, §3). It is stated both by Buxtorf and Gesenius

(s. !;.) that the Rabbins understood by the word,

corals—which is certainly a most improbable mean-

ing—and that in the 3rd century, almug in the

Mishnah {Keliin 13, 6) was used for coral in the

singular number. In the 13th century, Kimchi, it

is said, proposed the meaning of Brazil wood. And
it was not till last century that, for the fii-st time,

the suggestion was made that almug-wood was the

same as sandal-wood. This suggestion came from

Celsius, the Swedish botanist, in his Hierobotanicon
;

who at the same time recounted thirteen meanings

proposed by others. Now, as all that has been

handed down of the uses of almug-wood is, that the

king made of it a prop*-' or support for the House

of tlie Lord and the king's house ; and hai-ps also

and psalteries for singers (1 K. x. 12), it is hai'd

to conceive how the greatest botanical genius that

ever lived can now do more than make a guess,

more or less probable, at the meaning of the word.

Since the time of Celsius, the meaning of "san-

of 2 Chr. ix. 11, the word I? JVIVDP' the usual

meaning of which Is highways ; and which Is translated In

the A. v. terraces, and In the LX.X. avo/Socrei?, ascento

OT stairs Sec Her. 1. 181
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i&l wood" has been defended by Sanscrit etymo-

logies. According to Gesenius {Lexicon, s. v.),

Bohlen proposed, as a derivation for almuggiin,

the Arabic article Al, and inicata, from simple

mica, a name for red sandal-wood. Lassen, in

Lulische Alterthwnskunde (vol. i., pt. 1, p. 538),

adopting the fonn ahjummhn, says that if the

plural ending is taken from it, there remains valgu,

as one of the Sanscrit names for sandal-wood,

which in the language of the Deccan is valgum.

Perhaps, however, these etymologies cannot lay

claim to much value until it is made probable,

independently, that almug-wood is sandal-wood.

It is to be observed that there is a difference of

opinion as to whether " al " in algummim is an

article or part of the noun, and it is not denied by

any one that chandana is the ordinary Sanscrit

word for s;indal-wood. Moreover, Mr. Crawfurd,

who resided officially many years in the East and

is familiar with sandal-wood, says that it is never

—now, at least—used for musical instruments, and

tliat it is unfit for pillars, or stairs, balustrades,

or bannisters, or balconies. (See also his Descrip-

tive Dictionary of the Indian Islands, pp. 310-

375.) It is used for incense or perfume, or as

fancy wood.

2. As to precious stones, they take up such

little room, and can be so easily concealed, if

necessary, and conveyed from place to place, that

there is no difficulty in supposing they came from

Ophir, simply as from an emporium, even admit-

ting that there were no precious stones in Arabia.

But it has already been obsei-ved [Arabia, i. p. 916]

that the Arabian peninsula produces the emerald

and onyx stone ; and it has been well pointed out

by Mr. Crawfurd that it is impossible to identify

precious stones under so general a name with any

particular country. Cei-tainly it cannot be shown
that the Jews of Solomon's time included under

that name the diamond, for which India is pecu-

liarly renowned.

3. As to gold, far too gi-eat stress seems to

have been laid on the negative fact that no gold

nor trace of gold-mines has been discovered in

Arabia. Negative evidence of this kind, in which
Ritter^ has placed so much reliance (vol. .\iv.

p. 408), is by no means conclusive. Sir Roderick

Murchison and Sir Charles Lyell concur in stating

that, although no rock is known to exist in Arabia

from which gold is obtained at the present day,

yet the peninsula has not undergone a sufficient

geological examination to warrant the conclusion

that gold did not exist there formerly or that it

may not yet be discovered there. Under these

circumstances there is no sufficient reason to reject

the accounts of the ancient writers who have been

already adduced as witnesses for the former exist-

ence of gold in iVrabia. It is true that Artemi-

dorus and Diodorus Siculus may merely have

relied on the authority of Agatliarchides, but it is

important to remark that Agatharchides lived in

Egypt and was guardian to one of the young

Ptolemies during his minority, so that he must
have been familiar with the general nature of the

commerce between Egypt and Arabia. Although

he may have been inaccurate in details, it is not
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<• Bearing this In mind. It is remarkable tliat RItter

should have accepted I^ssen's conjecture respecting the

position of Ophir at the mouths of the Indus. Attack Is

distant from the sea 942 miles by the Indus, and 648 in a

straight line ; and the upper part of the Indus is about

VOL. II.

lightly to be admitted that he was altogether

mistaken in supposing that Arabia produced any
gold at all. And it is in his favour that two of

his statements have unexpectedly received confirma-

tion in our own time: 1st, respecting gold-mines
in Egypt, the position of which in the Bisharee

Desert was ascertained by Mr. Linant and Mr.
Bonomi (Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, ch. ix.)

;

and '2nd, as to the existence of nuggets of pure
gold, some of the size of an olive-stone, some of a
medlar, and some of a chestnut. The latter state-

ment was discredited by Michaelis {Spicilegium,

p. 287, " Nee credo ulUbi massas auri non experti

castaneae nucis magnitudine reperiri"), but it has
been shown to be not incredible by the result of the

gold discoveries in California and Australia.

If, however, negative evidence is allowed to

outweigh on this subject the authority of Agathar-
chides, Ai-temidorus, Diodorus Siculus, Pliny, and,

it may be added, Strabo, all of whom may possibly

have been mistaken, there is still nothing to pre-

vent Ophir ha%'iiig been an Arabian emporium for

gold (Winer, Bealw. s. v. "Ophir"). The Peri-

plus, attributed to Arrian, gives an account of

several Arabian emporia. In the Red Sea, for ex-

ample, was the Emporium Muza, only twelve
days distant from Aphar the metropolis of the

Sabaeans and the Homerites. It is expressly stated

that this port had commercial relations with Bary-
gaza, i. e. Beroach, on the west coast of India, and
that it was always full of Arabs, either ship-

owners or sailors. Again, where the British town
of Aden is now situated, there was another em-
porium, with an excellent harbour, called Arabia
Felix (to be carefully distinguished fiom the district

so called), which received its name of Felix,

according to the author of the Periplus, from its

being the depot for the merchandize both of tho

Indians and Egyptians at a time when vessels did

not sail direct from India to Egypt, and when
merchants from Egypt did not dare to venture
farther eastward towards India. At Zafar or Za-
f^ri, likewise, already referred to as a town in

Hadramaiit, there was an emporium in the middle
ages, and there may have been one in the time of
Solomon. And on the Arabian side of the Persian

Oulf was the emporium of Gerrha, mentioned by
Strabo (xvi. p. 766), which seems to have had
commercial intercourse with Babylon both by
caravans and by barges. Its exports and imports
ai-e not specified, but there is no reason why the

articles of commerce to be obtained there should
have been veiy diflferent from those at Omana on
the opposite side of the gulf, the exports from
which were purple cloth, wine, dates, slaves, and
gold, while the imports were brass, sandal-wood,
hom, and ebony. In fact, whatever other diffi-

culties may exist in relation to Ophir, no difficulty

arises from any absence of emporia along the Ara-
bian coiist, suited to the size of vessels and the state

of navigation in early times.

There do not, however, appear to be sufficient

data for detennining in favour of any one empo-
rium or of any one locality rather than another in

Arabia as having been the Ophir of Solomon.

Mr. Forster {^Geography of Arabia, i. 167) relies

860 miles long above Attock (Thornton's Gazetteer of

India). Hence gold would be so distant from the mouths
of the Indus, that none could be obtained thence, except

from an emporium situated there.
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642 OPHIR
on an Ofor or Ofir, in Sale and D'Anville's maps,

as the name of a city and district in the mountains

of Oman ; but he does not quote any ancient writer

or modern traveller as an authority for the exist-

ence of such au Ofir, though this may perhaps be

reasonably required before importance is attached,

in a disputed point of this kind, to a name on

a map. Niebuhr the traveller {Description de

I'Arabie, p. 253) says that Ophir w;is probably

the principal port of the kinj^dotn of the Sabaeans,

that it was situated between Aden and Dafar (or

Zafar), and that perhaps even it was Cane. Gos-

selin, on the other hand, thinks it was Doffir, the

city of Yemen already adverted to ; and in reference

to the obvious objection (which applies equally to

the metropolis Aphar) that it is at some distance

from the sea, he says that during the long period

which has elapsed since the time of Solomon, sands

have encroached on the coast of Loheia, and that

Ophir may have been regarded as a port, although

vessels did not actually reach it {Recherches sur

la Geographic des Anciens, 1. c). Dean Vincent

agi-ees with Gosselin in confining Ophir to Sabaea,

partly because in Gen. x. Ophir is mentioned in

connexion with sous of Joktan who have their

residence in Arabia Felix, and partly because, in

1 K. ix., the voyage to Ophir seems related as

if it were in consequence of the visit of the Queen

of Sheba to Jerusalem {History of the Commerce
and Niicigation of the Ancients, 1. c). But the

opinion that Jobab and Havilah represent parts

of Arabia Felix would by no means command uni-

versal assent ; and although the Book of Kings

certainly suggests the inference that there was

some connexion between the visit of the Queen of

Sheba and the voyage to Ophir, this would be

consistent with Ophir being either contiguous to

Sabaea, or situated on any point of the southern or

eastern coasts of Arabia ; as in either of these cases

it would have been politic in Solomon to conciliate

the good will of the Sabaeans, who occupied a long

tract of the eastern coast of the Red Se;i, and who
might jwssibly have commanded the Straits of Babel-

mandel. On the whole, though tnere is reason to

believe that Ophir was in Arabia, there does not

seem to be adequate information to enable us to

point out the precise locality which once bore that

name.

In conclusion it may be observed that objections

against Ophir being in Arabia, grounded on the

fact that no gold has been discovered in Arabia in

the present day, seem decisively answered by the

parallel case of Sheba. In the 72nd I'salm, v. 15,
" gold of Sheba," translated in the English Psalter

"gold of Arabia," is spoken of just as "gold of

Ophir " is spoken of in other passages of the 0. T.,

and in Ezekiel's account of tiie trade with Tyre
(xxvii. 22), it is stated "the merchants of Sheba

and I^aamah, they were thy merchants: they occu-

pied in thy faire with chief of all spices and with

all preciotts stones, and gold," just as in 1 K. x.,

])recious stones and gold are said to have been

brought from Ophir by the navy of Solomon and

of Hiram. (Compare Plin. vi. 28 ; Horace, Od.

i. 29, 1, ii. 12, 24, iii. 24, 2; Epist. i. 7, 36
;

and Judg. viii. 24.) Now, of two things one is

true. Either the gold of Sheba and the precious

stones sold to the Tyrians by the merchants of

Sheba were the natural productions of Sheba, and

in this case—as the Sheba here spoken of was

confessedly in Arabia—the assertion that Arabia

did not produce gold falls to the ground ; or the

OPHRAH
merchants of Sheba obtained precious stones and
gold in such quantities by trade, that they became
noted for supplying them to the Tyrians and Jews,
without curious inquiry by the Jews as to the
precise locality whence these commodities were
oiiginally derived. And exactly similar remarks
may apply to Ophir. The resemblance seems com-
plete. In answer to objections against the obvious

meaning of the tenth chapter of Genesis, the alter-

natives may be stated as follows. Eitlier Ophir,
although in Arabia, produced gold and precious

stones ; or, if it shall be hereafter proved in the

progress of geological investigation that this could

not have been the case, Ophir furnished gold and
precious stones as an emporium, although tlie

Jews were not careful to ascei-tain and record the

fact. [E. T.]

OPH'NI CJSyil, with the def. article—" the

Ophnite:" LXX. both MSS. omit: Ophni). A town
of Benjamin, mentioned in Josh, xviii. 24 only

apparently in the north-eastern portion of the tribe

Its name may perhaps imply that, like others of the

towns of this region, it was originally founded by
some non-Israelite tribe—the Ophnites—who in

that case have left but this one slight trace of their

existence. [See note to vol. i. p. 188.] In the

biblical history of Palestine Ophni plays no part,

but it is doubtless the Gophna of Josephus, a place

which at the time of Vespasian's invasion was appa-

rently so important as to be second only to Jeru-

salem {B. J. iii. 3, §5). It was probably the

Gufnith, Gufna, or Beth-gufnin of the Talmud
(Schwarz, 126), which still survives in the modern

Jifna or Jufan, 2^ miles north-west of Bethel

(Kelaud, Pal 816;' Rob. B. R. ii. 264). The
change from the Ain, with which Ophni begins,

to G, is common enough in the LXX. (Comp.
Gomonah, Athaliah, &c.) [G.]

OPH'RAH (mpy). The name oftwo places in

the central part of Palestine.

1. (In Judges, 'Ec^pafla ; Alex. A<^po; in Sam.

ro^epa: Ophra, in Sam. Aphra.) In the tribe of

Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 23). It is named between

hap-Parah and Chephar ha-Ammonai, but as the

position of neither of these places is known, we do

not thereby obt;»in any clue to that of Ophiah. It

appears to be mentioned again (1 Sam. xiii. 17) in

describing the routes taken by the spoilei-s who
issued from the Philistine camp at Michmash. One
of these bands of ravagers went due west, on the

road to Beth-horon ; one towards the " ravine of

Zeboim," that is in all probability one of the clefts

which lead down to the Joi-dan valley, and thei-efore

due east; while the thiid took the road " to Ophridi

and the land of Shual"—doubtless north, for south

they could not go, owing to the position held by Saul

and Jonathan. "[GiUEAii, vol. i. p. 6906.] In ac-

cordance with this is the statement of Jerome (O/io-

mnsticon, " Aphra"), who places it 5 miles east of

Bethel. Dr. Robinson {U. R. i. 447) suggests its

identity with ct-Taigiheh, a small village on the

crown of a coniuil and very conspicuous hill, 4

miles E.N.E. of Beitin (Bethel), on the gi'ound

that no other ancient place occurred to him as suit-

able, and that the situation accords with the notice of

Jerome. In the absence of any similaiity in the

name, and of any more conclusive e\-idence, it is

impossible ab^olutely to julopt this identification.

Ophrah is probably the same place with that

which is mentioned under the slightly different fonii



OPHRAH
of EniiiAiN (or Kphron) aii<l Eimiraim. [See vol.

i. p. ofJ9((.) It may also have given its name to the

district or government of Apuerema (1 Mace,

xi. 34).

2. {'EtppaBa ; and so Alex., excepting ix. 5,

E^pat/j.: Ephra.) More fully Oi'HKAh W the
Aisi-ICZRITES, the native place of Gideon (Judg.

vi. 11); the scene of his exploits against Ba;vl (ver.

24) ; his residence after his accession to power

(ix. 5), and the place of his burial in the family

sepulchre (viii. 3'2). In Ophrah also he deposited

the ephod which he made or enriched with the orna-

ments taken from the Ishmaelite followers of Zebah

and Zalmunnah (viii. 27), and so great was the

attraction of that object, that the town must then

have been a place of great pilgiimage and resort.

The indications in the narrative of the position

of Ophrah are but slight. It was probably in Ma-
nas.seh (vi. 15), and not far distant from Shechem
(ix. 1, 5). Van de Velde {Memoir) suggests a

site called Erfai, a mile south of Akrabeh, about

8 miles from Nahlus, and Schwarz (158) "the vil-

lage Erafa, north of Sanur," by which he probably

intends Arabeh. The former of them has the disad-

vantage of being altogether out of tlie territory of

Manasseh. Of the latter, nothing either for or

against can be said.

Ophrah possibly derives its name from Epher, who
was one of the heads of the families of Manasseh in

its Gileadite portion (1 Chr. v. 24), and who ap-

pears to have migrated to the west of Jordan with

Abi-ezer and Shechem (Num. xxvi. 30; Josh.

xvii. 2). [Abi-ezer; Epher, vol. i. 5G0t«; Ma-
-VASSEH, p. 220a.] [G.]

OPH'RAH (nncy : Vo<pipi. ; Alex. To(pop<i :

Ophra). ThesonofMeonothai (1 Chr. iv. 14). By
the phrase " Meonothai begat Ophrah," it is uncer-

tain whether we are to understand that they were
father and son, or that Meonothai was the founder

of Ophrah.

ORATOR. 1 . The A . V. rendering for lachash,

a whi.sper, or incantation, joined with nebon, skilful,*

Is. iii. 3, A. V. "eloquent orator," maig. "skilful

of speech." The phrase appears to refer to jjreteuded

skill in magic, comp. Ps. Iviii. 5. [Divination.]
2. The title l" applied to Tertulliis, who appeared

as the ad\'ocate or patrouus of the Jewish accusers

of St. Paul before Felix, Acts sxiv. 1. The Latin
language was used, and Roman forms observed in

provincial judicial proceedings, as, to cite an ob-

viously parallel case, Norman-French was for so

many ages the language of English law proceedings.

The trial of St. Paul at Caesarea was di>tinctly one
ot' a Roman citizen ; and thus the advocate sjioke as

a Roman lawyer, and probably in the Latin language
(see Acts xxv. 9, 10; Val. Max. ii. 2, 2 ; C\c. pro
Coelio, c. 30; Brutus, c. 37, 38, 41, where the

(|ualifications of an advocate are described : Cony-
beare and Hovvson, Life and Travels of St. Paul,
vol. i. 3, ii. 348). [H. W. P.]

ORCHARD. [Garden, vol. i. p. 651a.]

O'REB (3"iy ; in its second occurrence only,

21)]}: 'Opv&,'ap-fifi; Me:i. npv$: Oreb). The
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» tJTI? ]123 ; emcerbs oKpoanqi ; Vulg. and Symm.

prudens eJorpiii myslici; Aqnila, (ruccTOf i^tOupto-jiiu

;

'I'lieodot. (Tvvtroi inwijj. See («cs. pp. 202, 754.

b pijnop, orator.

« See a good passage on this by Thomson (The Land
and the Rook, eh. xxxvii.), describing the flight be-

" raven" or "ciow," the companion of Zeeb, tlie

" wolf." One of the chieftains of the Midiaiiite

host which invaded Israel, and was defeated and
driven back by Gideon. The title given to them

C^^, A. V. "princes") distinguishes them from

Zebah and Zalmunna, the other two chieftains,

who are called " kings" (''D70), and were evi-

dently superior in rank to Oreb and Zeeb. They
were killed, not by Gideon himself, or the people

under his immediate conduct, but by the men of

Ephraim, who rose at his entreaty and intercepted

the tlying horde at the fords of the Jordan. This
was the second Act of this great Tragedy. It is but
slightly touched upon in the narrative of Judges,
but the terms in which Isaiah refers to it (x. 26;
are such as to imply that it was a truly awfu!

slaughter. He places it in the same rank with the

two most tremendous disasters recorded in the

whole of the history of Israel—the destruction of
the Egyptians in the Red Sea, and of the army of

Sennacherib. Nor is Isaiah alone among the poets

of Isiael in his reference to this great event. While
it is the ten-itic slaughter of the Midianites which
points his allusion, their discomfiture and flight

are prominent in that of the author of Ps. Ixxxiii.

In imagery both obvious and vivid to every native

of the gusty hills and plains of Palestine, though
to us comparatively unintelligible, the Psalmist de-

scribes them as driven over the uplands of Gilead

like the clouds of chaff blown from the threshing-

floors
; chased away like the spherical masses of

dry weeds <= which course over the plains of Es-

draelon and Philistia—flying with the dreadful

huriy and confusion of the flames, that rush and
leap fiom tree to tree and hill to hill when the

wooded mountains of a tropical country are by
chance ignited (Ps. Ixxxiii. 13, 14). The slaugh-

ter was concenti-ated round the rock at which Oreb
fell, and which was long known by his name
(Judg. vii. 25; Is. x. 20). This spot appears to

have been on the east of Jordan, from whence the

heads of the two chiefs were brought to Gideon to

encourage him to further pursuit after the fugitive

Zebah and Zalmunna.
'lliis is a remarkable instance of the value of the

incidental notices of the later books of the Bible in

conflrming or filling up the rapid and often neces-

sarily slight outlines of the formal history. No
readei' of the relation in Judges would suppose that

the death of Oreb and Zeeb had been accompanied
by any slaughter of their followers. In the subse-

quent pui-suit of Zebah and Zalmunna the " host
"

is especially mentioned, but in this case the chiefs

alone are named. This the notices of Isaiah and tlie

Psalmist, who evidently referred to facts with which

their hearers were familiar, fortunately enable us to

supply. Similarly in the narrative of the exodus of

Israel from Egypt, as given in the Pentateuch, there

is no mention whatever of the tempest, the thunder

and lightning, and the earthquake, which from the

incidental allusions of Ps. Lx.wii. 16-18 we know
accompanied that event, and which are also st.iti-il

fully by Josephus {Ant. ii. 16, §3). We are thus

reminded of a truth perhaps too often overlooked.

fore the wind of the dry plants of the wild Hftichoke.

He gives also a striking Arab imprecation in refi-rence lo

it, which recalls in a remarkable way tlie words of lhi>

Psalm quot/^d alwve :—" May you be whirled like the

oA:fc«6 before the wind.Hiitil you are canght in llie thorns,

or plunged into the sea !"
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644 OREB, THE ROCK

that the occuirences preserved in the Scriptures are

not the only-ones which happened in connexion with

the various events of the Sacred history: a consi-

deration which should dispose us not to reject too

hastilv the supplements to the Bible narrative fur-

nished by Josephus, or by the additions and correc-

tions of the Septuagint, and even those facts which

are reflected, in a distorted form it is true, but still

ot\en with considerable remains of their ori£;inal

shape and character, in the legends of the .'ewish,

MahometiU), and Chiistian East. [G.]

O'REB i_Oreh), i. e. :Mount Iloreb (2 Esd. ii.

33). [HOKEB.]

O'REB, THE ROCK nnij? "I-IV: in Judges

lovp, Alex. :S,ovpfiv ; in l.s. tSttos 6\i^ia)S in both

MSS. : Petra Oreb, and Horeh). The "raven's

crag," the spot at which the Widianite chieftain

Oreb, with thousands of his countrymen, fell by the

hand of the Kphraimites, and wliich probably ac-

quired its name therefrom. It is mentioned in Judg.

vii. 25 ;
» Is. x. 20. It seems plain from the terms of

Judg. vii. 25 and viii. 1 that the rock Oreb and the

winepress Zeeb were on the east side'' of Jordan.

Perhaps the place called 'Orho (inV), which in the

Bereskith liabba (Reland, Pal. 913) is stated to have

been in the neighbourhood of Bethshean, may have

some connexion with it. Ilabbi Jtidah {Bei: Rabha,

ib.) was of opinion that the Orcbin (" ravens ")

who ministered to Elijah were no ravens, but the

people of this Orbo or of the rock Oreb,^ an idea

upon which even St. Jerome himself does not look

with entu-e disfavour {Comm. in Is. sv. 7), and

which has met in later times with some supporters.

The present defective state of our knowledge of the

regions e;ist of the Jordan renders it impossible to

pronounce whether the name is still surviving. [G.]

O'REN (pK : 'Apoju ; Alex. 'Apov : Aram).

One of the sons of Jerahmeel the fii-stborn of Hezron

(1 Chr. ii. 25).

ORGAN (na-iy, Gen. iv. 21, Job xxi. 12
;

nay, Job xxx. 31, Ps. cl. 4). The Hebrew word

'ugdJb or 'tiggdb, thus rendered in our version, pro-

bably denotes a pipe or perforated wind-instrument,

as the root of the word indicates."* In Gen. iv. 21

it appears to be a general term for all wind-instru-

ments, opposed to cinnor (A. V. "harp"), which
denotes all stringed instruments. In .Job xxi. 12
are enumerated the three kinds of musical instru-

ments which are possible, inider the general terms

of the timbrel, harp, and onjan. The 'ugdb is here

dbtinguished from the timbrel and harp, as in Job
XIX. 31, compared with I's. cl. 4. Our translators

adopted tlieir rendering, " organ," from the Vulgate,

which has uniformly organum, that is, the double

or multiple pipe. The renderings of the LXX. are

vai-ioiis: KiOdpa in Gen. iv. 21, \pa\n6s in Job,

and upyauof in I's. cl. 4. The Chaldee in every

case has N^•^^^J, abbubd, which signifies " a pipe,"

and is the rendeiing of the Hebrew word so ti-ans-

lated in our rereion of Is. xxx. 29, Jer. xlviii. 36.

Joel Bril, in his 2nd preface to the Psalms in

Mendelssohn's Bible, adopts tlie opinion of those

who identify it with the Pandean pipes, or syrinx,

an instrument of unquestionably ancient origin, and

' The word "upon" in the Auth. version of this passage

Is not correct. The preposition is 3 = " in " or " at."

K Such is the conclusion of Reland (Pal. 915. ' Oreb ').

ORION
common in the East. It was a favourite with the

shepherds in the time of Homer {fl. x>iii. 526),
and its invention was attributed to vaiious deities

:

to Pallas Athene bv Pindar {Pyth. xii. 12-14), to

Pan by Pliny (vii. 57 ; cf. Virg. Eel. ii. 32 ; Tibull.

ii. 5, 30), by others to Marsyas or Siienus (Athen.

iv. 184). In the last-quoted passage it is said

that Hei-mes first made the syrinx with one reed,

while Siienus, or, according to others, two Medes,

Seuthes and Khonakes, invented that with many
reeds, and Marsyas fastened them with wax. The
reeds weie of unequal length but equal thickness,

generally seven in number (Virg. Eel. ii. 36), but
sometimes nine (Theocr. Id. viii.). Those in use

among the Turks sometimes numbered fourteen or

fifteen (Calmet, Diss, in Mus. Inst. Haebr., in Ugo-

lini, Thes. xx.xii. p. 790). Russell describes those he

met with in Aleppo. " The syrinx, or Pan's pipe,

is still a pastoral instrument in Syria ; it is known
also in the city, but very few of the perfoimers

cjin sound it tolerably well. The higher notes are

clear and pleasing, but the longer reeds are apt,

like the der\ns's flute, to make a hissing sound,

though blown by a good player. The number of

reeds of which the syrinx is composed varies in

diflerent instruments, from five to twenty-three"

{Aleppo, b. ii. c. 2, vol. i. p. 155, 2nd ed.).

If the root of the word 'uijab above given be

correct, a stringed instrument is out of the ques-

tion, and it is therefore only necessary to mention

the opinion of the author of Shilte Ilaggibbonm

(Ugol. vol. xxxii.), that it is the same as the Italian

viola da ganiba, which was somewhat similar in

form to the modern violin, and was played upon

with a bow of horsehair, the chief cliflerence being

that it had six strings of gut instead of four.

Jlichaelis (Snppl. ad Lex. Hebr., No. 1184) iden-

tifies the 'u'j&b with the psaltery.

Winer {Pealw. art. " Musikalische Insti-umente")

says that in the Hebrew version of the book of

Daniel 'ijgdb is used as the equivalent of n^3SD-1D.

sAmponyah (Gr. ffvp.<pwvia), rendered "dulcimer"
in our version. [W. A. W.]

ORI'ON (^^p3 : "Eairtpos, Job ix. 9 ; 'apiuv,

Jobxxx^^ii.31 : (9rwn,^/-cf«rus, in Jobxxxviii. 31).

That the constellation known to the Hebrews by the

name cesil is the same as that which the Greeks

called Orion, and the Arabs " the giant," there

seems little reason to doubt, though the ancient

versions vaiy in their renderings. In Job ix. 9 the

order of the words has evidently been ti-ansposed.

In the LXX. it appeai-s to have been thus,

—

cinidli,

''esil, 'ash : the \'ulgate retains the woi-ds as they

stand in the Hebrew ; while the Peshito Syriac read

ciinah, 'ash, eestl, rendering the last-mentioned word

Jf
•> ' ^ 1

gaboro, " the giant," as in Job xxr\Mii.

31. In Am. v. 8 there is again a difficulty in

the Syriac vei-sion, which represents eestl by

jtOjiw^, ' lyutho, by which 'ash in Job ix. 9,

and 'aish in Job xxxviii. 32 (A. V. " Arcturus"),

are translated, .'\gain, in Job xxx\'iii. 32, 'aish is

represented by "Effirepoy in the LXX., which raises

a question whether the order of the words which
the translators had before them in Job is. 9 was
not, as in the Syr., chndh, 'ash, cesil; in which

^ Miinasseh ben-Israel, Conciliator, on Lev. xi. 16.

'' 33y, to blow, or breathe.



ORNAMENTS, PERSONAL
i»M the last would be represented by 'ApKrovpos,

which was the rendering adopted by Jerome i'rui.i

his Hebrew teacher {Comm. in Jes. xiii. 10). But
no known manu.script aiithoi'ity supports any such

variation from the received Hebrew text.

The "giant" of Oriental iistronomy was Nimrod,
the mighty hunter, who was fabled to have been

bound iu the sky for his impiety. The two dogs

and the liare, which are among tlie constellations in

the neighbourhood of Orion, made his train com-
plete. There is possibly an allusion to this belief

in "the bands of cesU" (Job xxxviii. 31), with

which Gesenius {Jes. i. 458) compares Prov. vii.

'22. In the Chronicon Faschale (p. 36) Nimrod
is said to have been "a giant, the founder of Baby-
lon, who, the Persians say, was deified and placed

among the stars of heaven, whom they call Oiion

"

(comp. Cedrenus, p. 14). The name ccsU, literally

"a fool," and then "an impious, godless man," is

supposed to be appropriate to Nimrod, wlio, accord-

ing to tradition, was a rebel against God in building

the tower of Babel, and is c;illed by the Arab his-

torians " the mocker." All this, however, is the

invention of a later period, and is based upon a

false etymology of Nimrod's name, and an attempt

to adapt the word cesil to a Hebrew derivation.

r>ome Jewish writers, the Rabbis Isaac Israel and

Jonah among them, identified the Hebrew cesU

with the Arabic sohail, by which was understood

either Sirius or Canopus. The words of K. Jonah
(Abulwalid), as quoted by Kimchi {Lex. Heb. s. v.),

are—" CesU is the large star called in Arabic Sohail,

and the stars combined with it are called after its

name, ccsilim." The name Sohail, " foolish," was
derived from the supposed iuiluence of the star in

causing folly in men, and was probably an addi-

tional i-eason for identifying it with cesil. These

conjectures proceed, fiist, upon the supposition that

the word is Hebrew in its origin, and, secondly, that,

if this be the case, it is connected with the root of

cesil, " a fool ;" whereas it is more probably derived

from a root signifying firmness or strength, and
so would denote the " strong one," the giant of the

Syrians and Arabs. A full account of the various

theories which have been framed on the subject

will be tbund in Michaelis, Suppl. ad Lex. Ilebr.,

No. 1192. [VV. A. W.]
ORNAMENTS, PERSONAL. The num-

ber, variety, and weight of the ornaments ordinarily

worn upon the person forms one of the charac-

teristic features of Oriental costume, both in ancient

and modern' times. The monuments of ancient

Egypt exhibit the hands of ladies loaded with lings,

earrings of veiy great size, anklets, armlets, brace-

lets of the most varied character, and frequently

inlaid with precious stones or enamel, handsome
and richly ornamented necklaces, either of gold or

of beads, and chsiins of vai-ious kinds (Wilkinson,

ii. 335-341). The modern Egyptians retain to the

full the same taste, and vie with their piogenitors iti

» Sezem (DT3) ; A. V. " ear-ring." The term is used

both for " ear-ring " and " nose-ring." That it was the

former In the present case appears from ver. 47 : "1 put

the »iose-»-iii^ upon her/ac«" (nBK"?y)- The term Is

etjTnologtcally more appropriate to tlie nose-ring than to

the ear-ring. [ICak-riso ; Nose-uikg.]

b Tsamhl (TCi')- a particular kind of bracelet, so

nanieil from a root signifying '* to fasten." [Biiacei.et.]

» CM (v3); A. V. "jewels." The word signifies
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tiie number and beauty of their ornaments (Lane,
vol. iii. Appendix A.). Nor is the display confined,
as with us, to the upper classes : we are told that
even " most of the women of the lower orders
wear a variety of trumpery ornaments, such as ear-
rings, necklaces, bracelets, &c., and sometimes a
nose-ring" (Lane, i. 78). There is sufficient evi-

dence in the Bible that the inhabitants of Palestine

were equally devoted to finery. In the Old Testa-
ment, Isaiah (iii. 18-23) supplies us with a detailed

desci-iption of the articles with which the luxurious
women of his day were decoiated, and the picture
is filled up by incidental notices in other places : in

the New Testament the apostles lead us to infer

the prevalence of the same habit when they recom-
mend the women to adorn themselves, " not with
broided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array,
but with good works " (1 Tim. ii. 9, 10), even with
" tlie ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is

in the sight of God of great price" (1 Pet. iii. 4).
Ornaments were most lavishly displayed at festi-

vities, whether of a public (Hos. ii. 13) or a private

character, particularly on the occasion of a wedding
(Is. Ixi. 10 ; Jer. ii. 32). In times of public mourn-
ing they were, on the other hand, laid aside (Ex.
xxxiii. 4-6).

With regard to the particular articles noticed in

the Old Testament, it is sometimes difficult to ex-

plain their form or use, as the name is the only
source of information open to us. Much illus-

tration may, however, be gleaned both from the

monuments of Egypt and Assyria, and from the

statements of modern travellers ; and we are in all

respects in a better position to explain the meaning
of the Hebrew terms, than were the learned men
of the Kefonnation era. We propose, therefore, to

review the passages in which the personal orna-

ments are described, substituting, where necessai'v,

for the readings of the A. V. the more correct sense

iu italics, and refeiTing for more detailed descrip-

tions of the articles to the various heads under
which they may be found. The notices which
occur in the early books of the Bible, imply the

weight and abundance of the ornaments worn at

that period. Eliezer decorated Rebekah with "a
golden nosc-^-ing » of half a shekel weight, and two
bracelets'* for her hands of ten shekels weight of
gold " (Gen. xxiv. 22) ; and he afterwards added
" trinkets " of silver and trinkets ' of gold " (verse

53). Ean-ings<i were worn by Jacob's wives, ap-

parently as charms, for they are mentioned in con-

nexion with idols:— " they gave unto Jacob all the

strange gods, which were in their hand, and their

earrings which were in their ears" (Gen. xxxv. 4).

The oniaments worn by the patriarch Judali were
a " signet," « which was suspended by a string '

round the neck, and a "staff" (Gen. xxxviii. 18):

the staff' itself was probably ornamented, and thus

the practice of the Israelites would be exactly simi-

lar to that of the Babylonians, who, according to

generally " articles." They may have been either vessels

or personal ornaments: we think the latter sense raore

adapted to this passage.

<• The word nezem is again used, but with the addition of

Dn\3TN3, " In their ears."

<= Chatham (Dn'in)- [Seal.]

t PathU (^TlB) ; A. V. " bracelets." The signet is still

worn, susijcnded by a string, In jwrts of Arabia. (Robin-

sou, I. 36.'>
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Herodotus (i. 195), "each carried a seal, and a

walking-stick, carved at the top into the foim of an

apple, a rose, an eagle, or something similar." The

first notice of the ring occurs in reference to Joseph :

when he was made ruler of Egypt, Pharaoh " took

olF his signet-ring f from his hand and put it upon

Joseph's hand, and put a gold chain l" about his

neck " (Gen. xli. 42), the latter being probably a

*' simple gold chain in imit;ition of string, to which

a stone scarabaeus, set in the same precious metal,

was appended" (Wilkinson, ii. 339). The number

of personal ornaments worn by the Egyptians, par-

ticulai'ly by the females, is incidentally noticed in

Ex. iii. 22:—"Every woman shall ask (A. V.

" borrow ") of her neighbour trinkets ' of silver

and trinkets^ of gold . . . and ye shall spoil the
j

Egyptians:" in Ex. xi. 2 the order is extended to

the males, and from this time we may perhaps date

the more frequent use of trinkets among men ;
for,

while it is said in the former passage:—" ye shall

put them upon your sous and upon your daugh-

ters," we find subsequent notices of earrings being

worn at all events by young men (Ex. xxxii. 2),

and again of offerings both from men and women

of " nose-rmgs,i mid ear-rings, and rings, and neck-

laces,'' all articles of gold" (Ex. xxxv. 22). The

profusion of those ornaments was such as to supply

sufficient gold for making the sacred utensils for

the tabernacle, while the laver of brass was con-

structed out of the brazen mirrors'^ which the

women earned about with them (Ex. xxxviii. 8).

The Jlidianites appear to have been as prodigal as the

Egyptians in the use of ornaments : for the Israelites

g Tabba'ath (0^213)- The signet-ring in this, as In

other cases (P:sth. Iii. 10, viii. 2; 1 Mace. vi. 15), was not

merely an ornament, but the symbol of authority.

t Habid (n^3"l)- The term is also applied to a chain

worn by a woman (Ez. xvi. 11).

' Cell. See note « above.

J C'hdch (nn) ; A. V. " bracelets." The me;ming of

the term is rather doubtful, some authorities preferring

the sense "buckle." In other passages the same word

signifies the ring placed tlirough the nose of an animal,

such as a bull, to load him by.

k Cdmdi (TO-IS) ; A. V. " tablets." It means a neclc-

lace formed of perforated gold drops strung together.

[Necklace.].

I JUardtli (niX'lO) ; A. V. " looking-glasses." The

use of polished mirrors Is alluded to in Job xx.\vil. 18.

[MlBltOK.]

m £ts 'ddiVi (mj?V^^ ; ^- V. " chains." A cognate

term, u.scd hj Is. ill. 20, moans "step-cham;" but tlie word

la used both here and in 2 Sam. 1. 10 without reference to

its etymological sense. [Akmlet.]

" 'Agil C?''3y) ; a circular ear-ring, of a solid character.

" CUmdz ; A. V. " tablets." See note k above.

p Sezem, ; A. V. " ear-rings." See note • above. The

term is here undefined ; but, as car-rings are subsequently

noticed In the verse, we thlnlc It probable that the nose-

ring Is Intended.

1 SaiiarOniin (D^pnb') ; A. V. " omamonts." The

word specifies ninnn-shaped disks of metal, strung on a

cord, and placed round the necks cither of men or of camels.

Compare ver. 21. [Chain.]

i^'e^^pW<A (mO^p?) ; A. V. "collars" or " sweeU

Jewels." The etymological sense of the word \si)endants,

which were no doubt attached to ear-rings.

• T&rim, (D^IID) ; A. V. " rows." The term mean.';,

ai-widing to Gcscnius (7Vi«. p. 149!)), ro.cs of pearls or
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are described as having captured " trinkets of gold,

armlets,^ and bracelets, rings, earrings," and neck-

laces," ° tlie value of which amounted to 16,750
shekels (Num. xxxi. 50, 52). Equally valuable

were the ornaments obtained from the same people

after their defeat by Gideon: " the weight of the

golden nose-rings P was a thousand and seven hun-
dred shekels of gold ; beside collars i and ear-pend-

ants^ (Judg. viii. 26).

The poetical portions of the 0. T. contain nu-

merous refeiences to the ornaments worn by the

Israelites in the time of their highest prosperity.

The appearance of the bride is thus described in the

book of the Canticles:—"Thy cheeks are comely

with beads,' thy neck with perforated* {pearls r,

we will make thee beads of gold with studs ot

silver" (i. 10, 11). Her neck rising tall and

stately " like the tower of David builded lor an

armoury," was decorated with various ornaments

hanging like the " thousand bucklers, all shields ot

mighty men, on the walls of the armoury " (iv. 4) :

her hair tailing gracefully over her neck is describeil

figuratively as a "chain"" (iv. 9): and "the
roimdings" (not as in the A. V. "the joints")

of her thighs are likened to the pendant "> of an ear-

ring, which tapers gradually downwards (vii. 1).

So again we read of the bridegroom :
—"his eyes

are . . . fitly set," " as though they were gems till-

ing the sockets of rings (v. 12): " his hands are

as gold rings* set with the beryl," i. e. (as ex-

plained by Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 287) the fingers

when curved are like gold rings, and the nails dyed

with henna resemble gems. Lastly, the yearning

beads ; but, as the etymological sense is connected with

circle, it may rather mean the Individual beads, which

might be strung together, and so make a row, encircling

the cheeks. In the next verse the same word is rendered

in the A. V. " borders." The sense must, however, be tlie

same in both verses, and the point of contrast may per-

chance consist in the difference of the material, the beads

in ver. 10 being of some ordinary metal, while those in

ver. 11 were to be of gold.

t Charuzim ('•T-IIH) ; A. V. " chains." The word

would apply to any perforated articles, such as beads,

pearls, coral, &c.

" 'Anak (p^V)- In the A. V. it is supposed to be lite-

rally a chain : and hence some critics explain the word

attached to It, "^''31-IV, as meanuig a "collar," Instead of

a " neck." The latter, which Is the correct sense, may be

retained by treating andk as metaphorically applied to a

pendant lock of hair.

T Chaldim iWV^T\); A.V. "Jewels." Gesenius tmder-

stands the term as referring to a necklace, and renders this

passage, " the roundings of thy hips are like the knobs or

bosses of a necklace." The two noiioiis of rounded and

pofisftcd may be combined In the wo'd in this case. A
cognate term is used in Hos. ii. 13, and is rendered in .he

A. v. "jewels."

" The words in the original literally mean iittivg in

ftduess ; and the previous reference to " rivers of waters "

would rather lead us to adopt a rendering in hannony

with that image, as is done In the LX.X. and the Vulgate,

Ka0riii€vai. eiri jrAnpufiaTa vSoltoiv, juxta Jluenta ple-

nissima. i i

> The term here rendered " rings," geUUm (D ? ?*^'

is nowhere else found in this sense, at all events as a per-

sonal ornament. Its etjTiiological sense Implies something

rounded, and Iheretore the word admits of being rendered

" stalls ;" In which case a comparison would be Instituted

between the outstretched fingei-s and the handsomely de-

corated staff, of which we have already spoken (Hltzlg,

in loc).
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^fter close afi'ection is expressed thus ;—" Set me as

a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm,"

wliether that the seal itself was the most valuatile

jiersonal ornament worn by a man, as in Jer. xxii.

•J4; Hag. ii. 23, or whether perchance the close

contiguity of the seal to the wax on which it is im-
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there is no seal : nor with a needle vrithout an eye

(§ 1) : nor with a needle ihat has an eye : nor with

a finger-ring that has a seal on it : nor with a dia-

dem : nor with a smelling-bottle or balm-flask (§ 3).

A man is not to go out . . . with an amulet, unless

it be by a distinguished sage (§ 2) : knee-buckles

pressed rnay not rather be intended (Cant. viii. G).
I

are clean and a man may go out with them: step-

\Ve may further notice the imagery employed in the :
chains are liable to become unclean, and a man

Proverbs to describe the effects of wisdom in beau-
;

must not go out with them " (§4). [W. L. B.]

tifying the character; in reference to the terms used
1 QR'NAN ajIN : 'Opva^: Oman). The form

we need only explain that the " ornament" of the
i . , . , ,

'''''„,
, , ., , . , . ,,

A. V. in i. 9. ivf 9, is more specifically a wreath r
\

ni which the nan^e of the Jebusite kmg, who in the

older record of the Book of Samuel is called Arau-

iewel of I

"^^' -A^ranyah, Ha-avarnah, or Haornah, is given in

Chronicles (1 Chr. xxi. 15, 18, 20-2.5, 28 ; 2 Chr.

iii. 1). This extraordinary variety of foim is a

strong corroboration to the statement that Oman

or garland; the "chains" of i. 9, the drops

of which the necklace was formed ; the

gold in a swine's snout" of xi. 22, a nose-ring;'^

the " jewel " of xx. 1 5, a trinket, and the " ovn&-

ment " of XXV. 12, an (?ar-»eKcftr»<.'' , ,. n.
The passage of Isaiah (iii. 18-23), to which we wa^s a non-Israehte. [Araukah

;
Jebusite, vol

have already referred, may be rendered as follows :

—

(18) " In that day the Lord will talce away the

bravery of their anklets," and their lace caps,^ and

their necklaces;^ (19) the ear-peyidants,^ and the

bracelets,S and the light veils •,^ (20) the turbans,^

and the step-chains, i and the girdles,^ and the

scent-bottles,^ and the amulets;'^ (21) the rings

and nose-rings;'^ (22) the state-dresses" and the

cloaks, and the shawls, and the purses ;
P (23) the

mirrors,'^ and the fine linen shirts, and the tur-

bans," and the light dresses."'

The following extracts from the Mishna (Sabb.

cap. vi.) illustrate the subject of this article, it

being premised that the object of the enquiry was

to ascertain what constituted a pi'oper article of

di-ess, and what might be regarded by rabbinical

refinement as a burden :—" A woman must not go

out (on the Sabbath) with linen or woollen laces,

nor with the straps on her head : nor with a front-

let and pendants thereto, unless sewn to her cap

:

nor with a golden tower (j. e. an ornament in the

shape of a tower) : nor with a tight gold chain : nor

with nose-rings: nor with finger-rings on which

y Livyak Cn^l'?)-
I

« See note > above.

» The word is nezem. See note » above.
;

•> Chali. See note » above. i

•: 'Acas'im (D'p3i?) ; A. V. " tinkling ornaments about

i. 9376.]

In some of the Greek versions of Origen's Hexapla

collected by Bahrdt, the threshing-tloor of Oman
{'Epua rov ^le^ovffaiov) is named for that of Nachon
in 2 Sam. vi. 6. [G.]

ORTAH (nsny : 'Op^a: Or/jArt). AMoabite

woman, wife of Chilion son of Naomi, and thereby

sister-in-law to Ruth. On the death of their hus-

bands Orpah accompanied her sister-in-law and her

mother-in-law on the road to Bethlehem. But here

her resolution failed her. The offer which Naomi
made to the two younger women that they should

leturn " each to their own mother's house," after

a slight hesitation, she embi-aced. " Orpah kissed

her mother-in-law," and went back " to her people

and to her gods," leaving to the unconscious Ruth

the glory, which she might have rivalled, of being

the mother of the most illustrious house of that or

any nation. [G.]

ORTHO'SIAS {'Opdaffids; Alex. 'OpQwala:

Orthosias). Tryphon, when besieged by Antiochus

Sidetes in Dora, fled by ship to Orthosias (1 Mace.

I BotU hannephesh (tJ'QSn *ri3) ; A. V. "tablets,"

or " liouses of the soul," the latter being the literal ren-

dering of the words. The scent-bottle was either attached

to the girdle or suspended from the neck.

m tec/ws/iiffiCD^^n?); A. V. " ear-rings." Themean-

their feet." The efifoct of the anklet is described in ver. 16, ' ing of this term is extremely doubtful : it is derived from

a root signifying "to whisper;" and hence is applied to

the mutterings of serpent charmers, and in a secondary

sense to amulets. They may have been in the form of

ear-rings, as already stated. The etymological meaning

might otherwise make it applicable to describe light,

rustling robes (Saalchiitz, Archdol. i. 30).

» A. V. " nose-jewels."

For this and the two following terms see Dress.

p CharUhr„ (D''P"'"in) ; A. V. " crisping-pins." Com-

pare 2 K. v. 23. According to Gesenius (TTies. p.

519), the purse is so named from its round, coniciil

form.

1 Gilydnim. (0^3*73) ; A. V. " glasses." The term is

not the same as was before used ; nor is its sense w( 11

a.«certained. it has been otherwise understood as de-

scribing a transparent material like gauze. See Dkkss.

A. V. " hooils." [Headdress.]

• A. V. " vails." [DiiEss.]

Peclined 'Opv^, 'Opvav, in the Vat. MS. (Mai)

;

' making a tinkling with their feet." [Akklet.J

* ShebUtm (Q^p*2Ei') ; A. V. " cauls " or " net-

works." The term has been otherwise explained as mean-
ing ornaments shaped like the sun, and worn as a necklace.

[Hair.]

» Sahardntm ; A. V. " round tires like the moon." See

note 1 above.

' XetiphOth; A. V." chains" or " sweet balls." See

note ' above.

8 shirCth iT\Y\^)- The word refers to the conslruc-

lion of the bracelet by inlertivining cords or metal rods.

h Ite'CiUlh ircbVp ; A. V. " mufflers " or " spangled

ornaments." The word describes the tremulous motion

of the veil. [Veil.]

i I'eeiim (DHNQ) ; A. V. "bonnets." The peer may

mean more specifically the decoration in front of the

I urban. [Headdkf.ss.]

i TsnulOlli (nnyV) ; A. V. " ornaments of the legs."

See note "" above. The effect of the step-chain Is to give
1
in the Alex. JIS. constantly Opva. In the Targiim

a " mincing" gait, as described in ver. 16.

k Kishshmim {W*'W\>) ; A. V. " head-bands,

probably means a handsomely decorated girdle. [Girulf..] jlllK- See the edition of Beck {Avg. Vind. 168U)

1 1 lormcd part of a bride's attire (Jer. ii. 32).
,

' '

Chronicles the name is given in four different forms :—

It
I
usually Jinx, but also pnN, IJ^N- n""!?'

'^'^
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XV. 37). Orthosia is described by Pliny (v. 17) as

north of Tripolis, and south of the river Eleutherus,

near which it was situated (Stiabo, xvi. p. 753).

It was the northern boundai-y of Phoenice, and

distant 1130 stadia from the Orontes (id. p. 760).

Shaw {Trav. p. 270, 271, 2nd ed.) identifies the

Eleutherus with the modern Nahr el-Barid, on the

north bank of which, corresponding to the descrip-

tion of Strabo (p. 753), he found " ruins of a con-

siderable city, whose adjacent district pays yearly

to the Bashaws of Tripoly a tax of fifty dollars by

the name of Or-tosa. In Peutinger's Table, also,

Orthosia is placed thirty miles to the south of Antar-

adus, and twelve miles to the north of Tripoly. The
situation of it likewise is further illustrated by a

medal of Antoninus Pius, struck at Orthosia ; upon

the reverse of which we have the goddess Astarte

treading upon a river. For this city was built upon

a rising gi-ound on the northern banks of the river,

within half a furlong of the sea, and, as the rugged

eminences of Moimt Libanus lie at a small distance

in a parallel with the shore, Orthosia must have

been a place of the gi-eatest importance, as it would

have hereby the entire command of the load (the

onlv one there is) betwixt Phoenice and the maii-

time parti of Syria." On the other hand, Jlr.

Porter, who identifies the Eleutherus with the

modern Nahr el-Kebir, describes the ruins of Or-

thosia as on the south bank of the Nahr el-Barid,

" the cold river" {Handbk. p. 593), thus agreeing

with the accounts of Ptolemy and Pliny. The state-

ment of Strabo is not sufficiently precise to allow

the inference that he considered Orthosia north of
[

the Eleutherus. But if the ruins on the south 1

bank of the Nahr el-Barid be really tliose of Or-

tiiosia, it seems an objection to the identification of

the Eleutherus with the Nahr el-Kebir ; for Strabo

at one time makes Orthosia (xiv. p. 670), and at

another the neighbouring river Eleutherus (b 7r\r>-

ffiov iroTafi6s), the boundary of Phoenice on the

north. This could hardly have been the case if

the Eleutherus were 3| hours, or nearly twehe
miles, from Orthosia.

Awoidiiig to Josephus (Ant. x. 7, §2), Tiyplion

fled to Apamea, while in a fragment of Charax,

quoted by Grimm Qvurzgcf. Handb.) from Jliiller's

Frag. Graec. Hist. iii. p. 644, fr. 14, he is said to

have taken refuge at Ptolemais. Grimm recon-

ciles these statements by supposing that Tryphon
fled fii-st to Orthosia, then to Ptolemais, and lastly

to Apamea, where he was slain. [W. A. W.]

OSAI'AS {'Claala^ : om. in Vulg.). A coiTup-

tiou of Jesiiaiah (1 Esd. viii. 48 ; comp. Ezr.

viii. 19).

OSE'A (Osee). Hoshea the son of Elah, king

of Israel (2 Esd. xiii. 40).

OSE'AS (Osee). The prophet Hosea (2 Esd.

1. 39).

OSHE'A iV^^n, i. e. Hoshea ; Samar. yE^in'

:

Aiiff'fi : Osee). The original name of Joshua the

son of Nun (Num. xiii. 8), which on some occasion

not stated—but which we may with reason conjec-

ture to have been his resistance to the factious con-

duct of the spies—received fiom Moses (ver. 16)

the addition of the great name of .Jehovah, so lately

revealed to the nation (Ex. vi. 3), and thus from
" Help " became " Help of .Jehovah." The Samari- '

tan Codex h;is .Jehoshua in both places, and theiefore '

misses the point of the change.

The original fonn of the name recurs in Deut.

OSPEAY
xxxii. 44, though there the A. V. (with more ac-

curacy than here) has Hoshea.

Probably no name in the whole Bible appears in

so many foims as that of this great personage, in

the original five, and in the A. V. no less than
seven—Oshea, Hoshea, Jehoslma, Jehoshuah, Joshua,
Jeshua, Jesus ; and if we add Hosea (also identical

with Oshea) and Osea, nine. [G.]

OSPEAY (iT^ry, ozniyydh : aXtaUros : ha-

liaeetus). The Hebrew word occui-s only in Lev. xi.

13, and Deut. xiv. 12, as the name of some unclean

bird which the law ofMoses disallowed as food to the

Israelites. The old versions and many commentators
are in favour of this interpretation ; but Bochart

{Hieroz. ii. 774) has endeavoured, though on uo
reasonable giounds, to prove that the bird denoted

by the Hebrew term is identical with the melwi-
aeetus (fxeXavaieros) of Aristotle, the Valeria

aquila of Pliny. There is, however, some difficulty

in identifying the haliaeetus of Aristotle and Pliny,

on account of some statements these wi-itere make
with respect to the habits of this bird. The general

description they give would suit either the ospray

{Fandion haliaeetus) or the white-tailed eaorle

Pandion ftahaeetut.

(Haliaeetus albicilla). The followmg passage, how-

ever, of Pliny (x. 3), points to the ospray :
" The

haliaeetus poises itself aloft, and the moment it

catches sight of a fish in the sea below pounces

headlong upon it, and cleaving the water with its
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breast, cames off its booty." With this may be

compared the description of a modern naturalist,

Dr. Richardson :
" When looking out for its ^rey

it sails with gi-eat ease and elegance, in undulating

lines at a considerable altitude above the water,

from whence it precipitates itself upon its quai-ry,

and beai-s it oli' in its claws." Again, both Aristotle

and Pliny speak of the diving habits of the haliaeetus.

The ospray often plunges entirely under the water

in pursuit of fish. The ospray belongs to the family

Falconidae, order Raptatores. It has a wide geo-

gi-aphiciil range, and is occasionally seen in Egypt

;

but as it is rather a northern bird, the Heb. word
may refer, as Mr. Tristram suggests to us, either to

the Aqnila naevia, or A. naevimdes, or more pro-

bably still to the very abundant Circaetus gallicus

which feeds upon rejitilia. [W. H.]

OSSIFEAGE (Dn3, peres : yp^ : gryps).

There is much to be said in favour of this transla-

tion of the A. V. The word occurs, as the name
of an unclean bird, in Lev. .\i. 13, and in the parallel

passage of Deut. xiv. 12. (For other renderings of

jyeres see Bochart, JTieroz. ii. 770.) The Arabic

version has okab, which Bochart rijnders fieXav-

aieros, " the black eagle." [OsPRAY.] This word,
however, is in all probability generic, and is used

to denote any bird of the eagle k'.n.l, for in the

vei'nacular Arabic of Algeria okab is " the generic
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name u.sed by the Arabs to express any of the Lirge

kinds of the Falconidae." (See Loche's Catalogue

des Oiseaux observes en Algerie, p. 37.) There
is nothing conclusive to be gathered fiom the

ypii^ of the LXX. and the gryps of the Vulgate,

which is the name of a fabulous animal. Etymo-
logically the word points to some rapacious bird

with an eminently " hooked beak ;" and ceiiainly

' D13. from D^S, •' to break," " to crash."

» nay, • to cry out.- ' \v\

the ossifrage has the hooked beak characteristic of
the order Raptatores in a veiy marked degree. If
much weight is to be allowed to etymology, the
peres^ of the Hebrew Scriptures may well be repre-
sented by the ossifiage, or bone-breaker ; for peres
in Hebrew means " the breaker." And the ossifirage

(Gypaetus barbatus) is well desen-ing of his name
in a more literal manner, it will appear, than
Colonel H. Smith (Kitto's Cyo. art. " Peres") is

willing to allow ; for not only does he push kids
and lambs, and even men, otf the rocks, but he
takes the bones of animals which other birds of
prey have denuded of the flesh high up into the air,

and lets them fall upon a stone in order to crack
them, and render them more digestible even for his
enormous powers of deglutition. (See Mr. Simpson's
very interesting account of the Lammergeyer in
Ibis, ii. 282.) The Lammergeyer, or bearded vul-
ture, as it is sometimes called, is one of the largest of
the birds of prey. It is not uncommon in the East

;

and Mr. Tristram several times observed this bird
" sailing over the high mountain- passes west of the
Jordan " {Ibis, i. 23). The English word ossifrage
has been applied to some of tlie Falconidae; but
the ossifraga of the Latins evidently points to the
Lammergeyer, one of the Vidturidae. [W. H.]

OSTRICH. There can be no doubt that the
Hebrew words bath haya'andh, yd'en, and rdndn,
denote this bird of the desert.

1, Bath haya'andh (njy*n~n3 : (TTpoveSs,

ffTpovdiov, (Teipriv: stmthio) occurs in Lev. xi. 16,
Deut. xiv. 15, in the list of unclean birds ; and in
other passages of Scripture. The A.V. erroneously
renders the Hebrew expression, which signifies either
" daughter of greediness " or " daughter of shout-
ing," by " owl," or, as in the margin, by " daughtei-
of owl." In Job XXX. 29, Is. .xxxiv. 13, and xliii. 20,
the margin of the A. V. correctly reads " ostriches."
Bochart considers that bath haya'andh denotes the
female ostrich only, and that tachmds, the follow-
ing word in the Hebrew text, is to be restricted to
the male bird. In all probability, however, this
latter word is intended to signify a bird of anothei-
genus. [Night-Hawk.] There is considerable
diflerence of opinion with regard to the etymology
of the Hebrew word ya'andh. Bochart {Hieroz.
ii. 811) derives it from a roof" meaning to " cry
out" (see also Maurer, Comment, in V. f.ad Thren.
iv. 3); and this is the interpretation of old commen-
tators genei-ally, Gesenius

( Thes. s. v. r\l]3i) refei-s

the word to a root which signifies " to be greedy
or voracious;"' and demurs to the explanation
given by Michaelis {Suppl. ad Lex. Heb. p. 1127),
and by Rosenmiiller {Not. ad Hieroz. ii. 829, •

and Schol ad Lev. xi. 16), who trace the Hebiew
word ya'andh to one which in Arabic denotes
"liard and sterile land:"<J bath haya'andh accoi-d-
ingly would mean " daughter of the desert."
Without entering into the merits of these various
explanations, it will be enough to mention that any
one of them is well suited to the habits of the
ostrich. This bird, as is well known, will swallow
almost any substance, pieces of iron, large stones,

&c. &c.
; this it does probably in order to assist

the triturating action of the gizzard : so that the
Oriental expression of " daughter of voracity " is

teira dura et slerilis.
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einiuently characteristic of the ostrich.* With regard

to the two other derivations of the Hebrew word,

we may add that the cry of the ostrich is said

sometimes to resemble the lion, so that the Hot-

tentots of S. Africa are deceived by it ; and that

its jMrticular haunts are the parched and desolate

tracts of sandy deserts.

The loud crying of the ostrich seems to be re-

ferred to in Jiic. i. 8: "I will wail and howl ....

I will make a mourning as the ostriches " (see also

.lob .\xs. 29). The other passages where huth hai/a-

'midh occurs point to the desolate places which are

the natural habitat of these birds.

2. Yd'en (]]}'') occurs only in the plural number

D^jy», ye'enim (LXX. (rrpovBiov, struthio), in

Lam. iv. 3, where the context shews that the

ostrich is intended :
'• The daughter of my people

is become cruel like the ostriches in the wilderness."

This is impoi-tant, as shewing that the other word

(1), which is merely the feminine foiTn of this one,

with the addition of bath, "daughter," clearly

points to the ostrich as its conect ti-anslation, even

if all the old versions were not agreed upon the

matter. For remarks on Lam. iv. 3, see below.

3. Edndn (pi). The plural form (D''J3'1, re-

ndntm: LXX. repirSfievoi: stndhio) alone occurs

in Job xxxix. 13 ; where, however, it is clear from

the whole passage (13-18) that ostriches are in-

tended by the word. The A. V. renders rendnim

by " peacocks," a translation which has not found

favour with commentators ; as " pe;icocks," for

which there is a difterent Hebrew name,' were

probably not known to tne people of Arabia or

Syria before the time of Solomon. [Peacocks.]

The "ostrich" of the A. V. in Job xxxix. 13 is

the representative of the Hebrew notseh, " feathers."

The Hebrew 7-endn'an appears to be derived from

the root »dm(n,K "to wail," or to " utter a stri-

dulous sound," in allusion to this bird's nocturnal

cries. Gesenius compares the Arabic zimar, " a

female ostrich," from the root zamar, " to sing."

The following short account of the nidification of

the ostrich {Strut liio ca7nelus) will perhaps elucidate

those passaf'es of Scripture which ascribe cruelty to

this bird in neglecting her eggs or young. Ostriches

ai"e polygamous: the hens lay their eggs promis-

cuously in one nest, which is merely a hole scratched

in the sand ; the eggs aie then covered over to the

depth of about a foot, and are, in the c;\se of those

birds which are found within the tropics, generally

left for the gieater part of the day to the heat of

the sun, the parent-birds taking then- tunis at incu-

bation during the night. But in those countries

which have not a tropical sun ostriches frequently

incubate during the day, the male taking his turn

at night, and watching over the eggs with gieat

care and allection, as is evidenced by the fact that

jackals and other of the smaller carnivora are

occiisionally foimd dead near the nest, having been

killed by the ostrich in defence of the eggs or

young. " As a further proot' of the allection of the

astrich for its young" (we quote from Shaw's

Zoology, xi. 426), " it is related by Thunberg that

he once rode past a place where a female wiis sitting

' Mr. 'rristrara, who has paid considerable attention to

the habits of the ostrich, has liiiidly read over this article

;
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ou her nest, when the bird sprang up and pursued

him, evidently with a view to prevent his noticing

her eggs or young." The habit of the ostrich

leaving its eggs to be matured by the sun's hciit

is usually appealed to in order to confirm the Scrip-

tural account, " she leaveth her eggs to the earth
;"

but, as has been remarked above, this is probably

the case oidy with the tropical birds : the ostriches

with which the Jews were acquainted were, it is

likely, birds of Syria, Kgypt, and North Africa;

but, even if they were acquainted with the habits

of the tropical ostriches, how can it be said that

" she forgetteth that the foot may crush " the eggs,

when they are covered a foot deep or more ii.

sand ? ' We believe the true explanation of this

passage is to be found in the fact that the ostrich

deposits some of her eggs not in the nest, but
around it ; tliese lie about on the surface of the

sand, to all appearance forsaken; they are, however,

desigiipJ for the nourishment of the young birds,

according to Levaillant and Bonjainville (Cuvier,

An. Kiiiij. by Griffiths and others, viii. 432). Are
not these the eggs " that the loot may crush," and
may not hence be traced the cruelty which Scrip-

ture attributes to the ostrich ? We have had occa-

sion to remark in a former artiele [Ant], that the

language of Scripture is adapted to the opinions

commonly held by the people of tlie East: for how
otherwise can we explain, for instance, the passages

which ascribe to the hare or to the coney the habit

of chewing the cud ? And this remark will hold

good in the passage of Job which speaks of the

ostrich being without imderstanding. It is a general

belief amongst the Arabs that the ostrich is a very

stupid biid : indeed they have a proverb, " Stupid

as an ostrich;" and Bochart {Ilierbz. ii. 865) has

given us five jwints on which tliis bird is supposed

to deserve its character. They may be briefly stated

thus:—(1) Because it will swallow iron, stones,

D\»3Jjl.

See Tristram (Ibis,

KPT
Two Arabs oegan lu

he says, " the necssity for sw.iUowi„g stom-s. &c., may
, f„„^ ^,

be understood from the favourite fnod of ihr tame <<- ^ ' ' •' " '^

.

triches I have seen l)eing the datcstonc, the li.iixlcst

vogetablf substani'os."

frc.<h eggs from the depth of about a fool under the >

sand.'
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&c.
; (2) Because when it is hunted it thinists its

head into a bush and imagines the hunter does not

see it ;
> (3) Beaiuse it allows itself to be deceived

and captured in the manner described by Strabo

(xxi. 772, ed. Kramer) ; f4) Because it neglects its

e^rgs ; ' (5) Because it has a small head and few

brains. Such is the opinion the Arabs have ex-

])iessed with regard to the ostrich ; a bird, however,

which by no means deserves such a character, as

travellers have frequently testified. " So waiy is

the bird," says Mr. Tristram {fbis, ii. 73), "and so

open aie the vast plains over which it roams, that

no ambuscades or artifices can be employed, and

the vulgar resource of dogged perseverance is the

only mode of pursuit."

Dr. Shaw {Travels, ii. 345) relates as au instance

of want of sagacity in the ostrich, that he " saw
one swallow several leaden bullets, scorching hot

from the mould." We may add that not unt're-

quently the stones and other substances which

ostiiches swallow prove fatal to them. In this one

respect, perhaps, there is some foundation for the

character of stupidity attributed to them.

The ostrich was forbidden to be used as food by

the I.evitical law, but the African Arabs, says Jlr.

Tristram, eat its flesh, which is good and sweet.

Ostrich's brains were among the dainties that

were placed on the supper-tables of the ancient

Komans. The fat of the ostrich is sometimes

used in medicine for the cure oi" palsy and rheu-

matism (Pococke, Trav. i. 209).
' Burckhardt

{Syria, Append, p. 664) says that ostriches breed

in the Dhahy. They are found, and seem formerly

to have been more abundant than now, in Arabia.

The ostrich is the largest of all known birds, and
perhaps the switlest of all cursorial animals. The
capture of an ostrich is often made at the sacrifice of

the lives of two horses (Ibis, ii. 73). Its strength is

enormous. The wings are useless for flight, but
when the bird is pursued they are extended and act

as sails befoie the wind. The ostrich's feathers so

much prized are the long white plumes of the

wings. The best come to us from Barbary and
the west coast of Africa. The ostrich belongs to

the family Struthionidae, order Cursores. [VV. H.]

OTH'NI("'iny:*'O0;'i'; Alex.rodvl: Othni).

Son of Shemaiah, the firstborn of Obed-odom, one
of the " able men for strength for the service " of

the tabernacle in the reign of David (1 Chr.

ixn. 7). The name is said by Gesenius to be de-

lived from an obsolete word, 'Othen, " a lion."

OTH-NIEL (^N*:riy, "llonofGod," cf. Othni,

"I Chr. xxvi. 7 : Todovii\K : Othoniel), son of Ke-
naz, and younger brother of Caleb, Josh. xv. 17;
Judg. i. 13, iii. 9; 1 Chr. iv. 13. But these pas-

sages all leave it doubtful whether Kenaz was his

father, or, as is more probable, the more remote

ancestor and head of the tribe, whose descendants

were called Kenezites, Num. xxxii. 12, &c., or sons

of Kenaz. If Jephunneh was Caleb's father, then

probably he was lather of Othniel also. [Caleb.]
The first mention of Othniel is on occasion of the

taking of Kirjath-Sepher, or Debir, as it was after-

wards called. Debir was included in the moun-
tainous teiritory near Hebron, within the boixier of

Judah, assigned to Caleb the Kenezite (Josh. xiv.
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12-14); and in order to stimulate the valour of

the assailants, Caleb promised to give his daughter
Achsah to whosoever should assault and take the

city. Othniel won the prize, and received with his

wife in addition to her previous dowry the upper
and nether springs in the immediate neighbourhood.
These springs are identified by \'an de Velde, after

Stewart, with a spring which rises ou the summit
of a hill ou the north of Wady Dilbeh (2 hours
S.W. from Hebron^ and is brought down by an
aqueduct to the foot of the hill. (For other views
see Debir). The next mention of Othniel is in

Judg. iii. 9, where he appears as the first judge of

Israel after the death of Joshua, and their deliverer

from their first servitude. In consequence of their

intermarriages with the Canaanites, and their fie-

quent idolatries, the Israelites had been given into the

hand of Chushau-Ilishathaim, king of Mesopotamia,
for eight years. Fiom this oppressive sei-vitude

they were delivered by Othniel. " The Spirit of
the Lord came upon him, and he judged Israel, and
went out to war: and the Lord delivered Chushan-
Rishathaim king of Mesopotamia into his hand ; and
his hand prevailed against Chushan-Rishathaim.
And the land had rest forty yeai-s. And Othniel

the son of Kenaz died."

This with his genealogy, 1 Chr. iv, 13, 14,

which assigns him a son, Hathath, whose posterity,

according to Judith vi. 15, continued till the time
of Holofernes, is all that we know of Othniel. But
two questions of some interest arise concerning him,
the one his exact relationship to Caleb ; the other

the time and duration of his judgeship.

(1) As regards his relationship to Caleb, the

doubt arises from the uncertainty whether the

words in Judg. iii. 9, "Othniel the son of Kenaz,
Caleb's younger brother," indicate that Othniel him-
self, or that Kenaz, was the brother of Caleb. The
most natui-al rendering, according to the canon of

K. Moses ben Xachman, on Num. s. 29, that in

constructions of this kind such designations belong

to the principal person in the preceding sentence,

makes Othniel to be Caleb's brother. And this is

tiivoured by the probability that Kenaz, w-as not

Othniel's father, but the father and head of the

tribe, as we leara that Kenaz was, from the desig-

nation of Caleb as " the Kenezite," or " son of
Kenaz." Jerome also so translates it, "Othniel
filius Cenez, frater Caleb jiuiior;" and so did the

LXX. originally, because even in tho:fe copies which
now have a^i\<pov, they still retain vedorepov in

the ace. case. Nor is the objection, which influ-

ences most of the Jewish commentators to under-
stand that Kenaz was Caleb's brother, and Othniel
his nephew, of any weight. For the maniage of

an uncle with his niece is not expressly prohibited

by the Levitical law (Lev. sviii. 12, xx. 19) ; and
even if it had been, Caleb and Othniel as men of

foreign extraction would have been less amenable to

it, and more likely to follow the custom of their

own tribe. On the other hand it must be acknow-
ledged that the canon above quoted does not hold

universally. Even in the very passage, Num. x.

29, on which the canon is adduced, it is extremely

doubtful whether the designation " the Midianite,

Moses' father-in-law," does not apply to Keuel,

rather than to Hobab, seeing that Keuel, and not

Hobab, was father to Moses' wife (Ex. ii. 18). In

•> This is an old conceit: see Pliny (x. 1), and the re- discovered, frequently forsake the rgss

mark of Piodorus Siculus (ii. 50) thereon. mark rather of sagacity than stupldiiy.

' Ostriches lue very shy birds, and will, if their nest Is I

i=urcly this is a
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Jer. xxxii. 7, ia the pluase " Hanameel the son of

Shallum thine uncle," the words " thine uncle

"

certainly belong to Shallum, not to Hanameel, as

appears from ver. 8, tt. And in 2 Chr. xxxv. 3, 4;

Neh. siii. 28, the designations " King of Israel,"

and "high-priest," belong respectively to David,

and to Eliashib. The chronological difficulties as

to Othniel's judgeship would also be mitigated con-

siderably if he were nephew and not brother to

Caleb, as in this case he miglit well be 25, wliereas

in the other he could not be under 40 years of

age, at the time of his marriage with Achsah. Still

the evidence, candidly weighed, preponderates

strongly in tavour of the opinion that Othaiel was

Caleb's brother.

(2) And this leads to the second question sug-

gested above, viz. the time of Othniel's judgeship.

Supposing Caleb to be about the same age as Joshua,

as Num. .xiii. 6, 8 ;
Josh. xiv. 10, suggest, we should

have to reckon about 25 years fi-om Othniel's mar-

riage with Achsah till tlie death of Joshua at the

age of 1 10 years (85-1- 25 = 1 ] 0). And if we take

Africanus's allowance of 30 years for the elders

after Joshua, in whose lifetime " the people served

the Lord" (Judg. ii. 7), and then allow 8 years

for Chushan-Rishathaim's dominion, and 40 years of

rest under Othniel's judgeship, and suppose Othniel

to have been 40 years old at his marriage, we obtain

(40-|-25-f30-l-S-f40=:) 143 years as Othniel's

iige at his death. This we are quite sure cannot

be right. Nor does any escape from the difficulty

vei-y readily offer itself. It is in feet a part of that

larger chronological difficulty which affects the

whole interval between the e.xodus and the building

of Solomon's temple, where the dates and formal

notes of time indicate a period more than twice as

long as that derived from the genealogies and other

ordinary calculations from the length of human life,

and general historical probability. In the case

before us one would guess an interval of not more

than 25 years between Othniel's marriage and his

victoiy over Chushan-Rishathaim.

In endeavouring to bring these conflicting state-

ments into harmony, the fiist thing that occurs to

one is, that if Joshua lived to the age of 110 years,

I. e. full 3u years after the entrance into Canaan,

supposing him to have been 40 when he went as a spy,

he must have outlived all the elder men of the gene-

ration which took possession of C;maan, and that 10

or 12 yeai-s more must have seen the last of the

survivore. Then again, it is not necessary to sup-

pose that Othniel lived through the whole 80 years

of rest, nor is it possible to avoid suspecting that

these long ])eriods of 40 and 80 years are due to

some influences which have disturbed the true com-

putation of time. If these dates are discarded, and

Wfi judge only by ordinary probabilities, we shall

suppose Othniel to have survived Joshua not more

than 20, or at the outiido, 30 years. Nor, how-
ever unsatisfactory this may be, does it seem pos-

sible, with only our present materials, to arrive at

any more definite result. It must suffice to know
the difficulties and wait patiently for the solution,

should it ever be vouchsiifed to us. [A. C. H.]

OTHONI'AS ('OOoi/fas : ZochMs). A coitud-

tion of the name Mattaxiah in Ezr. x. 27 (1 Escl.

ix. 28).

» It is important to observe, in reference to the LXX.
renderings of the Hebrew names of the different unclean

birds. S;c., that tlic verses of Ocut. xiv. are some •<[ tliem

OWL
OVEN ("l-ian : K\i0avos). The Eastern o\ on

is of two kinds—fixed and portable. The former is

found only in towns, wliere regular bakers are em-
ployed (Hos. vii. 4). The latter is adapted to the

nomad sfcite, and is the article generally intended by
the Hebrew term tannur. It consists of a large jar

made of clay, about three feet high, and widening

towards the bottom, with a hole for the extrac-

tion of the ashes (Niebuhr, Desc. del'Arab. p. 46).

Occasionally, iiowever, it is not an actual jar, but
an erection of clay in the foi-m of a jar, built on
the floor of the house (VVellsted, Travels, i. 350).

Each household possessed such an article (Ex. viii.

3) ; and it was only in times of extreme deai*th that

tlie same oven sufficed for several families (Lev.

xxvi. 26). It was heated with dry twigs and grass

(Matt. vi. 30) ; and the loaves were placed both

inside and outside of it. It was also used for roast-

ing meat (Mishna, Taan. 3, §8). The heat of the

oven furnished Hebrew writers with an image of

rapid and violent destruction (Ps. xxi. 9 ; Hos. vii.

7; MaLiv. 1). [W. L. B.]

OAVL, the representative in the A. V. of the

Hebrew words bath haydan&h, yanshuph, c6s,

hippoz, and lilith.

1

.

Bath haya'andh (n3y*nTl3). [Ostrich.]

2. Yanshuph, or yanshdph{<f\)^':i, fjit^'j^: Wts,

yXav^:* ibis), occurs in Lev. xi. 17, Deut. xiv. 16,

as the name of some unclean bird, and in Is. xxxiv.

11, in the description of desolate Edom, "tlie.yfm-

shoph and the raven shall dwell in it." The A. V.

translates yanshuph by "owl," or "great owl."

The Chaldee and Syriac are in favour of some kind

of owl ; and perhaps the etymology of the word

points to a nocturnal bird. Bochart is satisfied

that an " owl " is meant, and supposes the bird is

so called from the Hebrew for " twilight " (Ilieroz.

iii. 29). For other conjectures see Bochart {Ilieroz.

iii. 24-29). The LXX. and Vulg. read tfiis (ibis),

i. e. the Ibis religiosa, the sacred bird of Egypt.

Col. H. Smith suggests that the night heron {Ardea

nycticorax, Lin.) is perhaps intended, and objects

to the Ibis on the ground that so rare a bird, and

one totally unknown in Palestine could not be the

yanshuph of the Pent;iteuch ; there is, however, no

occasion to suppose that the yanshdph was ever seen

in Pcilestinc ; tlie Levitical law was given soon after

the Israelites left Egypt, and it is only natural to

suppose that several of the unclean animals were

Egyptian, some might never have been seen or heard

evidently transposed (see Michaells, Sttpp. i. p. 1240, and

note) : tli«^ order as given in Lev. xi. Is, therefore, lo be

taken as the standard.
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of in Palestine; the yans/dph is mentioned as a

l.iid of Kdom (Is. L c), and tiie Ibis mi^ht have

formerly been seen there; the old Greek and Latin

writers are in error when they state that this bird

never leaves Eg}'pt; Cuvier says it is found through-

out the extent of Africa, and latterly Dr. Heuglin

met with it on the coast of Abyssinia (List of

Birds collected in the lied Sea ; Ibis, i. p. 347)

The Coptic version renders yansMph by " Hippen,"

from which it is believed the Greek and Latin woid

Ibis is derived (see Jablonski's Opusc. i. 93, ed

te Water). On the whole the evidence is incon-

clusive, though it is in favour of the Ibis religiosa,

and probably the other Egyptian species (/. falci-

nellns) may be included under the term. See on

the subject of the Ibis of the ancients Savigny's

Ilistoire naturellc et mythologique de I'Ibis (Paris,

1805, 8vo.); and Cuvier's Memoire sur I' Ibis des

Anciens Egyptiens (Ann. Mus. iv. p. 116.)
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tended by it. The vvKriK6pa^ of the LXX. is no
doubt a general term to denote the dilTerent species

of homed owl known in Egypt and Palestine ; for

Aristotle (H. An. viii. 14, §(J) tells us that vvkti-
Kopai, is identical with Stos, evidently, from his

description, one of the horned owls, perhaps either

the Otus vulgaiis, oi the brachyotos The owl

f^r\

3. Cos (D13 : vvKTinSpa^, ipta^iis : bubo,

herodius, nycticorax), the name of an unclean

bird (Lev. xi. 17 ; Deut. xiv. 16) ; it occurs

again in Ps. cii. 6. There is good reason for be-

lieving that the A. V. is correct in its rendering of

"owl" or "little owl," Most of the old versions

and paraphrases are in favour of some species of

" owl " as the proper translation of Cos ; Bochart

is inclined to think that we should understand the

pelican (Ilieroz. iii. 17), the Hebrew Cos meaning

a " cup," or " pouch ;" the pelican being so called

from iti membranous bill-pouch. He compares the

Latin tnw, "a pelican," from trua, "a scoop" or

" ladle." But the ancient versions are against this

theory, and there does not seem to be much doubt

that Kaath is the Hebrew name for the pelican.

The passage in Ps. cii. G, " I am like a pelican of

the wilderness, I am like a Cos of ruined places,"

points decidedly to some kind of owl. Michaelis,

who has devoted great attention to the elucidation

of this word, has aptly compared one of the Arabic

names for the owl, um elcharab (" mother of

ruins"), in reference to the expression in the psalm

just quoted (comp. Siippl. ad Lex. Heb. p. 1236,

and Rosenmiiller, Not. ad Ilieroz. 1. c). Thus the

contest of the passage in the Psalm where the He-

brew word occurs, as well as the authority of the

old versions, goes far to prove that an ovol is in-

we figure is the Otus ascalaphus, the Egyptian and

Asiatic representative of our great horned owl (Bubo
maximus). Mr. Tristram says it swarms among
the ruins of Thebes, and that he has been informed

it is also very abundant at Petra and Baalbec ; it is

the great owl of all Eastern ruins, and may well

therefore be the " Cos of ruined places."

4. Kippoz (TiS|p : ix^vos : ericiiis) occurs only

in Is. xxxiv. 15: "There (i. e. in Edom) the

kippoz shall make her nest, and lay and hatch and

gather under her shadow." It is a hopeless afi'air

to attempt to identify the animal denoted by this

word ; the LXX. and Vulg. give " hedgehog,"

reading no doubt kippod instead of kippoz, which
variation six Hebrew MSS. exhibit (Michaelis, Supp.

p. 2199). Various conjectures have been made
with respect to the bird which ought to represent

the Hebrew word, most of which, however, may be

passed over as unworthy of consideration. We can-

not think with Bochart (Ilieroz. iii. 194, &c.) that

a darting serpent is intended (the aRovrias of

Nicander and Aelian, and the jacidus of Luaui),

for the whole context (Is. xxxiv. 1 5) seems to point

to some bird, and it is certainly stretching the

words very far to apply them to any kind of ser-

pent. Bochart's argument rests entirely on the fact

that the cognate Arabic, kipphaz, is used by Avi-

cenna to denote some darting tree-serpent ; but this

theory, although supported by Gesenius, Fiirst,

Rosenmiiller, and other high authorities, must be

rejected as entirely at variance with the plain and

literal meaning of the prophet's words ; though

incubation by reptiles was denied by Cuvier, and

does not obtain amongst the various ordei-s and

families of this class as a general rule, yet some

few excepted instances are on record, but " the

gathering under the shadow" clearly must be un-

derstood of the act of a bird fostering her young

under her wings ; the kippoz, moi-eover, is men-
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tioned in the sanie vei-se with " vultures " (kites),

so that there can be no doubt that some bird is

intended.

Deodati, according to Bochart, conjectures the

" Scops owl," being led apparently to this inter-

pretation on somewhat strained etymological

grounds. See on this subject Bochart, Hieroz. iii.

197 ; and for the supposed connexion of <tk<iii\i with

OKdnrrb}, see Aelian, Nut. Anim. xv. 28 ; Pliny,

X. 49 ; Eustathius, on Odijs. v. 66 : and Jacobs'

annotations to Aelian, /. c. We are content to

believe that kippoz may denote some species of

owl, and to retain the reading of the A. Y. till

other evidence be forthcoming. The woodcut repre-

sents the Athene meridionalis, the commonest owl

in Palestine. Jlount Olivet is one of its favourite

resorts {Fbis, i. 26). Another common species of

owl is the Scops zorca ; it is often to be seen inha-

biting the mosque of Omar at Jeiusalem (see Tris-

tram, in This, i. 26).

o. LilWt (HvV : ovnKfVTavpoi ; Aq. AiAi'O
;

Symra. Xa/xia: lumia). The A. V. venders this

word by " screech owl" in the text of Is. xxx. 14,

and by " night-monster " in the margin. The
lilith is mentioned in connexion with the desolation

that was to mark Edom. According to the Rabbins

the itlith was a noctunial spectre in the form ot' a

Iwatitiful woman that caiTied oft" children at nieht

OX
and destroyed them (see Bochart, Hieroz. iii. 829

;

Gesenius,- Thes. s. v. n^b'h ; Buxtorf, Lex. CMJ.
et Talm. p. 1140). With the Mth may be com-
pared the ghule of the Arabian fables. The old

versions support the opinion of Bochart that a

spectre is intended. As to the ovoKiVTavpoi of the

LXX., and the lamia of the Vulgate translations

of Jsaiah, see the Hieroz. iii. 8.^2, and Gesenius

(Jesaia, i. 915-920). ilichaelis (Suppl. p. 144:5j

observes on this word, "in the poetical description

of desolation we borrow images even fi-om fables."

If, however, some animal be denoted by the Hebrew

terra, the screech-owl {strix flammed) may well be

supposed to lepresent it, for this bird is found in the

Bible lands (see Ibis, i. 26, 46), and is, as is well

known, a frequent inhabiter of rained places. The

statement of Irby and Mangles relative to Petra

illustrates the passage in Isaiah under considera-

tion :
—" The screaming of eagles, hawks, and owls,

which were soaring above our heads in consider-

able numbers, seemingly annoyed at any one ap-

proaching their lonely habitation, added much to

the singularity of the scene." (See also Stephens,

Incid. of Trav. ii. 76). [W. H.]

OX C^V- !dox), an ancestor of Judith (Jud.

viii. 1). [B. F. W.]

OX, the I'epresentative in the A. V. of several

Hebrew words, the most important of which have

been already noticed. [Bdll ; BULLOCK.]
We propose in this article to give a general review

of what relates to the ox tiibe (Bovidae), so far as

the siibject has a Biblical interest. It will be con-

venient to consider (1) the ox in an economic point

of view, and (2) its natural history.

(1.) There was no animal in the iniral economy

of the Israelites, or indeed in that of the ancient

Orientals generally, that was held in higher esteem

than the ox ; and deservedly so, for the ox was the

animal upon whose patient labours deperided all the

ordinary operations of farming. Ploughing with

horses was a thing never thought of in those days.

Asses, indeed, were used for this purpose [Ass] ;

but it was the ox upon whom devolved ibr the most

part this important sen-ice. The pre-eminent value

of the ox to " a nation of husbandmen like the

Israelites," to use an expression of Jlichaelis in his

article on this subject, will be at once evident from

the Scriptural account of the various uses to which

it was applied. Oxen were used for ploughing

(Dent. xxii. 10; 1 Sam. xiv. 14; 1 K. xix'. 19;
Job i. 14 ; Am. vi. 12, &'C.); fi>r treading out corn

M)eut. XXV. 4; Hos. x. 11 ; Mic. iv. iii; 1 Cor.

ix. 9 ; 1 Tim. v. 18) [AGRICULTURE]; for draught

purposes, when they were generally yoked in paii-s

(Num. vii. 3 ; 1 Sam. vi. 7 ; 2 Sam. vi. 6) ; as

beasts of burden (1 Chr. xii. 40) ; their flesh was
eaten (Deut. xiv. 4 ; IK. i. 9, iv. 23, xix. 21

;

Is. xxii. 13; Prov. xv. 17; Neh. v. 18); they

were used in the sacrifices [Sacrifices]; they

supplied milk, butter, &c. (Deut. x.xxii. 14; Is.

vii. 22 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 29) [Butter, Milk].

Connected with the importance of oxen in the

rural economy of the Jews is the strict code of laws

which was mercifully enacted by God for their pro-

tection and preseixation. The ox that threshed the

corn was by no means to be muzzled ; he was to

enjoy rest on the Sabbath as well as his master

(Ex. xxiii. 12 ; Deut. v. 14) ; nor wa.s this only, as

Michaelis has observed, on the people's account.

l>ecause bea.sts can perfonn no work without man's
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assisfiinco, but it was for the good of the beasts

" that thine ox and thine ass may rest."

The hjw wliich prohibited the slaughter of any
cfean animal, excepting as "an offering unto the

Lord before the ttibernacle," during the time that

the Israelites abode in the wilderness (Lev. xvii. 1-6),

altiiougii expressly designed to keep the people from

idolatry, no doubt contributed to the preservation

of tljeir oxen and sheep, which they were not allowed

to kill excepting in public. There can be little doubt

that during the forty years' wanderings oxen and

sheep weie rarely used as food, whence it was flesh

that they so otteu lusted after. (See Michaelis,

Laws of Moses, art. 169.)

It is not easy to determine whether the ancient

Hebrews were in the habit of castrating their ani-

mals or not. The passage in Lev. xxii. 24 may be

read two ways, either as the A. V. renders it, or

thus, " Ye shall not offer to the Lord that which is

bruised," &c., " neither shall ye make it so in your

land." Le Clerc believed that it would have been

impossible to have used an uncastrated ox for

agricultural purposes on account of the danger.

^lichaelis, on the other hand, who cites the express

testimony ofJosephus {Ant. iv. 8, §40), argues that

ca'iti-ation was wholly forbidden, and refers to the

authority of Niebuhr {Descr. de I'Arah., p. 81),

who mentions the fact that Europeans use stallions

for cavalry purposes. In the East it is well known
horses are as a rule not castrated. ]\Iichaelis ob-

serves (art. 168), with truth, that where peojile

are accustomed to the management of uncastrated

animals, it is fai- from being so dangerous as we
flora our experience are apt to imagine.

It seems clear from Prov. xv. 17, and 1 K. iv. 23,

that cattle were sometimes stall-fed [Food], though

as a general rule it is probable that they fed in the

plains or on the hills of Palestine. That the Egyp-
tians stall-fed oxen is evident from the representations

on the monuments (see Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt, i.

27, ii. 49, ed. 1854). The cattle that grazed at

large in tlie open country would no doubt often

become fierce and wild, for it is to be remera-

berel that in primitive times the lion and other wild

beasts of prey roamed about Palestine. Hence, no

doubt, the laws with regard to " goring," and the

expression of " being wont to push with his horns"

in time past (Ex. xxi. 28, &c.) ; hence tlie force of

the Psalmist's complaint of his enemies, " Many
bulls have compassed me, the mighty ones of Bashan

have beset me round" (Ps. xxii. 13). The habit

of surrounding objects which excite their suspicion

is very characteristic of half-wild cattle. See Mr.

CuUey's observations on the Chillingham wild cattle,

in Bell's British Quadrupeds (p. 424).

(2.) The monuments of Egypt exhibit repre-

sentations of a long-horned breed of oxen, a short-

horned, a polled, and what appears to be a variety

of the zebu {Bos Tndicus, Lin.). Some have iden-

tifietl this latter with the Bos Dante (the Bos
Elegans et parvus Africamts of Belon). The Abys-

sinian breed is depicted on the monuments at Thebes

(see Anc. Egypt, i. 38.') i, drawing a plaustrum or

car. [Cakt.] These cattle are " white and black in

clouds, low in the legs, with the horns hanging loose,

forming small homy hooks nearly of equal thickness

to the point, turning fi-eely either way, and hanging

against the cheeks" (see Hamilton Smith in Grifliths'

Anim. Eing. iv. 425). The drawings on Egyptian

monuments shew that the cattle of ancient Egypt

wcio fine handsome animals: doubtless these may
le taken as a sample of the cattle of Palestine in
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ancient times. " The cattle of Egypt," says Col

H. Smith (Ivitto's Cyc. art. ' Ox'), a high authority

on the Rnminantia, " continued to be remarkable

for beauty for some ages after the ^loslem co:iquest,

for Abdoilatiph the historian extols their bulk and

proportions, and in particular mentions the Al-

chisiah breed for the abundance of the milk it fur-

nished, and for the beauty of its curved horns."

(See figmes of Egyptian cattle under Agkiccl-
TUKE.) There are now fine cattle in Egypt ; but the

Palestine cattle appear to have deteriorated, in size

at least, since Biblical times. " Herds of cattle,"

says Schubert {Oriental Christian Spectator, Apiil,

1853), " are seldom to be seen ; the bullock of the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem is small and insigni-

ficant ; beef and veal are but rare dainties. Yet the

bullock thi'ives better, and is moie frequently seen,

in the up|ier valley of the .Jordan, also on Mount
Tabor and near Nazareth, but particulai-ly east of

the Jordan on the road from Jacob's-bridge to

Damascus." See also Thomson {The Land and the

Book, p. 322), who observes (p. 335) that danger

from being gored has not ceased " among the halt-

wild droves that range over the luxuriant pastures

in certain parts of the country."

The butlalo {Bubalus Buffilus") is not uncommon
in Palestine ; the Arabs call it jdmus. Robinson

{Bib. Bes. iii. 306) notices buffaloes " around the

lake el-Huleh as being mingled with the neat

cattle, and applied in general to the same uses.

They are a shy, ill-looking, ill-tempered animal."

These animals love to wallow and lie for hours in

water or mud, with barely the nostrils above the

surface. It is doubtful whether the domestic buffalo

was known to the ancient people of Syria, Egypt,

&c. ; the animal under consideration is the hhainsa-

or tame buffalo of India; and although now com,

mon in the West, Col. H. Smith is of opinion that

it was not known in the Bible lands till after the

Arabian conquest of Persia (a.D. 651). Robinson's

remark, therefore, that the buffiilo doubtless existed

anciently in Palestine in a wild state, must be re-

ceived with caution. [See further remarks on this

subject under UxiCORN.]
The A. V. gives " wild ox" in Deut. xiv. 5, and

" wild bull " in Is. Ii. 20. as the representatives of

the Hebrew word teo or to.

Ted or to' (iSfl, N'IR : opv^, a-eurXloi'''; Aq.,

Symm., and Theod., 6pv^: oryx). Among the

beasts that were to be eaten mention is made of

the fed (Deut. /. c.) ; again, in Isaiah "they lie at

the head of all the streets like a to in the nets."

The most important ancient versions point to the

oryx ( Oryx leucoryx) as the animal denoted by the

Hebrew words. Weie it not for the fact that

anothei" Heb. name (yachmur) seems to stand for

this animal,'' we should have no hesitation in re-

ferring the ted to the antelope above named. Col.

H. Smith suggests that the antelope he calls the

Nubian Oryx {Oryx Tao), may be the animal in-

tended ; this, however, is probably only a variety of

the other. Oedmann ( Verm. Samm. p. iv. 23) thinks

the Bubule (Alcephalus Bubalis) may be the to ;

this is the Bekker-el-mash of N. Africa mentioned

by Shaw ( Trav. i. 310, 8vo ed.). The point must

be left undetermined. [See Fallow Deer, Ai>-

pend.] [W. H.]

" As to this word, see Schlcvisner. Iax. in LXX. s. v.

b YarJimw, in the vernacular Arabic of N'. Africa, ia

one of the n.-imes for the oryx.
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OX-GOAD. [Goad.]

O'ZEM (D>;*K, t. e. Otsem). The name of two

persons of the tribe of Judah.

1. {'AcrSfJ. : Assom.) The sixth son of Jesse, the

next eldest above David (1 Chr. ii. 15). His name

is not again mentioned in the Bible, nor do the

Jewish traditions appear to contain anything con-

cerning him.

2. ('Ao-cii';" Alex. Aerojii : Asom.) Son of Je-

rahmeel, a chief man in the gi-eat family of Hezron

(1 Chr. ii. 25). [G.]

OZI'ASCOCfos: Ozias). 1. The son of Micha

of the tribe of Simeon, one of the " governors

"

of Bethulia, in the history of Judith (Jud. vi. 15,

vii. 23, viii. 10, 28, 35). [B. F. W.]

2. Uzzr, one of the ancestors of Ezra (2 Esd. ii.

2); also called Savias (1 Esd. viii. 2).

3. UzziAH, King of Judah (Matt. i. 8, 9).

O'ZIEL {'OCffl^- Ozias), an ancestor of Judith

(Jud. viii. 1). The name occurs fi-equently in

0. T. under the forni UzziKL. [B. F. W.]

OZ'NI ('iTN: 'ACevj'; Alex. 'ACaivl: Ozni).

One of the sons of Gad (Num. xxvi. 16), called

EzBON in Geu. xlvi. 16. and founder of the family

of the

OZ'NITES OJm : ^iios h 'Aferf ; Alex. S. b

A(aivi: familia Oznitamm), Num. xxvi. 16.

OZO'RA ('ECc^pa). "The.sonsofMachnadebai,"

in Ezr. x. 40, is corrupted into " the sons of Ozora
"

(1 Esd. ix. 3-t).

PA'ARAI (>nyS : ^apaei : Pharal). In the

li&t of 2 Sam. xxiii. 35, " Paarai the Arbite" is one

of David's mighty men. In 1 Chr. xi. 37, he is

called " Naarai the son of Ezbai," and this in Ken-
nicott's opinion is the true reading {^Diss. p. 209-

211). The Vat. MS. omits the fii-st letter of the

name, and reads the other three with the following

word, thus, ovpaioepxi- The Peshito-Syriac has
" Gari of Arub," which makes it probable that
" Naarai " is the tnie reading, and that the Syriac

translatoi-s mistook 2 for J.

PA'DAN 'pS : MtaoiroTafiia r^s Svpias :

Mesopotamia). Padan-Aram (Gen. xlviii. 7).

PA'DAN-A'RAM (DnX-pS : v Meffono-

rafiia 2up(or, Gen. xxv. 20, xxviii. 6, 7, xxxiii. 18

;

ft M. Gen. xxviii. 2, 5, xxxi. 18 ; M. rf/s 2up.
Gen. XXXV. 9, 26, xlvi. 15; Alex, r) M. Gen. xxv.

20, xxviii. 5, 7, .xxxi. 18
; ^ M. 2up. Gen. xxviii. 2,

xxxiii. 18: Mesopotamia, Gen. xxv. 20, xxxi. 18;
M. Syriae, Gen. xxviii. 2, 5, 6, xxxiii. 18, xxxv. 9,

26, xlvi. 15 ; Syria, Gen. xxvi. 15). By this name,
more properly Paddan-Arnm, which signifies " the

tiible-land of Aram " according to Fiirst and Ge-
senius, the Hebrews designated the tract of coun-

try which they otherwise called Aram-naharaim,

• The word following tbls— H'nK — A. V. Ahljah,

V'ulg. Achia. is in the LXX rendorert nJeAiJio? avroxi.

PAHATH-MOAB
" Aram of the two rivers," the Greek Mesopotamip.

(Gen. xxiv. 10), and " the field {\. V. ' countiy')
of Aram" (Hos. xii. 12), The term was perhaps

more especially applied to that portion which bor-

dered on the Euphrates, to distinguish it from the

mountainous districts in the N. and N.E. of Meso-
potamia. Kashi's note on Gen. xxv. 20 is curious :

" Because there were two Arams, Aram-naharaim
and Aram Zobah, he (the writer) calls it Paddan-
Aram : the expression ' yoke of oxen ' is in the

Targums pniR pS, paddan torin ; and some in-

terpret Paddan-Aram as ' field of Aram,' because

in the language of the Ishmaelites they call a field

paddan " (Ar. ^^\,yS). In Syr. )J«-a2S, pidono,

is used for a "plain" or "field;" and both this

and the Arabic word are probably from the root

,Ss,fadda, " to plough," which seems akin to fid-

in fidit, from findere. If this etymology be true

Faddan-Aram is the arable land of Syria ;
" either

an upland vale in tlie hills, or a fertile district

immediately at their feet" (Stanley, S. ^ P. p. 129,

note). Paddan, the ploughed laud, would thus

correspond with the Lat. ai-viim, and is analogous

to Eng. field, the felled land, from which the trees

have been cleared.

Padan-Aram plays an important part in the

early history of the Hebrews. The family of their

founder had settled there, and were long looked

upon as the aristocracy of the race, with whom
alone the legitimate descendants of Abraham might

intermany, and thus preserve the purity of their

blood. Thither Abraham sent his faithful stewai'd

(Gen. xxiv. 10), after the news had :e;iched him in

his southern home at Beensheba that children had

been born to his brother Nahor. From this. family

alone, the offspring of Nahor and Slilcah, Abi-a-

ham's brother and niece, could a wife be sought for

Isaac, the heir of promise (Gen. xxv. 20), and Jacob

the inheritor of his blessing (Gen. xx\'iii.).

It is el-sewhere called Padan simply (Gen.

xlviii. 7). [W. A. W.-J

PA'D0N(;n2: ^aSwv: Phadon). The an-

cestor of a family of Nethinim who returned with

Zernbbabel (Ezr. ii. 44; Neh. vii. 47). He is

called PiiALEAS in 1 Esdr. v. 29.

PAG'IEL ('?X''y33 : *a7f^A ;
Alex. <f,ayaii,\

:

Phcf/iel). The wn of Ocran, and chief of the tribe

of A.sher at the time of the Exodus (Num. i. 13, ii.

27, vii. 72, 77, x. 26).

PAHATH-MOAB (3NiD nnS: *aheMo,dp:

Phahath-Moah, "governor of Moab"). Head of

one of the chief houses of the tribe of Judah. Of

the individual, or the occasion of his receiving so

singular a name, nothing is known certainly, either

as to the time time when he lived, or the particular

family to which he belonged. But as we read in

1 Chr. iv. 22, of a family of Shilonites, of the

tribe of Judah, who in very early times " had

dominion in Moab," it may be conjectured that this

was the origin of the name. It is perhaps a slight

cori-oboration of this conjecture that as we find in

Ezr. ii. 6, that the sons of Pahath-Moab had among

their number "children of Joab,"so also in 1 Chr. iv.

we find these families who had dominion in Moab

very much mixed with the sons of Caleb, among

whom, in 1 Chr. ii. 54, iv. 14, we find the house
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of Joab." It may further be conjectured that this

dominion of the sons of Shelah in Jloab, had some

connexion with the mip-ation of Elimelech and his

sons into the country of Moab, as mentioned in the

book of Ruth ; nor should the close resemblance of

the names nnSV (Ophrah), 1 Chr. iv. 14, and

nSiy (Orpah)^, Ruth i. 4, be overlooked. Jerome,

indeed, following doubtless his Hebrew master,

gives a mystical interpretation to the names in

I Chr. iv. 22, and translates the strange word

Jashiibi-lehem, " they returaed to Leem " (Beth-

lehem). And the author of Qmest. Ileb. in Lib.

Paraleip. (printed in Jerome's works) follows up

this opening, and makes JOKIM (qui stare fecit

solem) to mean Eliakim, and the men of Chozeba

(viri mendacii), Joash and Saraph (sccurns et

incendens), to mean JIahlon and Chilion, who took

wives (-PyS) in Moab, and returned (j. e. Ruth

and Naomi did) to the plentiful bread of Bethlehem

(/jouse of bread) ; intei-pretations which are so far

worth noticing, as tliey point to ancient traditions

connecting the migi-ation of Elimelech and his sons

with the Jewish dominion in Moab mentioned in

1 Chr. iv. 2 1.'* However, as regards the name
Pahath-JIoab, this early and obscure connexion

of the families of Shelah the son of Judah with

Moab seems to supply a not improbable origin for

the name itself, and to throw some glimmering

upon the association of the cliildren of Joshua and

Joab with the sons of Paliath-Moab. That this

family was of high rank in the tribe of Judah we
learn from their appearing fourth in order in the

two lists, Ezr. ii. 6 ; Neh. vii. 11, and from their

chief having signed second, among the lay princes,

in Neh. x. 14. It was also the most numerous

(2818) of all the families specified, except the

Benjamite house of Senaah (Neh. vii. 38). The
name of the chief of the house of Pahath-Moab, in

Nehemiah's time, was Hashub ; and, in exact ac-

cordance with the numbers of his family, we find

him repairing two portions of the wall of Jenisalem
(Neh. iii. 11, 23 j. It may also be noticed as

slightly confirming the view of Pahath-Moab being

a 8hilonite family, that whereas in 1 Chv. ix. 5-7,

Neh. xi. 5-7, we find the Benjamite families in

close juxta-position with the Shilonites, so in the

building of the wall, where each family built the

portion over against their own habitation, we find

Benjamin and Hashub the •Pahath-Moabite coupled

together (Neh. iii. 23). The only other notices of

the family are found in Ezr. viii. 4, where 200 of

its males are said to have accompanied Elihoenai,

the son of Zerahiah, when he came up with Ezra
from Babylon; and in Ezr. x. 30, where eight of

the sons of Pahath-Moab are named as having
taken strange wives in the time of Ezra's govern-

ment. [A. C. H.]

PAINT [as a cosmetic]. The use of cosmetic

dyes has prevailed in all ages in Eastern countries.

\Ve have abundant evidence of the practice of paint-

ing the eyes both in ancient Egypt (Wilkinson, ii.

342) and in Assyria (Layai-d's Nineveh, ii. 328)

;
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and in modern times no usiige is more general. It

does not appear, however, to have been by any
means universal among the Hebrews. The notice.s

of it are few ; and in each instance it seems to have

been used as a meretricious art, unworthy of a

woman of high character. Thus Jezebel " put her

eyes in painting " (2 K. ix. 30, margin) ; Jeremiah

says of the harlot city, " Though thou rentest thy

eyes with painting" ( Jer. iv. 30); and Ezekiel

again makes it a characteristic of a harlot (Ez. xxiii.

40 ; comp. Joseph. B. J. iv. 9, §10). The ex-

pressions used in these passages are worthy of ob-

servation, as referring to the mode in which the

process was effected. It is thus described by

Chandler (Tmrefe, ii. 140): "A girl, closing one

of her eyes, took the two lashes between the fore-

finger and thumb of the left hand, pulled them

forward, and then thrusting in at the external comer

a bodkin which had been immersed in the soot, and

extracting it again, the particles before adhering to

it remained within, and were presently ranged round

the organ." The eyes were thus literally " put in

paint," and were " rent " open in the process. A
broad line was also drawn round the eye, as repre-

sented in the accompanying cut. The eiJect was

an appai-ent enlargement of the eye ; and the ex-

pression in Jer. iv. 30 has been by some understood

in this sense (Gesen. Thes. p. 1239), which is

without doubt admissible, and would harmonize

with the observations of other writers (Juv. ii. 94,
" obliqua prodncit acu ;" Plin. Ep. vi. 2). The
term used for the application of the dye was kdkhal,<^

" to smear ;" and Rabbinical writers described the

paint itself under a cognate term (Mishn. Sabb. 8,

§3). These words still survive in kohl,^ the mo-
dern Oriental name for the powder used. The Bible

gives no indication of the substance out of which

the dye was formed. If any conclusion wei-e de-

ducible from the evident affinity between the Hebrew
puk,^ the Greek <(>vkos, and the Latin /kc»s, it would
be to the eflect that the dye was of a vegetable kind.

Such a dye is at the present day produced from the

henna plant (Lawsonia incrmis), and is extensively

applied to the hands and the hair (Russell's Aleppo,

i. 109, 110). But the old vei-sions (the LXX.,
Chaldee, Syriac, &c.) agree in pronouncing the dye

to have been produced from antimony, the very

name of which {ari^i, stibium) probably owed its

cunency in the ancient world to this circumstance,

the name itself and the application of the substance

having both emanated fiom Egypt.' Antimony is

still used for the purpose in Aiabia (Burckhardt's

Travels, i. 376), and in Persia (Morier's Second

Journey, p. 61), though lead is also used in the

latter country (Russell, i. 366) : but in Egypt the

kohl is a soot produced by burning either a kind of

frankincense or the shells of almonds (Lane, i. 61*.

The dve-stuff was moistened with oil, and kept in

' The resemblance between Laadah dTny?, 1 Chr.

iv. 21), one of the sons of Shelab, and Laadan (\'^}P), an

ancestor of Joshua (1 Chr. vii. 20), may be noted in con-

ne.xion with the mention of Jeshaa, Ezr. il. 6.

•> 1 Sam. x.xii. 3, may also be noticed in this connexion.

•* The Hebrew verb has even been Introduced into the

VOL. II.

Spanish version: " Alcoholaste tuos ojos" (Gcsen. The*.

p. 676).

I This mineral iva.'s iinportod into EsjT* •'"'' ""^ P*"""

pose. One of the pictures at /Seni Hassan rpprosents the

arrival of a party of traders in stibium. The jion der m.-uie

from antimony has been always supposed to have a bene-

ficial effect on the eyesight (riin. xxxiii. 3^; Ruawll, i.

Ill; Ijine, i. 61).

2 U
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a small jar, wliicli we may infer to have been made

of horn, from the pioper name, Keren-happuch,

" horn for paint" fJob xlii. 14). The probe with

which it was applied was made
either of wood, silver, or ivory,

and had a blunted point. Both

the probe and tlie jar liave

frequently been discovered in

Egyptian tombs (Wilkinson,

ilT 343). In addition to the

pa.ssa2:es referring to eye-paint

already quoted from the Bible,

we may notice piobable allu-

sions to the practice in Prov. vi.

Ancient Vessel and Probe 05 Ecclus. XXvi.9,and Is. iii. 16,

the term rendered " wanton

in the Inst passaf^e benriiif; the radical sense of

PALACE
the white of the eye led to the transfer of the tenn
pu/c to describe the variegated stones, used in the

string-coui-ses of a handsome building (1 Chr. xxix.

2 ; A. V. " glistering stones," lit. stones of eye-

paint) ; and again the dark cement in which marbU
or other bright stones were imbedded (Is. liv. 1 1

;

A. V. " I will lay thy stones with fair colours").

Whether the custom of staining the hands and feet,

particularly the nails, now so prevalent in the Eas(

,

was known to the Hebrews, is doubtful. The plant,

henna, which is used for that purpose, was cei-tainly

known (Cant. i. 14 ; A. V. " camphire"), and the

expressions in Cant. v. 14 may possibly refer to the

custom. '[W. L. B.]

PAI. [Pau.]

PALACE. There are few tasks more difficult

th.in the attempt to restore an ancient

building of which we pos-

sess nothing but two verbal

descriptions, and these dif-

ficulties are very much en-

hanced when one account

is written in a language

like Hebiew, the scientific

terms in which aj'e, from

our ignorance, capable of

the widest latitude of in-

tei-pretation ; and the other,

though written in a lan-

guage of which we have

a more definite knowledge,

wa.s composed by a pei-son

who never could have seen

the buildings he was de-

scribing.

Notwithstanding this,

the palace which Solomon

occupied himself in erect-

ing during the thirteen

years after he had finished

the Temple is a building

of such world-wide noto-

riety, that it cannot be

without interest to the

Biblical student that tho.se

who have made a special

study of the subject, and

who are familiar with the

arrangements of 1-^astera

palaces, should submittheir

ideas on the subject; and

it is also important tliat

our knowledge on this, as

on all other matters con-

nected with the Bible,

should be brought down

to the latest date. Almost

all the lestorations of this

celebrated edifice which are

found in earlier e<litions of

the Bible are what may be

called Vitruvian, viz. based

on the principles of Clas-

sical architecture, which

were the only ones known

to their authors. During

the earlier part of this cen-

tury attempts were made

to introduce the principles

of Egyptian design into

these restorations, but with

oven less success. The Jews
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hated Egypt and all that it contained, and every-

thing they did, or even thought, was antagonistic

to the arts and feelings of that land of bondage.

On the otlier hand, the exhumation of the palaces

of Nine\eh, and the more careful examination of

those at Persepolis, have thrown a flood of light on

the subject. Many expressions which before were

entirely unintelligible are now clear and easily un-

derstood, and, if we cannot yet explain everything,

we know at least where to look i'or analogies, and

what was the character, even if we cannot predicate

the exact form, of the buildings in question.

The site of the Palace of Solomon was almost

certainly in the city itself, on the brow opposite to

the Temple, and overlooking it and the whole city

of David. It is impossible, of course, to be at all

certain what was either the foi-m or the exact dis-

position of such a palace, but, as we have the

dimensions of the three principal buildings given in

the book of Kings, and confirmed by Josephus, we
may, by taking these as a scale, ascertain pretty

nearly that the building covered somewhere about

150,000 or 160,000 square feet. Less would not

suffice for the accommodation specified, and more

would not be justified, either from the accounts we
have, or the dimensions of the city in which it was

situated. Whether it was a square of 400 feet each

way, or an oblong of about 550 feet by oOO, as
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represented in the annexed diagram, must always
be more or less a matter of conjecture. The foiTO

here adopted seems to suit better not only the

exigencies of the site, but the known disposition of

the parts.

The pi-incipal building situated within the Palace

was, as in all Eastern palaces, the great hall of

state and audience; here called the " House of the

Forest of Lebanon." Its dimensions were 100
cubits, or 150 ieet long, by half that, or 75 feet in

width. According to the Bible (I K. vii. 2) it

had ''four rows of cedar pillars with cedar beams
upon the pillars ;" but it is added in the next verse

that " it was covered with cedar above the beams
that lay on 45 pillars, 15 in a row." This would
be easily explicable if the description stopped there,

and so Josephus took it. He evidently considered

the hall, as he afterwards described the Stoa basi-

lica of the Temple, as consisting of four rows of

columns, three standing free, but the fourth built

into the outer wall {Ant. xi. 5) ; and his expression

that the ceiling of the palace hall was in the Co-

rinthian manner {Ant. vii. 5. §2) does not mean
that it was of that order, which was not then in-

vented, but after the fashion of what was called in

his day a Corinthian oecus, viz. a hall with a

clerestory. If we, like Josephus, are contented

with these indications, the section of the hall was

Fig. 2. DIagi-am Sections c f the House of Cedare of Lebanon.

certainly as shown in fig. A. But the Bible goes

on to say (ver. 4) that " there weie windows in

three rows, and light was against light in three

ranks," and in the next verse it repeats, " and light

was against light in three ranks." Josephus escapes

the difficulty by saying it was lighted by " Bvpd-

fiaffi rpty\v<{>ois," or by windows in three divi-

sions, which might be taken as an extremely pro-

bable description if the Bible were not so very

specific regarding it ; and we must therefore adopt

some such airangement as that shown in fig. B.

Though other arrangements might be suggested,

on the whole it appears probable that this is the

one nearest the truth ; as it admits of a clerestory,

to which Josephus evidently refers, and shows the

three rows of columns which the Bible description

requires. Besides the clerestoiy there was probably

a range of openings under the cornice of the walls,

and then a range of open doorways, which would
thus make the three openings required by the

Bible description. In a hotter climate the first

aiTaugement (fig. A) would be the more probable;

but on a site so exposed and occasionally so cold

as .lerusalem, it is scarcely likely that the great

hall of the Palace was penmanently open even on

one side.

Another difficulty in attempting to restoie this

hall arises from the number of pillai-s being un-

equal ("15 in a row"), and if we adopt the last

theory (fig. B), we have a row of columns in the
centre both ways. The probability is that it was
closed, as shown in the plan, by a wall at one end,
which would give 15 spaces to the 15 pillars, and so

piovide a central space in the longer dimension
of the hall in which the throne might have been
placed. If the first theory be adopted, the throne
may have stood either at the end, or in the centre

of the longer side, but, judging from what we know
of the arrangement of Eastern palaces, we may be
almost certain that the latter is the correct po-
sition.

Next in importance to the building just described

is the hall or porch of judgment (ver. 7), which
Josephus distinctly tells us (Ant. vii. 5, §1 ) was si-

tuated opposite to the centre of the longer side of

the great hall: an indication which may be ad-

mitted with less hesitation, as such a position is

identical with that of a similar hall at Pei-sepolis,

and with the probable position of one at Khoi^

sabad.

Its dimensions were 50 cubits, or 75 feet square

(Josephus says 30 in one direction at Ieast\ and its

disposition can easily be underetood by comparing

the descriptions we have with the remains of the

Assyrian and Persian examples. It must have been

supported by four piilars in the centre, and had
•_' U 2
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three entrances; the principal opening from the

street and facing the judgment-seat, a second from

the court-yard of the Palace, by which the coun-

cillors and ollicere of state might come in, ami a

third from the I'alaue, reserved for the king and his

household as shown iu the plan (fig. 1, N).

The third edifice is merely called " the Porch."

Its dimensions were 50 by 30 cubit-=, or 75 feet by

45. Josephus does not describe its architecture
;

and we are unable to understand the description

contained in the Bible, owing apparently to our

ignorance of the synonyms of the Hebrew archi-

tectural tei-ms. Its use, howevei-, cannot be consi-

dered as doubtful, as it was an indispensable adjunct

to an Eastern palace. It was the ordinary place of

business of the palace, and the reception-room—the

Guesteu Hall—where the king i-eceived ordinary

visitors, and sat, except on gieat state occasions, tx)

transact the business of the kingdom.

Behind this, we are told, was the inner court,

adorned with gardens and fountains, and surrounded

by cloisters for shade ; and besides this were other

courts for the residence of the attendants and guards,

and in Solomon's case, for the three himdred women
of his hareem : all of which are shown in the plan

with more clearness than can be conveyed by a

verbal desciiption.

Apart from this palace, but attached, as Josephus

tells us, to the Hall of Judgment, was the palace of

Pharaoh's daughter—too proud and important a per-

sonage to be grouped with the ladies of the hareem,

and requiring a residence of her own.
There is still another building mentioned by

Josephus, as a naos or temple, supported by massive

columns, and situated opposite the Hall of Judgment.
It may thus have been outside, in front of the palace

in the city ; but more probably was, as shown in

the plan, in the centre of the great court. It could

not have been a temjile in the ordinary acceptation

of the term, as the Jews had only one temple, and

that was situated on the other side of the valley ; but
it may have been an altar covered by a baldachino.

This would equally meet the exigencies of the de-

scription as well as the probabilities of the case ; and
so it has been represented in the plan (fig. 1).

If the site and disposition of the Palace were as

above indicated, it would require two great portals
;

one leading from the city to the great court, shown
at M ; the other to the Temple and the king's gai-den,

at N. This iiist w;is piobably situated where the
stairs then were which led up "to the City of David,
and where the bridge afterwards joined the Temple
to the city and palace.

The recent discoveries at Nineveh have enabled
us to understand many of the aixhitectural details

of this palace, which before they were made were
nearly wholly inexplicable. We are told, for instance,

that the walls of the halls of the palace were wain-
scotted with three tiere of .stone, apparently versi-

coloured marbles, hewn and polished, and surmounted
by a fourth course, elaborately carved with repre-

sentations of leafage and flowers. Above this the

walls were plasteied and ornamented with coloured

arabesques. At Nineveh the walls wore, like these,

wainscotted to a height of about eight feet, but with
alabaster, a peculiar product of the country, and
these were separated from the painted space above
by an architectural band ; the real diflcrence being

that the Assyrians revelled in sculptural repre-

sentations of men and animals, as we now know
from the sculptures brought home, as well as from
the passage in Ezekiel (.xxiii. 14) where he describes
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" men pourtrayed on the wall, the images of the

Chaldeans pourtrayed with vermilion," &c. These
modes of decoration were forbidden to the Jews by
the second commandment, given to them in conse-

quence of their residence in Egypt and their con-

sequent tendency to that multiform idolatry. Some
difference may also be diie to the fact that the soft

alabaster, though admirably suited to bassi-relievi,

was not suited for shaq) deeply-cut foliage sculpture,

like that described by Josephus ; while, at the same
time, the hard material used by the Jews might
induce them to limit their ornamentation to one

band only. It is probable, however, that a consi-

derable amount of colour was used in the decoration

of these palaces, not only from the constant refer-

ence to gold and gilding in Solomon's buildings, and

because that as a colour could hardly be used alone,

but also from such passages as the following:

—

" Build me a wide house and large"— or through-

aired—"chambers, and cutteth out windows; and
it is cieled with cedar, and painted with ver-

milion" (Jer. xxii. 14). It may also be added,

that in tlie East all buildings, with scarcely an
exception, are adorned with colour internally,

generally the three primitive colours used in all

their intensity, but so balanced as to produce the

most harmonious results.

Although incidental mention is made of other

palaces at Jerusalem and elsewhere, they are all

of subsequent ages, and built under the influence

of Roman art, and therefore not so interesting tc

the Biblical student as this. Besides, none of them
are anywhere so described as to enable their dis-

position or details to be made out with the same
degree of clearness, and no instruction would be

conveyed by merely reiterating the rhetorical flou

rishes in which Josephus indulges when describing

them ; and no other palace is described in the Bible

itself so as to render its elucidation indispensable

iu such an article as the present. [J. F.]

PA'LAL ('?bs : 4>aAax ; Alex. *oAo|: Phalel).

The son of Uzai, who assisted in restoring the walls

of Jerusalem in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. iii.

25).

PALESTI'NA and PALESTINE. These two

foi-ms occur in the A. V. but four times in all,

always in poetical passages : the first, in Ex. xv. 14,

and Is. xiv. 29, 31 ; the second, Joel iii. 4. In each

case the Hebrew is n^?S, Pelesheth, a word found,

besides the above, only in Ps. Ix. 8, Ixxxiii. 7,

Ixxxvii. 4, and cviii. 9, in all which our tninslatoi-s

have rendered it by "Philistia" or "Philistines."

The LXX. has in Ex. ^vXiarielix, but in Is. and

Joel a\\6(pv\oi ; the Vulg. in Ex. Philisthiim, in

Is. I'hilisthaat, in Joel Palaesthini. The apparent

ambiguity in the different renderings of the A. V.

is in reality no ambiguity at all, for at the date of

that translation " Palestine" was synonymous with

" Philistia." Thus Milton, with his usual accuracy

in such points, mentions Dagon as

" dreaded through the coast

Of Palestine, In Gath and Ascalon,

And Accaron and Gaza's frontier bounds " :—

H'ar. Lost, I. 464)

and again as

" That twice-battered god of Palestine":—

{Hifmn on Xat. 199)

—where if any proof be wanted that his meaning is

restricted to Philistia, it will be found in the fact
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that he has previously connected other deities with

the other parts of the Holy Land. See also, still

more decisively, Samson Ag. 144, 1098.» But even

without such evidence, the passas;es themselves show

how our translators understood the word. Thus in

Ex. XV. 14, "Palestine," Edom, Moab, and Canaan

are mentioned as the nations alarmed at the approach

of Israel. In Is. xiv. 29, 31, the prophet warns
" Palestine" not to rejoice at the death of king Ahaz,

who had subdued it. In Joel iii. 4, Phoenicia and

" Palestine " ai-e upbraided with cruelties practised

on Judah and Jerusalem.

Palestine, then, in the Authorised Version, really

means nothing but Philistia. The original Hebrew

word Felesheth, which, as shown above, is else-

where translated Philistia, to the Hebrews signified

merely the long and broad strip of maritime plain

inhabited by their encroaching neighbours. We shall

see that they never applied the name to the whole

country. An inscription of Iva-lush, king of Assyria

(probably the Pul of Scripture), as deciphered by

Sir H. Pawlinson, names " Palaztu on the Western

Sea," and distinguishes it from Tyre, Damascus,

Samaria, and Edom (Rawlinson's Herod, i. 467).

In the same restricted sense it was probably em-

ployed—if employed at all—by the ancient Egyp-

tians, in whose records at Karnak the name rulu-

satii has been deciphered in close connexion with

that of the Shairutana or Sharu, possibly the Si-

donians or Syrians (Birch, doubtfully, in Layard,

Nineveh, ii. 407 iwte). Nor does it appear that at

first it signified more to the Greeks. As lying next

the sea, and as being also the high road from Egypt

to Phoenicia and the richer regions north of it, the

Philistine plain became sooner known to the western

world than the country further inland, and was called

by them Syria Palaestina— Supirj UaAaKxrlvr]—
Philistine Syria. This name is first found in Hero-

dotus (i. 105 ; ii. 104 ; iii. 5 ; vii. 89) ; and there can

be little doubt that on each occasion he is speaking of

the coast, and the coast •> only. (See also the testimony

of Joseph. Ant. i. 6, §2.) From thence it was gra-

dually extended to the country further inland, till

in the Roman and later Greek authors, both heathen

and Christian, it becomes the usual appellation for

the whole country of the Jews, both west and east

of Jordan. (See the citations of Relaud, Pal. chaps,

vii. viii.) Nor was its use confined to heathen

writers : it even obtained among the Jews them-

selves. Josephus generally uses the name for the
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country and nation of the Philistines {Ant. xiii. 5,

§10; vi. 1, §1, &c.), but on one or two occasions

he employs it in the wider sense (Ant. i. 6, §4 ; viii.

10, §3 ; c. Ap. i. 22). So does Philo, De Abrah.

and De Vita Ifosis. It is even found in such

thoroughly Jewish works as the Talmudic treatises

Bereshith Rabha and Echa Eabbathi (Reland, 89) ;

and it is worthy of notice how much the feeling of

the nation must have degeneiated before they could

apply to the Promised Land the name of its bitterest

enemies—the " uncircumcised Philistines."

Jerome (cir. A.D. 400) adheres to the ancient

meaningof Palaestina, which he restricts to Philistia

(see Ep. ad Dardamm, §4 : Comm. in Esaiam xiv.

29 ; in Amos i. 6)."= So also does Procopius of Gaza

(cir. A.D. 510) in a curious passage on Gerar, in his

comment on 2 Chr. xiv. 13.

The word is now so commonly employed in our

more familiar language to designate the whole coun-

try of Israel, that, although biblically a misnomer,

it has been chosen here as the most convenient head-

ing under which to give a general description of

THK Holy Land, embracing those points which

have not been treated under the separate headings

of cities or tribes.

This description will most conveniently divide

itself into two sections :

—

I. The Names applied to the country of Israel

in the Bible and elsewhere.

II. The Land : its situation, aspect, climate, phy-

sical characteiistics, in connexion with its

history ; its structure, botany, and natural

history.'^

The histoiy of the country is so fully given

under its various headings throughout the work,

that it is unnecessary to recapitulate it here.

I. The Names.

Palestine, then, is designated in the Bible by

more than one name :

—

1. During the Patriarchal period, the Conquest,

and the age of the Judges, and also where those early

periods are refeired to in the later literature (as

Ps. cv. 1 1 ; and Joseph. Ant. i. 7 ; 8 ; 20 ; v. 1 , &c.),

it is spoken of as " Canaan," or more frequently

" the Land of Canaan," meaning theieby the coun-

try west of the Jordan, as opposed to " the Land

of Gilead" on the east. [Canaan, Land of,

vol. i. 246.] Other designations, during the same

• Paradise Lost was written between 1660 and 1670.

Shakspere, on the other hand, uses the word in Its modern

sense in two passages, King John, Act ii. Sc. 1, and OthtUo,

Act iv. Sc. 3 : the date of the former of these plays is

1596, that of the latter 1602. But Shakspere and Milton

wrote for difTercnt audiences ; and the language of the

one would be as modern (for the time) as that of the other

was classical and antique. That the name was changing

its meaning from the restricted to the general sense just

at the beginning of the 17lh centurj', Is curiously ascer-

tainable from two Indexes " of the Hardest Wordes,"

appended to successive editions of Sylvester's l)u Bartas

(161)5 and 1608), in one of which it is explained as " Judea,

the Holy Land, first called Canaan," and In the other

" the Land of the I'hilistines." Fuller, In his ' Pisgah-

sight of I'alestine' (1650), of course uses it in the largest

sense ; but it is somewhat remarkable that he says nothing

whatever of the signification of the name. In France the

original narrow signification h.TS been retained. ITiuo.

chap. xxxi. of Volney's Travels treats of " Talesline, t. «.

the plain which terminates the country of Syria on the

west," and " comprehends the whole country between the

Mediterranean on the west, the mountains on the cast,

and two lines, one drawn by Khau Younes, and the other

between Kaisaria and the rivulet of Yafa." It Is thus used

repeatedly by Napoleon I. in his despatches and corre-

spondence. See Coiresp. de Kap. Nos. 4020, 4035, &c
•> In the second of these passages, he seems to extend

it as far north as Beirut—if the sculptures of the yahr el

Kelb are the stelae of Sesostris.

« In his Epit. Paulae (^S) he extends the region of lite

Philistines as far north as Dor, close under Mount Carmel.

We have seen above that Herodotus extends Palestine to

Beirut. Caesarea was anciently entitled C. Palaestinae, to

distinguish it from other towns of the same name, and It

would seem to be even still called Kaisariyeh Felistin by

the Arabs (see note to Burckhardt, Syria, p. 387, July 15;

alsoSchultens./ntter.Ceofltr. 'Caesarea"). Ramleh, 10 miles

east of Jaffa, retained in the time of hap-Parchl the same

afax (see Ashers B. of Tudela. il. 439). He Identifies the

latter with Gath.
i The reader will observe that the botany and natural

histoi-y have been treated by Or. Hooker and tne Kev.

W. Houghton (pp. 681 ; 687). The paper of Uie fonnet

dlsUnguished botanist derives a peculiar value fn^m the

fact that he has visited ralcbtinc.
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early period, are " the hind of the Hebrews " (Gen.

xl. 15 only— a natural phi-ase in the mouth of

Joseph); the "land of the Hittites" (Josh. i. 4):

a remarkable e.xpression, occurring here only in the

Bible, though frequently used in the Egyptian re-

cords of lUimeses II., in wiiich Cheta or Chita appears

to denote the whole country of Lower and Middle

Syria. (Brugsch. Geogr. Tnschrift. ii. 21, &c.)

The name Ta-netr [i. e. Holy Land), which is

found in the inscriptions of R;imeses II. and Thoth-

mes III., is believed by M. Brugsch to refer to

Palestine {/bid. 17). But this is contested by M.
de Roug^ {Beviie Arch'ologique, Sept. 18G1, p. 216).

The Phoenicians appear to have applied the title

Holy Land to their own country, and possibly also

to Palestine at a very early date (Brugsch, 17 ;. If

this can be substantiated, it opens a new view to

the Biblical student, inasmuch as it would seem to

imply that the country had a leputation for sanctity

before its connexion with the Hebrews.

2. During the Monarchy the name usually,

though not frequently, employed, is " Land of

Israel" ('» pN ; 1 Sam. xiii. 19 ; 2 K. v. 2, 4,

vi. 23 ; 1 Chr. 'x.xii. 2 ; 2 Chr. ii. 17). Of course

this must not be confounded with the same appel-

lation as applied to the northern kingdom only

(2 Chr. X.XX. 25; Ez. .x.xvii. 17). It is Ezekiel's

feivourite expression, though he commonly alters its

form slightly, substituting HDIN for p^{. The

pious and loyal aspirations of Hosea find vent in the

expression " land of Jehovah " (Hos. ix. 3 ; comp.
Is. Ixii. 4, kc, and indeed Lev. xxv. 23, &c.). In

Zechariah it is "the Holy land" (Zech. ii. 12);
and in Daniel "the glorious land" (Dan. xi. 41).

In Amos (ii. 10) alone it is " the land of the

Amorite;" perhaps with a glance at Deut. i. 7.

Occasionally it appears to be mentioned simply as
" The Land ;" as in liuth i. 1 ; Jer. xxii. 27 ; 1 Mace.
xiv. 4 ; Luke iv. 25, and perhaps even xxiii. 44.
The later Jewish wiiters are fond of this title, of
which several examples will be found in Reland,
Fal. chap. v.

3. Between the Captivity and the time of our
Lord the name " Judaea" had extended itself from
the southern portion to the whole of the country,^
even that beyond Jordan (Matt. xix. 1 ; Mark x. 1

;

Joseph. Ant. ix. 14, §1 ; xii. 4, §11). In the book
of Judith it is applied to the portion between the
plain of Esdraelon and Samaria (xi. 19), as it is in

Luke xxiii. 5 ; though it is also used in tlie stricter

sense of Judaea proper (John iv. 3, vii. 1), that is,

the most southern of the three main divisions west
of Jordan. In this narrower sense it is employed
throughout 1 Mace, (see especially ix. 50, x. 30, 38,
xi. 34).

In the Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. 9) we find

Palestine spoken of as " the land of promise
;"

and in 2 Esdr. xiv. 31, it is called " the land
of Sion."

4. The Roman division of the country hardly
coincided with the biblical one, and it does not
appeal- tiiat tlie Romans had any distinct name for

that which we understand by Palestine. The pro-
vince of Syria, established by Pompey, of which

* An indication of this is discovered by Reland {I'al. 32),

as early as the time of Solomon, in (he terms of 2Clir. ix. ll

;

but there is nothing to imply that " Judali " in that passage

means more than the actual territory of the tribe.

' This very ambiguity Is a sign (notwithstanding all

that Josephns says of the population and importance of
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Scaurus was the first governor (quaestor propraetor)

in 62 is.C, seems to have embraced the whole sea-

board from the Bay of Issus ( Tskanderiin ) to Egypt,

as far back as it was habitable, that is, up to tiie

desert which fonns the backgi-ound to the whole
district. " Judaea" in their phrase appears to have

signified so much of this country as intervened be-

tween Idumaea on the south, and the territories oi

the numerous free cities, on the north and west,

which were established with the establishment of

the province—such as Scythopolis, Sebaste, Joppa,

Azotus, &c. {Diet, of Geography, ii. 1077). The
district east of the Jordan, lying between it and the

deseit—at least so much of it as was not covered by
the lands of Pella, Gadara, Canatha, Philadelpheia,

and other free towns—was called Peraea.

5. Soon after the Christian era, we find the name
Palaestina in possession of the counti-y. Ptolemy

(a.u. 161) thus applies it {Geogr. v. 16). " The
arbitrary divisions of Palaestina Pi ima, Secunda, and
Tertia, settled at the end of the 4th or beginning

of the 5th cent, (see the quotations from the Cod.

Theodos. in Reland, p. 205), are still observed in the

documents of the Eastern Church" {Diet, of Geogr.

ii. 533a). Palaestina Tei-tia, of which Petra was
the capital, was however out of the biblical limits

;

and the portions of Peraea not comprised in Pal.

Secunda were counted as in Arabia.

6. Josephus usually employs the ancient name
" Canaan " in reference to the events of the earlier

history, but when speaking of the country in re-

ference to his own time styles it Judaea {Ant. i. 6.

§2, kc.) ; though as that was the Roman name for

the southern province, it is sometimes (e. g. B. ./.

i. 1, §1 ; iii. 3, §56) difficult to ascertain whether

he is using it in its wider or narrower' sense. In

the narrower sense he certainly does often employ it

{e.g.Ant.v.\,%22\ .B./. iii. 3, §4, 5a). ^'icolaus

of Damascus applies the name to the whole countrv

(Joseph. Ant. i. 7, §2).

The Talmudists and other Jewish writers use the

title of the " Land of Israel." As the Greeks styled

all other nations but their own Barbarian, so the

Rabbis divide the whole world into two parts—the

Land of Israel, and the regions outside it.K

7. The name most frequently used throughout

the middle ages, and down to our own time, is Terra

Sancia—the Holy Land. In the long list of Travels

and Tieatises given by Ritter {Erdkundc, Jordan,

31-55), Robinson {B. i?. 'ii. 534-555), and Boiiar

{Land of Promise, 517-535), it predominates far

beyond any other appellation. Quaresmius, in his

Elucidatio Terrae Sanetae (i. 9, 10), after enu-

merating the various names above mentioned,

concludes by adducing seven reasons why that

which he has embodied in the title of his awn woik,

" though of later date than the rest, yet in excel-

lency and dignity surpasses them all ;" closing with

the "words of Poj* Urban II. addressed to the Coun-

cil of Clermont;

—

Quam terrain merito Sanctam

diximus, in qua non est etiampassttspedis quein tion

illustraverit et sanctijicaverit vet corpus vel iind»-u

Salvatoris, vel gloriusa praesentia Sanetae Dei ge-

nitricis, vel amplectendus Apostolorum commeatvs,

vel martyrum ebibendus sanguis effusus.

Galilee) that the southern province was by far the most

Important part of the country. It conferred Its name on

the whole.

K See the citations in Otbo, Ux. Kabb. " Israelltae Re-

gie " ; and the Itineraries of Bet\iaroin ; Parchi ; Isaac ben

Chcio, in Carmoly; &c.
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II. The Land.
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The Holy Land i.s not in size or physical charac-

teristics proportioiied to its moral and historical

position, as the theatre of the most momentous

events in the world's history. It is but a strip of

country, about the size of Wales, less than 140

miles'" in length, and barely 40* in average breadth,

on the very frontier of the East, hemmed in between

the Mediterranean Sea on the one hand, and the

enormous trench of the Jordan-valley on the other,

by which it is etlectually cut off from the mainland

of Asia behind it. On the north it is shut in by

the high ranges of Lebanon and anti-Lebanon, and

by the ch;ism of the Litany,i which runs at their

feet and forms the main drain of their southern

slopes. On the south it is no less enclosed by the

arid and inhospitable deserts of the upper part

of the peninsula of Sinai, whose undulating wastes

melt imperceptibly into the southern hills of

Judaea.

1. Its position on the Map of the World—as the

world was when the Holy Land tirst made its ap-

pearance in history—is a remarliable one.

(1.) It is on the very outpost—on the extremest

western edge of the East, pushed forward, as it

were, by the huge continent of Asia, which almost

seems to have lejected and cut off from commu-
nication with itself this tiny strip, by the broad and

impassable desert interposed between it and the

vast tracts of Mesopotamia and Arabia in its rear.

On the shore of the Mediterranean it stands, as if it

had advanced as far as possible towards the West

—

towards that New World which in the fulness of

lime it was so mightily to ati'ect ; separated there-

from by that which, when the time arrived, proved

to be no barrier, but the readiest medium of com-

munication—the wide wateis of the " Great Sea."

Thus it was open to all the gradual influences of

the rising communities of the West, while it was
saved from the retrogression and decrepitude which

have ultimately been the doom of all purely Eastern

States whose connexions were limited to the East"*

only. And when at last its ruin was effected,

and the nation of Israel driven from its home, it

transferred without obstacle the result of its long

training to those regions of the West with which

by virtue of its position it was in ready commiuii-

cation.

(2.) There was however one chaiuiel, and but

one, by which it could reaih and be reached by the

great Oriental empires. The only road by which

tiie two great rivals of the ancient world could

approach one another—by which alone Egypt could

get to Assyria, and Assyria to Egypt—lay along

the broad flat strip of coast wliicli Ibrmed the ma-

h The latitude of Hanias, the ancient Dan, is 33° 16',

and that of Beershfba 31° 16' ; thus the distance between

these two points- the one at the north, the other at the

south —is 2 degrees, 120 geogr. or 139 English miles.

' Tlie breadth of the country at Gaza, from the shore

of the Mediterranean to that of the Dead Sea, is 48 geogr.

miles, while at the latitude of the lAtdny from the coast

to the Jordan it Is 20. The average of the breadths be-

tween those two parallels, taken at each half degree,

gives 3-t geogr. miles, or Just 40 English miles.

J The latitude of the Litany (or Kasimiijeii) differs but

slightly from that of Banias. Its mouth is given by
Van de Velde {.Vemoir, 59) at 33" 20'.

k The contrast between East and West, and the position

of the Holy I^nd as on the confines of each. Is happily

glv«n in a passage in Kotlten (chap. 28)

ritime portion of the Holy Land, and thence by the

Plain of the Lebanon to the Euphrates. True, this

road did not, as we shall see, lie actually through

the country, but at the foot of the highlands which
virtually composed the Holy Land ; still the proxi-

mity was too close not to be full of danger ; and

though the civtastrophe was postponed for many
centuries, yet, when it actually arrived, it arrived

through this channel.

(3.) After this the Holy Land became (like the

Netherlands in Europe) the convenient arena on

which in successive ages the hostile powers who
contended for the empire of the East, fought their

battles. Here the Seleucidae routed, or were routed

by, the Ptolemies; here the Romans vanquished the

Parthians, the Persians, and the Jews themselves
;

and here the armies of France, England, and Germany,
fought the hosts of Saladin.

2. It is essentially a mountainous country. Not
that it contains independent mountain chains, as in

Greece for example, dividing one region from another,

with extensive valleys or plains between and among
them—but that every part of the highland is in

greater or less undulation. From its station in the

north, the range of Lebanon pushes forth before it a

multitude of hills and eminences, which crowd one

another more or less thickly • over the fiice of the

country to its extreme south limit. But it is not

only a mountainous country. It contains in com-
bination with its mountains a remarkable arrange-

ment of plains, such as few other countries can show,

which indeed form its chief peculiarity, and have

had an equal, if not a more important, bearing on

its history than the mountains themselves. The
mass of hills which occupies the centre of the country

is bordered or framed on both sides, east and west,

by a broad belt of lowland, sunk deep below its

own level. The slopes or cliffs which form, as it

were, the retaining walls of this depression, ai'e

furrowed and cleft by the torrent beds which dis-

charge the waters of the hills, and form the means

of communication between the upper and lower

level. On the west this lowland inteiposes between

the mountains and the sea, and is the Plain of Phi-

listia and of Sharon. On the east it is the broad

bottom of the Jordan valley, deep down in which

rushes the one river of Palestine to its grave in the

Dead Sea.

3. Such is the first general impression of the

physiognomy of the Holy Land. It is a phy-

siognomy compounded of the three main features

already named—the plains, the highland hills, and

the torrent betls: features which are marked in

the words of its earliest describers (Num. xiii. 29

;

Josh. xi. 16, xii. 8), and which must be com-

prehended by every one who wishes to tmderstand

I The district of the Surrey hills about Giterham, in Its

most regular portions, if denuded of most of its wood,

turf, and soil, would be not unlike many parts of Palestine.

So are (or were) the hills of Roxburghshire on the banks

of the Tweed, as the following description of them by

Washington Irving will shew:—"From a hill which"

like Gerizim or Olivet " commanded an extensive prospect

I gazed about me for a time with surprise, I may
almost say with disappointment. I beheld a succession

of grey waving hills, line beyond line, as far as my eye

could reach, monotonous In their aspect, and entirely

destitute of trees The far-famed Tweed appeared

a naked stream flowing between bare hills. And yet"

(what is even more applicable to the Holy Land) " such

had been the magic web thrown over the whole, that it

had a greater charm than the richest scenery in England "
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thu country, and the intimate connexion existing

between its structure and its history. In the ac-

iHunpanying sketch-map an attempt lias been made
to exhibit these features with greater distinctness

tlian is usual, or perhaps possible, in maps con-

taining more detail.

On a nearer view we shall discover some traits

not observed at first, which add sensibly to the

expre:-sion of this interesting countenance. About

halfway up the coast the maritime plain is suddenly

interrupted by a long ridge thrown out from the

central mass, rising considerably™ above the general

level, and terminating in a bold promontory on the

very edge of the Jlediterranean. This ridge is Mount
Carmcl. On its upper side, the plain, as if to

conipensjite for its temporary displacement, invades

the centre of the country and forms an undulating

hollow right across it from the MediteiTanean to the

Jordan valley. This central lowland, which divides

with its broad depression the mountains of Ephraim

from the mountains of Galilee, is the plain of Es-

draelon or Jezreel, the great battle-field of Palestine.

North of Carmel the lowland resumes its position

by the sea-side till it is again interrupted and finally

])at an end to by the northern mountains which

push their way out to the sea, ending in the white

promontory of the lias Nakhura. Above this is the

ancient Phoenicia— a succession of headlands sweep-

ing down to the ocean, and leaving but few intervals

of beach. Behind Phoenicia—north of Esdraelon,

and enclosed between it, the Litany, and the upper

valley of the Jordan— is a continuation of the moun-
tain district, not differing materially in structure or

character from that to the south, but rising gradually

in occasional elevation until it reaches the main
ranges of Lebanon and anti-Lebanon (or Hermon),
as from their lofty heights they overlook the whole
land below them, of which they are indeed the

jiarents.

4. The country thus roughly portrayed, and
which, as before stated, is less than 140 miles in

length, and not more than 40 in average breadth,

is to all intents and purposes the whole Land of

Israel. The northern portion is Galilee ; the centre,

Samaria; the south, Judaea. This is the Land of

Cana;in which was bestowed on Abraham ; the co-

venanted home of his descendants. The two tribes

and a half remained on the uplands beyond Jordan,

inste;id of advancing to take their portion with the

rest within its circumvallation of defence ; but that

act appears to have formed no part of the original

plan. It arose out of an accidental circumstance,

—

the abundance of cattle which they had acquired

during their stay in Egypt, or during the transit

through the wilderness,—and its result was, that

the tiibes in question soon ceased to have any close

connexion with the others, or to fonn any virtual

part of the nation. But even this definition might
without impropriety be further circumscribed ; for

during the greater put of the 0. T. times the chief

events of the history were confined to the district

nouth of Esdraelon, which contjiined the cities of

Hebron, .Jerusalem, Bethel, Shiloh, Sliechem, and
Samaria, the Jlount of Olives, and the Mount C:u-mel.

The battles of the Conciuest and the early struggles
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" The main ridge of Ciimiel Is between 1700 and ISOO

feet high. The bills of Sumaria immcdialclj' to the S.K.

of it are only about 1100 feet (Van de Velde, JJemuir,

177,8).
n The same word is used in Hebrew for " .sea " and for

" Wt'St."

of the era of the Judges once passed, Galilee subsided

into obscurity and unimportance till the time of

Christ.

5. Small as the Holy Land is on the map, and
when contrasted either with modern states or with
the two enormous ancient empires of Egypt and
Assyria between which it lay, it seems even

smaller to the traveller as he pursues his way
through it. The long solid purple w;Ul of the

Moab and Gilead mountains, which is always in

sight, and forms the background to almost every

view to the eastward, is perpetually reminding him
that the confines of the country in that direction

are close at hand. There are numerous eminences

in the highlands which command the view of both

fiontiers at the same time—the eastern mountains

of Gilead with the Jordan at their feet on the one

hand, on the other the Western Sea," with its line

of white sand and its blue expanse. Hermon, the

apex of the country on the north, is said to have

been seen from the southern end of the Dead Sea :

it is certainly plain enough, from many a point

nearer the centre. It is startling to find that from

the top of the hills of Neby Samwil, Bethel, Taboi',

Gerizim, or Sated, the eye can embrace at one

glance, and almost without turning the head, such

opposite points as the Lake of Galilee and the Bay
of Akka, the farthest mountains of the Hauran
and the long ridge of Carmel, the ravine of the

Jabbok, or the green windings of Jordan, and the

sand-hills of Jaffa. The impression thus produced

is materially assisted by the transparent clearness of

the air and the exceeding brightness of the light,

by which objects that in our duller atmosphere

would be invisible from e;ich other or thrown into

dim distance are made distinctly visible, and thus ap-

pear to be much nearer together than they really aie.

6. The highland district, thus surrounded and

intersected by its broad lowland plains, preserves

from north to south a remarkably even and hori-

zontal profile. Its average height may be taken as

1500 to 1800 feet above the Wediten-anean. It can

hardly be denominated a plateau, yet so evenly is the

general level preserved, and so thickly do the hills

stand behind and between one another, that, when
seen from the coast or the western part of the mari-

time plain, it has quite the appearance of a wall,

standing in the background of the rich district be-

tween it and the observer—a district which from its

gentle undulations, and its being so nearly on a level

with the eye, appears almost immeasurable in extent.

This general monotony of profile is, however, accen-

tuated at intervals by certain centres of elevation.

These occur in a line almost due north and south,

but lying somewhat east of the axis of the country.

Beginning from the south, they are Hebron," 3029
feet above the Mediterranean ; Jerusalem 2610, and

Mount of Olives 2724, with Nebi/ Samwil on the

north 2650 ; Bethel, 2400 ; Sinjil, 2685 ; Ebal and

Gerizim 2700 ;
" Little Hermon" and Tabor (on the

north side of the Plain of Esdraelon) 1900 ; Safed

2775 ; JebelJurmuk 4000. Between these elevated

points runs the watershed P of the country, sendinp

off on either hand—to the Jordan valley on the east

and the Meditenanean on the west, and be it remem-

° The altitudes are those given by Van de Velde, after

much comparison and Investigation, In his Memoir (pp.

170-1S3).

P For the watershed sec Ritter, Erdl.iinJe, Jordan, 474-

480. His heights have been somewhat modified by mure

n^ccnt observations, for v> hich see Van de Velde's
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bered east and wosfi only—the long tortuous amis

of its many ton-ent beds. But though keeping north

and south as its general direction, the liuo of the

watershed is, as might be expected from the pre-

valent equality of level of these highlands, and the

absence of anything like ridge or saddle, very in-e-

gular, the heads of the valleys on the one side often

passing and "overlapping" those of the other.

Thus in the territory of the ancient Benjamin, the

heads of the gi-eat Wadys Fiomr (or Suweinit) and

Mutyah (or Kelt)— the two main channels by

which the torrents of the winter rains huiTy down
from the bald hills of this district into the valley of

the .Jordan—are at Birch and Beitin respectively,

while the great Wady Beldt, which enters the Me-

diterranean at Nahr Aujeh a few miles above Jafla,

stretches its long anns as far as, and even farther

than, Taiyibeh, nearly four miles to the east of

either Bireh or Beitin. Thus also in the more

northern district of Jloimt Ephraim around Nablus,

the ramifications of that extensive system of valleys

which combine to foi-m the Wady Ferrali—one of

the main feeders of the central Jordan— interlace

and cross by many miles those of the Wady Skair,

whose principal arm is the Valley of Nablus, and

which pours its waters into the Mediterranean at

Nahr Fulaih.

7. The valleys on the two sides of the watershed

differ considerably in character. Those on the east

—owing to the extraordinary depth of the Jordan

valley into which they plunge, and also to the tact

already mentioned, that the watershed lies rather

on that side of the highlands, thus making the fall

more abiupt—are extremely steep and rugged. This

is the case during the whole length of the southern

and middle portions of the country. The preci-

pitous descent between Olivet and Jericho, with

which all travellers in the Holy Land are acquainted,

isatype.and by no means an unfair type, of the eastern

passes, from Zmreirah and Ain-jidi on the south to

Wady Bidan on the north. It is only when the junc-

tion between the I'lain of Esdraelon and the Jordan

Valley is reached, that the slopes become gi-adual

and the ground tit for the manoeuvres of anything

but detached bodies of foot soldiers. But, rugged

and ditlicult as they are, they form the only access

to the upper countiy from this side, and every man
or body of men who reached the territory of .hidah,

Benjamin, or Ephraim from the Jordan Valley,

must have climbed one or other of them.' The
Ammonites and Moabites, who at some remote

date left sucli lasting traces of their jiresence in the

names of Chephar ha-Ammonai and Michmash, and

the Israelites pre.ssing forward to tiie relief of Gibeon

and the slaughter of Beth-horon, doubtless entcrwl 1

alike through the great Wadij Fuuar already
1

.spoken of. The Moabites, Edomites, and Mehunim
j

swarmed up to their attack on Judah through tlie
[

crevices of Ain-jidi (2 Chr. xx. 12, 16). The pass
'

<i Except In the immediate neighbourhood of tlie Plain
'

of Esdraelon, and in the extreme north— where the
j

drainage, instead of being to the llcditorranean or the

Jordan, Is to the LitUny— the stattmcnl in the text Is

strictly accurate.
|

f Nothing can afford so strong a testimony to the really i

unmllitary genius of the Canaanltcs, and sul)sequently, !

in their turn, of the Jews also, as the way in which they

suffered their conquerors again and again to advance

through these defiles, where their destruction might so

easily have been effected. They always rotired at once,
j

and, shutting themselves up in their strongholds, awaited

the attack there. From Jericho, Hebron, Jerusalem, to '
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of Adummira was in tlie days of our Lord—what it

still is—the regular route between Jericho and Je-

rusalem. By it Pompey advanced with his ai-my

when he took the city.

8. The western valleys are more gradual in

their slope. The level of the external plain on

this side is higher, and therefore the fall less, while

at the same time the distance to be traverse<l is

much greater. Thus the length of the Wady Beldt

already mentioned, from its remotest head at Tai-

yibeh to the point at which it emerges on the plain

of Sharon, may be taken as 20 to 25 miles, with

a total dift'erence of level during that distance of

perhaps ISuO feet, while the Wady el-Aujeh, which
falls from the other siiie of Taiyibeh into the Jor-

dan, has a distance of barely 10 miles to reach the

Jordan-valley, at the same time falling not less

than 2800 feet.

Here again the valleys are the only means of

communication between the lowland and the high-

land. From Jaffa and the central part of the plain

there are two of these roads " going up to Jeru-

salem "
: the one to the right by Eamleh and the

Wady Aly ; the other to the left by Lydda, and

thence by the Bethhorons, or the Wady Suleiman,

and Gibeon. The former of these is modem, but

the latter is the scene of many a famous incident

in the ancient history. Over its long acclivities the

Canaanites were driven by Joshua to their native

plains; the Philistines ascended to Michmash and

Geba, and fled back past Ajalon; the Syiian force

was stopped and hurled back by Judas ; the Roman
legions of Cestius Gallus weie chased pell-mell to

their strongholds at Antipatris.

9. Further south, the communications between

the mountains of Judah and tiie lowland of Phi-

listia are hitherto comparatively unexplored. They
were doubtless the .'icene of many a foiay and

repulse during the lifetime of Samson and tiie

struggles of the Danites, but there is no record

of their having been used tor the passjige of any

important force either in ancient or modern times.'

North of Jaffa the passes are few. One of them,

by the Wady Beldt, led from Antipatris to

Gophna. By this route St. Paul was probably con-

veyi>d away from Jerusalem. Another leads from

the ancient sanctuary of Gilgal near Kefr Saba, to

Nabhm.—These western valleys, though easier than

those on the eastern side, are of such a nature as to

present great diMiculties to the passage of any large

force encumbered by baggage. In fact these moun-
tain passes really formed the security of Israel, and

if she had been wise enough to settle her own in-

testinal quarrels without reference to foreigners, the

nation might, humanly speaking, have stood to the

present hour. The height, and consequent strength,

which was the frequent boast of the Prophets and

Psalmists in legard to Jeiiisalem, was no less true

of the whole country, rising as it does on all

Sillstrla, the story Is one and the same,—the dislike of

OrlenUils to light in the open field, and their power of

determined resistance when entrenched behind forti-

fications.

' Klchard I., when intending to attack .lenisalem, moved

from Ascalon to HUuiche Garde (Safir, or Jill es Safieli),

on the edge of the mountains of Judaea: and then, Instead

of tiiking a direct route to the Holy City ihrongh the passes

of the mountains, turned northwards over the plain and

took the road from Itanileh to Rettenuble (.Vu6o), that Is,

the ordinary approach from Jaffa to Jerusalem; a circuit

of at least four days. (See Vinisauf, v. 48, In Chron. cj

Crusades. 204.)
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(lides from plains so much below it in level. The

aniiies of Kgypt and Assyria, as they traced and

retraced tlieir path between Pelasium and Carclie-

niish, must have looked at the long wall of heights

which (-losed in the broad level roadway they \vere

pursuing, as belonging to a country with which

tliey had no concern.
"

It was to them a natural

mountain fastness, the approadi to which wa-s beset

with difliculties, while its bare and soilless hills were

lui'.dly worth the trouble ofconquering, in comparison

with the rich green plains of tlie Euphrates and the

Nile, or even with the boundless cornfield through

which they were marching. This may be fairly

inferred from various notices in Scriptui'e and in

contemporary history. The Egyptian kings, from

Rimeses II. and Thothmes III. to Pharaoh Necho,

were in the consttmt habit* of pursuing this route

during their e.Npeditions against the Cliatti, or

Hittites, in the north of Syria ; and the two last-

named monarchs " fought battles at Megiddo,

without, as far as we* know, having taken the

trouble to penetrate into the interior of the country.

The Pliaraoh who was Solomon's contemporary

came up the Philistine plain as far as Gezer (pro-

bably about Ramleh), and besieged and destroyed

it, witliout leaving any impression of imeasiness

in the annals of Israel. Later in the monarchy,

Psammetichus besieged Ashdod in the Philistine

plain ibr the extraordinary period of twenty-nine

years (Herod, ii. 157) ; during a portion of that

time an Assyrian army probably occupied part of

the same? district, endeavouring to relieve the town.

The battles must have been frequent ; and yet the

only i-eference to these events in the Bible is the men-
tion of the Assyrian general by Isaiah (.xx. 1 ), in so

casual a manner as to lead irresistibly to the con-

clusion that neither Egyptians nor Assyrians had

come up into the highland. This is illustrated by
Napoleon's campaign in Palestine. He entered it

from Egypt by El-A risk, and after overrunning the

whole of the lowland, and taking Gaza, Jaffa, Ramleh,

and the other places on the plain, he writes to the

sheikhs of Nablus and Jerusalem, announcing that

he has no intention of making war against them
( Corresp. de Nap. No. 4020, " 19 Ventose, 1799 ").

To use his own words, the highland country " did

not lie within his base of operations ;" and it would
have been a waste of time, or worse, to ascend

thither.

In the later days of the .Jewish nation, and during

the Crusades, Jerusjilem became the great object of

contest ; and then the battlefield of the country,

which had originally been Esdraelon, was trans-

ferred to the maritime plain at the foot of the

juisses communicating most directly with the capital.

Here Judas JIaccabaeus achieved some of his gi-eaiest

triumphs ; and heie some of Herod's most decisive

actions were fought ; and Blanchegarde, Ascalon,

Jalla, and Beitnuba (the Bettenuble of the Cvu-
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sading historian), still shine with the brightest rays

of the valour of Richard the First.

10. When the highlands of the country are more
closely examined, a considerable difference will be

found to exist in the natural condition and appearance

of their different portions. The south, as being nearer

the arid desert, and farther removed from the drainage

of the mountains, is drier and less productive than

the north. The tract below Hebron, which forms

the fink between the hills of Judah and the desert,

was known to the ancient Hebrews by a term ori-

ginally derived from its dryness (Negeb). This was
THE SOUTH country. It contained the territory

which Caleb bestowed on his daughter, and which
he had afterwards to endow specially with the

"upper and lower springs" of a less parched

locality (Josh. xv. 19). Here lived Nabal, so chary

of his " water" (1 Sam. xxv. 11); and here may
well have been the scene of the composition of the

6ord Psalm ^—the " dry and thirsty land where no

water is." As the traveller advances north of this

tract there is an improvement ; but perhaps no coun-

try equally cultivated is more monotonous, bare,

or uninviting in its aspect, than a great part of the

highlands of Judah and Benjamin during the largest

portion of the year. The spring covers even those

bald grey rocks with verdure and colour, and fills

the ravines with torrents of rushing water ; but in

summer and autumn the look of the country from
Hebron up to Bethel is very dreary and desolate.

The flowers, which for a few weeks give so brilliant

»

and A'aried a hue to whole districts, wither and vanish

before the first fierce rays of the sun of summer

:

they are " to-day in the field—to-morrow cast into

the oven." Rounded'' hills of moderate height

fill up the view on every side, their coarse grey'
stone continually discovering itself through the

thin coating of soil, and hardly distinguishable

from the remains of the ancient ten-aces which run
i-ound them with the regularity of contour lines,

or fiom the confused heaps of ruin which occupy

j

the site of former village or fortress. On some of

I the hills the terraces have been repaired or recon-

j

structed, and these contain plantations of olives or

figs, sometimes with and sometimes without vine-

yards, suiTounded by rough stone walls, and with
the watch-towers at the corners, so fmiiliar to us

j

from the parables of the Old and New Testaments.

Others have a shaggy covering of oak bushes in

clumps. There are traditions that in former times

{

the road between Bethlehem and Hebron was lined

with large trees ; but all that now remains of them
are the large oak-roots whicli are embedded in the

I

rocky soil, and are dug up by the peasants for fuel

j

(Miss Beaufort, ii. 124). The valleys of denudation

which divide these monotonous hills are also

planted with figs or olives, but oftener cultivated

1 with corn or dourra, the long reedlike stalks of which

remain on the stony ground till the next seed time,

« Rawlinson, note to Herod, ii. 5157.

" For Thothmes' engagement at Megiddo, see De Rouge's
interpretation of his monuments recently discovered at

Thebes, in the Hevue Archeoloffique, 1861, p. 384, &c. For

Pharaoh Necho, see 2 K. xxiil. 29.

• The Identitication of Megiddo, coinciding as it does

with the statements of the Bible, is tolerably certain

;

but at present as much can hardly be said of the other

namos in these lists. Not only does the agreement of the

names appear doubtfiil, but the lists, as now deciphered,

present an amount of confusion—places in the north being

jumbled up with those in the south, S:c.—which raises a

constant suspicion.

1 Is. X.X. 1, as e.xplaincd by Geseuius, and by Rawlinson

(ii. 242, note).

• This Psalm is also referred to the hot and waterless

road of the deep descent to Jericho and the Jordan. See

I

Olives, Modnt op, p. 624 o.

" Stanley {S. & 1'. 139)—not prone to exaggerate rolou:

(comp. 87, " Petra ')—speaks of It as " a blaze of scarlet."

I

•> " Rounded swelling masses like huge bubbles" says

I

Mr.Seddon the painter (p. 122). "Kacboneuglier than Us

]

neighbour" (Miss Beaufort, II. 97). Sec also the descrip-

tion of Russeggcr the geologist, in Rittcr, Jordan, 495.

I

« "Often looking as if burnt In the kiln" (Anderson.

172).
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and give a singulaily dry and slovenly look to llie

fields. The geneial absence of fences in the valleys

does not render them less desolate to an English eye,

and where a fence is now and then encountered, it is

either a stone wall trodden down and dilapidated, or

a hedge of the prickly-pear cactus, gaunt, irregular,

and ugly, without being picturesque. Often the

track rises and fulls for miles together over the

edges of the white strata ujiturnod into almost a

vertical •* position ; or over sheets of bare rock

spread out like flagstones,* and marketl with fissures

which have all the regularity of artificial joints;

or along narrow channels, through which the feet

of centuries of travellei-s have with difficulty re-

tained their hold on the steep declivities ; or down

flights of irregular steps hewn or woin in the solid

rock of the i-avine, and strewed thick with innu-

merable loose ' stones. Even the grey villages

—

always on the top or near the top of the hills—do

but add to the dreariness of the scene by the forlorn

look which their flat roofs and absence of windows

present to a European eye, and by the poverty and

ruin so universal among them. At Jerusalem

this reaches its climax, and in the leaden ashy hue

which overspreads, for the major part of the year,

much of the landscjipe immediately contiguous to

the city, and which may well be owing to the ddbrisK

of its successi\e demolitions, there is something un-

speakably affecting. The solitude which reigns

throughout most of these hills and valleys is also

very striking. " For miles and miles there is often

no appearance of life except the occasional goat-

herd on the hill-side, or gathering of women at the

wells." •»

To the west and north-west of the highlands,

where the sea breezes are felt, there is considerably

more vegebition. The Wady es-Sumt derives its

name from the acacias which line its sides. In the

same neighbourhood olives abound, and give the

country "almost a wooded appearance" (Rob. ii

21, 22). The dark grateful foliage of the butm, or

terebinth, is frequent ; and one of these trees,

perhaps the largest in Palestine, stands a few

minutes' ride from the ancient Socho (ib. 222).

About ten miles north of this, near the site of the

ancient Kirjath-jearim, the " city of forests," are

some thickets of pine {snober) and laurel {hehkah),

which Tobler compaies with European woods {jMte

Wanderuiuj, 178).

1 1 . Hitherto we have spoken of the central and

northern portions of Judaea. Its eastern portion—

a

tract some 9 or 10 miles in width by about 35 in

length—which intervenes between the centre and

the abrupt descent to the Deatl Sea, is far more wild

and desolate, and that not for a portion of the yea

only, but throughout it.' This must have been

always what it is now— an uninhabited desert,

because uninhabitable ; "a biU'e aiid wilderness ; ai

endless succession of shapeless yellow and ash

* As at Beit-ur (Beth-horon).

« As south of Beitin (Bethel), and many other

places.

f As in the H'ody AUj, 7 miles west of Jonisiiloni. Scu

Beamont's description of this route In his Diary of a

Journey, &c. i. 192.

6 See Jerusalem, vol. i. p. 988 a. The same remark

will be found in Seddon's Memoir, 198.

h Stanley. S. c6 P. IIT.

• Even on the 8th January, De Sjiulcy found no water,

k Van de Velde, Syria <4 I'al. 11. 99; and see the same

still more forcibly slated on p. 101 ; anil a graphic descrip-

tion by Miss Beaufort, li. 102, 103; 127, 128. The cha-
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coloured hills, without grass or shrubs, without

water, and almost'' without life,"—even without

ruins, with the rare exceptions of Masada, and a

solitary watch-tower or two.

1 2. No descriptive sketch of this part of the coun-

try can be complete which does not allude to the

caverns, characteristic of all limestone districts, but

here existing in astonishing numbers. Every hill

and lavine is pierced with them, some very large

and of curious formation—perhaps partly natural,

partly artificial—others mere gi-ottos. Many of

them are connected with most important and inte-

resting events of the ancient history of the country.

Especially is this true of the district now under

consideration. Machpelah, Slakkedah, Adullam, En-

gedi, names in.»-e]iavably connected with the lives,

adventures, and deaths of Abraham, Joshua, David,

and other Old Testament worthies, are all within the

small circle of the territory of Judaea. Moreover,

there is perhaps hardly one of these cavems, however

small, which has not at some time or other furnished

a hiding-place to some ancient Hebrew from the

sweeping incursions of Philistine or Amalekite. For

the tearing which the present treatment of many of

the caverns has on the modern religious aspect of

Palestine, and for the remarkable symbol which

they furnish of the life of Israel, the reader must be

referred to a striking passage in Sinai and Palestine

(ch. ii. X. 3). [Cave.]
13. The bareness and dryness which pievaijs more

or less in Judaea is owing partly to the absence of

wood (see below
),

partly to its proximity to the

desert, and partly to a scarcity of water, arising

from its distance from the Lebanon. The abun-

dant springs which fonn so delightful a feature of

the country further north, and many of which

continue to flow even after the hottest summers,

are here very rarely met with after the rainy

season is over, and their place is but poorly supplied

by the wells, themselves but few in number, bored

down into the white rock of the universal sub-

stratum, and with mouths so narrow and so cai'e-

fully closed that they may be easily passed without

notice by travellers unaccustomed to the country.™

[Wells.]
14. But to this discouraging aspect there are

happily some important exceptions. The valley of

Urtds, south of Bethlehem, contains springs which

in abundance and excellence rival even those of Na-
blus; the huge " Pools of Solomon" are enough to

supply a district for many miles round them ; and

the cultivation now going on in that neighbourhood

shows what might be done with a soil which re-

quires only irrigation and a moderate amount of

labour to evoke a boundless produce. At Bethlehem

and Afar Elyas, too, and in the neighbourhood of the

Convent of the Cross, and especially near Hebron,

there are excellent examples of what can be done

with vineyards, and plantations of olives and fig-

racter of the upper part of the district, to the S. E. of the

Mount of Olives, Is well seized by Mr. Scddon: "A wilder-

ness of mountain-tops, In some places tossed up like waves

of mud, in others wrinkled over with ravines, like models

made of crumpled broun paper, the nearer ones whitish,

strewed with rocks and bushes " {Memoir, 204).

™ There is no adequate provision here or elsewhere In

Palestine (except perhaps in Jerusalem) for catcblog and

preserving the water which falls In the heavy rains of

winter and spring : a provision easily made, and found to

answer ndmlrably in countries similarly circumstanced,

such as JIalta and Bermuda, w here the rains furnish almost

the whole water supply.
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treos. And it must not be forgotten that during

the limited time when the plains and bottoms are

covered with waving crops of green or golden corn,

and when the naked rocks are shrouded in that

brilliant covering of flowers to which allusion has

already been made, the appearance of things must

be far more inviting than it is during that gi-eatcr

portion of the year which elapses after the hai-vest,

and which, as being the more habitual aspect of the

scene, has been dwelt upon above.

15. It is obvious that in the ancient days of the na-

tion, when Judah and Benjamin possessed the teeming

population indic;\ted in the Bible, the condition and

;\spect of the country must have been very diti'erent.

Of this there are not wanting suie evidences. There

is no country in which the ruined towns bear so large

a proportion to those still existing. Hardly a hill-

top of the many within sight that is not covered

with vestiges of some fortress or city." That this

numerous population knew how most effectually to

cultivate their rocky territory, is shewTi by the

remains of their ancient terraces, which constantly

meet the eye, the only mode of husbanding so

scanty a coating of soil, and preventing its being

washed by the torrents into the valleys. These

frequent remains enable the traveller to fonn an

idea of the look of the landscape when they weie

kept up. But, besides this, forests appear to have

stood in many parts of Judaea" until the repeated

invasions and sieges caused their fill, and the

wietched goverrmient of the Turks prevented their

reinstatement ; and all this vegetation must have

reacted on the moisture of the cUmate, ami, by pre-

serving the water in many a ravine and natural

reservoii' where now it is rapidly diied by the tierce

sun of the early summer, must have influenced mate-

rially the look and the resources of the countiy.

16. Advancing northwai-ds from Judaea the coun-

try becomes gradually more open and pleasant. Plains

of good soil occur between the hills, at fii-st small,P

but afterwards comparatively large. In some cases

(such as the Mukhna, which stretches away from the

feet of Gerizim for several miles to the south and
east) these would be remarkable anywhere. The
hills assume here a more varied aspect than in the

southern districts, springs are more abundant and
more prmanent, until at last, when the district of

the Jcbel Nablus is reached— the ancient Jlount

Kphraini—the traveller encounters an atmosphei'e

and an amount of vegetation and water which, if

not so transceudently lovely as the representations of

enthusiastic travellers would make it, is yet greatly

superior to anything he has met with in Judaea,

and even sufficient to recall much of the scenery of

the West.

1 7. Perhaps the Springs ai-e the only objects which
in themselve, and apart from their associations, really

strike an Engush tra^eller with astonishment and
admiration. Such glorious fountains as those of
Ain-jaiud or tne Has el-Mukdlta, where a great

body of the clearest water wells silently but swiftly

out from deep blue recesses worn in the foot of a
low cliff of limestone rock, and at once fomis a con-

siderable stream—or as that of Tell el-Kad;/, eddying
forth from the base of a lovely wooded mound into

a wide, deep, and limpid pool—or those of Bnnias
and Fijeh, where a large river leaps headlong foam-

» Stanley, 5r. A- P. 117, where the lessons to be gathered
from these ruins of so many successive nations and races
are admirably drawn out

" For a list of these, see Forest.
P Th»t at the northern foot of .\( by Snmwil. out of
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ing and roaring fiom its cave—or even as that of

Jentn, bubbling upwards from the level gi'ound—are

very rarely to be met with out of inegular, rocky,

mountainous countries, and being such unusual

sights can hardly be looked on by the traveller

without surprise and emotion. But, atlded to this

their natural impressiveness, there is the consider-

ation of the prominent part which so many of these

springs have y)Liyed in the history. Even the caverns

are not more characteristic of Palestine, or oflener

mentioned in the accounts both of the great national

crises and of more ordinary transactions. It if

sufficient here to name En-hakkore, En-gedi, Gihon,

and, in this particular district, the spring of Harod,

the fount;un of Jezreel, En-dor, and En-gannim,

reser^'ing a fuller treatment of the subject for the

special head of Springs.

18. The valleys which lead down from the upper

level in this district to the valley of the Jordan,

and the mountains through which they descend,

are also a great improvement on those which fonn

the eastern portion of Judah, and even of Ben-

jamin. The vallevs are (as already remarked)

I

less precipitous, because the level from which they

I

start in their descent is lower, while that of tlie

Jordan valley is higher ; and they have lost that

1 savage character which distinguishes the naked

clefts of the VVadys Suweinit and Kelt, of the Ain-

jidy or Zuiceirah, and have become wider and shal-

lower, swelling out here and there into basins, and

containing much laud under cultivation more or

less regular. Fine streams I'un through mauy of

these valleys, in which a considerable body of water

is found even after the hottest and longest summei-s,

their banks hidden by a thick shrubbery of oleandere

and other flowering trees,—truly a dehcious sight,

and one most rarely seen to the south of Jerusalem,

or within many miles to the north of it. The

]

mountains, though bare of wood and but partially

cultivated, have none of that arid, worn look

which rendei-s those east of Hebron, and even those

between Mukhmas and Jericho, so repulsive. In

fact the eastern district of the Jehel Nahlus con-

I

tains some of the most fertile and valuable spots in

[

Palestine."!

I 19. Hardly less rich is the extensive region which

]

lies north-west of the city of Nahlus, between it

and Carmel, in which the mountains gradually

break down into the Plain of Sharon. This has

) been very imperfectly explored, but it is spoken of

as extremely fertile—huge fields of com, with occa-

sional tracts of wood, recalling the county of Kent'

—

but mostly a continue<i expanse of sloping downs.

20. But with all its richness, and all its advance oc

the southern pai-t of the country, there is a stnuige

;
dearth of natuial wood about this cential district.

' Olive-trees are indeed to be found everywhere, but

j

they are artificially cultivated for their fruit, and the

j

olive is not a tree which adds to the look ofa landscape.

A few caroobs are also met with in such richer spots

as the valley of Nablm. But of all natural non-

fruit-bearing trees there is a singular dearth. It is

this which makes the woodeil sides ofCarmel and the

parklike scenery of the adjacent slopes and plains so

remai-kable. True, when compareil with Eurojiean

timber, the trees aie but small, but their abundance

is in strong contrast with the absolute deaith of

which rise the genUe hlUs which bear the ruins of tJibeon,

Neballat, &c.. is perhaps the first of these in the advance

from south to norih.

1 Robinson, B. R. Hi. 304.

' liOrU Lindsay (Itohn's ed.). p. 256.
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wood iu the ueiglibouring mountains. Carmel is

always mentioned by the ancient prophets ancl ])oets

as remarkable for its luxuriance ; and, as there is no

reason to believe that it has changed its character,

we have, in the expressions refen-ed to, pretty con-

clusive evidence that the lool^ of the adjoining district

of Ephraim was not very difl'erent tlien from what it

is now.

21. No sooner, however, is the Plain of Esdraelon

passed, than a considerable improvement is pei--

ceptible. The low hills which spread down from the

mountains of Galilee, and foi-m the barrier between

the plains of Akka and Esdraelon, are covered with

timber, of moderate size, it is true, but of thick

vigorous growth, and pleasant to the eye. Eastward

of these hills rises the lound mass of Tabor, dark

with its copses of oak, and set off by contrast with the

bare slopes of Jehel ed-Duhij (the so-called " Little

Hermon ") and the white hills of Nazareth. North

of Tabor and Nazareth is the plain of el-Bvttauf,

an upland tract hitherto very imperfectly described,

but apparently of a similar nature to Esdraelon,

though much more elevated. It runs from east

to west, in which direction it is perhaps ten miles

long, by two miles wide at its broadest part,

it is described as e.xtremely fertile, and abound-

ing in vegetation. Beyond this the amount of

natural growth increases at every step, until to-

wards the north the country becomes what even

in the West would be considered as well timbered.

The centre part—the watershed between the upper

end of the Jordan valley on the one hand, and the

Mediterranean on the other, is a succession of swell-

ing hills, covered with oak and terebinth, its occa-

sional ra\ines thickly clothed in addition with maple,

arbutus, sumach, and other ti-ees. So abundant is

the timber that large quantities of it are regularly

carried to the sea-coast at Tyre, and there shipped

as fuel to the towns on the coast (Rob. ii. 450).

The general level of the country is not quite equal

to that of Judaea and Samaria, but on the other

hand there are points which reach a greater eleva-

tion than anything in the south, such as the

prominent group of Jehel Jurmuk, and perhaps

Tibnin—an I which have all the gi-eater effect from
the surrounding country being lower. Tibnin lies

about the centre of the district, and as far north as

this the valleys run east and west of the watershed,

but above it they run northwards into the Litany,

which cleaves the country from east to west, and
forms the northern border of the district, and
indeed of the Holy Land itself.

22. The notices of this romantic district in the

Bible are but scanty ; in fact till the date of the

New Testament, when it had acquired the name of

Galilee, it may be said, for all purposes of history,

to be hardly mentioned. And even in the New Tes-

tament times the interest is confined to a very small

portion— the south and south-west comer contain-

ing Nazareth, Cana, and Nain, on the confines of

Esdraelon, Capei-naum, Tiberias, and Gennesaieth,

on the margin of the Lake."

In the great Roman conquest, or rather destmc-
tion, of Galilee, which preceded the fall of Jenisalem,

the contest penetrated but a short distance into the

interior. Jotapata and Giscala—neither of them
more than 12 miles from the Lake—are the farthest

• The associations ofMt Tabor, dim oa they are, belong

to the Old Testament : for there can be very little doubt

that it was no more the scene of the Transfiguration than

the Mount of OUves was. [.See vol. il. C26(i.]
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points to which we know of the struggle extending

in that wooded and impenetrable district. One of

the earliest accounts we possess describes it as a

land "quiet and secure" (Judg. xviii. 27). There

is no thoroughfare through it, nor any inducement

to make one. May there not be, retired in the re-

cesses of these woody hills and intricate valleys,

many a village whose inhabitants have lived on

from age to age undisturbed by the invasions and de-

populations with which Israelites, Assyrians, Romans,
and Jloslems have successively visited the more open

and accessible parts of the country ?

23. From the present appearance of this distnct

we may, with some allowances, perhaps gain

an idea of what the more southern portions

of the central highlands were during the earlier

periods in the history. There is little material

difference in the natural conditions of the two
regions. Galilee is slightly nearer the springs and

the cool breezes of the snow-covered Lebanon, and
further distant from the hot siroccos of the southern

deserts, and the volcanic nature of a portion of its

soil is more favourable to vegetation than the

chalk of Judaea ; but these circumstances, though

they would tell to a certain degree, would not

produce any very marked differences in the ap-

pearance of the country provided other conditions

were alike. It therefore seems fair to believe

that the hills of Shechem, Bethel, and Hebron,

when Abram first wandered over them, were not

very inferior to those of the Belad Bes/iarah or

the Belad el-Buttauf. The timber was probably

smaller, but the oak-groves* of Moreh, Mamre,
Tabor," must have consisted of large trees ; and

the narrative implies that the " forests" or
" woods " of Hareth, Ziph, and Bethel were moie
than mere scrub.

24. The causes of the present bareness of the face

of the country are two, which indeed can hardly

be separated. The first is the destruction of the

timber in that long series of sieges and invasions

which began with the invasion of Shishak (B.C.

circa 970) and has not yet come to an end. This,

by depriving the soil and the streams of shelter

from the burning sun, at once made, as it inva-

riably does, the climate more arid than before, and

doubtless diminished the rainfall. The second is

the decay of the terraces necessary to retain the

soil on the steep slopes of the round hills. This

decay is owing to the general unsettlement and

insecm'ity which have been the lot of this poor

little country almost ever since the Babylonian

conquest. The terraces once gone, there was

nothing to prevent tlie soil which they supported

being washed away by the heavy rains of winter;

and it is hopeless to look for a renewal of the wood,

or for any real improvement in the general face

of the country, until they have been first re-

established. This cannot happen to any extent

until a just and firm government shall give con-

fidence to the inhabitants.

25. Few things are a more constant source of

surprise to the stranger iu the Holy Land than the

manner in which the hill tops are, throughout,

selected for habitation. A town in a valley is a

rare exception. On the other hand scarce a single

eminence of the multitude always in sight but i.s

» In the Authorised Version rendered inaccurately

" plain."

» Tabor (1 Sam. x. ."S) has no connexion with tbemonni

of the same name.
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crowned with rts city or villag-e,* inhabited or in

ruins, often so placed as if not accessibility but

inaccessibility had been the object of its builders.*

And indeed such was their object. These gvonps

of naked foiloni structures, piled in-egulaily one

over the other on the curve of the hill-top, their

rectangular outline, flat roofs, and blank walls, sug-

gestive to the Western mind rather of fiistuess than

of peaceful habitation, surrounded by filthy heaps

of the rubbish of centuries, approached only by the

narrow winding path, worn white, on the grey or

brown breast of the hill—are the lineal descendants,

if indeed they do not sometimes contain the actual

remains, of the " fenced cities, great and walled up

to heaven," which are so frequently mentioned in

the lecords of the Israelite conquest. They bear

witness now, no less surely than they did even in

that early age, and as they have done through all

the ravages and conquests of thirty centuries, to

the insecurity of the country— to the continual

i-isk of sudden plunder and destruction incurred

by those rash enough to take up their dwelling

in the plain. Another and hardly less valid

reason for the practice is furnished in the terms

of our Lord's well known apologue,—namely, the

treacherous nature of the loose alluvial " sand

"

of the plain under the sudden rush of the winter

torrents from the neighbouring hills, as compared

with the safety and firm foundation attainable by

building on the naked " rock " of the hills them-

selves (Matt. vii. 24-27).

26. These hill-towns were not what gave the

Israelites their main difficulty in the occupation of

tlie country. Wherever strength of arm and fleetness

.of foot availed, there those hardy warriors, fierce as

lions, sudden and swift as eagles, sure-footed and

fleet as the wild deer on the hills (1 Chr. xii. 8
;

2 Sam. i. 23, ii. 18), easily conquered. It was in

the plains, where the horses and chariots of the

Canaanites ami Philistines had space to manoeuvre,

that they failed in dislodging the aborigines.

" Judah drave out the inhabitants of the mountain,

but could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley,

because they had chariots of iron . . . neither could

Manasseh drive out the inhabitants ofBethshean . . .

nor Jlegiddo," in the plain of Esdraelon ..." nor

could Kphraim drive out the Canaanites that dwelt

in Gezer," on the maritime plain near Kamleh . . .

" nor could Asher drive out the inhabitants of Ac-

oho" . . . "and the Amorites forced the children of

Dan into the moimt<iiu, for they would not sufter

them to come down into the valley " (Judg. i. 19-

li,")). Thus in this case the ordinary conditions of

conquest were reversed—the conquerors took the

hills, the conquered kept the plains. To a people

so exclusive as the Jew* there must have been a con-

stant satisfaction in the elevation and inaccessibility

of their highland regions. This is evident in every

page of their literature, which is tinged throughout

with a highland colouring. The " mountains " were

to " bring peace," the " little hills, justice to the

people :" when plenty came, the corn was to flourish

on the "top of the mountains" (Ps. Ixxii. 3, IC).

In like manner the mountains were to be joyful

before Jehovah when He came to judge His people
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» The same thing roay be observed, though not with

the same exclusive regularity, in P*rovence, a country

which. In its natural and artificial features, presents many
a likeness to Palestine.

» Two such may be named as types of the rest,—

Kuriytt Jitt (perhaps an ancient Gath or GltUi). perched

I (xcviii. 8). What gave its keenest sting to ths

Babylonian conquest, was the consideration that

the " mountains of Israel," the " ancient high
places," were become a " prey and aderision ;" while,

on the other hand, one of the most joyful circimi-

stances of the restoration is, that the mountains
" shall yield their fruit as before, and be settled

after their old estates" (Ezek. xxxvi. 1, 8, 11).
But it is needless to multiply instances of this,

which pervades the writings of the psalmists and
prophets in a truly remarkable manner, and must
be familiar to every student of the Bible. (See

the citations in Sinai ^ Fal. ch. ii. viii.) Nor
was it unacknowledged by the surrounding heathen.

We have their own testimony that in their estima-

tion Jehovah was the " God of the mountains "

(1 K. xs. 28), and they showed their appreciation

of the fact by fighting (as already noticed), when
possible, in the lowlands. The contrast is strongly

brought out in the repeated expression ofthe psalmists.
" Some," like the Canaanites and Philistines of the

lowlands, " put their trust in chariots and some
in horses; but we"— we mountaineers, from our

"sanctuary" on tlie heights of " Zion "—"will
remember the name of Jehovah our God," " the

God of Jacob our father," the shepherd-warrior,

whose only weapons were sword and bow—the God
who is now a high fortress for us—" at whose com-
mand both chariot and horse are fallen," " who
burneth the chariots in the fire" (Fs. xx. 1, 7,

xlvi. 7-11, Ixxvi. 2, 6).

27. But the hills wei-e occupied by other edifices

besides the " fenced cities." The tiny white domes
which stand perched here and there on the summits
of the eminences, and mark the holy ground in

which some Mahometan saint is resting—sometimes
standing alone, sometimes near the village, in

either case surrounded with a rude inclosure, and

overshadowed with the grateful shade and pleasant

colour of terebinth or caroob— these -are the suc-

cessors of the " high places " or sanctuaries so

constantly denounced by the prophets, and which
were set up " on every high hill and under eveiy

green tree" (Jer. ii. 20; Ez. vi. 13).

28. From the mountainous structure of the Holy
Land and the extraordinary variations in the level

of its different districts, arises a further peculiarity

most interesting and most characteristic—namely,

the extensive views of the country which can be

obtained from various commanding points. The
lumiber oipanoramas which present themselves to

the traveller in Palestine is truly remarkable. To
speak of the west of Jordan only, for east of it all is

at present more or less imknown—the prospects from

the height of Beni naim,f near Hebron, from the

Slount of Olives, from Neby Samwil, from Bethel,

from Gerizim or Ebal, from Jenin, Cannel, Tabor,

Safed, the Castle of Banias, the Kubbet en Nasi-

above Damascus— are known to many travelleis.

Their peculiar charm resides in their wide extent,

the number of spots historically remarkable which

are visible at once, the limpid clearness of the air,

which brings the most distant objects comparatively

close, and the consideration that in many coses the

feet must be sUmding on the same ground, and the

on one of the western spurs of the Jehd Xablus, and de-

scried high up beside the road from Jaffa to Sahlus ;
and

Wezr orMazr,oa the absolute top of the lofty peaked hill,

at the foot of which the spring of JalM wnlls forth.

y Uobinson, Bib. Res. i. 490.
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eyes resting on tlie same s])ots which have been

stood upon and gazed at by the most famous pa-

triarchs, prophets, and lieroes, of all the successive

ages in the eventful history of the country. We
can stand where Abram and Lot stood looking down

from Bethel into the Jordan valley, when Lot chose

to go to Sodom and the great destiny of the Hebrew

people was fixed for ever;' or with Abraham on

the height near Hebron gazing over the gulf towards

Sodom at the vast column of smoke as it towered

aloft tinged with the rising sun, and wondering

whether h s kinsman liad escaped ; or with Gaal

the son of Ebed on Gerizim when he watched the

anned men steal along like the shadow of the moun-

tains on the plain of the Mukhna; or with Deborah

and Barak on Mount Tabor when they saw the hosts

of the Canaanites marshalling to their doom on the

undulations of Esdraelon; or with Elisha on Cai-mel

looking across the same wide space towards Shunem,

and recognizing the bereaved mother as she urged her

course over the fiat before him ; or, in later times,

with Mohammed on the heights above Damascus,

when he put by an earthly for a heavenly pai-adise
;

or with Richard Coeur de Lion on Neby Samwil when

he refused to look at the towers of the Holy City,

in the deliverance of which he could take no part.

These we can see ; but the most famous and the most

e.ttensive of all we cannot see. The view of Balaam

from Pisgah, and the view of Moses from the same

spot, we cjmnot realize, because the locality of

Pisgah is not yet accessible.

These views are a feature in which Palestine is

perhaps approached by no other country, certainly

by no countiy whose history is at all equal in im-

poi-tance to the world. Great as is their charm

when viewed as mere landscapes, their deep and

abiding interest lies in their intimate connexion with

the history and the remarkable manner in which

they corroborate its statements. By its constant re

ference to localities—mountain, rock, plain, river

tree—the Bible seems to invite examination ; and,

indeed, it is only by such examination that we can

appreciate its minute accuiacy and realize how far

its plain matter of foct statements of actual occui-

i-ences, to actual pei-sons, in actual places—how far

these raise its records above the unreal and un-

connected rhapsodies, and the vain repetitious, of

the sacred books of other religions.'

29. A few words must be said in general de-

sci'iption of the maiitime lowland, which it will be

remembered intei-venes between the sea and the

highlands, and of which detiiiled accounts will be

found under the heads of its great divisions.

This region, only slightly elevated above the level

of the Mediterranean, extends without interruption

from el-Arish, south of Gaza, to Mount Cai-mel. It

naturally dixndes \Ut:\i into two portions, each of

about half its length :—the lower one the wider
;

the upper one the naiTOwer. The lower half is the

Plain of the Philistines—Philistia, or, as the Hebrews

ftdled it, the Shefelah or Lowland. [Sephela.]

The upper half is the Sharon or Saron of the Old

and New Testaments, the " Forest country " of Jo-

sephus and the LXX. (Josephus, Ant. xiv. 13, §3 ;
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LXX. Is. Ixv. 10). [Sharon.] Viewed from thiS

sea this maritime region appears as a long low coa.st

of white or cream-coloured sand, its slight undula-

tions rising occasionally mto mounds or cliffs, which
in one or two places, such as Jaffa and Uin-khalid,

almost aspire to the dignity of headlands. Over
these white undulations, in the farthest backgi'ound,

stretches the faint blue level line of the highlands

of Judaea and Samaria.

30. Such is its appearance from without. But
from within, when ti-avereed, or overlooked from

some point on those blue hills, such as Beit-ur or

Beit-neWf, the prospect is very different.

The Philistine Plain is on an average fifteen or

sixteen miles in width fiom the coast to the first

beginning of the belt of hills, which forms the gra-

dual approach to the highland of the mountains of

Judah. This district of inferior hills contains many
places which have been identifial with those named
in the lists of the conquest as being in the Plain,

and it was therefore probably attached originally to

the plain, and not to the highland. It is described

by modem travellers as a beautiful open countiy,

consisting of low udcareous hills rising fi-om the allu-

vial soil of broad arable valleys, covered with inha-

bited villages and deserted ruins, and clothed with

much natural shrubbery and with large planta ions

of olives in a high state of cultivation ; the w hole

gradually broadening down into the wide expaniw: of

the plain •' itself. The Plain is in many parts almost

a dead level, in others gently undulating in long

waves; here and there low mounds or hiilocks, eacli

crowned with its vi'laire, and move nirely still a

hill overtopping the rest, like Tell es-Snfieh or

Ajlun, the seat of some fortress of Jewish or Cru-

sading times. The larger towns, as Gaza and Ash-

dod, which stand near the shore, are sunounded
with huge groves of olive, sycamore, and palm, as

in the days of King David (1 Chr. xxvii. '28)

—

some of them among the most extensive in the

country. The whole plain appears to consist of a

brown loamy soil, light, but rich, and almost with-

out a stone. This is noted Jis its charactei-istic

in a remarkable expression of one of the leaders in

the Maccabean wars, a great part of which were

fought in this locality ( 1 Mace. s. 73). It is to this

absence of stone that the disappearance of its ancient

towns and villages—so much more complete than

in other parts of the country— is to be traced.

The common mati rial is brick, made, after the

Egyptian fa-hion, of the sandy loam of the plain

mixed with stubble, and this has been washe<)

away in almost all cases by tlie rains of successive

centuries (Thomson, 5<j3). It is now, as it wa.s

when the Philistines possessed it, one enoniious

cornfield; an ocean of wheat eovei-s the wide ex-

panse between the hills and the s:md dunes of the

sea-shore, without interruption of any kind— no

break or hedge, hardly even a single olive-tree

(Thomson, 552 ; Van de Velde, ii. 175). Its fer-

tility is marvellous; for the prodigious crops which

it raises are produc«d, and probably have Iven pro-

duced almost yeai- by year for the last 40 cen-

turies, without any of the appliances which we find

t Stanley, S. A P. 218, 9.

» Nothing can be more instructive tlian to compare (!n

re-iard to this one only of the many points in wliich they

dllTer) the Bible with the Koran. So little ascertjiinable

connexion has the Koran with the life or aireer of Md-

hammed, that It seems Impossible to arrange it with any

certainty In the order, real or ostensible, of its composition

AVith the Bible, on the other hand, each book lielongs to

a certain period, it describes the persons of that period

;

the places under the names which they then bore, and

with many a note of identity by wliich they can often Iw

siill ncuniiized ; so that it may I* said, almost without

exaggeration, to be the best Handbook to Palestine.

•> Robinson, Bib. Res. ii. 15, 20. 29, 32, 228.
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necessni-y for success—with no manure beyond that

iiatui-ally supplied by the washing down of the liill-

torrents—without irrigation, without succession of

crops, and with only the rudest method ofhusbandly.

No wonder that the Jews struifgled hard to get, and

the Philistines to keep such a prize : no wonder that

the hosbi of Egypt and Assyria were content to tra-

verse and re-traverse a region where their supplies

of corn were so "= abundant and so easily obtained.

The southern part of the Philistine Plain, in the

neighbourhood of Beit Jibrin, appeai-s to have been

covered, as late as the sixth century, with a forest,

allied the Forest of Gerar; but of this no traces are

known now to exist (Procopius of Gaza, Sclwlia on

2 Chr. xiv.).

?>\. The Plain of Sharon is much narrower than

E'hiiistia. It is about ten miles wide from the sea

to the foot of the mountains, which are here of a more

abrupt character than those of Philistia, and with-

out the intermediate hilly region there occurring.

At the same time it is more undulating and irregular

than the former, and crossed by streams from the

central hills, some of them of considerable size, and

containing water during the whole year. Owing

to the general level of the surface and to the accu-

mulation of sand on the shore, several of these

streams spread out into wide marshes, which might

without difficulty be turned to purposes of irriga-

tion, but in their present neglected state form large

boggy places. The soil is extremely rich, varying

from bright red to deep black, and producing enor-

mous crops of weeds or gi'ain, as the case may be.

Here and there, on the margins of the streams or

the borders of the marshes, are large tracts of rank

meadow, where many a herd of camels or cattle

may be seen feeding, as the royal herds did in the

time of David (1 Chr. xsvii. 29). At its northern

end Sharon is narrowed by the low hills which gather

round the western flanks of Ciumel, and gradually

encroach upon it until it terminates entirely against

the shoulder of the mountain itself, leaving only a

naiTow beach at the foot of the promontory by which

to communiaite with the plain on the north.

32. The tract of white sand ali'eady mentioned as

forming the shore line of the whole coast, is gra-

dually encroaching on this magnificent region. In

the south it has buried Askelon, and in the north

between Caesarea and Jaffa the dunes are said to be

as much as three miles \vide and oOO feet high.

The obstraction which is thus caused to the out-

flow of the streams has been already noticed. All

along the edge of Sharon there are pools and marshes

due to it. in some places the sand is covered by a

stunted growth of mai'itime pines, the descendiuit-s of

the forests which at the Christian era gave its name
to this portion of the Plain, and which seem to

have existed as late as the second crusade (Vinisauf

in Chron. of Cms.). It is probable, for the reasons

already stated, that the Jews never permanently

occupied more than a small portion of this rich and

favoured region. Its principal towns were, it is true,

allotted to the dilieicnt tribes (Josh. xv. 45-47
;

xvi. 3, Gezer; xvii. 11, Dor, &c.); but this was in

anticipation of the intended concjuest (xiii. 3-G).

The live cities of the Philistines remained in their
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(1 Sam. v., xxi 10, .xxvii.) ; and the

district was regarded as one independent of and

apart from Israel (xxvii. 2 ; IK. ii. 39 ; 2 K. viii.

2, 3). In like manner Dor remained in the hands

of the Canaauites (Judg. i. 27), and Gezer in the

hands of the Philistines till taken from them in

Solomon's time by his father-in-law (1 K. ix. IG).

We find that towai-ds the end of the monarchv the

tribe of Benj;imin was in possession of Lydd, Jimzu,

Ono, and other places in the plain (Neh. xi. 34 ; 2

Chr. xxviii. 18) ; but it was only by a gradual pro-

cess of extension from their native hills, in the rough

ground of which they were safe from the attack of

cavalry and chariots. But, though the Jews never

hail any hold on the region, it had its own popu-

lation, and towns probably not inferior to any in

Syria. Both Gaza and Askelon had regular polls

(inajumas) ; and there is evidence to show that they

were very important and very large long before the

fall of the Jewish monarchy (Kenrick, Phoenicia,

27-29). Ashdod, though on the open plain, resisted

for 29 years the attack of the whole Egyptian force:

a similar attack to that which reduced Jerusalem

without a blow (2 Chr. xii.), and was sufiicient on

another occa-sion to destroy it after a siege of a year

and a half, even when fortified by the works of a

score of successive monarchs (2 K, xxv. 1-3).

33. In the Roman times this region was considered

the pride of the country ( B. J. i. 29, §9), and some

of the most important cities of the province stood in

it— Caesarea, Antipatris, Diospolis. The one ancient

port of the Jews, the " beautiful " city of Joppa,

occupied a position central between the Shefelah and

Sharon. Roads led from these various cities to each

other, to Jerusalem, Neapolis, and Sebaste in the in-

terior, and to Ptolemais and Gaza on the north and

south. The commerce of Damascus, and, beyond Da-

mascus, of Persia and India, passed this way to Egypt,

Rome, and the infant colonies of the west ; and that

trathc and the constant movement of troops back-

wards and forwards must have made this plain one

of the busiest and most populous regions of Syria

at the time of Christ. Now, Caesarea is a wave-

washed ruin ; Antipatris has vanished both in name

and substance ; Diospolis has shaken oft' the appel-

lation which it bore in the days of its prosperity,

and is a mere village, remarkable only for the ruin

of its fine mediaeval church, and for the palm-grove

which shrouds it from view. Joppa alone main-

tains a dull Ufe, surviving solely because it is the

nearest point at which the sea-going travellers from

the West can approach Jerusalem. For a few miles

above Jaffa cultivation is still carried on, but the

i fear of the Bedouins who roam (as they always

have '•roamed) over parts of the plain, plundering

all passers-by, and extorting black mail fiom the

wretched peasants, hits desolated a large district,

and effectually prevents it being nsal any longer

as the route for travellers from south to north

;

while in the portions which are fi-ee from this

scourge, the teeming soil itself is doomed to un-

productiveness through the folly and iniquity of it."s

Turkish rulere, whose exactions have driven, and

are driving, its industrious and patient inhabitants

to remoter parts of the huid."

' Le grenier de la S>jrie (Due de Raguse, Voyaye).

<* The Bedouins from beyond Jordan, whom Gideon

repulsed, destroyed the earth "as far as Gaza;" i. e. they

filled the plain of Esdraelon, and overflowed into Sharon,

and thence southwai'ds to the richest prize of the day.
• This district, callc-d the SahdAthlit. botwcen the sea

and the western flanks of Cannel, has been within a very

few years reduced from being one of the roost thriving

and productive regions of the country, as well as one of the

most profitable to the government, to desolation and de-

sertion, by these wicked exactions. The ta-xes are paid in

kind ; and the officers who gather thorn demand so mnch

2 X
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34. The cliaiucten'stics already described are hardly

peculiar to Palestine. Her hilly sui-face and general

height, her rocky ground and thin soil, her torrent

beds wide and diy for the greater part of the year,

even her belt of maritime lowland—these she sharps

with other lands, though it would perhaps be difficult

to find them united elsewhere. But there is one

fe;iture, as yet only alluded to, in whic:h she stands

alone. This feature is the Jordan—the one Uiver

of tlie country.

35. Properly to comprehend this, we must cast

our eyes for a few moments north and south, outside

the narrow limits of the Holy Land. Fi-om top to

bottom— from noith to south— from Antioch to

Akaba at the tip of the eastern horn of the lied Sea,

Syria is cleft by a deep and narrow trench running

parallel with the coast of the Mediterranean, and

dividing, as if by a fosse or ditch, the central range of

maritime highlands from those further east.' At two
points only in its length is the trench interrupted :

—

by the range of Lebanon and Hermon, and by the

high ground south of the Dead Se;i. Of the three

compartments thus foi-med, the northern is the valley
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of the Orontes ; the southern is the Wady cI-Arabah

,

while the central one is the valley of the Jordan, the

Arabah of the Hebrews, the Aulon of the Greeks, and
the Ghor of the Arabs. Whether this remarkable
fissure in the surface of the earth originally ran

without interruption from the Mediten-anean to the

Red Sea, and was afterwards (though still at a
time long anterior to the historic period) broken by
the protrusion or elevation of the two tracts just

named, cannot be asceitained in the present state

of our geological knowledge of this region. The
central of its three divisions is the only one with
which we have at present to do ; it is also the most
remarkable of the three. The river is elsewheie

described in detail [Jordan] ; but it and the valley

through which it rushes down its extiaordinary

descent—and which seems as it were to enclose and

conceiil it during the whole of its course—must be

here briefly characterized as essential to a correct

comprehension of the country of which they form

the external barrier, dividing Galilee, Ephraim, and

Judah from Bashan, Gilead, and Moab, respec-

tively.

36. To speak first of the Valley. It begins with
the river at its remotest springs of Hasbeiya on the

N.W. side of Hermon, and accompanies it to the

lower end of the Dead .'^ea, a length of about 1 50
miles. During the whole of this distance its

course is stiaight, an<l its direction nearly due north
and south. The springs of Hasbeiya are 1700
feet above the level of the Mediterranean, and the

northern end of tlie Dead ."^ea is 1317 feet below it,

so that between these two points the valley falls

with more or less regularity through a height of
more than 3000 feet. But though the river dis-

appears at this point, the valley still continues its

descent below the waters of the Dead Sea till it

reaches a further depth of 1308 feet. So that the
bottom of this extraordinary crevsisse is actually
more than 2(300 feet below the surface of the
oce.an.f Kven that portion which extends down to

the blink of the lake and is open to observation,
is without a parallel in any other part of the
worid. It is obvious that the road by whicii
these depths are reached from the Mount of Olives
or Hebron must be veiy steep and abrupt. But
this is not itii red peculiarity. Equally great and
sudden de-scents may be found in our own or other

grain for their own porquisltes .ts to leave the peasant
barely ciioiiBh for the next sowing. In addition to this,

as long as any people remain In a district they are liable

for the whole of the tax at which the district is rated.

.No wonder that under such pressure the inlialiitants ol'

I lie SaJicl Athlit have almost all emigrated to ICgypt.

where the system is betier, and better administered.
f So remarkable Is this depression, that it is adopted by

the great geographer Hitter a-s the base of his description

of Syria.

K Deep as It now is, the Head Sea was once doubtless

far deeper, for the sediment broiighl Inio it by the Jordan

mountainous countries. That which distinguishes

this from all others is the fact that it is made into

the very bowels of the earth. The traveller who
stands on the shore of the Dead Sea has reached a

point nearly.as far below the surface of the ocean as

the minei-s in the lowest levels of the deepest mines

ot Cornwall.

37. In width the valley varies. In its upper and

sliallower portion, as between Banias and the lake

of Hiileh, it is about five miles across ; the enclosing

mountains of moderate height, though tolerably

vertical in character; the floor almost an absolute

flat, with the mysterious river hidden from sight

in an impenetral/ie jungle of reeds and mai-sli vege-

tation.

Between the Hiileh and the Sea of Galilee, as far

as we have any information, it contracts, and be-

comes more of an ordinary ravine or glen.

It is in its third and lower portion that the

valley assumes its more definite and regular cha-

racter. During the greater part of this portion,

it is about seven miles wide from the one wall

to the other. The eastern mountains preserve

their straight line of direction, and their massive

horizontal wall-like aspect, during almost the whole ''

must be gradually accumulating. No data, however, e.\lsl

by which to judge of the rate of this accumulation.

•> North of the Wady Zurka their character alters.

They lose the vertical wall-lik • appearance, so striking

at Jericho, and become more broken and sloping. 'I'lie

writer had an excellent view of the mountains behind

Belsan from the Burj at Zorin In Oct. 1861. Zeriii, thoni;h

distant. Is sufficiently high to command a prospect into

the interior of the mountains. Thus viewed, their wall-

like character lia»l entirely vanished. There appeared,

instead, an infinity of separate sumniiw, fully as irregular

and multitudinous as any district west of Jordan, rising
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distance. Here and tlicre they are cloven by the

vast mysterious rents, through which the Hiero-

max, the Wady Zurha, and other streams force

their way down to the Jordan. The western moun-
tains are more irregular in height, their slopes

loss vertical, and their general line is interrupted

by projecting outposts such as Tell Fasail, and

Kurn Surtabeh. North of Jericho they recede

in a kind of wide amphitheatre, and the valley

becomes twelve miles broad, a breadth which it

thenceforward retains to the southern extremity

of the Dead Sea. What the real bottom of this

cavity may be, or at what depth below the surface,

is not yet known, bat that which meets the eye is

a level or gently undulating surface of light sandy

soil, about Jericho brilliant white, about Beisan

dark and reddish, crossed at intervals by the torrents

of the Western highlands which have ploughed

their ziijzag course deep down into its soft sub-

stance, and even in autumn betray the presence of

moisture by the bright green of the thorn-bushes

which flourish in and around their channels, and

cluster in greater profusion roimd the springlieads

at the foot of the mountains. Fomierly palms

abounded on both sides' of the Jordan at its

lower end, but none now exist there. Passing

through this vegetation, such as it is, the traveller

emerges on a plain of bare sand fuirowed out in

innumerable channels by the i-ain-streams, all run-

ning eastward towards the river, which lies there

in the distance, though invisible. Gradually these

channels increase in number and depth till they form

steep cones or mounds of sand of brilliant white, ,50

to 100 feet high, their lower part loose, but their

upper portion indm'ated b}' the action of the rains

and the tremendous heat of the sun.J Here and
there these cones are marshalled in a tolerably re-

gular line, like gigantic tents, and fonn the bank of

a ten-ace overlooking a flat considerably lower in

level than that already traversed. After crossing

this lower flat for some distance, another descent,

of a few feet only, is made into a thick gi-owth

of dwai'f shrubs : and when this has been pursued
until the traveller has well nigh lost all patience,

he suddenly arrives on the edge of a " hole" filled

with thick trees and shrubs, whose tops rise to a
level -^vith his feet. Through the thicket comes the

welcome sound of rushing waters. This is the
Jordan.it

38. Buried as it is thus between such lofty

ranges, and shielded from every breeze, the climate

gradually In height as they receded eastward. Is this the

Ciise with this locality only ? or would the whole region

east of the Jordan prove equally broken, if viewed
sufHciently near? Prof. Stanley hint? that such may be

the case (.S. it P. 320). Certainly the hills of Judah and
Sitmarla appear as much a " wail " as those oa.st of Jordan,

when viewed from the sea-coast.

' Jericho was the city of palm-trees (2 Chr. xxvili. 15)

;

and Joscphus mentions the palms of Abilo, on the eastern

side of the river, as the scene of Moses' last address.

" The whole shore of tlie Dead Sea," says Mr. Poole, " is

strewed witii palms" (Ceoyr. Sociel'j't Journal, I.S56).

Dr. Anderson (192) descriljps a large prove as standing on

the loner margin of the sea between Wady Mojeb (Amon)
and Zurka Main (Calllrhoe).

j The writer is here speaking from his own observation

of the lower part. A similar description is given by Lynch
of the upper part (OJIicici Hepnrt, April 13 ; Van de Vclde,

Manoir, 125).

* The lines which have given many a yonng mind its

fimt and most lasting impression of the Jordan and its
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of the Jordan valley is e.xtremely hot and rehuxing.

Its enervating influence is shown by the inhabitants

of Jericho, who are a small feeble exhausted race,

dependent for the cultivation of their lands on the

hardier peasants of the highland villages (Rob. i.

.550), and to this day prone to the vices which are

often developed by tropical climates, and whidi
brought destruction on Sodom and Gomorrah. But
the circumstances which are unfavourable to morals
are most favourable to fertility. Whether there

was any great amount of cultivation and habitation

in this region in the times of the Israelites the Bible

does not 'say; but in post-biblical times there is

no doubt on the point. The palms of Jericho, and
of Abila (opposite Jericho on the other side of the

river), and the extensive balsam and rose gai-dens

of the former place, are spoken of by Josephus, who
calls the whole district a "divine spot" {dflov

Xoopiov, B. J. iv. 8, §3 ; see vol. i. 976).°> Beth-

shau was a proverb among the Rabbis for its fertility.

Succoth was the site of Jacob's first settlement west

of the Jordan ; and therefore was probably then,

as it still is, an eligible spot. In later times

indigo and sugar appear to have been grown near

Jericho and elsewhere ;° aqueducts are still partially

standing, of Christian or Saracenic arches ; and there

are remains, all over the plain between Jericho and

the river, of former residences or towns and of

systems of irrigation (Ritter, Jordan, 503, 512).

Phasaelis, a few miles further north, was built by
Herod the Great ; and theie were other towns either (

in or closely bordering on the plain. At present this

part is almost entirely desert, and cultivation is

confmed to the upper portion, between Sakut and
Beisan. There indeed it is conducted on a grand

scale ; and the traveller as he journeys along the

road which leads over the foot of the western

mountains, overlooks an immense extent of the

richest land, abundantly watered, and covered with

corn and other grain." Here, too, as at .Fericho, the

cultivation is conducted principally by the inhabit-

ants of the villages on the western mountains.

39. All the irrigation necessary for the towns, nr

for the cultivation which formerly existed, or still

exists, in the Ghor, is obtained from the torrents and

springs of the western mountains. For all purposes

to which a river is ordinai-ily applied, the Jordan is

useless. So rapid that its course is one continued

cataract ; so crooked, that in the whole of its lower

and main course, it has hardly half a mile straight

;

so broken with rnpids and other impediments, that

surrounding scenery, are not more accurate than many
other versions of Scripture scenes and facts :

—

" Sweet fields beyond the swelling flood

Stand dressed in living green

:

So to the Jews old Canaan stood.

While Jordan rolled between."

1 Besides Gilgul, the tribe of Benjamin had four cities

or settlements in the neighbourhood of Jericho (Josh,

xviii. 21). The rebuilding of the last-named town in

Ahab's reign probably indicates an increase in the

prosperity of the district.

n 'I'his seems to have been the Trepi'xwpo!, or " region

round about" Jordan, mentioned in the Gospels, and

possibly answering to the Ciccar of the ancient Hebrews.

(See Stanley, .S'. J- I'. 284, 48;^.)

° The word suJchar (sugar) is found in the names of places

near Tiberias below Sebbt^h (Masada), and near Gaza, a»

well as at Jeiicho. All these are In the depressed regions.

For the indigo, see Poole {Geogr. Journal, .Nxvi. 57).

" Robin.son, iii. 314; and from the writer's own oN
servatlon.

'J X 2
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no boat can swim for more than the same distance

continuously ; so deep bolow the surface of the ad-

jacent countiy that it is invisible, and can only with

dilficulty be approached ; resol utely refusing all com-

munication with the ocean and, ending in a lake,

the peculiar conditions of which render navigation

impossible—with all these chaiacteristics the Jordan,

in any sense which we attach to tlie word " river," is

no river at all:—alike useless for iirigation and na-

vigation, it is in fact, what its Arabic name signifies,

nothin? but a " great watering place " (^Sheriat el-

K/iebir).

40. But though the Jordan is so unlike a river in

the Western sense of tlie tei'm, it is far less so

than the other streams of the Holy Land. It is

at least perennial, wliile, with few exceptions, they

are mere winter torrents, rushing and foamirg

during the continuance of the rain, and quickly

drying up after the commencement of summer:
" What time they wax warm they vanish ; when
it is hot they are sonsumed out of their place ....

they £,'0 to nothing and perish" (Job vi. 15). For

fully half the year, these "rivers" or "brooks,"

as our vei-sion of the Bible renders the special term

(n'lchal) which designates them in the original, are

otlen mere dry lanes of hot white or grey stones ; or

if their water still continues to run, it is a tiny rill,

working its way through heaps of parched bouldei-s

in the centre of a broad flat tract of loose stones,

often only ti-aceable by the thiu line of verdure

which sj)rinc:s up along its course. Those who have

travelle.; in Provence or Granada in the summer will

have no diliiculty in recognisin j; this description, and

iu comprel)en(ling how the use of such terms as

" river " or " brook" must mislead those who can

only read the exact and vivid narrative of the Bible

thiough the medium of the Authorised Version.

This subject will be more fully described, aud a

list of the few perennial streams of the Holy Laud
given under KiVEU.

41 . How far the Valley of the Jordan was em-
ployed by the ancient inhabitants of the Holy Land
as a medium of communication between the northern

and southern parts of the country we can only con-

jecture. Thougii not tlie shortest route between

<ialilee and .ludaea, it would yet, as far as the levels

and fomi of the ground are concerned, be the most
pr:ictic»able for large bodies ; though these advantages

woidd be seriously counterbalanced by the sultiy

heat of its climate, as compared with the fresher air

of the more dilficult road over the highlands.

The ani:'ent notices of this route are veiy scanty.

(1.) From 2 Chr. xxviii. 15, we find that tlie

Giptives taken from Judah by the anny of the

northern kingdom were sent back from Samaria to

Jerusjilem by way of Jeiicho. The route pursued
was probably by Nablits acioss the Mn/thna, and
by Wady Fcrrah or Fusail into the Jordan valley.

Why this roa<l was taken is a mystery, since it is

not stated or implied that the captives were accom-
panied by any heavy bagg-age which woulil make it

ilidirult to travel over the central route. It would
seem , however, to have been the usual road from

the north to Jerusalem (romp. Luke xvii. 11 with

.xi.^. 1), as if there were some impediment to passing

thiough the region immediately iioith of the city.

V Williliald omits lil.i route between Caesarea (? C. Plil-

ilipi = Bunias) and Ibe monastery of St. John the Baptist

near Jericlio. He is always assumed to have come down
•tie vallpy.

1 Num. Nxl. 5. ' Num. xi. 22.

• .Nell. Ix. 25. ' 1 -Sjin. xiv. 20.
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(2.) Pompey brought his anny and siege-train

from Damascus to Jerusalem (n.c. 40), past Scy-

thopolis and Pella, and thence by Koreae (possibly

the present Jierawa at the foot of the Wady Ferrah)

to Jericho (Joseph. Ant. xiv. .3, §4 ; B. J. i. 6, §5).

{o.) Vespasian marched from Emmaus, on tho

edge of the plain of Sharon, not far east of liamleh,

past Neapolls {Nablus), down the Wady Ferrah or

Fas nl to Koreae, and thence to Jericho (B. J. iv.

8, §1); the same route as that of the captive Ju-
daeans in No. 1.

(4.) Antoninus Martyr (cir. A.D. 600), and
possibly \VillibaldP (a.d. 722) followed this route

to Jerusalem.

(5.) Baldwin I. is said to have journeyed from

Jeiicho to Tiberias with a caravan of pilgrims.

(6.) In our own times the whole length of the

valley has been traversed by De Bertou, and by
Dr. Andeison. who accompanied the American E.xpe-

dition as geologist, but apparently by few if any
other travellers.

42. Monotonous and uninviting as much of the

Holy Land will appear from the above description to

English readers, accustomed to the constant verdure,

the succession of flowers, lasting almost throughout

the year, the ample streams and the varied surface

of our own country—we must remember that its

aspect to the Israelites after that weaiy march
of forty years through the desert, and even by
the side of the brightest recollections of Egypt
that they could conjure up, must have been very

dillerent. Aft«- the "gi-eat and terrible wilder-

ness" with its "fiery serpents," its "scorpions,"

"drought," and "rocks of flint"—the slow and

sultry march all day in the dust of that enormous
procession—the eager looking forward to the well

at which the encampment was to be pitched—the

crowding, the fighting, the clamour, the bitter dis-

apiwintraent round the inotlicum of water when at

hist the desired spot was reached— the "light

bread" t so long " loathed"—the rare treat ofanimal

food when the quails descended, or an applxiach to the

sea permitted the " fish"' to be caught; after this

daily struggle tor a painful existence, how grateful

must have been the rest atforded by the Land of

Promise !—how delicious the shade, scanty though

it were, of the hills and ravines, the gushing springs

and green plains, even the mere wells and cisterns,

the vineyards and olive-yards and " fruit trees' in

abundance," the cattle, sheep, and goats, covering

the country with their long black lines, the bees

swarming round their pendant combs* in rock or

wood ! Moreover they entered the country at the

time of the Passover," when it was arrayed in the

full glory and freshness of its brief springtide,

before the scorching sun of summer had had time

to wither its flowers and embrown its verdure.

Taking all these circiimstinces into account, ami

allowing for the bold metaphors* of oriental speech

—so different from our cold depreciating expres-

sions—it is impossible not to feel tliat those way-

worn travellers could have chosen no fitter words

to express what their new coimtiy was to them

than those which they so often employ in the

accounts of the conquest—"a land flowing with

milk and honey, the glory of all lands."

" Josh. v. 10, 11.

« See some useful remarlfs on the use of similar huigaage

by the natives of the Kast at the present day, in reference

to spots inadequate to such expressions in T^e Jeun in

the East, by Beaton and Frankl (11. 359).
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43. Again, the vaiiatioiis of the seasons may appear

to us slii^ht, and the atmosphere dry and hot ; but

after the monotonous chmate of Es^ypt, where rain

is a rare phenomenon, and where the ditlerence

between summer and winter is hardly perceptible,

the " rain of heaven " must have been a most

p-jiteful novelty in its two seasons, the former and

the latter—the occasional snow and ice of the win-

ters of Palestine, and the burst of returning spring,

must have had double the effect which they would

produce on those accustomed to such changes. Ivor

is the change only a relative one ; there is a real

difference—due partly to the higher latitude of

Palestine, partly to its proximity to the sea—be-

tween the sultry atmosphere of the Egyptian valley

and the invigorating sea-breezes which blow over

the hills of Ephiaim and Judah.

44. The contrast with Egypt would tell also in

another way. In place of the huge evertlowing river

whose only variation was from low to high, and

from high to low again, and which lay at the

lowest level of that level country, so that all irri-

gation had to be done by artificial labour—"a land

where thou sowedst thy seed and wateredst it with

thy foot like a garden of herbs "—in place of this,

they were to find themselves in a laud of constant

and considerable undulation, where the water, either

of gushing spring, or deep well, or flowing stream,

could be piocured at the most varied elevations,

requiring only to be judiciously husbanded and
skilfully conducted to find its own way through

field or garden, whether terraced on the hill-sides

or extended in the h\ oad bottoms.? But such change

was not compulsory. Those who preferred the

climate and the mode of cultivation of Egypt could

resort to the lowland plains or the Jordan valley,

where the temperature is more constant and many
degrees higher than on the more elevated districts

of the country, where the breezes never penetrate,

where the light fertile soil recalls, as it did in the

earliest * times, that of Egypt, and where the Jordan
in its lowness of level presents at least one point of

resemblance to the Nile.

45. In truth, on closer consideration, it will be

seen that, beneath the apparent monotony, there is a

variety in the Holy Land really j-emarkable. There
is the variety due to the ditlerence of level between
the diflereut parts of the country. There is the

variety of climate and of natural appearances, pro-

ceeding, partly from those \ei.j differences of level,

and partly from the proximity of the snow-capped

Hermon and Lebanon on the north and of the

ton-id desert on the south ; and which approximate
the climate, in many respects, to that of regions

much further north. There is also the variety

which is inevitiibly produced by the presence of

J The view taken above, that the beauty of the I»ro-

nilsed Ijind was greatly enhanced to the Israelites by
its contrast with the scenes they had previously passed

through, Is corroborated by the fact that such laudatory

expressions as " the land flowing with milk and honey,"
" the glory of all lands," &c., occur, with rare exceptions.

In those parts of the Bible only which purport to have

lx>en composed just before their entrance, and that In the

few cases of their employment by the Prophets (Jer. xi. 5,

xxxli. 22 ; Ez. xx. 6, 15) there is always an allusion to

" Egypt," " the Iron furnace," the passing of the Kcd Sea,

or the wilderness, to point the contrast.

• Gen. xiil. 10. All Bey (il. 2ii9) says that the mari-

time piain, from Khan Younes to Jaffa, is " of rich soil,

similar to the slime of the Nile." Other points of resem-

blance are mentioned by Itobliison (//. Ji. ii. 22, 34, 35,

2i8), and Thomson {Land and Hook. ch. 36). The pUiiu
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the sea—" the eternal freshness and liveliness of

ocean."

46. Each of these is continually reflected in the

Hebrew literature. The contrast between the high-

lauds and lowkmds is more than implied in the

habitual forms of "expression, "going "p" to Judah,

Jerusalem, Hebron; "going doim" to Jericho,

Capernaum, Lydda, Caesarea, Gaza, and Egypt.

More than this, the difference is marked unmistake-

ably in the topographical terms which so abound
in, and are so peculiar to, this literature. " The
mountain of Judah," " the mountain of Israel,"

" the mountain of Naphtali," are the names by
which the thi-ee great divisions of the highlands are

designated. The predominant names for the towns

of the same district—Gibeah, Geba, Gaba, Gibeon

(meaning "hill") ; Ramah, Ramathaim (the " brow "

of an eminence) ; Mizpeh, Zophim, Zephathah (all

modifications of a root signifying a wide prospect)

—all reflect the elevation of the region in which
they were situated. On the other hand, the great

lowland districts have each their pecuhar name.
The southern part of the maritime plain is " the

Shefelah ;" the northern, " Sharon ;" the Valley of

the Jordan, " ha-Arabah ;" names which are never

interchanged, and never confounded with the terms

(such as emek, nachal, gai) employed for the ravines,

torrent-beds, and small valleys of the highlands.''

47. The differences in ';limate are no less often

mentioned. The Psalmists, Prophets, and •= historical

Books, are ftill of allusions to the fierce heat of the

midday sun and the dryness of summer ; no less

than to the various accompaniments of winter

—

the rain, snow, frost, ice, and fogs, which are

experienced at Jerusalem and other places in the

upper country quite sufficiently to make every one

familiar with them. Even the ^harp alternations

between the heat of the days and the coldness of the

nights, which strike every traveller in Palestine, are

mentioned.'* The Israelites practised no commerce
by sea; and, with the single exception of Joppa, not

only possessed no harbour along the whole length of

their coast, but had no word by which to denote one.

But that their poeta knew and appreciated the phe-

nomena of the sea is plain from such expressions as

aic constantly recun-ing in their works—" the great

and wide sea," its "ships," its "monsters," its

loaring and dashing " waves," its " depths," its

" >:and," its marinei's, the pei'ils of its navigation.

It is unnecessary here to show how materially the

Bible has gained in its hold on We-stern nations by
these vivid reflections of a country so much more
like those of the West than are most oriental regions :

but of the fact there can be no doubt, and it has been

admirably brought out by Professor St^mley in binai

and Palestine, chap. ii. sect. vii.

of Gennesareth still "recalls the Valley of the Nile"

(Stanley, S. Jc f. 374). The papyrus is said to grow
there (Buchanan, Clei: Furlough, 3fl2).

» The same expressions are still used by the Arabs of

the yejd with reference to Syria and their own country

(Wallin, aeofjr. Soc. Joui-nal, xxiv. 174).
I" It Is impossible to trace these correspondences and

distinctions in the English Bible, our translators n"t

having always rendered the same Hebrew by the Siunc

i:iiglish word. But the corrections will be found in the

Appendix to l>rofessor Stanley's Sinai and rakstine.

<! Ps. xlx. 6, xx.\il. 4 ; Is. Iv. 6, xxv. 5; Gen. xvlii. 1

;

1 Sam. xl. 8 ; Neh. vil. 3.

* Jir. xxxvl. 30. Gen. xxxl. 40 refers—unlcs-s the recent

speculations of Mr. Beko should prove true—to Meso-

potamia.
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48. In the; preceding description allusion has

been made to many of the characteristic features of

the Holy Land. But it is impossible to close this

account without mentioning a defect which is even

more characteristic— its lack of monuments and per-

sonal relics of the nation who possessed it for so

many centuries, and gave it its claim to our venera-

tion and afiection. When com j)ared with other nations

of equal antiquity— Egypt, Greece, Assyria—the

contrast is truly remarkable. In Egypt and (ireece,

and also in Assyria, as far as our knowledge at

present extends, we find a sei-ies of buildings, reach-

ing down from the most remote and mysterious

antiquity, a chain, of which hardly a link is want-

ing, and which records the progress of the people

in civilisation, art, and religion, as cerfciinly as the

buildings of the mediaeval architects do that of the

various nations of modern Europe. We possess also

a multitude of objects of use and ornament, belong-

ing to those nations, truly astonishing in number,

and pertaining to every station, office, and act iu

their ofKcial, religious, and domestic life. But iu

Palestine it is not too much to say that there does

not exist a single edifice, or part of an edifice, of

which we can be sure that it is of a date anterior

to the Christian era. Excavated tombs, cisterns,

flights of stairs, which are encountered everywhere,

are of course out of the question. They may be

—

some of them, such as the tombs of Hinnom and

Shiloh, probably are—of very great age, older than

anything else in the country. But there is no

exidence either way, and as far as the histoiy of art

is concerned nothing would be gained if their age

were a-sceifciined. The only ancient buildings of

which we can sp«ik with certainty are those which

were erected by the Greeks or Romans during their

occupation of the country. Not that these buildings

have not a certain individuality which separates

them from any mere Greek or Roman building in

Greece or Rome. But the fact is certain, that not

one of them was built while the Israelites were

masters of the country, and before the date at

which Western nations began to get a footing in

Palestine. And as with the buildings so with

other memorials. With one exception, the museums
of Europe do not possess a single piece of pottery or

metal work, a single weapon or household utensil,

an ornament or a piece of armour, of Israelite make,
which can give us the least conception of the

mannei-s or outward appliances of the nation before

the date of the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.

The coins fomi the single exception. A few rare

specimens still exist, the oldest ofthem attributed

—

though even that is matter of dispute—to the Mac-
cabees, and their rudeness and insignificance furnish

a stronger evidence than even their absence could

imply, of the total want of art among the Israelites.

it may be said that Palestine is now only in the

same condition with Assyria before the recent re-

searches brought so much to light. But the two
cases are not parallel. The soil of Babylonia is a
loose loam or sand, of the description best fitted

for covering up and presei-ving the relics of former
ages. On the other hand, the greater part of the

Holy Land is hard and rocky, and the soil lies in

the valleys and lowlands, where the cities wei-e only

veiy rarely built. If any store of Jewish relics

were remaining embedded or hidden in suitable

ground— as for example, in the loose mass of debris

which coats the slopes around Jerusalem—we should

expect occasionally to find articles which might h^
vecognised as Jewish. This was the case in Assyria.'
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home many fragments of inscriptions, bricks, and en-

gitived stones, which were picked up on the surface,

and were evidently the productions of some nation

whose art was not then known. But in Palestine the

only objects hitherto discovered have all belonged to

the West—coins or arms of the (> reeks or Romans.

The buildings already mentioned as being Jewish

in character, though carried out with foreign details,

are the following:

—

The tombs of the Kings and of the Judges : the

buildings known as the tombs of Absalom, Zecha-

riah, St. James, and Jehosliaphat; the monolith at

Siloam ;—all in the neighbouihood of Jerusalem:

the ruined synagogues at Meiron and Kefr Birlm.

But there are two edifices which seem to bear a

character of their own, and do not so clearly betray

the style of the West. These are, the enclosure

round the sacred cave at Hebron ; and portions of

the western, southein, and eastern walls of the

Haram at Jerusalem, with the vaulted passags

below the Al:sa. Of the former it is impossible to

speak in the present state of our knowledge. The
latter will be more fully noticed under the head of

Temple ; it is sufficient heie to name one or two

considerations which seem to bear against their being

of older date than Herod. (1.) Herod is distinctly

said by Josephus to have removed the old founda-

tions, and laid others in their stead, enclosing double

the original area {Ant. xv. II, §:{ ; B.J. i. 21, §1).

(2.) The part of the wall which all acknowledge to

be the olde.'-t contains the springing of an arch. This

and the vaulted passage can iiardly be assigned to

builders earlier than the time of the Romans. (3.)

The masonry of these magnificent stones (absurdly

called the " bevel"), on which so much stress has

been laid, is not exclusively Jewish or even Eastern.

It is found at Persepolis ; it is also found at Cnidus

and throughout Asia Minor, and at Athens ; not on

stones of such enormous size as those at Jerusalem,

but similar in their workmanship.

M. Renan, in his recent report of his proceedings

in Phoenicia, has named two circumstances which

must have had a great effect in suppressing art or

architecture amongst the ancient Israelites, while

their very existence proves that the people had no

genius in that direction. These are ( 1
) the pro-

hibition of sculptured representations of living crea-

tures, and (2) the command not to build a temple

anywhere but at Jerusalem. The hewing or polish-

ing of building-stones was even forbidden. " What,"

he asks, " would Greece have been, if it had been

illegal to build any temples but at Delphi or Eleusis ?

In ten centuries the Jews had only three temples

to build, and of these cei-tainly two were erected

under the guid;uice of foreiguei«. The existence of

synagogues dates fiom the time of the Maccabees,

and the Jews then naturally employed the Greek

style of architecture, which at that time reigned

universally."

In fact the Israelites never lost the feeling or the

traditions of their early pastoral nomad life. Long

after the nation had been settled in the country,

the cry of those earlier days, " To your tents,

Israel !" was heard in periods of excitement.'

The piophets, sick of the luxury of the cities, are

constantly recalling^ the "tents" of that simpler,

• 2 Sam. XX. 1 ; 1 K. xil. 16 (that the words are not a

mere formula of the historian is proved by their orciUTfincc

in 2 Chr. x. 16); 2 K. xiv. !2.

' Jer. XXX. 18; Zcch. xil. 7 ; I's. Ixxviii. 55, &c.
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less artificial life ; and the Temple of Solomon, nay

even perhaps of Zerubbabel, was spoken of to the

last as the " tentK of the Lord of hosts," tlie

" place where David had pitched'' his tent." It is

a remarkable I'act, that eminent as Jews have been

in other depaitments of art, science,' and affairs,

no Jewish aichitect, jiainter, or sculptor has ever

achieved any signal success.

The Geology.—Of the geological structure of

Palestine it has been said with truth that our iu-

Ibrmation is but imperfect and indistinct, and that

much time must elapse, and many a cherished hypo-

thesis be sacrificed, before a satisfactory explanation

can be arrived at of its more remarkable phenomena.

It is not intended to attempt here more than a very

cursory sketcli, addressed to the general and non-

scientitic reader. The geologist must be referred to

the original works from which these remarks have

been compiled.

1. Tiie main sources of om- knowledge are (1) the

observations contained in the Travels of Kussegger,

an Austrian geologist and mining engineer who
visited this amongst other countries of the East in

183(5-8 [Reiscn in Griechenland, &c., 4 vols., Stutt-

gard, 1841-49, with Atlas)
; (2) the Report of H.

J. Anderson, 11. D., an American geologist, fomierly

Professor in Columbia Coll., New York, who accom-

panied Captain Lynch in his exploration of the

Jordan and the Dead Sea {Geol. Reconnaissance, in

Lynch's Official Report, 4to., 185'2, pp. 7o-'207)

;

and (o) the Diary of Mr. H. Poole, who \nsited

Palestine on a mission for the British government

in 1836 [Journal of Geogr. Society, vol. xx^'i. pp.

55-70). Neither of these contains anything ap-

proaching a complete investigation, either as to

extent or to detail of observations. Russegger tra-

velled from Sinai to Hebron and Jerusalem. He
explored carefully the route between the latter

place and the Dead Sea. He then proceeded to

Jafl'a by the ordinary road; and from thence to

Beyrut and the Lebanon by Nazareth, Tiberias,

Cana, Akka, Tyre, and Sidon. Thus he left the

Dead Sea in its most interesting portions, the

Jordan Valley, the central highlands, and the im-
poitant district of the Upper Jordan, untouched.

His work is accompanied by two sections : from
the Mount of Olives to the Jordan, and fiom Tabor
to the Lake of Tiberias. His observations, though
clearly and attractively given, and evidently those

of a practised observer, are too short and cursory

for the subject. The general notice of his journey
is in vol. iii. 76-157; the scientific observations,

tables, &c., are contained between 161 and 291.

Dr. .-Vnderson visited the south-western portion of

the Lebanon between Beyrut and Banias, Galilee,

the Lake of Tiberias, the Jordan ; made the circuit

of the Dead .Sea ; and explored the district between
that Lake and Jerusalem. His account is evidently

drawn up with gieat pains, and is flir more elaborate

than that of Russegger. He gives full analyses of

the ditierent rocks which he examined, and very good
lithographs of fossils ; but unfortunately his work is

deformed by a very unreadable style. Mr. Poole's

journey was confined to the western and south-

eastern portions of the Dead Sea, the Jordan, the

country between the latter and Jerusalem, and the

R I*s. lx.\.\iv. I, xliii. 3, Ixxvl. 2; Judith ix. 8.

•> Is. sxix. 1, xvi. 5.

' St-e the well-known passage in Conivgsby, bk. iv. ch. 15.

> The surface of the Dead Sea is 1317 ft. below the

Mciiitirrancan, and its depth 130? ft
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beaten track of the central highlands fi'om Hebron

to Nablus.

2. From the reports of these observers it appeals

that the Holy Land is a much-disturbed moun-

tainous tract of limestone of the secondary period

(Jurassic and cretaceous); the southern ofl'shoot of

the chain of Lebanon ; elevated considerably above

the sea level ; with partial interruptions from ter-

tiary and basaltic deposits. It is part of a vast

mass of limestone, stretching in every direction ex-

cept west, for beyond the limits of the Holy Land.

The whole of Syria is cleft fi-om north to south by

a straight crevasse of moderate width, but extend-

ing in the southern portion of its centre division to

a truly remarkable depth (^ 2625 ft.) below the sea

level. This crevasse, which contains the principal

watercourse of the country, is also the most excep-

tional feature of its geology. Such fissures are not

uncommon in limestone formations ; but no other is

known of such a length and of so extraordinary a

depth, and so open throughout its greatest extent.

It may have been volcanic in its origin ; the result of

an upiieaval from beneath, which has tilted the lime-

stone back on each side, leaving this huge split in the

strata; the volcanic force having stopped short at

that point in the operation, without intruding any

volcanic rocks into the fissure. This idea is supported

by the crater-like form of the basins of the Lake of

Tiberias and of the Dead Sea (Russ. 206, 7), and by

many other tokens of volcanic action, past and pre-

sent, which are encountered in and around those

Lakes, and along the whole extent of the Valley.

Or it may have been excavated by the gi'adual action

of the ocean during the immense periods of geological

operation. The latter appears to be the opinion of

Dr. Anderson (79, 140, 205) ; but further exami-

nation is necessary before a positive opinion can be

pronounced. The ranges of the hills of the surface

take the direction nearly due north and south,

though frequently thrown from their main bearing

and much broken up into detached masses. The

lesser watercourses run chiefly east and west of the

central highlands.

3. The Limestone consists of tv/o strata, or rather

groups of strata. The upper one, which usually

meets the eye, over the whole country from Hebron

to Hei-mon, is a tolerably solid stone, varying in

colour from white to reddish brown, with very few

fossils, inclining to crystalline structm-e, and abound-

ing in civerns. Its general surface has been formed

j

into gently rounded hills, crowded more or less

thickly together, separated by narrow valleys of

denudation ocaisionally spreading into small plains.

The strata are not well defined, and although some-

times level"" (in which case they lend themselves to

the formation of terraces), are more often violently

disarranged." Remarkable instances of such con-

tortions are to be found on the road from Jeru-

salem to Jericho, where the beds are seen pressed

and twisted into every variety of form.

It is hardly necessary to say that these contor-

tions, as well as the general fotni of the surfac-e.

are due to forces not now in action, but are part of

the general configuration of the country, as it was

left after the last of that succession of immei-sioiis

below, and upheavals from, the ocean, by which

n As at the twin hills of el-JCb, the ancient Glboon, below

yeby Samtcil.

» As on the road between the upper and lower Ik<t-vr

alx>ut five miles fmm d-Jib.
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its pi-esent form was given it, long prior to the his-

toric period. There is no ground for believing that

the broad geological features of this or any part of

the country are appreciably altered from what they

were at the earliest times of the Bible history.

The evidences of later action are, however, often

visible, as for instance where the atmosphere and

the rains have furrowed the face of the limestone

cliffs with long and deep vertical channels, often

causing the most fantastic forms (And. 89. Ill
;

Poole, .50).

4. This limestone is often found crowned with

chalk, i-ich in flints, the remains of a deposit which

probably once covered a great portion of the country,

but has only partially survived subsequent immer-

sions. In many districts the coai-se flint or chert

which originally belonged to the chalk is found in

gi-eat profusion. It is called in the country chalce-

dony (Poole, 57).

On the heights which border the western side of

tiie Dead Sea, this chalk is found in greater abun-

dance and more undisturbed, and contains numerous

springs of salt and sulphurous water.

5. Near Jerusalem the mass of the ordinary lime-

stone is often mingled with large bodies of dolomite

(magnesian limestone), a hardish semi-crystalline

rock, i-eddish white oi- brown, with glistening sur-

face and pearly lustre, often containing pores and

small cellular cavities lined with oxide of iron or

minute crystals of bitter spar. It is not stratified
;

but it is a question whether it has not been pro-

duced among the ordinary limestone by some subse-

quent chemi(xil agency. Most of the caverns near

Jerusalem occur in this rock, though in other parts

of the country they are found in the more friable

chalky limestone." So much for the upper stratum.

6. The lower stratum is in two divisions or

series of beds—the upper, dusky in colour, contorted

and Ciivernous like that just described, but more
fen-uginous—the lower one dark grey, compact and

solid, and characterised by abundant fossils ofcidaris,

an extinct echinus, the spines of which are the well-

known " olives " of the convents. This last-named

rock appears to form the substratum of the whole
country, eiust as well as west of the Jordan.

The ravine by which the traveller descends from
the summit of the ]\Iount of Olives (2700 leet

above the Mediterranean) to Jericho (900 below it)

cuts through the strata already mentioned, and
affords an unrivalled opportunity for examining
them. The lower formation dilfeis entirely in cha-

racter from the upper. Instead of smooth, common-
place, swelling, outlines, everything here is rugged,

pointed, and abrupt. Huge fissures, the work of

the earthquakes of ages, cleave the rock in all direc-

tions—they are to be found as much as 1000 feet

deep by not more than 30 or 40 feet wide, and
with almost vertical f sides. One of them, near the

ruined khan at which travellers usually halt, pre-

sents a most interesting and characteristic section

of the strata (Kussegger, 247-251, &c.).

7. After the limestone had received the general

fonn which its surface still retains, but at a time

far anterior to any historic perio<l, it wa.s pierced

and broken by large ei uptions of lava pushed up
fi'om beneath, which has broken up and oveiHowed

the stratified beds, and now appears iu the foi m of

basalt or trap.

o See the description of the caverns of IJeit Jibn'n and

Deir Vubban in Rob. ii. 23, 51-3; and Van de VilUe,

il. 16f
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8. On the west of Jordan these volcinic rocks

have been hitherto found only north of the moun-
tains of Samaria. They are fii-st encountered on

the south-western side of the Plain of Esdraelon

(Russ. 258): then they are lost sight of till the

opposite side of the plain is reached, being probably

hidden below the deep rich soil, except a few pebbles

here and there on the surface. Beyond this they

abound over a district which may be said to be con-

tained between Delata on the north, Tiberias on the

east. Tabor on the south, and Turan on the west.

There seem to have been two centres of eruption

:

one, and that the most ancient (And. 129, 134), at

or about the Kum Hattin (the traditional Mount
of Beatitudes), whence the stream flowed over the

declivities of the limestone towards the lake (Russ.

259, 260). This mass of basalt forms the cliffs at

the back of Tiberias, and to its disintegi-ation is due

the black soil, so extremely productive, of the Ard
el Hamma and the Plain of Genesareth, which lie,

the one on the south, the other on the north, of the

ridge of Ilattin. The other— the more recent—was

more to the north, in the neighbourhood of Safed,

where thiee of the ancient craters still exist, con-

verted into the reservoirs or lakes of el Jish, Taiteba,

and Delata (j\nd. 128, 9 ;
Caiman, in Kitto's Fhys.

Geog. 119).

The basalt of Tiberias is fully described by Dr.

Anderson. It is dark iron-gi-ey in tint, cellular,

but firm in texture, amygdaloidal, the cells filled

with carbonate of lime, olivine and augite, with a

,

specific gravity of 2-6 to 2"9. It is often columnar

iu its more developed portions, as, for instance, on

the cliffs behind the town. Here the junctions of

the two formations may be seen ; the base of the

clifls being limestone, while the crown and brow

are massive basalt (124, 135, 13G).

The lava of Delata and the northern centre diffei-k

considerably from that of Tiberias, luid is pro-

noimced by Dr. Anderson to be of later date. It

is found of various coloui-s, from black-brown to

reddish-grey, very porous in texture, and contains

much pumice and scoriae
;
polygonal columns ai-e

seen at el Jish, where the neighbouring cretaceous

beds are contorted in an unusual manner (And.

128, 129, 130).

A third variety is found at a spur of the hills ot

Galilee, projecting into the Ard el IlUleh below

Kedes, and referred to by Dr. Anderson as Tell el

Haiyeh ; but of this rock he gives no desciiption, and

declines to assign it any chronological position (134).

9. The volcanic action which in pre-historic times

projected this basalt, has left its later traces in the

ancient records of the country, and is even still active

in the form of earthquakes. Not to speak of passages i

in the poetical books of the Bible, which can hai-dly

have been suggested except by such awful cata-

strophes, there is at least one distinct allusion to

them, viz. that of Ztchariah (xiv. 5) to an earth-

quake in the reign of Uzziah, which is corroborated

by Josephus, who adds that it injured tlie Temple,

ami brought down a large mass of rock from the

Mount of' Olives {Ant. ix. 10, §4).
" Syria and Palestine," says Sir Charles Lyell

{rrinciples, 8th ed. p. 340), " abound in volciuiic

appearances; and very extensive areas have been

shaken at different periods, with great destruction of

cities and loss of lives. Continued mention is made

p Similar rents were cleft in the rock oielrJish by the

earthquake of 1837 (Caiman, in Kltto, I'k. GtuiJ. 1B8).

<» Is. xxlv. 17-20, Amos is. 6, &c. itc.
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in history of tlie ravages committed by earthquakes

in Sidon, Tyre, BeyrQt, Laodicea, and Antioch."

The same author (p. 342) mentions the remark-

able fact that " from the 13th to the 17th centuries

there was an ahnost entire cessation of earthquakes

in Syria and Judaea; and tliat, dining the interval

of quiescence, the Archipelago, together with part

of Asia Minor, Southern Italy and Sicily suflered

greatly from eai'thquakes and volcanic eruptions."

Since they have again begun to be active in Syria,

the most remarkable earthquakes have been those

which destroyed Aleppo in 1616 and 1822 (for

this secWollf, Travels, ch. 9), Antioch in 1737, and

Tiberias and Safed in 1837' (Thomson, ch. 19).

A list of those which are known to have affected

the Holy Land is given by Dr. Pusey in his Co7n-

mcntary on Amos iv. 11. See also the Index to

Ritter, vol. viii. p. 1953.

The rocks between Jerusalem and Jericho show

many an evidence of these convulsions, as we have

already remarked. Two earthquakes only are re-

corded as having affected Jerusalem itself—that in

the reign of Uzziah already mentioned, and that at

the time of the crucifixion, when " the rocks were

rent and the rocky tombs torn open " (Mat't. xxvii.

51). Slight' shocks are still oscasionally felt there

(e. g. Poole, 56), but the general exemption of that

city from any injury by earthquakes, except in these

two cases, is really remarkable. The ancient Jewish

writers were aware of it, and appealed to the fact

as a proof of the favour of Jehovah to His chosen

city (Ps. xlvi. 1, 2).

10. But in addition to earthquakes, the hot salt and

fetid springs which are found at Tiberias, Callirhoe,

and other spots along the valley of the Jordan, and
round the basins of its lakes,' and the rock-salt,

nitre, and sulphur of the Dead Sea are all evidences

of volcanic or plutonic action. Von Buch in his

letter to Robinson {B. R. ii. 525), goes so far as to

cite the bitumen of the Dead Sea as a further token
of it. The hot springs of Tiberias were observed to

flow more copiously, and to increase in temperature,
at the time of the earthquake of 1837 (Thomson,
ch. 19, 26).

H. In the Jordan Valley the basalt is frequently

eni'ountered. Here, as before, it is deposited on the

limestone, which forms the substratum of the whole
country. It is visible from time to time on the

banks and in the bed of the river ; but so covered

with deposits of tuta, conglomerate, and alluvium, as

not to be traceable without didiculty (And. 136-152).
On the western side of the lower Jordan and Dead
Sea no volcanic formations have been found (And.

81, 133 ; Kuss. 205, 251) ; nor do they appear on

' Four-fifths of the population of Safed, and one-fourth

of thai of Tiberias, were killed on this occasion.

• Even the tremendous earthquake of May 20, 1202,

only did Jerusalem a very slight damage (Abdul-latlff, in

Kitlo, I'hys. Geogr. 148).

« it may be convenient to give a list of the hot or

brackish springs of I'alestlne, as far as they can be col-

lected. It will be observed tliat they are all in or about
the Jordan Valley. Gi'glnning at the north :-

Aln Kyab, and Ai.i 'lablghah, N.E. of I.jike of Tiberias

:

slightly warm, too brackish to be drinkable. (Rob. ii. 405.)

Aln cl-Uarldch, (in shore of Lake, S.ofMejdel: SOFahr.,
slightly brackish. (Uob. 11. 396.)

Tiberias: Hl^Fahr. ; salt, bitter, sulphureous.

Amateh, in the Waily Maiidhur : very hot, slightly sul-

phureous. (Burckhardt, May 6.)

Wady Malih (Salt Valley), iu the Ghor near Sakttt

:

93° fuUr. ; very sail, fetid. (Ryb. iii. 308.)
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its eastern shore till the Wady Ziirka Main is ap-

proaciied, and then only in erratic fragments (And.
191). At Wady Hcmaraii, noith of the last-men-

tioned stream, the igneous rocks first make their

appearance in situ near the level of the v/ater (194).
12. It is on the east of the Jordan that the most

extensive and remarkable developments of igneous

rocks are found. Over a large portion of the sur-

flxce from Damascus to the latitude of the south

of the Dead Sea, and even beyond that, they occur

in the greatest abundance all over the surface.

The limestone, however, still underlies the whole.

These extraordinary formations render this region

geologically the most remarkable part of all Syria.

In some districts, such as the Lejah (the ancient

Ajgob or Trachonitis), the Si/fd and the Harrdh,
it presents appearances and characteristics whicii

are perhaps unique on the earth's surface. These

regions are yet but very imperfectly known, but

travellers are beginning to visit them, and We shall

possibly be in possession ere long of the results of

further investigation. A portion of them, has been

recently described in great detail" by Mr. Wetzstein,

Prussian consul at Damascus. They lie, however,

beyond the boundary of the Holy Land pi'oper, and
the reader must tlierefore be referred lor these dis-

coveries to the head of Tuachonitis.
13. The tertiary and alluvial beds remain to be

noticed. These are chiefly remarkable in the neigh-

bourhood of the Jordan, as forming the floor of

the valley, and as existing along the course, and

accumulated at the mouths, of the torrents which

deliver their tributaiy streams into the river, and

into the still deeper caldron of the Dead Sea. They
appear to be all of later date than the igneous rocks

described, though even this cannot be consideied

as certain.

14. The floor of the Jordan valley is described by

Dr. Anderson (140) as exhibiting throughout more
or less distinctly the traces of two independent " ter-

races. The upper one is much the broader of the

two. It extends back to the face of the limestone

mountains which form the walls of the valley on

east and west. He regards this as older tlian the

river, though of course formeil after the removal

of the material from between the walls. Its upper

and accessible portions consist of a mass of detritus

brought down by the ravines of the walls, always

chalky, sometimes " an actual chalk ;" usually bare

of vegetation (And. 143), though not uniformly so

(Rob. iii. 315).
Below this, varying in depth from 50 to 150 feet,

is the second teiTace, which reaches to the channel

of the Jordan, and, in Dr. Anderson's opinion, has

Below Ain-Feshkah : fetid and brackish. (I..yncb,

Apr. 18.)

One day N. of Ain-jidy : 80° Fahr.: salt, (roolo, 07.)

Between AVady Mahras and W. Khusheibch, S. of Aln-

jidy: brackish. (Anderson, 177.)

Wady Muharlyat, 45' E. of Usdftm : s.ilt, containing

small fish. (Hitter, Jordan, 736 ; Poole, 61.)

Wady el-Ahsy, S.E. end of Dead Sea : hot. (Burckliardt

Aug. 7.)

Wady Bcnl-Hauifd, near Rabba, E. side of Pead Sea.

(Ritter, Syrien, 1223.)

Wady Zerka Main (Callirhoe), E. side of Dead Sea:

very hot, very slightly sulpjiureous. (Seelzen, Jan. 18;

Irby, June 8.)

" lieiseberidit iiber Hauran und die Trachonen, 1860;

with map and woodcuts.
» Compare Robinson's diary of his journey across Oie

Jordan near Sakiil (iii. 313).
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bwii excavatetl by the river itself before it had

shrunk to its present limits, when it filled the

whole space between the eastern and western faces

of the upper ten-ace. The inner side of both upper

and lower terraces is funowed out into conical knolls,

by the torrents of the rains descending to the lower

level. These cones often attain the magnitude of

hills, and are ranged along the edge of the terraces

with curious regularity. Thoy display convenient

sections, which show sometimes a tertiary limestone

or marl, sometimes quatenaiy deposits of sands,

giavels, variegated clays, or unstratified detritus.

The lower terrace bears a good deal of vegetation,

oleander, agnus castus, &c. The alluvial deposits

have in some places been swept entirely away, for

Dr. Anderson speaks of crossing the upturned edges

of nearly vertical strata of limestone, with neigh-

bouring beds contorted in a very violent manner

(148). This was a few miles N. of Jericho.

All along the channel of the river are found

mounds and low elite's of conglomerates, and breccias

of various ages, and more various composition.

Rolled boulders and pebbles of flinty sandstone or

chert, which have descended fi-om the upper hills, are

found in the cross ravines ; and tufas, both calcai'eous

and siliceous, .abound on the terraces (And. 147).

1 5. Hound the margin of the Dead Sea the tertiary

beds assume larger and more important proportions

than by the course of the river. The marls, gyp-
sites, and conglomerates continue along the base of

the western cliff as far as the Wady Sebbeh, where

they attain their greatest development. South of this

they form a sterile waste of brilliant white marl

and bitter salt flakes, ploughed by the rain-torrents

from the heights into pinnacles and obelisks (180).

At the south-eastern comer of the sea, sand-

stones begin to display themselves in great pro-

fusion, and extend northward beyond Wady Zurka
Main (189). Their full development takes place at

the mouth of the Wady Jlojeb, where the beds are

from 100 to 400 feet in height. They are deposited

on the limestone, and have been themselves gra-

dually worn through by the waters of the ravine.

There are many varieties, difl'ering in colour, com-
position, and date. Dr. A. enumerates several of

these (190, 196), and states instances of the red

sandstone having been filled up, after e.xcavation,

by nonconforming beds of yellow sandstone of a

much later date, which in its turn has been hol-

lowed out, the hollows being now occupied by
detritus of a stream long since extinct.

Russegger mentions having found a tertiaiy

breccia oveilying the chalk on the south of Carmel,

composed of fragments of chalk and flint, cemented
by lime (257).

16. The rich alluvial soil of the wide plains

which form the maritime portion of the Holy I,;uid,

and also that of Ksdraelon, (lennosareth, and other

similar plains, will complete our sketch of the

geology. The former of these districts is a region

of fiom eight to twelve miles in width, intervening

between the central highlands and the sea. It is

formed of washings from those highlands, brought

down by the heavy rains which fall in the winter

months, and which, though they rarely remain as

permanent streams, yet hist long enough to spread

this fertilising manure over the tiice of the country.

The soil is a light loamy ssind, red in some })laces,

y The statement in the text is from Thomson {iMnd and

Book, ch. a3). But tlie writer has learned that In the

opinion of Capt. Manscll, U. N. (than whom no one has had
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and deep black in others. The substratum is rarely

seen, but it appears to be the same limestone which
composes the central mountains. The actual coast

is fonned of a very recent sandstone full of marine
shells, often those of e.xisting species (Kuss. 256, 7),

which is disintegrated by the waves and thrown on

the shore as sand,^ where it forms a tract of con-

siderable width and height. This sand in many
places stops the outflow of the streams, and sends

them back on to the plain, where they overflow ana

form marshes, which with proper treatment might
afford most important assistance to the fertility of

this already fertile district.

17. The plain of Gennesareth is under similar con-

ditions, except that its outer edge is bounded by the

lake instead of the ocean. Its superiority in fertility

to the maritime land is probably due to the abund-

ance of running water which it contains all the year

round, and to the rich soil produced from the decay

of the volcanic rocKs on the steep heights which
immediately enclose it.

1 8. The plain of Esdraelon lies between two ranges

of highland, with a third (the hills separating it

from the plain of Akka), at its north-west end. It is

watered by some of the finest spi-ings of Palestine,

the streams from which traverse it both east and
west of the central water-shed, and contain water

or mud, moisture and marsh, even during the hot-

test months of the year. The soil of this plain is

also volauiic, though not so purely so as that of

Gennesareth.

19. Bitumen or asphaltum, called by the Arabs el

hummar (the slime of Gen. xi. 3), is only met with

in the valley of Jordan. At Hasbeiya, the most

remote of the sources of the river, it is obtained

from pits or wells which are sunk through a mass

of bituminous earth to a depth of about 180 feet

(And. 115, 116). It is .also found in small frag-

ments on the shore of the Dead Sea, and occa-

sionally, though rarely, very large masses of it

are discovered floating in the water (Uob. i. 518).

This appears to have been more frequently the

case in ancient times (Joseph. B. J. iv. 8, §4

;

Diod. Sic. ii. 48). [Slime.] The Arabs report

that it proceeds from a source in one of the jireci-

piccs on the eastern shore of the Dead Sea (Rob.

i. 517) OY>'pos\te Ain-juli (Russ. 253); but this is

not corroborated by the observations of Lynch's

party, of Mr. Poole, or of Dr. Robinson, who exa-

mined the eastern shore from the western side with

special reference thereto. It is more probable that

the bituminous limestone in the neighbourhood of

Neby Musa exists in strata of great thickness, and

that the bitumen escajies from its lower beds into

the Dead Sea, and there accumulates until by
some accident it is detached, and rises to the

suifuce.

20. Sulphur is found on the W. and S. and S.E.

portions of the shore of the Dead Sea (Kob. i. 512).

In many spots the air smells strongly of sulphurous

acid and sulphuretted hydrogen gas (And. 176
;

Poole, 66 ; Beaufort, ii. 113), a suljihurous crust is

spread over the surface of the beach, and lumps of

sulphur are found in the sea (Rob. i. 512). Poole

(63) speaks of " sulphur hills " on the peninsula at

the S.K. end of the sea (see And. 187).

Nitre is rare. Jlr. Poole did not discovev any,

though he made special search for it. Irby and

more opportunity of judging), the sand of the whole coast

of Syria has been brought up from Egypt by the S5.W.

wind. This is also stated by Joscphus (Avt. xv. 9, }6).
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Mangles, Seelzen and Robinson, however, mention

having seen it (Kob. i. 513).

Rock-salt abounds in large masses. The salt

mound of Kashm Usdum at the southern end of

the Dead Sea is an enormous pile, 5 miles long by

2:3 Iji'oad, and some hundred feet in height (And.

181). Its inferior portion consists entirely of rock-

salt, and the upper part of sulphate of lime and

salt, often with a large admi.xture of alumina. [G.]

The Botany.—The Botany of Syria and Pa-

lestine difl'ers but little from that of Asia Minor,

which is one of the most rich and varied on the

globe. What ditierences it presents are due to a

slight admixture of Pereian fonus on the eastern

frontier, of Arabian and Egyptian on the southern,

and of Arabian and Indian tropical plants in the

low torrid depression of the Jordan and Dead Sea.

These latter, which number perhaps a hundi'ed

different kinds, are anomalous features in the other-

wise Levantine landscape of Syria. On the other

hand, Palestine foi'ms the southern and eastern limit

of the Asia-Minor flora, and contains a multitude

of trees, shrubs, and herbs that advance no further

south and east. Of these the pine, oak, elder,

bramble, dog-rose, and hawthorn are conspicuous

examples; their southern migi-ation being checked

by the drought and heat of the regions beyond

the hilly country of Judea. Owing, however, to

the geographical position and the mountainous cha-

racter of Asia Minor and Syria, the main features

of their flora are essentially Mediterranean-European,

and not Asiatic. A vast proportion of the com-
moner arboreous and frutescent plants are identical

with those of Spain, Algeria, Italy, and Greece ; and

as they belong to the same genera as do Biitish,

Germanic, and Scandinavian pLmts, there are ample
means of instituting such a comparison between the

Syrian flora and that familiar to us as any intelligent

non-botanical observer can follow and understand.

As elsewhere throughout the Mediterranean re-

gions, Syria and Palestine were evidently once thickly

covered with forests, which on the lower hills and
plains have \teen either entirely removed, or else

reduced to the condition of brushwood and copse;

but which still abound on the mountains, and along

ceitaiu parts of the sea-coast. The low grounds,

plains, and rocky hills are carpeted with herbaceous

plants, that appear in rapid succession from before

Christmas till June, when they disappear; and the

brown alluvial or white calcareous soil, being then

exjMsed to the scorching rays of the sun, gives an

aspect of forbidding sterility to the most productive

regions. Lastly, the lofty regions of the mountains
are stony, dry, swai'dless, and swampless, with few
alpine or arctic plants, mosses, lichens, or ferns

;

thus presenting a most unfavourable contrast to the

Swiss, Scandinavian, and British mountain floras at

analogous elevations.

To a tiaveller from England, it is difficult to say

whether the famtliar or the foreign forms predo-

minate. Of trees he recognizes the oak, pine, walnut,

maple, juniper, alder, poplar, willow, ash, dwarf
elder, plane, ivy, arbutus, rhamnus, almond, plum,
pear, and hawthom, all elements of his own forest

scenery and phmtations ; but misses the beech,

chesnitt, lime, holly, birch, larch, and spruce;

while he sees for the fli-st time such southern forms

as Pride of India {Melia), carob, sycamore, fig,

jujube, pistachio, styrax, olive, phyllyraea, vitex,

elaeagnus, celtis, many new kinds of oak, the pa-

pyrus, castor oil, and various tall tropical gi^eses.
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Of cultivated English fruits he sees the vine,

apple, pear, apricot, quince, plum, mulberry, and
fig ; but misses the gooseberry, raspberry, straw-

berry, currant, cheiry, and other northern kinds,

which are as it were replaced by such southern and
subtropical fruits as the date, pomegianate, cordia

my.xa {sebastan of the Arabs), orange, shaddock, lime,

b;mana, almond, prickly pear, and pistachio-nut.

Amongst cereals and vegetables the English tra-

veller finds wheat, barley, peas, potatos, many
varieties of cabbage, carrots, lettuces, endive, and
mustivrd; and misses oats, rye, and the extensive

fields of turnip, beet, mangold-wurzel, and fodder

grasses, with which he is familiar in England. On
the other hand, he sees for the first time the cotton,

millet, rice, sorghum, sesamum, sugar-cane, maize,

egg-apple, ochra, or Ahelmeoschus esculentus. Cor-

e/torus olitorius, various beans and lentils, as Lablah
vulgaris, Fhaseolus rmmgos, and Cicer arietinum

;

melons, gourds, pumpkins, cumin, coriander, fennel,

anise, sweet potato, tobacco, yam, colocasia, and

other subtropical and tropical field and garden crops.

The flora of Syria, so tar as it is known, may
be roughly classed under three principal Botanical

regions, corresponding with the physical characters

of the country. These are (1), the western or sea-

board half of Syria and Palestine, including the

lower valleys of the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, the

plain of Coele-Syria, Galilee, Samaria, and Judea.

(2) The desert or eastern half, which includes the

east flanks of the Anti-Lebanon, the plain of Da-

mascus, the Jordan and Dead Sea valley. (3) The
middle and upper mountain regions ofMount Casius,

and of Lebanon above 3400 feet, and of the Anti-Le-

banon above 4000 feet. Nothing whatever is known
botanically of the regions to the eastward, viz. the

Hauran, Lejah, Gilead, Ammou, and Moab ; coun-

tries extending eastward into Mesopotamia, the flora

of which is Persian, and south to Idumea, where
the purely Arabian flora begins.

These Botanical regions present no definite boun-

dary line. A vast number of plants, and especially

of herbs, are common to all except the loftiest parts

of Lebanon and the driest spots of the eastern district,

and in no latitude is there a sharp line of demarca-

tion between them. But though the change is gradual

from the dry and semi-tropical eastern flora to the

moister and cooler western, or from the latter to the

cold temperate one of the Lebanon, there is a great

and decided difference between the floras of thiee

such localities as the Lebanon at 5000 feet, .Jeru-

salem, and Jericho; or between the tops of Lebanon,

of Carniel, and of any of the hills bounding the Jor-

dan ; for in the first locality we are most strongly

reminded of northern Europe, in the ^=econd of Spiin,

and in the third of western India or Persia.

I. Western Syria and Palestine.—The flora

throughout this district is made up of such a mul-

titude of different lamilies and genera of plants,

that it is not easy to characterise it by the mention

of a few. Amongst trees, oaks are by far the most

prevalent, and are the only ones that fomi conti-

nuous woods, except the Pirins maritima and J'. Ht-

lepensis (Aleppo Pine) ; the former ofwhich extends

in forests here and there along the shore, and the

latter crests the spurs of the Lebanon, Carmel, and

a few other ranges as far south as Hebron. The

most prevalent oak is the Quercus pseiuio-coccifcra,

a plant scarcely different from the common Q. coc-

cifera of the western Mediterranean, and which it

strongly resembles in form, habit, and evergreen

foliage. It is called holly bv many travollere, and
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Qtierciis Ilex by others, both very tliii'ereiit trees.

Q. pseudo-coccifera is perha])S the coiiimouest plant

in all Syria and Palestine, covering as a low dense

bush many square miles of hilly country every-

where, but rarely or never growing in the plains.

It seldom becomes a large tree, except in the valleys

of the Lebanon, or where, as in the Gise of the

famous oak of Mamre, it is allowed to attain its full

size. It ascends about 5000 feet on the mountains,

but does not descend into the middle and lower valley

of the Jordan ; nor is it seen on the east slopes of

the Anti-Lebanon, and scarcely to the eastward of
i

ward ; Crataegus Aronia, which grows equally in

Jerusalem ; it may indeed have been removed by man I
dry rocky exposures, as on the Mount of OUves, ;md
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much used, especially in Egypt, where the mummv-
cases were formerly made of it. Poplars, c-;jjc-

cially the aspen and white poplar, are extremelv
common by streams ; the latter is generally trimmed
for firewood, so as to resemble the Lombaitly
poplar. The Walnut is more common in Syria

than in Palestine, and in both countiies is generally

confined to gardens and orchards. Of large native

shrubs or small trees almost universally spiead over

this district are, Arbutus Andrackne, which is

common in the hilly country from Hebron noith-

from these regions, when the effect of its removal

would be to dry the soil and climate, and prevent

its re-establishment. Even around Jerusalem it is

rare, though its roots are said to exist in abundance

in the soil. The only other oaks that are common
are the Q. infectoria (a gall oak), and Q. Aegilops.

The Q. infectoria is a small deciduous-leaved tree,

found here and there in Galilee, Samaria, and on

the Lebanon ; it is very conspicuous from the

numbers of bright chesuut-coloured shining viscid

galls whch it bears, and which are sometimes ex-

ported to England, but which are a poor substitute

in cool mountain valleys ; it yields a large yellow

or red haw that is abundantly sold in the markets.

Cypresses are common about villages, and especially

near all religious establishments, often attaining a

considerable size, but I am not aware of their being

indigenous to Syria. Zizyphus Spina-CUristi, Christ's

Thorn—often called jujube—the Nubk of the Arabs,

is most common on diy open plains, as that of Jeri-

cho, where it is either a scrambling briar, a standard

shrub, or rarely even a middling-sized tree with
pendulous branches : it is familiar to the traveller

from its sharp hooks, white imdersides to the three-

fbr the true Aleppo galls. Q. Aegilops again is the |
nerved leaves, and globular yellow sweetish fruit

with a large woody stone. The Fuliurus acukutus,

also called Christ's Thorn, resembles it a good deal,

but is much less common ; it abounds in the Anti-

Lebanon, where it is used for hedges, and may be

recognised by its curved prickles and curious di-y

fruit, with a broad flat wing at the top. Sti;rax

officinalis, which used to yield the fiimous Stornx,

abounds in all parts of the country where hilly
;

sometimes, as on the east end of Carmel and ou

Tabor, becoming a veiy large bush branching from
the ground, but never ;issuming the form of a tree

:

it may be known by its small downy leaves, white

flowers like orange blossoms, and round yellow fruit,

pendulous from slender stalks, like cherries, 'i'he

flesh of the beriy, which is quite uneatable, is of a

semi-transparent hue, and contains one or more
large, chesnut-coloured seeds. Tamarisk is com-
mon, but seldom attains a large size, ;nul has no-

thing to recommend it to notice. Oleaiidcr claims

a sepal ate notice, from its gi'eat beauty and abun-

dance; lining the banks of the streams and lakes in

gravelly places, and bearing a profusion of blossoms.

Other still smaller but familiar shrubs are Phylly-

raea, Ehamnus ulatenms, and others of that genus.

Rhus Coriaria, several leguminous shrubs, as Ana-
gyris foetida, Cali/cotome and Genista; Cotoneas-

ter, the common bramble, dog-rose, and hawthorn,

E/aeagnus, wild olive, Lycium Europaeum, Vitcx

agnus-castns, sweet bay {Laurus iiobilis). Ephedra,

Clematis, Gum-Cistus, and the cajier plant: these

iiearly comjjlete the list of the commoner shrubs

and trees of the western district, which attain a

height of four fi?et or more, and are almost uni-

ver.-ally met with, esjwcially in the hilly country.

Of planted trees and large shrubs, the firet in im-

portince is the Vine, which is most abundantly

cultivated all over the couutry, and produces, as in

the time of the Cana;uiites, enormous bunches of

grapes. This is especially the case in the southern

districts ; those of Eshcol being still particuhuly

fiimous. Stephen Schultz states that at a village

near Ptolemais (Acre) he sui)ped under a lai;ge

A-ine, the stem of which measured a foot and a halt

in diameter, its height being 30 feet; and that

the whole plant, sappoi-t«d on trellis, covci-ed an

area 50 feet either way. The bunches of grapes

Valonia oak ; a low, very stout^trunked sturdy tree

common in Galilee, and especially on Tabor and

Carmel, where it grows in scattered groups, giving

a park-like appeiinuice to the landscape. It bears

acorns of a very large size, whose cups, which are

covered with long recurved spines, are exported to

Europe as N'alonia, and are used, like the galls of

Q. infectoria, in the operation of dyeing. This, 1

am inclined to b;^lieve, is the oak of Bashan, both

on account of its sturdy habit and thick triuik, and

also because a fine ])iece of the wood of this tree was
sent flora Bashan to the Kew Museum by Mr. Cyril

Graham. The other oaks of Syria are chiefly con-

fined to the mountains, and will be noticed in their

proper place.

The trees of the genus Pistacia rank next in

abundance to the Oak,—and of these there are three

species in Syria, two wild and most abundant, but

the third, P. vera, which yields the well-known

pistachio nut, very rare, and chiefly seen in cultiva-

tion about Aleppo, but also in Beyrout and near

Jerusjilem. The wild species are the P. Lcntiscus

and P. Terehinthus, both very common : the P. Len-
' tiscus rarely exceeds the size of a low bush, which is

conspicuous for its dark evei-green leaves and num-
berless small red iierries ; the other grows larger,

but seldom forms a fair-sized tree.

The Carob or Locust-tree, Cenitonia Siliqua,

ranks perhaps next in abund;uice to the foregoing

trees. It never grows in clumps or forms woods,

but ajipears as an isolated, rounded or oblong, very

dense-foliaged tree, branching from near the base,

of a bright lucid green hue, alfording the best shade.

Its singular flowers are produced from its thick

branches iu autumn, and are succeeded by the large

jiendulous pods, called St. John's Bread, and exten-

sively expoiled from the Levant to England for

ten ling cattle.

The orientiU Plane is far from uixcimmon, and

though generally cultivated, it is to all appearance

wild in the valleys of the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon.

The great plane of Damascus is a well-known object

to tia\ellers ; the girth of its trunk was nearly 40
fett, but it is now a mere wreck.

The Sycamore-fig is common in the ueighboui'-

hood of towns, and attains a large si^se
;

its wood is
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weighed 10-12 lbs., and the beiries were like

small plums. Mariti relates that no ^^nes can vie

I'or produce with those of Judea, of which a bunch

cannot be carried far without destroying the fruit

:

and we have ourselves heard that the bunches pro-

duced near Hebron are sometimes so long that,

when attached to a stick which is supported on the

shoulders of two men, the tip of the bunch trails on

tlie ground.

^ext to the vine, or even in some respects its

superioi- in importance, ranks the Olive, which no-

where grows in greater luxuriance and abundance

than in Talestiue, where the olive orchards form a

prominent feature throughout tlie landscape, and

have done so from time immemorial. The olive-

tree is in no respects a handsome or picturesque

object ; its bark is grey and rugged ; its foliage is

in colour an ashy, or at best a dusky green, and

artbrds little shade ; its wood is useless as timber,

its flowers are inconspicuous, and its fruit uninvit-

ing to the eye or palate : so that, even where most

abimdant ;md productive, the olive scarcely relieves

the aspect of the dry soil, and deceives the super-

ficial observer as to the fertility of Palestine. In-

deed it is mainly owing to these peculiarities of

the olive-tree, and to the deciduous character of

the foliage of the fig and vine, that the impression

is so prevalent amongst northern travellers, that

the Holy Land is in point of productiveness not

what it was in former times ; for to the native

of northern Europe especially, the idea of fertility

is inseparable from that of verdure. The ai-ticle

Olive must be referred to for details of this tree,

which is perhaps most skilfully and carefully culti-

vated in the neighbourhood of Hebron, where for

many miles the roads run between stone walls en-

closing magnificent olive orchards, apparently tended

with as much neatness, care, and skill as the best

fruit gardens in England. The terraced olive-yards

around Sebastieh must also strike the most casual

obsei-ver, as admirable specimens of careful culti-

vation.

The Fig forms another most important crop in

Syria and Palestine, and one which is apparently

greatly increasing in extent. As with the olive and

nmlben-y, the fig-trees, where best cultivated, are

symmetrically planted in fields, whose soil is freed

from stones, and kept as scrupulously clean of

weeds as it can be in a semi-tropical climate. As is

well known, tlie fig bears two or three crops in the

year: .losephus says that it bears for ten month
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used for dyeing and ;is medicine, owing to their

astringent properties.

The Banana is only found near the Mediteira-
nean

; it ripens its fruit as flir north as Beyroiit,

and occasionally even at Tripoli, but moreconstantlv
at Sidon and Jatla ; only one kind is commonly cul-

tivated, but it is excellent. Dates are not frequent

:

they are most common at Caitia and Jaffa, where
the fruit ripens, but theie are now no groves of

this tree anywhere but in Southern Palestine, such
as once existed in the valley of the Jordan, near the
assumed site of Jericho. Of that well-known grove
no tree is standing ; one log of date-palm, now'lying
in a stream near the locality, is perhaps the last

remains of that ancient race, tliough that they were
once abundant in the immediate neighbourhood of
the Dead Sea is obvious from the remark of Mr.
Poole, that some part of the shore of that sea is

strewn with their trunks. [See p. 675 note.]

Wild dwarf dates, rarely producing fruit, grow by
the shores of the Lake of Tiberias and ne;ir Caifla

;

but whether they are truly indigenous date-palms, or

crab-dates produced from seedlings of the cultivated

form, is not known.
The Opuntia, or Prickly Pear, is most abundant

throughout Syria, and though a native of the New
World, has here, as elsewhere throughout the dry,

hot regions of the eastei-u hemisphere, established

its claim to be regarded as a permanent and rapidly-

increasing denizen. It is in general use for hedging,

and its well-known fruit is extensively eaten by all

classes. I am not aware that the cochineal insect

has ever been introduced into Syria, where there

can, however, be little doubt but that it might be

successfully cultivated.

Of dye-stufls the Carthamus (Safflower) and
Indigo are both cultivated ; and of Textiles, Flax,

Hemp, and Cotton.

The Carob, or St. John's Bread {Ceratonia Si-

liqua), has already been mentioned amongst the

conspicuous trees : the sweetish pulp of the pods is

used for sherbets, and abundantly eaten ; the pods

are used for cattle-feeding, and the leaves and bark
for tanning.

The Cistus or Rock-rose, two or three species of

which are abundant throughout the hilly districts

of Palestine, is the shrub from which in former

times Gum-Labdanum was collected in the islands

of Cimdia and Cyprus.

With legard to the rich and varied herbaceous

vegetation of West Syria and Palestine, it is difficult

out of the twelve. The eaidy figs, which rijien
j

to afford any idea of its nature to the English non
about June, are reckoned especially good. Th
summer figs again ripen in August, and a third

crop appears still later when the leaves are shed

;

these are occa-sionally gathered as late as January.

The figs are dried by the natives, and are chieHy

purchased by the Arabs of the eastern deserts. The
Sycamore-tig, previously noticed, has much smaller

and very inferior fruit.

The quince, apple, almond, walnut, peach, and

apricot, are all most abundant field or orchard

crops, often planted in lines, rows, or quincunx

oixler, with the olive, mulberry, or fig; but they

are by no means so abundant as these latter. The
poniegranate grows everywhere as a bush ; but, like

the oi-ange, Elaeagwis, and other less common
plants, is more often seen in gardens than in fields.

The fruit ripens in August, and is kept throughout

the winter. Three kinds are cultivated—the acid,

sweet, and insipid—and all are use-.l in preparing

sherbets ; while the bark and fruit rind of all are

botiinical reader, except by comparing it with the

British ; which I sh;dl first do, and tlien detail its

most prominent botanical features.

The plants contained in this botanical region pro-

bably number not less than 2000 or 2500, of which

perhaps 500 are British wild flowers ; amongst the

most conspicuous of these British ones aie the Ra-
ntmcicliis aquatilis, arvensis, and Ficaria ; the yellow

water-lily, Papaver Rhoeas and hyhridutn, and se-

veral Fumitories; fully 20 cruciferous plants,

including Drahavema, water-cress, Turritis glabra.

Sisymbrium Irio, Capsella Bursa-pastoris, Cakile

maritima, Lepidium Braba, chailock, mustai-d

(oflen growing 8 to 9 feet high), two niignionettes

(Reseda alba and lutca), Silene infiata, vaiious

species of Cerastium, Spergula, Stellaria and Are-

naria, mallows. Geranium mollc, rotundifolinm,

lucidum, dissectum, and Robertianum, Erodium

moschatum, and cicutarium. Also many species of

Leguminosae, especially of Medicago, Trifolium,
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Melilotus, iMtus, Ononis, Ervum, Vicia and La-

thyrits. Of liosaceae the common bramble and

dog-rose. Luthrum Salicaria, Epilohium hirsntum,

Bryonia dioica, Saxifraga tridactylites, Galinin

verum, Rubia peregrina, Asperula ai-vensis. ^'a-

rious Unihdliferae and Compositae, including

the daisy, wormwood, groundsel, dandelion, chi-

cory, sowthistle, and many otheis. Blue and white

pimpernel, Cyclamen Europaeum, Samohis Vale-

randi. Erica vagam, Borage, Veronica Anagallis,

Beccahunga, agrestis, triphyllos, and Chainaedrys,

Lathraea squamaria, Vervain, Lamixm amplexi-

caule, mint, horehound. Prunella, Staticc Liino-

nium, many Chenopodiaceae, Polygonum and Ru-
mex, Pellitory, Mercnrialis, Eiipho-bias, nettles,

box, elm, several willows and poplars, common
duck-weed and pond-weed, Orchis morio, Crocus

aureus, butcher's-broom, black Bryony, autumnal

Squill, and many rushes, sedges, and grasses.

The most abundant natural families of plants in

West Syria and Palestine are—(1) Zeguminosae,

(2) Compositae, (3) Labiatae, (4) Cruciferae
;

after which come (5) Umbelliferae , (6) Caryophyl-

leae, (7) Boragineae, (8) Scrophularineae, (9)

Gramineae, and (10) Liliaceae.

(1.) Leguminosae abound in all situations, espe-

cially the genera Trifolium, Trigonella, Medicago,

Lotus, Vicia, and Orobus, in the richer soils, and

Astragalus in enonnous profusion in the di-ier and

more barren districts. The latter genus is indeed

the largest in the whole country, upwards of fifty

species belonging to it being enumerated, either as

confined to Syria, or common to it and the neigh-

bouring countries. Amongst them are the gum-
bearing Astragali, which are, however, almost con-

fined to the upper mountain regions. Of the shrubby

Leguminosae there are a few species of Genista,

Cytisus, Ononis, Retama, Anagyris, Calycotome,

Coronilla, and Acacia. One species, the Ceratonia,

is arboreous.

(2.) Compositae.—No family of plants more

strikes the o))sen-er than the Compositae, from the

va.st abundance of thistles and centauries, and other

spring-plants of the same tribe, which swann alike

over the richest pkins and most stony hills, often

towering high above all other herbaceous vegetation.

By the unobseiTant traveller these are often sup-

posed to indicate sterility of soil, instead of the

contrary, which they for the most part really do,

for they are nowhere so tall, rank, or luxuriant as

on the most productive soils. It is beyond the limits

of this article to detail the botanical peculiarities

of this vegetation, and we can only mention the

genera Centnnrea, Echinops, Onopordum, Cirsium,

Cynara, and Carduus, as being eminently conspi-

cuous for their numbers or size. The tribe Cichoreae

are scarcely less numerous, whilst those of Gnapha-
liae, Asteroideae, and Senecionidcae, so common in

more northern latitudes, are here comparatively rare.

(.3.) Labiatae (ovm a prominent feature every-

where, and one all the more obtrusive from the fra-

grance ofmany of the genei-a. Thus the lovely hills

of Galilee and Samaiia are inseparably linked in the

memory with the odoriferous herbage of marjoram,

thymes, lavenders, calaminths, sages, and teucriums

;

of all which there are many species, as also there

are of Sideritis, Phlomis, Stachys, Ballota, Kepeta,

and Mentha.

(4.) Of Cruciferae there is little to remark : its

species are generally weed-like, and present no

marked feature in the landscape. Among the most

noticeable are the gigantic mustai-d, previous!
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mentioned, which does not differ from the commot
mnstai-d, Sinapis nigra, save in size, and the Anas-
tntica hierochuntica, or rose of Jericho, an Egyp-
tian and Arabian plant, which is said to grow in

the Jordan and Dead Sea valleys.

(5.) Umbelliferae present little to remark on
save the abundance of fennels and Bnpleurums : the

order is exceedingly numeious both in species and
individuals, which often form a large proportion of

the tall rank herbage at the edges ofcopse-wood and
in damp hollows. The grey and spiny Eryngium, so

abundant on all the arid hills, belongs to this order.

(6.) Caryophylleae also are not a very con-

spicuous order, though so numerous that the

abundance of pinks, Silene and Saponaria, is a
marked feature to the eye of the botanist.

(7.) The Boragineae are for the most part annual

weeds, but some notable exceptions are found in

the Echinms, Anchusns, and Onosmas, which are

among the most beautiful plants of the countiy.

(8.) Of Scrophularineae the principal genera are

Scrophularia, Veronica, Linaria, and Verbascum
(Mulleins) : the latter is by far the most abundant,

and many of the species are quite gig<mtic.

(9.) Grasses, though veiy numerous in species,

seldom afford a sward as in moister and colder

regions ; the pasture of England having for its

Oriental equivalent the herbs and herbaceous tips

of the low shrubby plants which cover the countiy/

and on which all herbivorous animals love to browse.

The Anindo Donax, Saccharum Aegyptiacum, and

Erianthus Rarcnnne, are all conspicuous for their

gigantic size and silky plumes of flowers of singular

grace and beauty.

(10.) Liliaceae.—The variety and beauty of this

order in Syria is perhaps nowhere exceeded, and

especially of the bulb-bearing genera, as tulips,

fritillaries, squills, gageas, &c. The Urginea Scilla,

(medicinal squill) abounds everywhere, throwing up
a tall stalk beset with white flowei-s at its upper

half; and the little purple autumnal squill is one of

the commonest plants in the country, springing up
in October and November in the most arid situations

imaginable.

Of other natural orders worthy of notice, for one

reason or another, are Violaceae, for the paucity of

its species ; Geraniaceae, which are veiy numerous

and beautiful ; Rutaceae, which are common, and

very strong-scented when bruised. Rosaceae are

not so abundant as in more northern climates, but

are represented by one remarkable plant, Poterium

spinosum, which covers whole tracts of arid, hilly

country, much as the ling does in Britain. Cras-

sulaccae and Saxifrageae are also not so plentiful

iis iu cooler regions. Dipsaceae are veiy abundant,

especially the genera Knautia, Scabiosa, Cephalaria,

and Pterocephahis. Campamdaceac are common,

and Lobeliaccae rare. Primulaceae and Ericeae

are both rare, though one or two species are not

uncommon. There are very few Gentianeae, bnt

many Convolvuli. Of Solancae, Mandragora, So-

lanum, and Hyoscyam,is are very common, also

Physalis, Capsicum, ax\A Lycopersicum, all probably

escapes from cultivation. Plum'uigineac contain a

good many Statices, and the blue-flowci-ed Plum-

bago Europaea is a very common wcai.
<^''^"f*

podiaceac are very numerous, esjiecially the wwdy

Atriplices and Chenopodia and some shrubby ^a/-

solas. Polygonae are very common indeed, especially

the smaller species of Polygonum itself. Ansto-

locliieae present sevei-al species. Euphorbtaceae.

The herbaceous genus Euphorbia is vastly abundant.
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especially in fields: upwards of fifty Syi-ian species

are known. Crozophora, Andrachne, and liicijim,

all southern types, are also common. Urticeae

present the common European nettles, Merciirialis,

and Pellitory. Moreae, the common and sycamore

figs, and the black and white mulberries. Aroideae

are very common, and many of them are handsome,

having doeppurple lurid spathes, which rise out

of the ground before the leaves.

Of Balanophorae, the curious Cynomonum cocci-

?ieHm, or " Fungus Melitensis," used as a styptic

during the Crusades by the Knights of Malta, is

iound in the valleys of Lebanon neai- the sea.

Naiadeae, as in other dry countries, are scarce.

OrcliiJeae contain about thirty to forty kinds,

chiefly South European species of Orchis, Ophrys,

Spiranthes, and Serapias.

Amaryllideae present Pancratium, Sternhergia,

Txiolirion, and Narcissus. Irideae has many species

of Iris and Crocics, besides 3Ioraea, Gladiolus,

Trichoncma, and Romulea. Dioscoreae, Tamus

communis. Smilaceae, several Asparagi, Smilax,

and Huscics aculeatus. Melanthaceae contain many
Colchicums, besides Merendera and Erythrostictus.

Junceae contain none but the commoner British

rushes and luzulas. Cyperaceae are remarkably poor

iu species ; the genus Carex, so abundant in Europe,

is especially raie, not half a dozen species being

enumerated.

Ferns are extremelv scarce, owing to the dryness

of the climate, and most of the species belong to

the Lebanon flora. The common lowland ones are

Adiantwm capillus-venens, Cheilanthes fragrans,

Gymnogramma leptophylla, Ceterach officinarnm,

Pteris lanceolata, and Asplenium Adiantum-

nigrum. Selaginella dcnticnlata is also found.

One of the most memorable plants of this region,

and indeed in the whole world, is the celebrated

Papyrus of the ancients (^Papyrus antiquoriim),

which is said once to have grown on the banks of

the lower Nile, but which is nowhere found now in

Africa north of the tropics. The only other known
habitat beside .Syria and tropical Africa is one spot

in the island of Sicily. The Papyrus is a noble

plant, forming tufts of tall stout 3-angled green

smooth stems, 6 to 10 feet high, each surmounted

by a mop of pendulous threads : it abounds in some
marshes by the Lake of Tiberias, and is also said

to gi'ow near Caifla and elsewhere in Syria. It is

certainly the most remarkable plant in the country.

Of other Cryptogamic plants littld" is known.
Mosses, lichens, and H'rpaticae are not generally

common, though doubtless many species are to be

found in the winter and spring months. The marine

Algae are supposed to be the same as in the rest of

the Jlediterranean, and of Fungi we have no know-
ledge at all.

Cuciirbitaceae, though not included under any of

the above heads, are a veiy frequent oixler in Syria.

Besides the immense crops of melons, gourds, and

pumpkins, the colocyuth apple, which yields the

famous drug, is common in some parts, while even

more so is the Squirting Cucumber (Ecbalium ela-

tcnum).

Of plants that contribute largely to that showy
character for which the herbage of Palestine is

famous, may be mentioned Adonis, Jianunculus

Asiaticu.i, and othei-s ; Anemone coronaria, poppies,

Ghiucium, Matthiola, Malcolmia. Alyssnm, Bi-

smtella, Ileliant/icmum, Cistus, tlie caper plant,

many pinks, Silene, Saponaria, and Gypsophila
;

various J'hloxes, mallows, Lavatera, Hypericum;
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many geraniums, Erodiums, and Leguminosae,

and Labiatae far too numerous to individualize
;

Scabiosa, Cephalaria, chrysanthemums, Pyrcthnim,

Inulas, Achilleas, Calendulas, Centaureas, Trago-

pogons, Scorzoneras, and Crepis ; many noble Cam-
panulas, cyclamens, Convolvnli, Anckusas, Onos-

inas, and Echiums, Acanthus, Verbascums (most

conspicuously), Veronicas, Celsias, Hyoscyamus
;

many Anims iu autumn, orchis and Ophrys in

spring ; Narcissus, Tazetta, irises, Pancratiums,

Sternbergia, Gladiolus; many beautiful crocuses

and colchicums, squills, Tulipa oculus-solis, Gageas,

fritillaries. Alliums, Star of Bethlehem, Muscaris,

white lily, Hyacinthus orientalis, Bellevalias, and

Asphodeli.

With such gay and delicate flowers as these, in

numberless combinations, the ground is almost

carpeted during spring and early summer ; and as

in similar hot and diy, but still temperate climates,

as the Cape of Good Hope and Australia, they often

colour the whole landscape, from their lavish

abundance.

II. Botany of Eastern Syria and Palestine.—
Little or nothing being known of the flora of the

range of mounfciins east of the Jordan and Syrian

desert, we must confine our notice to the valley of

the Jordan, that of the Dead Sea, and the country

about Damascus.

Nowhere can a better locality be found for show-

ing the contrast between the vegetation of the

eastern and western districts of Syria than in the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem. To the west and

south of that city the valleys are full of the dwarf

oak, two kinds ot'Pistacia, besides Smilax , Arbutus,

rose, Aleppo Pine, lihamnus, Phyllyraca, bramble,

and Crataegus Aronia. Of these the last alone is

found on the Jlount of Olives, beyond which, east-

ward to the Dead Sea, not one of these plants appears,

nor are they replaced by any analogous ones. For

the first few miles tlie olive groves continue, and

here and there a carob and lentisk or sycamore

recurs, but beyond Bethany these are scarcely seen.

Naked rocks, or white chalky rounded hills, with

bare open valleys, succeed, wholly destitute of copse,

and sprinkled with sterile-looking shrubs otSalsolas,

Capparideae, Zygophyllum,, rues, Fagonia, Poly-

gonum, Zizyphus, tamai'isks, alhagi, and Artemisia.

Herbaceous plants are still abundant, but do not

form the continuous sward that they do in Judea.

Amongst these, Bo7-agineae, Alsineae, Fagonia, Poly-

gonum, Crozophora, Euphorbias, and Leguminosae

are the most ti-equent.

On descending 1000 feet below the level of the

sea to the valley of the Jordan, the subtropical and

desert vegetation of Arabia and West Asia is en-

countered in full force. JIany plants wholly foreign

to the western district suddenly appear, and the

tloia is that of the whole dry country as far

east as the Paniab. The commonest plant is the

Zia/phus Spina-Christi, or nubk of the Arabs,

forming bushes or small trees. Scarcely less abun-

dant, and as large, is the Balanites Aegyptiaca,

whose fruit yields the oil called zuh by the Arabs,

which is repute*! to possess healing properties, and

which may possibly be alluded to as Balm of Gile.nd.

Tamarisks are mo^t abundant, together with Phus

(Syriaca?), con.spicuous for the bright g)-een ot lis

few small leaves, and its exact resemblance in foliage,

bark, and habit to the true Balm of Gilead. the

Amyris Gileadcnsis of Arabia. Othe)- most abun-

dant shrubs are Ochradenus baccatus, a tall, brandl-

ing, almost leafless plant, with small white bonies,
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and the twiggy, leafless broom called Ri'tmna.

Acacia Farnesiana is very abundant, aiiil cele-

brated lor the delicious fragrance of its yellow

flowers. It is chiefly upon it that the superb misletoe,

Lorantlms Acaciae, grows, whose scarlet flowers

are brilliant ornaments to the desert during winter,

giving the appe;vrance of flame to the bushes. Cap-

paris spinosa, the common caper-plant, flourishes

everywhere in the Jordan valley, forming clumps in

the very arid rocky bottoms, which are conspicuous

for their pale-blue hue, when seen from a distance.

Alhagi inauroruin is extremely common ; as is the

pi'ii.'kly Solarium Sodomacnm, with pui-ple flowers

and globular yellow fruits, commonly known as the

Dead Sea. apple.

On the banks of the Jordan itself the arboreous

and shrubby vegetation chiefly consists of Poputo
Euphratica (a j)lant found all over Central Asia,

but not known west of the Jordan), tamarisk,

Osyris alba, Periplocn, Acacia vera, Prosopis

Stephaniana, Arundo Donax, Lycium, and Cap-
paris spinosa. As the gi-ound becomes saline, Atri-

plex HoMmus and large Statices (sea-pinks) appear

in vast abundance, with very many succulent

shrubby Salsolas, Salicornias, Suaedas, and other

allied plants to the number of at least a

many of which are typical of the salt dep:

of the Caspian and Central Asia.

Other very tropical plants of this region are

Zyijophylliim cocciiieum, Boerhavia, Indigofera
;

several Astragali, Cassias, Gymnocarpum, and
Nitraria. At tne same time thoroughly European

forms are common, especially in wet places ; as dock,

mint, Veronica Anagallis, and Siun. One remote

and little-visited spot in this region is particularly

celebrated for tlu' tropical character of its vegetation.

This is the small valley of Engedi (Ain-jidi), which
is on the west shore of the Dead Sea, and where
alone, it is said, the following tropical plants

gi-ow :

—

Sida mutica and Asiatica, Calotropis pro-

cera (whose bladdery fruits, full of the silky coma
of the seeds, have even been assumed to be the

Apple of Sodom), Amherhoa, Batatas littoralis,

Aerva Javnnica, I'lnchea Dioscoridis.

It is ho:e that the Salvadora Persica, supposed

by some to be the mustard-tree of Scripture, grows :

it is a small tree, found as far south as Abyssinia or

Aden, and eastward to the peninsula of India, but

is unknown west or north of the Dead Sea. The
late Dr. Koyle—unaware, no doubt, how scarce and
local it was, and arguing from the pungent taste of

its bark, which is used as horse-radish in India

—

supposed that this tree wiis that alluded to in the

parable of the mustard-tree ; but not only is the

pungent nature of the bark not generally known to

the natives of Syria, but the jjlant itself is so scarce,

local, and little known, that Jesus Christ could

never have made it the subject of a parable that

would reach the undei-standing of Mis hearers.

The shores immediately around the Dead Sea pre-

sent abundance of vegetation, though almost wholly

of a saline ch:u'acter. Junciis maritimiis is very

oommon in large dumps, and a yellow-flowered

groundsel-like plant. Inula crithinoidcs (also com-
mon on the rocky shores of Tyre, Sidon, &c.),

Spergularia maritiiiia, Atriplex Halimus, Bala-

nites Aegyptiaca, sevei-al shrubby Suaedas and

Salicornias, Tamarix, and a prickly-leaved grass

{Festuca), all grow more or less close to the edge of

• For some notices of the oaks of Syria, see Transact intu

qftlte Linn. Society, xxill. 381, and plates 36-3S.
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the water ; while of non-saline plants the Solanum
Sodomaeum, Tamarix, Centaurea, and immense
brakes of Arundo Donax may be seen all around.

The most singular effect is however experienced

in the re-ascent from the Dead Sea to the hills on its

N.W. shore, which presents first a sudden steep

rise, and then a series of vast water-worn ten-aces

at the same level as the Mediterranean. During
this ascent such familiar plants of the latter region

are successively met with as Poterium spinosnin,

Anchusa, pink, Bypericum, Inula viscosa, &c.

;

but no trees are seen till the longitude of Jerusalem
is approached.

III. Flora of the Middle and Djjper Mountain
Regions of Syria.—The oak fonns the prevalent

arboreous vegetation of this region below 5000 feet.

The Qucrcus pseudo-coccifera and infectoria is not

seen much above 3000 feet, nor the Valonia oak
at so great an elevation ; but above these heights

some magniHcent species occur, including the Quer-

cus Cerris of the South of Europe, the Q Ehren-
hergii, or castanaefolia, Q. Toza, Q. Libani, and
Q. mannifera, Lindl., which is perhaps not distinct

from some of the tbrms of Q. Robur, or sessilijlora.*

At the same elevations junipers become common,
but the species have not been satisfactorily made
out. The Juniperus communis is found, but is

not so common as the tall, straight, black kind

(/. excelsa, orfoetidissima). On Mount Casius the

/. drupacea grows, remarkable for its large plum-
like fruit ; and /. Sabina, phoenicia, and oxycedrus,

are all said to inhabit Syria. But the most remark-

able plant of the upper region is cei-tainly the cedar

;

for which we must refer the reader to the ai-ticle

Cedar.*
Lastly, the flora of the upper tempeiate and

alpine Syrian mountains demands some notice.

As before remarked, no part of the Lebanon pre-

sents a vegetation at all similar, or even analogous,

to that of the Alps of Europe, India, or Nortli

America. This is partly owing to the heat and

extreme dryness of the climate during a considerable

part of the year, to the sudden desiccating influence

of the desert winds, and to the sterile nature of the

dry limestone soil on thehighest summits of Lebanon,

Hermon, and the Anti-Lebanon ; but perhaps still

more to a warm period having succeeded to that

cold one during which the glaciers were formed

(whose former presence is attested by the moraines

in the cedar valley and elsewhere), and which may
have obliterated almost every trace of the glacial

flora. Hence it happens that tar more boreal plants

may be gathered on the Himalaya at 10-15,000 ft.

elevation, than at the analogous heights on Lebanon

of 8-10,000 ft. ; and that whilst fully 300 plants

belonging to tlie Arctic circle inhabit the ranges of

North India, not half that number are found on the

Lebanon, though those mountains are in a far higher

latitude.

At the elevation of 4000 feet on the Lebanon

many plants of the middle and northern latitudes

of Europe commence, amongst which the most con-

spicuous are hawthorn, dwarf elder, dog-rose, ivy,

butcher's broom, a variety of the berbeny, honey-

suckle, maple, and jasmine. A little higher, at

5-7000 ft., occur Cotoneaster, Rhododendron ponti-

cum, primrose. Daphne Okcndcs, several other roses,

Poterium, Juniperus communis, foetidissima (or

excelsa), and cedar. Still higher, at 7-10,000 ft.,

° See also Dr. Hooker's paper ' On the Cedars of Leba-

non," &c., in the Nat. Hist. Beniew, No. 6 ; with 3 plates.
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there is no shrubby ves;etation, properly so tailed.

What shrubs there are i'orm small, rounded, harsh,

prickly bushes, and belonc; to genera, or forms of

genera, that are almost peculiar to the diy moun-

tain regions of the Levant and Persia, and West

Asia genorally. Of these Astragali are by far the

most numerous, including the A. Tragacantha,

which yields the famous gum in the greatest abun-

dance ; and next to them a curious tribe of Statices

called AcanthoUmon, wiiose rigid, pungent leaves

s{)read like stars over tiie whole surface of the

plant; and, lastly, a small white chenopodiaceous

l)laut allied Noaca. These are the prevalent forms

up to the very summit of Lebanon, growing in

globular masses on the rounded flank of Dhar-el-

khodib itself, 10,200 ft. above the sea.

At the elevation of 8-9000 ft. the beautiful

sih-ery Vicia cunesccns foi-ms large tufts of pale

blue, where scarcely anything else will grow.

The herbaceous plants of 7-10,000 ft. altitude

are still chiefly Levantine forms of Campanula,

lianuncidus, Corydalis, Draha, Silene, Arenaria,

Saponarin, Geranium, Erodium, several Umbel-

lifers, Galium, Erigeron, Scorzonera, Taraxacum,

Androsice, Scrophularia, Nepeta, Sideritis, Aspho-

deline. Crocus, Omithogalum ; and a few grsisses

and sedges. No gentians, heaths, Primulas, saxi-

frages, anemones, or other alpine favourites, are

found.

The most boreal forms, which are confined to

the clefts of rocks, or the vicinity of patches of snow

above 9000 ft., are Drahas, Arenaria, one small

Potentilla, a Fcstuca, an Arabis like alpina, and

the Oxgria renlformis, the only decidedly Arctic

type in the whole country, and probably the only

characteristic plant remaining of the flora which
inhabited the Lebanon during the glacial period.

It is, however, extremely rare, and only found

nestling under stones, and in deep clefts of rocks,

on the veiy summit, and near the patches of snow
on Dhar-el-Khodib.

No doubt Cryptogamic plants are sufficiently

numerous in this region, but none have been col

lected, except ferns, amongst which are Cystopteris

fragilis, Pol;/podium vulgure, Nephrodium pallidum,

and Polystichum angulare. [J. D. H.]

Zoology.—Much information is still needed on

this subject before we can possibly determine with
any Jegiee of certainty the fauna of Palestine

;

indeed, the com])laint of Linneus in 1747, that
" we are less acquainted with the Natural History

of Palestine than with that of the remotest parts of

India," is almost as just now as it was when the

remark was made. "There is perhaps," writes

a recent visitor to the Holy Land, " no country

frequented by tiavellers whose fauna is so little

known as that of Palestine " {Ibis, i. 22) ; indeed,

the complaint is general amongst zoologists.

It will be sufficient in this article to give a

general survey of the fauna of Palestine, as the

reader will find more particular infomiation in the

several articles which treat of the various animals
under their respective names.

Mamtnalin.—The Cheiroptera (bats) are pro-

bably represented in Palestine by the species which
are known to occur in Kgypt and Syria, but we
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want precise information on this point. [Bat.
'J

Of the Tnsectivora we find hedgehogs [Erinaceu

Eiiropeus) and moles ( Talpa vulgaris, T. coeaa (?)),

which are recorded to occur in great numbers and to

commit much damage (Hasselquist, Trav, p. 120):
doulitless the family of Soricidae (Shrews) is also

represented, but we lack information. Of the

Carnitora are still seen, in the Lebanon, the

.Syrian bear ( Ursns Syriacus),^ and the panther

{Leopardns vati'is), which occupies the central

mountains of the land. Jackals and foxes are

common ; the hyena and wolf are also occasionally

observed ; the badger {Meles taxus) is also said

to occur in Palestine j*" the lion is no longer

a resident in Palestine or Syria, though in Bi-

blical times this animal must have been by no

means uncommon, being frequently mentioned in

Scripture. [Lion.] The late Dr. Koth informed

Mr. Tristram that bones of the lion had recently

been found among the gravel on the banks of the

Jordan not fiir south of the Sea of Galilee. A
species of squirrel (Scuwus Syriaciis), which the

Arabs term Orkidaun, " the leaper," has been no-

ticed by Hemprich and Ehrenberg on the lower and

middle parts of Lebanon ; two kinds of hare, Lepus
Syriaciis, and L. Aegyptius ; i-afci and mice, which

are said to aboiuid, Imt to be partly kept down
by the tame Persian cats ; the jerboa {Dipus

Aegyptius) ; the porcupine {Hystrix cristata) ; the

short-tailed field-mouse t^Arvicola agrestis), a most

injurious animal to the husbandman, and doubtless

other species of Castoridae, may be considered as

the representatives of the Rodentia. Of the Pachy-
dermata, the wild boar (iS'hs scrofa"), which is

fjequently met with on Tabor and little Hemnon,
appears to be the only living wild example. The
Syrian hyrax appears to be now but rarely seen.

[Coney, Appendix A.]

There does not appear to be at present any wild

ox in Palestine, though it is very probable that in

Biblical times some kind of LIrus or Bison roamed

about the hills of Bashan and Lebanon. [Unicoun.]
Dr. Thomson states that wild goats (Ibex ?) are still

(see 1 Sam. xxiv. 2) frequently seen in the rocks of

Engedi. Mr. Tristram possesses a specimen of Ca-
pra Acgagrus, the Persian ibex, obtained by him a

little to the south of Hebron. The gazelle ( Gazelln

dorcas) occurs not unfrequently in tlie Holy Land,

and is the antelope of the country. We want in-

formation as to other species of antelopes found in

Palestine: probably the variety named, by Hem-
prich and Ehrenberg, Antilope Arabica, and perhaps

the Gazella Isabellina belong to the fauna. The

Arabs hunt the gazidles with greyhound and falcon
;

the fallow-deer [D.tma vulgaris) is said to be not

unfrequently observed.

Of domestic animals we need only mention the

Arabian or one-humpal camel, asses, and mules, and

horses, all which are in general use. The buffalo

{Bubaliis buffalo) is common, and is on account ot

its strength much used for ploughing and draught

purposes. The ox of the country is small and

unsightly in the neighbouihoo<i of Jerusalem, but in

the richer pastures of the upper part of the country,

the cattle, though small, are not unsightly, the head

being very like that of an Alderney ; the common

There Is some little doubt whether the brown Ijcar

{U. Arctos) may not occasionally be found in Palestine.

See Schubert (Heite in dot Morgenland).
•> Col. H. Smith, In Kitto's Cyc, art. ' Badger," denies

that the badger occurs in Palestine, and says it has not

VOL. U.

yet been found out of Europe. This animal, however, l«

c*'rtainly an inhabitant of certain parts of 4sia; and It is

mentioned, together with wolves, Jackals, porcupines, Sec,

by Mr. H. Poole as abounding nl Hebron (see o'rti(/ra/>/i.

Journal for 1856, p. 58).
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sheep of Palestine is the brond-tail (Ocis luticau-

datus), with its varieties [SHEKP]
;

goats are

extremely common eveiywhere.

Aves.— Palestine abounds in numerous kinds of

biids. Vultures, eagles, falcons, kites, nwls of

diderent kinds, represent t'tie liaptorial order. Of
the smaller birds may be mentioned, amongst other?,

the Merops Persicus, the Upupa Epops, the Sitta

St/riaca or Dalmatian nuthatch, several kinds of

Silviadae, the Cinnt/ris osea, or Palestine sunbird,

the fjos xanthopyt/os, Palestine nightingale.—the

finest songster in the country, which long before

sunrise pout's forth its sweet notes from the thick

jungle which fringes the Jordan ; the Amydrus Tris-

trainii, or glossy stiirling, discovered by Mr. Tristram

in the gorge of the Kedron not far from the De;id

Sea, " the roll of whose music, something like that

of the organ-bird of Australia, makes the I'ocks

resound"— this is a bird of much interest,

inasmuch as it belongs to a purely African grouj)

not before met with in Asia ; the sly and wary
Crateropns chalyheus, in the open wooded district

near Jericho ; the jay of Palestine ( GavnUus mela-

nocephalus) ; kingfishers {Ccryle rudis, and perhaps

Alcedo ispida) abound about the Lake of Tiberiiis

and in tlie streams above the Huleh ; the raven,

and carrion crow ; the Pastor roseus, or locust-bird

[see Locust] ; the common cuckoo ; several kinds

of doves ; sandgiouse (Pterocles), partridges, fran-

colins, quails, the great bustard, storks, both the

black and white kinds, seen often in flocks of some
hundreds ; herons, curlews, pelicans, sea-swallows
(Sterna), gulls, &c. &c. For the ornithology of

the Holy Laud the reader is referred to Hem-
prich and Ehreuberg's Symholae Physicae (Berlin,

1820-2.5), and to Mr. Tristram's paper in the

Ibis, i. 22.

Reptilia.—Several kinds of lizards (Saura) occur.

The Lacerta stellio, Lin., which the Arabs call

Bardun, and the Turks kill, as they think it

mimics them saying their prayers, is very common
in ruined walls. The Wara7i el hard {Psammo-
saurus scincus) is very common in the deserts.

The common Greek tortoise {Testudo Graeca)
Dr. Wilson obseiTed at the sources of the Jordan

;

fresh-water tortoises (probably Emus Caspica)
are found abundantly in the upper part of the
countiy in the streams of Esdraelon and of the
higher Jordan valley, and in the lakes. The cha-
meleon {Chaineleo vulgaris) is common ; the crocodile

does not occur in Palestine ; the Monitor Niloticns
has doubtless been confounded with it. In the
south of Palestine especially reptiles of various
kinds abound; besides those already mentioned, a
large Acanthodactylus frequents old buildings; a
large s|)ecies of Uroimtstix, at least two species of
Gecko ( 7ami/o/a), a Oongylus (ocdlatiis?), several
other Acant/wdactyli and Scjis truiactylus have
been obsei-ved. Of Ophidians, theie is more than
one species of Echidna ; a Naia, several Tropido-
noti, a CoroneUa, a Coluber (triviryatus?) occur;
and on the southern frontier of the land the desert
form Cerasies Hassclquistii has been observed. Of
the Batrachia we have little information beyond
that supplied by Kitto, viz. that frogs (liana escu-
lenta) abound in the marshy pools of Palestine;

that they ai-e of a large size, but are not eaten by

' This sutement with regard to the total nbscnce of
organic life in the Dead .Sea Is confirmed by almost every
traveller, and there can be no doubt as to Us general

accuracy. It is, however, but right to stale that Mr. H.
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the inhabitants. The ti-ee-fi'og (^Hyla) and tu?»d

(^Bufo) are also very common.
Pisces.— Fish were supplied to the inhabitants of

Palestine both from the Mediterranean and from the

inland lakes, especially from the Lake of Tiberias.

The men of 'I'yre brought fish and sold on the Sab-

bath to the people of Jerusalem (Neh. xiii. 16).

The principal kinds which are caught off the

shoies of the Mediten-anean are supplied by the

families Sparidae, Percidae, Scomberidae, Paiadae,

and Pleurouectidae. The Sea of Galilee has been

always celebrated for its fish. Burckhardt {Syria,

332) says the most common species are the binny

{Cyprinus lepidotus), frequent in all tlie fresh watei-s

of Palestine and Syria, and a fisli culled Mesht,

which he describes as being a foot long and 5 inches

broad, with a fiat body like the sole. The Binny is

a species of barbel ; it is theBarbus BinniofCuv. and
Valenc, and is said by Bruce to attiiin sometimes to

a weight of 70 lbs. ; it is common in the Nile, and
is said to occur in all the fresh watei-s of Syria; the

Mesht is undoubtedly a species of Chromius, one of

the Labridoe, and is perhaps identical with the C.

Niloticus, which is frequently represented on Egyp-
tian monuments. The fish of this lake are, according

to old tradition, nearly identical with the fish of the

Nile ; but we sadly want accurate inlbmiation on

this point. As to the fishes of Egypt and Syria,

see Hiippell, E., Neue Fische des iVtVs, in Verhamll.

Senchenbery. Gesellsch. Frankf., and Heckel, J., Die
Fische Syriens, in Kussegger, Eeise nach Eyypten
und Klein Asien. There does not appear to be any
separate work publishedon the fishes of the Holy Land.

Concerning the other divisions of the animal king-

dom we have little information. Molluscs are

numerous ; indeed in few areas of similar extent

could so large a number of land molluscs be found
;

Jlr. Tristram collected casually, and without search,

upwards of 100 species in a few weeks. The land

shells may be classified in four groups. In the

north of the countiy the prevailing type is that of

the Greek iuid Turkish mountain region, numerous
species of the genus Clausilia, and of opiique Bulimi
and Pupae predominating. On the coast and in the

plains the common shells of the East Jlediterranean

basin abound, e. g. Helix Pisana, H. Syriaca, &c.

In the south, in the hill country of Judea, occurs a

very interesting group, chiefly confined to the genus

Helix, thiee subdivisions of which may be typified

by //. Boissieri, H. Seetzena, H. tuberculosa, re-

calling by their thick, calcareous, lustreless coating,

the prevalent types of Egj'pt, Arabia, and Sahara.

In the valley of the Jordan the prevailing group is

a subdivision of the genus Buliinus, rounded, semi-

pellucid, and lustrous, very numerous in species,

which are for the most part peculiar to this district.

The reader will find a list of MoUusca found in

the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, in the.<4n. andMay.
of Nat. Hist. vi. No. 34, p. 312. The following

remark ofa resident in Jerus;»lem may be mentioned.
" No shells are found in the Dead Sea or on its

margin except the bleached specimens of J/e/ano/)SJs,

Neritinae, and various Unionidae, which have been

washed down by the Jordan, and afterwards drifted

on shore. In fact, so intense is the bitter-saline

quality of its waters that no mollusc (nor, so far as

1 know, any other living creature) can exist in it.*

Poole discovered some small fish In a brine-spring, about
100 yds. distant from, and 30 ft. above the level, of th«
Dead Sea, which lie was inclined to think had been pro-

duced from fish in Uie sea (see Geograpli. Journal for 185ti).
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These may be typified by B. Jordani and B. Alep-

pensis. Of the Crustacea we know scarcely any-

thing. Lord Lindsay observed large numbers of a

small crab in the s:mds near Akaba. Hasselquist

{Trav. 238) speaks of a "running crab" seen by

him on the coasts of Syria and Eg}-pt. Dr. Baird has

recently {An. and Mag. N. II. viii. No. 45, p. 209)

described an interesting form of Entomostracons

Crustacean, which he terms Branchipus Eximius,

reared from mud sent him from a pool near Jeru-

salem. Five other species of this group are described

by Dr. Baird in the An. and Mag. N. H. for Oct.

1859. With regard to the iMSt'cfo, a number of beetles

may be seen figured in the Sijmholae Physicae.

The Lepidoptcra of Palestine are as niunerous and

varied as miglit have been expected in a land of

flowei-s. All the common butterflies of so.ithern

Europe, or nearly allied congeners, are plentiful in

the cultivated plains and on the hill-sides. Nu-
merous species of Folyommatus and Li/caena, The-

cla iiicis and acaciae ; many kinds of Pontia, the

lovely Anthocaris Enpheno abounds on the lower

hills in spring, as does Fanitssius Apollinus; more

than one species of Thais occuis ; the genera Argyn-

nis and Melitaea are abundantly represented, not

so Hipparchia, owing probably to the comparative

dryness of the soil. Libythea {Celtis?) is foiuiJ,

and the gorgeous genus Vanessa is very common
in all suitable localities; tlie almost cosmopolitan

Cynthia Cardui and Vanessa Atalanta, V. L.

album, and V. Antiopa, may be mentioned ; Pa-
pilio Alexanor and some others of the same species

(lit over the plains of Sharon, and the caterpillar

of the magnificent Sphinx Nerii feeds in swaims
on the oleanders by the banks of the Jordan.

Bees are common. [Bee.] At least three species

of scorpions have been distinguished. Spiders are

common. The Abu, Hanakein, noticed as occurring

at Sinai by Burckhardt, which appears to be some
species of Galeodes, one of the Solpugidae, probably
may be found in Palestine. Locusts occasionally

visit Palestine and do infinite damage. Ants are

numerous ; some species are described in the Journal

of tJie Linnean Society, vi. No. 21, which were col-

lected by Mr. Hanbury in the autumn of 1860. Of
the Annelida we have no information ; while of the

whole sub-kingdoms of Coelenterata and Protozoa
we are completely ignorant.

It has been remarked that in its physical character

Palestine presents on a small sciile an epitome of the

natural features of all regions, mountainous and
desert, northern and tropiail, maritime and inland,

pastoral, arable, and volauuc. This fact, which has
rendered the allusions in the Scriptures so vaiied as

to aflbitl familiar illustrations to the people of every
climate, has had its natural effect on the zoology of
the country. In no other district, not even on the

southern slopes of the Himalayah, are the typical

fauna of so many distinct regions and zones brought
into such close juxtaposition. The beai- of the
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These fish have been identified by Sir J. Richardson with
Cl/privodm Bammonis, Cuv. et Val. xvii. 169 ; see Pro-
ceed. ofZoolog. Soc. for 1k56, p. 371. Mr. Tristram observes
that he found in the Sahara Cyprinodon dispar in hot
salt-springs where the water was shallow, but that these
fish are never found in deep pools or lakes. Mr. I'oole

observed also a number of aquatic birds diving fre-

quently in the Dead Sea, and thence cdncludcd, Justly,

Sir J. Richardson thinks, " that they must have found
something edible there." It would, moreover, be an in-

leresiiog question to determine whether some spedes of

snowy heights of Lebanon and the gazelle of the

desert may be hunted within two days' journey of

each other; sometimes even the ostrich approaches
the southern borders of the land; the wolf of the
north and tlie leopard of the tropics howl within
hearing of the same bivouac ; while the falcons, the

linnets, and buntings, recall the familiar inhabit-

ants of our English fields, the sparkling little sun-
bird {Cinnyris osea), and the grackle of the glen

(Amydrus Tristramii) introduce us at once to the

most brilliant types of the bird life of Asia and
S. Africa.

Within a walk of Bethlehem, the common frog

of England, the chameleon, and the gecko of Afi-ica,

may be found almost in company ; and descending to

the lowei- forms of animal life, while the northern

valleys are prolific in Claiisiliae and other genera

of molluscs common to Europe, tlie valley of the

Jordan presents types of its own, and the hill

country of Judaea produces the same type of Helices

as is ibund in Egypt and the African Sahara. So
in insects, while the familiar forms of the butter-

flies of Southern Europe are represented on the plain

of Sharon, the Apollo butterfly of the Alps is recalled

on Mount Olivet by the exquisite Parnassius Apol-
linus hovering over the same plants as the sparkling

Thais medicastenud the Libythea
(
Celtis?), northern

representatives of sub-tropical lepidoptera.

If the many travellers who year by year visit

the Holy Land would pay some attention to its

zoology, by bringing home collections and by in-

vestigations in the country, we should soon hope
to have a fair knowledge of the fauna of a land

which in this respect has been so much neglected,

and should doubtless gain much towards the eluci-

dation of many passages of Holy Scriptui-e. [W. H.
and H. B. Tristram.]

The Climate.—No materials exist for an ac-

curate account of the Climate of the very different

regions of Palestine. Besides the casual notices ol

travellers (often unscientific persons), the following

observations are all that we possess :

—

(1.) Average monthly temperatures at Jerusa

lem, taken between June 1851, and Jan. 1855
inclusive, by Dr. R. G. Barclay, of Bep-out and

.Jerusalem, and published by him in a paper ' On
the State of Medical Science in Syria,' in the

j\^. American Medico-Chirurgical Review (Phila-

delphia), vol. i. 705-718.''

(2.) A set of obseiTations of temperature, 206 in

all, extending from Nov. 19, 1838, to Jan. 16, 1839,
tiiken at Jerusalem, Jaffa, Nazareth, and Beyrout,

by Russegger, and given in his work {Reisen, iii.

170-185;.

(3.) The writer is mdebted to his friend Mr. James

Glaisher, F.R.S., for a table shewing the mean tem-

perature of the air at Jerusalem for each month,

from Mav, 1843, to JLiv, 1844*; and at Bevrout,

from Apiil, 1842, to May, 1845.

Artemia (brlne-shrlmp) may not exist in the shallow pools

at the e.xtrerae south end of the Salt Lake. In the open

tanks at Lymington myriads of these transparent little

brine-shrimps (ihey are about half an inch in length) are

seen swimming actively about in waterevery pintof which

contains as much as a quarter of a pound of sail

!

1 These observations are in.serti'd In Mr. Hirclnj-'s work

{City of the Creai King, 42.S). and are ac-compaiiicil liy hU
comments, the result of a residence of several years in

Jerusalem (see also pp. 48-56).

• There Is considerable variation in the above three sets
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(4.) Register of the fall of rain at Jerusalem from

1846 to 1849, and 1850 to 1854, by Dr. R. G.

Barclay (as above).

1. Temperature.—The results of these observa-

tions at Jerusalem may be stated srenerally as fol-

lows. January is the coldest month, and July and

August the hottest, though June and September

are nearly as warm. In the first-named month the

average temperature is 493-1 Fahr., and greatest

cold 28"' ; in Ji;lv and .\ugust the average is 78°-4

;

with greatest heat 92° in the shade and 143^ in

the sun. The extreme range in a single year was

52^; the mean annual temperature 65^-6. Though

varpug so much during the dilTerent seasons, the

climate is on the whole pretty uniform from year

to year. Thus the themiometrie variation dn the

same latitude on the west coast of North America is

nearly twice as great. The isothermal line of mean

annual temperature of Jerusalem passes through

California and Florida (to the north of Mobile),

and Dr. Barclay remarks that in temperature and

the periodicity of the seasons there is a close analogy

between Palestine and the fontier state. The iso-

thermal line also passes through Gibraltar, and neaj-

Madeira and the Bermudas. The heat, though ex-

treme during the four midsummer months, is much

alleviated by a sea-breeze from the N.W„ which blows

with great regularity from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m.;

and from this and other unexplained causes the heat

js rarely oppressive, except during the occasional

presence of the Khamsin or sirocco, and is said to be

much more bearable than even in many pai-ts of the

westem world' which are deemed tropical. The

Khamsin blows during February, March, and April

(Wildenbruchi. It is most oppressive when it

comes from the east, bearing the heat and sand

of the desert with it, and during its continuance

darkening the air and filling everything with fine

dust (Miss Beaufort, ii. 223).

During January and Februai-y snow often falls

to the depth of a foot or more, though it may not

make its appearance for several years together. In

1854-5 it remained on the ground for a fortnight.e

of observations, as will be seen from the following compa-

rative table of the mean temperatures of Jerusalem :—
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tioued above {e. g. Kenrick, Phoenicia, 33), or

whether, as Dr. Barclay {City, &c. 54) and othei-s

affirm, the latter rain took place after the harvest,

about midsummer, and has been withheld as a

punishment for the sins of the nation. This will

be best discussed under Rain.
Between April and November there is, with the

rarest exceptions, an uninterrupted succession of

fine weather, and skies without a cloud. Thus the

year divides itself into two, and only two, sesisons

—

;is indeed we see it coust;uitly divided in the Bible—" winter and summer," "cold and heat," " seed-

time and harvest."

During the summer the dews are very heavy,

and often saturate the traveller's tent as if a shower

had passed over it. The nights, especially towards

sunrise, are very cold, and thick fogs or mists are

common all over the country. Thunder-storms

of great violence are frequent during the winter

months.

o. So much for the climate of Jerusalem and the

highland generally. In the lowland districts, on the

other hand, the heat is much greater and more
oppressive,™ owing to the quantity of vapour in the

atmosphere, the absence of any breeze, the sandy

nature of the soil, and the manner in which the heat

is confined and leHected by the enclosing heights;

perhaps also to the internal heat of the earth,

due to the depth below the sea level of the greater

part of the Jordan valley, and the remains of

volcanic agency, which we have already shown to

he still in e.xistence in this very depressed region

[p. 681 a]. No indication of these conditions is

discoverable in the Bible, but Josephus w:\s aware
of them {B. J. iv. 8, §3), and states that the

neighbourhood of Jericho was so much warmer
than the upper country that linen clothing was
worn there even when Judaea was covered with

snow. This is not quite confirmed by the expe-

lience of modeiii travellers, but it appears that

when the winter is at its severest on the highlands,

.and both eastern and western mountains are white

with snow, no fiost visits the depths of the Jordan
valley, and the greatest cold experienced is produced
by the driving rain of tempests (Seetzen, Jan. 9,

ii. 300). The vegetation already mentioned as

formerly or at present existing in the district

—

palms, indigo, sugar—testifies to its tropical heat.

The harvest in the Ghor is fully a month in advance

of that on the highlands, and the fields of wheat
are still green on the latter when the grain is being

threshed in the former (Kob. B. R. i. 431, 551,
iii. 314). Thus Burckhardt on May 5 found the

bai-ley of the district between Tiberias and lieisan

nearly all hai-vested, while on the upland plains of

the Hauran, from which he had just descended, the

harvest was not to commence tor fifteen days. In

this fervid and moist atmosphere irrigation alone is
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» At 5 P.M. on the 25th Nov. Riisseggcr's thermometer
at Jerusalem shewed a temp, of 62-8 ; but when he ar-

rived at Jericho at 5-30 p.m. on the 2"tli it had risen to

72'5. At 7'30 the following morning it was 63-5, against

58° at Jerusalem on the 25th ; and at noou, at the Jordan,

it had risen to 81. At Marsaba, at 11 a.m. of the 29th, It

was 66 ; and on returning to Jerusalem on the 1st Dec. it

again fell to an average of 61. An observation recorded

by Dr. Robinson (ill. 310) at Sakut (Succoth), in the central

jart of the Jordan valley, on May 14, 1852, lu the shade,

and close to a spring, gives 92°, which Is the very highest

reading recorded at Jerusalem in July : later on the same
«lay It was 93", in a strong N.W. wind (314). On May
13, 1S38, at Jericho, it was 91" in the sliade aTid the breeze.

necessary to ensure abundant crops of the finest

grain (Kob. i. 550).

4. The climate of the maritime lowland exhibits
many of the characteristics of that of the Jordan
valley," but, being much more elevated, and exposed
on its western side to the sea-breezes, is not so
oppressively hot. Russegger's observations at Jaffa
(Dec. 7 to 12

J
indicate only a slight advance in tem-

perature on that of Jerusalem. But Mr. Glaisher's
observations at Beyrout (mentioned above) show
on the other hand that the temperature there is

considerably higher, the Jan. being 54°, July 82°.
and the mean for the year 69-3. The situation of
Beyi-out (which indeed is out of the confines of the
Holy Land) is such as to render its climate very
sultry. This district retains much tropical vegeta-
tion

;
all along the coast from Gaza to Beyrout, and

inland as far as Ramleh and Lydd, the date-palm
fiourishes and fruits abundantly, and the orange,
sycamore fig, pomegranate, and banana grow lux-
uriantly at Jatfa and other places. Here also the
harvest is in advance of that of the mountainous
districts (Thomson, Land and Book, 543). In
the lower portions of this extensive plain frost and
snow are as little known as they are in the Ghor.
But the heights, e\'en in summer, are often very
chilly,o and the sunrise is frequently obscured by
a dense low fog (Thomson, 490, 542 ; Rob. ii. 19).
North of Carmel slight frosts are occasionally

experienced.

In the winter months however the climate of
these regions is very similar to that of the south of
In-ance or the maritime districts of the north of
Italy. Napoleon, writing from Gaza on the " 8iA
Ventose (26 Feb.) 1799," says, "Nous sommes ici

dans I'eau et la boue jusqu'aux genoux. II fait ici

le meme froid et le m^me temps qu'a Paris dans
cette s:\ison " (Co»r. de Napoleon, No. 3993).
Berthier to Marmont, from the same place (29 Dec.
1798), says, " Nous trouvons ici un pays qui res-

semble a la Provence et le climat a celui d'Europe
"

{Mem. du Due de Raguse, ii. 56).
A register of the weather and vegetation of the

twelve months in Palestine, referring especiallv to
the coast region, is given by Colonel von Wilden-
bruch in Geogr. Society's Journal, sx. 232. A
good deal of similar information will be found in a
tabular form on Peiermatui's Physical Map of Pales-
tine in the Biblical Atlas of the 'Tract Society.

The permanence of the climate of Palestine, on
the ground that the same vegetation which anciently
flourished there still exists, is ingeniously maintained
in a paper on The Climate of Palestine in Modem
compared to Ancient Times in the Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal for April, 1862. Reference
is therein made to a paper on the same subject
by Schouw in vol. viii. of the same periodical,

p. 311.

Dr. Anderson (184) found It 106° Fahr. " through the first

:
half of the night" at the S.K. corner of the Dead Sea.

In a paper on the ' Climate of Palestine,' &c., in the
Edinburgh Nexv I'hilos. Journal for April, 1S62, published
while this sheet was passing through the press, the mean
annual temperature of Jericho is stated as 72" Kahr., but
without giving any authority.

" Koblnson (il. 223), on June 8, 1838, found the ther-

mometer 83" Fahr. before sunrise, at Beit XtUif, on the

lower hills overlooking the plain of Philistia.

I
• Chilly nights, succeeding scorching days, liuvc fonaed

a characteristic of the East ever since the days of Jacob
(Gen. xxxi. 40; Jer. xxxvl. 3t).
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LiTERATUiiE.—The list of works on the Holy

Land is of prodigious extent. Dr. Ilobinson, in the

Appendix to h\s Biblical Researc/ies. enumei-ates no

less than 183 ; to which Bonar (Land of Promise)

adds a large number ; and even then the list is

far from complete. Of course every tiaveller sees

some things which none of his predecessors saw, and

therefore none should be neglected by the student

anxious thoroughly to investigate the nature and

customs of the Holy Land; but the following

works will be found to contain nearly all necessary

information :—

P

1. Josephus.— Invaluable, both for its own sake,

and as an accompaniment and elucidation of the

Bible narrative. Josephus had a very intimate

knowledge of the country. He possessed both the

Hebrew Bible and the Scptuagint, and knew them

well ; and there are many places in his works which

show that he knew how to compare the various books

together, and combine their scattered notices in one

narrative, in a manner more like the processes of

modem criticism than of ancient record. He pos-

sessed also the works of several ancient historians,

who survive only through the fragments he has

preserved. And it is evident that he had in addi-

tion other nameless sources of infoi-mation, now lost

to us, which otlen supplement the Scripture history

in a very important manner. Tliese and other things

in the writings of Josephus have yet to be investi-

gated. Two tracts by Tuch {Quaestiones de F.

Josephi libria, kc, Leipzig, 1859), on geographical

points, are worth attention.

2. The Onomasticon (usually so called) of Euse-

bius ami Jerome. A tract of Eusebius (f 340),
" concerning the names of places in the Sacred Scrip-

tures ;" translated, freely and with many additions,

by Jerome ff 420), and included in his works as

Liber de Situ et NoininUrus Loconun Hcbraicoruin.

The original arrangement is according to the Bookt

of Scripture, but it was thrown into one general

alphabetical order by Bonfrere (1631, &c.) ; and

finally edited by J. Clericus, Amst. 1 707, &c. This

tract contains notices (often very valuable, often

absolutely absurd) of the situation of many ancient

places ot Palestine, as far as they were kno\vn to

the two men who in their day were probably best

acquainted with the subject. In connexion with it,

see Jerome's Ep. ad E'tstochiam ; Epit. Pmclae—an
itinerary through a large part of the Holy Land.
Others of Jerome's Epistles, and his Commentai-ies,

are full of information on the countiy.

3. The most import;int of the early travellers

—from Arculf (a.d. 70ii) to Maundrell (1697)-—
are contained in Earh^ Travels in Palestine, a vo-

lume publisheil by Bohn. The shape is convenient,

but the tianslation is not always to be implicitly

relied on.

4. Reland.— /T. Relandi Paluestina ex Monu-
mentis Vcteribtts illustrata, 1714. A treatise on
the Holy Land in three books : 1. The country ; 2.

The distances ; 3. The places; with maps (excellent

for their date), prints of coins and inscriptions.

Reland exhausts all the information obtainable on
his subject down to his own date (he often quotes
Maundrell, 17U3). His learning is immense, he is

extremely accurate, always ingenious, and not want-
ing in humour. But honesty and strong sound
sense are his chara(.teri>tics. A sentence of his

own might be his motto : " Conjocturae, quibus

p A list of all the works on Palestine which have any
prelenBions to Importance, with full critical rrmarks, is
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non delectamur" (p. 139), or "Ego nil muto"
(671).

5. Benjamin of Tudela.— Travels of Bahhi Ben-
jamin (in Europe, Asia, and Africa) from 1160-73.
The best edition is that of A. Asher, 2 vols. 1840-1.
The part relating to Palestine is contained in pp.
61-87. The editor's notes contain some curious

information ; but their most valuable part (ii. 397-

445) is a translation of extracts from the work
of Esthori B. Jlose hap-Parchi on Palestine (a.d.

1314-22). These passages—notices of places and
identifications—are veiy valuable, more so than
those of Benjamin. The original work, Caftor va-

P/terach, " knop and flower," Las been reprinted, in

Hebrew, by Edelmann, Berlin, 1852. Other Itine-

raries of Jews have been translated and published

by Carmoly (Brus. 1847) , but they are of less

value than the two already named.

6. Abulfeda.—The chief Moslem accounts of the

Holy Land are those of Edrisi (cir. 11.30), and
Abulfeda (cir. 1300), translated under the titles of

Tabula Sijriae, and Descr. Arabiae. Extracts from
these and from the great work of Yakoot are given

by Schultens in an Index Geograp/iicus appended
to his edition of Bohaeddin's Life of Saladin, folio,

1755. Yakoot has yet to be explored, and no doubt
he contains a mass of valuable infonnation.

7. Quaresmius.

—

Terrae Sanctae Elucidatio, &c.

Ant. 1639, 2 vols, folio. The work of a Latin monk
who lived in the Holy Land for more than twelve

years, and rose to be Principal and Commissary Apos-

tolic of the country. It is divided into eight books

:

the first three, general dissertations ; the remainder
" peregi-inations " through the Holy Land, with his-

torical accounts, and identifications (often incoiTect),

and elaborate accoimts of the Latin traditions attach-

ing to each spot, and of the ecclesiastical establish-

ments, military orders, &c. of the time. It has a

copious index.—Similar information is given by the

Aboe i>Iislin {Les Saints Lieux, Paris, 1858, 3 vols.

8vo) ; but with less elaboration than Quaiesmius,

and in too hostile a vein towards Lamartiue and
other travellers.

8. The great burst of modei-n travel in the Holy
Land began with Seetzen and Burckhardt. Seetzeii

resiiled in Palestine from 1805 to 1807, during

which time he travelled on both E. and W. ofJordan.

He was the first to visit the Hainan, the Ghor, and

the mountains of Ajlun : he travelled completely

round the Dead Sea, besides exploring the east side

a second time. As an experienced man of science,

Seetzen was charged with collecting antiquities and
natural objects for the Oriental Museum at Gotha;
and his diaries contain inscriptions, and notices of

flora and fauna, &c. They have been published

in 3 vols., with a 4th vol. of notes (but without an

index), by Kruse (Berlin, 1854-9). The Palestine

journeys are contained in vols. 1 and 2. His Lettere,

founded on these diaries, and giving their results, are

in Zach's Monatl. Corresp. vols. 17, 18, 26, 27.

9. Burckhardt.— Travels in Syria arid the Holy
Land, 4to, 1822. With the exception of an ex-

cui-sion ot twelve days to Safed «nd Nazareth,

Burckhardt's journeys S. of Damascus were con-

fined to the east of the Jordan. These regions he

explored and described more completely than ."r'eetzen,

or any later traveller till VVetzstem (1861), and even

his researches do not extend over so wide an area.

Burckhai-dt made two tours in the Hauran, in one

given by Ritter at the commencement of the 2ncl divi

of his viiith volume {Jor<lan\
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of which he penetrated—firet of Euiopeans—into

the mysterious Leja. The southern portions of the

Transjordanic country he ti-aversed in his journey

from Damascus to Petiva and Sinai. The fulness of

the notes which he contrived to keep under the

vory dilTicult circumstances in which he travelled is

astonishing. They contain a multitude of inscrip-

tions, Ions; catalogues of names, plans of sites, &c.

The streiisrth of his memory is shown not only by

these notes l>ut by his constant references to books,

from which he was completely cut otf. His diaries

are interspersed with lengthened accounts of the

various districts, and the manners and customs,

commerce, &c., of their inhabitants. Burckhardt's

accuracy is univei'sally praised. No doubt justly.

But it should be remembered that on the E. of

Jordan no means of testing him as yet exist ; while

in other places his descriptions have been found

imjierfect or at variance i with tacts.—^The volume

contains an excellent preface by Col. Leake, but is

verv defective fi-om the want of an index. This is

partially supplied in the German translation (Wei-

mar, 1823-4, 2 vols. 8vo), which has the advantage

of having been edited and annotated by Gesenius.

10. Irby and Mangles.— Trarels in Egypt and
Nubia, Syria and the Holy Land (in 1817-18).

Hai-dly worth special notice except for the portions

which relate their route on the east of Jordan,

especially about Kerek and the country of Moab and

Ammon, which are veiy well told, and with an air

of simple faithfulness. These portions are contained

in chapters vi. and viii. The work is published in

the Home and Col. Library, 18-47.

11. Robinson.—(1.) Biblical Researches in Pa-
lestine, 4-c., in 1838: 1st ed. 1841, 3 vols. 8vo;

2nd ed. 1856, 2 vols. 8vo. (2.) Later Bib. Fes.

in 1852, 8vo, 1856. Dr. Robinson's is the most
important work on the Holy Land since Keland.

His knowledge of the subject and its literature is

very great, his common sense excellent, his qualifi-

cations as an investigator and a describer remark-
able. He Lid the rare advantage of being accom-
panied on both ocaisions by L)r. Eli Smith, long

)-esident in Syria, and perfectly versed in both

classical and vernacular Arabic. Thus he was
enabled to identify a host of ancient sites, which are

mostly discussed at gi-eat length, and with full

references to the authorities. The drawbacks to his

work are a want of knowledge of architectural art,

an<l a certain dogmatism, which occasionally passes

into contempt fi>r those who ditler with him. He
too unifonnly disregards tradition, an extreme fully

as bad as its opposite in a country like the East.

The first edition has a most valuable Appendix,

containing lists of the Arabic names of modern
places in the country, which in the second edition

are omitted. Both series are furnished with in-

dexes, but those of Geography and Antiquities might
be extended with advantage.

12. Wilson.— The Lands of the Bible visited, 4c.,

1847, 2 vols. 8vo. Dr. Wilson traversed the Holy
Land twice, but without going out of the usual

routes. He paid much attention to the topography,

and keeps a constant eye on the repoits of his prede-

cessor Dr. Robinson. His book cannot be neglected

with safety by any student of the country ; but it

is chiefly valuable for its careful and detailed ac-

counts of the religious boclies of the Hast, especially

the Jews and Samaritans. His Indian laboui-s

1 For examples of this sec Robinson, S. R. 111. 325

;

406 ; 478 ; 494 : Stiinloy. Sinai it Val 61, 72.
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ha^nng accustomed him to Arabic, he was able to

converse freely with all the people he met, and his

inquiries were generally made in the direction just

named. His notice of the Samaritans is unusually

full and accuiate, and illustrated by copies and

translations of documents, and information not

elsewhere given.

13. Schwarz.— .A Descriptive Geography, ^c,

of Palestine, Philad. 1850, 8vo. A translation of

a work originally published in Hebrew {Sepher Tc-

biioth, Jerusalem, 5605, A.D. 1845) by Rabbi Joseph

Schwarz. Taking as his basis the catalogues of

Joshua, Chronicles, &c., and the numerous topogra-

phical notices of the Rabbinical books, he proceeds

systematically through thecoimtry, suggesting iden-

tifications, and often giving curious and valuable

information. The American translation is almost

useless for want of an index. This is in some mea-

sure supplied in the German version, Das heilige

Land, &c., Frankfurt a. M. 1852.

14. De Saulcy.— Voyage autour de la Mer Morte,

&c., 1853, 2 vols. 8vo., with Atlas of Maps and

Plates, Lists of Plants and Insects. Interesting

rather from the unusual route taken by the author,

the boldness of his theories, and the atlas of ad-

mirably engi'aved maps and plates which accom-

panies the text, than for its own merits. Like

many French works it has no index. Translated :

—

JS^arrative of a Journey, &c., 2 vols. 8vo, 1854.—See

The Dead Sea, by Rev. A. A. Isaacs, 1857. Also a

valuable Letter by " A Pilgrim," in i\\e Athenceum,

Sept. 9, 1854.

15. Lynch.— Official Report of the United States

Expedition to explore the Dead Sea and the Jordan,

4to., Baltimore, 1852. Contains the daily Record

of the Expedition, and separate Reports on the Orni-

thology, Botany, and Geology. The last of these

Reports is more particularly described at p. 679.

16. Stanley.

—

Sinai and Pakitine, 1853, 8vo.

Professor Stanley's work differs from those of his

predecessors. Like them he made a lengthened

journey in the country, is intimately acquainted

with all the authorities, ancient and modern, and

has himself made some of the most brilliant identi-

fications of the historical sites. But his great object

seems to have been not so much to make fresh dis-

coveries, as to apply those already made, the stiuc-

ture of the country and the peculiarities of the

scenery, to the elucidation of the history. This

he has done with a power and a delicacy truly

remarkable. To the sentiment and eloquence of

Lamartine, the genial freshness of Miss Maitineau,

and the sound judgment of Robinson, he adds a

reverent appreciation of the subject, and a care for

the smallest details of the picture, which no one

else has yet displayed, and which render his de-

scriptions a most valuable commeirtary on the Bible

nan-ative. The work contains an Appendix on the

Topographical Terms of the Bible, of importance to

students of the English vei-sion of the Scriptures.

See also a paper on ' Sacred Geography ' by Pro-

fessor Stanley in the Quarterly Review, No. clxx.wiii.

17. Tobler.

—

Bethlehem, \ii49 : Topographie von

Jerusalem u. seine Umgcbungen, 1854. These

works are models of patient industry and research.

They contain everything that has been said by

everybody on the subject, and are truly valuable

storehouses for those who are unable to letor to the

originals. W\% Dritte lV'<iH(/c?rHn.';, 8vo, 18.'>9, de-

scribes a district but little known, viz. part of Phi-

listia and the country between Hebron and Itamleh,

f. id thus possesses, in addition to the meiits abovo
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named, that of novelty. It contains a sketch-map

of the hitter district, whicli corrects former mnps in

some important points.

18. Van de Velde.

—

Si/ria and Palestine, 2 vols.

8vo. 1 854. Contains the narrative of the author's

journeys while engaged iu preparing his large Map
of the Holij Laiid {\8b8), the best map yet pub-

lished. A condensed etlition of this work, omittino;

the purely personal det<iils too frequently introduced,

would be useful. Van de Velde's Memoir, Svo,

1858, gives elevations, latitudes and longitudes,

routes, and much very excellent information. His

Pai/s d'Israel, 100 colouied lithographs from original

sketches, are accurate and admirably executed, and

many of the views are unique.

19. Kitter.

—

Di'S Vergleichende Erdkimde, &c.

The six volumes of Hitter's great geographical work
which relate to the peninsula of Sinai, the Holy

Laud, and Syria, and form together Band viii.

They may be conveniently designated by the foil ow-
ing names, which the writer has adopted in his other

articles:— I.Sinai. 2. Jordan. 3. Syria (Index).

4. Palestine. 5. Lebanon. 6. Damascus (Index).

20. Of more recent works the following may be

noticed :—Porter : Five Years in Damascus, the

Hauran, &c., 2 vols. Svo. 1855: Handbook for

Syria and Palestine, 1858.-Bonar, The Land of
Promise, 1858. — Thomson, The Land and the

Book, 1859. The fruit of twenty-five years' lesi-

dence in the Holy Land, by a shrewd and intelligent

observer. — Wetzstein, Reisebericht iiber Hauran
und die bciden Trachonen, 1860, with woodcuts,

a plate of inscriptions, and a map of the district

by Kiepert. The fiist attempt at a real exploration

of those extraordinary regions east of the .lordan,

which were partially visited by Burckhardt, and re-

cently by Cyril Graham {Cambridije Ussai/s, 1858;
Trans. E. S. Lit. 1860, &c.).— Drew, 'Scripture

Lands in Connexion vnth their History, 1860.

Two works by ladies claim especial notice.

Egyptian Sepulchres and Syrian Shrines, by Miss

E. A. Beautbrt, 2 vols. 1861. The 2nd vol. con-

tains the lecord of six months' travel and residence

in the Holy Land, and is full of keen and delicate

observation, auight with the eye of an artist, and
chiiracteiistically recorded.

—

Domestic Life in Pa-
lestine, by Miss Rogers (1862), is, what its name
purports, an account of a visit of several years to

the Holy Land, during which, owing to her brother's

position, the author had opportunities of seeing

at leisure the interiors of many unsophisticated

Arab and Jewish households, in places out of the

ordiniu-y track, such as few Englishwomen ever

before enjoyed, and certainly none have recorded.

These she has described with great skill and fidelity,

and with an abstinence fiom descriptions of matters
out of her proper path oi' at second-hand which is

truly admirable.

It still remains, however, (or some one to do for

Syria what Mr. Lane has so laultlessly accomplished

for Egypt, the more to be desired because the time
is fast pa.ssing, and Syria is becoming eveiy day
moi'e leavened by the West.

Views.—Two extensive collections of Views of the

Holy Land exist -those of Hartlett and of Robeits.

Pictorially beautiful as these plates are, they are not

so useful to the student as the vpiy accurate views

of William Tipping, Esq., published in Traill's

Josephns), some of which have been inserted in the

article Jerusalem. There are some instructive

views taken from photographs, in the last edition

uf Keith's Land of Israel. I'hotographs have been
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published by Frith, Robertson, Kev. G. W. Bridges,

and others.

Maps.—Mr. Van de Velde's map, already men-
tioned, ha.s superseded all its predecessors ; but much
still remains to be done in districts out of the track

usually pursued by travellers. On the east of Jor-

dan, Kiepert's map fin Wetzstein's Hauran) is as yet

the only trustworthy document. The new Admi-
ralty surveys of the coast are understood to be rapidly

approaching completion, and will leave nothing to

be desired.

Of works on Jerusalem the followng may be

named :
—

Williams.— r-^e Holy City: 2nd ed. 2 vols. Svo.

1849. Contains a detailed history of Jerusalem,

an account of the modern town, and an essay on

the architectural history of the Church of the

Sepulchie by Professor Willis. Mr. Williams iu

most if not all cases supports tradition.

Barclay.— r/ie City of the Great Kiny: Philad.

1858. An account of Jerusalem as it wiis, is, and
will be. Dr. B. had some peculiar opportunities of

investigating the subterranean passages of the city

and the Haram area, and his book contains many
valuable notices. His large Map oi Jerusalem and
Environs, though badly engraved, is accurate and
useful, giving the form of the ground very well.

Fergusson.— The Ancient Topography of Jeru-

salem, &c., 1847, with 7 plates. Treats of the

Temple and the walls of ancient Jerusalem, and
the site of the Holy Sepulchie, and is full of the

most original and ingenious views, expressed in the

boldest language. From architectural arguments
the author maintains the so-called Mosk of Omar
to be the real Holy Sepulchre. He also shows that

the Temple, instead of occupying the whole of the

Haran area, was confined to its south-western

corner. His arguments have never been answered

or even fairly discussed. The remarks of some of

his critics are, however, dealt with by Mr. F. in a

pamphlet. Notes on the Site of the Holy Sepuldire,

1861. See also vol. i. of this Dictionary, pp.
1017-1035.

Thrupp.

—

Ancient Jerusalem, a new Investi-

gation, &c., 1855.

A good resume of the controversy on the Holy
Sepulchre is given in the Museum of Classical

Antiquities, No. viii., and Suppl.

Maps.—Besides Dr. Barclay's, already mentioned,

Mr. Van de Velde has published a very clear and
correct map (1858). So also has Signor Pierotti

(1861). "The latter contains a great deiil of in-

tbrmation, and shows plans of the churches, &c.,

in the neighbourhood of the city.

Photographs have been taken by Siilzmann, whose
plates are accompanied by a treatise, Jerusalem,

Etude, &c. (Paris, 1856): also by Frith (Virtue,

1858), Robertson, and others. [G.]

PAL'LU (N-lVa : *oAAoi5y : P/iallu). The

second son of Reuben, father of Eliab and founder

of the family of the Palluiti-s (Ex. vi. 14; Num.
xxvi. 5, 8; 1 Chr. v. 3). In the A. V. of Gen.

xlvi. 9, he is called PnAr.LU, and Josephus appears

to identify him with Peleth in Num. xvi. 1, whom
he aills oA.A.oOs. [See On.]

PAL'LUITES, THE (^NI^H : 6 aAAou^

;

Alex. 6 *a\\ovei: Phalluitae). The desoendantfi

ofPallu the son of Reuben (Num. xxvi. 5;,

PALMER-WORM (DTS, gazam: Kd^-Trv:

eruco) occurs Joel i. 4, ii. 25: .Am. iv. 0. Bochart
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{Hieroz. iii. 253) has endeavoured to show that

gdzam, denotes some species of locust; it has

iUveady been shown that the ten Hebrew names

to which Bochart assigns the meaning of different

i<in.ls of locusts cimnot possibly apply to so many,

:is not more than two or three destructive species

of locust are known in the Bible lands. [LOCL'ST

;

C.vTKiiPiLLAR.] 'I'he derivation of the Hebrew

word from a root which means " to cut off," is as

applicable to several kinds of insects, whether in

their perfect or larva condition, as it is to a locust

;

accordingly we prefer to follow the LXX. and

Vulg., which are consistent with each other in the

rendering of the Hebrew word in the three passages

where it^is found. The kojutttj of Aristotle {Anim.

Hist. ii. 17, 4, 5, 6) evidently denotes a cater-

pillar, so called from its "bending itself" up

(/co^nrTco) to move, as the caterpillars called geo-

metric, or else from the habit some caterpillars

have of "coiling" themselves up when handled.

The Enica of the Vulg. is the /ccc/xTrrj of the Greeks,

as is evident from the express assertion of Columella

(De lie Rust. .\i. 3, 63, Script. R. R. ed. Schneider).

The Ciialdee and Syriac understand some locust

larva by the Hebrew word. Oedmanu ( Venn. Samm.
tivsc. ii. c. vi. p. 116) is of the same opinion.

Tychsen {Comment, de locustis, &c., p. 88) iden-

tifies the gamm with the Grijllus cristatus, Lin., a

South African species. Michaelis {Supp. p. 220)

follows the LXX. and Vulg. We cannot agree vvith

Mr. Denham (Kitto's CycL, art. " Locust") that the

depredations ascribed to the gazam in Amos better

agree with the characteristics of the locust than of

a caterpillar, of which various kinds are occasion-

ally the cause of much damage to fruit-trees, the

tig and the olive, &c. [W. H.]

PALM-TREE O^^ = 4>o.V<|). Under this

generic term many species are botanically included
;

but we have here only to do with the Date-palm,

the Phoenix Dactijlifera of Linnaeus. It grew

very abundantly (more abundantly than now) in

many parts of the Levant. On this subject gene-

i-ally it is enough to refer to Hitter's monograph
(' Ueber die geographische Verbreitung der Dattel-

palme') in his Erdkunde, and also published sepa-

rately.

While this tree was abundant geneially in the

Levant, it was regarded by the ancients as pecu-

liarly charactei-istic of Palestine and the neighbour-

ing regions. (Svpi'o, 'iirov (poiviKes ol Kapiro(p6poi,

Xen. Cyrop. vi. 2, §22. Judaea inclytii est palmis,

Plin. iV". If. xiii. 4. Palmetis [Judaeis] proceritas

et decor, Tac. Hist. v. 6. Compare titrabo xvii.

800, 818; Theophrast. Hist. Plant, ii. 8; Pans,

ix. 19, §5). The following places may be enu-

merated from the Bible as having some connexion

with the palm-tree, either in the derivation of the

name, or in the mention of the tree as growing on

the spot.

(1.) At Elim, one of the stations of the Israel-

ites between Egypt and Sinai, it is expressly stated

tha: there were " twelve wells (founUiins) of water,

and threescore and ton palm-trees " (Ex. xv. 27;
Num. xxxiii. 9). The word "fountains" of tlie

latter p;vssage is more correct than the " wells " of

the former: it is more in harmony too with the

habits of the tree ; for, as Theophrastus says (/. c),

the palm iin^-riril fiaWoy t6 va/jLaTtdtov SSa>p.

There are still palm-trees and fountains in Wiuiy

Gliur&ndel, which is generally identified with Elim

(Kob. Bib. Res. i. 69).
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(2.) Next, it should be observed that Elath (l)eut.

ii. 8 ; 1 K. ix. 26 ; 2 K. xiv. 22, xvi. 6 ; 2 Chr. viii.

17, xxvi. 2) is another plural form of the same word,

and may likewise mean " the palm-trees." See

Prof. Stanley's remarks (5. and P. pp. 20, 84,

519), and compare Reland (Palaest. p. 930). This

place was in Edom (probably Akaba) ; and we are

reminded here of the " Idumaeae palmae" of Virgil

{Georg. iii. 12) and Martial (x. 50).

(3.) No place in Scripture is so closely associated

with the subject before us as Jericho. Its rich

palm-groves are connected with two very diffeient

periods,—with that of Moses and Joshua on the

one hand, and that of the Evangelists on the

other. As to the former, the mention of '• Je-

richo, the city of palm-trees " (Deut. xxxiv, 3),

gives a peculiar vividness to the Lawgiver's last

view from Pisgah : and even after the narrative of

the conquest, we have the children of the Kenite,

Moses' father-in-law, again associated with " the

city of palm-trees" (Judg. i. 16). So Jericho is

described in the account of the Moabite invasion

after the death of Othniel (Judg. iii. 13) ; and, long

after, we find the same phrase applied to it in the

reign of Ahaz (2 Chr. xxviii. 15). What the extent

of these palm-groves may have been in the desolate

period of Jericho we cannot tell ; but they were re-

nowned in the time of the Gospels and Josephus.

The Jewish historian mentions the luxuriance of

these trees again and again ; not only in allusion to

the time of Moses {Ant. iv. 6, §1), but in the

account of the Roman campaign under Ponipey

{Ant. xiv. 4, §1 ; B. J. i. 6, §G), the proceedings

of Antony and Cleopatra {Ant. xv. 4, §2), and the

war of V'espasian {B. J. iv. 8, §2, 3). Herod the

Great did much for Jericho, aud took great interest

in its palm-groves. Hence Horace's " Herodis pal-

meta pinguia" {Fyp. ii. 2, 184), which seems almost

to have been a proverbial expression. Nor is this the

only Heathen testimony to the same fact. Strabo

describes this immediate neighbourhood as irXeovd-

^ou Tcji (poiviKi, eTrl /xtjkos (TToSiau' eKarov (xvi.

763), and Pliny says " Hiericuntem palmetis con-

sitam" {H. iV. v. 14), and adds elsewhere that,

while palm-trees grow well in other parts in Judaea,

" Hiericunte m.axime" (xiii. 4). See also Galen,

Be Aliment, facult. ii., and Justin, xxxvi. 3.

Shaw {Trav. p. 371, folio) speaks of several of

these trees stiU remaining at Jericho in his time.

(4.) ThenameofHAZEZON-TAMAR, "the felling

of the palm-tree," is clear in its derivation. This

place is mentioned in the history both of Abraham
(Gen. xiv. 7) and of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xx. 2).

In the second of these passages it is expressly iden-

tified with Engali, which was on the western edge

of the Dead Sea ; and here we can adduce, as a

valuable illustration of what is betbre us, the lan-

guage of the Apocrypha, " I was exalted like a

palm-tree in Engaddi" (Eccl. xxiv. 14). Hei-e

again, too, we ain quote alike Josephus {ytwarai

tv avT^ (polvt^ 6 KaWicTTos, Ant. ix. 1, §2) and

Pliny (Engadda oppidum secundum ab Hierosolymis,

fertilitate pahnetorumque nemoribus, //. A', v. 17).

(5.) Another place having the same element in

its name, and doubtless the same characteristic in

its scenery, was Baal-Tamar ^Judg. xx. 33), the

Uvdeafidp of Eusebius. Its position was near

Gjbeah of Benjamin: and it could not be lar from

Deborah's fanious palm-tree (Judg. iv. 5) ; if indeed

it was not identied with it, as is suggested by

Stanley {S. ^ P. p. 146).

(,6.) We must next mention the TamaR, " the
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palm," which is set before us in the vision of Ezekiel

(xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28) as a point fi'om which the

southern border of the land is to be measured east-

wards and westwards. Robinson identifies it with

the Qafiapd of Ptolemy (v. 16), and thinks its site

may be at el-Milk, between Hebron and Wadii Musa
(Bib. Res. ii. 198, 202). It seems from Jerome to

have been in his day a Roman fortress.

(7.) There is little doubt that Solomon's TadmOR,
afterwards the famous Palmyra, on another desert

frontier far to the N.E. of Tamar, is primarily the

same word ; and that, as Gibbon says {Decline and

Fall, ii. 38), " the name, by its signification in the

Syriac as well as in the Latin language, denoted the

multitude of palm-trees, which afforded shade and

verdure to that temperate region." In fact, while

the undoubted reading in 2 Chr. viii. 4 is "110*1^1^

the best text in 1 K. ix. 18 is IDfl. See Joseph.

Ant. viii. 6, §1 . Thesprings which he mentions there

make the palm-trees almost a matter of course.

(8.) Nor again are the places of the N. T. with-

out their associations with this chai-acteristic tree of

Palestine. Bkthamy means " the house of dates
;"

and thus we are reminded that the palm grew in the

neighbourhood of the Mount of Olives. This helps

our realisation of Our Saviour's entry into Jerusalem,

when the people " took branches oipalm-trees and

went forth to meet Him" (John xii. 13). This

again carries our thoughts backwards to the time

when the Feast of Tabernacles was first kept after

the captivity, when the proclamation was given that

they should " go forth unto the mount and fetch

palm-branches" (Neh. viii. 15)—the only branches,

it may be observed (those of the willow excepted),

which are specified by name in the original institu-

tion of the festival (Lev. xxiii. 40). From this

Gospel incident comes Palm Sunday (Dominica in

Itamis Palmarum), which is observed with much
ceremony in some countries where true palms can be

had. Even in northern latitudes (in Yorkshire, for

instance) the country people use a substitute which
comes into flower just before Easter :

—

" And willow branches hallow.

That they palmes do use to call."

(9.) The word Phoenicia (*oi)/i/c7j), which occurs

twice in the N. T. (Acts xi. 19, xv. 3) is in all pro-

bability derived from the Greek word (<^o/j'i|) for a

palm. Sidonius mentions palms as a product of

Phoenicia {Paneg. Majorian. 44), See also Plin.

H. N. xiii. 4, Athen. i. 21. Thus we may imagine

the same natural objects in connexion with St. Paul's

journeys along the coast to the north of Palestine,

as with the wanderings of the Israelites through
the desert on the south.

(10.) Lastly, Phoenix in the island of Crete, the

harbour which St. Paul was prevented by the storm

from reaching (Acts xxvii. 12), has doubtless the

same derivation. Both Theophrastus and Pliny say

that palm-trees are indigenous in this island. See

Hoeck's Kreta, i. 38, 388. [Piienice.]

From the passages where there is a literal refer-

ence to the palm-tree, we may pass to the em-
blematical uses of it in Scripture. Under this head

may be classed the following :

—

(1.) The striking appearance of the tree, its up-
rightness and beauty, would natui-ally suggest the

giving of its name occasionally to women. As we
find in the Odyssey (vi. 163) Naasicaa, the daughter

of Alcinous, compai-ed (o a palm, so in Cant. vii. 7

we have the same comparison :
" Thy stature is

like to a palm-tree." In the O. T. three women
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named Tamar are mentioned: Judah's daughter -in-

law (Gen. xxxviii. 6), Absalom's sister (2 Sam.
xiii.' 1), and Absalom's daughter (2 Sam. xiv. 27).

The beauty of the two last is expressly mentioned.

(2.) We have notices of the employment of this

form in decorative art, both in the real temple of

Solomon and in the visionary tempic of Ezekiel.

In the former case we are told (2 Chr. iii. 5)
of this decoration in general terms, and else-

where more specifically that it was applied to the

walls (1 K. vi. 29), to the doors (vi. 32, 35),

and to the " bases " (vii. 36). So in the pro-

phet's vision we find palm-trees on the posts of

the gates (Ez. xl. 16, 22, 26, 31, 34, 37), and also

on the walls and the doors (xli. 18-20, 25, 26).

This work seems to have been in relief. We do

not stay to inquire whether it had any symbolical

meanings. It was a natural and doubtless cus-

tomary kind of oiTiamentation in Eastern archi-

tecture. Thus we are told by Herodotus (ii. 169)
of the hall of a temple at Sais in Egypt, which was

rjcTKrifievr] (TTvXoicri (polviKas to SevSpfa yue/ujjuTj-

IJ.(vot<n : and v/e are familiar now with the same

sort of decoration in Assyrian buildings (Layard's

Nineveh and its Remains, ii. 137, 396", 401). The
image of such rigid and motionless forms may pos-

sibly have been before the mind of Jeremiah when
he said of the idols of the heathen (x. 4, 5), " They
fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it

move not : they are upright as the palm-tree, but

speak not."

rnlm-Trco. (PAoenix Dactyl\ffra.)

(3.) With a tree so abundant in Judaea, and so

marked in its growth and appearance, as the palm,

it seems rather remarkable that it does not appear

more frequently in the imagery of the 0. T. There

is, however, in the Psalms (xcii. 12) the familiar

comparison, " The righteous shall flourish like the

palm-tree," which suggests a world of illustration,

whether respect be had to the orderly and regular

aspect of the tree, its fruitfulness, the pei-petual

greenness of its foliage, or the height at which the

foliage grows, as far as possible from earth and as
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near as possible to heaven. Perhaps no point is

n-.ore wortliy of mention, if we wish to pursue the

comparison, than the elasticity of the fibre of the

palm, and its determined growth upwards, even

when loaded with weights (" nititur in pondus

palma"). Such particulars of resemblance to the

righteous man were variously dwelt on by the

early Christian writers. Some instances are given

by Celsius in his Ilierohotanicon (Upsal, 1747),

ii. 52'2-547. One, which he does not give, is worthy
of quotation :—" Well is the life of the righteous

likened to a palm, in that the palm below is rough

to the touch, and in a manner enveloped in dry

bark, but above it is adorned with fruit, fair even

to the eye ; below, it is compressed by the entbld-

ings of its bark ; above, it is spread out in ampli-

tude of beautiful greenness. For so is the life of

the elect, despised below, beautiful above. Down
below it is, as it were, enfolded in many barks, in

that it is straitened by innumerable afflictions ; but

on high it is expanded into a foliage, as it were, of

beautiful greenness by the amplitude of the reward-

ing" (St. Gregory, Mor. on Job xix. 49).

(4.) The passage in Rev. vii. 9, where the glori-

fied of all nations are described as " clothed with

white robes and palms in their hands," might seem

to us a purely classical image, drawn (like many
of St. Paul's images) from the Greek games, the

victoi-s in which carried palms in their hands. But
we seem to trace here a Jewish element also, when
we consider three passages in the Apocrypha. In

1 Mace. xiii. 51 Simon Maccabaeus, after the sur-

render of the tower at Jerusalem, is described as

entering it with music and thanksgiving " and
branches of palm-trees." In 2 Mace. x. 7 it is said

that when Judas Maccabaeus had recovered the

k Temple and the city " they bare branches and palms,

and sang psalms also unto Him that had given

them good success." In 2 Mace. xiv. 4 Demetrius

is presented " with a crown of gold and a palm."
Here we see the palm-branches used by Jews in

token of victory and peace. (Such indeed is the

case in the Gospel narrative, John xii. 13.)

There is a fourth passage in the Apocrypha, as

commonly published in English, which approximates

closely to the imagery of the Apocalypse. " I asked

the angel. What are tliese ? He answered and said

unto me. These be they which have put off the

mortal clothing, and now they are crowned and
receive palms. Then said I unto the angel. What
young j)erson is it that crowneth them and giveth

them palms in their hands? So he answered and
said unto me. It is the Son of God, whom they have
confessed in the world" (2 Esd. ii. 44-47). This

is clearly the approximation not of anticipation,

but of an imitator. Whatever may be determined

concerning the date of the rest of the book, this

jjortion of it is cle.arly subsequent to the Christian

era. [Esdras, THE Second Book of.]

As to the industrial and domestic uses of the

palm, it is well known that they are very nu-

merous: but there is no clear allusion to them in

the Bible. That the ancient Orientals, however, made

" The palm-tree being dioecious—that is to say, the

stamens and pistils (male and female parts) being on dlf-

fffrent trees—It is evident that no edible fruit can be pro-

duced unless fertllisatiou is effected either by insects or

by some artificial means. That the mode of Impregnating

the female plant with the pollen of the male {o\vv9a.itiv

rov <\>oiv<.Ka.) was known to the ancients, is evident from

Theophrastus (//. P. il. 9). and Herodotus, who states that

the Babylonians adopted a similar plan. The modem
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use of wuie and honey obtained fiom the Palm-tree
is evident from Herodotus (i. 193, ii. 86), Strabo
(.\vi. ch. 14, ed. Kram.), and Pliuy {N. II. xiii. 4).
Jt is indeed possible that the honey mentioned in

some places may be palm-sugar. (In 2 Chr. xxxi.

5 the maigin has " d<ates."j There may also in

Cant. vii. 8, "I will go up to the palm-tree, 1

will take hold of the boughs thereof," be a reference

to climbing for the fruit. The LXX. have ava&r)

(TOfxai 4v Tip ^oiviKi, Kpariiffo) rSiv v^^iiiiv oOtoD.
So in ii. 3 and elsewhere (e. g. Ps. i. 3) the fruit

of the palm may be intended : but this cannot be

proved.* [Sugar; Wine.]

Group of Dates.

It IS curious that this tree, once so abundant in

Judaea, is now comparatively lare, except in the
Philistine plain, and in the old Phoenicia about
Beyrout. A few years ago there was just one
palm-tree at Jericho : but that is now gone. Old
trunks are washed up in the Dead Sea. It would
almost seem as though we might take the history
of this tree in Palestine as emblematical of that of
the people whose home was once in that land. The
well-known coin of Vespasian representmg the palm-
tree with the legend " Judaea capta," is figured in

vol. ii. p. 438. [J. S. H.]

PALSY. [Medicine, p. 304.]

PAL'TI ("tp^S : *aXTt: Phalti). The son of

Raphu ; a Benjamite who was one of the twelve

spies (Num. xiii. 9).

PAL'TIEL ("pK^P^a : *o\t*^A: Phaltiel).

The son of .Azzan and prince of the tribe of Issachai'

Arabs of Barbary, Persia, &c., take care to bang chistere

of male flowers on female trees. The iincient Egyptians

probably did th.e same. A cake of preserved dates was

found by Sir G. Wilkinson at Thebes (ii. I.^I, ed. 1H54).

Jt is certainly curious there is no distinct mention of dates

in the Bible, though we cannot donbt tluit the ancient

irebiews used the fruit, and were proIxiMy acquainU-d

with the art of Icrtilising the flowers of the female plant
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(Num. xxxiv. 26). He was one of the twelve ap-

pointed to divide the land of Canaan among the

tribes west of Jordan.

PALTITE, THE ("P^Sn : b KfXwBi ; Alex.

6 ipfWaivel : de Phalti).
'

Helez " the Paltite

"

is named in 2 Sam. xxiii. 2i5 among David's

mighty men. In 1 Chr. xi. 27, he is called " the

Pelonite." and such seems to have been the reading

followed by the Alex. MS. in 2 Sam. The Peshito-

Syriac, however, supports the Hebrew, " Cholots of

Pelat." But in 1 Chr. xx\-ii. 10, " Helez the Pe-

lonite " of the tribe of Ephraim is again mentioned

as captain of 24,000 men of David's army for the

seventh month, and the balance of evidence there-

fore inclines to "Pelonite" as the true reading.

The variation ai-ose from a confusion between the

letters 31 and t3. In the Syriac of 1 Chr. both

readings are combined, and Helez is described as

" of Palton."

PAMPHYLTA {HaixipvKia), one of the coast-

regions in the south of Asia Elinor, having CiLlCiA

on the east, and Lycia on the west. It seems in

early times to have been less considerable than either

of these contiguous districts ; for in the Persian war,

while Cilicia contributed a hundred ships and Lycia

rifty, Pamphylia sent only thirty (Herod, vii. 91,

92j. The name probably then embraced little more

than the crescent of comparatively level gi-ound

between Taurus and the sea. To the north, along the

heights of Taurus itself, was the region of PiSiDiA.

The Koman organization of the country, however,

gave a wider range to the term Pamphylia. In

St. Paul's time it was not only a regular province,

but the Emperor Claudius had united Lycia with it

(Dio Cass. Ix. 17), and probably also a good part of

Pisidia. However, in the N. T., the three terms are

used as distinct. It was in Pamphylia that St. Paul

Hi-st entered Asia Minor, after pre;iching the Gospel

in Cyprus. He and Barnabas sailed up the river

Cestrus to Perga (Acts xiii. 13). Here they were

abandoned by their subordinate companion John-

Mark ; a circumstance which is alluded to again

with much feeling, and with a pointed mention of

the place wheve the separation occurred (Acts .\v.

.38). It might be the pain of this separation which
induced Paul and Barnab:is to leave Perga without

delay. They did however preach the Gospel there

on their return from the interior (.\cts xiv. 24, 25).

We may conclude, from Acts ii. 10, that there were
many Jews in the province ; and possibly Perga had

a synagogue. The two missiouarics finally left Pam-
phylia by its chief seaport, Attalia. We do not

know that St. Paul w;is ever in this district again :

but many years afterwards he sailed near its coast,

passing through " the sea of Cilicia and Pamphylia"
on his way to a town of Lycia (Acts xxvii. 5). We
notice here the accurate oixicr of these geographical

terras, as in the above-mentioned land-journey we
observe how Pisidia and Pamphylia occur in their

true rehitions, both in going and returning {ds
Tlkr^v rris Uafi(pv\las . . . dird rris Utpyris fls

• 1. 11*3, or "1*3
; \(Pr,<; 6 Mry« i

^^es (l Sam. li.

U); elsewhere "lavi-r" and "hearlh," i.e. a brazier or

pan for fire (Zech. xii. 6).

•> 2. riDnO, from nin, b.ike " (Ocs.444), TTJyoj'oi',

tartago (I^ev. il. 6), where it follows riKTl'ID, i<T\6.pa,

craticula, "frying-pan," and is therefore distinct from it.

3. ri"lb')D ; T^yai/ov ; " a baking-pan " (2 Sam. xiil. 9),

Ges. 1343'.

PAPHOS
'Ai/TJox«i<i>' rris UiariSias, xiii. 13, 14; S!f\06vrfi

T^iv TliffiSiav fi\dov fli najut^i/XiW, xiv. 24j.

[J. S. H.]

PAN. Of the »six words so rendered in A. V.,

two, 7nachbath^ and masreth, seem to imply a
shallow pan or plate, such as is used by Bedouins
and Syrians for baking or diessing rapidly their cake*

of meal, such as were used in legal oblations : the

otheis, especially sir, a deeper vessel or caldron for

boiling meat, placed during the process on three

stones (Burckhardt, Notes on Bed. i. 58 ; Niebuhr,

Descr. de I'Ar. p. 46; Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 181).

[Caldron.] [H. W. P.]

PANNAG (33Q), an article of commerce ex-

ported from Palestine to Tyre (Ez. x.wii. 17), the

nature of which is a pure matter of conjecture, as

the term occui-s nowhere else. In comparing the

passage in Ezekiel with Gen. xliii. 11, where the most
valued productions of Palestine are enumerated, the

omission of tragacuith and ladauum (A. V. "spices

and myrrh ") in the former is very observable, and
leads to the supposition that pannag represents some
of the spices grown in that countiy. The LXX.,
in rendering it Kaffia, favours this opinion, though

it is evident that cassia cannot be the particular

spice intended (see ver. 19). Hitzig observes that a

similar term occurs in Sansciit (pannaga) for an

aromatic plant. The Syriac version, on the other

hand, understands by it "millet" {panicnm mi-

liaceurn) ; and this view is favoured by the ex-

pression in the book of Sohar, quoted by Gesenius

(s. v.), which speaks of " bread of pannag :" though

this again is not decisive, for the pannag may equally

well have been some flavouring substance, as seems

to be implied in the doubtful equivalent' given in

the Targum. [W. L. B.]

PAPER. [Writing.]

PAPHOS {Jla(posj, a town at the west end of

Cyprus, connected by a road with Salamis at the

east end. Paul and Baniabas travelled, on their

first missionary expedition, " through the isle," from

the latter place to the fonner (Acts xiii. tj).

What took place at Paphos was briefly as follows.

The two missionaries found Sergius Paulus, the

proconsul of the island, residing here, and were en-

abled to produce a considerable efl'ect on his intel-

ligent and candid mind. This influence was resisted

by Elymas (or Bar-.Tesus), one of those Oriental

" sorcerers," whose mischievous power was so great

at this period, even among the educated classes.

Jliraculous sjmction was given to the Apostles, and

Elymas was struck with blindness. The proconsul's

faith having been thus confinned, and doubtless a

Christian Church having been founded in Paphos,

Barnabas and Saul cioited over to the continent and

landed in Pamphylia (ver. 13). It is obsen-able

that it is at this point that the latter becomes the

more prominent of the two, and that his name
henceforward is Paul, and not Saul (^2oCAos, <5 /col

VlavXos, ver. 9). How far this was connected with

the proconsul's name, must be discussed elsewhere.

4. TD ; A<'/3>,«; oUa\ from "I^D, "boil," Joined (2 K.

iv. 38) with gid6ldh, " great," i. e. the great ketUe or

caldrci.

5- "VIIS
; xvTpa ; Ma.

6. ninbv, plur.; A€/3i)T«; ollae (2 Chr. xxxv. 13).

In I'rov. six. 21, " dish."

' x"''?ip.
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The great characteristic of Paphos was the woi-ship I

of Aphiodite or Venus, who was liere fabled to

have risen from the sea (Horn. Od. viii. 86'2). Her

temple, however, was at " Old Paphos," now called

Kuklia. The harbour and the chief town were at

" New Paphos," at some little disfcince. The place

is still called Baffa. The road between the two

was often filled with gay and profligate processions

(Strabo, xiv. p. 68:)); strangers came constantly to

visit the shrine (Athen. w. TS) ; and the hold which

these local superstitions had upon the higher minds

at this very period is well exemplified by the pil-

grimage of Titus (Tac. Hist. ii. 2, 3) shortly before

the Jewish war.

For notices of such scanty remains as are found

at Paphos we must refer to Pococke {Disc, of the

East, ii. 325-328), and especially \\oss{Keisen nach

Kos, Halikarnassos, Rhodos u. Cyprus, 180-192).

Extracts also are given in Life and Epp. of St. Paid

(2iid ed. i. 190, 191) from the MS. notes of Captain

Graves, K.N., who recently surveyed the island of

Cvprus. For all that relates to the harbom- the

Admiralty Chart should be consulted. [J. S. H.]

PAPYRUS. [Reed.]

PARABLE ('pL'-'O, mashal: Trapa$o\ri: pa-

rabola). The distinction between the Parable and

one cognate form of teaching has been discussed

under Fable. Something remains to be said (1)

as to the word, (2) as to the Parables of the Gospels,

(3) as to the laws of their interpretation.

I. The word Trapal3o\7} does not of itself imply

a nairative. The juxta-position of two things,

differing in most points, but agreeing in some, is

sufficient to bring the comparison thus produced

within the etymolngv of the word. The irapa^oAij

of Greek rhetoric need not be more than the sim-

plest argument from analogy. " You would not

choose pilots or athletes by lot ; why then should

you choose statesmen?" (Aristot. Ehet. ii. 20). In

Hellenistic Greek, however, it acquired a wider

meaning, co-extensive with that of the Hebrew
vidshdl, for which the LXX. writers with hardly

an exception, make it the equivalent." That word

( = siinilitikle), as was natural in the language of

a people who had never reduced rhetoric to an art,

had a large range of application, and was applied

sometimes to the shortest proverbs (1 Sam. x. 12,

xxiv. 13; 2 Chr. vii. 20), sometimes to dark pro-

phetic utterances (Num. xxiii. 7, 18, xxiv. 3 ; Ez. xx.

49 I, sometimes to enigmatic maxima (Ps. Ixxviii. 2
;

Prov. i. 6 i, or metaphors expanded into a narrative

(Ez. xii. 22). In Ecclesiasticus the word occurs

with a striking frequency, and, as will be seen here-

after, its use by the son of Sirach throws light on

the position occupied by p.irables in Our Loi-d's

teaching. In the N. T. itself the word is used with

a like latitude. While attached most fi^quently to

the illustrations which have given ita.speciiil mean-
ing, it is also applied to a short saying like, " Phy-
sician, heal thyself" (Luke iv. 23), to a mere com-
jwinson without a narrative (Matt. xxiv. 32), to the

* The word irapoi^ia is nsed by the LXX. In Prov. 1. 1,

XXV. 1, xxvi. 7 ; Kcclus. vl. 37, &c., and in some other

passages by Symmachiis. The same word, it will be

leraembered, is used throughout by St John, instead of

rapa^oAi).

>> It should he mentioned that another meaning has

oeen given by some interpreters to wapafioKrj In this

passugo, but, it Is believed, on insufficient grounds.

e Some interesting examples of these may be seen in
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figurative character of the Levitical ordinances (Heb.

ix. 9), or of single facts in patriarchal history (Heb.

xi. 19).'' The later history of the word is not

without interest. Naturalized in Latin, chiefly

through the Vulgate oi" earlier versions, it loses gra-

dually the original idea of figui-ative speech, and is

used for speech of any kind. Mediaeval Latin gives

us the strange form of parabolare, and the descend-

ants of the technical Gi-eek word in the Romance

languages are parler, parole, parola, palabras (Diez,

Roman. Worterb. s. v. parola).

II. As a tbrm of teaching, the Parable, as has

been shown, difti;rs from the Fable, (1) in excluding

brute or inanimate cre.ntures passing out of the

laws of their nature, and speaking or acting like

men, (2) in its higher ethical significance. It ditfers,

it may be added, from the Mythus, in being the

result of a conscious deliberate choice, not the growth

of an unconscious realism, personifying attributes,

appearing, no one knows how, in popular belief. It

ditiers from the Allegory, in that the latter, with

its direct personification of ideas or attributes, and

the names which designate them, involves really no

comparison. The virtues and vices of mankind

appear, as in a drama, in their own character and

costume. The allegory is self-intcrpieting. The

parable demands attention, insight, sometimes an

actual explanation. It ditiers lastly from the Pro-

verb, in that it must include a similitude of some

kind, while the proverb may a&sert, without a simi-

litude, some wide generalization of experience. So

f;\r as proverbs go beyond this, and state what they

affirm in a figurative form, they ma.y be described

as condensed parables, and parables as expanded pro-

verbs (comp. Trench on Parables, ch. i. ; and Gro-

tiuf on Matt. xiii.).

To understand the relation of the pai'ables of the

Gospels to our Lord's teaching, we must go back to

the use made of them by pievioLis or contemporary

teachers. We have sufficient evidence that they

were frequently employed by them. They appear

fi-equently in the Gemara and Midrash (comp.

Lightfoot, Hor. Ileb. in Matt. xiii. 3 ; Jost, Juden-

thum,\\. 216), and are ascribed to Hillel, Shamniai,

and other gieat Rabbis of the two preceding cen-

tuiies.*"' The panegyric passed upon the gi-eat Rabbi

Meir, that after his death men ceased to speak pa-

rables, implies that, up to that time, there had been

a succession of teachers more or less distinguished

for them (Sota, fol. 49, in Jost, Judenthum, ii.

87 ; Lightfoot, /. c). Later Jewish writers have

seen in this employment of ])arables a condescension

to the ignorance of the great mass of mankind, who
cannot be taught otherwise. For them, as for wo-

men or children, parables are the natural and fit

method of instruction (Maimonides, Porta Mosis.

p. 84, in Wetstein, on Matt, xiii.), and the s;une

view is taken by Jerome as accounting for the com-

mon use of parables in .'^yria and Palestine (Hieron.

in Matt, xviii. 23). It may be questioned, how-

evei-, whether this represents the use made of them

by the Rabbis of Our Lord's time. The langu.ige

Trench's ParabUt, ch. iv. Others, presenting some strik-

ing superficial resiniblances to those of the I'carl of Great

Price, the Labourers, the Lost Piece of Money, the Wise

and Foolish Virgins, may be seen in WeUteln's notes to

those parables. The conclusion from them is. that there

was at least a generic resemblance bc'tw>>en the outward

form of our Lord's teaching and that of the F^bbU of

Jerusalem.
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of the Son of Sii-ach confines thorn to the scribe who
devotes himself to study. They are at once his

glory and his reward (Ecchis. xxxix. 2, 3). Of all

who eat bread by the sweat of their brow, of the

great mass of men in cities and country, it is written

that " they shall not be found where parables are

spoken " (Ibid, xxxviii. 33). For these therefore

it is probable that the scribes and teachers of the

law had simply rules and precepts, often perhaps

burdensome and oppressive (Matt, .xxiii. 3, 4), for-

mulae of pi-ayer (Luke xi. 1), appointed times of

fasting and hom-s of devotion (Mark ii. IS). They,

with whom they would not even eat (comp. Wetstein

and Lampe on John vii. 49), cared little to give even

as much as this to the " people of the earth," whom
they scorned as " knowing not the law," a brute herd

for whom they could have no sympathy. For their

own scholars they had, according to their individual

character and power of thought, the casuistiy with

which the Mishna is for the most part filled, or the

parables which here and there give tokens of some

deeper insight. The paiable was made the instru-

ment for teaching tlie youno; disciple to discern the

treasures of wisdom ofwhich the " accui-sed " multi-

tude were ignorant. The teaching of Our Lord

at the commencement of His ministry was, in eveiy

way, the opposite of this. The Sermon on the

Mount may be taken as the type of the "words of

Grace" which he spake, "not as the scnbes."

Beatitudes, laws, promises were uttered distinctly,

not indeed without similitudes, but with similitudes

that explained themselves. So for some months He
taught in the synagogues and on the sea-shore of

Galilee, as He had before taught in Jerusalem, and

as yet without a parable. But then there comes

a change. The direct teaching was met with scorn,

unbelief, hardness, and He seems for a time to

abandon it for that which took the form of parables.

The question of the disciples (Matt. xiii. lOj implies

that they were astonished. Their Master was no
longer proclaiming the Gospel of the kingdom as

before. He was falling back into one at least of the

forms of Rabbinic teaching (conip. Schoettgen's

Ilor. Heh. ii., Christus Rahbinoruni. Summus). He
was speaking to the multitude in the parables and
dark sayings which the Puibbis reserved tor their

chosen disciples. Here for them were two grounds
of wonder. Here, for us, is the key to the explana-

tion which He gave, that He had chosen this form
of teaching because the people were spiritually

blind and deaf (Matt. xiii. 13), and in order that

they might remain so (Mark iv. 12). Two inter-

pretations have been given of these words. (1.) Spi-

ritual truths, it has been said, are in themselves

haitl <ind uninviting. Men needed to be won to

them by that which was more attractive. The pa-

j-able was an instrument of education for those who
were children in age or character. For this reason

it was chosen by the Divine Teacher as fables and
stories, " adminicula imbeiillititis" (Seneca, Epist.

59), have been chosen by human teachers (Chiy-
sost. Horn, in Johnnn. 34). (2.) Others again

have seen in this use of parables something of a

penal character. Men have set themselves against

the truth, and therefore it is hid from their eyes,

presented to them in foinis in which it is not easy

for them to recognise it. To the inner circle of

the chosen it is given to know the mysteries of the

kingdom of God. To those who are without, all

"• The number of parables in the Gospels will of course Thus Mr. Greswell reckons twenty-seven ; Dean Trench,

depend on the range given to the application of the name. I thirty. By others, the number has been extended to fiftj".
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these thmgs are done m parables.— Neither view is

wholly satisfactoiy. Each contains a partial truth.

All experience shows (1) that parables do attract,

and, when once understood, are sure to be remem-
bered, (2) that men may listen to them and see

that they have a meaning, and yet never care to

ask what that meaning is. Their worth, as instru-

ments of teaching, lies in their being at once a test

of character, and in their presenting each fbiin of

character with that which, as a penalty or blessing,

is adapted to it. They withdraw the light from
those who love darkness. They protect the truth

which they enshrine from the mocl<ei7 of the scofi'er.

They leave something even with the careless which
may be interpreted and understood afterwards.

They reveal, on the other hand, the seekers after

truth. These ask the meaning of the parable, will

not rest till the teacher has explained it, are led

step by step to the laws of intei-pretation, so that

they can " understand all parables," and then pass

on into the higher region in which parables are no

longer necessary, but all things are spoken plainly.

In this way the parable did its work, found out the

fit hearers and led them on. And it is to be re-

membered also that even after this self-imposed law
of reserve and reticence, the teaching of Christ pre-

sented a mai-vellous contrast to the nanow exclu-

siveness of the Scribes. The mode of education was
changed, but the work of teaching or educating was
not for a moment given up, and the aptest sciiolai-s

were found in those whom the received system

would have altogether shut out.

From the time indicjited by Matt, xiii., accord-

ingly, parables enter largely into our Lord's recoi'ded

teaching. Each parable of those which we read in

the Gospels may have been repeated more than once

with greater or less variation (as e. g. those of the

Pounds and the Talents, Matt. xxv. 14; Luke xix.

12 ; of the Supper, in Matt. xxii. 2, and Luke xiv.

16). Everything leads us to believe that there

were many othei-s of which we have no recoi-d

(Matt. xiii. 34; Mark iv. 33). In those which

remain it is possible to tiace something like an

order.''

(A.) There is the group with which the new
mode of teaching is ushered in, and wiuch have for

their subject the laws of the Divine Kingdom, in its

growth, its natuie, its consummation. Under this

head we have

—

1. The Sower (Matt. xiii. ; Markiv. ; Lukeviii.).

2. The Wheat and the Tares (Matt. xiii.).

3. The Mustard-Seed (Matt. xiii. ; Mark iv.).

4. The Seed Civst into the Ground (Mark iv.).

5. The Leaven (Matt. xiii.).

6. The Hid Treasure (Matt. xiii.).

7. The Pearl of (ueat Price (Matt. xiii.).

8. The Net cast into the Sea (Matt. xiii.).

(B.) After this there is an interval of s(ime

months of which we know compai-atively little.

Either there was a return to the more direct teach-

ing, or else these were repeated, oi- othere like them

spoken. When the next parables meet us they are

of a different type and occui)y a different position.

They occur chiefly in the interv.U between tiie mis-

sion of the seventy and the last approach to Jeru-

salem. They are drawn from the life of men rather

than from the worid of nature. Often they occur,

not, as in Malt, xiii., in discourses to the multitude,
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but in answei-s to the questions of the disciples or

other inquirers. They are such as these

—

9. The Two Debtors (Luke vii.).

10. The Merciless Servaut (Matt, xviii.).

11. The Good Samaritan (Luke x.).

12. The Friend at Jlidnight (Luke xi.\

13. The F^ich Fool (Luke xii.).

14. The Wedding Feast (Luke xii.).

15. The Fig-Tree (Luke xiii.).

16. The Great Supper (Luke xiv.).

17. The Lost Sheep (Matt, xviii. ; Luke xv.).

18. The Lost Piece of Money (Luke xv.).

19. The Prodigal Son (Luke xv.).

20. The Unjust Steward (Luke xvi.).

21. The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke xvi.).

22. The Unjust Judge (Luke xviii.).

23. The Pharisee and the Publican (Luke xviii.).

24. The Labourers in the Vineyard (Slatt. xx.).

(C.) Towards the close of Our Lord's ministry,

immediately before and sifter the entry into Jeru-

salem, the parables assume a new character. They

are ag-ain theocratic, but the phase of the Divine

Kingdom, on which they chiefly dwell, is that of

its rinal consummation. They are prophetic, in part,

of the rejection of Israel, in part of the great retri-

bution of the coming of the Lord. They are to the

earlier parables what the prophecy of Matt. xxiv.

is to the Sermon on the ^loimt. To this class we
may refer

—

25. The Pounds (Luke xix.).

26. The Two Sons (Matt. xxi.).

27. The Vinej-ard let out to Husbandmen (Matt.

xxi. ; Mark xii. ; Luke .^x.).

28. The Marriage-Feast (Matt. xxii.).

29. The Wise and Foolish Virgins (Matt. sxv.).

30. The Talents (Matt. xxv.).

31. The Sheep and the Goats (Matt. xxv.).

It is characteristic of the several Gospels that the

greater part of the parables of tlie first and third

gioups belong to St. Matthew, emphatically the

EviUigelist of the kingdom. Those of the second

are found for the most part in St. Luke. They are

such as we might expect to meet with in the Gospel

which dwells most on the sympathy of Christ for

all men. St. Mark, as giving vivid recollections of

the acts rather than the teaching of Christ is the

scantiest of the three synoptic Gospels. It is not

less characteristic that there are no parables pro-

perly so called in St. John. It is as if he, sooner

than any other, had p:\ssed into the higher stage

of knowledge in which parables were no longer

necessary, and therefore dwelt less on them.

That which his spirit appropriated most readily

were the words of eternal liti;, figurative it might

be in foim, abounding in bold analogies, but

not in any single in.stance taking the fonn of a

narrative.*

Lastly it is to be noticed, partly as a witness to

the truth of the four Gospels, partly as a line of

demarcation between them and all counterfeits,

that the apocryphal Gospels contain no parables.

Human invention could imagine miracles (though

these too in the spurious Gospels are stripped of all

• See an InRenlous classification of the parables of each

Gospel, according to their subject-matter, in Westcott,

Introduction to Vie Study of the Goipelt, ch. vii., and

Appendix F.

f The existence of Rabhinic parables, presenting a

superficial resemblance to those of the Gospel, is no real

exception to this statement. Whether we believe them
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that gives them majesty and significance), but the

parables of the Gospels were inimitable and unap-

proachable by any writers of that or the succeeding

age. They possess a life and power which stamp
them as with the " image and superscription " of

the Son of Man. Even the total absence of any
allusion to them in the written or spoken teaching

of the Apostles shows how little their minds set

afterwards in that direction, how little likely they

were to do more than testify what they had actually

heard.'

III. Lastly, there is the law of intei-pretation

It has been urged by some writers, by none with

greater force or clearness than by Chrysostom

{Horn, in Matt. 64), that there is a scope or pur-

pose for each parable, and that our aim must be

to discern this, not to find a special significance

in each circumstance or incident. The rest, it is

said, may be dealt with as the drapery which the

parable needs for its grace and completeness, but

which is not essential. It may be questioned,

however, whether this canon of interpretation is

likely to lead us to the full meaning of this portion

of Our Lord's teaching. True as it doubtless is,

that there was in each parable a leading thought

to be learnt partly from the parable itself, partly

from the occasion of its utterance, and that all else

gathers round that thouglit as a centre, it must be

remembered that in the great patterns of interpre-

tation which He himself has given us, there is more

than this. Not only the sower and the seed and the

several soils have their counterparts in the spiritual

life, but the birds of the air, the thorns, the

scorching heat, have each of them a significaBce.

The explanation of the wheat and the tares, given

with less fulness, an outline as it were, which the

advancing scholars would be able to fill up, is

equally specific. It may be inferred from these two
instances that we are, at least, justified in looking

for a meaning even in the seeming accessories of a

parable. If the opposite mode of interpreting

should seem likely to lead us, as it has led many, to

strange and forced analogies, and an arbitrary dosr-

matism, the safeguard may be found in our recol-

lecting that in assigning such meanings we are but

as scholars guessing at the mind of a teacher whose

words are higher than our thoughts, recognizing

the analogies which may have been, but which

were not necessarily those which he recognized.

No such inteipretation can claim anything like autho-

rity. The very form of the teaching makes it

probable that there may be, in any case, more than

one legitimate explanation. The outward fact in

nature, or in social life, may correspond to spiritual

facts at once in God's government of the world, and

in the history of the individual soul. A parable

may be at once ethical, and in the highest sense of

the term prophetic. There is thus a wide field open

to the discernment of the interpreter. There are

also restraints upon the mere fertility of his imagi-

nation. (1.) The analogies must be real, not arbi-

trary. (2.) The parables ai-e to be considered as

jiarti of a whole, and the interpretation of one is

not to over-ride or encroach upon the lessons taught

to have had an independent origin, nnd so to be fair

specimens of the genus of this fonn of teachlnR among

the Jews, or to have been (as chronolopically they mlpht

have been) borrowed, consciously orunomsciiiusly, fn>m

those of Christ, there U still in the latter a dlsiinciivo

power, and purity, which place the others almost beyond

the range of comparifon, except as to outwonl fonn.
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by others. (3.) The diroct teaching of Christ pre-

sents tlie standard to which all oier interpretations

are to be referred, and by which they are to be

measured. (Comp. Dean Trench 07i the Parables,

Introductory Remarks ; to which one who has once

read it cannot but be more indebted than any mere
references can indicate ; .Stier, 11 o/'rfs of the Lord
Jes'is, on Matt. xiii. 11). [E. H. P.]

PAEADISE (D^"}D, Pardes : irapaSeiffos :

Paradisus). Questions as to tlie nature and locality

of Paradise as identical with the garden of Gen. ii.

and iii. have been already discussed under Eden.
It i-emains to trace the history of the word and

the associations connected with it, as it appeai-s in

the later books of the 0. T. and in the language of

Christ and His Apostles.

The word itself, though it appears in the above

form in Song of Sol. iv. 13, Eccles. ii. 5, Neh. ii. 8,

may be classed, with hardly a doubt, as of Aryan
rather than of Semitic origin. It first appears in

Greek as coming straight from Persia (Xen. ut

inf.). Gieek lexicographers classify it as a Persian

word (Julius Pollux, Onomast. ix. 3). Modern
philologists accept tlie same conclusion with hardly

a dissentient voice (Kenan, Jjangues Semitiques, ii.

1, p. 153). Gesenius {s. v.) traces it a step further,

and connects it with the Sanscrit /5ara-rfefa = high,

well-tilled land, and applied to an ornamental gar-

den attached to a house. Other Sanscrit scholars,

however, assert that the meaning of para-defa in

classical Sanscrit is " foreign country," and although

they admit that it may also mean " the best or

most excellent country," they look on this as an

instance ofcasual coincidence rather than derivation.'

Other etymologies, more fanciful and far-fetched,

have been suggested— (1.) from irapoi and Sei5ai,

giving as a meaning, the "well-watered ground"
(Suidas, s. u.)

; (2.) from irapd and SeTcra, a bar-

barous word, supposed to signify a plant, or collec-

tion of plants (Joann. Daniasc. in Suidas, I. c);
(3) from a^l n-l2, to bring forth herbs

; (4)
Din ms, to bring forth myrrh (Ludwig, de
raptu Pauli in Parad. in Menthen's Thesaur.
Tlieolog. 1702.)

On the assumption that the Song ofSolomon and
Ecclesiastes were written in the time of Solomon,
the occurrence of the foreign word may be ac-

counted for either (1.) on the hypothesis' of later

foi-ms having crept into the text in the process of
transcription, or (2.) on that of the word having
found its way into the language of Israel at the
time when its civilization took a new flight under
the Son of David, and the king borrowed"from the
customs of central Asia that which made the royal

park or garden part of the glory of tiie kingdom.
In Neh. ii. 8, as might be expected, the word is

used in a connexion which points it out as distinctly

Persian. The account given of the hanging gar-
dens of Babylon, in like manner, indicates Media as

the original seat both of the word and of the thing.

Nebuchadnezzar constructed them, teiiace upon
terrace, that he might reproduce in the plains of

Mesopotamia the scenery with which the Median
princess he had married had been familiar in her

native country; ahd this was the origin of the

Kpfficurrhs irapdifta-oi (Berosus, in Joseph, c. Ap.
I. 19). In Xenophon the word occurs frequently,

and we get vivid pictures of the scene which it im-

• Professor Monler Williams allows the writer to say

that he is of tliis opinion. Comp. also Busclimann, in
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plied. A wide open park, enclosed against injury,
yet with its natural beauty unspoiled," with stately
forest trees, many of them bearing fruit, wateied
by cleai- streams, on whose banks roved large heids
of antelopes or sheep—this was the scenery which
connected itself in the mind of the Greek traveller

with the word irapdSeicros, and for which his own
language supplied no precise equivalent. (Comp.
^na6.i. 2, §7,4,§9; ii.4,§14; Hellen.iv. l/^lo ;

Cyrop. i. 3, §14; Oecoiiom. 4, §13.) Tlirough the

writings of Xenophon, and through the general ad-
mixture of Orientalisms in the later Greek after the
conquests of Alexander, the word gained a recog-

nized place, and the LXX. writers chose it for a
new use which gave it a higher worth and secured
for it a more perennial life. The gaiden of Eden
became 6 irapaSfitros ttjj rpvtprjs (Gen. ii. 15,

iii. 23 ; Joel ii. 3). They usetl the same word
whenever theie was any allusion, however remote,
to the fair region which had been the first blissful

home of man. The valley of the Jordan, in their

veision, is the paradise of God (Gen. xiii. 10).
There is no tree iu the paradise of God equal to

that which in the prophet's vision symbolises the

glory of Assyria (Ez. xxxi. 1-9). The imagery of

this chapter furnishes a more vivid picture of the

scenery of a TrapdSeicros than we find elsewhere.

The prophet to whom " the word of the Lord
came " by the river of Chebar may well have seen

what he describes so clearly. Elsewhere, howe\-er,

as in the titmslation of the three passages in which
pardes occuis in the Hebrew, it is used in a more
general sense. (Comp. Is. i. 30 ; Num. xxiv. 6

;

Jer. xxix. 5 ; Susann. ver. 4.)

It was natural, however, that this higher mean-

ing should become the exclusive one, and be asso-

ciated with new thoughts. Paradise, with no
other word to qualify it, Wiis the bright region

which man had lost, which was guarded by the

flaming sword. Soon a new hope sprang uji.

Over and above all questions as to where the prime-

val garden had been, there came the belief that it did

not belong entirely to the past. There was a para-

dise still into which man might hope to enter. It

is a matter of some interest to ascertain with

what associations the word was connected in

the minds of the Jews of Palestine and other

countries at the time of our Lord's teaching,

what sense therefore we may attach to it iu the

writings of the N.T.

In this as in other instances we may distinguish

three modes of thought, each with marked charac-

teristics, yet often blended together in different

proportions, and melting one into the other by

hardly perceptible degrees. Each has its counter-

part in the teachino- of Christian theologians. The
languaoie of the N.T. stands apart from and above

all. ("l.) To the Idealist school of Alexandria, of

which Philo is the representative, paradise was no-

thing more than a symbol and an allegory, Titices

of this way of looking at it had appeared previously

in the teaching of the Son of Sirach. The four

rivei-s of Eden are figures of the wide streams of

Wisdom, and she is as the brook which becomes a

river and waters the paradise of God (Ecclus. xxiv.

25-30). This, however, was compatible with the

recognition of Gen. ii. as speaking of a fact. To
Phifo the thought of the fa(t was unendui-able.

The primeval history spoke of no garden such as

Humboldt's Cosmos,

Kncyclop. a. v.

ii. note 230, and Ersch u. Grubei,

I
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men plant and water. Spiritual pei'lectioii (apfT-h)

was the only paradise. The trees that grew in it

were the thoughts of the spiritual man. The fruits

whicli they bore were life and knowledge luid im-

mortality. The four rivers flowing from one

source are the four virtues of the later Platonists,

each derived from the same source of goodness

(Philo, de Alleg. ).). It is obvious that a system of

interpretation such as this was not likely to become

})Oi)ular. It was confined to a single school, pos-

sibly to a single teacher. It has little or nothing

corresponding to it iu the N.T.

(2.) 'I'he iiabbinic schools of Palestine presented

a phase of thought the very opposite of that of the

Alexandrian writer. They had their descriptions,

definite and detiiiled, a complete topography of the

unseen world. Paradise, the garden of Eden, ex-

isted still, and they discussed the question of its

locality. The answei-s were not always consistent

with each other. It was far oft' in tlie distant East,

further than the foot of man had trod. It was a

region of the world of the dead, of Sheol, in the

heart of the earth. Gehenna was on one side, with

its flames and torments. Paradise on the other,

the intermediate home of the blessed. (Comp.

Wetstein, Grotius, and Schoettgen on Luc. xxiii.)

The patriarchs were there, Abraham, and Isaac,

and Jacob, ready to receive their faithful descend-

ants into their bosoms (Joseph, de Mace. c. 13).

The highest place of honour at the feast of the

blessed souls wsis Abraham's bosom (Luke xvi. 23),

on which the new heir of immortality reclined as

the favoureil and honoured guest. Or, again, para-

dise was neither on the earth, nor within it, but

above it, in the third heaven, or in some higher

orb. [Heaven.] Or there were two paradises,

the upper and the lower—one in heaven, for those

who had attained the heights of holiness—one iu

earth, for those who had lived but decently (Schoett-

gen, Hor. Tleh. in Apoc. ii. 7), and the heavenly

paradise was sixty times as large as the whole

lower earth (Eisenmeuger, Entdeckt. Judenth. ii.

p. 297). Each had seven palaces, and in each

palace weie its appropriate dwellers (j6. p. 302).

As the righteous dead entered paradise, angels

stripped them of their giave-clothes, arrayed them
in new robes of glory, and placed on their heads

diadems of gold and pearls (26. p. 310). There

was no night there. Its pavement was of precious

stones. Plants of healing power and wondious
fragrance grew on the b;mks of its streams {ib. p.

313). From this lower paradise the souls of the

dead rose on sabbaths and on feast-days to the higher

(ih. 318), where every day there was the presence

of Jehovah holding council with His saints (16. p.

320). (Comp. also Schoettgen, Hor. Jlcb. in Luc.
xxiii.)

(3.) Out of the discussions and theories of the

Rabbis, there grew a broad popular belief, fixed

in the hearts of men, accepted without discussion,

blending with their best hopes. Their prayer for

the dying or the dead was that his soul might rest

in paradise, in the garden of Eden (Maimonides,

Porta Mosis, quoted by Wetstein in Luc. xxiii.

;

Taylor, Funeral Sermon on Sir G. Dalston).

The belief of the Essenes, as reported by Jose-

phus {B. J. ii. 8, §11), may be accepted as a
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fair representation of the thoughts of those who,
like them, were not trained iu the Kabbinical

schools, living in a simple and more child-like

faith. To them accordingly paradise was a far-oil

land, a legion where there was no scorching heat,

no consuming cold, where the soft west-wind from

the ocean blew for evermore. The visions of the

2nd book of Esdras, though not without an admix-

ture of Christian tlioughts and j)hiases, may be

looked upon as representing this })hase of feeling.

There also we have the picture of a fair garden,

streams of milk and honey, twelve trees laden with

divers fruits, mighty mountains whereon grow

lilies and roses (ii. 19)—a place into which the

wicked shall not enter.

It is with this popular belief, rather than with

that of either school of Jewish thought, that the

language of the N.T. connects itself. In this, as

in other instances, it is made the starting-point for

an education which leads men to rise from it to

higher thoughts. The old word is kept, and is

raised to a new dignity or power. It is significant,

indeed, that the word " paradise " nowhere occurs

in the public teaching of our Lord, or in His inter-

course with His own disciples. Connected as it

had been with the thoughts of a .sensuous happi-

ness, it was not the fittest or the best word for

those whom He was training to rise out of sensuous

thoughts to the higher regions of the spiritual life.

For them, accordingly, the kingdom of Heaven, the

kingdom of God, are the words most dwelt on. The

blessedness of the pure in heart is that they shall

see God. If language borrowed from their com-

mon speech is used at other times, if they hear of

the marriage-supper and the new wine, it is not

till they have been taught to understand parables

and to separate the figure from the reality. With
the thief dying on the cross the case was diflerent.

We can assume nothing in the robber-outlaw but

the most rudimentary forms of popular belief. We
may well believe that the word used here, and here

only, in the whole course of the Gospel history,

had a special fitness for him. His reverence, sym-

pathy, repentance, hope, uttered themselves in the

prayer, " Lord, remember me when thou comest into

thy kingdom !
" What were the thoughts of the

suflerer as to that kingdom we do not know. Un-

less they were supernaturally raised above the level

which the disciples had reached by slow and pain-

ful steps, they must have been mingled with

visions of an earthly glory, of pomp, and victory,

and triumph. The answer to his prayer gave him
what he needed most, the assurance of immediate

rest and peace. The woid Paradise spoke to him, as

to other Jews, of repose, shelter, joy—the greatest

contrast possible to tlie thirst, and agony, and shame

of the hours upon the cross. Rudimentary as his

previous thoughts of it might be, this was the word

fittest for the education of his spirit.

There is a like significance in the general absence

of the wonl from the language of the Epistles.

Here also it is found nowhere in the direct teaching.

It occurs only in passages that are apoc;dyptic, and

therefore almost of necessity symbolic. St. Paul

speaks of one, apparently of himself, as having been

" caught up into paradise," as having there heard

things that might not be uttered (2 Cor. xii. 3).''

•> For the questions (1) whether llie raptus of St. Paul
was corporeal or incorporeal, (2) wlivtlier the third

heaven is to be identified with or distinguished from
liaradise, (3) whether this was the upper or the lower

vol.. TI.

paradise of the Jewish schools, comp. Meyor, Wordsworth,

Alford, in loc.; August, dt Gen. ad lilt, xii.; Ludwig.

Diss, de raplu J-auli. in Mcnthcirs Thesaurus. Inter-

prcted by Ihe current Jewish belief of the period, we
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In the message to the first of the Seven Churches

of Asia, " the tiee of life which is in the midst of

the paradise of God," api^ars as the reward of him

that overcometh, the symbol of an eternal blessed-

ness. (Comp. Dean Trench, Coinm. on the Epistles

to the Seven Churches, in loc.) The thing, though

not the word, appears in the closing visions of

Rev. xxii.

(4.) The eager curiosity which prompts men to

press on into the things behind the veil, has led them

to construct hypotheses more or less definite as to

the intermediate state, and these have afiected the

thoughts which Christian writers have connected

with the word paradise. Patristic and later inter-

preters follow, as has been noticed, in the footsteps

of the Jewish schools. To Origen and others of a

like spiritual insight, paradise is but a synonym for

a region of life and immortality—one and the

same with the third heaven (Jerome, Ep. ad Joh.

Hieros. in Wordsworth on 2 Cor. xii.). So far as

it is a place, it is as a school in which the souls of

men are trained and learn to judge rightly of the

things they have done and seen on earth (Origen,

de Princ. ii. 12). The sermon of Basil, de Para-
diso, gives an eloquent representation of the common
belief of Christians who were neither mystical nor
speculative. j\Iinds at once logical and sensuous ask

questions as to the locality, and the answers are

wildly conjectural. It is not in Hades, and is there-

fore diflerent from Abraham's bosom (TertuU. de

Idol. c. 13). It is above and beyond the world,

separated from it by a wall of fire (Tertidl. Apol. c.

47). It is the " refiigerium " for all faithful souls,

where they have the vision of saints, and angels, and
of Christ himself (Just. M. Respons. ad Orthodox.

lb and 85), or for those only who are entitled, as

martyrs, fresh from the baptism of blood, to a spe-

cial reward above their fellows (TertuU. de Aniin.

c. .55).' It is in the fourth heaven (Clem. Alex.

Fragiii. §51). It is in some unknown region of

the earth, where the seas and skies meet, higher

than any earthly mountain (Joann. Damasc. de Or-
thod. Fid. ii. 1 1), and had thus escaped the waters
of the Flood (P. Lombard, Sentent. ii. 17, E.). It

has been identified with the (pvKaKT) of 1 Pet. iii.

19, and the spirits in it are those of the antediluvian

races who repented before the gieat destruction

overtook them (Bishop Horsley, Sermons, xx.).

(Comp. an elaborate note in Thilo, Codex Apocryph.
N. T. p. 754.) The word enters largely, as might
be expected, into the apocryphal literature of the
early Church. Where the true Gospels are most
reticent, the mythical are most exuberant. The
Gospel of Nicodemus, in narrating Christ's victory

over Hades (the " harrowing of hell " of our early

English mysteries), tells how, till then. Enoch and
Elijah had been its sole inhabitants''—how the I

may refer the " third heaven " to a vision of the Divine

Glory ; "paradise," to a vision of tbe fellowship of the

righteous dead, waiting in calmness and peace for their

final resurrection.

' A special treatise by TertuUian, de Faradiso, Is

unfortunately lost.

* One trace of this belief is found in the Vulg. of

Kcclus. xliv. 16, " translatus est in paradisum," in the

absence of any corresponding word in ihe Greek text.

' Thus it occurs in the Koran in the form firdaus; and

the name of the Persian poet Ferdusi is probably derived

from it (Humboldt's Cosmos, Ii. note 2:50).

f The pasj«ige quoted by Alt is from Oral. c. Arian. If.

(vol. i. p. 307, Colon. 16s6): Kai /3iaf«Tai iraXiv drreK-

Oelv eis Toi' rropdScKTOi' T^s «(cA>}(7ias. IngcniouS as his
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penitent robber was there with his cross on the nicht
of tne crucih'xioii—how the souls of the p.-^triarchs

were led thither by Christ, and were received by the

archangel Michael, as he kept watch with the
flaming swords at the gate. In the apocryphal
Acta Philijipi (Tischendorf, Act. Apost. p. 89),
the Apostle is sentenced to remain for forty days
outside the circle of paradise, because he had given

way to anger and cursed the people ofHierapolis

for their uiil)elief.

(5.) The later history of the word presents some
facts of interest. Accepting in this, as in other

instances, the mythical elements of Eastern Christi-

anity, the creed of Islam presented to its followers

the hope ofa sensuous paradise, and the Persian word
was transplanted through it into the languages

spoken by them.* In the West it passes through

some strange transformations, and descends to baser

uses. The thought that men on entering the Church
of Christ returned to the blessedness which Adam had

forfeited, was .symbolized in the church architecture

of the fourth century. The narthex, or atrium, in

which were assembled those who, not heing Jideles

in full communion, were not admitted into the in-

terior of the building, was known as the " Paradise
"

of the church (Alt, Cultus, p. 591). Athanasius, it

has been said, speaks scornfully of Arianism as

creeping into this paradise,' implying that it ad-

dressed itself to the ignorant and untaught. In

the West we trace a change of form, and one singu-

lar change of application. Paradiso becomes in

some Italian dialects Paraviso, and this passes into

the French pa)i'is,s denoting the western porch of

a church, or the open space in front of it (Ducange,

s.v. 'Parvisus'; Diez, Etijmoloj. \Y(>rterb, p. 7(J.i).

In tlie church this space was occupied, as we have

seen, by the lower classes of the people. The word

was transferred from the place of worship to the

place of amusement, and, though the position was

entirely ditVerent, was applied to the highest and

cheapest gallery of a French theatre (Alt, Cultus,

1. c). By Sonne, however, this use of the word is

connected only with the extreme height of the gal-

lery, just as " chemin de Paradis " is a proverbial

phrase for any specially arduous undertaking (Be-

scherelles, Dictionnaire Franqais). [E. H. P.]

PA'RAH (man, with the def. article: *opa ;

Alex. 'A<|)op : Aphphara), one of the cities in the

territorv allotted to Benjamin, named only in the

lists of the conquest (Josh, xviii. 23;. It occurs in

the first of the two groups into which the towns of

Benjamin are divided, which seems to cont^iin those

of the northern and eastern portions of the tribe,

between Jericho, Bethel, and Geba ; the towns ot

the south, from Gibeon to Jerusalem, being enu-

merated in the second gioup.

conjecture is, it may be questioned whether the sarcasm

which he finds in the words Is not the creation of his own

imagination. There seems no ground for referring the

word paradise to any section of the Church, but rather to

the Church as a whole (comp. August de Gen. ad Utt. xil.).

The Arlans were to It what the serpent had been to the

earlier paradise.
;

8 This word will be familiar to many readers fVom the
-

" Responsiones in Parx'iso " of the Oxford system of e.\a-

mlnation, however little they may previously have con-
^

nccted that place with their thoughts of paradise. By
|

others, however, Parvisum (or -sus) is derived "a parvis
'

pueris ibi edoctis" (.Menage, Orig.de la Langue J-raiif.

s.v,' Parvis ')•
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In the Onomasticon ("Aphra") it is specified

by Jerome only,—the text of Eusebius being want-

ing—as five miles east of Bethel. No traces of the

name have yet been found m that position ; but the

name Fdrah exists further to the S.E. attached to

the Wady Fdrah, one of the southern branches

of the great Wadi/ Suu-einit, and to a site of ruins

at the junction of the same with the main valley.

This identification, first suggested by Dr. Kobin-

son (i. 439 J, is supported by Van de Velde i Memoir,

339) and Schwarz (126). The drawback men-

tioned by Dr. R., namely, that the Arabic word

( = "mouse") difl'ers in signification from the

Hebrew (" the cow ") is not of much force, since it

is the habit of modern names to cling to similarity

of sound with the ancient names, rather than of

signification. (Compare Beit-ur ; el Aal, &c.)

A view of Wadu Fdrah is given by Barclay

{City, &c. 558), who proposes it for Aenox. [G.]

PA'RAN, EL-PA'RAN (|-1N9, I^NB h'^ :

*apov, LXX. and Joseph.).

1. It is shown under Kadesh that the name

Paran corresponds probably in general outline with

the desert Et-Tlh. The Sinaitic desert, including

the wedge of metamorphic rocks, granite, syenite,

and porphyry, set, as it were, in a superficial margin

of old reil sandstone, forms nearly a scalene triangle,

with its apex southwards, and having its base or

upper edge not a straight, but concave crescent line

—the ridge, in short, of the Et-Tlh range of moun-
tains, extending about 120 miles from east to west,

with a slight dip, the curve of the aforesaid crescent

southwards. Speaking generally, the wilderness of

Sinai (Num. x. 12, xii. 16), in which the march-

stations of Taberah and Hazeroth, if the latter

[Hazeroth] be identiuil with Hudherd, are pro-

bably included towards its N.E. limit, may be said

to lie S. of the Et-Tih range, the wilderness of

Paran N. of it, and the one to end where the other

begins. That of Paran is a stretch of chalky forma-

tion, the chalk being covered with coarse gravel,

mixed with black fiint and drifting sand. The sur-

face of this extensive desert tract is a slope ascending

towards the north, and in it appear to rise (by

Kussegger's map, from which most of the previous

description is taken) three chalky ridges, as it were,

terraces of moimtainous formation, all to the W.
of a line drawn from Rai Mohammed to Kulal-el-

A)-ish on the Mediterranean. The caravan-route

from Cairo to Akaba crosses the Et-Tih desert in

a line from W. to E., a little S. In this wide tract,

which extends northwards to join the " wilderness

of Beersheba" (Gen. xxi. 21, cf. 14), and eastward

probably to the wilderness of Zin [Kadesh] on the

Edomitish border. Ishm;iel dwelt, and there pro-

bably his posterity originally multiplied. Ascending

northwards from it on a meridian to the E. of Beer-

sheba, we should reach iMaon and Carmel, or that

southern portion of the territory of Judah, W. of

the Lteul Sai, known as " the South," wheie the

waste changes graiiually into an uninhabited pasture-

land, at leiist in spring and autumn, and in which,

under the name of " Paran," Nabal lisd his flocks

(1 Sam. xxv. 1). Between the wilderness of Paran

and that of Zin no strict demarcation exists in the

narrative, nor do the natural features of the region,

• For the reasons why Serbdl should not be accepted,

see Sinai.

•• Gesen. s. v. pNS. saysi»tlie wilderness so called,

" between Mldian and Egypt, bears this Dame at the
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so far as yet ascertained, yield a well-defined

boundary. The name of Paran seems, as in the

story of Ishmael, to have predominated towards the

western extremity of the northern desert frontier of

Et-Tih, and in Num. xxxiv. 4 the wilderness of

Zin, not Paran, is spoiien of as the southern border

of the land or of the tribe of Judah (Josh. xv. 3).

If by the Parim region we understand " that great

and terrible wilderness " so emphatically described

as the haunt of noxious creatures aud the terror of

the wayfarer (Deut. i. 19, viii. 15), then we might
see how the adjacent tracts, which still must be

called " wilderness," might, either as having less

repulsive features, or bec;\use they lay near to tome

settled country, have a special nomenclature of their

own. For the latter reason the wildernesses of Zin,

eastward towards Edom and Jlount Seir, and of

Shur, westward towards Egypt, might be thus dis-

tinguished ; for the former reason that of Sin and

Sinai. It would not be inconsistent with the rules

of Scriptuial nomenclature, if we suppose these

accessory wilds to be sometimes included under the

general name of " wilderness of Paran ;" and to this

extent we may perhaps modify the previous general

statement that S. of the Et- Tih range is the wilder-

ness of Sinai, and N. of it that of Paran. Still,

construed strictly, the wildernesses of Paran and Zin

would seem to lie as already approximately laid

down. [Kauesh.] If, however, as previously

hinted, they may in another view be regarded as

overlapping, we can more easily understand how
Chedorlaomer, when he " smote " the peoples S. oi

the Dead Sea, returned round its south-western

curve to the El-Paran, or " terebinth-tree of Paran,"

viewed as indicating a locality in connexion with

the wildernt'ss of Paian, and yet close, apparently,

to that Dead Sea border (Gen. xiv. 6).

Was there, then, a Paran proper, or definite spot

to which the name was applied ? From Deut. i. 1

it should seem there must have been. This is con-

firmed by 1 K. xi. 18, from which we further learn

the fact of its being an inhabited region ; and the

position required by the context here is one between

Midian and Egypt. If we aie to reconcile these

passages by the aid of the personal history of Jloses,

it seems certain that the local Midian of the Sinaitic

peninsula must have lain near the Mount Iloreb

itself (Ex. iii. 1, xviii. 1-5). The site of the

" Paran" of Hadad the Edomite must then have

lain to the N.W. or Egyptian side of Horeb. This

brings us, if we assume any principal mountain,

except Serbdl,'' of the whole Sinaitic group, to be

" the Mount of God," so close to the Wady Feiran

that the similarity of name,** supported by the

recently expressed opinion of eminent geographers,

may be taken as establishing substantial identity.

Hitter (vol. xiv. p. 740-1) and Stanley (p. ,39-41)

both consider that Rephidim is to be found in Wady
Feiran, and no other place in the whole peninsula

seems, fnjm its local advantages, to have I'een so

likely to form an entrepot in Solomon's time be-

tweeen Edom and Egypt. Burckhardt (Syria, 4r.

602) describes this wady as narrowing in one spot

to 100 paces, and adds that the high mountmns

adjacent, and the thick woods which clothe it, coa-

tribute with the bad water to make it unhe;ilthy,

but that it is, for productiveness, the finest v:illey«

present day." No maps now in use give any closer

approximation to the ancient name than Feiran.

' Compare, however, the same traveller's statement of

the claims of a coast wady at Tur, on the Gulf of S»iex

2 Z 2
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in the whole peninsula, containing four miles of

gardens and date-groves. Yet he thinks it was not

the I'aran of Sciipture. Professor Stanley, on the

contrary, seems to speak on this point with greater

confidence in the affirmative than perhaps on any
other question connected with the Exo lus. See

especially his remarks (39-41) reijardiiig the local

term "hill" of Ex. .wii. 9, 10, which he considers

to be satisfied by an eminence adjacent to the Wady
Feiran. Tiie vegetable manna '' of the tamarisk

grows wild there (Seetzen, Rciscn, iii. p. 75), as does

the coloci/nth, Sic. (liobinson, i. 121-4). What could

have led Winer (s. v. Paranj to place El-Pai-an near

Elath, it is not easj to say, especially as he gives

no authority.

2. "Mount" Paran occurs only in two poetic

passages (Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Hab. iii. 3), in one of

which Sinai and Seir appear as local accessones, in

the other Teman and (ver. 7) Cushan and Midiau.

AVe need liardly i)ausc to inquire in what sense

Seir can be brought into one local view with Sinai.

It is clear from a third poetic passage, in which
Paran does not appear (Judg. v. 4, 5), but which
contains " Seir," more literally determined by
*' Edom," still in the same lociil connexion with
" Sinai," that the Hebiew found no difficulty in

viewing the greater scenes of God's manifestation

in the Exodus as liistorically and morally,* if not

locally connected. At any rate Mount Paran here

may with as good a riglit le claimed for the

Sinaitic as for the Edomitish side of the difficulty.

And the distance, after all, from Horeb to Mount
Seir was probably'one of ten days or less (Deut. i.

2). It is not unlikely that if the Wad;/ Feiran be

the Paran proper, the name " Mount" Paran may
have been either assigned to the special member
(the north-western) of the Sinaitic mountain-group
which lies adjacent to that wady.f or to the whole
Sinaitic cluster. That special member is the five-

peaked ridge of Serhdl. If this view for the site

of Paran is correct, the Israelites must have pi'o-

ceeded from their encampment by the sea (Num.
xxxiii. 10), probably T.njibeh [Wildkrness of
THE Wani)i;uin'g], by the " middle" loute of the

thiee indicated by Stanley (p. 38-9). [H. H.]

PAR'BAR (laian, with the definite article :

^SiaSexoH-f'^ovs : ccUulae). A word occurring in

Hebrew and A. V. only in 1 Chr. xxvi. 18, but
there found twice: " At the Parbar westward four

(Levites) at the causeway two at the Parbar."
From this passjige, and also from the context, it

would seem tliat Parbar was some place on the

west side of the Temple enclosure, the same side

with the causeway and the gate Shallecheth. The
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latter was close to the causeway—perhaps on it, as

the Bab Silsilis now is— and we know from its

lemains that the causeway was at the extreme north
of the western wall. Parbar therefore must have
been south of Shallecheth.

As to the meaning of the name, the Rabbis gene-

rally agree'' in translating it " the outside place;"
while modern authorities take it as equivalent to

theparcdri/n '^ in 2 K. xxiii. 1 1 (A. V. " suburbs"),

!
a word almost identical with parbar, and used by
the early Jewish interpretei-s as the equivalent of

i
migrdshirn, the precincts (A. V. " suburbs") of the

^

Levitical cities. Accejiting this inte; pretaticn, there

j

is no difficulty in identifying the Parbar with the

suburb (rb irpoaffreiov) mentioned by Josephus in

I describing Herod's Temple (Ant. xv. 11, §5), as

,
lying in the deep valley which separated the west

I

wall of the Temple from the city opposite it ; in

I

other words, the southern end of the Tyropoeon,

{

which intervenes between the Wailing Place and

]

the (so-called) Zion. The two gates in the original

wall were in Herod's Tenijile increased to four.

It does not follow (as some have assumed) that

Parbar was identiail with the *' suburbs" of 2 K.
x.xiii. 11, though the words denoting each may have
the same signification. For it seems most consonant

with probability to suppose that the " horses of the

Sun" would be kept on the eastern side of the

Temple momit, in full view of the rising rays of

the god as they shot over the Mount of Olives,

and not in a deep valley on its western side.

Paibar is possibly an ancient .lebusite name,
which perpetuated itself afler the Israelite conquest

of the city, as many a Danish and Saxon name
has been perpetuated, and still exists, only slightly

disguised, in the city of Loudon. [G.]

PARCHMENT. [Writing.]

PARLOUR."^ A word in English usage mean-
ing the common room of the family, and hence

probably in A. V. denoting the king's audience-

chamber, so used in reference to Eglon (Judg. iii.

20-2.") ; Richardson, £nj. IHct.). [HoCSE, vol. i.

p. 838.] [H. W. P.]

PARMASH'TA (Xrit^'DIS • Mapf^aa-ifii ;

Alex. tHapixaaiixva,: Phcrinesta). One of the ten

sons of Human slain by the Jews in Shushan (Esth.

ix. 9).

PAR'MENAS (Jlapfjifvas). One of the seven

deacons, " men of honest report, full of the Holy

Ghost and wisdom," selected by the whole body of

the disciples to superintend the ministration of their

alms to the widows and necessitous poor. Parmenas

is placed sixth on the list of those who were ordained

(Hurckhardt, j4ra6. 11. 362; comp. Wellstcd, ii. 9), "re-
ceiving all the waters wlilch flow down from the higher
range of Sinai to the soa" (Stanley, p. 19).

<i The Tamarix Gallka mannifeta of Ehrenberg, the
Tar/a of the Arabs (Robinson, i. 115).

• The language in tlie three passages, Deut. xxxiii. 2,

Hab. Iii., Judg. v. 4, 5, is as strikingly similar as Is the

purport and spirit of all ibe three. All describe a spiritual

presence manifested by natural convulsions attendant;

and all are confirmed by Ps. Ixvlii. 7, 8, in which Sinai

alone is named. Wo may almost regard this lofty rhap-

sody as a commonplace of the inspired song of triuni]ih,

in which the seer seems to leave earth so fur beneath him
that the prccisencss of geographic detail Is lost to his view.

' Out of the ll'tuiy Feiran, In an easterly direction, runs

the Wady Sheikh, which conducts the traveller directly to

the "modem Horeb.'" .'iee Ki- port's mnn.

» What Heb cw word the LXX. read here 1-- not cle.ir.

b See the Targuui of the passage ; also Buxtorf, Lex.

Talm. s. V. 3^2 ; and the references in Liglufoot, Prospect

of nmi,le, chap. v.

c Gesenlus, Thcs. 1I23n; Fiirst, /Tandub. ii. 2356, S:c.

Gesenlus connecls ;);i)Tanni with a similar Persian wnnl,

meaning a building open on all sides to the sun and air.

<> 1 "Tin ; arroOrJKri ; cubiculum ; once only " parlour "

in 1 Chr. xxviil. 11 ; elsewhere usually " chamber," a with-

drawing room (Ges. 448).

2. i^^l^^ ; KOToAvfia ; triclinium; usually " chamber."

3. Hvy, with art. in each instance where A. V has

" parlour ;" to vnepwov ; cocnaculum ; usually " cham-
ber." It denotes an upper chamber in 2 Sam. xviii. 33,

•2 K. xxlii. 12.
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by the laying on of the hands of the Apostles to this

special function (Acts vi. 5). His name occurs but

tiiis once in Scripture; and ecclesiastical history

records nothina; of him save the tradition that he

sutl'ered martyrdom at Thilippi m the reign of

Trajan (Baron, ii. 55). In the Calendar of tlie By-

zantine Church he and Frochorus are commemorated

on July l2Sth. [E. H—s.]

PAR'NACH (^3^3 : ^apydx : Pharnach).

Fatiicr or ancestor of Elizaphan prince of the tribe

of Zebulun (Xum. x.xxiv. 'lb).

PA'ROSII pV\^ ^aph ; Alex, cpopts in

Kzr. ii.;5, elsewhere ^6pos : Phar'os). The de-

scendants of Parosh, in number 2172, returned

from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 3 ;
Neh.

vii. 8). Another detachment of 1 50 males, with

Zechariah at their head, accompanied Ezra (Ezr.

viii. ;5). Seven of the family had married foreign

wives (Ezr. x. 25). They assisted in the building

of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 25), and signed

the covenant with jS'ehemiah (Neh. .x. 14). In the

last-tpioted i)assage the name Parosh is clearly that

of a family, and not of an individual.

PARSHANDA'THA (ND'^Jtt'nS : ^apffav

yes ; Alex. iap(raveiTrav : Pkarsandatha). The

eldest of Haman's ten sons who were slain by the

Jews in Shushan (Esth. ix. 7). Fiirst {Ilandwh.)

renders it into old Persian frashnadata, " given by

prayer," and compares the proper name napawySrjs,

whioli occurs in DioJ. ii. 33.

PARTHIANS (UdpOoi ; Parthi) occurs only

in Acts ii. 9, wheie it designates Jews settled in

Parthia. Parthia Proper was the region stretching

along the southern tlank of the mountains which

separate the great Persian desert from the desert of

Kliaresm. It lay soiXthof Hyrcania, east of Media,

and north of .^agartia. The country was pleasant,

and fairly feitile, watered by a number of small

streams flowing from the mountains, and absorbed

after a longer or a shorter course by the sands. It

is now known as the Atak or " skirt," and is still

a valuable part of Pei.Ma, though supporting only

a scanty population. In ancient times it seems to

have been densely peopled ; and the ruins of many
large and apparently handsome cities attest its

former prosperity. (See Eraser's Khorassan, p.

245.)

Tiie ancient Parthians are called a "Scythic"
race (Stiab. xi. 9, §2 ; Justin, xli. 1-4 ; Arrian,

Fr. 1); and probably belonged to the great Tura-

nian family. Various stories are told of their

origin. Moses of Chorene cdls them the descend-

ants of Abraham by Ketuiah (Hist. Annen. ii. (55) ;

while John of Malala rehites that they were Scy-

tir.ans whom the Egyptian-king Sesostris brought

with him on his return from Scythia, and settled in

a region of Persia (/list. Univ. p. 2(3; compare
Arrian, /. s. c). IJeally, nothing is known of tliem

till about the time of Darius Hystaspis, when thev

are found in the district which so long retained

their name, and appear as faitiiful subjects of the

Persian monarchs. We may faiily presume that

they were added to the empire by Cyrus, about

B.C. 550 ; for that monarch seems to have been the

conqueror of all the north-eastern piovinces. He-
rodotus speaks of them as contained in the IGth

sjitrapy of Darius, where tliey were joined with
the (Jhor.tsmians, the Sogdians, and the .\rians, or

people of Herat (Herod, iii. 93). He also mentions

PARTHIANS i09

that they served in the army which Xerxes led into

Greece, under the same leader as the Chorasmians
(vii. 6G). They carried bows and arrows, and
short spears ; but were not at this time held in

much repute as soldiers. In the final struggle

between the Greeks and Persians they remained

faithful to the latter, serving at Arbela (Arr. Exp.
Alex. ill. 8), but otfering only a weak resistance

to Alexander when, on his way to Bactria, he

entered their countiy (ib. 25). In the division of

Alexander's dominions they fell to the shaie of

Eumenes, and Parthia for somfe while was counted

among the territories of the Seleucidae. About
]'..C. 256, however, they ventured upon a revolt,

and under Arsaces (whom Strabo calls "a king of

the Dahae," but who was more probably a native

leader) they succeeded in establishing their inde-

pendence. This was the beginning of the great

Parthian empire, which may be legardedas rising

out of the ruins of the Persian, and as taking its

place during the centuries when the Roman power
was at its height.

Parthia, in the mind of the writer of the Acts,

would designate this empire, which extended from

India to the Tigris, and from the Chorasmian desert

to the shores of the Southern Ocean. Hence the

prominent position of the name Parthians in the

list of those present at Pentecost. Paithia was a

power almost rivalling Kome—the only existing

power which had tried its strength against Home
and not been worsted in the encounter. By the

defeat and destruction of Crassus near Carrhae (the

Scriptural Harran) the Parthians acquired that cha-

racter for military prowess which attaches to them
in the best writers of the Roman classical period.

(See Hor. Od. ii. 13 ; Sat. ii. 1, 15; Virg. Georg.

iii. 31 ; Ov. Art. Am. i. 209, &c.) Their armies

were composed of clouds of horsemen, who were

all riders of extraordinary expertness ; their chief

weapon was the bow. They shot their aiTows

with wonderful precision while their horses were

in full career, and were proverbially remarkable

for the injury they inflicted with these weapons on

an enemy who attempted to follow them in their

flight. From the time of Crassus to that of Trajan

tliey were an enemy whom Rome especially dreaded,

and whose ravages she was content to repel without

revenging. The warlike successor of Nerva had

the boldness to attack them ; and his expedition,

which was well conceived and vigorously conducted,

deprived them of a considerable portion of their ter-

ritories. In the next reign, that of Hadrian, the

Parthians recovered these losses ; but their military

strength was now upon the decline; and in a.d,

220, the last of the Arsacidae was forced to yield

his kingdom to the revolted Persians, who, under

Artaxerxes, son of Sassan, succeeded in i e-esUiblish-

ing their empire. The Parthian dominion thus

lasted lor nearly five centuries, commencing in the

third century before, and terminating in the third

century after, our era.

It has already been stated that the Parthians

were a Turanian race. Their success is to be re-

garded as the subversion of a tolerably advance.!

civilisation by a comparative barbarism—the sub-

stitution of Tatnr coarseness for Arian polish and

refinement. They aimed indeed at adopting the art

and civilisation of those whom they conqucietl ;
but

their imitation was a poor travestie, and there i.s

something ludicrously giotes<iue in mobt of then-

more aml>itious etlbrts. At the same time, they

occasionally exhibit a certain amount of skill and
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taste, moi-e especially where they IblloweJ Greek

moilels. Their arcliitecture was better than their

sculpture. The famous ruins of Ctesiphon have a

grandeur of effect Avhich strikes every traveller
;

(Sir R. K. Poner'

and the Parthian constructions at Akkerkuf, El

Hammam, &c., are among the most remaikable of

Oriental remains. Nor was grandeur of general

effect the only merit of their buildings. There is

sometimes a beauty and delicacy in their ornamen-

tation which is almost worthy the Greeks. (For

I of Arcli at Tackt-i-Bostan.

specimens of Parthian sculpture and architecture,

see the Travels of Sir R. K. Porter, vol. i. plates

19-24; vol. ii. plates 62-66 and 82, &c. For the

general history of the nation, see Heeren's Manual
of Ancient Histori/, pp. 229-305, Eng. Tr. ; and
the article Parthia. in Diet, of Gr. and Rom.
Geograpliij.) [C. i;.]

PARTRIDGE (xnp, hore: nepSi^, wkti-

K6pa^: jjcrdix) occurs only 1 Sam. xxvi. 20, where
David compares himself to a hunted Kore upon the

mountains, and in Jer. .wii. 11, where it is said,

" As a Kore sitteth on eggs, and hatcheth them not

;

so he that getteth riches, and not by right, shall

leave them in the midst of his days, and at his end
shall be a fool." The translation of Kore by
" partridge " is supported by many of the old ver-

sions, the Hebrew name, as is generally supposed,

having reference to the " call " of the cock bird

;

coinpare the German Rehhuhn from rnfcn, " to

call." » Bochart (Jlieroz. ii. 632) has attem])ted to

show that Kore denotes some species of " snipe,"

or " woo<lcock " (rusticola ?) ; he refers tiie Hebrew
word to the Arabic Karia, which he believes, but

" " Perdlx enim nomen suum hebralcum {^-)p habet
n. vocando, quemadmodum eadcm avis Geniianis dicitur

Hephuhn a ropen, i. e. rufm, vocare " (Rosonmlill. Schnl.

in Jer. xvii. 11). Mr. Tristram saj-s tliat Kore. would be

an admirable Imitation of the call-note of Caccabis saxa-

tUis.

b "The partridge of the mountains I suspect to be

Jmmoperdix Hcyii, familiar as it must have ben to

PARTRIDGE
upon very insuihcient ground, to be the name of

some one of these birds. Oedmaun ( Verm. Samin.

ii. 57") identities the Karia of Arabic writers with

the Merops apiaster (the Bee-eater) ; this explana-

tion has deservedly found favour with no commen-
tators. What the Karia of the Arabs may be we
have been luiable to determine ; but the Kore there

can be no doubt denotes a partridge. The " hunting

this bird upon the mounhuns " •> U Sam. xxvi. 20)
entirely agiees with the habits of' two well-known

s])ecies of partridge, viz., Cuccabis saxatilis (the

Greek partridge) and Ammoperdix Ileijii. The
specific name of the former is partly indicative of

the localities it frequents, viz., ro<;ky and hilly

ground covered with brushwood.

Ammojierdix tieyii.

It will be seen by the inarginal reading that the

l)ass;ige in .Jeremiah may bear the following inter-

pretation:—As the Kore " gathereth young which

she hath not brought forth." This rendering is

sui)ported by the LXX. aiKl Vulg., and is that

whicli Maurer {^Comment, in Jer. 1. c), Rosen-

miiller (Sell, in Jer. I.e.), Gesenius {Thes. s. v.),

Winer (Bealwb. "RelOiuhn"), and scholars gene-

rally, adopt. In order to meet the requii-ements

of this latter intequetation, it has been asserted

that the partridge is in trie habit of stealing the

egcrs from the nests of its congeners and of sitting

upon them, and that when the young aie hatched

they forsake their false parent; hence, it is .said,

th.- meaning of the simile: the man who has be-

come rich hy dishonest means loses his riches, as

the fictitious partridge her stolen brood (see .Jerome

ill Jerem. 1. c). It is perhaps almost needless to

remark that this is a mere fable, in which, how-

ever, the ancient Orientals may have believed.

Time is a passage in the Arabian naturalist Damir,

quoted by Bochart {Ifieroz. ii. 638), which shows

that in his time this uplnion was held with regard

to some kind of partridge.' The explanation of the

rendering of the text of the A. V. is oljviously ;us

follows. Partridges were often " hunted " in ancient

times as they are at present, either hy hawking

or by being driven from place to place till they be-

David when lie camped by the cave of AduUam—a bird

more difficult by far to be induced to lake wing than

C. saratilis" (H. B. Tristram).

« Tartrldgos, like gallinaceous birds generally, may
occasionally lay their egcp in the nests of other birds of

the same species : it is iiardly likely, however, that this

fact should have attracted the attention of the ancients

;

neither can it alone be sufficient to e.\plain the simile.
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come fatigued, when they are knocked down by the

clubs or zencattijs of the Arabs (see Shaw's Trav. i.

425, 8vo.). Thus, nests were no doubt constantly

disturbed, and many destroyed : as, therefore, is a

partridge which is driven from her eggs, so is lie

that enricheth himself by unjust means—" he shall

leave them in the midst of his days." The expres-

sion ui Kcclus. xi. 30, " like as a partridge taken

PASHUR 11

(and kept) in a aige," cleaily refers, as Shaw {Trav.

1. c.) has observed, to " a decoy partridge," and the

Greek ir6p5i| BripevTris sliould have been so trans-

lated, as is evident both from the context and the

(ireek words j'' compare Aristot. Hist. Anim. ix. 9,

§ 3 and 4. Besides the two species of partridge

named above, the Caccahis chuk n—the red-leg of

India and Persia, which Mr. Tristram regards as dis-

tinct from the Greeic partridge—is found about the

Jordan. Our common partridge [I'erdix cinerea),

as well as the I>arbary (C. pcfrosn) and red-leg

( C. nifa), do not occur in Palestine. There are

three or four species of the genus Pterocles (Sand-

grouse) and Francolimis found in the Bible lands,

but thev do not appear to be noticed by any distinct

term. "[Quail.] [W. H.]

PARU'AH(n"n3: *ouo(royS; Alex. (J)a,5^CoO:

Phante). The father of Jehoshaphat, Solomon's
commissariat olficer in Issachar (1 K. iv. 17J.

PARVA'IM (D^nS : *opoui», the name of a

place or country whence the gold was procured for

the decoration of Solomon's Temple (2 Ciir. iii. 6).

The name occurs but once in the Bible, and there

without any particulars that assist to its identifi-

cation. We may notice the conjectures of Hitzig

(on Dan. x. 5), that the name is derived from the

Sanscrit pant, " hill," and betokens the SiSufna upr)

in Arabia, mentioned by I'toiemy (vi. 7, §11; ; of

Kuobei ( Vollicrt. p. 191), that it is an abbreviated

form of Sepharvaim, which stands in the Syriac

version aud the Targum of .Jonathan for the Sejihar

of Gen. X. 30 ; and of Wilford (quoted by Gesenius,

Thes. ii. 1 125), that it is derived fiom the Sanscrit

purva, " eastern," and is a general tenn for the

East. Bochart's identification of it with Taprobane
is etymologically incorrect. [W. L. B.]

PA'SACH ("qpS : *a(r«'/f ; Alex. *eff7jx/

:

J'hosech). Son of .Japhlet of the tribe of Asher

(,1 Chr. vii. 33), and one of the chiefs of his tribe.

PAS-DAM'MIM {Wllil DQn : *a(ro5o/if?
;

Alex. ^aaoSofjLiv : Aphesdoiuiin). The form under

which in I Chr. xi. 13 the name appears, whicii in

1 Sam. xvii. 1 is given more at length as Ei'UKS-

DAMMIM. The lexicographers do not decide which
is the earlier or correcter of the two. Gesenius

{Thes. 139) takes them to be identical in meaning.

It will be observed that in the original of Pas-

dammim, the definite article has taken the place of

the first letter of the other form. In the parallel

narrative of 2 Sam. xxiii., the name appears to be

corrupted" to charpham (DQ"in), in the A. V.

rendered " there." The present text of Josephus

(^Ant. vii. 12, §4) gives it as Arasamos ('Apcio-ayuos).

The chief interest attaching to the appeaiaiice of

the name in this passage of Chronicles is the evi-

dence it affords that the place was the scene of

repeated encounters between Israel and the Philis-

tines, unless indeed we treat 1 Chr. xi. 13 (and the

parallel passage, 2 Sam. xxiii. 11) as an independent

account of the occurrence related in 1 Sam. xvii.

—

which hardly seems possible.

A ruined site bearing the name of Damun or

Chirbet Damoun, lies near the road from Jerusalem

to Beit Jihrin (Van de Velde, S. ^ P. ii. 193
;

Tobler, \itte Waiid. 201), about three miles E. of

Shnweilieli (Socho;. This Van de Velde proposes to

identify with Pas-dammim. [G.]

PASE'AH (npS : Beirtnje' ; Alex. *e<r(ri7 :

Phesse). 1. Son of Eshton, in an obscure fragment

of the genealogies of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 12). He
and his brethren are described as " the men of

Kechah," which in the TarguEi of K. Joseph is ren-

dered " the men of the great Sanhedi in."

2. (*a(r7/ p]zr., ^atreK Keh. : Phasea). The
" sons of I'aseah " were among the Nethinim who
returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 49). In the

A. V. of Neh. vii. 51, the name is written Pha-
SEAH. Jehoiada, a member of the family, assisted

in rebuilding the old gate of the city under Nehe-

miah (Neh. iii. 6).

PA'SHUR (-l-inK'3 : Uaax^p : Phassur), of

uncertain etymology, although Jer. xx. 3 seems to

allude to the meaning of it : comp. Kuth i. 20 ; and

see Gesen. s. v.

1. Name of one of the families of priests of the

chief house of Malchijah (Jer. \xi. 1, xxxviii. 1

;

1 Chr. ix. 12, xxiv. 9; Neh. xi. '2). In the time

of Nehemiah this family appears to have become a

chief house, and its head the head of a course

(Ezr. ii. 38 ; Neh. vii. 41, x. 3) ; and, if ihe text

can be relied upon, a comparison of Neh. x. 3 with

xii. 2 would indicate that the time of their return

from Babylon was subsequent to the days of Zerul)-

babel and Jeshua. The individual from whom the

family was named was probai)ly Piishur the sou ot

Jlalchiah, who in the reign of Zedekiah was one of

the (hief princes of the court (Jer. xxxviii. 1). He
w;vs sent, with others, by Zedekiah to Jeremiah at

the time when Nebuchadnezzar was preparing his

attack upon Jerusalem, to inquire what would be

the issue, and received a reply full of forebodings of

disaster (Jer. xxi.). Again somewhat later, when

the temporary raising of the siege of Jerusalem by

the advance of Pharaoh Hophra's army from Egypt,

had inspired hopes in king and people that .lere-

• llr. Tristram tells us tlm Caccahis saxatilis makes This is carefully examined by Kennicott (/>i.«ser/aiion,

an admirable liecoy, becominf; very tame and clever. He p. 137, &c.).

brought one home with him from C\ prus.
)
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miah's predictions wouM be falsitied, Pashur joined

with several other chief men m petitioning the king

that Jeiemiiih miglit be put to death as a traitor,

who weakened the hands of the patriotic party by

his exhortations to surrender, and his propliecies uf

defeat, and he proceeded, with the other |>rinces,

actually to cast the prophet into the dry well whe:e

he nearly perished (Jer. xxxviii.)- Nothing more s

known oV Fashur. His descendant Adaiah seems 10

have returned with Zerabbabel (1 Chr. ix. 12), cr

whenever the census there quoted was taken.

2. Another person of this name, also a priest,

and " chief governor of the house ot the Lord," is

mentioned in Jer. xx. 1 . He is described as " the

son of Immer," who w:is the head of the 16th

course of priests (1 Chr. xxiv. 14), and probably

the same as Amariah, Keh. x. 3, xii. 2, &c. In the

reign of Jehoiakim he showed himself as hostile to

Jeremiah as his namesake the son of Malchiah did

atlerwards, and j)ut him In the stocks by the gate

of Benjamin, for prophesying evil against Jerusalem,

and left him there all niglit. For this indignity to

God's prophet, Pashur was told by Jeremiah that

his name was changed to JIagor-missabib {Terror on

every side), and that he and all his house should be

carried captives to Babylon and there die (Jer. xx.

1-6). From tlie expression in v. 6, it should seem

that Pashur the son of Immer acted the part of a

prophet as well as that of priest.

3. FatherofGedaliah (Jer. xxxviii. 1). [A.C.H.]

PASSAGE.* Used m plur. (Jer. xxii. 20),

probably to denote the mountain region of Abarim,

on the east side of Jordan [Abarim] (Raumer, /"«/.

p. 62 ; Ges. p. 987 ; .Stanley, S. c^ P. p. 204, and

App. p. 503). It also denotes a river-ford or a moun-

tain gorge or pass. [MiCHMASH.] [H. W. P.]

' 1. "ISy ; TO nipav ttJs ffaAaaoT)?.

2. "l^y^ ; iid/3a<ns ; vadum (Gen. xsxii. '22) ; also a

gorge (I Sam. xiii. 23).

3. mayo ; <j>apayi ; transcensus (Is. x. 29). " A
ford " (Is. xvi. 2).

b This is eviacntly the word NHpS, the Aramaean

form of HDS, put into Greek letters. Some have taken

the meaning of PIpB, the root of HDS, to be that of

" passing through," and have referred its application here

to the passage of the lied Sea. Hence the Vulgate has

rendered npS by transitiu!, I'hilo {De Vit. MosU, lib. iii.

c. 29) by Sia^aT^pia, and Gregory of NazianzAis by Sta-

/Sairit. Aiigusline lakes the siime view of the word ; as do
also Voti Bohleii and a few other modem critics. Jerome
applies transitus both to the passing over of the destroyer

and the patsing through the lied Sea (in Matt. xxvi.). But
the true sense of the Hebrew substantive is plainly indi-

cated in Ex. xii. 27 ; and the best authorities are agreed

that nD3 never expresses " passing through," but that

its primary nieauing is " leaping over." Hence the verb

is regularly usi'U with the preposllion 7]}. But since,

when we Jump or step over anything, we do not tread

upon it, the word has a secondary meaning, " to spare,"

or " to show mercy " (coinp. Is. xxxi. 5, with Kx. xii. 27).

The L.XX. have therefore used nKeird^et.i' in Ex. xii. 13 ;

and Onkelos has rendered PIDSTI^T, ' the sacritice of

the Passover," by D^n ni'l, •• the sacrifice of mercy.

Josephus rightly explains Trdirxa by vnepPairia. In the

same purport, agree Aquila, Theodotion, Sj-nmiachus,

several of the Fathers, and the best modem critics. Our
own translators, by using the word " Pas-sover," have
made clear Ex. xii. 12, 23, and other passages, which

PASSUVEK

PASSOVER (npD. np3n jn rb rrdaxa :
"»

phase, id est transitus : 'also, hV'XOn, nV^OH JH

.

ra i^vfia ; in N. T. t} topri] rwu a^vfiuv, r\fifpai

Twv a^v/xcuv : azyirM., festutn azymoruni), the lirst

of the three great annual Festivals of the Israelites,

celebrated in the month Nisan, from the 14th to

the 21st.

The following are the principal passages in the

Pentateuch relating to the Passover: Ex. xii. 1-51,

in which there is a full account of its original insti-

tution and first observance in Egypt, Ex. xiii.

3-10, in which the unleavened bread is spoken of

in connexion with the sanctrfication of the first-

born, but there is no mention of the paschal lamb ;«

Ex. xxiii. 14-19, where, under the name of the

feast of unleavened bread, it is first connected with

the other two great aunual festivals, and also with

the sabbath, and in which the paschal lamb is styled

"My sacrifice"; Ex. sxxiv. 18-26, in which the

festival is brought into the same connexion, with
immediate reference to the redemption of the first-

born, and in which the words of Ex. xxiii. 18,

regarding the paschal lamb, are repeated ; Lev,

xxiii. 4-14, where it is mentioned in the same con-

nexion, the days of holy convocation are especially

noticed, and the enactment is prospectively given

respecting the offering of the first sheaf of han'est,

with the offerings which were to accomp;uiy it,

when the Israelites possessed the promised land;

Num. ix. 1-14, in which the Divine word repeats

the command for the observance of the Passover

at the commencement of the second year after the

Exodus, and in which the obseixance of the Pass-

over in the second month, for those who could not

participate in it at the regular time, is instituteil

;

Num. xxviii. 16-25, where directions are given for

not intelligible in the LXX. nor In several other versions.

(See Biihr, SymboUk, ii. 627 ; Ewald, Alterthiimer, p. 390

;

Gesenius, Thes. s. v. ; Suiccr, subirdcrxa; Drusius, Aotae

Majores, in Ex. xii. 27 ; Carpzov, App. Crit. p. 39 ).)

The explanation of Trdtrxa which hinges on the notion

that it is derived from rrdoxo) needs no refutation, but is

not without interest, as it appears to have given rise to

the very common use of the word passion, as denoting

the death of Our Lord. Itwasheldby Irenaeus, Tertullian,

and a few others. Chrysostom appears to avail himself

of it for a paronomasia (/7om. V. iul 1 Tim.), as in another

place he formally states the true meaning- vjrcpjSotri's

eVrt Ka9' iptirji'tCav to waaxa. Gregory of Nazianzus

seems to do the same {Oral, xiii.), since he elsewhere

(as is stated above) explains naaxa as =; £id^a<rit. See

Suiccr, sub voce. Augustine, who took this latter view,

has a passage which is worth quoting :
" Pascha, fratres,

non sicut quidam existimant, Graccum nomen est, sed

llebracum : opportunissimc tamen occurrit in hoc nomine

quaedam congruentia ntrarumque linguarum. Quia enim

pati Gracce Trdo-x'"' dlcitur, Ideo Pascha passio putata

e.-it, velut hoc nomen a passlone sit appellatuin ; in sua

vero lingua, hoc est in Hebraea, Pascha transitus dicitur :

propterea tunc prinium Pascha celebravit populus Dei,

qiiando ex Egj-pto fugientes, nibrum mare transierunt.

Nunc ergo figura ilia prophetica in verltate completa est,

cum sicut ovis ad immolandum ducitur Christus, cujiis

sanguine illitis postibus nostris, id est, cujus signo crucis

signatis frontibus nostris, a perditione higus secull tan-

quam a captivitate vel interemptione Aegyptia liberamur

;

et agimus saluberrimum transitum, cum a diabolo trans-

imus ad Christum, et ab isto instabili seculo ad ejus fun-

datl-ssimum regnum. Col. i. 13" (/n Joan. JYact. Iv.).

c There are five disthict statutes on the Passover in the

12th and 13th chapters of E.\odus (xii. 2-), 5-20, 21-28,

42-51 ; xiii. 1-10).
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the offenngs which wei'e to be made on ench of the

seven days of the festival ; Deut. xvi. 1-6, where

the coniniand is prospectively given that the Pass-

over, and the other great festivals, should be ob-

served in the place which the Lord might choose

in the land of promise, and where there appears to

be an allusion to the Chagigah, or voluntary peace-

otferings (see p. 7176).

I. Institution and first Celebration of

THE Passover.

When the chosen people were about to be brought

out of Egypt, the word of the Lord came to Moses

and Aaron, commanding them to instruct all the con-

gregation of Israel to prepare for their departure

by a solemn religious ordinance. On the tenth day

of the month Abib, which had then commenced,

the head of each family was to select from the flock

either a lamb or a kid, a male of the first year,

without blemish. If his family was too small to

eat the whole of the lamb, he was permitted to

invite his nearest neiglibour to join the party. On
the fourteenth day of the month, he "^ was to kill

his lamb while the sun was setting.* He was then

to take the blood in a basin, and with a sprig of

hyssop to sprinkle it on the two side-posts ami the

lintel of the door of the house. The lamb was

then thoroughly roasted, whole. It was expressly

forbidden that it should be boiled, or that a bone of

it should be broken. Unleavened bread and bitter

herbs were to be eaten with the flesh. No male

who was uncircumcised was to join the company.

Each one was to have his loins girt, to hold a

statf in his hand, and to have shoes on his feet.

He was to eat in haste, and it would seem that

he was to stand during the meal. The number of

tiie party was to be calculated as nearly as pos-

sible, so that all the flesh of the lamb might be

eaten ; but if any portion of it happened to remain,

it was to be burned in the morning. No morsel of

it was to be carried out of the house.

The legislator was further directed to inform
the people of God's pui-pose to smite the first-born

of the Egyptians, to declare that the Passover was
to be to them an ordinance for ever, to give them
directions respecting the order and duration of the

festival m future times, and to enjoin upon them
to te;ich their childiea its meaning, from generation

to generation.

When the message was delivered to the people,

they bowed their heads in worship. The lambs
were selected, on the fourteenth they were slain and
the blood sprinkled, and in the following evening,

after the fifteenth day of the month had commenced,
the first pa-schal meal was eaten. At midnight the

fii-st-bom of the Egyptians were smitten, from the

first-bora of Pharaoh that sat on his throne unto
the first-born of the captive that wiis in the dungeon,

and all the firetlings of the cattle.' The king and
his people were now urgent that the Israelites should

stiirt immediately, and readily bestowed on them
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<> The words translated in A. V. " the whole assembly
of the congregation" (Ex. sli. 6), evidently mean every

man of the cangregation They are well rendered by
Vitringa {Observat. Sac. li. 3, {9), " universa Israelitarum

multitudo nemine excepto." The word ^Tip, though it

primarily denotes an assembly, must here signify no
more than a complete number of persons, not necessarily

assembled together.

' See note >, p. 714.

' Michaelis and Kurtz consider that this visitation was

supplies for the journey. In such haste did the
Israelites depart, on that very day (Num. xxxiii.

3), that they packed up their kneading-troughs

cont<aining the dough prepared for the morrow's
provision, which was not yet leavened.

Such were the occurrences connected with the

institution of the Passover, as they are related in

Ex. xii. It would seem that the law for the conse-

cration of the first-born was piissed in immediate
connexion with them (Ex. xiii. 1, 13, 15, 16).

II. Observance of the Passover in later
TIMES.

1. In the twelfth and thirteenth chapters of Exodus,

there are not only distinct references to the observ-

ance of the festival in future ages (e. g. xii. 2, 14,

17, 24-27, 42, xiii. 2, 5, 8-10
j

; but there are se-

veral injunctions which were evidently not intended

ibr the first passover, and which indeed could not

possibly have been observed. The Israelites, for

example, could not have kept the next day, the

15th of Nisan, on which they commenced their

march (Ex. xii. 51; Num. xxxiii. 8), as a day of

holy convocation according to Ex. xii. 16. [Fes-

tivals, vol. i. p. 617.]
In the later notices of the festival in the books

of the law, there are particulars added which appear

as modifications of the original institution. Of this

kind are the directions for offering the Omer, or

first sheaf of harvest (Lev. xxiii. 10-14), the instruc-

tions respecting the special sacrifices which were to

be offered each day of the festival week (Num
xxviii. 16-25), and the command that the paschal

lambs should be slain at the national sanctuary, and

that the blood should be sprinkled on the altar,

instead of the lintels and door-posts of the houses

(Deut. xvi. 1-6).

Hence it is not without reason that the Jewish

writers have laid great stress on the distinction

between " the Egyptian Passover" and "the per-

petual Passover." The distinction is noticed in the

Mishna (Pesachim, ix. 5). The peculiarities of the

Egyptian passover which are there pointed out are,

the selection of the Iamb on the 10th day of the

month, the sprinkling of the blood on the lintels

and door-posts, the use of hyssop in sprinkling, the

haste in which the meal was to be eaten, and the

restriction of the abstinence from unleavened bread

to a single day. Elias of Byzantium e adds, that

there was no command to burn the fat on the altar,

that the pure and impure ail partook of the paschal

meal contrary to the law afterwards given (Num.
xviu. 11), that both men and women were then

required to partake, but subsequently the command
was given only to men (Ex. .\xiii. 17; Deut. .\^^

IC), that neither the Hallel nor any other hymn
was sung, as was required in later times in accord-

ance with Is. XXX. 29, that there were no days of

holy convocation, and that the lambs were not slain

in the consecrated place. ''

2. The following was the genei-al oi-der of the ' b-

dlrected against the sacred animals, " the gods of Egypt,"

mentioned in Ex. xii 12.

B Quoted by Carpzov, App. Crit. p. 406. For other

Jewish authorities, see Otho's I^xvxn, s. v I'a.-icha.'

•> Another Jewish authority (Tosiphta in Pesachim,

quoted by Otho) adds tliat the rule that no one who par-

took of the lumb should go out of the hou^e until ibe

morning (Ex. xii. 22) was observed only on this one

occasiiin ; a point of Interest, as boarinc on the question

relating to our Lord's last supp-^r StH' p. :i9a.
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servances of the Passover in later times according to

the direct evidence of Scripture :—On the 14th of

Nisan, every trace of leaven was put away from

the houses, and on the same day every male Israelite

not labouring under any bodily infirmity or cere-

monial impurity, was commanded to appear before

the Lord at the national sanctuary with an offering

of monev in proportion to his means (Ex. xxiii.

15; Deut. xvi. 16, 17).' Devout women some-

times attended, as is proved by the instances of

Hannah and Mary (1 Sam. i. 7 ; Luke ii. 41, 42).

As the sun was setting,'' the lambs were slain, and

the fat and blood given to the priests (2 Chr. xxxv.

5, 6 ; comp. Joseph. B. J. vi. 9, §3). In accordance

with the original institution in Egypt, the lamb

was then roasted whole, and eaten with unleavened

bread and bitter herbs ; no portion of it was to be

left until the moining. The same night, after

the l.'jth of Nisan had commenced, the fat was

burned bv the priest and the blood sprinkled on the

altar (2 Chr. xxx. 16, xxxv. 11). On the 15th,

the night being passed, there was a holy convoca-

tion, and during that day no work might be done,

except the preparation of necessary food (Ex. xii.

16). On this and the six following days an offering

in addition to the daily sacrifice was made of two

young bullocks, a ram, and seven lambs of the first

year, with meat-offerings, for a burnt-offering, and

a goat for a iin-oHering (Num. xxviii. 19-23), On

the 16th of the month, " the morrow after the

sabbath "
(i. e. after the day of holy convocation),

the first sheaf of harvest was offered and waved by

the priest before the Lord, and a male lamb was

offered as a burnt sacrifice with a meat and drink-

offering. Nothing necessarily distinguished the four

following days of "the festival, except the additional

burnt and sin-offerings, and the restraint trom some

kinds of labour. [Festivals.] On the seventh day,

• This ofToring was common to all the feasts. According

to the Mislma ( Chagigah, i. 2), part of it was appropriated

for burnt-ofTerings, and the rest for the Chagigah.

k -Between the two evenings," D^a'iyn ^3 (Ex. xii.

C; Lev. xxill. 5 ; Num. ix. 3, 5). The phrase also occurs

in reference to the time of offering the evening sacrifice

(Ex. xxix. 39, 41 ; Num. xxviii. 4), and in other con-

nexions (Ex. xvi. 12, xxx. K). Its precise meaning is

doubtful. The Karaites and Samaritans, with whom
Aben Ezra (on Ex. xii. 6) agrees, consider it as the in-

terval between sunset and dark. This appears to be in

accordance with iJeut. xvi. 6, where the paschal lamb is

commanded to be slain " at the going down of the sun."

But tlie Pliarisees and Rabbinists lield that the first

evening commenced wlxn tlie sun began to decline

(hiiKi\ nputta), and that the second evening began with

the selling sun (Sei'Ar) oi|/ia). Josephus says that the

lambs were slain from the ninth hour till the eleventh,

t. e. between three and five o'clock (B. J. vi. 9, }3)

;

the Mishna seems to couiUenanco this (I'esachim, v. 3)

;

and Maimoiiides, who says tlioy were killed immediately

after the evening sacrifice. A tliird notion has been held

by Jarchi and Kimcbi, that the two evenings are the time

immediately before and immediately after sunset, so that

the point of time at wlilch the sun sots divides them.

Gesenius, Biihr, Winer, and most other critics, hold the

first opinion, and regard the phrase as equivalent with

D"iy3 (Deut. xvi. 6). See Gesenius, Tlies. p. 1065 ; Biihr,

,'<i/mbolik, ii. C14 ; Ilupfold, De Fcstis Ifebraeoriim, p. 15
;

Eosenmiiller in Kxod. xii. 6 ; Cai-pzov, App. Crit. p. 6S.

' The seventli day of the I'assover, and the eighth day
of the Feast of Tabernacles (see John vil. 37), had a cha-

racter of their own, distinguisliing them from the first days

of the feasts and from all otlier days of holy convocailon,

with the exception of the day of Tentecost. [rEXTEcosx]
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the 21st of Nisan, theie was a holy convocation,

and the day appears to have been one of peculiar so-

lemnity.' As at all the festivals, cheei-fulness was
to prevail during the whole week, and all care w.as

to be laid aside (Deut. xxvii. 7 ; comp. Joseph.

Ant. xi. 5 ; Michaelis, Laws of Moses, Art. 197).

[Pentecost].
3. (a.) The Paschal Zanj6.—After the first Pa.ss-

over in Egypt there is no trace of the lamb having

been selected before itwas wanted. In later times, we
are certain that it was sometime; not provided before

the 14th of the month (Luke xxii. 7-9 ; Mark xiv.

12-16). The law formally allowed the alternative

of a kid (Ex. xii. 5), but a lamb was preferred,"

and was probably nearly always chosen. It was
to be faultless and a male, in accordance with the

established estimate of animal perfection (see Mai.

i. 14). Either the head of the family, or any other

person who was not ceremoniall}' unclean (2 Chr.

xxx. 17), took it into the court of the Temple on

his shoulders. According to some authorities, the

lamb might, if circumstances should render it de-

sirable, be slain at any time in the afternoon, even

before the evening sacrifice, if the blood was kept

stirred, so as to prevent it from coagulating, until the

time came for sprinkling it [Pesacliiin, v. 3).

The Mishna gives a particular accoimt of the

arrangement which was made in the cotirt of the

Temple {Pcsachim, x. 6-8). Those who were to

kill the lamb entered successively in three divisions.

When the first division had entered, the gates were

closed <and the triunpets were sounded three times.

The piiests stood in two rows, each row extending

from the altar to the place where the peo])le weie

assembled. The priests of one row held basins

of silver, and those of the otlier basins of gold.

Each Israelite" then slew his lamb in order, and

the priest who was nearest to him received the blood

This is indicated in regard to the Passover in Deut. xvi. 8

.

" Six days thou shaft eat unleavened bread ; and on the

seventh day shall be a solemn assembly (H^^J?) to the

Lord." See iilso Ex. xiii. 6 :
" Seven days thou shalt eat

unleavened bread, and in the seventh day sliall be a feast

to the Lord." The word ITl^'y is used in like manner

for the last day of the Feast ol Tabernacles (I^v. xxiil. 36,

where It is associated with t^'Ip'N'IpO. "a holy con-

vocation;" Num. xxix. 35; 2 Chr. vii. 9; Neh. viii. is).

Our translators have in each case rendered it " solemn

assembly," but liave explained it in the margin by
" restraint." The LXX. have i^o&iov. Michaclis and

Ikon imagined the primary Idea of the word to be re-

straint fiom labour. Gesenius shows that this is a mis-

take, and proves the word to mean afsi'inbly or con-

gregation. Its root is undoubtedly "iVy, to shut tip.

or comtmin. Hence Biihr (Symbolil; Ii. 619) reasonably

argues, from the occurrence of the word in the passages

above referred to, that its strict meaning is that of the

closing assembh/ ; which Is of course quite consistent

with its being sometimes used for a solemn assembly in a

more general sense, and with its application to the day of

Pentecost.

n> The ChaUiee interpreter^ render HB', which means

one of the flock, whether sheep or goat, by 1J3X>

a lami; and Theodoret no doubt represents the Jewish

traditional usage wlien he says, ira 6 fiej/ npoparov cxuiv

Ovcrr) ToiiTO- 6 Sk trnavi^iuv npopdTov Tov epi,<}>ov (on Ex.

III.)'.

" Undoubtedly the usual practice was for the head of

the family to slay his own lamb; but on particular occa-

sions (as in the great observances of the Passover by

Hezekiah, Josiah, and Ezia) the slaughter of the lambs

was committed to the Levites. See p. "186.
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in his basin, which he handed to the next priest, who
gave his empty basin in retuin. A succession of

full basins was thus passed towaids the altar, and a

succession of empty ones towards the people. The

jiriest who stood next the altar threw the blood out

towards the base in a single jet. When the first

division had performed their work, the second came

in, and then the third. The lambs were skinned,

and the viscera taken out with the internal fat.

Tlie fat was carefully separated and collected in the

large dish, and the viscera were washed and replaced

in the body of the lamb, like those of the burnt

sacrifices ( Lev. i. 9, iii. 3-5 ; comp. Pesachim, vi. 1).

Maimonides says that the tail was put with the fat

{Not. ill Pes. V. 10). While this was going on

the Hal lei was sung, and repeated a second, or even

a third time, if the process was not finisiied. As
it gi-ew dark, the people went home to roast their

lambs. The tat was burned on the altar, with in-

cense, that same evening." When the 14th of Nisan

fell on the sabbath, all these things were done in the

same manner ; but the court of the Temple, instead

of being carefully cleansed as on other occasions, was
meieij flooded by opening a .sluice.

A sj)it made of the wood of the pomegranate
was thrust lengthwise through the lamb (Pesac/uVn,

Ml. 1). According to .Justin Martyr, a second

sjiit, or skewer, was put transversely through the

slioulders, so as to form the figure of a cross.P The
oven was of earthenware, and appears to have been

in shape something like a bee-hive with an opening
in the side to admit fuel. The lamb was carefully

so placed as not to touch the side of the oven, lest
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" The remarkable passage in which this is commanded,
wliich occurs K.\. xxiii. 17, 18, 19, and is repeated Ex.

xxxiv. 25, 26, appears to be a sort of proverbial caution

respecting the three great feasts. " Three times in the

year all thy males shall appear before the Lord God.
Thou shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with
leavened bread- neither shall the fat of my sacrifice

remain until the morning. The first of the first-fruits of

thy land thou shalt bring into the house of the Lord thy
God. Thou shalt not seethe a kid m his mother's milk."
The references to the Passover and Pentecost are plain

enough. That which is supposed to refer to Tabernacles
(which is also found Deut. xiv. 21), "Thou shalt not
seethe a kid in liis mother's milk," is explained by Abar-
baiu'l. and in a Jfaraite MS. spoken of by Cudworth, as

bearing on a custom of boiling a kid in the milk of its

dam as a charm, and sprinkling fields and orchards with
the milk to render them fertile (Cudworth, Trw Notion
of the {.Old's Sujyper, pp. 36, 37 ; Spencer, Leg. Heb. li. 8.

For other interpretations of the passage, see Uosenmiiller,
in Kxod. xxlH. 19). [Idolatry ; vol. i. 859 6.]

p The sUitemcnt is in the Dialogue with Trypho, c.40 :—
Koi TO K€\ev(Tdiv TTpd/SaTOf (Kfivo OTTTOv oAoc yCveadaL,
Toil n-d9ou<; -oO (TTaupoO, St.' oC nda-xav efifAAei' 6 Xpi-
(7t6?, o-ufiPoAoK jji/. TO yap oTTTiufj-evoi/ npoParov o-XTj/ua-

Ti^ofj-fvov o/JLoium TiZ (T\riiJ.aTi Tov aravpoxt ojttotoi. els

yikp opQiO<; o^tAio-KOS hia.Trepova.rai airb twi^ *caTu»TaTu>

fiqpMt' /J.i\pi. t!j? )Cff|)aA^s, <cal cts TraAii' icaTa to nerd-
€/)pti'Oi/, w TrpooTopTui'Tai Ka'i at x^'f"*? ''oO irpo^aTOv.

As .fustin was a native of Flavia Neapolis, it is a striking

fact that the modern Samaritans roast their paschal liunbs

in nearly the same manner at this day. Mr. (jeorge Grove,
who vlsHed Nablous in 1861, in a letter to the writer of

this article, says, '• The lambs (they require six for the

community now) are rousted all together by stuffing them
vertically, head downwards. Into an oven which Is like a
small well, about three feet diameter, and four or five feet

deep, roughly steaned, in which a fire has been kept up
for several hours. After the lambs are thrust in, the top
of the hole is covered with bu.';hes and earth, to confine
the heat till Uicy are done. Each lamb has a stake or
spit run through him to draw him up by ; and, to pre-

the cooking should be effected in part by hot earth-

enware, and not entirely by fire, according to Ex.
xii. 9 ; 2 Chr. xxxv. 13. If any one concerned in

the process broke a bone of the lamb so as to infringe

the command in Ex. xii. 46, he was subject to the

))unishment of forty stripes. The flesh was to be

roasted thoroughly^ (Ex. xii. 9). No portion of it

was allowed to be carried out of the house, and ifany
of it was not eaten at the meal, it was burned, along

with the bones and tendons, in the morning of the

1 6th of Nisan ; or, if that day happened to be the

sabbath, on the 17 th.

As the paschal lamb could be legally slain, and
the blood and lat offered, only in the national sanc-

tuary (Deut. xvi. 2), it of couise ceased to be offered

by the Jews after the destruction of Jerusalem.

The spring festival of the modern Jews strictly con-

sists only of the feast of unleavened bread.'

(6.) The Unleavened Bread.—There is no reason

to doubt that the unleavened bread eaten in the

Passover and that used on other religious occasions

were of the same nature. It might be made of

wheat, spelt, barley, oats, or rye, but not of rice or

millet {Pesachim, ii. 5). It appears to have been

usually made of the finest wheat flour' (Buxt.

Syn. Jud. c. xviii. p. 397). The greatest care was
taken that it should be made in perfectly clean

vessels and with all possible expedition, lest the

process of fermentation should be allowed to com-
inence in the slightest degree {Pesachim, iii. 2-5).

It was probably formed into dry, thin biscuits, no^

unlike those used by the modern Jews.

The command to eat unleavened bread during

vent the spit from tearing away through the roast meat
with the weight, a cross piece is put through the lower

end of it." A similar account is given in Miss Rogers'

Dmiiestic Life in Palestine. Vitringa, Bochart, and Het-

tinger have taken the statement of Justin as representing

the ancient Jewish usage ; and, witli him, regard the

crossed spits as a prophetic type of the cross of our Lord.

But it would seem more probable that the transverse spit

was a mere matter of convenience, and was perhaps never

in use among the Jews. The Rabbinical traditions relate

that the lamb was called Galeatus, "qui quum totus assa-

batur, cum capite, cruribus, et intestinis, pedes autem et

iiitestina ad latcra ligabantur inter assandum, agnus ita

quasi arniatum repraesentaverit, qui galea in capite et

ense in latere est munitus" (Otho, Lex. Bab p. 503)

1 The word N3, in A. V. " raw," is rendered " alive
"

by Onkelos and Jonathan. In iSam. ii. 15, it plainly means
raw. But Jarchi, Abenczra, and other Jewish authorities,

understand it as half-dressed (Rosenmiiller, in loc).

>• There are many curious particulars in the mode in

which the modern Jews observe this festival to be found

In Buxt. Syn. Jud. c. xviii. xix. ; Picart, Ciremoiiies Hdi-
gieuses, vol. i. ; Mill, The British Jen-s (London, 1853) ;

Stauben, Scenes de la vie Juive en Alsace (Paris, ]S60).

'I'he following appear to be the most interesting :—

A

shoulder of lamb, thoroughly roasted, is jilaced on the

table to take the place of the paschal lamb, with a hard

boiled egg as a symbol of wholeness. Besides the sweet

sauce, to remind them of the sort of work carried on by
their fathers in P^gypt (see p. 716 a), there is sometimes

a vessel of salt and water, to represent the Red .Sea, into

which they dip the bitter herbs. But the most remarkable

usages are those connected with the expectation of the

coming of Elijah. A cup of wine is poured out for him,

and stands all night upon the table. Just Wforc the fill-

ing of the cups of the guests the fourth time, there Is an

interval of dead silence, and the door of the room is opened

for some minutes to admit the prophet.

• Ewald (Alterthiimer, p. 391) and Hullman (quoted by

Winer) conjecture the original unleavened bread of the

Passover to have been of barley, in connexion with the

commencement of barley liarvesi.
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the seven days of the festival, under the penalty of

being cut oft' from the people, is given with marked

emphasis, as well as that to put away all leaven from

the house during the festival (Ex. xii. lb, 19, 20,

siii. 7 1. But tiie rabbniists say that the house was

carefully cleansed and every corner searched for any

fragment of leavened bread in the evening before

the 14th of Nisan, though leavened bread might be

eaten till the sixth hour of that day, when all that

remained was to be burned (Fesachim, i. 1, 4; '

and citixtion in Lightfoot, Temple Serv., xii. §1).

(c.) The Bitter Herbs anJ the Sauce.-^According

to Pesachim (ii. 6) the bitter herbs I^O'IID ; iriKpi-

Zes ; lactucae ajrestes, Ex. xii. 8) might be endive,

chicory, wild lettuce, or nettles. These plants were

important articles of food to tlie ancieat Egyptians

(as is noticed by Pliny), and they are said to con-

stitute nearly half tlwt of the modern Egyptians.

Accordinof to Niebuhr they are still eaten at the

Passover by the Jews in the East. They were used

in former times eitiier fresh or dried, and a portion

of them is said to have been eaten before the un-

leavened bread {I'esach. x. 3j.

The sauce into which the herbs, the bread, and

the meat were dipped as tliey were eaten (John

siii. 26 ; Matt. xxvi. 23) is not mentioned in the

Pentateuch. It is called in the Wishna nplin.

According to Bartenora it consisted of only vinegar

and water ; but others describe it as a mixture of

vinegar, figs, dates, almonds, and spice. The same

sauce was used on ordinary occasions thickened with

a little flour ; but the vabbinists forbad this at the

Passover, lest the flour should occasion a slight degree

of fermentation. Some say that it was beaten up to

the consistence of mortar or clay, in order to com-

memorate the toils of the Israelites in Egypt in l;iy-

ing bricks (Buxtorf, Lex. Tal. col. 831 ; Pesachim,

ii. 8, X. 3, with the notes of Bartenora, Maimonides,

and Surenhusius).

(d.) The Four Cups of Wine.—There is no men-

tion of wine in connexion with the Passover in the

Pentateuch ; but the Mishna strictly enjoins that

there should never be less than four cups of it pro-

vided at tlie pasciial meal even of the poorest

Israelite {Fes. x. 1). The wine was usually red,

and it was mixed with water as it was drunk {Fes.

vii. 13, with Bartenora's note; and Otho's Lex.

p. 507). The cups were handed round in succes-

sion at specified intervals in the meal (see p. 717a).

Two of them apjiear to be distinctly mentioned

Luke xxii. 17, 20. " The cup of blessing" (1 Cor.

X. 16) was probably the latter one of these, and

is generally consideied to have been the third ol

the series, after which a grace was said ; though a

comparison of Luke xxii. 20 (where it is called

"the cup after supper") with Fes. x. 7, and the

designation 7?n 013, " ctip of the Hallel" might

rather suggest that it was the fourth and last cup.

Schoettgen, however, is inclined to doubt whether

there is any reference, in either of the passages of

the N. T., to the iormal ordering of the cups of the

Passover, and [noves that the name " cup of bless-

ing" (HDIH 7^ 013) was applied in a general

w.iy to any cup wliicli was drunk with thanks-

giving, and that tlie expression was often used

» Other particulars of the precautions which were taken

aie Riven in J'esacJiim, and also by Jlalmonide.i, in his

treatise D: Fermentato et Azymo, a compendium of which

s given by Carpzov, Ayp. nU. p. •404.

" Certain precautioiig to avoid pollution were taken
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metaphorically, e. g. Ps. cxvi. 13 {Ilor. Heh. in

I Cor. X. 10. b'ee also Cai pzov, j4/5/). C/'if. p. 380).

The wine drunk at the meal was not restricted

to the four cups, but none could be taken during

the interval between the third and Iburth cups

{Fes. X. 7).

(e.) The Hallel.—The service of praise sung at

the Passover is not mentioned in the Law. The name

is contracted from rl^"1?7n {-Hallelujah). It con-

sisted of the series of Psalms from cxiii, to cxviii.

The first portion, comprising Ps. cxiii. and cxiv.,

was sung in the early part of the meal, and the

second part after the fourth cup of wine. This is

supposed to have been the " hymn " sung by our

Lord and his Apostles (Matt. xxvi. 30; Mark xiv.

26 ; Buxtorf, Lex. Tal. s. v. T>T\, and Syn. Jud.

p. 48; Otho, Lex. p. 271; Carpzov, App. Crit.

p. 374).

(/.) Mode and Order of the Faschal Meal.—
Adopting as much from Jewish tradition as is not

inconsistent or improbable, the following appears to

have been the usual custom. All work, except that

belonging to a few trades connected with daily life,

w;is suspended for some hours befoie the evening of

the 14th of Nisan. There was, however, a difierenc*

in this respect. The Galilaeans desisted from work

the whole day ; the Jews of the south only after

tlie middle of the tenth hour, that is, half-past

three o'clock. It was not lawful to eat any ordi-

nary food after mid-day. The reason assigned for

this was, that the paschal supper might be eaten

with the enjoyment furnished by a good appetite

{Fes. iv. 1-3, X. 1, with Maimonides' note). Bnt
it is also stated that this preliminary fasting was

especially incumbent on the eldest son, and that it

was intended to commemorate the deliverance of the

first-born in Egypt. This was probably only a fancy

of later times (Buxt. Syn. Jud. xviii. p. 40l).

No male was admitted to the table unless he was

circumcised, even if he was of the seed of Israel

(Ex. xii. 48). Neither, according to' the letter of

the law, was any one of either sex admitted wlio

was ceremonially unclean" (Num. ix. 6; Joseph.

B. J. vi. 9, §3). But this rule was on special

occasions liberally applied, in the case of Heze-

kiah's Passover (2 Chr. xxx.) we find that a greater

degree of legal purity was lequired to slaughter the

lambs than to eat them, and that numbers partook

"otherwise than it was written," who were not

" cleansed according to the purification of the sanc-

tuary." The Habbinists expressly sttte that women
were permitted, though not commanded, to partake

{Fes. viii. 1 ; Chtu/iijah, i. 1 ; comp. Joseph. B. J.

vi. 9, §3), in accordance with the instances in

Scripture which have been mentioned of Hannah

and Mary (p. 714a). But the Karaites, in more

recent times, excluded all but full-grown men. It

was customary for the number of a jiarfy to be

not less than ten (Joseph. B. J. vi. 9, §3). It was

perhaps generally under twenty, but it might be as

many as a hundred, if each one could have a piece

of the lamb as large as an olive {Fes. viii. 7).

When the meal was prepared, the family wjis

placed round the table, the paterfamilias taking a

place of honour, probably somewhat raised above

the rest. There is no reason to doubt that the

a month before the Tassover. Amongst these was the

annual whitewashing of the scpukhn s (of. Malt, xxiii. 27)

(Roland, Ant. iv. 2. 6). In John xi. 55, we find some Jews

coming up to Jerusalem to purify themselves a week

before the feast.
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ancient Hebrews sat, as tliey were accustomed to do

at their ordinary meals (see Otho, Lex. p. 7). But

wlien the custom of reclining at table had become

general, that posture appears to have been enjoined,

on the ground of its supposed significance. The

Mishua savs that the meanest Israelite should

recline at the P:issover " like a king, with the ease

becoming a free man" {Fes. x. 1, with Maimonides'

notej. He was to keep in mind that when his

ancestors stood at the feast in Egypt they took the

posture of slaves (R. Levi, quoted by Otho, p. 504).

Our Lord and H is Apostles conformed to the usual cus-

tom of their time, and rechned (Luke xxii. 14, &c.).

When the party was arranged, the first cup of

wine was filled, and a blessing was asked by the

head of the tamily on the feast, as well as a special

one on the cup. The bitter herbs were then placed

on the tiible, and a portion of them eaten, either

with or without the sauce. The unleavened bread

was handed round next, and afterwards the lamb

was placed on the table in fiont of the head of the

family {Pes. x. 3). Before the lamb was eaten,

the second cup of wine was filled, and the son, in

accordance with Ex. xii. 26, asked his father the

meaning of the feast. In reply, an account was

given of the suft'eruigs of the Israelites in Egypt,

and of their deliverance, with a particular explana-

tion of Deut. xxvi. 5, and the first part of the

Hallel ( Ps. cxiii., cxiv.) was sung. This being gone

through, the lamb was carved and eaten. The third

cup of wine was poured out and drunk, and soon

afterwards the fourth. The second part of the

Hallel (Ps. cxv. to cxviii.) was then sung (Pes. x.

2-5). A fifth wine-cup appears to have been occa-

sionally produced, but perhaps only in later times.

What was termed the greater Hallel (I's. cxx. to

cxxxviii.) was sung on such occasions (Buxt. Syn.

Jiul. c. xviii.). The meal being ended, it was un-

lawful tor anything to be introduced in the way
of dessert.

The Israelites who lived in the country appear

to have been accommodated at the feast by the

inliabitants of Jerusalem in their houses, so far as

there was room for them (Luke xxii. 10-12 ; Matt,

xxvi. 18). It is said that the guests left in return

tor their entertainment the skin of the lamb, the

oven, and other vessels which they had used. Those

who could not be received into the city encamped

without the walls in tents, as the pilgrims now do

at Jlecca. The number of these must have been

very great, if we may trust the computation of

Josephus that they who partook of the Passover

amounted, in the leign of Nero, to above 2,700,000

{B. J. vi. 9, §:i»'). It is not wonderful that

seditions were apt to break out in such a vast multi-

tude so brought together (Jos. Ant. xvii. 9, §2
;

£.J.\. ?>, &c. ; comp. Matt. xxvi. 5; Luke xiii. 1).

After the paschal meal, such of the Israelites

from the country as weie so disposed left Jerusalem,

an<l oljserved the remainder of the festival at their

respective homes (Deut. xvi. 7). But see Light-

foot, on Luke ii. 43.

((/.) The first Sheafof ffarvcst.~-The offering of

the Omer, or sheaf ("lOV ; t^ hpi.yfi.ara ; manipalus

spicariim) is mentioned nowhere in the law except

Lev. sxiii. 10-14. It is there commanded that

when the Israelites might reach the land of promise,

they should bring, on the 16th of the month, " tlie
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» He states that the number of lamte slain In a single

Passover was 256,500. It is dilTicult to imaRlne how
thpy could all have been slain, and their blood sprinkled.

morrow after the sabbath " (i. c. the day of holy
convocation [Pentecost, §1 note]) the first sheaf

of the harvest to the priest, to be waved by him
before the Lord. A lamb, with a meat-oHering

and a drink-offering, was to be offered at the same
time. Until this ceremony was performed, no
bread, parched corn, or green ears, were to be eaten

of the new crop (see Josh. v. 11, 12). '^ It was
from the day of this offering that the fifty days

began to be counted to the day of Pentecost (Lev.

xxiii. 15). The sheaf was of barley, as being the

grain which was first ripe (2 Kings iv. 42). Jose-

phus relates (Aiit. iii. 10, §5) that the barley

was ground, and that ten handfuis of the meal

were brought to the altar, one handful being cast

into the fire and the remainder given to the priests.

The Mishna adds several particulars, and, amongst
others, that men were formally sent by the San-

hedrim to cut the barley in some field near Jeru-

salem ; and that, after the meal had been sifted

thirteen times, it was mingled with oil and incense*

{Menachoth, x. 2-6).

(h.) The Chagigah.—The daily sacrifices are enu-

merated in tlie Pentateuch only in Num. xiviii.

19-23, but reference is made to them Lev. xxiii. 8.

Besides these public offerings (which are mentioned,

p. 714a), there was another sort of sacrifice con-

nected with the Passover, as well as with the other

great festivals, called in the Talmud HJ^jn {Cha-

gkjah, i. e. " festivity "). It was a voluntary peace-

offering made by private individuals. The victim

might be fciken either from the fiock or the herd.

It might be either male on- female, but it must be

without blemish. The offerer laid his hand upon
its head and slew it at the door of the sanctuary.

The blood was sprinkled on the altar, and the lat

of the inside, with the kidneys, was burned by the

priest. The breast was given to the priest as a

wave-offering, and the right shoulder as a heave-

offering (Lev. lii. 1-5, vii. 29-34). What remained

of the victim might be eaten by the offerer and his

guests on the day on which it was slain, and on

the day following; but if any portion was left till

the third day, it was burned (Lev. vii. 16-18;

Pesach. vi. 4). The connexion of these free-will-

peace-offerings with the festivals, appears to be

indicated Num. x. 10 ; Deut. xiv. 26 ; 2 Chr.

XXX. 22, and they are included under the term
Passover in Deut. xvi. 2—" 'i'hou shalt therefore

sacrifice the passover unto the Lord thy God, of

the flock and of the herd." Onkelos here under-

stands the command to sacrifice from the fiock, to

refer to the paschal lamb ; and that to sacrifice

from the her<i, to the Chagigah. But it seems

more probable that both the fiock and the hei-d

refer to the Chagigah, as there is a specific command
respecting the p;»schal lamb in vers. 5-7. iSee

De Muis' note in the Ci-it. Sac; and Lightfoot,

Ifor. Heh. on John xviii. 28.) There are evidently

similar references, 2 Chr. xxx. 22-24, and 2 Chr.

XXXV. 7. Hezekiah and his princes gave away at the

great Passover which he celebrated, two thousand

bullocks and seventeen thousand sheep ; and Josiah,

on a similar occasion, is said to have supplieil the

people at his own cost with lambs " for the Passover

olferings," besides three thousand oxen. From these

passages and others, it may be seen that the eating

of the Chag gah was an occasion of social festivity

as described In the Mishna. See p. 7146.

y On this text, see Pentecost.

» There is no menilon of the Omer in Paachim.
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connected with the festivals, and especially with the

j

Passover. The principal day for sa(;riricing the

Passover Chagigah, was the 15th of Kisan, the

first day of holy convocation, unless it happened to
;

be the weekly sabbath. The pa-schal lamb might i

be slain on the sabbath, but not the Chagigah.

With this exception, the Chagigah might be ottered

on any day of the festival, and on some occasions a ,

Chagigah victim was slain on the 14th, especially

when the paschal lamb was likely to prove too

small to serve as meat for the party {Pesack. iv. I

4, X. 3 ; Lightfoot, I'emple Senice, c. xii. ; Reland,

Ant. iv. c. ii. §2).

That the Chagigah might be boiled, as well as

roasted, is proved by 2 Chr. xxrv. 13, " And they

roasted the piissover with tire according to the ordi-

nance : but the other holy offerings sed they in pots,

and in caldrons, and in pans, and divided them

speedilj' among the people."

(i.) Release of Prisoners.—It is a question whe-

ther the release of a prisoner at the Passover (Matt.

xx\'ii. 15; Mark xv. 6; Luke xxiii. 17; John xviii.

39) was a custom of lioman origin resembling what

took place at the lectisternium (Liv. v. 13) ; and,

in later times, on the birthday of an emperor ; or

whether it was an old Hebrew usage belonging to

the festival, which Pilate allowed the Jews to retiiin.

Grotius argues in favour of the former notion (On

Matt, xxvii. 15). But others (Hottinger, Schoett-

gen, Winer) consider that the words of St. John

—

fiTTi Se avvifOiia vfuu—render it most probable

that the custom was essentially Hebrew. Schoett-

gen thinks that there is. an allusion to it in Pe-

sachim (viii. 6), where it is permitted that a lamb

should be slain on the 14th of Nisan for the special

use of one in prison to whom a release had been

promised. The subject is discussed at length by

Hottinger, in his tract De Ritu dimittendi Reum in

Festo Piischatis, in the Thesaurus Novus Theologico-

Philoloijicus.

{k.) The Second, or Little Passover.—When the

Passover was celebrated the second year, in the wil-

derness, certain men were prevented from keeping it,

owing to their being defiled by contact with a dead

body. Beiiig thus prevented from obeying the

Divine command, they came anxiously to Moses to

inquire what they should do. He was accordingly

instructed to institute a second Passover, to be

observed on the 14th of the following month, for

the benefit of any who had been hindered from

keeping the legular one in Nisan (Num. ix. 11).

The Talmudists called this the Little P;\ssover

(jbp nOS . It was distinguished, according to

them, from the Greater Passover by the rites lasting

only one day, inste.ad of seven days, by it not being

required that the Hallel slioiild be sung during the

meal, but only when the Iamb was slaughtered,

and by it not being necessary for leaven to be put

out of the houses {Pesack. ix. 3 ; Buxt. Lex. Tal.

col. 1766).

(/.) Observances of the Passover recorded in

Scripture.—Of these seven are of chief historical

importance.

1. The fii-st Passover in Egypt (Ex. xii.).

2. The fii-st kept in the desert (Num. ix.).

» Josephus In like manner calls the l*th of Nisan the

first day of unleavened bread (B.J. v. 3, ^1); and he

speaks of the festival of the Passover as lasting eight

days (Ant. li. 15, ^1). But he elsewhere calls the 15th

of Nisan " the commencement of the feast of unleavened

bread." {Ant. ill. 10, f5.) Either mode of speaking was
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There is no notice of the observance of anv other

Passover in tlie desert ; and Hupfeld, Keil, and" otliers

have concluded that none took place between this

one and that at Gilgal. The neglect of circumcision

may render this probable. But Calvin imagines

that a .special permission was given to the people

to continue the ordinance of the Passover, (See

Keil on Joshua v. 10.)

3. That celebrated by Joshua at Gilgal imme-
diately nfter the circumcision of the people, when
the manna ceased (Josh. v.).

4. That which Hezekiah observed on the occasion

of his re.stoiing the national worship (2 Chr. xxx.).

Owing to the impurity of a considerable proportion

of the piiests in the month Nisan, this Passover

w;is not held till the second month, the proper time
for the Little P.issover. The postponement was de-

termined by a decree of the congregation. By the

same authority, the festival was repeated through

a second seven days to serve the need of the vast

multiluiie who wished to attend it. To meet the

case of the probable impurity of a great number
of the people, the Levites were commanded to

slaughter the lambs, and the king prayed that the

Lord would pardon eveiy one who was penitent,

though his legal pollution might be upon him.

5. The Passover of Josiah in the eighteenth year

of his reign (2 Chr. x.\xv.). On this occasion, as

in the Passover of Hezekiah, the Levites appear to

have slain the lambs (ver. 6), and it is expressly

stated that they flayed them.

6. That celebrated by Ezra after theretuni from

Babylon (Ezr. vi.). On this occasion, also, the

Levites slew the lambs, and for the same reason as

they did in Hezekiah's Passover.

7. The last Passover of our Lord's life.

Ill, The Last Supper.

1 Whether or not the meal at which our Lord

instituted the sacrament of the Eucharist was the

paschal supper according to the law, is a question

of great difficulty. No point in the Gospel history

has been more disputed. If we had nothing to

guide us but the three first Gospels, no doubt of the

kind could well be raised, though the narratives

may not be free from difficulties in tiiemselves.

We find them speaking, in accordance with Jewish

usage, of the day of the supper as that on which
" the Passover must be killed," and as " the first day

of unleavened bread"* (Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark xiv.

12; Luke .xxii. 7). Each relates that the use of

the guest-chamber was secured in the m:mner usual

with those who came from a distance to keep the

festival. Each states that " they made ready the

Piissover," and that, when the evening was come,

our Lord, taking the place of the head of the family,

sat down with the twelve. He Himself distinctly

calls the meal " this Passover" (Luke xxii. 15, 16).

After a thanksgiving, he passes round the first cup

of wine (Luke xxii. 17), and, when the supper is

ended, the usual " cup of blessing" (comp. Luke xxii.

20 ; 1 Cor. x. 16, xi. 25). A hymn is then sung

(Matt. xxvi. 30 ; Mark xiv. 26), which it is reason-

able to suppose was the last part of the Hallel.

If it be gi-anted that the supper was eaten on the

evidently allowable : in one case regarding it as a matter

of fact that the eating of unleavened bread began on the

14lh; and in the other, distinguishing the feast of un-

leavened bread, lasting from the first day of holy conviw

cation to the concludiug one, from the paschal meal.
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evening of the 14tli of Nisan, the apprehension,

tiial, and cniciHxion of our Lord, must liave oc-

curred on Friday the loth, the day of holy convo-

cation, which was the fust of the seven days of the

P;issover week. The weekly sabbath on which He

l;\y in the tomb was the Itith, and the Sunday of

the resurrection was the 1 7th.

But on tlie other hand, if we had no information

but that which is to be gathered from St. John's

Gospel, we could not hesitate to infer that the even-

ing of the supper was that of the loth of Nisan,

the day preceding that of the paschal meal. It

appears to be spoken of as occurring before the feast

of the Passover (xiii. 1, 2). Some of the disciples

suppose, that Christ told Judas, while they were at

supper, to buy what they "had need of against the

fe;ist" (xiii. 29). In the night which follows the

supper, the Jews will not enter the praetorium lest

they should be defiled and so not able to " eat the

Passover" (xviii. 28). When our Lord is before

Pilate, about to be led out to crucifixion, we are

told tliat it was " the preparation of the Passover
"

(xix. 14). After the crucifixion, the Jews are soli-

<;itous, *• because it was the preparation, that the

bodies should not remain upon the cross on the

Sabbath day, for that Sabbath day was a high day"
(xi.x. 31).

If we admit, in accordance with the first view of

these piissages, that the last supper was on the 13th

of Nisan, our Lord must have been crucified on the

14th, the day on which the paschal lamb was slain

and eaten, He lay in the grave on the 15th (which

was a " high day" or double sabbath, because the

weekly sabbath coincided with the day of holy con-

vocation), and the Sunday of the resurrection was

the 16 th.

It is alleged that this view of the case is strength-

ened by certain facts in the narratives of the synop-

tical gospels, ;\s well as that of St. John, compared

with the law and with what we know of Jewish

customs in later times. If the meal was the paschal

supper, the law of Kx. xii. 22, that none " shall go

out of the door of his house until the morning,"
must have been broken, not only by Judas (John

xiii. :^0 , but by our Lord and the other disciples

(Luke xxii. 'Ad).^ In like manner it is said that

the law for the observance of the 15th, the day of

holy convocation with which the paschal week com-
menced (Ex. xii. 16 ; Lev. xxiii. 35 &c.), and some
express enactments in the Talmud regaiding legal

proceedings and particular details, such as the carry-

ing of spices, must have been infringed by the

Jewish rulers in the apprehending of Christ, in His

trials before the High-priest and the Sanhethim, and

in His crucifixion ; and also by Simon of Cyrene, who
was coming out of the country ( Mark xv. 21 ; Luke
xxiii. 26), by Joseph who bought fine linen (Mark
XV. 46), by the women who bought spices (Mark xvi.

1 ; Luke xxiii. 56), and by Nicodemus who brought

to the tomb a hundred pounds weight of a mixture

of myrrh and aloes (John xix. 39). The same
objection is considered to lie against the supposition

that the disciples could have imagined, on the even-

ing of the Passover, that our Lord was giving direc-

tions to Judas respecting the purchase of anything
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or the giving of alms to the poor. The latter act

(except under very special conditions) would have

been as much opposed to rabbinical maxims as the

former.*

It is further urged that the expressions of our Lord,
" My time is at hand" (Matt. xxvi. 18 j, and "this

passovcr" (Luke xxii. 15), as well as St. Paul's

designating it as " the same night that He was be-

trayed," instead of the nii/ht of the pnssover (1 Cor.

xi. 23), and his ideutitying Christ as our slain

paschal lamb (1 Cor. v. 7), seem to point to the

time of the supper as being peculiar, and to the

time of the crucifixion as being the same as that

of the killing of the lamb (Neander and Liicke).

It is not surprising that some modern critics

should have given up as hopeless the task of recon-

ciling this ditKculty. Several have rejected the

narrative of St. John (Bretschneider, Weisse), but

a greater number (especially De Wette, Usteri,

Ewald, Meyer, and Theile) have taken an opposite

course, and have been content with the notion that

the three first Evangelists made a mistake and con-

founded the meal with the Passover.

2. The reconciliations which have been attempted

fall under three principal heads :

—

i. Those which regard the supper at which our

Lord washed the feet of His disciples (John xiii.),

as having been a distinct meal eaten one or more
days before the regular Passover, of which our Lord

partook in due course according to the synoptical

narratives.

ii. Those in which ii is endeavoured to establish

that the meal was eaten on the 1 3th, and that our

Loid was crucified on the evening of the true

paschal supper.

iii. Those in which the most obvious view of the

first three narratives is defended, and in which it is

attempted to explain the apparent contradictions in

St. John, and the difficulties in reference to the

law.

(i.) The first method has the advantage of fur-

nishing the most leady way of accounting for St.

•John's silence on the institution of the Holy Com-
munion. It has been adopted by Maldonat,"* Light-

foot, and Bengel, and more recently by Kaiser.*

Lightfoot identifies the supper of John xiii. with

the one in the house of Simon the leper at Bethany
two days before the Passover, when Mary poured

the ointment on the head of our Saviour (Matt.

xxvi. 6, Mark xiv. 3) ; and quaintly remarks,
" While they are grumbling at tiie anointing of His

h&xd. He does not scruple to wash their feet."'

Bengel supposes that it was eaten only the evening

before the Passover.^

But any explanation founded on the supposition

of two meals appears to be remlered untenable by

the context. The fact that all four Evangelists

introduce in the same connexion the foretelling of

the treachery of Judas with the dipping of the sop,

and of the denials of St. Peter and the going out to

the Jlount of Olives, can hardly leave a doubt that

they are speaking of the same meal. Besiiles this,

the explanation does not touch the greatest dilli-

culties, which aie those connev,ted with " the day of

preparation."

•> It has been stated (p. 713 notpi') that, according to

Jewish authorities, this law was disused In later times.

But even if this were not the case, it does not seem that

there ran be much difficulty in adopting the arrangement
of GroswcU's Harmony, that the party did not leave the
houso to Ro over the brook till after midnight.

« Lightfoot, Har. Htb. gn Matt, xxvii. 1.

< On John .xiii. 1.

' Chronolngie und Earnumie der tier i'v. Mentioced

by Tlschendorf, Si/nop. Evang. p. xlv.

' Kx. Ileb.. on John xlli. 2. and Matt. xxvi. 6. Also,

'GleaninRs from Kxodus,' N'o. .\1X.

•> On Matt. xxvi. 17, and John xviii. 2S.
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(ii.) The cun-ent of opinion 'i in modem times has

set in favour of tiking the more obvious interpreta-

tion of the passaires in St. Jolin, that the supper

was eaten on the 13th, and that Our Lord was cru-

cified on the 14th. It must, however, be admitted

that most of those who advocate this view in some
degree ignore the ditficulties which it raises in any
respectful interpretation of the synoptical nairatives.

Tittmann {Metetenmta, p. 476) simply remarks

that T) trpdiTTi tS>v a^vixwv (Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark
xiv. 12) should be explained as irporfpa rwt> a^vnwy.

Dean Alford, while he believes that the narrative of

St. John' " absolutely excludes such a supposition as

that our Lord and His disciples ate the usu<il Piiss-

over," acknowledges the difficulty and dismisses it

(on Matt. xxvi. 17j.

Those who thus hold that the supper was eaten

on the 13th day of tlie month have devised various

ways of accounting for the circumstance, of which

the following are the most important. It will be
j

observed that in the first three the supper is re-
}

garded as a true paschal supper, eaten a day before

the usual time ; and in the other two, as a meal of a

peculiar kind.

(a.) It is assumed that a party of the Jews, pro-

bably the Sadducees and those who inclined towards

them, used to eat the Passover one day before the

i-est, and that our Lord approved of their practice.

But there is not a shadow of historical evidence of

the existence of any party which might have held

such a notion until the conti-ovei-sy between the

Rabbinists and the Karaites arose, which was not

much before the eighth century.'

(6.) It has been conjectured that the great boay
of the Jews had gone wrong in calculating the true

Passover-day, j)lacing it a day too late, and that

our Lord ate the Passover on what was really the
[

14th, but what commonly passed as the 13th.
'

This was the opinion of lieza, Bucer, Calovius, and
\

Scaliger. It is favoured by Stier. But it is utterly

unsupported by historical testimony.

(c.) Calvin supposed that on this occasion, though
our Lord thouglit it right to adhere to the true

legal time, the Jews ate the P.assover on the 1.5th

instead ot the 14th, in order to escape from the

burden of two days of strict observance (the day of

holy convocation and the weekly sabbath) coming
together.'' But that no practice'of this kind could

have existed so early as our Lord's time is satis-

factorily proved in Cocceius' note to SaTUtedrim,

i. §2.'

((/.) Cirotius ™ thought that the meal w.as a iratrxo

fivriyt.ov(VTiK6v 'like the paschal feast of the modern
Jews, and such as might have been observed during
the Babyloni.au ciptivity), not a irao-xo dvai^xov.

But there is no reason to believe that such a mere

i" LUcke, Ideler, Tittmann, Bli-ek, Do WcttC, Neander,

Tischendorf, Winer, Kbrard, Allord, Kllicolt ; of earlier

critics, Erasmus, Grotlus, Suiccr, Carpzov.

' Iken {Dissertationes, vol. 11. diss. 10 and 12), forget-

ting the laie dale of the Karaite controversy, supposed

that our lx>rd might have followed them In taking the

day wbidi, according to their custom, was calculated from

the first appearance of the moon. Carpzov (Aj/p. Vrit.

p. 430) advocates the game notion, without naming the

Karaites. Kbrard conjectures that some of the poorer

Ualilaeans may have submitted to eat the Passover a day
too early to suit the convenience of the priests, who were

overdone with ihc labour of sprinkling the blood and (as

he strangely imagines) of slaughtering the l.imlw.

'' Harm, in Matt. xxvi. 17, ii. 305, edit. Tholuck.

' Surenhusiiis' Mishna, iv. 209.
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commemorative rite was ever obsen-ed till after the

destruction of the Temple.

{e.) A view which has been received with favour

far more generally than either of the preceding is,

that the L;ist Supper was instituted by Christ for

the occasion, in order that He might Himself suffer

on the proper evening on which the p.-xschal lamb
was .slain. Keander says, " He fbre.-iaw that He
would have to leave His disciples before the Jewish

Passover, and determined to give a peculiar mean-
ing to His last meal with them, and to place it in a
peculiar relation to the Passover of the Old Cove-
nant, the place of which was to be taken by the

me;d of the New Covenant" {Life of Christ, §2'65).»

This view is substantially the same as that held by
Clement, Origen, Erasmus, Calmet, Kuinoel, Winer,
Alford.o

Erasmus (Paraphrase on John xiii. 1, xviii. 28,

Luke xxii. 7) and others have called it an " anticipa-

tory Passover," with the intention, no doubt, to help

on a reconciliation between St. John and the other

Evangelists. But if this view is to stand, it seems

better, in a formal treatment of the subject, not to

call it a Passover at all. The difference between

it and the Hebrew rite must have been essential.

Even ifa lamb was eaten in the supper, it can hardly

be imagined that the priests would have performeil

the essential acts of sprinkling the blood and offering

the fat on any day besides the legal one (see Mai-
monides quoted by Otho, Lex. p. 501). It could

not therefore have been a true paschal sacrifice.

(iii.) They who take the facts as they appear to lie

on the surface of the synoptical nan-ativesP start fiom

a simpler point. They have nothing unexpected in

the occurrences to account for, but they have to

show that the passages in St. John may be fairly

interj)reted in such a manner as not to interfere

with their own conclusion, and to meet the objec-

tions suggested by the laws relating to the obsei-v-

ance of the festival. We shall give in succession,

as briefly as we can, what appear to be their best

explanations of the passages in question.

(a.) John xiii. 1, 2. Does trph Trji iopTr/s limit

the time only of the proposition in the first verse, or

is the limit.ition to be carried on to verse 2, so as to

refer to the supper? In the latter ca.se, for which

De Wette and others say there is " a logical nece.s-

sity," els t4\os r]ydirri(rei' aiirovs must refer

more directly to the manifestation of His love

which He was about to give to His disciples in

washing their feet; and the natural conclusion is,

that the meal was one eaten befoie the paschal

supper. Bochart, however, contends that irph rrjs

eopT^i is equivalent to 4v r^ irpofopri^p, " quod

ita praecedit festum, ut tamen sit pars festi." Stier

agrees with him. Others take irdo-xa to me;m the

n On Matt. xxvi. 19, and John xlU. 1.

» Assuming this view to lie correct, may not the change

In the day made by Our Lord have some analogy to the

change of the weekly day of rest from the seventh to the

first day ?

o Dean Elllcott regards the meal as " a paschal supper
"

eaten twenty-four hours before that of the other Jews,

" within what were popularly considered the limits of the

festival." and would understand the expression in Ex.

xii. 6, " between the two evenings," as denoting the time

between the evenings of the 13th and 14th of the month.

But see note k p. 7 14. A somewhat similar explanation is

given in the Journal of Sacred Literature for Oct. 1861.

i- Lightfoot, B<K:liart, Reland. Schoettgen, Tholuck. Ols-

hau.sen, Stier, Lange, Hengstenberg, Robinson, Davidson,

Falrbaim.
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seven davs of unleavened bi-ead as not including the

eating of the lamb, and justify this limitation by

St. Luke xxii. 1 {rj eopr^ rSiv d^vfJ.aii' V Xeyofifyrj

vdffxot)- ^e note ', p. 723. But not a few

of those who take this side of the main question

(Olshausen, Wieseler, Tholuck, and others) regard

the fii-st verse as complete in itself; understanding

its purport to be that " Before tlie Passover, in

the prospect of his departure, the Saviour's love

was actively called forth towards his followers, and

He gave proof of his love to the last." Tholuck

i-emarks that the expression Seiirvov yevofxtuov

(Tischeiidorf reads yivo^fvov), " while su]iper was

going on" (not as in the A. Y., "supper being

ended ") is very abrupt if we refer it to anything

except the passover. The Evangelist would theu

rather have used some such expression as, Ka\

iirulrfffav aiir^ Se7Tn/ov; and he considei-s that

this view is confirmed by xxi. 20, where this

supper is spoken of as if it was something familiarly

known and not peculiar in its character

—

hs Koi

a.v(irtff(v iy ry Sf'nrucfi. On the whole, Neander

liimself admits that nothing can safely be inferred

from John xiii. 1, 2, in favour of the supper having

taken place on the 13th.

(6.) John xiii. 29. It is urged that the things of

which they had " need against the feast," might

have been the provisions for the Chagigah, perhaps

with what else was required for the seven days of

unleavened bread. The usual day for sacrificing

the Chagigah was the 15th, which was theu com-
mencing (see p. 718, a.). But tliere is another diffi-

culty, in the disciples thinking it likely either that

pui-chases could be made, or that alms could be

given to the poor, on a day of holy convocation.

This is of couise a difficulty of the same kind

as that which meets us in the purchases actually

made by the women, by Joseph and Nicodemus.

Now, it must be admitted, that we have no proof

that the strict liabbinical maxims which have been

appealed to on this point existed in the time of our
Saviour, and that it is highly probable that the

letter of the law in regard to trading was habitually

I'elaxed in the case of what was required for reli-

gious rites, or for burials. There was plainly a
distinction recognized between a day of holy convo-

cation and the Sabbath in the Mosaic law itself, in

respect to the obtaining and preparation of food,

under which head the Chagigah might come (Ex. xii.

16); and in the Mishna the same distinction is

clearly maintained
(
Tom Tob, v, 2, and Meqilla,

I. 5). It also appears that the School of Hillel

allowed more liberty in certain particulai-s on fes-

tivals and fasts in the night than in the day time.i

And it is expressly stated in the Mishna, that on the

Sabbath itself, wine, oil , and bread, could be obtained

by leaving a cloak (fl vt3),' as a pledge, and when

the 14th of Nisan fell on a Sabbath the paschal lamb

1 Pesachim, iv. 5. The special application of tbc licence

Is rather <i!)scure. See Bartenora's note. Comp. also

Petach. vi. 2.

' This word may mean an outer garment of any form.

But It is more frequently used to denote the fringed scarf

worn by everyJew in the service of the synagogue (Buxt.

Lex. num. col. 877).

* St. Augustine says, " impia coecitas ! Habitaculo

videlicet contaminarontur aliono, et non contamlnarentur

scelere proprio ? AlieniRenae judicls praetorio contaminari

timebant, et fratris Innocentls sanRulne non timebant.

Dies enim agere coopcrnnt azymorum : quibus diebus con-

taminatio illis crat In alienigenac habltaculum Intrare
"

\Tract. cxiv. in Joan, xviii. 2).
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could be obtained in like manner {Sabbath, xxiu.'i).

Alms also could be given to the poor under certain

conditions {Sabbath, i. 1).

(c.) John xviii. 28. The Jews refused to enter the

praetorium, lest they should be defiled and so dis-

qualified fiom eating the Passover. Keander and
others deny that this passage can possibly refer to

anything but the paschal supjier. But it is alleged

that the words Vj/o ^ayaxri ru irdcrxa, may either

be taken in a general sense as meaning "that they
might go on keeping the passover,"' or that rh
KatTXo- may be understood specifically to denote the

Chagigah. That it might be so used is rendered

probable by Luke xxii. 1 ; and the Hebrew word

which it represents (IlDS), evidently refers equally

to the victims for the Chagigah and the paschal

lamb (Deut. xvi. 2), where it is commanded
that the Passover should be sacrificed " of the

flock and the herd."* In the plural it is used

in the same manner (2 Chr. xxxv. 7, 9). It is

moreover to be kept in view that the Passover

might be eaten by those who had incurred a degree

of legal impurity, and that this was not the case in

respect to the Chagigah." Joseph appears not to

have participated in the scruple of the other rulei-s,

as he entered the praetorium to beg the body of

Jesus (Mark xv. 43). Lightfoot {Ex. Heb. in

loc.) goes so far as to draw an argument in favour

of the 14th being the day of the supper from the

very text in question. He says that the slight

defilement incurred by entering a Gentile house,

had the Jews merely intended to eat the supper in

the evening, might have been done away in good
time by mere ablution ; but that as the festival had
actually commenced, and they were probably just

about to eat the Chagigah, they could not resort

even to such a simple mode of purification."

{d.) John xix. 14. " The preparation of the Pass-

over" at first sight would seem as if it must be the

preparation for the Passover on the 14th, a time set

apart for making ready for the paschal week and for

the paschal supper in particular. It is naturally so

understood by those who advocate the notion that the

last supper was eaten on the 13th. But they who
take the opposite view affirm that, though there

wns a regular " preparation " for the Sabbath, there

is no mention of any " preparation " for the fes-

tivals (Bochart, Reland, Tholuck, Hengstenberg).
The word irapaa-Kivf) is expressly explained by
irpoffa^^arov (Mark xv. 42: Lachmann reads

irphs ffd^fiarov.) It seems to be essentially con-

nected with the Sabbath itself (John xix. 31).7

There is no mention wliatever of the preparation

for the Sabbath in the Old Testament, but it is

mentioned by Josephus {Ant. xvi. 6, §2), and it

would seem from him that the time of preparation

foimally commenced at the ninth hour of the

sixth day of the week. The irpoaififio-rov is

' See p. 717 &., and Schoettgen on .fohn xviii. 28.

u See 2 Chr. sxx. 17; also Pesadiim, vii. 4, with Mal-

monldes' note.

' Dr. Falrbaim takes the expression, " that tliey might

eat the Passover," in its limited sense, and supposes tha-

these Jews, in their determined hatred, were wllltag to put

off the meal to the verge of, or even beyond, the legal time

(l/erm. .Manual, p. .341).

y It cannot, however, be denied that the days of holy

convocation are sometimes designated in tlip 0. T. simply

as sabbaths (Lev. xvi. 31, xxiti. 11, 32t. It is thorefora

not quite impossible that the language of the Gospeta

considered by itself, might refer to them. [ Pe.\teoo6T.1

3 A
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named in Judith viii. C as one of the times on

which devout Jews suspended their fasts. It was

called by the l^bbis N']=J2-ny, qnia est DBK' n^V

(Buxt. Lex. Tain. col. IC>')9). The. phrase in

John xi.\. 14 ma\' thus be understood as the pre-

paration of the Sabbath which fell in the P;u>sover

week. This mode of taking the expression seems

to be justified by Ignatius, who calls the Sabbath

which occurred in the festival ad^fiaTou tou

iraax'"' i^P- <^*^ -P^''- 1^), and by Socrates, who
calls it adP^aTov ttjs foprris {I/ist. Eccl. v. 22).

If these arguments are admitted, the day of the pre-

paration mentioned in the Gospels might have fallen

on the day of holy convocation, the loth of Nisan.

(e.) John xix. 31. " That Sabbath day was a high

day "

—

Tjfiepa fj.eyd\-rj. Any Sabbath occurring in

the Passover week might have been considered " a

high day," as deriving an accession of dignity from

the festival. But it is assumed by those who fix

the supper on the 13th that the temi was applied,

owing to the loth being "a double sabbath,'' from

the coincidence of the day of holy convocation with

the weekly festival. Those, on the other hand, who
identify the supper with the paschal meal, contend

that the special dignity of the day resulted from its

being that on which the Omer was oflered, and

from which were reckoned the fifty days to Pen-

tecost. One explanation of the term seems to be as

good as the other.

(/. ) The difficulty of supposing that our Lord's

apprehension, trial, and crucifixion took place on the

day of holy convocation has been strongly urged.'

If many of the rabbinical maxims for the observ-

ance of such days which have been handed down to

us were then in force, tliese occurrences certainly

could not have taken place. But the statements

which refer to Jewish usage in regard to legal pro-

ceedings on sacred days aie very inconsistent with

each other. Some of them make the difficulty equally

great whether we suppose the trial to have taken

place on the 14th or the loth. In others, there are

exceptions permitted which seem to go far to meet
the case before us. For example, the Mislina forbids

that a o'^.pital oHender should be examined in the

night, or on the day. before the Sabbath or a feast-

day (Sanhcdnin, iv. 1). This law is modified by
the glosses of the Gemara.» But if it had been

recognised in its obvious meaning by the Jewish
rulers, they would have outraged it in as great a

degree on the preceding day (». e. the 14th) as on

the day of holy convocation before the Sabbath.

It was also forbidden to administer justice on a

high feast-day, or to carry arms ( Tom Tob, r. 2).

But these proliibitions are expres.sly distinguished

from unconditional precepts, and are reckoned

amongst those which may be set aside by circum-
stances. The members of the Sanhedrim were for-

bidden to eat any food on the same day after con-

demning a criminal.'' Yet we find them intending

to "eat the Passover" (John xviii. 28) after pro-

nouncing the sentence (Matt. xxvi. 65, 66).

It was, however, expressly permitted that the

Kspeclally by (Jreswell (Dissert, iil. 156).

' See tbe notes of Coixelus in Surcnhusius, Iv. 226.
•> Bab. Gem. Sanhedrim,, quoted by Ltghtioot on Matt

xxvii. 1. The application of this to the point In hand will,

however, Iiinge on the way iu which we undei-staiid It not
to have been lawful for the Jews to put any man to death
(John xvlii. 31), and theretore to pronounce sentence in

the legal sense. If we suppose that the Uoman Rovern-
ment had not deprived them of the power of life and death,
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Sanhedrim might assemble on the Sabbath as well

as on feast-days, not indeed in their usual chamber,
but in a place near the court of the women.* And
tliere is a remai'kable passage in the Mishna in

which it is commanded that an elder not submitting

to the voice of the Sanhedrim should be kept at

Jerusalem till one of tlie three great festivals, and
then executed, in accordance with Deut. xvii. 12, 13

(Sanhedrim, x. 4). Nothing is said to lead us to

infer that the execution could not take place on one

of the days of holy convocation. It is, however,

hardly necessary to refer to this, or any similar

authority, in respect to the crucifixion, which was
caiTied out in conformity with the sentence of the

Roman procurator, not that of the Sanhedrim.

But we have better proof than either the Mishna
or the Gemara can aftbrd that the Jews did not

hesitate, in the time of the Roman domination, to

carry aims and to apprehend a prisoner on a solemn

feast-day. We find them at the feiist of Tabernacles,

on the " great day of the feast," sending out officers

to take our Lord, and rebuking them for not biing-

ing Him (John vii. 32-45). St. Peter also was

seized during the Passover (Acts xii. 3, 4). And,
again, the reason alleged by the rulers for not ap-

prehending Jesus was, not the sanctity of the festi-

val, but the fear of an uproar among the multitude

which was assembled (Matt. xxvi. 5).

On the whole, notwithstanding the express de-

claration of the Law and of the Mishna that the

days of holy convocation were to be observed pre-

cisely as the Sabbath, except in the preparation of

food, it is highly probable that considerable licence

was allowed in regard to them; as we liave

already observed. It is very evident that the

festival times were characteiised by a free and

jubilant character which did not belong, in the

same degree, to the Sabbath, and which was plainly

not restricted to the days which fell between the

days of holy convocation (Lev. xxiii. 40 ; Deut. xii.

7, xiv. 26 : see p. 714). It should also be observed

that while the law of the Sabbath was enforced

on strangers dwelling amongst the Israelites, such

was not the case with the law of the Festivals. A
greater freedom of action in cases of urgent need

would naturally follow, and it is not difficult to

suppose that the women who " rested on the Sab-

bath-day according to the commandment " had pre-

pared the spices and linen for the intombment on

the day of holy convocation. To say nothing of

the way in which the question might be affected by

the muoli greater licence permitted by the school of

Hillel than by the school of Shammai, in all mattei3

of this kind, it is remarkable that we find, on the

Sabbath-day itself, not only Joseph (Mark xv. 43),

but the chief priests and Pharisees coming to Pilate,

and, as it would seem, entering the pi-aetorium

(Matt, xxvii. 62).

3. There is a strange stoiy presei-ved in the Ge-

m&n {Sanhedrim, vi. 2) that Our Lord having vainly

endeavoured during forty daj's to find an advocate,

was sentenced, and, on the 14th of Nisan, stoned,

and afterwards hanged. As we know that the

it may have been to avoid breaking their law, as expressed

in SaTihedrim, Iv. 1, that they wished to throw the matter

on the procurator. See Blscoe, Lectures on the Acts, p. 166

;

Scallger's note in the Critici Sacri on John xvili. 31

;

Lightfoot, Ex. Jieb., Matt. xxvi. 3, and John xviii. 31,

where the evidence is given which is in favour of the Jewa
having resigned therightofc;ipital punishment forty years

before the destruction of Jerusalem.
' Gem. Sanhedrim.
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difficulty of the Gospel narratives had been per-

ceived long before this statement could have been

written, and as the two opposite opinions on the

chief question were both cuirent, tlie writer might

easily have takm up one or the other. The state-

ment cannot be regarded as worth anything in the

way of evidence.^

Kot much use can be made in the controversy

of the testimonies of the Fathers. But few of

them attempted to consider the question critically.

Eusebius (Jiist. Ecc. v. 23, 24) has recorded the

traditions wliich were in favour of St. John having

kept Easter on the 14th of the mouth. It has

been thought that those traditions rather help the

conclusionthat the supper was on the 14th. But

the question on which Eusebius brings them to bear

is simjily whether the Christian festival should be

observed on the 14th, the day tV ^ Qveiv t5 irprf-

fiarov 'lovSalois irportySpevTo, on whatever day of

the week it might fall, or on the Sunday of tlie

lesun-ertion. It seems that nothing whatever cau

be safely inferred from them respecting the day of

the month of the supper or the crucifixion. Clement

of Alexandria and Origen appeal to the Gospel of

St. John as deciding in favour of the 13th. Chrj-

sostom expresses himself doubtfully between the two.

St. Augustin was in favour of the I4th.*

4. It must be admitted that the narrative of

St. John, as far as the mere succession of events is

concerned, bears consistent testimony in favour of

the last supper having been eaten on the evening

before the Passover. That testimony, however,

does not appear to be so distinct, and so incapable

of a second intei-pretation, as tliat of the synoptical

Gospels, in favour of the meal having been the

paschal supper itself, at the legal time (see espe-

cially JIatt. xxvi. 17 ; Mark xiv. 1, 12 ; Luke sxii. 7).

Whether the explanations of the passages in St.

John, and of the difficulties resulting from the

nature of the occurrences related, compared with

the enactments of the Jewish law, be considered

satisfactory or not, due weight should be given to

the antecedent probability that the meal was no

other than the regular Passover, and that the rea-

sonableness of the contrary view cannot be main-

tained without some artificial theory, having no

proper foundation either in Scripture or ancient

testimony of any kind.

IV. Meaning of the Passover,

1. Each of the three great festivals contained a
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•» Otbcr Rabbinical authorities countenance the state-

ment that Christ was executed on the 1-ith of the mdiith

(see Jost, Judenth. i. 404). But this seems to be a case

in which, for the reason stated above numbers do not add

to the weight of the testimony.

• Numerous Patristic authorities are stated by Mal-

donat on Matt. xxvi.

f Hupfeld has devised an arrangement of the passages

In the Pentateuch bearing on the Passover so as to show,

according to this theory, their relative antiquity. The
order is as follows:— (1) Ex. xxiii. 14-17

; (2) Ex. xxxiv.

lS-26; (3) Ex. xiil. 3-10; (4) Ex. xii. 15-20; (,i) Ex. xli.

1-14
; (6) E.\. xii. 43-50; (7) Num. ix. 10-14.

The view of Baur, th.'it the Pxs-sover was an astrono-

mical festival and the lamb a symbol of the si^n Aries,

and that of Von Bohlen, tliat it resembled the sun-feast of

thi" Peruvians, are well exposed by Kihr C^ymbolik). Our
own Spencer has endcivoured in his usual manner ;o show
that many details of the festival were derived from heathen

sources, though he admits the originality of the whole.

It m.iy seem at first sight as if siime countenance were

given to the notion that the feast of unleavened bread

reference to the annual course of nature. Two, at

least, of them—the lirst and ihe last—also comme-
morated events in the history of the chosen people.

The coincidence of the times of their observance with

the most marked periods in the process of gathering

in the fruits of the earth, has not unnaturally sug-

gested the notion that their agricultural significance

is the more ancient ; that in fact they were oi i-

ginally harvest feasts observed by the patriarchs,

and that their historical meaning was superadded

in later times (Ewald, Hupfeld').

It must be admitted that the relation to the

natural year expressed in the Passover was less

marked than that in Pentecost or Tabernacles, while

its historical import was deeper and more pointed.

It seems hardly possible to study the history of the

Passover with candour and attention, as it stands in

the Scriptures, without being driven to the con-

clusion that it was, at the very first, essentially the

commemoration of a great historical fact. That part

of its ceremonies which has a direct agricultural

reference—the offering of the Omer—holds a very

subordinate place.

But as regards the whole of the feasts, it is not

very easy to imagine that the rites which belonged

to them connected with the harvest, were of pa-

triarchal origin. Such rites were adapted for the

religion of an agricultural people, not for that of

shepherds like the patriarchs. It would seem,

therefore, that we gain but little by speculating on

the simple impression conveyed in the Pentateuch,

that the feasts were ordained by Moses in their

integrity, and that they were arranged with a view

to the religious wants of the people when they were

to be settled in the Land of Promise.

2. The deliverance from Egypt was regarded as

the starting-point of the Hebrew nation. The
Israelites were then raised from the condition of

bondmen under a foreign tyrant to that of a free

people owing allegiance to no one but Jehovah.
" Ye have seen," said the Lord, " what I did unto

the Egyptians, and how I bare you on eagles' wings

and brought you unto myself" (Ex. xix. 4).

The prophet in a later age spoke of the event as

a creation and a redemption of the nation. God
declares Himself to be " the creator of Israel," in

immediate connexion with evident allusions to His

having brought them out of Egypt ; such as His

having made " a way in the sea, and a path in the

mighty waters," and His having overthrown " the

chariot and horse, the army and the power" (Is.

was origiiial'.y a distinct festival from the Passover, by
such passiiges as Lev. x.\iii. 5, 6 :

" In the fourteenth d.iy

of the first month at even is the Lord's P.issover ; and on

the fifteenth day of the same month is the feast of unlea-

vened bread unto the Lord : seven days ye must eat un-

leavened bread " (see also Num. xxviii. 16, 17). Josephus

in like manner speaks of the feast of unleavened bread as

"following the Passover" (Ant. iil. 10, ^5). But such

language may mean no more than the distinction between

the paschal supperand the seven days of unleavened broad,

which is so obviously implied in the fact that the eatinc

of unleavened bread was observed by the country Jom
who were at home, though they could not partake of the

paschal lamb without going to Jerusalem. Everj- member

of the household had to abstain from leavened bread, but

some only went up to the paschal meal. (See JIaimon.

/)« FermetHato H Azymo. vi. 1.) It is evident that the

common usage, in later times at least, was to emfiloy, a»

equivalent terms, thefeast of the Pasfove.r. and the feint

of unUavened bread (Matt. xxvi. 17 ; Mark xiv. !2 ;

Luke xxil. 1; Josenh. Ant. xiv. 2. }1 ; B. J. li. 1. fS\

See note », p. 71R.
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xliii. 1, l.')-17). The Exoiius was thus looked upon

as the birth of the nation ; tlie I'assover was its

annual biilh-day feast. Nearly all the ritts of the

festival, if explained in the most natuial manner,

appear to point to this as its primary meaning. It

was tlie yearly memorial of the dedication of the

people to Him who had s;n-eJ their first-born from

the destroyei-, in order that they miglit be made
holy to Himself. This was the lesson which they

were to teach to their children throughout all

generations. When the young Hebrew asked his

father regarding the paschal lamb, " What is this ?
"

the answer prescribe*! was, " By strength of hand

the Loid brought us out from Eg}-pt, fl-om the house

of bondage: and it came to pass when Pharaoh

would hardly let us go, that the Lord slew all tlie

first-born in the land of Egypt, both the first-born

of man and the fii'st-born of beast; therefore I

saci-ifice to the Lonl all that openeth the womb,
being males ; but all the first-born of my children

I redeem" (Ex. xiii. 14, 1.5). Hence, in the periods

of great national restoration in the times of Joshua,

Hezekiah, Josiah, and Ezra, the Passover was ob-

served in a special manner, to remind the people

of their true position, and to mark their renewal of

the covenant which their fathers had made.

3. (a.) The piischal lamb must of course be re-

gaixled as the leading feature in the ceremonial of

the festival. Some Protesfcmt divines during the laat

two centuries (Calov, Carpzov), laying great stress

on the fact that nothing is said in the law respect-

ing either the imposition of the hands of the priest

on the head of the lamb, or the bestowing of any
portion of the flesh on the priest, have denied that

it was a sacrifice in the proper sense of the word.

They appear to have been tempted to take this view,

in order to deprive the Romanists of an analogiaU

argument bearing on the Romish doctrine of the

Lord's Supper. They affirmed that the lamb was
sacramentum, not sacrificium. But most of their

contemporaries (Cudworth, Bochart, Vitringa), and

nearly all modern critics, have held that it was in

the stiictest sense a sacrifice. The chief charac-

teristics of a sacrifice are all distinctly ascribed to it.

It was offered in the holy place (Deut. xvi. 5, 6) ; the

blood was sprinkled on the altar, and the fat was
burned (2 Chr. xxx. 16, xxxv. 11). Philo and

Josephus commonly call it OD/ua or Bvala. The
language of Ex. xii. 27, xxiii. 18, Num. ix. 7, Deut.

svi. 2, 0, together with 1 Cor. v. 7, would seem to

iecide the question beyond the reach of doubt.

As the original institution of the Passover in

Egypt preceded the establishment of the priesthood

and the regulation of the service of the t<ibernacle,

it necessarily fell short in several particulars of

the obsoiTance of the festival according to the

fully developed ceremonial law (see IL \). The
head of the family slew the lamb in his own house,

not in the holy place; the blood was sprinkled on

the doorway, not on the altar. But when the

law was perfected, certain particulai-s were altered

« The fact which has been noticed. It. 3. (/), is re-

markable in this connexion, that those who had not

incurred a degree of impurity sufficient to disqualify

them from eating the paschal lamb, were yet not pure

enough to take the priestly part In slaying It.

i> I'hilo, speaking of the Passover, says, avuirav to

l8vo^ Uparat, Tuiv Kara fxe'po; iKa.<TTOv to? vTrep ai/ToC

Ova-ia^ avdyovrtK rort Koi x^povpryovvroi. 'O ij.ev ovp

oAAo? owas Aeojs eyey^Set »cai (j>ai.Spo^ ^v, iKaarov

vofii^ovTO'; icpo<TV(7j T<Ti/ti^<Tflou.

—

De Vit. ifotis, iii. 29,

vol. iv. p. 250, edit. Tauch.
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in order to assimilate the Pns.sover to the .accus-

tomed order of religious service. It has been con-

jectured that the imposition of the hands of the

priest was one of these particulars, though it is not

recorded ( Kmtz ). But whether this was the case or

not, the other changes which have been stated seeni

to be abundantly sufficient for the argument. It can

hardly be doubted that the paschal lamb was re-

garded as the great annual peace-offering of the

family, a thank-oilering for the existence and pie-

servation of the nation (Ex. xiii. 14-16), the typical

sacrifice of the elected and reconciled children of the

promise. It was peculiarly the Lord's own sacrifice

(Ex. xxiii. 18, xxxiv. 25). It was more ancient than

the written law, and called to mind that covenant

on which the law was ba^ed. It retained in a

special mannei- the expression of the sacredness of

the whole people, and of the divine mission of the

head of every family ,B according to the spirit of ihe

old patriarchal priesthood. No part of the victim

was given to the priest as in other peace-offerincjs,

because the father was the priest himself. "The

custom, handed on from age to age, thus guarded
from superstition the idea of a priesthood placed in

the members of a single tiibe, while it visibly set

forth the promise which was coiuiected with the

deliverance of the people from Egypt, " Ye shall be

unto me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation
"

(Ex. xix. G).'' In this way it became a testimony

in favour of domestic worship. In the historical

fact that the blood in later times sprinkled on the

altar, had at first had its divinely appointed place

on the lintels and door-posts,' it was declared that

the national .'dtar itself represented the sanctity

which belonged to the house of every Israelite, not

that only which belonged to the nation as a whole.

A question, perhaps not a wise one, has been

raised regarding the pu:-pose of the sprinkling of the

blood on the lintels and door-posts. Some have

considered that it was meant as a mark to guide

the destroying angel. Others suppose that it was
merely a sign to confirm the fiiith of the Israelites

in their safety and deliverance.'' Surely neither of

these views can stand alone. The sprinkling must
have been an act of faith and obedience which God
accepted with favour. "Through faith (we are

told) Moses kept the Passover and the sprinkling

of blood, lest he that destroyecl the first-bom should

touch them " (Heb. xi. 28). \Miatever else it may
have been, it was certainly an essential part of a

sacrament, of an " effectual sign of grace and of

God's good will," expressing the mutual relation

into which the covenant had brought the Creator

and the creature. That it also denoted the purifi-

cation of the children of Israel from the abomina-

tions of the Egyptians, and so had the accustomed

significance of the sprinkling of blood under the law

(Heb. ix. 22), is evidently in entire consistency with

this view.

No satisfactoiy reason has been assigned for the

command to choose the lamb four days before the

1 As regards the mere place of sprinkling in the first

Passover, on the reason of which there has been some

speculation, Biihr reasonably supposes that the lintels

and door-posts were selected as the parts of the house

most obvious to passers-by, and to which inscrip-

tions of different kinds were often attached. Comp.

Deut vi. 9.

k Kspecially Bochart and Biihr. The former says, • Hoc

signum Deo non datum sed Hcbraeis ut eo confinaati de

liberatione certi slnt

"
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paschal supper. Kurtz (following Hofmaim) fancies

that the tour days signified tlie four centuries ol

Egyptian bondage. As in later times, the rule ap-

pears not to have been observed (see p. 714,6.), the

re;ison of it was probably of a temporary nature.

That the lamb was to be roasted and not boiled,

has been supposed to commemorate the haste of the

departure of the Israelites."' Spencer observes on

the other hand that, as they had their cooking

vessels with them, one mode would have been as

e.\peditious as the other. Some think that, like

the dress and the posture in which the first Paiisover

was to be eaten, it was intended to remind the people

that they were now no longer to regard themselves

as settled down iu a home, but as a host upon the

march, roasting being the proper military mode of

dressmg meat. Kurtz conjectures tliat the lamb

was to be roasted with fii'e, the purifying element,

because the meat was thus left pure, without the

mixture even of the water, which would have en-

tered into it in boiling. The meat in its purity

would thus correspond iu signification with the

unleavened bread (see II. 3 (6.) ).

It is not difficult to determine the reason of the

command, " not a bone of him shall be bi-oken."

The lamb was to be a symbol of unity ; the unity of

the family, the unity of the nation, the unity of

God with His people whom He had taken into cove-

nant with Himself. While the flesh was divided

into portions, so that each member of the family

could partake, the skeleton was left one and entire

to remind them of the bonds which united them.

Thus the words of the law are applied to the body
of our Saviour, as the type of that still higher

unity of which He was Himself to be the author
and centre (John six. 36).

The same significance may evidently be attached

to the prohibition that no part of the meat should

be kept for another meal, or carried to another

house. The paschal meal iu each house was to be

one, whole and entire.

(6.) The unleavened bread ranks next in import-
ance to the paschal lamb. The notion has been

very generally held, or taken for granted, both by
Christian and Jewish writere of all ages, that it

Wiis intended to remind the Israelites of the un-
leavened cakes which thev were obliged to eat in

their hasty flight (Ex. xi'i. 34, 39). But there is i

not the least intimation to this etlect in the sacred
j

narrative. On the contrary, the command was given
to Hoses and Aaron that unleavened bread should

!

be eaten with the lamb before the circumstance

occurred upon which this explanation is based.

Comp. E.\. xii. 8 with xii. 39.

It has been considered by some (EwaLl, Winer,
and the modem Jews) that the unleavened bread

and the bitter herbs alike owe their meaning to I

their being regarded as unpalatable food. "The i

n> So Bahr and most of ihe Jewish autlioritles.

» Hupfeld imagines that bread without leaven, being
the simplest result of cooked grain, characterised the old

;

agricultural festival which existed before the sacrifice of I

the lamb was Instituted.
I

o The root }*V0 signifies "to make dry." Kurtz thinks

that dryness rather than sutetness is the idea in nVSO-
But sweet In this connexion has the sense of uncorrupted,

or incorruptible, and hence is easily connected with dry-
ness. Perhaps our authorized version lias lost something
in expressiveness by substitutinp the term " unleavened
bread " for the " sweet bread " of the older versions, which
«lli holds its place in 1 Esd. i. 19.
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expression " bread of ailliction," ^jy DPlb (Deut.

I

xvi. 3), is regarded as equivalent io fastinij-bread,

and on this ground Ewald ascribes something of the

I

character of a fiist to the Passover. But this seems
to be wholly inconsistent with the pervading joyous

I

nature of the festival. The bread of affliction may
I

mean bread which, in present gladness, commemo-
j

rated, either in itself, or in common with the other
elements of the feast, the past affliction of the

' people (Bahr, Kurtz, Hofmann). It should not be
forgotten that unleavened bread was not peculiar to

the Passover. The ordinary " meat-oH'ering " was
unleavened (Lev. ii. 4, 5, vii. 12, x. 12 &'c.), and

; so was the shewbread (Lev. xxiv. 5-9). The use

of unleavened bread in the consecration of the priests

(Ex. xxix. 23), and in the offering of the Nazaiite

(Num. vi. 19), is interesting in relation to the Pass-

!
over, as being apparently connected with the con-

I

secration of the person. On the whole, we are

warranted in concluding that unleavened bread had
1
a peculiar sacrificial character, according to the law,

and it can hardly be supposed that a particular kind

of food should have been offered to the Lord because

it was insipid or unpalatable."

It seems more reasonable to accept St. Paul's le-

ference to the subject (1 Cor. v. 6-8) as furnishing

the ti-ue meaning of the symbol. Fermentation is

decomposition, a dissolution of unity. This must
be more obvious to ordinary eyes where the leaven

in common use is a piece of sour dough, instead of

the expedients at present employed in this country

to make bread light. The pure dry biscuit, as dis-

tinguished from bread thus leavened, would be an
apt emblem of unchanged dmation, and, in its

freedom from foreign mixture, of purity also.° If

this was the accepted meaning among the Jews,
" the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth

"

must have been a clear and familiar expression to

St. Paul's Jewish readers. Bahr conceives that as

the blood of the lamb figured the act of purifying,

the getting rid of the corruptions of Egypt, the

unleavened bread signified the abiding state of con-

secrated holiness.

(c.) The bitter herbs are generally understood by
the Jewish writers to signify the bitter sufferings

which the Israelites had endured p (Ex. i. 14). But
it has been remarked by Abenezra that these herbs

are a good and wholesome accompaniment for meat,
and are now, and appear to have been in ancient

times, commonly so eaten (see p. 716).
{d.) The offering of the Omer, though it is ob-

viously that part of the festival which is imme-
diately connected with the course of the seasons,

bore a distinct analogy to its historical significance.

It may have denoted a deliverance fi-om winter, .is

the lamb signified deliverance from the bondage of

Egypt, which might well be considered as a winter
I in the history of the nation.i Again, the cousecra-

P "I'lP istud comedimus quia amaritudine affecerunt

' Aegyptii %itam patrum nostronun in Aegypto.—Maimon.

;
in Pesackim, viii. 4.

I

"i This application of the rite perhaps dtrives some

support from the form in which the ordinary first-fruit

j

offering was presented in the Temple. [Fiust Frl'its.]

The call of Jacob (" a Syrian ready to perish"), and ^>^

deliverance of his children from Kgj'pt, with their settle-

ment in the land that flowed with milk and honey, were

then related (Ueut. xxvi. 5-10). It is worthy of notice

that, according to resachim, an exposition of this passage

!

was an important part of the reply which the father gave

j

to his son's inquiry during the paschal supper.

The account of the procession in offering the first-fruit*
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tion of the first-fruits, the (ii-st-born of the soil, is

an easy type of the consecration of the first-born of

the Israelites. This seems to be countenanced by

Ex. siii. 2-4, where the sanctification of the first-

born, and the unleavened bread which figured it,

seem to be emphatically connected with the time of

year, Abib, the month of green earsJ
4. No other shadow of good things to come con-

tained in the Law can vie with the festival of the

P;issover in e.xpressiveness and completeness. Hence

we are so often reminded of it, more or less dis-

tinctly, in the ritual and language of the Chmxh.
Its outline, considered . in reterence to the gi'eat

deliverance of the Israelites which it commemorated,

and many of its minute details, have been appro-

priated as cunent expressions of the truths which

God has revealed to us in the fulness of times in

sending His Son upon earth.

It is not suiprising that ecclesiastical writers

should have pushed the comparison too far, and

exercised their fmicy in the application of trifling

or accidental particulars either to the facts of Our
Lord's life or to truths connected with it.* But,

keeping within the limits of sober interpretation

indicated by Scripture itself, the application is

singularly full and edifying. The deliverance of

Israel according to the flesh from the bondage of

Egypt was always so regarded and described by the

prophets as to render it a most apt type of the

deliverance of the spiritual Israel from the bondage

of sin into the glorious liberty with which Christ

has made us free (see IV. 2). The blood of the

first paschal lambs sprinkled on the doorways of

the houses has ever been regarded as the best

defined foreshadowing of that blood which has

redeemed, saved, and sanctified us (Heb. xi. 28).

The lamb itself, sacrificed by the worshipper with-

out the intei-vention of a priest, and its fiesh being

eaten without resei-ve as a meal, exhibits the most
perfect of peace-off'erings, the closest type of the

atoning Sacrifice who died lor us and has made our

peace with God (Is. liii. 7 ; John i. 29 ; of. the

expression " mv sacrifice," Ex. xxxiv. 25, also Ex.

xii. 27 ; Acts viii. 32 ; 1 Cor. v. 7 ; 1 Pet. i. 18,

19). The ceremonial law, and the functions of

the priest in later times, were indeed recognised in

the sacrificial rite of the Passover; but the pre-

in the Misbna (^Bikurim), with the probable reference to

the subjpcl In Is. xx.x. 29, can hardly have anything to do
with the Passover. The connexion apjjears to have been

suggested by the tradition mentioned by Abenczra, that

the army of Sennaclierib was smitten on the niglit of tlie

Passover. Regarding this tradition, Vitrlnga says, " Xou
reclpio, ncc spemo" (/n Isaiam xxx. 29).

' See Gesenius, Thes. In the LXX it is called ix.i,v

rmv veuv, sc. Kapniiv. If ,Visan is a Semitic word,

Gesenius thinks that U means the month of flowers, in

agreement with a passage In Macarius (Horn, xvii.) in

which it is called jijjf riuf avSiov. But he seems Inclined

to favour an explanation of the word su^'gestcd by a Zend
root, according to which It would signify the month of
yew Tear's day.

• The crossed spit.? on which .Justin Martyr laid stress

are noticed, II. 3. (a). The subject Is exp^mdcd by Vi-

tringa, Observat. Sac. li. 10. The time of the new moon, at

which the festival wa.s held, has been taken as a type of the

brightness of the appearing of the Messiah ; the lengthen-

ing of the days at that season of the year as figuring the

ever-increasing light and warmth of the Redeemer's

kingdom; the advanced hour of the day at which the

supper was eaten, as a lepresentution of the fulness of

times ; the roasting of the lamb, as the eRcct of Ciod's

wrath against sin ; the thorough cooking of the iamb, as
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vious existence of the rite showed that they were
not essential for the personal approach of tlie wor-
shipper to God (see IV. 3 (a.) ; Is. hi. 6 ; 1 Pet.

ii. 5, 9). The unleavened bread is recognised as the

figure of the state of sanctification which is the

true element of the believer in Christ ' (1 Cor. v.

8). The haste with which the meal was ejiten,

and the girt-up loins, the staves and the sandals,

are fit embletus of the life of the Christian pilgrim,

ever hastening away from the world towards his

heavenly destination" (Luke xii. 35; 1 Pet. i. 13,

ii. 11; Eph. V. 15; Heb. .xi. 13).

It has been well observed by Kurtz (on Ex. xii. 38),
that at the very crisis wheu the distinction between
Israel and the nations of the world was most clearly

brought out (Ex. xi. 7), a " mixed multitude " went
out from Egypt with them (Ex. xii. 38), and that

provision was then made for all who were willing

to join the chosen seed and participate with them
in their spiritual advantages (Ex. xii. 44). Thus,

at the very starting-point of national separation,

was foreshadowed the calHng in of the Gentiles to

that covenant in which all nations of the earth

weie to be blessed.

The ofiering of the Omer, in its higher signifi-

cation as a s\-mbol of the first-born, has been

already noticed (IV. 3. (d) ). But its meaning

found full expression only in that First-born of all-

creation, who, having died and risen again, became
" the First-fruits of them that slept" (1 Cor. xv. 20).

As the first of the first-fruits, uo other offering of

the sort seems so likely as the Omer to have imme-
diately suggested the e.xpressions used, Kom. viii. 23,

xi. 16 ; Jam. i. 18 ; Kev. xiv. 4.

The crowning application of the paschal rites to

the traths of which they were the shadowy pro-

mises appeals to be that which is afforded by the

fact that our Lord's death occuned during the

festival. According to the Divine pui-pose, the true

Lamb of God was slain at nearly the same time as

" the Lord's Passover," in obedience to the letter of

the law. It does not seem needful that, in order

to give point to this coincidence, we should (as

some have done) draw from it an a priori argu-

ment in i'avour of our Lord's crucifixion having

taken place ou the 14th of Nisan (see III. 2. ii.). It

is enough to know that our own Holy Week and

a lesson that Christian doctrine should be well arranged

and digested; the prohibition that any part of the flesh

should remain till the moniing, as a foreshowing of the

haste In which the body of Christ was removed from the

cross ; the unfermented bread, as the emblem of a humble

spirit, white fermented broad was the figure of a heart

pufftd up with pride and vanity. (See Suicer, sub ndcrxa-)

In the like spirit, Justin Martyr and Lactantius take up

the charge against the Jews of corrnptlng the 0. T., with

a view to deprive the Passover of i ts clearness as a witness

for Christ. They specifically allege that the following

pa-ssage has been omitted in the copies of the book of

Ezra:—" Et dixit Esdras ad populum: Hoc pascha sal-

vator noster est, et refugium nostrum. Cogitate et ascendat

in cor vestrum, quoiiiam habemus huniiliare eum in signo :

et post hacc sperabimus in eum, ne deseratur hic locus in

aeternum tenipus." (Just. Mart. Dialog, cum Tnjp. ; Lact.

Inst. Iv. 18.) It has been conjectured that the words

may have been inserted between vers. 20 and 21 in Ezr. vl.

But they have been all but universally regarded as

spurious.

« The use which the Fathers made of this may be seen

in Suicer, s. v. a^viioi.

" See Theodoret, Interrog. JXIV. in Exod. There is

an eloquent passage on the same sulgect in Greg. Naz.

OrcU. XUJ.
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Easter stand as the aniiiversaiy of the same gi-eat

facts as were foreshown in those events of which

the 3-eaily Passover was a commemoration.

As compared with the other festivals, the Pass-

over was remarkably distinguished by a single

victim essentially its own, sacrificed in a very

peculiar manner.* In this respect, as well as in

the place it held in the ecclesiastiaU year, it bad a

fomial dignity and character of its own. It was
the represeutiitive festival of the year, and in this

unique position it stood in a certain relation to

circumcision as the second sacrament of the Hebrew
Church (Ex. xii. 44). We may see this in what

occurred at Gilgal, when Joshua, in renewing the

Divine covenant, celebrated the Passover imme-
diately at^er the circumcision of the people. But
the nature of the relation in which these two rites

stood to each other did not become fully developed

until its types were fulfilled, and the Lord's Supper

took its place as the sacramental feast of the elect

people of God.y Hupfeld well' observes :
" En pul-

cherrima mysteriorum nostroram exempla : circum-

cisio quidem baptismatis, scilicet signum gratiae di-

vinae et foederis cum Deo pacti, quo ad sanctitatem

populi sacri vocamur ; Pasclialis vero agnus et ritus,

continuatae quippe gratiae divinae et servati foederis

cum Deo signum et pignus, quo sacra et cum Deo
et cum coeteris populi sacri membris commumo
usque renovatur et alitur, coenae Christi sacrae

typus aptissimus
!"

Literature. — Mishna, Pesachim, with the

notes in Surenhusius ; Bahr, Symbolik, b. iv. c. 3
;

Hupfeld, De Fest. Hehr. ; Bochart, De Agno Pas-
chali (vol. i. of the Hierozoicon) ; Ugolini, De
Ritibus in Coen. Dom. ex Pasch. illustr. (vol. xvii.

of the Tliesavrits) ; JIaimonides, De Fermentato et

Azi/mo
; Rosenmiiller, Scholia in Ex. xii., &c.

;

Otho, Lex. Bab. s. Pascha; Carpzor, App. Crit.
;

Lightfoot, Temple Service, and Jlor. Hebr. on Matt.
xxvi., John xiii., &c. ; Yitringa, Obs. Sac. lib. ii.

3,10; Reland, Antiq. ir. 3 ; Spencer, De Leg. Hcbr.
ii. 4 ; Kurtz, History of the Old Covenant, ii. 288
seqq. (Clark's edit.) ; Hottinger, De Ritu dimittcndi

Reum in Fest. Pasch.
(
Thes. Nov. Theologico-Phi-

lolog. vol. ii.); Buxtorf, Synag. Jud. xviii. ; Cud-
worth, True Notion of the Lord's Supper.

More especially on the question respecting the

Lord's Supper, Robinson, Harmony of the Gospels,

and Bihliotheca Sacra for Aug. 1 845 ; Tholuck, on
John xiii. ; Stier, on John xii. ; Kuinoel, on Matt.
xxvi. ; Neander, Life of Christ, §265; Greswell,

Harm. Evang. and Dissertations; Wieseler, Chro-
nol. Synops. der tier Evang. ; Tischendorf, Syn.
Evang. p. xlv. ; Bleek, Dissert, ueber den ilo-

nathstag des Todes Christi {Beitrage zur Evan-
gelien-kritik, 1840) ; Frischmuth, Disscrtatio, &c.

( Thes. Theol. Philolog.) ; Harenberg, Demonstratio,

&c. (Thes. Novus Theol. Phil. vol', ii.). Tholuck
praises, Eude, Demonstratio quod Chr. in Coen.

<Travpu>fflfj.<f ayniim paschalem. non comederit. Lips.

1742. Ellicott, Lectures on the Life of ow Lord,

p. 320 ; Fairbairn, Hcrmeneidical Manual, ii. 9
;

Davidson, Introduction to N. T. i. 102. [S. C]

» The only parallel case to this, in the whole range of

the public religious observances of the law, seems to be
that of the scapegoat of the day of atonement.

y If Is worthy of remark that the modem Jews dis-

tinguish these two rites above a'l others, as being imme-
diately connected wlih the grand fulfilment of the promises

made to their fathers. Though they refer to the coming
"f Kltjab in their ordinary grace at meals, It Is only on
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PAT'ARA (noTopa: the noun is plural), »

Lycian city of some considerable note. One of its

characteristics in the heathen world was that it was
devoted to the worshij) of Apollo, and was the seat

of a famous oracle (Hor. Od. iii. 4, 64). Fellows

says that the coins of all the district around :how
the ascendancy of this divinity. Patara was situated

on the south-western shore of Lycia, not far from
the left bank of the river Xanthus. The coast here

is very mountainous and bold. Immediately opposite

is the island of Rhodes. Patara was practically the

seaport of the city of Xanthus, which was ten miles

distant (Appian, B. C. iv. 81). These notices of its

position and maritime importance introduce us to

the single mention of the place in the Bible (Acts

xxi. 1, 2). St. Paul was on his way to Jerusalem

at the close of his third missionary journey. He had
just come from Rhodes (v. 1) ; and at Patara he

found a ship, which was on the point of going to

Phoenicia (v. 2), and in which he completed his

voyage (v. 3). This illustrates the mercantile con-

nexion of Patara with both the eastern and western

parts of the Levant. A good parallel to the Apostle's

voyage is to be found in Liv. xxxvii. 16. There

was no time for him to preach the Gospel here,

but still Patara has a place in ecclesiastical history,

having been the seat of a bishop {Hierocl. p. 684;.

The old name remains on the spot, and there are still

considerable njins, especially a theatre, soine baths,

and a triple arch which was one of the gates of the

city. But sand-hills are gradually concealing these

ruins, and have blocked up the harbour. For fuller

details we must refer to Beaufort's Karamania,
the Lmian Antiquities published by the Dilettanti

Society, Fellows' Lycia and Asia Minor, and the

Travels in Asia Minor by Spratt and Forbes.

[Lycia; Myra.] [J. S. H.j

PATHE'US (nofloTos ; Alex, ^aeaios : Fac-

teits). The same as Pethahiah the Le^-ite (1 Esdr.

ix. 23 ; comp. Ezr. x. 23).

PATH'EOS (DhnS : Uadoip-ns, *o0a>p^r

:

Phetros, Phatures, Phathures), gent, noun Path-

Rusni (D^piri3 : TlarpocTwviein : Phetrusim), a

part of Egypt, and a Jlizraite tribe. That Pathros

was in Egypt admits of no question : we have to

attempt to decide its position more nearly. In the

list of the Mizraites, the Pathrusim occur after the

Naphtuhim, and before the Casluhim ; the latter

being followed by the notice of the Philistines, and

by the Caphtorim (Gen. x. 13, 14; 1 Chr. i. 12}.

Isaiah prophesies the return of the Jews " from

Jlizraim, and from Pathros, and from Cush" (xi.

11). Jeremiah predicts their ruin to " all the Jews

which dwell in the land of Egypt, which dwell at

Migdol, and at Tahpanhes, and at Xoph, and in the

coimtry of Pathros" (xliv. 1), and their reply is

given, after this introduction, " Then ail the men
which knew that their wives had buriied incense

unto other gods, and nil the women that stood by,

a great multitude, even all the people that dwelt in

the land of EgyDt, in Pathros, answered Jeremiah
"

these occasions that their expectation of the harbinger of

the Messiah is expressed by formal observances. \\ hen a

child ls,circumcised, an empty chair is placed at hand for

the prophet to occupy. At the paschal meal, a cup of wine

is poured out for him ; and at an appointed moment the

door of the room is solemnly set open for him to enter.

(See note ', p. 715.)
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(15). Ezekiel speaks of the return of tlie captive

Egyptians to " tlie land of Patiuos, into the land of

their birth" (xxix. 14), and mentions it with Egyp-

tian cities, Noph preceding it, and Zoan, No, tiin,

Noph again, Aven (On), Pi-beseth, and Tehapli-

iiehe-s following it (xxx. 13-18). Fiom the place of

the Pathrusim in the list of the Jlizraites, they

might be supposed to have settled in Lower Egypt,

or the more northern part of Upper Egypt. Four

oidy of the Mizraite tribes or peoples can be pro-

bably assigned to Egypt, the last four, the Philis-

tines being considered not to be one of these, but

merely a colony: these are the Naphtuhim, Path-

lusim, Casluhim, and Caphtorim. The first were

either settled in Lower Egypt, or just beyond its

western border ; and the List in Upper Egypt, about

Coptos. It seems, if the order be geogi-aphical, as

there is reason to suppose, that it is to be inferred

that the Pathrusim were seated in Lower Egypt, or

not much above it, unless there be any tnuisposi-

tion ; but that some change has been made is pro-

bable from the parenthetic notice of the Philistines

following the Casluhim, whereas it appears from

other passages that it should rather follow the

Caphtorim. If the original order were Pathrusim,

Caphtorim, Casluhim, then the first might have

settled in the h'giiest part of Upper Egypt, and the

other two below them. The mention in Isaiah

would lead us to suppose that Pathros was Upper

Egypt, if there were any sound reason for the idea

that Mizraim or Mazor is ever used for Lower

Egypt, which we think there is not. Kodiger's

conjecture that Pathros included part of Nubia is

too daring to be followed {Encyclop. Germ. sect,

iii. torn. xiii. p. 312), although there is some slender

support for it. The occurrences in Jeremiah seem

to favour the idea that Pathros was part of Lower
Egypt, or the whole of that region ; for although it

is mentioned in tlie prophecy against the Jews i»s a

region where they dwelt after Migdol, Tahpanhes,

and Noph, as though to the south, yet we are told

that the prophet was answered by the Jews " that

dwelt in the land of Egypt, in Pathros," as though

Pathros were the region in which these cities were.

We have, moreover, no distinct evidence that Jere-

miali ever went into Upi>er Egypt. On the other

hand, it may be replied that the cities mentioned

are so far apart, that either the prophet must have

preachetl to the Jews in them in succession, or else

have addiessed letters or messages to them (comp.

xxix.). The notice by Ezekiel of Pathros as the

land of the birtli of tlie Egyptians seems to favour

the idea that it was pai t of or all Upper Egyjit, as

the Tiiebais was probably inhabited before the lest

cf the country (comp. Hdt. ii. 15) ; an opinion

supported Ijy the tradition that the people of Egypt
came from Ethiopia, and by the 1st dynasty's being

of Thinite kings.

Pathros has bet connected with the Pathyiite

nome, the Phaturite of I'liny {H. N. v. 9, §47),
in which Thebes was situate. The first fonn
occurs in a Greek papyrus written in Egypt (tla-

Ovpirris t^s 07)/3atSo$, Papyr. Anast. vid. Keu-
vens, Lettres a M. Lctronne, 3 let. p. 4, 30, ap.

Parthey, Vocdb. s. v.). This identifiaition may be

as old as the LXX. ; and the Coptic vei-sion, which

reads ^^.^IeOTpHC,I\^.^n^OTpKC,
does not contradict it. The discoveiy of the Egyp-

tian name of the town after which the nome was

called puts Che inquiry on a safer basis. It is writ-

ten HA-HAT-HEi;. '^ The Abode of Hat-her," the

PATMOS
Egyptian \'enus. It may perhaps have sometimes

been written P-HA-HAT-HEU, in which cflse the

P-II and T-H would have coalesced in the Hebrew
form, as did T-H in Caphtor. [Caphtor.] Such

etymologies for the word Pathros as TI"6T~pHC>
" that which is southern," and for the form in the

LXX., Tl^.TO'CpHC. "the southern (region)"

(Gesen. 'Thes. s. v.), must be abandoned.

On the evidence here brought Ibrward, it seems

reasonable to consider Pathros to be part of Upper

Egypt, and to trace its name in that of the Pathyritc

nome. But this is only a very eonjectui-al identi-

fiaition, which future discoveries may overthrow.

It is spoken of with cities in such a manner that

we may suppose it was but a small district, and

(if we have rightly identified it), that when it occurs

Thebes is especially intended. This would account

for its distinctive mention. [K. S. P.]

PATHRU'Sm. [Patheos.]

PAT'MOS (UaTnos, Rev. i. 9). Two recent

and copious accounts, one by a German, the other

by a French, traveller, furnish us with very full in-

formation regarding this island. Ross visited it in

1841, and describes it at length {Heisen auf den

griechischen Inseln des dgdischen Meeres, ii. 123-

139). Gu^rin, some years later, spent a month
there, and enters into more detail, especially as re-

gai-ds ecclesiastical antiquities and traditions (De-

scription de Vile de Patinos et dc Vile de Samos,
Paris, 1856, pp. 1-120). Among the older tra-

vellers who liave visited Patmos we may especially

mention Tournefort and Pococke. See also Walpole's

Turkey, ii. 43.

The aspect of toe island is peculiarly rugged and

bai-e. And such a scene of banishment for St. John

in the reign of Domitian is quite in hai-mony with

what we read of the custom of the period. It

was the common practice to send e.xiles to the

most rocky and desolate islands ("in asperrimas

insularum'''). See Suet. Tit. 8; Juv. Sat. i. 73.

Such a scene too was suitable (if we may presume

to say so) to the sublime and awful Revelation

which the Ajwstle received there. It is possible

indeed that there was more gieenness in Patmos

formerly than now. Its name in the Middle Ages

w;is Falmosa. But this has now almost entirely

given place to the old classical name ; and there is

just one palm-tree in the isl.-md, in a valley which

is ciUed " the Saint's Garden " (6 Krfiros toG

'Oalov). Here and there aie a few poor olives,

about a score of cypresses, and other trees in the

same scanty proportion.

Patmos is divided into two nearly equal parts, a

northern antl a southern, by a very nanow isthmus,

where, on the east side, are the harbour and the

town. On the hill to the south, crowning a com-

manding height, is the celebrated monastery, which

bears the name of " John the Divine." H.-Ufway

up the ascent is the cave or grotto where tradition

siiys that St. John received the IJevelation, and

which is still called rh ffirriXaioy -rrji 'Airo*caA.u-

\peus. A view of it (said by Ross to be not very ac-

curate) will be found in Choiseul-Gouffier, i. pi. 57.

Both Ross and Guerin give a very full, and a very

melancholy, account of the library of the monastery.

There were in it formerly 600 MSS. There are now

240, of which Guerin gives a catalogue. Two
ought to be mentioned here, which profess to furaisii,

under the title of ai irfploSoi rod @eo\6yoii, an

account of St. John after the ascension of our Lord.
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One of them is attributed to I'lochorus, an alleged

disciple of St. John ; the otlier is an abridgment of

the same by Nicetas, archbishop of Thessalonica.

Various places in the island are incorporated in the

legend, and this is one of its chief points of interest.

There is a published Latin translation in the Biblio-

t/ieca Miiximn Fatrum (1677, torn, ii.), but with

curious modirications, one great object of which is

to disengage St. John's martyrdom from Ephesus

(where the legend places it), and to fix it in

Rome.
We have only to add that Patmos is one of the

Spoiades, and is in that part of the Aegean which

IS called the Icarian Sea. It must have been con-

spicuous on the riglit when St. Paul was sailing

(Acts sx. 15, xxi. 1) from Samos to Cos. [J. S. H.]

PATRIARCHS. The name -iraTpidpxvs is

applied in the N. T. to Abraham (Heb. vii. 4), to

the sons of Jacob (Acts vii. 8, 9), and to David

(Acts ii. 29) ; and is apparently intended to be equi-

valent to the phi-ase nnSJ r\'^2 K^'SI, the "head"

or " prince of a tribe," so otlten fomid in the 0. T.

it is used in this sense by the LXX. in 1 Chr.

-xxiv. 31, .x-wii. 22 ; 2 Chr. xxiii. 20, xxvi. 12.

In common usage the title of patriaixh is assigned

especially to those whose lives are recorded in

Scripture previous to the time of Moses. By the

" patiiarchal system " is meant that state of society

wliich developed itself naturally out of family rela-

tions, before the formation of nations properly so

called, and the establishment of regular govern-

ment : and by the " patriarchal disjjensation " the

communion into which God was pleased to enter

with the families of Seth, Koah, and Abraham,
before the aiU of the chosen people.

The patriarchal times are naturally divided into

the ante-diluvian and post-diluvian periods.

1. In the former the Scripture record contains

little except the list of the line from Seth, through

Enos, Cainan, Jlahalaleel, Jared, Enoch, Methu-
selah, and Lamech, to Noah ; with the ages of each

at their periods of generation and at their deaths.

[Chronology.] To some extent parallel to this,

is given the line of Cain ; Enoch, had, Mehujael,

Methusael, Lamech, and the sons of Lamech, Jabal,

Jubal, and Tubal-Cain. To the latter line are

attributed the first signs of material civilization,

the buihling of cities, the division of classes, and

the knowledge of mechanical arts ; while the only

moral record of their history obscurely speaks of

violence and bloodshed. [Lamkcii.] In the former

line the one distinction is their knowledge of the

true God (with the constant recollection of the pro-

mised " seed of the woman "
) which is seen in its

fullest perfection m Enoch and Noah ; and the only

allusion to their occupation (Gen. v. 29) seems to

show that they continued a pastoral and agricul-

tural race. The entire corruption, even of the

chosen family of Seth, is traced (in Gen. vi. 1-4) to

the union between " the sons of (5od " and " the

daughters of men" (Heb. *' of Adam"). This
union is generally explained by the ancient com-
mentators of a contact with supematural powers of

evil in the pei-sons of fallen angels ; most modern

» The Hebrew text is hero taken throughout: for the

variations In the LXX. and the Samaritan Pentateuch, see

CUUONOUXil.
*> It is likely enough that the year (as In so many

ancient calendars) may be a lunar year of 354 or 355 day.<,
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interpretation refers it to intermarriage between the

lines of Seth and Cain. The latter is intended to

avoid the ditliculties attaching to the comprehension
of the former view, which nevertheless is undoubt-
edly far more accordant with the usage of tlie

phrase "sons of God" in the 0. T. (comp. Job
i. 6, xxxviii. 7), and with the language of the

passage in Genesis itself. (See Maitland's Unccm,
Essay vi.)

One of the main questions raised as to the ante-

diluvian period turns on the longevity assigned to

the patriarchs. With the single exception of Enoch
(whose departure from the earth at 365 years of

age is exceptional in everv sense), their ages vary

from 777 (Lamech) to 969 (Methuselah). It is

to be observed that this longevity disappears gra-

dually after the Flood. To Shem are assigned 600
years ; and thence the ages diminish down to Teraii

(205 years), Abraham (175), Isaac (180), Jacob

(147), and Joseph (110).»

This statement of ages is clear and definite. To
suppose, with some, that the name of each patriai-ch

denotes a clan or family, and his age its duration,

or, with others, that the word HJCi' (because it

properly signifies " iteration " ) may, in spite of its

known and invariable usage for " year," denote a
lunar revolution instead of a solar one (i. e. a month
instead of a year) in this passage, appears to be a
mere evasion of difficulty.^ It must either be ac-

cepted, as a plain statement of fact, or regarded as

purely fabulous, like the legendary assignment of
immense ages to the early Indian or Babylonian or

Egyptian kings.

The latter alternative is adopted without scruple

by m;my of the German commentators, some of

whom attempt to find such significance in the pa-

triarchal names as to make them personify natural

powers or human qualities, like the gods and demi-
gods of mythology. It belongs of course to the

mythical view of Scripture, destroying its claim, in

any sense, to authority and special inspiration.

In the acceptance of the literal meaning, it is not

easy to s;iy how much difficulty is involved. With
our scanty knowledge of what is really meant by
" dying of old age," with the certainty that very
gieat ert'ects are produced on the duration of life,

both of men and animals, by even slight changes of

habits and circumstances, it is impossible to say
what might be a priori probable in this respect in

the antediluvian period, or to determine under what
conditions the process of continual decay and recon-

struction, which sustains animal life, might be in-

definitely prolonged. The constant attribution in

all legends of great age to primeval men is at least

as likely to be a distortion of fact, as a mere inven-

tion of fancy. But even if the difficulty were
grejiter than it is, it seems impossible to conceive

that a book, given by Inspiration of God to be a

treasure for all ages, could be permitted to contaiii

a .statement of plain facts, given undoubtingly, and

with an elaborate show of accuracy, and yet purely

and gratuitously fabulous, in no sense bearing on

its great religious subject. If the Divine origin of

Scripture be believed, its authority must be accepted

in this, as in other cases; and the list of the ages

or even a year of 10 months: but this makes no real

difference. It is possible that there may lie some ciirrup-

tlon in the text, which may affect the niimlicrs given; bnt

the longevity of the patriarchs Is noticed and comniented

upon, as a well-known fact, by Josephus [Ant. I. 3, }9).
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of the patriarchs be held to be (what it certainJy

claims to be) a statement of veal facts.

2. It is iu the post-diluvian periods that more

is gathered as to the nature of the patriarchal his-

tory.

It is at first general in its scope. The " Cove-

nant" given to Noah is one, free from all condition,

and fraught with natuial blessings, extending to all

alike ; the one gi-eat command (against bloodshed)

which marks it, is based on a deep and universal

ground ; the fultilment of the blessing, " Be fruitful

and multiply, and replenish the earth," is expressly

connected, (irst with an attempt to set up an uni-

versal kingdom round a local centre, and then

(in Gen. s.) with the formation of the various

nations by conquest or settlement, and with the

peopling of all the world. But the history soon

narrows itself to that of a single tribe or family, and

afterwards touches the general history of the ancient

world and its empires, only so far as it bears upon

this.

It is in this last stage that the principle of the

patriarchal dispensation is most clearly seen. It is

based on the sacredness of family ties and paternal

authority. This authority, as the only one which

is natural and original, is inevitably the foundation

of the earliest form of society, and is probably seen

most perfectly in wandering tribes, where it is not

affected by local attachments and by the acquisition

of wealth. It is one, from the nature of the case,

limited in its scope, depending mere on its sacred-

ness than its power, and giving room for much ex-

ercise of freedom ; and, as it extends from the family

to the tribe, it must become less stringent and less

concentrated, in proportion to its wider diffusion.

In Scripture this authority is consecrated by an

ultimate reference to God, as the God of the pa-

triarch, the Father (that is) both of him and his

children. Not, of course, that the idea of God's

Fatherhood can-ied with it the knowledge of man's

pei-sonal communion with His nature (which is re-

vealed by the Incarnation) ; it i-ather implied faith

in His protection, and a free and loving obedience

to His authority, with the hope (more or less

assured) of some greater blessiiig from Him in the

coming of the promised seed. At the same time,

this faith was not allowed to degenerate, as it was
prone to do, into an appropriation of God, as the

mere tutelary God of the tribe. The Loitl, it is

true, suffers llimself to be called " the God of Shem,
of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob ;" but He also

reveals Himself (and that emphatically, as though
it were His peculiar title) as the " God' Almighty

"

(Gen. xvii. 1, .xxviii. 3, sxxv. 11); He is addressed

as the " Judge of all the earth " (xviii. 25), and as

such is known to have intercourse with Pliaraoh

and Abimelech (xii. 17, xs. 3-8), to hallow the

priesthood of Melcliizedek (xiv. 18-20), and to exe-

cute wrath on Sodom and Gomoirah. .Ml this

would confirm what the generality of the cove-

nant with Noah, and of the promise of blessing to

"all nations" in Abraham's .seed must have dis-

tinctly taught, that the chosen fomily were, not

substitutes, but representatives, of all mankind, and
that God's relation to them was only a clearer and
more perfect type of that iu which He stood

to all.

Still the distinction and preservation of the

chosen family, and the maintenance of the paternal

authority, are the special purposes, which give a

key to the meaning of the histoiy, and of the insti-
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tutions recorded. For this the birthright (piobably

can-ying with it the priesthood) was reserved to

the rii-st-born, belonging to him by inheritance, yet

not assured to him till he received his fathei's

blessing ; for this the sanctity of man°iage was jea-

lously and even cruelly guarded, as in Gen. xxxiv.

7, 13, 31 (Dinah), and in x.xxviii. 24 (Tamar),
from the licence of the world without ; and all in-

termarriage with idolaters was consideied as treason

to the family and the God of Abraham (Gen. xx^n.

34, 35, xxvii. 46, xxviii. 1, G-9). Natural obe-

dience and affection are the earthly virtues espe-

cially brought out m the history, and the sins

dwelt upon (from the irreverence of Ham to the

selling of Joseph), are all such as oflTend against

these.

The type of chai-acter formed under it, is one

imperfect in intellectual and spiritual growth, be-

cause not yet tried by the subtler temptations, or

foiced to contemplate the deeper questions of life
;

but it is one remarkably simple, affectionate, and
free, such as would giow up under a natural autho-

rity, derived fiom God and centering in Him, yet

allowing, under its unquestioned sacredness, a fami-

liarity and freedom of intercourse with Him, which is

strongly contrasted with the stein and awful cha-

racter of the j^Iosaic dispensation. To contemplate

it flora a Christian point of view is like looking

back on the unconscious freedom and innocence of

childhood, with that deeper insight and strength of

character which are gained by the experience of man-
hood. We see in it the germs of the future, of the

future revelation of God, and the future trials and

development of man.
It is on this fact that the typical interpretation of

its histoiy depends, an interpretation sanctioned

directly by the example of St. Paul (Gal. iv.

21-31 ; Heb. vii. 1-17), indirectly supported by
other passages of Scripture (Matt. xxiv. 37-39;
Luke xvii. 28-32; Kom. ix. 10-13, &c.), and in-

stinctively adopted by all who have studied the

history itself.

Even in the brief outline of the ante-diluvian

period, we may ret ognize the mam features of the

history of the world, the division of mankind into

the two great classes, the struggle between the

power of evil and good, the apparent triumph of

the evil, and its destruction in the final judgment.

In the post-diluvian history of the chosen family,

is seen the distinction of the true believei-s, pos-

sessors of a special covenant, special revelation, and

special privileges, Irom the world without. In it

is therefore shadowed out the histoiy of the Jewish

Nation and Christian Church, as regards the freedom

of their covenant, the gradual unfolding of their

revelation, and the peculiar blessings and tempti-

tions which belong to their distinctive position.

It is but niitural that the unfolding of the cha-

racters of the patriarchs under this di.speusation

should have a typical interest. Abraham, as the

type of a faith, both br;jve and patient, gradually

and continuously growing under the education of

various trials, stands contrasted with the lower cha-

racter of Jacob, in whom the same faith is seen,

tainted with deceit and selfishness, and needing

therefore to be puiged by disappointment and suffer-

ing. Isaac in the pa.ssive gentleness and submis-

siveness, which characterizes his whole life, and is

seen especially in his willingness to be sacrificed by

the hand of his father, and Joseph, in the moie

active spirit of love, in which he rejoiced to save
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his flimily and to forgive those who hau persecuted

and sold him, set tbrtii the perfect spirit of sonship,

and are seen to be types especially of Him, in whom
alone that spirit dwelt in all fulness.

This typical character in the hands of the myth-

ical school is, of course, made an argument against

the historical reality of the whole ; those who recog-

nise an unity of principle in God's dispensations at all

times, will be preparetl to find, even in their earliest

and simplest form, the same features which are more

fully developed in their later periods. [A. B.]

PAT'ROBAS {narpo^as : Patrobas). A
Christian at Home to whom St. Paul sends his

salutation (Rom. xvi. 14). According to late and

uncertain tradition, he was one of the 70 disciples,

became bishop of Puteoli (Pseudo-Hippolytus, De
LXX. Apostolis), and sulfered martyrdom together

with Philologus on Kov. 4th (Estius). Like many
other names mentioned in liom. xvi., this was borne

by at least one member of the emperor's household

(Suet. Galba, 20; Martial, Ep. ii. 32, 3). Pro-

bably the name is a contraction, like otheis of the

s;ime termination, and sUinds for TiaTp6fiios (see

Wolf, Cur. Philolog.). [W. T. B.]

PATROCLUS (na.TpoK\os: Patroclns), the

father of Kicanor, the famous adversaiy of Judas

Waccabaeus (2 Mace. viii. 9).

PAU (-lyS, but in 1 Chr. i. 50, Pai, *V3, though

some copies agiee with the reading in Gen. : ^oywp :

Phau), the capital of Hadar, king of Edom (Gen.

xxxvi. 39). Its position is unknown. The only name
that bears any resemblance to it is Phauara, a ruined

place in Idumaea mentioned by Seetzen. [W. L. B.]

PAUL (ITaCAoj : Paulus), the Apostle of Jesus

Christ to the Gentiles.

Original Authorities.—Nearly all the original

materials for the Life of t?t. Paul are contained in

the Acts of the Apostles, and in the Pauline Epis-

tles. Out of a comparison of these authorities the

biographer of St. Paul has to construct his account
of the really important period of the Apostle's life.

The early^traditions of the Church appear to have
left almost untouched the space of time for which
we possess those sacred and abundant sources of

knowledge ; and they aim only at supplying a few
particulars in the biography beyond the points at

which the nan'ative of the Acts begins and ter-

minates.

The history and the Epistles lie side by side, and
are to all appearance quite independent of one an-
other. It was not the pui-pose of the historian to

write a life of St. Paul, even as much as the re-

ceived name of his book would seem to imply.

The book called the Acts of the Apostles is an
account of the beginnings of the kingdom of Christ

on the earth, the large space which St. Paul
occupies in it is due to the important part which
he bore in spreading that kingdom. As to the

Epistles, nothing can be plainer than that they
were written without reference to the history ; and
there is no attempt in the Canon to combine them
with it so as to fonn what we should call in modern
phrase the Apostle's " Life and Letters." What
amount of agreement, and what amount of discre-
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* In bis Patilu* der Apostd Jetu Chritti, Stuttgart,
1845.

b The story mentioned by Jerome (Scrip. Eccl. Cat.
Paulas'), that St. Paul's parents lived at Gischala in

pancy, may be observed between these independent

authorities, is a question of the greatest interest

and importance, and one upon which various opi-

nions are entertained. The most adverse and extieme

criticism is ably represented by Dr. Baur of Tiibin-

gen,* who finds so much opposition between what
he holds to be the few authentic Pauline Epistles

and the Acts of the Apostles, that he pronounces

the history to be an interested fiction. But his

criticism is the very caricature of captiousness.

We have but to imagine it applied to any history

and letters of acknowledged authenticity, and we
feel irresistibly how arbitrary and unhistorical it

is- Putting aside this extreme view, it is not

to be denied that difificulties are to be met with

in reconciling completely the Acts and the received

Epistles of St. Paul. What tlie solutions of such

difficulties may be, whether there are any direct con-

tradictions, how far the apparent differences may
be due to the purpose of the respective writers, by
what arrangement all the-flxcts presented to us may
best be dove-tailed together,—these are the various

questions which have given so much occupation to

the critics and expositors of St. Paul, and upon

some of which it seems to be yet impossible to

arrive at a decisive conclusion.

We shall assume the Acts of the Apostles to be a

genuine and authentic work of St. Luke, the com-
panion of St. Paul, and shall speak of the Epistles

at the places which we believe them to occupy in

the history

Prominent points in the Life.—It may be well

to state beforehand a few of the principal occur-

rences upon which the great work done by St. Paul

in the world is seen to depend, and which therefore

serve as landmarks in his life. Foremost of all is

his Conversion. This was the main root of his

whole life, outward and inward. Ne.xt after this,

we may specify his Labours at Antioch. From
these we pass to the 'First Missionary Journey, in

the eastern part of Asia Minor, in which St. Paul

first assumed the character of the Apostle of Jesus

Christ to the Gentiles. The Visit to Jerusalem,

for the sake of settling the question of the relation

of Gentile converts to the Jewish law, was a critical

point, both in the history of the Church and of the

Apostle. The introduction of the Gospel into

Europe, with the memorable visits to Philippi,

Athens, and Corinth, was the boldest step in the

can-ying out of St. Paul's mission. A third great

missionary journey, chiefly characterized by a long

stay at Ephesus, is further interesting from its con-

nexion with four leading Epistles. This was imme-
diately followed by the apprehension of St. Paul
at Jerusalem, and his imprisonment at Caesarea.

And the last event of which we have a full nar-

rative is the Voyage to Borne.

The relation of these events to external chrono-

logy will be considered at the end of the article.

Saul of Tarsus, before his Conversion.—Up to

the time of his going forth as an avowed preacher

of Christ to the Gentiles, the Apostle was known
by the name of Saul. This was the Jewish name

which he received from his Jewish parents. But

though a Hebrew of the Hebrews, he was born in

a Gentile city. Of his parents we know nothing,^

Galilee, and that, having been bom there, the infant .Saul

emigrated with his parents to Tarsus upon the tak.ng of

that city by the Romans, is iiicoiisistint with the fact

that Gischala was not taken until a much later lime, and
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except that his father was of the tribe of Benjamin

(Phil. iii. ')), ami a Pharisee (Acts xxiii. 6), tliat

he had acquired by some means the Roman fran-

chise (" I was free born," Acts xxii. 28), and that

he was settled in Tarsus. " I am a Jew of Tarsus,

a city in Cilicia, a citizen of no mean city" (Acts

xxi. 39). Our attention seems to be specially

called to this birtliplace and early home of Saul by

the repeated mention of it in connexion with his

name. Here he must have learnt to use the

Greek language witli freedom and mastery in

both speaking and writing; and the general tone

and atmosphere of a cultivated community cannot

liave been without their effect upon his highly sus-

ceptible nature. At Tarsus also he learnt that

trade of aKVVoiroi6s (Acts .xviii. 3), at which he

afterwards occsisionally wrought with his own

hands. There was a goat's-hair cloth called Cili-

cium, manufactui-ed in Cilicia, and largely used

for tents. Saul's trade was probably that of making

tents of this haircloth. It does not follow that the

family were in the necessitous condition which

such manual labour commonly implies; for it was

a wholesome custom amongst the Jews, to teach

every child some trade, though there might be

little prospect of his depending upon it for his

living.

When St. Paul makes his defence before his

countrymen at Jerus;ilem (Acts xxii.), he tells them

that though bom in Tarsus, he had been " brought

up" (avaTedpaiJ.fj.evos) in Jerusalem. He must,

therefore, have been yet a boy, when he was re-

moved, in all probability for the sake of his educa-

tion, to the Holy City'of his fathers. We may
imagine him airiving there, j)erhaps at some age'

between 10 and 15, already a Hellenist, speaking

Greek and familiar with the Greek vereion of the

Scriptures, jwssessing, besides the knowledge of his

trade, the elements of Gentile learning,—to be

taught at Jerusalem "according to the perfect

manner of the law of the fathers." He leamt, he

says, " at the feet of Gamaliel." He who was to

resist so stoutly the usurpations of the Law, had for

his teacher one of the most eminent of all the

doctoi-s of the law. [Gamalikl.] It is singular,

that on the occiision of l.is well-known interven-

tion in the Apostolical history, the master's coun-

sels of tolei-ation are in marked contrast to the

pei-secuting zeal so soon displayed by the pupil.

The temi^r of Gamaliel himself was moderate and

candid, and he was personally free from bigotry;

but his teaching was that of the strictest of the

Pharisees, and boie its natural fruit when lodgetl in

the anient and thorough -going nature of Saul.

Other fruits, besides that of a zeal which persecuted

the Church, may no doubt be referred to the time

when Saul sat at the feet of Gamaliel. A thorough

training in the Scriptures and in the traditions of

(he elders untler an acute and accomplished master

must have done much to exercise the mind of Saul,

.and to make him feel at home in the subjects in

which he was afturwaitls to be so intensely inte-

rested. And we are not at all bound to suppose

that, because his zeal for the law was strong enough

to set him upon persecuting the believers in Jesus,
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he had therefore experienced none of the doubts

and struggles which, according to his subsequent

testimony, it was the nature of the law to produce.

On the contrary, we can scarcely imagine those as

absent from the spiritual life of Saul as he passed

from boyhood to manhood. Earnest persecutors

are, oftener than not, men who have been tormented

by inward struggles and perplexities. The pupil

of Gamaliel may have been crushing a multitude of

conflicts in his own mind when he threw himself

into the holy work of extirpating the new heresy.

Saul was yet " a young man" {veavias, Acts

ii. 58), when the Church experienced that sudden

expansion which was connected with the ordaining

of the Seven appointed to svrve tables, and with

the special power and inspiration of Stephen.

Amongst those who disputed with Stephen were

some "of them of Cilicia." We naturally think of

Saul as having been one of these, when we find

him afterwards keeping the clothes of those suborned

witnesses who, according to the law (Deut. xvii.

7), were the first to cast stones at Stephen. " Saul,"

says the sacred writer, significantly, " was consent-

ing unto his death." The angelic glory that shone

from Stephen's face, and the Divine truth of his

words, failing to subdue the spirit of religious

hatred now burning in Saul's breast, must have

embittered and aggravated its rage. Saul was

passing through a terrible crisis for a man of his

nature. But he was not one to be moved from his

stern purpose by the native refinement and tender-

ness which he must have been stifling within him.

He was the most unwearied and unrelenting of per-

secutors. " As for Saul, he made havoc of the

Church, entering into every house, and haling men
and women, committed them to prison" (Acts

viii. 3).

SjuI's Conversion.—The persecutor was to be con-

verted. What the nature of that convei-sion was, we
are now Lo observe.—Having undertaken to follow up

the believers " unto strange cities," Saul naturally

turned his thoughts to Damascus, expecting to find,

amongst the numerous Jewish residents of that po-

pulous city, some adherents of "the way" (t^s

6Sov), and trusting, we must presume, to be

allowed by the connivance of the governor to apjjre-

hend them. What befell him as he journeyed thi-

ther, is related in detail three times in the Acts, first

by the historian in his own person, then in the two

addresses made by St. Paul at Jerusalem and before

Agrippa. These three narratives are not repetitions

of one another: there are differences between them

which some critics choose to consider in-econcile-

able. Considering that the same author is respon-

sible for all the accounts, we gain nothing, of course,

for the authenticity of their .statements by bringing

them into agreement ; but it seems pretty clear that

the author himself could not have been conscious

of any contradictions in the narratives. He can

scarcely have had any motive for placing side by

side inconsistent repoi ts of St. Paul's conversion
;

and that he should have admitted inconsistencies on

such a matter through mere carelessness, is hardly

credible. Of the three narratives, that of the his-

torian himself must claim to be the most purely

with the Apostle's ovm statement that he was bom at

Tarsus (Acts xxii. 3).

« His words in the speech before Agrippa (Acts xxvi.

4, 6), accordinB to the received text, refer exclusively

to his life at Jerusalem. But if we read, with the

better authorities, ec re 'Up. for ev 'Up. he may bo

speaking of Wic life he led •' amongst his own ppcple''

at Tars\is or elsewhere, as nell oi of his residence at

Jerusalem.
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liistorical: St. Piiul's subsequent accounts were i

lilu'ly to be artected by tlie purpose for which he

introduced them. St. Luke's statement is to be

read in Acts ix. 3-19, where, however, the words

" It is hard for thee to kick against tlie pricks," in-

cluded in the Vulgate and English version, ought

to be omitted. The sudden light from heaven ;
the

voice of Jesus speaking with authority to His perse-

cutor; Saul struck to the ground, blinded, over-

come; the three days' susjjense; the coming of

Ananias as a messenger of the Lord ; and Saul's bap-

tism ;— these were the leading features, in the eyes

of the historian, of the great event, and in these we

must look for the chief signiticance of the con-

version.

Let us now compare the historical relation with

those which we have in St. Paul's speeches (Acts

xxii. and xxvi.). The reader will do well to con-

sider each in its place. But we have here to deal

with the bare facts of agreement or difference.

With regard to the light, the speeches add to what

St. Luke tells us that the phenomenon occurred

at mid-day, and that the light shone round, and was

visible to, Saul's, companions as well as himself.

The 2nd speech says, that at the shining of this

light, the whole company ("we all") fell to the

ground. This is not contradicted by what is said,

ix. 7, " the men which jouraeyed with him stood

speechless," for there is no emphasis on " stood,"

nor is the standing antithetical to Saul's falling

down. We have but to suppose the others rising

before Saul, or standing still afterwards in gi-eater

perplexity, through not seeing or hearing what
Saul saw and heard, to reconcile the narratives

without forcing either. After the question, " Why
persecutest thou me?" the 2nd speech adds, "It is

hard for thee to kick against the goads." Then
both the speeches supply a question and answer

—

" I answered, who art thou. Lord ? And he said, I

am Jesus (of Nazareth), whom thou persecutest."

In the direction to go into Damascus and await

orders there, the 1st speech agrees with Acts ix.

But whereas according to that chapter the men
with Saul " heard the voice," in the 1st speech it

is siiid " they heard not the voice of him that spake

to me." It seems reasonable to conclude from the

two passages, that the men actually heard sounds,

but not, like Saul, an articulate voice. With regard

to the visit of Ananias, there is no collision between

the 9th chapter and the 1st speech, the latter only

attributing additional words to Ananias. The 2nd

speech ceases to give details of the conversion after

the words, " I am Jesus, whom thou peisecutest.

But rise and stand ou thy feet." St. Paul adds,

from the mouth of Jesus, an exposition of the pur-

pose for which He had appeared to him. It is easy to

say that in ascribing these words to Jesus, St. Paul

or his professed reporter is violating the order and
sequence of the earlier accounts. But, if we bear

in mind the nature and purpose of St. Paul's address

before Agrippa, we shall surely not suppose that he

is violating the strict ti-uth, when he adds to the

woi-ds which Jesus spoke to him at the moment of

the light and the sound, without interposing any
reference to a later occasion, that fuller exposition

of the meaning of the crisis through which he was
passing, which he was not to receive till afterwaixis.

What Saul actually heard from Jesus on the way
as he journeyed, was aftei-wards interprete<l, to the

mind of Saul, into those definite expressions.

For we must not forget that, whatever we hold
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as to the external nature of the phenomena we are
considering, the whole transaction was essential Iv,

in any case, a spiritual comnmnication. That the
Lord Jesus manitijstod Himself as a Living Person
to the man Saul, and spoke to him so that His very
words could be undeistood, is the substantial fact

declared to us. The purport of the three narratives

is that an actual conversation took place between
Saul and the Lord Jesus. It is remarkable that in

none of them is Saul said to have seen Jesus. The
grounds for believing that he did are the two ex-

pressions of Ananias (Acts ix. 17), " The Lord Jesus,

who appeared uuto thee in the way," and (Acts
xxii. 14) " That thou shouldest see the Just One,"
and the statement of St. Paul ( I'Cor. xv. 8), " Last

of all He was seen of me also." Comparing these

passages with the narratives, we conclude, either

that Saul had an instantaneous vision of .lesus as

the flash of light blinded him, or that the " seeing"

was that apprehension of His presence which would
go with a real couvei'sation. How it was that Saul
" saw " and " heard" we are quite unable to de-

termine. That the light, and the sound or voice,

were both different from any ordinary phenomena
with which Saul and his companions were familiar,

is unquestionably implied in the narrative. It is

also implied that they were specially significant to

Saul, and not to those with him. We gather there-

fore that these were real outward phenomena,
through which Saul was made inwardly sensible of

a Presence revealed to him alone.

Externally there was a flash of light. Spiritually
" the light of the gospel of the glory of the Christ,

who is the image of God," shone upon Saul, and
convicted the darkness of the heart which had shut
out Love and knew not the glory of the Cross.

Externally Saul fell to the ground. Spiritually he
was prostrated by shame, when he knew whom he
had been persecuting. Externally sounds issued out

of heaven. Spiritually the Crucified said to Saul,

with tender remonstrance, " I am Jesus, why per-

secutest thou me ?" Whether audibly to his com-
panions, or audibly to the Lord Jesus only, Saul
confessed himself in the spirit the servant of Him
whose name he had hated. He gave himself up,

without being able to see his way, to the disposal

of Him whom he now knew to have ^-indicated His
claim over him by the very sacrifice which for-

merly he had despised. The Pharisee was con-

verted, once for all, into a disciple of Jesus the

Crucified.

The only mention in the Epistles of St. Paul of

the outward phenomena attending his convei-sion

is that in 1 Cor. xv. 8, " Last of all He Wiis seen

of me also." But there is one important passage

in which he speaks distinctly of nis conversion

itself. Dr. Baur {Paulas, p. 64), with his readi-

ness to find out discrepancies, insists that this ]ias-

sage represents quite a diffei-ent process fiom that

recorded in the Acts. It is manifestly not a repe-

tition of what we have been reading and considering,

but it is in the most perfect harmonv with it. In

the Epistle to the Galatians (i. 15,' 16) St. Paul

has these woids: "When it pleased God, who sepa-

rated me from my mother's womb, and called ine

by His grace, to reveal His Son in me, that I

might preach Him among the heathen . .
." (o»o-

KoAiiif/oi rhv vihv avrov iv ifiol). What woi-ds

could express more exactly than tliese the spiritual

experience which occurrw'l to Saul on the way to

Damascus ? The manifestation of Jesus as the Son
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of God is clearly the main point in the narrative.

This manifestation was brought about through a

removal of the veils of prejudice and ignorance

which blinded the eyes of Saul to a Crucified

Deliverer, conquering through sacrifice. And, what-

ever part the senses may have played in the trans-

action, the essence of it in any case must have been

Saul's inward vision of a spiritual Lord close to his

spirit, from whom he could not escape, whose every

command he was henceforth to obey in the Spirit.

It would be groundless to assume that the new
convictions of that mid-day immediately cleared and

settled themselves in Saul's mind. It is sufficient

to say that he was then converted, or turned round.

For a while, no doubt, his inward state was one of

awe and expectation. He was being " led by the

hand " spiritually by his Master, as well as bodily

by his companions. Thus entering Damascus as a

servant of the Lord Jesus, he sought the house of

one whom he had, perhaps, intended to persecute.

Judas may have been known to his guest as a

disciple of the Lord. Certainly the fame of Saul's

coming had preceded him ; and Ananias, "a devout
man according to the law," but a believer in Jesus,

when directed by the Lord to visit him, wondere at

what he is told concerning the notorious persecutor.

He obeys, however ; and going to Saul in the name
of " the Lord Jesus, who had appeared to him in

the way," he puts his hands on him that he may
receive his sight and be filled with the Holy Ghost.

Thereupon Saul's eyes are immediately purged, and
his sight is restored. " The same hour," says St.

Paul (Acts xxii. 13), " I looked up upon him. And
he said, The God of our fathers hath chosen thee,

that thou shouldest know His will, and see.the Just
One, and shouldest hear the voice of His mouth.
For thou shalt be His witness unto all men of what
thou hast seen and heard." Every word in this

address strixes some chord which we hear sounded
again and again in St. Paul's Epistles. The new
convert is not, as it is so common to say, converted

from Judaism to Christianity

—

the God of the

Jewish fathers chooses him. He is chosen to know
God's will. That will is manifested in the Righteous
One. Him Saul sees and hears, in order that he
may be a witness of Him to all men. The eternal

will of the God of Abraham ; that will revealed in

a Righteous Son of God; the testimony concerning
Him, a Gospel to mankind :—these are the essentially

Pauline principles which are declared in all the teach-

ing of the Apostle, and illustrated in all his actions.

After the recovery of his sight, Saul received the
washing away of his sins in baptism. He then
broke his three days' fast, and was strengthened

:

an image, again, of the strengthening of iiis faint

and hungering spirit through a paiticipation in the
Divine life of the Church at Damascus. He was at
once received into the fellowship of the disci)>les,

and began without delay the work to which Ananias
had designated him ; and to the astonishment of all

his heareis he proclaimed Jesus in the synagogues,
doclanng him to be the Son of God. This was the
natural sequel to his conversion: he was to pro-
claim Jesus the Crucified, first to the Jews as their

own Christ, afterwards to the world as the Sou of
the Living God.

The nan-ative in the Acts tells us simply that he
was occupied m this work, with increasing vigour,

101 " many days,'' up to the time when imminent
danger drove him from Damascus. From the Epistle

to the Galatians (i. 17, 18) we learn that the many
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days were at least a good part of " three years,"

and that Saul, not thinking it necessary to procure

authority to preach from the Apostles that were
before him, went after his conversion into Arabia,

and returned from thence to Damascus. We know
nothing whatever of this visit to Arabia—to what
district Saul went, how long he stayed, or for what
purpose he weni there. From the antithetical way
in which it is opposed to a visit to the Apostles at

Jerusalem, we infer that it took place before he
deliberately committed himself to the task of pro-

claiming Jesus as the Christ; and also, with some
probability, that he was seeking seclusion, in order

that, by conferring " not with flesh and blood," but
with the Lord in the Spirit, he might receive more
deeply into his mind the commission given him at his

conversion. That Saul did not spend the greater

portion of the " three years" at Damascus seems

probable, for these two reasons : (1) that the auger

of the Jews was not likely to have borne with two
or three years of such a life as Saul's now was
without gi-owing to a height ; and (2) that the

disciples at Jerusalem would not have been likely

to mistrust Saul as they did, if they had heard of

him as preaching Jesus at Damascus for the same
considerable period. But it does not follow that

Saul was in Arabia all the time he was not disput-

ing at Damascus. For all that we know to the

contrary he may have gone to Antioch or Tarsus

or anywhere else, or he may have remained silen\.

at Damascus for some time after retui-uing from
Arabia.

Now that we have arrived at Saul's departure

from Damascus, we are again upon historical ground,

and have the double evidence of St. Luke in the

Acts, and of the Apostle in his 2ud Epistle to the

Corinthians. According to the former, the Jews
lay in wait for Saul, intending to kill him, and
watched the gates of the city that he might not

escape from them. Knowing this, the disciples took

him by night and let him down m a basket from

the wall. According to St. Paul (2 Cor. xi. 32)
it was the ethnarch under Aretas the king who
watched for him, desiring to apprehend him. There
is no difiiculty in reconciling the two statements.

We might similarly say that our Lord was put to

death either by the Jews or by the Roman govenior.

There is more dilficulty in ascertaining how an

officer of king Aretas should be governing in Da-
mascus, and why he should lend himself to the

designs of the Jews. But we learn from secular

history that the affairs of Damascus were, at the

time, in such an unsettled state as to make the nar-

rative not improbable. [Arutas.] Having es-

caped from Damascus, Saul betook himself to Je-

rusalem, and there " assayed to join himself to the

disciples; but they were all afraid of him, and
believed not that he was a disciple." In this

natural but trying dilBculty Saul was befriended

by one whose name was henceforth closely asso-

ciated with his. Barnabas becatne his sponsor to

the Apostles and Church at Jerusalem, assuring

them—from some personal knowledge, we must
presume—of the facts of Saul's convei-sion and sub-

sequent behaviour at Damascus. It is noticeable

that the seeing and hearing are still the leading

features in the conversion, and the name of Jesus

in the preaching. Barnabas declared how " Saul

had seen the Loi-d in the way, and that he had

.spoken to him, and how that he had preached

boldly at Damascus in the name of Jesus." Bar-
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nab;is's introduction removed the fears of the

Apostles, and Paul " was with them coming in and

going out at Jerusalem." His Hellenistical educa-

tion made him, like Stephen, a successful disputant

agiiin.st the " Grecians ;" and it is not strange that

the former persecutor was singled out from the other

believers as the object of a murderous hostility. He
was theretbie again urged to flee ; and by way of

Cae.sarca betook himself to his native city Tarsus.

In the Epistle to the Galatians St. Paul adds

certain particulai-s, in which only a perverse and

captious criticism could see anything contradictory

to the facts just related. He tells us that his motive

for going up to Jerusalem rather than anywhere

else was that he might see Peter ; that he abode

with him (itteen days ; that the only Apostles he

saw were Peter and James the Lord's brother ; and

that afterwards he came into the regions of Syria

and Cilicia, remaining unknown by face, though

well-known for his conversion, to the churches in

Judaea which were in Christ. St. Paul's object in

referring to this connexion of his with those who
wei-e Apostles before him, was to show that he

had never accepted his apostleship as a commission

from them. On this point the narrative in the

Acts entirely agrees with St. Paul's own earnest

asseverations in his Epistles. He received his com-

mission from the Lord Jesus, and also mediately

through Ananias. This commission included a

special designation to preach Christ to the Gentiles.

Upon the latter designation he did not act, until

circumstances opened the way for it. But he at

once began to proclaim Jesus as the Christ to his

own countrymen. Barnabas introduced him to the

Apostles, not as seeking their sanction, but as having

seen and heard the Lord Jesus, and as having boldly

spoken already in His name. Probably at first,

Saul's independence as an Apostle of Christ was not

distinctly thought of, either by himself or by the

older Apostles. It was not till afterwards that it

became so important ; and tlien the reality of it

appeared plainly from a reference to the beginning

of his Apostolic work.

St. Paul at Antioch.—Wliile Saul was at Tarsus,

a movement was going on at Antioch, which raised

that city to an importance second only to that of

Jerusalem itself in the e;uly history of the Church.
In the life of the Apostle of the Gentiles Antioch

claims a most conspicuous place. It was there that

the Preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles first

took root, and from thence that it was afterwards

piopagated. Its geographical position, its political

and commercial impoilance, and the presence of a
large and powerful Jewish element in its popula-

tion, were the more obvious characteristics which
adapted it for such a use. There came to Antioch,
when the pei-secution which arose about Stephen
scattered upon their ditferent routes the disciples

who had been assembled at Jerusalem, men of

Cyprus and Cyrene, eager to tell all who would
hear them the good news concerning the Lord Jesus.

Until Antioch was reached, the word was spoken
" to none but unto Jews only" (Acts xi. 19). But
here the Gentiles also (oi "EWTjj/fy)—not, as in

the A. v., "the Grecians,"— were amongst the

hearei-s of the woi-d. A gi-eat number believed

;

and when this was reported at Jerusalem, Barnabas
wa-s sent on a special mission to Antioch.

As the work grew under his hands, and " much
people was added unto the Lord," Barnabas felt the

need of help, and went himself to Tai-sus to seek Saul.
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Possibly at) Damascus, cei-fciinly at Jerusalem, he
had been a witness of Saul's energy and devoted-
ness, and skill in disputation. He had been drawn
to him by the bond of a most brotherly affection.

He therefore longed for him as a helper, and suc-
ceeded in bringing him to Antioch. There they
laboured together unremittingly for " a whole
year," mixing with the constant assemblies of the
believers, and " teaching much people." All this

time, as St. Luke would give us to understand,
Saul was subordinate to Barnabas. Until " Saul "

became " Paul," we read of " Barnabas and Saul"
(Acts xi. 30, xii. 25, xiii. 2, 7). Afterwards the
order changes to " Paul and Barnabas." It seems
re;isonable to conclude that there was no marked
peculiarity in the teaching of Saul during the An-
tioch period. He held and taught, in common
with the other Jewish believers, the simple faith in

Jesus the Christ, crucified and raised from the

dead. Nor did he ever afterwards depart from the

simplicity of this faith. But new circumstances

stirred up new questions ; and then it was to Saul

of Tarsus that it was given to see, more clearly

than any others saw, those new applications of the

old truth, those deep and world-wide relations of it,

with which his work was to be permanently asso-

ciated. In the mean time, according to the usual

method of the Divine government, facts were silently

growing, which were to suggest and occasion the

future developments of faith and practice, and of

these facts the most conspicuous was the unprece-

dented accession of Gentile proselytes at Antioch.

An opportunity soon occurred, of which Bar-
nabas and Saul joyfully availed themselves, for

proving the affection of these new disciples towards
their brethren at Jerusalem, and for knitting the

two communities together in the bonds of practical

fellowship. A manifest impulse fi-om the Holy
Spirit began this work. There came "prophets"
from Jerusalem to Antioch: "and there stood up
one of them, named Agabus, and signified by the

Spirit that there should be great dearth throughout
all the world." The "prophets " who now anived
may have been the Simeon and Lucius and Manaen,
mentioned in xiii. 1., besides Agabus and others.

The prediction of the deai'th need not have been

purposeless ; it would naturally have a direct re-

ference to the needs of the poorer brethren and the

duty of the richer. It is obvious that the fulfil-

ment followed closely upon the intimation of the

coming famine. For the disciples at Antioch deter-

mined to send contributions immediately to Jeru-

salem ; and the gift was conveyed to the elders of

that Church by the hands of Baniabas and Saul.

The time of this dearth is vaguely designated in the

Acts as the reign of Claudius. It is ascertained

from Josephus's history, that a severe famine did

actually prevail in Judaea, and especially at Jeru-'

salem, at the very time fixed by the event recorded

in Acts xii., the death of Herod Agrippa. This

was in a.d. 44. [Agabus.]
It could not have been necessary for the mere

safe conduct of the contribution that Barnabas and

Saul should go in person to Jerusalem. We are

bound to see in the relations between the Mother-

Church and that of Antioch, of which this visit is

illustrative, examples of the deep feeling of the ne-

cessity of union which dwelt in the heart of the

early Church. The Apostles did not go forth to

teach a system, but to enlarge a body. The Spirit

which directed and furthered their laboui-s wa.s
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essentially the Spirit of fellowship. Ry tliis Spirit

Saul of Tarsus was being practio/illy trainod in

strict co-operation with his eldoi's in the Ciiurch.

The habits which he learnt now were to aid in

guarding him at a later time fi-om supposing that

the independence which he was bound to claim,

should involve the slightest breach or loosening of

the bonds of the univei^sal brotherhood.

Having discharged their eirand, Barnabas and

Saul returned to Antioch, bringing with them an-

other helper, .Tolm surnamed Mark, sister's son to

liarnabas. The work of piophesying and teaching

was resumed. Several of the oldest and most ho-

noured of the believers in Jesus were expounding

the way of God and organizing the Church in that

busy metropolis. Travellei-s were incessantly pass-

ing to iind fro. Antioch was in constant commu-
nication with Cilicia, with Cj'prus, with all the

neighbouring countries. The question must have

forced itself upon hundreds of the " Christians " at

Antioch, " What is the meaning of this faith of

GUI'S, of this ba])tism, of this incorporation, of this

kingdom of the Son of God, for the world'? The
Gospel is not for Judaea alone : here are we called

by it at Antioch. Is it meant to stop here?" The
Church was pregnant with a gi-eat movement, and
the time other delivery was at hand. We forget

the wliole method of the Divine work in the nurture

of the Church, if we ascribe to the impulses of the

Holy Ghost any theatrical suddenness, and discon-

nect them from the thoughts which were brooding

in the minds of the disciples. At every point we iind

both circumstances and inward reasonings preparing

the crisis. Something of direct expectation seems to

be im])lied in what is said ofthe leaders ofthe Church
at Antioch, that tliey were "ministering to the

J.ord, and fasting," when the Holy Ghost spoke to

them. Without doubt they knew it for a seal set

upon previous suniiises, when the voice came clearly

to the geneial mind, "Separate me Barnabas and
Saul for the work wherem'.to I have called them."
That " work " was partially known already to the

Christians of Antioch : who could be so fit for it

as the two brothers in the faith and in mutual
affection, the son of exhort<ation, and the highly ac-

complished and undaunted convert who had from
the first been called "a chosen vessel, to bear the

name of the Lord before the Gentiles, and kings,

sind the people of Israel ?
"

When we look back, fi-om the higher ground of

St. Paul's apostolic activity, to the years that passed

between his conversion and the first missionary
joui-ney, we cannot oljserve without reverence the

patient humility with which Saul waited for his

Master's time. He did not say for once only,

"Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" Obe-
dience to Christ was thenceforth his ruling prin-

ciple. Submitting, as he believed, to his Lord's

direction, he was content to work for a long time as

the subordinate collejigue of his seniors in the faith.

He was thus the better prepared, when the call

came, to act with the authority which that call

conferred upon him. He left Antioch, however,
still the second to Bamabas. Everything was done
with orderly gra\'ity in the sending forth of the

two missionaries. Their brethren, after fasting and
prayer, laid their hands on them, and so they de-

parted.

The first Missionary Journey.—Much must have

been hid from Bamabas and Sivul as to the issues

of the journey on which they embarked. But one
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thing was clear to them, that they were sent forth
to speak the u-ord of God. They did not go in

their own name or for their own pui-poses : they
were instraments for uttering what the Kternal God
Himself was .saying to men. We shall find in the

history a peifectly definite representation of what
St. Paul announced and taught as he journeyed
fi-om city to city. But the first characteristic fea-

ture of his teaching was the absolute conviction that

he was only the bearer of a Heavenly message. It

is idle to discuss St. Paul's character or views with-
out recognising this fact. We are compelled to

think of him as of a man who was capable of che-

rishing such a conviction with perfect iissurance.

We are bound to bear in mind the unspeakable

influence which that conviction must have exerted

upon his nature. The writer of the Acts proceeds

upon the same assumption. He tells us that as

soon as Barnabas and Saul reached Cyprus, they

began to " announce the word of God."
The second fact to be observed is, that for the

present they delivered their message in the syna-

gogues of the Jews only. They trod the old path

till they should be drawn out of it. But when
they had gone through the island, from Salamis to

Paphos, they were called upon to explain their doc-

trine to an eminent Gentile, Sergius Paulus, the

proconsul. This lioman officer, like so many of

his countrymen, had already come under the in-

fluence of .Jewish teaching ; but it was in the

corrupt form of magical pretensions, which throve

so luxuriantly upon the godless credulity of that

age. A Jew, named Barjesus, or Elymas, a tnagus

and false prophet, had attached himself to the go-

vernoi', and had no doubt interested his mind, for he

was an intelligent man, with what he had told him
of the history and hopes of the Jews. [Elymas.]
Accordingly, when Sergius Paulus heaid of the

strange teachers who were announcing to the Jews

the advent of their true Messiah, he wished to see

them and sent for them. The impostor, instinct-

ively hating the Apostles, and seeing his influence

over the proconsul in danger of perishing, did what
he could to withstand them. Then Saul, "who is

also called Paul," denouncing Elymas in i-emarkable

tei-ms, declared against him God's sentence of tem-

porary blindness. The blindness immediately falls

upon him ; and the proconsul, moved by the scene

and persuaded by the teaching of the Apostle, be-

comes a believer.

There is a singular parallelism in several points

between the history of St. Paul and that of St.

Peter in the Acts. Baur presents it in a highly

effective foi-m (Pa«^w, p. 91 &c.), to support his

theory of the composition of this book ; and this is

one of the servic-es which he has incidentally ren-

dered to the full undeist<anding of the early history

of the Church. Thus St. Paul's discomfiture of

Elymas reminds us of St. Peter's denunciation of

Simon JLagus. The two incidents bring strongly

before us one of the gi-eat advei-se elements with

which the Gospel had to contend in that age.

Everywhere there were counterfeits of the spiritual

powers which the Apostles claimed and put forth.

It was necessary for the preachers of Christ,—not

so much to prove themselves stronger than the ma-

gicians and soothsayers, as to guai-d against being

confounded with them. One distinguishing mark

of the true servants of the Spirit would be that of

not trading upon their spiritual powere (Acts viii.

20). Another would be that of shunning every
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sort of criiiconlmont and artifice, and courting the

daylight of open trutli. St. Paul's language to

Elymas is studiously directed to the reproof of the

tricks of the religious impostor. The Apostle, full of

the true Holy Ghost, looked steadily on the deceiver,

spoke in the name of a God of light and righteousness

and straightforward ways, and put forth the power

of that God for the vindication of truth against

delusion. The punishment of Elymas was itself

symbolical, aud conveyed " teaching of the Lord."

He had chosen to create a spiritual darkness around

him ; and now there fell upon him a mist and a dark-

ness, and he went about, seeking some one to lead

him by the hand. If on reading this account we
refer to St. Peter's reproof of Simon Magus, we
shall be struck by the differences as well as the

resemblance which we shall observe. But we shall

undoubtedly gain a stronger impression of this part

of the Apostolic work, viz., the conflict to be waged

between the Spirit of Christ and of the Church, and

the evil spirits of a dark superstition to which men
were surrendering themselves as slaves. We shall

feel the worth and power of that candid aud open

temper in which alone St. Paul would commend his

cause ; and in the conversion of Sergius Paulus we
shall see an exemplary type of many victories to be

won by the truth over falsehood.

This point is made a special crisis in the history

of the Apostle by the writer of the Acts. Saul now
becomes Paul, and begins to take precedence of

Barnabas. Nothing is said to explain the change

of name. No reader could resist the temptation of

supposing that there must be some connexion be-

tween Saul's new name and that of his distinguished

Roman convert. But on reflection it does not seem

probable that St. Paul would either have wished,

or have consented, to change his own name for that

of a distinguished convert. If we put Sergius

Paulus aside, we know that it was exceedingly com-
mon for Jews to bear, besides their own Jewish

name, another boiTowed from the country with

which they had become connected. (See Cony-
beare and Howson, i. p. 163, for full illustrations.)

Thus we have Simeon also named Niger, Barsabas

also named Justus, John also named Marcus. There
is no reason therefore why Saul should not have

borne from infancy the other name of Paul. In

that case he would be Saul amongst his own coun-

trymen, Paulus amongst the Gentiles. And we must
understand St. Luke as wishing to mark strongly

the transition point between Saul's activity amongst
his own countiymen, and his new labours as the

Apostle of the Gentiles, by calling him Saul only,

dui'ing the first, and Paul only afterwards.

The conversion of Sergius Paulus may be said,

perhaps, to mark the beginning of the work amongst
the Gentiles ; otherwise, it was not in Cypras that

any change took place in the method hitherto fol-

lowed by Barnabas and Saul in pi-eaching the Gospel.

Their public addresses were as yet confined to the

synagogues ; but it was soon to be otherwise. From
Paphos, " Paul and his company " set sail for the

mainland, and arrived at Perga in Pamphylia.

Here the heart of their companion John failed

him, and he returned to Jeiiisalem. From Perga
they travelled on to a place, obscure in secular his-

tory, but most memorable in the history of the

kingdom of Christ,—Antioch in Pisidia. [Antioch
IN PisiDiA.] Here "they went into the syna-

gogue on the sabbath-day, and sat down." Small
;is the place was, it contained its colony of Jews,

and with them proselytes who woishipped the God
VOL. II.
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of the Jews. The degree to which the Jews had
spread and settled themselves over the world, and
the influence they had gained over the more respect-

able of their Gentile neighbours, and especially over

the women of the better class, are facts difficult to

appreciate justly, but proved by undoubted evi-

dence, and very impoi-tant for us to bear in mind.

This Pisidian Antioch may have been more Jewish

than most similar towns, but it was not more so

than many of much gi-eater size and importance.

What took place here in the synagogue and in the

city, is interesting to us not only on account of its

bearing on the history, but also because it repre-

sents more or less exactly what afterwards occurred

in many other places.

It cannot be without design that we have single

but detailed examples given us in the Acts, of the

various kinds of addresses which St. Paul used to

deliver in appealing to his different audiences. He
had to address himself, iu the course of his mission-

ary labours, to Jews, knowing and receiving the

Scriptures ; to ignorant barbarians ; to cultivated

Greeks; to mobs enraged against himself pei son-

ally ; to magistrates and kings. It is an inesti-

mable help in studying the Apostle and his work,

that we have specimens of the tone and the argu-

ments he was accustomed to use in all these situa-

tions. These will be noticed in their places. In

what he said at the synagogue in Antioch, wc
recognize the type of the addresses in which he

would introduce his message to his Jewish fellow-

countrymen.

The Apostles of Christ sat still with the rest of

the assembly, whilst the Law and the Prophets

wei-e read. "They and their audience were united

in reverence for the sacred books. Then the rulei-s

of the synagogue sent to invite them, as strangers

but brethren, to speak any word of exhortation

which might be in them to the people. Paul stood

up, and beckoning with his hand, he spoke.—The

speech is given in Acts xiii. 16-41. The charac-

teristics we observe in it are these. The speaker

begins by acknowledging " the God of this people

Israel." He ascribes to Him the Gilling out of the

nation and the conduct of its subsequent history.

He touches on the chief points of that history up to

the reign of David, whom he brings out into pro-

minence. He then names Jesus as the promised

Son of David. To convey some knowledge of Jesus

to the minds of his hearers, he recounts the chief

facts of the Gospel history ; the preparatory preach-

ing and baptism of John (of which the rumour had

spread perhaps to Antioch), the condemnation of

Jesus by the rulers "who knew neither Him nor

the prophets," aud His resun-ectiou. That Resur-

rection is declared to be the fulfilment of all God's

promises of Life, given to the fathei-s. Through

.lesus, therefore, is now proclaimed by God Himself

the forgiveness of sins and full justification. The

Apostle concludes by drawing from the prophets a

warning against unbelief. If this is an authentic

example of Paul's pleaching, it was impossible for

Peter or John to start more exclusively from the

Jewish covenant and promises than did the Apostle

of the Gentiles. How entirely this discourse

resembles those of St. Peter and of Stephen m
the earlier chapters of the Acts ! There is oniy

one specially Pauline touch in the whole,—the

words in ver. 39, " By Him all that beheye are

justified from all things, from which ye could not

be justified by the Law of Moses." ' Kv.dentjy

foisted in,' says Baur (p. 103), who thinks we are
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dealing with a mere fiction, ' to prevent the speech

from appealing too I'etriue, and to give it a slightly

Pauline air.' Coilainly, it sounds like an echo of

the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians. But is

there therefore the slightest incongruity between

this and the other parts of the address ? Does not

that " forgiveness of sins " which St. Peter and St.

Paul proclaimed with the most perfect agi-eement,

connect itself naturally, in the thoughts of one

exercised by the law as Saul of Tarsus had been,

with justification not by the law but by grace?

If we suppose that Saul hail accepted just the faith

which the older Apostles held in Jesus of Nazareth,

the Messiah of the Jews, crucified and i-aised from

the dead according to tiie teaching of the prophets,

and in the remission of sins through Him c-onfimied

by the gift of the Holy Ghost; and that he had also

had those experiences, not known to the older Ajws-

t'es, of which wo .see the working in the Epistles to

the Romans and (ialatiaus; this speech, in all its

parts, is precisely what we might expect ; this is tlie

very teaching which the Apostle of the Gentiles

must have everywhere and always set forth, when
he was speaking " God's woid " for the lu-st time to

an assembly of his fellow-countiymen.

The discourse thus epitomized produced a strong

impression ; and the hearers (not "the Gentiles "j,
reijuested tlie Apostles to repeat their message on
the next sabbath. During the week so much in-

terest was excited by the teaching of the Apostles,

that on the sabbath day "almost the whole city

came together, to hear the Word of God." It was
this concern of the Gentiles which appeal's to have
first alienated the minds of the Jews from what
they had heard. They weiie filled with envy. They
probably felt that there was a difference between
those efforts to gain Gentile proselytes in which
they had themselves been so successful, and this

new preaching of a Jlessiah in whom a justification

which the Law could net give was otieied to men.
The eagerness of the Gentiles to hear may have con-
firmed their instinctive apprehensions. The Jewish
enyy once roused became a power of deadly hos-

tility to tiie Gospel ; and these Jews at Antioch set

themselves to oppose bitterly the words which
Paul sjiokc.—We have here, therefore, a new phase
in the histoiy of the Gospel. In these foreign

countries it is not the Cross or Nazareth which is

most immediately repulsive to the Jews in the pro-
claiming of Jesus. It is tlie wound given to Jewish
importance in the association of Gentiles with Jews
iis the receivei-s of the good tidings. If the Gentiles
iiad been asked to become Jews, no oflence would
have been tiiken. But the proclamation of the
Christ could not be thus governed and restrained.

It overleapt, by its own force, these narrowing me-
thods. It was felt to be addressed not to one nation
only, but to mankind.

The new opposition brought out new action on
f.he part of the Apostles. Rejected by the Jews,
they became bold and outspoken, and turned from
them to the Gentiles. They rememberal and de-

clared what the prophets had foretold of the enlight-

ening and deliveranc-e of the whole world. In
speaking to the Gentiles, therefore, they were
simply fulfilling the promise of the Covenant. The
gift, we observe, of which the Jews wei-e depriving
themselves, and which the Cientiles who believed

were accepting, is described as " eternal life " [fj

aluvios (tD'fi). It was the life of which the risen

Jesus was the fountain, which Peter and John had
Jeclared at .lerusalem, and of which all acts of
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healing were set (brth as signs. This was now
poured out largely upon the Gentiles. The wonl
of the Lord was piibli.shed widely, and had much
fruit. Henceforth, Paid and Barnabas knew it to

be their commission,—not the less to present their

message to Jews first; but in the absenc-e of an
adequate Jewish medium to deal dii-ectly with the

Gentiles. But this e.xpansion of the Gospel work
brought with it new difficulties and dangere. At
Antioch now, as in every city afterwards, the un-

believing Jews used their influence with their own
adherents amongst the Gentiles, and especially the

women of the higher class, to persuade the autho-

rities or the populace to pei-secute the Apostles, and
to drive them from the place.

With their own spirits raised, and amidst much
enthusiasm of their disciples, Paul and Barnabas
now travelled on to Iconium, where tlie occurrences

at Antioch weie repeated, and from thence to the

Lycaoniaii countiy which contained the cities Lystra

;uid Derbe. Here they had to deal with uncivilized

heathens. At Lystra the healing of a cripple took

place, the narrative of which runs very parallel to

the account of the similar act done by Peter and

John at the gate of the Temple. The agi-eement

becomes closer, if we insert here, with Lachmann,
before " Stand upright on thy feet," the words " 1

say unto thee in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ." The parallel leads us to observe more
distinctly that every messenger of Jesus Christ was a

herald of life. The spiritual life—the (wi) aluvios—
which was of faith, is illustrated and expounded by
the in\ngoration of impotent limbs. The same

truth was to be conveyed to the inhabitants of Je-

rusalem, and to the heathens of Lycaonia. The act

was received naturally by these pagans. They took

the Apostles for gods, calling Barnabas, who was

of the more imposing presence, Zeus (Jupiter), and

Paul, who was the chief speaker, Heiines (Mei-cu-

rius). 'i'his mistake, followed up by the attempt to

ofler sacrifices to them, gives occasion to the record-

ing of an address, in which we see a type of wiiat

the Apostles would say to an ignorant pagan audi-

ence. Appeals to the Scriptm^es, references to the

God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, would have

been out of place. The Apostles name the Living

God, who made heaven and earth and the sea and

all things therein, the God of the whole world and

all the nations ia it. They declare themselves to be

His messengei-s. They expatiate upon the tokens

of Himself which the Father of men had not with-

held, in that He did them good, sending rain fiom

heaven and fruitful seasons, the supporter of life

and joy. They potest that in restoring the cripple

they h;xd only acted as instruments of the Living God.

They themselves were not gods, but human beings

of like passions with the Lycaonians. The Living

God was now manifesting Himself more clearly to

men, desiring that henceforth the nations should not

walk in their own ways, but His. They therefore

call upon the jieople to give up the vanities of idol

worship, and to turn to the Living God (comp.

1 Thess. i. 9, 10). In this address, the name of

Jesus does not occur. It is easy to undei-stand that

the Ajxistles preached Him as the Son of that Living

God to whom they bore witness, telling the people

of His death and i esurrection, and announcing His

coming again.

Although the people of Lystra had been so ready

to worship Paul and Barnabas, the repulse of their

idolatrous instincts appears to have piwoked them,

and they allowed themselves to be persuaded intc
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hostility by .lews who came fVoni Antioch and Ico-

nium, so that they attacked Paul with stones, and

thought they had killed him. He recovered, how-

ever, R3 ths <lisciples were stamiing round him, and

went again into the city. The next day he left it

with Bainabas, and went to Derbe, and thence they

returned once more to Lystra, and so to Iconium

and Antioch, renewing their exhortations to the

disciples, bidding them not to think their trials

strange, but to recognize them as the appointed

door through which the kingdom of Heaven, into

which they were called, was to be entered. In order

to establish the Churches after their departure, they

solemnly appointed "elders" in every city. Then

they came down to the coast, and from Attalia they

sailed home to Antioch in Syria, where they related the

successes which had been granted to them, and espe-

cially the " opening of the door of faith to the Gen-

tiles." And so the First Missionary Journey ended.

The Council at Jerusalem. (Acts xv. Gala-

tians ii.)—Upon that missionary journey follows

most natui-ally the next important scene which the

historian sets before us,—the council held at Jeru-

salem to determine the relations of Gentile believers

to the Law of Moses, In following this portion of

the history, we encounter two of the greater ques-

tions which the biographer of St. Paul has to con-

sider. One of these is historical. What were the

relations between the Apostle Paul and the Twelve?

The other is critical. How is Galatians ii. to be

connecte<l with the narrative of the Acts ?

The relations of St. Paul and the Twelve will

best be set forth in the narrative. But we must
explain here why we accept St. Paul's statements

in the Galatian Epistle as additional to the history

in Acts XV. The first impression of any reader

would be a supposition that the two writers might
be refening to the same event. The one would at

least bring the other to his mind. In both he reads

of Paul and Barnabas going up to Jerusalem, re-

porting the Gospel preached to the uncircumcised,

and discussing with the older Apostles the terms to

be imposed upon Gentile believers. In both the

conclusion is announced, that these believers should

be entirely free from the necessity of circumcision.

These are main points which the naiTatives have

in common. On looking more closely into both,

the secoiid impression upon the reader's mind may
possibly be that of a certain incompatibility between

the two. Many joints and members of the transac-

tion as given by St. Luke, do not appear in St.

Paul. Othei-s in one or two cases are substituted.

Further, the visit to Jerusalem is the ord men-
tioned in the Acts, after Saul's conversion ; in Ga-
latians, it is apparently mentioned as the 2nd.

Supposing this sense of incompatibility to remain,

the reader will go on to inquire whether the visit

to Jerusalem mentioned iu Galatians coincides better

with any other mentioned in the Acts,—as the 2nd
(xi. 3U) or the 4th (xviii. 22). He will, in all

probability, conclude without hesitation that it does

not. Another view will remain, that St. Paul

refei-s to a visit not recorded in the Acts at all.

This is a perfectly legitimate hvpothesis ; and it is

reoommended by the vigorous sense of Paley. But
where are we to place the visit ? The only possible

place for it is some short time betbre the visit of

ch. ix. But it can scarcely be denied, that the lan-

guage of ch. sv. decidedly implies that the visit

there recorded was the first paid by Paul and Bar-

nabas to Jerusalem, after their great success in

preaching he (iospel amongst the Gentiles.
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We suppose the reader, therefore, to recur to his

first impression. He will then have to ask himself,

" Granting the considerable diHerences, are tiiere

after all any plain contradictions between the two
narratives, tiiken to refer to the s;ime occurrences?"

The answer must be, " There are no plain contra-

dictions." And this, he will perceive, is a very

weighty fact. When it is recognized, the resem-

blances first observed will return with renewed
force to the mind.

We proceed then to combine the two narratives.

—

Whilst Paul and Barnabas were staying at Antioch,

"certain men from Judaea" came there and taught

the brethren that it was necessary for the Gentile

converts to be circumcised. This doctrine was
vigorously opposed by the two Apostles, aud it was
determined that the question should be referred to

the Apostles and elders at Jerusalem. Paul and
Barnabas themselves, and certain others, were se-

lected for this mission. In Gal. ii. 2, St. Paul

says that he went up "by revelation" (»cot' aTro-

KaXv^iv), so that we are to undei-stand him as

receiving a private intimation from the Divine

Spirit, as well as a public commission from the

Church at Antioch. On their way to Jerusalem,

they announced to the brethren in Phoenicia and
Samaria the conversion of the Gentiles ; and the

news was received with great joy. " When they

were come to Jerusalem, they were received by the

Church, and by the Apostles and elders, and they

declared all things that God had done with them "

(Acts XV. 4). St. Paul adds that he communi-
cated his views " privately to them which were of

reputation," through anxiety as to the success of his

work (Gal. ii. 2). The Apostles and the Church
in general, it appears, would have raised no diffi-

culties ; but certain believers who had been Pha-

risees thought fit to maintain the same doctrine

which had caused the disturbance at Antioch. In

either place, St. Paul would not give way to such

teaching for a single hour (Gal. ii. 5). It became

necessary, therefore, that a formal decision should

be come to upon the question. The Apostles and

elders came together, and there was much disputing.

Arguments would be used on both sides ; but when
the persons of highest authority spoke, they appealed

to what was stronger than arguments,—the course

of facts, through which the will of God had been

manifestly shown. St. Peter, reminding his hearere

that he himself had been first employed to open the

door of faith to Geutiles points out that God had

Himself bestowed on the uncircumcised that which

was the seal of the highest calling and fellowship iu

Christ, the gift of the Holy Ghost. " Why do you

not acquiesce in this token of God's will? Why
impose upon Gentile believers ordinances which we
ourselves have found a heavy burden? Have not

we .lews left off trusting in our Law, to depend oiJy

on the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ?"—Then,

carrying out the same appeal to the will of God as

shown in facts, Baniabas and Paul relate to the

silent multitude the wondei-s with which Go<l had

accompanied their preaching amongst the Gentiles.

After they had done, St. James, with incomparable

simplicity and wisdom, binds up the testimony of

recent facts with the testimony of ancient prophecy,

and gives a practical judgment upon the question.

The judgment was a decisive one. The injunc-

tion that the Gentiles should abstain from pollu-

tions of idols and from fornication explained itself.

The abstinence from things strangled and from

blood is desired as a concession to the customs of

3 B 2
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the Jews wlio wore to be found in every city, anil

for whom it was still riglit, when they had believed

in Jesus Christ, to observe the Law. St. Paul had

completely gained his point. The older Apostles,

James, Cepha.s, and John, perceiving the gi^ace

which had been given him (his effectual Apostle-

hip), gave to him and Baniabas the right hand of

fellowship. At this point it is very important to

observe precisely what was the matter at stake be-

tween the contending parties (compare Prof. Jowett

OD " St. Paul and the Twelve," in St. Paul's

Epistles, i. 417). St. Peter speaks of a heavy

yoke ; St. James of troubling the Gentile convert.s.

But we are not to suppose that they mean merely

the outward trouble of conforming to the Law of

Moses. That was not what St. Paul was protesting

against. The case stood thus: Circumcision and

the ordinances of the Law were witnesses of a

separation of the chosen race from other nations.

The Jews were proud of that separation. But the

Gospel of the Son of Man proclaimed that the time

had come in which the separation was to be done

away, and God's goodwill manifested to all nations

alike. It spoke of a union with God, through

trust, which gave hope of a righteousness that

the Law had been powerless to produce. Therefore

to insist upon Gentiles being circumcised would

have been to deny the Gospel of Christ. If there

was to be simply an enlarging of the separated

nation by the receiving of individuals into it, then

the other nations of tlie world remained as much
on the outside of God's covenant as ever. Then

there was no Gospel to mankind ; no justification

given to men. The loss, in such a case, would

have been as much to the Jew as to the Gentile.

St. Paul felt this the most strongly ; but St. Peter

also saw that if the Jewish believers were thrown

back on the Jewish Law, and gave up the free and

absolute grace of God, the Law became a mere

burden, just as heavy to the Jew as it would be to

the Gentile. The only hope for the Jew was in a

Saviour who must be the Saviour of mankind.

It implieil therefore no difference of belief wh
it was agreed that Paul and Barnabas should go to

the heathen, while James and Cephas and John

underlouk to be the Apostles of the Circumcision.

St. Paul, wherever he went, was to preach " to the

Jew first ;" St. Peter was to preach to the Jews as

free a Gospel, was to teach the admission of the

Gentiles without circumcision as distinctly as St.

Paul himself. The unity of the Church was to be

preserved unbroken ; and in order to nourish this

unity the Gentiles were requested to remember
their poorer brethren in Palestine (Gal. ii. 10).

How zealously St. Paul cherished this beautiful

witness of the common brotherhood we have seen

in part already (Acts xi. 29, 30), but it is yet to

appear more strikingly.

The judgment of the Church was immediately

recorded in a letter addressed to the Gentile brethren

in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia. That this letter

might carry greater authority it was entrusted to

" chosen men of the Jerusalem Church, Judas sur-

named Barsabas, and Silas, chief men among the

brethren." The letter speaks affectionately of Bar-

nabas and Paul (with the elder Church Barnabas

still retained the precalence, xv. 12, 2o) as " men
who have hazarded their lives for the name of our

Lord Jesus Christ." So Judas and Silas come down
with Paul and Barnabas to Antioch, and comfort the

Church there with their message, and when Juda.s

retumed " it pleased Silas to abide there still."
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It is usual to connect with this peiiod of the

histoiy that rebuke of St. Peter which St. Paul

records in Gal. ii. 11-14. The connexion of subject

makes it convenient to record the incident in this

place, although it is possible that it took place

before the meeting at Jerusalem, and perhaps most
probable • that it did not occur till later, when
St. Paul returned from his long tour in Greece to

Antioch (Acts x^'iii. 22, 23). St. Peter was at

Antioch, and had shown no scruple about " eating

with the Gentiles," until " certain came from

James." These Jerusalem Christians brought their

Jewish e.xclusiveness with them, and St. Peter's

weaker and more timid mood came upon him, and

through fear of his stricter friends he too began to

withdraw himself from his former free association

with the Gentiles. Such an example had a dan-

gerous weight, and Barnabas and the other Jews at

Antioch were being seduced by it. It was an occa-

sion for the intrepid faithfulness of St. Paul. He
did not conceal his anger at such weak dissembling,

and he publicly remonstrated with his elder fellow-

Apostle. " If thou, being a Jew, livest after the

manner of Gentiles, and not as do the Jews, whj^

compellest thou the Gentiles to live as do the

Jews?" (Gal. ii. 14). St. Peter had abandoned the

Jewish exxlusiveness, and deliberately clamied com-
mon ground with the Gentile : why should he, by
separating himself from the uncircumcised, require

the Gentiles to qualify themselves for full com-
munion by accepting circumcision ? This " with-

stcinding " of St. Peter was no opposition of Pauline

to Petrine views ; it was a faithful rebuke of

blameable moral weakness.

Second Missionary Journey.—The most resolute

courage, indeed, was required for the work to which

St. Paul w<is now publicly pledged. He would

not associate with himself in that work one who
had already shown a want of constancy. This was

the occasion of what must have been a most painful

difference between him and his comrade in the fivith

and in past perils, Barnabas. After remaining

awhile at Antioch, Paul proposed to Barnabas to

revisit the brethren in the countries of their former

journey. Hereupon Barnabas desired that his nephew

John Mark should go with them. But John had

deserted them in Pamphylia, and St. Paul would

not try him again. " And the contention was so

sharp between them that they departed asunder one

from the other ; and so Barnabas took Mark, and

sailed unto Cyprus ; and Paul chose Silas, and de-

parted." Silas, or Silvanus, becomes now a chief

companion of the Apostle. The two went together

through Syria and Cilicia, visiting the churches,

and so came to Derbe and Lystra. Here they find

Timotheus, who had become a disciple on the

foi-mer visit of the Apostle, and who so attracted

the esteem and love of St. Paul that " he would

have him go forth with him." Him St. Paul took

and circumcised. If this fact had been omitted

here and stated in another narrative, how utterly

iiTeconcilable it would have been, in the eyes cf

some critics, with the history in the Acts ! Paul

and Silas were actually delivering the Jerusalem

decree to all the churches they visited. They were

no doubt triumphing in the freedom secured to the

Gentiles. Yet at this very time our Apostle had

the wisdom and largeness of heart to consult the

« The presence of St. Peter, and the growth of Jewish

prejudice, are more easily accounted for, if we suppose

St. Paul to have left Antioch for a long lime.
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feelings of the Jews by circumcising Timothy.

Tliere were many Jews in those parts, wlio knew

that Timothy's father was a Greelc, his mother a

Jewess. That St. Paul should have had, as a chief

companion, one who was uncircumcised, would of

itself have been ;v hindrance to him iu preaching

to Jews; but it would have been a still greater

stumbling-block if that companion were half a Jew

by birth, and had professed the Jewish faith.

Therefoie in this case St. Paul " became unto the

Jews as a Jew that he might gain the Jews."

St. Luke now steps rapidly over a considerable

space of the Apostle's life and labours. " They

went throughout Phrygia and the region of Galatia"

(.\vi. 6). At this time St. Paul was founding " the

churches of Galatia" (Gal. i. 2). He himself gives

us hints of the circumstances of his preaching in

that region, of the reception he met with, and of

the ardent, though unstable, character of the people,

in the following words :
" Ye know how through

infiraiity of the ilesh {on Si' affdeveiav rrjs cap-

Khs) I preached the Gospel unto you at the first

(rb Trp6repou), and my temptation which was in

my flesh ye despised not nor rejected, but received

me as an angel of God, even as Christ Jesus. Where
is then the blessedness ye spake of {6 ixaKapicrfxhs^

itixwv) ? for I bear you record that, if it had been

possible, ye would have plucked out your own eyes,

and have given them to me" (iv. 13). It is not

easy to decide as to the meaning of the words St'

aadfviiav ttjs ffapKSs. Undoubtedly their gram-

matical sense implies that " weakness of the flesh
"

—an illness—was the occasion of St. Paul's preach-

ing in Galatia ; and De Wette and Alford adhere to

this interpretation, understanding St. Paul to have

been detained by illness, when otherwise he would
have gone rapidly through the country. On the

other hand, the form and order of the words are

not what we should have expected if the Apostle

meant to say this ; and Professor Jowett prefers to

assume an inaccuracy of grammar, and to under-

stand St. Paul as saying that it was in weakness of

the flesh that he preached to the Galatians. In

either case St. Paul must be referring to a move
than ordinary pressure of that bodily infirmity

which he speaks of elsewhere as detracting from

the influence of his personal address. It is hopeless

to attempt to determine positively what this infir-

mity was. But we may observe here—(1) that St.

Paul's sensitiveness may have led him to exaggerate

this personal disadvantage ; and (2) that, whatever
it was, it allowed him to go through sufferings and
hardships such as few ordinary men could bear.

Aud it certainly did not repel the Galatians ; it ap-

pears rather to have excited their sympathy and
warmed their affection towards the Apostle.

St. Paul at this time had not indulged the am-
bition of preaching his Gospel in Europe. His

views were limited to the peninsula of Asia Minor.

Having gone through Phrj'gia and Galatia he in-

tended to visit the western coast [Asia] ; but
" they were forbidden by the Holy Ghost to preach

the word " there. Then, being on the boi-der.<s of

Mysia, they thought of going back to the north-east

into Bithynia; but again "the Spirit of Jesus

suffered them not." So they passed by Mysia, and
came down to Troas. Here the Spirit of Jesus,

having checked them on other sides, revealed to

them in what direction they were to go. St. Paul
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' May not this mean " your calling

making me as one of the liaKoptt 6ioi.

saw in a vision a man of Macedonia, who besought

him, saymg, " Come over into Macedonia and htlp

us." The vision was at once accepted as a heavenly
intimation ; the help wanted by the Macedonian*
was believed to be the preaching of the Gospel. It

is at this point that the historian, speaking of St.

Paul's company, substitutes " we " for " they."

He says nothing of himself; we can only infer that

St. Luke, to whatever country he belonged, became
a companion of St. Paul at Troas. It is perhaps

not too arbitrary a conjecture, that the Apostle,

having recently suffered in health, derived benefit

from the medical skill and attendance of " the he-

loved physician." The party, thus reinforced, im-

mediately set sail from Troas, touched at Samo-
thrace, then landed on the continent at Neapolis,

and from thence joumeyed to Philippi. They has-

tened to cany the "help" that had been asked to

the first considerable city in Macedonia. Phihppi

was no inapt representative of the western world.

A Greek city, it had received a body of Roman
settlers, aud was politically a Colonia. We must
not assume that to Saul of Tarsus, the Roman
citizen, there was anything very novel or strange

in the world to which he had now come. But the

name of Greece must have represented very im-
posing ideas to the Oriental and the Jew ; and we
may silently imagine what it must have been to

St. Paul to know that he was called to be the

herald of his Master, the Crucified Jesus, in the

centre of the world's highest culture, and that he

was now to begin his task. He began, however,

with no flourish of trumpets, but as quietly as

ever, and in the old way. There were a few Jews,

if not many, at Philippi ; and when the Sabbath

came round, the Apostolic company joined their

countrymen at the place by the river-side where
prayer was wont to be made. The narrative in

this part is veiy graphic : " We sat down," says

the writer (xvi. 13), " and spoke to the women
who had come together." Amongst these women
was a proselyte from Thyatira {ae^ofxivn t6v
(deov), named Lydia, a dealer in purple. As she

listened " the Lord opened her heart " to attend to

what Paul was saying. The first convert in Mace-
donia was but an Asiatic woman who already wor-

shipped the God of the Jews ; but she was a very

earnest believer, and besought the Apostle and his

friends to honour her by staying in her house. They
could not resist her urgency, aud during their stay

at Philippi they were the guests of Lydia (ver. 40).

But a proof was given before long that the

preachers of Christ were come to grapple with the

powers in the spiritual world to which heathenism

was then doing homage. A female slave, who
brought gain to her masters by her powei-s of pre-

diction when she was in tlie possessed state, beset

Paul and his company, following them as they

went to the place of prayer, and crying out, " These

men are servants of the ]\Iost High God, who pub-

lish to you (or to us) the way of salvation." Paul

was vexed by her cries, and addressing the spirit in

the girl, he said, " I comm;md thee in the name of

Jesus Christ to come out of her." Comparing the

confession of this " spirit of divination " with the

analogous confessions made by evil spirits to our

Lord, we see the same singular character of a true

acknowledgment extorted as if by force, and ren-

dered with a certain insolence which implied that

the spirits, though subject, were not willingly sub-

ject. The cries of the slave-girl may have sounded

like sneers, mimicking what she had heard from
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the Apostles themselves, until St. Paul's exorcism,

" in the name of Jesus Christ," wa-s seen to be

eftectual. Then he miglit be recognized as in truth

a servant of the Most High Cod, giviui; an example

of the salvation which he brought, in the deliverance

of this poor girl herself from the spirit which de-

graded her.

But the girl's mastere saw that now the hope of

their gains was gone. Here at Philippi, as al'ter-

wards at Ephesus, the local trade in religion begiin

to suffer from the manifestation of the Spirit of

Clirist, and an interested appeal was made to local

and national feelings against the dangerous innova-

tions of the Jewisli strangers. Paul and Silas were

dragged before the magistrates, the multitude cla-

mouring loudly against them, upon the vague charge

of " troubling the cit/," and introducing obsei-vances

which were unlawful for Romans. If the magis-

trates had desired to act justly they might have

doubted how they ought to deal with the charge.

On the one hand Paul and Silas had abstained care-

fully, as the pieachers of Christ always did, from

disturbing public order, and had as yet violated no

express law of the state. But on the other hand,

the preaching of Jesus as King and Lord was un-

questionably revolutionary, and aggressive upon the

public religion, in its ellects ; and the Roman law

was decided, in general tenus, against such innova-

tions (see reff. in Conyb. and Hows. i. 3'24). But

the praetors or duumviri of Philippi were very

imworthy representatives of the Roman magistracy.

They yielded without inquiry to the clamour of the

inhabitants, caused the clothes of Paul and Silas to

be torn from them, and themselves to be beaten,

and then committed them to prison. The jailer,

having received their commands, "thiust them into

the inner prison, and made their feet fast in the

stocks." This cruel wrong was to be the occasion

of a signal appearance of the God of righteousness

and deliverance. It was to be seen which were the

true servants of such a Cod, the magistrates or

these strangers. In the night Paul and Silas, sore

and sleepless, but putting their trust in God, prayed

and sang praises so loudly that the other prisoners

could hear them. Then suddenly the ground be-

neath tiiem was shaken, the doors were opened, and
eveiy prisoner's bands were struck off (compare the

similar openings of prison-doors in xii. 6-10, and
V. 19). The jailer awoke and sprang up, saw with
consternation that the prison-doois were open, and,

concluding that the prisonere were all fled, drew his

sword to kill himself. But Paul called to him
iouiUy, " Do thyself no harm ; we are all here."

The jailer's fears were then changed to an over-

whelming awe. What could this be? He cidled

for lights, spnuig in and Ml trembling before the

feet of Paul and Silas. Bringing them out from
the inner dinigeon, he excluimed, " Sirs, what must
I do to be saved ?" (ri fie Se? iroieTu 'iva aoidai ;).

They answered, " Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ,

and thou shalt be saved, and thy house." And they
went on to speak to him and to all in his house

"the word of the Lord." The kindness he now
showed them reminds us of their miseries. He
Wiished their wounds, took them into his own house,

and spread a table before them. The s:ime night

he received oaptism, "he and all his" (including

slaves), and rejoiced in his new-found faith in God.

In the morning the magistrates, either having

heard of what had happened, or having repented of

their injustice, or having done all they meant to do

by way of pacifying the multitude, sent word to
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the fnisou that the men might be let go. But legal

justice was to be more clearly vindicated in the

persons of these men, who had been charged with
subverting public order. St. Paul denounced plainly

the unlawful acts of the magistrates, informing
them moreover that those whom they had beaten

and imprisoned without trial were Roman citizens.

" And now do they thrust us out privily? Nay,
verily, but let them come themselves and fetch iis

out." The magistrates, in great alarm, saw the

necessity of humbling themselves (" Facinus est

vinciri civem Komanum, scelus verberari," Cicero,

in Verrem, v. 66). They came and begged them
to leave the city. Paul and Silas consented to do
so, ami, after paying a visit to "the brethren" in

the house of Lydia, they departed.

The Church thus founded at Philipj)i, as the

first-fruits of the Gospel in Europe, was called, as

we have seen, in the name of a spiritual deliverer,

of a God of justice, and of an equal Lord of freemen

and slaves. That a warm and generous feeling dis-

tinguished it from the first, we leiirn from a testi

mony of St. Paul in the Epistle written long aftei

to this Church. " In the beginning of the Gospel,"

as soon as he left them, they began to send him
git\s, some of which reached him at Thessaloniei

others afterwards (Phil. iv. 15, 16). Their park
nership in the Gospel {Kotvuvla els r6 fvayYtMov)
had gladdened the Apostle from the first day (Phil.

i.5).

Leaving St. Luke, and perhaps Timothy for a

short time, at Philippi, Paul and Silas travelled

through Amphipolis and Apollonia, and stopped

ag-ain at Thessalonica. At this impoiiant city there

was a synagogue of the Jews. True to his custom,

St. Paul went in to them, and for three Sabbath-

days proclaimed Jesus to be the Christ, as he would
have done in a city of Judaea. As usual, the pro-

selytes were those who heaid him most gladly, and
among them were many women of station. Again,

as in Pisidian Antioch, the envy of the Jews was
excited. They contrived to stir up the lower class

of the city to tumultuary violence by representing

the praichers of Christ as revolutionary disturbers,

who had come to proclaim one Jesus as king instead

of Caesar. The mob assaulted the house of Jason,

with whom Paul and Silas were staying as guests,

and, not finding them, dragged Ja-son himself and

some other brethren before the magistrates. In this

aise the magistrates, we are told, and the people

generally, were " troubled '' by the rumoui-s and

accusations which they heard. But they seem to

have acted wisely and justly, in taking security of

Jason and the rest, and letting them go. After

these signs of danger the brethren immediately sent

away Paul and Silas by night.

The Epistles to the Thessalonians were written

veiy soon after the Apostle's visit, and contain moie
particulars of his work in founding that Church
tiian we find in any other Epistle. The whole of

these letters ought to be read for the information

they thus supply. St. Paul speaks to the Thessa-

lonian Christians as being mostly Gentiles. He
reminds them that they had turned from idols to

serve the living and true God, and to wait for His

Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead,

"Jesus who delivers us from the coming wrath"

(1 Thess. i. 9, 10). The Apostle had evidently spoken

much of the coming and presence of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and of that wrafh which was already de-

scending upon the Jews (ii. 16, 19, &c.). His

messagp had had a wonderful power amongst them,
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because they had knowu it to be really the woi-d

of a God who also wroujjht in them, having had

heljw towanls this conviction in the zeal and dis-

interestedness and atlection with which St. Paul

(notwithstanding his recent shameful treatment at
|

Fhilippi) proclaimed his Gospel amongst them (ii.
,

2, 8-13). He had purjwsely WTOught with his own

hands, even night and dny, that his disinterestedness

might be more apparent ' 1 Thess. ii. 9 ; 2 Thess. iii.

8,." He exliorted them not to be drawn away from

patient indu.>ti y by the hopes of the kingdom into

which they we're called, but to work quietly, and to

cultivate purity and brotherly love (1 Thess. iv. 3,

9, 11). Connecting these allusions with the preach-

ing in the synagogue (Acts xvii. o), we see clearly

how the teaching of St. Paul turned upon the persor.

of Jesus Christ as the Son of the Living God, pro-

phesied of in the Scriptures, sutfering and dying,

raised up and exaltal to a kingdom, and about to

appear as the Giver of light and life, to the destruc-

tion of his enemies and the saving of those who
trusted in him.

When Paul and Silas left Thessalonica they came

to Beroea. Here they found, the Jews more noble

[fvyfvfarepoi)—more disposed to receive the news

of a rejected and crucified Messiah, anil to examine

the Scnptures with candour—than those at Thessa-

lonica had been. Accoi-dingly they gained many
converts, both Jews and Greeks; but the Jews of

Thessalonica, hearing of it, sent emissaries to stir

up the people, and it was thought best that St. Paul

should himself leave the city, whilst Silas and

Timothy remained behind. Some of " the brethren
"

went with St. Paul as far as Athens, where they

left him, e;uTying back a request to Silas and

Timothy that they would speedily join him. He
apparently did not like to preach alone, and in-

tended to rest from his apostolic labour until they

should come up to him : but how could he refi^ain

himself, with all that was going ou at Athens

round him ? There he witnessed the most profuse

idolatry side by side with the most pretentious

philosophy. Either of these would have been

enough to stimulate his spirit. To idolaters and

philosophei-s he felt equally urged to proclaim his

Master and the Li\ang God. So he went to his

own countiymen and the proselytes in the synagogue

and declared to them that the Messiah had come

;

but he also spoke, like another Socrates, with people

in the market, and with the followers of the two
great .schools of philosophy. Epicureans and .Stoics,

naming to all Jesus and the Kesurrection. The
philosophei-s encountered him with a mixture of

curiosity and contempt. The Epicurean, teaching

himself to seek for tranquil enjoyment as the chief

object of lite, heard of One claiming to be the Lord

of men, who had shown them the gloiy of dying

to self, and had promised to those who fought the

good fight bravely a nobler bliss than the comforts

of life could yield. The Stoic, cultivating a stem

and isolated moral independence, heaixl of One
•vhose own righteousness was piovcil by submission

to the Father in heaven, and who had promised to

give His righteousness to those who trusted not in

themselves, but in Him. To all, the announcement

of a Pei-son w:>s much stranger than the publishing

of any theories would have been. So far as they

thought the preacher anything but a silly triHer,

he seemed to them, not a philosopher, but " a setter

forth of strange gotls" ifeVtcv Sau^i-oy'iav Karayyf-

\fis). But any one with a novelty was welcome I

to those who *• soent their time in nothiu? else but i
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either to hear or to tell some new thing." They
brought him therefore to the Areopagus, that he
might mr.ke a foraial exposition of his doctrine to

;ui assembled au<lience.

We are not to think here of the Council or

Court, renowned in the oldest Athenian histoiv,

which took its name from Mars's Hill, but oidy of

the elevated spot where the council met, not covered

in, but an-anged with benches and steps of stone,

so as to fomi a convenient place for a public ad-

dress. Here the Apostle delivered that wonderful

discouj-se, reported in Acts xvii. '22-31, which seems

as fresh and instructive for the intellect of the 19th

century as it was for the intellect of the first. In

this we have the Pauline (Jospel as it addi'essal

itself to the speculative mind of the cultivated

Greeks. How the "leport" was obtained by the

writer of the history we have no means of knowing.

Possibly we have in it notes written down before or

after the deliveiy of this address by St. Paul him-

self. Short as it is, the form is as perfect as the

matter is lich. The loftiness and breatith of the

theology, the dignity and delicacy of the argument,

the absence of self, the straightforward and reverent

nature of the testimony delivered— all the charac-

teiistics so strikingly displayed in this speech— help
us to undei'stand what kind of a teacher had now-

appeared in the Grecian world. St. Paul, it is well

undei^stooil, did not begin with calling the Athenians
" too supei-stitious." " I perceive you," he said,

" to be eminently religious." s He had observed

an altar inscribed 'AyvaxTrtfi Qec^, " To the un-

known God." It meant, no doubt, " To some

unknown God." " 1 come," he s;ud, " as the

messenger of that unknown God." And then he

proceeds to speak of God in terms which were not

altogether new to Grecian eai-s. They had heard

of a God who had made the world and all things

therein, and even of One who gave to all life, and
breath, and all things. But tJiey had never learnt

the next lesson which was now taught them. It

was a special truth of the new dispensjition, that

" God had made of one bloal all nations of men, lor

to dwell on all the fac-e of the earth, having deter-

mined the times assigned to them, and the bounds

of their habitation, that they should seek the Lord,

if haply they might feel after him and find him."
Comparing it with the teaching given to other

audiences, we perceive that it laid hold of the

deepest convictions which had ever been given to

Greeks, whilst at the same time it encountered the

strongest prejudices of Greeks. We see, as at Lys-

tra, that an Apostle of Christ had no need to refer

to the Jewish Scriptures, when he spoke to those

who had not received them. He could speak to

men as Goal's children, and subjects of God's edu-

cating discipline, and was only bringing them fur-

ther tidings of Him whom they had been always

feeling after. He presented to them the Son of

Man as acting in the power of Him who had made

all nations, and who was not far from any sinjile

man. He began to speak of Him as risen fiom the

dead, and of the power of a new life which was iu

Him tor men ; but his audience would not hear of

Him who thus claimed their personal allepance.

Some mocked, othei-s, more courteously, talked of

hearing him again another time. The Apostle

gained but few converts at Athens, and he soon

took his depaiture and came to Corinth.

» See, to oonamiaiion, jiassap-s quoted from aiiriwt

anlhors in Coiivbfaif ami Hows»>n, i. 'i*^. &t'-
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Athens still retained its old intellectual predo-

minance ; but Coiiutli was the political and com-

mercial capital of Greece. It was in places of living

activity that St. Paul laboured longest and most

successfully, as formerly at Antiocli, now at Corinth,

and afterwards at Ephesus. The rapid spread of

the Gospel w<is obviously promoted by the preach-

ing of it in cities where men were continually

coming and eoing ; but besides this consideration,

we may be sure that the Apostle escaped gladly

from dull ignorance on the one side, and from phi-

losophical dilettantism on the other, to places in

which the real business of the world was being

done. The Gospel, though unworldly, w;i5 yet a

message to practical and inquiring men, and it had

mere aflinity to ivork of any kind than to torpor or

to intellectual frivolity. One proof of the whole-

some agreement between the following of Christ

and ordinary labour was given by St. Paul himself

during his stay at Corinth. Here, as at Thessa-

lonica, he chose to earn his own subsistence by

working at his trade of tent-making. This trade

brought him into close connexion with two persons

who became distinguished as believers in Christ,

Aquila and PrisciUa. They were Jews, and had

lately left Home, in consequence of an edict of Clau-

dius [see Claudius]; and as they also were tent-

makei s, St. Paul " abode with them and wrought."

Labouring thus on the six days, the Apostle went

to the synagogue on the Sabbath, and there by ex-

pounding the Scriptures sought to win both Jews

and proselytes to the belief that Jesus was the

Christ.

He was testifying with unusual effort and anxiety

{ffvvelxf'o rip \6ycc), when Silas and Timothy

aime from Macedonia, and joined him. We are

left in some uncertainty as to what the movements

of Silas and Timothy had been, since they were

with Paul at Beroea. From the statements in the

Acts (xvii. 15, 16) that Paul, when he reached

Athens, desired Silas and Timotheus to come to him

wM all speed, and waited for them there, com-

pared with those in 1 Thess. (iii. 1, 2), " When we
could no longer forbear, we thought it good to be

left at Athens alone, and sent Timotheus, our bro-

ther, and minister of God, and our fellow-labourer

in the Gospel of Christ, to establish you and to

comfort you concerning your faith,"—Paley {Horae

Paulinfie. 1 Thess. No. iv.) reasonably argues that

Silas and Timothy had come to Athens, but had

soon been despatched thence, Timothy to Thessa-

lonica, and Silas to Philippi, or elsewhere. From
Macedonia they came together, or about the same

lime, to Corinth ; and their arrival was the occa-

sion of the writing of the First Epistle to the Thes-

salnnians.

This is the first'' extant example of that work

by wliich the Apostle Paul has served the Church

of all ages in as eminent a degree as he laboured at

the founding of it in his lifetime. All commen-

tiitors upon the New Testament have been accus-

tomed to notice the points of coincidence between

the history in tiie Acts, and these Letters. Paley's

Horae Paulviae is famous as a special work upon

this subject. But more recently, important attempts

have been made to estimate the Epistles of St. Paul

more bioadly, by considering them in their mutual

ii EwalJ believes, rather capriciously, that the Second

Kp. to the Thess! was written first, and was sent from

^Toea.{nie Savhdiieihendts ApoiUh rauXus,\,\\ 17, Ik).

' Amongst these, the works of Prof. Jowiit (Fpisllcs to
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order and relations, and in their bearing upon tlie

question of the development of the writer's teach-

ing. Such attempts' must lead to a better under-
stiuiding of the Epistles themselves, and to a finer

appreciation of the Apostle's nature and work. It is

notorious that the order of the Epistles in the book
of the N. T. is not their real, or chronological

order. The mere placing of them in their true

sequence throws considerable light upon the his-

tory ; and happily the time of composition of the

more important Epistles can be stated with sulli-

cient certainty. The two Epistles to the Thess;ilo-

ni;ms belong,—and these alone,—to the present

Missionary Journey. The Epistles to the Gala-

tians, Romans, and Corinthians, were written during

the next journey. Those to Philemon, the Colos-

siairs, the Ephesians, and the Philippians, belong to

the captivity at Kome. With regard to the Pastoi-al

Epistles, there are considerable difficulties, which

require to be discussed .separately.

Two general remarks relating to St. Paul's Letters

may find a place here. (1.) There is no reason to

assume that the extant Letters are all that the

Apostle wrote. On the contraiy, there is a strong

presumption, and some slight positive evidence,

that he wrote many which have not been preserved

(Jowett, i. p. 195-201, 2nd ed.). (2.) We must
be on our guard against concluding too much fi'om

the contents and style of any Epistle, as to the

fixed bent of the Apostle's whole mind at the time

when it was written. We must remember that

the Epistles to the Thessalonians were written whilst

St. Paul was deeply absorbed in the peculiar cii-

cumstances of the Corinthian Church ; and that the

Epistles to the Corinthians were written beticeen

those to the Galatians and the Romans. These facts

are sufficient to remind us of the fersa<i7iYf/ of the

Apostle's mind ;—to show us how thoroughly the

feelings and ideas suggested to him by the circum-

stances upon which he was dwelling h.-vl the power

to mould his utterances.

The First Epistle to the Thessalonians was pro-

bably written soon after his arrival at Corinth, and

before he turned from the Jews to the Gentiles. It

was drawn from St. Paul by the arrival of Silas and

Timothy. [Thkssalonians, Fikst Epistle to
THE.] The largest portion of it consists of an im-

passioned recalling of the facts and feelings of the

time when the Ajjostle was personally with them.

But we perceive gradually that those expectations

which he had taught them to entertiin of the ap-

pearing and presence of the Lord Jesas Christ had

undergone some corruption. There were symptoms
in the Thessalonian church of a restlessness which

speculated on the times and seasons of the future,

and found present duties flat and unimportant. This

evil tendency St. Paul seeks to correct, by reviving

the first spirit of faith and hope and mutual fellow-

ship, and by setting forth the appearing of Jesus

Christ—not indeed as distant, but as the full shining

of a day of which all believers in Christ were already

children. The ethictil characteristics apparent in

this letter, the degree in which St. Paul identified

himself with his friends, the entire surrender of liis

existence to his calling as a preacher of Christ, his

anxiety for the good tame and well-being of his con-

verts, are the same which will reappear continually.

the Thess., Gal., and /torn.), of Ewald {Die SeruhchrcHxn,

&c.), and of Dr. Wordsworth {rpisUes qf St. I'aul), may
be nameu.
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What iiiten'al of time separated the Second Letter to

the Thessaloniaus fioin the First, we have no means

of judging, except that the later one was certainly-

written before St. Paul's departure from Corinth.

[TllESSALONIANS, SECOND El'lSTLE TO THE.] The

Thessaloniims liatl been disturbed by announcements

tliat those convulsions of the world which all Chris-

tians were taught to associate with the coming of

Christ were imniediately impending. To meet these

assertions, St. Paul delivers express predictions in a

manner not usual with him elsewhere ; and whilst

re-atfirming all he had ever taught the Thessalo-

niaus to believe respecting the eai-ly coming of the

Saviour and the blessedness of waiting patiently for

it, he informs them that certain events, of which he

had spoken to them, must run their course befoie the

full manifestation of Jesus Christ could come to pass.

At the end of this epistle St. Paul guards the Thes-

saloniaus against pretended lettei-s from him, by

telling them that every genuine letter, even if not

written by his hand throughout, would have at

least an autograph salutation at the close of it.

We return now to the Apostle's preaching at

Corinth. When Silas and Timotheus came, he was

testilying to the Jews with great earnestness, but

with little success. So " when they opposed them-

selves and bhvsphemed, he shook out his raiment,"

and said to them, in words of warning taken from

their own prophets ( Ezek. xxxiii. 4j ;
" Your blood be

upon your own heads ; I am clean, and henceforth

will go to the Gentiles." The experience of Pisi-

dian Autioch was repeating itself. The Apostle

went, as he threatened, to the Gentiles, and began

to preach in the house of a proselyte named Justus.

Already one distinguished Jew had become a be-

liever, Crispus, the ruler of the synagogue, men-
tioned (1 Cor. i. 14) as baptized by the Apostle

himself: and many of the Gentile inhabitants were

receiving the Gospel and being baptized. The envy

and rage of the Jews, therefore, were excited in an

unusual degree, and seem to have pressed upon the

spirit of St. Paul. He was therefore encouraged

by a vision of the Lord, who appeared to him by
night, and said, " Be not afraid, but speak, and

hold not thy peiice; for I am with thee, and no
man shall set on thee, to hurt thee; for I have

much people in this city." Corinth Avas to be an

important seat of the Church of Christ, distin-

guishe<l, not only by the number of believers, but
also by the variety and the fruitfulness of the teach-

ing to be given there. At this time St. Paul
himself stayed there for a year and six months,
' teaching tiie word of God amongst them."

Corinth Wijs the chief city of the province of

Achaia, and the residence of the proconsul. During
St. Paul's stay, we find the proconsular office held

by Gallic, a brother of the philosopher Seneca.

[Gaixic] Before him the Apostle was summoned
by his Jewish enemies, who hoped to bring the

Roman authoiity to bear upon him as an innovator

in religion. But Gallic perceive<l at once, before

Paul could " open his mouth " to defend himself,

that the movement was due to Jewish prejudice,

and refused to go into the question. " If it be a

question of words and names and of your law," he
said to the Jews, speaking with the tolerance of a
Roman magistrate, " look ye to it ; for I will be no
judge of such mattei-s." Then a singular scene

occurred. Tiie Corinthian spectators, either favour-

ing St. Paul, or actuated only by anger against the

Jews, seized on the principal per.«on of those who
had brought the chaige, and beat him before the
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judgment-seat. (See on the other hand Ewald,

Geschichte, vi. 463-466.) Gallic left these reli-

gious (luarrels to settle themselves. The Apostle

therefore was not allowed to be " hurt," and

remained some time longer at Corinth immolested.

We do not gather from the subsequent Epistles

to the Corinthians many details of the founding of the

Church at Corinth. The main body of the believers

consisted of Gentiles,—(" Yeknow that ye were Gen-

tiles," 1 Cor. xii. 2). But, partly from the number
who had been proselytes, partly fi-om the mixture of

Jews, it had so far a Jewish character, that St. Paul

could speak of "o»r fathers" as having been under

the cloud (1 Cor. x. 1). The tendency to intellectual

display, and the traffic of sophists in philosophical

theories, which prevailed at Corinth, made the

Apostle more than usually anxious to be independent

in his life and simple in bearing his witness. He
wrought for his living that he might not appear to

be taking fees of his pupils (1 Cor. ix. 18) ; and he

put the Person of Jesus Christ, crucified and risen,

in the place of all doctrines (1 Cor. ii. 1-5, xv. 3, 4).

What gave infinite significance to his simple state-

ments, was the nature of the Christ who had been

crucified, and His relation to men. Concerning these

mysteries St. Paul had uttered a wisdom, not of the

world, but of God, which had commended itself

chiefly to the humble and simple. Of these God had

chosen and called not a few " into the fellowship

of His Son Jesus Christ the Lord of men" (1 Cor.

ii. 6, 7, i. 27, 9).

Having been the instrument of accomplishing this

work, St. Paul took his departure for Jerusalem,

wishing to attend a festival there. Before leaving

Greece, he cut off his hair ^ at Cenchreae, in fulfil-

ment of a vow. We are not told where or why he

had made the vow ; and there is considerable diffi-

culty in reconciling this act with the received cus-

toms of the Jews. [Vows.] A passage in Josephus,

if rightly understood {B. J. ii. 15, §1), mentions a

vow which included, besides a sacrifice, the cutting

of the hair and the beginning of an abstinence from

wine 30 days before the sacrifice. If St. Paul's

was such a vow, he was going to offer up a sacrifice

in the Temple at Jerusalem, and the " shearing of

his head " was a preliminary to the sacrifice. The
principle of the vow, whatever it was, must have

been the same as that of the Nazarite vow, which
St. Paul afterwards countenanced at Jerusalem.

[Nazarite, p. 472.] There is therefore no diffi-

culty in supposing him to have followed in this

instance, for some reason not explained to us, a

custom of his countrymen.—When he sailed from

the Isthmus, Aquila and Priscilla went with him as

far as Ephesus. Paul paid a visit to the synagogue

at Ephesus, but would not stay. He was anxious

to be at Jerusalem for the approaching feast, but

he promised, God willing, to return to them again.

Leaving Ephesus, he sailed to Caesai-ea, and from

thence went up to Jerusalem, and " saluted the

Church." It is argued (Wieseler, pp. 48-50), from

considerations founded on the suspension of naviga-

tion during the winter months, that the festival

was probably the Pentecost. From Jerus;ilem,

almost immediately, the Apostle went- down to

Antioch, thus returning to the same place fi-om

which he had stai-ted with Silas.

Third Missionary Journey, includiitg the stay at

W Acts xviii. 18. The act may be that of Aquila, but

the historian certainly seems to be speaking not of him,

but of St. Paul.
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Ephesus (Acts xviii. 23-xxi. 17).—Without in-

ventiag facts ov discussions for which we have no

authority, we may connect with this short visit of

St. Paul to Jerusilein a very serious raising of the

vhole question, What was to be the relation of the

:iew kingdom of Christ to tiie law and covenant of the

Jews? Such a Church as that at Corinth, with its

AlfiliateJ communities, composed chiefly of Gentile

members, ap])eared lilvely to overshadow by its im-

poi-tance the Mother Church in Judaea. The jealousy

of the more Judaiftil believers, not extinguished by

the decision of the council at Jerusalem, began now to

show itself eveiywhere in the form of an active and

intriguing party-spirit. This disjistrous movement

could not indeed alienate the heart of St. Paul from

the law or the calling or the people of his fathers

—

his antagonism is never directed against these ; but

it drew him into the gi-eat conflict of the nest period

of his life, and must have been a sore trial to the

intense loyalty of his nature. To vindicate the

freedom, as regarded, the Jewish law, of believers

in Christ; but to do this, for the very sake of main-

taining the unity of the Church ;—was to be the

earnest labour of the Apostle for some years. In

thus labouring he was canying out completely the

principles laid dowu by the elder Apostles at Jeru-

salem ; and may we not believe that, in deep sorrow

at appearing, even, to disparage the law aud the

covenant, he was the more anxious to prove his

fellowship in spirit with the Church in Judae;i, by
•' remembering the poor," as " James, Cephas, and

John " had desired that he would ? (Gal. ii. 10.) The

prominence given, during the journeys upon w^hich

we are now entering, to the collection to be made
amongst his Churches for the benefit of the poor at

Jerusalem, seems to indicate such an anxiety. The
great Epistles which belong to this period, those to

the Galatians, Corinthians, and Roniims, show how^

the " Judaizing" question exercised at this time the

Apostle's mind.

St. Paul "spent some time" at Antioch, and

during this stay, as we are inclined to believe, his

collision with St. Peter (Gal. ii. 11-14), of which

we have spoken above, took place. When he left

Antioch, he " went over all the coimtry of Galatia

and Pliiygia in order, strengthening all the dis-

ciples," and giving orders concerning the collection

for the saints (1 Cor. .xvi. 1). It is probable that

the Epistle to the Galatians was written soon after

this visit. [Galatians, Epistle TO THE.] When
he was with them he had found the Christian com-
munities infested liy Judaizing teachers. He had
" told them the truth " (Gal. iv. 16), he had warned
them against the deadly tendencies of Jewish exclu-

siveness, and had ie-a(Krmed the simple Gospel,

toncerning Jesus Christ the Son of God, which he

had preached to them on his first visit {rh irp6-

rtpov, (Jal. iv. 13). liut after he left them the

Judaizing doctrine raised its head again. The only

coui-se lell to its advocites was to ass;iil openly the

authority of ."^t. Paul ; and this they did. They
represented him as having dciived his commission

from the older Apostles, and as therefore acting dis-

loyally if he opposed the views a.sciibed to Peter and
James. The fickle minds of the Galatian Christians

were influenced by these hardy assertions; aud the

.\|)ostle heard, when he had come down to Ephesus,

that his work in Galatia was being imdone, and his

ton verts were being seduced fiom the true faith in

<'hrist. He theiefore writes the Epistle to remon-

strate with them—an Epistle full of indignation, of

warning, of direct :md impassioned tpaching. He
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preached amongst them, and asseits in solemn and

even awful language its absolute truth (i. 8, 9)

He declares that he had received it directly from
Jesus Christ the Lord, and that his position towards

the other Apostles had always been that, not of a

pupil, but of an independent fellow-labourer. He
sets before them Jesus the Crucified, the .~~on cu

God, as the fulfilment of the promise made to the

fathers, and as the pledge and giver of fieedoni t»

men. He declares that in Him, aud by the powei

of the Spirit of sonship sent down thiough Him,
men have inherited the rights of adult sons of (Jod;

that tlie condition represented by the Law was the

inferior aud preparatory stage of boyhood. He
then, most earnestly and tenderly, impresses upon

the Galatians the responsibilities of their fellowship

with Christ the Crucified, urging them to fruitful-

ness in all the graces of their spiritual calling, and

especially to brotherly consideration and unity.

This Letter was, in all probability, sent from

Ephesus. This was the goal ofthe Apostle's journey-

ings through Asia Minor. He came down upon Ephe-

sus from the upper districts (to avoiTepiKO. fiepv) of

Phrygia. What Antioch was for " the region of

Syria and Cilicia," what Corinth was for Greece,

what Borne was,—we may add,—for Italy and the

West, that Ephesus was for the important piovince

called Asia. Indeed, with reference to the spread of

the Church Catholic, Ephesus occupied the central

position of all. This was the meeting place of Jew,

of Greek, of Roman, and of Oriental. Accordingly,

the Apostle of the Gentiles was to stay a long time

here, that he might found a strong Church, which

should be a kind of mother-church to Christian

conmiunities in the neighbouiing cities of Asia.

A new element in the preparation of the world

for the kingdom of Christ presents itself at the be-

ginning of "the Apostle's work at Ephesus. He finds

there certain disciples (rivas fiaOriTas',—about

twelve in number—of whom he is led to inquire,

" Did ye receive the Holy Ghost when ye believetl?

They answered, No, we did not even hear of there

being a Holy Ghost. Unto what then, asked Paul,

were ye baptized? And they said, Unto John's

baptism. Then said Paul, John baptized with the

baptism of repentance, saying to the people that

they should believe on him who was coming aftei

him, that is, on Jesus. Hearing this, they were

baj)tized into the name of the Lord Jesus, and

when Paul had laid his hands upon them, the Holy

Ghost came upon them, and they began to speak

with tongues and to prophesy " (Acts, x\x. 1-7).

—

It is obvious to compare this incident with the

Apostolic act of Peter and John in Samai'ia, and to

see in it an assertion of the full Apostolic dignity of

Paul. But besides this bearing of it, we see in it

indications which suggest more than they di^tinctly

express, as to the spiritual movements of that age.

These twelve disciples are mentioned immediately

after ApoUos, who also had been at Ephesus just

before St. Paul's arrival, aud who had fcmght dili-

gently concerning Jesus (to irtpl rov 'IrjffoC),

knowing only the baptism of John. But Apolkvs

was of Alexandria, trained in the intelligent and in-

quiring study of tiie Hebrew Scriptures, which had

been fostered by the Greek culture of that capitd.

We are M to suppose therefore that a knowledge

of the baptism of John and of the ministiy of Jesus

had spread widely, and had been received with fa-

vour by some of those who knew the Scriptures most

thoroughly, before the message concerning the ct-
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altatioii of Jesub and the descent of the Holy Ghost

had been receiveii What the exact belief of Apol-

los and these twelve " disciples" was concerning the

character and work of Jesus, we have no means of

knowing. But we gather that it was wanting in a

recognition of the full lordship of Jesus and of the

gift of the Holy Ghost. The Pentecostal faith was

communicated to Apollos by Aquila and Priscilla,

to the other disciples of the Baptist by St. Paul.

'J'he Apostle now entered upon his usual work.

He went into the synagogue, and for three months

he spoke openly, disputing and persuading concern-

ing " the kingdom of God." At the end of this

time the obstinacy and opposition of some of the

Jews led him to give up frequenting the synagogue,

and he established the believers as a separate

society, meeting " in the school of Tyranuus."

This continued (though we may probably allow

for an occasional absence of St. Paul) for two

years. During this time many things occuiTed, of

which the historian of the Acts chooses two ex-

amples, the triumph over magical arts, and the

great disturbance raised by the silversmiths who
made shrines for Artemis ; and amongst which we
are to note further the writing of the First Epistle

to the Coiinthians.

" God wrought special miracles," we are told

(Bvvdfifis oil ras rvxovffas), " by the hands of

Paul." " It is evident that the arts of sorcery and

magic—all those arts which betoken the belief in

the presence of a spirit, but not of a Holy Spirit

—

were flourishing here in great luxuriance. Every-

thing in the history of the Old or New Testament

would suggest the thought that the exhibitions of

Divine power took a more startling form where

superstitions grounded mainly on the reverence for

diaholicfil power were prevalent ; that they were

the proclamations of a beneficent and orderly go-

vernment, which had been manifested to counteract

and overcome one that was irregular and malevo-

lent " (Maurice, Unitu of the New Testament,

p. 515). The powers of the new kingdom took a

form more nearly resembling the wonders of the

kingdom of darkness than was usually adopted,

when handkerchiefs and aprons from the body of

I'aul (like the shadow of Peter, v. 1 5) were allowed

to be used for the healing of the sick and the

casting out of devils. But it was to be clearly

seen that all was done by the healing power of the

Lord Jesus Himself. Certain Jews, and among
them the seven sons of one Sceva fnot unlike Simon
Magus in Samaria), fancied that the effect was due

to a magic fonnula, an iircfS-fj. They therefore

attempted to exorcise, b\' saying, " We adjure you

by Jesus whom Paul preacheth." But the evil

spirit, having a voice given to it, cried out. " Jesus

I know, and Paul I know, but who are ye?" And
the man who was possessed fell furiously upon the

exorcist.s and drove them forth. The result of this

testimony was that fear fell upon all the inhabitants

of Ephesus, and the name of the Lord Jesus was
magnified. And the impression producetl bore

.striking pi-a<;tical fruits. The city was well known
for its 'E(pt(TLa ypaixfiara, forms of incantation,

which were sold at a high price. Many of those

who had these books brought them together and

burned them before all men, and when the cost of

them was computed it was found to be 50,000
draciHnae= 177ii/. " So mightily grew the word
of the Lord, and prevailed."

Whilst St. Patil was at Ephesus his communi-
cations with the Church in Achaia were not alto-
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gether suspended. There is strong reason to belie\<!

that a personal visit to Corinth was made by him,

and a letter sent, neither of which is mentioned in

the Acts. The visit is infen-ed from several allu-

sions in the 2nd Epistle to the Corinthians. " Be-

hold, the third time I am readv to come to vou"
(2 Cor. xii. 14). " This is the third time I am
coming to you " (2 Cor. xiii. 1 ). The visit he is con-

templating is plainly that mentioned in Acts xx. 2,

which took place when he finally left Ephesus. If

that was the third, he must have paid a second

dui'ing the time of his residence at Ephesus. It

seems far-fetched, with Paley {Horae Paidinae,

2 Cor. No. xi.), to conclude that St. Paul is only

affirming a tJdrd intention, and that the second

intention had not been carried out. The context,

in both cases, seems to refer plainly to visits, and

not to intentions. Again, " I determined this with

myself, that I would not come again to you in

heaviness " (iraAjj/ ev \virri) : 2 Cor. ii. 1 . Here

St. Paul is apparently speaking of a previous visit

which he had paid in sorrow of heart. He expresses

an apprehension (2 Cor. xii. 21) lest "again when

I come, my God should humble me among you "

(fii) iraXiv iKOdvTOS fiov raTTfivuiffet /xe— the

TraA.ij' appearing certainly to refer to raTretydxrei

as much as to i\66vTos}. The words in 2 Cor.

xiii. 2, TrpoelpTiKa Koi irpuKeyw, &s irapwv rd

Sevrepov Kol dirdiv vvv, may be translated, either

" as if present the second time," or " as when pre-

sent the second time." In the latter case we have

here a distinct confirmation of the supposed visit.

The former rendering seems at first sight to exclude

it: but if we remember that the thought of his

special admonition is occupying the Apostle's mind,

we should naturally understand it, " I forewarn

you now in my absence, as if I were present a

second time to do it in person ;" so that he would

be speaking of the supposed visit as a first, with

reference to the purpose which he has in his mind.

The prima facie sense of these passages implies a

short visit, which we should place in the first half

of the stay at Ephesus. And there are no strong

reasons why we should not accept that prima facie

sense. St. Paul, we may imagine, heard of dis-

ordei-s which pievailed in the Corinthian Church.

Apollos had returned to Ephesus some time before

the 1st Epistle was written (1 Cor. xvi. 12), and

it may have been from him that St. Paul learnt the

tidings which distressed him. He was moved to go

himself to see them. He stayed but a shoit time,

but warned them solemnly against the licentious-

ness which he perceived to be creeping in amongst

them. If he went directly by sea to Corinth and

back, this journey would not occupy much time.

It was veiy natural, ag-ain, that this visit should

be followed up by a letter. Either the Apostle's

own reflections after his retuin, or some subsequent

tidings which reached him, drew fi-om him, it ap-

pears, a written communication in which he gave

them some pi-actical advice. " I wrote unto you

in the Epistle not to keep company with fornicatoi-s
"

(iypa\l/a vjuv tv ttj iviffToXfi : 1 Cor. v. 9). Then,

at some point not defined in the course of the stay

at Ephesus, St. Paul announced to his friends a

plan of going through l^Iacedonia and Achaia, and

at\erwards visiting Jerusalem; adding, "After 1

have been there, I must also see Home." But he put

oft' for a while his own dep.irture, and sent before him

Timothy and Era.stus to the churches in Macedonia

and Achaia, " to bring them into rcnieml)i-ant_e of

his WAVS which were in Christ " (1 Cr iv 17).
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Whether the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians was

written betbie or after the tumult excited by De-

metrius cannot be positively asserted. He makes

an allusion, in that Epistle, to a " battle with wild

beasts" fought at Ephesus {edr)pioix6.xr\<Ta. ev

1S.<piff<f : 1 Cor. XV, 32), which it is usual to un-

derstiind figuratively, and which is by many con-

nected with that tumult. But this connexion is

arbitrary, and without much reason." And as it

would seem from Acts xx. 1 that St. Paul departed

immediately after the tumult, it is probable that

the Epistle w;is written before, though not long

before, the raising of this disturkmce. Here then,

while the Apostle is so earnestly occupied with the

teaching of believers and inquirers at Ephesus and

from the neighbouring parts of " Asia," we find

him throwing all his heart and soul into the con-

cems of the Church at Corinth. [Corinthians,
First Epistle to the.]

There were two external inducements for writing

this Epistle. (1.) St. Paul had received informa-

tion from members of Chloe's household {i^T\K<iidr)

U.01 inrh ruiv X\6ris, i. 11) concerning the state

of the Church at Corinth. (2.) That Church had

wiitten him a lettei-, of which the bearers were

Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus, to ask his

judgment upon vaiious points which were sub-

mitted to him (vii. 1, xvi. 17). He had leamt

that there were divisions in the Church; that

parties had been formed which took the names of

Paul, of AjwUos, of Cephas, and of Christ (i. 11,

12) ; and also that moral and social irregularities

had begun to pi'evail, of which the most conspicuous

and scimdalous example was that a believer had

taken his father's wife, without being publicly con-

demned by the Church (v. 1, vi. 7, xi. 17-22, xiv.

33-40). To these evils we must add one doctrinal

error, of those who said " that there was no resur-

rection of the dead" (xv. 12). It is probable that

the teaching of Apollos the Alexandrian, which had

been characteristic and highly successful (Acts xviii.

27, 28), had been the first occasion of the "divi-

sions" in the Church. We may take it for granted

that his adherents did not form themselves into a

party until he had left Corinth, and therefore that

he liad been some time with St. Paul at Ephesus.

But after he was gone, the special Alexatuirian

features of his teaching were remembered by those

who had delighted to hear him. Their Grecian

intellect was captivated by his broader and more
spiritual interpretiition of tlie Jewish Scriptures.

The connexion which he taught them to perceive

between the revelation made to Hebiew rulers and
prophets and the wisdom by which other nations,

and especially their own, had been enlightened, dwelt

in their mimis. That which especially occupied the

Apollos school must have been a philosophy of the

Scriptures. It was tlie tendency of this party

which seemed to the Apostle particularly dangei'ous

amongst the Greeks. He hardly seems to refer

specially in liis letter to the other parties, but we
can scarcely doubt that in what he says about " the

wisdom which the Greeks sought" (i. 22), he is

referring not only to the general tendency of the

Greek mind, but to that tendency as it had been

caught and influenced by the teaching of Apollos.

It gives him nn occasion of delivering his most cha-

racteristic testimony. He recognizes wisdom, but

it is the wisdom of God ; and that wisdom was not
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only a 2o<f)io or a A6yos tliroiigh which God had

always spoken to all men ; it had been perfectly

manifested in Jesus the Cruciried. Christ cruciKed

was both the Power of God and the Wisdom of God.

To receive Him required a spiritual discenunent

unlike the wisdom of the great men of the world
;

a discernment given by the Holy Spirit of God, and

manifesting itself in sympathy with humiliation and

in love.

For a detailed description of the Epistles the

reader is referred to the special articles upon each.

But it belongs to the history of St. Paul to notice

the personal characteristics which appear in them'.

We must not omit to observe therefore, in this

Epistle, how loyally the Apostle represents Jesus

Christ the Crucified as the Lord of men, the Head
of the body with many members, the Centre of

Unity, the Bond of men to the Father. We should

mark at the same time how invariably he connects

the Power of the Spirit with the Name of the Lord

Jesus. He meets all the evils of the Corinthian

Church, the intellectual pride, the party spirit, the

loose morality, the disregard of decency and order,

the false belief about the Resurrection, by recalling

their thoughts to the Person of Christ and to the

Spirit of God as the Breath of a common life to the

whole body.

We observe also here, more thim elsewhere, the

tact, universally recognized and admired, with

which the Apostle discusses the practical problems

brought before him. The various questions relating

to marriage (ch. vii.), the dilHculty about meats

offered to idok (ch. viii., x.), the behaviour proper

for women (ch. xi., xiv.), the use of the gifts of

prophesying and speaking with tongues (ch. xiv.),

are made examples of a treatment which may be

applied to all such questions. We see them all

discussed with reference to first principles; the

object, in every practical conclusion, being to guai-d

and assert some permanent principle. We see St.

Paul no less a lover of order and subordination

than of freedom. We see him claiming for himself,

aud prescribing to others, great variety of conduct

in varying circumstances, but under the strict obli-

gation of being always true to Christ, and always

seeking the highest good of men. Such a character,

so stedfast in motive and aim, so versatile in action, I

it would be difhcult indeed to find elsewhere in
j

history. ]

What St. Paul here tells us of his own doings

and movements refere chiefly to the nature of his

preaching at Corinth (i. ii.) ; to the hai-dships and

dangei-s of the apostolic life (iv. 9-13) ; to his che-

rished custom of working for his own living (ix.)
;

to the direct revelations he had received (xi. 23,

XV. 8) ; and to his present plans (xvi.). He bids
'

the Corinthians raise a collection for the Church at I

Jerusalem by laying by something on the first day

of the week, as he had directed the churches in

Galatia to do. He says that he shall tan-y at

Ephesus till Pentecost, and then set out on a jour-

ney towards Corinth through Macedonia, so as per-

haps to spend the winter with them. He expresses

his joy at the coming of Stephanas and his com-

panions, and commends them to the respect of the

Church.

Having despatched this Epistle he stayed on at

Ephesus, where " a great door and eflectual was

opened to him, and there were many advei-saries."

" The manner of the allusion, ti i6ripioiia.xr)(ra iv

E(j>i<T<f, may imply, as liwald (Sen(Uchreiben, 214) sur-

gests, that he had mentioned this conflict to the Co-

rinthians in the previous non-extant letter.
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The afTairs of tho Church o" Corintli continued to

be an object of the gravest anxiety to liim, and to

give him occupation at Ephesus: but it may be

most convenient to put oil' the further notice of

these till we come to the time when the 2nd

Epistle was written. We have now no information

as to the work of St. Paul at Ephesus, until that

tumult occurred which is descrilied in Acts xix.

'24-4-1. The whole narrative may be read there.

We learn that " thi^ Paul " had been so successful,

not only in Ephesus, but " almost throughout all

Asia," in turning people from the worship of gods

made with hands, that the craft of silversmiths,

who made little shrines for Artemis, were alarmed

for their manufactui-e. They raised a great tumult,

and not being able, apparently, to find Paul, laid

hands on two of his companions and dragged them

into the theatre. Paul himself, not willing that

a\s fiiends should suffer in his place, wished to go

in amongst the people: but the disciples, supported

by the urgent request of certain magistrates called

Asiarchs, dissuaded him from his purpose. The

account of the proceedings of the mob is highly

graphic, and the address with which the town-clerk

finally quiets the people is worthy of a discreet

and exjjerienced magistrate. His statement that

" these men are neither robbers of churches, nor

yet blasphemers of your goddess," is an incidental

testimony to the temperance of the Apostle and his

friends in their attacks on the popular idolatry.

But St. Paul is only personally concerned in this

tumult in so far as it proves the deep impression

which his teaching had made at Ephesus, and the

daily danger in which he lived.

He had been anxious to depart from Ephesus,

and this interruption of the work which had kept

him there determined him to stay no longer. He
set out therefore for Macedonia, and proceeded first

to Troas (2 Cor. ii. 12), where he might have

preached the Gospel with good hope of success.

But a restless anxiety to obtain tidings concerning

the Church at Corinth urged him on, and he ad-

vanced into JIacedouia, where he met Titus, who
brought him the news for which he was thirsting.

The receipt of this intelligence drew from him a

letter which reveals to us what manner of man St.

Paul was when the fountains of his heart were stirred

to their inmost depths. [Corinthians, Second
Epistle to the.J How the agitation which ex-

presses itself in every sentence of this Letter was
excited, is one of the most interesting questions we
have to consider. Every reader may perceive that,

on passing from the First Epistle to the Second, the

scene is almost entirely changed. In the First, the

faults and difficulties of the Corinthian Church are

before us. The Apostle writes of these, with spirit

indeed and emotion, as he always does, but without

passion or disturbance. He calmly asserts his own
authority over the Church, and threatens to deal

severlly with offenders. In the Second, he writes

as one whose personal relations with those whom
he addresses have undergone a most painful shock.

The iicute pain given by former tidings, the com-

fort yielded by the account which Titus brought,

the vexation of a sensitive mind at the necessity of

self-assertion, contend together for utterance. What
had occasioned this excitement ?

We have seen that Timothy had been sent from

Ephesus to Macedonia and Corinth. He had re-

joined St. Paul when he wrote this Second Epistle,

for he is associated with him in the salutation (2 Cor.

i. 1). We have no account, either in the Acfc* or
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in the Epistles, of this journey of Timothy, and
some have thought it probable that he never reached

Corinth. Let us suppose, however, that he an-ived

there soon after the First Epistle, conveyed by Ste-

phanas and others, had been received by the Corin-

thian Church. He found that a movement had
arisen in the lieart of that Church which threw (let

us suppose) the case of the incestuous person (1 Cor.

V. 1-5) into the shade. This was a delibeiate and

sustained attack ujion the Apostolic authority and

personal integrity of the Apostle of the Gentiles.

The party-spirit which, before the writing of the

First Epistle, had been content with undeiTating

the powers of Paul compared with those of Apollos,

and with protesting against the laxity of his doc-

trine of freedom, had been f:\nned into a flame by

the arrival of some person or persons who came
from the Judaean Church, armed with letters of

commendation, and who openly questioned the com-

mission of him whom they proclaimed to be a self-

constituted Apostle (2 Cor. iii. 1, xi. 4, 12-15).

As the spirit of opposition and detraction grew
strong, the tongue of some member of the Church
(more probably a Corinthian than the stranger him-
self) was loosed. He scoffed at St. Paul's courage

and constancy, pointing to his delay in coming to

Corinth, and making light of his threats (i. 17, 23).

He demanded proofs of his Apostleship (xii. 11, 12).

He derided the weakness of his personal presence,

and the simplicity of his speech (x. 10). He even

threw out insinuations touching the personal honesty

and self-devotion of St. Paul (i. 12, xii. 17, 18).

When some such attack was made openly upon the

Apostle, the Church had not immediately called the

offender to account; the better spirit of the be-

lievers being cowed, apparently, by the confidence

and assumed authority of the assailants of St. Paul.

A report of this melancholy state of things was
brought to the Apostle by Timothy or by others

;

and we can imagine how it must have wounded his

sensitive and most affectionate nature, and also how
critical the juncture must have seemed to him for

the whole \Vestern Church. He immediately sent

off Titus to Corinth, with a letter containing the

shai-pest rebukes, using the authority which had

been denied, and threatening to enforce it speedily

by his personal presence (ii. 2,3, vii. 8). As soon

as the letter was gone—how natural a trait !—he

began to repent of having written it. He must
have hated the appearance of claiming homage to

himself; his heart must have been sore at the re-

quital of his love ; he must have felt the deepest

anxiety as to the issue of the struggle. We can

well believe him therefore when he speaks of what
he had suffered :

—" Out of much aflliction and an-

guish of heart I wrote to you with many tears
''

(ii. 4); "I had no rest in my spirit" (ii. 13);
" Our flesh had no rest, but we were troubled on
eveiy side; without were fightings, within were

fears" (vii. 5). It appears that he could not bring

himself to hasten to Corinth so rapidly as he had

intended (i. 15, 16); he would wait till he heanl

news which might make his visit a happy instead

of a painful one (ii. 1). When he had reached Ma-
cedonia, Titus, as we have seen, met him with such

reassuring tidings. The ofiender had been rebuketl

by the Church, and had made submission (ii. 6,7) ;

the old spirit of love and reverence towards St. Paul

had been awakened, and had poured itself forth in

wann expressions of shame and grief and penitence.

The cloud was now dispelled ; fefj- and piiin gave

place *o hope and tendemess and thankfulness. Bui
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even now the Apostle would not start at once for

Corinth. He may have had important work to do

in Macedonia. But another letter would smooth

the way still more effectually for his personal visit

;

and he accordingly wrote the Second Epistle, and

sent it by the hands of Titus and two other bre-

thren to Corinth.

When the Epistle is read in the light of the cir-

cumstances we have supposed, the symptoms it dis-

plays of a highly wrought personal sensitiveness,

and of a kind of ebb and flow of emotion, are as

intelligible as they are noble and beautiful. Nothing

but a temporary interrujjtion of mutual regaid

could have made the joy of sympathy so deep and

fresh. If he had been the object of a peisonal attack,

how natural for the Apostle to write as he does in

li. 5-10. In vii. 12, '• he that sufiered wrong" is

Paul himself. All his protestations relating to his

Apostolic work, and his solemn appeals to God and

Christ, are in place ; and we enter into his feelings

as he asserts his own sincerity and the openness of

the truth which he taught in the Gospel (iii., iv.).

We see what sustained him in his self-assertion

;

he knew that he did not preach himself, but Christ

Jesus the Lord. His own weakness became an

ai-gument to him, which he can use to others also,

of the power of God working in him. Knowing his

own fellowship with Christ, and that this fellowship

was the right of other men too, he would be per-

suasive or severe, as the cause of Christ and the

good of men might require (iv., v.). If he was

appearing to set himself up against the churches in

Judaea, he was the more anxious that the collection

which he was making for the benefit of those

churches should prove his sympathy with them by
its largeness. Again he would i-ecur to the main-

tenance of his own authority as an Apostle of Christ,

against those who impeached it. He would make
it understood that spiritual views, spiritual powers,

were real ; that if he knew no man after the flesh,

and did not war after the flesh, he was not the less

able for the building up of the Church (x.). He
would ask them to excuse his anxious jealousy, his

folly and excitement, whilst he gloried in the prac-

tical proofs of his Apostolic commission, and in the

infinnities which made the power of God more
manifest ; and he would plead with them earnestly

that they would give him no occasion to find fault

or to correct them (xi., xii., xiii.).

The hypothesis upon which we have interpreted

this Epistle is not that which is most commonly
received. According to the more common view, the

offender is the incestuous person of 1 Cor. v., and
the letter which proved so sharp but wholesome a

medicine, the First Epistle. But this view does

not account so siitisfactorily for the whole tone of

the Epistle, and for the particular expressions re-

lating to the offender; nor does it find places so

consistently for the missions of Timothy and Titus.

It does not seem likely that St. Paul would have
treated the sin of the man who took his father's

wife as an offence a;j:ainst himself, nor that he

would have spoken of it by preference as a wrong
(a5<Ki'o) done to another (supposed to be the

father). The view we have adopted is said, in

De Wette's Exegeiisches Ilumlhnc/t, to have been

lield, in whole or in part, by Blcek, Credner, 01s-

liausen, and Neander. More recently it has been

advocated with great force by Ewald, in his Scnd-

schreiben des A. P. pp. 223-232. The oidinary ac-

count is retained by Stanley, Alford, and Davidson,

md with some hesitation by Conybeare and Howson.
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The particular nature of this Epistle, as an appeal

to Diets in favour of his own Apostolic authority,

leads to the mention of many interesting feature."

of St. Paul's life. His summary, in xi. 23-28, of

the hardships and dangers through which he had
gone, proves to us how little the history in the

Acts is to be regarded as a complete account of

what he did and sufiered. Of the particular facts

stated in the following words, " Of the Jews five

times received I forty stripes save one; thrii-e was
I beaten with lods, once was I stoned, thrice I

suffered shipwreck, a night and a day I have been

in the deep,"— we know only of one, the beating

by the magistiates at Philippi, from the Acts. The
daily burden of "the care of all the churches"
seems to imply a wide and constant range of com-
munication, by visits, messengers, and letters, of

which we have found it leasonable to assume
examples in his intercourse with the Church of

Corinth. The mention of" visions and revelations

of the Lord," and of the " thorn (or rather stake)

in the flesh," side by side, is peculiarly charac-

teristic both of the mind and of the experiences of

St. Paul. As an instance of the visions, he alludes

to a trance which had befallen him fourteen yeai-s

before, in which he had been caught up into para-

dise, and had heard unspeakable words. Whether
this vision mag he identified with any that is re-

corded in the Acts must depend on chronological

considerations : but the very expressions of St. Paul

in this place would rather lead us not to think of

an occasion in which words that could be reported

were spoken. We obsei-ve that he speaks with the

deepest reveience of the privilege thus granted to

him ; but he distinctly declines to gi-ound anything

upon it as legards other men. Let them judge

him, he says, not by any such pretensions, but by
facts which were cognizable to them (xii. 1-6).

And he would not, even inwardly with himself,

glory in visions and revelations without remem-
bering how the Lord had guaided him from being

pufled up by them. A stake in the flesh {ffK6\o<^

TTJ aapKi) was given him, a messenger of S;itan to

buflet him, lest he should be exalted above measure.

The dirii;reiit interpretations which have prevailed

of this ffK6\o\f/ have a certain historical significance.

(1) Pioman Catholic divines have inclined to un-

derstand by it strong sensual temptation. (2)
Luther and his followers take it to mean tempta-

tions to unbelief. But neither of these would be

" infirmities " in which St. Paul could " glory."

(3) It is almost the unanimous opinion of modern
divines—and the authority of the ancient fathers

on the whole is in favour of it—that the vkoXo^
represents some vexatious bodily infirmity (see

especially Stanley in loco). It is plainly what St.

Paul refers to in Gal. iv. 14 : " My temptation in

my flesh ye despised not nor rejected." This in-

firmity distressed him so much that he besought

the Lord thrice that it might depart from* him.

But the Lord answered, " IMy grace is sufficient for

thee ; for my strength is made perfect in weakness."

We are to undei-stand therefore the allliction as

lemaiuing; but Paul is more than resigned under

it, he even glories in it as a means of displaying

more purely the power of Christ in him. That we
are to understand the Apostle, in accordance with

this passage, as labouring under some degree of ill-

health, is clear enough. But we must remember

that his constitution was at least strong enough, as

a matter of fact, to c^nrry him through the hard-

ships and anxieties and toils which he himself de-
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scribes to us, and to sustiiiu the pvessuie of the lor.g

imprisoninent at Caesarea and in Home.

After writing this Epistle, !^t. Paul travelled

through Macedonia, perhaps to the borders of Illy-

ricum (Rom. xv. 19), and then carried out the

intention of which he had spoken so often, and

arrived himself at Corinth. The nairative in the

Acts tells us that " when he had gone over those

parts (Macedonia), and had given them much ex-

hort;ition, he came into Greece, and there abode

three months " (xx. 2, 3). Theie is only one inci-

dent which we can connect with this visit to Greece,

but that is a very important one— the writing of

another great Epistle, addressed to the Church at

Home. [Romans, Ei'iSTLE TO THE.] That this

was written at this time from Corinth appears from

passages in the Epistle itself, and has never been

doubted.

It would be unreasonable to suppose that St. Paul

was insensible to the mighty associations which

connected themselves with the name of Rome. The

seat of the imperial government to which Jerusalem

itself, with the rest of the world, was then subject,

must have been a grand object to the thoughts of

the Apostle from his infancy upwards. He was

himself a citizen of Rome ; he had come repeatedly

under the jurisdiction of Roman magistrates ; he

had enjoyed the benefits of the equity of the Roman
law, and the justice of Roman administration. And,

besides its universal supremacy, Rome was the

natural head of the Gentile world, as Jerusalem

was the head of the Jewish world. In tliis august

city Paul had many friends and brethren. Romans
who had travelled into Greece and Asia, strangers

fi'om Greece and Asia who had gone to settle at

Rome, had heard of Jesus Christ and the kingdom

of Heaven from Paul himself or from other preachers

of Christ, and had formed themselves into a com-

munity, of which a good report had gone forth

throughout the Christian world. We are not sur-

prised therefore to hear that the Apostle was very

anxious to visit Rome. It was his fixed intention

to go to Rome, and from Rome to extend his jour-

neys as far as Spain (Rom. xv. 24-, 28). He would
thus bear his witness, both in the capital and to

the extremities of the Western or Gentile world.

For the present he could not go on from Coiinth to

Rome, because he was drawn by a special errand to

Jerusalem—where indeed he was likely enough to

meet with dangers and delays (xv. 25-32). But from
Jerusalem he proposed to turn Romewards. In the

meanwhile he would write them a letter from Corinth.

The letter is a substitute for the personal visit

which he had longed "for many years" to pay;
and, as he would have made the visit, so now he
writes the letter, hecaitse he is the Apostle of the

Gentiles. Of this office, to speak in common lan-

guage, St. Paul was proud. All the labours and
dangei-s of it he would willingly encounter ; and he

would ;ilso je;ilously maintain its dignity and its

lowers. He held it of Christ, and Christ's com-
mission should not be dishonoured. He represents

himself grandly as a priest, appointed to ort'er up
the faith of the Gentile world as a sjicrifice to God
(xv, 16). And he then proceeds to speak with
pride of the extent and independence of his Apostolic

labours. It is in hai-mony with this language that

he should address the Roman Church as consisting

mainly of Gentiles : but we find that he speaks to

them as to persons deeply interested in Jewish
questions (see Prof. Jowett's and Up. Colenso's

fntroditctions to the Epi.stle).
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To the Church thus composed, the Apostle of the

Gentiles writes to declare and commend the Gospel

which he everywhere preaches. That Gospel was
invariably the announcement of Jesus Christ the

Son of (jod, the Lord of men, who was made man,
died, and was raised again, and whom His heialds

present to the faith and obedience of mankind.
Such a K'fipvyfi.a might be variously commended
to different hearers. In speaking to the Roman
Church, St. Paul represents the chief value of it as

consisting in the fact that, through it, the righteous-

ness of God, as a righteousness not for God only,

but also for men, was revealed. It is natural to

ask what led him to choose and dwell upon this

aspect of his proclamation of Jesus Christ. The
following answers suggest themselves:—(1.) As he

looked upon the condition of the Gentile world,

with that co'ip d'ceil which the writing of a letter

to the Roman Church was likely to suggest, he was
struck by the awful wickedness, the utter dissolu-

tion of moral ties, which has made that age infa-

mous. His own terrible summary (i. 21-32) is

well known to be confirmed by other contemporary

evidence. The profligacy which we shudder to reaa

of was constantly under St. Paul's eye. Along with

the evil he saw also the beginnings of God's judg-

ment upon it. He saw the miseries and disasters,

begun and impending, which proved that God in

heaven would not tolerate the unrighteousness of

men. (2.) As he looked upon the condition of the

Jewish people, he saw them claiming an exclusive

righteousness, which, however, had manifestly no

power to preserve them from being really un-

righteous. (3.) Might not the thought also occur

to him, as a Roman citizen, that the empire which
was now falling to pieces through unrighteousness

had been built up by righteousness, by that love

of order and that acknowledgment of rights which
were the great endowment of the Roman people?

Whether we lay any stress upon this or not, it

seems clear that to one contemplating the world

from St. Paul's point of view, no thought would

be so naturally suggested as that of the need of the

true Righteousness for the two divisions of man-

kind. How he expounds that God's own righteous-

ness was shown, in Jesus Christ, to be a righteous-

ness which men might trust in—sinners though

they were—and by trusting in it submit to it, and

so receive it as to show forth the fruits of it in

their own lives ; how he declares the union of men
with Christ as subsisting in the Divine idea and as

realized by the power of the Spirit,—may be seen

in the Epistle itself. The remarkable exjwsition

contained in ch. ix., x., xi., illustrates the pei-sonal

character of St. Paul, by showing the intense lo\e

for his nation which he retained through all his

struggles with unbelieving Jews and .(udaizing

Christians, and by what hopes he reconciled him-

self to the thought of their unbelief and their

punishment. Having spoken of this subject, he

goes on to exhibit in practical counsels the same

love of Christian unity, moderation, and gentleness,

the same respect for social order, the same tender-

ness for weak consciences, and the same expectation

of the Lord's coming and confidence in the future,

which appear moi-e or less strongly in all his

letters.

Before his departure from Corinth, St. Paul was

joined again by St. Luke, as we infer from the change

in the luirrative from the thii-d to the fust person.

We have seen already that he was bent on making :«

journey to Jerusalem, for a special purpose .ind with-
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in a limited time. With this view he was intending

i

to go by S&1 to Syria. But he was made aware of
j

some plot of the Jews for his destrtiotion, to be I

can-ied out through this voyage ; and he deter-
|

mined to evade their mahce by changing his route.

Several brethren were associated with him in this

expedition, the bearers, no doubt, of the collections

made in all the Churches for the poor at Jerusalem.

These were sent on by sea, and probably the money
with them, to Troas, where they were to await

St. Paul. He, accompanied by St. Luke, went
northwards through JIacedonia. The style of an

eye-witness again becomes manifest. " From Phi-

lippi," says the writer, " we sailed away after the

days of unleavened breiid, and came unto them to

Troas in five days, where we abode seven days."

The marks of time throughout this journey have

given occasion to much chronological and geogi-a-

phical discussion, which brings before the reader's

mind the difficulties and uncertainties of travel in

that age, and leaves the precise determination of

the dates of this history a matter for reasonable

conjecture rather than for positive statement. But
no question is raised by the times mentioned which
need detain us in the course of the naiTative.

During the sfciy at Troas there was a meeting on

the first day of the week " to break bread," and
Paul was discoursing earnestly and at length with

the brethren. He was to depart the next morning,
and midnight found them listening to his earnest

speech, with many lights burning in the upper
chamber in which they had met, and making the

atmosphere oppressive. A youth named Eutychus
was sitting in the window, and was gi-adually over-

powered by sleep, so that at last he fell into the

street or court fiom the third story, and was taken

up dead. The meeting was interrupted by this

accident, and Paul went down and fell upon him
and embraced him, saying, " Be not disturbed, his

life is in him." His friends then appear to have
taken charge of him, whilst Paul went up again,

fii-st presided at the breaking of bread, afterwards
took a meal, and continued convei-sing until day-
break, and so departed.

Whilst the vessel which conveyed the rest of the

party sailed from Troas to Assos, Paul gained some
time by making the journey by land. At Assos he
went on board again. Coasting along by Mitylene,
Chios, Samos, and Trogyllium, they arrived at
Miletus. The Apostle was thus passing by the
chief Church in Asia ; but if he had gone to Ephesus
he might have arrived at Jerusalem too late tor the

I'entecost, at which festival he had set his heart
upon being present. At Jliletus, however, there

was time to send to Ephesus ; and the elders of the
Church were invited to come down to him there.

This meeting is made the occasion for recording
another characteristic and representative address of

St. Paul (Acts XX. 18-35). This spoken address to

the elders of the Ephesian Church may be ranked
with the Epistles, and throws the same kind of
light upon St. Paul's Apostolical relations to the
Churches. Like several of the Epistles, it is in

great part an appeal to their memories of him and
of his work. He refers to his laboui-s in " ser\nng

the Lord" amongst them, and to the dangeis he
Incuired from the plots of the Jews, and asserts

emphatically the unreserve with which he had
taught them. He then mentions a fact whicli will

come before us again pr&sently, that he was re-

ceiving inspired wamings, as he advanco<l from city

to city, of the bonds and aftlictions awaiting him at
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Jerusalem. It is interesting to obsei-vc that the

Apostle felt it to be his duty to press on in spite

of these warnings. Having fonned his plan on gon<l

grounds and in the sight of God, he did not see, in

dangers which might even touch his life, however
cleai-ly set before him, reasons for changing it.

Other arguments might move him from a fixed

pui-pose—not dangers. His one guiding principle

was, to discharge the ministry which he had re-

ceived of the Lord Jesus, to testify the Gospel of

the grace of Goil. Speaking to his present audience

as to those whom he was seeing for the last time,

he proceeds to exhort them with unusual earnest-

ness and tenderness, and expresses in conclusion

that anxiety as to piactical industiy and liberality

which has been increasingly occupying his mind.

In tei-ms strongly resembling the language of the

Epistles to the Thessalonians and Corinthians, he

pleads his own example, and entreats tliem to follow

it, in " labouring for the support of the weak."
" And when he had thus spoken he kneeled down
and pmyed with them all : and they all wept sore,

and tell on Paul's neck, and kissed him, sorrowing

most of all for the words which he spake, that they

should see his face no more. And they accom-

panied him to the ship." .... This is the kind of

nai-rative in which some leamed men think they

can detect the signs of a moderately clever fiction.

The com-se of the voyage from Jliletus was by
Coos and Rhodes to Patai-a, and from Patara in

another vessel past Cyprus to Tyie. Here Paul

and his company spent seven days ; and there were

disciples " who said to Paul through the Spirit,

that he should not go up to Jerusalem." Again

there was a sorrowful parting :
" They all brought

us on our way, with wives and children, till we
were out of the city ; and we kneeled down on the

shore and pi-ayed." Fiom Tyre they sailed to

Ptolemais, where they spent one day, and from

Ptolemais proceeded, apparently by land, to Cae-

sarea. In this place was settled Philip the Evan-

gelist, one of the seven, and he bec;ime the host

of Paul and his fi-iends. Philip had four unmarried

daughters, who " prophesied," and who repeated,

no doubt, the warnings already heai-d. Caesarea

was within an easy journey of Jerus;ilem, .and Paul

may have thought it prudent not to be too long in

Jerusalem before the festival; otherwise it might

seem strange that, after the fomier haste, they now
"tarried many days" at Caesarea. During this

interval the prophet Agabus (Acts xi. 28) came

down from Jerusalem, and crowned the previous

intimations of danger with a prediction expressively

delivered. It would seem as if the approaching im-

prisonment were intended to be conspicuous in the

eyes of the Church, as an agency for the accomplish-

ment of God's designs. At this stage a final etlbi t

was made to dissuade Paul from going up to Jerusa-

lem, by the Christians of Caes-ai-ea, and by his tra-

velling companions. But " Paul answered. What
mean ye to weep and to break mine heart ? for I

j

am ready not to be bound only, but also to die at

Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus. And

!
when he would not be pereuaded, we ceased, s.iyir.g,

j

The will of the Lord be done." So, after a while,

they went up to Jerusalem, and were gladl}' received

by the brethren. This is St, Paul's fiflh and last

visit to Jerusalem.

I

St. Paul's Imprisonmmt : Jerusalem and Cae-

\ sarea.—He who was thus conducted into Jerusalem

by a company of anxious friends had becomt by

this time a man of coiisidnable fimie amongst his
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countrymen. He was widely known as one who

had taught with pre-eminent boldness that a way

into God's favour was opened to the Gentiles, and

that this way did not lie through the door of the

Jewish Law. He had moreover actually founded

numerous and important communities, composed of

Jews and Gentiles together, which stood simply on

the name of Jesus Christ, apart from circumcision

and the observance of the Law. He had thus

roused against himself the bitter enmity of that

unfathomable Jewish pride which was almost as

strong iu some of those who had professed the faith

of Jesus, as in their unconverted brethren. This

enmity had for years been vexing both the body

and the spirit of the Apostle. He had no rest tiora

its persecutions ; and his joy in proclaiming the free

grace of God to the woi-ld was mixed with a con-

stant sorrow that in so doing he was held to be

disloyal to the calling of his fathere. He was now
approaching a crisis in the long struggle, and the

shadow of it had been made to rest upon his mind

throughout his journey to Jerusalem. He came
" ready to die for the name of the Lord Jesus,"

but he aime expressly to prove himself a faithful

Jew, and this purpose emerges at eveiy point of

the history.

St. Luke does not mention the contributions

brought by Paul and his companions tor the poor

at Jerusalem. But it is to be assumed that their

first act was to deliver these funds into the pioper

hands. This might be done at the interview which

took place ou the following day with '* James and

all the elders." As on former occasions, the be-

lievers at Jerusalem could not but glorify God tor

what they heard ; but they had been alarmed by

the prevalent feeling concerning St. Paul. They
said to him, " Thou seest, brother, how many
thousands of Jews there are which believe ; and
they are all zealous of the law ; and they are in-

formed of thee that thou teachest all the Jews
which are among the Gentiles to forsake Moses,

saying that they ought not to circumcise their chil-

dren, neither to walk after the customs." This
report, as James and the eldere assume, was not a

true one ; it was a perversion of Paul's real teach-

ing, which did not, in fact, differ from theirs. In

order to dispel such rumours they ask him to do
publicly an act of homage to the Law and its

observances. They had four' men who were under
the Nazarite vow. The completion of this vow
involved (\um. vi. 13-21) a considerable expense
for the offerings to be presented in the Temple;
and it was a meritorious act to provide these

offerings for the poorer Nazarites. St. Paul was
requested to put himself under the vow with those

other four, and to supply the cost of their cflerings.

He at once accepted the proposal, and ou the next
day, having pei formed some ceremony which im-
plied the adoption of the vow, he went into the
Temple, announcing that the due oli'enngs for each
Nazarite were about to be presented and the peiiod

of the vow terminated. It appears that the whole
process undertaken by St. Paul required seven liuys

to complete it. Towards the end of this time cer-

tain Jews from " Asia," who had come up for the

Pentecostil feast, and who had a personal know-
ledge both of Paul himself and of his companion
Trophimus, a Gentile from Ephesus, saw Paul in

*he Temple. They immixliately set upon him, and
stirred up the people against him, crying out,
" Men of Israel, help: this is the man that teacheth

all men eveiywhere against the people, and the
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law, and this place ; and further brought Greeks
also into the Temple, and hath polluted this holy

place." The latter charge had no more truth in it

than the first: it was only suggested by their

having seen Trophimus with him, not in the Tem-
ple, but in the city. They raised, however, a great

commotion: Paul was dragged out of the Temple,
of which the doors were immediately shut, and the

peo])le, having him in their hands, were pioposing

to kill him. But tidings were soon caiTied to the

commander of the force which was ser\'ing as a
garrison in Jerusalem, that " all Jerusalem was in

an uproar ;" and he, taking with him soldiers and
centurions, hastened to the scene of the tumult.

j

Paul was rescued from the violence of the multi-

tude by the Roman officer, who made him his own

j

prisoner, causing him to be chained to two soldiers,

]

and then proceeded to inquire who he was and

]

what he had done. The inquiry only elicited con-

;
fused outcries, and the '• chief captain " seems to

have imagined that the Apostle might perhaps bo

a certain Egyptian pretender who had recently

stirred up a considerable rising of the people. The
account in the Acts (sxi. 34-40) tells us with

graphic touches how St. Paul obtained leave and

opportunity to address the people in a discourse

which is related at length.

This discourse was spoken in Hebrew ; that is,

in the native dialect of the country, and was on that

account listened to with the more attention. It is

described by St. Paul himself, in his opening words,

as his "defence," addressed to his brethren and

fathers. It is in this light that it ought to be re-

garded. As we have seen, the desire which occu-

pied the Apostle's mind at this time, was that of

vindicating his message and work as those of a faith-

ful Jew. The discourse spoken to the angry people

at Jerusalem is his own justification of himself.

He adopts the historical method, after which all the

recorded appeals to Jewish audiences are framed.

He is a servant of facts. Ke had been fi'om the

first a zealous Israelite like his hearers. He had

changed his course because the God of his fatheis

had turned him fiom one path into another. It

is thus that he is led into a naiTative of his Conver-

sion. We have already noticed the differences, iu

the statement of bare facts, between this naiT.ntive

and that of the 9th chapter. The business of the

student, in this place, is to see how far the purpose

of the Apostle will account for whatever is special

to this address. That purpose explains the detailed

I

reference to his rigorously Jewish education, and tr

j

his history before his Conversion. It gives point

! to the announcement that it was by a direct opera-

tion ti-om without uppn his spirit,' and not by the

j

gi-adual influence of other minds upon his, that his

I

course was changed. Incidentally, we may see a

reason for the admission that his companions " heard

j

not the voice of him that spake to me" in the fact

that some of them, not believing iu Jesu.-i with their

former leader, may have been living at Jerus.nleni,

and possibly present amongst the audience. In this

speech, the Apostle is glad to mention, what we
weic not told before, that the Ananias who inter-

preted tiie will of the Lord t« him more tiiUy at

Dama-scus, was " a devout man acc-ording to the

law, having a good leport of all the Jews which

dwelt there," and that he made his communication

in the name of Jehovah, the (Jod of Israel, saying,

" The God of our fathers hath chosen thee, tliat

thou shouldest know his will, and see the Righteous

One, and heai- a voice out of his mouth ;
tor tJiou

3 C
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sliait be a witness for him unto all men of what

thou hast seen and heard." Having thus claimed,

according to his wont, the character of a simple in-

strument and witness, St. Paul goes on to describe an-

other revelation of which we read nothing elsewhere.

He had been accused of being an enemy to the

Temple. He relates that after the visit to Da-

mascus he went up again to Jerusalem, and was
praying once in the Temple itself, till he fell into a

trance. Then he saw the Lord, and was bidden to

leave Jerusalem quickly, because tlie people there

would not receive his testimony concerning Jesus.

His own impulse was to stay at Jerusalem, and he

pleaded with the Lord that tliere it was well known
how he lial persecuted those of whom he was now
one,—implying, it would appear, that at Jerusalem

his testimony was likely to be more impressive and

irresistible than elsewhere ; but the Lord answered

with a simple cominaml, " Depart: for I will send

-hee far hence unto the Gentiles."

Until this hated word, of a mission to the Gen-

tiles, had been spoken, the Jews had listened to the

speaker. They could bear the name of the Ka-
zarene, though tliey despised it ; but the thought of

that free declaration of God's grace to the Gentiles,

of which Paul was known to be the herald, stung

them to fury. Jewish pride was in that generation

becoming hardened and embittered to tlie utmost

;

and this was the enemy which St. Paul had come
to encounter in its stronghold. " Away with such

a fellow from the earth," the multitude now
shouted : " it is not fit that he should live." The
lloman commander, seeing the tumult that arose,

migiit well conclude timt St. Paul had committed
some heinous oflence ; and carrying him off, he gave
orders tliat he should be forced by scourging to

confess his crime. Again the Apostle took advan-
tage of his Roman citizenship to protect himself

from such an outrage. To the rights of that citi-

zenship, he, a free-born Roman, had a better title

than the chief captain himself; and if he had chosen

to assert it before, he might have saved himself

fi-om the indignity of being manacled.

The Roman officer was bound to protect a citizen,

and to supjjress tumult ; but it was also a part of
his policy to treat with deference the religion and
the customs of the country. St. Paul's present

history is tlie resultiuit of these two principles.

The chief captain set him free from bonds, but on
the next day called together the chief priests and the

Sanhedrim, and brought Paul as a prisoner before

them. We need not suppose that this was a regular

legal proceeding: it was probably an experiment of
policy and courtesy. If, on the one hand, tlie com-
mandant of the garrison had no power to convoke
the Sanhedrim

; on the other hand he would not
give up a Roman citizen to their judgment. As it

was, the affair ended in confusion, and with no
semblance of a judicial termination. Tlie incidents

selected by St. Luke from the history of this meet-
ing fbiTO striking points in the biography of St.

Paul, but they are not easy to understand. The
dilliculties arising here, not out of a comparison of
two independent narratives, but out of a single nar-
rative which must at least have appeared consistent

and intelligible to the writer himself, are a warning
to the student not to draw unfavourable infcieiices

from all apparent discrepancies.—St. Paul apj)ears

to have been put upon his defence, and witli the

peculiar habit, mentionwl elsewhere also (.\cts xiii.

9), of looking steadily when about, to speak {dre-

vlaas), he began to say " Men and brethren, I have
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ireiroKlrtvfiai, I have lived a conscientiously loyal

life) unto God, until this day." Here the High-
Priest Ananias commanded them that stood by him
to smite him on the mouth. With a fearless indig-

nation, Paul exclaimed: "God shall smite thee,

thou whited wall : for sittest thou to judge me after

the law, and commandest me to be smitten contraiy

to the law?" The bystanders said, " Revilest thou
God's High-Priest?" Paul answered, "1 knew
not, brethren, that he was the High-Priest ; for it is

written. Thou shalt not speak evil of the ruler

of tliy people." The evidence furnished by this

apology, of St. Paul's respect both for the Law and
for the high priesthood, was probably the reason for

relating the outburst which it followed. Whether
the writer thought that outburst culpable or not,

does not appear. St. Jerome (contra Pelag. iii.,

quoted by Baur) draws an unfavourable contrast

between the vehemence of the Apostle and the

meekness of his Master ; and he is followed by many
critics, as amongst others De Wette and AU'ord.

But it is to be remembered that He who was led

as a lamb to the slaughter, was the same who spoke

of " whited sepulchres," and exclaimed, " Ye ser-

pents, ye generation of vipers, how shall ye escape

the damnation of hell ?" It is by no means certain,

therefore, that St. Paul would have been a truer

follower of Jesus if he had held his tongue under

Ananias's lawless outrage. But what does his an-

swer mean ? How was it possible for him not to

know tliat he who spoke was the High Priest?

Why should he have been less willing to rebuke an

iniquitous High Priest than any other member of

the Sanhedrim, " sitting to judge him alter the

Law?" These are difficult questions to answer.

It is not likely that Ananias was personally un-

known to St. Paul ; still less so, that the' High

Priest was not distinguished by dress or place fiom

the other members of the Sanhedrim. The least

objectionable solutions seem to be that for some
reason or other,—either because his sight was not

good, or because he was looking another way,—he

did not know whose voice it was that ordered him
to be smitten ; and that he wished to coirect the

impression which he saw was made upon some ot

the audience by his threatening protest, and there-

fore took advantage of the fact that he really did

not know the speaker to be the High-Priest, to ex-

plain the deference he felt to be due to the person

holding that office. The next incident which St.

Luke records seems to some, who cannot think of

the Apostle as remaining still a Jew, to cast a sha-

dow upon his rectitude. He perceived, we are told,

that the council was divided into two paities, the

Sadducees and Pharisees, and tlierefbre he cried out,

" Men and brethren, I am a Pharisee, the son of a

Pharisee ; concerning the hope and resurrection of

the dead I am called in question." This declaration,

whether so intended or not, had the eilect of stiiring

up the party spirit of the assembly to such a degree,

that a fierce dissension arose, and some of the Pha-

risees actually took Paul's side, saying, " We rind

no evil in this man ; suppose a spirit or an angel

has spoken to him ?"—Those who impugn the au-

thenticity of the Acts point triumphantly to this

scene as an utterlv impossible one : others consider

that the Apostle 'is to be blamed for using a disin-

genuous artifice. But it is not so clear that .''t.

Paul was using an artifice at all, .at least for his

own inteiest, in identifying himself as he did with

the professions of the Pharisees. He had not come
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to Jerusalem to escape out of the way of danger,

nor was the course he took on tins occasion the

safest he could have chosen. Two objects, we must

remember, were dearer to him than his life : (1) to

testify of Him whom God had raised from the dead,

and (2) to prove that in so doing he was a faithful

Israelite. He may well have thought that both

these objects might be promoted by an appeal to

the nobler professions of the Pharisees. The creed

of the Pharisee as di.-itinguished from that of the

Sadducee, was unquestionably the creed of St. Paul.

His belief in Jesus seemed to him to supply the

ground and fultilment of that creed. He wished to

lead his brother Pharisees into a deeper and more

living ajiprehension of their own faith.

VVliether such a result was in any degree attained,

we do not know : the immediate consequence of the

dissension which ocx;urred in the assembly was that

Paul was like to be torn in pieces, and was carried

off by the Roman soldiers. In the night he had a

vision, as at Corinth (xviii. 9, 10) and on the

Voyaee to Rome (xxvii. '23, 24), of the Lord stand-

ing' by him, and encouraging him. " Be of good

cheer, Paul," said his Master; "for as thou hast

testified of me in Jerusalem, so must thou bear

witness also at Rome." It was not safety that the

Apostle longed for, but opportunity to bear witness

of Christ.

Probably the factious support which Paul had

gained by his manner of bearing witness in the

council died away as soon as the meeting was dis-

solved. On the next day a conspiracy was formed,

which the historian relates with a singular fulness of

details. More than forty of the Jews bound them-

selves under a cuise neither to eat nor to drink

until they had killed Paul. Their plan was, to

persuade the lloman commandant to send down
Paul once more to the council, and then to set upon

him by the way and kill him. This conspiracy

became known in some way to a nephew of St.

Paul's, his sister's son, who was allowed to see his

uncle, and inform him of it, and by his desire was
taken to the captain, who was thus put on his

guard against the plot. This discovery baffled the

conspirators; and it is to be feared that they ob-

tained some dispensation from their vow. The con-

sequence to St. Paul was that he was hurried away
from Jerusalem. Tlie chief captain, Claudius Ly-

si;is, determined to send him to Caesarea, to Felix

the governor, or procurator, of Judaea. He the:

fore put him in charge of a strong guard of soldiers,

who took him by night as far as Antipatris. From
thence a smaller detachment conveyed him to Cae-
sarea, where they delivered up their prisoner into

the hands of the governor, together with a letter,

in which Claudius Lysias had explained to Felix his

reason for sending Paul, and had announced that

his accusers would follow. Felix, St. Luke tell

with that particularity which marks this portion of

his narrative, asked of what province the prisoner

was: and being told that he was of Cilicia, he pro-

mised to give him a hearing when his accusers

should come. In the meantime he ordered him to

be guarded.—chained probably, to a soldier,—in

the government-house, which had been the palace

of Herod the Great.

Imprisonment at Caesarea.—St. Paul was hence-

forth, to the end of the period embraced in the

Acts, if not to the end of his life, in Roman cus-

tody. This custody was in fact a protection to

him, without which he would have fallen a victim

to the animosity of the .lews. He seems to have
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deration. His own attitude towards Roman magis-

trates was invariably that of a respectful but inde-

pendent citizen ; and whilst his t'ranchise secured

him from open injustice, his character and conduct

could not fail to win him the goodwill of those into

whose hands he came. The governor before whom
he was now to be tried, according to Tacitus and Jo-

sephus, was a mean and dissolute tyrant. [Felix.]
" Per omnem saevitiam ac libidinem jus regium

servili ingenio exercuit" (Tacitus, Hist. v. 9\
But these characteiistics, except perhaps the servile

inijenium, do not appear in our history. The

orator or counsel retained by the Jews and brought

down by Ananias and the elders, when they arrived

in the course of five days at Caesarea, begins the

proceedings of the trial professionally by compli-

menting the governor. The charge he goes on to

set forth against Paul shows precisely the light in

which he was legarded by the fanatical Jews. He
is a pestilent fellow (\oijx6s) ; he stirs up divisions

amongst the Jews throughout the world ; he is a

ringleader of the sect (alpifffois) of the Nazarenes.

His" last offence had been au attempt to profane the

Temple. St. Paul met the charge in his usual man-

ner. He wa« glaa that his judge had been for some

yeare governor of a Jewish province; "because it is

in thy power to ascertain that, not more than twelve

days since, I came up to Jerusalem to worship."

The emphasis is upon his coming up to worship.

He denied positively the charges of stirring up strife

and of profaning the Temple. But he admitted

that " after the way (r^v bZ6v) which they call a

sect, or a heresy,"—so he worshipped the God of

his fathers, believing all things written in the law

and in the prophets. Again he gave prominence to

the hope of a resurrection, which he held, as he

said, in common with his accusers. His loyalty to

the faith of his fathers he had shown by coming up

to Jerusalem expressly to bring alms for his nation

and offerings, and by undertaking the ceremonies of

purification in the Temple. What fault then could

any Jew possibly find in him?— The Apostle's an-

swer was straightforward and complete. He had

not violated the law of his fathers ; he was still a

true and loyal Israelite. Felix, it appears, knew a

good deal about " the way" it^s oSoO), as well as

about the customs of the Jews, and was probably

satisfied that St. Paul's account was a true one.

He made an excuse for putting off the matter, and

gave orders that the prisoner should be treated w'lth

indulgence, and that his friends should be allowed

free access to him. After a while, Felix heard him

again. His wife Drusilla was a Jewess, and they

were both curious to hear the eminent preacher of

the new faith in Christ. But St. Paul was not a

man to entertain an idle curiosity. He began t*

reason concerning righteousness, temperance, and

the coming judgment, in a manner which alarmed

Felix and caused him to put an end to the con-

ference. He fi-equently saw him afterwards, how-

ever, and allowed him to undersiand that a bribe

would procure his release. But St. Paul would not

resoit to this method of escape, and he remained in

custody until Felix left the province. The unprin-

cipled governor had good reason to seek to in:,'ra-

tiate himself with the Jews; and to please them, he

handed over Paul, as an untried prisoner, to his

successor Festus.

At this point, as we shall see hereafter, tlie his-

tory of St. Paul comes into its closest contact with

external chronologv. Festus, like Felix, has a phu-e

3 (• 2
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in secular histoiy, and he beare a much better cha-

racter. Upon his arrival in the province, he went

lip without delay from Caesarea to Jerusalem, and

the leading Jews seized the opportunity of asking

that Paul might be brought up there for trial, in-

tending to assassinate him by the way. But Festus

would not comply with their request. He invited

them to follow liim on his speedy return to Cae-

sarea, and a trial look place tliere, closely resem-

bling that before Felix. Festus .saw clearly enough

that Paul had committed no offence against the law,

but he was anxious at the same time, if lie could,

to please the Jews. " They had certain questions

against him " Festus says to Agiippa, " of their

own superstition (or religion), and of one Jesus,

who was dead, whom Paul affirmed to be alive.

And being puzzled for my part as to such inquiries,

I asked him whether he would go to Jerusalem to

be tried there." This proposal, not a very likely

one to be accepted, was tlie occasion of St. Paul's

appeal to Caesar. In dignified and independent

language he claimed his rights as a Roman citizen.

We can scarcely doubt that the prospect of being

forwarded by this means to Rome, the goal ,of all

nis desires, presented itself to him and drew him

onwards, as he virtually protested against the inde-

cision and impotence of tlie provincial governor, and

exclaimed, I appeal unto Caesar. Having heard

this appeal, Festus consulteil with his assessors,

found tliat there was no impediment in the way of its

prosecution, and then replied, " Hast thou appealed

to Caesar ? To Caesar thou shalt go."

Properly speaking, an appeal was made from the

sentence of an inferior court to the jurisdiction of a

higher. But in St. Paul's case no sentence had

been pionounced. We must understand, therefore,

by his appeal, a demand to be tried by the imperial

court, and we must suppose that a Roman citizen

had the right of electing whether he would be tried

in the province or at Rome. [Appeal.]
The appeal having been allowed, Festus reflected

that he must send with the prisoner a report of

" the crimes laid against him." And he found that

it was no easy matter to put the complaints of the

.lews in a form which would be intelligible at Rome.

He therefore took advantage of an opportunity

which otiered itself in a few days to seek some help

in the matter. Tiie Jewish prince Agrippa arrivsd

with his sister Berenice on a visit to the new
governor. To him Festus communicated his per-

plexity, together with an account of what had oc-

curred before him in the case. Agrippa, who must
have known something of the sect of the Nazarenes,

and had probably heard of Paul himself, expressed a
desire to hear him speak. Tiie Apostle therefore

was now called upon to bear the name of his Master
'' before Gentiles, and kings." The audience which
assembled to he;ir him was the most dignified which
he had yet addressed, and the state and ceremony

of tlie scene proved that lie was regai-ded as no vulgar

criminal. Festus, when Paul had been brought

into the council-chamber, explained to Agrippa and

the rest of the c-ompany the difficulty in which he

found himself, and then expressly referred tiie matter

to the better knowledge of tlie Jewish king. Paul

therefore was to give an account of himself to

Agrippa; and wiien he had received from him a

courteous pennis-sion to begin, he stretched ibrtli

his hand and made his defence.

In this discourse (Acts xxvi.), we have the second

explanation from St. Paul himself of the msmiier in

which he had been led, tliioin;h his Conversion, to
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ciples ; and the thii-d narrative of the Conversion

itself. Speaking to Agiippa as to one thoroughly
versed in the customs and questions prevailing

amongst the Jews, Paul appeals to the well-known
Jewish and even Phan'.saical strictness of his youth
and early manhood. He reminds the king of thf:

great hope which sustained continually the worsliip

of the Jewish nation,—the hope of a deliverer, pro-

mised by (iod Himself, who should be a conqueror

of death. He had been led to see that this promise

was fulfilled in Jesus of Nazareth ; he proclaimed

His resurrection to be the pledge of a new and im-

mortal lift;. What was there in this of disloyalty

to the traditions of his fathers?—Did his countiy-

meu disbelieve in this Jesus as the Messiah ? So
had he once disbelieved in Him ; and had thought it

his duty to be earnest in hostility against His name.

But his eyes had been opened : he would tell how
and when. The story of the Conversion is modified

in this address as we might fairly expect it to be.

We have seen that there is no absolute contradiction

between the statements of this and the other narra-

tives. The main points,—the light, the prostra-

tion, the voice from heaven, the instructions from
Jesus,—are found in all three. But in this account,

the words, " I am Jesus whom thou persecutest,"

are followed by a fuller explanation, as if then

spoken by the Lord, of what the work of the

Apostle was to be. The otlier accounts defer this

explanation to a subsequent occasion. But when
we consider how fully the mysterious communica-
tion made at the moment of the Conversion included

what was afterwards conveyed, through Ananias

and in other ways, to the mind of Paul; and how
needless it was for Paul, in his present address

before Agrippa, to mark the stages by which the

whole lesson was taught, it seems merely aiptious

to base upon the method of this account a charge of

disagreement between tlie diflerent parts of this his-

tory. They bear, on the contrary, a striking mark
of genuineness in the degree in which they approach

contradiction without reaching it. It is most na-

tural that a story told on different occasions should

be told differently ; and if in such a case we find no

contradiction as to tlie facts, we gain all the Hmier
impression of the substantial truth of the story.

The particulars added to the former accounts by the

present nari-ative are, that the words of Jesus were

spoken in Hebrew, and that the first question to

Saul was followed by the saying, " It is hard for

thee to kick against the goads." (This saying is

omitted by the best authorities in the ixth chapter.)

The language of the commission which .St. Paul says

he received from Jesus deserves dase study, and will

be found to bear a striking resemblance to a passage

in Colossians (i. 12-1-4-). The ideas of light, redemp-

tion, forgiveness, inheritance and fiiith in Christ,

belong characteristiavUy to the Gospel which Paul

pi-eiched amongst the Gentiles. Kot less striking

is it to observe the older terms in which he describes

to Agrippa his obedience to the heavenly vision.

He had made it his business, he says, to jiroclaim to

all men " that they should repent and turn to God,

and do works meet for repent;mce." Words such

as John the Baptist utteral, hut not less truly

Pauline. And he finally reiterates tiiat the testi-

mony on account of which the Jews sought to kill

him was in exact agreement with Moses and th"

prophets. They had taught men to expect that thn

Christ should suffer, and "that He should be the first

that should rise from the dead, and should show
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light unto the people and to the Gentiles. Of such

a Messiah Saul was the servant and preacher."

At this point Festus began to apprehend what

seemed to him a manit'est absurdity. He inter-

rupted the Apostle discourteously, but with a com-

pliment contiined in his loud remonstrance. "Thou
art mad, Paul ; thy much learning is turning thee

mad." The phrase to. iroWti ypafj-iLLaTa may pos-

sibly have been suggested by the allusion to Moses

and the prophets; but it probably refers to the

books witli which St. Paul had been supplied, and

which he was known to study, during his imprison-

ment. M a biographical hint, this phrase is not to

be overlooked. " 1 am not mad," replied Paul,

" most noble Festus : they are words of truth and

soberness which I am uttering." Theu, with an

appeid of mingled dignity and solicitude, he turns

to tlie king. He was sure the king understood him.
" King .-^grippii, believest thou the prophets ?—

I

know that thou believest." The answer of Agrippa

can hardly have been the serious and eucourag.ng

remark of our English version. Literally rendered,

it appeai-s to be, You are briefly persuading me to

become a Christian ; and it is generally supposed to

have been spoken ironically. " I would to God,"

is Paul's earnest answer, " that whether by a brief

process or by a long one, not only thou but all who
hear me to-day might become such as I am, with

the exception of these bonds." He was wearing a

chain upon the hand he held up in addressing them.

V^ith this prayer, it appears, the conference ended.

Festus and the king, and their companions, con-

sulted together, and came to the conclusion that

the accused was guilty of nothing that deserved

death or imprisonment. And A grippe's iinal an-

swer to the inquiry of Festus was, '• Tliis man might

have been set at liberty, if he had not appealed unto

Caesar."

The Voyage to Home.—No formal trial of St.

Paul had yet fciken place. It appears from Acts

xxviii. 18, that he knew how favourable the judg-

ment of the provincial governor was likely to be.

But the vehement opposition of the Jews, together

with his desire to be conveyed to Rome, might well

induce him to claim a trial before the imperial

court. After a while arrangements were made to

carry " Paul and certain other prisoners," in the

custody of a centurion named Julius, into Italy
;

and amongst the company, whether by favour or

from any other reason, we find the historian of the

Acts. The narrative of this voyage is accordingly

minute and circumstiuitial in a degree which has

excited much attention. The nautical and geo-

graphical details of St. Luke's account have been

submittal to an apparently thorough investigation

by several competent critics, especially by Mr. Smith
of Jordanhill, in an important treatise devoted to

this subject, and by Mr. Howson. The result of

this investigation has been, that several errors in

the received version have been corrected, that the

course of the voyage has been laid down to a very
minute degree with great cei-tainty, and that the

account in the Acts is shown to be written by an
accurate eye-witness, not himself a professional sea-

man, but well acquainted with nautical matters.

We shall hasten lightly over this voyage, referring

the reader to the works above mentionc^l, and to
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• " There iii'vor was any that \indiTstood the Old Tes-
tament so well as St. Paul, except John the Baptist, and
John the Divine Oh, he dearly loved Moses and Isaiah,

for they, together with king David, were the chief prophets.

The words and things of St. Paul are taken out of Moses

the articles in this Dictionary on the names of

places and the nautical terms which occur in the

narrative.

The centurion and his prisoners, amongst whom
Aristarchus (Col. iv. 10) is named, embarked at

Caesarea on board a ship of Adramyttium, and set

sail for the coast of Asia. On the next day they

touched at Sidon, and Julius began a course of

kindly and respectful treatment by allowing Paul

to go on shore to visit his friends. The westerly

winds still usual at the time of year (late in the

summer) compelled the vessel to run northwards

under the lee of Cyprus. Off the coast of Cilicia

and Pamphylia they would find northerly winds,

which enabled them to reach Myra in Lycia. Heie

the voyagers were put on board another ship, which

was come from Alexandiia and was bound for Italy.

In this vessel they worked slowly to windward,

keeping near the coast of Asia Minor, till they came
over against Cnidus. The wind being still con-

trary, the only course was now to ruu southwards,

under the lee of Crete, passing the headland of

Salmone. They then gained the advantage of a

weather shore, and worked along the coast of Crete

as tar as Cape Matala, near which they took refuge

in a harbour called Fair Havens, identified with

one bearing the same name to this day.

It became now a serious question what course

should be taken. It was late in the year for the

navigation of those days. The fast of the day of

expiation (Lev. xxiii. 27-29), answering to the au-

tumnal equinox, was past, and St. Paul gave it as

his advice that they should winter where they were.

But the master and the owner of the ship were

willing to run the risk of seeking a more com-

modious haibour, and the centurion followed their

judgment. It was resolved, with the concurrence

of the majority, to make tor a harbour called

Phoenix, sheltered from the S.W. winds, as well as

from the N.W. (The phrase fiXi-Kovra Kara
\i^a is rendered either " looking down the S.W."
[Smith and Altbrd], or " looking towards the

S.W." when observed from the sea and towards

the laud enclosing it [Howson].) A change of

wind occurred which favoured the plan, and by

the aid of a light breeze from the south they were

sailing towards Phoenix (now Lutro), when a vio-

lent N.E. wind [Euroclydon] came down from

the land {kut avrrjs, sell. KpTjTT/s), caught the

vessel, and compelled them to let her drive before

the wind. In this course they arrived under the

lee of a small island called Clauda, about 20 miles

from Crete, where they took advantage of com-

paratively smooth water to get the boat on board,

and to undergird, or tiap, the ship. There was a

fear lest they should be driven upon the Syrtis on

the coast of Africa, and they therefore " lowered

the gear," or sent down upon deck the gear con-

nected with the fair-weather sails, and stood out to

sea " with storm-sails set and on the starboard

tock" (Smith). The bad weather continued, and

the ship was lightened on the next day of her

cargo, on the third of her loose furniture and

tackling. For many days neither sun nor stai-s

were visible to .steer by, the storm was violent, and

all began to despair of safety. The general dis-

couragement Wiis aggravated' by the abstinence

and the prophets" (Luther's TdbU Talk, cccixxvili., Kngl.

Trans.). Another striking remark of Luther's may b«

added here :
" Whoso reads Paul may. « ith a safe con-

science, build upon his words" (TuW? TaU: xxlll.).
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caused by the JitHculty of preparing food, ami the

spoiling of it; and in order to raise the spiiits of

\he wliole company I'aul stood forth one morning

to relate a vision which had occurred to him in the

night. An angel of the God " whose he was and

whom he served "had appeared to him and said,

"Fear uot, Paul: thou must be brought before

Caesar ; and behold, God hath given thee all them

that sail with thee." At the same time he pre-

dicted that the vessel would be Ccist upon an island

and be lost.

This shipwreck was to happen speedily. On the

fourteenth night, as they were drifting through the

sea [Adria], about midnight, the sailors perceived

indications, probably the roar of breakers, that laiid

wiis near. Tlieir suspicion was confirmed by sound-

ings. They therefore cast four anchors out of the

stern, and waited anxiously for daylight. After a

while the sailors lowered the boat with the pro-

fessed purpose of laying out anchors from the bow,

but intending to desert the ship, which was in

imminent danger of being dashed to pieces. St.

Paul, aware of their intention, informed the cen-

turion and the soldiers of it, who took care, by

cutting the ropes of the boat, to preven't its being

carried out. He then addressed himself to the task

of encouraging the whole company, assuring them
that their lives would be preserved, and e.xhorting

them to refresh themselves quietly after their long

abstinence with a good meal. He set the example

himself, taking bread, giving thanks to God, and
beginning to eat in presence of them all. After a

general meal, in which there were 276 persons to

partake, they further lightened the ship by casting

out what remained of the provisions on board [rdv

&irov is commonly understood to be the " wheat"
which formed the cargo, but the other interpreta-

tion seems more probable). When the light of the

dawn revealeil the land, they did not recognize it,

but they discovered a creek with a smooth beach,

and determined to run the ship aground in it. So
they cut away the anchors, unloosed the rudder-

piddles, raised the foresail to the wind, and made
for the beach. When they came close to it they

found a nanow channel between the land on one
side, which pioved to be an islet, and the shore

;

and at this point, where the " two seas met," they
succeeded in driving the fore part of the vessel fas't

into the clayey beach. The stern began at once to

go to pieces under the action of the breakers ; but
escape was now within reach. The soldiei-s sug-

gested to their commander that the prisoners should
be etfectually prevented from gaining their liberty

by being killeii ; but the centurion, desiring to save

Paul, stopped this proposition, and gave orders that

those who could swim should cast themselves lii-st

into the sea and get to land, and that the rest

should follow with the aid of such spars as might
be available. By this creditable combination of
humanity and discipline the deliverance was made as

complete as St. Paul's assurances had predicted it

would be.

The land on which they had been cast was found
tp belong to Malta. [Mklita.] The very point

of the stranding is made out witli great prol)ability

by Mr. Smith. The inhabitants of the island le-

ceived the wet and exhausted voyagers with no
ordinary kindness, and immediately lighted a fire

to warm them. This pjirticular kindness is re-

corded on account of a curious incident connected

with it. The Apostle was helping to make the

tire, and had gathered a bundle of sticks and laid
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them on the fire, when a viper came out of the

heat, and fastened on his hand. When the natives

saw the creature hanging from his hand they be-

lieved him to be jjoisoned by the bite, and said

amongst themselves, " No doubt this man is a mur-
derer, whom, though he has escaped from the sea,

yet Vengeance suffei-s not to live." But when they

saw that no harm came of it they changed their

minds and said that he was a god. This circum-

stance, as well as the honour in which he was held

by Julius, would account for St. Paul being invited

with some others to stay at the house of the chief

man of the island, whose name was Publius. By
him they were courteously entertained for three

days. The father of Publius happened to be ill of

fever and dysentery, and was healed by St. Paul

;

and when this was known many other sick pei-sons

weie brought to him and were healed. So there

was a pleasant interchange of kindness and benefits.

The people of the island showed the Apostle and

his company much honour, and when they were
about to leave loaded them with such things as

they would want. The Roman soldiers would carry

with them to Rome a deepened impression of the

character and the powers of the kingdom of which

Paul was the herald.

After a three months' stay in Malta the soldiers

and their prisoners left in an Alexandrian ship tor

Italy. They touched at Syracuse, whei-e they

stayed three days, and at Rhegium, from which

place they were carried with a fair wind to Puteoli,

where they left their ship and the sea. At Puteoli

they found " brethren," for it was an important

place, and especially a chief port for the traffic

between Alexandria and Rome ; anrf by these brethren

they were exhorted to stay awhile with them. Per-

mission seems to have been granted by the cen-

turion ; and whilst they were spending seven days

at Puteoli news of the Apostle's arrival was sent

on to Rome. The Christians at Rome, on their

part, sent forth some of their number, who met

St. Paul at Appii Forum and Tres Tabernae ; and

on this first introduction to the Church at Rome
the Apostle felt that his long desire was fulfilled at

last—" He thanked God and took courage."

St. Paul at R'liiie.—On their arrival at Rome
the centurion delivered up his prisoners into the

proper custody, that of the praetorian prefect. Paul

was at once treated with special consideration, and

was allowed to dwell by himself with the soldier

who guarded him. He was not released from this

galling annoyance of being const;uitly chained to a

keeper ; but every indulgence compatible with this

necessaiy lestraint was readily allowed him. He
wis now therefore free " to preach the Gospel to

them that were at Rome also ;" and proceeded

without delay to act upon his rule—" to the Jew
first." He invited the chief persons amongst the

Jews to come to him, and explained to them that

though he was brought to Rome to answer charges

made against him by the Jews in Palestine, he had

really done nothing disloyal to his nation or the

Law, noi- desired to be considered as hostile to his

fellow-countrymen. On tlie contrary, he was in

custody for maintaining that " the hope of Israel
"

had been fulfilled. The Roman Jews replied that

they had received no tidings to his prejudice. The
sect of which he had ini])lied he was a member
they knew to be everywhere spoken against; but

they were willing to hear what he had to say. It

has been thought strange that such an attitudt.

should be taken towards the faith of Christ by the
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Jews at Rome, where a flourishing branch of the

Church hivd existed for some years ; and an argu-

nitMit has been drawn i'rom this representation

against the autlieuticity of the Acts. But it may

be accounted for without violence from what we

know and may probably conjecture. (1.) The

Church at Home consisted mainly of Gentiles,

though it must be supposed that they had been

previously for the most part Jewish proselytes.

(2.) The real Jews at Rome had been persecuted

and sometimes entirely banished, and their unsettled

stale may have checked the contact and collision

which would have been otherwise likely. (3.) .St.

Paul was possibly known by name to the Iloman

Jews, and curiosity may have persuaded them to

listen to him. Even if he were not known to them,

here, as in other places, his courteous bearing and

strong e.\pressions of adhesion to the faith of his

fathers would win a hearing from them. A day

was therefore appointed, on which a large number

came expressly to hear him expound his belief; and

fiom moi-ning till evening he bore witness of the

kingdom of God, persuading them concerning Jesus,

both out of the J.aw of Moses and out of the pro-

pliets. So the Apostle of the Gentiles had not yet

unlearnt the original Apostolic method. The hope

of Israel was stil! his subject. But, as of old, the

reception of his message by the Jews was not

favourable. They were slow of heart to believe,

at liome as at I'isidian Antioch. The judgment

pronounced by Isaiah was come, Paul testified, upon

the people. They had made themselves blind and

deaf and gross of heart. The Gospel must be pro-

claimed to the Gentiles, amongst whom it would

tind a better welcome. He turned therefore again

to the Gentiles, and for two years he dwelt in his

own hired house, and received all who came to

him, pioclaiming the kingdom of God and teaching

concerning the Lord Jesus Christ, with all conli-

dence, no man forbidding him.

These are the last words of the Acts. This his-

tory of the planting of the kingdom of Christ in

the world brings us down to the time when the

Gospel was openly proclaimed by the great Apostle

in the Gentile capital, and stops short of the mighty
convulsion which was shoi'tly to pronounce that king-

dom established as the Divine commonwealth tor all

men. The work of St. Paul belonged to the prepara-

tory period. He was not to live through the time

when the Son of Man came in the destruction of the

Holy City and Temple, and in the throes of the New
Age. The most significant part of his work was
accomplished when in the Imperial City he had
declared his Gospel " to the Jew first, and also to

the Gentile." But liis career is not abruptly closed.

Before he himself fades out of our sight in the

twilight of ecclesiastical tradition, we have letters

written by himself, which contribute some parti-

culars to his external biography, and give us a

fer more precious insight, into his convictions and
sympathies.

J'crv)d of the Tetter Epidles.—We might natu-

rally expect that St. Paul, tied down to one spot at

Home, and yet free to speak and write to whom he

pleased, would pour out in Letteis his love and

anxiety for distant Churches. It seems entirely

reasonable to suppose that the author of the extant

Kpistles wrote very many which are not extant.

To suppose this, aids us perhaps a little in the dif-

ficult endeavour to contemplate St. Paul's Epistles

jfs living Letters. It is difficult enough to connect

in our minds the writing of these Epistles with the
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external conditions of a human life ; to think of

Paul, with his incessant chain and soldier, sitting

down to write or dictate, and producing for the

world an inspired Epistle. But it is almost more

difficult, to imagine the Christian communities ot

those days, samples of the population of Macedonia

or Asia Minor, receiving and reading such Letters.

But the Letters were actually written; and they

must of necessity be accepted as representing the

kind of communications which marked the inter-

course of the Apostle and his fellow-Christians.

When he wrote, he wrote out of tlie fullness of his

heart ; and the ideas on which he dwelt were those

of his daily and hourly thoughts. To that impri-

sonment to which St. Luke has introduced us,—the

imprisonment which lasted for such a tedious time,

tliough tempered by much indulgence,—belongs the

noble group of Letters to Philemon, to the Colos-

sians, to the Ephesians, and to the Philippiaus.

The three former of these were written at one time

and sent bv the same messengers. Whether that

to the Phil ippians was written before or after these,

we cannot determine ; but the tone of it seems to

imply that a crisis was approaching, and therefore

it is ('ommonly regarded as the latest of the four.

St. Paul had not himself founded the Church at

Colossao. But during his imprisonment at Rome
he had for an associate—he calls him a " fellow-pri-

soner " (Philemon 28)—a chief teacher of the Colos-

siau Church named Epaphras. He had thus become

deeply interested in the condition of that Church.

It hajipeued that at the same time a slave named

Onesimus came within the reach of St. Paul's teach-

ing, and was converted into a zealous and useful

Ciuistian. This Onesimus had run away from his

master ; and his master was a Christian of Colossae.

St. Paul determined to send back Onesimus to his

master ; and with him he determined also to send

his old companion Tychicus (Acts xx. 4), as a mes-

senger to the Church at Colossae and to neighbour-

ing Churches. This was the occasion of the le'ter

to Philemon, which commended Onesimus, in lan-

guage of singular tenderness and delicacy, as a

taithful and beloved brother, to his injured master ;

and also of the two letters to the Colossians and

Ephesians. That to the Colossians, being drawn

forth by the most special circumstances, may lie

reasonably supposed to have been written first. It

was intended to guard the Church at Colossae from

i'alse teaching, which the Apostle Imew to be infest-

ing it. For the characteristics of this Epistle, we
must refer to the special article. [Coi.OSSiANS,

Ei'iSTLE TO THE.] The end of it (iv. 7-18) names

several fi-iends who were with St. Paul at Rome, as

Aristarchus, Marcus (St. Mark), Epaphras, Luke,

and Demas. For the writing of the Epistle to the

Ephesians, there seems to have been no more special

occasion, than that Tychicus was passing through

Ephesus. [Ephesians, Epistle to the.] The

highest characteristic which these two Epistles, to

the Colossians and Ephesians, have in cminion, is

that of a presentation of the Lord Jesus Christ,

fuller and clearer than we find in previous wiitiiigs,

as the Head of creation and of mankind. All things

created through Christ, all things coherent in Him,

all things reconciled to the FatheV by Him, the etei'-

nal purpose to restore and complete all things in

Him,—such are the ideas whicii grew richer and

more distinct in the mind of the .XjMstle as he medi-

tated on the Gospel which he had been preaching,

and the truths implied in it. In the Epistle to the

Colossians this Divine Headship of Christ is main-
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tained as the s;\teguaid ai;aiust the fancies which
filled the heavens with secondary divinities, and
which laid down rules for an artificial sanctity of

men upon the earth. In the Epistle to the Kphe-
sians tiie eternity and universality of Gotl's redeem-

ing purpose in Christ, and the gatherintr of men
unto Him as His members, are set tbrth as gloriously

revealed in the fiospel. In both, the application of

the trutli conceiniug Christ as the Image of God
and the Head of men to the common relations of

human life is dwelt upon in detail.

The Epistle to the Philippians resembles the

Second to the Corinthians in the effusion of personal

feeling, but differs from it in the absence of all sore-

ness. The Christians at Philippi had regarded the

Apostle with love and reverence fiom the lieginning,

and had given him many proofs of their atiectiou.

They had now sent him a contribution towards his

maintenauL-e at Rome, such ;is we must suppose him
to have receiveil from time to time for the expenses

of " his own hired house." The bearer of tliis con-

tribution was Epophroditus, an ardent friend and
fellow-labourer of .St. Paul, who had fallen siclv on

the journey or at Rome (Phil. ii. 27). The Epistle

was written to be conveyed by Epaphroditus on his

return, and to e.\i)rfc,s the joy with which St. Paul
had received the kindness of the Philippians. He
dwells theiefore upon their fellowship in the work
of spreading the Uospel, a work in which he was
even now labouring, and scarcely with the less effect

on account of his bonds. Kis imprisonment had
|
belief in
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that the passages from Philemon and Philippians

are effectually neutralized by Acts ix. 25, " I know
that ye all (at Ephesus), shidl see my face no

more;" inasmuch as the supporters of the ordinary

view hold that St. Paul went again to Ephesus.

This is a fair answer. The argument from the

Pastoral Epistles is met most simply by a denial of

their genuineness. The tradition of ecclesiastical

antiquity is affirmed to have no real weight.

The decision must turn mainly upon the view
taken of the Pastoral Epistles. It is true that there

are many critics, including Wieseler and Di'. David-

son, who admit the genuineness of these Epistles,

and yet, by referring 1 Timothy and Titus to an

earlier period, and by strained explanations of the

allusions in 2 Timothy, get rid of the evidence they

aie generally understood to give in favour of a

second imprisonment. The voyages required by the

two fbnner Epistles, and the writing tf them, are

placed within the three years spent chiefly at Ephe-

sus (Acts XX. 31). But the hypothesis of voyages

daring that peiiod not recorded by St. Luke is just

as arbitrary as that of a release from Rome, which

is objected to expressly beaiuse it is arbitrary ; and
such a distribution of the Pastoral Epistles is shown
by overwhelming evidence to be untenable. The
whole question is discussed in a masterly and de-

cisive manner by Alford in his Prolegomena to the

Pastoral Epistles. If, however, these Epistles are

not accepted as genuine, the main gi-ound for the

nd imprisonment is cut away. For

a special consideration of the Epistles, let the reader

refer to the articles on TiMOTiiv and TiTUS.

The difficulties which have induced such critics

as De Wette and Ewald to reject these Epistles, are

not inconsiderable, and will force themselves upon

the attention of the careful student of St. Paul.

But they are overpowered by the much greater diffi-

culties attending any hypotlicsis which assumes

these Epistles to be spurious. We are obliged there-

fore to recognize the modifications of St. Paul's

style, the development-s in the history of the Church,

and the movements of various pereons, which have

appeared suspicious in the Epistles to Timothy and

Titus, as nevertheless historically true. And then

without encroaching on the domain of conjecture,

we draw the following conclusions. (1.) St. Paul

must have left Rome, and visited Asia Jlinor and

Greece; for he .siiys to Timothy (1 Tim. i. 3), " 1

iriitotda K.T.\.). Whether this hope was fulfilled besought thee to abide still at Ephesus, when I was
or not, belongs to a question which now presents setting out for Macedonia." At^er being once at

itself to us, and which has been the ocaision of Ephesus, he was purposing to go there again (1 Tim.
much controversy. Ac(!ording to the general opi- iv. 13), and he spent a considerable time at Ephesus
nion, the Apostle was liberated from his imprison- i (2 Tim. i. 18). (2.) He paid a visit to Crete, and
ment and let1; Itome, soon after the writing of the

|

left Titus to organize Churches there (Titus i. .5).

letter to the Philippians, spent some time in visits ' He was intending to spend a winter at one of the

to Greece, Asia Minor, and Spain, returneil again as i places named Nicopolis (Tit. iii. 12). (3.) He tra-

a prisoner to Rome, and was put to death there, i
veiled by Miletus (2 Tim. iv. 20), Troas (2 Tim.

In opposition to this view it is maintained by some,
i

iv. 13), where he left a cloak or case, and some
that he was never liberated, but \v;is put to death

|

books, and Corinth (2 Tim. iv. 20!. (4.) He is a

at Home at an earlier period than is commonly sup-
|

prisoner at Rome, " suflering unto bonds as an evil-

posed. The arguments adduced in favour of the
|

doer" (2 Tim. ii. 9), and expecting to be soon con-

made him known, and had given him fruitful oppoi

tunities of declaring his Gospel amongst tb.e Impe-
rial guard (i. 13), and even in the hoLisehold of the

Caesar (iv. 22). He professes his undiminished

sense of the glory of following Christ, and his expec-

tation of an approaching time in which the Lord
Jesus should be revealed from heaven as a deliverer.

There is a gracmts tone running through this

Epistle, expressive of hiunility, devotion, kindness,

delight in all things fair and good, to whicli the

favourable circumstances undei which it was written

gave a natural occasion, and which helps us to

understand the kind of ripening which had taken

place in the spirit of the writer. [Philippians,
Epistle to the.]

In this Epistle St. Paul twicers expresses a con-

fident hope that before long he mav be able to visit

the Philippians in person (i. 25, olSa k.t.X. ii. 24,

common view are, (1.) the hopes expressed by St.

Paul of visiting Pliilippi
:
already named) and Cola-;sae

(Philemon 22); (2.) a number of allusions in the

Pastoral Epistles, and their general character ; and

(3.) the testimony of ecclesiiistical tradition. The
arguments in favour of the single imprisonment

appear to be wholly negative, and to aim simply at

siiowing that there is no proof of a liberation, or

departure from Rome. It is contended that St.

Paul's expectations were not always lealized, and

demned to death (2 Tim. iv. 6). At this time he

felt deserted and solitary, having only Luke of his

old associates, to keep him company ; and he was
very anxious tliat Timothy should come to him
without delay fiom Ephesus, and bring Maik with

him (2 Tim. L 15. iv. 16, 9-12).

These facts may be amplified by probable addi-

tions from conjecture and tradition. There ai-e

strong reasons for placing the three Epistles at as

advanced a date as possible, and not I'ar from one
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another. Tlie peculiarities ot" style and diction by

which these are distinguished from all his former

Epistles, the affectionate anxieties of an old man and

the glances frequently thrown back on earlier times

and scenes, the disposition to be hortatory rather than

speculative, the references to a more complete and

settled oiganization of the Church, the signs of a

condition tending to moral corruption, and re.sem-

bling that described in the apocalyptic letters to the

Seven Churches^ would incline us to adopt the

latest date wliich has been suggested for tlie death

of Sf. Paul, so as to interpose as much time as pos-

sible between the Pastoral Epistles and the former

group. Now the earliest authorities fur the date of

St. Paul's death are Eusebius and Jerome, wlio place

it, the one {Chronic. Ann. 2083) in the loth, the

other (Cat. Script. Eccl. "Paulus") in the 14th

year of Nero. These dates would allow some four

or five years between the First Imprisonment and

the Second. During these yeare, according to the

general belief of the early Church, St. Paul accom-

plished his old design (Rom. xv. 28) and visited

Spiiin. Ewald, who denies the genuineness of tlie

Pastoral Epistles, and with it the journoyings in

Greece and Asia Minor, believes that St. Paul was

liberated and paid this visit to Spain {Geschichte,

vi. pp. 621, 631, 632); yielding upon this point

to the testimony of tradition. The first writer

quoted in support of the journey to Spain is

one wliose evidence would indeed be irresistible,

if the language in which it is expressed were

leis obscure. Clement of Rome, in a hortatory

and rather rhetorical passage
(
Ep. 1 ad Cor. c. 5)

refers to St. Paul as an example of patience, and

mentions that he preached iv re tj? avaroXfj koI

if TTJ 5ucr6j, and that before his martyrdom he

went iiTi TO ripfxa. rris ^vaeois. It is probable,

but can hardly be said to be certain, that by this

expression, " the goal of the west," Clement was de-

scribing Sjjaiu, or some country yet more to the

west. The next testimony labours under a some-

what similar difficulty from the imperfection of the

text, but it at least names unambiguously a " pro-

fectionera Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam proficisceutis."

This is liom Muratori's Fragment on the Canon

(Routh, Eel. Sac. iv. p. 1-12). (^See the passage

quoted and discussed in Wieseler, Chron. Apost.

Zcit. p. 536, &c., or Alford, iii. p. 93.) Afterwards

Chrysostom says simply, Mera to yividQai iv

'Paifjifj, Trd\tv els t)]v 'S.-xaviav dTr^A.flej' (on 2 Tim.

iv. 20); and Jerome spealts of St. Paul as set fi-ee

by Nero, that he might preach the Gospel of Christ

"in Occidentis quoque partibus " {Cat. Script.

Eccl. "Paulus"). Against these assertions nothing

is produced, except the absence of allusions to a

journey to Spain in passages from some of the lathers

whei e such allusions might more or less be expected.

Dr. David>on {Introd. New Test. iii. 15, 84) gives

a long list of critics who believe in St. Paul's re-

lease from tlie first imprisonment. Wieseler
(
p.

521) mentions some of these, with references, and

adds some of the more eminent German critics who
believe with him in but one imprisonment. These

include Schiader, llemsen, Winer, and Haur. The

only English name of any weight to be added to

this list is that of Dr. Davidson.

W^e conclude then, that after a wearing impri-

sonment of two vears or more at Rome, St. Paul
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V For The Epistle to thf. Hebrews, see the article

under that head. The closf observation of the life of

St. Paul would lead, we think, to the cnncliision, that the

was set free, and spent some years in various jour-

neyings eastwards and westwards. Towards the

close of this time he pours out the warnings of his

less vigorous but still brave and faithful spirit in

the Letters to Timothy and Titus. The first to

Timothy and that to Titus were evidently written at

very nearly the same time. After these were

written, he was apprehended again and sent to

Rome. As an eminent Christian teacher St. Paul

was now m a tai- more dangerous position than when
he was first brought to Rome. The Christians had

been exposed to popular odium by the false charge

of being concerned in the gi'eat Neronian conflagra-

tion of the city, and had been subjected to a most

cruel persecution. The Apostle appears now to

have been treated, not as an honourable state- pri-

soner, but as a felon (2 Tim. ii. 9). But he was

at least allowed to write this Second Letter to his

"dearly beloved son" Timothy: and though he e.^-

presses a confident expectation of his speaiy death,

he yet thought it sufficiently probable that it might

be delayed for some time, to warrant him in urging

Timothy to come to him from Ephesus. Wean-

while, though he felt his isolation, he was not in

the least daunted by his danger. He was more

than ready to die {\v. 6), and had a sustaining

experience of not being deserted by his Lord. Once

already, in this second imprisonment, he had ap-

peared before the authorities ; and " the Lord then

stood by him and strengthened him," and gave him

a favourable opportunity for the oue thing alwnys

nearest to his heait, the public declaration of his

Gospel.

This Epistle,? surely no unworthy utterance at

such an age and in such an hour even of a St. Paul,

brings us, it may well be presumed, close to the

end of his life. For what remains, we have the

concurrent testimony of ecclesiastical antiquity, that

he was beheaded at Rome, about the same time

that St. Peter was crucified there. The earliest

allusion to the death of St. Paul is in that sentence

fi-om Clemens Romanus, already quoted, evrl rh

Tipy.a rris Svffeajs eXduiv koi fiaprvpi]ffa<; €7rl tq;v

Ttyovixivaiv, ovrws airT^Wdyr] rov k6(T^ov, which

just fails of giving us any particulars upon which

we can conclusively rely. The next authorities are

those quoted by Eusebius in his //. E. ii. 25. Dio-

nysius, bishop of Corinth (A.u. 170), says that Peter

and Paul went to Italy and taught there together,

and suffered martyrdom about the same time. This,

like most of the statements relating to the death of

St. Paul, is mi.xed up with the tradition, with which

we are not here immediately concerned, of the work

of St. Peter at Rome. Caius of Rome, supposed to

be writing within the 2nd century, names the grave

of St. Peter on the Vatican, and that of St. Paul

on the Ostian way. Eusebius himself entirely

adopts the tradition that St. Paul was beheaded

under Xero at Rome. Amongst other early te.sti-

monies, we have that of Tertullian, who saj-s (De

Praescr. Haeret. 36) that at Rome " Petrus pas-

sioni Dominicae adequatur, Paulus Johaiiuis [the

Baptist] exitu coronatur ;" and that of Jerome I Cut.

So. Paulus), "Hie ergo 14'o Xcrouis anno (eotlem

die quo Petrus) Romae pro Christo capitc truncafus

sepultusque est, in via Ostiensi." It would be

useless to enumerate further testimonies of what is

undisputed.

thoughts and beliefs of that Epistle, to whomsoever the

composition of it be attributerl, are by no means alien to

the Apostle'i! habits of mind.
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It would also be beyond the scoj^e of this article

to attempt to exhibit the traces of St. Paul's Apo-
stolic woik in the history of the Church. But there

is one indication, so exceptional as lo deserve special

mention, which shows that the difficulty of under-

standing the (jdspel of St. Paul and of reconciling

it witli a true Judaism was very early felt. This

is in tiie Ajwcryphal work called the Clementines

(rcb KA7)yue«'Tta), supposed to be written before the

end of the 2nd century. These curious composi-

tions contain direct assaults ( tor though the name
is not given, the reffiences are plain and undis-

guised), upon the authority and the character of St.

Paul. St. Peter is represented as the true Apostle,

of the Gentiles as well as of the Jews, aud St. Paul

as 6 4x9phs &vQp<i!iros, who opposes St. Peter and

St. James. The portions of the Clementines which

illustrate the writer's view of St. Paul will be

found in Stanley's Corinthians (lutrod. to 2 Cor.)
;

and an account of the whole work, with references

to the treatises of Schliemann and Bam-, in Gieseler,

Eccl. Hist. i. §r}8.

Chronoloijrj of St. PauVs Life.—It is usual to

distinguish between the internal or absolute, and

the external or relative, chi-onology of St. Paul's

life. The former is that which we have hitherto

followed. It remains to mention the points at

which the N. T. history of the Apostle comes into

contact with the outer history of the world. There

are two principal events which serve as fixed dates

for determining the Pauline chronology—the death

of Herod Agrippa, and the accession of Festus ; and

of these the latter is by far the more important.

The time of this being ascertained, the particulars

given in the Acts enable us to date a considerable

portion of St. Paul's life. Now it has been proved

almost to certainty that Felix was recalled from

Judaea and succeeded by Festus in the year 60

(Wieseler, pp. 66, &c. ; Conybeare ;md Howson, ii.

note C ). In the autumn, then, of a.d. 60 St. Paul

left Caesarea. In the spring of 61 he arrived at

Rome. There he lived two yeare, that is, till the

spring of 63, with much freedom in his own hired

house. After this we depend upon conjecture; but

the Pastoral Epistles give us reasons, as we have

seen, for deferring the Apostle's death until 67, with

Eusebius, or 68, with Jerome. Similarly we can

go backwards from A.D. 60. St. Paul was two
years at Cae.sarea (Acts xxiv. 27) ; therefore he

arrived at Jei usalem on his last visit by the Pente-

cost of .58. Before this he had wintered at Corinth

(Acts XX. 2, ;{), having gone from Ephesus to

Greece. He left Ephesus, then, in the latter part

of 57, and as he stayed 3 yeare at Ephesus

(Acts XX. 31), he must have come thither in 54.

Previously to this jouniey he had spent " some

time" at Antioch (Acts xviii. 23), and our chro-

nology becomes indetermin.-ite. We can only add

together the time of a hasty visit to Jerusalem,

the travels of the great second missionary journey,

which included 1 j year at Corinth, another iude-

terminale stiy at Antioch, the important third visit

to Jenisiilem, another " long " lesidence at Antioch

(Acts xiv. 28), the fii-st missionary journey, again

an indeterminate stay at Antioch (Acts xii. 2.5)

—

luitil we come to the .second visit to Jerusalem,

which neaily synchronised with the death of Herod

Agrippa, in A.D. 44 (Wieseler, p. 130). Within

this interval of some 10 years the most important

date to fix is that of the third visit to Jerusalem

;

and thore is a great concurrence of the best autho-

rities in placing this visit in either 50 or 51.
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St. Paul himself (Gal. ii. 1) places this visit " 14
years after" either his conversion or the first visit.

In the foi-mer c;ise we have 37 or 38 for the date

of the conversion. The convei-sion was followi-d

by 3 years (Gal. i. 18) spent in Arabia and Da-
ma-scus, and ending with the firet visit to Jeru-

salem ; and the space between the first visit (40
or 41) and the second (44 or 45) is filled up by an
indeterminate time, presumably 2 or 3 yeai-s, at

Tarsus (Acts ix. 30), and I year at Antioch (Acts

xi. 26). The date of the martyrdom of Stephen

can only be conjectured, and is very variously

placed between A.D. 30 and the year of St. Paul's

eonvei-sron. In the account of the death of Stephen

St. Paul is called "a young man" (Acts vii. 58).

It is not improbable therefore that he was born

between A.D. and A.D. 5, so that he might be

past 60 years of age when he calls himself " Paul

the aged " in Philemon 9. More detailed conjec-

tures will be found in almost every wiiter on St.

Paul. Comparative chronological tables (showing
the opinions of 30 and 34 critics) are given by
Wieseler and Davidson ; tables of events only by
Conybeare and Howson, Alford, Jowett, and many
others.

Personal Appearance and Character of St. Paul.

—We have no very trustworthy sources of inform-

ation as to the personal appearance of St. Paul.

Those which we have are refen-ed to and quoted

in Conybeai'eiand Hoivson (1. ch. 7, end). They are

the early pictures and mosaics described by Mis,

Jameson, and passages from Malalas, Nicephorus,

and the apocryphal Acta Pauli et Theclae (con-

cerning which see also Conybeare and Howson, i.

197). They all agree in ascribing to the Apostle

a short stature, a long face with high forehead, an

aquiline nose, close and prominent eyebrows. Other

characteristics mentioned ai-e baldness, gray eyes,

a clear complexion, and a winning expression. Of
his temperament and character St. Paul is himself

the best painter. His speeches aud lettei-s convey

to us, as we read them, the truest impressions of

those qualities which heljjed to make him The great

Apostle. We perceive the warmth and aixiour of

his nature, his deeply atlectionate disposition, the

tenderness of his sense of honour, the courtesy aud

personal dignity of his bearing, his perfect fearless-

ness, his heroic endui-ance ; we perceive the rare

combination of subtlety, temicity, and vei-satility in

his intellect; we perceive also a practical wisdom

which we should haVe iissociated with a cooler tem-

perament, and a tolerance which is seldom united

with such impetuous convictions. And the principle

which hannonised all these endowments and directed

them to a practicjU end was, beyond dispute, a

knowledge of Jesus Christ in the Divine Spirit.

Pei-sonal allegiance to Christ as to a living Master,

with a growing insight into the relation of Christ

to each man and to the wurld, carried the Ajiostle

forwards on a straight course through every vicissi-

tude of peisonal fortunes and amidst the various

habits of thought which he had to encounter. The
conviction that he had been entrusted with a Gospel

concerning a Lord and Deliverer of men was what

sustained and purified his love for his own people,

whilst it created in him such a love for mankind

that he only knew himself as the sei-vant of others

for Christ's sake.

A remarkable attempt has recently been made by

Professor Jowett, in his Commentaiy on some of

the Epistles, to qualify what he considers to be the

blind and undiscriminating admiration of St. Paul,
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by representing liim as having been, with all liis

excellences, a man " whose appearance and dis-

course made an impression of feebleness," " out of

harmony with life and nature," a confused thinker,

vittering himself "in broken words and hesitating

fiMins of sjHjecli, with no beauty or comeliness of

style," and so undecided in his Christian belief that

Ir' was preaching, in the 14th year after his con-

version, a Gospel concerning Christ which he him-

self, in tbiir yeai-s more, confessed to have been

carnal. lu these paradoxical views, however, Pi'o-

fessor Jowett stands almost alone: the result of the

freest, as of the most reverent, of the numerous recent

studies of St. Paul and his works (amongst which ,

Professor Jowett's own Commentary is one of the
j

most interesting) having been only to add an inde-

pendent tribute to the ancient admiration of Chris-

tendom. Those who judge St. Paul as they svould

judge any other remarkable man confess him unani-

mously to have been " one of the greatest spirits of

all time ;" whilst those who believe him to have been

appointed by the Lord of mankind, and inspired by
the Holy Ghost, to do a work in the world of almost

unequalled importance, are lost in wonder as they

study the gifts with which he was endowed for

that work, and the sustained devotion with which

he gave himself to it.

Modern Authorities.—It has not been thought

necessaiy to load the pages of this article with

references to the authors about to be mentioned,

because in each of them it is easy for the student

to turn at once to any part of St. Paul's life or

writings with regard to which he may desire to

consult them. A very long catalogue might be

made of authors who have written on St. Paul

;

amongst whom the following may be recommended
as of some independent value. In English, the

work of Messrs. Conybeare and Howson, on the

Life and Epistles of St. Paul, is at once the most
comprehensive and the most popular. Amongst
Commentaries, those of Professor Jowett on the

Epistles to the Thessalonians, Galatians, and Ro-

mans, and of Professor Stanley on the Epistles to

the Corinthians, are expressly designed to throw
light on the Apostle's character and work. The :

general Commentaries of Dean Alford and Dr.
\

Wordsworth include abundant matter upon eveiy-

thiug lelating to St. Paul. So does Dr. D.ividson's

Introduction to the New Testament, which gives
j

also in great profusion the opinions of all former
(

critics, English and foreign. Paley's well-known

Horae PaiUinae; Mr. Smith's work on the Voijuge
!

and Shipwreck of St. Paul ; Mr. Tate's Continuous
j

History of St. Paul ; and Mr. Lewin's St. Paul,

are exclusively devoted to Pauline subjects. Of
the older works by commentators and others, I

which are thoroughly silted by more recent '

writers, it may be sufficient to mention a book '

which had a gre;it reputation in the last century,

that of Lord Lyttelton on the Conversion of St.

Paul. Amongst German ciitics and historians the '

following may be named :—Ewald, in his Geschichte

des Volkes Israel, vol. v-i., and his Sendschreiben
\

des Apostels Paulus ; Wieseler, Chronologie des
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ApostoVsehen Zeitalters, which is universally ac-

cepted as the best work on the chronology of St.

Paid's life and times ; De Wette, in his Einleitung

aJid his Exegetisches ILindbuch; Neander, PJian-
ziing und Leitung dor Christl. Kirche ; works on

Paulus, by Baur, Hemsen, Schrader, Schnecken-

buiger ; and the Commentaries of Olshauseu, Meyer,

iSii^ In French, the work of Salvador on Jesus

Christ et sa Doctrine, in the chapter St. Paul ct

I'Eijlise, gives the view of a modern Jew ; and the

Discourses on St. Paul, by M. de Pressense, are

able and eloquent. [J. LI. D.]

PAVEMENT. [Gabbatha.]

PAVILION. 1. Soc,'^ properly an enclosed

place, also rendered " tabernacle," " covert," and
" den," once only " pavilion" (^Ps. xxvii. 5).

2. Snccah^ usually " tabernacle " and " booth."

[SUCCOTII.]

3. Shaphrur,^ and Shaphrtr, a word used once

only in Jer. sliii. 10, to signify glory or splendour,

and hence probably to be understood of the splendid

covering of the royal throne. It is explained by
Jarchi and others " a tent." [Tent.] [H. W. P.]

PEACOCKS Cn»3n and D^*3-in, tucciyyim :

raHues : pavi). Amongst the natural products of

the land of Tarshish which Solomon's fleet brought

home to Jerusalem mention is made of " peacocks
:"

for there rnn, we think, be no doubt at all that the

A. V. is correct in thus rendering tuccii/ytm, which

word occurs only in 1 K. x. 22, and 2 Chr. ix. 21
;

most of the old veisions, with seveial of the Jewish

Rabbis being in favour of this translation. Some
writeis have, however, been dissatisfied with the

rendering of " peacocks," and have proposed " par-

rots," as Huet [Diss, de Nav. Sal. 7, §6) and one

or two others. Keil {Diss, de Ophir. p. 104, and

Comment, on I K. x. 22), with a view to support

his theory that Tarshish is the old Phoenician Tar-

tessus in Spain, derives the Hebrew name from

Tucca, a town of Mauretania and Numidia, and

concludes that the " Aves Numidicae " (Guinea

low Is) are meant: which birds, however, in spite

of their name, never existed in Numidia, nor within

a thousand miles of that country !

There can be no doubt that the Hebrew woi'd

is of foreign origin. Gesenius {Thes. p. 1502)
cites many authorities to prove that the tucci

is to be traced to the Tamul or Malabaric togei,

" peacock :" which opinion has been recently con-

firmed by Sir E. Tennent [^Ceylon, ii, p. 102, and i.

p. XX. 3rd ed.), who says, " It is very remarkable

that the terms by which these articles (ivory, apes,

and peacocks) are designated in the Hebrew Scriji-

tures, are identic^al witli the Tamil names, by which
some of them are called in Ceylon to the present

day,

—

tukeyim may be recognized in tokei, the

modern name for these birds." Thus Keil's objec-

tion "that this supposed togei is not yet itself

sulficiently ascertained" [^Comment, on 1 K. x. 22)

is satisfactorily met."*

Peacocks are called " Persian birds " by Aristo-

phanes, Aves, 484 ; see also Acham. 63 ; Diod. Sic.

ii. 53.

" Tp. from ^DD, "enclose" (Qes. 952); o-icr/i'>) ; ta-
\

d 'i-be Hebrew names for apes and ivory are cloaily

bemacuhim. traceable to the Sanscrit ; but though Uiyei docs not ap-

i* nSP, from same root; o-ictji'^ ; tabemauMlum ; also pear in Sanscrit, it has been derived from the Sanscri:

2 Sain.'xxit. 12. lalibuUim. Jn I K. nx. 16. 2okx«9,
"^'""^ t'ikhin. meaning furnished with a crest. (Max.

uiiitnaculum. Muller, Science of Language, p. 19u).

•^ >nQ*J' and Kmi "l^'ipC' (';cs 1169).
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Peacocks weie doubtless introduced into Pei-sia

from India or Ceylon
;

perhaps their fiist intro-

duction dates from the time of Solomon ; and
they gradually extended into Greece, Rome, and
Europe generally. The a^iription of the quality of

vanity to the peacock is as old as the time of Aris-

totle, who says {Hist. An. i. 1, §15), "Some
animals are jealous and vain like the peacock."

The A. V. in Job xx.xix. 13, ^peaks of" the goodly

.wings of the peacocks;" but this is a diti'erent

Hebiew word, and has undoubted reference to the
" ostrich." [W. H.]

PEARL (v^''33, gdbish : yafiis : eminentia).

The Heb. word occui-s, in this form, only in Job
xxviii. 18, wiiere the price of wisdom is contrasted

with that of rdmotli ("coral") and gabuh; and
the same word, with tiie addition of the syllable

el (?N), is found in Ez. xiii. 11, 13, xx.xviii. 22,

with abne, "stones," i. e. "stones of ice." The
ancient versions contribute nothing by way of

explanation, bchultens [Comment, in, Jub, 1. c.)

leaves the woi-d u:itranslated : he gives the signi-

fi(aition of "pearls" to the Heb. term pcidium
(A. V. " rubies "

; which occurs in the same verse.

Gesenius, Fiirst, liosenmiiller, Maurer, and com-
mentators generally, understand "crystal" by the

teitn, on account of its resemblance to ice. Lee
{Comment, on Job, 1. c.) translates rdmoth vegdhish
" things high and massive." Carey renders gdhUh
by " mother-of-pe;\rl," though he is by no means
content with this explanation. On the whole the

balance of probability is in favour of " ciysfcd/'

since (/d/jis/i denotes "ice" (not "hailstones," as

Carey supposes, without the addition of a'me,
" stones ") in the p;issages of Ezekiel wiiere the

word occurs. There is nothing to which ice can be

80 well compared as to crysfcil. The objection to

this interpretation is tiiat crysbil is not an ai ti(-le

of much value
; but perhaps reference may here be

made to the beauty and pure lustre of rock crystal.

or this substance may by the ancient Orienfcils hav<.

been held in high esteem.

Pearls iixapyapTrai). however, .ire frequently
mentioned in the N. T. : tomp. Jlatt. xiii. 45, 4b',

where the kingdom of heaven is likened unto " a
merchant-man seeking goodly pearls." Pe;irls formed
part of women's attire (I Tim. ii. 9 ; Rev. xvii. 4).
•• The twelve gates " of the heavenly Jerusalem
were twelve pearls ( llev. xxi. 21); periiaps " mother-
of-pearl " is here more especially intended.

Pearls are found inside tlie shells of various species

of Atollnsca. They are Ibimed by the deposit of the
nacreous substnnce around some foreign body as a
nucleus. The Wiiio ijuinjnritiferus, Mytilus edulis,

Ustrca edulis, of our own country, occjisionally fur-
nish pearls ; but " the pearl of gie;it price " is

doubtkss a line spei.'imen yielded by"the pearl oyster
{Avicula margaritifer.i) still found in abundance
in the Persian Gulf, which has long been celebrated

for its pearl fisheries, in Matt. vii. (i pearls are
used metaphorically for any thing of value ; or
perhaps more especially for • wise s,iyings," which
in Arabic, according to Schultens (Ihiriri Consess.

i. 12, ii. 102), are csilleil pearls. (See Parkhuj-st,

Gr. Lex. s. v. Kapyaplrris. As to D'3*JQ, see

KlTHIES.) [W. H.]

PED'AHEL (^ni3 : oM^. : Phcdael). The

sr.n of Ammihud, and prince of the tribe of Naph-
tali (Num. xxxiv. 28) : one of the twelve appnii.ted

PEKAH
to divide the land west of Jordan among the nine

and a half tribes.

PEDAH'ZUR (nn'nnS : *aSaaffoip : Phad-

assur). Father of Gamaliel, the chief of the tribe

of Jlanasseh at the time of the Exodus (Num. i.

10, ii. 20, vii. 54, 59, x. 23;.

PEDAI'AH (nnS : *a5ai'A; Alex. EhSSi\d :

Phadaid). 1. The father of Zebudah, mother of
king Jehoiakim (2 K. xxiii. 36). Ke is described

as " of Rurnah," which has not with certainty been

identified.

2. (*a5ato$). The brother of Salathiel, or Sheal-

tiel, and father of Zerubbabel, who is usually called

the " sou of Shealtiel," being, as Lord A. Hervey
{Genealogies, p. lOUj conjectures, in reality, his

uncle's successor and heir, in consequence of the

failure of issue in the direct line (1 Chr. iii. 17-19).

3. (4>o5a'i'a). Son of Pai-osh, that is, one of the

family of that name, who assisted Nehemiah in re-

pairing the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 25).

I 4. {^aZaias). Apparently a priest ; one of tho.se

who stood on the left hand of Ezra, when he read

the law to the people (Neh. viii. 4). In 1 Esdi-. ix.

44, he is called Fhaldaius.
5. (*a5o'i'a ; F.A. $aA.a«a). A Benjamite, an-

cestor of Sallu (Neh. xi. 7).

6. (*a5a"(a). A Levite in the time of Nehemiah,
appointed by him one of the " treasurers over the

treasury," whose ofiice it was "to distribute unto

their brethren" (Neh. xiii. 13).

7. (-"inns : 4>o5ttto ; Alex. ^aASti.) The father

of'Joel, prince of the half tribe of JIanasseh iu the

reign of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 20).

PEKAH (npS: *a/(e6 : *aK€os, Joseph.:

Phaceae), son of Kemaliah, originally a captain of

I'ekahiah king of Israel, mimleied his master, seized

the throne, and became the 18th sovereign (and last

j

but one) of the northern kingdom. His native coun-

try was probably Gilead, as fifty Gileadites joined him
I in the conspiracy against Pekahiah ; and if so, he fur-

nishes an instance of the same undaunted energy

! which distinguished, for good or evil, so m;uiy of the

Israelites who sprang from that country, of which
Jephthah and Elijah were the most famous exam-
ples (Stanley, S. <)• P. 327). [Elijah.] Under his

predecessors Israel had been much weakenei.1 through

the payment of enormous tribute to the Assyrians

(see especially 2 K. xv. 20), and by internal wars

and conspiracies. Pekah seems steadily to have ap-

plied himself to the restoration of its power. For
this purpose he sought for the support of a foreign

I alliance, and fixed his mind on the plunder of the

sister kingdom of Judah. He must have made the
' treaty by which he proposed to share its s{X)il with
Rczin king of Damascus, when Jotham was still on

' the throne of .Jerusalem (2 K. xv. 37) ; but its e.xe-

j

cution was long delayed, probably in consequence

! of that prince's righteous and vigorous administra-

tion (2 Chr. xxvii.). When, however, his weak son

I

Ahaz succeeded to the crown of David, the allies

no longer hesitated, and formed the siege of Jeru-

salem. The history of the war, which is sketched

under AHAZ, is found in 2 K. xvi. and 2 Chr.

xxviii. ; and iu the latter (ver. 6) we read that

I'ekah " slew in Judah one hundred and twenty
thousand in one day, which were all vaUant men,"
a statement which, even ilwe should lie obliged to

diminish the number now read in the text, fi-om the

uncertainty as to nuniheis attaching to our present
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MSS. of the books of Chronicles (Abtjah ; Chro-
nicles; Keniiicott, Hebreio Text of the Old Tes-

tament Considered, p. 532), proves that the charac-

ter of his warfare was in full accordance with Gi-

leadite precedents (Judg. xi. 33, xii. 6). The war
is famous as the occasion of the great prophecies in

Isaiah vii.-ix. Its chief result was the capture of

the Jewish port of Elath on the Red Sea ; but the

unnatural alliance of Damascus and Samaria was
punished through the final overthrow of the fero-

cious confedei-ates by Tiglath-pileser, king of Assy-

ria, whom Ahaz called to his assistance, and wiio

seized the opportunity of adding to his own domi-

nions and crushing a union which might have been

dangerous. The kingdom of Damascus was fmally

suppressed, and Rezin put to death, while Pekah was
deprived of at least half of his kingdom, including all

the northern portion, and the whole district to the

east of Joi-dan. For though the writer m 2 K. xv. 29
tells us that Tiglath-pileser "took Ijon, and Abel-

beth-maachah, and Janoah, and Kedesh, and Hazo;-,

and Gi'.ead, and Galilee, all the land of Naphtali,"

yet from comparing 1 Chr. v. 26, we find that

Gilead must include "the Reubenites and the Gad-
ites and half the tribe of Manasseh." The inha-

bitants were carried off, according to the usual

practice, and settled in remote districts of Assyria.

Pekah himself, now fallen into the position of an
Assyrian vassal, was of course compelled to abstain

from further attacks on Judah. Whether his con-

tinued tyranny exhausted the patience of his sub-

jects, or whether his weakness emboldened them to

attack him, we do not know ; but, from one or the

other cause, Hoshea the sou of Elah conspired

against him, and put him to death. Josephus
says that Hoshea was his friend (<pi\ov rivbs ewi-

$ov\€vcravTOs aiirtS, Ant. ix. 13, §1). Comp. Is.

vii. 1(3, which prophecy Hoshea was instrumental in

fulfilling. [Hoshea.] Pekah ascended the throne

B.C. 757. He must have begun to war against

Judah B.C. 740, and was killed i:.C. 737. The or-

der of events .above given is according to the scheine

of Ewald's Geschichte des Yolkes Israel, vol. iii.

p. 602. Mr. Kawlinson {Bampton Lectures for
1859, Lect. iv.) seems wrong in assuming two in-

vasions of Israel by the Assyrians in Pekah's time,

the one corresponding to 2 K. xv. 29, the other to

2 K. xvi. 7-9. Both these narratives refer to the
same event, which in the firet place is mentioned
briefly in the short sketch of Pekah's reign, while,

in the second passage, additional details aie given in

the longer biography of Ahaz. It would have been
scarcely possible for Pekah, when deprived of half

his kingdom, to make an alliance with Rezin, and
to attack Ahaz. We learn further from Mr. Raw-
linson that the conquests of Tiglath-pileser are

mentioned in an Assyrian fi-agment, though there

is a dilficulty, from the occurrence of the name
Menahem in the inscription, which may have pro-

ceeded from a mistake of the engraver. Comp.
the title, son of Khumri (Omri), assigned to Jehu
in another inscription ; and see Kawlinson, note 35
on Lect. iv. As may be inferred from Pekah's

alliance with Rezin, his government was no im-
provement, moially and religiously, on that of his

predecessors. [(J. E. L, C]

PEKAHI'AH (n;nip3, *o/c«(n'os; Alex.:

oKfios : P/uiccj'i), son and succes<;or of Menahem,
was the 1 7th king of the separate kingdom of Israel.

After a biief reign of" scarcely two yeare, a con-

spiracy w;is organized against him bj " one of his ,
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captains' (probably of his body guard), Pekah,
son of Remaliah, and who, at 'the head of fifty

(lileadites, attacked him in his palace, murdered
him and his friends Argob and Arieh, and seized
the throne. The date of his accession is B.C. 759,
of his death 757. This reign was no better than
those which had gone before ; and the calf-worship
was retained (2 K. xv. 22-26). [G. E. L. C]
PEKO'D O'lpB), an appellative applied to the

Chaldaeans. It occurs only twice, viz. in Jer. 1.

21, and Ez xxiii. 23, in the latter of which it is

connected with Shoa and Koa, as though these three
were in some way subdivisions of " the Babylonians
and all the Chaldaeans." Authorities are undecided
as to the meaning of the term. It is apparently
connected with the root pdkad, " to visit," and in

its secondary senses "to punish," and " to appoint
a ruler :" hence Pekod may be applied to Babylon
in Jer. 1. as significant of its imjiending punishment,
as in the margin of the A. V. " visitation." But
this sense will not suit the other passage, and hence
Gesenius here assigns to it the meaning of " prefect

"

(TAus. p. 1121), as though it were but another form
oi pdhid. It certainly is unlikely that the same
word would be applied to the same object in two
totally dill'erent senses. Hitzig seeks for the origin

of the word in the Sanscrit bhavdn, "noble"
Shoa and Koa being respectively "prince" and
" lord ;" and he explains its use in Jer. 1. as a part
for the whole. The LXX. treats it as the name of
a district (^ukovk ; Alex. *ou5) in Ezekiol, and as
a verb te/c5iK7j(rov) in Jeremiah. [W. L. B.]

PELAI'AH (H^N^? : LXX. om. in Neh. viii.,

*6Xia ; Alex. ^e\eia : Phnlala). 1. A son of Eli-

senai, one of the last members of the royal line of
Judah a Chr. iii. 24).

2. One of the Levites who assisted Ezra in ex-
pounding the law (Neh. viii. 7). He afterwards
sealed the covenant ^\ith Nehemiah (Neh. x. 10).
He is called Biatas in I Esdi-. ix. 48.

PELALI'AH(n>^^2l: ^aKaXia: PheleUa).

The son of Amzi, and ancestor of Adaiah a priest at
Jerusalem after the return from Babylon (Neh.
xi. 12,.

PELATI'AH (iTp^a : *aAeTT<'a: Phaltias).

1. Son of Hananiah the son of Zerubbabel (1 Chr.
iii. 21). In the LXX. and Vulg. he is further
described as the father of Jesaiah.

2. (*oAa6TT(a; Alex. *aA.eTTta). One of the
captains of the marauding band of five hundred
Simeonites, who in the reign of Hezekiah made an
expedition to Mount Seir and smote the fugitive
Amalekites ( 1 Chr. iv. 42).

3. (*aATt'o : Pheltia). One of the hea.Is of the
people, and probably the name of a family, who
scided the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. s. 22).

4. (-in^D^S : ^aXTias : Pheltias). The son of

Benaiah, and one of the princes of the people against
whom Ezekiel was directed to utter the words of
doom recorded in Ez. xi. 5-12. The prophet in

spirit saw him stand at the cast gate of the Temple,
and, as he spoke, the same vision showed him Pela-

tiah's sudden death (Ez. xi. 1, 13'.

PELEG (3^3 : *oA*V. *aA« : Thaleg), »

son of Ebor, and brother of Jokt-an (Gen. x. 25,
xi. 16). The only incident connected with his history

is the statement that " in his days was the eiirth di-

vided "— an event which was embodied iu his name.
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Peleg meaiiini!; " division." This notice refers, not to

the general dispersion of the human family subse-

quently to the Deluge, but to a division of the family

of Eher himself, the younger branch of whom (tlie

Joktanids) migrated into southern Arabia, while

the elder remained in Mesopotamia. The occurrence

of the name Phaliga for a town at the junction of

the Chaboras with the Euphrates is observable in

consequence of the remark of Winer (Eealicb.) that

there is no geographical name corresponding to

Peleg. At the same time the late date of the

author who mentions the name ( Isidorus of Charax)

prevents any gi-eat stress being laid upon it. 'J"he

.separation of the Joktanids from the stoi'k whence

the Hebrews sprang, finds a place in the Mosaic

table, as marking an epoch in the age immediately

succeeding the Dt-luge. [VV. L. B.]

PEL'ET (dSs : *a\fK; Ale.\-. *a\€r: Phalet).

I. A son of Jahdai in an obscure genealogy (1 Chr.

II. 47).

2. ('Ictf(^aX^T; Ale.x. *aA.X^T: Phallet). The

son of Azmaveth, that is, either a native of the

place of that name, or the son of one of David's

heroes. He was among the Benjamites who joined

David in Ziklag (I Chr. -xii. 3).

PEL'ETH (n^S: iaxie-. Pheleth). 1. The

father of On the Reubenite, who joined Dathan and

Abiram in their rebellion (Num. xvi. 1). Josephus

(^Ant. iv. 2. §2), omitting all mention of On, calls

Peleth 4>oA.aoCs, appa)ently identifying him with

Phallu the son of Reuben. In the LXX. Peleth is

made the son of Reuben, as in the Sam. text and

version, and one Heb. MS. suppoiis this rendering.

2. iPhaletlC). Son of Jonathan and a descendant

of Jerahmeel through Onam, his son by Atarah

(1 Chr. ii. 33).

PEL'ETHITES Cn^S : *€\€0i : PheletM),

mentioned only in the phrase "inpSHI T]"n3n.

rendered in the A. V. " the Cherethites and the

Pelethites." These two collectives designate a force

that was evidently David's body-guard. Their names

have been supposed either to indicate their duties,

or to be gentile nouns. Gesenius renders them

" executioners and runners," comparing the ^")3iT

D'Vim, " executioners and runners" of a later

time (2 K. xi. 4, 19) ; and the unused roots n"]3

and n^S, as t<i both of which we shall speak

later, admit this sense. In favour of this view, the

supposed parallel phrase, and the duties in which

these guards were employed, may be cited. On
the other hand, the LXX. and Vulg. retain their

names untranslated ; and the »Syriac anil Targ. Jon.

translate them dili'erently fiom the rendering above

and from each other. In one place, moreover, the

Gittites are mentioned with the (Hierethites and

Peletliites among David's troops (2 Sam. xv. 18);

and elsewhere we read of the Cherethim, who beai-

the same name in the plural, either a.s a Philistine

tribe or as Philistines themselves (1 Sam. x.\x. 14
;

Ez. -xxv. 16; Zeph. ii. .5). (iesenius objects that

David's body-guard would scarcely have been chosen

from a nation so hateful to the Israelites as the

Philistines. But it must be remembered that David

in his later years may have mistrusted his Israelite

soldiers, and relied on tlie Philistine troops, some of

whom, with Ittai the fiittite. who w:is evidently a

Philistine, and not an Israelite from Gath [Ittai],

PELETHITES

were faithful to him at the time of Absalom's re-

bellion. He also argues that it is improbable that

two synonymous appellations should be thus used

together ; but this is on the assumption that both

names signify Philistines, whereas they may de-

signate Philistine tribes. (See Thes. pp. 7 1 9, 1 107).

The Egyptian monuments throw a fresh light

upon this subject. From them we find that kings

of the -xixth and xxth dynasties had in their sen'ice

mercenaries of a nation called SHAYliETANA,
which Rameses III. conquered, under the name
" SHAYRETANA of the Sea." This king fought

a naval buttle with the SHAYRETANA of the

Sea, in alliance with the TOKKAREE, who were

evidently, from their physical characteristics, a kin-

dred people to them, and to the PELESATU, or

Philistines, also conquered bv him. The TOKKA-
REE and the PELESATU 'both wear a peculiar

dress. We thus learn that there were two peoples

of the Mediterranean kindred to the Philistines,

one of which supplied mercenaries to the Egyptian

kings of the xixth and xxth dynasties. The name
SHAYRETANA, of which the first letter was
also pronounced KH, is almost letter for letter the

same as the Hebiew Cherethim ; and since the

SHAYRETANA were evidently cognate to the Phi-

listines, their identity with the Cherethim cannot

be doubted. But if the Cherethim supplied mer-

cenaries to the Egyptian kings in the thirteenth cen-

tury B.C., according to our reckoning, it auinot be

doubted that the same name in the designation of

David's body-guard denotes the same people or tribe.

The Egyptian SHAYRETANA of the Sea are pro-

bably the Cretans. The Pelethites, who, as already

remarked, are not mentioned except with the Che-

rethites, have not yet been similarly traced in

Egyptian geography, and it is rash to suppose

their name to be the same as that of the Philistines,

''ri?S, for ^RC'pS ; for, as Gesenius remarks, this

contraction is not possible in the Semitic languages.

The similarity, however, of the two names would
favour the idea which is suggested by the mention

together of the Cherethites and Pelethites, that the

latter were of the Philistine stock as well as the

former. As to the etymology of the names, both

may be connected with the migration of the Phi-

listines. As already noticed, the foi-mer has been

derived from the root 7113, " he cut, cut off,

destroyed," in Niphal " he was cut off from his

country, driven into exile, or expelled," so that we
might as well read "exiles"* as "executioners."

The latter, from H^B, an unused root, the Arab.

il^Jls, "he escaped, fled," both being cognate to

D?Q, " ho was smooth," thenct " he slipped away,

escaped, and caused to escape," where the rendering
" the fugitives " is at least as admissible as " the

runner*." If we compare these two names .so

rendered with the gentile name of the Philistine

nation itself, *ntJ'73 " a wanderer, stranger,"

from the unused root S^vB, " he wandered or

emigrated," these previous inferences seem to be-

come irresistible. The a])propiiateness of the names

of these tribes to the duties of David's bodv-

• Micliaelis Phillstaeos TjlS dictos esse censet, ut-

pote exsules (v. nid. Niph. no. 3) iit Idem valcat quod

'A\\6<j,v\oi (r/KS. p. U9).
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guard would then be aociileiital, though it does

not seem unlikely that they should have given

rise to the adoption in later times of other appel-

lations for the royal body-guard, definitely signi-

fying " executioners and runners." If, however,

*n?Sni *m3n meant nothing but executioners

and runners, it is difficult to

to Di^-im nsn.

splain the change

[R.S.P.]

PELI'AS (UeSias ; Alex. UaiSelas : TcIms).

A corruption of BiuiEiAH (I Esd. ix. 34; comp.

Ezr. X. 35). Our translators followed the Vulgate.

PELICAN (nX|^, kdath: ireXeKtiv, 6ppfov,

Xa/iai\ect)i', Kara^p6.KT-r\s : onocrotalus, pelican).

Amongst the uncle;xn birds mention is made of the

kdath\Le\'. xi. 18; Deut. xiv. 17). The suppliant

psalmist compares his condition to " a kdath in the

wilderness" (Ps. cii. 6). As a mark of the deso-

lation that was to come upon Edom, it is said that

" the kd'ith and the bittern should possess it" (Is.

xxxiv. 11 ). The same words are spoken of Nineveh

(Zeph. ii. 14). In these two last place.s the A. \'

has " cormorant" in the text, and " peliain" in the

margin. The best authorities are in favour of the

pelican being the bird denoted by kdath. The ety-

mology of the name, from a word meaning " to

vomit," leads also to the same conclusion, for it

doubtless has reference to the hnbit which this bird

has of pressing its under mandible against it<? breast,

in order to assist it to disgorge the contents of its

capacious pouch for its young. This is, -with good

reason, supposed to be tlie origin of the fable about

the pelican feeding its young with its own blood, the

red nail on the upper mandible serving to complete

the delusion."

The expression " peliwin of the wilderness" has,

with no good reason, been supposed by some to

prove that the kdath cannot be denoted by this bird.

Shaw
(
Trav. ii. 303, 8vo. ed.) says " the pelican must

of necessity stivrve in the desert," as it is essentially

a water bird. In answer to this objection, it will be

enough to observe that the term viidbar (" wilder-

ness") is by no means restricted to barren sandy

spots destitute of water. " The idea," says Prof.

Stanley, " is that of a wide open space, with or

without actual pasture ; the country of the nomads,

as distinguished froni that of the agricultural

and settled people" (-S". ^- P. p. 486, 5th ed.)."*

Pelicans (Petecanns onocrotalus) are often seen

associated in large flocks ; at other times single

individuals may be observed sitting in lonely and

pensive silence on the ledge of some rock a few feet

above the surface of the water. (See Kitto, Pict.

Bib. on Ps. cii. 6.) It is not quite clear what is

the particular point in the nature or character of

tiie pelican with which the psalmist compares his

pitiable condition. Some have supposed that it con-

sists in the loud cry of the bird : compare " the voice

of my sighing" (ver. 5). We are inclined to believe

that reference is made to its general a.spect as it sits

in apparent melancholy mood, with its bill resting on

its breast. There is, we think, little doubt but that

PELONITE 7f57

the pelican is the kdath of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Oedmaiui's opinion that tlie Pelecanus fjraculus, the

shag cormorant ( Verm. Samm. iii. 57), and Bochart's,

that the " bittern " is intended, ai e unsupported by

any good evidence. The /'. onocrotalus (common

'#

k<^'4l

''^''*'^Mi

" The reader is referred to a curious work by a Scotcli

divine, Archibald Simsmi byname, enlitled ' ilieroglypliica

Animalium, Vegctabilliim et Motallorum, qiia> In Scrip-

turls sacrls reperluntur," Edinb. 16J2, 4t(i. In this work

are some wild fancies about the pelican, which serve to

show the state of zoology. &c., at the period in which the

uulhor livrd.

>> As a matt<T of fact, however, the pelican, ,-iflor having

pelican) and the /'. crii^pus are often observed in

Palestine, Egypt, &c. Of the latter Mr. Tristram ob-

served an immense flock swimming out to sea within

sight of Mount Carmel {Ibis, i. 'd7).<^ [W. H.]

PEL'ONITE, THE CfhBn : 6 ^e\a,yi
;

Alex. 6 ^aWcevL, 1 Chr. xi. 27 ; 6 ^eWwvi, 1 Chr.

xi. 36 ; 6 eK ^a\\ovs, 1 Chr. xxvii. 10 : Phalonites,

Phelonites, Phallonites). Two of David's mighty

men, Helez and Ahijah, are called Pelonites (1 Chr.

xi. 27, 36). From 1 Chr. xxvii. 10, it appears

that the former was of the tiibe of Ephraim, and

"Pelonite" would therefore be an appellation de-

rived froin his place of birth or residence. But in

the Targum of R. Joseph it is evidently regarded

as a patronymic, and is rendered in the last men-

tioned passage " of the seed of Pelan." In the list of

2 Sam. xxiii. Helcz is called (ver. 26) " the Paltite,"

that is, as Bcrtlieau (on 1 Chr. xi.) conjectures, of

Beth-Palet, or Beth-Phelct, in the south of Judah.

But it seems probable that " Pelonite " is the correct

reading. [See PaLTITE.] " Ahijah the Pelonite
"

appears in 2 Sam. xxiii. 34 as " Eliam the son of

Ahithophel the Gilonite," of which the former is a

corruption ; " Ahijah " forming the first part of

" AhithopheJ," and " Pelonite " and " Gilonite " dif-

fering only by Q and J. If we follow the I.XX. of

1 Chr. xxvii. the place from which Helez took his

name would be of the form Phallti, but there is no

trace of it elsewhere, and the LXX. must have liad

a differently pointetl text. In Heb. peloni corre-

sponds to the Greek o hdva., '' such a one;" it still

filled its potich witli fi>h and moIUisks, often does retire

miles Inland away from water, to some spot where il

consumes tliu contents ot its pouch.
« "F. crispus breeds in vast nundicrs in the flat plain

of the Dobrudscha (in Kitropean Turkey) ; Its habits there

liear out your remark of the pf-licaii retiring liilauU to

digest its food.'— H. B. Tristh.vm.
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cxista in Arabic and in the Spanish Don Fiil-aio,

" Mr. So-and-so." [W. A. W.]

PEN. [WUITING.]

PEN'IEL (^"32 ; Samar. ^X IDD : «T5os

eeoO : Phanuel, and so also I'psliito). The name

which Jacob gave to the place in which he had

wrestled with (iod: "He called the name of the

place ' Face of Ki,' for I have sc-en Elohim face to

face " (Gen. xxxii. 30). With that singular corre-

spondence between the two parts of this namitive

which has been already noticed under ]\Iahanaim,

there is apparently an allusion to the bestowal of the

name in xxxiii. 10, where Jacob says to Esau, " I

have seen thy face as one sees the face of Elohim."

Id xxxii. 31, and the other passages in which

the name occurs, its foi ni is changed to Penuel.

On this change the lexicographers throw no light.

It is perhaps not impossible that Penuel was the

original tbrm of the name, and that the slight

change to Peniel was made by Jacob or by the

historian to suit his allusion to the circumstance

under which the patriarch first saw it. The Sama-

ritan Pentateuch has Penu-el in all. The pro-

montory of the Ras-es-Shukah, on the coast of

Syria above Beirfd, was formerly called Theou-

prosopon, probably a translation of Peniel, or its

Phoenician equivalent. [G.]

PENIN'NAH (n3;S: iivviva: Phenenna),

one of tlie two wives ofElkanah, the other being

Hannah, the mother of Samuel (1 Sam. i. 2).

PENNY, PENNYWORTH. In the A. V.,

in several passages of tlie N. T., "penny," either

alone or in the compound " pennyworth," occurs as

the rendering of the Greek 57)vd.piov, the name of

the Roman denarius (Matt. xx. 2, xxii. 19 ; Mark vi.

37, xii. 15 ; Luke xx. 24; John vi. 7 ;
Rev. vi. 6).

The denarius was the chief Roman silver coin, from

the beginning of the coinage of the city to the early

part of the third century. Its name continued to

be applied to a .silver piece as late as the time of the

earlier Byzantines. The states that arose from the

ruins of the Roman empire imitated the coinage

of the imperial mints, and in general called their

principal silver coin the denarius, whence tiie

French name denier and the Italian dena.ro. The

chief Anglo-Saxon coin, and for a long period the

only one, corresponded to the denarius of the Con-

tinent. It continued to be current under the Nor-

mans, Plantagenets, and Tudors, though latterly

little used. It is called penny, denarius, or denier,

which explains the emplovmeut of the first word in

the A. V.
'

[R. S. P.]

PENTATEUCH, THE. The Greek name
given to the five books commonly called the Five

Books of Moses (^ vevriTivxos sc. $i$\os ; Pen-

tateuchus sc. liber; the fivefold book; from revxos,

which me.aiiing originally " vessel, instrument," &c.,

came in Alexandrine Greek to mean '• book "). In

the time of Ezra and Nehemiah it was called " the

Law of Moses " (Ezr. vii. 6) ; or " the book of the

Law of Jloses" (Neh. viii. 1); or simply "the

book of Moses" (Ezr. vi. 18; Neh. xiii. 1 ; 2 Chr.

XXV. 4, XXXV. 12). This was beyond all reason-

able doubt our existing Pentateuch. The book

which was discovered in the temple in the reign of

Josiah, and which is entitled (2 Chr. xxxiv. 14),
" the book of the Law of Jehovah by the hand of

Moses," was substantially it would seem the same

volume, though it may have undergone some revi-

won by Ezra. In 1 Chr. xxxiv. 30, it is styled

PENTATEUCH, THE
" the book of the Covenant," and so also in 2 K.

xxiii. 2, 21, whilst in 2 K. xxii. 8 Hilkiah says, I

have found "the book of the Law." Still earlier in

the reign of Jehoshaphat we find a " book of the Law
of Jehovah " in use (2 Chr. jn'ii. 9). And this was

proliabiy the ejirliest designation, for a " book of the

Law " is mentioned in Deuteronomy (xxxi. 26j,

though it is questionable whether the name as there

used refere to the whole Pentateuch, or only to Deuter-

onomy
;
probably, as we shall see, it applies only to

the latter. The present Jews usually call the whole

by the name of Torah, i. e. " the Law," or Tornth

Mosheh, "the Law of Moses." The Rabbinical

title is nniPin ^^"o^n n^'on, " the five-fifths of

the Law." In the preface to the Wisdom of Jesus

the son of Sirach, it is called " the Law," which is

also a usual name lor it in the New Testament

(Matt. xii. 5, xxii. 36, 40 ; Luke x. 26; John viii.

5, 17). Sometimes the name of Moses stands briefly

for the whole work ascribed to him (Luke xxiv. 27;.

Finally, the whole Old Testament is sometimes

called a potiori parte, "the Law" (Matt. v. 18 ;

Luke xvi. 17; JoJin vii. 49, x. -34, xii. 34). In

John XV. 25 ; Rom. iii. 19, worIs from the Psalms,

and in 1 Cor. xiv. 21 from Isaiah, are quoted as

words of the Law.
The division of the whole work into five parts

has by some writers been supposed to be original.

Others (as Leusden, Havernick and v. Lengerke),

with more probability tiiink that the division was
made by the Greek translators. For the titles of

the several books are not of Hebrew but of Greek

origin. The Hebrew names are merely taken from

the first words of each book, and in the first in-

stance only designated particular sections and not

whole books. The MSS. of the Pentateuch form a

single roll or volume, and are divided not into

books, but into the larger and smaller sections called

Farshii/oth and Sedarini. Besides this, the Jews
distribute all the laws in the Pent;iteuch under the

two heads of alTirmative and negative precepts. Of
the former they reckon 248 ; because, according to

the anatomy of the Rabbins, so many are the parts

of the human body : of the latter tliey make 365,

which is the number of days in the year, and also

the number of veins in the human body. Accord-

ingly the Jews are bound to the observance of 613
precepts : and in order that these jirccepts may be

perpetually kept in mind, they are wont to carry a

piece of cloth foursquare, at the tour corners of

which they have fringes consisting of 8 threads

a-piece, fastened in 5 knots. These fringes are

called n^^""^, a word which in numbers denotes

600 : add to this the 8 threads and the 5 knots,

and we get the 613 precepts. The five knots de-

note the five books of Moses. (See Bab. Talmud.
Maccoth, sect. 3 ; Maimon. Pref. to .Tad Ha-
chnzaknh ; Leusden, PInlol. p. 33.) Both Philo {de

AbraJiam., ad init.) and Josephus (c. Apion. i. 8)
recognise the division now current. As no reason

for this division can satisfactorily be found in the

structure of the work itself, Vaihinger supposes

that the symbolic;d meaning of the number five led

to its adoption. For ten is the symbol of com-
pletion or perfection, as we see in the ten command-
ments [and so in Genesis we have ten "generations"],

and therefore five is a number which as it were

confesses imperfection and prophesies completion.

The Law is not perfect without the Prophets, for

the Prophets are in a special sense the bearers of

the Promise ; and it Is the Piornise which C07nplet«9
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fhe Law. This is questionable. There can be no

tlnuht, however, that this division of the Pentateuch

iuriuenced the arrangement of the Psnlter in five

ljool<s. The same may be said of the five Megil-

loth of the Hagiographa (Canticles, Kiith, Lamenta-

lions, Ecclesi;istes, and Esther), which in many
Hebrew Bibles are placed immediately after the

Pentateuch.

For the several names and contents of the Five

Booics we refer to the articles on each Book, where

questions affecting their integrity and genuineness

are also discussed. In the article on Genesis the

scope and design of the whole worlc is pointed out.

We need only briefly observe here that this work

beginning with the record of Creation and the his-

tory of the pi-imitive world, passes on to deal more

especially with the early history of the Jewish

t'lmily. It gives at length the personal history

of the three great Fathers of the family: it then

describes how the family grew into a nation in

Egypt, tells us of its oppression and deliverance,

of its forty years' wandering in the wilderness, of

the giving of the Law, with all its enactments both

civil and religious, of the construction of the taber-

nacle, of the numbering of the people, of the rights

and duties of the piiesthood, as well as of many
important events which befell them before thei

entrance into the Land of Canaan, and finally con-

cludes with Bloses' last discoui'ses and his death.

The unity of the work in its existing form is now
generally recognized. It is not a mere collection of

loose fragments carelessly put together at different

times, but bears evident traces of design and pur-

pose in its composition. Even those who discover

different authors in the earlier books, and who deny
that Deuteronomy was written by Moses, aie still

of opinion that the work in its present form is a

connected whole, and was at least reduced to its

present shape by a single reviser or editor."

The question has also been raised, whether the

Book of Joshua does not, properly speaking, consti-

tute an integral portion of this work. To this

question Ewald {Gesch. i. 175), Knobel (Genesis,

Vorbem. §1, 2), Lengerke (A'cnaaJi, Ixxxiii.), and
?tahelin (Krit. Unters. p. 91) give a reply in the

aHnrmative. They seem to have been led to do so,

partly beaiuse they imagine that the two documents,

the Elohistic and Jehovistic, which characterize the

earlier books of the Pentateuch, may still be traced,

like two streams, the waters of which never wholly

mingle though they flow in the same channel,

running on through the book of Joshua ; and partly

Ixjcause the same work which contains the promise

of the land (Gen. xv.) must contain also— so they

argue—the fulfilment of the promise. But such

grounds are far too arbitraiy and uncertain to sup-

port the hypothesis which rests upon them. All

that seems probable is, that the book of Joshua

received a final revision at the hands of Ezra, or

some earlier prophet, at the same time with the

books of the Law.

The fiict that the Samaritans, who it is well

•» See Ewald, GeschiclUe, i. 175 ; and Stahelin, Krititch.

Unters. p. 1.

>• It is strange to see how widely the misconception

which we are anxious to obviute extemls. A learned

writer, in a recent publication, says, In reference lo the

alleged existence of different documents in the IVnt-i-

teuch. "This exclusive use of the one Divine Name in

stime portions, and of the other in other portions, it is

said, chaiacterizes two different authors living at different

times ; and consequently Genesis is composed of two dif-
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known did not possess the other books ot Scri))ture,

have besides the Pentateuch a book of Joshua (see

Chronicon Sarnaritanum, &c., ed. Juynboll, Lugd.
Bat. 1848), indicates no doubt an early association of

the one with the other ; but is no proof that they

originally constituted one worii, but rather tiie con-

ti'ary. Otherwise the Samaritans would naturally

have adopted the canonical recension of Joshua.

We may therefore I'egard the Five Books of Moses

as one separate and complete work. For a detailed

view of the several books we must refer, as we have
said, to the Articles where they are severally dis-

cussed. The questions which we have left for this

article are those connected with the authorship and

date of the Pentateuch as a whole.

It is necessary here at the outset to state the

exact nature of the investigation which lies before

us. Many English readei-s are alarmed when they

are told, for the first time, that critical investigation

renders it doubtful whether the whole Pentateuch in

its present form was the work of Moses. On this

subject there is a strange confusion in many minds.

They suppose that to surrender the recognized au-

thorship of a sacred book is to surrender the truth

of the book itself. Yet a little reflection should suffice

to correct inch an error. For who can say now who
wrote the books of Samuel, or Huth, or Job, or to

what authorship many of the Psalms are to be

ascribed ? We ai'e quite sure that these books

were not written by the persons whose names they

bear. We are scai'cely less sure that many of the

Psalms ascribed to David were not written by him,

and our own translators have signified the doubtful-

ness of the inscriptions by separating them from
the Psalms, of which in the Hebrew text they were
made to fonn a constituent part. These books of

Scripture, however, and these divine poems, lose

not a whit of their value or of their authority be-

cause the names of their authors have perished.

Truth is not a thing dependent on names. So like-

wise, if it should turn out that portions of the Pen-

tateuch were not written by Moses, neither their

inspiration nor their trustworthiness is thereby di-

minished. All will admit that one portion at least

of the Pentateuch—the 34th chapter of Deutero-

nomy, which gives the account of Moses' death

—

was not written by him. But in making this

admission the principle for which we contend is

conceded. Common sense compels us to regard this

chapter as a later addition. Why then may not

other later additions have been made to the work ?

If common sense leads us to such a conclusion in

one instance, critical examination may do so on
sufficient grounds in another.''

At different times suspicions have been entertained

that the Pentateuch as we now have it is not the

Pentateuch of the earliest age, and that the work
must have undergone various modifications and addi-

tions before it assumed its present shajjo.

So early as the second century we find the author

of the Clementine Homilies calling in question the

authenticity of the Mosaic writings. According to

ferent documents, the one Elohistic, the other Jehovistic.

which moreover differ in statement; and consequently

this book was not written by Moses, and Is neither in-

spired nor trustworthy " (Aids to Faith, p. 190). How it

follows that a book is neither inspired nor trustworthy

because its authorship is unknown we are at a loss to

conceive. A large part of the canon must be sacrificed,

if we are only to receive books whose authorship is satis,

factorily ascertained.

3 D
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him the Law was only given oiully by Moses to

the seventy elders, and not consigned to writing till

after his death ; it subsequently luideiwent many
changes, was corrupted more and more by means of

the false prophets, and was especially filled with erro-

neous antliropomoiphic conci'ptions of God, and un-

worthy representations of the charactei-s of the

Patriarchs (Horn. ii. 38, 4;i, iii. 4, 47 ; Neander,

Gnost. Sijsteme, 38u). A statement of this kind,

unsupported, and coming from an heretical, and

therefore suspicious somco, may seem of little mo-
ment : it is however remarkable, so far a.s it indiaites

an early tendency to cast oH' the received traditions

respecting the books of Scripture ; whilst at the

same time it is evident that this was done cau-

tiously, becjiuse such an opinion resijecting the Pen-

tateuch Wius said to be for the advanced Christian

only, and not for the simple and unlearaed.

Jerome, there can be little doubt, had seen the

ditliculty of supposing the Pentateuch to be alto-

gether, in its piesent form, the work of Moses ; for

he observes {contra Ifekid.) :
" Sive Mosea diceie

volueris auctorem Penfciteuchi sive Ksram ejusdein

instauratorem opejis," with refeience apparently to

the Jewish tradition on the subject. Aben Ezra

(tll67), in his Conini. on Deut. i. 1, threw out

some doubts as to the Mosaic authorship of ceitain

passages, such as Gen. xii. 6, Deut. iii. 10, 11,

xxxi. 9, which he either explained as later inteipoia-

tions, or left as mysteries which it was beyond his

power to unravel. For centuries, however, the

Pentiiteuch was generally received in the Chuich
without question as written by Moses. The age

of criticism had not yet come, 'i'he fii-st signs of

its approach were seen in the 17th century. In

the year 1651 we find Hobbes writing : *' Videtur

Pentateuchus potius de Mose quam a Mose scrij)tus"

{Leciiithan,c. :33). Spinoza {Tnict. Thcol.-Polit.

c. 8, 9, published in 1679), set himself Ixildly to

controvert the received authorship of the Penta-

teuch. He aUrged against it (1) later names of

places, as Gen. xiv. 14 comp. with Judg. xviii. 29;

(2) the continuation of the history beyond the days
of Moses, Exod. xvi. 35 comp. with Josh. v. 12;

(3) the stiitement in Gen. xx.\vi. 31, "before there

reigned any king over the children of Israel."

Spinoza mamtained that Moses issued his commands
to the elders, that by them they were written down
and communicated to the people, and that later

j

they were collected and j^signed to suitable passages
'

in Moses' life. He considered that the Pentiiteuch '

was indebted to Ezra for the form in which it now
[

appears. Other writers be;'an to suspect that the

b(K)k of Genesis was comjwsed of written documents
|

earlier than the time of Moses. So Vitringa ( Obserc.

Sacr. i. 3) ; LeClerc (ile Seript. Pentuteuchi, §11 ),

and R. Simon [Hist. Critique du V. T. lib. i. c. 7,

Rotterdam, 1685). According to the'lastof these

wiiters. Genesis was composed of e;irlier documents,

the Laws of the Pentateuch were tlie work of Moses,

and the gi'eator portion of the history was written I

by the public scribe who is meritioned in the book.

Le Clerc su])posed that the piicst who, according to I

2 K. svii. 27, was sent to instruct the Siimaritan '

colonists, was the author of tlie Pentateuch.

But it wiis not till the middle of the last century '

that the question as to the authorship of the Pen-

tateuch was handled with anything like a discerning
j

criticism. The tirst attempt was made by a lay-

man, whose studies we might have supposed would

scaiwly have led him to such an investigation. In

the year 1753, there appeared at Brussels a work.
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entitled :

" Conjectures sur les Memoii-es originaux,

dont il paroit que Moyse s'est ser\'i pour composer
le l>ivre de Gen^se." It was written in his 69th
year by Astruc, Doctor and Professor of Medicine iu

the Royal College at Paris, and Court Physician to

Louis XIV. His critical eye had observed that

tliroughout the book of Genesis, and as far as the

6th chapter of ICxodus, traces were to be fouuil of

two original documents, each chaiacterised by a

distinct use of the names of God ; the one by the

name Elohim, and the other by the name Jehovah.

Buside-- these two principal documents, he supposed

Moses to have made use of ten others in the compo-
sition of the earlier part of liis work. Astruc was
followed by several Gennan writers on the path which
he had traced ; by Jerusjilem in his Letters on the

Mosaic Writimjs and Philosophy ; by Schultens, in

his Dissertatio qua disquiritur, unde Moses res in

libro Geneseos descriptas didicerit ; and with con-

siderable learning and critical acumen by Ilgen

( Urkunden der Jerusaleinischen Tempelarchivs,

l^-- Theil, Halle, 1798), and Eichhorn {Einleitung

in'd. A. T.).

But this "documentary hypothesis," as it is

called, was too conservative and too rational for

some critics. Vater, in his Cominentar Ob. den
Pentateuch, 1815, and A. T. Hartmann, in his

Linguist. Einl. in d. Stud, der Biicher des A. Test.

1818, maintained that the Pentateuch consisted

merely of a number of fragments loosely strung

togetlier without oider or design. The former sup-

posed a collection of laws, made in the times of David
and Solomon, to have been the foundation of the

whole : that this was the book discovered in the reign

of Josiah, and that its fragments were afterwards in-

corporated in Deuteronomy. All the rest, consisting

of fragments of history and oflaws written at ditiierent

periods up to this time, were, according to him, col-

lected and shape 1 into their piesent form between the

times of Josiah and the Babylonish Exile. Hartmann
also brings down the date of the existing Pentateuch

as late as the Exile. This has been called the " Frag-

mentary hypothesis." Both of these have now been

superseded by the " Supplementaiy hypothesis,"

which has been adopted with vanous modificiitions

by De Wette, Bleek, Stahelin, Tuch, Lengerke, Hup-
feld, Knobel. Bunsen, Kurtz, Delitzsch, Schultz,

Vaihinger, and others. They all alilie recognize two
Documents in the Pentateuch. They suppose the

narrative of the Elohist, the more ancient writer, to

have been the foundation of the work, and that the

Jehovist or later writer making use of this docu-

ment, added to and commented upon it, sometimes

transcribing portions of it iutict, and sometimes

incorporating the substance of it into his own work.

But though thus agreeing in the main, theydifler

widely in the application of the theory. Thus, tor

instaiiiie, De Wette distingui.-hts between the Elohist

and the Jehovist in the tirst four Books, and atti-i-

butes Deuteronomy to a difiiei'cnt wi iter altogether

{Einl. ins A. T. §1 50 ff.). So also Leiit;erke, though
with some tlitferences of detul in the iwtions he

assigns to the two editors. The last plai-es the

Elohist in the time of Solomon, and the Jehovistic

editor in that of Hezekiah ; whereas Tuch puts the

tirst under Saul, and the second under Solomon.

Stahelin, on the other hand, declares for the identity

of the Deuteronomist and the Jehovist; ami sup-

poses the last to have written in the reign of Saul,

and the Llohist in the time of the Judges. Hupfeld

{die Quellen der Genesis) finds, in Genesis at least,

traces of three authors, an e;irlicr and a later Elohist,
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^s well as the Jeho\'ist. He is peculiar in regarding

tlie Jehovistic portion as an altogethei' original docu-

ment, written in entire iudeiiendence, and without

the knowledge even of the Elohistic record. A later

editor or compiler, he thinks, found the two books,

and threw them into one. Vaihinger (in Herzog's

Encyclopadie) is also of opinion that portions of

three original documents are to be found in the first

lour books, to which he adds some fragments of the

3'2nd and 34th chapters of Deuteronomy. The

Kitlh Book, accoiding to him, is by a dilieient and

much later writer. ^The Pi e-elohist he supposes to

have flourished about l-JOO B.C., the Elohist some

200 yau-s later, the Jehovist in the first half of the

8th century B.C., and the Deuterouomist in the

reign of Hezekiah.

Delitzsch agrees with the writers above men-

tioned in recognizing two distinct documents as the

basis of the I'entateuch, especially in its earlier por-

tions ; but he entirely sevei-s himself from them in

maiutiiiniug that Deuteronomy is the work of Moses.

His theory is this : the kernel or first foundation of

the Pentateuch is to be tbimd in the Book of the
^

Covenant {Kx. .xix.-.x.xiv.), which was written by

Moses himself, and afterwards incorporated into the

body of the Penfciteuch, where it at piesent stands.

The rest of the Laws given in the wilderness, till

the people reiiched the plains of Moab, were commu-
nicated orally by Moses and taken down by the

priests, whose business it was thus to provide for

their preservation (Deut. xvii. 11, comp. x.xiv. 8,

xxxiii. 10; Lev. x. U, comp. xv. 31). Ina'^much

as Deuteronomy does not pie-suppose the existence

in writing of the entire eailier legislation, but on

the contrary reciipituiates it with the greatest

freedom, we are not obliged to assume that the

proper codification of the Law took place during the

tbrty years' wandeiing in the Desert. This w^as

done, however, shortly alter the occupation of the

land of Canaan. On tliat sacred soil wa;3 the first

definite portion of the history of Israel written ; and
the wilting of the history itself necessitited a full

and complete account of the Mosaic legislation. A
man, such as Ele;izar the son of Aaron, the priest

(see Num. x.xvi. 1, xxxi. 21), wrote the gi'eat work
beginning with the first words of Genesis, including

in it the Book of the Covenant, and perhaps gave

only a short notice of the lust discourses of Moses,

because Moses had written them down with his own
hand. A second—who may have been Joshua (see

especially Deut. xxxii. 44 ; Josh. xxiv. 26, and comp.

on the other hand 1 Sam. x. 25), who was a prophet,

and spake as a prophet, or one of the elders on whom
Moses' spirit rested (Num. si. 25), and many of

whom survived Joshua (Josh. xxiv. 31 )—complete<l

the work, taking Deuteronomy, which Moses had

«Titten, for his model, and incorporating it into his

own book. Somewhat in this manner arose the

Turah (or Pentateuch', each naiTator further avail-

ing himself when he thought proper of other written

documents.

Such is the theory of Delitz.sch, which is in many
respects worthy of consideration, and which h;is

been adopted in the main by Kurtz ( Gesch. d. A. B.

i. §20, and ii. §99, 6 >, who formerly was opposed

to the theory of diti'erent documents, and sided

rather with Hengstenberg iind the critiis of the

extreme conservative school. There is this dillerence.

however, that Kurtz objects to the view that

Deuteronomy existed before the other books, and

U'lieves that the rest of the Pentateuch was com-

mitted to writuig befoie, not after, the occupation of
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the Holy Land. Finally, Schultz, in his lecent work
on Deuteronomy, recognizes two original documents
in the Pentateuch, the l-^loliistic being the base and

groundwork of the whole, but contends that the

Jehovistic portions of the first four books, as well

as Deuteronomy, except the concluding portion, were
written by .Mo^es. 'I'hus he agrees with Delitzsch

and Kurtz in admitting two documents and the

Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy, and with

Stahelin in identifying the Deutcronomist with the

Jehovist. That these three writers more nearly

approach the truth than any others who have

attempted to account for the phenomena of the

existing Pentateuch, we are convinced. Which of

the three hypotheses is best supported by facts and
by a careful examination of the r«»rd we shall see

hereafter.

One other theory has, however, to be stated before

we pass on.

The author of it stands quite alone, and it is not

likely that he will ever find any disciple bold

enough to adopt his theory : even Ins great admirer

Bunsen forsakes him here. But it is due to Ewald's

great and deserved reputation as a scholar, and to

his uncommon critical sagacity, briefly to state

what that theory is. He distinguishes, then, seven

dillerent authors in the gi'eat Book of Origines or

Primitive History (comprising the Pentateuch and

Joshua). The olde.st historical work, of which but

a very few fragments remain, is the Book of the

Wars of Jeho\'ah. Then follows a biography ot

Mose,s, of which also but small portions have been

preserved. The third and fourth documents are

much more perfect : these consist of the Book of the

Covenant, which was written in the time of Samson,

and the Book of Origines, which was written by a

priest in the time of Solomon. Then comes, in the

fifth place, the third historian of the primitive

times, or the first prophetic narrator, a subject of

the northern kingdom in the days of Elijah or Joel.

The sixth document is the work of the foua-th his-

torian of primitive times, or the second prophetic

narrator, who lived between 8u0 and 750. L;istly

comes the fifth historian, or third prophetic nar-

rator, who flourished not long after Joel, and xvho

collected and leduced into one corpus the various

works of his predecessors. The real pui-poses of the

history, both in its prophetical and its legal aspe<ts,

began now to be discerned. Some steps were tiken

in this direction by an unknown writer at the

beginning of the 7th century B.C. ; and then in a

far more comprehensive manner by the Deuterouo-

mist, who flourished in the time of Manasseh, and

lived in Egypt. In the time ot' Jeremiah appeared

the poet who wrote the Blessing of Moses, ;is it is

given in Deuteronomy. A somewhat later editor

incorpoiated tlie oiiginally indejwndent work of the

Deuteronomist, and the les.ser additions of his two
colleagues, with the hi.story as lefl by the fifth

narrator, and thus the whole was finally completeii.

" Such," says Ewald (and his words, seriously meant,

read like deliaite irony), " were the strange fortunes

which this gieat work underwent before it reached

its present tbrm."

Such is a brief summarv of the views which have

been entertained by a large number of critics, many
of them men of undoubtM piety a^ well as leaniiiig,

who have found themselves compelled, at^er careful

investigation, to abandon the older doctrine of the

Mosaic authoi-ship of the Pentateuch, and to adopt,

in some form or other, the theory of a compilatiou

horn earlier documents.
3 D 2
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On the other side, however, stands an array of

names scarcely less distinguished for leai-ning. who

maintain not only that thi-re is a unity of design

in the Pentateuch—which is granted by many of

those before mentionel—but who contend that this

unity of design can only be explained on the sup-

position of a single author, and that this author

could have been none other than Jloses. This is

the ground talten by Hengstenberg, Havernick,

Drechsler, Hanke, Welte, and Keil. 'J'he first men-

tioned of these writers has no doubt done adniiiable

service in reconciling and removing very many of

the alleged discrepnucies and contradictions in the

Pentateuch: but his zeal carries him in some

instances to attemjit a defence the very ingenuity

of which betrays how unsatisfactory it is ; and his

attempt to explain the use of the Divine Names, by

showing that the writer had a special design in the

use of the one or the other, is often in the last

degree arbitrary. Drechsler, in his work on the

Unity and GenHineness of Genesis (1838), fares no

better, though his remarks are the more valuable

because in many cases they coincide, quite inde-

pendently, with those of Hengstenberg. Later, how-

ever, Drechsler moditied his view, and supposed that

the several uses of the Divine Names were owing to

a didactic purpose on the part of the writer, ac-

cording as his object was to show a pai-ticular rela-

tion of God to the world, whether as Elohim or as

Jehovah. Hence he argued that, whilst different

streams flowed thi-ough the Pentateuch, they were

not fi'om two different fountain-heads, but varied

according to the motive which influenced the writer,

and according to the fundamental thought in par-

ticular sections ; and on this ground, too, he

exi)lained the charactei-istic phraseolngy wh.ch dis-

tinguishes such sections. Kanke's work ( Unter-

suchimgen iiher den Pentateuch) is a valuable con-

tribution to the exegesis of the Pentateuch. He is

especuilly successful in establishing the inward unity

of the work, and in showing how inseparably the

several portions, legal, genealogical, and histoi ical,

are interwoven together. Kurtz (in his Einheit

der Geneds, 18+G, and in the first edition of his

first volume of the Geschichte des Alien Bundcs)

followed on the same side ; but he has since aban-

doned the attempt to explain the use of the Divine

Names on the principle of the dilTerent meanings

whi(Ji they bear, and has espou.'^ed the theory of

two distinct documents. Keil. also, though he does

not despair of the solution of the problem, confesses

{Luther. Zeitschi: 18.il-2, p. 235) that " all attempta

as yet made, notwithstanding the acumen which has

been brought to bear to e.xplain tlie interchange of

the Divine Names in Genesis on the gro\md of the

different meaning- which they possess, must be pro-

nounced a failure." Kbrard {iMis Alter des Jehova-

Namens) and Tiele {Stud, wid Krit. 1852-1) make
nearly the same admission. This manifest doubt-

fulness in some cases, and desertion in others from

the ranks of the more conservative school, is signi-

ficant. And it is certainly unfair to claim con-

sistency and unanimity of opinion for one side to

the prejudice of the other. The truth is that

diversities of opinion are to be found among those
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who are opposed to the theoiy of different docu«

ments, a-s well as amongst those who advocate it.

Nor can a tlioory which h.-is been adopted by

Delitzsch, and to which Kurtz has become a con-

vert, be considered as either irrational oi- irreligious.

It may not be established beyond doubt, but the

presumptions in its favour are strong; nor, when

properly stated, will it be found open to aJiy serious

objection.

II. We ai^k in the next place what is the testi-

mony of the Pentateuch itself with regard to its

authorship ?

1. We find on reference to Ex. xxiv. 3, 4, that

" ]\Ioses came and told the people all the words of

Jehovah and all the judgments," and that he subse-

quently "wrote down all the words of Jehovah."

These were written on a roll called " the book of

the covenant " (ver. 7 ), and " read in the audience

of the people." These " words " and "judgments"

were no doubt the Sinaitic legislation so far as it

had as yet been given, and which constituted in fact

the covenant between Jehovah and the people. Upon
the renewal of this covenant after the idolatry of

the Israelites, Moses was again commanded by Je-

hovah to " write these words" (xxxiv. 27). " And,"

it is added, " he wrote upon the tables the words of

the covenant, the ten commandments," Leaving

Deuteronomy aside for the present, there are only

two other passages in which mention is made of the

writing of any part of the Law, and those aie Ex.

xvii. 14, where Moses is commanded to write the

defeat of Amnlek in a book (or rather in the book,

one already in use for the purpose •=); and Num.
x-Txiii. 2, where we are infoimed that Moses wrote

the journeyuigs of the childien of Israel in tlie

desert and the various stations at which they en-

camped. It obviously does not follow from these

statements that Moses wrote all the rest of the fii-st

four books wh'ch bear his name. Nor on the other

hand does this specific testimony with regard to

certain portions justify us in coming to an oppo.site

conclusion. So for nothing can be determined posi-

tively one way or the other. But it may be said

that we have an express testimony to the Mosaic

authorship of the Law in Deut, x.xxi. 9-12, wliere

we are tiild that " Moses wrote this Law " (minn
nX-Tn ,. and delivered it to the custody of the priests

witli a command that it should be read before all

the people at the end of every seven yeai-s, on the

Keiist of Tabernacles. In ver. 24 it is further said,

that when he " had made an end of writing the

words of this Law in a book till they were finished,"

he delivered it to the Levites to be placed in the

fide of the ark of the covenant of Jehovah that it

might be preserved as a witness against the pi'ople.

Such a statement is no doubt decisive, but the ques-

tion is, how far does it extend. Do the words " this

Law " comjjrise all the Mosaic leg'slation as con-

tained in the last four books of the Pentateuch,

or must they be confined only to Deuteronomy?

The last is apparently the only tenable view. In

Deut. xvii. 18, the direction is given that the king

on his accession " shall write him a copy of this

Law in a book out of that which is before the

c Delitzsch, however, will not allow that "1SD3 means

in the already existing book, but in one wliicli was to

be taken for the occasion ; and he refers to Num. v. 23,

1 Sam. X. 25, 2 .Sam. xi. 15, for a similar use of the article.

*1DD he takes here, at: in Is. xxx. », to mean a separate

leaf or plaU' on which the record was to be made. But tlie

three passages to which he refers do not help him. In the

first two a particular book kepi for the purpose Is pro-

bablj- intended; and in 2 Sam. xi. 15, tlte book or leaf is

meant which had already been mentioned in the previoiu

verse. Hence the article is indlsiiensable.
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priests the Levitcs." Tlie words " copy of this

Law," are literally " repe'.ition of this Law"
CM 'nn n^C'P;, which is another name for the

booi; of I)euteionomy, and hence the LXX. render

heve rh SevTfpouSfxiov TovTO, and I'hilo ri]v iirt-

vouiSa, and although it is tiue that Onkelos uses

nJy'O (Mishneh) in the sense of "copy," and the

Talmud in the sense of "duplicate" (Oaipzov on

Schickard's Jus rcg. Ilehraeor. pp. 82-84), yet as

regards the passage ali'eady referred to in xxxi.

8, &c., it w;is in the time of the second Temple
received as an unquestionable tradition that Deute-

ronomy only, and not the whole Law was read at

the end of every seven yeais, in the year of release.

The words are Dnmn nbn CTDin D^nno,
"from the beginning of Deuteronomy " (Sota, c.

7 ; Maimon. Jad ha-chazakah in Hilchoth Chagiga,

c. 3 ; Keland, Antiq. Sac. p. iv. §n).d

Besides, it is on the face of it very improbable

that the whole Pentateuch should have been read at

a national feast, whereas that Deuteronomy, sinnming

up, spiritualizing, and at the .«ame time enforcing

the Law >hould so have been read, is in the h'ghest

degree probable and natuial. It is in confirmation

of this view that all the later literature, and espe-

<'ially the writings of the Prophets, are full of re-

ferences to Deuteronomy as the book with which
they might expect the most intimate acquainfeince

on the part ot their hearers. So in other passages

in which a written law is spoken of we are driven

to conclude that only some part and not the whole
of the Pentateuch is meant. Thus in chap, .xxvii.

3, 8, Jloses commands the people to write " all the

words of this Law very plainly " on the stoi:es set

up on Mount Ebal. Some have supposed that only

the Decalogue, others, that the blessings and curses

which immediately follow, were so to be inscribed.

Othei-s again (as Schulz, Deuteron. p. 87) thnik

that some summary of tlie Law may have been in-

tended ; but it is at any rate quite clear that the

cX|>ression "all the words of this Law" does not

refer to the whole Pentateuch. This is confirmed

by Josh. viii. o2. There the history tells us that

.loshua wrote upon the stones of the altar which
he had built on Mount Ebal " a copy of the Law of

Jlo^es {mishneh torath Alosheh—the same expiession

which we have in Deut. xvii. 18), which he wrote
in the presence of the children of Israel. . . . And
atterward he laid all the words of the Law, the

blessings and cursings, according to all that is

written in the book of the Law." On this we ob-

serve, first, that " the blessings and the cursings
"

here specified as having been engraven on the plaster

with which the stones were covered, are those re-

corded in Deut. xxvii., xxviii., and next that the

]iin<;uage of the writer lenders it probable that other

portions of the Law were addecL If any reliance is

to be placed on what is apparently the oldest Jewish

tradition (see below note ^), and if the words ren-

dered in our version " copy of the Law," mean
" repetition of the Law." j. e. the book of Deute-

ronomy, then it w.-is this which w<is engraven upon

the stones and read in the hearing of IsraeL It

seems clear th \t the whole of the existing Pentateuch

<« " The passage of the Sifri," says Delit7.sch on Genesis, has inheriUti from his ancestors. HJC'D »»«""» nothing

p. 63, one of tlie oldest Midrashim of the school of Rabs else but n-\\n n3K'n (Deuteronomv). Not this exclu-

(+ 247), on Deut. .wli. 18, to which Raschi refers on Suta ',,.„,„ .

>•<<<»-'-> ^ ,„.",. , „. ,,^T, . , . . . . I » 1 , I, . . V
slvely, however, because m ver. 19 is said, to obsen-e au

4I«, IS as clear as it Is important : Let bim (the king)
j
j^^ ^.^^^^ ^^ ,^,^ ,^^ j^ ^_ ,^^„ ^^^^. .^ Deu.eronomv

•"Py 'TH 'nn nyj'O tin '" » ^^'^ '<" himself in only mentioned? Because on the dny ot assembly Deutrr-
panirular, ami lot liim not be natisfuvl with nne that hr> oiiomv onlv was read.'"
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cannot be meant, but either the book of Deutero-
nomy only, or some summary of tlie Mo.-aic legis-

lation. In any case nothing can be argued from
any of the passages to which we have leferred as tn

the authorship of the first four books. Schultz,

indeed, contends that with chap. xxx. the discourses

of Moses end, and that therefore whilst the phrase
" this law," whenever it occurs in chaps, i.-xxx.,

means only Deuteroncmy, yet in chap. xxxi. whera
the narrative is resumed and the history of Jloses

brought to a conclusion, " this law " would na-

turally refer to the whole pievious legislation.

Chapter xxxi. brings as he says, to a teimination,

not Deuteronomy only, but the previous books as

well ; for without it they would be incomplete. In

a section therefore which concludes the whole, it is

reasonable to suppose that the words " this law

'

designate the whole. He appeals, moreover (against

Delitzsch), to the Jewish tiadition, and to the words
of Josephus, 6 apxtfpevs iirl Prtfj-aros v'p7i\ov

(TTaOels .... avayivwaKeTO) rovs pS/jlovs Tract,

and also to the absence of the article in .xxxi. 24,

where Jloses is said to have made an end of

vrt-iting the Law in a Book ("ISD PJ?), whereas

when different portions are spoken of, tliey are said

to have been written in the Book alieady existing

(Ex. xvii. 14; 1 Sara. x. 25; Josh. xxiv. 26). It

is scarcely conceivable, he says, that Moses should
have provided so carefully for the safe custody and
transmission of his own sermons on the Law, and
have made no like provision for the Law itself,

though given by the mouth of Jehovah. Even
therefore if "this Law" in xxxi. 9, 24, applies in

the first instance to Deuteronomy, it must indiiectly

include, if not the whole Pentateuch, at any rate the

whole Jlosaic legislation. Deuteronomy everywhere
supposes the existence of the earlier books, and it is

not credible that at the end of his life the gieat

Legislator should have been utteily regardless of the

Law which was the text, and solicitous only about
the discourses which were the comment. The one
would have been unintelligible apart from the other.

There is no doubt some force in these arguments
;

but as yet they only render it probable that if Moses
were the author of Deuteronomy, he was the author
of a great part at least of the three pievious books.

So far then the direct evidence from the Penta-
teuch itself is not sufficient to establish the Mosaic
authorship of every poitiou of the Five Books.
Cert^iin parts of Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers,
and the whole of Deuteronomy to the end of chap.
XXX., is all that is expressly said to have been
written by Moses.

Two questions are yet to be answered. Is there

evidence that parts of the work were not written by
Moses ? Is there evidence that parts of the work
are later than his time ?

2. The next question we ask is this: Is there

any evidence to show that he did not write portions

of the woik which gws by his name? We have
alreaiiy referred to the last chapter of Deuteronomy
which gives an account of his death. Is it probable

that Moses wrote the words in Ex. xi. 3, " More-
over the man Moses was very great in the land of

Egypt, in the sight of Pharaoh's servants, and in
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the sight of the ]ie<n>le

;"—or those in Num. xii. 3,

" Now the man Closes w;ts very meek, above all

the men which were upon the face of the eai'th ?"

On the other hand, are not such words of praise

just wliat we might expect from the friend and dis-

ciple—for such p'rh;ips he w;vs—who pronounced

his eulogium after his death—" And there arose

not a prophet since in Israel lii<e unto Moses, whom
Jehovah knew face to face" 'Dent, xxxiv. 10)?

3. But there is other evidence, to a critical eye

not a whit less convincing, which points in tlie

same direction. If, without any theory casting its

shadow upon us, and without any fe;ir of conse-

quences before our eyes, we read thoughtfully only

the Book of Genesis, we can hardly escape the con-

viction that it partiikfts of the natuie of a ctjm-

pilation. It has indeed a unity of plan, a coherence

of parts, a shapeliness and an order, which satisfy

us that as it stands it is the creation of a single

mind. But it bears also manifest traces of having

been based upon an earlier work ; and that earliei'

work itself seems to h;ive had embedded in it frag-

ments of still more ancient documents. Before pro-

ceeding to prove this, it may not be unnecessary to

state, in order to avoid misconstruction, that such a

theory does not in the least militate against the

divine authority of the book. The history contained

in (Jenesis could not have beea nan-ated by Moses

from personal knowledge ; but whether he was
taught it by immediate divine suggestion, or was
directed by the Holy Spirit to the use of earlier

documents, is immateiial in reference to the inspira-

tion of the work. The question may theretbre be

safely discussed on ciitical grounds alone.

We begin, then, by pointing out some of the

phenomena which the Book of Genesis presents. At
the very opening of tlie book, peculiarities of style

and manner are discernible, which can scarcely

escape the notice of a careful reiider even of a

translation, which certainly are no sooner pointed

out than we are compi-Ued to admit their eristeuce.

The language of chapter i. 1-ii. 3 (where the

first cbipter ought to have been made to end) is

totally unlike that of the section which follows,

ii. 4-iii. 2:i. This last is not only distinguished by
a peculiar use of the Divine Nariies—for here and
nowhere else in the whole Pentateuch, except Ex.
IK. 30, have we the combination of the two,
•Jehovah Klohim—but also by a mode of expression

peculiar to itself. It is also remarkable for pre-
serving an account of the Creation distinct from
that contained in the first chapter. It may be said,

indeed, that this account does not contradict the
fonner, and migiit therefore hare proceeded from the
fame pen. But, fully admitting that there is no can-
tradiction, the representation is so different that it

is far more natural to conclude thit it was derived
from some other, though not antagonistic source.

It may be argued that here we have, not as in the
first instance the Divine i.!e.a and method of Cre-
ation, but the actual relation of man to the world
around him, and especially to the vegetable and
animal kingdoms; tiiat this is therefore only a
resumption and explanation of some things which
had been mentiouetl more broadly and (generally

before. Still in any c;ise it cannot be denied that
this second account ha< the character of a supple-
ment ; that it is designed, if not to correct, at least

to explain the otiier. And this fact, taken in con-
nexion with tlie peculiarities of the phraseology and
the use of tiie Divine Names in the sjime section, is

'liiite sufficient to justify the supposition that we
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but of compilation from ditierent sources.

To take another instance. Chapter xiv. is beyond 'j

all doubt an ancient monument—papyras-roU it V
may have been, or inscription on stone, which has ^
been copied and transplanted in its original form

into our present Book of Genesis. Archaic it is in

its whole character: distinct too, again, from the

rest of the book in its use of the name of God.

Here we have Kl 'El'yon, " the Most High God,"

Used bv MelchizeJec first, and then by Abiaham,

who adopts it and applies it to Jehovah, as if to

show thnt it was one God whom he worshipped and

whom Melchizedec acknowledged, though they knew

Him under ditierent appellations.

We believe, then, that at least the.se two portions

of Genesis—chap. ii. 4-iii. 24, and chap. xiv.—are

original documents, preserved, it may have been,

like the genealogies, which are also a very promi-

nent featuie of the book, in the tents of the patri-

archs, and made use of either l«y the Elohist or the

Jehovist for his history. Indeed Eiohhorn seems

to be not far from the truth when he observes,

" The early portion of the history was comf)ose<l

merely of separate small notices ; whilst the family

history of the Hebrews, on the contrary, runs on

in two continuous narratives : these, however, again

have not only here and there some ]iassages inserted

from other sources, as chap, xiv., xsxiii. 18-xxxiv.

31, XKxvi. 1-43, xlix. 1-27, but even where the

authors wrote more independently they often bring

together traditions which in the couise of time had

taken a diffeient form, and merely give them as

they had received them, without intimating which

is to be preferred" {Finl. in A. T. iii. 91. §412).

We come now to a more ample examination of

the question as to the distinctive use of the Divine

Names. Is it the fact, as Astruc was the fii-st to

surmise, that this early portion of the Pentateuch,

extending from Gen. i. to Ex. vi., does contain two
oiigiual documents characterised by their separate

use of the Divine Names and by other peculiarities

of style ? Of this thei e can be no reasonable doubt.

We do find, not only scattered verses, but whole

sections thus characterised. Throughout this por-

tion of the Pentateuch tlie name HI IT (Jehovah)

prevails in some sections, and DTlbN (Elohim) in

otheis. There are a few sections where both are

employed indiffereutly ; and there are, finally, sec-

tions of some length in which neither the one nor

the other occurs. A list of these has been given

in another article. [Genesis.] And we find more-

over that in connexion with this use of the Divine

Names there is also a distinctive and chai-acteristic

phraseology. The style and idiom of the Jehovah

sections is not the same as the style and idiom of

the Elohim sections. After Ex. vi. 2-vii. 7, the

name Elohim almost ceases to be characteristic of

whole sections ; the only exceptions to this rule

being Ex. xiii. 17-19 and chap, xviii. Such a phe-

nomenon as this Kinnot be witliout .significance. If,

as Hengstenberg and those who agree with him
would pei-suade us, the use of the Divine Names is

to be accounted for throughout by a reference to

their etymology—if the author uses the one when
his design is to speak of God as the Creator and the

Judge, and the other when his object is to set forth

God as the Redeemer—then it still cannot but

appear remarkable that only up to a pai-ticular

point do these names stamp separate sections of the

narrative, whereas afleiwards all such distinctive

criterion fails. How is this fact to be accouiite-1
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tor? WTjv Is it that up to Hx. vi. each name has

its own province in the iiai nitive, broad and cleaiiy

defined, whereas in the sul-sequent poitions the

name Jehovah prevails, and tlohiin is only inter-

changed with it here and there? But the alleged

design in the use of the Divine Names will not bear

a cfose examination. It is no doubt true that

throughout the story of Creation in i. 1-ii. S we
have Elohim—and this squaie with the hypothesis.

Theie is some plausibility also iu the attempt to

explain the compound u^e of the Divine Names in

the next section, by the fact that hei-e we have the

transition tioni the Histoiy of Creation to the His-

tory of Redemption ; that here consequently we
should expect to find God exhibited in both cha-

i-acters, as the God who made and the G'A who
redeems the world. That atter the Fall it should

be Jehovah who speaks in the histoiy of Giin and

Abel is on the same principle intelligible, viz. that

this name hannonises best with the features of the

nan-ative. But when we come to the histoiy of

Noah the criterion fails us. Why, for instanc-e,

should it be said that " Noah found grace in the

eyes of Jehovah " (vi. 8), and that " Naih walkeil

with Elohim" vi. 9 ? Surely on the hvpothesis

it should have been, " Noah walked with Jehovah,"

for Jehovah, not Elohim, is His Name as the God
of covenant and gi-ace and selt-ievelation. Heiig-

stenbei^'s attempt to explain this phnise by an

opposition between " walking with God " and
" walking with the world " is remarkable only tor

its ingenuity. Why should it be more natural or

more forcible even then to imply an opposition

between the world and its Ci-ftitor, than between

the world and its Redeemer ? The revei-se is what
we should expect. To w;ilk with the world does

not mean with the created things of the world, but

with the spirit of the world ; and the emphatic

opposition to that spirit is to be found in the spirit

which confesses its need and lays hold of the promise

of Redemption. Hence to walk with Jehjtah not

Elohim . would be the natural antithesis to walking

with the world. So, ag;iin, how on the hypothesis

of Hengsteuberg, can we satistactorily account for its

being said in vi. 22, " Thus did Noah ; according to

all that GcJ {Elohim) commanded him, so did he :"

and in vii. 5, " And Noah did according unto ;ill

that Jchotah commanded him :" wliile ag.iin in vii. 9
Elohim occui-s in the same phi-ase ? The elaborate

ingenuity by means of which Hengsteuberg, Diech-
sler, and othei-s, attempt to account for the specific

use of the several names in these instances is in tact

its own refutation. The stern constraint of a theory

could alone have suggested it.

The fact to which we have i-efen-ed that there Js

this distinct use of the names Jehovah and Elohim

in the e;irlier portion of the Pentateuch, ii no

doubt to be explained by what we ai-e told in Ex.

vi. 2, " And Elohim spike unto Moses, and said

unto him, I am Jehovah : and I appeiu^ unto

Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob as El-Shaddai,

but by my name Jehovah was I rot known to

them." Does this mean that the name Jehovah

w;is literally unknown to the Patiiarehs ? that the

first revelation of it was that made to Mo.-«.s in

chap. iii. 13, 14? where we read: "And Moses

said nnto God, Behold, when I come unto the chil-

dren of Israel, and shall say unto them. The God of

your fathei-s hath sent me unto you ; and they shall

say to me. What is His Name? what shall I say

uuto them? And God said unto Moses, I AM
THAT I AM : and He said. Thus shalt thou sav
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unto the children of Israel, I AM hath seat me
unto yon."

This is undoubteiUy the first explanation of the
name. It is now, and now fii-st, that Israel is to

be made to imdei-sfcmd the full import of tliat

Name. This they ai e to learn by the redemption
out of Egypt. By means of the delivei-ance they
are to i-ecognize the character of their deliverer.

The God of their fathers is not a Gcd of power
only, but a God of faithfulness and of love, the God
who has maile a covenant with His chosen, and who
therefore will not tbivike them. This seems to be

the meaning of the " I AM THAT I AM ' ^n'riX

iTTIN X'K), or as it may perhaps be better ren-

dered, "I am He whom I prove myself to be."

The abstract idea of self-existence can hardlv be
conveyed by this name ; but rather the idea that

God is what He is in relation to His people. Now,
iu this sense it is clear God had not fully made
Himself known before.

The nan:e Jehovah may have existed, though we
have only two instances of this in the history,— the

I

one in the name Jloriah (Gen. xxii. 2 ), and the

other in the name of the mother of iloses (Ex. vi.

2u;, who wiis called Jochebed ; both names foi-meii

by composition from the Dinne name Jehovah. It

is ceitainly remai knble that during the patinarchal

times we find no other instance of a proper name so

compoundal. Niunes of pei-sons comjounded with
El aiid Shaddai we do find, but not with Jehovali.

I
This feet abundantly shows that tlie name Jehovah

!
was, if not altogether unknown, at any late not

undei^stood. And thus we have "an undft^igne^l

coincidence " in support of the accm-acy of the nar-
I rative. God says in Exodus, He was not known
by that name to the patiiai-chs. The Jehovistic

writer of the patiiaichal history, whether Moses or

,
one of his friends, uses the name fi-eely ;is one with

,
which he himself was familiar, but it never appeare

in the historic and life of the Patriaivhs as one
which was famihar to them. On the other hand,

passages like Gen. iv. 26. and is. 26, seem to show
that the name was not altogether unknown. Hence

!
Astruc remarks :

" Le passage de I'Exode bien en-

tendu ne pi-ouve point q;:e le uom de Jehova fiit

un nom de Dieu inconnu aus Patriaiches et revele

]

h Moyse le premier, mais prouve seulemeut que
Diea n" avoit pas hit conuoitre aux Patriaiches

toute I'etendue de la signification de ce nom, au
lieu qu'il la nianifestee a Moyse." The expression

in Ex. vi. 3, " I was not known, or did not make

I

-myself known," is in tiict to be understood with the
same limitation as when (John i. 17) it is said, thai

"Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ" as in

opposition to the Law of Jloses, which does not
mean that there was no Grac-e or Truth in the OM
Covenant; or as when (John vii. 39 it is saiil,

" The Holy Ghost was not yet, because Jesus w.is

not yet glorified," which does not of couj-se exclude

all ojieration of the Spirit before.

Still this jienomenon of the distinct use of the

Divine names would scaixely of itself prove the

point, that there aie two documents which fonn the

groundwork of the existing Pentateuch. But there

is other evidence jwutiug the same way. We find,

for instance, the same stoi-y told by the two waiters,

and their two accounts m;iiiifest]y interwoven ; and

we find also certain £»vourite wonis and phrases

which distinguish tlie one wrter trom the othei-.

(I.) In proof of tile first, it is >utiicieut to read

the historv of Xadi.
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In order to make tliis more cl&u-, we will .separate I their, generations ;" 13'^?, or rlJ'D^, "aftei his,

the two documents, and an-auge them

columns :

—

Jehovah.

Gen. vi. 5. And Je-

hovah Kiw that the -wick'

{xirallel

Elohim.

Gen. vi. 12. .\nd Elo-

him saw the earth, and

edness of man was great behold it was corrupt

;

in the earth, and that for all flesh had corrupted

every imagination of the his way upon the earth,

thoughts of his heart was

only evil continually.

•\nd it repented Jehovah,

&c.

7. And Jehovah said,

I will blot out man whom
I have created from off is come before me, for the

1 S. .\nd Elohim said to

Noah, The end of all flesh

the face of the ground.

vii. 1. And Jehovah

said to Xoah .... Thee

have I seen righteous be-

fore me ill this genera-

tion.

vu. 2. Of all cattle

which is clean thou shalt living thing of all flesh,

take to thee by sevens, two of all shalt thou bring

male and his female, and into the ark to preserve

of all cattle which is not alive with thee : male and

clean, two, male and his female shall they be.

(arth is filled with vio-

lence because of them,

and behold I vs-ill destroy

them with the earth.

vi. 9. Noah a righteous

man was perfect in hie

generation. With Elohim
did Noah walk.

vi. 19. And of every

or her, kind ;" H^H DTH DVVa, " on the self-

siuneday;" Q1N p3, "PadanAram"—forwhicii

in the Jeho\-istic portions we always find DIN

D)"in3, " Aram Naharaini," or simply DIN,

*' Aram ;" H^ll m3, " be linitful and multiply ;"

JT'lZl D*|"?in> "establish a covenant"— the Jeho-

vistic phrase being n*")Il n"]2, " to make (lit.

• cut') a covenant." So again we find n*'}3 ms.

" sign of the covenant ;" D?iy n'"13, " everhistiug

covenant;" n3p3-1 13T, "male and female" (in-

stead of the' jehoviltic inc'NI t^'X) ; pC',

"swarming or creeping thing;" and ^^C : and

the common supersciiption of the genealogical por-

tions, nnyin n?N, " these are the generations

of," &c., are, if not exclusively, yet almost exclu-

sively, characteristic of those sections in whicli tlie

name Elohim occurs.

There is therefore, it seems, good ground for

concluding that, besides some smaller independent

documents, traces miiy be discovered of two ori-

ginal historiail works, which tbiTO the basis of the

present book of Genesis and of the earlier chapters

of Exodus.

Of the-e there can be no doubt that the Ktohistic

is the earlier. The passiige in Ex. vi. establishes

this, as well as tlie matter and style of the document

tself. Whether Closes himself was the author of

either of these works is a diU'eient question. Both

are probably in the main as old as his time ; tlie

;
Elohistic certainly is, and perhaps older, but other

questions must be considered before we can pro-

nounce with certainty on this head.

I 4. But we may now advance a step fuither.

' There :u-e certain references of time and phic-e which

and I will blot out all the breath of life, from'under piove clearly that the work, in its present fonn, is

substance which I have heaven, all that is in the
\

later than the time of Jloses. Notices there are

3. .\lso of fowl of the

air bv sevens, male and
20. Of fowl after their

kind, and of cattle after

female, to preserve seed their kind, of every thing

alive on the face of all

the earth.

that creepeth ou the i

ground after his kind,

two of all shall come unto

thee that thou mayest

preserve (them) alive.

vii. 4. For in yet \-i. 17. Ac' I, behold I

eeven days I will send do bring the flood, waters

rain upon the earth forty upon the earth, to destroy

days and forty nighf:, aU flesh wherein is the

made from off the face of earth shall perish,

the ground.

vii. 5. .\nd Noah did

according to all that Je-

hovah commanded him.

I

scattered here and there which can only be ac-

counted for f:»iily on one of two suppositions—viz..

And Noah did either a later composition of the whole, or the

revision of an editor who found it necessaiy toaccording to all that Elo-

him commanded him
;
so I

introduce occasionally a few words liy way of ex-
did he.

[ pia„_.,tJon o,. correction. When, for instance, it is

Without carrying this parallelism furtner at said (Gen. xii. G, comp. xiii. 7), " And theCana;uiite

length, we will merely indicate by refeiences the was then (TK ) i" tlie land," the obvious meanin;.-

traces of the two documents in the rest of the nar- of sucii a remark seems to be that the st<ite ot'

rative of the Flood:—vii. 1, 6, ou the Jehovah side, things was different in the time of the writer; that

answer to vi. 18, vii. 11, on the Elohim side; vii. now the Canaanite was there no longer; and the

7, 8, 9, 17, 23, to vii. 13. 14. 15, 16, 18, 21, 22; conclusion is that the words must have been written

iftsr the occupation of the land by the Israelites21, toix. S, 9, 10, 11.

It is quite true that we find both in earlier and In any other book, as Vailiinger justly remaiks,

later writers repetitions, which may arise either we should cei-tainly draw this inference,

from accident or from want of skill on the part of The principal notices of time and place which
the author or compiler ; but neither the one nor the have been alleged as bespeaking for the Pentateudi

other would account for tiie constant repetition a later date are the following :

—

which here runs through all parts of the naiTative. («.) Keferences of time.
"
Ex. vi. 26, 27, need

'.2.) But again we find that these duplicate not be regarded .is a later addition, for it obviously

luirratives are characterized l>y pieculiar modes of sums up the genejilogical register given just befoie,

expression; and that, generally, the Elohistic and .ind refers back to ver. 13. But it is more naturally

Jeho\Tstic sections have theu- own distinct and indi- leconcilable with some other authoi-ship than that

vidual colouring. ' of Moses. Again, Ex. xvi. 33-36, though it must
We find CPi-tain favourite phr.ises peculiai- to the have been introduced iifter the rest of the book was

Elohistic passages. Such, foi- instance, are H^DN, written, may have been addeil bv Moses liiniselt',

" possession;" D^T-UO pN, " laud of .^^.joum- ^"^''"1?, ^'"^
i''

^"^^ composed' the rest of the
'^^^

• . L ' •''•
L book. Moses there dn-ects Aaron to lay uy tlip

ings;" D5*ni^i Vi "1 Cnnn?. "after your, or manna before Jehovah, and then we read: "As
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Jehovah commanded Moses, so Aaion laid it up

before the Testimony {i. c. the Arii) to be kept.

And the children of Israel did eat mauna forty

years, until they came to a land inhabited; they

did e.it manna until they came unto the borders of

the land of Canaan." Then follows the remark,

" Now an onier is the tenth part of an ephah." It

is clear then that this pass;ige was written not only

ailer the Ark was made, but after the Israelites

had entered the' Promised Laud. The plain and

obvious intention of the writer is to tell us when

the manna ccosed, not, as Heugstenberg contends,

merely how long it continued. So it is said (Josh.

V. 12), "And the manna ceased on the morrow

after they had eaten of the old coni of the kmd," &c.

The observation, too, about the omer could only

have been made when the omer as a measure had

fallen into disuse, which it is hardly supposable

could have taken place in the lifetime of Moses.

Still these passages are not absolutely iiTeconcilable

with the Mosaic authorship of the book. Vei-se 35

may be a later gloss only, as Le Clerc and Kosen-

miiller believed.

The difficulty is greater with a passage in the

book of Genesis. The genealogical table of Esau's

family (chap, xxxvi.) can scarcely be i-cgarded as a

later intei-polation. It does not inteirupt the order

:md connexion of the book ; on the contrary, it is

a most essential part of its structure ; it is one of

the ten " generations " or genealogical registers

which form, so to spe;ik, the backbone of the whole.

Here we find tlie remark (ver. 31), "And these

are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom,
before there leigned any king over the children of

Israel." Le Clerc supposed this to be a later ad-

dition, and Hengstenbeig confesses the difficulty of

the passage (Auth. d. Fentat. ii. 202). But'the

difficulty is not set aside by Hengstenberg's remark

that the reference is to the prophecy already deli-

vered in XXXV. II, '• Kings shall come out of thy

loins." No unprejudiced person can read the words,
" before there reigned any king over the children

of Israel," without feeling that when they were

written, kings had already begun to reign over

Israel. It is a simple historical fact that for cen-

turies, after the death of Closes no attempt was
made to establish a monarchy amongst the Jews.

Gideon indeed (Judg. viii. 22, 23) might have

become king, or perhaps rather military dictator,

but was wise enough to decline with Hnnness the

dangerous honour. His son Abimelech, less scru-

pulous and more ambitious, prevailed upon the

Shechemites to make him king, and was acknow-

ledged, it would seem, by other cities, but he

perished after a turbulent reign of three yeais,

without being able to jieipetuate his dynasty. Such

facts are not indicative of any desire on the part of the

Israelites at that time to be ruled by kings. There

was no deejvrooted national tendency to monarchy
which could account for the observation in Gen. xxxvi.

on the part of a writer who lived centuries before

a monaichy was established. It is impossible not

to feel in the woixls, as Ewald observes, that the

narrator almost envies Edom because she had en-

joyed the blessings of a regular well-ordered king-

dom so long before Israel. An historical remark

of this kind, it must be remembered, is widely

different from the provision made iu Deutei-onomy
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for the possible case that at some later time a
monarchy would be established. It is one thing
for a writer tiaming laws, which are to be the
heritage of his people and the basis of their consti-

tution tor all time, to prescribe what shall be done
when they shall elect a king to reign over them.
It is another thing for a writer comparing the con-
dition of another country with his own to say that
the one had a monarchical fonii of government long
before the other. The one might be the dictate 0I'

a wise sagacity foi-ecasting the futuie ; the other
could only be said at a time when both nations
alike were governed by kings. In the fomier wise

we might even recognise a spirit of prophecy : iu

the latter this is out of the question. Either then
we must admit that the book of Genesis did not
exist as a whole till the times of David and Solomon,
or we must regard this particular verse as the intei-

polation of a later editor. And this last is not so

improbable a supposition as Vaihinger would repie-

sent it. Perfectly true it is that the whole genea-
logical table could have been no later addition : it

is manifestly an integial pait of the book. But the
words in question, ver. 31, may have been inserted

later iiom the genealogical table in 1 Chr. i. 43;
and if so, it may have been introduced by Ezra iu

his revision of the Law.'
Similar remarks may perhaps apply to Lev. xviii.

28 : " That the land spue not you out also when
ye defile it, as it spued out the nation that uas
before you." This undoubtedly assumes the occu-
pation of the Laud of Canaan by the Israelites.

The gi-eat ditJiculty connected with this passage,
however, is that it is not a supplementary remark
of the writer's, but that the words are the words
of God directing Moses what he is to say to the
children of Israel (ver. 1). And this is not set

aside even if we suppose the book to have been
written, not by Moses, but by one of the elders

after the entrance into Canaan.

( 6.) In several instances older names of places
give place to those which came later into use in

Canaan. In Gen. xiv. 14, and iu Deut. xxsiv. 1,

occurs the name of the well-known city of Dan.
But in Josh. xix. 47 we are distinctly' told that
this name was given to what was originally called

Leshem (or Laish) by the children of Da'n after

they had wrested it from tlie Canaanites. The
same account is repeated still more circumstantially
in Judg. xviii. 27-29, where it is positively asseite'd

that " the name of the city was Laish at the first."

It is natural that the city should be called Dan in

Deut. xxxiv., as that is a passage written beyond
all doubt after the occupation of the Land ot

Cana;m by the Israelites. But iu Genesis we can
only fairly account for its appearance by supposing
that the old name Laish originally stood in the
MS., and that Dan was substituted for it on some
later revision. [Dan.]

In Josh. xiv. 15 (comp. xv. 13, 54) and Judg.
i. 10 we are told that the original name of Hebron
before the conquest of Canaau was Kirjath-Arba.
In Gen. xxiii. 2 the older name occurs, and the

explanation is added (evidently by some one who
wrote later than the occupation of Canaan), " the

same is Hebron." In Gen. xiii. 18 we find the name
of Hebron standing alone and without any ex-

planation. Hence Keil supposes that this was the

' Psalm Niv. furnishes a curious Instance of the way in passages of Scripture to his quotation. Hfncc the LXX
whicli a passage may he inlroduied Into an earlier book.

;

have transferred these passages from the Kpistlc into tht
«t.l'aul. quoting this psalm in Kum. iii. m. sulijuins other

j
Psalm, and have been followed by the Vulg and Arab.
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original name, that the place came to be called

Kirjath-Arba in the interval between Abraham and

Moses, and that in the time of Joshua it wa-s cus-

tomaiy to speak of it bj' its ancient instead of its

more modern name. Tliis is not an impossible

supposition ; but it is more obvious to explain the

apparent anachronism as the conection of a later

editor, especially as the correction is actually given

in so many words in the other passnge (x.xiii. 2).

Anotiier instance of a similar kind is the occur-

rence of Hormah in Num. xiv. 45, xxi. 1-3, com-
pared with Judg. i. 17. It may be accounted for,

however, thus:—In Num. xxi. 3 we have the origin

of the name explained. The book of Numbers was
written later than this, and consequently, even in

speaking of an earlier event which took place at

the same spot, the writer might apply the name,
though at that point of the history it had not been

given. Then in Judg. i. 17 we have the Canamiite
name Zephath (for the Canaanites naturally would
not have adopted the Hebrew name given in token

of their ^nctory), and are reminded at the same
time of the oiiginal Hebrew designation given in

the Wilderness.

So far, then, judging the work simply by what
we find in it, there is abundant evidence to show
that, though the main bulk of it is Mosaic, certain

detached portions of it are of later growth. We
are not obliged, because of the late date of these

portions, to bring down the rest of the book to

later times. This is contrary to the express

claim advanced by laige portions at least to be
fiom Moses, and to other evidence, both literary

and historical, in favour of a Mosaic origin. On
the other hand, when we remember how entirely

during some periods of Jewish history the Law
seems to have been forgotten, and again how neces-

s;u7 it would be atler the seventy years of exile to

explain some of its archaisms and to add here and
there short notes to make it more intelligible to

the people, nothing can be more natural than to

suppose that such later additions were made by
Kzra and Nehemiah.

III. We are now to consider the evidence lying

outside of the Pentateuch itself, which bears upon
its authorship and the probable date of its compo-
sition. This evidence is of three kinds : first, direct

mention of the work as already existing in the later

books of the Bible ; secondly, the existence of a book
substantially the same as the piesent Pentateuch
amongst the Samaritans ; and, lastly, allusions less

direct, such as historical references, quotations, and
the like, which presuppose its existence.

1. We have direct evidence for the authorship
of the Law in Josh. i. 7, 8, "according to all the
Law which Moses my servant commanded thee,"

—

"this book of the Law shall not depart out of thy
mouth,"—and viii. 31, 34, xxiii. 6 (in xxiv. 26,
'• the book of the Law of God "), in all which
places Moses is said to have written it. This agrees

with wliat we have already seen respecting Deu-
teronomy and ceiiain other portions of the Penta-
teuch which are ascribed in the Pentateuch itself

to Moses. They cannot, however, be cited as prov-
ing that the Pentateuch in its present fonn and in

all its parts is Mosaic.

The book of Judges does not speak of the book
of the Law. A reason may be alleged for this

diHerence between the books of Joshua and Judges.

In the eyes of Joshua, the friend and immedinte

successor of Moses, the Law would po.s.sess uusjieak-

able value. It was to be his guide as the C.iptain
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of the people, and on the Iwsis of the Law was tn

rest all tlie life of the people both civil and r.li-

gious, in the land of Cana;m. He had received,

moreover, fioni (iod Himself, an express charge to

observe and do according to all that was written in

the Law. Hence we are not surprised at the pro-

minent position which it occupies in the book which

tells us of the exploits of Joshua. In the book of

Judges on the other hand, whei'e we see the nation

departing widely fiom the Mosaic institutions, lapsing

into idolatry and falling under the power of foreign

ojipressors, the absence of all mention of the Book
of the Law is easily to be accounted for.

It is a little remarkable, however, that no direct

mention of it occurs in the books of Samuel. Con-
sidering the express provision made for a monarchy
in Deuteronomy, we should have expected that on

the first appointment of a king some reference

would have been made to the requirements of the

Law. A prophet like Samuel, we might hare
thought, could not Cdl to direct the attention of the

newly made king to the Book in accordance with

which lie was to govern. But if he did this, thf

history does not tell us so; though there are, it

is true, allusions which can only be interpreted on

the supposition that the Law was known. The
first mention of the Law of Moses after the esta-

blishment of the monarchy is ill David's charge to

his son Solomon, on his death-bed (1 K. ii. 3).

From that passage theie can be no doubt that David

had himself fiamed his rule in accordance with it,

and was desirous that his son should do the same.

The words " as it is written in the Law of Moses,"

show that some portion, at any late, of our present

I'entateuch is referred to, and that the Law was re-

ceived as the Law of Moses. The allusion, too,

seems to be to )iarts of' Deuteronomy, and therefore

favours the Mosaic authorship of that book. In

viii. 9, we arc told that " thei-e was nothing in the

aik save the two tables of stone wliich Moses put

there <at Horeb." In viii. 53, Solomon uses the

words, " As Thou spakest by the hmid of Jloses

Thy servant ;" but the reference is too general to

prove anything as to the authorship of the Penta-

teuch. The reference may be eithei- to Ex. xix. 5,

6, or to Deut. xiv. 2.

In 2 K. xi. 12, "the testimony" is put into

the hands of Joash at his coronation. This must
have been a book containing either the whole of the

Mosaic Law, or at least the Book of Deuteronomy,

a copy of which, as we have seen, the king was ex-

pected to make with his own hand at the time of

his accession.

In the Books of Chronicles far more frequent men-

tion is made of " the Law of Jehovah," or " the

book of the Law of Moses:"—a fact which may
be accounted for partly by the priestly character of

those books. Thus we find David's preparation for

the worship of God is " according to the Law of

Jehovah " (1 Chr. xvi. 40). In his charge to Solo-

mon occur the words " the Law of Jehovah thy

God, the statutes and the judgments which Jehovah

charg<'d Moses with concerning Israel" (xxii. 12,

13). In 2 Chr. xii. it is said that Rehoboam
" forsook the Law of Jehovah ;" in xiv. 4, that Asa

commanded Judah " to sei'k Jehovah the God of

their fathers, and to do the law and the command-
ment." In XV. 3, the prophet Azariah reminds

Asa that " now for a long season Israel hath been

without the true God, and without a teachiruj

priest, and without Lmo ;" and in xvii. 9,

find Jchoshaphal aiipointing certain princes,
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together with priests and Levites, to tea(h :

" they

taught in Judah, and had the book of the Law of

Jehovah with them." In xxv. 4, Amaziah is said

to have acted in a particular instance "as it is

written in the ],aw of the book of Moses." In

xxxi. :}, 4, 21, Hezekiah's reguhitions are expressly

said to have been in accordance with " the Law of

Jehovah." In xxxiii. 8, the writer is quoting the

word of God in reference to the Tem[>le :
—" so that

they will take heed to do all that I have commanded
them, according to the whole Law and the statutes,

and the ordinances by the hand of Moses." Jn

xxxiv. 14, occurs the memorable passage in which

Hilkiah the priest is said to have "found a book of

the Law of Jehovah (given) by Moses." This hap-

pened in the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah.

And accordingly we are told in xxxv. 26, that

.losiah's life had been regulated in accordance with

that which was " written in the Law of Jehovah."

In Ezra and Nehemiah we have mention several

times made of the Law of Moses, and here there can

be no doubt that our present Pentateuch is meant;

for we have no reason to suppose that any later

revision of it took place. At this time, then, the

existing Pentateuch was regarded as the work of

Moses. Ezra iii. 2, " as it is written in the Law of

Moses the man of God ;" vi. 18, "as it is written in

the book of Moses ;" vii. 6, Ezra it is said " was

a ready scribe in the Law of Moses." In Neh.

i. 7, &c.," the commandments, judgments, &c., which
Thou commandedst Tliy servant Moses," viii. 1, &c.,

we have the remarkable -account of the reading of
" the book of the Law of Moses." See also ix. 3,

14, xiii. 1-3.

The Books of Chronicles, though undoubtedly

based upon ancient records, are probably in their

present form as late as the time of Ezra. Hence it

might be supposed that if the reference is to the

present Pentateuch in Ezia, the present Pentateuch

must aUo be referred to in Chronicles. But this

does not follow. The Book of Ezia speaks of

tlie Law as it existed in the time of the writer

;

the books of Chronicles speak of it as it existed

long before. Hence the author of the latter (who
may have been Ezra) in making mention of the Law
of Moses refers of course to that recension of it which
existed at the particular periods over which his his-

tory travels. Substantialli/, no doubt, it was the

same book ; and theie was no special reason why
the Chronicler should tell us of any corrections and
additions which in the course of time had been in-

troduced into it.

In Dan. ix. 11, 13, the Law of Moses is men-
tioned, and here again, a book differing in nothing

from our present Pentateuch is probably meant.

These are all the passages of the Old Testament
Canon in which " the Law of Moses," " the book

'

of the Law," or such like expressions occur, de-
i

noting the existence of a particular book, the author-
^

ship of which was {uscribed to Moses. In the
j

Prophets and in the Psalms, though there are many
I

allusions to the Law, evidently as a written docu-
i

ment, there aie none as to its authorship. But I

the evidence hitherto adduced from the histoiical

books is unquestionably strong; Krst, in favour of I

an early existence of the main body of the Penta-
;
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teuch—more particularly of Genesis and the legal

portions of the remaining books ; and next, as show-

ing a universal belief amongst the Jews that the

work was written by Moses.

2. Conclusive pioof of the early composition of

the Pentateuch, it has been argued, exists in the

fact that the Samaritans liad their own copies of it,

not ditlei-ing very materially from those possessed

bv the Jews, except in a few passages which had

probably been purposely tampered with and altered;

such for instance as Ex. xii. 40 ; Deut. xxvii. 4.

The Samaritans, it is said, must have deiived their

Book of the Law from the Ten Tiibes, whose land

they occupied ; on the other hand it is out of the

question to suppose that the Ten Tribes would be

willing to accept religious books from the Two.

Hence the conclusion seems to be irresistible that

the Pentateuch must have existed in its present form

before the separation of Israel from Judah ; the only

pait of the 0. T. which was the common heritage

of both.

If this point could be satisfactorily established,

we should have a limit of time in one direction for

the composition of the Pentateuch. It could not

have been later than the times of the earliest kings.

It must have been earlier than the reign of Solomon,

and indeeil than that of Saul. The history becomes

at this point so full, that it is scarcely credible that

a measure so important as the codification of the

Law, if it had taken place, could have been passed

over in silence. Let us, then, examine the evidence.

What proof is there that the Samaritans received

the Pentateuch from the Ten Tribes ? According to

2 K. xvii. 24-41, the Samaritans were originally

heathen colonists belonging to ditTerent Assyrian and

Arabian' tribes, who were tiansplanted by Shalma-

neser to occupy the room of the Israelites whom he

had airried away captive. It is evident, however,

that a considerable portion of the original Israelitish

population must still have remained in the cities of

Samaria. For we find (2 Chr. xxx. 1-20) that

Hezekiah invited the remnant of the Ten Tribes

who were in the land of Israel to come to the great

Passover which he celebrated, and the diflerent

tribes are mentioned (vers. 10, 11) who did, or did

not respond to the invitation. Later, Esarhaddon

adopted the policy of Shalmaneser and a still further

deportation took place (Ezr. iv. 2). But even after

this, though the heathen element in all probability

preponderated, the land was not svfrept clean of its

original inhabitants. Josiah, it is true, did not

like Hezekiah invite the Samaritans to take part in

the worship at Jerusalem. But finding himself

strong enough to disregard the power of Assyria,

now on the decline, he virtually claimed the land of

Israel as the rightful apanage of David's throne,

adopted energetic measures for the suppression of

idolatry, and even exteiniinated the Samaritan

priests. But what is of more importance as show-

ing that some portion of the Ten Tiibes was still

left in the land, is the fact, that when the collection

was made for the repairs of the Temple, we ai-e

told that the Levites gathered the money " of the

hand ot'Manasseh and Ephraim, and of all the rem-

nant of Israel," as well as " of J udah and Benjamin"

(2 Chr. xxxiv. 9). And so also, after the disco-

' It Is a curious and interesting fact, for the knowledge with Sanballat in the government ofJudaoa, as well as the

of which wo are Indebted to Sir H. Rawlinson, tliat Siirgon mention of Arabians in the amiy of^""*"'" (' lHus-lralions

penetrated far into the interior of Arabia, an<i cirrylng off of Kgyptlaii Histoiy,' ic., in the Tians. o/ Hoy. .Svc Lit

rieveral Arabian tribes, settled thcni in Sjimariii. This 1S60, part i. pp. 14«, M9)
^'xplaiiis how fiesheni the Arabi.m came to be assorialiHl
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very of the Book ofihe Law, Josiah bound not only

"ail who were present in Judah and Benjamin" to

stand to the covenant contiiined in it, but lie " took

away all the abominations out of all the countries

that' ])eitained to the children of Israel, and made

all that were present m Israel to serve, even to

serve Jehovah their God. And all his days they

departed not from serving; Jehovah the God of their

fathers" (2 Chr. xxxiv. 32, 38j.

Later jet, duiing the vice-royalty of Gedaliah,

we find still the same feeling manifested on the part

of the Ten Tribes which had shown itself under He-

zekiah and Josiah. Eighty devotees from Shechem,

from Shiloh, and from Saniaiia, came with all the

signs of mourning, and bearing offerings in their

hand, to the Temple at Jerusalem. They thus tes-

tified both their sorrow for tlie desolation that had

come upon it, and their readiness to take a part in

the worship there, now tiiat order was restored.

And this, it may be reasonably presumed, was only

one party out of many who came on a like errand.

All these facts prove that, so far was the intercourse

between Judah and the remnant of Israel from being

embittered by religious animosities, that it was the

religious bond that bound them together. Hence

it would have been quite possible during any por-

tion of this period for the mixed Samaritan popu-

lation to have received the Law from the Jews.

This is far more probable than that copies of the

Peutateuch should have been preserved amongst
those families of the Ten Tribes who had either

escapal when the land was shaven by the razor

of the king of Assyria, or who had straggled back

thither tiom their exile. If even in Jerusalem

itself the Book of the Law was so scarce, and had
been so forgotten, that the pious king Josiah knew
nothing of its contents till it was accidentally dis-

covered ; still less probable is it that in Israel,

given up to idolatry and wasted by invasions, any
copies of it .should have survived.

On the whole we should be led to infer that

there had been a gradual fusion of the heathen

settle)s with the original inhabitants. At first the

foimer, who rcgaided Jehovah as only a local and
national deity like one of their own false gods,

endeavou;e<l to appease Him by adopting in part

the religious worsliip of the nation whose land they

occupied. They did this in the first instance, not

by mixing with the resident population, but by
sending ,to the king of Assyria for one of the

Israelitish priests who had been carried captive.

But, in process of time, the amalgamation of races

became complete and the worship of Jehovah super-

seded the worship of idols, as is evident both from
the wish of the Simiaritaiis to join in the Temple-
worship after the Captivity, and from the absence

of all idolatrous symbols on Gerizim. So far, then,

the histoiy leaves us altogether in doubt as to the

time at which the Pejitateuch was received by the

Samaritans. Copies of it mii/ht have been letl in

the northern kingdom after siialmaneser's invasion,

though this is haiilly jnobahle ; or they might have
been introduced thither during the religious reforms

of Hezekiah or Josiah.

But the actual condition of the Samaritan Pen-
tateuch is against any such supposition. It agi-ees

so lemarkably with the existing Hebrew Pentiiteuch,

and that, too, in those passages which are mani-

festly interpolations and corrections as late as the

time of Ezra, that we must look for some other

period to which to refer the ado))tion of the Books

of Moses by the Samaritans. This we find after
|
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the Babylonish exile, at the time of the institution

of the rival worship on Gerizim. Till the retuiD

from Biibylon there is no evidence that the Sama-
ritans regarded the Jews with any extraordinary

dislike or hostility. But the manifest distrust and
suspicion with which Nehemiah met their advances

when he was rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem jiro-

voked their wrath. From this time forward, they

were declared and open enemies. The quarrel Ije-

tween the two nations was further aggravated by
the determination of Nehemiah to break off all mar-
riages which had been contracted between Jews and
Samaritans. IManasseh the brother of the high-

priest (so Josephus calls him. Ant. xi. 7, §2), and
himself acting high-priest, was one of the ort'enders.

He lefused to divorce his wife, and took refuge with

his father-in-law Sanballat, who consoled him tor the

loss of his priestly privilege in Jerusalem by making
him higli-priest of the new Samaritim temple on

Gerizim. With Manasseh many other apostate Jews
who refused to divorce their wives, fied to Samaria.

It seems highly probable that these men took the

Pentateuch with them, and adopted it as the basis

of the new religious system which they inaugurated.

A full discus.sion of this question would be out of

place here. It is sufficient merely to show how far

the existence of a Samaritan Pentateuch, not mate-

rially dirtering from the Hebrew Pentateuch, beai-s

upon the question of the antiquity of the latter.

And we incline to the view of Prideaux (Connect.

Book vi. chap, iii.) that the Samaritan Pentateuch

was in fact a transcript of Kzra's revised copy. The
same view is virtually adopted by Gesenius {l)e

Pent. Sam. pp. 8, 9).

3. We are now to consider evidence of a more
indirect kind, which beare not so much on the

Mosaic authorship as ou the early existence of the

work as a whole. This last circumstance, how-
ever, if satisfactonly made out is, indirectly at

least, an argument that Moses wrote the Peutateuch.

Hengstenberg has tried to show that all the later

books, by their allusions and quotations, presuppose

the existence of the Books of the Law. He traces

moreover the influence of the Law upon the whole

life civil and religious of the nation after their

settlement in the land of Canaan. He sees its

spirit transfused into all the national literature,

historical, poetic and prophetical : he argues that

except on the basis of the Pentateuch as already

existing before the entrance of the Israelites into

Canaiiu, the whole of their historj' after the occu-

pation of the land becomes ,an inexplicable enigma,

it is impossible not to feel that this line of pi oof

is, if established, peculiarly convincing, just in jno-

poi tion as it is indirect and informal, and beyond

the reach of the onlinary wea]X)ns of criticism.

Now, beyond all doubt, there are numerous most
striking references both in the Prophets and in the

Books of Kings to passages which are found in our

present Pentateuch. One thing at least is certain,

that the theory of men like \'on Bohlen, Vatke, and

others, who suppose the Pent;\teuch to have been

written in the times of the latest kings, is utterly

absurd. It is established in the most convincing

manner that the legal portions of the Pentateuch

already existed in wiiting before the sepjiration of

the two kingdoms. Even as regards the historiciil

portions, there are often in the later books almost

veibal coincidences of expression, which render it

more than probable that these also existed in writing.

All this has been aigued with much learning, tha

most indefatigable research, and in some instances
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with great success by Hengstenberg in his Authcntie

dcs I'entateuchs. We will satisfy ourselves with

pointing out some of the most striking passages in

wliich the coincidences between the later books and

the Penfciteuch (omitting Deuteronomy for the

[Mosent) appear.

In Joel, who prophesied only in the kingdom of

.Tudah ; in Amos, wlio prophesied in both kingdoms
;

and in Hosen, whose mmistry was confined to Israel,

we find references which imply the existence of a

written code of laws. The following comparison of

passages may satisfy us on this point :—Joel ii. 2

with Ex. X. 14 ; ii. o with Gen. ii. 8, 9 (comp. xiii.

10); ii. 17 with Xum.xiv. IS; ii. 20 with Ex. x. 19;

iii.l [ii.28.E.V.]withGen. vi. 12; ii. 13 with Ex.

xxxiv. 6; iv. [iii.] 18 with Num. xxv. 1.—Again,

Amos ii. 2 with Num. xxi. 28 ; ii. 7 with Ex. xxiii. G,

Lev. XX. 3 ; ii. 8 with Ex. xxii. 25 &c. ; ii. 9 with

Num. xiii. 32 &c. ; iii. 7 with Gen. xviii. 17 ; iv. 4

with Lev. xxiv. 3, and Dent. xiv. 28, xxvi. 12 ; v. 12

with Num. xxxv. 31 (comp. Ex. xxiii. 6 and Am.
ii. 7) ; V. 17 with Ex. xii. 12 ; v. 21 &c. with

Num. xxix. 35, Lev. xxiii. 36; vi. 1 with Num. i.

17 ; vi. 6 with Geii. xxxvii. 25 (this is probably the

reference : Hengstenberg's is wrong) ; vi. 8 with

Lev. xxvi. 19; vi. 14 with Num. xxxiv. 8; viii.

6 with Ex. x.xi. 2, Lev. xxv. 39 ; ix. 13 with Lev.

xxvi. 3-5 (comp. Ex. iii. 8).—Again, Hosea i. 2

with Lev. XX. 5-7 ; ii. 1 [i. 10] with Gen. xxii. 17,

xxxii. 12 ; iL 2 [i. 11] with Ex. i. 10 ; iii. 2 with Ex.

xxi. 32 ; iv. 8 with Lev. vi. 17 &c., and vii. 1 &c.

;

iv. 10 with Lev. xxvi. 26; iv. 17 with Ex. xxxii. 9,

10 ; V. 6 with Ex. x. 9 ; vi. 2 with Gen. .xvii. 18
;

vii. 8 with Ex. xxxiv. 12-16; xii. 6 [A.V. 5] with

Ex. iii. 15 ; xii. 10 [9] with Lev. xxiii. 43 ; xii. 15

[14] with Gen. ix. 5.

In the Books of Kings we have also references a.s

follows :— 1 K. XX. 42 to Lev. xxvii. 29 ; xxi. 3 to

Lev. xxv. 23, Num. xxxvi. 8; xxi. 10 to Num.
xxxv. 30, comp. Deut. xvii. 6, 7, xix. 15; xxii. 17

to Num. xxvii. 16, 17.—2 K. iii. 20 to Ex. xxix.

38 &c. ; iv. 1 to Lev. xxv. 39 &c. ; v. 27 to Ex.

iv. 6, Num. xii. 10 ; ^-i. 18 to Gen. xix. 11 ; vi. 28
to Lev. xxvi. 29 ; vii. 2, 19 to Gen. vii. 11 ; vii. 3

to Lev. xiii. 46 (comp. Num. v. 3).

But now if, as appears from the examination of

all the extant Jewish literature, the Pentateuch

existed as a canonical book ; if, moreover, it was a

book so well known that its woids had become
household words among the people ; and if the

prophets could appeal to it as a lecognized and well-

known document,—how comes it to piuss that in

the reign of Josiah, one of the late.st kings, its

existence a.s a canonical book seems to have been

almost forgotten? Yet such w.as evidently the

fact. The circumstances, as narrated in 2 Chr.

xxxiv. 14, &-C., were the.se:— In the eighteenth year

of his reign, the king, who had already tiken active

measures for the suj)pression of idolatry, determined

to execute the necessary repairs of the 'I'emijle,

which had Income seriously dilapidated, and to

restore the woi-ship of Jehovah in its purity. He
accoi-dingly directed Hilkiah the high-priest to take

charge of the monies that were contributed for the

purpose. During the progress of the work, Hilkiali,

who wa.s busy in the Temple, came upon a copy
of the Book of the Law—which must have long lain
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g See Mr. Grove's very interesting paper on N'abloos

and the SamariUins in Vacation Tourists, 1861. Speak,

lug of the service of the yom kippoor in the Samaritan

synagogue , he says that the recitation of tb« Pentateuch
*as continued through the nigbt, " without even the

neglected and forgotten—and told Shaphan the scribe

of his discovery. The efl'ect produced by this was
very remarkable. The king, to whom Shaphan read

the words of the book, was tilled with consternation

when he learnt for the first time how far the nation

had departed fiom the Law of Jehovah. He sent

Hilkiah and others to consult the prophetess Huldah,

who only confirmed his fears. The consequence

was that he held a solemn assembly in the house

of the Lord, and " read in their ears all the words

of the book of the covenant that was found in the

house of the Lord."

How are we to explain this surprise and alarm in

the mind of Josiah, betraying as it does such utter

ignorance of the Book of the Law, and of the

severity of its threatenings—except on the suppo-

sition that as a written document it had well nigh

perished ? This must have been the case, and it is

not so extraordinai y a fact perhaps as it appears at

first sight. It is quite true that in the reign of

Jehoshaphat pains had been taken to make the

nation at large acquainted with the Law. That

monarch not only instituted " teaching priests," but

we are told that as they went about the country they

had the Book of the Law with them. But that was

300 years before, a period equal to that between

the days of Luther and our own ; and in such an

interval gi'eat changes must have taken place. It

is true that in the reign of Ahaz the prophet Isaiah

directed the people, who in their hopeless infatuation

were seeking counsel of ventriloquists and necro-

mancers, to turn " to the Law and to the Testi-

mony ;" and Hezekiah, who succeeded Ahaz, had

no doubt reigned in the spirit of the prophet's

advice. But the next monarch was guilty of out-

rageous wickedness, and filled Jerusalem with idols.

How great a desolation might one wicked prince

eflect, especially during a lengthened reign ! To
this we must add, that at no time, in all probability,

were there many copies of the Law existing in

writing. It was probably then the custom, as it

still is in the East, to trust largely to the memoiy
for its transmission. Just as at this day in Egypt,

persons are to be found, even illiterate in other

respects, who am repeat the whole Kuran by heart,

and as some modern Jews are able to recite the

whole of the Five Books of Moses,R so it probably

was then : the Law, for the great bulk of the

nation, was orally pre.served and inculaited. The
ritual would easily be perpetuated bv the mere
force of observance, though much of it doubtless

became perverte^l, and some part of it perhaps

obsolete, through the neglect of the priests. Still

it is against the perfunctory and lifeless manner of

their worship, not against their tofcd neglect, that

the burning words of the prophets aie dii-ected.

The command of Moses, which laid upon the king

the obligation of making a copy of the Law for

himself, had of course long been disregarded. Here

and there perhaps only some prophet or righteous

man possessed a copy of the sacred book. The bulk

of the nation were without it. Nor was there any

reason why copies should be brought under the

notice of the king. We may undeisfcind this by a

parallel case. How easy it would have been in our

own country, before the invention of printing, for a

similar circumstance to have happened. How many

feeble lamp which on every other night of the year but

this bums In front of the holy book.s. The two priest*

and a few of the people know the whole of the Torah by

heart" (p. 346).
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copies, do we suppose, of the Scriptuies were mnde?
Siicli as did exist would be in the }iands of a few

learned men, or more probably in the libraries of

monasteries.'' Even after a translation, iiiie Wiclif's,

had been made, the people as a whole would know
nothing whatever of the Bible ; and yet they were a

Ciiristian people, and were in some measure at least

instructed out of the Scriptures, though the volume

itself could scarcely ever have been seen. Even the

monarch, unless he happened to be a man of learn-

ing or piety, would remain in the same ignorance

as his subjects. Whatever knowledge there was of

the Bible and of religion would bo kept alive chiefly

by means of the Liturgies used in public worship.

So it was in Judah. The oral transmission of tlie

Law and the living witness of the prophets had

superseded the written document, till at last it had

become so scarce as to be almost unknown. But
the hand of God so ordered it that when king and

people were both ze;ilous for reformation, and ripest

for the recejjtion of the truth, the written document

itself was brought to light.

On carefully weighing all the evidence hitherto

adduced, we can hardly question, without a literary

scepticism which would be most unreasonable, that

the Pentateuch is to a very considerable extent as

eai'ly as the time of Moses, though it may have

undergone many later revisions and corrections, the

last of these being certainly as late as the time of

lOzra. But as regards any direct and unimpeach-

able testimony to the composition of the whole

work by Moses we have it not. Only one book out

of the iive^tiiat of Deuteronomy—claims in express

terms to be ii'om his hand. And yet, strange to

say, this is the very book in which modern criticism

refuses most peremptorily to admit the claim. It

is of impoi-tance therefore to consider this question

separately.

All allow that the Book of the Covenant in

Exodus, perhaps a great part of Leviticus and some
part of Numbers, were written by Israel's greatest

leiider and prophet. But Deuteronomy, it is alleged,

is in style and purpose so utterly unlike the genuine

writings of Moses that it is quite impossible to

believe that he is the author. But how then set

aside the express testimony of the book itself?

How explain the fact that Moses is there said to

have wiitten all the words of this Law, to have

consigned it to tlie custody of the priests, and to

have charged the Levites sedulously to preserve it

by tlie side of the ai k ? Only by the bold ;issertion

that the fiction was invented by a later writer,

who chose to pei^sonate the gieat Lawgiver in order

to give the more colour of consistency to his work !

The author first feigns the name of Moses that he

may gain the greater consitleration under the shadow
of his name, and then proceeds to re-enact, but in a

broader and more spiritual manner, and with true

prophetic inspii-ation, tlie chief portions of tlie earlier

legislation.

But su(!h an hypothesis is devoid of all prola-

bility. For what writei- in later times would ever

ha\e presumed, unless he were equal to Moses, to

correct or supplement the Law of Moses? And if

he weie equal to Moses why borrow his name (as

Ewald supposes the Deuteronomist to have done) in

Older to lend greater weight and sanction to his
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book ? The truth is, those wlio make such a sup-
position import modern ideas into ancient writings.

They forget that what might be allowable in a mo-
dern writer of riction would not have been tolerated

in one who claimed to have a Divine commission,
who came forward as a prophet to lebuke and to

reform the people. Which would be more weighty
to win their obedience, " Thus saith Jehovah," or
" Moses wrote all these words"?

It has been argued indeed that in thus assuming
a feigned character tlie writer does no more Ihan
is done by the author of Ecclesiastes. He in like

manner takes the name of Solomon that he may
gain a better hearing for his words of wisdom. But
the cases are not parallel. The Preacher only pre-

tends to give an old man's view of life, as seen by
one who had had a large experience and no common
reputiition for wisdom. Deuteronomy claims to be

a Law imposed on the highest authority, and de-

manding implicit obedience. The first is a record

of the struggles, disappointments, and victory of a
human heart. The List is an absolute rule of life,

to which nothing may be added, and from which
nothing may be taken (iv. 2, .\xxi. 1).

But, besides the fact that Deuteronomy claims to

have been written by Moses, there is other evidence

which establishes the great antiquity of the book.

1. It is remarkable for its allusions to Egypt,'

which are just what would be expected supposing

Moses to have been the author. Without insisting

upon it that in such passages as iv. 1.5-18, or vi. 8,
xi. 18-20 (comp. Ex. xiii. 16), where the command
is given to wear the Law after the fashion of an

amulet, or xxvii. 1-8, where writing on stones

covered with plaster is mentioned, are probable

references to Egyptian customs, we may point to

more certain examples. In ss. 5 there is an iillu-

sion to Egyptian regulations in time of war ; in

XXV. 2 to tiie Egyptian bastinado ; in xi. 10 to the

Egyptian mode of iirigation. The references which
Delitzsch sees in xxii. 5 to the custom of the

Egyptian priests to hold solemn processions in the

masks of different deities, and in viii. 9 to Egyptian

mining operations, are by no means so certain.

Again, among the curses threjitened are the sick-

nesses of Egypt, xxviii. 60 (comp. vii. 15). Ac-

cording to xxviii. 68, Egypt is the type of all the

oppressors of Israel: " Remember that thou wast

a slave in the land of Egypt," is an expression

which is several times made use of as a motive in

enforcing the obligations of the book (v. 15, xxiv.

18, 22 ; see the s;mie appeal in Lev. six. 34, a

passage occurring in the remarkable section Lev.

xvii.-xx., which h.xs so much affinity with Deutero-

nomy). Lastly, references to the sojourning in

Egypt are numerous : " We were Pharaoh's bond-

men in Egypt," &c. (vi. 21-23 ; see also vii. 8, 18,

xi. 3) ; and these occur even in the laws, as in the

law of the king (xvii. 16), which would be very

extraordinary if the book liad only been written in

the time of Manasseh.

The phraseology of the book, and the archaisms

found in it, stamp it as of the same age with the

rest of the Pentateuch. The form NTH, instead

of K'n, for the feminine of the pronoun (which

occurs in all 195 times in the Pentateuch), is found

36 times in Deuteronomy, ^'owhel•e do we meet

•> That even in monasteries the Ulble was a neglected that Iteuteronomy was written in the reign of Manasseh,

iiid almost unknown book, is clear from the story of ! is obliged to make bis supposed author live in Kg}^)t.

.uther's conversion.
j

in oidiT to account plausibly for the acquaintance with

I it is a significant fact that IHvald, who will have it KgyptUui custonis which is dlsccrnihle in the book
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with N^n in tJiis book, though in the rest of the

Pentateuch it occurs 11 times. In tlie same way,

like the other books, Deuteronomy lias "iy3 of a

maiden, instead of the feminine iliy^. which is only

used once (xxii. 19). It has also the thiid pers. pret.

^n, which in prose occurs only in the Pentateuch

(Ewald, Lehrbiich, §1426). The demonstrative

pronoun ?Sn, which (according to Ewald, §183 a,

is characteris'tic of the Pentateuch) occui's in Deut.

iv. 42, vii. 22, xix. 11, imd nowhere else out of the

books of Moses, except in the late book, 1 Chr. xx. 8,

and the Aramaic Ezra, v. lo. The use of the H
locale, which is comparatively rare in later writings,

is common to Deuteronomy with the otiier books ot

the Peutateucii ; and so is the old and rare form of

writing T|KVJDn, and the termination of the future

in J-V. The liist, according to Konig {A. T. Stud.

2 Heft) is more common in the Pentateuch than in

any other book : it occurs 58 times in Deuteronomy.

Twice even in the preterite, viii. 3, 16, a like ter-

mination presents itself; on the peculiarity of which

Ewald (§190 6, note) remarks, as being the ori-

ginal and fuller form. Other archaisms which are

common to the whole five books are : the shortening

of the Hiphil, m-h' '• 33 ; IK'V^, xxvi. 12, &c.

;

the use of N"lp=n"lp, " to meet ;" the construction

of the passive with TIN of the object (for instance,

XX. 8) ; the interchange of the older IK'S (siv. 4)

with the more usual ^33 ; the use of IIDT (instead

of ^DT)> xva. 16, XX.13, a form which disappears al-

together after the Pentateuch ; m;my ancient words,

such as n^nX, D-IPS i:^' (IJ^, Ex. xiii. 12).

Amongst these are some which occur besides only

in the'book of Joshua, or else in very late writers,

like Ezekiel, who, as is always the case in the deaiy

of a language, studiously imitated the oldest forms
;

some which are found afterwaids only in poetry,

as D^d'pN* (vii. 13, xxviii. 4, &c.), and DTlD, so

common in Deuteronomy. Again, this book has a

number of words which have an archaic character.

Such are, t^'D1^ (for the later hi^), NJO (instead

of ^p) ; the old Canaanite fN-VH nnTO'V, " off-

spring of the flocks;" |•1'1C^'^ which as a name of

Israel is bonowed. Is. xliv. 2
; PHH, i. 41, " to

act rashly;" n*3pn, "to be silent;" p^jyn (xv.

14), "to give," lit. "to put like a collar on the neck;"

llSynn, " to play the lord ;" nHO, " sickness."

2. A fondness for the use of figures is another

peculiarity of Deuteionomy. See xxix. 17, 18;
xxviii. 13, 44 ; i. 31, 44 ; viii. 5 ; xxviii. 29, 49. Of
similar comparisons there are but few (Delitzsch says

but three) in the other books. The results are most

surprising when we compare Deuteronomy with the

Book of the Covenant (Ex. xix.-xxiv.) on the one

hand, and with Ps. xc. (which is said to be Mosaic)

ou the other. To cite but one example: the images

of davouring fire and of the bearing on eagles' wings

occur only in the Book of the Covenant and in

Deuteronomy. Comp. Ex. xxiv. 17, with Deut. iv.

24, ix. 3; and Ex. xix. 4, with Deut. xxxii. 11.

So again, not to mention numberless undesigne<l

coincidences between Ps. xc. and the book of Deutero-

nomy, especially chap, xxxii., we need only heie cite
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tlje phrase Dn^ nb^^D (Ps. xc. 17;, " work of the

hands," as descriptive of human action generally,

which runs through the whole of Deut. ii. 7, xiv.

29, xvi. l.'j, xxiv. 19, xxviii. 12, xxx. 9. The same

close affinity, both ;is to matter and style, exists be-

tween the section to which we have already referred

in Leviticus (ch. xvii.-xx., so manifestly different

fiom the rest of that book ;, the Book of the Covenant

(Ex. xix.-xxiv.) and Deuteronomy.

In addition to all tliis, and very much more

might be said—for a whole harvest has been gleaned

on this field by Schultz in the Introduction to his

work on Deuteronomy—in addition to all these

peculiarities which are arguments for the Mosaic

authorship of the Book, we have here, too, the evi-

dence strong and clear of post-iNIosaic times and

writings. Tlie attempt by a wrong interpretation

of 2 K. xxii. and 2 Chr. xxxiv. to bring down
Deuteronomy as low as the time of Mauiisseh fails

utterly. A century eailier the Jewish prophets

borrow their words and their thoughts from Deu-

teronomy. Amos shows how intimate his acquaint-

ance was with Deuteronomy by such passages as

ii. 9, iv. 11, ix. 7, whose matter and form are both

coloured by those of that book. Rosea, who is

richer than Amos in these refeiences to the past,

whilst, as we have seen, 'full of allusions to the

whole Law (vi. 7, xii. 4 &c., xiii. 9, 10), in one

passage, viii. 12, using the remarkable expression " I

have written to him the ten thousand things of my
Law," manifestly includes Deuteronomy (comp. xi.

8 with Deut. xxix. 22), and in many places shows

that that book was in his mind. Comp. iv. 13 with

Deut. xii. 2; viii. 13 with Deut. xxviii. 68; xi. 3

with Deut. i. 31 ; xiii. 6 with Deut. viii. 11-14.

Isaiah begins his prophecy with the words, "Hear,

heavens, and give ear, earth," taken from the

mouth of Moses in Deut. xxxii. 1. In fact, echoes

of the tones of Deuteronomy are heard throughout

the solemn and majestic discourse svith which his

prophecy opens. (.See Caspari, Beitrdije zur Eird.

in d. Buck lesaia, p. 203-210.) The same may
be said of Micah. In his protest against the

apostasy of the nation from the Covenant with

Jehovah, he appeals to the mountains as the sure

foundations of the earth, in like manner as Moses,

Deut. xxxii. 1, to the heavens and the earth. The
controveisy of Jehovah with His people (Mic. vi.

3-5) is a compendium as it were of the history of

the Pentateuch from Exodus onwaids, whilst the

expression D^nSJ? ITS, "Slave-house" of Egypt is

tiiken fi'om Deut. vii. 8, xiii. 5. In \i. 8, there is

no doubt an allusion to Deut. x. 12, and the threat-

eniiigs of vi. 13-16 remind us of Deut. xxviii. as

well as of Lev. xxvi.

Since, then, not only Jeremiah and Ezekiel, but

Amos and Hosea, Isaiah and Micah, speak in the

words of Deuteionomy, as well as in words bor-

rowed from other portions of the PenUiteuch, we
see at once how untenable is the theory of those

who, like Ewald, maintain that Deuteronomy was

composed during the reign of Man;i:5seh, or, as Vai-

hinger does, during that of Hezekiah.

But, in truth, the Book speaks for itself. No
imitator could have written in such a strain. We
scarcely need the express testimouy of the work to

its own authorship. But, having it, we tind all the

internal evidence conspiring to show that it came

from Moses. Those magnilicent discourees, the grand

roll of which can be heard and l<?lt even in a trans-

lation, came warm fiom the heart ami fresh froai
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the lips of Israel's Lawgiver. They are the outpour-

ings of a solicitude which is uothinp; less than

parental. It is the father utteiing his dying advice

to liis children, no less than the Prophet counselling

and admonishing his people. What book can vie

with it either in majesty or in tendernei-s? What
wonls ever bore more surely the stamp of genuine-

ness? If Deuteronomy be only the production of

some timorous refontier, who, conscious of his own
wealiness, tried to boirow dignity and weight fiom

the name of Moses, then assuredly all arguments

drawn from internal evidence for the composition

of any work are utterly useless. We can never tell

whether an author is wt>aring the mask of another,

or whether it is he himself who speaks to us.

In spite therefore of the dogmatism of modern
critics, we declare unhesitatingly for the Mosaic

authorship of Deuteronomy.

Briefly, then, to sum up the results ofour inquiry.

1. 'I'he Book of Genesis rests chiefly on docu-

ments much earlier than the time of Moses, though

it was probably brought to very nearly its present

shape either by Jloses himself, or by one of the

elders who acted under him.

2. The Books of Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers,
are to a great extent Mosaic. Besides those por-

tions which are expiessly declared to have been

written by him (see above), other portions, and
especially the legal sections, were, if not actually

written, in all probability dictated by him.

3. Deuteronomy, excepting the concluding part,

is entirely the work of Moses, as it professes to be.

4. It is not probable tliat this was wi'itten before

the three preceding books, because the legislation

in Exodus and Leviticus as being the more toi-mal

is manifestly the earlier, whilst Deuteronomy is

the spiritual interpretation and application of the

Law. But the letter is always before the spirit

;

the thing before its iuterprttation.

5. The first composition of the Pentateuch as a

whole could not have taken place till after the

Israelites entered Canaan. It is probable that

Joshua, and the elders who were associated with
him, would provide for its formal arrangement,

custody, and transmission.

6. The whole work did not finally assume its

present shape till its revision was undertaken by
Ezra after the return from the Babylonish c;\ptivity.

IV. Literature :

1. Amongst the eiirlier Patristic expositors may
be mentioned

—

Augustine, De Genesi contra Manich. ; De
Gcneai ad litteram ; Locutiones {Gen.—Jud.) ; and
Quaestiones in Heptateuchum.

Jerome, Liber Quacstionum Hehraicanan in

Genesiin.

Chrysostom, In Gcnesim, Homiliae et Sermones.

(0pp. Montfaucon, vol. vi. With these will also be
found those of Severian of Gabala.)

Theodoret, Quaestiones in Gen., Ex., Lev.,
Numcr., Dent., &c.

Ephraem Syrus, Explanat. in Genesin.

Cyril of Alexandriii, Gtaphyra in libros Mosis.

2. In the middle ages we have the Jewish com-
mentatoi-s—Isaaki or llashi (an abbreviation of his

name Kabbi Solomon Isaaki, sometimes wrongly
called Jarchi) of Troyes, in the 11th century;

Aben-Ezra of Toledo in the 12th ; David Kimclii

of Narbonne in the 13th.

3. Of the Reformation period :

—

The Commentary of Calvin on the Five Books is

n masterpiece of exposition.
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Luther wrote, both in (ieiman ;,nd in Latin,

Commentaries on Genesis, the last being finished

but a short time before his death.

4. Later we have the Commentaries of Calo\nus,

in his Diblia Ilbistrata, and Mercerus, in Genesin;

Rivetus, Exercitationes in Genesin, and Commen-
tarii in Exodum, in his 0pp. Theoloij. vol. i. Hoter.

1651 ; Grotius, Annot. ad Vet. Test, in 0pp. vol. i.;

Le Clerc (Cleiicus), Mosis Prophetae, Lib. V. ; in

the 1st vol. of his work on the Old Testament,

Amst. 1710, with a special dissertation, De Scrip-

tore Pentateuchi Mose ; Spencer, De Legibus He^
braeorum.

5. The number of books wi-itten on this subject

in Germany alone, during the last century, is very

considerable. Reference may be made to the General

Introductions of Michaelis, Eichhorn (5 vols. 1823),

Jahn (1814), De Wette (7th ed. 1852), Keil (1st

ed. 1853), Havernick a856), Bleek (1861), Sta-

helin (1862). Further, on the one hand, to Heng-
stenberg's Anthentie des Pentateuchs (1836, 1839)

;

li'anke's Untersnchunjen (1834); Drechsler, Ein-

heit 4c., der Genesis (1838); Kbnig. Alt. Stud.

(2 Heft, 1839); Kurtz, Gesch. des Alten Bundcs
(2nd ed. 1853) : and on the other to Ewald,

Geschichte des Volkes Israels ; Von Lengerke, Ke-
naan (1844) ; Stahelin, A'nf. Untersuchungen

(1843) ; Berthcau, Die Sieben Gruppen, &c.

As Commentaries on the whole or pails of the

Pentateuch may be consulted

—

(1) Critical:— Rosenmiiller, Scholia, vol. i. 3rd

ed. (1821) ; Knobel (on all the books), in the

Kurzgef. Exegct. Handbiich ; Tuch, Die Genesis

(1838) ; Schumann, Genesis (1829) ; Bunsen,

Bibeluerk.

(2) Exegetical:—Baumgarten, Theol. Comment.

(1843); Schroder, Das Erste Buck Mose (1846)

;

Delitzsch, Genesis (3id ed. 1861); Schultz, Deu-
teronomium (1859). Much will be found bearing

on the general question of the authorship and date

of the Pentateuch in the Introductions to the last

two of these works.

In England may be mentioned Graves' Lectures

on t/te last four Books of the Pentateuch, who
argues sti-enuously for the Mosaic authorship. So

also do Kawlinsou on The Pentateuch, in Aids to

Faith, 1862 ; and M'Caul on the Mosaic Cosmogony,

in the same volume; though the former admits that

Moses made free use of ancient documents in com-
piling Genesis.

Davidson, on the other hand, in Home's Intro-

duction, vol. ii. (10th ed. 1856), argues for two
documents, and supposes the Jehovist to have writ-

ten in the time of the Judges, and the F;iohist in

that of Joshua, and the two to have been incor-

porated in one work in the reign of Saul or David.

He maintains, however, the Mosaic authorship ef

Deuteronomy.

The chief American writei-s who have treated of

the Pentateuch aie Stuart, Introduction to the Old
Testament ; and Bush, Commentaries on the Five

Books. [J. J. S. P.]

PENTECOST (yf^^vn n-133 n^vi9n an

(Ex. xxiii. 16) ; iopr)) 6(pia-fj.ov trpoiroytvvn-

fidrwv ; solemnitas messis primiticorum ;
" the

feast of harvest, the first fruits of thy labours :"

nyn^ an (Ex. xxxlv. 22 ; Deut. xvi. 10) ; (oprij

ifiSoixdScev ; solemnitas hebdomadanim " the feast

of weeks:" Dni33n DV (Num. xxviii.26,cf. Lev.

xxiii. 17); rifxtpa rS>v viuv ; dies primitivoi'um
;
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" the day of first fruits." In later times it appears

to have been called Wli^JDU QV (see Joseph. B. J.

ii. 3. §1) ; and hence, rjfiepa ttjs TlevrTjKU(rrTJs

('l"ob. ii. 1 ; 2 Mace. xii. 32; Acts ii. 1, xx. 10
;

1 Cor. xvi. 8). But the more common Jewish name

w:u-i JTlVy" (in Chaldee, XrilVK '» 'Airop0a, in

Joseph. Ant. iii. 10. §6). The second of the great

festivals of the Hebrews. It fell in due course on

the sixth day of Sivan, and its rites, according to

the Law, were restricted to a single day. The most

important passages lelating to it are, Ex. xxiii. 16,

Lev. xxiii. 15-22, Num. xxviii. 26-31, Deut. xvi.

9-12.

I. The time of the festival was calculated from

tlie second day of the Passover, the iHth of Nisan.

The Law prescribes that a reckoning should be kept

from " the morrow after the Sabbaili " ^ (Lev. xxiii.

11, 15) [Passover, II. 3] to the morrow after

the completion of the seventli week, which would
of course be the fiftieth day (Lev. xxiii. 15, 16

;

Deut. xvi. 9). The fifty days formally included

the period of grain-harvest, commencing with the

otl'ering of the first sheaf of tlie barley-harvest in

the Piissover, and ending with that of the two first

loaves which were made from the wheat-harvest, at

this festival.

It was the offering of these two loaves which
was the distinguishing rite of the day of Pentecost.

• This word in the 0. T. is applied to the seventh day
of'the Passover and the eighth day of Tabernacles, but not

to the day of Pentecost. [Passover, note •, p. 714.] On
its application to Pentecost, which is found in ihe Mishna
(Roik hash. i. 2, and ChagigaJt, ii. 4, &c.), in the Targum
(Xum. xxviii. 20), in Josephus, and elsewhere (see { v.).

b There has been from early times some difference of

opinion as to the meaning of the words nSEJTI mHlD-
It has however been generally held, by both Jewish and
Christian writers of all ages, that the sablMthhere spoken
of is the first day of holy convocation of the Passover, the

15lh of Nisan, mentioned Lev. xxiii. 7. In like manner

the word HSC' is evidently used as a designation of the

day of atonement (Lev. xxiii. 32) ; and pnSti' (sabbcUi

observatio) is applied to the first and eighth days of Ta-
bernacles and to the Feast of Trumpets. That the LXX.
so understood the passage in question can hardly be
doubled from their calling it " the morrow after the first

day " (i. e. of the lestival) : ^7 eTravpiov iii'; TrpaJTijy. The
word in vers. 15 and 16 has also been understood as
" week," used In the same manner as a-d^l3aTa in the N. T.

(Matt, xxviii. 1 ; Lukexvili. 12; Johnxx. l.Vc). But some
have insisted on taking the Sabbath to mean nothing but
the seventh day of the week, or " the sabljath. of creation,"

as the Jewish writers have Killed It ; and they sec u diffi-

culty in understanding the same word In the genc-al sense

of «'<!«t as a perlixl of seven days, contending that It can
only mean a regular week, beginning with the first day,

and ending with the Sabbath. Hence the Balthusian (or

Sadducean) party, and in later times the Karaites, sup-

posed that the omer was offered on the day following the

weekly Sabbath which might happen to fall within tlie

seven days of the Passover. The day of I'entecost would
thus always fall on the first day of the xveek. Hitzig

(_(/stern und Ffiugsten, Heidelberg, lK:i7) has put forth the

notion that the Hebrews regularly began a new week at

the commencement of the year, so that the 7th, 14th, and
21st of Nisan were always Sabbath days. He imagines

that " the morrow after the Sabbath " Irom which Pente-

cost was reckoned, was the 22nd day of the month, the day

after the proper termination of the Passover. He is well

answered by Biihr (Synibolik, ii. 620), who refers espe-

cially to Josh. V. 1 1, as proving, in connexion with the law

In Ijpv. xxlil. II, that the omer was offered on the 16tb
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They were to be leavened. Each loaf wa* to con-
tain the tenth of an ephah' [i. e. about 3 J quarts)
of the finest wheat-Hour of the new crop (Lev'
xxiii. 17). Tlie flour was to be the produce of the
laud.'' The loaves, along with a peace-ofleiing of
two lambs of the first year, were to be wtived before
the Lord and given to the priests. At the same
time a special sacrifice was to be made of seven
lambs of the first year, one young bullock and two
rams, as a buriit-olf'ering (accompanied by the proper
meat and drink ofl'erings), and a kid for a sin-otiering

(Lev. xxiii. 18, 19). Besides these oflerings, if we
adopt the interpretation of the Uabbiniail writers,

it appears that an addition was made to the daily
sacrifice of two bullocks, one ram, and seven lambs,
as a burnt-oftering (Nuin. xxviii. 27).« At this, as

well as the other festivals, a free-will offering was
to be made by each person who came to the sanc-
tuary, according to his circumstiinces (Deut. xvi.

10). [Passovkr, p. 714, note '.] It would seem
that its festive character partook of a more free and
hospitable liberality than that of the Passover, which
was rather of the kind which belongs to the mere
family gathering. In this respect it resembled the

Feast of Tabernacles. The Levite, the stranger, the
fatherless, and the widow, were to be brought within
its influence (Deut. xvi. 11, 14). The mention of

the gleanings to be left in the fields at harvest for
" the poor and the stranger," in connexion with

of the month. It should be observed that the words in

that passage, y^iii^ "I'l^V. mean merely corn of the

land, not as in A. V. •' the old corn of the land." " The
morrow after the Passover" (nDQH milO) might at

first sight seem to express the 15th of Nisan; but the
expression may, on the whole, with more probability,
be taken as equivalent with " the morrow after the Sub-
bath," that is, the 16th day. See Keil on Josh. v. 11 ;

Masius and Drusius, on the same text, in the Crit. Sac.
Biibr, Synib. ii. 021 ; Selden, Be Anno Civili, ch. 7 ; Bar
tenora, in Chagigah, ii. 4 ; Buxt. Syn. Jud. xx. ; Pugius,
in l.ei: xxiii. 15; Drusius, Xotae Majores in Lev. xxiii. 16.

It is worthy of remark that the LXX. omit r!} en-aupioi'

Tov miuxa, according to the texts of Tischendorf and
Theile.

"= The I'nby, or tenth (in A. V. " tenth deal "), is ex-

plained in Num. v. 15, nS^NH rin"'by, " the tenth

part of an ephah." It is sometimes called "lOJ?, omer,

literally, a liandfuZ (Kx. xvi. 36), the same word which
is applied to the first sheaf of the Passover. (See Joseph.
Ant. vlil. 2, }9.) [Weights and MeasurivS.]

<• This is what is meant by the words in Lev. xxiii. 17,

which stand in the A. V. "out of j-our habitations," and

in the Vulgate, " ex omnibus habltaculis vestris." The

Hebrew word is not 71)3, a home, as the home of a

family, but IK'IO, a place of abode, as the terntory

of a nation. The LXX. has, anh 1^5 KaToiicias vnaiv;
Jonathan, " e loco habitationum vcslrum." See Drusius,

In Crit. .Sac.

' The differing statements respecting the proper sacri-

fices for the day in Lev. xxiii. 18, and Num. xxviii. 27, are

thus reconciled by the Jewish writers (Mlshiia, Menachntti,

iv. 2, with the notes of Bartenora and Malmonides).
Josephus appears to add the two statements together,

not quite accurately, and does not treat them as rclalliig

to two distinct sacrifices (Ant. iil. 10. J6). He enumerates,

as the whole of the offerings for the day, a single loaf, two
lambs for a peace-offering, three bullocks, two rams and
fourteen lambs for a burnt-offerliig. and two kids for a sln-

offcring. Biihr, Winer, and other modem critics, regard

the statements as dlsconlant, and jirefer that of Num.
xxviii. as being most in harmony with the sacrifices which

belong to the other Ics-tival.,.

3 E
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Pentecost, may perhnps have a beaviiig on the libe-

rality which belonged to the festival (Lev. xxiii.

22). At Pentecost (as at the Passover) the people

were to be reminded of their bondasje in Egypt, and

they were especially admonished of their obligation

to keep the divine law (Deut. xvi. 12).

II. Of the information to be gathered from
Jewish writei-s lespecting the observance of Pente-

cost, the following particulars appear to be the best

worthy of notice. The tlour for the loaves was
sifted with peculiar care twelve times over. They
were made either the day before, or, in the event

of a Sabbath preceding the day of Pentecost, two
daj's before the occasion {Menachoth, vi. 7, xi. 9).

They are said to have been made in a particular form.

They were seven palms in length and four in breadth

{Menachoth, xi. 4, with Maimonides' note). The two
lambs for a peace-offering were to be waved by the

priest, before they were slaughtered, along with the

loaves, and atterwards the loaves were waved a

second time along with the shoulders of the lambs.

One loaf was given to the high-priest imd the other

to the ordinary priests who officiated ^ (Maimon. in

Tamid, c. 8, quoted by Otho). The bread was eaten

that siime night in the Temple, and no fragment of

it was suffered to remain till the morning (Joseph.

B.J. vi. 5, §3; A7it. iii. 10, §6).
Although, according to the Law, the observance of

Pentecost lasted but a single day, the Jews in foreign

countries, since the Captivity, have prolonged it to

two days. They have treated the Feast of Trum-
pets in the same way. The alteration appears to

have been made to meet the possibility of an error

in calculating the true day.B It is said by Barte-

noi-a and Maimonides that, while the Temple was
standing, thoiigli the religious rites were confined

to the day, the festivities, and the bringing in of

gifls, continued through seven days (Notes to Cka-
gigah, ii. 4). The Ilallel is said to have been sung

at Pentecost as well as at the Passover (Lightfoot,

Temple Service, §3). The concourse of Jews who
attended Pentecost in later times appears to have
been very great (Acts ii. ; Joseph. Ant. xiv. l.S,

§14, xvii. 10, §2; B.J. ii. 3, §1).

No occasional offering of first-fruits could be

made in the Teinple before Pentecost {Biccurim,
i. 3, 6). Hence probably the two loaves were desig-

nated " the first of the first-fruits" (Ex. xxiii. 19)
[Passover, p. 715, note "], although the offering

of the omer had preceded them. The pro]ier time
for offering fii-st-fruits was the interval between
Pentecost and Tabernacles (Bice. i. G, 10 ; comp.
Ex. xxiii. IG). [First Fruits.]
The connexion between the omer and the two

' In like manner, the leavened bread which was offered

with the ordinary peace-ofTcriiiR was waved and given to

the priest who sprinkled the blood (I^v. vil. 13, 14).

g Lightfodt, f>zercit. Ueb. Acts ii. 1 ; Keland, Ant. iv.

4,5; Selden, De Ann. Civ. c. vll.

i> He elsewhere mentions the festival of Pentecost with
the same marked respect He speaks of a peculiar feast

kept by the Therapeutae as ji-poeopnos ncyi'trn)? eoprris

SC. TlevrriKO<rrrii (De lit. Contemp. v. :!34).

' According to the most generally received interpretation

of the word ieirrepoTrptoTo? (Luke vi. 1). the period was
marked by a regularly designated succession of Sabbaths,

similar to the several successions of Simdays In our own
calendar. It is assumed that the day of the omer was
called SfvTepa. (in the LXX., Lev. xxiii. 11, Vj cTraupioi'

T^5 TrpuTT)?). The Sabbath which came next after it was
termed SevrepoirpuiTov ; the second, SevrepoSevTepov ; the

third, SfvnporpiTov ; and so onwards, till I'cntrcost. This
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loaves of Pentecost appears never to have been In^t

sight of. The former was calletl by Philo, root-
6pTios iTepas eoprrjs fiei^ovos ^ (De Sept. §2 1

,

.\ 2.j ; comp. De Decern Orac. iv. 3(.i2, ed. Tauch).
The interval between the Passover and Pentecost

was evidently i-egarded as a religious season.' The
custom has probably been handed down from ancient

times, which is observed by the modern Jews, of

keeping a regular computation of the fifty days by
a formal observance, beginning with a short prayer

on the evening of the day of the omer, and con-

tinued on each succeeding day by a solemn declara-

tion of its number in the succession, at evening

prayer, while the members of the family are stand-

ing with respectful attention'' (Buxt. Syn. Jud.

XX. p. 440).

III. Doubts have been cast on the common inter-

pretation of Acts ii. 1, according to which the Holy
Ghost was given to the Apostles on the day of

Pentecost. Lightfoot contends that the passage, iv

T(^ (TvixTrAripovaOai rijv r^ixipav ttJs XlivrriKOffriiS

,

means, vhen the day of Pentecost had passed,

and considers that this rendering is countenanced

by the words of the Vulgate, " cum complerentur

dies Pentecostes." He supposes that Pentecost fell

that year on the Sabbath, and that it was on the

ensuing Lord's day that i](Tav airavres dfioBvixaShv

f-rl rb avT6 {Exercit. in Act. ii. 1). Hitzig, on

the other hand {Osteim. und Pjingsten, Heidelberg,

1837), would render the words, " As the day of

Pentecost was approaching its fulfilment." Neander
has rej)lied to the latter, and has maintained the

common interpretation {Planting of the Christian

Church, i. 5, Bohn's ed.).

The question on what day of the week this

Pentecost fell, must of course be determined by the

mode in which the doubt is solved regarding the

day on which the Last Supper was eaten. [I'ass-

OVER, III.] If it was the legal paschal supper, on

the 14th of Nisan, and the Sabbath during which

our Lord lay in the grave was the day of the omer,

Pentecost must have followed on the Sabbath. But
if the supper was eaten on the 13th, and He was
crucified on the 14th, the. Sunday of the Resurrec-

tion must have been the day of the omer, and
Pentecost must have occurred on the first day of

the week.

IV. There is no clear notice in the Scriptures of

any historical significance belonging to Pentecost.

But most of the Jews of later times have regarded

the day as the commemoration of the giving of the

Law on Mount Sinai. It is made out from Ex. xix.

that the Law was delivered on the fiftieth day after

the deliveiance from Egypt (Selden, De Jur. Nat.

explanation was first proposed by Scallger (De Kmend. Temp.

lib. vi. p. 557), and has been adopted by Frischmuth, Te-

tavlus, Casaubon, Lightfoot, Godwyn, Carpzov, and many
others.

It The less educated of the modem Jews regard the fifty

days with strange superstition, and. It would seem, are

always Impatient for them to come to an end. During

their continuance, they have a dread of sudden death, of the

effect of malaria, and of the influence of evil spirits over

children. They relate with gross exaggeration the case of a

groat mortality which, during the first iweniy-three days

of the period, befcl the pupils of Akiba, the great Mlshnlcal

doctor of tlie second a>ntury, at Jaffa. They do not rlile,

or drive, or go on the water, unless they are impelled by
absolute necessity. They are c;ueful not lo whistle in the

evening, lest It should bring ill luck. They scnipulously

put off marriages till Pentacost. (Stauben, J.a VieJuive en

Altace (Paris, 1860), p. 124 ; Mills, British Jews, p. 2(i7 .1
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et Gent. iii. 11). It has been conjectured that a

connexion between the event and the festival may
possibly be hinted at in the reference to the ob-

servance of the Law in Deut. xvi. 12. But neither

Philo" nor Josephus has a word on the subject.

There is, however, a trailition of a custom which

Schottfjen supposes to be at least as ancient as the

Apostolic times, that the night before Pentecost was

a time especially appropriated for thanking God for

the gift of the Law." Several of the Fathers noticed

tne coincidence of the day of the giving of the Law
with that of the festival, and made use of it. Thus

Jerome says, " Supputemus numerum, et inve-

niemus quinquagesimo die egressionis Israel ex

Aesypto in vertice montis Sinai legem datam.

Unde et Pentecostes celebratur solemnitas, et postea

Evangelii sacramentum .Spiritus Sancti descensione

completur " {Epist. ad Fabiolam, Mansio XIF.).

St. Augustin speaks in a similar manner :
" Pente-

costen etiam, id est, a passione et resurrectione

Domini, quinquagesimum diem celebramus, quo

nobis Sanctum Spiritum Paracletum quem pro-

miserat misit : quod futurum etiam per Judaeorum

pascha significatum est, cum quinquagesimo die

post celebrationem ovis occisae, Moyses digito Dei

scriptam legem accepit in monte " {Contra Fnushnn,

lib. x.vxii. c. 12). The later Habbis spoke with

confidence of the commemoration of the Law as a

prime object in the institution of the feast. Mai-

monides says, " Festum septimanarum est dies ille,

quo lex data fait. Ad hujus diei honorem pertinet

quod dies a praecedeuti solenni festo (P;ischa) ad

ilium usque diem numerantur " {illore Nevochim,

iii. 41). Abarbanel recognises the fact, but denies

that it had anything to do with the institution of

the feast, observing, " lex divina non opus habet

sanctificatione diei, quo ejus memoria recolatur."

He adds, " causa festi septimanarum est initium

messis tritici " (m Leg. 262). But in general the

Jewish writers of modern times have expressed

themselves on the subject without hesitation, and,

in the rites of the day, as it is now observed, the

gift of the Law is kept prominently in view."

V. If the feast of Pentecost stood without an

organic connexion with any other rites, we should

have no certain warrant in the Old Testament for

regarding it as more than the divinely appointed

solemn thanksgiving for the yearly sup]ily of the

most useful sort of food. Every refereuL-e to its

meaning seems to bear immediately upon the com-

pletion of the grain-harvest. It might have been a

Gentile festival, having no proper i-eference to the

election of the chosen rai'c. It might have taken a

place in the religion of any people who merely felt

that it is God who gives rain from lieaven and

fi-uitful seasons, and who tills our hearts with food

and gladness (Acts xiv. 17). But it was, as we
have seen, essentially linked on to the Passover, that

festival which, above all others, expressed the fact

of a race chosen and separated from other nations.

" Phllo expressly slates that it was at the Feast of

Trumpots that the giving of the Law was commemorated

( Ik Sept. c. 22). [Trumpets, Frast oi.J

° Uor. JJeb. in AcL il. 1. Schottgen conjectures that the

Apostles on the occasion there spoken of were assembled to-

gether for this purpose, In accordance with Jewish custom.
o Some of the Jews ndom their houses with flowers, and

wear wreaths on their heads, with the declared purpose of

testifying their Joy In the possession of the I^iw. They also

eat such food as is prepared wiih milk, liccjuise the purity

of the divine law is likened to milk. (Compare the ex-

pression, " the sincere milk of the word," 1 Pel. li. 2.)
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It was not an insulated day. It stood as the cul-

minating point of the Pentecostal season. If the

oflering of the omer was a supplication for the

Divine blessing on the harvest which was just com-
mencing, and the offering of the two loaves was a

thank.sgiving for its completion, each rite was
brought into a higher significance in cons-equence

of the omer forming an integral part of the Pass-

over. It was thus set forth that He who had

delivered His people from Egypt, who had raised

them from the condition of slaves to that of free

men in immediate covenant with Himself, was the

same that was sustaining them with bread from year

to year. The inspired teacher declared to God's

chosen one, " He m;iketh peace in thy borders, He
fiUeth thee with the finest of the wheat" (Ps.

c.\lvii. 14). If we thus regard the day of Pente-

cost as the solemn termination of the consecrated

period, intended, as the seasons came round, to

teach this lesson to the people, we may see the

fitness of the name by which the Jews have mostly
called it, Dl'HV, the concluding assembly.^ [Pass-

over, p. 7 14, note i.]

As the two loaves wei-e leavened, they could not

be offered on the altar, like the unleavened sacrificial

bread. [Passoveh, IV. 3 (6).] Abarbanel (m
Lev. xxiii.) has proposed a reason for their not

being leavened which seems hardly to admit of a

doubt. He thinks that they were intended to re-

present the best pjoduce of the earth in the actual

condition in which it ministers to the support of

human life. Thus they express, in the most signi-

ficant manner, what is evidently the idea of the

festival.

We need not suppose that the grain-harvest in

the Holy Laud was in all years precisely completed

between the Passover and Pentecost. The period of

seven weeJjs was evidently appointed in conformity

with the Sabbatical number, which so frequently

recurs in the arrangements of the Mosaic Law.
[Feasts ; Jubilee.] Hence, probably, the prevail-

ing u.-e of the name, " The Feast of \Veeks," which

might always have suggested the close religious con-

ne.vion in which the festival stood to the Passover.

It is not surprising that, without any direct autho-

rity in the 0. T., the coincidence of the day on which

the festival was observed with that on which the Law
appears to have been given to Moses, should have

strongly impressed the minds of Christians in the

early ages of the Church. The Divine Providence

had ordained that the Holy Spirit should come
down in a special manner, to give spiritual life and

unity to the Church, on that very same day in the

year on which the Law had been bestowed on the

children of Israel which gave to them national life

and unity. They must have seen that, as the pos-

.session of the Law had completed the deliverance of

the Hebrew race wrought by the hand of Closes, so

the gift of the Spirit perfected the work of Christ

in the establishment of His kingdom upon earth.

It is a fact of some interest, though in no wise con-

nected with the present argument, that. In the scrviie

of the synagogue, the book of Ruih is read througb

at Pentecost, from the connexion of its subject wiih har

vest. (Buxt. Syn. Jud. xx. ; /.a Ite Juive en AUai-e

pp. 129, 142

)

p So Godwyn. Lightfoot, R. land, Bahr. The full name

appears to have been PIDS ?C' T\'})>V. the concludinr)

assembly of the Pa.':soper. The dosinnation of the ofl"er-

ing of the omer used by Philo, Trpotdpnos erepa? cop7-qt

uLfiCovoi, strikingly tends to the same purpose.

a E 2
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It may have been on this account that Pentecost

was the last Jewish festival (as far as we know)

which St. Paul was anxious to obst-i-ve (Acts xx. 16,

1 Cor. xvi. 8), and that Whitsuntide came to be

the tirst annual festival instituted in tlie Christian

Church (Hessey's Bampton Lectures, pp. 88, 96).

It was rightly regarded as the CJiurcli's birthday,

and the Pentecostal season, the period between it

and Kaster, bearing as it does such a clear analogy

to the filty days of the old Law, thus became the

ordinary time for the baptism of converts (Tertnllian,

De Bapt. c. 19 ; Jerome, in Zech. xiv. 8).

(Caipzov, App. Crit. iii. 5 ; Keland, Ant. iv. 4

;

Lightfoot, Temple Service, §3; Exercit. in Act.

ii. 1 ; Bahr, SymboUk, iv. 3 ; Spencer, Dc Leg. Heb.

I. ix. 2, iir. viii. 2 ; Meyer, De Fest. Heb. ii. 13
;

Hupfeld, De Fest. Heb. ii.; Iken, De Duobus Pani-

bus Pentecost. Brem. 1729 ; Mishna, Menachoth

and Biccurim, with the Notes in Surcnhusius

;

Drusius, Notae Majores in Lev. xxiii. 15, 21 {Crit.

Sac); Otho, Lex. Rah. s. Festa ; Buxtorf, Syn.

Jud. c. XX.) [S. C]

PEN'UEL (^X-13El : in Gen. ilSos Bead, else-

where ^avov^\: Phanuel). The usual, and pos-

sibly the original, form of the name of a place which

tirst appears under the slightly different form of

Peniel (Gen. xxxii. 30, 31). From this narrative

it is evident that it lay somewhere between the

toiTent Jabbok and Succoth (comp. xxxii. 22 with

xxxiii. 17). This is in exact agreement with the

terms of its next occurrence, when Gideon, pursuing

the hosts of the Midianites across the Jordan into the

uplands of (iilead, arrives first at Succoth, and from

thence mounts to Peuuel (Judg. viii. 5, 8). It had

then a towei', which Gideon destroyed on his return,

at the same time slaying the men of the place

because they had refused him help before (ver. 17).

Penuel was rebuilt or fortified by Jeroboam at the

commencement of his reign (1 K. xii. 25), no doubt

on account of its commanding the fords of Succoth

and the road from the east of Jordan to his capital

city of Shechem, and also perhaps as being an ancient

sanctuary. Succoth has been identified with toler-

able certainty at Sahut, but no trace has yet been

found of Penuel. [G.]

PE'OR (niy^n, " the Peor," with the def.

article: rov^ioywp: mons Flwlior). A mountain
in Moab, from whence, after having without eliect

ascended the lower or less sacred summits of Bamoth-
Baal and Pisgah, the prophet Balaam was conducted
by Balak for his final conjurations (Num. xxiii. 28
only).

Peor— or more accurately, "the Peor"— was
" facing Jeshimon." The same thing is said of Pisgah.

But unfortunately we are as yet ignorant of the

position of all three, so that nothing can be inferred

from this specification.

In the Onomasticon (" F"ogor ;" " Bethphogor ;"

"Danaba") it is slated to be above tlie town of
Libias (the ancient Beth-aram }, and opposite Jericho.

'i"he towns of Bethpeor and Dinhaba were on the

mountain, six miles from Libias, and seven from
Heshbon, respectively. A j)lace named Fiikharah is

mentioned in the list of towns south of Es-Salt in

the appendix to the 1st edit, of Dr. Robinson's

Bib. Res. (iii. App. 169), and this is pLT-ed by
Van de Velde at the head of the Wady Eshtch,

" The LXX. have here represented the Hebrew letter

Ain by g, as they hnve also in raBuel, Gomorrah,

AUialiah, &c.

PEEAZIM, MOUNT
8 miles N. E. of Hcshan. But in our present igno-

rance of these regions all this must be mere conjecture.

Gesenius (Thcs. 1119 a) gives it as his opinion

that Baal- Peor derived his name from the mountain,
not the mountain from him.

A Peor, under its Gieek garb of Pliagor, appears

among the eleven names added by the LXX. to the

list of the allotment of Judah, between Bethlehem
and Aitan (Ethamj. It was known to Eusebius

and Jerome, and is mentioned by the latter in his

translation of the Onomasticon as Phapra. It

probably still exists under the name of Beit Fdyhi'tr

or Kirhet Fayhur, 5 miles S.W. of Bethlehem,
barely a mile to the left of the road from Hebron
(Tobler, ?>tte Wandcruny'). It is somewhat singular

that both Peor and Pisgah, names so prominently

connected with the East of Jordan, should be found

also on the West.

The LXX. also read the name, which in the He-
brew text is Pau and Pai, as Peor; since in both

cases they have Phoyor.

2. ("lii?S, without the article : ^oydp : idolurii

Phehor; Phohor; Beel Pheyor). In four passages

(Num. XXV. 18, twice; xxxi. 16; Josh. xxii. 17)
Peor occurs as a contraction for Baal-peor ; always

in reference to the licentious rites of Shittim which
brought sucli destruction on Israel. In the three

first cases the expression is, the " matter," or " for

tiiesake" (literally " word" in each) "of Peor;"

in the fourth, " iniquity, or crime, of Peor." [G.]

PERA'ZIM, MOUNT (D^Vn3"lin : 6pos aat-

/ScSi/": mons divisionim). A name which occurs in

Is. xxviii. 21 only,— unless the place which it desig-

nates be identical with the Baai.-Perazim men-
tioned as the scene of one of David's victories over

the Philistines. Isaiah, as his manner was (comp.

X. 26), is referring to some ancient triumphs of the

arms of Israel as symbolical of an event shortly to

happen

—

Jehovah shall rise up as at Mount I'erazim,

He shall be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon.

The commentators almost unanimously take his

reference to be to David's victories, above alluded to,

at Baal Perazim, and Gibeon (Gesenius; Stiachey),

or to tlie former of these on the one hand, and

Ji^shua's slaughter of the Canaanites at Gibeon and

Beth-horon on the other (Eichhorn; Rosenmiiiler
;

Micliaelis). Ewald alone—perhaps with greater

critical sagacity than the rest—doubts that David's

victory is intended, "because the prophets of this

period are not in the habit of choosing such examples

from his history " {I'rophcten, i. 261).

If David's victory is alluded to in this passage of

the prophet, it furnishes an example, similar to that

noticed under Oreh, of the slight and casual manner

in which events of the gravest importance are some-

times passed over in the Bible narrative. But for

this later reference no one would infer that the

events reported in 2 Sam. v. 18-25, and 1 Chr. xiv.

8-17, had been important enough to serve as a

parallel to one of Jehovah's most tremendous judg-

ments. In the account of Josephus {Ant. vii.

4, §1), David's victory assumes much larger pio-

portions than in Samuol and Clu-onicles. The attai.'k

is made not by the Philistines only, but by " all Syria

and Phoenicia, with many other warlike nations be-

sides." This is a good instance of the manner in

» Perhaps considering the word as derived from ]3\ir\,

wbirh the IvXX. usually render by oo-e/Sjjt
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whicli Josephus, appai-ently tVom records now lost

to us, supplements and completes the scanty narra-

tives of the Bible, in agreement with the casual

leferences of the Prophets or Psalmists, He places

the scene of the encounter in the " groves of weep-
ing" as if alluding to the Baai of Ps. Ixxxiv.

The title Mount Perazim, when taken in con-

nexion with the Baal l^erazim of 2 Sam. v. seems
to imply that it was an eminence with a heathen

sani:tuary of Baal upon it. [Baal, vol. i.

p. 148.] [G.]

PE'EESH (K'na : tape's : Phares). The son

of Macliir by his wiie Mrachah (1 Chr. vii. 16).

PE'EEZ (pB : ^aph : Phares). The «' chil-

dren of Perez," or Pharez, the son of Judah, appear

to have been a family of importance for many cen-

turies. In the reign of David one of them was
chief of all the captains of the host for the Hrst

month (1 Chr. xxvii. 3) ; and of those who returned

from Babylon, to the number of 468, some occu-

pied a prominent position in the tribe of Judah,

and are mentioned by name as living in Jerusalem

(Neh. xi. 4, 6). [Piiarez.]

PE'REZ-UZ'ZA (NIJ? I'lS : AtoKOTrVj 'OCa :

divisio Oza), 1 Chr. xiii. il ; and

PE'REZ-UZ'ZAH (HIV 'S : percussio Oza),

2 Sam. vi. 8. The title which David conferred on

the threshing-floor of Nachon, or Cidon, in comme-
moration of the sudden death of Uzzah : "And
David was wroth because Jehovah had broken this

breach on Uzzah and he* called the place ' Uzzah's

breaking' unto this day." The viovdi pei'cz was a

favourite with David on such occasions. He em-
ploys it to commemorate his having " broken up "

the Philistine force in the valley of Rephaim (2 Sam.
V. 20). [Baal Perazim.] He also uses it in a

subsequent leference to Uzzah's destruction in

1 Chr. XV. 13.

It is remarkable that the statement of the con-

tinued existence of the name should be found not only

in Samuel and Chronicles, but also in Josephus. who
says {Ant. vii. 4, §2), as if fiom his own observation,

" the place where he died is even now (en vvv)

called ' the cleaving of Oza.'

"

The situation of the spot is not known. [NaciiON.]
If this statement of Josephus may be taken literally,

it would however be worth while to make some
search for traces of the name between Jerusalem and
Kirjath-jearim. [G.]

PERFUMES (nnbp). The free use of per-

fumes was peculiarly grateful to the Orientals

(Prov. xx-vni. 9), whose olfactory nerves are more
than usually sensitive to the otlensive smells en-

gendered by the heat of their climate (Burckhardt's

Travels, ii. 85). The Hebrews manufactured their

perfumes cliiefly from spices imported from Arabia,

tiiough to a certain extent iilso from aromatic plants

growing in their own country. [Spices.] The
modes in which they ajiplied them were various

:

occasionally a bunch of the plant itself was worn
about the person as a nosegay, or enclosed in a bag
(Cant. i. 13) ; or the plant was reduced to a powder
and used in the way of fumigation (Cant. iii. 6) ;

or, again, the aromatic qualities were extracted by

' Or, with equal accuracy, and perhaps more conve-

nience, "one called It," that Is, "It was called"—as In

2 K. xviii. 4. [Nehushtan.]

b E'Qan ^r)3 ; Ut.- bouses of the soul."

"" A similar usage is recorded of the Indian princes :—
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some process of boiling, and were then mixed witli

oil, so as to be applied to the jierson in the way of

ointment (John xii. 3) ; or, lastly, the scent was
carried about in smelling-bottles ^ suspended iVom
the girdle (Is. iii. 20). Perfumes enteied largely

into the Temple service, in the two forms of incense

and ointment (Ex. xxx. 22-38). Nor were they

less used in private life: not only were they applied

to the person, but to garments (Ps. xlv. 8 ; Cant.

iv. 11), and to articles of furniture, such as beds

(Prov. vii. 17). On the ari'ival of a guest the

same compliments were probably paid in ancient as

in modern times ; the rooms were fumigated ; the

person of the guest was sprinkled with rose-water
;

and then the incense was applied to his face and
beard (Dan. ii. 46 ; Lane's Mod. Eg. ii. 14). When
a royal personage went abroad in his litter, attend-

ants threw up " pillars of smoke " ^ about his patli

(Cant. iii. 6). Nor is it improbable that other

practices, such as scenting the breath by chewmg
ti-ankincense (Lane, i. 246), and the skin by washing
in rose-water (Burckhardt's Arab. i. 68), and fumi-

gating drinkables (Lane, i. 185; Burckhardt, i. 52),
were also adopted in early times. The use of per-

fumes was omitted in times of mourning, whence
the allusion in Is. iii. 24, " instead of sweet smell

there shall be stink." The prepaiation of perfumes
in the foi-m either of ointment or incense was a

recognised profession "i among the Jews (Ex. xxx.

25, 35 ; Eccl. x. 1). [W. L. B.]

PER'GA {Xlipyri), an ancient and important
city of Pamphylia, situated on the river Cestius,

at a distance of 60 stadia from its mouth, and cele-

biated in antiquity for the woi'ship of Artemis
(Ditma), whose temple stood on a hill outside the

town (Strab. xiv. 667 ; Cic. Verr. i. 20 ; Plin. v.

26 ; Mela, i. 14 ; Ptol. v. 5, §7). The goddess and
the temple are represented in the coins of Perga.
The Cestius was navigable to Perga ; and St. Paul
landed here on his voyage from Paphos (Acts xiii.

13). He visited the city a second time on his return
from the interior of Pamphylia, and preached the
Gospel there (Acts xiv. 25). For further details see

Pamphylia. There ai-e still extensive remains of

Perga at a spot called by the Turks Eski-Kdlesi,
(Leake, Asia Minor, p. 132 ; Fellows, Asia Minor,
p. 190).

PERGAMOS (^ UfpyafjLos, or rh Uepya-
(1.0V). A city of Mysia, about three miles to tlie N.
of the river Bahyr-tchai, the Caicus of antiquity, and
twenty miles from its present mouth. Thename
w:\s originally given to a remarkable hill, presenting
a conical appearance when viewed from the plain

.

The local legends attached a sacred character to this

place. Upon it the Cabiri were said to have been
witnesses of the birth of Zeus, and the whole of the
land belonging to the city of the same name which
afterwards grew up around the original Pergamos,
to have belonged to these. The sacred character of

the locality, combined with its natural strength,
seems to have made it, like some others ofthe
ancient temples, a bank for chiefs who desired to

accumulate a large amount of specie; and Lysi-
machus, one of Alexander's successors, deposited

there an enormous sum— no less than 9000
talents—in the care of an Asiatic eunuch named

" Quum rex semet In publico conspicl patitur, turibula

argenleu minlstri ferunt, totumque Iter per quod ferrl

dcstlnavit odorlbus complent" (Curtius viU. 9, ^23).

*"

Hi?"^ ; A. V. "apothecary."
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PhiletaeiTis. In the troublous times which f'ol-

'

lowed the break up of the Jlace<Jonian couquests,

this officer betrayed his trust, and hj successful

temporizing, and perhaps judicious employment of

the funds at his command, succeeded in retaniing

the treasure and transmitting it at the end of twenty

years to his nephew Eumeues, a petty dyn;iatin the

neiglibourhood. Eumenes was succeeded by his

cousin Attains, the founder of the Attalic dynasty

of Pergamene kings, who by allying himself with

the rising Roman power laid the foundation of the

future greatness of his house. His successor, Eu-

menes II., was rewarded for his fidelity to the

Romans in their wai-s with Antiochus and Perseus

by a gift of all the tei litory which tlie former had

passessed to the north of the Taurus range. The
great wealth which accrued to him from this source

he employed in laying out a magnificent residential

city, and adorning it with temples and other public

buildings. His passion, and that of his successor,

lor literature and the fine arts, led them to form a

library which rivalled that of Alexandria; and the

impulse given to the art of preparing sheepskins

for the purpose of transcription, to gratify the taste

of the royal dilettanti, has left its lecord in the

name parchment (cliarta pergamena). Eumeues's
successor, Attains II., is said to have bid 600,000
sesterces for a picture by the painter Aristides, at

the s;ile of the plunder of Corinth ; and by so doing

to liave attracted the attention of the Roman general

JIumniius to it, who sent it oil' at once to Home,
where no foieign artist s work had then been seen.

For another picture by the same artist he paid 100
tiilents. But the great gloiy of the city was the

so-called Nicephoriuin, a grove of e.\treme beauty,

laid out as a thank-offering for a victory over

Antiochus, in which was an assemblage of temples,

probably of all the deities, Zeus, Athen^, Apollo,

Aesculapius, Dionysus, and Aphrodite. The temple
of the last was of a most elaborate character. Its

filicide was perhaps inlaid after the manner of

pietra dura work ; for Philip V. of ]\Iacedonia, who
was repulsed in an attempt to surprise Pergamos
during the reign of Att;dus II., vented his spite in

cutting down the tree^ of the grove, and not only
destroying the Aphrodisium, but injuring the

stones in such a way as to prevent their being used
again. At the conclusion of peace it was made
a special stipidation that this damage should be made
good.

The Attalic dynasty terminated B.C. 133, when
Altai us HI., dying at an early age, made the Ro-
mans his heirs. His dominions foimed the province
of Asia propria, and the immense wealth which
was directly or indirectly derived from this legacy,

contributed perhaps even moie than the spoils of
Carthage and Corinth to the demoralization of Ro-
man statesmen.

The sumptuousness of the Attalic princes had
raised Pergamos to the rank of the first city in Asia
as regards splendour, and Pliny speiiks of it as with-
out a rival in the province, its prominence, how-
ever, was not that of a commercial town, like

Ephesus or Corinth, but arose from its peculiar

features. It was a soi t of union of a pagan cathedral

city, an university town, and a royal residence,

embellished during a succession of years by kin^s
who all had a piission for expenditure and ample
means of gratifying it. Two smaller streams, which
flowed from the north, embracing the town between
them, and then fell into the Caicus, afforded ample
means of storing water, without which, in those
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latitudes, ornamentiU cultivation (or indeed culti-

vation of any kind) is out of the question. The
larger of those streams—the Bergama-tchai, or

Cetius of antiquity—has a fall of more than 1.50

feet between the hills to the north of Pergamos
and its junction with the Caicus, and it brings

down a very considerable body of water. Both the

Nicepliorium, which has been spoken of above, and

the Grove of Aesculapius, which became yet more
celebrated in the time of the Roman empire, doubt-
less owed their existence to the means of iiTigation

thus available ; and furnished the appliances for

those licentious rituals of pagan antiquity which

flourished wherever there were groves and hill-

altars. Under the Attalic kings, Pergamos became a

city of temples, devoted to a sensuous worship ; and

being in its origin, according to pagan notions, a siicred

place, might not luinaturally be viewed by Jews and
Jewish Christians, as one " where was the throne of

Satan" io-rrov & 6p6vos ToCSarom, Rev. ii. 13).

After the extinction of its independence, the sacred

character of Pergamos seems to have been put even

more prominently forward. Coins and inscriptions

constantly descrilje the Pergamenes as vea>K6poi or

vfUKSpoi irpurot rrjs 'Atri'as. This title always

indicates the duty of maintaining a religious worship

of some kind (which indeed natui'ally goes together

with the usufruct of religious property). What the

deities were to which this title has referenc-e es]>e-

cially, it is difficult to say. In the time of Martial,

however, Aesculapius had acquired so much promi-

nence that he is called Penjameus deus. His grove

w;is recognised by the Roman senate in the reign of

Tiberius as possessing the rights of sanctuary. Pau-

sauias, too, in the course of his work, refeis more

than once to the Aesculapian ritual at Pergamus as

a sort of standard. From the circumstance of this

notoriety of the Pergamene .Aesculapius, ti-om the

title ScoT^p being given to him, from the serpent

(wliich Judaical Christians would regard as a symbol

!
of evil) being his characteristic emblem, and from

' the fact that the mediciil practice of antiquity in-

j

eluded charms and inclinations among its agencies,

j

it has been supposed that the expressions 6 6p6vos

I
Tov Saraj/a and oVoy 6 ^aravas KarotKel have

i

an especial reference to this one pagan deity, and not

I

to the whole city as a sort of focus of idolatrous

woi-ship. But although undoubtedly the Aescu-

hipius worship of Pergamos was the most famous,

and in later times became continually more pre-

dominant from the fact of its being combined with

an excellent medical school (which among others

produced the celebrated Galen), yet an inscription of

the time of Marcus Antoninus distinctly puts Zeus,

i

Atheue, Dionysus, and Asclepius in a co-ordinate

I

rank, as all lieing special tutelary deities of Per-

I gamos. It seems unlikely, therefore, that the cx-

j

pressions above quoted should be so interpreted as to

isolate one of them from the rest.

It may be :idded, that the charge against a portion

, of the Pergamene Church that some among them

were of the school of B;d;iam, whose policy was " to

I put a stumbling-block before the children of Israel,

j

by inducing tiiem <pay(7i/ flSwXvdura koI nop-

j

vfvffai" (Rev. ii. 14j, is in both its particulars vei y

]

inappropriate to the Aesculapian ritual. It points

rather to the Dionysus and .Aphroditfe worship; and

the sin of the Nicolaitans, which is condemned, seems

to have consisted in a participation in this, arising

out of a social amidgamation of themselves with the

i native population. Now, from the time of the war

]
with Antiochus at least, it is certain that there was
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a considerable Jewish population in Pevgamene ter-

ritoiy. The decree of the Tergamenes quoted by

Josephus {Ant. xiv. 10, §2-2), seems to indicate

that the Jews had farmed the tolls in some of the

harbours of their territory, and likewise were holders

of land. They aie—in accordance with tlie expressed

desire of the Koman senate—allowed to levy poit-

dues upon all vessels except those belonging to king

Ptolemy. The growth of a large and wealthy class

naturally leads to its obtaining a share in political

rights, and the only bar to the admission of Jews to

privileges of citizenship in Pergamos would be their

unwillingness to take any part in the religious cere-

monies, which were an essential part of every rela-

tion of life in pagan times. The more lax, however,

might regard such a proceeding as a purely formal

act of civil obedience, and reconcile thenisel\es to it

as ]S'aaman did to " bowing himself in the house of

Kimmon" when in attendance upon his sovereign.

It is perhaps worth noticing, with reference to this

point, that a Pergamene inscription published by
Boeckh, mentions by tiio names {Nicosb-atiis, who
is also called Trypho) an individual who served the

office of gymnasiarch. Of these two names the

latter, a foreign one, is likely to have been borne by

him among some special body to which he belonged,

and the former to have been adopted when, by ac-

cepting the position of an olncial, he merged himself

in the general Greek population.

(Strab. xiii. 4 ; Joseph. Ant. siv. ; Martial, ix. 17
;

Pliu. H. N. XXXV. 4, 10 ; Liv. xxxii. 33, 4 ; Polyb.

xvi. 1, xxxii, 23; Boeckh, Inscript. Xos. 3538,

3550, 3553 ; Philostratus, De Vit. Soph. p. 45, lOG
;

rchihitchetf, Asie Mineure, p. 230 ; Arundell, Disco-

veries in Asia Minor, ii. p. 304.) [J. W. B.]

PER'IDA (NinS : *6/)i5a ; Alex. iapeiU :

Pharida). The children of Perida returned from
Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. vii. 57). In Ezr.

ii. 55 the name appears as Peruda, and in 1 Esd.

V. 33 as Pharira. One of Kennicott's MSS. has
" Peruda " in Neh.

PEKIZZITE, THE, and PEEIZ'ZITES
O-f^Sn, in all cases in the Heb. singular: ol ^epe-

Caiot; in Ezr. only 6 ^epea-dd: Pherezaens). One
of the nations inhabiting the Land of Piomise before

and at the time of its conquest by Isiael. Thev are

not named in the catalogue of Gen. x. ; so that "their

origin, like that of other small tribes, such as the

Avites, and the similarly named Gerizzites, is left in

obscurity. They are continually mentioned in the

formula so frequently occurring to express the Pro-
mised Land (Gen. xv. 20; Ex. iii. 8, 17, xxiii. 23,
xxxiii. 2, xxxiv. 11 ; Deut. vii. 1, xx. 17 ; Josh. iii.

10, ix. 1, xxiv. 11 ; Judg. iii. 5; Ezr. ix. 1 ; Neh.
ix. 8). They appear, however, with somewhat greater

distinctness on several occasions. On Abram's firet

entrance into the land it is said to have been occu-

pied by " the Canaanite and the Perizzite " (Gen.
xiii. 7). Jacob also, after the massacre of the ."^he-

chemites, uses the same expression, complaining that

his sons had " made him to stink among the inha-

bitants of the land, among the Canaanite and the

Perizzite" fxxxiv. 30). t?oalso in the detailed records

of the conquest given in the opening of the book of
Judges (evidently from a distinct source to those in

Joshua), Judah and Simeon are said to have found
their territory occupied by " the Canaanite and the
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See Manasseii, vol. ii. 220a.
•i Copker hap-perazi, A. V. " country villages "

(1 Sam.
vi. 18) : Arei hap-perazi, " unwalled towns" (I)cut. 111. 5).

In both these passages the L\X. unc'frstund the IVriziltos

Perizzite" (Judg. i. 4, 5), with Bezek (a place not

yet discovered) .is their stronghold, and Adoni-bezek

their most noted chief. And thus too a late tradi-

tinn, preserved in 2 Esdr. i. 21, mentions only
" the Cana;mites, the Phcresites, and the Philistines,"

as the original tenants of the country. The notice

just cited from the book of Judges locates them in

the southern part of the Holy Land. Another inde-

pendent and equally remarkable fragment of the

history of the conquest seems to speak of them as

occupying, with the Rephaim, or giants, the " foiest

country" on the western flanks of Jlount "Cannel
(Josh. xvii. 15-18). Here again the Canaanites

only are named with them. As a tribe of moun-
taineers, they are enumerated in company with
Amorite, Hittite, and Jebusite in Josh. xi. 3, xii. 8

;

and they are catalogued among the remnants of the

old population whom Solomon reduced to bondage,

both in 1 K. ix. 20, and 2 Chr. viii. 7. By Josephus
the Perizzites do not appear to be mentioned.

The signification of the name is not by any means
clear. It possibly meant rustics, dwellers in open,

unwalled villages, which ai-e denoted by a similar

word.'' Ewald {Geschichte, i. 317 j inclines to believe

that they were the same people with the Hittites.

But against this there is the tact that both they and
the Hittites appear in the same lists ; and that not

only in mere general formulas, but in the records of

the conquest, as above. Redslob has e.xamined the

whole of these names with some care (in his Alt-

testam. Nainen der Israelitenstaats, 1846), and his

conclusion (p. 1 03) is that, while the Chavvoth were
villages of tribes engaged in the care of cattle, the

Perazoth were inhabited by peasants engaged in

agi-iculture, like the FellaJis of the Arabs. ^[G.]

PERSEP'OLIS (nepufVoAjs ; Persepolis) is

mentioneil only in 2 jMacc. ix. 2, where we hear of

Antiochus Epiphanes attempting to burn its temples,

but provoking a resistance which forced him to fly

ignominiously from the place. It was the capital

of Persia Proper, and the occasional residence of the

Persian court from the time of Darius Hystaspis,

who seems to have been its founder, to the invasion

of Alexander. Its wanton destruction by that
conqueror is well known. According to Q. Cuitius
the destruction was complete, as the chief building
material employed was cedar-wood, which caused
the conflagi-ation to be rapid and general {De Echus
Alex. Magn. v. 7). Perhaps the temples, which
were of stone, escaped. At any rate, if ruined,
they must have been shortly afterwards restored,

since they were still the depositories of treasure in

the time of Epiphanes.

Persepolis has been regarded by many as identical

with Pasargadae, the famous capital of Cyras (see

Niebuhr's Lectures on Ancient History, i. 115;
Ouseley, Travels, ii. 316-318). But the positions

are carefully distinguished by a number of ancient
wntei-s (Strab. xv. 3, §6, 7 ; Plin. //. N. vi. 26

;

Anian, Exp. Alex. vii. 1 ; Ptolem. vi. 4) ; and the

ruins, which are identified beyond any reasonable

doubt, show that the two places were more than
4() miles apart. Pasargadae was at Murganb, where
the tomb of Cyrus may still be seen; Pei-sejioiis

was 42 miles to the so'uth of this, near Istakher,

on the site now cjilled the CMil-Minar, or Forty
Pillars. Here, on a platform hewn out of the solid

rock, the sides of which face the four cardinal points,

to be alluded to, and translate accordingly. In Josh, xvi

10 they add the Perizzites to the Canaanites as inliabiiaiil

of Gezer.
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ai-e the remains of two great palaces, built respec-

tively by Davius Hystaspis and his son Xerxes,

besides a number of other edifices, chiefly temples.

These ruins have been so frequently desciibed that

it is unnecessary to do more than lefer the reader

to the best accounts which hiive been given of them

(Niebuhr, Reise, ii. 121 ; Chardiu, Voyages, ii.

245 ; Ker Porter, Travels, i. 576 ; Heeren, Asiatic

Nations, i. 143-19(3 ; Rich, Residence in Kurdistan,

vol. ii. pp. 2 18-222 ; Fergusson, Palaces of Nineveh

and Persepolis Restored, pp. 89-124, &c.). They

are of great extent and maguificence, covering an area

of many acres. At the foot of the rock on which

they are placed, in the plain now called Merdasht,

stood probably the ancient town, built chiefly of

wood, and now altogether ellaced.

Pereepolis may be regaideJ as having taken the

place of Pasargadae, the more ancient capital of

PERSIA

Persia Pi'oper, from the time of Darius Hystaspis

No exact reason can be given for this change, which
pei'haps arose fiom mere royal caprice, Darius having

taken a fancy to the locality, near which he ei-ected

his tomb. According to Athenaeus the court re-

sided at Persepolis during three months of each

year (Deip-nosoph. xii. p. 513, F.), but the conflicting

stiitements of other writers (Xen. Cyrop. viii. 6,

§22, Plut. de Exil. ii. p. 604; Zonar. iii. 26, &c.)

make this unceiinin. We cannot doubt, however,

that it was one of the royal residences ; and we
may well believe the statement of Strabo, that,

in the later times of the empire, it was, next to

Susa, the richest of all the Persian cities {Geograph.

XV. 3, §6). It does not seem to have long survived

the blow inflicted upon it by Alexander; for after

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes it disappears alto-

gether from history as an inhabited place. [G. R.]

PERSEUS {nepaevs: Perses), the eldest (ille-

gitimate or supposititious?) sou of Philip V. and

last king of Macedonia. After his father's death

(B.C. 179) he continued the preparations for the re-

newal of the w;u- with Rome, which was seen to be

inevitable. The wai-, which broke out in B.C. 171,

was at fii-st ably sust<iined by Pei-seus ; but in 168

he was defeated by L. Aemilius Paullus at Pydna,

and shortly aflenvards sun-enderal with his family to

his conqueroi-s. He graced the triumph of Paullus,

and died in honourable retirement at Alba., The
defeat of Perseus put an end to the independence of

Macedonia, and extended even to Syria the teiTor of

the Roman name (1 Mace. viii. 5). [B. F.W.]

IVreous. Kli;|f of Mncfdunisu

aiirarhin ol Perseim (Attic talent). Obv. llpdil of

fillet. Kcv, BASI.VICni IIEF2En:i, Eaplt

PER'SIA (DnS, ».c. Paras: neptris: Persii)

was strictly the name of a tract of no very large

dimensions on the Persian Gulf, which is still known
as Fars, or Farsistan, a corruption of the ancient

appellation. This tract was bounded, on the west, by

Susiana or Elam, on the north by Media, on the south

by the Pei-sian Gulf, and on the east by Cannania, the

modem Kennan. It was, speaking generally, an arid

and unproductive region (Herod, ix. 122 ; .^it. Exp.

Alex. V. 4 ; Plat. Leg. iii. p. 695, A.) ; but contained

some districts of considerable fertility. The woi-st

part of the country Wiis that towards the south, on

the bordei-s of the Gulf, which has a climate ;md soil

like Arabia, being sandy and almost without streams,

subject to pestilential winds, and in many
places covered with particles of salt. Above
this miserable region is a tract veiy far

superior to it, consisting of rocky moun-
tiiins—the continuation of Zagi'os, among
which are found a good many fertile valleys

and plains, especially towards the north,

in the vicinity of Shiraz. Here is an im-

poilant stream, the Be/idamii; which flow-

ing through the beautiful valley of 3fer-

(las/tt, and by the ruins of Persepolis, is then

separated into numerous channels for the

purpose of iiTigation, and, after fertilizing a

iaige tract of country (the district of Kur-
jan), ends its course in the salt lake of Bak-
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titjan. Vines, oranges, and lemons, are produced

abundantly in this region ; and the wine of Shiraz is

celebrated throughout Asia. Further north an arid

country again sui-ceeds, the outskirts of the Great

Desert, wliich extends fiom Kei-inan to Slazenderan,

and from Kashan to Lalce Zerrah.

Ptolemy {Geograph. vi. 4) divides Persia into a

number of provinces, among which the most im-

portant are Paraeticen^ on the north, which was
sometimes reckoned to Media (Herod, i. 101 ; Steph.

Byz. ad voc. VlapairaKa), and Mardyen^ on the

south coast, the country of the Mardi. The chief

towns were Pasargadae, the ancient, and Persepolis,

the later capital. Pasargadae was situated neas the

modern village of Munjaiib, 42 miles nearly due
north of Persepolis, and appears to have been the

ciipital till the time of Darius, who chose the far

more beautiful site in the valley of tlie Bendamir,

where the Chehl Miliar or "Forty Pillai's " still

stimd. [See PEliSEPOLiS.] Among other cities of

less impoitiince were Paraetaca and Gabae in the

mountain country, and Taoc6 upon the coast.

(See Strab. .nv. 3, §1-8 ; Plin. //. N. vi. 25,

26 ; Ptolem. Geog. vi. 4 ; Kinneir's Persian
Empire, pp. 54-80; Malcolm, History of
Persia, i. 2 ; Ker Porter, Travels, i. 458,
&c. ; Rich, Journey from Bushire to Per-
sepolis, &c.)

While the district of Fars is the true

original Persia, the name is more commonly
applied, both in Sciipture and by profane

authors, to the entire tract which came by
degrees to be included within the limits of

the Persian Empiie. This empire extended

at one time fi-om India on the east to Egypt
and Thrace upon the west, and included,

besides poitions of Europe and Africa, the

whole of Western Asia between the Black

Sea, the Caucasus, the Caspian, and the

Jaxartes upon the noith, the Arabian desert,

the Persian Gulf, and the Indian Ocean upon
the south. According to Herodotus (iii. 89),
it was divided into twenty governments,

or satrapies; but from the inscriptions it

would rather appear that the number varied

at different times, and, when the empire
was most flourishing, considerably exceedeil

twenty. In the inscription upon his tomb
at Nakhsh-i-Pustam Darius mentions no
fewer than thirty countries as subject to

him besides Persia Proper. These are— Kg.

Media, Susiana, Parthia, Aria, Bactria, Sog-
diana, Choia.smia, Zarangia, Arachosia, Sattagydia,

Gandaria, India, Scythia, Babylonia, Assyria, Arabia,

Egypt, Armenia, C'appadocia, Saparda, Ionia, (Euro-
pean) Scythia, the islands (of the Egean), the country
of the Scodnie, (European) Ionia, the lands of the

Tacabri, the Budians, the Cushites or Ethiopians,

the JIardians, and the Colchians.

The only passage in Scripture where Pei-sia de-

signates the tract which has been calle<I above
" Pei-sia Proper " is Ez. x.xxviii. 5. Elsewhere the

Empire is intended. [G. R.]

PER'SIANS (^P"1S : Xleptrai: Persae). The

name of the people who inhabited the country called

above " I'ei'sia Proper," and who thence conquered
:i mighty empire. 'J'here is re.ison to believe that

the Persians were of the same rac-e as the Sledes,

Iwth being branches of the gre;»t Arian stock, which
under various names established their sway over the

whole tract between Mesopotamia :md Burmah. 'i'he
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native form of the name is Parsa, which the Hebrew

''D'13 fairly represents, and which remains but little

changed in the modern " Parsee." It is conjectured

to signify " the Tigers."

1. Character of the nation.—The Persians were

a people of lively and impressible minds, brave and

impetuous in war, witty, passionate, for Orientals

truthful, not without some spirit of generosity, and

of more intellectual capacity than the generality of

Asiatics. Their faults were vanity, impulsiveness,

a want of perseverance and solidity, and an almost

slavish spirit of sycophancy and servility towards

their lords. In the times anterior to Cyrus they

were noted for the simplicity of their habits, which

ort'ered a strong contrast to the luxuriousness of the

Medes ; but from the date of the Median overthrow,

this simplicity began to decline ; and it was not veiy

long before their manners became as soft and effemi-

nate as those of any of the conquered peoples. They
adopted the flowing Median robe (Fig. Ij which was

probably of silk, in lieu of the old national costume

(Fig. 2)—a close-fitting tunic and trousers of leather

(Herod, i. 71 ; comparei. 135); beginning at the same
time the practice of wearing on their persons chains,

bracelets, and collai-s of gold, with which precious

metal they also adorned their horses. Polygamy
was commonly practised among them ; and besides

legitimate wives a Persian was allowed any number
of concubines. They were fond of the pleasures of

the table, indulging in a great variety of food, and
spending a long time over their meals, at which
they were accustomed to swallow large quantities

of wine. In war they fought bravely, but without

discipline, generally gaining their victories by the

vigour of their fiist attack ; if they were strenu-

ously resisted, they soon flagged ; and if they sutl'ered

a repulse, all order was at once lost, and the retreat

speedily became a rout.

2. Peligion.—The religion which the Persians

brought with them into Persia Proper seems to

liave been of a very simple ch.ir.icter, differing from
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natural religion in little, exceyit that it was deeply

tainted with Dualism. Like tlie other Aryans, the

Persians \yorshipped one Supreme God, wliom they

called Aura-mazda (Oromasdes)—a term signifying

(as is believed) " the Great Giver of Life." From

Oromasdes came all blessings—" he gave the earth,

he gave the heavens, he gave manliind, he gave life

to manliind" (Inscriptions, pussim)—he settled the

Persian kings upon their thrones, strengthened them,

established "them, and granted them victory over all

their enemies. The royal inscriptions raiely men-

tion any other god. Occasionally, however, they

indicate a slight and modilled polytheism. Oro-

masdes is " the chief of tlie gods," so tliat there are

other gods besides him ; ami the highest of these is

evidently Milhra, who is sometimes invoked to pro-

tect the monarch, and is beyond a doubt identical

with " the sun." To the worship of the sun as

Mithra was probably attached, as in India, the

worship of tlie moon, under the name of Homa, as

the third greatest god. Entirely separate from

these—their active resister and antagonist—was

Ahriman (Arimanius) " the Death-dealing "—the

powerful, and (probably) self-existing Evil Spirit,

from whom war, disease, frost, hail, poverty, sin,

death, and all other evils, had their origin. Mriman
was Satan, carried to an extreme—believed to have

an existence of his own, and a real power of resisting

and defying God. Ahriman could create spirits, and

as the beneficent Auramazda had surrounded himself

with good angels, who were the ministers of his mer-

cies towards mankind, so A/iriman had surrounded

himself with evil spirits, to carry out his malevolent

puiposes. Worship w.ns confined to Auramazda, and

his good spirits ; Ahriman and his demons were not

worshipped, but only hated ami feared.

The character of the original Persian worship was

simple. They were not destitute of temples, as

Herodotus asserts (Herod, i. 131 ; compare Bch.

Inscr. col. i. par. 1-4-, §5) ; but they had probably

no altars, and certainly no images. Neither do they

appear to have had any priests. Processions were

formed, and religious cliants were sung in the

temples, consisting of prayer and jjraise intermixed,

whereby the favour of Auramazda and his good

spirits was supposed to be secured to the worship-

pere. Beyond this it does not appear that they had

any religious ceremonies. Sacrilices, apparently,

were unknown ; though thank-offerings may have

been made in the temples.

From the llrst entrance of the Persians, as immi-

grants, into their new territory, they were probably

brought into contact with a form of religion very

different from their own. Magianism, the religion

of the Scythic or Turanian population of Western

Asia, had long been dominant over the greater por-

tion of the region lying between Mesopot^imia and

India. The essence of this religion was worship of

the elements—more especially, of the subtlest of

all, fire. It was an ancient and imposing system,

guaided by the venerable hiemrchy of the Magi,

boasting its fire-altars where from time immemorial

the sacred flame had buint witliout intermission,

and claiming to some extent mysterious and mira-

culous powers. The simplicity of the Aryan reli-

gion was speedily corrupted by its contiict with

this powerful rivjil, whicli presented special attrac-

tions to a rude and credulous people. There was

a short struggle for pre-eminence, after which the

rival systems avme to terms. Dualism was re-

tained, together with the names of .^uram.izda and

Ahriman, and the special worship of the sun and
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moon under the appellations of Mithra and Homa
;

but to this was superadded the worship of the ele-

ments and the whole ceremoniid of M.igianism, in-

cluding the divination to which theMagian priesthood

made pretence. The worship of other deities as

Tanata or Anaitis, was a still later .addition to the

religion, which gi-ew more complicated as time

went on, but which always maintained as its lead-

ing and most essential element that Dualistic prin-

ciple whereon it was originally based.

3. Language.—The language of the ancient Per-

sians was closely akin to the Sanskrit, or ancient

language of India. We iiml it in its earliest stage

in the Zendavesta—the sacred book of the whole

Aryan race, where, howe\er, it is corrupted by a

large admixture of later forms. The inscriptions

of the Achaemenifln kings give us the language in

its second stage, and, being free from these later ad-

ditions, are of the gi'eatest importance towards deter-

mining what was primitive, and what more recent

in this type of speech. Modern Persian is its dege-

nerate representative, being, as it is, a motley idiom,

largely impregnated with Arabic ; still, however,

both in its grammar and its vocabulary, it is mainly

Aryan ; and historically, it must be regarded as the

continuation of the ancient tongue, just as Italian is

of Latin, and modern of ancient Greek.

4. Division into tribes, ^c.—Herodotus tells us

that the Persians were divided into ten tribes, of

which tlnee were noble, three agricultural, and four

nomadic. The noble tribes were the Pasargadae,

who dwelt, probably, in the capital and its imme-
diate neiglibourhood ; the Maraphians, who are per-

haps represented by the modern Mdfee, a Pei-sian

tribe which prides itself on its antiquity ; and the

Maspians, of whom nothing more is known. The

three tribes engaged in agriculture were called the

PiUithialaeans, the Derusiaeans, and the Germanians,

or (according to the ti-ue orthography) the Carma-

nians. These last were either the actual inhabitants

oi Kerman, or settlers of the same race, who re-

mained in Persia while their fellow-tribesmen occu-

pied tlie adjoining region. The nomadic tribes are

said to have been the Dahi, who appear in Scripture

as the " Dehavites" (Ezr. iv. 9), the Mardi, moun-
taineers famous for their thievisii habits (Steph.

Byz.), together with the Sagartians and the Der-

bices or Dropici, colonists from the regions east of

the Caspian. The royal race of the Achaemenidae

was a phratry or clan of the Pasargadae (Herod, i.

126) ; to which it is probable that most of the noble

houses likewise belonged. Little is heard of the

Maraphians, and nothing of the Maspians, in his-

tory ; it is therefore evident that their nobility was

very inferior to that of the leading tribe.

5. History.— In remote antiquity it would appear

that the Persians dwelt in the region east of the

Caspian, or possibly in a tract still nearer India.

The first Fargard of the Vendidad seems to describe

their wanderings in these countries, and shows tlie

general line of their progress to have been from east to

west, down the course of the Oxus, and then, along

tlie southern shores of the Caspian Sea, to Rhages,

and Media. It is impossible to determine the period

of these movements; but there can be no doubt that

tiiey were anterior to is.C. 880, at which time the

Assyrian kings seem for the first time to have come

in contact with Aryan tribes east of Mount Zagros.

Probably the Persians accompanied the Medes in

their migration from Klior.issan, and, after the latter

people took possession of the tract extending from

the river Kw to Ispahan, proceeded still further
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south, and occupied the retium between Media :ind

the Persian Gulf. It is uncertain whether they are

to be identiried with the Bartsu or Partsn of the

Assj'rian monuments. If so, we may say that from

the middle of the 9th to the middle of the 8th

century li.C. they occupied south-eastern Armenia,

but by the end of the 8th century had removed into

the country, which thenceforth went by their name.

The leader of this last migration would seem to

have been a certain Achaemenes, who was recog-

nized a.s king of the newly-occupied territory, and

Ibunded the famous dynasty of the Achaemenidae,

about B.C. 700. Very little is known of the his-

tory of Persia between this date and the accession

of Cyrus the Great, near a century and a half later.

The crown appears to have descended in a right line

through four princes—Teispes, Cambyses L.Cyrus I.,

and Cambyses II., who was the father of Cyrus

the Conqueior. Teispes must have been a prince

of some repute, for his daughtei", Atossa, married

Pharnaces, king of the distant Cappadocians (Diod.

Sic. ap. Phot, bihliothcc. p. 1158). Later, however,

the Persians found themselves unable to resist the

growing strength of Media, and became tributary to

that power about B.C. 6oO, or a little earlier. The
line of native kings was continued on the throne, and

the internal administration was probablj'' untouched;

but external independence was altogether lost

until the revolt under Cyrus.

Of the circumstances under which this

revolt took place we have no certain know-

ledge. The stoiies told by Herodotus (i.

108-129) and Nicolas of Damascus {Fr. 66)

are internally improbable ; and they are also

at variance with the monuments, which

prove Cyrus to have been the son of a Per-

sian king. [See CvRUS.] We must therefore

, discard them, and be content to know that

after about seventy or eighty years of sub-

jection, the Persians revolted from the Medes,

engaged in a bloody struggle with them, and

finally succeeded, not only in establishing

their independence, but in changing places

with their masters, and becoming the ruling

people. The probable date of Uie revolt is B.C. 558.

Its success, by transferring to Persia the dominion

previously in the possession of the Medes, placed

her at the head of an empire, the bounds of which

were the Halys upon the west, the Eu.xine upon
the north, Babylonia upon the south, and upon the

east the salt desert of Iran. As usual in the East,

this success led on to others. Croesus the Lydian

monarch, who had united most of Asia Minor under

liis sway, venturing to attack tlie newly-risen power,

in the hope that it was not yet lirmly established,

was tii'st repulsed, and afterwards defeated and

made prisoner by Cyrus, who took his capital, and

added the Lydian empire to his dominions. This

conquest was followed closely by the submission of

the Greek settlements on the Asiatic coast, and by
the reduction of Caria, Caunus, and Lycia The
empire was soon afterwards extended greiitly to-

wards the north-east and east. Cyrus lapidly over-

ran the fiat countries beyond the Ciispian, planting

a city, which he called after himself (Arr. Exp.
Alex. iv. 3), on the Jaxartes {Jijhun) ; after which

he seems to have pushed his conquests still further

to the east, adding to his dominions the districts of

Herat, Cabul, Caudahar, Seistan, and Beloochistan,

which were thenceforth included in the empire.

(See Ctes. Pers. Exc. § 5, et seqq. ; and compare

Plin. H. N. vi. 23.) In B.C. 539 or 538, Babylon
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was attacked, and alter a stout defence fell before

his irresistible bands. [Babylon.] This victoiy

first brought the Persians into contact with the

Jews. The conquerors found in Babylon an op-

pressed race—like themselves, abhonei-s of idols

—

and professors of a religion in which to a great

extent they could sympathize. This race, which

the Babylonian monarchs had torn violently from

their native land and settled in the vicinity of Ba-

bylon, Cyrus determined to restore to their own
country ; which he did by the remarkable edict re-

corded in the first chapter of Ezra (Ezr. i. 2-4).

Thus commenced that friendly connexion between

the Jews and Persians, which prophecy had already

foreshadowed (Is. xliv. 28, xlv. 1-4), and which

forms so remarkable a feature in the Jewish histoiy.

After the conquest of Babylon, and the consequent

extension of his empire to the borders of Egypt,

Cyrus might have been expected to carry out the

design, which he is said to have entertained (Herod,

i. 153), of an expedition against Egypt. Some
dangi-r, however, seems to have threatened the

north-eastern piovinces, in consequence of which

his purpo.^e was changed ; and he proceeded against

the Massagetae or the Derbices, engaged them, but

was defeated and slain. He reigned, according to

Herodotus, twenty-nine years.

Under his son and successor, Cambyses III., the

conquest of Egypt took place (B.C. 525), and the

Persian dominions were extended southward to

Elephantine and westward to Euesperidae on the

North-African coast. This prince appears to be the

Ahasuerus of Ezra (iv. 6), who was asked to alter

Cyrus's policy towards the Jews, but (apparently)

declined all interference. AVe have in Herodotus

(book iii.) a very complete account of his warlike

expeditions, which at first resulted in the successes

above mentioned, but were afteiwards unsuccessful,

and even disastrous. One amiy perished in an

attempt to reach the temple of Ammon, while

another was reduced to the kist straits in ;ui expe-

dition against Ethiopia. Peihaps it was in con-

sequence of these misfortunes that, in the absence

of Cambyses with the army, a conspiracy was
formed against him at court, and a Magian priest,

Gomates {Gaumata) by name, professing to be

Smerdis (Bardii/a), the son of Cyrus, whom his

brother, Cambyses, had put to death secretly,

obtained quiet possession of the throne. Cam-
byses was in Syria when news reached him of

this bold attempt; and there is re.ison to believe

that, seized with a sudden disgust, and despair-

ing of the recovery of his crown, he fled to the

last resort of the "unfortunate, and ended his life

by suidde {BehisUm Inscription, col. i. par. 11,
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S}1U). His leign had lasted seven years and five

months.

Gomates the Magian found himHelf thus, with-

out a struggle, master ot" Persia (li.c. 522). His

situation, however, was one of great danger and

delicacy. There is reason to believe that he owed

his elevation to his fellow-religionists, whose object

in placing him upon the throne was to secure the

triumph of Magianism over the Dualism of the

I'eisians. It was necessary for him therefoie to

accomplish a religious revolution, which was sure

to be dist;isteful to the Persians, while at the same

time he had to keep up the deception on which his

claim to the crown was professedly based, and to

prevent any suspicion arising tliat he was not

Smcrdis, the son of Cyrus. 'J"o combine these two

aims was difficult; and it would seem that Gomates

soon discarded the latter, and entered on a course

which must have soon caused his subjects to feel

that their ruler was not only uo Achaemenian, but

no Persian. He destroyed the national temples,

substituting for them the fire-altai-s, and abolished

the religious chants and other sacred ceremonies of

the Oromasdians. He reversed the policy of Cyrus

witli lespect to the Jews, and forbad by an edict

the further building of the Temjile (Ezr. iv. 17-

22). [Artaxeiixes.] He courted the favour

of the subject-nations generally by a lemission of

tribute for three years, and an e.xemption during

the same space from lorced military service (Herod,

iii. 67). Towards the Persians he was haughty

and distant, keeping them as much as possible aloof

from his person, and seldom showing himself beyond

the walls of his palace. Such conduct made him
very unpopular with the pioud people which held

the first place among his subjects, and, the suspicion

that he was a mere pretender having aftei' some

months ripened into ceilainty, a revolt broke out,

headed by Daiius, the son of Hystaspes, a prince

of the blood-roj'al, which in a short time was crowned

with complete success. Gomates quitted his capital,

and, having thrown himself into a fort in Media,

was pursued, attacked, and slain. Darius, then, as

the chief of tl;e conspiracy, and afler his father the

next heir to the throne, was at once acknowledged

king. The reign of Gomates lasted seven months.

The first eiibrts of Darius were directed to the

re-est;iblishment of the Oromasdian religion in all

its purity. He " rebuilt the temples which Gomates
the Magian had destroyed, and lestored to the peojile

the leligious chants and the worship of which
(iomates the Magian had dejirived them " {Beh.

Lisa: col. i. par. 14). Appealed to, in his second

year, by the Jews, who wished to resume the con-

struction of their Temple, he not only allowed

them, confirming the decree of Cyrus, but assisted

the work by grants from his own revenues, whereby
the Jews were able to complete the Temple as early

as his si.xth year (Kzr. vi. 1-15). During the first

part of the reign of Darius the tranquillity of the

empire was disturbed by numerous revolts. The
provinces regretted the loss of those exemptions

which they had obtained from the weakness of the

Psoudo-Smerdis, and hoped to .shake olf the yoke

of the new prince before he could grasp fiimly the

reins of govcinment. The first revolt was that

of Babylon, where a native, claiming to be Nebu-

chadnezzar, the son of Nabonadius, was made king;

but Darius speedily crushed this revolt and executed

the pretender. Shortly afterwards a fai- more e.\-

tensive rebellion broke out. A Mede, named Phra-

oi-tes, came forward and, announcing liimself to be
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" Xathritcs, of the race of Cyaxares," assumed the

royal title. Jledia, Annenia, and Assyiia immo
diately acknowledged him—the Jledian soldiers a<

the Persian court revolted to him—Parthia and

Hyrcania after a little while declaied in his favour

—while in Sagartia another pretender, making a

similar claim of descent from Cyaxares, induced the

Sagartians to revolt ; and in Margiana, Arachotia, and

even Persia Pioper, there weie insunections against

the authority of the new king. His courage and

activity, however, seconded by the valour of his

Persian tioops and the fidelity of some satrai)s,

carried him successfully through these and othei

similar difficulties; and" the result was, that, attei-

five or six years of struggle, he became as firmly

seated on his throne as any pievious monarch. His

talents as an administiator were, upon this, brought

into play. He divided the whole empire into

satrapies, and organised that somewhat compli-

cated system of govemnient on which they were

heucefoith administered (Rawlinson's Herodotus, ii.

655-568). He built himself a magnificent palace

at Persepolis, and another at Susa [Persepolis,
Shushan]. He also applied himself, like his

predecessors, to the extension of the empire; con-

ducted an expedition into European Scythia, from

which he retumed without disgrace; conquered

Thrace, Paeonia, and Macedonia towards the west,

and a large portion of India on the east, besides

(apparently) bringing into subjection a number of

petty nations (see the Nak/ish-i-Rustaiii Inscrip-

tion). On the whole he must be pronounced, next

to Cyi'us, the greatest of the Pei-sian monarchs.

The latter part of his leign was, however, clouded

by reverses. The disaster of Mardonius at Jlount

Athos was followed shortly by the defeat of Datis

at Marathon ; and, before any attempt could be

made to avenge that blow, Egypt rose in revolt

(B.C. 486), massacred its Persian garrison, and

declared itself independent. In the palace at the

same time there was dissension ; and when, after a

reign of tliirty-six years, the fourth Persian monarch
died (B.C. 485), leaving his throne to a young prince

ofstrong and ungoverned passions, it was evident that

the empiie had reached its highest point of gi-eat-

ness, and was already verging towards its decline.

Xerxes, the eldest son ot Darius by Atossa, daugh-

ter of Cyrus, and the first son born to Darius after

he mounted the throne, seems to have obtained the

crown, in part by the favour of his father, over

whom Atossa exeicised a strong influence, in part

by right, as the eldest male descendant of Cyrus

the founder of the empire. His firet Jict was to

reduce Egypt to subjection (B.C. 484), after which

he began at once to make preparations for his inva

sioii of Greece. It is probable that he was the

Ahasuerus of Esther. [Ahasuerus.] The great

feast held in Shushan the palace in the third year

of his reign, and the repudiation of Vashti, fall into

the period preceding the Grecian expedition, while

it is probable that he kept open house for the

" princes of the provinces," who would from time

to time visit the court, in order to report the state

of their preparations for the war. The marriage

with Esther, in the seventh year of his reign, falls

into the year immediately following his flight from

Greece, when he undoubtedly returned to Sus;i,

relinquishing warlike enterprises, and hencefbith

devoting himself to the ple;u>ures of the seraglio.

It is unnecessary to give an account of the well-

known expedition against Greece, which ended so

disastrously for the invadei-s. Persia was taught
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by the defeats of Salainis and Plataea the danger of

encountering the Greeks on their side of the Aegean,

while she learned at Mycal^ the retaliation which

siie had to e.vpect on her own shores at the hands

of her infuriated enemies. For a while some vague
idea of anotlier invasion seems to have been enter-

tained by the court ;
* but discreeter counsels pre-

vailed, and, relinquishing all aggressive designs,

Persia from this point in her history stood upon
the defensive, and only sought to maintain her own
territories intact, witliout anywhere trenching upon

her neigiiboui-s. During the rest of the reign of

Xerxes, and during part of that of his son and suc-

cessor, Aitaxerxes, she continued at war with the

Greeks, who destroyed her fleets, plundered her

coasts, and stirred up revolt in her provinces ; but

at last, in E.G. 449, a jieace was concluded between

the two powers, who then continued on terms of

amity for half a century.

A conspiracy in the seraglio having carried off

Xeixes (B.C. 465), Artaxerxes his son, called by the

Greeks MaKp6xftp, or " the Long-Handed," suc-

ceeded him, after an intei-val of seven months,

during which the conspirator Artabanus occupied

the throne. This Artaxerxes, who reigned forty

years, is beyond a doubt the king of that name
who stood in such a friendly relation towards Ezra

f^^Ezr. vii. 11-28) and Nehemiah (Neh. ii. 1-9, &c.).

[Artaxerxes.] His character, as drawn by

Ctesias, is mild but weak ; and under his rule the

disorders of the empire seem to have increased

rapidly. An insurrection in Bactria, headed by his

brother Hystaspes, was with difficulty put down in

the first year of his reign (B.C. 464), after which a

revolt broke out in Egypt, headed by Inarus the

Libyan and Amyrtaeus the Egyptian, who, receiving

the support of an Athenian fleet, maintained them-

selves for six years (B.C. 460-455) against the

whole power of Pereia, but were at last overcome

by Megabyzus, satrap of Syria. This powerful

and haughty noble soon afterwards (B.C. 447), on

occasion of a difference with the court, himself

became a rebel, and entered into a contest with his

sovereign, which at once betrayed and increased the

weakness of the empire. Artaxerxes is the last of

tlie Persian kings who had any special connexion

with the Jews, and the last but one mentioned in

Scripture. His successors were Xerxes H., Sog-

dianus, Darius Nothus, Artaxerxes Mnemon, Ar-

taxer.xes Ochus, and Darius Codomannus, who is

probably the " Darius the Persian" of Nehemiah

(xii. 22l. These monarchs reigned from B.C. 424
to B.C. 3.30. None were of much capacity ; and

during their reigns the decline of the enipire was
scarcely arrested for a day, unless it were by

Ochus, who reconquered Egypt, and gave some

other signs of vigour. Had the younger Cyrus

succeeded in his attempt, the regeneration of Persia

was, perhaps, possible. After his failure the seraglio

grew at once more powerful and more cruel.

Eunuchs and women governed the kings, and dis-

pensed the favours of the crown, or wielded its

teiTors, as their intere.sts or passions moved them.

Patriotism and loyalty were alike dead, and the

empire must have fallen many years before it did,

had not the Persians early leanit to turn the swords

of the Gieeks against one another, and at the same
time raised the character of their own armies by
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the employment, on a large scale, of Greek mer-

cenaries. The collapse of the empire under the

attack of Alexander is well known, and requires no

description here. On the division of Ale,xander's

dominions among his generals Persia fell to the

Seleucidae, under whom it continued till after the

death of Antiochus Epiphanes, when the conquering

Parthians advanced their frontier to the Euphrates,

and the Persians came to be included among their

subject-tribes (B.C. 164). Still their nationality

was not obliterated. In A.D. 226, three hundred

and ninety years after their subjection to the Par-

thians, and five hundred and fifty-six years after

the loss of their independence, the Persians shook

off the yoke of their oppressors, and once more
became a nation. The kingdom of the Sassanidae,

though not so brilliant as that of Cyrus, still had

its glories ; but its history belongs to a time which

scarcely comes within the scope of the present work.

(See, for the history of Pei-sia, besides Herodotus,

Ctesias, Excerpta Fersica ; Plutarch, Vit. Ar-

taxerx. ; Xenophon, Anabasis ; Heeren, Asiatic

Natioyis, vol. i. ; Malcolm, History of Persia from
the Earliest Ages to the Present Times, 2 vols. 4to.,

London, 1816 ; and Sir H. Rawlinson's Memoir on

the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Ancient Persia, pub-

lished in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, vols. x.

and xi. For the religion see Hyde, De Religione

Veterum Persarum ; Brockhaus, Vendidad-Sade
;

Bunsen, Egypt's Place in Universal History, iii.

472-506; and Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. 426-431.

E'er the system of government, see Rawlinson's

Herodotus, ii. 555-568.) [G. R.]

PERSIS {UtpffU). A Christian woman at

Rome (Rom. xvi. 12) whom St. Paul salutes, and

commends with special afl'ection on account of some
work which she had performed with singular dili-

gence (see Origen in loco). [W. T. B.]

PER'UDA (Nn-nS : ^aSovpd: Pharuda). The

same as Perida (Ezr. ii. 55). The LXX. reading

is supported by one of Kennicott's MSB.

PESTILENCE. [Plague.]

PETER (neVpos, the Greek for NS>3, Kr,(j>as,

Cephas, i.e. "a stone" or "rock," on which name see

Note at the end of this article). His original name

was Simon, ])]}JD^, i. e. " hearer." The two names

are commonly combined, Simon Peter, but in the

early part of his history, and in the interval be-

tween our Lord's death and resurrection, he is more
frequently named Simon ; after that event he beai-s

almost exclusively the more honourable designation

Peter, or, as St. Paul sometimes writes, Cephas.

The notices of this Apostle's early life are few, but

not unimportant, and enable us to form some esti-

mate of the circumstances under which his cha-

racter was formed, and prepared for his great work.

He wa-s the son of a man named Jonas (Matt. .xvi.

17 ; John i. 43, xxi. 16), and was brought up in

his father's occupation, a fisherman on tlie sea of

Tiberias." The occupation was of course a humble
one, but not, as is oflen assumed, mean or servile,

or incompatible with some degree of mental culture.

His family were probably in easy circumstances.

He and his brother Andrew were partneis of John

and James, the sons of Zebedec, who had hired

servants ; and from various indications in the sacred

• The force collected In Pamphylia, which Cimon de-

feated and dispersed (b.o. 466), seems to hjive been In-

tended for aggressive purposes.

» There la a tradition that hts mother's name was

Johanna (Coteler, I'att. Apod. il. 63).
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naiTative we are led to the conclusion that their

social position biought them into conbict with men
of education. ]n fact the ti'ade of fishermen, sup-

plying some of the imjxirtant cities on the coasts

of that inland lake, may have been tolerably remu-
nerative, while all the necessaries of life were cheap

and abundant in the singularly rich and fertile dis-

trict where the Apostle resided. He did not live,

a-s a mere labouring man, in a hut by the se;i-side,

but firet at Bethsaida, and afterwaids in a house at

Capernaum, belonging to himself or his mother-in-

law, which must have been rather a large one, since

he received in it not only our Lord and his fellow-

disciples, but multitudes who were attracted by the

miracles and preaching of Jesus. It is certain that

when he left all to follow Christ, he made what he

regarded, and what seems to have been admitted by
his Slaster, to have been a considerable sacrifice.

The habits of such a life wei'e by no means un-

favourable to the development of a vigorous, earnest,

and pi-actii^il character, such as he displayed in

after years. The labours, the privations, and the

perils of an e.xistence passed in great part upon the

watei-s of that beautiful but stormy lake, the long

and anxious watching through the nights, were cal-

culated to test and increase his natural powers, his

fortitude, energy, and perseverance. In the city he

must have been brought into contact with men en-

gaged in ti-affic, with soldiers, and foreigners, and

may have thus acquired somewhat of the flexibility

and geni.ality of temperament all but indispensable

to the attainment of such personal influence as he

exorcised in al'ter-life. It is not probable that he

and his brother were wholly uneducated. The Jews
regarded instruction as a necessity, and legal enact-

ments enforced tlie attendance of youths in schools

maintained by the community.'' The statement in

Acts iv. 13, that " the council perceived they {i. e.

Peter and John) were unlearned and ignorant men,"
is not incompatible with this assumption. The
translation of the jjassage in the A. V. is rather

exaggerated, the word rendered "unlearned" (iStoi-

rou) being nearly equivalent to " laymen," i. e. men
of ordinary etlucation, as contrasted with those who
were specially trained in the schools of the Ixabbis.

A man might be thoroughly conversant with the

Scriptures, and yet be considered ignorant and un-
leai-ned by the liabbis, among whom the opinion

was already prevalent that " the letter of Scripture

was the mere shell, an earthen vessel containing

heavenly trcasuies, which could only be dist«vered

by those who had been t;uight to search for the

liidden cabalistic meaning." Peter and his kinsmen
were probably taught to read the Scriptures in

childhood. The history of their country, especially

of the great events of early days, must have beeii

familiar to them as attendants at the synagogue,

and their attention wai there directed to those por-

tions of Holy Writ from which the Jews derived

their anticipations of the Messiah.

The language of the Apostles was of coni-se the

form of Aramaic spoken in northern Palestine, a
sort of patois, partly Hebrew, but more nearly

t A law lo this effect was enacted by Simon bon-Shelach,

one of the great leaders of the I'harlsiiic party under the

Asmoncan princes. See Jost, Geschichie des JudeiUhums,

i. 246.

« See R. Ronan, Ifhtoire des lAingties SfimUiqnes, p. 224.

The only extant specimen of that patois Is the JiooJc of
jiilam or 'Code.x Nasiraeus,' edited by NorlHTg, Lond.

Goth. 1815, 6.
,

d See Buxtorf. .;. v. n'^^^J.
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allied to the Syiiac.= Hebrew, even in its deba-ol

form, Wius then spoken only by men of learning, tlie

leaders of the pharisees and scribes. "^ 'I he men of

Galilee were, however, noted for rough and inaccu-

rate language, and especially for vulgarities of pro-

nmiciation.^ It is doubtfiil whether our Apostle

wa-s acquainted with Greek in early life. It is cer-

tain that there was more intercourse with foreigners

in fialilee than in any district of Palestine, and
Greek appears to have been a common, if not the

principal, medium of communication. Within a few
years after his call St. Peter seems to have con-

versed fluently in Gieek with Cornelius, at least

there is no intimation that an intei-preter was em-
ployed, while it is highly improbable that Cornelius,

a Roman soldier, should have used the language of

Palestine. The style of both of St. Peter's Epistles

indiaites a considerable knowledge of Greek— it is

pure and accurate, and in grammatical structure

equal to that of St. Paul. That may, however, be

accounted for by the fact, for which there is very

ancient authority, that St. Peter employed an inter-

preter in the composition of his Epistles, if not in

liis ordinary intercourse with foreigners.' There
are no traces of acquaintance with Greek authore,

or of the influence of Greek literature upon his

mind, such as we find in St. Paul, nor could we
expect it in a person of his station even had Greek
been his mother-tongue. It is on the whole pro-

bable that he had some rudimental knowledge of

Greek in early life,? which may have been after-

wards extended when the need was felt, but not

more than would enable him to discourse intelligibly

on practical and devotional subjects. That he was
an aflectiouate husband, married in early life to a

wife who accompanied him in his Apostolic journeys,

are facts interred from Scripture, while very ancient

traditions, recorded by Clement of Alexandria (whose

connexion with the church founded by St. Mark
gives a peculiar value to his testimony) and by
other early but less trustworthy writers, inform us

that her name was Perpetua, that she bore a daugh-

ter, or peihaps other children, and suffered mar-
tyrdom. It is uncei-tain at what age he was called

by our Lord. The general impression of the Fathers

is that he was an old man at the date of his death,

A.D. 64, but this need not imply that he was much
older than our Lord. He was piobably between

thirty and forty years of age at the date of his call.

That call was preceded by a special preparation.

He and his brother Andrew, together with their

partners James and John, the sons of Zebedee, were
disciple.s of John the Baptist (John i. 35 j. They
were in attendance upon him when they were first

called to tlie service of Christ. From the circum-

stances of that call, which are recorded with graphic

minuteness by St. John, we learn some important

facts touching their state of mind and the pei-sonal

character of our Apostle. Two disciples, one named
by the Evangelist St. Andrew, the other in all pro-

bability St. John himself, were standing with the

Baptist at Bethany on the Joixlan, when he pointed

out Jesus as He walked, and said. Behold the

• See Reuss, Geschtchte der IJ. S. }41.

f Keuss (/. c. }49) rejects this as a mere hypothesis, but

gives no reason. The tradition rests on the authority of

Clement of Alexandria, Irenaeus, and Tertulllan. See the

notes on Kuseb. H. F.. iii. 39, v. 8, and vi. 25.

K Kven highly educated Jews, like Josephus, spoke

Grcekimperfectly (see^lni. XX. 11,}2X On the antagonism

to Grepk influence, see Jost, I.e. i. 198, and M. Nicolas,

lA.i Doctrines rdiffieuses det Juifs, i. c. 2.
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Lamb of God ! That is, the antitype of tlie victims

whose blood fas all true Israelites, and they more

distinctly under the teaching of John,'' believed)

prefigured the atonement for sin. The two at once

followed Jesus, and upon His invitation abode with

Him that day. Andrew then went to his brother

Simon, and saith unto him, We have found the

Messias, the anointed One, of whom they had read

in the prophets. Simon went at once, and when
Jesus looked on him He said. Thou art Simon the

son of Joua; thou shalt be called Cephas. The
change of name is of course deeply significant. As
son of Jona (a name of doubtful moaning, according

to Lampe equivalent to Johanan or John, i. e. grace

of the Lord; according to Lange, who has some

striking but fanciful observations, signifying dove)

he bore as a di^^ciple the name Simon, i.e. hearer, but

as an Apostle, one of the twelve on whom the Church

w,T> to be erected, he was hereafter (/cA.ij07)(r7j) to

be called Rock or Stone. It seems a natural im-

pression that the words refer primarily to the ori-

ginal character of Simon: that our Lord saw in

him a man firm, stedlast, not to be overthrown,

though severely tried ; and such was generally the

view taken by the Fathers: but it is perhaps a

deeper and truer inference that Jesus thus describes

Simon, not as what he was, but as what he would
become under His influence—a man with predis-

positions and capabilities not unfitted for the office

he was to hold, but one whose permanence and

stability would depend upon union with the living

Rock. Thus we may e.xpect to find Simon, as the

natural man, at once rough, stubborn, and mutable,

whereas Peter, identified with the Rock, will remain

firm and unmoveable unto the end.'

This first call led to no immediate change in St.

Peter's external position. He and his fellow dis-

ciples looked henceforth upon our Lord as their

teacher, but were not commanded to follow him as

regular disciples. There were several giades of

disciples among the Jews, from the occasional Jiearer,

to the follower who gave up all other pursuits in

order to serve a master. At the time a recognition

of His Person and ofiice sufficed. They returned to

Capernaum, where they pursued their usual business,

waiting for a further intimation of His will.

The second call is recorded by the other three

Evangelists ; the narrative of St. Luke being appa-

rently supplementary'' to the brief, and so to speak,

official accounts given by Matthew and Mark. It

took place on the sea of Galilee near Capernaum

—

where the four disciples, Peter and Andrew, James
and John, were fishing. Peter and Andrew were

first called. Our Lord then entered Simon Peter's

boat, and addressed the multitude on the shore
;

after the conclusion of the discourse He wrought

the miracle by which He foreshadowed the success

of the Apostles in the new, but analogous, occupa

tion which was to be theirs, that of fishers of men
The Cixll of James and John followed. From that

time the four were certainly enrolled formally

among His disciples, and although as yet invested

with no official character, accompanied Him in

h See LUcke, Tholuck, and Lange, on the Gospel of

St. John.
' Liicke describes this character well, as that firmness,

or rather hardness of power, which, if not purified, easily

becomes violence. 'I'he deepest and most beautiful ob-

servations are those of Origen on John, torn. ii. c. 30.

k This is a point of groat difficulty, and hotly contested.

Many writers of great weight hold the occurrences to be

altogether distinct; but the generality of commentators,
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His journeys, those especially in the north ot

Palestine.

Immediately after that call our Lord went to

the house of Peter, where He wrought the miracle

of healing on Peter's wife's mother, a miracle suc-

ceeded by other manifestations of divine power
which produced a deep impression upon the people.

Some time was passed afterwards in attendance

upon our Lord's public ministrations in Galilee, De-
capolis, Peraea, and Judaea: though at intervals

tlie disciples returned to their own city, and were
witnesses of many miracles, of the call of Levi, and
of their Master's reception of outcasts, whom they

in common with their zealous but prejudiced coun-

trymen had despised and shunned. It was a period

of training, of mental and spiritual discipline prepa-

ratory to their admission to the higher ofiice to

which they were destined. Even then Peter re-

ceived some marks of distinction. He was selected,

together with the two sons of Zebedee, to witness

the raising of Jairus' daughter.

The special designation of Peter, and his eleven

fellow disciples took place some time afterwards,

when they were set apart as our Lord's immediate

attendants, and as His delegates to go forth wher-

ever He might send them, as apostles, announcers

of His kingdom, gifted with supernatural powers as

credentials of their supernatural mission (see Matt. x.

2-4 ; Mark iii. 13-19, the most detaikd account

—

Luke vi. 13). They appear then first to have

received formally the name of Apostles, and from

that time Simon bore publicly, and as it would
seem all but exclusively, the name Peter, which
had hifherto been used rather as a characteristic

appellation than as a proper name.

From this time there can be no doubt that St.

Peter held the first place among the Apostles, to

whatever cause his precedence is to be attributed.

Theie was certainly much in his character which

marked him as a representative man ; both in his

strength and in his weakness, in his excellences and

his defects he exemplifies the changes which the

natural man undergoes in the gradual ti\ansforma-

tion into the spiritual man under the personal in-

fluence of the Saviour. The precedence did not

depend upon priority of call, or it would have
devolved upon his brother Andrew, or that other

disciple who first followed Jesus. It seems scarcely

probable that it depended upon seniority, even sup-

posing, which is a mere conjecture, that he was
older than his fellow disciples. The special desig-

nation by Christ, alone accounts in a satisfactory

way for the facts that he is named fiist in every

list of the Apostles, is generally addressed by our

Lord as their representative, and on the most solemn

occasions speaks in their name. Thus when the

first great secession took place in consequence of the

oflence given by our Loid's mystic discourse at

Capemanm (see John vi. 66-69), " Jesus said unto

the twelve. Will re also go away? Then Simon
Peter answered Him, Lord, to whom shall we go ?

Thou hast the words of eternal life: and we believe

and are sure that Thou art tliat Christ, the Son of

including some of the most earnest and devout in Germany
and Kngland. appear now to concur in the view which I

have here taken. Thus Trench On the I'araUes, Neander,

LUcke, I^nge, and ?:brard. The ohjcct of Strauss, who
denies the identity, is to make out that St. Luke's account

is a mere myth. The most satisfactorj- attempt to account

for the variations is that of Spanhcira, Pubia F.cangdica,

11.341.
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the living God." Thus again at Caesaioa Philippi, '.

soon after the return of" the twelve from their first

missionary tour, St. Peter (speaking as before in
\

the name of tlie twelve, though, as appears from

our Loi-d's words, with a peculiar distinctness of

personal conviction) repeated that declaration, " Thou I

art the Christ, the Son of the living God." The
|

confinnation of our Apostle in liis special position i

in the Church, his identification with the rock on

which that Church is founded, the ratification of i

the powei-s and duties attached to the apostolic

office," and the promise ofpermanence to the Church,

followed as a reward of that confession. The early

Church regarded St. Peter generally, and most

ebpecially on this occasion, as the representative of

the apostolic Iwdy, a very distinct theoiy from that

which makes him their head, or governor in Christ's

stead. Even in the time of Cyprian, when com-

munion with the Bishop of Rome as St. Peter's

successor for the first time was held to be indis-

pensable, no powei-s of jurisdiction, or supremacy,

were supposed to be attached to the admitted pre-

cedency of rank." Primus inferpares Peter held no

distinct office, and certainly never claimed any

powers which did not belong equally to all his

fellow Apostles.

This great triumph of Peter, however, brought

other points of his character into strong relief. The
distinction which he then received, and it may be

his consciousness of ability, energy, zeal, and abso-

lute devotion to Christ's person, seem to have

developed a natural tendency to rashness and for-

wardness bordering upon presumption. On this

occasion the exhibition of such feelings brought

upon him the strongest leproof ever addressed to a

disciple by our Lord. In his aflection and self-con-

fidence Peter ventured to reject as impossible the

announcement of the sufferings and humiliation

which Jesus ])redicted, and heard the sharp words

—

" Get thee behind me, Satan, thou art an offence

n The accounts whiili have been given of the precise

import of this declaration may be summed up under these

heads :— 1. That our Lord spoke of Himself, and not of

St. Peter, as the rock on which the Church was to be

founded. This Interpretallon expresses a great truth, but
it is irrcconciicable with the context, and could scarcely

have occurred to an unbiassed reader, and certainly does

not give the primary and literal meaning of our Lord's

words. It has been defcndc-d, however, by candid and
learned critics, as Glass and Dathe. 2. That our Lord
addresses Peter as the type or rcpresentitive of the Church,

In his capacity of chief disciple. This is Augustine's view,

and it was widely adopted in the early Church. It is

hardly borne out by the context, and seems to Involve a

false metaphor. Ihe Church would In that case be founded

on itself in Its type. 3. That the rock was not the person

of Peter, but his confession of faith. This rests on much
Ijetter authority, and is supported by stronger arguments.

The authorities for it are given by Suicer, v. IleVpo?, }1,

n. 3. Yet it seems to have been originally suggested as

an explanation, rather than an interpretation, which It

certainly is not in a literal sense. 4. That St. Peter him-
self was the rock on which the Church would be built, as

the representative of the Apostles, as professing in their

name the true faith, and as entrusted specially with the

duty of preaching it, and thereby laying the foundation

of the Church. Many learned and candid Protestant

divines have acquiesced In this view (e. g. Pearson,

H:immond, Bcngel, Kosenmiiller, Schleusner, Kulnuel,

Bloomfield, &c.). It is bonie out by the facts that .St.

I'etcr on the day of I'entecost, and during the whole

period of the establishment of the Church, was the chief

agent in all the work of the ministry, in preaching, in

admitting both Jews and Gentiles, and laying down the

PETER
imto me—for thou savourest not the things that be

of God, but those that be of men." That was
Peter's first fall ; a veiy ominous one; not a rock,
but a stumbling stone," not a defender, but an anta-

gonist and deadly enemy of the faith, when the

spiritual should give place to the lower nature in

dealing with the things of God. It is remarkable

that on other occasions when St. Peter signalized

his faith and devotion, he displayed at the time, or

immediately afterwards, a more than usual defi-

ciency in spiritual discernment and consistency.

Thus a few days after that fall he was selected

together with .lohn and James to witness the

transfiguration of Christ, but the words which
he tlien uttered prove that he was completely bewil-

dered, and unable at the time to comprehend the

meaning of the tnmsaction.P Thus again, when
his zeal and courage prompted him to leave tlie

ship and walk on the water to go to Jesus (Matt,

siv. 29), a sudden failure of faith withdrew the

sustaining power ; he was about to sink when he

was at once reproved and saved by his master.

Such traits, which occur not unfrequently, prepare

us for his last great fall, as well as for his conduct

after the Resurrection, when his natural gifts were
perfected and his deficiencies supplied by " the

power from on High." We find a mixture of zeal

and weakness in his conduct when calletl upon to

pay tribute-money for himself and his Lord, but

faith had the upper hand, and was rewarded by a

signiticant miracle TMatt. xvii. 24-27). The ques-

tion which about the same time Peter asked our

Lord as to the extent to which forgiveness of sins

should be carried, indicated a gi-eat advance in spi-

rituality from the Jewish standing point, while it

showed how far as yet he .and his fellow disciples

were from understanding the true principle of Cliris-

tian love (Matt, xviii. 21). We find a similar

blending of opposite qualities in the declaration

recorded by the synoptical evangelists (Matt. xix.

I

terms of commuuion. This view is wholly incompatible

with the Roman theory, which makes him the repre-

sentative of Christ, not personally, hut in virtue of an

oflice essential to the permanent existence and authority

of the Church. Passaglia, the latest and ablest contro-

versialist, takes more pains to refute this than any other

view; but wholly without success: it being clear that

St. Peter did not retain, even admitting that he did at

first hold, any primacy of rank alter completing his own
special work ; that he never exercised any authority over

or independently of the other Apostles; that he certainly

did not transmit whatever position he ever held to any
of his colleagues after his decease. At Jerusalem, even

during his residence there, the chief authority rested with

St. James ; nor is there any trace of a central power or

jurisdiction for centuries after the foundation of the

Church. The same arguments, mutatis mutandis, apply

to the keys. The promise was literally fulfilled when
St. Peter preached at Pentecost, admitted the first con-

verts to Iwplism, confirmed the Samaritans, and received

Cornelius, the representative of the Geiillles, Into the

Church. Whatever privileges may have belonged to him

personally died with him. The authority required for the

permanent government of the Church was believed by the

Fathers to be deposited in the episcopate, as representing

the apostolic body, and succeeding to its claims.

= See an admirable discussion of this question in Rothe's

Avfdnge der ChrislUchen Kirche.

o Llghtfoot suggests that such may have been the real

meaning of the term " rock." An amusing instance of

the blindness of party feeling. See Uorae Ueb. on John,

vol. xli. p. 237.

p As usual, the least favourable view of St Peter's

conduct and feelings is given by St. Maik, t. «., by himself.

i
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27; Mark x. 28; Luke xviii. 28), Lo, we have

loft all and followed Thee. It certainly bespeaks a

consciousness of sincerity, a spirit of self-devotion

and self-sacrifice, though it conveys an impression

of somethinsj like ambition ; but in that instance

the good undoubtedly predominated, as is shown by

our Lord's answer. He does not reprove Peter,

who spoke, as usual, in the name of the twelve,

but takes that oppoi tunity of uttering the strongest

prediction touching the future dignity and para-

mount authority of the Apostles, a prediction re-

corded by b!t. Jlatthew only.

Towards the close of our Lord's ministry St.

Peter's characteristics become especially prominent.

Together with his brother, and the two sons of

Zebedee, he listened to the last awful predictions

and warnings delivered to the disciples in reference

to the second advent (Matt. xxiv. 3 ; Mark xiii. 3,

who alone mentions these names ; Lukexxi. 7). At
the last supper Peter seems to have been particu-

larly earnest in the request that the traitor might
be pointed out, expressing of course a general feeling,

to which some inward consciousness of inKrmity

may have added force. After the supper his words
drew out the meaning of the siguiricant, almost

sacramental act of our Lord in washing His disciples'

feet, an occasion on which we find the same mixture

of goodness and frailty, humility and deep affection,

with a cerfciin taint of self-will, which was at once

hushed into submissive reverence by the voice of

Jesus. Then too it was that he made those re-

peated protestations of unalterable fidelity, so soon

to be falsi ried by his miserable fall. That event is,

however, of such critical import in its bearings

upon the character and position of the Apostle, that

it cannot be dismissed without a careful, if not an
exhaustive discussion.

Judas had left the guest-chamber when St. Peter

put the question, Lord, whither goestThou? words
which modern theologians geneially represent as

savouring of idle curiosity, or presumption, but in

which the early Fathei-s (as Chrysostom and Augus-
tine) recognized the utterance of love and devotion.

The answer was a promise that Peter should follow

his JIaster, but accompanied with an intimation of

present unfitness in the disciple. Then came the

first protestation, which elicited the sharp and stern

rebuke, and distinct prediction of Peter's denial

(John xiii. 36-38). From comparing this account

with those of the other evangelists (Matt. xxvi. 33-

3.5 ; Mark xiv. 29-31 ; Luke xxii. 33, 34), it seems

evident that with some diversity of circumstances

both the protestation and warning were thrice le-

peated. The tempter was to sift all the discijiles,

our Apostle's faith was to be presen-ed from failing

by the special intercession of Christ, he being thus

singled out either as the representative of the whole

body, or as seems more probable, because his cha-

racter was one which had special need of super-

natural aid. St. Mark, as usual, records two points

which enhance the force of the warning and the

guilt of Peter, viz., that the cock would crow twice,

iind that after such warning he repeated his pro-

testation with greater vehemence. Chrysostom, who
judges the Apostle with fairness and candour, attii-

butes this vehemence to his gi-eat love, and more

particularly to }he delight which he felt when
assured that he was not the traitor, yet not without

a certain admixture of forwaiduess and ambition

such as had previously been shown la the dispute

foi- pre-eminence. The fiery trial soon came. After

tlie agony of Gethsemane, when the three, Peter,
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James, and John wore, as on former occasions, se-

lected to be witli our Lord, the only witnesses of

His passion, where also all tlnee had alike failed to

prepare themselves by piayer and watching, the

arrest of Jesus took place. Peter did not shrink

from the danger. In the same spirit which had
dictated his promise he drew his sword, alone against

the armed throng, and wounded the servant (Thv
SovXov, not a servant) of the high-priest, probably
the leader of the band. When this bold but unau-
thorized attempt at rescue w;is reproved, he did not

yet forsake his Master, but followed Him with St.

John into the locus of danger, the house of the

high-priest. There he sat in the outer hall. He
must have been in a state of utter confusion: his

faith, which from, first to last was bound up with
hope, his special characteristic, was for the time
powerless against temptation. The danger found
him unarmed. Thrice, each time with greater

vehemence, the last time with blasphemous asse-

veration, he denied his Master. The triumph of

Satan seemed complete. Yet it is evident tliat it

was an obscuration of faith, not an extinction. It

needed but a glance of his Lord's eye to bring

him to himself. His repentance was instantaneous,

and effectual. The light in which he himself re-

garded his conduct, is clearly shown by the terms
in which it is related by St. Mark. The inferences

are weighty as regards his personal chai-acter, which
represents more completely ]ierhaps than any in the

New Testament, the weakness of the natural and the

strength of the spiritual man : still more weighty
as bearing upon his relations to the apostolic body,
and the claims resting upon the assumption that he
stood to them in the place of Christ.

On the morning of the resuri-ection we have
proof that St. Peter, though humbled, was not
crushed by his fall. He and St. John were the first

to visit the sepulchre ; he was the first who entered

it. We are told by Luke (in words still used by
the Eastern Church as the first salutation on Easter
Sunday) and by St. Paul,<i that Christ appeared to

him first among the Apostles—he who most needed
the comfort was the first who received it, and with
it, as may be assumed, an assurance of forgiveness.

It is observable, however, that on that occasion he
is called by his original name, Simon, not Peter

;

the higher designation was not restored until he had
been publicly reinstituted, so to speak, by his

Master. That reinstitution took place at the sea

of Galilee (John xxi.), an event of the very highest
import. We have theie indications of his best na-
tural qualities, practical good sense, promptness
and energy ; slower than St. John to recognize their

Lord, Peter was the first to reiich Him : lie brought
the net to land. The thrice lepeateil question of

Christ, referring doubtless to the three protestations

and denials, were thrice met by answers full of love

and faith, and utterly devoid of his hitherto charac-

teristic failing, presumption, of which not a trace is

to be discerned in his later history. He then re-

ceived the formal com.mission to feed Christ's sheep ;

not certainly as one endued with exclusive or pai-a-

mount authority, or as distinguished from his

fellow-disciples, whose fall had been marked by f:u-

less aggravating circumstances; rather as one who
had forfeited his place, and could not resume it

without such an authorization. Then followed tiio

1 A fact very perplexing to the Tubingen school, bein?

utterty irreconcileable wllh their theory of antagonism

between the Apostles.

3 F
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prediction of his mai-tyidoin, in which he was to

find the fulfilnipnt of his request to be pemiitted to

follow the Lord.

With this event closes the first part of St. Peter's

history. It lias been a period of transition, durins:

whicli the fisherman of Galilee had been trained

first by the Baptist, then bv our Lord, for the great

work of his life. He had learned to know the

Pei-son and appreciate the otiices of Christ: while

his own character had been chastened and elevated

by special privileges and huniiliatinns, both reach-

ing their climax in the last recorded transactions.

Henceforth, he with his colleagues were to establish

and govein the Church founded by their Lord, with-

out the support of His presence.

The finn part of the Acts of the Apostles is occu-

pied by the record of transactions, in nearly all of

which Peter stands forth as the recognized leader ofthe

Apostles ; it being, however, equally clear that he

neither exei cises nor claims any authority apart from

them, much less over them. In the first chapter it

is Peter who points out to the disciples (as in all his

discourses and writings drawing his arguments from

prophecy) the necessity of supplying the place of

Judas. He states the qualifications of an Apostle,

but takes no special part in the election. The can-

didates are selected by the disciples, while the deci-

sion is left to the searcher of hearts. The extent

and limits of I'eter's primacy might be inferred

with tolerable accuracy from this transaction alone.

To have one spokesm;in, or foreman, seems to accord

with the spirit of order and humility which ruled

the Church, while the assumption of power or su-

premacy would be incompatible with the express

command of Christ (see ilatt. xxiii. 10). In the

2nd chapter again, St. Peter is the most prominent

person in the greatest event after the resuirection,

when on the day of Pentecost the Church was first

invested with the plenitude of gilts and powers.

Then Peter, not speaking in his owti name, but with

the eleven (see ver. 14), explained the meaning of

the miraculous gilts, and shewed the fulfilment of

prophecies (accepted at that time by all Hebrews as

Messianic), both in the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost and in the resurrection and death of oui'

Lord. This discourse, which bears all the marks of

Peter's individuality, both of character and doctrinal

views,'' ends with an appeal of remarkable boldness.

It is the model upon which the apologetic dis-

coui-ses of the primitive Christians were generally

constructed. The conversion and baptism of three

thousand persons, who continued steadfastly in the

Apostle's doctrine and fellowship, attested the power
of the Spirit which spake by Peter on that occasion.

The fii-st miracle after Pentecost was wrought
by .St. Peter (Acts iii.) ; and St. John was joined

with him in that, as in most important acts of his

ministry; but it was Peter who took the cripple

by the hand, and bade him " in the name of Jesus

of Nazareth rise up and walk," and when the

people ran together to Solomon's porth, where the

Apostles, following their Master's example were
wont to teach, Peter was the speaker: he convinces

the people of their sin, warns them of their danger,

points out the fulfilment of prophecy, and the spe-

PETER
cial objects for wliich God sent His Son first to the

children of the old covenant.*

The boldness of the two Apostles, of Peter more
especially as the spokesman, when " filled with the

Holy Ghost " he confronted the full .assembly, headed

by Annas and Caiaphas, produced a deep impression

{

upon those ciuel and uusci-upulous hypocrites ; an
' impression enhanced by the fact that the words
I came from ignorant and unlearned men. The words
spoken by both Apostles, when commanded not to

sjieak at all nor teach in the name of Jesus, have ever

since been the watchwords of martyrs (iv. 19, 20).

This first miracle of healing w;is soon followed

by the first miracle of judgment. The first open

and deliberate sin against the Holy Ghost, a sin

combining ambition, fiaud, hypocrisy, and blas^

phemy, was visited by death, sudden and awful as

under the old dispensation. St. Peter was the mi-

nister in that transaction. As he had fiist opened

the gate to penitents (Acts ii. 37, 38), he now
closed it to hypocrites. The act stands alone, with-

out a precedent or paiallel in the Gospel ; but Peter

acted simply as an instrument, not pronouncing the

sentence, but denouncing the sin, and that in the

name of his fellow Apostles and of the Holy Ghost.

Penalties similar in kind, though far diflerent in

degree, were inflicted, or commanded on various

occasions by St. Paul. St. Peter appears, perhaps

in consequence of that act, to have become the

object of a reverence bordering, as it would seem,

on superstition (Acts v. 15), while the numerous
miracles of healing wrought about the same time,

showing the true character of the power dwelling

in the Apostles, gave occasion to the second pei-se-

cution. Peter then came into contact with the

noblest and most interesting character among the

Jews, the learned and liberal tutor of St. Paul,

(Jamaliel, whose caution, gentleness, and dispas-

sionate candour, stand out in strong relief contrasted

with his colleagues, but make a faint impression

compared with the steadfast and uncompromising
principles of the Apostles, who after undergoing an

Illegal scourging, went forth rejoicing that they

were counted worthy to sutler shame for the name
of .Jesus. Peter is not specially named in connexion

with the appointment of deacons, an important step

in the organization of the Church ; but when the

Gospel was first preached beyond the precincts of

Judea, he and St. John were at once sent by the

.\postles to confirm the converts at Samaria, a

very important statement at this critical point,

proving clearly his subordination to the whole body,

of which he was the most active and able member.

Up to that time it may be said that the Apostles

had one great work, viz.,(to convince the Jews that

Jesus was the Messiah ; in that work St. Peter was
the master builder, the whole stiucture re-sted upon
the doctrines of which he was the principal teacher

:

hitherto no words but his are sjx'cially recorded by

the writer of the Acts. Henceforth he remains

prominent, but not exclusively prominent, among
the prop.igatoi-s of the Gospel. At Samaria he and

John established the precedent for the most im-

portant lite not expressly enjoined in Holy Writ,

viz., confirmation, which the Western Church' has

' See Schmid, Biblisclie neologie, 11. 153; and Weiss,

Der I'etrinische LdirbeyrilJ, p. 19.

• Tills speech is at once striklnply characteristic of

St. Peter, and a proof of the fundaraenuil liarniony between

Ills teaching and the more developed and systematic doc-

trines of St. Paul ; diCferlng in fomi, to an e.xteut utterly

incompatible with the theory of Baur and Schwegler

touching the object of the writer of the Acts ; identical in

spirit, as issuing from the same source.

< Not so the Kiistem, which combines the act with

baptism, and leaves It to the officiating priest. It is one

of the points upon which I'hotius and other )<jistern con

troversialists lay special stress.
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always lield to belong exclusively to the functions

of bishops as successoi-s to the oidinaiy powers of

the Apostolate. Then also St. Peter was confronted

with Simou JIagus, the first teacher of heresy.

[SliiON JlAGCS.j As in the case of Ananias he had

denouuc-ed the Hret sin against holiness, so in this

case he first declared the penalty due to the sin

called after Simon's name. About three years later

(compare Acts ix. 26, and Gal. i. 17, IS) we have

two accounts of the first meeting of St. Peter and

St. Paul. In the Acts it is stated generally that

Saul w;is at first distrusted by the disciples, and

received by the Apostles upon the recommendation

of Barnabas. From the Galatians we learn that

St Paul went to Jerusalem specially to see Peter

;

that he abode with him fifteen days, and that James

was the only other Apostle present at the time. It

is important to note that this account, which while

it establishes the independence of St. Paul, marks

the position of St. Peter as the most eminent of the

Apostles, rests not on the authority of the writer

of the Acts, but on that of St. Paul—as though it

were intended to obviate all possible misconceptions

touching the mutual relations of the Apostles of the

Hebrews and the Gentiles. This interview was

followed by other events marking Peter's posi-

tion—a general apostolical tour of visitation to the

Churches hitherto established {Siepx^fi-fi'ov Sia

iravrwv. Acts ix. 32), in the course of which two

great miracles were wrought on Aeneas and Tabitha,

and in connexion with which the must signal trans-

action after the day of Pentecost is recorded, the

baptism of Cornelius. That was tlie crown and

consummation of Peter's ministry. Peter who had

first preached the resurrection to the Jews, baptized

the first converts, confirmed the first Samaritans,

now, without the advice or co-operation of any of

his colleagues, under direct communication from

heaven, first threw down the barrier which sepa-

rated proselytes of the gate" from Israelites, first

establishing piinciples which in their gradual appli-

cation and full development issued in the complete

fusion of the Gentile and Hebrew elements in tlie

Church. The narrative of this event, which stands

alone in minute circumstantiality of incidents, and

accumulation of supernatural agency, is twice re-

corded by St. Luke. The chief points to be noted

are, first the peculiar fitness of Cornelius, both as a

representative of Roman force and nationality, and

as a devout and libeial worshipper, to be a recipient

of such privileges; and secondly, the state of the

Apostle's own mind. Whatever may have been his

hopes or fears touching the heathen, the idea had

certainly not yet crossed him that they could be-

come Christians without first becoming Jews. As
a loyal and believing Hebrew he could not contem-

plate the removal of Gentile disqualifications, with-

out a distinct assurance that the enactments of the

law which concerned them were abrogated by the

divine legislator. The vision could not therefore

hive been the product of a subjective impression.

It was, strictly speaking, objective, presented to his

mi. id 1))' an external influence. Yet the will of the

Apostle was not controlled, it was simply enlight-

ened. The intimation in the state of trance did not

at once overcome his reluctance. It was not until

his consciousness was fully restored, and he had
well considered the me;ming of the vision, that he

learned that the distinction of cleanness and unclean-
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" A term to which objection has bocn i

by Jost to be strictly correct.

ness in oiitwara things belonged to a temporary
dispensation. It was no mere acquiescence in a

positive command, but the development of a spirit

full of generous impulses, which found utterance

in the words spoken by Peter on that occasion

—

both in the presence of Cornelius, and afterwards

at Jerusalem. His conduct gave great olience to

all his countrymen (Acts xi. 2), aiid it needed all

his authority, corroborated by a special manifesta-

tion of the Holy Ghost, to induce his fellow-Apostles

to recognize the propriety of this great act, in

which both he and they saw an earnest of the ad-

mission of Gentiles into the Church on the single

condition of spiritual repentance. The establish-

ment of a Church in great part of Gentile origin at

Antioch, and the mission of Barnabas, between whose
family and Peter there were the bonds of near inti-

macv, set the seal upon the work thus inaugurated

by St. Peter.

This transaction was soon followed by the im-
prisonment of our Apostle. Herod Agrippa having
first tested the state of feeling at Jerusalem bv
the execution of James, one of the most eminent
Apostles, arrested Peter. The hatred, which at

that time first showed itself as a popular feeling,

may most probably be attributed chiefly to the

offence given by Peter's conduct towards Cornelius.

His miraculous deliverance marks the close of this

second great period of his ministry. The special

work assigned to him was completed. He had
founded the Church, opened its gates to Jews and
Gentiles, and distinctly laid down the conditions of

admission. From that time we have no continuous

history of Peter. It is quite clear that he retained

his rank as the chief Apostle, equally so, that he

neither exercised nor claimed any right to control

their proceedings. At Jerusalem the government
of the Church devolved upon James the brother of

our Lord. In other places Peter seems to have
confined his ministrations to his countrj-men—as

Apo.4le of the circumcision. He left Jerusalem,

but it is not said where he went. Certainly not to

Rome, where there are no traces of his presence

before the last years of his life ; he probably re-

mained in Judea, visiting and confirming the
Churches ; some old but not trustworthy traditions

represent him as preaching in Caesarea and other

cities on the western coast of Palestine ; six yeai-s

later we find him once more at Jerusalem, when
the Apostles and elders came together to considei-

the question whether converts shouW be circum-
cisetl. Peter took the lead in that discussion, and
urged with remarkable cogency the principles settled

in the case of Cornelius. Purifying faith and saving
grace (xv. 9 and 11) remove all distinctions be-

tween believers. His arguments, adopted and en-

forced by James, decided that question at once and
for ever. It is, however, to be remarked, that on
that occasion lie exercised no one power which Ro-
manists hold to be inalienably attached to the chair

of Peter. He did not preside at the meeting ; he

neither summoned nor dismissed it; he neither coi-

iectal the suffrages, nor pronounced the decision.*

It is a disputed point whether the meeting be-

tween St. Paul and St. Peter, of which we have an
account in the Galatians (ii. 1-10) took place at

this time. The great majority of critics believe

that it did, and this hypothesis, though not with-

out difficulties, seems more probable than any other

« In accordance with this representation. St, Paul n.-vnies

James before Cephas and John (Gal. ii. 9).

3 F 2
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which has been suggesteii.y The only jioint of real im-

portance was ceitainly deteiniined het'oie tlie Apostles

separated, the work of convertin2; the Gentiles being

henceforth specially entrusted to I'aiil and Barnabas,

while the charge of preaching to the circumcision

was assigned to the elder Apostles, and more parti-

cularly to Peter (Gal. ii. 7-9). This arrangement

cannot, however, have been an exclusive one. St.

Paul always addressed himself first to the Jews in

every city : I'eter and his old colleagues undoubt-

edlv admitted and sought to make converts among
the (ientiles. It may have been in full force only

when the old and new Ajwstles resided in the same

tity. Such at least was the case at Antioch, where

St. Peter went soon afterwards. There the painful

collision took place between the two Apostles ; the

most remarkable, and, in its bearings upon contro-

versies at critical periods, one of the most important

events in the history of the Church. St. Peter at

first applied the principles which he had lately

defended, carrying with him the whole Apostolic

body, and on his arrival at Antioch ate with the

Gentiles, thus showing that he believed all cere-

monial distinctions to be abolished by the Gospel

:

in that he went fiir beyond the strict letter of the

injunctions issued by the Council.' That step was

mai'ked and condemned by certain members of the

Church of Jerusalem sent by James. It appeared

to them one thing to recognize Gentiles as fellow

Christians, another to admit them to social inter-

couree, whereby ceremonial defilement would be

contracted under the law to which all the Apostles,

Barnabas and Paul included, acknowledged alle-

giance." Peter, as the Apostle of the circumcision,

fearing to give offence to those who were his special

charge, at once gave up the point, suppressed or

disguised his feelings,^' and separated himself not

from communion, but from social intercour.se with

the Gentiles. St. Paul, as the Apostle of the Gen-
tiles, saw clearly the consequences likely to ensue,

and could ill brook the misapplication of a rule

often laid down in his ov/n writings concerning

compliance with the prejudices of weak brethren.

He held that Peter was infringing a great principle,

withstood him to the face, and using the same ar-

gument- which Peter had urged at the Council,

pronounced his conduct to be indefensible. The
statement that Peter compelled the Gentiles to

Judaize, proliably means, not that he enjoined cir-

cumcision, but that his conduct, if persevered in,

would have that effect, since they would naturally

teke any steps which might remove the barrieis to

femiliar intercourse with the first Apostles of Christ.

Peter was wrong, but it was an error of judgment

;

an act contrary to his own feelings and wishes, in
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deference to those whom he looked upon as repre-

senting the mind of the Church ; that he was
actuatefl by selfishness, national pride, or any re-

mains of superstition, is neither iisserted nor implied

in the strong censure of St. Paul: no)-, much as we
must admire the earnestness and wisdom of St.

Paul, whose clear and vigorous intellect was in this

case stimulated by anxiety for his own special

charge, the Gentile Church, should we overlook

Peter's singular humility in submitting to public

reproof from one so much his junior, or his mag-
nanimity both in adopting St. Paul's conclusions

(as we must infer that he did from the absence of

all trace of continued resistance), and in remaining

on terms of brotherly communion (as is testified by

his own written words), to the end of his life (1 Pet.

V. 10 ; 2 Pet. iii. 15, 16).

From this time until the date of his Epistles,

we have no distinct notices in Scripture of Peter's

abode or work. The silence may be accounted for

by the fact that from that time the great work
of propagating the (iospel was committed to the

marvellous energies of St. Paul. I'eter was pro-

bably employed for the most part in building up,

and completing the organization of Christian com-
munities in Palestine and the adjoining districts.

There is, however, strong reason to believe that

he visited Corinth at an early period; this seems

to be implied in several passages of St. Paul's

first epistle to that Church,' and it is a natural

inference from the statements of Clement of Rome
(1 Epistle to the Corinthians, c. 4). The fact

is positively asserted by Dionysius, bishop of Co-
rinth Ca.d. 180 at the latest), a man of excellent

judgment, who was not likely to be misinformed,

nor to make such an assertion lightly in an

epistle addressed to the Bishop and Church of

Home.'' The reference to collision between parties

who claimed Peter, Apollos, Paul, and even Christ

for their chiefs, involves no opposition between the

Apostles themselves, such as the fabulous Cle-

mentines and modern infidelity assume. The name
of Peter as founder, or joint founder, is not asso-

ciated with any local Church save those of Corinth,

Antioch,e or Home, by early ecclesiastical tradition.

That of Alexandria may have been established by
St. Mark after Peter's death. That Peter preached

the (iospel in the countries of Asia, mentioned in

his first E])istle, appeals fi-om Origen's own words

'

((ce/cTjpu/ceVai eoiKfv) to be a mere conjecture, not

in itself improbable, but of little weight in the

absence of all positive evidence, and of all personal

reminiscences in the Epistle itself. From that

Epistle, however, it is to be inferred that towards

the end of his life, St. Peter either visited, or lesided

} Lange (Dot apostolische Zeitaltet; ii. 378) fixes the

date about three years after the Council. Wieseler has a
loiii? excursus to shew ttiat it must have occurred after

.St. Paul's second apostolicjoiirnoy. He gives some weiglity

reasons, but wliolly fails in the attempt to accouni for the

presence of Barnabas, a faUil objiclion to his theory. See
Der Brief an die dalatei; Kxcurfim, p. 579. On the other

side are 'I'heodoret, Pearson, Eichhom, Olshausen, Meyer,
Neand'T, Howson, Schaff, &c.

« I'hls decisively overthrows the wholo system of Baur,

which rests upon an assumed antagonism Ix-twocn St. Paul

and the elder Apostles, especially .si. Peter. Si. Paul

grounds his reproof upon the Inconsistency of Peter, not

upon his judaizing tendencies.

» Sec Acts xvlii. 18-21. xx. 16, xxi. lS-24, passages

borne oul by numerous statements in Si. i^aurji Kplstles.

b vwiareXKtv, <rvv\meKpidr\<rav , t>7rdxpt(n9, must be

understood In this sense. It was not hypocrisy Jn the

sense of an affectation of holiness, but in that of an out-

ward deference to prejudices which certainly neither Peter

nor Barnabas any longer shared.

t See I'.oiilh, KM. Sacrae, i. 179.

<• The attempt to set aside the evidence of Dionysius,

on the ground that he makes an evident mistake in attri-

buting the foundation of the Corinthian Church to Peter

and Paul, is futile. If Peter took any pail in organizing

the Church, he wouid be spoken of as a joint foumler.

Schaff supposes that I'eter may have first visited Coiinlh

on his way to Rome towards Ihe end of his life.

" It is to be observed that even St. Leo represents the

relation of St. Peter to Antioch as precisely the same with

that In which he stands to Rome (Kp. 92).

' Origen.ap. Euseb. ill. 1, adopted by Epiphanlus(flder.

xxvii.) and Jerome (Catal. c. I).
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for some time at Babylon, which at that time, and

Cor some hundreds of yeai-s afterwai-ds was a cliief

seat of Jewish cultuie. This of course depends

upon the assumption, which on the whole seems e

most probable, that the word Babylon is not used

;is a mystic designation of Rome, but as a proper

name, alid that not of an obscure city in Egypt, but

of the ancient capital of the East. There wei-e

many inducements for such a choice of abode. The

Jewish families foimed there a separate community,!*

they were rich, prospeious, and had established set-

tlements in many districts of Asia Minor. Their

language, probably a mixture of Hebrew and Naba-

te;in, must have borne a near affinity to the Galilean

dialect. They were on far more tamiliar terms

than in other countries with their heathen neigh-

bours, while their intercourse with Judea was

cariied on without intermission. Christianity cer-

tainly made considerable progress at an early time

in that and the adjoining districts, the great Chris-

tian schools at Edessa and Nisibis probably owed

their origin to the influence of Peter, the general

tone of the writers of that school is what is now
commonly designated as Petrine. It is no unrea-

sonable supposition that the establishment of Chris-

tianity in those districts may have been specially

connected with the residence of Peter at Babylon.

At that time there must have been some communi-
cations between the two great Apostles, Peter and

Paul, thus stationed at the two extremities of the

Christian world. St. Mark, who was certainly

employed about that time by St. Paul, was with St.

Peter when he wrote the Epistle. Silvanus, St.

Paid's chosen companion, was the bearer, probably

the amanuensis of St. Peter's Epistle : not impro-

bably sent to Peter from Rome, and chargeil by

liim to deliver that epistle, written to support Paul's

authority, to the Churches founded by that Apostle

on his return.

More important in its bearings upon later con-

troveisies is the question of St. Peter's connexion

with Rome.
It may be considered as a settled point that he

did not visit Rome before the last year of his life.

Too much stress may perhaps be laid on the fact

that theie is no notice of St. Peter's labours or

presence in that city in the Epistle to the Romiuis
;

but that negative evidence is not counterbalanced

by any st;itement of undoubted antiquity. The
date given by Eusebius' rests upon a miscalcula-

Mon, and is irreconcileable with the notices of St.
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« On the other hancl, the all but unanimous opinion of

ancient commentators that Rome is designated has been

adopted, and maintained with great ingenuity and some
very strong arguments, by Schatf (Gi'schichle der ChrUt-

liclten Kirche, p. 300), Ncander, Stelger, I>e Wctte, and

Wieseler. Among ourselves, Pearson talies the name
Babylon literally, though with some difference as to the

place so named.
h For many ititeresling and valuable notices see Jost,

Oeschkhte des Judenthuvis, 1. 337, li. 127.

' He gives a.d. 12 In the Clironicon (i. e. in the Ai-me-

nian text), and says that Peter remained at Home twenty

years. In this he Is followed by Jerome, Catal. c. 1 (who

gives twenty-five years), and by most Roman Catholic

writers.

k Thiersch is the only exception. He belongs to the

Irvlngite sect, which can scarcely be called Protestant.

S<« Versuch, p. 104. His ingenious arguments are answered

by Lange, I)as apostolische Zeitalter, p. 381, and by Schaff,

Kirchengetdiiclite., p. 306.

" The most ingenious attempt Is that of Windischmann,

Vittdir.iae Fe.trinae, p. 112f. He assumes that Peter wont

Peter in the Acts of the Apostles. Protestant

critics, with scarcely one exception,'' are unanimous
upon this point, and Roman controversialists are far

from being agreed in their attempts" to remove
the difficulty.

The fact, howevei-, of St. Peter's martyrdom at

Rome rests upon very different grounds. The evi-

dence for it is complete, while there is a total

aljsence of any contiary statement in the writings

ot the early Fathers. We have in the first place

the certainty of his martyrdom, in om- Lord's own
prediction (John x.\i. 18, 19). Clement of Rome,
writiug betbre tlie end of the first century, speaks

of it," but doas not mention the place, that being

of course well-known to his readers. Ignatius, in

the undoubtedly genuine Epistle to the Romans
(ch. iv.), speaks of St. Peter in terms which imply

a special connexion with theii Church. Other

early notices of less weight coincide with this, as

that of Papias (Euseb. ii. 15), and the apocryphal

Praedicatio Fctri, quoted by Cyprian. In the

second century, Dionysius of Corinth, in the Epistle

to Soter, bishop of Rome (ap. Euseb. //. E. ii. 25),

states, as a fact univei'sally known and accounting

tor the intimate relations between Corinth and

Rome, that Peter and Paul both tauglit in Italy,

and sufi'ered martyrdom about the same time."

Irenaeus, who was connected with St. John, being

a disciple of Polycarp, a hearer of that Apostle,

and thoroughly conversant with Roman matters,

bears distinct witness to St. Petei-'s presence at

Rome [Ada. Haer. iii. 1 and o). It is incredible

that he should have been misinformed. In the

next century there is the testimony of Caius, the

liberal and learned Roman presbyter (who speaks

of St. Peter's tomb in the Vatican), that of Origen,

Tertullian, and of the ante- and post- Niceue Fathers,

without a single exception. In short, the Churches

most nearly connected with Rome, and those least

aflected by its influence, which was as yet but in-

considerable in the East, concur in the statement

that Peter was a joint founder of that Church, and

suH'ered death in that city. What the early Fathers

do not assert, and indeed implicitly deny, is that

Peter was the sole Founder or resident head of that

Church, or that the See of Rome derived from him
any claim to supremacy : at the utmost they place

him on a footing of equality with St. Paul.P That

fact is sufficient for all purposes of fair controversy

The denial of the statements resting on such evi-

dence seems almost to indicate an uneasy conscious-

to Rome immediately after his deliverance from prison

(Acts .\ii.), i. e. a.d. 44, and left in consequence of the

Claudian persecution between A.v. 49 and 51.

" txapTvpTjCFos enopevBiq et5 tw 0fp€t\6fi€V0v tottov TTji

£o|7j! (I Cor. v.). The first word might simply mean " bore

public witness;" but the last are conclusive.

> One of the most striking instances of the hypercritical

scepticism of the Tiibingen school is Baur's attempt to

prove that this distinct and positive statement was a

mere inference from the epistle of Clement. The int<r-

course between the two churches was unbroken from the

Apostles' times.

p Coteler has collected a large number of passages from

the early Fathers, In which the nnme of I'aul precedes

that of Peter (/'a<. Apost. i. 414 : see also Valesius, Ens.

;/. A', iil. 21 ). Fabricius observes that this is the general

usage of the Greek Fathers. It is also to be remarked

that when the Fathers of the 4th and Otb centuries- for

Instance, Chrysostom and Augustine— use the words

6 'Ajro(TToAo?, or Jpoftoliis. they mean Paul, not Peter

A very weighty fact.
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ness, truly remarkable in those who believe that

they have, ami who in fact really have, irrefragable

grounds for rejecting the pretensions of the Papacy.

The time and manner of the Apostle's niartyrdoni

are less ceitaiu. The early writers imply, or dis-

tinctly state, that he suffered at, or about the s;ime

time (Dioiiysius, Kara rhv aiiThu Kaip6v) with St.

Paul, and in the Neronian persecution. All agree

that he was crucified, a point sufficiently detennined

by our Lord's prophecy. Origen (ap. Eus. iii. 1),

who could easily ascei-tain the fact, and though

fanciful in speculation, is not inaccurate in histo-

rical matters, says that at his own request he was

crucified with his head downwards. This statement

was generally received by Christian antiquity : nor

does it seem inconsistent with the fervent tempera-

ment and deep humility of the Apostle to have chosen

such a death : one, moreover, not unlikely to have

been inflicted in mockery by the instruments of

Nero's wanton and ingenious cruelty.

The legend found in St. Ambrose is interesting,

and may have some foundation in fact. When the

persecution began, the Christians at Rome, anxious

to preserve their great teacher, persuaded him to

flee, a course which tliey had Scriptural warrant

to recommend, and he to follow ; but at the gate

ho met our Lord. Lord, whither goest thou?
asked the Apostle, I go to Rome, was the answer,

there once more to be crucified. St. Peter well

understood the meaning of those words, returned at

once and was crucified.i

Thus closes the Apostle's life. Some additional

facts, not perhaps unimportant, may be accepted on

early testimony. From St. Paul's words it may
be inferred with certainty that he did not give

up the ties of family life when he forsook his tem-
poral calling. His wife accompanied him in his

wanderings. Clement of Alexandria, a writer well

informed in matters of ecclesiastical interest, and
thoroughly trustworthy, says (Strom, iii. p. 448)
that " Peter and Philip had children, and that both

took about their wives, who acted as their coad-

jutors in ministering to women at their own homes;
by their means the doctrine of the Lord penetrated

without sauidal into the piivacy of women's apart-

ments." Peter's wife is believed, on the same au-

thority, to have suiiered martyrdom, and to have
been supported in the hour of trial by her husband's
exhortation. Some critics believe tliat she is referred

to in the salutation at the end of the first Epistle

of St. Peter. The Apostle is said to have employed
interpreters. Basilides, an early (jnostic, professed

to derive his system from Glauci;is, one of these

interpretei-s. This shows at least the impression,

that the Apostle did not understand Greek, or did

not speak it with fluency. Of far more importance

is the statement that St. Mark wrote his gospel

under the teaching of Peter, or that he embodied in

1 See Tillemont, Mem, i. p. 187, and 555. He shows
that the account of Ambrose (which is not to be found in

the Bened. edit.) is contrary to the apocryphal legend.

Later writers rather value it as reflecting upon St. I'eter's

want of courage or constancy. That St. Peter, like all

good men, valued his life, and suffered reluctimtly, may
be inferred from our Lord's words (John x.\l.) ; but his

flight Is more in harmony with the principles of a Christian

than wilful exposure to persecution. Origen refers to the

words then said to have been si>okon by our Lord, but

quotes an apocryphal work (On i>t. Joltn, torn. ii.).

' Papias and Clem. Alex., referred to by Eusebius,

IT. E. Ii. 15; TertulUan, c. Marc. iv. c. 5; Ircnaeus, iii. i,

and W. 9. Petavius (on Epiphanius, p. 428) observes that
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that gos])el ttie substance of our Apostle's oral

instructions. This statement rests upon such an
amount of external evidence,'' and is coiTolwrated

by so many internal indications, that they would
scarcely be questioned in the absence of a strong

theological bias. The fact is doubly important in

its bearings upon tiie Gospel, and upon the cha-

racter of our Apostle. Chrysostom, who is fol-

lowed by the most judicious commentators, seems

first to have drawn attention to the fact, that in

St. JLark's gospel every defect in Peter's character

and conduct is brought out clearly, without the

slightest e.xtenuation, while many noble acts and
peculiar marks of favour are either omitted, or

stated with far less force tbtn by any other Evan-
gelist. Indiaitions of St. Peter's influence, even in

St. Mark's style, much less pure than that of St.

Luke, are traced by modern criticism.'

The only written documents which St. Peter has

left, are the Fii-st Epistle, about which no doubt has

ever been entertained in the Church ; and the Second,

which has both in early times, and in our own, been

a subject of eaniest controversy.

First Episi le.—The e.xternal evidence ofauthen-

ticity is of the strongest kind. RefeiTed to in the

Second Epistle (iii. 1) ; known to Polycai-p, and fre-

quently alluded to hi his Epistle to the Philippiaus

;

recognized by Papias (ap. Euseb. H. E. iii. 39)

;

repeatedly quoted by Lenaeus, Clemens of Alex-

andria, 'I'ertullian, and Origeu ; it was accepted

without hesitation by the universal Church.* The
internal evidence is equally strong. Schwegler the

most leckless, and De Wette the most vacillating

of modern critics, stand almost alone in their denial

of its authenticity.

It was addressed to the Churches of Asia Minor,

which had for the most part been founded by St.

Paul and his companions. Supposing it to have

been written at Babylon (see above), it is a pro-

bable conjecture that Silvanus, by whom it was
transmitted to those Churches, had joined St. Peter

after a tour of visitation, either in pursuance

of instiuctions from St. Paul, then a prisoner at

Rome, or in the capacity of a minister of high

authority in the Church, and that his account of

the condition of the Christians in those districts de-

termined the Apostle to write the Epistle. From
the absence of personal salutations, and other indi-

cations, it may perhaps be infened that St. Peter

had not hitherto visited the Churches ; but it is

certain that he was thoroughly acquainted both

with their external circumstances and spiritual state.

It is clear that Silvanus is not legarded by St.

Peter as one of his own coadjutors, but as one

whose personal character he had sufficient oppor-

tunity of appreciating (v. 12). Such a testimonial

as the Apostle gives to the soundness of his faith,

would of coui-se have the greatest weight with the

Papias derived his information from John the Presbyter.

For other passages see Fabriclus (Bibl. Gr. torn. Iii. 132).

The slight discrepancy Ixitwccn Eusebius and Papias indl-

aites independent sources of information.
" Gieseler, quoted by Davidson.

*.Ko Importance can be attached to the omission in the

mutilated fragment on the Canon, published by Murntorl.

See Routh, Hell. Sac. 1. 396, and the note of Freindalli-r,

which Kouth quotes, p. 424. Theodorus of Mopsuestia,

a shrewd but rash critic. Is said to have rqect«?d all, or

some, of the Catholic epistles ; but the statement is ambi-

guous. See Davidson {Int. iii. 391), whoae translation iii

incorrect.
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Hebrew Christians, to whom the Epistle appears to

have been specially , though notexclusively addressed."

The assumption that Silvanus was employed in the

composition of the Epistle is not borne out by the

expression, " by Silvanus, I have written unto you,"

such words accoiding to ancient usage ;ipplying rather

to the beaier than to the writer or amanuensis.

Still it is highly probable that Silvanus, considering

his rank, character, and special connexion with those

Churches, and with their great .Vpostle and founder,

would be consulted by St. Peter throughout, and

that they would together re<id the Epistles of St.

Paul, especially those addressed to the Churches in

those districts: thus, partly with direct intention,

partly it may be unconsciously, a Pauline colouring,

amounting in passages to something like a studied

imitation of St. Paul's representations of Christian

truth, may have been introduced into the Epistle.

It has been observed above that there is good reason

to suppose that St. Peter was in the habit of em-
ploying an interpreter ; nor is there anything incon-

sistent w^ith his position or character in the suppo-

sition that Silvanus, perhaps also St. Mark, may
have assisted him in giving expression to the thoughts

suggested to him by the Holy Spirit. We have thus

at any rate, a not unsatisfoctory solution of the

difficulty arising from correspondences both of style

and modes of thought in the writings of two
Apostles who differed so widely in gifts and acquire-

ments."

The objects of the Epistle, ns deduced from its

contents, coincide with these assumptions. They
were :— 1. To comfort and strengthen the Christians

in a season of severe trial. 2. To enforce the prac-

tical and spiritual duties involved in their calling.

3. To warn them against special temptations attached

to their position. 4. To remove all doubt as to the

soundness and completeness of the religious system
which they had already received. Such an attesta-

tion was especially needed by the Hebrew Christians,

who were wont to appeal from St. Paul's authority

U> that of the elder Apostles, and above all to that

"^f Peter. 'I'he last, which is perhaps the very prin-

cipal object, is kept in view throughout the Epistle,

and is distinctly stated, ch. r. ver. 12.

These objects may come out more clearly in a

brief analysis.

The Epistle begins with salutations and general

description of Chiistians (i. 1, 2), followed by a

statement of their present privileges and future in-

heritance (3-5) ; the bearings of that statement

upon their conduct under persecution ((i-9) ; re-

ference, according to the Apostle's wont, to pro-

phecies concerning both the sutferings of Christ and
the salvation of His people (10-12); exhortations

based upon those promises to earnestness, sobnety,

hope, obedience, and holiness, as lesults of know-
ledge of redemption, of atonement by the blood of

Jesus, and of the resurrection, and as prool's of spi-

ritual regeneration by the word of God. Peculiar

stress is laid upon the cardinal graces of faith, hope,

and brotherly love, each connected with and rest-

ing upon the fundamental doctrines of tlie Gospel

(13-25). Abstinence from the spiritual sins most
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" This Is the general opinion of the ablest commentators.

The ancients were nearly unanimous in holding that it

was written for Hebrew converts. But several passages

are evidently meant for Gentiles: e. g. i. H, 18 ; li. 9, 10

;

iii. 6 ; Iv. 3. Kouss, an original and able writer. Is almost

alone in the opinion that it was addressed chiefly to

Gentile converts (p. 133). He takes irapotKoi and n-op-

tniirinoi. as = Cl.T. Israelites by lalth. not hy rercnionlal

directly opposed to those giaces is then enforced
(ii. 1) ;

spiritual growth is represented as dependent
upon the nourishment supplied by the s;ime Word
which was the instrument of regeneration (2, 3) ;

and then, by a change of metaphor, C.hi-istians are
represented as a spiritual house, collectively and
individually as living stones, and royal priests,

elect, and brought out of darkness into light (4-10).
This portion of the Epistle is singularly rich in

thought and expression, and bears the peculiar
impress of the Apostle's mind, in which Judaism is

spiritualized, and finds its full development in Christ.
From this condition of Christians, and more directly
from the fact that they aie thus sei)arated from the
world, pilgrims and sojourners, St. Peter deduces
an entire system of practical and relative duties,
self-control, care of reputation, especially for tjie

sake of Gentiles ; submission to all constituted
authorities; obligations of slaves, urged with re-

markable earnestness, and founded upon the example
of Christ and His atoning death (11-25) ; and duties
of wives and husbands (iii. 1-7). Then geneiallv
all Christian graces are commended, those which
pertain to Christian brotherhood, and those which
are especially needed in times of persecution, gentle-
ness, forbearance, and submission to injury (8-17) :

all the precepts being based on imitation of Christ,
with warnings from the history of the deluge, and'

with special reference to the baptismal covenant.
In the following chapter (iv. 1, 2) the analooy

between the death of Christ and spiritual mortifi-

cation, a topic much dwelt on by St. Paul, is urgeil

with special reference to the sins committed "by
Christians before conversion, and habitual to tiic

Gentiles. The doctrine of a future judgment is

inculcated, both with reference to their heathen
persecutors as a motive for endurance, and to their

own conduct as an incentive to sobriety, watchful-
ness, fervent charity, liberality in all external acts

of kindness, and diligent discharge of all spiritual

duties, with a view to the gloiy of God through
Jesus Christ (3-11).

^

This Epistle appears at the first draught to have
terminated here with the doxology, but the thought
of the fiery trial to which the Christians \\cve

exposed stirs the Apostle's heart, and suggests addi-
tional exhortations. Christians are taught to rejoice

in partaking of Christ's suflerings, being thereby
assured of sharing His glory, which even in this

life rests upon them, and is especially manifested
in their innocence and endurance of persecution:
judgment must come first to cleanse the house of
God, then to reach the disobedient : sufl'eiing accord-
ing to the will of God, they may commit their souls to
Him in well doing as unto a fiiithful Creator. Faith
and hope are equally conspicuous in these exhorta-
tions. The Apostle then (v. 1-4) addresses the
presbyters of the Churches, warning them as one of
their own body, as a witness (ndprvs) of Christ's
suHei-ings, and ptrtaker of future glory, against
negligence, covetousness, and love of power": the
younger members he exhorts to submission ami
humility, and concludes this part with a warning
against their spiritual enemy, and a solemn and

observance (n»t/i« nach dem CuUus). See also Weiss,
Dor Fetrinische Lehrbegriff, p. 28, n. 2.

» ITie question has been tliormiglily discussed by Hug.
Ewald, Bertholdt, Weiss, and other critics. The most
striking resemblances are perhaps 1 Pet. i. 3, with Kph. i. 3

;

il. IS, with Kph. vl. 5 ; iii. I . with Kph. v. 22 ; and v. C, with
V. 21 : but allusions nearly as distinct are found to the Ro-
mans. Oirinlhians.Colossians.ThcssaJonians, and Philemon.
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V

most beautiful prayer to the God of all giace.
|

Lastly, he mentions Silvanus with special com-
|

mendation, and states very distinctly what we have i

seen reason to believe was a principal object of the
[

Kpistle, viz., that the principles inculcated by their
j

former teachers were sound, the ti ue grace of God,
|

to which they are exhorted to adhered A salutation I

from the Church in Babylon and from St. Mark,

with a parting benediction, closes the Epistle.

The harmony of such teaching with that of St.

Paul is sufficiently obvious, nor is the general ar-

rangement or mode of discussing the topics unlike

that of the Apostle of the Gentiles ;
still the indi-

cations of originality and independence of thought

are at least equally conspicuous, and the Epistle is

full of what the Gospel narrative and the discourses

ill the Acts prove to have been characteristic pecu-

liarities of St. Peter. He dwells more frequently

than St. Paul upon the future manifestation of

Christ, upon which he bases nearly all his exhorta-

tions to pitience, self-contiol, and the discharge of

all Christian duties. There is not a shadow of

opposition here, the topic is not neglected by St.

Paul, nor does St. Peter omit the Pauline argument

from Christ's suilerings ; still what the Germans

call the eschatological element preilominates over all

others. The Apostle's mind is full ol' one thought,

the realization of Jlessiauic hopes. While St. Paul

dwells with most earnestness upon justification by

our Lord's death and meiits, and concentrates his

energies upon the Christian's present struggles, St.

Peter fixes his eye constantly upon the future coming

of Christ, the fulfilment of prophecy, the mani-

festation of the promised kingdom. In this he is

the true lepresentative of Israel, mo\ed by those

feelings which were best calculated to enable him

to do his work as the Ajwstle of the circumcision.

Of the three Christian graces hope is his special

theme. He dwells much on good works, but not

so much because he sees in them necessary results

of fiiith, or the comjilement of faith, or outward

manifestations of the spirit of love, aspects most

prominent in St. Paul, St. James, and St. John, as

because he holds them to be tests of the soundness

and stability of a faith which rests on the fact of

the resurrection, and is dii-ected to the future in

the developed form of hope.

But while St. Peter thus shows himself a genuine

Israelite, his teaching is directly opposed to Judaiziug

tendencies. He belongs to the school, or, to speak

more coiTcctly, is the leader of the school, which at

once vindicates the unity of the Law and the (iosjjel,

and puts the superiority of the latter on its true

basis, that of .spiritual development. All his prac-

tiail injunctions are drawn from Christian, not

/ Jewish principles, from the precepts, example, life,

^ death, resun-ection, and future coming of Christ.

The Apostle of the circumcision says not a word in

this Kpistle of the perpetual obligation, the dignity,

or even the bearings of the Mosjiic Law. He is full

of the Old Testament ; his style and thoughts are

charged with its imagery, but he contemplates and

.applies its teaching in the light of the (iospel; he

regards the piivileges and glory of the ancient

people of God entirely in their spiritual develop-

ment in (he Church of Christ. Only one who had

been brought up as a Jew could have had his spirit

so impregnated with these thoughts; only one who
had been thoroughly eraanciiwited by the Spirit of

J The reading o-t^t

of iho Uxlus rtoplus,

is in all points preferable to that
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Christ could have risen so completely above the preju-

dices of his age and country. This is a point of great

importance, showing how utterly opposed the teach-

ing of the oiiginal Apostles, whom bt. Peter certainly

represents, was to that .Judaistic naiTowness which

speculative rationalism has imputed to all the early y'

followers of Christ, with the exception of St. Paul.

There are in fact more traces of what are called

Judaizing views, more of .sympathy with national

hopes, not to say prejudices, in the Epistles to the

Romans and Galatians, than in this work. In this /

we see the Jew who has been born again, and ex- y
changed what St. Peter himself calls the uubeai-

able yoke of the law for the liberty which is in

Christ. At the same time it must be admitted that

our Apostle is far from tracing his principles to

their origin, and from drawing out their conse-

quences with the vigour, spiritual discernment,

internal sequence of reasoning, and systematic com-

pleteness wnich are characteristic of St. Paul.* A
\(i\\' great facts, broad solid principles on which

faith and hope may rest securely, with a spirit of

patience, confidence, and love, suffice for his un-

speculative mind. To him objective truth was the

main thing ; subjective struggles between the in-

tellect and spiritual consciousness, such as we find

in St. Paul, and the intuitions of a spirit absorbed ]/
in contemplation like that of St. John, though not

by any means alien to St. Peter, were in him wholly

subordinated to the practical tendencies of a simple

and energetic character. It has been obsei-ved with

truth, that both in tone and in form the teaching of

St. Peter bears a peculiarly strong esemblance to

that of our Lord, in discourses bearing directly upon

practical duties. The great value of the Epistle

to believers consists in this resemblance ; they leel /

themselves in the hands of a safe guide, of one who V
will help them to trace the hand of their Master in

both dispensations, and to confirm and expand their

laith.

Second Epistle.—The Second Epistle of St.

Peter presents* questions of far greater difficulty

than the former. There can be no doubt that,

whether we consider the external or the internal

evidence, it is by no means easy to demonstrate its

genuineness. We have few references, and none of

a very positive character, in the writings of the

early Fathers ; the style difiers materially fiom that

of the Eirst Epistle, and the resemblance, amount-

ing to a studied imitation, between this Epistle

and that of St. Jude, seems scarcely reconcileable

with the position of St. Peter. Doubts as to its

genuineness were entert^iined by the greatest critics

of the early Chuich ; in the time of Eusebius it

was reckoned among the disputed books, and was

not formally admitted into the Ciinon until the

year 393, at the Council of Hippo. The opinion of

critics of what is called the liberal school, including

all shades from Liicke to Baur, has been decidedly

unfavourable, and that opinion has been adopted by

some able writers in England. There are, howevei-,

very strong reasons why this verdict should be i econ-

sidered. No one ground on which it rests is unas.sail-

able. The rejection of this book afl'ects the authority

of the whole Canon, which, in the opinion of one of

the keenest and le;jst scrupulous critics (Keuss) of

modern Germany, is free from any other error. It

is not a question as to the possible authorship of a

work like that of the Hebrews, which does not bear

• Thus Reuss. I'iarc n'a pas de fysthne. See also

Briickner ami WlIss. pp. 11. n.
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the writer's uame : this Epistle must either be dis- I

missed as a deliberate forgery, or accepted as the

last production of the first among the Apostles of

Christ. The Churuli, whicli for more than fourteen

centuries has received it, has either been imposed

upon by what must in that case be regarded as a

Satanic device, or derived from it spiritual instruc-

tion of tlie highest importiince. If received, it bears

attestation to some of the most important facts in

our Lord's history, casts light upon the feelings of

the Apostolic body in relation to the elder Church

and to each other, and, while it confirms many
doctrines generally inculcated, is the chief, if not the

only, voucher for eschatological views touching the

destruction of the framework of creation, which from

an early period have been prevalent in the Church.

The contents of tiie Epistle seem quite in accord-

ance with its asserted origin.

The customary opening salutation is followed by
an enumeration of Christian blessings and exhortation

to Christian duties, with special reference to the

maintenance of the truth which had been already

communicated to the Church (i. 1-13). Referring

then to his approaching death, the Apostle assigns

as grounds of assurance for believers his own per-

sonal testimony as eye-witness of the transfiguration,

and the sure word of piophecy, that is the testimony

of the Holy Ghost (14-21). The danger of being

misled by false jirophets is dwelt upon with great

earnestness throughout the second chapter, their cove-

tousness and gross sensuality combined with pretences

to spiritualism, in short all the permanent and
fundamental characteristics of Antinomianism, are

described, while the overthrow of all opponents of

Christian truth is predicted (ii. 1-29) in conne.xion

with proi>hecies touching the second advent of Christ,

the destruction of the world by fire, and the promise

of new heavens and a new earth wherein dwelleth

righteousness. After an exhortation to attend to

St. Paul's teaching, in accordance with the less

explicit admonition in the previous Epistle, and an

emphatic warning, the Epistle closes with the cus-

tomary ascription of glory to our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ.

We may now state briefly the answers to the

objections above stated.

1. With regard to its recognition by the early

Cliurch, we observe that it was not likely to be

quoted frequently ; it was addressed to a portion

of the Church not at that time much in intercourse

with the rest of Christendom:" the documents of

the primitive Church are fai- too scanty to give weight

to the argument (generally a questionable one) from

omission. Although it cannot be pioved to have

been referred to by any author earlier than Origen,

yet passages from Clement of Rome, Hermas, Justin

Martyr, Theophilus of Antioch, and Irenaeus, suggest

an acquaintance with this Epistle :
•• to these may be

added a probable reference in the Martyrdom of

Ignatius, quoted by Westcott, On the Canon, p. 87,

and another in the Apology of iMelito, published in

Syriac by Dr. Curetou. It is also distinctly stated

by Eusebius, H. E. vi. 14, and by Photius, cod.
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109, tliat Clement of Alexandria wrote a com-

mentary on all the disputed Epistles, in which this

was certainly included. It is quoted twice by

Origen, but unfortunately in the translation of

Ruthnus, which cannot be relied upon. Didymus

refers to it very frequently in his great work on the

Trinity. It was certainly included in the collection

of Catholic Epistles known to Eusebius and Origen,

a very important point made out by Olshausen,

Opuscula Tkcol. p. 29. It was probably known
in the third century in diti'erent parts of the Chris-

tian world: in Cappadocia to Fiimilian, in Africa

to Cyprian, in Italy to Hippolytus, in Phoenicia to

Metliodius. A large number of passages has been

collected by Dieblein, which, though quite insuffi-

cient to prove its leception, add somewhat to tlie

probability that it was read by most of the early

Fathers. The historical evidence is certiiinly incon-

clusive, but not such as to requiie or to warrant the

rejection of the Epistle. The silence of the Fathers

is accounted for more easily than its admission into

the Canon after the question as to its genuineness

had been raised. It is not conceivable that it

should have been received without positive attesta-

tion from the Churches to which it was first ad-

dressed. We know that the autographs of Apostolic

writings were preserved with care. It must also be

obsen'ed that all motive for forgery is absent. This

Epistle does not support any hierarchical preten-

sions, nor does it bear upon any controversies of a

later age.

2. The difference of style maybe admitted. The

only question is, whether it is greater than can be

satisfactorily accounted for, supposing that the

Apostle employed a diflerent person as his amanu-
ensis. That the two Epistles could not have

been composed and written by the same person is

a point scarcely open to doubt. Olshausen, one of

the fairest and least prejudiced of critics, points

out eight discrepancies of style, some perhaps un-

important, but others almost conclusive, the most

important being the appellations given to our

Saviour, and the comparative absence of references

to the Old Testtmient in this Epistle. If, however,

we admit that some time intervened between the

composition of the two works, that in writing the

first the Apostle was aided by Silvanus, and in

the second by another, perhaps St. Mark, tliat the

circumstances of the Churches addressed by him

were considerably changed, and that the second wai

written in greater haste, not to speak of a possible

decay of faculties, the dilfierences may be regarded

as insufficient to justify more than hesitation in

admitting its genuineness. The resemblance to

the Epistle of St. Jude may be admitted without

atlecting our judgment unfavourably. Supposing,

as some eminent critics have believed, that this

Epistle was copied by St. Jude, we should hare the

.strongest possible testimony to its authenticity ;

'

but if, on the other hand, we accept the more

general opinion of modern critics, that the writer

of this Epistle copied St. Jude, the following con-

siderations have great weight. It seems quite

* Ritscbl's observations on the Epistle of St. James are

at least equally appliciible to this. It would be, compa-

ratively speaking, little known to Gentile converts, while

tlie Jewish party gradually died out, and was not at any
time mi.\ed up with the general movement of the Church.

The only literary documents of the Hebrew Christians

were written by Kbi.initLS, to whom this Epistle would be

most distasteful. Had the book not been supported by

itrong external credentials, its general reception or circu-

lation seem unaccountable.
i" The passages are quoted by Guerike, EinlMung,

p. 462.

« See Dr. Wordsworth's Commentary on 2 retcf. His

chief giound is that St. Peter predicts a state of affairs

which St. Jude describes as actually existing. A very

strong ground, admitting the authenticity of both Kpistl^s
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incredible that a forger, personating the chief among

the Apostles, should select the least important of

all the Apostolical writings for imitotion ;
whereas

it is probable thai St. Peter might choose to give

the stamp of his pei-sonal authority to a document

bearing so powerfully upon practical and doctrinal

errors in the Churches which he addressed. Con-

sidering, too, the characteristics of our Apostle,

his humility, his impressionable mind, so open to

pei-sonal intluences, and his utter forgetfulness of

self when doing his Master's work, we should hardly

be surprised to find that part of the Epistle which

ti-eats of the same subjects coloured by St. Jude's

style. Thus in the First Epistle we find everywhere,

especially in dealing with kindred topics, distinct

traces of St. Paul's influence. This hypothesis has

moreover the advantage of accounting for the most

striking, if not all the discrepancies of style between

the two Epistles.

3. The doubts a.s to its genuineness appear to

have originated with the critics of Alexandria,

where, however, the Epistle itself was formally

recognised at a veiy early period. Those doubts,

however, wei'e not quite so strong as they are now
generally representai. The three greatest names

of that school may be quoted on either side. On
the one hand there were evidently external cre-

dentials, without which it could never have ob-

tained circulation ; on the other, strong subjective

impressions, to which these critics attached scarcely

less weight than some modern inquirers. They rested

entirely, so far as can be ascertained, on the ditlerence

of style. The opinions of modem commentatoi-s may
be summed up under three heads. Many, as we have

seen, reject the Epistle altogether as spurious, sup-

posing it to have been directed against forms of

Gnosticism prevalent in the early part of the second

century. A few "* consider that the first and last

chapters were wiitten by St. Peter or under his dic-

tation, but that the second chapter was interpolated.

So far, however, is either of these views from repre-

senting the general results ofthe latest investigations,

that a majority of names.* including nearly all the

writer of Germany opposed to Rationalism, who in

point of learning and ability are at least upon a par

with their opponents, may be quoted in support of

the genuineness and authenticity of this Epistle.

The statement that all critics of eminence and im-
partiality concur in rejecting it is simply untrue,

imless it be admitted that a belief in the reality of

objective revelation is incompatible with critical

impartiality, that belief being the only common
point between the numerous defenders of the

canonicity of this document. If it were a question

now to be decided for the fii-st time upon the

external or internal evidences still accessible, it may
be admitted that it would be far more difficult

to maintain this than any other document in the

New Testament ; but the judgment of the early

Church is not to be reversed without fai- stronger

arguments than have been adduced, more especially

as the Epistle is entirely free from objections which
might be brought, with more show of reason, against

others now all but universally received : inculcating

no new doctrine, bearing on no controversies of post-
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Apostolical origin, supporting no hierarchical iniif.

vations, but simple, earnest, devout, and eminently

practical, full of the characteristic graces of the

Apostle, who, as we believe, bequeathed this last

proof of laith and hope to the Church.

<> E. g. BuDsen, Ullmann, and Lange.
* Nitzsche, Flatt, Dablman, Windigchmann, Heyden-

reich, Guerike, Pott, Augusli, OUhausen, Thiersch, Stier,

and Dietlein.

' The two names are believed by critics — i. e. Cave,

fjfabc, Itiig, Mill, &c.— to belong to the same work. See

Some Apocryphal writings of very early date

obtained currency in the Church as containing the

substance of the Apostle's teaching. The fragments

which remain are not of much importance, nor

could they be conveniently discussed in this notice.

The Preaching {K-fipvy/xa) or Doctrine (5i5ox^) of

Peter,' probably identical with a work called the

Preaching of Paul, or of Paul and Peter, quote! by

Lactantius, may have contained some traces of the

Apostle's teaching, if, as Grabe, Ziegler, and others

supposed, it was published soon atler his death.

The passages, however, quoted by Clement of Alex-

andria are for the most part wholly unlike St.

Peter's mode of treating doctrinal or practical sul"-

jects.s Another work, called the Revelation of Peter

{airoKaKv^is IleTpov), was held in much esteem

for centuries. It was commented on by Clement

of Alexandria, quoted by Theodotus in the Eclogue,

named together with the Revelation of St. John in

the Fragment on the Canon published by Muratori

(but with the remark, " quam quidam ex nostris

legi in Ecclesia nolunt "j, and according to Sozo-

men {E. H. vii. 19) was read once a year in some

Churches of Palestine. It is said, but not on good

authority, to have been preserved among the Coptic

Christians. Eusebius looked on it as spurious, but

not of heretic origin. From the fragments and

notices it appears to have consisted chiefly of denun-

ciations against the Jews, and predictions of the tall

of Jerusalem, and to have been of a wild fanatical

character. The most complete account of this

curious work is given by Liicke in his general

introduction to the Revelation of St. John, p. 47.

The legends of the Clementines are wholly devoid

of historical worth; but tiom those fictions, ori-

ginating with an obscure and heretical sect, have

been derived some of the most mischievous specula-

tions of modern rationalists, especially as regards

the assumed antagonism between St. Paul and the

earlier Apostles. It is important to observe, how-

ever, that in none of these spurious documents, which

belong undoubtedly to the two first centuries, are

there any indications that our Apostle was regaided

as in any peculiar sense connected with the Church

or see of Rome, or that he exercised or claimed any

authority over the Apostolic body, of which he was

the recognised leader or representative. [F. C. C]

[Cephas (Ktji^os) occurs in the following jias-

sages : John i. 42 ; 1 Cor. i. 12 ; iii. 22, ix. 5, xv. 5
;

Gal. ii. 9, i. 18, ii. 10, 14 (the last three according

to the text of Lachmann and Tischendorf ). Cephas

is the Chaldee word Cepha, ^5D^^, itself a coiTup-

tion of, or derivation from, the Hebrew Cfiph,

P|3, " a rock," a rare word, found only in Job xxx. 6,

and Jer. iv. 29. It must have been the word actually

pronounced by our Lord in Matt. .rvi. 18, and on

subsequent ocaisions when the Apostle was addressed

Scblieniann, Die CUmentiwn, p. 253.

K RufiBnus and Jerome allude to a work which thoy call

" judicium Petri ;" for which Cave accounts by a happy
conjecture, adopted by Nitzsche, M.iyerhoffi Reuss, and

Si'lillemanu, that Ruffinus found xp^o for xripvyiia, and

read Kp^ia.
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by Him or other Hebrews by his new name. By it

he was known to the Corinthian Christians. In the

ancient Syriao version of the New Test. (Peshito),

it is uniformly found where the Greek has Petros.

When we consider that our Lord and the Apostles

spoke Chaldee, and that therefore (as already re-

marked) the Apostle must have been always addressed

as Cephas, it is certainly remarkable that through-

out the Gospels, no less than 97 times, with one

exception only, the name should be given in the

Gieek form, which was of later introduction, and

imintelligible to Hebrews, though intelligible to the

far wider Gentile world among which the Gospel

was about to begin its course. Even in St. Mark,

where more Chaldee woids and phrases are retained

than in all the other Gospels put together, this is

the Civse. It is as if in our English Bibles the name
were uniformly given, not Peter, but Rock ; and it

suggests that the meaning contained in the appel-

lation is of more vita] importance, and intended to

be more carefully seized at each recurrence, than

we are apt to recollect. The commencement of

the change from the Chaldee name to its Greek

synonym is well marked in the interchange of the two

in Gal. li. 7, 8, 9 (Stanley, Apostolic Age, 1 Ifi, 7).]

PETHAHI'AH (n^nnS : *€TOja; Alex. *€-

fleta: Pheteia). 1. A priest, over the 19th course

in the reign of David (1 Chr. xxiv. 16).

2. (*e'0€m: Phataia, Phathalua.) A Levite in

the time of Ezra, who had married a foreign wife

(Ezr. X. 23). He is probably the same who, with

others of his tribe, conducted the solemn service on

the occasion of the fast, when " the seed of Israel

separated themselves from all strangers" (Neh. ix.

5), though his name does not appear among those

who seiiled the covenant (^Xeh. x.).

3. (*a0ato : Phathathia.) The son of Mesheza-

beel and descendant of Zerah the son of Judah
(Neh. xi. 24), who was " at the king's hand in all

matters concerning the jieople." The "king" here

is explained by Kashi to be Darius: "he was an

associate in the counsel of the king Darius for all

matters affecting the people, to speak to the king

concerning them."

PETHO'E (I'lnS : *aeoupo),a town of Jleso-

potamia where Balaam resided (Num. xxii. 5 ; Deut.

xxiii. 4). Its position is wholly unknown. [W. L. B.]

PETH'UEL ('pN-inS : Boflou^A : Phatuel).

The father of the prophet Joel (Joel i. 1).

PEULTHA'I (^n^ySl : *6\a9t'; Alex. *o\-

\ael: Phollathi). Properiy " Peullethai ;" the

eighth son of Obed-edom (^1 Chr. xxvi. 5).

PHA'ATH MO'AB (*floAfi' Ma)a;8e:y ; Alex,

oad Ma)o/3 : P/iocmoj, 1 Esd. v. 11=Pahatii
MoAB. In this passage the number (2812) agrees

with that in Ezra, and disagrees with Nehemiah.

PHACAR'ETH {^axapeO; Alex. *aKaped :

Sachareth) = Pociierkth of Zebaim (I Esd. v. 34).

PHAI'SUR {i'ataovp ; Alex, ^ataov : Fosere).

Pashcr, the priestly iamily (1 Esdr. ix. 22).

PHALDAI'US {*dK^aXos : FMeus) = Pe-
DAIAH 4 (1 Esdr. ix. 44).

PHALE'AS (*a\oi'oj : Hellu) = Padon (1

Esdr. v. 29j.

PHA'LEC (*oA6k: P/talegj. Pklkg the son

of Eber (Luke iii. 35).

PHAL'LIT ; SI^B . *oAAo's ; Akx. <pa\\ovS :
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Phnlla). Pallu the son of Reuben is so called in the

A. V. ofGen. xlvi. 9.

PHAL'TI (^p^Q: *aAT/: Phalti). The son

of Laish of Gallim, to whom Saul gave Michal in

marriage after his mad jealousy had driven David
forth as an outlaw (1 Sam. xxv. 44). In 2 Sam.
iii. 15 he is called Phaltiel. Ewald {Gesch. iii.

129) suggests that this foiced marriage was a piece

of policy on the pai-t of Saul to attach Phalti to his

house. With the exception of this brief mention

of his name, and the touching little episode in

2 Sam. iii. 16, nothing more is heard of Phalti.

Jlichal is there restored to David. " Her husband
went with her along weeping behind her to Bahu-
rim," and there, in obedience to Abner's abrupt

command, " Go, return," he turns and disappears

from the scene.

PHAL'TIEL ("PN^P^Q : *oAtj^A: Phaltiel).

The same as Phalti (2 Sam. iii. 15).

PHAN'UEL (^oj/ouijA: Plumuel). The father

of Anna, the prophetess of the tribe of Aser (Luke
ii. 36).

PHAR'ACIM {^apaKep. ; Alex. ^apaKei/jL

:

Funon). The " sons of Pharacim" were among the

servants of the Temple who returned with Zerub-

babel, according to the list in 1 Esdr. v. SI. No
corresponding name is found in the parallel narra-

tives of Ezra and Nehemiah.

PHATiAOH (riyiS: ^apai: Pharao), the

common title of the native kings of Egypt in the

Bible, coirespouding to P-RA or PH-RA, "the

Sun," of the hieroglyphics. This identitication,

respecting which there can be no doubt, is due to the

Duke of Northumberland and General Felix (Rawlin-

son's Herod, ii. p. 293;. It has been supposed that

the original was the same as the Coptic CypO?
"the king," with the article, KIOVpOj
c{)OTpO ; but this word appears not to have

been written, judging from the evidence of the

Egyptian inscriptions and writings, in the times to

which the Scriptures lefer. The conjecture arose

from the idea that Pharaoh must signify, instead

of merely implying, " king," a mistake occasioned

by a too implicit confidence in the exactness of

ancient writers (Joseph, Ant. viii. 6, §2 ; Euseb.

ed. Seal. p. 20, v. 1).

By the ancient Egyptians the king was called " the

Sun," as the representative on earth of the god RA,
or " the Sun." It w.ns probably on this account

that more than one of the Pharaohs bear iu the

nomen, in the second royal ring, the title " ruler of

Heliopolis," the city of Ra, HAK-AN, as in the case

of Rameses UI., a distinction shared, though in an

inferior degi-ee, if we may judge from the frequency

of the corresponding title, by Thebes, but by scarcely

any other city.* One of the most common regal titles,

that which almost always precedes the nomen, is

" Son of the Sun," S.\-I;A. The prenomen, in the

first royal ring, regularly commences with a disk,

the character which represents the sun, and this

name, which the king took on his accession,- tlius

comprises the title Pharaoh : for instance, the pre-

nomen of I'sammitichus II., the successor of Necho,

is I;A-NUFR-HAT, " Pharaoh " or " Ra of the good

heart." In the perio<i before the vith dynasty, when

The kings who bear the former title are chiefly of the

name Rameses, •' Born of Ra," the god of Heliopolis, whirli

renders the title esi>eclally appropriate.
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there was but a single ring, the use of the worJ KA
was not invai'iable, many names not commencing
with it, as SHUFU or KHUFU, the king of the ivth

dynasty who built the Great Pyiamid. It is diffi-

cult to determine, in rendering these names, whether

the king oi- the divinity be meant : perliaps in royal

names no distinction is intended, both Phai'aoh

and FJa being meant.

The word Pharaoh occurs generally in the Bible,

and always in the Pentateuch, with no addition, fb}-

tlie king ot" Kgypt. Sometimes the title " king of

Egypt " follows it, and in the cases of the last two

native kings mentioned, the proper name is added,

Phai-aoh-Necho, Pharaoh-Hophra, with sometimes

the further addition " king, or the king, of

Egypt." It is remarkable that Shishak and Zerah

(if, as we believe, the second were a king of Egypt),

and the Ethiopians So and Tiihakah, are never dis-

tinctly called Pharaoh (the mention of a Pharaoh
during the time of the Ethiopians probably referring

to the Egyptian Sethos), and that the latter were
foreigners and the former of foreign extraction.

As several kings are only mentioned by the title

" Pharaoh " in the Bible, it is important to endea-

vour to discriminate them. We shall therefore here

state what is known respecting them in order,

adding an account of the two Pharaohs whose proper

names foUosv the title.

1. The Pharaoh of Abraham.—The Scripture

narrative does not aflord us any clear indications

for the identification of the Pharaoh of Abraham.
At the time at which the patriaich went into

Egypt, according to Hales's as well as Ussher's

chronology, it is genej-ally held that the country,

or at least Lower Egypt, was ruled by the Shepherd

kings, of whom the first and most powerful line was
the xvth dyiiiisty, the undoubted territories of which
would be first entered by one coming from the east.

Manetho relates that Salatis, the head of this line,

established at Avails, the Zoan of the Bible, on the

eastern frontier, what appeals to have been a great

permanent camp, at which he resided for part of

each year. [Zoan.] It is noticeable that Sarah
seems to have been taken to Pharaoh's house imme-
diately after the coming of Abraham ; and if this

were not so, yet, on account of his flocks and heids,

the patriarch could scarcely have gone beyond the

part of the country which was always more or

less occupied by nomad tribes. It is also probable

that Pharaoh gave Abraham camels, for we read,

that Pharaoh "entreated Abrara well for Sarah's

sake: and he had sheep, and oxen, and he asses,

and mensen-ants, and maidservants, and she asses,

and camels" (Gen. xii. 16i, where it appears that

this property was the gift of Pharaoh, and the cir-

cumstance that tlie patriarch at'terwards held an
Egyptian bondwoman, Hagar, confirms the infer-

ence. If so, the present of camels would argue
that this Pharaoh was a Shepherd king, for no evi-

dence has been found in the sculptures, paintings,

and inscriptions of Egypt, that in the Pharaonic

ages the camel was used, or even known tlieie,''

and this omission can be best explained by the sup-

position that the animal was hateful to the Egyptians

as of great value to their enemies the Shepherds.

The date at which Abraham visited Egypt (ac-

cording to the chronology we hold most probable),

was about B.C. 2081, which would accord with the

>> It has been erroneously asoertcd that a liitToglyphlc

representing the head and neck of the camel is found on

the Egyptian monumenti.
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time of Salatis, the head of the xvth dynasty, accord-

ing to our reckoning.

2. The Pharaoh ofJoseph.—The history of Joseph

contains many particulai-» as w the Pharaoh whose

minister he became. We nrsl hear of him as the

arbitraiy master who imprisoned his two servants,

and then, on his birthday-feast, reinstiited the one and

hanged the other. We next read of his dreams, how
he consulted the magicians and wise men of Egypt,

and on their failing to interpret them, by the advice

of the chief of the cupbeaiers, sent for Joseph from

the prison, and after lie had heard his iiiteipretation

and counsel, chose him as governor of the country,

taking, as it seems, the advice of his servants. The
sudden advancement of a despised stranger to the

highest place under the king is important as show-

ing his absolute power and manner of governing.

Krom this time we read more of Joseph than of

Pharaoh. We are told, however, that Pliaraoh libe-

rally received Joseph's kindred, allowing them to

dwell in the land of Goshen, where he had cattle.

The last mention of a Pharaoh in Joseph's history

is in the account of the death and burial of Jacob.

It has been supposed from the following passage

that the position of Joseph had tlieii become changed.
" Joseph spake unto the house of Pharaoh, saying,

If now I have found grace in your eyes, speak,

I pray you, in the eare of Pharaoh, saying. My
father made me swear, sapng, Lo, I die: in my
grave which I have digged for me in the land of

Canaan, there shalt thou bury me. Now therefore

let me go up, I pray thee, and buiy my father,

and I will come again. And Pharaoh said. Go up
and bury thy father, according as he made thee

swear" (Gen. 1. 4-6). The account of the em-
balming of Jacob, in which we are told that
" Joseph commanded his servants the physicians to

embalm his father" (ver. 2), shows the position of

Joseph, which is more distinctly proved by the nai--

rative of the subsequent journey into Palestine.

" And Joseph went up to bury his father : and

with him went up all the servants of Pharaoh, the

elders of his house, and all the ciders of the land of

Egypt, and all the house of Joseph, and his brethren,

and his father's house: only their little ones, and

their flocks, and their herds, they letl in the land

of Goshen. And there went up with him both

chariots and horsemen : and it was a very great

company" (7-9). To make such an expedition as

this, with perhaps risk of a hostile encounter,

would no doubt require special permission, and from

Joseph's whole history we can undei-stand that he

would have hesitated to ask a favour for himself

while it is most natural that he should have ex-

plained that he had no further motive in the journey,

fhe tear of his brethren that after their father's

death he would take vengeance on them for their

former cruelty, iiud his declaration that he would

nourish them and their little ones, prove he still

held a high position. His dying chaige does not indi-

cate that the persecution had then commenced, and

that it had not seems quite clear from the narrative

at the beginning of Exodus. It thus .appeare that

Jose]>h ret;iined his position until Jacob's death ;

and it is therefore probable, nothina; being stated

to the contrary, that the Pharaoh who made Jo-seph

governor was on the throne during the time that he

seems to have held office, twenty-six years. We
may suppose that the " new king " " which knew
not Joseph" (Ex. i. 8) was head of a new dynasty

It is very unlikely that he was the immediate suc-

cessor of this Pharaoh, as the interval from the
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appointment of the governor to the beginning of;

the oppression was not less than eighty yeai-s, and
j

probably much more.

The chief points for the identification of the line

to which this Phai-aoh belongeil, are that he was a
|

despotic monarch, ruling all Eg}!)*, who followed

Egyptian customs, but did not hesitate to set them

aside when he thought fit ; that he seems to have

desired to gain complete power over the Egyptians

;

and that lie favoured strangers. These particulars

certainly appear to lend support to the ide;i that he

was an Egyptianized foreigner rather than .an

Egyptian ; and M. JIariette's recent discoveries at

Zoan, or Avaris, have positively settled what was

the great difficulty to most scholare in the way of

this \iew, for it has been ascertained that the

.Shepherds, of at least one dynasty, were so

thoroughly Egvptianized that they executed mo-
lunnonts of an Egyptian character, differing alone

in a peculiarity of style. Before, however, we state

the main he.ids of argument in thvour of the idea

that the Pharaoh of Joseph w.is a Shepherd, it will

be well to mention the grounds of the theories that

make him an Egyptian. Baron Bunsen supposed

that he w;« Sescrte-;en I., the head of the .xiith

dynasty, on account of the mention in a hieroglyphic

inscription of a famine in that king's reign. This

identification, although receiving some support from

the stiitement of Herodotus, that Sesostris, a name
leasonably traceable to Sesertesen, divided the land

and raised his chief revenue fiom the rent paid by
the holders, must be abandoned, since the calamity

recorded does not approach Joseph's famine in

character, and as the age is almost certainly too

remote. According to our reckoning this king began

to reign .about B.C. 2080, and Baron Bunsen places

him much earlier, so that this idea is not tenable,

unless we take the long chronology of the Judges, <and

hold the sojourn in Egypt to have lasted 430 years.

If we take the Puabbiuic.al date of the Exodus, Jo-

seph's Pharaoh would have been a king of the

xviiith dynasty, unless, with Bunsen, we lengthen

the Hebrew chronology before the Exodus as arbi-

trarily as, in adopting that date, we shorten it after

the Exodus. To the idea that this king was of the

xviiith dynasty there is this objection, which we hold

to be fatal, that the monuments of th.at line, often

recording the events of almost every year, present

no trace of the remarkable circumstances of Joseph's

rule. Whether we take Ussher's or Hales's date

of the Exodus, Joseph's government would fall

before the xviiith dyn.isty, and during the Shepherd
period. (By the .Shepherd period is generally under-

stood the period after the xiith dynasty and before

the xviiith, during which the foreigners were domi-

nant over Egypt, although it is possible that they

alre.ady held part of the country at an earlier time.)

If, discarding the idea that Joseph's Pharaoh was
an Egyptian, we turn to the old view th.at he was
one of the .'shepherd kings, a view almost inevitable

if we infer that he ruled during the Shepherd-
period, we are struck with the fitness of all the

circumstances of the Biblical narrative. These
foreign rulers, or at leiist some of them were Egvp-
ti.anized, yet the account of Jl.inetho, if we some-
what lessen the colouring that w^e may suppose
national hatred gave it, is now shown to be con-ect in

making them disregard the laws and religion of the

country they h.ad subdued. They were evidently

powerful military despots. As foreigners ruling

what was treated as a conquered country, if not
actually won by force of arms, they would have
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cncourr'ged foreign settlers, particuL'trly in their

own especial region in the east of Lower Egypt,
where the Pharaoh of Joseph seems to have 'had

cattle (Gen. xlvii. 5, 6). It is very unlikely, un-
less we suppise a special interposition of Provi-

dence, that an Egyptian Pharaoh, with the acquies-

cence of his counsellor, should have chosen a Hebrew
slave its his chief officer of state. It is stated by
Eusebius that the Pharaoh to whom Jacob came
was the .Shepherd Apophis ; and although it mav
be replied th.it this identification w-is simply a
result of the adjustment of the dynasties to his view
of Hebrew chronology, it should be observed that

he seems to have altered the very dynasty of

Apophis, both in its number (making it the xviith

instead of the xvth), .and in its duration; .is though

he were convinced that this king w.is really the

Pharaoh of Joseph, and must therefore be brought
to his time. Apophis belonged to the xvth dynasty,

which was certainly of Shepherds, .and the most
powerful foreign line, for it seems clear that there

w.xs at least one if not two more. This dynasty,

.according to our view of Egyptian chronology, ruled

for either 284 years (Africanus), or 2.59 yeais 10
months (Josephus), fi-om about B.C. 2080. If

Hales's chronology, which we would slightly modify,

be correct, the government of Joseph fell under this

dynasty, commencing about B.C. 1876, which would
be during the reign of the l.i-st but one or perhaps

the last king of the dynasty, w.is possibly in the time

of Apophis, who ended the line according to Africanus.

It is to be rem.irked that this dynasty is said to have
been of Phoenicians, .ind if so w.as prob.ably of a

stock predominantly Shemite, a cii-cumstance in

perfect accordance with what we know of the go-

vernment and character of Joseph's Pharaoh, whose
act in making Joseph his chief minister finds its

parallels in Shemite history, and in that of nations

which derived their customs from Shemites. An
Egyptian king would scarcely give so high a place

to any but a n.ative, and th<at of the military or

priestly class; but, .as .alre.idy rem.aiked, this may
have been due to Divine interposition.

This king appe.ars, as has been already shewn,

to have reigned fi-om Joseph's appointment (or,

perhaps, somewhat earlier, since he was already

on the throne when he imprisoned his servants),

until Jacob's de.ath, a period of at le.ist twenty-six

years, from B.C. cir. 1876 to 1850, .and to have
been the fifth or sixth king of the xvth dynasty.

3. The Pharaoh of the Oppression.—The first

pei-secutor of the Israelites may be distinguished as

the Pharaoh of the Oppression, from the second, the

Pharaoh of the Exodus, especially .as he commenced,
.and probably long carried on, the persecution. Here,

as in the case of Joseph's Pharaoh, there h.as been

difi'erence of opinion as to the line to which the

oppressor belonged. The general view is that he

w.as an Egyptian, and this at first sight is a pro-

bable inference from the nan-ative, if the line under

which the Israelites were protected be supposed to

have been one of Shepherds. The Biblical history

here seems to justify clearer deductions than before.

We read that Joseph and his brethren and that ge-

neration died, and that the Israelites multiplied and

became very mighty and filled the land. Of the

events of the interval between Jacob's death and the

oppression we know almost nothing ; but the cala-

mity to Ephi-aim's house, in the slaughter of his sons

by the men of Oath, born iis il seems in Egypt

[Beriah], renders it probableth.it the Israelites had

become a tributary tribe, settled in Goshen, and be-
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ginning to show that warlike vigour that is so strong

a feature in the chiiracter of Abraham, that is not

wanting in Jacob's, and that fitted their posterity

for the conquest of Canaan. The beginning of the

oppression is thus naiTated:—" Now there arose a

new king over Egypt, which knew not Joseph " (Ex.

i. 8). The expression "a new king" (comp. "an-

other king," Acts vii. 18) does not necessitate the

idea of a change of dynasty, but favours it. The

ne.xt two verses are extremely important:—"And
he said unto his people, Behold, the people of the

children of Israel [are] more and mightier than

we : come on, let us deal wisely with them ; lest

they multiply, and it come to pass that, when

there falleth out any war, they join also unto our

enemies, and fight against us, and [so] get them up

out of the land" (9, 10). Here it is stated that

Pharaoh ruled a people of smaller numbers and less

strength than the Israelites, whom he feared lest

they should join with some enemies in a possible

war in Egypt, and so leave the country. In order

to weak«n the Israelites he adopted a subtle policy

which is next related. " Therefore they did set

ov«r them taskmasters to alHict them with their

burdens. And they built for Pharaoh treasure

cities, Pithom and l\aamses" (11). The name of

the second of these cities has been considered a

most important point of evidence. They multiplied

notwithstanding, and the persecution apparently in-

creased. They were employed in brickmaking and

other labom- connected with building, and perhaps

also in making pottery (Ps. Ixxxi. 6). This bondage

producing no effect, Pharaoh commanded the two

Hebrew midwives to kill every male child as it

was born; but they deceived him, and the people

continued to increase. He then made a fresh attempt

to enfeeble them. " And Pharaoh charged all his

people, saying. Every son that is born ye shall

cast into the river, and every daughter ye shall

save alive" (22), How long this last infamous

command was in force we do not know, probably

but for a short time, unless it was constantly

evaded, otherwise the number of the Israelites

would have been checked. It may be remarked that

Aaron was three years older than Moses, so that we
might suppose that the command was issued after

his birth ; but it must also be observed that the

fear of the mother of Moses, at his birth, may have

been because she lived near a royal resilience, as

appears from the finding of the child by Pharaoh's

daughter. The story of his exposure and rescue

shows that even the oppressor's daughter could feel

pity, and disobey her father's command ; while in

her saving Moses, who was to ruin her house, is

seen the retributive justice that so often makes the

tyrant pass by and even protect, as Pharaoh must
have done, the instrument of his future punish-

ment. The etymology of the name of Moses does

not aid us: if Egyptian, it may have been given

by a foreigner; if foreign, it may have been given

fcy an Egyptian to a foreign child. It is important

that Pharaoh's daughter adopted Moses as her son,

jind that he was taught in all the wisdom of Egypt.

The pei-secution continued, " And it came to pass

in those days, when Moses was grown, that he

went out uiito his brethren, and looked on their

burdens: and he spied an Egyptian smiting an He-

brew, one of his brethren. And he looked this way

and that way, and when he saw that [tliere was]

= A\T]en Moses went to see his people and slew the

Egyptian, lie does not seem to have made any joumpy,
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no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him in the

sand" (ii. U, 12). When Pharaoh attempted to

slay Moses he fled into the land of Jlidian. From
the statement in Hebrews that he " refused to be

called the son of Pharaoh's daughter ; choosing

rather to sutler affliction with the people of God,

than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season

;

esteeming the i-eproach of Christ greater riches than

the treasures in Egypt" (xi. 24-26), it is evident that

the adoption was no mere form, and this is a point of

evidence not to be shghted. While l^Ioses was in Mi-
dian Pharaoh died, and the nari-ative implies that this

was shortly before the events preceding the Exodus.

This Pharaoh has been generally supposed to

have been a king of the xviiith or xixth dynasty

:

we believe that he was of a line earlier than either.

The chief points in the evidence in favour of the

foi-mer opinion are the name of the city IJaamses,

whence it has been argued that one of the oppressor

was a king Rameses, and the probable change of

line. The first king of this name known was head

of the xixth dynasty, or last king of the XA-iiith,

According to Manetho's story of the Exodus, a

story so contradictory to historical truth as scarcely

to be worthy of mention, the Israelites left Egypt
in the reign of Menptah, who was gi-eat gi^andson

of the first Rameses, and son and successor of the

second. This king is held by some Egyptologists to

have reigned about the time of the Rabbinical date

of the Exodus, which is virtually the same as that

which has been supposed to be obtainable from the

genealogies. There is however good reason to place

these kings much later; in which case Rameses I.

would be the oppressor; but then the building of

Raamses could not be placed in his reign without

a disregard of Hebrew chronology. But the argu-

ment that there is no earlier known king Rameses

loses much of its weight when we bear in mind that

one of the sons of Aahmes, head of the xviiith dy-

nasty, who reigned about two hundred years before

Rameses I., bore the same name, besides that very

many names of kings of the Shepherd-jieriod, per-

haps of two whole dynasties, are unknown. Against

this one fact, which is certainly not to be disre-

garded, we must weigh the general evidence of the

history, which shows us a king apparently governing

a part of Egypt, with subjects inferior to the Is-

raelites, and fearing a war in the country. Like

the Pharaoh of the Exodus, he seems to have dwelt

in Lower Egypt, probably at Avaris.* Compare this

condition with the power of the kings of the later

part of the x\'iiith and of the xixth dynasties
;

rulers of an empire, governing a united country

from which the head of their line had driven the

Shepherds. The view that this Pharaoh was of

the beginning or middle of the xviiith dyna-sty

seems at first sight extremely probable, especially

if it be supposed that the Pharaoh of Joseph was

a Shepherd king. The expulsion of the Shepherds

at the commencement of this dynasty would have

natuially caused an immediate or gradual oppres-

sion of the Israelites. But it must be remembered

tiiat what we have just said of the power of some

kings of this dynasty is almost as true of their

predecessors. The silence of the historical monu-

ments is also to "be weighed, when we bear in

mind how numerous they are, and that we might

expect many of the events of the oppression to be

recoi-ded if the Exodus were not noticed. If we

;uid the burying in sand shews that the place was in a

part of Egypt like Goshen, encompassed by sandy deserLs.
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ixssigu this Pharaoh to the age before the xviiith

dynasty, which our view of Hebrew chronology

would probably oblige us to do, we have still to

determine whether he were a Shepherd or an Egyp-

tian. If a Shepherd, he must have been of the

xvith or the xviith dynasty ; and that he was Egyp-

tianized does not aiford any argument against this

supposition, since it appears that foreign kings, who
ciln only be assigned to one of these two lines, had

Egyptian names. In corroboration of this view we
quote a remarkable passage that does not seem

otherwise explicable: " My people went down afore-

time into Egypt to sojourn tliere ; and the Assyrian

oppressed them without cause " (Is. lii. 4) : which

may be compared with the allusions to the Exodus

in a prediction of the same prophet respecting As-

syria (x. 24, 26). Our inference is strengthened by
the discovery that kings bearing a name almost cer-

tainly an Egyptian trai^slation of an Assyrian or

Babylonian regal title are among those apparently of

the Shepherd age in the Turin Papyi'us (Lepsius,

Konigsbuch, taf. xviii. xix. 275, 285).

The reign of this king probably commenced a

little before the birth of ^Moses, which we place

B.C. 1732, and seems to have lasted upwards of

forty years, perhaps much more.

4. The Pharaoh of the Exodus.—What is known
of the Pharaoh of the Exodus is rather biogi'aphica)

than historical. It does not add much to oui-

means of identifying the line of the oppressors ex-

cepting by the indications of race his character

affords. His life is spoken of in other articles.

[Plagues, &c.] His acts show us a man at once

impious and superstitious, alternately rebelling and

submitting. At first he seems to have thought

that his magicians could work the same wonders
as Moses and Aaron, yet even then he begged that

the frogs might be taken away, and to the end he

prayed that a plague might be removed, promising

a concession to the Israelites, and as soon as he was
respited failed to keep his word. This is not strange

in a character principally influenced by fear, and

history abounds in paiallels to Pharaoh. His vacil-

lation only ended when he lost his army in the Red
Sea, and the Israelites were finally delivered out of

his hand. Whether he himselfwas drowned has been

considered matter of uncertainty, as it is not so

stated in the account of the Exodus. Another pas-

sage, however, appears to affirm it (Ps. cxxxvi. 15).

It seems to be too gi-eat a latitude of criticism either

to argue that the expression in this pa.ssage indi-

cates the overthrow but not the death of the king,

especially as the Hebrew expression "shaked off" or
" threw in " is veiy literal, or that it is only a

sti-ong Semitic expression. Besides, throughout the

preceding history his end is foreshadowed, and is,

perhaps, positively foretold in Ex. ix. 15 ; though
this passage may be rendered " For now I might have
stretched out my hand, and might have smitten thee

and thy people with pestilence ; and thou wouldest
have been cut off from the earth," as by Kalisch

{^Commentary in loc), instead of as in the A. V.
Although we have already stated our reasons for

abandoning the theoiy that places the Exodus under
the xixth dynasty, it may be well to notice an addi-

tional and conclusive argument for rejecting as unhis-

•corical the tale preserved by Manetho, which makes
Menptah, the son of I^meses II., the Phanoh in

whose reign the Israelites left Egypt. This tale was
commonly current in Egypt, but it must be remarked
that the historian gives it only on the authority of
tradition, M. M;uiette's recent discoveries have
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added to the evidence we already had on the subject.

In this story the secret of the success of the rebels

was that they had allotted to them by Amenophis,
or Menptah, the city of Avaris formerly held by
the -Shepherds, but then in ruins. That the people

to whom this place was given were woi-king in the
quarries east of the Nile is enough of itself to throw a
doubt on the narrative, for there appear to have been
no quarries north of those opposite Memphis, from
which Avaris was distant nearly the whole length
of the Delta ; but when it is found that this very
king, as well as his flither, adomed the great temple
of Avaris, the story is seen to be essentially false.

Yet it is not improbable that some calamity oc-

curred about this time, with which the Egyptians
wilfully or ignorantly confounded the Exodus: if

they did so ignorantly, there would be an argument
that this event took place during the Shepherd
period, which was probably in after times an
obscure part of the annals of Egypt.

The character of this Pharaoh finds its parallel

among the Assyrians rather than the Egyptians.

The impiety of the oppressor and that of Senna-
cherib are remarkably similar, though Sennacherib
seems to have been more resolute in his resistance

than Pharaoh. This resemblance is not to be over-

looked, especially as it seems to indicate an idio-

syncracy. of the Assyrians and kindred nations, for

national character was more marked in antiquity

than it is now in most peoples, doubtless because
isolation was then general and is now special. Thus,
the Egyptian monuments show us a people highly
reverencing their gods and even those of other

nations, the most powerful kings appearing as sup-

pliants in the represent<ations of the temples and
tombs ; in the Assyrian sculptures, on the con-

trary, the kings are seen rather as protected by
the gods than as worshipping them, so that we
understand how in such a country the famous
decree of Darius, which Daniel disobeyed, could be
enacted. Again the Egyptians do not seem to

have supposed that their enemies were suppoited

by gods hostile to those of Egypt, whereas the Assy-

rians considered their gods as more powerful than

those of the nations they subdued. This is im-
portant in connection with the idea that at least one
of the Pharaohs of the oppression was an Assyrian.

Respecting the time of this king we cara only say
that he was reigning for about a year or more before

the Exodus, which we place B.C. 1652.
Before speaking of the later Pharaohs we may

mention a point of weight in reference to the iden-

tification of these earlier ones. The accounts of the

campaigns of the Pharaohs of the xviiith, xixth and
xxth dynasties have not been found to contain any
reference to the Israelites. Hence it might be sup-
posed that in their days, or at least during the

greater part of their time, the Israelites were not

yet in the Promised Land. There is, however,
an almost equal silence as to the Canaanite nations.

The land itself, KANAKA or KANAAN, is indeeiJ

mentioned as invaded, as well as those ofKHETA and
AMAR, refemng to the Hittites and Amorites; but

the latter two must have been bi-anches of those na-

tions seated in the valley of the Orontes. A recently-

discovered record of Thothmes III. publisheil by
M. de Rouge, in the Revue Archeohijiqne (Nov.

1861, pp. ;j44, seqq.), contains many names of

Canaanite towns conquered by that kmg, but not

one recognized as Israelite. These Canaauit" names

are, moreover, on the Israelite borders, not in the

heart of the country. It is interesting that a great
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battle is .shown to have lioeii won by this king

at Jlegiiliio. It seems probable tiiat the Hijyp-

tians either abstjiined from attacking the Israelites

fi"om a recollection of the calamities of the Exodus,

or that they were on friendly terms. It is veiy

remarkable that the Egyptians were granted piivi-

leges in the Law (Deut. xxiii. 7), and that Shishak,

the first king of Egypt after the Exodus whom
we know to have invailed the Hebrew territories.

\v:us of foreign extraction, if not actually a foreigner.

b. Pharaoh, father-in-law of Mcred.—In the

genealogies of the tribe of Judali, mention is made of

the daughter of a Pharaoh, married to an Israelite

;

"Bithiah the daughter of Pharaoh, which Mered

took" (1 Chr. iv. 18j. That the name Pharaoh

here probably designates an Egyptian king we have

already shown, and observed that the date of Mered

is doubtful, although it is likely that he lived before,

or not much after, the Exodus. [Bithiah.] It

may be added that the name Miriam, of oue of the

family of Jlered ( 17 ), apparently his sister, or per-

haps a daughter by Bithiah, suggests that this part

of the genealogies may refer to about the time of

the Exodus. This marriage may tend to aid us

in determining the age of the sojourn in Egypt. It

is perhaps less probable that an Egyptian Pharaoh

would have given his daughter in man-iage to an

Israelite, than that a Shejjherd king would have

done so, before the oppression. But Bithiah may
have been taken in war after the Exodus, by the

suiprise of a caravan, or in a foray.

6. Pharaoh, father-in-law of I/adad the Edom-
ite.—Among the enemies who were raised up

jigainst Solomon was Hadad, an Edomite of the

blood royal, who had escaped as a child from the

slaughter of his nation by Joab. We read of him

and his sen-ants, " And they aiose out of Midian,

and came to Paran : and they took men with them

out of Paran, and they came to Egypt, unto Pharaoh

king of Egypt ; who gave him an house, and ap-

pointed him victuals, and gave him land. And
Hadad found great favour in the sight of Pharaoh,

.so that he gave him to wife the sister of his own
wife, the sister of Tahpenes the queen. And the

sister of Tahpenes bare him Genubath his son,

whom Tahpenes weaned in Pharaoh's house : and

Genubath was in Pharaoh's houshold among the

sons of Pharaoh " (1 K. xi. 18-20). When, how-
ever, Hadad heard that David and Joab were both

dead, he asked Pharaoh to let him return to his

country, and was unwillingly allowed to go (21,

22). Probably the fugitives took refuge in an

Egyptian mining-stJition in the peninsula of Sinai,

and so obtained guides to conduct them into Egypt.

There they were received in accordance with the

Egyptian policy, but with the especial favour that

seems to have been shown about this time towards

the eastern neighbours of the Pharaohs, which may
rea.sonably be supposed to have led to the establish-

ment of the xxiind dyna-sty of foreign extraction.

For the identification of this Pharaoh we have chro-

nological indications, and the name of his wife.

Unfortunately, however, the history of Egypt at

this time is extremely obscure, neither the monu-
ments nor Manetho giving us clear information of.

to the kings. It appeai-s that towards the latter

part of the xxth dynasty the high-prie.sis of Amen,
the god of Thebes, gained gi-eat power, and at last

supplanted the Hameses family, at least in Upper

Egypt. At the same time a line of Tanite kings,

Manetho's xxist dynasty, seems to have niled in

l.oTCer Egypt. From the latest pirt of the xxth
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dynasty three houses ajipear to have reigned at the

same time. The feeble xxth dynasty was probably

.soon extinguishivl, but the priest-rulers and the

Tanites appear to have reigned contemporaneouslv,

until they were both succeeded by the Bubastitcs of

the xxiind dynasty, of whom Sheshonk I.,.the Shishak

of the Bible, was the first. The monuments have
presented the names of several of the high-priests,

perhaps all, and probably of some of the Tanites

;

but it is a question whether Manetho's Tanite

line does not include some of the foi-mer, and we
have no means of testing the accuracy of its num-
bers. It may be reasonably supposed that the

Pharaoh or Pliaiaohs spoken of in the Bible as

ruling in the time of David and Solomon wei-e

Tanites, as Tanis was nearest to the Israelite terri-

tory. We have therefore to compai-e the chrono-

logical indications of Scripture with the list of

this dynasty. Shishak, as we have shown else-

where, must have begun to reign in about the 24th
or 25th yeai- of Solomon (B.C. cir. 990-989).

[Chronology.] The conquest of Edom piobably

took place some 50 years earlier. It may there-

fore be inferred that Hadad tied to a king of Egypt
who may have ruled at least 25 yeai's, probably

ceasing to govei'n before Solomon married the

daughter of a Phaiaoh early in his reign ; for it

seems unlikely that the protector of David's enemy
would have given his daughter to Solomon, luiless

he were a powerless king, which appears was not

the case with Solomon's iiither-in-law. This would
give a reign of 25 years, or 25 -f x separated

from the close of the dynasty by a period of 24 or

25 yeai-s. According to Africanus, the list of the

x.xist dynasty is as follows : Smendes, 26 years
;

Psusennes, 46 ; Nephelcheres, 4 ; Amenothis, 9
;

Osochor, 6 ; Psinaches, 9 ; Psusennes, 14 ; but
Eusebius gives the second king 41, and the last,

35 years, and his numbere make up the sum of

l.SO yeai-s, which Africanus and he agree in assign-

ing to the dynasty. If we take the numbers of

Eusebius, Osochor would probably be the Pharaoh
to whom Hadad fled, and Psusennes II. the father-

in-law of Solomon ; but the numbers of Africanus

would substitute Psusennes I., and probably Psina-

ches. We cannot, however, be sure that the reigns

did not overlap, or were not separated by intervals,

and the numbers are not to be considered reliable

until tested by the monuments. The royal names
of the peiiod have been searched in vain for any one

resembling Tahpenes. If the Egyptian equivalent

lo the similar geographical name Tahpanhes, &c.,

were known, we might have some clue to that of

this queen. [Tahpenes ; Tahpanhes.]
7. Pharaoh, father-in-law of Solomon.—In the

narrative of the beginning of Solomon's reign, aftei-

the account of the deaths of Adonijah, Joab, and
Shimei, and the deprivation of Abiathar, we read

:

" And the kingdom was established in the hand of

Solomon. And Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh

king of Egypt, and took Pharaoh's daughter, and
brought her into the city of David, until he had

made an end of building his own house, and the

house of the Lord, and the wall of Jerusalem round

about " (1 K. ii. 46, iii. 1). The events mentioned

before the marriage belong alt< gefher to the very

commencement of Solomon's reign, excepting the

matter of Shimei, which extending through three

years is carried on to its completion. The mention

that the queen was brought into the city of David,

while Solomon's house, and the Temple, and the

city-wall, were building, shows tliat the marriage
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took place not later than the eleventh year of the

king, when the Temple was finished, having been

commenced in tlie fourth year (vi. 1, 37, 38). It

is also evident that this alliance was before Solomon's

falling away into idolatry (iii. 3), of wliich the

Egyptian queen does not seem to have been one of

the causes. From this chronological indication it

appears that the marriage must have taken place be-

tween about 24 and 11 years befoje Shishak's acces-

sion. It must be recollected that it seems ceitain

that Solomon's father-in-law was not the Pharaoh

who Wcis reigning when Iladad left Kgypt. Both

rhnraohs, as already shown, cannot yet be identified

in Jlanetho's list. [Pharaoh's Daughter.]
This Pharaoh led an expedition into Palestine,

which is thus incidentally mentioned, where the

building of Gezer by Solomon is recorded : " Pha-

raoh king of Egypt had gone up, and taken Gezer,

and burnt it with fire, and slain the Cauaanites

that dwelt in the city, and given it [for] a present

unto his daughter, Solomon's wife " (i.\. 16). This

is a very curious historical circumstance, for it

shows that in the reign of David or Solomon, more
probably the latter, an Egyptian king apparently on

terms of friendship with the Israelite monarch,

conducted an expedition into Palestine, and besieged

and captured a Canaanite city. This occurrence warns

us against the supposition that similar expeditions

could not have occurred in earlier times without a war
with the Israelites. Its incidental mention also shows
the danger of inferring, from the silence of Scripture

as to any such eai-lier expedition, that nothing of the

kind took place. [Palestine, p. 667, a.]

This Egyptian alliance is the first indication,

after the days of Moses, of that leaning to Egypt
which was distinctly forbidden in the Law, and
produced the most disastrous consequences in later

times. The native kings of Egypt and the Ethio-

pians readily supported the Hebrews, and were
unwilling to make war upon them, but they ren-

dered them mere tributaries, and exposed them to

the enmity of the kings of Assyria. If the Hebrews
did not incur a direct pimishment for their leaning

to Egypt, it must have weakened their trust in the

Divine fiivour, and paralysed their etibrts to defend

the country against the Assyrians and their party.

The next kings of Egypt mentione<l in the Bible

are Shishak, probably Zerah, and So. The first

and second of these were of the xxiind dynasty, if

the identification of Zerah with Userken be accepted,

and the third was doubtless one of the two Shebeks
of the xxvth dynasty, which was of Ethiopians.

The xxiind dynasty was a line of Idngs of Ibreiga

origin, who retained foreign names, and it is notice-

able that Zerah is called a Cushite in the Bible

(2 Chr. iiv. 9 ; comp. xvi. 8). Shebek w;is pro-

bably also a foreign name. The title " Pharaoh
"

is probably not once given to these kings in the

Bible, because they were not Egyptians, and did

uot bear Egyptian names. The bliepherd kings, it

must be remarked, adopted Egyptian names, and
therefore some of the earlier sovereigns called Pha-
raohs in the Bible may be conjectured to have been

Shepherds notwithstanding that they bear this title.

[Shishak ; Zerah ; So.]

8. Pharaoh, the opponent of Sennacherib.—In

* According to this historian, he was the son of Psain- the heire,-* of an ICgyptian royal line, and supposes that

metlcbus 1. : this the monuments do not corroborate. . he was the son of Fsammeiichus by anollur wife (s«?e

Dr. Brugsch says that he married NEKT-AKERT. Nito- i HUtoire d'Kgypte, p. 2a>; cjnip. 248). If he ciarricd

oris, daughter of Psammetichus I. and queen SHEI'UX- i Nitocris.hemay h.^vebeencalk'dby Hrrodolusby mibtcXe

TEPET, who appears, like hor mother, to have been 1 the son of Psammelichus.
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the narrative of Sennacherib's war with Hezeldah,

mention is made not only of " Tirhakah king of

Gush," butalso of" Pharaoh kingof Jlizraim." liib-

.shakeh thus taunted tiie king of .ludah for having
sought the aid of Pharaoh : " Lo, th«u trnstest in

the start' of this broken reed, on Egypt; wiiereon if

a man lean, it will go into his hand, and pierce it:

so [is] Pharaoh king of Egypt to all that trust iu

him" (Is. xxxvi. 6). Tlie comparison of Pharaoh
to a broken reed is remarkable, as the common hiero-

glyphics for " king," restricted to Egyptian sove-

reigns, SU-TEN, strictly a title of the ruler of Upper
Egypt, commence with a bent reed, which is an
ideograpliic symbolicid sign proper to this word,
and is sometimes used alone without any phonetic

complement. This Pharaoh can only be the Sethos

whom HerodotiLs mentions as the opponent of Sen-

nacherib, and who may be leasonably supposed to

be the Zet of Manetho, the last king of his xxiiird

dynasty. Tirhakah, as au Ethiopian, whether then

ruling in Egypt or not, is, like So, apparently not

called Pharaoh. [Tirhakah.]

9. Pharaoh Necho.—^The first mention in the

Bible of a proper name with the title Pharaoh is

in the case of Pharaoh Necho, who is also called

Necho simply. His name is written Necho, i3J

and Nechoh, nb3, and in hieroglyphics NEKU.
This king was of the Saite xxvith dynasty, of

which Jlanetho makes him either the fifth ruler

(Africanus) or the sixth (Eusebius). Herodotus

calls him Nekos, and assigns to him a reign of sixteen

years, which is confirmed^ by the monuments."

He seems to have been an enterprising king, as he

is related to have attempted to complete the canal

connecting the Picd Sea with the Nile, and to have

sent an expedition of Phoenicians to circumnavi-

gate Africa, which was successfully accomplished.

At the commencement of his reign (u.c. i^\^)

he made war against the king of Assyria, and,

being encountered on his way by Josiah, de-

feated and slew the king of Judah at Jlegiddo.

The empire of Assyria was then drawing to a

close, and it is not unlikely that Nceho's expe-

dition tended to hasten its fall. He was marching

against Carchemish on the Euphrates, a place already

of importance in the annals of the Egyptian wars ot

the xixth dynasty {Scl. Pap. Saliier, 2). As he

passed along the coast of Palestine, Josiah disputed

his passage, probably in consequence of a treaty with

Assyria. The king of Egypt remonsti ated, sending

ambassadoi-s to assure him that he did not make
war upon him, and that God was on his side. " Ne-

vertheless Josiah would not turn his face from him,

but disguised himself, that he might fight with

him, and hearkened not unto the words of Necho
from the mouth of God, and came to fight in the

valley of Megiddo." Here he was wounded by the

archers of the king of Egypt, and died (comp. 2 Chr.

XXXV. -20-24 ; 2 K. xxiii. 29, 30). Necho"s ;isser-

tion that he was obeying God's command in waning
with the Assyrians seems here to be confirmed.

Yet it wm scarcely be undei-stood :is more than a

conviction that the war was predestined, tor it

ended in the destruction of Necho's army and the

cui-tailment of his empire. Josiah seems from the
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narrative to have known ho \v;is wrong in opposing

the king of Egypt ; otherwise an act so contrar)'

to the Egyptianizing policy of his house would

scarcely have led to his destruction and be con-

demned in the history. Herodotus mentions this

battle, relating that Necho made war against the

Syrians, and defeated them at Jlagdolus, after which

he took Cadytis, "a lai-ge city of Syria" (ii. 159).

There can be no re:isonable doubt that Jlagdolus is

Mogiddo, and not the Egyptian town of that name
[I^Iigdol], but the identification of Cadytis is diffi-

cult. It has been conjectured to be Jerusalem, and

its name has been supposed to con-espond to the

ancient title " the Holy," Hti'npn, but it is

elsewhere mentioned by Herodotus as a great coast-

town of Piilestine near Egypt (iii. 5), and it has

therefore been supposed to be Gaza. The difficulty

that Gaza is not beyond Megiddo would perhaps be

removed if Herodotus be thought to have confounded

Megiddo with the Egyptian Magdolus, but this is

not cei-tain. (See SirGardner Wilkinson's note to

Her. ii. 159, ed. Kawlinson.) It seems possible

that Kadytis is the Hittite city KETESH, on the

Orontes, which was the chief stronghold in Syria

of those captured by the kings of the xviiith and

xixth dynasties. The Greek historian adds that

Necho dedicated the dress he wore on these oc-

casions to Apollo at the temple of Branchidae

(I. c). On Josiah's death his son Jehoahaz was

set up by the people, but dethroned three months

aflei-wards by Pharaoh, who imposed on the land

the moderate tnbute of a hundi ed talents of silver

and a talent of gold, and put in his place another

son of Josiah, Eliakim, whose name he changed to

Jehoiakim, conveying Jehoahaz to Egvpt, where

he died (2 K. xxiii. 30-34; 2 Chr. .\xxvi. 1-4).

Jehoiakim appears to have been the elder son, so

that the deposing of his brother may not have been

merely because he was made king without the per-

mission of the conqueror. Necho seems to h:ive

soon returned to Egypt: perhaps he was on his

way thither when he deposed Jehoahaz. The army
was probably posted at Carchemish, and was

there defeated by Nebuchadnezzar in the fourth

yeai- of Necho (h.C. 607), that king not being, as

it seems, then at it^ heatl (Jer. xlvi. 1, 2, 6, 10).

This battle led to the loss of all the Asiatic domi-

nions of Egypt; and it is related, after the mention

of the deatii of Jehoiakim, that '• the king of Egypt
came not again any more out of his land : for the

king of Babylon had taken from the river of Egypt

unto the -iver Euphrates all that perfciiued to the

king of Egypt " (2 K. xxiv. 7 ). Jeremiah's pi ophecy

of this great defeat by Euphrates is followed by

another, of its consequence, the invasion of Egypt

itself; but the latter calamity did not occur in the

reign of Necho, nor in that of his immediate suc-

cessor, Psammetichus 11., but in that of Hophra,

and it was yet future in the last king's reign when
Jeremiah ha.] been carried into Egypt after the de-

struction of Jerusalem.

10. I'hartok Ilnphra.—The next king of Egypt

mentioned in the Bible is Pharaoh Hophra, the se-

i!ond sui.-cessor of Necho, from whom he was sejta-

rrted by the six years' reign of Psammetichus II.

The name Hophra is in hieroglyphics \VAH-( I'lIJA-

UaT, and the last syllable is equally omitted by He-

rodotus, who writes A pries, and by Manetho, who
writes llaphris. He eime to the throne about U.C.

589, and ruled nineteen ye;ii-s. Herodotus makes him

sou of Psammetichus 11., whom he calls I'sammis,

and grcit-grandson of Psammetichus I. The his-
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torian relates his great prosperity, how he attacked

Sidon, and fought a battle at sea with the king

of Tyre, until at length an army which he had

dispatched to conquer Cyrene was routed, and the

Egyptians, thinking he had purposely caused its

overthrow to gain entire power, no doubt by sub-

stituting mercenaries for native troops, revolted, and

set up Amasis as king. Apries, only supported by
theCai-ian and Ionian mercenaries, wiis routed in a

pitched battle. Herodotus remarks in narrating

this, " It is said that Apries believed that there was
not a god who could cist him down from his emi-

nence, so firmly did he think that he had established

himself in his kingdom." He was taken prisoner,

and Amasis for a while treated iiim with kindness,

but when the Egyptians bUipaed him, " he gave -Apries

over into the hands of his former subjects, to deal

with as the\' chose. Then the Egyptians took him
and strangled him" (ii. ltJl-169).' In the Bible it

is related that Zedekiah, the last king of Judah, was
aided by a Pharaoh against Nebuchadnezzar, in ful-

filment of a treaty, and that an ai-my came out of

Egypt, so that the Chaldeans were obliged to raise the

siege of Jerusalem. The city was first besieged in the

ninth year of Zedekiah, B.C. 590, and was captured

in his eleventh year, B.C. 588. It was evidently

continuously invested for a length of time before it

was tiken, so that it is most probable that Pharaoh's

expedition took place during 590 or 589. There

may, therefore, be some doubt whether Psamme-
tichus II. be not the king here spoken of; but it

must be remembered that the siege may be sup-

posed to have lasted some time before the Egyptians

could have heard of it and marched to relieve the

city, and also that Hophra may have come to the

throne as early as B.C. 590. The Egyptian army
returned without effecting its purpose (Jer. xxvii.

5-8; Ez. xvii. 11-18; comp. 2 K. xxv. 1-4).

Afterwards a remnant of the Jews fled to Egypt,

and seem to have been kindly received. From the

prophecies against Egypt and against these fugitives

we learn more of the history of Hophra ; and here

the narrative of Herodotus, of which we have given

the chief heads, is a valuable commentary. Ezekiel

speaks of the aiTogance of this king in words which
strikingly recall those of the Greek historian. The
prophet describes him as a great crocodile lying in

his rivers, and saying " My river [is] mine own,

and I have made [it] for myself" (xxix. 3).

Pharaoh was to be overthrown and his country in-

vaded by Nebuchadnezzar (xxix., xxx., xxxi., xxxii.).

This prophecy was yet unfulfilled in B.C. 572 (xxix.

17-20). Jeremiah, in Egypt, yet more distinctly

prophesied the end of Pharaoh, warning the Jews,—"Thus saith the LORD; Behold, I will give

Pharaoh-hophra king of Egypt into the hand of his

enemies, and into the hand of them that seek his life
;

as I gave Zedekiah king of Judah into the hand of

Nebuchadrezzar king ofBabylon, his enemy, and that

sought his life " (xliv. 30). In another place, when
foretelling the defeat of Necho 's aniiy, the same pro-

phet s<»ys,—" Behold, I will punish Amon in No,

and Pharaoh, and Egypt, with their gotls, and their

kings; even Ph.araoh, and [all] them that trust in

him : and I will deliver them into the hand of

those that seek their lives, and into the hand of

Nebuchadrezzar king of B;ibylon, and into the hand

of his son-ants" (xlvi. 25, 2G). These passages,

which entirely agree with the account Herodotus

gives of the death of Apries, make it not impro-

bable that the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar was

the cause of that disaffection of his subjects which
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ended in the overthrow and death of this Pharaoh.

The invasion is not spoken of by any reliable pro-

fane historian, excepting Berosus (Cory, Anc. Frag.

2nd ed. pp. 37, 38), but the silence of Herodotus and

others can no longer be a raatter of surprise, as we now
know from the Assyrian records in cuneiform of con-

quests of Egypt either unrecorded elsewhere or only

mentioned by second-rate annalists. Ko subsequent

Phai-aoh is mentioned in Scripture, but there are pre-

dictions doubtless refening to the misfortunes of later

princes until the second Persian conquest, when the

prophecy " there shall be no more a prince of the land

of Egypt " (Ez. s.xx. 13) was fultiUed. [R. S. P.]

PHARAOH'S DAUGHTER ; PHARAOH,
THE DAUGHTER OF. Three Egyptian prin-

cesses, daugliters of Piiaraohs, are mentioned in the

Bible.

1. The preserver of Moses, daughter of the Pha-

raoh who first oppressed the Israelites. She appeal's

from her conduct towards Jloses to have been

heiress to the throne, something more than ordinary

adoption seeming to be indicated in the passage in

Hebrews respecting the faith of Jloses (xi. 23-26),

and the designation " Pharaoh's daughter," perhaps

here indicating that she was the only daughter. She

probably lived for at least forty years after she saved

Moses, tor it seems to be implied in Hebrews (I. c.)

that she was living when he fled to Midian. Arta-

panus, or Artabanus, a historian of uncertain date,

who appears to have preserved traditions cuiTent

among the Egyptian Jews, calls this princess Merrl:

'

and her father, the oppressor, Palmancthes, and

relates that she was married to Chenephres, who
ruled in the country above Memphis, for tliat at that

time there were many kings of Egypt, but that

this one, as it seems, became sovereign of the whole
country {Frag. Hist. Graec. iii. pp. 220 seqq.).

Palmanothes may be supposed to be a coiTuption of

Anienophis, the equivalent of Amen-hept, the Egyp-
tian name of four kings of the xviiith dynasty, and

also, but inccri'ectly, applied to one of the xisth,

whose Egyptian name, Menptah, is wholly diflereut

from that of the othei-s. No one of these however
had, as far as we know, a daughter with a name
resembling Merrhis, nor is there any king with a

name like Chenephres of this time. These kings

Ameqophis, moreover, do not belong to the period

of contemporary dynasties. The tradition is appa-

rently of little value e.xcepting as showing that one

quite different from that given by JIanetho and others

was anciently cunent. [See Phakaoh, 3.]

2. Bithiah, wife of Mered an Israelite, daughter

of a Pharaoh of an uncertain age, probably of about

the time of the Exodus. [See Bithiah ; Pha-
BAOH, 5.]

3. A wife of Solomon, most probably daughter of

a king of the xxist dynasty. .She was married to Solo-

mon early in his reign, and apparently treated with

distinction. It has been supposed that the Song of

Solomon was written on the occ:ision of this marriage
;

but the idea is, we think, repugnant to sound criti-

dsm. She was at tiret brought into the city of David

(IK. iii. 1), and afterwaixis a house was built for

her (vii. 8, ix. 24), because Solomon would not have

her dwell in the house of David, which had been

rendered holy by the ark having been there (2 Chr.

Wii. 11). [See Pharaoh, 7.] [K. S. P.]

PHARAOH, THE WIFE OF. The wife of

one Pharaoh, the king who received Hadad the

I'xiomite, is mentioned in Scripture. She is calle<l
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" queen," and her name, Tahpenes, is given. Her

husband was most probably of the xxist dynasty.

[Tahpenes; Pharaoh, 6.] [R. S. P.]

PHAR'ATHONI" {^apaOdf, Joseph. iapaOdi:

Peshito, Phcrath ; Vulg. Phara). One of the cities

of Judaea fortified by Bacchides during his contests

with Jonathan Maccabaeus (1 Mace. ix. 50). In

both MSS. of the LXX. the name is joined to the

preceding—Thamnatha-Pharathon ; but in Josephus,

the Syriac, and Vulgate, the two are separated.

Ewald {Geschichte, iv. 373) adheres to the former.

Pharathon doubtless represents an ancient Pirathon,

though hardly that of the Judges, since that was in

Mt. Ephraim, probably at Ferata, a few miles west

of Nablns, too far north to be included in Judaea

properly so called. [G.]

PHA'RES (tape's: Phares), Pharez or Perez,

the son of Judah (Matt. i. 3 ; Luke iii. 33).

PHA'REZ. 1. (Perez, 1 Chr. sxvii. 3;

Phares, Matt. i. 3, Luke iii. 33, 1 Esd. v. 5), (pS:

^ap4s : Phares, " a breach." Gen. sxxviii. 29), twin

sou, with Zarah, or Zerah, of Judah and Tamar his

daughter-in-law. The circumstances of his birth

are "detailed in Gen. xxx-viii. Pharez seems to have

kept the right of primogeniture over his brother,

as, in the genealogical lists, his name comes first.

The house also which he founded was far more

numerous and illustrious than that of the Zarhites.

Its remarkable fertility is alluded to in Ruth iv. 12,

" Let thy house be like the house of Pharez, whom
Tamar bare unto Judah." Of Pharez's personal

history or character nothing is known. We can

only speak of him therefore as a demarch, and

exhibit his genealogical relations. At the time of

tlie sojourn in the wilderness the families of the

tribe of Judah were : of Shelah, the family of the

Shelanites, or Shilonites ; of Pharez, the family of

the Pharzites ; of Zerah, the family of the Zarhites.

And the sons of Pharez were, of Hezron the family

of the Hezronites, of Hamul the family of the

Hamuhtes (Num. xxvi. 20, 21). After the death,

therefore, of Er and Onan without children, Pharez

occupied the rank of Judah"s second son, and more-

over, from two of his sons sprang two new chief

houses, those of the Hezronites and Hamulites.

From Hezron's second son Ram, or Aram, sprang

David and the kings of Judah, and eventually Jesus

Christ. [Genealogy of Jesus Christ.] The

house of Caleb was also incorporated into the house

of Hezron [Caleh], and so were reckoned among

the descendants of Pharez. Another line of Pharez's

descendants were reckoned as sons of Manasseh by

the second mairiage of Hezron with the daughter

of Machir (1 Chr. ii. 21-23). In the census of the

house of Judah contained in I Chr. iv., drawn up

apparently in the reign of Hezekiah (iv. 41), the

houses enumerated in ver. 1 are Pharez, Hezron,

Gu-mi, Hur, and Shobal. Of these all but Carnii

(who was a Zarhite, Josh. vii. 1) were descendants

of Pharez. Hence it is not unlikely that, as is

suggested in the margin of A. V., Carmi is an error

for C/telubai. Some of the sons of Shelah are men-

tioned separately at ver. 21, 22. [Pahath-Moab.]

In the reign of David the house of Pharez seems

to have been eminentlv distinguisheii. The chief of

all the captiiins of the host for the first month,

» Whence our translators borrowed the final i of this

name does not appear : there is nothing in either of tlte

orlginalB to suggest It. The Geneva Vers, has It too.
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PHAREZ
Jashobeani, the son of Zabdiel (1 Chr. xxrii. 2, 3),

so famous for his prowess (1 Chr. xi. 11), and

called " the chief among the captains " (ib. and

2 Sam. xxiii. 8), was of the sons of Perez, or

Pharez. A considerable number of the other mighty

men seem also, from their patronymic or gentile

names, to have been of the same house, those namely
who are called Bethlehemites, Paltites (1 Chr. ii.

33, 47) Tekoites, Ketophathites,» and Ithrites

(1 Chr. ii. 53, iv. 7). Zabad the son of Ahlai, and

Joab, and his brothei-s, Abishai and Asahel, we know
were Pharzites (1 Chr. ii. 31, 36, 54, xi. 41). And
the ro3'al house itself was the head of the family.

We have no means of assigning to their respective

lamilies those members of the tribe of Judah who
are incidentally mentioned atler David's reign, as

Adnali, the chief captain of Judah in Jehoshaphat's

reign, and Jehohanan and Amasiah, his companions

(2 Chr. xvii. 14-16) ; but that the family of Pharez

continued to thrive and multiply, we may conclude

from the numbers who returned from aiptivity.

At Jerusalem alone 468 of the sons of Perez, with

Athaiah, or Uthai, at their head, were dwelling in

the days of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. Lx. 4 ; Xeh. xi. 4-6),

2!€rubbabel himself of course being of the family

(1 Esdr. v. 5). Of the lists of returned captives

in Ezr. ii., Neh. vii., in Nehemiah's time, the fol-

lowing seem to have been of the sons of Pharez,

judging as before from the names of their ancestore,

or the towns to which they belonged : the children

of Bani (Ezr. ii. 10; comp. 1 Chr. ix. 4); of Big-

vai (ii. 14; comp. Ezr. viii. 14); of Ater (ii. 16;
comp. 1 Chr. ii. 26, 54) ; of Joiah, or Hariph
(ii. 18 ; Neh. vii. 24 ; comp. 1 Chr. ii. 51)

;

of Beth-lehem and Netophah (ii. 21, 22; comp.
1 Chr. ii. 54) ; of Kiijath-arim (ii. 25 ; comp. 1

Chr. ii. 50, 53) ; of Harim (ii. 32 ; comp. 1 Chr.

iv. 8) ; and, judging from their position, many of

the inteiTuediate ones also (comp. also the lists in

Kzr. X. 25-43 ; IS'eh. x. 14-27). Of the builders

of the wall named in Neh. iii. the following were
of the house of Pharez: Zaccur the son of Imri

(ver. 2, by comparison with 1 Chr. ix. 4, and Ezr.

viii. 14, where we ought, with many MSS., to read

Zaccur for Zahbud) ; Zadok the son of Baaua (ver.

4, by comparison with 2 Sam. xxiii. 29, where we
find that Baanah was a Netophathite, which agrees

with Zadok's place here next to the Tekoites, since

Beth-lehem, Netophah, and Tekoa, are often in close

juxtaposition, comp. 1 Chr. ii. 54, iv. 4, 5, Ezr. ii.

21, 22, Keh. vii. 26, and the situation of the Neto-

phathites close to Jenisalem, among the Benjamites,

Neh. xii. 28, 29, compaied with the mixture of

Benjamites with Phaizites and Zarhites in Neh. iii.

2-7; ; the Tekoites (ver. 5 and 27, compared with

1 Chr. ii. 24, iv. 5) ; Jehoiada, the son of Paseah

(ver. 6, compaied with 1 Chr. iv. 12, where Paseah,

a Chelubite, is apparently descended from Ashur,

the father of Tekoa) ; Kephaiah, the son of Hur
(ver. 9, compared with 1 Chr. ii. 20, 50, iv. 4,

12, Beth-Raphah) ; Hanun (ver. 13 and 30), with

the inhabitants of Zanoah (compaietl with 1 Chr.

iv. 18); perhaps Malchiah the son of Rechab

(ver. 14> compared with 1 Chr. ii. 55); Nehe-

miah, son of Azbuk, ruler of Beth-zur (ver. 16,

compared with 1 Chr. ii. 45) ; and perhaps Baruch,

son of 2Cabba, or Zaccai (ver. 20), if for Zaccai we
read Zaccur as the mention of " the other, or

" Mabarai the Netopbathlte was however a Zarhlte

(1 Clir. .\xvii. 13), wliilc Heldal, or Uelcd, the descendant

of Ollinicl, was a I'luiraite (1 Clir. xxvii. 15).
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second, piece " makes probable, as well as his

proximity to Meremoth in this second piece, as

Zaccur was to Meremoth in their first pieces (ver.

2,4).

The table on the opposite page displays the chief

descents of the house of Pharez, and shows its rela-

tive gi-eatness, as compared with the other housts of

tlie tribe of Judah. It will be observed that many of

the details are more topographical than genealogical,

and that several towns in Dan, Simeon, and Ben-
jamin, as Eshtaol, Zorah, Etani, and 'Jibea, seem
to have been peopled with Pharez's descendants.

The confusion between the elder and younger Caleb
is inextricable, and suggests the suspicion that the

elder Caleb or Chelubai may have had no real, but
only a genealogical existence, intended to emhiace
all those families who on the settlement in Canaan
were reckoned to the house of Caleb, the son of

Jephunneh, the Kenezite.

2. (^6pos : Phares) = Paeosh (1 Esdr. viii. 30 ;

comp. Ezr. viii. 3). [A. C. H.]

PHAR'IEA (*apipo ; Alex. ^aptSd : Phasidd)
= Perida or Peruda (1 Esdr. v. 33).

PHARISEES {^apiaaioi.: Pharisaei), a reli-

gious party or school amongst the Jews at the time

of Christ, so called from Perishin, the Aramaic fbnn

of the Hebrew word Perusliiin, " separated." The
name does not occur either in the Old Testament

or in the Apocrypha ; but it is usually considered

that the Pharisees were essentially the same with

the Assideans (i. e. chastdim = godly men, saints)

mentioned in the 1st Book of Maccabees ii. 42, vii.

13-17, and in the 2nd Book xiv. 6. And those who
admit the existence of ilaccabean Psalms find allu-

sions to the Assideans in Psalms kxix. 2, xcni. 10,

cxxxii. 9, 16, cxlix. 9, where chagidi»i is translated

" saints " in the A. V. (See Fiii-st's Handworterbuch,

i. 420, 6.) In the 2nd Book of Maccabees, supposed

by Geiger to have been w-ritten by a Pharisee ( Ur-

schrift und Uebenetzumjen der Bibel, p. 226), there

are two passages which tend to illustrate the meaning
of the word " separated ;" one in xiv. 3, where Alci-

mus, who had been high-priest, is described as hav-

ing defiled himself wilfully " in the times of the

mingling "—eV rois rrjs i-ir i fxi^ias -xpivois,—
and another in xiv. 38, where the zealous Razis is

said to have been accused of Judaism, " in the

fomier times when there was no mingling," iv

rots fix-rrpoffBiv xp*^"*"^ '''VS afii^las. In both

cases tiie expression " mingling" refers to the time

when Antiochus Epiphanes had partially succeeded

in breaking down the banier which divided the

Jews from his other subjects ; and it was in the

resolute detei-mination to resist the adoption of

Grecian customs, and the slightest departure from
the requirements of their own law, that the " Sepa-

rated " took their rise as a party. Compme 1 Mace,
i. 13-15, 41-49, 62, 63. Subsequently, however
(and perhaps not wholly at firet), this by no

means exhausted tlie meaning of the word " Pha-
risees."

A knowledge of the opinions and practices of this

party at the time of Christ is of great importance

for entering deejily into the genius of the Christian

i-eligion. A cui-soiy perusal of tlie Gospels is suffi-

cient to show tiiat Christ' -s teaching was in some

respects thorougiily ;mtagonistic to theirs. He de-

nounced them in the bitterest language ; and in Uie

sweeping charges of hypocri.sy which He made against

them iis a cla<s. He might even, at lii-st sight, seem
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to have departed fioni that spirit of meekness,' of

gentleness in judging others, and of abstinence fiom
the imputation of improper motives, which is one of

the most characteristic and original charms of His

own precepts. See Matt. xv. 7, 8, xxiii. 5, 13, 14,

15, 2-i; Mark vii. 6; Luke xi. 42-44, aad com-

pare Matt. vii. 1-5, xi. 29, xii. 19, 20 ; Luke vi.

28, 37-42. Indeed it is dilTlcult to avoid the con-

clusion that His repeated denunciations of the Pha-

risees mainly exasperated them into tiiking measures

for causing his death ; so that in one sense He may
be said to have shed His blood, and to have laid

down His life in protesting against their practice and

spirit. (See especially verses 53, 54 in the xith

chapter of Luke, which follow immediately upon

the narration of what he said while dining with a

Pharisee.) Hence to understand the Pharisees is,

by contrast, an aid towards understanding the spirit

of uncorrupted Christianity.

Authorities.—The sources of information respect-

ing the Pharisees are mainly threefold. 1st. The
writings of Josephus, who was himself a Pharisee

( Vit. 2), and who in each of his great works pro-

fesses to give a direct account of their opinions

(B. J. ii. 8, §2-14; Ant. xviii. 1, §2, and com-
pare xiii. 10, §5-6, xvii. 2, §4, xiii'. 16, §2, and

Vit. 38). The value of Josephus's accounts would
be much greater, if he had not accommodated them,

more or less, to Greek ideas, so that in order to

ai-rive at the exact truth, not only much must be

added, but likewise much of what he has written,

must be re-translated, as it were, into Hebrew con-

ceptions. 2ndly. The New Testament, including

St. Paul's Epistles, in addition to the Gospels and
the Acts of the Apostles. St. Paul had been in-

structed by an illustrious Rabbi (Acts xxii. 3) ; he

had been a rigid Pharisee (xxiii. 6, xxvi. 5), and the

remembrance of the galling bondage from which he

Had escaped (Gal. iv. 9, 10, v. 1) was probably a

human element in that deep spirituality, and that

uncompromising opposition to .lewish ceremonial

observances, by which he pre-eminently contributed

to make Christianity the religion of the civilized

woild. 3rdly. The first portion of the Talmud,
called the Mishna, or "second law." This is by
far the most important source of information re-

specting the Pharisees ; and it may safely be asserted

that it is nearly impossible to have adequate con-

ceptions respecting them, without consulting that

woi-k. It is a digest of the Jewish traditions, and
a compendium of the whole ritual law, reduced to

writing in its present form by K'abbi Jehudah the

Holy, a Jew of great wealth smd influence, who
flourished in the 2nd century. He succeeded his

father Simeon as patriarch of Tiberiiis, aJid held

that oflice at le;vst thirty years. The precise

date of his death is disputed ; some placing it in

a year somewhat antecedent to 194, A.D. (see

Graetz, Geschichte der Jiiden, iv. p. 251), while

othei-s place it as late as 220 A.n., when he would

This is thus noticed by Milton, from the point of view

of his own peculiar ecclesiastical (ipinlons :—" The invin-

cible warrior Zeal, shaking loosely the slack reins, drives

over the heads of scarlet prelates, and such as are insolent

to maintain traditions, bruising their stiff necks under his

flaming wheels. Thus did the true prophets of old combat
with the false. Thus Christ Himself, thefountain of meek-

ness,found acrimotiy enough to be still galling and vexing

the prelalical Pharisees."—Apology for Smcctymnuus.

b There are two Gemaras : one of Jerusalem, in which

there is said to be no passage which can be proved to be

later than the first half of the 4th century ; and the other
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have been about 81 years old (Just's Qeschichti

des Judenthums und seiner Sekten, ii. p. 118).

The Mishna is very concisely written, and requires

notes. This circumstance led to the Commen-
taries called Gemara '' (i. e. Supplement, Com-
pletion, according to Buxtorf), which foiin the

second part of the Talmud, and which are veiy

commonly meant when the word " Talmud " is

used by itself. The language of the Mishna is that

of the later Hebrew, purely written on the whole,

though with a few grammatical Aramaisms, and
interspersed with Greek, Latin, and Aramaic wo)ds
which had become naturalized. The work is dis-

tributed into six great di\asions or orders. The first

{Zeraiin) relates to " seeds," or productions of the

land, and it embraces all matters connected with

the cultivation of the soil, and the disposal of its pro-

duce in offerings or tithes. It is preceded by a tiea-

tise on " Blessings" [Beracoth). The 2nd (Moed)
relates to festivals and their obsei-vances. The 3r(i

[Nashim) to women, and includes regulations re-

specting betrothals, marriages, and divorces. The
4th [Nezikin) relates to damages sustained by means
of man, beasts, or things ; with decisions on points at

issue between man and man in commei'cial dealings

and compacts. The 5th {Kodashhn) treats of holy

things, of otlerings, and of the Temple-service. The

6th {ToharntA) treats of what is clean and unclean.

These 6 Orders are subdivided into 61 Treatises, as

reckoned by Maimonides ; but want of space precludes

describing their contents ; and the mention of the

titles would give little information without such

description. For obtaining accurate knowledge on

these points, the reader is referred to Surenhusius's

admirable edition of the Mishna in 6 vols, folio,

Amsterdam, 1698, 1703, which contains not only

a Latin translation of the text, but likewise ample
prefaces and explanatory notes, including those of

the celebrated Maimonides. Others may prefer the

Gei'man translation of Jost, in an edition of the

Jlishna wherein the Hebrew text is pointed ; but

the German is in Hebrew letters, 3 vols. 4to.,

Berlin. And an English reader may obtain an ex-

cellent idea of the whole work from an English

translation of 18 of its Treatises by De Sola and

Kaphall, Loudon, 1843. There is no reasonable

doubt, that although it may include a few passages

of a later date, the Mishna was composed, as a

whole, in the 2ud century, and represents the tra-

ditions which were current amongst the Pharisees

at the time of Christ. This may be shown in the

following way. 1st. Josephus, whose Autobio-

graphy was apparently not written later than a.d.

100, the third year of the reign of Trajan, is au

authority to show that up to that period no im-

portiint change had been introduced since Christ's

death ; and the general facts of Jewish history render

it morally impossible that there should have been

any essential alteration either in the reign of Trajan,

the epoch of the great Jewish revolts in Egypt, I

of Babylon, completed about 500 a.d. The latter is the

most important, and by far the longest It was estimated

by Chlarini to be fifteen times as long as the Mishna

The uhok of the Gemaras has never been translated

;

though a proposal to make such a translation was brought

before the public hy Chiarini (Theorie du Judaisme ap-

pliquie a la lieforme des Israelites, a.d. 1830). But Cliia-

rlni died In 1832. P'ifteen treatises of the Jerusalem Ge-

mara, and two of the Babylonian, are given, accompuiiied

by a Latin translation, in Ugolino's Thesaurus, vols, .xvli.-

XX. Some interpret Gemara to be identical in meaning

with Talmud, signifying "doctrine."
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Cyrene, and Cyprus; or in the reign of Hadrian,

during which there was the disastrous second rebel-

lion in Judaea, And it was at the time ot" the

suppression of tliis rebellion that Rabbi Jehudah
was born ; tlie tradition being that his birth was on

tiie very same day that Kabbi Akiba was flayed alive

and put to death, a.d. 1:56-137. 2ndly. There is

frequent reference in the Misima to the sayings and

decisions of Hillel and Shamnuii, the celebrated

leaders of two s(;hools among the Pharisees, difl'ering

from each other on what would seem to Christians

to be comparatively unimportant points. But Hillel

and Shammai flourished somewhat before the birth

of Christ; and, except on the incredible supposition

of forgeries or mistakes on a very large scale, their

decisions conclusively furnish particulars of the ge-

neral system in force among the Pharisees during

the period of Christ's teaching. There is likewise

occasional reference to the opinion of Rabbi Gama-
liel, the grandson of Hillel, and the teacher of St.

Paul. 3rdly. The Mishna contains numerous cere-

monial regulations, especially in the 5th Order,

which pre-suppose that the Temple-sen'ice is still

subsisting, and it cannot be supposed that these

were invented after the destruction of the Temple
hj Titus. But these breathe the same general spirit

as the other traditions, and there is no sutHcient

reixson for assuming any difference of date between

the one kind and the other. Hence i'or facts con-

cerning the system of the Pharisees, as distinguished

fiom an appreciation of its merits or defects, the

value of the Jlishna as an authority is greater

than that of all other sources of information put to-

gether.

Referring to the Mishna for details, it is proposed

in this article to give a general view of the pecu-
liarities of the Pharisees ; afterwards to notice their

opinions on a future life and on free-will ; and
finally, to make some remarks on the proselytizing

spirit attributed to them at the time of Christ.

Points noticed elsewhere in this Dictionary will be

as tar as possible avoided. Hence information re-

specting Coiban and Phylacteries, which in the New
Testament are peculiarly associated with the Pha-
risees, must be sought for under the appropriate

titles. See Coruan and Frontlets.
I. The fundamental principle of the Pharisees

common to them with all orthodox modern Jews is,

that by the side of the written law regarded as a
summary of the principles and general laws of the

Hebrew people, there was an oral law to complete

and to explain the written law. It was an article

of fiiith that in the Pentateuch there wasaio precept,

and no regulation, ceremonial, doctrinal, or legal,

of which God had not given to Jloses all explana-

tions necessary for their application, with the order

to transmit them by word of mouth (Klein's Verite

sur le Talmud, p. 9). The chissical passage in the

Mishna on this subject is the following:—"Moses
received the foral) law from Sinai, and delivered it to

Joshua, and Joshua to the elders, and the elders to the

prophets, and the prophets to tlie men of the Great

in Deuteronomy (xvll. 8-11) has been inter-

preted su us to serve as a basis for an oral law. But that

passage seems merely to prescribe obedience to the priests,

the Levites, and to the judges in civil and criminal matters

of controversy butween man and mim. A fanciful appli-

cation of tho words ''i^'/V in ver. U has favoured the

rabbinical interpretation. In the ' Festival Prayers ' of the

Knglish Jews, p. 69, for PeDtccost, it is stated, of God, in a
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I

Synagogue" {Pirke Ahoth, i.). This remai kable state-

!

ment is sodestitute of what would at the j)resent day

j

be deemed historical evidence, and would, it might
be supposed, have been rcndei-ed so incredible to a

j

Jew by the absence of any distinct allusion <= to the
fact in the Old Testament, that it is interesting to

j

consider by what process of argument the principle

j

could ever have won acceptance. It may be con-
ceived in the following way. The Pentateuch, ac-
cording to the Rabbins, contains 613 laws; in-

cluding 248 commands, and 365 prohibitions
; but

whatever may be the number of the laws, how-
ever minutely they may be anatomized, or into
whatever Ibrm they may be thrown, there is no-
where an allusion to the duty of prayer, or to the
doctrine of a future lif6. The absence of the doc-
trine of a future life has been made familiar tc

English theologians by the author of " The divine
Legation of Moses ;" and the fact is so undeniable,
that it is needless to dwell upon it farther. The
absence of any injunction to pray has not attracted
equal attention, but seems to be almost equally
certain. The only psissage which by any ingenuity
has ever been interpreted to enjoin prayer is in Ex.
xxiii. 25, where the words are used, " And ye shall
serve Jehovah your God." But as the Pentateuch
abounds with specific injunctions as to the mode of
serving Jehovah

; by sacrifices, by meat-offerings,
by drink-orterings, by the rite of circumcision, by
observing festivals, such as the Sabbath, the Pass-
over, the feast of weeks, and the feast of taber-
nacles, by obeying all His ceiemonial and moral
commands, and by loving Him, it is contrary to
sound rules of construction to import into the
general word "serve" Jehovah the specific mean-
ing "pray to" Jehovah, when that particular
mode of service is nowhere distinctly commanded
in the law.

^
There being then thus no mention

either of a future life, or of prayer as a duty,"!

it would be easy for the Pharisees at a time when
prayer was universally practised, and a future life

was generally believed in or desired, to argue from
the supposed inconceivability of a true revelation
not commanding prayer, or not asserting a future
life, to the necessity of Moses having tieated of
both orally. And when the principle of an oral
tradition in two such important points was ouce
admitted, it was easy for a skilful controversialist to
carry the application of the principle much farther
by insisting that there was precisely the same evi-
dence for numerous other traditions having come
from Moses as for those two ; and that it was illo-

gical, as well as presumptuous to admit the two
only, and to exercise the right of selection and pri-
vate judgment respecting the rest.

It is not to be supposed that all the traditions
which bound the Pharisees were believed to be
direct revelations to Moses on Mount Sinai. In
addition to such revelations, which were not dis-
puted, although there was no proof from the written
law to support them, and in addition to inteipreta-
tions received from Moses, which were either implied

prayer, " He explained it (the law) to His people/aee to

face, and on every point are ninety-eight explanations."
d Mahomet was preceded both by Christianity and by

the latest development ofJudaism: from both of which ho
borrowed much. See, as to Judaism, Geigcr's essay, Wat
hat Mohammed aus dcm Judenlhum aufgrnommenT Still,

one of the most marked characteristics of the Korftn is the
unwearied reiteration of the duty of prayer, and of the
certainty of a future state of retribution.
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in the written law or to be elicited froin them by

reasoning, there were three other classes of tradi-

tions. 1st. Opinions on disputed points, which

were the result of a majority of votes. To this

class belonged the secondary questions on which

there was a ditlerence between the schools of Hillel

and Shammai. 2ndly. Decrees made by prophets

and wise men in difl'erent ages, in confonnity with

a saying attributed to the men of the Great Syna-

gogue, " Be deliberate in judgment ; train up many

disciples; and make a fence for the law." These

carried prohibitions farther than the written law or

oral law of Moses, in order to protect the Jewish

people from temptations to sin or pollution. For

e.xample, the injunction " Thou shalt not seethe a

ivid in his motlier's milk," « E.x. xxiii. 19, xx.xiv. 26
;

Deut. siv. 21 ; was intei-preted by the oral law to

mean that the flesh of quadrupeds might not be

cooked, or in any way mi.xed with milk ibr food;

so that even now' amongst the orthodox Jews milk

may not be c;iten for some hours alter meat. But

this was extended by the wise men to the flesh of

bii-ds ; and now, owing to this " fence to the law,"

the admixture ofpoultry with any milk, or its pre-

parations, is rigorously forbidden. When once a

decree of this kind had been passed, it could not be

reversed ; and it was subsequently said that not

even Elijah himself could take away anything from

the 18 points which had been determined on by

the school of Shammai and the school of Hillel.

Srdly. Legal decisions of proper ecclesiastical autho-

rities on disputed questions. Some of these were

attributeii to Moses, some to Joshua, and some to

Ezra. Some likewise to Kabbis of later date, such

as Hillel and Gan)aliel. However, although in these

several ways, all the traditions of the Pharisees

were not deemed direct revelations tiom Jehovah,

there is no doubt that all became invested, more or

less, with a peculiar sanctity; so that, regarded

collectively, the study of them and the observance

of them became as imperative as the study and ob-

servance of the precepts in the Bible.

Viewed as a whole, they treated men like chil-

dren, formalizing and defining the minutest par-

ticulars of ritual observances. The expressions of

" bondage," of " weak and beggarly elements," and

of " burdens too heavy for men to bear," faithfiilly

represent the impression produced by their multi-

plicity. An elaborate argument might be advanced

for niiUiy of them individually, but the sting of

them consisted in their aggregate number, which

would have a tendency to quench the feiTOur and

the freshness of a spiritual religion. They varied

in character, and the following instances may be

given of three dillerent classes:—1st, of those which,

admitting certain principles, were points reasonable

to define; 2ndly, of points defined which were

superfluously particularized ; and Srdly, of points

defined where tlie discussion of them at all was

supeivtitious and puerile. Of the first class the

very first decision in the Mishna is a specimen.

It defines the period up to which a Jew is bound,

as his evening sen-ice, to repeat the Shema. The
Shema is the celebrated passiige in Deut. vi. 4-9,

commencing, " Hear, Israel : tlie Lord our God
is one Lord, and thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and

with all thy might." It is a tradifion that every
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Israelite is bound to recite this passage twice in the

twenty-four hours, morning and evening—for which

authority is supposed to be found in verse 7, where

it is said of these words, " Thou shalt talk of them

. . . . when thou liest down and when thou risot

up." The compulsory recitation of even these woids

twice a day might be objected to as leading to

formalism ; but, accepting the recitation as a reli-

gious duty, it might not be unreasonable that the

range of time permitted for the lecitation should be

defined. The following is the decision on this point

in the Mishna, Beracoth i. " From what time do

they recite the Shema in the evening ? From the

time that the priests are admitted to eat their obla-

tions till the end of the tii-st watch. The words of

liabbi Eliezer : but the wise men say, up to mid-

night. Kabban Gamaliel says, until the column of

dawn has arisen. Case: His sons returning from

a house of euteilainment said. We have not yet

recited the Shema; to whom he said. If the column

of dawn has not yet arisen, you are bound ito recite

it. But not this alone ; but wherever the wise men
have said ' to midnight,' their injunction is in force

until the column of dawn has arisen If so,

why did the wise men say till midnight? In order

to keep men far from transgre.ssion." The following

is an instance of the second class. It relates to the

lighting candles on the eve of the Sabbath, which

is the duty of every Jew: it is found in the

Mishna, in the treatise Shabhath, c. ii., and is

printed in the Hebrew and English P)ayer-Book,

according to the form of the German and Polish

Jews, p. 66, from which, to avoid objections, this

translation, and others, where it is possible, are taken.

" With what sort of wick and oil are the candles

of the Sabbath to be lighted, and with what are

they not to be lighted? They are not to be lighted

with tlie woolly substance that grows upon cedars,

nor with undressed flax, nor w^th silk, nor with

ru.shes, nor with leaves out of the wilderness, nor

with moss that grows on the surface of water, nor

with pitch, nor with wax, nor with oil made of

cotton-seed, nor with the fat of the fciil or the

entrails of beasts. Nathan Hamody saith it may
be lighted with boiled suet; but the wise men say,

be it boiled or not boiled, it may not be lighted

with it. It may not be lighted with burnt oil on

festival-days. Kabbi Ishmael says it may not be

lighted with train-oil because of honour to the S<ib-

bath ; but the wise men allow of all sorts of oil

:

with mixed oil, with oil of nuts, oil of radish-seed,

oil of fish, oil of gourd-seed, of rosin and gum.
Habbi Tarphun saith they are not to be lighted but

with oil of olives. Nothing that glows out of the

woods is used for lighting but flax, and nothing

that grows out of woods doth not pollute by the

pollution of a tent but flax : the wick of cloth that

is doubled, and has not been singed, Kabbi Eleazar

saith it is unclean, and may not be lighted withal

;

Kabbi Akibah saith it is clean, and may be lighted

withal. A man may not split a shell of an egg

and fill it with oil and put it in the .socket of a

candlestick, because it shall blaze, though the candle-

stick be of earthenware; but Riibbi Jehudah per-

mits it: if the potter made it with a hole through

at first, it is allowed, because it is the same vessel.

No man shall till a platter with oil, and give it

place next to the lamp, and put the head of the

« Although this prohibition occurs three times, no light (1. 859 b). that it was aimed against some practice of ido-

ls thrown upon its meaning by the context. The most pro- laters. Mr. Laing gives a similar explaoation of the Cbrlt-

bablc conjecture Is that given under the head of iDOLATEr tian prohibition in Scandinavia against eating horse-flesh
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wick in a platter to make it drop the oil ; but

liabbi Jehudah permits it." Now in regard to

details of this kind, admitting it w;is not unreason-

able to make some regulations concerning lighting

candles, it certainly seems that the above particulars

are too minute, and that all which was really essen-

tial could have been brought within a much smaller

compass. ;5rdly. A specimen of the 3rd class may
be jiointed out in the beginning of the treatise

on lestivals (Moed), entitled Beitzah, an E(jij,

from the following case of the egg being the first

point discussed in it. We are gravely informed

that " an egg laid on a festival may be eaten, ac-

cording to the school of Sliammai ; but the school

ofHillel says it must not be eiiten." In order to

understand this important controversy, which re-

ujinds us of the two parties in a well-known work,

who took their names from the end on which each

held that an egg ought to be broken, it must be

observed that, tor a reason into which it is unne-

cessary to enter at present, it was admitted on all

hands, both by the school of Hillel and the school

of Shammai, that if a bird which was neither to

be eaten nor killed laid an egg on a festival, the egg

was not to be eaten. The only point of controversy

was respecting an egg laid by a hen that would be

afterwards ejiten. Mow the school of Hillel inter-

dicted the eating of such an egg, on account of a

passage in the oth veise of the l(3th chapter of

E.xodus, wherein Jehovah said to JJoses respecting

the people who gathered manna, " on the sixth day

they shall prepare that which they bring in." For

it was inferred tiom these words that on a common
day of the week a man might " prepare " for the

Sabbath, or prepare for a feast-day, but that he

might not prepare for the Sabbath on a feast-day,

nor tor a feast-day on the Sabbath. Now, as an

egg laid on any particular day was deemed to have

been " prepared " the day before, an egg laid on a

feast-day following a Sabbath might not be eaten,

because it was prepared on the Sabbath, and the

eating of it would involve a breach of the Sabbath.

And although all feast-days did not fall on a day

following the Sabbath, yet as many did, it was
deemed better, ex majori cauteld, " as a fence to

the law," to interdict the eating of an egg which

had been laid on any feast-day, whether such ilay

was or was not the day after the Sabbath (see

Surenhusius's Mishna, ii. 282). In a world wherein

the objects of human interest and wonder are nearly

endless, it certainly does seem a degi-adation of hu-

man intelligence to exercise it on mattere so trifling

and petty.

In order, however, to obsen'e regulations on

points of this kind, mixed with others less objec-

tionable, and with some which, regai'ded from a

certjiin point of view, were in themselves indivi-

dually not unreasonable, the Pharisees fonned a

kind of society. A member was called a c/iaber

("I3n), and those among the middle and lower

classes who were not members were called " the

people of the land," or the vulgar. Each member
undertook, in the presence of three other members,

that he would remain ti'ue to the laws of the asso-

ciation. The conditions were various. Oneoftran-
ncendant importance w;is that a member should

refrain from everything that was not tithed (comp.

Matt.xxiii.2:i,andLukexviii.l2). The Mishna says,

" He who inidertakes U< be triistwort/ii/ (a word with

a technical Pharisaical meaning) tithes whatever he

eats, and whatever he sells, and whatever he buvs. and
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does not eat and drink with the people c/ the land."

This was a point of peculiar delicacy, for the por-

tion of produce resen-ed as tithes for the priests and

Levites was holy, and the enjoyment of what was
holy was a deadly sin. Hence a Pharisee was
bound, not only to ascertain as a buyer whether
the articles which he purchiised had been duly

tithed, but to have the same certainty in regard to

wliat he eat in his own house and when Uiking his

meals with others. And thus Christ, in eating with

publicans and sinners, r;m counter to the first prin-

ciples, and shocked the most deeply-rooted preju-

dices, of Pharisaism ; for, independently of other

obvious considerations. He ate and drank with " the

people of the land," and it would have been assumed
:is undoubted that He partook orn such occasions of

food which had not been duly tithed.

Perhaps some of the most characteiistic laws of

the Pharisees related to what was clean [tahor)

and unclean {tame). Among all OrienLil nations

there has been a certain tendency to symbolism in

religion ; and if any symbolism is admitted on such

a subject, nothing is more natural than to symbolize

purity and cleanliness of thought by cleanliness of

person, dress, and actions. Again, in all climates,

but especially in warm climates, the sanitary ad-

vantages of such cleanliness would tend to confiiTn

and perpetuate this kind of symbolism ; and when
once the principle was concealed, superstition would
be certain to attach an intrinsic moral value to the

rigid observance of the symbol. In addition to what
might be explained in this manner, there arose

among the Jews—partly fiom opposition to idola-

trous practices, or to what savoured of idolatry,

paitly from causes which it is difficult at the pre-

sent day even to conjecture, possibly from mere pre-

judice, individual antipathy, or strained fanciful

analogies—peculiar ideas concerning what was clean

and unclean, which at first sight might appear

purely conventional. But, whether their origin was
symbolical, sanitary, religious, fanciful, or conven-

tional, it was a matter of vital importance to a
Pharisee that he should be well acquainted with
the Pharisaical legulations concerning what was
clean and what was unclean ; for, as among the
modern Hindoos (some of whose customs are very
similar to those of the Pharisees), every one tech-

nically unclean is cut off fiom almost every reli-

gious ceremony, so, according to the Levitical law,

every unclean person was cut off from all religious

privileges, and was regarded as defiling the sanc-
tuary of Jehovah (Num. xix. 20 ; compare Ward's
Hindoo History, Literature, and Religion, ii. 147).
On principles precisely similar to those of the
Levitical laws (Lev. xx. 25, xxii. 4-7), it was
possi"ble to incur these awful religious penalties

either by eating or by touching what was unclean
in the Pharisaical sense. In reference to eating,

imiependently of the slaughtering of holy sacrifices,

which is the subject of two other treatises, the
Mishna contains one treatise called Cholin, which
is specially devoted to the slaughtering of fowls
and cattle for domestic use (see Surenhusius, v.

114; and De Sola and I^nphall, p. 325). One
point in its veiy first section is by itself vitally dis-

tinctive; and if the treatise had contained no other

regulation, it would still have raised an insuperable

banier between the free social intercourse of Jews
and other nations. This point is, " that any thing

slaughtered by a heathen should be deemed unfit to

be eaten, like the carcase of an animal that liad died

of itself, and like such ranase should |>ollute the
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person who canieil it."' On the reasonable .issuiiip-

tion that under such cu'ciimstances animals used

for food would be killed by Jewish slaujrhterers,

regulations the most minute are laid down for their

guidance. In reference likewise to luuc/dng what is

unclean, the Mishna abounds with prohibitions and

distinctions no less minute ; and by far the gieatciit

portion of the Gth and last " Order " relates to im-

purities contracted in this manner. Referring to

that " Oi'der " for details, it may be observed that

to any one fresh from the perusal of them, and of

othei's already adverted to, the words " Touch not,

taste not, handle not," seem a correct but almost

a pale summary of their drift and purpose (Col. ii.

21); and the stern antagonism becomes vividly

visible between them and Him who proclaimed

boldly that a man was defiled not by any thing he

ate, but by the bad thoughts of the heart alone

(Matt. XV. 11) ; and who, even when the guest of

a Pharisee, pointedly abstained from washing his

hands before a meal, in order to rebuke the super-

stition which attached a moral value to such a

ceremonial act. (See Luke xi. 37-40 ; and compare
the Mishna vi. 480, where there is a distinct treatise,

Yadaim, on the washing of hands. )s

It is proper to add that it would be a great mis-

take to suppose that the Pharisees were wealthy

and lu.xurious, much more that they had degene-

rated into the vices which were imputed to some of

the Roman popes and cardinals during the 200 years

preceding the HefoiTnation. Josephus compared the

Pharisees to the sect of the Stoics. He says that

they lived frugally, in no respect giving in to

luxury, but that they followed the leadership of

rea-^ou in what it had selected and transmitted as a

good {Ant. xviii. 1, § 3). With this agrees what
he states in another passage, that the Pharisees

had so much weight with the multitude, that if

they said anything against a king or a high priest

they were at once believed (xiii. 10, § 5) ; for this

kind of influence is more likely to be obtained by a

religious body over the people, through austerity

and self-denial, than through wealth, luxury, and
self-indulgence. Although there would be hypo-
crites among them, it would be unreasonable to

charge all the Pharisees iis a body with hypocrisy,

in the sense wherein we at the piesent day use the

word. A learned Jew, now living, charges against

them rather the holiness of works than hypocritical

holiness — Werhhciligkcit, nicht Scheinheiligheit

(Herzfeld, Geschichte des Volhes Israel, iii. 359).
At any rate they must be regarded as having been

some of the most intense /or/Krt/isis whom the world
has ever seen ; and, looking at the average standard

of excellence among mankind, it is nearly certain

that men whose lives were spent in the ceremonial

observances of the Mishna, would cherish feelings

of self-complacency and spiritual pride not justified

f At the present day a strict orthodox Jew may not eat

meat of any animal, unless ii has been killed by a Jewish
butcher. According tti Mr. I. Disraeli {The Genius of
Judaism, p. 154), the butther searches the animal for any
blemish, and, on his approval, causes a leaden seal,

stamped with the Hebrew word cashdr (lawful), to be

attached to the meat, attesting Its " cloanne.ss.'' Mr. Dis-

raeli likewise points out that in Herodotus (ii. 38) a seal

is recorded to have been used for a similar purpose by

Egyptian priests, to attest that a bull about to be sacri-

ficed was " clean," KaOapoi. The Greek and Hebrew woi ds

are perhaps akin In origin, s and th being frequently inter-

changed In language.

K The Egyptians appear to have had ideas of " unclean- I
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by intrinsic moral excellence. The supercilious con-

tempt towards the poor publican, and towards the

tender penitent love that bathed Christ's feet with
tears, would be the natural result of such a system

of fife.

It was alleged against them, on the highest spi-

ritual authority, that they " made the word of God
of no effect by their traditions." This would be

true in the largest sense, from the purest form of

religion in the Old Testament being almost incom-

patible with such endless forms (Mic. vi. 8) ; but

it was true in another sense, from some of the tra-

ditions being decidedly at variance with genuine re-

ligion. The evasions connected with Corban are

well known. To this may be added the following

instances :—It is a plain precept of morality and
religion that a man shall pay his debts (Ps. xxxvii.

21); but, according to the treatise of the Mishna
called Avodah zarah, i. I, a Jew was prohibited from

paying money to a heathen three days before any
heathen festival, just as if a debtor had any business

to meddle with the question of liow his creditor

might spend his own money. In this way, Cato or

Cicero might have been kept for a while out of his

legal rights by an ignoble Jewish money-dealer in

the Transtiberine district. In some instances, such

a delay in the payment of debts might have ruined

a heathen merchant. Again, it was an injunction

of the Pentateuch that an Israelite should " love his

neighbour as himself" (Lev. xix. 18) ; and although

in this particular passage it might be argued that

by "neighbour" was meant a brother Israelite, it

is evident that the spirit of the precept went much
farther (Luke x. 27-29, &-c.). Jn plain violation of

it, however, a Jewish midwife is forbidden, in the

Avodah zarah, ii. 1, to assist a heathen mother in

the labours of childbirth, so that throigh fiiis pro-

hibition a heathen mother and child might have been

left to perish for want of a Pharisee's professional

assistance. A great Koman satirist, in holding up
to view the unsocial customs of the Pioman Jews,

sjiecifies as two of their traditions that they weie

not to show the way, or point out springs of water

to any but the circumcised.

"Tradidit arcatio quodtunque volumine Moses,

Hon niDUstrare vias eadera nisi sacra colenti,

Quaesitum ad fontem solos deduccre verpos."

Juvenal, xlv. 102-4.

Now the truth of this .statement has in our times been

formally denied, and it seems certain that neither of

these particular prohibitions is found in the Jlishua
;

but the regulation respecting the Jewish midwives

was more unsocial and cruel than the two practices

referred to in the satirist's lines; and indiridual

Pharisees, while the spirit of antagonism to the

ilomans was at its height, may have supplied in-

stances of the imputed churlishness, although not

justified by the letter of their traditions. In fact

ness " through tasting, touching, and handling, precisely

analogous to those of the Levltical law and of the Phiirisees.

The priests would not endure even to look at beans,

deeming them not clean, co/iifofTes ov /taSapdi' ftii/

fTvai oanpiov (KaOapov Is the Greek word In the L.\X. for

tdlidi'). " No Egyptian," says Herodotus, "would salute

a Greek with a kiss, nor use a Greek knife, or spits, or

cauldron ; or taste the meat of an ox which had been cut

by a Greek knife. They drank out of bronze vessels,

rinsing them. pi'.rpeluaUy. And if any one accidentally

touched a pig, he would plunge into the Nile, without

slopping to undress" {llerodot. ii. 37, 41, 47). Just as the

Jews regarded all other nations, the Egyptians regarded

all other nations, including the Jews : viz., as unclean.
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Juvenal did really somewhat understate what was
true in principle, not of the Jews universally, but

of the most imporfcmt religious pai-ty among the

Jews, at the time when he wrote.

An analogy has been pointed out by Geiger (p.

104) between the Pharisees and our own Puritans

;

and in some points there aie undoubted features of

similarity, beginning even with their names. Both

were innovators: the one against the legal ortho-

doxy of the Sadducees, the others against Episco-

pacy. Both of them had republican tendencies

:

the Pharisees glorifying the office of rabbi, which

depended on learning and personal merit, rather

than that of priest, which, being hereditary, de-

pended on the accident of birth ; while the Puritans

in England abolished monarchy and the right of

hereditary legislation. Even in their zeal for reli-

gious education there was some resemblance: the

Pharisees exerting themselves to instruct disciples in

their schools with an earnestness never equalled in

Rome or Greece; while in Scotland the Puritans

set the most brilliant example to modern Europe of

parochial schools for the common people. But here

comparison ceases. In the most essential points of

religion they were not only not alike, but they were

directly ant<igonistic. The Pharisees were under

the bondage of fonns in the manner already de-

scribed ; while, except in the strict observance of

the Sabbath, the religion of the Puritans was in

theory purely spiritual, and they assailed even the

ordinary forms of Popery and Prelacy with a bitter-

ness of language copied fiom the denunciations of

Christ against the Pharisees.

II. In regard to a future state, Josephus presents

the ideas of the Pharisees in such a light to his

Greek readers, that whatever interpretation his am-
biguous language might possibly admit, he obvi-

ously would have produced the impression on Greeks

that the Pharisees believed in the transmigration

of souls. Thus his statement respecting them is,

" They say that every soul is imperishable, but that

the soul of good men only passes over (or transmi-

grates) into another body

—

/xfTu^alueiv els erfpov

ffwfia—while the soul of bad men is chastised by
eternal punishment" {B.J. ii. 8, §14; compare
iii. 8, §5, and Ant. xviii. 1, §3, and Boettcher,

Be Infcris, pp. 519, 552). And there are two
passages in the Gospels which might countenance

this idea: one in Matt. xiv. 2, where Herod the

tetrarch is represented as thinking that Jesus was

John the Baptist risen from the dead (though a dif-

ferent colour is given to Herod's thoughts in the

conesponding passage, Luke ix. 7-9j ; and another

in John ix. 2, where the question is put to Jesus

whether the blind man himself* had sinned, or his

parents, that he was born blind? Notwithstanding

these passages, however, there does not appear to be

sufficient reason for doubting that the Pharisees be-

lieved in a resurrection of the dead very much in

the same sense as tlic early Christians. This is

most in accordance with St. Paul's statement to

•» At least five different explanations have been sug-

gestrd of tlie passage John ix. 2. First, That It alludes

to a Jewish doctrine of the transmigration of souls.

2ndly. That it refers to an Alexandrine doctrine of the

pre-e.xistcnce of souls, but not to their transmigration.

3rdly. That the words mean, " Did this man sin, as the

Greeks say, or did his parents sin, as «« say. that he was

bom blind?" 4thly. That it involves tlie Rabbinical idea

of the possibility of an infant's sinning in his motber's

womb. 5thly. That it is founded on the predcsiinarian

notion that the blindness from birth was a precedivg
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the chief priests and council (Acts x.xiii. 6), that he
was a Pharisee, the son of a Pharisee, and that h.'

was called in question for the hope and resurrection
of the dead—a statement wliich would have been
peculiariy disingenuous, if the Pharisees had merelv
believed in the transmigration of souls ; and it is

likewise almost implied in Christ's teaching, which
does not insist on the doctrine of a future life as
anything new, but assumes it as already adopted by
his hearers, except by the Sadducees, although he
condemns some unspiiitual conceptions of its natui

e

as erroneous (Matt. xxii. 30; Mark xii. 25; Luke
XX. 34-36). On this head the Mishna is an illus-

tration of the ideas in the Gospels, as distinguished
from any mere transmigration of souls ; and the
peculiar phrase, " the world to come," of which
6 altiiv 6 epx6tJ.€vos was undoubtedly only the trans-

lation, frequently occurs in it (N2n Dyiyn, Avoih,

ii. 7, iv. 16 ; comp. Mark x, 30 ; Luke xviii. 30).
This phrase of Christians, which is anterior to
Christianity, but which does not occur in the 0. T.,
thoLigh fully justified by certain passages to be found
in some of its latest books,' is essentially diflierent

from Greek conceptions on the same subject ; and
generally, in contradistinction to the purely tem-
poral blessings of the Mosaic legislation, the Chris-
tian ideas that this world is a state of probation, and
that every one after death will have to render a
strict account of his actions, were expressed by Phari-
sees in language which it is impossible to misunder-
stand :

—" This world may be likened to a court-
yard in comparison of the world to come ; therefore

prepare thyself in the antechamber that thou mayest
enter into the dining-room" {Avoth, iv. 16).
" Everything is given to man on security, and a
net is spread over every living creature; 'the shop
is open, and the merchant credits; the book is open,
and the hand records ; and whosoever chooses to
borrow may come and borrow: for the collectors

are continually going round daily, and obtain pay-
ment of man, whether with his consent or without
it ; and the judgment is true justice ; and all are
prepared for the feast" (Avoih, iii. 16). "Those
who are born aie doomed to die, the dead to live,

and the quick to be judged; to make us know,
understand, and be informed that He is God ; He
is the Former, Creator, Intelligent Being, Judge,
Witness, and suing Party, and will judge the*"

hereafter. Blessed be He ; for in His presence there
is no unrighteousness, foigetfulness, respect of per-
sons, nor acceptance of a bribe

; for everything is

His. Know also that everything is done accoi ding
to the account, and let not' thine evil imagination
persuade thee that tlie gravels a place of- refuge for

thee: for against thy will wast thou formed, and
against thy will wast thou born ; and against thy
will dost thou live, and against thy will wilt tiio'u

die ; and against thy will must thou hereatter ren-

der an account, and receive judgment in the pre-
sence of the Supreme King of kings, the Holy (iod,

punistiment for sins which the blind man afterwards com-
mitted : just as it has been suggesUd. in a remarknhle
passage, that the death before 16ss of the lYlncess Anne's
infant children (three in number) was a preceding punish-

ment for her subsequent abandonment of lier father,

James II. See Stewarts I'hilosophy, vol. il. App. vl., and
the Commentaries of De Wctte and LUcke, ail locum.

' The earliest text in support of the expression is per-

haps '• the new heavens and the new earth " promised by
Isaiah (Is. Uv. 17-22). Compare Dan. vli. 27, ii. 4-J ; Is

xx%i. 19.
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blessed is He" (Avoih, iv. 22). Still it must be

borne in mind that the actions of which such .i

strict account was to bp rendered were not merely

those referred to by the spiritual propliets Isaiah

and Mioah (Is. i. 16, 17 ; Mic. vi. 8), nor even those

enjoined in the Pentateuch, but included those

fabulously supposed to have been orally transmitted

by Moses on Mount J^inai, and the whole body of

the traditions of the elders. They included, in fact,

all those ceremonial " works," against the efficacy

of which, in the deliverance of the human soul, St.

I'aul so emphaticidly protested.

III. In reference to the opinions of the Pharisees

concerning the fi-eetlom of the will, a difficulty

arises from the very ])rominent position which

they occupy in the accounts of Josephus, whereas

nothing vitally essential to the peculiar doctrines of

the Pharisees seems to depend on those opinions,

and some of his expressions are Greek, rather than

Hebrew. " There were three sects of the Jews," he

says, "which had diflijrent conceptions lespecting

human affairs, of which one was called Pharisees,

the second Sadducees, and the third Essenes. The
Pharisees say that some things, and not all things,

are the work of fate ; but that some things are in

oui- own power to be and not to be. But the

Essenes declare that Fate rules all things, and that

nothing happens to man except by its decree. The
Sadducees, on the other hand, take away Fate,

holding that it is a thing of nought, and that human
affairs do not <lepend upon it ; but in their estimate

all things are in the power of ourselves, as being

ourselves the causes of our good things, and meet-

ing_with evils through our own incousiderateness

"

(comp. .xviii. 1, §3, and B. J. ii. 8, §14). On
re:»ding this passage, and the others which bear on

the same subject in Josephus's works, the suspicion

naturally arises that he was biassed by a desire to

make the (ireeks believe that, like the Greeks, the

Jews had philosophical sects amongst themselves.

At any rate his woi-ds do not represent the opinions

as they were re;illy held by the tiiree religious

jmties. We may feel certain, that the influence of

fittc was not the point on which discussions respect-

ing free-will tunied, though thei'e may have been

differences as to the way in wliich the interposition

of God in human affairs was to l)e regarded. Thus
the ideas of the Essenes aie likely to have been e.x-

piiessed in language appioaching to the woids of

Christ (Matt. x. 29, 30, vi. 2b-U), and it is vuy
difficult to believe that the Sadducees, who accepted

the authority of the Pentateuch ant! other books of

the Old Testament, e.xcluded God, in their concep-

tions, from all influence on human actions. On
the whole, in reference to this point, the opinion of

(inietz (Geschichie dcr Juden, iii. 509) seems not

improbable, that the real difference between the

Pharisees and Sadducees w.-u; at tii-st practical and

political. He conjectures that the wealthy and

aristocratical Sadducees in their wars and negocia-

tions with the Syrians entered mto matters of policy

and calculations of prudence, while the zealous Pha-

risees, disdaining worldly wi.sdom, laid stress on

doing what seemed right, and on leaving the event

to God : and that this led to differences in foi-mal

theories and metiiphysical statements. The jnocise

nature of those dilierences we do not certainly

know, as no writing of a Sadducee on the subject

has been pi'eserved by the Jews, and on matters of

this kind, it is unsjife to trust unreservedly the

statements of an adversary. [SADDUCKhis.]

IV. In reference to the spirit of pi-oselytism
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among the Pharisees, there is indisputable authority

for the statement that it prevailed to a very great

extent at the time of Christ (Matt, xxiii. 15) ; and

attention is now called to it on account of its pro-

bable impoi-tance in having paved the way for the

early diffusion of Christianity. The district of

Palestine, which was long in proportion to itf

breadth, and which yet, from Dan to Beersheba,

was only 160 Roman miles, or not quite 148
English miles long, and which is represented as

having been civilized, wealthy, and populous 1000
years before Christ, would under any ciicumstfuices

have been too sm.^U to continue maintaining the

whole gi-owing population of its children. But,
through kidnapping (Joel iii. 6), through leading

into captivity by militaiy incursions and victorious

enemies (2 K. xvii. 6, xviii. 11, xxiv. 15; Am. i.

6, 9), through flight (Jer. xliii. 4-7), through

commerce (Joseph. Ant. xx. 2, §3), and probably

through ordinary emigi-ation, Jews at the time of

Christ had become scattered over the fairest portions

of the civilized world. On the day of Pentecost,

that gieat festival on which the Jews suppose

Moses to have brought the perfect law down from
heaven {Festival Prayers for Pentecost, p. 6), Jews
are said to have been assembled with one accord in

one place at Jerusalem, " from every region under
heaven." Admitting that this was an Oriental

hyperbole (comp. John xxi. 25), there must have
been some foundation for it in fact ; and the enu-

meration of the vai-ious countries from which Jews
are said to have been present gives a vivid idea

of the widely-spread existence of Jewish commu-
nities. Now it is not unlikely, though it cannot

be proved from Josephus {Ant. xx. 2, §3), that

missions and organized attempts to produce conver-

sions, although unknown to Gieek philosophers,

existed among the Pharisees (De Wette. Exegetisches

Handbuch, Matt, xxiii. 15). But, at any rate, the

then existing regulations or customs of synagogues

aflbrded facilities which do not exist now either in

synagogues or Christian chuiches for presenting

new views to a congiegation (Acts xvii. 2 ; Luke
iv. 16). Under such auspices the proselytizing

spirit of the Pharisees inevitably stimulated a thiret

for inquiry, and accustomed the Jews tt> theological

controversies. Thus there existed precedents and

favouring circumstances for eflbi-ts to make prose-

lytes, when the greatest of all missionaries, a Jew by

race, a Pharisee by education, a Greek by language,

and a Roman citizen by birth, preaching the resur-

rection of Jesus to those who tor the most part

already believed in the lesurrection of the dead,

confronted the elaborate ritual-system of the written

and oral law by a pure spiritual religion : and thus

obtained the co-operation of many Jews themselves

in breaking down every barrier between Jew, Pha-

risee, Greek, and Roman, and in endeavouring to

unite all mankind by the brotherhood of a common
Christianity.

Literature.—In addition to the New Testament,

Josephus, and the Jlishna, it is proper to read

Epiphanius Adversus Haercses, lib. I. xvi.; and

the Notes of Jerome to Matth. xxii. 23, xxiii.

6, &c., though the information given by both these

wiiters is very imperfect.

In modern literature, see several treatises in Ugo-

lino's Thesaurus, vol. .xxii. ; and I.ightfbot's Horae

Hehraicae on Matth. iii. 7, where a curious Rab-

binical description is given of seven sects of Pha-

risees, which, from its being destitute ofany intrinsic

value, is not inserted in this article. See likewis*
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Brucker's Historia Critica Philosophiae, ii. 744-

759 ; Milman's History oftlie Jews, ii. 71 ; Ewald's

Geschichte des Volkes Israd, W. 415-419 ; and

the Jahrhundert des Heils, p. 5 &c. of Gfrdrer,

who has insisted stionglj on tlie importance of the

Mishaa, and has made great use of the Talmud ge-

nerally. See also the following works by modern

learned Jews : Jost, Geschichte des Judenthums
und seiner Sehten, i. 196 ; Graetz, Geschichte der

Juden, iii. 508-518 ; Herzfeld, Geschichte des

Volkes Israel, iii. 358-362 ; and Geiger, Urschrlft

und Uehersetzungen der Bibel, p. 103 &c. [E. T.]

PHA'ROSH (tJ'ynS: ^opos: Pharos). Else-

where Pakosh. The same variation is found in the

Geneva Version (Ezr. viii. 3).

PHAR'PAR 0S"}3, I e. Parpar: «'A^pa(J>a ;

Alex. ^ap<papa : Pharphar). The second of the

two " rivers of Damascus"—Abana and Phai-par

—

alluded to by Naximan (2 K. t. 12).

The two principal streams in the district of Da-

mascus are the Barada and the An-aj

:

—in fact,

there are no others worthy of the name of " river."

There are good grounds for identifying the Barada
with the Abana, and there seems therefore to be no

alternative but to consider the A waj as being the

Pharpar. But though in the region of Damascus,

the Awaj has not, like the Barada, any connexion

with the city itself. -' It does not approach it nearer

than 8 miles, and is divided from it by the ridge

of the Jebel Aswad. It takes its rise on the S.E.

slopes of Hermon, some 5 or 6 miles from Beit

Jenn, close to a village called Amy, the name of

which it bears during the first part of its course.

It then runs S.E. by Kefr Ilauwar and Sasa, but

soon lecovering itself by a turn northwards, ulti-

mately ends in the Bahret Hijaneh, the most
southerly of the three lakes or swamps of Da-
mascus, nearly due east of, and about 40 miles

from, the point at which it started. The Awaj has

been investigated by Dr. Thomson, and is described

by him m the Bibliotheca Sacra for May, 1849 ; see

also Robinson {B. R. iii. 447, 8). It is evidently

much inferior to the Barada, for while that is extra-

ordinarily copious, and also perennial in the hottest

seasons, this is described as a small lively •> stream,

not unfrequently dry in the lower part of its coiuse.

On the maps of Kiepert (1856) and Van de Velde

(1858) the name of Wady Barbar is found, appa-

rently that of a valley parallel to the Amy near Kefr
JIauwar; but what the authority for this is the

writer lias not succeeded in di.-covering. Nor has
he found any name on the maps or in the lists of

Dr. Robinson answering to Ta&rah, /«i»J. ^Y

which Pharpar is rendered in the Arabic version of

2 K. V. 12.

The tradition of the Jews of Damascus, as re-

IX)i-ted by Schwarz (54, also 20, 27), is curiously

subversive of our oidinary ideas reg-arding these

streams. They call the river Fijfh 'that is the

Barada) the I'haipar, and give the name Amana
or Kai-mion (an old Talmudic name, see vol. i.

p. 2 6) to a stream which Schwai-z describes as

running from a fountiin called el Barady, Ij mile

from Beth Djana {Beit Jenn), in a N.E. direction,

to Damascus (see also the reference to the Nubian
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geographer by Gesenius, Phes. 1132 a). What is

intended by this the writer is at a loss to know. [G.]

PHAR'ZITES, THE (^V")Si^ = ^ *«P«'^''

Alex, dope's : Pharcsitae). The descendants of

Pharez, the son of Judah (Num. xxvi. 20). They
were divided into two branches, the Hezronites and

the Hamulites.

PHASE'AH (nD3 : *e<r^ ; Alex, (paiai) :

Phasea). Paseau 2 (Neh. vii. 51).

PHASE'LIS C^aa-ijAts: Phaselis). A town on

the coast of Asia Minor, on the confines of Lycia and

Pamphyl:a,and consequently ascribed by the ancient

writers sometimes to one and sometimes to the

other. Its commerce w;us considerable in the sixth

century D.C., for in the reign of Amasis it was one

of a number of Greek towns which carried on trade

somewhat in the manner of the Hanseatic con-

federacy in the middle ages. They had a common
temple, the Hellenium, at Naucratis in Egypt, and

nominated Trpoo-Tarot for the regulation of com-
mercial questions and the decision of disputes arising

out of contracts, like the preud'hommes of the

Middle Ages, who presided over the courts of pie

powder (pieds poudre's, pedlars) at the diilerent

st;iples. In later times Phaselis was distinguished as

a resort of the Pamphylian and Cilieian pirates. Its

port was a convenient one to make, tor the lofty

mountain of Solyma (now Tahhtalu), which backed

it at a distance of only five miles, is nearly 8000
feet in height, and constitutes an admirable land-

mark from a gi-eat distance. Phaselis itself stood

on a rock of 50 or 100 feet elevation above the sea,

and was joined to the main by a low isthmus, in

the middle of which was a lake, now a pestiferous

mai-sh. On the eastern side of this were a closed

port and a roadstead, and on the western a larger

artificial harbour, formed by a mole run out into

the sea. The remains of this may still be tiaced

to a considerable extent below tlie surface of the

water. The masonry of the pier which protected

the small eastein port is nearly perfect. In this

sheltered position the pirates could lie safely while

they sold their booty, and also lefit, the whole

region having been anciently so thickly covered

with wood as to give the name of I'ityusa to the

town. For a time the Phaselites confined their

relations with the Pamphylians to the purposes

just mentioned ; but they subsequently joined the

piraticiU league, and suffered in consequence the

loss of their independence and their town lands in

the war which was waged b}' the Roman consul

Publius SeiTilius Isauricus in the years 77-75 B.C.

But at the outset the Romans had to a gieat extent

fostered the pirates, by the demand which sprang

up for domestic slaves upon the change of mannei-s

brought about by the spoliation of Caithage and

Corinth. It is said that at this time many thousand

slaves were passed through Delos—which was the

mart between Asia and Europe— in a .--ingle day

;

and the proverb grew up there, "Efxirope, Kard-

ir\(V(Tov f'leAoC* iravra irfirparai. But when the

Cilicians had acquired such power and audacity as

to sweep the seas as far as the Itiilian coast, and

interrupt the supplies of corn, it became time t'l

interfere, and the expedition of Servilius commenced

the work which was allerwaids completed by

Pomjiey tlie (Juat.

• The A at ilie commencement of this name suRgesIs i> Such is tlie meaning of me word Fharpar, treated aa

the Hebrew definite article ; bnt no trace of it appears in Hebrew, according to Gesenius and Furet. l)r. IMsoy
,.,.. Ill Ac^o

, however ( romm. on Amos I. 3), renders it "crooked
"the Hebrew M.SS.
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It is in the interval between the growth of the

Cilician piracy ami the Seiviliau expedition that

the incidents related in the First Book of Maccabees

occurred. The Romans aie represented as requiring

all their allies to render up to Simon the high-

priest any Jewish exiles who may have taken refuge

among them. After naming Ptolemy, Demetrius

(king of Syria), Attains '(king of Pergamus),

Ariarathes (of Pontus), and Arsaces (of Paithia),

a-s recipients of these missives, the author adiis tiiat

the consul also wrote :

—

els ird(ras ras X'^P"'^ *""'

2ajU<|/ajU7j (Grotius CDiij.'cturcs Aafxtl/aKw, and one

.AIS. has Mfffayiffffii) Kal STrapTiarais /cai els

ArjXov Kot els MvpSov kuI els liKvwva Kal els

T7> Kaplav Kal els 'S.dixou Kal els T7)v Ua^icpvAiav

Kal els rv,v I\vKiav Kal els 'KKiKapvarrahv, Kal

els 'T?6^ov Kal els ^aa-r]\iha Kal els Koi Kal

els Si'Stji/ Kal els ''ApaSou Kal els r6pTvvav Kal

KuiSov, Kal Kvirpou Kal Kvpriuriv (1 Mace. xv. 23).

It will be ob.-.erved that all the places named, with

the exception of Cyprus and Cyrene, lie on the

highway of marine traffic between Syria and Italy.

The Jewish slavos, whether kidnapped by their own
countrymen (Ex. xxi. 16) or obtained by raids

(2 K. V. 2S appear in early times to have been

transmitted to the west coast of Asia Minor by this

route I see Ez. xxvii. 13 ; Joel iii. C).

The existence of the mountain Solyma, and a town

of the same name, in the immediate neighbourhood

of I'haselis, renders it probable that the descendants

of some of these Israelites formed a population of

some importance in the time of Strabo (Herod, ii.

178; Strab. xiv. c. 3; Liv. xxxvii. 23; Mela,i. 14;

Beaufort, Karamania, pp. 53-56). [J. W. B.]

PHAS'IRON (^oo-ipci./ : Phaseron ; Paslron),

the name of the head of an Arab tribe, " the children

of Phasiron" (1 Mace. ix. 66), defeated by Jonathan,

but of whom nothing more is known. [B. F. W.]

PHAS'SAEON (*a(r(roupos: Phamrius). Pa-
81ICR (1 Esdr. v. 25).

PHE'BE. [PiiOEBE.]

PHENICE. 1. See Piioenice. Phoenicia.
2. More properly Phoenix (*o^vi|, Acts xxvii. 12),

though probably oui' translators meant it to be

pronounced Phenice in two syllables, as opposed to

Phenice {^oivIkti, Acts xi. 19) in three.

The place under our present consideration was a

town and harbour on the south coast of Crete :

and the name was doubtless derived from the Gieek

word for the palm-tree, which Theophrastus says

was indigenous in the island. [Palm-tree.] The
ancient notices of Phoenix converge remai-kably to

establish its identity with the modern Lutro. Besides

Ptolemy's longitudes, we have Pliny's statement that

it was (as Lutro is) in the narrowest part of the island.

Moreover, we find applied to this locality, by the

modern Gieeks, not only the word Phinika, which
is clearly Phoenix, but also the woids Anopolis and

Aradena. Now Stephanus Byzantinus says that

Anopolis is the same with Aradena, and Hieroeles

says that Aradena is the same with Phoenix. The
last authority adds also that the island of Clauda
is very near. We see further that all those indi-

cations conespond exactly with what we read in

the Acts. St. Paul's ship was at Fair Havens,
which is some miles to the E. of Lutro; but she was
bound to the westward, and the Kiilors wished to

reach Phoenix (xxvii. 8-12); and it was in making

the attempt that they were caught by the gale and

driven to Clauda (ib. 13-16).

PHILADELPHIA
Still there were till lately two difficulties in the

matter: and the recent and complete removal of

them is so satisfactory, that they deserve to be

mentioned. First, it used to be asserted, by persons

well acquainted with this coast, that there is no such

harbour hereabouts at all affording a safe anchorage.

This is simply an error of fact. The matter is set

at rest by abundant evidence, and especially by the

late survey of our own officers, an extract from

whose drawing, showing the excellent soundings of

the harbour, was first published (1852) in the Hi-st

edition of the Life and Epistles of St. Paul, ii.

p. 332. An account by recent travellers will be

found in the second edition of Smith's Voyage and
Sldpu-reck of St. Paxil, p. 25G. The other diibculty

is a verbal one. The sailors in the Acts describe

Phoenix as Kifxeva ttjs Kpr/T^s fiXeirovTa Kara
\i0a Kal Kara x'^poc, whereas jAdio is precisely

sheltered from these winds. But it ought to have

been remembered that seamen do not recommend a

harbour because of its exposure to certain winds ; and

the perplexity is at once removed either by taking

KOTO as expressing the direction in which the wind

blows, or by bearing in mind that a sailor speaks of

everything i'rom his own point ofview. The harbour

of Phoenix or L^itro does " look"

—

fivm the vcater

towards the land irhich encloses it—in the direction

of " south-west and north-west." [J. S. H.]

PHEE'ESITES {^epe^a^oi : Pherezaei), 1 Esd.

viii. 69 ;= Peiuzzites; comp. Ezr. ix. 1.

PHER'EZITE ; PHER'EZITES {6 *epe-

Ca7os : Pherczaeus ; Pherezaei), Jud. v. 16 ; 2 Esd.

i. 21. The latter of these passages contains a state-

ment in accordance with those of Gen. xiii. 7, xxxiv.

30 ; Judg. i. 4, &r., noticed under Perizzite.

PHI'CHOL (^b^B ; Samar. ^3 *Q : *fxoA ;

Alex. #i/coA ; Joseph. ^IkoKos : PMchol), chief

captain of the army of Abimelech, king of the Phi-

listines of Gerar in the days of both Abraham (Gen.

xxi. 22, 32) and Isaac (xxvi. 26). Josephus men-
tions him on the second occasion only. On the other

hand the LXX. introduce Ahuzzath, Abimelech's

other companion, on the first also. By Gesenius

the name is treated as Hebrew, and as meaning the

"mouth of all." By Fiirst {Handwb. ii. 215a),

it is derived from a root 738, to be strong. But

Hitzig (Philistaer, §57) refers it to the Sanscrit

pitschnla, a tamarisk, pointing out that Abraham

had planted a fcrmarisk in Beersheba, and compaiing

the name witli Elah, Berosus, Tappuach, and other

irames of persons and places signifying difterent kinds

of trees ; and with the name HyaXos, a village of

Palestine (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4, §2), and ^tya\ia in

Greece. Stark {Gaza, &c., p. 96) more cautiously

avoids such speculations. The natural conclusion

I'rom these mere conjectures is that Phichol is a

Philistine name, the meaning and derivation of

which are lost to us. [G.]

PHILADEL'PHIA {rj *i\a5e\^eia: Phila-

delphia). A town on the con lines of Lydia and

Phrygia Catacecaumene, built by Attains II., king

of Pergamus. It was situated on the lower slopes

of Tmolus, on the southern side of the valley of the

Ain-e-ghiul Sou, a river which is probably the Co-

gamus of antiquity, and falls into the Wadis-tchai

(the Hermus) in the neighbourhood of Sart-Kalesi

(Sardis), about 25 miles to the west of the site of

I'hiladelphia. This latter is still represented by a

town called AUah-sliehr (city of God). Its eleva-

tion is 952 feet above the sea. The region around
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is highly volcanic, aud geologically speaking belongs

to the district of Fhrygia Catacecaumene, on the

western edge of which it lies. The soil was ex-

tiemelv favourahle to the giowth of vines, cele-

brated by Virgil for tiie soundness of the wine they

piodiiced; and in all probability Philadelphia was
built by Attains as a mart for the gieat wnie-

pi-odiicing region, extending for 600 stades iu length

by 400 in breadth ; for its coins have on them the

head of Bacchus or a female Bacchant. Strabo

compares the soil with that in the neighbourhood

of Catana in Sicily ; and modern travellers describe

the appearance of the country as resembling a

oiUowy sea of disintegrated lava, with here and

there va^it trap-dykes protruding. The original

})opulation of Philadelphia seems to have been

Jlacedonian, and the national character to have

been retained even in the time of Pliny. There

was, however, as appears from Rev. iii. 9, a

synagogue of Hellenizing Jews there, as well as

a Christian Church. The locality continued to be

subject to constant earthquakes, which in the time

of Stiabo rendered even the town-walls of Phila-

delphia unsafe ; but its inhabitants held pertina-

ciously to the spot, perhaps from the profit which
naturally accrued to them from their city being the

staple of the great wine-district. But the expense

of reparation was constant, and hence perhaps the

poverty of the members of the Christian Church
[olSa . . . oTi fiiKpav ^x^'^ Svvafxiv, Rev. iii. S),

who no doubt were a portion of the urban popu-

lation, and heavily taxed for public purposes, as

well as subject to private loss by the destruction

of their own property. Philadelphia was not of

sufficient importance in the Roman times to have
law-courts of its own, but belonged to a jurisdiction

of which Sardis was the centie.

It has been supposed by some that Philadelphia

occupied the site of another town named Callatebus,

of wliich Herodotus speaks, in his account of Xer.xes's

march, a-s famous for the production of a sugar

from the holcus so>-ijhuin and sweetwort (eV rij

&uSpes SrifjLioepyol fxeAi eK /xvpiK-qs re koI wvpov
•jTOLiVffi, vii. 31). But by the way in which he

mentions Callatebus (of which the name is only

known fiom himj it would seem to have been not

far from the Maeander, from which the ruins of

Allah-shehr cannot be less distant than from 30 to

40 miles, while they are very near the Cogamus.
The enormous plane-tree, too, which struck Xerxes's

attention, and the abundance of the fiupiKt), point

to a region well furnished with springs of water,

which is the case with the northern side of the

Maeander, where Xerxes crossed it, and not so with

the vicinity of Allah-shehr. At the same time the

Pereian king, in his two days' march from Cyditira

to Sardis, must have passed very near the site of

the future Philadelphia. (Strab. xii. c. 8, xiii.

c. 4; Virg. Georg. ii. 98; Herod, vii. 31; Plin.

//. N^. V. 29 ; Arundell, Discoveries in Asia
Minor, i. 34 &c. ; Tchihatcheff, Asie Mineure,

p. 237 &c. [J. W. B.]

PHILAR'CHES This word occui-s as a proper

name ill .\.\'.iu2 Mace. viii. 32, where it is really the

name of an otiice (b <pv\apxv^ = & cpvKapxos, " the

commander of the cavalry." The (iieek text seems

to be decisive as to the true rendering ; but the Latin

vereion ("et Philarchen qui cum Timotheo erat . . . ")

might easily give rise to the error, which is veiy

strangely supported by drimm, ad he. [B. F. W.]

PHILE'MON ' jAt^/uw" •• Philemon), \.\\enAme
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of the Christian to whom Paul addressed his Epistle

in behalf of Onesimus. He was a native probably
of Colossae, or at all events lived in that city when
the Apostle wrote to him ; first, because Onesimus
was a Colossian (Col. iv. 9) ; and secondly, because
Archippus was a Colossian (Col. iv. 17), whom
Paul associates with Philemon at the beginning
of his letter (Philem. 1,2). Wieseler

( Chronologie,

p. 452) argues, indeed, from CoL iv. 17, that

Archippus was a Laodicean ; but the eiiraT^ in that
passage on which the point turns, refers evidently

to the Colossians (of whom Archippus was one
therefore), and not to the church at Laodicaea
spok'eu of in the previous verse, as Wieseler inad-

vertently supposes. Theodoret {Prooem. in Epist.
ad Phil. ) states the ancient opinion in saying that
Philemon was a citizen of Colossae, and that his

house was pointed out there as late as the fifth

century. The legendary history supplies nothing
on which we can rely. It is related that Philemon
became bishop of Colossae {Constii. Apost. vii. 46),
and died as a martyr un<ler Nero.

It is evident from the letter to him that Philemon
was a man of property and influence, since he is

rej)resented as the head of a numerous household,

and as exercising an expensive liberality towards
his friends and the poor in general. He was in-

debted to the Apostle Paul as the medium of his

personal participation in the Gospel. All inter-

preters agree in assigning that significance to aeav-
t6v fjLoi TrpocTotjxlKeis in Philem. 19. It is not
certain under what circumstances they became
known to each other. If Paul visited Colossae
when he passed through Phrygia on his second mis-
sionary journey (Acts xvi. 6), it was undoubtedly
there, and at that time, that Philemon heard the
gospel and attached himself to the Christian party.
On the contiary, if Paul never visited that city in

person, as many critics infer from Col. ii. 1 , then
the best \iew is that he was converted during
Paul's protracted stay at Ephesus (Acts xix. 10)°

about A.D. 54-57. That city was the religious

and commercial capital of Western Asia jfinor.

The Apostle laboured there with such success that
" all they who dwelt in Asia heard the word of the
Lord Jesus." Phrygia was a neighbouring province,
and among the strangers who repaired to Ephesus
and had an opportunity to hear the preaching of
Paul, may have been the Colossian Philemon.

It is evident that on becoming a disciple, he gave
no common proof of the sincerity and power of his
faith. His character, as shadowed forth in the
epistle to him, is one of the noblest which the sacred
record makes known to us. He was full of faith
and good works, was docile, confiding, grateful, was
forgiving, sympathizing, charitable, and a man who
on a question of simple justice needed only a hint
of his duty to prompt hira to go even beyond it

(virkp h \eyw Troffifffis). Any one who studies

the epistle will perceive that it a.scribcs to him these
varied qualities; it bestows on him a measure of

commendation, which forms a striking contrast
with the ordinary reserve of the sacred writers. It

was through such beUevers that the primitive
Christianity evinced its divine origin, and spread
so i-apidly among the nations. [H. B. H.]

PHILE'MON, THE EPISTLE OF PAUL
TO, is one of the lettere (the others aie Ephesiaus,

Colossians, Philippians) which the Apostle wrote
during his first captivity at Rome. The argu-
ments which show that he wrote the epistle to the
Colossians in that city and at that period, involve
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the same conclusion in regard to this; for it is

evident from Col. iv. 7, 9, as compared with the

contents of this epistle, that Paul wrote tlie two
letters at the same time, and forwarded tliem to

tlieir destination by the hands of Tychicus and

Onesimus who accompanied each otiier to Colossae.

A few modern critics, as Schulz, Scliott, Bbttt;er,

Meyer, maintain that this letter and tlie others

assigned usually to the first Roman captivity, were

written during the two yens that Paul was impri-

soned at Gaesarea (Acts xxiii. 3,5, xxiv. 27). IJut

this opinion, though supported by some plausible

arguments, can be deraonstiated with rtasonable

certainty to be incorrect. [Colossians, Epistle
ro THE.]
The time when Paul wrote may be fixed with

much precision. The Apostle at the close of the

letter expresses a hope of his speedy liberation.

He speaks in like manner of his approaching deli-

verance, in his epistle to the Philippians (ii. 23,

24), which was written during the same imprison-

ment. Presuming, therefoie, that he had good

reasons for such an expectation, and that he was not

disappointed in the result, we may conclude that

tliis letter was written by him about the year

A.D. 63, or early in a.d. 64 : for it was in the

latter year, accoiding to the best chronologists, that'

he was freed from his first Koman imprisonment.

Nothing is wanting to confirm the genuineness

of this epistle. The external testimony is unim-
peachable. It is not quoted so often by the earlier

Chi-istian fathers as some of the other letters ; its

brevity and the fict that its contents are not di-

dactic or polemic, account for that omission. We
need not urge the e.xpressions in Ignatius, cited as

evidence of that apostolic Father's knowledge and
use of the epistle ; though it is diificult to regard

the similarity between them and the language in

V. 20 as altogether accidental. See Kirchhofer's

Quellensammlung, p. 205. The Canon of Jluratori

which comes to us from the second century (Cied-

ner, Geschichte des Kanons, p. 69), enumerates

this as one of Paul's epistles. TeituUian men-
tions it, and says that Marcion admitted it into

his collection. Sinope in Pontus, the birth-jilace

of Marcion, was not far fiom Colossae where Plule-

mon lived, and the letter would find its way to tlie

neighbouring churcliesat an early period. Origen

and hlusebius include it among tiie universally ac-

knowledged writings {S/jLoKoyov/Kva) of the early

Christian times. It is so well attested historically,

that as De Wette says {Eiiilcituivj ins Neue I'estn-

ment, p. 278), its genuineness on that ground is

beyond doubt.

Nor does the epistle itself offer anything to con-

flict with this decision. It is impossible to conceive

of a composition more strongly mnrked withni the

siur.e limit.s by tliose unstudied assonances of thought,

sentiment, and expression, which indie ate an author's

hand, than tliis short epistle as compared with
Paul's other productions. Paley has a paragraph

in his Home Paulinae, which illustrates this feature

of the letter in a very just and forcible manner. It

will be found also that all the historiciil allusions

which the Apastle makes to events in his own life,

or to other persons with whom he was connected,

harmonize perfectly with the statements or inci-

dental intimations contained in the Acts of the

Apostles or the other epistles of Paul. It belongs

to a commentary to point out the insUmces of such

agreement.

Baur {Paulus, p. 475) would divest the ICpistle

of its historical charactei', and make it the per-

sonified illustration from some later writer, of the

idea that Christianity unites and equalises in a

higher sense those whom outward circumstances

have separated. He does not impugn the external

evidence. But, not to leave his theory wholly un-

supported, he suggests some linguistic objections to

Paul's authorship of the letter, which must be pro-

nounced unfounded and fiivolous. He finds, for

example, certain words in the Epistle, which are

alleged to be not i'auline ; but to justify that asser-

tion, he must deny the genuineness.of such other

letters of Paul, as happen to contain these words.

He admits that the Apostle could have said a-K\dy-

Xva twice, but thinks it suspicious that he should

s,iy it three times. A few terms he adduces, which

are not used elsewhere in the epistles; but to argue

from these that they disprove the apostolic origin

of the epistle, is to assume the absurd principle

that a writer, after having pi'oduced two or three

compositions, must for the future confine himself to

an unvarying ciicle of words, whatever may be the

subject he discusses, or whatever the interval of

time between his difi'erent writings.

The arbitrary and purely subjective character of

such criticisms can have no weight against tiie

varied testimony admitted as decisive by Christian

scholars for so many ages, upon which the canonical

authority of the Epistle to Philemon is founded.

Tliey aie worth repeating only as illustrating Baur's

own remark, that modern criticism in assailing this

particular book runs a greater risk of exposing itself

to the imputation of an excessive distrust, a morbid

sensibility to doubt and denial, than in questioning

the claims of any other epistle ascribed to Paul.

Our knowledge respecting the occasion and object

of the letter wo must derive frotii declarations or

inferences furnished by the letter itself. For the

relation of Pliilemon and Onesimus to each other,

the reader will see the articles on those names.

Paul, so intimately connected with the master and

the servant, was anxious naturally to effect a recon-

ciliation between them. He wished also (waiving

the avrJKov, the matter of duty or right) to give

Philemon an opportunity of manifesting his Chris-

tian love in the treiitment of Onesimus, and his

regard, at the same time, for the personal con-

venience and wishes, not to say official authority,

of his spiiitual teacher and guide. Paul used his

influence with Onesimus (dve'ir«/ii|/o, in ver. 12) to

induce him to return to Colossae, :md place himself

again at the disposal of his master. Whether

Onesimus assented merely to the proposal of the

Apostle, or had a desire at the s;ime time to revisit

his former home, tlie epistle does not enable us to

determine. On his departure, Paul put into his

hand this letter as evidence that Onesimus was a

true and appioved disciple of Christ, and entitlei'

as such to be received not as a servant, but above

a servant, as a brother in the faith, as the repre-

sentative and equal in that respect of the Apostle

himself, and worthy of the same consideration and

love. It is instructive to observe how entirely

Paul identifies himself with Onesimus, and pleads

his (;ause as if it were his own. He nitercedes for

him as his own child, promises i-epaitition if he hiid

done any wrong, demands tor him not only a re-

mission of all penalties, but the reception of sym-

pathy, affection. Christian brotherhood ; and while

he solicits these favours for another, <»nsents to

receive them with the same gratitude and sense of

oliligatiou :is if they were bestowed on himself
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Such was the piii-pose and such the argument of

the Epistle.

The result of the appeal cannot be doubted. It

may be assumed from the character of Philemon

that the Apostle's intercession ibr Onesimus was
not unavailing. There can be no doubt that,

agreeably to the express instructions of the letter,

the past was forgiven ; the master and the servant

were reconciled to each other ; and, if the liberty

which Onesimus had asserted in a spirit of inde-

pendence was not conceded as a boon or right, it

was enjoyed at all events imder a form of servitude

which henceforth was such in name only. So much
must be regarded as certain ; or it follows that the

Apostle was mistaken in his opinion of Philemon's

character, and his eflbrts for the welfare of Onesi-

mus were frustrated. Chrysostom declares, in his

impassioned style, that Philemon must have been

less than a man, must have been alike destitute of

sensibility and reason (iroios \idos, tvoiov Bripiov),

not to be moved by the arguments and spirit of

such a letter to fulfil every wish and intimation

of the Apostle. Surely no fitting response to his

pleadings for Onesimus could involve less than a

cessation of everything oppressive and harsh in his

civil condition, as far as it depended on Philemon to

mitigate or neutralise the evils of a legalised system

of bondage, as well as a cessation of everything

violative of his rights as a Christian. How much
further than this an impartial explanation of the

epistle obliges us or authorises us to go, has not

yet been settled by any very general consent of

interpreters. Many of the best critics construe

certain e.xpressions (rh dyaOhv in ver. 14, and virep

tt \iyai in ver. 21) as conveying a distinct ex-

pectation on the part of Paul that Philemon would
liberate Onesimus. Nearly all agree that he could

hardly have failed to confer on him that favour,

even if it was not requested in so many words,
after such an appeal to his sentiments of humanity
and justice. Thus it was, as Dr. Wordsworth
remarks {St. Paul's Epistles, p. 328), " by Chris-

tianising the master tliat the Gospel enfianchised

the slave. It did not legislate about mere names
and forms, but it went to the root of the evil, it

spoke to the heart of man. When the heart of the

master was filled with divine grace and was wai-med

with the love of Christ, the rest would soon follow.

The lips would speak kind words, the hands would
do libeial things. Every Onesimus would be treated

by every Philemon as a beloved brother in Christ."

The Epistle to Philemon has one peculiar feature

—

its aesthetical character it may be termed—which
distinguishes it from all the other epistles, and
demands a special notice at our hands. It has been

admired deservedly as a model of delicacy and skill

in the department of composition to which it belongs.

The wiiter had peculiar difficulties to overcome.

He was the common friend of the parties at variance.

He must conciliate a man who supposed that he

had good reason to be oti'ended. He must commend
the offender, and yet neither deny nor aggravate

the imputed fault. He must a-ssert the new ideas

of Christian equality in the face of a system which
hardly recognised the humanity of the enslaved.

He could have placed the question on the ground

of his own pereonal rights, and yet must waive

them in order to secure an act of s|)ontaneous kind-

ness. His success must be a triumph of love, p.nd

nothing be demanded for the s;ike of the ju.stice

which could have claimed everything. He limits

his request to a forgiveness of the alleged wrong.
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and a restoration to favour and the enjoyment oi

future sympathy and affection, and yet would so

guard his words as to leave scope for all th£ gene-
rosity which benevolence might prompt towards
one whose condition admitted of so much allevia-

tion. These are contrarieties not ewsy to har-

monise ; but Paul, it is confessed, has shown a
degree of self-denial and a tact in dealing with
them, which in being equal to the occasion could
hardly be greater.

There is a letter extant of the younger Pliny
(Fpist. ix. 21) which he wrote to a friend whose
servant had deserted him, in which he intercedes

for the fugitive, who was anxious to return to his

master, but dreaded the effects of his anger. Thus
the occasion of the conespondence was similar to

that between the Apostle and Philemon. It has
occurred to scholars to compare this celebrated

letter with that of Paul in behalf of Onesimus
;

and as the result they hesitate not to say, that not

only in the spirit of Christian love, of which Pliny

was ignorant, but in dignity of thought, argument,
pathos, beauty of style, eloquence, the communica-
tion of the Apostle is vastly superior to that of the

polished Roman writer.

Among the later Commentaries on this Epistle

may be mentioned those of Rothe {Interpretatio

Historico-Exegetica, Bremae, 1844), Hagenbach
(one of his early efforts, Basel, 1829), Zhoch (Ziirich,

1846, e.\cellent), Meyer, De Wette, Evvald (brief

notes with a translation, Goltingen, 1857), Alford,

Wordsworth, Ellicott, and the Bible Union (U. S. A.
1860). The celebrated Lavater preached thirty-nine

sermons on the contents of this brief composition,

and published them in two volumes. [H. B. H.]

PHILE'TUS (*rA.r)TOj : Philetus) was possibly

a disciple of Hymenaeus, with whom he is associated

in 2 Tim. ii. 17, and who is named without him in

an earlier Epistle ( 1 Tim. i. 20). Waterland {Im-
portance of the Boctrine of the Holy Trinity, ch.

iv.. Works, iii. 459) condenses in a few lines the

substance of many dissertations which have been

written concerning their opinions, and the sentence

which was inflicted upon at least one of them.
" They appear to have been persons who believea

the Scriptures of the 0. T., but misinterpreted

them, allegorizing away the doctrine of the Resur-

rection, and resolving it all into figure and metaphor.
The delivering over unto Satan seems to have been
a form of excommunication declaring the person
reduced to the state of a heathen; and in the

Apostolieil age it was accompanied with super-

natural or miraculous effects upon the bodies of the

persons so delivered." Walchius is of opinion that
they were of Jewish origin ; Hammond connects

them with the Gnostics ; Vitringa (with less pro-

bability) with the Sadducees. They understood
resurrection to signify the knowledge and profession

of the Christian religion, or regeneration and con-

vei-sion, according to J. G. Walchius, whose lengthy
dissertation, De Hymenaeo et Phileto, in his Mis-
cellanea Sacra, 1744, pp. 81-121, seems to exhaust

the subject. Amongst writers who preceded him
may be named Vitnnga, Ohserv. Sucr. iv. 9, pp.
922-930

; Burfdaeus, Ecclesia Apostolica, v. ]ip.

297-305. See also, on the heresy, Burton, Bampton
Lectures, and Dean Ellicott's notes on the Pastoral

Epistles; and Potter on Church Oovernmeni, ch. v.,

with reference to the sentence. The names of Phi-

letus and Hymenaeus occur sepaiately among tliose

of Caesar's household whose relics have been found

in the Columbaria at Rome. [W. T. B.]

3 H
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PHILIP (*iAi7r7roj : r/iilippus). 1. The father

of Alexander the Great (1 Mace. i. 1 ; vi. 2), king of

Macedonia, B.C. 35y-3H6.

2. A Phrygian, left by Antiochus Epiph. as

governor at Jerusiilem (c. B.C. 170), where he be-

haved with great cruelty (2 Mace. v. 22), burning

the fugitive Jews in caves (2 Mace. vi. 11), and

taking the earliest me<u>ures to check the growing

power of Judas Mace. (2 Mace. viii. 8). He is

commonly identified with,

3. The fo.ster-brother {ffvuTpoipos, 2 Mace. is.

29) of Antiochus Kpiph., whom the king upon his

death-bed appointed regent of Syria and guaidian of

his son Antiochus V., lo the exclusion of Lysias

(B.C. 164, I Mace. vi. 14, 1.5; 55). He returned

with the royal forces fi-om Persia (1 Mace. vi. 56)

to assume the government, and occupied Antioeh.

But Lysias, who was at the time besieging " the

Sanctuaiy" at Jerus;ilem, hastily made terms with

Judas, and marched against him. Lysias stoimed

Antioeh, and, according to Jcsephus (Ant. xri. 9,

§7), put Philip to death. In 2 Mace. Philip is

said to have fled to Ptol. Philometor on the death

of Antiochus (2 Mace. ix. 29), though the book

contains traces of the other account (xiii. 23). The
attempts to reconcile the narratives (Winer, s. v.)

have no probability.

4. Philip v., king of Macedonia, B.C. 220-179.

His wide and successful endeavours to strengthen

and enlarge the Macedonian dominion brought him
into conflict with the Romans, when they were en-

gaged in the critiad war with Carthage. Desultory

warfare follnwed by hollow peace lasted till the vic-

tory of Zama left the llomans fiee for more vigorous

measures. Meanwhile I'hilip had consolidated his
|

power, though he had degenerated mto an unscru-
!

pulous tyrant. The first campaigns of the Romans
I

on the declaration ofwar (B.C. 200) were not attended
j

by any decisive result, but the arrival of Flamininus
j

(B.C. 198) changed the aspect of afiairs. Philip

was driven from his commanding position, and

made unsuccessful overtures for peace. In the next

year he lost the fatal battle of C'ynoscephalae, and
was obliged to accede to the terms dictated by his

conqueroi-s. The remainder of his life was spent in

vain endeavoui-s to regain something of his former
|

power ; and was embittered by cruelty and remorse.

In 1 JL-icc^ viii. 5, the defeat of Philip is coupled

with that of Perseus as one of the noblest triumphs
of the Romans. [B. V. W.]

riiillp V. of Maccdon.

Pidrachm of Philip v. (Attic talent). Obv. : llcnil c.f kinft r bound
with flllfL Kcv. : BASI.VKfiS •I'l.VUlIlOY ; olah of
llcrcuh'S: kll wiUlin nrcatli.

PHILIP THE APOSTLE (*.'A„r7roj: F/n-
lijypus). The Go.spels contain comparatively scanty
notices of this disciple. He is mentioned as beiiu'

• Greswell's suggestion {Disfert. on Harmmy, xxxii.)

that the Apostle was an inhabitant (aT7b) of BethsaiUa,

but a native («) of Capemaum. is to be noticed, but
hardly to be received.
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of Betlisaida, the city of Andrew and Peter* (John
i. 44), and apparently was among the Galilaemi

peasants of that district who flocked to hear the

preaching of the Baptist. The manner in which
St. John speaks of him, the repetition by him of

the selfsame words with which Andrew had brought

to Peter the good news that the Christ had at l;ist

appeared, all indicate a previous friendship with

the sons of Jonah and of Zebedee, and a consequent

participation in their Messianic hopes. The close

union of the two in John vi. and xii. suggests that

he may have owed to Andrew the fii-st ti<lings

that the hope had been fulfilled. The statement

that Jesus found him (John i. 43) implies a pre-

vious seeking. To him first in the whole circle

of the disciples'*' were -spoken the words so full of

meaning, " PoUow me" (Ibid.). As soon as he has

leaint to know his Master, he is eager to communi-
cate his discovery to another who had also shared

tlie same expectations. He speaks to Nathanael,

probably on his arrival in Cana (comp. John xxi. 2,

Kwald, Gesch. v. p. 251), as though they had not

seldom communed together, of the intimations of

a better time, of a divine kingdom, which they

found in their sacred books. We may well believe

that he, like his friend, was an " Israelite indeed in

whom there was no guile." In the lists of the

twelve Apostles, in the Synoptic Gospels, his name
is as uniformly at the head of the second group of

four, as the name of Peter is at that of the first

(Matt. X. 3 ; Mark iii. 18; Luke vi. 14) ; and the

facts recorded by St. John give the reason of this

priority. In those lists again we find his name
imifbrmly coupled with that of Bartholomew, and

this has led to the hypothesis that the latter is

identical with the Nathanael of John i. 45, the one

being the pereonal name, the other, like Barjonah

or Bartimaeus, a patronymic. Donaldson {Jashar,

p. 9) looks on the two as brothers, but the precise

mention of " rov ISiov &Se\((>ov in v. 41, and its

omission here, is, nsAlford remarks (on Matt. x. 3),
against this hypothesis.

Philip apparently was among tlie first company
of disciples who were with the Lord at the com-
mencement of His ministry, at the marriage of

Cana, on His fii'st appearance as a prophet in

Jerusalem (Johu ii.). When John was cast into

prison, and the work of declaring the glad tidings

of the kingdom required a new company of

preachei's, we maj' believe that he, like his com-

panions and friends, received a new call to a more
constant disciple.ship (Matt. iv. 18-22). When
the Twelve were specially set apart for tlieir oflice,

he was numbered among them. The first three

Gospels tell us nothing more of him individually.

St. John, with his characteristic fullness of personal

reminiscences, records a few significant utterances.

The earnest, simple-hearted faith which showed
itself in his fii-st conversion, required, it would
seem, an etlucation ; one stage of this may be traced,

according to Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iii. 25),

in the history of Matt. viii. 21. He assumes, as a

recognized fact, that Philip was the disciple who
urged the plea, " Sufl'er me firet to go and bury my
father," and who was reminded of a higher duty,

perhaps also of the command previously given, by

1 he command, " Let the de;\d bury their dead ; follow

•> It has been assumed, on the authority of patristic

tradition {in/r.), that his call to the apostleship Involved

the abandonment, for a time, of his wife and daughter.
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thou me." When the Galilaeaii crowds had halted

on thfcir way to Jerusalem to hear the preaching of

Jesus (John vi. 5-9), and were foint with luinger,

it w;us to Philip that the question was put, " Whence

sliall we buy bread that these may eat? " "And
this he said," St. John adds, " to prove him, for

He himself knew wliat He would do." The answer,

" Two liundied pennyworth of bread is not sufficient

for them that every one may take a little," shows

how little lie was prepared tor the work of divine

powe)- that followed. < It is notice;\ble tiiat here, as

in John i., he appears hi close connexion with

Andrew.
Another incident is brought before us in Johnxii.

20-22. Among the pilgrims who had come to keep

tlie passover at Jerusalem were some Gentile prose-

lytes (Hellenes) who had heard of Jesus, and desired

to see Him. The (Jreek name of Philip may have

attracted thoiTi. The zealous love which he had

siiowu in the case of Nathanael may have made
liim prompt to ofier himself as their guide. But it

is characteristic of him that he does not take them

at once to the presence of his Master. " Philip

Cometh and telleth Andrew, and again Andrew and

I'iiilip tell Jesus." The friend and fellow-townsman

to whom probably he owed his own introduction to

Jesus of Nazareth is to introduce these strangers also.**

There is a connexion not ditHcult to be traced

between this fact and that which follows on the last

recurrence of Philip's name in the history of the

Gospels. The desire to see Jesus gave occasion to

the utterance of words in which the Lord spoke

moi-e distinctly than ever of the presence of His

Father with Him, to the voice from heaven which

manifested the Father's will (John xii. 28). The
words appear to have sunk into the heart of at

least one of the discijjles, and he brooded over

them. The strong cravings of a passionate but

unenlightened faith led him to feel that one thing

was yet wanting. They heard their Lord speak of

His F'ather and of their Father. He was going to

His Father's house. They were to follow Him
tliere. But why should they not have even now a

vision of the Divine glory? It was part of the

child-like simplicity of his nature that no reserve

should hinder the expi-ession of the craving," Lord,

shew us the Father, and it sufficeth us" ( John xiv. 8).

.\nd the answer to that desire belonged also specially

to him. He had all along been eager to lend others

to see Jesus. He had been with Him, looking on

Him from the very commencement of His ministry,

iind yet he had not known Him. He had thought

of the glory of the Father as consisting in some-

thing else than the Truth, Righteousness, Love that

he had witnessed in the .Son. " Have I been so

long time with you, and yet hast thou not known
me, Philip? He that hath seen me hath seen the

Father. How sayest thim, Shew us the Father ?
"

No other fact connected with the name of Philip is

recoi-dcd in the Gospels. The close relation in

which we have seen him .standing to the sons of

Zebedee and Nathanael might lead us to think of

him as one of the two unnamed discij)les in the list

of Hshei'men on the Sea of Tiberias who meet us in

John xxi. He is among the company of disciples

at Jerusalem after the Ascension (Acts i. 13), and

on the day of Pentecost.
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« Bengel draws from this narrative the inference that

it was part of Philip's wurk to provide for tlie daily

sustenance of the company of the Twelve.
• The national pride of some .Spanish theologiaus has

led them to claim these inquirers as their couiilrymeu.

After this all is uncertain and apocryphal. He
is mentioned by Clement of Alexandria as having
had a wife and ciiildren, and as having sanctioned

the man-iage of his daughters instead of binding
them to vows of chastity {Utrotn. in. 52 ; Euseb.
//. E. iii. 30), and is included in the list of tliose who
had borne witness of Christ in their lives, but had
not died what was commonly looked on as a martyr's
death {Strom, iv. 73). Polycrates (Euseb. //. E.
iii. 31), bishop of Ephesus, speaks of him as having
fallen asleep in the Phrygian Hierapolis, as having
had two daughters who had grown old unmarried,
and a third, with special gifts of inspiration {4y
'Ayltji UvevfjLari iroKirtvaafjitt/ri), who had died at

Ephesus. Theie seems, however, in this mention
of the daughters of Philip, to be some confusion

between the Apostle and the Evangelist. Eusebius

in the same chapter quotes a pas.sage from Caius,

in which the four daughters of Philip, prophetesses,

are mentioned as living with their father at Hiera-

polis and as buried there with him, and himself

connects this tact with Acts xxi. 8, as though they re-

ferred to one and the same person. Polycrates in like

m;mner refers to him in the E;vster Controversy, as

an authority for the Quartodecimnn practice (Euseb.

//. E. V. 24-). It is noticeable that even Augustine
(Serin. 2G6) speaks with some uncertainty as to the

distinctness of the two Philips. The apocryphal
' Acta Philippi ' are utterly wild and fantastic, and
if there is any gi-ain of truth in them, it is probably

the bare fact that the Apostle or the Evangelist

laboured in Phrygia, and died at Hieropolis. He
arrives in that city with his sister Mariamne and
his friend Bartholomew.* The wife of the pro-

consul is converted. The people are drawn away
from the worship of a great serpent. The priests and
the proconsul seize on the Apostles and put them to

the tortm'e. St. John suddenly appears with woids
ofcounsel and encouragement. Philip, in spite of the

warning of the Apostle of Love reminding him that

he should return good for evil, curses the city, and
the earth opens and swallows it up. Then his

Lord appears and reproves him for his vindictive

anger, and those who had descended to the abyss

are raised out of it again. The tortures which
Philip had suflered end in his death, but, as a punish-

ment for his offence, he is to remain for forty days
excluded from Paiadise. After his death a vine

springs up on the spot where his blood had fallen,

and the juice of the grapes is used for the Eucha-
ristic cup (Tischendorf, Acta Apocrypha, p. 75-

94-). The book which contains this nariative is

apparently only the last chapter of a larger history,

and it fixes the journey and the death as after the

eighth year of Trajan. It is uncertain whether the

other apociy])hal fragment professing to give an

account of his labours in Greece is part of the same
work, but it is at least equally legendaiy. He
arrives in Athens clothed like the otlier Apostles,

as Christ had commanded, in an outer cloak and a

linen tunic. Three hundred philosophers dispute

with him. They find themselves bafHe<l, and send for

assistance to Ananias the high-priest at Jerusalem.

He puts on his pontifical robes, and goes to Athens

at the head of five hundred warrioi-s. They attempt

to seize on the Apostle, and are all smitten with

blindness. The heavens open ; the form of the Son

and so to explain the reverence which places the patron

saint of so many of their kings on a level with Sant Ingo

an the patron Siiinfof the people (Ada Satictorum, May 1).

" The union of the two names is significant, and poiutii

to the Apostle.

3 H 2
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of Man appears, and all the idols of Atheus tiill to

the ground ; and so on through a succession of mar-
vels, ending with his remaining two yeare in the

city, establishino; a Church there, and then going

to preach the Gospel in Parthia (Tischendorf, Acta
Apocr. p. 95-104). Another tradition represents

Scythia as the scene of his labours (Abdias, Hist.

Apost. in Kabricius, Cod. Apoc. N. T. i. 739), and

throws the guilt of his de;ith upon the Ebionites

(Acta Sancfortim, May 1). [E. H. P.]

PHILIP THE EVANGELIST. The first

mention of this name occurs in the account of the

. dispute between the Hebrew and Hellenistic disciples

in Acts vi. He is one of the Seven appointed to

superintend the daily distribution of food and alms,

and so to remove all suspicion of partiality. The
fact that all the seven names are Greek, makes it at

least very probable that they were chosen as be-

longing to the Hellenistic section of the Church,
representatives of the class which had appeared

before the Apostles in the attitude of complaint.

The name of Philip stands ne.xt to that of Stephen
;

and this, together with the fact, that these are the

only two names (unless Nicolas be an exception
;

comp. Nicolas) of which we hear again, tends to

the conclusion that he was among the most pro-

minent of those so chosen. He was, at anv rate,

well reported of as " full of the Holy Ghost, and
wisdom," and had so won the aftei^tions of the great

body of believers as to be among the objects of their

free election, possibly (assuming the votes of the

congi-egation to have been taken for the diflerent

candidates) gaining all but the highest number of

sufirages. Whether the office to which he was
thus appointed gave him the position and the title

of a Deacon of the Church, or was special and ex-

traordinary in its character, must remain uncertain

(comp. Deacon).
The after-history of Philip warrants the belief,

in any case, that his office was not simply that of

the later Diaconate. It is no great presumption to

think of him as contributing hardly less than Ste-

phen to tiie gi-eat increase of disciples which fol-

lowed on this fresh organisation, as sharing in that
wider, more expansive teaching which shows itself

for the first time in the oration of the proto-martyr,
and in which he was the forerunner of St. Paul.
We should expect the man who had been his oom-
pinion and fellow-worker to go on with the work
which he left unfinished, and to break through the
Carriers of a simply national Judaism. And so

iccordingly we find him in the ne.\t stage of his

history. The persecution of which Saul was the
leader must have stopped the " daily ministrations

"

of the Church. The teachers who had been most
prominent were compelled to take to flight, and
Philip was among them. The cessation of one form
of activity, however, only threw him forwai-d into
another. It is noticeable that the city of Samaria
is the fii-st scene of his activity (Acts viii.). He is

the precursor of St. Paul in his work, as Stephen
had been in his teaching. It falls to his lot, rather
than to that of an .Apostle, to take that fir>t step in

the victoiy over Jewish prejudice and the exp.iiision

of th3 Church, according to its Lord's command.
As a preparation for that work there may have
l<^en the Messianic hopes which were cherisheil by
the Samaritans no less than by the Jews (John
iv. 25), the recollection of the two dnys which had

* The verse which inserts the requirement of a con-
ression of faith as the condilion of baptism appears to
have been the work of a transcriber anxious to bring the
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witnessed the presence there of Christ iuid His dis-

ciples (John iv. 40), even perhaps the craving

for spiritual powere which had been roused by the

strange influence of Simon the Sorcerer. The scene

which brings the two into contact with each otlier,

in which the magician has to acknowledge a power
over nature greater than his own, is interesting,

rather as belonging to the life of the heresiarch

than to that of the Evangelist. [SiMON MAGt;s.]

It suggests the inquiry whether we can trace th)-ough

the distortions and pervei'sions of the " hero of the

romance of heresy," the influence of that phase of

Christian truth which was likely to be presented

by the preaching of the Hellenistic Evangelist.

This step is followed by another. He is directed

by an angel of the Lord to take the road that led

down from Jerusalem to Gaza on the way to Egypt.

(For the topographical questions connected with

this history, see (iAZA.) A chariot passes by in

which there is a man of another race, whose com-
plexion or whose dress showed him to be a native

of Ethiopia. From the time of Psammetichus
[comp. JIanasseh] there had been a large body

of Jews settled in that region, and the eunuch or

chamberlain at the court of Candace might easily

have come across them and their sacred books,

might have embraced their faith, and become by
circumcision a proselyte of righteousness. He had

been on a pilgiimage to Jerusalem. He may have

heard there of the new sect. The history that fol-

lows is interesting as one of the few records in the

N. T. of the process of individual conversion, and

one which we may believe St. Luke obtiiined, during

his residence at Caesarea, from the Evangelist him-

self The devout proselyte reciting the prophecy

which he does not undeistand—the Evangelist-

preacher running at full speed till he overtakes the

chariot—the abrupt question—the simple-hearted

answer—the unfolding, from the starting-point of

the prophecy, of the glad tidings of Jesus—the

craving for the means of admission to the blessing

of fellowship with the new society— the simple

baptism in the first stream or spring"—the in-

stantaneous, abrupt departure of the missionary-

preather, as of one caiTied away by a Divine

impulse— these help us to represent to ourselves

much of the life and work of that remote past.

On the hypothesis which has just been suggested,

we may think of it as being the incident to which

the mind of Philip himself recuired with most
satisfaction.

A brief sentence tells us that he continued his

work as a preacher at Azotus (Ashdod) and among
the other cities that had formerly belonged to the

Philistines, and, following the coast-line, came to

Caesarea. Here for a long period, not less than

eighteen or nineteen years, we lose sight of him.

He may have been there when the new convert

Saul passed through on his way to Tai-sus (Acta

ix. 30). He may have contiibuted by his labours

to the eager desire to be guided further into the

Truth which led to the conversion of Cornelius.

We c;\n hardly think of him as giving up all at

once the missionary habits of his life. Caes-oi-ea,

however, appeals to have been the centre of his

activity. The last glimpse of him in the N. T. is

in the account of St. Paul's jouiney to Jerusalem.

It is to his house, as to one well known to them,

that St. Paul and his companions turn for shelter.

iianative Into harmony with ecclesiasticiil

Alford, .Meyer, Tischendorf, in loc.)

(Comp.
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He IS still known as " one of the Seven." His work

has gained for him the yet higher title of Evangelist

(comp. Evangelist). He has four daughtei-s,

who possess the gift of prophetic utterance, and

who apparently give themselves to the work of

teaching instead of enteiing on the life of home
(Acts x.xi. 8, 9). He is visited by the prophets ;md

elders of Jerusalem. At such a place as Cae.'^irea

the work of such a man must have helped to bridge

over the ever-widening gap which threatened to

separate the Jewish and the Gentile Churches.

One who had preached Christ to the hated Sama-
ritan, the swarthy African, the despised Philistine,

the men of all nations who passed through the sea-

port of Palestine, might well welcome the arrival

of the Apostle of the Gentiles (comp. J. P. Lange,

in Herzog's Real-encyclopM. s. v. " Philippus").

The traditions in which the Evangelist and the

Apostle who bore the same name are more or less

confounded have been given under Philip the
Apostle. According to another, relating more dis-

tinctly to him, he died Bisliop of Tralles {Acta Sanct.

June 6). The house in which he and his daughters

had lived was pointed out to travellers in the time

of Jerome {Epit. Paulne, §8). (Comp. Ewald,

Geschic)de,v\. 17.5, 208-214; Baumgarten, Apostcl-

Gcschichte, §15, 16.) [E. H. P.]

PHILIP HEROD L, n. [Herod ; vol. i.

p. 79-t.]

PHILIP'PI (*/\tTr7roj : Philippi). A city of

Macedonia, about nine miles fiom the sea, to the

N. W. of the island of Thasos, which is twelve miles

distant from its port Iveaj)olis, the modern Kavnlla.

1 1 is situated in a plain between the ranges of Pangaeus

and Haemus. St. Paul, when, on his Hrst visit to Ma-
cedonia in company with Silas, he embarked at Ti'oas,

made a stiaight run to Saniothrace, and fiom thence

to Neapolis, w hich he reached on the second day (Acts

xvi. 11). This was built on a rocky promontory,

on the western side of which is a roadstead, furnish-

ing a safe refuge from the Ete:!iau winds. The town
is cut off from the interior by a steep line of hills,

anciently called Symbolum, connected towards the

K.E. with the western e.\tiemity of Haemus, and
towards the S.W., less continuously, with the eastern

extremity of Pangaeus. A steep ti-ack, following

the course of an ancient paved road, leads over Sym-
bolum to Philippi, the solitaiy pass being about

1600 feet above the sea-level. At this point the

traveller arrives in little more than half an hour's

riding, and almost immediately begins to descend

by a yet steeper path into the plain. From a )X)int

near the watershed, a simultaneous view is obtained

both of Kavalla and of the ruins oi Philippi.

Between Pangaeus and the nearest pait of .Sym-

bolum the plain is veiy low, and there are large

accumulations of water. Between the foot of Sym-
bolum and the site of Philippi, two Turkish ceme-

teries are passed, the giavestones of which are all

derived from the ruins of the ancient city, and in

the immediate neighbourhood of the one first reached

is the modern Turkish village Berehetli. This is

the nearest village to the ancient ruins, which are

not at the present time inhabited at all. Near the

second cemetery are some ruins on a slight emi-

nence, and also a khan, kept by a Greek family.

Here is a laige monumental block of marble, 1 2 feet

high and 7 feet square, apparently the pedestal of a

statue, as on the top a hole exists, which was ob-

viously intended for its reception. This hole is

pointed out by local tradition as the crib out of
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which Alexander's horse, Bucephalus, was accus-

tomed to eat his oats. On two sides of the block is

a mutilated Latin inscription, in which the names
of Gains Vibius and Cornelius Quartus may be deci-

phered. A stream employed in turning a mill bursts

out from a sedgy pool in the neighbourhood, and
probably finds its way to the maishy giound men-
tioned as e.xisting in the S.W. portion of the plain.

After about twenty minutes' ride fiom the khan,
over ground thickly strewed with fiagmcnts of

marble columns, and slabs that have been empioved
in building, a river-bed 66 feet wide is ooss'cd,

through which the stream rushes with gi-eat force,

and immediately on the other side the walls of the
ancient Philippi may be traced. Their diiection is

adjusted to the course of the stream ; and at only

350 feet from its margin there appears a gap in their

circuit indiaiting the former existence of a gate.

This is, no doubt, the gate out of which the A])ostle

and his companion passed to the " prayer meeting
"

on the banks ofa river, where they made the acquaint-

ance of Lydia, the Thyatiran seller of purple. The
locality, just outside the walls, and with a plentiful

supply of water for their animals, is exactly the one
which would be appropriated as a market for itine-

rant traders, " quorum cophinus foenimique su-

pelle.x," as will appear from the parallel case of

the Egerian fountain near Rome, of whose desecra-

tion Juvenal complains {Sat. iii. 13). Lydia had
an establishment in Philippi for the leception of the

dyed goods which were imported from Thyatira
and the neighbouring towns of Asia ; and were dis-

persed by means of pack-animals among the moun-
tain clans of the Haemus and Pangaeus, the agents
being doubtless in many instances her own co-reli-

gionists. High up in Haemus lay the tribe of the

Satrae, where was the oracle of Dionysus,—not

the rustic deity of the Attic vinediessers, but the

prophet-god of the Thraciaus (6 Qprj^l /xiivTis,

Eurip. Ilecub. 1267). The " damsJl with the

spirit of divination " (ttoiSiV/cij exoucra irviv/xa

TTvOccva) may probably be regarded as one of the
hierodules of "this establishment, hired by Philippian

citizens, and frequenting the country-market to

practise hei- art upon the villagers who brought
produce for the consumption of the town. The
Merce character of the mountaineers would rendei-

it imprudent to admit them within the walls of the
city

;
just as in some of the towns of North Africa,

the Kabyles are not allowed to enter, but have a

market allotted to them outside the walls for the
.sale of the produce they bring. Over such an
assemblage only a summary jurisdiction can be ex-

ei-cised ; and hence the proprietors of the slave,

when they considered themselves injured, and hur-
ried Paul and Silas mto the town, to the agora,—
the civic market where the magistrates {&pxovres)
sat,—were at once turned over to the militaiy au-
thorities {arpaTTjyol), and these, naturally assum-
ing that a stranger frequenting the e.\tra-mui-al

market must be a Thracian mountaineer or an
itinerant trader, proceeded to inflict ujwn the osten-

sible cause of a riot (the merits of which they would
not attempt to understand"), the usual tre;»tment in

such cases. The idea of the Apostle )K)s!;essing the

lioman franchise, and consequently an e.\emption

from coiporal outrage, never occui red to the rough
-soldier who oi-dereil him to be scourge-i ; and the

whole transaction seems to have pas.seil so rapidly

that he had no time to pjeaii his citizenship, of

which the military authoi ities first hejird the next

day. But the illegal treatment lv$pis) obviously
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made a deep impression on the mind of its victim,

as is evident, not only from his refusal to take his

discharge fiom prison the next morning (Acts xvi.

37), but from a passage in the lipistle to the

Church at TheSNilonica (1 Thess. ii. 2), in which

he leminds them of the circumstances under which

he tir;;t preached the Gospel to them iTrpoiradSfTes

Kot v$piffd4vrfs, Ka0&>s oXSare, eV ^iKlirnots).

And subsequently at Jerusalem, under parallel cir-

cumstances of tumult, he warns the officer (to the

great sui-prise of the latter) of his privilege (Acts

xxii. 25).

The Philippi which St. Paul visited, the site of

which has been described above, was a Roman colony

founded by Augustus, and the remains which strew

the ground are no doubt derived from that city.

The establishment of I'hilip of Macedonia was pro-

bably not exactly on the same site ; for it is described

by Appian as being on a hill, and it may perhaps

be looked for upon the elevation near the second

cemetery. Philip is said to have occupied it and

fortihed the position byway of a defence against the

neighbouring Thraciaus, so that the nucleus of his

town, at any rate, would have been of the natuie

of an acropolis. Nothing would be more natural

than that the Koman town should have been built

in the immediate neighbourhood of the existing

Greek one, on a site more suitable for aichitectuial

display.

Philip, when he acquired possession of the site,

found there a town named Batus or Datum, which
was in all probability in its origin a flictory of the

Phoenicians, who were the first that worked the

gold-mines in the mountains here, as in the ueigh-

boiirmg Tliasos. Appiau says that those were in a

hill (\6<l>os) not far from Philippi, that the hill

was sacred to Dionysus, and that the mines went
by the name of " the sanctuary " {to, &av\a). But
he shows himself quite ignorant of the locality, to

the extent of believing the plain of Philippi to lie

open to the river Strymon, whereas the massive wall

of Paugaeus is really interposed between them. In

all probability the "hill of Dionysus" and the
" sanctuary " are the temple of Dionysus high up
the mountains among the Satrae, who preserved

their indepemlerice against all invaders down to the

time of Herodotus at least. It is more likely that

the gold-mines coveted by Philip were the same as

those at Satpte Hij/e, which was certainly iu this

immediate neighbourhood. Before the great expe-

dition of Xer.^es, the Thasians had a number of
settlements on the main, and this among the number,
which produced them 80 talents a ye;u- as rent to

the state. In the year 4G.5 n.c, they ceded their

possessions on the continent to the Athenians ; but
the colonists, 10,000 iu number, who had settled on
the Strymon and pushed their encroachments east-

ward as far as this point, were crushed by a simul-
taneous eflfort of the Thracian tribes (Thucydides,
i. 100, iv. 102; Herodotus, ix. 75; Pausanias, i.

29, 4). From that time until the rise of the Mace-
donian power, the mines seem to have remained in

the hands of native chiefs ; but when the affairs of
Southern Greece became thoroughly embroiled by
the policy of Philip, the Thasians made an attempt
to repossess themselves of this valuable territory,

and sent a colony to the site—then going by the

name of "the Springs" (Kpi7i//5es). Philip, how-
ever, aware of the import^mce of the position,

expelled them and founded I'hilippi, the bust of all

his creations. 'J'he mines at that time, as was not

wonderful under the circumstances, had liccorae
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almost iusigniticant in their produce ; but their new
owner contrived to extract more than 1 000 talents

a year from them, with which he minted th^ gold

coinage called by his name.

The pro.ximity of the gold-mines was of coui-se

the origin of so large a city as Philippi, but the

plain in which it lies is of extraordinaiy fertdity.

The position too was on the main road from Kome
to Asia, the Via Egnatia, which from Thessalonica

to Constantinople followed the same coui'se as the

existing post-road. The usual course was to take

ship at Brundisium and land at Dyrrachium, from

whence a route leil across Epirus to Thessalonica.

Ignatius was carried to Italy by this route, when
sent to r;ome to be cast to wild beasts.

The ruins of Philippi are very extensive, but

present no striking fe;iture exoept two gateways,

which are consideied to belong to the time of Clau-

dius. Traces ofan amphitheatre, theatre, or stadium

—for it does not clearly appear which—are also

visible in the direction of the hills on the N.E, side.

Insci-iptions both in the Latin and Greek languages,

but more generally in the former, are tbund.

St. Paul visited Philippi twice more, once imme-
diately after the disturbances which arose at Ephesus

out of the jealousy of the manufacturers of silver

shrines for Artemis. By this time the hostile rela-

tion in which the Christian doctrine necessarily

stood to all purely ceremonial religions was pci-

fectly manifest ; and wherever its teachere appeai-ed,

popular tumults were to be expected, and the jea-

lousy of the Koman authorities, who dreaded civil

disorder above everything else, to be feared. It

seems not uidikely that the second visit of the

Apostle to Philippi was made specially with the

view of counteracting this particular danger. The

Epistle to the Philippians which was written to

them from Rome, indicates that at that time some

of the Christians there were in the custody of the

military authorities as seditious persons, through

some proceediiiQ;s or other connected with their

faith {ifxiv ixapicrdr^ rh inthp Xpi(nov, ov /jlSvop

rh eU aiirhv incTrfvfiv aWa koI rb virep avTov

Trdtrxe"'" rhv ainhv ay to v a exovTes
olov €Jf5eT€ i V i fjLo] Kol yvv clk o ver e

4u ifj-ol; Phil. i. 29 1. The reports of the pro-

vincial magistrates to Rome would of course describe

St. Paul's first visit to Philippi as the origin of the

troubles there ; and if this were believed, it would

be put together with the charge against him by the

Jews at Jerusalem which induced him to appeal to

Caesar, and with the disturbances at Ephesus and

elsewhere; and the general conclusion at which the

Government would arrive, might not improbably be

that he was a dangerous person and should be got

nd of. This will explain the strong exhortation iu

the fii-st eighteen venues of chapter ii., .and the pe-

culiar way in which it winds up. The Philippian

Christians, who are at the s.ame time suflering for

their profession, are exhorted in the most eainest

manner, not to lirmness (as one might have ex-

pected), but to moderation, to abstinence from all

provocation and ostentation of their own sentiments

(/liTjSej' KOTO fptdeiav fxriSt KfvoSo^iav, ver. 3)

to humility, and consideration for the interests of

others. They are to achieve their salvation with

fear and tiembling, and without quarreling and dis-

puting, in order to escape all blame—from such

charges, that is, as the Itoman colonists would bring

against them. If with all this prudence and tem-

peitince in the profession of their faith, their faith

is still made a penal offence, the Apostle is well
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content to take the consequences,—to precede tliem

in mai'tyrJom for it,—to be the libation poured out

upon them the victims («« koI cyiriv^o^iat im t^
dvffla Kol KeiTOvpyla rrjs irlffrtus vfiSiv, x""'/""

Ka\ <Tvyxaipa> iraffiv vfJ-lv, ver. 17). Of course the

Jewish formalists in Philippi were the parties most

likely to misrepresent the conduct of the new con-

verts ; and hence (after a digression on the subject

of Epapliroditus) the Apostle reverts to cautions

against them, such precisely as he had given

before,— consequently by word of mouth. " Beware
of those dogs "— (for they will not be children at

the table, but eat the crumbs underneath)—" those

doers (and bad doers too) of the law— those flesh-

manglers (for circumcised I won't call them, we
being the true circumcision, &c." (iii, 2, 3). Some
of these enemies St. Paul Ibund at Rome, who " told

the story of Christ insincerely " (KaT^iyyetXav ovx
ayvas, i. 17) iu the hope to increase the seveiity

of his impiisonment by exciting the jealousy of the

Court. These he opposes to such as "preached
Christ" (eK-fipv^av) loyally, and consoles himself

with the reflection that, at all events, the story

circulated, whatever the motives of those wko cir-

culated it.

The Christian community at Philippi distin-

guished itself iu liberality. On the Apostle's first

visit he was hospitably entertained by Lydia, and

when he afterwards went to Tliessalonica, where

his reception appears to have been of a very mixed

character, the Philippians sent him supplies more
than once, and were the only Christian community
that did so (Phil. iv. 15). They also contributed

readily to the collection made for the relief of the

poor at Jerusalem, which St. Paul conveyed to

tiiem at his last visit (2 Cor. viii. 1-6). And it

would seem as if they sent further supplies to the

Apostle after his arrival at Rome. The necessity for

these seems to have been urgent, and some delay to

have taken place in collecting the requisite funds

;

so that ICpaphroditus, who rarried them, risked hjs

life in the endeavour to make up for lost time

{fifXP^ OavaTov V\yyiaiv rrapa^ovAevad/xevos Tp

^"XV' '^""^ avair\Tipd>(rr] rb vixiav vcTTeprffia ttjs

trphs fj.e KeiTOvpyias, Phil. ii. ciO). The delay,

however, seems to have somewhat stung the

Apostle at the time, who fancied his beloved flock

had forgotten him (see iv. 10-17)j Epaphroditus

fell ill with fever from his efibrts, and nearly died.

On recovering he beaime home-sick, and wandering

in mind {a.Sr)iJ.ova>v) from the weakness which is

the sequel of fever ; and St. Paul, although intend-

ing soon to send Timothy to the Philippiwi Church,

thought it desirable to let Epaphroditus go without

delay to tliem, who had already heard of his sickness,

and cany with him the letter which is included in the

Canon—one which was written after the Apostle's

impiisonment at Rome had la.sted a considerable

time. Some domestic troubles connected with re-

ligion had already broken out in the community.

Euodia (the name of a female, not Euodias, as in

A. V. : see EconiAS) and Syntyche, perhaps dea-

conesses, are exhorted to agree with one another in

the matter of their common faith ; and St. Paul

eutre^its some one, whom he calls " true yoke-

fellow," to "help" these women, that i.s, in the

work of their reconciliation, since they hati done

good service to the Apostle in his trials at Philippi.

• TertuUian refers to it in ihe same way, Oe I'mescrip-

tione, xxxvl., nuniing Philippi as one of those Atwstolic

churches •' in which at this day Qa.u. aoo] the very seats
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Possibly a claim on the part of these fomales to

superior insight in spii-itual matters may have caused

some irritation; for the Apostle immediately goes

on to remind his readers, that the peace of God is

something superior to the highest intelligence (wrep-

exovcra iravTa vovv).

When St. Paul passed through Philippi a third

time he dues not appear to have made any consider-

able stay there (Acts x.\. 6). lie and his companion
are somewhat loosely spoken of as saihng from Phi-

lippi ; but this is because in the common apprehen-

sion of tiavellers the city and its port were regarded

as one. Whoever embarked at the Piraeus might in

the same way be said to set out on a voyage fioni

Athens. On this occasion the voyage to Troas took

the Apostle Hve days, the vessel being probably

obliged to coast in order to avoid the contrary wind,

until coming oil' the headland of Sarpedon, whence
she would be able to stand across to Troas with an

E. or E.N.E. breeze, which at that time of year (after

Easter) might be looked for. (Strab. Fragment,

lib. vii.; Thucyd. i. 100, iv. 102; Herod, ix. 75
;

Diod. Sic. xvi. 15 seqq. ; Appian. Bell. Civ. iv.

101 seqq. ; Pausan. i. 28, §4; Hackett's Journey

to Philippi iu the Bible Union Quarterly for Au-
gust, 1860.) [J. W. B.]

PHILIPPIANS, EPISTLE TO THE.
1. The canonical authority, Pauline authorship and

integrity of this Epistle were unanimously acknow-
ledged up to the end of the 18th century. Marcion

(a.D. 140) in the earliest known Canon held com-
mon ground with the Church touching the autho-

rity of this Epistle (TertuUian, Adv. Alarcion. iv.

5, V. 20) : it appears in the Muratorian Fragment
(Routh, Reliquiae Sacrae, i. 395) ; among the

"acknowledged" books in Eusebius (//. E. iii.

25) ; in the lists of the Council of Laodicca, A.D.

365, and the Synod of Hippo, 393 ; and in all sub-

sequent lists, as well as in the Peshifo and later

versions. Even contemporaiy evidence may be

claimed for it. Philippian Christians who had con-

tributed to the collections for St. Pauls support at

Rome, who had been eye and ear-witnesses of the

return of Epaphroditus and the first reading of St.

Paul's Epistle, may have been still alive at Philippi

when Polycarp wrote (a.D. 107) his letter to them,
in which (ch. 2, 3) he refers « to St. Paul's Epistle

as a well-known distinction belonging to the Phi-

lippian Church. It is quoted as St. Paul's by
Irenaeus, iv. 18, §4 ; Clem. Alex. Paed'Kj. i., 6,

§52, and elsewhere ; TertuUian, Ado. Mar. v.

20, De Ees. Cam. ch. 23. A quotation from it

(Phil. ii. 6) is found in the Epistle of the Churches
of Lyons and Vienne, A.D. 177 (Eusebius, H. E.
V. 2). The testimonies of later writei-s are innu-

merable. But F. C. Baur (1845), followed by
Schwegler (1846), has argued from the phraseology

of tlie Epistle and other internal marks, that it is

the work not of St. Paul, but of some Gnostic

tbrger in the 2nd century. He has been answered
by Lunemann (1847), Bruckner (1848), and Kesch

(1850). Even if his inference were a fair conse-

quence from Baur's premises, it would still be neu-

tridize<l by the strong evidence in favour of Pauline

authorship, which I'aley, Horae Paulinae, ch. 7.

has drawn from the Epistle as it stands. The ai-gii-

ments of the Tiibingon school are briefly stitted in

Reuss, Gesch. N.^T. §130-133, and at greater

of the Apostles preside over their regions, in which Uiu

authentic episUes Uiemselves of the Apostles arc nud.

spealE'iig with the voice and representing the face of each."
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length in Wiesiiiger's Commentary. Most pei-sons

who read them wiJl be disposed to concur in the

opinion of Dean Alfoid (.V. T. vol. iii. p. 27, ed.

1850), who regards them as an mstance of the in-

sanity of hyper-criticism. The canonical authority

and tiie authorship of the Epistle may be considered

as unshaken.

There is a break in the sense at the end of the

second chapter of the Epistle, which every careful

leader must have observed. It is indeed quite na-

tural that an Epistle written amid exciting circum-

stances, pei-sonal dangers, and various distractions

should bear in one ])lace at least a mark of interrup-

tion. I.e Moyne (l(i85) tliought it was anciently

divided into two parts. Heinrichs (1810) followed

by Paulus (1817) has conjectured from this abrupt

recommencement that the two parts are two distinct

epistles, of which the first, together with the con-

clusion of the Ep. (iv. 21-23) was intended for

public use in the Church, and the second exclu-

sively for the Apostle's special friends in Philippi.

It is not easy to see what sufficient foundation

exists for this theory, or what illustration of the

meaning of the Epistle could be derived from it.

It has met with a distinct reply from Krause (1811

and 1818) ; and the integrity of the Epistle has not

been questioned by recent critics. Ewald {Send-

schreiben des A. J'auhis, p. 431) is of opinion that

St. Paul sent seveial epistles to the Philippians : and

he refers to the texts ii. 12 and iii. 18, as partly

proving this. But some additional confirmation or

explanation of his conjecture is requisite before it

can be admitted as either probable or necessaiy.

2. Where lorittcn.—The constant tradition that

this Epistle was written at Rome by St. Paul in his

captivity, was impugned first by Oeder (1731),

who, disregarding the fact that the Apostle was in

prison, i. 7, 13, 1-1, when he wrote, imagined that

he was at Corinth (see Wolf's Curae Philologicae,

iv. 168, 270); and then by Paulus (1799), Schulz

(1829), Bottger (1837) and Killiet (1841), in

whose opinion the Epistle was written during the

Apostle's confinement at Caosarea (Acts xsiv. 23) ;

but the references to the " palace " (praetorium,

i. 13), and to "Caesar's household," iv. 22, seem

to point to rtome i at her than to Caesarea ; and there

IS no reason whatever for supposing that the Apostle

felt in Caesarea that extreme uncertainty of life

connected with the approaching decision of his

cause, which he must have felt towards the end

of his captivity at Rome, and which he expresses

in this Epistle, i. 19, 20, ii. 17, iii. 10; and fur-

ther, the dissemination of the Gospel described in

Phil. i. 12-18, is not even hinted at in St. Luke's

account of the Cacsarean captivity, but is described

by him as taking place at Rome: compare Acts

xxiv. 23 with xxviii. 30, 31. Even Reuss {Gesch.

N. T. 1860 j, who assigns to Caesarea three of St.

Paul's Epistles, which are generally considered to

have been written at Rome, is decided in his con-

viction that the Epistle to the Philippians was
written at Rome.

3. When written.— Assmning then that the

Epistle was written at Rome during the imprison-

ment mentioned in the last chapter of the Acts, it

may be shown from a single fact that it could

not have been written long before the end of the

two yeais. The distress of the Philippiims on ac-

count of Epaphroditus' sickness was known at Rome
when the Epistle was written; this implies four

journies, separated by some indefinite intervals, to

or from Philippi and Rome, between the commence-

ment of St. Paul's captivity and the writing of the

Epistle. 'Hie Philippians were informed of his im-

prisonment, sent Epaphroditus, were informed of

their messenger's sickness, sent their message of

condolence. Further, the absence of St. Luke's

name from the salutations to a Church where he

was well-known, implies that he was absent fiom

Rome'' when the Epistle was written : so does St.

Paul's declaration, ii. 20, that no one who remained

with him felt an equal interest with Timothy in the

welfare of the Philippians. And. .5y comparing the

mention of St. Luke in Col. iv. 14, and Philem.

24 with the abrupt conclusion of his narrative in

the Acts, we are led to the inference that he left

Rome after those two Epistles were written and

before the end of the two years' captivity. Lastly,

it is obvious from Phil. i. 20, that St. Paul, when
he wrote, felt his position to be very critical, and

we know that it became moie precarious as the

two years drew to a close. In A.D. 62 the in-

famous Tigellinus succeeded Burrus the upright

Praetorian praefect in the charge of St. Paul's per-

son ; and the maiTiage of Poppaea brought his

imperial judge under an influence, which if e.xerted

,

was hostile to St. Paul. Assuming that St. Paul's

acquittal and release took place in 63, we may date

the Epistle to the Philippians early in that year.

4. The writer's acquaintance u-ith the Philip-

pians.—St. Paul's connexion with Philippi wa.s of

a peculiar character, which gave rise to the writing

of this Epistle. That city, important as a mm-t for

the pioduce of the neighbouring gold-mines, and as

a Roman .stronghold to check the rude Thracian

mountaineers, was distinguished as the scene of the

great battle fatal to Brutus and Cassius, B.C. 42.

[Philippi.] In a.d. 51 St. Paul entered its

walls, accompanied by Silas, who had been with

him since he started from Antioch, and by Timothy

and Luke, whom he had afterwards attached to

himself; the fonner at Derbe, the latter quite «;-

cently at Troas. It may well be imagined that the

patience of the zealous Apostle had been tried by

his mysterious repulse, firet from Asia, then from

Bithynia and Mysia, and that his expectations had

been stirred up by the vision which hastened his

departure with his new-found associate, Luke, from

Troas. A swift passage biought him to the Eu-

ropean shore at Neaiiolis, whence he took the road

about ten miles long across the mountain ridge

Ciilled Symbolum to Philippi (Acts xvi. 12). There,

at a gre;iter distance from Jerusalem than any

Apostle had yet penetrated, the long-iestrainetl

energy of St. Paul was again employed in laying

the foundation of a Christian Church. Seeking fiist

the lost sheep of the house of Israel, he went on

a s;ibbath-day with the few Jews who resided in

Philippi, to their small Proseucha on the bank of

the river Gangitas. The missionaries sat down and

spoke to the assembled women. One of them,

Lydia, not born of the seed of Abraham, but a pro-

selyte, whose name and occupation, as well as her

birth, connect her with Asia, gave heed unto St.

Paul, and she and her household were baptized,

perhaps on the same sabbath-day. Her house be-

came the resi<ience of the missionaries. Many days

they resorted to the Proseucha, and the result of

their short sojourn iu Philippi was the conversion

of many persons (.xvi. 40), including at last their

jailer and his household. Philippi was endeaied to

b Was .St. Luke at Philippi?—the

mentioned in iv. 3.'

'true yokefellow'
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St. Paul, not only by the liospitality of l.ydia, the

deep sympathy of the converts, ami the lemaikable

miracle which set a seal on his preachiiis;, but also

by the successful exercise of his missionary activity

after a long suspense, and by the happy conse-

quences of his undaunted endurance of ignominies,

which remained in his memory (Phil. i. 30) after a

long interval of eleven years. Leaving Timothy
and Luke to watch over the infant church, Paul

and Silas went to Thessalonica (1 Thess. ii. 2),

whither they were followed by the alms of the Phi-

lippians (Phil. iv. 16), and thence southwards.

Timothy having probably carried out similar direc-

tions to those which were given to Titus (i. 5) in

Crete, soon rejoined St. Paul. We know not whether

l.nke remained at Philippi. The next six years of

his life are a blank in our records. At the end of that

period he is found again (Acts xx. 6) at Philippi.

After the lapse of five years, spent chiefly at

Corinth and Ephesus, St. Paul, escaping from the

incensed woi'shippers of the Ephesian Diana, passed

through Macedonia, A.D. 57, on his way to Greece,

accompanied by the Ephesians Tychicus and Tro-

phimus, and probably visited Philippi for the second

time, and was there joined by Timothy. His be-

loved Philippians free, it seems, from the contro-

versies which agitated other Christian Churches,

became still dearer to St. Paul on account of the

solace which they aflbrded him when, emerging

from a season of dejection (2 Cor. vii. 5), oppressed

by weak bodily health, and anxious for the stead-

fastness of the churches which he had planted in

Asia and Achaia, he wrote at Philippi his second

Epistle to the Corinthians.

On returning from Greece, rmable to take ship

there on account of the Jewish plots against his

life, he went through Macedonia, seeking a favour-

able port for embarking. After parting from his

companions (Acts xx. 4), he again found a refuge

among his faithful Philippians, where he spent some

days at Easter, A.D. 68, with St. Luke, who accom-

panied him when he sailed from Neapolis.

Once more, in his Roman captivity (a.d. 62)
their care of him revived again. They sent Epa-

phroditus, bearing their alms for the Apostk's sup-

port, and ready also to tender his personal service

(Phil. ii. 25). He stayed some time at Rome, and

while employed as the organ of communication

between the imprisoned Apostle and the Christians,

and inquirers in and about Rome, he fell danger-

ously ill. When he was sufficiently recovered, St.

Paul sent him back to the Philippians, to whom he

was very dear, and with him our Epistle.

5. Scope and contents of the Epistle.—St. Paul's

aim in writing is plainly this : while acknowledging

the alms of the Philippians and the personal ser-

vices of their messenger, to give them some informa-

tion respecting his own condition, and some advice

respecting theirs. Perhaps the intensity of his

feelings and the distraction of his prison, prevented

the following out his plan with undeviatiiig close-

ness. For the preparations for the departure of

Epaphroditus, and the thought that he would soon

arrive among the warm-hearted Philippians, filled

St. Paul with recollections of them, and revived his

old feelings towards those fellow- heirs of his hop)eof

glory who were so deep in his heart, i. 7, and so

often in his prayei-s, i. 4.

After the inscription (i. 1-2) in which Timothy

as the second father of the Church is joined with

Paul, he sets forth his own condition (i. 3-26), his

prayers, care, and wishes for his Philippians, with

the troubles and uncertainty of his imprisonment,

and his hope of eventually seeing them again. Then

(i. 27-ii. 18) he exhorts them to those particular

virtues which he would rejoice to see them prac-

tising at the present time— fearless endurance of

pereecution from the outward heathen ; unity among
themselves, built on Christ-like humility and love

;

and an exemplary life in the face of unbelievers.

He hopes soon to hear a good report of them (ii.

19-30), either by sending Timothy, or by going

himself to them, as he now sends Epaphroditus

whose diligent service is highly commended. Re-

verting (iii. 1-21) to the tone of joy which runs

through the preceding descriptions and exhortations

—as in i. 4, 18, 25, ii. 2, 16, 17, 18, 28—he bids

them take heed that their joy be in the Lord, and

warns them as he had often previously warned them

(probably in his last two visits), against admitting

itinerant Judaising teachers, the tendency of whose

doctrine was towards a vain confidence in mere

earthly things ; in contrast to this, he exhorts them

to follow him in placing their trust humbly but

entirely in Christ, and in pressing forward in their

Christian course, with the Resurrection-day <= con-

stantly before their minds. Again (iv. 1-9), ad-

verting to their position in the midst of unbelievers,

he beseeches them, even with personal appeals, to be

firm, united, joyful in the Lord ; to be full of

prayer and peace, and to lead such a life as must

approve itself to the moral sense of all men. Lastly

(iv. 10-23), he thanks them for the contribution

sent by Epaphroditus for his support, and concludes

with salutations and a benediction.

6. Effect of the Epistle.—We have no account

of the reception of this Epistle by the Philippians.

Except doubtful traditions that Erastus was their

first bishop, and with Lydia and Parmenas was

martyied in their city, nothing is recorded of them

for the ne.\t forty-four years. But, about A.D. 107,

Philippi was visited by Ignatius, who was con-

ducted through Neapolis and Philippi, and across

Macedonia in his way to martyrdom at Rome. And
his visit was speedily followed by the arrival of a

letter from Polycarp of Smyrna, which accompanied,

in compliance with a characteristic request of the

warm-hearted Philippians, a copy of all the letters

of Ignatius which were in the possession of the

Church of Smyrna. It is interesting to compaie

the Philippians of A.D. 63, as drawn by St. Paid

with their successors in a.d. 107 as drawn by the

disciple of St. John. Steadfastness in the faith,

and a joyful sympathy with sufferers for Christ's

sake, seem to have distinguished them at both

periods (Phil. i. 5, and Polyc. Ep. i.). The cha-

racter of their religion was the s;ime throughout,

practical and emotional itither than speculative : in

both Epistles there are many practical suggestions,

much interchange of feeling, antl an absence of doc-

trinal discussion. The Old Testament is scarcely,

if at all, quoted : as if the Philippian Christians had

been gathered for the most part directly from the

heathen. At each period tiilse teachei-s were seek-

ing, apparently in vain, an entrance into the Phi-

lippian Church, first Judaising Christians, seemingly

putting out of sight the Resurrection and the Judg-

ment which aftenvaids the Gnosticising Christians

The denial of an actual Resurrection was one of the 2 Tim. Ii. 18 ; Folycarp, vii. ; Irenaeus, 11. 31 ; and the

earlicsl errors in the Christian Church. (.S<e 1 Ot. xv. 12; other passaws quotdl by Dean KUicott on 2 Tim. il. IB.)
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openly denied (Phil, iii., and Polyc. vi., vii.). At

!

both periods tlie same tendency to petty internal i

quarrels seems to prevail (Phil. i. '27, ii. 14,
|

iv. 2, and I'olyc. ii., iv., v., xii.). Tlie student
j

of ecclesiastical history will observe the faintly-
I

marked organisation of bishops, deacons, and female

coadjutors to which St. Paul refers (Phil. i. 1,

iv. H), developed afterwards into broadly-distin-

guished priests, deacons, widows, and virgins (Polyc.

iv., v., vi.). Though the Macedonian Churches in

general wei'e poor, at least as compai'ed with com-

mercial Corinth (2 Cor. viii. 2), yet their gold-

mines probably exempted the Philippians from the

common lot of their neighbours, and at tirst enabled

them to be conspicuously liberal in alms-giving,

and afterwards laid them open to strong warnings

against the love of money (Phil. iv. 15; 2 (?or. viii.

3 ; and Polyc. iv., vi., xi.).

Now, though we Ciinnot trace the immediate

effect of St. Paul's Epistle on the Philippians, yet

no one can doubt that it contributed to form the

ciiai-acter of their Church, as it was in the time of

Polycarp. It is evident from Polycarp's Epistle
I

that the Church, by the grace of God and the

guidance of the Apostle, had passed througli those

trials of wliich St. Paul warned it, and had not

gone back fiom tlie high degree of Christian attain-

ments which it reached under St. Paul's oral and

written teaching (I'olyc. i., iii., ix., xi.). If it had

made no gi-eat advance in knowledge, still unsound

teachers were kept at a distance from its members.

Their sympathy witli martyrs and confessors glowed

with as warm a flame as ever, whether it was i

claimed by Ignatius or by I'aul. And they main- i

tiiined their ground with meek firmness among the
!

heathen, and still held forth the light of an exem-
plary, though not a perfijct Christian life.''

j

7. The Church at Borne.—The state of the

Church at Kome should be considered before enter-

ing on the study of the Epistle to the Philippians. i

Something is to be learned of its condition about

A.D. 58 fiom the Epistle to the Romans, about

A.D. 61 from Acts xxviii. Possibly the Gospel was
planted theie by some who themselves received the

seed on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10). Tiie

converts were drawn chiefly from Gentile proselytes

to Judaism, ])artly also fiom Jews who were such I

by birth, with possibly a few converts direct from '

heathenism. In A.D. 58, this Church was already
'

eminent for its faith and obedience : it was exposed
!

to the machinations of schismatical teachei-s ; and it

included two conflicting parties, the one insisting

more or less on observing the Jewish law in addi-

tion to faith in Ciirist as necessjiry to salvation, the

other repudiating outwaixl observances even to the

extent of depriving their weak brethren of such ;is

to them might be really edifying. We cannot

gather fi-om the Acts whether the whole Church of

Itome had then accepted the teaching of St. Paul as

conveyed in his I'^pistle to them. But it is certain

that when he had been two yeare in Rome, his oral

teaching was partly rejected by a party which per-

haps may have been connected with the ibimer of

those above mentioned. St. Paul's presence in Rome,
the freedom of speech allowed to him, and the per-

d It is not easy to suppose that Polycarp was without a

copy of St. Paul's Kpislle. Yet it is singular that though

he mentions it twice, it is almost the only ICpistle of

St. Paul which he does not quote. This liict may at least

be regarded as additional evidence of the genuineness of

Polycaip's lOpistle. No forger would have been Builty

of such an omission. Its authenticity was firet questioned

sonal freedom of his feliow-labourere were the means
of infusing fresh missionaiy activity into the Churcii

(Phil. i. 12-14). It was in the work of Christ

that Epaphroditus was worn out (ii. 30). Mes-

sages and lettere passed between the Apostle and

distant Churches ; and doubtless Churches near to

Rome, and both members of the Church and in-

quirers into the new faitii at Rome addressed them-

selves to the Apostle, and to those who were known
to be in constant personal communiaition with

him. And thus in his bondage he was a cause of

the advancement of the Gospel. From his prison,

as from a centre, light streamed into Caesai-'s house-

hold and far beyond (iv. 22, i. 12-19).

8. Characteristic features of tlie Epistle.—
Strangely full of joy and thanksgiving amidst ad-

versity, like the Apostle's midnight hymn from the

depth of his Philippian dungeon, this Epistle went
forth from his prison at liome. In most other

epistles he writes with a sustained effort to instruct,

or with sorrow, or with indignation; he is striving

to supply imperfect, or to correct erroneous teach-

ing, to put down scandalous impurity, or to heal

schism in the Church which he addresses. But in

this Epistle, though he knew the Philippians inti-

mately, and was not blind to the faults and ten-

dencies to fault of some of them, yet he mentions

no evil so characteristic of the whole Church as to

ciill for general censure on his p;u-t, or amendment
on theirs. Of all his Epistles to Churches, none

has so little of an olficial character as this. He
withholds his title of " Apostle " in the Insciiption.

We lose sight of his high authority, and of the sub-

ordinate position of the worshippers by the river

side; and we are admitted to see the free action of

a heart glowing with inspired Christian love, and

to hear the utterance of the highest friendship ad-

dressed to equal friends conscious of a connexion

which is not earthly and temporal, but in Christ,

for eternity. Who that beare iu mind the condi-

tion of St. Paul iu his Roman prison, can read un-

moved of his continual prayers for his distant

friends, his constant sense of their fellowship with

him, his joyful remembrance of their past Christian

course, his confidence in their future, his tender

yearning after them all in Christ, his eagerness to

communicate to them his own circumstiiiices mid

feelings, his carefulness to prepare them to repel

any evil from withiu or from without which migiit

dim the brightness of their spiritual graces? Love,

at once tender and watchful, that love which " is of

God," is the key-note of this Epistle: and in this

Epistle only we hear no undertone of any diflerent

feeling. Just enough, and no more, is shown of hi-

own hai-assing trials to let us see how deep in his

hoart was the s)Ming of that feeling, and how he

was refreshed by its sweet and soothing flow.

9. 2'ext, translation, and commentaries.—'i'he

Epistle to the Philippians is found in all the prin-

cipal uncial manuscripts, viz. in A, B, C, 1), E, F,

G, J, K. In C, however, the verses preceding i.

22, and those following iii. 5, are wantnig.

Our A. V. of the Epistle published in 1611, was

the work of that company of King James's trans-

lators who sat at Westminster, consisting of seven

by the Magdeburg Onturiators, and by Daille, whom
Pearson answered (Vindiciae Jgnat. 1. 5); also by Semlcr;

and more recently by ZcUer, Schliemann, Bunsen, ant'

others: of whose criticism Ewald says, that it is Ihc

greatest injustice to Polycarp that men in the present age

should deny that this Kpistlc proceeded from him (f!txh

[ST. vli. 211, cd. 1K59).
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persons, ot whom Dr. Barlow, atU-rwards Bishop of

Rochester, was one. It is, however, substantially

the same as the translation made by some unknown
person for Archbishop l\irker, published in the

Bishops' Bible, 1568. See Bagster's Hexapla, pre-

face. A revised edition of the A . V. by Four Clergy-

men, is published (1861) by Parker and Bourn.

A complete list of works connected with this

Epistle may be found in the Commentary of Khein-

wald. Of Patristic commentaries, those of Chry-
sostom (translated in the Oxford Lilyran/ of the

Fiithers, 1843), Theodoret, and Theophylact, are

still extant
;
perhaps also that of Theodore of Mop-

suestia in an old Latin translation (.see Journ. of

Class, and Sac. Phil. iv. 302). Among later works

may be mentioned those of Calvin, 1539 ; Estius,

1614. ; Daille, 1659 (translated by Sherman, 1843)

;

Ridley, 1548 ; Airay's Senfions, 1618 ; J. Ferguson,

1 656 ; the annot;ited English New Testaments of

Hammond, Fell, Whitby, and Macknight ; the Com-
mentaries of Peirce, 1733; Stori-, 1783 (translated

m the. Edinburgh Biblical Cabinet) ; Am Ende, 1798;

Rheinwald, 1827 ; T. Passavant, 1834; St.Matthies,

1835; VanHengel, 1838; Holemann, 1839; Rilliet,

1841 ; De Wette, 1847 ; Meyer, 1847 ; Neander,

1849 (translated into English, 1851); Wiesinger,

1850 (translated into English, 1850); Kahler,

1855; Professor Eadie ; Dean EUicott, 1861, and

those included in the recent editions of the Greek N. T.

by Dean Alford and Canon Wordsworth. [W. T. B.]

PHJLIS'TIA (riC^!?3, Pelesheth : d\\6c}>v\ot

:

alienigenae). The word thus translated (in Ps. Ix.

8 ; Ixxxvii. 4 ; cviii. 9) is in the original identical

with that elsewhere rendered Palestine. [See that

article, p. 660 6.] " Palestine" originally meant

nothing but the district inhabited by the " Phi-

listines," who are called by Josephus UaKaKnlvoi,
" Palestines." In fact the two words are the same,

and the difference iu their present form is but the

result of gi'adual coiTuption. The form Philistia

does not occur anywhere in LXX. or Vulgate. The

nearest approach to it is Luther's Fhilistaa. [G.]

PHILISTINES (Wb3 : ^vXiffTiei/j., 'A\-

\6<j>v\oi : Philistiim). The origin of the Philistines

is nowhere expiessly stated in the Bible ; but ;is the

prophets describe them as " the Phili-Stines from

Caphtor" (Am. ix. 7), and "the remnant of the

maritime district of Caphtor " (Jer. xlvii. 4), it is

prima facie probable that they were the " Caph-

torims which came out of Caphtor " who expelled

the Avim from their territory and occupied it in

their place (Deut. ii. 23), and that these again were

the Caphtorim mentioned in the Mosaic genealogical

table among the descendants of Mizraim (Gen. x.

14). But in establishing this conclusion certain

difficulties present themselves: in the first place, it

is observable that in Gen. x. 14 the Philistines are

connected with the Casluhim rather than the Caph-

toi'im. It has genenilly been assumed that the
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b The name is derived from the root K'?3 and the

Aelliiopic/a^isa, " to migrate;" a term which is said to

be still current in Abyssinia (Knobel, Volkert. p. 281).

In Egyptian monuments it appears under the form of

I'oulost (Brugsch, Hist, dEgypt, p. 187). The rendering

of the name in the LX.X., "AAXdi^vAoi, " strangers," is

probably in reference to the etymological meitning of the

name, though It may otherwise be regarded as having

originated with the Israelites, to whom the I'hilislines

text has suffered a transposition, and that the pa-

renthetical clause " out of whom came Philistim
"

ought to follow the words " and Caphtorim." This

explanation is, however, inadmissible: for (1) there

is no extenial evidence whatever of any variation in

the text, either here or in the parallel passage in

1 Chr. i. 12 ; and (2) if the transposition were

effected, the desired sense would not be gained ; for

the words lendered in the A. V. " out of whom " *

really mean " whence," and denote a local move-

ment rather than a genealogical descent, so that, as

applied to the Caphtorim, they would merely indi-

cate a sojourn of the Philistines in their land, and

not the identity of the two races. The clau.se seems

to have an ajipropriate meaning in its present posi-

tion : it looks like an interpolation into the onginal

document with the view of explaining when and

where the name Philistine was first applied to the

people whose proper appellation was Caphtorim.

It is an etymological as well as an historical memo-
randum ; for it is based on the meaning of the name
Phili.stine,'' viz. " emigrant," and is designed to

account for the application of that name. But a

second and more serious difficulty arises out of the

language of the Phihstines; for while the Caph-

torim were Hamitic, the Philistine language is held

to have been Semitic. •= It has hence been inferred

that the Philistines were in reality a Semitic race,

and that they derived the title of Caphtorim simply

fi-om a residence iu Caphtor (Ewald, i. 331 ; Mo-
vers, Phoeniz. iii. 258), and it has been noticed iu

confirmation of this, that their land is termed Ca-

naan (Zeph. ii. 5). But this is inconsistent with

the express assertion of the Bible tliat they were

Caphtorim (Deut. ii. 23), and not simply that they

came from Caphtor ; and the teiTn Cana;iu is applied

to their country, not ethnolog;ically but etymolo-

gically, to describe the trading habits of tire Phi-

li.stines. The difficulty arising out of the question

of language may be met by assuming either that

the Caphtorim adopted the language of the con-

quered Avim (a not unusual circumstance where
the conquered form the bulk of the population), or

that they diverged from the Hamitic stock at a

period when the distinctive features of Hamitism
and Semitism weie yet in embryo. A third objec-

tion to their Egyptian origin is raised from the

application of the term " uncircumcised " to them

(1 Sam. xvii. 26 ; 2 Sara. i. 20), whereas the Egyp-
tians were circumcised (Herod, ii. 36). But this

objection is answered by Jer. ix. 25, 26, where the

same tenn is in some sense applied to the Egyptians,

however it may be reconciled with the statement
of Herodotus.

The next question that arises relates to the early

movements of the Philistines. It has been veiy

generally assumed of late years that Caphtor repre-

sents Crete, and that the Philistines migrated from
that island, either directly or through Egypt, into

Piilestine. This hypothesis presupposes the Semitic

origin of the Philistines ; for we belie\-e that there

were dAAdi^uAot, as opposed to ojaoc^vAoi (Stark's Gaza,

p. 67 tr.). Other derivations of the name Philistine have
been proposed, as that it orighiatod in a transposition of the

word shephelah (H^DK'). applied to the rhillstine plain

;

or, again, that it is connected with Pelasgl, as Hitzig

supposes.

" Hitzig, In his Crgesdiichted. PhiL, liowcver, maintains

tliat the language is liido-Kuropcan, with a view to prove

the I'hillstiucs to be Felasgt. He Is, we believe, shigiibir

ill his view.
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are no traces of Hamitic settlements in Crete, and

consequently the Biblical sfcitement that Caphtorim

was descended fioni Mizraim forms an a priori ob-

jection to the view. Jloreover, tiie name Caplitor

can only be identified with the l\gyi)tian Coptos.

[Cai'Utoh.] But the Cretan origin of the Philis-

tines has been deduced, not so much from tlie name
Caphtor,"! as from that of the Cherethites. This

name in its Hebrew form ' beai-s a close resem-

blance to Crete, and is lendered Cietans in the

LXX. A furtner link between the two terms has

been apparently discovered in the term cari,^ which

is applied to the royal guaj-d (2 K. xi. 4, 19), and

which sounds like Carians. Tiie latter of these

arguments assumes that the Cherethites of David's

guard were identical with the Cherethites of the

Philistine plain, which appears in the highest

degree improbable.^ With regard to the former

argument, the mere coincidence of the names cannot

pass for much without some corroborative testi-

mony. The Bible furnishes none, for the name
occurs but thrice (1 Sam. .\xx. 14; Ez. xxv. 16;
Zeph. ii. 5), and apparently applies to the occu-

pants of the southern district; the testimony of

the LXX. is invalidated by the fact that it is based

upon the mere sound of the word (see Zeph. ii. 6,

where ceroth is also rendered Crete) : and histl}-,

we have to account for the introduction of the clas-

sical name of the island side by side with the He-
brew term Caphtor. A certain amount of testimony

is indeed adduced in favour of a connexion between

Crete and Philistia ; but, with the exception of the

vague rumour, lecorded but not adojited by Ta-

citus'" {Hist. V. 3), the evidence is confined to the

town of Gaza, and even in this case is not wholly

satisfactory.' The town, according to Stephanas

Byzantinus (s. v. VaQa), was termed Miuoa, as

having been founded by Minos, and this tradition

may be traced back to, and was perhaps founded

on, an inscription on the coins of that city, con-

taining the letters MEINfl ; but these coins are

of no higher date than the first century B.C., and
belong to a period when Gaza had attained a decided

Greek character (Joseph. B. J. ii. 6, §3). Again,

the worship of the god Marua, and its identity with
tiie Cretan Jove, are frequently mentioned by early

writers (Movers, Phoeniz. i. 662) ; but the name
is Phoenician, being the maran, " lord " of 1 Cor.

xvi. 22, and it seems more probable that Gaza and

Crete derived the worship from a common source.

<• The only ground furnished by the Bible for this view

1b the application of the term rendered " island " to

Caphtor in Jit. xlvii. 4. But this term also means
maritime district ; and " the maritime district of Caphtor

"

is but another term for Philistia itself.

D^ms. 'na.
8 It has been held by Ewald (1. 330) and others, that

the Cherethites and relethltcs (2 .Sam. x.\. 23) were Che-

rethites and Philistines. The objections to this view are :

(1) that it is highly improbable that David would select

his officers from the hereditary foes of his country, parti-

cularly 8u immediately after he had enforced their sub-

mission ; (2) that there seems no reason why an undue
prominence should have been given to the Cherethites by
placing that name tirst, and altering Philistines into Pe-

letliiles, so as to produce a paronomasia; (3) that the

names subsequently applied to the same body (2 K. xi, 19)

are appellatives ; and (1) that the terms admit of a pro-

bable explanation from Hebrew roots.

'' Among other accounts of the origin of the Jews, he

gives this:
—" Judaeos, Greta insula profugos, novissima

ijbyae insedisse:" and, as part of the same tradition,
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Phoeu'tia. Without therefore asserting that migra-

tions may not have taken jilace fiom Crete to Phi-

listia, we hold that the evidence adduced to prove

that they did is insulhcieut.

The l;tst point to be decided in connexion with
the early history of the Philistines is, the time

when they settled in the land of Canaan. If we
were to restrict ourselves to the statements of the

Bible, we .should conclude that this took place before

the time of Abraham : for they are noticed in his

day as a pastoral tribe in the neighbourhood of

Gerar (Gen. xxi. 32, 34, xxvi. 1,8): and this posi-

tion accords well with the statement in Deut. ii.

23, that the Avim dwelt in Hazerim, t. e. in nomad
encampments ; for Gerar lay in the south country,

which was just adapted to such a life. At the time

of the exodus they were still in the same neigh-

bourhood, but grown sufBciently powerful to inspiie

the Israelites with fear (Ex. xiii. 17, xv. 14). When
the Israelites arrived, they were in full possession

of the Shephelah from the " river of Egypt " (c/-

Arii/i) in tlie south, to Ekron in the north (Josh. xv.

4, 47 ), and had formed a confederacy of five powerful

cities 1— Gaza, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gath, and Ekron
(Josh. xiii. 3). The interval that elapsed between

Abraham and the exodus seems sutficient to allow for

the alteration that took place in the position of the

Philistines, and theii' transformation from a pastoral

tribe to a settled and powerful nation. But such a

view has not met with acceptance among modei-n

critics, partly because it leaves the migrations of

the Philistines wholly unconnected with any known
historical event, and partly because it does not

serve to explain the great increase of their power
in the time of the Judges. To meet these two
requirements a double migration on the part of

the Philistines, or of the two branches of that

nation, hiis been suggested. Kuobel, for instance,

regards the Philistines proper as a branch of the

same stock as that to which the Hyksos belonged,

and he discovers the name Philistine in the oppro-

brious name Philition, or Philitis, bestowed on the

shepherd kings (Herod, ii. 128) ; their first entrance

into C:maan from the Casluhim would thus be sub-

sequent to the patriarchal age, and coincident with

the expulsion of the Hyksos. The Cherethites he

identifies with the Caphtorim who displaced the

Avim ; and these he i-egards as Cretans who did not

enter Canaan before the period of the Judges. The

former part of his theory is inconsistent with the

adds that the name Judaeus was derived from Ida,—

a

circumstance which suggests a foundation for the story.

The statement seems to have no more real weight than

the reported connexion between Hierosolyma and the

Solymi of Lycia. Yet it is accepted as evidence that the

Philistines, whom Tacittis is supposed to describe as Jews,

came from Crete.

' The resemblance between the names Aptera and

Caphtor (Keil, J':ivleit. ii. 236), Phalasarna and Philistine

(Ewald, i. 33U), Is too slight to be of any weight. Added

to which, those places lie in the part of Crete most remote

from Palestine.

j At what period these cities were originally founded,

we know not : but there are good gi'ouiids for believing

that they were of Caiiaanitish origin, and hud previously

been occupied by the Avim. The name Gath is certainly

Canaanltlsh: so most probably are Gaza, Ashdod, and

Ekron. Ashkelon is doubtful ; and the terminations both

of this and Ekron may be Philistine. Gaza is mentioned

as early as In Gen. x. 19 as a cit.v of the Canaanites ; and

tills as well as Ashdod and Ekron were in Joshua's time

the asylum of the CanaanitLsh Anakim (.To.sh. .\i. 22).
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notices of the Philistines in the booic of Genesis

;

these, therefoie, he res;nrds as additions of a hiter

date'' ( Volkert. p. 218 iL). The view adopted by

Movers is, that the Philistines were carried west-

ward from Palestine into Lower Egypt by the

stream of the Hyksos movement at a period subse-

quent to Abraham ; from Egypt they passed to

Crete, and returned to Palestine in the early period

of the Judges {Plweniz. iii. 258). This is incon-

sistent with the notices in Joshua.' Ewald, in the

second edition of his Geschichte propounds the hypo-

thesis of a double immigration from Crete, the rirst

of which took place in the ante-patriarchal period,

as a consequence either of the Canaaniti.^h settle-

ment or of the Hvksos movement, the second in the

time of the Judges {Gesch. i. 329-331). We can-

not regard the above views in any other light than

as speculations, built up on very slight data, and

unsatisfactory, inasmuch as they foil to reconcile

the statements of Scripture. For they all imply

(1) that the notice of the Caphtorim in Gen. x.

14 applies to an entirely distinct tribe from the

Philistines, as Ewald (i. 331, note) himself allows

;

(2) that either the notices in Gen. x.\'., xxvi., or

those in Josh. xv. 45-47, or perchance both, are

interpolations ; and (3) that the notice in Deut.

ii. 23, which certainly bears marks of high anti-

quity, belongs, to a late date, and refers solely to

the Cherethites. But, beyond these inconsistencies,

there are two points which appear to militate

against the theory of the second immigration in the

time of the Judges: (l)'that the national title of

the nation always remained Philistine, whereas, ac-

cording to these theories, it was the Cretan or Che-

rethite element which led to the great development

of power in the time of the Judges ; and (2) that it

remains to be shown why a sea-faring race like the

Cretans, coming diiect from Caphtor in their ships

(as Knobel, p. 224, understands "Caphtorim from

Caphtor" to imply), would seek to occupy the

quarters of a nomad race living in encampments, in

tlie wilderness region of the south.'" We hesitate,

therefore, to endorse any of the proffered explana-

tions, and, while we allow that the Biblical state-

ments are remarkable for their fiagmentary and

parenthetical nature, we are not prepared to till up
the gaps. If tliose statements cannot be received as

they stand, it is questionable whether any amount
of criticism will supply the connecting links. One
point can, we think, be satisfactorily shown, viz.,

that the hypothesis of a second immigration is not

needed in order to account for the growth of the

Philistine power. Their geographical position and

their relations to neighbouring nations will account

for it. Between the times of Abraham and Joshua,

the Philistines had changed their quarters, and had

advanced northwards into the Shephelah or plain of

Philistia. This plain has been in all ages remaik-

able for the extreme richness of its soil ; its fields of

standing corn, its vineyards and olive-yards, are in-
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k The sole ground for questioning the historical value

of these nullces is that Abimelech Is not termed king of

the Philistines in xx. 2, but king ofGerar. The land is,

however, termed the Philistines' land. It is gratuitously

assumed that the latter is a case of prokpsis, and that the

subsequent notice of the king of the Philistines in xxvi. l

is the work of a later writer who was misled by the

prolepsis.

1 The grounds for doubting the genuineness of Josh. xv.

<.'>-47 are: (1) the omission of the total number of the

uiwiis; and (2) the notice of the "daughters," or de-

pendent towns, and " villages." The stcond objection

cidentaljy inoutioued in Scripture (Judg. xv. 5) ;

and in time of tamine the land of the Philistines

was the hope of Palestine (2 K. viii. 2). We should,

however, fail to form a just idea of its capacities

from the scanty notices in the Bible. The crops

which it yielded were alone sullicient to ensure na-

tional wealth. It was also adapted to the growth
of military power; for while the plain itself per-

mitted the use of war-chariots, which were the chief

arm of offence, the occasional elevations which rise

out of it offered secure sites for towns and strong-

holds. It was, moreover, a commercial country

;

from its position it must have been at all times

the great thoroughfare between Phoenicia and
Syria in the north, and Egypt and Arabia in the

south. Aslidod and Gaza were the keys of Egypt,
and commanded the transit trade, and the stores of

frankincense and myrrh which Alexander captured

in the latter place prove it to have been a depot of

Arabian produce (Plut. Alex. cap. 25). We have
evidence in the Bible that the Philistines tiaded

in slaves with Edom and southern Arabia (Am. i.

fi ; Joel iii. 3, 5), and their commercial character is

indicated by the application of the name Canaan to

their land (Zeph. ii. 5). They probably possessed

a navy ; for they had ports attached to Gaza and
Ashkelon ; the LXX. speaks of their ships in its

version of Is. xi. 14 ; and they are represented as

att;wking the Egyptians out of ships. The Phili-

stines had at an early period attained proficiency in

the arts of peace ; they were skilful as smiths

(1 Sam. xiii. 20), as armourers (1 Sam. xvii. 5,

6), and as builders, if we may judge from the pro-

longed sieges which several of their towns sustained.

Their images and the golden mice and emerods

(1 Sam. vi. 11) imply an acquaintance with the

founder's and goldsmith's arts. Their wealth was
abundant (Judg. xvi. 5, 18), and they appetir in all

respects to have been a prosperous people.

Possessed of such elements of power, the Phili-

stines had attained in the time of the Judges an
important position among eastern nations. Their
history is, indeed, almost a blank; yet the few par-

ticulars preserved to us are suggestive. About
B.C. 1209 we find them engaged in successful war
with the Sidonians, the effect of which was so

serious to the latter power that it involved the

transference of the capital of Phoenicia to a more
secure position on the island of Tyre (Justin, xviii.

3). About the same period, but whether before or

after is uncertain, they were engaged in a naval

war with R;imeses III. of Egypt, in conjunction

with other Mediterranean nations: in these wars
they were unsuccessful (Brugsch, I/ist. d'Eg>/pte,

p. 185, 187), but the notice of them proves their

importance, and we cannot therefore be surprised

that they were able to extend their authority over

the Israelites, devoid as these were of internal

union, and harassed by external foes. With regard

to their tactics and the objects that they had in

furnishes the answer to the first; for as the "danghters"
are not enumerated, the totals could not possibly be given.

And the " daughters " are not enumerated, because (hey

were not actually in possession of the Israelites, and indeed

were not known by name.
" The Avira probably lived In the district between

Gerar and Gaza. This both accords bi st with the notice

of their living in haserim, and is also the district in

which the remnant of them lingered; for in Josh. xiil.

3, 4, the words " from the south " are best connected with
" the Avttes," as in the Vulgate.
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view in their nttucks on the Israelites, we may fo\m

a fair idea from the saittcred notices in the books

of Judges and Samuel. Tlie warfare was of a gue-

rilla character, and con!;istcd of a series of raids

into the enemy's country. Sometimes these ex-

tended only just over the boiiier, with the view of

plundering the threshing-floors of the agricultural

produce (1 Sam. sxiii. 1); but more generally

they penetrated into the heart of the country and

seize>l a commanding position on the edge of the

Jordan valley, whence they could secure themselves

against a combination of the trans- and cis-Jordanite

divisions of the Israelites, or prevent a return of the

fugitives who had hurried across the river on the

alarm of their approach. Thus at one time we
find them crossing the central district of Benjamin
and posting themselves at Michmash (1 Sam. xiii.

16), at another time following the coast road to

the jilain of Ksdraelon and reaching the edge of the

Jtirdan valley by Jezreel (1 Sam. xxix. 11). From
such j)osts as their head-quarters, they sent out de-

tached bands to plunder the surrounding country

(1 Sam. xiii. 17), and, having obtained all they

could, they erected a column " as a token of their

supremacy (1 Sam. s. 5, xiii. 3), and retreated to

their own country. This system of incursions kept

the Israelites in a state of perpetual disquietude

:

all commerce was suspended, from the insecurity of

the roads (Judg. v. 6) ; and at the approach of the

foe the people either betook themselves to the

natural hiding-places of the country, or fled across

the Joidan (1 Sam. xiii. 6, 7). By degrees

the ascendancy became complete, and a virtual dis-

armament of the population was effected by the

suppiession of the smiths (1 Sam. xiii. 19). " The
protits of the Philistines were not confined to the

goods and chattels they carried off with them. They
seized the persons of the Israelites and sold them
for slaves; the earliest notice of this occui-s in

1 Sam. x'w. 21, where, according to the probably

correct reading' followed by the LXX., we find

that there were numerous slaves in the camp at

Michmash : at a later period the prophets iuveigh

against them for their traffic in human flesh (Joel

iii. 6 ; Am. i. 6 ) : at a still later period we hear
that " the merchants of the country " followed the

army of Gorgias into Judaea for the purpose of
buying the children of Israel for slaves (1 Mace.
iii. 41), and that these merchants were Philistines

is a fair inference from the subsequent notice that
Nicjinor sold the captive Jews to the " cities upon
the sea coa.st" (2 Mace. viii. 11). There can be
little doubt, too, that tribute w;is exacted from the

Israelites, but the notices of it are confined to pas-

sages of questionable authority, such as the render
ing of 1 &im. .xiii. 21 in the LXX., which represents

> The Hebrew temi netzib. wlilch implies this practice,

Is rendered •• garrison " in the A. V., which neither agrees
with the context nor gives a true idea of the Philistine

tactics. Stark, however, dissents from this view, and ex-
plains the term of military ofHcers (Ocua, p. 16-4).

° nnny. a.,d >iot D>-}3y.

' The tnie text may have boon iT^On, instead of

1 The apparent discrepancy between Judg. i. 18, iii. 3,

has led to suspicions as to the te.\t of the former, which
are strengthened by the rendering in the LXX., Koi ovk
fK\y)pov6ti.ri<T(v, presupposing In the Hebrew the reading

ID? a?), instead of "^2^1]. The testimony of the

LXX. is wcaKeucd by the circumstances (1) that it int«r-
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the Philistines as making a charge of three shekels a

tool for sharpening them ; and again the expiession
" Metheg-amniah " in 2 Sam. viii. 1, which is ren-

dered in the Vulg. freniim tributi, and by Sym-
machus ttji/ e^ovciau tov <p6pov.f In each of the

p;issages quoted, the versions presuppose a text which

yields a better sense than the existing one.

And now to recur to the Biblical nairative:

—

The territory of the Philistines, having been once

occujiied by the Can;t;inites, formed a portion of

the promised land, and was assigned to the tribe

of Judah (Josh. xv. 2, 12, 45-47). No portion,

however, of it was conquered in the lifetime of

Joshua (Josh. xiii. 2), and even after his death no

permanent conquest was etl'ected (Judg. iii. a),

though, on the authority of a somewhat doubtful

passage,"! we are infonried that the three cities of

Gaza, Ashkelon, and Ekron were t;tken (Judg. i.

1 8). The Phili.stines, at all events, soon recovered

these, and commenced an aggressive policy against

the Israelites, by which they gained a complete

ascendancy over them. We are unable to say at

what intervals their incursions took place, as

nothing is recorded of them in the early period of

the Judges. But they must have been frequent,

inasmuch as the national spirit of the Israelites was
so entirely broken that they even reprobated any
attempt at deliverance (Judg. xv. 12). Individual

heroes were raised up from time to time whose

achievements might well kindle patriotism, such as

Shamgar the son of Anath (Judg. iii. 31), and still

more Samson (Judg. xiii.-xvi.) : but neither of

these men succeeded in permanently throwing off

the yoke.' Of the former only a single daring feat

is recorded, the effect of which appears, from Judg.

V. 15, 7, to have been very shortlived. The true

series of deliverances commenced with the latter,

ol' whom it was predicted that " lie shall begin to

deliver" (Judg. xiii. 5), and were cairied on by

Samuel, Saul, and David. The history of Samson
furnishes us with some idea of the relations which

existed betwi-en the two nations. As a " borderer"

of the tribe oi Dan, he was thrown into frequent

cont.-.ct with the Philistines, whose supremacy was

so established that no bar appears to have been

placed to free intercourse with their country. His

early life wiis spent on the verge of the Shephelah

between Zorah and Eshtaol, but when his actions

had aroused the active hostility of the Philistines

he withdrew into the central district and found a

secure post on the rock of Etam, to the S.W. of

Bethlehem. Thither the Philistines followed him

without opposition from the inhabitiuits. His

achievements belong to his personal history: it is

clear that they were the isolated acts of an indi-

vidual, and altogether unconnected with any na-

polates a notice of Ashdod and its suburbs (nepiairopia,

a peculiar term in lieu of the opia applied to iho three

other towns); and (2) that the term iK\r)i>ov6nr)(Tfv is

given as the equivalent for 137, which occurs in no

other instance. Of the two, therefore, the Greek text is

more open to suspicion. Siark (Gaza, p. 129) regards th«

passage as an interpolation.

A brief notice occurs in .Tudg. x. 7 of invasions by the

Philistines and Ammonites, followed by particulars which

apply exclusively to the latter people. It has been hence

supposed that the brief reference to the Philistines Is in

anticipation of Samson's history. In Herzog's Jieal-Hiicye.

(s. V. " Philister ") it is rather unnecessarily assumed that

the text is imperfect, and that the woixis " that ye.ii
"

refer to the Philistines, and the " eighteen years" to il

Ammonites.
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tional movcmiMit; tor the revenge of the Philistines

was thiou<;hout directed against Samson personally.

Under Kli there v,i\s au oiganised but unsuccessful

resistance to the encroachments of the Philistines,

who had penetrateil into the central district and

were met at Aphek (1 Sam. iv. 1). The produc-

tion of the ark on this occasion demonstrates the

greatness of the emergency, and its loss marked the

lowest depth of Isi-ael's degradation. The next action

took place under Samuel's leadership, and the tide

of success turned in Israel's favour: the Philistines

had a^ain penetrated into the mountainous country

near Jerus;ileni : at Mizpeh they met the cowed

host of the Israelites, who, encouraged by the signs

of Divine favour, and availing themselves of the

panic produced by a thundeistoim, inflicted on

them a total defeat. For the first time, the Israelites

erected their pillar or " stele " at Eben-ezer as the

token of victoiy. The )-esults were the recovery

of the border towns and their territories " from

Ekron even unto Gath," i. e. in the northern dis-

trict. The success of Israel may be paitly attri-

buted to their peaceful relations at this time with

the Amorites (1 Sam. vii. 9-14). The Israelites

now attributed their past weakness to their want

of unity, and they desired a king, with the special

object of leading them against the foe (1 Sam. viii.

20). It is a significant fact.th.it Saul first felt

inspiration in the presence of a pillar (A. V. "gar-

rison") erected by the Philistines in commemoration
of a victory (I Sam. x. 5, lU). As soon as he was

prepared to throw off the yoke, he occupied with

his aimy a position at Michmash, commanding the

defiles leading to the Jordan valley, and his heroic

general Jonathan gave the signal for a rising by
overthrowing the pillar which the Philistines had
placed there. The challenge was accepted ; the

Philistines inv.iiled the central district with an

nnmense force,' and, having dislodged Saul from
Michmash, occupied it themselves, and sent foith

predatory bands into the surrounding country.

The Israelites shortly after took up a position on
the other side of the ravine at Geba, and, availing

themselves of the confusion consequent upon Jona-

than's daring ffat, inflicted a tremendous slaughter

upon the enemy (1 Sam. xiii. xiv.). Ko attempt
was made by the Philistines to regain their supre-

macy tor about twenty-five years, and the scene of

the next contest shows the altered strength of the

two parties : it was no longer in the central country,

but in a ravine leading down to the Philistine plain,

the valley of Elah, the position of which is about
14 miles S.VV. of Jerusalem: on this occasion the

prowess of young David seirured success to Israel,

and the foe was pursued to the gates of Gath and
Ekron (1 Sam. xvii.). The power of the Philistines

was, however, still intact on their own territory,

as proved by the flight of Da^-id to the court of
Achish ( 1 Sam. xxi. 10-15), and his subsequent abmle

• Tbe text states the force at 30,000 chariots and 6000
' horsemen (1 Sam. xiii. 5) : these numbers are, liowevcr,

quite out of proportion. Thecliariots were probably 1000,
the present reading being a mistake of a c<jpyist wlio re-

peated tiie final p of Israel, and thus converted the num-
ber into 30,000.

' There is some difficulty in reconciling the geogra-
pbical statements in the narrative of this campaign.

1

Instead of the " Geba " of Samuel, we have " Gibcon " In

;
Chronicles. The latter lies X.W. of Jerusalem ; and there

1

te aGeba in the same neighbovirhood, lying more to the K.
But tbe valley of Rephaim Ls placed S.AV. of Jerusalem.
near to neither of these places. Thcnius (on 2 Sam. v. IS)
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at Ziklag (1 Sam. x.wii.), where he was secured

from the attacks of Saul. The border warfare was
continued ; captures and reprisals, such as are de-

scribed as occuiring at Keilah (1 .Sam. xxiii. 1-5)

being probably frequent. The scene of the next

conflict was far to the north, in the valley of

Esdraelon, whither the Philistines may have made
a plundering incursion similar to that of the Mi-

dianites in the days of Gideon. The battle on this

occasion proved disastrous to the Israelites : Saul

himself perished, and the Philistines penetrated

across the Jordan, and occupied the forsaken cities

(1 Sam. xxxi. 1-7). The dissensions which followed

the death of Saul were natui'ally favourable to th«

Philistines: and no sooner were these brought to a
close by the appointment of David to be king over

the united tribes, than the Philistines attempted to

counterbalance the advantage by an attack on the

person of the king : they therefore penetrated into

tlie valley of Rephaim, S.W. of Jerusalem, and even

pushed forward an advanced post as far as Beth-

leiicm (1 Chr. xi. 10). David twice attacked them
at the former spot, and on each occasion with signal

success, in the first case capturing their images, in

the second pursuing them " from Geba until thou

CDme to Gazer"' (2 Sam. v. 17-25; 1 Chi-, xiv.

8-16).

Henceforth the Israelites appeal- as the aggi-essors

:

about seven years after the defeat at Rephaim,

David, who had now consolidated his power, at-

tacked them on their own soil, aud took Gath with

its deijendeucies (1 Chr. xviii. 1), and thus (ac-

cording to one interpretation of the obscure expres-

siou " Metheg-ammah " in 2 Sam. viii. 1) "he took

the ann-bridle out of the hand of the Philistines

"

(Bertheau, Comm. on 1 Chron.), or (according to

another) " he took the bridle of the metropolis

out of the hand of the Philistines " (Gesen. Thes.

p. 113)—meaning in either ca.'^e that their ascend-

ancy was utterly broken. This indeed was the case

:

for the minor engagements in David's lifetime pro-

bably all took place within the borders of Philistia:

Gob, which is given as the scene of the second and

third combats, being probably identical with Gath,

where the fourth took place (2 Sam. xxi. 15-22;

comp. LXX., some of the copies of which read Ted
instead of To^). The whole of Philistia was in-

cluded in Solomon's empire, the extent of which is

described as being " from the river unto the land

of the Philistines, unto the border of Egypt""
(1 K. iv. 21; 2 Chr. ix. 26), and again "from
Tiphsah even unto Gaza" (1 K. iv. 24; A. V.
" Azzah"). The several towns probably remained

under their former governors, as in the case of Gath

(1 K. ii. .39), and the sovereignty of Solomon was
acknowledged by the payment of tribute (1 K. iv.

21). There are indications, however, that his hold on

the Philistine country -.vas by no means established:

for we find him securing the passes that led up

transplants the valley to the N.W. of Jerusalem ; while

Bertheau (on 1 Chr. xiv. IG) identifies Geba with the

Gibeah of Josh. xv. 57, imd the Jeba'h noticed by Robinson

(ii. 6, 16) as lying AV. of Bethlehem. Neither of these

explanations can be accepted. We must assume that the

direct retreat from the valley to the plain was cut off, and

that the Philistines were compelled to flee northwards,

luid regained the plain by the pass of Bethhoron, which lay

between Gibeon (as well as between Geba) and Gazer.

" The Hebrew text, as it at present stands, in 1 K. iv

21, will not bear the sense here put upon it; but a com-

parison with the parallel passage in 2 Chr. shows that the

word ^y^ has dropped out before the " land of the P."
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from the plain to the central district by the fortifi-

cation of Gezerand Bethhoron (1 K. ix. 17), while

no mention is made either of Gaza or Ashdod, which

f'.iUy commanded the coast-road. Indeed the ex-

pedition of Pharaoh ascninst Gezer, which stood at

the head of the Philistine plain, ami which was

quite independent of Solomon until the time of his

marriage with Pharaoh's daughter, would lead to

the inference that Egyptian influence was para-

mount in Philistia at this period (1 K. ix. 16).

The division of the empire at Solomon's death was
favourable to the Philistine cause: Ilehohoam se-

cured himself against them by fortifying Gath and

other cities bordering on the plain (2 Chr. xi. 8) :

the Israelite monarchs were either not so piudent

or not so powerful, for they allowed the Philistines

to get hold of Gibbethon, commanding one of the

detiles leading up fiom the plain of Sharon to

Samaria, the recovery of which involved them in a

protmcted struggle iu the reigns of Nadab and

Zimri (1 K. xv. 27, xvi. 15). Judah meanwhile

had lost the tribute ; for it is recorded, as an oc-

currence that marked Jehoshaphat's success, that

"some of the Philistines brought presents" (2 Chr.

xvii. 11). But this subjection was of brief duration :

in the reign of his son Jehoram they avenged them-

selves by invading .Judah in conjunction with the

Arabians, and saclcing the royal palace (2 Chr. xxi.

16, 17). The increasing weakness of the Jewish

monarchy under the attacks of Hazael led to the

recovery of (iath, which had been captured by that

monarch in his advance on Jerusalem from the

western plain in the reign of Jehoash (2 K. xii.

17), and was probably occupied by the Philistines

after his departure as an advanced post against

Judah : at all events it was in their hands in the time

of [Jzziah, who dismantled (2 Chr. xxvi. 6) and pro-

bably destroyed it : tor it is adduced by Amos as

an example of Divine vengeance (Am. vi. 2), and
then disappears from history. Uzziah at the same
time dismantled Jabneh (Jamnia) iu the northern
part of the plain, and Ashdod, and fuither erected

forts in dilliei-ent parts of the count) y to intimidate

the inhabitants* (2 Chr. xxvi. 6). The prophecies

of Joel and Amos prove that these measures were
provoked by the aggressions of the Philistines, who
appear t'. have formed leagues both with the Edom-
ites and Phoenicians, and had reduced many of the
Jews to slaveiy (Joel iii. 4-6 ; Am. i. 6-10). How
far the means adopted by Uzziah were eflectual we
are not infoi-med; but we have reason to sujipose

that the Philistines were kejit in subjection until

the time of Ahaz, when, relying upon the difficulties

produced by the Syiian attacks, they attacked the
border-cities in the Shephelah, and "'the south " of
Judah (2 Chr. xxviii. 18). Isaiah's declarations

(xir. 29-32) throw light upon the events subse-

quent to this: from them we learn that the Assy-
rians, whom Ahaz summoned to his aid, proved
themselves to be the " cockatrice that should come
out of the serpent's (Judah's) root," by ravaging
the Philistine plain. A few years later the Philis-

tines, in conjunction with the Syrians and Assyrians
(" the advei-saries of Kezin "), and perhajts as the

subject-allies of the latter, carried on a series of
attacks on the kingdom of Israel (Is. ix. 11, 12).

« The passage in Zech. ix. 5-7 refers, in tlie opinion of

tliose who assign an earlier date to the concluding chap-

ters of the book, to the successful campaign of Uzziah.

Internal evidence is in favour of this view. The alliance

with Tyre is described as " the expeclallon " of Ekron :

Uaza was to lose her king, i. e. her Independence : Ash-
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Hezekiah's reign inaugurated a new policy, in whi'rh

the Philistines were deeply interested : tliiil monarch
formed an alliance with the Egyptians, as a counter-

poise to the Assyrians, and the posfiession of Phi-

listia became henceforth the turning-point of the

struggle between the two great empires of the East.

Hezekiah, iu the early part of his reign, re-established

his authority over the whole of it, " even unto
Gaza" (2 K. xviii. 8). This movement was evi-

dently connected with his rebellion again.st the king

of Assyria, and was uiidert;iken in conjunction witJi

the Egyptians ; for we find the latter people .shortly

after iu possession of the five Philistine cities, to

which alone are we able to refer the prediction in

Is. xix. 18, when coupled with the tact that both
Gaza and Ashkelon are termed Egyptian cities in

the annals of Saigon (Bunsen's jEiji/pt, iv. 603).
The Assyrians under Tartan, the genei^al of Sargoa,

made an expedition against Egypt, and took Ashdod,
as the key of that country (Is. xx. 1, 4, 5). Under
Sennacherib Philistia was again the scene of im-
portant operations: iu his first campaign against

Egypt Ashkelon was taken and its dependencies

were plundered ; Ashdod, Ekron, and Gaza sub-

mitted, and received as a reward a portion of Heze-
kiah's territory (Rawlinson, i. 477): in his second

campaign other towns on the verge of the plain,

such as Libnah ami Lachish, were also taken (2 K.
xviii. 14, xix. 8). The Assyrian supremacy, though
shaken by the failure of this second e.xpedition, was
restored by Esar-haddon, who claims to have con-

quered Egypt (Kawlinson, i. 481); and it seems

probable that the AssyriiUis retained their hold on
Ashdod until its capture, after a long siege, by the

Egyptian monarch Psammetichus (Herod, ii. 157),
theefiect of which was to reduce the population of that

important place to a mere " remnant " (Jer. xxv.

20). It was about this time, and possibly while

Psammetichus was engaged in the siege of Ashdod,
that Philistia was traversed by a vast Scythian horde

on their way to Egypt: they were, however, di-

verted trom their purpose by the king, and retraced

their steps, plundering on their retreat the rich

temple of Venus at Ashkelon (Herod, i. 105). The
description of Zephaniah (ii. 4-7), who was con-

temporary with this event, may well apply to this

terrible scourge, though more generally referred to

a Chaldaean invasion. The Egyptian ascendancy

was not as yet re-established, for we find the next

king, Neco, compelled to besiege Gaza (the Cadytis

of Herodotus, ii. 159) on his return from the battle

of Megiddo. After the death of Neco, the contest

was renewed between the Egyptians and the Chal-

daeans under Nebuchadnezzar, and the result was
specially disiistrous to the Philistines: Gaza was
;>gain taken by the ibrmer, mia the population of

the whole plain was reduced to a mere " remnant

"

by the invading armies (Jer. .xlvii.). The " old

hatred " that the Philistines bore to the Jews was
exhibited in acts of hostility at the time of the

Babylonish captivity (Ez. xxv. 15-17): but on the

return this w;u5 somewhat abated, for some of the

Jews married Philistine women, to the great scandal

of their rulei-s (Neh. xiii. 23, 24). From this time

the history of l^hilistia is absorbed in the struggles

of the neighbouring kingdoms. In B.C. 332, Ale.x-

kelon should be depopulated : a " bastard," i. e. one who
was excluded from the congregation of Israel on the score

of impure blood, should dwell in Ashdid, holding it as &

dependency of Judah : and Ekron should become " as a

Jebuslte," subject to Judah.
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anJer the Greiit traversed it on his way to Egyi)t,

and captured Giu:;i, then held by the Persians under

Betis, altera two months' siege. In 812 the armies

of Demetrius Poliorcetes and Ptolemy fought in the

neighbourhood of Gaza. In 198 Antiochus the

Great, in his war against Ptolemy Epiphanes, in-

vaded Philistia and took Gaza, in 1(56 the Phili-

stines joined the Syrian army under Gorgias in its

attack on Judaea (1 Mace. iii. 41). In 148 the

adherents of the rival kings Demetrius II. and

Alexander Balas, under Apollonius and Jonathan

respectively, contended in the Philistine plain

:

Jonathan took Ashdod, triumjihautly entered Ash-

kelon, and received Ekron as his reward (1 ]\lacc.

X, 69-89). A few years later Jonathan again de-

scended into the plain in the interests of Antiochus

VI., and captured Gaza (1 Mace. xi. 60-62). No
further notice of the country occurs until the cap-

ture of Gaza in 97 by the Jewish king Alexander

Jannaeus in his contest with Lathyrus (Joseph.

Ant. xiii. 13, §3; B. J. i. 4, §2). In 63 Pompey
annexed Philistia to the province of Syria (Ant. xiv.

4, §4), with the exception of Gaza, which was as-

signed to Herod (xv. 7, §3), together with Jamnia,

Ashdod, and Ashkelon, as appears from xvii. 11,

§5. The three last fell to Salome after Herod's

death, but Gaza was re-annexed to Syria (xvii. 11,

§4, 5). The latest notices of the Philistines as a

nation, under their title of a.\\6(j)vXoi, occur in

1 Mace, iii.-v. The extension of the name from

the district occupied by them to the whole country,

under the familiar form of Palestine, has already

been noticed under that head.

With regard to the institutions of the Philistines

our information is very scanty. The five chief

cities had, as early as the days of Joshua, consti-

tuted themselves into a confederacy, restricted,

however, in all probability, to matters of ofl'ence

and defence. Each was under the government of a

prince whose official title was sereny (Josh. xiii. 3;

Judg. iii. 3 &c.), and occasionally sdr^ (1 Sam.

xviii. 30, xxix. 6). Gaza may be regarded iis hav-

ing exercised an hegemony over the others, for in

the lists of the towns it is mentioned the first

(Josh. xiii. 3; Am. i. 7, 8), except where there

is an especial ground for giving prominence to

another, as in the case of Ashdod (1 Sam. vi. 17).

Ekron always stands last, while Ashdod, Ash-

kelon, and Gath interchange places. Each town

possessed its own territory, as instanced in the

case of Gath (1 Chr. xviii. 1), Ashdod (1 Sam.

V. 6), and others, and e;ich possessed its dependent

towns or "daughters" (Josh. xv. 45-47; 1 Chr.

xviii. 1 ; 2 Sam. i. 20; Ez. xvi. 27, 57), and its

villiiges (Josh. /. c). In later times Gaza had a

senate of five hundred (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 13, §3).

The Philistines appear to have been deeply imbued

with superstition : they carried their idols with

them on their campaigns (2 Sam. v. 21), and pro-

claimed their victories in their presence (1 Sam.

xxxi. 9). They also earned about their persons

charms of some kind that had been presented before

the idols (2 ]\Iacc. xii. 40). The gods whom they

chiefly worshipjied were Dagon, who possesswl

temples both at Gaza (Judg. xvi. 23) and at Ashdod

(1 Sam. V. 3-5; 1 Chr. -x. 10; 1 5Iacc. x. 83);

Ashtaroth, whose temple at Ashkelon was far-famed

(I Sam. xxxi. 10 ; Herod, i. 105) ; Biwl-zcbub,

' pD. Two derivations liave been proposed for tliis

word.'viz.: "lb by Kwald (i. 332), PD. " axle," by Ge-

senius {Thes. p. 972) and Keil in jos'.j. xiii. 3, the
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whose fane at Ekron was corisulted by Ahaziah

(2 K. i. 2-6); and Derceto, who was honoured at

Ashkelon (Diod. Sic. ii. 4), though unnoticed in the

Bible. Piiests and diviners (1 Sam. vi. 2) were

attached to the various seats of worship. (The

special authorities for tlie liistory of the Philistines

are Stark's Gaza; Knobel's Volkertafel ; Movers'

Phoenizien; and Kitzig's Urgeschichte.) [W.L. B.]

PHILOL'OGUS {^i\6\oyos : Philologus). A
Christian at iiome to whom St. Paul sends his

salutation (Kom. xvi. 15). Origen conjectures that

he was the master of a Christian household which

included the other persons named with him. Pseudo-

Hippolytus {De LXX. Apostolis) makes him one of

the 70 disciples, and bishop of Sinope. His name is

found in the Columbarium "of the freedmen of Livia

Augusta" at Kome ; which shows that there was a

Philologus connected with the imperial household at

the time when it included many Julias. [VV. T. B.]

PHILOSOPHY. It is the object of the fol-

lowing article to give some account (I.) of that de-

velopment of thought among the Jews which an-

swered to the philosophy of the West
;

(II.) of the

recognition of the preparatory (propaedeutic) office

of Greek philosophy in relation to Christianity
;

(III.) of the systematic progress of Greek jihilosophy

as forming a complete whole ; and (IV.) of the

contact of Christianity with philosophy. The limits

of the article necessarily exclude everything but

broad statements. Many points of great interest

must be passed over unnoticed ; and in a fuller

treatment there would be need of continual excep-

tions and explanations of detail, which would only

create confusion in an outline. The history of

ancient philosophy in its i-eligious aspect has been

strangely neglected. Nothing, as far as we are aware,

has been written on the pre-Christian era answering

to the clear and elegant essay of Matter on post-

Christian philosophy {Histoire de la Philosophie

dans ses rapports avec la Religion dcpuis I'ere

I
Chreticnne, I'aris, 1854). There are useful liints in

Carove's Vorhalle des Christenthiims (Jena, 1851),

and Ackermann's Das Christliche im Plato (Hamb.

1835). The treatise of Denis, Histoiredes Theo-

ries et des Tdees morales dans VAntiquite (Paris,

1856), is limited in range and hardly satisfactory.

Dollinger's Vorhalle zur Gesch. d. Christenthwiiis

(Regensbg. 1857) is comprehensive, but covers too

large a field. The brief survey in 1 )e Pressens^'s

Hist, des trots premiers Siecles de I'Eglise Chre-

ticnne (Paris, 1858) is much more vigorous, and

on the whole just. But no one seems to have ap-

pi-ehended the real character and growth of Greek

philosophy so well as Zeller (though with no special

I
attention to its relations to religion) in his history (ZJ/e

Philosophie der Griecken, 2te Aufl. Tub. 1856),

I which for subtlety and completeness is unrivalled.

! I. TiiK Philosophic Discipline of the Jews.

Philosophy, if we limit the word strictly to de-

,
scribe the free pursuit of knowledge of which truth

is the one complete end, is essentially of Western

growth. In the East the search after wisdom has

always been connected with practice: it has )e-

mained there, what it was in Greece at first, a part

of i-eligion. The history of the Jews offers no ex-

ception to this remark : there is no Jewish philo-

'

latter being supported by the analogy of on Arabic

! expression.
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sophy propeily so called. Vet on the other hand

speculation and action meet in ti'Uth ; and perhaps
\

the most obvious lesson of the Old Testament lies

in the e;radual construction of a divine philosophy

by fact, and not by speculation. The method of

Greece was to proceed from life to God ; the method

of Israel (so to speak) was to proceed from (!od to

life. The axioms of one system are the conclusions

of the othei . The one led to the successive abandon-

ment of the noblest domains of science which man had

claimed originally as his own, till it left bare systems

of morality ; the other, in the fulness of time, pre-

pared many to welcome the Christ—the Truth.

From what has been smil, it follows that the

philosophy of the Jews, using the word in a large

sense, is to be sought for rather in the progress of

the national life than in special books. These,

indeed, furnish important illustrations of the growth

of speculation, but the history is written more in

acts than in thoughts. Step by step the idea of

the family was raised into that of the people ; and

the kingdom furnished the basis of those wider pro-

mises which included all nations in one kingdom of

heaven. The social, the political, the cosmical relations

of man were traced out giadually in relation to God.

The philosophy of the Jews is thus essentially a

moral philosophy, resting on a definite connexion

with God. The doctrines of Creation and Provi-

dence, of an Infinite Divine Person and of a respon-

sible human will, which elsewhere form the ultimate

limits of speculation, are here assumed at the out-

set. The difficulties which they involve are but

rarely noticed. Even when they are canvassed

most dee]ily, a moral answer drawn from the great

duties of life is that in which the questioner finds

repose. The earlier chapters of Genesis contain an

introduction to the direct training of the people

which follows. Premature and partial developments,

kingdoms based on godless might, stand in contrast

with the slow foundation of the divine polity. To
distinguish rightly the moral principles which were

successively called out in this latter work, would

be to write a history of Israel ; but the philoso-

phical significance of the great crises through which

the people passed, lies upon the surface. The call

of Abraham set forth at once the central lesson of

faith in llic Unseen, on which all others were raised.

The father of the nation was first isolated from all

natural ties before he received the promise : his heii'

was the son of his extreme age: his inheritance was
to him '' as a strange land." The history of the

patriarchs brought out into yet clearer light the

sovereignty of God : the younger was preferred

befoi'e the elder: sufl'ering prepared the way for safety

and triumph. God was seen to make a covenant

with man, and his action was written in the records

of a chosen f:\mily. A new era followed. A nation

grew up in the piesence of Egyptian culture. Per-

secution united elements which seem otherwise to

have been on the point of being absorbed by foreign

powers. God levealed Himself now to the people

in the wider relations of Lawgiver and Judge. The
solitary discipline of the deseit familiarized them
with His majesty and His mercy. The wisdom of

Egypt was hallowed to new uses. The promised

land was gained by the open woi king of a divine

Sovereign. The outlines of nationnl faith were

written in defeat and victory ; and the work of the

theocracy closed. Human jiassion then claimed a

dominant influence. The people required a king.

A fixfd Temple was substituted for the shifting

Tabernacle. Times of disruption and disaster fol-
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lowed ; and the voice of prophets declared the spi-

ritual meaning of the kingdom. In the midst oi

sorrow and defeat and desolation, the horizon of

hope was extended. The kingdom which man had

prematurely founded was .seen to be the image of a

nobler " kingdom of God." The nation learned its

connexion with " all the kindred of the earth."

The Captivity confiimed the lesson, and after it the

Dispersion. The moral effects of these, and the in-

fluence which Persian, (;reek,and Roman, the inhe-

ritors of all the wisdom of the East and West,

exercised upon the Jews, have been elsewhere no-

ticed. [Cyrus ; Dispersion.] The divine dis-

cipline closed before the special human discipline

began. The personal relations of God to the indi-

vidual, the family, the nation, mankind, were esta-

blished in ineffaceable history, and then other truths

were brought into harmony with these in the long

period of silence which separates the two Testa-

ments. But the harmony was not always perfect.

Two parti.al fonns of religious philosophy arose.

On the one side the predominance of the Persian

element gave rise to thb Kabbala : on the other the

predominance of the Greek element issued in Ale.x-

andrine theosophy.

Before these one-sided developments of the truth

were made, the fundamental ideas of the Divine

government found expression in words as well as

in life. The Psalms, which, among the other in-

finite lessons which they convey, give a deep insight

into the need of a personal apprehension of truth,

everywhere declare the absolute sovereignty of God
over the material and moral worlds. The classical

scholar cannot fail to be struck with the frequency

of natural imagery, and with the close connexion

which is assumed to exist between man and nature

as parts of one vast Order. The control of all the

elements by One All-wise Governor, standing out in

clear contrast with the deification of isolated objects,

is no less essentially chai acteristic of Hebrew as

distinguished from Greek thought. In the world

of action Piovidence stands over against fate, the

universal kingdom against the individual state,

the true and the right against the beautiful. Pure

speculation may find little scope, but speculation

guided by these great laws will never cease to affect

most deeply the intellectual culture of men. (Com-

pare especially Ps. viii., xix., xxix. ; 1., Ixv., Ixviii.

;

Ixxvii., Ixxviii., Ixxxix. ; xcv., xcvii., civ. ; evi.,

cxxxvi., cxlvii., &c. It will be seen that the same

character is found in Psalms of every date.) For a

late and very remarkable development of this philo-

sophy of Nature see the article Book of Enoch
[vol. i. 556] ; Dillmann, Das B. Henoch, xiv., xv.

One man above all is distinguished among the

Jews as "the wise man." The description which

is given of his writings serves as a commentary on

the natiomd view of i)hilosophy. " And Solomon's

wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of

the ea.st country and all the wisdom of Egypt. . . .

And he spake three thousand proverbs; and his

songs were a thousand and five. And he spake of

trees, from the cedar that is in Lebanon even unto

the hyssop that springeth out of the wall : he spake

also of beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things,

and of fishes" (1 K. iv. 30-33). The "lesson of

practical duty, the full utterance of " a large heart
"

(Ibid. 29), the careful study of God's cieatuies:

this is tlie sum of wisdom. Yet in fact the very

practical aim of this philosophy leads to the revela-

tion of the most sublime truth. Wisdom was gra-

dually felt to l)e a Person, throned by God, ai.d
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holding converse with men (Prov. viii.). She was
seen to stand in open enmity with " the strange

woman," who sought to draw them aside by sen-

suous attiactions ; and thus a new step was made
towards the central doctrine of Christianity—the

Incarnation of the Word.
Two books of the Bible, Job and Ecclesiastes,

of which the lattei- at any rate belongs to the period

of the close of tlie kingdom, approach more nearly

than any others to tlie type of philosophiciil discus-

sions. But in both the problem is moral and not

metaphysical. The one deals with the evils which
afflict "the perfect and upright;" the other with

the vanity of all the pursuits and pleasures of e<irth.

In the one we are led for an answer to a vision of

" the enemy " to wliom a partial and temporaiy

power over man is conceded (Job i. 6-12); in tlie

other to that gioat future when "God shall bring

every work to judgment" (Eccl. xii. 14). The
method of inquiry is in both cases abrupt and irre-

gular. One clue after another is followed out, and

at length abandoned ; and the final solution is ob-

tained, not by a consecutive process of reason, but

oy an authoritative utterance, which faith welcomes

as the truth, towards which all partial efforts had

tended. (Compai-e Maurice, Moral and Metaphy-
sical Philosophi/, fii-st edition.)

The Captivity necessarily exercised a profound

influence upon Jewish thought. [Comp. CvRUS,
vol. i. p. 380.] The teaching of Persia seems to

have been designed to supply important elements in

the education of the chosen people. But it did yet

more than this. The imagery of Ezekiel (chap, i.),

gave an apparent sanction to a new form of mystical

.speculation. It is uncertain at what date this

earliest Kahhala (j. c. Tradition) received a definite

form ; but there cau be no doubt that the two
gieat divisions of which it is composed, " the cha-

riot " {Mcrcabah, Ez. i.) and "the Creation"

{Bereshith, Gen. i.), found a wide development

before the Christian era. The first dealt with the

manifestation of God in Himself; the second with

His manifestation in Nature; and as the doctrine

was handed down orally, it received naturally, both

from its extent and form, great additions from

foreign sources. On the one side it was open to the

Persian doctrine of emanation, on the other to the

Christian doctrine of the Incarnation ; and the tradi-

tion was deeply impressed by both before it was first

committed to wiiting in the seventh or eighth cen-

tury. At present the original sources for the teach-

ing of the Kabbala are the Sepher Jetzirah, or Book

of Creation, and the Sepher JIazohar, or Book of

Splendour. The former of these dates in its present

form from the eighth, and the latter from the thir-

teenth century (Zunz, Gottesd. Vortr. d. Jtiden,

165; Jellinek, 3Ioses hen Schemtob de Leon,

Leipsic, 1851 1. Both are based upon a system of

Pantheism. In the Book of Creation the Caliba-

listic ideivs are given in their simplest form, and

offer some points of comparison with the system of

the Pythagoreans. The book begins with an enu-

meration ofthe thirty-two ways ofwisdom seen in the

constitution of the world ; and the analysis of this

number is s\ipposed to contain the key to the mys-

teries of Nature. The primary division is into

10 + 22. The number 10 represent.s the ten Sephi-

roth (figures), which answer to the ideal world ; 2^2,

on the other hand, the number of the Hebrew alpha-

bet, answers to the world of objects ; the object being

related to the idea as a word, formed of letters, to a

number. Twenty-two again is equal to 3 -j- 7 + 1 2
;
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and each of these numbers, which constantly recur

in the 0. T. Scrijitures, is invested with a peculiar

meaning. Generally the fundamental conceptions

ofthe book may be thus represented. The ultimate
Being is Divine Wisdom {Cliocmah, ffo<pia). The
universe is originally a harmonious thought of

Wisdom (Number, Sephirah) ; and the thought is

afterwards expressed in letters, which form, as

words, the germ of things. Man, with his twofold
nature, thus represents in some sense the whole
universe. He is the Microcosm, in which the body
clothes and veils the soul, as the phenomenal world
veils the spirit of God. It is impossible to follow-

out here the details of this system, and its develop-
ment in Zohar ; but it is obvious how great an in-

fluence it must have exercised on the interpretation

of Scripture. The calculation of the numerical
worth of words (comp. Rev. xiii. 18; Gcmatria,
Buxtorf, Lex. Rahh. 446), the resolution of words
into initial letters of new words {Notaricon, Bux-
torf, 1339), and the transposition or interchange ot

letters (^Temurah), were used to obtain the inner

meaning of the text ; and these practices have con-

tinued to aflect modern exegesis (Lutterbeck, Neii-

test. Lehrbcgriff, i. 223-254 ; Reuss, Kabbala, in

Herzog's Encykhp. ; Joel, Die Belig.-Phil. d.

Zohar, 1849; Jellinek, as above ; Westcott, Introd.

to Gospels, 131-134
; Franck, La Kabbah, 1843

Old Testament, B §1).

The contact of the Jews with Persia thus gave
rise to a traditional mysticism. Their contact with
Gi-eece was marked by the rise of distinct sects.

In the third century B.C. the great doctor Anti-

gonus of Socho bears a Greek name, and popular

belief pointed to him as the teacher of Sadoc and
Boethus, the supposed founders of Jewish ration-

alism. At any rate, we may date from this time
the twofold division of Jewish speculation which
corresponds to the chief tendencies of practical phi-

losophy. The Sadducees appear as the supporters

of human freedom in its widest scope; the Pharisees

of a religious Stoicism. At. a later time the cycle of

doctrine was completed, when by a natural reaction

the Essenes established a mystic Asceticism. The
characteristics of these sects are noticed elsewhere.

It is enough now to point out the position which
theyoccupy in the history of Judaism (comp. Introd.
to Gospels, pp. 60-66). At a later period the Fourth
Book of M.\ccabees (q. v.) is a very interesting

e.xample of Jewish moral (Stoic ) teaching.

The conception of wisdom wliich appears in the
Book of Proverbs was elaborated with greater detail

afterwards [Wisdom of Solomon], "both in Pa-
lestine [EcCLESiASTicus] and in Egypt; but the

doctrine of the Word is of greater speculative in-

tei-est. Both doctrines, indeed, sjirang from the

same cause, and indicate the desire to find some
mediating power between God and the world, and
to remove the direct appearance and action of God
from a material sphere. The personification of

Wisdom represents only a secondary power in rela-

tion to God; the Logos, in tlie double sense of

HejLson {K6yos (vSidderos) and Word (xSyos trpo-

<popiK6s), both in relation to God and in lelation to

the uuivei-se. The first use of the term Word
(^Meinra), based upon the common formula of the

prophets, is in the Targum of Onkolos (first cent.

B.C.), in which " the Word of God '' is commonly
substituted for God in His immediate, personal rela-

tions with man [Introd. to Gospels, p. 137); and
it is probable that round this ti-aditional rendering

a fuller doctrine grew up. But there js a clear

3 I 2
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difference betweeu the i«l>'a of the Word then pre-

valent in Palestine and that current at Alexandria.

In Palestine the Word appears as the outwaid me-

diator between Cod and man, like the Angel of the

Covenant ; at Alexandria it appears as the spiritual

connexion which opens the way to revelation. The

preface to St. John's Gospel includes the element

of truth in both. In the Greek apocryphal books

there is no mention of the Word (yet comp. Wisd.

xviii. 15). For the Alexandrine teaching it is neces-

sary to look alone to Philo (c. B.C. 20—A. D. 50)

;

and the ambiguity in the meaning of the Greek

term, which has been already noticed, produces the

greatest confusion in his treatment of the subject.

In Philo language domineers over thought. He

has no one clear and consistent view of the Logos.

At times he assigns to it divine attributes and

personal action ; and then again he affirms decidedly

the absolute indivisibility of the Divine nature.

The tendency of his teaching is to lead to the con-

ception of a twofold personality in the Godhead,

though he shrinks from the recognition of such a

doctiine {De Monarch. §5 ; De Somn. §37 ;
Quod,

det. pot. ins. §2-4-; De Somn. §39, &c.). Above

ail, his idea of the Logos was wholly disconnected

from all Messianic hopes, and was rather tlie philo-

sophic substitute for them. {Introd. to Gospels,

138-141 ; Diihne, Jud.-Alex. Relig.-Philos. 1834
;

Gfrorer, Philo, &c. 1835; Dorner, Die Lehre v.d.

Person Christi, i. 23 if. ; Liicke, Comm. i. 207, who

gives an account of the earlier literature.)

II. The Patristic Recognition of the Puo-

PAEDEUTic Office of Greek Piiilosophv.

The Divine discipline of the Jews was, as has

been seen, in nature essentially moral. The lessons

which it was designed to teach were embodied in

the family and the nation. Yet this was not in

itself a complete discipline of our nature. The

reason, no less than the will and the affections, had

an office to discharge in preparing man for the

Incarnation. The process and the issue in the two

cases were widely different, but they were in some

sense complementary. Even in time this relation

holds good. The divine kingdom of the Jews was

just overthrown when free speculation arose in the

Ionian colonies of Asia. The teaching of the last

prophet nearly synchronised with the death of

Socrates. All other dillerences between the disci-

pline of reason and that of revelation are implicitly

included in their fundamental difference of method.

In the one, man boldly aspired at once to God, in

the other, God disclosed Himself gradually to man.

Philosophy failed as a religious teacher practiailly

(l!om. i. 21, 22), but it bore noble witness to an

inward law (Horn. ii. 14, 15). It laid open in-

stinctive wants which it could not satisfy. It

cleared away error, when it could not found truth.

It swayed the foremost minds of a nation, when it

left the mass without hoj)e. In its purest and

grandest forms it was " a schoolmaster to bring men

to Christ" (Clem. Alex. Strom, i. §28).

This function of ancient philosophy is distinctly

recognised by many of the greatest of the fathers.

The principle which is involved in the doctrine of

Justin Martyr on " the Seminal Word " finds a

clear and systematic expression in Clement of Alex-

andria. (Comp. Redepenning, Origencs, i. p.

437-9.) " Every race of men participated in the

Word. And they who lived with the Word were

Christians, even if they were held to be godless

&eeoi), as for example, among the Greeks, Socrates
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and Hcraclitus, and those like them" (Just. Mai-b.

Ap. i. 46; comp. Ap. i. 5, 28: and ii. 10, 13).

" Philosophy," says Clement, " before the coming of

the Lord, was necessary to Greeks for righteousness
;

and now it proves useful for godliness, being in

some sort a preliminary discipline {Trpoiraiiela ris

odaa) for those who reap the fruits of the iiiith

through demonstration. . . . Perhap we may say

that it was given to the Greeks with this special

object [wporiyovfievcos), for it brought (^ttoiSo-

ywyet) the (ireek nation to Christ, as the Law
brought the Hebrews" (Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 5,

§28; comp. 9, §43, and 16, §80). In this sense

he doe; not scruple to say that " Philosophy was

given as a peculiar testament (SiaO-liKTiy) to the

Greeks, as forming the basis of the Clnistian philo-

sophy "(iS<ro?n. vi. 8, §67 ; comp. 5, §41). Origen,

himself a pupil ofAmmonius Saccas, speaks with less

])recision as to the educational power of Philosophy,

but his whole works bear witness to its influence.

The truths which philosophers taught, he says, re-

ferring to the words of St. Paul, were from God, for

" God manifested these to them, and all things that

have been nobly said" (c. Cels. vi. 3; Philoc. 15).

Augustine, while depreciating the claims of tlie

great Gentile teachers, allows that " some of them
made great discoveries, so far as they received help

from Heaven, while they erred as fai- as they were

hindered by human frailty " (Aug. De Civ. ii. 7

;

comp. De Doctr. Chr. ii. 18). They had, as he

elsewhere says, a distant vision of the truth, and

learnt from the teaching of nature what prophets

learnt from the Spirit {Senn. Ixviii. 3, cxl. &c.).

But while many thus recognised in Philosophy

the free witness of the Word speaking among men,

the same writers in other places sought to explain

the partial harmony of Philosophy and Revelation

by an original connexion of the two. This attempt,

which in tlie light of a clearer criticism is seen to

be essentially fiiiitless and even suicidal, was at

least more plausible in the first centuries. A mul-

titude of writings were then current bearing the

names of the Sibyl or Hystaspes, which were obvi-

ously based on the 0. T. Scriptures, and as long as

they were received as genuine it was impossible to

doubt that Jewish doctrines were spread in the West
before the rise of Philosophy. And on the other

hand, when the Fathers ridicule with the bitterest

scorn the contradictions and errors of philosophers,

it must be remembered that they spoke often fresh

from a conflict with degenerate professors of systems

which had long lost all real life. Some, indeed;

there were, chiefly among the Latins, who con-

sistently inveighed against Philosophy. But even

Tertullian, who is among its fiercest adversaries,

allows that at times the philosophers hit upon

truth by a happy chance or blind good fortune, and

yet more by that " gcnei-al feeling with which God
was pleased to endow the soul " (Tert. De An. 2).

The use which Wiis made of heathen speculation by

heretical writers was one great cause of its dis-

paragement by their catholic antagonists. Irenaeu^

endejivours to reduce the Gnostic teachers to ;t

dilemma: either the philosophcre with whom they

argued knew the truth or they did not; if they did,

the Incarnation was superfluous; if they did not,

whence comes the agreement of the true and the

ftdse? {Ado. ITaer. ii. 14, 7). Hippolytus follows

out the connexion of different sects with earlier

teachers in elaborate detail. Tertullian, with cha-

racteristic energy, declares that " Philosophy fur-

nishes the arms and the subjects of heresy. What
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(he asks) lias Athens in common with Jerusiilem ?

tlie Academy with the Church? heretics with

Christians? Our training is from tlie Porch of

Solomon. . . . Let those look to it who bring for-

ward a Stoic, a Platonic, a dialectic Christianity.

We have no need of curious inquiries after the

coming of Christ Jesus, nor of investigation after

the Gospel" (Tert. De Fraescr. Haer. 7).

This variety of judgment in the heat of contro-

versy was inevitable. The full importance of the

history of ancient Philosophy was then first seen

when all rivalry was over, and it became possible

to contemplate it as a whole, animated by a great

law, often trembling on the verge of Truth, and

sometimes by a " bold venture " claiming the heri-

tage of Faith. Yet even now the relations of the

" two old covenants "—Philosophy and the Hebrew

Scriptures—to use the language of Clement—have

been traced only imperfectly. What has been done

may encourage labour, but it does not supersede it.

In the porticoes of Eastern churches Pythagoras

and Plato are pictured among those who prepared

the way for Christianity (Stanley, p. 41) ; but in
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first period the world objectively is the gi-eat centre

of inquiry; in the second, the "ideas" of things,

truth, and being; in the third, the chief interest ot

philosophy ialls back upon the practical conduct ot

life. Successive systems overlap each other, both

in time and sulijects of speculation, but broadly the

sequence which has been indicated will hold good

(Zeller, Die I'liilosophie der Griechcn, i. Ill &c.).

After the Christian era philosophy ceased to have

any true vitality in Greece, but it made fresh efforts

to meet the changed conditions of life at Alexandria

and Rome. At Alexandria Platonism was vivified

by the spirit of Oriental mysticism, and afterwards

of Christianity : at Pome Stoicism was united with

the vigorous virtues of active life. Kach of these

great divisions must be passed in rapid review.

1. The pre-Socratic Schools.—The first Greek

philosophy was little more than an attempt to

follow out in thought the mythic cosmogonies of

earlier poets. Giadually the depth and variety of

tlie problems included in the idea of a cosmogony

became apparent, and, after each clue had been

followed out, the period ended in the negative

the West, Sibyls and not"Philosophers are the chosen
i

teaching of the Sophists. The questions of creation

lepresentatives of the divine element in Gentile

teaching.

III. The Development of Greek Philosophy.

The complete fitness of Greek Philosophy to per-

form this propaedeutic ofSce for Christianity, as an

exhaustive eflbrt of reason to solve the great pro-

blems of being, must be apparent after a detailed

s-tudy of its progiess and consummation ; and even

the simplest outline of its history cannot fail to

preserve the leading traits of the natural (or even

necessary) law by which its development was
governed.

The various attempts which have been made to

derive Western Philosophy from Eastern sources

have signally failed. The external evidence in favour

of this opinion is wholly insufficient to establish it

(Ritter, Gcsch. d. Phil. i. 159 &c. ; Thirlwall, Hist,

of Gr. ii. 130; Zeller, Gesch. d. Phil. d. Griechen,

i. 18-34 ; Max Miiller, On Language, 84note), and

on internal grounds it is most improbable. It is

true that in some degree the character of Greek

speculation may have been influenced, at least in its

earliest stages, by religious ideas which were ori-

ginally introduced from the East; but this indirect

influence does not affect the real originality of the

great Greek teachers. The spirit of pure philosophy

is (as has been already seen) wholly alien from

Eastern thought ; and it was comparatively late

when even a Gieek ventured to separat<^ philosophy

from religion. But in Gieece the se])aration, when
it was once effected, remained essentially complete.

The opinions of the ancient philosophers might or

of the immediate relation of mind and matter, were

pronounced in fact, if not in word, insoluble, and

speculation was turned into a new direction.

What is the one peimanent element which under-

lies the changing forms of things?—this was the

primary inquiiy to which the Ionic school endea-

voured to find an answer. Thales (cir. B.C. 010-

625), following, as it seems, the genealogy of

Hesiod, pointed to moisture (water) as the one

source and supporter of life. Anaximenes (cir.

B.C. 520-480) substituted air for water, as the more

subtle and all-pervading element ; but equally with

Thales he neglected all consideration of the force

which might be supposed to modify the one primal

substance. At a much later date (cir. B.C. 450)

Diogenes of Apollonia, to meet this difficulty,

represented this elementary " air " as endowed

with intelligence (ro'rjo-js), but even he makes no

distinction between the material and the intelligent.

The atomic theory of Democritcs (cir. B.C. 460-

357), which stands in close connexion with this

form of Ionic teaching, offered another and more

plausible solution. The motion of his atoms in-

cluded the action of force, but he wholly omitted

to account for its source. Meanwhile another

mode of speculation had arisen in the same school.

In place of one definite element Anaximander
(B.C. 610-547) suggested the unlimited (jh i-ireipov]

as the adequate origin of all special existences. And
somewhat more than a century later Anaxagoras
summed up the result of such a line of speculation :

" All things were together; then mind (yovs) came
and disposed them in order" (Diog. Laert. ii. 6).

might not be outwardly reconcileable with the
j

Thus we ai-e left face- to face with an ultimate

popular faith ; but philosophy and faith were in

dependent. The very value of (ireek teaching lies

in the fact that it was, as far a.s is possible, a result

of simple Reason, or, if Faith asseiis its prerogative,

the distinction is sharply marked. In this we have

a record of the power and weakness of the human
mind written at once on the grandest scale and in

the fairest charactere.

Of the various classifications of the Greek schools

which haxe been proposed the simplest and truest

seems to be that which divides the history of Phi-

losophy into three gre;it periods, the first reaching

to the era of the Sophists, the next to the death of

Aristotle, the third to the Christian era. In tha

dualism.

The Eleatic school started fiom an opposite

point of view. Thales saw moisture present in ma-
terial things, and pronounced this to be their fun-

damental principle: Xenophanks (cir. B.C. 530-

50) "looked up to. the whole hejiven and said that

the One is God " (Arist. Met. i. 5, ri) %v fival

(prjfft rhv 0(6v). " Thales saw gods in all things:

Xenophimes saw all things in God" (Thirlwall,

Hist, of Gr. ii, 136). That which is, according to

Xenophanes, must be one, eternal, infinite, immo-
vable, unchangealjle. Parmenidks of Elea (B.C.

500) .substituted absti-act "being" for "God" in

the system of Xenophanes, and distinguished with
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precision tlie fuiictious nf sense mul ie;iboii. Sense

teaches us of " the niMiiy," the false (phenomena):

Heason of " the one," tiie true ' the absolute ). Zeno
of Elea (dr. B.C. 4,50) developed with logical inge-

nuity the contradictions involved in our perceptions

of things (in the idea of motion, for instancL-), and

thus formally prepared the way for scepticism. If

the one alone us, the phenomenal world is an

illusion. The sublime aspiration of Xenophanes,

when tbllowed out legitimately to its consequences,

ended in blank negation.

The teaching oV IliiRACLiTUS (B.C. 500) offers a

complete contrast to that of the Eleatics, and

stands far in advance of the earlier Ionic school,

with which he is historically connected. So far

from contiastiug the existent and the phenomenal,

he boldly identified being with change. "There
ever was, and is, and shall be, an everliving fire,

unceasingly kindled and extinguished in due mea-

sure " {airT6iJ.€yov fxerpa /cat airoffffevvvfiei/oi/

fjierpa, Clem. Alex. Strum, v. 14, ^105). Kest

and continuance is death. That which is is the

instantaneous balance of contending powers (Diog.

1-aert. ix. 7, 5ia ttjs 4vavTioTpoirrjs vpfjLoardat to
ovra). Creation is the plat/ of the Ci'eator.

Everywhere, as far as his ojiinions can l>e grasped,

Hei-aclitus makes noble " guesses at trutli ;" yet he

leaves " fate "
{eifj.apiJ.iVTi) as the supreme cie;itor

(Stob. Eel. i. p. 69, ap. Hitter & Preller, §42).

The cycles of life and death run on by its lav . It

may have been by a nati.ral reaction that from

these wider speculations he turned his thoughts

inwards. " I investigated myself," he says, with

conscious pride (PI ut. adn. Col. 1118, c.) ; and in

this respect he foreshadows the teaching of Sociates,

as Zeno did that of the Sophists.

The philosophy of Py.thagoras fcir. B.C. 840-

510) is subordinate in interest to his social and
political theories, though it supplies a link in the

course of speculation ; others had laboured to trace

a unity in the world in the presence of one underly-

ing element or in the idea of a whole ; he sought to

combine the separate harmony of parts with total

unity. Numerical unity includes the finite and

the infinite ; and in the relations of number there

is a perfect symmetry, as all spring out of the

fundamental unit. Thus numbers seemed to Pytha-

goras to be not only " patterns" of things (raip

ivraiv), but causes of their being (t»)s oixrlas).

How he conuected numbers with concrete being it

is impossible to detp)-mine ; but it may not be

wholly fanciful to see in the doctrine of transmi-

gration of souls an attempt to trace in the succes-

sive forms of life an outward expi-ession of a

hannonious law in the moral as well as in the

physical world. (The remains of the pre-Socratic

philosophei-s have been collected in a very con-

venient tbitn by F. Muilach in Didot's IJiblioth. Or.,

Paris, 1860.)

The first cycle of philosophy was thus com-

pleted. All the great primary problems of thought

had been stated, and typical answers rendered.

The relation of spirit and matter was still unsolved.

Speculation issued in dualism (Anaxagoras), mate-

rialism (Democritus), or pantheism (Xenoplianes).

On one side reason was m.-ide the sole criterion of

trutli (Pai-mcnides) ; on the other, expeiience (Hera-

clitus). As yet there was no rest, arid the Sophists

piepared the way for a new method.

Whatever may be the moral estimate which is

formed of the Soi)hists, there can be little doubt as

hi the imjiortance of their teaching as preparatory
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to that of Socrates. All attempts to amve at

certainty by a study of the world had failed : might
it not seem, then, that truth is subjective? " Maji

is the measure of all things." Sensntions are

modified by the individual ; and may not this hold

good univei-sally ? The conclusion was applied to

morals and politics with fearless skill. The belief

in absolute truth and right was well-nigh banished
;

but meanwhile the Sophists weie perfecting the

instrument which was to be turned against then).

Language, in their hands, acquiied a precision

unknown before, when words assumed the place of

things. Plato might ridicule the pedantry of Pro-

tagoras, but Socrates reaped a ridi han'est from it.

2. The Socratic Schools.—In the second period

of Greek philosophy the scene and subject were
both changed. Athens became the centre of specula-

tions which had hitherto chiefiy found a home
among the more mixed populations of the colonies.

And at the same time inquiry was turned from the

outward world to the inward, from theories of the

origin and relation of things to theoiies of our

knowledge of them. A philosophy of ideas, using

the term in its widest sense, succeeded a philosophy

of nature. In three generations Gieek speculation

reached its greatest glory in the teaching of Socrates,

Plato, and Aristotle. When the sovereignty of

Greece ceased, all higher philosophy ceased with it.

In the hopeless turmoil of civil disturbances which

followed, men's thoughts were chiefly directed to

questions of persoual duty.

The famous sentence in which Aristotle {Met.

M. 4) characterizes the teaching of Socratks (b.c.

4B8-.399) places his scientific position in the clearest

light. There are two tilings, he says, which we may
rightly attribute to Socrates, inductive reasoning,

and general definition {rovs TtiraKTiKOvs \6yovs
Koi rb bpi^icGii Kad6Kov). By the first he endea-

voured to discover the permanent element which

underlies the changing forms of appearances and

the varieties of opinion: by the second he fixed the

tiuth which he had thus gained. But, besides this,

Socrates i-endered another service to truth. He
changed not only the method but also the subject

of philosophy (Cic. Acad. Post. i. 4). Ethics

occupied in his investigations the primary i>lace

which had hitherto been held by Physics. The

great aim of his induction was to establish the

sovereignty of Virtue; and before entering on other

speculations he determined to obey the Delphian

maxim and " know himself" (Plat. Phncdr. 229).

It was a necessary consequence of a first effort in

this tlirection that Socrates regarded all the results

which he derived as like in kind. Knowledge

(eVio-T^jurj) was equally absolute and authoritative,

whether it referred to the laws of intellectual

opeiations or to questions of moi-ality. A conclu-

sion in geometry and a conclusion on conduct were

set forth as true in the same sense. Thus vice was

only another name for ignoi-ance (Xen. Mem. iii.

9, 4; Arist. Eth. End. i. 5). Everyone was sup-

))osed to have within him a faculty absolutely

leading to right action, just as the mind neces.sarily

decides rightly as to relations of space and number,

when each step in the proposition is clearly stated.

Socrates practicjdly neglected the determinative

power of the will. His great glory wa<, howevei-.

clearly connected with this fundamental error in his

system. He alHrmed the existence of a universal

law of right and wrong. He connected philosophy

with action, both in detail and in general. On th«

one side he upheld the supremacy of Conscience, on
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the other the working of PioviUeuce. Nov the

least fruitful characteristic of his teaching was

what may be called its desultoriness. He formed

no complete system. He wrote nothing. He
attracted and impressed his readers by his mauy-
sided nature. He helped others to give biith to

thoughts, to use his favourite image, but he was
barren himself (Plat. Theaet. p. 150j. As a

result of this, the most conflicting opinions were

maintiiined by some of his professed foUoweis vvlio

cairied out isolated fragments of his teaching to

extreme conclusions. Some adopted his method

(Euclides, cir. B.C. 400, the Megarians) ; others his

subject. Of the latter, one section, following out

his proposition of the identity of self-command

{iyKpdTfia) with virtue, professed an utter disregaid

of everything material ( Antisthenes, cir. B.C. 366,

tlie Cynics), while the other (Aristippus, cir. B.C.

i>66, the Cyrenaics), inverting the maxim that

virtue is necessarily accompanied by pleasure, took

immediate pleasure as the rule of action.

These " minor Socratic schools " weie, however,

premature and imperfect developments. The truths

which they distorted were embodied at a later time

in more reasonable tbrms. Plato alone (B.C. 430-

347), by the breadth and nobleness of his te;iching,

was the true successor of Socrates ; with fuller detail

and greater elaborateness of parts, his philosophy

was as manysided as that of his mastei'. Thus it

is impossible to construct a consistent Platonic

system, though many Platonic doctrines are suffi-

ciently marked. Plato, indeed, possessed two com-

mandmg powers, whicli, though apparently incom-

patible, are in the highest sense complementary : a

matchless destructive dialectic, and a creative imagi-

nation. By the first he refuted the great fallacies

of the Sophists on the uncertainty of knovvledge and

right, carrying out in this the attacks of Socrates
;

by the other he endeavoured to bridge over the

interval between appearance and reality, and gain an

approach to the eternal. His famous doctrines of

Ideas and Recollection {ai/dfjiuriais) are a solution by

imagination of a logical difficulty. Socrates had

shown the existence of general notions ; Plato felt

constrained to attribute to them a substantive

existence (Arist. Met. M. 4). A glorious vision

gave completeness to his view. The unembodied

spirits were exhibited in immediate presence of the

"ideas" of things {Phaedr. 247}; the law of

their embodiment was sensibly portrayed ; and the

more or less vivid remembrance of supramundane

realities in this life was traced to antecedent facts.

All men were thus supposed to have been face to

face with Truth : the object of tciiching was to

bring back impressions latent but unefflxced.

The "myths" of Plato, to one of the most

famous of which reference has just been made, play

a most important part in his system. They answer

in the philosopher to Faith in the Christiim. In

dealing with immortality and judgment he leaves

the way of reason, and ventures, as he says, on a

rude raft to brave the dangers of the ocean (J'liacd.

85 D ; Gorg. b'l'-i A). " The peril and the prize

ai-e noble and the hope is great" {P/taed. 114,

C, D). Such fciles, he admits, may seem puerile

and ridiculous ; and if there were other surer and

clearer means of gaining the desired end, the judg-

ment would be just {Gorfi. 5-7 A). But, as it is,

thus only ain he connect the ieen and the unseen.

The myths, then, mark the limit of his dialectics.

They are not merely a poetical picture of truth

aheady gained, or a popular illustration of his
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teaching, but real elforts to penetrate beyond the

depths of aigument. They show that his method
WHS not conmiensurate with his instinctive desires;

and point out in intelligible outlines the subjects on

which man looks for revelation. Such aie the

relations of the human mind to truth (Phaedr. 246-

249) ; the pre-existence and immortality of the

soul {Meno,8{-3; Phaedr. 110-2; Tim. 41);
the state of future retribution {Gorg. 523-5 : Pep.

X. 614-6) ; the revolutions of the world {Polit. 269.

Compare also Sympos. 189-91; 203-5; Zeller,

Philvs. d. Griech. 361-3, who gives the literature of

the subject).

The great difl'erence between Plato and Aristotlk
(B.C. 3a4-322) lies in the use which Plato thus made
of imagination as the exponent of instinct. The dia-

lectic of Plato is not interior to that of Aristotle,

and Aristotle exhibits tiaces of poetic power not

unworthy of Plato ; but Aristotle never allows

imagination to influence his final decision. He
elaborated a perfect method, and he used it with
perfect fairness. His writings, if any, contain the

highest utterance of pure reason. Looking back on

all the earlier etibrts of philosophy, he pronounced

a calm and final judgment. For him many of the

conclusions which otheis had maintained were
valueless, because he showed that they rested on

feeling, and not on argument. This stern severity

of logic gives an indescribable pathos to those

passages in which he touches on the highest hopes

of men ; and perhaps there is no more truly affect-

ing chapter in ancient literature than that in which
he states in a few unimpassioned sentences the issue

of his inquiry into the immortality of the soul.

Part of it may be immortal, but that part is im-

personal (De An. iii. 5). This was the sentence

of reason, and he gives expression to it without

a word of protest, and yet as one who knew the

extent of the sacrifice which it involved. The
conclusion is, as it were, the epitaph of free specu-

lation. Laws of observation and argument, rules

of action, principles of government remain, but
there is no liope beyond the grave.

It follows necessarily that the Platonic doctrine of

ideas was emphatically rejected by Aristotle, who
gave, however, the final development to the original

conception of Socrates. With Socrates " ideiis

"

(general definitions) were mere abstractions; with

Plato they had an absolute existence ; with Aristotle

they had no existence separate from things in which
they were realized, though the form {nop^y)), which
answers to the Platonic idea, was held to be the

essence of the thing itself (comp. Zeller, Philos. d.

Griech. i. 119, 120).

There is one feature common in essence to the

.systems of Plato and Aristotle which has not yet

been noticed. In both. Ethics is a part of Pohtics.

The citizen is prior to the man. In Plato tiiis

doctrine finds its most extravagant development in

theory, though his life, and, in some places, his

teaching, were directly opposed to it (e. g. Gorg.

p. 527 D). This practical inconsequence was due, it

may be supposed, to the condition of Athens at the

time, for the idea w;\s in complete harmony with

the natiouiJ feeling ; and, in fact, the absolute

subordination of the individual to the body includes

one of the chief lessons of the ancient world. In

Aristotle the " political " character of man is

defined with greater precision, and brought within

narrower limits. The breaking-up of the small Greek

states had prepared the way for more comprehen-

sive views of human fellowship, without destroyinf;
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the fundamental truth of the necessity of social

union for perfect life. But in the next generation

this was lost. The wai-s of the Succession obliterated

the idea of society, and Philosophy was content with

aiming at individual happiness.

'i'he coming change was indicated by the rise of a

school of sceptics. The scepticism of the Sophists

marked the close of the first period, and in like

manner the scepticism of the Pyn-honists marks the

close of the .second (Stilpo, cir. B.C. 290 ; Pyr-

RHON, cir. B.C. 290). But the Pyrrhonists rendered

no positive service to the cause of Pliilosophy, as the

Sophists did by the refinement of language. Then-

immediate influence was limited in its range, and it

is only as a symptom that the ri.se of the school is

important. But in this respect it foreshows the

character of after-Philosophy by denying the foun-

dation of all higher speculations. Thus all interest

was turned to questions of practical morality.

Hitherto morality liad been based as a science upon

mental analysis, but by the Pyrrhonists it was

made subsen-ient to law and custom. Immediate

experience wa-s held to be the rule of life (comp.

Ritter and Preller, §3.50).

3. The post-Socratic Schools.—After Aristotle,

Philosophy, as has been already noticed, took a new

direction. The Socratic schools were, as has been

.shown, connected by a common pureuit of the perma-

nent element which underlies phenomena. Socrates

placed Virtue, trutJi in action, in a knowledge of

the ideas of things. Plato went further, and main-

tained that these ideas are alone truly existeut.

Aristotle, though differing in terms, yet only fol-

lowed in the same direction, when he attributed to

Form, not an independent existence, but a fashion-

ing, vivifying power in all individual objects. But

from this point .speculation took a maiuly pereonal

direction. Philosophy, in the strict sense of the

word, ceased to exist. This was due both to the

circumstances of the time and to the exhaustion

consequent on the failure of the Socratic method to

solve the deep mysteries of being. Aristotle had,

indeed, laid the wide foundations of an inductive

system of physics, but few were inclined to continue

his work. The physical theories which were brought

foVward were merely adaptations from earlier phi-

losophers.

In dealing with mnrnl questions two opposite

systems are possible, and have found advocates in

all ages. On the one side it may be said that the

character of actions is to be judged by their results
;

on the other, that it is to be sought only in the

actions themselves. Pleasure is the test of right

in one case ; an assumed, or discovered, law of our

nature in the other. If the world were perfect and

the balance of human faculties undisturbed, it is

evident that both systems would give identical

i-esults. As it is, there is a tendency to error on

each side, which is clearly seen in the rival schools

of the Epicureans and .Stoics, who practically divided

the suffrages of the mass of educated men in the

centuries before and after the Christian era.

Kpicurls (n.C. ;{o2-270) defined the object of

Philosophy to be the attainment of a happy life.

The pursuit of truth for its own sake he regarded

as superfluous. He rejected dialectics as a useless

studv, and accepted the senses, in the widest ac-

ceptation of the tei-m [I<:picure.\ns, i. 570], as

the criterion of truth. Physics he subordinated
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entirely to Ethics (Cic. de Fin. i. 7). But he
differed widely from the Cyrenaics in his view of

happiness. The happiness at whicli tlie wise man
aims is to be found, he said, not in momentaiy
gratification, but in lifelong pleasure. It does not

consist necessarily in excitement or motion, but

often in absolute tranquillity (dTopo^ia). " The
wise man is happy even on the rack " (I)iog. Laert.

X. 118), for "virtue alone is in.separable from plea-

sure" {id. 138). To live happily and to live

wisely, nobly, and justly, are convertible phrases

{id. 140). But it followed as a corollary from his

view of happiness, that the Gods, who were assumed
to be supremely happy and eternal, were absolutely

free fiom the distractions and emotions consequent

on any care for the world or man {id. 1 39 ; comp.
Lucr. ii. 645-7). All things were supposed to come
into being by chance, and so pass away; and the

study of Nature was chiefly useful as dispelling the

superstitious fears of the Gods and death by which
the multitude are tormented. It is obvious how
such teaching would degenerate in practice. The
individual was left master of his own life, free from

all regard to any higher law than a refined selfish-

ness.

While Epicurus asserted in this manner the claims

of one part of man's nature in the conduct of lil'e,

Zeno ofCitium (cir. B.C. 280), with equal partiality,

advocated a purely spiritual (intellectual) morality.

The opposition between the two was complete. The
infinite, chance-formed worlds of the one stand over

against the one harmonious world of the other. On
the one side are Gods regardless of material things,

on the other a Being permeating and vivifying all

creation. This difference necessarily found its chief

expression in Ethics. For when the Stoics taught

that there were only two principles of things, JIatter

{rh Trdffxof), and God, Fate, Keason—for the names
Avere many by which it was fashioned and quickene<l

{rh iroiovv)—it followed that the active principle

in man is of Di\-ine origin, and that his duty is to

live conformably to nature {rh dfioXoyovntvws [t^
(pvffei] Cv")- By " Nature " .some understood the

nature of man, others the nature of the universe

;

but both agreed in regarding it as a genei'al law of

the whole, and not particular passions or impulses.

Good, therefore, w.os but one. All external thinp
were indifferent. Reason was the absolute sovereign

of man. Thus the doctrine of the Stoics, like that

of Epicurus, practically left man to himself. But
it was woi-se in its final results than Epicurism, for

it made him his own god.»

In one point the Epicureans and Stoics were

agreed. They both regarded the happiness and

culture of the individual as the highest good. Both
systems belonged to a period of corruption and

decay. They were the efToi-ts of the man to sup-

port himself in the ruin of the state. But at the

.same time this assertion of individual independence

and breaking down of local connexions performed

an important work in preparation for Christianity.

It was for the Gentile world an influence cor-

responding to the Dispei-sion for the Jews. Men, as

men, owned their fellowship as they had not done

before. Isolating superstitions weie shattered by

the arguments of the Epicureans. The unity of the

human conscience was vigorously affirmed by the

Stoics (comp. Antoninus, iv. 4, 33, with Gataker's

notes).

» This statement, which is trne geuerafly. Is open to of the noblest expressions of belief

many exceptions. The famous hymn of Cleanthes is one I (Mullach, Fiagm. rhilot. p. 151)

Divine Power
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Meanwhile in the New Academy I'latonism de- I

£:eneiated into scepticism. Epicuius found an au-

thoritative rule in the senses. The Stoics took i

refuge in what seems to answer to the modern doc-

trine of " common sense," and maintained that the i

senses give a direct knowledge of the object. Car-

NEADES (iJ.C. 213-129) combated these views, and I

showed that sensation cannot be proved to declare

the real nature, but only some of the effects, of

things. Thus the slight philosophical basis of the

later schools was undermined. J^cepticism remained

as the last issue of speculation ; and, if we may
believe the declaration of Seneca {Quaest. Nat. vii.

32), Scepticism itself soon ceased to be taught as a

system. The great teachers had sought rest, and

in the end they found unrest. No science of life

could be established. The reason of the few failed

to create an esoteric rule of virtue and happiness.

For in this they all agreed, that the blessings of

philosophy were not for the mass. A " Gospel

preached to the poor " was as yet unknown.

But though the Greek philosophei-s fell short of

tlieir highest aim, it needs no words to show the

work which they did as pioneers of a universal

_
Church. They revealed the wants and the instincts

'

of men with a clearness and vigour elsewhere un-

attainable, for their sight was d:\zzled by no reflec-

tions from a purer faith. Step by step great ques-

tions were proposed—Fate, Providence—Conscience,

Law—the State, the Man—and answers were given,

which are the more instructive because they are

generally one-sided. The discussions, which were

primarily restricted to a few, in time influenced the

opinions of the many. The preacher who spoke of

" an unknown God " had an audience who could

understand him, not tit Athens only or Rome, but

throughout the civilized world.

The complete course of Philosophy was run before

the Christian eia, but there were yet two mixed

systems afterwards which ottered some novel

features. At Ale.xandria Platonism was united

with various elements of Eastern specalation, and

for several centuries exercised an impoitant in-

fluence on Christian doctrine. At Rome Stoicism

was vivified by the spirit of the old republic, and

exhibited the extreme Western type of Philosophy.

Of the first nothing can be said here. It ai'ose only

when Christianity was a recognised spiritual power,

and was influenced both positively and negatively

by the Gospel. The same remark applies to the

eiibrts to quicken afresh the forms of Paganism,

which found their climax in the reign of Julian.

These have no independent value as an expression

of original thought; but the Roman Stoicism calls

for brief notice from its supposed connexion with

Christian morality (Sexeca, t a.d. 65 ; Epic-

TETCS, t cir. a.d. 115; M. Aurelius Anto-
ninus, 121-180). The belief in this connexion

found a singular expression in the apocryphal cor-

respondence of St. Paul and Seneca, which was

widely received in the early Church (Jerome, Be
Vir. ill. xii.). And lately a distinguished writer

>> CItium, the birthplace of Zeno, was a Phoenician co-

lony ; Herillus, his pupil, was a Carthaginian ; Chrysippus

was bom at Soli or Tarsus; of his scholars aud successors.

Zeno and Antipater were natives of Tarsus, and Diogenes

of Babylonia. In the next generation, Posidonius was a

native of Apami-a in SjTia ; and Epictetus, the noblest of

Stoics, was born at Hlerapolis in Phrygia.

<: Seneca, £p. 53, 11 :
" Est aliquid quo sapiens antc-

cpdatOeum: illebeneficio naturae non timet, suo sapiens."

Comp. Kp. 41. Anion. .\ii. 26, 6 eitaoTou vov<; Scot ital
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(Mill, On Liberty, p. 58, quoted by Stanley,

Eastern Ch. Lect. VI., apparently with approba-

tion) has speculated on the "tragical fact" that

Constantine, and not Marcus Aurelius, was the first

Christian emperor. The superficial coincidences of

Stoicism with the N. T. are certainly numerous.

Coincidences of thought, and even of language,

might easily be multiplied (Gataker, Antoninus,

Praef. pp. xi. &c.), and in considering these it is

impossible not to remember that Semitic thought

and phraseology must have exercised great influence

on Stoic teaching (Grant, Oxford Essaijs, 1858,

p. 82).'' But beneath this e.xtenial resemblance of

Stoicism to Christianity, the later Stoics were fun-

damentally opposed to it. For good and for evil

they were the Pharisees of the Gentile world.

Their highest aspirations are mixed with the thanks-

giving " that they were not as other men are
'

(comp. Anton, i.). Their worship was a sublime

egotism.' The conduct of liie was regarded as an

art, guided in individual actions by a conscious

reference to reason {Anton, iv. 2, 3, v. 32), and not

a spontaneous process rising naturally out of one

vital principle.** The wise man, " wrapt in him-

self" (vii. 28), was supposed to look with perfect

indifference on the changes of time (iv. 49) ; and

yet beneath this show of independence he was a

prey to a hopeless sadness. In words he appealed

to the great law of fate which rapidly sweeps all

things into oblivion as a source of consolation (iv.

2, 14, vi. 15); but there is do confidence in any

future retribution. In a certain sense the elements

of which we are composed are eternal (v. 13), for

they are incorporated in other parts of the universe,

but we shall cease to e.xist (iv. 14, 21, vi. 24,

vii. 10). Not only is there no recognition of com-

munion between an immortal man and a personal

God, but the idea is excluded. Man is but an atom

in a vast universe, and his actions and sufferings

are measured solely by their relation to the whole

{Anton. X. 5, G, 20, .\ii. 26, vi. 45, v. 22, vii. 9).

God is but another name for " the mind of the

universe " {& tov o\ov vovs, v. 30), " the soul of

the world" (iv. 40), "the reason that ordereth

matter" (vi. 1), " universal nature " {t] toiv '6\wv

(t>v(n?, vii. 33, ix. 1 ; comp. s. 1), and is even

identified with the world itself {tov yevvi]aavros

K6(Tfj.ov, xii. 1 ; comp. Gataker on iv. 23). Thus
the Stoicism of M. Aurelius gives many of the

moral precepts of the Gospel (Gataker, Praef.

p. xviii.), but without their foundation, which can

find no place in his system. It is impossible to

read his reflections without emotion, but they have

no creative energy. They are the last strain of a

dying creed, and in themselves have no special

afiUnity to the new faith. Christianity necessarily

includes whatever is noblest in them, but they

afl'ect to supply the place of Christianity, and do

not lead to it. The real elements of gieatness in

j

M. Aurelius are many, and truly Roman ; but the

study of his Meditations by the side of the N. T.

can leave little doubt that he could not have helped

j

CKCtdcf intppvriKe, Comp. v. 10.

d This explains the well-known reference of Marcos
Aurelius to the Christians. They were ready to die " of

mere obstinacy " (xara \(iMiv irapaxofii-, «'. e. faith)

,

whereas, he says, this readiness ought to come " from

personal judgment after due calculation " (an-b 'iBucri<:

K(ti<jta% AcAoyto-neVus .\1. 3). So also Epictetus

(IHts. Ix. 7, 6) contrasts the fortitude gained by " habit,"

by the Galilaeans, with the true fortitude based on " reason

and demonstration."
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to give a national standing-place to a Catholic

Chuich.«

IV. Christianity in contact with Ancient
Philosophy.

The only direct trace of the contact of Chris-

tianity with Western Philosophy in the N. T. is in

the account of St. Paul's visit to Athens, where

"certain philosophers of the Epicureans and of the

Stoics" (Acts xvii. 18;—the representatives, that

is, of the two great moral schools which divided the

West—" encountered him ;" aud there is nothing in

the apostolic writings to show that it exercised any

important influence upon the early Church (comp.

1 Cor. i. 22-4.). But it was otherwise with Eastern

speculation, which, as it was less scientific in form,

penetrated more deeply through the mass of the

people. The "philosophy" against which the Co-

lossians were warned (Col. ii. S) seems undoubtedly

to have been of Eastern origin, containing elements

similar to those which were atlerwards embodied in

various shapes of Gnosticism, as a selfish asceticism

and a superstitious reverence for angels (Col. ii. 16-

23) ; and in tlie Epistles to Timothy, addressed to

Ephesus, in which city St. Paul anticipated the rise

of false teaching (Acts xx. 30), two distinct forms of

en'or may be traced, in addition to Judaism, due

more or less to the s;une influence. One of these

was a vain spiritualism, insisting on ascetic observ-

ances and interpreting the resurrection as a moral

change (1 Tim. iv. 1-7; 2 Tim. ii. 16-18); the

other a materialism allied to sorcery (2 Tim. iii.

13, y6r]Tes). The former is that which is pecu-

liarly " false-styled gnosis" (1 Tim. vi. 20), abound-

ing in "profane and old wives' fables" (1 Tim.

iv. 7) and empty discussions (i. 6, vi. 20); the

latter has a close connexion with earlier tendencies

at Ephesus (Acts .\ix. 19 i, and with the traditional

accounts of Simon Magus (comp. Acts viii. 9), whose

working on the early Church, however obscure, was

unquestionably most important. These antagonistic

and yet complementary fonns of heresy found a

wide development in later times ; but it is remark-

able that no trace of dualism, of the distinction of

the Creator and the lledeemer, the Demiurge aud

the true God, which fonned so essential a tenet of

the Gnostic schools, occurs in the N. T. (comp.

Thiersch, Verstich zur Herst. d, hist. Standp. &c.,

231-304).

The writings of the sub-apostolic age, with the

exception of the famous anecdote of Justin Martyr

(Dial. 2-4), throw little light upon the relations

of Christianity and Philosophy. The heretical sys-

tems again are too obscure and complicated to illus-

trate more than the genenU admixture of foreign

(especially Eastern) tenets with the apostolic teach-

ing. One book, however, has been preserved in

various shapes, which, though still unaccountably

I cglect<^ in Church histories, contains a vivid deli-

neation of the speculative struggle which Christian-

ity had to maintain with Judaism and Heathenism.

The Clementine Homilies (ed. Dressel, 1853) and

Recognitions (ed. Gersdorf, 1838) are a kind of

Philosophy of Religion, and in subtlety and rich-

ness of thought yield to no e;irly Christian writings.

The picture which the supposed author draws of

his e;irly religious doubts is evidently taken from

• The writings of Epictetus contain in the main the

same system, but with somewhat less arrogance. It may
be remarked that the silence of Epictetus and M. Aurellus

«D the tpachingof Christianity can hardly be explained by
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life (Clem. Recogn. i. 1-3; Neander, Ch, Hist. i.

43, E. T.) ; and in the discussions which follow

there are clear traces of Western as well as Eastern

philosophy (Uhlhorn, Lie Horn. ti. Recogn. d. Clevi.

Rom. pp.'4u4 &o.).

At the close of the second century, when the

Church of Alexandria came into marked intellectual

pre-eminence, the mutual influence of Christianity

and Neo-Platonism opened a new field of specula-

tion, or rather the two systems were presented in

forms designed to meet the acknowledged wants of

the time. According to the commonly received

report, Origen was the scholar- of Ammonius Saccas,

who fii-st gave consistency to the later Platouisin,

and for a long time he was the contemporary of

Plotinus (a.d. 205-270), who was its noblest expo-

sitor. Neo-Platonism was, in fact, an attempt to

seize the spiiit of Christianity apart from its his-

toric basis and human elements. The sepai-ation

between the two was absolutu' ; and yet the splen-

dour of the one-sided spiritualism of the Neo-Pla-

tonists attracted in some cases the admiration of

the Christian Fathers (Basil, Theodoret), and the

wide circulation of the writings of the pseudo-Dio-

nysius the Arecpagite sei-ved to propagate many of

their doctrines under an orthodox name among the

schoolmen and mystics of the middle ages (Vogt,

^'eu-Platonismus u. Chrisienthum, 1836 ; Herzog,

Encyhlop. s. v. Neu-Platonismus).

The want which the Alexandrine Fathers endea-

voured to satisfy is in a great measure the want of

our own time. If Christianity be Truth, it must
have points of special connexion with all nations

and all periods. The difference of character in the

constituent wintings of the N. T. are evidently

typical, and present the Gospel in a form (if tech-

nical language may be used) now ethical, now
logical, now mystical. The varieties of aspect thus

indicated combine to give the idea of a harmonious

whole. Clement rightly maintained that there is a

"gnosis" in Christianity distinct from the errors

of Gnosticism. The latter was a piemature attempt

to connect the Gospel with eaidier systems ; the

former a result of conflict gromided on Faith (Moh-
ler, Fatrologie, 424 &c.). Christian Philosophy

may be in one sense a contradiction in terms, for

Christianity confessedly derives its first principles

from revelation, and not from simple reason; but

there is no less a true Philosophy of Christianity,

which aims to show how completely these, by their

form, their substance, and their consequences, meet

the instincts and aspirations of all ages. The expo-

sition of such a Philosophy would be the work of a

modem Origen. [B. F. W.]

PHIN'EES (*ii/€€'s: Phinees). 1. The sou

of Eleazar son of Aaron, the gi-eat hero of the

Jewish priesthood (1 Esdr. v. 5; viii. 2, 29 ;• 2

Esdr. i. 26 ; Ecclus. xlv. 23 ; 1 Mace. ii. 26).

2. Phinehas the son of Eli, 2 Esdr. i. 2a: but

the insertion of the name in the genealogy of Ezra

(in this place only) is evidently an error, since Ezra

belonged to the line of Eleazar, and Eli to that of

Ithamar. It probably arose from a confusion of

the name with that of the gr&it Phinehas, who was

Ezra's forefather.

3. A Priest or Levite of the time of Ezra, father

of Eleazar (1 Esdr. viii. 63).

! ignorance. It seems that the philosopher wdWd not notice

(in word) the believer. Comp. Lardner, Works, vli. 366-7.

" Here the LXX. has opo?.
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4. i^ivoe: Sinone) 1 Esdr. v. 31. [Paseah,

2.] [G.]

PHINEHAS (DnrS, i. e. Pinchas : <iivfis
;

but oiicc ill Pent, and uniformly elsewhere, *€<</«€s ;

ioi. ^ivei(Tr]s : Phinees). Son of Eleazar and grand-
son of Aaron (Ex. vi. -lo). His mother is recorded

!is one of the daughters of Putiel, an unknown
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the son of Salom " (1 Mace. ii. 26). The priests
who returned from the captivity are enrolled in the
official lists as the sons of Phinehas (Ezr. viii. -J.

1 Esdr. V. 5). In the Seder Olam (ch. .\x.) he il

identified with " the Prophet" of Judg. vi. 8.

Josephus {Ant. iv. 6, §12), out of the venerable
traditions which he uses with such excellent etiect,

person, «ho is identified bv the Kabbis with Jethro '^^'^^ ^^ ^^^ narrative of the Pentateuch a stitenient

the Midianite {Tarq. Pseudojon. on Exod. vi. 25. J'^''^*
" .®° S'*^'''*

'•'^^^ ^'* courage and so remarkable
' "

his bodily strength, that he would never relinquish
any undertaking, however difficult and dangerous,
without gaining a complete victory." The later

Jews are fond of comparing him to Elijah, if indeed
they do not regard tliem as one and the same indi-

Wagensdil's Sota viii. 6). Phinehas is memorable
for having while quite a youth, by his zeal and
energy at the critical moment of the licentious idola-

try of Shittim, appeased the divine wrath and put a
stop to the plague which w;is destroying the nation

(,Num. sxv. 7). For this he was rewarded by the '

^'"'."^^ \^^ t^.^ quotations in Meyer, Chron. Hehr

special approbation of Jehovah, and by a promise that
^^^

'
l"'>ibncius. Codex vseudenin. 894 iv.tA

the priesthood should remam in his family for ever

(10-13). This seems to have raised him at once to
' " high position in the nation, and he was

ibricius. Codex pseudepig. 894 wAt).
In the Targum Pseudojouathan of Num. xxv. the
slaughter of Zimri and Cozbi is accompanied by

_
twelve miracles, and the covenant made with Phi-

appointed to accompany as priest the expedition •^^'^^s is expanded into a promise, that he siiall

be " the ai of the covenant, shall live for evtby which the Midianites were destroved (xxxi. 6).

Many yeais later he also headed the party who '^"'^

®\'f^^
proclaim redemption at the end of the

were' despatched from Shiloh to remonstrate against
world." His Midianite origin (already noticed) is

the Alt;vr which the trans-Jordanic tribes °were '3™"gl»t forward as adding greater lustre to his zeal

reported to have built near Jordan (Josh. xxii.
against Midian, and enhancing his glorious destiny.

13-32). In the partition of the country he received The verse which closes the Book of Joshu

an allotment of his own—a hill on Mount Ephraim
i

"'ibed to Phinehas, as the description of the death

which bore his name—Gibeath-Pinchas. Here his I

"^ •'^'''*^* •'** ^^« *^"'l of Deuteronomy is to Joshua

father was buried (Josh. xxiv. 33).

Duiing the life of Phinehas he appear to h

{Baha Bathra, in Fabricius, 893). He is also

ported to be the author of a work on sacred names
been the^hief of the great family of the Korahites li^id.), which however is so rare that Fabricius had

Korhites who guarded the entrances to the sacred

tent and the whole of the sacred camp (1 Clir.

ix. 20). After Eleazar's death he became high
priest—the 3rd of the series. In this capacity he
is introduced as giving the oracle to the nation

during the struggle with the Benjamites on the
matter of Gibeah (Judg. xx. 28). Where the krk

never seen it.

The succession of the posterity of Phinehas in

the high-priesthood was interrupted when Eli, of
the race of Ithamar, was priest; but it was resumed
in the i)eison of Zadok, and continued in the same
line to the destruction of Jerusalem. [High
Priest, vol. i. 809, &c.] One of the membere

and tabernacle were stationed at that time is not °' *^^ family—JIanasseh son of Johanaii, and br

clear. From ver. 1 we should infer that they
were at Mizpeh, while from vers. 18, 26, it seems
wjually probable that they were at Bethel (which
.s also the statement of Josephus, Aiit. v. 2, §11).
Or the Hebrew words in these latter verses mav

ther of Jaddua—went over to the Samaritans, and
they still boast that they preserve the succession
(see their Letter to Scaliger, in Eichhorn's Reperto-
riuin, xiii. 262).

The tomb of Phinehas, a place of great resort to

mean, not Bethel the town, but, as they are rendered ^°'^ J*^"'* ^",*i Samaritans, is shown at Aireiiah

A. v., "house of God," and refer to the taber- !

f°"'' "^^^ ^- ^- of A'ablus. Jt stands in tii^

areauacle at Shiloh. But wherever the Ark may have .

'-'entre of the village, enclosed within a little

been, there was the aged priest " standintf before
i-'onipoiiiKl, which is overshadowed bv the thicklv
trellised foliage of an ancient vine. A small

the wall of tne compound. Outside
the village, on the next hill, is a larger enclosure,
containing the tomb of Eleazar, and a c;ive ascribed
to Elijah, overshadowed by two venerable terebinth

champion of Jehovah was
j

*'^^*' suiTounded by arcades, and fbiming a retired

The nanative of the Pen- I

^"^ ^'"'y <-'hanniug spot. The local tradition as-

it," and the oracle which he delivered was one
which must have been fully in accordance with his

'

'?'^'*1"f i°^'^'

own vehement temper, " Shall we go out to battle . .

or shall we cease?" And the answer was, " Go up
fbi- to-moiiow 1 will deliver them into your hand."

j

The memory of thi; "
'

"

very dear to the Jews.

tateuch presents him as the type of an ardent and ^^'^'^ ^''^'' "'^^eertah and its neighbourhood are the

devoted priest. The numerous references to him
in the later literature all adopt the same tone. He

Hill of Phinehas."

In the Apocryphal Books his muiie is given as

is commemorated in one of the P.'salms (cvi. 30, 31)
Phinees.

in the identical phrase which is consecrated for ever 2. Second son of Eli (1 S;im. i. 3 ; ii. 34

;

byitsuseinreferencetothegreatactoffaithofAbra- 'V. 4, 11, 17, 19; xiv. 3.) He was not of the

ham
; a phrase which perhaps more than any other same line as his illustrious and devoted namesake,

in the Bible binds together the old and new dispen- l«t of the family of Ithamar. [Eli.] Phineiias

Siitions—" that was counted to him for rujIUcous- was killed with his brother by the Philistines when
nc.M unto all generations for evermore " (comp. the ark was captured. He had two sons, Ahitub,
Gen. XV. 6; K'om. iv. 3). The "covenant" made the eldest—whose sons Ahijah and Ahiniclqph wei«
with him is put into the same rank for dignity and high-priests at Shiloh and Nob in the time of Saul

ceitainty with that by which the throne was assured
i

(xiv. 3)—and Ichabod. He is introduced, appaientljr

to King David (Ecelus. xlv. 25). The zeal of l>y mistake, in the genealogy of Ezra in 2 Esdj-. i.

Mattathias the Maccabee is sufficiently j)i-iised bv 2(J. fPiiiNEES, 2.]

a comparison with that ol " Phiiiees against Zambri 3. A I.nvito of Ezra's time 'Ezr. viii. 33), unless
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and theie are now several palm-tiees within the cir-

cuit of modern Tj-i-e, and along the coast at various
points ; but the tiee is not at the present day one
of the characteristic features of the country. The
native name of Phoenicia was Kenaan (Canaan) or

Kna, signifying lowland, so named in contrast to the

adjoining Aram, i.e. Highland; the Hebrew name
of Syria. The name Kenann is preser\'ed on a coin

of Laodicca, of the time of AntiochiiG Epiphanes,

whereon Laodicea is styled " a mother city in Ca-

naan," jyjDn nX NDnsb^. And Kna or Chna
{Xva) is mentioned distinctly by Herodian * the

o;rammarian, as the old name of Phoenicia. (See

Ufpl t^ovT)povs Kf^ews, imder the word 'ABriva.)

Hence, as Phoenicians or Canaanites were the most
powerful of all tribes in Palestine at the time of it.s

invasion by Joshua, the Israelites, in speaking of

their own territory as it was before the conquest,

called it " the land of Canaan."

The length of coast to which the name Phoenicia

was applied varied at diflerent times, and may l>e

regarded under different aspects before and after

the loss of its independence. 1. What may be

termed Phoenicia Proper was a narrow undulating

plain, extending from the pass of Eas el-Beydd or

Ahyad, the " Promontorium Album " of the ancients,

about six miles south of Tyre, to the Nalir el-Aiili/,

the ancient Bostrenus, two miles north of Sidon (Ko-

binson's Bib. Fes. ii. 473). The plain is only

28 miles in length, and, considering the gi-eat im-
portance of Phoenicia in the world's histoiy, this

may well be added to other instances in Greece,

Italy, and Palestine, which show how little tlie in-

tellectual influence of a city or state has depended

on the extent of its territory. Its average breadth

is about a mile (Porter's Handbook for Syria, ii.

396) ; but near Sidon, the mountains retreat to a

distance of two miles, and near Tyre to a distance of

five miles (Kenrick's Phoenicia, p. 19). The whole

of Phoenicia, tlius understood, is called by Josephus,

{Ant. v. 3, §1), the great plain of the city of Sidon,

rb fieya TreSiov 'XiSoovos irrfAecoy. In it, near its

northern extremity was situated Sidon, in the north

latitude of 33° 34' 05"
; and scarcely more than

17 geographical miles to the south was Tyre, in

the latitude of 33° 17' (Admiral Smyth's Mediter-

ranean, p. 4G9) : so that in a straight line those

two renowned cities were less than 20 English

miles distant from each other. Zarephath, the Sa-

repta of the New Testament, was situated between

them, eight miles south of Sidon, to which it belonsjal

(1 K. xvii. 9 ; Obad. 20 ; Luke iv. 26). 2. A still

longer district, which afterwaids became fairly en-

titled to the name of Phoenicia, extended up the

coast to a point maiked by the island of Aradus,

and by Antaradus towards the north ; the southern

boundary i-emaining the same as in Phoenicia Proper.

Phoenicia, thus defined, is estimated by Mr. Grote

{History of Greece, iii. 354) to have been about

120 miles in length; while its breadth, between

Lebanon and the sea, never exceeded 20 miles, and

was generally much less. This estimate is most

reasonable, allowing for the bends of the coast ; as

the direct dirte)ence in latitude between Tyre and

Antaradus (Tortosa) is equivalent to 106 English

miles ; and six miles to the south of Tyre, as already

mentioned, intervene before the beginning of the pa.<w

Througli mistake, a sentence of Herodian, to Xca, as from Hecataeus. It is, however, in fact, merely the

oiiToi 7oip irpoTepov r\ toiviicri «aA«iTo, is printed in the
i
assertion of the grammarian himself; though it Is most

Pragmcnta nntnricormn Graecm-um, p. 17 ( Paris, 1S41). as ' probable that he had in his mind the usage of Hecataeu*.

an extract from Hecataeiis of M iletus. and is uswally fjuotcd

the meaning be that Eleaza)- was of the family of

the great Phinehas. In the parallel pas.sage of

1 Esdr. he is ciilled Phinkics. [G.]

PHISON (*e((rcDi' ; Alex. *iff<iu : Phison).

The Greek form of the name PisoN (Ecclus. xxiv,

25).

PHLEG'ON {*\4ywv : Phlcgon). A Christian

at Rome wliom St. Paul salutes (Rom. xvi. 14).

Pseudo-Hipi)olytus {Do LXX. Apostolis) makes him

one of the seventy disciples and bishop of Marathon.

He is said to have suffered martyrdom on April 8th

{Martyrohgiam Pomanwn, apud Estium), on which
j

day he is commemorated in the calendar of the

Byzantine Church. [W. T. B.]

PHOE'BE (*of;3rj: Phoebe), the first, and one I

of the most important, of the Christian persons the
I

detailed mentio'i of whom fills nearly all the last
\

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. What is !

said of her (Rom. xvi. 1, 2) is worthy of especial

notice, because of its bearing on the question of the

deaconesses of the Apostolic Church. On this point

we have to observe, (1) that the term ^iolkovos,

here applied to her, though not in itself necessarily

an oflicial term, is the term which would be

applied to her, if it were meant to be official

;

(2) that this term is applied in the Apostolical
j

Constitutions to women who ministered officially, the

deaconess being called i] SiaKOVos, as the deacon is

called 6 SidKovos
; (3) that it is now generally ad-

mitted that in 1 Tim. iii. 11, St. Paul applies it so
I

himself; (4) that in the passage before us Phoebe !

is called the SiaKovos of a particular church, which I

seems to imjily a specific appointment; (5) that

the church of Cenciiukae, to which she belowged.

could only have been a small church : whence we
may draw a fair conclusion as to what was cus-

tomary, in the matter of such female ministration,

in the larger churches
; (6) that, whatever her

errand to Rome might be, the independent manner
of her going there seems to imply (especially when
we consider the secluded habits of Greek women)
not only that slie was a widow or a woman of

mature age, but that she was acting officially ;

'

(7) that she had already been of great service to

St. Paul and others (irpoo-TaTts iroAAcov, Koi efxov

aiiTOv), either by her wealth or her energy, or

both; a statement which closely corresponds with

the description of the qualifications of the enrolled

widows in 1 Tim. v. 10
; (8) that the duty which we

here see Phoebe discharging implies a personal cha-

racter worthy of confidence find respect. [J. S. H.]

PHOENICE, PHOENICIA {^oivIkv- Phoe- 1

nice: rarely in Latin, Phoenicia: see Facciolati's

Lexicon, s. v.), a tract of country, of which Tyre
j

and Sidon were the principal cities, to the north of

Palestine, along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea
;

bounded by that sea on the west, and by the moun-
tain I'ange of Lebaiion on the east. The name was

not the one by which its native inhabitants called

it, but was given to it by tlie Greeks; probably

from the palm-tiee, ipolvi^, with which it may
then have al)0unde<l

;
just as the name Brasil was

given by Europeans to a large territory in South

America, from the Brasil-wood which a part of it

supplied to Europe. The ])alm-tree is seen, as an

emblem, on some coins of Aradus, Tvie, and Sidon
;
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of Eds el-Abyad. The claim of the whole of this

district to the name of Phoenicia rests on the pro-

bable fact, that the whole of it, to the north of

the great j)laia of Sidon, was occupied by Phoenician

colonists ; not to mention, that there seems to have

been some kind of political connexion, however

loose, between all the inhabitants (Diodorus, xvi.

41). Scjircely 16 geographical miles farther north

than Sidon was Berytus ; with a roadstead so well

suited lor the purposes of modern navigation that,

under the modern name of Beirout, it has eclipsed

both Sidon and Tyre as an emporium for Syria.

Whether this Berytus was identical with the Be-

rothah and Berothai of Ezekiel xlvii. 16, and of

2 Samuel viii. 8, is a disputed point. [Be-

ROTHAH.] Still farther north was Byblus, the

Gebal of the Bible (Ez. xxvii. 9), inhabited by sea-

men and calkers. Its inhabitants are supposed to

be alluded to in the word Gibliin, translated " stone-

squarers" in the authorized vei-sion of 1 K. v.

18 (32). It still retains in Arabic the kindred

name of Jcheil. Then came Tripolis (now Tard-

hulus), said to have been founded by colonists from

Tyre, Sidon, and Aradus, with three distinct towns,

each a furlong apart from one another, each with

its own walls, and each named from the city

which supplied its colonists. General meetings of

the Phoenicians seem to have been held at Tri-

polis (DioJ. xvi. 41), as if a certain local jealousy-

had prevented the selection for this purpose of

Tyre, Sidon, or Aradus. And lastly, towards the

extreme point north was Aradus itself, the Arvad of

Gen. X. 18, and Ez. xxvii. 8 ; situated, like Tyre,

or. a small island near the mainland, and founded

by exiles from Sidon. The whole of Phoenicia

Proper is well watered by various streams from the

adjoining hills : of these the two largest are the

Khdsimii/eh, a few miles north of Tyre—the ancient

name of which, stiange to say, is not certain,

though it is conjectured to have been the Leontes

—

and the Bostrenus, already mentioned, nortli of

Sidon. The soil is fertile, although now generally

ill-cultivated; but in the neighbourhood of Sidon

there are rich gardens and orchards; "and here,"

says Mr. Porter, " are oranges, lemons, tigs, al-

monds, plums, apricots, peaches, pomegranates,

pears, and bananas, all growing luxuriantly, and

forming a forest of finely-tinted foliage" (^Handbook

for Syria, ii. 398). The havens of Tyre and Sidon

afforded water of sufficient depth for all the require-

ments of ancient navigation, and the neighbouring

range of the Lebanon, in its extensive forests, fur-

nished wliat then seemed a neai-ly inexhaustible

supply of timber for ship-building. To the north

of Bostrenus, between that river and Beirout, lies

the only bleak and barren part of Phoenicia. It is

crossed by the ancient Tamyras or Damuras, the

modem Nahr ed-Damur. From Beirout, the plains

are again fertile. The principal streams are the

Lycus, now the Nahr el-Kelb, not far north from
Beirout ; the Adonis, now the Nahr Ibrahim, about
five miles south of Gebal ; and the Eleutherus, now
the Nahr el-Kebir, in the bend between Tripolis

and Antaradus.

In reference to the period when the Phoenicians

had lost their independence, scarcely any two Greek
and Roman writeis give precisely the same geogra-

phical boundaries to Phoenicia. Herodotus uses an
expression which seems to imply that he regarded

its northern extremity, as corresponding with the

" So called from the descendants of Shem (Gen. x.

21 -29) ; nearly all of whom, as represented by nations,
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Myriandriau Bay, or Bay of Issus (iv. 38). It is

doubtful where exactly he conceived it to terminate

at the south (iii. 5). Ptolemy is distinct in making
the river Eleutheras the boundary, on tlic north,

and the river Chorseus, on the south. The Chorseus

is a small stream or torrent, south of Mount Caimel

and of the small Canaanitish city Dor, the inha-

bitants of which the tribe of Manasseh was con-

fessedly unable to drive out (Judg. i. 27). This

southern line of Ptolemy coincides very closely witii

the southern boundary of Pliny the Elder, who in-

cludes Dor in Phoenicia, though the southern boun-

dary specified by him is a stream called Crocodilon,

now Nahr Ziirka, about two miles to the north of

Caesarea. Pliny's northern boundary, however, is

different, as he makes it include Antaiadus. Again,

the geographer Strabo, who was contemporary with

the beginning of the Christian aera, differs from

Herodotus, Ptolemy, and Pliny, by representing

Phoenicia as the district between Orthosia and Pelu-

sium (xvi. 21), which would make it include not

only Mount Carmel, but likewise Caesarea, Joppa,

and the whole coast of the Philistines.

In the Old Testament, the word Phoenicia does

not occur, as might be expected from its being a

Greek name. In the Apocrypha, it is net definal,

though spoken of as being, with Coele-Syria, under

one military commander (2 Mace. iii. 5, 8, viii.

8, X. 11 ; 3 Mace. iii. 15). In the New Testament,

the word occurs only iu three passages, Acts xi. 19,

XV. o, xxi. 2 ; and not oue of these affords a clue as

to how far the writer deemed Phoenicia to extend.

On the other hand, Josephus possibly agreed with

Strabo ; for he expressly says that Caesarea is situ-

ated in Phoenicia {Ant. xv. 9, §6) ; and although
he never makes a similar statement respecting Joppa,

yet he speaks, in one passage, of the coast of Syria,

Phoenicia, and Egypt, as if Syria and Phoenicia ex-

liausted the line of coast on the Mediterranean Sea to

the north of Egypt (B. J. iii. 9, §2). [E. T.]

PHOENIC'IANS. The name ofthe race who
in earliest recorded history inhabited Phoenicia, and
who were the great maritime and commercial people

of the ancient world. For many centuries they
bore somewhat of the same relation to other nations

which the Dutch bore, though less exclusively, to

the rest of Europe in the 17th century. They were,

moreover, pre-eminent in colonization as well as in

trade ; and iu their settlement of Carthage, produc-

ing the greatest general of antiquity, they proved
the most formidable of all antagonists to Rome in

its progress to universal empire. A complete his-

tory, therefore, of the Phoenicians would occupy a
large extent of ground which would be foreign to

the objects of this Dictionary. Still some notice is

desirable of such an important people, who were in

one quarter the nearest neighbours of the Israelites,

and indirectly influenced their history in various

ways. Without dwelling on matters which belong

more strictly to the articles TvRE and Sidon, it

may be proper to touch on certain points connected

with the language, race, trade, and religion of the

Phoenicians, which may tend to throw light on

Biblical history and literature. The communica-
tion of letters by the Phoenicians to the European

nations will likewise deserve notice.

I. The Phoenician language belonged to that

family of languages which, by a name not alto-

gether fi-ee from objection, but now generally

adopted, is called " Semitic." • Under this name are

are known to have spoken cognate l.tnguages. There have

been hitherto two objections to the name :— Isl. That tho
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included three distinct branches:—1st, Arahic, to

which belongs Aethiopian as an oHshoot of the

Southein Arabic or Himyaiitic. 2ndly, Aramaic,

the vernacular lantjuage of Palestine at the time of

Christ, in wliich the jew original words of Christ

which have been preserved in writing appe;uto have

been spoken (Matt, xxvii. 46; Mark v. 41 ; and mark
especially Matt. xvi. 18, which is not fully significant

either in Gieek or Hebrew). Aramaic, as used in

Christian literature, is called Syriac, and as used in

the writings of the Jews, has been very generally

called Chaldee. 3rdly, Hebrew, in which by far

the greatest part of the Old Tcbtanient was com-
posed. Now one of the most intei-esting points to

the Biblical student, connected with Phoenician, is,

that it does not belong to either of the two first

branches, but to the third; and that it is in fact so

closely allied to Hebrew, that Phoenician and He-

brew, though difl'erent dialects, may practically be

regarded a.s the same language. This may be shown
iu the following way:— 1st, in passages which have

been frequently quoted (see especially Gesenius's

Monumcnta Scriptwae Linguaeque Phoeniciae, p.

231), testimony is borne to the kinship of the two
languages by Augustine and Jerome, in whose time

Phoenician or Carthaginian was still a living lan-

guage. Jerome, who was a good Hebrew scholar,

after mentioning, in his Commentaries on Jeremiah,

lib. V. c. 25, that Carthage was a Phoenician

colony, proceeds to state—" Unde et Poeni sermone

corrupto quasi Phoeni appellantur, quorum lingua

Hebraeae linguae magna ex parte continis est."

And Augustin, who was a native of Africa, and a

bishop there of Hippo, a Tyrian colony, has left on

record a similar statement several times. In one

passage he siiys of the two languages, " Istae linguae

nou niultum inter se differunt" {Quaestiones in

Heptateuchwn, rii. 16j. In another passage he
says, " Cognatae sunt istae linguae et vicinae, He-
braea, et Punica, et Syra" {In Joann. Tract. 15).

j

Again, on Gen. xviii. 9, he says of a certain mode
of speaking (Gen. viii. 9), " Locutio est, quam
propterea Hebraeam puto, quia et Punicae linguae

familiarissima est, in qua, multa invenimus Hebraeis

verbis consonantia" (lib. i. locut. 24). And on
another occasion, remarking on the word Messias,

he says, " quod verbum Punicae linguae consonum
est, sicut alia Hcbraea multa et poene omnia

"

{Contra lileras Petiliani, ii. c. 104). 2ndly. These
statements are fully confirmed by a passage of Car-
thaginian presen-etl in the Poenuhis of Plautus,
act V. scene 1, and accompanied by a Latin trans-

lation as part of the play. There is no doubt that

the Carthaginians and the Phoenicians were the

same race ; and the Carthaginian extract is un-
deniably intelligible through Hebrew to Hebrew
scholars (sec Bochart's Canaan ; iu\d especially (ie-

senius's Monumenta Phoenician p. 357-382, where
the passage is translated with notes, and full justice

is done to the previous translation of Bochart).
Srdly. The close kinship of the two languages is,

moreover, strikingly confirmed by very many Phoe-
nician and Carthaginian names of places and persons,

which, destitute of meaning in Greek and Latin,

language of the Klainites and Assyrians (sei- ver. Tl)

belonged to a diflerent family. 2ndly. That the Phoe-
niciutis, as Canaanltes, are derivcil from Ham (Gen. .\. 6).

If the recent interpretations of Assyrian inscriptions are

admitted to prove the Identity of Assyrian with Aramaic
or SjTian, the objection to the word " Semitic " nearly

disappears. Mr. Max MUUer, a high autliorlty on such
It point, regards it as certain, that the Inscriptions of
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through ivhich languages they have become widely

known, and having sometimes in those languages

occasioned false etymologies, become leally signi-

ficant in Hebrew. Thus through Hebiew it is

known that Tyre, as Tzor, signifies " a rock," re-

ferring doubtless to the rocky island on which the

city was situated: that Sidon, as Tzidon, means
" Fishing '' or " Fishery," which was probably the

occupation of its first settlers: that Carthage, or, .is

it was originally culled, " Carthada," means "New
Town," or " Newton :" and that Byrsa, which, as a

Greek name, suggested the etymological mythus of

the Bull's Hide {Aeneid, i. 366-7), was simply the

citadel of Carthage

—

Cartliaginis arcem, as Virgil

accurately termed it: the Carthaginian name of it,

softened by the Greeks into Bvpffa, being merely

the Hebrew word Botzrah, "citadel ;" identical with

the word called Boziah in the English Vei-sion of

Isaiah Ixiii. 1. Again, through Hebrew, the names
of celebrated Carthaginians, tliough sometimes dis-

figured by Greek and Roman writers, acquire a

meaning. Thus Dido is found to belong to the

same root as D-avid,'' "beloved;" meaning "his
love," or "delight;" ». e. the love or delight either

of Baal or of her husband: Hasdrubal is the man
" whose help Baal is :" Hamilcar the man whom
the god " ;\lilcar graciously granted " (comp. Ha-
naneel ; @e6Supos) : and, with the substitution of

Baal for El or God, the name of the renowned Han-
nibal is found to be identical in form and meaning
with the name of Hanniel, who is mentioned in

Num. xxxiv. 23 as the prince of the tribe of Ma-
nasseh: Hanniel meaning the grace of God, and
Hannibal the grace of Baal. 4thly. The same con-

clusion arises from the examination of Phoenician

iiiscriptions, preserved to the present day: all of

which can be interpreted, with more or less cer-

tainty, through Hebrew. Such inscriptions are of

three kinds:— 1st, on gems and seals; 2ndly, on

coins of the Phoenicians and of their colonies

;

3rdly, on stone. The first class are few, unim
portant, and for the most part of uncertain origin.

The oldest known coins with Phoenician words
belong to Tarsus and other Cilician cities, and were

struck in the period of the Pei-sian domination. But
coins are likewise in existence of Tyi-e, Sidon, and

other cities of Phoenicia ; though all such are of later

date, and belong to the period either of the Seleu-

cidae, or of the Romans, Moreover, other coi|>s have

been found belonging to cities in Sicily, Sardinia,

Africa, and Spain. The inscriptions on stone are

either of a public or a private character. The
former are comparatively few in number, but relate

to various subjects : such, for example, as the dedi-

cation of a temple, or the commemoration of a

Nr.midian victory over the Romans. The private

inscriptions were either in the nature of votive

tablets erected as testimonials of gratitude to some
deity, or were sepulchral memorials engraven on

tombstones. Phoenician inscriptions on stone have

been found not only in all the countries last men-
tioned, except Spain, but likewise in the island of

Cyprus near Citium, in Malta, at Athens, at Mar-
seilles, and at Sidon."

Nineveh, as well .ts of Babylon, are Semitic— /.ectwre* on

the Science of l.apouage, p. 265.

b Movers and FUrst, supported by the ICtymologicum

Magnum, adopt "nedidfi," or " nedidah," as theetymo-

logy of Dido, in the oense of " travel-tost," or " wanderer."

Although a possible derivation, this seems less probable in

itaelf, and less countenanced by Hebrew analogies.

•^ In 1837 a collection of all Phoenician Inscriptions
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II. Conceiiiiiig the original race to wliich tlie

Phoenicians belonged, nothing can be known with

cei-tainty, be<^iuse they are found already established

along the Mwiiterranean Sea at the eailiest dawn of

nnthentic history, and for centuries afterwards there

is no record of their origin. According to Herodotus

(vii. 89), they said of themselves in his time that

they came in days of old from the sliores of the

Ked Sea—and in this there would be nothing in the

slightest degree improbable, as they spoke a language

cognate to that of the Arabians, who inhabited the

ea:it coast of that sea ; and both Hebrew and Arabic,

as well ;\s Aramaic, are seemingly derived from

some one Semitic language now lost. Still neither

the truth nor the falsehood of the tradition can now
be proved ; for language, although aflbrdiug strong

presumptions of race, is not conclusive on the point,

as is shown by the language at present spoken by
the descendants of the Normans in France. But
there is one point respecting their race which can

be proved to be in the highest degree probable, and

which has peculiar interest as bearing on the Jews,

viz. that the Phoenicians were of the same race as

the Canaanites. This remarkable fact, which, t;iken

in connexion with the language of the Phoenicians,

leads to some interesting results, is rendered pro-

bable by the following circumstances:— 1st. The
native name of Phoenicia, as alieady pointed out,

was Canaan, a name signifying " lowland." [Phoe-
nicia.] This was well given to the narrow
slip of plain between the Lebanon and the Medi-

terranean Sea, in contra.st to the elevated mountain

range adjoining ; but it would have been inappro-

priate to that part of Palestine conquered by the

Israelites, which was undoubteilly a hill-country

(see Movers, Di.ts Flioenizische Altcrthnm, Theil 1

p. 5) ; so that, when it is known that the Israelites

at the time of their invasion found in Palestine a

powerful tribe called the Canaanites, and fiom them
called Palestine, the land of Canaan, it is obviously

suggested that the Cana;inites came originally from
the neighbouring plain, wiled Canaan, along the sea-

coast. 2ndly. This is further confirmed through

the name in Africa whereby the Carthaginian Phoe-

nicians allied themselves, as attested by Augustine,

who states that the peas-ints in his part of Africa,

if asked of what race they were, would answer, in

Punic or Phoenician, " Canaanites." " Interrogati

riistici nostri quid sint, Punico respondentes, Canani,

corrupta scilicet sicut in telibus una littera (accu-

rate enim dicere debebant Chanani) quid aliud

respondent quam Chananaei " (Opera Omnia, iv.

1235; Exposit. Epist. ad Bom. §13). 3rdly.

The conclusion thus suggested is strongly suppoited

by the tradition that the names of persons and
places in the land of Canaan—not only when the

Israelites invaded it, but hkewise previously, when
" there were yet but a few of them," and Abraham
is said to have visited it—were Phoenician or He-
brew: such, for e.xample, as Abimelek, " Father of

the king" (Gen. xx. 2,; Melchizedek, "King of

righteousness" (xiv. 18); Kirjatli-sepher, "city of

the book" (Josh. xv. l.j,.

then known, with translations and notes, was published

by Gesenlus, the great Hebrew lexicograplier. who by his

vast knowledge and unrivalled clearness has done more
than any one scholar since Buxtorf to f:\cilitate the study
of Hebrew. His opinion on the relation of Phoenician to

Hebrew is :
" Oniniiio hoc tenendum est, pleraquo et poene

omnia cum Hebraeis convenire, sive radices spfrtas, give

verbonim el fonnandorum d flectendontm r.iti"ncm
"

{Mon. Plioen. p. 335).

<* It seems to be admitted by philologers that neither
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As this obviously le;uis to the conclusion that the

Hebrews adopted Phoenician as their own language,

or, in other words, that what is called the Hsbrew
language was in fact " the language of Canaan," as

a prophet called it (Is. xix. 18), and this not merely

poetically, but literally and in philological truth

;

and as this is repugnant to some preconceived no-

tions respecting the peculiar people, the question

arises whether the Israelites might not have trans-

lated Canaanitish names into Hebrew. On this

hypothesis the names now existing in the Bible for

pei-sons and places in the land of Canaan would not

be the original names, but merely the translations

of those names. The answer to this question is,

1st. That there is not the sliglitest direct mention,

nor any indirect trace, in the Bible, ofany such trans-

lation. 2ndly. That it is contrary to the analogy of

the ordinary Hebrew practice in other cases; as, for

example, in reference to the names of the Assyrian

monarchs (peihaps of a foreign dynasty) Pul, Tig-

lath-Pileser, Sennacherib, or of the Persian monarchs
Darius, Ahasueriis, Artaxerxes, which remain un-

intelligible in Hebrew, and can only be understood

through other Oriental languages. Srdly. That
there is an absolute silence in the Bible as to there

having been any difl'erence whatever in language

between the Israelites and the Canaanites, although

in other aises where a difl'erence existed, that ditier-

ence is somewhere alluded to, as in the case of the

Kgyptians (Ps. Ixxxi. 5, cxiv. 1), the Assyrians (Is.

xxxvi. 11), and the Chaldees (Jer. v. 15). Yet in

the case of the Canaanites there was stronger reason

for alluding to it; and without some allusion to it,

if it had existed, the narration of the conquest of

Canaan under the leadership of Joshua would have

been singularly imperfect.

It remains to be added on this point, that although

the previous langu.nge of the Hebrews must be

mainly a matter for conjectuie onl)', yet it is most
in accordance with the Pentiiteuch to suppose that

they spoke originally Aramaic. They came through

Abraham, according to their traditions, from Ur of

the Chaldees in Jlesopotamia, where Aramaic at a

later period is known to have been spoken ; they

are instructed in Deuteronomy to say that an

Aramaean (Syrian) ready to perish was their father

(xx^n. 5); and the two earliest words of Aramaic
contained in the Bible, Fejar sahidi'itliA, are, in

the Book of Genesis, put into the mouth of Laban,

the son of Abraham's brother, and first cousin of

Is.aac (xxxi. 47).^

III. In reg-ard to Phoenician trade, as connected

with the Israelites, the following points are worthy
of notice. 1. Up to the tiine of David, not one of

the twelve tribes seems to have possessed a single

harbour on the sea-coast: it was impossible there-

fore that they could become a commercial people.

It is true that according to Judg. i. 31, combined

with Josh. xix. 2G, Accho or Acre, with its excellent

harbour, had been assigned to the tribe of Asher

;

but from the same passage in Judges it seems cer-

tain that the tribe of Asher did not really obtain

possession of Acre, which continued to be held by

Hebrew, Aramaic, nor Arabic, Is derived the one from the

otlier
; Just as the same may be said of Italian, Spanish,

and Portuguese (see Lewis, On the Romance lAxnguage*.

p. 42). It is a ([uestlon, howevir, which of the three

languages, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic, is likely to re-

semble most the original Semitic language. Fursl. one

of the best Aramaic scholars now living, is in favour of

Aramaic (T.cJirgebSude der AramSischen Idiome, p. 2).

But his opinion has been strongly impugned in favour of

Hebrew (Bleeks Einleitung in dai A. T. p. 7CV
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the Canaanites. Howev.^r wistfully, theiefoie, the

Israelites might reguid the wealtli accruing to their

neighbours the Phoenicians from trade, to vie with

them in this respect was out of the question. But

from the time that David had conquered Edom, an

opening for trade was afforded to the Israelites.

The command of Ezion-geber near Elath, in the

land of Kdom, enabled them to engage in the navi-

gation of the Ked Sea. As they were novices,

however, at sailing, as the navigntion of the Red

Sea, owing to its currents, winds, and rocks, is

dangerous even to modem sailors, and as the Phoe-

nicians, during the period of the independence of

Edom. were probably allowed to trade from Ezion-

geber, it was politic in Solomon to permit the Phoe-

nicians of Tyre to have docks, and build ships at

Ezion-geber on condition that his sailors and vessels

might '^have the benefit of their experience. The

results seem to have been strikingly successful.

The Jews and Phoenicians made profitable voyages

to Ophir in Arabia, whence gold was imiwrted into

Judaea in large quantities ; and once in three ycais

still longer voyages were made, by vessels which

may possibly have touched at Ophir, though their

imports were not only gold, but likewise silver,

ivoiy, apes, and peacocks, 1 K. x. 22. [Tarsiiish.]

There seems at the same time to have been a great

direct trade with the Phoenicians for cedar-wood

(ver. 27), and generally the wealth of the kingdom

reached an unprecedenteti point. If the union of

the tribes had been maintiiined, the whole sea-coast

of Palestine would have alihrded adJitiond sources

of revenue through trade; and perhaps even ulti-

mately the " great plain of Sidon" itself might have

formed part of the united empire. But if any pos-

sibilities of this kind existed, they were destroyed

by the disastrous secession of the ten tribes; a

heavy blow from which the Hebrew ra<:e has never

yet recovered during a period of nearly 3000 years.'

2. After the division into two kingdoms, the

cui-tain falls on any commercial relation between

the Israelites and Phoenicians until a relation is

brought to notice, by no means brotherly, as in the

fleets which navigated the l!ed Sea, noi- friendly, as

between buyers and sellers, but humiliating and

exasperating, as between the buyers and the bought.

The relation is meant which existed between the

two nations when Israelites were sold as slaves by

Phoenicians. It was a custom in antiquity, when

one nation went to war against another, tor mer-

chants to be present in one or other of the hostile

camps, in order to purchase prisoners of war as

slaves. Thus at the time of the ^Maccabees, when

a lai-ge anny was sent by Lysi;is to invade and sub-

due the land of Judah, it is related that "the

merchants of the country, hearing the fame of

them, took silver and gold very much with servants,

and came into the camp to buy the children of Israel

for slaves" (1 Mace. iii. 41), and when it is related

that, at the capture of Jerusalem by Antiochus Epi-

phanes, the enoi-mous niimber of 40,000 men were

slain in battle, it is added that there were " no fewer

' After the disruption, tlie period of union was looked

back to witb endless longing.

I In Joel ill. 6 (Hcb. iv. 6), " sons of the lonlans," t.*.

of the Greeks, is the most natural translation of Henri-

Yawanim. lint tliere is a Yawan mentioned in Arabia

Felix, and there is still a Yawan In Yemen: and

both Credner and Kurst think that, looking to Am.

i. 9, an Arabian people, and not Grecians, are here

alluded to. The threat, however, of selling the Phoe-

nicians in turn to tlie Sabaeans, "a people far ofT,"
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sold than slain" (2 Mace. v. 14; fIredner's /oc/.

p. 240). Now this practice, which is thus illus-

trated by details at a much later period, undoubt-

edly prevailed in earlier times (Odyssey, xv. 427,
Herod, i. 1), and is alluded to in a threatening

manner against the Phoenicians by the prophets

(Joel iii. 4, and Am. i. 9, 10), about 800 years

before Christ.' The circumstances which led to this

state of things may be thus explained. After thi-

division of the two kingdoms, there is no trace of

any friendly relation between the kingdom of Judaii

and the Phoenicians : the interest of the latter

rather led them to cultivate the friendship of the

kingdom of Israel ; and the Israelitish king, Ahab,
had a Sidonian princess as his wife (1 K. xvi. 31).

Now, not improbably in consequence of these rela-

tions, when Jehoshaphat king of Judah endeavoured

to restore the trade of the Jews in the Red Sea, and

for this purpose built large ships at Ezion-geber to

go to Ophir for gold, he did not admit the Phoeni-

cians to any participation in the venture, and when
king Ahaziah, Ahab's son, asked to have a share in

it, his request was distinctly refused (1 K. xxii.

48, 49). That attempt to renew the trade of the

Jews in the Red Sea failed, and in the reign of

Jehoram, Jehoshaphat's son, Edom revolted from

Judah and established its independence; so that if

the Phoenicians wished to despatch trading vessels

from Ezion-geber, Edom was the power which it

was mainly their interest to conciliate, and not Judah.

Under these circumstances the Phoenicians seem,

not only to have purchased and to have sold again

as slaves, and probably in some instances to have

kidnapped inhabitants of Judah, but even to have

sold them to their enemies the Edomites (Joel,

Amos, as above). This was regarded with reason as

a departure from the old brotherly covenant, when
Hiram was a great lover of David, and subsequently

had the most friendly commercial relations with

David's son : and this may be regarded as the ori-

ginal foundation of the hostility of the Hebrew
prophets towards Phoenician Tyre. (Is. sxiii. ; Ez.

xxviii.)

3. The only other notice in the Old Testament

of ti-ade between the Phoenicians and the Israelites

is in the account given by the prophet Ezekiel of

the trade of Tyre (xxvii. 17). While this account

supplies valuable information respecting the various

commercial dealings of the most illustrious of Phoe-

nician cities [Ty'Ke], it likewise makes direct men-

tion of the exports to it fiom Palestine. These

were wheat, honey {i. e. syrup of grapes), oil, and

balm. The export of wheat deserves attention (con-

cerning the other expoi ts, see HoNEV, Oil, Balm),
because it shows how important it must have been

to the Phoenicians to maintain friendly i-elations

with their Hebrew neighbours, and especially with

the adjoining kingdom of Israel. The wheat is called

wheat of Minnith,C which w;»s a town of the Am-
monites, on the other -side of Jordan, only once

mentioned elsewhere in the Bible: and it is not

certain whether Minnith wjis a great inland empo-

whlch seems to imply that the Yawanim were not " far

oIT," tends to make it improbable that the Y'awantm

were near the Sabaeans, as they would have been in

Arabia Felix.

B In ver. 17 the word " Pannag" occurs, which is not

found elsewhere. Opinions are divided as to whether it

is the name of a place, like Minnith, or the name of an

article of food ; " sweet cake," for example. Perhaps no

one can really do more than make a guess on the point

The evidence for each meaning is inconclusive.
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rium, where large purcliases of com weie made, or

whether the wheat in its neighbourhood was pecu-

liarly good, and gave its name to all wheat of a

certain fineness in quality. Still, whatever may
be the correct explanation respecting Minnith, the

only countries specified for exports of wheat ai e

Judah and Israel, and it was through the territory

of Israel that the wheat would he imported into

Phoenicia. It is suggested by Heeren in his His-

torical Researches, ii. 117, that the fact of Pales-

tine being thus, as it were, the granary of Phoenicia,

expUuns in the clearest manner the lasting peace

tliat prevailed between the two countries. He ob-

sei-ves that with many of the other adjoining nations

the Jews lived in a state of almost continual war-

fare ; but that they never once engaged in hosti-

lities with their nearest neighbours the Phoenicians.

The fact itself is certainly worthy of special notice
;

and is the more remarkable, as theie were not

wanting tempting occasions for the interference of

the Phoenicians in Palestine if they had desired it.

When Elijah at the brook Kishon, at the dis-

tance of not more than thirty miles in a straight

line from Tyre, put to death 450 prophets of

Baa. (1 K. xviii. 40), we can well conceive the

agitation and anger which such a deed must have

produced at Tyre. And at Sidon, more especially,

which was only twenty miles farther distant

from the scene of slaughter, the first impulse

of the inhabitants must have been to march
forth at once in battle array to strengthen the

hands of Jezebel, their own princess, in behalf

of Baal, their Phoenician God. When again after-

wards, by means of falsehood and treachery, Jehuwas
enabled to massacre the woi-shippers of Baal in the

land of Israel, we cannot doubt that the intelligence

was received in Tyre, Sidon, and the other cities of

Phoenicia, with a similar burst of horror and indig-

nation to that with which the news ofthe Blassacre on

St. Bartholomew's day was received in all Protestant

countries ; and there must have been an intense desire

in the Phoenicians, if they had the power, to invade

the teriitories of Israel without delay and inflict

signal chastisement on Jehu (2 K. x. 18-28). The
fact that Israel was their granarj' would undoubt-

edly have been an element in restraining the Phoe-

nicians, even on occasions such as these ; but pro-

bably still deeper motives were likewise at work.

It seems to have been part of the settled policy of

the Phoenician cities to avoid attempts to make
conquests on the continent of Asia. For this there

were excellent reasons in the position of their small

teiTitory, which with the range of Lebanon on one

side as a barrier, and the sea on the oUier, was
easily defensible by a wealthy power having com-

mand of the sea, against second or third-rate

powers, but for the same reason was not well situ-

ated for offensive war on the land side. It may
be added that a pacific policy was their manifest

interest as a commercial nation, unless by war they

were morally certain to obtain an important acces-

sion of territory, or unless a warlike policy was an

absolute necessity to prevent the formidable pre-

ponderance of any one great neighbour. At last,

indeed, they even carne<l their system of non-inter-

vention in continental wars too tar, if it would have

been possible for them by any alliances in Syria

and Coele-Syria to prevent the establishment on

the other side of the Lebanon of one great empire.

For from that moment their ultimate doom was
certain, and it was merely a question of time as to

the arrival of the fatal hour when they would lose
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their independence. But too little is known of the

details of theii" history to warrant an opinion as to

whether they might at any time by any cour.se of

policy have raised up a barrier against the empire

of the Assyrians or Clialdees.

IV. The religion of the Phoenicians is a subject

of vast extent and considerable perplexity in details,

but of its general features as bearing upon the

religion of the Hebrews there can be no doubt.

As opposed to Monotheism, it was a Pantheistical

personification of the forces of nature, and in its

most philosophical shadowing forth of the Supreme

powers, it may be said to have represented the

male and female jirinciples of production. In its

popular form, it was especially a worship of the sun,

moon, and five planets, or, as it might have been

expressed according to ancient notions, of the seven

planets—the most beautiful, and perhaps the most

natural, form of idolatry ever presented to the

human imagination. These planets, however, were

not regarded as lifeless globes of matter, obedient to

physical laws, but as intelligent animated powers,

influencing the human will, and controlling human
destinies. An account of the different Phoenician

gods named in the Bible will be found elsewhere

[see Baal, Ashtakotii, Asherah, &c.] ; but it

will be proper here to point out certain effects which

the circumstance of their being worshipped in Phoe-

nicia produced upon the Hebrews.

1. In the first place, their worship was a constant

temptation to Polytheism and idolatry. It is the gene-

ral tendency of trade, by making merchants acquainted

with different countries and various modes of thought,

to enlarge the mind, to promote the increase of

knowledge, and, in addition, by the wealth which

it diffuses, to afford opportunities in various ways
for intellectual culture. It can scarcely be doubted

that, owing to these circumstances, the Phoenicians,

as a great commercial people, were more generally

intelligent, and as we should now say civilized, than

the inland agricultural population of Palestine.

^^'hen the simple-minded Jews, therefore, came in

contact with a people more versatile and, appa-

rently, more enlightened than themselves, but who
nevertheless, either in a philosophical or in a popular

fonn, admitted a system of Polytheism, an influence

would be exerted on Jewish minds, tending to make
them regard their exclusive devotion to their own
one God, Jehovah, however transcendant His attri-

butes, as unsocial and morose. It is in some such

way that we must account for the astonishing fact

that Solomon himself, the wisest of the Hebrew
race, to wlioin Jehovah is expressly stated to have

appeared twice—once, not long after his marriage

with an Egyptian princess, on the night after his

sacrificing 1000 burnt offerings on the higii place

of Gibeon, and the second time, after the consecra-

tion of the Temple —should have been so far beguiled

by his wives in his old age iis to become a Poly-

theist, worshipping, among other deities, the Phoe-

nician or Sidonian goddess Ashtaroth (1 K. iii. 1-5,

ix. 2, xi. 1-5). This is not for a moment to bo so

interpreted, as if he ever ceased to worship Jehovah,

to whom he had erected the magnificent Temple,

which in history is so generally connected with

Solomon's name. Probably, accoiding to his own

erroneous conceptions, he never ceased to regard

himself as a loyal worshipper of Jehovah, but heat

the same time' deemed this not incompatible with

sacrificing at the altars of other gods likewis*.

Still the fact remains, that Solomon, who by his

Temple in its ultimate results did so much for

3 K
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establishing the doctnne of one only <jod, dieil

himself a piactiaU Polytlieist. And if this was

the case with him, PolytheLsm in other sovereigns

of inferior excellence can excite no surprise. With

such an example befoie him, it is no wonder that

Ahab, an essentially bad man, should after his

marriage with a Sidonian piincess not only openly

tolerate, but encoui-age, the worship of B<uil ; though

it is to be remembered even in him, that he did not

disavow the authority of Jehovah, but, when re-

buked by his great antagonist Elijah, he rent his

clothes, <ind put sackcloth on his riesh, and showed

other signs of contrition evidently deemed sincere

(1 K. xvi. 31, xxi. 27-29). And it is to be observed

generally that although, before the reformation of

Josiah (2 K. xxiii.), Polytheism prevailed in Judah

as well as Israel, yet it seems to have been more

intense and univer>al in Israel, as might have been

expected from its greater proximity to Phoenicia:

and Israel is sometimes spoken of as if it had set

the bad example to Judah (2 K. xvii. 19 ; Jer. iii. 8 )

:

though, considering the example of Solomon, this

cannot be accepted as a stiict historical statement.

2. The Phoenician religion was likewise in other

respects deleteiious to the inhabitants of Palestine,

being in some points essentially demoralizing. For

example, it sanctioned the dreadful superetition of

bui-ning children as sacrifices to a Phoenician god.

" They have built also," says Jeremiah, in the

name of Jehovah (xix. 5), " the high places of Baal,

to burn their sons with fire for burnt offerings unto

Baal, which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither

came it into my mind" (comp. Jer. xxxii. 35).

This horrible custom was probably in its origin

founded oa the idea of sacrificing to a god what

was best and most valuable in the eyes of the

suppliant;'' but it could not exist without having a

tendency to stitie natural feelings of ali'ection, and

to harden the heart. It could scarcely have been

fii-st adopted otherwise than in the infancy of the

Phoenician race ; but grown-up men and grown-up

nations, with their moral feelings in other respects

cultivated, are often the slaves in particular points

of an early-implanted superetition, and it is wortiiy

of note that, more than 250 years after the death

of Jeremiah, the Carthaginians, when their city was

besieged t)y Ag.ithocles, ofTered as burnt sacrifices to

the planet Saturn, at the public expense, 200 boys

of the highest aristocracy; and, subsequently, when
they had obtained a victory, sacrificed the most beau-

tiful captives in the like manner (Diod. xx. 14, 65).

If such things were possible among the Cartha-

ginians at a period so much later, it is easily con-

ceivable how common the practice of sacrificing

children may have been at the time of Jeremiah

among the Phoenicians genei-ally: and if tliis were

so, it would have been certain to prevail among
the Israelites who worshipped the sjime Phoenician

gods; especially as, owing to the intei-marriages of

their forefathei-s with Canaanites, there were pro-

bably few Israelites who may not have had some
Phoenician blood in their veins (Judg. iii. 5).

Again, parts of the Phoenician religion, especially

h Wliatevcr else the arrfstcd sacrifice of Isaac sym-
bolizes (Gen. xxii. U"\, it likewise symbolizes the substi-

tution in sacrifjccs of tlie inferlia- animals for cliildren.

Faith, if commanded, was ready to sacrifice even cliildren

;

but the Hebrews were spared this dreadful trKil, and were

pcnniltcd to substitute sheep, and goats, and bulls.

' In Hebrew there is a root Kadam, from which is

Kedem, a noun with the double meaning of the "I-jist"

and "ancient time." With tlie formtr sense, Cadmus
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the woi-sliip of Astarte, tended to encourage disw
luteness in the i-elations of the sexes, and even to

sanctify impurities of the most abominable descrip-

tion. Connected with her temples and images

there were male and female prostitutes, whose

polluted gains foi-med part of the sacred fund

appropriated to the ser\'ice of the goddess. And,

to comphte the deification of immorfility, they

were even known by the name of the " consecrated."

Nothing can show more clearly how deeply this

baneful example had eaten into tlie hearts and habits

of the people, notwithstanding positive prohibitions

and the rejieafed denunciations of the Hebrew pro-

piiets, than the almost incredible fact that, previous

to the reformation of Josiah, this class of pei-sons

was allowed to have houses or tents close to the

temple of Jehovah, whose treasuiy wis perhaps

even replenished by their gains. (2 K. xxiii. 7
;

Deut. xxiii. 17, 18 ; 1 K. xiv. 24, xv. 12, sxii. 46,-

Hos. iv. 14 ; Job xxxvi. 14 ; Lucian, Lucius, 35.

Be Bed Syrd, 27, 51 ; Gesenius, Thesaurus, s. v

l^flp, p. 1 196 ; Movers, Phoenizier, i. p. 678, &c.
;

Spencer, De Leijihus Hehraeorum, i. p. 561.)

V. 'I'he most important intellectual invention of

man, that of letters, was universally asserted by

the Gieeks and Romans to have been communicated

by the Phoenicians to the Greeks. The earliest

written statement on the subject is in Herodotus,

V. 57, 58, who incidentally, in giving an account of

Hararodius and Aristogeiton, says that they were

by race Gephyraeans; and that he had ascertained

by inquiry that the Gephyraeans were Phoenicians,

amongst those Phoenicians who came over with

Cadmus' into Boeotia, and instructing the Greeks iu

many other arts and sciences, taught them likewise

letters. It was an easy step from this to believe, as

many of the ancients believed, that the Phoenicians

invented lettere.

" Phoenices primi, famae si creditur, ausi

llansuram rudibus vocem signare tiguris."

LucAN's Pliarsal. lil. 220, 221.

This belief, however, was not universal ; and Pliny

the Elder expresses his own opinion that they were

of As-syrian origin, while he relates the opinion of

(lellius that they were invented by the Egyptians,

;md of others that they were invented by the

Syrians {Nat. Hist. vii. 57). Now, as Phoenician

has been shown to be nearly the same language as

Hebrew, the question arises whether Hebrew throws

any light on the time or the mode of the invention

of letters, on the question of who invented them, or

on the universal belief of antiquity that the know-

ledge of them was communicated to the Greeks by

the Phoenicians. The answer is as follows : Hebrew

literature is as silent as Greek literatuie respecting

the precise date of the invention of lettei-s, and the

name of the inventor or inventoi-s ; but the names

of the letters in the Hebrew alphabet are in

accordance with the belief that the Phoenicians

communicated the knowledge of lettei-s to the

Greeks : for many of the names of letters in the

Greek alphabet, though without meaning in Greek,

might mean " Eastern," or one from the ICast, like the

name "Norman," or "Fleming," or, still more closely, the

" Western." or " Southern," In KngUsh. With the latter

sense for Kedem, the name would mean "Olden" or

" Antient," and an etymological significance might be

given to a line of Sophocles, in which Cadmus is men-

tioned :

'fi TtKva KoS/iou Tov jraAot via rpo^r).

Oedip. r<ir. 1.
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have a meaning in the corresponding letters of

Hebrew, tor example : the four first letters of

the Greek alphabet. Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta,

are not to be explained through the Greek languasce

;

but the corresponding four first letters of the He-

brew alphabet, viz. Alcpli, Beth, Gimel, Daleth,

being essentially the s;irae words, are to be explained

in Hebrew. Thus in Hebrew Aleph or Eleph

means an ox ; Beth or Bayith a house ; Gamal a

camel ; and Delcth a door. And the same is

essentially, though not always so clearly, the c;ise

with almost all the sixteen earliest Greek letters

said to have been brouii;ht over from Phoenicia by

Cadmus, ABTAEFIKAMNOnPST;'' and

called on this account Phoenician or Cadmeian

lettei-s {Herodot. 1. c. ; Pliny, Hist. Nat. vii. 57;

Jelt's Greek Gram. i. p. 2). Moreover, as to

wiitiug, the ancient Hebrew letters, substantially

the same as Phoeniciim, agree closely with ancient

Greek letters—a fact which, taken by itself, would

not prove that the Greeks received them fioni the

Phoenicians, as the Phoeaicians might possibly have

received tliem from the Greeks ; but which, viewed

in connexion with Greek traditions on the subject,

and with the significance of the letters in Hebrew,

seems reasonably conclusive that the letteis were

transported from Phoenicia into Greece. It is true

that modern Hebrew writing and the later Greek

writing of antiquity have not much resemblance to

each other ; but this is owing partly to gradual

changes in the writing of Greek letters, and partly

to the fact that the character in which Hebrew Bibles

are now printed, called the Assyrian or square charac-

ter, was not the one originally in use among the Jews,

but seems to have been leai-nt in the Babylonian

captivity, and afterwaids gradually adopted by them
on their return to Palestine. (Gesenius, Geschichte

der Hehrdischen Sprache unci Schrift, p. 156.)

As to the mode in which letters were invented,

some clue is aiibrded by some of the early Hebrew
and the Phoenician characters, which evidently

aimed, although very rudely, like the drawing of

very young children, to represent the object which
the name of the letter signified. Thus the earliest

Alpha has some vague resemblance to an ox's head,

Gimel to a camel's back, Daleth to the door of a

tent, Yau to a hook or peg. Again, the written

letters, called respectively, Lamed (an ox-goad), Ayin

(an eye), Qoph ^the back of the head), Reish or Koash

(the head), and Tav (a crossj, are all eflbrts, more or

less successful, to pourtray the things signified by
the names. It is said that this is equally true of

Egyptian phonetic hieroglyphics ; but, however this

may be, there is no difficulty in underetanding in

this way the formation of an alphabet ; when the

idea of representing the component sounds or half-

sounds of a word by figures was once conceived.

But the original idea of thus representing sounds,

though pecidiarly felicitous, was by no meims
obvious, and millions of men lived and died without

its occun-ing to any one of them.

In conclusion, it may not be unimportant to

observe that, although so many lettei-s of the Greek
alphabet have a meaning in Hebrew or Phoenician,
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yet their Greek names are not in the Hebrew or

Phoenician, but in the Aramaic form. There is a

peculiar form of the nomi in Aramaic, called by

grammarians the status emphaticus, in which the

termination a (N ) is added to a noun, modifying

it according to certain laws. Originally this termi-

nation wixs probably identical with tlie definite

article " ha ;" which, instead of being prefixed, was

subjoined to the noun, as is the case now with the

definite article in the Scandinavian languages. This

form in a is found to exist in the oldest specimen

of Aramaic in the Bible, Fegar sahaduthd, in

Genesis xxxi. 47, where sahadi'tth, testimony, is

used by Laban in the statm emphaticus. Now it

is worthy of note that the names of a considerable

proportion of the " Cadmeian letters " in the

Greek alphabet aie in tiiis Aramaic form, such

as Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delhi, Eta, Theta, Iota,

Kappa, Lamda ; and although this fact by itself is

not sufficient to sujiport an elaborate theoiy on the

subject, it seems in favour, as far as it goes, of the

conjecture that when the Greeks originally I'eceived

the knowledge of letters, the names by which the

several letters were taught to them were Aramaic.

It has been suggested, indeed, by Gesenius, that the

Greeks themselves made the addition in all these

cases, in order to give the words a Greek termina-

tion, as "they did with other Phoenician words,

as melet, fidXOa, nevel, va^Xa." If, however, a

list is examined of Phoenician words naturalized in

Greek, it will not be found that the ending in a

has been the favourite mode of accommodating

them to the Greek language. For example, the

following sixteen words are specified by Bleek

{Eialeitung in das A. T., p. 69), as having been

communicated through the Phoenicians to the

Greeks : vdpSos = nered ; KivvdfxwfjLOi- = kinna-

mon ; (Tdir(pftpos = sappir
;
fiv^pa, jxipov — mor

;

Kaffia, Kaffcria = ketzlah ; vffffonros = ezov
;

Ki^avos, Xi^avcDTos = levonah
; fixxrffos = bfltz;

Kvixivov = kanimon ; fidvi^a = man ; (pvKos = piik
;

(rvKa/xtvos = shikmah ; vd^Ka = nevel ; Kivvpa —
kinnor ; Kdfi.r]\os = gamal ; appa^dv — eravon.

Now it is remarkable that, of these sixteen, only four

end in a in Greek which have not a similar termi-

nation in Hebrew ; and, of these four, one is a late

Alexandrine translation, and two are names of

musical instruments, which, very probably, may
first have been communicated to Greeks, through

Syrians, in Asia Elinor. And, under any circum-

stances, the proportion of the Phoenician words

which end in a in Greek is too small to wairant

the inference that any common practice of the

Gieeks in this respect will account for the seem-

ing fact that nine out of the sixteen Cadmeian lettei-s

aie in the Aramaic status emphaticus. Tlie infer-

ence, therefore, from their endings in a remains

unshaken. Still this must not be regarded in any

way as proving that the alphabet was invented by

those who spoke the Aramaic language. This is a

wholly distinct question, and far more obscure;

though mucli deference on the point is due to the

opinion of Gesenius, who, from the internal"* evi-

dence of the names of the Semitic lettere, has

k The sixth leiter, afterwards disused, and now gene-

rally known by the name of l)iganima (from Dlonysius, i.

20), was unquestionably the same as the Hebrew letter

Vau (a hook).
n The strongest ar^ment of Gesenius against the

.\rainaic inventiun of the letters la, that althongh doubtless

many of the names are both Aramaic and Hebrew, some
of theiii are not Aramaic ; at least, not in the Hebrew

signification : while the Syrians use other words to express

the same ideas. Thus n^{< in Aramaic means only 1000,

and not an ox; the word lor "door" in Aramaic is not

nbl- but yin : wli'le 'ho six following names of Cad-

meian letters are not Aramaic : n, HV. D'O. KD (Sjt.

D-1B). fjip. in-
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arrived at the conclusion that they weie invented

by the Phoenicians {Palaoqnipltie, p. 294).

Literature.—In linglish, sep Keniick's Phoe-

nicia, London, 1855 : in Latin, tlie second part

of Bochait's Geoqraphia Sacni, under the title

" Canaan," and Gesenius's work, Scripturae Lin-

gii/teque Phoenicuie Monnmeiita quotquot snpersnnt,

Lipsiae, 1837 : in German, the exhaustive work

of Movers, Vie Phoenizicr, and D>'s Phoeniii^c/w

Alterthiiin, 5 vols., Berlin, 1841-1850; an article

on the same subject by Movei-s, in Krscli and Gr li-

ber's Enct/clopacdia, and an article in the same

work by Gesenius on Palaoip-ap/iie. See lilcewise,

Gesenius's Gesckiclitc der Hebrdischen Spraclie tULtl

Schrift, Leipzig, 1815; Bleck's Einleitunj in (lis

Alte Testament, Berlin, 1860. Phoenician inscri]i-

tions discovered since the time of Gesenius have

been ',)ublished by Judas, £tudc demonstrative de

la langue P/ienu:ienne et de la Imque Libyque,

Paris, 1847, and forty-five other inscriptions have

been published by the AbbeBourgade, Paris, 1852,

fol. In 1845 a votive tablet was discovered at

Mai-seilles, respecting; which see Jlovers' Phoeni-

zische Texte, 1847. In 1855, an inscription was

discovered at Sidon on the sarcophagus of a Sidonian

king named Eschmuiiazar, respecting which see

Dietrich's Zwei Sidonische Insch-iften, und eiiie

alte Phoenizische Konigsinschrift, Maiburg, 1855,

and Ewald's Erklarung der grossen Phoenizischcn

Inschrift von Sidon, Gottingen, 1856, 4to. ; from

the seventh volume of the Abkandlutvjen der K6-
niglicher Gesellschaft zu Gottingen. Information

respecting these works, and others on Phoenician

inscriptions, is given by Bleek, pp. 64, 65. [E. T.]

PHOR'OS {i6pos : Phares, Foro) = Parosh
(1 Esdr. V. 9, ix. 26).

PHRYG'IA (*pi;7ia: Phrygia). Perhaps there

is no geographical tenii in the New Testoment which

is less capable of an exact definition. JIany maps
convey the imjjression that it was co-ordinate w itli

such terms as Bithyuia, Cilicia, orGalatia. But in

fact there w;is no Roman province of Phrygia till

considerably after the first establishment of Chris-

tianity in the i)eninsula of Asia Minor. The word
was rather ethnological than political, and denoted,

in a vagno manner, the western part of the central

region of that peninsula. Accordingly, in two of the

three places where it is used, it is mentioned in a

manner not intended to be precise (5teA6(!j'T€S T^r
^pvy'iav KoL t^v Y'a\aTiK)\v xti^pav. Acts xvi. 6

;

Stfoxi/J-^voi (co0e|f)s rijv ToAaTiKV X'^P'"' ""^

^pvyiav, Acts xviii. 2:'>), the tbrnier having reference

to the second missionary journey of .St. Paul, the latter

to the third. Nor is the remaining passi\ge (Acts

ii. 10") inconsistent with this view, the enumeration

of those foreign Jews who came to Jerusalem at

Pentecost (though it does follow, in some degree, a

geographiciJ order) having no reference to politiaU

boundaries. By Phrygia we must understand an

extensive district, which contributed poiiions to

several Roman provinces, and varying portions at

different times. As to its physical characteristics,

it was generally a tible-laiul, but with considerable

variety of appearance and soil. Several towns men-
tioned in the New Testament were Phrygian towns;

such, for instance, as Iconium and Colossae : but it

is better to class tiiem with the provinces to which

they politically belonged. All over this district the

Jews were probably numerous. They were first

introduced there by Antiochus the Gieat (Joseph.

Ant. xii. 3, §4) : and we have abundant proof of their

oiS, Aleves: Phidh, J

), the third name in I

5en.x. 6; 1 Chr. i. 8„ I

PHUT, PUT
presence there from Acts xiii. 14, xiv. 1, 19, as wdi
as from Acts ii. 10. [See Philip, 834 a.] [J. S.H.J

PHUD (*ou5) = PnUT (Jud. ii. 23; comp. Ez.

x.'cvii. 10).

PHU'RAH (nnS: ^apa: Phara). Gideon's

servant, probably his armour-bearer (comp. 1 S;mii.

xiv. 1), who accompanied him in his midnight visit

to the camp of tlie Midianites (Judg. vii. lo, 11).

PHU RI]\I {jSiv ipovpai : phurim), Esth. xi. 1

.

[PUKIM.]

PHUT, PUT (D-IQ : *ot55,

Phut, Libi/es, Libya, Africa),

the list of the sons of Ham (Ge

elsewhere applied to an African country or peojile.

In the list it follows Cush and Mizraim, and pre-

cedes Canaan. The settlements of Cush extended

from Babylonia to Ethiopia above Egypt, those of

Mizraim stietched from the Philistine territory

thiough Egypt and along the northern coast of

Africa to the west ; and the Canaanites were esta-

blished at first in the land of Canaan, but after-

wards were spread abroad. The order seems to be

ascending towaids the north : the Cushite chain of

settlements being the most southern, the Mizraite

chain extending above them, though perhajis through

a smaller region, at least at the first, and the Ca-

naanites holding the most northern position. We
cannot place the tract of Phut out of Africa, and it

would thus seem that it was almost parallel to that

of the IMizraites, as it could not be further to the

north : this position would well agree with Libya.

But it must l>e recollected that tlie order of the

nations or tribes of the stocks of Cush, Mizraim,

and Canaan, is not the same as that we have in-

ferred to be that of the principal names, and that it

is also possible that Phut mav be mentioned in a

supplementary manner, perhaps as a nation or

country dependent on Egypt.

The few mentions of Phut in the Bible clearly

indicate, as already remmked, a country or popie
of Africa, and, it must be added, probably not far

from Egypt. It is noticeable that they occur only

in the list of Noah's descendants and in the pro-

phetical Scriptures. Isaiah probably makes men-
tion of Phut as a remote nation or countiy, where

the A. V. has PuL, as in the JIasoretic text

(Is. Ixvi. 19). Nahum, warning Nineveh by the

fall of No-Amon, speaks of Cush and Jlizraim as

the strength of the Egyptian city, and Phut and

Lubira as its helpers (iii. 9). Jeremiah tells of

Phut in Necho's army with Cush and the Ludim
(xlvi. 9). Ezekiel speaks of Phut with Persia and

Lud as supplying mercenaries to Tyre (xxvii. 10),

and as sharing with Cush, Lud, and otlier helpers

of Egypt, in her fall (xxx. 5) ; and again, with

Persia, and Cush, perhaps in the sense of merce-

naries, as warrioi-s of the aiiny of Gog (xxxviii. 5).

From these passages we cannot infer anything as

to the exact jwsition of this country or people

;

unless indeed in Nahum, Cush and Phut, Mizraim

and Lubim, are respectively connectal, which might

indicate a position south of Egypt. The serving in

the Egyptian army, and importance of Phut to

Kgypt, make it re;isonable to suppose that its posi-

tion was very near.

In the ancient Egyptian inscriptions we find two

names that may be compared to the Biblical Phut.

The tribes or peoples called the Nine Bows, IX
PETU or IX NA-PETU, might partly or wholly

repi-eseut Phut. Their situation is doubtful, and

they are never found in a geogi-aphical list, but only
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in the general statements of the power and prowess

of the kings. If one people be indicated by them,

we may compare the Naphtuhim of the Bible.

[Naphtuhim.] It seems unlikely that the Nine

Bows shouM correspond to Phut, as their name
does not occur as a geographical term in use in the

directly historical inscriptions, though it may be

supposed that several well-known names there take

its place as those of individual tribes; but this is

an improbable pxplanation. The second name is

that of Nubia, TO-PET, " the region of the Bow,"
also called TO-MERU-PET, " the region, the island

of the Bow," whence we conjecture the name of

Jleroe to come. In the gpographical lists the latter

form occurs in that of a people, ANU-MERU-PET,
found, unlike all others, in the lists of the southern

peoples and countries as well as the northern. The
character we read PET is an unstrung bow, which
until lately was read KENS, as a strung bow is

found following, as if a detenninative, the latter

word, which is a name of Nubia, perhaps, however,

not including so large a territory as the names
before mentioned. The reading KJiNS is extremely

doubtful, because the word does not signify bow in

Egyptian, as far as we are aware, and still more
because the bow is used as the determinative of its

name PET, which from the Egyptian usage as to

detenninatives makes it almost impossible that it

should be employed as a determinative of KENS.
The name KENS would therefore be followed by
the bow to indicate that it was a part of Nubia.

This subject may be illustrated by a passage of

Herodotus, explained by Mr. Harris of Alexandria,

if we jiremise that the unstning bow is the com-
mon sign, and, like the strung bow, is so used as

to be the symbol of Nubia. The historian relates

that the king of the Etiiiopians unstrung a bow,
and gave it to the messengers of Cambyses, telling

them to say that when the king of the Persians

could pull so strong a bow so easily, he might come
against the Ethiopians with an army stronger than

tiieir forces (iii. 21, 22, ed. Rawlinson: Sir G.
Wilkinson's note). For the hieroglyphic names see

Brugsch's Geojr. Inschr.

The Coptic Hl<|>^I<LT must also be com-

pared with Phut. The first syllable being the article,

the word nearly resembles the Hebrew name. It is

applied to the western part of Lower Egypt beyond
the Delta ; and ChampoUion conjectures it to mean
the Libyan part of Egypt, so called by the Greeks,

comparing the Coptic name of the similar eastern

portion, 'i^^.p^.B.IA., T^.p^^I^., the

older Arabian part of Egypt and Arabian Nome
( L'Egypte sous les Pharaons, ii. pp. 28-31, 243).
Be this as it may, the name seems nearer to

Naphtuhim than to Phut. To take a broad view
of the question, all the names which we have men-
tioned may be reas-onably connected with the Hebrew
Phut ; and it may be supposed that the Naph-
tuhim were Mizraites in the territor)' of Phut,
perhajis intermixed with peoples of the latter stock.

It is, however, reasonable to suppose that the PET
of the ancient Egyptians, as a geographical desig-

nation, con-esponds to the Phut of the Bible, which
would therefore denote Nubia or the Nubians, the

foi-mer, if we are strictly to follow the Egyptian
D'^age. This identification would account for the
position of Phut after Jlizraim in the list in Ge-
nesis, notwithstanding the order of the other names

;

for Nubia has been from remote times a dcpend-
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ency of Egypt, excepting in the short period of
Ethiopian supremacy, and the longer time of Ethi-
opian independence. The Egyptian name of Cush,
KEESH, is applied to a wider region well corre-

sponding to Ethiopia. The governor of Nubia in

tlie time of the Pharaohs was called Prince ot

KEESH, perhaps because his authority extended

beyond Nubia. The identitiaition of Phut with
Nubia is not repugnant to the mention in the pro-

phets: on the contrary, the great importance of

Nubia in their time, which comprehended that of
the Ethiopian supremacy, would account for their

speaking of Phut as a support of Egypt, and as

furnishing it with warriors.

The identification with Libya has given rise to

attempts to find the name in African geography,
which we shall not here examine, as such mere simi-

larity of sound is a most unsafe guide. [R. S. P.]

PHU'VAH (nja : iovd. : Phud). One of the

sons of Issachar (Gen. xlvi. 13), and founder of

the family of the PUNiTES. In the A. V. of Num.
xrri. 23 he is called Pua, though the Heb. is the

same; and in 1 Chr. vii. 1, PuAH is another forai

of the name.

PHYGEL'LUS (*i57£AAos, or iiyfXos : Phi-
gelns), 2 Tim. i. 15. A Christian connected with
those in Asia of whom St. Paul speaks as turned

away from himself. It is open to question whether
their repudiation of the Apostle was joined with a de-

clension from the faith (see Buddaeus, Ecd. Apostol.

ii. 310), and whether the open display of the feeling

of Asia took place—at least so far as I'hygellus and
Hermogenes were concerned—at Rome. It was at

Rome that Onesiphorus, named in the next verse,

showed the kindness for which the Apostle invokes

a blessing on his household in Asia : so perhaps it

was at Rome that Phygellus displayed that change
of feeling towards St. Paul which the Apostle's

former followere in Asia avowed. It seems unlikely

that St. Paul would write so forcibly if Phygellus
had merely neglected to visit him in his captivity

at Rome. He may have foreaken (see 2 Tim. iv.

16) the Apostle at some critical time when his sup-
port was expected : or he may have been a leader

of some party of nominal Cliristians at Rome, such
as the Apostle describes at an earlier period (Phil,

i. 15, 16) opposing him there.

Dean Ellicott, on 2 Tim. i. 15, who is at variance

with the ancient Greek commentatoi-s as to the

exact force of the phrase " they which are in Asia,"

states various opinions concerning their aversion

from St. Paul. The Apostle himself seems to have
tbreseen it (Acts xx. 30

)
; and there is nothing in

the fact inconsistent with the genend picture of the

state of Asia at a later period which we have in tlie

first three chaptei-s of the Revelation. [\V. T. B.]

PHYLACTERY. [Frontlets.]

PI-BES'ETH (nD2-''a: Bo6$affTos : Bu-

bastus), a town of Lower Egypt, mentioned but

once in the Bible (Ez. xxx. 17). In hieroirlyphics

its name is written BAHEST, BAST, and H.\-

BAHEST, followed by the detei-minative sign for an

Egyptian city, which was probably not pi-onounced.

The Coptic fonns are K^cf", with the article

ni prefixed, IIo-r^^-CTre, IIot-

riOTZ-C^, and the Giwk, Boi')3o£rTij, Boi-

/SaflTToy. The lirst and second hicicglyphic namci
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are the same as those of the godcipss of the place,

and the third signifies tlie abode of BAHEST, tliat

goddess. It is probable that BAHEST is an archaic

mode of writing, and that the word was always pro-

nounced, as it was sometimes written, BAST. It

seems as if the civil name was BAHEST, and the

sacred, IIA-BAHEST. It is difficult to trace the

first syllable of the Hebrew and of the Coptic

and Greek foi-ms in the hieroglyphic equivalents.

There is a similar case in the names HA-HESAR,

Ro'ffCIpI, nonfCIpIj Boicripis, Busiris.

Dr. Brugsch and M. Devc-iia read PE or PA, in-

stead of HA ; but this is not proved. It may be

conjectured that in pronunciation the masculine

definite article PEPA or PEE was prefixed to HA,
as could be done in Coptic: in the ancient language

the word appears to be common, whereas it is mas-

culine in the later. Or it may be suggested that

the first syllable or first letter was a prefix of the

vulgar dialect, for it is frequent in Coptic. The
name of Philae may perhaps atibrd a third explana-

tion, for it is written EELEK-T, EELEK, and

i*-EELEK (Brugsch, Geogr. Insclir. i. 156, Nos.

026, 627); whence it would seem that the sign

city (not abode) was common, as in the first form the

feminine article, and in the last, the masculine one,

is used, and this would admit of the reading

PA-BAST, "the [city] of Bubastis [the goddess]."

Bubastis was situate on the west bank of the

Pelusiac or Bubastite branch of the Nile, in the

Bubastite nome, about 40 miles from the central

part of Memphis. Herodotus speaks of its site as

having been laised by those who dug the canals for

Sesostris, and afterwards by the labour of criminals

under Sabacos the Ethiopian, or, rather, the Ethio-

pian dominion. He mentions the temple of the god-

dess Bubastis as well wortlij" of description, being

more beautiful than any other known to him. It

lay in the midst of the city, which, having been raised

on mounds, overlooked it on every side. An arti-

ficial canal encompassed it with the waters of the

Nile, and was beautified by trees on its bank. There

was only a nan-ow approach leading to a lofty gate-

way. The enclosure thus foiTned was surrounded

by a low wall, bearing sculptures ; within was the

temple, surrounded by a grove of fine trees (ii.

137, 138). Sir Gardner Wilkinson observes that

the ruins of the city and temple confinn this

account. The height of the mounds and the site

of the temple are very remarkable, as well as

the beauty of the latter, which was " of the

finest red granite." It " was surrounded by a

sacred enclosure, about 600 feet square . . . beyond
which was a larger circuit, measuring 940 feet by
1200, containing the minor one and the canal."

The temple is entiiely ruined, but the names of

Itameses II. of the xixth dynasty, Userken I. (Osor-

chon I.) of the xxiind, and Nekht^har-heb (Necta-

nebo I.) of the .xxxth, have been found here, as well

as that of the eponymous goddess BAST. There

are also remains of the ancient houses of the town,

and, " amid.st the houses on the N.W. side are the

thick walls of a fort, which protected the temple

below" (Notes by Sir G. Wilkinson in Rawlinson's

Herodotus, vol. ii. pp. 2 1 9, plan, and 1 02). Bubastis

thus had a fort, besides being strong fioni its height.

» 1. n^SK'D, from HDE-'. "behold," wltU jaN; Aitfos

o-KOTTcr!; iiisignis lapis ^Lev. xxvi. 1); A. V. "figured

stone" (Num. xx.\ili. 52); aKOTrid; tilulus. In Kz. viii.

12, with "ITPI ; KotToii' Kpi'Trros- ; abfcmidiliim cubiruli;

A. V. " chaniber of imagery ;' Luther, schonsten kammer.

PIECE OF GOLD
The goddess B.AST, who was here the chief object

of worship, was the same as PESHT, the goddess

of fire. Both names accompany a lion-headed figure,

and the cat was sacred to them. Herodotus con-

siders the goddess Bubastis to be the same as Arte-

mis (ii. 137), and that this was the cuiTent opinion

in Egypt in the Greek period is evident from the

name Speos Artemidos of a rock temple dedicated

to PESHT, and probably of a neighbouring town
or village. The historian speaks of the annual fes-

tival of the goddess held at Bubastis <as the chief

and most largely attended of the Egyptian festivals.

It was evidently the most popidar, and a scene of

gi-eat licence, like the great Muslim festival of the

Seyyid el-Bedawee celebrated at Tanteh in the Delta

(ii. 59, 60).

There are scarcely any historical notices of Bu-
bastis in the Egyptian annals. In Manetho's list

it is related that in the time of Boethos, or Bochos,

first king of the iind dynasty (B.C. cir. 2470), a

chasm of the earth opened at Bubastis, and many
perished (Cory's Ancient Fragments, 2nd ed. pp.

98, 99). This is remarkable, since though shocks

of earthquakes are frequent in Egypt, the actual

earthquake is of veiy rare occurrence. The next event

in the list connected with Bubastis is the accession

of the xxiind dynasty (B.C. cir. 990), a line of

Bubastite kings (Ibid. pp. 124, 125). These were

either foreigners or partly of foreign extraction, and

it is probable that they chose Bubastis as their

capital, 01' as an occasional residence, on account of

its nearness to the military settlements. [MiG-

DOL.] Thus it must have been a city of great

impoitance when Ezekiel thus foretold its doom :

" The young men of Aven and of Pi-beseth shall

fall by the sword : and these [cities] shall go into

captivity " (x.xx. 17). Heliopolis and Bubastis ai-e

near together, and both in the route of an invader

from the East marching against Memphis. [R. S. P.]

PICTURE." In two of the three passages in

which "picture" is used in A. V. it denotes

idolatrous representations, either independent images,

or more usually stones " portrayed," i. e. sculptured

in low relief, or engraved and coloured (Ez. xxiii.

14; Layard, Nin. 4' Bab. ii. 306, 308). Movable

pictures, in the modern sense, were doubtless un-

known to the Jews ; but coloured sculptures and

drawings on walls or on wood, as mummy-cases,

must have been familiar to them in Egypt (see

Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 277). In later times we
read of portraits {f'lKSvas), perhaps busts or intagli

sent by Ale.\andra to Antony (Joseph. Ant. xv. 2,

§0). The "pictures of silver" of Prov. x.\v. 11,

were probably wall-surtaces or cornices with carv-

ings, and the "apples of gold" representations of

fruit or foliage, like Solomon's flowers and pome-

granates (1 K. vi., vii.). The walls of Babylon

were ornamented with pictures on enamelled brick.

[BRICKS.] [H. W. P.]

PIECE OF GOLD. The A. V., in rendering

the elliptical expression "six thousand of gold," in

a p;issage respecting Naaman, relating that he

"took with him ten tilenfs of silver, and six thou-

sand of gold, ;md ten changes of raiment" (2 K.

V. 5)—supplies " pieces " as the word understood.

The sir.iilar expression respecting silver, in which

2. n*3tJ*, from same root (Is. ii. 16) ; Bea (nKoiuv) (foA-

Aous; quod visu pulclirum est; Prov. xxv. 11, "Apples

of gold in pictures of silver ;" I,XX. h- bpiiiaictf aapSiov ;

in lectis argenteis ; IjUther, Schalen.
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the word understood appears to be shekels, probably

justifies tlie insertion of that definite word. [Pikce
OF Silver.] The same expression, if a weight

of gold be here meant, is also found in the follow-

ing passage: " And king Solomon made two hun-

dred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred of gold

went to one target" (1 K. x. 16). Here the A. V.

sujiplics the word " shekeLs," and there seems no

doubt that it is right, considering the number
mentioned, and that a common weight must be

intended. That a weight of gold is meant in

Kaaman's case may be inferred, because it is ex-

tremely unlikely that coined money was already

invented at the time referred to, and indeed that

it was known in Palestine before the Persian period.

[MOXEY ; Daric] Rings or ingots of gold may
have been in use, but we are scarcely warranted in

supposing that any of them bore the nan~-> of shekels,

since the practice was to weigh money. The render-

ing "pieces of gold" is therefore very doubtful;

and "shekels of gold," as designating the value of

the whole quantity, not individual pieces, is pre-

ferable. [R. S. P.]

PIECE OF SILVER. The passages in the

0. T. and those in the N. T. in which the A. V.
uses this term must be sepai-ately considered.

L In the 0. T. the word " pieces" is used in the

A. V. for a word understood in the Hebrew, if we
except one case to be afterwards noticed. The phrase

is always " a thousand " or the like " of silver
"

(Gen. XX. 16, xxxvii. 28, xlv. 22 ; Judg. ix. 4, xvi. 5
;

2 K. vi. 25 ; Hos. iii. 2 ; Zech. si. 12, 13). In similar

passciges the word " shekels " occurs in the Hebrew,
and it must be observed that these are either in the

Law, or relate to purchases, some of an important

legal character, as that of the cave and field of

]\Iachpelali, that of the threshing-floor and oxen of

Araunah, or to taxes, and the like (Gen. xxiii. 1 5,

16 ; Ex. xxi. 32 ; Lev. xxA-ii. 3, 6, 16 ; Josh. vii.

21 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 24 ; 1 Chr. xxi. 25, where, how-
ever, shekels of gold are spoken of; 2 K. xv. 20;
Neh. V. 15; Jer. xxxii. 9). There are other pas-

sages in which the A. V. supplies the word " .she-

kels" instead of "pieces" (Deut. xxii. 19, 29;
Judg. xvii. 2, 3, 4, 10 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 11, 12), and
of these the first two require this to be done. It

becomes then a question whether there is any
giound for the adoption of the word " pieces,"

which is vague if actual coins be meant, and in-

accurate if weights. The shekel, be it remembered,
was the common weight for money, and therefore

most likely to be understood in an elliptical phrase.

When we find good reason for concluding that in two
passages (Deut. xxii. 19, 20) this is the word under-

stood, it seems incredible that any other should be

in the other places. The exceptional case in which
a word corresponding to " pieces " is found in the

Hebrew is in the Psalms, where presents of submis-

sion are prophesied to be made of " pieces of silver,"

PlpD-''->n (Ixviii. 30, Heb. 31). The word p^
which occurs nowhere else, if it preseixe its radical

meaning, fiom }'^*"1, must signify a piece broken

off, or a fiagment: there is no reason to suppose

that a coin is meant.

II. In the N. T. two words are rendered by the

])hrase " piece of silver," drachma, Sfiaxi^'fl, and
apyvpiov. (1.) The first (Luke xv. 8, 9j should

be represented by drachma. It was a Greek .silvei-

coin, equivalent, nt the time of St. Luke, to the

Roman denarius, which is probably intended by the
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Evangelist, as it had tiien wholly or almost super-

seded the former. [Drachma.] (2.) The second

word is ^ery properly thus rendered. It occurs in

the account of the betrayal of our Lord for " thirty

pieces of silver" (JIatt. xxvi. 15, xxvii. 3, 5, 6, 9).

It is difficult to ascertain what coins are here in-

tended. If the most common silver pieces be meant,
they would be denarii. The parallel passage in

Zeciiariah (xi. 12, 13) must, however, be taken into

consideration, where, if our view be correct, shekels

must be understood. It may, however, be suggested

that the two thirties may corres]iond, not as of

exactly the same coin, but of the chief current coin.

Some li-ht may be thrown on our difficulty by the

number of pieces. It can scarcely ha a coincidence

that thirty shekels of silver was the price of blond

in the case of a slave accidentally killed (Ex. xxi.

32). It may be objected that there is no reason to

suppose that shekels wei'e current in our Lord's

time ; but it must be replied that the tetradrachms

of depreciated A ttic weight of the Gieek ^cities of

Syria of that time were of the same weight as the

shekels which we believe to be of Simon the Mac-
cabce [IMoi>ey], so that Jo.sephus speaks of thi"

shekel as equal to four Attic diachmae (Ant. iii. 8,

§2). These tetradrachms were common at the time

of our Lord, and the piece of money found by St.

Peter in the fish must, from its name, have been of

this kind. [Stater.] It is therefore more pro-

bable that the thirty pieces of silver were tetra-

drachms than that they were denarii. There is no

difficulty in the use of two terms, a name de-

signating the denomination and "piece of silver,"

whether the latter mean the tetradrachm or the

denarius, as it is a vague appellation that implies

a more distinctive name. In the received text of

St. Matthew the prophecy as to the thirty ])ieces of

silver is ascribed to .leremiah, and not to Zechariah,

and much controversy has thus been occasioned.

The true explanation seems to be suggested by the

ab.sence of aiiy prophet's name in the Syriac version,

and the likelihood that similarity of style would have

caused a copyist inadvertently to insert the name of

Jeremiah instead of that of Zechaiiah. [R. S. P.]

PIETY. This word occurs but once in A. V.

:

" Let them learn first to show piety at iiome" {rhv
"(Stov oIkov evae^ilv, better, " towards theli' own
household," 1 Tim. v. 4). The choice of this word
here instead of the more usual equivalents of " god-

liness," " reverence," and the like, was probably
determined by the special sense of pietas, as " erga

parentes" (Cic. Fariit. 22, Rep. vi. 15, /«f. ii.

22). It does not appear in the earlier English ver-

.sions, and we may recognise in its application in

this passage a special felicity. A word was wanted
for eixrePuv which, unlike " showing godliness,"

would admit of a human as well as a divine object,

and this piety supplietl. [E. H. P.]

PIGEON. [TURTLE-DoVE.] '

pi-HAHrROTH (m^nn ^a. rn^nn: v

eiravKis, rh (rrdfia EipdO, ElpwB: riiihahiroth),

a place before or at which the Israelites encamped,
at the close of the third maich from Rameses,

wlien they went out of Egypt. Pi-hahiroth was
before Migdol, and on the other hand were Baal-

zephon ami the sea (Ex. .xiv. 2, 9; Num. xxxiii.

7, 8). The name is probably that of a natural loca-

lity, from the unlikelihoo<l that tiiere should have

been a. town or village in botii parts of the country

where it is pl.iced in addition to Migdol and Baal-

zephon. which seem to have been, if not towns, at
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least militaiy stations, anil its name is susceptible

of an Egyptian etymology giving a sense apposite

to this idea. The'fii-st part of the word is appa-

rently treated by its omission as a separate prefix

(Num. xxxiii. 8), and it would therefore ."ppear to

be the masculine definite article PE, PA, or PEK.

J;\blonsky proposed the Coptic Ul-^L^I*

pCOT, " the place where sedge grows," and this,

or a similar name, the late M. Fulgence Fresnel

recognised in the modern Ghw.ceijbet-el-boos, "the

bed of reeds." it is remarkable that this name occurs

near where we suppose the passage of the Red Sea

to have taken place, as well as near Suez, in the

neighbourhood usually chosen as that of this miracle;

but° nothing could be" interred as to place from such

;! name being now tbtmd, as the vegetation it desc-i-ibes

is rtuctuatiiig. [Exodus, the.] [K. S. P.]

PILATE, PON'TIUS {n6vrios MiXaros :

Pontius Fitatus, his praenomen being unknown).

The name imliuites that he was connected, by descent

or adoption, with the gens of the Pontii, nrst con-

spicuous in lioman history in the person of C.

Pontius Telesinus, the great Sanmite general." He

wiis the sixth Roman procurator of Judaea, and

under him our Lord worked, surt'ered, and died, as

we learn, not only from the obvious Scriptural

authorities, but from Tacitus {Ann. xv. 44,
" Christus, Tiberio imperitaute, per procuratorem

Pentium Pil.atum supplicio adfectus erat).'' A
procurator {irrirpoiros, Philo, Lcij. ud Caium, and

Joseph. B. J. ii. 9, §2 ; but less correctly riytfj^^v,

M:itt. xxvii. 2; and Joseph. Ant. xviii. 3, §1) was

generally a Roman knight, appointed to act under the

governor of a province as collector of the revenue, and

judge ill ciiuses connected with it. Strictly speaking,

procuratorcs Cuesaris were only required in the

imperial provinces, i. e. tliose which, according to

the constitution of Augustus, were reserved for

the special administration of the emperor, with-

out the inteiTention of the senate and people, and

goveiTied by his legate. In the senatorian pro-

vinces, governed by proconsuls, the corresponding

duties were discharged by quaestors. Yet it appears

that io^saQtimesprocuratorcs were appointed in those

provinces also, to collect certain dues of the fiscus

(the emperor's special revenue;, as distinguished

from those ot the aerarium (the i-evenue administered

by the senate). Sometimes in a small teiritory,

especially in one contiguous to a laiger province,

and dependent upon it, the procurator was head of

* The cognomen Pilatus has received two explana-

tions. (1.) As armed with the pilum or javelin; comp.
" pllata agmina," Virg. Aen. xil. 121. (2.) As contracted

from pileatus. The tact that the pileus or cap was the

badge of niunumittfd slaves (comp. Suetonius, A'ero, c. 5",

Tiber, c. 4), makes it probable that the epithet marked

him out as a libaliu!, or as descfnded from one.— [K. H. P.]

h Of the early history of niate we know nothing;

but aGenn.in legend fills up the gap strangely enoupii.

Pilate Is llie bastard son of Tynis, king of Mayeiice. His

father sends him to Rome as a hostage. There he is guilty

;)ra murder; but being sent to Pontus, rises into notice

1:8 subduing the barbarous tribes there, receives In con-

sequence the new name of Pontius, and Is sent to Judaea.

It has been suggested that the twenty-second legion,

which was in Palestine at the time of the destruction of

Jerusalem, and was afterwards stationed at Mayeace, may
have been lu this case either the bearers of the tradition

ur the inventors of the fable. (Comp. V'ilmar's JJeutsdi.

Sation. Liter, i. p. 217).- [Ii. H. 1'.]

<! Herod the tireat, it is true, hud placed the Pvonian

eafile on one of his new buildings; but this had been lol-
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the administration, and had full military andjudici.il

authority, though he was responsible to the governor

of the neighboui-ing province. Thus Judaea was
attached to Syria upon the deposition of Archelaiis

(a. d. (3), and a procurator appointed to govern it,

with Caesarea for its cjipital. Already, during a

temporary absence of Archelaus, it had been in

charge of the procurator Sabinus ; then, after the

ethnarch's banishment, came Coponius ; the third

procurator was M. Ambivius ; the fourth Auniiis

Rufus ; the firth Valerius Gratus ; and the si.\th

Pontius Pilate' (Joseph. Antiq. xviii. 2, §2), who
was appointed A.D. 25-6, in the twelfth year of

Tiberius. One of his first acts was to remove the

headquarters of the army from Caesarea to Jeru-

salem. The soldiers of course took with them
their standards, bearing the image of the emperor,

into the Holy City. No previous governor had

ventured on such an outrage. •= Pilate had been

obliged to send them in by night, and there were

no bounds to the rage of the people on discovering

what had thus been done. They poured down in

crowds to Caesarea where the Piocurator was then

residing, and besought him to remove the images.

After five days of discussion, he gave the signal to

some concealed soldiei-s to surround the petitionere,

and put them to death unless they ceased to trouble

him ; but this only strengthened their determina-

tion, and they declared themselves ready rather

to submit to death than forego their resistance to

an idolatrous innovation. Pilate then yielded, and

the standards were by his orders brought dowu to

Caesaiea (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 3, §1, 2, B. J. ii. 9,

§2-4). On two other occasions he nearly drove the

Jews to insurrection ; the first when, in spite of this

warning about the images, he hung up in his palace

at Jerusalem some gilt shields inscribed with the

names of deities, which were only removed by an

order from Tiberius (Philo, adCaUwi, §38, ii. 589);
the second when he appropriated the revenue

arising from the redemption of vows (Corban
;

comp. M;uk vii. 11) to the construction of an

aqueduct. This order led to a not, which he sup-

pressed by sending among the crowd soldiers with

concealed daggers, who massacred a gi*eat numlier,

not only of rioters, but of ttisual spectators "^ (Joseph.

B. J. ii. 9, §4). To these specimens of his administra-

tion, which rest on the testimony of profane authors,

we must add tlie slaughter of cert.ain Galileans,

which was told to our Lord as a piece of news

{a-KayyfKKovTfs, Luke xiii. 1), and on which He

lowed by a violent outbreak, and the attempt liad not been

repeated (Ewald, Geschidite, iv. 509). The extent to which

the scruples of the Jews on this point were respected by
the Roman governors, is shewn by the fact that no eflBgy

of either g<id or emperor Is found on the money coined by

them in .Judaea before the war under Nero (ibid. v. 33,

lel'erriiig to De Saulcy, Keck'n-ches sur la Numisvmtique
Judaiqiie, pi. viil. ix.). Assuming this, the denarius with

(Caesar's image and superscription of Matt, xxili. must
have been a coin from the Roman mint, or that of some
other province. The latter was probably current for the

common purposes of life. The shekel alone was received

as a Temple-offering.—[E. H. P.]

i Ewald suggests that the Tower of Siloam may have

been part of the same works, and that this was the reason

why its fall was looked on as a judgment {Geschidite, vi.

•lo; Luke xiil. 4). The Pharisaic reverence for whatever

was set apart for the Corban (Mark vii. 11), and their

^crupIes iis to admitting into it anything that had an

impure origin (Matt, xxvii. 6), may be regarded, perhaps,

as outgrowths of the Siiine feeling.—[E. H. P.]
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some remarks on the couiiexiou Ijetween

sia and calamity. It must have occurred at some

feast at Jerusalem, in the outer court of the Temple,

since the blood of the worshippers was mimjled with

their sacrijices ; but the silence of Josephus about

it seems to show that riots and massacres on such

occasions weie so frequent that it was needless to

recount them all.

It was the custom for the procurators to reside

at Jerusalem during the great feasts, to preserve

order, and accordingly, at the time of onr Lord's

last passover, Pilate w;xs occupying his official resi-

dence in Herod's palace ; and to the gates of this

palace Jesus, condemned on the charge of blas-

phemy, was brought early in the morning by the

chief priests and officers of the Sanhedrim, who
were unable to enter the residence of a Gentile, lest

they should be defiled, and unfit to eat the passover

(John sviii. '28). Pilate therefore came out to

learn their purpose, and demanded the nature of

the charge. At first they seem to have expected

that he would have carried out their wishes without

further inquiiy, and therefore merely described

our Lord as a KUKOTroios (distm-ber of the public

peace), but as a Koman procurator had too much
respect for justice, or at least understood his busi-

ness too well to consent to such a condemnation,

and as they knew that he would not enter into

theological questions, any more than Gallio after-

wards did on a somewhat similar occasion (^Acts

xviii. 14), they were obliged to devise a new
charge, and therefore interpreted oui" Lord's claims

m a political sense, accusing him of assuming the

royal title, perverting the nation, and forbidding

the payment of tribute to Rome (Luke xxiii. 3 ; an

account plainly presupposed in John xviii. 33j. It

is plain that fiom this moment Pilate was dis-

tracted between two conflicting feelings : a fear of

offending the Jews, who had already grounds of

accusation against him, which would be greatly

strengthened by any show of lukewarmness in pun-
ishing an otl'ence against the imperial government,

and a conscious conviction that Jesus was innocent

since it was absurd to suppose that a desire to free

the nation from Koman authority was criminal in

the eyes of the Sanhedrim. Moreover, this last

feeling was strengthened by his own hatred of the

Jews, whose religious scruples had caused him
frequent trouble, and by a growing respect for the

calm dignity and meekness of the sutferer. First

he examined our Loid privately, and asked Him
whether He was a king? The question which He
in return put to His judge, " Saycst thou this of

thyself, or did others tell it thee of mei" seems to

imply that there was in Pilate's own mind a suspi

cion that the prisoner really was what He was
charged with being ; a suspicion which shows itself

again in the later question, " Witence art thoxci''

(John xi.\. 8), in the increasing desire to releast

Him (12), and in the refusal to alter the inscription

on the cross (22). In any case Pilate accepted

satisfactoiy Christ's assurance that Wh kiiujdom was
not of this world, that is, not worldly in its nature

or objects, and therefore not to be founded by th

world's weapons, though he could not understand

the assertion that it w:is to be established by bear

witness to the truth. His famous reply, " What is

" Comp. Barauuas. Ewald suggests that the insurrec-

tion of which St. Mark speaks must have been that con
nected with the appropriation of the Corban (supra), and
that this explains the eagerness with which the people
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truth!" was the question of a worldly-minded poli-

tician, scepticiil because he was indiflerent, one who
thought truth an empty name, or at least could not

see " any connexion between a.A-fi6eta and ^aciKeia,

truth and policy" (Dr. C. Wordsworth, Comm. in

loco). With this question he brought the intei-view

to a close, and came out to the Jews and declared

the prisoner innocent. To this they replied that

His teaching had stirred up all the people from

Galilee to Jerusalem. The mention of Galilee sug-

ested to Pilate a new way of escaping from his

dilemma, by sending on the case to Herod Antipas,

tetrarch of that country, who had come up to

Jerusalem to the feast, while at the same time this

gave him an opportunity for making overtures of

reconciliation to Herod, with whose jurisdiction he

had probably in some recent instance interfered.

But Herod, though propitiated by this act of

courtesy, declined to enter into the matter, and

merely sent Jesus back to Pilate dressed in a

shining kingly robe (iadTira Kafi-Kpav, Luke xxiii.

11), to express his lidicule of such pretensions, and

contempt for the whole business. So Pilate was

compelled to come to a decision, and first, having

assembled the chief priests and also the people,

whom he jirobably summoned in the expectation

that they would be favourable to Jesus, he an-

nounced to them that the accused had done nothing

worthy of death, but at the same time, in hopes of

pacifying the Sanhedrim, he proposed to scourge

Him before he released Him. But as the accusers

were resolved to have His blood, they rejected this

concession, and therefore Pilate had recourse to a

fresh expedient. It was the custom for the Roman
governor to grant every year, in honour of the

passover, pardon to one condemned criminal. The
origin of the practice is unknown, though we may
connect it with the fact mentioned by Livy (v. 13)

that at a Lectisternium " vinctis quoque dempta

vincula." Pilate therefore offered the people their

choice between two, the murderer Barabbas,* and

the prophet whom a few days before they had

hailed as the Messiah. To receive their decision he

ascended the /Srj/ua, a portable tribunal which was
carried about with a Roman magistrate to be

placed wheiever he might direct, and which in the

present case was erected on a tessellated pavement

{XidoarpoiTov) in front of the palace, and called in

Hebrew Gahbatha, probably from being laid down
on a slight elevation (PIUJl, " to be high "). As soon

as Inflate had taken his seat, he received a mys-
terious message from his wife, according to tradition

a proselyte of the gate (Oeoce/S^s), named Procla

or Claudia Procula {Evang. Nicod. ii.), who had

" suffered many things in a dream," which impelled

her to entreat her husband not to condemn the Just

One. But he had no longer any choice in the

matter, for the rabble, instigated of course by the

priests, chose Barabbas for pardon, and clamoured

for the death of Jesus ; insurrection .-^eemed immi-

nent, and Pilate reluctantly yielded. But, before

issuing the fatal order, he washed his hands before

the multitude, as a sign that he was innocent of the

crime, in imitation probably of the ceremony en-

joined in Deut. xxi., where it is ordered that when

the perpetrator of a murder is not discovered, the

eldeis of the city in which it occurs shall wash

demanded his release. Ue infers further, from his name,

that he was the son of a Habbi (Abba was a Rabbinic

title of honour), and thus .iccounts for the part taken iu

his favour by the members of the Saiihodrini.—[E. H. P.]
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their hands, with the declaration, " Our hands have
not shed this blood, neither have our ejes seen it."

Such a practice might naturally be adopted even by
a Roman, as intelligible to the Jewish multitude

ai'ound him. As in the present case it produced no

effect, Pilate ordered his soldiei-s to inflict the

scourging preparatory to execution ; but the sight

of unjust sufl'ering so patiently borne seems again to

have troubled his conscience, and prompted a new
effort in favour of the victim. He brought Him out

bleeding from the savage punishment, and decked

in the scarlet robe and crown of thorns which the

soldiers had put on Him in derision, and said to the

people, " Behold the man !" hoping that such a

spectacle would rouse them to shame and compas-

sion. But the priest-s only renewed their clamours

for His death, and, feanng that tlie political charge

of treason might be considered insufficient, returned

to their first accusation of blasphemy, and quoting

the law of Jloses (Lev. xxiv. 16), which punished

blasphemy with stoning, declared that He must die

" because He made himself the t^on of God." But
this title vlhi Beov augmented Pilate's superstitious

fears, ali'eady aroused by his wife's dream (/xaWov

icpofiridri, John six. 7) ; he feared that Jesus might
be one of the heroes or demigods of his own
mythology ; he took Him agaiii into the palace,

and inquired anxiously into his descent (" Whence
art thou ? ") and his claims, but, as the question was
only prompted by fear or curiosity, Jesus made no

reply. When Pilate reminded Him of his own
absolute power over Him, He closed this last con-

versation witli the iiresolute governor by the

mournful remark, " Thou couldest have no power at

all against mo, except it weie given thee from above

;

therefore he that delivered me unto thee hath tlie

greixter sin." God had given to Pilate power over

Him, and power only, but to those who delivered

Him up God had given the means of judging of His
claims; and therefore Pilate's sin, in meiely exer-

cising this power, was less than theirs who, being

God's own priests, with the Scriptures before them,

and the wiird of prophecy still alive among them
(John xi. 50, xviii. 14), had deliberately conspired

for His death. The result of this interview was
one last ellbrt to save Jesus by a fresh appeal to

the multitude ; but now arose the formidable cry,

" If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's

friend," and Pilate, to whom political success was
as the breath of life, again ascended the tribunal,

and finally pronounced the desired condemnation.'

So ended Pilate's share in the greatest crime

which has been committed since the world began.

That he did not immediately lose his feelings of

anger against the Jews who had thus compellel his

acquiescence, and of compassion and awe foi- the

' The proceedings of Pilate In our Lord's trial supply

many inierestlng Illustrations of the accuracy of tbe

Evangelists, from the accordance of their narrative with

the known customs of the time. 'I'hus Pilate, bring only

a procurator, had no quaestor to conduct the trial, and

therefore examined the prisoner himself. Again, in early

times Koman magistrates had not b<-cn allowed to take

their wives with them Into the provinces, but this pro-

hibition had fallen into neglect, and latterly a proposal

made by Caecina to enforce it had been rejected (Tac.

Aim. ill. 33, 34). Grotins points out that the word

dvcKfiJiipev, used when I'ilate sends our Lord to Herod

(Luke xxiii. 7) is "propria Itumani juris vox: nam
remittitur reus qui aliculii coniprchcnsus niiilitnr ad

judicem ant originis aut habitalionls" (see Alford, in loco).

The tessellated pavement (AiflooTpuTor) was so necessary

to the forms of justice, as well as the /S^^a, that .Julius
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Suflerer whom he had unrighteously sentenced, is

plain from his curt and angi-y refusal to alter the
insciiption which he had prepared for the cross

h y4ypa(pa, yeypacpd), his ready acquiescence in

the lequest made by Joseph of Arimathaea that the

Lord's body might be given up to him rather than
consigned to the common sepulchre resen-ed for

those who had suffered capital punishment, and his

sullen answer to the demand of the Sanhedrim that

the sepulchre shouhl be guarded.e And here, as far

as Scripture is concerned, our knowledge of Pilate'K

life ends. But we learn from Josephus (Ant. r\-iii.

4, §1) that his anxiety to avoid giving offence to

Caesar did not save him from political disaster.

The Samaritans were unquiet and rebellious. A
leader of their own race had promised to disclose to

them the sacred treasures which Moses was reported

to have concealed in Mount Gerizim. ' Pilate led

his troops against them, and defeated them easily

enough. The Samaritans complained to Vitellius,

now president of Syria, and he sent Pilate to Home
to answer then- accusations before the emperor
(Ibid. §2). When he reached it, he foimd Tiberius

dead and Cains (Caligula) on the throne, A.v. 36.

Eusebius adds {I/. E. ii. 7) that soon afterwards,
" wearied with misfortunes," he killed himself. As
to the scene of his death there are various traditions.

One is, that he was banished to Vienna Allobrogum
(Vienne on the Rhone), where a singular monument,
a pyramid on a quadrangular base, 52 feet high,

is called Pontius Pilate's tomb {Dictionary of Geo-
graphy, art. " Vienna "). Another is, that he
sought to hide his sorrows on the mountain by the

lake ofLucerne, now called Jlount Pilatus ; and there,

after spending years in its recesses, in remoi-se and
despair rather than penitence, plunged into the

dismal lake which occupies its summit. According
to the popular belief, " a form is often seen to

emerge iiom the gloomy waters, and go through
the action of one washing his hands ; and when he

does so, dark clouds of mist g-ather fii-st round the

bosom of the Infernal Lake (such it has been styled

of old), and then, wrapping the whole upper part

of the mouutiiin in darkness, piesage a tempest or

hurricane, which is sure to follow in a short space."

(Scott, Anne of Geierstein, ch. i.) (See below.)

We learn Irom Justin Martyr (Apol. 1. pp. 76, 84),
Tertullian (Apol. c. 21), Eusebius (//. E. ii. 2),

and others, that Pilate made an official report to

Tiberius of our Lord's trial and condemnation ; and
in a homily ascribed to Chrysostom, though marked
as spurious by his Benedictine editors {Horn. viii.

in I'asch. vol. viii. p. 968, D), certain vrrofiyijfiaTa

{Acta, or Commentarii Pilati) are spoken of as well-

known documents in common circulation. That he

made such a repoit is highly probable, and it may

Caesar carried one about with him on his expeditions

(Suet. Jul. c. 46). The power of life and death was taken

from the Jews when Judaea became a province (Joseph.

Ant. XX. 9, ijl). Scourging before execution was a well-

known Roman practice.

e Matt, xxvii. 65, exerc KOvaTwSiav vira-yere, ao't^a-

KicraaOe (is oi^oTf. KUicott would translate this, " Take
a guard," on the ground that the watchers were Roman
soldiers, who wore not under the command of the priests.

But some might have been placed at their disposal during

tlie feast, and we should ratlier expect Ad/Sere if the

sentence were imperative.
I- Kwald {Oejidiidite, v. 43) ventures on the conlccture

that this Samaritan leader may have been Simon Magus.

The description fits In well enough; but the class of such

impostors was so large, that there are but slight g'ounds

{(•r fixing on him in particular.—[K. II. V."]
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have been in existence in Chiysostom's time ; but

the Acta Pilati now extant in Greek, and two Latin

epistles from him to tlie emperor (Fabric. Apocr. i.

237, 29S, iii. Ill, 450), are cei-tainly spurious.

(For further particulars see below.)

The character of Pilate may be sufficiently in-

ferred fiom the sketch given above of his conduct

at our Loid's trial. He was a type of the rich and

corrupt Romans of his aje ; a worldly-minded states-

man, conscious of no higher wants than those of this

life, yet by no means unmoved by feelings of justice

and mercy. His conduct to the Jews, in the in-

stances quoted from Josophus, though severe, was

not thoughtlessly cruel or tyrannical, considering

the general practice of Roman governors, and the

difficulties of dealing with a nation so arrogant and

pervei-se. Certainly tliere is nothing in the facts

recorded by profane authors inconsistent with his

desire, obvious from the Gospel narrative, to save

our Lord. But all his better feelings were over-

powered by a selfish regard for his own security.

He would not encounter the least hazard of personal

annoyance m behalf of innocence and justice ; the

unrighteous condemnation of a good man was a trifle

in comparison with the fear of the emperor's frown

and the loss of place and power. While we do not

differ from Chrysostom's opinion that he was irapo-

vofxas (Chrys. i. 802, adv. Judaeos, vi.), or that

recorded in the Apostolical Constitutions (v. 14),

that he was &vav^pos, we yet see abundant reason

for our Lord's merciful judgment, " He that deli-

vered me unto thee hath the gi-eater sin." At the

same time his history furnishes a proof tliat world-

liness and want of principle are sources of crimes

no less awful than those which spring from delibe-

rate and reckless wickedness. The unhappy notoriety

given to his name by its place in the two universal

creeds of Christendom is due, not to any desire of

singling him out for shame, but to the need of fixing

the date of our Lord's death, and so bearing witness

to the claims of Christianity to rest on a historical

basis (August. De Fide et Symh. c. v. vol. vi. p. 1.56
;

Pearson, On the Creed, pp. 239, 240, ed. Burt, and
the authorities quoted in note c). The number of

dissertations on Pilate's character and all the cir-

cumstances connected with him, his " facinora," his

" Christum servandi studium," his wife's dream,

his supposed letters to Tibeiius, which have been
published during the last and present centuries, is

quite overwhelming. The student may consult

with adv;mtage Dean Alford's Commentary ; Elh-
oott, Historical Lectures on the Life of our Lord,
sect. vii. ; Xeander's Life of Christ, §285 (Bohn)

;

Winer, Eealwdrterbuch, ai-fc " Pilatus ;" Ewald,
Geschichte, v. 30, &c. [G. E. L. C]
Acta Pilati.—The number of extant Acta

Pilati, in various forms, is so large as to show
that veiy early the demand create<l a supply of

documents manifestly spurious, and we have no
reason for looking on any one of those that remain
as more authentic than the others. The taunt of
Celsus that the Christians ciiculated spurious or

distorted naiTatives under this title (Orig. c. Cels.),^

and the complaint of Eusebius (H. E. ix. 5) that

the heathens made them the vehicle of blasphemous
calumnies, show how largely the machinery of falsi-

fication was used on either side. Such of these

documents as are extant are found in the collections
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of Fabricius, Thilo, and Tischendorf. Some of them

are but weak paraphrases of the Gospel history. The
most extiavagant are perhaps tlie most interesting,

as indicating the existence of modes of thought at

variance with the prevalent traditions. Of these

anomalies the most stiiking is that known as the

Paradosis Pilati (Tischendorf, Evang. Apoc. p. 42G).

The emperor Tiberius, startled at the universal

darkness that had fallen on the Roman Empire on

the day of the Crucifixion, summons Pilate to

answer for having caused it. He is condemned to

death, but before his execution he prays to the

Lord Jesus that he may not be destroyed with the

wicked Hebrews, and pleads his ignorance as an

I

excuse. The prayer is answered by a voice from

Heaven, assuring him that all generations shall call

him blessed, and that he shall be a witness for

Christ at His second coming to judge the twelve

tribes of Israel. An angel receives his head, and
his wife dies filled with joy, and is buried with

him. Startling as this imaginary history may be,

it has its counterpart in the traditional customs of

the Abyssinian Church, in which Pilate is recog-

nised as a saint and martyr, and takes his place in

the calendar on the 25th of June (Stanley, Eastei-n

Church, p. 13 ; Neale, Eastern Church, i. 806j.

The words of Tertullian, describing him as " jam
pro sua conscientia Christianus" (Apol. c. 21),
indicate a like feeling, and we find traces of it also

in the Apocryphal Gospel, which speaks of him as
" uncircumcised in flesh, but circumcised in heart"

(Evang. Nicod. i. 12, in Tischendorf, Evang. Apoc.

p. 236).

According to another legend (Mors Pilati, in

Tischeudorf's Evang. Apoc. p. 432), Tiberius, hear-

ing of the wonderful works of healing that had been

wrought in Judaea, writes to Pilate, bidding him
to send to Rome the man that had this divine

power. Pilate has to confess that he.ha-s crucified

him ; but the messenger meets Veronica, who gives

him the cloth which had received the impress of

the divine features, and by this the emperor is

healed. Pilate is summoned to take his trial, and
presents himself wearing the holy and seamless

timic. This acts as a spell upon the omperor, and
he forgets his wonted severity. After a time Pilate

is thrown into prison, and there commits suicide.

His body is cast into the Tiber, but as storms and
tempests followed, the Romans take it up and send

it to Vienne. It is thrown into the Rhone; but
the same disasters follow, and it is sent on to

Losania (Lucerne or Lausannp ?). There it is sunk
in a pool, fenced round by mountains, and even there

the waters boil or bubble strangely. The interest

of this story obviously lies in its presenting an early

form (the existing text is of the 14th century) of

the local traditions which connect the name of the
' procurator of Judaea with the Mount Pilatus that

]

overlooks the Lake of Lucerne. The received ex-

planation (Ruskin, Modern Painters, v. p. 128) of

the legend, as originating in a distortion of the de-

scriptive name Mons Pilcatus (the "cloud-capped "),

supplies a cuiious instance of the genesis of a

mythus from a false etymology ; but it may be

questioned whether it rests on sufficient grounds,

and is not lather the product of a pseudo-criticism,

finding in a name the starting-point, not the em-
bodiment of a legend. Have we any evidence that

• This reference is given In an article by I^yrcr in that no judgment fell on Pilate for his alleged
Herzog's Rtal-Kncycl., but the writer has been unable to i (ii. 28).
verify it The nearest .ipproach seems to be the .issortlon I
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the inountuiii w:is known as " Pileatus " befoiv the

legend? Have we not, in the apocryphal story just

cited, the legend independently of the name ? ^ (coinp.

Vilinar, Deutsch. Nation. Liter, i. 217).

Pilate's wife is also, as might be expected, pro-

minent in these traditions. Her name is given as

Claudia Procula (Niceph. //. E. i. oO).°» She had

been a pioselyte to Judaism before the Cioicifixion

{Evang. Nicod. c. 2). Nothing certain is known as

to her history, but the tradition that she became a

Christian is as old as the time of Origen {Horn, in

Matt. XXXV,). The system of administratiou under

the Republic forbade the governors of provinces to

take their wives with them, but the practice had

gained ground under the Empire, and Tacitus {Ann.

iii. 33) records the failure of an attempt to reinforce

the old regulation. (See p. 87-i, note '.) [E.H. P.]

PIL'DASH {P'f}^ ^aXUs ; Alex. *aX5(£s

:

Phcldas ) . One of tiie eight sons of Nahor, Abraham's

brother, by his wife and niece, Milcah (Gen. xxii. 22).

The settlement of his descendants has not been iden-

tified with any degree of probability. Bunsen {Bibel-

werk. Gen. xxii. 22) compares Ripalthas, a place in

the north-east of Mesopotamia ; but the resemblance

of the two names is probably accidental.

PIL'EHA ({<n'?Q : *a\af : Phaiea). The name

of one of the chief of the people, probably a family,

who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 24).

PILLAK.* The notion of a pillar is of a shaft

or isolated pile, either supporting or not supporting

a roof. Pillars form an important feature in Oriental

architecture, partly perhaps as a reminiscence of the

tent with its supporting poles, and partly also from

the use of flat roofs, in consequence of which the

chambere were either narrower or divided into por-

tions by columns. The tent-principle is exemplified in

the open lialls of Persian and other Eastern buildings,

of which the fronts, supported by pillais, are shaded

by curtains or awnings fastened to the gi'ound out-

side by pegs, or to trees in the garden-court (Esth.

i. 6 ; Chardin, Voy. vii. 387, ix. 469, 470, and

plates 39, 81 ; Layard, Nin. ^ Bab. pp. 530, 648
;

Burckhardt, Kotes on Bed. i. 37). Thus also a

figurative mode of describing heaven is as a tent or

canopy supported by pillars (Ps. civ. 2 ; Is. xl. 22),

and the earth as a fiat surface resting on pillars

(1 Sam. ii. 8 ; Ps. Ixxv. 3).

It may be remarked that the word " place," in

1 Sam. XV. 12, is in Hebrew " hand." •> In the

Arab tent two of the posts are culled yed or " h;ind
"

(Burckhardt, Bed. i. 37).

The general practice in Oriental buildings of sup-

porting flat roofs by pillai-s, or of covering open

spaces by awnings stretched from pillars, led to an

i'lLLAK

extensive use of tliem in construction. In Indian

architecture an enormous number of pillars, some-
times amounting to 1000, is found. A similar

principle appears to have been carried out at Perse-

polis. At Nineveh the pillar.< were probably of

wood [Cedar], and it is very likely that the same
construction prevailed in the " house of the forest

of Lebanon," with its hall and porch of pillars

(1 K. vii. 2, 6). The "chapiters" of the two
pillais Jachin and Boaz resembled the tall capitals

of the Persepolitan columns (Layard, Nin. (^- Bab.

252, 650; Nineveh, ii. 274; Fergusson, Handbk.
8, 174, 178, J88, 19(), 196, 198, 231-233; Ro-

berts, Sketches, No. 182, 184, 190, 198; Euseb.

Vit. Const, iii. 34, 38 ; Burckhardt, Trav. in Ara-
bia, i. 244, 245).

But perhaps the earliest application of the pillar

was the votive or rtionuniental. This in early times

consisted of nothing but a single stone or pile of

stones. Instances are seen ni Jacob's pillare (Gen.

xxviii. 18, xxxi. 46, 51, 52, xxxv. 14) ; in the twelve

pillars set up by Moses at Mount Sinai (Ex. xxiv.

4) ; the twenty-four stones erected by Joshua (Josh,

iv. 8, 9 ; see also Is. xix. 19, and Josh. xxiv. 27).

The trace of a similar notion may probably be

found in the holy stone of Mecca (Burckhardt,

Trav. i. 297). Monumental pillars have also been

common in many countries and in various styles

of architecture. Such were perhaps the obelisks of

Egypt (Fergusson, 6, 8, 115, 246, 340; Ibu Ba-

tuta, Trav. p. Ill ; Strabo, iii. p. 171, 172 ; Herod,

ii. 106 ; Amm. Marc. xvii. 4; Joseph. Ant. i. 2, §3,
the pillars of Seth).

The stone Ezel (1 Sam. xx. 19) was probably a

terminal stone or a wayniaik.

The "place" set up by Saul (1 Sam. xv. 12") is

explained by St. Jerome to be a trophy, Vulg. for-

nicem triumphalem (Jerome, Quaest. Bebr. in lib. i.

Beg. iii. 1339). The word used is the same as

that for Absalom's pillar, Matstsebdh, allied by

Josephus x^*"?" {Ant. vii. 10, §3), which was clearly

of a monumental or memorial character, but not

necessarily carrying any representation of a hand in

its structure, as has been supposed to be the case.

So also Jacob set up a pillar over Richel's grave

(Gen. xxxv. 20, and liobinson, i. 218). The mono-

lithic tombs and obelisks of Petra are instances of

similar usi\ge (Burckhardt, Si/ria, 422 ; Roberts,

Sketches, 105 ; Irby and Mangles, D-avels, 125).

But the word Matstsebah, " pillar," is more

often rendered "statue" or "image" (e. g. Deut.

vii. 5, xii. 3, xvi. 22 ; Lev. xxvi. 1 ; Ex. xxiii. 24,

xxxiv. 13; 2 Chr. xiv. 3, xx.\i. 1 ; Jer. xliii. 13;

Hos. iii. 4, X. 1; Mic. v. 13). This agrees with

the usage of heathen nations, and practised, as we
have seen, by the patriaich Jacob, of erecting blocks

It The extent to which the terror connected with the

belief formerly prevailed is Romcwliatstiirtling. If a stone

were thrown Into tlje lake, a violent storm would follow.

No one was allowed to visit it without a special permis-

Blon from the authorities of Lucerne. The neighbouring

shepherds were bound by a solemn oath, renewed annually,

never to guide a stranger to it (Gessner, Dcfcript. Mont.
I'ilat. p. 40, Zurich, 1555). The spell was broken In 15S4

by Johannes M iiller, cure of Lucerac, who was bold enoiiph

to throw stones and abide the consequences. (Golbiry,

Univtrs I'ittoresque dc .siu'.se, p. 327.) It Is striking that

traditions of Pilate attach themselves to several localities in

the South of France (comp. Murray's Handbook of Prcmct,

Route 125).

" If It were possible to attach any value to the Codex

I.I St. Matthew's Gospel, of which portions have been

published by Simoniilcs. as belonging to the 1st century,

the name of Pempelc might claim precedence.

" 1. *iypD (1 K. X. 12) ; vTTOoTripiyiiaTa ; /« fcro, from

^yD, " support ;" marg. " rails."

2. nS-VO ; the same, or nearly so.

3. ni-'JiO, from 3V3, "place;" o-njAij ; tittUut; a

pile of stones, or monumental pillar.

4. n^V3 ; «m)AT) ; stalua (Gen. xix. 26), of I^t's wife

;

from same root as 2 and 3.

5. "11^'D; ntrpa; munitio; "tower;" only In Hab.

11. 1 ; elsewhere " strong city," t. <;. a place of defence,

from "i-l^, "press," "confine."

6. ^•1Sy ; oTvAos ; coliimna ; from lOJ/, " stand."

b ^^
; x«'pa ;

/f'"'I'C'" triiimylitiUiii.
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or piles of wooJ or stone, which iii later times grew
into ornamented pillars in honour of the deity

(Clem. Ale.x. Coh. ad Gent. c. iv. ; Strom, i. 24").

Instances of this are seen in the Attic Heimae (Pans,

iv. 33, 4), seven pillars signiHcant of tiie planets

(iii. 21, 9, also vii. 17, 4, and 22, 2, viii. 37j ; and

Arnobius mentions the practice of pouiing libations

of oil upon them, which again recalls the case of

Jacob {^Adv. Gent. i. 335, ed. Gauthier).

The termini or boundaiy-marks were originally,

perhaps always, rough stones or posts of wood,

which received divine honoure (Ov. Fast. ii. 641,

684). [Idol, p. 850 6.]

Lastly, the figurative use of the term " pillar,"

in reference to the clouil and fire accompanying the

Israelites on their march, or as in Cant. iii. 6 and

Kev. X. 1, is plainly derived iVom the notion of an

isolated column not supporting a roof. [H. W. P.]

PILLAR, PLAIN OF THE (nytt fl'^N :

rfj PaXdycj) rp evperfj^ rrjS (TTdcreus ; Alex, omits

rp €upeT^ : quercnm quae stahat), or rather " oak<=

of the pillar"—that being the real signification of

the Hebrew word clon. A tiee which stood near

Shechem, and at which the men of Shechem and

the house of Jlillo as.sembled, to crown Abimelech

son of Gideon (Judg. ix. 6). There is notlnng said

by which its position can be ascertained. It possibly

derived its name of Mattsdb from a stone or pillar

set up under it; and reasons have been already

adduced for believing that this tree may have been

the same with that under which Jacob buried the

idols and idolatrous trinkets of his household, and

under which Joshua erected a stone as a testimony

of the covenant there re-executed between the people

and Jehovah. [Mkonenim.] There was both

time and opportunity during the period of commo-
tion which followed the death of Joshua for this

sanctuary to return into the hands of the Canaanites,

and the stone left st;mding there by Joshua to be-

come appropriated to idolatrous purposes as one of

the Mattsebahs in which the religion of the abori-

gines of the Holy Land delighted. [Idol, p. 850.]

The terms m which Joshua speaks of this veiy stone

(Josh. xxiv. 27) almost seem to overstep the bounds

of mere imagery, and would suggest and waiTant

its being aftei'wards regarded as endowed with mi-

raculous qualities, and therefore a fit object for

venei-ation. Especially would this be the case if the

singular expression, " it hath heard all the words

of Jehovah our God which He spake to us," \vere

intended to indicate that this stone had been brought

from Sinai, Jordan, or some other scene of the com-

munications of Jehovah with the peojile. The Sa-

maritans still show a range of stones on the summit
of Gerizim as those brought fi-om the bed of Jordan

by the twelve tribes. [G.]

PILLED (Gen. xxx. 37, 38 ) : Peeled ris. xvlii.

2; V.7.. xxix. 18). The verb " to pill" appears in

old Eng. as identical in meaning with "to peel =
to strip," and in this sense is used in the above

passages from Gen. Of the next stage in its mean-

• cnjfiaiVei 6 OTiiAot to aveiKoviaTov rov 0«oC.

*> A double translation of the Hebrew word: fipcrfj

originated in the erroneous idea that the word Is con-

nected with XVD " 'o fin<l-"

« This Is given in the margin of the A. V.

d Comp. "peeling their prisoners," Milton, P. R. Iv.

" To peel the chiefs, the people to devour."

Dryden, Homer. Iliad (Richardson).
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ing as = plunder, we have traces in the word "pil-

lage," pilfer. If tlie difl'orence between the two
forms be more than accidental, it would seem, as if

in the Englisli of the 17th century "peel" was
used for the hitter signification. The " people

scattered and peeled," are these that have been

plundered of all they havci^ The soldiers of oSebu

chadnezzar's army (Ez. xxix. 18), however, have
their shoulder peeled in the literal sense. The skiu is

worn off with carrying earth to pile up the mounds
duiing the protracted siege of Tyre. [E, H. P.]

PIL'TAI (^D^Q : ^eXeri : Phelti). The re-

presentative of the priestly house of Moadiah, or

JMaadiah, in the time of Joiakim the son of Jeshua
(Neh. xii. 17).

PINE-TREE. 1. 7'irfM/',e from a root signify-

ing to revoke. What tree is intended is not certain.

Gesenius inclines to think the oak, as implying du-
ration. It has been vaiiously explained to be the

Indian plane, the larch, and the elm (Celsius,

Hierob. ii. 271). But the rendering " pine," seems
least probable of any, as the root implies either cur-

vature or duration, of which the latter is not parti-

cularly applicable to the pine, and the former

remarkably otherwise. The LXX. rendering in Is.

xli. 19, $pa9v5aa.p, appears to have arisen from a
confused amalgamation of the words berosh and
tidhar, which follow each other in that passage.

Of these berosh is sometimes rendered " cypress,"

and might stand for "juniper." That species of

juniper which is called savin, is in Greek fipadv.

The word Sadp is merely an expression in Greek
letters for tidhar. (Pliny, xxiv. 11, 61 ; Schleusner,

s. v. ; Celsius, Hierob. i. 78.) [ElR.]

2. Shemenf (Neh. -snii. 15), is probably the wild
olive. The cultivated olive was mentioned just

before (Ges. p. 1437). [H. W. P.]

PINNACLE {jh irrepvyiov
;

pinna, pinna-
cidum : only in Matt. iv. 5, and Luke iv. 9). The
word is used in 0. T. to render, 1. Cdnaph,t a wing
or border, e.g. of a garment (Num. xv. 38 ; 1 Sam.
XV. 27, xxiv. 4). 2. Snapptr, fin of a fish (Lev.
xi. 9. So Arist. Anim. i. 5, 14). 3. Katsdh, edge;

A. V. end (Ex. xxviii. 26). Hesychius explains itt.

as cLKpaiT^ptoy.

It is plain, 1. that rh irrep. is not a pinnacle,

but the pinnacle. 2. That by the word itself we
should understand an edge or border, like a feather

or a fin. The only part of the Temple which an-
swered to the modern sense of pinnacle was the

golden spikes erected on the roof, to prevent birds

from settling there (Joseph. B. J. v. 5, §6). To
meet the sense, therefore, of " wing," or to use our
modern woi-d founded on the same notion, " aisle,"

Lightfoot suggests the porch or vestibule which
projected, like shoulders on each side of the Temple
(Joseph. B. J. V. 5, §4 ; Vitruv. iii. 2).

Another opinion fixes on the royal porch adjoin-

ing the Temple, which rose to a total height of

400 cubits above the vallev ofJehoshaphat (Joseph.

Ant. .w. n, §5, XX. 9, §7).

• *inin ; TtiVKri ; pinus (Is. Ix. 13) ; from ^H*^.

"revolve" (Ges. p. 323). In Is. xli. 19, /Spoffvioap,

ulmus.

t lOK* ; ^tJKov Kvnapi<T<riyoi' ; lignum pukherrimum.

g 1. f)33
; Trrepvyiov ; avf/uliis.

2. 1^5)30; nrep.; pinuiila.

3. nVp ; nrep.; ^iimmitas.
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Eusebius tolls us tliat it was from " the pinnacle"

(t5 irrep.) that St. James was precipitited, and it is

s:iid to have remained until the 4th centurv (Euseb.

H. ]:. ii. 23; Williams, Hobj City, ii. ;5;58).

Perhaps in any case rb Trrep. means the battle-

mont ordered by law to be added to every roof. It

is in favour of this that the word Canai/h is used

to indicate the top of the Temple (Dan. ix. 27 ;

Hammond, Grotins, Calmet, De Wette, Lightfoot,

//. Hc'br. on Matth. iv.). [H. W. P.]

PI'NON (|3''S : *ejfciv : Phinon). One of the

" dukes " of Edom ; that is, head or founder of a

tribe of that nation (Gen. .\x.wi. 41 ; 1 Chr. i. 52).

By Eusebius and Jerome (^Onomasticon, ^ivoov, and
" Fenon ") the se;it of the tribe is said to have been

at PONOX, one of the stations of the Israelites iu

the Wilderness ; which again they identify with

Phaeno, " between I'etra and Zoar," the site of the

famous Roman copper-mines. No name answering

to Piuon appears to have been yet discovered in

Arabic liteiature, or amongst the e.xisting tribes.

PIPE ("P^bn, chalU). The Hebrew word so

rendered is derived from a root signifying "to bore,

perforate," and is represented with sufficient cor-

rectness by the English "pipe" or "flute," as in

the margin of 1 K. i. 40. It is one of the simplest

and therefore, probably, one of the oldest of musical

instruments, and in consequence of its simplicity

of form there is reason to suppose that the " pipe
"

of the Hebrews did not diifer materially from that

of the ancient Egyptians and Greeks. It is asso-

ciated with the tabret {toph) as an instrument of a

peaceful and social character, just as in Shakspere

\Much Ado, ii. 3), " I have known when there was
no music with him but the drum and fife, and
now had he rather hear the tabor and the jnpe

"—
the constant accompaniment of merriment and fes-

tivity (Luke vii. 32), and especially characteristic

of " the piping time of peace." The pipe and
tabret were used at the banquets of the Hebrews
(Is. V. 12), and their bridal processions (Jlishna,

Baba metsia, vi. 1), and accompanied the simpler

religious services, when the young propliets, return-

ing from the high-place, caught their inspiration

from tlie harmony (1 Sam. .\. 5) ; or the pilgrims,

on their way to the great festivals of their ritual,

beguiled the weariness of the march with psalms
sung to the simple music of the pipe (Is. x.x.x. 29).

When Solomon was proclaimed king the whole
people went up after him to Gihon, piping with
pipes (I K. i. 40). The sound of the pipe was
apparently a soft wailing note, which made it

appropriate to be used in mourning and at funerals

(Matt. ix. 23), and in the lament of the prophet
over the destruction of Moab (Jor. xlviii. 3G). The
pipe was the type of peifoiated wind-instruments,

as the hai-p wiis of stringed instruments (I Mace.
iii. 45), and was even used in the Temple-choir, as

appears from Ps. lx.\xvii. 7, where " the players on
instruments" are properly " pipers." Twelve days
in the year, according to the Mishna {Arach. ii. 3),

the pipes sounded before the altar: at the .slaying

of the First Passover, the slaying of the Second

Passover, the first feast-day of tlie Pas.-;over, the

fii-st feast-day of the Fejist of Weeks, and the eight

days of the Feast of Tabernacles. On the last-

mentioned occasion the playing on pijtos accom-

panied the drawing of water from the fountain of

Siloah (Succa/i, iv. 1, v. 1) for five and six days.

The pipes which were played before the altai- were
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of reed, and not of copper or bronze, because tJie

former gave a softer sound. Of these there were

not less than two nor more than twelve. In later

times the office of mourning at funerals became a

profession, and the funeral and deathbed were never

without the professional pipers or flute-players

(auXTiTcis, Matt. ix. 23), a custom which still

exists (comp. Ovid, Fast. vi. 6G0, " cautabat moestis

tibia funeribus "). It Wiis incumbent on even the

poorest Israelite, at the death of his wife, to provide

at least two pipers and one wom;m to make lament-

ation. [Music, vol. ii. p. 444 6.]

In the social and festive life of the Egyptians the

pipe played as prominent a part as among the

Hebrews. " While dinner was preparing, the party

was enlivened by the sound of music ; and a band,

consisting of the harp, lyre, guitiir, tambourine,

double and single pipe, flute, and other instruments,

played the favourite airs and songs of the country
"

(Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 222). In the different

combinations of instruments used in Egyptian

bands, we geneially find either the double pipe or

the flute, and sometimes both ; the former being

played both by men and women, the latter exclu-

sively by women. The Egyptian single pipe, as

desciibed" by Wilkinson {Anc. Eg. ii. 308), was
" a straight tube, without any increase at the

mouth ; and, when played, was held with both

hands. It was of moderate length, apparently not

exceeding a foot and a half, and many have been

found much smaller; but these may have belonged

to the peasants, without meriting a place among
the instruments of the Egyptian band. . . . Some
have three, others four holes . . . and some were

furnished with a small mouthpiece" of reed or

thick straw. This instrument must have been

something like the Nay, or dervish's flute, whicn

is described by Mr. Lane {Mod. Eg. ii. chap, v.) as

" a simple reed, about 18 inches iu length, seven-

eighths of an inch in diameter at the upper ex-

tremity, and three-quarters of an inch at the lowei-.

It is pierced with six holes in front, and generally

with another hole at the back. ... In the hands

of a good performer the nay yields fine, mellow

tones; but it requires much practice to sound it

well." The double pipe, which is found as fre-

quently in Egyptian paintings as the single one,

" consisted of two pipes, perhaps occasionally united

together by a common mouthpiece, and j)layed each

with the corresponding hand. It was common to

the.Greeks and other people, and, from the mode

of holding it, received the name of right and left

pipe, the tibia dcxtra and sinistra of the Romans:

the latter had but few holes, and, emitting a deep

sound, served as a bass. The other had more holes,

and gave a sharp tone" {Wilkinson, A71C. Eg. ii.

309,310). It was played on chiefly by women,

who danced as they played, and is imitated by the

modern Egyptians in their zummdra, or double

reed, a iiule instrument, used principally by peasmiti-

and camel-drivers out of dooi-s (ibid. pp. 311, 312).

In addition to these is also found in the eailiest

sculptures a kind of flute, held with both hands,

and sometimes so long that the player \v<u> obliged

to stretch his arms to their full length while

playing.

Any of the instruments above described would

have been called by the Hebrews by the general

teini chdlil, and it is not improbable that they

might have derived their knowledge of them from

Egypt. The single pipe is said to liavc been the

invention of the Egyptians alone, who attribute it
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to O'.-iiris (Jul. I'oll. Onuinast. iv. 10), ;mJ as the

material of whioli it was made was the lotus-wood

(Ovid, Fast, i v. 1 90, " horrendo lotos aduuca sono ")

there may be some foundation for the conjecture.

Other m^tterials mentioned by Julius Pollux are

reed, bra*.>, Lo.\-wood, and horn. Pliny (xvi. 66)

adds silver and the bones of asses. Bartenora, in

his note on Amchin, ii. u, above quoted, identities

the chdlil with the French chalumeau, which is the

German schalmeie and our shawm or shalm, of

which the clarionet is a modern improvement. The
shawm, says Mr. Chappell (

Pop. Mus. i. 35, note 6),

" was played with a reed like the wayte, or hautboy,

but being a bass instrument, with about the com-

pass of an octave, had probably more the tone of a

bassoon." This can scarcely be correct, or Dray-

ton's expression, "the shrillest shawm" (Folyol. iv.

366), would be inappropriate. [W. A. W.]

PI'RA iol iK neipZs), 1 Esdr. V. 19. Appa-
rently a i-epetition of the name Caphira in' the

former part of the verse.

PI'RAM (0^1-3 : OiSoSf ; AIex.*6paaju: Pha-

ram). The Amorite king of Jarmuth at the time

of Joshua's conquest of Canaan (Josh. x. 3). With
his four confederates he was defeated in the great

battle before Gibeon, and fled for refuge to the cave

at Makkedah, the entrance to which was closed by
Joshua's command. At the close of the long day's

slaughter and pursuit, the five kings were brought

from their hiding-place, and hanged upon five trees

till sunset, when their bodies were taken down and

cast into the cave "wherein they had been hid"
(Josh. X. 27).

PIR'ATHON (pnynS: ^apaddfi; Alex.

^paaQiiiv : Pharathon), " in the land of Ephi-aim

in the mount of the Amalekite ;" a place nametl

nowhere but in Judg. xii. 15, and there recorded

only as the burial-place of Abdon ben-Hillel the

Pirathonite, one of the Judges. Its site was not

known to Eusebius or Jerome ; but it is mentioned

by the accurate old traveller hap-Parchi as lying

about two hours west of Shechem, and called Fer'ata

(Asher's Benjamin of Tad. ii. 426). Where it stood

in the 14th cent, it stands still, and is called by the

same name. It was reserveil for Dr. Robinson to

rediscover it on an eminence about a mile and a half

south of the load from Jaffa by Hahlch to Nahlus,

and just six miles, or two houis, from the last (Ro-
binson, iii. l.;4).

Of the remarkable expression, "the mount (or

mountain district) of the Amalekite," no explanation

has yet been discovered beyond the probable i'act

that it commemorates a very early settlement of that

roving people in the highlands of the country.

Another place of the same name probably existed

near the south. But beyond the mention of PiiA-

RATHONI in 1 Mace. ix. 50, no trace has been found

of it. FG.]

PIRATHONITE (^yinyiS) and *3hi?-!El

:

*opo0iii'eiT7jy, ^apaQcovii, 4k ^apaOciv : Pha-
rathonites), the native of, or dweller in, PiRATiiON.
Two such are named in the Bible. 1. Abdon ben-

Hillel (Jurlg. xii. 13, 15), one of the minor judges
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" The sinpular manner in which the h\X. translators

of the Pentateuch have fluctuatal in their ronderings of

Pisgah between the proper name and the appellative, leads

to the inference that their Hebrew text wius different in

some of the passages to ours. Mr. \V. A. Wright has

buggested that in the latier cases ihey may have read

of Israel. In the original the definite article is pre-

sent, and it should be rendeied " the Pirathonite."

2. From the same place came " Benaiah the

Pirathonite of the children of Ephraim," captain

of the eleventh monthly course of David's army
(1 Chr. xxvii. 14) and one of the king's guard

(2 Sam. xxiii. 30 ; 1 Chr. xi. 31). [G.]

PIS'GAH (n|pSin, with the def. article : *a(r-

7a, in Deut, iii. 17, xxxiv. 1, and in Joshua; else-

where rh \e\a^ev/x4vov'^ or f> Ka^evri\: Pliasga).

An ancient topographical name which is found, in the

Pentateuch and Joshua only, in two connexions.

1. The top, or head, of the Pisgah ('Sn tJ'N")),

Num. xxi. 20, xxiii. 14; Deut. iii. 27, xxxiv. 1.

2. Ashdoth hap-Pisgah, perhaps the springs, or

roots, of the Pisgah, Deut. iii. 17, iv. 49 ; Josh,

xii. 3, xiii. 20.

The latter has already been noticed under its

own head. [Ashdoth-Pisgaii.] Of the former

but little can be said. " The Pisgah " must have

been a mountain range or district, the same as, or

a part of that called the mountains of Abarim
(comp. Deut. xxxii. 49 with xxxiv. 1). It lay on

the east of Jordan, contiguous to the field of Moab,
and immediately opposite Jericho. The field of

Zophim was situated on it, and its highest point or

summit—its " head"— was the Mount Nebo. If it

was a proper name we can only conjecture that it

denoted the whole or part of the range of the high-

lauds on the east of the lower Jordan. In the late

Targums of Jerusalem and Pscudqjonathan, Pisgah

is invariably rendered by ramatha^ a term in com-
mon use for a hill. It will be observed that the

LXX. also do not treat it as a proper name. On
the other hand Eusebius and Jerome (^Onomasticon,
" Abarim," " Fasga") report the name as existing

in their day in its ancient locality. Mount Abarim
and Jlount Nabau were pointed out on the road

leading from Livias to Heshbon (i. e. the WaJi/
Heshan), still bearing their old names, and close to

Mount Phogor (Peor), which also retained its name,
tvhence, says Jerome (d qtio), the contiguous region

was even then called Phasgo. This connexion be-

tween Phogor and Phasgo is puzzling, and suggests

a possible error of copyists.

No. traces of the name Pisgah have been met
with in later times on the east of Jordan, but in

the Arabic garb of i^as el-Fcshkah (almost identical

with the Hebrew Rosh hap-pisgah) it is attached to

a well-known headland on the north-wesfem end of

the Dead Sea, a mass of mountain bounded on the

south by the Wadij en-Nar, and on the north by
the Wadij Sidr, and on the northern part of which

is situated the great Mussulman sanctuary of Neby
Musa (Mases). This association of the names or

Moses and Pisgah on the west side of the Dead Sea

—where to suppose that Moses ever set toot would

be to stultify the whole narrative of his decease—is

extremely startling. No explanation of it has yet

been ollered. Certainly that of M. De Saulcy and

of his translator,' that the Ras-el- Feshkah is iden-

tical with Pisgah, Ciinnot be entertuned. Against

this the words^ of Deut. iii. 27, " Thou shalt not go

over this Jordan," are decisive.

npDQ for njD3. from ^DD- " ^'"^'^^ ^'"'='' ''""y "*=*

tually translate by Aaffueif in Kx- xxxiv. 1,4, Oeut. x. 1.

h Probably the origin of the marginal reading of lh«

A. V. " the hill."

c See De Saulcy's Voyage, &e., and the in'tes to ii. C11-6B

of the Knglish edition.
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Had the name of Moses alone exist eil here, it

might with some plausibility be conceived that

the reputation for sanctity had been at some time,

during the long struggles of the countiy, transferred

from east to west, when the original spot wjis out

of the reach of the pilgrims. liut the existence of

the name Feshhah—and, what is equally curious,

its non-existence on the east of Jordan—seems to

preclude this suggestion. [G.]

PISID'IA {UiCTLUa : Pisidia) was a district of

Asia Minor, which cannot be very exactly defined.

But it may be described suiliciently by saying that it

was to the north of Pajiphyi.ia, and stretched along

the range of Taurus. Northwards it reached to, and
Wiis partly included in, Piikygia, which was simi-

larly an indefinite district, though iar more extensive.

Thus Antioch IX PisiDiA was sometimes called a

Phrygian town. The occurrences which took place

at this town give a great interest to St. Paul's

first visit to the district. He passed through Pisidia

twice, with Barnabas, on the first missionary jour-

ney, I. e. both iu going from Perga to Iconium
(Acts xiii. 13, 14, 51), and in returning (xiv. 21,

24, 25; compare 2 Tim. iii. 11). It is probable

also that he traveised the northern part of the

district, with Silas and Timotheus, on the second

missionary journey (xvi. 6) : but the word Pisidia

does not occur except in reference to the former

journey. The characteristics both of the country

and its inhabitants wore wild and rugged ; and it

is very likely that the Apostle encountered here

some of those "perils of robbers" and "perils of

rivers " which he mentions afterwards. His routes

through this region are considered in detail in Life
and Epp. of St. Paul (2nd ed. vol. i. pp. 197-207,

240, 241), where extracts from various travellers

are given. [J. S. H.]

PI'SON (pt^''3 : ^eio-civ: Phison). One of the

four "heads" into which the stream flowing through
Eden was divided (Gen. ii. 11). Nothing is known
of it ; the principal conjectures will be found under
Eden [vol. i. p. 484].

PIS'PAH (nSpS: *a<r(f«£: Phaspha). An
Asherite : one of the sons of Jether, or Ithran

(1 Chr. vii. 38).

PIT. In the A. V. this word appears with a
figurative as well as a literal meaning. It passes

from the facts that belong to the outward aspect of
Palestine and its cities to states or regions of the
spiritual World. With this power it is used to re-

present several Hebrew words, and the starting point
which the literal meaning presents for the spiritual

is, in each case, a subject of some interest.

1. SMol (VnB'), in Num. xvi. 30, 33; Job

xvii. IG. Here the word is one which is used only
of the hollow, shadowy world, the dwelling of the
dead, and as such it has been treated of under Hell.

2. Shachath (fintJ'). Here, as ih^ root n-15^

shows, the sinking of the pit is the primary thought
(Gesen. Thes. s. v.). It is dug into the earth (Ps.

ix. 1 6, c.\ix. 85). A pit thus made and then covered
lightly over, served as a trap by which animals or
men might be ensnared (Ps. xxxv. 7). It thus be-

came a type of sorrow and confusion, from which a

man could not extricate himself, of the great doom
which comes to all men, of the dreariness of death

(Job xxxiii. 18, 24, 28, 30). To " go down to the

pit," is to die without hope. It is the penalty of

PITCH
evil-doers, that from which the righteous are deli-

vered by the hand of God.

3. Bor (113). In this woi-d, as in the cognate

Beer, the special thought is that of a pit or well

dug for water (Gesen. Thes. s. v.). The process

of desynonymising which goes on in all languages,

seems to have confined the foi-mer to the state of

the well or cistern, dug into the rock, but no lo>igiT

filled with water. Thus, where the sense in both

cases is figtnative, and the same English wont
is used, we have pit (beer) connected with the
" deep water," " the waterflood," " the deep " (Ps.

Ixix. 16), while in pit (=113), there is nothing;

but the "miry clay" (Ps. xl. 2). Its dreariest

feature is that there is " no water" iu it (Zech. ix.

11). So far the idea involved has been rather that

of misery <md despair than of death. But in

the phrase " they that go down to the pit" ("li3 ,

it becomes even moie constantly than the syno-

nyms already noticed {Sheol, Shachath), the repie-

sentative of the world of the dead (Ezek. xxxi. 14,

16, xxxii. 18, 24; Ps. xxviii. 1, cxliii. 7). There

may have been two reasons for this transfer. 1. The
wide deep excavation became the place of burial.

The " graves were set in the sides of the pit " {bor)

(Ezek. xxxii. 24). To one looking into it it was
visibly the home of the dead, while the vaguer,

more mysterious Sheol carried the thoughts further

to an invisible home. 2. 1he pit, however, in this

sense, was never simply equivalent to burial-place.

Tiiere is always implied in it a thought of scorn and

condemnation. This too had its origin appaiently

in the use made of the excavations, which had either

never been wells, or had lost the supply of water.

The prisoner in the land of his enemies, was left to

perish in the pit {bor) (Zech. ix. 11). The greatest

of all deliverances is that the aiptive exile is released

from the slow death of starvation in it (shachath.

Is. li. 14) The history of Jeremiah, cast into the

dungeon, or pit {bor) (Jer. xxxviii. 6, 9), let down
into its depths with cords, sinking into the filth at

the bottom (here also there is no water), with death

by hunger staring him in the face, shows how ter-

rible an instrument of punishment was such a pit.

The condition of the Athenian prisoners in the stone-

quarries of Syracuse (Thuc. vii. 87), the Persian

punishment of the (nrdSos (Ctesias, Pers. 48), the

oubliettes of mediaeval prisons present instances of

crijelty, more or less analogous. It is not strange

that with these associations of material horror clus-

tering round, it should have involved more of the

idea of a place of punishment for the haughty or

unjust, than did the sheol or the grave.

In Rev. ix. 1, 2, and elsewhere, the "bottomless

pit," is the translation of rh <pp4ap rrjs afivffaov.

'1 he A. V. has rightly taken <f>pfap here as the equi-

valent of bor rather than beer. The pit of the

abyss is as a dungeon. It is opened with a key

(Rev. ix. 1, XX. 1). Satan is cast into it, as a pri-

soner (xx. 2). [E. H. P.]

PITCH (nST, non, ISb : iriirffr, : pix).

The three Hebrew tenns above given all represent

the same object, ^-iz. mineral pitch or asphalt, in ita

tlifferent aspects: zepheth (tlie zift of the modern
Arabs, Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 120) in its liquid

state, from a root signifying " to flow ;" chemdr, in

its solid state, from its red colour, though also ex-

plained in reference to the manner in which it boils

up (the foimer, however, being more consistent with

the appearance of the two t«rms in juxtaposition iu

Ex. ii. 3; A. V. " pitch and slime"); and copher.
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in reference to its use in overlaying wood-work

(Gen. vi. 14). Asphalt is an opaque, inflammable

substance, which bubbles up from subterranean

fountains in a liquid state, and hardens by exposure

to the air, but readily melts under the influence of

heat. In the latter st<Ue it is very tenacious, and

was used as a cement in lieu of mortar in Babylonia

(Gen. xi. 3; Strab. xvi. p. 743 ; Heroii. i. 179), as

well as for coating thi; outsides of vessels (Gen. vi.

14 ; Joseph. B. J. iv. 8, §4), and particularly for

making the papyrus boats of the Egyptians water-

tight (P:x. ii. 3; Wilkinson, ii. Vh)). The Baby-

lonians obtained their chief supply fjom springs at

Is (the modern Hit), which are still in existence

(Herod, i. 179). The Jews and Arabians got theirs

in large quantities from the Dead Sea, which hence

received its classical name of Lacus Asphaltites.

The latter was particularly prized for its purple hue

(Plin. x.wiii. 23). In the early ages of the Bible

the slime-pits (Gen. xiv. 10;, or springs of asphalt,

were apparent in the vale of Siddim, at the southern

end of the sea. Tliey are now concealed through

the submergence of the plain, and tiie asphalt pro-

bably forms itself into a crust on the bed of the lake,

whence it is dislodged by earthquakes or other causes.

Early writers describe the masses thus thrown up on

the surface of the lake as of very considerable size

(Joseph. B. J. iv. 8, §4 ; Tac. Hist. v. 6 ; Diod. Sic.

ii. 48). This is now a rare occurrence fllobinson, i.

.517), though small pieces may constantly be picked

up on the shores. The inflammable nature of pitch

is noticed in Is. x.xxiv. 9. [W. L. B.]

PITCHER.* The word " pitcher" is used in

A. V. to denote the water-jars or pitchers with

one or two handles, used chiefly by women for car-

rying water, as in the story of Rebecca (Gen. xxiv.

15-20; but see Mark xiv. 13; Luke xxii. 10).

This practice has been, and is still usual both in

the East and elsewhere. The vessels used for the

purpose are generally canied on the head or the

shoulder. The Bedouin women commonly use

skin-bottles. Such was the " bottle " carried by

Hagar (Gen. xxi. 14 ; Harmer, 06s. iv. 246

;

Layard, Nin. j- Bab. p. 578 ; Roberts, Sketches,

pi. 164; Arvieux, Trav. p. 203; Burckhardt,

A'otes on Bed. i. 351).

The same word cad is used of the pitchers em-

ployed by Gideon's 300 men (Judg. vii. 16), where

the use made of them marks the material. Also

the vessel (A. V. barrel) in which the meal of the

Sareptan widow was contained (1 K. rvii. 12),

and the " ban-els " of water used by Elijah at

Mount Carmel (xviii. 33). It is also used figu-

ratively of the life of man (Eccles. xii. 6). It is

thus probable that earthen vessels were used by the

Jews as they were by the Egyptians for containing

both liquids and dry provisions (Birch, Anc. Pot-

tery, i. 43). In the view of the Fountain of Naza-

reth [vol. i. p. 632], may be seen men and women
with pitchers which scarcely diflfer from those in

use in Egypt and Nubia (Roberts, Sketches, plates

29, 164). The water-pot of the woman of Samaria

was probably one of this kind, to be distinguished

from the much larger amphorae of the marriage-

feast at Cana. [Fountain ; Ckuse ; Bottlk
;

Flagon; Pot.] [H. W. P.]
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PrTHOM(DhQ: Ueieds: Phithom), one of

the store-cities built by the Israelites for the first

oppressor, the Pharaoh " which knew not Joseph "

(Ex. i. 11). In the Heb. these cities aie two,
Pithom and l!a<imses ; the LXX. adds On, as a third.

It is probable that Pithom lay in tlie most eastej-n

part of Lower Egypt, like Raamses, if, as is reason

able, we suppose the latter to be the Itameses men-
tioned elsewhere, and that the Israelites were occupied

in public works within or near to the land of Goshen.
Herodotus mentions a town called Patunius, Ila-

rovfjios, which seems to be the same as the Thoum or

Thou of the Ititierary of Antoninus, probably the

miUtary station Tholiu of the Notitia. Whether or
not Patumus be the Pithom of Scripture, there am
be little doubt that the name is identical. The first

part is the same as in Bu-bastis and Bu-siris, either

the definite article masculine, or a possessive pronoun,
unless indeed, with Brugsch, we read the Egyptian
word " abode " PA, and suppose that it commences
these names. [Pi-beseth.] The second part ap-

pears to be the name of ATUM or TUM, a divinity

worshipped at On, or Heliopolis, as well as Ra, both
being (bims of the sun [On], and it is noticeable

that Thoum or Thou was very near the Heliopolite

nome, and perhaps more anciently within it, and
that a monument at Aboo-Kesheyd shews that the

worship of Heliopolis extended along the valley of
the Canal of the Red Sea. As we find Thoum
and Patumus and Rameses in or near to the laud

of Goshen, there can be no reasonable doubt
that we have here a correspondence to Pithom
and PuTamses, and the probable connexion in both
cases with Heliopolis confii-ms the conclusion. It

is remarkable that the Coptic version of Gen. xlvi.

28 mentions Pithom for, or instead of, the He-
roopolis of the LXX. The Hebrew reads, "And
he sent Judah before him unto Joseph, to direct

his face unto Goshen ; and they came into the
i land of Goshen." Here the LXX. has, KaQ' 'Hpdiuv

it6\iv, els yriu 'Po^eo-trf/, but the Coptic, P,^
nioojjuL 'f.S^.Ki .^eit nK^.^i
ftp^JUL^.CCH. Whether Patumus and Thoum
be the same, and the position of one or both, have
yet to be determined, before we am speak positively

(
as to the Pithom of Exodus. Herodotus places Pa-

I

tumus in the Arabian nome upon the Canal of the

i

Red Sea (ii. 48). The Itinerary of Antoninus puts

I

Thou 50 Roman miles from Heliopolis, and 48 from
'. Pelusium ; but this seems too far nortli for Patu-
mus, and also for Pithom, if that place were near

Heliopolis, as its name and connexion with Raamses
seem to indicate. Under Raamses is a discussion of

the character of these cities, and of their importance

in Egyptian history. [Rameses.] [R. S. P.]

PI'THON (lin^S : *Le<iu: Phithon). One of

the four sons of Micah, the son of Meribbaal, or

Mephibosheth (1 Chr. viii. 35, ix. 41).

PLAGUE, THE. The disease now called the

Plague, which has ravaged Egypt and neighbouring

countries in modern times, is supposed to have pre-

vailed there in foimer ages. Manetho, the Egyptian

historian, speaks of " a very great plague " in the

reign of Semempses, the seventli king of the first

• 1. na
and Ko^o;.

(Ges. p. 660; Eichotf, Vergkich. der Sprache, p. 219.)

2. ?33 and ?I13 ; ayytwv ; ixw ; A.V. " bottle," only T^uke xxii. 10, amphora.

VOL. 11.

vSpCa; hydria, lagena; akin to Sanskrit kul
\
once a "pitcher" (Lam. iv. 2), where it Is joined with

Also •barrel" (1 Iv. xvli. 12, xviil. 33). i B>-)n, an earthen vessel (Ges. 522).

In N. T. Kepdtiiov, twice only : Mark xiv. 13, lagetia

A L
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dynasty, B.C. cir. 2500. The difficulty of deter-
|
has obtained as to whether it is contagions or n«.t.

mining the character of the pestilences of ancient 1 Instances have, however, occurred in which no
».

. .. ,, 1 . known caus ' --.•-- ..m\. j

the disease.

In noticing the places in the Bible which might

since its modern "appearance, been almost as sevei-e ' be supposed to refer to the Plague we must bear

scouri'e to Egvpt as the more famous disease, in mind that, unless some of its distinctive charac-

id mediaeval times, even when carefully described, I known cause except contagion could have conveyed

warns us not to conclude that eveiy such mention

refers to the Plague, especially as the cholera has.

which, indeed, as an epidemic seems there to hav(

been succeeded by it. Moreover, if we admit,

we must, that there have been anciently pestilences

teristics are mentioned, it is not safe to infer that

this disease is intended.

In the nanative of the Ten Plagues there is, as

7 nearly resembling the modem Plague, we must ! we point out below [p. 886«], none coiresponding

still hesitate to pronounce any recorded pestilence to ' to the modem Plague. The plague of boils has in-

be of this class unless it be described with some
|

deed some resemblance, and it might be urged, that,

distinguishing particulars.
i

^ i" o^her cases known scourges were sent (their

The Plague in recent times has not extended miraculous nature being shown by their opportune

far beyond the Turkish Empire and the kingdom of, occurrence and their intense character), so in this

Pei-sia. It has been asserted that Esypt is its cradle, ' case a disease of the country, if indeed the Phigue

but this does not seem to be corroborated by the ' anciently prevailed in Egypt, might have been

later history of the disease. It is there both spo- employed. Yet the ordinary Plague would rather

radic and epidemic; in the first form it has appeared
^

exceed in severity this infliction than the contraiy,

almost annually, in the second at rarer inten-als.
;

which seems fatal to this supposition. [PLAGUES,

A3 an epidemic 'it takes the character of a pestilence,
j

THE Ten.]

sometimes of the greatest severity. Our subsequent

remarks apply to it in this form. It is a much-

vexed question whether it is ever endemic: that

such is the case is favoured by its rareness since

Simitary measures have been enforced.

'i'he Plague when most severe usually appears first

on the noithern coast of Egypt, having previously

broken out in Turkey or North Africa west of Egypt.

It ascends the river to Cairo, rarely going much

i"urther. Thus Mr. Lane has observed that the gi-eat

plague of 1835 " was certainly introduced from

Turkey " {Modern Ejyptians, 5th ed. p. 3, note 1).

It was fii-st noticed at Alexandria, ascended to Cairo,

and further to the southern pai-t of Egypt, a few

cases having occuiTed at Thebe;

Several Hebrew words are translated " pestilence"

or " plague." (1) "ll'l, properly " destruction,"

hence "a plague;" in LXX. commonly edvaros.

It is used with a wide signification for ditlereut

pestilences, being employed even for murrain in

the account of the plague of muiTain (Ex. ix. 3).

(2) miD, properly "death," hence " a deadly dis-

ease, pestilence." Gesenius compares the Sch'i-arzer

Tod, or Black Death, of the middle ages. (3) f\iZ

and nSilO, properly anything with which people

are smitten, especially by God, therefore a plague

or pestilence sent by Him. (4) 2\^p, " pestilence
"

and it " extended i (Deut. xxxii. 24, A. V. " destruction " ; Ps. xci. 6,
rV, ;f<: Mvao-ps ti

tjjg pestilence [that] walketh in darkness"), and

i
perhaps also 2dp, if we follow Gesenius, instead of

destruction," in Hos. xiii.

throughout the whole of Eg\-pt, though its ravages

were not gi-eat in the southern parts" (Ibid.)

The mortality is often enomious, and Mr La-ie
^
i;^^"

..^^^ ^^-^ ^ ^.

remarks ot the plague nist mentioned:— It ue-

,

» •

^ l, a ». i.

stroyed not less than eighty thousand persons in
|

l*- (5) ^^:),
properly "a flame, hence « a

Cairo, that is, one-third of the population ; and far
I burning fever," " a plague" (Deut. xxxii. 24 ; Hab.

more, I believe, than two hundi-ed thousand in
j

iii. 5, where it occui-s with "11^). It is evident

all Egypt" (/6ic/.).» The writer was in Cairo '

j^j^jj^. ^^^ ^^^ of these words can' be considered as
on the last ocaision when this pestilence visited

; designating by its signification the Plasiue. Whether
Egypt, in the summer of 1843, when the deaths

: the disease" be mentioned must be judged from the
were not numerous, although, owing to the Go- gg^g^ ^f passages, not tiom the sense of words.
vernment's posting a sentry at each house in

j
yj,ose pestilences which were sent as special

which any one had died of the disease, to enforce j,K]g,nents, and were either snpematurallv rapid in

quarantine, there was much concealment, and the

number was not accurately known (Mrs. Poole,

Englishwoman in Egypt, ii. 32-35). Although

since then Egypt has been free from this scourge,

Benghazee (Hesperides), in the pashalic of Tripoli

their effects, or in addition directed against

ticular culprits, are beyond the reach of human
inquiry. But we also read of pestilences which,

although sent as judgments, have the characteristics

of modern epidemics, not being rapid beyond nature,

was almost depopulated by it during part of the
n^,. jivected against individuals. Thus in the i-e

years 1860 and 18GI. It generally appears i» maikable threatenings in Leviticus and Deutero-
Egypt in mid-winter, and lasts at most for about six ^omy, pestilence is spoken of as one of the enduring
months. J judgments that were gradually to destroy the dis-

The Plague is considered to be a severe kind of obedient. This passage in Leviticus evidently refers

typhus, accompanied by buboes. Like the cholera ^ pestilence in besieged cities : " And I wil'l bring
it is most violent at the first outbreak, causing ^ g^o,.^j ypp^ you, that shall avenge the quarrel of
almost instant death; later it may last three days, j-^jy-j covenant: and when ye are gathered together

and even longer, but usually it is fatal in a few '

^niji„ you,, cjtjes, I will send the i.«stileiice among
hours. It has never been successfully treated, except

^

y^y . j^j ye shall be delivered into the hand of the

in isolated cases or when the epidemic has seemed to g„g^y »•
(jxvi. 25). Famine in a besieged citv

liave worn itself out. Depletion and stimulants ^o„ij occasion pestilence. A special disease mav
have been tried, as with cholera, and stimulants ^ indicated in the parallel portion of Deuteronom'v

with far better resul ts. Great diflerence of opinion
; (jj^iii. 21): " The LORD shall make the pestilen('e

H A curioTis^i^onnected with this piagi.e is given
;

cleave unto thee, until he [or " if] have consumed

Is the notes to the J7«>itfa»iii avd One NighU, ch. Hi. |
thee from ofl the land whither f liou goe.st to possess

1
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it."' The word rendered " pestilence " may, how-

ever, have a geneiul signification, and comprise c;i-

lamities mentioned afterwards, for there follows an

enumeration of several other diseases and similar

scourges (xxviii. 21, 22). The first disease here

mentioned, has been supposed to be the Plague

(Bunsen, Bibehcerk). It is to be remembered that

" the botch of Egypt" is afterwards spoken of (27),

by which it is probable that ordinary boils are in-

tended, which are especially severe in Egypt in the

present day, and that later still "all the diseases of

Egypt" are mentioned (60). It therefore seems un-

likely that so grave a disease as the Plague, if then

known, should not be spoken of in either of these

two passages. In neither place does it seem certain

that the Plague is specified, though, in the one, if

it were to be in the land it would fasten upon the

population of besieged cities, and in the other, if

then known, it would probably be alluded to as a

terrible judgment in an enumeratiou of diseases.

The notices in the prophets present the same dilH-

culty ; for they do not seem to afibrd sufficiently

positive evidence that the Plague was known in

those times. With the prophets, as in the Penta-

teuch, we must suppose that the diseases threatened

or prophesied as judgments must have been known,
or at least called by the names used for those that

were known. Two passages might seem to be e.v-

plicit. In Amos we read, " I have sent among you
tlie j)estilence after the manner of Egypt : your young
men have I slain with the sword, and have taken

away your horses; and I have made the stink of

your camps to come up unto your nostrils " (Am.
iv. iO). Here the reference is perhaps to the death

of the firstborn, for the same phrase, " after the

manner of Egypt," is used by Isaiah (x. 24, 26),
with a reference to the Exodus, and perhaps to the

oppression preceding it; and an allusion to past his-

tory seems probable, iis a comparison with the over-

throw of the cities of the plain immediately follows

(Am. iv. 11). The prophet Zechariah also speaks

of a plague with which the Egyptians, if lefusing

to serve God, should be smitten (xiv. 18), but the

name, and the description which appeai-s to apply
to this scourge seem to show that it cannot be the

Plague (12).

Hezekiah's disease has been thought to have been

the Plague, and its tatal nature, as well as the

mention of a boil, makes this not improbable. On
the other hand, there is no mention of a pestilence

among his people at the time.

There does not seem, therefore, to be any distinct

notice of the Plague in the Bible, and it is most
probable that this can be accountetl for by supposing
either that no pestilence of antiquity in the East
wa.s as marked in character as the modern Plague,
or that the latter disease then frequently broke out
thei-e as an epidemic iu crowded cities, inste;td of
following a regular coui-se.

(See Russell's Natural History of Aleppo ; Clot-

Bey, De la Peste, and Aper(;ii General sur I'Ef/i/pte,

ii. 348-350.) [K. S.P.]

PLAGUESj THE TEN. In considering the

liistory ot" the Ten Plagues we have to mitite the

place where they occurred, and the occi-ion on
which they were sent, and to examine the naiiative

of each judgment, with a view to asc<>rtaiu what it

was, and in what manner Phai-aoh and the Egyp-
tians were punished by it, as well as to see if we
can trace any general connexion between the sevea-al

judgments.

I. T/w Place.—Although it is distinctly stated
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that the plagues prevailed throughout Egypt, save,

in the case of some, the Israelite territory, the land

of Goshen, yet the descriptions seem principally

to apply to that part of Egypt which lay nearest to

Goshen, and more especially to " the field of Zoan,"

or the tiact about that city, since it seems almost

certain that Pharaoh dwelt in Zoan, and that ter-

ritory is especially indicated in Ps. Ixxviii. 43.

That the capitil at this time was not more distant

from IJamc'ses than Zoan is evident from the time

in which a message could be sent from Pharaoh to

Jloses on the occasion of the Exodus, 'i'he descrij)-

tions of the riret and second plagues seem especially

to lefer to a land abounding iu streams and lakes,

and so rather to the Lower than to the Upper
Country. We must therefore look especially to

Lower Egypt for our illustrations, while bearing in

mind the evident prevalence of the plagues through-

out the land.

II. Tfw Occasion.—When that Pharaoh who
seems to have been the first oppressor was dead,

God sent IVIoses to deliver Israel, commanding him
to gather the eldei-s of his people together, and to

tell them his commission. It is added, " And they

shall hearken to thy voice : and thou shalt come,

thou and the elders of Israel, unto the king of

Egypt, and ye shall say unto him, The LoHD God
of the Hebrews hath met with us: and now let us

go, we beseech thee, three days' journey into the

wilderness, that we may sacrifice to the Lord our

God. And I am sure that the king of Egypt will

not let you go, no, not by a mighty hand. And I

will stretch out my hand, ami smite Egypt with

all my wonders which I will do in the midst

thereof-, and after that he will let you go " (Ex. iii.

18-20). From what follows, that the Israelites

should borrow jewels and raiment, and " spoil

Egypt" (21, 22), it seems evident that they were

to leave as if only for the purpose of sacriiicing
;

but it will be seen that if they did so, Pharaoh, by
his aimed pursuit aud oveitaking them when they

had encamped at the close of the third day's journey,

released Woses from his engagement.

When Moses went to Pharaoh, Aaron went with

him, because Moses, not judging himself to be

eloquent, was diffident of speaking to Pharaoh.
" And Moses said before the Lord, Behold, I [am]
of uncircumcised lips, and how shall Pharaoh

hearken unto me? And the Loud said unto Moses,

See, I have made thee a god to Pharaoh: and
Aaron thy brother shall be thy prophet" (Ex. vi.

30, vii. 1 ; comp. iv. 10-16). We are therefore to

understand that even when Moses speaks it is rather

by Aaron than himself. It is perhaps worthy of

note that in the tradition of the Exodus which

Mauetho gives, the calamities preceding the event

are said to have been caused by the king's consulting

an Egyptian prophet ; for this suggests a coui^se

which Pharaoh is likely to have adopted, rendering

it probable that tlie magicians were sent for as the

priests of the gods of the country, so that Moses

was exalted by contiast with these vain objects of

worship. We may now examine the narrative of

each plague.

III. The Plagues.— \. The PUvjue of Blood.—
When Moses and Aaron came betbie Pharaoh, a

miracle was required of them. Then Aaron's ix)d

became "a sei-pent" (A. V.), or rather "a croco-

dile" (pan). Its being changed into an animal

reverenced by all the Egyptians, or by some of them,

would have lieen an especial warning to Pharaoh.

The Egyptian magicians cidlcd by the king ]>rodui»-d
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what seemed to be the same wonder, yet Aaron's

rod swallowed up the others (vii. 3-12). This

passage, taken alone, would appear to indicate that

the magicians succeeded ia working wonders, but, if

it is compared with those others relating tlieir oppo-

sition on the occasions of the first three plagues, a

contrary inference seems more reasonable. In this

case the e.xpression, " they also did in like manner

with their enchantments" (11) is used, and it is

repeated in the cases of their seeming success on

the occasions of the first pl;igue (22), and the second

(viii. 7), as well as when they fiiiled on the occasion

of the third plague (18). A comparison with other

passages stiengthens us in the inference that the magi-

cians succeeded merely by juggling. [Magic] Yet,

even if they were able to produce any real efTects

Ijy magic, a broad distinction should be drawn

between the general and powerful nature of the

wondere wrought by the hand of Moses and Aaron

and their partial and weak imitations. When Pha-

raoh had refused to let the Israelites go, Moses was

sent again, and, on the second refusal, was commanded

to smite upon the waters of the river and to turn them

and all the waters of Egypt into blood. The miracle

was to be wrought when Pharaoh went forth in the

morning to the river. Its general character is very

remarkable, for not only was the water of the Nile

smitten, but all the water, even that in vessels,

throughout the country. The fish died, and the

river stank. The Egyptians could not drink of it,

and digged around it for water. This plague

appears to have lasted seven days, for the account

of it ends, " And seven days were fulfilled, after

that the Lord had smitten the river" (vii. 13-25),

and the narrative of the second jjlague immedi-

ately follows, as though the other had then ceased.

Some difficulty h:is been occasioned by the mention

tliat the Egyptians digged for water, but it is not

sbitcd that they so gained what they sought,

although it may be conjectured that only the water

that was seen was smitten, in order that the nation

should not perish. This plague was doubly humi-
liating to the religion of the country, as the Nile

Wiis held sacred, as well as some kinds of its fish,

not to speak of the crocodiles, which probably were
destroyetl. It may have been a marked reproof for

the cruel e<lict that the Israelite childien should

be drcnvned, and could scarcely have fiiiled to strike

guilty consciences as such, though Pharaoh does

not seem to have been alarmed by it. He saw what
was probably an imitation wrought by the magi-
cians, wlio accompanied him, as if he were engaged
in some sacred rites, perhaps connected witli the

worship of the Nile. Events having some resem-

blance to this are mentioned by ancient writers

:

the most reinaikable is related by Manetho, accord-

ing to whom it was said that, in the reign of Ne
phercheres, seventh king of the iind dynasty, the

Nile flowed mixed with honey for eleven days.

Some of the historiad notices of the earliest dy-
nasties seem to be of very doubtful authenticity,

and Manetho seems to treat this one as a fable, or,

perhaps as a trailition. Nephercheres, it must be

remarked, reigned several hundred years before the

Exodus. Those who have endeavouied to explain

this plague by natural causes, have refen-ed to the

changes of colour to which the Nile is subject, the

appearance of the Ked Sea, and the so-called rain

ajid dew of blood of the middle ages ; the hist two
occiisioned by small fungi of very rapid growth.

But such theories do not explain why the wonder
happne<l at a time of year when the Nile is most
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clear, nor why it killed the fish and made the water

unfit to be drunk. These are the really weighty

points, rather than the change into blood, which

seems to mean a change into the semblance of

blood. The employment of natural means in ef-

fecting a miracle is equally seen in the passage of

the Ked Sea; but the Divine power is pioved by

the intensifying or extending that means, and the

opportune occurrence of the result, and its fitness

for a great moral purpose.

2. Tlie Fliigue of Frogs.—When seven days had

passed after the smiting of the river, Pharaoh was
threatened with another judgment, and, on his re-

fusing to let the Israelites go, the second plague was
sent. The river and all the open waters of Egypt
brought forth countless frogs, which not only covered

the land, but filled the houses, even in their driest

parts and vessels, for the ovens and kneading- troughs

are specified. The magicians again had a seeming

success in their opposition; yet Phaiaoh, whose

very palaces were filled by the reptiles, entreated

Moses to pray that tliev might be removed, pro-

mising to let the Israelites go; but, on the removal

of the plague, again hardened his heart (vii. 2.5,

viii. 1-15). This must have been an especially

trying judgment to the Egyptians, as frogs were

included among the sacred animals, probably not

among those which were reverenced throughout

Egypt, like the cat, but in the second class of local

objects of worship, like the crocodile. The frog

was sacred to the goddess HEKT, who is represented

with the head of this reptile. In hieroglyphics the

frog signifies " very many," " millions," doubtless

from its abundance. In the present day frogs

abound in Egypt, and in the summer and autumn
their loud and incessant croaking in all the waters

of the country gives some idea of this plague. They
are not, however, heard in the spring, nor is there

any record, excepting the Biblical one, of their

having been injurious to the inhabitants. It must
be added that the supposed cases of the same kind

elsewhere, quoted fiom ancient authoi-s, are of very

doubtful authenticity.

3. T/ie Plague of Lice.—The account of the

third plague is not preceded by the mention of any

warning to Pharaoh. We read that Aaron was com-

maiulod to stretch out his rod and smite the dust,

which became, as the A. V. reads the word, "lice"

in man and beast. The magicians again attempted

opposition ; but, failing, confessed that the wonder

was of God (viii. 16-19). There is much difficulty

as to the animals meant by the term D33. The

Masoretic punctuation is D33, which would pro-

bably make it a collective noun with D foiinative
;

but the plural form D^33 also occurs (ver. IH

[Heb. 12]; Ps. cv. 31), of which we once find the

singular J3 in Isaiah (li. 6). It is therefore re.ison-

able to conjecture that the fii-st form should be

punctuated D33, as the defective writing of D']I3

;

and it should also be observed that the Samaritan

has D>33. The LXX. has aKvi<t)(s, and the Vulg.

sciniphes, mosquitos, mentioned by Herodotus (ii.

95), and Philo {De Vita Mosis, i. 20, p. 97, ed.

Mang.), as troublesome in Egypt. Josephus,

however, makes the D33 lice (Ant. ii. 14, §3),

with which Bochart agrees {Ilieroz. ii. 572, seqq.).

The etymology is doubtful, and perhaps the word

is Egyptian. The narrative does not enable us to

decide which is the more probable of the two

renderings, excepting, indeed, that if it be meant
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that exactly the same kind of aniinnl attacked mau
and beast, mosquitos would be the more likely

translation. Jn this case the plague does not seem
to be especially directed against the superstitions of

the Egyptians : if, however, it were of lic'C, it

would have been most distressing to their priests,

who were very cleanly, apparently, like the Mus-
lims, as a religious duty. In the present day both

mosquitos and lice aie abundant in Egypt: the

latter may be avoided, but there is no escape from
the former, which are so distressing an annoyance
that an increase of them would lender life almost

insupportable to beasts as well as men.
4. The Plague of Flies.—In the case of the

fourth plague, as in that of the first, Moses was
commanded to meet Pharaoh in the morning as he

came forth to the water, and to threaten him with
a judgment if he still refused to give the Israelites

leave to go and worship. He was to be punished by

D"iy, which the A. V. renders " swarms [of flies],"

" a swarm [of flies]," or, in the margin, " a mixture

[of noisome beasts]." These creatures were to

cover the people, and fill both the houses and the

ground. Here, for the first time, we read that the

land of Goshen, where the Israelites dwelt, was to

be exempt from the plague. So terrible was it

that Pharaoh granted permission for the Israelites

to sacrifice in the land, which Moses refused to do, as

the Egyptians would stone his people for sacrificing

their " abomination." 'I'hen Pharaoh gave them
leave to sacrifice in the wilderness, provided they did

not go {m- ; but, on the plague being removed, broke
his agi-eement (viii. 20-:32j. The proper meaning

of the word 3iy is a question of extreme difficulty.

The explanation of Josephus {Ant. ii. 14, §3), and
almost all the Hebrew commentators, is that it

means " a mixture," and here designates a mixture
of wild animals, in accordance with the derivation

from tiie root 2"iy, *' he mixed." Similarly, Je-

lome renders it omne genus mvscanim, and Aquila

irdfifjivia. The LXX., however, and Pliilo (Z>e Vita

Mosis, i. 23, ii. lul, ed. Mang.), suppose it to

be a dog-fly, Kvv6fivta. The second of these expla-

nations seems to be a compromise between the first

and the third. It is almost certain, from two
passages (Ex. viii. 29, 31 ; Hebrew, 25, 27), that

a single cieature is intended. If so, what reason is

there in favour of the LXX. rendering? Oedmann
{Verm. Sammlungen, ii. 150, ap. Ges. Hies. s. v.)

proposes the blatta orientalis, a kind of beetle,

instead of a dog-fly
; but Gesenius objects that this

creature devours things rather than stings men,
whereas it is evident that the animal of this plague

attacked or at least annoyed men, besides ap)>aienfly

injuring the land. From Ps. Ixxviii. 45, where we
read, " He sent the 2"iy, which devoured them,"

it must have been a creature of devouring habits,

as is observed by Kalisch ( Comment, on E.cod.

p. 138), who suppoi-ts the theory that a beetle is

intended. The Egyptian language might be hoped
to give us a clue to the rendering of the LXX. and
Philo. In hieroglyphics a fly is AF, and a l)ee SHEIi,
or KH1;B, SH and KH being interchangeable, _ in

different dialects ; and in Coptic these two words

are confounded in ^^q, <i.q, ^^, ^U:\,
musca, apis, scnrabaeus. We can tlicrelbie only

judge from the description of tiie plague ; and here

(Jesenius seems to have too hastily deci<led against

the rendering "beetle," since the beetle sometimes
attark": men. Yet our rxpcricnce dors not benr out
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the idea that any kind of beetle is injurious to man
in Egypt; but there is a kind of gad-fly found in

that country which sometimes stings men, though
usually attacking beasts. The difficulty, however,
in the way of the supposition that a stinging fly is

meant is that all such fiies are, like this one, plagues
to beasts rather than men; and if we conjecture
that a fly is intended, perhips it is more reasonable
to infer that it was the common fly, which in the
present day is probably the most troublesome insect

in Egypt. That this was a more severe plague than
those preceding it, appears from its elfect on Pha-
i-aoh, rather than from the mention of the exemption
of the Israelites, for it can scarcely be supposed that
the eailier plagues affected them. As we do not
know what creature is here intended, we cannot say
if there were any reference in this case to the Egyp-
tian religion. Those who suppose it to have been a
beetle might draw attention to the great leverence
in which that insect was held among the sacred

animals, and the consequent distress that the Egyp-
tians would have felt at destroying it, even if

they did so unintentionally. As already noticed,

no insect is now so troublesome in Egj'pt as the
common fly, and this is not the case with any kind
of beetle, which fact, from our general conclusions,

will be seen to favour the evidence for the former.
In the hot season the flies not only cover the food and
drink, but tliey torment the people by settling on
their faces, and especially round their eyes, thus
promoting ophthalmia,

5. The J'laguc of the Murrain of Beasts.—Pha-
raoh was next warned that, if he did not let the
people go, there should be on the day following "a
very grievous murrain," upon the horses, asses,

camels, oxen, and sheep of Egypt, whereas those of

the children of Israel should liot die. This came to

pass, and we read that "all the cattle of Egypt
died: but of the cattle of the children of Israerdied
not one." Yet Pharaoh still continued obstinate

(Ex. ix. 1-7). It is to be obseiTed that the expres-
sion "all the cattle" cannot b( understood to be
universal, but only general, for the narrative of the
plague of hail shows that there were still at a later

time some cattle left, and that the want of universal
terms in Hebrew explains this seeming difficulty.

The mention of camels is important, since it appeai-s

to favour our opinion that the Pharaoh of the

Exodus was a foreigner, camels apparently not
having been kept by the Egyptians of the time of
the Pharaohs. This plague would have been a

heavy punishment to the Egyptians as ftilling upoy
their .sacred animals of two of the kinds specified,

the oxen and the sheep ; but it would have been
most felt in the destruction of the greatest part of
their useful lieasts. In modern times murrain i*

not an unfrequent visitation in Egypt, and is sup-
posed to precede the Plague. The "writer witnessed

a very severe murrain in that country in 1842.
which lasted nine months, during the latter half of

that year and the spring of the following one, and
wa.s succeeded by the Phigue, as had been anticipated

(Mi-s. Poole, Englishwoman in Egypt, ii. 32, i. 59,

114). '"Avery grievous muirain,' forcibly re-

minding us of that which visited this same country

1
in the days of Moses, lias prevailed during the last

three months"—the letter is dated October 18th,

I

1842— , "and the alre.idy distressed peasants feel

the calamity severe! v, or latlier (1 should say) tho

}

few who possess Ciittle. Among the rich men of

the countiy, the loss has been enormous. During

j

our Toyap* up the Nile" in the .lulr piereding, '• wo
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obijeiTed several dead cows and buffaloes lying in

the river, as 1 mentioned in a former letter ; and

some friends who followed us, two months after, saw

many on the banks ; indeed, up to this time, peat

numbers of cattle are dying in every part of the

country" {Id. i. 114, 115). Thesimilarity of the

calamity in character is remarkably in contrast with

its dirterence in duration : the miraculous murrain

seems to have been as suddon and neaiiy as brief as

the destruction of the firstborn (though far less ter-

rible), and to have therefore produced, on ceasing,

less eti'ect than other plagues upon Pharaoh, nothing

remaining to be removed.

6. The Plague of Boils.—The ne.\t judgment

appears to have been preceded by no warning, ex-

cepting indeed that, when Moses publicly sent it

abroad in Kgypt, Pliaraoh might no uaubt have re-

pented at the last moment. We read that Moses

and Aaron were to fcike ashes of the fumace, and

Moses was to " sprinkle it toward the heaven in the

sight of Pharaoh." It was to become "small

dust" tlirougliout Egypt, and " be a boil breaking

forth [with] blains upon man, and upon beast."

This accordingly came to pass. The magicians now
once more seem to have attem])ted opposition, for it

is related tliat they " could not stand before Moses

because of the boil ; for the boil was upon the magi-

cians, and upon all the Egyptians." Notwithstand-

ing, Pharaoh still refused to let the Israelites go

(ix. 8-12). This plague may be supposed to have

been either an infliction of boils, or a pestilence like

the Plague of modern times, which is an extremely

severe kind of typhus fever, accompanied by swell-

ings. [Plague.] The former is, however, the more

likely explanation, since, if the plague had been of the

latter nature, it probably would have been less severe

th;in the ordinary pe^^tilence of Egypt has been in

this nineteenth century, whereas with other j)lagues

which Gin be illusti'ated from the present pheno-

mena of Egypt, the re\erse is the case. That this

plague followed tliatof the muiTain seems, however,

an aigument on the other side, and it may be asked

whether it is not likely that the gi-eat pestilence of

the country, probably known in antiquity, would
have been one of the ten plagues ; but to this it may
be replied that it is moie probable, and in accord-

ance witli the whole narrative, that extraordinary

and unexpected wonders should be etiected than

what could be paralleled in the history of Egypt.

The tenth plague, moreover, is so much like the great

Egyptian disease in its suddenness, that it might
rather be comjiared to it if it were not so wholly
miraculous in every respect as to be beyond the

reach of human inquiry. The position of the ma-
gicians must be noticed as indicative of the gradation

of the plagues : at first they succeeded, as we suppose,

by deception, in imitating what wa.s wrought by
Moses, then they faile<l, and acknowledged the ringer

of God in the wonders of the Hebrew prophet, and
at last they could not even stand betbre him, being

themselves smitten by the plague he was commis-
sioned to send.

7. The riague of Hail.—The account of the

seventh plague is preceded by a warning, which
Moses was commanded to deliver to Pharaoh, re-

specting the terrible nature of the plagues that

were to ensue if he remained obstmate. And first

of all of the liail it is said, "Behold, to-mon-ow about

this time, I will cause it to rain a veiy grievous

hail, such as hath not been in Egypt since the foun-

dation thereof even until now." He was then told

to collect his cattle and men into shelter, for that
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everything hailed upon should die. Accoixlingly, suck
of Pharaoh's servants as" feared the Lord," brought

in their servants and cattle from the field. We read

that "Moses stretched forth his rod toward heaven:

and the Lord sent thunder and hail, and the fire ran

along upon the gi-ound." Thus man and beast were
smitten, and the herbs and every tree broken, save

in the land of Goshen. Upon this Pharaoh acknow-
ledged his wickedness and that of his people, and the

righteousness of God, and promised if the plague

were withdrawn to let the Israelites go. Then
Moses went forth from the city, and spread out his

hands, and the plague ceased, when Pharaoh, suj)-

ported by his servants, again broke his promise

(ix. 13-.35). The character of this and the follow-

ing plagues must be caiefuUy examined, as the

warning seems to indicate an important turaing

point. The ruin caused by the hail was evidently

far greater than that etiected by any of the earlier

plagues; it destroyed men, which those others seem
not to have done, and not only men but beasts

and the produce of the earth. In tliis case Moses,

while addressing Pharaoh, openly waras his servants

how to save something fiom the calamity. Phaiaoh
for the first time acknowledges his wickedness. We
also leam that his people joined with him in the

oppression, and that at this time he dwelt in a city.

Hail is now extremely rare, but not unknown, in

Egypt, and it is interesting that the nan-ative seems

to imply that it sometimes falls there. Thunder-
storms occur, but, though veiy loud and acaim-

panied by rain and wind, they rarely do serious

injury. We do not remember to have heard while

in Egypt of a person struck by lightning, nor of any
ruin excepting that of decayed buildings washed
down by rain.

8. The Fltgue of Locusts.—Pharaoh was now
threatened with a plague of locusts, to begin the

next day, by which everything the hail had left

was to be devoured. This was to exceed any like

visitations that had happened in the time of the

king's ancestoi-s. At last Pharaoh's own servants,

who had before supported him, remonstrated, for

we read: "And Pharaoh's servants said unto him.

How long shall this man be a snare unto us? let

the men go, that they may serve the LoRD their

God : knowest thou not yet that Egypt is de-

stroyed?" Then Pharaoh sent for Moses and
Aaron, and ofie'ed to let the people go, but refused

when they required that all should go, even with

their flocks and heids :
" And Jloses stretched forth

his lod over the land of Egypt, and the Lord
brought an east wind upon the land all that day,

and all [that] night
;
[and] when it was morning,

the east wind brought the locusts. And the locusts

went up over all the laud of Egypt, and rested in

all the coasts of Egypt : very grievous [were they]
;

before them there were no such locusts as they,

neither after them shall be such. For they covered

the face of the whole earth, so that the land was dark-

ened ; and they did eat every herb of the land, and

all the fruit of the trees which the hail had left

:

and there remained not any green thing in the

trees, or in the herbs of the field, through all the

land of Egypt." Then Pharaoh hastily sent for

Moses and Aaron and confessed his sin against God
and the Israelites, and begged them to forgive him.
" Now therefore forgive, I pray thee, my sin only

this once, and intreat the Lord your God, that lie

may take away from me this death only." i/lo&a

accordingly piayed. " And the LoRD turned a

mighty stioug west wind, which took awav the
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locusts, and aist them into the Red sea ; there i-e-

iiiained not one locust in all the coasts of Egypt."

The plague being removed, Pharaoh again would
not let the people go (x. 1-20). This plague has

not the unusual nature ot'the one that preceded it,

but it even exceeds it in severity, and so occupies

its place in the gradation of the more terrible judg-

ments that form the later part of the series. Its

severity am be well understood by those who, like the

writer, have been in Egypt in a part of the country

where a flight of locusts has alighted. In this case

the plague was greater than an ordinary visitation,

since it e.xtended over a far wider space, rather than

because it was more intense ; for it is impossible to

imagine any more complete destruction than that

always caused by a swann of locusts. So well did

the people of Egypt know what these creatures

effected, that, when their coming was threatened,

Pharaoh's servants at once remonstrated. In the

present day locusts suddenly appear in the cultivated

land, coming from the desert in a column of great

length. They fly rapidly across the country, dark-

ening the air with their compact ranks, which are

midisturbcd by the constant att;icks of kites, ciows,

and vultures, and making a strange whizzing sound

like that of fire, or many distant wheels. Where
they alight they devour every green thing, even

stripping the trees of their leaves. Rewards are

oHered for their destruction, but no labour can

seriously reduce their numbers. Soon they con-

tinue their coui-se, ;md disappear gradually in a

short time, leaving the place where they have been

a desoi-t. We speak from I'ecollection, but we are

permitted to extract a careful description of the

eflects of a flight of locusts from Mr. Lane's manu-
script notes. He writes of Nubia: "Locusts not

unfrequeutly commit dreadful havock in this country.

In my second voyage up the Nile, when before the

village of Boostan, a little above Ibreem, many
locusts pitched upon the boat. They were beau-

tifully variegated, yellow and blue. In the follow-

ing night a southerl}' wind brought other locusts, in

immense swanns. Next morning the air w;is dark-

ened by them, as by a heavy fall of snow ; and the

surface of the river was thickly scattered over by

those which had fallen and were unable to rise

again. Great numbei-s came upon and within the

boat, and alighted upon our persons. They were

dift'erent from those of the preceding day ; being of

a bright yellow colour, with brown marks. The
de.solation they made was dreadful. In four hours

a field of young durah [millet] was croppe<l to the

ground. In another field of durah moie adviinced

only the stidks were left. Nowhere wiis theie sp;<ce

on the ground to set the foot without tre;iding on

many. A field of cotton-plants was quite stripped.

Even the acacias along the b;»nks were maile bare,

and palm-trees were stripped of the fruit and leaves.

Last night we heard the creaking of the sakiyehs

[water-wheels], and the singing of women driving

the cows which tumai them : to-<.lay not one sukiyeh

was in motion, and the women were going about

howling, and vainly attempting to frighten away
the locusts. On the preceding day I had preserved

two of the more beautiful kind of these creatures

with a solution of arsenic : on the ne.xt day some of

the other locusts ate them almost entirely, poisoned

as they were, unseen by me till they had nearly

finished their meal. On the third day they were

less numerous, and gi-adually d:sap{)eared. Locusts

are eaten by most of the Bedawees of Arabia, and

by some of the Nubians. We ate a few, diessed in
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the most approved manner, being stripped of the
legs, wings, and head, and fried in butter. They
had a flavour somewhat like that of the woodcock,
owing to their food. The Arabs presei-ve them as a
common article of provision by parboiling them in

salt and water, and then drying them in the sun."

The parallel passages in the projihecy of Joel

form a lemarkable commentary on the description

of the plague in Exodus, and a few must be here

quoted, lor they describe with wonderful exactness

and vigour the devastations of a swarm of locusts.

" Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound an alarm
in my holy mountain: let all the inhabitants of

the land tremble: for the day of the Lord cometh,
for [it is] nigh at hand ; a day of darkness and of

gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness,

as the morning spread upon the mountains : a great

people and a strong ; there hath not been ever the

like, neither shall be any more after it, [even] to

the years of many generations. A fire devoureth

before them ; and behind them a flame burneth

:

the land [is] as the garden of Eden before fhem,

and behind, a desolate wilderness
;

yea, and nothing

shall escape them. The appearance of them [is] as

the appearance of horses ; and as horsemen, so shall

they run. Like the noise of chariots on the tops of

the mountains shall they leap, like the noise of a

flame of fire that devoureth the stubble, as a strong

people set in battle an-ay. . . . They shall run like

mighty men ; they shall climb the wall like men of

war, and they shall march every one on his ways,
and they shall not break their ranks. . . . The
earth shall quake before them ; the heavens shall

tremble : the sun and the moon shall be dai'k, and
the stars shall withdraw their shining" (ii. 1-5,

7, 10; see also G, 8, 9, 11-25, Rev. ix. 1-12).

Here, and probably also in the parallel passage of

Rev., locusts are taken as a type of a destroying

army or horde, since they are more terrible in the

devastation they cause than any other creatures.

9. The Plague of Darkness.—After the plague

of locusts we read at once of a fresh judgment.
" And the Lord said unto Jloses, Stretch out thine

hand toward heaven, that there be darkness over

the land of Egypt, that [one] may feel darkness.

And Moses stretched forth his hand toward heaven

;

and there was a thick darkness in all the land of

Egypt three days : they saw not one another, neither

rose any from hi.s place for three days : but all tlie

children of Israel had light in their dwellings."

Pharaoh then gave the Israelites leave to go if only

they left their cattle, but when Jloses required

that they should take these also, he again refused

(x. 21-29). The expression we have rendered " that

[one] may feel darkness," accoi-ding to the A. V.

in the margin, where in the text the fieer transla-

tion " darkness [which] may be felt" is given, has

occasioned much difficulty. The LXX. and Vulg.

give this rendering, and the moderns generally

follow them. It has been proposed to read "and
they shall grope in darkness," by a slight change

of rendering and the supposition that the paiticle

3 is undei^tood (Kalisch, Comin. on Ex. p. 171). It

is unreasonable to argue that the forcible woixls of the

A. V. are too strong for Semitic phraseology. The

difficulty is, however, rather to be solved by a con-

sideration of the nature of the plague. It has been

illustrated by reference to the Simioom and the hot

wind of the Khamaseen. The former is a s;uid-

stoiin which occui-s in the desert, seldom last.njj

according to Mr. Lane, more than a quarter ©fan

hour or twenty minutes {Mod. Eg. 5th ed. p. 'i, \
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but for the time often causing the darkness of twi-

light, and attectiiig man and beast. Mrs. Poole,

on Mr. Lane's authority, has described the Samoom
as follows :—" The ' &moom,' which is a very

violent, hot, and almost suflbmtinp; wind, is of

moie rare occurrence than the Khanidseen winds,

and of shorter duration: its continuaiu-o being more

brief ill proportion to the intensity of its pinching

heat, and the impetuosity of its course. Its direc-

tion is generally from the south-east, orsoutli-south-

east. It is commonly preceded by a fearful calm.

As it approaches, the atmosphere assumes a yellow-

ish hue, tinged with icd ; the sun appears of a deep

blood colour, and gradually becomes quite concealed

before the hot blast is felt in its full violence. The

sand and dust raised by the wind add to the gloom,

and increase the painful effects of the heat and

rarity of the air. Hespiration becomes uneasy, per-

spiration seems to be entirely stopped ; the tongue

is dry, the skin parched, and a prickling sensation

is experienced, as if caused by electric sparks. It

is sometimes impossible for a pereon to remain erect,

on account of the force of the wind ; and the sand

and dust oblige all who are e.xposed to it to keep

their ej'es closed. It is, however, most distressing

when it overtakes travellers in the desert. My
brother encountered at Koos, in Upper Egypt, a

Siimoom wliicli was said to be one of the most

violent ever witnessed. It lasted less than half an

hour, and a very violent samoom seldom continues

longer. ]My brother is of opinion that, although it

is extremely distressing, it can never prove fatal,

unless to persons already brought almost to the

point of death by disease, fatigue, thirst, or some

other cause. The poor camel seems to sutler from

it equally with his master ; and will often lie down
with" his back to the wind, close his eyes, stretch

out his long neck upon the ground, and so remain

until the stoi-m has passed over" {Emjlishwoman
in Egijpt, i. 96, 97^. The hot wind of the Kha-
maseen usually blows for three days and nights,

and carries so much sand with it, that it pro-

duces the appearance of a yellow fog. It thus

resembles the Samoom, though far less powerful

and far less distressing m its elfects. It is not known
to cause actual darkness ; at least the writer's re-

sidence in Egypt allorded no example either on

experience or hearsay evidence. By a confusion of

the Samoom and the Khamdseen wind it has even

been sujiposed that a Samoom in its utmost violence

usually lasts three days (Kalis.h, Com. Ex. p.

170), but this is an error. The plague may,
however, have been an extremely severe sandstorm,

miraculous in its violence and its duration, for the

length of three days does not make it natural, since

the severe storms are always very bnef. Perhaps

the three days was the limit, as about the longest

period that the people could exist without leaving

their houses. It has been supposed that this plague

rather caused a supernatural tenor than actual

sutfering and loss, but this is by no means certain.

The impossibility of moving about, and the natural

fear of darkness which allects beasts and birds as well

as men, as in a total eclijwe, would have caused suffer-

ing, and if the plague were a sandstorm of unequalled

severity, it would have produced the conditions of

fever by its parching heat, besides eiusing much
distress of other kinds. An evidence in favour of

the wholly supernatural character of this plague is

its preceding the last judgment of all, the death of

the firstborn, as though it were a terrible fore-

shadowing of that great calamity.
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10. IVie Death of the Firstborn.— BefoK the

tenth plague Moses went to wani Pharaoh. " And
Moses said. Thus saith the LoRD, About midnight

will I go out into the midst of Egypt: and all the

firstborn in the land of Egyjjt shall die, from the

fii-stborn of Pharaoh that sitteth upon his throne,

even unto the firstborn of the maidservant that [is]

behind the mill ; and all the firstborn of beasts.

And there shall be a great cry throughout all the

land of Egypt, such as tiiere was none like it, nor

shall be like it any more." He then foretells that

Pharaoh's servants would pray him to go foith.

Positive as is this declaration, it seems to have been

a conditional warning, for we read, " And he went
out from Pharaoh in heat of anger," and it is added,

that God said that Pharaoh would not hearken to

Moses, and that the king of Egypt still refused to

lot Israel go (xi. 4-10). The passover was then

instituted, and the houses of the Israelites sprinkled

with the blood of the victims. The firstboni of the

Egyptians were smitten at midnight, as Moses had

forewarned Pharaoh. " And Pharaoh rose up in

the night, he, and all his servants, and all the

Egyptians ; and there was a great cry in Egypt

;

for [there was] not a liouse where [there was] not

one dead" (xii. 30). The clearly miraculous nature

of this plague, in its severity, its falling upon man
and beast, and the singling out of the firstborn, puts

it wholly beyond comparison with any natural pesti-

lence, even the severest recorded in history, whether

of the peculiar Egyptian Plague, or other like epi-

demics. The Bible aftbrds a parallel in the smiting

of Sennacherib's antiy, and still more closely in

some of the punishments of murmurers in the wil-

derness. The prevailing customs of Egypt furnished

a curious illustration of the narrative of this plague

to the writer. '• It is well known that many ancient

Egyptian customs are yet observed. Among these

one of the most prominent is the w.iiling for the

dead by the women of the household, as well as

those hired to mourn. In the great cholera of

1848 I was at Cairo. This pestilence, as we all

know, frequently follows the course of rivers.

Thus, on that occasion, it ascended the Nile, and

showed itself in great strength at BooliTk, the port

of Cairo, distant from the city a mile and a half to

the westward. For some days it did not traverse

this space. Every evening at sunset, it was our

custom to go up to the terrace on the roof of our

house. There, in that calm still time, I heard each

night the wail of the women of Boolak for their

dead borne along in a great wave of sound a dis-

tance of two miles, the lamentation ofa city stricken

with pestilence. So, when the firstborn were smitten,
• there was a great cry in Egypt.'

"

The history of the ten plagues strictly ends

with the death of the firetborn. The pursuit and

the passage of the lied Sea are discussed elsewhere.

[ExoDis, THE ; Kkd Sea, Pas.sage of.] Here

it is only necessary to notice that with the event

la.st mentioned the recital of the wondei-s wrought
in Egypt concludes, and the history of Israel as a

separate people begins.

Having examined the narrative of the ten plagues,

we c;m now speak of their general character.

In the fii-st place, we have constantly kept in

view the arguments of those who hold that the

plagues were not miraculous, and, while fully ad-

mitting all the illustration that the physical histoiy

of Egypt has afforded us, both in our own obser\'a

tion and the observation of othere, we have found
no i-pason for the naturalistic view in a single in-
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stance, while in many instances tiie illustrations from

Known phenomena have been so difl'erent as to

bring out the miraculous element in the nairative

with the greatest force, and in every case that

element li.is been necessary, unless the narrative be

deprived of its rights as historical evidence. Yet

more, we liave found that the advocates of a na-

turalistic e.\planation have been forced by their bias

into a distortion and exaggeration of natural phe-

nomena in their endeavour to find in them an expla-

nation of the wonders recorded in tlie Bible.

In the examination we have made it will have

been seen that the Biblical narrative has been illus-

trated by reference to the phenomena of Egypt and

the manners of the inhabitants, and that, through-

out, its accuracy in minute particulars has been

remarkably shown, to a degree that is suihcient of

itself to prove its historical truth. This in a nar-

rative of wonders is of no small importance.

Respecting the character of the plagues, they were

evidently nearly all miraculous in time of occuiTence

and degree rather than essentially, in accordance with

the theory that God generally employs natuial meiins

in producing miraculous effects. They seem to have

been sent as a series of warnings, each being some-

what more severe tlian its predecessor, to which we
see an analogy in the warninss which the provi-

dential government of the world often puts before

the sinner. The first plague corrupted the sweet

water of the Nile and slew the fish. The second

filled the land with frogs, which corrupted the

whole country. The third covered man and beast

with vermin or other annoying insects. The fourth

was of the same kind and probably a yet severer

judgment. With the fifth plague, the murrain of

beasts, a loss of property began. The sixth, the

plague of boils, was worse than the earlier plagues

that had aiiected man and beast. The seventh

plague, that of hail, exceeded those that went
before it, since it destroyed everything in the field,

man and beast and herb. The eiglith plague w;is

evidently still more grievous, since the devastation

by locusts must have been fiir more thorough than

that by the hail, and since at that time no greater

calamity of the kind could have happened than

the destruction of all remaining vegetable food.

The ninth plague we do not sufficiently understand

to be sure that it exceeded this in actual injury,

but it is clear from the naiTative that it must have

caused great teiTor. The last plague is the only

one that was general in the destruction of human
life, for the etiects of the hail cannot have been

comparable to those it produced, and it completes

the climax, unless indeed it be held that the passage

of the Ked Sea was the crowning point of the whole

series of wonders, rather than a separate miracle.

In this case its magnitude, as publicly destroying

the king and his whole ai-my, might even surpass

that of the tenth plague.

The gradual increase in severity of the plagues

is perhaps the best key to their meaning. They
seem to liave been sent as warnings to the oppressor,

to atToid him a means of seeing God's will and an

opportunity of repenting before Egypt was ruined.

It is true that tiie hardening of I'haraoh's heart is

• An entirely dllTermt word In Hebrew (though iden- carmenes, a term derived tbroiigli the Arabic from the

tlral in Lnglisli) Irom the name of the son of A<lnm,
j

H»brow cerem, a vinej'ard, a rUh spot— a Cannel

which is nebtl. Another Semitic word naturalized In Spain Is Seville (see

b For instance, from the mntintHin botwpen iTeMany '

further down. No. 6). But indeed iliey arc most numerous,

and Baalbec, half an hour pitit the Roman bridRe.
|
For other examples see Glottaiie tUs Motf KtpagttoU

' For instance, the fami-houscs which ' sparkle amid de/in#» rft /'ilra/x, par Kiifflmann, 1/

the et/rnal vt-rdurc of thf V«>(r« of fjr.inada' htp railed

a mystery which St. Paul leaves uuezplaincd, an-

swering the objector, " Nay but, man, who art

thou that repliest against God ?" (Rom. ix. 20).
Yet the Apostle is arguing that we have no right

to question God's righteousness for not having mercy
on all, and speaks of His long-suffering towards the

wicked. The lesson that Pharaoh's career teaches

us seems to be, that there are men whom the most
signal judgments do not aifect so as to cause any
lasting repentance. In this respect the after-history

of tlie Jewish people is a commentary upon that of

their oppressor. [R. S. P.]

PLAINS. This one term does duty in the

Authorised Version for no less than seven distinct

Hebrew words, each of which had its own inde-

pendent and individual meaning, and could not be

—

at least is not—interchanged with any other ; some

of them are proper names exclusively attached to one

spot, and one has not the meaning of plain at all.

1. Ahel^ (?3t5)- This word perhaps answers

more nearly to our word " meadow " than any

other, its root having, according to Gesenius, the

force of moisture like that of grass. It occurs in

the names of Abicl-maim, Abel-jieholah, Abel-
SHITTIM, and is rendered " plain" in Judg. xi. 33,
" plain of vineyards."

2. Bik'ah (ni?p3). From a root signifying " to

cleave or rend " (Gesen. Thes. 232; Fiirst, Handirh.

i. 212). Fortunately we are able to identify the

most remarkable of the Bikalts of the Bible, and

thus to ascertain the force of the term. The gieat

Plain or Valley of Coele-Syria, the " hollow land
"

of the Greeks, which separates the two ranges

of Lebanon and Antilebanon, is the most remark-

able of them all. It is called in the Bible the

Bika'ath Aven (Am. i. 5), and also probablv the

Bika'ath Lebanon (Josh. xi. 17, xii. 1) and Bika'ath-

Mizpeh (xi. 8), and is still known throughout

Syria by its old name, as el-Bekaa, or Aid el-

Leka'a. " A long valley, though broad," says Dr.

Pusey {Comment, on Am. i. b), "if seen from a

height looks like a cleft ;" and this ia eminently

the case with the " Vidley of Lebanon " when ap-

proached by the oi-dinaiy roads from north or

south.'' It is of great extent, more than 60 miles

long by about 5 in average breadth, and the two

great ranges shut it in on either hand, Lebanon

especially, with a very wall-like appearance. Not
unlike it in this effect is the Jordan Valley at

Jericho, which appears to be once mentioned under

the same title in Ueut. .txxiv. 3 (A. V. " the valley

of Jericho "j. This, however, is part of the Arabah,

the pioper name of the Jordan Valley. Besides

these the " plain of Megiddo " (2 Chr. xxxv. 22
;

Zech. xii. 11, A. V. " valley of M.") and "the plain

of Ono" (Nell. vi. 2) have not been identified.

Out of Palestine we find denoted by the word

Bik'ah "the plain in the land of Shinar" (Gen.

xi. 2), the " plain of Mesopotamia" (Ez. iii. 22, 23,

viii. 4, xxxvii. 1 , 2), and the " plain in the province

of Dura" (Dan. iii. 1).

Bik'ah perhaps appears, with other Arabic*

words, in .Spanish as Vega, a term applied to well-

1861.
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watered valleys between hills (Ford, Handbk. sect,

iii.), and especially to the valley of Granada, the

most extensive and most fruitful of them all, of

which the Moors were accustomed to boast that it

w?te larger and riclier than the Ghuttah, the Oasis

of Damascus.

3. Hac-Ciccar 033n). This, though applied

to a plain, has not (if the lexicogi-aphers are right)

the force of flatness or extent, but rather seems to

be derived from a root sigiiifyiug roundness. In its

topographical sense (for it has other meanings, such

as a coin, a cake, or flat loaf) it is confined to the

Joi-dan valley. This sense it bears in Gen. xiii. 10,

11, 12, six. 17, 25-29; Deut. xxxiv. 3; 2 Sam.
xviii. 23 ; 1 K. vii. 46 ; 2 Chr. iv. 17 ; Neh. iii.

22, xii. 28. The LXX. translate it by irepixtopos

and irfpioiKos, the former of which is often found

in the N. T., where the English reader is famiUar

with it as " the region round about." It must be

confessed that it is not easy to trace any connexion

between a " circular form " and the nature or

aspect of the Jordan valley, and it is difficult not

to suspect that Ciccar is an aichaic term which

existed before the advent of the Hebrews, and was

afterwards adopted into their language.

4. Ham-MUhor {-m^t-ir]). This is by the lexi-

cogi-aphers explained as meaning " straiglitfoi-ward,"

" plain," as if from the root yashar, to be just or

upright ; but this seems far-fetched, and it is more
probable that in this case also we have an archaic

term existing fi-om a pre-historic date. It occurs

in the Bible in the following passages :—Deut. iii.

10, iv. 43 ; Josh. xiii. 9, 16, 17, 21, xx. 8; 1 K.

sx. 23, 25; 2 Chr. xx^i. 10; Jer. xlviii. 8, 21.

In each of these, with one exception, it is used for

the district in the neighbourhood of Heshbon and

Dibon—the Belka of the modem Arabs, their most

noted pasture-ground ; a district which, from the

scanty descriptions we possess of it, seems to re-

semble the " Downs " of our own country in the

regularity of its undulations, the excellence of its

turf, and its fitness for the growth of flocks. There

is no difficulty in recognising the same district in

the statement of 2 Chr. xxvi. 10. It is evident from

several circumstances that Uzziah had been a great

conqueror on the east of Jordan, as well as on the

shore of the Mediterranean (see Ewald's remarks,

Geschichte, iii. 588 note), and he kept his cattle on

the rich pastures of Philistines on the one hand,

and Ammonites on the other. Thus in all the

passages quoted above the word Mishor seems to

>>e restricted to one special district, and to belong

to it as exclusively as Sliefelah did to the low land

of Philistia, or Arabah to the sunken district of the

Jordan valley. And therefore it is puzzling to find

it used in one passage (1 K. xx, 23, 25) apparently

with the mere general sense of low land, or rather

flat land, in which chariots could be manoeuvred

—

as opijosed to uneven mountainous ground. There is

some reason to believe that the scene of the battle in

question was on the east side of the Sea of Gennesa-

reth ill the pLiin of Jaulan ; but this is no explana-

tion of the difficulty, because we are not warranted

in extending the Mishor further than the mountains

which bounded it on the north, and where the dis-

tricts beg-an which bore, like it, their own distinc-

tive namesof Gilead, Bashan, Argob, Golan, Haunin,

&:c Perhaps the most feasible explau.ition is that

< Ji-rome, again, probably followed the Targum or other

Jewlsli amln)riiic», and they u<iittlly employ the nnder-

iii>4 above luenlloncd. ."""urst alone endea'-onn? lo find a

PLAINS

the word was used by the Syrians of D;imasciis

without any knowledge of its strict signification,

in the s-ime manner indeed that it was employed

in the later Syro-Chaldee dialect, in which ineshru

is the favourite term to express several natural

features which in the older and stricter language

were denominated each by its own special name.

5. Ha-Ardbah (HS^yn). This again had an

absolutely definite meaning—being restricted to the

valley of the Jordan, and to its continuation south

of the Dead Sea. [See Arabah, vol. i. 87, 88 ; and

for a description of the aspect of the region, Palks-
TIXE, vol. ii. 674, 675.] No doubt the Aratiah

was the most remarkable plain of the Holy Land

—

but to render it by so geneiul and common a term (as

our tianslators have done in the majority of cases),

is materially to diminish its force and significance

in the nanative. This is equally the case with

6. Ha-Shefeldh (H^QK'n), the invariable desig-

nation of the depressed, flat or gently undulating,

region which intervened between the highlands of

Judah and the Mediterranean, and was commonly
in possession of the Philistines. [Palestine, 672

.;

Sephela.] To the Hebrews this, and this only,

was The Shefelah ; and to have spoken of it by any

more general teitn would have been as impossible as

for natives of the Carse of Stirling or the Weald of

Kent to designate them diflerently. Sitefclih has

some claims of its own to notice. It was one of the

most tenacious of these old Hebrew terms. It ap-

peal's in the Greek text and in the Authorised Ver-

sion of the Book of Maccabees (1 Mace. xii. 38),

and is presen-ed on each of its other occurrences,

even in such corrupt dialects as the Samaritan Ver-

sion of the Pentateuch, and the Targums of Pseudo-

jouathan, and of Rabbi Joseph. And although it

would appear to be no longer known in its original

seat, it has transferred itself to other countries, and

apjiears in Spain as Seville, and on the east coast of

Africa as Sofala.

7. £l6n (Jl/K). Our translators have uni-

fomily rendered this word " plain," doubtless follow-

ing the Vulgate,'' which in about half the passages

has convallis. But this is not the verdict of the ma-

jority or the most trustworthy of the ancient ver-

sions. They regard the word as meaning an " oak
"

or " sri'ove of oaks," a rendering supported by all, or

nearly all, the commentators and lexicogi-aphers of

the present day. It has the advantage also of being

much more picturesque, and throws a new light (to

the English reader) over many an incident in the

lives of the Patriarchs and early heroes of the Bible.

The passages in which the word occui-s erroneously

translated " plain," are as follows:—Plain of Moieh

(Gen. xii. 6; Deut. xi. 30), Plain of Mamre (Gen,

-xiii. 18, xiv. 13; xviii. 1), Plain of Zaanaim (Judg.

iv. 11), Plain of the Pillar fJudg. ix. 6), Plain of

Meoiienim (\x. 37), Pltiin of Tabor (1 Sam. x. 3).

8. The Plain of Esdraelon whicb to the modern

traveller in the Holy Land forms the third of its

three most remarkable depressions, is designated in

the original by neither of the above terms, but by

emek, an appellative noun frequently employed in

the Bible for the smaller valleys of the coun-

try—" the valley of .lezreel." Perhaps Esdraelon

may anciently have been considered as consisting

of two portions ; the Valley of Jezreel the Easte. ii

reason for It—not a satisfactory one :
" because trees fre-

quent plains or meadows" (Bandwb. 1. 90/>).
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and smaller, the Plain of Jlegiddo the Western and
moie extensive of the two. [G.]

PLASTER." The mode of making plaster-

cement has been described above. [Morter.]
Plaster is mentioned thrice in Scripture: 1. (Lev.
XIV. *2, 48), wheie when a house was infected

with " leprosy," the priest was ordered to tixke

away the portion of infected wall and i-e-pl;xster it

(Michaelis, Lairs of Moses, §211, iii. 297-305, ed.

Smith). [House; Leprosy.].

2. The words of the law were ordered to be en-
graved on Jloiint Ebal on stones which had been
previously coated with plaster (Deut. xxvii. 2, 4;
Josh. viii. 32). The process here mentioned was
probably of a similar kind to that adopted in Eg3'pt
for receiving b.is-reliefs. The wall was first made
smooth, and its interstices, if necessary, filled up
with plaster. When the figures had been diawn,
and the stone adjacent cut away so as to leave them
in relief, a coat of lime whitewash was laid on, and
followed by one of varnish after the painting of the
figures was complete. In the case of the natural

rock the process was nearly the same. The ground
was covered with a thick layer of fine plaster, con-
sisting of lime and gypsum carefully smoothed and
polished. Upon this a coat of lime whitewash was
laid, and on it the colours were painted, and set by
means of glue or wax. The whitewash appears in

most instances to have been made of shell-limestone

not much burnt, which of itself is tenacious enough
without glue or other binding material (Long,
quoting from Belzoni, Eg. Aivt. ii. 49-50).

-^t Behistun in Persia, the surface of the inscribed

rock-tablet was covered with a varnish to preserve

it from weather; but it seems likely that in the

case of the Ebal tablets the inscription was cut
while the plaster was still moist (Layard, Xineveh,
ii. 188 ; Vaux, Kin. 4' Fersep. p. 172).

3. It was probably a similar coating of cement,
on which the fatal letters were traced by the mystic
hand " on the plaster of the wall " of Belshaz'zar's

palace at Babylon (D;m. v. 5). We heie obtain an
incidental confirmation of the Biblical narrative.

For while at Nineveh the walls are panelled with I

{^J^^st. iv. 170)
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turns." The Jewish commentators are no less a!

I

variance. R. Dav-id Kimchi in his Lexicon says

:

" R. Jonah wrote that it was a collection of stars
called in Arabic Al Thuraiya. And the wise Rabbi
Abraham Aben Ezra, of blessed memory, wrote that
the ancients said Ciindh is seven stars, and they
are at the end of the constellation Aries, and those
which are seen are six. And he wiote that what
was I'ight in his eyes was that it was a single star,
and that a great one, which is called the lell; eye of
Taurus

; and CesU is a great star, the heart of the
constellation Scorpio." On Job xxxviii. 31, Kimchi
continues: "Our Rabbis of blessed memory have
said {Berachoth, 58, 2), Chmh hath great col.l

and bindeth up the fruits, and CesU hath great
heat and ripeneth the fruits : therefore He said, ' or
loosen the bands of Ces'tl,' for it openeth the fruits
and bringeth them forth." In addition to the evi-
dence of R. Jonah, who identifies the Hebrew
chndh with the Arabic Al Thuraiya, we have the
testimony of R. Isaac Israel, quoted by Hyde in
his notes on the Tables of Ulugh Beigh (pp. 31-33,
ed. 1(565) to the same effect. That Al Tunraitid
auil the Pleiades are the same is proved by the
words of Aben Ragel (quoted by Hvde, p. 33):
" Al Thuraiya is the mansion of 'the moon, in the
sign Taurus, and it is called the celestial hen with her
chick-ens." With this Hyde compares the Fr. pul-
siniere, and Eng. Hen and chickens, which are old
names for the same stars : and Niebuhr {Descr. de
VAratne, p. 101) gives as the result of his inquiry
of the Jew at Sana, " Kimeh, Pleiades, qu'on ap-
pelle aussi en Allemagne la poule qui glousse."
The "Ancients," whom Aben Ezra quotes (on Job
sxxviii. 31), evidently understood by the seven
small stars at the end of the constellation Aries the
Pleiades, which are indeed in the left .shoulder of
the Bull, but so near the Ram's tail, tLit their
position might pioperly be defined with reference
to it. With the statement that " those which are
seen are six " may be compared the words of Didv-
mus on Homer, rav 5e llKuaZuv oxxrHov eTTTo,
jravv afiavphs 6 e^So/xos aarrip, and of Ovid

alabaster slabs, at Babylon, where no such mate-
rial is found, the builders were content to cover

their tiles or bricks with enamel or stucco, fitly

tenned phister, fit for receiving ornamental designs

(Lavard, Mn. and Bab. p. 529; Diod. ii. 8).

[Bricks.] [H. W. P.]

PLEIADES. The Heb. word (HD'S, ctmdh)

so rendered occurs in Job ix. 9, xxxviii. 31, and
Am. V. 8. In the last passage our A. V. has " the

stars, although the Geneva version translates i debaran and Antar

" Quae septem dici, sex tamen esse solent."

I

The opinion of Aben Ezra himself has been fi-e-

quently misrepresented. He held that Cimdh was
a single large star, Aldeharan the brightest of tlie
Hyades, while CesU [A. V. " Orion "] was Antares
the heart of Scoipio. « When these rise in the
east," he continues, " the efiects which are jecorded
appear." He describes them as opposite each other,
and the dilference in Right Ascension between Al-

the word " Pleiades " as in the other cases. In Job
the LXX. has riAeias, the order of the Hcbiew
words having been altered [see OriOn], while in

Amos there is no trace of the oiiginal, and it is

difficult to imagine what the translators had before

tliem. The Vulgate in each passage has a dilTerent

rendering: Hyades in Job ix. 9, Pleiades in Job
xxxviii. 31, and Arctunts in Am. v. 8. Of the

other versions the Peshito-Syriacand Chaldee merely
adopt the Hebrew word; Aquila in Job xxxviii.,

Symmachus in Job xxxviii. and Amos, and Theo-
dotion in Amos give " Pleiades," while with re-

markable inconsistency Aquila in Amos has " Arc-

• 1. 13, T3. Ch. XTJ; (coi-w; calx. In Is. xxvU.9,
* ch.ilk-stuiie."

3. Tb'; Ko..a; c.tr.

as nearly as possible twelve
hours. The belief of Aben Ezra had probably the
Siune origin as the rendering of the S'xxigaXe, Hyades.

!

One other point is deserving of ^notice. The
luibbis as quoted by Kimchi, attribute to Cimak

,

great cold and the property of checking vegetation,
while Cedl works the contrarv etiects. But the

I

words of R. Isaac Israel on Job xxxviii. 31 i' quoted

j

by Hyde, p. 72), ai-e just the reverse. He says,
' " the stars have operations in the ripening of the
fruits, and such is the operation of rtmdJi. And
some of them retard ami delay the fruits from ripen-
ing, and this is the operation of Ccsit. The inter-
pretation is, ' Wilt thou bind the fruits which the
constellation Cimdh ripeneth and openeth ; or wilt
thou open the fruits which the constellation CetU
contracteth and bindeth up ?' "

On the whole then, though it is impossible to
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arrive at any certain conclusion, it appears that our
translators were peit'ectly justified in rendeinng

Cimd/i by " Pleiades." The " seven stars" in Amos
clearly denoted the same cluster in the language of

the 17th century, for Cotgiave in his French Dic-

tionaiy gives " Pleiaiie, f., one of the seven stars."

Hyde maintained that the I'leiades were again

mentioned in Scripture by the name Succoth Be-
noth. The discussion of this question must be

reserved to the Article on that name.

The etymology of cimdh is referred to the Arab.

X<OftJ , "a heap," as being a heap or cluster of

"Stars. The full Arabic name given bv Gesenius is

tXX£, " the knot of the Pleiades ;" and, in

accordauce with this, most modern commentatoi's

render Job xx.wiii. 31, "Is it thou that bind&st

the knots of the Pleiades, or loosenest the bands of

Orion?" Simonis [Lex. Ilehr.) quotes the Green-

land name for this cluster of stars, " Killukturset,

i. e. Stellas colligatas," as an instance of the existence

of the same idea in a widely different language.

The rendering " sweet influences" of the A. V. is a

relic of the lingeiing belief in the power which the

stais exerted over human destiny. The marginal

note on the word " Pleiades " in the Geneva Veision

is, " which stanes arise when the sunne is in Taurus,

which is the spring tyme, and bring flowers," thus

agieeiiig with the explanation of II. Isaac Israel

quoted above.

For authorities, in adlition to those already

refei-red to, see Jlichaelis {Snppl. ad Lex. Hehr.
No. 1136), Simonis (Lex. Hebr.), and Gesenius

{Thesaurus). [W. A. W.]

PLEDGE. [Loan.]

PLOUGH. [Agriculture.]

POCHER'ETH (0133: ^ax^piQ; Alex.

taKfpdO in Ezr., iaKapdd ; Alex, ^axapdd in

Nch. : Fhochereth). The childien of Pochereth of
Zebaim were among the children of Solomon's ser-

vants who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii.

57 ; Neh. vii. 59). He is called in 1 Esd. v. 34,
Phacarktu.

POETRY, HEBREW. The subject ofHebrew
PoetiT has been treated at great length by many
writers of the last three centuries, but the' results

of their speculations have been, in most instances,

in an inveite ratio to their length. That such
would be the ca-^e might have been foretold as a
natural consequence of their method of investiga-

tion. In the 16th and 17th centuries the influence

of classical studies upon the minds of the learned

was so great as to imbue them with the belief that
the writers of Greece and Home were the models of
all excellence, and consequently, wiion their learning

and critical acumen were directed to the recoids of
another literature, they weie unable to divest them-
selves of the prejudices of early education and
habits, and sought for the same excellences which
they admired in their favourite models. That this

has been the case with regard to most of the specu-
lations on the poetiy of the Hebrews, and that the

failuie of those speculations is mainly due to this

cause, will be abundantly manifest to any one who
is acquainted with the literature of the subject.

But, however barren of results, the history of the

vaiious fheoi-ies which have been fVame«1 with
regard to the external fonn of Hebrew pnetrv is a

POETKV, HEBREW
necessary part of the present article, and will sei ve

in some measure as a warning, to any who may
hereafter attempt the solution of the problem, what
to avoid. Tlie attributes which are common to all

poetry, and which the poetry of the Hebrews pes-

se.sses in a higher degree perhaps than the literaturs

of any other people, it is unnecessary here to de-

scribe. But the points of contrast are so numerous,
and the peculiarities which distinguish Hebrew
pnetry so remarkable, that these alone require a

full and careful consideration. It is a phenomenon
which is univei-sally obsen-ed in the literatures of

all nations, that the earliest fonii in which the

thoughts and feelings of a people find utterance is

the poetic. Prose is an aftergrowth, the vehicle of

less spontaneous, because more formal, expression.

And so it is in the liteiature of the Hebrews. We
find in the sober narrative which tells us of the

fortunes of Cain and his descendants the earliest

known specimen of poetry on record, the song of

Lamech to his wives, " the sword song," as Herder
tenns it, supposing it to commemorate the dis-

covery of weapons of war by his son Tubal-Cain.

But whether it be a song of triumph for the im-
punity which the wild old chief might now enjoy

for his son's discovery, or a lament for some deed

of violence of his own, this chant of Lamech has
of itself an especial interest as connected with the

oldfst genealogical document, and as possessing the

characteristics of Hebrew poetry at the earliest

period, with which we are acquainted. Its origin

is admitted by Ewald to be pre-Mosaic, and its

antiquity the most remote. Its lyiical character

is consistent with its early date, for lyrical poetry

is of all forms the earliest, being, as Ewald {Dicht.

des A. B.\ Th. i. §2, p. 11) admirably describes

it, " the daughter of the moment, of swift-rising

powerful feelings, of deep stirrings and fiery emo-
tions of the soul." This first fragment which has

come down to us possesses thus the eminently

lyrical character which distinguishes the poetry

of the Hebrew nation from its earliest existence to

its decay and fall. It has besides the further cha-

racteristic of parallelism, to which reference will

be heieafter made.

Of the three kinds of poetry which are illustrated

by the Hebrew literature, the lyric occupies the

foremost place. The Shemitic nations have nothing

approaching to an epic poem, and in proportion to

this defect the lyric element prevailed more gieatly,

commencing, as we have seen, in the pre-Mosaic

times, flourishing in rude vigour during the earlier

periods of the Judges, the heroic age of the Hebrews,

growing with the nation's growth and strengthening

with its strength, till it reached its highest excellence

in David, the w.irrior-poet, and from thenceforth

began slowly to decline. Gnomic poetry is the

product of a more advanced age. It arises from

the desire felt by the poet to express the results

of the accumulated experiences of life in a form of

beauty and permanence. Its thoughtful character

requires for its development a time of peacefulnes*

and leisure ; for it gives expression, not like the

lyric to the sudden and impassioned feelings of the

moment, but to calm and philosophic leHection.

Being less spontaneous in its origin, its foi-m is

of necessity more artificial. The gnomic poetry of

the Hebrews has not its measured flow disturbed

by the shock of arms or the tumult of camps; it

rises silently, like the Temple of old, without the

sound of a wea)x)n, and it^ groundwork is the home
lite of the nation. Th"? period during which it
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flourished corresponds to its domestic and settled

character. From the time of David onwards

through the reigns of the earlier kings, when the

nation was quiet and at peace, or, if not at peace,

at least so firmly fixed in its acquired territory

tliat its wars were no struggle for existence,

gnomic poetry blossomed and bare fruit. We meet
with it at intervals up to the time of the Captivity,

and, as it is chiefly characteristic of the age of the

monarchy, Evrald has appropriately designated this

era the " artificial period " ofHebrew poetry. From
the end of the 8th century B.C. the decline of the

nation was rapid, and with its glory departed the

chief glories of its literature. The poems of this

period are distinguished by a smoothness of diction

and an external pohsh which betray tokens of

labour and art ; the style is less flownig and easy,

and, except in rare instances, there is no dash of

the ancient vigour. After the Captivity we have

nothing but the ]ioems which formed part of the

liturgical services of the Temple. Whether dramatic
poetry, properly so called, ever existed among the

Hebrews, is, to say the least, extremely doubtful.

In the opinion of some writers the Song of Songs,

in its external form, is a rude drama, designed for

a simple stage. But the evidence for this view is

extremely slight, and no good and sufficient reasons

have been adduced which would laid us to con-

clude that the amount of dramatic action exhibited

in that poem is more than would be involved in an

animated poetic dialogue iu which more than two
pei-sons take part. Philosophy and the drama
appear alike to have been peculiar to the Indo-

Germauic nations, and to have mimifested them-
selves among the Shemitic tribes only in their

crudest and most simple tbrm.

I. L'jrical Poetry.—The literature of the He-
brews abounds with illustrations of all forms of

lyriail poetry, iu its most manifold and wide-

embracing compass, from such short ejaculations as

the songs of the two Lamechs and Pss. xv., cxvii.,

and others, to the longer chants of victory and
thanksgiving, like the songs of Deborah and David
(Judg. v., Ps. xviii.). The thoroughly national

character of all lyrical poetry hr.s been already

alluded to. It is the utterance of the people's lite

in all its varied phases, and expresses all its most
earnest strivings and impulses. In proportion as

this expression is vigorous and animated, the idea

embodied in lyric song is in most aises narrowed
'or rather concentrated. One truth, and even one

side of a truth, is for the time invested with the

greatest prominence. All these chiu'acteristics will

be found in perfection in the lyric poetry of the

Hebrews. One other feature which distinguishes it

is its form and its aipability for being set to a

musical accompiniment. The names by which the

various knids of songs were known among the

Hebrews will supply some illustration of this.

1. "l^B', shii; a song iu geneial, adapted for the

voice alone.

'^. ^1DTp, mizinor, which Kwald considei-s a lyric

iong, properly so called, but which rather seems to

correspond with the Greek \pa\fj.6s, a psalm, or song
to be sung with any iustrumeiitid accompaniment.

3. n3^33, niijliiaJi, which Ewald is of opinion is

equivalent to the Greek ^aK^^.6s, is more probably a

melody expressly adapted for stringed instruments.

4. ^'S&'D, mascU, of which it may be said th;it

ii' Ewald's suggestion be not correct, that it denotes
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a lyrical song requiring nice musical skill, it is

difficult to give any more probable explanation.

[Maschil.]
5. DflDD, mictdm, a term of extremely doubtful

memiing. ' [MlCHTAM.]

G. j'VilK', shiggayon (Ps. vii. 1), a wild, irregular,

dithyrambic song, as the word appears to denote
;

or, according to some, a song to be sung with va-

riations. The former is the more probable meaning.

[Shiggaion.] The plural occurs in Hab. iii. 1.

But, besides these, there are other divisions of

lyrical poetry of great importance, wliich have re-

gard lather to the subject of the poems than to their

tbrm or adapt;itiou for musical accompaniments. Of
these we notice :

—

1. n?nn, tehilldh, a hymn of praise. The

plural tehilliin is the title of the Book of Psalms in

Hebrew. The 145th Psalm is entitled " David's

(Psalm) of praise;" and the subject of the psalm is

in accordance with its title, which is apparently

suggested by the concluding verse, " the praise

of Jehovah my mouth shall speak, and let all flesh

bless His holy name for ever and ever." To this

class belong the songs which relate to e.xtraordinary

deliverances, such as the songs of Moses (Ex. xv.)

and of Deborah (Judg. v.), and the Psalms xviii.

and ixviii., which have all the air of ch;uit« to be

sung in triumphal processions. Such were the

hymns sung in the Temple services, and by a bold

figure the Almighty is apostrophised as " Thou
that inhabitest the praises of Israel," which rose in

the holy place with the fragrant clouds of incense

(Ps. x-xii. 3 ). To the same class also Ewald refers

the shorter poems of the like kind with those already

quoted, such as Pss. sxx., xxxii., cxxxviii., and Is.

xxxviii., which relate to less general occasions, and
commemorate more special deliverances. The songs

of victory sung by the congregation in the Temple,
as Pss. xlvi., .xlviii., xxiv. 7-10, which is a short

triumphal ode, and Ps. xxix., wliich praises Jehovah
on the occiision of a great natural phenomenon, are

likewise all to be classed in this division of lyric

poetry. Next to the hymn of praise may be noticed,

2. nJ^p, ktnah, the lament, or dirge, of which

there are many examples, whether uttered over an
individual or as an outbui-st of grief for the cala-

mities of the land. The most touchingly pathetic

of all is perhaps the lament of David for the death

of Saul and Jonathan (2 Sara. i. 19-27), in which
passionate emotion is blended with touches of teu-

derness of which only a strong nature is capable.

Compare with this the lament for Abner (2 Sam.
iii. 33, 34) and for Absalom (2 Sam. xviii. 33).
Of the same character also, doubtless, were the
songs which the singing men and singing women
spake over Josiah at his death (2 Chr. xxxv. 25),
and the songs of mourning for the dis;isters which
befel the hapless land of Judah, of which Psalms
xlix., Ix., Ixxiii., cx.xxvii., are examples (comp. Jer.

vii. 'J9, ix. 10 [9]), and the Lamentations of Jei-e-

miah the most memorable instances.

3. m^"!^ I'tJ', shir yedldoth, a love song (Ps.

xlv. 1), in its external form at le.nst. Other kinds
of poetry there are which occupy the middle gi-ound

between the lyric and gnomic, being lyric iu form
and spiiit, but gnomic in subject. These may be
chissed as

4. t'CJ'D, mdshdl, projH-rly a similitude, and then

a parable, or sententious saying, couched in poetic
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language.'
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Such are the songs of Balaam (Num.

XMU. 7, 18; xxiv. 3, 15, 20, 21, 28), which are

oininently lyric;tl in character ; the mocking ballad

in Num. xxi. 27-30, which has been conjectured to

be a fragment of an old Aniorite war-song [Num-
bers, p. 58+ a] ; and the ajwlogue of Jotham ( Judg.

ix. 7-20\ both which last are strongly s;itirical in

tone. But the finest of all is the magnificent pro-

phetic song of tiiumph over the fall of Babylon (Is.

xiv. 4-27). m^n, chkldh, an enigma (like the

nJdle of Samson, Judg. xiv. U), or "dark saying,"

as the A. V. has it in Ps. xlix. 5, Ixxviii. 2. the

former passage illusti-ates the musical, and therefore

lyric character of these " dark sayings :" " I will

incline mine ear to a parable, I will open my dark

saying upon the harp." Mdshal and chkldh are

used as convertible terms iu Ez. xvii. 2. Lastly,

to this class belongs HVvD, melttsdh, a mocking,

ironical poem (Hab. ii. 6).

5. n?Ein, tephiUdh, prayer, is the title of Pss.

xvii., Ixxxvi., xc, cii., cxlii., and Hab. iii. All these

are stiictly l\Tical compositions, and the title may
have been assigned to them either as denoting the

object with which they were written, or the use to

which they were applied. As Ewald justly observes,

all lyric poetiy of an elevated kind, in so far as it

reveals the soul of the poet in a pure swift out-

pouring of itself, is of the nature of a prayer; and

hence tlie tenii " prayer" was applied to a collection

of I>aviJ's songs, of which Ps. Ixxii. fonned the

conclusion.

II. Gnomic Poetry.—The second giand division

of Hebrew poetry is occupied by a class of poems
which are peculiarly Shemitic, and which represent

tlie nearest approaches made by the people of that

race to anything like philosophic thought. Reason-

ing there is none: we have only results, and those

rather the product of observation and retiectiou

than of induction or argumentation. As lyric poetry

is the expression of the poet's own feelings and im-
pulses, so gnomic poetry is the foi-m m which the

desire of communicating knowledge to others finds

vent. There might possibly be an intermediate

stage in which tlie poets gave out their experiences

for their own pleasure merely, and afterwards ap-

plied them to the instruction of others, but this

could scarcely have been of long continuance. The
impulse to teach makes the teacher, and the teacher

must have an audience. It has been alreiuly re-

marked that gnomic poetry, as a whole, requires

for its development a period of national tranquillity.

Its germs are the floating pioverbs which pass cur-

rent in the mouths of the pople, and embody the

experiences of many with the wit of one. From
this small beginning it arises, at a time when the

experience of the nation has become matured, and
the mass of truths which aie tiie result of such
experience have passed into circulation. The fame
of Solomon's wisdom wjus so gi-eat that no less than

three thousand proverbs are attributed to him,
this being the fomi in which the Hebrew mind
found its most congenial utterance. The siiyer of

sententious s;\yings was to the Hebrews the wise

nijin, the philosopher. Of the earlier isolated pro-

verbs but few examples remain. One of the earliest

occure in the mouth of David, and in his time it
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was the proverb of the ancients :

" from the wicked

Cometh wickedness " (I Sam. xxiv. 13 [14] j. Later

on, when the fortunes of the nation were obscured,

their experience was embodied in tenns of sadness

and despondency: " The days are prolonged, and

every vision faileth," became a saying and a by-

word (Ez. xii. 22) ; and the feeling that the people

wei-e suffering for the sins of their fathei-s took the

foi-m of a sentence, " The fathei-s have eaten sour

grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge"

(Ez. xviii. 2). Such were the models which the

gnomic poet had before him for imitation. These

detached sentences may be fairly assumed to be the

earliest fonn, of which the fuller apophthegm is

the expansion, swelling into sust;uned exhortations,

and even dramatic dialogue.

III. Dramatic Poetry.—It is impossible to assert

that no form of the drama existed among the He-

brew people ; the most that can be done is to

examine such portions of their literature as have

come down to us, lor the purpose of ascertaining

how far any traces of the drama proper are dis-

cernible, and what inferences may be made from

them. It is unquestionably true, as Ewald obsen-es,

that the Arab reciters of rom;mces will many times

in their own persons act out a complete drama in

recitation, changing their voice and gestures with

the change of person and subject. Something of

this kind may jwssibly have existed among the

Hebrews ; but there is no evidence that it did

e.xist, nor any grounds for making even a probable

conjecture with regard to it. A rude kind of farce is

described by Mr. Lane {Mod. Eg. ii. chap, vii.), the

players of which " are called Jlohhabbazee'n. These

frequently perform at the festivals prior to weddmgs
and circumcisions, at the houses of the great; and

sometimes attract rings of auditors and spectators

in the public places in Ciiiro. 'I'heir peiformauces

are scarcely worthy of description : it is chiefly by

^•nlgar gestures and indecent actions that they amuse
mid obtain applause. The actors are only men and

boys: the part of a woman being always performed

by a man or boy iu female attire." Then follows

a description of one of these plays, the plot of

which was extremely simple. But the mere fact

of the existence of these rude exhibitions among the

Arabs and Egyptians of the present day is of no

weight when the question to be decided is, whether

the Song of Songs was designed to be so represented,

as a simple pastoral drama. Of coui-se, iu con-

sidering such a question, reference is made only to

the external form of the poem, and, in order to

prove it, it must be shown that the dramatic is the

only form of representation which it could assume,

and not that, by the help of two actoi-s and a

chorus, it is capable of being exhibited in a dramatic

form. All that has been done, in our opinion, is

the latter. It is but fair, however, to give the

views of those who hold the ojiposite. Ewald
maintains that the Song of Songs is designee! for a

simple stage, because it develops a complete action

.-ind admits of definite pauses in the action, which

are only suited to the drama. He distinguishes it

in this respect from the Book of Job, which is

dramatic in fonn only, though, as it is occupied

with a sublime subject, he compares it with tragedy,

while the Song of Songs, being taken from the com-

mon life of the nation, may be compared to comedy.

» Ixjwth (Is. xiv. 4) underetands mishAl to be •• the of all the characters, of sententious, fisuralive, and

pneral name for poetic siylc among the Hel)rews, in- sublime."

eluding every son of it, as ranging under one, or oilier. I
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The one compaiison is probably as appropriate as

the other. In Ewald's division the poem falls into

13 cantos of tolerably equal length, which have a

certain beginning and ending, with a pause alter

each. The whole forms four acts, for which three

actoi-s are sufficient : a hero, a maiden, and a

chorus of women, these being all who would be on

the stage at once. The following are the divisions

of the acts :

—

„. ..•„•- fist canto, i. 2—8.
First Act, 1. 2-11. 1 ... land „ 1. 9-ii. 7.

Second Act, ii. 8-iii. 5. . \f^l '^ ,?[• Jz"'
fbth „ iii. 6—11.

6th „ iv. 1— T.

7th „ iv. 8—V. 1.

Tliird Act, iii. 6-viii. i .}f^ ;; l' gZvi. 3.

10th „ Ti. 4—vii. 1.

nth „ Tii. 2—10.

12th „ vii. 10—viii. 4.

Fourth Act, viii. 5—U . . l^th canto.

The latest work on the subject is that of M.
Ilenan (Le Cantique dcs Cantiqncs), who has given

a {spirited translation of the poem, and arranged it

in acts and scenes, according to his own theory of

the manner in which it was intended to be repre-

sented. He divides the whole into 16 cantos, which

form five acts and an epilogue. The acts and scenes

are thus an-anged :

—

I Scene 1. i. 2—6.
First Act, i. 2— li. 7. . . . ( „ 2. i. 7—11.

I „ 3. i. 12— ii. 7.

Second Act, ii. 8-iii. 5 . . {
^cene 1. ^ii. 8-17.

1 Scene 1. iii. 6—11.
ThirdAct. iiL6-v. 1 ..i „ 2. iv. 1—6.

( „ 3. iv. 7—V. 1.

Fourth Act, v. 2—vi. 3 . . of a single scene.

1 Scene 1. vi. 4-9.

Fifth Act, vL 4— viii. 7 . .
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2. vi. 10—vii. II.

3. vii. 12—viii. 4.

4. viii. 5—7.

Epilogue, viii. 8— 14.

But JI. Renan. who is compelled, in accordance

with his own theory of the mission of the .Shemitic

races, to admit that no trace of anything approach-

ing to the regular drama is found among them, does

not regard the Song of Songs as a drama in the

same sense as the products of the Greek and Roman
theatres, but as dramatic poetry in the wide.st ap-

plication of the term, to designate any composition

conducted in dialogue and corresponding to an

action. The absence of the regular drama he

attributes to the want of a complicated mythology,
analogous to that possessed by the Indo-Kui'opean

[leoples. Monotheism, the characteristic religious

belief of the Shemitic races, stifled the giowth of a

mythology and checked the development of the

drama. Be this as it may, dramatic representation

appears to have been alien to the feelings of the

Hebrews. At no period of their history before the

age of Herod is there the least trace of a theatre at

.ferusalem, whatever other foreign innovations may
h;ive been adopted, ahd the burst of indignation

which the high-priest Jason incurred tor attempting
to establish a gymna.sium and to introduce the

Gi-eek games b a significant symptom of the re-

pugnance which the people felt for such .spectacles.

The same antipathy remains to the present day
among the Arabs, and the attempts to introduce

theatres at Beyrout and in Algeria have .signally

failed. But, says M. Renan, the Song of Songs is a

dramatic poem : there were no public performances
in Palestine, therefore it must have been repre-

sented in private; and he is compelled to frame

the following hypothesis concerning it: that it is

a libretto intended to be completed by the play of

the actors and by music, and represented in private

families, probably at maiTiage-feasts, the repre-

sentation being e.xtended over the several days of

the feast. The last supposition removes a difficulty

which has been felt to be almost fatal to the idea

that the poem is a continuously developed drama.

Each act is complete in itself; there is no suspended

interest, and the structure of the poem is obvious

and natural if we regard each act as a separate

drama intended for one of the days of the fea-st.

We must look for a parallel to it in the middle

ages, when, besides the mystery plays, there were

scenic representations sutliciently developed. The

Song of Songs occupies the mitldle place between

the regular drama and the eclogue or pastoral

dialogue, and finds a perfect analogue, both as

regards subject and scenic arrangement, in the most

celebrated of the plays of Arras, Le Jeu de Bohin

et Alarion. Such is M. Renan's explanation of the

outward fomi of the Song of Songs, regarded as a

portion of Hebrew literature. It has been due to

his great learning and reputation to give his opinion

somewhat at length ; but his arguments in support

of it are so little convincing that it must be re-

garded at best but as an ingenious hypothesis, the

groundwork of which is taken away by M. Renan's

own admission that dramatic representations are

alien to the spirit of the Shemitic races. The
simple corollary to this proposition must be that

the Song of Songs is not a drama, but in its

external form partakes more of the nature of an

eclogue or pastoral dialogue.

It is scarcely necessary after this to discuss the

question whether the Book of Job is a dramatic

poem or not. Inasmuch as it represents an action

and a progress, it is a drama as truly and really as

any poem can be which develops the working of

passion, and the alternations of faith, hope, distrust,

triumphant confidence, and black despair, in the

struggle which it depicts the human mind as en-

gaged in, while attempting to solve one of the most

intricate problems it can be called upon to regard.

It is a drama as life is a drama, the most powerful

of all tragedies ; but that it is a dramatic poem,

intended to be represented upon a stage, or capable

of being so represental, may be confidently denied.

One characteristic of Hebrew poetry, not indeed

peculiar to it, but shared by it in common with the

literature of other nations, is its intensely national

and local colouring. The writers were Hebrews of

the Hebrews, drawing their inspiration from the

mountains and rivers of Palestine, which they have

immortalised in their poetic figures, and even while

uttering the sublimest and most universal truths

never forgetting their own nationality in its nar-

rowest and inteiisest foi-m. Their images and meta-

phoi-s, s.iys JIunk {Palestine, p. 444 a), " ai-e taken

chiefly from nature and the phenomena of Palestine

and the surrounding countries, from the pastoral

life, from agi-iculture and the national history. The

stai-s of heaven, the sand of the sea-shore, are the

image of a gieat multitude. Would they speak of

a mighty host of enemies invading the country,

they are the switl torrents or the roaring waves of

the sea, or the clouds that bring on a tempest ; the

war-chariots advance swiftly like lightning or the

whirlwinds. Happiness rises as the dawn and

shines like the daylight ; the blessing of God de-

scends like the dew or the boimtiful rain ; the anger

of HcHveu is a devouring fire that annihilates the
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wicked as the fJaine which devours the stubble.

Unhappiness is likened to days of clouds and dark-

ness; at times of gveat cataftio])hes the sun sets

in broad day, the heavens are slialien, the earth

trembles, the stare disappear, the sun is changed

into darkness and the moon into blood, and so on.

The cedars of Lebanon, the naks of Bashan, are the

image of the mighty man, the palm and the reed

of the great and the humble, briers and thoi-ns of

Jie v/icked ; the pious man is an olive ever gi-een,

or a tree planted by the water-side. The animal

kingdom furnished equally a large number of

images: the lion, the image of power, is also, like

the wolf, bear. &c., that of tyrants and violent and

rapacious men ; a;id the pious who suffers is a

feeble sheep led to the slaughter. The strong and

powerful man is compared to the he-goat or the

bull of Bashan : the kine of Biishan figure, in the

discourses of Amos, as the image of rich and volup

tuous women ; the people who rebel against the

Divine will are a refractory heifer. Other images

are borrowed fi-om the country life and from the

life domestic and social : the chastisement of God
weighs upon Israel like a waggon laden with

sheaves ; the dead cover the earth as the dung
which covers the surface of the fields. The im-

pious man sows crime and reaps misery, or he sows

the wind and reaps the tempest. The people yield

ing to the blows of their enemies are like the corn

crushed beneath the threshing instrument. God
tramples the wine in the wine-press when He chas-

tises the impious and sheds their blood. The wrath
of Jehovah is often represented as an intoxicating

cup, which He causes those to empty who have

merited His cliastisement : terrors *nd anguish are

often compared to the pangs of childbirth. Peoples,

towns, and states are represented by the Hebrew
poets under the image of daughters or wives ; in

their impiety they are courtesans or adulteresses.

The historical allusions of most frequent occurrence

are taken from tlie catastrophe of Sodom and Go
morrha, the miracles of the departure from Egypt
and the appearance of Jehovah on Sinai." Example
might easily be multiplied in illustration of this

remarkable characteristic of the Hebrew poets : they

.stand thick upon every page of their writings, and
in striking contrast to the vague generalisations of

the Indian philosophic poetry.

In Hebrew, as in other languages, there is a pecu-

liarity about the diction used in poetry—a kind of

poetical dialect, characterized by archaic and irre-

gular forms of words, abrupt constructions, and

unusual inflexions, which distinguish it from the

contemporary prose or historic<il style. It is uni-

versally observed that archaic Ibrms and usages of

words linger in the poetry of a language after they

have fallen out of ordinary use. A tew of these

forms and usages are here given from Gesenius'

Lehrgebaude. The Piel and Hiphil voices are used

inti-ansitively (Jer. li. 56 ; Ez. x. 7 ; Job xxix. 24)

:

the apocopated future is used as a present (Job xv.

33; Vs. xi. 6; Is. xlii. 6). The termination D- is

found for the ordinary feminine H- (Ex. xv. 2 ; tien.

xlix. 22 ; Ps. cxxxii. 4) ; and for the plural W- we

have ]"<- (Job xv. 13; Ez. xxvi. 18) and >; (Jer.

xxii. 14 ; Am. vii. 1). The verbal sulllxes, ID,

ItD-, and ID- (Ex. xv. 9), and the pronominal suf-

fixes to nouns, ID- foi' D", and -in^- for V- (Hab.

iii. 10), ai-e peculiai- to the poetiail books
; as ai'e

ni (Ps. cx\'i. 12). iD\- (Deut. xxxii. 37 : Ps. xi. 7),
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and the more unusual forms, HDH^- (Ez. xl. Jo),

r\:r['<- (Ez. i. ii), n:^;- (Ez. xiil. 20). in pot-ti,-ai

language also we find ID? for 17 or Dil?, '"ID? f.r

7, 103 for 3, 103 for 3 ; the plural fonns of the

prepositions, i^K for •?«, ^IJ/ for iy, *hv ] and

the peculiar forms of the nouns, ^Tin for ^IH

'•^•)n for '•nn, n^poy for n^Oy, and so on.

But the form of Hebrew poetry is its distinguish-

ing characteristic, and what this Ibrm is, has been a

vexed question for many ages. The Therapeutae,

as de-scribed by Philo (de Vita Contempl. §3, vol. ii.

p. 475, ed.Mang.), sang hymns and psalms of thanks-

giving to God, in divers measures and strains ; and
these were either new or ancient ones composed In'

the old poets, who had left behind them measuir-s

and melodies of trimeter verses, of processional

songs, of hymns, of songs sung at the ollering of

libations, oi- before the altar, and continuous choral

songs, beautifully measured out in strophes of in-

tricate character (§10, p. 484). The value of Philo'?

testimony on this point may be estimated by anotli.r

passage in his works, in which he claims for ]\Ios.'>

a knowledge of numbers and geometry, the theoi y ''t

rhythm, harmony, and metre, and the whole science

of music, practical and theoretical {de Vita J/c-si's,

i. 5, vol. ii. p. 84). The evidence of Josephns is as

little to be relied upon. Both these writers laboured

to magnify the greatness of their own nation, and

to show that in literature and philosophy the Greel;-.

had been anticipatal by the Hebrew barbarians.

This idea pervades all their writings, and it mi:,-;t

always be borne in mind as the key-note of tlieii

testimony on this as on other points. According to

Josephus (Ant. ii. 16, §4), the Song of Moses at the

Red Sea (Ex. xv.) was composed in the hexameter

measure (eV i^a/xdrpcj) rdvy) ; and again (Ant. iv.

8, §44), the song in Deut. xxxii. is described as a

hexameter poem. The Psalms of David were in

various meti'es, some trimeters and some penta-

meter (Atit. vii. 12, §3). Eusebius (de Frarp.

Emng. xi. 3, p. 514, ed. Col. 1688) characteriM-5

the great Song of Moses and the 118th (119tii)

Psalm as metrical compositions in what the Greeks

call the heroic metie. They aie said to be hexa-

meters of sixteen syllables. The other verse compo-
sitions of the Hebrews are said to be in trimeters.

This s;iying of Eusebius is attacked by Julian {('\-

rill. coiitr. Jul. vii. 2), who on his part endea-

voured to prove the Hebrews devoid of all cultuie.

Jerome (Praef. in Hiob) appeals to Philo, Josephus,

Origen, and Eusebius, for proof that the Psalter,

the Lamentiitious of Jeremiah, and almost all the

songs of Scripture, are composed in metre, like the

odes of Horace, Pindar, Alcaeus, and Sappho. Again,

he says that the Book of Job, from iii. 3 to xlii. b,

IS in hexameters, with dactyls and spondees, and fre-

quently, on account of the peculiai-ity of the Hebiew
language, other feet which have not the same .syl-

lables but the same time. In Epist. ad Paulam

{0pp. ii. 709, ed. Martianey) occurs a pass;jge which
shows in some measure how far we are to under-

stand literally the terms which Jeiome has borrowed

from the ver.se literature of Greece and Rome, and

applied to the poetry of the Hebrews. The conclu-

sion seems inevitable that the.se terms are employed
simply to denote a general external resemljlance,

and by no means to indic-ate the existence, among
the poets of the OldTestament, ofaknowledge of the

laws of metre, as we are accn.stomed to understand
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thetaTii. There nre, snvs Jerome, four ;ilplialietical

Psalms, the llOth (llUh), Tilth (112th'), 118th

(llPth), and the 144th (145th). In the first two,

one letter corresponds to each clause or versicle,

which is written in trimeter iambics. The others

are in tetrameter iambics, like the song in Deutero-

nomy. In Ps. 118 (119), eight verses follow

each letter: in Ps. 144 (145) a letter corresponds

to a vei-se. In Lamenfcitions we have four alpha-

betical acrostiis, the first two of which are written

in a kind of Sapphic metre ; for three clauses which

are connected tosjether and begin with one letter

(«. e. in the first clause) close with a period in heroic

measure {Heroici comma). The third is written

in trimeter, and the verses in thiees each begin

with the same letter. The fourth is like the first

and second. The Proverbs end with an alphabetical

poem in tetrameter iambics, beginning, " A virtuous

woman who can find ?" In the Praef. in Chron.

Euseh. Jei'ome compares the metres of the Psalms

to those of Horace and Pindar, now running in

Iambics, now ringing with Alcaics, now swelling

with Sapphics, now beginning with a half foot.

What, he asks, is more beautiful than the song of

Deuteronomy and Isaiah ? What more weighty

than Solomon? What more perfect than Job?
All which, as Josephus and Origen testify, are com-
posed in hexameters and pentameters. There can

be little doubt that these terms are mere generalities,

and express no more than a certain rough resem-

blance, so that the songs of Moses and Isaiah may
be designated hexameters and pentameters, with as

much propriety as the first and second chapters of

Lamentiitions may be compared to Sapphic odes.

The resemblance of the Hebrew verse composition

to the classic metres, is expressly denied by Gregory

of Nyssa (1 Tract, in Psalm, cap. iv.). Augustine

{Ep. 131 ad Numerium) confesses his ignorance of

Hebrew, but adds that those skilled in the language

believed the Psnlms of David to be WTitten in metre.

Isidore of Seville {Oriq. i. 18) claims for the heroic

metre the highest antiquity, inasmuch as the !>ong

of Moses was composed in it, and the Book of Job,

who was contemporary with Moses, long befoie the

times of Pherecydes and Homer, is written in dactyls

and spondees. Joseph Scaliger {Animado. ad Bus.

Chron. p. 6 6, .^c.) was one of the first to point out

the lallacy of Jerome's st;\tement with regard to the

metres of the Psalter and the Lamentations, and to

assert that these books contained no verse bound by
metrical laws, but that their language was merely
prose, animated by a poetic spirit. He admitted

the Song of Moses in Deuteronomy, the Proverbs,

and Job, to be the only books in which there was
necessarily any trace of rhythm, and this rhythm
he compares to that of two dimeter iambics, some-

times of more, sometimes of fewer syllables as the

sense required. Gerhard Vossius (de Nat. et Const.

Artis Poet. lib. l,c. 13, §2) says, that in Job and
the Proverbs there is rhythm but no metre ; that

is, regard is had to the number of syllables but not

to their quantity. In the Psalms and Lamentations
not even rhythm is observed.

But, in spite of the opinions pronounced by these

high authorities, there were still many who believed

in the existence of a Hebi-ew metre, and in the possi-

bility of recovering it. The theories projwsed for

this purpose were various. Gomarus, professor at

Groningen {Davidis Lyra, Lugd. Bat. 1637), advo-

cated both rhymes and metre; for the latter he

kid down the following rules. The vowel alone, as it

ts long or short, determines the length of a syllable.
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Shiva forms no syllable. The periods or versicles

of the Hebrew poems never contain less than a
distich, or two verses, but in proportion as the

periods are longer they contain more vei'ses. The
last s)'llable of a verse is indifferently long or short.

This system, if system it may be called (for it is

ei^ually adapted for prose), was supported by many
men of note ; among others by the younger Buxtorf,

Heinsius, L. de Dieu, Constantin I't^mpereur, and
Hottinger. On the other hand it was vigorously

attacked by L. Cappellus, Calovius, Danhaner,

Pteiffer, and Solomon Van Til. Towards the close

of the 17th century Marcus Meibomius announced
to the world, w^th an amount of pompous assurance

which is charming, that he had discovered the lost

metrical system of the Hebrews. By the help of

this mysterious secret, which he attributed to divine

levelation, he proposed to restore not only the Psalms

but the whole Hebi-ew Scriptures, to their pristine

condition, and thus confer upon the world a know-
ledge of Hebrew greater than any which had existed

since the ages which preceded the Alexandrine trans-

lators. But Meibomius did not allow his enthusiasm

to get the better of his prudence, and the condition

on which this portentous secret was to be made
public was, that six thousand curious men should

contiibute 51. sterling a-piece for a copy of his book,

which was to be printed in two volumes folio. It

is almost needless to add that his scheme fell to the

grouniL He published some specimens of his res-

toration of ten Psalms, and six entire chapters of the

Old Testament in 1690. The ghmpses which he

gives of his grand secret are not such as would
malce us regret tliat the knowledge of it perished

with him. The whole Book of Psalms, he says, is

written in distichs, except the first Psalm, which is

in a different metre, and serves as an introduction

to the rest. They were therefore intended to be

sung, not by one priest, or by one chorus, but by
two. Meibomius " was severely chastised by J. H.
Mains, B. H. Gebhardus, and J. G. Zentgi-avius

"

(Jebb, Sacr. IJt. p. 11). In the last century the

learned Francis Hare, bishop of Chichester, pub-
lished an edition of the Hebrew Psalms, metrically

divided, to which he prefixed a dissertation on the

ancient poetry of the Hebrews {Psalm, lib. in versi-

culos mctrice divisus, &c., Lond. 1736). Bishop

Hare maintained that in Hebrew poetry no regard

was had to the quantity of syllables. He regarded

Shecas as long vowels, and long vowels as short at

his pleasure. The rules which he laid down are

the following. In Hebrew poetry all the feet are

dissyllables, and no regard is had to the quantity of

a syllable. Clauses consist of an equal or unequal

number of syllables. If the number of syllables be

equal, the verses aie trochaic ; if unequal, iambic.

Periods for the most part consist of tw^o versos, often

three or four, sometimes more. Clauses of the same
periods are of the same kind, that is, either iambic or

trochaic, with very few exceptions. Trochaic clauses

generally agree in the number of the feet, which are

sometimes three, as in I'ss. xciv. 1, cvi. 1, and this is

the most frequent; sometimes five, as in Ps. ix. .5.

In i.ambic clauses the numl>er of feet is sometimes the

same, but they generally differ. Both kinds of ver."*

are mixed in the same poem. In order to carry out

these rules they are supplemented by one which

gives to the versifier the widest licence. \Vords and

vei-ses are contracted or lengthened at will, by syn-

cope, elision, &iC. In addition to this, the bishop

w;>s under the necessity of maintaining th.at all

grammarians had hitherto erred in laving down the

3 M
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rules of ontinaiy puuctiwtion. His system, if it

nwy be so ciitleil, carries its own refutation with it,

but was conslileied by Lowth to be worthy a reply

under the title of Metricae Harianae Brevis Confu-

tatio, printed at the end of his De Sacra Foes. Heb.

J'raeU'cii'incs, &c.

Anton {Conjcct.dc Metro Ifeb. Ant. Lips. 1770),

admitting the metre to be rej^ulated by the accents,

ende;ivoured to piove that in the Hebrew poems was

a highly artistic and regular system, like that of

the Gieeks p.nd Komaus, consisting of strophes,

antistrophes, epodes,and the like; but his method is

as arbitrary as Hare's. The theory of Lautwein

( Versuc/i eincr ricldigcn Theorie von dor hibl.

Vcrskunst, Tiib. 1775) is an improvement upon

those of his predecessors, inasmuch as he rejects the

measurement of verse by long and short syllables,

and marks the scansion by the tone accent. He
assumes little more than a free rhythm : the veises

are distinguished by a certain relation in their con-

tents, and connected by a poetic euphony. Sir \V.

Jones {Comment. Iocs. Asiat. 1774) attempted to

apply the rules of Arabic metre to Hebrew. He
regarded as a long syllable one which terminated in

a consonant or quiescent letter (X, H, '') ; but he

did not develope any system. The present Arabic

jirosody, however, is of comparatively modern in-

vention ; and it is not consistent with probability

that there conld be any system of versiHcaiion

among the Hebrews like that imagined by Sir VV.

.Jones, when in the example he quotes of Cant. i. 5,

he refers the fii-st clause of the verse to the second,

and the last to the fifteenth kind of Arabic metre.

(Sreve {Ultima Capita Johi, &c., 1791) believed

that in Hebi ew, as in Arabic and Syriac, thei e was

a metre, but that it was obscured by the false ortho-

graphy of the Masorets. He theieibre assumed for

the Hebrew an Arabic vocalisation, and with this

modification he found iambic trimeters, dimeters,

and tetrameters, to be the most common forms of

verse, and lays down the laws of versification ac-

cordingly. Bellermaivn ( Versiwh tiber die Metrih

der Ilebrcer, 181:!) was the last who attempted to

set forth the old Hebrew metres. He adopted the

Masoretic orthography and vocalisation, and deter-

mined the quantity of syllables by the accentuation,

and what he termed the " Morcnsystem," denoting by

moren the compass of a single syllable. Each syl-

lable which has not the tone accent must have three

rnoren; every syllable which has the tone accent

may have either four or two, but generally three.

The ??ioren are reckoned as follows; a long vowel
has two ; a short vowel, one ; every consonant, whe-
ther single or double, has one more. S/iewa simple

or composite is not reckoned. The quiescent letters

have no more. Dai/esh forte compensative has

one ; so has mctheg. The majority of dis.syllable and
trisyllable words, having the accent on the last syl-

lable, will thus foim iambics and anapaests. But
as many have the accent on the penultimate, these

will form trochees. The most common kinds of feet

are iambics and anapaests, interchanging with

trochees and tribrachs. Of versos composed of these

feet, though not uniform as regards the numbers of

the feet, consist, according to liellermann, the poems
of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Among those who believed in the existence of a

Hebrew metre, but in the imi)ossibility of recovering

it were, Carpzov, Lowth, Pfeitlcr, Heider to a certain

extent, Jahn, Bauer, and Buxtorf. The opinions of

Lowth, with regard to Hebrew metre, are summed
up by .lebb {Sacr. Lit. p. 16) as follows: "He

POETRY, HEBREW
begins by asserting, that certain of the Hebrew
writings are not only animated with the true jwetit

spirit, but, in some degree, couched in jioetic num-
bers

;
yet, he allows, that the quantity, the rhythm,

or modulation of Hebrew poetry, not only is un-

known, but admits of no investigation by human
art or industry; he states, after Abarbanel, that the

Jews themselves disclaim the very memory of me-
trical composition ; he acknowledges, that the arti-

ficial contbiTnation of the sentencc-s, is the .sole

indiaition of metre in these poems; he barely main-

tains the credibility of attention having been paid

to numbers or feet in their compositions ; and, at

the same time, he confesses the utter impossibility

of determining, whether Hebrew poetry was modu-
lated by the ear alone, or according to any definite

and settled rules of prosody." The opinions of

Scaliger and Vossius have been alieady referred to.

Vitringa allows to Isaiah a kind of oratorial measure,

but adds that it could not on this account be rightly

teimed poetry. Micliaelis {Not. 4 in Prael. iii.)

in his notes on Lowth, held that there never was
metre in Hebrew, but only a free rhythm, as in

recitative, though even less ti-ammelleil. He declareil

himself against the Masorethic distinction of long

and short vowels, and made the rhythm to de|)cnil

upon the tone syllable ; adding, with regard to fi.xed

ami legular metre, that what has e\aded siu-h

diligent search he thought had no e.xistence. On
the subject of the rhythmical character of Hebrew
poetry, as opposed to metrical, the remarks of Jebb

are remarkably appropriate. " Hebrew poetry," he

says {Sacr. Lit. p. 20 ), "is universal poetry: the

poetry of all languages, and of all peoples : the

colloiation of words (whatever may have been the

souikI, for of this we are quite ignorant) is primarily

directed to secure the best possible announcement

and discrimination of the sense : let, then, a trans-

lator only be literal, and, so far as the genius of his

language will permit, let him preserve the original

order of the words, and he will iniiillibly put the

reader in possession of all, or nearly all, tliat the

Hebrew text can give to the best Hebrew scholar

of the present day. Now, had there been originally

metre, the case, it is presumal, could haidly have

been such ; somewhat must have been s:icrificetl to

the importunities of metrical necessity; the sense

could not have invariably predominated over the

sound ; and the poetry could not have been, as it

unquestionably and emphatically is, a poetry, not

of sounds, or of words, but of things. Let not this

last assertion, however, be misintei-preted : I would

be understood merely to asseit that sound, and

words in subordination to sound, do not in Hebrew,

as ill chussical poetiy, enter into the essence of the

thing ; but it is happily undeniable, that the words

of the poetical Scriptures are exquisitely fitted to

convey the sense ; and it is highly probable, that, in

the lifetime of the language, the sounds wei-e suffi-

ciently harmonious : when I s:iy sulficicntly harmo-

nious, I mean so harmonious as to render the poetry

grateful to the ear in recitation, and suitable to musical^

accompaniment; for which purpose, the cadence of

well modulated prose would fully answer; a fact,

which will not be controveiied by any person with

a moderately good ear, that has ever heard a chapter

of Isaiah skilfully read from our authorised transla-

tion ; that has ever listened to one of Kent's Anthems !

well performed, or to a song from the Messiah '-•

Handel."

Abarbanel (on Is. v.) makes three divisions

Hebrew poetry, including in the first the moudiJi

J
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poems wliich, in imitation of the Arabic, are con-

structed according to modern principles ofversiKca-

tion. Among the second class he arranges such as

have no metre, but are adapted to melodies. In

these occur the poetical forms of words, lengthened

and abbreviated, and the like. To this class belong

the songs of Moses in Ex. xv., Deut. xxxii., the song

of Deboiah, and the song of David. The third class

includes those compositions which are distinguished

not by their form but by the figurative character of

their descriptions, as the iSong of Songs, and the

Seng of Isaiah.

Among those who maintain the absence of any
regularity perceptible to the ear in the composition

of Hebrew poetry, mav he mentioned Richard Simon

{Hist. Grit, du V. "t. i. c. 8, p. 57), Wasmuth
{Inst. Ace. Hehr. p. 14), Alstedius {Enc. Bibl. c.

27, p. 257), the author of the book Cozri, and R.

Azariah de Rossi, in his book entitled Meor Enayim.
The author of the hook Cozi i held that the Hebrews

had no metre bound by the laws of diction, because

their poetry being intended to be sung was there-

fore independent of metrical laws. R. Azariah ex-

presses his approbation of the opinions of Cozri and

Abai-banel, who deny the existence of songs in Scrip-

ture composed after the manner of modern Hebrew
poems, but he adds nevertheless, that beyond doubt

there are other measures which depend upon the

sense. Mendelssohn (on Ex. xv.) also rejects the

system of myi^m nnrT* (llterally, pegs and

vowels).!" liabbi Azariah appears to have antici-

pated Bishop Lowth in his theory of parallelism

:

at any rate his treatise contains the germ whi*h

'.owth developed, and may be considered, as Jebb

calls it, the technical basis of his system. But it

also contains other elements, which will be alluded

to hereafter. His conclusion, in Lowth's words

{Isaiah, prel. diss.), was as follows :—" That the

sacred songs have undoubtedly certain measures and

proportions; which, however, do not consist in the

number of syllables, perfect or imperfect, according

to the form of the modern verse which the Jews
make use of, :md which is borrowed from the A)-a-

bians (though the Arabic prosody, he observes, is

too complicated to be applied to the Hebrew lan-

guage) ; but in the number of things, and of the

parts of things,—that is, the subject, and the pre-

dicate, and their adjuncts, in every sentence and

proposition. Thus a phrase, containing two parts

of a proposition, consists of two measures; add an-

other containing two more, and they become four

measures ; another again, containing three parts of

a proposition, consists of three measures; add to it

another of the like, and you have six measures."

The following example will sen'e for an illustra-

tion :

—

Thy-right-hand, 0-Jehovah, is-glorlous in-po\ver,

Thy-rlght-hand, 0-Jehovah, hath-crushcd the-encmy.

The words connected by a hyphen form a term, and

the two lines, forming four measures each, may be

called tetrameters. " Upon the whole, the author

concludes, that the poetical parts of the Hebrew
Scriptures are not composed according to the rules

and measures of certain feet, dissyllables, trisyl-

lables, or the like, as the poems of the modern
Jews aie ; but nevertheless have undoubtedly other

measures which depend on things, as above ex-

plained. For which reason they are more excellent

* nn* 's a syllable, simple or compound, beginning

with a consonant bearing moving ShUi-a (Mason and Ber-

narvl's lleb. Gr. ii. 203-).
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than those which consist of certain feet, according

to the number and quantity of syllables. Of this,

says he, you may judge yourself in the Songs of

the Prophets. Vw do you not see, if you translate

some of them into another language, that they still

keep and retain their measure, if not wholly, at least

in part? which cannot be the case in those verses,

the measures of which arise from a certain quantity

and number of syllables." Lowth expresses his

general agreement with R. Azariah's exposition of

the rhythmus of things ; but instead of regarding

terms, or phrases, or senses, in single lines, as mea-
sures, he considered " only that relation and propor-

tion of one verse to another, which arises from the

correspondence of terms, and from the form of

construction ; from whence results a rhythmus of

propositions, and a harmony of sentences." But
Lowth's system of parallelism was more completely

anticipated by Schoettgen in a treatise, of the exist-

ence of which the bishop does not appear to have

been aware. It is found in his Horae Hchrdicae,

vol. i. pp. 1249-1263, diss, vi., " de Exergasia

Sacra." This exergasia he defines to be, the con-

junction of entire sentences signifying the same
thing : so that exergasia bears the same relation to

sentences that synonymy does to words. It is only

found in those Hebrew writings which rise above

the level of historical narrative and the ordinary

kind of speech. Ten canons are then laid down,
each illustrated by three examples, from wliich it

will be seen how far Schoettgen's system corre-

sponded with Lowth's. (1.) Perfect exergasia is

when the members of the two clauses correspond,

each to each ; as in Ps. xxxiii. 7 ; Num. xxiv. 17
;

Luke i. 47. (2.) Sometimes in the second clause the

subject is omitted, as in Is. i. 18 ; Prov. vii. 19
;

Ps. cxxix. 3. (3.) Sometimes part of the subject is

omitted, as in Ps. xxxvii. 30, cii. 28 ; Is. liii. 5.

(4.) The predicate is sometimes omitted in the second

clause, as in Num. xxiv. 5 ; Ps. xxxiii. 12 ; cxxiii. 6.

(5.) Sometimes part only of the predicate is omitted,

as in Ps. Ivii. 9, ciii. 1 , cxxix. 7. (0.) Words are added

in one member which are omitted in the other, as in

Num. xxiii. 18 ; Ps. cii. 29 ; Dan. x-ii. 3. (7.) Some-
times two propositions will occur, treating of different

things, but referring to one general proposition, as

in Ps. xciv. 9, cxxviii. 3 ; Wisd. iii. 16. (8.) Cases

occur, in which the second proposition is the con-

trary of the first, as in Prov. xv. 8, xiv. 1,11.

(9.) Entire propositions answer each to each, al-

though the subject and predicate are not the same, as

in Ps. li. 7, cxix. 168 ; Jer. viii. 22. (10.) Exergasia

is found with three members, as in Ps. i. 1, cxxx. 5,

Hi. 9. These canons Schoettgen applied to the in-

terpretation of Scripture, of which he gives examples

in the remainder of this and the following Disser-

tation.

But whatever may have been achieved by his

predecessors, there can be no question that the deli-

very of Lowth's lectures on Hebrew Poetry, and the

subsequent publication of his translation of Isaiah,

formed an era in the literature of the subject, more

marked than any that had preceded it. Of his

system it will be necessary to give a somewhat de-

tailed account; for whatever may have been done

since his time, and whatever modifications of his

aiTangement may have been introduced, .ill subse-

quent writers have confessed their obligations to the

two works abovementioned, and have drawn their

inspiration from them. Starting with the alpha-

betical poems as the basis of his investigation,

because that in them the verses or st.anzas were
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more distinctly tnaikeJ, l.owth came to the conclu-

sion that they consist of verses properly so called,

" of verses regulated by some observation of har-

mony or cadence ; of me<isure, numbei-s, or rhythm,"

and that this harmony does not arise from rhyme,

but from what he denominates paiallelism. Paral-

lelism he defines to be the correspondence of one

verse or line with another, and divides it into three

classes, synonymous, antithetic, and synthetic.

1. I'arallel lines si/nonipnous correspond to each

other by expi-eesing the same sense in dilTerent but

equivalent terms, as in the following examples, which

are only two of the many given by Lowth :

—

" 0-Jehovali, in-tliy-strenglh the-king shall-rejoice

;

Aml-in-thy-salvation how greatly shall-lie-exult

!

The-desire ot-his-heart tbou-hast-granted unto-him;

And-the-request of-his-lips tbou-hast-not denied."

Ps. xxi. 1, 2.

" For the-moth shall-consume-them like-a-garment

;

And-lhe-worm shall-eat-them like wool:

But-my-rightecusncss shall-endure for-ever;

Aiid-niy-salvation to-the-age of-ages."—Is. li. 1, 8.

It will be observed from the examples which
Lowth gives that the parallel lines sometimes con-

.si.st of three or more .synonymous terms, sometimes

of two, sometimes only of one. Sometimes the

lines consist each of a double member, or two pro-

positions, as Ps. cxliv. 5, 6; Is. Ixv. 21, 22.

Parallels are formed also by a repetition of pai-t

of the first sentence (Ps. Ixxvii. 1, 11, 16; Is. xxvi.

5, 6 ; Hos. vi. 4) ; and sometimes a part has to be

supplied from the foimer to complete the sentence

(2 Sam. xxii. 41 ; .Job xxvi. 5 ; Is. xli. 28). Parallel

triplets occur in Job iii. 4, 6, 9 ; Ps. cxii. 10; Is.

ix. 20; Joel iii. 13. Examples of parallels of four

lines, in which two distichs ibrm one stanza, are

Ps. xxxvii. 1, 2 ; Is. i. 3, xlix. 4 ; Am. i. 2. In

periods of five lines the odd line sometimes comes in

between two distichs, as in Job viii. 5, 6 ; Is. xlvi.

7 ; Hos. xiv. 9 ; Joel iii. 16: or after two distichs

closes the stanza, as in Is. xliv. 26. Alternate

parallelism in st;inzas of four lines is found in

Ps. ciii. 1 1, 12 ; Is. xxx. 16 ; but the most striking

examples of the alternate quatrain are Deut. xxsii.

25, 42, the firet line forming a continuous sense

with the thiril, and the second with the fourth

(comp. Is. xxxiv. 6 ; ficn. xlix. 6). In Is. 1. 10 we
find an alternate quatrain followed by a fifth line.

To this fij-st division of Lowth's Jebb objects that

the name si/noni/moxis is inappropriate, for the

second clause, with few exceptions, " diversifies the

preceding clause, and generally so as to rise above

it, forming a sort of climax in the sense." This
peculiarity was recognised by Lowth himself in his

4th I'raelection, wiiei-e he says, " idem iterant, va-

riant, augent," thus marking a cumulative force in

this kind of parallelism. The same was observed

by Abp. Newcome in his Preface to Kzekiel, where
examples are given in which " the following clauses

so diversify the preceding ones as to rise above

them" (Is! xlii. 7, xliii. 16; Ps. xcv. 2, civ. 1).

Jebb, in support of his own opinion, appeals to the

passages quoted by Lowth (Ps. xxi. 12, cvii. 38;
Is. Iv. 6, 7), and suggests as a more appropriate

name for parallelism of this kind, cognate parallelism

{Sacr. Lit. p. 38).

2. Lowth's second division is antithetic paral-

lelism ; when two lines correspond with each other

by an opposition of temis and sentiments ; when
the second is contrasted with the first, sometimes

in expressions, sometimes in sense only, so that
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the degrees of antithesis are various. As for ex-

ample

—

" A wise son rejoiceth his father;

But a fdolisb son is the griefof his mother."—Prov. x. I.

" The memory of the just is a blessing

;

But the name of the wicked shall rot."—Prov. x. 7.

The gnomic poetry of the Hebrews abounds with

illustrations of antithetic parallelism. Other ex-

amples are Ps. xx. 7, 8 :

—

" These In chariots, and those in horses

But wc in the name ofJehovab our God will be strong.

Tbey are bowed down, and fallen

;

But we are risen, and maintain ourselves firm."

Compare also Ps. xxx. 5, xxxvii. 10, 11; Is. liv.

10, ix. 10. On these two kinds of parallelism Jebb

appropriately remarks:—" The Antithetic Paral-

lelism serves to mark the broad distinctions between

truth and falsehood, and good and evil : the Cognate

Parallelism discharges the more difficult and more
critical function of discriininating between different

degrees of truth and good on the one hand, of false-

hood and evil on the other" {Sacr. Lit. p. 39).

3. Synthetic or constructive parallelism, where
the parallel " consists only in the similar fonn of

construction ; in which word does not answer to

word, and sentence to .sentence, as equivalent or

opposite ; but there is a correspondence and equality

between different propositions, in respect of the

shape and turn of the whole sentence, and of the

constructive parts—such as noun answering to noun,

verb to verb, member to member, negative to nega-

tive, interrogative to interrogative." One of the

examples of constructive parallels given by Lowth
is Is. 1. 5, (5 :

—
" The Ix)rd Jehovah hath opened mine ear,

And I was not rebellious;

Neither did I withdraw myself backward

—

I gave my back to the smilcrs,

And my cheeks to them that plucked off the hair;

My face 1 hid not from shame and spitting."

Jebb gives as an illustration Ps. xix. 7-10:

—

" The law of Jcliovah Is perfect, converting the soul.

The testimony of Jehovah is sure, making wise the

simple," &c.

It is instructive, as showing how diflScult, if not

impossible, it is to make any strict classification of

Hebrew poetry, to observe that this very pa-ssage is

given by Gesenius as an example of synonymous

parallelism, while De Wette calls it synthetic. The

illustration of synthetic pmillelism quoted by Gese-

nius is Ps. xxvii. 4 :

—

" One thing I ask from Jehovah.

It will I seek after—

My dwelling in the house of Jehovah all the days

of my life.

To behold the beauty of Jehovah,

And to inquire in his temple."

In this kind of parallelism, as Nordheimer (Gram.

Anal. p. 87) ob.serves, " an idea is neither repeated

nor followed by its opposite, but is kept in view

by the writer, while he proceeds to develope and

enforce his meaning by accessory ideas and modi-

fications."

4. To the three kinds ofpirallelism above described

Jebb adds a fourth, which seems rather to be an

unnecessary refinement upon than distinct fiom the

others. He denominates it introverted parallelism,
|

in which he says, " there are stanzas so constructed
j

that, whatever be the number of lines, the fii'sl line
|

shall be parallel with the Last; the second with the

penultimate ; .and so throughout in an ordar that

Jl
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looks inward, or, to borrow a military pluase, fioin

}!?aiks to centre" {Sacr, Lit. p. 53). Tluis—

•

" My son, if thine heart be wise.

My heart also shall rejoice

;

Yea, my reins shall rejoice

When thy lips speak riglit things."

Prov. x.xili. 15, 16.

"Unto Thee do I lift up mine eyes, OThou that dwellest

in the heavens

;

Behold as the eyes of servants to the hand of their

masters

;

As the eyes of a maiden to the hands of her mistress

:

Even so look our eyes to Jehovah our God, until he have

mercy upon us."—Ps. c.K.xiii. 1, 2.

Upon examining these and the other examples

quoted by Bishop Jebb m support of his new divi-

sion, to which he attaches great importance, it will

be seen that the peculiarity consists in the structure

of" the stanza, and not in the natuie of the paral-

lelism ; and any one who reads Ewald's elaborate

treatise on this part of the subject will rise from

the reading with the conviction that to attempt to

classify Hebrew poetry according to the character

of the stanzas employed will be labour lost and in

vain, resulting only in a system which is no system,

and in rules to which the exceptions are more nu-

merous than the examples.

A few words may now be added with respect to

the classification proposed by De Wette, in which

more regard was had to the rhytlim. The four

kinds of parallelism are—1. That which consists in

iin equal number of words in each member, as in

Gen. iv. 23. This he calls the original and perfect

kind of parallelism of members, which corresponds

with metre and rhyme, without being identical

with them {Die Psabnen, Einl. §7). Under this

head are many minor divisions.—2. Unequal paral-

lelism, in which tlie number of words in the mem-
bers is not the same. This again is divided into

—

a. The simple, as Ps. Ixviii. 33. b. The composite,

consisting of the synonymous (Job x. 1 ; Ps. xxxvi.

7), the antithetic (Ps. xv. 4), and the synthetic

(Ps. XV. 5). c. That in which the simple member
is disproportionately small (Ps. xl. 10). d. Where
the composite member grows up into three and

more sentences (Ps. i. 3, kv. 10). e. Instead of

the close paralleUsm there sometimes occurs a short

additional clause, as in Ps. xxiii. 3.—3. Out of the

parallelism which is unequal in consequence of the

composite character of one member, another is de-

veloped, so that both members are composite (Ps.

xxxi. 1 1). This kind of parallelism again admits

of three subdivisions.

—

i. llhythmical parallelism,

which lies merely in the external form of the dic-

tion. Thus in Ps. xix. 11 there is nearly an equal

number of words :

—

" Moreover by them was thy servant warned,

In keeping of them there is great reward,"

In Ps. XXX. 3 the inequality is remarkable. In

Ps. xiv. 7 is found a double and a single member,

I

and in Ps. xxxi. 23 two double members. De Wette

also held that there were in Hebrew poetry the

beginnings of a composite rhythmical structure like

I
our strophes. Thus in Ps. xlii., xliii., a refrain marks

1 the conclusion of a larger rhythmical period. Some-

,
thing similar is observable in Ps. cvii. This aiti-

1 ficial structure appeiirs to belong to a late period

\
of Hebrew literature, and to the same period may

i probably be assigned the remai-kable gradational

I rhythm which appears in the Songs of Degrees,

j
e. g. I's. cxxi. It must be observed that this gra-

L dational rhythm is very diflcrent from the cumu-
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lative parallelism of the Song of Deborah, which is

of a much earlier date, and bears traces of less etfort

in the composition. Strophes of a certain kind are

found in the alphabetical pieces in which several

Ma.sorethic clauses belong to one letter (Ps. ix., x.,

xxxvii., cxix. ; Lam. iii.), bat the nearest approach

to anything like a strophical character is found in

poems which are divided into smaller portions by a
refrain, and have the initial or final verse the same
or similar (Ps. x.xxix., xhi., xliii.). In the opinion

of some the occurrence of the word Selah is supposed

to mark the divisions of the strophes.

It is impossible heie to do more than refer to the

essay of K'oester (Theol. Stud, und Krit. 1831,

pp. 40-114) on the strophes, or the parallelism of

verses in Hebrew poetry ; in which he endeavours

to show that the verses are subject to the same laws

of symmetry as the verse members ; and that con-

sequently Hebrew poetry is essentially strophical in

character. Ewald's treatise lequires more careful

consideration ; but it must be read itself, and a
slight sketch only can here be given. Briefly thus:

—Verses are divided into verse-members in which
the number of syllables is less restricted, as there

is no syllabic metre. A verse-member generally

contains from seven to eight syllables. Two mem-
bers, the rise and fall, are the fundamental con-

stituents: thus (Judg. V. 3):—
" Hear, ye kings ! give ear, ye princes

!

1 to Jahve, I will sing."

To this all other modifications must be capable ot

being reduced. The variations which may take

place may be either amplifications or continuations

of the rhythm, or compositions in which a complete

rhythm is made the half of a new compound, or

we may have a diminution or enfeeblement of the

original. To the two members correspond two
thoughts which constitute the life of the verse, and
each of these again may distribute itself. Gradations

of symmetry are formed—1. By the echo of the

whole sentence, where the same sense which is

given in the first member rises again in the second,

in order to exhaust itself more thoroughly (Gen. iv.

23 ; Prov. i. 8). An important word of the first

member often reserves its tbrce for the second, as in

Ps. XX. 8 ; and sometimes in the second member a

principal part of the sense of the first is further

developed, as Ps. xlix. 5 [6].—2. When the thought
trails through two members of a verse, ;is in Ps.

ex. 5, it gives rise to a less animated rhythm
(comp. also Ps. cxli. 10).—3. Two sentences may
be brought together as protasis and apodosis, or

simply to form one complex thought ; the external

harmony may be dispensed with, but the hannony
of thought remains. This may be called the inter-

mediate rhythm. The forms of structure assumed
by the verse are many. First, there is the single

member, which occurs at the commencement of a

series in Ps. xviii. 2, xxiii. 1 ; at the end of a series

in Ex. .\v. 18, Ps. xcii. 9 ; and in the middle, after

a short pause, in Ps. xxix. 7. The bimembral verse

is most frequently found, consisting of two membei's

of nearly equal weight. Verses of more than two
members are formed either by increasing the num-
ber of members from two to tiirce, so that the

complete fall may be reserved lor the third, all

three possessing the same power ; or by combining

four members two and two, as in Ps. xviii. 7,

xxviii. 1.

The varieties of this structure of verse are too

numerous to be recounted, and the laws of rhythm
in Hebrew poetry are so free, that of necessity the
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varieties of verse structure must be manifold. The

gnomic or sententious rhythm, Ewald remarks, is

the one which is perfectly symmetrical. Two mem-
bers of seven or eight syllables, corresponding to

each other as rise and fall, contain a thesis and anti-

thesis, a subject and its image. This is the constant

form of genuine gnomic sentences of the best period.

Those of a later date have many members or trail

themselves through many verses. The animation

of the lyri(uil rhythm makes it break through all

such restraints, and leads to an amplification or re-

duplication of the noiTTial form ; or the passionate

rapidity of the thoughts may disturb the simple

concord of the members, so that the unequal struc-

ture of verse intrudes with all its varieties. To
show how impossible it is to attempt a classification

of veise uttered under such circumstances, it will

be only necessary to quote Ewald's own words.
" All these varieties of rhythm, however, exert a

perfectly free influence upon every lyrical song,

just according as it suits the mood of the moment
to vary the simple rhythm. The most beautiful

songs of the flourishing period of poetry allow, in

fact, the verse of many members to predominate

whenever the diction rises with any sublimity

;

nevertheless, the standard rhythm still returns in

each when the diction flags, and the diSerent kinds

of the more complex rhythm are employed with

equal freedom and ease of variation, just as they

severally accord with the fluctuating hues of the

mood of emotion, and of the sense of the diction.

The late alphabetical songs are the first in which
the fi.xed choice of a particular versification, a choice,

too, made with designed art, establishes itself fil-mly,

and maintains itself symmetrically throughout all

the verses" {Dichter des A. B. i. p. 83 ; trans, in

Kitto's Journal, i. p. 318). It may, however, be

generally obsei-\-ed, that the older rhythms are the

most animated, as if accompanied by the hands and
feet of the singer (Num. xxi. ; Ex. xv. ; Judg. v.),

and that in the time of David Ihe ihythm had
attained its most perfect development. By the end
of the 8th century B.C. the decay of versification

begins, and to this period belong the artificial forms
of verse.

It remains now only to notice the rules of Hebrew
poetiy as laid down by the Jewish grammarians, to

which reference was made in remarking upon the
system of K. Azariali. They have the merit of
being extremely simple, and are to be found at
length, illustrated by many examples, in Mason and
Bernard's Ileb. Gram. vol. ii. let. 57, and accom-
panied by an interesting account of modern Hebrew
versification. The rules are briefly these:— 1. That
a sentence may be divided into members, some of
whicn contain two, three, or evinfuur words, and
are accordingly tenmed Binary, Ternartj, and Qua-
temari/ members respectively. 2. The sentences
are composed either of Binary, Ternan/, or Qua-
ternary members entirely, or of these dilTerent

members intermixed. 3. That in two consecutive
memters it is an elegance to express the same idea
in dillerent words. 4. That a word expressed in

either of these parallel membeis is often not ex-
pressed in the alternate member. 5. That a word
without an accent, being joined to anothei- word bv
Makhiph, is gener;dly (though not always) reckoned
with tliat second word as one. It will be seen that
these rules are esseutiiUly the same with those of
l.owth, Dc Wette, and other writers on pai-allelism,

and from their simj)licity are less open to objection

than any that have been given.

POISON

In conclusion, after reviewing the various tlieorie*

which have l«en framed with legard to the struc-

ture of Hebrew poetry, it must be confessed that

beyond the discovery of very Ijroad general laws,

little has been done towards elaborating a satisfac-

toiy system. Probably this want of success is due

to the tiict that there is no system to discover, and

that Hebrew poetry, while possessed, in the highest

degree, of all sweetness and variety of rhythm and

melody, is not fettered by laws of vereification as

we understand the term.

For the literature of the subject, in addition to

the works already quoted, reference may be made
to the following:—Carpzov, In.tr. ad I.ibr. Can.

Bihl. pt. 2, c. 1 ; Lowth, De Sacra Foesi Hebrae-

oriim Pracleciioncs, with notes by J. D. Michaelis

and Rosenmiiller (Oson. 1828) ; the Preliminary

Dissertation in his translation of Isaiah ; Heixler,

Geist der Ifebr. Poesie ; Jebb, Sacred Literature
;

Saalschiitz, Tow der Form der Hebr. Poesie, K6-
nigsberg, 1825, which contains the most complete

account of all the vaiious theories; De Wette,

Ueber die Psalmen ; Meier, Gesch. der poet. Xa-
tional-Literatur der Hebrder ; Delitzsch, Com-
mentar iiber den Psalter; and Hupfeld, Die
Psalmen. [W. A. W.]

POISON. Two Hebrew words are thus ren-

dered in the A. V. but they are so general as to

throw little, light upon the knowledge and practice

of poisons among the Hebrews. 1. The riret of

these, non, chemah, from a root signifying, "to

be hot," is used of the heat produced by wine (Hos.

vii. 5), and the hot passion of anger (Deut. xxix.

27, &c.), as well as ofthe burning venom of poisonous

serpents (Deut. xxxii. 24, 33 ; Ps. Iviii. 4, cxl. 3).

It in all cases denotes animal poison, and not veget-

able or mineral. The only allusion to its applica-

tion is in Job vi. 4, where reference seems to be made
to the custom of anointing arrows with the venom
of a snake, a pi'actice the origin of which is of very

remote antiquity (conip. Horn. Od. i. 261,262;
Ovid, Trist. iii. 10, 64, Fast. v. 397, &c. ; Plin.

xviii. 1). The Soanes, a Caucasian race mentioned

by Strabo (xi. p. 499"), were especially skilled in the

art. Pliny (vi. 34) mentions a tribe of Arab pirates

who infested the Ked !Sea, and' were armed with

poisoned arrows like the Malays of the (Oiist of

Borneo. For this purpose the berries of the yew-

tree (Plin. xvi. 20) were employed. The Gauls

(Plin. xxvii. 76) used a poisonous herb, limeum,

supposed by some to be the " leopard's bane," and the

Scythians dipped their arrow points in vipei's venom

mixed with human blood. These were so deadly,

that a slight scratch inflicted by thetn was fatal

(Plin. xi. 115). The practice was so common that

the name to^ikSv, originally a \mson in which

arrows were dipped, was applied to poison geneially.

2. ^iil (once t^n, Deut. xxxii. 32«), rosA, if a

poison at all, denotes a vegetable poison primarily,

and is only twice (Deut. xxxii. 33 ; Job xx. 16)

used of the venom of a serpent. In other passages

where it occurs, it is translated "gall" in the A. V.,

except in Hos. x. 4, where it is rendered "hem-
lock." In the margin of Deut. xxix. 18, our trans-

latoi-s, feeling the uncertainty of the word, give as

an alternative " rosh, or, a poisonful herb." Beyond

the fact that, whether poisonous or not, it was a

plant of bitter tiiste, nothing can be inferred. That

In some MSS. this reading occurs in other juissnge

vhich a list is given by Michaelis {Suppl. p. 222J),

m
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bitteniesf was its prevailing characteiistic is evident

Crom its being associated with wormwood (Deut.

xxix. 18 [17]; Lam. iii. 19; Am. ri. 12), and

from the aUnsions to "water of ros/j" in Jer. viii.

14, i.x. 15, xxiii. 15. It was not a juice or liquid

(Ps. Ixix. 21 [22] ; comp. Mark xv. 23), but pro-

bably a bitter berrv, in which case the expression

in Ueiit. sxxii. 32, "grapes of rosh," may be taken

literally. Gesenius, on the ground that the word

in Hebrew also signifies " head," rejects the hem-
lock, colocynth, and darnel of other writers, and

proposes the " poppy " instead ; from the " heads
"

in which its seeds are contained. " Water of rosh"

is then "opium," but it miust be admitted that

there appears in none of the above passages to be

any allusion to the characteristic effects of opium.

The efiects of the 7-osh are simply nausea and loath-

ing. It was piobably a general term for any bitter

or nauseous plant, whether poisonous or not, and be-

came afterwards applied to the venom of snakes, as

the corresponding word in Chaldee is frequently so

used. [Gall.]
There is a clear case of suicide by poison related

in 2 Mace. x. 13, where Ptolemeus Macron is said to

have destroyed himself by this means. But we do

not find a tiace of it among the Jews, and certainly

poisoning in any form w;is not in favour with them.

Nor is there any reference to it in the N. T., though

the practice was fatally common at that time in

Rome (Suet. Nero, 33, 34, 35 ; Tib. 73; Claud. 1).

It has been suggested, indeed, that the (papfxaKeia

of Gal. V. 20 (A. V. " witchcraft"), signifies poison-

ing, but this is by no means consistent with the

usage of the word in the LXX. (comp. Ex. vii. 1 1

,

viii. 7, 18, &c.), and with its occurrence in Rev.

ix. 21, where it denotes a crime clearly distinguished

from murder (see Rev. xxi. 8, xxii. 15). It more
probably refers to the concoction of magical potions

and love philtres.

On the question of the wine mingled with myn-h,
see App. A, art. Gall. [W. A. W.]

POLLUX. [Castor and Pollux.]

POLYGAMY. [Marhiage.]

POMEGKANATE(|irS1,r/m»io«: ^od, 'poid,

poiffKos, ndScDV : malum punicum, malum yra-

natum, malogranatum) by universal consent is

acknowledged to denote the Heb. rimmon, a word
which occurs fiequently in the 0. T., and is used

to designate either the pomegranate-tree or its fruit.

The pomegranate was doubtless early cultivated in

Egypt: hence the complaint of the Israelites in the

wilderness of Zin (Num. xx. 5), this " is no place

of figs, or of vines, or of pomegianates." The tiee,

with its charactenstic calyx-crowned fruit, is easily

recognised on the Egyptian sculptures {Anc. Egypt.
i. 36, ed. 1854). The spies brought to Joshua " of

the pomegnmates" of the land of Canaixn (Num.
:iii. 23 ; comp. also Deut. viii. 8). The villages or

towns of Kimmon (Josh. xv. 32), Gath-rimmon
(xxi. 25), Kn-rimmon (Neh. xi. 29), possibly de-

[

rived their names from pomegi-anate-trees which

I

grew in their vicinity. These trees suffei-ed occa-

I sionally from the devast;itions of locusts (Joel i. 12
;

t

see also Hag. ii. 19). Mention is made of "an
orchaixl of pomegranates" in Cant. iv. 13 ; and in

iv. 3, the cheeks (A. V. "temples") of the Be-
loved aie compared to a section of " pomegranate
within the locks," in allusion to the beautiful rosy

colour of the fruit. Carved figures of the pome-
gi-anate adorned the tops o*' the pillars in Solomon'.-
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Temple (1 K. vii. 18, 20, &c.); and worked repre-

sentations of this fruit, in bkie, purple, and scarlet,

ornamented the hem of the rolae of the ephod (Ex.

xxviii. 33, 34). Mention is made of " spiced wine

of the juice of the pomegranate" in Cant. viii. 2;
with this may be compared the pomegranate-wns

(^oi'TTjs olvos) of which Dioscorides (v. 34) speaks,

and which is still used in the East. Chardin says

that great quantities of it were made in Pereia, both

tor home consumption and for exportiition, in his

time (Script. Herb. p. 399 ; Harmer's 06s. i. 377).

Hiissell (Nat. Hist, of Aleppo, i. 85, 2nd ed.) states

"that the pomegranate " {rummdn \n Arabic, the

same woid as the Heb.) " is common in all the

gardens." He speaks of three varieties, " one sweet,

another very acid, and a third that partakes of both

qualities equally blended. The juice of the sour sort

is used instead of vinegar : the others are cut open

when served up to table ; or the grains taken out,

and, besprinkled with sugar and rose-water, are

brought to table in saucers." He adds that the

trees are apt to sufl'er much in severe winters from

extraordinary cold.

The pomegranate-tree {Punica granatum) derives

its name from the haimpomum granatum, "grained

apple." The Romans gave it the name ofPunica, as

the tree was introduced from Carthage ; it belongs

to the natural order Myrtaccae, being, however,

rather a bush than a tree. The foliage is dark green,

the flowers are crimson ; the fruit is red when ripe,

which in Palestme is about the middle of October,

and contains a quantity of juice. The rind is used in

the manufacture of morocco leather, and, together

with the bark, is sometimes used medicinally to

expel the tape-worm. Pomegranates without seeds

are said to grow near the river Cabul. Dr. Royle

(Kitto's Cyc. art. " Rimmon ") states that this U-ee

is a native of Asia, and is to lie traced from Syria

through Persia even to the mountains of Northern

India. [W.H.] •

POMMELS, only in 2 Chr. iv. 12, 13. Id

1 K. vii. 41, "bowls." The woi-d signifies con-

vex pioiections belonging to the cixpitals of pillare.

[Uowl; r.iAi-iTF.r.T] [H. W. P.]
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POND. Again* The ponds of Egypt (Ex. ^ni.

19, viii. 5) were doubtless water left l>y the inun-

dation of the Nile. lu Is. xix. ID, where Vulg.

has qui faciebant laamas ad capiendos pisces,

LXX. has 01 rhv (v6ov TroiovvTes, they who make
the beer. This rendering so characteristic of Egypt
(Her. ii. 77 ; Diod. i. 34 ; Strabo, p. 799) arises

trom regarding djdm as denoting a result indicated

by its root, i. e. a fermented liquor. St. Jerome,

who alludes to beer called by the name of Sabaius,

explains dgdm to mean water fermenting from stag-

nation (Hieron. Com. on, Is. lib. vii. vol. iv. p. 292 ;

Calmet; Stoiley, S. ^ P. App. §57). [H. W. P.]

PON'TIUS PILATE. [Pilate.]

PONTUS (UuuTos), a large distinct in the

north of Asia j\linor, extending along the coast of

the Pontus Euxiuus, from which cucumstance the

name was derived. It is three times mentioned in

the N. T. It is spoken of along with Asia, Cappa-

docia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia (Acts ii. 9, 10), as

one of the regions whence worehippers came to

JerasiUem at Pentecost : it is specified (Acts x\nii. 2)

as the native country of Aquila ; and its " scattered

strangers" are addressed by St. Peter (1 Pet. i. 1),

along with those of Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and

Bithynia. All these passages agree in showing that

there were many .Jewish residents in the district. As
to the annals of Pontus, the one brilliant passage of

its histoiy is the life of the great Mithridates ; but

this is also the peiiod of its coming under the sway
of Rome. Mithridates was defeated by Pompey, and

the western pait of his dominions was incoi-porated

with the province of Bithynia, while the rest was
divided, for a considerable time, among vaiious

chieftains. Under Nero the whole region was made
a Roman province, bearing the name of Pontus.

The last of the petty monarchs of the district was
Polenio II., who married Berenice, the gieat-giand-

daugliter of Herod the Great. She w;»s probably

with Polemo when St. Paul was travelling in this

neighbourhood about the year 52. He saw her

afterwards at Caesarea, about the year 60, with her

brother, Agrippa II. [J. S. H.]

POOL. 1. Af)dm, see Pond. 2. Berdcdh^ in

pi. once only, ;;oo/s (Ps. Ixxxiv. 6). 3. The usual

word is Berecdh, closely connected with the Aiabic

Birkeh, and the derived Spanish with the Arabic

article, Al-berca. A reservoir foi- water. These
pools, like the tanks of India, are in many paits of

Palestine and Syria the only resource for water
during the dry season, and the fiiilure of them in-

volves drought and calamity (Is. xlii. 15). Some
are supplied by springs, and some are merely recep-

tacles lor rain-water (Burckhardt, Syria, p. 314).
Of the various pools mentioned in Scriptuie, as of

Hebron, Samaria, &c. (for which see the Articles on
those places), perhaps the most celebrated are the

pools of Solomon near Bethlehem, c;illed by the Arabs
el-Burak, from which an aqueduct was cained which
still supplies JerusjJem with water (Eccl. li. 6;
Ecclus. x.\iv. 30, 31). They are three in number,
partly hewn out of the rock, and partly built with

° D3X ; e'Ao! ;
palm ;

plur. in Jer. Ii. 32 ; A. V. " reeds,"

t. e. reedy places ; av<rhjiJ.a.Ta ; paludes ; also " pool."

b 2. nD"l3 ; KocAas ; valUs.

3. ^3^3 ; Kpijrj) ;
piscina, atpiaeductus (Cant vii.

4); KoAvup^flpa, Ai>»'7) ; from "^"IB, " fall on the knees "

(see Judg. vii. 5, C). In N. T. ncoAun/Sjjepa, only in

John V. 2 ; ix. 7

POOR
masonry, but all lined with cement, and formed on

successive levels with conduits leading from the

upper to the lower, and flights of steps from th«

top to the bottom of each (S;indys, Trav. p. 15uj.

They are all formed in the sides of the valley of

Etham, with a dam across its opening, which forms

the E. side of the lowest pool. Their dimensions

are thus given by Dr. Robinson :—(I.) Upper pool,

ngth 380 feet ; breadth at E. 236, at W. 229
;

depth at E. 25 feet; distance above middle pool,

ItJO feet. (2.) Middle pool, length 423 feet;

breadth at E. 250, at W. 160 ; depth 39 ; distance

above lower pool 248 leet. (3.) Lower pool, length

582 feet ; breadth at E. 207, at W. 148 ; depth

50 feet. They appear to be supplied mainly from

a spring in the ground above (Fountain ; Cis-

tern; Jerusalem, vol. i. p. 994; Conduit;
Robinson, Bes. i. 348, 474). [H. W. P.]

POOE." The general kindly spirit of the law
towards the poor is sufficiently shown by such pas-

sages as Deut. xv. 7 for the reason that (ver. 11),
" the poor shall never cease out of the land," and a

remarkable agreement with some of its directions is

expressed in Job xx. 19, xxiv. 3, foil., where among
acts of oppression are particularly mentioned " taking

(away) a pledge," and withholding the sheaf from
the poor, vers. 9, 10 [Loan], -x.xix. 12, 16, xxxi.

17, "eating with" the poor (comp. Deut. xxvi.

12, &c). See also such passages as Ez. xviii. 12,

16, 17, -xxii. 29; Jer. xxii. 13, 16, v. 28; Is. x.

2; Am. ii. 7; Zech. vii. 10, and Ecclus. iv. 1, 4,

vii. 32 ; Tob. xii. 8, 9. [Alms.]
Among the special enactments in their favour

the following must be mentioned. 1 . The right of

gleaning. The "corners" of the field were not

to be reaped, nor all the grapes of the vineyard to

be gathered, the olive-trees not to be beiiten a

second time, but the stranger, fatherless, and widow
to be allowed to gather what was left. So too if a

sheaf forgotten was left in the field, the owner was
not to return for it, but leave it for them (Lev. xix.

9, 10; Deut. xxiv. 19, 21). Of the practice iu

such cases in the times of the Judges, the story of

Ruth is a striking illustration (Kuth ii. 2, &c.).

[Corner; Gleaning.]
2. From the produce of the land in sjibbatieil

years, the poor and the stranger were to have their

portion (Ex. xxiii. 11 ; Lev. xxv. 6).

" 1. P^3N ; jTTcoxos; pauper.

2. P"^ ; niinr)^ ; pauper.

3. HDpn ; TTTuxos ;
pauper.

4. |3pD ; Wnjs; pauper; a word of later usage,so
connected with ^y iwh-q- probably the original of IB/"*-

chino, mcsquiii, &c. (Ges. p. 954)

5. n^y, Cbald. (IJan. iv. 27); Tre'njs; pauper; from

same root as,

6. 'jy, the word most usnally "poor" in A. V.;

Trei/ixpbs, iTTwxbs, 7rc'iT)s ; indigevs, pauper. Also Zcch.

ix. 9, and Is. xxvi. 6, vpdvi ; pauper.

xli. 1

tn, part, of Cn ; rawen-is ; pauper. In

t^'^{"l ; Tre'^s, tttuxw.

8. Poverty ; ^^D^0 ; iv&iia ; egcstoi. In

jTTuxbs, pnuj>er, and irc'i-ris ; egenus, once only,

ix. 9. " Poor" is also used in the senbe of "aff

" humble," 4c. ; e. g. Matt. v. 3.

2 Sam.

i
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3. Re-eutiy upon land in the jubilee year, with

the limitation as to town homes (Lev. xxv. 25-30).

[JUBILEK.]

4. Prohibition of usury, and of retention of

pledges, i. e. loans without interest enjoined (Lev.

xxv. 35, 37 ; Ex. xxii. 25-27 ; Deut. xv. 7, 8, x.uv.

10-13). [Loan.]
5. Permanent bondage forbidden, and manu-

mission of Hebrew bondsmen or bondswomen en-

joined in the sabbatical and jubilee years, even when
bound to a foreigner, and redemption of such pre-

vious to those yeai-s (Deut. xv. 12-15 ; Lev. xxv.

39-42, 47-54).

6. Portions from the tithes to be shared by the

poor after the Levites (Deut. xiv. 28, xxvi. 12, 13).

[Tithes.]

7. The poor to partake in entertainments at the

feasts of Weeks and Tabernacles (Deut. xvi. 11, 14
;

see Neh. viii. 10).

8. Daily payment of wages (Lev. xix. 1,3).

On the other hand, while equal justice was com-
manded to be done to the poor man, he was not

allowed to take advantage of his position to ob-

struct the administration of justice (Ex. x.\iii. 3;
Lev. xix. 15).

On the law of gleaning the Rabbinical w^riters

founded a variety of definitions and relinements,

which notwithstanding their minute and frivolous

character, were on the whole strongly in favour of

the poo)-. They are collected in the treatise of Mai-

monides Mithnoth Ainim, de jure pauperis, trans-

lated by Prideaux (Ugolini, viii. 721), and specimens

of their character will appear in the following titles.

There are, he says, 13 precepts, 7 alfirmative

and 6 negative, gathered from Lev. xix., xxiii.

;

Deut. xiv., XV., xxiv. On these the following ques-

tions are raised and answered. What is a "corner,"

a "handful?" What is to "forget" a sheaf?

What is a " stranger "? What is to be done when a

field or a single tree belongs to two persons ; and
further, when one of them is a Gentile, or when it

is divided by a road, or by water ;—when insects

or enemies destroy the ciop ? How much grain

must a man give by way of alms ? Among prohi-

bitions is one forbidding any pioprietor to frighten

away the poor by a savage heast. An Isiaelite is

forbidden to tike alms openly from a Gentile. Un-
willing almsgiving is condemned, on the principle

expressed in Job xxx. 25. Those who gave less

th;ui their due proportion, to be punished. Jlendi-

cants are divided into two classes, settled poor and

vagrants. The fomier were to be relieved by the

authorised collectors, but all are enjoined to maintain

themselves if possible. [Alms.] Lastly, the claim

of the poor to the portions prescribed is laid down
as a positive right.

Principles similar to those laid down by Sloses

ai-e inculcated in N. T., as Luke iii. 11, xiv. 13
;

Acts vi. 1 ; Gal. ii. 10 ; Jas. ii. 15. In later

times, mendicancy, which does not appear to have

been contemplated by Moses, became frequent. In-

stances actual or hypothetical may be seen in the

following passages: Luke xvi. 20, 21, xviii. 35
;

Mark x. 4G ; John ix. 8 ; Acts iii. 2. On the whole

subject, besides the treatise above-named, see Jlishna,

Peak, i. 2, 3, 4, 5 ; ii. 7 ; Fesach. iv. 8 ; Selden,

de Jure Nutur. vi. 6, p. 735, &c. ; Sa;dschutz,

Arch. Heh. ii. p. 256; Michaelis, §142, vol. ii. p.

248 ; Otho, Lex. liabb. p. 308. [H. W. P.]

Arbor lac emittens mellis instar, quo et Buffitus fit

:

videtur esse Slyracis arbor. Kim. Dj. See Freytag,

La. Arab «. v.
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POPLAR {n;2h, Hbneh: ffTupdnivos, in Gen.

xxx. 37 ; Aeu/cTj, in Hos. iv. 13 : popiUus), the ren-

dering of the above-named Hebrew word, which
occurs only in the two places cited. Peeled rods

of the libyieh were put by Jacob before Laban's ring-

streaked sheep. This tree is mentioned with the oak
and the terebinth, by Hosea, as one under which
idolatrous Israel used to sacrifice.

Several authorities, Celsius amongst the number
(Hierob. i. 292), are in favour of the rendei--

ing of the A.V., and think the "white poplar"
{Popidus alba) is the tree denoted; others lujder-

stand the " storax tree" (Styrax officinale, Linn.).

This opinion is confirmed by the LXX. translator

of Genesis, and by the Ai-abic vereion of Saadias,

which has the term lubna (^JuJ), «. e. the

" Styrax tree." •

Both poplars'" and styrax or storax trees are

common in Palestine, and either would suit the

passases where the Heb. terni occurs. Dioscorides

(i. 79) and Pliny {N. H. xii. 17 and 25) both

speak of the Styrax officinale, and mention se-

veral kinds of exudation. Pliny says, " that part

of Syria which adjoins Judaea above Phoenicia pro-

duces storax, which is found in the neighbourhood

of Gabala {Jebeil) and Marathus, as also of Casius,

a mountain of Seleucia. . . . That which comes
from the mountain of Amanus in Syria is highly

esteemed for medicinal purposes, and even more so

by the perfumers."

y

Styrax officinaie.

Storax (o-TcJpol) is mentioned in Ecclus. xxiv. 15,

together with other aromati<; substances. The mo-
dern Greek name of the tree, as we learn from Sib-

thorpe {Flor. Graec. i. 275) is ffrovpaKi, and is a

common wild shrub in Greece and in most pails

of the Levant. The resin exudes either sponta-

neously or after incision. This property, however,

>> " Fopulus alba and /'. Kuyihratica 1 saw. P. MakUa
and nij^no are also said to grow in Syria" (J. D. Hooker).
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it would seem, is only for the most part possessed

by trees \vliii;li grow in ji warm country ; for English

specimens, though they flower profusely, do not pro-

duce the drug. Mr. Dau. Hanbury, who lias discussed

the wliole subject of the storax plants with much
care (see the Pharmaceutical Journal and Trans-

actions for Feb. 1857), tells us that a friend of his

quite failed to obtain any exudation from Styrax

officinale, by incisions made in the hottest part of

the summer of 1856, on specimens growing in the

botanic garden at MontpcUier. " The experiment

wiis quite unsuccessful ; neither aqueous sap nor

resinous juice flowed from the incisions." Still

Mr. Hanbury quotes two authorities to show that

under certiiiu favourable circumstances the tree

may exude a fragrant resin even in France and
Italy.

The Sti/rax officinale is a shrub from nine to

twelve feet high, with ovate leaves, which are white

underneath ; the flowers are in racemes, aud are

white or cream-coloured. This ichite appearance

agrees with the etymology of the Heb. lihneh.

The liquid storax of commeice is the product of the

Liquidamhar Orientate, Mill, (see a fig. in Mr.
Hanbury's communication), an entirely different

plant, whose resin was probably unknown to the

ancients. [W. H.]

PO'RATHA (NnniS : ^opaSafia; Alex. Bap-

ZaOi, : Phoratha). One of the ten sons of Hanian
slain by the Jews in Shushau the palace (Esth. ix.

8). Perhaps " I'oradatha" was the full foiTO of the
name, which the LXX. appear to have had before

them (compare Aridatha, Parshandatha).

PORCH. 1. OTtm," or alam. 2. Misderon
aidm, strictly a vestibule (Ges. p. 43), was probably
a sort of verandah chamber in the works of Solomon,
open in front aud at the sides, but capable of being

enclosed with awnings or curtains, like that of the
royal palace at Ispahan described by Chaixlin (vii.

38(5, and pi. 39). The word is used in the Talmud
{Middoth, iii. 7).

Mis'd'ron wiis probably a corridor or colonnade
connecting the principal rooms of the house (Wil-
kinson, A. E. i. p. 11). The porch >> (Matt. xxvi.

71), was probably the passage from the street into

the first court of the house, in which, in Eastern
houses is the mastdbah or stone-bench, for the poller
or pei-sons waiting, and where also the master of
the house often receives visitors and transacts busi-

ness (Lane, Mod. Eij. i. 32 ; Shaw, Trav. p. 207).
[House.] The word in the parallel passage (Mark
xiv. 68) is irpoavKiov, the outer court. The scene
therefoie of the denial of onr Lord took place,

either in that court, or in the passage from it to
the house-door. The tei-m o-too is used for the
colonnade or portico of Bethesda, and also for that

POT
of the Temple called Solomon's porch (John v. 2,

X. 23; Acts iii. 1 1 , v. 12).

Josephus describes the jwrticoes or cloisters which
surrounded the Temple of Solomon, and also the

loyal portico. These porticoes are described by
Tacitus as fonning an impoitant line of defence

during the siege (Joseph. Ant. viii. 3, W, xv. 11,

§3, 5 ; D. J. V. 5, §2 ; Tac. Bid. v. ] 2). [TRMFLE
;

Solomon's Pouch.] [H. W. P.]

PORCroS FESTUS. [Festos.]

PORTER. This word when used in the A. V.
does not bear its modem signification of a carrier

of burdens,* but denotes in every case a gate-keeper,

from the Latin portarius, the man who attended to

ih^ jjorta. In the original the word is "lyiB*, shoer,

from "ly^, sha'ar, a gate : $vpi»p6s, and irv\a>p6s :

portarius, and janitor. This meaning is evidently

implied in 1 Chr. ix. 21 ; 2 Chr. .\xiii. 19, xxxv. 15

;

John X. 3. It is generally employed in reference

to the Levites who had charge of the entrances to

the sanctuaiy, but is used also in other connexions

in 2 Sam. xviii. 26; 2 K. \ni. 10, 11 ; Mark xiii.

34; John x. 3, xviii. 16, 17. In two passages

(1 Chr. XV. 23, 24) the Hebrew word is rendered
" doorkeepers," and in John xviii. 16, 17, rj Bvptupis

is " she that kept the door." [G.]

POSIDO'NIUS (noo-jStiwor. Posidmius), an

envoy sent by Nicauor to Judas (2 Mace. xiv. 19).

POSSESSION. [Demoniacs.]

POST. I. 1. 4;"!^,* a word indefinitely rendereil

by LXX. and Vulg. Probably, as Gesenius argues,

the door-case of a door, including the lintel and

side-posts (Ges. Thes. p. 43). Akin to this is aildin,^

only used in plur. (Ez. xl. 16, &c.), probably a

portico, and so rendered by Symm. and Syr. Vers.

(Ges. p. 48).

2. Ammdh,^ usually " cubit," once only "post"
(Is. vi. 4).

3. Mezuzah,° from a root signifying to shine,

»'. e. implying motion (on a centre).

4. Saph,^ usually " threshold."

The ceremony of boring the ear of a voluntary

bondsman was performed by placing the ear against

the door-post of the house (Ex. xxi. 6 ; see Juv.

Sat. i. 103, and Plaut. Poen. v. 2, 21). [SLAVE
;

Pillar.]
The posts of the doore of the Temple were of

olive-wood (1 K. vi. 33).

II. Edts,^ A. V. "jiost" (Esth. iii. 13),elsewhere
" rumier," and also " guard." A courier or carrier

of messages, used among other places in Job ix. 25.

[Angareuo.] [H. W. p.]

POT. The term "pot"» is applicable to so

many sorts of vessels, tliat it cjm scarcely be re-

" 1. D>1X, or D^N ; auAa/i;;)0)tic!/s(l Chr. xxvlii.

II); I'ack ; porticus.

2.
1 1
l^pp ; 7rapa<7T05 ; purticus ; only once used

Juilg. ill. 23.

*> TTVKUIV.

' The two woi-ds are in fact quite distimt, lieing derived
from differiTit roots. "Porter" in Ibe inodcTn sense is

from tli(! French porteur. 'I'lie similaiily l>et\veen the
two Is alluded to In a passage quoted fiuni Walls by
Vt. Johnson.

1 b]ti ; TO alOpiov ; froni.

• 37^N ; TOL atAa/ii ; reilibuluin.

t ntSN ; vnepOvpov ; superliminare.

S nt-ltP ; -naJBiUi, 4,\i6.\ postis, from ^}\\, mico.

^ fjD ; (pkLo. ; liitien ; in plur. to irponvKa ; super-

liminaria (Am. ix. 1).

' y^, part, of t'."!"!, " run ;" /St^Ata^opot ; cursor.

" 1. "JI'IDN ; ayyelov (2 K. iv. 2), applied to oil.

2. lf*33 ; icpapnov ; scyphus (Jcr. xxxv. 5; (Jc

p. 260) ; usually bowl " or " cup."

3. n."n ; k64>ivo^ ; cophinvs ; also " basket."

•I. y3 ; oKtvcK ; vas ; usually " vessel," once only

" pot " (Ii»v. vi. 28).
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stricted to any one in p;irticular. [BoWL ; CAL-
DRON; Basin; Cup, &c.]

But from the places where the word is used we
may collect the uses, and also in part the materials

of the utensils implied.

1. Asiio, an earthen jar, deep and narrow^,

without handles, probably, like the Roman and

Egyptian amphora, inserted in a stand of wood or

stone (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. i. 47 ; Sandys, Trav.

p. 150).

2. Chores, an earthen vessel for stewmg or

seething. Such a vessel was used for baking (Ez.

iv. 9). It is contrasted in the same passage (Lev.

vi. 28) with a metal vessel for the same piu-pose.

[Vessel.]

3. DM, a vessel for culinary purposes, men-
tioned (1 Sam. ii. 14) in conjunction with " cal-

dron " and " kettle," and so perhaps of smaller

size.

4. Sir is combined with other words to denote

special uses, as hasher, " flesh" (Ex. xvi. 3) ; ra-

chatz, " washing " (Ps. Ix. 8 ; LXX. has \efii\s

rris iKviSos) ; matsreph, " ftning-pot " (Prov.

xxvii. 21).

The blackness which such vessels would contract

is alluded to in Joel ii. 6.

The " pots," (jcbiyim, set before the Rechabites

(Jer. XXXV. 5), were probably bulging jars or

bowls.

The water-pots of Cana appear to have been

large amphorae, such as are in use at the present

day in Syria (Fisher, Vieirs, p. 56 ; JollifFe, i. 33).

These were of stone or hard earthenware; but gold,

silver, brass, or copper, were also used for vessels

both for domestic and also, with marked preference,

for ritual use (1 K. vii. 45, x. 21 ; 2 Chr. iv. 16,

ix, 20 ; Mark vii. 4 ; Heb. ix. 4 ; Johu ii. 6
;

Michaelis, Laws of Moses, §217, iii. 335, ed.

Smith).

Crucibles for refining metal are mentioned (Pi-ov.

xxvi. 23, xxvii. 21).

The water-pot of the Samaritan woman may
have been a leathern bucket, such as Bedouin wo-
men use (Burckhardt, Notes, i. 45).

The shapes of these vessels we can only conjecture,

as very few remains have yet been discovered, but
it is certain that pottery formed a branch of native

Jewish manufacture. [Pottery.] [H. W. P.]

POT'IPHAR (ID^taiS: nere^pTjs, nerre-

(ppfis, Tlivrerppris : I'utiphar), an Egyptian pr. n.,

also written ]}~\£i '•p'lES, POTiriiERAH. That these

are but two forms of one name is shown by the

ancient Egyptian equivalent, PET-P-liA, which may
have been pronounced, at least in Lower Egypt,

PET-PH-RA. It signifies " Belonging to the Sun."

Rosellini remarks that it is of very tiequent occur-

rence on the Egyptian monuments {Monwnenti
Storici, i. 117, flS). The fuller form is clearly

nearer to the Egyptian.

Potiphar is described as " an ofTicer of Pharaoli,

chiefof tlie executioners (Cnatan lb nyiB Dnp),

an Egyptian" (Gen. xxxix. 1; comp. xxxvii. 36).

The word we render " officer," as in the A. V., is

literally " eunuch," and the LXX. and Vulg. so

ti-anslate it here {(jicdZwv, eunuchus); but it is also

5. T'p; A«'/3>)!; oUa; used wiUi n-IDJ (Jer. i. 13),

•• a si-ctliinR-pot.'

6. 1-1"1S ; xoAKeioi' ; cacabus.

7. njJVJV; aTunvoii r(W(Kx. .\vi.33; lid' ix 4).
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used for an officer of the court, and this is almost
certainly the meaning here, as Potiphar was mar-
ried, which is seldom the case with eunuchs, though
some, as those which have the custody of the

Ka'abeh at Mekkeh are exceptions, and his office

was one which would not usually be held by per-

sons of a class ordinarily wanting in courage,

although here again we must except the occasional

usage of Muslim sovereigns, whose executioneu<i

weie sometimes eunuchs, as Haroon er-Rasheed's

Mesroor, in order that they might be able to carry

out the royal commands even in the hareem; of the

subjects. Potiphar's office was " chief of the execu-

tioners," not, as the LXX. makes it, " of the cooks
"

(apxtfidyeipos), for the prison was in his house,

or, at least, in that of the chief of the executioners,

probably a successor of Potiphar, who committed
the disgraced servants of Pharaoh to Joseph's

charge (xl. 2-4). He is called an Egyptian, though
his master was probably a Shepherd-king of the

xvth dynasty ; and it is to be noticed that his name
contains that of an Egyptian divinity, which does

not seem to be the case with the names of the kings

of that line, though theie is probably an instance in

that of a prince. [CHRONOLOGY, vol, i. p. 322.]
He appears to have been a wealthy man, having
property in the field as well as in the house, over
which Joseph was put, evidently in an important
post (xxxix. 4-6). In this position Joseph was
tempted by his master's wife. The view we have
of Potiphar's household is exactly in accordance with
the representations on the monuments, in which we
see how carefully the produce of the land was regis-

tei-ed and stored up in the house by overseers, as

well as the liberty that the women of all ranks

enjoyed. When Joseph was accused, his master
contented himself with casting him into prison

(19, 20), probably being a merciful man, although
he may have been restrained by God from acting

more severely. After this we hear no more of

Potiphar, unless, wliich is unlikely, the chief of the

executioners afterwards mentioned be he. [See

Joseph.] [R. s. P.]

POTIPHE'EAH (J?na ^pia : n€Te<pp9i, Uer-

T€<pprj, nevTecppTJ, TlevTecjypi : Futiphare), an

Egyptian pr. n., also written HQ^piS, Potiphar,

corresponding to the PET-P-RA, " Belonging to the

Sun," of the hieroglyphics.

Potipherah was priest or prince of On (|S \\i'3),

and his daughter Asenath was given Joseph to wife by
Pharaoh (xli. 45, 50, xlvi. 20). His name, implying
devotion to the sun, is very appropriate to a Heliojio-

lite, especially to a priest of Heliopolis, and theiefore

the rendering " priest " is preferable in his case,

though the other can scaicely be asserted to be

untenable. [Ox; Asenath
; Joseph.] [R.S. P.]

POTSHERD (b^n: Ho-rpaKoy : testa, vas

fictile): also in A. V. " sherd" («. e. anything di-

vided or separated, from share, Kicliardson's Did.),

a piece of earthenware, broken either by the heat

of the furnace in the manufactuie, by fire when
used as a crucible (Prov. xxvi. 23), or otherwise.

[Pottery.] [H. W. P.]

POTTER'S-FIELD, THE {6 aypbs rod

8. D^nSB'; KA^poi; chTi; " allolmenta of land."

9. CJ''in ; (jKtOo? oi;7,-<;/iii'ov ; iw fidiU (Ix'V

i.2l[2siV
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Ktpafifws : u(jer fi'juli). A piece of ground which,

accoi'ding to tiie statement of St. Matthew (xxvii. 7),

was purchased by the priests with the tliirty pieces

of silver rejectel by Judas, and converted into a

burial-place for Jews not belonging to the city (see

Alford, ad loc). In the narrative of the Acts the

purchase is made by Judas himself, and neither

the potter's field, its connexion with the priests,

nor its ultimate application are mentioned. [Acel-
dama.]

That St. Matthew was well assured of the accu-

racy of his vereion of the occuiTence is evident from

his adducing it (ver. 9) as a fulHlment of an ancient

prediction. What that prediction was, and who
made it, is not, however, at all clear. St. Matthew
names Jeremiah : but there is no passage in the

Book of Jeremiah, as we possess it (either in the

Hebrew or LXX.), resembling that which he gives
;

and that in Zechariah, which is usually supposed

to be alluded to, has only a very imperfect likeness

to it. This will be readily seeu :

—

Zech. si. 12.

And I said unto them,
" If ye think good, give

my price ; and if not, for-

bear." So they weiglied

for my price thirty pieces

of silver. And Jehovah
said unto me, "Cast it

unto the potter ; a goodly

price that I was prised at

by them !" And I took the

thirty pieces of silver, and
cast them to the potter in

the house of Jehovah.

And even this is doubtful ; for the word above

translated •' potter " is in the LXX. rendered " fur-

nace," and by modern scholars (Gesenius, Fiirst,

Ewald, De Wette, Herxheimer—following the Tar-

gum, Peshito-Syriac, and Kimchi) " treasury " » or

St. Matt, xxvii. 9.

Then was fulfilled that

which was spoken by Je-

remy the prophet, saying,
" And they took the thirty

pieces of silver, the price

of him that was valued,

whom they of the children

of Israel did value, and
gave them for the potter's

field, as the Lord ap-

pointed me."

* "IVTn. If this be the right translation, the passage,

Instead of being in agreement, is directly at variance wiib

POTTERY
" treasui-er." Supposing, however, this passage to

be that which St. Matthew refere to, three explana-

tions suggest themselves :

—

1. Tliat the Evangelist unintentionally substi-

tuted the name of Jeremiah for that of Zechaiiah,

at the same time alteiing the passage to suit his

immediate object, in the Kirae way that St. Paul

has done in Kom. x. G-9 (compared with Deut. viii.

17, xsx. 11-14), 1 Cor. xv. 4.5 (comp. with Gen.
ii. 7). See Jowett's .S'<. Paul's Epistles {Essay on
Quotations, &c.).

2. That this portion of the Book of Zechariah—

a

book the different portions of which there is reason

to believe are in diHerent styles and by different

authors —was in the time of St. Matthew attribute<l

to Jeremiah.

3. That the reference is to some passage of Jere-

miah which has been lost from its place in his

book, and exists only in the Evangelist. Some
slight support is atibrded to this view by the fact

that potters and the localities occupied by them are

twice alluded to by Jeremiah. Its partial corre-

spondence with Zech. xi. 12, 13, is no argument
agaiust its having at one time fonned a part of the

prophecy of Jeremiah : for it is well known to every

student of the Bible that similar coriespondences are

continually found in the prophets. See, for instance,

Jer. xlviii. 45, comp. with Num. xxi. 27, 28, xxiv.

17 ; Jer. .\lix. 27, comp. with Am. i. 4. For otiiei

examples, see Dr. Pusey's Commentary on Amos and

Micah.

The position of Aceldama has been treated of

under that head. But there is not now any jiot-

tery in Jei-usalem, nor within sevei-al miles of tiie

city. [G.]

POTTERY. The ai-t of pottery is one of the

mostcommou and most ancient of all manufactures.

The modein Arab culinary vessels are chielly of

wood or copper (Niebuhr, Voy. i. 188); but it is

abundantly evident, both that the Hebrews used

the statement of Matt, xxvii. 6, that the silver was not

;

into the treasury.
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fiirthenwaie vessels in the wildenicss, where there

would be little facility for making them, and that

tlie potters' trade was afterwards carried or) in Pa-

lestine. They had themselves been concerned in the

potters' trade in Egypt (Ps. hx.xi. 6), and the wall-

paintings minutely illustrate the Egyptian process,

which agrees with such notices of the Jewish prac-

tice as are found in the Prophets, and also in many
respeits with the process as pui-sued in the present

day. The day, when dug, was trodden by men's feet

so as to form a paste (Is. .xli. 25; Wisd. xv. 7)

[Bricks] ; then placed by the potter on the wheel

beside which he sat, and shaped by him with his

hands. How early the wheel came into use in

Palestine we know not, but it seems likely that it

was adopted from Egypt. It consisted of a wooden
disc *> placed on another larger one, and turned by
the hand by an attendant, or worked by a treadle

(Is. xlv. 9 ; Jer. xviii. 3 ; Ecclus. xxxviii. 29, 30
;

see Tennant, Ceylon, i. 452). The vessel was then

smoothed and coated with a glaze, "^ and finally

burnt in a furnace (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. 108).
We find allusions to the potsherds, i.e. broken pieces'^

of vessels used as crucibles, or burst by the furnace,

and to the necessity of keeping the latter clean

(Is. XXX. 14, xlv. 9 ;' Job u. 8 ; Ps. sxii. 16 ; Prov.

x.xvi. 23 ; Ecclus. u. s.).

Earthen vessels were used, both by Egyptians and
Jews, for various purposes besides culinary. Deeds

were kept in them (Jer. xxxii. 14). Tiles with
patterns and writing were common both in Egvpt
and Assyria, and were also in use in Palestine (Ez.

i V. 1 ). There was at Jerusalem a royal establishment

of potters (] Chr. iv. 23), from whose employment,
and from the fragments cast away in the process,

the Potter's Field perhaps received its name (Is.

XXX. 14). Whether the term "potter" (Zech. xi.

13) is to be so interpreted may be doubted, as

it may be taken for " artificer " in general, and
also " treasurer," as if the coin mentioned were to be

weighed, and perhaps melted down to be recoined

(Ges. p. 619 ; Grotius, Calmet, St. Jerome, Hitzia;,

Birch, Hist, of Pottery, i. 152 ; Saalschiitz, Hebr.
^rcA. i. 14, 11). [H. W. P.]

POUND. 1. A weight. See Weights and
Measl-res.

2. (M^'a.) A money of account, mentioned in

the parable of the Ten Pounds (Luke xix. 12-27),

as the talent is in the parable of the Talents (JIatt.

XXV. 14-30), the comparison of the Saviour to a

master who entrusted money to his servants where-

with to trade in his absence being probably a fre-

quent lesson in our Lord's teaching i^comp. JIark

xiii. 32-37). The reference appears to be to a

(Jreek pound, a weight used as a money of account,

of which sixty went to the talent, the weight de-

pending upon the weight of the talent. At this

time the Attic talent, reduced to the weight of the

earlier Phoenician, which was the same as the

Hebrew, prevailed in Palestine, though other sys-

tems must have been occasionally used. The Greek

name doubtless came either from the Hebrew maneh
or fiom a common origin ; but it must be remem-
bered that the Hebrew talent contained but (ifty

raanehs, and that we have no authority for su{>-

posing that the maneh was called in Palestine by

the Greek name, so that it is most reasonable to
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' 1. 1^*V, part, of "1^*', " press ;" KtpayLtvq; fguXus.

2. "in3, only in Dan. ii. 41 ; figulut.

> D^33X, lit. " two stones ;" Aifloi ; rota (see Gos. p. 1 6).

consider the Greek weight to be meant. [Talent
;

Weights and Measures.] [R. S. P.]

PEAETO'RIUM (vpairdptou). The head-

quarters of the Pioman military governor, wherever
he happened to be. In time of peace some one of

the best buildings of the city which was the re-

sidence of the proconsul or praetor was selected for

this purpose. Thus Vei-res appropriated the palace

of king Hiero at Syracuse ; at Caesarea that of Herod
the Great was occupied by Felix (Acts xxiii. 35) ;

and at Jerusalem the new palace erected by the

same prince was the residence of Pilate. This last

was situated on the western, or more elevated, hill of

Jerusalem, and was connected with a system of forti-

tiaitions, the aggregate of which constituted the wap-
f/ujSoA?;, or fortified baiTack. It was the dominant
position on the Western hill, and—at any rate on
one side, probably the Eastern—was mounted by a

flight of steps (the same from which St. Paul made
his speech in Hebrew to the angry crowd of Jews,
Acts xxii. 1 seqq.). From the level below the

barrack, a terrace led eastward to a gate opening
into the western side of the cloister surrounding the

Temple, the road being carried across the valley of

Tyropoeon (separating the Western from the Temple
hill) on a causeway built up of enormous stone

blocks. At the angle of the Temple cloister just

above this entrance, i. e. the N.W. corner [see

Jerusalem, p. 1006, and p. 1023] stood the old

citadel of the Temple hill, the 0apis, or Byrsa,
which Herod rebuilt and called by the name An-
tonia, after his friend and patron the triumvir.

After the Roman power was established in Judaea,

a Roman guard was always maintained in the An-
tonia, the commander of which for the time being

seems to be the official termed ffrparriyhs rod
Upou in the Gospels and Acts. The guard in the

Antonia was probably relieved regularly fi-om the

cohort quartered in the -KapeixfioXi), and hence the

plural ibrm (TTpaTTj-yoi is sometimes used, the

officers, like the privates, being changed every watch;

although it is very conceivable that a certain num-
ber of them should have been selected for the service

fi-om possessing a superior knowledge of the Jewish
customs, or skill in the Hebrew language. Besides

the cohort of regular legionaries there was probably

an equal number of local troops, who when on service

acted as the "supports" {'Sit,i6\a^oi, coverers of
the ?-ig/it flan/:. Acts xxiii. 23) of the former, and
there were also a few squadrons of cavalry ; although
it seems likely that both these and the local troops

had separate barracks at Jerusalem, and that the

irapffifio\i], or praetorian camp, was appropriated

to the Roman cohort. The ordinary police of the

Temple and the city seems to have been in the

hands of the Jewish officials, whose attendants

{vTT^pejat) were provided with dirks and clubs, but

without the regular armour and the discipline of

the legionaries. When the latter were required to

assist this gendannerie, either from the apprehen-

sion of serious tumult, or because the service was
one of great import.ince, the Jews would apply to

the otTicer in comnuind at the Antonia, who would

act so far under their orders as the commander of a

detachment in a manufacturing town does under

the oi-ders of the civil magisti-ate at the time of a
riot (Acts iv. 1, v. 24V But the power of life and

' Xpiaiia (Kcclus. I. c).

* B^.n ; i^poLKOv ; lata. See Tor, 9 (note).
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death, or of vecrular scourging, losted only with the

praetor, or the pei-son representing him and com-

missioned by him. This power, and that which

would always go with it,—the right to press what-

ever men or tilings were required by tiie public

exigencies,— appeal's to be denoted by the tci-m

i^ovaria, a term perhaps the translation of tlie Latin

imperium, and cert<iinly its equivalent. It was in-

herent in the praetor or his representatives—hence

themselves popularly called i^ovffiai, or e'lourriaj

Oxeprepai (Rom. xiii. 1, 3)—and would be com
raunicated to all military officei-s in command of

detacheil posts, such as the centurion at Capernaum,

who describes himself as possessing summary powers

of this kind because lie was vtt' i^ovcria, covered by

the privilege of the inipennm (ilatt. viii. 9). The

forced purveyances (Matt. v. 40), the requisitions

for baggage animals (Matt. v. 41), the summary
punishments following transgression of orders

(Matt. V. 39) incident to a military occupation of

the country, of course must have been a peipetual

source of irritation to the peasantry along the lines

of the military roads, even when the despotic au-

thority of the Roman olTicers might be e.\ereised

with moderation. But such a state of things also

afforded constant opportunities to an unpiincipled

soldier to extort money under the pretence of a

loan, as the price of exemption from personal services

which he was competent to insist upon, or as a bribe

to buy oil' the prosecution of some vexatious charge

before a military tribunal (Matt. v. 42 ; Lul<e

iii. 14).

The relations of the military to the civil autho-

rities in .Jerusalem come out very clearly from the

history of the Crucifixion. When Judas first makes

his proposition to betray Jesus to the chief priests,

a conference is held between tliem and the a-rpa-

Tjjyol as to the mode of ellecting the object (Lul^e

xxii. 4). The plan involved the assemblage of a

large number of the Jews by night, and Roman
jealousy forbad such a thing, except under the sur-

veillance of a military olKcer. An arr.angement

was accoi-dingly m:uie for a military force, which

would naturally be diuwn from the Antonia. At
the appointed hour Judas comes and takes with

him "the troops,"'' together with a number of

police (uTrrjpeTas) under the orders of the high-

priests and Pha-.isees (John xviii. 3). When the

apprehension of .lesus takes place, however, there

is scarcely any reference to the presence of the mili-

tiry. Matthew and Jlaik altogether ignore their

taking any part in the proceeding. From St. Luke's

account one is led to suppose that the military

commander posted his men outside the garden, and

entered himself with the Jewish authorities (x.xii.

.'j'i). This is exactly what might be expected under

the circumstances. It was the business of the

Jewish authorities to apprehend a Jewish offender,

and of the Roman ofticer to take care that the pro-

ceeding led to no breach of the public peace. But
when apprehended, the Roman olFicer became re-

sponsible for the custody of the offender, and accord-

ingly he would at once chain him by the wrists to

two soldiers (Acts xxi. 33) and carry him oil'. Here
.St. John accoi-dingly gives another glimpse of the

presence of the military :—" the troops then, and
the chiliarch and the officers of the Jews apprehended

Jesus, and put him in bonds and led him away, first

of all to Annas" (xviii. 12). The insults which

Called rqv antlpav. altlioiigh of course only a dctacli-

lit from the collect
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St. Luke mentions (xxii. 63), are apparently the

barbarous sport of the ruflianly soldiers and police

while waiting with their prisoner for the assemblin;:;

of the Sanhedrim in the hall of Caiaphas ; but the

blows inflicted are those with the viue-stiik, whicli

the centurions caiTied, and with which they struck

the soldiers on the head and face (Juvenal, Sat.

viii. 247), not a flagellation by the hands of lictors.

When Jesus was condemned by the Sanhedrim
and accordingly sent to Pilate, the Jewish officials

certainly expected that no enquiry would be made
into the merits of the case, but that Jesus would be

simply received as a convict on the authority of his

own countrymen's tribunal, thrown into a dungeon,

and on the first convenient opportunity executed.

They are obviously surprised at the question, " What
accusation bring ye against tnis man?" and at the

.ajiparition of the governor himself outside the pre-

cinct of the praetorium. The cheapness in which
he had held the life of the native population on a

.tbriner occasion (Luke xiii. 1), must have led them
to expect a totally different course from him. His
scrupulosity, most extraordinary in any Roman,
stands in striking contra-st with the reclilessness of

the commander who proceeded at once to put St.

Paul to torture, simply to ascertain why it was
that so violent an attack was made on him by the

crowd (Acts sxii. 24). Yet this latter is undoubt-
edly a typical specimen of the feeling which pi-e-

vailal among the conquerors of Judaea in i-efeience

to the conquered. The ordering the execution of a

native criminal would in ninety-nine instances out

of a hundred, have been regarded by a Roman mag-
nate as a simph' ministerial act,—one wliich indeed

only he was competent to perfonn, but of which
the performance was unworthy of a second thought.

It is probable that the hesitation of Pilate was
due rather to a superstitious fear of his wife's

dream, than to a sense of justice or a feeling of

humanity towards an individual of a despised race ;

at any rate such an explanation is more in accord-

ance with what we know of the feeling prevalent

among his class in that age.

When at last Pilate's effort to save Jesus was
defeated by the determination of the Jews to claim

Barabbas, and he had testified, by washing his

hands in the presence of the people, that he did not

consent to the juilginent passed on the prisoner by
the Sanhedrim, but must be regarded .as performing

a merely ministerial act,—he proceeils at once to

the formal infliction of the appropriate penalty.

His lictors take Jesus and inflict the punishment
of scourging upon Him in the presence of all (Matt.

xxvii. 2t>). This, in the Rom.in idea, was the neces-

s,ary preliminary to capital punishment, and had
Jesus not been an alien, his head would have been

ftruck off by the lictors immediately afterwards.

But crucifixion being the customary punishment in

that case, a diffei-ent course l>ecomes necessarv.

The execution must take place by the hands of the

military, and Jesus is handed over from the lictoi-s

to these. They take Him into the piaetorium, and
muster the whole cohort—not merely that portion

which is on duty at the time (Matt, .xxvii. 27

;

Mark xv. 16). While a centurion's gu.ard is being

told off for the purpose of executing Jesus and the

two criminals, the rest of the soldiers divert them-

selves in mocking the reputed King of the Jews
(Matt, xxvii. 28-30; Mark xv. 17-19; John xix.

2-3), Pilate, who in the meantime has gone in,

being probably a witness of the pitiable spectacle.

His wife's dream still haunts him, and ijthough he

I
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has already delivered Jesus over to execution, and

what is taking place is merely the ordinary course,''

he conies out again to the people to protest that he

is passive in the matter, and that tlicij must take

the prisoner, there before their eyes in the garb of

mockery, and crucify Him (John xix. 4-6). On
their reply that Jesus had asserted Himself to be

the Son of God, Pilate's fears are still more roused,

and at last he is only induced to go on with the

militarij execution, for which he is himself respon-

sible, by the threat of a charge of treason against

Caesar in the event of his not doing so (John xix.

7-i;^). Sitting then solemnly on the bona, and pro-

ducing Jesus, who in the meantime has had His own
clothes put upon Him, he formally delivers Him up

to be cnicitied in such a manner as to make it

appear that he is acting solely in the discharge of

his duty to the emperor (John xix. 13-16).

The centurion's guard now proceed with the pri-

soners to Golgotha, .Fesus himself carrying the cross-

piece of wood to which His hands were to be nailed.

Weak from loss of blood, the result of the scourging,

He is unable to proceed ; but just as they are

leaving the gate they meet Simon the Cyrenian,

and at once use the military right of pressing

{a.yyapiveiv') him for the public service. Arrived

at the spot, four-soldiers are told oft' for the business

of the executioner, the remainder keeping the

gi-ound. Two would be required to hold the hands,

and a third the feet, while the fouilh drove in the

nails. Hence the distribution of the garments into

four parts. The centurion in command, the priu-

ci]ial Jewish officials and their acquaintance (hence

probably St. John xviii. 15), and the nearest rela-

tions of Jesus (John xix. 26, 27), might naturally

lie admitted within the cordon—a square of perhaps

100 yards. The people would be kept outside of

this, but the distance would not be too great to

read the title, " Jesus the Nazarene, the King of the

Jews," or at any rate to gather its general meaning. =

The whole acquaintance of Jesus, and the women
who had followed Him fiom Galilee—too much
afflicted to mix with the crowd in the immediate

vicinity, and too numeious to obtain admission

inside the cordon—looked on from a distance (airh

uaKp6dsv), iloubtless from the hill on the other side

of the valley of Kedron—a dist-ance of not more
than 600 or 700 yards, accoi-ding to Mr. Fergusson's

view of the site of Golgotha."* The vessel containing

vinegar (John xix. 29) was set within the cordon

for the benefit of the soldiei-s, whose duty it was to

remain under arms (Matt, xxvii. 36) until the death

of the prisoners, the centurion in command being

responsible for their not being taken down alive.

Had the Jews not been anxious for the removal of

the bodies, in order not to shock the eyes of the

people coming in from the country on the following

day, the troops would have been relieved at the end

of their watch, and their place snpplie<l by others

until death took place. The jealousy with which

any interference with the regular couree of a mili-

tary execution was regarded appears from the ap-

plication of the Jews to Pilate—not to the centu-

rion—to have the prisoners dispatched by breaking
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•> Herod's guard had piirsuetl precisely tlA same brutal

conduct Just before.

" The latter supposition is perhaps the more correct, as

the four Kvangellsts give four dllTerent forms.

>• The two first Evangelists name Mary Magdalen among
these women (Matt, xxvii. 56; Mark xv. 40). St. John
names her, together with the Lord's mother, and Mary
Clopos, as at the side of the cross.

their legs. For the performance of this duty other

soldiers were dispatched (xix. 32), not merely, per-

mission given to the Jews to have the operation

performed. Even for the watching of the sepulchie

recourse is had to Pilate, who bids the applicants

" take a guard" (Matt, xxvii. 65), which they do,

and put a seal on the stone in the presence of the

soldiers, in a way exactly analogous to that prac-

tised in the custody of the sacred robes of the high

priest in the Antouia (Joseph. Ant. xv. 11, §4).

The Praetorian camp at Rome, to which St. Paul

refers (Phil. i. 13), was erected by the Emperor

Tiberius, acting under the advice of Sejanus. Before

that time the guards were billetted in different

parts of the city. It stood outside the walls, at

some distance short of the fourth milestone, and so

near either to the Salarian or the Nomontane road,

that Nero, in his flight by one or the other of them

to the house of his freedman Phaon, which was

situated between the two, heard the cheers of the

soldiers within for Galba. In the time of Vespasian

the houses seem to have extended so far as to reach

it (Tacitus, Anndl. iv. 2 ; Suetonius, Tib. 37,

Xcrcm. 48; Plin. 77. N. iii. 5). From the first,

buildings must have sprung up near it for sutlers

and others. St. Paul appears to have been per-

mitteil for the space of two years to lodge, so to

speak, "within the rules" of the Praetorium (Acts

xxviii. 30), although still under the custody of a

soldier. [J. W. B.]

PRAYER. The words generally used in the O.T.

are nSllR (from root pil, " to incline," " to be

gracious," whence in Hithp. " to entreat gi-ace or

mercy"): LXX. (generally), SeTjo-is : Vulg.depre-

catio: and n?Sr} (from root ??3, " to judge,"

whence in Hithp. "to seek judgment"): LXX.
jrpoffevxri ' Vulg. oratio. The latter is used to

express intercessory prayer. The two words point

to the two chief objects sought in prayer, viz. the

prevalence of right and truth, and the gift of mercy.

The object of this article will be to touch briefiy

on (1) the doctrine of Scripture as to the nature

and efficacy of prayer
; (2) its directions as to time,

place, and manner of prayer; (3) its types and

examples of prayer.

(1.) Scripture does not give any theoretical ex-

planation of the mystery which attaches to prayer.

The difficulty of understanding its real efficacy arises

chiefly from two sources: from the belief that man
lives un<ler general laws, which in all cases must

be fulfilled unalterably ; and the opposing belief

that he is master of his own destiny, and need pray

for no external blessing. The first dilficnlty is even

increased when we substitute the belief in a Per-

sonal God for the sense of an Impei-sonal Destiny

;

since not only does the predestination of God seem

to render prayer useless, but His wisdom and love,

giving freely to man all that is good for him, appear

to make it needless.

The difficulty is familiar to all philosophy, the

foiTiier element being far the more important: the

logical inference from it is the belief in the absolute

uselessness of prayer.* But the universal instinct

See the well-known lines :

—

" Permittes ipsis expendere Numinibus, qntd

Conveniat nobis, rebusque sit utile nostris.

Carlor est illis homo quam sibi."

Jlv. Sat. X. 346-349.

And the older quotation, referred to by Plato {Ale. II,

p. 154):—
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of prayer, being too strong for sucli reasoning,

geuei-ally exacted as a compromise the use of prayer

for good in the abstract (the " mens sana in coipore

Siino ") ; a compromise theoretically liable to the

same difficulties, but wholesome in its practical

effect. A far more dangerous compromise was that

adopted by some philosophers, rather than by man-
kind at large, which separated internal spiritual

growth from the external circumstances which give

scoj>e thereto, and claimed the former ;is belonging

entirely to man, while allowing the latter to be gifts

of the gods, and therefore to be tit objects of prayer^

The most obvious escape from these difficulties is

to fall back on the mere subjective effect of prayer,

and to suppose that its only object is to produce on

the mind that consciousness of dependence which

leads to faith, and that sense of God's protection

and mercy which fosters love. These being the

conditions of receiving, or at least of rightly entering

into, God's blessings, it is thought that in its en-

couragement of them all the use and efficacy of

prayer consist.

Now .Scripture, while, by the doctrine of spiritual

influence, it entirely disposes of the Litter difiiculty,

does not so entirely solve that part of the mysteiy

which depends on the nature of God. It places it

clearly before us, and emphasizes most strongly

those doctrines on which the difficulty turns. The
reference of all events and actions to the will or

permission of God, and of all blessings to His free

grace, is indeed the leading idea of all its parts,

historical, prophetic, and doctrinal ; and tliis general

ideii is expresslj' dwelt upon in its application to

the subject of pra3-er. The principle that our
" Heavenly Father knoweth what things we have

need of before we ask Him," is not only enunciated

in plain terms by our Lord, but is at all times

implied in the very fonn and nature of all Scrip-

tural prayei-s; and moreover, the ignoi'ance of man,
who " knows not what to pray for as he ought,"

and his consequent need of the Divine guidance in

prayer, are dwelt upon with equal earnestness.

Vet, while this is so, on the other hand the instinct

of prayer is solemnly sanctioned and enforced in

every page. Not only is its subjective effect as-

seited, but its real objective efficacy, as a means
appointed by God for obtaining blessing, is both

implied and expressed in the plainest terms. As I

we are bidden to pray for general spiritual blessings,

in which instance it might seem as if prayer were
simply a means of preparing the heart, and so

making it capaV^le of receiving them ; so also are

we encouraged to ask special blessings, both spi-

ritual and temporal, in hope that thus (and thus

only) we may obtiiin them, and to use intercession

for othei'S, equally special and confident, in trust

that an effect, which in this case cannot possibly

be subjective to ourselves, will be gianted to our

prayei-s. The command is enforced by direct pro-

mises, such as that in the ^^c^mon on the Mount
(Matt. vii. 7, 8), of the clearest and most com-
prehensive character ; by the example of all saints

and of our Lord Himself; :uid by historiail records

of such efl'ect as gi-anted to prayer again and again.

Thus, as usual in the case of such mysteries, the

two apparently opposite truths are emphasize<l, be-

euise they are needful to man's conception of his

relation to God ; their reconcilement is not, perhaps

Ztv PaaiXev, to. fiiv toflAo xat (vxoficVoi; Kai

'Afifii SiSoV TO Si Seiva icai ev\oijifroi<: d.ToAeJf.
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cannot be, fully revealed. For, in fact, it is in/olvcd

in that inscrutal)le mystery which attends on the

conception of any free action of man as necessary for

the working out of the general laws of God's un-

changeiible will.

At the same time it is clearly implied that such

a reconcilement exists, and that all the appu-ently

isolated and independent exertions of man's spirit in

prayer are in some way perfectly suboixlinated to

the One supreme will of God, so as to fonn a part of

His scheme of Providence. This follows from the

condition, expressed or understood in eveiy prayer,

" Not my will, but Thine be done." It is seen in

the distinction between the granting of our peti-

tions (which is not absolutely promised), and the

certain answer of blessing te all faithful prayer

;

a distinction exemplified in the case of St. Paul's

prayer against the " thorn in the Hesh," and of our

Lord's own agony in Gethsemane. It is distinctly

enunciated by St. John ( 1 John v. 14, 1 5) : " If we
ask any thing according to I/is icill, He heareth us

:

and if we know that He Jiear us, whatsoever we
ask, we know that we have the petitions that we
desired of Him."

It is also implied that the key to the mystery
lies in the fact of man's spiritual unity with God
in Christ, and of the consequent gift of the Holy
Spirit. All true and pi-evailing prayer is to be

offered "in the name of Christ" (John xiv. 18,

XV. 16, xvi. 23-27), that is, not only for the sake

of His Atonement, but also in dependence on His

Intercession ; which is therefore as a central influ-

ence, acting on all prayeis offered, to throv/ off

whatever in them is evil, and give efficacy to all

that is in accordance with the Divine will. So also

is it said of the spiritual influence of the Holy Ghost

on each individual mind, that while " we know not

what to pray for," the indwelling " Spirit makes
intercession for the saints, according to the tcill of

God" (Kom. viii. 26, 27). Here, as probably in

all other cases, the action of the Holy Spirit on the

soul is to free agents, what the laws of nature aie

to things inanimate, and is the power which har-

monises free individual action with the univei-sal

will of God. The mystery of prayer therefore, IpKe

all others, is seen to be resolved into that gi-eal

central mystery of the Gospel, the communion of

man with God in the Incarnation of Christ. Beyond
this we cannot go.

(2.) Tiieie are no directions as to prayer given

in the Jlosaic law: the duty is rather taken for

gianted, as an adjunct to sacrifice, than enforced or

elaborated. The Temple is emphatically designated

as "the House of Prayer " (Is. Ivi. 7); it could not

be otherwise, if" He who heai-s prayer" (Ps. Ixv.

2) there manifested His special Presence; and the

prayer of Solomon offered at its consecration (1 K.

viii. 30, 35, 38) implies that in it were ofl'ered,

both the private piayers of each single man, and

the public prayei-s of all Israel.

It is hardly c-onceivabie that, even from the be-

ginning, public prayer did not follow every public

sacrifice, whether propitiatory or euihaiistic, as

regularly as the incense, which was the symbol of

prayer (see.Ps. cxli. 2; Kev. viii. 3, 4). Such a

practice is alluded to as common, in Luke i. 10;
and in one instance, at the oflering of the firsts

fi-uits, it was ordained in a striking fomi (Deut.

b " Sed satis est orare Jovem, quae donat et anfert.

Pet vltim, del opes; aoqiiuni mi animum ipseparabo."

Hob. Kp. 1. xviii. ill; comp. Cic. Dt .\at. Dear. iil. 3S.
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xxvi. 12-1")). In hiter times it, certainly grew into

a regulai- service, both in tlie Temple and in tiie

Synagogue.

But, besides this public prayer, it w.-k the custom

of all at .lerusalem to go up to the Temple, at re-

gular liours if possible, for private prayer (see Luke
xviii. 10 ; Acts iii. 1) ; and those who were absent

were wont to " open their windows towards Jeru-

salem," and pray "towards" the place of God's

Presence (1 K. viii. 46-49 ; Dan. vi. 10 ; Ps. v. 7,

xxviii. 2; cxxxviii. 2). The desire to do this was

possibly one reason, independently of other and

more obvious ones, why the house-top or the

(uountain-top were chosen places of private prayer.

The regular hours of pmyer seem to have been

three (see Ps. Iv. 17 ; Dan. vi. 10), " the evening,"

that is, the ninth hour (Acts iii. 1, x. 3), the hour

of the evening sacrifice (Dan. ix. 21); the "morn-
ing," that is, the third hour (Acts ii. 15), that of

tlie morning sacrifice ; and the sixth hour, or " noon-

day." To these would natuially be added some
prayer at rising and lying down to sleep; and
thence might easily be developed (by the love of

the mystic number seven), the " seven times a day
"

of Ps. cxix. 104, if this is to be literally undei-stood,

and the seven hoursof prayer of the ancient Church.

iknne at least of these hoLirs seem to have been ge-

neially obsen'ed by religious men in private prayer

at home, or in the midst of their occupation and in

the streets (Matt. vi. 5). Grace before meat would
seem to have been an equally common practice (see

Matt. XV. 36 ; Acts x.xvii. 35).

The postuie of prayer among the Jews seems to

have been most often standing (1 Sam. i. 26 ; Matt.

vi. 5; JIark xi. 25; Luke xviii. 11); unless the

piayer were otl'ered with especial solemnity, and
luimiliatiou, which was naturally expressed by
kneeling (1 K. viii. 54; comp. 2 Chr. vi. 13 ; Ezr.

ix. 5; Ps. xcv. 6; Dan. vi. 10); or prostration

(Josh. vii. 6 ; 1 K. xviii. 42 ; Neh. viii. 6). The
hands were "lifted up," or "spread out" before

the Lord (Ps. xxviii. 2, cxxxiv. 2 ; Ex. ix. 33,

&c. &c.) In the Christian Church no posture is

mentioned in the N. T. excepting that of kneeling
;

see Acts vii. 60 (St. Stephen) ; ix. 40 (St. Peter)
;

XX. 36, xxi. 5 (St. Paul)
;
perhaps from imitation of

the example of our Lord in Gethsemane (on which
occasion alone His posture in prayer is recorded).

In after-times, as is well known, this posture was
varied by the custom of standing in prayer on the

Lord's-day, and during the period from Easter to

Whit-Sunday, in order to commemorate His resur-

rection, and our spiritual resurrection in Him.

(3.) The only Fomi of Prayer given for per-

petual use in the 0. T. is the one in Dent. xxvi.

5-15, connected with the otlering of tithes and first-

fruits, and containing in simple foi-m the impoi-tant

elements of prayer, acknowledgment of God's mercy,

self-dedication, and prayer for future blessing. To
this may perhaps be added the threefoKi blessing of

Num. vi. 24-26, couched as it is in a precatoiy

form ; and the short prayers of Moses (Num. x. 35,

36) at the moving and resting of the cloud, the

former of which was the germ of the 68th Psalm.

Indeed the forms given, evidently with a view to

preservation and constant use^are rather hymns or

songs than prayers projierly so called, altliough they

often contain supplication. Scattered through the

historical books, we have the Song of Moses, taught

to the children of Israel (Dent, xxxii. 1-43) ; his

less important songs after the passage of the Red
Sea (Ex. xv. 1-10) and at the springing out of the
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water (Num. xxi. 17, 18); the Song of Deborah
and Barak (Judg. v.) ; theSongof Haimah in 1 Sam.
ii. 1-10 (the eliect of which is seen by reference to

the Magnificat) ; and the Song of David (Ps.

xviii.), singled out in 2 Sam. xxii. But after

David's time, the existence and use of the Psalms,

and tlie poetical fonii of the Prophetic books, and
of the prayers which they contain, must have tended

to fix this Psalmic character on all Jewish prayer.

The effect is seen plainly in the fomi of Hezekiah's

prayers in 2 K. xix. 15-19
; Is. xxr\'iii. 9-20.

But of the prayei-s recorded in the 0. T., the

two most remarkable are those of Solomon at the

dedication of the Temple (1 K. viii. 23-53), and of

Joshua the high-priest, and his colleagues, after the

captivity (Neh. ix. 5-38).• The former is a prayer
for God's presence with His people in time of na-

tional defeat (vers. 33, 34), famine or pestilence

(35-37), war (44, 45), and captivity (46-50), and
with each individual Jew and stranger (41-43) who
may worship in the Temple. The latter contains a
recital of all God's blessings to the children of Israel

from Abraham to the captivity, a confession of their

continual sins, and a fresh dedication of themselves

to the Covenant. It is clear that both are likely

to have exercised a strong liturgical influence, and
accordingly we find that the public prayer in the

Temple, already referred to, had in our Lord's time

grown into a kind of liturgy. Before and during

the sacrifice there was a prayer that God would
put it into their hearts to love and fear Him ; then

a repeating of the Ten Commandments, and of the

passages written on their phylacteries [Front-
lets] ; next three or four prayers, and ascrip-

tions of glory to God ; and the blessing from Num.
vi. 24-26, " The Lord bless thee," &c., closed this

service. Afterwards, at the oft'ering of the meat-

offering, there followed the singing of psalms, regu-

larly fixed for each day of the week, or specially

appointed for the great festivals (see Bingham, b.

xiii. ch. V. sect. 4). A somewhat similar liturgy

fonned a regular part of the Synagogue worship, in

which there was a regular minister, as the leader of

prayer ('1-13-'^n H vtJ', " legatus ecclesiae ") ; and

public prayer.as well as private, was the special object

of the Proseuchae. It appears also, from the question

of the disciples in Luke xi. 1, and from Jewish tia-

dition, that the chief teachers of the day gave special

foiTOs of prayer to their disciples, as the badge of

their discipleship and the best fruits of their leainiing.

All Christian prayer is, of course, based on the

Lord's Pitiyer; but its spirit is also guided by that

of His prayer in Gethsemane, and of the praj-cr

recorded by St. John (ch. xvii.), the beginning of

His gi-eat work of intercession. The first is the

comprehensive type of the simplest and most uni-

vers;fl prayer; the second justifies prayers for sjiecial

blessings of this life, while it limili them by perfect

)esignation to Goal's will ; the last, dwelling as it

does on the knowledge and glorification of (iod,

and the communion of man with Him, as the one

object of prayer and life, is the type of the liighest

and most spiritual devotion, tne Lord'.s Prayer

has given the fomi and tone of all ordinary Chris-

tian prayer; it has fixed, as its leading juinciples,

simplicity and confidence in Our Father, community
of sympathy with all men, anil practical reference

to our own life ; it has shown, as its true objects,

fii-st the glory of God, and next the needs of man.

To these may be aJdcd Pan. ix. 4-19.

3 N'
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To the intercessory prayer, we may trace up its

transcendental element, 'its desire of that commu-
nion through love with the nature of God, which is

the secret of all individual holiness, and of all com-
munity' witli men.
The influence of these prayers is more distinctly

traced in the piayci-s contained in the Epistles (see

Eph. iii. 14-21; Kom. xvi. 25-27; Phil. i. 3-11
;

Col. i. 9-15; Heb. xiii. 20, 21; 1 Pet. v. 10, 11,

&c.), than in those recorded in the Acts. The public

prayer, which from the beginning became the prin-

ciple of life and unity in the Church (see Acts ii.

42 ; and comp. i. 24, 25, iv. 24-30, vi. 6, xii. 5,

xiii. 2, 3, xvi. 25, xx. 36, .\xi. 5), although doubt-
less always including the Lord's Prayer, probablv

in the first instance took much of its form and .style

from the prayers of the synagogues. The only fomi
given (besides the very short one of Acts i. 24, 25),
dwelling as it does (.Acts iv. 24-30) on the Scrip-

tures of the 0. T. in their application to our Lord,
seems to maik this connexion. It was probably by
degiees that they assumed the distinctively Chris-

tian character.

In the rccoi-d of piayers accepted and granted by
God, we observe, as always, a special adaptation to

the period of His dispensation, to which they belong.

In tiip p.itriarchal period, they have the simple and
childlike tone of domestic supplication for the simple

and apparently trivial incidents of domestic life.

Such are the prayers of Abraham for children

(Gen. XV. 2, 3); for Ishmael fxvii. 18); of Isaac

for Robekah (xxv. 21) ; of Abraham's servant in

Me.sopotamia (xxiv. 12-14); although sometimes
they take a wider range in intera-ssion, as with
Abraham for .Sodom (Gen. xviii. 23-32), and for

Abimelech (xx. 7, 17). In the Jlosiiic period

they assume a more solemn tone and a national

bearing; chiefly that of direct intercession for the

chosen people; as by Moses (Num. xi. 2, xii. 13,
xxi. 7); by Samuel (1 Sam. vii. 5, xii. 19, 23);
by David (2 Sam. .xxiv. 17, 18); by Hezekiah
(2 K. xi.x. 15-19) ; by Isaiah (2 K. xix. 4; 2 Chr.
xxxii. 20); by iMniel (Dan. ix. 20, 21): or of
prayer for national victory, as by Asa (2 Chr.
xiv. 11); .Tehoshaphat (2 Chr. xx. 6-12). More
rarely are they for individuals, as in the prayer of

Hannah (1 Sam. i. 12) ; in that of Hezekiah "in his

sickness (2 K. xx. 2); the intercession of Samuel
for Saul (1 Sam. xv. 11, 35j, &c. A special class

are those which precede and refei- to the exercise of

miraculous power; as by Moses (Ex. viii. 12, 30,
XV. 25); by Elijah at Zarephath (1 K. xvii. 20)
and Cai-mel (1 K. xviii. 36, 37); by Elisha at

Shuneni (2 K. iv. 33) and Dothan (vi. 17, 18);
by Isaiah (2 K. xx. 11): by St. Peter for Tabitha
(Acts ix. 40); by the elders of the Church (James
v. 14, 15, 16). In the New Testament they have
a more directly spiritual bearing; such as the
pi-ayer of tlie Churcli for protection and grace
(Acts iv. 24-30); of the Apostles for their Sa-

maritan convei-ts (viii. 15); of Conielins for guid-
ance (x. 4, 31) ; of the Church for St. Peter (xii.

5); of St. Paul at Philippi (xvi. 25) ; of St. Paul
against the thorn in the flesh answered, although
not granted (2 Cor. xii. 7-9), &c. it would seem
the intention of Holy Scripture to encourage all

prayer, more especially intercession, in all relations,

and for all righteous objects. [A. B.]

PRESKXTS. [(;iFT.s.]

PRESIDENT. Sdrac,^ or Sdrl^d, only used

• ^^D, or NS'ID ; T<ucTiK(k ; princeps.

PRIEST

I

Dan. vi., theChaldee equivalent for Hebrew Shoter,

probably from Sara, Zend, a "head" (see Strabo,

xi. p. 331). ^apa-wapaf = K«pa\OT6iJioi is con-

nected with the .Sanskrit siras or <;iras, and is

traced in Sargon and other words (Eichoff, Vergl.

Spr. p. 129, 415; see Her. iii. 89, where he calls

Satrap a Persian word). [H. W. P.]

PRIEST (im3, cohen: Upehs : sacerdos).

Name.— It is unfortunate that there is nothing

like a consensus of intei pret*i-s as to the etymology
of this word. Its root-meaning, uncerfciin as far ;is

Hebrew itself is concerned, is referred by Gesenius

{Thesaurus, s. v.) to the idea of prophecy. The
Co/ien delivers a divine message, stands as a me-
diator between God and man, represents each to the

other. This meaning, however, belongs to the

Arabic, not to the Hebrew form, and Ewald con-

nects the latter with the verb pDlH {hedn), to

array, put in order (so in Is. Ixi. 10), seeing in it

a reference to the primary office of the priests as

arranging the sacrifice on^the altar (^Altcrthiim. p.

272). According to Saalschiitz (Arc/iaol. der Hebr.

c. 78), the primary meaning of the word = minister,

and he thus accounts for the wider application of

the name (infra). Biihr (Symholik, ii. p. 15) con-

nects it with an Arabic root = ^Ip, to draw near.

Of these etymologies, the last lias the merit of

answering most closely to the received usage of the

word. In the precise terminology of the law, it is

used of one who may " draw near" to the Divine

Presence (Ex. xix. 22, xxx. 20) while others remain

afar off, and is applied accordingly, for the most
part, to the sons of Aaron, as those who were alone

authorized to ofl'er sacrifices. In some remarkable

passages it t;ikes a wider range. It is applied to

the priests of other nations or religions, to "Slcl-

chizedek (Gen. xiv. 18), Potipherah (Gen. xii. 45),
Jethro (Ex. ii. 16), to those who discharged priestly

functions in Israel before the appointment of Aaron
and his sons (Ex. xix. 22). A case of greater diffi-

culty presents itself in 2 Sam. viii. 18, where the

sons of David are described as priests {Cohdntm),
and this immediately after the name had been

applied in its usual sense to the sons of Aarou.

The writer of 1 Chr. xviii. 17, as if reluctant to

adopt this use of the title, or anxious to guard

against mistake, gives a paraphi-a.se, " the sons of

liavid were rirst at the king's hand" (A. V. "chief

about the king" ). The LXX. and A. V. suppress

the difficulty, by translating Cohanim into av\dp-

X<n, and " chief odicers." The Vulgiite more ho-

nestly gives " sa<'erdotes." Luther and Covei-dale

follow the Hebrew strictly, and give " priests.*' The
received explanation is, that the word is used here in

what is a.ssumed to be its earlier and wider meaning,

as equivalent to rulei-s, or, giving it a more restricted

sense, that the sons of David were Vicarii Begis as

the sons of .'\aron were Vicarii Dei (comp. Patrick,

Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, in, loc., K'eil on 1 Chr. xviii.

17). It can hardly be said, however, that thi? jc-

counts satisfactorily for the use of the same title m
two successive verses in two entirely ditferent senses.

Ewald accordingly (Alterihiiin. p. 276) sees in it

an actual suspension of the usual law in favour of

membei-s of the loyal house, and finds a pai-allol

instance in the acts of David (2 Sam. vi. 14) and

Solomon (1 K. iii. 15). De Wette and Gesenius, in

like manner, look on it as a revival of the old

household priesthoods. These theories ai-e in their

turn unsatisfactory, jis contradicting the whole

spirit and policy of David's i-eign, which wac
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throughout that of re\-erence for the Law of Je-

hovah, and tlie priestly order whicli it established.

A conjecture midway between these two extremes

is perhaps permissible. David and his sons may
have been admitted, not to distinctively priestly

acts, such as burning incense (Num. xvi. 40 ; 2 Chr.

xxvi. 18), but to au honorary, titular priesthood.

To wear the ephod in processions (2 Sara. vi. ]4\
at tlic time when this was the special badge of tlie

order (1 Sam. xxii. 18), to join the priests and

Levites in their songs and dances, might have been

conceded, with no deviation from tlie law, to the

members of the royal house.* There are some in-

dications that these functions (possibly this litur-

gical retirement from public life) were the lot of

the members of the royal house who did not come
into the line of succession, and who belonged, by
descent or incorporation, to the house of Nathan as

distinct from that of David (Zech. xii. 12). The
very name Nathan, connected, as it is, with Nethi-

nim, suggests the idea of dedication. [Nethinim.]
The title Cohen is given to Zabud, the son of

Nathan (1 K. iv. 5). The genealogy of the line of

Nathan in Luke iii. includes many names— Levi,

Eliezei-, ]\Lalchi, Jochanan, Mattathias, Heli—which

appear elsewhere as belonging to the priesthood.

The mention in 1 Esdr. v. 5, of Joiakira as the

son of Zerubbabel, while in Neh. xii. 10 he apjjears

as the son of Jeshua, the son of Josedek, indicates,

either a strange confusion or a connexion, as yet

imperfectly understood, between the two families.''

The same explanation applies to the parallel cises of

Ira the Jairite (2 Sam. xx. 26), where the LXX.
gives iepevs. It is noticeable that this use of the

title is confined to the reigns of David and Solo-

mon, and that the synonym " at the king's hand "

of 1 Chr. xviii. 17 is used in 1 Chr. xxv. 2 of the

sons of Asaph as " prophesying" under their head

or father, and of the relation of Asaph himself to

David in the choral sen-ice of the Temple.
Origin.—The idea of a priesthood connects itself,

in all its forms, pure or corrupted, with the consci-

ousness, more or less distinct, of«in. IMen fee) that

they have broken a law. The power above them is

holier than they are, and they dare not approach it.

They crave for the intervention of some one of whom
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« The apocrjTphal literature of the N'. T., worthless ns

a witness to a fact, may perhaps bo received as an inili-

cation of the feeling which saw in the house and lineage

of David a kind of quasi-sacerdotal character. Joseph,

though of the tribe of Judah, is a priest living in the

Temple (Hist. Joseph, c. 2, in Tischendorf, Evang. Apoc.).

Tlic kindred of Jesus are recognized as taking tithes of the

people (EvaTig. Xicod. i. 16, ibid.). In what approaches

more nearly to history, James the Just, the brother of the

Lord, Is admitted (partly, it is true, as a Nazarlte) into

the Holy Place, and wears the linen dress of the priests

'Hegesipp. ap. Euseb. JI. E. li. 23). The extraordinary

story found in Suldas, s. v. '1-i)(to\)%, represents the priests

of Jerusalem as electing the "Son of Joseph" to a vacant

offlce In the priesthood, on the ground that the two families

had been so closely connected, that there was no great

deviation from usage In admitting one of the Uncage of

David to the privileges ol the sons of Aaron. Augustine

was inclined to see in this intermingling of the royal and

|>rlestiy lines a possible explanation of the apocryphal

traditions that the Mother of the Lord was of the tribe

of Levi (c. Faust, xxili. 9). The marriage of Aaron him-

self with the sister of the prince of Judah (Ex. vil. 23),

that of Jehoiada with Jehoshabeath (2 Chr. xxii. 11), and

of Joseph with one who wa.s "cousin " to a daughter of

Aaron (Lnke i. 36), are historical instances of this con-

nexion. The sUitomeni of Entychius (= Sayd ibn Batrik),

they can think as likely to be more acceptable than

themselves. He must oifer up their prayers, thank-s-

givings, sacrifices. He becomes their i-epresentative

in " things pertaining unto God." - He may be-

come also (though this does not always follow] the

representative of God to man. The functions of

the priest and prophet may exist in the .same person.

The reverence which men pay to one who bears

this consecrated character may lead them to acknow-
ledge the priest as being also their king. The claim

to fill the olfice may i-est on characteristics belong-

ing only to the individual man, or confined to a
single family or tribe. The conditions of the priest-

hood, the office and influence of the priests, as

they are among the most conspicuous facts of all

religions of the ancient world, so do they occupy
a like position in the history of the religion of

Israel.

No trace of an hereditary or caste-priesthood

meets us in the worship of the patriarchal age.

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob perform priestly acts,

offer sacrifices, " draw near" to the Lord (Gen. xii.

8, xviii. 23, xxvi. 25, xxxiii. 20). To the eldest

son, or to the favoured son exalted to the place of

the eldest, belongs the "goodly raiment" (Gen.

xxvii. 15), the "coat of many colours" (Gen.
\xxvii. 3), in which we find perhaps the earliest

trace ofa sacerdotal vestment ** (comp. Blunt, Scrip-

tural Coincid. i. 1 ; Ugolini, xiii. 138). Once,
and once only, does the word Cohen meet us as be-

longing to a ritual earlier than the time of Abraham.
Melchizedek is " the priest of the most high God "

(Gen. xiv. 18). The argument of the Epistle to

the Hebrews has an historical ibundation in the fact

that there aie no indications in the narrative of Gen.
xiv. of any one preceding or following him in that

office. The special Divine names which are con-

nected with him as the priest of " the most high

God, the ])ossessor of heaven and earth," render it

probable that he rose, in the strength of those great

thoughts of God, above the level of the other inha-

bitants of Canaan. In him Abraham recognized a

liiith like his own, a life more entirely consecrated,

the priestly character in its perfection [comp. Mel-
chizedek]. In the worship of the patriarchs them-

selves, the chief of the family, as such, acted as the

patriarch of Alexandria (Selden, De Success. Pant 1. 13),

that Aristobiilus was a priest of the house of David, sug-

gests a like explanation.

'' Comp. the remarkable passage in Augustine, De divers:.

Quaest. Ixi. :
" A David enim in duas famillas, regiara et

sacerdotalem, orlgo ilia distributa est, quarum duarum fa-

miliarum, slcut dictum est, regiam descendens Matthaeus,

sacerdotalem adscendens Lucas secntus est, ut Dominus
noster Jesus Christus, rex et sacerdos noster, et cogna-

tionem duceret de stirpe sacerdotall, et non esset tamen

de trlbu sacerdotali." The cognatio he supposes to have

been the marriage of Nathan with one of the daughters

of Aaron.
» The true Idea of the priesthood, as distinct from all

other ministerial functions like those of the Levites, is

nowhere given more distinctly than in Num. xvi. 5. The

priest Is Jehovah's, Is " holy," is " chosen," " draws near "

to the Lord. In all these points he represents the ideal

life of the people (Ex. xix. 3-6). His highest act, that

which is exclusively sacerdotal (Num. xvi. 40 ; 2 Chr.

xxvi. 18), is to offer the incense which is the symbol of

the prayers of the worshippers (I'.-*, cxli. 2 ; Rev. vili. 3).

« In this sacerdotal, dedicated character of Joseph's

youth, we find the simplest explanation of the words

which speak of him as " the separated one," " the Na-

zarlte" (.VoiiV), among his brethren (V,<:\\. xlix. 26; Dent

xxxiii. 16).

.T N 2
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j)riesl. The office desceiiJeJ with the liiitlnight, and

might apparently be ti-anstencd with it. As the

family expanded, the head of e;ich section probably

stood in the same relation to it. The thought of the

special consecration of the fii-st-bom was recognized

at the time of the E.xodiis {infra). A priesthood of

a like kind continued to exist in other Semitic

tribes. The Book of Job, whatever may be its date,

iijnores altogether the institutions of Israel, and re-

present.s the man of IJz as himself " sanctifying
"

his sons, and otfering burnt-offerings (Job i. 5).

Jethro, is a " priest of Midian " (Kx. ii. 16, iii. 1),

Balak himself oHers a bullock and a ram upon the

seven altai-s on I'isgah (Num. xxiii. 2, &c.).

In Kgypt the Israelites came into contact with a

priesthood of another kind, and that contact must

have been for a time a very close one. The mar-

riage of Joseph with the daughter of the priest of

On—a priest, as we may infer from her name, of the

goddess Neith— (Gen.'xli. 45) [Asenath], the

.speciiU favour which he showed to the priestly caste

in the years of famine (Gen. .\lvii. 26), the train-

ing of Moses in the palace of the Pharaohs, probably

in the colleges and temples of the priests (Acts vii.

22)—all this must have impressed the constitution,

the dress, the outward form of life upon the minds

of the lawgiver and his contemporaries. Little as

we know directly of the life of Egypt at this remote

period, the stereotvped fixedness of the customs of

that country warrants us in referring to a tolerably

distant past the facts which belong historically to a

later period, and in doing so, we find coincidences

with the ritual of the Israelites too numerous to be

looked on as accidental, or as the result of forces

which were at work, independent of each other,

but taking parallel directions. As circumcision was

common to the two nations (Herod, ii. 37), so the

shaving of the whole body (ibid.) was with both

part of the symbolic purity of the priesthood, once

for all with the Levites of Israel (Num. viii. 7),

every third day with those of Egypt. Both are re-

stricted to garments of linen (Herod, ii. 37, 81
;

Plutarch, De Isid. c. 4 ; Juven. vi. 5H3; Ex. xxviii.

39 ; Ezek. xliv. 18). The sandals of byblus worn

by the Egyptian priests wei-e but little removed

from the bare feet with which the sons of Aaron

went into the sanctuary (Herod, ii. 37). For both

there were multiplied ablutions. Both had a public

maintenance assigned, and had besides a large share

in the flesh of the victims offered (Herod. I. c).

Over both there was one high-priest. In both the

law of succession was hereditary (ibid.; comp. also

Spencer, De Leg. Ilehr. c. iii. 1, 5, 11 ; Wilkinson,

Ancient Egyptians, iii. p. 116).

Facts such as these leave scarcely any room for

doubt that there was a connexion of some kind

between the Egyptian pi iesthood and that of Israel.

The latter was not, indeed, an outgrowth or imita-

tion of the former. The faith of Israel in .lehovah,

the one Lord, the living God, of whom there was

no foi-m or similitude, presented the strongest pos-

sible contrast to the multitudinous idols of the poly-

theism of Egypt. The symbolism of the one was

cosmic, " of the earth, earthy," that of the other
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chiefly, if not altogether, ethical and spiritual. But
looking, as we must look, at the law and ritual of

the Israelites as designed for the education ot a

people who wei-e in danger of sinking into such a

polytheism, we may readily admit that the eduoa-

tion must have st-irted from some point which tlie

subjects of it had already reached, must have em-

ployed the language of symbolic acts and rites witli

which they were already familiar. The same alpli:;-

bet had to be used, the same root-fonns employed

as the elements of speech, though the thouglit.s

which they were to be the instruments of uttering

were widely diflerent. The details of the religion

of Egypt might well be used to make the protest

against the religion itself at once less startling and

moi-e attractive.*

At the time of the Exodus there was as yet no

priestly caste. The continuance of solemn sacritices

(Ex. v. 1,3), implied, ^)f course, a priesthood of

some kind, and priests appear as a recognized body

before the promulgation of the Law on Sinai (Ex.

xix. 22). It has been supposed that these were

identical with the " young men of the children of

Israel" who offered burnt- offerings and peace-

offerings (Ex. xxiv. 5) either as the first-born,' or

as representing in the freshness of their youth the

purity of acceptable woiship (comp. the analogous

case of" the young man the Levite " in Judg. xvii.,

and Ewald, J/i*/-Miwn. p. 273). On the principle,

however, that difference of title implies in most

cases difference of functions, it appears more pro-

bable that the " young men " were not those who
had before performed priestly acts, but weie chosen

by the lawgiver to be his ministei-s in the solemn

work of the covenant, representing, in their youth,

the stage in the nation's life on which the people

were then entering (Keil, in he). There are signs

that the priests of the older ritual were already

dealt with as belonging to an obsolescent system.

Though they were known as those that "come
near " to the Lord (Ex. xix. 22), yet they are not

permitted to approach the Divine Presence on Sinai.

They cannot " sanctify " themselves enough to en-

dure that trial. Aaron alone, the future high-priest,

but as yet not known as sucli, enters with Closes

into the thick darkness. It is noticeable also that

at this transition-stage, when the old order was

passing away, and the new was not yet established,

there is the proclamation of the truth, wider and

higher than both, that the whole people was to be

"a kingdom of priests " (Ex. xix. 6). The idea of

the life of the nation was, that it was to be as a priest

and a prophet to the rest of mankind. They were

calledtoauniveisal priesthood (comp. Keil, i« toe).

As a people, however, they needed a long discipline

before they could make the idea a reality. They

drew back from their high vocation (Ex. xx. 18-21).

As for other reasons so also for this, that the central

truth required a ligid, unbending form for its out-

ward expression, a distinctive priesthood was to be

to the nation what the nation was to mankind.

The position given to the ordinances of the pi iest-

hood indicated with sufficient clearness, that it was

subordinate, not primary, a means and not an end.

• For a temperjite discussion of tlie counoxion between

the cuUus of Israel and that of Kfyrpt, on views opposed

to Spencer, see Bijhr's Symbolik; ElnlciL (ft. Ii. c. i, }3);

anil Kairbnirn's Typology of Scripture (b. iii. c. 3, f.l).

f The 'rarBiims both of Babylon and Jerusalem give

"first-boni" as an equivalent (Suubert, Oe Sacerd. Ilebr.

ill Ugolini, Thes. xii. 2; comp. also xlli. i:iD). Jewish

Interpreters (Saadias, Rashi. Aben-Ezra) take the same
view ; and the Talmud (Sevach. xlv. 4) expressly assert.s

the priesthood of the first-born in the pre-Mosaic times.

It has, however, been denied by Vltringa and others.

(Comp. Babi's .<Si/mbolik, ii. 4 ; Selden, IM Synedr. i. ISj

De Success. I'ont. c. i.).
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Not in tlio first procltination of the grent laws of

duty iu the Decalogue (Kx. xx. 1-17), nor in the

iippiiciitions of those laws to the chief coutingeiicies

of the people's life in the wilderness, does it find a

place. It appears together with the Ark and the

Tabernacle, as taking its position in the education

by which the people were to be led toward the mark

of their high aiiling. As such we have to con-

iider it.

Consecration.—The functions ofthe High-priest,

the position and history of the Levites as the con-

secrated tribe, have been discussed fully under those

heails. It remains to notice the characteristic tacts

connected with " the priests, the sons of Aaron," as

standing between the two. Solemn as was the sub-

sequent dedic.ition of the Levites, that of the

priests involved a yet higher consecration. A special

word (EJ'np, hadash) was appropriated to it. Their

old garments were laid aside. Their bodies were

washed with clean water (Ex. xxix. 4; Lev. viii. 6)

and anointed with the perfumed oil, prepared after

a prescribed tbrmula, and to be used for no lower

purposes (Ex. xxix. 7, xxx. 22-33). The new
garments belonging to their office were then put on

tliem {infra). The truth that those who intercede

for others must themselves have been reconciled,

was indicated by the sacrifice of a bullock as a sin-

olleriug, on wliich they solemnly laid their hands,

as transferring to it the guilt which had attached

to them (Ex. xxix. 10 ; Lev. viii. 18). The totil

surrender of their lives was represented by the ram
slain as a burnt-oi^l'ering, a " sweet savour " to Je-

hovah (Ex. xxix. 18 ; Lev. viii. 21). The blood of

these two was sprinkled on the altar, ottered to the

Lord. The blood of a third victim, the ram of con-

secration, w;is used for another purjiose. With it

Moses sprinkled the right ear that was to be open

to the Divine voice, the right hand and the right

foot that were to be active in divine ministrations

( Ex. xxix. 20 ; Lev. viii. 23, 4). Lastly, as they were

to be the exponents, not only of the nation's sense

of guilt, but of its praise and thanksgiving, Moses

w;is to " fill their hands "'' with cakes of unleavened

bread and portions of tlie sacrifices, which they

were to present before the Lord as a wave-ofiering.

The whole of this mysterious ritual was to be re-

peated for seven days, during which they remained

within the Tabernacle, separated IVom the people,

and not till then was the consecration perfect (comp.

on the meaning of all these acts Bahr, Symbolik, ii.

c. V. §2). Moses himself, as the representative of

the Unseen King, is the consecrator, the sacrificer

throughout these ceremonies ; as the channel through

which the others receive their office, he has for the

time a higher priesthood than tliat of Aaron (Selden,

De Sipiedr. i. 16; Ugolini. xii. 3). In accordance

with the principle which runs through the history

of Israel, he, the ruler, solemnly divests himself of

the priestly office and transfei-s it to another. The
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(f The sons of Aaron, it may be noticed, were simply

jsprinkled with the precious oil (Lev. vill. 3(i). Over
Aaron himself it was poured till it went down to the

sitlrta of his clolhing (Ibid. 12 ; Vs. c.xxxiii. 2).

> This appears to have been regarded as the essetitial

part of the consecration ; and the Hebrew, " to fill the

hand," Is accordingly used as a synonyme for "to con-

Bccrate " (Kx. xxix. 9; 2 Chr. xiii. 9).

' Kwald {Alterlliiiin. p. 2S9-29I) writ<'8 as If the cere-

monies of consecration were repeated on the admission of

every priest to the porformaiice of his functions; but

this id on the assumption, apparently, that Ex. xxix. and

fact thiit he haa been a priest, was merged in his

work as a lawgiver. Only once in the language of

a later period was the word Cohen applied to him
(Ps. xcix. 6).

The consecrated character thus imparted did not

need renewing. It was a perpetual inheritance

transmitted from father to son through all the cen-

turies that followed. We do not read of its being

renewed in the case of any individual priest of the

sons of Aaron.* Only when the line of succession

was broi;en, and the impiety of Jeroboam intruded

the lowest of the people into the sacred oHice, do

we find the re-appeaiance of a like fomi (2 Chr.

xiii. 9), of the same technical word. The previous

history of Jeroboam and the character of the worship

which he introduced make it probable that, in that

case also, the ceremonial was, to some extent, Egyp-

tian in its oiigin.

Dress.—The "sons of Aaron" thus dediaited

were to wear during their ministrations a special

apparel—at other times apparently they wore the

common dress of the people. The material Was

linen, but that word included probably, as in the

c;ise of the Egyptian priests, the byssus, and the

cotton stuffs of tiiat country (Ex. xxviii. 42 ; comp.

Cotton ).•! Linen drawers from the loins to the

thighs were " to cover their nakedness." The vere-

cundia of the Heljrew ritual in this and in other

jilaces (Ex. xx. 26, xxviii. 42) was probably a

protest against some of the fouler fomis of nature-

worship, as e. g. in the worship of Peor (Maimo-
nides, More Ncvochim, iii. 4o, in Ugolini, xiii. p.

385), and possibly also, in some Egyptian rites

(Hei-od. ii. 60). Over the drawers was worn the

cetoneth, or close-fitting cassock, also of fine linen,

white, but with a diamond or chess-board pattern

ou it (Bahr, Spnb. ii. c. iii. §2). This came nearly

to the feet (iroSijpTjs x^''''^"' Joseph. Ant. iii. 7,

§1), and was to be woven in its garment-shape (not

cut out and tjien sewed together), like the
X'"'"''"'

appacpos of John xix. 23, in which some inter-

]ireteis have even seen a token of the priesthood of

iiim who wore it (Ewald, Gesch. v. 177 ; Ugolini,

xiii. p. 218).'' The white cassock was gathered

round the body with a girdle of needlework, into

which, as in the more gorgeous belt of the high-

priest, blue, purjile, and scarlet, were intermingled

with white, and worked iu the form of flowers

(Ex. xxviii. 39, 40, xxxix. 2 ; Ezek. xliv. 17-

19). Upon tiieir heads they were to wear caps or

bonnets (in the English of the A. V. the two words

are synonymous) in tiie tbmi ofa cup-shaped flower,

also of fine linen. Tliese garments they might we.-jr

at any time in the Temple, whether on duty or

not, but they were not to sleep in them (Joseph.

B. J. v. 5, §7). When they became soiled, they

were not washed or used again, but torn up to

make wicks for the lamps in the Tabeniacle (Selden,

De S;/ncdr. xiii. 1 1), They had besides them other

" clothes of service," which were probably simpler,

IjCV. viii. are not historical, but embody the customs of n

later period. Bahr (Si/vibolik, I. c.) leaves it as au open

question, and treais It as of no moment.
i The reason for fixing on this material Is given in Ez.

xliv. IM ; but the feeling that there was something un-

clean in clothes made from the skin or wool of an animal

was a)mraon to other nations. Egj'pt has been alreaiiy

mentioned. The Arab priests in the time of Mahomet
wore linen only (Ewald, AUerOt. p. 2Sn).

k Here also moileni Eastern customs present an analogy^

in the woven, seamless ihram worn by the Jlecca pilgrtnis

(Ewald, MUrth. p. 2»9).
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\^-^

Dress of Egyptian Priests. (Wilkinson.)

but aie not described (Ex. xxxi. 10 ; Ez. xlii. 14).

In all their acts of ministration they were to be bare-

footed."* Then, as now, this was the strone;est recog-

nition of the sanctity ofa holy place whidi the Oriental

mind could think of (Ex. iii. 5; Josh. v. 15), and
throughout the whole existence of the Temple service.

Dress of Kg)-[>titiil lligli

even though it drew upon them the scorn of the

heathen (Juven. Sat. vi. ir)9), and .seriously aflected

liie health of the priests (Ugolini, viii. p. 976, xiii.

p. 405), it was scrupulously adhered to." In the

earlier liturgical costume, the ephod is mentioned

as belonging to the high-priest only (Ex. xxviii. 6-

12, xx.xix. 2-5). At a later period it is used appa-

rently by all the priests (1 Sam. xxii. 18), and

even by others, not of the tiibe of Levi, engaged in

religious ceremonial (2 Sam. vi. 14). [Ephod.]

Refjxdations.—The idea of a consecrated life,

which was thus a.sserte<l at the outset, was cariied

through a multitude of details. Each probably

had a symbolic meaning of its own. Collec-

tively they formed an education by which the

power of distinguishing between things holy and

profane, between the clean and the unclean, and

so ultimately between moral good and evil, was
awakened and developed (Ezek. xliv. 23). Be-

fore they entered the tabernacle they were to wash
their hands and tlieir feet (Exod. xxx. 17-21,

xl. 30-32). During the time of their ministration

they were to drink no wine or sti'ong drink (Lev.

X. 9; Ez. xliv. 21). Their function was to bo

more to them than the ties of friendship or of

blood, and, except in the case of the nearest rela-

tionships (six degi-ees ai-e specified, Lev. xxi. 1-5;

Ez. xliv. 25\ they were to make no mourning
for the dead. The high-priest, as cai-rying the

consecrated life to its highest point, wa-s to be

above the disturbing power of human sorrow even

i

in these instances. Customs which appear to have

been common in other priesthoods weie (probably

for that reason^ forbidden them. They were not

to shave their heads. They weie to go through

their ministrations with tlie serenitv of a rcve-

" This is inferred (1) from llie absr-nce of nny direction i
u Bahr {SymboUk. li. c. ill. }! , 2) finds a mystic meaning

p.? to a coverln,? for the feet; (2) from tlic later custom
; |

in the number, material, colour, shape, of the priestly

(3) from iho universal feeling <if the VasX. Slinos \vere
|
vestments, discusses each point elaborately, and dwells in

worn as a protection against defilement. In a banctuaiy
j
^3 on the differences between tbcm and those of tbo

there was nothing that could defile. Kgyjitian prietthood.
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reiitial awe, not with the orgiastic wilJiu'ss which

led the priests of Ba;vl in their despair to make
cuttings in their flesh (Lev. xix. 28 ; 1 K. xviii.

'_'8), and carried those of whom Atys was a type

to a more terrible mutilation (Deut. xxiii. 1).

The same thought found expression in two other

i'ornis alfecting the priests of Israel. The priest

was to be one who, as the representative of other

men, was to be physically as well as liturgic;dly

perfect." As the victim was to be without

blemish so also was the sacrificer (comp. Bahi",

Symbol, ii. c. ii. §3). The law speciiied in broad

outlines the excluding defects (Lev. xxi. 17-21),

and these were such as impaired the purity, or at

least the dignity, of the ministrant. The morbid
casuistry of the later rabbis drew up a list of not

less than 142 faults or iutirmities which involved

permanent, of 22 which involved temporary de-

privation from the priestly office (Carpzov. App.
Critic, p. 92, 93 ; Ugolini, xii. 54, xiii. 903) ; and

the original symbolism of the principle (I'hilo, De
Vict, and De Monarch, ii. 5; was lost in the

prm'ient minuteness which, here as elsewhere,

often makes the study of rabbinic literature a some-

what repulsive task. If the Christian Church has

sometimes seemed to approximate, in the conditions

it laid down for the priestly character, to the rules

of Judaism, it was yet c<areful to reject the Jewish

principles, and to rest its regulations simply on the

grounds of expediency {Constt. Apost. 77, 78).

The marriages of the sous of Aaron were, in like

manner, hedged round with special rules. There

is, indeed, no evidence for what has sometimes been

asserted that either the high-priest (Philo, De
Monarch, ii. 11, ii. 229, ed. Mang. ; Ewald, AlteHh.

p. 302) or the other sons of Aaron (Ugolini, xii. 52)
were limited in their choice to the women of their

own tribe, and we have some distinct instances

the contiary. It is probable, however, that the

priestly families frequently intermarried, and it i;

certain that they were forbidden to marry an un-

chaste woman, or one who had been divorced, or the

widow of any but a priest (Lev. xxi. 7, 14; Kzek.

xliv. 22). The prohibition of marriage with one of

an alien race was assumed, though not enacted in

the law ; and hence the reforming zeal of a later

time compelled all who had contracted such marri-

ages to put away their strange wives (Ezr. x. 18),
and counted the offspring of a priest and a woman
taken captive in war as illegitimate (Joseph. Ant.

iii. 10, xi. 4; c. Apion. i. 7), even though the

priest himself did not thereby lose his function

(Ugolini, xii. 924). The high-priest was to carry

the same idea to a yet higher point, and was to

marry none but a virgin in the first freshness of

her youth (Lev. xxi. 13). Later casuistiy fixed

the age within the narrow limits of twelve and
twelve and a half (Carpzov. App. Cnt. p. 88). It

followed as a matter of necessity from these regu-

lations, that the legitimacy of eveiy priest depended
on his genealogy. A single missing or faulty link

would viti.ite the whole succession. To those gene-

alogies, accordingly, extending back unbroken for

20u0 years, the priests could point, up to the time

of the destruction of the Temple (Jose])h. c. Apion.

i. 7). In later times, wherever the priest might
live—Kgypt, Babylon, Greece—he was to send the

register of all marriages in his family to JerusiUcm

{Ibid.). They could be referred to in any doubtful

> The Idea of the perfect body, as symbolising the holy religions of heaUienisra. •Saccrdos non iiitegri corporis
Eoul, ras, as might be expected, wide-spread among the , quasi mall ominis res vltanda est ' (Seneca, Cmtrov. iv. 2).

or disputed case (Ezr. ii. 62 ; Neh. vii. (i4j. In

them was registered the name of every mother iis

well as of every father (ibid. ; comp. also the

story already referred to in Suidas, s. v. 'Iriaovs).

It was the distinguishing mark of a priest, not of

the Aaronic line, that he was kiriTatp, afM-firwp,

a.yevfa\6ynT0S (Heb. vii. 3), with no father or

mother named as the gi-ound of his title.

The age at which the sons of Aaron might
enter upon their duties was not defined by the

law, as that of the Levites was. Theii- office did

not call for the same degree of physical strength
;

and if twenty-five in the ritual of the Tabernacle

(Num. viii. 24) and twenty in that of the Temple

(1 Chron. xxiii. 27) was the appointed age for the

latter, the former were not likely to be kept

waiting till a later period. In one remarkable

instance, indeed, we liave au examjjle of a yet

earlier age. The boy Aristobulus at the age of

seventeen ministered in the Temple in his pontifical

)-obes, the admired of all observers, and thus stirred

the treacherous jealousy of Horod to lemove so

dangerous a rival (Joseph. Ant. xv. 3, §3). This

may have been exceptional, but the language of the

rabbis indicates that the special consecration of the

priest's life began with the opening years of man-
hood. As soon as the down appeared on his cheek

the young c;uididate presented himself before the

Council of till! ."^anhedrim, and his genealogy was
carefully inspected. If it failed to satisfy his judges,

he left the Temple clad in black, and had to seek

another calling : if all was right so tar, another

ordeal awaited him. A careful inspection was to

determine whether he was subject to any one of

the 144 defects which would invalidate his priestly

acts. If he was found fiee fiom all blemish, he

was clad in the white linen tunic of the priests, and

entered on his ministrations. If the result of the

examination was not satisfactory, he was relegated

to the half-menial office of separating the sound

wood for the altar from that which was decayed

and worm-eaten, but was not deprived of the

emoluments of his office (Lightfoot, Temple Service,

c. 6).

Functions.—The work of the priesthood of Israel

was, from its very nature, more stereotyped by

the Jlosaic institutions than any other element of

the national life. The functions of the Levites

—

less defined, and therefore more capable of expan-

sion—altered, as has been shown [Levites], from
age to age ; but those of the priests continued

throughout substantially the same, whatever changes

might be brought about in their social position and

organization. The duties described in Exodus and

Leviticus are the same as those recognized in the

Books of Chronicles, as those which the prophet-

priest Ezekiel sees in his vision of the Temple ot

the future. They, assisting the high-priest, were

to watch over the fire on the altar of burnt-

oflerings and to keep it burning evermore both by
day and night (Lev. vi. 12; 2 Chi-, xiii. 11), to

feed the golden lamp outside the veil with oil

(E.X. sxvi"i. 20, 21 ; Lev. .xxiv. 2), to oHer
the moniing and evening sicrifices, each aeconi-

j

panied with a meat-oliiering and a driuk-ofiering, at

the door of the tabernacle (Ex. xxix. 38-44).

These were the fixed, invariable duties ; but their

cJiief function was that of b^ing .always at hand
I to do the priest's office for any guilty, or penitent.
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or rejoicing Israelite. Tiie worshijiper might come
at any time. If he were rich :ind brought a

bullock, it w;is the priest's duty to slay the victim,

to place the wood upon the altir, to light the

fire, to sprinkle the altar with the blood (Lev.

i. 5). If he were poor and brouglit a pigeon, the

priest was to wriui^ its neck (Lev. i. 15). In

either case, he was to burn the meat-otfering and

the peace-oll'eriiig which accompanied the sacrifice

(Lev. ii. 2, 9, iii. 11). After the birth of every

child, the mother was to come with her sacrifice

of turtle-doves or pigeons (Lev. xii. 6 ; Luke ii.

22-24), and was thus to be purified from her

uncleanness. A husband who susjiected his wife

of unfaithfulness might bring her to the priest, and

it belonged to him to give her the water of

jealousy as an ordeal, and to pronounce the formula

of execration (Num. v. 11-31). Lepers were to

come, day by day, to submit themselves to the

priest's inspection, that he might judge whether

they were clean or unclean, and when they were

healed pei-fbrm for them tlie ritual of purification

(Lev. .\iii. xiv., and comp. Mark i. 44). All the

numerous accidents which the law looked on as defile-

ments or sins of ignorance had to be e-icpiated by a

sacrifice, which the priest, of course, had to ofl'er

(Lev. XV. 1-33). As they thus acted as mediators

for those who were labouring under the sense of

guilt, so they were to help others who were striv-

ing to atlain, if only tor a season, the higher

standard of a consecrated life. The Nazarite was

to come to them with his sacrifice and his wave-

olieriiig (Num. vi. 1-21).

Other duties of a higher and more ethical character

were hinted at, but were not, and probably could

not be, the subject of a special regulation. They
were to teach the children of Lsrael the statutes of

the Lord (Lev. x. 1 1 ; Deut. sxxiii. 10 ; 2 Chr. xv.

3; Ezek. xliv. 23, 24). The "priest's lips" (in

the language of the last prophet looking back upon
the ideal of the order) were to " keep knowledge "

(Mai. ii. 7). Through the whole history, with

the exception of the periods of national apostasy,

these acts, and others like them, formed the daily

life of the priests who weie on duty. The three

great festiv;ils of the year were, however, their

seasons of busiest employment. The pilgrims who
came up by tens of thousands to keep the feast,

came each with his sacrifices and oblations. The
work at such times was, on some occasions at least,

beyond the streu;j;th of the priests in attendance,

and the Levites had to be called in to help them
(2 Chron. xxix. 34, xxxv. 14). Other acts of

the priests of Israel, significant as they were, were

less distinctively s<icerdot;il. They were to bless

the people at every solemn meeting; and that this

jiart of their oiKce might never tall into disuse, a

special formula of benediction was provided (Num.
vi. 22-27). During the journeys in the wilder-

ness it belonged to them to cover the ark and all

the vessels of the sanctuary with a purple or scarlet

cloth before the Levites might approach them
(Num. iv. 5-15). As the people stjirted on ejich

diiy's march they were to blow " an alarm " with

p In tills case, however, the trumpets were of rams'

horns, not of silver.

1 Jest {Judmth. i. 153) regards the war-priest as belong-

ing to the ideal system of the latiT Kabbis, not to the

historical constitution of Israel. iJeut xx. 2, however,

supplies the germ out of which such an office might na-

turally Rrow. Judas Maccabaeus, iu his wars, does what
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long silver trumpets (Num. x. 1-8),—with two if

the whole multitude were to be assembled, witii

one if there was to be a special council of the

elders and princes of Israel. With the same in-

struments they were to proclaim the commence-

ment of all the solemn days, and days of gladness

(Num. X. 10) ; and throughout all the cliangcs

in the religious history of Israel this adhered to

them as a characteristic mark. Other instruments

of music might be used by the more highly traineil

Levites and the schools of the Prophets, but the

ti-umpets belonged only to the priests. They blew

them in the solemn march round Jericho p (Josii.

vi. 4), in the religious war which Judah wage<l

against Jeroboam (2 Chr. xiii. 12), when tlu-y

summoned the people to a solemn penitential fast

(Joel ii. 1, 15). In the service of the seconil

temple there were never to be less than 21 or

more than 84 blowers of trumpets present in tiie

temple daily (Ugolini, xiii. p. 101 1). The presence

of the priests on the field of kittle for this purpose,

often in large numbei'S, armed for war, and sharing

in the actual contest (1 Chr. xii. 23, 27; 2 Chr.

XX. 21, 22), led, in the later jseriods of Jewish

history, to the special appointment at such times of

a war-priest, deputed by the Sanhedrim to be the

representative of the high-priest, and standing next

but one to him iu the order of precedence (comp.

Ugolini, xii. 1031, De Sacerdute Castrensi; and

xiii. 871).<i

Other functions were hinted at in Deuteronomy
which might have given tliem greater influence as

the educators and civilizers of the people. They
were to act (whether individually or collectively

does not distinctly appear) as a court of appeal in

the more difficult controvereies in criminal or civil

cases (Deut. xvii. 8-13). A special reference was

to be made to them in c;ises of undetected murder,

and they were thus to check the vindictive blood-

feuds which it would otherwise have been likely to

a«ision (Deut. xxi. 5). It must remain doubtful,

however, how far this order kept its ground during

the storms and changes that followed. The judicial

and the teaching functions of the priesthood rc-

niainai probably for the most part in abeyance

through the ignorance and vices of the priests.

Zealous reformers kept this before them as an ide<d

(2 Chr. xvii. 7-9, xix. 8-10; Ez. xliv. 24), but the

special stress laid on the attempts to realize it shows

that they were exceptional.'

Maintenance.—Functions such as these were

clearly incompatible with the common activities of

men. At fiist the small number of the priests

must have made the work almost unintermittent,

and even when the system of rotation had been

adopted, the perioilical absences from home could

not fail to be disturbing :uid injm-ious, had they

been dependent on their own laboui"s. The serenity

of the priestly character would have been disturbed

had they liad to look for support to the lower indu*

tries. It may have been intended {supra) that their

time, when not liturgically emiiloyeil, should be given

to the study of the Law, or to instructing others in it.

On these grounds therefore a distinct provision w;is

the war-priest was said to do (1 Mace. iil. 56).

' The teaching functions of the priest have probably

befn unduly magnified by writers like MlchacUs, who aire

at bringing the institutions of Israel to the stjindard ot

nuidern expediency (f'omm. on Laws nf Moses, I. 35-52),

as they have been unduly depreciated hy SaalschUtx anU
Jahii.
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niado for them. This consisted '—(1) of one-tenth

of the tithes wliich the people paid to the Levites,

one per cent. t. c. on the whole produce of the

country (Num. xviii. 26-28). (2j Of a special

tithe every third year (Deut. siv. 28, xxvi. 12).

(8) Of the redemption-money, paid at the fixed

late of five shekels a head, for the first-born of man
or beast (Num. xviii. 14-19).* (4) Of the redemp-

tion-money paid in like manner for men or things

specially dedicated to the Lord (I-ev. xxvii.). (5)

Of spoil, captives, cattle, and the like, taken in war
(Num. xsxi. 25-47). (6) Of what may be de-

bcribed as the perquisites of their sacrificial func-

tions, the shew-bread, the flesh of the burnt-

offerings, peace-oflijrings, trespass-otl'eriiigs (Num.
xviii. 8-14; Lev. vi. 20, 29, vii. 6-10), and, in

particular, the heave-shoulder and the wave-breast

(Lev. X. 12-15). (7) Of an undefined amount of

the first-fruits of corn, wine, and oil (Kx. xxiii. 19
;

Lev. ii. 14 ; Deut. xxvi. l-IO). Of some of these, as

" most holy," none but the priests were to partake

(Lev. vi. 29). It was lawful for their sons and

daughters (Lev. x. 14), and even in some ciises for

their home-born slaves, to eat of others (Lev. xxii.

1 1). The stianger and the hired servant wei'e in

all cases excluded (Lev. xxii. 10). (8) On their

settlement in Canaan the priestly families had

thirteen cities assigned them, with "suburbs" or

pasture-grounds for their flocks (.losh. xxi. 13-19).

While the Levites were scattered over all the

conquered country, the cities of the priests were
withiu the tribes of Judah, Simeon, and Benjamin,

and this concentration was not without its influence

on their subsequent history. [Comp. Levites.]
These provisions were obviously intended to secure

tlie religion of Israel against the dangers of a caste

of paujier-priests, needy :md dependent, and uuable

to bear their witness to the true fliith. Tliey were,

on the other hand, as far as possible removed tVoni

the condition of a wealthy order. Even in the ideal

state contemplated by the Book of Deuteronomy,
the Levite (here probably used generically, so as to

include the priests) is repeateiily marked out as an

object of charity, along with the stranger and the

widow (Deut. xii. 12, 19, xiv. 27-29). During the

long periods of national apostasy, tithes were pro-

bably paid with even less regularity than they were

in the more orthodox period that followed the

return from the Captivity (Neh. xiii. 10 ; Mai. iii.

8-10). The standard of a priest's income, even in

the earliest days after the settlement in Canaan,

was miserably low (Judg. xvii. 10). Large por-

tions of the priesthood fell, under the kingdom, into

a state of abject poverty (comp. 1 Sam. ii. 36). Tlie

clinging evil throughout their history was not that

they were too powerful and rich, but that they

sank into the stite fiom which the Law was in-

tended to pr&serve them, and so ciime to " teach for

hire" (Mic. iii. 11 ; comp. Siialschiitz, Arc/uiologic

der Hehiacr, ii. 344-355).

Classification and Statistics.—The earliest his-

torical trace of any division of the priesthood, an<i

corresponding cycle of .services, belongs to the time

of David. Jewish tradition indeed recognizes an

earlier division, even during the life of Aaron, into
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The later Kabbis cn\inifraU; no less tliaii twenty-four

I of emolument. Of tbese the cUlef only are given
here (Ugollni, xiii. 1124).

« It is to Y)i' noticed that the Law, hy rccoKnlzlnR the

Bubslltuliun of the Ijcvites for the first-lwrn, and ordering

{viiyment only fur the small number of the Lttli'i in rxccss

eight houses (Gem. Hieros. Taanith, in Ugolini,

xiii. 873), augmented during the period of thf

Shiloh-worship to sixteen, the two families of Eleazar

and Ithamar standing in both cases on an equality

It is hardly conceivable, however, that theie could

have been any rotation of sei-vice while the number
of priests was so small as it must have been during

the forty years of sojouin in the wilderness, if we
believe Aaron and his lineal descendants to have
been the only priests ofKoiating. The difBculty of

realizing in what way the single family of Aaron
were able to sustain all the burden of the worship

of the Tabernacle and the sacrifices of individual

Israelites, may, it is true, suggest the thought that

possibly in this, as in other inst<>nces, the Hebrew
idea of sonship by adoption may have extended the

title of the " Sons of Aai-on " beyond the limifs of

lineal descent, and, in this case, there may be some
foundation for the Jewish tradition. Nowhere m
the later history do we find any disproportion like

that of three priests to 22,000 Levites. The office

of supervision over those that " kept the charge of

the sanctuary," entrusted to Eleazar (Num. iii. 32),

implies that some othere were subject to it besides

Ithamar and his children, while these very keepeis

of the sanctuary are identified in vei-. 38 with the

sons of Aaron who are encamped with Moses and
Aaron on the east side of the Tabernacle. The
allotment of not less than thirteen cities to those

who bore the name, within little more thau forty

years fiom the Exodus, tends to the same conclu-

sion, and at any rate indicates that the priesthood

were not intended to be always in attendance at the-

Tabernacle, but were to have homes of their own.
and therefore, as a necessary consequence, fixed

periods or.ly of service. Some notion may be

formed of the number on the accession of David
from the tacts (1) that not less than 3700 tendered

their allegiance to him while he was as yet reigning

at Hebron over Judah only (1 Chr. xii. 27), and

(2) that one-twenty-fourth pai-t were sufficient for

all the services of the statelier and more frequented

woiship which he established. To this reign be-

longed accordingly the division of the priesthood

into tlie fbur-aud-twenty " courses " or orders

(nipTTjO, SioipeVets, €d)7)ju€piai, 1 Chr. xxiv. 1-19

;

2 Chr. xxiii. 8; Luke i. 5), each of which was to

serve in rotation for one week, while the further
assignment of special sen'ices during the week was
determined by lot (Luke i. 9). Each course ap
peais to have commenced its work on the Sabbath,
the outgoing priests t<iking the morning sacrifice,

and leaving that of the evening to their successors

(2 Chr. xxiii. 8 ; Ugolini, xiii. 319). In this divi-

sion, however, the two great priestly houses did not

stand on an equality. The descendants of Ithamar
weie found to have fewer ro})resenlatives than
tiiose of Eleazar," and sixteen courses accordingly

were assigned to the latter, eight only to the former

(1 Chr. xxiv. 4 ; comp. Carpzov. Ap'p. Ci-it. p. 98).
The division tluis instituted was contirmed by Solo-

mon, and contiiuied to be recognized as the typicjil

number of the priesthood. It is to be notecL" how-
ever, that this arran<rement was to some extent

of the former, dciiriveil Aaron an;! liis sons of a Inrgc sura

which would otherwise have accrued to tlieni (Num. ill.

44-51).

" This diminution may have been caused ptirlly hy the

slaughter of the prltsts who accompanied Hophni and
Phinehas (I's. Uxviil. 61), jKu-tly by the massatn- at Nob.
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elastic. Any priest mis;ht be present at any time,

aud even perfbrni priestly acts, so long as he did

not interfere with the functions of those who were

officiating in their course (Ui;olini, xiii. 881), ami

at the great solemnities of the year, as well as on

special occasions like the opening of the Temple,

they were present in great numbers. On the return

from the Captivity thei-e were found but four

courses out of the twenty-four, each conUiiuing, in

round numbers, about a thousand" (Ezr. ii. 36-39).

Out of these, however, to revive, at least, the idea

of the old organization, the four-and-twenty courses

were reconstituted, bearing the same names as

before, and .so continued till the destruction of

Jerusalem. If we may accept the numbers given

by Jewish writeis as at all trustworthy, the pro-

portion of the priesthood to the population of Pales-

tine during the last century of their existence as an

order must have been far greater than that of tlie

clergy has ever been in any Christian nation. Over
and above those that were scattered in the country

and took their turn, there were not fewer than

24,000 stationed permanently at Jerusalem, and

12,000 at Jericho (Cemar. Hieros. Taanith, fol.

67, in Cai-pzov. App. Crit. p. 100). It was a

Jewish tradition that it had never fallen to the lot

of any priest to offer incense twice (Ugolini, sii.

18). Oriental statistics are, however, ahvaj's open

to some suspicion, those of the Talmud not lea.'^t

so ; and there is, probably, more truth in the com-
putation of Josephus, who estimates the total num-
ber of the four hou.ses of the priesthood, referring

apparently to Ezr. ii. 36, at about 20,000 (c.

Apion. ii. 7). Another indication of number is

found in the fact that a " great multitude " could

attach themselves to the "sect of the Nazarenes
"

(Acts vi. 7), and so have cut themselves ort', sooner

or later, from the Temple sen'ices, without any
perc«ptible cflect upon it-s ritual. It was almost
inevitable that the great m;iss of the order, under
such circumstances, should sink in character and
reputation. Poor aud ignorant, despised and op-

pressed by the more powerful members of thcii-

own body, often robbed of their scanty maintenance
by the rapacity of the high-priests, they must
have been to Palestine what the clergy of a

later period have been to Southern Italy, a dead
weight on it^ industry and strength, not compen-
sating for their unproductive lives by any services

rendered to the higlier interests of the people. Tiie

Habbinic clxssification of the priesthood, though
belonging to a somewhat later date, reflects the

contempt into wliidi the order had fallen. There
were— (1) the heads of the twcnty-lbur comses,
known sometimes as apxtfptls

; (2) the large num-
ber of reputable ofliciating but inferior priests

;

' The causes of this great reduction are not stated, but
large numbers must have perished in the siege and storm
of Jerusalem (Lam. iv. 16), and many may have preferred

remaining In Babylon.

y Another remarkable instance of the connexion between
the Nazariie vow, when extended over the whole life, and
a Ii iurgia\l, quasi-priestly tharaclcr. Is found In lhehlst<iry

of the lU'chabltes. They, or others like them, arc nunn d
by Amos (il. 11) as having a vocation like that of the
prophets. Tliey arc received by Jer'.miah into the house
of the Lord, into the chamber of a prophet-priest (Jtr.

.\xxv. 4). The solemn blessing which the prophet pro-

nounces (xxxv. 19) goes beyond ihe mere (lerpotuatlon

ol the name. 'I'he term he uses, " to stand hcloie me

"

('j3p *1Cy), i? one of special signiQcancr. It is used
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(3) the plebeii, or (to use the extreniest formula of

l\abbinic scorn) the"piiests of the people of tlie

earth," ignoitint and unlettered
; (4) those that,

through physical disqualifications or other causes,

were non-elficient members of the order, though
entitled to receive their tithes (Ugolini, xii. 18
Jost, Judenthum. i. 156).

History.—The new priesthood did not establish

itself without a struggle. The rebellion of Koiah,

at the head of a portion of the Levites as repre-

sentatives of the fii'st-bom, with Dathan and Abiram
;is leadei-s of the tribe of the first-bora son of Jacob

(Num. xvi. 1), showed that some looked back to

tlie old patriarchal order lather than fonvard to tlie

new, and it needed the witness of" Aaron's rod that

budded" to teach the people that the latter had in

it a vitahty and strength which had dcpai-ted from
the former. It may be that the exclusion of all but
the sons of Aaron fVom the sen'ice of theTabeniacle

drove those who would not resign their claim to

priestly functions of some kind to the worship (pos-

sibly with a rival tabernacle) of Moloch and Chiun
(Am. V. 25, 26 ; Ez. xx. 16). Prominent as was
the part taken by the priests in the daily march of

the host of Israel (Num. x. 8), in the passage of the

Jordan (Josh. iii. 14, 15), in the destniction of

Jericho (Josh. ri. 12-16), the history of Micah
shows that within that century there was a strong

tendency to lelapse into the system of a household

instead of an hereditary priesthood (Judg. xvii.i.

The frequent invasions and conquests during the

period of the Judges must have interfeied (as stated

above) with the payment of tithes, with the main-

tenance of worship, with the observance of all

festivals, and with this the inHueuce of the priest-

hood must have been liept in the back-ground. If

the descendants of Aaron, at some uni-ecorded crisis

in the history of Israel, rose, under Eli, into the

position of national defendei-s, it was only to sink

in his sons into the lowest depth of sacerdotal

corruption. For a time the prerogative of the line

of Aaron was in abeyance. The Ciipture of the Ark.
the removal of the Tabernacle from Shiloh, threw
everything into confusion, and Samuel, a Levite,

but not within the priestly family [Samuel],
sacrifices, and "comes near" to the Lord: his

tiaining under Eli, his Nazarite hfe,y his prophetic

office, being rcgaitled apparently as a special con-

secration (comp. August, c. Faust, xii. 33 ; De
Civ. Dei, xvii. 4). For the priesthood, as for the

people generiUly, the time of Samuel must have

been one of a great moral refonnation, while the

expansion, if not the foundation, of the Sciiools of

the Piophets, at once gave to it the support of

an independent order, and acted as a check on its

corruptions aud excesses, a perpetual safeguaixl

emphatically of ministerial functions, like those of th<>

prophet (1 K. xvii. l, xviii. 15; Jcr. xv. 19), or tlie

priest (Deut. x. 8, xviii. 5-7 ; Judg. xx. 28). The Targuni

of Jonathan accordingly gives this meaning to it here.

Strangely enough, we have In the history of the death

of James the Just (Ilegesipp. in Kus. H. K. ii. 23) iin

Indication of tlie fuliUment of the blessing in this sense.

Among the priests who arc present, there is one " belong-

ing to the Rechtibini of whom Jeremiah had spoken."

'I'he mention of the house of Ilechab among the " families

of the scribes," In 1 Chr. ii. 55, points to something of the

same nature. The title prefixed in tlic LXX. and Vulg.

to Ps. Ixxi. connects 11 with the '• sons of Jonadab, the

first that went into cnptlvlfy." Augustine takes this as

the start! iig-poinl foi' his inleiiirctalion {Enatr. in i'salm

Ixs.).
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against the development from it of any Egyptian

or Biahminic aiste- system (Ewald, Gesch. Isr. ii.

185), stamliiia; to it iu much the same lelation

as the monastic and mendicant orders stood, eacli

in its turn, to the secular clergy of the Christian

Church. Though Shiloh had become a deserted

sanctuary, Nob (1 Sam. xxi. 1) was made for a

time the centre of national worship, and the sym-

bolic ritual of Israel was thus kept from being

forgotten. The reverence which the people feel for

them, aiid which compels Saul to have recourse to

on.' of alien blood (Doeg the Edomitc] to carry his

murdeious counsel into act, shows that there must

nave been a gieat step upwards since the time

when the sous of Eli " made men to abhor the

ori'erings of the Lord " (1 Sam. xxii. 17, 18). The
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friends," the keepers of the kintc's conscience (1 K.
iv. 5 ; Ewald, Gesch. iii. 334).'"

The jiosition of the priests under the monarchy
of Judah deserves a closer examination than it

has yet received. The system which has been

described above gave them for every week ot

service in the Temple twenty-three weeks in which
they had no appointed work. Was it intended

that they should be idle during this period? Were
they actually idle ? They had no teiritorial pos-

sessions to cultivate. The cities assigned to them
and to the Levites gave but scanty pasturage to

their flocks. To what employment could they

turn ? (1) The more devout and thoughtful found,

probably, in the schools of the prophets that which
satisfied them. The histoiy of the Jews presents

reign of Saul was, however, a time of suffering for : uumeious instances of the union of the two offices,

tliem. He had manifested a disposition to usurp [Comp. Levites.] They became teaching-priests

the priest's olhce (1 Sam. xiii. 9). The massacre

of the priests at Nob showed how insecure their

lives were against any unguarded or savage mi-

pulse.* They could but wait in silence for the

ojming of a deliverer in David. One at least among
them shared his exile, and, so far as it was possible,

lived in his priestly character, performing priestly

(2 Chr. XV. 3), students, and intei-preters of the

Divine Law. From sucli as these, men might be

chosen by the more zealous kings to instruct the

people (li Chr. xvii. 8), or to administer justice

(2 Chr. xix. 8). (2) Some perhaps, as stated

above, served in the king's aimy. We have no

ground for transferring our modern conceptions

acts, among the wild company of Adullam (1 Sam. i of the peacefulness of the priestly life to the

xxiii. 6, 9). Others probably weie sheltered by I remote past of the Jewish people. Priests, as we
their remoteness, or found shelter in Hebron as the

j

have seen, weie with David at Hebron as men of

largest and strongest of the priestly cities. When wax. They were the trumpeters of Abijah's

the death of Saul set them free thej' came in large ' anny (2 Chr. xiii. 12). The Temple itself wa
numbers to the camp of David, prepared apparently

not only to testify their allegiance, but also to sup-

port him, armed tor battle, against all rivals (1 Chr.

xii. 27). They were summoned from their cities

to the gi-eat le^toration of the worship of Israel,

when the Ark was brought up to the new capi-

tal of the kingdom (1 Chr. xv. 4). For a time,

however (another proof of the strange confusion

into which the religious life of the people had

fallen), the Ark was not the chief centre of

worship ; and while the newer ritual of psalms

and minstrelsy gathered round it under the mini-

stration of the Levites, headed by Benaiah and

J;Ui;uiel as priests (1 Chr. xvi. 5, G), the older

order of sacrifices was carried on by the priests

iu the tabernacle on the high-place at Gibeon

(1 Chr. xvi. 37-39, xxi. 29 ; 2 Chr. i. 3). We
cannot wonder that first David and then Solomon
should have sought to guard against the evils

i

(Ez. xliv. 12), and allowed othe

incidental to this separation of the two ordere, and in hear.t, and uncircumcised in fl

to unite in one great Temple priests and Levites,

the symbolic worship of sacrifice and the spiritual

ottering of piaise.

The reigns of these two kings were naturally

the culminating period of the glory of the Jewish

priesthood. They had a king whose heart was
with them, and who joined in their services dressed

as they were (1 Chr. xv. 27), while he yet

scrupulously abstained from all interference with

their functions. The name which they bore was
accepted (whatever explanation may be given of the

fact) as the highest title of honour that could be

borne by the king's sons (2 Sam. viii. 18, supra).

They occupied high places in the king's council

(1 K. iv. 2, 4), and might even take their places,

as in tlie case of Benaiah, at the head of his armies

(1 Chr. xii. 27, xxvii. 5), or be recognized, as

Zabud the son of Nathan was, as the " king's

• It ia to be noticed that while the Heb. t«xt gives

85 as the number of priests Elain, the LXX. increases it

to 305, Josephus (Ant. vi. 12. 6) to 3«5.

eat armoury (2 Chr. xxiii. 9j. The heroic

struggles of the JIaccabees were sustained chiefly

by their kindred of the same family (2 Mace. viii.

1). (3) A few chosen ones might enter more
deeply into the diviue life, and so receive, like

Zechariah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, a special call to the

office of a prophet. (4) We can hardly escape

the conclusion that many did their work in the

Temple of Jehovah with a divided allegiance, and

acted at other times as priests of the liigh-places

(Ewald, Gesch. iii. 704). Not only do we
read of no protests against the sins of the idola-

trous kings, except from prophets who stood forth,

alone and unsupported, to bear their witness, but

the priests themselves were sharers in the worship

of Baal (Jer. ii. 8), of the sun and moon, and of

the host of heaven (Jer. viii. 1, 2). In the very

Temple itself they "ministered before their idols"

uncircumcised

to join them
(ibid. 7). They ate of unclean things and polluted

the Sabbaths. Theie could be no other result of

this departure fiom the true idea of the priest-

hood than a general degradation. Those who ceased

to be true shepherds of the people found nothing

in their ritual to sustain or elevate them. They
became as sensual, covetous, tyrannical, as ever

the clergy of the Christian Church became in its

darkest periods ; conspicuous as drunkards and

adulterers (Is. xxviii. 7, 8, Ivi. 10-12). The pro-

phetic order, instead of acting as a check, became
sharei-s in their corruption (Jer. v. 31 ; Lam. iv.

13; Zeph. iii. 4). For the most part the few

efforts after better things are not the result of a

spontaneous reformation, but of conformity to the

wishes of a reforming king. In the one instance

in which they do act spontaneously— their resist-

ance to the usurpation of the priest's functions

by Uzziah— their protest, however right in itself,

was yet only too comp;»tible with a wrong use

of the office which they claimed as belonging exclu-

sively to themselves (2 Chr. xxvi. 17). The
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discipline of the Captivity, however, was not

without its fruits. A hirge proportion of the

priests had either perished or were content to

remain in the bind of their exile ; but those who
did return were active in the work of restoration.

Under Kzra they submitted to the stern duty of

repudiating their heathen wives (Ezr. .\. 18, 19).

They took part—though heie the Levites were

the more ])romineiit—in the instruction of the

people (Ezr. iii. 2; Neh. viii. 9-1.^). The root-

evils, however, soon ivappeared. The work of the

priesthood was made the instrument of covetous-

ness. The priests of the time of Malachi lequired

payment for every ministerial act, and would not

even " shut the doors " or " kindle tire " for nought

(Mai. i. 10). They " con-upted the covenant of

Levi " (Mai. ii. 8). The idea of the priest as

the angel, the messenger, of the Lord of Hosts,

was forgotten (Mai. ii. 7 ; comp. Eccles. v. 6).

The inevitable result was that they again lost

their influence. They beaime " base and con-

temptible before all the people" (Mai. ii. 9).

The oHice of the scribe rose in lepute as that of

the priest declined (Jost, Jndentk. i. 37, 148).

The sects that multiplied during the last three

centuries of the national life of Judaism were

proofs that the established order had failed to do

its work in maintaining the religious life of the

people. No great changes aflected the outward

position of the piiests under the Persian govern

nient. When that monarchy fell before the powe;

of Alexander, tiiey were ready enough to transfe:

their allegiance." Both the Persian govennnent
and Alexander had, however, respected the religion

of their subjects; and the former had confened

on the priests immunities from taxation (Ezr. vi.

8, 9, vii. 24; Jos. A7it. xi. 8). The degree to

which this recognition was carried by the imme-
diate successors of Alexander is shown by the work
of restoration accomplished by Simon the son of

Onias (Ecclus. 1. 12-20); and the position which
they thus occupied in the eyes of the people, not

less than the devotion with which his zeal inspired

them, prepared tliem doubtless for the great

struggle which was coming, and in which, under
the priestly Maceibees, they were the chief de-

fenders of their country's freedom. Some, indeed,

at thMt crisis, were foiuid among the apostates.

Under the guidance of Jason (the heathenised
form of Joshua) they forsook the customs of
their fatheis ; and they wlio, as priests, were to

be patterns of a self-iespecting purity, left their

work in the Temple to run naked in the circus

which the Syrian king had opened in .Jerusalem

(2 Mace. iv. 13, 14). Some, at an eulier period,

h.id joined the schismatic Onias in establishing a
rival worship (Jos. Ant. xii. 3, §4). The ma-
jority, however, were true-hearted

;'

and the Mac-
cabean stniggle which left the government of the
country in the hands of their own order, and.
until the Roman conquest, with a cerfciin measure
of independence, must have gi\en to the higher
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members of tne order a position of security and
iuHuence. The martyr-spirit showed itself again

in the calmness with which they carried on the

ministrations in the Temple, when Jerusalem was
besieged by Pompey, till they weie slain even in

the act of sacrificing fJos. Ant. xiv. 4, §3; B. J.

i. 7, §5). The reign of Herod, on the other hand,

in wliich the high-priesthooil was kept in abey-

ance, or transfeiTed from one to another at the

will of one who was an alien by biith and half a

heathen in character, must have tended to depress

them.

It will be interesting to bring together the few
facts that indiaite their position in the N. T. peiiod

of their history. The division into four-and-twenty

courees is still maintained (Luke i. 5 ; Joseph. Vii.

1), .and the heads of these coui-ses togetlier with
those who h.nve held the high-priesthood (the office

no longer lasting for life), are "chief priests"

(apxifpf'ts) by courtesy (Cai-pzov. App. Crit. p.

102), .and take their place in the Sanhedrim. The I

number scattered througliout Palestine was, as has 1

been stated, very large. Of these the greater num-
ber were poor and ignorant, despised by the more
powerful members of their own order, not gaining

the respect or atlection of the people. The picture

of cowardly selfishness in the priest of the parable

of Luke X. 31, can hardly be thought of as other

than a reprcsent.ative one, indicating the estimate

commonly and truly formed of the character of the

class. The priestly oixler, like the nation, w.os di-

vided between contending sects. The influence of

Hyrcauus, himself in the latter part of his life a

S.adducee (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 10, §6), had probably

made the tenets of that p,arty jiopular among the

wealthier and more powerful membeis, and the

chief priests of the (iospels and the Acts, the whole

apxtfpaTiKhv ytvos (Acts iv. 1, 6, v. 17) were
appai-ently consistent Sadducees, sometimes com-
bining with the Pharisees in the S.anhedrim, some-

times thwarted by them, pei-secuting the foUoweis

of Jesus because they preached the resurrection of

the de.ad. The grejit multitude (5xA.os), on the

other hand, who received that testimony'* (Acts

vi. 7) m-ust have been free from, or must have

overcome Sadducean prejudices. It was not strange

that those who did not welcome the truth which
would have raised them to .i higher life, should

sink lower and lower into an ignorant and ferocious

fan.aticism. Few stranger contrasts meet us in the

history of religion tiian that presented in the life of

the priesthood in the last half-centuiy of the Tem-
ple, now going through the solemn sacrificial rites,

and joining in the noblest hymns, now raising a

fierce clamour at anything which seemed to them
.•I protiuiation of the sanctuary, and rushing to da.sh

out the brains of the bold or incautious intrude)-,^

or of one of their own order who might enter while

under some ceremonial defilement, or with a half-

humourous cruelty setting fire to the clothes of the
]

Levites who were found sleeping when they ought to

have been watching at their posts (Lightfoot, Ihnple

" A real submission is hunlly coiicoalod by the n:irrative

of tlie .Jewish historian. 'J'he accoiuit of tbe elfcct pro-

(iuccil on the mind of the Macedonian king by the soicnin

procession of priests In tbcir linen ephods (Joscpli. Ant. xi.

H), stands prohibly on the same fooling as Livy's account
of the retreat of I'orsena from the walls of unconqucrcd
Home.

*> It deservos notice that from these priests may liave

come the statements as to what passed within the Temple

at the time of the Crucifixion (Matt, xxvii. 51), and that

these facts may hcve bad some influence in dotemiinlnK

their belief. They, at any rate, would be brought into

frequent contact with the teachers who continued daily In

the Temple and taught in Solomon's porch (Acts v. 12).

•: It Iwlonged to the priests to act as sentinels over the

Holy Place, as to tbe Levites to guard the wider area of

the precincts of tbe Temple (Ugolini, xlii. 1002).
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Service, c. \.). The i-ivaliy wliicli led the T.evites

to claim ])rivile2.i's which had liithei to be lon2,eil to

the priests has lieon already noticod. [Lkvitks.]

Ill the scenes of the last tragedy of Jewish history

the order passes away, without honour, " dying as

a fool dieth." Tlie high-priesthood is given to the

lowest and vilest of the adherents of the frenzied

Zealots (Jos. B. J. iv. 3, §IJ). Other priests appeal-

as deserting to the enemy {Tbid. vi. G, §1). It is

from a priest that Titus receives the lamps, and gems,

and costly raiment of the sanctuary [Ibid. vi. 8, §3).

Priests report to their conquerors the terrible utter-

ance " Let lis <lepart," on the last Pentecost ever

celebrated in the Temple {Ibid. vi. 5. §3). It is a

priest who tills up the degradation of his order by

dwelling on the fall of his country with a cold-

blooded satisfaction, and finding in Titus the fiilfil-

Dicnt of the Messianic prophecies of the 0. T. {Ibid.

vi. 5, §4). The destruction of Jerusalem deprived

the order at one blow of all but an honorary distinc-

tion. Their occupation was gone. Many families

must have altogether lost their genealogies. Those

who still prided themselves on their descent, were

no longer safe against the claims of pretenders.

The jealousies of the lettered class, which had been

kept under some lestiaint as long as the Temple
stood, now had full play, and the influence of the

Pabbis increased with the fall of the priesthood.

Their position in mediaeval and modern Judaism

has never risen above that of complimentary recog-

nition. Those who claim to take their place among
the sons of Aaion, are entitled to receive the re-

demption-money of the first-born, to take the Law
from its chest, to pronounce the benediction in the

synagogues (Ugolini, xii. 48).

The language of the N. T. writers in relation to

the priesthood ought not to be passed over. They
recognize in Christ, the first-born, the king, the

Anointed, the representative of the true primeval

priesthood after the order of Melchizedek (Hcb.

vii., viii.), from which that of Aaron, however
recessaiy for the time, is now seen to have been a

deflection. But there is no trace of an order in the

new Christian society, bearing the name, and exer-

cising functions like those of the priests of the older

Covenant, The Synagogue and not the Temple
furnishes the pattern lor the organization of the

Church. The idea which pervades the teaching of

the Epistles is that of an universal priesthood. All

true believers are made kings and priests (Rev. i. 6
;

1 Pet. ii. 9), oH'er spiritual sacrifices (Rom. xii. 1),
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* The history of laiiKuage presents few stranger facts

than those connected with these words. I'riest, our only

equivalent for iepeii?, comes to us from the word which

was chosen because it excluded the Idea of a sacerdotal

character. Bisliop has narrowly escaped a like perversion,

occurring, as it does constantly. In Wyklyf 's version as the

translation of ipj^tepeus (e.g. John .wili. 15, Heb. vlii. 1).

• 1. |n3, only In a few places; commonly " priest."

2. I 33 ; apxifv, 6 ^yow'fiei'o? ; dux; applied to

Messiah (Dan. ix. 25).

3. 3*"13, properly " willing," chiefly in poet. (Ges. p.

853) ; apxiov ;
princeps.

4. "il*p3, from ^D3, "prince," an anointedOne; apx<av;

princeps; also in A. V. "duke" (Josh. xiii. 21).

5. N'K'i, verb. adj. from NtJ'3, "raise;" ipxtov riyov-

ixevoi, r)ycfL!ov, Pa(riAtu9 ;
princeps, dux; also in \. V.

"niUT," "chief," "captain." This word appears on the

coins of Simon Maccahacus (Ges. 917).

may draw near, may enter into the holiest (Heb. x.

19-22) as h.'iving received a true priestly consecrji-

tion. They too have been \va.shed and sprinkled as

the .sons of Aaron were (Heb. x. 22). It was the

thought of a succeeding age th.it the old cla.ssifica-

tiort of the high-priest, priasts, and Levites was
reproduced in the bishops, priests, and deacons of

the Christian Church.<i The idea which was thus

expressed rested, it is true, on the broad analogy

of a threefold gradation, and the terms, " priest,"

" altar," " sacrifice," might be used without in-

volving more than a legitimate symbolism, but

they brought with them the inevitable danger of

reproducing and perpetuating in the history of the

Christian Church many of the feelings which be-

longed to Judaism, and ought to have been left

behind with it. If the evil has not proved so fatal

to the life of Christendom as it might have done, it

is because no bishop or pope, however much he

might exaggerate the harmony of the two systems,

has ever dreamt of making the Christian priesthood

hereditary. We have perhaps reason to be thankful

that two errors tend to neutralize each other, and that

the age which witnessed the most extiavagant sacer-

dotalism was one in which the celibacy of the clergy

was first exalted, then urged, and at last enforced.

The account here given has been based on the be-

lief that the books of the 0. T. give a trustworthy
account of the origin and history of the priesthood

of Israel. Those who question their authority have
done so, for the most part, on the strength of some
preconceived theory. Such a hierarchy as the Pen-

tateuch prescribes, is thought impossible in the

earlier stages of national lite, and therefore the

reigns of David and Solomon are looked on, not as

the restoration, but as the starting-point of the

order (Von Bohlen, Die Genesis, Einl. §16). It is

alleged that there could have been no tribe like that

of Levi, for the consecration of a whole tribe is

without a parallel in histoiy (Vatke, Bibl. T/teol.

i. p. 222). Deuteronomy, a.ssumed for once to be
older than the three books which pi'ecede it, repre-

.scnts the titles of the priest and Levite as standing
on the same footing, and the distinction between
them is therefoi-e the work ofa later period (Geoi-ge,

Die mtercn Jiid. Feste, p. 45, 51 ; comp. Bahr,
Sijmholik, b. ii. c. i. §1, whence these references

are taken). It is hardly necessary here to do moie
than state these theories. [E. H. P.]

PRINCE," PRINCESS. The only special

u.ses of the word "prince" are— 1. "Princes of

*• rVi?; "PXWoSi apxi^v ; princeps ; also "captain"
and " ruler."

7. 3^, an adj. "great," also as a subst. "captain," and
used in composition, as Rab-saris; apxiav r/yeinuv; optimut.

8. iP, part, of JP, " bear," a poet, word ; o-oTpomjs

Svvd(rTri<; i princeps, legum cnnlitnr.

9. "IK'; apxuv; princeps; also In A. \'. "captain'

" ruler," prefixed to words of ofUce, as " chief-baker," &c
n^K* ; apxova-a ; regina.

10. U pJJ', " ruler," " captain ;" C vL'', " captain,"

"prince;" Tpto-Tonj?; dux.

11. Inplnr.only, D^DHIQ; nkin toSanskr.;>rn//irtni<i,

primus; Moioi; inclyli (vis'ih. 1. ::).

12. U jjD ; ap;^oiT€s ; fnagi.'itralus; nsn:illy "rulers."

13. D'3DL*'n; 7rpt<T/3f.?; legali; only ill I's. l.\vlii.31.

14. K»33-)"1L''nN and n^JQ-l^V'nN; inaroi, «.ot-

«>)Toi'; scUrapae; a IVrsian word.
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provinces" •» (1 K. xx. U), who were probably local

governors or magistrates, who took refuge in Sa-
maria during the invasion of Benhadad, and their
" young men " were their atten<lants, watSapta,
pedissequi (Theniiis, Ewald, Gesch. iii. 495j.
Josephus says, viol twu TjyfuSpoov {Ant. viy. 14,

§2). 2. The "princes" mentioned in Dan. vi. 1

vsee Esth. i. J) were tlie piedecessors, either in fact

or in place, of the satraps of Darius Hystaspis (Her.
iii. 89). [H. W. P.]

PRIS'CA (TIpiffKa: Pnsca) 2 Tim. iv. 19.

[PitlSCILLA.]

PRISCIL'LA {npiffKlA^a: Priscilln). To
what has been said elst-where under the head of

Aquila the following may oe added. Tlie name is

Prisca(npto-fca) in 2 Tim. iv. 19, and (according to

the true reading) in K'oni. xvi. 3, and also (according

to some of the best MSS.) in 1 Cor. xvi. 19. Such
variation in a Roman name is by no means unusual.

We find that the name of the wife is placed before

that of the husband in Kom. xvi. 3, 2 Tim. iv. 19,

and (according to some of the best MSS.) in Acts
xviii. 2(5. It is only in Acts xviii. 2 and 1 Cor. xvi.

19 that Aquila has unequivocally the first place.

Hence we should be disposed to conclude that Pris-

ci.lla was the more energetic character of the two :

and it is particularly to be noticed that she took

part, not only in her husband's exercise of hospi-

tality, but likewise in the theological instruction of

Apollos. Yet we observe that the husband and
the wife are always mentioned together. In tact

we may say that Priscilla is the example of what
tlie married woman may do, for the general service

of the Church, in conjunction with home duties, as

Phoebe is the type of the unmarried servant of

the Church, or deaconess. Such female minis-

tration was of essential import-ance in the state of

.society in the midst of which the early Christian

communities were formed. The remarks of Arch-
deacon Evans on the jmsition of Timothy at Ephesus
are very just. " In his dealings with the female

part of his Hock, which, in that time and country,

required peculiar delicacy and disci etion, the counsel

of the experienced Piiscilla would be invaluable.

Where, for instance, could he obtain more prudent
and faithful advice than hers, in the selection of

widows to be placed upon the eleemosynary list of

the Church, and of deaconesses for the ministry?"
(Script. Biog. ii. 298j. It seems more to our
purpose to lay stress on this than on the theological

learning of Priscilla. Yet Winer mentions a mono-
graph de Priscilla, Aquilae tuvre, tanqaain femi-
narmn e gente Judaicd cruditarum specimine, by
G. G. Zeltner (Altorf, 17u9). [J. S. H.]

PRISON.' For imprisonment as a punishment,
.see Punishments. The present article will only

treat of prisons as places of confinement.

•> m3'"70
;

)(i>pai.\ prooinrhic.

"^ I. 1-1DX, Aramaic for 1-1DX, "a chain," is Joinod

with ri^3, and rendered a prison ; oIko? itaiiMV, career.

2. N^3, N-IT'3, and t<73, with n^3 ; o!/cos <bv-

AaKi")? (Jer. xxxvii. 15).

3. nSSnO, from ^Sn, •* turn," or " twist," the

Blocl«s (Jer. XX. 2).

4. mJ2D and K"lt2J3 ; <},v\aKri ; caret)- ^Ges. 879).

,">. 13pO ; ieiT/iwTTJpioi' ; career.

6. "IDC'P; 6vKaKv; cuttodia; also plur. n']OL"D;

A. V. "'hard.

'

PROCONSUL
In Egypt it is plain both that special places v,

used as prisons, and that they were under the cus-

tody of a militiiry officer (Gen. xl. 3, xlii. 17).

During the wandering in the desert we read in

two occasions of confinement " in wai-d " (I.f\

xxiv. 12; Num. xv. 34) ; but as imprisonment w
not directed by the Law, so we hear of none t,

the time of the kings, when the prison appears a.-

an appendage to the palace, or a special part of it

(1 ]{. xxii. 27). Later still it is distinctly described

as being in the king's house (Jer. x.xxii. 2, xxxni.

21 ; Neh. iii. 25). This was the case also at

Babylon (2 K. xxv. 27). But private houses

were sometimes used as places of confinement (Jer.

xxxvii. 15), probably much as Chardin describes

Persian pi-isons in his day, viz. houses kept by pri-

vate speculators for prisoners to be maintained

there at their own cost ( Voy. vi. 100). Public

prisons other than these, though in use by the

Canaanitish nations (Judg. xvi. 21, 25), were un-

known in Judaea previous to the Captivity. Under
the Herods we hear again of royal prisons attached

to the palace, or in royal fortresses (Luke iii. 20;
Acts xii. 4, 10 ; Joseph. Ant. xviii. 5, §2 ; Machae-
rus). By the liomans Antonia was used as a prison

at Jerusalem (Acts xxiii. 10), and at Caesarea the

praetorium of Herod (ib. 35). The sacei-dotal au-

thorities also had a prison under the superintendence

of special oHlcers, Se<7ti.o(t>vKaKfs (Acts v. 18-23,

viii. 3, xxvi. 10)." The royal prisons in those days

were doubtless managed after the Koman fashion,

and chains, fetters, and stocks used as means of con-

finement (see Acts xvi. 24, and Job xiii. 27).

One of the readiest places for confinement was a

dry or partially dry well or pit (see Gen. xxxvii. 24

and Jei-. xxxviii. G-11); but the usual place ap-

pears, in the time of Jeremiah, and in general, to

have been accessible to visitors (Jer. xxxvi. 5 ; Matt,

xi. 2, xxv. 36, 39 ; Acts xxiv. 23). [H. W. P.]

PROCirORUS (Upoxopos). One of the seven

deacons, being the third on the list, and named next

after Stephen and Philip (Acts vi. 5). No further

mention of him is made iu the N. T. There is a

tradition that he was consecrated by St. Peter bishop

of Nicomedia (Baron, i. 292). In the Magna Biblio-

thcca Patrum, Colon. Agi-ipp. 1(318, i. 49-G9, will

be found a fabulous *' Historia Prochori, Christi

Discipuli, de vita B. Joannis apostoli." [E. H—s.]

PROCONSUL. The Greek aveinaroi, for

which this is the true equivalent, is rendered uni-

formly "deputy" in the A. V. of Acts xiii. 7, 8,

12, xix. 38, and the derived verb aydviraTfvw in

Acts xviii. 12, is translated "to be deputy." At
the division of the Roman provinces by Augustus

in the year B.C. 27, into Senatorial and Imperial,

the emperor assigned to the senate such portions of

7. "IVk'y ; angustia; raTretfuat; (Ges. 1059).

8. mpTlpS) (Is. Ixi. 1), more properly written in one

word; avdp\eipi<: ; apertio (Ges. 1121).

9. iriD ; oxupu/ia; career: properly a tower.

10. n"1p3n"n*3 ; olxia ftiiXuvos; domtis carcerif.

r\\3 Is also sometimes "prison" in A. V., as Gen.

xxxlx. 20.

U. pb^V ? icaTappafcnjs; carco", probably " thestocks"

(as A. V.) or some such instrument of confinement; perhaps

uiiderstooil by LXX. as a sower or underground passage.
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tenitoiy as were peaceable and could lie held with-

out force of aims (Suet. Oct. 47 ; Stiabo, xvii. p.

840 ; Die Cass. liii. 12), an drrangement which re-

mained with frequent alterations till the 3rd cen-

tuiy. Over these senatorial provinces the senate

appointed by lot yearly an ollicer, who was called

" proconsul "(Dio Cass. liii. 1.3), who exercised purely

civil functions, had no power over lite and death,

and was attended by one or more legates (Dio Cass,

liii. 14). He was neither girt with the sword nor

wore the military dress (Dio Cass. liii. 13). The
provinces were in consequence called" proconsular."

With the exception of Africa and Asia, which were

assigned to men who had passed the office of consul,

the senatorial provinces were given to those who
had been praetors, and were divided by lot each

year among those who had held this office live years

previously. Their term of office was one year.

Among the senatorial provinces in the first arrange-

ment by Augustus, were Cyprus, Achaia, and Asia

within the Halys and Taurus (Strabo, x^ii. p. 840).

The first and last of these are alluded to in Acts

xiii. 7, 8, 12, xix. 38, as under the government of

proconsuls. Achaia became an imperial province in

the second year of Tiberius, a.d. 16, and was go-

verned by a procurator (Tac. Ann. i. 76), but was

restored to the senate by Claudius (Suet. Claud.

25), and therefore Gallio, before whom St. Paul

was brought, is rightly termed "proconsul" iu

Acts xviii. 12. Cyprus also, after the battle of

Actium, was first made an imperial province (Dio

Cass. liii. 12), but five years afterwards (B.C. 22)

it was given to the senate, and is reckoned by
Sti-abo (xvii. p. 840) ninth among the provinces of

the people governed by arrparriyoi, as Achaia is the

seventh. These <xrpaTt]joi, or jiropraetors, had the

title of proconsul. Cyprus and Narbonese Gaul
were given to the senate in exchange for Dalmatia,

and thus, says Dio Cassius (liv. 4), proconsuls {invd-

viraroi) began to be sent to tli^se nations. In

Boeckh's Corpus Inscriptiomim, No. 2631, is the

ibllowing relating to Cyprus : ij wi\is KSiuroy

'lov\iov K6pSov avdvTrarov ayveias. This Quintus

Julius Cordus appears to have been proconsul of

Cyprus before the 12th year of Claudius. He is

mentioned in the next inscription (No. 2632) as

the predecessor of another proconsul, Lucius Annius

Bassus. The date of this bst inscription is the

12th year of Claudius, a.d. 52. The name of an-

other proconsul of Cyprus in the time of Claudius

occurs on a copper coin, of which an engra\'ing is

given in vol. i. p. 377. A coin of Ephesus [see

vol. i. 564] illustrates the usage of the word dv6-

v-rraros in Acts xix. 38. [W. A. W.]

PROCURATOR. The Greek r^yiij.dv,'' ren-

dered "governor" in the A. V., is applied in the

N. T. to the officer who presided over the im])erial

province of .Judaea. It is used of Pontius Pilate

(Matt, xxvii.), of Felix (Acts xxiii., xxiv.), and of

Kestus (Acts xxvi. 30). In all these cases the

Vulgate equivalent is praeses. The office of pro-

curator {rjyefiovla) is mentioned in Luke iii. 1, and

ill this passage the rendering of the Vulgate is more
close {procurante Pontio I'ilato Judaeam). It is
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riyeiiiov is the general lerui, which Is applied also to

the governor (praese.':) of the imperial province of Syria

'Luke ii. 2) : the Greek equivalent ofprocurator is strictly

•iriTpoTTOT (Jos. Ant. xx. 6, ^^2, 8, }5 ; comp. xx. 5, Jl), and

bis office is called «7riTpoTr^ (Jos. Ant. xx. 5, ^1).

>> A curl<ius illustration of ibis Is given by Tacitws

'Ann. xiil. 1), where he describes the poisoning of Junius

explained, under the head of PROCONSUL, that

after the battle of Actium, B.C. 27, the provinces

of the Pioman empire were divided by Augu-stus

into two portions, giving some to the senate, and
reserving to himself the rest. The imperial pro-

vinces were administered by legates, called legati

Aiiijiisti pro praetore, sometimes with the addition

of consulari potestate, and sometimes leiiatt con-

sulares, or legati or consuhircs alone. They were
selected from among men wlio had been consuls or

praetoi-s. and sometimes from the inferior senators

(Dio Cass. liii. 13, 15). Their term of office was
indefinite; and subject only to the will of the em-
peror (Dio Cass. liii. 13"). These officers were
also called praesides, a temi which in later times

was applied indifferently to the governors both of

the senatorial and of the imperial provinces (Suet.

Claud. 17). Tliey were attended by six lictors,

used the military dre.ss, and wore the sword (Dio

Cass. liii. 13). No quaestor came into the emperor's

provinces, but the property and revenues of the

imperial treasury were administered by the Sa-
tionales, Procuratores and Adores of the emperor,
who were chosen from among his freedmen, or

from among the knights (Tac. IHst. v. 9 ; Dio
Cass. liii. 15). These procurators were sent both
to the imperial and to the senatorial provinces (Dio

Cass. liii. 13''). Sometimes a piovince was governed

by a procurator with the functions of a praeses.

This was especially the case with the smaller pro-

vinces and the outlying districts of a larger province
;

and such is the relation in which Judaea stood to

Syria. After the deposition of Archelaus Judaea
was annexed to Syria, and the first procurator was
Coponius, who was sent out with Quirinus to take

a census of the property of the Jews and to con-

fiscate that of Archelaus (Jos. Ant. xviii. 1, §1).
His successor was Marcus Ambivius, then Annius
Ivufus, in whose time the emperor Augustus died.

Tiberius sent Valerius Gratus, who was procurator

for eleven years, and was succeeded by Pontius

Pilate {3os' Ant. xviii. 2, §2), who is called by
Josephus {Ant. xviii. 3, §1) riyeficvv, as he is in

the N. T. He was subject to the governor {praeses)

of Syria, for the council of the Samaritans denounced
Pilate to Vitellius, who sent him to Kome and put
one of his own friends, Marcellus, in his place (.Jos.

Ant. xviii. 4, §2). The head-quarters of the pro-

curator were at Caesarea (Jos. B. J. ii. 9, §2;
Acts xxiii. 23), where he had a judgment-seat (Acts

XXV. 6) in the audience chamber (Acts xxr. 23«),

and was assisted by a council (Acts xxv. 12) whom
lie consulted in cases of difficulty, the assessores

(Suet. Galb. 14), or r]yeiu.6ves, who are mentioned

by Josephus (B. J. ii. 16, §1) as having been con-

sulted by Cestius, the governor of Syria, when
cei-tain charges were made against Floras, the pro-

curator of Judaea. More important cases-were laid

before the emperor (Acts xxv. 12 ; comp. Jos. Ant.

XX. 6, §2). The procurator, as the representative

of the emperor, had the power of life and death

over his subjects (Dio Ca.ss. liii. 14; Matt, xxvii.

26), which was denied to the proconsul. In the

N. T. we see the procurator only in his judicial

capacity. Thus Christ is brought before Pontius

.Sllanus, proconsul of Asia, by P. Celer, a Roman knight,

and Helius, a fhjedman, who had tlie cjire of the im-

perial revenues in Asia (rei familiaris prina'pis in Asia

impositi).

« Unless the iKpoaTripiov (A. V. "place of hearing")

was the great stadium meniii.ni'd by Josephus (B. J. iL

9. }2).
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Pilate as a political ollemlei- (Matt, xxvii. 2, 11),

and the accuKitiun is heard by the jnooiirator, who
is seated on the judgment-seat (Matt. .\.\vii. 19).

Felix heanl St. Paul's accusation and defence fVoni

tlie judgment-seat at Caesarca (Acts xxiv.), whicli

was in the open air in the great stadium (.los.

ii.J. ii. 9, §2), and St. Paul calls him "judge"
(Acts xsiv. 10), as if this tenn described his chief

functions. The procurator {riyi^wv) is again alhuled

to in his judicial capacity in 1 Pet. ii. 14. He was
attended by a cohort as body-guard (Matt, xxvii.

27), and apparently went up to Jerusalem at the

time of trie high festivals, and there resided in the

palace of Herod (Jos. B. J. ii. 14, §3; Philo, T>e

Leg. ad Caium, §87, ii. 589, ed. Mang.), in which

was the pnietorium, or "judgment-hall," as it

is rendered in the A. V. (Matt, xxvii. 27; Mark
XV. 1(3 ; comp. Acts .Nxiii. 35). Sometimes it ap-

peal's Jerusalem was made his winter quarters

(Jos. Ant. sviii. 3, §1). The High-Priest was ap-

pointed and removed at tlie will of the procui-ator

(Jos. Ant. sviii. 2, §2). Of the oppression and

extortion practised by one of these otiicers, Gessius

Florus, which resulted in open rebellion, we have

an account in Josephus {Ant. xx. 11, §1 ; B. J. ii.

14, §2). The same laws held both tor the go-

vemoi-s of the impeiial and senatorial provinces,

that tliey could not i-aise a levy or exact more than

an appointed sum of money from their subjects,

and that when their successors came thny were to

return to Home within three months (Dio Cass,

liii. 15). For further inforaiatioii see Walter,

Gesch. dcs Bum. Bcchis. [W. A. \V.]

PROPHET (X*33: irpo(p^7ns : propheta).

I. Thi; Name.—The ordinary Hebrew word for

prophet is nd6*(N^3J), derived from the verb X33.

connected by Geseiiius with J?33, " to bubble

forth," like a fountain. If this etymology is cor-

rect, the substantive would signify either a person

who, as it were, involuiit;uily bursts forth with
spiritual utterances under the divine influence

(of. Ps. xlv. 1, " My heiiit is bubhlvig up of a good
matter") or simply one who pours t'orili words.

The analogy of the word t]t33 {ndtaph), which has

the force of •' dropping" as honev, and is vised bv
Micah (ii. 6, 11 ;, Ezekiel(xxi. 2), and Amos(vii. 16),
m the sense of jjiophesying, points to the last signi-

tication. The verb ^33 is found only in the niphal

and hit/ijinel, a peculiarity which it shares with
many other words expressive of speech (cf. loqui,

fari, vocifeiari, concionari, (pBeyyofiai, as well as

uavTfiofiai and vaticinaii). Bunsen [Gott in Ge-
scliichte, p. 141) and Davidson (Intr. Old Test. ii.

• In 1 .Sam. ix. 9 we read, "He that Is now called a.

prophet (.VdW) was boforetime called a seer {lioeh);"

from whence l»r. SUinley {I.ect. on Jrn-Uh Church) has
concluded that Hoih was •• the oldest designation of the
propbelic offlcc," " superseded by Xdbi shortly after

Samuel's time, when Xdbi fust came into use" (J,ecl.

xviii., xi.\.). This seems oppc.sed to the fact that Xilbi

is the word commonly used in the Pentateuch, whereas
Jioih does not appear until tlie days of Samuel. The
passage in the book of Suniucl is clearly a parenthetical

Insertion, perhaps made by the .\iibi Nathan (or whoever
was the original author of the book), perhaps added at

A later date, with the view of explaining how It was
that Samuel l>ore the title of Roeli, instead of the now
usual appellation of ydbi. 'I'o the writer the days of

Samuel were " beforetlme," and he explains that in those

ancient days, that Is the days of Samuel, the word used

for prophet was Hoek, not Xabi. But that docs not
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430) suppose Kdbi to signify the man to vhom ak-
nouneeiiients are made by God, i. e. inspii-ed. But it

is more in accordance with the etymology and usage
of the woi-d to regaixl it as signifying (actively) one
wlio dnnonnces or panrs forth the declarations of

God. The latter signification is preferred by Ewald,
Havernick, Oehler, Hengstenbcrg, Bleek, Lee, Pusey,

M'Caul, and the great majority of Biblicil critics.

Two other Hebrew words are used to designate a

projihet, ^N^, Boeh, and nth, C'/iozeh, both sig-

nifying one who sees. They ai-e rendered in the

A. v. by "seer;" in the L\X. usually by /3\eVco»

or 6pwv, sometimes by Kpo<prirris (1 Chr. xxvi. 28
;

2 Chr. xvi. 7, 10). The three words seem to be con-

trasted with e.-rch other in 1 Chron. xxix. 29. " The
acts of David the king, first and last, behold they

are written in the book of Samuel the seer {Roe/i),

and in the book of Nathan the prophet (i\a6i), and

in the book of Gad the seer {Chozeh)." Boeh is a

title almost appropriated to Samuel. It is only

used ten times, and in seven of these it is iipplied to

Samuel (1 Sam. ix. 9, 11, 18, 19 ; 1 Chr. ix. 22
;

xx^-i. 28 ; xxix. 29). On two other occasions it is

applied to Hanani (2 Chr. xvi. 7, 10;. Once it is

used by Isaiah (Is. xxx. 10) with no reference to

any particular person. It w:is superseded in gene-

ral use by the word Kdbi, which Samuel (himself

entitled Ndhi as well as Boeh, 1 Sam. iii. 20
;

2 Chr. XXXV. 18) appears to have revived after a

period of desuctudo (1 Sam. ix. 9j, and to have
applied to the prophets organized by him.» The

verb nN"l, fiom which it is derived, is the common

prose word signifying " to see:" iltn—whence the

substantive riTH, Chozeh, is derived—is more

poetical. Chozeh is rarely found except in the

Books of the Chronicles, but jiin is the word con-

stantly used for the prophetical vision. It is found
in the Pentiiteuch, in Samuel, in the Chronicles, in

Job, and in most of the prophets.

Whetl'er there is any ditleience in the usage of

these three words, and, if any, what that difl'erence

is, has been tmich debated (see Witsius, Misccll.

Sacra, i. 1, §19; Carpzovins, /n<rocf. ad Libros

Canon. V. T. iii. 1, §2; Winer, Beal-Wwierbuch,
art. " Propheten "). Havernick [Einlcitunj, Th. i.

;

Abth. 1. s. 5G) considers Ndbi to express the title

of those who officially beIonge<l to the prophetic

order, while Boeh and Chozeh denote those who
received a prophetic-al revelation. Dr. Lee {hispira-

tion of Holy Scripture, p. 543), agi-ees with Haver-
nick in his expUmation of A'dli, but he identities

Boeh in meaning rather with iVd6i than with

Chozeh. He fuither throws out a su^estion that

imply that lioeh was the primitive word, and that AuW
first came into use subsequently to Samuel (see Heng-
stenbcrg, Beitrage tur Kinleitung ins A. T. iii. 335).

Dr. Stanley represents Chozth as " another antique

title." But on no siifiicient grounds. Chozth is first

found in 2 Sam. xxiv. 11 ; so that it does not seem to

have come into use until Jioeh had almost disappeared.

It is also found in the books of Kings (2 K. xvil. 13)

and Chronicles (frequently), in Amos (vii. 12), Isaiah

(xxix. lu), Micali (Hi. 7), and the derivatives of the verb

diazah are used by the prophets to designate their

visions down to the Captivity (cf. Is. i. 1 ; Dan. viil. 1 ;

Zech. xiii. 4 ). The derivatives of rd'uA are rarer, and, as

being prose words, are chiefly used by Daniel (cf. Ez.

1. 1 ; Dan. x. <). On examination we find that Ndbi
existed before and after and alongside of both Koih and

Chozeh, but that Chozeh was somewhat more modem
Iban Roeh.
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Chozch is the special designation of the prophot

attached to the loyal household. In 2 Sara. xsiv.

II, Gad is described as "tlie prophet (Nahi) Gad,

David's seer (^Chozch)" and elsewhere he is called

" David's seer (Chozeh)" (1 Chr. xxi. 9), " the king's

seer (Cliozeh) " (2 Chr. xxix. 25). " The case of

Gad," Dr. Lee thinks, " affords the clue to the dilli-

culty, as it clearly indicates that attached to the royal

establishment there was usually an individual styled

' the king's seer,' who might at the same time be a

Ndbi." The suggestion is ingenious (see, in addition

to places quoted above, 1 Chr. sxv. 5, xxix. 29

;

2 Chr. xxix. 30, xxxv. 15), but it was only David

(possibly also JIanasseh, 2 Chr. xxxiii. 18) who, so

far as we read, had this seer attached to his person

;

and in any case there is nothing in the word

Choze/i to denote the relation of the prophet to the

king, but only in the connection in which it stands

with the word king. On the whole it would seem

that the same jjersons are designated by the three

words Ndbi, Roeh, and Chozek ; the last two titles

being derived from the prophets' power of seeing

the visions presented to them by God, the first from

their function of revealing and proclaiming God's

truth to men. When Gregory Kaz. {Or. 2S) calls

Kzekiel b rwv fieydXccv iirSin-qs koI i^T]-yr]T^s

fxuffTripiaiv, he gives a sufficiently exact translation

of the two titles Chjzeh or Roeh, and Ndhi.

Tlie word Ndbi is uniformly translated in the

LXX. by n-po(f>T)Tr}s, and in the A. V. by " prophet."

In classical Greek, irpo<)r}T7js signifies 07ie who
speaks for another, specially one who sjxaks for a

god and so interprets his will to man (Liddell &
Scott, s. v.). Hence its essential meaning is " an

intei-preter." Thus Apollo is a Trpocb^TTjs as being

the interpreter of Zeus (Aesch. Enni. 19). Poets

are the Prophets of the JIuses, as being their in-

tei-preters (Plat. Phaedr. 262 D). The irpocpriTai

attached to heathen temples are so named from their

intei-preting the oracles delivered by the inspired and

unconscious juavrets (Plat. Tiyn. 72 B; Herod, vii.

III, note. ed. Baehr). We have Plato's authority for

deriving fnivTis from txaivofiai (I. c). The use of

the word irpo<p7)TT]s in its modern sense is post-

classical, and is derived from the LXX.
From the mediaeval use of the word 7rpo<|)7jT€t'a,

prophecy passed into the English language in the

sense oi' prediction, and this sense it has retained

as its popular meaning (see Richardson, s. v.).

The larger sense of interpretation hiis not, however,

been lost. Thus we find in Bacon, " An exercise

commonly called prophesying, which was this :

that the ministers within a precinct did meet upon

a week day in some principal town, where there was
some ancient grave ministei that was president, and

an auditory admitted of gentlemen or other persons

of leisure. Then every minister successively, be-

ginning with the youngest, did handle one and the

same part of Scripture, spending severally some

quarter of an hour or better, ;ind in the whole some

two hours. And so the exercise being begun and

concluded with prayer, and the president giving a

text t'or the next meeting, the a^embly w.as dis-

solved " [Pacification of the Church). This raean-

•> It seems to be incorrect to s;iy that the English word

was " originally " used in the wider sense of " preaching,"

and that It became " Umiied " to the meaning of " pre-

dicting," in the seventeenth century, in consequence of "an

etymological mistalce " (Stanley, Led. xix. x.\.). The word

entered into the English language in Its sense of predict-

ing. It could not have been otherwise, for at the time

of the formation of the English language, the word irpo-
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ing of the word is made further familiar to us by
the title of Jeremy Taylor's treatise "On Liberty

of Prophesying." Nor was there any risk of the

title of a book published in our own davs, " On the

Prophetical Office of the Church" (Oxf. 1838),
being misunderstood. In fact the English word
prophet, like the word inspiration, has always been

used in a larger and in a closer sease. In the larger

sense our Lord .Jesus Christ is a " prophet," Moses
is a " prophet," JIahomet is a " prophet," The
expression means that they proclaimed and pub-
lished a new religious dispensation. In a similar

though not identical sense, the Church is said to

have a " prophetical," i. e. an expository and inter-

pretative office. But in its closer sense the word,
according to usage though not according to ety-

mology, involves the idea of foresight. And this

is and always has been its more usual acceptation.''

The different meanings, or shades of meaning, in

whicli the abstract noun is employed in Scripture,

have been drawn out by Locke as follows :—" Pro-
phecy comprehends three things: prediction; sing-

ing by the dictate of the Spirit ; and understanding

and explaining the mysterious, hidden sense of

Scripture, by an immediate illumination and motion
of the Spirit " [Paraphrase of 1 Cor. xii. note,

p. 121, Lond. 1742). It is in virtue of this last

signifiaition of the word, that the prophets of the

N. T. are so called (1 Cor. xii.): by virtue of the

second, that the sons of Asaph, &c. are said to have
" prophesied with a hai-p " (1 Chr. x.xv. 3), ami
Miriam and Deborah are termed " prophetesses."

That the idea of potentid if not actual prediction

enters into the conception e.xpressed by the woid
prophecy, when that word is tised to designate the

function of the Hebrew piophets, seems to be proved

by the following passiiges of Scripture, Deut. xviii.

22; Jer. sxviii". 9 ; Acts ii. 30, iii. 18, 21 ; 1 Pet.

i. 10 ; 2 Pet. i. 19, 20, iii. 2. Etymologically, how-
ever, it is certain that neither prescience nor predic-

tion are implied by the term used in the Hebrew,
Greek, or English hmguage.

II. Prophetical Op.dek.—The sacerdotal order-

was originally the instrument by which the mem-
bers of the Jewish Theocracy were taught and
governed in things spiritual. Feast and fast, sacri-

fice and offering, rite and ceremony, constituted a

varied and ever-recurring system of training and
teaching by type and symbol. To the priests, too,

was entrusted the work of " teaching the children

of Israel all the statutes which the Lord hath
spoken unto them by the hand of Moses" (Lev. x.

11). Teaching by act and teaching by word were
alike their task. This task they adequately ful-

filled for some hundred or more yeai-s after the

giving of the Law at Mount Sinai. But during

the time of the Judges, the priesthood sank into a

state of degeneracy, and the people were no longer

ailected by the acted lessons of the ceremonial

service. They required less enigmatic warnings

and exhortations. Under these circumstances a

new moral power was evoked — the Prophetic

Order. Samuel, himself a Levite, of the family

of KohatTi (1 Cin-. vi. 28), and almost certainly a

<t>riTtia had, by usage, a.<sumed popularly tlie meaning ot

prediction. And wo find it ordinarily employed, by early

as well as by late writers, in this sense (sco Polj-dore

Virgil, History of Kngland, iv. 161, Camden, ed. 1346:

Coventry Mysteries, p. 65, Shakspeare Soc. Ed., 1841, ana
Hichaidson, s. v.). It is probable that the meaning was
" limited " to " prediction " as much and as little before

tlie seventeenth ccntiu-y as it has l>een since.

3
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priest,' \v,is the instrument used at once for effect-

ing a reform in the sacerdotal order (1 Chr. ix. 22),

and for giving to the prophets a position of im-

portance which they had never before held. So

important, was the work wrought by him, that

he is classed in Holy Scripture with Moses (Jer.

.XV. 1 ; Ps. xcix, 6; Acts iii. 24), Samuel being

the great religious reformer and organizer of the

prophetical order, as Jloses was the great legislator

and founder of the priestly rule. Nevertheless,

it is not to be supposed that Samuel created the

prophetic order as a new thing before unknown.
The germs both of the prophetic and of the regal

order are found in the Law as given to the Israelites

by Moses (Deut. xiii. 1, xviii. 20, xvii. 18), but

they were not yet developed, because there was not

yet the demaml for them. Samuel, who evolved

the one, himself saw the evolution of the other.

The title of prophet is found before the legislation

of Mount Sinai. When Abraham is called a prophet

(Gen. XX. 7), it is probably in the sense of a friend

of God, to whom He makes known His will ; and

in the same sense the name seems to be applied to

the patriaichs in general (Ps. cv. 15).^ Moses is

more specilically a prophet, as being a proclainier

of a new dispensation, a revealer of God's will, and
in virtue of his divinely inspired songs (Ex. xv.

;

Deut. xxxii., xxxiii. ; Ps. xc), but his main work
was not prophetical, and he is therefore formally-

distinguished from prophets (Num. xii. 6) as well

as classed with them (Deut. xviii. 15, xxxiv. 10).

Aaron is the prophet of Moses (Ex. vii. 1) ; Miriam
(Ex. XV. 20) is a prophetess ; and we find the

prophetic gift in the eldei-s who " prophesied
"

when '• the Spirit of the Lord rested upon them,"
and in Eldad and Medad, who " prophesied in the

camp" (Num. xi. 27). At the time of the sedi-

tion of Miriam, the possible existence of prophets

is recognized (Num. xii. 6). In the days of the

Judges we find that Deborah (Judg. iv. 4) is a

prophetess ; a prophet (Judg. vi. 8) rebukes and
exhorts the Israelites when oppressed by the Mi-
dianites; and, in Samuel's childhood, "a man of

God " predicts to Eli the death of his two sons, and
the curse that was to fall on his descendants (1 Sam.
ii. 27).

Samuel took measures to make his work of

restoration permanent as well as effective for the

moment. For this purpose he instituted Com-
panies, or Colleges of Prophets. One we find in

his lifetime at Kamah (1 Sam. xix. 19, 20) ; others
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afterwards at Bethel (2 K. ii. 3), .Tericho (2 K. ii.

5), Gilgal (2 K. iv. 38), and elsewhere (2 K.
vi. 1). Their constitution and object were similar
to those of Theological Colleges. Into them were
gathered promising students, and here they were
trained for the office which they were afterwai-ds

destined to fulfil. So successful were these insti-

tutions, that from the time of Samuel to the clos-

ing of the Canon of the Old Testament, there
seems never to have been wanting a due supply
of men to keep up the line of official prophets.*
The apocryphal books of the Maccabees (i. iv. 46,
ix. 27, xiv. 41) and of Ecclesiasticus (xxxvi. 15)
represent them as extinct. The colleges appear to

have consisted of students differing in number.
Sometimes they were very numerous (1 K. xviii. 4,

x.xii. 6; 2 K. ii. 16). One elderly, or leading

prophet, presided over them (1 Sam. xix. 20),
called their Father (1 Sam. x. 12), or Ma.«tcr

(2 K. ii. 3), who was apparently admitted to his

ofl!ice by the ceremony of anointing (I K. xi.x. 16
;

Is. Ixi. 1; Ps. cv. 15). They "were called his

sons. Their chief subject of study was, no
doubt, the Law and its interpretation ; oral, as

distinct from symbolical, teaching being hence-

forwaid tacitly transferred from the priestly

to the prophetical order.' Subsidiary subjects

of instruction were music and sacred poetry,

both of which had been connected with piophecy

from the time of Moses (Ex. xv. 20) and the

Judges (Judg. iv. 4, v. 1). The prophets that meet
Saul " came down from the high place with a
psdtery and a tabret, and a pipe and a harp before

them" (1 Sam. x. 5). Elijah calls a minstrel to

evoke the prophetic gift in himself (2 K. iii. 15).

David " separates to the service of the son? of

Asaph and of Heman and of Jeduthun, who should

prophesy with haips and with psalteries and with

cymbals. . . All these were under the hands of

tlieir father for soug in the house of the Lord with

cymbals, psalteries, and harps for the service of

the house of God" (1 Chr. xxv. 16). Hymns, or

sacred songs, are found in the Books of Jonah

(ii, 2), Isaiah (xii. 1, xxvi. 1), Habakkuk (iii.

2). And it was probably the duty of the pro-

phetical students to compose verses to be sung in

j

the Temple. (See Lowth, Sacred Poetry of the

I

Hebrcivs, Lect. xviii.) Having been themselves

trained and taught, the prophets, whether still re-

siding within their college, or having left its pre-

cincts, had the task of teaching others. From

« Dr. Stanley (f.aU. xviii.) declares it to be "doubtful
If he was of Levltlcal descent, and certain that he was
not a priest." If the record of 1 Chr. vi. 28 is correct,

it is certain that he was a I-<'vite by descent though
an Ephrathlte by habitation (1 Sura. 1. 1). There is every
probability that he was a priest (cf. l Sam. 1. 22, il. U,
IX, vli. 5, 17, X. 1, xiil. ll)-an(l no presumption to the

contrary. The fact on which Dr. Stanley relies, that

Samuel lived "not at (ilbeon or at Nob but at Itamah,"
and that " the prophetic schools were at Hamah, and at

Bethel, and at Gilgal, not at Hebron and Anathoth,"
does not suffice to raise a presumption. As Judge,

Samuel would have lived where It was most suitable

for the Judge to dwell. Of the three colleges, that at

Hamah was alone founded by Samuel, of course where
he lived himself, and even where Itamah was we do not
know : one of the lat»At hypotheses places It two miles

from Hebron.
•i According to Hengsteaberg's view of prophecy,

Abraham was a prophet because he received revelations

by the meavs of dream and vision ((«en. xv. 12).

' There seems no suflRclcut ground for the common

statement that, after the schism, the colleges existed only

in the Israelltish kingdom, or for Knobel's supposition

that they ceased with Elisha {Prophetismus, ii. 39),

nor again for Bishop Lowth's statement that " they

existed from the earliest times of the Hebrew republic
"

(Sacred Poetry, Lect. xviii.), or for M. Nicolas' assertion

that their previous establishment can be inferred from

1 Sam. viii. ix. x. {Etwles critiques stir la Bible, p. 365).

We have, however, no actual proof of their existence

except in the days of Samuel and of Elijah and Elisha.

' It is a vulgar error respecting Jewish history to

suppose that there was an antagonism between the

prophets and the priests. There is not a trace of sucli

antagonism. Isaiah may denounce a wicked hierarchy

(i. Ill), but it Is because it is wicked, not because it is

a hierarchy. Malachi "sharply reproves" the priests

(Ii. 1), but It is In order to support the priesthood

(cf. i. 14). Mr. F. \V. Newman even designates Ezeklel's

writings as " hard sacerdotalism," " tedious and unedify-

ing as Leviticus Itself" {Bebr. Monarch, p. 330). The
Prophetical Order was, in truth, supplemental not an-

tagonistic to the SacerdotaL
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the question addressed to the Sluinamite by her

husbaud, " Whorelbie wilt thou go to liim to-day?

It i« neitlier new moon nor Sabbatli" (2 K. iv.

23), it appears that weekly and monthly religious

meetings were held as au ordinary practice by tlie

prophets (see Patrick, Coium. in foe). Thus we

find that " Elisha sat in his house," engaged in his

olticial occupation (cf. Ezek. viii. 1, xiv. 1, xx. 1),

"and the elders sat with him" (2 K. vi. 32),

when the King of Israel sent to slay him. It was

at these meetings, probably, that many of the

warnings and exhortations on niorality and spiritual

leligiou were addressed by the prophets to their

countrymen. The general appearance and life of

the prophet were very similar to those of the

Eastern dervish at the present day. His dress

was a hairy garment, girt with a leathern girdle

(Is. XX. 2; Zech. xiii. 4; Matt, iii. 4). He was

married or immarried as he chose ; but his manner

of life and diet were stern and austere (2 Iv. iv.

10, 38 ; 1 K. xix. 6 ; Matt. iii. 4).

III. TiiK Prophetic Gift.—We have been

speaking of the Prophetic Order. To belong to the

prophetic order and to possess the prophetic gift

are not convertible terms. There miglit be mem-

bers of the prophetic order to whom the gift of

prophecy was not vouchsafed. There might be

inspiied prophets, who did not belong to the

prophetic order. Generally, the inspired prophet

came from the College of the Prophets, and be-

longed to the prophetic order ; but this was not

always the case. In the instance of the Prophet

Amos, the rule and the exception are both mani-

fested. When Amaziah, the idolatrous Israelitish

priest, threatens the prophet, and desires him to

" tlee away into the land of Judah, and there eat

bread and prophesy there, but not to prophesy

again any more at Bethel," Amos in reply says,

"I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son
;

but I was an herdsman, and a gatherer of sycamon

fruit ; and the Lord took me as I followed the flock

and the Lord said unto me, Go prophesy unto my
people Israel" (vii. 14). That is, though called

to the prophetic office, he did not belong to the

prophetic order, and had not been trained in the

prophetical colleges ; and this, he indicates, was an

unusual occurrence. (See J. Smith on Prophecy,

c. ix.).

The sixteen prophets whose books are m the

Canon have therefore that place of honour, because

they were endowed with the prophetic gift as well

as ordinarily (so far as we know) belonging to the

prophetic order. There were hundreds of prophets

contemporary with each of these sixteen prophets

;

and no doubt numberless compositions in sacred

poetry and numberless moral exhortations were

issued from the several schools, but only sixteen

books find their place in the Canon. Why is this?

Because these sixteen had what their brother-

collegians had not, the Divine call to the otfice of

prophet, and the Divine iUumination to enlighten

them. It was not sufficient to have been taught

and trainetl in preparation for a future call. Teach-

ing and training served as a preparation only.

When the schoolmaster's work was done, then, if

the instrument was worthy, God's work began.
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Moses had an external adl at the burnuig bush

(Ex. iii. 2). The Lord called Samuel, so that Eli

perceived, and Sayiuel learned, that it was the Lord

who called him (I Sam. iii. 10). Isaiah (vi. 8),

Jeremiah (i. 5), Ezekiel (ii. 4), Amos (vii. 15),

declare their special mission. Kor was it sufficient

for this call to have been made once for all. Each

prophetical utterance is the result of a communi-

cation of the Divine to the human spiiit, received

either by " vision" (Is. vi. 1) or by " the word of

the Lord " (Jer. ii. 1). (See Aids'to Faith, Essay

iii., " On Prophecy.") What then are the charac-

teristics of the sixteen prophets, thus willed and

commissioned, and entrusted with the messages of

God to His j/oople ?

(1.) They were the national poets of Judaea.

We have already shown that music and poetry,

chants and hymns, were a main part of the studies of

the class from which, generally speaking, they were

derived. As is natural, we find not only the songs

previously specified, but the rest of their compo-

sitions, poetical or breathing the spirit of poetry.?

(2.) They were annalists and historians. A grent

portion of Isaiah, of Jeremiah, of Daniel, of Jonah,

of Haggai, is direct or indirect history.

(3.) They were preachers of patriotism ; their

patriotism being founded on the leligious motive.

To the subject of the Theocracy, the enemy of his

nation was the enemy of God, the traitor to the

public weal was a traitor to his God ; a denunciation

of an enemy was a denunciation of a representa-

tive of evil, an exhortation in behalf of Jerusalem

was an exhortation in behalf of God's Kingdom on

earth, " the city of our God, the mountain of

holiness, beautiful for situation, the joy of the

whole earth, the city of the gi-eat King " (Ps.

xlviii. 1, 2).

(4.) They were preachers of morals and of spiri-

tual religion. The s)'mbolical teaching of the Law
had lost much of its eHect. Instead of learning the

necessity of purity by the legal washings, the ma-

joi-ity came to rest in the outward act as in itself

sufficient. It was the work, then, of the prophets to

hold up before the eyes of their countrymen a high

and pure morality, not veiled in symbols and acts,

but such as none could profess to misunderstand.

Thus, in his first chapter, Isaiah contrasts ceremo-

nial obsen-ances with spiritual morality :
" Your

new moons and your appointed feasts my soul

h.iteth : they are a trouble to me ; I am weaiy to

bear them Wash you , make you clean
;
put

away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes
;

cease to do evil ; learn to do well ; seek judgment

;

relieve the oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead tor

the widow" (i. 14-17). He proceeds to denounce

God's judgments on the oppression and covetous-

ness of the rulei-s, the pride of the women (c. iii.),

on grasping, profligacy, iniquity, injustice (c. v.),

and so on throughout. The system of moi-als put

forward by the prophets if not higher, or sterner,

or purer than that of the Law, is more plainly de-

clared, .-ind with greater, because now more needed,

vehemence of diction.''

(5.) They were extraordinary, but yet authorized,

e.\ponents of the Law. As an instance of this, we

may take Isaiah's description of a true fast (Iviii.

g Bishop Lowth " esteems the whole Book of Isaiah

poetical, a few passages exempted, which, if brought

together, would not at most exceed the bulk of five or

six chapters," " half of the Book of Jeremiah," " the

greater part of Ezekiel." The rest of the prophets arc

mainly poetUal, but Haggai is '• prusaic," and Jonah and

Daniel are plain prose {Sacred I'vttry, Lect. xxi.).

h " Magna fides et grandis audacia Prophetarum." says

St Jerome {in Kzek.). This was their general diaracter-

istic, but that gifts and (traces might be dissevered, is

proved by the cases of Balaam, Jonah. Caiaphas, and ihe

disobedient prophet of Judah.

3 2
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3-7) ; Ezckiel's explsination of the sins of the father

being visitetl on tlie children (c. xviii.) ; Jlicah's pre-

ference of " doing justly, loving mercy, and walking

humbly with God," to •' thousands of rams and ten

tliousands of rivere of oil " (vi. 6-8). In these

as in other similar cases (cf. Hos. vi. 6 ; Amos
V. 21), it was the task of the prophets to restore

the balance which had been overthrown by the

Jews and their teachers dwelling on one side or on

the outer covering of a truth or of a duty, and

leaving the other side or the inner meaning out of

sight.

(6.) They held, as we have shown above, a

pastoral or quasi-pastoral office.

(7.) They were a political power in the state.

Strong in the safeguard of their religious character,

they were able to serve as a counterpoise to the

loyal authority when wielded even by an Ahab.

(8.) But the prophets were something more than

national poets and annalists, jirenchers of pati'iotism,

moial teachers, exponents of the Law, pastors, and

politicians. We have not yet touched upon their

most essential characteristic, which is, that they

were instruments of revealing God's will to man,
as in other ways, so, specially, by predicting

future events, and, in particular, by foretelling the

incarnation of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the re-

demption effected by Him.' There are two chief

ways of exhibiting this fact : one is suitable when
discoursing with Christians, the other when argu

ing with unbelievers. To the Christian it is

enough to show that the truth of the New Testa-

ment and the truthfulness of its authors, and of

the Lord Himself, are bound up with the truth

of the existence of this predictive element in the

prophets. To the unbeliever it is necessary to show
that facts have verified their predictions.

(a.) In St. Slatthew's Gospel, the first chapter,

we find a quotation from the Trophet Isaiah, "Be-
hold a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring

forth a son, and they shall call his name Em-
manuel ;" and, at the same time, we find a state-

ment that the birth of Christ took place as it did
" that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the

Lord by the prophet," in those words (i. 22, 23).

This means that the prophecy wa-s the declaiation

of God's purpose, and that the circumstances of the

birth rif Christ were the fulfilment of that purpose.
Then, either the predictive element exists in the
Hook of the Prophet Isaiah, or the authority of the

Evangelist St. Matthew must be given up. The
same Evangelist testifies to the same Prophet having

' Dr. Davidson pronounces it as " now commonly
admitted that the essential part of biblical prophecy does
not lie in predicting contingent events, but in divining

the essentially religious In the course of history. ... In
no prophecy can it be shown that the literal predicting of
distant historical events Is contained. ... In conformity
with the analogy of prophecy generally, special predic-

tions concerning Christ do not appear in the Old Testa-
ment" Dr. Davidson must mean that this Is '• now
commonly admitted "by writers like himself, who, fol-

lowing I'^lcbhom, resolve " the prophet's dellncallons of
the future" into "in essence iwtliing hut forebodings
—efforts of tlte spiritual eye to bring up betore itself

the distinct form of the future. The prevision of the
prophet is intensified presentiment." Of course, if the
powers of the prophets were simply " foreliodings" and
"presentiments" of the human spirit In "its prc-

coiiscious region," they could not do more than make
indefinite guesses about the future. But this is not
the Jewish nor the Christian theory of prophecy. See
.•3. Basil {in Ksai. 111.), S. Cbrys. (Horn. xxli. t. v.
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"spoken of " John the Baptist (iii. 3) in words
which he quotes from Is. .xl. 3. He says (iv. I:i-

15) that Jesus came and dwelt in Capernaum,
" that " other words " spoken by " the same Pro-

phet (ix. 1) "might be fulfilled." He says (viil.

17) that Jesus did certain acts, " that it might be

fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias tlie prophet

"

(Is. liii. 4). He says (xii. 17) that Jesus acted in

a paiticular manner, " that it might be fulfilled

which was spoken by Esaias the prophet" in words
quoted from chap. xlii. 1. Then, if we believe St
JIatthew, we must believe that in the pages cf the

Piophet Isaiah there was predicted that which
Jesus some seven hundred yeare afterwards fulfilled.''

But, further, we have not only the evidence of the

Evangelist ; we have the evidence of the Lord Him-
self. He declares (Matt. xiii. 14) that in the Jews
of his age " is fulfilled the prophecy of Esaias, which
saith
—

" (Is. vi. 9). He says (Matt. xv. 7) " Esaias

well prophesied of them" (Is. xxix. 13). Then, if we
believe our Lord's sayings and the record of them,

we must believe in prediction as existing in the

Prophet Isaiah. This prophet, who is cited be-

tween frfty and sixty times, may be taken as a

sample ; but the same argument might be brought

forward with respect to Jeremiah (Matt. ii. 18;
Heb. viil. 8), Daniel (Matt. xxiv. 15), Hosea (Matt,

ii. 15; Rom. ix. 25), Joel (Acts ii. 17), Amos
(Acts vii. 42 ; rv. 16), Jonah (Matt. xii. 40), Micah

(Matt. xii. 7), Habakkuk (Acts xiii. 41), Haggai

(Heb. sii. 26), Zechariah (Matt. xxi. 5; Mark xiv.

27; Job. xi.x. 37), M.ilachi (Matt. xi. 10; Mark i.

2 ; Luke vii. 27). With this evidence for so many
of the prophets, it would be idle to ca\nl with

respect to Ezekiel, Obadiah, Nahum, Zephaniah

;

the more, as " the Prophets " are frequently

spoken of together (Matt. ii. 23 ; Acts xiii. 40 ; xv.

15) as authoritative. The Psalms are quoted no

less than seventy times, and very frequently as

being predictive.

(;8.) The argument with the unbeliever does not

admit of being brought to an issue so concisely.

Here it is necessary (1) to pomt out the existence

of cei tain declarations as to future events, the pro-

bability of which was not discernible by human
sagacity at the time that the dechutitions were

made; (2) to show that certain events did after-

wards take place corresponding with these declara-

tions; (3) to show that a chance coincidence is not

an adecjuate hypothesis on which to account tor

that correspondence.

Davison, in his valuable Discourses on Prophecy,

137, ed. I61'2), Clem. Alex. {Strom. 1. ii.), Euseb. {Dem.

Evang. v. 132, ed. 1544), and Justin Martyr {Dial, cum
Ti'yph. p. 224, ed. 1636). (See Sutcer, s. r. jrpcx^^Ti)?.)

k This conclusion cannot be escaped by pressing the

words Iva. n\rtfm6jj, for if they do not mean that certain

things were done In order that the Divine predestination

might be accomplished, which predestination was already

declared by the Prophet, they must mean that Jesus

Christ knowingly moulded his acts so as to be In accord-

ance with what was said In an ancient bo<>k which in

reality had no reference to him, a thing which is entirely

at variance with the character drawn of him by St Mat-
thew, and which would make him a conscious impostor,

inasmuch as he himselfappeals to the prophecies. Kurlher,

It would Imply (as in Matt i. 22) that God Himself con-

trived certain events (as those connected with the birth

of Christ), not in order that they might be in .accordance

wiih His will, but In order that they might be agreeable

to the declarations of a certain book—t'lan which nothing

could well be more absurd.
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fixes a " Criteiion of Prophecy," and in accord-

ance witli it he describes " the conditions wliicli

would confer cogency of evidence on single ex-

amples of prophecy," in the following manner:

first, " the known proniulgation of the prophecy

prior to tlie event ; secondly, the clear and pal-

pable fulfilment of it; lastly, the nature of the

event itself, if, when the prediction of it was

given, it lay remote from human view, and was

such as could not be foreseen by any suppos-

able effort of reason, or be deduced upon princi-

ples of ciilculation derived from probability and

experience" (Disc. viii. p. 378). Applying his

test, the learned writer finds that the establishment

of the Christian Religion and the person of its

Founder were predicted when neither reason nor

experience could have anticipated them ; and that

the pralictions respecting them have been clearly

fulfilled in history. Here, then, is an adequate

proof of an inspired prescience in the prophets

who predicted these things. He applies his test to

the prophecies recorded of the Jewish people, and

their actual state, to the prediction of the great

apostiisy and to the actual st^ate of corrupted Chris-

tianity, and finally to the prophecies relating to

Nineveh, Babylon, Tyre, Egypt, the Ishmaolites,

and the Four Empires, and to the events which

have befallen them ; and in each of these cases ho

finds proof of the existence of the predictive ele-

ment in the prophets.

In the Book of Kings we find Slicaiah the son of

Imlah uttering a challenge, by which his predic-

tive powers were to be judged. He had pronounced,

by the word of the Lord, that Ahab should fall at

Kamoth-Gile;ul. Ahab, in return, commanded Jiim

to be shut up in prison until he came back in

peace. " And Micaiah said, If thou return at all in

peace " (that is, if the event does not verify my
words), " the Loid hath not spoken by me " (that

is, I am no prophet capable of predicting the future)

( 1 K. xxii. 28). The test is sound as a negative test,

and so it is laid down in the Law (Deut. xviii. 22) ;

but as a positive test it would not be sufliicient.

Ahab's death at Kamoth-Gilead did not prove Mi-

caiah's predictive powers, though his escape would
have disproved them. But here we must notice a

very important ditl'erence between single prophecies

and a series of prophecy. The fulfilment of a

single prophecy does not prove the prophetical

power of the prophet, but the fulfilment of a long

series of prophecies by a series or number of eventi

does iu itselt constitute a proof that the prophecies

were intended to predict the events, and, conse-

quently, that predictive power resided in the pro-

phet or prophets. We may see this in the so far

parallel cases of satirical writings. We know for

Cei-tain that Aristophanes refers to Cleou, Pericles,

Nicias (and we should be equally sure of it were

his satire more concealed Chan it is) simply from

the fact of a number of satirical hits converging

together on the object of his satire. One, two, or

three strokes might be intended tor more persons

than one, but the addition of each stioke makes the

aim more apparent, and when we have a sufficient

number before us we can no longer possibly doubt

his design. The same may be said of fables, and

still more of allegoiies. Tlie fact of a complicated

lock being opened by a key shows that the lock and

key were meant for each other. Now the Messianic

pictme drawn by the prophets as a body contains

at least as many tiaits as these:—That salvation

ihould come through the famiiv of Abralumi. Isaac,
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Jacob, Judah, David : that at the time of the final

absorption of the Jewish power, Shiloh (the tran-

quilliser) should gather the nations under his rule:

that there should be a great Piophet, typified by
es ; a King descended fiom David ; a Priest for

ever, tyjjified by Melchisedek : that there should be

born into the world a (^hild to be cdled Mighty

God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace : that there

should be a Righteous Servant of God on whom the

Lord would lay the iniquity of all : that Messiah

the Prince should be cut ofi', but not for himself:

that an everlasting kingdom should be given by the

Ancient of Days to one like the Son of Man. It

seems impossible to harmonise so many aj)parent

contradictions. Nevertheless it is an undoubted

fact that, at the time seemingly pointed out by one

or more of these predictions, there was boi'n into

the world a child of the house of David, and there-

fore of the family of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and

Judah, wlio claimed to be the object of these and

other predictions ; who is acknowledged as Prophet.

Priest, and King, as Mighty God and yet as God's

Righteous Servant who bears the iniquity of all

;

who was cut oiT, and whose death is acknowledged

not to have been for his own, but for others' good
;

who has instituted a spiritual kingdom on earth,

which kingdom is of a nature to continue for ever,

if there is any continuance beyond this world and

this life ; and in whose doings and sufi'erings on

earth a number of specific predictions weie minutely

fulfilled. Then we may say that we have heie a

series of prophecies which are so applicable to the

]ierson and earthly life of Jesus Christ as to l)e

thereby shown to have been designed to apply to

Him. And if they were designed to apply to Him,

prophetical jirediction is proved.

Objections have been urged :—1. Vagueness.—It

has been said that the jnophecies are too darkly

and vaguely worded to be proved predictive by the

events which they are alleged to foretell. This

objection is stited with clearness and force by Am-
nion. He says, " Such simple sentences as the fol-

lowing: Israel has not to expect a king, but a

teacher ; this teacher will be born at Bethlehem

during the reign of Herod; he will lay down his

life under Tiberius, in attestation of the tnith of

his religion ; through the destruction of Jerusalem,

and the complete extinction of the Jewish state, he

will spread his doctrine in every quarter of the

world—a few sentences like these, expressed in

plain historical prose, would not only bear the

character of true predictions, but, when once their

genuineness was proved, they would be of incom-

parabl}' greater worth to us than all the oracles of

the Old^Testament taken together" {Christology,

p. 12). But to this it might be answered, and

has been in effect answered by Hengstenberg— 1.

That God never forces men to believe, but that

there is such an union of deriniteness and vagueness

in the prophecies as to enable those who aie willing

to discover the truth, while the wilfully blind are

not forcibly constrained to see it. 2. Tliat. had the

prophecies been couched in the form of direct de-

clarations, their fulfilment would have thereby

been rendered impossilde, or, at le.ast, capable of

frustration. 3. That the elfect of prophecy {e.g.

with reference to the time of the Messiah's coming)

would have been far less benefici;d to believei-s, as

being less adajited to keep them in a state of con-

stjint expectiUiou. 4. That the Messiah of Revela-

tion could not be so clearly portrayed in his

varied character as God and Man, as Prophet, Priest,
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"

which is all tliat Ammon ackuowledges him to be.

h. That the state of the Prophets, at the time of

receiving the Divine revelation, was (as we shall

presently show) such as necessarily to make their

predictions fragmentary, figurative, and abstracted

from the relations of time. G. That some portions

of the prophecies were intended to be of double appli-

(»\tion, and some portions to be undei-stood only on

their fulfilment (cf. John, xiv. 29 ; Ez. xxxvi. 3'3).

2. Obscurity of a part or parts of a prophecy

otherwise clear.—The objection drawn from " the

unintelligibleness of one part of a prophwy, as in-

validating the proof of foresight arising from the

evident completion of those parts which are under-

stood " is akin to that drawn from the vagueness of

the whole of it. And it may be answered with the

.same arguments, to which we may add the con-

sideration urged by Butler that it is, for the

argument in hand, the same as if the parts not

understood were written in cipher or not written

at all :
—" Suppose a writing, partly in cipher and

partly in plain words at length ; and that in

the pai-t one understood there appeared mention

of several known facts— it would never come into

any man's thought to imagine that, if he under-

stood tlie whole, perhaps he might find that these

facts were not in reality known by the writer"

{Analojy, pt. ii. c. vii.). Furthermore, if it be

triie that prophecies relating to the first coming
of the Jlessiah refer also to his second coming,

some pait of those prophecies must necessarily be as

yet not fully understood.

It would appear from these considerations that

Davison's second " condition," above quoted, " the

clear and palpable fulfilment of the prophecy,"

should be so far modified as to t;ike into account

the necessary difficulty, more or less great, in re-

cognising the fulfilment of a prophecy which re-

sults from the necessary vagueness and obscurity of
the proj)hecy itself.

3. Application of the several prophecies to a
more immediate subject.—It has been the task of

many Biblical critics to c.-amine the different pas-

sages which are alleged to be predictions of Christ,

and to show that they were delivered in reference to

some person or thing contemporary with, or shortly

subsequent to, the time of the writer. The con-

clusion is then drawn, sometimes scornfully, some-
times as an inference not to be resisted, that the

passages in question have nothing to do with the

Messiah. We have here to distinguish carefully

between the conclusion proved, and the corollaiy

drawn from it. Let it be granted that it may be
proved of all the predictions of the Messiah—it

certainly may be pioved of many—that they pri-

marily apply to some historical and present fact:

in that case a certiiin law, under which God vouch-
safes his prophetical revelations, is discovered ; but
there is no semblance of disproof of the further

Messianic interpretation of the passages under con-

sideration. That some such law does exist has been

argued at length by Mf. Davison. He believes,

however, that " it obtains only in some of the more
distinguished monuments of prophecy," such as the

prophe(,'ies founded on, and having primary refeience

to, the kingdom of David, the restoration of the

Jews, the destruction of .lerusaleni (On Prophecy,

Di.sc. v.). Dr. Lee thinks that Davison " exhibits

too great reserve in the application of this impoiiant ' did not cease,

prmciph" (On Inspiration, Lect.iv.). He considei-s ' that all the I.

it to be of universal application; and upon it he the Lord would put" hi.-' Spirit upon them" (N>;nj
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founds the doctrine of the " double sens** of pro-
phecy," according to which a prediction is fulfilled

in two or even more distinct hut analogous Bubjects

:

first in type, then in antitype ; and af't<?r that per-

haps awaits a still further and more complete fulfil-

ment. This view of the fulfilment of prophecy
seems neces-^ary for the explanation of our Loid's

prediction on the mount, relating at once to the fill

of Jerusalem and to the end of the Chiistian dis-

I^ensation. It is on this principle that Pearson
writes :

" JIany are the prophecies which concern
Him, many the promises which are made of Him

;

but yet some of them very obscui-e. . . . Where-
soever He IS spoken of as the Anointed, it may well

be first understood of some other peison ; except

one place in Daniel, where Messiah is foretold ' to

be cut off' " (On the Creed, Art. II.).

Whether it can be proved by an investigation

of Holy Scripture, that this relation between

Divine announcements for the future and certain

present events does so exist as to constitute a law,

and whether, if the law is proved to exist, it is of

universal, or only of partial application, we do not

pause to determine. But it is manifest that the

existence of a primary sense cannot exclude the

possibility of a secondary sense. The question,

therefore, really is, whether the prophecies are

applicable to Christ: if they are so applicable, the

previous application of each of them to some histo-

rical event would not invalidate the proof that

they were designed as a whole to find their full

completion in Him. Nay, even if it could be

shown that the prophets had in their thoughts

nothing beyond the primary completion of their

words (a thing which we at present leave undeter-

mined ), no inference could thence be drawn against

their secondary application; for such an infeience

would assume, what no believer in inspiration will

grant, viz., that the prophets are the sole authors

of their prophecies. The rule, Nihil in scripto

quod non prins in scriptorc, is sound ; but, the

question is, who is to be regarded as the true author

of the prophecies— the human instrument or the

Divine Author? (See Hengstenberg, Christology,

Appendix VI., p. 433.)

4. Miraculous character.— It is probable that

this lies at the root of the many and various eflorts

made to disprove the predictive power of the pro-

phets. There is no question that if miracles are,

either physically or morally, impossible, then pre-

diction is impossible ; and those passages which

have ever been accounted predictive, must be ex-

plained away as being vague, as being obscure, as

applying only to something in the writer's lifetime,

or on some other hypothesis. This is only saying

that belief in prediction is not compatible with tlic

theory of Atheism, or with the philosophy which

rejects the overruling Providence of a {lersonal Uod.

And this is not to be denied.

IV. TiiK Proi'IIETIC State.—We learn from

Holy Scripture that it was by the agency of the

Spirit of God that the prophets received the Divine

communication. Thus, on the appointment of the

seventy cidei-s, " The Lord said, I will take of the

Spirit which is upon thee, and will put it upon

them And the Lord . . . took of the

Spirit that was upon him, and gave it unto the

seventy elders ; and it came to pass that when

the Spirit rested upon them, they prophesied and

... And ]\Ioses said, Would Go<l

d's people were prophets, and that
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xi. 17, 25, 29). Here we see that what made
the seventy prophesy, w<« their being endued with

the Lord's Spirit by the Lord Himself. So it is the

Spirit of the Lord which made Saul (1 Sam. x. 6)

and his messengei-s (1 Sam. xix. 20) prophesy. And
thus St. Peter assures us that "prophecy came
not iu old time by the will of man, but holy men
of God spake, moved ((pepSusvoi.) by the Holy
Ghost" (2 Pet, i. 21\ while false prophets are

described as those " who speak a vision of their

own heart, and not out of the mouth of the Lord "

(Jer. xxiii. 16), " who prophesy out of their own
hearts, . . who follow their own spirit, and have

seen nothing" (Ez. xiii. 2, 3)." The prophet held

an intermediate position in communiciition between

God and man. God communicated with him by
His Spirit, and he, having received this communi-
cation, was " the spokesman " of God to man (cf.

Ex. vii. 1 and iv. 16). But the means by which
tlie Divine Spi)it commimicated with the human

\

spirit, and the conditions of the human spirit under ,

wiiich the Divine communications were received,

have not been clearly declared to us. They are, :

however, indicated. On the occasion of the sedi-

tion of Miriam and Aaron, we read, "And the
i

Lord said, Hear now my words: If there be a

prophet among you, I the Lord will make myself

known unto him in a vision, and will speak unto
him in a dream. My servant Moses is not so, who
is faithful in all mine house : with him will I speak

mouth to mouth, even apparently, and not in dark
j

speeches, and the similitude of the Lord shall he
[

behold " (Num. xii. 6-8). Here we have an
exhaustive division of the different ways in which
the revelations of God are made to man. 1. Direct

]

declaration and manifestation, " I will speak mouth
to mouth, apparently, and the similitude of the

j

Lord shall he behold." 2. Vision, o. Dream. It

is indicated that, at least at this time, the vision

and the dream were the special means of conveying

a revelation to a prophet, while the higher form of

direct declaration and manifestation was reserved i

for the more highly favoured Moses." Joel's pro-

phecy appeals to make the same division, " Your old

men shall dream dreams, and your young men shall

see visions," these being the two methods in which
the promise, " your sons and your daughters shall

,

prophesy," are to be carried out (ii. 28). And of

'

Daniel we are told that " he had understanding

in all visions and dreams" (Dan. i. 17). Can
these phases of the prophetic state be distinguished

from each other ? and in what did they consist ?

According to the theory of Philo and the Alex-

andiiaa school, the prophet was in a state of entire

unconsciousness at the time that he was under the

influence of Divine inspiration, " for the human
understanding," says Fhilo, " takes its departure on

the arrival of the Divine Spirit, and, on the removal

of the latter, again returns to its home, for the

morfcil must not dwell with the immortal " (Quis

Rir. Div. llaer. t. i. p. .511). Balaam is described

bj him as an unconscious instrument through

" Hence the empbatic declarations of tlie Great Pro-

phet of Uie Church that he did not speak of Himself
(John vii. 17, &c.).

> Maimonides has drawn out the points In which Moses
is considered superior to all other prophets as follows :—
" 1. All the other prophets s.iw the prophecy in a dream
or in a vision, but our Rabbi Moses saw it whilst awake.
2. I'o all the other prophets It was revealed through the

medium of an &nvf\, and therefore they saw that which
they saw in an allegory or enigma, but to Moses it Is

»aid: With him will I ppcak mouth to mouth (Numb.
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whom God spoke {pe VitA Mosis, lib. I. t. ii.

p. 124). Josephus makes Balaam excuse himself

to Balak on the same principle :
" When the Spirit

of God seizes us. It utters whatsoever sounds and

words It pleases, without any knowledge on our

part, . . . for when It has come into us, there is

nothing in us which remains our own" (Antiq.

iv. 6. §5, t. i. p. 216). This theory identifies

Jewish prophecy in all essential points with the

heathen fi.avriKi), or divination, as distinct from

Trpo<pr)T€ia, or interpretation. Montanism adopted

the same view : " Defendimus, iu causa novae

prophetiae, gratiae exstasin, id est amentiam, con-

venire. In spiritu enim homo constitutus, prae-

sertim cum gloriam Dei conspicit, vel cum per

ipsum Deus loquitur, necesse est excidat sensu,

obumbratus scilicet virtute divina , de quo inter

nos et Psychicos (catholicos) quaestio est" (Ter-

tullian, Adv. Marcion. iv. 22). According to the

belief, then, of the heathen, of the Alexandiiau

Jews, and of the Montanists, the vision of the

prophet was seen while he was in a state of

ecstatic unconsciousness, and the enunciation of

the vision was made by him in the same state.

The Fathers of the Church opposed the Montanist

theory with great unanimity. In Eusebius' His-

tory (v. 17) we read that Miltiades wrote a book

Trepl Tov ft-ii Zelv npo<p-l)Triv iv eKcrraffei \a\(.7v.

St. Jerome writes : " Non loquitur propheta iv

eKo-Tdaret, ut Montanus et Prisca Maximillaque

delirant, sed quod prophetat liber est visionis

intelligentis universa quae loquitur" {Prolog, in

Nahum). And again :
" Keque vero ut Slontanus

cum insanis faeminis somniat, prophetae in ecstasi

locuti sunt ut nescierint quid loquerentur, et

cum alios erudirent ipsi ignoi-arent quid dicerent"

{Prolog, in Esai.). Origen {Contr. Celsurn, vii.

4), and St. Basil {Commentary on Isaiah, Prooem.

c. 5), contrast the prophet with the soothsayer,

on the ground of the latter being deprived of his

senses. St. Chrysostom draws out the contrast

:

ToCto yap fxivTeais iZwv, rb i^i(Tri)Kevai, rh

avdyxv vTrofneyeiv, rh w6e7(T6at, to eKKeffSai,

TO (TvpeaBaL Sxrirep jxaivSnevov. 'O 5e irpo<p7]Tt)s

ovx ovTuJS, a\Att fiira Siavoias vrt<pov(rT]s koX

(raxppovoiKTris Karaaraffiois, Koi €j5&)s & (pdiy-

yerat, tprifflv airavra' were koI Trpo rf/j iK^a-

(Tecos KavTivQiv yvdpi^e Thv fiavrtv koI rhv

Trpoipiir7)V {Horn. xxix. in Epist. ad Corinth.).

At the same time, while drawing the distinction

sharply between heathen soothsaying and Mon-
tanist prophesying on the one side, and Hebrew
prophecy on the other, the Fathers use expres-

sions so strong as almost to represent the Pro-

phets to be passive instruments acted on by the

Spirit of God. Thus it is that they describe

them as musical instruments,—the pipe (Athe-

nagoras. Leg. pro Christianis, c. ix. ; Clem. Ales.

Cohort, ad Gent. c. i.), the lyre (Justin Jlartyr,

Cohort, ad Grace, c. viii. ; Epliraem Syr. Phythm.

xxix. ; Chrysostom, Ad Pop. Atitioch. Horn. i.

t. ii.) : or as pens (St. Greg. Magn. Praef. in

xil. 8) and face to face (Ex. x.^xlii. 11). 3. All the other

prophets were terrllied, but with Moses It was not so;

and this is what the Scripture says : As a man speaketh

unto his friend (Ex. xxxiii. 11). 4. All the other prophets

could not prophesy at any time that they wished, but

with Moses it was not so, but at any time that he wished

for it, the Holy Spirit came upon him ; so that It was not

necessary for him to prepare his mind, for he wsis always

ready for It, like the ministering angels" (i'ad Hacha-

zakah, c. vii,. Berotrd's transl. p. 116, quoted by l^ee-

p. 48J).
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Job). Expressions sucii as these (mauy

|

visions are unconnerted and fragmentaiy, inasinizcli
" " ' as tliey are not the subject of the reflective but of

tlie perceptive faculty. They described what they
saw and hcai-d, not what they had themselv^
thought out and system atizcJ. Hence, too, suc-

cession in time is disregarded or ininotifeJ. The
subjects of the vision being, to the propliets' sight,

in juxtaposition or enfolding each otlier, some in

the foreground, some in the background, are neces-

sarily abstracted fiom the relations of time. Hence,
too, the imagery with which the prophetic writings

are coloured, and the dramatic cast in which they

are moulded ; these peculiarities resulting, as we
have already said, in a necessaiy obscurity and dilK-

culty of interpretation.

But though it must be allowed that Scripture

language seems to point out the state of dream and
of trance, or ecstasy, as a condition in which the

human instrument received the Divine communica-
tions, it does not follow that all the prophetic

revelations were thus made. We must acknowledge

the state of trance in such passages as Is. vi. (caljetl

ordinarily the vision of Isaiah), as Ez. i. (called the

vision of Ezekiel), as Dan. vii. viii. x. xi. xii. (called

the visions of Daniel), as Zech. i. iv. v. vi. (called

the visions of Zechariah), as Acts x. (called the

vision of St. P'eter), as 2 Cor. xii. (called the vision

of St. Paul), and similar instances, which are indi-

cated by the language used. But it dc)es not seem
true to say, with Hengstenberg, tliat " the difference

between these prophecies and the i-est is a vanishing

one, and if we but possess the power and the ability

to look more deeply into them, the marks of the

vision may be discerned" (Christologi/, vol. iv.

p. 417).° St. Paul distinguishes "revelations"

from " visions" (2 Cor. xii. 1). In the books of

Moses " speaking mouth to mouth " is contrasted

with "visions and dreams" (Num. xii. 8). It is

true tliat in this last-quoted passage, " visions and

dreams" alone appear to be attributed to the

prophet, while " speaking mouth to mouth " is

i-eserved for Moses. But when Moses was dead,

the cause of this difference would cease. During
tlie era of prophecy there were none nearer to

God, none with whom He would, we may sup-

pose', comnninicate more openly than the prophets.

We should expect, then, that they would be

the recipients, not only of visions in the state of

dieam or ecstasy, but also of the direct revelations

which are called speaking mouth to mouth. The
greater part of the Divine communications we may
suppose to have been thus made to the piophets

in their waking and ordinary state, while the

visions were exhibited to them either in the state

of sleep, or in the state of ecstasy. " The more
ordinary mode through which the word of the Lord,

as tar as we can trace, came, was through a divine

impulse given to the prophet's own thoughts

"

("Stanley, p. 426). Hence it follows that, while the

Fathers in their opposition to Montanism and fxavia

were pushed somewhat too far in their denial of

the ecstatic state, they were yet perfectly exact in

their descriptions of the condition under which the

greater part of the jirophetic revelations wert.

received and promulgated. Ko truer description

has been given of them than that of Hijipolytus,

and that of St. Basil : Ov yap t^ ISiai Svvdfiftcs

((pOfyyovTO, ovSe arrfp aiirol i^ovKovTO Tuvra
iic^ipvTTov, dAAa irpwrov /xiv Sia rov A6yov
iao(pi^ovTO opBcos. tirtiTa Si' upaixaTwu irpofSi-

of which are quoted by Dr. Lee, Appendix G.)
must be set against the passages which were
directed against tLe Montauists. Nevertheless,

there is a v«ry appreciable dilierence between their

view and that of Tertullian and Philo. Which is

most in accordance with the indications of Holy
Scripture ?

It does not seem possible to draw any very pre-

cise distinction between the prophetic " dream
"

and the prophetic " vision." In the case of Abra-
ham (Gen. XV. 1) and of Daniel (Dan. vii. 1), they
seera to melt into each other. In both, the external

senses are at rest, roilection is quiescent, and in-

tuition energizes. The action of the ordinary fa-

culties is suspended in the one case by natural, in

the other by supernatural or extraordinary causes.

(See Lee, Inspiration, \i. 1 73.) The state into which
the piophet was, ocaisionally, at least, thrown by
the ecstiisy, or ^•ision, or trance, is described poeti-

Cidly in the Book of Job (iv. 13-16, -xxxiii. 15),
and more plainly in the Book of Daniel. In
the case of Daniel, we find first a deep sleep (viii.

18, X. 9) accompanied by terror (viii. 17, x. 8).

Then he is raised upright (viii. 18) on his hands
and knees, and then on his feet (x. 10, 11). He
then receives the Divine revelation (viii. 19, x. 12).
After which he falls to the ground in a swoon (x.

i5, 17); he is faint, sick, and astonished (viii. 27).
Here, then, is an instance of the ecstatic state; nor
is it confined to the Old Testament, though we do
not find it in the New Testament accompanied by
such violent effects upon the body. At the Trans-
iiguraticn, the disciples fell on their face, being
overpowered by the Divine glory, and were re-
stored, like Diuiiel, by the touch of .lesus' hand
St. Peter fell into a trance (iKtrraffis) before he
received his vision, instructing him as to the ad
mission of the Gentiles (Acts^x. 10, xi. 5). St.
Paul was in a trance (eV ^KtrTatret) when he was
commanded to devote himself to the ccnversioi-' of
the Gentiles (Acts xxii. 17), and when he was
caught up into the third heaven (2 Cor. xii. 1),
St. .lohn was probably in the same state fe>
irvfv/xaTi) when he leceived the message to the
seven churches (Rev. i, 10). The prophelic trance,
then, must be acknowledged as a Scriptural ac-
count of tiie state in which the prophets and other
inspired persons, sometimes, at least, received
Divine revelations. It would seem to have been ot
the following nature.

(1.) The bodily senses were closed to external
objects as in deep sleep. (2.) The reflective and
discui-sive faculty Wius .still and inactive. (3.) The
spiritual faculty {irvevfua) was awakened to the
highest state of energy. Hence it is that revela-
tions in trances are described bv the prophets
as "seen" or "Jicard" by them, for the spiritual
faculty energizes by immediate perception on the
part of the inward sense, not by inference and
thought. Thus Isaiah "saw the Lord sitting"
(Is. vi. 1). Zechariah " WftM up his eyes a^ld
saw" (Zech. ii. 1); "the word of the Lord which
Micah snw" (Mic. i, I); "tlie wonder which
Habakkuk did see" (Hab. i. 1). "Peter saw
heaven opened . . . and there came a voice to him "

;Acts x. 11). Paul was "in a trance, and saw
Him. sayity" (Acts .xxii. 18). John '-heard a
great voice . . . and saw seven golden candlesticks"
(Rev. 1. 12). Hence it is, too, that the prophets'

* ThU vlnw is advocated' also by VcUhus<>n if>e opticd
rerumjuturarum descriptime), .lahn {EinUit. in die gijU-

licliut Biichcr des A. B.), Tholucfc (Die I'rophctm uni
ihre WeissagurtgerO.
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BdiTKOvro TO, lUeAAoj/To Ka\a>s- ^16' ovtcc ire-

jrtKT/xeVoi ikeyov ravra aivep avTols i\v ix6vois

airh roil Qfov airoKeKpv/xfji.ei'a (Hippol. J>c An-
tichristo, c. ii.)- HoSs jrpoe4>riTivov at KaQapaX

Koi diavyiii ^vxai ; olovei KdroTrrpa yiv6iJLiva

TTJs Qeias ivepyeias, rrjv €fj.(pa(riv pav'qv Kol

d<Tvyx"TOV Kai ouSef iT:i6o\ovixevr]V (k rS)v

iradoou TT/s (Tapiths fTreSelKVvvTO' iraai fihy yap
TrdpeffTi rb "Ayiou Uvev/xu (St. Basil, Comm. in

Usui. Piooem.).

Had the prophets a full knowledge of that which

they predicted? It follows from what we have

alread}' said that they had not, and could not have.

They were the "spokesmen" of God (Ex. vii. 1),

the " mouth " by which His words were uttered,

or they were enabled to view, and empowered to

describe, pictures presented to their spiritual intui-

tion ; but there ai'e no giounds for believing that,

contemporaneously with this miracle, there was
wrought another miracle enlarging the understand-

ing of the prophet so as to grasp the whole of the

Divine counsels which he was gazing into, or

which he was the instrument of enunciating. We
should not e.xpect it beforehand ; and we have the

testimony of the prophets themselves (Dan. .xii. 8
;

Zech. iv' 5), and of St. Peter (1 Pet. i. 10), to the

fact that they frequently did not comprehend them.

The passage in St. Peter's Epistle is very instruc-

tive :
" Of which salvation the prophets have

enquired and searched diligently, who prophesied of

the grace that should come unto you: searching

what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ

which was in them did signify, when it testified

beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory

that should follow. Unto whom it was revealed,

that not unto themselves, but unto us they did

minister the things, which are now reported unto

you by them that have preached the gospel unto

you. with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven."

It is here declared (1; that the Holy Ghost through

the prophet, or the prophet by the Holy Ghost,

testified of Christ's sufferings and ascension, and of

the institution of Christianity
; (2) that after

having uttered predictions on those subjects, the

minds of the prophets occupied themselves in

searching into the full meaning of the words that

they had uttered
; (3) that they were then divinely

informed that their predictions were not to find

their completion until the last days, and that they

themselves were instruments for declaring good

things that should come not to their own but to a

future generation. This is exactly what the pro-

phetic state above described would lead us to expect.

While the Divine communication is being received,

the human instrument is simply passive. He sees

or hears by his spiritual intuition or perception,

and declares what he has seen or heard. Then the

reflective faculty which had been quiescent biit

never so oveipowered as to be destroyed, awakens to
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V See Kcblp, Christian Vear, 13th S. aft. Trin., and

Lee, Jnsidratinn, p. 210.

'I It is on this principle rattier than as It is cxplainc-d

by Dr. M'CauI (Aitls to Faith) that the prophecy of Hosea

x!. 1 Is to be Interpreted. Hosca, we may well believe,

understood In his own words no more than a reference to

the historical fact that the children of Israel came out of

Egypt. But Hosea was not the nutbor of the prophecy

—

he was the Instrument by which it was promulgated.

The Holy Spirit intended something further—and what

tbig something waii He informs us by the Evangelist St.

Matthew (Matt. ii. 15). The two facts of the Israelites

b<'ii)g led out of Kgypt and of Christ's return from Egypt

appear to Professor Jowett so distinct that U:e refcr-

the consideration of the message or vision received,

and it strives earnestly to understand it, and more
especially to look at the revelation as in instead of

out of time. The result is failure ; but this failure

is softened by the Divine intimation that the time
is not yet.P The two questions, What did the pro-

phet understand by this prophecy? and. What was
the meaning of this prophecy ? are totally dirterent

in the estimation of every one who believes that
" the Holy Ghost spake by the Prophets," or who
considers it possible that he did so speak. <«

V. Interpretation of Predictive Pro-
phecy.—We have only space for a few rules, de-

duced from the account which we have given of the

nature of prophecy. They are, (1.) Interpose dis-

tances of time according as history may show them
to be necessary with respect to the past, or inference

may show them to be likely in respect to the futm-e,

because, as we have seen, the prophetic visions are

abstracted from relations in time. (2.) Distinguish

the form from the idea. Thus Isaiah (xi. 15)
represents the idea of the removal of all obstacles

from before God's people in the form of the Lord's

destroying the tongue of the Egyptian sea, and
smiting the river into seven streams. (3.) Distin-

guish in like manner figure from what is repie-

sented by it, e. (]., in the veise previous to that

quoted, do not understand literally, " They shall

fli/ vpo7i the shoxdders of the Philistines" (Is. xi.

14). (4.) Make allowance for the imagery of the

piophetic visions, and for the poetical diction in

which they are expressed. (5.) In respect to things

past, intei-pret by the apparent meaning, checked

by reference to events ; in respect to things futui'e,

interpret by the apparent meaning, checked by re-

ference to the analogy of the faith. (6.) Interpret

according to the principle whicli may be deduced

from the examples of visions explained in the Old
Testament. (7.) Intei-pret according to the prin-

ciple which may be deduced from the examples of

prophecies interpreted in the New Testament.

VI. Use of Prophecy.—Predictive prophecy is

at once a part and an evidence of revelation : at the

time that it is delivered, and until its fulfilment, a

part ; after it has been fulfilled, an evidence. St.

Peter (Ep. 2, i. 19) describes it as " a light shining

in a dark place," or " a taper glimmering where there

is nothing to reflect its rays," tliat is, throwing
some light, but only a feeble light as compared with
what is shed from the Gospel history. To this

light, feeble as it is, " you do well," says the

Apostle, " to take heed." And he warns tliem not

to be ofiended at the feebleness of the light, because

it is of the nature of prophecy until its fulfilment—
(in the case of Messianic predictions, of which he
is speaking, described as " until the day dawn, and
the day star arise in your hearts")—to shed only a
feeble light. Nay, he continues, even the prophets

could not themselves intciiiret its meaning,' " for

ence by St. Matthew to the Prophet is to him inexplic-

able except on the iiypothesis of a mistake on the part of

the Evangelist (see jowetl's Essay cm the Interpretation

of Scripture). A deeper insight into Scripture shows that
" the Jewish people themselves, their history, their ritual,

their government, all present one grand prophecy of the

future Redeemer" (Lee, p. 107). Consequently " Israel
"

is one of 0\eforms naturally taken in the prophetic vision

by the idea " Messiah."

' This is a more probable meaning of the words Iito«

ciriAvo-eiuf ou yiviTai than that given by Pearson {On
the Creed, art. i. p. 17. lui. Burton), " that no prophecy

did so proceed from (he prophet that he of himself or by
his own instinct did op<'ii his motith to prophesy."
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the pvophecv c;\me not in old time by the will of

man," i. e. the prophets were not the authoi-s of

their predictions, " but holy men of old spake by

the impulse {(ptpSfifvoi) of the Holy Ghost." This,

then, Wiis the use of prophecy before its fulfilment,

—to act as a feeble light in the midst of darlcness,

which it did not dispel, but through which it threw

its rays in such a way as to enable a tiueheailed

believer to direct his steps and guide his anticipa-

tions (cf. Acts xiii. 27). But after fulfilment,

St. Peter says, " the word of prophecy " becomes
" more sure ' than it was before, that is, it is no

longer merely a feeble light to guide, but it is a

Hnn ground of confidence, and, combined with

tlie apostolic testimony, sei-ves as a trustworthy

evidence of the faith ; so trustworthy, that even

after he and his brother Apostles are dead, those

whom he addressed will feel secure that they
" had not followed cunningly devised fables," but

the truth.

As an evidence, fulfilled prophecy is as satisfactory

as anything can be, for who c;ui know the future

except the Kuler who disposes future events ; and

from whom can come prediction except from Him
who knows the future? After all that h:is been

said and unsaid, prophecy and miracles, each rest-

ing on their own evidence, must always be the

chief and direct evidences of the truth of the Di-

vine character of a religion. Where they exist,

a Divine power is proved. Nevertheless, they !

should never be rested on alone, but in combination

with the general character of the whole scheme to !

which they belong. Its miracles, its prophecies, its 1

morals, its propagation, and its adaptation to human
needs, are the chief evidences of Christianity. None
of these must be taken separately. The fact of

their conspiring together is the strongest evidence

of all. That one object with which predictions are

delivered is to serve in an after age as an evidence

on which faith may reasonably rest, is stated by
our Lord Himself: " And now I have told you
before it come to pass, that when it is come to

pass ye iniijht believe " (John xiv. 29).

vn. Dkvkloi'mextof Messianic Prophecy.
—PieJiction, in the shape of promise and threaten-

ing, begins with the Book of Genesis. Immediately
upon the Fall, hopes of recovery and salvation are

held out, but the manner in which this salvation is

to be eHected is left altogether indefinite. All that

is at fii-st declaiel is that it shall come through a

child of woman (Gen. iii. 15). By degrees the area

is limited: it is to come through the fomily of

Shem (Gen. ix. 26), through the family of Abra-

ham (Gen. xii. 3), of Isaac (^Gen. .xxii. 18), of Jacob
j

(Gen. xxviii. 14), of Judah (Gen. xlix. 10). Balaam
|

seems to say that it will l>e wrought by a warlike

Israelitish King (Num. xxiv. 17^ ; Jacob, by a peace-

ful Ruler of the earth (Gen. xlix. lu) ; Moses, by a

Pro]>het like himself, t. e. a reve;iler of a new
religious dispensation (l>eiit. xviii. 15;. Nathan's

announcement (2 Sam. vii. 16) determines further

that the salvation is to come througli the house oi

David, and through a descendant of David whc
shall be himself a king. This promise is developed

by David himself in the Messianic Psalms. Pss

xviii. and Ixi. are founded on the promise communi-

• The modem Jews, In opposition to their ancien*

exposition, have been driven to a non-Mcsslanic Inter

pretiition of Is. lili. Among Christians the nuii-Messiani..

interpretation commenced with Grotlus. He applies thb

chapter to Jereraiah. Accoixiing to I>oederlein, Sehustei.

Stephani, Eichhorn. Itu.-eiimUllcr, Hitzlf:, Hnndewcrk,
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cafed by Nathan, and do not go beyond the an-

nouncement made by Nathan. The .same may be

said of Ps. Ix.xxix., which was composed by a later

writer. Fss. ii. and ex. rest upon the same promise

as their foundation, but add new features to it.

The Son of David is to be the Son of God (ii. 7),

the anointed of the Loixl (ii. 2), not only the King
of Zion (ii. 6, ex. 1), but the inheritor and lord of

the whole earth (ii. 8, ex. 6), and, besides this, a

Priest for ever after the order of Melchisedek (ex.

4). At the same time he is, as typified by his pro-

genitor, to be full of suffering and affliction (Pss.

xxii., Ixxi., cii.,cix.): brought down to the grave,

yet raised to life without seeing corruption (Ps.

XVI.). In Pss. xlv., Ixxii., the sons of Korah

and Solomon describe his peaceful reign. Be-

tween Solomon and Hezekiah intervened some 200
years, during which the voice of prophecy was
silent. The Messianic conception entertained at this

time by the Jews might have been that of a King
of the royal house of David who would arise, and

gather under his peaceful sceptre his own people

and strangers. Sufficient allusion to his prophetical

and priestly offices had been made to create thought-

ful consideration, but as yet there was no clear

delineation of him in these characters. It was
reserved for the Prophets to b)ing out these features

more distinctly. The sixteen Prophets may be

divided into tour gioups : the Prophets of the

Northern Kingdom,— Hosea, Amos, Joel, Jonah;

the Prophets of the Southern Kingdom,—Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk,

Zephaniah ; the Prophets of the Captinf y,—Ezekiel

and Daniel ; the Prophets of the Eetum,—Haggai,

Zechariah, Malachi. In this great period of pro-

phetism there is no longer any chronological deve-

lopment of Messianic Prophecy, as in the earlier

period previous to Solomon. Each prophet adds a

feature, one more, another less clearly : combine

the features, and we have the portrait ; but it does

not grow gradually and perceptibly under the hands

of the several artists. Here, therefore, the task of

tracing the chronological progress of the revelation

of the Messiah comes to an end : its culminating

point is found in the pi'ophecy contained in Is. Iii.

13-15, and liii. We here read that there should be

a Servant of God, lowly and despised, full of grief

and suffering, oppressed, condemned as a malefactor,

and put to death. But his sufferings, it is said,

are not for his own sake, for he had never been

guilty of fraud or violence : they are spont.aneously

taken, patiently borne, vicarious in their charactei-

;

and, by God's appointment, they have an atoning,

reconciling, and justifying efficacy. The i-esult of

his sacrificial offering is to be his exaltation and

triumph. By the path of humiliation and expiatory

sufl'ering, he is to reach that state of glory foieshown

by David and Solomon. The prophetic character

of the Messiah is drawn out by Isaiah in other

parts of his book as the atoning work heie. By
the time of Hezekiah therefore (for Hengstenberg,

Christoloijy, vol. ii., has satisfactorily disproved the

theory of a Deutero-Isaiah of the days of the Cap-

tivity) the portrait of the ©fovOpcDiros—at once

King, Priest, Prophet, and Itedeemer—was di-awn

in all it« essential featuies.' The contemporary

Kiieter (after the Jewish expositors, Jarchi, Alicnezra,

Kimcbi, Abarbonel, Lipmanu), the subject of the pro-

phecy is I he Israelitish i)eople. Accordlag to Ecker-

mann, Kwald, Bleek, it is the ideal Israelitish people.

According to Pimlus. Ammoii, Maui-er, Thenius, Knobel,

it is the gotlly portion of the Israelitish people. Accord-
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and later Prophets (cf. Mic. v. 2 ; Dan. vii. 9
;

Zech. vi. 13; Mai. iv. 2) added some particulai-s

and details, and so the conception was left to await

its reiilization after an interval of some 400 years

from the date of the last Hebrew Prophet.

It is the opinion of Hensjstenberg {Christology,

i, 235) and of Pusey {Minor Prophets, Part i.

Introd.) that the writings of the Minor Prophets are

chronologically placed. Accordingly, the former ar-

nuiges the list of the Prophets as follows: Hose;i,

Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Wicah, Isaiah ("the
principal prophetical figure in the first or Assyiian

peiiod of canonical prophetism "), Nahum, Habak-

kuk, Zephaniah, Jeremiah (" the principal pro-

phetiail figure in the second or Babylonian period

of canonical prophetism"), Ezekiel, Daniel, Haggai,

Zechariah, Malachi. Cahnet {Diet. Bibl. s. v.

" Piophet ") as follows : Hosea, Amos, Isaiah, Jonah,

Micah, Nahum, Jeremiah, Zephaniah, Joel, Daniel,

Ezekiel, Habakkuk, Obadiah,' Haggai, Zechariah,

Malachi. Dr. Stanley {Led. six.) in the follow-

ing order : Joel, Jonah, Hosea, Amos, Isaiah,

Micah, Nahum, Zechariah, Zephaniah, Habakkuk,

Obadiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Daniel, Haggai,

Zechariah, Malachi. Whence it appears that Di'.

Stanley recognizes two Isaiahs and two Zechariahs,

unless " the author of Is. sl-l.xvi. is legarded as the

older Isaiah transported into a style and position

later than his own time " (p. 423).

VIII. Proi'hkts of the New Testament.—
So i'ar as their predictive powers are concenied,

the Old Testament prophets find their New Testa-

ment counterpart in the writer of the Apocalypse

[Revelations ; Antichrist, in Appendix B]
;

but in their general character, as specially illumined

revealeis of God's will, tlioir counterpart will rather

be found, first in the Great Propliet of the Church,
and his forerunner John the Baptist, and next in

all those persons who were endowed with the

extraordinary gifts of the Spirit in the Apostolic

age, the speakers with tongues and the inter-

preters of tongues, the prophets and the discerners

of spirits, the teachers and workeis of miracles

(1 Cor. xii. 10, 28). The connecting-link between

the 0. T. prophet and the speaker with tongues

is the state of ecstasy in which the former at

times leceived his visions and in which the latter

uttered his words. The 0. T. prophet, however,

was his own interpreter : he did not speak in the

state of ecstasy : he saw his visions in the ecstatic,

and declared them in the ordinary state. The
X. T. discerner of spirits has his prototype in such

as Micaiah the son of Imlah (1 K. xxii. 22), the

worker of miiacles in Elijah and Elisha, the teacher

in each and all of the prophets. The prophets of

the N. T. represented their namesakes ot the 0. T.

as being expounders of Divine truth and inter-

preters of the Divine will to their auditors.
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iiig to r>e Wette, Gesenius, Schenkel, Urabrcit, Hofmann,

it Is the prophetical body. August! refers it to king

Uzziah; Konj-neiiburg and Bahrdt to Hezekijih ; Staiidlin

to Isaiah himself; Bolten to the house of David. Ewald
thinks that no historical person was intended, but that

the author of the chapter has misled his readers by insert-

ing a passage from an older book, in which a martyr was

spoken of. "This," he says, "quite spontaneously sug-

gested itself, and has Impressed itself on his mind more

and more ;" and he thinks that " controversy on ch.ip.

liii. will never cease until this truth is acknowledjied
"

(Frophelen, il. S. 407). Hengstenberg gives the follow-

ing list of German commentators who have maintained

ihe Messianic e.\planalion :—I)athe, Henslcr, Kocber,

That predictive powers did occasionally exist iu

the N. T. prophets is proved by the case of Agabus
'Acts xi. 28), but this was not their chm-acteristic.

They were not an order, like apostles, bishops or

presbyters, and deacons, but they were men or women
(Acts xxi. 9 ) who had the xop'O'M'' irpo<priTeias

vouchsafed them. If men, they might at the

same time be apostles (1 Cor. xiv.) ; and there

was nothing to hinder the ditlerent xap«o'M«'''« of

wisdom, knowledge, faith, teaching, miracles, pro-

phecy, discernment, tongues, and interpietation

(1 Cor. xii.), being all accumulated on one person,

and this person might or might not be a presbyter.

St. Paul describes prophecy as being eftiective for

the convei-sion, apparently the sudden and imme-
diate conversion, of unbelievers (1 Cor. xiv. 24),

and for the instruction and consolation of believers

(/6. 31). This shows its nature. It was a spiritual

gift which enabled men to understand and to teach

the truths ot Christianity, especially as veiled in

the Old Testament, and to exhort and warn with

authority and eti'ect gi'eaterthan human (see Locke,

Paraphrase, note on 1 Cor. xii., and Conybeare

and Howson, i. 461). The prophets of the N. T.

were supernaturally-illuminated expounders and

preachere.

S. Augustinus, De Civitate Dei, lib. xviii. c.

xxyii. et seq., Op. torn. vii. p. 508, Paris, 1685.

D. J. G. Carpzovius, Introd. ad Libros Canonicos,

Lips. 1757. John Smith, Select Discourses: On
Prophecy, p. 179, Lond. 1821, and prefixed in Latin

to Le Clerc's Commentary, Amst. 1731. Lowth,

De Sacra Poesi Hehraeorum,Oxox\. 1821, and trans-

lated by Gregoiy, Lond. 1835. Davison, Discourses

on Prophecy, Oxf. 1839. Butler, Analogy of Reli-

gion, Oxf. 1849. Horsley, Biblical Criticism,

Lond. 1820. Home, Introduction to Holy Scrip-

ture, c. iv. §3, Lond. 1828. Van Mildert, Boyle

Lectures, S. xxii., Lond. 1831. Eichhoni, Die He-
brdischen Propheten, Getting. 1816. Knobel, Der
Prophetismus der Hebrdcr, Bresl. 1837. Koster, Die

Propheten des A. und N. T., Leipz. 1838. Ewald,

Die Propheten des Alten Bundes, Stuttg. 1840.

Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfiillung im A. und
N. T., Nordl. 1841. Hengstenberg, Christology

of the Old Testwnerd, in T. T. Clark's Trans-

lation, Edinb. 1854. Fairbairn, Prophecy, its

Nature, Functions, and Interpretation, Edinb.

1856. Lee, Inspiration of Holy Scripture, Lond.

1857. Oehler, s. v. Prophetentimm des A. T. in

Herzog's Real Encyclopddie, Goth. 1860. Pusey,

The Minor Prophets, Oxf. 1861. Aids to Faith,

art. " Prophecy" and " Inspiration," Lond. 1861.

R. Payne Smith, Messianic Interpretation of the

Prophecies of Isaiah, Oxf. 1862. Davidson,

Introduction to the Old Testament, ii. 422, On
" Prophecy," Lond. 1862. Stanley, Lectures on

the Jewish Church, Lond. 1863. [F. M.]

Ivoppe, Michaelis, Schmleder, Storr, Hansi, Kriiger,

John, Steudel, Sack, Kcinke, Tholuck, Havemick, Stier.

Hengstenberg's own exposition, and criticism of the ex-

positions of others. Is well worth consultation (^Christo-

logy, vol. ii.).

« Obadiah is generally considered to have lived at a

later date than is compatible with a chronological arrange-

ment of the canon, in consequence of his reference to the

capture of Jerusalem. But such an Inference is not

necessary, for the prophet might have thrown himself in

imagination forward to the date of his prophecy (Heng-

stenberg), or the words which, as translated by the A. V.,

are a remonstrance as to the past, may be really but an

imperative as to the future (Pusey).
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PROSELYTES (Dna : Trpoff^Auroi. 1 Chr. I

xxii. 22, &c. : yfiipai, Ex. xii. 19: Prosfilyti).\

The Hebrew word thus translated is in the A. V.

commonly rendered "stranger" (Gen. xv. 13, fix.

ii. 22, Is. V. 17, &c.). The LXX., as above, com-

monly gives the equivalent in meaning '-KpoariXvTOi

airh rov irpoffeXijXvdevai Kaitrp koI (piKodfC/i iroXi-

Tfla, Philo and Suidas, s. v.), but sometimes sub-

stitutes a Hcllenized fomi (yttwpas) of the Aramaic

form t^nva. In the N, T. the A. V. has taken the

word in a more restricted meaning, and translated

it accordingly (Matt, xxiii. 15, Acts ii. 10, vi. 5).

The existence, througli all stages of the history

of the Israelites, of a body of men, not of the same

race, but holding the same faith and adopting the

same ritual, is a fact which, from its very nature,

requires to be dealt with historically. To start with

the technical distinctions and regulations of the later

Rabbis is to invert the natural order, and leads to

inevitable confusion. It is proposed accordingly to

consider the condition of the proselytes of Israel in

the five great periods into which the history of the

people divides itself: viz. (I.) the age of the patri-

aiichs
;

(II.) from the Exodus to the commencement

of the monarchy ;
(HI.) the jieriod of the monarchy

;

(IV.) from the Babylonian captivity to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem; (V.) from the destruction of

Jerusalem downwards.

I. The position of the family of Israel as a dis-

tinct nation, with a special religious character, ap-

pears at a very early period to have exercised a

])ower of attraction over neighbouring races. The
slaves and soldiers of the tribe of which Abraham
was the head (Gen. xvii. 27), who were included

with him in the covenant of circumcision, can hardly

perhaps be classed as proselytes in the later sense.

The case of the .Shechemites, however (Gen. xxxiv.),

presents a more distinct instance. The converts are

swayed partly by passion, partly by interest. The
sons of Jacob then, as afterwards, require circum-

cision as an indisjjensable condition (Gen. xxxiv. 14).

Tiiis, and apparently this only, was required of pros-

elytes in the pre-Mosaic period.

II. The lite of Israel under the Law, from the

very first, presu]iposes and provides for the incor-

poration of men ot' other races. The " mixed mul-
titude " of Ex. xii. 38 implies the presence of pros-

elytes more or less complete. It is recognised in

the earliest rules for the celebration of the Passover

(Ex. xii. 19). The " stranger" of this and other laws

in the A. V. answers to the word which distinctly

means " pioselyte," and is so translated in the LXX.,
and the prominence of the class may be estimated

by the frequency with which the word recurs:

9 times in Exodus, 20 in Leviticus, 11 in Num-
bers, 19 in Deuteronomy. The laws clearly point

to the position of a convert. The " stranger " is

bound by the law of the Sabbath (Ex. xx. lu, xxiii.

12; Deut. v. 14). Circumcision is the condition

of any fellowship with him (Ex. xii. 48; Num. ix.

14). He is to be present at the Passover (Ex. xii.

19), the Fe;ist of WeeivS (Deut. xvi. 11), the Feast

of Tabernacles (Deut. xvi. 14), the Day of Atone-

ment (Lev. xvi. 29). The laws of prohibited mar-
riiiges (Lev. xviii. 26) and abstinence fiom blood

(Lev. xvii. 10) are binding upon him. He is liable

to tlie same punishment for Molech-woi-ship (Lev.

XX. 2) and tor blasphemy (Lev. xxiv. 16), may
claim the same right of asylum as the Israelites in

the cities of refuge (N-um. xxxv. 15; Josh. xx. 9).

On the other side he is subjected to some draw-
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backs. He cannot hold land (Lev. xix. 10). Hfl

has no jus connubii with the descendants of Aaron
(Lev. xxi. 14). His condition is assumed to be, for

the most part, one of poverty (Lev. xxiii. 22), often

of servitude (Deut. xxix. 11). For this reason he

is placed under the special protection of the law

(Deut. X. 18). He is to share in the right of gleaning

(Lev. xix. 10), is placed in the same category as the

fatherless and the widow (Deut. xxiv. 17, 19, xxvi.

12, xxvii. 19), is joined with the Levite as entitled

to the tithe of every third year's produce (Deut.

xiv. 29, xxvi. 12), Among the proselytes of this

period the Kenites, who under HoiiAB accom-

panied the Israelites in their wanderings, and ulti-

mately settled in Canaan, were probably the most

conspicuous (Judg. i. 16). The presence of the class

was recognised in the solemn declaration of blessing's

and curses from Ebal and Gerizim (Josh. viii. 33).

The period after the conquest of Canaan was
not favourable to the admission of proselytes. The
people had no strong faith, no commanding position.

The Gibeonites (Josh, ix.) furnish the only instance

of a conversion, and their condition is rather that

of slaves compelled to conform than of free pros-

elytes. [Nethinim.]
III. With the monarchy, and the consequent fame

and influence of the people, there was more to

attract stragglers from the neighbouring nations,

and we meet accordingly with many names which

suggest the presence of men of another race con-

forming to the faith of Israel. Doeg the Kdomite

(1 Sam", xxi. 7), Uriah the Hittite (2 Sam. xi. 3),

Araunah the Jebusite (2 Sam. xxiv. 23), Zelek the

Ammonite (2 Sam. xxui. 37), Ithmah the Moabite

(1 Chr. xi. 46)—these two in spite of an express

law to the contrary ( Deut. xxiii. 3)—and at a later

period Shebna the scribe (probably, comp. Alexander

on Is. xxii. 15), and Ebed-Melech the Etliiopian (Jer.

xxxviii. 7), are examples that such proselytes might

rise even to high offices about the person of the

king. The Cheuethites and Pelethites con-

sisted probably of foreigners who had been attracted

to the service of David, and were content for it to

adopt the religion of their master (Ewald, Gescli.

i. 330, iii. 183). The vision in ?s. Ixxxvii. of a

time in which men of Tyre, P3gypt, Ethiopia, Phi-

listia, should all be registered among the citizens of

Zion, can hardly fail to have had its starting-point

in some admission of proselytes within the memory
of the writer ( Ewald and De Wette in loc). A
convert of another kind, the type, as it has been

thought, of the later proselytes of the gate (see

below) is found in Naamaa the Syrian (2 K. v. 15,

18) recognising Jehovah as his God, yet not binding

himself to any rigorous observimce of the Law.
The position of the proselytes during this period

appears to liave undergone considerable changes.

On the one hand men lose, as we have seen, to

power and fortune. The case for which the Law
provided (Lev. xxv. 47) might actually oa-ur, and

they might be the creditors of Israelite debtors,

the mastei-s of Israelite slaves. It might well be a

sign of the times in the later days of the monarchy

that they became " very high," the " head " and

not the "tail " of the people (Deut. xxviii. 43, 4).

The picture had, however, another side. They were

tre;ited by David and Solomon as a subject-class,

brought (like Perioeci, almost like Helots) under a

system of compulsory labour from which others

were exempted (1 Chr. xxii. 2 ; 2 Chr. ii. 17, 18).

The statistics of this period, taken probably for

thai purpose, give their number (probably, i. c. the
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num1.«r of adi.lt working- males) at, 153,600 (*.).

They were subject at other times to wanton inso-

lence and outrage (Ps. xciv. 6). As some compen-

satioa for their sufl'erings they became the special

objects of the care and sympathy of the prophets.

One after another of the " goodly fellowship " pleads

the cause of the proselytes as warmly ;is that of the

widow and the fatherless (Jer. vii. 6, xxii. 3; Ez.

xxii. 7, 29; Zech. vii. 10; Mai. iii. 5). A large

accession of converts enters into all their hopes of

the Divine Kingdom (Is. ii. 2, xi. 10, Ivi. 3-6 ; Mic.

iv. 1). The sympathy of one of them goes still

further. He sees, in the iai- future, the vision of a

time when the last remnant of inferiority shall be

removed, and the proselytes, completely emanci-

pated, shall be able to hold and inherit land even as

the Israelites (Ez. xlvii. 22).»

IV. The proselytism of the period after the cap-

tivity assumed a dilierent character. It was for

the most part the conformity, not of a subject race,

but of willing adherents. Even as early as the

return from Babylon we have traces of those who
were drawn to a faith which they recognised as

holier than their own, and had " separated them-

selves" unto the law of Jehovah (Neh. x. 28).

The presence of many foreign names among the

Nethinim (Neh. vii. 46-59) leads us to believe

that many of the new converts dedicated themselves

specially to the service of the new Temple. With

the conquests of Alexander, the wars between Egypt

and Syria, the struggle under the Maccabees, the

expansion of the lloman empire, the Jews became

more widely known and their power to proselytise

increased. They had suffered tor their religion in

the persecution of Antiochus, and the spirit of mar-

tyrdom was followed naturally by propagandism.

Theii- monotheism was rigid and unbending. Scat-

tered through the East and West, a marvel and a

portent, wondered at and scorned, attracting and

repelling, they presented, in an age of shattered

creeds, and corroding doubts, the spectacle of a

faith, or at least a dogma which remained unshaken.

The influence was sometimes obtained well, and ex-

ercised for good. In most of the great cities of the

empire, there were men who had been rescued from

idolatry and its attendant debasements, and brought

under the power of a higher moral law. It is

possible that in some cases the purity of Jewish

life may have contributed to this result, and attracted

men or women who shrank fiom the unutterable

contamination, in the midst of which they lived.''

The converts who were thus attracted, joined, with

varying strictness (infra) in the worship of the

Jews. They were present in their synagogues (Acts

xiii. 42, 43, 50, xvii. 4, xviii. 7). They came up
as pilgrims to the great feasts at Jerusalem (Acts

ii, 10). In Palestine itself the influence was often

stronger and better. Even Roman centurions leaint

to love the conquered nation, built synagogues for

them (Luke vii. 5), fasted and prayed, and gave

alms, after the pattern of the strictest Jews (Acts

X. 2, 30), and became pre;ichers of tlie new faith to

the soldiers under them (j6. v. 7). Such men,
drawn by what was best in Judaism, were naturally
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" The significance of this passage in its historical con-

nexion with Ps. Ixx.wU., already referred to, and its spi-

ritual fulfilment in the language of St. I'aul (Eph. 11. 19),

deservs a fuller notice than they Iiave yet received.

b This influence is not perhaps to be altogether ex-

cluded, but it has sometimes been enormously exaggc-rated.

Comp. Dr. Temple's * Essay on the Education of llie World

'

[Essays and Heoiens, p. 12).

among the readiest receivers of the new truth which

rose out of it, and became, in many cases, the

nucleus of a Gentile Cluirch.

Proselytism had, however, its darker side. The
Jews of Palestine were eager to spread tlieir faith

by the same weapons as those with which they had
defended it. Had not the power of the Empire
.stood in the way, the religion of Moses, stripped of

its higher elements, might have been propagated

fai- and wide, by force, as was afterwards the religion

of Mahomet. As it w;\s, the Idumaeans had the

alternative offered them by John Hyrcanus of death,

exile, or circumcision (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9, §3). The
Ituraeans were converted in the same way by Aris-

tobulus (ib. xiii. 11, §3). In the more frenzied

fanaticism of a later period, the Jews under Jo-

sephus could hardly be restrained from seizing and

circumcising two chiefs of Trachonitis who had

come as envoys (Joseph. Vit. 23). They compelled

a I'loman centurion, whom they had taken prisonei-,

to purchase his life by accepting the sign of the

covenant (Joseph. B.J. ii. 11, §10). Where force

was not in their power (the " veluti Judaei, co-

gemus" of Hor. Sat. i. 4, 142, implies that they

sometimes ventured on it even at Rome), they ob-

tained their ends by the most unscrupulous fiaud.

They appeared as soothsayers, diviners, exorcists,

and addressed themselves especially to the fears and

superstitious of women. Their influence over these

became the subject of indignant satire (Juv. Sat.

vi. 543-547). They persuaded noble matrons to

send money and purple to the Temple (Joseph. Aiit.

xviii. 3, §5). At Damascus the wives of nearly

half the population were supposed to be tainted

with Judaism (Joseph. B. J. ii. 10, §2). At Rome
they numbered in their ranks, in the person of

Poppaea, even an imperial concubine (Joseph. Ant.

XX. 7, §11). The converts thus made, cast off" all

ties of kindred and affection (Tac. Hist. v. 9).

Those who were most active in proselytizing were

precisely those from whose teaching all that was
most true and living had departed. The vices of

the Jew were engrafted on the vices of the heathen.

A repulsive casuistry released the convert from

obligations which he had before recognised," while

in other things he was bound, hand and foot, to an

unhealthy superstition. It was no wonder that he

beaune " twofold more the child of Gehenna

"

(Matt, xxiii. 15) than the Pharisees themselves.

The position of such proselytes was indeed every

way pitiable. At Rome, and in other large cities,

they became the butts of popular scurrility. The
words "curtus," " verpes," met them at every corner

(Hor. Sat. i. 4, 142 ; Mart. vii. 29, 34, 81, xi. 95,

xii. 37). They had to share the fortunes of tiie

people with wliom they had cast in their lot, might

be banished from Italy (Acts xviii. 2 ; Suet. Claud.

25), or sent to die of malaria in the most unhealthy

stations of the empire (Tac. Ann. ii. 85). At a later

time, they were bound to make a public profession of

their conversion, and to pay a special tax (Suet.

Domit. xii.). If they failed to do this and were sus-

pected, they might be subject to the most degrading

examination to ascertain the fact of tlieir being prose-

e The Law of the Corban may ser\'e as one instance

(iWatt. XV. 4-6). Another is found In the Rabbinic

teaching as to marriage. Circumcision, like a new birth,

cancelled all previous relatiimslilps, and unions within

tlie nearest degrees of blood were thiroforf no longer

incestuous (Maimon. ix Jeham. p. 9»2 : Seldcn, de Jure

.\at. et Gent. ii. 4, Uxor Ifebr. ii. 18).
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lytes {ibid.). Among the Jews thcniselvcs tlieir case

was not much better. For the most pait the convert
gained but little honour even from those who gloried

in having brought him over to their sect and party.

The popular Jewish teeliug about them was like

the popular Christian feeling about a converted
Jew. They were regarded (by a strange Rabbinic

perversion of Is. xiv. 1) as the leprosy of Israel,

" cleaving" to the house of Jacob {Jeham. 47, 4
;

Kiddush. 70, 6). An opprobrious proverb coupled

them with the vilest profligates (" proselyti et paede-

i-astae") as hindering the coming of the Messiah
(Lightfoot, Ilor. Heb. in Matt, xxiii. 5). It became
a recognised maxim that no wise man would trust

a proselyte even to the twenty-fourth generation

{Jalkuth Bxdh, f. lG3a).
The better Rabbis did their best to guard against

these evils. Anxious to exclude all unworthy con-

verts, they groujjeJ them, according to their motives,

with a somewhat quaint classification.

(1.) Love-proselytes, where they were drawn by
the hope of gaining the beloved one. (The story

of Syllaeus and Salome, Joseph. Anl. xvi. 7,

§6, is an example of a half-finished conversion
of this kind.)

(2.) Man-for-VVoman, or Woman-for-Man prose-

lytes, where the husband followed the religion

of the wife, or conversely.

(3.) Esther-proselytes, where confoimity was as-

sume<l to escape danger, as in the original

Purim (Esth. viii. 17),

(4.) King's-table-proselytes, who were led by the
hope of court favour and promotion, like the
converts under David and Solomon.

(5.) Lion-proselytes, where the conversion ori-

ginated in a superstitious dread of a divine
judgment, as with the Samaritans of 2 K.
xvii. 2().

(Gem. Hieros. Kiddush. 65, 6; Jost, Judenth. i.

448.) None of these were regarded as fit for admis-
sion within the covenant. When they met with
one with whose motives they were satisfied, he was
put to a yet further ordeal. He was warned that
in becoming a Jew he was attaching himself to a
persecuted jwople, that in this life he was to expect
only suffering, and to look for his reward in the
next. Sometimes these cautions were in their turn
carried to an extreme, and amounted to a policy of
exclusion. A protest against them on the part of
a disciple of the Great Hillel is recorded, which
tlirows acioss the dreaiy rubbish of Rabbinism the
momentary gleam of a noble thought. " Our wise
men teach," said Simon ben Gamaliel, " that when
a heathen comes to enter into the covenant, our
pait is to stretch out our hand to him and to bring
him under the wings of God" (Jost, Judenth.
i. 447).

Another mode of meeting the difficulties of the
Ciise was characteristic of the period. Whether we
may transfer to it the full formal distinction be-
tween Proselytes of the CJate and Proselytes of
Righteousness (infra) may be doubtful enough, but
we find two distinct modes of thought, two distinct

policies in dealing with converts. The history of
Helena, queen of Adiabene, and her son Izates,

presents the two in collision with each other. They
had been converted by a Jewish merchant, Ananias,
but the queen feared lest the circumcision of her
son should disquiet and alarm her subjects. Ananias
assured her that it was not necessary. Her son might
worship God, study the law, keep the command-
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ments, without it. Soon, however, a stiicter feaclier

came, Eleazar of Galihie. Finding Izates readiiiL;

the law, he told him sternly that it was of littl.-

use to study that which he di.sobeyed, and so worke i

upon his fears, that the young devotee was eager to

secure the safety of which his uncircumcisiou had
deprived him (Joseph. Ant. xx. 2, §5 ; Jost, Ju-
denth. i. 341). On the pait of some, therefore,

there was a disposition to dispense with what
others looked on as indispensable. The centurions

of Luke vii. (probably) and Acts x., possibly the

Hellenes of John xii. 20 and Acts xiii. 42, aie in-

stances of men admitted on the former footing. The
phrases ol (re^6fx.evoi irpofffiAvTOi (Acts xiii. 43),
01 fff^Sfxevoi ( xvii. 4, 17 ; Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, §2),
^.t'Spes fvXafius (Acts ii. 5, vii. 2) are often, but
inaccuiatcly, supposed to describe the same class

—the Proselytes of the Gate. The probability is,

either that the terms wei-e used generally of all

converts, or, if with a specific meaning, were applied

to the full Proselytes of Righteousness (comp. a

full examination of the passages in question by N.
Lardner, On the Decree of Acts xv. ; Works xi. 305).

The two tendencies were, at all events, at work, and

the battle between them was renewed aflerwards

on holier ground and on a wider scale. Ananias

and Ele;izar were represented in the two parties of

the Council of Jerusalem. The gei-m of truth had

been quickened into a new life, and was emancipating

itself from the old thialdom. The decrees of the

Council were the solemn assertion of the principle

that believers in Christ were to stand on the footing

of Proselytes of the Gate, not of Proselytes ot

Righteousness. The teaching of St. Paul as to

righteousness and its conditions, its dependence on

faith, its independence of circumcision, stands out

in sharp clear contrast with the teachers who taught

that that rite was necessary to salvation, and con-

fined the term " righteousness " to the circumcised

convert.

V. The teachers who carried on the Rabbinical

succession consoled themselves, as they saw the new
order waxing and their own glory waning, by de-

veloping the decaying system with an almost micro-

scopic minuteness. They would at least transmit

to future generations the full measure of the

religion of their fathers. In proportion as they

cea.sed to have any power to proselytize, they dwelt

with exhaustive fulness on the question how pros-

elytes were to be made. To this period accord-

ingly belong the rules and decisions which are otlen

carried back to an earlier age, and which may now
be conveniently discussed. The precepts of tiie

Talmud may indicate the practices and opinions of

the Jews from the 2nd to the 5th centtny. They
are very untrustworthy as to any earlier time.

The points of intei-est which present themselves for

inquiiy are, (1.) The Classification of Proselytes.

(2.) The ceremonies of their admission.

The division which hits been in part antici-

pated, was recognised by the Talmudic Rabbis, but

received its full expansion at the hands of Mai-

monides (Hilc. Mel. i. 6). They claimed for it a

remote antiquity, a divine authority. The tenii

Proselytes of the Gate (lyB'n HJI), was derive<i

from the frequently ocean ing description in the

Law, " the stranger ("111) that is within thy gates"

(Ex. xjE. 10, &c.). They were known also as the

sojournere (3{J'in n3), with a reference to Lev.

XXV. 47, &c. To them were referred the greater
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part of the precepts of the Law as to the " stranger."

The Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan give this as

the equivalent in Deut. xxiv. 21. Converts of this

class were not bound by circumcision and the other

special laws of the Mosaic code. It was enough

for them to observe the seven precepts of Noah

(Oiho, Lex. Rabh. "Noachida;" Selden, Do Jur.

Nat. et Gent. i. 10), i. e. the six supposed to

liave been given to Adam, (1) against idolatry,

(2) against blaspheming, (3) against bloodshed,

(4) against uncleanness, (5) against theft, (6) of

obedience, with (7) the prohibition of " flesh with

the blood theieof" given to Noah. The jiroselyte

was not to claim the privileges of an Israelite, might

not redeem his first-born, or pay the half-shekel

(Leyrer, ut inf.). He was forbidden to study the

Law under pain of death (Otho, I. c). The later

Rabbis, when Jerusalem had p;issed into other hands,

held that it was unlawful for him to reside within

the holy city (Maimon. Beth-haccher. vii. 14). In

return they allowed him to offer whole burnt-

offerings for the priest to sacrifice, and to contribute

money to the Corban of the Temple. They held

out to him the hope of a place in the paradise of

the world to come (Leyrer). They insisted that

the profession of his faith should be made solemnly

in the presence of three witnesses (Maimon. Hilc.

Mel. viii. 10). The Jubilee was the proper season

for his admission (Miiller, De Pros, in Ugolini 5.\ii.

841).

All this seems so full and precise, that we cannot

wonder that it has led many writers to look on it as

representing a reality, and most commentators ac-

cordingly have seen these Pioselytes of the Gate in

the aefiofjiiuoi, fvKafieis, <po&ovfj.evoi rhv &ehv of

the Acts. It remains doubtful, however, whether

it was ever more than a paper scheme of what ought

to be, disguising itself as having actually been.

The winters who are most full, who claim for the

distinction the highest antiquity, confess that there

had been no Proselytes of the Gate since the Two
Tribes and a half had been carried away into cap-

tivity (Maimon. Hik. Mela. i. 6). They could

only be admitted at the jubilee, and there had since

then been no jubilee celebrated (Miiller, /. c). All

that can be said therefore is, that in the time of the

N. T. we have independent evidence (m< supra) of

the existence of converts of two degrees, and that

the Talmudic division is the formal systematising of

.•m earlier foct. The words " proselytes," and oi

(re^Sfifuoi rhv Qehv, were, however, in all proba-

bility limited to the circumcised.

la contrast with these were the Proselytes of

Righteousness (pTVil '"13), known also as Pros-

elytes of the Covenant, perfect Israelites. By
some writers the Talmudic phrase, proseb/ti tracti

(D'l;1"lll) is applied to them as drawn to the cove-

nant by spontaneous conviction (Buxtoif, Lexic.

s. v.), while others (Kimchi) refer it to those who
were constrained to confonnity, like the (iibeonites.

Here also we must receive what we find with the

same limitation as before. All seems at first clear

and definite enough. The proselyte was first cate-

chised as to his motives (JIaimon. ut supra). If

these were satisfactory, he was firet instructed as

to the Divine protection of the Jewish people, and

then circumcised. In the case of a convert already
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<• This thought probably had its starting-point In the

language of Ps. Ixxxvii. There also the proselytes of Ba-

bylon and Fgypt are registered as " born " in Zimi.

circumcised (a Midianite, e. g. or an Egyptian), it

was still necessaiy to draw a few drops of " the
blood of the covenant " (Gem. Bab. Shabh. f,

135 a). A special prayer was appointed to accom-
pany the act of circumcision. Otten the proselyte

took a new name, opening the Hebrew Bible and
accepting the first that came (Leyrer, vt infr.)

All til is, however, was not enough. The convert
was still a " stranger." His children would be
counted as bastards, ». e. aliens. Baptism was re-

quired to complete his admission. When the wound
was healed, he was stripped of all his clothes, in tKe

presence of the three witnesses who had acted as his

teachers, and who now acted as his sponsors, the

"fothers" of the proselyte {Ketnbh. \\., Erubh.
XV. 1), and led into the tank or pool. As he stood

there, up to his neck in water, they repeated the

great commandments of the Law. These he pro-
mised and vowed to keep, and then, with an accom-
]):inying benediction, he plunged under the water.

To leave one hand-breadth of his body unsubmerged
would have vitiated the whole rite (Otho, Lex.
Rahb. "Baptismus;" Reisk. De Bapt. Pros, in

Ugolini xxii.). Strange as it seems, this part of
the ceremony occupied, in the eyes of the later

Rabbis, a co-ordinate place with circumcision. The
latter was incomplete without it, for baptism also

was of the fathers (Gem. Bab. Jebam. f. 461, 2).
One Rabbi appears to have been bold enough to de-

clare baptism to have been sufficient by \tse\i {ibid.)
;

but for the most part, both were reckoned as alike

indispensable. They carried back the origin of the
baptism to a remote antiquity, finding It in the
command of Jacob (Gen. xxxv. 2) and of Moses
(Ex. xix. 10). The Targum of the Pseudo-Jonathan
inserts the word " Thou shalt circumcise and
baptise" in Ex. xii. 44. Even in the Ethiopic
version of Matt, xxiii. 15, we find "compass sea

and land to baptise one proselyte " (Winer, Rwb.
s. v.). Language, foreshadowing, or caricaturing,

a higher truth was used of this baptism. It was
a new birth.'^. {Jebam. f. 62. 1 ; 92. 1 ; Maimon.
rssur. Bich. c. 14; Lightfoot, Harm, of Gospels,

iii. 14 ; Exerc. on John iii.). The proselyte became
a little child. He received the Holy Spirit {Jebam.
f. 22 a, 48 6.). All natm-al relationships, as we
have seen, were cancelled.

The baptism was followed, as long as the Temple
stood, by the offering or Corban. It consisted, like

the offei-ings after a birth (the analogy apparently
being carried on), of two turtle-doves or pigeons
(Lev. xii. 18). When the destruction of Jerusalem
made the sacrifice impossible, a vow to offer it as

soon as the Temple should be rebuilt ,v.as substi-

tuted. For women-proselytes, there were only
baptisiTi « and the Corban, or, in later times, baptism
by itself.

It is obvious that this account suggests many
questions of grave interest. Was this ritual ob-

served as early as the commencement of the first

century? If so, was the baptism of John, or that

of the Christian Church in any way derived fi-om,

or connected with the baptism of proselytes? If

not, was the latter in any way borrowed from the

former ?

It would be impossible here to enter at all into

the literature of this controversy. The list of
works named by Leyrer occupies nearly a page of

" The Gullleaii female proselytes were said to have ob-

jected to this, as causing barrenness (Winer, RtcUvtb.).
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Herzog's Real-Encijclopadie. It will be enough to

sum up the conclusions which seem tairly to be

drawn fiom them.

(1.) There is no direct eviJem-e of the practice

being in use before the destruction of Jerusalem.

The statements of the Talmud as to its ha\nng
come from the fathers, and their exegesis of tlie

O. T. in connexion with it, aie alilie destitute of

authoiity.

(2.) The negative argument drawn from the

silence of the 6. T., of the Apocrypha, of Philo,

and oi Josephus, is almost decisive against the belief

that there was in their time, a baptism of pros-

elytes, with as much impoiiance attached to it as

we find in the Talmudists.

(3.) It remains probable, however, that there

was a baptism in use at a jteriod considerably earlier

tlian that for wliich we have direct evidence. The
symbol was in itself natural and fit. It fell in

with the disposition of the Pharisees and othere to

multiply and discuss "washings" ( pairTitrfiol,

Mark vil. 4) of all kinds. The tendency of the

later Rabbis was rather to heap together the customs
and traditions of the past than to invent new ones.

If there liad not been a baptism, there would have
been no initiatory rite at all for female proselytes.

(4.) The histoiy of tlie N. T. itself suggests the

existence of such a custom. A sign is seldom chosen
unless it aliieady has a meaning for those to whom
it is addressed. The fitness of the sign in this case

would be in proportion to the associations already
c-ounected with it. It would bear witness on the
assumption of the previous existence of the pros-

elyte-baptism, that the change from the then con-

dition of Judaism to the kingdom of God was as

great as that from idolatry to Judaism. The ques-
tion of the Piiests and Levites, " Why baptizest

thou then? " (John i. 25), implies that they won-
dered, not at the thing itself, but at its being done
for Israelites by one who disclaimed the names
which, in their eyes, would have justified the intro-

duction of a new order. lu like manner the words
of our Loi-d to Xicodemus (Johniii. 10), imply the
existence of a teaching as tc baptism like that above
referied to. He, " the teacher of Israel," had been
familiar with " these things"—the new biilh, the

gift of the Spirit— as words and phrases applied to

heathen proselytes. He failed to grasp the deeper
truth which lay beneath them, and to see that
they had a wider, an universal appUcation.

(5.) It is, however, not improbable that there
may hnv-e been a retlex action in this matter, from
the Christian upon the Jewish Church. The Rabbis
saw the new society, in proportion as the Gentile

element in it became predominant, thiowing off cir-

cumcision, relying on baptism only. They could

not ignore the reverence which men had for the
outward sign, their belief that it was all but iden-

tical with the thing signified. There was every
thing to lead them to give a fresh prominence to

what fiad been before suboidinate. I f the Nazarenes
attracted men by their baptism, they would show
that they had baptbm as well as circumcision. The
necessary absence of the Coiban after the destruction

of the Temple would also tend to give more import-

ance to the lemaining rite.

Two tacts of some interest remain to be noticed.

(1.) It foi-med part of the llabbinic hopes of the

kingdom of the Messiah that then there should be
DO more proselytes. The distinctive name, with
its brand of infei-iority, sliould be laid aside, and all,

even the Nethinim and the Mamzerim fchildien of
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mixed maniages) should be counted pure (Schoctt-

gen. Nor. Heb. ii. p. 014). (2.) Partly, perhai)>.

its connected with this feeling, partly in con>—
quence of the ill-repute into which the word hal
fallen, there is, throughout the N. T. a sedulous

avoidance of it. Tlie Christian convert from hea-

them'sm is not a proselvte, but a ve6(f>vros (1 Tim.
iiL 6).

Literature.—Information more or less accurate

is to be found in the Archaeologies of Jahn, Carp-
zov, Saalschiitz^ Lewis, Leusden. The treatise-

cited above in Ugolini's Thesaurus, xxii. ; SlenoL".

de Proselytis; Miiller, de Proseli/tis ; Rcisk. «/

Bapt. Judaeorum ; Danz. Bapt. Proselyt., are all

of them copious and interesting. The ai-ticle by
Leyi-er in Herzog's Rcal-Encyclop. s. v. " Prose-

lyten," contains the fullest and most satisfying dis-

cussion of the whole matter at present accessible.

The writer is indebted to it for much of the materials

of the present article, and for most of the Talmudic
references. [E. H. P.]

PROVERBS, BOOK OF. 1. T./fe.—The

title of this book in Hebrew is, as usual, taken

from the first word, vB'O, mishle, or, more fully,

nbPt' ^/t^p, mishle Shelomoh, and is in this case

appropriate to the contents. By this name it i-

commonly known in the Talmud ; but among the

later Jews, and even among the Talmudists them-

selves, the title n03n 130, sepher chocnidh,

" book of wisdom," is said to have been given to it.

It does not appear, however, fiom the passages of

the Josephoth to the Baha Bathra (fol. 14 6 1, that

this is necessarily the case. All that is theie said

is that the Books of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are

both "books of wisdom," with a i-eference ratlier to

theii contents than to the titles by which they wei-e

known. In the early Christian Church the title

irapotiMiai ^oXofjiuifros was adopted from the trans-

lation of the LXX. ; and the book is also quoted as

ffo<pia, " wisdom," or rj iravapeTOf ffo<pia, " wisdom
that is the sum of all virtues." This last title is

given to it by Clement in the Ep. ad Cor. i. 57,
where Prov. i. 23-31 is quoted with the introduc-

tion ouTus yap \(y€i Ti -KavapiTos ffoipla ; and

Eusebius ' H. E. iv. 22) says that not only Hoge-

sippus, but Irenaeus and the whole band of ancient

writei-s, following the Jewish unwritten ti-adition,

called the Proverbs of Solomon iravaperov coipiav.

Accoi-diug to Jlehto of Sai-des ( Euseb. H. E. iv. 26 1,

the Proverbs were also called ffo<t>ia, " wisdom,"
simply ; and Gregory of Nazianzus refers to them
( Orat. xi.) as TaiiaywyiKi) <ro<pla. The title in

the Vulgate is Liber I'roterbiorum, quern Uehraei
Jlisle appellant.

The significance of the Hebrew title may here

be appropriately dis-.-ussed. ^BTD, masfidi, rendered

in the A. V. " by-word," " p;inible," " proverb,"

e.xpresses all and even more than is conveyed by
the-< its English representatives, it is derived Irom

a root, ^triO, iiiashal, " to be like," • and the pri-

marv idea involvel in it is that of likeness, com-

• Compare Arab. Va.,«, mathaJa, " to be like
;"

so 5—
\M- iniM, " likeness;" and the a4j. Va.*, mathal,

" like." The cognate Aethiopic and Syriac roots have

the same raeaning.
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pnrison. This form of comparisou would very na-

turally be takea by the short pithy sentences which

passed into use as popular sayings and proverbs,

especially when employed in mockeiy and sarcasm,

as in Mic. ii. 4, Hab. ii. 6, and even in the more
developed taunting song of triumph for the fall

of Babylon in Is. liv. +. Probably all preverbial

sayings were at first of the nature of similes, but

the term mdshdl soon acquired a more extended

signiticance. It was appliel to denote such short,

pointed sayings, as do not involve a comparison

dii^ectly, but still convey their meaning by the help

of a figure, as in 1 Sam. s. 12, Ez. sii. 22, 23,

svii. 2, 3 vcomp. vapa^oXi), Luke iv. 23). From
this stage of its application it passed to that of sent-

entious maxims genei-ally, as in Prov. i. 1, x. 1,

XXV. 1, xxvi. 7, 9, Eccl. xii. 9, Job xiii. 12, many
of which, however, still involve a comp;u-ison (Piov.

ixv. 3, 11, 12, 1.3, 14, &c., xxvi. 1, 2, 3, &c.).

Such comparisons ai-e either expressed, or the things

compared are placed side by side, and the compar-
ison left for the hearer or reader to supply. Nest
we find it used of those longer pieces in which a

single idea is no longer exhausted in a sentence, but

forms the geim of the whole, and is worked out

into a didactic poem. Many instances of this kind

occur in the fii-st section of the Book of Proverbs :

othei-s ai-e found in Job xr\-ii.. xxix., in both which
chaptei-s Job tvkes up his mashal, or " parables," as

it is rendereil in the A. V. The "purable" of

Bahwm, in Num. xxiii. 7-10, xxiv. 3-9, 15-19, 20,

21-22, 23-24, are prophecies conveyed in figures;

but mdshdl also denotes the " pai-able " proper, as

in Ez. xvii. 2, xx. 49 (xxi. 5), xxiv. 3. Lowth, in

his notes on Is. xiv. 4, speaking of mdshdl, says

:

" I tiike this to be the general name for poetic style

amoDg the Hebrews, including every sort of it, as

ranging under one, or other, or all of the charaetei-s,

of sententious, figurative, and sublime ; which are

all contained in the original notion, or in the use

and application of the word mashal. Parables or

proverbs, such as those of Solomon, are always ex-

pressed in short, pointed sentences ; frequently figur-

ative, being forn;ed on some compaiison, both in

the matter and the form. And such in general is

the style of the Hebrew poetry. The veib mashal
signifies to rule, to exercise authority ; to make
equ:U, to compare one thing with another ; to utter

parables, or acute, weighty, and powert'ul speeches,

in the form and manner of pai^bles, though not

properly such. Tims Balaam's fii-st prophecy.

Num. xxiii. 7-10, is called his mashal; though it

has hardly anything figurative in it : but it is beau-

tifully sententious, and, from the verj- foim and
manner of it, has great spirit, force, and energy.

Thus Job's last speeches, in answer to the three

friends, chaps, xxvii.-xxxi., are called mashals, fioni

no one particular character which discriminates them
from the rest of the poem, but from the sublime, the

figurative, the sententious manner, which equ.olly

pre\-ails through the whole poem, and makes it one

of the first and most eminent examples extant of the

truly great and beautiful in poetic style." But
the Book of Proverbs, according to the introductory

vei-ses which describe its character, cont;iins, besides

several varieties of the mdsJidl, sententious sayings

of other kinds, mentioned in i. 6. The fii-st of these

is the m*n. chiJdh, rendered in the A. V. " dark

taring," '"dark speech," " hand question," "riddle,"

and once (H.-ib. ii. 6) ''proverb." It is applied to

.^amson's riddle in Judg. xiv., to the hard questions

VUL. II.
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with which the queen of Sheba plieil Solomon (IK.
X. 1 ; 2 Chr. ii. 1), and is used almost synonymously
with mdshdl in Ez. xvii. 2, and in Ps. xlix. 4 (5^,
Ixxviii. 2, in which last passases the poetical cha-
racter of both is indicated. The word appears to

denote a knotty, intricite saying, the solution of
which demanded e-xperience and skill : that it was
obscure is evident from Num. xii. 8. In addition

to the chiJdh was the nV''?p, milUsdh (Prov. i. 6.

A. V. " the interpretation," mai-g. " an eloquent
speech "), which occurs in Hab. ii. 6 in connexion
both with chiddh and mdshdl. It has been vaiiously

explained as a mocking, taimting speech (Ewald)
;

or a speech dark and involved, such as neetial a
merits, or intei-preter (cf. Gen. xlii. 23 ; 2 Chr.
xxxii. 31 ; Job sxxiii. 23 ; Is. xliii. 27) ; or again,
as by Delitzsch (Der prophet Ilabakuk, p. 59), a
brilliant or splendid saying (" Gl'ms- oder Wbhl-
rede, oratio splendida,_elegans, luminibits omata ").

This last interpretation is based upon the usage of
the word in modem Hebrew, but it ceifciinly does
not appear appropriate to the Proverbs; and the
first explanation, which Ewald adopts, is as little

to the point. It is better to undei-stand it as a dark
enigmatical s.aying, which, like the mdshdl, misht
assume the character- of sarcasm and irxiny, though
not essential to it.

2. Canonicity of the hook and its place in the
Canon.—The canonicity of the Book of Proverbs
h.-B never been disputed except by the Jews them-
selves. It appeai-s to have been one of the points

urged by the school of Shammai, that the contra-
dictions in the Book of Proverbs rendered it apocry-
phal. In the Talmud 'Shabbaih, fol. 30 6) it 'is

said :
" And even the Book of Proverbs thev sought

to make apocryph.'U, because its words were contra-
dictory the one to the other. And wherefore did
they not make it apocryphal ? The words of the
book Koheleth [are] not [apocryphal] we have
looked and found the sense: here also we must
look." That is, the book Koheleth, in spite of the
apparent contradictions which it contains, is allowed
to be canonical, imd therefore the existence of similaj-

contradictions in the Book of Proverbs forms no
ground for refusing to acknowledge its canonicitv.

It occurs in all the Jewish lists ofcanonical books, and
is reckoned among what are called the '• writinss"
(Cdhubim) or Hagiographa, which form the thii-d

gi-eat division of the Hebrew Scriptuies. Their
order in the Talmud {Baba Bathra, fol. 14 6) is

thus given: Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, EccJe-
siastes. Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel, Esther,
Ezra (including Nehemiah), and Chronicles. It is

in the Tosephoth on this j<\ssage that Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes are styled " books of wisdom." In the
Gei-man JISS. of'the Hebrew 0. T. the Proverbs
are pl.iced between the Psalms and Job, while in

the Sjvuiish JISS., which follow the Masorah, the
Older is. Psalms, Job, Proverbs. This latter is the
order obsei-ved in the Alexandrian JIS. of the LXX.
Melito, following another Greek MS., arranges the
Hagiographa thus : Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs, Job, as in the list made out by the
Council of Laodicea ; and the s.-une oi-der is given
by Origen, except that the Book of Job is separated
from the others by the prophets Isaiah, Jeremi.nh.
Daniel, and Ezekiel. But our present arrangement
existed in the time of Jerome i see Praef. in libr.

Begum iii. ; " Tertius onio ayi(iypa<pa possidet. Et
primus liber incipit ab Job. Secundus a David. . . ,

Tertius est Salomon, tres libros habens: Proverbia.

3p
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quae illi parabolas, id est M.isalotli appellant

:

Ecclesiastes, id est, Coeleth : Cauticum Caiiticoium,

quern titulo Sir Asinm praenot^iiit "). In the

Peshito Syriac, Job is placed before Joshua, while

Proverbs and Ecclesiastes follow the Psalms, and

are separated from the Song of Songs by the Book
of Kuth. Gregory of Nazianzus, apparently from

the exigencies of his verse, arranges the writings of

Solomon in this order, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,

Proverbs. Pseudo- Epiphanius places Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, and Song of Songs between the 1st and

2nd Books of Kings and the minor prophets. The
Proverbs are frequently quoted or alluded to in the

New Testiunent, and the canonicity of the Book
thereby conKrmed. The following is a list of the

principal passages:

—

Prov. i. 16 compare liom. ili. 10, 15.

iil. 7 ,. Rom. xii. 16.

Hi. II, 12 „ Heb. xii. 5,6; see also Rev.

lit. 19.

lii. 34 „ Jam. iv. 6.

X. 12 „ iPet. iv. 8.

xi. .II „ iPet. iv. 18.

xvil. 13 „ Rom. xii. 17 ; 1 Tbess. v.

15 ; 1 Pet. ili. 9.

xvii. 27 „ Jam. i. 19.

XX. 9 „ 1 John i. 8.

XX. 20 ., Matt. XV. 4; Mark vii. 10.

xxii. H (LXX.) .. 2 Cor. ix. 7.

XXV. 21,22 ,, Rom. xii. 20.

xxvi. U „ 2Pet. ii. 22.

xxvii. 1 „ Jam. iv. 13, 14.

3. Authorship and date.—The superscriptions

which are affixed to several portions of the Book
of Proverbs, in i. 1, x. 1, .xxv. 1, attribute the

authorship of those portions to Solomon, the .son of

David, king of Israel. With the exception of the

last two chapters, which are distinctly assigned to

other authors, it is probable that the statement of

the superscriptions is in the main correct, and that

the majority of the proverbs contained in the book
were uttered or collected by Solomon. It was
natural, and quite in accordance with the practice

of other nations, that the Hebrews should connect
Solomon's name with a collection of maxims and
precepts which form a part of their literature to

which he is known to have conti'ibuted most largely

(I K. iv. 32). In the same way the Greeks attri-

buted most of their maxims to Pythagoras; the

Arabs to Lokman, Abn Obeid, Al Mofaddel, Mei-
dani, and Zamakhshari ; the Persians to Kerid

Attar ; and the northern people to Odin. But thero

can be no question that the Hebrews were much
more justified in assigning the Proverbs to Solcmon,
than the nations which have just been enumerated
were in attributing the collections of national nia.\iins

to the ti-aditional authors above mentioned. The
parallel may serve as an illustiation, but must
not be canied too far. According to Bartolocci

{Bibl. Rabb. iv. 37.3 b), quoted by C'aipzov {Introd.

pt. ii. c. 4, §4), the Jews a-cribo the composition

of the Song of Songs to Solomon's youth, the Pio-
verbs to his mature manhood, and the Ecclesiastes

to his old age. But in the Seder Olnm Jiabba (ch . xv.

p. 41, ed. Meyer) they are all assigned to the end
of his life. There is nothing unreasonable in the

supposition that many, or mo>t of the proverbs

in the first twenty-nine ch.apters may have ori-

ginated with Solomon. Whether they were left

by him in their present form is a distinct question,

and may now be considered. Before doing so, how-
ever, it will be necessary to e.xamine the difi'erent

parts into which the Ijook is naturally divided.

PROVERBS, BOOK OF
Speaking roughly, it consists of three main divi-

sions, with two a])pendices. 1. Chaiis. i.-ix. form

a connected mdshdl, in which Wisdom is praised

and the youth exhorted to devote themselves to her.

This portion is preceded by an introduction and

title describing the character and general aim of the

book. 2. Chaps, x. 1-xxiv., with the title, " the

Pioverbs of Solomon," consist of three parts:

—

X. 1-xxii. 16, a collection of single proverbs, and de-

tached sentences out of the region of moral teaching

and worldly prudence; xxii. 17-xxiv. 21, a more
connected mdshdl, with an introduction, xxii. 17-22

,

which contains precepts of righteousness and pru-

dence: xxiv. 23-34, with the inscription, "these

also belong to the wise," a collection of unconnected

maxims, which serve as an appendix to the pre-

ceding. Then follows the third division, xxv.-xxix.,

which, according to the superscrij)tion, professes to

be a collection of Solomon's proverbs, consisting of

single sentences, which the men of the court of Heze-

kiah copied out. The first appendix, ch. xxx., " the

words of Agur," is a collection of partly proverbial

and partly enigmatical sayings ; the second, ch. xxxi.,

is divided into two parts, " the words of king

Lemuel" (1-G), and an alphabetical acrostic in

praise of a virtuous woman, wliich occupies the rest

of the chapter. Rejecting, therefore, ibr the present,

the two last chapters, which do not even profess to

be by Solomon, or to contain any of his teaching,

we may e.xamine the other divisions for the purpose

of ascertaining whether any conclusion as to their

origin and authoiship can be arrived at. At first

sight it is evident that there is a marketl difl'erence

between the collections of single maxims and the

longer didactic pieces, which both come under the

general head mdshdl. The collection of Solomon's

proverbs made by the men of Hezekiah (xxv.-xxix.)

belongs to the fonner chiss ofdetached sentences, and

in this respect corresponds with those in the second

main division (x. 1-xxii. 18). The expression in

ixv. 1, "these also are the proverbs of Solomon,"

implies that the collection was made as an appendix

to another already in existence, which we may not

unreasonably presume to have been that which

stands immediately before it in the present arrange-

ment of the biiok. Upon one point most modern

critics are agreed, that the germ of the book in its

present shape is the portion x. l-.\xii. 16, to which

is prefixed the title, " the Proverbs of Solomon."

At what time it was put into the form in which

we have it, cannot be e.xactly deterrained. Ewald

suggests as a probable date about two centuries

after Solomon. The collector gathered many of

that king's genuine sayings, but must have mixed

with them many by other authors and from other

times, earlier and later. It seems clear that he

must have lived before the time of Hezekiah, from

the expression in xxv. 1, to which reference has

already been made. In this portion many proverbs

are repeateil in the same, or a similar form, a fact

which of itiielf militates against the supposition that

all the proverbs contained in it proceeded from one

author. Compare xiv. 12 with xvi. 25 and xxi. 2»;

xxi. 9 with x.\i. 19; x. 1» with xv. 20* ; x. 2>> with

xi. 4'>; X. 15* with -wiii. 11»; xv. 33'' with xviii.

12'>; xi. 21» with xvi. 5l>; xiv. 31» with xvii. S*-

;

xix. ri»with XX. 2». Such repetitions, as Bertheau

remarks, we do not exf)ect to find in a work which

proceeds immediately fiom the hands of its author.

But if we suppo.se the contents of this portion of

the book to have been collected by one man out

of divei-s sources, oral as well as written, the I'epo-
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titions become intelligible. Beiiholdt argues that

many of the proverbs could not have proceeded

from Solomon, because they presuppose an author

in different cii-cumstances of life. His arguments

are exti'emely weak, and will scarcely bear examin-

;ition. For example, he asserts that the author

of X. 5, xii. 10, 11, xiv. 4, xx. 4, must have been a

landowner or husbandman; that x. 15, points to

a man living in want; xi. 14, xiv. 20, to a private

man living under a well-regulated government; xi.

26, to a tradesman without wealth ; xii. 4, to a man
not living in polygamy; xii. 9, to one living in the

couutiy; xiii. 7, 8, xvi. 8, to a man in a middle

station of life; xiv. 1, xv. 25, xvi. 11, xvii. 2, xix.

13, 14, .\x. 10, 14, 2.",, to a man of the rank of a

citizen; xiv. 21, xvi. 19, xviii. 23, to a man of

low station; xvi. 10, 12-15, xix. 12, xx. 2, 26,

28, to a man who was not a king; xxi. 5, to one

who was acquainted with the course of circum-

stances in the common citizen life; xxi. 17, to one

who was an enemy to luxury and festivities. It

must be confessed, however, that an examination of

these passages is by no means convincing to one

who reads them without having a theory to main-

tain. That all the proverbs in this collection are

not Solomon's is extremely probable ; that the ma-
jority of them are his there seems no reason to doubt,

and this fact would account for the general title in

which they are all attributed to him. It is obvious

that between the pro\-eibs in this collection and

those that precede and follow it, there is a marked
difference, which is sufficiently apparent even in

the English Version. The poetical style, says Ewald,

is the simplest and most antique imaginable. Most
of the proverbs are examples of antithetic paral-

lelism, the second clause containing the contrast to

the fii'st. Each verse consists of two members,
with generally three or four, but seldom five words
in each. Tlie only exception to the first law is

xix. 7, which Ewald accounts for by supposing a

clause omitted. This supposition may be necessary

to his theoiy, but cannot be admitted on any true

principle of criticism. Furthermore, the proverbs

in this collection have the peculiarity of being con-

tiined in a single verse. Each verse is complete in

itself, and embodies a perfectly intelligible senti-

ment; but a thought in all its breadth and definite-

ness is not necessarily exhausted in a single verse,

though each verse must be a perfect sentence, a

proverb, a lesson. There is one point of great im-

portance to which Ewald draws attention in con-

nexion with this portion of the book ; that it is not

to be regarded, like the collections of proverbs

which exist among other nations, as ;ui accumulation

of the popular maxims of lower life which passed

current among the people and were gathered thence

by a learned man ; but rather as the effoi-ts of poets,

artistically and scientifically arranged, to compre-
hend in short sharp sayings the truths of religion as

applied to the infinite cases and possibilities of life.

While admitting, however, this artistic and scientific

arrangement, it is difficult to assent to Ewald's
further theoiy, that the collection in its original

shape had running through it a continuous thread,

binding together what was manifold and scattered,

and that in this respect it differed entiiely from the

form in which it a])pears at present. Here and
there, it is true, we meet with verses grouped

together apparently with a common object, but

these are the exceptions, and a rule so general cannot

be derived fiom them. No doubt the original col-

lection of Solomon's proverbs, if such there were,
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from which the present was made, underwent
many changes, by abbreviation, transposition, and
interpolation, in the two centuries which, according

to Ewald's theory, must have elapsed before the

compiler of the present collection put them in the

shape in which they have come down to us; but
evidence is altogether wanting to show what that

original collection may have been, or how manv
of tlie tiiree thousand proverbs which Solomon is

said to have spoken, have been preserved. There is

less difficulty in another proposition of Ewald's,

to wliich a ready assent will be yielded: that Solo-

mon was the founder of this species of poetry : and
that in flict many of the proverbs here collected

may be traced back to him, while all are inspired

with his spirit. The peace and internal tranquil-

lity of his reign were favourable to the growth of a

contemplative spirit, and it is just at such a time

that we should expect to find gnomic poetry de-

veloping itself and forming an epoch in literature.

In addition to the distinctive form assumed by
the proverbs of this earliest collection, may be no-

ticed the occurrence of fiivourite and peculiar words
and phrases. " Fountain of life " occurs in Prov.

X. 11, xiii. 14, xiv. 27, xvi. 22 (comp. Ps. xxxvi.

9 [10]) ; "tree of life," Prov. xi. 30, xiii. 12, xv.

4 (comp. iii. 18); "snares of death," Prov. xiii.

14, xiv. 27 (comp. Ps. xviii. 5 [6] ) ; USTp,
marpe, "healing, health," Prov. xii. 18, xiii, 17,
xvi. 24 (comp. xiv. 30, xv. 4), but this expression

also occurs in iv. 22, vi. 15 (comp. iii. 8), and is

hardly to be regarded as peculiar to the older portion

of the book ; nor is it feir to say that the passages

in the early chapters in which it occurs are imita-

tions ; nnnp, mecldttah, " destruction," Prov. x.

14, 15, 29, xiii. 3, xiv. 28, xviii. 7, xxi. 15, and

nowhere else in the book ; IT'S*, ydphiach, which

Ewald calls a participle, but which may be regarded

as a future with the relative omitted, Prov. xii. 17,

xiv. 5, 25, xix. 5, 9 (comp. vi. 19) ; f|7p, seleph,

" perverseness," Prov. xi. 13, xv. 4; P]?p, silleph,

the verb from the preceding, Prov. xiii. 6, xix. 3,

xxii. 12 ; y^pl) N?, 16 yinn&'wh, " shall not be

acquitted," Prov. xi. 21, xvi. 5, xvii. 5, xix. 5, 9

(comp. vi. 29, xxviii. 20) ; f|'M'1, riddeph " pur-

sued," Prov. xi. 19, xii. 11, .xiii. 21, xv. 9, ids.. 7

(comp. xxviii. 19). The antique expressions "JJ/

ny'l'lK, \td argi'dh, A. V., " but for a moment,"

Prov. xii. 19; l^b "W ydd lei/dd, lit. "hand ta

hand," Prov. xi. 21, xvi. 5; V^'^nn, hithgalla",

" meddled with," Prov. xvii. 14, xviii. 1, xx. 3
;

IJl'13, nirgdn, " whisperer, talebearer," Prov. xvi.

28, xviii. 18 (comp. xxvi. 20, 22), are almost

confined to this portion of the Proverbs. Tlieie

is also the peculiar usage of C'*, yesh, " there

is," in Prov, xi. 24, xii. 18, xiii. 7, 23, xiv. 12,

xvi. 25, xviii. 24, xx. 15. It will be obsei-ved

that the use of these words and phrases by no
means assists in detei mining the authoi-ship of this

section, but gives it a distinctive character.

With regard to the other collections, opinions

differ widely both as to their date and authorship.

Ewald places next in order chaps, xxv.-xxix., the

sugei'scription to which fixes their date about the

end of the 8th century B.C. " Tiiese also are the
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proverbs of >Solomoi), which the men of Hezekiah

copied out," or conipilpd. Tlie memory of these

learned meu of Hezekiah's coui-t is perpetuated in

Jewish tradition. In the Talmud {Baba Bathra,

fol. 15 a) they are called the HV^D, d'aJi, " society"

or ' academy " of Hezekiah, and it is there said,

" Hezekiah iuid his academy wrote Isaiah, Pioverbs,

Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes." li. Gedaliah {Sha/she-

Icth Hakkabbahah, fol. 66 b), quoted by Carpzov
{Introd. part. ii. c. 4, §4), says, " is;uah wrote his

own book and the Proverbs, and the Song of

Songs, and Ecclesiastes." Many of the proverbs

in this collection are mere repetitions, with slight

variations, of some which occur in the pi-evious

section. Compare, for example, x.xv. '24 with xxi.

9 ; xxvi. iri with xxii. lo; xxW. 15 with six. 24;
x.\vi. 22 with xviii. 8; xxvii. 13 with xx. 16;
xxvii. 15 with xix. 13; xxvii. 21 with xvii. 3;
xxriii. G with xix. 1 ; x.\viii. 19 with xii. 11 ; xxi.x.

22 with XV. 18, &c. We may infer from this,

with Bertheau, that the compilers of this section

made use of the same sources from which the earlier

collection was derived. Ilitzig {Die Spriiche Sa-

p. 258j suggests that there is a proba-
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bility tiiat a great, or the gi-eatest part of those

proverbs were of Ephraimitic origin, and that after

tlie destruction of the northeni kingdom, Hezekiah
sent his learned men through theland tD gather
together the fragments of literature which remained
current among the people and had sui-vived the

general wreck. There does not appeal- to be the

slightest ground, linguistic or otherwise, for this

hypotliesis, and it is therefore properly rejected by
liertheau. The question now arises, in this as in

the former section ; were all these pi'overbs Solo-
mon's? Jahu says Yes; Bertholdt, No; for xxv.
2-7 could not have been by Solomon or any king,
but by a man who had lived for a long time at a
court. In xxvii. 11, it is no monarch who speaks,
but an instructor of youth ; xxviii. 16 censures the
very errore which stained the reign of Solomon,
and the eHect of which deprived his son and suc-
cessor of the ten tribes; xxvii. 23-27 must have
been written by a sage who led a nomade life.

There is more Ibrce in these objections of Bertholdt
than in tliose which he advanced against the previous
section. Hensler (quoted by Bertholdt) finds two
or three sections in this division of the book, which he
regards as extracts from as many diflerent \vritings
of Solomon. But Bertholdt confesses that his aro-u-

ments are not convincing.

The peculiarities of this section distinguish it

from the older i)r<)verbs in x.-xxii. 16. Some of
these may be briefly noted. The use of the inter-
rogation "seestthou?" in xxvi. 12, xxix. 20 (comp.
xxii. 29), the manner of comparing two things b>
simply placing them side by side and connecting
them with the simi)le copula " and," as in xxv. 3,
20, xxvi. 3, 7, 9, 21, xxvii. 15, 20. We miss the
pointed antithesis by which the fii-st collection was
distinguished. The verses are no longer of two
ecpiai membei-s; one member is fre(iuently shorter
tliau the other, and sometimes even the verse is

extended to three memlnTs in order fully to exhaust
the tiuiught. Sometimes, ag:iin, the sjime sense is

extended over two or more vei-ses, as in xxv. 4, 5,

6, 7, 8-10 ; and in a few cases a series of connected

verses contains longer exhortations to morality and
rectitude, as in xxvi. 23-28, xxvii. 23-27.' The
character of the proverbs is clearly distinct. Their

construction is looser and weaker, and theie is no
longer that sententious brevity which gives weight

and point to the proveibs in the preceding section.

Ewald thinks that in the contents of this portion

of the book there are traceable the marks of a later

d;ite
;
pointing to a state of society which had become

more dangerous and hostile, in which the quiet do-

mestic littj had rejiched gi'eater perfection, but the

state and public security and confidence had sunk
-/Qeeper. There is, he says, a cautious and mournful
tone in the language when the rulers are spoken of;

the breath of that untroubled joy for the king <uid

the high reverence paid to him, which marked the

foi-mer collection, does not animate these proverbs.

The state of society at the end of the 8th century

B.C., with which we are thoroughly acquainted

from the writings of the prophets, conesponds with

the condition of things hinted at in the proverbs

of this section, and this may therefore, in accord-

ance with the superscription, be accepted as the

date at which the collection was made. Such is

Ewald's conclusion. It is true we know much
of the later times of the monarchy, and that the

condition of those times was such as to call forth

many of the proverbs of this section as the lesult

of the observation and experience of their authoi-s,

but it by no means follows that the whole section

partakes of this later tone ; or that many or most
of the proverbs may not reach back as tai' as the

time of Solomon, and so justify the general title

which is given to the section, " These also are the

proverbs of Solomon." But of the state ofsociety in

the age of Solomon himself we know so little, every-

thing belonging to that period is encircletl with

such a halo of dazzling splendour, in which the

people almost disappear, that it is impossible to

assert that the circumstances of the times might

not have given birth to many of the maxims wliich

apparently cairy with them the marks of a later

peiiod. At best such reasoning from internal evi-

dence is uncertain and hypothetical, ;uid the in-

ferences drawn vajy with each commentator who
examines it. Ewald discovei-s traces of a later age

in chapters xxviii., xxix., though he retains them in

this section, while Hitzig i-egards xxviii. 17-ixix.

27 as a continuation of xxii. 16, to which they

were added probably after the year 750 B.C.** This

appaient jjrecision in the assignment of the dates of

the several sections, it must be confessed, has very

little foundation, ami the dates are at best but con-

jectural. All that we know about the section

xxv.-xxix., is that in the time of Hezekiah, that is,

in the last quarter of the 8th century B.C. it was
supposed to contain what tradition h.ad handed down
as the proverbs of Solomon, and that the majority

of the proverbs were believed to be his there seems

no good reason to doubt. Beyond this we know

•> Hitxig's theory nbout tlic Bonk of Proverbs in its

present sliiipc Is this : Ibul ibe oldest portion consists of
chaps, i.-lx., to which was added, prribably afti-r the year
750 U.C., the second part, x.-xxil. 16, x.\vlii. l7-xxU.

:

that in the last quarter of the same century the anthologj',

xxv.-xxvii., was formed, and coming into the hands of a
man who already possessed the other two parts, Inspired

hlin with the composition of xxii. IT-xxiv. 34, which he

placed Itefore the aiitliology, and lns<Tted the two before

the last sheet of the second part. 'Ihcii, finding that

xxviii. 17 was left without a beginning, being separated

from xxii. 1-lU, be wrote xxviii. 1-16 on his last blank leaf.

This was after the exile.
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nothing. Kwaki, we have seen, assigns the whole

of this section to the close of tlie 8th century H.C,

long before which time, he says, most of the pro-

verbs weie certainly not written. But he is then

compelled to account for the fact that in the super-

scription they are called " the proverbs of Solomon."

lie does so in this way. Some of the proverbs

actually reach back into the age of Solomon, and

those which are not immediately traceable to Solo-

mon or his time, are composed with similar artistic

How and impulse. If the earlier collection rightly

beai-s tJie name of " the proverbs of Solomon" after

the mass whicli are his, this may claim to bear

such a title of honour after some important ele-

ments. The argument is certainly not sound, that,

because a collection of proverbs, the majority of

which are Solomon's, is distinguished by the general

title " the proverbs of Solomon," therefore a col-

lection, in which at most but a few belong to Solo-

mon or his time, is appropriately distinguished by
the same superscription. It will be seen iifterwards

that Ewald attributes the superscription in xxv. 1

to the compiler of .xxii. 17-xxv. 1.

The date of the sections i.-ix., xxii. 17-xxv. 1,

has been variously assigned. That they were added
about the same period Ewald infers from the oc-

currence of favourite words and constructions, and
that that period was a lat« one he concludes from

the traces which are manifest of a degeneracy from
the purity of the Hebrew. It will he interesting

to examine the evidence upon this point, for it is a

remai-kable fact, and one which is deeply instructive

as showing the extreme dilKcultv of arguing from
internal evidence, that the same details lead Ewald
and Hitzig to precisely opposite conclusions ; the

former placmg the date of i.-ix. in the first half of

the 7th century, while the latter regards it as the

oldest portion of the book, and assigns it to the 9th

century. To be sure those points on which Ewald
relies as indicating a late date for the section, Hitzig

summarily disposes of as intei'polations. Among
the favourite words which occur in these chapteis

are DIDDn, chocmoth, " wisdoms," for " wisdom
"

in the abstract, which is found only in i. 20, ix. 1,

sxiv. 7 ; mt, zdrdh, " the strange woman," and

M*~I33, nocriyydh, " the foreigner," the adulteress

who seduces youth, the antithesis of the virtuous

wife or true wisdom, only occur in the fii-st col-

lection in xxii. 14, but are frequently found in this,

ii. 16, V. 3, 20, vi. 24, vii. 5, xxiii. 27. Traces
of the decay of Hebrew are seen in such passages

as V. 2, where D^nSK', a dual fem., is constructed

with a verb masc. pi., though in v. 3 it has pro-

perly the feminine. The unusual plural U'^^}''^

(viii. 4), sars Ewald, would hardly be found in

writings before the 7th century. These difficulties

are avoided by Hitzig, who regards the passages in

which they occur as interpolations. When we come
to the internal historical evidence these two autho-
rities are no less at issue with regard to their con-

clusions from it. There are many passages which
point to a condition of things in the highest ilegree

confused, in which robbers and lawless men roamed
at large througli the land and endeavouied to draw
aside their younger contemporaries to the like dis-

solute life (i. 11-19, ii. 12-15, iv. 14-17, x.\iv. 15).

In this Ewald sees ti-aces of a late date. But Hitzig

avoids this conclusion by asserting that at all times
there are indivitliuils who are recklc-w and at war
with society and who attach thcnibclves to b;mds
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of robbers and fi eebooters (comp. Judg. ix. 4, xi. 3
;

1 Siim. xxii. 2; Jer. vii. 11), and to such allusion

is made in Prov. i. 10 ; but there is nowhere in

these chapters (i.-ix.) a complaint of the general

depravity of society. So far he is unquestionably

correct, and no inference with regai-d to the date

of the section can be drawn from these references.

Further evidence of a late date Ewald finds in the

warnings against lightly rising to oppose the public

order of things (xxiv. 21), and in the beautiful

exhortation (xxiv. 11) to rescue with the sacrifice

of one's self the innocent who is being dragged to

death, which points to a confusion of right per-

vading the whole state, of which we nowhere see

traces in the older proverbs. With these conclu-

sions Hitzig would not disagree, for he himself

assigns a late date to the section xxii. 17-xxiv. 34.

We now come to evidence of another kind, and the

conclusions drawn from it depend mainly upon the

late assigned to the Book of Job. In this collection,

says Ewald, there is a new danger of the heart

warned against, which is not once thought of in

the older collections, envy at the evident prospeiity

of the wicked (iii. 31, xxiii. 17, xxiv. 1, 19), a

subject which for the first time is brought into the

region of reflection and poetry in the Book of Job.

Other parallels with this book are found in the

teaching that man, even in the chastisement of God,

should see His love, which is the subject of Prov. iii.,

and is the highest aigument in the Book of Job
;

the general apprehension of Wisdom as the Creator

and Disposer of the world (Prov. iii., viii.) appears

as a further conclusion from Job xxviii. ; and though

the author of the first nine chapters of the Proverbs

does not adopt the language of the Book of Job, but

only in some measure its spirit and teaching, yet

some images and words appear to be re-echoed here

from that book (comp. Prov. viii. 25 with Job

xxxviii. 6; Prov. ii. 4, iii. 14, viii. 11, 19, with

Job .xxviii. 12-19; Prov. vii. 23 with Job xvi. 13,

XX. 25 ; Prov. iii. 23, &c., with Job v. 22, &c.).

Consequently the writer of this section must have

been acquainted with the Book of Job, and wrote at

a later date, about the middle of the 7th century

B.C. Similar resemblances between passages in the

early chapters of the Proverbs and the Book of Job

are observed by Hitzig (comp. Prov. iii. 25 with

Job V. 21 ; Prov. ii. 4, 14 with Job iii. 21, 22
;

Prov. iv. 12 with Job xviii. 7; Prov. iii. 11, 13

with Job V. 17; Prov. viii. 25 with Job xv. 7),

but the conclusion which he derives is that the

writer of Job had already read the Book of Pro-

verbs, and that the latter is the more ancient.

Reasoning from evidence of the like kind he places

this section (i.-ix.) later than the Song of Songs,

but earlier than the second collection (x. 1-xxii. 16,

xxviii. 17-xxix.), which existed before the time of

Hezekiah, and therefore assigns it to the 9th cen-

tury li.c. Other arguments in support of this early

date are the fact that idolatry is nowhere men-

tioned, that the offerings had not ceased (vii. 14),

nor the congregations (v. 14). The two hist would

agree as well with a late as with an early date, and

no argument from the silence with respect to idolatry

can be allowed any weight, tor it would equally

apply to the 9th century as to the 7th. To all

appearances, Hitzig continues, there was peace in the

land, and commerce was kept up with Egypt (vii.

16). The author may have lived in Jerusalem

(i. 20, 21, vii. 12, viii. 3) ;
vii. 16, 17 points to

the luxury of a large city, and the educated lan-

guage belongs to a citizen of the capital. Aftei- a
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careful consideration of all the arguments which
have been adduced, by Ewald for the late, and by
Hitzig for the early date of this section, it must be
confessed that they are by no means conclusive, and
that we must ask for further evidence before jiro-

nouncing so positively as they have done ujKin a
paint so doubtful and obscure. In one respect they
are agreed, namely, with regard to the imity of the

.section, which Hwild considers as an original whole,

perfectly connected and flowing as it were ti-om one
outpouring. It would be a well ordered whole,
says Hitzig, if the intei-polations, especially vi.

1-19, iii. 22-26, viii. 4-12, 14-16, ix. 7-10, &c.,

are rejected. It never appears to strike him that

such a pioceeding is arbitrary and uncritical in the

highest degree, though he clearly plumes himself on

his critical sagacity. Ewald finds in these chapters

a certain development which shows that they must
be regarded as a whole and the work of one author.

The poet intended them as a general introduction

to the Proverbs of Solomon, to recommend wsdom
in general. The blessings of wisdom as the reward
of him who boldly strives after her are repeatedly

set forth in the most channing manner, as on the

other hand tolly is rdpresented with its disapjx)int-

ment and enduring misery. There are three main
divisions after the title, i. 1-7. (a.) i. 8-iii. 35;
a general exhortation to the youth to follow wis-

dom, in which all, even the higher arguments, are

touched upon, but nothing fully completed. (6.) iv.

1-vi. 19 exhausts whatever is individual and par-
ticular

; while in (c.) the language rises gradually
with ever-increasing power to the most universal

and loftiest themes, to conclude in the sublimest
and almost lyrical strain (vi. 20-ix. 18). Bat, as

Bertheau remarks, there appears nowhere through-
out this section to be any reference to what follows,

which must have been the case had it been intended
tor aa introduction. The development and progiess
which Ewald obsen-es in it are by no means so

striking as he would have us believe. The unity
of plan is no more than would be found in a
collection of admonitions by diiferent authors re-

ferring to the same subject, and is not such as to

necessitate the conclusion that the whole is the
work of one. Tliere is obsen-able throughout the
section, when cnmpaied with what is called the
earlier collection, a complete change in the form
of the proverb. The single proverb is seldom met
with, and is rather the exception, while the charac-
teristics of this collection are connected descriptions,

continuous elucidations of a truth, and longer
speeches and exhortations. The style is more
highly poetical, the parallelism is synonymous and
not antithetic or synthetic, as in x. l-xxii. 16 ; and
another distinction is the usage of Elohim in ii. 5,

17, iii. 4, which does not occur in x. l-xxii. 16.
Amidst this general likeness, however, there is con-
siderable diversity. It is not necessary to lay so

much stress iis Bertheau appears to do upon the
iact that certain paragraplis are distinguished from
those with which they are plac&l, not merely by
their contents, but by their external foi-m ; nor to

argue from this that they are therefore the work
of diflerent authors. Some piragiajihs, it is true,

are completed in ten verses, as i. lU-19, iii. 1-10,
11-20, iv. 10-19, viii. 12-21, 22-31 ; but it is too
much to assert that an author, because he some-
times wrote paragiajilis of ten verses, should always
do so, or to sny with Bertheau, if the whole were
the work of one author it would be veiy remaik-
able if he onlv now and then bound himself hv the
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strict law of numbers. The aigument assumes the

strictness of the law, and then attempts to bind

the writer to observe it. There is more force in

the appwU to the difterence in the formation of sen-

tences and the whole manner of the language as

indicating diversity of authorship. Compare ch. ii.

with vii. 4-27, where the same subject is treated

of. In the former, one sentence is wearily dragged
through 22 vei-ses, while in the latter the language
is e;isy, flowing, and appropriate. Again the con-

nexion is interrupted by the insertion of vi. 1-19.

In the previous chapter the exhortation to listen to

the doctrine of the speaker is followed by the warn-
ing against intercourse with the adulteress. In vi.

1-19 the subject is abruptly changed, and a serii-s

of proverbs applicable to diflerent relations of life

is introduced. Fioni all this Bertheau concludes

against Ewald that these introductory chapters

could not have been the product of a single author,

forming a gradually developed and consistent whole,

but that they are a collection of admonitions by
different pnets, which all aim at rendering the

youth capable of receiving good instruction, and
inspiring him to strive after the possession of wis-

dom. This supposition is somewhat favoured by
the frequent repetitions of favourite figures or im-

personations: the sti-ange woman and wisdom occur

many times over in this section, which would hardly

have been the c^ise if it had been the work of one

author. But the occurrence of these repetitions,

if it is against the unity of authorship, indicates

that the different portions of the section must have

been contemporaneous, and were written at a time

when such vivid impersonations of wisdom and its

opposite were current and familiar. The tone o

thought is the same, and the question therefore to

!« considered is whether it is more probable that a

writer would repeat himself, or that fragments of

a number of writei-s should be found, distinguished

by the same way of thinking, and by the use of the

same striking figures and personitiaitions. If the

proverbs spoken by one man were circulated orally

for a time, and after his death collected and ar-

ranged, there would almost of ne<'essity be a recur-

rence of the same expressions and illustrations, and

from this point of view the argument from repeti-

tions loses much of its force. With regard to the

date as well as the authorship of this section it is

impossible to pronounce with certainty. In its pre-

sent fonn it did not exist till probably some long

time af\er the proverbs which it contains were

composed. There is positively no evidence which

would lead us to a conclusion upon this point, and

consequently the most opposite results have been

arrived at : Ewald, as we have seen, placing it in

the 7th century, while Hitzig refei-s it to the 9th.

At whatever time it may have reached its present

shape there appears no sufTicient reason to conclude

that Solomon may not have uttered many or most

of the proverbs which are here coUectetl, although

Ewald positively asseits that we here find no pro-

verb of the Solomonian period. He assumes, and

it is a mere assumption, that the form of the true

Solomonian proverb is that which distinguishes the

section x. l-xxii. 16, and has already been remarked.

Bleek regards chaps, i.—ix. as a connected mashal,

the woi-k of the last editor, written by him as an

introduction to the Proverbs of Solomon which fol-

low, while i. 1-6 was intended by him as a super-

scription to indicate the aim of the book, less with

reference to his own mashal than to the whole

book, and especially to the proverbs of Solomon
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containeJ in it. Bertholdt argues against Solomon
being the author of these early chaptei-s, that it

was impossible for him, with his large harem, to

have given so forcibly the precept about the bless-

ings of a single wife (v. 18, &c.) ; nor, with the

knowledge that his mother became the wife of

E)avid through an act of adultery, to warn so

sti-ongly against intercouree with the wife of an-

other {vi. 24, &c., vii. 5-23). These arguments
do not appear to us so strong as Bertholdt regarded

them. Eichhorn, on the contrary, maintains that

Solomon wrote the introduction in the first nine

chapters. From this diversity of opinion, which
be it remarked is entirely the result of an exami-

nation of internal evidence, it seems to follow natu-

lally that the evidence which leads to such varying

conclusions is of itself insufficient to decide the

question at issue.

We now pass on to another section, xxii. 17-xxiv.,

which contains a collection of proverbs marked by
certain peculiarities. These are, 1. The structure

of the verses, which is not so regular as in the pre-

ceding section, x. 1-xxii. 16. We rind verses of eight,

seven, or six words, mixed with others of eleven

(xxii. 29, xxiii. 31, 35), fourteen (xxiii. 29), and
eighteen words (xxiv. 12). The equality of the

verse members is very much disturbed, and there

is frequently no trace of parallelism. 2. A sen-

tence is seldom completed in one verse, but most
frequently in two ; three verses are often closely

connected (xxiii. 1-3, 6-8, 19-21); and sometimes

as many as five (xxiv. 30-34). 3. The form of

address, " my son," which is so frequent in the

first nine chapters, occurs also here in xxiii. 19, 26,

xxiv. 13 ; and the appeal to the hearer is often

made in the second person. Ewald regards this

section as a kind of appendix to the earliest col-

lection of the proverbs of Solomon, added not long

after the introduction in the first nine chapters,

though not by the same author. He thinks it pro-

bable that the compiler of this section added also

the collection of proverbs which was made by the

learned men of the court of Hezekiah, to which he

wiote the superscription in xxv. 1. This theoiy of

course only atiects the date of the section in its

present form. When the proverbs were written

there is nothing to determine. Bertheau maintains

that they in great part proceeded from one poet, in

consequence of a peculiar construction which he

employs to give emphasis to his presentation of a

subject or object by repeating the pronoun (xxii.

19; xxiii. 14, 15, 19,20,28; xxiv. 6, 27, 32).

The compiler himself appears to have added xxii.

17-21 as a kind of introduction. Another addition

(xxiv. 23-34) is introduced with " these also be-

long to the wise," and contains .apparently some of
" tiie words of the wise " to which i eference is made
in i. 6. Jahn regards it as a collection of proverbs

not by ."^olomon. Hensler says it is an appendix to

a collection of doctrines which is entirely lost and
unknown ; and with legard to the previous pu-t of

the section xxii. 17-xxiv. 22, he leaves it uncerfciin

whetl'ier or not the author was a teacher to whom
the son of a distinguished man was sent for instruc-

tion. Hitzig's theory has already been given.

After what has been said, the reader must be left

to judge for himself whether Kcil is justified in

asserting so positively as he does the single author-

ship of chaps, i.-xxix., and in maintaining that
" the contents in all parts of the collection shew
one and the same histoiical background, correspond-

ing only to the relations, ideas, and circumstances.
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.is well as to the progiess of the culture and expe-

riences of life, acquired by the political development
of the people in the time of Solomon."

The concluding chapters (x.xx., xxxi.) are in eveiy
way distinct from the i-est and from each other.

The former, according to the superscription, contains
" the words of Agm the son of Jakeh." Who was
Agur, and who was Jakeh, are questions which
have been often asked, and never satisfactorily

answered. Tlie Rabbins, according to Hashi, and
Jerome after them, intei-preted the name symbo-
lically of .Solomon, who " collected un<lerstanding "

(from "IJN, ajar, "to collect," " gather"), and is

elsewhere called " Koheleth." All that can be said

of him is that he is an unknown Hebrew sage, the
son of an equally unknown Jakeh, and that he lived

after the time of Hezekiah. Ewald attributes to

him the authorship of xxx. 1-xxxi. 9, and places

him not earlier than the end of the 7th or beginning
of the 6th cent. B.C. Hitzig, as usual, has a strange

theoiy : that Agur and Lemuel were brothei-s, both
sons of the queen of Massa, a district in Arabia, and
that the father was the reigning king. [See J.-iKEH.]

Bunsen {Bibelwerk, i. p. clxxviii.), following Hitzig,

contends that Agur was an inhabitant of I^Iassa, and
a descendant of one of the five hundred Simeonites
who in the reign of Hezekiah drove out tlie Ama-
lekites fi-om Mount Seir. All this is mere conjecture.

Agar, whoever he was, appeai-s to have had for his

pupils Ithiel and Ueal, whom he addresses in xxx.

1-6, which is followed by single proverbs of Agur's.
Chap. xxxi. 1-9 contains " the words of king Lemuel,
the prophecy that his mother taught him." Lemuel,
like Agur, is unknown. It is even uncertain whe-
ther he is to be regarded as a real personage, or

whether the name is merely symbolical, as Eichhorn
and Ewald maintain. If the present text be retained

it is difficult to see what other conclusion can be
arrived at. If Lemuel were a real personage he
must h.ive been a foreign neighbour-king or the

chief of a nomade tribe, and in this case the pro-

verbs attributed to him must have come to the

Hebrews from a foreign source, which is highly
improbable and contrary to all we know of the
people. Dr. Davidson indeed is in fovour of altering

the punctuation of xxx. 1, with Hitzig and Ber-
theau, by which means Agur and Lemuel become
blethers, and both sons of a queen of Massa. Rea-
sons against this alteration of the tex-t are given
under the article Jakeh. Eichhorn maintains that

Lemuel is a figurative name appropriate to the

subject. [Lemuel.]
The last section of all, xxxi. 10-31, is an alpha-

betical acrostic in praise of a virtuoas woman. Its

artificial form stamps it as the production of a late

period of Hebiew litei-atui-e, perhaps about the 7th

century B.C. The colouring and language point

to a different author fi-om the previous section,

.\;<x. 1-xxxi. 9.

To conclude, it appears, from a consideration of

the whole question of the mannei- in which the

Book of Proverbs aiTived at its present shape, that

the nucleus of the whole was the collection of Solo-

mon's proveibs in x. 1-xxii. 16 ; that to this was
added the further collection made by the leamed
men of the court of Hezekiah, xxv.-xxii. ; that

these two were put together and united with xxii.

17-xxiv., and that to this as a whole the intro-

duction i.-is. was affixed, but that whether it was
compiled by the same writer who added xxii. 16—
xxiv. cannot be detemiined. Nor is it possible to

assert that this sjime compiler may not have added
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the concluding chapters of the book to his previous

collection. With regard to the date at which the

several portions of the boolc were collected and put

in their present shape, the conclusions of various

critics are uncertain and contradictory. The chief

of these have already been given.

The nature of the contents of the Book of Pro-

verbs precludes the possibility of giving an outline

of its plan and object. Such would be more appro-

priate to the pages of a commentary. The chief

authorities which have been consulted in the pre-

ceding pages are the introductions of Caipzov,

Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Jahn, De Wette, Keil, David-

son, and Bleek ; llosenmulier. Scholia ; Ewald, Die

Dicht. des A. B. 4 Th. ; Bertheau, Die Spriiche

Salomo's ; Hitzig, Die Spriiche Salomo's ;
Elster,

Die Salomunischen Spriiche. To these may be

added, as useful aids in reading the Proverbs, the

commentaries of Albert Schultens, of Eichel in

iMendelssohn's Bible (perhaps the best of all), of

Loewenstein, Umbreit, and Moses Stuart. There is

also a new translation by Dr. Noyes, of Harvard Uni-

vei-sity, of the three Books of Proverbs, Ecelesiastes,

and Canticles, which may be consulted, as well as the

older works of Hodgson and Holden. [\V. A. W.]

PROVINCE (njna : eVopx'a, N. T.
; x'ipa,

LXX. : promncia). It is not intended here to do

more than indicate the points of contact which this

word presents with Biblical history and literature.

(1). In the 0. T. it appears in connexion with

the wars between Ahab and Benhadud (1 K. .xx.

14, 15, 19). The victory of the former is gained

chiefly " by the young men of the princes of the pro-

vinces," ». e. probably, of the chiefs of tribes in the

Gilead country, recognizing the supremacy of Ahab,

and having a common interest with the Israelites

in resisting the attacks of Syria. They are specially

distinguished in ver. 15 from "the children ofIsrael."

Not the hosts of Ahab, but the youngest wan-iors

(" ai-mour-bearers," Keil, in loc.) of the land of

Jephthah and Elijah, fighting with a fearless faith,

are to carry oft" the glory of the battle (comp. Ewald,

Gesch. iii. 492).

(2). More commonly the word is used of the

divisions of the Chaldaean (Dan. ii. 49, iii. 1, 30)
and the Persian kingdoms (Ezr. ii. 1 ; Neh. vii. 6

;

Esth. i. 1, 22, ii. S, &c.). The occurrence of the

word in Eccles. ii. 8, v. 8, may possibly be noted

as an indication of the later date now commonly
ascribed to that book.

The facts as to the administration of the Persian

provinces which come within our view in these

passages are chiefly these :—Each province has its

own governor, who communicates more or less

gularly with the central authority for instructions

(_Ezr. iv. and v.). Thus Tatnai, governor of the

provinc-es on the light bank of the Euphrates, api)lies

to Darius to know how he is to act as to the con-

Hicting claims of the Apharsachites and the Jews
(Ezr. v.). Each province has its own system of

finance, subject to the king's direction (Herod, iii.

89). The " treasurer " is ordered to spend a given

amount upon the Israelites (Ezr. vii. 22), and to

exempt them from all ta.\es (vii. 24). [Taxks.]

The total number of the provinces is given at 127

(Esth. i. 1, viii. 9). Through the whole extent of

the kingdom there is carried something like a postal

system. The king's couriere {PtP\t6(j)opot, the
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&yyapoi of Herod, viii. 98) convey his lettei-s oi

decrees (I^sth. i, 22, iii. 13). From all provinces

concubines are collected for his harem (ii. 3).

Horses, mules, or dromedaries, are employed on

this service (viii. 10). (Comp. Herod, viii. 98;
Xen. Cyrop. viii. 6 ; Heeren's Persians, ch. ii.)

The word is used, it must be remembered, of tb'>

smaller sections of a satrapy rather tLin of tne

satrapy itself. While the provinces are 127, the

satrapies are only 20 (Herod, iii. 89). The Jews
who returned from Babylon are described as " chil-

dren of the province" (Ezr. ii. 1 ; Neh. vii. 6), and

have a separate governor [Tirshatha] of their

own race (Ezr. ii. 63 ; Neh. v. 14, viii. 9) ; while

they are subject to the satrap (finS) of tlie whole

province west of the Euphrates (Ezr. v. 7, vi. G).

(3). In the N. T. we are brought into contact

with the administration of the provinces of the

Roman empire. The classification given by Strabo

(xvii. p. 840) of provinces (eTrapx'"") supposed to

need military control, and therefore placed under

the immediate government of the Ca;sar, and

those still belonging theoretically to the republic,

and administeied by the senate; and of the latter

again into proconsular {inraTiKol) and praetorian

(ffTpaTTiyiKal), is recognized, more or less distinctly,

in the Gospels and the Acts. Cyrenius (Quiriuus)

is the Tiyeixuv of Syria (Luke ii. 2), the word being

in this case used for praeses or proconsul. Pilate

was the rjyefiH^v of the sub-province of Judaea

(Luke iii. 1, Matt, xxvii. 2, &c.), as procurator

with the power of a legatns ; and the same title is

given to his successors, Felix and Festus (Acts xxiii.

24, XXV. 1, xxvi. 30). The governors of the sena-

torial provinces of Cyprus, Achaia, and Asia, on the

other hand, are rightly described as ovOuTraroi,

proconsuls (Acts xiii. 7, xviii. 12, six. 38).» In

the two formei cases the province had been ori-

ginally an imperial one, but had been transferred,

Cyprus by Augustus (Dio Cass. liv. 4), Achaia

by Claudius (Sueton. Claud. 25), to the senate.

The arpaTriyol of Acts xvi. 22 (" magistrates,"

A. v.), on the other hand, were the duumviri, or

praetors of a Roman colony. The duty of the legati

and other provincial governors to re])ort special ai.ses

to the emperor is recognized in Acts xxv. 26, and

furnished the groundwork for the spurious Ada
Pilati. [Pilate.] The right of any Roman citizen

to appeal from a provincial governor to the emperor

meets us as asserted by St. Paul (Acts xxv. 11).

In the council {ffv/x^ovKiov) of Acts xxv. 12 we
recognize the assessors who ^vere appointed to take

part in the judicial functions of the governor. The
authority of the legatns, proconsul, or procurator

extended, it nei-d hardly be said, to capital punish-

ment (subject, in the case of Roman citizens, to the

right of appeal), and, in mast cases, the power of

inflicting it belonged to him exclusively. It was

necessary for the Sanhedrim to gain Pilate's consent

to the execution of our Loi-d (John xviii. 31). The

strict letter of the law forbade governors of pro-

vinces to take their wives with them, but the

cases of Pilate's wife (Matt. xxWi. 19) and Drusilla

(Acts xxiv. 24) shew that it had fallen into disuse.

Tacitus (Ann. iii. 33, 34) records an unsuccessful

attempt to revive the old practice.

The financial administration of the Roman pro-

vinces is discussed under Publicans and Taxes.
[E. H. P.]

» The A. V. renderlDK "deputy" had, it should be re-

membered, a mure defiiifte value in the days of KIiza)x>Uj

and James than it has for us. The governor of Ireland

was oHlcially " the Lord Deputy."
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PSALMS, BOOK OF. 1. The Collection as

a Whole.— It does not appenr how the Psjihiis wei-u,

as a whole, anciently designated. Their present

Hebrew appellation is DvPlD, " Praises." But in

the actual superscriptions of the psalms the word

n?nn is applied only to one, Ps. cxlv., which is

inileed empliatically a praise-hymn. The LXX.
entitled them "VaKixoi, or " Psalms," using the

word ^^laKjxhs at the same time as the translation

of "IIDTD, which signifies strictly a rhythmical

composition (Lowth, Praelect. III.), and which was

probably applied in practice to any poem specially

intended, by reason of its rhythm, for musical per-

ft)rmance with instrumental accompaniment. But
the Hebrew word is, in the 0. T., never used in

the plural ; and in the superscriptions of even the

Davidic psalms it is applied only to some, not to all

;

probably to those which had been composed most

expressly for the harp. The notice at the end of

Ps. Ixxii. has suggested that the Psalms may in

the earliest times have been known as DDDn,
" Prayers;" and in fact " Prayer" is the title pre-

fixed to tlie most ancient of all the psalms, that

of Moses, Ps. xc. But the same designation is in

the superscriptions applied to only three besides,

Pss. xvii., Ixxxvi., cii. : nor have all the psalms

the character of prayers. The other special designa-

tions applied to particular psalms are the following :

TCJ', " Song," the outpouring of the soul in thanlis-

giving, useii in the first instance of a hymn of pri-

vate gratitude, Ps. xxx., afterwards of hymns of gi-eat

national thanksgiving, Pss. xlvi., xlviii. Ixv., &c.
;

?^3ti'D, maschil, " Instruction " or " Homily,"

Pss. xxxii., xlii., xliv., &c. (comp. the ']?"'3K^X, " I

will instruct thee," m Ps. xxxii. 8) ; Dn3D, mich-

tam, " Private Blemorial," from the root Dn3
(perhaps also with an anagrammatical allusion to

the root *]Dn, " to support," " maintain," comp.

Ps. xvi. 5), Pss. xvi., Ivi.-lix. ; nHU, eduth, " Tes-

timony," Pss. Ix., Ixxx. ; and ]"l''3{J', shiggaion,

" Irregular or Dithyrambic Ode," Ps. vii. The
strict meaning of these terms is in general to be

gathered from the earlier superscriptions. Once
made familiar to the psalmists, they were afterwards

employed by them more loosely.-

The Chi'istian Church obviously received the

Psalter from the Jews not only as a constituent

portion of the saci-ed volume of Holy Scripture,

but also as the liturgical hymn-book which the

Jewish Church had regularly, used in the Temple.

The number of sepaiate psalms contained in it is,

by the concordant testimony of all ancient autho-

rities, one hundred and fifty ; the avowedly " super-

numerary " psalm which appears at the end of the

Greek and Syriac Psalters being manifestly apocry-

phal. This total number commends itself by its

internal probability as having proceeded from the

last sacred collector and editor of the Psalter. In

the details, however, of the numbering, both the

Greek and Syriac Psalters difl'er from tiie Hebrew.

The Greek trauslatoi-s joined together Pss. ix., x.

and Pss. cxiv., cxv., and then divided Ps. cxvi. and

Ps. cxlvii. : this was perpetuated in the versions

derived from the Greek, and amongst others in the

Latin Vulgate. The Syriac so fai" followed the

Greek as to join together Pss. cxiv., cxv., and to

divide Ps. cxlvii. Of the three divergent systems

of numbering, the Hebrew (as followed in our

A. V.) is, even on internal giotinds, to be preferred.
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It is decisive against the (iieek numbering that

Ps. cxvi., being symmetrical in its construction,

will not bear to be divided ; and against the Syriac,

that it destroys the outward correspondence in nu-

merical place between the three great triumphal

psalms, Pss. xviii., Ixviii., cxviii., as also between

the two psalms containing the praise of the Law,

Pss. xix., cxix. There are also some discrepancies

in the versual numberiugs. That of our A. V. fre-

quently difl'ers from that of the Hebrew in cor.se-

quence of the Jewish practice of reckoning the

superscription as the first verse.

2. Component Farts of the Collection.—Ancient

tradition and internal evidence concur in parting

the Psalter into five great divisions or books. The
ancient Jewish tradition is preserved to us by the

abundant testimonies of the Christian Fathers. And
of the indications which the sacred text itself con-

tains of this division the most obvious are the dox-

ologies which we find at the ends of Pss. xli., Ixxii.,

Ixxxix., cvi., and which, having for the most part

no special connexion with the psalms to which they

are attached, mark the several ends of the first lour

of the five Books. It suggests itself at once that

these Books must have been originally foixned at

diflerent peiiods. This is by various further consi-

derations rendered all but certain, while the few

difticulties which stand in the way of admitting it

vanish when closely examined.

Thus, there is a remarkable difierence between

the several Books in their use of the divine names

Jehovah and Elohim, to designate Almighty God.

In Book I the former name prevails : it is found

272 times, while Elohim occurs but 15 times. (We
here take no account of the superscriptions or dox-

ology, nor yet of the occurrences of Elohim when
inflected with a possessive suffix.) On the other

hand, in Book II. Elohim is found more than five

times as often as Jehovah. In Book III. the pre-

ponderance of Elohim in the earlier is balanced by

that of Jehovah in the later psalms of the Book.

In Book IV. the name Jehovah is exclusively

employed ; and so also, virtually, in Book V.,

Elohim being there found only in two passages

incorporated from earlier psalms. Those who main-

tain, therefore, that the psalms were all collected and

arranged at once, contend that the collector distri-

buted the psalms according to the divine names

which they severally exhibited. But to this theory

the existence of Book III., in which the preferential

use of the Elohim gi-adually yields to that of the Je-

hovah, is fatal. The large appearance, in fact, of the

name Elohim in Books II. and HI. depends in great

measure on the period to which many of the psalms

of those Books belong ; the period from the leign of

Solomon to that of Hezekiah, when through certain

causes the name Jehovah was exceptionally disused.

The prelerence for the name Elohim in most of the

Davidic psalms which are included in Book H., is

closely allied with that character of those psjilms

which induced David himself to exclude them from

his own collection. Book I.; while, lastly, the

sparing use of the Jehovah in Ps. Ixviii., and the

three introductory psalms which precede it, is de-

signed to cause the name, when it occiu-s, and

above all Jaii, which is emphatic for Jehovah, to

shine out with greater force and splendour.

This, however, brings us to the obseiTance of

the superscriptions which mark the authorship of

the several psalms; and here again we find the

several groups of ])s;dnis which form the respective

five Books distinguisheil, iu great measure, by their
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supei-scriptions from each other. Ikiok I. is ex-

clusively Davidic. Of the forty-one psalms of

which it consists, thirty-seven have David's name
prefixed; and of the remaining four, Fss. i., ii., are

probably outwardly anonymous only by reason of

their prefatory character, I'ss. x., xxxiii., by reason

of their close connexion with those which they im-

mediately succeed.' Book II. (in which the apparent

auonymousness of Pss. xliii., Ixvi., Ixvii., Ixxi., may
be siicilarly explainedj falls, by the superscriptions

of its psalms, into two distinct subdivisions, a

Levitic and a Davidic. The former consists of Pss.

xlii.-xlix., ascribed to the Sons of Korah, and Ps.

1., " A Psalm of Asaph :" the latter comprises

Pss. li.-lxxi., bearing the name of David, and sup-

plemented by Ps. Ixxii., the psalm of Solomon. In

Book III. (Pss. Ixxiii.-lxxxix.), where the Asaphic

psalms precede tl-.ose of the Sons of Korah, the

psalms are all ascribed, explicitly or virtually, to

the various Levite singers, except only Ps. Ixxxvi.,

which bears the name of David : this, however, is

not set by itself, but stands in the midst of the rest.

In Books IV., v., we have, in all, seventeen psalms

marked with David's name. They are to a certain

extent, as in Book III., mixed with the rest, some-

times singly, sometimes in groups. But these

Books differ from Book III. in that the non-Davidic

psalms, instead of being assigned by superscriptions

to the Levite singers, are left anonymous. Special

attention, in respect of authorship, is drawn by the

superscriptions only to Ps. -xc, " A Prayer of

Moses," &c. ; Ps. cii., " A Prayer of the afflicted,"

&c. ; and Ps. cxxvii., marked with the name of

Solomon.

In reasoning from the phenomena of the super-

scriptions, which indicate in many instances not

only the authoi"s, but also the occasions of the

several psalms, as well as the mode of their musical

perfonnance, we have to meet the preliminary en-

quiry whicii has been raised, Are the superscrip-

tions authentic? For the affirmative it is contended

that they form an integral, and till modern times

almost undisputed, portion of the Hebrew text of

Scripture;'' that they are in analogy with other

biblical super- or subscriptions, Davidic or other-

wise (comp. 2 Sam. i. 18, probably b;vsed on an old

superscription; ib. xxiii. 1 ; Is. xxxviii. 9 r Hab. iii.

1, 19); and that their diversified, unsystematic,

and often obscure and enigmatical character is in-

consistent with the theory of their having originated

at a later period. On the other hand is urged

their analogy with the untrustworthy subscriptions

of the N. T. epistles ; as also the fact that many
arbitrary superscriptions are added in the Greek

version of the Psalter. The above represents, how-
ever, but the outside of the controversy. The real

pith of it lies in this: Do they, when individually

sifted, approve themselves as so generally coiTCCt,

and as so free from any single fatal objection to

their credit, as to claim our universal conlidence?

This can evidently not be discussed here. We must
simply avow our conviction, founded on thorough

examination, that they are, when rightly inter-

j>reted, fully trustworthy, and that every separate

objection that has lieen made to the correctness of

any one of them can be fairly met. Moreover,

* An old Jewish canon, wliich may be docimd to hold

pood tor the earlier but not for the later Hooks, enucis

thivt all anonymous psalms be accounted the compo-

sitions of the authors named in the supersciiiitions last

preceding.
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some of the arguments of their assailants ob-

viously recoil upon themselves. Thus when it is

alleged that the contents of Ps. xxxiv. have no con-

nexion with the occasion indicated in the super-

scription, we repl}' that the fact of the connexion

not being readily apparent i-enders it improbable

that the superscription should have been prefixed

by any but David himself.

Let us now then trace the bearing of the super-

scriptions upon the date and method of compilation

of the several Books. Book I. is, by the sviper-

scriptions, entirely Da\'idic ; nor do we find in it

a trace of any but David's authorship. No such

trace exists in the mention of the " Temple " (v.

7), for that word is even in 1 Sam. i. 9, iii. 3
applied to the Tabernacle ; nor yet in the phrase
" bringeth back the captivity" (xiv. 7), which is

elsewhere used, idiomatically, with great latitude

of meaning (Job xlii. 10; Hos. vi. 11; Ez. xvi.

53) ; nor yet in the acrosticism of I'ss. xxv., &c.,

for that all acrostic psalms are of late date is a

purely giatuitous assumption, and some even of the

most sceptical critics admit the Davidic authorship

of the partially acrostic Pss. ix., x. All the psalms

of Book I. being thus Davidic, we may well believe

that the compilation of the Book was also David's

work. In favour of this is the circumstance that

it does not comprise all David's psalms, nor his

latest, which yet would have been all included in

it by any subsequent collector ; also the ciicum-

stance that its two piefatory psalms, although not

superscribed, are yet shown by internal evidence to

have proceeded from David himself; and further-

more, that of the two recensions of the same hymn,
Pss. xiv., liii., it prefers that which seems to have

been more specially adapted by its royal author to

the temple-service. Book II. appears by the date

of its latest psalm, Ps. xlvi., to have been compiled

in the reign of King Hezekiah. It would naturally

comprise, 1st, several or most of the Levitical

psalms anterior to that date ; and 2ndly, the re-

mainder of the psalms of David, previously uncom-
piled. To these latter the collector, after propeily

appending the single psalm of Solomon, has affixed

the notice that " the prayers of David the son of

Jesse are ended" (Ps. Ixxii. 20); evidently imply-

ing, at least on the prima facie view, that no more
compositions of the royal psalmist remained. How
then do we find, in the later Books III., IV., V.,

further psalms yet marked with David's name?
Another question shall help us to reply. How do

we find, in Book III. rather than Book II., eleven

psalms, Pss. Ixxiii.-lxxxiii., bearing the name of

David's contemporary musician Asitph? Clearly

because they pi-oceeded not from Asaph himself.

No critic whatever contends that all these eleven

belong to the age of David ; and, in real truth,

internal evidence is in every single instance in

favour of a later origin. They were composed then

by the "sons of As;iph" (2 Chr. xxix. 13, xxxv.

15, &c.), the membere, by hereditjiry descent, of

the choir which As;iph founded. It was to be ex-

pected that these psalmists would, in superscribing

their psalms, prefer honouring and periietuating the

memory of their ancestor to obtruding their own
personal names on the Church: a consideration

!> Well says Bossuet, Dissert. ^28 :
" Qui tltulos iion uno

raodo intelligant, video esse quara plurlmos: qui de tiiu-

lorum auctorltate dubitflrit, ox autiquis omniiio nemlnem."

Theodore of JMopsucstia forms an exception.
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which both exphiins tlie present supersciiptions,

and also renders it iinprobal)le that the person in-

tended in them could, according to a freijuent but

now waning hypothesis, be any second Asaph, of

younger generation and of inferior tame. The su-

perscriptions of Pss. Ixxxviii., Ixxxix., " Maschil of

Heman," " Maschil of Ethan," have doubtless a like

purport ; the one psalm having been written, as ia

tiict the rest of its superscription stiites, by the

Sons of Korah, the choir of which Hemau was the

founder ; and the other correspondingly proceeding

from the third Levitical choir, which owed its origin

to Ethan or Jeduthun. If now in the times pos-

terior to those of David the Levite choirs prefixed

to the psalms which they composed the names of

Asaph, Heman, and Ethan, out ofa feeling of vene-

ration for their memoiies ; how much more might

the name of David be prefixed to the utterances of

those who were not merely his descendants, but

also the representatives for the time being, and so

in some sort the pledges, of the perpetual royalty

of his lineage ! The name David is used to denote,

in other parts of Scripture, after the original David's

death, the then head of the Davidic family ; and

so, in prophecy, the Messiah of the seed of David,

who was to sit on David's thi-one (1 K. xii. 16;

Hos. iii. 5 ; Is. Iv. 3 ; Jer. xxx. 9 ; Ez. xxxiv. 23,

24). And thus then we may explain the meaning

of the later Davidic superscriptions in the Psalter.

The psalms to which they belong were written by

Hezelviah, by Josiah, by Zerubbabel, or others of

David's posterity. And this view is confirmed by
various considerations. It is confirmed by the cir-

cumstance that in the later Books, and even in

Book V. taken alone, the psalms marked with

David's name are not grouped all together. It is

confirmed in some instances by the internal evidence

of occasion : thus Psalm ci. am ill be reconciled with

the historical ciicumstances of any period of David's

life, but suits exactly with those of the opening of the

reign of Josiah. It is confirmed by the extent to

which some of these psalms—Pss. Ixxxvi., cviii.,

cxliv.—are compacted of passages from previous

psalms of David. And it is confirmed lastly by the

fact that the Hebrew text of many (see, above all,

Ps. cxxxix.) is marked by grammatical Chaldaisms,

which are entirely unparalleled in Pss. i.-lxxii.,

and which thus aflbrd sure evidence of a compa-
ratively recent date. They cannot therefore be

David's own : yet that the superscriptions are not

on that account to be rejecteil, as false, but must
rather be properly interpreted, is shown by the im-

probability that any would, carelessly or presump-
tuously, have prefixed David's name to various

psalms scattered through a collection, while yet

leaving the rest—at least in Books IV., V.—altoge-

ther unsuperscribed.

The above explanation removes all serious diffi-

culty respecting the history of the Later Books of

the Psalter. Book III., the interest of which centres

in the times of Hezekiah, stretches out, by its last

two psalms, to the reign of Manasseh : it w;is pro-

bably compiled in the reign of Josiah. Book IV.
contains the remainder of the jsalms up to the d:ite

of the Captivity ; Book V. the psalms of the Ketum.
There is nothing to distinguish these two Books
fiom each otli?r in respect of outward decoration or

ariangement, and they may have been compiled

together in the days of Nehemiah.
The superscriptions, and the places which the

psjilms themselves severally occupy in the Psalter,

are thus the two guiding clues by which, in con-
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junction with the internal evidence, their various

authors, dates, and occasions, are to be determined.

In the ci-itical results obtained on these points by
those scholars who have recognized and used these

helps there is, not indeed uniformity, but at least a

visible tendency towards it. The same cannot be

said for the results of the judgments of those, of

whatever school, who have neglected or rejected

them ; nor indeed is it easily to be imagined that

internal evidence alone should suffice to assign one

hundred and fifty devotional hymns, even approxi-

mately, to their several epochs.

It would manifestly be impossible, in the compass
of an article like the present, to exhibit in detail

the divei-gent views which have been taken of the

dates of particulai- psalms. There is, however, one

matter which must not be altogether passed over in

silence: the assignment of various psalms, by a

large number of critics, to the age of the Maccabees.

Two preliminary difficulties fatally beset such pro-

cedure : the hypothesis of a Maccabean authorship

of any portion of the Psalter can ill be reconciled

either with the history of the 0. T. canon, or with

that of the translation of the LXX. But the diffi-

culties do not end here. How,—for we shall not

here discuss the theories of Hitzig and his followers

Lengerke and Justus Olshausen, who would repre-

sent the greater part of the Psalter as Maccabean,

—

how is it that the psalms which one would most
natm-ally assign to the Maccabean period meet us not

in the close but in the middle, i. e. in the Second and
Third Books of the Psalter ? The three named by De
Wette {Einl. in das A. T. §270) as bearing, appa-

rently a ]\Iaccabean impress, are Pss. xliv., Ix.,

j

Ixxiv. ; and in fact these, together with Ps. Ixxix., are

!

perhaps all that would, when taken alone, seriously

I

suggest the hypothesis of a Maccabean date. Whence
then arise the early places in the Psalter which
these occupy ? But even in the case of these, the

internal evidence, when more narrowly examined,

proves to be in favour of an earlier date. In the

first place the superscription of Ps. Ix. cannot pos-

sibly have been invented from the historical books,

j

inasmuch as it disagi-ees with them in its details.

! Then the mention by name in that psalm of the

I

Israelitish tribes, and of Moab, and Philistia, is un-

suited to the Maccabean epoch. In Ps. xliv. the

complaint is made that the ti-ee of the nation of

Israel was no longer spreading over the territory

[

that God had assigned it. Is it conceivable that a

Maccabean psalmist should have held this language
I without making the slightest allusion to the Bab}'-

j

lonish captivity; as though the tree's growth were
I now first being seriously impeded by the wild stocks

!
around, notwithstanding that it had once been en-

1 tirely transplanted, and that, though restored to its

j

place, it had been weakly ever since? In Ps. Ixxiv.

I

it is complained that " there is no more any pro-

phet." Would that be a natural complaint at a

time when Jewish prophecy had ceased for more
than two centuries? Lastly, in Ps. Ixxix. the

mention of " kingdoms " in ver. 6 ill suits the Mac-
cabean time ; while the way in which the psalm is

cited by the author of the First Book of Maccabees

(vii. 16, 17), who omits those words which are

foreign to his purpose, is such as would have hardly

been adopted in reference to a contemporary com-
position.

3. Connexion of the Psalms with the rsraelitish

history.—In tracing this we shall, of coui'se, assume

the truth of the conclusions at which in the pre-

vinus section we have arrive<I.
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The psalms grew, esscuti;illy iind iiraiJually, out

of the pei-soiial ami national c;iieor of David and

of Israel. That of Mose.s, Psalm xc, which, though

it contributed little to the production of the rest, is

yet, in point of actual date, the earliest, faithfully

reflects the long, weary wanderings, the multiplied

j)rovoc;itions, and the consequent punishments of

the wilderness; and it is well that the Psalter

should contiin at least one memorial of those forty

years of toil. It is, however, with David that

Israelitiih psalmody may be said virtually to com-

mence. Pievious mastery over his harp had pro-

bably already prepared the way lor his future

strains, when the anointing oil of Samuel descended

upon him, and he began to drink in special mea-

sure, from that day forward, of the Spirit of the

Lonl. It was then that, victorious at home over

the mysterious melancholy of Saul and in the

field over the vaunting champion of the Philistine

hosts, he sang how from even babes and suck-

lings God had ordained strength because of His

enemies (Ps. viii.). His next psalms are of a

dift'erent character : his pei-secutions at the hands of

Saul had commenced. Ps. Iviii. wa-s probably

written after Jonathan's disclosures of the murder-

ous designs of the court: Ps. lis. when his house

was being watched by Saul's emissaries. The in-

hospitality of the court of Achish at Gath, gave

rise to Ps. Ivi. : Ps. xxxiv. was David's thanks-

giving for deliverance from that court, not unmin-

gled with shame for the unworthy stratagem to

which he had there temporarily had recourse. The
associations connected with the cave of Adullam
are embodied in Ps. Ivii. ; the feelings excited by

the tidings of Doeg's servility in Ps. lii. The escape

from Keilah, in consequence of a divine wai-ning,

suggesteil Ps. xxxi. Ps. liv. was written when the

Ziphites officiously infonned Saul of David's move-
ments. Pss. XXXV., sxx-vi., recall the colloquy at

Kngedi. Nabal of Carmel was probably the original

of the fool of Ps. liii.; though in this case the

closing verse of that psalm must have been added

when it was further altered, by Da\id himself, into

Ps. xiv. The most thoroughly idealized picture

ouggesteil by a retrospect of all the dangers of his

outlaw-life is that presented to us by David in Ps.

xxii. But in Ps. xxiii., which forms a side-piece

to it, and the imagery of which is drawn from his

earlier oheplierd-days, David acknowledges that his

past career had had its brighter as well as its darker

side ; nor had the goodness and mercy which were
to follow him all the days of his life been ever

really absent from him. Two more psalms, at

least, must be refened to the period before David
ascended the throne, viz. xxxviii. and xxxis., which
naturally associate themselves with the distressing

scene at Ziklag after the inroad of the Amalekites.

Ps. xl. may perhaps be the thanksgiving for the

retrieval of the disaster that had there befallen.

When David's reign has commenced, it is still

with the most exciting incidents of his history,

private or public, that his psalms are mainly asso-

ciated. There are none to which the period of his

reign at Hebron can lay exclusive claim. But after

the conquest of Jerusalem his psalmody opened

afresh with the solemn removal of the ark to Mount
Ziou ; and in Pss. xxiv.-xxix., which belong together,

we have the earliest definite instiince of David's

systematic composition or anangement of psalms

for public use. Ps. xxx. is of the s;ime date: it

was composed for the detlication of l>,ivid's new

palace, which took place on the .s;mie day with the
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estaldislimeiit of tlie ark in its new tabernade.

Other psjilms (and in these first do we trace any
allusions to the promise of perpetual royalty now
conveyed thiough Nathan) show the feelings of

David in the midst of his foreign wai-s. The
imagery of Ps. ii. is perhaps drawn from tJie events

of this period ; Pss. Lx., Ixi. belong to the campaign
against Edom ; Ps. xx. to the second campaign,

conducted by David in person, of the war against

the allied Ammonites and Syrians; and Ps. xxi. to

the teraiination of that war by the capture of

l.'abbah. Intermediate in date to tlie last-mentioned

two psalms is Ps. li. ; connected with the dark

episode which made David tremble not only for

himself, but also for the city whereon he had
laboured, and which he had partly named by his

own name, lest God should in displeasure not

jiermit the future Temple to be reared on Mount
Zion, nor tlie yet imperfect walls of Jerusalem to

be completed. But rich above all, in the psalms to

which it gave rise, is the period of David's flight

from Absalom. To this we may refer Pss. iii.-vii.

(the " Cush" of Ps. vii. being Shimei) ; also Ps. Iv.,

which reflects the treachery of Ahithophel, Ps. Ixii.,

which possibly alludes to the falsehood of both

Ziba and Mephiboshetli, and Ps. l.\iii., written in

the wilderness between Jerusalem and the Jordan.

Even of those psalms which cannot be referred to

any definite occasion, several reflect the general his-

torical circumstances of the times. Thus Ps. ix.

is a thanksgiving for the deliverance of the land of

Israel from its former heathen oppressoi-s. Ps. x. is

a prayer for the deliverance of the Church from the

high-handed oppression exercised from within. The
succeeding psalms dwell on the same theme, the

virtual internal heathenism by which the Church of

God was weighed down. So that there remain very

few, e.g. Pss. xv.-xvii., xix., xxxii. (with its choral

appendage xxxiii.), xxxvii., of which some historical

account may not be given ; and even of these some
are manifestly connected with psalms of historical

origin, e. g. Ps. xv. with Ps. xxiv. ; and of others

the historical reference may be more reasonably

doubted than denied.

A season of repose near the close of his reign

induced David to compose his grand pei-sonal thanks-

giving for the deliverances of his whole life, Ps. xvm.
;

the date of which is approximately detei-miuetl by
the place at which it is inseite<l in the history

(2 Sam. xxii.). It was probably at this period that

he finally an-anged for the sanctuary-seiTice that

collection of his psalms which now constitutes tlie

Fii-st Book of the Psalter. From this he designedly

excluded all (Pss. li.-lxiv.) that, from manifest

piivate reference, or other cause, were unfitted for

immediate public use ; except only where he so

fitted them by slightly generalizing the language,

and by mostly substituting for the divine name
Elohim the more theocratic name Jehovah ; as we
see by the instance of Ps. xiv. =liii., where both

the altered and original copies of the hymn happen

to be preserved. To the collection thus formed he

prefixed by way of preface Ps. i., a simple moral

contrast between the ways of the godly and the

ungodly, and Ps. ii., a prophetical pictui-e of the

reign of that promised Kuler of whom he knew him-

self to be but the type. The conceding psalm of

the collection, I's. xli., seems to be a sort of ideal

summary of the whole.

The coui-se of Da\nd's reign was not, however, as

yet com]ik'te. The solemn a.s,sembly convened by

him for the dedication of the materials of the future
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Temple (1 Chr. xxviii., xxix.) would naturally call

forth a roiiewal of his best pHorts to glorify the

(iod of Israel in psalms ; and to this occasion we
doubtless owe the great festal hymns Pss. Ixv.-

Ixvii., Ixviii., containing a large review of the past

history, present position, and prospective glories of

(jod's chosen people. The sui)plications of Ps. Ixix.

suit best with the reneweil distress occasioned by
the sedition of Adonijah. Ps. Ixxi., to which

Ps. Ixx., a fragment of a foimer psalm, is intro-

ductory, forms I>avid's parting strain. Yet that

the psalmody of Israel may not seem finally to

terminate with him, the gloiies of the future are

forthwith anticipated by his son in Ps. Ixxii. And
so closes the first great blaze of the lyrical devotions

of Israel. David is not merely the soul of it ; he

stands in it absolutely alone. It is from the events

of his own career that the greater pait of the psalms

have sprung ; he is their author, and on his harp

are they firet sung ; to him too is due the design of

the establishment of regular choirs for their future

sacred perfbimar.ee; his are all the arrangements

by which that design is carried out ; and even the

improvement of the musical instruments needed for

tiie performance is traced up to him (Amos vi. 5).

For a time the single psalm of Solomon remained

the only addition to those of David. Solomon's

own gifts lay mainly in a dili'erent direction ; and no

sufficiently quickening religious impulses mingled

with the generallv depressing events of the reigns of

Kehoboam and Abijah to raise up to David any lyrical

successor. If, however, religious psalmody were to

levive, somewhat might be not unreasonably antici-

pated from the great assembly of King Asa (2 Chr.

XV.) ; and Ps. 1. suits so exactly with the circum-

stances of that occiision, that it may well be assigned

to it. Internal evidence renders it more likely that

this " Psalm of Asaph " proceeded from a descendant

of Asaph than from Asaph himself ; and possibly its

author may be the Azariah the son of Oded, who
had been moved by the Spirit of God to kindle Asa's

zeal. Another revival of psalmody more certainly

occurred under .lehoshaphat at the time of the

Moabite and Ammonite invasion (2 Chr. xs.). Of
this, Pss. xlvii., xlviii. were the fruits; and we
may suspect that the Levite singer Jahaziel, who
foretold the Jewish deliverance, was their author.

The great propheticil ode Ps. xlv. connects itself

most readily with the splendours of Jehoshaphat's

reign. And after that psalmody had thus definitely

levived, there would be no reason why it should

not thenceforward manifest itself in seasons of

anxiety, as well as of festivity and thanksgiving.

Hence Ps. xlix. Yet the psalms of this period flow

but sparingly. Pss. slii.-xliv., l.xxiv., are best

assigned to the reign of Ahaz ; they delineate that

monarch's desecration of the sanctuary, the sighings

of the faithful who had exiled themselves in conse-

quence from Jerusalem, and the political humiliation

to which the kingdom of Judah was, through the

proceedings of Ahaz, reduced. The reign of Heze-

kiah is naturally rich in psjilmody. Pss. xlvi., Ixsiii.,

I XXV., Ixxvi., connect themselves with the resistance

to the snprenucy of the Assyrians and the divine

destruction of their host. The first of these jisalms

indeed would by its place in the Ps;dter more
naturally belong to the deliverance in the days of

Jehoshaphat, to which some, as Delitzsch, actually

i-efer it ; but if internal evidence be deemed to

establish sufficiently its later date, it may have

been exceptionally peiinitted to appear in Book II.

on account of its simiLirity in style to Pss. xlvii.,
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xlviii. We ai"e now brought to a series of psalms

of peculiar intei'est, springing out of the political

and religious history of the separated ten trilies.

In date of actual composition they commence belbre

the times of Hezekiah. The earliest is probably

Ps. Ixxx., a supplication for the Israelitish people at

the time of the Syiian oppression. Ps. Ixxxi. is an

earnest appeal to them, indicative of what God
would yet do for them if they would hearken to

his voice: Ps. Ixxxii. a stern reproof of the internal

oppression prevalent, by the testimony of Amos, in

the re;dm of Israel. In Ps. Ixxxiii. we have a

prayer for deliverance from that extensive con-

federacy of enemies from all quarters, of which the

traces meet us in Joel iii., Amos i., and which

probably was eventually crushed by the contem-

poraneous victories of Jeroboam II. of Israel and

Uzziah of Judah. All these psalms are refen-ed by
their superscriptions to tlie Levite singers, and thus

bear witness to the effoi-ts of' the Levites to reconcile

the two branches of the chosen nation. In Ps. l.xxviii.,

belonging, probably, to the opening of Hezekiah's

reign, the psalmist assumes a bolder tone, and, re-

proving the disobedience of the Israelites by the

parable of the nation's earlier rebellions, sets forth

to them the TemjJe at Jerusalem as the appointetl

centre of religious worship, and the heir of the

house of David as the sovereign of the Lord's choice.

This remonstrance may have contributed to the

partial success of Hezekiah's messages of invitation to

the ten tribes of Israel. Ps. Ixxxiv. represents the

thanks and prayers of the noi'thern pilgrims, coming
up, for the first time in two hundred and fifty

years, to celebrate the passover in Jerusalem

:

Ps. Ixxxv. may well be the thanksgiving for the

happy restoration of religion, of which the advent

of those pilgrims formed part. Ps. Ixxvii., on the

other hand, is the lamentation of the Jewish Church
for the terrible political calamity which speedily

followed, whereby the inhabitants of the northern

kingdom were carried into captivity, and Joseph lost,

the .=:econd time, to Jacob. The prosperity of Heze-

kiah's own reign outweighed the sense of this heavy

blow, and nursed the holy faith whereby the king

himself in Ps. Ix.xxvi., and the Levites in Ps. Lxxxvii.,

anticipated the future welcome of all the Gentiles

into the Church of God. Ps. Ixxix. fan Asaphic

psalm, and therefore placed with the others of like

authorship) may best be viewed as a picture of the

evil days that followed through the transgressions

of JIanasseh. And in Pss. Lxxxviii., Ixxxix. we
have the pleadings of the nation with God under

the severest trial thnt it had yet experienced, the

captivity of its anointed sovereign, and the apparent

failure of the promises made to David and his

house.

TTie captivity of Manasseh himself proved to be

but temporaiy ; but the sentence which his sins

had provoked upon Judah and Jerusalem still

remained to be executed, and precluded the hope

that Go<rs salvation could be revealed till after

such iin outpouring of His judgments as the nation

never yet had known. Labour and .sorrow must
be the lot of the present generation ; through these

mercy might occasionally gleam, but the glory

which was eventually to be manifested must be for

posterity alone. The ps;ilms of liook IV. bear

generally the impress of this feeling. The Mosaic

Psiilm xc, from whatever cause here placed, har-

monizes with it. Pss. xci., xcii. are of a peaceful,

simple, liturgical character ; but in the series of

psalms Pss. xciii.-c, which foretell the futui-e
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advent of dod's kingdom, the days of adversity of

the Chaldean oppression loom in the foreground.

Pss. ci., ciii., " of David," readily refer them-

selves to Josiah as their author; the former em-

bodies his early resolutions of piety ; the latter

belongs to the period of the solemn renewal of the

covenant after the discovery of the book of the Law,

and after the assurance to Josiah that for his ten-

derness of heart he should be gi-aciousiy spared from

beholding the approaching evil. Intermediate to

these in place, and perhaps in date, is Ps. cii., " A
Prayer of the afflicted," written by one who is

almost entirely wrapped up in the prospect of the

impending desolation, though he recognizes withal

the divine favour which should remotely but

eventually be manifested. Ps. civ., a meditation on

the providence of God, is itself a preparation for

that "hiding of God's face" which should ensue

ere the Church were, like the face of the earth,

renewed; and in the historical Pss. cv., cvi., the

one the story of God's faithfulness, the other of the

people's transgiessions, we have the immediate pre-

lude to the captivity, together with a prayer for

eventual deliveiance from it.

We pass to Book V. Ps. cvii. is the opening

psalm of the retum, sung probably at the first

Feast of Tabernacles (Ezr. iii.). The ensuing

Davidic psalms may well be ascribed to Zerubbabel

;

Ps. cviii. (di-awn from Pss. Ivii., Ix.) being in

anticipation of the returning prosperity of the

Church ; Ps. cix., a prayer against the efibrts of the

Samai-itans to hinder the rebuilding of the Temple
;

Ps. ex., a picture of the triumphs of the Church iu

the days of the future Messiah, whose union of

royalty and priesthood had been at this time set

forth in the type and prophecy of Zech.vi. 11-13.''

Ps. cxviii., with which Pss. cxiv.-cxvii. cei-t;«nly,

and in the estimation of some Ps. cxiii., and even

Pss. cxi., cxii., stand connected, is the festal hymn
sung at the laying of tlie foundations of the

second Temple. We here pass over the questions

connected with Ps. cxix. ; but a directly historical

character belongs to Pss. cxx.-cxxxiv., styled in

our A. V. " Songs of Degrees." [Degrees, Songs
OF, where the different intei-pretations of the He-
brew title are given.] Internal evidence refers these

to the perioil when the Jews under Nehemiah were,

in the very face of the enemy, repairing the walls

of Jerusalem; and the title may Avell signify

"Songs of goings up (as the Hebrew phrase is)

upon the walls," tlie psalms being, fiom their

brevity, well adapted to be sung by the workmen
and guaixls while engaged in their respective duties.

As David cannot well be the author of Pss. cxxii.,

cxxiv., cxxxi., cxxxiii., marked with his name, so

neither, by analogy, can Solomon well be the actual

author of Ps. cxxvii. Theodoret thinks that by
" Solomon " Zerubbabel is intended, both as deriving

his descent from Solomon, and as renewing Solo-

mon's work : with yet greater probability we might
a.scribe the psalm to Nehemiah. Pss. cxxxv.,

c.xxxvi., by their pai-allelism with the confession of
sins in Neh. ix., connect themselves with tlie

national fast of which that chapter spe;iks. Of
somewhat earlier date, it mny be, arc Ps. cxxxvii.

and the ensuing Davidic psalms. Of these,

Ps. cxxxix. is a palm of the new birth of Israel,

from the womb of the Babylonish ca])tivity, to a

^ A very strong feeling exists that JIark .\ii. 36, &c.,

shew Pi. ex. to have been composed by Davjd himself. To
the writer of this article it appears, that as our Saviour's
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life o/ righteousness; P.ss. cxl.-cxliii. may be a

picture of the trials to which the unrestored exiles

were .still exposed iu the realms of the Gentiles.

Henceforward, as we approach the close of the

Psalter, its strains rise in cheerfulnet^ ; and it

fittingly terminates with Pss. cxlvii.-d., which

were probably sung on the occasion of the thanks-

giving procession of Neh. xii., after the rebuilding of

the walls of Jerusalem had been completed.

4. Moral Characteristics of the Psalms.—Fore-

most among these meets us, undoubtedly, the uni-

versal recourse to communion with God. "My
voice is unto God, and I will cry" (Ps. Ixxvii. 1),

might well stand as a motto to the whole of the

Psalter; for, whether immersed in the depths, or

whether blessed with gi-eatness and comfort on every

side, it is to God that the psalmist's voice .seems

ever fo soar spontaneously aloft. Alike in the wel-

come of present deliverance or in the contemplation

of past mercies, he addresses himself straight to God
as the object of his praise. Alike in the jiei-secutions

of his enemies and the desertions of his friends, in

wretchedness of body and in the agonies of inward

repentiince, in the hour of impending danger and in

the hour of apparent despair, it is direct to God
that he utters forth his supplications. Despair, we
say ; for such, .is far as the description goes, is the

psalmist's state in Ps. Ixxxviii. But meanwhile he

is praying; the apparent impossibility of deliverance

cannot restrain his God-ward voice ; and so the

very force of communion»with God carries him,

almost unawares to himself, through the trial.

Connected with this is the faith by which he

everywhere lives in God rather than in himself.

God's mercies, God's greatness form the sphere in

which his thoughts are ever moving: even when
through excess of affliction reason is rendered power-

less, the naked contemplation of God's wondei-s of

old forms his elfectual support (Ps. Ixrvii.).

It is of the essence of such fiiith that the

psalmist's view of the perfections of God should be

true and vi. d. The Psalter describes God as He is:

it glows with testimonies to His power and provi-

dence, His love and faithfulness. His holiness and

righteousness. CoiTespondingly it testifies against

every foim of idol which men would substitute in

the living God's j)lace : whether it be the outward
image, the work of men's hands (Ps. cxv.), or whe-
ther it be the inwai-d vanity of earthly comfort or

prosperity, to be purchased at the cost of the

honour which cometh from God alone (Ps. iv.).

The solemn " ."^ee that tbere is no idol-way {1^1
3Vy) in me" of Ps. cxxxix., the striving of the

heart after the very truth and nought beside, is

the exact anticipation of the " Little children, keep

yourselves from idols," of the loved Apostle in

t'.e N. T.

The Psalms not only set forth the perfections of

God : they proclaim also the duty of worshipping

Him by the acknowknlgment and adoration of His

perfections. They encourage all outward rites and

means of worehip : new songs, use of musical in-

struments of all kinds, appearance in God's courts,

lifting up of hands, prostration at His footstool,

holy apparel (A. V. " beauty of holiness "). Among
these they recognize the ordinance of sacrifice (Pss.

iv., v., xxvii., li.) as an expn-ssion of the wor-

shipper's consecration of himself to God's service.

argumen t remains the same from whichever ofH isancestors

the psalm proceeded, so His words do not necessarily imply

more than is intended in the superscription of the psalm.
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But not the less do they repudiate the outward rite

when separated from that which it was designed to

express (Pss. xl., Ixix.) : a broken and contrite heart

is, from errins; man, the genuine sacrifice which

God requires (Ps. li.).

Similar depth is obsen'able in the view taken by
the psalmists of human sin. It is to be traced not

only in its outward manifestations, but also in the

inward workings of the heart (Ps. xxxvi.), and is to

be primarily ascribed to man's innate corruption

(Pss. li., Iviii.). It shows itself alike in deeds, in

words (Pss. xvii., cxli.), and in thoughts (Ps.

cxxxix.) ; nor is even the believer able to discern all

its various ramificiitions (Ps. xix.). Connected with

this view of sin is, on the one hand, the picture of

the utter corruption of the ungodly world (Ps. xiv.)
;

on the other, the encouragement to genuine repent-

ance, the assurance of divine forgiveness (Ps. xxxii.),

and the trust in God as the source of complete

redemption (Ps. cxxx.).

In regard of the law, the psalmist, while wannly
acknowledging its excellence, feels yet that it cannot

so effectually guide his own unassisted exertions as

to preserve him from error (Ps. xix.). He needs

an additional grace fiora above, the grace of God's

Holy Spirit (Ps. li.). But God's Spirit is also a free

spirit («&.) : led by this he will discern the law,

with all its precepts, to be no arbitrary rule of

bondage, but rather a chailer and instrument of

liberty (Ps. cxix.).

The Psalms bear repeated testimony to the duty

of instructing others in the ways of holiness (Pss.

xxxii., xxxiv., li.). They also indirectly enforce the

duty of love, even to our enemies (Ps. vii. 4, xxxv.

13, cix. 4). On the other hand they imprecate, in

tlie strongest terms, the judgme.its of God on trans-

gressors. Such imprecations are levelled at trans-

gressors as a body, and are uniformly uttered on

the hypothesis of their wilful persistence in e^il, in

which case the overthrow of the sinner becomes a

necessary part of the uprooting of sin. They aie in

no wise inconsistent with any efforts to lead sinners

individually to repentance.

This brings us to notice, lastly, the faith of the

psalmists in a righteous recompense to all men
according to their deeds (Ps. xxxvii., &c.). They
generally expected that men would receive such

recompense in great measure during their own life-

time. Yet they felt withal that it was not then

complete : it perpetuated itself to their children

(Ps. xxxvii. 25, cix. lii. Sic.) ; and thus we find set

forth in the Psalms, with sutficient distinctness,

though in an unmatured and consequently imperfect

form, the doctrine of a retribution after death.

5. Prophetical Character of the Psalms.—The
moral struggle between godliness and ungodliness,

so vividly depicted in the Psalms, culminates, in

Holy Scripture, in the life of the Incarnate Son of

God upon earth. It only remains to show that the

Psalms themselves definitely anticipated this culmi-

nation. Now there are in the Psalter at least three

psalms of which the interest evidently centres in a

person distinct fi-om the speaker, and which, since

they cannot without violence to the language be

interpreted of any but the Messiah, may be termed

directly and exclusively Messianic. \\'e refer to

Pss. ii., xlv., ex.; to which may perhaps be added

Ps. Ixxii.

It would be str.inge if these few psalms stood, in

their propheti;al significance, absolutely alone among
the rest: the more so, inasmuch as Ps. ii. tbims

part of the preface to the Fii-st Book of the Psalter,
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and would, as such, be entirely out of place, did not

its general theme virtually extend itself over those

which follow, in which the interest generally centres

in tJie figure of the suppliant or worehippw himself.

And hence the impossibility of viewing the psalms

generally, notwithstanding the historical drapery in

which they are outwardly clothed, as simply the past

devotions of the historical David or the historical

Israel. Other arguments to the same ell'ect are

furnished by the idealized representations which

many of them present; by the outward points of

contact between their language and the actual

eartlily aireer of our Sa\iour ; by the frequent

references made to them both by our Saviour Him-
self and by the Evangelists ; and by the view taken

of them by the Jews, as evidenced in several passages

of the Targum. There is yet another ciicumstance

well worthy of note in its bearing upon this subject.

Alike in the eailier and in the later portions of the

Psalter, all those psalms which are of a personal

rather than of a national chaiacter are marked in

the superscriptions with the name of David, as pro-

ceeding either fi-om David himself or from one of

his descendants. It results from this, that while

the Davidic psalms are partly pei-sonal, partly na-

tional, the Le\'itic psalms are uniformly national.

PLxcejitions to this rule exist only in appearance:

thus Ps. Ixxiii., although couched in the first person

singular, is really a prayer of the Jewish faithful

against the Assyrian invaders; and in Pss. xlii.,

.xliii., it is the feelings of an exiled company rather

than of a single individual to which utterance is

given. It thus follows that it was only those

psalmists who were types of Christ by external

office and lineage as well as by inward piety, that

were charged by the Holy Spirit to set forth before-

hand, in Christ's own name and person, the suffer-

ings that awaited him and the glory that should

follow. The national hymns of Israel are indeed

also prospective ; but in general they anticipate

rather the struggles and the triumphs of the Chris-

tian Chmch than those of Christ Himself.

We annex a list of the chief passages in the

Psalms which are in anywise quoted or embodied

in the N. T. :—Ps. ii. 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, iv. 4, v. 9,

vi. 3,8, viii. 2, 4-6, x. 7, xiv. 1-3, xvi. 8-11, xviii.

4, 49, xix. 4, xxii. 1, 8, 18, 22, xxiii. 6, xxiv. 1,

.xxxi. 5, xxxii. 1, 2, xxxiv. 8, 12-16, 20, xxxv. 9,

xxxvi. 1, xxxvii. 11, xl. 6-8, xli. 9, xliv. 22, xiv.

6, 7, xlviii. 2, li. 4, iv. 22, l.xviii. 18, Ixix. 4, 9,

22, 23, 25, Ixxv. 8, Ixxviii. 2, 24, Ixxxii. 6, Ixxxvi.

9, lxx.xix. 20, xc. 4, xci. 11, 12, xcii. 7, xciv. 11,

xcv. 7-11, cii. 25-27, civ. 4, cix. 8, ex. 1,4, cxii. 9,

cxvi. lO.cxvii. l,cxviii. 6,22, 23, 25, 26, cxxv. 5,

cxl. 3.

6. Literature.—The list of Jewish commentatoi-s

on the Psalter includes the names of S;uidiah (who

wrote in Arabic), Jarchi, Aben Ezra, and Kimchi.

Among later performances that of Sforno (f 1550)
is highly spoken of (reprinted in a Furth Psalter

of 1804); and special mention is also due to the

modem German translation of Mendelssohn (t 1 786).

to which again is appended a comment by Joel

Bril. In the Christian Church devotional fami-

liarity with the Psalter has rendered the number
of commentators on it immense ; and in modem
times even the number of private ti-anslations of it

has been so large as to jireclude enumeration liere.

Among the Greek Fathei-s, Theodoret is the best

commentator, Chrysostom the best homilist, on the

Psalms: for the rest, a catena of the Greek com-

ments was formed by the Jesuit Corderius. In the
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West the pithy expositions of Hilary and the ser-

mons of Augustine are the main patristic helps.

A list of the chief meiliaeval comments, which are

of a devotional and mystical rather than of a cntical

character, will be found in Neale's Commentary
(vol. i. 1860), which is mainly derived from them,

and favourably introduces them to modem English

readei-s. Later Roman Catholic labourers on the

Psiilms are Genebrai-d (1587), Agellius (1606),
Uellarmine (1617), Lorinus (1619j, and De Muis

(1650); the valuable critical commentary of the

last-named has been reprinted, accompanied by the

able preface and terse annotations of Bossuet.

Among the Refonneis, of whom Luther, Zwingle,

lUicer, and Calvin, all applied themselves to the

Psalms, Calvin naturally stands, as a commentator,

pre-eminent. Of subsequent works those of Geier

(1668) and Venema (1762, &c.) are still held in

some repute; while IvosenmuUer's Scholia give, of

course, the substance of others. The modem Ger-

man labourei-s on the Psalms, commencing with

De Wette, are very numerous. Maurer shines as

an elegant gi-ammatical critic : Ewald {Dichter des

A. B. i. and ii.) as a translator. Hengstenberg's

Commentary holds a high place. The two latest

Commentaries are that of Hupfeld (in progi'ess), a

work of high philological merit, but written in

strong opposition to Hengstenberg, and from an

unsatisfactory point of theological view ; and that

of Delitzsch (1859-60), the^ diligent work of a

sober-minded theologian, whose previous Sijmholae

ad Pss. illustr. isagogicae had been a valuable

contribution to the extem;il criticism of the Psalms.

Of English works we may mention the Paraphrase

of Hammond ; the devotional Commentary of Bishop
Home, and along with this the unpretending but
useful Plain Commentary recently published

;

Merrick's Annotatioiis
; Bishop Horsley's Transla-

tion and Notes (1815, posthumous); Dr. Mason
Good's Historical Outline, and also his Translation

with Notes (both posthumous ; distinguished by
taste and originality rather than by sound judgment
or accurate scholarship) ; Phillips's Text, with
Commentary, for Hebrew students ; J. Jebb's

Literal Translation and Dissertations (1846);
and lastly Thrupp's Introduction to the Psalms
(1860), to which the reader is referred for a fuller

discussion of the various matters treated of in this

article. In the Press, a new Translation, &c., by
Peiowne, of which specimens have appeared. A
catalogue of comment;u-ies, treatises, and sennons
on the P.salms, is given in Darling "s Cyclop. Biblio-

graphica, (subje('ts) p. 374-514.

7. Psalter of Solomon.—Under this title is extant,

in a Greek translation, a collection of eighteen

iiymns, evidently modelled on the canonical psidms,

breathing Messianic hopes, and forming a favourable

specimen of the later popular Jewish literature.

They have been variously assigned by critics to the

times of the pereecution of Antiochus Epiphanes
(Ewald, Dillmaim), or to those of the rule of Herod
( Movers, Delitzsch). They may be found in the Codex
Psetulepigraphus V. T. of Fabricius. [J. F. T.]

PSALTERY. The psaltery was a stringed in-

strument of music to accompiiny the voice. The

Hebrew "PDi, ncbcl, or 733, nebel, is so rendered

in the A. V. in all passages where it occui-s, except

iu Js. V. 12, xiv. 11, xxii. 24 marg. ; Am. v. 23,

vi. 5, where it is translated viol, following the Ge-
neva Version, which has viole in all cases, except

2 Sam. vi. 5; I K. x. 12 ("psaltery") ; 2 Esd. x.
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22; Ecclus. xl. 21 (" psnltcrion") ; Is. xxii. 24
("musicke"); and Wisd. xix. 18 (" instrumi'nt of

musike"). The ancient viol was a six-stringed

guitar. " Viols had six strings, and the position of

the fingers was marked on the finger-board by frets,

as in the guitai-s of the present day " (Chappell,

Pop. Mus. i. 246). In the Prayer Book version of

the Psalms, the Hebrew word is rendered " lute."

This instrument resembled the guitar, but was su-

perior in tone, " being larger, <ind having a convex

back, somewhat like the vertical section of a gourd,

or more nearly resembling that of a pear. . . It

had virtually six strings, because, although the

number was eleven or twelve, five, at least, were

doubled ; the first or treble, being sometimes a single

string. The head in which the pegs to turn the

strings were insei-ted, receded almost at a right

angle" (Chappell, i. 102). These three instru-

ments, the psaltery or sautry, the viol, and the lute,

are frequently associated in the old English poets,

and were clearly instruments resembling each other,

though still different. Thus in Chaucer's Floicer

and Leaf, 337,

—

•• And before licra went minstreles many one,

As harpes, pipes, lutes, and sautry,"

and again in Drayton's Polyolbion, iv. 356:

" Tlic trembling lute some toucli, some strain the vitil

best."

The word psaltery in its present foiTO appears to

have been introduced about the end of the 16th

century, for it occurs in the unmodified form psal-

terion in two passages of the Gen. Version (1560).

Again, in North's Plutarch (Them. p. 124, ed.

1595) we read that Themistocles, " being mocked

. . . by some that had studied hiimanitie, and other

liberal! sciences, he was driuen for reuenge and his

owne defence, to aunswer with greate and stoute

words, saying, that in deed he could no skill to tune

a hai-pe, nor a violl, nor to play of a psalterion
;

but if they did put a citie into his hands that was

of small name, weake, and litle, he knew wayes

enough how to make it noble, strong, and great."

The Greek ^aKr-r)piou, fiom which our woi-d is de-

rived, denotes an instrument played with the fingers

instead of a plectrum or quill, the verb ^iWeiv
being used (Eur. Bacch. 784), of twanging the

bowstring (comp. \|/oA^ol TSi^wv, Eur. Ton, 173 1.

But it only occurs in the LXX. as the rendering of

the Heb. nebel or nebel in Neh. xii. 27, and Is. v.

12, and in all the passiiges of the Psalms, except Ps.

Ixxi. 22 (;|/aA)U($s), and Ps. Ixxxi. 2 (Kiflopo), while

in Am. v. 23, vi. 5 the general term ipyavov is

employed. In all other cases vi^Xa represents

nebel or nebel. These various renderings are suffi-

cient to show that at the time the translation of the

LXX. was made, there Wiis no certain identification

of the Hebrew instrument with any known to the

translators. The rendering vdp\a commends itself

on account of the similarity of the Gi-eek word with

the Hebrew. Josephus appears to have regarded

them as equivalent, and his is the only dii-ect evi-

dence upon the point. He tells us {Ant. vii. 12,

§3) that the difierence between the Kivvpa (Heb.

li33, cinnor) and the vaPXa was, that the fomier

had ten strings and was played with the plectrum,

the latter had twelve notes and was played with

the hand. Forty thousand of these instruments,

he adds {Aiit. viii. 3, §8), were made by Solomon

of electrum for the Temple choir. Rashi (on Is.

V. 12) says that the nebel had more strings and
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pegs than the dnnor. That nabla was a foreign

uame is evident from Strabo (x. p. 471), and fiom

Athenaeus (W. p. 175), where its origin is said

to be Sidoniau. Beyond this, and that it was a

stringed instrument (Ath. iv. p. 175), played

by tile hand (Ovid, Art. Am. ai. 327), we Icuow

nothing of it, but in these facts we have strong

presumptive evidence that nahla and nchcl are

the same; and that the ti>Ma ixntl p^altcrion are

identical appears from the (ilossary of i'hiloxenus,

where nnhliu = ypd\T7)s, and nablizo = \\/a\\w, and

from Suidas, who makes psalterion and naula, or

nabla, synonymous. Of the Psaltery among the

Greeks tliere appear to have been two kinds. The

mj/cr/s, which was of Persian (Athen. xiv. p. 636)

or Lydiau {ibid. p. 635) origin, and the juoyaSjs.

The tbrmer had only two (Athen. iv. p. 183) or

three {ibid.) strings ; the latter as many as twenty

(Athen. xiv. p. 634). though sometimes only five

{ibid. p. 637). They are sometimes said to be the

same, and were evidently of the same kind. Both

Isidorus {dc Oriqg. iii. 21 ) and Cassiodorus {Praef.

in Psal. c. iv.) describe the psaltery as triangular in

shape, like the Greek A, with tlie sounding-board

above the strings, whitli were struck downwards.

The latter adds that it wad played with a plectrum,

so that he contiadicts Josephus if the psaltery and

nebel are really the same. In this case Josephus is the

rather to be trusted. St. Augustine (on Ps. xxxii.

[xxxiii.] ) makes the position of the sounding-board

the point in which the cithara and psaltery difler

;

in the fbimer it is below, in the latter above the

strings. His language implies that both were played

with the plectrum. The distinction between the

cithara and psaltery is observed by Jerome {Prol.

in Psal.). From these conflicting accounts it is

impossible to say positively with what instrument

the ncbel of the Hebrew exactly corresponded. It

was probably of various kinds, as Kimchi says in

his note on Is. xxii. 24, differing from each other

both with regard to the position of the pegs and

the number of the strings. In illustration of the

descriptions of Isidorus and Cassiodorus reference

may be made to the drawings ti'om Egyjitian mu-
sical instruments given by Sir Gard. Wilkinson

{Anc. Eg. ii. 280, 287), some one of which may
correspond to the Hebrew nebel.* Munk {Palestine,

plate 16, figs. 12, 13) gives an engi-aving of an

instrument which Niebuhr saw. Its form is that

of an inverted delta placed upon a round box of wood

covered with skin.

The nebel 'asdr (Ps. xxxiii. 2, xcii. 3 [4], cxliv. 9)

appeal's to have been an instrument of the psalteiy

kind which had ten strings, and was of a trapezium

shape, according to some accounts ( Forkel, Gesch. d.

Mus. i. 133). Aben Ezra (on Ps. cl. 3) says the nebel

had ten holes. So that he must have considered it

to be a kind of pipe.

From the fact that nebel in Hebrew also signifies a

wine-bottle or skin, it has been conjectured that the

tei-m when applied to a musical instrument denotes

a kind of bagpipe, the old English coniamute, Fr.

cornemuse, but it seems clear, whatever else may be

obscure concerning it. that the nebel was a stringed

instrument. In the MishnafCe/im, xvi. 7) mention is

made of a ca<e {\>''T\ = 6vKri) in which it was kept.

Its first appearance in the history of the 0. T. is

in connexion with the "string" of prophets who

* Aliraham (If Porta-Loone, the author of ShilU Haggib-

Ixrrim (c. 5) identifies the neM with the Italian liuto. the

late, or rather with the particul;tr Itind called liuto cKitar-

vol.. 11.
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met Saul as they came down from the high place

(1 Sam. X. 5). Here it is clearly used in a religious

service, as again (2 Sam. vi. 5 ; 1 Chr. .xiii. 8),
when David brought the ark from Kiijath-jearim.

In the temple band organized by David were the

players on p.^alteries (1 Chr. xv. 16, 20), who ac-

companied the ark from the house of Obed-edom
(1 Chr. XV. 28). They played when the ark was
brought into the temple (2 Chr. v. 12) ; at the

thanksgiving for Jehoshaphat's victory (2 Chr. xx.

28 ) ; at the restoiation of the temple under Heze-
kiah (2 Chr. xxix. 25), and the dedication of the

walls of Jerusalem after they were rebuilt by Ne-
hemiah (Neh. .xii. 27). In all these cases, and in

the passages in the Psalms where allusion is made
to it, the psaltery is associated with religious ser-

vices (comp. Am. v. 23 ; 2 Esdr. x. 22). But it

had its part also in private festivities, as is evident

from Is. v. 12, xiv. 11, xxii. 24 ; Am. vi. 5, where
it is associated with banquets and luxurious in-

dulgence. It appears (Is. xiv. 11) to have had a

soft plaintive note.

The psalteries of David were made of cypress

(2 Sam. vi. 5), those of Solomon of algum or

almug-trees (2 Chr. ix. 11). Among the instru-

ments of the band which played before Nebuchad-
nezzar's golden image on the plains of Dura, we
again meet with the psaltery (J*"iri;3DS, Dan. iii.

5, 10, 15; |nt3:pS), jD&awfcnn). ' The Chaldee

word appears to be merely a modification of the

Greek i\/aKri]piov. Attention is called to the fact

that the word is singular in Geseuius
(
Thes. p.

1116), the termination }"•_- corresponding to the

Greek -lov.

'

[W. A. W.]

PTOLEMEE and PTOLEME'US (nroAe-
Haios: Ptolcmaens). 1. " The son ofDorymenes"
(1 Mace. iii. 38 ; 2 Mace. iv. 45 : comp. Polyb.

V. 61), a courtier who possessed great influence

with Antiochus Epiph. He was induced by a

bribe to support the cause of Menelaus (2 Mace,

iv. 45-50) ; and afterwards took an active part

in forcing the Jews to apostatize (2 Mace. vi. 8.

according to the true veadiug). When Judiis had

successfully resisted the first assaults of the Syrians,

Ptolemy took part in the great expedition which
Lysias organized against him, which ended in the

defeat at Emmaus (B.C. 166), but nothing is said

of his personal fortunes in the campaign (1 Mace,
iii. 38).

2. The son of Agesarchus (Ath. vi. p. 246 C),

a Megalopolitan, surnamed Macron (2 Mace. x. 12),
who was governor of Cypius during the minority

of Ptol. Philomctor. This office he discharged

with singular fidelity (Polyb. xxvii. 12); but after-

wards he deserted the Egyptian service to join An-

tiochus Epiph. He stood high in tiie fiivour of

Antiochus, and received from him the government
of Phoenicia and Coele-Syria (2 Matv. viii. 6, x.

11, 12). On the accession of Ant. Eupator, his

conciliatory policy towards the Jews brought him
into suspicion at court. He was deprived of his

government, .md in consequence of this disgrace he

poisoned himself c. B.C. 164 (2 Mace. x. lo).

Ptol. Macron is commonly identified with Ptol.

" the son of Dorymenes,'' and it seems likely from a

comparison of 1 Mace. iii. 38 with 2 Mace. viii. 8, 9,

ronato (the Germ, mandoline), the thirteen strings of w hicb

were of gut or sinew, and were struck with a quill.
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tnat they were confused in tlii' jjopuLir account of

the war. But the testimony of Athenaeiis dis-

tinctly separates the governor of Cyprus from •' the

son of Dorymenes" by his pjirentage. It is also

doubtful whether Ptol. Macron had left Cyprus as

early as B.C. 170, when "the son of Dorj-menes"

Wiis at Tyre (2 Mace. iv. 4n}, though there is no

authority for the common statement that he gave

up the isliuid into the hands of Antiochus, who did

not gain it till B.C. 168.

3. The son of Abubus, who married the daughter

of Simon the Maccabee. He was a man of great

wealth, and being invested with the gove nnieiit of

the district of Jericho, formed the design of usurp-

ing the sovereignty of .ludaea. With this view he

treacherously murdered Simon and two of his sons

(1 Mace. xvi. 11-1(5
; Joseph. Atit. xiii. 7, §4; 8,

§1, with some variations) ; but Johannes Hyrcanus

received timely intimation of his design, and escaped.

Hyrcanus afterwards besieged him in his strong-

hold of D6k, but in consequence of the occurrence

of the Sabbatical year, he was enabled to make his

escape to Zeno Cotylas prince of Philadelphia

(.Joseph. Ant. xiii. 8, §11.

4. A citizen of Jerusalem, father of Lysimachus,

the Greek translator of Esther (Esth. xiii.). [Lysi-

JHCHUS 1.] [B. F. W.]

PrOlvElMAEUS

PTOLEJIAE'US (in A. V. PTOL'OMEE
and PTOLEMIO'US—nToA.6Maros, " the wai-

like," irr6\€fios = ir6\efjLos ), the dyna-stic name ot

the < ireek kings of Egypt. The name, which occurs

in early legends (II. iv. 228; I'aua. x. .'j), appears

first in the historic period in the time of Alexander

the (jreat, and became afterwards veiy frequent

among the states which arose out of his con-

quests.

For the civil histoi-y of the Ptolemies the student

will find ample references to the original authorities

in the articles in the Dictionary of Biography, ii.

581. &c., and in Pauly's Real-Encyclopadie.

The literature of the subject in its religious

aspects has been alre.idy noticed. [Alex.indria
;

Dispersion.] A curious account of the literary

activity of Ptol. Fhiladelphus is given—by Simon

de Magistris—in the Apologia sent. Pat. de LXX.
Vers., appended to Daniel sec. LXX. (Romae,

1772), but this is not always tnistwoi-thy. More
complete details of the history of the Alexandrine

Libraries are given by IJitschl, Die Alexandrinischen

Bibliotheken, Breslau, 1838; and Pailhey, Das
Alexandr. Museum, Berlin, 1838.

The following table gives the descent of the

royal line as far as it is connected with Biblirad

histoiy. [B. F. W.]

GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE PTOLEMIES.

Ptolemakcs I. SoTEU (son of Lagus), c. B.C. 323-285

I

.irsinoe= 2. Ptol. II. Phuadklphus (e.g. 285-247)= 3. Arsinoe.

4. Ptol. III. Edebgetes 1. (b.c. 247-222).

I

5. Berenice= Antiochus U.

I I

6. Proi.. IV. PaiLOPATOR (b.C. 222-205)= 7. Arsinoe.

8. Ptol. V. Epiphanes (b.c. 205-181)= Cleopatra (d. of Antiochus M.).

Ptol. VI. PHiLOMtTOR
(B.O. 181-146),

= Cleopatra (11).

10. Ptol. VJLEdeugetes IL (Phj-scon)= li. Cleopatra.

(B.O. 171-146-117) = (2) Cleopatra (14).

(12) ClPopatra,
= Alex. Bala-s.

= Demetrius II.

13. Ptol. Eupator. 14. Cleopatra. 15. ProL. VIll. Sotbr II.

(b.c. 117-81).

PTOLEMAEUS I. SOTER, known as the

son of Lagus, a Macedonian of low rank, was gene-

rally supposed to have bcin an illegitimate son of

PhUip. He distinguished himself g.eatly during

the campaigns of Alexander ; at w hose death, fore-

seeing the necessary subtlivision of the empire, he

secureil for himself the government of l^gvpt, where

he proceeded at once to lay the foundations of a

kingdom (B.C. 323). His policy during the wars

of the succession was mainly directed towards the

consolidation of his power, and nut to wide con-

quests. He maintained himself against the attacks

of Perdiccas (B.C. 3'21), and Demetrius (h.c. 312),

and gained a precaiious footing in Syria and Phoe-

nicia. In B.C. 307 he suffered a very severe defeat

at sea off Cyprus fi-om Antigonus, but successfully

defended Egypt against invasion. After the final

defeat of Antigonus, B.C. 301, he w.os obliged to

ccnceile the debateable provinces of Phoenicia and

Coele-Syria to Seleucus ; and during the remainder

of his reign his only important achievement abroad

was the recoveiy of Cyprus, which he pennanently

attached to the Egyptian monarchy (B.C. 295 >.

He abdicated in favour of his youngest son Ptol. II.

Philadelphus, two yeare before his death, which
took place in B.C. 283.

Ptol. Soter is described very briefly in Daniel

(xi. 5) as one of those who should receive part of

the empire of A le.vander when it was "divided to-

ward the four winds of heaven." " TAe king of

the soidh [Egypt in resjiect of Judae;i] shall be

strong; and one of his priitces [Seleucus Kicator,

shall be strong] ; I'nd he [Seleucus] shall be stronri

above him [Ptolemy], ami have dominion." Seleu-

cus, who is here mentioned, fled from Babylon, where
Antigonus sought his life, to Egypt in B.C. 316, and

attiched himself to Ptolemy. At Last the decisive

victoiy of Ipsus (B.C. 301), which was mainly
gainetl by his services, gave him the command oi

an empiie wliich was greater than any other held
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by Alexander's successoi-s ; and " his dvininion was
a great dominion" (Dan. I. c.)."

In one of his expeditions into Syria, probably

B.C. 320, Ptolemy tieaclierously occupied Jeiiisalem

on the Sabbath, a fact which airested the attention

of the heathen historian Agatharcides (a/?. Joseph.

c. Ap. i. 22 ; Ant. xii. 1). He carried away many
Jews and Samaritans captive to Alexandria ; but,

aware probably of the p-eat importance of the good
will of the inhabi-tants of Palcbtine in the event of

a Syrian w;\i-, he gave them the full privileges of

citizenship in the new city. In the campiigu of

Gaza (B.C. o\2^ he reaped the fruits of his liberal

policy; and many Jews voluntarily emigrated to

Egypt, though tlie colony was from the "first dis-

turbed by internal dissensions (Joseph, as above
;

Hecat. aj). Joseph, c. Ap. 1. c). [B. ¥. W.]
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Ptolemy I.. Kiug of EgypL
Peiitadraclim of Ptolemy I. (Alexandrian talent). Obv. Head

of king, r. f., bound witli fillet. Rev. IITOAEMAIOY
SnXHPOS Eagle, 1., on tliui.derbolt. (Struck at Tyre.)

PTOLEMAE'US II. PHILADELTHUS,
the youngest son of Ptol. I., was made king two
years before his death, to continn the irregular suc-

cession. The conflict between Egypt and Syiia was
renewed dining his reign in consequence of the in-

trigue of his half-brother Magas. " But in the end

of yenrs they [the kings of Syria and Egypt] jomec/
themselves together [in friendship]. For the kini/s

daijujhter of the south [Berenice, the daughter of

Ptol. Philadelphus] came [as bride] to the king of
the north [Antiochus II.], to make an agreement"
(Dau. xi. 6). The mihappy i.ssue of this marriage
has been noticed already [AntioCHUS II., vol. i.

p. 74] ; and the political events of the reign of Pto-
lemy, who, however, retained possession of the dis-

puted provinces of Phoenicia and Coele-Syria, oflei-

no further points of interest in connexion with
Jewish histoiy.

In other respects, however, this reign wfte a

critical epoch for the development of Judaism, as it

was for the intellectual history of the ancient world.

The liberal encouragement which Ptolemy bestowed
on literature and science (following out in this the

designs of his father) gave birth to a new school

of writers and thinkers. The critical faculty was
called forth in place of the creative, and learning in

some sense supplied the place of original speculation.

Eclecticism was the necessary lesult of the con-

currence and comparison of dogmas ; and it was
impos.sible that the Jew, who was now become as

tiue a citizen of the world as the Greek, should

remain passive in the conflict of opinions. The
origin and influence of the translation of the LXX.
will be considered in .mother place. [Skituagint.]
It is enough now to obser\-e the greatness of the

consequences involved in the union of Gi-eek lan-

» Jerome (ad Dan. L c.) very strangely infers (he latter

clauses of the verse to Ptol. Philadelphus, "whose empire

liurpasscd that of his father." The whole tenor of the

ffuage with Jewish thought. From this time tlie

Jew was familiarized with the great types of

Western liteiature, and in some degree aimed at

imitating them. Ezechicl [6 tuv 'lov^aiKWv Tpa-
ycfsSiitiv TTOLTjTijs, Clem. Alex. Str. i. 23, §155)
wi'ote a drama on the subject of the Exodus, of

which considerable fragments, in fair iambic verse,

remaui (Euseb. I'raep. Ev. ix. 28, 29 ; Clem. Alex.

I. c), though he does not aj)pear to have adhered
stiicfly to the laws of classical composition. An
elder Philo celebrated Jerusalem in a long hexameter
poem—Eusebius quotes the 14th book—of which
the few corrupt lines still pieserved (Euseb. Pruep.
Ev. ix. 20, 24, 28) convey no satisfactory notion.

Another epic poem, "on the Jews," was written

by Theodotus, and as the extant passages (Euseb.

Pruep. Ev. is. 22) treat of the history of Sichem,
it has been conjectured that he was a Samaritan.

The work of Aristobulus on the interpretation of

the Law was a still more important result of the

combination of the old faith with Greek cultuie, as

foi-ming the groundwork of later allegories. And
while the Jeu's appropriated the fruits of Westcin
science, the Gieeks looked towards the East with a

new curiosity. The histories of Berosus and Jlanetho

and Hecataeus opened a world as wide and novel as

the conquests of Alexander. The legendary sibyls

were taught to speak in the language of the prophets.

The name of Orpheus, which was connected with the

first rise of Greek polytheism, gave sanction to verses

which set forth nobler views of the Godhead (Euseb.

Pruep. Ev. xiii. 12, iS;c.). Even the most famous
poets were not fjeu from interpolation (Ewald,

Gesch. iv. 2^1, note'). Everywhere the intellectual

approximation of Jew and Gentile was growing

closer, or at least moie possible. The later specific

forms of teaching to which this syncretism of Ea-st

and West gave rise have been already noticed.

[Alexanduia, vol. i. pp. 47, 8.] A second time

and in a new fashion Egypt disciplined a people of

God. It tirs^t impressed upon a nation the firm

unity of a family, and then in due time reconnected

a matured people with the world from which it

had been called out. [B. E. W.]

Ptolemy IL

Octodrachm of Ptolemy II. Obv. AAEA*nN. Bust* of I'to-

lemy II. and Arsiooe, r. Rev. ©EliN. Busts ot Ptolemy I.

and Bereuice, r.

PTOLEMAE US III. EUER'GETES was

the eldest son of Ptol. Philad. and brother of Beie-

nice the wife of Antiochus II. The repudiation and

murder of liis sister furnished him with an occasion

for invading Syria (c. B.C. 24tj). He " stood up, a

branch out of her stock [sprung from the same pa-

lents] in his [father's] estate ; and set himself at

[the head of] his army, and came against the for-

Iressesofthe king of the north [Antiochus], anddealt

passage requires the contrast of the two Iclngilom.'i

which the fortunes of Judaea hung.

3 Q
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against them and prevailed" (D;m. xi. 7). He ex-

tended his conquests as tar us Aiitioch, and then

eastwards to Babylon, but wsis recalled to Egypt by

tidings of seditions which had broken out there. His

success was brilliant and complete. " He carried cap-

tive into Egypt the gods [of the conquered nations]

with their molten images, and vith their precious

vessels of silver andgold" (Dan. xi.8). This capture

of sacred trophies, which included the recovery of

images taken from I'^gypt by Cambyses (Jerome,

ad he), earned for the king the name Energetes—
" Benefactor "— from the superstitious Egyptians,

and was specially recorded in the inscriptions which

he set up at Adule in memory of his achievements

(Cosmas Ind. ap. Clint. F. H. 382 n). After his

return to Egypt (cir. n.c. 243) he sutt'ered a great

part of the conquered provinces to fall again under

the power of Seleucus. But the attemjit^ which Se-

leucus made to attack Egypt terminated disastrously

to himself. He first collected a fleet which was almost

totally destroyed by a storm ; and then, " as if by

some judicial infatuation," "Ac came against the

realm of the king of the south and [being defeated]

returned to his oien land [to Antioch] " (Dan. xi. 9
;

Justin, xxvii. 2). Aftei- this Ptolem.y " desisted

some years from [attacking] the king of the north "

(Dan. xi. 8), since the civil war between Seleucus

and Antiochus Hierax, which he fomented, seciu-ed

him from any further Syrian invasion. The re-

mainder of the reign of Ptolemy seems to have been

spent chiefly in developing the i-esources of the em-

pire, which he raised to the highest pitch of its

prosperity. His policy towards the Jews was

similar to that of his predecessors, and on his occu-

pation of Syria he " offered sacrifices, after the

custom of the Law, in acknowledgment of his suc-

cess, in the Temple at Jerusalem, and added gifts

worthy of his victory" (Joseph, c. Ap. ii. 5:. The
famous story of the manner in which Joseph the

son of Tobias obtained from him the lease of the

revenues of .ludaea is a striking illustration both of

the condition of the country and of the influence of

individual Jews (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4). [ONiAsf
[B. F. W

Ptolemy Ii:.

Octodriichm of rtolomy III. (Egyptian telciiO. Obv. Bunt of
king, r., weariug riuliiilo dlailiMii, and cnMyinfr trident. Rev-
BA2IAEn2 11TOAE.MAIOY. Hndiate cornucopia.

PTOLEMAE'US IV. PHILOPA'TOR.
After the death of Ptol. E\iergetes the line of the

Ptolemies rapidly degenerated (Strabo, xvi. 12, 13,

p. 798). Ptol. Philopator, liis eldest son, who suc-

ce-;ded liim, was to the last degree sensual, eHemi-

nate, and debased. But externally his kingdom
retained its power and splendour ; and when cir-

cumstances forced him to action, Ptolemy himself

showed ability not unworthy of his race. The de-

scription of the campaign of iJaphia (n.c. 217) in

the Book of Daniel gives a vivid description of his

• Jerome {ad Dan. xi. 14) places the flight of Onia.s to

fcfypt anil the foundation of the temple of Leontopolis in
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character. " The sons of Seleucus [Seleucus Ce-

raunus and Antiochus the Great] were stirred np
and assembled a mxdtitiide of great forces ; and one

of them [AnUooh\is] came and overflowed and
passed through [even to Pelusium : Polyb. v. 62] ;

and he returned [from Seleucia, to which he had
retired during a faithless truce : Polyb. v. 6ti]

;

and they [Antiochus and Ptolemy] were stirred up
[in war] even to his [Antiochus'] fortress. And
the king of the south [Ptol. Philopatoi-] was moved
with choler, and came forth and fought with him
[at Kaphia] ; and he set forth a great multitude

;

and the nmltitude teas given into his hand [to lead

to battle] . And the multitude raised itself [proudly

for the conflict], and his heart was lifted up, and
he cast down ten thousands (cf. Polyb. v. 86) ; but

he WHS not vigorous" [to reap the fruits of his vic-

tory] (Dan. xi. 10-12; cf. 3 Mace. i. 1-5). After

this decisive success Ptol. Philopator visited the

neighbouring cities of Syria, and among others

Jerusalem. After offering sacrifices of thanksgiving

in the Temple he attempted to enter the sanctuary.

Plolemy IV.

Tetradrachm of Ptolemy IV. (Egyjitian talent). Obv. Bast of
king, r . bound with fillet. Uev. IITOAEMAIOY *IAO-
nAT0P02. Eagle, 1., on thunderbolt. (Struck at Tyre.)

A sudden paralysis hindered his design; but when
he returned to Alexandria he determined to inflict

on the Alexandrine Jews the vengeance lor his dis-

appointment. In this, however, he was again hin-

dered ; and eventually he confirmed to them the

full privileges which they had enjoyed before.

[3 MACCAbiiES.] The recklessness of his reign

was further marked by the first insunection of the

native Egyptians against their Greek rulers (I'olyb.

V. 107). This was put down, and Ptolemy, during

the remainder of his life, gave himself up to un-

bridled exces.ses. He died is.C. 205, and was suc-

ceeded by his only child, Ptol. V. Epiphanes, who
waa at the time only four or five years old (Jerome,

ad Dan. xi. 10-12). [B. V. W.]

PTOLEMAE'US V. EPIPH'ANES. The
reign of Ptol. Epiphanes was a critical epoch in the

history of the .lews. The rivalry between the

Syrian and Egyptian parties, which had for some

time divided the people, came to an open rupture

in the struggles which marked his minority. The
Syrian faction openly declared for Antiochus the,

Great, when he advanced on his second expedition

against Egypt ; and the Jews, who remained foith-

ful to the old alliance, fled to Egypt in gre.at num-
bers, where Onias, the rightful successor to the

high-priesthood, not long afterwai'ds established the

temple at Leontopolis.» [Onias.] In the strong

language of Daniel, " T7ie robbers of the people

exalted themselves to establish the vision" (I>in.

xi. 14)—to confirm by the issue of their attempt

the truth of the ]>iophetic word, and at the same

the reign of Ftol. Epiphanes. But Onias was sllll i

at the time of his father's death, cir. B.C. 171.

youth
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time to forward unconsciously tlie establishment
of the heavenly kingdom which they sought to

anticipate. The accession of Ptolemy and the con-
fusion of a disputed regency furnished a favourable
opportunity for foreign invasion. " Many stood up
against the king of the south," under Antiochus the
Great and Philip III. of Macedonia, who formed a
league for the dismemberment of his kingdom. " So
the king of the north [Antiochus] came, and cast

uj) a mount, and took the most fenced city [Sidon,
to which Scopas, the general of Ptolemy, had fled

:

Jerome, ad foe], and the arms of Vie south did not
withstand" [at Paneas, B.C. 198, where Antiochus
gained a decisive victory] (Dan. xi. 14, 15). The
interference of the Romans, to whom the regents
had turned for help, checked Antiochus in his

career; but in order to retain the provinces of Coele-

Syria, Phoenicia, and Judaea, which he had recon-

((uered, really under his power, while he seemed
to comply with the demands of the Romans, who
required them to be surrendered to Ptolemy, " Ae
gave him [Ptolemy, his daughter Cleopatra] a young
maiden" [as his betrothed wife] (Dan. .xi. 17).
But in the end his policy only partially succeeded.

After the maiTiage of Ptolemy and Cleopatra was
consummated (B.C. 193), Cleopatra did " not starid

on his side," but supported her husband in main-
taining the alliance with Rome. The disputed pro-

vinces, however, remained in the possession of An-
tiochus

; and Ptolemy was poisoned at the time
when he was preparing an expedition to recover

them from Seleucus, the unworthy successor of

Antiochus, n.c. 181.
'

[B. F. W.]
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BASIAEnS nXOAEMAIOY. Eagle, )., on thunderbolt

PTOLEMAE'US VI. PHILOMETOR.
On the death of Ptol. Epiphanes, his wife Cleopatra

held the regency for her young son, Ptol. Philo-

raetor, and preserved peace with Syria till she died,

B.C. 173. The government then fell into unworthy
hands, and an attempt was made to recover Syria

(coinp. 2 Mace. iv. 21). Antiochus Epiphanes seems

to have made the claim a pretext for invading

Egypt. The geneials of Ptolemy were defeated

near Pelusium, probably at the close of B.C. 171

(Clinton, F. H. iii. 319; 1 Mace. i. 16 fK); and

in the next year Antiochus, having secured the per-

son of the young king, reduced almost the whole of

Egypt (comp. 2 Mace. v. 1 ). Meanwhile Ptol. Euer-

getes II., the younger brother of Ptol. Philometor,

assumed the supreme power at Alexandria; and
Antiochus, under the pretext of recovering the

a-own for Philometor, besieged Alexandria in B.C.

169. By this time, however, his selfish designs

were apparent: the brotheis were reconciled, and

Antiochus was oblige<l to acquiesce for tlie time in

• Others reckon only three campaigns of Antiochus

»gainst K?ypt In 171, 170, 168 (Grimm on 1 Mace i. 18).

Y'et the cuinpaign of 169 seems clearly distinguished from

the arrangement which they made. But while

doing so he prepared for another invasion of Egyjit,

and was already approaching Alexandria, when he

was met by the Roman embassy led by C. Popillius

Laenas, who, in the name of the Roman senate, in-

sisted on his immediate retreat (b.c. 168), a com-
mand which the late victory at Pydna made it im-

possible to disobey."

Ptolemy VI.

Tetradrachm of Ptolemy VI. (Egyptian talent). Obv. Head of
king, r., bound with flUet. Rev. nXOAEMAIOY <1>IA0-
MHT0P02. Eagle, 1., with palm-branch, on thunderbolt.

These campaigns, which are intimately connected

with the visits of Antiochus to Jerusalem in B.C.

170, 168, are briefly describai in Dan. xi. 25-30:
" He [Antiochus] shall stir up his power and his

courage against the king of the south with a great

army
; and the king of the south [Ptol. Philometor]

shall be stirred up to battle with a very great and
migltty army ; but he shall not stand : for they

[the ministers, as it appeare. in whom he trusted]

shall forecast devices against him. Yea, they that

feed of the portion of his meat shall destroy him,

and his army shall melt away, and many shall fall

dovm slain. And both these kings' hearts shall be

to do mischief, and they shall speak lies at one

table [Antiochus shall profess falsely to maintain

the cause of Philometor against his brother, and

Philometor to trust in his good faith]
; but it shall

not prosper [the resistance of Alexandria shall pre-

serve the independence of Egypt]
; for the end shall

be at the time appointed. Then shall he [Antiochus]

return into his land, and his heart shall be against

the holy covenant ; and he shall do exploits, and
return to his own land. At the time appointed he

shall return and come towards the south ; but it

shall not be as the former so also the latter time.

[His career shall be checked at once] for the ships

of Chittim [comp. Num. xxiv. 24 : the Roman fleet]

shall come against him : therefore he shall be dis-

mayed and return and have indignation against

the holy covenant."

After the discomfiture of Antiochus, Philometor

was for some time occupied in resisting the am-
bitious designs of his brother, who made two at-

tempts to add Cyprus to the kingdom of Cyrene,

which was allotted to him. Having effectually put
down these attempts, he turned his attention again

to Syria. During the brief reign of Antiochus

Eupator he seems to have supported Philip against

the regent Lysias (Comp. 2 Mace. ix. 29). After

the murder of Eupator by Demetrius I., Philometor

espoused the cause of Alexander Balas, the rival

chiimant to the throne, because Denwtiius had made
an attempt on Cyprus; and when Alexander had
defeated and slain his rival, he accepted the over-

tures which he made, and gave liim his daughter

Cleopatra in marriage (B.C. 150: 1 Mace. x. 51-58).

those In the years before and after; though in the de-

scription of Daniel the campaigns of 170 and 169 are not

noticed separately.
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But, according to 1 Maoc. xi. 1, 10, &c.,tlie alliance

was not made in good faith, but only as a means to-

wards securing possession of Syria. According lo

others, Alexander himselfmade a treacherous attempt

on the life of Ptolemy (conip. 1 Mace. xi. 10), which

cnused him to transfer his support to Demetrius II.,

to whom also he gave his daughter, whom he had

taken from Alexander. The whole of Syria was

quickly subdued, and he was crowned at Antioch

king of Kgypt and Asia ( 1 Mace. xi. 13), Ale.xander

made an etibrt to recover his crown, but was

defeated by the forces of Ptolemy and Demetrius,

and shortly afterwards put to death in Arabia. But

Ptolemy did not long enjoy his success. He fell

from his horse in the battle, and died within a few

days (1 Mace. xi. 18), n.c. 145.

Ptolemaeus Philometor is the last king of

Egypt who is noticed in Sacred history, and his

reign was marked also by the erection of the

Temple at Leontopolis. The coincidence is worthy

of notice, for the consecration of a new centre of

worship placed a leligious as well as a political

barrier between the Alexandrine and Palestinian

Jews. Henceforth the nation was again divided.

The history of the Temple itself is extremely ob-

scure, but even in its origin it was a monument of

civil strife. Onias, the son of Onias III.," who was

murdered at Antioch, B.C. 171, when he saw that

he was excluded from the succession to the high-

priesthood by mercenary intrigues, fled to Egypt,

either shortly after his father's death or upon the

transference of the olTice to Alcimus, B.C. 1 02

(.Joseph. Ant. xii. 9, §7). It is probable that his

retirement must be placed at the later date, for he

was a child {ira7s, Joseph. Ant. xii. 5, §1) at the

time of his father's death, and he is elsewhere men-

tioned as one of those who actively opposed the

Syrian party in Jerusalem (Joseph. B. J. i. 1).

In Egypt he entered the service of the king and rose,

with another Jew, Dositheus, to the supreme com-

mand. In this office ho rendered important ser-

vices during the war which Ptol. Physcon waged
against his brother ; and he pleaded these to induce

the king to grant him a ruined temple of Diana

(rrjs dypias Bov$daTeu>s ! at Leontopolis, as tlie site

of a Temple, which he proposed to build " after the

pattern of that at Jerusalem, and of the same dimen-

sions." His alleged object was to uuite the Jews

in one body who were at the time " divided into

hostile factions, even as the Egyptians were, from

their ditierences in religious .services " (Joseph. Ant.

xiii. :5, §1). In defence of the locality which he

chose he quoted the words of Isaiah (Is. xix. 18,

19), who spoke of "an altar to the Lord in the

midst of the land of Egypt," and according to one

interpretation mentioned " the city of the Sun

"

(D'inn TJ?), by name. The site was granted and

the Temple built ; but the original plan was not

e.xactly airried out. The Naos rose " like a tower

to the height of sixty cubits" (Joseph. /^. /. vii. 10.

S-'.i, Triipycfi irapairKiiffiov . . . fh e^-fiKovra ir'^xejs

dveo-TTjKdra). The altar and the otlerings were

similar to those at Jeni.salem ; but in place of the

seven-branched candlestick, was " a single lamp of

gold suspended by a golden chain." The service was

performed by priests and Levites of jmre descent; and

the Temple possessed considerable revenues, which

were devoted to their support and to the adequate

• Josephus in one place {B.J. vii. 10, }2) calls liim " the

BonofSlmou," and lie appears under tbe same nunie In

Jewish legends ; but it seems certain thut this was a mere
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celebration of the divine ritual (Joseph. B. J. vii. 10,

§3 ; Ant. xiii. 3, §3). The object of Ptol. Philometor

in fuithering the design of Onias, was doubtless the

same as that which led to the erection of the

"golden calves" in Israel. The Jewish residents

in Egypt weie numerous and powerful ; and when
Jerusalem was in the hands of the Syrians, it be-

came of the utmost importance to weaken their

connexion with their mother city. In this respect

the position of the Temple on the eastern border of

tiie kingdom was peculiarly important (Jost, Gesch.

d. Judenthnms, i. 117). On the other hand it is

probable that Onias saw no hope in the hellenized

Judaism of a Syrian province; and the triumph of

the Maccabees was still unachieved when the Temple
at -Leontopolis was founded. The date of this event

cannot indeed be exactly determined. Josephus

says (i?. J. vii. 10, §4) that the Temple had ex-

isted " 343 years " at the time of its destruction,

cir. A.D. 71 ; but the text is manifestly corrupt.

Eusebius {ap. Hieron. viii. p. 507, ed. Migne) no-

tices the flight of Onias and the building of the

Temple under the same year (B.C. 162), possibly

from the natural connexion of the events without

regard to the exact date of the latter. Some time

at least must be allowed for the military service of

Onias, and the building of the Temjde may perhaps

be placed after the conclusion of the last war with

Ptol. Physcon, (c. B.C. 154), when Jonathan " began

to judge the people at Machmas" (1 Mace. ix. 73).

In Palestine the erection of this second Temple was
not condemned so strongly as might have been ex-

pected. A question indeed was raised in later times

whether the service was not idolatrous (Jerits. Joma
43d, ap. Jost, Gesch. d. Judcnth. i. 119), but the

IMishua, embodying without doubt the old decisions,

determines the point more favourably. " Priests

who had served at Leontopolis were forbidden to

serve at Jerusalem ; but were not e.\cluded from

attending the public services." " A vow might be

discharged rightly at Leontopolis as well as at Je-

rusalem, but it was not enough to discharge it at

the former place only" {Meiuwli. 109a, ap. Jost,

lis above). The circumst:mces under which the new
Temple was erected were evidently accepted as in

some degree an excuse for the irregular worship.

The connexion with Jerusalem, though weakened

in popular estimation, was not broken ; and the

spiritual significance of the one Temple remained

unchanged tor the devout believer (Philo, da

Monarch, ii. §1, &c.). [Alexandhia, vol. i. 4G.]

The Jewish colony in Egypt, of which Leon-
topolis was the imme<liate religious centre, was
formed of various elements and at diH'erent times.

The settlements which were made under the (ueek
sovereigns, though the most important, were by no
means the first. In the later times of the kingdom
of Judah many " trusted in Egypt," and took lefnge

there (.ler. xliii. 6, 7); and when Jeremiah was
fciken to Tahpauhes he spoke to " all the Jews
which <Uvell in the hind of Egypt, which dwell at

Migdol and Tahixinhes, and at Noph, and in the

country of Pathros" (Jer. xliv. 11. This colony,

formed against the command of God, w;is devoted to

complete destruction {ier. .\liv. 27), but when the

connexion awis once formed, it is probable that the

Persians, acting on the same policy as the Pto-

lemies, encoui-aged the settlement of Jews in

error, occasioned by the patronymic of the most fanioiM

Onias (comp. Herzfeld, Gesch. Jmi. ii. 557).
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Egypt to keep in clieck the native population.

After the Iietuvn the spirit of commerce must have

contributed to increase the number of emigrants

;

but the history of the Egyptian Jews is involved in

the same deep obscurity as that of the Jews of Pa-

lestine till the invasion of Alexander. There can-

not, however, be any reasonable doubt as to the

power and influence of the colony ; and the mere
fact of its e.xistence is aa important consideration in

estimating the possibility of Jewish ideas finding

their way to the west. Judaism had secured in

old times all the treasures of Egypt, and thus the

lirst instalment of the debt was repaid. A prepa-

ration was already made for a great work when the

founding of Alexandria opened a new era in the

histor}'' of the Jews. Alexander, according to the

policy of all great conquerors, incoi poi'ated the con-

<iuered in his armies. Samaritans (.Joseph. Ant.

xi. 8, §6) and Jews (Joseph. Ant. xi. 8, §5 ; Hecat.

up. Joseph, c. Ap. i. 22) are mentioned among his

troops ; and the tradition is probably true which
reckons them among the fiist settlers at Alexandria

(Joseph. B. J. ii. 18, §7 ; c. Ap. ii. 4). Ptolemy
Soter increased the colony of the Jews in Egypt
both by force and by policy ; and their num-
bei-s in the next reign may be estimated by the

statement (Joseph. Ant. xii. 2, §1) that Ptol. Phi-

ladelphus gave freedom to 120,000. The position

occupied by Joseph (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4) at the

court of Ptol. Euergetes I., implies that the Jews
were not only numerous but influential. As we
go onwards, the legendary accounts of the persecu-

tion of Ptol. Philopator bear witness at least to the

great number of Jewish residents in Egypt (3 Mace,

iv. 15, 17), and to their dispersion throughout the

Delta. In the next reign many of the inhabitants

of Palestine who remained faithful to the Egyptian

alliance fled to Egypt to escape from the Syrian rule

(comp. Jerome ad Dan. xi. 14, who is however
confused in his account). The consideration which
their leadei-s must have thus gained, accounts for

the rank which a Jew, Aristobulus, is said to have
held under Ptol. Philometor, as " tutor of the king"
(5iSc(<r/coAos, 2 Mace. i. 10). The later history of*

the Alexandrine Jews has been noticed before (vol.

i. p. 466). They retained their privileges under the

Romans, though they were exposed to the illegal

oppression of individual governors, and quietly ac-

quiesced in the foreign dominion (Joseph. B. J. vii.

10, §1). An attempt which was made by some of

the fugitives from Palestine to create a rising in

Alexandria after the destruction of Jerusalem en-

tiiely failed
; but the attempt gave the Romans an

excuse for plundering, and afterwards (B.C. 71) for

closing entirely the Temple at Leontopolis (Josepli.

B. J. vii. 10). [B. K. W.]

PTOLEMA'IS(nToA6/.o/s: P<lo/c'm.(»s). This
article is merely supplementary to that on AcoiiO.
The name is in fact .an interpolation in the

histoiy of the place. The city which w;is called

.\ccho in the earliest Jewish aiuials, and which is

again the Akka or St. Jean d'Acre of crusading

and modern times, was named Ptolemais in the

Maced-mian and Roman periods. In the former of

these periods it was the most important town upon
the coast, and it is prominently mentioned in the

lirst book of Maccabees, v. 15, 55, x. 1, 58, GO,

xii. 48. Ill the latter its eminence was far out-

done by Herod's new city of Caksakka.* Still in
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• It is worthy of notice that Hero<l, on his return from
Italy toSyria, landcdat PtoUniiiis (Joseph. Ant. xlv. 15,^1).

the N. T. Ptolemais is a marked point in St. Paul's

travels both by land and sea. He must have
passed through it on all his journeys along the
great coast-road which connected Cacsarea and An-
tioch (Acts xi. 30, xii. 25, xv. 2, 30, xviii. 22);
and the distances are given both in the Antonine
and Jerusalem itineraries (Wesseling, Ttin. 158,
584). But it is specifically mentioned in Acts xxi.

7, as containing a Christian community, visited for

one day by St. Paul. On this occasion he came to

Ptolemais by sea. He was then on his return
voyage from the third missionary journey. The
last harbour at which he had touched was Tyre
(ver. 3). From Ptolemais he proceeded, apparently

by land, to Caesarea (ver. 8), and thence to Jeru-
salem (ver. 17). [J. S. H.]

PU'AiniSl: *oi;ci: Phua) properly Puvvah.

PiiUVAH the son of Issachar (Num. xxvi. 23).

PU'AH (HN-IQ : ^ovd : Phua). 1. The father

of Tola, a man of the tribe of Issachar, and judge
of Israel after Abimelech (Jiidg. x. 1). In the

Vulgate, instead of " the son of Dodo," he is called
" the uncle of iVbimelech ;" and in the LXX. Tola
is said to be " the son of Phua, the son (vl6s) of his

father's brother ;" both versions endeavouring to

render " Dodo" as an appellative, while the latter

introduces a remarkable genealogical difficulty.

2. The son of Issachar (1 Clir. vii. 1), elsewhere

called Phuvah and Pqa.

3. (ny-"lQ). One of the two midwives to whom
Pharaoh gave instructions to kill the Hebrew male
children at their birth (Ex. i. 15). In the A. V.
they are called " Hebrew midwives," a rendering

which is not required by the original, and which is

doubtful, both from the improbability that the king

would have entrusted the execution of such a task

to the women of the nation he was endeavouring to

desti-oy. as well as from the answer of the women
themselves in ver. 19, " for the Hebrew women are

not like the Egyptian women ;" from which we
may infer that they were accustomed to attend upon
the latter, and were themselves, in all probability,

Egyptians. If we translate Ex. i. 18 in this way,
" And the king of Egypt said to the women who
acted as midwives to the Hebrew women," this

difficulty is removed. The two, Shiphrah and Puah,
are supposed to have been the chief and repre-

sentatives of their profession ; as Aben Ezra says,

" They were chiefs over all the midwives: for 'no

doubt there were more than five hundred midwives,
but these two were chiefs over them to give tribute

to the king of the hire." According to .fewish tra-

dition, Shiphrah was Jochebed, luid Puah, Miriam
;

"because," says Kashi, " .she cnW and talked and
murmured to the child, after the manner of the

women that lull a weeping infant." The origin of

all this is a play upon the name Puah, which is

derived from a root signifying " to cry out," as in

Is. xlii. 14, and used in ikbbinie.U writers of the

bleating of sheep. [\V. A. W.]

PUBLICAN {reXwu-ns : publicawis'). The
word thus tiaiislated belongs only, in the N. T., to

the three Synojitic Gospels. The class designated

by the Greek word weie employid as collectors of

tlie Roman revenue. The Latin word from which •

the English of the A. Y. has been U\\ien was applietl

to a higher order of men. It will be necessary to

glance at the financial administration of tlie Roman
provinces in order to underktitnd the relation of the

two classes to each other, and the grounds of the
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hatred and sconi which appear in llie N. T. to

have fallen on the t'ormer.

The i\onian senate had found it convenient, at a

period as early as, if not earlier than, the second

Punic war, to fami the vectiialia (direct taxes)

and the portoria (customs, including the octroi

on goods carried into or out of cities) to capitalists

who undertook to pay a given sum into the trea-

sury (in publicum), and so received the name
oi'publicani (Liv. x.xxii. 7). Contracts of this kind

fell naturally into the hands of the equites, as the

richest chvss of Romans. Not unfrequently they

went beyond the means of any individual capitalist,

and a joint-stock company (societas) was formed,

with one of the partners, or au agent appointed by

them, acting as managing director {magister ; Cic.

ad Div. xiii. 9). Under this olhcer, who resided

commonly at Rome, transacting the business of the

company, paying profits to the partners and the

like, were the sub-inagistri, living in the provinces.

Under them, in like manner, were the portitores,

the actual custom-house officers (douaniers), who
examined each bale of goods exported or imported,

assessed its value more or less arbitrarily, wrote out

the ticket, and enforced payment. The latter were

commonly natives of the province in which they

were stationed, as being brought daily into contact

with all classes of the population. The word

reKHvai, which etymologically might have been

used of the pnblic'tni properly so called (reATj,

aveofiai), was used popularly, and in the N. T.

exclusively, of the portitores.

The publicani were thus an imjiortant section of

the equestrian order. An orator wishing, for poli-

tical purposes, to court that order, might describe

them as " tios equitum Romanorum, ornamentum
civitatis, firmamentum Reipublicae" (Cic. pro
Plane. 9). The system was, however, essentially

a vicious one, the most detestable, perhaps, of all

modes of managing a revenue (comp. Adam Smith,

Wealth of Nations, v. 2), and it bore its natural

fruits. The publicani were banded together to

support each other's interest, and at once resented

and defied all interference (Liv. xxv. 3). They
demanded severe laws, and put every such law into

execution. Their agents, the portitores, were en-

couraged in the most vexatious or fraudulent exac-

tions, and a remedy was all but impossible. The
popular feeling ran strong even against the eques-

trian capitalists. Tiie Mac-edonians complained, as

soon as they were brought under Roman govern-

ment, that, " ubi publia^nus est, ibi aut jus pub-
licum vanum, aut libertas sociis nulla" (Liv. xlv.

18). Cicero, in writing to his brother {ad Quint,

i. 1, 11), speaks of the difficulty of keeping the

publicani within bounds, and yet not oHending them,

as the hardest tiisk of the governor of a ])rovince.

Tacitus counted it as one bright feature of the ideal

life of a people unlike his own, tliat there " nee

publicanus atterit " (Germ. 29). For a moment
the capiicious libet-ali-sm of Nero led him to enter-

tain the thought of sweeping away the whole sys-

tem of portoria, but the conservatism of the senate,

servile as it was in all things else, rose in arms

against it, and the scheme was dropped (Tac. Ann.

xiii. 50) : and the " immodestia publicanorum "

(i&.) remained unchecked.

may be seen In the extracts from Chrysostom and other

writers, quoted by Suicer, s. ii. tcAwi/t)?. In part these are

perhaps rhetorical amplifications of what tlicy found in

PUBLICAN
If this was the case with the directois of the

company, we may imagine how it stood with the

underlings. They overcharged whenever they had

an opportunity (Luke iii. 13). They brought false

charges of smuggling in the hope of extorting hush-

money (Luke xix. 8). They detained and opened

lettei-s on mere suspicion (Terent. Phorm. i. 2, 99
;

Plant. Trinumm. iii. 3, G4). The injiiriae porti-

torum, rather than the portoria themselves, were

in most cases the subject of complaint (Cic. ad
Quint, i. 1, 11). It was the basest of all liveli-

hoods (Cic. de Offic. i. 42). They were the wolves

and bears of human society (Stobaeus, Serm. ii. 34-).

" Tlavres Te\a)vai, Trdures apirayes" had become a

proverb, even under an earlier regime, and it was
truer than ever now (Xeno. Comic, ap. Dicaearch.

Meineke, Frag. Com. iv. 596).»

All this was enough to bring the class into ill-

favour everywiiere. In Judaea and Galilee there

were special circumstances of aggravation. The
employment brought out all the besetting vices of

the Jewish chaiacter. The strong feeling of many
Jews as to the absolute unlawfulness of paying

tribute at all made matters worse. The Scribes

who discussed the question (Matt. xxii. 15), ibr the

most part answered it in the negative. The fol-

lowers of JuuAS of Galilee had made this the

special grievance against which they rose. In addi-

tion to their other taults, accordingly, the Publicans

of the N. T. were regarded a-s tiaitors and apostates,

defiled by their frequent intercourse with the hea-

then, willing tools of the oppressor. They were

clitssed with sinners (Matt. is. 11, xi. 19), with

harlots (Matt. xxi. 31, 32), with the heathen

(Matt, sviii. 17). In Galilee they consisted pro-

bably of the least reputable members of the fishei-

man and peasant class. Left to themselves, men
of decent lives holding aloof from them, their only

fiiends or companions were Ibund among those

who like themselves were outcasts from the world's

law. Scribes and people alike hated them as priests

and peasants in Ireland have hated a Roman Ca-

tholic who took service in collecting tithes or evict-

ing tenants.

The Gospels present us with some instances of

this feeling. To eat and drink "with Publicans,"

seems to the Pharisaic mind incompatible with the

character of a recognized Rabbi (Matt. ix. 11).

They spoke in their scorn of Our Lord as the friend

of Publicans (Matt. xi. 19). Rabbinic writings

furnish some curious illustrations of the same feeling.

The Chaldee Targum and R. Solomon find in " the

archers who sit by the watei-s " of Judg. v. 1 1 , a de-

scription of the TeKwvat sitting on the banks of rivei-s

or seas in ambush for the wayfarer. The casuistry

of the Talmud enumerates three classes of men with

whom promises need not be kept, and the three are

murderers, thieves, and public^ius (Kedar. iii. 4). No
money known to come from them was received into

the alms-box of the synagogue or the Corban of the

Temple [Baba kama, x. 1). To write a publican's

ticket, or even to cairy the ink for it on the sab-

bath-day was a distinct breach of the commandment
(Shabb. viii. 2). They were not fit to sit in judg-

ment, or even to give testimony (Sanlicdr. f. 25, 2).

Sometimes there is an exceptional notice in their

favour. It was recorded as a special excellence in

Amusing instances of tlie continuance of this feeling the Gospels ; but It can hardly he doubted that they testify

also to tlie never-dying dislike of the tax-payer to the tax-

collector. Their vehement denunclatioit s stand almost ( d

a footing with Johnson's definition of an exciseman.
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the father of a Rabbi that, having been a publican

for thirteen years, he had lessened instead of in-

creasing the pressure of taxation (ilnd.).^ (The

references ai-e taken, for the most part, from Light-

foot.)

The class thus practically excommunicated fur-

nished some of tlie earliest disciples both of the

Baptist and of Our Lord. Like tlie outlying, so-

called " dangpioiis classes" of other times, they

were at least free from hypocrisy. Whatever mo-
rality they had, was real and not conventional. We
may think of the Baptist's preaching as having been

to them what Wesley's was to the colliers of Kings-

wood or the Cornish miners. The Publican who
cried in the bitterness of his spirit, " God be merciful

to me a sinner " (Luke xviii. lo), may be taken as

the representative of those who had come luider this

influence (Matt. xxi. 32). The Galilaean fisher-

men had probably learnt, even before their Master

taught them, to overcome their repugnance to the

Publicans who with them had been sharers in the

same baptism. The Publicans (Matthew perhaps

among them), had probably gone back to their work
learning to exact no more than what was appointed

them (Luke iii. 13). However startling the choice

of Matthew the publican to be of the number of the

Twelve may have seemed to the Pharisees, we have

no trace of any perplexity or offence on the part of

the disciples.

The position of Zacchaeus as an apxireXdovris

(Luke xix. 2), implies a gradation of some kind

among the persons thus employed. Possibly the

balsam trade, of which Jericho was the centre, may
have brought larger profit-s, possibly he was one of

the suh-magistri in immediate communication with

the Bureau at Rome. That it was possible for even

a Jewish publican to attain considerable wealth, we
find from the history of John the reAcivTjs (Joseph.

B. J. ii. 14, §4), who acts with the leading Jews
and offers a bribe of eight talents to the Procurator,

Gessiivs Florus. The tact that Jericho was at this

time a city of the priests—12,000 are said to have
lived there—gives, it need hardly be said, a special

significance to Our Lord's preference of the house

of Zacchaeus. [E. H. P.J

PUB'LIUS {n6ir\ios: Publiits). The chief

man—probably the governor—of Melita, who re-

ceived and lodged St. Paul and his companions on the

occasion of their being shipwrecked off that island

(Acts xxviii. 7). It soon appeared that he was en-

tertaining an angel unawares, for St. Paul gave proof

of his divine commission by miraculously healing

the father of Publius of a fever, and afterwards

working other cures on the sick who were brought

unto him. Publius possessed property in Melita

:

the distinctive title given to him is " the first of

the island ;" and two inscriptions, one in Greek,

the other in Latin, have been found at Cetti V'ecchia,

in which that apparently official title occurs ( Alford).

Publius may perhaps have been the delegate of the

Roman praetor of Sicily to whose jurisdiction Melita

or Malta belonged. The Roman Jlartyrologies assert

that he was the first bishop of the ishuid, and that

he was aflei-waixls appointed to succeed Uionysius as

bishop of Athens. St. Jerome records a tradition that
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t> We have a sincrular parallel to this in the statues

Tcii xaA<I>9 Te\iavri<TavTi., mentioned by Suetonius, as

erected I>y the cities of Asia to Sablnus, the father of

Vespasian (Suet. Vesp. 1 ).

e This Timothy is said to have pre.iched the Gospel in

Bniaiii.

he was crowned with martyrdom {Be Viris Tllust.

xix.; Baron, i. 554). [E. H—s.]

PU'DENS (Uo{>h-ns: Pudens), a Christian

friend ofTiniothyat Rome. St. Paul, writing about
A.D. G8, says, " Eubulus greetcth thee, and Pudens,
and Linus, and Claudia" (2 Tim. iv. 21). He is

commemorated in the Byzantine Church on April
!4th ; in the Roman Church on May 19th. He is

included in the list of the seventy disciples given
by Pseudo-Hippolytus. Papebroch, the Bollandist

editor (Acta Sanctorum, Mail, tom. iv. p. 296),
while printing the legendary histories, distinguishes

between two saints of this name, both Roman
senators ; one the host of St. Peter and friend of

St. Paul, martyred under Nero ; the other, the

grandson of the former, living about A.D. 150,
the father of Novatus, Timothy,": Praxedis, and
Pudentiana, whose house, in the valley between
the Viminal hill and the Esquiline, served in his

lifetime for the assembly of Roman Christians, and
afterwards gave place to a church, now the church
of S. Pudenziana, a short distance at the back of
the Basilica of Sta. Maria Maggiore. Earlier writers

(as Baronius, Ann. 44, §61 ; Ann. 59, §18 ; Ann.
1H2) are disposed to believe in the existence of

one Pudens only.

About the end of the 16th century it was ob-
served (F. de Monceaux, Eccl. Christianae veteris

Biitannicae incunabula, Tournay, 1614; Estius, or

his editor ; Abp. Parker, De Antiquit. Britann.
Eccl. 1605; M. Alford, Annales Ecc. Brit. 1663;
Camden, Britannia, 1586) that Martial, the Spanish
poet, who went to Rome A.D. 66, or earlier, in his

23rd year, and dwelt there for nearly forty years,

mentions two contemporaries, Pudens and Claudia,

as husband and wife [Epig. iv. 13) ; that he men-
tions Pudens or Aulus Pudens in i. 32, iv. 29,
V. 48, vi. 58, vii. 11, 97 ; Claudia or Claudia Rufina

in viii. 60, xi. 53; and, it might be added, Linus,

in i. 76, ii. 54, iv. 66, xi. 25, xii. 49. That Timothy
and Martial should have each three friends bearing

the same names at the same time and place is at

least a very singular coincidence. The poet's Pudens
was his intimate acquaintance, an admiring critic

of his epigrams, an immoral man if judged by the

Christian rule. He was an Umbrian and a soldier

:

first he appeal's as a centurion aspiring to become
a primipilus ; afterwards he is on military duty in

the remote north ; and the poet hopes that on his

return thence he may be raised to Equestrian rank.

His wife Claudia is described as of British birth,

of remarkable beauty and wit, and the mother of a

flourishing family.

A Latin inscription "^ found in 1723 at Chichester

connects a [Pud]ens with Britain imd with the Clau-

dian name. It commemorates the erection of a

temple by a guild of carpenters, with the sanction

of King Tiberius Claudius Cogidubnus, the site being

the gift of [Pudjens the son of Pudentinus. Cogi-

dubnus was a native king appointed and supported

by Rome (Tac. Agricola, 14). He reigned with

delegated pmwer probably from A.D. 52 to A.D. 76.

If he had a daughter she would inherit the name
Claudia and might, perhaps as a hostage, be educated

at Rome.

I " [N]eptuno et Minervae templum [pr]o salute domui
divinae, aiictoritatc 'liberli Claiulii [Oojgldubni regis lepatl

augu^ti In Brit, [coUejgium fabrorum ctqui in co [a sacrls

sun tj de suo dediciiverunt, donan tc aream [Pud]ente, l^iden-

tini filio." A comer of the stone was bmken off, and the

letters within brackets have l)een inserted on corjecture.
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Another link seems to ronnrtt the Uonianising

Britons of that time with Claudia itiifina and with

Christianity (see Musgrave, quoted by Fabricius,

Lux Evantjelii, p. 702). The wife of Aulus Plau-

tiiis, who commanded in Britain fiom A.D. 43 to

A.D. 52, wa-s Pomponia Gi-aecina, and the Ivuli were

a bi-anch of her house. Siie was accused at Uome,

A.D. 57, on a capital charge of " foreign supersti-

tion ;" was acquitted, and lived for nearly forty

yeai-s in a state of austere and mysterious melan-

choly (Tae. Ann. .\iii. 32). We know from the

Kpistle to the Romans (xvi. 13) that the Ruli were

well represented among the Roman Christians in

A.D. 58.

Modern researches among the Columbaria at Rome
appropriated to members of the Impeiial household

have brought to liglit an inscription in which the

name of Pudens occurs as that of a servant of

Tiberius or Claudius {Journal of ClassicalandSacred
Philology, iv. 76).

On the whole, although the identity of St. Paul's

Pudens with any legendary or heathen namesake is

not absolutely pioved, yet it is difficult to believe

that these facts add nothing to our knowledge of

the friend of Paul and Timothy. Future discoveiies

may go beyond them, and decide the question. They
are treated at great length iu a pamplilet entitled

Claudia and Pudens, by Archdeacon Williams,

Llandovery, 1848, pp. 58 ; and more briefly by
Dean Alford, Greek Testament, iii. 104, ed. 1856";

and by Conybeare and Howson, Life of St. Paul,

ii. 594, ed. 1858. They are ingeniously woven into

a pleasing romance by a writer in the Qiiarterlij

Review, vol. 97, pp. 100-105. See also Ussher,

Eccl. Brit. Antiquitates, §3, and tjtillingfleet's An-
tiquUies. [W. T. B.]

PU'HITES, THE Cn-ISH: m<pieitJL; Alex.

'H(pL&iiv: Aphnthci). According to 1 Chr. ii. 53,

the " I'uliitpjs " or " Puthites " belonged to the

families of Kirjath-jearim. There is a Jewisn tradi-

tion, embodied in the Targum of R. Joseph, that

these families of Kirjath-jearim were the suns of

Moses whom Zipporah bare him, and that from
them weie descended the disciples of the piophets

of Zorah and Kslitaol.

PUL'7-13: *ou5; some codd. *oi50: Africa),

a country or nation once mentioned, if the Masoietic

tf.\t be here correct, in the Bible (Is. l.wi. 19).

The name is the ^ime as that of Pul, king of Assyria.

It is .spoken of with distant nations : " the nations

(DM5n), [to] Tarshish, Pul, and Lud, that draw

the bow, [to] Tubal, and Javan, [to] the isles

afar off." If a Mizraite Lud be intended [I.UD,

Ludim], Pul may be Afriain. It has accordingly

been compared by Bochart {P/taleg, iv. 26) and J. D.

Michaelis {Spicileg. i. 256; ii. 114) with the island

Philae, called in Coptic nc'Xl^K, UlX^.K,

mX^KP, ; the hieroglyphic name being EELKK,

P-KELKK, I:1:LKK-T. If it be not African, the

identity with the king's name is to be noted, as we

find Shishak (pK'^E') as the name of a king of Egypt

of Babylonian or Assyrian race, and Sheshak

("qK'K'), which some rashly t«ke to be artificially

formed after the aibbalistic manner from Babel

PUL
(733), for Babylon itself, the ditlerence in the final

letter probably arising from the former name being

taken fiom the Egyptian SHESHENK. In the line

of Shishak, the name TAKELAT has been com-

pared by Birch with forms of that of the Tigris

b'i^-nn, chaid. n^j-^, (K\p>^ XX^i'
£?-- » - "

XX^.i) which Geseniushas thought to be identical

with the first part of the name of Tiglath Pileser

(
T/ies. s. v.).

The common LXX. reading suggests that the Heb.

had originally Phut (Put) in this place, although we
! must remember, as Gesenius observes {Thes. s. v.

>13), that *OTA could be easily changed to <i'OTA

by the error of a copyist. Yet in three other places

Put and Lud occur together (Jer. slvi. 9 ; Ez. .\xvii.

[10, .XXX. 5). [Ludim.] The circumstance that this

name is mentioned with nnmes or designations of im-

portance, makes it nearly certain that some great and

well-known country or people is intended. The balance

of evidence is therefore almost decisive in favour of

J

the African Phut or Put. [Phut.] [K. S. P.]

j

PUL (b)B: *ouA, *a\wx-* t^M) was an

I

Assyrian king, and is the fii-st of those monarchs
' mentioned in Scripture. He made an expedition

against Menahem, king of Israel, about H.C. 770.

j

Menahem appeal's to have inherited a kingdom

which was already included among the depen-

dencies of Assyria ; for ;is ejvrly as B.C. 884, Jehvi

[

gave tribute to Shalmaneser, the Black-Obelisk

j

king (.see vol. i. p. 1296), and if Judaea w;is, as

she seems to have been, a regular tributary from

the beginning of the reign of* Amaziah (B.C. 838),

Samaria, which lay between Judaea and Assyria,

can scaicely have been independent. Under the

Assyrian system the monarchs of tributary king-

doms, on ascending the throne, applied for "con-

firmation in their kingdoms " to tjie Lord Para-

mount, jind only bcc;inie established on receiving

it. We may gather fiom 2 K. xv. 19, 20, that

Menahem neglected to make any such application

to his liege lord, Pul—a neglect which would have

been regarded as a plain act of rebellion. Possibly,

he was guilty of more overt and flagrant hostility.

"Menahem smote Tiphsah" (2 K. xv. 16), we are

I

told. Now if this Tiphsah is the same with the

I Tiphsah of 1 K. iv. 24, which is certainly Thapsacus,

j
—and it is quite a gratuitous supposition to hold

I

that there were two Tiphsahs (Winer, Pealnh., ii.

I
613), — we must regard Meniihem as having

j

attacked the Assyrians, and depiived them for a
' while of their dominion west of the Euphrates,

recovering in this direction the boundaiy fixed for

his kingdom by Solomon (1 K. iv. 24). However
this may have been, it is evident that Pul looked

upon Menahem as a rebel. He consequently marched

an army into Palestine tor the purpose of punishing

,
his levolt, when Menahem hastened to make his

;

submission, and having collected by means of a poll-

ta.x the large sum of a thousand talents of gold, he

piud it over to the Assyrian monaich, who con-

I

sented thereupon to " confirm " him as king. This

is all that Scripture tells us of Pul. The Assyri:ui

; monuments have a king, whose name is leiul very

doubtfully as Vid-lush or Fva-lus/i, at about the

» Other reaJiugs of this name are *ouo, ovAo, aiij
j

b Ibis is perhaps implied in the words "the kingdom

1-jAus. uas conjiniied in his hand " (2 K. xlv. 5 ; comp. xv. 10).
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period when Pul must have reigned. This monarch

is the grandson of Slialmaneser (the Bhick Obelisk

kins, who waned with Benhadad and Hazael, and

took tiibute from .lehu), while he is certainly an-

terior to the whole line of monarchs forming the

lower dynasty— Tiglath-pileser, Shalmaneser, Sar-

gou, &c. His probable date therefore is B.C. 800-750,

while Pul, as we have seen, ruled over Assyria in

B.C. 770. The Hebrew name Pul is undoubtedly

curtailed ; for no Assyrian name consists of a single

element. If we takethe " Phalos " or " Phaloch
"

of the Septuagint as probably nearer to the original

tyj^e, we have a form not very did'erent from Vul-

lush or Iva-lush. If, on these grounds, the identi-

fication of the Scriptural Pul with the monumental

Vul-lush be regarded as established, we may give

some further particulars of him which possess con-

siderable interest. Vul-lush reigned at Calah

(Nimrud) from about B.C. 800 to B.C. 750. He
states that he made an expedition into Syria, wherein

he took Damascus ; and tliat he received tribute

from the Medes, Araienians, Phoenicians, Samaritans,

Damascenes, Philistines, and Edomites. He also

tells us that he invaded Babylonia and i-eceived the

submission of the Chaldeans. His wife, who appears

to have occupied a position of more eminence than

;my other wife of an Assyrian monarch, bore the

name of Semiramis, and is thought to be at once

the Babylonian queen of Herodotus (i. 184), who
lived six generations before Cyrus, and the pro-

totype of that earlier sovereign of whom Ctesias

told such wonderful stories (Diod. Sic. ii. 4-20),

and who long maintained a great local reput;ition

in Western Asia (Strab. xvi. 1, §2). It is not im-

probable that the real Semiramis was a Babylonian

princess, whom Vul-lush married on his reduction

of the country, and whose son Nabonassar (accoid-

ing to a further conjecture) he placed upon the

Babylonian throne. He calls himself in one inscrip-

tion " the monarch to whose son Asshur, the chief

of the gods, has granted the kingdom of Babylon."

He was probably the last Assyrian monarch of his

race. The list of Assyrian monumental kings, which

is traceable without a break and in a direct line to

him from his seventh ancestor, here comes to a stand

;

no son of Vul-lush is found ; and Tiglath-pileser,

who seems to have been Vul-lush's successor, is

evidently a usurper, since he makes no mention of

his father or ancestoi-s. The circumstances of Vul-

lush's death, and of the revolution which established

the lower Assp-ian dynasty, are almost wholly un-

known, no account of them having come down to

us upon any good authority. Not much value can

be attached to the statement in Agathias (ii. 25,

p. 119) that the last king of the upper dynasty was
succeeded by his own gardener. [G. il.]

PULSE (D^yiT, zero tin, and Q'jyiT. ier'onhn :

offirpia; Theod. airepfiLaTa: leguminae) occurs oolj

in tiie A. V. in Dan. i. 12, 16, as the translation of

the above plural nouns, the literal meaning of which

IS " seeds " of any kind. The zeroiin on whirh
•• the four children " thrived for ten days is jierhaps

not to be restricted to what we now undei-stand by
• pulse," I. e. the grains of leguminous vegetables:

tne teiTD probably includes edible seeds in general.

Gesenius translates the wonls " vegetiibles, herbs,

such as are eatea in a half-fast, as opposed to flesh

and more delicate food." Piobably the tei m denotes

uncooked grains of auv kind, whether bailey, wheat,

n.dlet, vetches, &c. ' [W. H.]

PUNISHMENTS. The earliest theory of
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punishment current among mankind is doubtless

the one of simple retaliation, "blood for blood"

[Blood, Revenger of], a view which in a

limited form appears even in the Jlosaic law.

Viewed historically, the first case of punishment

for crime mentioned in Scripture, next to the Fall

itself, is that of Cain the first murderer. His pun-

ishment, however, was a substitute for the retalia-

tion which might have been looked for from the

hand of man, and the mark .set on him, whatever it

was, served at once to designate, protect, and per-

haps correct the criminal. That death was regai-ded

as the fitting punishment for murder appears plain

from the remark of Lamech (Gen. iv. 24). In the

post-diluvian code, if we may so call it, retribution

by the hand of man, even in the case of an oflend-

ing animal, for blood shed, is clearly laid down
(Gen. ix. 5, 6) ; but its terms give no sanction to

that " wild justice " e.xecuted even to the present

day by individuals and families on their own behalf

by so many of the uncivilized races of mankind.

The prevalence of a feeling of retribution due for

bloodshed may be remarked as arising among the

brethren of Joseph in reference to their virtual fi-a-

tricide (Gen. .\lii. 21).

Passing onwards to Mosaic times, we find the

sentence of capital punishment, in the case of murder,

plainly laid down in the law. The murderer w;ia

to be put to death, even if he should have taken

refuge at God's altar or in a refuge city, and the

same principle was to be carried out even in the

case ofan animal (Ex. xxi. 12, 14, 28, 36 ; Lev. xxiv.

17, 21 ; Num. XXXV. 31 ; Deut. six. 11, 12 : and see

1 K. ii. 28, 34).

L The following ofl'ences also are mentioned in

the Law as liable to the punishment of death

:

1. Striking, or even reviling, a parent (Ex. xxi.

15, 17).

2. Blasphemy (Lev. xxiv. 14, 16, 23: see Philo,

V. M. iii. 25 ; 1 K, xxi. 10 ; Matt, x.xvi. 65, 66).

3. Sabbath-breaking (Num. xv. 32-36 ; Ex. xxxi.

14, XX.XV. 2).

4. Witchcraft, and false pretension to prophecy

(Ex. xxii. 18; Lev. xx. 27; Deut. xiii, 5, xviii.

20 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 9).

5. Adultery (Lev. xx. 10; Deut. xxii. 22 : see

John viii. 5, and Joseph. Ant. iii. 12, §1).

6. Unchastity, a. previous to marriage, but de-

tected afterwards (Deut. .xxii. 21). 6. In a betrothal

woman with some one not affianced to her (ib. ver.

23). c. In a priest's daughter (Lev. xxi. 9).

7. I\ai)e (Deut. xxii. 25).

8. Incestuous and unnatural connexions (Lev.

x.\. 11, 14, 16; Ex. xxii. 19).

9. Man-stealing (Ex. xxi. 16; Deut. xxiv. 7).

10. Idolatry, actual or virtual, in any shapt

(Lev. XX. 2; Deut. xiii. 6, 10, 15, -xvii. 2-7: see

.Josh. vii. and xxii. 20, and Num. xxv. 8).

11. False witness in certain cases (^Deut. xix.

16, 19).

Some of the foregoing are mentioned as being in

earlier times liable to capital or severe punishment

by the hand either of God or of man, ;us (6.) Gen.

xxxviii. 24; (1.) Gen. ix. 25; (8.) Gen. xix.,

xxxviii. 10; (5.) Gen. xii. 17, xx. 7, .xxxix. 19.

n. But there is a lai-ge number of ofl'ences, some

of them included in this list, which are named in the

Law as involving the penalty of " cutting • ofl" from

the people." On the meaning of this expression

" mS ; tfoAoflptuw.
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some contiovei'sy has arisen. Thei'e are altogetlicr

thirty-six or thirty-seven cases in the Pentateuch in

which this formula is used, wi)ich may be thus

classified : a. Bieach of Jloials. 6. Breach of Co-

venant, c. Breach of Ritual.

1. Wilful sin in general (Num. .xv. 30, 31).

*15 cases of incestuous or unclean connexiou

(Lev. xviii. 29, and xx. 9-21).

2. *tUncircumcision (Gen. xvii. 14; Ex. iv. 24).

Neglect of Passover (Num. ix. 13).

*Sabbath-breaking (Ex. xxxi. 14).

Neglect of Atonement-day (Lev. xxiii. 29).

tWoik done on that day (Lev. xxiii. 30).

*tChiidren ofl'ered to Molech (Lev. xs. 3).

fWitchcraft (Lev. xx. 6).

Anointing a stranger with holy oil (Ex.

X.XX. 33).

3. Eating leavened bread during Passover (Ex.

xii. 15, 19).

E'lting fat of sacrifioes (Lev. vii. 25).

Eating blood (Lev. vii. 27, xvii. 14).

*Eating sacrifice in an unclean condition

(Lev. vii. 20, 21, xxii. .3, 4, 9).

Ort'ering too late (Lev. xix. 8).

Making holy ointment for private use

(Ex. .\xx. 32, 33).

Making perfume for private use (Ex.

sxx. 38).

Neglect of purification in general (Num.
-xix. 13, 20).

Not bringing offering afler slaying a beait

for food (Lev. xvii. 9).

Not slaying the animal at the tabernacle-

door (Lev. xvii. 4).

fTouching holy things illegally (Num. iv.

15, 18, 20 : and see 2 Sam. vi. 7 ; 2 Chr.
xxvi. 21).

In the foregoing list, which, it will be seen, is

cla."'sified according to the view supposed to be taken

by the Law of the principle of condemnation, the

cases marked with * are (a) those which are e.\-

pressly threatened or actually visited with death,

as well as witli cutting off. In those (6) maiked

t the hand of God is expressly named as the instru-

ment of execution. We thus find that of (a) there

are in class 1, 7 cases, all named in Lev. xx. 9-16.

do. 2, 4 cases,

do. 3, 2 cases,

while of (6) we find in class 2, 4 cases, of which
3 belong also to (a), and in class 3, 1 c<\se. The
question to be deteiinined is. whether the phrase
" cut off" be likely to mean death in all ca.ses, and
to avoid that conclusion Le Clerc, Michaelis, and
others, have suggested that in some of them, the

ceremonial ones, it was intended to be commuted
for banishment or privation of civil rights (Mich.
Lntrs of Moses, §237, vol. iii. p. 436, trans.),

liabbinical writei^ e.xpl.iined " cutting off" to mean
excommunication, and laid down three degrees of

severity as belonging to it (Selden, de Si/71. i. 6).

[Anathema.] But most commentatoi-s agree, that,

in accordance with the prima ficie meaning of Heb.
X. 28, the sentence of "cutting of}"" must be under-
stood to be death-punishment of some sort. Saal-

schiitz explains it to be premature death by God's
hand, as if God took into his own hand such cases

of ceremonial defilement as would create difficulty

for human judges to decide. Knobel thinks deiUh-

punishment absolutely is meant. So Com. a La-
pide and Ewald. Jahn explains, that when God
is said to cut of)", an act of divine Providence is

PUNISHMENTS
meant, which in the end destroys the familv, but

that "cutting off" in general means stoning to

death as the usual capital punishment of the Law.
Calmet thinks it means privation of all rights be-

longing to the Covenant. It may be remarked,

(a) that two instances are recorded, in which viola-

tion of a ritual command took pLice without the

actual infliction ofa death-punishment : (1.) that of

the people eating with the blood (1 Sam. xiv. 32
1

;

(2.) that of Uzziah (2 Chr. xxvi. 19, 21)—and tiiat

in the latter case the offender was in fact excom-

municated for life
; (6), that there are also instances

of the directly contrary course, viz. in which the

ort'enders were punished with deatli for similar

offences,—Nadab and Abihu (Lev. x. 1, 2), Korah

and his company (Num. xvi. 10,33), who "pe-
rished from the congregation," Uzzah (2 Sam. vi.

7),—and further, that the leprosy inflicted on Uzziah

might be regarded as a virtual death (Num. xii. 12).

To whichever side of the question this case may be

thought to incline, we may perhaps conclude that

the primary meaning of " cutting off" is a sentence

of de;ith to be executed in some cases without lemis-

sion, but in others voidable: (1.) by immediate

atonement on the offender's part
; (2.) bv direct in-

terposition of the Almighty, 1. e. a sentence of

death always "recorded," but not always executed.

And it is also probable, that the severity of the

sentence produced in practice an immediate recoui-se

to the prescribed means of propitiation in almost

every actual case of ceremonial defilement (Num.
XV. 27, 28 ; Saalschiitz, Arch. Hebr. x. 74, 75, vol.

ii. 299 ; Knobel, Calmet, Com. a Lapide on Gen.

xvii. 13, 14; Keil, Bibl. Arch. vol. ii, 264, §153;
Ewald, Gcsch. App. to vol. iii. p. 158; Jahn, Arch.

Bihl. §257;.

III. Punishments in themselves are twofold.

Capital and Secondary.

(a.) Of the former kind, the following only are

prescribed by the Law. (1.) Stoning, which was
the ordinary mode of execution (Ex. xvii. 4; Luke
XX. 6 ; John x. 31 ; Acts xiv. 5). We find it

ordered in the cases which are marked in the lists

above as punishable with death ; and we may re-

mark further, that it is ordered also in the case of

an offending animal (Ex. xxi. 29, and xix. 13).

The false witness also in a capital case would by the

law of retaliation become liable to death (Deut. xix.

19 ; Mitccoth, i. 1, 6). In the case of idolatry, and

it may be presumed in other cases also, the wit-

nesses, of whom there were to be at least two, weie

required to cast the first stone (Deut. xiii. 9,

.wii. 7 ; John viii. 7 ; Acts vii. 58). The l.'ab-

binical writers add, tliat the first stone was cast

by one of them on the chest of the convict, and if

this failed to cause death, the bystanders proceeded

to complete tlie sentence (Sanhedr. vi. 1, 3, 4
;

Goodwyn, Moses and Aaron, p. 121). The body

was then to be suspended till sunset (Deut. xxi. 23
;

Josh. X. 26; Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, §24), and not

buried in the family grave {San/icdr. vi. 5).

(2.) Hanging is mentioned as a distinct punish-

ment (Num. XXV. 4; 2 Sam. xxi. 6, 9); but is

generally, in the case of Jews, spoken of as follow-

ing death by some other means.

(3.) Burning, in pre-Mosaic times, was the

punishment for unchastity (Gen. xxxviii. 24).

Under the Law it is ordered in the case of a priest's

daughter (Lev. xxi. 9), of which an instance is

mentioned {San/iedr. vii. 2). Also in case of incest

(Lev. XX. 14) ; but it is also mentioned as following

death by other nveans (Josh. \ni. 25), and .some
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have thought it was never used excepting after

death. A towei' of burning embers is mentioned

in 2 Mace. xiii. 4-8. The Rabbinical account of

burning by means of molten lead poured down the

throat has no authority in Scripture.

(4.) Death by the sucord or spear is named in the

Law (Ex. xix. 13, xxxii. 27; Xuni. xxv. 7;) but

two of the cases may be regarded as exceptional

;

but it occurs frequently in regal and post-Baby-

lonian times (1 K. ii. 25, 34, xix. 1 ; 2 Chr. xxi. 4,

.ler. xxvi. 23 ; 2 Sam. i. 15, iv. 12, .\x. 22 ; 1 Sam.

XV. 33, xxii. 18; Judg. ix. 5; 2 K. x. 7; Matt,

xiv. 8, 10), a list in w^hieh more than one case of

assassination, either with or without legal forms, is

included.

(5.) Strangling is said by the Rabbins to have

been regarded as the most common but least severe

of the capital punishments, and to have been per-

formed by immersing the convict in clay or mud,
and then strangling him by a cloth twisted round

the neck (Goodwyn, M. and A. p. 122 ; Otho, Lex.

Eab. s. V. " Supplicia ;
" Sanhedr. vii. 3 ; Ker Por-

ter, Trav. ii. 177 ; C. B. Michaelis, De Judiciis,

ap. Pott, Si/ll. Comm. iv. §10, 12).

This Rabbinical opinion, founded, it is said, on

oral tradition from Moses, has no Scripture au-

thority.

(6.) Besides these ordinaiy capital punishments,

we read of others, either of foreign introduction or

of an irregular kind. Among the former, (1.)

Crucifixion is treated alone (vol. i. p. 369), to

which article the following remark may be added,

that the Jewish tradition of capital punishment,

independent of the Roman governor, being inter-

dicted for forty years previous to the Destruction,

appears in fact, if not in time, to be justified

(John xviii. 31, with De Wette's Comment.
;

Goodwvn, p. 121; Keil, ii. p. 264; Joseph. Ant.

XX. 9, §1).

(2.) Drowning, though not oi-dered under the

Law, was practised at Rome, and is said by St.

Jerome to have been in use among the Jews (Cic.

pro Sext. Rose. Am. 25; Jerome, Com. on Matth.
lib. iii. p. 138 ; Matt, xviii. 6 ; Mark ix. 42).

(3.) Sawing asunder or crushing beneath iron

instruments. The former is said to have been prac-

tised on Isaiah. The latter may perhaps not have

always caused death, and thus have been a torture

rather than a capital punishment (2 Sam. xii. 31,

and perhaps Prov. xx. 26 ; Heb. xi. 37 ; Just. Mart.

Tryph. 120). The process of sawing asunder, as

practised in Bai-baiy, is described by Shaw (
Trav.

p. 254).

(4). Pounding in a mortar, or beating to death,

is alluded to in Prov. xxvii. 22, but not as a legal

punishment, and cases are described (2 Mace. vi.

28, 30). Pounding in a mortar is mentioned as a

Cingalese punishment by Sir E. Tennant {Ceylon,

ii. 88).

(5.) Precipitation, uttermpted in the case of our

Lord at Nazareth, and cairied out in that of

captives from the Edomites, and of St. James, who
is siiid to have been cast from " the pinnacle " of

the Temple. Also it is said to have been executed

on some .Jewish women bv the Syrians (2 Mace,

vi. 10 ; Luke iv. 29 ; Euseb. //. E. ii. 23 ; 2 Chr.

xxv. 12).

Criminals executed by law were buried outside

the city -gates, and heaps of stones were flung upon
their graves (Josh. vii. 25, 26

;
2 Sam. xviii. 17

;

Jer. xxii. 19). Mohammalnns to this day cast

stones, in passing, at the supposed tomb of .\bsalom
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(Fabri, Evagatonum, i. 409 ; Sandvs, Trav. p
189 ; Raumer, Palaest. p. 272).

(o.) Of secondary punishments among the Jews

the original principles were, (1.) retaliation, "eye
for eye," &c. (Ex. x.xi. 24, 25 ; see Cell. Noct. Att.

XX. 1).

(2.) Compensation, identical (restitution) or ana-

logous; payment for loss of time or of power (Fix.

xxi. 18-36 ; Lev. xxiv. 18-21 ; Deut. xix. 21). The
man who stole a sheep or an ox was requiied to

restore four sheep for a sheep and five oxen for an

ox thus stolen (Ex. xxii. 1). The thief caught in

the fact in a dwelling might even be killed or sold,

or if a stolen animal were, found alive, he might be

compelled to restore double (Ex. xxii. 2-4). Damage
clone by an animal was to be fully compensated

(ib. ver. 5). Fire caused to a neighbour's corn was

to be compensated (ver. 6). A pledge stolen, and

found in the thief's possession, was to be com-

pensated by double (ver. 7). All trespass was to

pay double (ver. 9). A pledge lost or damaged

was to be compensated (ver. 12, 13). A pledge

withheld, to be restored with 20 per cent, of the

value (Lev. vi. 4, 5). The " seven-fold " of Prov.

vi. 31, by its notion of completeness, probably in-

dicates servitude in default of full restitution (Ex.

xxii. 2-4). Slander against a wife's honour was

to be compensated to her parents by a fine of 100

shekels, and the traducer himself to be punished

with stripes (Deut. xxii. 18, 19).

(3.) Stripes, whose number was not to exceed

forty (Deut. xx^-. 3); whence the Jews took care

not to exceed thirty-nine (2 Cor. xi. 24 ; Joseph.

Ant. iv. 8, §21). The convict was stripped to the

waist and tied in a bent position to a low pillar,

and the stripes, with a whip of three thongs, were

inflicted on the back between the shouMers. A
single stripe in excess subjected the executioner to

punishment {Maccoth, iii. 1, 2, 3, 13, 14). It is

remarkable that the Abyssinians use the same num-
ber (Worn; Trav. ii. 276).

(4.) Scourging with thorns is mentioned Judg.

viii. 16. The stocks are mentioned Jer. xx. 2;
passing through fire, 2 Sam. xii. 31 ; mutilation,

Judg. i. 6, 2 Mace. vii. 4, and see 2 Sam. iv.

12
;
plucking out hair, Is. I. 6 ; in later times,

iiaprisonment, and confiscation or exile, Ezr. vii.

26; Jer. xxxvii. 15, sxxviii. 6; Acts iv. 3, v. 18,

xii. 4. As in earlier times imprisonment formed

no part of the Jewish system, the sentences weie

executed at once (see Esth. vii. 8-10; Selden, De
Syn. ii. c. 13, p. 888). Before death a grain of

frankincense in a cup of wine was given to tlie cri-

minal to into.xicate him (ib. 889). The command
for witnesses to cast the first stone shows that the

duty of execution did not belong to any special officer

(Deut. xvii. 7).

Of punishments inflicted by other rations we
have the following notices :—In Egypt the power

of life and death and imprisonment rested with the

king, and to some extent also with oflicei-s of high

rank (Gen. xl. 3, 22, xlii. 20). Death might be

commuted for slavery (xlii. 19, .xliv. 9, 33). The

law of retaliation was also in use in Egypt, and the

pimishment of the bastinado, as represented in the

paintings, agrees better with the Mosaic directions

than with the liabbinical (Wilkinson, A. E. ii. 214,

215, 217). In Egypt, and also in Babylon, the

chief of the executioners, Bab-Tabhachiin, was a

great officer of state (Gen. xxxvii. 36, xxxix., xl.

;

Dan. ii. 14; Jer xxxix. 13, xii. 10, .xliii. 6, Iii. 16,

16; Michaelis, iii. 412; Joseph. Ant. x. 8, §5
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[Chekktium] ; M;ii-k vi. 2"). He was sonietinifs

a eunuch (Joseph. Ant. vii. 5, §4).

Putting out the eyes of wiptives, and other

cruelties, as flaying alive, buruuig, tearing out the

tongue, &c., weie practised by Assyrian and Baby-

lonian conqueroi's ; and paiallel insbmces of desjiotic

cruelty are found in abundance in both ancient and

modern times in Persian and otlier history. The
execution of Haman and the story of Daniel are

pictures of summary Orientid procedure (2 K. xxv.

7; Esth. vii. 9, 10; Jer. xxi.v. 22; Dan. iii. 6,

vi. 7, 24; Her. vii. 39, ix. 112, 113; Chardin,

Voy. vi. 21, 118; Layard, Nineveh, ii. 369, 374,

377, Nin. <f-
Bab. 456, 457). And the duty of

counting the numbers of the victims, which is

there represented, agrees with the story of Jehu

(2 K. X. 7), and with one recorded of Shah Abbas

Mirza, by Ker Porter ( rmtic/s, ii. 524, 525 ; see also

Burckhardt, Sj/ria, p. 57; and Malcolm, Sketches

of Persia, p. 47).

With the Romans, stripes and the stocks, TTivre-

avpiyyov ^v\ov, nercus and columhar, were in use,

and imprisonment, with a chain attached to a soldier.

There wei-e also the liberae custodiae in private

houses [Prisox] (Acts xvi. 23, xxii. 24, xxviii. IG
;

Xen. Hell. iii. 3, 1 1 ; Herod, ix. 37; Plautus, Eud.
iii. 6, 30, 34, 38, 50 ; Arist. Eq. 1044 (ed.

Bekker) ; Joseph. Ant. xviii. 6, §7, xix. 6, §1

;

Sail. Cat. 47 ; Did. of Antiq. " Flagrum ").

Exposure to wild beasts appears to be mentioned

by St. Paul (1 Cor. xv. 32 ; 2 Tim. iv. 17), but
not with any precision. [H. W. P.]

PU'NITES, THE Ci-IBH : 6 iovai : Phimiiae).

The descendants of Pua, or Plmvah, the son of
Issachai' (Num. xxvi. 23).

PUN'ON
(J3-19,

i. e. Phunon ; Samarit. p^a :

*€ic£6; Alex, tj'a) : Phinon). One of the halting-

places of the Israelite host during the last portion

of the Wandering (Num. xxxiii. 42, 43). It lay
next beyond Zalmonah, between it and Oboth, and
three days' journey from the mountains of Abarim,
which formed the boundary of jMoab.

By F^usebius and Jerome (Onomnsticon, 4>ir£o;/,

"Fenon") it is identified with Pinon, the seat

of the Edomit« tribe of that name, and, further,

with Phaeno, which contained tlie copper-mines so

notorious at that period, and was situated between
Peti-a and Zoar. This identification is supported by
the form of the name in the LXX. and Samaritan

;

and the situation falls in with the requirements of
the Wanderings. No trace of such a name appears
to have been met with by modern explorers. [(3.]

PURIFICATION. The term " purification,"

in its legal and technical sense, is applied to the
ritu;il observances whereby an Israelite was formally
al>solved from the taint of undwunuss, whether evi-

denced by any overt act oi- state, or whether con-
nected with man's natural depravity. The cases

that demanded it in the former instance aie defined
in the Levitical law [Unolkannkss] : with regard
to the latter, it is only possible to lay down the
general rule that it vv;is a fitting prelude to any
nearer approach to the Deity; as. for instance, in

tlie admi.ssion of a proselyte to the congregntion
[Pkoselytk], in the baptism {KaBapKruds, John
iii. 25) of the Jews a.s a sign of repentance [Hai'-
iis.m], in the consecration of priests aiv i Levites

[PiiiKST
; Lkvite], or in the peifomiance of special

leligious acts (Lev. xvi. 4; 2 Chr. xxx. 19). In
the present article we are concerned solely with the

PURIFICATION
former class, inasmuch as in this alone were the ritual

observances of a special chaiacter. The essence of

purification, indeed, in all cases, consisted in the use

of water, whether by way of ablution or aspeision

;

but in the majora delida of legal uncleanness, sacri-

fices of various kinds were added, and the ceremonies

throughout bore an expiatory character. Simple
ablution of the person was required after sexual

intercourse (Lev. xv. 18; 2 Sam. xi. 4): ablution

of the clothes, after touching the carciise of an un-

clean be.'ist, or e;iting or carrying the carcase of a

clean beast that had died a natural death (Lev. xi.

25, 40): ablution both of the person and of the

defiled garments in cases of gonorrhea dormientium

(Lev. XV. 16, 17;— the ceremony in each of the

above instances to fcike place on the day on which
the uncleanness was contracted. A higher degree of

uncleanness resulted from prolonged gonorrhea in

males, and menstruation in women : in thase cases

a probationary interval of seven days was lo be

allowed after the cessation of the symptoms
; on the

evening of the se.venth day the candidate for jiuiifi-

cation peiformed an ablution both of the ])erson

and of the gai-ments, and on the eighth otleied two
turtle-doves or two young pigeons, one for a sin-

ofTering, the other for a buint-oiTering (Lev. xv.

1-15, 19-30). Contact with persons in the above

states, or even with clothing or furniture that had

been used by tliem while in those states, involved

uncleanness in a minor degree, to be absolved by

ablution on the day of inflection genenilly (Lev. xv.

5-11, 21-23), hut in one pai'ticular case after an

interval of seven days (Lev. xv. 24). In cases of

childbirth the sacrifice was increased to a lamb of

the first year with a pigeon or turtle-dove (Lev.

xii. 6), an exception being made in favour of the

poor who might present the same otiiering as in the

preceding case (Lev. xii. 8; Luke ii. 22-24). The
purification tooli place forty days after the birth of

a son, and eigh.ty after that of a daughter, the

difference in the interval being based on physical

considerations. The uucleannesses already specified

were comparatively of a mild character : the more

severe were connected with death, which, viewed as

the penalty of sin, was in the highest degree conta-

minating. To this head we reter the two cases of

(1.) touching a corjvse, or a grave (Num. xix. 16),

or even killing a man in wai' (Num. xxxi. 19) ; and

(2.) leprosy, which was regarded by the Hebrews
as nothing less than a living death. The ceremonies

of purifii;;ition in the fiist of these two cases aie

detiiiled in Num. xix. A peculiar kind of water,

termed the uater of niicleanness^ (A. V. "water

of separation "), w;is prepared in the following

manner:—An unblemished red heifer, on which the

yoke had not jja-ssed, was slain by the eldest son of

;he high-priest outside the camp. A portion of its

blood was sprinkled seven times towards ^ the sanc-

tuary ; the rest of it, and the whole of the carcase,

including even its dung, were then bunit in the

siglit of the olliciating piiest, together with cedar-

wood, hyssop, and sairlet. The ashes were collected

by a clean man and deposited in a clean place out-

side the (3imp. Whenever occasion lequired, a

portion of the ashes was mixed with spring water in

a jai-, and the unclean person was sprinkled with it

on the tliird, and again on the seventh day after the

•> 'J3 rtDb'^N. the A. V. incorrectly renders it

directly before."
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contraction of tlie uncleanness. That the water had

iiii expiatory efficacy, is implied in the term sin-

olft'i-iiig " (A. V. "pmification for sin") applied to

li (Num. six. 9), and all the particulars connected

with its preparation had a symbolical significance

icpropriate to the object sought. The sex of the

Victim (female, and hence life-giving), its red colour

^^tne colour of blood, the seat of life), its unimpaired

viffour (never having borne the yoke), its youth,

and the absence in it of spot or blemish, the cedar

and the hyssop (possessing the qualities, the former

of incorruption, the latter of purity), and the

scarlet (again the colour of blood)—all these sym-

bolized life in its fulness and freshness as the an-

tidote of death. At the same time the extreme

virulence of the uncleanness is taught by the regu-

lations that the victim should be wholly consumed

0"atside the camp, whereas geneially certain parts

were consumeii on the altar, and the ollal only out-

side tlie camp (comp. Lev. iv. 11, 12); that the

blood was sprinkled towards, and not before the

sanctuary; that the ofliciating minister should be

neither the high -priest, nor yet simply a priest, but

the presumptive high-priest, the office being too

impuie for the fii-st, and too important for the

second; that even the priest and the person that

burnt the heifei were lendered unclean by reason

of their contact with the victim ; and, lastly, that

the purification should be effected, not simply by

the use of water, but of water mixed with ashes

which served as a lye, and would therefore have

peculiarly cleansing qualities.

The purification of the leper was a yet more
formal proceeding, and indicated the highest pitch

of uncleanness. The rites are thus described in

Lev. xiv. 4-32:—The priest having examined the

leper and pronounced him clear of his disease, took

tor him two birds " alive and clean," with cedar,

scarlet, and hyssop. One of the birds was killed

under the priest's directions over a vessel filled with

spring water, into which its blood fell : the other,

with the adjuncts, cedar, &c., was dipped by the

priest into the mixed blood and water, and, after

the unclean person had been seven times sprinkled

with the same liquid, was permitted to fly away
" into the open field." The leper then washed
himself and his clothes, and shaved his he;\d. The
above proceedings took place outside the camp, and
formed the first stage of purification. A proba-

tionary interval of seven days was then allowed,

which period the leper was to pass " abroad out of

his tent :"> on the last of these days the washing was
.'epeated, and the shaving was more rigidly per-

formed, even to the eyebrows and all his hair.

The second stage ot the ])urification took place on
the eighth day, and was performed " betbie the

Lord at the door of the tabernacle of the congrega-

tion." The lejier brought thither an offering con-

sisting of two he-lambs, a yearling ewe-lamb, fine

flour mingled with oil, and a log of oil : in cases of

poverty the ofl'ering was reduced to one lamb, and
two turtle-doves, or two young pigeons, with a less

quantity of fine flour, and a log of oil. The priest

slew one of the he-lambs as a trespass-offering, and
applied a portion of its blood to the right ear, right
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'' The Kabbinical explanation of this was in conformity
with the addition in the Clialdee version. " et non accedet

ad latus uxoris suae." The words cannot, however, be thus
restricted : they are designed to marie the partial reslora-

aoD of the leper—inside the camp, but outside lils tent.

thumb, anil great toe of tlie right foot of the leper:

he next sprinkled n portion of the oil seven times

before the Lord, applied another portion of it to the

parts of the body already specified, and poured the

remainder over the leper's head. The other he-

lamb and the ewe-lamb, or the two birds, as the

case might be, were then offered as a sin-offering,

and a burnt-oft'ering, together with the meat-otler-

ing. The significance of the ?edar, the scarlet, and
the hyssop, of the running water, and of the " alive

(full of life) and clean " condition of the birds, is

the same as in the case previously described. The
two stages of the proceedings indicated, the first,

which took place outside the Ciimp, the re-admission

of the leper to the community of men ; the second,

before the sanctuary, his re-admission to communion
with God. In the first stage, the slaughter of the

one bird and the dismissal of the other, symbolized

the punishment of death deserved and fully remitted.

In the second, the use of oil and its application to

the same parts of the body as in the consecration of

priests (Lev. viii. 23, 24), symbolized the re-dedi-

cation of the leper to the service of Jehovah.

The ceremonies to be observed in the purification

of a house or a garment infected with lepi osy, were

identical with the first stage of the proceedings used

for the leper (Lev. xiv. 33-53).

The necessity of purification was extended in the

post-Babylonian period to a variety of unautliorized

cases. Cups and pots, brasen vessels and couches,

were waslied as a matter of ritual observance (Mark
vii. 4). The washing of the hands before meals

was conducted in a formal manner (IMark vii. 3),

and minute regulations are laid down on this subject

in a treatise of the Mishna, entitled Yadaiin. These

ablutions required a large supply of water, and

hence we find at a marriage tijast no less than six

jars containing two or three firkins apiece, prepared

for the purpose (John ii. 6). We meet with refer-

ences to purification after childbirth (Luke ii. 22),

and after tiie cuie of leprosy (Matt. viii. 4 ; Luke xvii.

14), the sprinkling of the water mixed with ashes

lieing still retained in the latter case (Heb. ix. 13).

What may have been the specific causes of unclean-

ness in those who came up to purify themselves

before the Passover (John xi. 55), or in those who
had taken upon themselves the Nazarite's vow
(Acts xxi. 24, 201, we are not informed; in either

case it may have been contact with a corpse, though

in the latter it would rather appear to have been a

general purification preparatory to the accomplish-

ment of the vow.

in conclusion it may be observed, that the dis-

tinctive feature in the Mosaic rites of purification is

their expiatory character. The idea of uncleanness

was not peculiar to the Jew : it was attached by
the (ireeks to the events of childbirth and death

(Thucyd. iii. 104; Eurip. Tph. in Tunr. 383), and

by various nations to the case of sexual intercourse

^ilerod. i. 198, ii. 64 ; Pers. ii. HJ). But with all

these nations simple ablution sufficed : no sacrifices

were demanded. The Jew alone was taught by the

use of expiatory offerings to discern to its full extent

the connexion between the outward sign and the in-

ward fount of impuiity. [W. L. B.]

" Various opinions are held with regard to the term

mtyiij). Thf meaning "with the fist" is in accordance

with the general tenor of the Kabbinical usages, the hand
used in washing the other being closed lest the palm should

contract uncleamiess lu the act.
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PURIM rDn-1S:» *poi/pal:>' J'hunm: also,

D*")-1Bn ^p; (Ksth. ix. 26, 31) : dies sortium), the

annual iL-stival instituted to coinmemoiate the pre-

servation of the Jews in Persia from the massacre

with which they were threatened through the

machinations of Haman (Ksth. ix. ; Joseph, ^ni.
xi. 6, §13j. [Esther.] It was probably called

Purim by the Jews in irony. Their great enemy
Haman appears to have been very supeistitious and
much given to casting lots (Esth. iii. 7). They
gave the name Purim, or Lots, to the commemo-
rative festival, because he had thrown lots to ascer-

tain what day would be auspicious for him to carry

into effect the bloody decree which the king had
issued at his inst;»nce (Esth. ix. 24).

The festival lasted two days, and was regularly

observed on the 14th and 15th of Adar. But if

the 14th happened to fall on the Sabbath, or on the

second or fourth day of the week, the commence-
ment of the festival was deferred till the next day.

It is not easy to conjecture what may have been

the ancient mode of observance, so as to have given

the occasion something of the dignity of a national

religious festival. The traditions of the Jews, and
their modern usage respecting it are curious. It

is stated that eighty- five of the Jewish elders ob-

jected at first to the institution of the feast, when
it was proposed by Mordecai (Jerus. Gem. Megillah

—Lightfoot on John x. 21). A preliminary fast

was appointed, called "the fast of Esther," to be

observed on the 13th of Adar, in memory of the

fast which Esther and hei- maids observed, and
which she enjoined, through Mordecai, on the Jews
of Shushan (Esth. iv. 16). If the 13th was a
Sabbath, the fast was put back to the fifth day
of the week

; it could not be held on the sixth

day, Iwcause those who might be engaged in

preparing food for the Sabbath would necessarily

have to titste the dishes to prove them. According
to modern custom, as soion as the stars begin to

appear, when the 14th of the month has" com-
menced, candles are lighted up in token of rejoicing,

and the people assemble in the synagogue.^ After a
short prayer and thanksgiving, the reading of the
Book of I'Jsther commences. The book is written
in a peculiar manner, on a roll called Kar^ i^oxh",

" the Roll ' (n^jp, Megillah)^ The reader trans-

lates the text, as he goes on, into the veniacular
tongue of the place, and makes comments on parti-

cular passages. He reads in a histrionic manner,
suiting his tones and gestures to the changes in the
subject matter. When he comes to the name of
Haman the whole congregation cry out, " May
his name be blotted out," or " Let the name of
the ungodly perish." At the same time, in some

» The word "l-lg (.pur) is Persian. In the modern
language, It takes the form of pdrdi, and It is cognate
with pars and part (Gcsen. Thes.). It Is explained, Esth.

IlL 7 and ix. 24, by the Hebrew 7113 ; xKripoC; sortes.

> It can liardly be doubted that the conjecture of
the editor of the Complutcnslan I'olyglnt (approved by
Gro;ius, In £sth. Hi. 7, and by Schleusiier, Lex. in LXX.
s. <t'povpai) Is correct, and that the reading shonlil be
<t>oupai. Jn lilte manner, the modern editors of Josephus
Cave changed 4>povparot into ^oupaioi (Ant. xi. 6, }I3).

The old editors imagined that Josephns connected the
ttord with <,Vo<'P''''-

<= This sr rvice Is said to have taken place in former times
on the 15th In walled towns, but on the 14th in the country
•ad unwallcd towns, according to Esth. ix. 18, 19.
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jilaces, the boys who are present make a great

noise with their hands, with mallets, and with
pieces of wood or stone on which they have written
the name of Haman, and which they rub together

so a.s to obliterate the writing. When the names
of the sons of Haman are read (ix. 7, 8, 9) the

reader utters them with a continuous enunciation,

so as to make them into one word, to signify that
they were hanged all at once. When the Megillali

is read through, the whole congregation exclaim,
" Cursed be Haman ; bles.sed be Mordecai ; cursed
be Zoresh (the wife of Hamanj ; blessed be Esther

;

cursed be all idolators ; blessed be all Israelites, and
blessed be Haibonah who hanged Haman." The
volume is then solemnly rolled up. All go home
and pai take of a repast said to consist mainly of

milk and eggs. In the moraing service in the

synagogue, on the 14th, after the prayei-s, the pas-

sage is read from the Law (Ex. xvii. 8-16) which
relates the destruction of the Amalekites, the people

of Agag (1 Sam. xv. 8), the supposed ancestor of

Haman a^sth. iii. 1). The Megillah is then read

again in the same manner, and with the same
responses from the congregation, as on the preceding

evening. All who possibly can are bound to hear

the reading of the Megillah—men, women, children,

cripples, invalids, and even idiots—though they

may, if they plea.se, listen to it outside the syna-

gogue (Mishua, Bosh. Hash. iii. 7).

The 14th of Adar,* as the very day of the de-

liverance of the Jews, is more solemnly kept than

the 13th. But when the service in the synagogue
is over, all give themselves up to merrymaking.
Games of all sorts with dancing and music com-
mence. In the evening a quaint dramatic entei-

tainment, the subject of which is connected with

the occasion, sometimes takes place, and men fre-

quently put on female attire, declaring that the

festivities of Purim, according to Esth. ix. 22, sus-

pend the law of Deut. xxii. 5, which t'orbids one sex

to wear the dress of the other. A dainty meal then

follows, sometimes with a free indulgence of wine,

both unmi.xed and mulled. According to the Gemara
{Megillah, vii. 2), " tenetur homo in festo Purim eo

usque inebriari, ut nullum discrimen norit, inter ma-
ledictionem Hamanis et benedictionem Mardochaei." '

On the 15th the rejoicing is continued, and gifts,

consisting chiefiy of sweetmeats and other eatables,

are interchanged. Ofl'erings for the poor are also

made by all who can aflbi'd to do so, in proportion

to their means (Esth.,ix. 19, 22).

When the month Adar used to be doubled, in

the Jewish leap-year, the festival was repeated on

the 14th and 15th of the second Adai-.

It would seem that the Jews were tempted to

a-ssociate the Christians with the Persians and
Amalekites in the curses of the synagogue.8 Hence

<i Five bouks of the 0. T. (Ruth, Esther, Ecclesiastes,

Canticles, and Lamentations) arc designated by the Kab-

binlcal writers "the Five Holls," because, as it would
seem, tbcy used to be written in separate volumes for the

use of tlic synagogue (Gesen. Thes. s. 773). [Estkbr,

Book of.]

• It Is called tj MopSoxal'io) rinepa, 2 Mace. xv. 36.

f Buxtorf remarks on tliia pas'i.ige :
" Hoc (-fit. ncsciat

supputare numerum qui ex sinpulinmi vocura Uteris cx-

struitiir: nam literae *3n-|D "1113 «' fOn "inX ">

(iemntria eundem nimieruni conticlunt. I'erinde est ac

si dlceretur, posse illos In tantum bibere, ut quinque
raanus digitos ninnerare amplius non pussint."

s See Cod. Theodos. lib. xvi. tit. viil. 18: " Judaeos,

quodam I'estivitatU suae solcmni, A man, ad potnae quon>
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probably arose tlie popularity of the feast of Purim

in those ages in whicli the feeling of enmity was so

strongly manifested between Jews and Christians.

Several Jewish proverbs are preserved which

strikingly show the way in which Purim was

regarded, such as, " The Temple may fail, but

Purim never ;" " The Prophets may fail, but not

the Megillah." It was said that no books would

survive in the Jlessiah's kingdom except the Law
and the Megillah. This affection for the book and

the festival connected with it is the more remark-

able because the events on which they are founded

affected only an exiled portion of the Hebrew race,

and because tliere was so much in them to shock

the principles and prejudices of the Jewish mind.

Ewald, in support of his theory that there was in

patriarchal times a religious festival at every new
and full moon, conjectures that Purim was originally

the full moon fe.ist of Adar, as the Passover was
that of Nisan, and Tabernacles that of Tisri.

It was suggested firet by Kepler that the eopr^

tS>v 'louSoi'cuf of John v. 1, was the feast of

Purim. The notion has been confidently espoused

by Petavius, Olshausen, Stier, Wieseler, Winer,

and Anger (who, according to Winer, has proved

the point beyond contradiction), and is favoured

by Alford and Ellicott. The question is a difficult

one. It seems to be generally allowed that the opi-

nion of Chrysostom, Cyril, and most of the Fathers,

which was fciken up by Erasmus, Calvin, Beza,

and Bengel, that the feast was Pentecost, and that

of Cocceius, that it was Tabernacles (which is coun-

tenanced by the reading of one inferior MS.), are

precluded by the general course of the narrative,

and especially by John iv. 35 (assuming that the

words of our Lord which are there given were

spoken in seed-time)'' compared with v. 1. The
interval indicated by a comparison of these texts

could scarcely have extended beyond Nisan. The
choice is thus left between Purim and the Passover.

The principal objections to Purim are, {n) that it

was not necensary to go up to Jerusalem to keep

the festival
; (6) that it is not very likely that our

Lord would have made a point of paying especial

honour to a festival which appears to have had but

a very small religious element in it, and which
seems rather to have been the means of keeping

alive a feeling of national revenge and hatred. It

is alleged on the other hand that our Lord's attend-

ing the feast would be in harmony with His deep

sympathy with the feelings of the Jewish people,

which went further than His merely "fulfilling all

righteousness" in carrying out the precepts of the

Mosaic law. It is further urged that the narrative of

St. John is best made out by supposing that the inci-

dent at the pool of Bethesda occurred at the festival

which Wiis characterised by showing kindness to the

poor, and that our Lord was induced, by the enmity

of the Jews then evinced, not to remain at Jerusalem

till the Passover, mentioned John vi. 4 (Stier).

The identity of the Passover with the feast in
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dam recordatlonem inccndere, et crucis adsiraulatam

gpcciem in contemptu Cbristtanae fidei sacrllega meute
exurere, Provinciarura Rectores prohlbeant: ne locis suls

fidel nostrae signum Immisccant, sed ritus sues infra con-

tempium Cbristianae legis retineant, amlssuri sine dubio

pennlssa hactenus, nisi ab illlcitls temperaverint."

h This supposition does not appear to be materially

weakened by our taking as a proverb TeTponrji-o? i<rTi.v

(cai o 9epiarn<K epxcTat. Whether the expression was such

or not, it surely adds point to our Lord's words, if we
suppose the figurative language to have been suggested
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question has been maintained by Irenaeiis, Eusebius,

and Theodoret, and, in modern times, by Luther,

Scaliger, Grotius, Hengstenberg, Gresswell, Neander,

Tholuck, Robinson, and the majority of commen-
tators. The principal difficulties in the way are,

(a) the omission of the article, involving the impro-

bability that the gi-eat festival of the year should

be spoken of as "a feast of the Jews ;" (6) that as

our Lord did not go up to the Passover mentioned

John vi. 4, He must have absented himself from-

Jerusalem for a year and a half, that is, till the

feast of Tabernacles (John vii. 2). Against these

points it is contended, that the application of eopr^

without the article to the Passover is countenanced

by Matt, xxvii. 15 ; Luke xxiii. 17 (comp. John xviii.

39) ; that it is assigned as a reason for His staying

away fiom Jerusalem for a longer period than usual,

that " the Jews sought to kill him " (John vii. 1
;

cf. V. 1 8
J

; that this long period satisfactorily ac-

counts for the surprise expressed by His brethren

(John vii. 3), and that, as it was evidently His

custom to visit Jerusalem once a year, He went up

to the feast of Tabernacles (vii. 2) instead of going

to the Passover

Oil the whole, the only real objection to the

Passover seems to be the want of the article before

eopxT).' That the language of the Kew Testament

will not justify our regarding the omission as ex-

pressing emphasis on any general ground of usage,

is proved by Winer {Grammar of the N. T. dialect,

iii. 19). it must be admitted that the difficulty is

no small one, though it does not seem to be sufficient

to outweigh the grave objections which lie against

the feast of Purim.

The arguments on one side are best set forth by

Stier and Olshausen on John v. 1, by Kepler

(Eclogae Chronicae, Francfort, 161.5), and by Anger

{de temp, in Act. Apost. i. 24) ; those on the other

side, by Robinson {Harmony, note on the Secont

Passover), and Neander, Life of Christ, §143. See

also Lightfoot, Kuinoel, and Tholuck, on John v. 1 :

and Gresswell, Diss. viii. vol. ii. ; Ellicott, Led. 135.

See Carpzov, App. Grit. iii. 11 ; Reland, Ant. iv.

9 ; Schickart, Purim sive Bacchanalia Judaeorum

(Crit. .Sac. iii. col. 1184) ; Buxtorf, Syn. Jud. xxix.

The Mishnical treatise, Megilla, contains directions

respecting the mode in which the scroll should be

written out and in which it should be read, with

other matters, not much to the point in hand, con-

nected with the service of the synagogue. Stauben,

La Vie Juive en Alsace; Mills, British Jeics,

p. 188. [S. C]
PURSE. The Hebrews, when on a journey

were provided with a bag (variously termed cts.*

tseror, and chdrit), in which they carried their

money (Gen. xlii. 35 ; Prov. i. H, vii. 20 ; Is.

xlvi. 6), and, if they were merchants, also their

weights (Deut. xxv. 13 ; Mic. vi. 11). This bag is

described in the N. T. by the terais ^aXavriov

(jieculiar to St. Luke, x. 4, xii. 33, xxii. 35, 36),

and y\ai(r<r6Kofiou (peculiar to St. John, xii. 6,

by what was actually going on in the fields before the eyes

of Himself and His hearers.

1 Tischendorf inserts the article in his test, and Winer

allows that there is much authority In its favour. But

the nature of the case seems to be siicti. that the insertion

of the article in later MSS. may be more easily accounted

for than its omission In the older ones.

" D*3, "inV- and t^nn. Xhe last occnrs only in

2 K. v.'23 "bags;" Is. iii. ^^22, A. V. " crisping-pins."

The latter is supposed to refer to the long round form ol

the purse.

8R
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xiii. 29). The former is a classical term (Plat.

Conviv. p. 190, E, orvcriraffTa ^aXavria) : the latter

is connected with the chissical yXaxTffOKofJieiov,

which originally meant the bag in which musicians

carried the mouthpieces of their instruments. In

the LXX. the term is applied to the chest for the

oflerings at the Temple (2 Chr. xxiv. 8, 10, 11),
and was lieuce ado])ted by St. John to describe the

common purse carried by the disciples. The girdle

also served as a purse, and hence the term ^divri

occurs in Matt. x. 9, Mark vi. 8. [Girdle.]
Ladies wore ornamentjil purses (Is. iii. 23). The
Rabbinists forbade any one passing through the

Temple with stick, shoes, and purse, these three

being the indications of travelling (Mishn. Berach.

9, §5). [\V. L. B.]

PUT, 1 Chr. i. 8 ; Nah. iii. 9. [Phut.]

PUTE'OLI 'TlorrioXoi) appears alike in Josephus

( Vit. 3 ; Ant. xvii. 12, §1, xviii. 7, §2) and in the

Acts of the Apostles i^xwii. 13) in its characterlitic

position under the early Roman emperors, viz. ius

the great landing-place of travellers to Italy from
the Levant, and as the harbour to which the Alex-
andrian corn-ships brouglit their cargoes. These
two features of the place in fact coincided ; for in

that day the movements of travellers by sea de-

pended on merchant-vessels. Puteoli was at that
period a place of very great importance. We can-
not elucidate this better than by saying that the
celebrated bay which is now " the bay of Naples,"
and in early times was " the bay of Cumae," was
then Ciilled " Sinus Puteolanus." The city was at
the north-eastern angle of the bay. Close to it was
Baiae, one of the most fashionable of the Roman
watering-j.laces. The emjwror Caligula once built a
ridiculous bridge between the two towns ; and the
remains of it must have been conspicuous when St.
Paul lauded at Puteoli in the Alexandrian ship which
brought him from Malta. [Castor and Pollux

;

Melita
; Rhegium

; Syracuse.] In illustration
of the arrival here of the corn-ships we may refer
to Seneca (Ep. 77) and Suetonius {Octav. 98).

The earlier name of Puteoli, when the lower
part of Italy was (ireek, was Dicaeai-chia

; and this
name continued to be used to a late period. Josephus
uses it in two of the piussages above referred to : in
the third ( Vit. 3) he speaks of himself ^after the
shipwreck which, like St. Paul, he had recently gone
through) as^Smo-ajflels els rijv AiKatapxiav'^ i]v
noTi6\ovs 'lTa\ol KaXovaiv. So Philo, in de-
scribing the curious interview which he 'and his
fellow Jewish ambassadors had here with Caligula,
uses the old name {Legat. ad C'aiim, ii. 521). The
word Puteoli w:is a true Roman name, and arose
(whether a puteis or a putendo) from the strong
mineral springs which are characteristic of the
place. Its Roman history may be said to have
begun with tlie Second Piuiic War. It rose con-
tinually into greater importance, from the causes
above mentioned. No part of the Campanian shore
was more frequented. The associations of Puteoli
with historical pei-sonages are very numerous.
Scipio sailed from hence to Spain. Cicero had a
villa (his " Puteolanum ") in the neighbourhood.
Hero Nero planned the murder of his mother.
Vespasian gave to this city peculiar privileges, and
here Hadrian was buried. in the 5th ten'tury
Puteoli was ravaged both by Alaric and Genseric,
and it never afterwards recovered its former emi- '

nence. It is now a fourth-rate Italian town, still

'

retaining the name of Pozzuoli. '

I

PYGAiiO

In connexion with St. Paul's movements, we
must notice its communications m Nero's reign

along the mainland with Rome. The coast-road

leading northwards to Sinuessa was not made till

the reign of Domitian ; but there was a cross-road

leading to Capua, and there joining the Appian
Way. [Appu Forum ; Three Taverns.] The
remains of this road may be traced at intervals;

and thus the Apostle's route can be followeil almost

step by step. We should also notice the fact that

there were Jewish residents at Puteoli. We might
be sure of this from its mercantile importance; but

we are positively informed of it by Josephus {Ant.

xvii. 12, §1) in his account of the visit of the pre-

tended Herod-Alexander to Augustus; and the cir-

cumstance shows how natural it was that the

Apostle should find Christian " brethren " there

iminediately on landing.

The remains of Puteoli are considerable. The
aqueduct, the reservoirs, portions (probably) of

baths, the great amphitheatre, the building called

the temple of Serapis, which affords very curious in-

dications of changes of level in the soil, are all well

worthy of notice. But our chief interest here is con-

centrated on the ruins of the ancient mole, which
is formed of the concrete called Fozzolana, and six-

teen of the piers of which still remain. No Roman
harbour has left so solid a memorial of itself as this

one at which St. Paul larided in Italy. [J. S. H.]

PU'TIEL ('?N''P-1S : *oi»ti^A.: Phuiiel). One

of the daughters of Putiel was wife of Eleazar the

son of Aaron, and mother of Phinehits (Ex. vi. 25).

Though he does not appear again in the Bible

records, Putiel has some celebrity in more modern
Jewish traditions. They identify him with Jethro

the Midianite, '• who fatted the calves for idolatrous

worship" (Targum Pseudojon. on Ex. vi. 25;
Geniara of Sota by Wagenseil, viii. §6). What are

the grounds for the tradition or for such an accusa-

tion against Jethro is not obvious. [G.]

PYGARG (jiti'^'l, dishoii: -niyapyos: pyg-

argvs) occurs only (Deut. xiv. 5) in the list of clean

animals as the remiering of the Heb. dishon, the

name apparently of some species of antelope, though

it is by no means easy to identify it. The Greek

TTvyapyos denotes an animal with a " white rump,"
and is used by Herodotus (iv. 192) as the name of

some Libyan deer or antelope. Aelian (vii. 19) also

mentions the irvyapyos, but gives no more than the

name ; conip. also Juvenal {Sat. sx. 138). It is

usual to identify the pfigarg of the Greek and Latin

writers with the adda.v of North Afriai, Nubia, &c.

{Addax Tuisomaculatus) ; but we caanot legard tliis

point as satisfactorily settled. In the first place,

this antelope does not present at all the required

characteristic implied by its name ; and, in the

second, there is much reason for believing, with

Riippell {Atlas zii der Reise im N8rd. A/rifc,

p. 21), and Hamilton Smith (Griffith's Cuvier's

Anim. King. iv. 193), that the Addax is identical

with the Strepsiceros of Pliny (iV. B. xi. 37),

which animal, it must be observed, the Roman na-

turalist distinguishes from the pijgargus iviii. 53).

Indeed we may regard the identity of the Addax and

Pliny's Strepsiceros as established ; for when this

species was, after many years, at length rediscovered

by Hemprich and Riippell, it was found to be Cidled

by the Arabic name of akas or adas, the veiy name
which Pliny gives as the local one of his Strepsiceros.

The pygargus, therefore, must be sought for in some
animal difl'erent from the addax. There are several
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antelopes vvhicli have the characteristic wliite croup

i-equiied ; many of whicli, however, are inhabitants

of South Africa, such as the Spring-boli ( Antidorcas

eucliore) ami the Bonte-bok {Damalis pygarga).

We are iiicHned to consider the irvyapyos, or

pyganjus, as a generic name to tlenote any of the

white-rumped antelopes of North Africa, Syria, &c.,

such as the Ariel gazelle (Antilope Arahica, Heni-

prich), the Isabella gazelle [Gazellti Isahellina);

perhaps too the mohr, both of Abyssinia
( G. Soein-

meringii) and of Western Africa ((?. Mohr), may
be included under the term. Whether, however,

the LXX. and Vulg. are correct in their intei--

)>retation of dishoii, is another question ; but there

is no collateral evidence of any kind beyond the

authority of the two most important versions to

aid us in our investigation of this word, of which

various etymologies have been given from vvhicli

nothing deHuite can be learnt. [W. H.]

Q
QUAILS (I^B^, selav ; but in Keri rV^, sMio

:

opTvyofiiiTpa: coturnix). Various opmions have

been held as to the nature of the ibod denoted by

the Heb. seldv, which on two distinct occasions was
supplied to the Israelites in the wilderness ; see E.\.

xvi. 13, on which occasion the people were between

Sin and Sinai ; and Num. xi. 31, 32, when at the

station named in consequence of the judgment which

befel them, Kibroth-hattaavah. That the Heb. word

is correctly rendered " quails," is we think beyond

a shadow of doubt, notwithstanding the difl'eient in-

terpretations which have been assigned to it by

several writers of eminence. Ludolf, for instance, an

author of high repute, has endeavoured to show
that the setdv were locusts ; see his Dissertatio de

Locustis, cum Diatriba, &c.. Franc, ad Moen.

1694. His opinion has been fully advocated and

adopted by Patrick {Comment, on Nam. xi. 31, 32)

;

the Jews in Arabia also, as we learn from Niebuhr

(Beschreib. von Arab. p. 172), 'fare convinced that

the biids which the Israelites ate in such numbers
were only clouds of locusts, and they laugh at those

translators who suppose that they found quails

where quails were never seen." Rudbeck
(
Icht/u/ol.

Bibl. Spec, i.) has argued in favour of the setdo

meaning " flying-fish," some species of the genus

Exocetus ; Michaelis at one time held the same

opinion, but afterwards properly abandoned it (see

Hosenraiiller, Not. ad Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 649).

A later writer, Ehrenberg (Geograph. Zeit. ix. 85),

from having observed a number of " flying-fish
"

(guniards, of the genus Trigla of Oketi, iJactylo-

pterus of modern icthyologisti), lying dead on the

.shore near Elim, believed that this was the food of

the Israelites in the wilderness, and named thi! fish

"Trigla Israel itarum." Hermann von der Hardt

supposed that the locust bird (Pastor lioseus), w;is

intended by seldv ; and recently Mr. Foister ( Voice

of Israel, p. 98j, has advanced an opinion that
" red geese " of the genus Casarca are to be under-

stood by the Hebrew term ; a similar explanation

has been suggested by Stanley (5. ^ P. p. 82 ) and

adopted by Tennent (Ceylon, i. 487 tiote): this is

apparently an old conceit, for Patrick (Numb. xi. 31)

alludes to such an explanation, but we have been

unable to trace it to its origin. Some writers,

v.hile they bold that the original word denotes

"quails," are of opinion tiiat a species of Sand-grouse
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(Pterocles alchata), frequent in the Bible-lands, is

also included under the term ; see Winer (^Bibl. Roal-

wdrt.ii.7Ti); Rosenmiiller (Not. ad Hieroz. ii.

049) ; Faber (ad /farmer, ii. p. 442) ; Gesenius

{Thes. s. v. \7^). It is usual to refer to Hassel-

quist .-xs the authority for believing that the Kat(f
(Sand-grouse) is denoted : this traveller, however,

was rather inclined to believe, with some of the

writers named above, that " locusts " and not

birds, are to be understood (p. 443) ; and it is

difficult to make out what he means by Tetrao

Israelitarum. Linnaeus supposed he intended by it

the common " quail :" in one paragraph he states

that the Arabians call a bird " of a greyish colour

and less than our partridge," by the name of Katta.

He adds " An Selaw ?" This cannot be the Pte-

rocles alchnta.

The view t;iken by Ludolf may be dismissed

with a very few words. The expression in Ps.

hxviii. 27 of " feathered fowl" (E]33 fjiy), which

is used in reference to the selav, clearly denotes

some bird, and Ludolf quite fails to prove that it

may include winged insects ; again there is not a

shadow of evidence to support the opinion that

seldv can ever signify any " locust," this term being

used in the Arabic and the cognate languages to

denote a " quail." As to any species of " flying-

fish," whether belonging to the genus Dactylo-

pterus, or to that of Exocetus, being intended, it

will be enough to state that " flying-fish " are

quite unable to sustain their flight above a few

hundred yards at the most, and never could have
been taken in the Red Sea in numbers sufficient to

supply the Israelitish host. The interpretation of

seldv by " wild geese," or " wild cranes," or any
" wild fowl," is a gratuitous assumption without a

particle of evidence in its favour. The Casarca,

with which Mr. Forster identifies the sSldv, is the

C. rutila, a bird of about the size of a Mallard,

which can by no means answer the supposed I'equi-

site of standing three feet high from the ground.
" The large red-legged cranes," of which Professor

Stanley speaks, are evidently white storks (Ciconia

alba), and would fulfil the condition as to height ; but

the flesh is so nauseous that no Israelite could ever

have done more than have tasted it. With respect to

the Pterocles alchata, neither it, nor indeeil any other

species of the genus, can square with the Scriptuial

account of the se/d« ; the Sand-grouse ai'e birds of

strong wing and of unwearied flight, and never

could have been captured in any numbers by the

Isi-aelitish multitudes. We much question, moreover,

whether the piwple would have eaten to excess—for

3 K 2
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so much the expression translated " fully satisfied"

(Ps. Ixxviii. 29) implies—of the tl°sh of this bird,

for, according to the testimony of travellers from

Dr. Russell (Hist, of Aleppo, ii. 194, 2nd ed.) down

to observers of to-day, the llesh of the Sand -grouse

is hard and tasteless. It is clear, however, that the

fildv of the Pentateuch and the 10.')th Ps. denotes

the common "quail" {Cotnrnix dact'/lisonans),

and no other bird. In the first place, the Heb. word

Vbii^ is unquestionably identical with the Arabic

sailed (c^JLam), a " quail." According to Schul-

tens {Orig. Heb. i. 231) the Heb. iVcj' is derived

from an Arabic root " to be fat ;" the round plump

form of the quail is eminently suitable to this

etymology ; indeed its fatness is proverbial. The

objections which have been urged by Patrick and

othei-s against "quails" being intended are very

easily refuted. The expression, " as it were two

cubits (high) upon the face of the earth" (Num.
xi. 31) is explained by the LXX., by the Vulg.,

and by Josephus {Ant. iii. 1, §5), to refer to the

height at which the quails tlew above the ground,

in their exhausted condition from their long flight.

As to the enoi-mous quantities which the least suc-

cessful Israelite is said to have taken, viz. " ten

homers," in the space of a night and two days, there

is every reason for believing that the " homers

"

here spoken of do not denote strictly the measure of

that name, but simply " a heap :" this is the ex-

planation given by Onkelos and the Arabic versions

of Saadias and Erpenius, m Num. xi. 31.

The quail migrates in immense numbers, see

Pliuy {H. N. X. 23), and Tournefort ( Voyage, i.

329), who saj-s that all the islands of the Archi-

pelago at certain seasons of the year are covered

with these birds. Col. Sykes states tiiat such

quantities were once caught in Capri, near Naples,

as to have afforded the bishop no small share

of his revenue, and that in consequence he has

been called Bishop of Quails. The same writer

mentions also {Trans. Zool. Soc. ii.) that 160,000

quails have been netted in one season on this little

island ; according to Temminck 100,000 have been

taken near Nettuno, in one day. The Israelites

would have had little difficulty in capturing large

quantities of these birds, as they are known to

arrive at places sometimes so completely exhausted

by their flight as to be readily taken, not in nets

only, but by the hand. See Diod. Sic. (i. p. 82,

ed. Dindorf j ; Prosper Alpinus {Rerum Aegijpt.

iv. 1); Josephus {Ant. iii. 1, §5). Sykes (/. c),
says " they arrive in spring on the shores of

I'lovence so fatigued that for the first few days

they allow themselves to be t<\ken by the hand."

The Israelites " spi-ead the quails round about

the camp ;" this wa.s for the purpose of drying

them. The Egyptians similarly prepared these

birds: see Herodotus (ii. 77), and ilaillet {Lettres

snr I'Egypie, ix. p. 21, iv. p. 130). The expression

" quails from the sea," Num. xi. 31, must not be

restricted to denote that the birds came from the

sea as their stai-ting point, but it must he t<iken to

show the direction from which they were coming
;

the quails were, at the time ofthe event narrated in

the saci ed writings, on their springjouniey of migra-

tion northwards, an interesting proof, as Col. Sykes

has remarked, of the perpetuation of an instinct

• "On two successive years I observed enormous flights

of quails on the N. coast of Algeria, which arrived from

the South in the night, and were at daybreak in such num-
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through some 3300 years ; the flight which fed the

multitudes at Kibroth-hattaavah might have started

from Southern Egypt and crossed the Red Sea near

Has .Mohammed, and so up the gulf of Akabah into

Arabia Petraea. It is interesting to note the time

specified, " it was at even " that they began to

arrive ; and they, no doubt, continued to come all

the night. Many observers have recorded that the

quail migrates by night, though this is denied by
Col. Montagu {O'mithol. Diet. art. ' Quail ').« The
flesh of the quail, though of an agreeable quality, is

said by some writers to be heating, and it has been

supposed by some that the deaths that occurred

from eating the food in the wilderness resulted

partly from these birds feeding on hellebore (Pliuy,

H. N. X. 23) and other poisonous plants; see

Winer, Bih. Bealirb. ii. 773 ; but this is exceedingly

improbable, although the immoderate gratification

of the appetite for the space of a whole month
(Num. xi. 20) on such food, in a hot climate, and

in the case of a people who at the time of the wan-
derings rarely tasted flesh, might have induced dan-

gerous symptoms. " The plague " seems to have

been diiectly sent upon the people by God as a

punishment for their murmurings, and perhaps is

not even in a subordinate sense to be attributed to

natural causes.

The quail {Cotumix dactylisonans), the only

species of the genus known to migrate, has a very

wide geographical range, being found in China,

India, the Cape of Good Hope, and England, and,

according to Temminck, in Japan. See Col. Sykes's

paper on " The Quails and Hemipodii of India
"

{Trans, of Zool. Soc. ii.).

The oprvyonTiTpa of the LXX. should not be

passed over without a brief notice. It is not easy

to determine what bird is intended by this term as

used by Aristotle and Pliny {ortygomeira) ; accord-

ing to the account given of this bird by the Greek

and Latin writers on Natural History just men-
tioned, the ortygometra precedes the quail in its

migi-ations, and acts as a sort of leader to the flight.

Some ornithologists, as Belon and Fleming {Brit.

Anim. p. 98) have assigned this term to the " Land-

rail" {Crex pratensis), the Hoi des Cailles of the

French, Re di Quaglie of the Italians, and the

bers through the plains, that scores of sportsmen had onlj

to shoot as fast as they could reload " (H. B. TriBtnu.i)
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Wachtel-Kbuig of the Germans, but with what

reason we are unable to say
;
probably the LXX.

use the term as a synonym of tiprv^, or to express

the good condition in which the birds were, for

Hesychius explains oprvyofj-riTpa by uprv^ virep-

ueyeBris, i. e. " a quail of large size."

Thus, in point of etymology, zoology, history,

and the authority of almost all the important old

versions, we have as complete a chain of evidence

in proof of tlie Quail being the true representative

of the Selav as can possibly be required. [W. H.]

QUAR'TUS (KovapTos : Quartus), a Christian

of Corinth, whose salutiitions St. Paul sends to the

brethren at Rome (Rom. xvi. 2.3"). Theie is the usual

tradition that he was one of the Seventy disciples

;

.-ind it is also said that he ultimatelv became bishop

of Berytus (Tillemont, i. 3.34). " [E. H—s.]

QUATERNION {TerpaSiov : quaternlo), a

military term, signifying a guard of four soldiers,

two of whom were attached to the person of
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reading followed in the LXX., nVnjn, "the elder,"

according better with the context. [W. L. B.j

QUEEN OF HEAVEN. In Jer. vii. 18,

xliv. 17, 18, 19, 25, the Heb. D]-??^!! DD^D,

meleceth hashshamayim, is thus rendered in the

A. V. In the margin is given " frame or work-

manship of lieaven," for in twenty of Kennicott's

MSS. the reading is riDN^O, meleceth, of which

this is the translation, and the same is the case in

fourteen MS.S. of Jer. xliv. 18, and in thirteen of

,Ier. xliv. 19. The latter reading is followed by

the LXX. and Peshito Syriac in Jer. vii. 18, but in

all the other passages the received text is adopted,

as by the Vulgate in every instance. Kimchi says

" N is wanting, and it is as if n3X?D, ' workman-

ship of heaven,' i. e. the stars ; and some interpret

' the queen of heaven,' i. e. a gi'eat star which is in

the heavens." Kashi is in favour of the latter;

prisoner , while the other two kept watch outside ' and the Targum i-enders throughout " the star of

the door of his cell (Vegetius, De Re mil. iii. 8; [

heaven." Kircher was in favour of some con-

Polyb. vi. 33, §71. Peter was delivered over to
' stellation, the Pleiades or Hyades. It is generally

four such bodies of four (Acts xii. 4), each of which

took charge of him for a single watch of the

night. [W. L. B.]

QUEEN (nsbO; b^\y ; HTna). Ofthethi-ee

Hebrew terms cited as the equivalents of " queen
"

in the A. V., the fii-st alone is applied to a queen

believed that the "queen of heaven" is the moon
(comp. " siderum regina," Hor. Carm. Sec. 35, and
" regina coeli," Apul. Met. xi. 657), worshipped

as Ashtaroth or Astarte, to whom the Hebrew
women offered cakes in the streets of Jerusalem.

Hitzig (Der Proph. Jeremja, p. G4) says the

Hebrews gave this title to the Egyptian Neith,

regnant ; the firet and second equally to a queen-
|
whose name in the form Ta-nith, with the Egyp'

consort, without, however, implying the dignity
j

tian article, appears with that of Baal HammSn
which in European nations attaches to that position : four Carthaginian inscriptions. It is little

and the third to the queen-moMe/-, to whom that
,
to the purpose to inquire by what other names

dignity is transfen-ed in Oriental courts. The ety-
|
this goddess was known among the Phoenician

niological force of the words accords with their I colonists : the Hebrews, in the time of Jeremiah,

application. Malcah is the feminine of melech, I appear not to have given her any special title,

"king;" it is applied in its first sense to the queen 1 The Babylonian Venus, according to Harpocration

of Sheba (1 K. x. 1), and in its second to the wives (quoted by Selden, de Dis Syris, synt. 2, cap. 6,

of the first rank, as distinguished from the concu-
; p. 220, ed. 1617), was also styled " the queen of

bines, in a royal harem (Esth. i. 9 ff., vii. Iff.;' heaven." Mr. Layard identifies Hera, " the second

Cant. vi. 8) : the term

used in 1 K. xi. 3. Shegal simply

it is applied to Solomon's bride (Ps. xlv. 9), and to

"princesses" is similarly
[

deity mentioned by Diodorus, w
?qal simply means " wife ;"

i litta, or Venus," and with the " '

with Astarte, My-
litta, or Venus," and with the " ' queen of heaven,'

frequently mentioned in the sacred volumes. . . .

the wives of the first rank in the harems of the ' The planet which bore lier name was sacred to her,

Chaldee and Persian monarchs (Dan. v. 2, 3 ; Neh. ' and in the Assyrian sculptures a star- is placed upon
ii. 6). Gebirdh, on the other hand, is expressive of her head. She was called Beltis, because she

authority ; it means " powerful " or "mistress." It

would therefore be applietl to the female who exer-

the female form of the great divinity, or Baal ; the

two, there is reason to conjecture, having been ori-

cised the highest authority, and this, in an Oriental ginally but one, and androgyne. Her worship pene-

household, is not the wife but the mother of the trated from Assyria into Asia Minor, whei e its

mastei-. Strange as sucli an arrangement at first Assyrian origin was recognised. In the rock tablets

sight appears, it is one of tlie inevitable results of of Pterium she is represented, as in those of Assyria,

polygamy: the number of the wives, their social stiinding erect on a lion, and crowned with a tower
position previous to marriage, and the precariousness or mural coronet; which, we learn from Lucian,

of their hold on the ati'ections of their lord, combine was peculiar to the Semitic figure of the goddess.

to annihilate their influence, which is transferred to This may have been a modification of the high caj)

the mother as being the only female who occupies of the Assyrian bas-reliefs. To the Shemites she

a fixed and dignified position. Hence the appl'ca- was known under the names of Astarte, Ashtaroth,

tion of the term gebir&h to the aueen-inot/tcr, the Mylitta, and Alitta, according to the various dia-

extent of whose influence is well illustrated by the lect.s of the nations amongst which her worship
narrative of the interview of Solomon and Bath- prevailed" (Nineveh, ii. pp. 454, 45G, 457). It is

sheba, as given in 1 K. ii. 19 ff. The term is so difficult to separate the worship of the moon-
applied to Slaachah, Asa's mother, who was dei)osed goddess from that of the ]ilanet Venus in the Assy-
from her dignity in consequence of her idolatry —Ian mythology when introduced among tlie western

(1 K. XV. 13; 2 Chr. xv. l(j) ; to Jezebel as con- I nations, that the two are frequently confused,

tiasted with Joram (2 K. x. 13, " the children of ! Movers believes tiiat .Vshtoreth was originally the

the king, and the children of the queen ") ; and to

the mother of Jehoiachin or Jeconiah (Jer. xiii. 18
;

compare 2 K. xxiv. 12; Jer. xxix. 2). In 1 K. xi.

19, the text probably rpquires emendation, the

moon-goddess, while ac-cording to Ivawlinson {Herod.

i. 521) IsJitar is the Babylonian Venus, one of

whose titles in the Sardanapalus inscriptions is

" the misti-ess of lieavon and earth,"
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With tlio (Mkes 1

0*3-13, cawdiiiiii: ;^ai'au'es)

which were offered in lier honour, with incense

and libations, SelJen compare'^ the irlrvpa (A. V.
" bran") of Ep. of Jer. 43, wiiich were burnt by the

women who sat by the wayside near tlie idolatrous

temples for the purposes of prostitution. These

irirvpa weie offered in sacrifice to Hecate, while

invoking her aid for success in love (Theocr. ii. 33).

'I'he Targum gives pp-1"T13, carduttn, which else-

where appears to be the Greek ;feipi5a>T({s, a sleeved

tunic, luxshi says the cakes had the image of the

god stamped upon them, and Theodoiet tliat they

contained pine-cones and i-aisins. [W. A. W.]

QUICKSANDS, THE (^ S.ipTis: Syrtis),

more propeily tiik Svutis (Acts x.N^-ii. 17), the

broad and deep bight ou tlie North African coast

between Carthage and Cyrene. The name is derived

from Scrt, an k rabic word for a desert. For two

reasons this region was an object of peculiar dread to

the ancient navigators of the Mediterranean, partly

because of the drifting sands and the heat along the

shore itself, but chiefly because of the shallows and

the uncertain currents of water in the bay. Jose-

phus, who was himself once wrecked in this part of

the Jlediterranean, makes Agrippa say {B. J. ii. 16,

§4), (po^epal Kol to?s aKOvovcri Supreis. So noto-

rious were these dangeis, that they became a common-

place with the poets (see Hor. Od. i. 22, 5; Ov. Fast.

iv.499;Virg. v4en.i. Ill; Tibull. iii. 4, 91 ; Lucan,

Pilars, ix. 431). It is most to our pui-pose here,

however, to refer to Apollonius Rhodins, who was

familiar with all the notions of the Alexandrian

sailors. In the 4th book of his Argonaut. 1 232-1237,

he supplies illustrations of the passage before us, in

more respects than one—in the sudden violence

(avapTrdySrjf'i of the terrible north wind (oAotj

Bopioo dveWa), iu its long duration {ivvea iracras

QUIVER
two significations the intei-pretei-s are di\'ided. The
LXX., Vulgate, and Targum Fseudojon. adhere to

the foi-mer ; Onkelos, the Peshito and Arabic Ver-
sions, to the latter.

ith gu

(2.) nSC'N, ashpdh. The root of this word is

uncertain (Gesenius, Thes. 161). From two of its

occurrences its force would seem to be that of con-

taining or concealing (Ps. c.txvii. 5 ; Is. xlix. 2).

tivKTas b(xSis Kot rSnaa <pfp' ^/jLara), and in the
]

It is connected with arrows only in Lam. iii. 13.

Its other occurrences are .lob xxxix. 23, Is. xxii. 6,

and .ler. v. 16. In each of these the LXX. translate

it by " quiver" {(f>apfTpa), with two exceptions. Job

xxxix. 23, and Ps. cxxvii. 5, in the fomier of which

they render it by " bow," in the latter by iinBvixla.

As to the thing itself, there is nothing in the Bible

terror whiih the sailors felt of being driven into the

Syi-tis {XlpoTTph i^d\' fv5o6t 'S.vpriv, '66' ovk4ti

vS^TOs oTTtiraw N7,.(n ir4\€i). [See Clauda. and

EdROCLVDOS.] There were properly two Syrtes,

the eastern or larger, now called the Gii/f of Sidra,

and the western or smaller, now the Gulf of Cabes. I ^ ,

It is the foi-mer to which our attention is directed
|
to indicate either its fonn or material, or in what

in this passage of the Acts. The ship was caught
|
way it was caiTied. The quivers of the Assyrians

by a north-easterly gale ou the south coast of

Crete, near Mount Ida, and was diiven to the

island of Clauda. This line of drift, continued,

would strike the greater Syrtis : whence the natural

apprehension •>' the sailoi-s. [Ship.] The best modern
j

account of this part of the African coast is that which

is given (in his Memoir on the Mediterranean, pp.

87-91, 186-190) by Admiral Smyth, who was him-
j

self the fii«t to survey this bay thoroughly, and to

divest it of many of its terrors. [J. S. H.]

QUINTUS MEMMIUS, 2 Mace. xi. 34. [See

ManlicsT. vol. ii. 228 6.]
j

QUIVER. Two distinct Hebrew tei-ms ai-e
i

represented by this word in the A. V.

(1.) vD, tMli, This occui-s only in Gen. xxvii.

3—"take thy weapons (lit. "thy things"), thy

quiver and thy bow." It is derived (l)y Gesenius,

Tlies. \bO\, a'nd Fiirst, JIandwb. ii. 528) from a

root which has the force of hanging. The passage

itself affords no clue to its meaning. It may there-

fore signify either a quiver, or a suspended weapon

—for instance, such a swmtl <as in our own language

was foimerly called a " hanger." Between these
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are rarely shewn in the sculptures. Wlieu they do

appear they are worn at the back, with the top

between the shoulders of the wearer, or hung at the

side of the chariot.

The Egyptian warriors, on the other hand, wore
them slung nearly horizontal, drawing out the

an-ows from beneath the arm (Wilkinson, Popular
Account, i. 354). The quiver was about 4 inches

diameter, supported by a belt passing over tlie

shoulder and across the breast to the opposite side.

When not in actual use, it was shifted behind.

The English word "quiver" is a variation of

" cover"—from the French couvrir ; and therefore

answers to the second of the two Hebrew words. [G
.]

R
KA'AMAH (HDy-]: 'Ptynd, Gen. x. 7;

"Pajxna, \iz. xxvii. 22 : Eegma, Reema). A son of

Cush, and father of the Cushite Sheba and Dedan.

The tribe of Raamah became afterwards renowned

as traders; in Ezekiel's lamentation for Tyre it is

written, " the merchants of Sheba and Raamah,
tliey [were] thy merchants ; they occupied in thy

fairs with chief of all the spices, and with all

precious stones and gold " (xxvii. 22). The general

question of tlie identity, by intermarriage, &c., of

the Cushite Sheba and Dedan with the Keturahites

of the same names is discussed, and the 27th chapter

of Ezekiel examined, in art. Dedan. Of the settle-

ment of Raamah on the shores of the Persian gulf

there are several indications. Traces of Dedan are

very faint ; but Raamah seems to be recovered,

through the LXX. reading of Gen. x. 7, in the

"Peyixa of Ptol. vi. 7, and 'P^-y^o of Steph.

Byzant. Of Sheba, the other son of Raamah,
tlie writer has found a trace in a ruined city so

named (IxH, Sheba) on the island ofAwdl (Marasid,

s. v.), belonging to the province of Arabia called

El-Bahreyn on the shores of the gulf. [Sheba.]
Tliis identification strengthens that of Raamah with

'Peyfid ; and the establishment of these Cushite

settlements on tlie Persian gulf is of course im-

poilant to the theory of the identity of these

Uushite and Keturahite tribes: but, besides etymo-
logical grounds, there are the strong reasons stated

in Dedan for holding that the Cushites colonized

that region, and for connecting them commercially

with Palestine by the great desert route.

The town mentioned by Niebuhr called Reymeh

(xjjJ, Descr. de I'Arabie) cannot, on etymological

grounds, be connected with Raamah, as it wants an

equivalent for the y ; nor can we suppose that it is to

be probablv traced three days' iournev from San'i

[Uzal], tiie capital of the Yemen. ' [E. S. P.]

RAAMI'AH (H^pyT : '-PeeXixi. ; FA Saejuia :

Raamias). One of the chiefs who returned with
Zei-ubbabel (Neh. vii. 7). In Ezr. ii. 2 he is called

Keelaiah, and the Greek equivalent of the name
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It is hardly necessary to point out that the title Rabbi

is directly derived from the same root.

b In Ueut. iil. 5 it is tj) oxpif tC>v vluiv 'Amiuv in both

MSS. In Josh. xiii. 25 the Vat. has'Apa^a rj eVrii' Kara

npo<Tu>Ttov '\pdS, where the first and last words of the

sentence seem to have changed places.

c The statement of Euseblus (Onom. •' Amman ") that

in the LXX. of Neh. appears to have arisen from a
confusion of the two readings, unless, as BuiTingtoa
{Geneal. ii. 08) suggests, 'PeeAud is an error of the
copyist for 'PeeAoia, the uncial lettere AT having
been mistaken for m. In 1 Esd. v. 2 the name
appears as Reesaias.

EAAM'SES, Ex. i. 10. [Rameses.]

EAB'BAH. The name of several ancient places

both East and West of the Jordan. The root is

rah, meaning "multitude," and thence " greatness,"

of size or impoitance' (Gesenius, Thes. 12.54;
Fiirst, Ilatidwb. ii. 347). The word survives in

Arabic as a common appellative, and is also in use
as the name of places

—

e. gr. Rahba on the east of
the Dead Sea; Rahbah, a temple in the tribe of
Medshidj (Freytag, ii. 107a) ; and perhaps also

Rabat in Morocco.

1. (nan : ^"Pa^de, 'Pa&de, i, 'Pa^$d -. Rabba,

Rabhath.) A very strong place on the East ofJordan,
which when its name is first introduced in the
sacred records was the chief city of the Ammonites.
In five passages (Deut. iii. 11; 2 Sam. xii. 26,
xvii. 27 ; Jer. xlix. 2 ; Ez. xxi. 20) it is styled at

length Rabbath-bene-Ammon, A. V. Rabbath of the
Ammonites, or, children of Amnion ; but elsewhere
(Josh. xiii. 25 ; 2 Sam. xi. 1, .xii. 27, 29 ; 1 Chr.
XX. 1 ; Jer. xlix. 3 ; Ez. xxv. 5 ; Amos i. 14)
simply Rabbah.

It appears in the sacred records as the single

city of the Ammonites, at least no other bears any
distinctive name, a fact which, as has been already
remarked (vol. i. 60 a), contrasts strongly with the
abundant details of the city-life of the Moabites.

Whether it was originally, as some conjecture,

the Ham of which the Zuzim were dispossessed by
Chedorlaomer (Gen. xiv. 5), will probably remain
for ever a conjecture.<= When first named it is in

the hands of the Ammonites, and is mentioned as con-

taining the bed or sarcophagus of the giant Og
(Deut. iii. 11), possibly the trophy of some suc-

v,essful war of the younger nation of Lot, and more
recent settler in the country, against the more
ancient Rephaim. With the people of Lot, their

kinsmen the Israelites had no quarrel, and Rabbath-
of-the-childieu-of-Ammon remained to all appear-
ance unmolested during the first period of the
Israelite occupation. It was not included in the
territory of the tribes east of Jordan ; the border
of Gad stops at "Aroer, which feces Rabbah"
(Josh. xiii. 25). The attacks of the Bene-Ammon
on Israel, however, brought these peaceful relations

to an end. Saul must have had occupation enough
on the west of Jordan in attacking and repelling

the attacks of the Philistines and in pursuing David
through the woods and ravines of Judah to prevent
his crossing the river, unless on such special occasions

as the relief of Jabesh. At any i-ate we never heai-

of his having penetrated so far in that direction as

Rabbidi. But David's armies were often engaged
against both Moab and Amnion.

His first Ammonite campaign appears to have
occurred early in his reign. A part of the army,
under Abishai, was sent as far ;is Kabbah to keep
the Ammonites in chock (2 Sam. x. 10, 14), but

it was originally a city of the Rephaim, implieg that it

was the Ashteroth Kamaim of Gen. xlv. In agreement
with this Is the fact that it was in later times
known as Astarte (Steph. Byz., quoted by Ritter, 1155).
In this case the dual ending of Karnatm may point, as
some have conjectured in Jerushalaim, to the double
nature of the city—a lowor town and a citadel.
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force under .loab remained at Medeba

(I Clir. six. 7). The following yeai- was occupied

in the gi'eat expedition by David in person against

the Syrians at Helam, wherever that may have

been (2 Sam. x. 15-19). Alter their defeat the

Ammonite war was resumed, and this time Rabbah

was made the main point of attack (xi. 1). Joab

took the command, and was followed by the wliole

of the amiy. The expedition included Ephraim

and Benjamin, as well as the king's own tribe

(ver. 11); the "king's shaves" (ver. 1, 17, 24);

probably David's immediate bo<ly guard, and the

thirty-seven cliief captains. Uriah was certainly

there, and if a not improbable Jewish tradition may
be adopted, Ittai the Gittite was there also. [Ittai.]

The ark accompanied the camp (ver. 11), the only

time'' that we hear of its doing so, except that me-

morable battle with the Philistines, when its capture

caused the death of the high-priest. David alone,

to his cost, remained in Jerusalem. The country

was wasted, and the roving Ammonites were driven

with all their property (xii. 30) into their single

stronghold, as the Bedouin Kenites were driven

from their tents inside the walls of Jerusalem

when Judah was overrun by the Chaldeans.

[Rechaisites.] The siege must have lasted nearly,

it not quite, two years; since during its progress

David formed his connexion with Bathsheba, and

the two children, that which died and Solomon,

were successively boni. The sallies of the Am-
monites appear to have termed a main feature of

the siege (2 Sam. si. 17, &c.). At the end of

that hme Joab succeeded in capturing a portion

of the place—the "city of waters," that is, the

lower town, so called from its containing the per-

ennial stream wliich rises in and still flows

through it. The fact (which seems undoubted)

that the source of the stream was within the lower

city, explains its having held out for so long. It

was also called the "royal city" (HD-ITOn "1"'^),

perhaps from its connexion with Molech or Jlilcom

—the " king"—more probably from its containing

the palace of Hanun and Nahash. But the citadel,

which rises abruptly on the north side of the lower

town, a place of very great strength, still remained

to be taken, and the honour of this capture, Joab
(with that devotion to David, which runs like a

bright thread through the dark web of his character)

insists on-reserving for the king. " I have tbught,"

writes he to his uncle, then living at ease in the

harem at Jerusiilem, in all the satisfaction of the

birth of Solomon—" I have fought against Rabbah,

and have taken « the city of waters; but the citadel

still remains: now therefore gather the rest of the

people together and come; put youi-self at the head

of the whole amiy, renew the assault against the

citadel, take it, and thus finish the siege which I

have carried so far," and then he ends with a

rough banter'—half je»t, half eaniest—" lest 1

take the city aiid in future it go under my name."
The waters of the lower city once in the hands of

the besiegei-s the fate of the citadel was cei-tain

for that fortress possessed in itself (as we learn

from the invaluable notice of Josephus, Ant. vii

7, §5) but one well of limited supply, quite in-

* On a former occasion (N'um. xxxi. 6) the "holy
things " only are specified ; an expression which hardly

oeems to include the ark.

• The Vulgate alters the force of the whole passage by

rendering this tt raptmcla ett urht aquaruui, • the ritv
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adequate to the throng which crowded its walls.

The pro\isions also were at last exhausted, and

shortly after David's ai-rival the fortress was taken,

and its inmates, with a very great booty, and the

idol of Molech, with all its costly adornments, fell

into the hands of David. [Ittai ; JIolech.]
We are not told whether the city was demolished

or whether David was satisfied with the slaughter

of its inmates. In the time of Amos, two cen-

turies and a half later, it liad again a " wall " ain\

" palaces," and was still the sanctuary of Molech

—

"the king" (Am. i. 14). So it was also at the

date of the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar f Jer. xlix.

2, 3), when its dependent towns ("daughtere") are

mentioned, and when it is named in such terms as

imply that it was of equal importiince with Jeru-

salem ( Ez. xxi. 20;. At Rabbah, no doubt Baalis,

king of the Bene-Ammon (Jer. xl. 14), held such

court as he could muster, and within its walls was
plotted the attack of Ishmael which cost Gedaliah

his life, and drove Jeremiah into Egj-pt. [Ishmael
6, vol. i. p. 895 a.] The denunciations of the pro-

phets just named may have been fulfilled, either at

the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, or five

yeai-s afterwards, when the Assyi'ian armies overran

the country east of Jordan on their road to Egypt
(Joseph. Ant. x. 9, §7). See Jerome, on Anios i. 41

.

In the period between the Old and New Test;i-

ments, Rabbath-Ammon appeare to have been a

place of much importance, and the scene of many
contests. The natural advantages of position and

water supply which had always distinguished it.

still made it an import;\nt citadel by turns to

each side, during the contentions which raged for so

long over the whole of the district. It lay on the

road between Heshbon and Bosra, and was the last

place at which a stock of water could be obtaine<J

for the journey across the desert, while as it stood

on the confines of the richer and more civilized

country, it foniied an impoi-tant garrison station,

for repelling the incureions of the wild tribes of the

desert. From Ptolemy Philadelphus (B.C. 285-

247) it received the name of Philadelpheia (Jerome

on Ez. XXV. I), and tlie district either then or sub-

sequently was called Philadelphene (Joseph. B. J.

iii. 3, §3), or Arabia Philadelphensis (Epiphanius,

in Ritter, S,qrien, 1 155). In B.C. 218 it was taken

from the then Ptolemy (Philopator) by Antiochus

the Great, after a long and ol)stinate i-esistance from

the besieged in the citadel. A communication with

the spring in the lower town h.id been made since

(possibly in consequence of) David's siege, by a long

secret subterranean pass;ige, and had not this been

discovei-ed to Antiochus by a prisoner, the citadel

might have been enabled to hold out (Polybius, v.

17, in Ritter, Syrien, 1155). During the struggle

between Antiochus the Pious (Sidetes), and Ptolemy
the son-in-law of Simon Maccabijeus icir. B.C. 134),

it is mentioned as being governed by a tyrant named
Cotylas {Ant. xiii. 8, §1). Its ancient name,
though under a cloud, was still used; it is men-
tioned by Polybius (v. 71) under the hardly altered

form of Rabbntaniana CPafi^aTafiava). About
the year 65 we hear of it .as in the hands of Aretas

(one of the .\i-ab chiefs of that name), who retired

thither from Judaea when menaced by Scaurus,

of waters Is about lo be taken." But neither Hebrew r.or

\jK.\. will bear this inlerpretntlon
f Very characteristic of Jo-ib. S^e a similar strain,

2 .'Nim. xix. 6.
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>j^^r^;

from tlie East Tipi in^

Ponipey's general (Joseph. B. J. i. 6, §3). The
Arabs probably held it till the year B.C. 30, when
they were attacked tliere by Herod the Great. But
the account of Josi'pha<; (i?. /. i. 19, §5, 6) seems

to imply that the city was not then inhabited,

and that jtithouoh thy citadel formed the main

point of the combat, yet that it was only occupied

on the instant. The wnter communication above

alluded to also appears not to have been then in

existence, for the people who occupied the citadel

quickly surrendeied fiom thirst, and the whole

aft'air was over in si.x days.

At the Christian era Philadelpheia formed the

eastern limit of the region of Peraea {B, J. iii. 3,

§3). It was one of the cities of the Decapolis, and

as far down as the 4th century wa.s esteemed one of

the most remarkable and strongest cities of the

whole of Coele-f-yria 'Eusebius, Onom. "Amman;"
Ammianus Marc, in Ritter, 1157). Its magnificent

theatre (said to be the largest e in Syria'^, temples,

odeon, mausoleum, and other public buildings were

probably erected during the 2nd and 3rd centunes,

like those of Jerash, which they resemble in style,

though their scale and design are grander (Lindsay).

Amongst the niins ofan " immense temple " on the

citadel hill, Jlr. Tipping saw some prostrate

columns 5 ft. diameter. Its coins are extant,

some bearing the figure of Astarte, some the word
Henikleion, implying a worship of Hercules, pro-

bably the continuation of that of Molech or Milcom.

From .Stephanus of Byzantium we leain that it was
also called Astarte, doubtless from its containing a

temple of that goddess. Justin Martyr, a native

of Shechem, writing about A.D. 140, speaks of the

city as containing a multitude of ."Vmnionites (Dial.

}oiih Tnjplio), though it would probably not be safe

to interpret this too strictly.

Philadelpheia became the seat ofaChristian bishop,

and was one of the nineteen sees of " Palestina ter-

tia," which were subordinate to Bostra (Reland,

Pal. 228). The church still remains " in excellent

preservation" with its lofty steeple (Lord Lindsay).

Some of the bishops appear to have signed under

the title of Bakatha ; which Bakatha is by Epipha-

nius (himself a native of Palestine) mentioned in

such a manner as to imply that it was but another

name fov Philadelpheia, derived from an Arab tribe

in whose possession it was at that time (a.d. cir.

400.) But this is doubtful. (See Reland, Pai.

612: Ritter, 1157.)

Ammdn^ lies about 22 miles from the Jordan

at the eastern apes of a triangle, of which Heshbon

and es-Salt form respectively the southern and

northern points. It is about 14 miles fi-om the

former, and 12 from the latter. Jerash is due

noith, more than 20 miles distant in a straight

line, and 35 by the usual road (Lindsay, 278). It

lies in a valley which is a branch, or perhaps the

main course, of the Wadii Zerka,^ usually iden-

tified with the Jabbok. The Moiet-Amman, or

water of Amman, a mere streamlet, rises within the

basin which contains the ruins of the town. The
main valley is a mere winter torrent, but appears

to be perennial, and contains a quantity offish, by

one observer s;iid to be trout (see Burckhardt, 358
;

G. Robinson, ii. 174; "a perfect fishpond," Tip-

ping). The stream luns from west to east, and

north of it is the citadel on its isolated hill.

When the Moslems conquered Syria they found

the city in ruins (Abulfeda in Rittei-, 1158 ; and in

note to Lord Lindsay) ; and in ruins remarkable for

their e.xtent and desolation even for Syria, the

" Land of ruins," it still remains. The public

buildings are said to be Roman, in general character

e Mr. Tipping gives the following dimensions In his

Jounial. Breadth 240 ft.; bright 42 steps: vi?.., first row

10, ftpcond M, third 18.

•> l^f essentially the same woi-d as the Hebrew

i This is distinctly stated bj Abiilfoda (Kittcr. 115«,

Lindsay, note 37).
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like those at JerasU, e.\oei>t the citadel, whicli is

,

ancient appellations. liabba lies on the highlands
described as of large square stones put together

j

at the S.E. quarter of tlie Dead Sea, between Kerak
without cement, and which is probably more

j

and Jibel Shikdn. Its ruins, which are unimportiint,

ancient than the rest. The remains of private
j

are described by Burckhardt (July 15), Seetzen

houses scattered on both sides of the stream are • {lieisen, i. 411j, and De Saulcy (Jan, 18).

very extensive. They have been visited, and de
scribed in more or less detail, by Burckhardt {Sijria,

357-360), who gives a plan ; Seetzen {Jieisen, i.

396, iv. 212-214) ; Irby (June 14) ; Buckingham,

E. Syria, 68-82 ; Lord Lindsay (5th. ed. 278-284)
;

G. Kobinson (ii. 172-178); Lord Claud Hamilton

(in Keith, £vtd. of Proph. ch. vi.). Burckhardt's

plan gives a general idea of the disposition of the

place, but a comparison with Mr. Tipping's sketch

(on the accuracy of which every dependence may
be placed), seems to show that it is not coriect as

to the proportions of the different parts. Two
views are given by Laboide ( Vues en Syrie), one

of a tomb, the other of the theatre ; but neither

of these embraces the characteristic features of the

place—the streamlet and the citadel. The accom-

panying view has been engraved (for the first time)

from one of several careful sketches made in 1840
by William Tipping, Esq., and by him kindly

placed, with .^ome valuable information, at the

disposal of the authoi-. It is taken looking towards

the east. On the right is the beginning of the

citadel hill. In front is an arch (also mentioned by
Burckhardt) which spans the stream. Below and

in front of the arch is masonry, showing how the

stream was formei'ly embanked or quayed in.

No inscriptions have been yet discovered. A
lengthened and excellent summary of all the infor-

mation respecting this city will be found in Hitter's

Erdkunde, Syrien (1145-1159).

Coin of Philmlclphia, showinj; the Tent or Shiiuo of Herakles, the Greek equivalent to

Molech. Obv.: AV PK A ICM'A VI'-ANTwN J N V, Bust of M. Aurelius, r.

Uov. : *JAIvOCYPHI'AKA610N PMA [A.V.C. (190]. Shrine in quadriea, r.

[<l>lAAAfcA*efiN KOIAIIU CYPIAC UPAKA^ION].

2. Although tliere is no trace of tiie fact in the

Bible, there can l)e little doubt that the name of

I^bbah was alw attached in biblic;il times to the

chief city of Moab. Its biblical name is Ar, but

we have the testimony of Kuseltius {Ommast.
" Moab ") that in the 4th centtny it possessed the

special title of Kabbath Moab, or as it appears in the

corrupted orthogra])hy ofStephanus of Byzantium,

the coins, and the Ecclesia-stical Lists, Rubathmoha,
Rabbathmomt, imdRatha or RobbaMoabitis (Keland,

9.57, 226; Seetzen, Reisen, iv. 227; Kitter, 1220).

This name was for a time displaced by Areopolis,

in the same manner that Kabbath- A nimon had been

by Philadelpheia : these, however, were but the

names imposed by the temporary masteis of the

country, and employed by them in their official

documents, and when they passed away, the original

names, which had never lost their place in the

mouths of the common people, reappeared,

Rabba and Amman still remain to testify to the

3. (nann, with the definite article: SajOrj/Sa;

Alex. Ape/3;3a : Arebba.) A city of Judah, named
with Kirjath-jearim, in Josh. xv. 60 only. Iso trace

of its existence has yet been discovered.

4. In one passage (Josh. xi. 8) ZiDON is men-
tioned with the affix Kabbah—Zidon-rabbah. This
is preserved in the margin of the A. V., though in

the text it is translated " great Zidon." [G.]

RAB'BATH OF THE CHILDREN OF
AMMON, and R. OF THE AMMONITES.
(The former is the more accurate, the Hebrew being

in both cases jltSJ? *32 1^2") : t] &Kpa ruv vlwv

'AfjLfj.ui', 'Pa/3/8o6 vliv 'A/xfidoi/ : Eabbath flionim
Ammon). This is the full appellation of the place

commonly given as Rabuah. It occui-s only in

Deut. iii. 11 and Ezek. xxi. 20. The th is merely

the Hebrew mode of connecting a woi-d ending in

ah with one following it. (Comp. Ramath, Gi-

m-:ATH, KiRJATH, &c.) [G.]

RAB'BI can : 'PaP$l). A title of respect given

by the Jews to their doctors and teachers, and

often addressed to our Lord (Matt, xxiii. 7, 8,

xxvi. 25, 49; Mark ix. 5, xi. 21, siv. 45; John
i. 39, 50, iii. 2, 26, iv. 31, vi. 25, ix. 2, xi. 8).

The meaning of the title is inteipreted in express

words by St. John, and by implication in St.

Matthew, to mean Master, Teacher; AiSatrKoAe,

John i. 39 (compare xi. 28, xiii. 13), and Matt,

xxiii. 8, where recent editors (Tisch-

endoif, Wordsworth, Alfbid), on

the authority of 5ISS., read 6 St-

5daKa\os, instead of d KuOriyijrris

of the Textus Keceptus. The same
interpretation is given by St. John

of the kindred title RabbONI, 'Paj8-

Povvi (John XX. 16), which also

occuis in Mark x. 35, where the

Textus lieceptus, with less autho-

rity, spells the word 'Pafifiovl. The
reading in John xx. 16, which has

pel haps the greatest weight of au-

tiiority, makes an addition to the

common text :
" She turned hei-selt

and said unto Him, in the Hebrew
tongue {'Efipa'iffTl), Rabboni ; which

is to say, Master." The * which is added to these

titles, n"] (rab) and |i2T (rabbon), or ]2') (rabbdn),

has been thought to be the pronominal affix " My;"
but it is to be noted that St. John does not

translate either of these by " My Master," but

simply " Jlaster," so that the i would seem to

have lost any especial significance as a possessive

pronoun intimating appropriation or endearment,

and, like the " my " in titles of respect among
ourselves, or in such terms as J/onseigneur, Mon-
sieur, to be merely part of the formal address.

Information on these titles may be found in Light"

foot. Harmony of the Four Evangelists, John i. 38
;

Horae Hcbraicae et Talmudicae, M.att. xxiii. 7.

The Latin translation, Magister (connected with

magnus, mii<jis), is a title formed on the same

principle as Rabbi, fi-om rab, " gieat." Rab entei-s

into the composition of many nan.es of dignity and

otficf. [Habsiiakkk; Rabsaris; Rabmag.]
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The title Kabbi is not known to have been used

before the leign of Herod the Great, and is thought

to have taken its rise about the time of the dis-

]iutes between the rival schools of Hillel and

.Shanimai. Before that period the prophets and

the men of the great synagogue were sim|)ly called

Ijy their proper names, and the first who had a

title is said to be Simeon the son of Hillel, who

is supposed by some to be the Simeon who took

our Saviour in his arms in the temple: he was

tailed Kabban, and from his time such titles came

to be in fashion. Kabbi was considered a higher

title than Rab, and Rabban higher than Kabbi;

yet it was said in the Jewish books that greater

was he who was called by his own name than even

he who was called Rabban. Some account of the

Rabbis and the Mishnical and Talmudical writings

may be found in Frideaux, Connection, part i.

bock 5, under the year B.C. 446
;
part ii. book 8,

under the year B.C. 37 ; and a .sketch of the

history of the school of rabbinical learning at

Tiberias, foimded by Rabbi Judah Hakkodesh, the

compiler of the Mishnah, in the second century

after Christ, is given in Robinson's Biblical Re-

searches, ii. ci91. See also note 14 to Burton's

Hampton Lectures, and the authorities there quoted,

tor instance, Bruker, vol. ii. p. 820, and Basnage,

Hist, des Juifs, iii. 6, p. 138. [E. P. E.]

RAB'BITH (rr'ann, with the def. article.

Aajiftpwv ; Alex. 'Pafi^ooO : Puihhith). A town in

the territoiy, perhaps on the boundary, of Issachar

(.Josh. xix. 20 only). It is not again mentioned,

nor is anything yet known of it, or of the places

named in company with it. [G.]

EABBO'NI, John xx. 16. [Rabbi.]

RAB-MAG (JO'n'l: 'Vafi-fxAy, 'Pa^andx:

Hebmaq) is found only in Jer. xxxix. 3 and 13. In

both places it is a title borne by a certain Nergal-

sharezer, who is mentioned among the " princes
"

that accomyianied Nebuchadnezzar to the last siege

of Jerusalem. It has already been shown that

Xergal-sharezer is probably identical with the king,

called by the Greeks Neriglis?ar, who ascended the

throne of Babylon two years afler the death of Ne-

buchadnezzar. [Nergal-sharezer.] This king,

as well as certain other impoitant personages, is

found to bear the title in the Babylonian inscrip-

tions. It is written indeed with a somewhat different

vocalisation, being read as Eabit-E/nga by Sir H.

Kawlinson. The signification is somewhat doubtful.

/iabti is most certainly "great," or "chief," an

exact equivalent of the Hebrew 31. whence Rabbi,

"a great one, a doctor ;" but 3Iai], or Emga, is an

obscure temi. It has been commonly identified

with the word "Magus" (Gesenius, «c? roc. 30;

Calmet, Commentaire litteral, vi. 203, &c.) ; but

this identification is very uncertain, since an entirely

ditierent word—one which is read as Magusu—is

used in that sense throughout the Behistun inscnp-

tion (Oppei-t, Expedition Scientifique en Meso-
potmnie, ii. 209). Sir H. Riiwlinson inclines to

translate eiwja by " priest," but does not connect it

with the Magi, who in the time of Neriglissar had

no footing in Babylon. He regards this rendering,

however, as purely conjectural, and thinks we can

only say at present that the office w:\s one of great

power and dignity at the Babylonian court, and

probably gave its possei^sor special facilities for

obtaining the throne. [O. R.]
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RAB'SACES ('Pail/a/crjy : JRabsaces). Rab-
SHAKi;it (Ecclus. xlviii. 18).

RAB'-SARIS (DnO-nT : 'r>a(t>is ; Alex. 'Pa0-

ffapes: Eabsaris, Babsnres). 1. An officer of the

king of Assyria sent up with Tartan and liabshakeh
acjainst Jerusalem in the time of Hezekiah (2 K.
xViii. 17).

2. {Naffovcrapeis; Alex. No/Sov^apiy.) One of

the princes of Nebuchadnezzar, who was present at

the captuie of Jerusalem, B.C. 588, when Zede-

kiah, after endeavouring to escape, was fciken and
blinded and sent in chains to Babylon (Jer. xxxix.

3). Rabsaris is mentioned aftei'wards (ver. 13)
among the other princes who at the command of

the king were sent to deliver Jeremiah out of the

prison.

R;ibsaris is probably rather the name of an office

than of an indiA^dual, the word signifying chief

eunuch ; in Dan. i. 3, Ashjjenaz is called the master
of the eunuchs (Rab-sari.~im). Luther translates

the word, in the three places where it occurs, as a

name of office, the arch-chamberlain (der Erzkani-
merer, der oberste Kammerer). Josephus, Ant. x. 8,

§2, takes them as the A. V. does, as proper names.
The chief officers of the court were present attend-

ing on the king ; and the instance of the eunuch
Narses, would show that it was not impossible for

the I^bsaris to possess some of the qualities fitting

him lor a military command. In 2 K. xxv. 19, an
eunuch (D*")D, Saris, in the text of the A. V.
" officer," in the margin " eunuch ") is spoken of

as set over the men of war ; and in the sculptures

at Nineveh " eunuchs are represented as command-
ing in war ; fighting both on chariots and on horse-

back, and receiving the prisonei s and the heads of the

slain after battle." Layard's Nineveh, vol. ii. 325.
It is not improbable that in .leremiah x.xxix. we

have not only the title of the Rabsaris given, but his

name also, either Sarsechim (ver. 3) or (ver. 13)
Nebu-shasban (worshipper of Nebo, Is. xlvi. 1), in

the same way as Nergal Sharezer is given in the same
p;issages as the name of the Rab-mag. [E. P. E.]

RAB'SHAKEH ((ni;5:;*nT : 'PaxpdKvs, 2 K.

xviii., xix.; 'Pa/So-a/cr/y, Is. .xxxvi., .xxxvii. : Hab-
saces). One of the ofiicers of the king of Assvria

sent against Jerusalem in the reign of Hezekiah.

Sennacherib, having taken other cities of Judah, was
now besieging Lachish,and Hezekiah, temfied at his

progress, and losing for a time his firm faith in

God, sends to Lachish with an offer of submission

and tribute. This he strains himself to the utmost
to pay, giving for the purpose not only all the

treasures of the Temple and palace, but stripping

of!' the gold plates with which he himself in the

beginning of his leigu had overlaid the doors and
pillars of the house of the Lord (2 K. xviii. 16;
2 Chr. xxix. 3 ; see Rawlinson's Bampton Lectures,

iv. p. 141 ; Layard's Nineveh and Bdnjlon, p. 145).

But Sennacherib, not content with this, his cu-

pidity being excited rather than appeased, sends a
great host against Jerusalem under Tai-tan, Rabsaris,

and Rabsh.akeh ; not .so much, apparently, with the

object of at present engaging in the siege of the

city, as with the idea that, in its present disheartened

state, the sight of an army, combined with the threats

and specious promises of Rabshakeh, might induce a
surrender at once.

In Isaiah xxxvi., xxxvii., Rabshakeh alone is men-
tioned, the reason of which would seem to be, that

he acted as ambassador and spokesman, and came iso
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much more jnomiiiently before the people than the

otheis. Keil thinks that Taitnn had the supreme
command, inasmuch as in 2 K. he is mentioned
first, and, accordincj to Is. .\.\. 1, conducted the sie2:e

of Ashdod. In 2 Chr. xxxii., where, with the addi-

tion of some not uniinport<uit circumstances, theie

is given an extract of these events, it is simply said

that (ver. 9) "Sennacherib king of Assyria sent his

sei-vants to Jerusalem." Rabshakeh seems to have
discharged his mission with much zeal, addressing

himself not only to the ollicers of Hezekiah, but to

the people on the wall of tlie city, setting forth

the hopelessness of trusting to any power, human
or divine, to deliver them out of the hand of "the
great king, the king of Assyria." and dwelling on
the many advantages to be gained by submission.

Many have imagined, from the familiarity of Rab-
shakeh with Hebrew," that he either was a Jewish
deserter or an apostate c'aptive of Israel. Whether
this be so oi- not, it is not impossible that the

assertion which he makes on the part of his mastei-,

that Sennacherib had even the sanction and com-
mand of the Lord Jehovah for liis expedition against

Jerusalem (" Am I now come up without the

Lord to destroy it? The Lord said to me. Go up
against this land to destroy it") may have reference

to the prophecies of Isaiah (viii. 7, 8, x. 5, 6) con-

ceining the desolation of Judah and Israel by the

Assyrians, of which, in some form more or less

correct, he had leceived information. Being unable
to obtain any promise of submission from Heze-
kiah, who, in the extremity of his peril returning
to trust in tlie help of the Lord, is encouiaged by
the words and predictions of Isaiah, Rabshakeh goes

back to the king of Assyria, who had now departed
from Lachish.

The English version takes Rabshakeh as the name
of a person

;
it may, however, be questioned whether

it be not rather the name of the office which he
held at the court, that of chief cupbearer, in the

same way as Rab-sahis denotes the chief eunuch,
and Rae-Mag possibly the chief priest.

Luther in his version is not quite consistent,

sometimes (2 K. xviii. 17 ; Is. xxxvi. 2) giving
Rabshakeh ;is a proper name, but oidinarily "trans-

lating it as a title of office, arch-cupbearer (der
Erzschenke).

The word Rab may be found translated in many
places of the English vei-sion, ibi- instance, 2 K. xxv.

8, 20; Jer. xxxix. 11 ; Dan. ii. 14 (D'TiatS'm),

Rah-tahhachim, "captain of the guanl," in the
margin "chief marshal," " chief'of the execu-
tioners." Dan. i. 3, liah-mrUim. " master of the

eunuchs;" ii. 48 (pjJp"3"1,i, Rab-signin, "chief

* The difference between speaking in the Hebrew and
the Aramean, "in the Jews' language" (nn-in\ J'-

hudilh), and In the "Syrian language" (D^piN. Arnniitb),

would be rather a matter of pronunciation and dialect
than of essential difference of lanKuage. See for the
"Syrian tongue," Kzr. iv. 7 ; Dan. 11. 4.

>> Jn this name ch is sounded like hard c, as the repre-
scntaiive of the Hebrew capita In Kathel, on the other
hand, it represents cheth, and should iiro]>erly be pro-
nounced like a guttural A (see A. V. of Jer. .\.\xi. 15).

= Thcnius, with his usual rashness, says " Uacal is a
residuum of Carmcl."

< It is not obvious bow our translitors came to spell

the name ?nT as they do in their final revision of 1611,

viz. Rachel. Their practice—almost. If not quitt, inva-
riable—thioughoui the Old Test, of thai ediUon. Is to rc-

RACHEL
of the governoi-s;" iv. 9, v. 11 (pj3pin-3"1), ifad-

chartummin, " master of the magicians ;" Jonah

i. 6 pl'nn 3^), 7?a6-Aac/iotei', " shipmaster." It

enters into the titles. Rabbi, Rabboni, and the name
Rabbah. [E. W E.]

EA'CA ('Pojcd), a term of reproach used by the

Jews of our Saviour's age (Matt. v. 22). Critics

are agi-eed in deriving it from the Chaldee term

Npn with the sense of " worthless," but they

differ as to whether this term should be connected

with the root pi"), conveying the notion of empti-

ness (Gesen. Thes. p. 1279), or with one of the

cognate roots pp") (Tholuck), or ypT (Ewaldy,

conveying the notion of thinness (Olshausen, De

Wette, on Matt. v. 22). The first of these views is

probably correct. We may compare the use of p^'l,

" vain," in Judg. ix. 4, xi. 3, al., and of Keve in

Jam. ii. 20. [W. L. B.j

EACE. [Games, vol. i. p. 650.]

RA'CHAB ('Poxo;8 : RaAab). Rahab the

harlot (Matt. i. 5).

KA'CHALb ("?3T : Rachcd). One of the places

which David and his followers used to haunt during

the period of his freebooting life, and to the people

of which he sent a portion of the plunder taken

from the Amaleicites. It is named in 1 Sam. xxx.

29 only. The Vatican LXX. inserts five names in

this passage between " Eshtemoa" and "the Jerah-

meelites." The only one of these which has any
similarity to Kiical is Carmel, which would suit very

well as far as position goes ; but it is impossible to

consider the two as identical without further evi-

dence. <= No name like Racal has been found in the

south of Judah. [G.]

KA'CHEL (,^nV "a ewe;" the word rahel

occurs in Gen. xxxi. 38, xxxii. 14, Cant. vi. 6, Is.

liii. 7: A. V. rendered "ewe" and "sheep:"

'Pax^A : Rachel). The younger of the daughters of

Laban, the wife of Jacob, the mother of Joseph and

Benjamin. 'I'he incidents of her life may be found in

Gen. xxix.-xxxiii., xx.xv. The story of Jacob and

Racliel has always had a peculiar interest ; there is

that in it which appeals to some of the deepest feelings

of the human heart. The beauty of Rachel , the deep

love with which she was loved by Jacob from their

first meeting by the well of Haran, when he showed

to her the simple courtesies of the desert life, and

kissed her and told her he was Hebekah's son ; the

long servitude with which he patiently served for

present n. the hard guttural aspirate, by h (e.g. Halab for

n^'n); the ch (hai-d, of course) they reserve with equal

consistency for 3. On this principle Rachel should have

been given throughout " Kahel," as indeed it is in one case,

retained in the most modem editions—Jer. xxxl. 15. And
in the earlier editions of the English Bilile (e. g. 1540,

]551, 1566) we find Kiihel throughout. It is difficult not to

suspect that Rachel (however originating) was a favourite

woman's name in the latter part of the 16th and begin-

ning of the I7th centuries, and that it was substituted for

the less familiar though more accurate Rahel in deference

to that fact, and in obedience to the rule laid down for the

guidance of the translators, that " the names in the text

are to be retained as near as may be, accordingly as they

are vulgarly used."

Rachael (so common !n the liieralure of a century ago)

Is a corniption, as Rebecca of Rebekah. [G.J
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her, in which the seven years " seemed to him but

a few Uays, for the love he had to her ;" their mar-

riage at last, after tlie cruel disappointment through

the fraud which substituted the elder sister in the

place of the younger; and the death of Rachel at

the very time when in giving birth to another son

her own long-delayed hopes were accomplished, and

she had become still more endeared to her husband

;

his deep grief and ever-living regrets for her loss

(Gen. xlviii. 7): these things make up a touching

tale of personal and domestic history which has

kept alive the memory of Rachel—the beautiful,

the beloved, the untimely taken away—and has

preserved to this ilay a reverence for her tomb ; the

very intidel invaders of the Holy Land having

respected the traditions of the site, and erected over

the spot a small rude shrine, which conceals what-

ever remains may have once been found of the

pillar first set up by her mourning husband over

her grave.

Yet from what is related to us concerning

Rachel's character there does not seem much to

claim any high degree of admiration and esteem.

'I'he discontent and fretful impatience shown in her

grief at being for a time childless, moved even her

fond husband to anger (Gen. xxx. 1, 2). She ap-

pears moreover to have shaied all the duplicity

and falsehood of her family, of which we have such

painful instances in Rebekah, in Laban, and not

least in her sister Leah, who consented to bear her

part in the deception practised upon Jacob. See,

for instance, Rachel's stealing her father's images,

and the ready dexterity and presence of mind

with which she concealed her theft (Gen. xxxi.)

:

we seem to detect here an apt scholar in her

father's school of untruth. P'rom this incident we
may also infer (though this is rather the mis-

fortune of her position and circumstances) that she

was not altogether free from the superstitions and

idolatry which prevailed in the land whence Abra-

ham had been called (.Tosh. xxiv. 2, 14), and which

still to some degree infected even those families

among whom the true (iod was known.

The events which preceded the death of Rachel

are of much interest and worth)' of a brief con-

sideration. The presence in his household of these

idolatrous images, which Rachel and probably othei s

also had brought from the East, seems to have been

either unknown to or connived at by Jacob for

some yeai-s after his return from Haran ; till, on

being reminded by the Lord of the vow which he

had made at Bethel when he tied from the face of

Ksau, and being bidden by Him to erect an altar to

the God who appeared to him there, Jacob felt the

glaring impiety of thus solemnly appearing before

God with the taint of impiety cleaving to him or

his, and " said to his household and all that were

with him, Put away the strange gods from among
you" (Gen. xxxv. 2). After thus ciisting out the

polluting thing from his house, Jacob journeyed to

Bethel, where, amidst the associations of a spot

consecrated by the memories of the past, he received

from God an emphatic promise and blessing, and,

the name of the Supplanter being laid aside, he had

given to him instead the holy name of Israel.

then it wiis. after his spirit had been there purified

and strengthened by communion with God, by the

« Hebrew C'Un-ih ; in the LXX. here, xlviii. 7, and 2 K.

V. 19. XafipaSa. This seems to have been accepted as

the name of the spot (Demetrius in Eus. Pr. Ev. ix. 21),

^nll to have been actnally encountered there by a tra-

veller in the 12th cent. (Burcliard de Strasburg, by Saint
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assurance of the Divine love and favour, by the

consciousness of evil put away and duties performed,

then it was, as he journeyed away from Bethel,

that the chastening blow fell and Rachel died.

These circumstances are alluded to here not so

much for their bearing upon the spiritual discipline

of Jacob, but rather with reference to Rachel her-

self, as suggesting the hope that they may have

had their e?iect in bringing her to a higher sense of

her relations to that Great Jehovah in whom hei

husband, with all his faults of character, so finnly

believed.

Rachel's tomb.—" Rachel died and was buried in

the way to Ephrath, which is Bethlehem. And Jacob

set a pillar upon her grave ; that is the pillar of

Riichel's grave unto this day" (Gen. xxxv. 19, 20).

As Ivachel is the first related instance of death in

childbeariiig, so this, pillar over her grave is the

first recorded example of the setting up of a sepul-

chral monument; caves having been up to this

time spoken of as the usual places of burial. The

spot was well known in the time of Samuel and

Saul (1 Sam. x. 2) ; and the prophet Jeremiah, by

a poetic figure of great force and beauty, represents

the buried Hachel weeping for the loss and cap-

tivity of her children, as the bands of the exiles,

led away on their road to Babylon, passed near her

tomb (Jer. xxxi. 15-17). St.' Matthew (ii. 17, 18)

applies this to the slaughter by Herod of the infants

at Bethlehem.

The position of the Ramah here spoken of is one

of the disputed questions in the topography of

Palestine ; but the site of Rachel's tomb, " on the

way to Bethlehem," " a little way " to come to

Ephrath," " in the border of Benjamin," has never

'oeen questioned. It is about 2 miles S. of Jeru-

salem, and one mile N. of Bethlehem. " It is one

of the shrines which Muslems, Jews, and Chris-

tians agree in honouring, and concerning which

their traditions aie identical." It was visited by

Maundrell, 1697. The description given by Dr.

Robinson (i. 218) may serve as the representative

of the many accounts, all agreeing with each other,

which may be read in almost evei y book of Eastern

travel. It is " merely an ordinary Muslim Wely,

or tomb of a holy person, a small square building

of stone with a dome, and within it a tomb in the

ordinary Mahommedan forni, the whole plastered

over with mortal-. Of couree the building is not

ancient: in the seventh century there was here

only a pyramid of stones. It is now neglected and

falling to decay,' though pilgrimages are still made

to it by the Jews. The naked walls are covered

with names in several languages, many of them in

Hebrew. The general conectness of the tradition

which has fixed upon this spot for the tomb of liachel

cannot well be drawn in question, since it is fully

supported by the circumstances of the Scriptural

narrative. It is also mentioned by the Itin. Ilieros.,

A.D. 333, and by Jerome (Ep. Ixxxvi., ad Eustoch.

Epitaph. Paulae) in the s;une century."

Those who take an interest in such interpreta-

tions may find the whole story of Rachel and Leah

allegorised by St. Augustine (contra Faustitin Ma-
hichaeum, .\xii. li.-lviii. vol. viii. 432, &c., ed.

Migne), and Justin Martyr {Dialogue with Tn/pho,

c. 134, p. 360). [E- I', li-]

Genois, p. 35), who gives the Arabic name of lUicbel's

lomb 08 Cabrata or Carhata.

' Since Robinson's last visit, it has been enlarged bv

the addition of a square court on the east side, wiih hij^li

walls and arches (plater Researches, 27;0.
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RAD'DAI (n"1 : Za55oi ;
Ak-x. ZadSat ;

Joseph. 'PoT/Aos : Maddei). One of David's biotliers.

fifth son of Jesse (1 Chr. ii. 14). He does not

appear in the Bible elsewhere than in this li.-.t,

unless he be, as Ewald conjectures {Gesqhichte, iii.

266 note), identical Avith Hki. But this does not

seem probable. Fiirst {Handwb. ii. 355 b) considers

the final i of the name to be a remnant of Jaii or

Jehovah. [<j-]

EAGAU ('Po7au: Ragau). 1. A place named

only in Jud. i. 5, 15. In the latter passage the

"mountains of R;\gau" are mentioned. It is pro-

bably identiad with Ragics.

2. One of the ancestors of our Lord, son of Phalec

(Luke iii. 35). He is the same person with Ri:u

son of Peleg ; and the difference in the name arises

from our translatois having followed the Greek form,

in which the Hebrew J? was fiequently e.xpressed

by 7, as is the c;ise in l\aguel (which once occurs

for Reuel), Goniorrha, Gotholiah (for Atholiah),

Phogor (for Peor), &c. [G.]

RA'GES ('Pay-T], 'P0701, "Payau: Rages, Ra-

gau) was an inipm-taut city in north-eastern Media,

where that country bordered upon Parthia. It is

not mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures, but occurs

frequently in the Book of Tobit (i. 14, v. 5, vi. 9,

and 12, &'C.), and twice in Judith (i. 5 and 15).

According to Tobit, it w:is a place to which some

of the Israelitish captives taken by Shalmaneser

(Enemessar) had been transported, and thither the

angel liaphael conducted the young Tobiah. In the

book of Judith it is made the scene of the gi-eat

battle between Nabuchodonosor and Arphaxad,

wherein the latter is said to have been defeated and

taken prisoner. Neither of these accounts can be

regai-ded as historic ; but the latter may conceal

a fact of some importance in the history of the

city.

J^es is a place mentioned by a great number of

profane writeis. It appears as Ragha in the Zen-

davesta, in Isidore, and in Stephen ; as Kaga in the

inscriptions of Darius ; Rhagae in Duris of Samos (Fr.

25), Strabo (xi. 9, §1), and Arrian {Exp. Alex. iii.

20) ; and Rhagaea in Ptolemy (vi. 5). Properly

speaking, Rages is a town, but the town gave name to

a province, which is sometimes called Rages or Rha-

gae, sometimes Rhagiana. It appears from the Zen-

davesta that here was one of the earliest settlements

of the Allans, who were mingled, in Rhagiana, with

two other races, and were thus brought into contact

with heretics (Bunsen, Philosophy of Universal

History, iii. 485). Isidore calls Riges " the greatest

city in Media" (p. 6), which may have been true

in his day; but other writers commonly regard it

as much inferior to Kcbatana. It was the place to

which Frawartish (Phraortes), the Median rebel,

fied, when defeated by Darius Hystaspis, and at

which he was made prisoner by one of Diuius'

generals {Beh. Inscr. col. ii. par. 13). [Mkdia.]
This is probably the fact whi('h the apocryphal

writer of Judith had in his mind when he spoke of

Arphaxad as having been ciiptureil at R;tgau. When
Darius Codomminus fled from Alexander, intending

to make a final stand in Bactria, he must ha\'e

passed thiough Rages on his way to the Caispian

Gates ; and so we find that .Alexander ai-rived tlieic

in pui-suit of his enemy, on the eleventh day atler

he quitted Kcbatima (AniiUi, Exp. Alex. iii. 'JO).

In the troubles which followed the death of Alex-

ander, Rages appeal's to liave gone to decjiy, but it

was soon after rebuilt by Soleucus I. (Nicator),

KAGUKL
who gave it the name of Europus (Strab. xi. 13,

§G ; Steph. Byz. ad voc). When the Parthians

took it, they called it Arsacia, after the Arsaces of

the day ; but it soon afterwards recovered its ancient

appellation, as we see by Strabo and Isidore. That
appellation it has ever since retained, with only a

slight corruption, the ruins being still known by
the name of Rhey. These ruins lie about five miles

south-cast of Teheran, and cover a space 4500 yards

long by 3500 yards broad. The walls are well

I

marked, and are of prodigious thickness ; they appear

to have been fianked by strong towers, and are con-

nected with a lofty citadel at their north-eastern

angle. The importance of the place coasisted in its

vicinity to the Caspian Gates, which, in a oertaic

sense, it guarded. Owing to the barren and deso-

late character of the great salt desert of Iran, every

amiy which seeks to pass from Bactria, India, and
Affghaiiistan to Media and Mesopotamia, or vice

versa, must skirt the lange of mountjuns which

runs along the southern shore of the Caspian. These

mountains send out a rugged and precipitous spur

iu about long. 52° 25' E. from Greenwich, which

runs far into the desert, and can only be rounded

with the extremest difficulty. Across this spur is

a single pass—the Pylae Caspiae of the ancients

—

and of this pass the possessors of Rhages must have

at all times held the keys. The modern Teheian,

built out of its ruins, has now superseded Rhey
;

and it is perhaps mainly from the importance of its

position that it has become the Persiiui capital.

(For an account of the ruins of Rhey, see Ker Por-

ter's Travels, i. 357-364; and compare Fraser'.s

Khorassun, p. 286.) [G. R.]

EAG'UEL, or EEU'EL l.'pX-iyi) : 'Payovi)\).

I. A prince-priest of Midian, the father of Zipporah

according to Ex. ii. 21, and of Hobab according to

Num. X. 29. As the father-in-law of Moses is

named Jethro in Ex. iii. 1, and Hobab iu Judg. iv.

II, and perhaps in Num. x. 29 (though the latter

passage admits of another sense), the jirima facie

view would be that Raguel, Jethio, and Hobab

were difl'erent names for the same individual.

Such is probably the case with i-egard to the two

first at all events, if not with the third. [HouAli.J

One of the names may represent an olTicial title,

but whether Jethro or Ixaguel, is uncerUiin, both

being appropriately significiint :
" Josephus was iu

favour of the former (jovto, i. e. 'Udty\a7os, ^v

eiriK\-nfi.a r^i 'PayovfiXtp, Ant. ii. 12, §1), and this

is not unlikely, <is the name Reuel was not an

uncommon one. The identity of Jethro and Reuel

is supported by the indiscriminate use of the names

in the LXX. (Ex. ii. 16, 18) ; and the application

of more than one name to the same individual was

iiu usage familial- to the Hebrews, as instanced in

Jacob and Israel, Solomon and Jedidiah, and other

similar cases. Another solution of the difficulty

h;us been sought in the loose use of terms of rela-

tionship among the Hebrews; as that chothen^ iu

i;x. iii. 1, xviii. 1, Num. x. 29, may signify any

relation by marriage, and consequently that Jethro

and Hobab were bi-othei-s-in-law of Moses ; or thaf

the terms a6« and bath^ in Ex, ii. 16, 21, mean

grandfather and granddaughter. Neither of these

assumptions is satisfactory, the former in the

» Jethro=" pre-eminent," from "IH*. " to e.\cel," and

Raguel=" friend of God," from 7N -"ly"!.

^ inn. « 3x. n3.
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absence of any coiroborative evidence, the latter

because the omission of Jethro the father's name

in so circumstantial a narrative as in Ex. ii. is

inexplicable, nor can we conceive the indiscriminate

use of the terms father and grandfather without

good cause. Nevertheless this view has a strong

weight of authority in its flivour, being supported

by the Targum Jonathan, Aben Ezra, Michaelis,

VViner, and others. [W. L. B.]

2. Another transcription of the name Heuel,

occurring in Tobit, where Kaguel, a pious Jew of

" Ecbatane, a city of Media," is father of Sara, the

wife of Tobias (Tob. iii. 7, 17, &c.). The name was

not uncommon, and in the book of Enoch it is applied

to one of the great guardian angels of the universe,

who was charged with the execution of the Divine

judgments on" the (material) world and the stars

(cc.%x. 4, xxiii. 4, ed. Dillmann). [B. F. W.]

RA'HAB, orKA'CHAB(3nn: 'Pax^/S, and

'Poo;8 : Eahab, and Eaab), a celebrated woman of

Jericho, wlio received the spies sent by Joshua to

spy out the land, hid them in her house from the

pursuit of her countrymen, was saved with all her

family when the Israelites sacked the city ;
and be-

came the wife of Salmon, and the ancestress of the

Messiah.

Her history may be told in a few words. At

the time of the arrival of the Israelites in Canaan

she was a young unmarried woman, dwelling in a

house of her own alone, though she had a father and

mother, and brothers and sisters, living in Jericho.

She Wiis a " harlot," and probably combined the

trade of lodging-keeper for wayfiiring men. She

seems also to have been engaged in the manufac-

ture of linen, and the ai't of dyeing, for which the

Phoenicians were early famous ; since we find the

flat roof of her house covered with stalks of flax put

there to diy, and a stock of scarlet or crimson

CJLJ') line in her house: a circumstance which,

coupled with the mention of Babylonish garments at

vii. 21, as among the spoils of Jeiicho, indicates

the existence of a trade in such articles between

Phoenicia and Mesopotamia. Her house was situated

on the wall, probably near the town gate, so as

to be convenient for persons coming in and going

out of the city. Tradei's coming from Meso])o-

tamia or Egypt to Phoenicia, would frequently

pass through Jericho, situated as it was near the

tbrds of the Jordan ; and of these many would re-

sort to the house of Rahab. Rahab therefore had

been well informed with reg;ird to the events of the

Exodus. She had heard of the passage through the

Red Sea, of the utter destiuction of Sihon and Og,

and of the irresistible progress of the Israelitish

host. The efl'ect upon her mind had been what one

would not have expected in a person of hei' way of

life. It led her to a firm faith in Jehovah as the

true God, and to the conviction that He purposed

to give the land of Canaan to the Israelites. When
therefore the two spies sent by Joshua came to her

house, they found themselves under the rocf of one

who, alone probably of the whole population, was
friendly to their nation. Their coming, however,

was quickly known ; and the king of Jericho, having

received information of it, while at supper, accord-

ing to Josephus, sent that very evening to retjuire

her to deliver them up. It is very likely that, her

house being a public one, some one who resorted

there may have seen and recognised the spies, and

gone off at once to report the matter to the autlio-

rities. But not without awakening Rahab's suspi-
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cions : for she immediately hid the men among
the flax-stalks which were piled on the flat-roof of

her house, and, on the arrival of tlie officers sent to

search her house, was ready with' the story that

two men, of what country she knew not, had, it

was true, been to her house, but had left it just

before the gates were shut for the night. If they

pursued them at once, she added, they would be

sure to overtake them. Misled by the false infor-

mation, the men started in pursuit to the fords of the

Jordan, the gates having been opened to let them out,

and immediately closed again. When all was quiet,

and the people were gone to bed, Rahab stole up to

the house-top, told the .spies what had happened, and

assured them of her faith in the God of Israel, and
her confident expectation of the capture of the whole

land by them ; an expectation, she added, which

was shared by her countrymen, and had produced a

great panic amongst them. She then told them
her plan for their escape. It was to let them down
by a cord from the window of her house which

looked over the city wall, and that they should flee

into the mountains which bounded the plains of

Jericho, and lie hid there for three days, by which
time the pursuers would have returned, and the

fords of the Jordan be open to them again. She

asked, in return for her kindness to them, that they

should swear by Jehovah, that when their country-

men had taken the city, they would spare her life,

and the lives of her father and mother, brothers and

sisters, and all that belonged to them. The men
readily consented, and it was agreed between them
that she should hang out her scarlet line at the

window from which they had escaped, and bring all

her fiimily under her roof. If any of her kindred

went out of doors into the street, his blood would

be upon his own head, and the Israelites in that

case would be guiltless. The event proved the

wisdom of her precautions. The pursuers returned to

Jericho after a fruitless search, and the spies got safe

back to the Israelitish camp. The news they brought

of the terror of the Canaanites doubtless inspiied

Israel with fresh courage, and, within three days of

their return, the passage of the Jordan was effected.

In the utter destruction of Jericho, which ensued.

Joshua gave the strictest orders for the preserva-

tion of Rahab and her family ; and accordingly,

before the city was burnt, the two spies were sent

to her house, and they brought out her, her father

and mother, and brothers, and kindred, and all that

she had, and placed them in safety in the Israelitish

camp. The narrator adds, " and she dwelleth in

Israel unto this day," not necessarily implying that

she was alive at the time he wrote, but that the

family of strangers of which she was reckoned the

head, continued to dwell among the children of

Israel. May not the 345 " children of Jericho,"

mentioned in Ezr. ii. 34, Neh. vii. 36, and " the men
of Jericho" who assisted Nehemiah in rebuilding

the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. '2), have been

their posterity? Their continued sojourn among
the Israelites, as a distinct family, would be exactly

analogous to the cases of the Kenites, the house of

Rechab, the Gibeonites, the house of Caleb, and
perhaps others.

As regards Rahab herself, we learn from Matt. i.

.5, that she became the wife of Salmon the son of

Naasson, and the mother of Boaz, Jesse's griind-

father. The suspicion naturally arises that Salmon
may have been one of the spies whose life she .saved,

and that gratitude for so great a benefit, led in his

case to a more tender passion, and obliterated the
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memory of any pist disgra(.-o aftiiciiiiig to her name.

We are expressly told that the s]Mes were " young
men" (Josh. vi. 23), vtaviaKovs, ii. l.;LXX.

;

and the example of the former sj)ies who were sent

from Kadesh-Barnea, who were all " heads of

Israel" (Num. xiii. 3), as well as the importance

of the service to be perfoi-med, would lead one to

expect that they would be persons of high station.

But, however this may be, it is certain, on the au-

thority of St. Matthew, tliat Kaiiab became the

mother of the line from which sprung David, and

eventually Christ; and there can be little doubt

that it was so stated in tlie public archives from

which the Evangelist extracted our Lord's genealogy,

in which only four women are named, viz. Thamar,
Richab, Piuth, and Bathshelia, who were all a])pa-

rently foreigners, and named for that reason.

[Bath-Shua.] Kor that the Rachab mentioned by
St. Matthew is Rihab the harlot, is as certain as that

David in the genealogy is tlie same pereon as David

in tlie booljs of Samuel. The attempts that have

been made to prove liachab diH'erent from Rahab,"

in order to get out of the chronological difficulty,

are singularly absurd, and all the more so,

because, even if successful, they would not dimi-

nish the difficulty, as long as Salmon remains as

the son of Naasson and the father of Boaz. How-
ever, as there are still found *" those who follow

Outhov in his opinion, or at least speak doubtfully,

it may be as well to call attention, with Dr. Mill

(p. 131), to the exact coincidence in the age of

Salmon, as the son of Nahshon, who was prince of

the children of Judah in the wilderness, and Kahab
the harlot ; and to observe that the only conceiv-

able reason for tlie mention of Rachab in St.

Matthew's genealogy is, that she was a remarkable
and well-known person, as Tamar, Ruth, and Bath-
sheba wei-e."^ The mention of an utterly unknown
Rahab in the line would be absurd. The allusions

to "Rahab the harlot" in Heb. xi. 31, Jam. ii. 25,
by classing her among those illustrious for their

faith, make it still more impossible to suppose that

St. Matthew was speaking of any one else. The
four successive generations, Nahshon, Salmon, Boaz,
Obcd, are consequently as certain as words can make
them.

The character of Rahab has much and deep in-

tere.st. Dismissing a.s inconsistent with truth, and

with the meaning of T\yW and tropvii, the attempt

to clear her character of stain by saying that she
was only an innkeeper, and not a harlot (iravho-

Kevrpla, Chrysostom and Chald. Wi's.), we may
yet notice that it is very possible that to a woman
of her country and religion such a calling mav have
implied a far less deviation fiom the standard of
morality than it does with u.s (" vitae genus vile

magis quim flagitiosum," Grotius), and moi cover,

that with a purer faith she seems to have entered
upon a pure life.

.\s a cjise of casuistry, her conduct in deceiving the
king of Jericho's messengers with a false tile, and,

above all, in taking pitrt against her own country-
men, has been much discussed. With regard to

» Chiefly by Outhov, a Dutch professor, in tlie Bibliotli.

Uremens. The earliest expression of any doubt U by
'I'heopbylact In the 11 th century.

"> Valpy's Greek Test with Kng. iiotPs, on Malt. 1. 5
;

Burrlngton, On the Genealogies, i. 192-4, kc. ; Ivuinoel on

Matt. 1. 5 ; Olshaiisen, ib.

' There docs not seem to be any force in Bengel's

remark, adupteU by Olshauson, that the article (« t^«
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the first, strict truth, either in Jew or heathen,

was a virtue so utterly unknown btiore the pro-

mulgation of the Gospel, that, as far as Rahab is

concerned, the discussion is quite superfluoas. The
question a.s regards ourselves, whether in any case

a falsehood is allowable, f»j to save our own life

or that of another, is diH'erent, but need not be

argued here.'' With regard to her talking part

against her own countrymen, it can only be justified,

but is fully justified, by the circumstince that

fidelity to her country would in her case have been

infidelity to God, and that the higher duty to her

Maker eclipsed the lower duty to her native land.

Her anxious provision for the safety of her father's

house shows how alive she wiis to natural atlections,

and seems to piove that she was not influenced by
a selfish insensibility, but by an enlightened pre-

ference for the service of the true God over the

abominable pollutions of Canaanite idolatry. If

her own life of shame was in any way connected

with that idolatry, one can readily understand what
a further stimulus this would give, now that her

heart was pui ified by faith, to her desire for the over- J

throw of the nation to which she belonged by birth, I

and the establishment of that to which she wished 1

to belong by a community of faith and hope. Any-
how, allowing for the dilfeience of circum.st;inces,

her feelings and conduct weie analogous to those of

a Christian Jew in St. Paul's time, who should

have preferred the triumph of the Gospel to the

triumpli of the old Judaism ; or to those of a con-

verted Hindoo in our own days, who should side

with Christian Englishmen against the attempts of

his own countrymen to establish the supremacy
either of Brahma or ilahomet.

Tills view of Rahab's conduct is fully borne out

by the references to her in the N. T. The author

of the Epistle to the Hebrews tells us that " by faitli

the harlot Rahab perished not with them that be-

lieved not, when she had received the spies with

peace" (Heb. xi. 31); and St. James fortifies his

doctrine of justification by works, by asking, " Wa.-^

not Rahab the harlot justified by works, when she

had received the messengei's, and had sent them out

another way?" (Jam. ii. 25.) And in like manner
Clement of Rome says " Rahab the harlot was saved

for her faith and hospitality " {ad Corinth, xii.).

The P'athers generally (iniro consensu, Jacobson]

consider the deliverance of Rahab as typical of sal-

vation, and the scarlet line hung out at her window
as typical of the blood of Jesus, in the same way as

the ark of Noah, and the blood of the paschal

lamb were ; a view which is borne out by the ana-

logy of the deliverances, and by the language of

Hei). xi. 31 (tojj aireiB-fiffaffw, " the disobedient"),

compared with 1 Pet. iii. 20 laireiB-fiaafflv irore).

Clement (ad Corinth, xii.), is tiie first to do so.

He says that by the symbol of the scarlet line it

was " made manifest that there shall be redemption

through the blood of the Lord to all who believe

and trust in God ;" and adds, that Rahab in this

was a propiietess as well as a believer, a sentiment

in which he is followed by Origen (m lib. Jcs., Horn
iii.). Justin Martyr in like manner calls the scsi'.let

Paxo^) proves that Rahab of Jericho is meant, seeing

that ull the proper names in the genealogy, which are in

the oblique case, have the article, though many of then;

occur nowhere else ; and that it Is omitted before Mopw
In ver. 16.

•• The question, in reference both to Kabab and to Chris-

tians, is well discussed by Augustine contr. Mendacium
{0}ip. vl. 33, 34: comp. BuUinger, 3rd Dec. Serm. iv.1.
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line " the symbol of the blood of Christ, by which

those of all nations, who once were harlots and un-

righteous, are saved;" and in a like spirit Irenacus

draws from the story of Rahab the conversion of

the Gentiles, and the admission of publicans and

harlots into the kingdom of heaven through the

symbol of the scarlet line, which he compares with

the Passover and the Exodus. Ambrose, Jerome,

Augustine (who, like Jerome and Cyril, takes Ps.

Ixxxvii. 4 to refer to Rahab the harlot), and Theo-

doret, all follow in the same track ; but Origen,

as usual, carries the allegory still further. Irenaeus

makes the singular mistake of calling the spies

th7-ee, and makes them symbolical of the Trinity

!

The comparison of the scarlet line with the scarlet

thread which was bound round the hand of Zarah

is a favourite one with them.^

The Jews, as might perhaps be expected, are

embarrassed as to what to say concerning Rahab.

They praise her highly for her conduct ; but some

Rcibbis give out that she was not a Canaanite, but

of some other Gentile race, and was only a sojourner

in Jericho. The Gemara of Babylon mentions a

tradition that she became the wife of Joshua, a tra-

dition unknown to Jerome (ado. Jovin.), and eight

persons who were both priests and prophets sprung

from her, and also Huldah the prophetess, men-

tioned 2 K. .\xii. 14 (see Patrick, ad foe). Josephus

describes her as an innkeeper, and her house as an inn

(KaTayuyLOv), and never applies to her the epithet

ir6pvr), which is the term used by the LXX.
Rahab is one of the not very numerous cases of

the aiUing of Gentiles before the coming of Christ;

and her deliverance from the utter destruction which

fell upon her countrymen is so beautifully illus-

trative of the salvation revealed in the Gospel, that

it is impossible not to believe that it was in the

fullest sense a type of the redemption of the world

by Jesus Christ.

See the articles Jkricho ; Joshua. Also Bengcl,

Lightfoot, Alford, Wordsworth, and Oishausen on

Matt. i. 5 ; Patrick, Groti us, and Hitzig on Josh. ii.

;

Dr. Jlill, Descent and Parentage of the SaKiour;

Kwald, Geschichte, ii. 320, &c. ; Josephus, Ant. v.

1 ; Clemens Rom. ad Corinth, cap. xii. ; Irenaeus,

c. Her. iv. xx.; Just. Mart, contr. Tnjph. p. 11

;

Jerome, adv. Jovin. lib. i. ; Epist. xxxiv. ad Nepot.
;

Breciar. in Ps. Ixxxvi. ; Origen, Horn, in Jesum
Nave, iii. and vi. ; Comni. in Matth. xxvii. ; Chry-

sost. Jlom. 3 in Matth., also 3 in Ep. ad Rom.
;

Kphr. Syr. Rhythm 1 and 7 on Nativ., Rhythm 7

on the Faith; Cyril of Jerus., Catechet. Led. ii. 9,

X. 11 ; BuUinger, I. c. ; Tyndale, Doctr. Treat.

(Parker Soc), pp. 119, 120; Schleusner, Lexic.

N. T.s y K6pvn. [A. C. H.]

RA'HABianT: 'Poa;3 : Rahab), a poetical

name of Egypt. The same word signifies " fierce-

ness, insolence, pride;" if Hebrew when applied to

Egypt, it would indicate the national chaiacter of

the inhabitants. Gesenius thinks it was probably

of Egyptian origin, but accommodat«d to Hebrew,

although no likely equivalent has been found in

Coptic, or, we may add, in ancient Egyptian (Thes.

s. v.). That the Hebrew meaning is alluded to in

connexion with the proper name, does not seem to

pi-ove that the latter is Hebrew, but this is rendered

very probable by its apposite charactei-, and its sole

use in poetical books.

• BuUinger (5th Dec Serm. vl ) views the Une as a sign

and seal or the covenant between the Israelites und Haliab.
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This word occurs in a passage in Job, where it is

usually translated, as in the A. V., instead of being

treated as a proper name. Yet if the passage be

compared with parallel ones, there can scarcely be a

doubt that it refers to the Exodus, " He divideth

the .sea with His power, and by His understanding

He smiteth through the proud" [or "Rahab"]
(xxvi. 12). The prophet Isaiah calls on the arm
of the Lord, " [Art] not thou it that hath cut

Rahab, [and] wounded the dragon ? [Art] not thou

it which hath dried the sea, the waters of the great

deep ; that hath made the depths of the sea a way
for the ransomed to pass over?" (Ii. 9, 10 ; comp.

15.) In Ps. Ixxiv. the division of the sea is men-
tioned in connexion with breaking the heads of the

dragons and the heads of Leviathan (13, 14). So
too in Ps. Ixxxix. God's power to subdue the sea

is spoken of immediately before a mention of his

having " broken Rahab in pieces" (9, 10). Rahab,

as a name of Egypt, occurs once only without re-

ference to the Exodus : this is in Psalm Ixx.xvii.,

where Rahab, Babylon, Philistia, Tyre, and Cush,
are compared with Zion (4, 5). In one othei

passage the name is alluded to, with reference to

its Hebrew signification, where it is prophesied that

the aid of the Egyptians should not avail those who

sought it, and this sentence follows: DH 3n~l

nSti', "Insolence [i. e. 'the insolent'], they sit

still" (Is. XXX. 7), as Gesenius reads, considering it to

be undoubtedly a proverbial expiession. [R. S. P.]

RA'HAM (Dn-1 : 'Po€> : Raham). In the

genealogy of the descendants of Caleb the son of

Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 44), Raham is described as the

son of Shema and father of Jorkoam. Rashi and

the author of the Quaest. in ParaL, attributed to

Jerome, regard Jorkoam as a place, of which Raham
was founder and pi-ince.

RA'HEL ('priT : 'Pax^jA. : Rachel). The more

accurate form of the familiar name elsewhere ren-

dered Rachel. In the older English versions it is

employed throughout, but survives in the Au-
thorized Version of 1611, and in our present Bibles,

in Jer. xxxi. 15 only. [G.]

RAIN. ItOJD (rndtdr), and also Qm (gcshem),

which, when it difiers from the more common word

IDD, signifies a more violent rain ; it is also used

as a generic term, including the early and latter

- rain (Jer. v. 24 ; Joel ii. 23).

Early Rain, the rains of the autumn, ^^V

(yoreh), part, subst. from m*, " he scattereil"

i

(Deut. xi. 14; Jer. v. 24); also the hiphil part.

rrilD (Joel ii. 23) : verbs irpti'ifxos, LXX.

Latter Rain, the rain of spring, t^'lp?'? C*^'"

kosh), (Prov. xvi. 15; Job xxix. 23; .le'r. iii. 3;

Hos. vi. 3; Joel ii. 23 ; Zech. x. 1) : vtrbs 6\iiifios.

The early and latter rains are mentioned together

( Deut. xi. 14 ; Jer. v. 24 ; Joel ii. 23 ; Hos. vi. 3 ;

James v. 7).

Another word, of a more poetical character, i»

0*3*3*1 {rehiblm, a plural form, connected with

rah, " many," from the multitude .jf the drops),

translated in our vei-sion " showere ' (Deut. xxxii.

2; Jer. iii. 3, .xiv. 22; Mic. v. 7 (Heb. 6) ; Ps.

Ixv. 10 (Heb. 11), Ixxii. 6). The Hebrews have

also the word D1.T fj.erem), expressing violent i-ain,

3 S
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storm, tempest, accompanied with Iiail—in Job'

xxW. 8, the heavy rain which comes down on

mountains; and the word T"13D {sagrir), whieli

occurs only in Prov. xxvii. 15, continuous and heavy

rain, tv rjfiepa Xf'M*^"'P-

In a country comprising so many varieties of

elevation as I'alestine, there must of necessity occur

corresponding v.irieties of climate ; an account that

might conectly describe the peculiarities of the

district of Lebanon, would be in many respects in-

accui-ate when applied to the deep depression and

almost tropical climate of Jericho. In any general

statement, therefore, allowance must be made for

not inconsiderable local variations. Compared with

England, Palestine would be a country in which

rain would be much less frequent than with our-

selves ; contrasted with the districts most familiar

to the children of Israel before their settlement in

the land of promise, P>gypt and the Desert, rain

might be spoken of a.s one of its distinguishing cha-

racteristics (I)eut. xi. 10, 11 ; Herodotus, iii. 10).

For six months in the year no rain falls, and the

harvests are gathered in without any of the anxiety

with which we are so familiar lest the work be in-

teirupted by unseasonable storms. In this respect

at least the climate has remained unchanged since

the timf when Boaz slept by his heap of corn ; and
the sending thunder and rain in wheat harvest was
a miracle which filial the people with fear and
wonder (1 Sam. xii. 16-18) ; and Solomon could

speak of " rain in harvest " as the most forcible ex-

pression for conveying the idea of something utterly

out of place and unnatural (Prov. xxvi. 1). There
are, however, very considerable, and perhaps more
than compensating, disadvantages occasioned by this

long absence of rain : the whole land becomes dry,

parched, and brown, the cisterns are empty, the

springs and fountains fail, and the autumnal rains

are eagerly looked for, to prepare the earth for tlie

reception of the seed. These, the early rains, com-
mence about the latter end of October or beginning
of November, in Lebanon a mouth earlier: not sud-
denly but by degrees; the husbandman has thus
the opportunity of sowing his fields of wheat and
bailey. The rains come mostly from the west or

south-west (Luke xii. 54), continuing for two or

three dnys at a time, and falling chiefly duiing the

night ; the wind then shifts round to the north or

east, and sevei-al days of fine weather succeed (Prov.

XXV. 2:5). During the months of November and
December the rains continue to fall heavily, but at

inten'als; afterwards they return, only at longer

intervals, and are less heavy; but at no period

dunng the winter do they entirely cease. January
and February are the coldest months, and snow
falls, sometimes to the depth of a foot or more, at

Jerusalem, but it does not lie long; it is very
seldom seen along the coast and in the low jjlains.

Thin ice occasionally covers the pools tor a few days,

and while Porter was writing his Handbook, the

snow was eight inches deep at Damascus, and the ice

a quarter of an inch thick. I{ain continues to fall

more or less during the month of March
; it is veiy

rare in April, and even in Lebanon the showere that

occur are generally light. In the valley of the

Jordan the barley harvest begins as early as the

middle of .Xjiril, and the wheat a fortniglit later ; in

7,ebanon the grain is seldom ripe before the middle

of .June. (Seo Robinson, Biblical liesearc/ies, i.

429 ; and Porter, ffaiidbook. xhnii.) [Palkstine,

p. 692.]
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With respect to the distinction between the early

and the latter rains, Robinson observes that there

are not at the present day " any particular periods

of rain or succession of showei-s, which might be

regai'ded as distinct rainy seasons. The whole period

from October to March now constitutes only one

continued season of rain without any regularly in-

tervening term of prolonged fine wciither. Unless,

therefore, there has been some change in the climate,

the early and the latter rains tor which the hus-

bandman waited with longing, seem rather to have

implied the first showers of autumn which revived

the parched and thirsty soil and prepared it for the

seed ; and the later showers of spring, which conti-

nued to refresh and forward both the ripening crops

and the vernal products of the fields (James v. 7
;

Prov. xvi. 15)."

In April and May the sky is usually serene;

showers occur occasionally, but they are mild and

refreshing. On the 1st of May Robinson experienced

showers at Jerusalem, and " at evening there was

thunder and hghtningi^which are frequent in winter),

with pleiisant and reviving rain. The 6th of May
was also remarkable for thunder and for several

showers, some of which were quite heavy. The

rains of both these days extended far to the north

, . . but the occunence of rain so late in the season

was regarded as a very unusual circumstance."

{B. B.^i. 430 : he is speaking of the year 1838.)

In 1856, however, " there was very heavy rain

accompanied with thunder all over the region of

Lebanon, extending to Bnyrout and Damascus, on

the 28th and 29th May ; but the oldest inhabitant

had never seen the like before, and it created, says

Porter {Handbook, xlviii.), almost as much asto-

nishment as the thunder and rain which Samuel

brought upon the Israelites during the time of

wheat harvest."

During Dr. Robinson's stay at Beyrout on his

second visit to Palestine, in 1852, there were heavy

rains in March, once for five days continuously,

and the weather continued variable, with occasional

heavy rain, till the close of the firet week in April.

The "latter rains" thus continued this season for

nearly a month later than usual, and the result was

afterwards seen in the very abundant crops of

winter grain (Robinson, B. R. iii. 9).

These details will, it is thought, better than any

generalized statement, enable the reader to form his

judgment on the "former" and "latter" rains of

Scripture, and may serve to introduce a remiark or

two on the question, about which some interest has

been felt, whether there has been any change in the

frequency mid abundance of the rain in Palestine,

or in the periods of its supply. It is asked whether
" these stony hills, these deserted valleys," can be the

land flowina; with milk and honey ; the land which

God cared for ; the land upon which were always

the eyes of the Lord, from the beginning of the year

to the end of the year (Deut. xi. 12). As fai- as

relates to the other considerations which may
account for diminished fertility, such ns the de-

cre;ise of population and industry, the neglect ot

terrace-culture and irrigation, and husbanding the

supply of water, it may suffice to refer to thi^

article on Aguici'LTURE, and to Stanley {Siiuii

and Palestine, 120-123). With respect to our

more immediate subject, it is urged that the

very expression "flowing with milk and honey"
implies abundant rains to keep alive the grass for

the pasture of the numerous herds supplying tht>

milk, and to nourish the flowers clothing the now
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bare hill-sides, frDin whence the bees might gather

their stores of honey. It is urged that tlie supply

of rain in its due season seems to be promised as

contingent upon the fidelity of the people (Deut.

xi. 13-15 ; Lev. .\xri. 3-5), and that as from time

to time, to punish the people for their transgressions,

"the showers have been withholden, and tliere hath

been no latter rain " ( Jer. iii, 3 ; 1 K. xvii., xviii.),

so now, in the great and long-continued apostasy

of the children of Israel, there has come upon

even the land of their forfeited inheritance a like

long-continued withdrawal of the favour of God,

who claims the sending of rain as one of His special

prerogatives (Jer. xiv. 22).

The early rains, it is urged, are by comparison

scanty and interrupted, the latter rains have alto-

gether ceased, and hence, it is maintained, the curse

has been fulfilled, " Thy heaven that is over thy

head shall be brass, and the earth that is under

thee shall be iron. The Lord shall make the )ain

of thy land powder and dust" (Deut. xxviii. 23,

24; Lev. xxvi. 19). Without entering here mto

the consideration of the justness of the interpreta-

tion which would assume these predictions of the

withholding of rain to be altogether different in the

manner of their infliction from the other calamities

denounced in these chapters of thieatening, it

would appear that, as far as the question of fact

is concerned, there is scarcely sufficient reason to

imagine that any great and marked changes with

respect to the rains have taken place in Palestine.

In early days as now, rain was unknown for half

the year ; and if we may judge from the allusions

in Prov. xvi. 15 ; Job xxix. 23, the latter rain was

even then, while greatly desired and longed for,

that which was somewhat precarious, by no means

to be absolutely counted on as a matter of course.

If we are to take as correct, our translation of Joel

ii. 23, " the latter rain in the first (month*;," j. e.

Nisaii or Abib, answering to the latter part of

March and the early part of April, the times of the

latter rain in the days of the prophets would coin-

cide with those in which it falls now. The same con-

clusion would be arrived at from Amos iv. 7, "I
have withholden the rain from you when there

were yet three months to the han-est." The rain

here spoken of is the latter rain, and an interval of

three months between the ending of the rain and

the beginning of harvest, would seem to be in an

average year as exceptional now as it was wlien

Amos noted it as a judgment of God. We may
infer also from the Song of Solomon ii . 11-13, where
is given a poetical description of the bureting forth

of vegetation in the spring, that when the " winter
"

was past, the rain also was over and gone: we can

hardly, by any extension of the term " winter,"

bring it down to a later period than that during

which the rains still fall.

It may be added that travellers have, perhaps

unconsciously, exaggerated the barrenness of the

land, from confining themselves too closely to the

southern portion of Palestine ; the northern poi-

tion, Galilee, of such peculiar interest to the

readers of the Gospels, is fertile and beautiful (see

Stanhy, Sinai and Palestine, chap, x., and Van de

Velde, there quoted), and in his description of the

valley of Ifabliis, the ancient Shechem, Robinson

" Tbe word " month " Is supplied by our translators,

and tbcir rendering is not supported by either the LXJC.

(Kadu>9 eiinpo<r6tv) or the Vulg. (sicut in principio).

Another interpretation is indeed equally prohable; but
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{B. R. ii. 275) becomes almost enthusiastic : " Here
a scene of luxuriant and almost unparalleled verdure

burst upon our view. The whole valley was filled

with gardens of vegetables and orchards of all kinds

of fruits, watered by several fountains, which burst

forth in various parts and flow westward in refiesh-

ing streams. It came upon us suddenly, like a scene

of fairy enchantment. We saw nothing like it in

all Palestine." The account given by a recent lady

traveller {Egyptian Sepulchres andS>/rian Shrines,

by Jliss Beaufort) of the luxuriant fruit-trees and
vegetables which she saw at IMeshullam's farm in

the valley of Urtas, a little south of Bethlehem
(}30ssibly the site of Solomon's gardens, Eccl. ii. 4-6),

may serve to prove how much now, as ever, may
be etlected by irrigation.

Paiin frequently furnishes,the writeis of the Old
Testament with forcible and appropriate metaphors,

varying in their character according as they regard

it as the beneficent and fertilizing shower, or the

destructive storm pouring down the mountain side

and sweeping away the labour of years. Thus
Prov. x.wiii. 3, of the poor that oppresseth the

poor; Ez. xxxviii. 22, of the just punishments and
righteous vengeance of God (compare Ps. xi. 6; Job
XX. 23). On the other hand, we have it used of

speech wise and fitting, refreshing the souls of men,
of words earnestly waited for and heedfully listened

to (Deut. xxxii. 2 ; Job .xxix. 23} ; of the cheering

favour of the Lord coming down once more upon
the penitent soul; of the gracious presence and in-

fluence for good of the righteous king among his

people ; of the blessings, gifls, and graces of the

leign of the -Messiah (Hos. vi. 3 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 4
;

Ps. Ixxii. 6). [E. P. E.]

RAINBOW {n^D («. e. a bow with which to

shoot arrows). Gen. ix. 13-16, Ez. i. 28: rS^ov, so

Ecclus. xliii. 11 : areiis. In N. T., Rev. iv. 3, x. 1,

Tpis). The token of the covenant which God made
with Noah when he came forth from the ark, that

the waters should no more become a flood to

destroy all flesh. With respect to the covenant
itself, as a charter of natural blessings and mercies

(
" the World's covenant, not the Church's" ), re-

establishing the peace and order of Physical Nature,
which in the flood had undergone so great a
convulsion, see Davison On Prophecy, lect. iii".

p. 76-80. With respect to the token of the cove-

nant, the right interpretation of Gen. ix. 13 seems
to be that God took the rainbow, which had hitherto

been but a beautiful object shining in the heavens

when the sun's rays fell on falling rain, and conse-

crated it as the sign of His love and the witness of

His promise.

The following passages. Num. xiv. 4 ; 1 Sam.

xii. 13 ; IK. ii. 35, are instances in which jnj

(ndthan,]\t. "give"), the word used in Gen. ix.

13, " I do set my bow in the cloud," is employed
in the sense of " constitute," " appoint." Accoi-d-

ingly there is no reason for concluding that ignorance

of the natuial cause of the rainbow occasioned the

account given of its institution in the Book of

Genesis.

The figurative and svmbolical use of the rainbow

as an emblem of God's mercy and faithfulness

must not be passed over. In the wondrous vision

tbe following passages, Gen. viii. n, Num. ix. 5, Ez. sxix.

17, xiv. 18,21, justity tbe rendering )iB'N'13 "in the

first (month).

"
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sliown to St. John iu the Apocalypse (llev. iv. 3),
it is said that " there wxs a rainbow round about
the throne, in sight like unto an emerald :" amidst
the awful vision of surpassing glory is seen the sym-
bol of Hope, the bright emblem of Mercy and of
Love. '• Look upon the rainbow," saith the son of

Sirach (Ecchis. .\liii. 11, 12), "and praise Him
that made it: very beautiful it is in the bright-

ness thereof; it compasseth the heaven about with
a glorious circle, and the hands of the most High
have bended it." [E. P. E.]

RAISINS. [Vine.]

RA'KEM (Dp"!, in pause Di5"l: 'PoK6fx; om.

in Alex. : lieccn). Among the descendants of Machir
the son of JLinasseh, by his wife Maachah, are men-
tioned Ulam and Hakeua, who are apparently the

sons of Sheresh (1 Chr. vii. 16). Nothing is known
of them.

RAK'KATH {T\^'): ['nMo0o]5aK€'0 : Alex.

'?eKKad : Reccatli). One of the fortified towns of

Naphtali, named between Hammath and Chin-
NERETH (Josh. xix. 35). Hammath was probably

at the hot springs of Tiberias ; but no trace of the

name of Kakkath has been found in that or any
other neighbourhood. The nearest approach is

Kerak, formerly Tarichaeae, three miles further

down the shore of the lake, close to the embouchure
of the Jordan. [G.]

RAK'KON (Pi?"nn, with the def. article:

'lipaKcav : Arecon). One of the towns iu the in-

heritance of Dan (Josh. xix. 46), apparently not
far distant from Jo])pa. The LXX. (both MSS.)
give only one name (that quoted above) for this

and Me-jarkon, which in the Hebrew text precedes

it. This fact, when coupled with the similarity of
the two names in Hebrew, suggests that the one
may be merely a repetition of

the other. Neilher has been

yet disc'overed. [G.]

RAM (D") : 'Kpafx ; Alex.

'fiippdv in Ruth ; 'Opdfj. and
'Apa/i in I t"hr. : Anmi). 1.

Son of Hezron and father of

Amminadab. He was born in

Egypt after Jacob's migration

there, as his name is not men-
tioned in Gen. xlvi. 4. He
(ii-st a])pears in Ruth iv. 19.

The genealogy ni I Thr. ii. 9,

10, 25, iidds no further infor-

mation concerning him, except

that he was the second son ol

Hezron, Jernhmeel being the

first-born. He appears in the

N. T. only iu the two lists of

the ancestry of Christ (JL-itt. i.

3, 4 ; Luke iii. 3.3), where he

is called A HAM, atler the LXX.
and Vulgate. [Amminadaii;
Nahsmon.] [A. C. H.]

2. ('Pajtt: Ram.) The first-

born of .lerahmeel, and then-

fore nephew of the preceflinu

(1 Chr. ii. 25, 27). He ha

three sons, Maaz, Jamin, and

Eker.

3. Elihu, the son of Bara-

chel the liuzite, is described as

" of the kindred of Kam" (Job

RAM. BATTERING
xxxii. 2). Hashi's note on the passage is curious:
" ' of the family of Ram ;' Abraham, for it is said,
' the greatest man among the Anakim ' (Josh, xiv.)

;

this [is] Abraham." Ewald identifies Ram with
Aram, mentioned in Gen. xxii. 21 in connexion with
Huz and Buz (Gesch. i. 414). Elihu would thus
be a collateral descendant of Abraliam, and this

may have suggested the extraordinary explanation

given by liashi. [W. A. W.]

RAM. [Sheep; Sacrifices.]

RAM, BATTERING (13: Pi\6,7Ta<Tif,

Xapa| : aries). This instrument of ancient siege

operations is twice mentioned in the 0. T. (Ez. iv.

-, xxi. 22 [27]) ; and as both references are to the

battering-rams in use among the Assyrians and
Babylonians, it will only be necessaiy to desciibe

those which are known from the monuments to

have been employed in tlieir sieges. With regard

to tlie meaning of the Hebrew word there is but

little doubt. It denotes an engine of war which
was called a ram, either because it had an iron head

shaped like that of a ram, or because, when used

for battering down a wall, the movement was like

the butting action of a ram.

In attacking the walls of a fort or city, the first

step appears to have been to form an inclined plane

or bank of earth (comp. Ez. iv. 2, " cast a mount
against it"), by which the besiegers could bring

their battering-rams and other engines to the foot of

the walls. " The battering-rams," says Mr. Layard,
" were of several kinds. Some were joined to

moveable toweis which held warriors and anned
men. The whole then formed one great temporary

building, the top of which is represented in sculp-

tures as on a level with the walls, and even tur-

rets, of the besieged city. In some bas-reliefs the

battering-ram is without wheels; it was then per-
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hap9 constructed upon the spot, and was not in-

tended to be moved. The moveable tower was

probably sometimes unprovided with the ram, but

I have not met with it so represented in the sculp-

tures When the machine containing; the

battering-ram was a simple framework, and did not

form an ai'tificial tower, a cloth or some kind of

drapery, edged with fringes and otherwise orna-

mented, appears to have been occasionally thrown

over it. Sometimes it may have been covered with

hides. It moved eitiier on four or on six wheels,

and was provided with one ram or with two. The

mode of working the rams cannot be determined

from the Assyrian sculptures. It may be presumed,

from the representations in the bas-reliefs, that they

were partly suspended by a rope fastened to the

outside of the machine, and that men directed and

impelled them from within. Such was the plan

adopted by the Egyptians, in whose paintings the

warriors woiking the ram may be seen through

the frame. Sometimes this engine was ornamented

by a carved or painted figure of the pi-esiding

divinity, kneeling on one knee and drawing a bow.

The artificial tower was usually occupied by two

warriors : one discharged his arrows against the

besieged, whom he was able, from his lofty posi-

tion, to harass more efiectually than if he had been

below ; the other held up a shield for his com-

panion's defence. Warriors are not unfrequently

represented as stepping from the machine to the

battlements Archers on the walls hurled

stones from slings, and discharged their arrows

against the warriors in the artificial towers ; whilst

the rest of tlie besieged were no less active in en-

deavouring to frustrate the attempts of the assail-

ants to make breaches in their walls. By dropping

a doubled chain or rope fiom the battlements, they

caught the ram, and could either destroy its efficacy

altogether, or break the force of its blows. Those

below, however, by placing hooks over the engine,

and throwing their whole weight upon them,

struggled to retain it in its place. The besieged, if

unable to disphice the battering-ram, sought to

destroy it by fiie, and threw lighted torches or fire-

brands ujjon it ; but water was poured upon the

flames through pipes attached to the artificial tower"

{Nineveh and its Jiemaiiis,h. 367-370). [W. A. W.]

EA'MA ('Pana: Rama), Matt. ii. 18, referring

to Jer. xsxi. 15. The original passage alludes to a

massacre of Benjamites or Ephraimites (comp. ver.

9, 18), at the llamah in Benjamin or in Mount
Ephraim. This is seized by the Evangelist and turned

into a touching reference to the slaughter of the

Innocents at Bethlehem, near to which was (and is)

the sepulchre of Rachel. The name of iiama is

alleged to have been lately discovered attached to a
spot close to the sepulchre. If it existed there in

St. Matthew's day, it may have prompted his allu-

sion, though it is not necessary to suppose this, since

the point of the quotation does net lie in the name
l^amali, but in the lamentation of Rachel for the

children, as is shown by the change of the vlots of

the original to TiKva. [G.]

" So Sir H. C. Rawlinsoii, In Atlienaeum, No. 1799,

p. 530.

•> Its place in tbe list of Joshua (mentioned above),

viz. between Giboon and Beorolh, suits the present h'am-

Allah ; but the considerations named in the te.xt make
it very difficult to identify any other bite with it than

tr-Utini.

' In his commcntarr on Hos. v. 8, Jerome mentions
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RA'MAH (n»"in, with the definite article,

excepting a few cases named below). A word
which in its simple or compound shape forms the

name of several places in the Holy Land ; one of

those which, like Gibeah, Geba, Gibeon, or Mizpeh,

betrays the aspect of the country. The lexico-

graphers with unanimous consent derive it fiom a

root which has the general sense of elevation— ,^

root which produced the name of Aram," " the high

lands," and the various modifications ofRam, Ramali,

Ramath, Ramoth, Remeth, Ramathaim, Arimathaea,

in the Biblical records. As an appellative it is found

oidy in one passage TEz. xvi. 24-39), in which it

occurs four times, each time rendered in the A. V.
" high place." But in later Hebrew ramtha is a

recognized word for a hill, and as such is employed
in the Jewish versions of the Pentateuch lor the

rendering of Pisgah.

1. {"Pdfia; 'Paa^a; Ba^S, &c. ; Alex. la/io,

"Pafifiav ; 'Pa/xa : Rama.) One of the cities of the

allotment of Benjamin f Josh, xviii. 25), a member
of the group which contained Gibeon and Jeru-

salem. Its place in the list is between Gibeon and

Beeroth. Theie is a more precise specification of

its position in the invaluable catalogue of the places

north of Jerusalem which are enumerated by Isaiah

as disturbed by the gradual ap])roach of the king ot

Assyria (Is. x. 28-32). AtMichmash he crosses tlie

ravine ; and then successively dislodges or alarms

Geba, Ramah, and Gibeah of Saul. Each of these

may be recognized with almost absolute certainty at

the present day. Geba is Jeha, on the south brink

of the great valley ; and a mile and a half beyond

it, directly between it and the main road to the

city, is er-Rdm, (its name the exact equivalent of

ha-Ramah) on the elevation which its ancient name
implies.'' Its distance from the city is two hours,

i. e. five English or six Roman miles, in perfect

accordance with the notice of Eusebius and Jerome

in the Onomasticon (" Rama " j,' and nearly agree-

ing with that of Josephus (Ant. viii. 12, §3), who
places it 40 stadia north of Jerusalem.

Its position is also in close agreement with the

notices of the Bible. The palm-tree of Deborah

(Judg. iv. 5) was "between Ramah ^ and Bethel,"

in one of the sultrj' valleys enclosed in the lime-

stone hills which compose this district. The Levite

and his concubine in their journey from Bethlehem

to Ephraim passed Jerusalem, and pressed on to

Gibeah, or even if possible beyond it to Ramah
(Judg. xix. 13). In the struggles between north

and south, which followed the disruption of the

kingdom, Ramah, as a frontier town, the possession

of which gave absolute command of the north road

from Jerusalem (1 K. xv. 17), was tkken, fortified,

and retaken (ibid. 21, 22; 2 Chr. xvi. 1, 5, 6).

After the destruction of .Jerusalem it appears to

have been used as the depot for the prisoners (Jer.

xl. 1 )
; and, if the well-known passage of Jeremiali

(xxxi. 15), in which he introduces the mother of

the tribe of Benjamin weeping over the loss of her

children, alludes to this Ramah, and not to one

nearer to her sepulchre at Bethlehem, it was pro-

Puima as "juxta Gabaa in septimo laplde a lerosolymis

slta."

<> The Targum on this passage subsiitutes for the Palm
of Deborah, Ataroth-Deborah, no doubt referring to the

town of Ataroth. This has everything in its favour,

since 'At&ra Is still found en the Uft hand of the

north road, very nearly midway Ijflncen ei-Jidm and

Bcilin.
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kibly also the scene of the slaughter of such of the

captives as from age, weakness, or poverty, were

not worth the long ti-ausport across the desert to

Habylon. [Rama.] Its proximity to Gibeah is im-

plied in 1 Sam. xxii. 6«; Hos. v. 8; Ezr. ii. 26;

Neh. vii. 30: the last two of which passages show

also that its people returned after the Captivity. The

limiah in Neh. .^i. 33 occupies a ditleient position in

the list, and may be a distinct place situated further

west, nearer the plain. (This and Jer. xxxi. 15 are

the only passages in which the name appears with-

out the article.) The LXX. find an allusion to

Ramah in Zech. xiv. 10, where they render the

words which are translated in the A. V. "and shall

be lifted up (n»X"l), and inhabited in her place,"

by " Ramah shall remain upon her place."

Er-Itam was not unknown to the mediaeval

travellers, by some of whom {e. gr. Brocardus,

Descr. ch. vii.) it is recognized as Ramah, but

it was reserved for Dr. Robinson to make the iden-

tifii-ation certain and complete {Bib. Ecs. i. 576).

He describes it as lying on a high hill, commanding

a wide prospect—a miserable village of a few halt-

deserted houses, but with remains of columns,

squared stones, and perhaps a church, all indicating

foi-mer importance.

In the catalogue of 1 E.sdr. v. (20) the name

appears as Cira.ma.

2. {"ApfiaOain in both MSS., e.xcept only 1 Sam.

XXV. 1, xxviii. 3, where the Alex, has 'Pa^a). The

iiome of Klkanah, Samuel's father (1 Sam. i. 19,

ii. U), the birth-place of Samuel himself, his home

and official residence, the site of his altar (vii. 17,

viii. 4, XV. 34-, xvi. 13, xix. 18), and finally his

burial-place (xxv. 1, xxviii. 3). In the present

instance it is a contracted form of Ramathaim-
ZOPHIM, which in the existing Hebrew te.\t is given

at length but once, although the LXX. exhibit

Armathaim on every occasion.

All that is directly said as to its situation is

that it was in Mount Ephraim (1 Sam. i. 1), and

this would naturally lead us to seek it in the

neighbourhood of Shechem. But the whole tenor

of the narrative of the public life of Samuel (in

connexion with which alone this Ramah is men-

tioned) is so restricted to the region of the tribe of

Benjamin, and to the neighbourhood of Gibeah the

residence of Saul, that it seems impossible not to

look for Samuel's city in the same locality. It

appears from 1 Sam. vii. 17 that his annual func-

tions as prophet and judge were confined to the

naiTOW round of Bethel, Gilgal, and Jlizpeh—the

first the north boundary of Benjamin, the second

near Jericho at its eastern end, and the third on the

ridge in more modern times known ;is Scopus, ovei-

looi<ing Jerusalem, and therefore near the southern

confines of Benjamin. In the centre of these Vv-as

Gibeah of Saul, the royal residence during the reign

of the first king, and the centre of his operations.

It would be doing a violence to the whole of this

part of the history to look for Siimuel's residence

outside these narrow limits.

On the other hand, the boundaries of Mount
Ephraim are nowhere distinctly set forth. In the

« This passage may either be translated (with Junius,

Jlichaelis, l)e VVette, and Bunsen), " Saul abode in Gibeah

under the tamarisk on the height" (In which case it will

add one to the scanty number of cases in wlilch the word

is used oiherwlse than as a proper name), or it may
imply that Ramah was included within the precinclsof

the king's city. The LXX. read Bama for Kamah, and
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mouth of an ancient Hebrew the expression would

mean that portion of the mountai-nous district which
was at the time of speaking in the possession of

the tribe of Ephraim. " Little Benjamin " was for

so long in close alliance with and dependence on its

more powerful kinsman, that nothing is more pro-

bable than that the name of Ephraim may have

been extende<l over the mountainous region which
was allotted to the younger son of Rachel. Of this

there are not wanting indications. The palm-tree

of Deborah was " in Mount Ei)hraim," between

Bethel and Ramah, and is identified with great

plausibility by the author of the Taigum on Judg.

iv. 5 with Ataroth, one of the landmarks on the

south boundary of Ephraim, which still survives

in 'Atdra, 2^ miles north of Ramah of Benjamin

{er-Fdin). Bethel itself, though in the catalogue

of the cities of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 22), was
appropriated by Jeroboam as one of his idol

sanctuaries, and is one of the " cities of Mount
Ephraim" which were taken from him by Baasha

and restored by Asa (2 Chr. xiii. 19, xv. 8;. Jere-

miah (ch. xxxi.) connects Ramah of Benjamin with

Mount Ephraim (vers. 6, 9, 15, 18j.

In this district, tradition, with a truer instinct

than it sometimes displays, has placed the residence

of Samuel. The earliest attempt to identify it is in

the Onomasticon of Eusebius, and was not so happy.

His words are, " Armathem Seipha : the city of

Helkana and Samuel ; it lies near' ( irA7j(rfoj/) Dios-

polis : thence came Joseph, in the Gospels said to be

from Arimathaea." Diospolis is Lydda, the modern

Ludd, and the reference of Eusebius is no doubt to

Ecmileh, the well-known modern town two miles

from Ludd. But tliere is a fatal obstacle to this

identification, in the fact that Ramleh (" the

sandy " ) lies on the open face of the maritime

plain, and cannot in any sense be said to be in

Mount Ephraim, or any other mountain district.

Eusebius possibly refers to another Ramah named
in Neh. xi. 33 (see below. No. 6).

But there is another tradition, that just alluded to,

common to Moslems, Jews, and Christians, up to the

present day, which places the residence of Samuel on

the lofty and remarkable eminence of Neby Samwil,

which rises four miles to the N.W. of Jerusalem,

and which its height (greater than that of Jeru-

salem itself
J,

its commanding position, and its pe-

culiar shape, render the most conspicuous object

in all the landscapes of that district, and make the

names of Kamali and Zophim exceedingly appro-

priate to it. The name first appeal's in the travels

of Arculf (a.d. cir. 700), who calls it Saint Siimuel.

Before that date the relics of the Piophet had been

transported from the Holy Land to Thrace by the

emperor Arcadius (see Jerome contr. Vvjilantium,

§5), and Justinian had enlaiged or completed "a
well and a wall" for the sanctuary (Procopius, de

Aedif.v. ca^. 9). True,neitherofthese notices names

the spot, but they imply that it was well known, and

so far support the placing it at Neby Sainteil. Since

the days of Arculf the tradition appears to have been

continuous (see the quotations in Rob. B. E. i. 459 ;

Tobler, 88i, &c.). The modern village, though

miserable even among the wretched collections of

render the words " on the hill under the field in Bama."
Kiisebius.in the Ovomasticon ('Pa/uid), characterizesKamah
as the "city of Saul."

' Jerome agrees with Eusebius in liis translation of this

passage ; but in the Epitaphium Paulae (Epist. cvili.) he

connects Ramleh with Arimathaea only, and places it

hawlpirocul a Lyddd.
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hcvels wliich crown the hills in this neighbour-

hood, bears marks of antiiiuitf in cisterns and other

traces of former habitation. The mosque is said to

stand on the foundations of a Christian church, pro-

bably that which Justinian bmlt or added to. The

ostensible tomb is a mere wooden box ; but below

it is a cave or chamber, apparently excavated, like

that of the patriaichs at Hebron, from the solid

rock of the hill, and, like that, closed against all

access except by a narrow aperture in the top,

through which devotees are occasionally allowed to

transmit their lamps and petitions to the saci'ed

vault below.

Here, then, we are inclined, in the present state

of the evidence, to place the Ramah of Samuel.K

And there probably would never have been any

resistance to the traditional identification if it had

not been thought necessary to make the position

of Ii<vmah square with a passage with which it

does not seem to the writer to have necessarily

any connexion. It is usually assumed that the

city in which Saul was anointed by Samuel (1

Sam. ix. x.) was Samuel's own city Itamah. Jose-

phus certainly {Ant. vi. 4, §1) does give the

name of the city as Armathem, and in his version

of the occurience implies that the Prophet was

at the time in his own house ; but neither the

Hebrew nor the LXX. contains any statement

which confirms this, if we except the slender fact

that the " land of Zuph " (ix. 5) may be con-

nected with the Zophim of Kamathaim-zophim.

The words of the maidens (ver. ] 2) may equally

imply either that Samuel had just entered one of

his cities of circuit, or that he had just returned to

his own house. But, however this may be, it

follows fiom the minute specification of Saul's

route in 1 Sam. x. 2, that the city in which the

interview took place was near the sepulchre of

Rachel, which, by Gen. sxxv. 16, 19 and other

reasons, appears to be fixed with certainty as close

to Bethlehem. And this supplies a strong argu-

ment against its being Ramathaim-zophim, since,

while ISIount Ephraim, as we have endeavoured

already to show, extended to within a few miles

north of Jerusalem, there is nothing to warrant the

supposition that it ever reached so far south as

the neighbourhood of Bethlehem. Saul's route

will be most conveniently discussed under the head

of Saul; but the question of both his outward

and his homeward journey, minutely as they are

detailed, is beset with difficulties, which have been

increased by the assumptions of the commentators.

For instance, it is usually taken for granted that

his father's house, and therefore the starting-point

of his wanderings, was Gibeah. True, Saul himself,

after he was king, lived at Gibeah; but the resi-

dence of Kish would appear to have been at Zela •>

where his family sepulchre was (2 Sam. xxi. 14),

and of Zela no trace has yet been found. The

Authorized Version has added to the difficulty by

introducing the word " meet " in x. 3 as the trans-

lation of the tenii which they have more accu-

rately rendered "find" in the preceding verse.

Again, where was the "hill o{ God," the gibeath-
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Elohim, with the netsib^ of the Philistines? A
netsib of the Philistines is mentioned later in Saul's

history (1 Sam. xiii. 3) as at Geba opposite Mich-

mash. But this is three miles north of Gibeah

of Saul, and does not at all agree with a situation

near Bethlehem for the anointing of Saul. The

Targum interprets the "hill of God" as "the

place where the ark of God was," meaning Kiijath-

jearim.

On the assumption that Ramathaim-zophim was

the city of Saul's anointing, various attempts have

been made to find a site for it in the neighbourhood

of Bethlehem. (a) Gesenius {Thes. 1276a) sug-

gests the Jebel Fureidis, four miles south-east of

Bethlehem, the ancient Heiodium, the " Frank

mountain" of more modern times. The drawback

to this suggestion is that it is not supported by

any hint or inference either in the Bible, Josephus

(who was well acquainted with the Herodion), or

more recent authority. (6) Dr. Robinson {Bib. Res.

ii. 8) proposes Soba, in tho mountains six miles

west of Jerusalem, as the possible representative of

Zophim: but the hypothesis has little besides its

ingenuity to i-ecommend it, and is virtually given

up by its author in a foot-note to the passage, (c)

Van de Velde {Syr. ^ Pal. ii. 50), following the

lead of Wolcott, argues for Rameh (or Eamet el-

Khalil, Rob. i. 216), a well-known site of ruins

about two and a half miles north of Hebron. His

main argument is that a castle of S. Samuel is

mentioned by F. Fabri in 1483'' (apparently) as

north of Hebron ; that the name Rameh is iden-

tical with Ramah ; and that its position suits the

requirements of 1 Sam. x. 2-5. This is also sup-

ported by Stewart {Tent and Khan, 247). {d)

Dr. Bonar {Land of Promise, 178, 554) adopts

er-Ram, which he places a short distance north of

Bethlehem, east of Rachel's sepulchre. Eusebius

{Onom. 'Pa^eoe) says that " Rama of Benjamin"

is near (irepl) Bethlehem, where the "voice in

Rama was heard ;" and in our times the name is

mentioned, besides Dr. Bonar, by Prokesch and

Salzbacher (cited in Rob. B. R. ii. 8 7iote), but this

cannot be regarded as certain, and Dr. Stewart has

pointed out that it is too close to Rachel's monu-
ment to suit the case.

Two suggestions in an opposite direction must be

noticed :
—

(a) That of Ewald {Geschichte, ii. 550), who
places Ramathaim-zophim at Ram-allah, a mile

west of el-Bireh, and nearly five north of Neby

Samwil. The chief ground for the suggestion

appears to be the affix Allah, as denoting that a

certain sanctity attaches to the place. This would

be more certainly within the limits of Mount
Ephraim, and merits investigation. It is men-

tioned by Mr. Williams {Diet, of Geogr. " Ra-

matha") who, however, gives his decision in favour

of Nehy Samwil.

(6) That of Schwarz (152-158), who, starting

from Gibeah-of-Saul as the home of Kish, fixes

upon Rameh north of Samaria and west of Sanitr,

which he supposes also to be Ramolh or Jaiinuth,

? " Bcthhoron and her suburbs" were allotted to the

Kohathlte Leviies, of whom Samuel was one by descont.

Perhaps the village on the top of Neby Samwil may have

been dependent on the more regularly fortified Bcthhoron

(IK. 1.x. 17).

Zela (y'pV) '8 quite » distinct

I^Vv^. ""^J which

from Zelzach

would Identify it (e. pr.

Stewart. Tmt and Khan, 247 ; Van de Velde,

&c. Sjc).

' The meaning of this word is uncertain. It may
signify a garrison, an officer, or a commemoration column

—a trophy.

> In the time of Benjamin of Tudela It was known as

the " house of Abraham " (*. of T., cd. Ashcr, U, 93;.
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the Levitical"" city of Issachar. Schwarz's argu-
ments must be read to be appreciated.

3. ("Apa^A;" Alex. 'Pa/xa: Arama.) One of

the nineteen fortified places of Naphtali (Josh.

xix. 36) named between Adamah and Hazor. It

would appear, if the order of the list may be

accepted, to have been in the mountainous country

N.W. of the Lake of (iennesareth. In this district

a place bearing the name of Rameh has been dis-

covered by Dr. Robinson {B. R. iii. 78), which is

not improbably the modern representative of the

Kamah in question. It lies on the main track

between Akka and the north end of the Sea of

Galilee, and about eight miles E.S.E. of Sufed. It

is. perhaps, worth notice that, though the spot is

distinguished by a very lofty brow, commanding
one of the most extensive views in all Palestine

(Rob. 78), and answering perfectly to the name of

Ramah, yet that the village of Rameh itself is on
the lower slope of the hill.

4. {"Pafxa : fforrna.) One of the landmarks on

the boundary (A. V. "coast") of Asher (Josh. xix.

29), apparently between Tyre and Zidon. It does

not appear to be mentioned by the ancient geogra-

phers or travellers, but two places of the same
name have been discovered in the district allotted

to Asher ; the one east of Tyre, and within about
three miles of it (Van de Velde, Map, Memoir),
the other more than ten miles off', and south-east of

the same city (Van de Velde, Map ; Robinson,

B. R. iii. 64). The specification of the boundary
of Asher is very obscure, and nothing can yet be

gathered fi-om it ; but, if either of these places

lepresent the Kamah in question, it certainly seems
safer to identify it with that nearest to Tyre and
the sea-coast.

5. {"PififiwQ, Alex. 'Pafj.oD0 ; 'PajuLti in both cases

:

Rarmth.) By this name in 2 K. viii. 29 and
2 Chr. x.\ii. 6, only, is designated Ramoth-Gilkad.
The abbreviation is singular, since, in both cases, the

full name occurs in the preceding verse.

6. A place mentioned in the catalogue of those

i-e-inhabited by the Benjamites after their return

from the Cajitivity (Neh. xi. 33). It may be the
Ramah of Benjamin (above. No. 1) or the" Ramah
of Samuel, but its position in the list 'remote from
Geba, Michmash, Bethel, ver. 31, comp. Ezr. ii.

26, 28) seems to remove it further west, to the
neighbourhood of Lod, Hadid, and Ono. There is

no further notice in the Bible of a Ramah in this

direction, but Eusebius and Jerome allude to one,

though they may be at fault in identifying it with
Ramathaim and Arimathaea ( Onom." " Armatha
Sophim;" and the remarks of Robinson, /)'. R. ii.

239). The situation of the modern Ramleh agrees
very well with this, a town too impoifcint and too

well placed not to have existed in the ancient
times.o The consideration that Ramleh signifies

"sand," and Ramah "a height," is not a valid ar-

gument against the one being the legitimate suc-
cessor of tlie other. If so, half the identifications

of modern travellers must be reversed. Bcii-ur
can no longei- be the representative of Bcth-hornn,
because ur mwms " eye," while horon means

n But Kaniotb wa8 allotted to the Gersboniteg, while
Satnnel was a Kohathlle.

» For the preceding name — Adamah — they give

" I'hls is evidenced by the attempts of Benjamin of
Tudela nnd others to nialtf out Hanileh u> be Gnth
Gezer. kc.

EAMATH OF THE SOUTH
" caves;" nor Beit-lahm, of Bethlehem, beainse

lahm is " flesh," and lehem " bread;" nor el-Aai,

of Elealeh, because el is in Arabic the article, and
in Hebrew the name of God. In these cases the

tendency of language is to retain the sound at the

expense of the m'^aning. [G.]

RA'MATH-LEHI (»n^ nOl : 'Aualptcm

<riay6vos : Ramathlechi, qmd interpretatur elevatio

maxillae). The name which purports to have been

bestowed by -'^amson on the scene of his slaughter

of the thousand Philistines with the jaw-bone (Judg.

XV. 17). " He cast away the jaw-bone out of his

hand, and called that place ' Pianiath-lehi,' "—as if

" heaving of the jaw-bone." In tliis sense the name
(wisely left untranslated in the A. V.) is rendered

by the LXX. and Vulgate (as above'. But Gesenius

has pointed out {Thes. 752a) that to be consistent

with this the vowel points should be altered, and

the words become ''TV T\'0') ; and that as they at

present stand they are exactly parallel to Ramath-
mizpeh and Ramath-negeb, and mean the " height

of Lechi." If we met with a similar account in

ordinary history we should say that the name had

already been liamath-lehi, and that the writer of

the naiTative, with that fondness for paronomasia
which distinguishes these ancient records, had in-

dulged himself in connecting the name with a pos-

sible exclamation of his hero. But the fact of tiie

positive statement in this rase may make us hesitate

in coming to such a conclu.sion in less authoritative

records. [G.]

KA'MATH-MIZTEH (nQV'?n "On, with

def. article : 'Apa;8w0 Karh tV Maffffrjcpa ; Alex.

'Pojucu6» K. T. Mo(T(^o : Ramit/t, Mispfte). A place

mentioned, in .Fosh. xiii. 26 only, in the specifica-

tion of the territory of Gad, apparently as one of

its northein landmarks, Heshbon being the limit on

the south. But of this our ignorance of the topo-

graphy east of the Jordan forbids us to speak at

present with any certainty.

'I'here is no reason to doubt that it is the same

place with that early sanctuary at which Jacob and

Laban set up their cairn of stones, and which re-

ceived the names of MiZPEH, Galeed, and Jegar

Sahadutha : and it seems veiy probable that all

these are identical with Rimoth-Gilead, so notorious

in the latei' history of the nation. In the Books of

Maccabees it probably appears in the garb of Maspha

(1 Mace. V. ;I5), but no information is aflbrded us

in either Old Test, or Apocrypha as to its position.

The lists of places in the districts north of es-Salt,

collected by Dr. Eli Smith, and given by Dr. Ro-

binson {B. R. 1st edit. App. to vol. iii.), contjiiii

several names which may retain a ti ace of Ramath,
viz. Ritmcimin (1676), Reimun (16G(i), Rumrdma
(165'(), but the situation of these places is not

accurately known, and it is impossible to say whether

they are appropriate to Ramatli-Mizpeh or not.

[G.]

RA'MATH OF THE SOUTH (333 nOT
.

Bo/uefl Kara \l0a; Alex, by double tiansl. 6(pr)p-

This rending of Kamoth for Ranmth is countenanced

by one Hebrew MS. collated by Kcnnicott It is also fol-

lowed by the Vulgate, which gives Kamoth, Masphe (the

reading in the text is fiom the Uenedictine Edition of the

Bibliotheca Diwna). On the other hand there is no war-

rant whatever for separating the two w ords, as If belong-

ing to distinct places, as is done In both the I.atin text*.
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paixixocO . . . laaeQ k.\.: Eamath contra australem

plitgam), '.iiore accurately Kaniah of the South.

One of the towns in the allotment of Simeon (Josh.

xix. 8), apparently at its extreme south limit. It

appears from this passage to ha\-e been another

name for Baalath-Beek. Ramah is not men-
tioned in the list of Judah (comp. Josh. xv. 21-32),

nor in that of Simeon in 1 Chr. iv. 28-33, nor is it

mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome. Van de Velde

(Memoir, 342) takes it as identical with Ramath-
Lehi, which he finds at Tell el-Lekiijeh; but this

appears to be so far south as to be out of the circle

of Samson's adventures, and at any rate must wait

for further evidence.

It is in all probability the same place as SOUTH
Ramoth (1 Sam. xxx. 27), and the towns in com-
pany with which we find it in this passage confiim

the opinion given above that it lay very much to

the south. [G.]

EAMATHA'IM-ZOTHIM (D'-siV D^nonn =

'Ap/xadcu/j. 'S.eicpd.; Alex. A. 'S.axpiiJ.: Eamathaim
Sijpkiin). The full form of the name of the town

in which Elkanah, the father of the prophet Samuel,

resided. It is given in its complete shape in the

Hebrew text and A. V. but once ( 1 Sam. i. 1). Else-

where (i. 19, ii. 11, vii. 17, viii. 4, xv. 34, xvi.

13, xix. 18, 19, 22, 23, xx. 1, xxv. 1, xxviii. 3) it

occurs in the shorter form of Ramah. [Ramah, 2.]

The LXX., however (in both MSS.), give it through-

out as Armathaim, and insert it in i. 3 after the

words '• his city," where it is wanting in the He-

brew and A. V.
liamathaim, if iutei-preted as a Hebrew word, is

dual—" the double eminence." This may point to

a peculiarity in the shape or nature of the place, or

may be an instance of the tendency, familiar to all

students, which exists in language to force an

archaic or foreign name into an intelligible form.

This has been already remarked in the case of Jeru-

salem (vol. i. 982a^ ; and, like that, the present

name appears in the form of Ramathem, as well

as that of Ramathaim.

Of the force of " Zophim" no feasible explana-

tion has been given. It was an ancient name on

the e.ast of Jordan (Kum. xxiii. 14), and there, as

heie, was attached to an eminence. In the Targum
of Jonathan, Ramathaim-zophim is rendered " Ra-

matha of the scholars of the prophets ;" but this is

evidently a late interpretation, arrived at by regard-

ing the pi'ophets as watchmen (the root of zophim,

also that of mizpeh, having the force of looking

out afa:), coupled with the fact that at Naioth in

R;imah there was a school of prophets. It will not

escape observation that one of the ancestors of

Elkanah was named Zophai or Zuph (1 Chr. vi.

26, 35}, and tiiat when Saul approached the city

in which he encountered Samuel lie ente:ed the

land of Zuph ; but no connexion between these

names and that of Raraathaim-zophim has vet been

estiiblished.

Even without the testimony of the LXX. there

IS no doubt, from the nairntive itself, th.it the

I\amah of .•^ainuel—where he lived, built an altar,

died, and w.is buried—was the s.-ime place as the

Ramah or Ramathaim-Zophim in which he was
born. It is implied by Jasephus, an<l affirmed by
Eusebius and Jerome in the Onomristicon {" Arma-
them Seipha"), nor would it ever have been ques-

tioned had there not been other Ramahs mentioned

in the sacred history.

Of its po.<^ition nothing, or next to nothing, can
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be gathered from the narrative. It was in Mount

Ephraim (1 Sam. i. 1). It had apparently at-

tached to it a place called Naioth, at which the

" company" (or "school," as it is Killed in modern

times) of the sons of the pro|)hets was maintained

(xix. 1 8, &c., XX. 1 )
; and it had also in its neighbour-

hood (probably between it and Cibeah-ot-Saul) a

great well known as the well of Has-Sechu (xix. 22).

[Sechu.] But unfortunately these scanty particulars

throw no light on its situation. Naioth and Sechu

have disappeared, and the limits of Mount Ephraim

are uncertain. In the 4th century Ramathaim-

Zophim (Onomasticon, " Armatha-sophim") was

located near Diospolis (Lydda), probably at Ramleh
;

but that is quite untenable, and quickly disappeared

in flivour of another, probably older, certainly moi-e

feasible tradition, which placed it on the lofty and

remarkable hill four miles N.W. of Jerusalem,

known to the early pilgrims and Crusaders as

Saint Samuel and Mont Joye. It is now universally

designated Neby Samwil—the " Prophet Samuel " ;

and in the mosque which crowns its long ridge

(itself the successor of a Christian church), his

sepulchre is still reverenced alike by Jews, Moslems,

and Christians.

There is no trace of the name of Ramah or

Zophim having ever been attached to this hill since

the Christian era, but it has borne the name of the

great Prophet certainly since the 7th century, and

not improbably from a still earlier date. It is not

too far south to have been within the limits of

Mount Ephraim. It is in the heart of the district

where Saul resided, and where the events in which

Samuel took so large a share occurred. It com-

})letes the circle of the sacred cities to which the

Prophet was in the habit of making his annual

circuit, and which lay—Bethel on the north,

Mizpeh" on the south, Gilgal on tlie east, and (if

we accept this identification) Ramathaim-zophim on

the west—round the royal city of (.iibeah, in which

the King resided who had been anointed to his

office by the Prophet amid such universal expecta-

tion and good augury. Lastly, as already remarked,

it has a tradition in its favour of early date and of

great persistence. It is true that even these grounds

are but slight and shifting, but they are more than

can be brought in support of any other site; and

the task of proving tlicm fallacious must be undei-

taken by those who would disturb a tradition so old,

and which has the whole of the evidence, slight as

that is, in its favour.

This subject is examined in greater detail, and in

connexion with the reasons commonly alleged against

the identification, under I.'amah, No. 2. [G.]

EA'MATHEM {'Paea/xflv, JLii and Alex.;

Joseph. 'Pajuaflo : tummthan). One of the tliree

" govcinments" {vofjt,oi and TOTrapx'""^ which were

added to Judaea by king Demetrius Xicator, out of

I

the country of Simiaria ( I Mace. xi. S4/ ; the othei-s

I

were Apherema and Lydda. It no doubt derived

]

its name from a town of the name of Ramathaim,

!
probably that renowned .-is the birthplace of Samuel

j

the Prophet, though this cannot be stated with cer-

!
tainty.

^

[G.]

EA'MATHITE, THE C^^"}^ • ^ *'" 'M^

;

Alex. 6 'VafiaBaios : Jxomnthites). Shimei the Ra-

mathite had charge of the royal vineyards of King

David ( 1 Chr. xxvii. 27 ). The name implies that he

• On the rldgp of Scopus, according to the opinion of th9

writer (see MizrAii, p. 389).
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was native of a place caljed Ramali,l)ut of the various

IJamalis mentioned none is said to have been le-

niari<able for vines, nor is there any tradition or

other cine by which the particular Itiniah to which

this worthy belonged can be identiticil. [G.]

KAM'ESES (Dppy~! : 'Pa/xso-ff^ : namesses),

or EAAM'SES (DDOy"] : 'Pa/itetro-^ : Harnesses),

a city and district of Lower Kirypt. There can be

no reasonable doubt that the same city is designated

by the Rameses and Ituimscs of the Heb. text, and

that this was the chief place of the land of I-Jameses,

all the passages referring to the same region. The
name is Egyptian, the same as that of several kings

of the empire, of the xviiith, xixth, and xxth dy-

nasties. In Egyptian it is written RA-MESES or

R.\-MSES, it "l)eing doubtful whether the short

vowel understood occurs twice or once : the first

vowel is represented by a sign which usually coi're-

sponds to the Hebrew )}, in l\<:yptian transcriptions

of Hebrew names, and Hebrew, of Egyptian.

The tii-st mention of Rameses is in the narrative

of the settling by Joseph of his father and brethren

in Egypt, where it is iclated that a possession was
given them "in tlie land of Rameses" (Gen. xlvii.

il). This land of R;mieses, DDCiyn pN*, either

corresponds to the land of Goshen, or was a district

of it, more probably the fornier, as appears from a

comparison with a parallel passage (6). The name
next occurs as that of one of the two cities built for

the Pharaoh who first oppressed the children of

Isiael. " And they built for Pharaoh treasure

cities (ni33pp ^^J?), Pithom and Raamses " (Ex.

i. 11). So 'in the A. V. The LXX., however,

reads irSKeis oyvpds, and the Vulg. wbes taberna-

culorum, as if the loot had been pK'. The signifi-

cation of the word DUZlpO is decided by its use

for storehouses of corn, wine, and oil, which Heze-
kiah had (2 Chr. xxxii. 28). We should theiefore

here read store-cities, which may have been the

meaning of our translators. The name of PiTHOM
indicates the region near Heliopolis, and therefore

the neighbourhood of Goshen or that tract itself,

and there can therefore be no doubt that R;iamses

is Rameses in the land of (ioshen. In the narrative

of the Exodus we read of R<>mesps as the starting-

point of the journey (Es. xii. 37 ; see also Num.
xxxiii. 3, 5).

If then we suppose Rameses or Raamses to have
been the chief town of the land of I\ameses, either

Goshen itself or a district of it, we have to endea-

vour to detennine its situation. Lepsius supposes
that Aboo-Kesheyd is on the site of Riimcses (see

Map, vol. i. p. 598). His reasons arc, that in the

I,.\X. Heioopolis is placed iu tlie lancl of R;mieses

{Koff 'HpciaiJ' ir6\tv, iv yfj 'PafKairfj , or e«s

yrjv 'Paixf(T(Trj), in a passage where the Heb. only
mentions "the land of Goshen" (Gen. slvi. 28),
and that there is a nionolitiiic group at Aboo-Ke-
sheyd representing Turn, and FJa, and, between them,
Rameses il., who was probably there worshipped.

There would seem therefore to be an indication of

the situation of the district and city fi om this men-
tion of Heroopolis, and the statue of R;imeses might
m.^rk a place named after that king. It must, how-
ever, be remembered (a) that the situation of He-
roopolis is a matter of great doubt, and that there-

fore we can scarcely take any proposed situation as

an indication of that of Rameses
; (6) that the land of

Rameses may be that of (ioshen, as alrCAdy ^'emarkc^l,

RAMOTH
in which case the passage would not afford any
more precise indication of the position of the city

Rameses than that it was in Goshen, as is evident

from the account of the Exodus ; and (c) that the

mention of Heroopolis in the LXX. would seem to

be a gloss. It is also necessaiy to consider the evi-

dence in the Biblical narrative of the position of

Rameses, which seems to point to the western part of

the land of Goshen, since two full marches, and part

at least of a third, brought the Israelites from this

town to the Red Sea; and the naiTative appears to

indicate a route for the chief part directly towards

the sea. After the second day's joumey they " en-

camped in Etham, in the edge of the wilderness"

(Ex. xiii. 20), and on the third day they appear to

have turned. If, however, Rameses was where
Lepsius places it, the route would liave been almost

wholly through the wildemess, and mainly along

the tract bordering the Red Sea in a southerly

direction, so that they would have turned almost

at once. If these diiliculties are not thought insu-

perable, it must be allowed that they render Lep-

sius's theory extremely doubtful, and the one fact

that Aboo-Kesheyd is within about eight miles

of the ancient head of the gulf, seems to us fatal

to his identification. Even could it be proved

that it was anciently called Rameses, the case

would not be made out, for there is good reason to

suppose tliat many cities in Egypt bore this name.
Apart from the ancient evidence, we may mention

that there is now a place called " Kemsees" or
" Ramsees" in the Boheyreh (the great province on

the west of the Rosetta branch of the Nile), men-
tioned in the list of towns and villages of Egypt in

De Sacy's •' Abd-allatif," p. 664. It gave to its

district the name of " Hof-Remsees " or " Ramsees."

This " Hof" must not be confounded with the
" Hof" commonly known, which was in the district

ofBilbeys.

An argument for determining under what dynasty

the Exodus happened has been founded on the name
Rameses, which has been supposeil to indicate a

royal builder. This argument has been stated else-

where : here we need only repeat that the highest

date to which Rimieses I. can be )-easonably assigned

is consistent alone with the Rabbinical date of the

Exodus, and that we find a prince of the simie name
two centuries earlier, and therefore at a time perhaps

consistent with Ussher's date, so that the place

might have taken its name either from this prince,

or a yet earlier king or prince Rameses. [Chrono-
logy; Egypt; Phauaoh.] [R. S. P.]

RAMES'SE ('Pa^ufo-o-^ : om. in Vulg.) =
RAMKSiis (Jud. i. 9).

EAIMI'AH(n;?;)-]: 'Pa/xia: BemcU). A lay-

man of Israel, one of the sons of Parosh, who put

away his foreign wife at Ezra's command (Ezr. x,

25). He is tailed lIiKKMAS in 1 Esd. ix. 26.

RA'M0TH(ni)2KT: v 'Pafuie : Hamoth). One

of the four Levitiail cities of Issachar accoi-ding

to the catalogue in 1 Chr. (vi. 73). In the

parallel list in Joshua (xxi. 28, 29), amongst other

variations, Jarmuth ajipeai's in place of Ramoth.

It appe;u-s impossible to decide which is the coiTect

reading; or whether again Remetii, a town of

Issachai-, is distinct fiom them, or one and the

same. No place has been yet discovered which can

be plausibly identified with either. [G.]

RA'MOTH (niDT : Mvfiuv ; Alex. 'Pvfu^e :

Eitmoth). An Israelite layman, of the sous of Bani

;
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who had taken a strange wife, and at Ezra s insti-

gation agreed to separate from her (Ezr. x. 29).

In the paVallel passage of 1 Esdras (ix. 30) the name

is given as Hikricjioth. [G.]

RA'MOTH GIL'EAD (ny^a nbT: 'P^ufxaO;

'Pejiixwd, and 'Pa/jLw6, raXadS ; 'EpffJ.adya\aad

;

Alex. 'Pa/i^ojfl; Joseph. 'A/ja^a9a: liamoth Galaad)

the " heiglits of Gilead." One of tiie gieat ftist-

uesses on the east of Jordan, and the key to an

important district, as is evident not only from the

direct statement of 1 K. iv. 18, that it commanded

the regions of Argob and of the towns of Jair, but

also fiom the obsl;inacy with which it was attacked

and defended by the Syrians and Jews in the reigns

of Ahab, Ahaziah, and Joram.

It seems probable that it was identical with

Ilamath-Mizpeh, a name which occurs but once

(Josh. xiii. 26), and which again there is every

reason to believe occupied the spot on which Jacob

had made his covenant with Laban by the simple

rite of piling up a heap of stones, which heap is ex-

pressly stated to have borne the names of both

(iiLKAD and MiZPEH, and became the great sanct-

uary of the regions east of Jordan. Tlie variation

of liunoth and Ramath is quite feasible. Indeed,

it occurs in the case of a town of Judah. Probably

from its commanding position in the territory of

Gad, as well as its sanctity and strength, it was

chosen by Moses as the City of Refuge for that

tribe. It is in this capacity that its name is first

introduced (Deut. iv. 43; Josh. sx. 8, xxi. 38).

We next encounter it as the residence of one of

.Solomon's commissariat officers, Ben-geber, whose

authority extended over the important region of

Ai-gob, and the no less important district occupied

by the towns of Jair (1 K. iv. 13;.

In the second Syrian war R;m:oth-Gilead played

1 conspicuous part. During the invasion related

in 1 K. XV. 20, or some subsequent incursion, this

important place had been seized by Benhadad I.

from Omri (Joseph. Ant. viii. 15, §3). Ahab had

been too much occupied in repelling the attacks of

Syria on his interior to attempt the recovery of a

place so distant, but as soon as these were at an

end and he could secure the assistance of Jeho-

fhaphat, the gi-eat and prosperous king of Judah,

he planned an attack (I K. xxii. ; 2 Chr. xviii.).

The incidents of the expeilition are well known : the

attempt failed, and Ahab lost his life. [Jezreel
;

.MiCAiAii ; Naaman ; Zedekiah.]
During Ahaziah 's short reign we hear nothing of

Kamoth, and it probably remained in possession of the

Syrians till the suppression of the Moabite rebellion

gave Joram time to renew the siege. He allied himselt

for tiie purpose as his fatlier had done, and as he

liimself had done on his latfi campaign, with his

relative the king of Judah. He was more fortunate

than Ahab. The town was taken by Israel (Joseph.

Ant. i.\. 6, §1), and held in spite of all the etibrts

of Hazael ( who wjw now on the throne of Damascus)
to regain it (2 K. ix. 14). During the encounter

•lorara liimself narrowly escape<l the fate of his

father, being (as we learn from the LXX. version

of 2 Chr. xxii. 6, and from Josephus) wounded by

• Ks Salt appears to be an Arabic appropfialion of the

eccloiastical name .Saltan hicraticon—the sacred forest—

which occurs in lists of the episcopal cities on the Kast of

Jordan (llcland, I'al. 315, 317). It ha-s now, as is usvial

ill such caso.s, acquired a new meaning of Its own—" the

bri.rid Suir." (Compare Elealeh.)
b In ihisconnectloniliscnrions that the Jews uhould de-

rive Jerosh (which ihcy «i iio yij). ^i' contraction, from
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one of the Syrian arrows, and that so severely as to

necessitate his leaving the army and retiring to his

palace at Jezreel (2 K. viii. 28, ix. 15; 2 Chr.

xxii. 6). The fortress was left in charge of Jehu.

But he was quickly called away to the more im-

portant and congenial task of rebelling against his

master. He drove off from Ramoth-Gilead as if on

some errand of daily occun-ence, but he did not

return, and does not appear to have revisited the

place to which he must mainly have owed his

rcpufcition and his advancement.

Henceforward Kamoth-Gilead disappears from our

view. In the account of the Gileadite campaign

of the Maccabees it is not recognizable, unless it be

under the name of Maspha (Mizpeh). Carnaim

appears to have been the great sanctuaiy of the dis-

trict at that time, and contained the sacred close

{refxevos) of Ashtaroth, in which fugitives took

refuge ( 1 Mace. v. 43).

Eusebius and Jerome specify the position of Ra-

moth as 15 miles from Philadelphia {Amman).

Their knowledge of the country on that side of the

Jordan was however very imperfect, and in this case

they are at variance with each other, Eusebius placing

it west, and Jerome east of Philadelphia. The

latter position is obviously untenable. The former

is nearly that of the modern town o^es-Salt," which

Gesenius (notes to Burckhardt, p. 10(51) proposes

to identify with Ramoth-Gilead. Ewald {Gesck.

iii. oOO note), indeed, proposes a site further

north as more probable. He suggests Reimun,

on the northern slopes of the Jebel Ajlun, a few

miles west of Jerash, and between it and the

well-known fortress of A'lddt er-Rubud. The

position assigned to it by Eusebius answers toler-

ably well for a site bearing the name of Jel'dd

(ilxXjs.), exactly identical with the ancient He-

brew Gilead, which is mentioned by Seetzen {Reisen,

March 11, 1806), and marked on his map {Ibid.,

iv.) and that of Van de Velde (1858) as four or

five miles north of es-Salt. And probably this

situation is not veiy far from the truth. If Ra-

moth-Gilead and Ramath-Mizpeh are identical, a

more northern position than es-Salt would seem

inevitiible, since Ramath-Mizpeh was in the northern

portion of the tribe of Gad (Josh. xiii. 26). This

view is supported also by the Arabic version of the

Book of Joshua, which gives Ramah el-Jeresh, i. e.

the Gerasa of the classical geogi-aphers, the modern

Jerash ; with which the statement of the careful

Jewish traveller Parchi agrees, who says that

" Gilead is at present ^ Djerash" (Zunz in Asher's

Benjamin, 405). Still the fact remains that the

name oi Jebel Jil'ad, or Mount Gilead, is attached

to the mass of mountain between the Wady Sho'eib

on the south, and Wadij Zerka on the north, the

highest part, the liamoth, of which, is the Jebel

O'sha. [G.]

RA'MOTH IN GILEAD (ly^^? ribX")

:

Tl 'Pafiwd iv ra\adS, Afin/J-ced, 'Pffinad TaXadS
;

Alex. 'Panixud, 'VaixwO: Ramoth in Galaad), Deut.

iv. 43 ; Josh. xx. 8, xxi. 38 ; 1 K. x.xii. o.e Else-

wheie the shorter form, Ramoth Gilead, is used.

XrmnCi'lJ*. JPiJ-"" Salmdutha, one of the names con-

ferred on ilizpeh (Zunz, as above).

' The " in " in this last passage (though not distinguished

by iUilics) is a mere intoriwlation of the translator : the

Ilobrew words do not contain the preposition, as thoy do

in the three other passages, but are exnrlly those which

elsewhere are rendered " Kamolh-Gilead."
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RAMS' HORNS. [Cuuni;t; Juhilki:.]

RAMS' SKINS DYED RED (D'Vx niy

D^IO'^IND, 'oroth eliin meodddinvn : Sfp/xara KpMV

ripv6poSavaifi.eva: pelles arietnm ruhricatae) foimod

part of the materials that the Israelites were ordeietl

to present :ts otl'eiings tbr the making of the Taber-

nacle (Ex. XXV. 5) ; of which they served as one of

the inner coverings, there being above the rams'

skins an outer covering of badgers' skins. [But see

Badger, App. A.]

There is no doubt that the A. V., following the

LXX. and Vulgate, and the Jewish interpreters, is

correct. The original words, it is true, admit of

being rendered thus—"skins of red rams," in which

case mcudddmim agrees with elim instead of 'oroth

(see Ewald, Or. §570). The red ram is by Ham.
Smith (Ivitto, Ciicl. s. v.) identified with the

Aoudad sheep {Ammotragus Trafjelaphus ; see a

figure in App. A), " whose normal colour is red,

from bright chestnut to rufous chocolate." It i'^

much more probable, however, that the skins weie

those of the domestic breed of rams, which, as

Rashi says, " were dyed red after thev were pre-

pared." [W. H.]

EA'PHA(nD"1: 'Paqbafa: Rapha). Son of

Binea, among the descendants of Saul and Jonathan

(1 Chr. viii. 37). He is called Rephaiah in

1 Chr. \K. 43.

RAPH'AEL (Pa(faVj\ = '?NQ-|, "the divine

healer "). •' One of the seven holy angels which
.... go in and out before the glory of the Holy
One" (Tob. xii. 15). According to another Jewish
tradition, Raphael was one of the four angels which
stood round the throne of Gi)d (Michael, Uriel,

Gabriel, Raphael). His place is said to have been
behind the throne, by the standard of Ephraim
(comp. Num. ii. 18), and his name was interpreted

as ibreshadowing the healing of the schism of Jero-
boam, who arose from that tribe (1 K. xi. 26;
Buxtorf, Lex. liabb. p. 47). In Tobit he appears
as the guide and counsellor of Tobias. By his help
Sara was delivered from her plague (vi. 16, 17),
and Tobit fiom his blindness (xi. 7, 8). In the
book of Enoch he appears as " the angel of the
spirits of men" (xx. 3 ; comp. Dillmann, ad loc).
His symbolic character in the apocryphal narrative
is cleariy indicated when he describes himself as
" Azarias the son of Ananias" (Tob. v. 12), the
messenger of the Lord's help, springing fi-om the
Lord's mercy. [ToiUT.] The name occurs in

1 Chr. xxvi. 7 as a simiile proper name. [Re-
PHAEL.] [B. V. \V.]

RAPHA'IM {'Pa<t>att' = D^NQ-l, liaphaim, Ma-
phain). The name of an ancestor of Judith (Jud.
viii. 1 ). In some MSS. this name, with three others,

is omitted. [B. F. W.]

RA'PHON ['?a(peid>v ; Alex, and Joseph. 'Pa-

<t>(ov: Pesh. ^-<^ J : Raphon). A city of Gilead,

under the walls of which .ludas MaccaLaeus defeated
Timotheus (1 Mace. v. 37 only). It appears to have
stood on the eastern side, of an imjiortant wady,
and at no great distance from Carnaim— probably
Ashtfiioth-Karnaim. It may have been identical

with Raphana, which is mentioned by Pliny (JV. //.

V. 16) as one of the cities of the Decapolis, but with
no speoificiition of its position. Nor is there any-
thing in the narrative of 1 Mncc, of 2 Mace, (xii.),
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or of Josephus (^Ant. xii. 8, §3), to enable us to

decide whether the torrent in question is the Hiero-

max, the Zur/ia, or any other.

In Kiepert's map accompanying Wetzstein's Ifau-

ran, &c. (I860), a place named Er-Rafe is marked,
on the east of Wady Ilrer, one of the branches of

the Wndii Mandliur, and close to the great road

leading to Sanamein, which last has some claims

to be identified with Ashteroth Carnaim. But in

our present ignorance of the district this can only be

taken as mere conjecture. If Er-Rdfe be Raphana
we should expect to find large ruins. [G.]

RA'PHU (N-IQ"! : '?a.<\>ov: Raphu). The father

of Palti, the spy selected from the tribe of Benjamin
(Num. xiii. 9).

RAS'SES, CHILDREN OF {viol 'Poatrers

:

filii 7'harsis]. One o{ the nations whose country

was ravaged by Holofernes in his approach to Judaea

(Jud. ii. 23 only). They aie named next to Lud
(Lydia), and apparently south thereof The old

Latin version reads Tliiras et Rasis, with which
the Peshito was probably in agreement before the

pi esent corruption of its text. Woltf (^Las Buck
Judith, 1861, pp. 95, 96) restores the original

Chaldee text of the passage as Thars and Eosos, and
compares the latter name with Rhosus, a place on
the Gulf of Issus, between the Ras el-Khamir
(Rhossicus .scopulus) and hkenderiin, or Alexan-

dretta. If the above lestoration of the original text

is coii-oct, the interchange of Meshech and Rosos,

as connected with Thar or Thiras (see Gen. x. 2),

is very i emarkable ; since if Meshech be the original

of Muscovy, Rosos can hardly be other than that

of Russia. [Rosii.] [G.j

RATH'UMUS {'PiOvfxos ; Alex. 'ViQvos :

Ratliiinus). " Rathumus the story writer" of 1 Esd.

ii. 16, 17, 25, 30, is the same as " Rehum the

chancellor" of Ezr. iv. 8, 9, 17, 23.

RAVEN (n^iy, 'oreb : nSpa^ : corviis), the

well-known bird of that name which is mentioned in

various passages in the Bible. There is no doubt
that the Ileb. 'oreb is correctly translated, the old

versions agreeing on the point, and the etymology,

from a root signifying " to be black," favouring this

rendering. A raven was sent out by Noah fiom the

ark to see whether the waters were abated (Gen.

viii. 7). This bird was not allowed as food by the

Mosaic law (Lev. xi. 15): the word 'oreb is doubt-

less used in a generic sense, and includes other

species of the genus Corviis, such as the crow (C
coro)ie), and the hooded ciow (C. comix). Ravens
were the means, under the Divine command, of

supporting the prophet Elijah at the brook Cherith

(I K. xvii. 4, 6). They are expressly mentioned
as instances of God's protecting love and goodness

(Job xxxviii. 41, Luke xii. 24, Ps. cxlvii. 9).

They are enumerated with the owl, the bittern, &c.,

as jnarking the desolation of Edom (Is. xxxiv. 11).

"The locks of the beloved" are compared to the

giossy blackness of the raven's plimiage (Cant.

V. Ii). The raven's carnivorous habits, and

especially his readiness to attack the eye, are

alluded to in Prov. xxx. 17.

The LXX. and Vulg. differ materially from the

Hebrew and our Authorised Version in Gen. viii. 7,

for whereas in theHebiew we read " that the raven

went forth to and fio [fiom the ark] until the

waters were dried up," in the two old versions

named above, together with the Syriac, the raven
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IS represented as " not returning until the water

was dried from off the eartli." On this subject the

reader may refer to Houl>igant [Not. Grit. i. 12),

Bochart (//('eroe. ii. 80 1\ Kosenmiiller {Schol. in V.

T.), Kalisch [Genesis), and Patrick {Commentary),

who shews the manifest incorrectness of the LXX.
in representing the raven as keeping away from the

ark while the waters lasted, but as retiirning to it

when they were dried up. The expression " to and

fro " clearly proves that the raven must have re-

turned to the ark at intervals. The bird would

doubtless have found food in the floating carcasses

of the Deluge, but would require a more solid

resting-ground than they could afford.

The subject of Elijah's sustenance at Cherith by

means of ravens has given occasion to much fanci-

ful speculation. It has been attempted to shew

that the 'orebim ("ravens") were the people of

Orbo, a small town near Cherith ; this theory has

been well answered by Reland {Palaest. ii. 913).

Others have found in the ravens merely merchants
;

while Michaelis has attempted to shew that Elijali

merely plundered the ravens' nests of hares and

other game ! Keil {Comment, in K. xvii.) makes

the following just observation : " The text knows

nothing of bird-catching and nest-robbing, but ac-

knowledges the Lord and Creator of the creatures,

who commanded the ravens to provide His servant

with bread and flesh."

Jewish and Arabian writers tell strange stories of

this bird and its cruelty to its young ; hence, say

some, the Lord's express care for the young ravens,

after they had been driven out of the nests by the

parent birds ; but this belief in the raven's want of

affection to its young is entirely without founda-

tion. To the fact of the raven being a common
bird in Palestine, and to its habit of flying rest-

lessly about in constant search for food to satisfy its

voracious appetite, may perhaps be traced the

reason for its being selected by our Lord and the

inspired writers as the especial object of God's

providing care. The raven belongs to the order

fnsesson^s, family Corvidae. [W. H.]

RA'ZIS {'Va^iis : Eazias). « One of the elders

of Jeru.saiem," who killed himself under peculiarly

terrible circumstances, that he might not tall " into

the hands of the wicked " (2 Mace. xiv. 37-46).

In dying he is reported to have expressed his faith

in a resurrection (ver. 46)—a belief elsewhere cha-

racteristic ot the Maccabaean conflict. This act of

suicide, which was wholly alien to the spirit of the

Jewish law and people (Ewald, Alterth. 198 ; John

viii. 22; comp. Grot. De Jure Belli, II. xi.'c. h), has

been the subject of considerable discussion. It was

quoted by the Donatists as the single fact in Scrip-

ture which supported their fanatical contempt of

life (Aug. Ep. 104, 6). Augustine denies the fit-

ness of the model, and condemns the deed as that

of a man " non eligendae mortis sapiens, sed ferendae

humilitatis impatiens" (.^ug. I. c. ; comp. c. Gaud.
i. 36-39). At a later time the favour with which
the writer of 2 Mace, views the conduct of Razis—
a fact which Augustine vainly denies—was urged
rightly by Protestant writeis a-s an argument against

the inspiration of the book. Indeed the whole nar-

rative breathes the spirit of pagan heroism, or of the

later zealots (comp. Jos. B. J. iii. 7, iv. 1, §10), and
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the deaths of Samson and Saul offer no satisfactory

parallel (comp. Grimm, ad foe). [B. F. W.]

RAZOR.' Besides other usages, the practice

of shaving the head after the completion of a vow,

must have created among the Jews a necessity for

the special trade of a barber (Num. vi. 9, 18, viii

7 ; Lev. xiv. 8 ; Judg. xiii. 5 ; Is. vii. 20 ; Ez. v. 1
;

Acts xviii. 18). The instruments of his work were

probably, as in modern times, the razor, the basin,

the muTor, and perhaps also the scissors, such as

are described by Lucian {Adv. Indoct. p. 395, vol.

ii. ed. Amst. ; see 2 Sam. xiv. 26). The process of

Oriental shaving, and especially of the head, is mi-

nutely described by Chardin ( Voy. iv. 144). It

may be remarked that, like the Levites, the Egyp-

tian priests were accustomed to shave their whole

bodies (Her. ii. 36, 37). [H. W. P.]

REAI'A (n^X"l : 'PiJX" = Re>a). A Reubenite,

son of Micah, and apparently prince of his tribe

(1 Chr. V. 5). The name is identical with

REAI'AH ( n^X"l : 'Pa5a; Alex. 'Peici: Rata).

1. A descendant of Shubal, the son of Judah (1

Chr. iv. 2).

2. ('Pai;a, Ezr. ; 'Paaia, Neh. : Raaia.) The

children of Reaiah were a family of Nethinim who
returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii.

47 ; Neh. vii. 50). The name appears as AiRUS

in 1 Esd. V. 31.

RE'BA (Van-. 'Vo^Sk in Num., 'PojSe in Josh.

:

Rehe). One of the five kings of the Midianites slain

by the children of Israel in their avenging expe-

dition, when Balaam fell (Num. xxxi. 8 ; Josh. xiii.

21). The different equivalents for the name in the

LXX. of Numbers and Joshua seem to indicate that

these books were not translated by the same hand.

REBECCA ('Pe)3eKKa : Rebecca). The Greek

form of the name Rebekah (Rom. ix. 10 only).

REBEK'AH (ni^nn, i.e. Ribkah: 'VePeKKu:

Rebecca), daughter of Bethuel (Gen. xxii. 23) and

sister of Laban, married to Isaac, who stood in

the relation of a first cousin to her father and to

Lot, She is first presented to us in the account of

the mission of Eliezer to Padan-aram (Gen. xxiv.),

in which his interview with Rcbekah, her consent and

marriage, are related. The whole chapter has been

pointed out as uniting most of the circumstances of

a pattern-marriage. The sanction of parents, the

guidance of God, the domestic occupation of Rebekah,

her beauty, courteous kindness, willing consent and

modesty, and success in retaining her husband's

love. For nineteen years she was childless: then,

after the prayers of Isaac and her journey to in-

quire of the Lord, Esau and Jacob were born,

and while the younger was more particularly the

compnnion and favourite of his mother (xxv. 19-28)

the elder beciime a grief of mind to her (.xxvi. 35).

When Isaac was driven by a famine into the lawless

countiy of the Philistines, Rebekah's beauty became,

as was" apprehended, a source of danger to her hus-

band. But Abimelech was restrained by a sense

of justice such as the conduct of his predecessor

(xx.) in the a»se of Sarah would not le.ad Is-iac to

expect. It was probably a considerable time after-

wards when Rebekah suggested the deceit that was

• 1 . miJO ; <riSrip<K, (vpov ; novacula, femim : from

mD, " scrape," or " sweep." Gesenius connecU It with

tbe root NT, " to fear" (ThtM. 819).

2. lyn ; poiiifxua ;
gladitis.

3. 3?3 ; Kovptvt ; tontor (2 S.im. xx. 8). In the Syriac

Vers, of 2 Sam. xx. 8. gaMo is '• a razor " (Ges. p. 283).
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l)ractiseJ by Jacob on his bliiul father. She diiecteil

and aided him in Ciirrying it out, foresaw the pro-

bable cousequence of Esau's anger, and prevented it

by moving Isaac to send Jacob away to Padan-aram
(xxvii.) to her own kindred (xxix. 12). The Targum
Pseudojou. states (Gen. xxxv. 8) tiiat the news oiher
death was brought to Jacob at Allon-bachuth. It

has been conjectured that she died during 1

sojourn in Padan-aram ; for her nurse appears to

have left Isaac's dwelHng and gone back to Padan-
aram before that period (compare xxiv. 59 and
XXXV. 8), and Rebekah is not mentioned when Jacob
I'eturns to his father, nor do we hear of her burial

till it is incidentally mentioned by Jacob ou his

deathbed (xlix. 31).

St. Paul (Rom. ix. 10) refers to her as being
made acquainted with the puipose of God regarding
her childien before they were born.

For comments on the whole history of Rebekah,
see Origen, Horn, in Gen. x. and xii. ; Chrysostom,
Horn, in Genesin, 48-54. Rebekah's inquiry of
God, and the answer given to her, are discussed by
Deyling, Obser. Sac. i. 12, p. 53 seq., and in an
essay by J. A. Schmid in Nov. Thcs. Theol.-Plu-
foto^. i. 188. [W.T. B.]

RE'CHAB (nDT = " the horseman," fiom

yyy, rdcab, " to ride" : 'P-qxafi : Rechab). Three

pei-sons bearing this name are mentioned in the
0. T.

1. The father or ancestor of Jehonadab (2 K. x.

15, 23; 1 Chr. ii. 55; Jer. xxxv. 6-19), identified

by some writers, but conjecturally only, with Hobab
(Arias Jlontanus on Judg. i. ; Sanctius, quoted by
Calmet, Diss, sur les Rechabites). [Rechabites.]

2. One of the two " capt;iins of bands " {r)yov-

fifvoi ffv(TTpefj.fj.a.T<j)v, principes latronum), whom
Jshbosheth took into his service, and who, when his

cause was failing, conspired to murder liim (2 Sam.
iv. 2.). Josephus {Ant. vii. 2, §1) calls him Qivvos.
[BaaNAH

; ISHBOSHETH, vol. i. p. 891.)
3. The father of Malchiah, ruler of part of Beth-

haccerem (Neh. iii. 14), named as repairing the
dung-gate in the fortifications of Jeiusalem under
Nehemiali. [j^, \\_ p/i

EE'CHABITES (D^23T : 'Apxap.iy, 'AKx^-

Pelv: Reckabitae). The tribe thus named appeai-s
before us in one memorable scene. Their historv
befoie and after it lies in some obscurity. We are
left to search out and combine some scattered notices,
and to get from them what light we can.

(I.) In 1 Chr. ii. 55, the house of Rechab is

identified with a section of the Kcnites, who came
into Canaan with the Israelites and retained their
nomadic habits, and the name of Ilammath is

mentioned as the patriarch of the whole tribe.

[Kemtes : Hemath.] It has been iufened from
this passage that the descendants of l.'echab be-
longed to a brunch of the Kenites settled from the
first at Jabez in Judah. [Jehonauaii.] The fact,

however, that Jehonadab took an active part in the
revolution which placed Jehu on the throne, seems
to indicate that he and his tribe belonged to Israel

rather than to Judah, and the late date of 1 Chr.,
taken together with other facts (infra,), makes it

more probable that this passage refers to the locility
occupied by the Rechabites after their return from
the captivity.* Of liechab himself nothing is known.

' In confirmallon of this view, it may be noticed that
the "shea'iiig-hoiise" of 2 K. x. 14 was probably the known
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He may have been the fiitlier, he may have been the
lemote ancestor of Jehonadab. The meaning of tlie

word makes it piobable enough that it was an
epithet psissing into a projjer name. It may have
pointed, as in the robber-chief of 2 Sam. iv. 2, to

a conspicuous form of the wild Bedouin life, and
Jehonadab, the son of the Rider, may have been, in

part at least, for that reason, the companion and
friend of the fierce captain of Israel who drives as

with the fury of madness (2 K. ix. 20).
Another conjecture as to the meaning of the

name is ingenious enough to merit a disinterment
from the forgotten learning of the sixteenth cen-
tury. Boulduc <I>e Eccles. ante Leg. iii. 10) infers

from 2 K. ii. 12, xiii. 14, that the two great pro-

phets Elijah and Elisha weie known, each of theda

in his time, as the chariot (2D"I, Recheb) of Israer,

i. e. its strength and protection. He infers from
this that the special disciples of the prophets, who
followed them in all their austerity, were known as

the " sons of the chariot," B'ne Receb, and that

afterwards, when the original meaning had been lost

sight of, this was taken as a patronymic, and re-

fen-ed to an unknown Piechab. At present, of coui-se,

the diifeient vowel-points of the two words are

sufficiently distinctive ; but the strange reading of

the LXX. in Judg. i. 19 (on 'Ptjxo^ hieaniXaro
avTois, where the A. V. has " beaiuse they had~

chariots of iron ") shows that one word might
easily enough be taken for the other. Apart from
the evidence of the name, and the obrious proba-

bility of the fact, we have the statement (valeat

quantum) of John of Jerusalem that Jebonadab

was a disciple of Elisha (Be Instit. Monach. c. 25).

(II.) The pei-sonal history of Jehonadab has

been dealt with elsewheie. Here we have to notice

the new character which he impressed on the tribe,

of which he was the head. As his name, his

descent, and the part which he played indicate, he

and his people had all along been worshippei-s of

Jehovah, circumcised, and so within the covenant

of Abiaham, though not reckoned as belonging to

Israel, and probably therefore not considering them-
selves bound by the Mosaic law and ritual. The
woi-ship of Baal introduced by Jezebel and Ahab
was accordingly not less oHensive to them than to

the Israelites. The luxuiy and licence of Phoeni-

cian cities threatened the destruction of the sim-

plicity of their nomadic life (Amos ii. 7, 8, vi. 3-6).

A protest was needed against both evils, and as in

the case of Elijah, and of the Nazarites of Amos ii.

11, it took the form of asceticism. There was to

be a more rigid adheience than ever to the old Arab
life. What had been a traditional habit, was en-

forced by a solemn command from the sheikh and

prophet of the tribe, the destroyer of idolatiy,

which no one dared to transgress. They were to

drink no wine, nor build house, nor sow seed, nor

plant vineyard, nor have any. All their days they

were to dwell in tents, as remembering that they

were sti-angei-s in the land (Jer. xxxv. 6, 7). This

was to be the condition of their retaining a distinct

tribal existence. !• or two centuries and a half they

adhered faithfully to this rule ; but we have no

lecord of any pait taken by them in the history of

the period. We may think of them as presenting

the same picture which other tribes, uniting the

nomade life with religious austerity, have presented

in later periods.

rendezvous of the nomade tribe of the Kenites, wiUi thcij

flocks of sheep. [SnEARiKC-nocsE.]
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The Nabathaeans, of whom Diodorus Siculus

speaks (xix. 94) as neither sowing seed, nor planting

iVuit-tree, nor using nor building house, and enforc-

ing these transmitted customs under pain of death,

give us one striking instance.'' Another is found

in the prohibition of wine by ^Mahomet (Sale's

Koran, Prelim. Diss. §5). A yet more interesting

l>arallel is found in the rapid growth of the sect

of the Wahabys during the last and present cen-

turies. Abd-ul-Wahab, fiom whom the sect fcxkes

its name, reproduces the old type of character in all

its completeness. Anxious to protect his country-

men fi-om the revolting vices of the Turks, as

Jehonadab had been to protect the Kenites from

the like vices of the Phoenicians, the Bedouin re-

former felt the necessity of returning to the old

austerity of Arab Ufe. What wine had been to the

earlier preacher of righteousness, the outward sign

and incentive of a fatal corruption, opium and

tobacco were to the later prophet, and, as such,

were rigidly proscribe<l. The rapidity with which

the Wahabys became a formidable party, the Puri-

tans of Islam, presents a striking analogy to the

strong political influence of Jehonadab in 2 K. x.

lo, 23 (comp. Burckhardt, Bedouins and Wahabys,

p. 283, &c.).

(III.) The invasion of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar

in B.C. 607, drove the Rechabites from their tents.

Possibly some of the previous periods of danger

may have led to their settling within the limits

of the territory of Judah. Some inferences may
be safely drawn from the facts of Jer. xxxv. The

names of the Rechabites show that they continued

to be worshippers of Jehovah. They are already

known to the prophet. One of them (ver. 3) bears

the same name. Their rigid Nazarite life gained

for tliem admission into the house of the Lord, into

one of the chambers assigned to priests and Levites,

within its precincts. They were received by the

sons or followers of a " man of God," a prophet

or devotee, of special sanctity (ver. 4). Here they

are tempted and aie proof against the temptation,

and their steadfastness is turned into a reproof for

the luifaithfulness of Judah and Jerasalem. [Jere-

miah.] The history of this trial ends with a

special blessing, the full import of which has. for

the most part, not been adequately apprehended:
" Jonadab, the son of Rechab, shall not want a man
to stand before me for ever " (ver. 19). Whether

we look on this as the utterance of a true prophet,

or as a vaticinium ex evcntu, we should hardly

expect at this precise point to lose sight altogether

of those of whom they were spoken, even if the

words pointed only to the pei-petuation of the name
and tribe. They have, however, a higher meaning.

The words " to stand before me " (^337 I'^'V)' *'^
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•> The fact that tbe Nabathaeans habitually drank " wild

honey " (jiiki iypiov) mixed with water (I)iod. Sic. xix. 94),

and that the Bedouins as habitually still make locusts an
article of food (Burckhardt, fiedouins, p. 270), shews very

strongly that the Baptist's life was fashioned after the

Rechabitc as well as the Nazarite tj-pe.

« It may be worth while to refer to a few authorities

asreeinj; in the general interpretation here given, though

lifTering as to details. Vatablus (Crit. Sac. in loc.) men-
tions a Jewish tradiiion (R. Judah, as cited by Klmchi

;

comp. Scaliger, F.lench. TrOiaeres. Serrar. p. 2C) that the

daughters of tbe Hi-chabites married I^evites, and that

ihus their children came to minister in the Temple.
Clarlus (Ibid.) coiijectures that the Rechabites themselves

were chosen to sit in the great Coimcil. Sancttus and
Calmet suppose them to liave ministered in the same

essentially liturgical. The tribe of Levi is chosen

to " stand before" the Lord (Deut. x. 8, xviii. 5, 7).

In Gen. xviii. 22 ; Judg. xx. 28 ; Ps. cxxxiv. 1 ; Jer.

XV. 19, the liturgical meaning is equally prominent

and unmistakeable (comp. Gesen. Thes. s. v. ; Grotius

in loc). The fact that this meaning is given (" minis-

tering before me ") in the Targum of Jonathan, is evi-

dence (1) as to the received meaning of the phrase;

(2) that this rendering did not shock the feelings

of studious and devout Rabbis in Our Lord's time
;

(3) that it was at least probable, that there existed

representatives of the Rechabites connected with

the Temple services in the time of Jonathan. This

then, was the extent of the new blessing. The
Rechabites were solemnly adopted into the families

of Israel, and were lecognised as incorporated into

the tribe of Levi.' Their purity, their faithfulness,

their consecrated life gained for them, as it gained

for other Nazarites that honour (comp. Priests).

In Lam. iv. 7, we may perhaps trace a reference to

the Rechabites, who had been the most conspicuous

examples of the Nazarite life in the prophet's time,

and most the object of his admiration.

(IV.) It remains for us to see whether there are

any traces of their after-history in the Biblical or

later writers. It is believed that there are such

traces, and that they confirm the statements made
in the previous paragraph.

(1.) We have the singular heading of the Ps.

Ixxi. in the LXX. Aversion (to; AaviS, vlciiu 'laiva-

Sa/3, Kol Tuiv irpwroiv alxi^oi,\a)ria04vTu)v), evi-

dence, of course, of a coiresponding Hebrew title in

the 3rd century B.C., and indicating that the " sons

of Jonadab" shared the captivity of Israel, and

took their place among the Levite psalmists who
gave expression to the sorrows of the people."*

(2.) There is the significant mention of a son

of Rechab in Neh. iii. 14, as co-operating with the

priests, Levites, and princes in the restoration of

the wall of Jerusalem.

(3.) The mention of the house of Rechab in

1 Chr. ii. 55, though not without difficulty, points,

there can be little doubt, to the same conclusion.

The Rechabites have become Scribes (D'''1D1D, S6-

phei-im). They give themselves to a calling which,

at the time of the return from Babylon w;u5 chiefly

if not exclusively, in the hands of Levites. The
other names (Tirathites, Shimeathitks, and

SUCHATHITES in A. V.) seem to add nothing to

our knowledge. The Vulg. rendering, however

(evidence of a traditional Jewish interpretation in

the time of Jerome), gives a translation based on

etymologies, more or less accurate, of the proper

names, which strikingly confirms the view now
taken. " Cognationes quoque Scribarum habitan-

tium in Jabes, canentes atque resonantes, et in

way as the Nethlnlm (Calmet, Diss, sur Us JiMiab. in

Oomm. vi.p. xviii. 1726). Serrarius (Triliaeres.) identifies

them with tbe Essenes ; Scaliger (I. c.) with the Cbasidinr.,

in whose name the priests offered special daily sacrifices,

and who, in this way, were "standing before the Lord"

continually.

<> Neither Ewald, nor Hengstonberg, nor De Wette,

notices this inscription. V.viaM, however, refers the Psalm

to the time of the captivity. Hcngstenberg, who asserts

its Davidic authorship, indicates an alphabeUc relation

between it and Ps. Ixx., which Is at least presumptive evi-

dence of a later origin, and points, with some fair proba-

bility, to Jeremiah as (he writer. (Comp. Lamentations.)

It is noticed, however, by Augustine (£narr. in I's. Ixx. ^2).

and Is referred by him lo the R.;chabites of Jer. xxxv.
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labeiTiaculis commoiantes." • Thus interpreted, the

passage points to a resumption of the outward form
of their old life and its union with their new func-

tions. It deserves notice also that while in 1 Chr.

ii. 54, 55, the IJechabites ami Netophathites are men-
tioned in close connexion, the " sons of the sinc;ers

"

in Nch. xii. 28 appear as coming in large numbere
from the villages of the same Netophathites. The
close juxtaposition of the Hechabites with the de-

scendants of David in 1 Chr. iii. 1, shows also in

how honourable an esteem they were held at the

time when that book was compiled.

(4.) The account of the martyrdom of James
the Just given, by Hegesippus (Eus. H. E. ii. 23)

brings the name of the Kechabites once more before

us, and in a very stiange connexion. While the

Scribes and I'harisees were stoning him, "one of

the priests of the sons of Rechab, the son of Ke-

chabim, who are mentioned by Jeremiah the pro-

phet," cried out, protesting against the crime. Dr.

Stanley (Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age,

p. 333), struck with the seeming anomaly of a
priest, " not only not of Levitical, but not even of

Jewish descent," supposes the name to have been

used loosely as indicating the abstemious life of

James and other Nazarites, and points to the fact

that Epiphanius (Ilaer. Ixxviii. 14) ascribes to

Symeou the brother of James the words which
Hegesippus puts into the mouth of the Rechabite,

as a proof that it denoted merely the Nazarite

foim of life. Calmet {Diss, sur les liechab. 1. c.)

supposes the man to have been one of the Rechabite

Nethinim, whom the informant of Hegesippus took,

in his ignorance, for a priest. The view which has

been here tiken presents, it is believed, a more
satisfactory solution. It w;is hardly possible that

a writer like Hegesippus, living at a time when
the details of the Temple-services were fresh in the

memories of men, should have thus spoken of the

Rechabim unless there had been a body of men to

whom the name was commonly applied. He uses it

as a man would do to whom it was familiar, without
being struck by any apparent or real anomaly. The
Targum of Jonathan on Jer. xxxv. 19, indicates, as

has been noticed, the same fact. We may accept

Hegesippus therefore as an additional witness to the

existence of the Rechabites as a recognized body up
to the desti action of Jerusalem, sharing in the ritual

of the Temple, partly descended from the old " sons

of Jonadab," partly recruited by the incorporation

into their ranks of men devoting themselves, as did

James and Symeon, to the same consecrated life.

The form of austere holiness presented in the life

of Jonadab, and the blessing pronounced on his

descendants, found their highest representatives in

the two Bi-others of The Lord.

(5.) Some later notices are not without interest.

Benjamin of Tudela, in the 12th century (Edit.

Asher, 1840, i. 112-114), mentions that near YA

Jubar ( = Fumbeditha) he found Jews who were
named Rechabites. They tilled the gi-ound, kept

• The etymologies on which this version rests are. It

must be confessed, somewliat doubtrul. Scaliger {Klench.
Trihaer.Serrar. c. 23) rejects them with scorn. Pellican and
Calmet, on the other hand, defend the Vulg. rendering, and
GUI {in Ux.) does not dispute It. Most modem interpreters

follow the A. V. in taking the words as proper names.
' A paper " On recent Notices of the Rechabites," by

RED-HEIFER
flocks and herds, abstained from wine and flesh,

and gave tithes to teachers who devoted themselves

to studying the Law, and weeping for Jerusalem.

They were 100,000 in number, and were governed

by a prince, ."Salomon han-Nasi, who traced his

genealogy up to the house of David, and ruled over

the city of Thema and Telmas. A later traveller.

Dr. Wolff, gives a yet stranger and more detailed

report. The Jews of Jerusalem and Yemen told

him that he would find the Rechabites of Jer. xxxv.

living near Mecca [Journal, 1829, ii. 334). When
he came near Senaa he came in contact with a tribe,

the Beni-Khaibr, who identified themselves with the

sons of Jonadab. With one of them, Mousa, Wolff

conversed, and reports the dialogue as follows

:

" I asked him, 'Whose descendants are you?,'

Mousa answered, ' Come, and I will show you^
and read from an Arabic Bible the words of Jer.

XXXV. 5-11. He then went on. ' Come, and you
will find us 60,000 in number. You see the words

of the Prophet have been fulfilled, Jonadab the son

of Rechab shall not want a man to stand before

me for ever'" (ibid. p. 335). In a later journal

{Joum. 1839, p. 389) he mentions a second inter-

view with Mousa, describes them as keeping strictly

to the old rule, calls them now by the name of the

B'ne-Arhab, and says that B'ne Israel of the tribe

of Dan live with them.' [E. H. P.]

RE'CHAH (nsn : 'Pi7X»i8 ; Alex. 'Vii<pi :

Eecha). In 1 Chr. iv. 12, Beth-rapha, Paseah, and

Tehinnah the father, or founder, of Ir-nahash, are

said to have been " the men of Rechah." In the

Tai-gum of R. Joseph they are called " the men
of the great Sauhedi-in," the Targumist appai-ently

reading n3T.

RECORDER (TSTD), an officer of high rank

in the Jewish state, exercising the functions, not

simply of an annalist, but of chancellor or piesident

of the privy council. The title itself may perhaps

have reference to his office as adviser of the king

:

at all events the notices prove that he w;is more
than an annalist, though the superintendence of the

records was without doubt entrusted to him. In

David's court the recorder appe;us among the high

officers of his household (2 Sam. viii. 16, xx. 24;
1 Chr. xviii. 15). In Solomon's, he is coupled with

the three secretaries, and is mentioned last, probably

as being their president (1 K. iv. 3). Under Heze-

kiah, the recorder, in conjtmction with the prefect

of the palace and the secretary, represented the king

(2 K. xviii. 18, 37) : the patronymic of the recorder

at this time, Joah the son of Asaph, makes it pro-

bable that he was a Levite. Under Josiah the

recorder, the secretary, and the governor of the

city were entrusted with the superintendence of the

repaii-s of the Temple (2 Chr. xxxiv. 8). These

notices aie sufficient to prove the high position held

by him. [W. L. B.]

RED-HEIFER. [Sin-Offering, p. 1324.]

Signer Plerotti, has been read, since ihe above was in

type, at the Cambridge Meeting of the British Association

(October, 1862). He met with a tribe calling themselves by
that name near the Dead Sea, about two miles S.E. from it

Thi-y had a Hebrew Bible, and said their prayers at the

tomb of a Jewish Rabbi. They told him precisely the same
stories as had been told to Wolff thirty years before.
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